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INDEX TO VOLUME XXVI,

ABBEY MILLS PUMPING STATION, treat
to the workmen at, 637

Aberdeen public and municipal buildings, '110
AbjBsiaia, art and architecture in, 359
Academy, Royal, see “ Royal Academy ”

Academy, Royal Scottish, architecture in, 208
Accidents at theatres, 16
Accidents br fire, explosions, 710
Accidents, aamsgo during thunderstorm, A16,

Accidents to person and property : destruction
of Portman Market by lire, 100 j

fall of a
warehouse in Lirerpool, 805 ; fatal fall of
cornice in Sheffield, 435; frightful, at a
Manchester music-hall, 693; partial dc.
struction of the restored church of Eccles-
hall by fire, 808 ; serious, at Gateshead
town-ball, 4-18, 468, 016

;
serious, at Thames

Embankment, 927
Accidents to person aud property, 49, 138,

167, 340, 395, 4i68, 489, 633, 620. 747. 800,
819, 027

> > > ,

Actions, architects’, to recover payment for
plans, 60

Addresses, a new plan for statieg, 610
Aeronautical Society of Great Britain, 215
Aid, practical, 865
Air, compressed, see “ Compressed Air "
Air-or-not Company (Limited), 169
Air and h’ght, see “ Light and Air”
Albert Hall (Royal) of Arts and Sciences,
South Kensington, 99

Alexandra Park, Muswcll-hill, 310
All Saints’ Church, Little Mnoden, Herts, 786
Alhanco, the Architectural, 456, 746
Almshouses, new, for ShelUold, 890
Altar, bronze, and chandelier, in Auneburc

Cathedral, 766
Altitudes, comparative, 83, 113, 139, 161, 198
American antiquities, 661
Amiens Cathedral, idling at, 329
Amnsemonts, 217
Anagni Cathedral, 734
Animal food, its preservation and its waste,

621
;
see also “ Food "

Antiquities, American, 661
Antiquities of Cornwall, 054
Arabia and Syria, surveys of, 870
Arbitration, courts of, see “ Trades Move-
ment”

Archwavs, old, Temple Bar and, 325
Archaological items from Rome, 74
Archeological Association, British, 153, 245,

377 ; Cirencester Congress of, 616, 507, 037
Archeological Institute at Lancaster, 682
Archeological Society, Kent, 007
Arohffiological Society, North Oxfordshire.

681
’

Archeological Society, Somerset, 092
Archeological Society, Surrey, 666
Archeology, sacred, 461
Archeology (The) of Freemasonry, 656
Archeology v. Architecture, 42, 84
^ches, brick, on circular face, 900
Architect, a competent, penalty for not em-

ploying, 468
Architect, consulting, to Indian Government,
285

Architect, the education of an, 295
Architect, what is an ? 274
Architect's bill (An), 789
Architects and Engineers, German, Fifteenth
Congress of, 246, 057, 679

Architects and the volcano, 221
Architects celebrated, a French biography

of, 389
® ^

Architects of buildings and designs illus-
trated : Messrs.,—Adams, Charles J., Ex-
change and Club buildings, Middlesbrough,
375, 450; Albano, B., Casa Caradoc, St.
Etienne do Bayonne, France, 803 ;

Barry,
Charles, first accepted design for Fever-
sham Memorial, Helmaley, 280 ; Barry,
Charles, The College of God’s Gift, Dulwicli,
631 ; Barry, E. M., New Palace-yard, West-
minster, 20 ; Cliftou, E. W., ofiices of the
London Dock Company, Leadenhall-street,
605 ; Collyer, Colonel, Victoria Hospital,
Suez, 265 ; Couybeare, Henry, St. Mary’s,
Itchenstoke, 135; Derbyshire, Alfred, Pen-
dleton Town-hall, 61 ; Deane, T. N., Scottish
Provincial Assuranco Office, Dublin, 281

;

Driver, Charles H., Iron Lamp, Holborn,
604; Forsyth, James (sculptor), Dudley
Fountain, 176; Giles & Biven, proposed
asylum for imbeciles at Leavesden, Wood-
side, and at Caterham, 561 ;

Goldie & ChilH,
St. Mary's new (R.C.) Church, Kensington,
611; Habershou & Fite, Alexandra Orphan-
age for Infants, 165 ;

Jackson, T. G., Elies-
mere Memorial, Walkden Moor, 610; Kerr,
Robert, Ascot Heath House, Berks, 929;
Keirle, Hyde Park Drinking Fountain, 70;

plsn of Her Majesty’s Theatre, 912;M Carthy, J., Cathedral of St. MacCarthain,
Monaghan, 677

;
Mengoni, entrance to the

Victor Emanuel Gallery, Milan, 491 ; Men-—Victor Emanuel Gallery, Milan, 299

;

Mills & Murgatroyd, a Manchester ware-
house, 641 ; MitcheU-Withers. J. B., Sharrow
Church, Sheffield, 211; Newman & Bil-
ling, St. James’s Churen, Kidbrooke, 861;
Nightingale, J. S., “The Logs,” Hamp-
stead, 877 J Norton, John, St. David's
Church, Neath, 431 ; Parr & Strong,
cellular construction, 354; Peddio & Kin-
near, Aberdeen Public and Municipal

Buildings, 411 ; Heed & Barnes, now Town
Hall, Melbourne, 766; Robins, E. C.,
Church of St. Jude, East Brixton, 193;
Robson, E. E., and Weightman, J., Muni-
cipal offices, Liverpool, 229; Eoumieu,
warehouse in East Cheap, 749 ; 8t.
Aubyn, Midelney Place, near Langport,
841 ; Schmidt, F., design for House of
Lords, Vienna, 115; Scott, G. G., Elgin
Monument, Calcutta, 913; Scott, 6 . 5 .,

reredoB, Worcester Cathedral (Farmer,
sculptor), 731 ;

Scott, G. G., atone palpit.
Church of St. Matthias, Stoke Newington,
410; Scott, JohnO., design submitted for
Manchester Town Hall, 393 ; Slater &
Carpenter, Chapel of the College of St.
Mary and St. Nicolas, Lancing, 943 ;

Speakman & Charlesworth, design sub-
mitted for Manchester Town Hall, 337 ;

Tale, H. H., “The CHffe,” Eastbourne,
97;tWBeBemann, Berlin Town Hall, 695;
Walford, Donkin, & Evill, stables and
coachhouse, Uersham Lodge, Walton,
Surrey : concrete facing hlooks and
Broomhall roofing tiles, 659; Wardell &
Co., St. Patrick’s Cathedral, Melbourne,
894; Waterhouse, Alfred, Manchester new
Town Hall, 319 ;

Waterhouse, Alfred, new
University Club, 356 ; White, W., Hume-
wood. County Wicklow, Ireland, 689 ;

Willebrand, Castle of, Mecklenburg,
Schwerin, 11; Willebrand,Castlo ofMecklen-
burg Schwerin,—grand staircase, &o., 571;
Wimble, warehouse, Southwark New-
street, 471 ; Wyatt, M. Digby, gates, Castle
Ashby, Northamptonshire, 45 ; Wyatt,
M. D., mansion at Possingworth, Sussex,
713

Architects, payment of, 033 ;
Kensington Sick

Asylum, 610; the nut for the profession to
crack, see “Nut,” also “En^eers," and
“ Operatives, Payment of”

Architects, Royal Institute of : see “ Insti-
tute”

Architects (The) of the cemeteries, 285
Architects' Benevolent SocieW, 197
Ajchitects' charges : in Germany, 927 ;

Randall v. Gray, 86, 100, 181 ; fees, 940

;

fees in competition, 139
Architects' liabilities,— Swatridgo u. Colson,
303

Architectural and Archaological Society,
Bucks, S49

Architectural and Archaological Society,
Leicestershire, 657

Architectural and Archaological Society,
Sheffield, 692

Architectural Alliance, see "Alliance”
Architectural Association, 35, 413 ;

systematic
proportions in architecture, 6 ; terra-cotta,
137,157 ; construction ofhospitals, 333; how
is this? 340; on modem furniture, 390;
early brickwork, 453; conversazione, 826;
Manchester, 377, 7'i6

Architectural Association, Northern, 153, 377,
898

Architectural detail, notes on, 870
Architectural drawings, see " Drawings ”

Architectural education, genoralizatiouin, 706,
753, 787, 808, 846, 864

Architectural Exhibition, see " Exhibition ”
Architectural grammar, on the antipathies of.
872

Architectural Institute of Scotland, 83
Architectural Museum, see "Museum”
Architectural Publication Society, 416
Architectural rank of London (the future)
among European cities, 681

Architectural relics of India, 377, 934
Architectural ecnlpturo, see " Sculpture ”

Architectural Society, Birmingham : old build-
ings about Birmingham, 83 ; use of home-
grown Umber, 181

Architectural Society, Cambridge, 916
Architectural Society, Glasgow, 77, 163 ; im-
provement of Glasgow, 234 ;

on the Anti-
pathies of Architectural Grammar, 872

Architectural Society, Lincoln Diocesan, 4G8
Architectural Society, Worcester Diocesan,

468, 738
Arehitectural Societies, 416
Architectural studeuts in Paris, 746
Architecture and eartfaqaaies, 937; see also
" Earthquakes”

Architecture and the tenure of land; see
" Land”

Ai'chitecture, British, at Paris Exhibition of
1807, 241

Architecture, domestic, of Mexico, 7, 25, 293,
368, 725

Architecture, early, in Britain, Professor G.
G. Scott on, 70, 90, 108, 127, 149, 171

Architecture, engineering, 874
Architecture, Imperial, and imperial finance,

233
Architecture in the Birmingham Spring Exhi-

bition, 251
Architecture in the Royal Scottish Academy,
208

Architecture of Jerusalem, the eighteen eras
of the, 3

Architecture of Russia, 66
Architecture, position of, and its progress, 836
Architecture, systematic proportions in, 6
Architecture, the capabilities of as a distinct

branch of inteUectual research, 147
Architecture, the real and the ideal of, 683

Architecture : University College, London,
4/

5

Arehitectnre p. Archosology, 43, 84
Architecturesque, Professor Kerr on the, 169,

187
Architecturesque, the logic of the, 215, 234,

251
Armour (The) at South Kensington, 846, 925
Armory in the Tower, the state of the, 466
Art and Science Department, 692
Art and Science, tho Marquis of Bate on, 917
Alt, British : see “Artists, Foreign”
Art, curiosities of, 267, 379
Art, Female School of, -109

Art, fine : see “ Fine Art ”

Art, generalization in, 672
Art in Athens, 42
Art, infiuence of Eastern on Western, as teen

in the art results of the Crusades, -169

Art, ornamental, with relation to ethnology,
893

Art, School of: Edinburgh, 699 ; Maccles-
field, 933; Nottingham, 099; Warrington,
63, 101; West London, 32-1, prize meeting
of, 6-19

Art, schools of, 'see contents ofweekly Num-
bers

Art, schools of science and, more, 26
Art, schools of,—the Birmingham School and

local Society of Arts, 172
Art, the rise and progress of, 923
Art, the study of, 944
Art-education (on), 17
Art-masters, prizes to, 433, 627
Art-notea in Birmingham, see " Birming-
ham”

Art-notes in Manchester, see "Manchester”
Art-schools,—-Edinburgh and Nottingham, 699
Art-season (The) 361
Art-teaching and the universities, by an artist,

231
Art-union of London, meeting of, 309 ; prin-

cipal works already selected by prize-
holders, 391

;
pictures purchased by, 626

Art-workmanship, 65 ;
prize winners for, 118

Art-workmen, prizes for. 339
Art-works for the people. Royal Convention

for the exchange of, 621
Artesian wells, 286
Artisans’ Dwellings Act, see "Dwellings Act"
Artisans, English, on Faris Exhibition: see
" Exhibition"

Artist (The) and the Publisher, 84, 101
Artistic curiosities, 285
Artists and Arabs, 428
Artists, foreign, employed in England, during

tho sixteenth century, and their influence
on British art, 423, 415, 660, 628

Artists, Society of Female, 77
Arts, boulevard of, see “ Boulevard”
Arts, Society of, 893; conference of institu-

tions at, 515; art-workmanship, 65
Ascot-heath House, Berkshire, 928
Ash (The), 5

Asphalte, the value of, 910
Asylum competition, see under "Competi-
tion"

Asylum, Kensington Sick,—payment to archi-
tects, 610

Asylum, Poplar and Stepney Sick, see " Com-
petition”

Asylum (The) at Leavesden, 819
Asylums for the imbecile poor of the metro-

politan district, 641
Asylums for the insane poor, London, 214
Asylums, tho proposed pauper, building

materials and, 209
Athens, art in, 42
Atlantic cables, see "Telegraphic”
Atmosphere (The) and ventilation, 653
Audits, railway, see nnder " Railway"
Australian news, 373, 614, 633, 710, 730 ;

from
Melbourne, 199, 235, 76-1,—see also "Mel-
bourne”

Australian meat for the English market, 691

;

see also under “ Food "

Avebury, temple of, 727

BALL-ROOM, Liverpool news-room, -42

Ball-room, ventilation of a, 216
Ballast, contents of conical heap of, 474, 496
Balsall Hoath, water supply and fever at, 360
Bamberg Cathedral, 205
Bank boUdinga, New Alliance, Liverpool, 715
Bankruptcy Act, the new, 786
Barnsley and the district, building operations
and sanitary improvements in, 786

Barracks, sanitary state of, 609
Barry, Sir Charles, the works of, 23 ; see also
under " Parliament Houses”

Bath Abbey restorations, 180
Bath, to heat a, 50, 64, 85, 119
Baths, 17
Baths and washhouses, tho Bt. Pancras now

public, -406

Baths, Sheffield Corporation, 947
Baths, Turkish, see "Turkish Baths”
Bearwood, 406
Bedford Castle, 639
Bedford drainage, see "Drainage”
Belgravia and South ‘Kensington new road,

see "Boulevard”
Bell, the great, of St. Paul’s Cathedral, 252
Bells: Boston Church, and chimes, 932;
church, notes on, 119, 182, 302; campano-
logy,*—see “Campanology;” great, Wo-
burn new church, &c,, 139; at. Bride’s,

Fleet-street, 629; St. Saviour's, Southwark,
434; Westminster Abbey, 340; St. Mary-
le-Bow's, 395; St. Martiu’s-in-the-Fields,
575

Berkhampstead Castle, 529
Berlin : new markets in, 84 ; new town-hall,

697
JJerinuda, the launch of the, 673
Bills of quantities in Liverpool, 252
Birmingham, 408 ;

notes, 738, 753, 787 ;

Architectural Society, see "Architectural
Society :

” art, health, education, 757 ; old
bnildings about, 83 ;

school of arts and
local society of arts, 172; Social Science
Association in, 728 ;

the condition of, 751,
768 : the courts, alleys, and council of, 798

;

workhouse, state of, 270
Bishopric of Ramsbury, 796
Black diamonds (Our), 737
Blackfriars Bridge, 217
Black staircase, 933
Blomficld memorial in St, Fanl’s Cathedral,

799
Blood prodigies, 610
Board of Works, Metropolitan, 05, 117, 139,

269, 827, 840, 882; Duke of Bucclench v.,

118, 303
;

line of front,—metropolitan
districts; Wandsworth Board of 'VVorks,
appellants, o. Hall, respondent, 916; new
works of the, 609

Boards, local : and town surveyors,—Crewe,
196; engineers and, 10; see also " Local
Boards”

Boards of works, the duty of members of,

010, 933
Boats for raising sunken vessels, 449
Books, pamphlets, tables, enCTavings, &c.

;

notices, reviews, and articles, as to : A
Civil Engineer’s Personal Recollections of
English Engineers, 921 ;

Artisans' Reports
on Paris Exhibition, 21 ;

Bailliarg5'a
Nouveau Trait4 de G5om«5trie, &c., 74;
Barry on the Art Architect of the
Houses of Parliament, 129 ; Bemrose
on Fret Cutting, Ac., 287 ;

Benson on
Science of Colour, 644 ;

Blackburn on
Artists and Arabs, 428 ;

Blashfield on Terra-
cotta, 271; Boaanquet on London Arts,
Charities, &c., 622 ; Bourne on the Steam
Engin^71S; Bourne’s Examples ofEngines,
718 ; Box on Heat, 833 ; Brewster on
Natural Magic, 8i)8; British Almanac and
Companion, 951 ; Brookes's and Findlay’s
Gazetteer, 530 ; Bunnett's Liibko’s History
of Art, 923 ; Catlermole on Haddon-hoU,
254; Chomook's Ludus Patronymicus, 315);
Colburn & Maw on Waterworks of London,
236; Cox on Garnishing Churches, 001 j

Davidson’s Cassell's Tecluiical Manuals,
017 : De Camera on 'Wholesome Fare, 141 j

D'Heilly’sSons oftbeir Works, 213; Diaries,
918 : Dilko on Greater Britain, 806 ; Dobson
on Bricks and Tiles, 828 ; Dord’s illustrations

toThe Triumph of Christianity, 483 ; Du Boia
& Lucas on Celebrated Architects, 359;
Eastlake on Furniture, Ac., 863; Edwards
on Smoky Chimneys, 236 ; Edwards on the
Ventilation of Dwelling-houses, Ac., 86j
English Civilian on the Trinity of Italy, 13 j

Forsyth’s Designs for Monuments, 183;
Fry on our Schools and Colleges, 254;
Godwin’s Prize Essay on Concrete, 633;
Goodisou's Report on Wsiton Sewerage,
Ac., 398; Handbook of Derbyshire, Ac,,
669 ; Handvbook of Law-, 380 ; Handyside’s
Works in Iron, 409; Hicklin’s Bemroae’s
Guide to Matlock, Ac., 669; Hopper’s Cata-
logue of Shukspeare Documents, 380 ; Hod-
son on Geometry, 141; Illustrated Books,
883; Illustrated Books for Children, 848;
Jameson, Mrs., ou Early Italian Painters

353; Jones on Pow>-3, 867; Joynson on
Machine Gearing, 918; Krepp on Sewage
Question, 223 ;

Lankeater on Health, 380

;

Latham on Sanitary History of Croydon,
417 ;

Macdonald’s 'llaudy-book of Law as
to masters, workmen, Ac., 680 ; Mac-
donald's History of Dumfries, 887 ;

Mayer
on the 8pams& Armada, 918; Mayer’s
Address to Historical Society of Lancashire
and Cheshire, 918; Metal Work Trade
Book, 618; Mitchell on Assaying, 771;
Medley’s Indian Engineering, 721; Morley’a
"Spectator," 917; Northcott on Lathes
and Turning, 632 ;

on the Lathe, 267 ;

Oppert on Hospitals, Ac., 633; Parson’s
Geological Table, 791 ; Patent Abridge-
ments, 203 ;

Photographs of Archmology of
Rome, 458; Plummer's Story of Sale, the
blind Inventor, 398; Pooley on Crosses of
Gloucestershire, 237 ;

Proctor on the

Telescope, 199 ;
Puckett on Sciography,

742 ;
Pugin on Art-Architect of Parhament

Houses, 129 ;
Reid on Portland Cement, 793

Reed on Shipbuilding, 897 ; Report to Par-
liament on Severn Navigation, 534; Reports
on American Patents, -136 ; Riemann on
Aniline,* Ac., 579 ;

Riley’s Memorials of
London, 661 ; Robinson on Architectural
Foliage, 867 ; Robinson on Carved Panels,

867 ;
Robinson’s Gleanings from French

Gardens, 491; Roney’s Rambles on Rail-

ways, 111; Rouse on Practical Geometry,
75; Royal Engineers, Papers of, 199;
Ryde on Eating of Railways, 271 ;

Simpson
on the Great Pyramid, 687 ;

Smiles on G»
Stephenson, 518; Stanley on Westminster
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Alibev, 125; Sussex Arehteological Col-

lections, 683; SweetioB on Peterborough

Churches, S07; The Ecckssologist, 917;

The Great Architect, 453 ;
Titnbs’s Tear-

book of Facts, 271 j
Transactions of t^he

London and Middlesex Archccological Bo-

cietv, 808; Tripp on British Mosses, 637;

Tyn’dall on Faraday, 232; Variorum :

see contents ofeach weekly Number ;
lijla

and Cottage Architecture, 4S2
;

Vin-

cent's Haydn’s Book of Dates, wl
j

Walcott’s Sacred Archaology, 461 ;
Ward

on Workmen and Wages at Home and

Abroad, 67; Waring on Cottage Hospitals,

145
;
Warwick on Edinburgh Police, 216

;

Watts’s Dictionary of Chemistry, 380 ;

Willis's lUnstrations of Canterlmry Cathe-

dral, 459; Winston on Glass-painting, 254;

Wood Carving, original designs for, 19;

Workmen's Reports on Paris Exhibition,

656; Wyman’s Directo^ of Architects,

Engineers, and Building 'Trades, 436

Botanic Gardens : conservatory additions.

old St. Panl’s, London, -166; St. Patrick’s

(R. C.), Melbourne, S92 ;
Salisbury, restora-

tions, and nnbistoric history, 473 ;
Troyes,

670

495
Bottes, apropos des, 609

Boulevard of the arts, from Pont.BtTeet_ to

South Kensington Museum, Ac,, 100, -45

Boulogne, new dock at, 003

Brest, floating basin at, 139

Brick arcbes on circular face. 900

Brickmaking and desired improvements, //8

Brick smoke, 409
.

Brick walls, damp driving through in ex-

posed situations, 646, 681

Brick walls, protection of from rain, 663

Brick walls, to keep them dry, 699

Brickwork, early, 453
Brickwork, efllorescence on, 302; efllores-

cecce on new, 362
Brickwork in Swansea, 311
Brickwork, moulded, or terra-cotta, 869

Bricks, white, stains on, 269

Bridge, new Trent, for Nottingham,'314, 644

Bridge, Waterloo, the river and, 836

Bridges, concrete, 9-18 : see also “ Concrete.

Bridges, the two, 658
Brighton, opening of Turkish baths at, /86

Bristol : and Clifton, 676 ;
Cathedral, resto-

ration of, 296; proposed new streets and

roads at, 249 ;
subterranean passages and

apartments in, 799; the want of a fever

hospital in, 296
Britain, cosmopolitan, 855

British Association in Norwich, 635, 052

Builder (The) and the London City Corpora-

tion,—the proposed enlargement of New-
gate, 109

BuUders, estimates of, can a builder charge

for making, 100
Builders and District Surveyors, 496

Builders, suburban, important to,—damage
outside metropolitan area, 415

_

Builders' Actions, Witter r. Williams, 285

Builders’ Benevolent Institution, 435, 610, huw

Builders’ Clerks’ Benevolent lustitution, 362,—

an appeal to builders, 736, 753

Builders' Foremen and Clerks of "Works Pro-

vident Institution, dinner of, -166

Builders’ hardware, 840

Builders’ Price Books, 19

Building Act, Metropolitan : Builders and

District Surveyors, -IOC; cases under, 182,

285, 362, 555. 577, 865; cases under,—

alterations. 881 ;
cases under,—bad build-

ing, a warning, 901; cases under,—notice

to District Surveyor, 630; District^ Sur-

veyor, two days' notice to, 101 ;
District

Surveyors' di8tricts,9-49; exemptions claimed
•* n«Tn.MiT,ioa SIT - Tiiihlip buildinea

Caution (A), 933
Cedar, and its relations, 366, 504; for cabi-

nets, 554
Ceiling, danger in the, 865, 880

Ceilings and partitions, 916

CeUular fiie-proof construction, Parr &
Strong's, 353

Celtic monuments, 681

Cement kilns, 101

Cement, Portland, 793

Cemeteries, the architects of the, 285

Cemetery, the Dean, Edinburgh, 620

Cesspools m Bamsgate, 641
Chancel screens, 474

_

Channel railway, see under “ Railway

Chapel of the College of St. Mary aud St.

Nicolas, Lancing, Sussex, 944

Charges, architects', see “Architects

Charges’*
,, o

Charing-cross Railway, see under itaii-

"way
Charitable agencies of London, 5L_

Chateau Caradoc, Bayonne, France, 802

Chaucer window, Westminster Abbey, 910

Chimney, smoky, cure for, 324

Chimney-stacks and the late gales, 119

Chimneys, 916
Chri.stian symbols at Chedworth, 639

I

Christianity, the Triumph of,—Gustave Dor^,
' 483

ton Sick Asrlnm, 839 ;
Law Courts, see

“ Law Courts Leicester clock-tower, 35 ;

Liverpool dwellings, 57, 173 ;
Manchester

Town-ball, 133, 19<l,2-19; Manchester Towu-

hall, the designs for, 259 ;
Manchester

To>vn-hall, selected design for, 317, 336, 395 ;

Masborough Cemetery, 787 ;
Norwich Lu-

natic Asvlum, 826 ;
Poplar and Stepney

Sick Asylum, 776, 800, 827 ;
Romford dram-

aee. -ISS ;
Rotherhithe Sick Asylum, 60d;

St. Matthew’s Church, Hull, 297 ;
St.

Pancras Infirmary, 139; St. Pancras School,

234; Taylor's Bridge, Camberwell, 62/

;

Walworth Common Estate, see “"Wal-

worth”
,1 -D

Competitions and charges : A nut for the rro-

fession to crack, 216, 269, 234
_

Compressed air for propelling vehicles, 8 /o

Concrete bridges, 943 __
Concrete, building in, 47, 535, 555, 699, /b9

Concrete houses, 788, 826, 815; at Twicken-

ham, 815 : a challenge to builders of, 6-15

Concrete sewers, 293, 311

Concrete tanks, cost of, 753

Concrete, the behaviour of, in France, 27

Concretion of roads, 699

Congress, International, of "W'orking Men,

,
and

Dilrer.^AJbert : see “Fairford*

Dursley Church, 360

Dust-bins and disease, 454

Dwelling company, surburban, yiUage

Dwelling-houses, fire-proof, construction of,

158, 214, 249 , , ,
.

Dwellings biU, the artisans and labourers

,

253, 395
Dwellings Act. artisans’, 570, 583

Dwellings (The) of the labouring classes,

705
, „ . u-

Cougress of German Architects, see “ Archi-

Constantinople, memorial church, 119

Contract (A), repudiation of, 693

Contract, terms of,—Vigers c. Peto, 398

Contract work : where are we going to, 494

Contractors (Sub), liability of for wages, /69

Contracts, pariah, 253
Co-operative building company, 101

Co-operative movement (The), 69, 140

Com Exchange, York, opening of, 819

Cornice, fatal fall of in Sheffield, 435

Cornwall, antiquities of, 651

Cosmioal disturbances of the earth s crust,

846; see also “ Physical Commotions
Cosmopolitan Britain, 855

^

Cottages, agricultural labourers’, 82o

Cottages, examples of recent, 432

Cottages, labourers', 49: see also Dwell-

Chrietmas Carol, 948
Church : All Saints, Little Munden, Herts,

786; Constantinople, memorial, 119; Dun-
stable, 386; Dursley, 360; Eecleshall, re-

stored, partial destruction of by fire, 818;

Milton, near Gillingham, 16 ;
Notre Dame

do France, Leicester-square, -109
;
Peabody

memorial, in Msssachussetts, 181 ;
Perivale,

restoration of, 736; St. Bartholomew’s the

Great, Smithfleld, 249, 284; 8t. David’s,

Neath, Wales, 430; St. Helen's, Bishops-

gate, 283; St. John’s, Weymouth,—local

superintendents, 193; St. James’s, Kid-

brooke, 860; St. John the Baptist’s, Ley-
tonstone, 916 ; St. John’s, Weymouth, 119,

160; St. Jude’s, East Briiton, 192; St.

Margaret's, Lowestoft, state of, 915;

St. Mary’s, Itchenstoke, 133; St. Mary’s

new (R.C.), Kensington; St. Pancras
London, proposed new in parish of, 433

471; St. Bcgulus's, St. Andrew's, 119
;
St

Saviour’s, Preston, 859; St. Sepulchre’s,

Skinner-street, 2o3 ;
Sbsrrow, Sheffield,

213, 231; Woburn, new at, 746; Woburn
Sands, new at, 7-46

Church bells, see “Bells”
Church building in W^ales, 800: see also

" Church-building News,” in weekly Nnm-
bers

Church-building News : see contents of weekly

Numbers
Church competitions, see under “Competi-
tions"

Church glazing, 86, 119
Church polyehromy, 648, 662, 681

Church service stopped by moths, 270

Church, something like a, 250
Churches, compound, 340
Churches, the ruined, of Orkney and Shet-

land, 266
Cibber, or Gibert, Caius Gabriel, sculptor.

Assurance Company, 279; Water supply,

foul reservoir bottoms, 787
_

Duustable and "Vicinity, 428 ;
’

its Church and neighbourhood, 6--

liirpr. Albert: see “Fairford

Dwellings, labourers’, for the Liverpool Cor-

poration, 57, 173
,

Dwellings : see also “ Cottages

EARTHQUAKE proof buildings, 213;

also “ Architects and the \
I..-,-..*

®

also “ Architects and the \

Earthquakes and arohitecture, 937

Earthquakes, see also “Physical Commo

E^l^CenDMe d’Architecture, prizes at the.

Ecouomy, false, see “ False
gtorm.

Edinburgh: a voice from, ®
777 :

112
i
life risks in, 442;

painted (new) '^ndow in Parhament House.

762; Dean Cemetery, 626; the duties ot

the hurgb engineer, 216 ;
works in pr g

and in prospect, 67

Education, 697
,

. m
Education, a working man s opinion on, 00,

234
. ^

Education of an architect, 29o

Education, architectural ;
see Arclutectnra

Education”
Education, art, see “ Art

-.rsn pHu
Education Commissioners report,—nou-edu

eating England, 204 ,, , , rg
Education Conference at Ma^hoster. 68

Education of tho people,—National Sunday

League, 252 , _n,
Education of the working classes, 294

Education, suggestions T^rac-
Education, technical, see Technical Instruc

Educational Committee, Mr. Sac^elson’s, 576

Edncaiional Trusts in London, 607

Egyptian Hall (The) in the City, 214, 284

Eleotrio organ, 160

Electrical piano, 681

Elgin, the late Lord, monument to, Oio

Ely Cathedral, 377 o, 0,0 E03 mo
Embankment, the Thames, 34, 216, 593, 610,

Cottages, prize, Suffolk, 1807,—Agricultural

Association, Ipswich, 515

Cottages, the fittings of, 158

Coucy, Castle of, 191, 206 ;
the donjon of, 234

Craftsman, the education of the : see under

" Techuical Instruction”

Crosses, the old, of Gloucestershire, 237

Crossings, 139 . ,
Croydon : the sanitary history of, -147

;
water-

works, 49 , „ , ,

Crystal Palace : Royal Box, '186 ;
the Handel

Festival, 456
, . > r

Curiosities of London, 1 ;
the death-place of

Gibbon, see “ Gibbon”

ourveyors distncis.n-w; eiempiiyiJoi.-iaimt:u

by railway companies, 517 ;
public buildings

and District Surveyors, 063 ;
public build-

ings and,—Royal Alfred Theatre, 827 ;
West-

nuuster Abbey and, -469

Building case (a great) in Ireland,—Doolan

t>. Dixon, 940
Building in concrete, see “ Concrete

Building materials and the proposed pauper

asylums, 209
Building materials and their defects, 390

Building stone, the bed of, 251, 269

Building atone, see also “ Stone”
Building trade, rattening in the, 17

Building trades, technical instruction for,

859, see also “ technical” ;
practical aid to,

665 „ ,
Building trades movement, see " Trades

Movement”
Building with concrete, 535, 555: see also

“ Concrete.”
Building without architectural supervision,

1S2

DAMAGE during the thunderstorm, 410, 433

Damages for bespattering clothes with lime,

789
e also “Wet;” driving

1 exposed situations.
Damp, 85, 120, 302 ;

st

through brick walla

646, 681 ,

Dealwork, unpainted, 699,—and distemper

colouring, 717

Deals, marks on, 35, 64

Death, a premature, 498

Death from defective plans, responsibility for,

885
Cirencester : Congress of the British Arebteo-

logical Association at, 516, 597, 637; the

Roman amphitheatre at, 618, 646

Cisterns, galvanized iron, 865

Civil Engineers, the American Society of. New
York, 363

Civil Engineers, Institnte of, 68, 157, 197,

839, 943 :
alterations at, 456 ;

conversazione,

413; glass for lighthouses, 874; humidity

and decay, 371 ;
irrigation in India and

Spain, 321 ;
lighthouse building, 899 ;

pre-

miums, 515
Clement’s Inn, 697
Clifton, 675

,

Club and Institute, memorial workmen s,

Madelev, Salop, 173

Club buildings, exchange and, Middlesbrough,

artbqualse proof

:

'* Earth-Buildings
quake”

Buildings, new, on public thoroughfares, 396

Buildings (On) for European occupation ii

tropical climates, especially India, 311, 318

Burlington House- " iin

gateway, -423

Burhson, the late Mr. John, 911

Buruell, the late Mr. George Bowden, G-41

Burnet, John, 403
Butcher’s meat, 535

d/4
Club, Junior United Service, —
Club, new University, London, 357

Coal (Our), 737
College; a new CongreMtional at Notting-

ham, opening of, 463 ;
Dulwich, terra cotta

as used in new buildings, 623
;

Keble,

Oxford, 323; Methodist new, Belfast, 644;

of God’s Gift (Alleyn’s), Dulwich, 521; St

AfaT-v (ind St. Nicolas. Lancia?. 602
Ot troa 8 Uiii (AJieyn 8 j, i»iu»iuu,o.

Mary and St. Nicolas, Lancing, 602

Collision, see under “Railway”
Cologne, domestic tower, 764

leciaJly India, 3ii, aia v-uioguo, uumcD,.,.

word of caution, 110; Colonization, home, 34
Colour and light, 697
Colour blindness, 629

Colour, change of,

Colour in churches (On), 817

Colour, light and, 177, 7-45, 780

Colour, science of, 644, 691, 609, 628, 643, 662,

690. 716 736
CABBY, the “Builder’s "plea for, 687

]

680. 7ie. /do

Cambridge and Cainbridgeshire, improve-

1

Colours, the pnamatic, and how to

mrat."" SJ-O '
“® ...

e them.

cSihridee tlmuAt (A), 693 ; another, 627 1
Commercial credit, state of, „

Campanc^ogy, 6i'8
;
see also “ Bells " Commercially, where are we going

C^nrSanto the Thomey island, 614
i

Commission on pollution of rivers, o9, 337, 613

Capitals, a limit to the architectural develop- Parhament

ment of, 402

Caradoc, Chateau, Bayonne, 902

Carpenters and Joiners, report of Amalga-

mated Society of, 1887, 339

Castle • Bedford, 689 ;
Berkhampatead, 529

;

Dobroyd, 395; of Coucy, 191, 2C6, donjon

of, 234; of Mecklenburg-Schwerin, North

Germany, 9, 673 ;
Upsall, Yorkshire, 57

Cathedral: Anagni, 734; Amiens, idling at,

329; Bamberg, 205 ;
Bristol, restoration of,

296
;

Ely, 377 ;
Gloucester, 767 ;

Lincoln

(On), 607 ;
Lincoln, the styles in, 453, 484;

(E. C.) of St, MacCarthain, Monaghan, 075

.

Commons, nonse or, aee unuer • jrnrnameuu
Compensation cases : houses in the Poultry, 65

Compensations, the new law of, 645

Competition abroad, 180
Competition, architects’ fees in, 139
Competition designs,—a libel on the profes-

sion, 933
Competitions, 49, 157, IW, 214, 235, 249. 263,

286, 339. 350, -417, 433, 511. 715, 898,947;
Bradford House of Recovery, 826 ;

Dam-
fries Infirmary, 839; Durham Union Work-
house, 84, I'll

;
Fever hospital, 753, 758

Finsbury district schools, 640^ Hert

Death in the aUoy, 302

Death, see “ "Vital Statistics
”

Debenture holders, defrauded, 330

Deceased • Mr. John Burlison, 911 ;
Mr. Geo.

Eowden Burnell, 641 ;
Baron Marochetti,

35; the Rev. J. L. Petit, 928; Mr. John

Phipps of H.M.’s Board of Works, 117; Mr.

Prichett, architect, 406; Mr. Edward Welch,

architect, 863
Decoration of 3t. Michael a, Cornhill, 8o7

Decoration, mosaic, 887 ;
Mr. Layard on, 906

Decorations, 593 ;
mural, 31

Decorations, on the application of water-glass

for, 110
Decorators, a Society for, 193

Derbyshire, 669
Diarrheoa, see under “Sanitary Matters

Dictionary, architectural,—crushing weight,—

wrought and cast irou^ 534

Dijon, a halt at, 404

Diseases, the prevention of, 574

Dissenting church-building news : see contents

of weekly Numbers
Distemper colouring and unpsinted deal, 717

Dobroyd Castle, 395

Dock, at Sunderland, opening ofnew, 456

Dock, new, at Boulogne, 608

Dock, new, at Newport, 453

Docks, Greenock, 593

Dockyards, 577

Doge's Palace (The), 798

Domestic architecture, see “Architecture

Doolan t>. Dixon,—a great buildmg case in

Ireland, 940
, , ^

Dorc, Gustave,—" Tho Triumphs of Christ-

tianity,” -483
,

Drainage : and waterworks, Bedford, comple-

tion of, 691 ;
and waterworks, Gibraltar, 101;

Cheltenham, 361 ;
Longdon and Eldersfleld,

616 ;
Oxford, Eton, "Windsor, and Abingdon,

863 :
outside metropolitan area : important

to suburban builders, 415 ;
(The) of land,

40, 54, 93, 106, 250

Drains, sinks, and traps, 4S3

Drama, The: see “ Theatres
’[

Drawing, universality of, in Continental

Schools, 752
, , . -

Drawings, architects', tho ownership ot, 116

Drawings, architectural, in Royal Academy
Exhibition: see “ Royal Academy

Drawings in perspective, a scale tor, 910,

Embankment, the Thames, and the boys, 379

Embankment, the Thames, Duke of Buc-

cleueh and, 118, 303 ,
Embankment, tho Thames, footways on, 2o£

Embankment, the Thames, stock-taking, 616

Embankment, the Thames, see also Rive

Embankment”
Employment for the poor, lOT .m
Engine, steam, for washing ^
Engineer, burgh, of Edinburgh, the duties of,

215
, ,

Engineering architecture, 874

Engineering Field-book, 516
_

Engineering, Indian, and Social Arrange-i

ments, 721
,

Engineering (The) oftVar, 345

Engineers and Architects, German, Ijth Con-]

gress of, 657, 679 ^ . ,,

Engineers. Civil, see " Civil Engineers

Engineers, Institution of in Scotland, 197
;

Enpneers. Manchester Institution of,-lighli

Engineers’ payment of,-a nut

fission to crack, 324 ;
see also Nut

Engineers, Society of, 65, 900

Epitaph in Kensal Green Cemetery, 523

Epitaphs, lecture o" -wo

EstSe. builS’Tse?"
'

IfiS.^oriamentararrwith reratiou to

Euston-square and station, “I®,.

Exchange and club buildings, Middlesbrough

Exchange, the Hop and Malt, S

Exhibition, Architectural, Conduit-street,31C

Exhibition of pictures, the Crawley, 7ol

Exhibition, the Winter,—French Gallery, 81

Exhibition, the Art, m Leeds, 365
, . ,

Exhibition, Birmingham Spring,— architectui

Exhibition, Industrial,, Halton, 4(W
.

Exhibition, Ipswich Fine Art and Industna

Edition of NaUonal Portraits, 273 ;
aee al£

Exhffiitha^^he Paris of 1867 : British Arch

lecture at. 241 ;
"reports on, 181 ;

art master

reports on, 361, 450 ;
English artisans 01

21 37 ;
the hoilding, 179 ;

workmen s r

po’rts on, 656 ;
see also “ Reporters.

Exhibition, the Centenary of the Roy

Academy of Arts, 331, 379, 386 ;
see ah

“ Exhibitions ”
3 _

Exhibition of the Royal Scottish Academ,

ExMbition Society, Architectural. 208; co

versazione of, 333

Exhibition for 1869, a South London worton.

class, 715
, ,

Exhibition, general, of water-colour drawing

Exhibitions, the Architectural, the Boy

Academy and, 262, 269

Explosion, accidents by, 710

Drinking Fountain : the Dudley, 174 ; Hyde-

park, 81 ;
Shepton Mallet, 9t0

Druidical race (A) in India, 663

Dry earth system : see “ Sewage Utilization,
789; Finsbury district schools, 640: Hert- Dry earth system : see

,

ford laboured’ cottage, 806, 826; licensing- Dublin, 16; Offices of Scottish Provincial

FARADAY as a discoverer, 233

Fairford church, the painted glass in, a

Albert Durer, 598, 615, 644, 763, 788, 8(

818, 845, 879 ;
committee, 681

Fairholt, the late F. W., memonoi of, 616



The Builder, Jaii. 0, 1869.]

Fall of buildings; see under “Accidents”
Fall of houses, llollowny, 827
False economy," a word or two on, 816

Farm buildings, model, at Audiem, 369
Famcomb, Surrey, condition of, 881
Fees, architects', see " Ar^-hitects* Fees"
Fever hospital competition ;

see “Competi-
tion"

Fever, see under “ Sanitary Matters”
Fine art, painting as a, 76
Fire, partial dfstruetion of the restored

church of Ecclesbsll by, 818
Fire - proof construction, cellular, Parr &
Strong’s. 353

Fire-proof dwelling-houses, see “Dwellmg-
houses ”

iFire, spread of, 434
Fires, 620
Flats V. Lodgin;.s, 182
Flood, storm and, 113
Flues, form of, 865
Font, bronze, at Ocbsenfurth, 28
Food (cooked) for the people, 69
Food preserver, sulphurous acid as, 100
Food resources of the people, 333

I ood, the poor mau’s, in London, 474
ood supply question (The), 173

Food for the people; see also “Australian
meat ”

Footings on adjoining ground, right to place,

; 263, 303
Foreign improvements carried on by English

enterprise, 813
Foreign news, 871 ;

see also Paris, Borne,
Tienna, &o., etpaisim.

Foreign office (The), 339
Fortifications, the new, alleged instability of,

108
Fountain, drinking, see “Drinking Fountain’’
Fountains Abbey, 481
Free labour v. Trade - unions : see under
' “ Trade-nnions ”)

iiFree libraries, Liverpool, the proposed en-
largement of, 132

iiFreomasonry, the archa-ology of, 665
French biography of celebrated architects,

389
French gallery,— the winter Exhibition, 818
French gardens, gleaniugs from, 401
Furniture, ancient, in Rathbaus, Ocbsenfurth,
• 783
Furniture, ancient metal,—bronze measure

at Ochsenfurlh, 803
Furniture, on modern, 300

GAIETY THEATRE, Strand, see “Theatre”
(Gallery, the Victor Emanuel, Milan, 297, 493
(Gaol erda^ement, Worcester, 767
'(Gardens, Trench, gleaniugs from, 401
(Garth stone for London, 231
(Gas, 132, 235, 788

I Gas companies, unauthorized, 616
1 Gas works, assessment of, 17
' Gas works : Batley, 947 ; Eastbourne, 928

;

Sunderland, 691
i Oates, Castle Ashley, 44
IGateshesd-on-Tynej as a modern town, 99
(Gateshead Town-hall, laying chief stone of,

serious accident, 4-48, 468, 640
i Geneva, Hall of the ReformaUon, 708
(Geometry, works on, 74
(German arobitects and engineers, fifteenth

congress of, 657, 679
I Germany, architects’ charges in, 927
( Germany, doings in, 423
(Germany (From), 95
• Gibbon : epitaph on, 64 ;

the death-place of,

—

curiosities of London,” 35, 490
Gibraltar, the drainage of) 317
Glass for lighthouses, 874
Glass, stained, see contents of weekly Numbers

• Glass, the painted, in Fairford Church
; see

“Fairfor(i"
Glaas.window, French and English, 169
(Glasgow Architectural Society, see “Archi-

tectural Society
”

Glasgow : improvement of, 234 ; new uni-
versity for, 743 ; sewage question, 27

: Glazing, 769
Glazing, church, 85, 119

I Glazing in iron, 806
Globe Theatre (The), London, see “Theatre”

: Gloucester Cathedral, 767
Granite matters, 83
Granite, to (ietect the bedway of, 404
Gravestones, ancient, at Moosburg. Bavaria,
622

Greenock harbour and dock, 139
• Grinding money, 362, 398
1 Qriseley new Town-hall, 33
1 Guildford, Surrey : health of, 676 j the epi-

demic at, 644, 733.
Guildhall, London, 574

( Guildhall, Lord Mayor’s Day, 839

HALL, a Masonic, Ireland, 283
I Hall, mtuonic, Winchester, 120
I Hall, new public, in Ipswich, 949
1 Hall of the Reformation, Geneva, 708
I Hall, E(^al Albert, of arts and sciences.

South Kensington, 99
I Hall, workmen’s, at Hitchin, 533, 81
1 Handel Festival at Crystal Palace, 456
I Harbours aud dockyards, 677
I Hardware, builders’, 849
I Hartlepool Headland, 82
[ Harvesting in wet weather, 545, 633, 879
I Health and happiness question, 324 : see

also under “Sanitary”
i Heat, the Management of, 833
[ Heralds’ College, 119, 351
1 Herne Bay Pier, 60, 64, 119, 181, 101, 263,

396, 416, 681
[ Heights, comparative ; see “Altitudes”
I Hogarth’s Monument, 197
1 Hoists, Bellhouse’s safety apparatus for, 489
1 Eolborn Viaduct, 317 ; and its progress, 627

;

the approach streets, 738; the elevations
on, 627

I Home, Huddersfield convalescent, 625
; Hooke, Robert, the grave of, S73

INDEX TO VOLUME XXVI.

Hospital, National Cottage, for consumptive
patients, 435

Hospital, St. Thomas’s, Westminster Bridge,

351 - .

Hospital, the proposed, for Newcastle-upon-
Tyne, 181

Hospital, the Western Pennsylvania, 359
Hospital, Victoria, Suez, 266
Hospitals, construction of, 333
Hospitals, cottage, 145, 323
Hospitals of the world (The), 633
Hotel, the new, at Lime-street station,

Liverpool, 631
House, a New York up-town, 262

House at Eastbourne with smoke tower, 05

House fa 9 ade washing engine, steam, 453
House-paint, see “ Paint ”

House (The town) of Lord Salisbury, 934
Household (The) taste in, 853
Houseless poor, over'Crowding and crime,

709
Honses, airing, 737
Houses, compound, 34
Houses, concrete : see “ Concrete Houses ’’

Houses, fall of, Holloway, 837
Houses of the poor at the west end, 785
Houses, the numbering of, 806, 827
Houses (The) wash them, 769
Humewood, county Wicklow, Ireland, 687

Humidity aud decay, 371.

Hyde Park, 455, 881; and Kensington Gar-
dens, 113; husbandry in, 303; the lamps
in, see “ Lamps”

INDIA, a Dniidical race in, 663
India and Foreign Offices (The), 339
India, architectural relics of, 377, 934
India, irrigation in, 321
India Otlices, Westminster, completion of

Indian Court, G75
India, on buildings for European occupation

in. 311, 343
India, overland route to, via the Black Sea,

284
India, pay in the Public Works Department,

679
India, public works in, 807
Indian Court, see “ India Offices”

Indian engineering and social arrangements,

721
Indian Government, consulting architect to,

385
Indian-ink, washable, 837
Indian monuments, 661
Industrial and commercial position, a glance

at, 89
Industrial Exhibition, see under “ Exhibi-

tion”
Industrial Institution, sec “Institution”
Industrial schools, the new, at Kirkdale, 746
Industry, museums of, see “ Museums”
Industry, partnerships of, 036
Industry, the faculty of, -106

Institute, Monmouth’s workmen's, 819
Institute ol Architects, Glasgow (Incorpo-

rated), 788
Institute of Painters in Water Colours, 321,

361 ; sketches and studies, 941
Institute (Royal) of British Architects, 137,

334; mural decorations, 31; architecture

of Russia, 56 ;
medals and premiums, 173 ;

conversazione, 616; opening night, 811;

the manufacture and use of terra-cotta,

856 ;
mosaic decoration, 887

Institution, Fine-art and Industrial, Wake-
field, 191

Institution for the Blind, Bradford, 450

Institution of Builders’ Foremen, see “Buil-
ders' Foremen”

Institution of Surveyors, see “Surveyors”
Institution of Civil Engineers, see “Civil

Engineers”
Institution of Engineers, see “Engineers"
Institutions, conference of at Society of Arts,

615
Instruction, scientific, 875
Instruction, technical, see “ Technical In-

struction"
Intercolonial Society, 663
International Congress, see “Congress”
Inventors’ Institute, 285
Ipswich new town-hall, 99, 919
Ireland (From), see contents of weekly Num-
bers

Irish railway system (The), 117

Don, galvanized, for preserving or conducting
water, 881 ;

see also “ Cisterns and Pipes’’

Iron manufactures on the Thames, 017

Iron ships, 892
Iron, works in, 469
Iron wrought and cast,—crashing weight,

531, 655
Ironmongers, the losses of, 183
Irrigation, a national system of, 4S6
Irrigation in Indja and Spain, 331
Islington and the City, proposed now route
between, 805

Italian painters, the early, 358
Italy, the trinity of, 13

JERSEY, wants in, 806
Jerusalem and its temple, 133
Jerusalem, disintegration of rock foundations,

357
Jerusalem, eighteen etas of the architecture

of, 3
Jerusalem, on the superficial remains of an-

cient, 165
Joiners' work, machinery for,—the Redcliffe

estate, Brompton, 201, 269
“ Joseph not a carpenter,” 681

Joseph, was he a carpenter I* 717

KEIGHLEY, Yorkshire, new buildings in,

^57-1

Kensington Gardens, 113
Kensington (South) Park Drive, 180
Kensington (South), andBelgravia, new road,

245
Kensington (South) Mnseum, see “Museum”
Kilns, brick, to burn their own smoke, 753

Kilns, cement, 1<^1

Kinescope (The), a new photographical
bijou, 514

LABOUR, adulteration of, 405, 654
Labour and wages. Committee on, 613
Labourer, the agricultural, 395
Labouring class dwellings, see “Dwellings"
Lake district, sanitary progress in the, 490
Lamp-lighting by clockwork, 378
Lump, new, lately erected in Holborn, 603
Lamps (The) in Hyde Park, 15

Land, on the cultivation and tenure of, histo-

rical notes on, 889 ;
and nrcliitecture, 773

Lanyon, Sir Charles, M.P., architect, dinner
to, 117

Law Courts: the designs for, 360; the new,

406; new, debate as to site of, 410 ; the pro-

posed, 421 ;
competition, 4-50, -107, 490, 53-4,

677, 593
Law Notes, the “ Builder's," 735, 780
Lawrence, Sir Thomas, letters by, 506

Lead pipes, corrosion of, 101
Lectures, by Professor Scott : see “ Scott

”

Lectures to working men, -155, 735
Lectures on Science aud Industry, 378
Lectures, scientific, for the people, 301
Leeds, 481 ; see also under “ Exhibition ”

Leicester-square, the scandal of, 543
Leighton Buzzard and its vicinity, -195

Leipzig Theatre, 215, 200
Letters on marble, engraved, 100, 181

Letters, writers of: Messrs. -Aiuslie, H. F.

Colonel, on the Memorial Church, Con-
stantinople, 119; Allen, Francis, “Nowand
then,” on old London relics, -147

;
Ambrose,

Henry, on a scale for drawings in per-

spective, 933; Ansted, D. T., on the bed of

building-stone, 209 ;
Armfield, Charles Noel,

ouaquestion of restoration, 114; Arnold, F.

T., on danger in the ceiling, 805; Arthur,

Pierce, ou the Great Indian Peninsular Rail-

way, 160 ;
Arthur, Pierce, on Madras irriga-

tion, -174; Atehley ACo. on engineering field

work, 516 ;
Barr,v, Alfred, on the Architect of

the Parliament llouses, 129 ;
Barry, Edward

M., ou New Law Courts, 534; Baylis, B., on
roads, 805; Baylis, B., onroad-making, 880;

Benuet, Robert C., on St. John’s Church,
Weymouth, 160; Benson, W., architect, on
science of colour, 609, 643, 680, 716, 736;
Bird, Charles, on crushing weight, wrought
aud cast iron, 556; Bird, J. W., ou rat-

tening in the building trade, 17 ;
Bleakarn,

John, on fire-proof construction of dwelling-

houses, 214; Boileau, L. A., on the be-

haviour of concrete iu France, 27 ;
Bonomi,

Joseph, on the Great ^ramid and Lin-

colu’s-inn-fields, 576 ;
jJonomi, Joseph,

Apropos des Bottes, COg
;
Bonomi, Joseph,

on Venus de Medicis and “ La Belle Taille

Ronde,'' 015
i
Botwright, John D., ou prac-

tical aid to building trades workmen, 886 ;

Bracebridge, E. L., on Poplar and Stepney
Asylum competition, 806

;
Bradbury, Wal-

ter, on Sidmoutb, 384 ;
Brandon, Raphael,

on railways and the public, 628 ;
Bravender,

John, on Cirencester Amphitheatre, 616;
Brent, John, on tesaelated pavement, Can-
terbury, 372; Brewer, H. W,, on styles not
invented, 133 ;

Brewer, H. W., on Munster,
Westphalia, 434

;
Bricrly, Joseph, on postal

despatch, 434; Brierly, Joseph, ou public

health and water supplies, 531; Brink, D.
Quanden, on painting on zinc, 916; Bur-
chett, George, on construction of fire-proof

dweUing-houses, 158; Burges, J. Hart, on
the condition of Birmingham, 768; Burton,
H. M., and various others (competitors) on
the Walworth Common Estate competition,

587; Bury, Talbot, on St. John's Church,
Weymouth, 119, 198; Burv, Talbot, on the

drawing of the throne. House of Lords,

198
;

Butterfield, W,, on architects’

charges, 100; Cargill, Thomas, on concrete

houses, 845; Chambers, Arthur, on how to

keep brick walla dry, 699; Chesterton,
Walter, on smoking-carriages on railways,

717; Clare, Charles, on glazing on iron,

806; Clayton, John R., on the Fairford

windows, 818; Colling, James K., on
science of colonr, 609, 662, 716 ;

ColwilJ,

J. B., on district surveyors’ districts,

949 ;
Conder, Charles E., ou science

of colour, 680; Corson, W. R., on skun-

chions, 948 ;
Cox, E, W., on the last of an

old mansion, 693 ;
Grace, John G., on sci-

ence of colour, 628; Crauford, W. N., on
intercolonial society, 663; Cross, William,

on a thoughtful act of masons, 181 ;
Cruse,

T., on Madras irrigation, 699; Cunning-

hame, Peter, on Cains Gabriel Cibber, or

Cibert, sculptor,_ 665; Davies, Jos. A., on
contents of conical heap of ballast, 496;

Dawson, Thomas, on danger iu the ceiling,

879; Dexter, J., on the East London Mu-
seum, 363 ;

Donaldson, Thomas L., on
Botanic Gardens,—conservatory additions,

495; Dove, John E., on “ A Druidical race

in India,” 663 ;
Drake, Charles, on concrete

building, 769 ;
Dudman, E. J., on snow and

the sewers, 60; Edis, Robert W., on the
Royal Academy and the Architectural Ex-
hibitions, 269 ;

Ellacombe, H. T., ou cam-

E
anology, 898; Ellis, J., on proposed work-
ouse for Islington, 285 ;

Fergusson, James,
on who spoilt the Parliament Houses, 8

;

Fergusson, James, on Archmologyp. Archi-
tecture, -42

;
Ferrey, Benjamin, on soap and

alum for keeping out wet, 737 ; Fox, Wil-
liam, on Durham Union Workhouse com-
petition, 101; Fraser, James, on church
polycfaromy, 681 ;

Freeman & Sons, on
thoughtful masons, 198 ;

Frow, Charles, on
Horncastle town sewerage tenders, 341;
Gadd, on snow and the sewers, 60 ;

Garbett,

Edward L., on the nut for the Profession

to crack, 324, 413; Garbett, Edward L.,

on Salisbury restorations and unhisfcoric

history, 473 ;
Garbett, Edward L., on some

well-buOt monuments, 890; Gellie, George,

on the bedway of granite, 451; Griffith,

V

W. P., on Southend, sanitary and archi-

tecture, 407; Griffith, W. P., another
trip to North Wales, 709; Gurdon, P.,

on silicate paint, 610; Hardwicke, E.,
on “The Artist and the Publisher,” 101;

Hart, J., on corrosion of lead pipes, 101

;

Harvey, Lawrence, on the Hall of the Re-
formation, Geneva, 708; Havel, C. R., on
heating a bath, 85 ;

Haynes, Joaiah E., on
contents of conical heap of ballast, 474;
Hennel, A. G., on Walworth Common
Estate competition, C39; Hills & Fletcher,

on Poplar and Stepney Asylum competi-

tion, 8156; Hiscocks, A. J., on the bed of
building stone, 251 ;

Holland, P. H., on

E
anic in buildings, 434; Holt, on Albert
'urer, 617 ;

Hooper, W. F., ou concrete

building, 699; James, Eichd., on worm-
eaten furniture, 341 ;

Jennings, George, on
snow and the sewers, 85 ;

Jennings, George,
on concrete sewers, 341 ;

Johnson, John, ou
proposed new church, St. Pancras, 474;
Kay, Alexander, on education, 362; Kay,
Alexander, on the education ofthe working-
classes, 284; Kershaw, Thomas, on en-

graved letters on marble, 181; Kershaw,
Thomas, on unpainted deal and distemper
colouring, 717 ;

Kirlton, J. on effiorescenoe

on new brickwork, 362; Klein, F. A., on
Walworth Common Estate competition,

676; Knightley, on St. Pancras Infirmary, 191;
Kyan & Co., on drainage and waterworks,
Gibraltar, 101 ;

Leacock, James, on stone
roadways, 635; Larden, George, on con-

crete houses, 826; Leeds, Lewis W., ou
ventilation, -43; Lewis, E. W. and Abra-
ham,W., on proposed museum for Leighton
Buzzard, 340; Little, Archi., on concrete

houses at Twickenham, 845; Lloyd, W.
Wutkis, ou the works of Barry, 23 ;

Lock-
wood A Co., on “Land and Marino Sur-
veying” and “Engineering Fieldwork,”
665;” McIIquham, Johu, on roadmaking,
864 ; Masey, P. E., on unpainted deal and
distemper colouring, 717 ; Mathews, J. D.,
on new Smithfield Markets, 362 ; May, W.,
jun., on concrete building, 760; Milner,
VV. H., on the tenders for the Horncastle
sewerage, 326; Morgan, A., ou road-
making, 86-1

;
Morrell, R. M., on the educa-

tion ofthe people, 252; Mnule, Henry, on
dry-earth system of sewage utibzation,

250; Mullett, F. T., ou Builders’ Clerks’

Benevolent Institution, 362 ; Newton,
Joseph, on new road from Bayswater to

Kensington, 455; Nugent, E., on Indian
and Celtic monuments, 661 ;

Osborn, Henry,
on preserving a scaling or cracked painting,

846; Osborn, Henry, as to galvanised iron
for preserving or conducting water, 881;
Papworth, Wyatt, on the Lewis, 451 ;

Parr,

T., on deep-well sinking, 717 ;
Parry, J. D.,

on Woburn, Dunstable, and vicinities, 428

;

Parry, J. D., on Leighton Buzzard and
vicinity, 195

;
Perry, Alfred, on the frog

and lizard, Rome, 340; Phillips, John, on
snow and the sewers, 34, 61;.Phillips, John,
on concrete sewers, 293 ;

Phillips, John, on
traps for house drains and gullies, 423

;

Phillips, John, on drains, sinks, and traps,

•154; Phillips, John, on trees and shruDS,
and seats for crowded streets, 486; Phillips,

John, on the atmosphere and ventilation,

653; Phillips, John, on education, 697;
Phillips, John, on our black diamonds, 737

;

Phillips, John, on respiration, 769; Phillips,

John, on warming and ventilating buildings,

821; Pickering, K., on engineers and local

boards, 16; Pratt, Hodgson, and Paterson,
Thomas, on lectures onseience and industry,

378; Pritchett, J. P., on a question in re-

storation, -115
;
Pugin, E, W., on “Who spoilt

the Parliament Houses,” 33, 129; Pugin,
E. W., on archajology v. architecture, 81

;

Raimbach, M. T. S., on Sir David Wilkie's

letters, 763; Randall, John, on recreation

and work, 321 ;
Riviere, William, on the

universities and art teaching, 231 ;
Robins,

E. C., on theinfiuence of foreign artists on
British art, 628 ;

Robins, James J., on
plague stones, 379 ;

Scargill, Walter, styles

not converted, 159; Scargill, Walter, on a
new plan for stating addresses, 516; Scott,

Gilbert, jun., on Poplar and Stepney Sick

Asylum, 827; Smith, Worthington on
the ash, 6 ;

Sorby, Thomas C., on fortifying

police stations, 169; Sorby, Thomas C.,

caution as to visitors, 933 ;
Spiers, Ph6n(?,

on architectural education, 864 ;
Stoney, H.

T. on felling trees, 693 ;
Strickland, C. W.,

on casement windows for cottages, 362

;

Strong, Alfred, on a scale for drawings in

perspective, 916; Tali, J. on building with
concrete, 635 ;

Tall, J., on concrete houses,

828; Tarbuck, Edward L., styles not in-

vented, 159; Tarn, E. Wyndam. oa crush-

ing weight, wrought and cast iron, 655;

Taylor, Tom, on the Fairford windows, 845;

Templeton, Robert, on ventilation, 284;
Thomas, W. Cave, on home colonization,

34; Thomas, W. Cave, on light and colour,

177, 697, 745 ; Thomas, W. Cave, on neither

light nor sound except to eyes and ears, 576

;

Tucker, H. W., on armour at South Ken-
sington, 846 ;

Underwood, M.,'ou a question

iu restoration, 37S, -454; Venables, Edmund,
on the Egyptian Hall, CUy, 214 ;

Walcott,

Mackenzie E. C., on Lollatd's tower, -495;

Walcott, Mackenzie E. C., on 'a mediffival

sketch-book, 654; Walesby, Thomas, on
church bells, 119

;
Walesby, Thomas, on

parish church bells, 182 ;
W alesby , Thomas,

on the great bell of St. Paul’s Cathedral,

252 ;
Walesby, Thomas, on the bells oi

Westminster Abbey, 340: Walesby, T., on
the bells of St. Saviour’s Church, South-

wark, 434; Walesby, T., on the bells

of St. Martin’s-in-thelpields, 575: Walesby,
T., on the bells of St. Bride’s, Fleet-street,

629 ;
Walesby, T., on Boston church bells and

chimes, 932; Wallen, Frederick, on Royal

Academy exhibition, 379; Waller, J. G., on
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the Fairford windows, 763, 806, 879 j
Walters,

Barber. & Ellis on buildings in Manchester,
806 j Wight, William, on underground
rooms, 788; Winkler, H,, on paint K>r hot
metal, 816; Worssman, Samuel, & Co., on
machinery for joiners’ work, and the Ked-
cliffe estate, 209 ; Wright, Thomas, on
“paryise,” 615; Wyatt, Digby, on reports
on the Paris Exhibition, 881 ; Wyatt, James,
on comparatire altitudes, 139

Iiewis, the machine so-called, lol
Libraries, free, 911
Library and Museum of Commissioners of

Patents, 467
Life risks in Edinburgh, 412
Ltfe and death in our largo towns in 1367, 199
Life, the mystery of, and its arts, 889
Light and air case, 64
Light and air : important judgment, 493
Light and coloor (On), 177, 697, 745, 71"
Light and sound only to eyes and e
Light, magnesinm, 816, 865
Light on the premises, 182
Light wanting, 681
Lighthouse building, 899
Lighthouses, glass for, 674
Lights, the lime and platinum, 339

,
675

Society, see “Archi-Lincoln
tectnral Society"

Lincoln Cathedral, 481, 697
Little Munden, Ail Saints' Church, 786
Lirerpool : by a new inhabitant, 676; dwell-

ings, competition : see “ Competition
;

"

free libraries, the proposed enlargement of,

133 ; life in, 662 ; Municipal omces, 227

;

New Alliance Bank buildings, 715 ;
new

com warehouses at, and at Birkenhead,
^>8 ;

opening of new workhouse for West
Derby, 301; poverty, disease, and jerry
building in, 233; sewerage works, 799; street
improvements in,—crossing a churchyard,
43 ; the growth of, 296; the newsroom ball-
zoom, 42 ; what has been done in, 8

Local boards and others v. private practice.

Local boards of health,—condition of Farn-
comb, Surrey, 831

Local boards : see “ Boards, Local"
Lock, electric safety, 501
Lodges, design of, 737
Lodgings V. Flats, 182
Logs (The), Hampstead, 876
London t curiosities of, 1; great, 234; its

charitable agencies and wants, 622 ; old,
disappearance of relics of, 447; old, me-
morials of, and of old London life, 561 ;

Btonework : see ‘‘Stonework;’’ suburban

S
rowth of, and suburban railway acconuuo-
ation for, 501; the future arohitectural

rank of among European cities, 681 ; the
middle row in the city of, 045 ; vital etatis-
tica of, for 1367, 173 ; want (A), 628 ; water
scheme for, 119 : see also " Water Supply ‘‘

Lord Mayor’s Day,—Gnildball, 839
Lord Mayor’s Show, 708
Ziudgate-nill improvements, 131
Iindus PatrouymicQs, 314

MACCLESFIELD school of art, 933
Machinery for joiners’ work,—the RedolilTe

estate, Brompton, 201, 269
Machinery for working stone, 658
Madras irrigation (The), 474, 699
Magnesium light, 846, 86S
Magnet (The), as a stove, 216
Man, the science of, 360

V ,

• “ppointmcnt of an ofllccr of
health for, 196 ; Architectural Association,
see Arcmteetural Association srl-notes
m, 759; buildings in, 808; citv police and
sessions courts, 628 ;

new race-course for,
jsie; town-hall, see ‘‘ Competition : " ware-
house (A), 640

Manor house, ancient, South Wingfield.
Derbyshire, 840

Mansion, the last of an old, 693
Marble, Connemara, 361
Marble, letters on, 160
Marble, Marezzo, 617
Mwgate: and Hamsgate, 681; death rate.

: value of land at, 663
Market, a great general for the west of Lon-
•don, 100
Market, new cattle, at Southampton, 182]

proposed fish, iu Farringdon-road,

le ander‘‘Build-Metropolitau Building Act,
ing Act’’

Metropolitan districts, works done in the, 805
Metropolitan railways, see under " Railway "
ilexico, domestic architecturo of; see under
"Archi tectii re"Architecture

Meyrick collection (The), 697
Miasmatic emanations, 339
Midelney Place, near Langport, Somerset, 842
Milan, the Victor Emanuel Gallery, 297, 493.
Milford Haven and its prospects, 753
M^bank, see “Penitentiary”
Millwall docks. Isle of Dogs, oDeuing of, 217
Milton Church, 16
Mirfield Town-hall, 899
Modelling, 325
Monument to Alexander Smith, poet, 132
Monument to the late Lord Elgin, 915
Monumental, nuirim
Monuments, Indian and Celtic, 661
Monuments, on Megalithic, 776
Monuments, on some well-built, 890
Mop, the iron, 325
Mortar, the Roman, of Bnrgh Castle, Suffolk,

Mortuary, the proposed, St. Marylebone, G29
Mosaic decoration, 887
Mosaic decoration, Mr. Layard on, 906
Moths, church service stopped by, 270
Munster, Westphalia, 434
Mural decorations, 31
Museum, Albert Memorial, Exeter, 361
Museum, Architectural, 192, 361, 768, 825
Museum, the East London, 99, 253
Museum, Maidstone, 464, 495, 631

'

Museum of Commissioners of Patents, 467
Museum, South Kensington, 149 ; the armour

at, 846, 925 ; gossip in, 035, 932
Museum, proposed, m Leighton Buzzard, 340
Mnsenms of Industry, 130
Museums of Trade and Industry,'673

NAMES ending in " On,” 293
National Gallery, the designs for, . .

.

National Gallery, the foundation of, and Sir
George Beaumont, 744

Navigation, 650avigation, 650
Navy, sanitary state of, sco under " Sanitary

”

New Year (The), 13
New York, overcrowding in, 663
New York Uptown House (A), 202
News, Church, Provincial, School, Foreign,

4c., see contents of weekly Numbers
News from Abroad, 763; see also Paris,
Vienna, Berlin, 4c., and contents of weekly
Numbers

Newgate: the proposed enlargement of, 73;
the Corporation and the builder, 109

North Wales, another trip to, 5

square, 408
Nut for the Profession to crack, 216, 209, 284,

301; payment of engineers, 321 ; payment
of operatives (and mcidentiuiy of doctors).

OFFICES, municipal, Liverpool, 227
OlEces, new, for the London Dock Comnanv

007
^

for^ PoplarOlfioes, new and Board-room,
Board of Works, 807

Offices of the Scottish Provincial Assurance
Company, Dublin, 279

OfliceB, St. Pancras new Relief, 609, 738" On,” names ending in, 203
Opera and atage, 615 ; see also " Theatres
Operatives, payment of, and ineidentallv of

doctors, 413
Operatives, the tomporarr employment of

essays on, 741, 768
Optical illusion (An), 81
Organ, electric, 160
Organs, new, 392
Ornamental art with relation to .ethnology.

architect of the, 49, 129 ;
the drawing of the

throne, 198
Parliament : notes in, 217, 435 ;

questions and
replies in Conimous, 548 ; the new bills in,

Parliamentary papers for working men, 626
Partnerships ot industry, 620
" Parvise,” 645
Patents, abridged specifications of, 209
Patents, Commissioners of, the library and
museum of, 467

Patents connected with building : see contents
of weekly Numbers

Pavement, tesselatod, Canterbury, 372
Pavement, the Kicolson, 933
Pavements in Paris, 120
Peabody buildings, 8hadwell, condition ofthe
neighbourhood of, 133

Peabody’s gift to the poor of London, 133,
181

Peabody Memorial Church in Massachuasetts,
181

Pendleton town-hall, 50
Penitentiary, MUibank, the designer of the.

181
Perivalo Church, restoration of, 736
Petit, the late Rev. J. L., 926
Petroleum, and legislation for it, 651
Phipps, the late Mr. John,—H.M.'s Board of
Works, 117

Photographical bijou, anew,—the kinescope,
614

Photography in printers’ ink and colours, 131,
800

Physical commotions thronghont the globe,
33, 692, 805, 819

;
the cosmical disturbances

of the earth's crust, 840 : see also " Earth-
quakes ”

Piano, electrical, 681
Piccadilly, ghosts in, 425
Pictures for Guy’s Hospital, 243
Pictures, mural, for Houses of Parliament,

323
Piecework, 63 ; and apprenticeships, 100, 101
Pier, Herne Bay, see ‘‘ Herne Bey ”

Pier, proposed new, at Scarborough, 753
Piles in a peat-bed at Trowse, 865
Pipe, lead, a qnestion about a, 635, 655
Pipes : lead, corrosion of, 101, 120 ;

for water,
ll'J; galvanized iron, 865; lead, and air,

593 ;
hot water, painting, 769, 806

Plague stones, 251, 311 ;
at Derby, 379, 411

Plasterers’ Company, prizes offered by, 636
Platforms, ancient cruciform, 301
Police, protect the, 631
Police stations, fortifying, 113, 159
Pollution of Rivers Commission, see "Com-
mission

Polychromy, church, 640, 662, 631
Poor, houseless, see ‘‘ Houseless Poor ’’

Poor (The) employment for, 100
Poplar Board of Works new board-room and

offices, 807
Portman market, destraction of by firo, 100
Portrait, proposed, of Mr. Tite, M. F., -433

Portrait Exhibition, workmen and the, 655
Portraits and portrait painters at Kensington,
421

Portraits, national : sco also under "Exhibi-
tion ”

Portsmouth garrison Church, reopening of,

Position, industrial aud commercial, a glance

Market, Smithfield new, 217 ; visit to, 362
Market, the new London meat and poultry.

Market, the City meat, 900
Markets new, in Berlin, 81
Markets, new metropolitan, 948
Marochetti. Baron, death of, 35
Masonic hall, see "Hall”
Masonry, the honesty of, 370
Masons, a thoughtful act of, 181, 199]
Masons, conspiracy and intimidation bv,
Masons' union, worked stone and the, 289
Master of arts, the affix, 801
Mauritius, St. Thomas and the 268
Measurement, a question of, 4^41
Mechanical stndy, how itis fostered L Franco
and England,—a contrast, 45/

Me^ithic monuments (On), 776
Melbourne, Australia: thenew town-hall 767-

St. Patrick’s (R.C.), cathedral, 893’: see
also "Australian News”

Memorial of the late Countess Dowager of
EUesmere, at Walkden Moor, Manchester,

1 the West Indies,

Point for hot metal, 846
Paint, house, on the drying properties of

tirni ri4.j
^ ^ A.various kinds of, 909 942

Paint, silicate, GIO
Pointers in Water-eolonrs, Institute of 321

hAfl ftnrt rii.i
' *351 ; sketches and studies, 94)

Painters iu Water-colours, Society of 893
Pointers, the early Italian, 358
Painting as a tine art, 76
Painting on zinc, 916
Paiuting, to preserve a scaling or cracked. 8-15
Paintings, mural, for PenkiU Castle, Ayrshire,

Possingworth Manor, 711
Postal despatch, 434
Price books, builders’, 49
Prichett, the late Mr., architect, 496
Prisons, our, 119
Prizes for art-workmen, 339
Prizes offered by the Plasterers’ Company,

Prizes to art-masters, 433, 627
Provincial news : see eoutenta of weekly

Public ^buildings and the Building Act, see
"Building Aot"

Public buildings, votes in supply for, 378
Public offices, the proposed,—Public offices

concentration, 837
Public works, &c., uniformity of action
wanted, 273

Pablicatiou Society, Architectural, 415
Pugiu travelling studentship, 180
Pulpit, Church of St. Matthias, Stoke New-
ington, 4)9

Pyramid, the Great, and Lincola’s-inn-flelds,

Rainfall and temperature, 816
Ramsburj, the bishopric of. 795
Ramsgate

: and Margate, 681 ; cesspc
644

Ratepaying Cliaise of Reform Act a
poorer classes, 217

Rating of pumping station, out-fall
&o., to Greenwich parish, 900

Rattening in tho building trade, 17
Reading-rooms, workmen’s, os an

sanitary improvement, 354
Recreation and work, 324
RedclLffe Estate, Brompton,—machini
joiners’ work, 201, 269

Regent’s Park, the elevations in, 7‘

.

Reporters, the artisan, at the Paris 1

tioD, breakfast to at Birmingham, U
Reports on exhibition,—see “ Eihibiti
Reredos, Hampton, 787
Eeredos, St. Peter’s, Thaiiet, 33
Reredos, Worcester Cathedral, 730
Reservoir bottoms, foul, 787
Reservoir, Stroud new, 789
Reservoirs and water supply, 502, 534,
Residence at Eastbourne, with smoke-

Respiration, 769
Restoration, a question of, 378, 414, 4a

Restoring and siLicating abroad, 77
Retford Town-hall, opening of, 77
Reversions, value of, 341
River Embankment : and plantation. Si

also "Embankment"
River Pollutions,—the Thames, 613
Rivers PoUution, Commission on : st

mission ’’

Rivers, tho purification of, Huddersfle
Road-making, 789, 883, 889, 931
Road, new, from Bayswater to Ki

Road, new; see "Boulevard”
Road, proposed, between Islington t

City, 805
Road roller, a steam, 297
Roads, 806
Roads, the watering and coacratioa df.

Roadways, stone, 535
Rock ioundations, disintegration of.

Roller, steam road, 297
Roman Amphitheatre (The) at CirHii

see " Cirencester
"

Roman Catholic church-building new
contents of weekly numbers

Roman remains aud Christian syml
Chedworth, 639

Rome: arcbmologic items from, 74 ; d
in, 278 ;

excavations on the PalatiU
22G

;
Mr. Parker in, 352 ;

researolreB i

the frog and lizard, 340; the MarCSas
for, 635

Romford sewage case, 910
Romsey, health and disease in, 601
Rood screen at Munster, 625
Roundabout ways. 881
Royal Academy of Arts, 933 ; banquet

311
Royal Academy of Arts, the Centenary

bition of the, 379, 330; the at

drawings in, 331
Royal Academy and the architectura

bitions, 252,* 269
Royal conventionfor the exchange of w

art for the people, 621
Royal Institute, see " Institute”
Rornl Society, the soWe at the, 107
Rufus, William, the remains of, in WiOt

Cathedral, 6G1
Rushton Hall, triangular lodge, 879
Russia, the architecture of, 56

SACRED ARCn.KOLOQY, see “A
logy ”

at. Bartholomew’s, Smithfield, 249, 284
8t. Chad’s School, Denstouo, 801
St. David's Church, Neath, Wales, 430
St. ^George's, Hanover-square, valin®

467

675
Pyramid, the Great, views as to, and other

ancient structures, 637

QUANTITIES, bills of, in Liverpool, 252

Iio'"

°° “PPlication of water-glass

Memorial of the late F. W. FairhoJt. 613
Memorial of late Lord Feversham, Helmslev

proposed, 279
Memorial, the BlomlielJ, in St. Paul’s Ca-

tnedraJ,

Memorial, Palmerston, at Romsey 575
Meteoric stones (Pseudo), reputed faU of atBirmmgham, 468
Meteors, theory of the, 890
Metropolitan Board of Works, see "Board"

Palace of tho Doges, 796
Palace-yard, new, see “ PavUament Houses
"*^^0^441^’ ^ counsel to the explorers

Palestine explorations, 735
Palmerston memorials at Romsey, 675
Palatine, see under "Rome"
Panic, behaviour in a, 693
Panic in bnildings, 4}4

4 *9
.
sns.W/

, 693 ; architectural students in 746 •

exhibition of 1867, see "Exhibition"-
pavements in. 12); plana of, 873; stonel
work, and London, see “Stonework”

5 the
cost of improving, 303

"

Park, Middlesbrough, 607
Park-lane, the widening of, 493
Parka, the grass in the, 629

^ wiiXw painted
window

Parliament, Houses of: mural pictures for,
3-3 ; new Palace-yard, stone of, 28 • West-

. minster kail, 65
Parliament Houses: who spoilt the, 8, 33; the

RAILWAY : accommodation for suburban
Londou, 601 ; audits, 396

;
boards, contract-

ors, and shareholders, 186 ; carriage doors,
locking, 681; Charing Cross, the city ter-
minus of, 267 ; Charing Cross,—new station,
942; companies, exemptions claimed by
Metropolitan Buildings Act, 517; construc-
tion aud feeding, 649; fares and manage-
ment, 001; fares, lower, practicable, 656;
joints, improvement iu, 934

Railway matters : defrauded debenture hold-
ers, 330; Abergele collision, lessons taught
by, 722; Eegulatiou of Railways Act of
1368, 885 : see also contents of weekly
Numbers

Railway : Metropolitan, 725 ;
Midland, open-

ing of terminus at King’s Cross, 738, 744;
projects, new, 876; stations, 753; system,
a threepenny, 285; system, the Irish, 117;
the Channel, 166; the Great Indian Penin-
enlar, 160; the proposed new Brighton, 857;
tunnel, the proposed, between Ireland and
Scotland, 533

Railways : and the public, 028 ; light, 864 •

(Our) and their makers, 921
; rambles on^

111 ; smoking carriages on. 717; strangled
and railways developed, 613 ; the Ottoman
360; urban and suburban and street traffic’

Bt. Helen’s, Bishopsgate, 233
St. James’s Chnroh, Kidbrooko, 830
St. John the Baptist's Church, Leyton

119,

St. Johu’s, Dumfries, 949
St. John’s Church, Weymouth,

local superintendents, 198
St. Jude’s Church, East Briiton, 192
St. MaeCarthain (E.C.) Cathedral.

'

ghan, 675
8t. Margaret's Church aud Westm
Abbey, 517

Margaret’s Church, Lowestoft, sti
915

St. Martin’s School of Art, 948
St. Mary's, Itchenstoke, 133
St. Mary's n0wi(li.C.) Church, Kensir

St. Pancras Infirmary competition, 'see 1

"Competition" ‘

St. Pancras new Relief Offices, 000
8t. Patrick’s (R.C.) Cathedral, Melbo

St. Paul’s, Camden-square, the ownershi

St. Paul’s Cathedral, old, Liindon, 465
ot. Paul’s, Old Brentford, 608

o' Church, St. Andrews, 110
St. Saviour's Church, Preston, s59
St. Sepulchre’s, Skinner-street, 283
St. Thomas’s and the Mauritius, 263
St. Thomas’s Hospital, Westminster Br

Salisbury restorations aud unhistoric his

Sandringham, 73
Saaitarinm, proposed, at Westoa-super-iJ

Sanitary Act, the new, 735
Sanitary condition of Guildford, si

ford "

Sanitary deputation to Government, 301
Sanitary history of Croydon, 447
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Sanitary improvement, workmen’a reading
' rooms as an aid to, 33-1

ianitary matters: appointment of an officer

> of health for Manchester, 196; Barnsley,
i &o., see “ Barnsley”; death in the alley,

I 392 ; dustbins and digoase, -154; Farn-
' combo, Surrey, condition of,—local boards
I of health, 8S1

;
fever at Terling, 105

;

I health and disease in Bomsey, 691

;

I health of Guildford, 675; Margate death-

rate, 467; prevention of diseases, 674; the

' public health good, 3-16; the pnblic health

. and the water supplies, 684; public health

1 during late summer, 834; sewerage and
other, 427 ;

small-pox in Sheffield, 266;
: Southend, ^37 ;

summer diarrhroa in large

I towns, 637 ; want of a fever hospital in

i Bristol, 296; water supply and fever at

I Balsall Heath, Birmingham, 360 : see also

“Birmingham”; “Irrigation”; and con-

I tents of weekly Numbers
lasitary progress in the Lake district, 499
tanitary regulations for workshops and work-
I places, 497
anitary state of barracks, 509
anitaiT state of Shoreditch, and the Dwell-

I ings Improvement Act, 898
lanicary state of Stafford, 646
lanitsry state ofthe navy, 805
lanitary valve. Bishop’s Camden, 209
jicbolarships, Whitworth, see “"Whitworth”
iichool competitions, see under “ Competi-
n' tion”
aohool, middle class, London, 927
,ichool of art, St. Martin’s, 913
bohool, St. Chad’s, Benatone, 801
schools of art, see under “ Art”
bobools, district, Lincoln and Nottingham,
:490
bchools of science and art, more, 26, 64
lohwerin, castle of, Mecklenburg, 9
iloience and Art Bepartment examinations,
; 197
iioience and art, more schools of, 26, 64
ioience and art, the Marquis of Bute on, 947
iinience, the study of, more than recreation,
1. 233
iicientiffe instruction, 875 j see also “Teohni-
: cal Instruction”
ncientiflc lectures for the people, 301
oiography, 742
icott, Frol'cssor G. G. on early architecture
I in Britain, 70, 90, 108, 127, 149, 171
icotlaud (From), see contents of weekly Num-
I hers
iootland, the sculptured stones of Eastern, 69
Screens, chancel, 474
boolpture, architectural, the condition of, 49
feulpture, architectural (On), 242
ooulpture, Medi.Tval, 14
Joulpture, proposed, for tho University of
[ London, 2G6
liculptured stones of Eastern Scotland, 69
3es-water for towns, 629
Semaphore street signals, 926
Sewage : case, tho Eomford, 949 ; oxperi-
[ ments in Essex, 767; irrigation, 660 ;

on
1 tho utilization of, by irrigation, 146, 163,
! 202, 222, 239, 290 ; question (The), 98, 133,
i 233, 693; questiou, Glasgow, 27; (The),
f for the soil, 619, 840; utilization, 193, 691,
t 313, 347; ulilizution, dry-earth system of
; 260
Sewage works, tho Liverpool, 799
fewer ventilation, 857
fewerage, 427 ;

and irrigation at Harrogate,
- 435 ; at Horncastle, the tenders for, 302,
326, 341

;
the Canterbury, 493 ; works,

I new, at Hastings, 573 : see ^ao under
“Brainage ”

fewering Wolverhampton, 616
fewers, concrete, 293, 341
fewers, snow and the, 34, 60, 64, 86 : see also
' “Snow”
iharrow Church, Sheffield, 213, 231
dbeffield, munillcence in,—new almshouses
for, 396

iheffield, small-pox in, 266
Ihipbuilding in water, 717
thips, iron and steel, 397
Ihop architecture in Bradford, 621
)idmouth, Bevon, 2-13, 284, 692
liena, notes from, 679
(ignals, semaphore street, 926
•ilicate paint, 610
ilioating and restoring abroad, 77
link traps, 496

;
a question concerning, 434

links, 463
Jketch-book, a Medircval, 664
iketches and studies, 94U
JkunchioDS, 9-18

taith, Alexander, poet, monument to, 132
Imitbtield Market, see “ Market”
imoke prevention at Hatley, 650
Imoke tower, 95
inow and the sewers, 34, 50, 64, 85
kiow in the City, disposal of, 415
inow, removal of, 900
loap and alum for keeping out wet, 737
'Ocial science, 711
locial Science Association, 905
Social Science Association in Birmingham,
I see “Birmingham”
ocial Science congress, 760
lociety of Arts, see “ Arts, Society of’’
iociety of Engineers, see “Engineers”
lociety of Painters in Water-colours, 882
loU-pipes, ventilation of, 900
Joutnend (Of), sanitary and architectural,
407
louth Kensington, boulevard of arts, from
Pont-street to, and great general market
for tho West, lOO
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South Kensington Mnsenm, see “Museum”
South Wingfield, ancient manor house, Berby-

shire, 840
Spain, irrigatoin in, 321
Speaking tubes, 362, 396
Spiller, John, -115

Spire of Salisbury Cathedral, 880
Stables, Walton, Surrey,—new modes of con-

struction, 66S
Stafford, sanitary state of, see under “ Sani-
tary”

Stage (The), 132, 231, 615; eee also
“Theatres”

Stained glass ; see oontentsofweekly numbers,
also “ Glass

”

Stains on brickwork, 303
Stains on new brickwork, 362
Stains on white bricks, 269
Stains on Stone, 160
Staircase, a black, 933, 948
Stalls in Cathedral and New Munster Church,
WQrzburg, 730

Statue, a parish, 486
Steam cultivation, 609; report on, 915
Steam, how we set it to work, 391
Steel ships, 897
Stench trap. Antiil'e patent, 495
Stone, Building, see “ Building Materials,”
and “ BuOding Stone ”

Stone, Garth, for London, 231]
Stone, legends in, 733
Stone manufactures on the Thames, 617
Stone of Parliament Houses, 698
Stone, stains on, 160
Stone, to clean, 556
Stone, whitewash on, 681
Stone-working machinery, 656
Stones, the sculptured, of Eastern Scot-

,
laud, 69

Stonework of London and Paris contrasted, 32
Storm and flood, 113
Stothard, memorial of, 196
Stove, ancient earthenware, in the Rathhaus,
Gehsenfurth, 450

Stove, Norway, 216
Stove, tho magnet as a, 216
Stoves, gas jjortable, 496
Stratheden House, Knigbtsbridge, 770
Street lights, 698
Street Signals, semaphore, 926
Street traffic, and railways, urban and sub-
urban, 911

Streets, crowded, trees and shrnbs and seats
for, -486

Streets, metropolitan, names of, 690
Streets, the numbering of, 900
Streets, watering, 933
Streets, wide, and shade trees, 619
Strikes, see “Trades Movement”
Styles not invented, 138, 169
Styles (The) in Lincoln Cathedral, 455
Subterranean passages and apartments at

Bristol, 799
Subways Act (The), 693
Suggestions, some, 34
Sulphurous acid as a food preserver, see

“ Food”
Sunday League (National),—education ofthe
people, 252

Sunken vessels, boats for raising, 449
Surveying : land and marine, 488 ;

and engi-
neering field work, 656

Surveyor lor metropolitan police, 827
Surveyor to the Hon. Society of Gray’s Inn.
301

Surveyor wanted,—Sefton highway district,
865

Surveyors, borough, salaries of, 805
Surveyors, district, see under “Buildings
Act ”

Surveyors, Institution of, 449, 466 ; inaugural
address, 837 ;

historical notes ou the culti-
vation and tenure of laud, 889 ; the educa-
tion of the surveyor, 933

Surveyors, town, see “Boards, Local”
Surveyors' charges, recovery of, 635
Surveyor’s claim (A) against a local board,
302

Sorveyorship of Gray’s Inn, 417
Sosa, sometaing of, 463
Swatridge u. Colson, Architects’ liabilities.

303
Symbols, Christian, at Chedworth, 639
Synagogue, new, Rochester, 767
Syria and Arabia, surveys of, 871

TANKS, concrete, coat of, 753
Taste, 277
Taste in the household, 833
Tattcrsall's, the nuisance at, 360
Technical Instruction : for artisans, 663; for

the building trades, 859; for the working
man from an architect's point of view, 387,
407

;
committee on, 6-13

; in Scotland, 869
j

scientific and art, 233 ;
the education of the

craftsman, 63 : see also under “ Education,”
“ Lectures,” “ Museums,” “ Science,”
“ Beientillc," &e., and in contents of
weekly Numbers

Telegraph Act (The), 661
Telegraph, an Atlaniic, without a cable, 738
Telegraphic cablea, the Atlantic, 787
Telegraphic progress, 617; see also jOuMm
Telegraphs, the post-office and the, 648
Temperature and rainfall, 816
Temple Bar and old archways, 325
Temple of Avebury, 727
Tenders, builders’ charge for, 216
Tenders, Haslingdon workhouse, 214
Tenders, sewerage, Horncastle, 302, 325, 341
Tendering, wide, 396
Terling, fever at : see under “ Sanitary ” I

Terra Cotta, 137, 546

Terra Cotta, or moulded brickwork, 869
Terra Cotta (On), especially as used in the
new buildings for Dulwich College, 623

Terra Cotta, tho manufacture and nse of,

856
Testimonial to a good steward, 768
Thames Embankment, see “ Embankment ”

Thames (The) and "Waterloo Bridge, 835
Thames (The) : river poUntions, 613
Thames (The), vengeance of, 768
Theatre, Her Majesty’s, Haymarket, 872,
911 ;

rebuilding of, 362, 379
Theatre, Leipzig, 2-45, 265
Theatre of music, new, at West Hartlepool,
736

Theatre, Princess’s, 620
Theatre, the Gaiety, Strand, 941
Theatre, the Globe, London, 885
Theatre, the Standard, rating, 846
Theatres, accidents at : see “ Accidents ”

Theatres, the, 182, 787; see also “Stage”
Things worth knowing, twenty-foor, 16
Things worth knowing, more, 494
Thoruey Island Campo Santo, 614
Thoroughfares, public, new buildings on, 396
Throne, House of Lords, see “Parliament
Houses”

Timber, home-grown, nse of, 181, 198
Tite, Mr., M.P., proposed portrait of, 433
Tower, domestic, Cologne, 764
Tower, Lollards’, 495
Town child (The), a plea for, 848
Town-hall, the Berlin, new, 697
Town-hall, Guiseley, new, 33
Town-hall, Ipswich, new, opening of, 99
Town-hall, Manchester, see under “Compe-

titions
”

Town-hall, Melbourne, new, 767
Town-hall, Mirflekl, 899
Town-hall, Pendleton, corporation of Salford,

69
Town-hall, Retford, opening of, 77
Town House (The) of Lord Salisbury, 934
Trade societies and combinations of workmen,

528
Trade tronblea and the Court of Chancery,

603
Trades movement : A few thoughts on strikes,

trade-unions, labour, and capital, 613

;

courts of conciliation and arbitration, 661,
6S6

;
Free Labour Registration Society,

645 ;
(The) abroad, 268 : see also contents

of weekly Numbers
Trade-union congress at Manchester, 423
Trade-utiion funds not beyond the protec-

tion of the law, 218
Trade-uuion outrages report, Manchester,
233

Trade-union persecution, 179
Trade-unions: a reason for joining, 84; a
working man’s opinions on matters re-
lating to, 118

Trade-unions and anti-trado-unions, 65
Trade-anions and strikes, 591
Trade-unions, free labour vertut, 655
Trade-unions, Mr. Gladstone and, 158
Tramn ay projects, new, 875
Traps, -453

Traps for house-drains and gullies, 425
Trees : felling, 693; removal of large, 63-4;

shade, and wide streets, 619
Triangular Lodge (The), Rushton Hall, 879
Troyes Cathedral, 670
Tube wells, 213
Turkish baths, opening of at Brighton, 786
Tweed, sketches on the, 724 ;

Kelso, 774

UNDERGROUND ROOMS, 788, 800
Uniformity of action wanted in metropolitan
improvements, 273

United Service Club (Junior), 800
Universities (The) and art-teaching, by an

artist, 231
University Club, now, London, 357
University College, London: architecture,
475

University, new, for Glasgow, 743
Ltpsall Castle, Yorkshire, 57

YALTE, Sanitary, Bishop’s Camden, 209
"Fehicles propelled by compressed air, 875
Ventilating buildings, 820
Ventilating, warming and, 180
Ventilation, 32, 43, 294, 433
Ventilation of a ball-room, 215
Ventilation of soil-pipes, 000
Ventilation, sewer, 857
Ventilation, the atmosphere and, 663
Venus de Mediois and “La Belle Taille
Ronde,” 645

Viaduct, Holhorn, see “Holborn Viaduct ”

Victoria-street, give it amove, 198
Vienna, House of Lords, design for, 114
Tigers «. Peto : terms of contract, 396

” '

Villa residences and cottages,—examples of
recent, 482

Vital statistics of our large towns in 1867,
189 ; see also nnder “ Sanitary”

Vitrified forts, the construction of, 157

WAGES and labour, committee on, 513
"Wages and piece-work, a working man's

opinion on, 63, 100, 101
Wages in the United States, 405
Wages, liability of sub-contractors for, 769
Wales, church building in, 800; also passim

in “ Church-building News ”

Wall, a shaky, 916
"Walworth Common Estate competition, 474,

496, 676 ;
plans, 587, 610, 629

War, the engineering of, 345
Wards for Marylebone workhouse, aged and

infirm, 323

Warehouse, a Manchester, 640
Warehouse, fall of, in Liverpool, 865
Warehouse, Southwark New-street, 473
Warehouses, new com, at Liverpool and
Birkenhead, 408

Warming and ventOating, 180
Warming and ventilating buildings, 820
Wanning buildings, utilization of waste
steam in, 788

Waste land, 434
Waste steam, utih'zation of in warming build*

ings, 788
Water, as to galvanized iron for preserving oc
conducting, see “ Iron”

Water-colour drawings, exhibition of, see
“ Exhibition ”

Water-colour painting, 627
Water-colours, Institute of Painters, 321,

351,—sketches and studies, 940
Water-colours, Society of Painters in, 882
Water-glass, on the application of for paint-

ings and decorations, 110
Water, our daily, 64
Water, pipes for, 119
Water, rsin, storage of, 302, 340
Water supplies and the public health, 68-1

Water supply: Dublin,—foul reservoir bot-
toms, 787 London, scheme for, 119; Lon-
don, on the, 322

;
regulator, 916; reservoirs

and, 502, 634, 564; sewage, and navigation,
650

Water tanks, 635
"Water, the Marcian, for Rome, 535
Water works; assessment of, 17; Croydon,
49; drainage and, Gibraltar, 101; the
Leeds, 179; the new, at Swansea, 316Watering and concretion of roads, 690

Watering streets, 933
Wedgwood Memorial Institute, Burslem,
801

Welch, the late Mr. Edward, architect, 863
Well-sinking, deep, 717
Wells, tube, see “ Tube Wells”
West Indies, tho packet station in the, 69, 474,

801
Westminster Abbey, 845
Westminster Abfiey and 86. Margaret's
Church, 6-47

Westminster Abbey and the Metropolitan
Building Act, -468

Westminster Abbey, is it a royal palace, C5
Westminster Abbey, memorials of, 126
Westminster Hall, 65
Westminster Palace, see “ Parliament”
W'et : how to keep out, 932 ; soap and alum

for keeping out, 737 ; see also “ Damp ’*

Weymouth, 8t. John’s Church, 119, 160,
198

W'hitehurch Church, Hants, 603
Whitewash on stone, 681
Whitworth’s Donation, a proper welcome to,

289
Whitworth Scholarships, 377
Wilkie, Sir David,—written by the late John

Burnet, 483, 601, 768, 801
W'inohester, Masonic Hall, 120
Wind, effect of on buildings,—a word of

caution, 110
"Window, liay, Rathhans, Ratisbon, 747
"Window, Chaucer, Westminster Abbey, 910
Window glass, French and English, 159 ; sea

also under “ Glass”
W'indow, painted, new, in Parliament House
Edinburgh, 762

Windows, casement, for cottages, 362
Woburn Abbey, 385
Woburn and vicinity, 423
W’oburn sands, 739
Worcester Architectural Society

;
see “ Archi-

tectural Society”
Worcester gaol enlargement, 767
Work and recreation, 334
Worked stone and the masons’ nuion, 269
Workhouse, Marylebone, aged and infirm
wgrds for, 323

Workhouse, new, for West Derby, Liverpool*
opening of, 301

Workhouse, proposed, for Islington, 263, 285
Workhouse, the Islington new,—the arokiteot*
the clerk of works, and the guardians, 736

Workhouse tenders, Haslingdon, 214
Workhouses, metropolitan, the construction
and fitting up of, 497

Work in the hot weather, 593
Work, waste, want, and, 185
"Working-class exhibition, see “ Exhibition”
W'orking man’s opinion on wages, piecework,
and education, 63

Workingmen, help yourselves, 64
Working men, international congress of, aeo
“ Congress ”

Working men, lectures to, 735
"Working men, Parliamentary papers for, 628
Workmen and the Portrait EMibition, 665
Workmen (Our), Professor Levi on, 232
Workmen, protection of, 456
Workmen’s dwellings, see “ Dwellings”
Workmen’s hall, Hitchin, 633
\Vorkmen’s Institute, the Monmouth, 819
Workshops and wor^laoes, sanitary regula-

tions for, 497
Works, Board of,metropolitaii : see “ Board”
Worm-eaten furniture, 341
Worsted works, knitted, at Wakefield, 466
Worth Church, Sussex, 934
Worth, words of warning from, 644
Writing-desks (On), 781

YORK Com Exchange, opening of, 819
York, some notes from, 75

ZEALAND, New (From), 15
Zinc, painting on, 916



ILLUSTRATIONS,

ABBEY, FOUKTAINS; sec “FoQDtaitis Abbey”
Aberdeen Public and Municipal Buildings,
Alexandra Orphanage lor Infants, Hornsey, 155 j Block

Plan, 151
Altar, Bronze, Mediccral, Augsburg Cathedral, 783
Amphitheatre, Roman, at Cirencester, 618
Ascot Heath House, Berks, 939: Plan of Ground Floor,
928

Assurance Offices, Scottish Provincial, SsckTille-street,
Dublin, 291

Asylum (Proposed) for Imbecile Poor at Leavesden,
Woodside, near Watford, and at Caterham, near Croy.
don,—Messrs. John Giles & Biven, Architects, 651 j

Plana, 550; Block Plan, 511

BAY WINDOW in the Rathhaus, Eatisbon, Germany,
718

Berlin Town-hall, 695 J
Plans, 691

Bronze Altar and Chandelier, MediicTal, Autrsburc Cathe-
dral, 783

. fa h

Bronze Font, Ochsenfurth, Bavaria, 28
Bronze Measure, Ancient, at Ochsenfurth, 803

CARTED CAPITALS, St. James’s Church, Kidbrooke,
860

Casa Caradoc, St. Etienne de Bayonne, France, the Seat
of Lord Howden, 803

Castle, Ashby, Gates, 45
Castle, Coucy, France, Plan of, 192
Castle of Mecklenburg-Schwerin,—Herr Willebrand,

Architect, 11
;
Plan, showing Position and Building, 10

Castle of Mecklenburg Schwerin, the Grand Staircase,—
Herr Willebrand, Architect, 671 ;

Plan of Ground
Floor, 670

Cathedral of St. MacCarthain, Monaghan, Ireland,—Mr.
J. J. McCarthy, Architect, 677; Plan, 676

Cathedral, St. Patrick’s (R.C.), Melbourne, Tictoria

;

Messrs. Wardell & Co., Architects, 894
Cellular Construction, patentedby Messrs. Parr & Strong,

Architects, 354
Chandelier, Bronze, Mediieval, Augsburg Cathedral, 783
Chapel, Lady, Fountains Abbey, 490
Chapel of the College of Sc. Mary and St. Nicolas,
Lancing, Sussex,—Messrs. Slater & Carpenter, Archi-
tects, 945 ; Plan of the Chapel, 941

Church, Dunstable Priory,—West Front, 623
Church, Fountains Abbey, Tiew of, from Robin Hood’

s

Well, 493
Cbnrcb, St. David’s, Neath, Wales,—Mr. John Norton,

Architect, 431
;
Plan, 430

Church, Bt. James’s, Kidbrooke, near Blackheath,—
Messrs. Newman & Billing, Architects, 661; Carved
Capitals, Gas Fittings, 860

Church of 8t. Jude, East Brixton,—Mr. E. C. Robins.
Architect, 193

Church, St. Mary’s, Itcbenstoke, near Winchester, Tiew
Looking East,—Mr. Henry Conjbeare, Architect, 135 ;

Tiew of West End, 134
Church, St Mary's New (R.C.) Xensington, Middlesex,

—

Messrs. Goldie & Child, Architects, 511 ; Plan, 507
Church, Sharrow, Sheffield,— Mr. J. B. Mitehell-Withers,

Architect, 211; Plan, 210
‘‘Cliffe" (The) Eastbourne, see “Mansion ”

Club Buildings, Exchange and, Middlesbroueb-on-Tees.
375 ; Flan, 374

Club Buildings, Exchange and, Middlesbrousb-on-Tees.
Interior of Hall, 450

Club, University, New, St. James’a-street, Front,—Mr.
Waterhouse, Architect, 355

Coach-house and Stables, Hersham Lodge, Walton,
Surrey ; Concrete Facing Blocks, and Broomhall Roof-
ing Tiles, 659

;
Plans of Stables and Coach-house, 658

College Chapel, St. Mary and St. Nicolas, Lancing. 9-45 :

Flan, 944
College of God’s Gift, Dulwich, Surrey,—Mr. Charles
Barry, Architect, 631 : Plans, 530

Concrete and Pacing Block,—Details of Constmction.
V'3 ’

Codcxeto Facing Blocks, 057
Conservatory, Iron, near London, 470
Construction, Cellular, see “ Cellular Coastroction
Coucy Castle, France, Plan of, 193

DOCK COMPANY’S OFFICES, London, Lsadenhall-
street, 605

Domestic Tower, Mediteval, Cologne, 764
Drainage of Land,—Section, 4l
Drawing Exercises, Free-hand, 592
Drinking Fountain. Hvde Park, London, 79
Dudley Fountain (The), 176
Dulwich College, 531

;
Plans, 633

Dunstable Priory Church,—West Front, 623

EAETHEJJWARE STOTE, Ancient, in the Eathhans,
Ochsenfurth, Germany, 451

Elgin Monument, Calcutta, 913
Ellesmere Memorial, Walkden Moor, Manchester, 510
Entrance to the Tictor Emanuel Gallery, Milan, Italy —

Signor Mengooi, Architect, 491
Exchange and Club Buildings. Middlesbrough.on-Tees,

—

Mr. Charles J. Adams, Architect, 375 ; Plan, 374
Exchange and Club Buildings, Middlesbrough-on-Tees,—
Mr. Charles J. Adams, Architect,—Interior of Hall. 4-50

Exercises, Free-hand Drawing, 592

FACING BLOCKS, Concrete, 659; Details of Construc-
tion, 653

Feversham Memorial, Helmsley, Yorkshire (The), First

Accepted Design for, 230
Font, Bronze, Ochsenfurth, Bavaria, 23
Fountain, Drinking, Hyde Park, London,—Mr. Keirle,

Architect, 79
Fountain, the Dudley,—Mr. James Forsyth, Sculptor, 176
Fountains Abbey, Yorshire,—View of tto Abbey Church
from Robin Hood's Well, 493

Fouutains Abbey, Yorkshire,—the nave and south aisle,

490
Fountains Abbey, Yorkshire,—the Lady-chapel, 490
Free-hand Drawing Exercises, 503

GALLERY, the Tictor Emanuel, Milan, Italy,—Signor
Mengoni, Arohitect, 299

Gallery, Victor Emanuel, Milan, Entrance to, 491
Garden, Winter, Leeds Infirmary, 470
Gasfittings, St. James’s Church, Kidbrooke, 860
Gates, Castle Ashby, Northamptonshire,—Mr. M. Digby
Wyatt, Architect,’-43

Globe Theatre, Newcastle-street, Strand, 895
Gravestone, ancient, at Moosbnrg, Bavaria, 623

HALL, TOWN, seo " Town-hall”
Her Majesty’s Theatre, Plan of, 913
Hersham Lodge, Walton, Surrey, Stables, and Coach-
house : Concrete Facing-blocks and Broomhall Roofing-
tiles, 659 ; Plans of Stables and Coach-honse, 658

Hospital Ventilation, U.S. Marine, Chicago, Illinois, 44
Hospital, Tictoria, Suer,—Col. Collyer, E.M.E., Archi-

tect, 205
House, Ascot Heath, Berkshire,—Professor Kerr, Archi-

tect, 929 ;
Plan of Ground Floor, 933

House of Lords, Vienna, Design for, by Herr F.
Schmidt, Architect, 116 ; Plan of Principal Floor, 11-4

Humewood, County Wicklow, Ireland, 589 j
Plan, 688

INFIRMARY, LEEDS, Winter Garden, 470
Iron Conservatory, near London, 470
Iron Lamp recently Set Up in Holborn, 601

JERUSiLEM, Sketch Plan of, 174

LAMP, Iron, Recently Set Up in Holborn, designed by
Mr. Charles H. Driver, 604

Land Drainage, Section, -41

Leipzig Theatre (The), 347 ; Plans, 243; longitudinal
Section, 264

Logs (The), Hampstead, 877; Plan of Ground Floor, 876
London Dock Company's Offices, Leadenhall-street, 635
Lords, House of, Vienna, Design for, by Herr Schmidt,

Architect, 115 ; Plan of Principal Floor, 114

MANCHE.STER NEW TOWN-HALL, Selected Design,
319 ; Plan of Principal Poor, 318

Manchester New Towa-hill, a Design submitted for, 337

;

Plan of Principal Floor, 302
Manchester New Towa-h£dl, a Design submitted for, 393;
Plan of Principal Floor, 392

Manchester W arehouse, 6 U ; Plan, 640
Mansion of Casa Caradoc, St. Etienne d-s Bayonne,
France, the Seat of Lord Howden,—Mr. B. Albano,
Architect, 803

Mansion, Humewood, County Wicklow, Ireland,—Mr. W.
White, Architect, 589 ; Plan, 688

Mansion, Midelaey Plazje, near Langport, Somerset,—
Mr. St. Aubyo, Architect, 8-43

j
Plan, 843

Mansion at Possingworth, Surrey, the Seat of Mr. Louis
Huth,—Mr. M. D. Wyatt. Architect, 713 ; Plan, 713

Mansion, The Cliffe, Eastbourne, Sussex; with special
arrangements for Smoke and Ventilation,—Mr. H. H.
Vale, Architect, 97 ;

Plan of Basement, showing position
of Smoke Tunnels, 97 ;

Section showing Smoke Tower, 93
Mansion. “The Logs,” Hampstead,—Mr. J. 8. Nightin-

gale, Architect, 877 ;
Plan of Ground Floor, 876

Measure, Ancieut Bronze, af Ochsenfurth, Bavaria, 302
Mecklenijurg Schwerin Castle, 11 ; Plan, 10
Mecklenburg Schwerin Castle,—Grand Staircase, 571 ;

Plan of Ground Floor, 570
Mediffival Domestic Tower, Cologne, 764
Melbourne Town Hall, Anstralia, 765
Memorial of the late Dowager Countess of Ellesmere,
Walkden Moor, Manchester, — Mr. T. Q. Jackson,
architect, 610

Memorial, the Feversham, Helmsley, Yorkshire, the
first accepted Design for,—by Mr. Charles Barry, 280

Middlesbrough Exchange and Club Buildings, see “ Ex-
change ”

M^ddney Place, near Langport, Somerset, 843; Plan,

Monument to the late Earl of Elgin, Calcntta,—Professor
G. G. Scott, Architect,— Mr. J. Bimie Philip, Sculptor,

Municipal Buildings, Aberdeen, Public and,—Messrs.
Peddle 4 Kinuear, Architects, 411

Municip^al Offices, Liverpool, 230
;
Plan, 233

Mural Painting, Penkill Castle, Ayrshire, 73

OFFICES OF THE LONDON DOCK COMPANY
Leadenhall-street, London,—Mr. E. W. Cliiton, Arob
tect, 605

Offices, the Municipal, Liverpool,—Mr. E. R. Robson an
the late Mr. John Weightman, Architects, 229 ; Plat
228

Offices, the* Scottish Provincial Assurance, Sackvillt

street, Dublin,—Mr. T. N. Deane, Architect, 231
O^hsnage, Alexandra, for Infants, Hornsey,—Mesarf
Habershon & Pite, Architects, 155 ; Block Plan, 154

PAIlfTING, Mural, Penkill Castle, Ayrshire, 78
Palace Yard, New, Westminster,—Mr. E. M. Barry
A.R.A. .Architect, 29

Pendleton Town-hall, Corporation of Salford, 60, 61
Priory Church, Dunstable,—West Front, 023
Public and Municipal Buildings, Aberdeen, 411
Pulpit, Stone, Church of St. Matthias, StokeNewington,-

Professor G. G. Scott, Architect, 410

REREDOS, Worcester Cathedral,—Professor G. 6. Scott
Architect,—Mr. Farmer, Sculptor, 731

Road Roller, a Steam, 298
Roman Amphitheatre, Cirencester, 018.

Rood Screen in Miiaater Cathedral, Westphalia, 823
Roofing Tiles, Broomhall, 659

ST. DAVID’S CHURCH, Neath, 431
;
Plan, 430

8t. James’s Church, Kidbrooke, near Blackheath, 881

;

Carved Capitals
;
Gas Fittings, 860

St. Jude’s Church, East Brixton, 193
St. MacCartbian Cathedral, Monaghan, Ireland, 677

Plan, 676
St. Mary and St. Nicholas, Lancing, Chapel of College of

945; Plan of Chapel, 944
St. Mary's, Itcbenstoke, near Winchester, View lookini
East, 135; View of West End, 13-1

St. Mary's New (R.C.) Church, Kensington, Middlesex
511 ; S’lan, 507

St. Patrick’s (R.C.) Cathedral, Melbourne, Australia, 89-.

Scottish Provincial Assurance Offices, Dublin, 231
Screen, Rood, ia Munster Cathedral, Westphalia, 823
Sharrow Church, Sheffield, 211

;
Plan, 210

Stables and Coach-house, Hersham Lodge, Walton, Surrey,
concrete Facing Blocks and Broomhall RooflngTiles;—
Messrs. Walford, Donkin, & Evill, Architects, 669.
Plans of stables and coach-house, 658

Staircase. Grand, Mecklenburg Schwerin Castle, 571
Stalls at Wurzburg, Bavaria, 730
Steam Road-roller, 293
Stone Pulpit, Church of Bt. Matthias, Stoke Newington
410

Stove, Ancient Earthenware, in the Rathhans, Oebsen
furth, Germany, -4-51

TABLES, ANCIENT, in the Rathhaus, Ochsenfurth
Bavaria, 783

Theatre, Her Majesty’s, Plan of, 912
Theatre, Leipzig, New, 276; Plans, 2-46; Longitudina

Section, 264
Theatre, the Globe, Newcastle-street, Strand, 895
Tiles, Broomhall, roofing, 659
Tower, Medireval Domestic, Cologne, 764
Town-hall, Berlin,—Herr Waesemann, Architect, 696

Plans, 691
Town-hall, Manchester new,—Selected Designs,—Mr. A
Waterhouse, Architect, 319 ; Plan ofPrinoipal Floor, 311

Towu-hall, Manchester new,—Design snbmitfed for,—b}
Messrs. Speakman & Cbarlesworth, 337; Plan of prin
cipal Floor, 336

Town-hall, Manchester new,—Design submitted for,—
by Mr. John P. Scott, 393; Plan ofPrincipal Floor, 391

Town-hall (New), Melbourne, Australia,—Messrs. Reed i

Barnes, Architects, 765
Town-hall, Pendleton, Corporation of Salford,—Mr. Alfrai

Darbyahire, Architect, 00, 61

VENTILATION and WARMING of HOUSES, Plan for
823

Ventilation U.S. Marine Hospital, Chicago, Illinois, 41
Victor Emanuel Gallery, Milan, 290
Victor Emanuel Gallery, Milan, Entrance to, 491
Victoria Hospital, Suez, 265

UNIVERSITY CLUB, NEW, St. James’s Street Front
353

WAREHOUSE, A MANCHESTER (Messrs. A. Collie,
Co.'s); Messrs. Mills A Murgatroyd, Architects, 641
Plan, 611

Warehouse in Eastcheap, London,—Mr. Roumieu, Arch'
tect, 749

Warehouse, Southwark, New Street,—Mr. Wimbh
Architect, 471

Warming and Ventilation of Houses, Plan for, 822
Westminster Palace Yard, 29
Window, Bay, in the Rathhaus, Eatisbon, Germany, 748
Winter Garden, Leeds Infirmary, 470
Worcester Cathedral Reredos, 731

YARD, WESTMINSTER PALACE, 29



Curiosities of

London.

''

E. JOHNSON once n
marked to Boswell, "

[

is wonderful, sir, whs
is to be found in Loi

don.” We may appl

the same statement t

Mr. Timbs’snow editio

of his work, entitle

“The Curiosities c

London.”* It would b

difficult to exceed th

diversity, collective

ness, the qnaintnes:

interest—in a word, th

curiosity of its contents

Beginning alphabet]

cally, with the Adelpb
and ending with th

^ Zoological Gardens, h
carries us from place t

place, from building t

building, till all Lon
don has been traversed

and peopled with iti

most famous worthies

and pictured with it

most remarkable scones
As page after pagt

flutters past, we set

brave, busy, beautiful, bountiful Loudon in i

hundred different aspects, not indeed tbrougl
the medium of a continnons narrative, bat it

groups of facts connected with the principa
objects of interest in the wide “ world-city.”
Mention of the finds of the fossilized teeth of ar
elephant in the formation of the great sewer ic

Pall-mall
; of remains of numbers of turtles,

crocodiles, elephants’ teeth and tusks at Eighgate
and Islington

j of bones of the elephant, hippo-
potamus, ox, and deer in the brickfields at Brent-
ford

5 and of the general subterranean presence oi
vast quantities of pyritized twigs and fruits allied
to the class of vegetation now floiirishing in the
Eastern Archipelago, brings us face to face with
the distant ages when London possessed a climate
identical with that of the Spice Islands in the
Indian Ocean, when from the hot, moist soil rose
mighty palms, under whose feathery shade glided
immense boa-constrictors and in the branches of
which chattered troops of monkeys; while sharks,
turtles, and crocodiles dif-ported in the waters
once covering part of the metropolitan district

:

those distant ages, indeed, when the hippopota-

exhibiting the most rare and
remarkable Ol^ecta of Interest m the Metropolis; with

® Personal Recollections. By Johnlimbs, F.b.A. A new edition, corrected and enlarged,
iiondon ; Longmans, Green, Reader, & Dyer. 186S.

mua lounged in Regent-street, the elephant

sauntered down Pall-mall, and London bad
not become a British settlement. On another

page we are reminded that Moorfields is pro-

bably the site of the first group of Celtic dwel-
lings, and of the evidence that has pointed to

this conclusion. Then we have Roman London
picked out for us

;
and here and there we catch

glimpses of the principal events, the stately

pageants and banquets, the odd customs, the

topography of London in the various centuries

of the Middle Ages. Interspersed with all this

come the sparkling sayings, the gay doings of

the comely personages and wits of the days of

the Stuarts
; the pith of much that concerned

London in the last century
;
and countless facts

belonging to our own day. Mr. Timba’s book is,

in fine, a literary kaleidoscope
; for, though his

subject is always London, the varied pieces of
information he has collected concerning it fall

together in such diversified combinations that it

is scarcely possible to take it up without seeing
a new picture. It is the compression, too, of the
indnstrions accumulations, the painstaking re-

searches, the methodical classification, and the
vivid recollections of sixty years : no trifling

piece of mental labour.

Perhaps, we shonld say, off-hand, that one
of the most interesting districts in Loudon,
from association of idea, is St. James’s, if

we were not confuted on the threshold of
this observation by the equal claims of other
quarters. Even muddy, murky, misty Ber-
mondsey has had its romance as charming
as that of the Blind Beggar of Bethnal-

|

green; for in the parish register there is

an entry indicating an Enoch Arden, in the
[" forme of a solemn vowe made betwixt a man
j

and bis wife, having been long absent, through I

which occasion the woman beinge married to ^

another man, took her again.” Prosaic Pad-
j

dington has bat to be unveiled of its modern
!

disguise, to be revealed as the Saxon settle-
j

meut of the eons of Paid. Stop the omni-

1

buses, put up the horses, sweep away the ^

straight rows of houses, and straight lines of
metal ways, and we can picture a knot of rude
homes of bine-eyed, yellow-haired Pmdings,
bare and brawny armed, half cultivators of the
soil, but whole warriors, sheltered to some
extent by Notting-hill near by. The omnibuses,
railways, and rows of new houses have not
quite effaced the Paddington of the Middle
Ages even yet. The White Lion, Edgeware-road,
dates 152-1, the year when hops were first

imported. The Red Lion, Harrow-road, is

supposed to have seen Shakspeare
; and Ben

JoDson went to the Wheatsheaf, Edgeware-
road. But St. James’s, where Swift found
lodgings 80 ” plaguy dear,” is fnller of more
modern associations: it seems studded with
familiar names. The conrtly poet Waller

' lived on the west side of St. James’s-

street, when it was called ” the long street,’'

and had a terrace-walk before the best bouses
at the upper end. Pope, as he himself says,

lodged “next door to ye Golden Ball, on ye
second terras.” Gibbon, the historian, died at

No. 76. Below the Thatched House Tavern was
the shop of Rowland, the author of the fame of
Maccassar oil. Sir Christopher Wren died at hia

own house in this street. Lord Byron lodged at
' No. 8, in 1811 ; and Gillray, the once celebrated

j

caricaturist, committed suicide in it by jumping
I from one of the upper windows of No. 24,

I

says Mr. Timbs
; but, according to Mr-

j

Cunningham, No. 29. It is not, however, to

I the main street that these personal associa-

tions are confined. Addison lodged in St.

James’s-place, and we know whose footsteps

came to and fro his lodgings, as well as we knowi

the brilliant list of guests of Samuel Rogers a
century afterwards in the same “place.” Swift,

I

Steele, Ciabbe, and Moore all lodged at different

j

times in Bury-street. The poet Gray, Sir Isaac

,

Newton, and the two Hunters once lived in

j

Jermyn-street
;
and in this place was enacted

thecurious farce in real lifebyMr.andMrs. Howe>

j

the former of whom loft his wife for the space of

[

seventeen years, causing her to believe that he
' was in Holland, but in reality be was living in

the immediate neighbonrhood and part of the
time exactly opposite to a house to which she

I
had removed, and going to St. James’s Chnrck

I

every Sunday for seven years, where he saw her
without discovering himself. More especially is

I

this locality associated with the rank and
,
fashion that frequented Almack’s in the middle
of the last century. St. James’s-sqnare takes
us back to the reign of William III. and Mar^
when Su- William Temple and Sir Horace V,‘al-

polo lived in Pall-mall, though there wore somo
few houses on the spot in the days of Charles IL,

as witness that of Moll Davies, one of his

mistresses. It was at No. 4 in this square that
the late Earl de Grey received the Royal lusti-

tnto of Architects, daring several years, and in-

vited brilliant women ns well as eminent men to
meet them. Great nights were those.

Sb. James’s Park brings us into contact with
Nell Gwyn

; for here, as has been ofttimes

told, Evelyn, attending Charles II. through the

park, heard a conversation carried on between
this famous couplo, “ she looking out of her

garden on a terrace at the top, and the king

standing on the green walk under it,”—a site

identified by Mr. Cunningham as under the park
wall of Marlborough House; and in the dining-

room of the Army and Navy Club House is pre-

served one of that saucy lady’s looking-glasses.

The Strand is another district full of memories,
as indeed are the vicinities of St. MarEin’s-lane,

many of the squares, the sites of old religious

houses and their gardens, old inns, the b alls of
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the City companies, the mausiona of the nobility,

and scores of other places. Indeed, there are few

spots in London that some asaociation with cele-

brated persons or their sayings has not invested

with human interest. The north end of Beau-

fort-row, Chelsea, will always have a charm for

those who remember that here lived Sir Thomas
More, with his son, dftughters-iu-law, grand-

daughters, and preat-grand-children, when be

was visited by Henry VIII. and Erasmus, the

latter of whom pronounced liis house “ a practi-

cal school of the Christian religion.” Scraggy,

straggling Kent-atreet, Southwark, will be as

though decked with cloth of gold when we think

of the Black Prince caracolliog along it on his

way home from Poictiers; Paddington Canal

will be eyed with cuilosity in connexion with

Lord Byron’s remark that the canal of Venice

would not be more poetical were it not for its

artificial adjuncts
;
and London Bridge will re-

call other tragedies besides the ghastly spec-

tacles e-xpOEcd upon the gatehouse, when, look-

ing down upon the swift waters, wo remember
their velocity past the narrow old arches caused

suicides to choose the minute of shooting through

them in boats to destroy themselves, first filling

their pockets with heavy stones, as did Sir

William Temple’s only son
;
and a brighter,

braver deed, will cast a glitter npon the tide

when we think of Edward Osborne, in 1536,

leaping into the river to save the life of his

master’s infant daughter, dropped from one

of the windows of the houses then built

upon the bridge, which infant daughter was
bestowed by her father, the lord mayor, npon

her gallant rescuer in after years, and became in

good time great-grandmother of the first Duke
of Leeds,—as pleasant a tradition as that of Dick

Whittington. A large array of this class of

facts will be found in Mr. Timba’s volume. In

King-street, Covent-garden, are a few street-

doors of solid mahogany, this being the street in

which the lady lived for whom that wood was first

used in England. InSoutliampton-8treet,atNo.31,

phosphorus was first manufactured in England,

by Ambrose Godfrey Hauckwitz, under the

instruction of Robert Boyle, who seems to have

done for the popularizing of chemistry what the

Tradescants did for natural history a century

before him
;
for his laboratory was a place of

fashionable resort. In Maiden-lane, tho birth-

place of Turner, the painter, lodged the incor-

ruptible Andrew Marvel, in a second fioor, while

M.P. for Hull
;
and fifty more of such Bade-

bright spots might be easily counted up : or,

for dift’ereut moods we might seek out where
Sterne died, in -il, Bond-street, or the pawn-
broker’s shop iu Wardonr-street where Sheridan

used to deposit his valuables.

Wo have had many writers on London, many
of whom were Londoners

;
sometimes, however,

it is to proviociala or foreigners that wo are

indebted for sketches that enable ns to realize

the manners and customs of Londoners in the

days of yore. After Stowe seta us down, it is to

James Howell, the Welshman, first of the line of

historiograpbers-royal, that we are indebted for

many particulars concerning London, before we
find Evelyn and Pepys waiting in their gilded

coaches to carry us farther on. From him we
learn that 'rothill-field-gardens were the head-

quarters for the purchase of choice fruit, as

Covent-garden is now. “ I have sent you,” he
writes to Sir Arthur Ingram, “ a hamper of

melons, tho best I could find in any of Tothill-

field-gardens.” 'To another friend liesays," You
writ to me lately for a footman, and I think this

bearer will lit you : I know he can run well, for

he bath run away twice from me.”
And again, July, 1632, be relates, not without

a twinge of departing superstitiou,—

-

in 1646, he says, “ The devil may walk freely up

and down the streets of London now, for there

is not a cross to fright him anywhere, and it

seems he was never so busy in any conutrie

upon earth, for there have been more witches

arraigned and execnted here lately than ever

were in this island since the creation.” And,

again,'from the same confinement, he writes,

—

“ The air of this city is not so (sweet), ’specially

in the heart of the city (in and about Paul’s

Church), where horse-dung is a yard deep
;
in-

somnch that to cleanse it would be as hard a

task as it was for Hercules to cleanse the Augean

stable. It was a bitter taunt of the Italian,

who passing by Paul’s Church, and seeing it

full of horses, ‘ Now, I perceive (said he) that

in England, men and beasts serve God alike.’”

The same worthy gives us some word about

the vital curiosities of the metropolis in our own
day, the Registrar-General, in 1366, •“ London is

growing greater every day, and within its pre-

sent bounds, extending over 122 square miles of

territory, the population amounted last year by
computation to 3,037,991 souls. . . . As far as

a radius of fifteen miles stretches from Cbaring-

Croas, anever-bhickening ring of people extends

within the area which the metropolitan police

watches over, making the whole number on an

area of 687 square miles around St. Paul’s and

Westminster Abbey, 3,521,267 souls.” Horace

Walpole’s pace would be seriously affected

could he revisit hia old haunts with his old

' curiosity as to what was going on around him.

Mr. Timbs quotes the late return that shows the

number of passengers and vehicles passing over

London Bridge in twenty-four hours. Surely

Drapers’ Hall, in a letter to his father, who those who have gone before us, and those who

seems to have sent two of his younger sons to be have to come after us, could not light upon a

started in life by those already established. One
^

fact more indicative of our strenuous activity

of the lads was taken in band by James, and the ; than this traffic-gauge. 167,910 passengers pass

other by another brother, afterwards Bishop of in twenty-four hours over this bridge, or 6,996

Bristol, and both were apprenticed to mercers, per hour, night and day. Sometimes there are

the one in Cheapside, and the other at the 2,000 persons upon the bridge at onco going

Flower-de-luce, in Lombard-street.'
|

about their avocations, and 1,764 carnages havo

. .
!

been counted to pass over in an hour. And yet.

When I went to Mod iny brother Ned apprertice in
' jostling and

Drapers Hall, casticc my eyes upon ihe cbicnney-pieee of
. ..v i 4 Trim

the yreat room, I might spies picture of an ancient gen- 'jogging, there are people, ever and anon, who
tleman. and underneath Thomas Ilowel. 1 asked the tum their backs to the crunching wains, the
clerk .bout him, ,nd he told me he had been . Spimi.h

, rambling omnibusen, tile rattling oarts, the
merchantiu Henry vlll. s time, and coming home rich,

. “-.it. i.- i- •*. onrl
and dying a batebelor, he gave that hall to the Company

^

ring and roar of the multiplicity ot velncles, and,

of Drapers, with other things, so that he is accounted one looking over the parapets at the water, through
of their ehiefest benefactors. I told the eWrk that one of

three Centuries of time, say '' it must havo
the sons of Thomas Howel came now thither to be bound : .

J ^ , ,

he answered, that if he be a right Howel, he may hare,

when he is free, three hundred pounds to help to set up
and pay no interest for five years. It may be hereafter

we may make use of this. He told me also, that any maid
that can prove her father to be a true Howel, may come
and demand fifty pounds towards her portion of the said

hall.”

Sfcrype, for sixty years incumbent of Low
Layton, in Essex, and subsequently rector of

Hackney, is but a continnator of Stowe. Both

Pepys and Evelyn, the one president the other

fellow of the Royal Society, bring us down to

the commencement of the eighteenth century.

Pepys died in 1703; Evelyn, in 1706. Then
come Hatton and Pennant. From a galaxy of

smaller wits two contributors of great celebrity

sparkle on the scene soon after these expositors

of manners in the days of the last of the Stuarts

closed their eyes, in the persons of Dr. Johnson

and Horace Walpole, both of whom have left

Londoners many a legacy. “ The man who is

tired of London is tired of existence,” said tho

former, in his admiration and appreciation of

the boundless resources of a motropolitau life

;

and the threads of Walpole’s life are so inter-

woven with London society as to be inextrica-

ble. These two were contemporary centres,

having distinct rings around them, never clash-

ing, bub between them attracting all that was bril-

liant and gifted in the society of their day. It was
Johnson who laid down the scheme upon which
George III. formed the most complete private

library in Europe, in the “ dull, dowdy, and
decent” Buckingham House, now at the dis-

posal of the public in the British Museum; it

was Walpole’s pen that, despite his own proclivi-

ties towards pseudo-Gothic ornamentation, swept

away all regard for what he called Adam’s
gingerbread and sippets of embroider)’,” in his

been hereabouts that Osborne struggled with the

infant in his arms
;
and perhaps here that John

Temple drowned becanao be feared his king had
suffered an ill-turn through hia inexperienced

statesmanship
;
and somewhere here that Mar-

garet Roper must have waited in her boat to

catch her father’s honoured head, when it was

thrown over tho bridge to make room for another

on the pole on which it had been exposed.”

Such supreme and incflaeeable attraction have

the tragedies of life for us. Man’s sympathy is

with man.
Mr. Timbs gives us a capital chapter upon tho

great metropolitan breweries. Although Whit-

bread’s is the oldest, and, in spite of Peter

Pindar, the house of Barclay & Perkins has most

interest for us, perhaps, frdm its having belonged

to the Thrales in the last ceutury, and so in soma
way become part of our associations with the

great central Londoner we have just mentioned as

giving tone to so much that is meti'opolitan. Dr.

Johnson. Certainly their brewbouso is one of

the curiosities of London,and crowds of foreigners

go to see it. Think of a brewbouse as large and

lofty as Westminster Hall
;
malt-bins as high as

three-storied hoasea ; a standing army of well-

fed cats, to keep the rats in check ;
200 horses,

costing some 8oL a-piece, each ranged in its own.

stall, with its name painted on a board over the

rack; and some scores of men, every one of

whom is taller than a Life Guardsman, and

heavier by two stone,—not to -say one word of

the bewildering furnaces, cisterns, wells, shafts,

boilers, details of all sorts, and utensils. He is

also definite and raiunte upon other branches of

trade followed by wealthy firms that are as com-

mercial duchies or petty kingdoms to their pos-

sessors and their inheritors. Paternoster-r

rapturous praise of the “chaste palace” the traversed with this object. From a street m the

Prince of Wales, afterwards George IV., made occupation, first, of turners of rosaries ;
thenot

of Carlton House, from the designs of Holland. :

mercers, silkmen, and lacemen (.Pepys bnoght

Hia own Strawberry Hill became as nothing in moyre for a morning waistcoat here in IGtiO) ;

his courtly haste to foUow the regal taste. “ We then of sempstresses,—Patemoster-row became

went to see the Prince’s new Palace in PaU- one of the head-quartera of the publishing trade,

mall, and were charmed,” he wrote to the by the removal of the booksellers from Little

Countess of Ossory ;
“ it will be the moat per- Britain in the reign of Queen Anne. Mr. limbs

feet in Europe. There is an august simplicity records,—
,
that astonished me with more raptures to the ' ''At IIo. 39 have lived nearlj a centurv and a hnlf the

I passed by SL Dunstan’s in Fleet-street the game effect; and straightway London became Longmans ; the imprintofThomasLon^,^^
urdav. I steoned into a lapidary, or atone cutter s

,

° S • nml .Tnlm Osborne, at the ainn of 'The Ship and Biacklost Saturday, I stepped into a lapidary, or atone cutter'

shop, to treat with the master Jor a atone to be put upon
my father’s tomb, and casting my eyes up and down, I
might spie a huge marble,'with a large inscription upan’t
which was thus to my best remerobraLCe i— ‘Here lies

John Oieuhum, a goodly young man, in whose chamber,
as he was struggling with the pangs of death, a bird with

a white breast, was seen fluttering about his bed, and so

vanished which circumstance would not have beep worth
commemorating upon stone if it had not been that the

sister, son, and mother of this goodly young man, nil

attracted a similar white-breasted b'rd to their couches
when dying, as the inscription proceeded to relate. ‘To
these he divers witnesses,’ continued the travelled Howel,
‘ whose names are engraven npon the stone. This stone

is to be sent to a town hard by Exeter, where this hap-
pened.'

"

From this we may glean that the London
lapidai'ics executed some, at all events, of tho

ancient work now found in tho provinces.

Writing from the Fleet, where his political ser-

vices fiually imprisoned him, to a friend in Paris,

1
“ i> i- j- • and Johu Osborne, at the sign of •'The Ship a

full of “chaste palaces of every dimension,
jg dated 1725. . . For several years the firm

down to that of a park-gate lodge. “ There will gave hero dinners and to authors and artists
;
and

soon be one street from London to Brentford,”
,

they have acquired world-wide repute as the publishers ot

1 -Lii jv the works of fcott. Mackintosh, Southey, Sidney ismitli,

ho prophesied with a foresight only surpassed by
, ^oore and Maosulsv. Messrs. Longman's own sale of

the great lexicographer’s celebrated prophecy books has amounted to five millions of volumes in the

that Loudon would be some day lighted by gas. year. They possess some portraits of eminent literary

,, T , * • * 1
- • U X ® npr»onB The premises were rebuilt in handsome

I have twice this spring been going to stop my
style in 1963

;
the design including the re-

u tj: Jill- ;— *v.
the adjoining house of Messrs. Blackwood &

Sons, of Edinburgh, at the extreme north-west corner.

The facade is executed in Portland stone. The character

of the carving, especially of the lower stones, is somewhat
symbolical natural foliage. On the keystone of the

central arch is represented literature, supported by the

arts, sciences, and education. In the spundrils of the

same are the ‘Ship’ and the ‘Swan,’ being half-sized

copies of two medallions, saved from the old buildings,

and which had been trade signs on part of these premises

since the Great Fire."

Lomband-street tells still more of its archeo-

logy. Before the reign of Edward II. this street

coach in Piccadilly, to inqnire what was the
matter,—thinking there was a mob : not at all

;

it was only passengers.” And as hia buckled,

and frilled, and spencered men-folk, and bis

gored and frilled, narrow-skirted, and big-

bonneted women -folk jostled one another as

they streamed np and down Piccadilly, what a

mere thread of a concourse they must have made
compared with that which ia pouring np and
down there now, all hours of the busy day.
" London,” says the great authority for many of
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was called by tbe same name from the fact of
the Kotbschilds of the Plantagenet era having
settled there. These were the Longobards,
whose badge, which is that of the Medici family,
—three golden balls,—is now the sign of pawn-
brokers, who perform for modern unfortunates
and spendthrifts the part played by the wealthy
bankers and goldsmiths in old times. And
from that day to this it has been a great money
mart. Here dwelt the husband of Jane Shore.
Sir Hichard Gresham’s shop was on the site

covered by the banking-house of Martin, Stone,
& Martina. Only so recently as ten years ago
it has been ascertained that tbe father of
Alexander Pope was a merchant living in Broad-
street, when the poet was born, and not a linen-

draper in Plough-court. Out of the forty-four
names of firms of “ Goldsmiths who kept run-
ning cashes,” mentioned in the “London Direc-
tory for 1677,” twenty-seven were in Lombard-
street.

Dip where we may, there is something enter-
taining in this new edition of “The Curiosities
of London.” Mr. Timbs declares correctness to
be tbe cardinal point of the volume

;
and con-

sidering every statement is associated either
with names or dates, it is remarkable that so
few errors have crept in or escaped the eye of
revision. Holborn theatre, however, will scarcely
bo found on tbe south side of that ancient
thoroughfare. In the list of statues we find no
mention of that of the late Prince Consort on
the memorial of the 1851 Exhibition in the
Horticultural Society’s Gardens, the best out-of-
doors monument in London. Tho Art Union,
a real curiosity of London (444, not 4.45, Strand),
has raised and expended 351,0001. in the pro-
duction and dissemination of works of art
(instead of 150,0001.). In the account of Covent
Garden Theatre there is no mention of the great
conflagration that destroyed it, nor of its re-
building by Barry, The same calamity at her
Majesty’s Theatre is, of course, of too recent
occurrence to be looked for. Some of the signs
that remain might have well been included
among minor cariosities, especially those known
to have been painted by celebrities, as that by
Hogarth in Oxford-street. But we will not pur-
sue these ungracious suggestions.

Everybody who likes London cannot fail to
like it the more for such labours as those of Mr.
Timbs

j and those who, for want of informa-
tion or caprice have not hitherto done so, will
find so many historioa! and personal associations
cropping up about them as they wend their
various ways, that they will alter their opinion i

and bo grateful to the pens that have added so
jtnuoh to their every-day enjoyment. Every I

Londoner should read Mr. Timbs’s book by way
|

of thanks for the taste, industry, and enterprise
that have placed it in his power to do so

j
and

every one else, that he may get a notion of what
London includes.

THE EIGHTEEN ERAS OF THE ARCHI-
TECTURE OF JERUSALEM, WITH THE
DATES, LOCALITIES, AND PROMINENT
CHARACTERISTICS OF EACH EPOCH.

The first occasion on which our present
historical knowledge supplies a direct reference
to the city of Jerusalem is at a date contempo-
rary with the reign of nine Syrian and Mesopo-
tamian kings, the bricks of one of whom,
“ Arioeh, King of Ellasar,” are to be seen in the
British Museum, impressed with the monarch’s
name in cuneiform characters, now read as
Urukh. The exact date of this reference is of
extreme interest, inasmuch as it closely preceded
that great geological convulsion which depressed
a portion of the valley of the Jordan by more
than 2,000 ft., and, arresting tho natural course
of the river along its still traceable channel to
the Red Sea at Akaba, spread its waters into a
lake so large that the evaporation from its

surface has ever since disposed of the influx.
As, however, the historic investigation now
attempted refers to architectural dates alone, it

is enough here to say that the most careful
attempt to restore the chronology of the Book of
Genesis with which we are familiar, fixes the
interview of the King of Salem with the victo-
rious Arab Sheikh Abram in the year 2533 of
the Julian Period. At that early date the city
was already devoted to monotheistic worship,
the King of Zedek, Salem, or Kadesh being
Also the “ Priest of the Moat High God.”
In the fragments of Mauetho preserved by

Josephus we find the building of Salem ascribed
to the Shepherd Kings or Hykaos. There ap-
pears, however, to be so much confusion between
these shepherd and probably Phccnician invaders
and lords of Lower Egypt, who were finally sub-
jugated by Thothmes II. about 577 years later
than the above-cited date, and the Jewish bond-
slaves, who fled to tbe desert sixty-three years
afterwards, as to render the passage from the
Egyptian historian, thus preserved only in a
quotation, of little value except as indicating
the current opinion as to the Phconician or
Semitic origin of tbe founders of the Holy City.
The supposed reference in Homer possesses
little more than a literary interest, and our pre-
sent historic account of Jerusalem may thus be
taken as commencing with the storm by David
of the citadel of Zion, J.P. 3670, being 1137
years later than the date assigned to Melchi-
zedek.

The only intelligible explanation of the mode
in which Joab entered the Castle of Zion is,

that, like Ferdinand of Arragon, in the siege of
Naples, nearly 2,500 years later, he introduced
a forlorn hope through an unheeded conduit.
The fortifications at this time would appear,
from the language used in the books of Samuel
and of Chronicles, to have crowned the hill of
Zion. David “ built the city round about, from
Millo and inward and to the labours of David
or his immediate successors tbe oircumvallation
of the lower city is, in tbe first instance, to be
attributed

j
being efl'ected by a wall surround-

ing tbe second hill, Acra, built to a consider-
able height above the bottom of tbe valley;

megalitliic in its structure, and to some extent I

coinciding in its sitelwith the first of the three !

walls mentioned by Josephus. It is thus to the
characteristics of megalithic structure, of posi-
tion on the steep slope of what was formerly
Acra, and of the comparative narrowness of tho
space that it encloses, that we must look for in-

dications of the wall of David, while it is (with
two exceptions) only high up on the southern hill,

Zion itself, that we can expect to find even the
faintest traces of his predecessors.

In the reign of Solomon the oircumvallation of
Moriah was commenced, and the Temple was
raised upon its summit. To this great monarch
is also ascribed the completion of the wall com-
menced by bis father. The main characteristics
pointed out by Scripture and by Josephus to de-
note the work of Solomon are, the enormous
size of the stones, the careful dressing of the
joints, the union of masonry with the native
rock at the base of Mount Moriah, and the
foundation of the wall forming the then eastern
scarp of that elevation closo to the brook
Kedron. Tbe recent excavations of Lieutenant
Warren, tracing the channelled megalithic work
to this very point, and to a depth of 70 ft. below
the present exposed portion of the Haram wall,
when compared with the statements of Jose-
phus, seem to leave no room for doubt that the
original work of Solomon is here in good preser-
vation. For similar reasons it would seem
likely that the peculiar shouldered arches, or
hollowed imposts, formed within the vaulting
of the eouth portion of the Haram, are part of i

the same monarch’s work. Again, farther north
along the line of the eastern wall, flanking
the Kedron, the remarkable problem of the
Golden Gate, the entrance of which is marked
by some of the most enormous stones yet dis-

covered, and which clearly formed a portion of a
system of palatial works subsequently super-
seded by the military works of tho Asmonean
or Idumean kings, may find its solution in the
name Porta Judicialis, or Porta Ciistodicc, being
probably the Porch of Judgment, leading to the
palace (perhaps the “ House of the Forest of
Lebanon ”), and to the northern entrance to the
original, as well as to the Second Temple. The
passage which seems definitively to identify tho
Golden Gate with the Gate of Judgment will be

]

mentioned in its due order.

In connexion with the megalithic masonry of 1

Moriah may be noticed the quarries entered by
j

Dr. Barclay, and mined within the mountain, <

where stones in difli’erent stages of preparation
have been left undisturbed for 2,000, if not for

3,000 years. The very marks of the masons,
the smoke of their torches, and here and there
some rude note or ornament daubed on the
stone, are said to be traceable on the walls of
these royal quarries

; and it deserves a careful
investigation to ascertain whether the square
Hebrew characters,—the Phccnician letters to
which it is now the fashion of learned men to

attribute a greater, but perhaps a more ques-
tionable, antiquity,— or the Greek letters likely

3

to be used under the Idnmean kings, are to be
traced in these ancient caverns.

In the fifth year of the reign of Rehoboam,
the son of Solomon, occurred the second of that
series of successful sieges or storms of Jerusalem
which, without counting unsuccessful attacks,
like that of Sennacherib, or occupations without
recorded fighting, as in the ease of Necos, king
of Egypt, three months after the battle ofMe-
giddo, amount to no fewer than seventeen daring
tbe 2,230 years that elapsed from the capture
of the Holy City by David to that efl'ected by
Saladin. The record in the Hebrew Scriptures
is confirmed by the sculptures and hieroglyphics
found in the tombs of tho Egyptian kings of the
twejity-seeond dynasty, the first of whom —
Sesonkhosis—is denoted by tbe same appella-
tion of “subduer of the Mennahom,” or Syrian
shepherds, that is ascribed to Thothmes IV., the
Pharaoh of the Exodus, and among the portraits
of whose captives that of the “ Melech Judah”
is represented with arms bound behind him, and
with a face in which the Jewish features are as
decided as is the expression of dismay and alarm
which they are intended to betray. No great
building epoch is recorded as intervening between
the capture by Shishak, king of Egypt, and that
by Joash, king of Israel, 150 years later, when
the record of the demolition of 400 cubits of the
wall of the city between the Gate of Ephraim
and the corner gate affords a means of, to some
extent, identifying the wall raised by David with
that repaired by Nebemiab.

Uzziah, the eleventh king of Jerusalem, of the
house of David, appears to have repaired the da-
mage effected by King Joasb, during tho reign of
the unfortunate Amaziah. “ Uzziah built towers
in Jerusalem at the corner gate, and at the valley
gate, and fortified them. Also he built towers
in tbe desert. . . . And he made in Jerusa-
lem engines, invented by cunning men, to bo on
the towers and tho bulwarks, to shoot arrows
and great stones withal.” It seems hardly to be
expected that we should now be able to distin-
guish the work of King Uzziah, whose long and
glorious reign, ending in a cloud, was succeeded
by that of his son Jotham, the fourth builder
king, who “built the high gate of tbe House of
tbe Lord, and on the wall of Ophel he built
much.” The former, the great eastern gate of
the temple, now lies in undistinguishable frag-
ments against the eastern wall of the Haram; of
the latter it is probable that tbe foundations
may be those of a wall now under course of
examination.

After tho idolatrous and unfortunate reign of
Ahaz, whose extinction of tho Lamp iu tho
Temple, on the 17th Tharouz, is yet commemo-
rated in the Jewish almanack, Hezekiah, the
fifth builder-king, repaired and reopened the
temple. “ How he made a pool and a conduit,
and brought water into the city,” as recorded in
the Book of Kings, is more minutely exijlained in
the Book of Chronicles, by the expression that
“he stopped the water -course of Gihon, and
brought it straight down to the west side of the
city of David.” As it is added that he pros-
pered in his works, and as a reason given for his
“stopping” the water-course is, that it should
be rendered unavailable for the supply of the
armyof Sennacherib with water,we may, perhaps,
conclude that the diversion of the stream was
connected, after filling tanka or basins, with the
sewerage of the city. We can hardly fail to find

traces of the work of Hezekiah, of which the
locality is thus distinctly indicated.

Sixth and last of the builder kings of the line

of Judah was Manasseb, the fifteenth and the
longest reigning monarch of tbe dynasty. After
his capture by a king of Assyria, whom the
recent discoveries at the British Museum enable
us to denote by the name, as at present read, of
Ashnr-bani-pal (a king whose cuneiform re-

cords mention a king of Judah as his tribu-
tary), Manasseb, on his restoration to bis
kingdom, “ bnilc a wall without the city of
David, on the west side of Gihon, iu the
valley, even to the entering In at the Fish-
gate, and compassed about Ophel, and raised it

up a very great height.” This wall, built at the
foot of the hill, enlarged the area of tbe city

towards tho west. The wall now iu coarse of un-
covering at Ophel may bear traces of the labour
of Manasseb, as well as of that of Joash. It abuts
on the Haram wall, but shows, by not being
bonded into that colossal structure, its later

date. We have no further record of building at

Jerusalem before tbe siege by Nebuchadnezzar.
The city of Jerusalem was captured by Nebu-

chadnezzar, king of Babylon, in tho nineteenth
year of his reign, on the 10th day of the month
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Tamuz, after a siege of eighteen months, 467
years after its capture by David, of whom Zede-
kiab, the twenty-first king of the line of Judah,
was the descendant in the seventeenth genera-
tion. On the 9th day of the succeeding month
of Ab, being the sixth day of the week, the cap-
tain of the guard of the King of Babylon “ burned
the house of theLord.andthe kina’s house, and aU
the chiefhousesof Jerusalem,” and “ brake down
all the walls of Jerusalem round about.” Those
familiar with military demolition must be aware
that, in the absence of gunpowder, it would
have been impossible to obliterate, or even to
level, works of the character attributed to the
building monarcha of Salem, excepting at a
cost of labour and of time nearly equal to that
required for their erection, and that such an
overthrow and ruin of the bulwarks of the city

as would render its walled interior accessible
|

at all points, over the heaps of rubbish surround- ;

ing the bases of the ruined walls, was the
utmost that we can suppose to have been effected
by the forces of Nebuzaradan.
We find accordingly, thatwhen.in the twentieth

year of Artaxerxes Longimanna, king of Persia,
his cup-bearer, Nehemiah, a noble of Judah, who
was made Jirshatha, or governor of Jerusalem,
commenced the restoration of the walls of the
city, he found no difficnlty in tracing their
course, evr-ii though he viewed it iu the first

iuatance by starlight, in the absence of the
moon, then in her last quarter.
The description given in the unrivalled portion

of the autobiographic history of the Hebrew
prince enables us so distinctly to understand the
course of the external wall of Jerusalem at
the period of the capture of the city by Nebn-
chadnezzar, as to feel assured that patience alone
is requisite to enable the officers of the present
survey to trace the remains of the imperishable
foundations. The discrepancy between tbe
period of fifty-two days mentioned by Kehomiah,
for the finishing of the wall, and that of two
years and four months, stated by Josephus, with
the check of the dates of the 25th and 28th years
of the monarch improperly styled Xerxes in our
present copies of the Antiquities, may be under-
stood by reference to the expression (Neh. iv. 6)

1

“unto the half thereof;” the wall being just
1

raised to a height sufficient to exclude casual

;

assailants by the 25th day of Elnl, J.P. 4267, and I

being afterwards raised to the full height attained
!

by the work of Xehemiah, and consecrated on 1

such completion, on the 25th of Cislen, J.P. 4270, i

which day, in that year, fell appropriately on the
I

Sabbath.
|

The key to the topography of tbe Book ofj
Nehemiah is furnished by the Gospel of St.

John (v. 2), where it states that there is (or was
at tbe date of the composition of that history)
“at Jerusalem by the sheep [gate] a pool, having
five porches.” This gate opens on the road from
Bethany to tbe city. Starting from this point,
now called the Gate of St. Stephen, the wall took a
northerly or north-westerly direction to the tower
of a hundred cubits in height, called the Tower of
Emath or of Meab, theuce, bending to\he west-
ward, it ran by the Tower of Hananeel to the
Porta Piscium, which, as commanding tbe only
road by which fish was likely to bo brought for the
supply ofthe city,may probably be identified with
the line of theDamascus Gate. This portion of the
wall must have been on the line originally built
by David or by Solomon, and a portion of megali-
thic channelled masonry has recently been ex-
posed close by the present Damascus Gate. The

!

sites of the Porta T efus and the Porta Ephraim,
and the question as to tbe identity of tbe former

\

with the corner gate, await some further eluci- ’

dation, the wall between the Gate of Ephraim '

and the corner gate having been previously re-
'

paired by King Uzziali for tbe length of 400
cnbits. Towers had also been erected by that
monarch to strengthen the cjorner gate and the

|

Porta Vallis, which latter, as its name imports,
i

must have stood in the valley at the foot of
Zion; but the western wall of tbe city, from
Gihon to the Fish Gate, had been built by King
Manasseh, and as that monarch is also said to
have compassed about Ophel, it is probable
that the whole lino of wall west and south
of the city, and returning northward to the
recently discovered junction with the original
wall of the Temple enclosure, dated from the
restored power of that king, and was raised by
Nehemiah upon the work of the sixth builder
sovereign. The Porta Vallis, the Porta Sterqui-
linii, the Piscina Siloc, the steps to the ancient
citadel, the second pool, the fort, the double
bending of the wall, the water-gate to the east,
and the tower gate, are all defined points which

the present explorers of the Holy City will be
able, if properly supported, accurately to deter-
mine.
Tbe comparison of the account given of the

rebuilding of the wall of Jerusalem with that
of the course taken by the two bands of priests

I

who perambulated the bulwark on the day of

its consecration, when thus applied to known
topographical facts, leads to one of the most
interesting discoveries which has resulted from
the recent study of the subject. South of the
Sheep-gate, and south also of the Ccenaculum
Anguli, or north angle of the Haram wall, is tbe

I
gate called in the Vulgate tbe Porta Judicialis,

in the first passage, and the Porta Custodies in

the second. Meeting in this gate, tbe two
companies “ stood in the House of God,” with
the northern courts of which the Golden Gate
must have naturally communicated. The date
and character of this unique piece of archi-

tecture will appear from the following considera-
tions.

Permanent ownership of land was one of the
most marked institutions in the Hebrew use of

law. The history of Ahab shows the difficulty

experienced by even a sovereign in the attempt
to expropriate a portion of land required for the
completion of the enclosure of the royal palace,

lo inquiring for the site of the king’s house
built by Solomon after the completion of the
Temple, and for which he left the City of

David (2 Par. viii. 11.), we are thus naturally
directed to examine the locality of the land
purchased by King David of Oman or
Araunah the Jebusite, “in Mount Moriah”
(2 Par. iii. 1), on a portion of which the

j

Temple was erected. The vast walled area
of some 1,800 ft. by 900 ft., rising like an
enormous altar from the very bottom of the
Kedron and of tbe Tyropceon valleys for a height
(recently proved) of more than 150 ft., is iden-

! tified with the enclosure of Moriah not only by
the tradition of the spot, by the unmistakable

j

evidence of the megalithic masonry, and by the

j

relative position with regard to the other points
! topographically determined, but also by the
' minute details given by Josephns, and by the
description to be gathered from the passages in

his writing (Ant., rv. xi., 3; and Bell., v. v., 2)
stating that the enceinte of the Temple and of

Antonia was double of the (approximate) square
occupied by the courts of the former. The
length of the stadium mentioned by the historian
must be determined by the fact. As to the
position of the walls, and proportion of the
enclosures, the colossal masonry bears unequi-
vocal witness.

North-west of the Temple cloisters, and thus
occupying half of the artificial summit of tbe
hill, was the building which tbe High Priests
Jonathan and Simon "made stronger by very
high towers ” (Ant., xiii. v. 11), and which be-

j

came the only citadel of Jerusalem after the
demolition by Simon of the fortress raised by
Antiochua Epiphanes, on Acra, with a purpose
similar to that with which Philip II., or his
lieutenant Alva, built the citadels of Antwerp

1

and of Naples. Hyreanns added a tower. The
i

filling in of the Tyropceon Talley with the ma-
!

terial derived from the lowering of Acra by three '

years’ labour under the pontificate of Simon, has
been recently verified by Lieut. Warren. The

'

Antonia of Herod was, we are distinctly told by
Josephus, a rebuilding of the stronghold of
the Asmonean kings (Ant., xviii. 4. 3). If

the consideration of tbe permanence of landed
ownership be yet considered as inconclusive
to identify the spot with the Palace of Solomon
and his descendants, a further link is supplied
by the reproaches recorded by the Prophet
(Ezek. xliii. 8) against these princes for “ setting
of their threshold by my thresholds, and their

post by my posts, and the wall between me and
them,” a passage moat clearly descriptive of the
relative positions of the Temple and tbe royal
palace.

Tracing, then, the occupation of tbe northern
half of Moriah from Herod, through the As-
monean princes, to the kings of the house of
David, and thus determinitig the position of the
new palace of Solomon, tbe character of the
Porta Judicialis seems to leave no donbt of its

identity with “ tbe porch for tbe throne where
he might judge, even the porch of judgment,” of
the great king. After the completion of the new
cloisters by Herod, the Stoa Salomonis is men-
tioned by tbe fourth Evangelist; and as it is

certain that no work attributable to the second
builder-monarch wonld have remained at that
time in existence on the summit of Moriah, it is

most natural to attach the name to that porch

or entrance, of wonderful beauty of execution,

marked by colossal stones, on which a false rus-
tication has been wrought (as if to render an ear-
lier work harmonious with the noble rustication
of tbe lower wall), which must have given access
to the enclosure of the palace and to that of the
House of the Lord. The substitution of a porch,
or open and canopied tribunal, for the tree
under which the throne of the Eastern kings
was erected for the most ancient sessions of &
species of Court of Pie-poudre, or summary
royal justice to every applicant, has a close

parallel in tbe arched and canopied porch which
the Crusader, Charles of Anjou, erected in his

city of Sorrento (where the ancient arms of
France, with the hrisure of tbe red Angevin
label, are yet distinctly visible), the Oriental
character of the singular building recalling

forcibly tbe idea, from which the Crusading king
may have derived his plan, of the Golden Gate.
As this entranceled from the northern courtsof the
Temple to the road to Bethany, in the same way
that the nearly adjoining Sheep-gate led from the
interior of the city towards the same suburb, the
reference in the passage quoted (John x. 23),
and that in the Acts of the Apostles (iii. 2—11),
in which the Porta Speciosa is identified with
Solomon’s Porch, are most simple and natural.

The inexplicable character of the Golden Gate,
its rare beauty of workmanship, its colossal

stones, its quasi-subterranean position, now that
tbe upper buildings of the Temple itself have
been cast into that vast accumulation of ddbrif
that fills up the valley of the Kedron to the

depth of 70 ft., cease to perplex the mind, when
the structure is thus regarded as the Porch of
Judgment, a building which retained its desig-

nation unaltered from the time of Solomon tf>

that of Nehemiah, which was spoken of as
“ Solomon’s Porch” by the Apostles, and which,
giving entrance both to the palace and to the
Temple, is situated in the very spot appropriate

to its name and use. (See 1 Kings xxii. 10;
2 Samuel xix. 8 ; Ezek. xliv. 1, 4.)

It is unnecessary to refer to the restoration of
the Holy House by Zerubabel, as it will be soon
perceived that no possible relic of this work
can now remain in situ, and that tbe only ima-
ginable connexion still traceable between the
buildings of the first, the second, and the third

temples, is to be sought in tbe Golden Gate, and
in the massive structure of the Haram wall, with
its yet remaining gates and vaults.

Of the noble works of the princes of the
Asmonean dynasty, at least in Jerusalem itself,

we can look for no distinguishable trace, al-

though the protracted and herculean labour by
which they not only demolished tbe citadel

built by the Great Persecutor of their country-
men on the summit of Acra, but reduced tho
height of that mountain itself, until it was
below the level of the buildings that crowned
the height of Moriah, has left evidence in that
filling up of the Tyropceon valley through which
shafts have recently been sunk by Lieutenant
Warren. We must pass, therefore, in our in-

vestigations over the 400 years that separated the
rule of Nehemiah from that of Herod the Great,
and even then we must pause with astonishment
at the evidence of the thorough destruction

effected by the legions of Titus. But traces

must bo certainly discoverable of tbe wall which
Burronnded the fourth hill, called Bezetha, the
foundation of which was laid by Agrippa, iu tb®
i-eign of Claudius Cmsar, and which was after-

wards raised to the height of 20 cubits. This,
the third wall of Josephus, cannot, from its

position, be confounded with any more ancient
fortifications. On its line were built, by Herod,
the great octagonal tower of Psephinus, at the
north-west corner, and Hippicos, 25 cubits
square, hard by, while the foundations of
Phasaclus, 40 cubits square, and of Mariamne
of half that size, must still remain in the
vicinity to mark the site of the older, or first,

wall.

Tho utter destruction effected by Titus ie

witnessed at this distance of nineteen centuries

by two striking facta, which tbe recent exertions

of the survey have brought into full light. One
is the relative level of the present surface of

Moriah as compared with that of Acra, from
which it is clear that the actual level of the
area of tbe Haram enclosure must have been
reduced far below that to which it had been
raised by the Idumean, and even, by the Asmo-
nean, kings. Tbe second is the corresponding
indication afforded by the immense mass ol
debris now covering the lower half of the exist-

ing wall of the mountain, which raises tho level

of the Kedron by more than 70 ft., and throws
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of the later kings, remain a problem of which
|

the oonsecration of the Holy City aa the resting-

the flolncion regards a yet higher antiquity than I place of the ark of God.

SYilOPTIC VIEW OF THE BUILDING EPOCHS OF THE CITY OP JERUSALESI FOE
4,000 YEAE8.

Epoch.
.Tnlian

Period. dS' King or High Priest. Locality. Nature of Work. Characteristics.

Zion Wall on brow; conduit. Cyclopean masonry.

3Q70 Era. David (I.) Storms and captures

II.

ID.

Excavated tomb.

3703
”3 Solomon {II.) Moriah Wall of Mountain; Tem-

ple; Palace; Porch of

Bustle ra egali chicwort

;

shouldered arches;

Judgment; ascent to bridge
;

characters

Temple. written in quarry.

3749 79 Sesonbhosis, 1st king Takes Jernsalem.

of 22nd (Bubaetite)

228 Takes Jerusalem and

Israel breaks down wall, 400
cubits.

Position of gatss.
IV. 3913 243 Ac. Uzziah (XL) Lower city Towers

;
corner gate

;

vaUoy gate.
Wall.
High gale of Temple.

V. 3035 293 Ac. Jotham (XII.) Ophel Foundation of wall.

Obliterated.

VI. 4011 341 Ac. Hezekitth (XIV.) Lower city Pool; wall repaired; con-

duit.

Conduit.

4059 239 Ashnr-bani-pal, king Takes Jerusalem.

THI.
cir. ol Assyria

Zion, Ophel Wall; fish-gate to Ophel Base of hill; First wall

Nebuchadnezzar, king Burns Jerusalem and of Josephus.

of Babylon
Temple rebuilt Obliterated.

VIII.{ 4267 697 Nehemiah Zion, Moriah,
Lower city

Circuit of wall and gates Hasty re-constmetion;
position of wall.

4544 874 Antioohua Epiphanes Takes Jerusalem, and

IX. Acra Obliterated.

4547 877 Jndas Maccabeus Eocovers city and rebuilds

4551 SSI Antiochus Eupator Takes Jerusalem, aud
throws down walls

:

auno Sabbatico.

r
4531 891 Jonathan, 63rd High Zion and Acra Wall built between : re-

builds and fortifies wall

Position of foundation.

Simon, 64th High Acra Levels summit. Filling Tyropcfion vnl-

x.-j

1

4679 909
Priest

Hyreanus, 65th High Moriah Builds tower. Eebuilt as Antonia.

L 4651 981
Priest

Pompeiua Msgnns
The Parthians under

Takes Jerusalem.
Take .Terusalom.

XI.
4377 10:7

Pacorus
Sorius and Herod Take Jerusalem.

Town of Antonia, elois- Megalithic stone, not

king Lower City ters, temple re-built,

passage, four towers.
rascicated ;

measnred
bases of towers ;

similarity to work at

Herodriim.

XII. 4753

4783

1033

1113

Agrippa, 4thldumean
king

Titus

Bezetha Foundation of wall north
of city.

Takes and levels Jeru-

Third wall ofJosephus.

XIII. 4331 1101 Hadrian Moriah, City Wall; gates. Altars
;
deeply incised

rude Bumiin letters

;

Pagan eusblems.

XIV. 5043 1373 Constantine Without wall Church of Holy Sepui Crosses; Christian in-

scriptions : crnci-

form plan of founda-
tions.

1390 Julian Moriah Work on Gates. Eomauesque style.

\
Takes Jerusalem.

6337 1657 Chosroes, king of

Tho Emperor Heraclius Recovers Jerusalem.

XV.
6319 1679 The Caliph Omar Takes Jerusalem.

Mosques. Arabic inscriptions;

Mauresque style.

XVI.
5309 2139 The Crusaders Take Jerusalem.

Templars and Hospi-
tailors' crosses ; in-

Boriptions ;
churches.

monasteries, walls.

22'29 Saladin Takes Jerusalem. Arabic inscriptions.

XVII. Saraecns.

XVIII. 6166 2403 Turks.

the present false channel of the brook propor-

tionably to the east of its natural coarse. The
obscure passage in which Josephus speaks of

the raising of the Temple 20 cubits by Herod,

and of the rebuilding of this additional work,

after the foundation had given way, byA^ippa,
would not inappropriately describe the raising of

the whole platform on the summit of the enclosed

hill. But however high Solomon and his suc-

cessors may have piled story upon story, each

of which thus successively became subterra-

nean, and was excluded from tbe light of

day, the lofty cloister, with its spiral columns

and Corinthian capitals, the ascending courts

of the Temple, and the structure and site of

the Holy House itself, have been so ruthlessly

swept into the valleys at the foot of the yet

existing Haram wall, that we can expect to

derive but little information from investigation

of the present denuded surface of the hill ; nor

can we have any reason for attempting to con-

nect the rock which in one spot protrudes, with

any known feature of the destroyed sacred

buildings. A pile of 70 ft. in depth of rubbish

must be composed of the ruins of works more
massive than those of the cloisters and the

Temple alone
5
and the height now wanting to

enable the observer on Moriah to look down on
the summit of Acra may enable us to form
some idea of the manner in which not one stone

of the upper structure of the altar-mountain has
been left upon another.

Later than the eleven, — or, including the

hostile citadel of Acra, the twelve,—building

epochs of Jerusalem above pointed out, are five

distinct periods of less striking interest, of each
of 'which we may expect to find some definite

trace before we arrive at the last GOO years of

Moslem rule and squalid neglect. Fifty years

later than the siege by Titus, the relics of the

work of Hadrian may be recognised, where
lighted on, by deeply incised, rude Roman
letters, by coarse cornice-work, by represen-

tations of human or of animal life, or by pagan
emblems. Two hundred and ten years later

the marks of the handiwork of Constantine the

Great; still later those of the Pagan Julian,

and of the Christian Justinian, are fertile

subjects of controversy. After 300 years of

Christian occupation and architecture follow

460 years of Saracenic rule, the Arabic in-

scriptioDS, and the Mauresque style of which
period are also the subjects of technical con-

tention. To the succeeding ninety years of

the Crusaders must be attributed all heraldic

emblems, crosses of the Knights of the Temple
and of the Knights Hospitallers, inscriptions in

Franco-Latin, and no doubt the cross, somewhat
resembling that famous cross of Toulouse under
which the followers of Raymond do St. Gilles

docked to the first crusade, which has been
recently disinterred without the Damascus Gate.

Finally, after the conquest by Saladin, we must
look for Arabic, and then later for Turkish
relics alone. A clear and close application of the

rules above indicated as to the locality and
characteristics of the sixteen, or, including

Antiochus, and distinguishing the Turks from
the Arabs, the eighteen, epochs of the archi-

tecture of Jerusalem will lighten the labour of
the survey, and attach fresh interest to each
successive discovery.

With regard to tbeyetundiscovered tombs of the
kings of the house of Judah, to the description of

which the remarkable group of monuments north
of Bezetha in no way corresponds, it may be re-

marked that David and ten of his snecessors
were buried in the royal sepulchres in the City
of David, that is to say, in the original citadel of

Zion. So little is said of this ancient fortress

after Solomon removed his residence from the
spot (2 Par. viii. 11), that it may be imagined
that the site was chiefly venerated as that of the
royal mausoleum, looking down, like the last

resting-place of the princes of another line who
bear the empty title of Kings of Jerusalem, from
tbe magnificent Saperga, in solitary grandeur.

Four of the dynasty of David are recorded in the

Book of Chronicles as buried in the citadel, bat not
in the royal sepulchres

;
and two were entombed

in the garden of the palace, or in the Garden of

Hzza, which, from the denunciation of the prophet
Ezekiel (xliii. 7-9), must have been within the
walled precincts of Moriah. Tbe remaining four

monarchs of the race were nob borne to the
sepulchre of their fathers. The founders of the
Asmonean dynasty were buried in their own city

of Modiu, aud tbe magnificent Herod was en-

tombed at Herodium
;
so that the existing tombs

of the kings, situated far beyond the limits of the

City of David, and of the palace and enclosures

THE ASH.

The ash {Fraxinus excelsior) is one of the

mo.st beautiful trees of our flora : it never

possesses the rugged grandeur or attaiua to the

gigantic proportions of the oak or the beech;

but its loveliness and grace more than com-

pensate for its lack of size and majesty. The

timber, though little used for building purposes,

is invaluable for special manufactures, and the

life-history and associations of the ash are second

to no other tree.*

At every season of the year the ash presents

something worthy of close study, both to the

naturalist and the artist. Daring the winter

months the flowers are packed in rather large

jet-black buds, which in Apidl (and before the

leaves appear) become ruptured, and an abund-

ance of small thread-like golden flowers are

thrust out. They soon become detached, and
are then blown about in the air. They are at

first sight not very easy to understand; for at

times they are either wholly male, wholly female,

.jr may be hermaphrodite. Taken in masses,

however, they form radiating groups of yellow

threads, with clubbed tops. When tbe tree is in

• For descriptions of the onb, yew, beach, elm, &o.,

aee previous numbers of the Huildir.

fruit in the autumn the well-known “ ash-keys”

take th'e place of the flowers, both flowers and

fruit being always abundant.

The pendulous foliage of the ash appears late

in the spring, and is known to every one for its

surpassing grace and beauty. After being

studied in detail for form and colour, the cha-

racter of the foliage as a whole is perhaps best

seen during boisterous aud stormy weather. It

is then that the lovely curves of the branches,

and the lightness aud grace of the drooping

leaves, are best exhibited. The waving to and

fro of the limbs, and the alternate display of the

dark upper side and the lighter under side of the

foliage, is very striking. The ash is very late in

coming into full leaf, and is one of the most

susceptible of trees to the frosts of autnnin : in

fact, the first severe frost of the year will

frequently strip every leaf from the tree. It is,

therefore, seldom that any autumnal change of

colour, 80 remarkable in the beech and other

trees, is to be observed in tbe leafage of the ash.

Every one who has noticed groves of trees at the

fall of the year must have remarked that it is no

uncommon thing during the late autnmn or

early winter mornings to see an oak tree in

nearly full leaf with every leaf and branch

silvered with a thick hoar-frosc. presenting one

of the most beautiful sights it in possible to
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imagine
;
but the effect of the frost on the ash

is to lay every leaf in a thick carpet under the

tree. When denuded of leaves the aspect of

the tree is very variable, and often grotesque in

the extreme. The odd shapes it sometimes
takes, its cinereous bark, black leaf and flower

buds, and curious parasites probably had con-

siderable influence in the formation of the

astonishing beliefs held by country-folk in the

olden times regarding this tree.

The timber of the ash is noted before that of

every other tree for its remarkable toughness and
elasticity ; it is superior to lance-wood for most
purposes,because it will not suddenly snap, as the

latter wood is apt to do
;
it is chosen invariably for

all gardening and agricultural implements ;
it is

frequently used by carriage-makers, and is not
unknown as a building material, at least one old

staircase in this country being wholly formed of it.

In ancient times its toughness and elasticity re-

commended it for the shafts of spears
;
in more

modern ones for the staves of Alpine climbers,

and for the horizontal bars of the “ flying tra-

peze,” on which the “ Brothers Idioto ” disport

;

in the latter situation its springy and elastic

character is seen to great advantage. It is said

that a bar of ash-wood will bear a greater strain,

without breaking than a bar of wood taken from
any other European tree.

The parasitic creatures and plants peculiar to

this tree are comparatively few in number, but
the ash is very subject to attacks from the
vagabond class of parasites, the members of
which order are ever ready to fix on the vitals of

any tree : one of the most striking is certainly

the gigantic Folj/porus sqicamosiis

;

it is more fre-

quently found on the ash than upon any other
tree

; sometimes it grows at the base amongst
the grass and wild plants, almost out of sight

;

and at other times it affects the very summit

;

it sticks out like a huge shelf, and one instance
is on record where the parasite attained a circum-
ference of 7 ft. 5 in, It is common on ash trees

everywhere; its spawn infesting thewood, andpre-
dieting speedy death. An allied species F./raxi-

neus, which is quite peculiar to the ash, and at

times attains a circumference of 9 ft., is very com-
mon in some districts, but for some unexplained
reason it never occurs near London

;
it is similar

to the huge Folyporus that attacks the elm,

which is abundant in some districts; bnt although
the elm is so common everywhere in the neigh-
bom'hood of London, the parasite never puts in

an appearance. .More singular than eitherof the
foregoing, but far less common, is the “cauli-

flower Hydnuni it is bnt rarely met with in

this country, but when it does occur its appear-
ance is so striking that the most unobservant
person would not be likely to pass it unnoticed ;

in colour and form it is exactly like a large

cauliflower
;
for food it is as good as the meadow

mushroom. One of these curious objects grew on
the extreme top of a very old ash this autumn
not far from the “Cat” Inn, at East Barnet:
with the assistance of a gardener and a high
ladder we succeeded in detaching the specimen,
and (after dissection) testing its edible qualities,

which we found excellent. On very old ash
trees, and on dead ash trunks, may often be seen
jet black hemispherical bosses, 2 in. or 3 in. in

diameter ; old trees are frequently covered with
these singular things, which are peculiar to

ashes, and are known under the name of
Hypoxylon conccntricinn. There is, too, a very
curious flecked agaric to be found on this tree

« {Lentinus Dunalii) : last autumn we saw a tree

on Stamford Hill covered from top to bottom
with this curious plant

;
it is said to be rare.

When the fruits of the tree fall to the ground
in the autumn, there are two species of fungi
ready to attack them and prevent their germina-
tion, and what is most singular is the fact of

these species being never found on anything else

but ash-keys ; there are also five species ever
ready to attack the twigs and fallen branches.
There is a very singular growth of ash

branches called by country-folk, “ stags’ horns,”

in which the smaller branches are curiously flat-

tened, having a width of about 2 in. or 3 in.,

and a thickness of ^ in. only. At times this

growth is not uncommon
;
we have frequently

gathered specimens. Hound holes, 2 in. or 3 in. in

diameter, may often be seen pierced right through
ash trunks and branches : they are made by the
woodpecker. The roots of the ash (which, are
generally close to the surface) are nsually very
much knotted, and full of singular knobs.
These are much valued for fancy cabinet-work.
The manna of our markets is obtained from a
near ally of the ash.

The ancient (and, indeed, the modem) beliefs

regarding the ash-tree are most remarkable.

Riven trees, through which ruptured children

have been passed, are said to be common all

over the country; but we have not met with
them in our visits to ash districts. The old

Northern mythology represents the earth as

resting on a mighty ash-tree. The court of the

gods was said to be held under an ash, and, in

fact, that man himself was made from the ash.

We read in old books that it was at one time a

custom in this country for a new-born child to

be made to drink of ash sap for its first draught.

The feat was managed by getting a green branch
and firing one end, to cause the sap to exude
from the other, which, on being caught in a
spoon, was administered to ’the child. Another
curious custom, to avert evil from cattle, was
(and is), to bore a hole in an ash-tree, and
immure a poor living shrew mouse in the
cavity.

An old Elizabethan author, referring to this

tree, says,—“ The leaves of this tree are of so
great a vertne against serpents, as that the ser-

pents dare not be so bolde as to touch the morning
and euening shadowes of the tree, but shunneth
them a farre off; ” and, in another place, that
“ the serpent being penned in with boughs laid

round about, will sooner runne into the fire, if

any be there^{!) than come neere to the boughes
of the ash.”

There is a very curious and ornamental variety

of the ash common in parks and gardens, called

the “ weeping ash :
” it has pendulous branches,

which, on springing from the stem, make direct

for the earth, sometimes in nearly a straight

line; it is no uncommon thing, however, to see

one of these trees, as it were, change its mind,
and instead of sending its branches downwards,
send them all, or half of them, straight upwards.
The first weeping ash came up by accident from
a seed, in a garden in this country about a
hundred years ago.

The mountain ash, which is such an ornament
to onr parks and suburban gardens, with its

masses of red berries in the autumn, belongs to

the Rose family, and is in no way connected with
the “ common ash ;

” a similiarity in the foliage

probably suggested the popular name.
Worthington' G. S.mith.

SYSTEMATIC PROPORTIONS IN
ARCHITECTURE.

the architectural association.

The ordinary meeting of members was held
on Friday evening (the 20th December), at the
House in Conduit-street, the president, Mr. R.
Phene Spiers, in the chair.*

The Chairman, in calling attention to some of

the prize drawings which had been exhibited at

the Royal Academy (and which were now shown
in the room), observed that it was a subject for

congratulation that all the students of architec-

ture who had taken prizes at the Academy were
members of the Association, including Mr.
Gover, who had obtained the travelling student-

ship, and Mr. H. S. Wood, Mr. Morley, and
others, towhom silver medals had been awarded.f
Mr. W. White then read a paper on “ Sys-

tematic Proportion in Architecture,” in the
course of which he enforced the desirability of

producing general harmony of outline as well as
of subdivision in buildings; and these, he con-
tended, could not be obtained without a careful

ground plan, drawn according to geometrical and
arithmetical ratios. He was aware, he said,

that exception might bo taken by those who
objected to a mechanical instead of a mental
process ; but he held that the most subtle eye
and the most adroit hand could not regulate the
proportions of a building without the aid of
mechanical deductions. A school of architecture
would, he thought, effect much towards accom-
plishing this object and establishing a national

* The foUowiDp pentleiDen were elected memherB of the
Association :—Mr. S. Wall, Duke-street, Adelphi; Mr. C.
E. Burt; Mr. F. W. Grilten, St. George’s-road

; Mr. A.
Lockwood, Tooting; Mr. E. Eaikea, Gloncester-street,
Pimlico; Mr. T. W. Cutler, Winchester-street. Pimlico;
'Mr. E. E. Smith, Parliament-street; Mr. W. Oakley,
Charles-street, 8t. James's; Mr. F. Mellor, Engineer's
OfEce, London and North Western Eailwa)', Euston
Station

;
Mr. E. G. G. Lowe, Marylebone-strcet; Mr. E.

E. Iloward, Clapham Park-road; and Mr. E. E. Smales,
Denliigh-atreet, Pimlico,

t Touching the trarelling studentship at the Academy,
it baa been complained to us that the drawings of the
unsuccessful competitor, Mr. E. H. Fahey, were hang for
inspection much lees advantageously than those that were
rewarded. We are not in a position to speak of this

;
but,

having seen Mr. Fahey’s drawings, can, at a^l events, say
that they are a very creditable set.

and feasible system. The early architects

seemed to have worked by the equilateral tri-

angle and the square, as an examination of their

works showed that nearly all their buildings

were made to work according to those mathe-
matical outlines. Mr. White exhibited a number
of drawings to prove this hypothesis, and ex-

plained, with the aid of the black-board, the

theory which he advocated. His views have
already been set forth in print.

Mr. Blashill observed that the most interest-

ing portion of the question was that which
related to its practical working. It might, he
thought, be taken for granted that every one
who designed a building bad some system to go
npon. Modern architects worked by feet and by
inches, and to a much closer scale than there

was reason to believe the Mediaival architects

did
;
bnt in his opinion the reason the equila-

teral triangle was fonnd so frequently in their

buildings was, that it was a form which could

be most easily struck by the compass. In
church building it was but reasonable to sup-

pose that the architects of the past determined
their proportions by the number of worshippers,

the nature of the ceremonials, and so forth.

But even if these considerations did not offer tho

true solution, he would like to know why a
slight departure from the canons of symmetrical
proportion, as laid down by Mr. White, should

injure the design of a building. He owned that,

after listening attentively to that gentleman, he
still failed to get a clear notion of any fixed prin-

ciple which guided ancient architects in the

pursuit of beauty. He was quite willing, how-
ever, to express his agreement with Mr. White
in the necessity of careful study of the ground-
plan, without which it would be impossible to

attain that harmony and repose so essential in

all architecture, but more especially in church-

building.

Mr. L. W. Ridge expressed his concurrence in

the soundness of the propositions laid down by
Mr. White, and gave it as bis opinion that the

architects of the most famous churches of the

best period of art worked by the equilateral

triangle and the square. He instanced the Abbey
Church of Westminster as a case in point.

The Chairman was of opinion that the ancients

were guided in the designing of their buildings

by certain rules of proportion, althongb they had
not the mathematical instruments and scientifi-c

advantages of those who followed them. It was,
he thought, to be regretted that in the present

day the study of proportion did not receive

greater attention, and if the establishment of a
School of Architecture would effect that object,

he would be glad to see it. If, as asserted by
members of the Gothic School, there was no
proportion in that style, how, he asked, was it

that careful study and measurement of Gothic
buildings proved that the architects of them had
worked to certain proportions ? This argument
alone showed the want in onr own day of a true

understanding as to the manner in which archi-

tects should pursue their studies. For his own
part, he could say that he always found the
greatest assistance from having learned a certain

system of proportion. In practice, also, ho found
that this knowledge enabled him to work much
quicker.

Mr. White thought that Mr. Blashill had him-
self answered his own argument. What was
wonted was—not that one man should be able to

build a thousand churches, but that we should
have a thousand men competent to bnild them.
The Chairman announced that a special meet-

ing would be held on the 8th of January, for the
purpose of resuming the discussion on concrete

dwellings.

It was also proposed on an early day to pay a
visit to East Sheen, in order to inspect the con-

crete houses built there by Mr. Blomfield.

How TO Deal with “ Greek Fire.”

—

Amid
so many Feniau alarms (more than there are

sofficient grounds for), a reassnring voice is

heard from Dr. Henry Medlock, who is satisfied

that “ Greek fire” is not so dangerous as it has

been represented to be. It consists of phos-

phorus dissolved in bisulphide of carbon. When
thrown upon any combustible material the liquid

rapidly evaporates, and the phosphorus then
bursts into flame, evolving suffocating vapours
of phosphoric acid. Water will only tem-
porarily extinguish tho flame, which bursts out

again when the water dries np
;
bnt the so-called

Greek fire may be immediately and permanently
extinguished by a solutioo of common washing
soda,—one pound to a gallon of water.
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DOMESTIC ABCniTECTDBE OP
MEXICO.

The Domestic Arcbitectcrci of a people is a

very interestiog subject of investigation and
inquiry. In the earliest ages man’s wants and
necessities were of the rudest and most primitive

character, originating in the desire for protec-

tion from the inclemency of the weather, and

from its ravages and attacks; and it is curious

to observe how very similar are the ideas that pre-

vail, how alike the hut of the ancient Briton to

the wigwam of the American Indian, and also

to the huts that now exist in many parts of Ire-

land, and even in some of the poorer agricultural

districts of England and Wales, even in these days

of the popular outcry for improved labourers’

cottages. The first want of mankind, even in a

barbarous state, after satisfying the cravings of

nature, is to seek a shelter for himself and pro-

geny, and he proceeds to construct it of the first

suitable material that comes to hand, that can

be easily converted and rendered available, and
fashioned with tools of the very rudest kind,

made of stone or hard wood, or principally

shaped by hand. We cannot wonder at the rough
and uncouth erections that have existed from
the earliest ages.

The relative position of the architecture of a

country is looked upon as a type of its state of

civilization; and, where the principles of con-

struction are unknown, or but imperfectly prac-

tised, that nation must be in a state of semi-

barbarism, and its only hope to emerge therefrom

is by the aid of spreading knowledge and os

the arts progress, and some system is developed
founded upon certain laws of proportion, and
upon correct rules, deduced from an analysis of

what is suitable to attain the end proposed.

As nations emerge from barbarism to a state

of civilization, it will be found there are many
different stages or grades of construction prac-

tised, suitable to their wants and knowledge at

the time, and, as they progress in wisdom and
skill, it assumes amended shapes and forms
adapted to the further re(|u!rementB and neces-

sities of the period, and thus it continues its

onward movements, until it has culminated in

the various systems and styles of architecture

that now prevail in the various countries of the

world.

Hence it is that the practice of architecture

has led by its diilerent treatment to the many
varied forms it has assumed in the respective

countries, modified, no doubt, in various ways by
the advancing civilization of each country, but
in each case its peculiarities are stamped upon
their important works in succeeding generations,

even up to the present period of time.

The styles of architecture of a country are also

regulated in a great measure by other causes,

the geological and physical nature of the country,

and its resources in materials of all kinds suit-

able for different species of erections, and that

in all cases must have governed the mode of con-

struction
;
and as the resources of a country are

developed and its productions gradually brought
into profitable use, it assumes the endless variety

of shapes and forms that characterise the build-

ings of ancient and modern times in all

countries.

In many parts of Great Britain we have
different varieties of construction, although
the style of architecture approximates ; in many
districts where the prevailing geological forma-
tion is clay, bricks are extensively used, almost
to the exclusion of stone, except in ornament
and decoration, and its parts are frequently

frittered away from inefl’ective design or petty
details

;
and we have not availed ourselves of

many new and improved shapes for bricks, as

was expected when the duty was taken oli', and
the size and shape were not restricted. Again,

in other districts good building stone of various

kinds are situated on the geological formation,

and handsome and even elegant erections of

stone, characterized with greater boldness, adorn
our towns and suburban districts. Therefore,

the style of architecture of every locality and
country is governed in some measure by the

natural productions of that country and its

capability to supply all the many diversified and
necessary materials required in the erection of

buildings.

The style of Mexican architecture is decidedly

of the Spanish type, influenced by changes
brought about by its gradual development and
modern practice

;
and, although there are

many remains of remarkable works distributed

over the country executed by their much eoilier

predecessors, the Toultecs and the Aztecs, who

founded cities, made roads, and constructed
large and enduring pyramids, and other wonder-
ful erections now in ruins, and, having no
previous monuments of older nations to guide and
regulate their ideas, their works are necessarily

impressed with the stamp of originality and
novelty, and the changes above alluded to were
doubtless occasioned by the early examples left

them by those migratory tribes, combined with
the inventions and discoveries of their later and
more enlightened masters the Spaniards; and
their works are chiefly remarkable for great

space and boldness of plan, rather than from
elaborate design and workmanship, in the
facades of their principal buildings, cathedrals,

and churches. The outline of their domestic
agricultural buildings is generally flat and low

;

but the architecture is pleasing from its boldness

and originality rather than from its constructive

detail; and ornament being generally but spar-

ingly used, the mass of the buildings, their

arrangement, and mode of construction give the
erections an appearance of solidity, safety, and
convenience that compensates in a great measure
for their want of elaborate display in ornament
and workmanship.

But there are many exceptions in their cities

and towns, where they maintain their well-

known boldness of design in the general erec-

tion and plan, and their fa<,‘ades are elaborately

ornamented in a style peculiar to themselves,

and which appears to be in good taste and
pleasing, of on interesting and novel character,

particularly to the traveller accustomed to Euro-
pean systems of construction and details of
execution ; but we shall return to this branch of

the subject in a future paper, in which we in-

tend to treat fully of town and suburban resi-

dences, jot down their points of interest and
advantages, and draw useful conclusions from
an analysis of this peculiarly interesting subject,

which is imperfectly known : at the present

time our object is to draw attention to their

agricultural buildings, and other subject-matter

indirectly connected with them.
The agricultural buildings of Mexico consist

of the “wigwam” or hut; the “ rancho,” and
the “hacienda:” the latter means, in pure
Spanish, “estate” or “farm;” but in Mexico,
where pure “ Castilian ” is not spoken, it is

applied to the “casa grande” of the estate.

The hut is the residence of the agricultural

labourer, or. Indian, employed to work on the

estate, to cultivate the land, clear away the bush
and trees, plough and sow the seed, and gather
in the crops. But since the period of anarchy
has predominated in that unhappy country,
when they achieved their independence and
threw off the Spanish yoke, in the struggle for

power by the difierent petty chiefs, plunder and
self-aggrandizement was the ruling motive, and
agricultural pursuits were neglected, vast tracts

of country were thrown out of cultivation, con-
sequently the forest and bush now cover the

ground where once flourished abundant crops of
the varied productions of this part of the tropi-

cal zone.

At the present time, whenever it is deter-

mined to cultivate the land, a clearance is first

effected of the bush and trees, and when all is

cut down and effectually cleared, the Indians
generally select the timber and poles suitable

for the erection of huts and ranchos, and these

are carefully moved on one side to a place of

safety, and at the same time they also procure
what “vines” or tendrils of parasitical plants

they desire and are necessary in the erection of

the buildings.

After the whole of tbe timber has been over-

hauled, and all suitable pieces selected, the
waste timber and bush are then allowed a little

time to dry, which is soon done effectually

under the powerful rays of a tropical sun
; the

torch is then applied to the dry mass, and an
extensive conflagration then takes place, lighting

up the surrounding forest and country, and
striking terror into the wild animals and serpents
that abound in those districts.

On the complete destruction of the debris

the ground is cleared, and means are at once
taken to erect the hut out of the materials pre-

viously selected, and that is not a very lengthy
operation. Small buts of trees, cut with short

lengths of the branches, so as to form a
fork, are placed as corner-posts of the build-

ing, and wall-plates are let into the forks of
the corner-posts, and secured in their places

by the tendrils of parasitical plants, more par-

ticularly tbe “ lianas;” upon the wall-plates are
erected the rafters for thereof, similarly secured
to the wall-plates and ridge-pieces. Uprights are

placed for doors and windows, with heads and
sills, and these are usually made of cedar boards

;

and the sides of the building are closed in with
small poles, laid horizontally, and close together,

and well secured with ties to tbe upright posts.

After the framework of the building has been
completed, they then proceed to cover in the
roof with slight poles or laths, and this is covered
thickly with thatch, made of the long tough grass

of the country, made up closely in bundles, and
laid closely and firmly together on the roof, and
secured with ties to tbe laths, and framework of
tbe roof. The floors are sometimes nothing but

the bare earth, but red tiles are sometimes used,

which are about 12 in. square and 2 in. thick,

for tbe superior class of huts. These huts are

occupied principally by the permanent class of

labourers, or sometimes by peons that are located

on the estate, to work out some debt contracted

or punishment inflicted by the State
;

in fact,

another name for slavery, as they seldom obtain

their freedom as labourers, and drag on a misera-

ble existence in perpetual bondage and servitude.

Tbe wigwam is not so permanent or sub-

stantial an erection as tbe hut, and is used
chiefly by the wandering Indians, who form a
considerable class in that country ; and their

nomadic life is instilled into their very nature,

“ grows with their growth and strengthens with
their strength,” and cannot easily bo abandoned ;

and when a tribe of Indians break up from their

cantonments, they selfishly burn and destroy

their old residences, so that no one may profit

by their labour, or other wandering tribes reap
tbe advantage of their toil and care.

The wigwam of the Mexican Indian differs but
slightly from the ancient low hut of their British

contemporaries, or other primitive people : timber
is used for the framework of the building (if it

can be called such), for tbe support of the roof;

in fact, the erection may be looked upon almost

as a roof with its base placed upon the ground
and its sloping sides supported by rafters, and
ridge-piece, wattled or covered with thatch made
of the strong tough grass of the country, which
abounds in low swampy places in tbe forests and
prairies. Openings are left in the side to emit
smoke, and which serves for ingress and egress,

but 60 very low that it is necessary for them to

stoop, or creep in on their bands and knees.

The framework is secured together with lianas,

that abound so extensively in the forests, and
which are readily and cheaply procured, and
afford the poor Indian the only known method
to secure his primitive building together, or to

prevent it from being washed away by tho
torrents of rain that sometimes prevail, or

scattered abroad by tbe strong “ norths ” or

hurricanes of those latitudes.

It is truly astonishing how well this simple

mode of construction lasts
;
tbe long, tough, and

enduring grass of the country, and the tendrils

of the lianas, effect the object to which they are

applied
;
the building continues for a long period

well and securely tied together and roofed in,

as an effectual protection to the destructive

action of the elements.

And notwithstanding their usefulness, the
lianas are some of the most beautiful and grace-

ful of nature’s varied productions
;
they inter-

twine and interlace tbe whole of the interminable

forests together, and their large blue flowers

hang in luxuriant clusters of blossoms and
glitter in relief on the dark foliage of the trees,

adding with numerous others equally graceful,

diversified, and beautiful, to the splendid aspect

of tropical forest scenery. The lianas are some
of the most remarkable vegetable productions of

the tropical world, and constitute an ever-varying

feature in the forest scenes. They are some-
times 80 gigantic as to overtop the tallest trees,

and descend again to the ground in vast festoons ;

they pass from one tree to another, and bind the
whole forest together in a maze of living net-

work, and their stems are often as thick as a
cable of a man-of-war, and in consequence it is

not possible to penetrate the recesses of a forest

without tbe aid of the axe. Some become quite

tree-like in the thickness of their stems, and
often kill by constriction the tree which originally

supported them, and when these have decayed the
convolutions of the lianas exhibit an astonishing

mass of confusion, magnificent in their luxuriance

of foliage and flowers. No tropical flowers excel

some of them in splendour, and they arc seldom
to be seen in our hot-bousea owing to the
difficulty of cultivation.

Having given a short account of the homes of

the native Mexican Indians, we will give an
epitome of their system of agriculture. As soon

as the debris of the forest is consumed with fire,

a
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and reduced to cinder and charcoal, the whole of

the remains are spread evenly over the surface of

the ground, and prepai-ed for ploughing, Ac. ;
the

plan adopted is rather unique in its character,

and may interest our readers. It is not on every
occasion that ploughing is resorted to, but when
it is the instrument used is cut and shaped out
of some of the hard woods of the country, some-
what like the plough and plough-sharca of this

country, but there is not a particle of iron about
them, probably on account of its scarcity and
expense, and these ploughs are drawn by a pair

of oxen, yoked together (which are usually fine

animals)
; the yoke is formed and shaped out of

a hard piece of wood, and is fixed on the horns,

BO that the point and force of draught proceeds
direct from the liead and neck, and not from the
shoulder, as with us,

are usually made of pitch-pine or cedar wood.
The roofs, which are thatched with the strong
and durable grass of the country, are made to

overhang considerably at the eaves, so as to pro-

tect the walls of the building from the wash of

the tropical rains; and many of them have a
pretty and interesting effect, particularly when
situated in a pictures([ue situation, surrounded
with choice and beautiful tropical trees, and the

common sense, and acknowledged taste, could
be guilty of such a blunder. But now that we
know where the blame really lies, I regret the
injustice that I did to bis memory by what 1
wrote on this subject in 1862, at page 326 of my
History ofModern Architecture.
The first thing that raised a suspicion in my

mind as to the real state of the case was the
publication of a design for the interior of St.
George’s Church, Southwark, in Mr. Perrey’sartistic effect is further occasionally enhanced

by the addition of an ornamental verandah Life of Pugin (page 170) ;
but it was not till the

or portico formed of trellis-work, in which are
|

publication of bis son’s pamphlet that I knew
entwined the many beautiful tropical creeping

,
how intimate the relation was between the two

plants, such as varieties of the convolvoli,
I men, and how much influence Pugin had on the

Virginia creepers, jessamines, and others of the details of the Houses of Parliament. If other
lovely flowers that adorn our gardens and con- proof were wanting, tho frontispiece of this
servatories. We should think there are few pamphlet would suflice. The absurdly low aisle,
countries on the face of the habitable globe to ! attached to tho exaggeratedly tall clearstory,

In tho same way the Mexican Indian carries
|

which Nature has been so bountiful in tho best
[

is tho counterpart of the bigliolo for the cat and
extraordinary heavy weights for many miles on ' and most beauteous of her choicest productions, ' little hole for the kitten style, which charac-
his back, with a band or strap passed across the , such as we prize so much and cultivate with such terizes the entrance and exit doors for the state-
forehead to support the weight, so that the whole , assiduity in our conservatoi-ies and ornamental coach under the Victoria Tower, and the still
weight depends on his head and neck, and Lis

;
gardens of our gentry, that flourish wild and more absnrd exaggeration of its upper stories,

shoulders and arms .are free to aid his locomotion. ' luxuriant in that highly-favoured land; as if In Barry’s original design the state-coach
Tho other inatruinenta nsed are hoes something Providence, to counterbalance tho bad propeu- passed through the tower by two similiar and

similar to those for hoeing sugar-canes in the
|

sities and dark deeds of her people, had lavished well-proportioned doorways to tho royal porch
West Indies, but larger than we use in this

; all her beauteons, richest treasures on the floral at the foot of the great staircase, which occupied
country

;
they are sometimes square and some-

,

world as some trifling compensatien to universal ' the position of tho present royal gallery. This
times round on the blade. Tho above constitute ‘ society,

the whole of the stock of materials required by
tho small Indian farmer to cultivate his land,
and produce his abundant crops of augar-cano,
maize, tobacco, coffee, and other valnable crops.
In some cases ploughing is not even resorted to,

but the bush and underwood are burnt down, and

WHO SPOILT THE PARLIAMENT
HOUSES.

As Mr. Edward Pugin “ declines to submit
they then proceed to plant the land with maize his case to any jury except that of the general
beans, &c., and it is so rich and fertile with the public,” I presume it is intended that each
decayed vegetation of years that, in rainy seasons member of that rather numerous body should
in particular, it produces magnificent crops of deliver his verdict separately. After a careful
maize and other produce to reward the Lusb.and- perusal of the correspondence and of his pam-
man’s toil and to support him in indolence, phlet, for which I have M’aited till now, I have
probably for a long period, or until tho time no hesitation about mine. It is that Sir Charles
arrives again for a similar efl’ort to sustain tho Barry was the real and responsible architect of
wants of nature or to replenish his exhausted tho building, in every usual and proper aceepta-
exebequer. tion of the term ; but with this finding I should
The habits and mode of life of the Mexican like to hand in the following rider That what

Indians are very simple and rude : tho chief furni-
,

is good and appropriate iu the design of the
ture of the hnt is a stretcher for a bed, and Parliament Houses, wo owe to Sir Charles
which is also used as a scat or table as may be : Barry ; and that almost all that is either bad
required ; they usually place a few stones . or crotchety is due to the influence of Augustus
together to bo used as a hcartb, and their

j

Welby Pugin.
cookery, which is customarily of the poorest and It is admitted on nil hands that the plan of
most meagre kind, is prepared in rough earthen-

i
tho buildings is “solely” due to Sir Charles

ware vessels of native make.
! Barry. This, however, involves the further

Their favourite aliment is “ tortillos,”
^

admission that tho architectural arrangement of
“tamales,’’ “atole," “tiste,”^ und “ frijolos.” • the river front is also solely his. This, 1
The first is prepared from maize by the female

;
presume, no one who knows anything of the two

Indian as^ follows : the corn is first soaked in ^ men would bo inclined to dispute, even without
water until it becomes soft

; it is then ground to ' this admission. Its formality and regularity are
a powder on a smooth stone, when a little water — -t - ....
is added, and it is worked flat with the hands,
and which (although they are very expert) takes
them some time to do. It is then baked
over a wood fire in an earthenware vessel,
and becomes somewhat like a pikelet. The
“ frijoles,” which are a species of small black
beans, are cooked in pots, thoroughly stewed
and mixed well with lard, so as to be of a thick
consistency, and on this light and weak diet the
Indian and his squaw not only satisfy tho wants

was a noble and dignified architectural arrange-
ment, and worthy of tho Palace. Tho present
dark monastic back-stair may be arcbmologically
correct, but as an architectural design it is

simply detestable, and one of those features
which wore no doubt due to the influence of the
late Mr. Pugin.

It would be easy to go on and point out other
matters for which Sir Charles has been criticised,

but for which Mr. Pugin has proved that his
father is to blame

; but space warns me to desist,
and there can bo no doubt that now liis challenge
will be accepted and tho matter thoroughly
investigated. The controversy has, however,
an importance beyond tliat of the personal
interests involved in it, as it is another instance
of the thoroughly vicious system on which archi-
tecture is now practised. Had Sir Charles
Barry been left to follow the dictates of his own
sound judgment and good taste ho would have
designed a modern building suitable to tho age
and purposes to which it was appropriated. Ho
was ordered to erect it in a style he felt to bo an
anachronism and an absurdity. He consequently
fell under tho influence of ono whose facile pencil
and marvellous memory for Gothic details
dazzled him as they Lave done others. In a
moment of weakness he forgot the distinction
between archmology and architecture, as too
many have done before and since, and hence all

^

this blundering and heart-burning,
diametrically opposed to every precept that It would be well if the lesson tanght by this
Pugin ever preached, and every principle he example served as a warning as to what we aro
ever practised. However mistaken ho may have to expect from tho designs for the new Law
been, ho was so sincere and earnest ip all that

|

Courts: there the matter, however, promises to
concerned his art that it sounds like a slur on

j

be worse than in this instance. In tho Parlia-
liis memory to say that he ever consented to bo

j

ment Houses it was ouly the design of a real
architect marred iu execution by the pernicious
iuilucnce of a more archicologist. lo the case of
the Law Courts, wo are threatened with the de-
sign of an archmologist which tho skill of all the
architects of Europe will not suffice to redeem
for its inherent inappropriateness and absurdity.

Jas. Eeugcssos.

WHAT HAS BEEN HONE IN LIVERPOOL.

The marked and progressive improvement i

employed, even in a subordinate capacity, on
what he must have considered such an abomina-
tion. • All, on the other hand, who knew Barry,
know what an intense admiration he had for

. . , Inigo Jones’s works ; and the river front is an
of nature, but esteem it a luxury, and might exact reproduction of that architect’s design for
possibly be the envy of the gods. And thus WhitchiUi, with only the Italian details changed
they drag on their simple unsophisticated life,

|

into Gothic. What is meant by tho “new
satisfied with the meagre blessings Providence design ” mentioned in Mr. Pugin’s pamphlet
has vouchsafed tliern, and the poorest prodne-

j

(page 21) is only too clear. In Barry’s original
tioDS of a soil and climate that are equal to tho design the windows of the two stories were
supply of the wants of the moat refined and

.
grouped together with deep reveals, and con-

fa^idions.
,

.

'

siderablo light and shade were obtained by tho _

u V
next least important

,
form of the buttresses. In the design on which i the health of both Liverpool and Leeds during

buudingon the estate, and is used principally by
I

Pugin was employed, tho windows became ' tho past three years has become a powerful
superintendents, stewards, foremen, or men merely pierced panels, and tkd whole is that ' argument in favour of those who have always
placed m authority over the ordinary labourers unmeaning network of flat, overdone ornament I

urged the adoption of sanitary reform, and thom the cultivation of the estates. whicli wo now see. What we probably have to ' appointment of efficient and responsible medical
It 18 a less pretentious building than the thank Pugin fur, besides this, aro the ugly but

,

officers of health. Ic is at tho same time a thorn
hacienda ; but, nevertheless, is a very important

, truly Gothic roofs that disfigure this and every
;

in tho side of that unfortunately strong party in
strncture m the management of the business of

;
pare of the building,—there were no roofs shown

,
Manchester and other large towns, where these

the estate, and is usually situated at those
|

in Barry’s original design,—and the extinguisher
!

matters arc still only talked about, and discussed
points best adapted for the jiurpose.

|
that caps the Clock-tower, instead of the beauti- i in the town council. An M.H. recently addressed

It 18 sometimes bmlt of stones, and fre-
|

ful spire of the design ns originally published. 'a somewhat amusing letter to tho MuncJicstei-
queutly ol tirnber. In met, built m a similar

j

It was, however, in the erection of the Victoria Guardicin, in which it was sought to prove thatmanner to that described for the hnt
;
but there Tower that the influence of Pugin seems to have

[

the improved health of Liverpool was due to the
18 more labour bestowed on the timber and its been most banefully felt. As originally designed !

magistrates of that town not having increased
iraming nnrl rrrpntf^r nnro la nmnlrtTroH in On I i,_ o:_ ni i-nn/i .. .i . . .

°
, and greater care ia employed in its by Sir Charles, this tower was not only a beautiful

construction.
I object in itself, but liarmonized most perfectly

They nso similar angle-posts with uprights at with every feature of the building to which it
intervals, to serve for doors and windows, with - .t . i

a roof constructed of rafters, collars, and ridge-
pieces securely framed and pinned together.
The sides of the building are sometimes closed

in with small round poles, or wattled, and even
close boarded, and the doors and windows

was attached. As executed, it contains as many
offences against architectural propriety as any
building of modern times. It always was a
mystery to me how a man of Sir Charles’s good

* To be coutinued.

1866 and 18G7, the then existing numbers of
1,881 public houses, and 729 beer-houses. So
absurd a conclusion may be excused from an
enthusiast iu teetotalism, more especially as his
letter elicited a reply from Mr. Joseph Robinson,
of Liverpool, containing a much more conclusive
and satisfactory explanation of the improved
health of Liverpool, from which wc glean the
following facts.
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Liverpool, as is well known, has long had its

medical officer of health; but there is reason to

believe that it is only within the past two or

three years that the terrible mortality from
cholera, and an ever-present epidemic of typhus,

thoroughly awakened the corporation to their

responsibility, and led them to an earnest co-

operation with their sanitary stall’. The officers

whose duties are more or less intimately con-

nected with the sanitary well-being of the town
are ;—a borough engineer and building sur-

veyor, with a salary of 1,300J. per annum ! a
medical officer of health, 1,0001. ; an inspector

of scavenging, &c., 4001. ; an inspector of nui-

sances, 2501. ; and the deputy borough solicitor,

who attends the health committee, GOOl. In
addition to these there is a considerable staff of
subordinates, who act under the orders of these

officers.

Now lot us turn to what has been effected by
these officials. Mr. Eobinson traces the prin-

cipal cause of the reduction of the death-rate to

the powers given to the Corporation in the
Liverpool Sanitary Amendment Act of 1864,
and in the Liverpool Improvement Act of 1867,
to raise and expend the sum of 200,000£. in the
opening up, widening, and ventilating of courts
and alleys, and in providing sites for water-
closets in courts, instead of cesspools. About
half of this sum has already been spent. Courts
have been widened from 3 ft. to 13 ft., and
middens have been done away with, and trough
water-closets (daily attended to by the Corpora-
tion) have been erected at the ends of the courts
in place of tho middens at the entrances.
Furthermore, the Corporation has, during the
present year, done its own scavengeriug, iinding
tho horses, plant, and men, snperintended by
an inspector, at a salary of 4001. a year, as
above stated. Under tlie old contract system,
the middens were incompletely emptied, and
there were sometimes arrears to the extent of
1,500 left unemptied. It is said that there arc
never any arrears now ; and that the system is

so well organised that the nuisance arising from
the midden system is reduced to a minimum.
To remedy, as far as possible, the evils of

over-crowding, the Corporation has obtained
rarliamentary powers to register all sub-let
houses,—that is, houses iu which more than the
members of one family live together. The re-

sult is, that irrespective of registered lodging-
houses, nearly 2,U00 other sub-let bouses are
under the direct control of tho medical officer of
health. The occupiers are authorised by in-

spectors to allow a certain number of persons,
according to measurement, to occupy the
diil'erent rooms; and .any offence against tho
regulations is puuishabto by line or imprison-
ment.
Among other results of the labours of the

Health Comuiittee which have no doubt exerted
a beneficial influence upon the health of Liver-
pool, may bo mentioned tho ventilation of
sewers, an inspection of all houses where infec-

tious diseases have appeared, tho daily inspec-
tion of courts, and all trough water-closets; tho
providing of suitable conveyances, gratis, for the
removal of patients to hospitals

; and tho notices
served to cab-drivers and owners of the danger
and tho penalties to which they render them-
selves liable for carrying in licensed cabs per-
sons suffering from contagious diseases.
Tho above evidence brought forward by Mr.

Robinson proves conclnsively that the corpora-
tion of Liverpool has been lately dealing with
the sanitary condition of tlie town in an earnest
and a liberal manner. Now, tho death-rate iu
Liverpool during tho past ten weeks of the cur-
rent quarter has averaged 29 7 per 1,000, against
39'0 and 33'4 in the con'esponding ten weeks of
1865 and 1866. That this result should havo no
intimate connection with the labours of the cor-
poration and tho health committee, the moat
earnest opponent of sanitary expenditui’e can
scarcely believe. Tho expenditure in Liverpool
has been, no doubt, largo

;
but if sickness has

been reduced in the same proportion ns the
deaths, which there is no reason to doubt, the
money, eveu financially considered, cannot be
.said to havo been buried in a napkin

; the return
in reduced rates is inevitable. Such a resuviv
of what has been done in Liverpool well deserves
the attention of the inhabitants of Manchester
and other large towns, where this question of
sanitaiy reform, and the appointment of a medi-
cal officer of health, has still to be decided. In
Manchester and Salford the death-rate in tho
past ten weeks has averaged 31-5, against
35’0 and 28-5, in the same periods of 1865
and 1866.

PROVINCIAL NEWS.

Weston-super-Mare.—Tho foundation-stone of
tho wing to the hospital has been laid. The new
wing will correspond with tho one on the north
of the building, thereby making tho front uni-
form. It will be 26 ft. by 18 ft., and will accom-
modate six extra beds for fever or malignant and
contagious diseases, so arranged as to prevent
any spread of contagion. The design is by Mr.
Hans F. Price, architect. Mr. R. Tripp, as
already mentioned, is the contractor, for 3081.
lluncom .—The new public hall recently erected

in Runcorn has been formally opened. It is

built of red brick, in the Gothic style, and is

situated iu a square off Church-street, the prin-
cipal thoroughfare in the town. Mr. Culahaw,
of Liverpool, was the architect ; and Mr. Thomas
White, of Runcorn, the contractor. Tho largo
ball will conveuiently seat 800 persons.

Truro.—The foundation-stone of a suite of
public rooms has been laid, with Masonic
honours. The site is on the Quay, on ground
formerly used as the Custom House, stables to

the Dolphin, and cottages. The new rooms, as
described in the Cornish Telegraph, will, by
arrangements with the town, bo carried back
from the present point 5 ft., so improving the
street and entrance to tho town from tho east-
ward. The building will have two frouta—one
facing the Boscaweu Bridge. The style is to be
Tudor Gothic, and the building is to be of Mylor

;

stone, with Bath stone dressings, and orna-

1

mented brick chimneys of Elizabethan style.

'

On the north front there will be three entrances

—

one to tho Bishop’s Library, at the western end
or wing; the eastern one to the Masonic Hall,
which will form tho ground wing to the block

;

and the main entrance in the centre, which will
|

be carved, and over will be a large window, also
|

decorated. On the south side there will bo two ^

entrances'—one to tho billiard-room, the other to I

the Bishop’s Library. From the centre entrance
will rise the staircase to tho upper rooms. From 1

the lobby, on the ground floor, there will be an I

entrance to a corridor, which runs the full
'

length of the building. On the south side will

bo a room for the county library, 32 fo. by 27 ft.

6 iu. ; county library reading-rooms, 29 ft. by
20 ft. 6 in.; a billiard-room, 29 ft. by 20 ft.;

Truro Institution library and reading-room, each
29 It. by 17 ft. 6 in. On the north side, a club-
room, 40 ft. by 21 fD. 6 in.

; committee-rooms,
21 ft. 6 in. by 12 ft. 6 in.

; offices and apart-
ments for tho keeper of tho halls. Prom the
lobby, 21 ft. C in. by 16 ft., will rise granite
stairs to the second floor on either aide. At the
eastern end of this floor will bo the Masonic
Hull, 32 It. by 27 ft. 6 in., with waiting-room,
23 ft. 6 in. by 17 ft., and closets, &c. Next, on
the south side, will bo the assembly and concert
room, 85 ft. long by 38 ft. On tho north side
will be a supper-room, 40 ft. by 21 ft. G in.

Ohlham .—The winter garden and ball-room
just completed at Werneth Park, Oldham, for.

Mr. John Platt, from the designs of Mr. Peter
B. Alley, architect, Manchester, were lately
thrown open to a largo gathering of Mr. Platt’s

friends, including the Right Hon. W. E. Glad-
stone, M.P., Mr. IV. H. Gladstone, M.P., the
Mayor of Manchester, Sir Elkanah Armitage,
at d others.

Sandford Orca^^, Somerset.— The dilapidated
old parsonage-house and offices have been pnllod
clown, and a new rectory-houso built from the
designs of ilr. J. H. Colson, architect. The
total cost, with offices, has been 1,4-561., partly
defrayed by a loan from the Bounty Office.

THE CASTLE OF SCHWERIN, IN
THE GRAND DUCHY OF MECKLENBURG.
The Castle of Schwerin (renovated and rebuilt

by the reigning grand duke,- Friedrich Franz, in
1844-57) has an origin of considerable antiquity.
A castle was standing on the site in 1018, which
belonged to Slaveu Stamineder Obotriten, and
bore the name of Zuerin, or Zuarin (i. a., wild
forest' or hunting-park). In the year 1161 this
castle was burnt down by Obotriten Konig Niclot,
on his flight to the castle situated to the west
of Mecklenburg, from Duke Heinrich der Ldwen.
It now fell into the' hands of tho Saxon dnke,
who immediately rebuilt it, and placed his brave
knight, Gunzelin von der Hagen, in charge of it.

It was, for those times, very strongly fortified,

inasmuch as Niclot’s son took all tho other
Saxon castles in 1164, bub Schwerin and Tlow
he could not conquer. In 1166 Heinrich founded

the dukedom of Schwerin, and invested the
knight Gunzelin von der Hagen with it, as
first duke. The dukedom of Schwerin existed
until 1358, when it was obtained by Duke
Albrecht I., of Mecklenburg, and annexed to his
dukedom. Schwerin immediately- becamo the
residence of tho duke and his followers, and it
has so remained, with little interruption, to tho
present day. It is worthy of note, that in the
year 1629 the Emperor Ferdinand, after forcibly
dethroning hereditary princes, invested Wallen-
stein, duke of Friedland, with the Mecklenburg
lands, who in the same year continued the resi-
dence there

; but in the year 1631 Duko Adolph
Friedrich of Mecklenburg, aided by the Swodes,
retook his castle.

Concerning the parts built by the first residing
dukes no direct knowledge has come to us,
still it is probable that the foundations of
several buildings were laid in tho middle of the
fifteenth century, and Duke Magnus (M-77.1503)
maybe considered the builder of the older parts
of tho castle on the south sido. His successor,
Duke Heinrich V. (1503-1552), but especially
Johann Albrecht I. (1552-1576), continued the
building

; but it was Duke Adolph Friedrich I.

(1608.1658) who entirely finished the old castle,
as it remained until its break up.

Professor Semper, of Dresden
; Government

architect Stiller, of Berlin; and Government
architect Demmler, of Schwerin, were ordered
to furnish designs in 1813. None of tho three
designs, however, found unconditional favour.
In the spring of 184-1', Demmler went bv special
order to France, accompanied by Herr H.
Willebrand, to study tho castles of Chambord,
Blois, and Fontaineblean

; and to England, to
examine in particular Windsor Castle. After this
Demmler furnished a now design, which at last
was approved. Tho Grand Duke himself had
considerable architectural knowledge, and his
Majesty King Friedrich Wilhelm IV. of Prussia
much influenced tho design.
Demmler continued the building from 1814

until 1851, when in January he was obliged by
political agitation to retire. Under him worked
the following architects ;—Behnke, Willebrand I.,

Willebrand II., Daniel, Lukow, Kriiger, and
Stern. From Januaiy 1851 Government archi-
tect Stiller, of Berlin, undertook tho superin-
tendence, and H. Willebrand I. becamo the head
working architect.

To give an idea of the arrangement of the
whole building, we may say that the castle has
four stories;—the ground-floor, partly with an
entresol

;

tho main floor
;
the state apartments

;

and a fourth story.

The ground-floor has by far tho greatest
dimensions in consequence of its serving as sup-
port to tho terrace aurrouuding the castle. It
contains tho church, the armoury, kitchen, and
housekeeper’s apartments, the gates and en-
trances to tho castle, and the rooms for the office
of the marshal of tho court. In the entresol are
tho rooms for the princely children and their
servants, the offices of the grand ducal cabinet,
dwelling apartments for guests, and the official
residenco of the chatelaiu.

On tho main floor are the residence of tho graud
duchess, the rooms for small court-festivals and
for foreign princes; besides the upper part of
the church, e.xtending through two stories. On
the state floor are the residenco of tho grand
duke

;
the state apartments, with large saloons

for court festivals (the saloons also extend
through tho fourth story)

; and some apart-
ments for foreign princes. On the fourth story
are the rooms for the court ladies, adjutants,
and their servants; as well as for the sidtfjs of
foreign guests. The graud staircase leads from
the ground-floor to the state floor, and is princi-
pally used on great court festivals taking place
in the saloons of the state floor; bub also at
smaller festivals on tho main floor, and for tho
strangers’ rooms in the entresol. Tho staircase
is surrounded on each landing by a gallery con-
necting tho localitios adjoining tho staircase : of
this, however, wo shall give an illuati-ation here-
after.

The glass paintings in the armoury, as well as
in the castle church, were done after cartoons of
G. Leuthe by Gillmeister, the fresco paintings
in the church by Professor Pfaunschmidt, of
Berlin. The walls and ceilings in the different
state rooms and the church are by Pfaunschmidt
and Peters, of Berlin; Elster, of Brunswick;
and T. Fischer and Tontzen, of Schwerin. The
models of the statues of tho grand dukes, as
also the her.ilds of the south-west portal, aro by
Albert Wolff and Willgohs, both citizens of
Mecklenburg.



The immenBe equestrian statne in the first

hall of thefonrth story was executed by Genscbow,
also a natire of Mecklenburg. How mnoh the
building cost is not known

;
bnc one calculation

brought the amount to 3,000,000 thalers before
its completion.

The garden, of which we give a plan, sur-
rounds the ducal castle, partly ancient and
partly restored, and was newly laid ont in the
Renaissance style, between the years ISW-oT.
Part is situated on an island to the south-east
of the tower, with which it is connected. There
are two bridges, one a massire stone bridge,

which has five arches, joining the town ; the
other a wooden drawbridge, joining the garden.
The plan of the castle is a pentagon, and the
front looking towards the garden east and that

to the west have bastions 25 ft. bigh ; there is

also a third on the north side ; all mounted
with cannon.
On the sonth-east side is a way, partly by a via-

dace, to a large staircase, which leads, in three
landings, to the platform of the tower : this is

250 fc. high; and from the platform a door
opens directly into the rooms of the grand
duchess and the state rooms. The grand duke
lives over these, and the church is situated
to the north. In front of the staircase is a
terrace borne by pillars, and richly garnished
with statues, orangeries, flower borders, and
arabesques.

The three granite landings are covered with
vine trellis. The garden, in which are to be

I

found statues and the choicest shrubs and

plants, is of no great extent, but is so interest-

ing and varied, presenting alternately hill and
dale, that the observer gazes delighted at the
picturesqueness of its formation, and enjoys

the charming views of the surrounding densely-
wooded banks, the town, and the lake, a mile
broad and three German miles long, through
plantations of trees, lending light and shade to

the view.

We may remind onr readers that Mecklenburg,
North Germany, consists of Mecklenburg-
Schwerin and Mecklenburg-Strelitz, and that
the House of Mecklenburg is the oldest reigning
family in Europe. Mecklenburg-Schwerin is

bounded east by Mecklenburg-Strelitz, south by
Prussia, west by Hanover and Holstein, and
north by the Baltic.
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TEE NEW TEAR.

New Year, I grept tbeo with a trembling smile
;

Thou art all cold and alrango : I love thee not,
Yet would I strive to welcome thee aright.

No song of mirlh, nor sound of revelry.
Within the sacred precincts of my home,
Disturbs the solemn liour of thy oirth,

And the last moments of the Dying Year.
In silent contemplation I will part
Prom that old friend whose requiem e’en now peals.
And, pealing, quiclcone into gaver tones
To herald thy approach, thou New-born Year.
In silent contemplation, too, awe-flU’d,

1 gaze npon the close-rnli'd scroll thou bearcst,
In which is writ our future weal and woe,
Each private sorrow and each public care !

I would notloospthe clasps of that dread scroll

;

SutllcienC to the day the eoil is,

And good to come can scarcely come amiss.
No : Keep its fastenings Us'd till, one by one.
Thy God and mine unbind them at llis will

!

The honr has fled. Now from the distant olochs
A single stroke booms on the frost-bound air,

And tolls, a portion of thg life has pass'd
Already from thee, fleeting New-born Year !

Thus gazing at thee, thou no longer seem’st
So strange and cold

; I kiss thv outatretob’d band.
And swear mysell tliy soldier, hold and true,
To serve thee faithfully whate’er betide,
So help me God 1

And now pass on, New Yenr,
While I—with humble powers, but earnest soul—
Firm at my post, do battle for The Eight.

“THE TRINITY OF ITALY.”

To ttia volume* there attaches much of the
same sort of unusual interest which belongs to

a portfolio of photographs, taken at leisure, on
sunny days, and from well-chosen points of
view, by some resident in a woll-kuowu and
picturesque district. Accurate portraitures of
detached portions or isolated features of land-
scape, and of scenes and objects, sometimes
gracefnl, often homely, hut always picturesque,
altemato in such a portfolio with general views
of those grander and more startling featnres,

towards which alone the passing artist would
find time to direct his camera, and the result is

a deeper realization of the essential character
of the locality than could be obtained other-

wise.

The book under notice has provoked this com-
parison, both by the vividness and truthfulness
of many of its descriptions and scenes, and by
the remoteness of the subjects of many of them
from the beat of an ordinary tourist or traveller.

The author appears to have resided for a con-
siderable number of years in Southern Italy,

chiefly in or near Naples, and he has here pro-
duced a book, of which tho scope embraces the
consideration of tho past history, the present
position, and the future possibilities of the
Italian peninsula, and which, in handling such
subjects, shows grasp, and breadth, and vigour.

The volume will, however, more generally
attract readers, and we venture to add, not less

truly inform them, by its portraitures of peasants
and princes, ministers of state and men of
pleasure or of business, and by glimpses at
society, national character, and Italian temper
and habits, which it afl'ords; these pictures, and
especially the very curious details given of the
court and person of King Ferdinand II., have
been given with a faithfulness duo to keen and
habitual observation, and that, too, from points
of view such as very few Englishmen have been
able to occupy.
The strange title of this book gives no cine

whatever to its contents or scheme. It is not a
religious or a polemical work, but simply a
review of Italy, as a sagacious writer has known
her and reflected upon her condition and her
prospects. Here are no descriptions of paint-
ings, sculptures, and antiquities, nor oven of
public works

;
and yet there are special grounds,

l)oyond those which make a good book about
one of the most interesting countries in Europe
welcome to all persons of culture, why many of
those who are habitual readers of this journal
may find ‘‘The Trinity of Italy” repay tho
trouble of perusal. Those who have in the
course of architectural studies visited Italy, and
learned to feel for her that affection which no
other country seems bo uniformly to inspire, will
find much here to gratify them. Those, too,

whose business connects them directly or re-

motely witli public works, or in fact affairs of
any sorb in Italy, and above all snob as have
actually to visit that country for business pur-

• “Tbe Trinity of Italy
;
or, tlio Pope, the Bonrhon,

and tbe Tictor.” By an English CiviJiao. London :

Moiou & Co. 1807.

poses, may glean valuable cautions from such

passages, for example, as tho following :

—

“ The laws of Southern Italy are generally admitted to bo
excellent. Their administration partakes of tho general
administration of the country. It is unnecessary to say
that in any eases where the interests of tho Government
are concerned tbe action of tho 'tribunals is ns heavily
weighted in their favour as are the chances of the lottery,

And this is the more easy, from tho fact that the naked
law of a ease, so to speak, ia not regarded in Italy as it is

in England. The action of the courts is more like that of
a court of Equity, or, at times, of iniquity. Tho legal
documents, far from being draitn in the barbarous jargon
adopted by the English lawyers of the nineteenth century,
make efforts not only at logic but at rhetoric. The great
cheapness of printing leads the better-occupied avrocafi
to put most of their briefs and arguments in type, an
example that might be followed elsewhere wit& great
advantage

;
but at all times tho judges are in the habit of

attaching as much weight to what they consider the merits
of the case as to the letter of the law. Sahit popidi
auprema lex, and tho administration is naturally the judge
of what is and what is not conducive to ihe »alur populi,
A court of peculiar infiiray, that of.the " Contenzioso,” in
which two or three legal agents of the Government sat in
order to decide on imy inconvenient pecuniary claims
urged against the administration, with full powers, which
they freely used, to declare them void, has been abolished
by the Italian Parliiunent. But tho odious and unjust
practice of eleecizione del eoujtitlo remains in full force.
The meaning of this phrase is, that, if a decision has been
pronounced by a court of justice hostUe to tho claims or
to tlie interests of Government, the latter can withdrew
the case from the court of law, and deeideit by ministerial
or Royal decree,—that ia to say, by a circuljir of the
minister under the sign manual. This absolute negation
ofjustice is practised byjthe ministers of Victor Emanuel
as complacently as by those of the Bourbon kings.”

Tho pictarosque account of the seldom-visited
city of Bari, and the spirited descriptions of the
court and rule of tho faithless King Ferdinand
(Bomba), of whoso astute countenance, by-the-
bye, a fairly good portrait is given ia tho
frontispiece, may be referred to, and might
have been quoted from, as among the boat
portions of tho work; but we prefer making
a few extracts touching the financial position of
Italy. The writer has views as to the European
piiblio debt not unlike those that have been set
forth in this Journal.

” A rise or fall,” ho says, “ofone or two per cent, in the
price ofOoDsola, a fact absolutely uniniportaot froniany but
the most contracted and personal point of view, will fill

men’s minds with hope or with panic, while tlie slow, silent,
overwhelming increase of the public debt of Europe takes
place unheeded. What writer of the day has called atten-
tion to the fact that, with almost the sole exceptions of
Holland and of England, every shilling paid to toe public
creditors of Europe during tne last ton years has, with
the other baud, been borrowed from other public creditors
within the same time? Who has brought out into the
light of day tho ugly fact that 160,000.00;)/. sterling, out of
the 175,000,000/. sterling annually due to the owners of
rente and funds, has to be annually raised by loan

;
and

that to keep faith with the fund-holder, without so
steadily incrcssing the obligation as to make an ultimate
crash only a question of time, the existing taxation of
Europe must be increased by one-tbird ? Yet these are
tho simple and uuquestiouable results of but a few lines of
figures.”

Taking the accounts as they stand up to the
close of 1865, and saying nothing at present of
the large increase in debt effected in 1866, he
finds that during the last decade Italy has con-
trived to increase her debt at the rate of more
than 18,00O,00OL sterling per annum. As yet
there are little signs of checking that increase,
which may be stated as the incurring of a debt
of ID francs per head per annum for every
Italian for ten years.

So long as the national expenditure remains
permanently in oxcesB of income, so long as tho
maintenance of a host of employds who do not
work, of an army that has not covered itself

with honour, of a navy that seems as unable to
meet the waves of the Adriatic as the shook of
battle,

—

BO long us the status quo in these
matters is maintained, every help that is given
to the minister of finance will but help him
further down hill,—every fresh expedient for

giving a temporary aid to tho distressed ex-

chequer will but augment the magnitude of

impending disaster.

SCHOOLS OF ART.

The Dublin School. — Tho annual distri-

bution of prizes to the successful students
attending the Art - Schools of tho Royal
Dublin Society took place on the 23rd iilt.

by his Excellency the Lord Lieutenant, before
a large and distinguished assembly. Mr.
Waldron, D.L., opened the proceedings by
explaining that the medals and prizes for dis-

tribution were of three kinds : first, the prizes

of the Department of Science and Art
;
next, tho

Taylor prizes
;
and lastly, those of tho Royal

Dublin Society. Mr. Waldron said he believed
his Excellency would be satisfied that, perhaps
with no exception, next to the school in Kensing-
ton, their school in Dublin held tho highest

place of any in connexion with the Science and
Art Department. Lieut. - Colonel Adamson,
Chairman of tho Art-Committee, then proceeded
to read the report, which spoke of the growing
taste for art-study amongst tho lower and middle,
as well ns the upper, classes. He regretted that
they wei-e only recipients from Government of
what were called payments on results, although
in this respect not differing from Edinburgh

; and
he thought that a suitable opportunity for
publicly expressing their earnest hope that the
Metropolitan Schools of both Ireland and Scot-
land might ore long each have some reasonable
grant made to meet the expenses of these esta-
blishments. Colonel Adamson said he believed
he would nob be justified in omitting, on that
occasion, in the presence of his Excellency, to

express the high opinion entertained by tbe Fine
Arts’ Committee of the talent and zeal of their
head master, Mr. Edwin Lyne. The report
alluded to the absence of any systematic arrange-
ment of the works of students of art-schools of
this and other countries in the Paris Universal
Exhibition,—tending, as it would, to enable us
to form a true estimate of the relative degrees
of perfection attained by different countries in
art-instruction, more particularly with a view to

the improvement of those branches of 7aannfac-
tiire which are susceptible of ornamentation and
tbe processes that unite artistic and manufac-
turing skill, such comparison would be of the
greatest advantage, nob only to those imme-
diately concerned with 'art-education, but also
to manufacturers and producers, who would do
much to advance their interests were they to

second more earnestly the efforts of tho schools
generally for tho improvement of designs. They,
however, relinquish tho traditional patterns and
processes with reluctance. There ia even now a
desire on the part of the public for design of a
better kind than is generally furnished

;
for, by

the teaching of Schools of Art and exhibitions,

tho public taste has rapidly improved, and the
general training in drawing and the fixed and
positive rules of art, has resulted in influencing
the public taste to a higher appreciation of the
beauties of nature, and all rendering of it,

whether conventional or otherwise.” The succes-
ful students were then introduced to his Ex-
cellency by Mr. Lyne, and were presented with
the various awards; after which Sir George
Hodgson, barb., returned thanks to his Excellency
for the honour of his attendance on that interest-

ing occasion. His excellency applied in a speech
of considerable length, and urged the importance
of a more universal study of art on the part of
artizaus, and attributed the great deficiency

of our day to artists not being workmen, and
workmen artists, as was tho case in the Middle
Ages, wheu John of Bologna, Mieholaugolo,
Benvenuto Cellini, and a host of others, united
artistic and workmanlike skill.

The Manchestffr School .—Tho annual meeting
and distribution of prizes in connexion with this

school took place in the Lecture Theatre of the
Royal Institution. Mr. Barge, in the absence of
the Very Rev. the Dean of Manchester, presided.
Mr. Aspden, the secretary, read tho report. The
total receipts for tho year had been
38. Hd., and the expenditure i)8*Jl. 4s. 7d. Tho
balance in the banker’s bands was 1061. IDs. lid.,

against 771. 48. Otl. in the preceding year. Not
a single donation had been received during the
year, and were it not for tho increase in tho
students’ fees tho financial position of tho society

would not be in so sound a position. Mr.
Miickley, tbe head-master, read an elaborate re-

port on the state of tJio school. Regret was
expressed that tho students were with great
difiicuUy induced to undertake those studies
which pertained to tho decorative art. It was
much to be deplored that students did not
see their interest in working with a view to

meet those demands for decorative design v/liich

would certainly be made in the future. At tho
Government examination hold here in March
last, forty passed, and seven gained third-grade
prizes

;
and at the national competition, one

gold medal, two silver medals, three bronze
medals, and a book prize were awarded. Mr.
Tom Taylor, prior to distributing the prizes,

delivered a lengthy and able address ou art edu-
cation. He was afraid, he said, that wo must
admit that whatever might be said of particular

schools, or the activity of particular places,

direct art-education in this country,—look at it

from whatever point we might, and allowing as
much as we could for the advances of recent
times,—was still sadly deficient. Indirect art-

education seemed, on the whole, to be in a better
plight. We educated, with more or loss success,
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a larger and larger number of artists, and their

works found a larger and larger number of

buyers. The material circumstances of profes-

sional art were wonderfully improved. Still,

with all this, there was little direct art-educa-

tion. He saw many sfgns of improvement,
however, but urged that very much more was
required to be accomplished.

T)ie Cork School .—The annnal distribution of

prizes to the candidates who were successful at

the late competitive examinations in this school

came off in the Athenteum. A large and
respectable auditory were in attendance. The
walls of the Botundo were hung with a numerous
display of the principal performances of the
pupils. Amongst the most noticeable of these
were works in mechanical and architectural

drawing, which departments have the most
immediate and practical application in the edu-
cational programme of the institution. Mr.
Brenan, the master, read the report of the work-
ing of the school for the last twelve months. It

stated :—The total -number of persons who have
received instruction was 364, being an increase

of twenty-two on the preceding year. Of this

number 182 students attended the classes at the

central school, the remainder, consisting of

National School and other children taught either

in the evening classes at the central school, or in

their own schools by pupil teachers under the

supervision of the institution. Thanks to. the

continued liberality of the Earl of Cork, the

committee have been enabled to continue the

aid in teaching to the National schools. At
the Government examinations in freehand
drawing, geometry, perspective, model, and
mechanical drawing, twenty students were
successful

j
and four, having passed in all the

subjects, received certificates of the second
grade. At the last examination of drawings
sent up by the school to South Kensington, the

works of eleven students were marked satis-

factory, six students received prizes, two received

honourable mention, eleven students had their

works selected for National competition, and one
student received a Queen’s prize for art.

MEDIEVAL SCULPTURE.

In his third lecture at the Society of Arts,

Professor Westmacott said, the earlier painting

and sculpture employed in the Gothic period

scarcely deserves the name of fine art, wanting
as it is generally in almost all art qualities. It

is trne it was only used for decoration
;
but still

it professed to imitate somethiug, and this should

have been Nature. Wells cathedral is one of
the oldest edifices in England which is richly

ornamented in this way, and it exhibits crowds
of statues on its exterior. These are of the most
primitive character—out of proportion, and, in

execution, rude in the extreme. The contrast,

as regards the accessorial art connected with
Gothic architecture, is remarkable when com-
pared with that employed by the great Greek
artists—in the Parthenon, for instance. Here
the most perfect architecture of its kind was
enriched with expressive sculpture of the most
perfect forms in nature ; and it is this combina-
tion or union that constitutes the highest form
of art. The short duration of Gothic architec-

ture, and the constant changes it underwent,
may account, in some measure, for tbe incom-
pleteness of the imitative arts in connection with
it. It must be borne in mind that in the short
space of about three hundred years it passed
through many phases—from the Bomanesqne to

the Pointed, or Early English style—from that
to tbe Florid or Decorated, and then to the Per-
pendicular, when it may be said to have collapsed
altogether. So unstable and unfixed in its own
principles, it scarcely allowed of perfection in

the arts associated with it, though those arts

bad a fixed standard, bad that standard been
followed. No person of sensibility, or who has
any genuine feeling for the beautiful and pictu-

resque, can deny the charm, or altogether resist

the fascination that is found in the best examples
of true Gothic architecture, iinch of this may
be owing to religious association

;
much to tbe

imagination, which is pleased to conjure up
anew, and picture to itself, visions of the olden
time. But there is, unquestionably, also a posi-

tive claim to admiration, in the originality, the
bold fancy, the variety and play of parts,

the contrivance of scenic effects in the perspec-
tive views, and in tho striking contrasts in

chiaro scuro, which are so remarkable in the
monuments of this peculiar style of art. Still,

with all these admissions, tbe lecturer said he
was bound to protest against the outrages com-
mitted against truth and fitness, and, indeed,
common sense, which were so constantly seen in

the Gothic use of accessorial imitative art. This
fault was the more to be regretted, because
there were many redeeming indications of grace
and feeling in the sculpture, especially in drapery
and in the sentiment of monumental design.

But how the fitness of nature was abused is

seen when human fabes of saints, kings, nuns,
and ecclesiastics are found employed as corbels

and brackets to bear weights, or as terminations
to dripstones, or as gargoyles or draining pipes

;

or when entire or truncated figures, angels or
others, are seen suddenly starting from walls

;

their drapery clinging to them in stiff horizontal

folds, instead of falling by any law of gravita-

tion; or standing figures thrust into arched
hollow mouldings

; or others dislocated and dis-

torted to accommodate them to fill up spandrels
of arches or other spaces. These incongruities
are the more curious and striking because it has
been seriously asserted by the admirers and ad-
vocates of Medievalism, that these were the
days when religions art was practised with a
devotion, and a feeling of truth, purity, and of
pious impulse, unknown at present. It is a
mistake. Scudents of Gothic art must know in-

stances enough which contradict this theory, not
only as regards truth in imitation, but in the
scandalous and even indecent sculpture still to

be met with in screens, stall seats, and other
parts of some of the most admired Gothic
churches. These exhibit proofs of a license, in

this respect, which certainly would not be
thought of in these degenerate days, and more
especially as decoration in places devoted to

religious worship. Still, there was a promise of
excellence in this Christian art. There often
was much gracefulness in composition, and, in

the draperies especially, elegance and beauty.
Some places showed very superior art to others,

as, for example, Lincoln
; and there were signs

of improvement of the most enconraging kind.
Unhappily, a revolution, fatal, as it turned one,

to the progress of art, changed the character of
tbe age. This was occasioned by the passion
created for classical studies, by the discovery of

manuscripts and remains of Greek and Latin
literature, in tbe fifteenth and sixteenth cen-
tunes.

FROM SCOTLAND.

Auchin<jramont. — A united Presbyterian
church has beeu opened here. The edifice

stands on a piece of ground bounded on the

south by Auchingramont-road, and has its prin-

cipal elevation to that road. The design is in

the Classic style of architecture, and, as there

are no cross roads to open up the view, the main
external features of interest are concentrated on
the entrance front. The lower portion of this

front is rusticated, and pierced by central

entrance doorway and windows to vestibule.

Planking the centre of the front, and slightly

receding from it, is the staircase, on the oueside
rising to the level of the frieze below pediment,
and on the other (the south-west angle) a cam-
panile rises to a height of 95 ft. from the ground.
This tower, which contaius a stair to the gallery,

bell-chamber, and other rooms, is covered by a
projeebiug roof. The church is designed to seat

from SCO to 900. In the area the pews are cir-

cular on plan, every sitter thus facing the pulpit

direct. The extreme length of area from the

front of the vestibule to a hall behind the pulpit

is 70 ft.
; tbe breadth between the walls, 51 ft.

G in. ; and tbe heiglit from floor to ceiling 32 ft.

6 io. Behind and in connexion with the church,
buildings have been erected, containing a hall to

seat 150, beadle’s house and offices, session-house,

vestry, waiting-room, &c. Adjoining tbe church,
a manse is being erected for the pastor. Tbe
church has been erected from designs by Mr. J.

Grahame Peat, architect, Hamilton ; and the
contractors for the various works are as follow,

viz. :—Messrs. William Paterson, mason
;
Robert

Henderson, joiner
; John Buchanan, slater

;

William Hinshaw, plasterer
; Lachlan Taylor,

plumber
;
John Rae, gasfitter

;
Andrew Brother-

ton, painter; and Richard Ferric, upholsterer, all

of Hamilton
; John Hay, heating engineer

;

G. Smith & Co., ironwork of tower. Sun Foundry
;

R. M‘Connel, iron parapet, railing, &e., Port
Dundas Foundry, all of Glasgow. The measure-
ments are not yet completed

;
but it is believed

the expense of the church will amount to up-
wards of 4,0001.

Cosfle Douglas. — A new Roman Catholic
church baa beeu opened here. The edifice is

built of the local trap stone, with bands and
dressings of Dumfriesshire red sand-stone, and
consists of a nave 28 ft. wide and 74 ft. long,

beyond which extends a chancel 16 ft. deep, ter-

minatiug in a semi-octagonal apse, giving a
total length of 90 ft. The principal front faces

Cotcon-street, and shows a large window of four

lights divided into two compartments under
moulded arches, having a circle through the head
of each. The tympanum is filled with a large
rose

;
and the whole is comprised under a deeply-

recessed and moulded arch. A turret is attached
to the left angle of this front, and contains in its

lower story the stairs to the organ • loft
;
and

above the belfry, which is octagonal in plan, and
is pierced on each side by tall lancet openings.
Above this tbe spire rises to a height of 85 fc.

from the ground. The porch is attached to the
tower. It is reached by a flight of steps, and is

entered through a moulded arch carried on
polished granite shafts. Tbe pointed roof is of
deal, stained and varnished. The nave is

lighted with coupled lancet windows, glazed
with quarry glaziug, but it is intended to fill

them with stained glass. The organ gallery is

at tbe end of the church facing the sanctuary.
It will contain an organ built by Messrs.
Forster & Andrews, of Hull. There is also a
confessional at this end of the church. The
congregation is provided with open benches of

simple design. The roof of the church is of
deal, stained and varnished, and boarded over
throughout. The sanctuary is divided from the
nave by an iron railing, gilt and painted. This
part of the church is paved with Mosaic and

I

encaustic tiles. An arcade runs round three
sides of the apse

;
each bay containing one wide

arch, and one narrower on either side, carried

by polished granite shafts, with moulded caps
and bases, relieved by a background of ena-
melled majolica tiles. 'The centre arch of the side

bays contains a lancet window filled with
stained glass representing St. John the Evan-
gelist, and St. Andrew. The reredos is of carved
oak. The architect was Mr. George Goldie, of

tbe firm of Messrs. Goldie & Child, of London.
Mr. M'Cartney, of Castlo-Donglas, was the con-
tractor for the general work, under the im-
mediate direction of Mr. Lait, clerk of works.
Various firms have contributed to the wood-
carving, tiles, metal-work, &c., amongst whom
we may name Mr. Hayball, Mr. Wailes, Messrs.
Maw, Messrs. Hardman, Messrs. Peard, &o., <kc.

Glasgow .—In the late storms in the North
Sea, four painted windows for Glasgow Cathe-
dral have been lost. Considerable progress has
been made in the erection of painted windows
since we last noticed the state of tbe works.
Thirteen have been commissioned for the clear-

story by the Messrs. Graham, tho Messrs.
Thompson, Mrs. Ramsay, Mr. Walkinshaw, Mr.
Rae Arthur, Mr. Towers-Clark, the Misses
Drquhart, Mr. George Oswald, and Mr. Gavin
Steele. Of these two are in progress

;
two lost

now, but will be re-commissioned
;
the rest are

erected. Two windows for the crypt were also

on board the Vienna j and as they have been for

a considerable period in the bauds of the artist,

the loss will be much felt
;
but we understand

that they will take much less time to replace,

as all the drawings for them exist, and
the glass has only to be executed. Wire
guards have now been erected on the win-
dows at the west end of the cathedral.

The Corporation is about to open new galleries

for tbe exhibition of pictures in the buildings in

Sauchiehall-street which it purchased some years
ago. The collection bequeathed by tbe late Mr.
M’Lellan was exhibited in three galleries built

by that gentleman; but, on tbe suggestion of
Mr. John Blackie, jun., lately Lord Provost of
Glasgow, these halls were refitted and set apart
for public purposes, including tbe Annual Modem
Exhibition of the Institute. Mr. Blackie also

suggested that permanent galleries should be
provided for the collection of pictures in the

possession of the Corporation
;
and consequently

a portion of the Corporation Bnildiogs, mea-
suring 180 ft. in length by 42 fc. in width, has
been converted into picture-galleries by the

architects, Mr. Heath Wilson and Mr. David
Thomson. Tbe space has been divided into an
eotrauce-hall, to be occupied by sculpture; a

j
gallery, 80 ft. in length; two square halls,

and two smaller rooms; all suited for the

exhibition of pictures, and lighted from the
top. The Corporation intends to inaugurate

' these new galleries by a portrait exhibition,

. limited to portraits of Lanarkshire people
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who have been eminent in connexion with

the history of the county and of Glasgow

dnring the last century or century and a half.

It is intended that they shall be open free to the

citizens when the local collection is hung upon

the walls
;
the leading object of the Corporation

being tho education of the people, so far as it

may be possible, in a knowledge of art. We hail

the step with thankfulness.

PROM NEW ZEALAND,

Auckland .—Of the public buildings in Auck-

land to bo erected under the Public Buildings

Commission, appointed for that purpose by the

General Government of New Zealand, the Su-

preme Court, and Post-office and Custom House,

are now fast progressing. The Supreme Court

is in a forward state. The building is situated

on a reserve in front of tho old House of Repre-

sentatives, and forms a conspicuous object on

entering the Bay. The principal front faces

Waterloo-crescent, and the Government House is

formed by an arcade of three pointed arches

springing from clustered shafts, which forms the

main entrance. Tho Supreme Court chamber,

occupying the centre of the building, will have

an open timber and panelled roof, surmounted

with an ornamental lantern by which the court

is lighted. Tho court is surrounded by a corri-

dor, G ft. wide, connecting it with the Judges’

Chambers, and suites of rooms for tho counsel,

jury, and witnesses. The registrars’ and sheriffs’

departments will be on the right and left,

entered from corridors on either side of the

building. On the upper floor will be an insol-

vent court, and suites of offices in connexion

with the establishment. The natural slope of

the ground has enabled the architect to intro-

duce a basement-story at the north end of the

building, which is subdivided into cells and
rooms for prisoners awaiting their trial. Tho
external size of the building is 1-15 ft. by 97 ft.

It is being built of pressed bricks from the yards

of Mr. Holland, of Newton, and Bath stone

dressings from the Corsham quarries.

TECHNICAL EDUCATION.

A LETTER from Mr. B. Samuelson, M.P., to the

vice-president of the Committee of Council on

Education, concerning technical education in

various countries abroad, has been issued in a

printed form. The hon. member was appointed

by the Government, on a special mission, to in-

quire into this subject.

In summing up the results of his investigations

and observations, he says :—I have endeavoured

to give a fair though brief account of the state

of primary and technical education in France,

Switzerland, and Germany, as well as a very

slight notice of some of its features in Belgium.

I have also attempted to show by examples what
is the condition of some of the leading indnstries

in those countries. I do not think it is possible

to estimate precisely what has been the influ-

ence of Continental education on Continental

manufactures. That the rapid progress of many
trades abroad has been greatly facilitated by
the superior technical knowledge of the directors

of works everywhere, and by the comparatively

advanced elementary instruction of the workers

in some departments of industry, can admit but
of little doubt. At the same time, it cannot

justly be said that their superior education has

led our neighbours to make any striking im-

provements. The manufacture of the more im-

portant textile fabrics certainly does not owe its

present advanced position in any marked degree

to Continental inventiveness. In the production

of iron and steel, also, if a step has been taken

in advance of us as regards some peculiar

though important products, this is due, except,

perhaps, in the case of the steel castings of

Bochum and Firminy, less to tho development

of now discoveries than to a careful and intel-

ligent improvement of processes—common to

all, and to some priority in the utilisation of

resources at least as readily within the reach

of our manufacturers as of those of any other

country. I have not the least doubt that the

ground which we have lost will be speedily re-

covered, both by our ironmasters and our engi-

neers, unless, indeed, a return of prosperity

should lead to a renewal of the contentions

between masters and workmen which have

caused such mischief to both. It would be

an event of national importance if the iron

and engine-bnilding trades, like those which I

named at the outset of this report, would esta-

blish boards of conciliation. Even as I write, I

am rejoiced to learn from Mr. Mundella that the

lacemakers of Nottingham have followed the

example of the kindred traders of that town, and

that Sheffield is inclined to imitate them. It is

nob by the payment of low wages, or by the

premature employment and overtasking of

children, that any great manufacture can be

made to prosper in this country, but by mutual

forbearance and goodwill between those whose

interests, though debatable and opposite in detail,

are identical in the main.

At the close of his letter, Mr. Samuelson

says :—Ifl may venture to suggest some further
;

measures, which may, in my opinion, be speedily
j

and safely adopted by the State to promote
|

education, I would siim them np as follows :— :

First, as to elementary education. Let no child

under twelve be allowed to work nntil it can

read and write. Make it the dnty of every

parish to see that its children have the means of

elementary instruction. Encourage elementary

schools by special grants to establish advanced

classes. Assist the pupils of elementary schools

who have shown remarkable ability to continue

their education in a superior school. Secondly, I

as to technical education. Revise your science
j

minutes, and abolish the limitation to working-

clas' pupils of tho capitation grants to science
,

teachers. It is simply a stumbling-block to tho
'

weak consciences of committee-men, and pre-

1

vents the establishment of classes remunerative l

to the teachers. Pay a larger sum per head for

the more difficult subjects, and thereby remove

the temptation to the teachers of science schools

to ride physiology and inorganic chemistry to

death. Give a thoroughly scientific training in

Jermyn-street to a small number of young men,

chosen, if you like, iu part from amongst your

more promising “science teachers,” in order to

qualify them as professors of science. Distin-

guish between these and the men who merely

get up one or two subjects in order to teach a

science class. Supplement local efforts to esta-

blish or to extend secondary or superior scientific

schools (not mere scieuce classes), by building

grants or loans, and by the endowment, or par-

tial endowment, under proper conditions, of pro-

fessorships. Begin with Manchester (if Man-
chester is not too proud), whose citizens are

trying to raise 100,0001. for the enlargement of

Owen’s College. Let one condition of assistance

to a scientific school be, that a perfecting school

(Fortbildungsschule) shall be affiliated to it

;

and of the endowment of a professorship,

that the professor shall teach in the perfecting

school. Lastly, consolidate your depart-

ment of education.

ACCIDENTS AT THEATRES.

Last week, about ten o’clock at night, an
explosion of gas occurred in the New Theatre

Royal, South Shields, which for a time caused

considerable consternation, though, fortunately,

,

little or no damage was done. It appears, that

during the evening, by some means not ex-
i

plained, a gas bracket at the foot of the gallery

stairs was broken, and an escape of gas ensued.

A light was taken to look for the cause, and an

explosion took place. The play was brought

to an abrupt conclusion : the actors for the

.

moment being panic seized, ran from the stage
; I

the audience, too, became alarmed, but no
injury was done.

Joseph Shepherd, a carriage trimmer, has

died from injuries he received at the Cabinet

: Theatre, Liverpool-street, King’s-cross. It ap -

1

I

pears that a fellowworkman asked the unfortunate
|

deceased to leave his owu work and go to the
|

j

roof to assist him in removing n chandelier.

I

This he did, but instead of vpalking on the

planks, he stepped on to the canvas forming the

ceiling of the theatre. He had no sooner done

so than he fell through into the pit, a great dis-

tance, and was, it is stated, impaled on the

spikes that are iu that portion of the pit that

I
separates it from the orchestra,

j

On Friday in last week a terrible hubbub and

I

alarm were produced in the Lyceum Theatre,

Strand, by the ignition of some small portion of

I

the scenery and the want of presence of mind

I

on tho part of two or three of the performers.

I

Other members of the company, however, behaved
admirably, and the tumult was arrested. The

I

scene at one moment was most alarming.

THE LAMPS IN HYDE-PARK.

We were abont to say the “Lights in Hyde-
park,” but that would have been too flattering.

Well, a savant who has not seen the lamps,

writes to prove that theoretically, with a reflector

of the kind described, they cannot possibly give

a bad light. Some of our readers will remember
of the man who said to his comrade, “ Never

yon mind, Tom, they daren’t put you iu the

stocks;” and his reply, “I know they daren’t,

Jack, but they have.” The lamps, theoretically,

cannot be unsatisfactory, but they are. Our
“ Enraged Correspondent ” was quite right in

his objection. Beyond tho mischief done by

the form and position of the reflector, air seems

to be wanted. A few nights ago, about eleven

o’clock, we found several extinguished, and

many filled with mist, and burning dimly as an old

oil-lamp of past days. Lord John Manners

should look to them.

THE TRADES’ MOVEMENT.

From New Tear’s-day two Acts of Parliament

of a similar nature take effect in tho regnlation

of labour. The first, on the extension of tho

Factory Acts, was passed on the 15th of August,

and the second, for regulating the hours of

labour for children, young persons, and women
employed in workshops, was passed a few days

afterwards. The Factory Act is to apply to all

works in tho United Kingdom, in which fifty or

more persons are employed in any manufactur-

ing process, and the exceptions are set forth in

the schedule annexed to the statute. In the

second statute it is declared to be expedient to

extend protection, so far as respects the regula-

tion of the hours of labour, to children, young

persons, and women working in the smaller

establishments, and farther to make provision

respecting the employment of a fan or other

raecbanical means for the prevention of the in-

halation of dust in workshops in processes of

grinding. The Act is to apply to the whole of

the United Kingdom. No child under the ago

of eight years is to be employed in any handi-

craft. No child is to be employed on any one

day in any handicraft for a period of more than

six hours and a half, and such employment is to

take place between the hours of six in the morn-

ing and eight at night. No young person is to

be employed for more than twelve hours, with

intervening periods for taking meals and rest,

amounting in the whole time to not less than

one hour and a half, and the employment to be

between five in the morning and nine at night.

No child, young person, or woman is to be em-

ployed in any handicraft on Sunday or after two

o’clock on Saturday, except where not more
than five persons are employed, and where such

employment consists in making articles to be

sold by retail on the premises, or in repairing

articles of a like description to those sold on tho

premises. No child under eleven years is to be

employed in grinding in the metal trades or in

fustian cutting. “ Child” is to mean one under

thirteen, a “young person” of thirteen and

under eighteen, and a “ woman ” eighteen or

upwards. Every child who is employed in a

workshop is to attend school at least ten hours

iu every week during the whole of which he is

so employed. On the application of a teacher,

the occupier of a workshop is to pay for the

schooling, and to deduct the same from the

wages.
The General Union of Carpenters and Joiners

of Great Britain and Ireland has just issued its

fortieth annual report, which shows a steady

increase of new lodges and members. The
expenditure during the year ending July 31st,

1867, was 10,3531. 3 b. 7d. Of this amount
2,3921. Os. 3d. were expended in dispensing

relief during sickness; there have also been paid

3,0621. 133. 7d. in alleviating the privations of

members and their families arising through loss

of employ
;
also 1271. 148. 8d. to members who

have been compelled to leave their homes in

search of employment
;

1281. for loss of tools

by theft and fire
;
and 2,2291. 7s. Gd. have been

applied to cho support of members thrown out

of employ through disputes with their em-

ployers. Twenty now lodges have been opened

cluriug the year, and between 200 and 300

financial members have joined. In abont thirty

towns where the General Union has branches,

the men have obtained advantages dnring the

year iu the shape of an advance of wages or a re-

duction in time, and in many instances of both.
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A meeting of ploughmen has been held al

Dnnbar to consider whether a sick and fnnernl
society should be formed in connexion with the
Farm Serrants’ Protection Society. There was
a good attendance, though little interest seemed
to be taken in the object of the meeting. David
Kunciman, farm servant, Spott, was called to the
chair. The general opinion of the meeting was,
that they were almost all connected with similar
societies already

; and after a somewhat pro-
tracted disenssion it was agreed that the Farm
Servants’ Protection Society only should be
supported.

The strike at Aberdeen on the part of the
moulders and the lock-out by their masters have
not yet come to an end. An amicable arrange-
ment had been come to, and the men were to
return to work. This they did ; but at one esta-
blishment objection was taken to two non-nnion
workers being allowed to work along with them.
The masters would not give in, and consequently
work was again suspended at all the shops in

town. Matters remain in this position
;
and

there appears to be a strong determination on
the part of the masters to stand out. The work-
men, on the other hand, it is believed, would
give way on the point of wages, but not to allow
other than members of the union to work along
with them. Pretty freedom

!

EAILWAT INTELLIGENCE.

A LIST of twenty-fonr British railways, with
the prices qnoted on the Ist of January, and on
Thursday in last week, shows a loss of value in
the twelvemonth of 17,137,0001.

The action of North v. Waring Brothers, &
Eckersley, as to the Solway Viaduct, in the Court
of Session, is concluded. The jury returned the
following verdict :

—

“The jury unanimously find for tlie pursuer in the first

issue on the iirst and second counts of said issue, and award
the damages claimed in the first count, viz,—626/. 6s. 3d.,
salary due pursuer at the date of his diamissal, with in-
terest thereon, from 12th Octoher, 1866

;
and on second

count award three montha' salarv, at the rate of 83/.
68. 8d.per month, due from 12th October, 1S66, to 12th
January, 1867, with interest thereon at the current rate.”

On the third count, which claimed 5,0001. for
“ loss of profit and injury to his character, credit,
and feelings,” the jury found no damage due.
On the counter issues, in which Messrs. Waring
Brothers & Eckersley claimed 4,0001. damages
from Mr. North for breach of agreement, the
jury found unanimously for Mr. North.
The North-Eastern Railway Company have

just finished a railroad from the quayside, New-
castle-upon-Tyne, through tunnelling up to the
higher part of the town where their goods
station is situated. Houses (some built only of
late) had to be taken down, and other material
hinderances removed. The railroad is nearly a
semicircle, though only half a mile in length.
About two-thirds of the distance is tunnelled,
and where the road is open, walls of brick snp-
port the banks. The masonry of the tunnelling
is bricks in thickness, all set in Portland
cement. The rails are of steel. Near Lime-
etreet the railway line is not only tunnelled itself

but crosses another tunnel which has been in
use for some time by the proprietors of the
Spital Tongues Colliery for conveying coal to
the quayside for shipment. Mr. Walter Scott
was the contractor.

DUBLIN.

The new Church of St. Bartholomew,
situated on Elgin-road, Pembroke Township, has
been consecrated by the Archbishop of Dublin.
The site is at the junction of the Clyde and
Elgin roads, an open situation, afl'ording ample
opportunity for displnying architectural beauties
to the fullest extent. The plans were prepared
by Mr. T. H. Wyatt, of London. Mr. James
Scanlanwas the contractor. The church is now
complete, except the steeple. It is in the Early
English style of architecture, of cruciform shape,
and contains about 550 sittings. The church,
in the interior, consists of a nave, with north
and south porches, and double transepts open-
ing into the nave by donblo arches at either
side. The space under the tower forms the
choir, beyond which is the apsidal chancel. At
either side of the choir are aisles, forming re-
spectively vestry and organ rooms. The length
from east to west, internally, is 128 ft.

;
the

width of nave is 's7 ft., and the width across the

transept is 77 ft. The arches opening from the
vestry into the choir and transept are filled with
screens, and the corresponding arches at the
opposite side with the organ pipes. The chancel
and choir are paved with encaustic tiles. The
seats in the choir are of polished oak, and the
sittings throughout the church are of pine,
stained, varnished, and polished, ornamentation
to some extent not being neglected. The pulpit
rests upon a base of Irish marble, with marble
columns, and the superstructure is of Caen
stone, carved. The gasfittings were manufac-
tured at the establishment of Messrs. William
Curtis & Sons, of Dublin. Mr. Harrison exe-

cuted the carvings
;
Mr. Eakin, the staining and

decorative work; Messrs. Brawn, Birmingham,
the ironwork

;
and Messrs. Hadeu, the warming.

The cost up to present is about 6,5001. All the
seats are free.

MILTON CHURCH, NEAR GILLINGHAM.

The new church at Milton was consecrated on
Tuesday, the 17th ult., by the Bishop of Salis-

bury. The district in which it is placed adjoins
the parish of Gillingham, and the greater por-
tion of the expense is borne by Captain Matthews
and family.

The church provides accommodation for adults
and children, the seats being all free. It has
been erected from the designs of the architects,
Messrs. Slater & Carpenter.
The general character of the design is Early

English, treated freely. The plan consists of a
nave and two aisles, apsidal chancel, west tower
and spire, vestry and south porch. The internal
length from the wall of tower to the east wall
of chancel is 85 ft., and the width of nave and
aisles 40 ft.

;
the height to the ridge of tlje roof

is 36 ft., of the tower and spire 100 ft.

The nave has on each side an arcade of three
arches, with cylindrical columns and carved
capitals, in which natural foliage, such as the

' fern, ivy, oak, &c., is introduced. The aisle

windows are coupled lancet, with moulded in-

,

ternal arches resting on detached shafts with
carved capitals (three shafts are to be replaced

' with red Devon and Irish green marbles). The
roofs are of open deal, with curved and moulded
trusses, with arched brackets and wind-braces
and moulded collars. The chancel has moulded
and cusped lancet windows, and a pointed barrel
roof of deal, with mouldings forming the panels.
The vestry and organ-chamber open by an arch
on the north side of the chancel and east end of
aisles. The chancel-arch is of lofty proportions,
and on the caps are carved wheat and the vine,
with conventional sculpture.

The communion-table is raised five steps
above the nave, and the chancel is paved within
the altar-rails with tiles,—the rest of the church
with stone. The font stands in the tower. It

has a circular moulded and carved bowl resting
on clustered shafts with carved capitals. It is

the gift of Mr. Lilly, one of the contractors.
The window of the chancel and the east window
of the aisle are filled with stained glass by Ward
& Hughes.
The whole church is built and faced with

Tit-bnry stone, supplied by Mr. Lilly
; the wood-

work and building being executed by local

tradesmen, and the stone carying by Mr. White-
bead.

ENGINEERS AND LOCAL BOARDS.

I BEJiixyon the particulars of a decision given
by Sir. Ingham, judge of the County Court here
(Whitehaven), wliich is of the greatest importance
to engineers, solicitors, clerks, surveyors, and
every other person having dealings with local
Boards.
The following is a brief summary of the facts.

In the early part of 1866, 1 carried out for the
Cleator ifoor Local Board a system of sewerage,
the Board paying me the usual commission of
51. per cent, on the outlay. In November of the
same year I happened to bo at a meeting of the
Board, wlien the chairman (Mr. Jonas Lindow
Barns) proposed the following resolution :

—

“ That Mr. Pickering be requested to make a
survey of the country snrrounding the district
to discover the most available sources of water
supply, and report thereon as early as possible.”
The resolution was carried unanimonsly, and
duly entered on the minutes. In a conversation
which followed, I had further verbal instructions
to do all that was necessary to develop a satis-
factory scheme iu the following month (4th

December). After having made a survey, and
having investigated five schemes, some of which
had been suggested by persons having a know-
ledge of and interest in the district, I recom-
mended the Board, in a lengthy report on the
whole question, to carry out one of the schemes
at a cost of 3,3001. The Board ultimately
adopted my recommendations. Soon after this

the greater part of the old members either retired
or were not re-elected : the chairman leaving
the Board. I sent in my account, charging them
IZ. per cent, (on the proposed outlay) tor the
survey, preliminary plans, estimates, &c., inti-

mating that if the Board wished me to carry out
the proposed works to completion the 33Z. would
be in part payment of the usual commission.
The Board never officially refused to pay me;
and as there seemed some prospect of the works
being carried out I did not press for a settle-

ment, but reminded them in two or three letters,
when they quietly shelved the letter without
discussing it.

Ultimately, I brought an action for 33Z.
(12Z. 10s. 3d. had been expended by me in the
survey out of pocket). The judge held that I
could not recover, as I had not a contract under
seal and signed by five members of the Board
(11 & 12 Vic., cap. 63, sec. 85), but remarked
“ it was a grievous cose,” and refused to allow
the Board costs.

The effect of this judgment (if his honour’s
law be good) is that scarcely an engineer in
England employed by local Boards could recover
for services rendered (when a Board cameforward
and repudiated their solemn acts both orally and
in writing). A clerk could not recover for any
legal or other work he may have been ordered to
do, nor yet for the expense out of pocket. A

i
solicitor could not recover for any legal business,
parliamentary or otherwise. No person what-
ever could recover for any work done or goods
supplied. I never knew a single instance of an
engineer having an insiritcZioji under seal, &c.,
for work for which the charge might vary accord-
ing to circumstances

; it had not been the

i

practice at the Cleator Board to give in-

structions under seal, &o., nor is it the practice
at any other Board with which 1 am acqiiainted.

When a contractor is doing works of magnitude
it is usual for a contract to be under seal, (&c.,

but then the amount is fixed

;

but, as before, I
never heard of an engineer having a sealed
instruction. I trust that solicitors, being clerks
to Boards, will look into this matter.

Richaed Pickering,

TWENTY-FOUR THINGS WORTH
KNOWING.

1. Why is not Waterloo Bridge purchased and
thrown open to the public free of toll ? Other
barriers are being removed.

2. Why do not people keep the way in front
of their own doors clean in frosty weather, as
they are ordered to do ?

3. Why is there not a publicly-exhibited
request to open-air orange-eaters not to drop
the peel on the footpath ?

4. Why is there not a horizontal railing, or
some such contrivance, put over the Somerset
House chasm (west front) ?

5. Why are heavy bales of goods still craned
high in the air, to the mortal risk of pussers by ?

6. Why are some of the Hyde Park grass-
plots guarded by low rails, conveniently placed
for falling over ?

7. Why are the streets too feebly lighted to
reveal lurking footpads ?

8. Why are not the factories inspectors all

practical men ?

9. Why do householders allow their coal-plates

to remain unfastened, thereby imperilling pedes-
trians ?

10. Why do dustmen demand “ beer-money ”

when they have only done that which they are
employed to do ?

11. Why are not policemen authorized to take
away the pipes from little boys who smoke in the
streets ?

12. Why are wayfarers almost compelled to

enter a public-house if they want to rest them-
selves ?

13. Why are vehicles allowed to charge the
mob on illnmination nights, after (say) nine
o’clock ?

14. Why, as the trees in Piccadilly are ap-
proved of, are not other leading thoroughfares
planted likewise ? This has long been talked of.

15. Why does not the Westminster Palaoe
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clock chime as prettily as it did at first ? Surely

M.Pb. are used to its souuds by this time.

16. Why are the fountains in Trafalgar-square

still as erratic as ever ?

17. Why do many builders still put their

' water-pipes where the frost can easily get at

tbein ?

18. Why does not the mother of every child

' capable of losing itself stitch its name and ad-

dress inside its frock?

19. Why is mortar (!) made with garden

mould permitted to be used in house building ?

20. Whyare notthepipe and stop-cock attached

to the water-tauk over a theatre always come-

at-ablo during a conflagration, so long as the

outer parts of the building remain unbumb ?

21. Why are the breasts of gallant firemen

not decorated with the Victoria Cross, with or

without the pension ?

22. Why are certain railway-cars pierced with

glazed holes, nob big enough to pass your hat

, through, the idea being that such perforations

afford protection to travellers ?

23. Why does a sweep claim the soot removed

I from a stranger's chimney as his own property ?

24. Why was the tank at Her Majesty’s
' Theatre expected to melt while it held water ?

It is a fact that you may ioil water in a pewter

I

pot. J- G*

ON AET EDUCATION.

Sib,—

W

o in Enpland have latterly been informed of

some particulars respecting art education ia France,

which at first sight seem paradoxical. We formerly

thought that facility of design among Frenchmen was due

to greater attention to outline drawing being paid abroad

than at home, and less to shading and colouring. We are

now told that much of the practice in the workmen’s draw-

ing schools of France consists in working at shadows with

a stump.
Imagining that a grare question among art principles

lies hid in this matter, I take the liberty to request some

space ill order to enlarge upon it.

If English artists are, or once were, pre-eminently

behindhand in design, through concentrating their atten-

tion on cflect and colour, and ckiaroncuro, how can French
workmen bo taught design by working at shadows with a

stump ? That is the question upon which I wish to suggest

an explanation.
French workmen are said to be expert in adapting their

hands to the supply of their wants under new circum-

stances. In the Crimean campaign French soldiers made
themselves at home, while the English starved. In Eng-

land, we carry division of labour to such an extent that a

woman from SbeiField, emigrating to America, and being

asked what she could do, answered “ Pack files.”

Now, under such a division of labour aa this, the

faculties that relate to precision of form tend to become
monopolised in a few hands. The carpenter may acquire

a correct eye for form and dimension—so may the

engineer—by means of processes incidental to their

trades; but if a lawyer crosses a street, he ia not led

by his habits to judge whether the street be 60 ft.

or 100ft. wide; and not only so,—be might say, were

the question started, “That' is a thing which I leave

to a surveyor to judj^e of;” and he takes no shame to

himself for his want of discrimination. Modern habits

tend to increaeo that division of labour through which

precise judgment of form and space becomes ignored by
the majority. How many miles ofl' is that distant church ?

Will my legs carry me so far, or must I hire a horse ?

might have been queried fifty years ago. At the present

day judgment of distance is replaced by a habit of

inspecting the time-table, not improbably to the injury of

our power of comprehending a landscape by Claude or

Turner.
But while precision of thought, with regard to distances,

forms, and contours, tends to become confined to par-

ticular classes, through an extensive division of labour,

this limitation does not extend to the more sensual

elements of the beantifnl. Abstract thought cannot

divorce itself from all fleshly lusts, in the same degree as a

lawyer may divorce himself from the knowledge proper to

a surveyor. Art requires a common ground of iuterest

between the professor and the rest of the world. The
more sensual features of painting, namely, glowing
ooloure, afi’ord this common ground. A person who is

incapable of seeing any more grandeur in the form of an
oak-tree than in that of a dumpling when impaled on a
stick, may, nevertheless, enjoy the greenness of the foliage.

Does not this point out a reason for the cultivation of
eolouriug in England, the country of division of labour ?

The son of .a carpenter, while incapable of the kind of
precision which the father displays in setting out a hand-
rail, may, nevertheless, have a vivid sense of ^e difference

between green and red colours. He may turn painter and
grainer, and win more admiration from the tradesman
whose shop-front he decorates, than ever falls to the lot, of

his father on the score of precision in lines.

In like manner, the sou of tlio tradesman himself may be
incapable of sufficient precision of thought to balance his

father’s ledger. If he have an eye for colour, he may turn

artist, and become patronised by the whole tribe of ama-
teurs who habitually exclude precision of thought from
their share in the business of the nation. “Oh for pure
outlines 1

” says the despairing Academy professor. The
pupils in reply turn pre-Eafl'aellite, and work outline to

death.*
Now. if wo strive to teach drawing to those who are free

from the prevailing looseness of ideas of form,—to the

Eronebmau who is generally handy,—to theEuglish work-
man who is precise in setting out a handrail or a toothed

wheel,—we are delivered from inducement to work outline

• As regards the point of class distinction, though with

an application quiio wide of artistic purposes, the key-

note of the present article was struck in a trenchant speech

by the Bishop of Oxford, at the recent Church Congress
at 'VVolveihumpton, as reported in the journals at tho

time.

to death. The workman whose daily labour lios fi'led his

brain with visions of straight edges and mitre-boxes and

angles of 9o®, and auglea of 46-, and distinctions of

tolerably straight lines, from exceedingly straight lines,

may be safely allowed to indulge at the evening

ing-class, in processes of blending, and rounding off,

and softening, snd shading, which would be ruinous to

pupils with a contrary set of antecedents. In the one

case it is the bard man to be humanized ;
in the other,

the effeminate man is to be endowed with force snd de-

cision of character. G-- M.

ASSESSMENT OF GAS AND WATEE .

WOBKS.
Thb important question of the proper rateable value of

gas and waterworks bus recently arisen with respect to

the works at Hottingham. Nolwithstauding the extension

of the two eatablishmenlB in this important town from

time to time, the amounts nt which they have been assessed

to the poor rate have for severalyears remained stationary,

the coinpuniea maintaining that they were assessed at

their full value, whilst the parochial authorities bejieved

them to be considerably underrated. Mr. J. 8. Norris,

of Nottingham, was therefore directed, on behalf of the

parish (St. Mary’s), to value the works of the respective

companies, and the result was that he returned the rate-

able value of the gas-works aa 4,28Gf., instead of 2,700f.,

the old amount, and that of the water-works as 4,927f.,

instead of the old amount of 1,550L, the valnations being

mado under considerable difficulty, owing to tho com-
panies refusing the parochial authorities access to, and

information concerning, any of their works other than

those in the respoudeiit pariah. Agninst tho new assess-

ment the two companies appealed to the Court of Quarter

Sessions, but eventually both parties agreed to refer the

matter to, and abide the decision of, Mr. Serjeant Hayes,

of the Midland Circuit. Tbetwocasesaccordirglycameon
for hearing before that gentleman in London, when Mr.

Field, Q.C.,andMr. Cave, of the Midland Circuit, instructed

by Messrs. Hunt & Son, of Notlingbani. solicitors to the

Gas Company, and hy Messrs. Freeth, Browne, & Eavrson,

of Nottiugham, solicitors to the "Water Company, ap-

peared for the appellants, and Mr. Eeane, Q.C,, ol the

Norfolk Circuit, and Mr. Guise, of the Oxford Circuit,

instructed by Mr. Cann, solicitor, of Nottingham, ap-

peared for the respondents. Evidence was given in

support of the companies by Mr. T. Hawksley, C.E., Mr.

T. G. Barlow, C.E., and Mr. H. A. Hunt, surveyor, all of

Westminster; and Mr. Norris’s valuation was supported by

Mr. H. J. Castle, surveyor, of Cliuncery-lane, London ;
Mr.

John Higginbottom, surveyor, of Longton, Staffordshire

;

and Mr. Westcott, accountant, of Coleman-utreet, Lon-

don. After several protracted hearings aud repeated

adjournments, the learned Arbitrator baa at length made
his award, fixing the rateable value of the gas-works in

tho parish at a,020L, and that of the water-works at

3,740L, being an increase upon the old rateable values in

the gas case of 320i., and in the water case of 2.19t'L The

cases were strongly contested throughout, but the chief

paints of contention were the proper per-centages to be

allowed to the hypothetical tensut in respect of the three

items of interest on tenant’s capital, trade profits, and

casualities, the companies claiming under the throe heads

respectively 5, 25, and 2^ per cent., whilst the parish

admitted only 5 and 10 per cent, under the two llr^t-uamed

items, aud ignored the last. Reference was made in the

course of the arguments to various leading eases, particu-

larly that of the Parish of Lee v. Tho Pbcenii Gas Com-
pany, decided by the Court of Queen’s Bench in the

early part of the present year.

BATTENING IN TEE BUILDING TEADE.

SiUj I read in your paper a few weeks since of a ca^e

of supposed rattening, nt a church, building st Notting-

hill by Mr. Cowland. It occurs to me that I have been

treated to a mild dose of the same compound of theft snd

mischief; as, on the night of December 27, some person

or persons, evideuilv in the liude, broke info the pre-

mises, 115, Euston-r^ad, and damaged several chimney-

pieces. knocking oil' the trusses, and taking them away

with them.
, , - , -

Your insertion of this in your widely-circuJated paper

may assist in bringing the guilty parties to justice, by

putting persons likely to purchase such things on their

guard, as they bear evidence of having been on chimney-

uicces before, having boles drilled in them for dowels.

J . W. Bibd.

BATHS.

Sib.—

T

o obviate the difficulty of beating the water for

a bath, in a small house where proper appliances are

wanting, could any of your iugenions readers suggest a

floating stove, or any other mode by which the water might

be heated in the bath itself.,

' A PoOB TiLEICDIN-tRIAN.

CHURCH-BDILDING NEWS.

Bradford.—St. Michael and all Angels’ Church,

Brick-lane, has been consecrated bj the Bishop

of the diocese. The church ia tho eighth of the

ten which the Bradford Church-building Society

was formed to provide. The plan of the church

consists of nave, with north and south aisles,

chancel, vestry, with organ-chamber over, and

tower to the sonth of south aisle. The style is

Geometrical. The chancel, which is a couiinua-

tion of the nave, without the usual division of a

cnancel-arch, contains a large five-light east

window. The organ-chamber, with the view of

economising space, is placed above the vestry,

with arches opening into the north aisle and

chancel. The nave is four bays in length,

lighted by a large circular window in the west

gable, with an arcade of five lancet-windows be-

neath. The tower opens into the south aisl®

beneath an arch, and the upper portion contains

a gallery for children. At present the tower

is roofed in at the level of the aisle walla. The
benches and other fittings of the church are

executed in deal. The church is warmed and
ventilated on the hot-air system, by Messrs.

Haden, of Trowbridge. The works have been

carried out under the superintendence of Mr. D.

Kershaw, as clerk of the works; and the con-

tractors for the various portions of the building^

were Messrs. Foulds & Brothers, of Bingley,

masons
;

J. T. Sagar & Co., Manningham, car-

peuters and joiners ;
Charles Wilson, plumber

aud glazier; Hill & Nelson, slaters; J. B. & J.

Ackroyd, plasterers ;
and Brown & Pullan,

painters. The total cost of the church, includ-

ing tho boundary wall, will be about 3,6001.

Accommodation is provided for 708 persons.

Messrs. T. H. & F. Healey, of Bradford, were the

arcdiitects.

Oving, Bucks.—The church here has been re-

opened by the Bishop of Oxford, having under-

gone restoration. The whole of the interior has

been refaced, and an arch on the north side,

which had been built up, has been thrown open,

and now forms the entrance to a new vestry.

It is evident that at some time there has been a

north aisle. New clearstory windows, in they

Decorated style, have been substituted for the

old square ones. The new seats are in deal.

The east, and part of the south wall of chancel,

are re-built. The character of the old win-

dows is retained. There is a new open roof,

and an oak screen has been placed in the

south arch. The new reredos is of alabaster,

with Devonshire marble
j
super-altar and cross

(by Mr. W. Thompson). The floor has been

laid with Maw & Co.’s encaustic tiles, and part

of the east end in panels, with freestone bends.

The whole of the work has been carried out

under the direction of Mr. G. E. Street, archi-

tect. Mr. G. Cooper, of Aylesbury, was the

contractor. The plan adopted for warming the

church is Poritt’s underground stove.

C^’oxton, Kcrrial (Laicestershire).—The com-

plete restoration of the interesting church in

this parish is in an advanced state. Tho works

are being carried out under Mr. G. G. Scott, by

Mr. John Fast, of Melton Mowbray; and Mr.

Yeomans ia clerk of the works. It is said the

bowels of King John were interred in the south

aisle of this church. In the burial-ground are

many ancient monumental slabs and tombs.

Alfreton.— The restoration of the parish church

of Alfreton promises to be speedily accomplished.

The plans have been prepared by Messrs. Hine

& Son, Nottingham, and contemplate the palling

down and rebuilding of the present chancel

(which much needs repair), and of the vestry;

the erection of a north and south transept, aud

an organ chamber ;
the throwing open of the

tower to the church ; a new roof to the nave ;

new w’indows to the north side aisle; the taking

down of the present unsightly galleries, and the

entire re-pewing of the church. By the con-

templated enlargement and alterations many
additional sittings will be obtained; and the

committee, on the authority of their architects,

estimate the entire cost of the restoration and

enlargement at about 2,2001. A new clock and

trgan are both greatly needed.

Lvncomle .—The new church of St. Luke,

Lyucoinbe, has been consecrated. The church

is’ in the Early Decorated style, with nave,

chancel, and transepts ;
and when completed

there will a tower and spire, running, it is

intended, to a height of 120 ft. The architects

were Messrs. Hickes & Isaacs, who famished the

designs gratuitously. Mr. E. Hill was the con-

tractor ;
the carpenteFs work being done by

Messrs. Smith & Son; and the plastering and

pnintiug by Mrs. Molle. The interior presents

an uiiussuming appearance. There are 384

sittings— one-third free. The total cost of the

chnrch, purchase of land, &c., is, we believe,

2,150Z., which is not wholly subscribed, and to

build the contemplated tower and spire will

entiiil a further expenditure of 2501.

Asliton-vnder-Hill.— The parish chnrch has

been ve-opened. The reatoi'atious consisted in

clearing away the school-room, len^hening the

aisle, to the extent of two bays of the arcade,

aud new roofing the tower ;
taking away all the

old seats and pews, and replacing them with

open seats, all of one design, in deal, stained

and varnished
;
placing a new pulpit of oak oq

the south side of the chancel arch, aud a read-

iii"-deak opposite to it on the north side ;
floor-

ing the space within the altar-rail (which is new
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and very simple) with encaustic tiles from Maw
& Co., of Broseley; paviog the chancel with
glazed bricks of two colours

;
adapting the space

under the tower for a vestry, &c. The architect
was Mr. Baker, of Birmingham

j
and the builder,

Mr. C. Ancill, of Overbury.
Scarrington.—The small church of Scarrington-

with-Aslockton has been restored. The old edifice
was in a very dilapidated condition; but the
restoration has done more for the interior than
the exterior of the edifice. A good south aisle
has been added, and the interior generally has
been renovated. Mr. J. H. Hakewell is the
architect, and the works have been carried out ! determined the

3865, has now been rebuilt, and consecrated by
the Bishop of Montreal. Known in Korman
times as the place of holding the Archdeaconry
Court of Exeter, distinguished by the remains of
a massive Bomanesque west tower, recorded in
history as one of the parish churches of Exeter
in 1222, it would seem to be an offence almost
against archccological feeling that so venerable
a monument should have been entirely rebuilt.
The requirements of so large a parish for more
chorch accommodation, however,jand the minous
‘‘ patched up ” state of the building, its dark in-
terior encumbered with two awkward galleries,

by Messrs. Marriott, Wartnaby, & Scott, Not-
tingham. A new arch has also been thrown out
from the belfry, through which the congregation
pass on entering the church. An organ-chamber
has been erected, in which it is intended, at
some future day, to place an organ. The two
windows on the north side and the centre com-
partment of the chancel window are filled with
stained glass from Messrs. Ward & Hughes, of
London. The figures in the chancel window
represent the Ascension of Our Lord, and the
window was placed there in memory of Mr.
Henry Flowers. The other two windows repre-
sent the Annunciation, the Adoration, and the
Circumcision, and were erected by Mr. T.
Vincent, London, in memory of his father and
mother. The seats in the church are red deal
varnished, and accommodation is afforded for
200. The total cost of the restoration has been
about 7003.

Burnley.—St. Andrew’s Church, Burnley, has
been consecrated by the Bishop of Manchester.
The edifice is sitnated on arising ground adjoin-
ing the new schools, on the Colne-road. It is
of stone, and will seat about 580 persons. The
cost has been about 3,0003. The plan consists
of a chancel of about 27 ft. by 18 ft.

;
a nave

and north aisle of six bays each ; . a north chancel
aisle, roofed transept-wise, and arranged to
serve as organ-chamber

;
and minister’s and

choristers’ vestry, the minister’s vestry being
partitioned off, and entered through an inner
porch; a south aisle of five bays, a sort of
double transept on the south side, nearly square
on plan, partly projecting from the chancel and
partly from the south aisle, and having a central
pillar with arches springing from it. This tran-
sept, or south chapel, is approached through a
separate door, and is appropriated chiefly to the
school-children. The tower stands at the south-
west corner of the church, buttressed at the
angles, and surmounted by a broached octagonal
spire,

^

the angles of which are placed in the
direction of the cardinal points. The belfry
stage has four two-light traceried windows, and
the spire gabled storm-lights and other cusped
piercings. The basement of the tower serves as
a porch, in the western aide of which is a cinque-
foil-headed door, and on the northern aide an
arch opening into the nave. The west wall of
the nave contains a large four-light traceried
window, beneath which stands the font, which is
of Portsmouth stone, the gift of Mr. T. Chaffer,
the owner of the quarry. It has been executed
by Mr. Shaw, of Liverpool, from the architect’s
deigns. The east window is of three lights,

case. The church has been
designed by Mr. Ashworth, in the Early English
style, the principal features being tall, twin
lancet windows, and canopied bnttresaes. The
enlargement has been effected chiefly by adding
an aisle, 56ft. 6 in. by 20 ft., which is divided
from the nave by an arcade of four deeply,
moulded arches springing from piers, each
formed of a cluster of marble shafts. The nave
has been lengthened 8 ft., the chancel 9 ft., and
the whole is removed nearly 12 ft. farther west,
a bouse having been taken for a site for the west
tower, which it is intended to surmount with a
stone spire, rising to a height of 75 ft. The
roofs are of red deal stained, ceiled between the
rafters, the chancel roof being boarded, and
covered with lead. The principal ribs spring
from carved stone corbels, and these and the
capitals are by Mr. Herley, of Taunton. The
seating is all open with fittings of wainscot

; the
avenues are paved with Minton’s tiles, and the
tower with the old monumental slabs. There is

an organ chamber on the south side of the chan-
cel, and new vestry, with external door adjoin-
ing it. The cost of the edifice is so far 6,0003.
The contractor is Mr. Tozer; Messrs. Mitchell
& Son doing the Bath-stone work. The stained
glass is chiefly by Mr. Wailes, of Newcastle.
The north window of the chancel, a memorial
given by the parishioners to commemorate the
rebuilding their parish church, was furnished
by Mrs. Beer.

Tattenhall.—The old parish church of Tatten-
hall is fast falling into decay, but a movement it
being made to erect a new church, from plans
submitted by Mr. Douglas, architect, which will
giveincreased accommodation to the parishioners.
The architect has examined the fabric, and finds
that it will require 3,0003. for the rebuilding.
Contributions will be received by the Rev.
Fielding Quid, Tattenhall Rectory. The sum of
1,2003. has been promised.

deeply recessed, and has nook shafts of red
granite, three on each jamb, with a niche over,
and statue of patron saint. The great doors are
of English oak, 12 ft. high, with carved meeting
post. Above is an arcade of lancets, and in the
gable a large wheel window. The baptistery
terminates the north aisle, and at the oppo^te
corner rises the octagonal belfry or campanile,
to a height of 148 ft. The cross and vane of
lead and wrought iron, are 12 ft. high. The
front to Brunswick-street has a series of gables,
which give the opportunity of well lighting the
church. The roofs are covered with small strong
Welsh slate, arranged in simple patterns, and
crested with a bold ridging of red tile. The
architects were Messrs. M. E. Hadfield & Son, of
Sheflield. The font and altar have been executed
by Mr. Earp, of London. The contractors were,
for the masonry, J. Scales

; carpentry, J. White

;

plnmbing and glazing. Brown; plastering,
Blakely

; slating, Hargreaves
;
painting. Read-

man, all of Whitby. A memorial window has
been placed in the church. It is by Messrs.
Wailes, of Newcastle, and has been placed in
the church by the families of Lawson and Turn-
bull as a memorial. In one of the lights is the
Resurrection, and in the second, our Lord bless-
ing little Children.

Bootle.—St. Alexander’s Church, close to the
Miller’s-bridge Railway Station, has been opened
for divine service. The edifice is a parallelo-
gram, divided into nave and aisles, the former
terminating in an apsidal end. The extreme
length of the building is 108 ft. by 50 ft. in
width, and is 53 ft. high. The building is ex-
tremely simple in outline. The architect was
Mr. E. Welby Pugin, whose designs have been
carried out by Mr. Glaister, the contractor, the
woodwork being supplied by Mr. Hughes.

ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH BUILDING
NEWS.

"Whitby.— St. Hilda’s Church, Whitby, has
lately been completed, and solemnly blessed by
the R. C. Bishop of Beverley. It has been up-
wards of two years in course of erection. The
style of architecture adopted is severe Early
Pointed, founded on a careful study from the
best work, in the time-worn ruins of the old
abbey, so familiar to all lovers of pure Early

, . , .

—
-e,--.., Pointed work. The plan has been determinedwith a traceried rose m its head. In the

,
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,
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DISSENTING CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.
Middlesbro'.—The foundation-stone of a chapel

has been laid in Milton-street, Newport-road, for
the United Methodist Free Church. It will be
in the Gothic style of architecture, and will ac-
commodate from 320 to 350 persons. The build-
ing will be 48 ft. in length, 35 ft. in width, and
about 30 ft. in height, and, exclusive of the site,
which has been given by a few proprietors of
land in the neighbourhood, will cost abont 8503.
There will be a schoolroom underneath, and the
chapel itself will be so constructed that a gallery
may easily be added. The seats will be open ;

there will be a platform pulpit, and an orchestra
behind it. The plans have been prepared by
Mr. John Hunter, of Middlesbro’.

Bradford. ——'IhB Old Chapel-lane Unitarian
Chapel has now been removed, and the work of
erecting a new edifice already commenced,
Messrs. Andrews, Son, & Pepper are the archi-
tects of the building. The front of the church
will face Chapel-lane, the principal feature being
a gable, rising 84 ft. from the ground to the top
of the cross, with a large five-light window, 21 ft.

wide and 41 ft. 6 in. in height, in the centre.
This window will be filled with tracery, and
above it in the gable, a cinquefoil window will
afford facilities for ventilation. It was origiually
proposed to erect a spire at the western side of
the gable, 125 ft. high, but this idea was aban-
doned. The nave is to be 10 ft. wide, while the
height to the top of the ceiling will be 50 ft. The
pillars supporting the five arches forming the
bays into which the church is divided will rise
from a narrow aisle at either side, and this aisle
in addition to the central one, will give access to
the seats. The church will lie lighted from the
sides by two-light tracery windows, and the
aisles by smaller windows. A chancel, with
organ-chamber, vestries, and other conveniences,
will be provided. The pews will be of red deal,
and of modern design. The church will seat
500 persons, and it will cost about 5,0003. Upton
stone, from Idle quarries, will be used for the
exterior, and it will be covered with red and blue
slates. The works have been lot to the following
tradesmen : — Messrs. Barraclongh & Son, of
Horton, masons; Mr. W. Crabtree, joiner;
Mr. Schofield, plumber; Mr. Dixon, plasterer;
Mr. H. Briggs, painter; and Messrs. Hill &
Nelson, slaters.

Blandford {Dorset).— The new Independent
Chapel in this place has been opened. It is a
Gothic design, and occupies a site in the centre
of the town. It contains chapel, class and as-
sembly room, a large school-room, and vestry.
The architect was Mr. Street, of Warminster;
the builder, Mr. Walden, Christchurch.
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\effield.—A new Congregational Chapel has

: erected in Garden-street, and recently

fed for divine service.

wccistlC’Upon-Tyne.—The Methodist ^*ew

lesion Cbapel, Garden-street, was to be

ed on Sunday, the 15th inet. The building

pies a site on the north side of Snow-street,

1 its junction with Derby and Garden Streets,

djoins the ordinary street dwelling-houses,

ng its side or front wall ranging with them,

;tbe architect has so far succeeded in his

irn as to destroy the blank monotonous ap-

lance a long wall in this position is so liable

ave, without losing space or encroaching on

jfootway. The chapel measures externally

;. by 30 ft., and is 24 ft. in height from floor

Ijiling. It is computed to seat 260 persons,

iding a gallery at the east end, and the

.able cost will be 7C0J. Mr. S. Oswald, was the

fitect; and the various works have been

uted by Mr. R. Ridley, mason; Mr. R. Mat-

1 ,
carpenter; Mr. Eastie, slater; Messrs,

'tgomery & Son, plasterers ;
Mr. Charles

g, plumber; Messrs. Glaholm and Messrs,

ker & Emley having supplied the gasfittings.

I painting and glazing bavo been executed by
' Fenwick Pickup. It is intended to erect

lol and class rooms, and vestry in connexion

li the chapel.

eighley, Yorkshire.—The Wesleyan Chapel

I has been painted and decorated. The

cem of colonring adopted is much fuller in

k than that usually ventured upon in chapel

aratioD. The colouring generally is sub-

i in hue, relieved slightly by touches of

3 colour. The whole internal effect has been

iluced by colour only, graining having been

tded. The effect of the whole has been

I'htenedby the introduction of inner windows

'ground glass, transmitting a soft diffused

it over the whole. Messrs. Forster&Andrews,

dull, have just erected an organ in the chapel.

?i whole of the decorations have been carried

i by Messrs. S. Bottomley & Sons, of Cross-

also of the points or teeth carried by the rollers,

and being thereby mixed and incorporated pass

into the before-mentioned horizontal tubes. By

the action of the eccentrical disc the rectangular

box in which the same is contained is alternately

moved backwards and forwards so as to force the

materials through the tubes towards their respec-

tive extremities, the entrance of such materials

into the tubes being alternately permitted and

prevented by the motion of the box. As the

blocks issue from the tubes they may be received

by revolving moulds divided into compartments

and mounted upon axes, and caused respectively

|j00liS Hiircibclj.

Original Designs for Wood-Carving ; with Prac-

tical Instructions in the Art. By A. F. B.

London: Lougmans, Green, & Co. 1867.

Tins handsome folio volume contains very useful

instruction for those who would acquire the

valuable art of wood-carving, the attainment of

which in a greater or less degree is within the

reach of most persons. The writer keeps the

whole process under three heads : Ist. Preparing

the block ;
2nd. Blocking out the work ;

and 3rd.

VARIORUM.

TENTS CONNECTED WITH BUILDING.

i4.ppar.\tus tor Mixijjg, Pressing,

ttjLDiNG Coal and oilier Substances toe

1 Formation of Artificial Fuel, and

riDiNG THE Same into Blocks. — D.

eker. Dated 17th January, 1867. — The

y of this machine is a rectangular recep-

le 'placed upon a bed-plate, a vertical shaft

lunted in suitable bearings being placed

che centre thereof. The upper portion of the

„fb is furnished with blades or knives affixed

;reto at convenient distances from each other;

i to the lower end thereof is attached eccen-

lally a circular disc so as to revolve therewith,

hereinafter mentioned. The disc is placed in

) interior of a rectangular box of cast-iron or

ler snitablo material, such box fitting tbe

'srior of the lower portion of the before-

intioned receptacle, bub free to move therein,

ion the bed-plate, at each end of the main

dy of tbe machine, and extending beyond tbe

•ne, is placed a series of tubes of rectangular

ttion, such tubes being constructed of cast-iron

'of 'any other suitable material. The upper

rtioDS of such tubes which are within the

3y of the machine are open for the admission

ithe substances under treatment, as herein-

er mentioned. Above the tubes, and within

B main body of the machine, are hollow iron

lers, the faces of which have slots formed
erein, through which slots project iron points

< teeth, the same being mounted loosely on

::entric spindles in the interior of the rollers,

i such manner that they shall project the

quired distances from the faces of the rollers

iring the revolution thereof. The rollers form-

(;
each pair revolve in contrary directions, so

; to draw down between them, by means of

eir motion and of the points or teeth, the sub-

unces under treatment. The substances to be

ibmitted to the operation of the machine

Lying been, if necessary, prepared in a pug-

1.1], or in any other suitable manner, are con-

iyed by means of endless bands, or in any other

mvenient mode, and introduced at each end of

e machine on either side of the central shaft.

)3on tbe central shaft being caused to revolve

he revolution of which, together with that of

e before-mentioned rollers, is effected by
laans of wheels and gearing actuated by any
dtable motive power, as well understood), the

aterials introduced into the machine are sub-

cted to the action of the knives or blades, and

to revolve thrOTgh the required dietunoes by
[

Monldiog and fimehing, it
;
and gives good m-

rode connected with the moving box. Upon the !
stmotion on all. The designs aro ‘"“‘7 ™

boi issuing from the tubes and being received by
j

number, partly from nature (folia 6 and fruit),

tbe mouldi, the latter are caused partially to re-
,
and partly geometrical. We must confine our

volve by tbe operation of the connecting rods, praises to tbo former,

whereby the blocks are brought into such a

position that they can receive additional pressure

or impressment from any suitable apparatus

which it may be considered desirable to use in

conjunotion with this invention; or, instead of

using revolving moulds, the blocks may be sub-

jected to additional pressure or impressment

upon issuing from tbe moulds in the manner

usually practised in similar operations. The

like process takes place alternately at either end

of the machine with the motion of the box.

Apparatus for Preventing Down-draught

IN Chimneys. C. Wenner.—Dated 19th Feb-

ruary, 1867.—This invention consists in the use

and application of a curved hood or cowl, into

which the upper portion of the chimney-pot or

funnel is made to project, such hood or cowl

being open at tbe exit end and turning with the

wind on a vertical shaft, and has an opening in

the back or long curve of a smaller sectional

area than the area of tbe exit eud of the cowl,

and into this back opening a horizontal funnel or

conical tube is fitted in order to catch the wind.

By this arrangement the air passes from the

small opening in the back of the hood or cowl

over the top of, and at right angles to, the chim-

ney or air shaft through the said hood or cowl of

larger sectional area, expanding at the same

time, and causing a great upward draught in

the chimney or ventilating shaft. To prevent

any back current the hood or cowl is made of

Buflicient length to allow the current of air

which issues from the small opening in the shape

of a cone to touch the sides of the cowl before

passing into the open air, so that no air current

can enter through the front opening.

Floors and Roofs of Houses, &c. H. T. D.

Scott.—Dated 19th February, 1867.—The object

of this invention is to construct fireproof floors

and roofs of houses and other buildings in con-

crete in a more economical manner than has

heretofore been accomplished. The patentee pro-

poses to dispense with the use of the ordinary

joists, and to make use of wrought iron tie-rods

extending from wall to wall (or when the space

to be covered is of large extent or span from

girder to girder), placed at intervals of 10 ft. or

20 ft. apart to assist in carrying the weight of

the concrete, the thickness of which will increase

with the increase in width of the span to bo

covered. These girders will form part of tbe

main supports of tbe floor for large spans, while

the tie-rods will bold together the mass of con-

crete between the girders.

Apparatus to Deepen, Excavate, Scour, and

Remove the Mud, Slime, Stones, and other

foul Matters from the Beds of Rivers,

Streams, &c.—A communication.

—

E. A. Bonne-

ville. Dated 27th January, 1867.—This apparatus

consists of a wheel or cylinder bearing teeth and

iron buckets on its periphery, which serve to

deepen, excavate, scour, and remove the foul

matters at the bed of all running waters, the

axis of the said wheel being upheld by two boats

bound together and placed on each side of the

said wheel. Movable dam boards and hatches

or flood-gates are placed at the back of tbe

apparatus, in order to intercept as completely as

possible tbe current of tbe watercourse, so that

all its strength may be brought to boar on the

said dam-boards and hatches or flood-gates, and

compel tbe boats to follow more or less rapidly

tbe course of tbe stream, as may be required, by

means of moorings Which aro gradually let go.

Tbe downward motion of the boats gives rotation

to the wheel, which, in its rotation, will dig the

bed of the river or watercourse according to tbe

greater or lesser depth at which the said wheel

baa to be let down, and it removes the matters

to the upper surface of the wheel, whence they

are thrown into an overfall or conduit of the

wheel placed above the boats, which serve to

carry the said matters away._

“A Handbook ofEnglish Literature.” ByW.G.
Larkins, published by lloutledge & Sons, gives in

very small compass a general view of the authors

ofEnglishliterature.bothprose and poetry. Each

author is spoken of iu the order of the date of his

or her death, succinctly and sensibly. Passing

by opinions from which we might dissent, we

have no hesitation in saying that a careful

study of this little book, an easy task, will serve

to give to those who have neglected the know-

ledge, or not yet commenced its acquirement, a

very clear idea of the history of English litera-

tufg. Mr. Tegg has issued reprints of several

standard works, in small compact volumes,—" A
Sentimental Journey, and the History of a good

warm Watch-coat” (Sterne seems iu demand

just now) ;
“ A Tale of a Tub,” with “ Life of

Swift
;

” and “ The Life of Nelson,” by the Old

Sailor. The latter popular little volume con-

tains a facsimile of one of Nelson’s letters.

The January number of the Popular

Science Peview (Hardwicke) contains a very

interesting paper by Dr. Maxwell Masters, on

“ Sensitive Plants,” with illustrations, and a

chapter by Mr. Robert Hunt on ” The Science

of a Snow-Flake,” also illustrated. “ Spider

Nests ” are illustrated in the new number of

Hardwicke’s “ Science Gossip,” and Dr. Lincecum

gives some information concerning the “ Agri-

cultural Ant of Texas.” In the course of the

observations it is stated that these ants sow the

seeds of a grain-bearing grass (Aristida stricta)

weed and preserve it, and at tbe proper time

gather the seeds and carry them to tbe granary :

something more than instinct this. "The re-

issue of “ Casaoll’s Popular Educator,” in parts,

deserves notice. It treats continuously and in a

good manner of all sorts of subjects, astronomy,

botany, drawing, English, mechanics, and fifty

others. We can recommend it strongly. The

January number of Cosst^Il's Magazine is full of

entertaining reading, with illustrative engrav-

jnga. Echoes from the Clubs become louder

and more entertaining, and withal may now be

enjoyed for less money than at first.

Iffisctltaiita:.

Sackville-street, Piccadilly.—With refer-

ence to some notes of Sackville-street, recently

given in our pages, a correspondent points out

that there is not a lamp-post in the street. The

lamps are all suspended upon iron brackets, in

the fashion so prevalent in the days of oil, before

the age of gas. The remark is quite correct.

New Pulpits.—The new carved pulpit at

Christ Church, Bath, which has been designed

by Mr. J. Elkington Gill, is Early English in

character. The body is circular in form and

stands upon an oak pedestal. Below the cap

mouldings are nine 'trefoil-headed openings,

exclusive of the entrance, with carved columns,

at the foot of which there are eighteen panels

minutely carved iu foliage pattern. The frieze

mouldings are descriptive of foliage. Messrs.

Brown, of Frome, were the builders ;
Mr. Still-

man, of Bath, executed the carving; and the

iron and brass work was done by Mr. J. Brown,

of Frome. A new stone pulpit, with lectern

and altar-rails in iron and brass, and prayer-desk

and choir seats of oak, have just been erected in

the church of Finstock parish. The whole work

supplied by Messrs. Hardman, of Birmingham,

has been provided at the expense of Lord

Churchill and bis family connexions, as a

memorial to their mother, the Dowager Lady
Churchill.
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Wages in Kew Zealand.—A correspondent,
recently returned from New Zealand, denies the
correctness of the wages stated bv Mr. Boss, in
his recent letter to ns, from Dunedin. We have
no reason, however, to donbt the accuracy of
that gentleman, who is in practice there as an
architect.

A Painted Bedstead.—We have seen with
much pleasure a bedstead of yellow deal, made
by Edward Grimes, builder’s foreman, and with
the assistance of R. Edge, house-painter, deco-
rated in Mediieval style. The wood was first
stained clear and varnished, and then stencilled
in varions patterns culled from the Art-library
at South Kensington, of which Grimes is a fre-
quenter. The result is highly praiseworthy. The
originator of the bedstead has also invented a
cooking-stove which has a promising feature.

South London Working Men’s College. —
The principal of the college in Blackfriars-road
is Professor Hnxley, who is to deliver an
inaugural address on (this) Saturday, the 4th
inst., in the evening at 8.30. The admittance to
strangers is 6d. each, and to members ^Id. The
entrance is in Collingwood-street. The secretary
is Mr. William Rossiter. The college is intended
to offer to working men in South London an
education of a sound and efficient character on
terms within their means.

The Priory Church, Malvern.—Lately it
was discovered that something had gone wrong
about the roof over the north-east aisle, where-
upon the vicar and churchwardens instructed
the Messrs. Haddon to examine into the cause
of the apparent failure, who reported that, in
the absence of proper means of ventilating the
chamber formed between the stone groining of
the ceiling and the roof timbers, lachry-
7nans had been generated, the resnlc being dry
rot to such an extent that the whole of the npper
timbers and boarding must be taken off and re-
placed with new

; and, at the same time, the
architects recommended the construction of
ventilating flues in order to prevent a recur-
rence. This report having been anbmitted to
Mr. G. G. Scott, the architect on the former
occasion, and having received his approval, the
contract for taking off and replacing the roof
timber and the performance of the other works
mcident thereto has been made with Mr. Smart,
bunder, who will forthwith carry out tho same
under the supervision of Messrs. Haddon, Bro-
thers, architects.

The York Workhouse Chapel and Dining-
H^L. Lately Mr. J. L. Foster, one of the guar-
mans of the York Union, applied to the Board
for permission to_ undertake the decoration of tho
large room in this workhouse, which is used as a
chapel and also as a dining-hall. Leave was
given, and the funds were provided by a private
subscription. Mr. J. W. Knowles, of this city,
mural decorator, carried out the work. The
ceiling, which is divided in certain places with
beams (supported by pillars), has been coloured
a warm buff, and thrown into panels by an orna-
ment of a darker shade. The walls from the
ceiling to the window-heads is colonred the same
buff as the ceiling; from thence down to the

they are sage green, having ornamented
bands of a deep yellow and red running across
horizontally, tho intermediate spaces being filled
vrith fleur-de-lis of a darker green. On the face
of each pillar, which is coloured grey and deep
yellow alternately, is a fret in Indian red
banded by a style of sage green. A fret is also
stencilled under each beam. The seats have
also been stained and varnished.

PREPABATIONS EOE Snow.— The Board of
Works for the Westminster district (Mr. Amtz,
surveyor), has issued printed instructions for the
removal of snow in the event of its fall, a praise-
worthy step. If all the other metropolitan
Boards do the same, London will not again be
exposed to such an annoyance in this direction
as once befell it. We have not heard the result
of tho offer of premiums by the Metropolitan
Board of Works for the best method of getting
rid of snow from the streets. Some time ago
we described an invention having this end in
view, wherein a jet of steam was the means
employed.

South Kensington Museum.—In the wi
ending December 28th, 1867, the visitors w^
17,490 in number.

Royal Literary Fund.—We understand th
the Right Hon. B. Disraeli, Chancellor of t
Exchequer, will preside at the next anniversa
dinner of this corporation.

A Npr North London Synagogue.—The
foundation-stone of a new synagogne has been
laid in Thornhill-road, N.W. The building will
be in the Italian style, and is divided into three
bays, and has an octagonally-coffered ceiling.
It has a largo gallery round three sides of the
interior. The dimensions of the synagogue
proper are 65 ft. by 45 ft. wide, by 35 ft. high.
In tho basement is situated a house for the
beadle’s residence. The accommodation in the
synagogue will be for 700 persons. The cost, it
IS anticipated, will be about 5,000i. The archi-
tect is Mr. H. H. Collins. The stone was laid
by Baron Ferdinand de Rothschild.

The Copper Trade.—Messrs. Vivian, Youngi
& Bond (Dec. 27) write;—Business in Ws
Coast prodnee has been confined to about 21
tons bars, which were taken at 68k in Liverpoi
at which price there were no longer buyers.

Bi^'HTLL.FrELDS Burul-ground. — On N«
Year’s-day, Bunhill- fields Burial-ground fi
into the possession of the corporation, by j

Act of last session. The corporation will ;

once set about planting the ground, laying o'
walks, &c., and preserving the tombstones. T1
ground will then be thrown open to the publi
under proper regulations.

Galvanised Iron Cisterns.—Recent expei
ments conducted by the French Governme:
show that the water-tanks on board a sh
should be coated inside with tin, and not wii
galvanized iron, as at present. It was disc
vered that the water, under certain various ca
ditione, dissolved the zinc off the iron, ar
rendered it injurious to health.

^orl^sbopB at the Derby station
ot the Midland Railway have been burnt, and
property valued at several thousand pounds de-
stroyed. The cause of the fire is nnknown.
The NewcastlefihronicU takes the town Council to
task for its obduracy, indifference, and inactivitym the question of grappling with fires. “ The
whole town,” says the Chronicle, “is at the
mercy of the Water Company. Having few
o^er means at hand to grapple with a fire other
than those which the Water Company supplies,
everything of course depends, in case of an acci-
dent of this kind, on the quantity of water iu
the mams. In the instance of the Quayside fire,

lorce was only sufficient to supply a single
hose. It is simply ridicnlons, however, to com-
plain of want of water when tho Tyne itself was
flowing within lOO yards of the bnming build-
mgs. How did it happen that that magnificent
supply could not bo need till some hours after
the fire bad been in fall play ? The simple fact
is, that this wealthy and populous town of New-
castle IS not famished with proper means for
extinguishing fires. Fire-engines and fire-bri-
gades are elsewhere held to be necessary insti-
tutions in a town. Here, however, we seem to
think they are not worth our attention. Is it
creditable to Newcastle that it should not itself
possess the means of meeting its own emergen-
cnos ? All that is wanted is that the Council
Shull vote a few hundred pounds for the esta-
blishment of a volunteer fire-brigade.”

Explosion of a Powder-mill at Faversham.
Eleven persons have been killed by an explosion
at Messrs. Hall & Sons’ Powder-mill, Faversham.
The exploded buildings were the press-house,
the coming-house, and the powder-house, the
roofs of which were blown high into the air.
Walla 9 ft. in thickness were blown down, elm
trees in the surrounding fields torn up by the
roots, and dykes emptied of water. The sight
was a most sickening one as the remains of the
poor fellows were collected. The cause is be-
lieved to have been accidental, notwithstanding
rumonra that the Fenian conspirators had done
it. These wretches must be glorying in the
panic that attributes alt sorts of accidents to
their devilry, which seems to have no intelligible
purpose but the production of jnst such a
panic.

A Cube for Neuralgic Head-aches, Face-
aches, AND Tooth- or Jaw-aches.-Sir : About
ten years since I was laid np with an excru-
ciating neuralgic headache, which seemed to
encircle the ear of that side of the head alone
affected. The idea that the headache had
something to do with the ear as a centre
occurred to me, although, in the ear itself,
there was no pain. I had a little almond-oil,
and also spirits, dropped into the ear, but
without any good effect; when the thonght sng-
gested itself that perhaps a little of the
anesthmtic ether (not the nitric) might do good,
by deadening the nervous pain. I had some
drops of rectified snlpbnric other, therefore, put
into the ear; and, in the course of half an hour,
my headache was entirely gone. I have since
found, both from my own Occasional experience,
and that of others, that ether, so applied, is in
nearly all cases an eftectnal cure of these very
painful head-aches, face-aches, jaw-aches, and
tDOth-aches, which are commonly known as
neuralgic and rheumatic. If a very severe case,
two or three days may elapse, during which the
pain may be apt to recur, especially from new
and. even slight exposure to draughts; but re-
peated application of half a dozen drops, or less
of ether, at a time, seems certain to subdue the
most violent attack, sometimes in a very few
minutes. A drop or two of almond or olive oil
afterwards put into the ear, I have thonght]
tended to protect from a new attack. As the
ether sometimes gives pain in the ear for a
moment while being applied, a single drop
should, first of all, be carefully put in, and then
more, ms the case will allow; but I have never
suffered the least b.ad effect, either in my hear-
ing or otherwise, from the use of ether in
this way, nor have 1 heard of any from others
who have tried it. at my recommendation.
J. E. Dove.

Distress in London.—At the suggestion
Miss Burdett Coutts, an association has be^
formed for behoof of those snffering in t
Eastern district, based on the wholesome id'
that wages paid for work done are more welcoc
and really useful to the poor than gifts in ebarit
Men of various persuasions have met on a coi
mon ground to perform a public service

;
an

with the unanimous vote of the Dissenters, tl

chosen president is the Bishop of London. Ti
work proposed is exactly that moat needed
the Bethnal-green parishes—the cleansing of tl
streets, alleys, and courts, and the making or r
pairing of roads. The labour performed will I

supplementary, and in excess of the ordinal
proceedings under the local boards. Money wi
be needed. Mias Bnrdett Coutts has undertake
to pay the wages of two hundred and fifty pe;
sons for six months, at eighteenpenoe a day

;
ah

has guaranteed the rent of ground required fc
stone-breaking,—employment snited to dock U
bonrers,—and has contributed 300k towards th
road-making fund.

The Restoration op Banbury Church.—,
a meeting of the members of the Royal Arch:
ological Institute, held on the 7th Deceaibi
Mr. Octavius Morgan, F.S.A., vice-president,
the chair, the Rev. W. Lowe, M.A., vicar
Bunbnry, Cheshire, communicated an account
the church theVe, now in course of repair, and
interesting objects found in the progress of t
works. Surrounding the chapel of the Calvelej
in tho north aisle, and of the Spurstowa,
Spurstow Hall, in tho south aisle, were elat
rately executed and painted screens, formed
oak. A large number of the panels, tracery, ai

other parts of these screens, were exhibited 1

Mr. Lowe. The paintings were remarkable f

the force and brightness of the colours used, b
the execution is somewhat coarse, and was nio
probably provincial workmanship. Remains
painting in distemper bad been found on tl

walls, probably a St. Christopher and an alta
piece, apparently representing the Resurrectic
of oar Savionr, with attending saints,
painted on a red back-ground powdered wil
white stars, and edged with black.

TENDERS.
For the creefioa of a theatre and pohlichouBi

Croydon. Mr. T. T. Smitb, architect:

—

HiUAKeddeU
Ennor
King & SoQt
Hazel!
Manley & Rogers
Tongue
Chappell
Dover
Sawyer
Brachcr & Son
Fnln:
Kelling
Munday J: Hutchinson

,

..£3,767 0

.. 3,085 0

.. 3.6)0 0

.. 3,-170 0

.. 3,378 0
3.257 0

.. 3,265 0

.. 3,207 0

.. 3,012 (V

.. 2,853

.. 2,7<9

0 0

For new residence and appurtenances at Great I

hamstead, Herts, for Mr. Frederick I'utter. Mr. F
rick Gotto, architect

Chappell

Cook .

Nash & Matthews

£ 1 ,86'* 0 0
.. 1,031 17 8
.. 1.516 10 0
.. 1,488 U 0
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English Artisans

on the

Paris Exhibition.

VERY remarkable book
baa been pabliahed

; a
book likely, if we mis-
take not, to effect a
considerable amount of

good.* It will be re-

membered that the
Society of Arts raised a
subscription with the
view of Bending to

Paris a certain number
of selected workmen
each of whom on his

return, was to make a
report of what he had
observed during his

stay, in reference to

'

the special industry in

which he was engaged.

H.R.H. the Prince of
Wales aided, and the Privy Council Committee
on Education, offered 5001. towards the inten-

tion, provided that .the Society raised at least

the same amount by voluntary subscriptions.

The sum subscribed amounted to 1,0391.

19a. 6d., which enabled the council to assist

upwards of eighty skilled workmen, represent-
ing the principal industries of the country, to

visit Pai'is, and to examine the quality and cost
of the work executed in their respective trades
by the beat workmen of foreign countries.
The council received valuable co-operation

from the Chamber of Commerce in Birmingham,
who subscribed to the fund and recommended
twenty.five workmen and foremen to represent
the various branches of trade carried on in that
district. The visit of the workmen from Bir-
mingham was organised by a local committee,
who received valuable aid from Mr. W. C. Aitken.
The various reports sent in, edited by Mr.
Charles Critchett, the assistant-secretary of the
Society of Arts, are now before us. All such
forms of expression as, though not strictly in
accordance with grammatical rules, appeared to
convey more forcibly than any other the writer’s
meaning, were retained, and only such literal and
grammatical corrections (with a few trifling omis-
sions) have been made, we are told, as were
absolutely essential. The reports bearing upon
cognate branches of industry have been generally
kept together. We give a list of all the
writers, to mark our opinion of the credit they
have done themselves and their class.

The reports, fifty-three in number, by artisans
from London, Sheffield, Coventry, Bradford,
Newcastle-under-Lyne, &c., are,

Cabinet-making
Ceramic decoration
Sawa aud tools
Cutlery
Chair-making
Glass-painting
Wood- carving

Cabinet-work
Wood-cutting machinery

The Ribbon trade,..*

Ribbon-weaving

Charles Alfred Hooper.
Aaron Green.
William Bramhall
John Wilson.
Benjamin Lucrafl.
Francis Eirchhoff.
James Mackie.
B. Baker.
Thomas Jacob,
William Walker.
Thomas J. Wilkie.
L. 8. Booth.
Joseph Gutteridge.

* Reports of Artisans, selected by a Committee e
pointed by the Council of the Society of Arts to visit t
Paris Universal Exhibition, 1867. London - Belli Dale

Lace Edward Smith, Joseph Bird,
and George Dexter.

Hosiery George Koadall and George
Cannt.

Pottery William Beardmore.
Tiles and Pavements Samuel Cooper.
Terra-cotta Michael Angelo Pulham.
Pottery and porcelain, with
some notes on iron manu-
facture John Randall.

Bricklaying George Howell.
John Jeliery.

Plasterers’ work C. Bartlett.
Carpenters’ undjoinera’ work T. W. Hughes and John D.

Prior.
Joiners’ work
Masonry, Ac- .

Coach-making
Ship-building
Mining and metallurgy

.

Silver-work.

Alexander Kay.
George Broughton’ Forbes
and John McEwen.

Thomas Connolly.
Thomas Magrath,
E. F. Mondy.
Francis Oats.
P. A. Rasmussen,
George Page.
R. E. Barrett.
William Letheren.

Silver chasing
Hammered iron
Ornamental wrought iron-

work...... T. Winstanley.
Ivory-carving Joseph Bentley.
Engraving Q. Berry.
Die - sinking especially
adapted to silversmiths
and other metal trades ... William Elliott.

Watch-making John Gregory and James
Stringer.

TheHorologicalDepartmont Hermann F. Jung.
State of the watch trade George Cook.
Tailors' wni-V BTailors' work
Book-binding
Leather-work...
The manufacture of caout-
chouc ...

Figured shawls

R. Sinclair.

Louts Genth.
Walter Blunt.

William Bourne.
Samuel Boast and John
Appleton.

Machinery for worsted
fabrics John French.

Worsted yarns and textile

George Spencer.
Worsted and mixed textile
fabrics Daniel Illingworth.

French horticulture George Stanton.
Mechanical engineering John Evans.

>» ,1 William Learmouth.
Ine condition and habits of
the French working classes
(special report) Robert Coningsby.

» y> Richard Whiteing.

The reports, twenty-nine in number, by artisans
from Birmingham, are,

—

have “ grown into shape and form.” In the work-
shopsof London they haveforemen and overlookers
who wear fine cloth, and decorate their persons

with jewelry, and to whom they are expected
to look up as to some one very superior. In
Paris the foreman appeared in the same garb as

the men—the bine blouse common to both

;

each one treated the other with proper respect,

as became the office he fulfilled; you were not

disgusted with either the pride of the one or the

degrading servility of the other
; each man knew

his place and kept it. Oh! I many times while

in Paris blushed for my countrymen !
” He

often asked himself, “ Where are the Paris

roughs ? ” Everybody was not only smooth, but
highly polished. In Paris the man in his blouse

conld sit and enjoy the society of the upper
class in a grand ca/J; bnt he is not at all sur-

prised that it is not so in England, because
there are people in his own trade with whom
he finds it impossible to associate out of the

shop
;
how much more were they separated from

the educated and refined. “ The great fault

must be in the training of the people.” To him
the life of a Parisian workman appeared to be
all happiness. And then every one behaved to

him so well.

The question naturally arose, what is the cause

of this marked difference between us and them ?

and his reply is, we want in our country a
system of “ national education,” free from all

sectarianism, and entirely secular, leaving every
one to exercise bis ownjudgment in religion, and
to worship God according to his own conscience.

Let us have free access, Sundays and week-days,

to all the national institutions. Let there

be no restraint on rational, healthful, innocent
recreation, and let us have this always en-

couraged. Let Government restrictions be put

Introductory Report Mr. VT. C. Aitken.
Gas.flttings aud chandeliers James Taylor
Plumbers' brass Ibunory ... Thomas Bayley.
Cabinet brass foundry, Ac. . William Gorman.
General brass foundry Henry Drv.
Church bells JamesAnsell.

,

Tubes m all metals John Fisher.
Saddlery, Ac John Clay.
Leather, harness, saddlery,
whips, portmanteaus, Ac. Frederick Thompson.

Jewelry, with diamonds and
precious stones W. G. Deeley

Jewelry ami gilt toys James Plampin.
Buttons Thomas .Tohnsou.

'» S. W. Richards.

Q. Williara Bridgee.
Steel pens j. l. Petit.
bmaUarms, Ac Charles Hibbs.
Papier-miicbd David Sarjeant.
Japanning in general Thomas Archer.
Needles aud lish-hooks William Guise.
Sheet and plate glass Richard Pearsall.
Table aud tancy glass Thomas C. Barnes.

>. W. T. Swene.
-•

. , .
>» T. J. Wilkinson.

Die-smking Charles Wra. Moore.
Electro-plate Henry J. Fellows
Tin-plate working Edwin Poole.
Labout-Baviug machines ... Henry Fowler.
Railway carriage and wagon

building Benjamin Whitehouse.
Design Frank J. Jackson.

It is scarcely necessary to say that some of
the writers, when they make comparisons, do so
without full knowledge of both sides,—several of
them of either side. A large amount of com-
mon sense, however, is shown by the great
majority, and what they have said should set

many of their fellow-workmen thinking. The
writer of the report that stands first, C. A.
Hooper, goes into raptures with all he sees and
finds every comparison very disadvantageous to

his countrymen, of whom he has, seemingly,
but a poor opinion. On the road, when in

Paris, he meets a van full of joyous workmen in

blouses,

—

French songs
; the van is hung round

with Chinese lanterns
; they are going home, sober and

happy, from some excursion. 1 think for the moment of
a similar scene in London

;
had they gone through Hol-

bp-n in this same manner, hundreds of boys would have
followed and roared and shouted, and would have smashed
every lantern on the van

;
here the people simply looked

and smiled as they passed. Again, I thought of a party of
British workmen returning from a bean-feast, as I have
often seen them, roaring drunk, swearing, and bawling
and stopping at every ‘public’ to drink, and ‘ drive duU
care away.’

"

The carving seems to him wonderful ; it must

upon, and strongly enforced against, every thing

and every place of a vicious, low, or degrading
nature.

The next writer,Aaron Green (Ceramic Decora-
tions), takes a cooler and deeper view, as do the

majority of those who follow. Mr. Green, with
due admiration of what is done in Paris in hia

department, maintains the excellence of the

English works, and denies the truth of the

assertion that has been made that “the best

specimens exhibited by English manufacturers

are painted by French and even German work-
men” : and that in “ elegance of outline and
delicacy of tint these artists excel all rivals.”

“ Is it true that our artistic deficiencies are really so
great? My answer is, no. And in corroboration ol my
opinion, I beg to refer to remarks made by J. C. Horsley,
R.A., who, in his report, published in the Illustrated
London Hexes of August 17th, saj'S ‘ In porcelain paint-
ing there is nothing better than the works of Alien,
Mitchell, and Simpson, artists employed by Minton.'
Now, these are all of them Staffordshire men, born within
three or four miles of the manufactory where they are
now employed. Another witness to l^s fact is found in
Leon Arnoux, esq., himself a Frenchman, and-one who
knows more than any living man of wliat Minton's work-
men are capable. ‘VV'hat Uoes he say ? Why, I find in bis
report published in the Illustrated London Hexes of
September lith, the following, when speaking of Minton’s
productions:—‘But the best things in their glass cases
are the many vases of soft porcelain with figure paintings.
The largest pair, in bleu-de-roi, representing the toilet and
birth of Veuus, are from original paintings by Francois
Boucher; they exceed in size all other vases producea in
the soft material; they have been very successfully painted
by Messrs. AUen and Mitchell, the same artists who have
executed the painting on an Italian pair of vases decorated
with a frieze of young Cupids playing in a picturesque
landscape,"

William Bramhall, speaking of saws and tools,

thinks England is still in advance of France,
Belginm, and Germany for the highest excellence

in the perfection of model and of a cutting edge
in saws and tools (without regard to their price),

principally owing to the finer quality of the steel

and greater care in their grinding, having
greater natural advantages for superior grinding

and facilities for power. The same does nob
apply to American tools, however, axes more
especially, which for exactitude and finish have
the appearance of being die-struck, so uniform
are they in every respect. They are models of
their kind, and show the grit of the Old Country
m their formation, minus the prejudices that
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cling to ns, and having a freer scope for indivi-

dual exertion.

One peculiarity in Paris he finds ia the

giving of a share of the profits to all

employed, — to those who oondnct them-
selves properly and respectfully to their fellow-

workmen as well as t-j their employers. Another
is the development of “ speciality,” or a

gift for a particular kind of work. A man or

boy is encouraged to express his likings or

dislikings for his employment; and it is no rule

that because his father was a chimney-sweeper
he must through life pursue the same vocation.

“ If he has the ability to command an army
there is a place for him in prospect. One of the

leading French generals is of humble origin.

Worthy sons of labour, who strive for progress,

are recognised, honoured, decorated, and pen-

sioned.”

He finds the general domestic condition of

the French ouvrier greatly inferior to that of

the British workman. If we speak of him with

regard to his family comforts, adjudged by the

English standard, “home he has none.” There
is not a word in the French language which can

express the idea of an English homo, for the best

of reasons—the idea has never been conceived.

“We hare said of the ourrirr, 'home he haa noue;’
but he has a French home, which ia eight stories high,—as

on Boulevard Eichard Lenoir and numerous other places,

—is 8 ft. square, and he pays eight francs perfortnigbt fur

the accommodation, and must carry his muddy water,—
which be has previously bought,—and all be needs, to his

sky. high chamber, ana must bring all bis refuse down
from that elevstion

;
and he is in good quarters when he ia

thus located. He has a little bed that turns up, and a
little table that lets down, which must be done alternately

each night and niorning in order to make room. He haa
a couple of sroall chairs, as many basins, plates, knives,

forks, and table-spoons; a pot dyVa, a tree plsnted in a
tasty pot if possible, and a bird in a cope, nearly comprise
his household goods. One suit of clntbes, with blue
cotton overalls, and a change of under-linen, constitutes

his wardrobe (he is substituting leather shoes for wooden
sabots)

; he has a perforated tree-pot for astove, and with
this, with a basinful of charcoal and charcoal dust, whose
fumes are poisonous, he must cook his Christmas dinner;
and bis condition is improved, for are there not lavoirs, or
washing-housea, where bis wife can wash for the public, if

she does not work at anything else ?"

Instead of envying them, he has to report

upon the inferior condition of our Continental

fellow-labourers, with deep thaukfulneBS that
“ we are not as other men are.”

Benjamin Lucraft, writing of ebairmaking,
arrives at the conclusion that, with the

single exception of France, but little or no pro-

gress has been made since the Exhibition of

1862. As to Great Britain, without the least

doubt or hesitation, yet with the most profound
regret, he says, our defeat is as ignominious, and,

he fears, disastrous, as it is possible to conceive.

He feels that the art-workman of Prance has a
great advantage over those in England. In
Paris they are surrounded by works of that
kind which none but the most obtuse can long

remain uninfluenced by. Their mnsenms and
palaces are central, and most numerous; their

decorations and furniture are of the highest
order, and nearly always open to the people.

“ Do onr aspiriug artists take up (heir abode in Rome
on account of tha climate ? Rot a bit of it ; there they
are surrounded by works they veLerate and love, and their
very nature gets "impregiiated with them. But I do not
want London knocked to pieces to make a city of palaces,
that the people may acquire a taste for things lovely to
the eye

;
still, something roost be done, or the working

classes of this country will be grievously wronged, and
the whole nation suffer.”

He would have the conncil of the Society of

Arts use its influence with her Majesty’s Govern-
ment for the establishment of local museums of

art-manufacture, with lecture-halls, libraries,

and other necessary adjuncts and appliances for

the use and instruction of ihe people, and open
at such hours as would suit their convenience
and opportunities for going, which, as a matter
of course, is in the evening, when lectures by
competent men would be largely attended.
Many of the other reporters dwell on the de-

sirability of establishing museums and lectures,

for which we have ourselves called for years.

Nevertheless, we must say that, besides the
museums and means of study, we want, on the
part of workmen, a determination to use them.
They do not at present avail themselves of the
opportunities the schools of art, and such collec-

tions as the Archiceotural iluseum, afford, to the
extent they sbonld,

Mr. Lucraft inquired particularly into the
apprenticeship system. Seeing some lads at

work with the men in a carver’s shop, he went
to the bench of one about fourteen : he was
carving a chair-back of a Mediaeval pattern from
a working drawing : it was nearly finished, and
well carved. Finding, from inquiry, that he had

done the whole himself, he expressed his sur-

prise that one so young was found capable of

carving so well
;
and was informed that boys at

school were specially prepared for the trade they
fancy, or that their friends have decided upon
for them

;
so that a boy about to be apprenticed

to learn carving, is instructed in ornamental
drawing, modelliog, and designing. Three or

three years and a half is the longest time they
serve. It would be a good law, he thinks, for

this country, that prohibited the binding of any
one for more than four years

;
our young men of

seventeen or eighteen would then be better in-

structed than they are now at twenty-one ;—not

simply by binding them only for four years, let

us interpolate.

Francis Kircbhoff, as to glass-painting, is of

opinion that the French work, when compared
with the English, shows a greater diversity of

design in construction, and more freedom and
grace in the drawing of the ornament

;
but that,

in excellence of colour and pleasing harmony,
the English glass is much sirperior.

James Mackie, after giving an account, ac-

cording to his light, of the wood carvings in the

Exhibition, speaks of the art-education of the

carver, and sees that the inquiry proposed

occupies too large a field for one whose personal

observation and experience are confined to

England and a short stay in France, and there-

fore that he must look solely to those countries

—

France in particular deserving our best attention.

The people of France are in the midst of

glorious monuments of grandeur and beauty

bequeathed to them by their forefathers. The
people appreciate them, and indnstrionsly and
intelligently continue to build up and still

farther beautify the great edifice of art. The
architectnre of Paris is a great school, and the

student who enters daily receives valuable in-

strnction. It would seem almost impossible,

he thinks, to be in the midst of so many ex-

amples and not grow np imbued with a love for,

and also instructed in, the art of carving. Fine
and well-carved oak doors are to be seen of a
character we never see publicly exposed in

England. The stone carving ia good and well

finished
;
and by the circumstance of its thus

being side by side with the wood, the quality of

the latter must, he maintains, be greatly and
beneficially influenced.

He visited the £!cole Impdriale Spifeiale pov/r

I’Application des Beaux Arts A I'Industrie. On
that occasion there was an exhibition of the

works of the students, and the number and
variety were considerable and interesting. These
studies were little more than good sketches in

clay, but it was evident that the students were
learning a most usefnl lesson, that would stand
them in good service when they went forth into

the world. It seemed abundantly clear that

the system pursued was simple and rapid, and
that the teaching and practice produced valuable

results. “It seems to have great vitality, never

being without deep and varied interest to the

students, features that should distinguish every
school, and without which they will assuredly

fail in accomplishing the objects songht to be
attained. This system of being content with

good sketching in all branches of instruction in

art seems to be the life and sonl of art as applied

to manufactures
;
good sketching is acquired,

and as few will require to gain a subsistence by
making finished pictures, a valuable and
sufficient power is gained that is always in

great request and is never lost.”

If a workman desire to study animal and
vegetable life in connexion with his art, the en-

trances of the Jardin des Plantes are free to him
and the public at all times. This is a great

advantage. Galleries being open on a Sunday,
he considers, must have considerable inflaence

on the taste.

From what could be gathered, piece-work
seems to be the prevailing system, and by the

workmen is preferred to journey-work, or pay-
ment by the hour or day. In the piece-work
system there is a liberty that is very precious to

Frenchmen. However valuable machinery may
be, onr French brethren consider that their

faculties are such as to make them very different

things to a mere tool, or a convenient piece of

mechanism.
Much of the inferior work in Paris is badly

paid for, and the pay is said to be less than is

given in England for a similar class of work;
but the good average workman, and particularly

the superior workman, is paid in accordance with
a scale of remnneration that is much higher than
that which prevails amongst ns. “ A franc an
hour, and sometimes more, is a very general

prioe, whilst piece-work is much more remunera-

tive.”

“Tosumnp, itiaaMerted byEnglishmen well Mqnainted
with the Paris workshops, and also by French workmen,
that our system requires great alterations, aud, among
other things, piece-work, where praetieahle, should be
substituted for journey-work, paying more liberally,—not

adhering to a level scale of remuneration, which is alike

assented to by both employers and workmen, amongst
us,—letting each gain that which bia unfettered hands will

obtain. Not till then will our work be characterised by
anything but dearness and mediocrity. To keep down
energy by insuflScient remuneration, is to establish a class

of doO workmen, who will never ^ve us good art. To
insist upon long hours of labour, with no leisure or holi-

days, will not give facilities for study, or enable the work-
man to enlarge his store of knowledge, or give him that

interest and pleasure in his labour without which no great

success can be expected.”

With regard to the asaociationa of the work-
men, he conld learn but one or two facta. The
carvers are associated together, numbering
several hundreds. The members consist of

workers in both wood and stone, but principally

wood, and also modellers. Their objects are to

promote the exchange of friendly sentiments,

furnish trade information to each other, and
especially to the unemployed. They have also

taken in band the subject of wages. Having
found that some of the Paris shops were paying
a very low rate of remuneration, it was deter-

mined to ask for an increase of 20 per cent.

;

and the demand was acceded to in each case.

He feels that the education of the workman is

of primary importance. Our schools have ren-

dered valuable service, and much of onr progress

ia traceable to their influence; bat they are

capable of doing more, if only a new life be in-

fused into them. Our great buildings are full of

excellent examples, which deserve to be more
studied than they are. In onr museums and
gaUeries there are splendid examples of art

that, if studied, would work wonderful changes
in our taste and power. He knew that they

were not esteemed as they should be, and also

that they were not so accessible as they should

be. “Establish more museums of industrial

art, be they ever so small, and let them be open

at convenient hours and days for the artisan

class. Let the architects look to the carving

that is being done in our new London, for much
of it is a scandal and a disgrace to onr taste,

and its effects upon the carver’s education are

most damaging. Something better is demanded.
If we are to have any art in onr streets, pray

let it be good and instructive.” Let our system
of instruction and practice at our schools be
simple, inviting, and interesting; not dull, re-

pulsive, and crushing, as it certainly has been to

many. We have the stuff amongst ns,—let it

be cared for in a largo and liberal spirit, and it

will be strange indeed if the England of the

future does not see something more worthy of

her great name.
R. Baker, on Wood-carving, writes very well.

Take a specimen :

—

“Id comparison with the French, the English carvinp

is tame and spiritless
;
the French workman seems imbued

with a true love of his art, and executes it with a warmth
of feeling which gives it life and sentiment, and this rives

his work its snperiority. If we examine atientivwy a
portion of French work, we find the main object of the

carver is to gi^® his work spirit and expression. Tske a
rose, for instance : it expresses all the characteristics of a
rose

;
the form, the life, and even the colour is there sub-

stituted; and yet it is not the exact copy of the form of a
rose, for if it was, it would look poor and lifeless, but it

looks rich and full of life, and this is done with compara-
tively little labour. The carver roust understand and feel

the true spirit of the object he is carving, otherwise he
may bestow much labour, and display much skill and
cleverness in tooling, bnt his work w^l still be deficient ia

that which is essential lo its artistic merit; not that there

is a total absence of this artistic feeling in the English

work, but they seem to have studied cutting their work
sharp and clean, in preference to anything else. As a

whole, the English carving is equal, and, perhaps, supe-
rior to any of their previous exhibitions. Their progress
is seen not so much in what is actually exhibited, as in

the almost entire absence of decidedly bad work. There
is scarcely any of those tame and laborious imitations of
ualure which usually abound in our exhibitions; this

indicates improvement in taste.”

Their workshops are conducted in a manner
which allows the greatest individnal freedom ;

by conversation, and the mutual exchanging of

thoughts and ideas, the workshops become an im-

portant source ofinformation and instruction
;
but

the most important difference, he says, between
the French and English workmen is, in Paris they

are paid according to their abilities ; in London
wages are nearly uniform [notwithstanding what
Mr. Roddis said in our pages] : one encourages

a man to become proficient, the other is dis-

couraging, because he has no hopes of being

rewarded for his perseverance. “ As soon as a

French workman shows signs of special abilities

he is patronized and encouraged, and by work-

ing in accordance with hie inclinations, he con-
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tinually gains experience, and ultimately arrives
at great perfection. In England we have no
sncii special patronage, but spend the best part
of our time in executing work repugnant to our
feelings.”

The writer makes the odd observation that
‘'our architects leave the embellishment of our
cities too much in the hands of the builders, who
are not notorious for their refined taste. I think
this is the root of our inferiority.” He ought to
know better than to suppose that the architects
have any control in the matter.
Thomas Jacob, who reports on cabinet work,

thinks a person who has once seen Paris, walked
through the main thoroughfares, and visited the
public buildings and churches, must feel quite
contented to be beaten by a people for whom
their Government has done, and is still doing,
everything possible for their artistic improve-
ment, and whose wish it seems to be that every
building shall be not merely just sufficient for
the purpose it is intended to serve, but, in the
true sense of the word, a monument, erected and
decorated without any apparent regard to cost;
the material which is principally used (a white
stone) having the double advantage of being
quite soft, and almost as easily worked as a Bath
brick when new, and of becoming as hard as a
rook after being some time exposed to the atmo-
sphere. A Parisian, he thinks, may very pro-
perly be considered to ” live in a school of art

5and a taste for the beautiful is so diffused
amongst the people (a natural consequence),
that scarcely anything is attempted that does
not exhibit considerable taste. Besides the ad-
vantage of being continually in view of these fine
buildings and monuments, they have several
splendid museums, in which all who are disposed
cun study, at almost any hour convenient to
themselves, particularly on Sundays.
He thinks an excellent method of raising the

character of the English workman as a mechanic
or an artistic workman would be something of
this sort :— ®

Whenever a boy leaves school, let him be furnished
i.h a certiuoate, stating the progress he has made inlearning while at school (as is done in a few schools at the

pi esent time)
; and if he is apprenticed to any trade lethim be encouraged to bring to the school, periodically,—

6uy twice a jear -specimens of his work, or a note frimhis foreman, ststing what progress he
uaelolness. Here would be

him

Women get Is. 3d. per day of 10 honrs
; boys

according to their abilities. He learns that
there are about 500 hands employed in pottery
and terra-cotta works in Paris, numbering about
55 or 60 5 there are about 420 men, 40 women,
10 lads

;
only four manufacturers have steam-

engines to mix and grind their stuff. About 350
men are in lodgings with their own furniture, 80
in furnished rooms, others as boarders

;
40 lodge

with their parents.
Althongh Paris is not a brick city, there are

many bricks nsed there
;
and on the subject of

Bricklaying, George Howell writes a nseful re-

port. Coignet’s h<iton he finds dearer than
brickwork. Of first-class brickwork in Paris he
finds none, judged by an English standard.
The best attempt yet made was at their market,
“ Lea Halles,” which was executed at the ex-
pense of the Corporation of Paris, and designed
to ascertain the difference in cost between
stonework and brickwork, the result being as
follows :—Brickwork per cubic metre, 12L, or
81. 8s. per cnbic yard

; whereas, Eaviere stone,
which is considered very good, is delivered in
Paris at 4Z. Ss. per cubic mJitre, or about SI. Ta. 6d.
per cubic yard. This latter price leaves so
large a margin for working and fi.xing, that it

may easily explain how little first-class brick-
work is done in Paris. Bub this is only judging
from their (the French) standard

;
for a more

monstrous absurdity could not be conceived, as
he reasonably says, than the notion of paying
at the rate of 94Z. 63. per rod for brickwork.
Yet this was the price, he was informed, these
” halles centrales ” cost in erection. It is a very
fair piece of ganged brickwork, every brick
rubbed and squared, bed and face, with joints
not exceeding one-eighth. He thinks that the
finest piece of gang© work in London oould not
exceed 20Z. per rod, and in very many instances
excellent work is done for 15Z. or 16Z. The
prices for materials, taking one thing with an-
other, will be found pretty nearly equal : their
bricks and sand are cheaper; their lime dearer.
Writing of bond, he gives an amusing

anecdote :

—

"I 0

I malring towards
-- opportunity aUbrded of

. e words of encourseinit. sound advice.whicn parents are too often unable to give."

He wishes Mr. Cole, or his oolleagnes, wouia
publish a senes of popular essays on various

I subjects; such, for instance, as the harmony of
colours, adaptation of form to material, Ac. Why

; should there not be an elementary work on
;

geometry, perspective, and orthographic pro-
jection, for, say, 2d. ? AH these things would
tend greatly to increase the abilities of theworkmen as many are quite ignorant of even

problems, in consequence of the
aifficulty they have to obtain such works.
The two reports on Wood-cutting Machinery

and useful. As to Pottery,
VViJiiam Beardmore says, without fear of con-
tradiction, that the British potters have nothing
to dread m coming in contact with foreign work-

.superior style of work, the beauty
; and simplicity of our designs, the excellent
' the richness of colours, the
I white firm body, the fastness of the glaze, make

1

great Paris

’
subject of terra-cotta,

. Michael Angelo Pulham considers that England
: stands foremost in the quality of works in terra-
i cotta, for specimens exhibited for architectural
[
purposes, m beauty of design, good taste, dis.

!
played in harmony of colours, and in the adapta-

. .ion of terra-cotta for building purposes; also
' execution of works, in this beautiful
! material, requiring artistic skill, forethought
! and perseverance to bring about successful re’

j

aults, as shown in many of the English examples,
lit IS not surpassed for good colour, finish,
: straightness of mouldings, and is in long

' lengths
; it is also well fired to stand any

' Sussia’
ilngland stands

The wages or salaries paid to men, women.
. and boys, m Paris, seem to be according to
. their grades or diflerent kinds of work. Good
: finishers get from 83. 6d. per day (10 hours)
. downwards, according -to merit or skill; some as
( low as 28. 6d. ; but at piece-work they can earn
sometimes 12a. per day,—those are the best

7 workers,—others in proportion; some piece-
•: work prices are more remunerative than others; ^uu oucm
It some goods can be hurried over quicker.

|

more ways than one.

saw a curioaa historical blander by au able
nrc.hitect, a member of the Aniiquarian and other learned
societies. Having a great liking for the thirteenth cen-
tury style, be determined to carry it out, in all its detaUs,
in a large residence he built for himself on the banks of
the Thames, about 12 miles from London. He carefully
prepared all his plans

;
had castinge made purposely for

bolts, brackets, grates, &c.
;
carefully selected his tiles

from Minton’s for the halls, and also the flat tiles for the
roofs; polished oak floors, beams, stairs, 4c.; and doors
and frames, windows, 4o., scrupulously exact as to their
historical character and appropriateness. In fact, he
bestowed all possible care on his residence to make it
reflex of the thirteenth-century style. As it nesred com-
pletion, he invited several friends from London, profes-
sional and otherwise, to inspect hia mansion. Many, very
many, expressed their hearty approval. About this time
I went to take charge, as foreman, of a large pair of villas,
built in a kind of Venetian-Gothic style, close to the
thirteenth-century specimen I have described. I iit once
noticed the unfortunate inoongrnity, but did not deem it
advisable to rush into print with the discovery, as I knew
that the proprietor had bestowed great pains on, and felt
peat pride in, his undertaking. Some short time after,
ho came to reside in his chosen home, and personally
superintended the few finishing touches to his creation.
One morning, about breakfast-time, he came to me, and
asked my opinion as to the style, &c., of his residence.
After cordiallyapprovingve^many thingswhichhe pointed
out with some enthusiasm, f told him that it was all very
well, but he had dressed it in a modern costume. I then
explained to him that whilst ho had bestowed such care
upon all possible details, yet he had adopted a style of
brickwork totally unknown in this country till the time of
William III., viz., Flemish bond, when it should have
been the Old English. He at once saw his error, and
acknowledged it

;
tut I determined not to send a letter,

as I had at first intended, to the Builder, for I saw that it
would give him intense pain."

Mr. Howell (who, like Mr. Lncraft, is a leader
iimoDgst his class) confesses that their Conseil
des Prud’hommes, is of essential service, and he
hopes Lord St. Leonard’s Act will pave the way
to a thorough system of arbitration in this
conntry.

John Jeffrey, who writes also on bricklaying,
coincides in this. ” I should like,” he says,
“and I believe thousands of English workmen
would like, to see a Conseil des Prud’homynes in
England, similar to the one in Paris, which
would prevent those outrages, so painful for us
to hear of, now being revealed to the Eoyal
Commission.”
We are not half-way through the book, but

must break off, possibly to return to it. It is

published at a very small price, considering the
amount of paper and print, and we shall hope
to hear that it has reached every workshop,
Working-men’s Club, and Mechanics’ Institute
in the kingdom. It should set our workmen
thinking, as well as those who are interested in
industrial and social progress, and do good in

THE WOEKS OF BAEEY.
The life and career of Sir Charles Barry have

already received a notice in this Journal, and
references there supplied to former notices of
his works have revived past recollections and
given renewed interest to that last summing-up
of works and ways that every artist must be
prepared for who seta his mark upon the world.—nay, will ever have in mind as the future
occasion of his best, because most disinterested,
rewards. His biography has already been amply
characterized,—the life as lived ;—and of the life

as written it is not necessary,—as now we pro-
pose to restrict ourselves to architectural
criticism—to say more. We are presented with
illustrations with a certain liberality

; we read
the motives that influenced various peculiarities
of design, the architect’s own afterthoughts and
self-criticisms

; and, moreover, some interesting
independent observations by no means dictated
by the disposition to worship without scruple.
We may differ in opinion from even what we
find so candidly set down, and must very
frequently ; but shall often owe the opportunity
of differing to frank revelations. Wo discern
no endeavour either to hide away evidence or
overlay it with painful sophistication, or to
smother objections however legitimate, in the
birth

; and the author of the biography, and
they who have assisted, show the true respect
they devote to the subject of it by nob sacrificing
their individual independence.
A list in the appendix, of architectural designs

executed or not, in order of date, enables us to
arrange our observations, as we propose to do to
some extent, with reference to that historical
development that results from a development
within the designer’s mind under counter in-

fluences reacting from without.
“ The building,” says the author, " which first

gained him high reputation, and which even now
holds a high place among his works, was the
Travellers’ Club.” The select competition for
this dates 1829, when he was in his thirty-fourth
year. The building is small, but that the arrange-
ment of the ground brought its narrowest ends
only into view, was perhaps from the height that
it was contemplated to allow, a favourable cir-

cumstance. Again, that the two fronts have no
connecting flank view gave an opportunity to
treat them with a certain comity of contrast that
still by no means compromises unity.

That the design, to a certain extent, recalls
the villa Pandolfini, is only to its honour; for
assuredly it does not repeat it. The simplicity
of the rectangular building and the proportions
of the details and delicacy of their fiuish, are
very agreeable. The unbroken comice unites
the whole, and is happily relieved by the de-
pressed but visible roof above, as below it is

united to the ashlar by what is rather an enriched
wall-plate than a proper frieze.

The gradation thus obtained, and which is

repeated with modifications in the adjacent Ee-
form Club, is certainly very happy

;
its capa-

bilities are even yet not fully worked out. The
expression of the articulation of roof and wall
that so often unhappily fails, is thus perfectly
vindicated; and wall-plate, bed-mouldings, and
sloping roof introduce the same effective
triplicity that has helped so much to secure
permanent admiration for the grouping of
architrave, frieze and cornice.

Barry, we read, held the position of the door
at one extremity of the street front to be a
blemish inconsistent with the symmetrical prin-
ciple of his design, but forced upon him by con-
siderations of convenience, and the very small
frontage at hi.9 command. We should rather be
disposed to applaud the success with which he
contended against limitations, than assent to an
objection which amounts at last to a regret that
the problem before him was not this but another
altogether. The door at the extremity is the
standing difficulty in the treatment of our ordi-
nary street houses. The more important it is

made—and the tendency runs in this direction

—

the more lopsided does the front become; and
the illustrative vulgarism of a pig with one ear
becomes exaggerated by hypertrophy.
We lately remarked in an old-fashioned street

an ingenious attempt to meet the difficulty, in a
house of sufficient importance to have five good-
sized windows in each story and four to the right
of the door. The centre of the house comprising
three windows on all the stories was set forward
scarcely more than the thickness of a brick

; yet
even so it dominated the lateral narrow one-
windowed divisions, and the door thus became
only an iiTegnlarity in a subordinate part. The
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front of the Travellers’ Club ia happily of

sufficient breadth for the windows on a level

with the door, to intimate an apartment of

handsome dimensions, and in no way straitened

by the reduction for entrance ;
while the treat-

ment of this avoids enhancing to the point of

obtrnsivenesB its natural superiority. Under
the given necessity, the case could not be better

managed
;
there is nothing for it in such circum-

stances but to accept the conditions, repress the

pretensions of the doorway (which scarcely

become it in such fortune), equalise it as nearly

as may be with the window espacement, and

then make some sacrifice to give a predominant

importance to the symmetrical window-range of

the best floor.

The garden front, as it exists, is at a disad-

vantage as compared with the engraving ;
for

the balustrade has been forgotten, abolished, or

economized, and the structure thus appears

sinking into, or rising out of, a hole; and the

expression of basement, on which Barry was

always so anxious to insist, is quite lost.

Another objection, it may be as little, attaches

to the original design. As we look at this

front at present from Carlton Gardens, we see

an attic story growing up irregularly from the

centre of the building, and garnished most un-

handsomely with ventilators and chimneys. The
parasitical out-growth,—such it seems,—has the

appearance of rooting deep among the very cen-

tral organisms of the structure
;
the difficulty

that might be found in giving extension—is it

a smoking-room,—to a design already complete,

ia quite conceivable, but the mischief has sorely

been aggravated beyond imposed necessity.

One word more : the unpierced space above the

windows is so excessive, that it suggests darkness

within, whether the space be occupied by un-

usual height in the room above the windows,

—

the semicircular heads.of these are unpierced,

—

or by unhandsome and unnecessary cocklofts

between the ceiling and the roof.

Reason, no doubt, steps in and volunteers the

inference that the interior space is occupied by

rooms lighted by a skylight, unseen and unin-

dicated, or by windows turned towards an inte-

rior court or borrowed light. But architectural

expression ought not to be, and will not be

dependent on unguided conjecture. This is a

difficulty that we may notice several times

within a walk,—we see it in the upper stories of

other club-houses, and it is apt to beset picture

galleries. The case is one of necessity, for such

blank walls of rooms so lighted will have to

be presented to view
;
but there are preferable

options in dealing with them. In the case of

interior windows the utmost that can be said is,

that the outer blank wall can still be so treated as

to intimate that it does not at any rate shieldonly

the dark top of the ill-proportioned story below

it. When a skylight is in question, we have no
hesitation in affirming that its existence should

be expressed by at least a coping on the visible

roof, the necessity for the definition of the floor

it pertains to, remaining the same.

It is on grounds here implied that we have

ever believed that in the Greek temples that

were lighted from openings in the roof, the

visible roof must have exhibited the coping of

the opening that interrupted the ridge, though

probably raised so high that the sides ranged

with it. So far from such a feature deforming,

it appears to be an msthetic necessity
;
by such

frank and conspicuous admission alone could be

excluded the suggestion of the cella as being

blocked in and utterly dark in the midst of its

highly-illuminated porticoes and ambulatories.

The elbowed voussoirs of the lower windows

—

a misery of architectural anchylosis—cause a

certain pang.

The Gothic design of the Birmingham Gram-
mar Schools dates four years later, in 1833.

Barry had by this time become dissatisfied with

bis earlier works in the style, and did not enter

on a new design without having studied both

the original examples and the literature of the

Mediaeval Renaissance.

The building, we read, “ attracted great atten-

tion and considerable admiration from the public

and from the critics.” This is but a cold account,

and the tenor of other observations intimates

that again the artist failed to satisfy himself.

Several objections are noted, and various plans

for improvement
;
yet we miss an allusion to

one of those errors that declare themselves too

distinctly to spectators of the executed work,

though invisible in the drawings and ever

evaded instinctively by the draughtsman or

the photographer. New-street, in which the

schools are situated,—and situated on the side

where they are moat advantageously seen,—ia

but narrow as compared with the length of

front to be taken in at a view. The building,

therefore, when we stand opposite to it is seen

but momentarily, and to disadvantage, and the

best aspect—frontispiece, as our ancestors would

have said—should have presented itself well to

the oblique view as approached from the direction

of the town-hall. This fails, however, and unhap-
pily. The seven lofty and enriched windows are

embayed between rectangular buttresses of such

projection, and that hug them so closely as, from

the approach indicated, to produce entire eclipse.

They only declare themselves at a point from

which the full line of front cannot be taken in,

and then begin again to retire at our next step,

and the blank sides of the buttresses fold round

like shutters. The effect is much the same in

the engaged colonnade of the Royal Institution

in Albemarle-street 5 but there, at least, the

windows are plain and the interposing shafts are

ornamented. There would have been bnt poor

palliation by a clock-tower, which the architect

proposed to erect at one end of the front, “ for

greater variety, and also to give greater import-

ance to the building as seen down the street.”

Still leas desirable, for more incongruous, would

have been the lantern which is shown in the

engraving as designed, but was never execnted.

Symmetry and regularity are claimed for the

design, and, as regards the latter, with justice;

but the symmetrical sobeme is not vigorons.

The front, no doubt, is divisible into equivalent

halves, but the dividing line passes through no

more important centre than a window,—one of

seven similar and a door. A bay window over

the entrance and a gabled parapet above were

thought of, but renounced for a reason that

seems illusory enough, but that always deterred

Barry from advancing the centre of a composi-

tion,—he fancied the effect would be to destroy

the apparent size of the building. In result, the

centre of the front has less emphasis than the

centres of the wings, which, disproportionately

small as they are, completely overmaster it by
this point of dignity and assertion of superior

organization.

Passing over the alterations of the College of

Surgeons, we come to the design for the New
Palace at Westminster, begun August 23, 1835.

The drawings were sent in on the following Ist

November, and the award was published on leap-

year’s day, 1836. From this date almost to the

death of the architect the design may be said to

have been in progress,—so considerable were the

extensions required, so important and vital,—in

respect of some we are almost induced to say

fatal,— were the modifications originated or

adopted. New developments rose before him to

the very last, and assuredly in respect of vigor-

ous and rapid industry, courage and enterprise,

versatility of resource and strength of will,

never was there an architect more equal to the

greatest architectural opportunity that has

occurred since the Fire of London, than Sir

Charles Barry. So far as his qualifications

failed to produce a result folly worthy of

the occasion, we are inclined to ascribe

it in part to certain deficiencies in bis intel-

lectual education, and then to the circum-

stance that he came into the great battle of

professional life precisely when taste was taking

a direction opposite to that for which his own
excellently conceived and executed plan of self-

education had prepared him. It was due in

part of his own otherwise valuable self-reliance

that to the end of his career he had little

esteem for theory
;
and finding good sense and

instinctive apprehension so often leading him

right, he lost the advantage of the counter-

balance that definite principles give to personal

predilections. The Travellers’ Club and the

Reform Club are those of his works that best

embody the ideal that he brought home with

him from the observations and studies of his

great tour, and that show both within and with-

out how prepared he was to nationalize, to

acclimatize, all that his models have of most
effective, to the exclusion of not only what
would be out of place in England, but also of

what was unhappy even in Italy and would be

anywhere. Thus prepared, he was turned at

once aside npon competition for Gothic churches

at Brighton and elsewhere ;
he was thrown out of

his natural stride at the very start—he bad to

give the world not his best, hut the best he bad

that they were in a humour to bear, and this

best could scarcely be at a postponed notice

what it would have been had his early years

anticipated the kind of claims that would be

made upon him. That he was, at least, equal

to the occasion as against all competitors, might

freely be allowed by those who would still be

conscious that in a style that to him was not

old but new,—less antique than modem,—his

practice could scarcely be decided in a moment,

and he to the last proved open to biases of in-

finence and winds of secondary suggestion that

he would not have admitted for a moment had

fortune led him by his expected path. Hence

came in a certain vacillation, as unfortunate as

unnatural to him, in his development of the

Westminster design ;
and we may trace its

influence and intrusion even into later works

professedly in Italian taste. The Reform Club

dates in 1837—a year or so after the West-

minster award—and it still retains the original

Barry stamp of elegant simplicity and vigour

;

but if we look back to the design that gained

the award originally we shall find the same
mint mark is there also. Tears of every varying

design are expended at Westminster; a new
aspect has come over the palace entirely, and

the latest work of the master in Classic

Renaissance—the Halifax Town-ball—betrays

the same, but no more contagious sophistication

than transformed the competitive design which

still awakens warm admiration into the palace

as execnted.

Those who are so fortunate as to have pre-

served a copy of the engraving that long ago

headed the Stationers’ Almanack, will see the

image of Barry’s original and really noble con-

ception. We cannot pursue the comparison into

all its details. Some of the most critical

changes were these:'—The original buttresses of

the river front, however little else there was in

their favour,—and a buttress inevitably suggests

not a front of a building at all, but a side,

—

were at least a relief to the decoration of tho

windows, and so rendered a service that is for-

feited by the turrets, which, though of greater

projection, s^re now so mingled with the general

surface by the diapering and panelling, fretwork

and filagrees,—the very tangleweed of uniform

enrichments, as to give no aid to breadth or

relief in any sense. ” The towers of the river-

front remained for some time without visible

roofs
;
and, when the roofs were introduced, they

were so kept down (in deference to the advice of

others) in relation to the angle turrets, that

some confusion of principle resulted. He re-

gretted afterwards that he had not kept down
the pinnacles and made the roofs boldly pre-

dominant.” The architectural pretensions of

high roofs is a question that here must be for

the present declined; but there need be no
reservation in lamenting the equivocation, so to

speak, that is involved in their conflict with the

pinnacles. The most conspicuous instance is, of

course, the most unfortunate; and nowhere is

the comparison of the original with the execnted

design more painful than in the skyline of the

Victoria Tower as execnted. Pinnacles assert

themselves shamelessly in competition with the

high-pitched roof, which still is sufficiently

master of the situation to vindicate at least its

pretensions, and lifts aloft the surmounting flag-

staff in token of a spirit protesting against

tyranny, if incompetent to conquer. The pen is

rather apt to run away with the intention when
the comment turns to such unfortunate altera-

tions
;
bnt, at least it is Barry that we would

vindicate against Barry. The reduction of the

height of the pinnacles would have mended
matters but slightly, while the roof, to which

predominance would then have been transferred,

retained the inherent weakness of expression

dne to its emergence from belting walls, witb

which articulation fails to be eflectively pro-

nounced.
“The great Victoria Tower underwent re-

peated alterations. It had been originally

treated with all the solidity of a ‘ keep.’ But tho

reduction on plan was compensated by increaso

in height, and the whole character of the design

was necessarily changed. The entrance had been

of moderate dimensions (professedly designed

on the model of the Erpingham Gate at Nor-

wich), and the top of the niche-band ranged with

the cornice of the building. It was now raised

to its present magnificent dimensions
;

the

niches remained
;
and the upper part of the

tower was divided into three large and two
smaller stories. The design and arrangement of

these cost incalculable trouble before it assumed

its present form, divided into three windows,

and the upper story rendered the prominent one

by the arched and canopied beads of the win-

dows.”—P. 254. Mischief,—nothing but mis-

chief; incalculable cost of trouble worse than

thrown away. We reprint the paragraph from
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the book as it stands

; but apparently an error
of punctuation or style makes it read as if the
division of the upper part of the tower into five
stories were the later modification.
We observe heie how liable an architect may

be in the progress of a large work to sacrifice the
effect of the whole by his efforts in favour of the
part under his hand at the moment. “ In the
tower as it stands, he always felt pride and
pleasure, and trusted that it would be the great
feature of the building by which his name would
be best known hereafter.” But woe to the fame
of an architect whose name is attached pre-
ferentially to a single feature, however vast,
rather than to the entire building, to which, as
a feature, it should after all be subordinate.
“ The magnificent dimensions of the entrance”

as modified,— as exaggerated,—destroy the build-
ing attached to it. This doorway is equal to the
joint height of the whole four stories of the
facade seen along with it;— the stories are
dwarfed even more than the entrance is en-
hanced. The height so rashly styled magui-

gret that Barry who felt such true admiration '

estate; so that the whole are secured safely withinfor him, had not rather laid himself open to the the four walls of the hacienda, and, indeed, theinfluences of his predecessor than of contempo- walls are built so substantially and well that they

1 • s

would withstand an ordinary siege.
i^ereafter afford In the front part of the building are the prin-
at present, we

{

c’pal apartments,— the reception and dining
rooms

; and in the wings, on each side, are the

scope for further observations,
conclude. We have endeavoured to emulate the
spirit that we have praised in the biographer

;

to employ the one weight, the one balance, to
be just both to an artist, of whom the nation has
many reasons to be proud, and to ourselves as
critics, whose only concern is, that the pride
should be BO intelligent as to the past as to in-
volve no dangerous contingencies of wrong imi-
tation in the future. W. Watkiss Lloyd.

DOilESTIC ARCHITECTUfiE OF
MEXICO.*

The "hacienda” is the most important build-

sleeping apartments, and the back of the
building is occupied with the kitchen and ser-
vauts’ apartments, stables, &c. The apart-
ments are lighted with large windows opening
down to near the level ofthe floor, and are closed
in and protected with iron gratings, and shutters
to close at night. The floor is covered with
large red quarry tiles, about 12 in. square, of
native manufacture.
The walls are thick, and built of very small

I

rubble masonry, almost like bt'ton, with bond-
:
stones at intervals to tie them together

;
and it

18 astonishing to see how substantially they are
built, and how well they resist the vibrations
and concussions of earthquakes, showing the
excellent quality of the lime they use for build-
ing purposes

;
and the fronts, when finished, are

plastered over smooth and coloured.
The roofs are of the ordinary collar-beam con-

i- „ n 1 V 1
•'

I

0° estate, the residence generally of the
ficenb could only have become so by being sop-

' proprietor, and stands somewhat in the sameported by a certain proportionate gradation of position as the mansion or castle of our land-openings
; this, however, would have been quite holders and gentry ; it is frequently of vervout of the question, and the only opportunity.—

; lartre extent j ^1 ,
‘-•oiiar-oeam con-

the Peers’ entrance,-is carelessly tlmown awt^y ;
t

tiofs trsome of the We«t
® st^chon, covered over with close boards and

it is an entrance ranging with the meanest-
' countrv and we

^his bright red horse-shoe tiles, laid double, one
the basement story,-aed betraying iefallibly ibe I SeSd the same wide Sstag iotae^’orfba^

'

oonscionsoeas that always haunted Barry,—bow emanates now from those important placesvery nanecesaanly !-that a porch most of ne-
|

Attnobed to every hacienda is a capaoions

Ss^*^ chapel fitted np in the gorgeous style of Roman

and the priest non est, it may account in some
measure for the want of their deterring influence
to the serious depredations that very frequently

rru i. j -u • Li. rt., . ... i CatholiccountriesjandtherewasaresidentpriestThe exaggerated height of the windows of the to administer to the spiritual wants of tbe pro-
' ‘cwet a" altered contribute their share to the prietor and his dependants, and whose business
I degradation ot the dignity of the bmlding. The it was presumed, was to lead them in the ri^ht
(
great space between the tops of the upper range path

;
but as most of these are closed or in rnfns

f of large windows and the parapet is unhappily .

E suggestive of darkness within,—of useless, un-
( comfortable emptiness or solid callosity.

The adaptation that was effected of West, occur, and to the anarchy and disOTganisatioi
1 minster Hall was, we must profess m all frank-

;

that exist in that distracted country
®

1 ness m onr op.Dion,-we have not here an
|

As the grandeur of onr feudal cities has de-
.

^ternative view of Sir Charles Barry,—a mis-
:

parted, and the feudal lord and his retainers
t take no less and of much the same kind. It is exist only as matter of history, we think the
1 not alone that some profanation of historical social position of tho Mexica^ hacienda has
1 memories was involved m the charge, and that dimmed its Instre and usefulness; it is noIon-S
• Tn^frim h’’? t

“
I

‘I'D Centre from which emanates all emolnniems
. ante-room bnt to a passage

;
but the scale of this

[

and pleasures, and pains and penalties it is no

IdTl.lhl longer the magnet of attraction for the lrround°

?t tW e f
''1 ‘''ough

I ing country, with open honso at all times to dis-

Irchhlt 1

.““fronted with the grossest
i ponse hospitalities and as a resting-place for thearchitectural anticlimax. Hoommess is the
I wearied and benighted traveller ; the will to dis.

amrctTf" t ponse these good* and benevolent dutiL now
I among the passages and corridors, and even in ' P-rJai-fl in mowTr *1.- ,

il the halls of debate
; but the sense of being

^

"cabinned, cribbed, confined” is, in truth, arti-
1 ficially aggravated after such an introduction.
I The adaptation brought with it the necessity for
t the axial divergence of St. Stephen’s Hall rela-
1 tively to the central hall, and that man’s sensi-
b bilitiea to angular bearing are little to be envied
i'l for their delicacy who is not put out by the irre-
^gularity and pursued by a feeling of disarrange-
a ment even into the depths of a committee-room.

The biography frankly admits, what otherwise
Bwe would willingly have doubted, that it was the
I individual preference of Sir Charles that led to
,1 the so uniformly distributed surface decoration
j (p. 257). He became averse to leaving any
II surfaces plain, as liable to have the appearance
itof " TlBrrloM.ofl orirtfo ” W/> „„_1J !

charge them are wanting; the shadow is' there,
but the anbstance has long ago disappeared; and
these advantages are doubtless due to the repub-
lican form of government they so much extol,
and seemingly admire.
The hacienda, as the principal building on the

estate, generally occupies the most commanding
and beat position as to site and aspect, and is
built on a plan best adapted for the business of
the estate : we will briefly describe one at which
we spent some weeks of our sojourn in Mexico,
the property of one of the wealthiest dons in
that country.

It id called " Potrero,” and is situated about
half-way between Paso del Macho and Orizaba a

lihis Gothic works; it spread to his designs in
j other styles

;
it is as rampant in his last"work,

tithe Halifax town-hall, as at Westminster, and
? even in the quieter elevation of tbe Treasury
b buildings, or Board of Works, it has its wilful
way.

mountains, the haunts of the Mexican brigands
and desperadoes. On arriving at Potrero you
enter upon a comparatively open and level
country, but still very much covered with bush
and plantation. The building is square on plan,
though, many are rectangular, and the outer

Tk« * X 1 i., , ;

square is covered with a block of

Tnk ^ i Composing the different apartments

where of and with Very wide over-’

l .T r ;

Ranging eaves, supported on pillars at intervalsing .—but, at least, h.s Corinthian order was in
! and this forms on the outside a wide arcade or

and on the inner side a eovered corridorrin the new design
; but they may now he passed

iiand repassed by the most enthusiastic devotee
)iof Classicism, and be unrecognized. They are
i now engaged in a wall, of which the masonry is
icso channelled that the grooves only confuse the
I'flntes and arrises of the shafts, and by the breaking
ilof the stylobate below, and the entablature above
ilall the contrasts that were relied on in design,
cto add glory to foliated capital and moulded
)!base, are lost for ever. We cross over the road,
iand notice how Inigo Jones secured the dignity
fof his columns, and gave by moderated subordi-
matiou an organic vigour to his design, and re-

that extends quite round, from which the differ-
ont apartments are approached

; and the centre
part of the enclosed area is open and uncovered
and used for various purposes of the estate.

It is erected only of one floor, and the site is
raised, so that the apartments are approached by
a step or two, and in the middle of the front is a
large gateway, closed in with folded doors, which
forms the only access to the building and pre-
mises. In the inner area are placed the plant,
and frequently the valuable live stock of the

' See p. 7, a7i(e.

convex side uppermost, and made to overlap one
another : these tiles are also the produce of the
country.

Tbeinteriorsof the rooms are tastefully fittedup
in the Mexican style. The walls are usually pale
green or blue, pale salmon colour, pink, or French
white

; the base moulding, for about 15 in. deep, is
dark brown, or black. About 4 ft. 6 in. above the
floor there is a surbase formed of a wreath or
scroll of colonred leaves and flowers, to imitate
nature, laid on by means of stencil-plates, and a
cornice is formed in a similar way, and these are
generally well executed, and give the apartment
a finished and even elegant appearance.
They do not disfigure their walls with ugly,

ill-designed paperhanginga
; but resort to Nature

to afford them suitable patterns for decorations,
and to display their artistic skill.

The furniture of the houses is generally made
of the excellent hard woods which the country
produces, and usually in tbe European style

;

and some furniture, such as rocking and other
chairs, and other common-place articles, are im-
ported from the United States of America.
We have seen some old furniture, doubtless of

Spanish make, tables and other articles, beanti-
fully designed and carved, that would do credit
to any age and country, showing that the
Mexican is not totally devoid of taste for the fine
arts, however he may be morally and politically
debased.
The principal apartment being in front of the

building, on each side of the windows are placed
rows of rocking-chairs, with a piece of rich
carpeting placed between on the floor opposite
the window for tbe sitters to place their feet
upon. It is to this rendezvous they resort in tho
leisure hour, or when the business of the day is
over, to chat with their friends and indulge in
the fragrant weed,—“ cigarettes or cigarros,”

—

a luxury both sexes are habituated to.
In the chambers it is naual to place one or

more beds or “ cots,” as they are called. A
“ cot ” is simply a stretcher or frame-work, snp-
ported on cross-legs, which are made to fold up,
and covered with stout cloth or strong wrapping!
On this are erected at each corner slight posts
to support a tester frame-work, over which the
"pavilion” mosquito-net is placed; and some-
times you are supplied with a mattress and
sheet, “ scrape” or quilt

; at other times you lie
without a mattress, and simply a sheet and
qnilt, which is usually sufficient for comfort,
except in the rainy seasons, when everything
feels damp and chilly.

In the kitchen they have no grates or stoves
for cooking and the culinary business of the
houses. A hearth is formed of masonry, solidly
built together, about 2 ft. 6 in. high, and of
sufficient length and widjh for their require-
ments

;
and npoD this hearth is prepared everv-

thing that is necessary, and the cooking 'is

principally accomplished with charcoal fires.

The cookery is usually in the Spanish style.
Almost everything is cut up into small pieces
and stewed, sometimes plentifully seasoned
(spiced) with garlic. They use a great quantity
of lard, so their dishes are of very thick con-
sistency, and very unctuous to the taste, not
agreeing with every appetite. Their soups of
difierent kinds are generally well prepared, and,
perhaps, almost the only thing an Englishman
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can relish. Their meats are hard and tasteless ; !
hands of one man, and with such a apaise and

|

haciendas and the houses in the cities and

their pastry indifferently made, although they unsettled population, it is not all cultivated,
|

towns, possibly imported, or the remains of

possess a superabundance of tho finest fruit pos- ' or at least but partially, alchough it is probably those introduced Dy the Spaniards,

sible for the purpose, and other good iugre- , as rich and productive as any tropical land in the
;

The price of labour vanes from about 4 reals

dients. The wines they generally use are claret world. And to show how very productive it is,

and Catalan, although other kinds may be had
;

we may mention there are eighty acres that have

in abundance by paying a good price for them ;
been laid ont ol the Potrero estate for a colieo

and our favourite beverage, beer, is sold at A dol.
,

plantation "that produce to the fortunate culti-

(28.) per pint bottle. • vator 3,0001. per annnm ;
and if every part of

The clarets are tolerably good, but the Catalan
J

this huge estate were cultivated in a similar way

33 veiy indifferent, occasioned, it is said, by
|

that was suitable for it what a magnificent and

adulteration, as it is asserted that Campeaohy
|

princely income it would yield to its wealthy

logwood is extensively used in the preparation '
proprietor. Of this there cannot be any doubt,

of that article, which, doubtless, would produce as coflee is in great demand, a ready sale is

the peculiar well-known tint, but not the requi- effected in the country, and even exported ^road

site fruity flavour. Their dinners usually con- through the merchants at \ era Cru?.. Under

sist of six courses, finishing np, as the last i the mild, benevolent, and enlightened govem-

conrse, with the inevitable “ frijole,” a dish ment of tho late Emperor, forfeited estates, and

composed of small black beans, as aforesaid, those which the proprietors refused to cultivate,

stewed until quite soft, and thickened plenti-
;

were taken possession of by the State, and an

fully with lard. This dish is devoured with attempt was made to colonize the land with

much gusto by the native-born, but is not much immigrants from the United States, and other

relished by Europeans. countries, by dividing it into farms of from 320

The hacienda before alluded to was built on to (540 acres, to be paid for at the rate of 1 i dollar

the side of a largo square, forming one side of per acre, and the payment for which was to be

it; another side was occupied by the chapel ;
spread over five years.

another the sugar-boiling bouse and buildings
|

These farms were much sought after by the

connected ;
and the other with workshops, disbanded soldiers of the Confederate araies of

stores, &c. In this square it is their custom on the United States that escaped to Mexico, and

their high days and festivals to indulge in sports by immigrants who left the United States in

and public pastimes, such as the bull-fights,
,

consequence of the protracted and^ bitter war

which are not conducted in that barbarous and raging there ; and many of the parties had en-

cruel way they are in old Spain; and in the tered npon their allotments, and had commenced

evenings of those days they display thoir skill • operations to clear and cultivate tho land
;
but

in pyrotechnics, in which they have the vanity this was not accomplished without considerable

to think themselves an fait; indeed, their ex- opposition from the old proprietors, and from par-

hibitions are exciting and brilliant, and very ties of Indians and Negroes who had been old

attractive to the beauty and of the country.
!

dependents, or had squatted on the land, and

At this historic hacienda, the late Emperor
^

which was aboivn in depredations npon the

Maximilian, and almost every important per-
,
stock, and even by shooting one or two Arne-

Bonage that has visited that country, has taken ricans ;
but doubtless on the fall of tho empire,

np his temporary abode, and shared the hos- ,
all tho well-considered plans, the enlightened

pitalities of the generous and wealthy proprietor. arrangements for bringing that fertile and fruit-

to G reals a day for agricultural labour
; and for

mechanics, from 1 dol. to 1^ dol. per day, accord-

ing to experience and skill
;
but there is very

little dependence to be placed npon them so as

to obtain their services regularly : they would,
perhaps, continue in yonr employ until paid,

which was sometimes weekly or fortnightly, and
if you paid them on a Saturday night they
would leave without saying a word, and when
Monday morning came you would not see them
again,—not a man would bo there to resume the

work. This frequently causes great inconve-
nience, but as it is the custom of these roving
Indians, inherited from thoir forefathers, to con-

stantly change their places and employments,
and as their wants are so very few, and their

necessaries of life so cheap and abundant (a few
reals would keep one in idleness a considerable

time), it must be submitted to, and borne with
patience and equanimity.

It is wonderful how small a portion of soil

under the bright and azure sky of Mexico will

maintain and afibrd sustenance to a family : the
same extent of land which would yield wlieat for

two persons in this country would produce suffi-

cient, in that prolific soil, for fifty persons : and
the return of corn for that highly-favoured and
productive country is never under seventy, and
sometimes exceeds a hundred-fold.

In the foregoing remarks npon the agriculture

of Mexico wo liave alluded more particularly to

the great staple productions of the soil, and have
omitted to mention a great variety of fruits and
vegetables that abound very extensively in the
cultivated parts, and that yield largo profits to

the producers
;
and when we observe, that in

addition to the vegetable productions of the
tropical zone it produces almost every species

known to Europeans, it at once shows the gi-eat

Emperors and princes, ministers, marshals, and : ful land generally into cultivation, would be advantages of its soil and climate, and which

generals, “ who fill the roll of fame,” and others, ' abandoned, and this fine and productive soil will only requires an orderly and industrions people,

too namerons to mention, have partaken of tho
!

relapse into its original barrenness, and the im-

hospitalities and obtained temporary shelter, penetrable bush and forest will spring up again

which its strong enduring walls and substantial and obliterate, as it were, this otherwise highly-

roof aflbrded ; and in a thinly-populated country favoured land from tho fair face of a bounteous

like Mexico, the advantages of such a place can nature.

only be appreciated by those who have borne The mechanics employed on the estates, and

the fatigue aud danger of travelling through in the construction and repair of the buildings,

such a country, over the worst and most detes- i are not a very industrious or skilful race of

table roads in all Christendom, aud successfully ' men
;

their carpeiitry is generally roughly

escaped the revolver or machetta of the ever-to- ' finished, being principally jack-planed : to plane

be-expected and dreaded Mexican brigand.
|

it smooth wonld bo attended with too much
During the reign of the ill-fated Maximilian,

j

labour, and their framing is generally in E<|uare

and the occupation of the country by the gallant
|

panels, formed of small scantling for the doors

French army, the main roads had assumed, to a • and window shutters : the carpentry to the roofs

considerable extent, a degree of safety, quite : is generally of the roughest character, but they

unusual for such an ill-trained and ill-regnlated
,
are strongly framed together. The material

country; but on the restoration of the repub- they prefer to work in is cedar wood, principally

lican form of government, presided over by that because it is soft aud readily converted; the

arch-traitor Juarez, the main roads, as hereto- ' better and harder woods are utterly rejected,

fore, will be occupied by the bold and villainous
|

because of the extra labour attending their

banditti; aud every person, foreigner or others,
,

manipulation.

possessed of any means, will be mercilessly
j

Their turned work also is not well executed,

robbed, and perhaps savagely murdered, as a fit and is likewise finished roughly, on account ot

inangnration of the re-establishment of the so- the extra labour required; and this is to be re-

called lilxD'al Government. ‘ gretted, as there are vast quantities of fine

Close to “ Potrero ” are many huts erected for
;

tough wood suitable for turning, and which

tho use of the labourers of the estate, occupied would have afforded a fine field fur employment

by Indians and Negroes, who live on good and to an indnstrioua popnlation.

harmonious terms, aud there does not appear to Their mason’s work is generally very good;

be any jealousy of races ; but in other instances,
,

their rubble stone walls, composed of very small

where the estates have been thrown ont of cul- stones, is remarkably sound and good, and this

tivation, the Indians and Negroes have resorted arises principally from the superior cjuality of

MORE SCHOOLS OF SCIENCE AND ART. '

At tho present time a representative of the

Department of Science and Art in the Privy

Council, Mr. Buokmaster, is travelling and ex-

plaining, in various towns, an ofter from the
Government to assist in the formation of loo.il

schools of science and art. This is done in the

form of a lecture, generally given in connection

with the local mechanical and scientific institu-

tion. We will mention the kind of aid Govern-

ment proposes to give. Evening classes, drawing
attention to the fact that the teachers are paid

according to the efficiency shown by their pupils,

and that the latter are encouraged by prizes of

books and medals, and the prospect of being

considered qualified to tench others on the same
terms, when they have passed a first-class

examination. Situations on Government works
ill the colonies aud elsewhere, have occasionally

rewarded exceptionally apt scholars
;
but this was

only mentioned as a fact conversationally, at tho

close of ono of the lectures, and not held out as

any part of the promise. First as to the teacher.

The inducement held out to him is that for every

^ ^ ^ pupil he has who can pass an examination w’hich

to the neighbourhood of some of the towns, and their limes and mortars, which set exceedingly
|

will be held on a certain day all over the king-

there have erected hnts and established regular hard, forming a wall almost as solid as a rock,
j

doin, he will receive a fee of Ih There are,

villages, some of considerable extent and popu- There is not much ashlar used in their build-
j

however, to be five grades of efficiency; and for

lation, as they prefer living detached and isolated ings
;
bat where it is employed, it is skilfully

i
every pupil passing the second grade, he will get

from the more civilized part of the comniunity squared and dressed ;
but it is attended with a

j

the larger premium of 21., and the third grade

established in the towns. ' great expense, on account of tho small amount of .-£3, and the fourth 41., and for those who pass

The estates in Mexico are seldom fenced off
|

work executed by each man per day.
|

the fifth or highest class of examination, he will

or divided into iuclosnres, except in a few cases,
i

In plasterer’s work they excel considerably
;

j

receive the still larger fee of 5h Now for the

where walls are built as a boundary to the public
i

but that in a great measure may arise from the I pupils. Those who pass the lowest and middle

roads, or in separating estates, or in sunk fences > superior character of thoir limes and mortars, as
j
classes of examination, will be entitled to Queen’s

in separating pasture from cultivated land
;

|

before mentioned. The walls are smoothly and
^

prizes, or a stated value of books, to be selected

and it is no uncommon thing on the extensive
i
finely finished,—indeed, so well finished that they

;

from a printed list sent for the purpose
;
and the

prairies to see no fence or boundary, even so far
[

take colour and look well, and are frequently
|
four pupils obtaining the highest number of

as the eye can reach, over the broad expanse of; handsomely ornamented with elaborate designs . marks on each subject will receive four Queen’s

The landed estates of Mexico are of fabulous

extent : tho Potrero estate, we understand, covers

an area of 25,000 acres, which is covered to

a considerable extent with forest, containing a

great variety of magnificent timber ; the fortunate

proprietor owns other estates also of considerable

magnitude
;
and there are other estates of even

still greater extent than these, and we cannot

wonder that, with so much laud placed in the

aud sound aud enlightened government, to be
one of the richest and most flourishing countries

on the habitable globe.

in stencil, of a variety of colours, representing
|

medals, one gold, one silver, and two bronze,

animals, foliage, fruit, aud wreaths or scrolls
,

Adult pupils of day classes will be entitled to

of the beanteous flowers of the country.
|

receive certificates instead of medals. Further-

In smith’s work there is not much scope for
, more, the Department of Science and Art

their skill. Iron is expensive in the country,

and not very easily obtained, and it is not much
employed about the estates or in their agrienh

promises to assist the expenses of apparatus to

the extent of fifty per cent, upon the outlay.

The sciences recommended are practical, plain,

tnral implements ;
nevertheless there are some ' and descriptive geometry, bnilding construction,

fine specimens of ironwork used for window- — —
guards, with ornamental heads, about the ‘ A real is equal to 6d. of our money.
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elementary mathematics, advanced mathematics,
theoretical mechanics, applied mechanics, acous-

tics, light and heat, magnetism and electricity,

'

inorganic chemistry, organic chemistry, geology,

mineralogy, animal physiology, zoology, vege-
;

table physiology, systematic botany, mining,
mctallnrgy, navigation, nautical astronomy,
steam, and physical geography, or any one or

more of them

.

The first step to be taken towards the forma-

tion of a school of evening classes to teach

cither of these sciences, or drawing, is the for-

mation of a committee of five persons. It is

with this committee the Government co-operates
j

and it is by the means of the various local com-
mittees that the examinations on the sciences are

all held on the same day over the kingdom.
Any one who has taken a degi'cc in either of

the universities is qualified as a teacher, or any
one who has passed an examination in any
science, in any of the Government schools, is

qualified to teach that science. After twenty-
five lessons the pupils are allowed to compete
for the prizes offered. A further convenience is

ofl'ered in permission for persons who Lave not
been instructed by the certificated teachers to

attend tho examination if they desire to do so.

Three hundred classes are now in operation,

some of which are in small agricultural villages;
i

and last May 15,000 pupils were examined
'

through tho agoncy of the local authorities. To ,

show tho need of a wide dissemination of the
j

good intentions of tho Department, we may add '

that of all this number, seventeen only belonged
|

to tho vast tract of country lying between York
and Glasgow.
What are the difficulties in tho way that pre-

vent a largo, if not general, adoption of the
proffered assistance to cnltivate the brains of
tho rising generation ? First, there must bo a
long suitable room; then it must be warmed;
then it must be properly lighted, before a single

article of apparatus need be purchased. This
involves a considerable outlay, amounting in '

most small towns to an insurmountable obstacle,
'

A small grant towards this “ money sunk ” and
|

generally inevitable preliminary expenses would I

clear the road in many cases. If our skilled

artizans are to keep their place among the arti-

'

zans of tho world, they must look to their beads
as well as their hands. And this appears to be
an opportunity of doing so worthy uf their best
consideration.

THE BEHAVIOUR OF CONCRETE IN
FRANCE.

As tho subject of the employment of concrete

in the construction of buildings is attracting a
good deal of public attention, the following letter

from M. Boileau, the architect of the concrete

church at Vesinet, near the terrace St. Germain,
not far from J’aris, which appears in the Monifeur
lies Architectes, will be road with interest. It

will bo noticed that M. Boileau points out one
or two defects in the French material (not exactly
the same as our concrete, by the way), which
liave been only slightly alluded to before,—the
liability to contraction and expansion in par-

ticular.

Illustrations, consisting of plan and an ex-

terior and interior view of the church at Vesinet,
will bo found in our volume for 18(55, pp. 800
and 805, and we also gave some particulars of
the building in the preceding volume.
The following is M. Boileau’s letter, which we

\

print with some few rmimportant contrac-
I

lions :

—

“ 1 ought first to observe that the merit of

!

having been the first to suggest the use of beton
\

instead of ordinary masonry in the church
at Vesinet docs not belong to mo. It was M.

j

Palin, the founder of tho park of Vesinet, a
gentleman fond of now inventions, who gave M.
Coignet the opportunity of using his plan for

the first time in the erection of a monumental
building. My responsibility as architect having
been properly provided for, I, of course, hod
nothing to object to the trial of such an interest-

ing experiment.

Although tho concrete used in the church at

Vesinet is not employed in those parts on which
the stability of the building mainly depends,
the vaulting of the naves being constructed with
riba of cast-iron in the ordinary manner; the
enclosing walls, and especially the tower, which
arc of concrete, and were moulded at a height of
about 100 ft. from the ground, with all the
architectural and sculptured details required,

enable me to judge of the results both favouv-

ablo and unfavourable which have been ob-

'

tained. »**#**
The sand used in the systeme Coiynct, as iu

all good mortar, ought to be sharp river sand,
not too line, so that the proportion of lime or

'

cement nsed should be merely sufficient to bind
the grains together, but not to fill the interstices :

between them. These pores, by allowing tho
air to pass freely, cause the concrete to set

rapidly
; but when once the concrete is dry it

!

becomes extremely absorbent. It was found
that during rain tho projecting cornices, which
ought to have protected the walla, served, on
the contrary, to wet them, by communicating

,

the moisture deposited, and that the rain was
driven by the wind entirely tlirough the thick-
uoas of the walls and injured the painted deco-
rations. The susceptibility of the blocks to tho
influence of moisture varied according as the
pressure applied, which was by hand-power and
consequently iiTegular, had more or less con-
solidated the materials of the concrete.

The inventor asserts that this inconvenience
will cease when once the walls shall have become
thoroughly saturated. This remedy, which may
bo satisfactory in the case of sewers constructed
of concrete by reason of the impurity of tho
sewage, cannot, it is evident, operate upon
buildings until after tho lapse of considerable
titno in consequence of the intermittent charac-
ter of the rainfall.

It must not be concluded from w'bat has been
said that a ]>ermanenb dampness is to be feared

;

for, although the concrete absorbs moisture very
freely, it dries again with incredible quickness
directly tho moisture ceases to act upon its

surface.

Concrete, in the same manner as large masses
of rubble, but to a much greater extent, is sub-
ject to contraction and expansion, which rele-

gates to the category of chimeras the inventor’s
pretensions to construct monolithic edifices with
this material. In walls of a certain extent
which were built in one continuous length, the
action of cold dry weather occasioned vertical

cracks at intervals. . . . Ic was noticed that in

the spaces of from 5 ft. to 6 ft. wide between
these fissures there were no secondary cracks.
From this circumstance it may bo assumed that
concrete, when undergoing contraction or expan-
sion, behaves in the same manner as metals,
glass, &c., and that a wall of this material placed
freely on a level surface would contract and
expand as a whole like an isolated bar of iron,

without fracture
;
but walls built in tho ground

not being able to contract for their entire length,
'

the shortening necessarily takes place in divi-
'

sions, and cracks are caused by the resistance of

,

the foundations to the general movement.
In order to reconcile tho assumption of ob-

taining a monolithic construction with the re-

sults occasioned by tho elasticity of the mate-
rial, it is necessary, supposing, by an effort of,

the imagination, walls could be completely
|

disengaged to admit that their dimensions might

;

be increased or diminished, according to the

'

variations in the temperature. Without con-
sidering the disturbance which would be pro-
duced in a house of this description, there is no
need to point out the resistance which would be
ottered by the floors and roof to the general
movement to annihilate this fiction.

ilowevor, the inconveniences of elasticity are
leas irremediable than those arising from permea-
bility, and they might be, if not entirely avoided,

,

at least considerably decreased, by a combina-
tion of divisions, allowing freo expansion, such
as are used only on a smaller scale in zinc work
and joinery.

Besides the ettects of elasticity which prevent
the successful applicatiou of concrete (beton

agylomerc), for the t'ormotion of large monoliths,
^

there is a practical difficulty which cannot
be obviated without great precaution, when
it is intended to construct large blocks, which
are required to be perfectly solid and immovable,
such as engine-beds, &c. In order to ensure

'

perfect consolidation, it is necessary that the
fresh concrete should be added before the other
is dry, and constantly pressed, which requires
uninterrupted attention by day and night.

!

Tho vibration of tho engines has in some cases
separated the layers of concrete, forming the
f ngine-beds, in consequence of the concrete not •

having been added continuously.
j

With regard to appearance and decoration, it
[

is not to bo expected that the same regularity of
[

lino and surface can bo obtained in concrete as I

in worked stone. Besides the great difficulty of!

placing the wooden boxes which serve as moulds, I

which conceal the surfaces and joints, the in-

}

fluonce of the weather causer, distortions which
are necessarily reproduced in the blocks moulded
in these faulty receptacles.

With regard to the question of cost, concrete
can only be used advantageously for building
in places where stone is dear, and where river-

sand can be procured cheaply on tho spot. At
Paris, where masons’ work costs as much again
as in those departments which possess quarries,
tlie cost of concrete is equivalent to the cost of
rnbble masonry, rendered with Roman cement.
This is ffuoted in the builders’ price-list for tho
City of Paris, at 50 francs for plain walls and
arches, which is double tho price of squared
limestone masonry in the same list. For archi-
tectural works in which mouldings are intro-

duced, it costs as much as stone of good quality,

including labour and fixing. From this com-
parison, which is based upon tho relative high
price of masons’ work in Paris, it will be seen
that concrete costs four times as much as worked
stone, and twice as much as rabble work costs
in places where those materials are not found
on tho spot. Finally, it is shown that even in

Paris, if in a concrete building, the same prices
were allowed as for ordinary masonry, the re-

mnneration would not cover the expenses.
Sotting aside buildings constructed on the

spot after a special design, tho true economy of
concrete consists in its application for portions
of decoration which require to be reproduced a
great number of times, and in which hand-labour
is superseded by a system of manufacture, such
as balusters, which are now executed equally
well iu terra-cotta and with some improvement
iu point of colour.

With a reservation in favour of what a longer
experience may produce, the advantages and
disadvantages of the use of Concrete, which has
only been employed during the last ten years,
and has only been under observation at tho
church at Vesinet for four years, may bo summed
up as follows :

—

Resistance to tho atmosphere, crushing, and
frost.

Decided permeability.

Perceptible expansion and contraction.

Imperfect adhesion between the layers.

Irregularity in decorative features.

Economy not pi'oved.

I hope that the preceding information will
fulfil the expectations of my fellow architects,
who have wished to have my experience to
enable them to judge of the results obtained by
the use of concrete in building.

L. A. Boile.iu.”

THE GLASGOW SEWAGE (QUESTION.

A PAPER on this question has been read before

the local “ Association for the Consideration of
the Sewage Question,” by Mr. John Mnrchie.
He made various objections to the sending of tho
sewage to the sea, and to its being used for irri-

gation purposes, as being detrimental to the
sanitary condition of the city. I propose, he
continued, that the water-closet at present in

use be given up, and that a thoroughly-trapped
air-tight dry ash closet be substituted; eucb
closet being fitted with a hopper for riddled

ashes, and having efficient mechanical appliances

for injecting ashes when the closet is used
;
that

each closet be connected with a perpendicular
glazed fire-clay soil-pipo from 6 in. to 8 in. dia-

meter
;
that this pipe be connected at its lower

end with an air-tight backet, and that its upper
end terminate above the roof of tho house for

ventilation and easy access for regular sweeping
and cleansing, with an apparatus fitted for tho
purpose. It is possible that in many tenements
and houses it may be found impracticable to find

conveniences for working the closets in con-
nexion with a soil-pipo as described. In such
cases, or as an alternative modification of tho
plan altogether, if it were preferred, I would
have an air-tight box or bucket attached to tho

bottom of the closet, but removable at pleasure,

into which the excreta, urine, and riddled ashes
should drop, such bucket or box being carried

down, or out, every evening into the court or close,

and the contents therein deposited in an air

tight receptacle provided for the purpose,

propose, further, that the city provide a com
plete plant of railway manure trucks, lorries,

and iron boxes, fitted to contain about half a ton

each ;
that manure depots aud sidings be con-

structed at nnmerous and convenient points

along the various railways branching from the
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city. I propose that the municipality be map-
ped oat into districts

5
that to each district be

attached a lorry and staff of assistants, whose
daty would be e^ery night to visit every tene-

ment and house in their beat, detaching the

backets affixed to the end of the soil-pipe, or re-

moving the box or bucket from the close, or

coart, or door, as the case might be, emptying
the contents therein into the half-ton boxes on
the lorry, replacing the bockets, and, when
loaded, proceeding to the appointed station,

transferring full boxes to the trucks, and return-

ing to their beat with a complement of empty
ones. In the districts of the city, or tenements,

where private closets were not introduced, and
where common privies were used, I would have
provided an iron box with screen, into which all

ashes produced by the tenants would be intro-

daced j and over the top of, and communicating
with, this box, I would place closets, the drop-

pings from which should mix with the ashes, the

whole to be removed nightly, in the manner de-

scribed as applicable to private closets.

Mr. ilnrcbie gave estimates, showing that by
the sale of the excreta, after paying all expenses,

an annual balance of 15,439?. lOs. would remain

in favour of the city; and that, even after pay-

ing interest on au expenditure of 220,0001. for

remodelling the whole water-closet system of the

city, and providing plant and appliances to work
the system, a balance of 5,439?. lOe. would
annually remain in favour of the city.

The local association before whom the paper
was read, it may here be mentioned, are anxious

to give the fullest ventilation to all theories on
the sewage subject, whether propounded by any
of their own number or others who have given

attention to it, and the committee are open to

receive and consider all plans which may be

submitted to them. We need scarcely say that

we do not recommend ilr. Murchie’s plan for

their adoption.

BRONZE FONT AT OCHSENFURTH.
BAVARIA.

It would be difficult to describe the form of

this font, but we give an illustration which will

be more intelligible than any description. The
font is said to be the work of Peter Fischer

;

the workmanship is exceedingly delicate. The
eipht bas-reliefs round the basin represent the
following saints :— St. Clara, St. Henry, St.

Catherine, St. Andrew, St. Killian, St. Burkard,

St. Mary, and St. Barbara. This foot, like some
wo have before mentioned, is cast in bronze.

NEW PALACE YARD, WESTMINSTER.

The design of Sir Charles Barry for the
completion of bis great work in Westminster,
towards New Palace Yard, is familiar to

readers of the Builder, from an illustration

recently given in these pages, on the occasion of
our notice of Dr. Barry’s memoir of his father.

The (xovernment having left the question in

abeyance, decided in 1864 to complete the un-
finished western face of the Clock Tower, and to
enclose the two open sides of New Palace Yard
with an iron railing, sufficiently high and strong
to exclude a mob on important occasions. The
works now nearly completed, under Mr. E. M.
Barry, A.R.A., and represented by our engraving,
are the results of this determinatiou, and consist
of the facing with stone of the lower part of the
western front of the clock tower, the erection
of a very handsome iron railing, with gates
and stone piers on the north and west sides of
New Palace Yard, and the constrnction of a
cloister or covered way on the eastern side. The
railing is entirely of wrought iron, made by
Messrs. Hardman. It is in bays of 17 ft. long,
between piers of Portland stone, upon each of
which is placed a globular lamp on a wrought

!

iron standard. At the gates and angles the

,

piers are larger, and are surmounted by clusters '

of lamps. Each bay of the railing is subdivided
into three compartments by groups of standard
bars, arranged on plan iu the form of a cross. i

The ornamentatiou of the upper part of the
'

railing is composed of the Tudor rose, well
i

beaten up; and the lower portion displays the'
portcullis of Westminster. The globe lamps were

;

manufactured by Messrs. Stevens & Son.
i

In the centre of the western railing, between
the carriage-gates, is to be placed the statue of
Sir Robert Peel, by the late Baron Marochetti

j

and the corner opposite to Parliament-street is

the site allotted for Mr. Woolner's statue of Lord
Palmerston. The tops, and some other portions

of the railing and lamps have been gilt, by Mr.
Grace.
The interior of New Palace Yard has been

levelled throughout, aud its surface lowered iu

some places as much as 10 ft., with the object of
preventing the disagreeable effect of raking lines

against the building, and of increasing the appa-
rent height there of Westminster Hall. A portion
of the plinth of the latter which has hitherto

been bnried, has been exposed to view by the
excavations. The cloister along the eastern side

gives a covered access, for foot passengers, from
Westminster Bridge to the Commons’ private
entrance, and to Westminster Hall : a flight of

steps leads from the bridge at the foot of the
Clock Tower. It is intended to carry on the
cloister, by means of a tunnel or subway, under
Bridge-street, to the Thames Embaukmeat and '

the uuderground station of the Metropolitan '

District Railway, about to be formed on the '

north side of Bridge-street. When this subway
is completed. Members of Parliament and others,

coming from the West End and City by the
Railway and the Embankment, will be able to

enter the New Palace by means of a covered
way extendiog the whole distance, and almost
on a level. They will thus avoid the necessity
of ascending to Bridge-street, and descending
again to the New Palace, having encountered by
the way the dangers of a crowded crossing in
Bridge-street increased by the accession of
traffic coming to it at right angles from
the Thames Embankment. The external de-
sign of the cloister is made to range with the
existing archways and buttresses to the members’
private entrance, with which it is joined, at the
south-east corner of the yard. Two of the
archways form carriage entrances to the Speaker's
court, and these, with the archway in front of
the Clock Tower, are flanked by niches, and are
distingnished by their details from the rest of
the arches. The niches are to be filled with
statues of kings, by Mr. H. H. Armstead

j

those of Alfred and William I. are already

placed in the niches near the Clock Tower. The
fcsthetie objection to leaving New Palace Yard
open has always been felt to be the difference

between the level of Westminster Hail (and
consequently of the New Palace) and Bridge-

street, causing the former to appear sunk in a
hole. The erection of the cloister has been
adopted as a mode of lessening this difficulty, by
advancing the lower story of the building after

the precedents of Belgian Town-halls, and other
edifices. The cloister is rather higher than the
upper part of Bridge-street, which it joins, and
thus serves to mask, to some extent, the dif-

ference of level, and at the same time provides
a convenient covered approach, as above de-

scribed. Each bay of the cloister has a groined
roof, with a circular aperture in the middle of
each groin, covered by a sheet of glass. The
groining of the bay next to Westminster Bridge,
at the entrance of the subway, is square ou
plan, with diagonal riba filled with perforated
tracery. Polychromy is introduced in the
interior of the cloister by the use of red Mans-
field stone in bands, and for the groining ribs

and bones. The exterior is entirely of Portland
stone. The works are contracted for by Mr. W.
Field, and the carving has been executed by
Mr. T. Earp, and his assistants, in a bold and'

effective manner. Mr. E. C. Pressland is the
clerk of works.

A Presext to Bolton.—Dr. Chadwick, who
formerly resided and practised at Bolton, has
intimated his intention of making a munificent
present to the town. He intends to offer 10,000?.

to be applied to the erection of working men’s
model cottages, the rentals from which are to be
devoted to the maintenance of an orphanage
which he proposes to erect. In the first instance,

the orphanage will be for the admission of girls,

but it will ultimately be extended so as to re-

ceive boys
;
and to carry oat this benevolent

design a satn of about 17,000?. will be necessary.
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MURAL DECORATIONS.
KOVAL INSTITUTE 01' HKITISII ARCBITECT.S.

The first ordinary meeting (after the recess)

of this Institute was held on Monday evening

last ; Mr. David Brandon, vice-president, in the

chair. M. Weale, of Bolgiom, author of various

works on architecture, was elected honorary and
corresponding member. Mr. Charles Innes, of

Whitehall, was elected fellow, and Messrs. John
Hebb, of Tollington Park, and E, H. Bown, of

Harrogate, were elected associates.

Professor Donaldson announced a donation of

500J. from Mr. Tite, M.P., president, to the

Library Fund, for the purchase of selected works
on Architecture by English and foreign authors,

of which the libraiy is at present deficient. A
special vote of thanks was passed to Mr. Tito for

his munificent gift; and, on the motion of Pro-

fessor Kerr, it was referred to the council to

consider an appropriate form of recognition of

the president’s liberality and warm interest to-

wards the Institute.

Mr. W. B. Scott read a paper On Mural
Paintings for Penkill Castle, Ayrshire.” The
subject of the pictures, of which the cartoons or

preliminary drawings necessarily made when
tho artist has to paint on the wall itself were
exhibited, is taken from “ The King’s Quair” or
King’s Book, by the first King James of Scot-

land, being already partly executed as the deco-
ration of the walls of the circular staircase lead-

ing to the present drawing-room of Penkill
Castle, the method employed being a kind of

tempera,—the author conld not call it encaustic,
since heat is not applied to fuse the colours into

tho plaster. The medium used is a solution of
wax in turpentine, and the use of this medium
has been an experiment which Mr. Scott thought
might be worth a few minutes’ consideration.

Having given a general description of the ar-

rangements of this old “peel-house,” or castle,

as it existed up to the beginning of the seven-
teenth century, bo went on to state that this

interesting old place was left to go to ruin
at the end of tho last century, and when
the late Mr. Spencer Boyd repaired and
inhabited it, a few years ago, he bnilt an
entirely new staircase, more commodious than
the old one, although retaining the newel form
proper to the date of the house. It was for tho
decoration of this circular staircase these car-

toons were drawn
; and in carrying out the com-

mission, the artist, being allowed to choose his

own subject, selected an early Scottish poem,
written by James I. of Scotland, when a prisoner

at Windsor, in l liO, on his lovo for Jane, grand-
daughter of John of Gaunt, a poem in six

cantos, in imitation of Chancer, and one of the
most beautiful and perfect productions of that
epoch, although very little known. The pic-

tures, six in number, illnstratcd the several

cantos which Mr. Scott described. Tho first and
second of these pictures, he stated, were painted
on the wall in tlie summer of 1865, the medium
used being, as already remarked, wax dissolved
in turpentine, a medium frequently used in

Italy for the common decoration, of which one
sees so much there, and adopted by Mr. Parris,

in going over tho pictures in the cnpola of St.

Paul’s. This medium Mr. Scott tried, in the first

instance, on one of the figures of artists for the
Museum at South Kensington, and as he was ex-
pressly required, at Penkill, to paint on the wall
itself, he determined to try it on a larger scale. The
effect was all that conld be wished. He explained
that when employed on a surface not previously
touched, the turpentine is absorbed with a
portion of the colour and the oil in which the 1

colours are originally ground, whilst the wax
retains a great amount of luminosity in the tints, i

with the uniformly dull surface absolutely neces-

1

sary in wall-painting. The unity of surface is
|

attained characteristic of fresco and the simplest
tempera painting, with greater brightness in

colours. The pigments used are not restricted

to earths, as in fresco, bub embrace nearly all

the wide range now furnished by the colourmen,
without any perceptible chemical change re-

sulting, the medium employed penetrating tho
plaster sufficiently to protect the colouring
matter on the surface from contact with the
lime. Notwithstanding this, it was stated that
the part of the wall which is exposed to the
south wind, the wet wind in that locality, has
in tlje course of the last two severe winters and
wet springs shown symptoms of decay. The
great enemy of painting in this country is damp,
and it appears that no external wall, without
sloothing or other means of ventilation, is a safe

surface for the artist. Whether the wall in ques-

;h

tion had never been allowed to become dry during

the four years from its construction to the time
of the artist’s commencing his operations, or

whether the wet soaked through from without,

in spite of the Portland cement with which it

was painted from the first, was a question which
no one seemed able to solve. The remaining
portion of this south side has been lined with
sheets of zinc, on which the future pictures will

be painted, with what result has yet to be seen.

With regard to the remarks on a former occa-

sion relating to fresco painting by gentlemen
who appeared to urge the superiority and de-

sirability of that method, Mr. Scott stated he
was afraidthat his assertion that itwonld never be
practised again in this country, or perhaps any-

where else, might be construed as an effort at self-

defence, the work he then submitted to the
members being rather easel pictures than wall

decorations, having comparatively little of the
simplicity induced by tempera painting and
necessitated by fresco. Such, however, was not
the case

;
but a deliberate opinion, the result of

many years’ consideration. He did not mean
that we should never see little pieces of fresco

.
on lath-and-plastcr frames, as we may see books
illuminated by hand or imitations of ancient
enamels

;
perhaps we might oven see fresco on

a small scale applied to some purpose by some
,
one who persists in conjuring by an old form of

incantation
;
and if the artist abstains from all

colours but those composed of earths, if he has

ten years to prepare his lime, if his wall is

thoroughly protected and ventilated, if the

weather is every day favourable, and if the
artist has had a lifetime of practice, perhaps
once more we might have a good result; but
this was certain, fresco had bad a revival of
twenty years in England and forty in Germany,
and all the best artists in both countries who
bad practised it—Kaulbach in Germany and
Maclise in England — had gladly resigned it

for the newly -invented silica medium. In
Italy itself (continued Mr. Scott) the reign

of fresco lasted little more than a century. All

the earlier works remaining are tempera. Not
many years ago it was not unusual to hear
people talk of all Italian wall paintings as fresco

;

but it is quite certain no sucb thing exists.

When the Commission was appointed to consider
the application of painting to the new Houses of
Parliament, in IS-H, Cornelius, a German artist

residing in Borne, was called over in November
of that year; and the late Prince Consort, who
was at the head of that Commission, seconded
the views of his compatriot, and fresco was
determined upon. Tempera and the earlier

works were scarcely ever alluded to ;
and while

the Munich frescoes—all tho open-air ones, at all

events,—were beginning to peel off, English
artists who had never painted anything but
(jenre pictures in oil produced those examples
now going to pieces in the so-called Poets’ Hall.

Fortunately, the silica process was shortly after-

wai-ds discovered, so that Maclise, the greatest

of Englisli historical painters, and one of the
greatest European artists, has been freed from
the waste of energy and danger of prema-
ture decay in painting Lis two great works,
“ Waterloo ” and “ Tho Death of Nelson
but the last years of Mr. Dyce were embittered
by the difficulties, delays, and repaintings in-

volved in this primitive process, fitted only fora
dry climate and a summer of continuous equable
temperature.

Professor Donaldson, in proposing a vote of

thanks to Mr. Scott for his communication, re-

ferred to the unsatisfactory results which had
invariably attended fresco painting in this

country. Notwithstanding the moat diligent re-

searches on the part of the late president of the

Royal Academy, both as to the surface of the

walls and of the materials to be used in the case
of the decorations of the coiTidors, «tc., of the
new Houses of Parliament, it seemed that all

the endeavours of artists to conquer the diffi.

eulties of fresco painting, so as to render it im-
perishable, were always frustrated. He thought
we might look with great hopes to the now pro-

cess of water-glass painting; but even where
that process was adopted, there was a dampness
which covered the surface, which, though not
chemically affecting tho picture itself, was pre-

judicial to the just appreciation of it as a work
of art. Under these circumstances it was gi-atify-

ing to find that a gentleman like Mr. Scott, with
Ilia large practical experience and knowledge of
his art, had adopted a process which he believed

was calculated to be successful in this country.
Mr. Scott remarked that the effect upon the

surface of the pictures in water-glass mentioned

by Professor Donaldson arose from the accidental
circumstance of too great a quantity of silica

having been dashed upon the surface with a
large and clumsy kind of brush, instead of by
the more careful method of using a syringe for

the purpose ; and that tended to impart n
whitish bloom to the surface of the picture. lie

believed it was Mr. Maclise’s opinion that that

effect could be removed without injurj- to the
picture.

Professor Kerr having offered some critical

observations with regard to the disposition of

tho pictures before thorn and the treatment of

the figures, remarked that the practical question

of damp in walls was one which ought not to be
passed over by a body like this without some
consideration. They all knew very well that a
stone wall, even when built of granite, would
draw the water through several feet thickness!

It seemed to him the best advice to be given
with regard to walls on which these kind of

paintings were to be placed was to treat them
with one or other of the recognised stone-

preserving processes
:
probably that of Bansome

was the best for the purpose, if that wore
not successful, it might bo desirable for the sake

of the paintings to coat the outside walls with

some material impervious to wet, as paintings of

this description should not be allowed to go to

ruin from the unfortunate state of the stone wall

on the outside. With regard to the water-glass

pictures in the Houses of Parliament, he thought
that process would eventually prove to be a mis-

take, because silicate of potash has a very strong

attraction for the moisture of the atmosphere,

which might produce a damaging effect upon the
pictures. Even where the water-glass was
treated with chloride of lime, there was a large

([uantity of salt thrown off’; and, until that w;i,8

got rid of, there was a strong tendency to absorb
moisture. With regard to the material Mr.

Scott was employing in the execution of these

pictures, ho had no opinion to ofl’er
;
but he

strongly advised that gentleman to reconsider

the idea he appeared to have formed, of painting

any portion of them npon plates of zinc. Tt

would, in his opinion, be preferable to remove
the portion of wall which showed appearances
of dampness to a sufficient depth, and replace it

with a composition of a more satisfactory kind.

Mr. Charles Barry complimented Mr. Scott

upon tho successful treatment, as he regarded
it, of tlie subject he had taken in hand, in this,

as in the former case, which he brought before

the Institute. Looking at the instance now
before them, he hoped Mr. Scott would be able

to find some means of protecting the inner sur-

face of the walls from damp, without depriving

the external wall of its original stone character,

and not sacrifice the ancient glory of the exterior

of the building by coating it over with a foreign

material. He suggested two ways of obviating

the difficulty of damp in the wall. Tho most
obvious one, if- they had any apprehension from

the porosity of the material, that the moisture
would get through, was to make an inner wall,

with instertices of space between it and the

outer wall. He agreed with Professor Kerr in

the caution he had given, as to the contem-
plated use of zinc plates, on which to paint the

pictures remaining to be executed.

Mr. \Vm. White, after some general remarks
on the treatment of mural painting, observed

that he had seen several of the pictures of

Mr. Gambier Parry, which he underatood to bo
in a sort of tempera, and ho did not know of

an instance in which they had failed. With re-

ference to the use of ziue plates, he had been
informed by decorators, that thoroughlyscrubbing
tho surface of the metal, and either gilding or
silvering it over before the paint was applied, a
very excellent and durable surface for painting
npon was obtained. A further suggestion was
that zinc paint should be used instead of lead

paint, inasmuch as the latter would set up gal-

vanic action, which deteriorated the surface. He
agreed that the moat efficacious way of keeping
damp from pictures of this kind, was the plan of

double walla, in which case any dampness that

penetrated through the outer wall dropped
down, and left the interior wall, vcutilatiou being

duly attended to, perfectly dry.

Mr. Barry hoped that the notion would not be
endorsed by the meeting that gilding or silvering

of the zinc plates would prevent the destruction

of the surface by galvanic action, inasmuch as a

greater amount of galvanic action was set up
between metals of different degrees of oxyda-
tion.

After some further conversation, in which
Mr. Wyatt Papworth, Mr. Charles Fowler, and
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Mr. Collman took part, the vote of thanks to

Mr. Scott was unanimously passed.

A short paper by Mr. J. MacLean descriptive

of “The Old Koof recently discovered over. the
Nave at West Church, Stirling, having
been read, the meeting adjourned.

THE STONEWORK OF LONDON AND
PARIS, CONTRASTED.*

In the first place, we will look at the method
of building, and then at the quality of the work,
and the scaffolding used for the purpose. We
will take Paris first. In 1862 I visited Paris,

and while there saw most of the large works
^yhich were in course of erection, such as the

Great Northern Railway Station, the new Opera,
and many others which I need not mention. The
first thing that struck my attention was to see

all the buildings constrocted from the stone as

it left the saw ; that is, not worked on the face.

I saw the men working the stone after being
fixed, and came to the conclusion that there was
something deficient either in the contractors, or

in the managers of the several works, and those

impressions were confirmed when I visited Paris

in September last. While there I again had
the opportunity of visiting numbers of large

works in course of erection, and on examining
the mason-work I found it would not bear the

inspection which mason-work ought to be able

to bear. Now a word or two on their method of

bnilding. I was much struck with the method
they employ in fixing their work. They have one
or two hoisting-places, as the case may require.

The stone is lifted up at these places and rolled

from the place where it is landed some 20 ft.,

•10 ft., or even 80 ft. on the wall. I saw them roll a
stone, some 7 ft. by 3 ft. by 2 ft., on a wall
some 5 ft. or 6 ft. thick. This stone was rolled

about 70 ft. by 8 or 9 men with bars. It is

then laid in the required position, lifted up
some half an inch from the stone below by bars
caulked all round with rope or some soft ma-
terial to prevent the mortar from running out
from the horizontal bed. It is fixed,—in fact, by a
process of grouting. You must bear in mind that
this stone was rough on the face. Most of the
horizontal beds are grouted with plaster and
dust from the stone. These beds are from in.

to i in. thick. This style of fixing I saw at the
New Opera, which has recently been uncovered.
This method of grouting the beds they have
found to be an improvement on the old method
of fixing. Another thing which I saw was the
party walls of the houses left some i in. or J in.

from the front wall
;
that is, not worked close

up to the bond. This space is to allow for

swelling, as the party walls generally swell,

and would otherwise push out the front work.
I need not mention that the want of connection
of the party walls with tlie front walls causes
very unsound work.
We will now look at the quality of the work

as done in Paris, and from the facis which I

shall mention, we shall be able to judge which
is the best method when our own work is

described hereafter. All their projections are
roughly cut out before being fixed, and after
being fixed, they commence at the top of the
building to form the moulding roughly with
chisels almost similar to our own. After they
have attempted to pnt them in shape by the
chisel, they scrape them over with a tool some-
thing like a plane. On passing along the
scaffolding, I noticed the manner in which the
men generally hold their tools, which perhaps
some of our Englishmen have noticed. The
tool passes from the thumb over the little finger,

or under three fingers and over one, and they
use an oblong mallet. One could not help
noticing the attitude in which these men work

;

some are sitting down, some kneeling, and some
standing. The slow motion of the mallet also

drew my attention. The sound of the first blow
had disappeared before the second one was
given. Some of the men were working a plinth
of a hard stone, kneeling and sitting down to it,

ibe plinth being before them in a perpendicular
position, fixed in the building. I shall have
more to say on this part when I draw the com-
parison between the London work and the Paris
work.
The scaffolding now claims onr attention. Their

lifts generally are square on plan, with a large

• The following remarks are by a practical man, Mr.
tVilliam Cross, manager of works at the Prince Consort
Memorial, Hyde Park.
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piece of timber at each angle. These pieces are
braced together, and act as standards, regulated
according to the height the lift is required.

Some are worked by band and some by steam

;

they are fixed at the moat convenient points of
the bnilding

;
and right and left of them a scaf-

fold is erected for the men to fix the stone, and
also to stand on to work the stone when fixed.

This sort of scaffolding seems to be woven into

the natnre of the French people. Wherever you
go, yon see this style of scaffolding need, and
some of these lifts were exhibited at the Ex-
hibition.

I will now draw the contrast between the
French work and our own, so that we may be
able to judge whether our fixing, working, and
scaffolding are equal or not to the French.

It is well known that most of our fixing is

executed by the use of the “traveller,” by which
we lift the stone, in place of the French lift. If

it is necessary, we have one traveller on the
top, in addition to the one we lift with. If the

.
stones are not too heavy, several are lifted to-

I
gether. The edge of the stone is brushed off,

;

and then wetted. A soft bed of mortar is laid

!
on the lower stone. The ends of the stones are

generally grooved, and run with cement. The
fixer can lower the stone on the bed, and seldom
does he require to lift the stone a second time if

he bo master of his business.

It has been said that we canuob erect a stone

building so quickly as they can in Paris. I think
we can. By the above method, I have seen
from thirty to forty stones fixed in ten hours

;

and a stone front, 150 ft. long and 100 ft. high,

with mouldings and projections, columns and
caps, fixed in twenty-five weeks, including build-

ing the scatibld. I have also seen 40 tons of

stone lifted 70 ft. high in eleven hours ; and
stone 15 tons lifted 31 ft. from the ground
and fixed in two hours. This is quite sufficient

to enable any one to judge which is the quickest
way. I have come, indeed, to the conclusion,

that we can fix six times the quantity of stone
that the French can in a given time, and with
half the number of men. If the contractor or

manager of the New Opera had erected a timber
scaffold, such as I have described, instead of

having nine men to roll the stone to the ap-

pointed place, three men would move it, and a

fixer and his man would fix in a given time six

times the quantity of stone than they now fix.

It must be a great saving to the contractor to

have six times the amount of work done with
half the number of men, and, moreover, the
work done by this simple method will be much
sounder. As we mentioned above, the party-
walls were not worked into the front walls to

allow for swelling. This swelling might be pre-

vented, and the walls could be joined together,

if they were to use more sand with the plaster

employed as mortar, and keep the stones well

wetted while being fixed j or, if they use lime

for mortar, the mortar should be made up some
two or three months before being nsed, and then
tempered up again. Treated in this manner,
mortar will not swell, but will set hard. The
fixing in Paris is not good, because it is impos-
sible to fix ordinary stones by band to make
that sound work which is required

; and it is

also impossible to wet the beds of the stone suf-

ficiently as the Paris stone requires when fixed

by hand.

Let us now look at the contrast between their

;

work and onr work. In the first place, it

1 seems to me that the foreman of masons in
' London requires more thought and talent than
the foreman in Paris. Here all the mason’s

I

work is got out to dimensions worked on the
banker, and jointed to sizes to fit the position

where it is intended to go. Blocks of some
hundreds of different dimensions, and for many
jobs, varying in shape and form, all worked true
and straight so that when fixed, they will re-

quire no working. I have seen on one job
twelve or thirteen hundred stones all worked
before the commencement of the fixing. I men-
tion this in proof of what I said above in refer-

euce to the foreman. These stones have a bare
^-in. bed, and l-16th in. joint instead of the ^-in.

bed of the French style. The mouldings at Paris
which have been worked after being fixed, have
scarcely a straight portion two feet long in them,
and themode in which they areniggled andscraped
about is almost a disgrace to the empire to

which Paris belongs. I mentioned above the
attitude in which the Paris workmen work. In
London the men generally stand upright to

their work. If my readers had been with me
and seen the position of the men working the
plinth at the New Opera, they would have come
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to the conclnsion that these men had recently
been imported from some island where mason’s
work was never done. I mentioned too the
manner in which they hold their tools. This
manner is a great hinderance to the progress of

the work, as is also their sitting and kneeling
down. In these positions they cannot put forth

the strength required. The business-like way is

to stand upright, and have the stone before you
so that the weight of the mallet when lifted up
will cause it to drop down with the force re-

quired. In the French method you have to

push, the mallet from you to the work, which
will not come with such force as if the men
stood upright, and let the mallet drop down.

I will now mention our method of timber
scaffolding, so that yon may judge between ours

and the French. Our scaffold varies according

to the weight we have to lift: we always pitch

the standard inside and outside of the wall at a
proper distance, so as to allow the scaft'oldings

to be erected, one for the masons and one for the
bricklayers. The standards are some 12 ft.

apart, and 10 in. to 12 in. square. This scaffolding

can be taken up to any height that may be
required by throwing ont braces and forming
cross ties. The span from the inside to the out-

side will be regulated according to the thickness

of the walls and the convenience of the rooms.
When the scaffolding is erected to the height

required, horizontal pieces of timber are laid

across to brace the iron metals to
;
then we have

two pieces of timber which answer as trusses,

resting on either side of the horizontal timber
on a cradle with two wheels at each side : this

is moved about by cog-wheels. A jenny is

placed on the top of the trusses, which is also

moved in a similar way. This jenny travels on
the metals above mentioned, and is constructed
so that the block and fall may be attached to it.

In many cases the traveller is worked from the

centre as well as the jenny. The timber scaffold

saves all poles for standards
: yon want only the

horizontal poles for ledgers. The French people
have a pole scaffold inside and out; but if they
were to adopt our plan of scaffold, it would be a
great advantage to them, both in time and
money. A timber scaffold may be regulated to

any strength required, and can be erected to any
ordinary small front as cheap as, if not cheaper
than, a pole scaffold. There is a timber scaftbld

in Hyde Park, at the national memorial to
Prince Albert, which is an exception to the
general rule of scalibld for strength. It would
be of some advantage, perhaps, to the French
mechanics when visiting London to look at it.

I might have entered into this subject on a
much larger scale, but have mentioned a few
plain facts, so that readers may be able to

judge if the English method of fixing, working,
and scaffolding, is not better than the French.

I might have expressed a few thoughts also on
the brickwork of Paris, but suffice it to say that
in some of the brickwork the mortar joints were
not close like ours, but almost as large as the
bricks. Since the mortar they nse swells, the
more mortar they put in the beds the greater
will be the swelling. The remedy for this

swelling would be as above described, and
keeping the joints to i in. or to f in. thick; then
they would not have any explosion in the brick-

work.

THE CO-OPERATIVE MOVEMENT.

A GENERAL meeting of operative masons has
been held at Wilcocke’s Rooms, Westminster,
road, for the purpose of hearing from Mr. Alfred
Walton, architect, a proposition for the formation
of a co-operative building company among the dif-

ferent branches of the building trades’ operatives.
The chairman having opened the business, Mr.
Walton said he had come specially to London
to address the men in the five branches of the
building trades—the masons, bricklayers, plas-

terers, joiners, and painters, each body sepa-
rately, for the purpose of ascertaining if there
were not a few hundred men in each trade, out
of the many thousands composing them, pre-
pared to unite together and establish a building
company on a large scale ou the co-operative
principle. He believed if they carried out the
principle to any extent it would do more tlmti

anything else to counteract the evils of lock-
outs and strikes. He then went on to detail,, his
plans at some length. He would recommend
the shares to be fixed not higher than 11. each,
and that as soon as 5CX) members had taken up
and subscribed for their shares, businesa should
at once be commenced. He referred to what
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had been done by the masons of Scotland, who
a few years since had begun in a more humble
manner, and had built several squares and ter-

races of large and substantial houses. Mr. T.

Conolly, a mason, who bad been sent over to the

Paris Exhibition by the Society of Arts to inquire

into and report upon French masonry, gave a

full and interesting account of the successful

working of the Co-operative Masons’ Society of

Paris, who were now executing some half-dozen

of the largest building contracts in the city of

Paris. He cordially recommended the proposal

of Mr. Walton to the consideration of bis fellow-

workmen. A long discussion ensued, and a

resolution was adopted approving the plan laid

before tbe meeting, and calling an aggregate

meeting of the whole of the London masons,

unionists and non-unionists, further to consider

the subject.

A meeting has been held at Heckmondwike in

connexion with the Co-operative Society in that

town. Lieutenant-Colonel Firth presided. The
report submitted was of a very favourable

nature, showing the society to be in a flourish-

ing condition, Mr. Powell, M.P. for Cambridge,

was present, and delivered an address, in the

course of which he observed that it was the

desire of every member of the Houses of Parlia-

ment to give to his working fellow-citizens every

means and every facility whereby they might
combine for purposes calculated to promote their

happiness, or to increase their wealth. If there

was any country calculated to be the field of

successful co-operation, he believed that country

was England. If there was one national instinct

more strong than another, it was the instinct

of association. Mr. Powell quoted statistics in

respect of the condition of co-operative societies

in England. He saw it stated that there were
in England at the end of last year 752 societies,

but out of these only 436 sent in their reports to

London. In these 436 the number of members
was 173,000. The cash received for goods sold

in the year ending Slst December, 1866, was
4,445,0001., and the total value of assets and
property was somewhat more than 1,000,0001.,

but on the other side of the account the total

amount of trade liabilities was 334,0001., being

a very large balance in favour of co-operative

associations. He did not believe that any great

revolution would be brought about by these

societies—he meant any fundamental revolution

entirely changing the condition of affairs which

we saw around us
j
but he believed that by

means of these co-operative associations friendly

relations might be brought into existence between
difl’erent classes. By their agency the labouring

and working man, himself having capital, would
sympathise more with the trials and the diffi-

culties which beset capital; and, having some
property himself, he would understand more how
to value and how to defend it. Mr. Powell, in

closing, urged that working men by being mem-
bers of a co-operative association would benefit

themselves, and be enabled the better to educate
their children.

A lecture was lately delivered by Professor

Fawcett, at the Workmen’s Hall, Barnwell, before

a crowded audience. The lecturer said, in 1844,

twenty-eight poor weavers in tbe town of Boch-
dale thought they could improve their condition

by clubbing together their small savings, and
then purchasing commodities at wholesale prices

and selling them out by retail. They were so
poor that they could not embark in a large way,
BO they put into a common fund 2d. per week,
which was increased to 3d., and at length
gathered together over 201. With this a few
articles of grocery were procured at wholesale
prices. They soon found that there was a con-

siderable profit on tbe transaction, and in 1864
tbe number of members was 4,747, while the
profits amounted to 2O,000Z. a year. Their suc-

cess, said the professor, was mainly owing to a
rule they laid down when the society was esta-

blished, from which they never departed
;

if they

had departed from it he had no hesitation in

saying that the scheme, instead of resulting in

moat splendid success, would have been a

disastrous failure. That rule was, that under
no circumstances whatever should any credit be
given. The result was that from the establish-

ment to the present time there had never been a
single farthing of bad debt. Proceeding, he
observed that within the last few months a co-

operative society had been formed at Barnwell,

and although the amount of business might not
be now large, yet, if it was carried on upon the
same principles, and with the same skill as that
at Rochdale, there is no reason why similar suc-

cess should not be realised, and the same
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benefits would then be conferred upon them
as upon the labouring community of Rochdale.

But, though he had spoken of the Rochdade

Society in flattering terms, he was anxious to

impress upon them that that institution did not

illustrate co-operation in its highest and most
useful form ; in fact, defining co-operation

strictly, it scarcely deserved the term. What
he understood by co-operation was a union be-

tween capital and labour. Unfortunately for the

industrial interests of this country they were
thus divided : the capitalist found tbe capital,

and another class the labour
;
the capitalist was

remunerated by profit, and the labourer by

wages, and there was no connexion between
them bub a pecuniary one; the capitalist was
anxious to hire labour at the lowest, and the

labourer to sell at the highest price, and this led

to the most baneful antagonism. How much
better a system might be introduced. Tbe Pro-

fessor mentioned that in Manchester there

existed a co-operafcivo society of hatters, and in

London of picture-frame makers, and then pro-

ceeded to state that on the Continent they were
more frequent than in this country. Some said

the French loved co-coperation, because they

were socialists and communists. Socialism and
communism were most impracticable schemes ;

but they were not wicked ones, and socialists

and communists, though their schemes always
had resulted and always would result in failure,

deserved this praise, that their advocates first esta-

blished co-operation. It could notbesaid that they

were bad and wicked meu, but enthusiastic, and
their enthusiasm was always directed to what
good they could do for their fellow men. He gave
instances to prove that beneficial co-operation

between capital and labour was not a utopian

idea, but one that could be realized, if those who
engaged in it had sufficient moral qualities to

combat the first difficulties they had to encoun-

ter. Modified results might be obtained by some
co-partnership schemes between capital and
labour, and he thought those schemes would be-

come most common in England
j
they would be

transitional as it were, and would prepare the

workmen by degrees for something higher.

PHYSICAL COMMOTIONS THROUGHOUT
THE GLOBE.

At the beginning of last month we drew atten-

tion to the curious coincidence of hurricanes

or cylones, earthquakes, and volcanic eruptions

which was then occurring. Since that time at

least thirty earthquakes have been announced
as having taken place at St. Thomas, where the

great hurricane played such havoc ;
and in

America generally there have been many earth-

quakes, both in the States and in Canada, and
long-extinct volcanoes at Rota, in Nicaragua, on
the western slope of the American high-land,

have broken out afresh, blazing with a light

which lighted up the cathedral-towers of Leon
city, ten miles off. Vesuvius is still becoming more
and more active; and not long ago Hecla bad a

,

tremendous outburst. Even in this country

there have been slight shocks of earthquake in

the west of England. In September last we
collected together and published in the Builder

accounts of a most unusual number of casualties

by lightning, far beyond anything we recollect

of having ever occurred in this country. What
does it all mean? Are we on the eve of some
great geological crisis or convulsion ? or is it

merely a passing throe, anticipative of, or pre-

parative to, some such great crisis in a future

age?

GUISELEY NEW TOWN HALL.

On the 26th ult. this edifice was opened with

a performance of the “ Messiah.” The building is

prominently situated on a site of 1,200 yards of

land at tbe end of tbe town 'of Guiseley, near

to the railway station.

The arrangement in the building for the local

government offices consists of a board-room,

clerks’ offices, fire-engine room, lamp-room, &c.

The rooms set apart for literary and educational

purposes, comprise a public reading-room, 30 ft.

bv 17 ft., a large room for library, a school-

room, 33 ft. by 18 ft., class-room, lavatory, and
conveniences. Tbe whole of these rooms are

heated by hot-water pipes. The public lecture-

room is 65 ft. long, 36 ft. wide, 27 ft. high, and
will accommodate upwards of 800 persons seated.

The platform and gallery for orchestra are

placed at one end, and a gallery at the other.

The principal entrance is 24 ft. by 13 ft., with a

flight of stone steps to the lecture • room
and gallery. The erection of the building,

which is due principally to the munificence of

Mr. M. W. Thompson, M.P. for Bradford, has

been effected at an outlay of about 3,OOOZ. The
contractors, who have executed the works from

the designs of Messrs. Knowles & Wilcock,

architects, of Bradford, are Messrs. Freeman,

masons, of Otley
;

Jessop & Westmoreland,

joiners, of New Wortley; Mr. A. K. Kenyon,

plumber, of Yeadon ;
Mr. Alfred Firth, plasterer,

of Rawdon
;
Mr. Edwin Thornton, slater, of

Shipley
;
and Mr. Edward Haley, painter, of

Bradford. Mr. Abner Rhodes, of Bradford, was

clerk of the works. It is intended to transfer

the building, under certain trusts, to the mem-
bers of the local board, as trustees for tbe time

being, for the benefit of the public of Guiseley

for the purposes of education, and for tbe trans-

action of the town’s business, making it, in fact,

into tbe town-hall of the place.

BEREDOS, ST. PETER’S, THANET.

A BEREDOS has lately been erected in the

parish church. It consists of a retabnlum in

stone, in which are tunk a central niche, flanked

by two quatrefoila, each filled with mosaics.

The former bears a white marble cross, and tbe

latter contain angels carrying shields charged
with the sacred monograms IHO and XPO
respectively. Wheat and vine are carved on
either jamb of the central niche, and the whole
is surmounted by a cornice of leaves, severe in

form. The wall on the sides, up to the height

of this cornice, is lined with slate slabs, with a

rough face, and having the Creed, Lord’s

Prayer, Commandments, and apostolic emblems
painted on them in oil, and in the last and
largest space, the pelican, as an emblem of our

Lord and of the Holy Communion; below them
is a dado of marble and alabaster inlay. This

and the stonework were executed by Mr. Thos.

Earp
;
the painting and mosaics were done by

Messrs. Heaton, Butler, <Sc Bayne, from the

designs of Mr. Edward J. Tarver, architect'

The whole was put up by a subscription amongst
the parishioners, raised by Mr. Thomas Gray, of

Orlibar House, whose family have long dwelt at

St. Peter’s.

“ WHO SPOILT THE PARLIAMENT
HOUSES ?”

Sir,—

T

he petulant tone of Mr. Fergusson’s

letter, in the Builder of the 4th inst., convinces

me of the soundness of my judgment in hesi-

tating to submit my case unreservedly to tbe

decision of a committee of which he would
possibly have been a member.

While, on the one hand, the evidence he has

examined compels him to give a verdict, to a

certain extent, in my favour ; on the other, the

almost childish delight with which he perverts

it into an opportunity for vilifying my father, is

BO clumsily disguised as to make his criticism of

little value.

1. Mr. Fergusson is not satisfied with having

to find on the evidence, but he advances a ques-

tion totally foreign to it. His letter is as

ingenious ns it is disingenuous. Never mind
who ‘‘ spoilt” the Houses,—that is a question of

principle and taste. Who produced the original

designs in 1835 before they were “spoilt?”

Mr. Fergusson having come forward to record his

decision on a proposed examination of my
pamphlet, I refuse to release him from his

obligations to meet the main question

and the evidence on which it rests.

At present he has only admitted the force of

what is supposed to prove that my father

“spoilt” the original designs; but he ignores

altogether the evidence on the special point in

dispute, and assumes that Sir C. Barry was the

real architect, for the sole purpose of pro-

pounding the absurd, though amusing theory

that my father “ spoilt” all Sir Charles’s work

by his “ crotchets.” My evidence all proceeds

from the same sources. Half of it proves that

Mr. Pugin spoilt tbe other half, says Mr. Pergus-

aon
;
therefore Pugin was tbe author of the bad

half,—Sir Charles Barry of the good. I do not

know whether Mr. Fergusson is a Cambridge

man ;
but I doubt it. Meanwhile, what be-

comes of tbe Messrs. Barry’s emphatic denial,

and Mr. Wolfe’s assertion, “ that all the import-
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ant changea in the building which decided itf>

character were originated and designed by Sir
C. Barry alone, in the country, when he was not
in communication with my father."

2. I beg to remind Mr. Fergusaon that I
qualified my statement about Sir C. Barry being
the sole author of the “plans "of the Houses,
by suggesting that even these must have been
modified by the exigencies of the elevations.

The formality and regularity of the south front
do not necessarily prove that it was originally
the design of Sir C. Barry, any more than the
substitution of “ pierced panels and an unmean-
ing net-work of flat overdone ornament” for
“ windows grouped together with deep reveals

’’

and massive “ buttresses," prove that Sir C.
Barry was over-persuaded by my father to
relinquish the latter, his own design, for the
poverty and flatness of the present elevations.
Setting aside the gratuitousassumptionofall this,

the direct opposite is the more probable fact.

Who better than my father could appreciate
deep reveals" and grand efl'ects of light and

shade, and who knew better how to produce
them ? I shall be happy to submit to Mr. Fer-
gcsson a design of my father’s, prepared in 1833,
showing a facade quite as regular as that of the
Houses of Parliament, having “windows grouped
together with deep reveals and considerable
light and shade obtained by the form of the
buttresses.” The real truth is that my father’s
original work was “spoilt" by Sir C. Barry, to
whose decision, so far as “ architectural arrange-
ment ” was concerned, he was obliged to yield

j

and Mr. Fergusson shows his entire ignorance
of my father’s early works in propounding a
supposition which entirely reverses the proba-
bilities, if not the facts, of the case.

3. The cat-and-bitten simile is, no doubt,
remarkably amusing and quite satisfactory to
Mr. Fergusson, but, for the life of me, I cannot
see the point of it. As an architect, I know that
contrast is the essence of effect : I know also
that without contrast size is neither adequately
distinguished nor appreciated. Neither do I

perceive the value of Mr. Fergusson’s application
of his criticism to the entrances under the
Victoria Tower. At all events, he has failed to
perceive from Sir C. Barry’s own letter that
he himself sent the “plans” of this paH of the
luilding to my father to design the elevations,
and at the same time furnished the dimen-
sions for them. But considerations as to
the true apportionment of the various parts
of the work to their relative authors do
not seem to trouble Mr. Fergusson in the pur-
suit of his extraordinary proposition, — “ All
that is Pugin’s is bad : all that is Barry’s is

good.” That is enough for him. His partiality

is as plain as it is pungent, A fair and equitable
judge truly in deciding on the present rival
claims

!

4. As regards the Victoria Tower, the entries
in the diary prove that my father was at work
on the original production, and few will accept
Mr. Fergusson’s oracular denunciations of its

present appearance. He complains that an
“ extinguisher ” caps the clock tower, instead
of the beautiful design as originally published.
One may well question Mr. Fergnason’s compe-
tency to set up as an architectural critic if he
desires to see a spire on the present clock-tower

;

bnt what will he say when I tell him that such a
[

spire on a clock-tower, proportioned to it, is 1

actually executed at Scarisbrick Hall, whither I
shall be happy to accompany Mr. Fergusson
whenever he may claim my promise to do so.

This building was designed and partly carried
out at the same time as the Houses of Parlia-
ment, and is sufficiently successful to elicit from
one of the first statesmen of the day the follow-
ing expression : “If I have reason for not
believing all that you claim for your father
regarding the Houses of Parliament, it lies in

!

the fact that the work at Scarisbrick is so much
i

bolder, effective, and more successful than that at
Westminster.” '

Mr. Fergusson contrasts archceology with
architecture, as though the results of the two

[

studies were absolutely incompatible with or
spoilt each other j and that whilst the Gothic
revival had alone been archseological, the Classic
were quite free from this vice, and altogether
creative. But I should like to know, if my
father and others of his contemporaries had not
been archaeologists, where would Gothic archi-
tecture have been ?—confined, I imagine, to
such speoimena as Sir Charles Barry’s original
churches, of imperishable mark, which are cer-
tainly as free from archgeological copyism as his
Classical buildings are, for the most part, mere

plagiarisms as existing edifices. There is qnite as
much, if not more, archaeology in Sir C. Barry’s
Palladian or Renaissance struotarea as in any
Gothic works I have ever seen, and as perfect a
freedom from the tme originality of genius.
Successful more or less, as reproductions or
adaptations of existing works, they may be, bnt
original productions they are not. And why it

should be culpable and ridiculous to revive the
glories of an old minster or civic hall, but
praiseworthy and excellent to transfer the Far-
nese Palace or the Venetian Library from their

own sunny soil to a London street, I am at a
loss to conceive; or why the architect in his

study and adaptation of the latter buildings
should be less an archmologiat than the archi.

tect of the former. What Mr. Fergusson from
his normal condition of fretfulness and que-
rulous dissatisfaction ridicules as a fault in

others he exalte as a merit in Sir C. Barry.
Happily he is always in such exaggerated ex-

tremes of praise or blame, that his judgment in

questions connected with Gothic art has little

influence, and we may be allowed to place his

taste on a level with his impartiality. He has
often done great service in destroying monsters,
but he must leave to others the task of
restoring what they have laid waste. A man
who stigmatizes an architect like Mr. Street

as a mere archmologist, is bat little likely

to do more than destroy. Mr. Fergusson
stands in relation to architecture as Mr. Carlyle
does in some respects to philosophy : he can
tear a fallacy to tatters, bnt oh ! for something
good to replace it. Mr. Carlyle, however,
thinks. Mr. Fergusson assumes and decides.

Sicvoloysicgubeo; stet pro ratione vohintas. (It

is an idiosyncrasy of his literally to rage in the
presence of Gothic art. He must be exorcised
before he can pronounce on its merits).

E. Welbv Pugin.

SOME SUGGESTIONS.

Snow in the Hoads.—I beg to suggest that
snow could be speedily and ecouomically re-

moved from roads and streets by a few yards
of stove-piping laid along the gutters (the ends
partially stopped with a brick), having a few
strong gas-jets flaming within. AH snow swept
or shovelled against it would instantly melt and
run down the gratings.

A Foothold for Horses.— Short steel spikes
(similar to cricketers’ spikes) could be made to

clutch firmly the rim of the horse-shoes, thus
enabling the horse to have a sure foothold oo
frost-bound roads. They conld be fixed quickly,

as many to each shoe as deemed needful. They
would not clog, and conld be renewed at a penny
each.

A Plea for worn Flagstones.—I recently noticed

some paviors wantonly breaking a great many
old stones, some large and in tolerably good
condition. It seemed a pity, when so many
places are yet unpaved. Why conld they not be
disposed of cheap, the same as old bricks ?

^Vater and Fire : Plugholes in the Roads .

—

Would it not be an improvement to remove them
to a cut bay or recess in the curbstone ? They
would be easily found on emergencies, and not
BO liable to get clogged with stones, dirt, &c., as
they are daiiy now. R. T.

TEE THAMES EMBANKMENT.
At the meeting of the Metropolitan Board

of Works, Mr. Bazalgette, the chief engi-
neer, presented his report on the progress
and cost of the Thames Embankment. As
regarded that portion between Westminster
and Waterloo Bridges, the whole of the dams
had been completed, aud considerable por-
tions thereof had subsequently been removed
from the face of the work. The Westminster
Steamboat Pier and the Charing-cross Steam-
boat Pier were in progress, and other necessary
works were considerably advanced. Filling-in
behind the Embankment walls and in the works
generally bad been carried out to the extent of
about 500,000 cubic yards. With respect to the
contract between Waterloo Bridge and the
Temple Gardens, a length of 1,290 ft. of the
parapet was complete, and there remained but
210 ft. to be formed to complete the entire
length of the river wall comprised in the con-
tract. The Temple Steamboat Pier was also in

, a forward state, not more than 2,000 cubic feet

of stone, the whole of which was upon the
gronnd, being required to complete this portion
of the work. The approximate coat of the whole
of the works executed, including 3501. for the
materials ’upon the ground, was 224,6001., of
which the sum of 1,0691. was due to the progress
made in the past month. As regards the sonth
side of the river, of the 2,370 ft. of dam and
stageing constructed between Westminster and
Lambeth Bridges, 1,100 ft., had been removed
from the face of the works. Within the com-
pleted dams a length of 1,900 ft. of the river
wall had been constructed to a height of ft.

above Trinity high-water mark. The approxi-
mate value of the whole of the completed works,
including 23,8001.’. for the materials upon the
ground, is 147,0001., of which the snm of 1,C001.
was due to the progress made in the past month.

HOW THE THAMES EMBANKMENTS ARE
GETTING ON.

Sib,—

I

t may be interesting to yonr renders to have

5
laced before them the following summary of progress
uring each of the past seven months of the three

contracts at present let of the Thames Embankment

1B37.
No. 1, North.

Mr.
Furness's.

No.2, North.
Messrs.
Ritson’s.

Bonth.
Mr.

Webster’s.

Tnno £7,655
8,011

16,800

11,000
6,000
7,000

£1,137
1,106

3,127

1,666
3,348
1,069

£2,000
1,600

8,600

6,220
1,000
1,000

August and j
September ...j

Sevea Months ...

Total done to \
end ofiser ... /

Total to com-

1

plete J

Total of Con-")
tract )

66,366 11,363 19,220

436,000

85,000

224,600

4,-100

147.000

162.000

620,000 229,000 309,000

Jasfxb.

SNOW AND THE SEWERS.
Sib,—

T

he original idea of nsing the main sewers for the
removal of snow from the streets was mine, and was made
public in the Builder last January. If the snow be put
down the sewers, whether it be melted by “ gas-jet,”
“ steam-jet,” or “ water-jet,” I claim the original idea of
nsing the sewers for that purpose. This plan was never
pat in practice untU X suggested it.

John PaitLirs.

HOME COLONIZATION.
“ We’ve got no work to do.”

Sib,—

A

s the columns of the Bwilder have
always been open to snggestions for social im-
provements, I hope this privilege will be ac-

corded to the following on home coloniza-

tion. In this large manufacturing community,
where fluctuations in trade are inevitable, the
choice of a trade perfectly free to every youth,
and from several other causes, an excess of
craftsmen over the labour in demand will

repeatedly occur. How may this be alle-

viated ? By emigration to the colonies, is the
ready reply. Nor do I deny that this is the
tme dernier ressort of overpopulation : but there

is yet plenty of room at home if labour could
be better distributed. It has, I believe, been
officially stated that “ there is in this country as

much cultivatable land lying waste and profitless

as would employ all the unemployed in England.”
Now the English people, with their nsnal tenacity

to any notion they have once adopted, rest in

the delusion that going half round the world,

paying large sums for passages, outfits, &c.,

has some peculiar efficacy in establishing all

who go though the preparatory process, in

opulence in a distant colony. This is a great

mistake. There is no special virtue in the mere
expatriation, but, on the contrary, a loss of

human power and energy to the old country

;

the most vigorous and enterprising leaving a
constantly-increasing residuum of enervated and
unhealthy population behind ; in fact, distant

colonization is doing in some measnre for Eng-
land what continuous war did for France. Now
the virtue of a colony lies intrinsically in this,

—

the withdrawal of surplus labour from over-

crowded centres and re-aggregating it in natural
proportions. This might be accomplished as
well, and at less cost, upon the cultivatable,

but at present neglect^, lands in Great
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Britain. To do this scientifically, statistics

should be consulted, in order to obtain an ap-

proximate idea of the relative proportion which
different trades have to population. A capitalist

so informed might establish a colony which

would well repay a large outlay. But a national

scheme of home colonization could be devised,

which would effect a redistribution of labour

highly advantageous to the happiness and
prosperity of the country.

W. Cave Thomas.

Tho question, of course, would be, can
I the land be made remuneratively productive ?

There is no doubt that much of it could be

made so. We may mention that for some few

weeks past, an “ Association for the Employ-
ment of the Destitute Poor in Reclaiming and
Improving the Waste Lands of the Kingdom,”
has been in progress of formation.

THE DEATH-PLACE OP GIBBON.

“CURIOSITIES OF LONDON.”

The very interesting leading article in last

I week’s BiuZder, founded on Mr.Timbs’s admirable

book on the above subject, contains an error
j

.which—as a denizen of Sussex and jealous of its !

honours—I beg permission to correct. In column
3 of the first page I read, “ the courtly poet

'Waller lived on the west side of St. James’s-

1 street Gibbon, the historian, died at

No. 76.” This he certainly did not, if the “ His-
itory of Sussex,” and a long inscription cut in a
marble slab in Fletching Church, Sussex, are to

be believed.

Every Sussex man and woman who has dipped
I at all into the history of the county, knows, and
I is proud to know, that the last resting-place of

i the Historian of Rome belongs to us. Gibbon
came over from Lausanne on a visit to Lord

i Sheffield, at Sheffield-place, Fletching ; and
i while there was seized with the illness of which
I he died. Lord Sheffield bnried him, with all

the pomp and ceremony he could command, in

) his own family tomb—an enclosed bay of the

1 north aisle of Fletching Church ; and on the
I front of the tomb, facing the congregation, he

) placed the engraved slab mentioned above, to

• tell to future ages how great he considered the

I honour of having been able to call Gibbon his

I friend.

If I were in Sussex, I would be delighted to

i send you the inscription in its entirety ; but,

I being in London just now, I am separated

! from my authorities, and am forced to draw on
I my memory,— not on my imagination} so Mr.
[ Timbs must not lay that flattering unction to

1 his soul, and think I may be wrong after all.
' “ Fletching Church and Gibbon’s Tomb ” are
: among the sights we delight in showing to visi-

< tors to onr “ Sussex wilds,”—now rapidly be-

: coming “ wilda ” no longer.

That Gibbon is bnried in Fletching Church
r we are aware : that he died at Lord Sheffield’s we
I are not so certain. The statement in tho “ Hand-
) book of London” is precise,—“Gibbon died
t January 16th, 1794, in No. 76 [St. James’s-
i street] (south corner of Little St. James’s-
i street), then Elmsley the bookseller’s, now the
i site of the Conservative Club.”

“ CURIOSITIES OF LONDON.”

I THANK you for tho special core and tenderness 'with

t which you IiETe treated tne new and enlarged edition of
r my “ Curiosities of London/' in the Builder of Saturday
' last. Allow me to state, in reply to the omission 3-ou
2 advert to in the Covent Garden Theatre article, page 782,
1 that the burning of Smirke’s Theatre, in 1856, is there
D mentioned, as well as the present theatre from the design
, of Mr. E. M. Barry, in 1858. John Times.

*.* We had looked to the paragraph headed " Royal
[ Italian Opera, Covent Garden Theatre," which did not

, give the information referred to.

MARKS ON DEALS.

Sib,—Would any of yonr correspondents kindly give

p
particulars of the various marks by which the different

t finds of deal are denoted? For instance, so that if a
f young beginner enters a timber-yard, by such and such
i kinds of mark he can go and select best and second
I Fetershurg, &c., without being deceived by the yard fore-
1 man or others who are trying to effect the sales. T. Z.

THE DEATH OP BARON MAROCHETTI.

We heard with great regret that Baron Maro-

ohetti, the well-known sculptor, had died rather

suddenly in Paris, on Saturday last. He was born

at Turin in 1805, and was hence in the sixty-third

year of his age. He was of French extraction,

though born in Italy, and was educated in Paris,

at the Lyode Napoleon, and afterwards with

Bosio, a Parisian sculptor of some note. He
completed his studies in Italy. In 1827 he
returned to France, and in the same year exhi-

bited a group, “A Girl playing with a Dog,” for

which a medal was awarded him. This group

he presented to the King of Sardinia. In 1831

he exhibited liis “ Fallen Angel,” and somewhat
later he executed for the Academy of Arts of

Turin a statue of Monsignor Mossi. Shortly

after the revolution of February, 1848, Maro-

chetti came to England, where he soon became
known in art cii'cles. In 1851 he contributed

the model of a colossal equestrian statue of
I

Richard Cceur de Lion to the Great Exhibition.

This model brought the sculptor into very general

notice in this country. The statue was afterwards

exeented in bronze, and placed close to the

Palace of Westminster, the cost being defrayed

by national subscription. For the citizens of

Glasgow he executed an equestrian statue of the
'

Queen, which was inaugurated in 1854. In that

,

year he exhibited at the Royal Academy, “ Love '

Playing with a Hare.” In 1856 he executed the

granite monnment to the memory of the English

soldiers slain in the Crimea. He also exeented

the statue of the late Duke of Wellington at

Strathfieldsaye. One of his most recent works
is the monument to Lord Clyde, in Waterloo-

place. Maroebetti was made a Chevalier of the

Legion of Honour in 1839.

THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

The ordinary meeting of members was held

on Friday evening (the 3rd inst.) at the House
in Conduit-street, the President, Mr. R. Phene
Spiers, in the chair.

Mr. J. A. Bunker read a short paper on
plnmbera’ work, in the course of which he
touched upon the use of load historically,

chemically, and practically, showing that the

Babylonians, Persians, and Egyptians used it for

carrying and storing water, and that the inven-

tiou of soldering was a very ancient one. In oor

own country the Saxons made lead a useful

auxiliary in their buildings, especially for roofing,

as also for the coffins of persons of distinction.

In the Middle Ages, too, organ pipes were made
of lead, and it was matter of tradition that the

old St. Paul’s Cathedral was accidentally burned

by the carelessness of some workmen who were
employed to solder the pipes of the organ.

Having explained the manner in which lead was
cast and milled, and the proper mode of solder-

ing pipes, Mr. Banker recommended that in

using lead for gutter fiats, flushings, &c., care

should be taken to leave room for expansion of

the metal, and that snow-boards should be

used to protect roofs from the feet of careless

workmen. In conclusion, he recommended
students of architeetnre to pay especial atten-

tion to that portion of the specification which
included the plumber’s work, as want of atten-

tion in this respect often entailed much loss and
inconvenience.

A member inquired whether Mr. Bunker
could give the meeting any information with
reference to the merits of sheet zinc (Vieille

Montague) as compared with lead. Objections

had, he said, been made to lead on the ground
that the chemical action of the atmosphere
occasioned it to corrode

;
but the excellent con-

dition of the roofs of some of our cathedrals and
old parish churches would lead to an opposite

conclusion. He also desired to know v/hat was
the best and easiest mode of preventing pipes

from bursting in frosty weather. He had tried

the experiment of allowing the tap to rnn very

gently at such periods, and never had a pipe
burst.

Mr. Bunker said he had come prepared to

speak about lead, and not zinc, although he
believed that the latter metal, if properly laid,

was a very useful material. For his own part,

however, he always recommended the use of

lead, as although the cost was in the first in-

stance greater than zinc, the old lead was
always worth from 18s. to 20s. a cwt. He was
unable to state why lead did not answer upon
oak wainscot, but the solution might be found in

the circumstance that oak contained a good deal
of iron. In the old cathedrals it woul^ be found
that lead was not laid upon oak. With regard to the
best mode of preventing lead pipes from bursting
in frosty weather, he believed the most effectual

remedy was to insert a stop-cock at the lower
end of the service-pipe. As for allowing the
tap to run, he feared the water companies would
strongly object to such an expedient, however
useful it might appear.
The Chairman, in calling attention to some

drawings of lead finials and vanes in Conti-
nental ohm-ches, exhibited by Mr. Bunker,
pointed out the beauty of the design, and the
solidity of the material. It was, he thought, a
pity that architects of onr day did not endea-
vour (wherever practicable), to introduce lead

work for finials and vanes, as there was a bold-

ness and solidity about it, which recommended
it for general adoption. In cases where it was
necessary to nse ornamental ironwork, it would
be very desirable to make the design as bold and
solid as possible.

It was stated that at the next ordinary meet-
ing of the Association, a paper would be read by
Mr. Henry Mathews, “ On painting as a fine

art, and its principles, aud their full develop-
ment in the works of the ancient masters.”

LEICESTER CLOCK TOWER
COMPETITION.

A design by Messrs. Goddard & Son has been
selected after modifications. Messrs. Millican &
Smith write :

—

“The 'HaymurketStnictare' CommitteehaviDgreceived
100 designs in reply to their advertisement to architects,
proceeded to select the best, and to assist them in the
selection, obtained votes from the subscribers who visited

the exhibition of the drawings at Messrs. Vice & Moon’s :

the votes so recorded gave ours a majority of twenty-fonr
over any other of the 106 designs.
The Committee in their own voting again placed oora

Hrrt among tho three designs selected by them. At this
point, for reasons best knows to themselves, instead of
awarding the premium according to tbeir election, the
Committee broke faith with all the eompetitorM by handing
over the final selection of one design to the Town Council,
who, having chosen two out of the three designs submitted
to them, appointed a sub-committee to issue further in-
structions for modified drawings from the two competitors.
Against the unfair decision of tho Council upon these
modified drawings we now beg to protest.
TVe claim that our design is entitled to the first place,

hjf the choice of the suliicriberi and that of the original
Committee, and because, to comply with the modified in-
structions of the Council Committee, we had merely to
omit the buttresses to the base and increase the height of
the statues from 6i ft. to 6 ft., whereas Messrs. Goddard’s
design required au entire remodelling of the base

;
the

statues to be increased from 3 ft. 6 in. to 6 ft, ; the canopies
to be reduced from 12 ft. high to about 4 ft. ;

the omck
dials to be increased from 2 ft. 6 in. to 4 ft.

;
and the roof

to be reconstructed. Is it too much to assert that the
design requiring the least alteration ought to have been
selected by the Council ?"

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.

Oinngion.—The church of this little village has
just been repaired and reseated throughout. Last
year the parishioners determined to put the

church into a more seemly condition
} and the

rector took the opportunity to restore the

chancel. Accordingly the stone-work has been
cleaned and made good throughout, the windows
and the old Norman doorway have been re-

paired, the tower has been thrown open to the

church, the timbers of the roof freed from white-

wash, and tho walls (inside) replastered and
brought to a warm sober tint. The floor has
been laid with tiles in ornamental patterns.

The nave is furnished with low open benches.
All tho fittings are of oak. The cost of the work
in the nave has been about 2501. The whole of

the work (except a stove supplied by Mr. Gidney)
has been carried out by Mr, Hubbard, of Dere-
ham, builder, under the direction of Mr. E. J.

Tarver, of London, architect.

Leigh.—Not content with what has been done
in the way of restoration to the parish church,
the parishioners recently decided on doing some-
thing more towards refitting it, and also that it

should take the form of a testimonial to their

rector, the Rev. H. B. Cocks, Accordingly a
subscription-list was started, which was headed
by Earl Somers with 251. aud the Countess
Somers 201., and soon a sufficient sum was raised

to purchase a reredos, a pulpit, stalls for the
choir, and a brass lectern. These articles have
now been placed in the church. The reredos is

of freestone, having in the centre, over the com-
munion-table, a Greek cross on a diaper ground
within a sunk circle, and the passion-flower
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carved in the centre of the cross. The polpit ia

of oak oij stone steps, and has carved on it a
representation of the Ascension, &c. The stall,

ends are also carved, the whole of the above
work being by Mr. Forsyth, of Worcester.
Messrs. Hardman, of Birmingham, supplied the'

brass lectern.

Bedale.—A new church, to replace the old

one, has just been erected at Thornton Watlaas,
four miles from Bedale. The tower of the old

|

edifice, however, has been retained, and forms
|

part of the new edifice, which has been erected
'

from designs and plans of Mr. G. F. Jones, of
j

York, architect. The style of architecture
adopted is Early English

;
and the edifice con-'

sists of a nave and north aisle, north and south
transepts, and a chancel, the porch being on the
south side near to the old tower, which is about

i

80 ft. in height. The windows are filled with ,

cathedral glass, and have coloured margins,

!

except one window, which is of stained glass. I

The windows in the north aisle are lancets, and
j

those in the transepts are of three lights. The
west window underneath the tower is of three

I

lights, with plate tracery, and has been restored I

by Lady Milbank. The east window is a triplet,

;

with plate ' tracery, and Mr. J. Pulleine, of

,

Clifton Castle, has had it filled with stained
glass. The church will accommodate about 250

;

persons, for whom in the nave, north aisle, and
transepts, open seats of varnished deal are pro-
vided. The chancel is fitted up with oak seats,

having moulded and carved ends. The cost of
the erection of the edifice has been about 1,8001.

Hoole.—The small church of Hoole has been
opened for divine service. The foundation-stone
was laid in the spring of last year, by Earl !

Grosvenor, M.P., and since that period great
difficulties have been experienced in raising the
necessary funds. The amount promised having
reached the sum of about 2,5U0Z., architects were
invited to furnish plans of the same, and Mr.
Daukes, of London, proved the successful com-
petitor. He estimated the cost at 4,6001., in-

cluding spire, or 3,500Z. without. The edifice

stands by the side of Hoole-road, in close
proximity to Newton-lane. It is in the Tran-
sition style, and is built of the red sandstone of

the district. It consists of a nave, chancel, and
north aisle, with organ-chambers at the east
end. The nave is separated from the aisle by a
row of pointed arches. There is a tower at the
south-west angle of the building (upon which
the spire may be placed), the main entrance
being from the Hoole-road, through the north
porch. The church will accommodate 600 per-
sons, but it is so built as to admit of a south
aisle being added.

gtisctllaiua.

CoMPERSATiox. — On the 6th inst. Mr.
Humphreys, the Middlesex coroner, presided

'

over a special jury in a compensation case,

'

“ Clayton v. The Metropolitan Railway,” at the
Sheriffs’ Court, Red Lion-square. The premises
were not required by the company, but in making

,

the inner circle the water damaged the plaintiff’s

oven, and he required the company to take the
whole premises. The shop had been closed a
month, and the company in possession. It was
suggested that the claimant could return, but
be declared that his business had been destroyed

jby the company, and he claimed three years’
profits. He made, he said, ISs. on a sack of
flour. After several witnesses had been called,

'

a verdict was agreed upon for 300Z.
;

Hemel Hempstead.—The High Bailiff held a

'

court of pie po^idre in the Town-hall, to receive
'

the report of the committee appointed to erect
a new market-house, &c. The bailiff produced
a coloured drawing of the exterior of the pro-
posed building, and of the Town-hall, with plans
of the internal arrangements. The building, he
said, would be in architectural conformity with
the Town-hall, and would be surmounted by a
turret, on which there would be a market bell.

The com-lofts would be 30 ft. by 24 ft. The
plans had been unanimously adopted by the
committee, and he calculated that the shop,
cellarage, &c., would yield an income of about
80J. a year. After considerable discussion, the
following resolution was agreed to :

—

" That the plan prodneed be adopted, and that the
architect be requested to pve hia special attention to the
pOBseasion of the moat efficient means for the delivery and
discharge of grain to and from the com-lolt, and that
the elevation of the shop front should be in accordBuce
with, instead of aubordinate to, the designs of the main
building,”

. Selsey, Sussex.—A new chapel, 46 ft. by
I

31 ft., belonging to the people called " Bible
Christians,” was opened for divine service on
the 26th ult., when a sermon was preached by
the Rev. J. Horwill, of Southsea. The proceeds
of the opening services are nearly 501. The
plans of the above building were prepared by
Mr. E. J. Smith, of Portsea, architect. The
strncfcnre is Gothic, and has flint walls, with

' white brick quoins.

Road Rollers.—We observe a patented form
of this great desideratum, among many other
useful implements, illustrated in a catalogue
issued by Messrs. Amies, Barford, & Co., of

Peterborough, ironfoundera, machinists, and
agricultural implement makers. It is a sub-

stantial and weighty-looking article certainly.

It is made of cast metal cylinders, laid alongside

of each other in rings, each 12 in. broad ; so that

the requirements of road surveyors, contractors,

and others who wish to have one very heavy roller

can be met to any extent, as to breadth, and the

same as to thickness. The outer rim of the one
illustrated was about 4 in. thick, of solid iron.

It can be fitted with a turntable, which allows

the horses to turn with the frame-work without
turning the weighty roller. Prices seem to vary
from 65Z. for a 5-ton one to 115Z. for a 9-ton one.

No steam-power is ^required or used with this

road-roller.

Friendly Societies’ Asylum.—The annual

.

dinner to the inmates of the Metropolitan Benefit
Societies’ Asylum, Ball’s Pond-road, was given
on New Year’s day, Mr. W. G. Leftly, trustee,

presiding. As we have said before, “this is the
only institntion in the kingdom for the special

benefit of members of friendly societies. To the
credit of the metropolis be it said, that a few
working men in it founded the asylum in 1829.”
In proposing success to it, and the health of the
inmates, the chairman said that 184 persons had
been admitted, of whom 111 had died, and thirty-

eight now remained. There was accommodation
for sixty-nine married conples, but so many
could not be elected until the building debt of

over 3,OOOZ. was paid off, and it behoved every
society and member to aid in making that good,

when the Endowment Fund of 7,500Z. would be
available for paying increased annnities to the
inmates.

Bell Chiming at Great Bed'wyn.—A simple
and ingenious arrangement, of which some
account has already been given in the Builder,

has been adopted for chiming the fine old
bells of Great Bedwyn Church. It is that
iuvented by the Rev. H. T. Ellacombe, rector
of Clyst St. George, Devon, and has been
used for some years in various churches in

the West of England, bat is little known else-

where. It brings all the bells under control in

the body of the church, where they are chimed
for service with perfect ease by one man or boy.
Being independent of the belfry, it interferes in

!

no way with the ringers when a peal is to be I

rung. The chiming gear being distinct from the
|

clappers, it does away with the destructive
practice of “ clocking” the bells, or tying the
clappers, by which numbers of fine bells are
cracked. The apparatus has been put up by
Mr. Hooper, of Woodbury, near Exeter, at a cost
to the parish of about IZ. per bell, and his

travelling expenses.

Atrocious Attempt to Blow up the
Worcester Guildhall.—A meeting of 400
special constables was about to be held in the
Town-hall, Worcester, and the hall-keeper, as

was most fortunately usual with him, went with-
out any light to turn on the gas, when he found
from a hissing noise that something was wrong,
and he instantly turned off the gas again. He
obtained assistance, and on examining the meter
it was ascertained that some dastardly miscreant
had removed and taken away the plug of the
main service pipe connecting the main with the
meter. Workmen were fetched from the gas-
works, who gave it as their opinion that whoever
had removed the plug had a thorough knowledge
of the construction of gas meters. The pipe
out of which the plug was taken is an inch
pipe, and if its removal had not been fonnd out
sufficient gas would have escaped in five minutes
to have blown the front of the hall out. It is

presumed that this attempt was made with the
intention of stopping the meeting of the special

constables, if it were not ignorantly intended to

destroy the constables themselves, which, how-
ever, it could not have done, as the ball would
have been destroyed before they could have
assembled.

j
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Victoria Park.—The bathing lake in Victoria

Park is to be made about double its present size.

The First Commissioner of Public Works has
decided to follow the precedent established in

Lancashire during the cotton famine and under
the Public Works Act. The work will be ofiered

to men who cannot just now find any other em-
ployment, and they will be paid according to the
amount of work done.

Ringwood Town Hall.—The old Town Hall,

or Market House, which has stood for nearly a
century and a half, has been destroyed, and the
bricks carted away. The removal of the dingy
old building is an improvement to the town.
The new Town Hall has been built after plans
by Mr. Wyatt. It contains a justice-room, and a
corn-exchange, suited for a ball and concert
room; while below are two other rooms for

general purposes, adapted for reading, club, or
lecture rooms.

St. Stephen’s Memorial Church, Delhi.

—

This little church was consecrated by the Bishop

j

of Calcutta, the Rev. Dr. Milman, on the 17th

I

of October. The building ia situated in one of
• the most populous thoroughfares of the city of

j

Delhi, immediately facing the Queen’s garden.

I

The interior is decorated, and the walls are

I

covered with scrolls, symbols, and texts. The

I

inscriptions are in Persian character as well as

I

in English. The service and sermon were in the
I Oordoo language, which the bishop has qualified
himself for reading and preaching in.

Anson’s “ Dramatic Almanack.”—The “Dra-
matic Almanack” for 1868, by Mr. J. W. Anson,
of the Adelphi Theatre, besides containing a very
large amount of information of value to those
who are connected with the stage or interested
in it, includes several amusing articles on Mack-
lin, Astley, and Wombwell. Wo have not'checked
the correctness of the facts given in the various
lists, bub the intention is excellent. Mr. Anson
is the secretary of the Royal Dramatic College

;

the honorary secretary of the Dramatic, Eques-
trian, and Musical Sick Fund; and is in other
ways honourably known.

The Worcester Diocesan Architectural
Society'.

—

The annual meeting of the members
of this society has been held in the Conncil-room
of the Natural History Society, Worcester. The
chair was occupied by Mr. G. J. A. Walker, and
there were also present the Revs. T. G. Cartier,

W. W. Douglas, H. G. Pepys, G. S. Munn,
W. Thorn, Messrs. H. Holden, E. Lees, and
J. S. Walker. The proceedings having been
opened, Mr. Walkei” pi’oceeded to read the re-

port, which was of considerable length, and
commenced by congratulating the members on
the appointment of one of their body to the
episcopate, and then went on to speak of the
excursions of the society, and the architectural
doings at Worcester, &c. The report was adopted,
and the whole of the officers reappointed. It

was agreed that Earl Beauchamp be requested
to take the chair at the meeting to be held on
the 14th of January, when Mr. Beresford Hope
will read a paper on the Cathedral.

The Penn-square Buildings, Philadel-
phia.—A great day has dawned upon Phila-
delphia, says the Journal of the Franklin Insti-

tute of Pennsylvania. It ia proposed to give to
her libraries and mnseams enlarged space. At
the last meeting of the councils of the city, the
resolution to ask the Legislature to grant the
four small public parks or squares, situated at

the corner of Broad and Market Streets, and
formerly the site of the waterworks of Phila-
delphia, to the following named institutions,

—

The American Philosophical Society, the Phila-

delphia Academy of Natural Sciences, the
Franklin Institute of Pennsylvania, the Phila-
delphia and Loganian Libraries, and the School
of Design,—was agreed to, without deliberation

and without debate. Such a cluster of buildings,

it is added, with an unequalled library, a vast
store-house of specimens in natural history, an
immense number of models of mechanical inven-
tions, a complete catalogue of philosophical

apparatns, great galleries of paintings and
statuary, would aSord students in every depart-
ment of literature, science, and arts all the
facilities requisite to the most elaborate research.
Within a compass of 1,000 ft. square, he will

look upon the labours of Audubon and Wilson,
Benjamin Franklin and Dr. Robert Hare, and of
hundreds of others, who spent their lives, re-

tired from public gaze, in building up these
great collections of fossils, minerals, shells,

,

plants, and models.
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English Artisans on Paris Worlc.

PENING again the volume
resulting from the visit of

British workmen to Paris,*

wo light upon a notice of

Plasterers’ Work by C.

Bartlett. The writer of

it is better satisfied with

the skill possessed by our

plasterers than we are. We
have reason to fear that the

number of artistic plasterers

is very small
j the great

majority are utterly in-

capable of anything like art.

In plasterers’ work, as in

brickwork, plumbers’ work,

and other trades, there has

been a woeful falling ofi* in
|

indifferent scholars
England. The speculative still can road and write.

W<&‘

builder’s si.v, eight, and ten

roomed houses, made to sell,

which the reporter speaks of

as the rough nursery for

many of our plasterers, and
"in many cases the starting

point of some of our beat

workmen,” have been the ruin of the craft as an
art. However, we will keep Just now to what he
tells us. The French architects, he says, use

plasterers’ work sparingly in their first-rate

buildings, and in situations where the presence

of plastering would not be suspected. For in-

stance, in the new Imperial Library, the coffers

of the arch springing from the gigantic piers in

the reading-room or hall are plasterers’ work of
first-rate quality

;
but from its great height, and

the absence of plasterers’ work in other parts of

the hall, plasterers’ work would not be suspected.

First-rate plastering is not the rule in Paris, but
the exception

; more so, he thinks, than with us.

In secular buildings, viz., dwelling-houses and
hotels, the plasterer has less to do than with us.

The ceilings are not enriched so commonly with
monldings as with us—the painter and artistic

decorator superseding all others in making blank
spaces agreeable to the eye.

artisan has less choice of materials than
the English. WhUe the latter has many different cements
to work with, the Frenchman has rery few indeed, mainly
working in that plentiful material plaster (gypsum, or
sulphate of lime), the coarse being used forrough floating,
and for timshing the plaster is sent through a fine sieve.
1 he plaster setting quickly is a great advantage, as it
enables them to nuish a room off at once, so that one pre-
paration ia enough for, say, one room. With us it is very
ditlerent, as we have to wait for the drying of the different
coats, causing delay, besides keeping more in hand at one
time, and finishing nothing right off. The style of work
seems rather wasteful to an Englishman.”

In cornices, whether inside or out, the French-
man uses more tools than our men do. We use
straight-edges, or joint-rules, of cast steel, with
a few small tools

; this is all that is required for

our intersections or "mitres;” but in Paris the
workman uses wooden moulds, made to the
shape of the various members of the comice he
is forming, moulds which are akin to those
used by onr masons. This takes consider-
ably more time than we are in the habit of
spending on such work. In plain work they use
fewer tools than we do. The principal tool is a
rather broad, thick, triangular trowel. They
are not so particular as ourselves regarding the
colour of their plaster. We look with distrust

* See p. 21, anie.

upon high-coloured plaster, well knowing it sets

too quickly to be worked properly, with the

grave defect of “giving” or softening after it

has been laid on for a few hours.

The display of plasterers’ tools in the Paris Exhi-

bition was very meagre, and the worst was that in

the Royal Carriage Department, contributed by
England. Toshowbowdeceptive such exhibitions
may after all be, we may mention that there was a

plastering trowel of very old date, nearly out of

use, and only to be met with in some very odd
nooks and corners of old England.

The plasterers in Paris, like their English

brothers, complain of the exceeding difficulty of

obtaining lodgings in a central spot, so as to

obviate the need of long journeys to and
from their work. Most of them reside in the

outskirts of the city, the single men in lodgings,

paying for a single room about 15 francs per

month for the exclusive use of it. When two
share the same room, they pay 2 francs or

mostly 3 francs more. The married generally

rent two or three rooms, on a third or fourth

story, at a rental of 250 francs or 300 francs per

year, paid by the quarter. In addition to the
preceding, when the rent exceeds 250 francs

per year, a tax of 9 francs is paid by the tenant.

He learns that there are about 1,000 men
engaged in the plastering trade of Paris. Many
of those coming from the provinces are very

some few can read
;
fewer

Nearly one-half of the

would not carry their tcnona through the stilea, and wedge
up the frame, as would be done in this country

;
but their

tenons would go only half way through the stiles, and be
fastened with pins. This system of pinning, which is a
favourite one with the French, is considered very objec-
tionable in this country, as the head of the pin never fails
to project beyond the face of the work as it shrinks. In
making sashes and other framing with narrow stiles, in
which the tenons are carried through the stiles, we saw no
attempt to wedge, but everywhere we found even the best
of their work disfigured by the unsightly pin.”

men engaged in the plastering trade attend
some school or institution, at the rate of two
nights per week. The instruction is free, the
schools being supported by a Government grant,

and by the donations of private individuals.

Often the priest opens a free place of instruc-

tion, teaching geometry, drawing, and other
branches of education. The two principal educa-
tional institutions for them are the Polytechnic
Association and the Philotechnic Association,

Wages were paid once a fortnight, and in

some cases once a month
;
but everything get-

ting dearer—provisions and house-rent—there

was a general move made by the men for shorter

reckonings, and now the practice pretty gene-
rally prevails of drawing on account as often as

twice a week, viz.—Wednesdays and Saturdays,

and settling np once a fortnight or three weeks,
sometimes once a month. He states their wa^’es

as sixpence per hour for those men who only

do plain work
; eightpence for those who run

mouldings.

The reporter mentions the Conseil dea Prnd-
hommes, and says no sane man can doubt that

these councils do a great deal towards prevent-

ing strikes. " Still, your reporter found the

workmen in the building trade of Paris in a
rather unsettled frame of mind.”

T. W. Hughes and John D. Prior, who write a
joint report on carpenters and joiners’ work,
wisely admit that to do justice to the subject,

they should require a much more intimate ac-

quaintance with the French workmen than could

possibly be acquired during a short visit. They
find that carpentry is gradually falling into dis-

use in Paris, in consequence of the substitution

of iron for wood in the erection of buildings.

Nearly all the houses now in course of construc-

tion Eire being built fire-proof, with iron lintels

and girders, the floors being constructed of iron

joists filled in with brickwork, with flat roofs of

a similar character. Such specimens of car-

pentry as they saw were generally of n very rude

description. Their partitions are mostly con-

structed of crooked and rough scantling, which
would be condemned by any surveyor in this

country. Their joists are placed at very irregu-

lar intervals, and appear to have been laid at

random by labourers, rather than fixed in their

proper positions by mechanics.

Joiners’ work in Paris is, in onr opinion, defective in
its construction, and roughly finished. French joiners have
apparently no idea of wedging up a piece of framing. In
framing a room door with stiles 4 in. or in. wide, they

On the whole, they consider Parisian joiners’

work to be far inferior to that done in this

country. Their mouldings, as a general rule, are

are very well designed, they note, and the carving

is remarkably well execnted
;
and they can easily

understand how an art-student may be attracted

by the tasteful and artistic appearance of apiece
of joiners’ work, and may fancy that he sees in

it an evidence of the superiority of French
work

; hut the practical workman wiU arrive at

a very different conclusion. He will at once

understand that for the portions of the work
which are so attractive to the eye, the joiner is

in no way responsible, since he is neither the
designer nor the carver; whilst the framing

itself would be found to be very defective, both

in strength and finish. French workmen, they

consider, will require better tools, and an entire

revolution in their system of working, to enable

them to execute a class of work fit for the Eng-
lish market.

They find in theBelgian oak pulpit and staircase

a quantity of very good carving ; but its joiners’

work presents to them all the objectionable fea-

tures which characterise French work, with the

addition of a few novelties which are peculiarly

their own. One of these is to be found in the

hand-rail of the stairs, the lengths of which are

united by means of a scarf-joint. " We have no

very strong objection to a scarf-joint, if properly

made, albeit we feel a very decided preference

for a good butt-joint, properly dowelled and
screwed together

;
what we particularly object

to in this instance is that the scarf is made the

wrong way, with the sharp edge of the wood in

an upward direction. Now, we know that

usually a man grasps a rail firmly to assist him
in ascending a staircase, and slides his hand
over it in descending. Should any incautious

stranger pass his hand quickly down over this

rail in the way we have indicated, now that the

work has been exposed to the action of the sun
and air, he will, in all probability, suddenly find

some small, splinters of the wood imbedded in

his flesh,—a sensation which will he more
exciting than agreeable.”

In Paris the wages, they state, vary from
frs. to 6 frs. per day, according to the ability

of the workman, or “ rather according to the

amount of confidence in his own ability which
he professes, self-confidence being a quality

which naturally enhances the value of a man’s

labours under such circumstances as these.” Six

francs per day is the largest amount paid to any
working joiner, and this is only paid in very ex-

ceptional cases. Ten hours generally constitute

a day’s work, the working hours being from
,m. to 7 p.m., out of which two hours are

allowed for meals. Sunday work is general.

The polite manners of workmen delighted

them. They found, too, a great appearance of

gaiety; but they were not to be taken in by
the tinsel, and state thus energetically their

opinion of the life led by Paris workmen :

—

'‘The French people appear to ua to he immersed in
vain and frivoloua puraoits, which hide I'rom them the
true purposes of life, to be bound by trammels which
they must cast aside ere the)" can hope to rise to the dig-
nity of a free and independent nation. They want more
energy, perseverance, and strength of character; they
want to karc that there are aims in life more noble than
emptying a wine-bottle, or skipping about a dancing-

to learn that to spend a lite in the service of liberty
more noble than to die for it. When the French

people have learnt to govern theniselvee, they may expect
to be governed wisely and well ; and, no longer tools in the
hands of ambitious rulers, they may build up for them-
selves, upon a sure and certain foundation, the liberty

which some among them have so long aud earnestly
desired.”

They arrive at the conviction that in their

trade they have little or nothing to fear from

foreign competition
;
and if the specimens of
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work exhibited in the Paris Exhibition may be

considered as a fair representation of the work-

manship of the various Continental nations, very

little indeed to learn from them. They wisely

urge upon the carpenters and joiners of this

country to become thoroughly acquainted with

the principles of geometry, and their practical

application to their own trade, as being of the

utmost importance ;
and at the same time, fully

acknowledge the necessity of such an education

as shall enable the British workmen to appreciate

aU that is beautiful and noble both in nature

and art, and shall induce him to strive after a

combination of the ornarnental and the useful in

the objects by which he is surrounded in his daily

life.
_ . ,

Alexander Kay, who also writes on joiners

work, gives a more elaborate report. At starting

he says that the price of materials and rates of

wages are regulated by the Prefect of the Seine,

at his palace, Hdtel deTille, and that the book is

sold at 12 francs. He appears to have inquired

very carefully as to the foreign works, and has a

somewhat higher opinion of what is dctoe abroad

than Messrs. Hughes & Prior. He nevertheless

finds the French joiners’ work defective.

British joinery, he thinks, holds its place

amongst the nations of the world, althongh

England has to import the materials which are

the component parts of joinery from America,

Bossia, Norway, Sweden, Prussia, Spain, Hin-

dostan, Australia, &c.

Messrs. Clerihew & Lascelles, of Bunbill-row, Finsbury,

exhibit various arlicles of joinery in the teslinR-house
;

sashes and saah-lrames, doors and fioisbiugs, staircase and

mouldings, all worked by machinery, being only put

together and cleaned up by hand. The mouldings are

without glass-paper or scraper
;

and, the character

and quality of the work,'and the prices at which they pro-

duce such articles, must convince any French joiner that

he is lar behind the British joiner, as it convinces me.

Persons, when they require joinery-work, wrong them-

selves when they go to foreign countries for joinery, as

there is none to excel, and little to equal, our own.”

He found no proper representation of the

tools used by British joiners in London and many
of the provincial towns. “ There are many of

our British tool-makers able and willing to risk

the enterprise of sending a case of tools pro-

perly got up, and of a class far superior in utility

to those of the joiner of any n.ation, but costing

the joiner more money than the tools of any

other nation, although repaying the British

joiner for his outlay, and benefiting the employer

by causing a great saving of time and labour,

and economy of material.”

The following comparison of the price charged

for some of the ordinary tools used by joiners is

centlyconstrncted, being made of unseasoned oak,

badly joined together by the French joiners. The

work does little credit, he considers, to the work-

men or to the contractors, as any person can see

through the doors at the mitres of the monld-

ings, the joinery being far from equal to the

masonry ;
the same is the case in all the other

bnildings in Paris. He found the joinery

manufactory of Messrs. Petit-Jean & Cavet, by

the fortifications on the bank of the Seine, well

supplied with machinery, cheaply got up, but

mostly of rude construction, and the work pro-

duced was as rude as the machinery. They had

several upright saws for cutting ornaments in

wood, such as tracery, bracketing, and soon, the

spring for producing the back motion being made

of ash, and constructed as British coach-smiths

make springs for carriages and wagons. Their

moulding and rebating machine is worked on a

vertical motion, with vertical cutters, and exe-

cutes very rough joinery, the feeding motion

being of bad principle, and not keeping the piece

of wood steady to the cutters.

At M. Havet's the interpreter told M. Theo-

dore Canrouget, the staircase-builder there, that

Kay considered the workmanship not good.

" He got quite offended, and told the interoreter that he

would defy any man to make a better job. I had then to

explain to him that his hand-work was good, but the

system he adopted was expensive, requiring a great quantity

of timber, and a greater amount of labour than was

actually necessary, and not making so strong a staircase,

which seemed to take him by surprise. I endeavoured to

explain to him the orthogonal or square-cut system,

brought to such a state of perfection by William Perry,

staircase builder to Messrs. William Lawrence k Sons,

Lambeth, which he seemed to comprehends little, and

desired the interpreter to thank me, and wished me to call

on him again. I then endeavoured to show him how to

build his string round a cylinder, and to block and glue his

steps to make them more solid, which he seemed to see the

great benefit of. He has to cut the string for the well-

hole for his stairs out of a solid block of timber. The

string was 3 in. thick, 11 in. deep, with a scroll of diminu-

tive size attached. He told me that the work was mostly

done by the piece ;
he had eight francs per step, besides

the use of the machinery, which I considered was a good

price for the work.”

curious :

—

Jack plane 0
Trying plane 0
Smoothing plane 3s. to 1

Eebate plane 0
Bead plane 0
Brace 0
Hand saw 0
Lock saw 0
Square 0

Austrian.
£ s. d.

. 0 1 10 .

0 0 10
0 12
0 2 5

He thinks that the foreign tool-makers must
be in a very bad plight indeed.

He found that the locksmiths fitted all the

locks and hinges on the doors, windows, »to.,

which in a measure accounted to him for the in-

sufficient and clumsy nature of their fixing

throughont the different bniidinga.in Paris. He
says, “ The locks were all box-looks, and badly

made. The hinges were likewise bad, and of

ancient design.” He has not said, as ho might,

that these clumsy-looking fastenings answer
their purpose for years, while a vast proportion

of the neat fastenings put on in England are

utterly worthless in a few months.

Being asked in the British Workmen’s Hall in

the Exposition bis opinion of the joinery in the

New Imperial Library and H6tel de Ville, he

replied that it was the best joinery he had seen

in Paris, but was not equal to the joinery in

London Government bnildings, sack as the

Houses of Parliament, British Mnseum, and the

new Indian and Foreign Offices in course of

erection, neither for solidity of woikmansbip nor

beauty of finish ; for in those buildings all the

architraves, &c., were finished without a screw

or nail being seen in any way whatever, and well

The reporter feels quite certain that British

joiners could get through more work than they do

if they were fairly and civilly treated by em-

ployers, which, he says, is not usually the case.

He relates, for example, what occurred in the

preparation of the quadrangle in the new Indian

Offices, for the Sultan’s jCte, a work of gi’eat in-

terest to the workmen as well as those who had

the management. It was well arranged, and

executed by the managers and the workmen in

a short space of time
;
but he knows that had a

slight measure of refreshment been meted out to

the workmen, especially to those who were

labouring on their knees, planing the ball-room

floor, with the promise of a reward if they were

done by a certain hoar, it would have been ready

several hours earlier than it was. When they

left work for half an hour, at ten o’clock p.m., to

get some refreshments at the ale-bouse, many of

them had no money to purchase anything with,

and returned to work till midnight without

having tasted a morsel from 5.30 p.m., and some

from noon
j
and on the night of the entertain,

roent more than one hundred joiners alone

worked from noonday to 10 p.m. without having

eaten or tasted a morsel of bread or drunk a

enp of tea, and then were grumbled at by some

persons who knew not how hard they had

worked, and were hustled oat of the building by

a police-officer.

We agree with him that there was want ofgood

feeling and wisdom shown here, if the statement

be correct. The reporter urges strongly the want

there is of education in his class, and says he

finds that education greatly assists the workman
in the execution of his duty, iu adopting the

speediest and best methods for the construction

of his work, both as to time and quality. “ The
educated workman always returns the greatest

value to the employer, especially if he is an anti-

associate of the gin-palace.”

Masonry is written of by George Broughton

Forbes and John MoEwen, who say masons’

wages are from 6d. to 8d. per hour in the city.

There are three classes of workmen : roughere

at 7d., fixers at 6d., finishers at Sd. per hour.

On hard stone they have to pay 5d. per day for

sharps. On granite, the employers pay for the

fixed too; such not being the case in the Paris I tools sharpening. The cost of their living is

buildings, where the heads were either obvi-
j

about three francs per day. They work ten

ously visible, or punched in and covered with a hours per day, seven days per week (including

mastic, like common potty. I Sunday), and, when required, overtime. These

He is surprised they do not adopt the mortise ;
reporters appear not to have found much done

lock. He could not find one of French manu- 1
in Paris that could not be better done in

facture in the Exposition. j
England. “We claim for onr countrymen in

In the building of the Conseil des Prud’hommes .
the trade as masons to be more skilfnl and

the joinery he considers, is truly bad, although re -

,

systematic in the executing of their work, either

for quality or quantity, than we have yet

seen.”

Thomas Connolly, stonemason, goee into the

same subject at mneb greater length, and con-

tributes a valuable and readable report. He
found Paris a wonderful place ;

everything on a

grand and magnificent scale : and thought they

had a better way of managing improvements

there than we have at home :

—

“ la Paris it would appear the authorities^ and Ihe archi-

tects combine to make a perfect street; in London the

Board of Works, the vestries, and the arehitecis agree to

differ
;
aud when there has been an opportunity of making

a decent street, as in Southwark, a number of buddings

are erected in every style of architecture, from Hindoo to

Partouian, and |8ome in no style at all, but each vieing

with the other in Mdeous deformity,”

In the science of construction, and the judi-

cious use of the materials, stone, wood, and iron,

the French architects, he thinks, display great

skill. The right material is generally used in

the right place. Their buildings being con-

structed as much as possible fire-proof, we
seldom read of a great fire in Paris. They are

generally well-built, for the builder and the

architect have to insure their stability for ten

years, and are held accountable during t^t
period for the expense of any repairs arising

from imperfect workmanship or from defective

materials. The fronts are all bnilt of large

stones, bedded and jointed, which go through the

whole thickness of the wall. They are laid dry on

each other, and afterwards run with plaster.

There are openings left for the doors and win-

dows, and projections for the cornices, mould-

ings, and carving. When the walls are carried

to their full height, the masons work the front

of the building, commencing at the top ; they

finish and take down their scaffolding as they

descend.' The back and end walls are built

with small squared stones on the outside, and

with unsquared or rubble on the inside. They

are bedded in plaster : very little care is used in

the bedding of this rubble, as the plaster sets

soon after the stone is laid. The fines to carry

off the smoke are constructed with earthenware

pipes bnilt into the walls
;
and as those walls

settle unequally on the foundations, you observe

on every gable-end exposed to view that open

joints are left close to the qnoins, so that each

wall may settle of itself, without drawing the

other with it, and causing rents in the building.

Those open joints may be filled up when the

work is seasoned.

He gives a very good account of the mode of

performing different sorts of work. He arrives

at the conclusion that when a stone has to bo

worked to a mould, or fitted to a square or a

straight edge, no man can do it more workman-

like or to greater perfection than an English

mason
;
but that when the hands have to realise

theimagination,the Frenchman’s familiarity with

art, and his early training in its principles,

enable him to outstrip us ;
and as every building

in Paris is more or less decorated with carving,

he was at a loss to know at first bow they got all

their art-workmen.

"But the difficultTwonld not appear so much if you

could read the large placards, in French, which are posted

up St the ends of the bridges and other public places, in-

forming workmen where they can be taoght drawing and

modeUing every evening free of expense. That be out-

strips the Englishman in this respect does not, i tecl

certain, arise from the possession of an especial srt-genins,

but because whatever of it is in him iB fully developed, and

encouragement is given to its practice ;
and if English

workmen are behind in this respect it is not because art-

genius is deficient in our nature, but because it ifl not

developed end encouraged sulBoiently.’

He thinks it impossible to estimate the loss

which is entailed upon England through the

neglect of art culture in every department of our

industry. Through it we are reduced to mere

hewers of wood and drawers of water for other

nations. The bulk of our able-bodied population

is engaged in manufacturing goods to be sold

cheap, or in producing raw material for other

people to work np ;
while the more delicate portion

have to subsist on their earnings for want of

employments suitable to their strength. The

streets of London and onr large towns, he re-

marks, are torn np with heavy traffic, which is

scarcely perceptible in Paris; for if a ton of iron

enters there, for which we may get less than 11,

they are sure to put 1001. worth of labour on. it

before it leaves their hands.

“But * all is not gold that glitters,’ for among all the

enioymeats of a Parisian workman, there is nothing to

compare with the substantial comfort of sn English irork-

man’s home, or the quiet repose and respite from labour

which the Sabbath brings him. Nothing is more intoler-

able or repugnant to the mind of an Englisliman than the

desecration of this day of rest.”

We must hurry on. William Letheren, speak-

ing of hammered iron, says, as far as he is able
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tojadge, the French excel in taste and elTectj

bnt that they are not more skilful as smiths; in
fact, he thinks the English excel in hammered
iron-work. There is a great difference in the
design. The French make their work strong
and very effective

; the ornamentation, being of
thin sheet-iron, is light and elegant, but forms a
separate part from the other portion of the
work, and consequently must decay very soon

;

another fault is that, being thin iron, recourse
must be had to riveting or brazing. To weld
iron so thin to a larger substance would be a
difficulty, if practicable at all. If iron-work is

to last a long time, it must be welded together,
or worked from the solid bar

; then the leaves
can be made sufficiently strong to last for a
number of years.
The skill of the smith is displayed in uniting the

parts of a piece of iron-work, so that the different
leaves and other parts, when completed, form a
whole, blending one with another. Then wo get
use, durability, and ornament combined. This
the older smiths made their study, and it

should be our aim, he rightly remarks, to excel
them

;
in this class of work, the workman must

not only be practical, but have a knowledge of
design

j we may find many a good smith in
England, but, having no knowledge of drawing,
ho only destroys the good effect intended by the
designer. The French have an advantage in
this respect; the master of an apprentice is

energetic support to relieve them from the half-

starved condition in which too many of them
are, so that they may be prevented from sinking
into mere drawing academies, which is the
present tendency, and become what they really
should be—schools for the promotion of industrial
designs. If this question of decorative art is

taken up in the spiric it demands, success will
be ours. We believe that if energy be brought to
bear upon design as it is in developing the pro-
cesses of manufacture, we shall yet have a school
of art second to none, inasmuch as our national
love for the substantial and for correctness of
construction will ever prove to us safeguards
against that vice of art—prettineas of effect
gained by the sacrifice of truth, a vice which
disfigures other schools whose good qualities we
so much admire.

THE DWELLINGS OF THE LABOUKING
CLASSES.

The publication of a "revised and aug-
mented edition ” of the work by Mr. Henry
Roberts, P.S.A., bearing the above title, being
the sixth thousand, is of itself so conclusive an
evidence of the growing interest in this all-

important social question, as to call for some
notice in these columns, which have been so

bound by law to give him two hours a day for
]

often devoted to the furtherance of this object,
eduoa^on

; and the class of schools formed for i oven did not this new edition also contain a valu-
Buoh have a peculiar advantage, inasmuch as able contribution of new matter, dealing with the
the artisan is invited to bring specimens of
work of whatever kind, and prizes are awarded,
at certain times, to those that excel. In this
respect the French, he feels, are far before the
English.

Two special reports on the condition and
habits of the French working classes, one by
Robert Coningsby, the other by Richard White-
ing, occupy fifty pages, and contain much that
is interesting and worth examination. It is

curious to hear that most of the French work-
men with whom Mr. Coningsby spoke, were of
opinion that art and handicraft are declining
among them. They said that the excessive
division of labour had had a tendency to make
men more like machines

;
and the constant

breaking up of small workshops has had the
effect of disheartening men from attentive study,
because they see that, without an enormous
capita], it will bo impossible for them in the
future to improve their position. He says he
had heard something of the same sort at home,
but, for his own part, believed that the most
direct way of producing anything must be the
best, and that compensations abound even in the
matter of trade ambitions. “If a young man
sees the extinction of his hopes in one direction,
he will most likely be encouraged by the sight
of chances in another.”
Mr. Whiteing says that the French workmen

do not avail themselves of the means of technical
education in the same proportion as they did
fi^e-and-twenty or thirty years ago. It is an
undoubted fact, testified to by the complaints of
all large French manufacturers, that though in
numbers the attendance at the various schools
is perhaps as great as it has ever been, yet, in
proportion to the increase of population, it is
srualler than in former years. The reason, as
gathered from the testimony of meu, seems to
be chat the work exacted during the day is now
so much harder than in former times, that there
is no energy left for the evening-school studies.
Whatever may have been the alterations—and
they are but few—made in the hours, the rate of
labour has gone on steadily increasing. “ More
work is now demanded of a man in a given time,
and when that work is done, body and mind are
so fatigued that relaxation is sought in the cajif,

or at the theatre, and none but the most active
intellects have the energy for the additional
labours of the school.”

^

The reports by the Birmingham artisans are
pithy and pregnant, and we can give particular
]>rai60 to one that ends the volume, that “ On
Dusign,” by Frank J. Jackson, designer and art-
teacher, who sees in the apathy of the British
public one great reason for our slow progress in
individual^ art. The general public must be
educated in art by familiarizing them with
artistic works and an improved street architec-
ture. Museums will have to be multiplied, and
every town of any manufacturing importance

;

must have its store-house of art treasures, from
;

which the student and art-workman may gain
inspiration. Lastly, he thinks, our schools of
art will need re-modelling, and will require

most recent efforts that have been maAe to sup-
ply the increasing want of suitable dwellings for
the labouring classes.

Previous editions of this book have from time
to time been noticed iu these columns

; but it

may not be out of place to touch slightly upon a
few of the more salient points in the crusade
commenced more than twenty years ago against
the apathy which permitted the unfit and inade-
quate housing of our labouring classes so long to
remain a blot upon our social system. It is more
than twenty-three years since the Society for
Improving the Condition of the Labouring
Classes, which had for its first object the im-
provement of their dwellings, commenced their
labours. Mr. Roberts, now a vice-president of
this society, was at first its honorary architect,
and the essay which forms the basis of the work
under notice was originally published seventeen
years ago at the request of Lord Shaftesbury
and other gentlemen distinguished for their
interest in the social improvement of the labour-
ing classes. The work which was thus begun so
long ago has been steadily progressing; but, in-

duced by the rapid growth of large towns, the
increasing tendency to encroach upon and de-
molish portions of the larger cities for railway
and warehouse purposes, and so-called improve-
ments, without the erection of even a corre-
sponding number of dwellings in other neigh-
bourhoods, the crying evils of overcrowding
have since increased rather than decreased.
Apart from the efforts of associations and of
private individuals which have recently been
greatly multiplied, some measures of a legislative
character have been adopted within a short
period, which had been long urged in this
journal and iu other quarters. The most im-
portant of these has been the power given under
the Act of 1866 to Government to grant loans
upon the security of improved dwellings of the
working people. Municipal and parish authori-
ties have_not at present availed themselves of
this Government aid to any considerable extent

;

but it is to be hoped that the very vastness of
the field of labour and the increasing urgency of
the need of improvement, will lead to an impor-
tant increase in the employment of national
capital in furthering this object.

The first appendix in the volume before us
gives a few of the incidents in the early stages
of this important movement which are of general
interest. The intimate relation known to exist
between the fatality from various epidemics of
cholera, typhus, and other zymotic disease, and
the overcrowding of our poor in unsuitable
dwellings, was one of the earliest means of
directing public attention to this subject. The
first cholera epidemic in London in 1832, and the
wide-spread ravages of typhus in 1837, both of
which were most severe in the East of London,
led the Poor Law Board, in the latter year, to
institute a searching inquiry into the socied condi-
tion of the working-classes. A second report,
published in 1839, threw further light upon the
physical and moral degradation of the very
classes that had most severely suffered from

those epidemics, and among other evidence it

was shown that of 77,000 persons who had
received out-door parochial relief in the twelve
months ending 25bh March, 1838, no less than
14,000 were the subjects of fever. Some of the
most distinguished statesmen and philanthropists
of the day, with a view to devising remedial
measures, established the “Health of Towns
Association ” in 1839. A committee of the
House of Commons followed in 18-10

; and the
earnest exertions of Dr. Blomfield, then Bishop
of London, in the House of Lords, led to an Act
being passed through that House in 1841, which,
however, in conaequenoeofa prorogation ofParlia-
ment never reached the Commons. In 1842 the
report of “ an inquiry into the sanitary condition
of the labouring population” was published

; this
report was alluded to by Lord Stanley in 1867
as the “ text-book of sanitary research.” In the
same year (1842) a Royal Commission was ap-
pointed to inquire into the condition of large
towns, which was especially directed to inquire
“ as to how far the condition of the poorer classes
of 'the people, aud the salubrity and safety of
their dwellings, might he promoted by the
amendment of laws, regulations, and usages.”
Successive reports were published by this Com*
mission in 1844 and 1845, containing an im-
mense mass of evidence conclusively tracing a
vast amount of the excessive mortality and sick-

ness in all large towns to the condition of the
abodes of a large portion of the inhabitants.
Beyond, however, serving the purpose of attract-
ing public attention and interest at the time, no
important legislative enactments immediately
followed. Almost the only practical results of
these official inquiries and reports were the
establishment of two societies, having for their
object the providing a remedy for the great
social evils arising from the state ofthe dwellinga
of the working classes. The earliest, in point of
date, of these two societies, was the “ Metro-
politan Association for Improving the Dwellings
of the Industrious Clasaes,” which was founded
in 1842, on the sound principle that the invest,
ment of capital in furthering its object shonld
make a fair return upon the outlay

;
ou no other

principle can this important work ever be
effected on anything like a scale commensurate
with the necessity. The second society, not
founded till 1814, was the one above allud^ to,

with which the author of the work before us has
been so long officially connected; it was started
under the immediate patronage of the Queen,
with the late Prince Consort as president, and
the Earl of Shaftesbury as chairman of the com-
mittee, which post he still occupies, in addition
to the presidentship to which ho was elected
on the death of the Prince Consort. This
society, although two years the junior of
the one previously mentioned, was the first

to pub its objects in practice, by commencing a
range of model-houses in the first year of its

existence
; while the Metropolitan Association

did not begin to build until its incorporation
by Royal Charter in 1845. Of the labour of
these two societies since their foundation to the
present day, we shall say a word or two pre-

sently
;
we now pass on to subsequent events

relating to the same object, the social and sani-

tary elevation of the working classes. The
Public Health Act of 1848 was the first import-
ant legislative result of the different Parliamen-
tary inquiries, followed by the Nuisances Re-
moval and Disease Prevention Act of 18-48 and
1849. The Public Health Act has been since
frequently amended, and in 1858 the Local
Government Act transferred the power of the
General Board of Health to the Privy Council,
to which was added a medical officer

;
this Act

was further amended in 1860, and again in 1866
by the Sanitary Act, the last, and in many ways
the most important of the various sanitary
enactments, as it also dealt largely with the
Nuisances Removal Act, not only enlarging the
definition of nuisances, but considerably in-

creasing the power of the local authorities in
dealing with them. As early as 1851 power was
given to all parishes and boroughs containing
not less than 10,000 inhabitants either to build
new houses, or to improve old ones, in order to

provide better lodgings for the labouring classes,

and also to raise money, and to defray neces-
sary expenses out of the poor-rates, such houses
being made as nearly as possible self-support-

ing. The “Common Lodging-houses Act,” passed
also in 1851, was in results second only in im-
portance to the Public Health Act; bub the
almost impossibility of enforcing its clauses in
all the town tenements let at low weekly rents
to the w’orking population, renders still farther
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Jegislation desirable, althougli the Act of 1851

has been finally amended by the Sanitary Act of

1866. A BUI, entitled “ The Labourers’ Dwell-

ings Act," was passed in 1855 to facilitate the

bnilding of improved dwellings, and the forma-

tion of Joint Stock Companies for the same pur-

pose, which has since been amended by more
recent enactments, and extended in its operation

to Scotland and Ireland. The last, although

very far from the least important Act bearing

directly npon this subject of labourers’ dwellings,

was the one of 1866, above alluded to, giving

power to the Public Works Loan Commissioners
to advance sums of money in furtherance of this

object ; by this manner the operation of the Act
of 1851 was much facilitated. Still farther power
is thought desirable to enforce owners of un-

sanitary dwellings to improve their condition, to

part with them to those who are able and willing

to do so, or to shut them up ;
but the difficulty

of adequately dealing with this question, without

infringing too greatly npon the right of private

ownership, appears to have hitherto bafHed our

legislators. In the conclusion of this Appendix
the author bears evidence to the “ lively interest

and wide-spread influence which the example of

the late Prince Consort had in promoting this

important object.” ;

The new portion of the work before us, which 1

deals with results of the experimental building

of Model Lodging-houses and dwellings, both
|

from a sanitary and pecuniary point of view, is,

'

perhaps, on the whole, the most important, as it

must be upon a anccessfal fnlfllment of these

two considerations, that hopes may fairly be
founded that the public will be induced to inte-

rest any adequate amount of capital to such

Budertakings. First, as regards the sanitary and
social result. As far as it is at present possible

to derive reliable statistics of the mortality

among the residents in the Improved Dwellings,

it is confidently stated that the death-rate has
been reduced from 25 per 1,000, the average

of the metropolis and other large towns of

England, to 17 per 1,000; a similar reduction in

the mortality of that large class, for the benefit

of which these efforts are particularly directed,

would be the means of saving at least 50,000

lives per annum in all the large towns of Eng-
land. Within ten years. of the building of the

first model houses—namely, in January, 1855

—

an official report was made upon the influence

of these houses, and laid before Parliament. In
this report, relating to buildings which for three

years had averaged 450 tenants, congregated in

the worst localities of London, and including an
unusual proportion of children, it was stated

that the mortality had been remarkably lower
than in neighbouring tenements; that there had
been an almost entire absence of epidemic
disease; and moreover that during the cholera

visitation of 1854 there had not been a single

death from cholera or diarrheea in any of the

houses. A marked improvement in the cleanli-

ness, propriety, and general moral bearing of

the tenants was also reported by the superin-

tendents of the different establishments. Since

the date of these reports these benefits resulting

from the improved dwellings have undoubtedly
steadily increased; but it would tend greajly to

increase the public interest and confidence in

these undertakings if fall statistics of the births

and deaths in all such buildings, with the pro-

portion of the latter resulting from epidemic
diseases, could be made available.

Bearing upon the pecuniary result of the
efforts of the two most important pioneer
societies having for their object the improvement
of labourers’ dwellings, some interesting tables

are given, which, after taking fully into con-

sideration the difficulties in the way of the

earlier ventures, which were more or less experi-

mental, must be considered satisfactory. The
Metropolitan Association has expended 94,0001.

(in round figures) in providing accommodation
for nearly 450 families, and aboot 350 single

men. In the year ending March, 1866, the net
rental on the whole of this outlay was rather

more than 4,0001., sufficient for a dividend

exceeding 4 per cent, per annum. The second
society in date of establishment, that for Im-
proving the Condition of the Labouring Classes,

had up to the 31st December, 1865, expended
rathermore than 37,000J.,andduring the year 1865
the net rental was 1,6001., showing a return of

nearly 4i per cent. The Metropolitan Associa-

tion has recently obtained a Government loan of

18,0001., under the Labouring Classes’ Dwelling-

boose Act of 1866, in order to carry out a project

for building at Penge
;
the London, Chatham,

and Dover Eailway having undertaken to carry

the workmen to and fro at a charge of 28. per

head per week. The same Association has

undertaken to build and manage an extensive

pile of model dwellings in Pimlico, near the new
barracks, Chelsea Bridge-road : the Marquis of

Westminster finds the capital at a low rate of

interest.

Among the various individual efforts which
have been made in the same direction as those

of the two societies which first set the example,

one of the most successful was the rebuilding of

Cowley-street, Shadwell, by Mr. W. E. Hilliard,

of Gray’s- inn, on the general plan of the

Prince Consort’s Model Houses
;
these bnildings

accommodate 112 families, are always fully

tenanted, and make a net return of between

6 per cent, and 7 per cent, upon the outlay.

Five piles of improved family dwellings in

Grosvenor-mews, Berkeley-square, erected by
Mr. John Newson, a builder, at a cost of 13,200L,

make a return of 5^ per cent, on the outlay.

In the concluding portion of the appendix to

the now edition of Mr. Roberts’s work, some
information is added relating to the employ-

ment of Mr. Peabody’s princely gift to the city

of London of 250,000f., “ to ameliorate the

condition and augment the comfort of the poor.”

While leaving the utmost latitude to the trustees

in whose names the money was invested, it was
suggested by the munificent donor, " to apply

the fund, or a portion of it, in the construction of

sneh improved dwellings for the poor, as may
combine, in the utmost possible degree, the

essentials of healthfulness, comfort, social

enjoyment, and economy.” Acting on this

suggestion, the trustees determined at first

to confine their operations to this special

object, “ the improvement of dwellings for

the poor of the metropolis,” and building

sites for five different piles have been already

purchased, situated respectively at Spitalfields,

Islington, Shadwell, Chelsea, and Bermondsey.
The three first blocks of buildings were opened
previously to January, 1867, and accommodated
more than 400 families : they were erected from
the designs of Mr. H. Darbishire. In presenting

to the trustees his second gift of 100,0001., in

order to enlarge the sphere of nsefulness of the

fnnd, power was given to purchase freehold

sites in any locality within ten miles from the

Royal Exchange, accessible by means of rail-

j

ways.

I

Mr. Roberts’s " Dwellings of the Labouring
! Classes,” as at present revised and enlarged, is

I

a most valuable hand-book to all those interested

I

in this important subject; whether the archi-

! tect, builder, or the general public, from the

! support of which alone can be expected any
rapid extension of the useful labours of existing

associations or the establishment of new ones.

The condition of labourers’ dwellings, not in

j
London alone, but even more especially in our

,
large provincial towns, cries loudly for more capi-

tal to employ in their improvement. The object

is national, philanthropic, and fortunately calls

for no sacrifice
;

if the public will only show
confidence and subscribe the necessary capital,

the object will be attained, and dividends as

large and as safe as from money in the Funds
will be returned, if only ordinary caution be
employed and full use made of past expe-

rience. A perusal of Mr. Roberts’s book cannot

fail to further the interests of the cause in

which he and we have labonred for so many
vears.

THE DRAINAGE OF LAND.

It may be thought that drainage has been
so fully discussed and written about that there

is no need for anything more to be said on the

subject, but old things pass away and all things

become new
;
and the maxim made use of by

the politician to his followers, “agitate, agitate,

agitate,” applies equally to all scientific im-
provements which require adoption for the pur-

poses of every-day life. And while new genera-

tions of men are continually springing up re-

quiring fresh information, old writings and say-

ings are becoming antiquated and forgotten, and
require replacing with fresh thoughts and
ideas.

In the following remarks it is not intended to

advance anything new, bat simply in as con-

cise a form as possible to lay before the readers

the theory and practice of the modem system of

land drainage as collected from the writings of

eminent agriculturists and drainage engineers
;

and the reports and evidence prepared for par-

liamentary committees, aided by a practical
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knowledge of the subject gained by practice and
experience.

Amongst the readers of this paper there may
be many who, from the nature of their occupa-

tion, may have a thorough knowledge of the

principles of the science of drainage, yet who
may nob have studied the question practically,

and to whom these hints may prove acceptable.

The architect, in designing a gentleman’s man-
sion or large bnilding for a public institution,

may be called npon to give his advice in the

laying oat of the grounds, involving, as a first

requisite, their drainage. The town surveyor

has under his care, most probably, the corporate

estates, and is often called npon to superintend

the drainage of the same. He may have to lay

out an undrained farm for sewage irrigation, or

to design a public park or pleasure-ground, in

both of which cases thorough drainage must be

the first operation ; and there may be even en-

gineers who may bo called upon to advise on

questions of drainage, whose engagements may
have taken them in other departments of their

profession, and who may, therefore, profit by the

practical experience of those more intimately

acquainted with the subject.

The history of the modern system of drainago

dates back only to a time within the memory of

the present generation. Mr. Joseph Elkington,

a Warwickshii'e farmer, about the end of the

last century, acquired a very considerable repu-

tation by the skill with which he drained wet
and boggy land, and converted wastes into

fruitful fields. So important was Mr. Elkiug-

ton’s practice considered, that one of the first

acts of the then newly organized Board of Agri-

culture was to use their influence in obtaining

from Parliament a grant to Mr. Elkington of the

sum of 1,0001. as an inducement to him to make
known his mode of drainage; and as his health

at that time was precarious, and it being con-

sidered that there was a risk that the public

might lose the benefit of the knowledge he had
acquired by the experience of above thirty

years, the Board resolved to send Mr. John-

ston, a surveyor, to visit, in company with Mr.

Elkington, the principal drainages he was
executing, and to learn from him the art and
practice, and afterwards to write a full report

on the same for the public information (Intro-

duction to “ Elkington’s Mode of Draining

Land,” 1814). From' this time drainage was
no longer confined to the removal of water aris-

ing from springs, to which the merits of Mr.

Elkington’s system chiefly applied, but gradually

extended itself to clays and other impervious

soils. Mr. Smith of Deanston may be con-

sidered the first who reduced the practice to a

system and showed the principles upon which

its efficiency depends. Through the exertions of

this advocate, ably followed by Mr. Parkes,

thorough drainage has become a sine qud non
in the efficient cultivation of all tenacious soils.

In the early stages of the art, turfs, thorns,

and straw were used to fill the bottom of the

drains; then stones, either broken into small

pieces, or laid in the shape of a triangle, or

hollow cube
;

then tiles were used, made in

varions shapes, the most common being that of

a horae-shoo, in some cases laid on a sole, in

others withont, till, finally, the' cylindrical pipe

was introdneed, and is now universally used, in

preference to any other make.
» The art of drainage has passed through many
stages. Experience has had to be purchased at

great cost, but the general result can only be

looked npon as one of national importance in

the improvement of the climate, the health of

the population, the facilities afforded for the nse

of improved machinery in working the land, and
the consequent vast increase of produce.

We shall first treat of,

—

The theory and practice of land drainage, as

applied to single fields and small inclosures

;

and may afterwards speak of,

—

Arterial or outfall drainage, and the drainago

of springs
;
and give,

—

An analysis of the several enactments which

have been made for the encouragement of

drainage, and for giving greater facilities for

procuring outfalls.

Drainage is an art, and only required in an
artificial state of society, where the numbers of

the population, as compared to the space on which

they live, compel them to resort to art to extract

from nature the supplies necessary to their

existence. It has been remarked by a modem
writer* that man’s whole time is engaged in a

constant straggle in subduing to his purposes the

• Kingsley, “ The Eoman and the Teuton.”
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laws of nature
;
and, although nature must be

obeyed, she is to be conquered. All human
invention is but the conquering of one natural
law by another : thus, the first savage conquered
the natural law which put wild beasts in the
forest by killing them; conquered the natural
law which makes raw meat wholesome by cooking
it ; conquered the natural law which made weeds
grow at his hut door by rooting them up, and
planting corn instead ; and his successor has
conquered the natural law which saturates his
fields with water to the detriment of these corn
crops by removing the impediments which pre-
vent this water from obeying nature’s law of
gravity, by which the water will leave hie land
and flow away to feed the brooks and rivers.

The man who refuses to acknowledge this
law, and to become artificial with the times, and
to profit by the genius of his fellow men; who
is content to let nature be his lord and not his
servant; who leaves his fields in the state in

which nature presents them to him, and does not
avail himself of the inventions of modern culti-

vation and drainage, must be content to be left

behind in the race.

Air, moisture, and warmth are all absolutely
necessary to vegetation. The use of the earth
is, to act as the vehicle by means of which a
supply of these can be kept up, the object of
drainage being not to deprive land of moisture,
but to regulate the supply; and while, with
drawing the surplus moisture, to admit iu its

place an adequate supply of air, and so also to
increase the temperature of the soil.

All soil consists of a number of particles more
or less closely united together, according to its

nature
; but even in the moat compact soils these

particles do not form a solid mass, but between
each there is a space, so small, indeed, as not to
be seen without the assistance of a microscope,
but still, sufficient for the admission of air.

These small spaces are called pores, and they
exist not only between the particles, but in the
particles themselves, which consist of decom-
posed rocks and organic matter. To make this
plainer, the above illustration is given, which
is not intended to represent exactly the appear-
ance the soil would present if magnified, but
only to serve to illustrate the mechanical pro-
perties of the soil.

The shaded pieces are intendetf to represent
the particles of which the soil consists, and
the small dots in them the pores; the spaces
between being the larger pores, which com-
municate freely with each other so that they form
canals. Now, a soil is said to be wet when these
interstitial spaces or canals are full of water: it

is moist when only the small pores are full of

water
;
and it is dry when both pores aud canals

are empty of water, and consequently filled with
air. If a seed be placed in the ground as shown
at P, aud both the pores and canals are free
from wet, it is evident it has plenty of air but no
moisture

;
and if, on the other hand, both canals

aud pores are full of water, it has plenty of
water and no air,—the two conditions of a very
dry and a very wet soil. If the canals are
empty of water, and the pores full, the seed is

then supplied with both air and water, and is in

a conditioQ to undergo that chemical change
which is called germination.

When water is first supplied to a dry soil from

the rain, it sinks by the law of gravity to the
lowest place it can find, fiowing downwards
through these canals. If the supply be mode-
rate, the water is soon absorbed from the canals
into the pores of the particles, the soil becomes
moistened, aud the canals refill with air. This
is a healthy condition of soil. If, however, the
rain continues after the pores are full, the water
remains in the canals and the ground is com-
pletely saturated, and will so remain until the
water either soaks away into the ditches or is

evaporated by the sun and wind. This is the
condition of undrained land, interfering most
materially with the process of the germination
and growth of vegetation. It is evident, there-

fore that, in a compact soil, where the intersti-

tial spaces are small and the particles lie close

together, it must be a very slow process for the
water to find its way by gravitation to the
ditches

; aud in winter, before one shower is

thus disposed of, another follows, and the canals
are never empty.
The object of drainage is by facilitating the

discharge of this surplus water to such a depth
from the surface, that while, on the one hand, it

is removed so far from the roots of the plants as

not injuriously to aff'ect them, yet, on the other,

not so deep as to retard, during the dry weather
of the summer months, the supply of moisture
which will arise from the substratum by the ac-

tion of capillary attraction. To explain more
fully : if the average quantity of rain that falls

in a lowland district were to remain on the sur-

face, it would cover it to a depth of 24 in.
; bub,

instead of remaining, it either flows OS’, or soaks
in, according to the texture and condition of the
ground. The rain which falls in summer time
is nearly all absorbed by the vegetation and the
dry soil, or is evaporated, and little or none of it

soaks through the ground to the ditches. In
winter, however, about 60 per cent, of the rain-

fall soaks through the ground, and is carried

away by the drains to the ditches and outfalls,

and provides the supplies that maintain the
springs and rivers. Supposing that rain has
been falling for some time, that the ground has
become thoroughly moist, and that the pores of
the particles in fig. 1 are full of water, the rain

then percolates through the interstitial spaces,

or canals, and, by the law of gravity, pro-

ceeds downwards, until its progress is ar-

rested by some impermeable stratum, or soil

already fully charged with water. It then
accumuates, rising higher and higher, until

it arrives at a line level with the drain

pipes, beyond which it cannot rise, as obeying
the law of gravity the water must flow along
them in order to obtain a lower level. In fig. 1

a section is shown of a drain, the soil below
being fully saturated with water, as shown by
the shading, and above the pipes the canals
being free from water. From this explanation

it will be seen that it is a mistake to suppose
that the water flows in at the top of the pipes.

Such is never the case. The water always finds

its way in at the sides or bottom. This can
easily be proved by a very simple experiment
with a common flower-pot, or other similar vessel,

filled with soil, and having two holes bored in

the sides, one near the top and the other near
the bottom, and then after the soil has become
well settled in the pot, gently watering it with a

! watering-can. It will be found that the soil

becomes saturated first at the bottom, the w’ater

flowing out freely from the lower hole, while

none passes out by the upper, unless so much
water is poured in that the lower hole becomes
incapable of discharging it.

In properly drained ground, then, while the
rains of winter leave the surface soil in a healthy
moist condition, that below the drains becomes
completely saturated, and this supply of moisture
is gradually drawn up, by capillary attraction, to

supply moisture to the pores of the particles of

the upper soil, which had been absorbed by the

roots of the plants or evaporated by the summer
suns. It is unnecessay here to explain what
capillary attraction is, but its action may be
explained by the familiar illustration of a piece

of lump sugar placed on a damp sponge; the
moisture from the sponge quickly spreading itself

throughout the pores of the sugar.

Thus it will be seen that, other considerations

apart, drains should be laid sufficiently deep to

remove the surplus water from the roots of the

plants, yet not so deep as to retard the moisture
from rising, when wanted, from the supply stored

up in the stratum below the drains.

Drainage also acts mechanically on a tenacious

soil, and assists in the discharge of the rainfall

and the improvement of the texture of the
ground by contracting it, and thus increasing

the number and size of the larger pores, making
more numerous crevices or canals. That this is

the case may easily be proved by taking a roll

of wet clay, 1 ft. in length, and drying it, when
it will be found to shrink in length about half an
inch, which, in a drain 100 ft. long, would be
equal to increased spaces, which, if added toge-

ther, would measure 4 ft. 2 in. The value of

these crevices and contractions may be more
fully realised by examining the appearance of

two seeds of barley, the one of which has been
sown in well-drained land and the other in a

bard, cold soil. In the former case the rootlets

are able to travel in all directions in search

of food, and the plant is strong and healthy
;
in

the latter, the delicate fibres of the roots are

unable to force their way through the hard

ground, and the plant, lacking nourishment, is

stunted aud unhealthy.

Air and Wamitli.

Both these are absolutely necessary to the
germination of seed and the growth of plants.

The admission of air to the soil not only im-
proves its texture, but also raises the tempera-
ture, and supplies nourishment to the roots of
the plants. The difference between the surface

and subsoil, is mainly due to the fact of the
former being constantly brought in contact with
the atmospheric air by ploughing and harrow-
ing. This is exemplified on lands where steam
cultivation and deep ploughing are in operation,

the depth of the tilth, or workable soil, being
equal to the depth at which the ground is stirred

up, Jethro Tull, who is called the father of hus-

bandry, had such strong faith in the advantage
to be derived from the beneficial effects to the

soil from the atmosphere, that he went the
length of saying, that if the ground were only
properly cultivated it would always be in a fib

condition to support vegetation, without manure ;

and although this theory has not been supported
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311 practice, yet there is no doubt that a well*

drained, and conseqaently a well-aerated soil,

requires much less manure than one that
is sodden with water. There are many mine-
ral and organic substances in all soils which
remain dormant, and useless to vegetation,

until decomposed by the action of the atmo-
sphere 5 there are also many salts which
are unaffected by the water in the ground, but
which, on exposure to the air, are immediately
set free and dissolved, and carried to the roots

of the plants. An excess of water will thus
neutralize the chemical decomposition of the

substances contained in the manure laid on the
fields, and which largely supply food to vegeta-

tion. Now drainage is as useful in promoting
the circulation of atmospheric air as in remov-
ing the snperabnndance of moisthi-ej for if the

canals shown in fig. 1 are emptied of water, it

is evident that its place most be supplied with
dir ; and as the effect of drainage is, by mechani-
cally improving the texture of the soil, to in-

crease the number of these crevices or canals,

so it also increases the circulation of the air,

which passes through the soil to the drains, and
along them to their outlets, thus keeping up a
constant supply of fresh air, as necessary to the
healthy existence of plants as to that of human
beings.

The subject of air drainage was very warmly
advocated by the late Mr. Hutchinson, of Grant-
ham, who advised the tenants on Lord Brown-
low’s estate, to whom he was agent, to lay out
their cljains with as much regard to the air as
the water. To prove the advantage, he tried

several experiments, one of which was on a field

at Marnham, near Newark-on-Trent, which con-
sisted of ten acres of strong loamy soil, upon a
clay subsoil. The field was drained in 1843 with
horse-shoe tiles, laid 2 ft. deep, and 5 yards apart.

In the autumn of 1846, Mr. Hutchinson caused
the field to be divided into four compartments,
each containing five of the drains. The outside

and centre compartments were not interfered

ARCHEOLOGY v. ARCHITECTURE.

As Mr. Pugin is far from being the only per-
|

son who cannot appreciate the difference between
'

archmology and architecture, let me try if I can
|

express my own view of it in a few words.
j

An archmologist is a man who, in making the
I

design for a building, tries to imitate the form
.

and details of some bygone age so exactly that
|

it might, but for its newness, be mistaken for a
work of an earlier period than that in which it

was erected. The term applies equally to Egyp-
tian, Classical, or Medimval reproductions. In
many respects the portico of the British Museum
ifl a worse example of archaaology than the de-

sign for the Law Courts, because besides pre-

tending to reproduce a dead style, it is one wholly
nnsuited to our climate. On the other hand, how-
ever, itmay be urged, that as the classical styles

attained to a higher and more intellectual develop-
ment than the Medimval styles, they are therefore
more suited to the refinement of the nineteenth
century. As examples of archasology usurping
the place of architecture, both are equally bad

;

though, owing to its superior refinement, a
new style, based on the Classic, might be
more suitable • to our wants than one developed
out of the Gothic style. Barry, in his de-

sign for the Parliament Houses, tried a com-
promise between the two. He adopted the
symmetry and formality of a Classic, or, rather,

of an Italian design, especially for his river

front, and clothed it in a Gothic garb. Like
most compromises, it was only partially success-
ful. Many, no doubt, would, at the present
day, prefer a building designed on Pugin’s
“Principles,” with all its variety of light and
shade and wild picturesque irregularity. It

would, at least, have been more fashionable,
|

with : into the other two were introduced

what Mr. Hutchinson called an “air-drain,”

that is, a drain laid across the upper part of the

field, connecting the upper ends of the five

drains in each case, the air-drain communicating
with the open air at each end, thus establishing

a natural current, or circulation of air, through

the ordinary drains. The field was sown that

year with turnips, followed by wheat. The
turnips on the whole field were an indifferent

crop, and were therefore condemned, as being
too inferior to stand the winter. The prodoce

of the turnips and wheat, in portions of nearly

one acre each, of the several divisions, were
carefully weighed, the result being as shown in

the annexed table.

The quality of the wheat on the air-drained

land was judged to be superior, by threepence

per bushel, and the straw of a better and brighter

description.

The conclusion Mr. Hutchinson drew from
these experiments was, that land which has been
insufficiently and imperfectly drained, as this

field was, may be considerably improved by the

system of air-drains he recommended.
Farther to prove the important part that air

plays in the development of vegetation, the fol-

lowing experiment is copied from Griffith’s

“ Chemistry of the Seasons” ;

—

“ Two hundred pounds of earth were dried in an oven,

and afterwards put into a larce earthen ressel; the earth
was then moistened with rainwater, and a wiEow tree,

weighing: & pounds, was placed therein. Inuring the
space ot' fire years, the earth was caretiiEj watered with
rainwater. The willow grew and flourished, and to pre-
vent the earth being mixed with fresh earth, or dust blown
into it bj the wind, it was covered with a metal plate, per-
forated with a great number of small boles suitable for the
admission of air only. After growing in the earth for five

years, the willow tree was removed, and found to weigh
109 pounds and 3 ounces : the leaves, which fell from the
tree every autumn, were not included in this weight. The
earth was then removed from the vessel, agaiu dried in
the oven, and afterwards weighed : it was discovered to

bare lost only about 2 ounces of its original weight
;
thus

164 pounds of lignnm or woody fibre, bark, roots, &c.,

were certainly produced, but from what source but the
air?”*

though less dignified and probably leas perma-
nently pleasing. The true solution of the diffi- ^

culty wonld, probably, have been to throw archas-

ology overboard and try architecture.'

An architect I define to be a man who in

designing a building thinks only of the purposes
and age for and in which it is to be erected

;

who nses only those constructive means and
forms which are beat suited to his purposes

;

who groups the parts thus designed so as to form
the moat symmetrical and harmonious whole

.
which the other exigencies of his building will

admit of
;
and who then seeks to ornament the

whole with the most elegant details he can
design, and those best suited to express the
purposes of the building on which he is em-
ployed

;
and all this without thinking of the

past or any other clime.

Historically the distinction is easily marked
out. Down to the end of the fifteenth century in

Europe, and in many countries of the East to
nearly the present time, archmology was

j

unknown as a principle of design, and all the

j

bnildings erected before these periods are more or
less successful asdesignSjmanypre-eminentlyso.

Since the building of St. Peter’s, at Rome,
archmology has been the ruling principle, and
consequently no building erected in Europe
since that period is entirely successful. All are,

more or less, failures, and are so, nearly in the
proportion in which archmology supersedes
architecture.

In other words, 'before the year 1500, archi-

tects thought and did not copy. Since then
they have copied more than they have thought,
and hence the very unsatisfactory state of the

! art since the pei-iod indicated.

• To be coBtinoed.

The only remaining question is, if we are to

abandon the present system, what are we to do
for the future ? No man, or set of men, can at

once invent a new style. It must be developed

out of some previous form, and by a slow and
gradual progress of growth. The question is,

shall we plant the tree that is to bear our “ style

of the fut'ore ” in a Classic or a Gothic soil ?

Bearing in mind that of the new style, to be
worth anything it must be neither Classic nor

Gothic : I for one wonld give my vote for the

elegance of the first-named in preference to the

pioturesqueness of the latter. If we are only to

continue to copy, my personal sentiment would
be on the side of our national style. But my
hope is, that we may yet see true and real archi-

tecture, properly bo called, again clothing the

land with beauty, and the battle of the styles

relegated to oblivion as one of the strange aber-

rations of a bygone age. Jas. Fergusson.

THE NEWSROOM BALLROOM,
LIVERPOOL.

We make a brief allusion to the ball given by
the corporation of Liverpool on the 9th inst. to
the Princess Helena and her husband, Prince

Christian, Prince Arthur, and the Princess

Henrietta, simply that we may record the

admirable effect of the Newsroom in the New
Exchange built from the designs of Mr. T. H.
Wyatt, who himself assisted in the arrange-

ment of the decorations. The three drawing-
rooms of the Town-hall were used as reception-

rooms
;
the large and small ballrooms as draw-

ing-rooms for the general company
;
and tho

small dining-room as a supper-room for the royal

party. From the Queen’s balcony, at the back of

the town-hall, a communication bad been estab-

lished, by a temporary wooden corridor or

bridge, with the Exchange Newsroom. This
corridor was draped wirh fluted tarlatan, green
and white, bordered with flowers, adorned with
mirrors, and brilliantly lighted. The floors of

the rooms and corridors were carpeted with
crimson cloth. By the corridor opening from
the Queen’s balcony the visitors as they arrived

proceeded to the Newsroom, which had been
prepared for dancing. The room and dome were
flooded with light, which was reflected from the
varied and polished marbles extensively em-
ployed in the walls. The architectural details of
the interior were brought out with photographic
minuteness. At the south side of the hall a dais,

surmounted by a canopy of purple and gold, bad
been placed, with chairs of state. At the side

of this dais were marble busts of the Queen
and the late Prince Consort, with red velvet

drapery at the back.

We gave a view, not very long ago, of the very
noble room in which the ball took place, and
our readers wiU be able to imagine for them-
selves the effect that was produced under the
new circumstances by its size, fine proportions,

and sculptured decorations. Mr. Wyatt has
reason to be satisfied with the encomiums that

have been bestowed on his work. The visit on
Wednesday, as well as the ball on Thursday, ap-
pears to have been very satisfactory to the royal

guests, and very creditable to the corporation.

The Princess Helena, on leaving, said to the
mayor, with expressive simplicity, “ My Mother
will be very much pleased to hear of this.”

‘ART IN ATHENS.

At the last meeting of the Institute of Archi-

tects the following communication was read
by Professor Donaldson, being an extract from
a letter from Signor Kafcangioglu, architect,

Athens, dated 26th December, 1867 :

—

I wish to give you some account of art at

Athens, knowing the interest you take in the

subject. After the fall of King Othoj art lost a

great protector at Athens, and I was myself
obliged to resign my appointment as Director of

the School of Fine Arts, which is now in the hands
of the military engineers. In revenge I was
happily charged by the executors of a rich indi-

vidual to execute my project for a School of

the Fine Arts, called Polytechnic, at a cost of

80,000h Four years are passed since it was com-
menced. The sub-basement, all the columns, the

cornices, windows, are of Pentelic marble. The
plan of the edifice is divided into three sepa-

rate blocks
; three-fourths are now built, and

I hope to cover it in in the course of the year. The

Description.
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elevation has a length of about 330 ft., EngliBh j

in fact, it is the largest building now construct-

ing at Athens. Besides the Polytechnic School

we are now erecting a Museum for Antiquities

after the plan of a German architect, Professor

Lange, of Munich. The expense will be met by

a rich Greek at Petersburg, M. Tosigon, and a

Candiot lady, Mme. Bernardachi. The works

also of an Academy of Literature and Science

will be soon resumed, after having
^

been

suspended for some time : it is being built by

Hansen, at the expense of the rich Greek

banker, Sina, of Vienna. The Archmological

Society have decided, with the money raised by

means of a lottery, upon laying open the remains

of the Temple of Apollo at Delphi, which, as

yon know, are covered by the houses of the

village. But unfortunately the money acquired,

amounting to 8,0001., is not sufficient to buy up

the village. Neither France nor England has

yet taken part in this important matter. In the

meantime I send you a leaf of laurel, which I

plucked on the spot. The day before yesterday

a representation took place in the Odeum of

Herodes Atfcicus, of the Antigone of Sophocles.

Thus, after so many centuries the Theatre of

Herodes Atticus again vibrated with the accents

of the universal poetry of Sophocles. The rail-

road from Athens to Pirrcns, by an English con-

tractor, is on the point of being commenced.

Unfortunately, the line chosen for the station is

nob favourable either for the antiquities or com-

mercial interests, having been injudiciously

selected.

VENTILATION.

In referring to the necessity for floor ventila*

tion in your very liberal notice of the little

pamphlet I sent you, you say, "Opinions

in these matters supported equally by large

experience, strangely differ.” I quite agree

with you that this is the case
;
but ought it to

be so ? Does not this strange difference show

conclusively that there is a great want of ac-

curate knowledge upon this subject,.even among
some of these men of large experience ?

You refer to the very interesting communica-

tion of Dr. Templeton, printed in your issue of

September 14, 1867, as illustrating that difference

of opinion, compared with the opinions expressed

in the pamphlets under discussion. You could

scarcely Irave selected a better article to illustrate

that difference. You appear by your approval

to have some confidence in the arrangement

there illostrated, and, from my own experience,

I fully believe that nine-tenths of your readers

would one year ago have accepted that illus*

tration as entirely correct, and been quite will*

ing to act upon it.

Yet I will endeavour to explain to you why I

think the theories upon which the doctor has

based his operations are entirely incorrect, and

why I believe the practice is wrong altogether ;

and the reason for my thinking he has mis-

taken the results of his work which he supposes

to have been so satisfactory.

If I had written a description of what was

designed to be expressed by the first diagram on

the sheet of lithographs sent you, I could

scarcely have expressed it more clearly than

your extract from Dr. Templeton’s letter refer-

ring to the pond in the meadow. By reference

to the diagram yon can see the revolving motion

around its centre caused by the friction of the

passing current, and that some of the fonl air

of the room is being swept out by its becoming

STEEET IMPROVEMENTS IN LIVERPOOL
CROSSING A CHURCHYARD.

A SINGULAR arbitration case has been heard at

St. George’s Hall, Liverpool. The Corporation

require 23 ft. of the frontage of St. Peter’s,-- - -
-

. ,
- . *

i

parish churchyard for the purpose of widening
;

entangled m the passmg current; an equal

Church-street. They propose to disinter the nnrA an- left in the room, bv

bodies and remove them to consecrated ground

at either Anfield or Smithdown-road Cemeteries.

The inscriptions on the gravestones have long

since been obliterated. The Rector of Liverpool,

on behalf of his successors, claims 18,0001. for

the strip of laud thus required, the sum origi-

nally asked being 26,0001. Witnesses on behalf

of the Corporation were called to prove that

oven if used for building purposes the laud could

not bring more than 9,0001., and their counsel

argued that it could not be so used. An inti-

mation was also given that it was intended to

appeal to a higher court as to whether the

Corporation can be made to pay anything, as

they were the original granters of the laud for

the construction of the churchyard. For the

Rector, Mr. Louis Homblower estimated the

value of the property at 401. a yard, making a

total of 18,6001. Mr. Thomas Wylie gave similar

evidence. Mr. Peter Ellis valued the land at

from 341. to 351. per square yard. Mr. John

Evans, ironmonger, was called to prove that he

had offered 451. per square yard to the Corpora-

portion of the pure air left in the room, by

striking below the opening.

By taking two pieces of ordinary window-

glass, and with a strip of rubber and clamps, or

a frame of wood, making a little glass house as

described in the lecture, with openiugs on oppo-

site sides, both top and bottom, this whole sub-

ject can be illustrated in the most beautiful

manner. With both openings at the top, and

the stream of air and water (either can bo used)

flooring across as described, it will be noticed

that it requires as much as twenty room-

fuls to remove all the originally contained

air by mere friction on the plan illustrated

;

but if by closing the upper outlet, and opening

one on a level with the floor, it will be seen

that the whole contained air will be removed

by displacement, by the introduction of one-

and-a-quarter orone*and-a-half times the quan-

tity contained in the room.

The doctor makes no allusions to the varia-

tion of temperature or density ;
and yet this is

of great importance, and will, on close investi-

gation, be found to interfere very materially

tion for laud adjoining the'present property, and i

theory : for instance, if t e ex erna

that the Corporation had refused his offer. Mr. atmosphere should be twenty degrees lower

James Holme valued the land at 36L per square than the room (which must often occur) i

yard. Mr. Henry Arthur Hunt estimated the cost; would, if allowed to enter m quantities suffi-

at SOL per yard
;
and Mr. George Pownall gave ' cient to effect much good, come turablmg down

hisestimate atSOL On thepartof theCorporation, I

m " those horrid descending blasts so bitterly

Mr. Charles Edward M'Aulay, C.E., London, said

the strip of land to be taken would be useless

for building purposes unless one-third of its

depth were given to the public for a foot-

path. He valued the land at 351. per square
yard. Taking off 6 feet for a footpath, the
value would be 8,995L Mr. J. A. Picton stated

that he thought it was impossible to build on
the strip of land in question unless a foot-

path were provided for the protection of the

public. He valued the land at SOL a square

yard. Mr. Culshaw gave his valuation as at 34L
a square yard. He was also of opinion that one-

third of the space should bo converted into a

footpath. Mr. Clutton, of London, gave similar

evidence. The arbitrator, Mr. H. Hannsty, took

time to consider his award.

Architectural History. — The Belgian

Academy of Sciences and Arts offer a premium
of 1,000 francs (40L) for the best Inquiry

respecting the period at which the Architecture

in the Low Countries was affected by Italian

influence, with indications of the persons to

whom such influence is attributable, and cita-

tions of works in illustration of the same.

complained of in the barrack-rooms, even if

partially protected by the draught-board shown.

But the doctor says this does not occur in

practice with his arrangement. Why not ? Let

ns see. 15 in. by 4 in. is the size given for

the conduits ; these are covered on the outsido

of the wall by an iron grating punched with

^-in. holes J in. apart. This would admit of

about 85 i-in. holes, giving an area of about

17 square inches. This again is still more throt*

tied by the zinc plate on the inside of the wall

with only -J
in. boles, which according to my

experience, and I think the experience of the

screens for the fresh^air ducts at the Houses

of Parliament, would be almost entirely closed

by dust in six months, and those horrid draughts

would not occur, because not sufficient air wonld

come in to cause them.

But the doctor says, " since then a most gra-

tifying change has taken place, and this result,

both novel and striking can be attributed to no

other cause than the thorough ventilation of the

above-mentioned rooms.”

In each room on the plan is shown a fireplace,

which with the ordinary flue of 16 in. square

would give an opening of 256 in., or 7i times

as much as both of the conduits together. Is it

not possible that the fire-boards were removed

without special notice ? or the openings of an

ordinary window a very small crack, the half of

an inch only, would admit as much air as one of

those conduits, even before being choked with

dust. The habit of closing or leaving the door

open into the hall might change the condition,

of the room probably one hundred times as much
as the conduits, and the attention of the at-

tendants being drawn to the subject of ventilation

these other favourable conditions would be likely

to occur.

I fully believe, if the rooms described were

otherwise entirely tight, relying exclusively on

the conduits, and were crowded, as were the

barrack-rooms of the 95th regiment during the

prevalence of the cholera in the East, so graphi-

cally described by the doctor, and the external

air was warm and calm, as frequently occurs in

summer, that the flame of the lantern, when

placed below the level of the beds, would not only

become small and red, but would soon be en-

tirely extinguished, and the result of continual

occupation would be but little more favourable

than that of the “ Blackhole of Calcutta.’

It will be found on careful examination, that

these openings do not work just according to

theory all the time—probably not more than

one day in ten
;
for instance, if the room was

tight in the spring of the year, and the chimney

was a little colder than the external atmosphere,

both openings wonld be exits, and the air would

enter by tumbling down the chimneys ;
and

again, when the chimney was the hottest, the

air would go out there, and both openings would

be inlets. But you may say, what difference

does it make, so that there is a change of air in

the room ? I agree with you that it does nob

make any
;
but then what becomes of our beau-

tiful dynamic theory ?

My opinions are nob based on the supposed

effect ill a few isolated cases; but in the Quarter-

master General’s office in this city, are plans of

the ventilation of hundreds of buildings, in

which hundreds of thousands of men have been

treated, and the effect of the ventilation watched

most critically—because in the early part of the

war, when it was proposed to introduce floor

ventilation, there was scarcely one surgeon that

at first agreed to such a radical innovation upon

their loug-established practice. It gained favour

very rapidly, however, in opposition to their

frequent formal protests, and by the pamphlet

which is herewith sent you, in which has been

printed a few of the letters received, you will

see how heartily it is now endorsed by the most

eminent sanitarians, and men of the most ex-

tensive practical experience, in this country.

I consider all theories for the direct and un-

controlled introduction of fresh air into a house,

incorrect. I am by no means certain, that if the

inhabitants of London could have sufficient

blankets and external fires to preserve a comfort-

able warmth, and every one of their present

dwellings should be destroyed, so that they

would have to live in the open air, that they

would be more unhealthy : upon the contrary,

I believe it wonld add greatly to their health

and strength. Yet I am nob willing to admit

that it is impossible to build houses that may bo

made perfectly air-tight, when desired by the

occupants, and in which may be maintained a

uniform temperature, irrespective of the many
sudden changes of the external atmosphere, and

which shall be entirely comfortable and whole-

some for the occupants : and we " builders” are

the ones to teach the people how to do it.

Through the kindness of Mr. A. B. Mullett,

Supervising Architect of the Treasury Depart-

ment, I have been permitted to make a sketch of

a ward of the Marine Hospital now being erected

by the department at Chicago, Illinois, which I

enclose.

The four heated shafts (two at each end of

the ward) apply equally to the three wards, one

in each story. The area of the four flues being

24 ft., would give 8 - ft. for each ward. In

addition to this, there are ventilating flues in the

exterior walls, one for each two beds ;
these flues

are eachSin. by 16 in., and a separate one for each

story. There are fourteen of these flues from

each story, each ward being designed for 28

beds: this gives 2,944 square inches for perma-

nent openings for exits for 28 beds, instead of

the doctor’s 3-1 in. for 8 beds—that is, while I

have 105 in. to a bed, he has only 4i in. The

openings into these flues at the floor will merely

have light sci’eens over them, as there is no

necessity of closing them at any time.

There are three fireplaces shown in each ward,

either or all of which may be used if necessary,

or when not in use the beds will stand in front.
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VENTILATION U.S. MAEINE HOSPITAL, CBIOAGO, ILLINOIS.

A. Heated shaft from W.C., 2 ft. by 3 ft.

B. Heated shafts from ward, 2 ft. fcy 3 ft.

C. Heated shafts from kitchens, 2 ft. by 6 ft. and 2 ft. bv
4 ft.

D. Fresh.air ducts.
£. Coils of steam-pipe.
F. Linen drop.
G. Lift,

fireplace acting merely as a ventilating fine,

lieated floe in the water-closets acts as a
ventilator for the closets only, in this case, as
great care has been taken to isolate them from the
wards by the vestibules and thorongh cross
draughts

;
bat where they communicate directly

with the ward, I fasten the sash in the closet, and
put Venetian blinds in the commanicating doors,

so as to cause a constant draught from the wards
into the closets. There is no direct opening
into the shaft from the room, but it is drawn
down around the seats to below the floor in each
story ; the ceiling of the story below being
firred down 3 ft. (leaving the ceiling in the
water-closet 11 ft., the wards being 14 ft.), and
from this space the opening is made into the
heated shaft.

These shafts will be heated by a steam coil at

the bottom, not at the top, of each one, and are
designed for summer ventilation also, as we
believe this is a much better application of

power for forced ventilation than is made by the
use of the fan.

Now if these exhaust shafts were permitted to

act freely in exhausting the air, and if fresh

air to supply the place thereof was permitted to

suck in at window cracks, and flow nnwarmed
across the room to the heaters, the cold draughts
over the feet and backs of those sitting near the
windows would be unbearable, and the system
would be condemned at once. To avoid such a
calamity, all the air is conducted between the
joists in each story, through the centre to the

top of the steam coil, and all obliged to enter

the room through it, and be partially warmed
by steam in winter and cooled by ice-water in

the pipes or ice in the evaporating pans in

summer, if desired. These openings will be
about five square feet to each coil, the outer

rows of pipes being left entirely exposed for

direct radiation into the rooms. I decidedly
prefer having the coils for heating in the rooms,
instead of in chambers in the cellar, because it

is absolutely necessary to have some direct

radiation to make a comfortable room
; for even

when the air is heated by pipes filled with warm
water, if it is all made warmer than the required
temperature of the room, it causes a languid,

debilitating feeling. The most perfect arrange-
ment is to have walls, ceiling, floor, and all

solid bodies in the room heated to about 98°,

the temperature of the body, and then the fresh

air may be 50° or 55°. My office is thus heated
before entering in the morning. The gas-

burners will be placed in front of the flues, with
a special opening directly above them for their

exclusive ventilation.

And now you may ask—Where is your pro-

vision for flue ventilation from the ceiling ? My
answer is—I have made none. You say I am
“ quite right in urging the value of the open

j

fireplace; but this must by no means be taken >

to mean that exits for foul air in the upper part
I

of apartments are not absolutely required.” I

Do you find in those lectures any want of
I

earnestness or vigour in urging that every window
should be made to lower from the top for summer
ventilation, or whenever the room is warm
enough to admit of it ?

Now as this upper ventilation must be regu-
lated according to the temperature of the room,
what means have we that can be so easUy under-
stood by every one, and that will be likely to be
used judiciously and whenever necessary as
lowering a window or opening a door ? In con-
nexion with the window ventilation, the Venetian
blinds, so common with us, which direct the
inflowing current toward the ceiling, allowing it

to fall gently and well diffused, are very useful.

I admit that there are times when ceiling
ventilation through the heated flues would be
desirable

; yet with the exclusive ventilation
in connexion with the gas-burners for carrying
off immediately all products of combustion, the
additional advantage to be gained by more
openings, I fear would scarcely compensate for

the harm resulting from their abuse. Less fuel

will [maintain a uniform and agreeable tem-
perature in the lower and occupied portions of

the room, even with this very liberal ventilation
from the floor, than is often used where only one
quarter the amount of air passes through the
room, and ceiling ventilation only is relied
upon.

I must really beg your pardon for troubling
you with this very long communication, pleading
as my excuse my extreme anxiety to convince
the Builder of the correctness of my views,
hoping to secure its strong and powerful in-

fluence in dispelling the strange difference of
opinion upon this very important subject now
existing among men of large experience.

Washington. Lewis W. Leeds.

GATES, CASTLE ASHBY, NOETHAMPTON-
SHIEE.

Castle Ashby, our readers will little require

to be reminded, is the fine old seat of the Comp-
tons, in Northamptonshire. This family is one
of the most ancient in the country, and has
occupied from time immemorial large estates in

Warwickshire, upon which the celebrated Sir
William Compton, the friend and companion-
at-arms of Henry VIIL, built the beautiful old
mansion of Compton Wyuiates, which has been
recently, in a great measure, restored by the
architect of the work which we now illustrate,

Mr. Digby Wyatt.
The estate of Ashby was purchased with

others by Sir William Compton from Eiohard,
the third Earl of Kent.

Sir William’s great-grandson, the second Lord

j

Compton, married the daughter and heiress of

Sir John Spenser, alderman of London, prover-
bially called “ Eich Spenser,” who was not only
the owner of a vast real estate, including Canon-
bury House, Islington, and Crosby Hall, in

London, but who died possessed of an enormous
personalty, estimated at half a million sterling

at least. There is no doubt that the existing

mansion at Castle Ashby owes much of its splen-

dour to the lavish outlay of funds derived from
the “rich” Spenser.
The house is well known to architects, from

the fact of its complete illustration in Eobinson’s
sequel to the “Vitruvius Britannicus.”

The mansion is of two periods, the older por-
tion built in Queen Elizabeth’s reign by Henry,
first Baron Compton, consisting of a middle and
two projecting wings, enclosing a square court-
yard, and a facade containing a chapel, long
gallery, and series of rooms subsequently added
from designs by Inigo Jones, forming a fourth
aide to the square courtyard, which it now
entirely encloses.

Some idea of the extent of this grand old

building may be formed from the knowledge of
the fact that it covers an area equal to about
the square of 170 ft.

Until within the last few years the garden and
approaches have not been worthy of the fine old
structuie; but now, thanks to the taste and
liberality of the present Marquis of Northamp-
ton, a worthy Compton in his love for and pro-
ficiency in the arts, a fitting balance has been
restored. Mr. Thomas has ably seconded his

lordship’s views as landscape gardener, and Mr.
Wyatt, as architect. Under the latter and from
his designs Mr. Blashfleld has thoroughly vindi-

cated a truth we are just beginning to fully
realize, videlicet, the admirable capabilities for

such works of the long comparatively neglected
material, terra-cotta.

The grounds are now laid out in a series of
terraces, inclosing sunk gardens at various levels,

connected by flights of steps. Nothing can ex-

ceed the sharpness and artistic spirit with which
the terra-cotta has brought out the mass of
elaborate decoration displayed on the various

pedestals, balustrades, bastions, and fountains.

These works are of great extent, and have
occupied several years in erection. Their effect

is greatly heightened by the masses of flowera

arranged under Lord Northampton’s personal

direction in the most elegant patterns, and in a
succession of contrasts of colour such as one-

might fancy a Persian alone could have elabo-

rated in the all but fabulous gardens of the
East.

Some time ago Lord Northampton purchased
a number of fragments of ancient iron-

work. These it fell to Mr. Wyatt’s duty to

combine and supplement, and, having done so,

to design fitting piers to which they might be
hung. In the first part of his task he called

Mr. Potter, of South Molton-street, to his as-

sistance, and in the last Mr. Blashfleld. The
result is before our readers, who can, however,
form but an imperfect idea from our engraving
of the effect the gates present as seen with the
ancestral trees of the beautiful park surrounding
the noble old mansion.
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BUILDING IN OONCEBTB.

%. aPECiAL meeting of the Arohitectnral Asao-

tioD. waa held on the 8th inat., at the Hotise in

aduit-Btreet, for the purpose of resuming the

cuBBion on concrete dwellings. Mr. R. Phene

iers, who presided, observed that, accompanied

several members, he had a few days before

lited East Sheen, to inspect a concrete house in

arse of construction there, from designs by

•. Blomfield. Here the apparatus patented by

*. Tall was seen at work, and the various

btbods of construction in concrete were ex-

ained, and afforded much satisfaction to the

ambers.
Air. J. D. Mathews {hon. secretary) observed

at, in discussing the subject of concrete dwol*

igs, it would be desirable to consider, not so

hch the material itself as the application of it

i different buildings. Concrete had been used

L a building material from the earliest times,

id the ruins of the abbey at Reading showed

iw strong was the core, which, after the lapse

; several centuries, was perfect, although the

ones with which it was originally faced had

ten picked out. In our own day, too, concrete

lid been used in the construction of Dover bar-

Dur and breakwater 5
in works at Brighton and

(her places
;
and abundant evidence had been

(ven that it could stand the assaults of both sea

lid weather. The strength of the material had

ten tested in that room on the 6th of December,

cben a small block of concrete, 3 ft. in length,

. in. deep, and 4^ in. in thickness, had borne

» owt. without breaking. It seemed to him

,iat the introduction of concrete as a building

caterialwas entirely a question of expense ;
for,

oless it could be shown that the cost was much

jss than that of brickwork, considerable diffi-

Ulty would have to be encountered in any

atempt that might be made to substitute it for

iiat material. Two essentials appeared to be

^jcessary in dealing with concrete : the first, to

l 3t the foundations right (always an important

nnsideration in every building, but especially

b in concrete dwellings)
,
and secondly, to see that

tie material was mixed in the proper proportions.

lO believed that both difficulties might be gotover

the erection of new buildings were deputed to

competent persons. Concrete floors, when praoti-

iable, were very desirable, but he confessed he

irould be afraid to trust to a cement or concrete

oof. With regard to the architectural treat-

‘lent, there were difficulties no doubt in the

yay; but he could not for a moment suppose

ihat the architects of the United Kingdom would

In that account flinch from dealing with a new
ihatorial if it bad solid advantages in other re-

epects to recommend it. A concrete wall looked

mdoubtedly very rough, but in the country that

arawback might be met by the introduction of

ereepera and other forms of vegetation, while in

lowns the surface might be ornamented by in-

Dcoduoing horizontal and vertical lines, tiles,

y possibly terra-cotta.

i Mr. Blashill remarked, that as wood, brick,

o;one, and iron now entered so largely into the

iionstruction of buildings, there was no reason to

pppose that a fifth material might not also with

Idvantage be pressed into the service. He could

(tot, however, ascertain, from the consideration

irhich he had been able to give to the subject,

aaat there would be so great a saving in the use

cf concrete as compared with brick as to warrant

ebo ’general substitution of the former for the

latter. He feared that the cost of the apparatus

ilwbich appeared to be considerable), would be a

ereat drawback to its use, as builders would not

i;.Vo to add the machinery to their ordinary

lilant unless they saw a reasonable prospect of

aiaking it remunerative. The next difficulty

h/hich occurred to his mind would be to get com-

etetent workmen to carry out the instructions of

ibie architect in reference to mixing the concrete,

)r3r unless this were properly attended to failure

O7ould be the result. This objection might, how-

ftver, be got over if Mr. Tali were himself to

ajnpply the concrete, and contract with workmen
)o do the labour. He (Mr. Blashill) was satisfied

ashat Mr. Tall could not construct concrete build-

jgigs at half the coat of brickwork, and this con-

iSusion be had arrived at by the figures quoted by
bihat gentleman himself. If, however, the appa-

atatus were economically supplied and the mate-

rials mixed in the proper proportions, a con-

iiliderable saving might be effected by the use of

oEoncrete. The concrete walls and floors might

16)6 dry and warm. This he did not dispute, but

i6ie could not agree with Mr. Tall that a solid

ravall was more impervious to sound than an

fordinary one, as it was well known that in the

case of prison cells the inmates were able to

communicate with each other by tapping the

wall even though an empty cell might intervene.

This proved that solid walls were conducive and

not antagonistic to the transmission of sound.

Mr. Potter expressed himself generally favour-

able to the use of concrete, and asked a number

of questions with the view of eliciting explana-

tions. He had himself contemplated building

some houses at Wimbledon of either brick or

:

concrete, and he found that the estimates for the

latter material were higher than for the former.

He wished to obtain some reliable information

as to the cost of the apparatus.

Mr. Tall said it was not to be presumed that

a separate apparatus would have to be made for

every house. The apparatus once made would

build 100 six-roomed houses ;
so that its cost,

divided over the whole, would be too insignifi-

cant to be appreciable. When people came to

him and said they wanted to build only one or

two concrete houses, his answer was, “ Do not

build with concrete j
but if you want to build a

number of houses, you will save the cost of the

apparatus on the ffist two or three.” He was
prepared to say that in any clay country, with

bricks even as low as 20s. per 1,000, he would

build concrete houses at half the expense of

brick. If, on the other hand, there was no clay,

but gravel, stone chippings, clinkers, or any

thing of that sort, he would undertake to crush

the stuff and use it up with the concrete at much
less cost than brickwork. If, however, brick-

work could be done at 81. a rod, he confessed

himself beaten.

Mr. Blashill.—I am doing it myself now, in

the West of England, at 71. 10s. the rod.

Mr. Tall said if that were so he would under-

take to put up concrete in the locality named for

half what Mr. Blashill was paying. There was

no portion of the country in which concrete build-

ings could not be put up
;
and, as an illustration,

he might mention that a nobleman had written

to him to say that he could not use it because he

had not a yard of gravel on his estate. The re-

ply he made was, “ That is so
;
but you don’t

want gravel, for you have a material ten times

better,—you have sandstone, which, if crushed,

will make the best concrete in the world.” All

that was required to get the concrete was to

have the proper machine to crush it ; for there

was no place so situated that suitable material

could not bo obtained within four or five miles

of the building site. He contended that con-

crete properly prepared (and none other should

be used) was not only stronger than brick, but

would bear ten times the weight of brick, and

ten times ' the pressure of wind. This was

proved in the case of some houses built at

Gravesend. While in coarse of construction,

some bricklayers employed on some adjoining

houses said to the men engaged on the concrete

work, “Look out, or you will have your houses

blown up to Windmill-hill.” Strangely enough,

a great storm blew that night, and so powerful

was the wind that it blew the scaffold-planks off

the concrete houses into an adjoining field, but

the houses themselves were uninjured, while the

brick houses in the neighbourhood were levelled

to the ground.

A member pointed out that as the wood used

in concrete dwellings would absorb moisture and

eventually cause the concrete to crack, it might

be desirable to set, in the first instance, patterns

or moulds in iron, which could be removed when
the concrete was set and wooden plugs intro-

duced. Another speaker also pointed out the

difficulty among unskilled labourers of getting

the materials mixed in the proper proportions.

Mr. Tall replied, that if wooden joists were

put in, and the interstices filled up with cement,

the timber would swell, and the concrete would

undoubtedly be cracked. This, however, could

not occur if common mortar were used, and not

cement. The suggestion made to introduce iron

patterns in the first instance, was however a

good one. The iron bonding, in the shape of

hoop-iron, 2 in. wide, was used merely to bear

the weight of the joists until the concrete be-

came hard. “With regard to stone steps, they

could be put in either on the splay or a simple

riser and step. As for the proper admixtm-e of

the concrete, it was presumed that the foreman

would be responsible for this. A foreman was
necessary, whether the material used was brick

or concrete, and he saw no reason why the fore-

man should not see to the matter with respect

to concrete roofs. He had not patented them,

but he would undertake to build cottages with

such coverings no thicker than 2 in., and to

warrant them waterproof for seven years.

Concrete roofs had not, he frankly admitt ed

answered at Bexley, simply because at that time

he had not had sufficient experience as to the

mode of laying them. As for the exterior ap-

pearance of concrete, be did not consider that

in small dwellings or cottages any architectural

ornamentation was necessary ;
and in the case of

the cottages bnilt at Maidstone, for Mr. What-
man, M.P., that gentleman declined to have

them stuccoed, although he did give them a coat

of colour. In reply to a question, he said that

he had carefully examined the concrete ruins at

Reading, which he found to be composed simply

of lime and gravel. There was, however, plenty

of “packing” in itj and with regard to the

latter, he was quite prepared to recommend

7'o per cent, of “packing” to 25 per cent, of

concrete. He repeated that it would not answer

a builder’s purpose to buy the apparatus for one

or two houses ;
but that he was quite willing to

take it back from any builder who might have

built a dozen houses with it, at a reduction of

50 per cent, on the cost price. It was a mistake

to suppose that skilled workmen were required

to build concrete dwellings : any ordinary car-

penter could fix the frame
;
and when once made

level, it was absolutely impossible for it to go

wrong. It would not even be necessary to plumb

it. In the hands of a competent foreman, the

work would go on with groat rapidity j
but in

order to remove all objection on the score of want

of experience by third parties, he was quite pre-

pared, in all cases where the apparatus was pur-

chased, to see the first two houses carried out.

The chairman observed, with reference to the

absorption of water by a concrete wall, that in

exposed situations it might be desirable to use

stucco or tile, to prevent the penetration of a

driving rain from the south-west. With regard

to the hardness and solidity of the material, it

struck him, as a drawback to the use of concrete,

that it would be difficult, if not impossible, to

make those subsequent alterations, which every

architect knew that clients were always anxious

to make, so long as they could be carried out

without expense. When he saw the bnilding at

East Sheen, he was persuaded that some exterior

ornamentation would be necessary, as not only

was the concrete not all the same colour, but

there were (so to speak) strata of unequal

degrees of smoothness, some being rougher than

others. He hoped, however, that in cases where

stucco might be employed to improve the front,

stone-joints would not be introduced, and that

the system of covering the whole building with

glazed tiles would not receive any countenance.

Mr. Tall said, that if the concrete was mixed

in the proportion of one of cement to eight of

other material, the absorption of rain would be

impossible. With regard to the objection to the

use of concrete, on the score that subsequent

alterations would be difficult, if not impossible,

a greater fallacy did not exist, .as he would

undertake to knock away a hole—say, to_^ admit

a door or window—in a concrete wall, in less

time than a similar aperture could be made
in brickwork. He Would not cut away any-

thing, but be would simply make a hole, and

then the concrete would crumble away without

difficulty.

THE TECHNICAL EDUCATION
MOVEMENT.

The public are being awakened to the im-

portance of this subject, which is being brought

before them continually in addresses, speeches,

reports, and letters.

Professor Leone Levi, of King’s College,

Loudon, has delivered an address on the subject

in the Chamber of Commerce, New Exchange,

Bradford. The Council of the Chamber had

given a general invitation to all interested in

the question to hear the Professor. In the course

of his address. Professor Levi said he had

attended the International Statistical Confess
at Florence, and had visited in Italy, Switzer-

land, Belgium, and Germany, those technical

institutes which were so numerous, and which

bad been productive of such beneficial results on

the Continent. He had been desired by the

Privy Council to prepare a report on these insti-

tutions
;
that report had already been laid before

Parliament by Lord Robert Montagu j
and it

was with a view of maturing this report, espe-

cially as regai’ded the suggestions contained in

it, that he had asked the Chambers of Commerce

to favour him with an interview for the purpose

of consulting them on the subject. By technical

instruction was meant instruction in the sciences
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find arts which entered into the various indus-
tries carried on in different localities, and whe-
ther it was the science of chemistry, botany, or
mineralogy that was adapted to the interests of
the locality, that particular science was made the
subject of study in the technical school there.
Technical schools were not exactly industrial
schools, because industrial schools implied the
teaching of the industries themselves, whereas
technical schools were particularly applied to
instruction in the sciences which were tech-
nical or appropriate to various branches of

large towns themselves. Mnoh greater loss ' rate beyond mediocrity. Trades unions saidwoald be snslained in having a comparatively
i
the business of the employed was to look after

DaU deSerintion nr mcmTirar'fnv.ofT Twrr\Tvl/1 Vvrt — L y .bad description of manufactures than would be
sustained in the expenditure of a few thousand
pounds in the establishment of schools for the
training of our workmen. TJie matter was
purely one of investment, and he trusted traders
and manufacturers would look at it in this light.
The Government, he had no doubt, was ready to
assist if the people would take the initiative
themselves. If Britain was to continue to main-
tain her industrial and manufacturing superiority,

industry. In considering the subject of ednca- it would depend very much nporwharras done
tion abroad it must be taken into account that

,
to improve and ojtend the means necessary for

elementary or primary ednoation was much more advancement in science and art. Wo could not
extensive there than m this country

;
and, as he force people to take onr manufactures unless

should ehow m his report, whereas in this they were at least equal in quality to what could
oonntry the state of ednoation m the mannfao. be obtained from other countries,
tnring districts was worse than the state of The counoU of the Birmingham Chamber of
education m the country as a whole, m the Commerce having received an application from
manufacturing districts of Prance the state of tlie Government to furnish information on theeducation was considerably in advance of the subject oftechnical education, a meeting has been
state of education m France as a whole.

, held at the Exchange there. Mr. George Dixon

* 1, *
presided. The chairman explained thatthat they did not give instruction in several the movement on the subject of technical educa-branches without any reference to one another, tion originated with the Associated Chambers ofbut they had courses of study extending over two Commerce, who. at their meeting at Westminster

or three years; and a student entered for the - ^ ’
’

, , . - j V .IX
November last, discussed the matter, andwhole ter^ and bad to follow the system esta- brought it under the notice of Lord Robert

blished. He commenced at the commencement Montagu, the Vice-president of the Committeeand ended at the end. It was not as in the of Council on Education. His lordship desiredmechanics
_

institutes m this country, where a to be informed—
student might enter for three months or so, and :

change about from one study to another
;

if he ' tochnicaUducftlon?
^

entered the technical school, he must go through 2. Ho*-, and ia what particulars, are they beiuc in-
the whole course of study. Then there were
many museums, where lectures explanatory of ' ...^1 greater attention

the objects exhibited were delivered. These
seemed to be the general appliances scattered

! .
What plan of technical education would remedy the

extensively throughout the Continent for im-
proving the instruction of all persons connected
with industiy

; and there could be no doubt that,
to a great extent, owing to these means and the
circumstances already alluded to, foreign manu-
facturers had not only succeeded in meeting the
necessities of the times, and in coming up to
what had been done in this country, but that in
many respects they had excelled us.

It had been suggested whether, in addition to

Mr. Mnndella, president of the Nottingham
Chamber, introduced the subject at the meeting
of the Associated Chambers, and, on behalf of
the Association, laid it before Lord Robert Mon-
tagu. Various gentlemen besides Mr. Mnndella
addressed the meeting, which was adjourned.
There was a good attendance, and Mr. Samuel-
son, M.P,, was present, at the adjourned meeting,
and in his address said that his recent mission

the central university in London, there should to inquire into the state of education, as applied
not be similar institutions, say, in Lancashire, to manufactures abroad, was not made by the
Yorkshire, Cornwall, or the agricultural districts

;
authority of the Government, and was a private

for if there were only one it would bo incon- undertaking, in which he received what assist-
venient for the students from the country to ' unce the Government could give him. With
attend iu London. But it was quite evident that respect to scientific education in Birmingham,
it was not sufficient to have institutions for .

b© thought the shortest and easiest way was for
teaching the teachers

; there must be institutions the local manufacturers to support the Midland
for teaching workmen, foremen, and those who Institute. In the country generally, he thought
intended to be at the heads of workshops or in the Government should assist all localities that,
mercantile houses, which would, of course, be of by the efforts they made, showed plainly that
a much more local character. These institotioua they desired scientific or technical education. It
would have to be established in agricultural, ^*^9 evident, however, that the aid given to
shipping, mannfacturing, and indnstrial towns,

!

science schools was insufficient. Every child

:

in each of which there ought to be a school for
' should bo taught geography, and something of

teaching the sciences appropriate tothe localities, physics and drawing, the Government giving aid
In order to form such institutions, he thought according to the results in these different de-

Cbambers of Commerce and other public bodies partments of education. The following resolu-
might form themselves into committees to see tion was proposed :

—

what could be^ done. Of COUrBe he thought it
|

..Th.l Ih. Council be inrirocted to request the A.eo-extremely desirable that m such institutions ciated Chambers of Commerce to inform Lord Robert
there should be museums, libraries, laboratories Montagu, that in the opinion of the Chambers it is of the

and workshop., with tool, and iustrument.. He
thought the more we could teach by the eye and the purpose of giving technical instruction to the middle
the more extended we made the practical illua- working classes.”

tration of what was taught, the better it would After a long and animated disonsBion, the re-be for the student. He did not think abstract solution was carried by a large mniority
science was what was wanted so much as science A speech, partly on technical education was
exhibited and expounded in its practical appli- delivered by Lord Edward Clinton in distributine
cation to indostnal nursuits. A free library the prizes at the Nottingham School of Art.

their own interest, leaving the employers and
the rest of society to look after theirs, and sup-
port themselves as best they could

; that it was
the interest of the masters to get labour at the
lowest possible rate, and the interest of the ser-
vants to get the highest rate of wages they could.
They looked at the masters as seeking the
utmost profit they could get out of their capital,
and that they must get the utmost profit for
their own labour, and get as much as they could.
These principles were given in the evidence
before the Trades Unions Commission, and whilst
such a feeling existed, he was afraid they would
never surpass foreign countries. Mr. Samiiolson
referred to that. The noble lord then read an
extract from Mr. Samnelson’s letter, referring to
the great importance of attending to foreign
competition and the injury caused by strikes.
He added that it was very satisfactory to know
that the arbitration system had begun in Not-
tingham.

Mr. James Ford, the head master of the Mac-
clesfield School of Art, is writing a aeries of
instructive letters on technical education, especi-
ally abroad, in the columns of the Maedesjidd
Courier. These letters give a clear idea of the
large amount of tecnical education and special
training abroad, and especially in France. Even
classical colleges are there being turned into
technical schools

; and, not yet satisfied, adds
Mr. Ford, “ the Emperor has just caused to be
set on foot a most rigorous examination into the
condition of professional institutions in France.
May no revolution again occur to break tho neck
of such a profound system of consummate

' wisdom.”
A minute has recently been passed by the

Committee of the Privy Council on Education,
on scientific inatructiou, wherein their lordships
announce their resolution to assist artisan classes
by aiding local efforts to found scholarships and
exhibitions. They will make grants of 51. and
101. towards each scholarship, and 251. towards
each local exhibition at some college or school
for scientific iustniction, under certain condi-
tions as to local subscriptions and mainteuauce
of the students, which are detailed in the
minute.
An address on technical education was de-

livered by Mr. Baines, M.P,, at the annual
distribution of prizes in tho Leeds School of
Art. In the course of his address, Mr. Baines
said he had that day received the report o!' Mr.
Samuelaon on technical education on the Conti-
nent, and in that report he assured them there
were things stated concerning Leeds which ought
to make the inhabitants look about them. Leeds
was in some branches of industry very eminent,
but there were other branches which seemed
to be neglected, so as to run in one groove,
and to be incapable of improvement or exten-
sion, and especially so in the staple branch
of the woollen manufacture; and he did not
understand how they could allow Belgians,
French, and Prussians to pass them and beat
them hollow in their own staple manufacture.
The suggestion that he would make was that
first of all we should endeavour to perfect, as
far as we could, all the present appliances for
art and scientific education in Leeds. We had
institutions and classes for teaching art and
science to the great body of the mechanics and
artisans of England, and they and the night
schools, the classes for art and science instruc-
tion, ought to be perfected as far as possible, and
we ought to make them infinitely more per-

skojBd alBO be connected with
,

the iastitotioa. Si. “tte““
^ ^

, . _ ij 1 s . ,

. xx.o .w.. oam, ttjLiA leiBieuue lo vecnnic

fhoL“d be”™ at nTe?t for tZi
edneation, it had been stated with trnth that we 1 concerned

; then we inght to have snch'schoola

S the dartfme deL^ 1 'S
car and colleges for the impa^ of technical ednoa-m the daytime, wonld derive great advantage foreign competitors. Belgium, Prance, Switzer-

! tion ase^ated inverygreatperfectionontheCon.
iri f?OT.wnnnvT -nil 1 J I,. . ..

in which they at Leeds were especially

from being able to go in the evening. He thought
the British Museum would be of tenfold utility
and benefit to the community were it open in the
evening. Then lectures, explanatory of the ob-
jects exhibited, should be given at these museums.
The want of such lectures made the valuable
exhibition of patents at South Kensington as a
dead letter to the nation.

In conclusion, he remarked that the subject
was altogether one of great importance, but it

was one in which all parties could and should
combine on a common platform. A question Lad
arisen as to how technical schools should be
supported. The opinion -of some people was
that there should be an educational rate,— of
others, that grants should be given from the
Consolidated Fund

; but it seemed to him that
action should be taken, in the first place, in the

land, and Germany were all going ahead ofns— UinentiandinwhiobtinTresbOTiabeprofesBorsbotb
though that was scarcely the right term, be- in art and science, and connected with which^UBojve wet^^ not e-xactly^ standing still. We thereshould be museums, models, laboratories, allwere making progress ourselves, but letting them
go too fast. To his mind a good deal of this
had been caused by the unfortunate strikes
which bad occurred in many trades, and the
extent to which trades unions had' been carried.
A very interesting letter on that subject had re-
eently been published by Mr. Samuelson, M.P.,
which was addressed to the Vice-President of
the Council of Education. Now it appeared to
him (Lord CJintou) that the extent to which
trades onions had been carried struck at the
very root of this matter. The tendency was
to crush all talent : everybody was to be put
on a level; and therefore those who wished
to rise were crushed, and could not rise at any

apparatus, and ail the means for carrying i

every kind of inatmetion, and a gallery of art.
These onght to be established in Yorkshire,
Lancashire, Nottinghamshire, Warwickshire,
Glasgow, and a college should be established in
London upon the basis of the College of Science
in Jermyn - street, London, the College of
Chemistry in Oxford-street, and the South Ken-
sington Museum. If these expedients were
adopted, he believed we should be in the way to
make satisfactory progress, and redeem the
character we might have lost in regard to our
industry, and put the industry of England upon
a footing from which we could never afterwards
be removed.
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BUILDERS’ PRICE BOOKS.

E have two before ua for 1868, one ” The

der’s and Contractor’s Price Book,” revised

G. R. Burnell (Lockwood) ; the other,

chley’s New Builder’s Price Book,” by P.

npson. If either had reached ua alone, look-

:at the mass of prices furnished, and the

s evidently taken, we should probably have

Bnted ourselves with recommending it as

y to meet the wants of many of our readers
5

jopening the two together, and comparing

3 half-dozen items, we find such striking

Tences that we are led to pause before re-

mending either. Beginning with the brick-

r, we find, in Lockwood’s publication, place-

kwork put at 111. 10s. per rod, and stock

Kwork at 131. per rod
;
while in Atchley’s

same items stand at 131. 13s. and 151. 159.

;

f wo rectify them as directed, to allow for

extra price per thousand at which the bricks

balculated in the latter, 131. 89. and 151. 3s.

icbarge allowed for a bricklayer inLockwood’s

d. per hour (6s. 8d. per day), and for the

rarer 5d. an hour; while in Atebley’s the

slayer is put at Ojd. an hour, and the

turer at 6d. ! In carpenter’s work the dif-

Mces are on tho other side, Lockwood’s book

ng per foot cube for fir in bond timber, wall-

138, &c., 3s. dd., and for fir wrought one side,

c2d.
;

while in Atchley’s these items are

hd respectively 28. 6d. and Ss. 4d. Milled

i, in the former, is put at 30s. per cwt., and in

latter at 28s. For a painter, in Lockwood’s,

Bd. a day is allowed, while, according to

Qley’s, 7s. fid. may be charged ;
and, so

ole a material as pntty is pnt down in the

1 at 3d. per lb., while the latter allows for it

! 2d. For ordinary painting, Lockwood’s has

S^d.; 2 oils, 6d.; 3 oils, Sd.j and 4 oils,

;
while in the other we have these priced

3., 7d., lOd., and 12d. We might carry this

fparison much further with similar uuaatis-

nry results, but wo have said quite enough
iistify our hesitation.

LABOURERS’ COTTAGES.

HERE have been lately erected in many parts

ue country cottages for the labouring classes,

Iplans and particulars of which were designed

rlr. Birch, architect, to whom the Society of

u awarded the Denton prize for the beat de-

Mr. Birch’s plans have been approved of

ehe Inclosuro Commissioners, and have been

oted in the erection of cottages for the Earl

lielawarr, at Witbam and Riugmer, in Sussex,

IMr. J. H. Arkwright, in Herefordshire, for

jG. Calthorp in Surrey, for Earl Spenser in

hthamptonshire, Mr. S. Carter at Battle, aud
i(heRev. C. AUiugton at St.Neot’s, and others,

c cottages include three bed-rooms, a living-

,n, and scullery, with offices and outhouses,

i internal fixtures and fittings include stoves

r ranges, ovens, washing-coppers, plate-rack,

1,8, «S;o., with hard and soft water supply to

a cottage. The walls are built of brick, the

s being covered with plain tiles, with pro-

ving eaves and gables. The cottages are

etered, and the average cost of their erection

ifbeen 250Z. a pair. A group of four cottages,

ording to the Gardener's Chronicle, has been
ibntly erected by the Salisbury and Yeovil

dway Company from Mr. Birch’s plana, differ-

il slightly in design from those mentioned

—

bed-room being placed on the ground-floor.

ti total cost of this group was 6101.

i(ha Liverpool Health Committee have re-

ired
—

“ That the council be recommended to

) the sum of lOOZ. to Messrs. Redmond &
f*ketb, for the plan of labourers’ dwellings

eied by them, in consideration of their making
pipleto drawings of them and supplying speci-

itions to the satisfaction of the committee, and

ti the council be requested to erect dwellings

in the site between Ashfield-street and Syl-

Ecer-atreet.” The mover of the resolution said

Dmight remark that 5 per cent, was the usual

tamission in such cases, and if they got the

; 1 and specifications for 1001. they would get

Dtn at one-fifth of the ordinary price, and the

icough engineer’s department would be saved a

t amount of work. [Cool, certainly.] With re-

!dto the plan not being strictly in accordance

ih the by-laws, be mentioned that under the

tl the council bad a discretionary power, and in

a case a sufficient equivalent was given for the

1 1 not being literally in compliance with the

aiaws which would justify them in exercising

that discretion. The chairman said there were

146 houses proposed in the plan. A resolution

recommending that the council be requested to

erect labourers’ dwellings on a site in Tatlock-

street, on plans prepared by Messrs. Culsbaw &
Sumners, and presented to the committee, was
postponed,

COMPETITIONS.

Bracebridge (Lincolnshire). — Schools being

desired for this place three architects, Messrs.

Bellamy & Hardy, Mr. Michael Drury, and Mr.

William Watkins, were invited to compete for the

arrangement of the buildings, and in accordance

with the instructions issued the designs were

sent in to the committee last week. Mr. Watkins

sent one set of designs, with an alternative plan,

and Messrs. Bellamy & Hardy and Mr. M. Drury

two sets each. The committee selected those by

Mr. Watkins as being most suited to their

requirements. The design selected comprises a

schoolroom, 31 ft. by 16 ft. 5
class-room, 12 ft.

by 11 ft. ; and a separate entrance for boys and

girls. The master’s residence is placed at the

extremity of the land nearest Lincoln, and con-

sists of recessed porch, entrance, and staircase,

on the left-hand of which is a parlour, and on the

right a kitchen
j
at the back of the staircase are

placed the pantry and scullery.

Burton-onTrent.— Several thousand pounds

have already been raised towards the purchase

of land and erection of buildings for an infirmary

aud dispensary at Burton-ou-Trent. A site has

been secured, and the building committee have

selected the design of Mr. Edward Holmes,

which was submitted in limited competition.

THE CROYDON WATERWORKS.

The new waterworks in Surrey-street have
|

been thrown open for public inspection. The
new Cornish engine, which was constructed

,

and erected by the Kirkstall Forge Com-

,

pany, is of QO-horse power nominal. Tho

beam connecting the piston with the plunger

or pump weighs 27 tons, and the balance

box 20 tons. They are of wrought-iron. The
engine is worked with a surface condenser, and

the steam, after having done its work, is con-

veyed intact back to the boilers, thus saving

fael. The piston has a working stroke of 10 ft.

6 in., and tho diameter of the cylinder is 60 in.,

the diameter of the plunger being 2 ft. The
engine is registered to work ten strokes per

minute, but the speed is regulated to eight

strokes, and these are correctly registered by a

counter, patented by Messrs. J. Richmond &
Sons, which indicates the number up to ten mil-

lions. Supposing the engine to be kept working ,

day and night without intermission for one week,

'

the number of strokes given will be 80,640, aud
!

as with each stroke 220 gallons of water are

pnmped, it would give a weekly supply of water

equal to 17,740,800 gallons, or a daily supply of

2,534,400 gallons j
but the estimate is, of course,

a maximum one. An average daily supply of

two million gallons is, however, afforded, and this

ought to be more than sufficient for the require-

ments of the town, providing that no improper

use is made of the water. The bright portions

of the machinery are relieved with dark blue and

red tints, which harmonize with the coloured

brickwork and decorations of the internal por-

tions of the new engine-house. Since the new
engine has been at work the water-level in the

well, instead of falling, has risen 2 ft. higher

than it was before.

ACCIDENTS.

Explosions and theatre accidents seldom or

never come single ; there is generally a series

of them. The last theatrical accident we have

heard of was a lime-light explosion in the Royal

Albert Theatre, Middlesborough, while the house

was crowded. The report when the bags con-

nected with the lime-light exploded, was like

that of a cannon, and it produced great con-

fusion, but no one was injured by the crush to

escape, although two persons were somewhat
injured by the explosion itself. The manager
succeeded in restoring order, and announced

that, for the future, he would use the magnesium
light instead of the lime light.

During holiday time an escape of gas accu-

mulated in the safe-room of the Hereford

Branch of the National Provincial Bank of Eng.

land, in Broad-street, Hereford
;
and the instant

the room was opened an explosion took place

aud blew out the skylights in the roof of the

building. A tap bad been carelessly and im-

perfectly turned off.

Nackington Church has been injured by fire.

Smoke was first noticed issuing from the roof

where a flue was carried through, aud the

rafters were partially burnt, damage being done

to the extent of lOOZ. to 150Z. before the fire

was got under. The overheating of the flue, as

usual, on Sunday, was the cause of the fire.

In the Blackness-road, Dundee, at soma

houses in course of erection, a rafter, while

being put in, loosened a stone, which fell upon

the head of a mason below, who was polishing

a stone. The sknll was fractured, and the

poor fellow died the same day.

About fifty persons have been killed while in

transit by train from Cleveland, on tho Lake

Shore-road, to New York. Near Angola the

two rear cars got off the line and fell down
an embankment. Strange to say, it was chiefly

by fire that the passengers were destroyed,

the car containing them having taken fire,

from the overturning of the stoves in them,

and only two escaped, while others were

wounded. It seems probable, however, that

the charred remains spoken of were the bodies

of those who were disabled from making their

' escape, at least, if not killed, before the fire

affected them.

The roof of a house near the Fisherman’s

Inn, Liverpool, has fallen in. Three persons

were in bed beneath the roof at the time,

^ bat were protected by the timbers. The block
' of buildings to which the fallen roof belonged is

more than 100 years old, and is made on the old

principle of a wooden framework filled in with

bricks and stone. They are in an unsafe state

generally.

At Swansea one of the railway arches near

Padley’s quay has fallen into the quay : no one

was injured.

THE DEATH-PLACE OF GIBBON.

Siji^—Your correspondent who signs with a
star is under a wrong impression when he states

that Gibbon died in Sussex. In December, 1793,

he left London, to make what proved to be bis

last visit to Sheffield-placo, the seat of his friend,

Lord Sheffield ; but, owing to a serious attack

of illness, he returned to St. James’s-atreet

earlier than be had intended, and here he died

January 16, 1794. His remains were removed

from London and deposited in Lord Sheffield’s

mausoleum in Fletching Church, Sussex, on

which is inscribed a Latin epitaph written by

Dr. Parr. These facts, on the authority of Lord

Sheffield, will be found in the first volume of

Gibbon’s Miscellaneous Works, where is also a

copy of the epitaph. Henry B. Wheatley.

THE CONDITION OF ARCHITECTURAL
SCULPTURE.

giBj—Anyone with a true love and feeling for

architecture cannot help feeling grieved, in

walking through London, to find carving gene-

rally carried oat in such an inartistic manner,

as is the case. I should much like to know how
it is that carvers and architects do not work
more hand-in-hand with each other, so that the

employers of carvers should receive a thorough

knowledge of the style aud character of work to

be done ;
aud then for tho art-workmen to have

every opportunity in carrying it out: so that

when the building is completed, it shall show
how all employed have laboured aud studied

together in a meritorious work.

Surely there are men who, by properencourage-

raent and opportunity, could carry out these

ideas, and I feel certain are grieved in nob

having that opportunity of studying a piece of

work sufficiently, aud time given to develop it

into excellence
;
for it is a daily occurrence for

carving to be done in one-half the time that is

just and consistent. The carver is brought to

feel that a certain work mast be done in a cer*

tain time, and he naturally loses iu such a

case all other interest.

There seems to be a want of more confidence

between architects and carvers ; and, be it said,

there is a class of carvers who feel deeply that

for some reason or other they are not looked
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npon as art-loving men, as a great many of them
really are. Did they receive more confidence and
eneonragement from those from whom snch is

natorally expected, I feel certain of the results
being much more satisfactory, and the con-
dition of architectural sculpture more worthy.
Sincerely thanking you, Mr. Editor, for your
energy and ever-ready encouragement in this
question, and all others tending towards advance-
ment, I remain, A Woreixg Cauver.

THE AECniTECT OF THE PARLIAMENT
HOUSES.

HERNE BAT PIER.
Fos some years past this landing-plaoo or jetty has

been closed, and this formerly favourite promenade shot
to the general public

;
steamers no longer deposit pas-

sengers, and the whole wears au aspect of desolation and
decay. Want of funds is the plea, but surely this diflieulty
might be overcome, and some contractor from the north,
great in iron, led to put up a similar structure to the one
at Margate, or replace the damage by wooden piling os
before. The tolls and general undertaking might be
assigned as security, and au amount raised by 51. shares
giving free passage, so as to reimburse the necessary
outlay. PAULiTIlI.

Urmston.—Sfc. Clement’s Church, Urmstor
the foundation-stone of which was laid in. Marcl
of last year, hae been consecrated by the Bisho]
of Manchester. It is picturesquely situated ii

the country village of Urmston, distant abou:
two miles from Stretford. On approaching th(

church from the latter place, the chancel-gable
with its traceried three-lighted window, is seei

standing out well among the trees. On the lef
appears part of the roof and the east window o.

the children’s chapel j and on the right, thi
gable and three-lighted window of the vestry
The bell-turret springs up in the angle formed

AN AECHITBOT’S ACTION TO EECOVEE *>7 wall of the vestry and the nortl

PAYMENT FOR PLANS nave, at the junction of nave and
chancel. It contains a good sounding bell, bj
Mears, of London, and is capped by a six-sided

.“mhiK.t L MmcheS. “ “"W
minister of the German cUureh there. This was an action

,

S^t vane. The church is built in the Geo-

Sir,—I am not at all concerned to defend
Mr. Fergusson, who is fully able to take care of
himself, nor to endorse either his criticisms or
his inferences as to the New Palace. . ...o.vu

,

- —
But I would remark, that neither he nor anv alleged was dne to

j

metrical Decorated style. The external walls
1-3 can give a verdict on the facts now at

I

of a church .nd°.ohoola “tone, colours being em-
issue without hearing both sides of the case.
If Mr. Pugin had acted on the suggestion of a
reference of his statements to the Institute, all

the evidence would have been long ago discussed
and sifted. As it is, Mr. Murray will publish,
in a very few days, a statement of facts, which
I trust will bo sufficient to set the question at
rest. We shall leave the whole matter, in j>er-

fect confidence, to the judgment of the archi-
tectural profession and the public.

Alfred Barry.

TO HEAT A BATH.

I SEE in your last week’s issue a “ Poor
Valetudinaei.in ” inquiring the manner in
which baths may be heated where it is inconve-
nient to have the ordinary and proper appli-
ancea.

The only method that I am aware of, and which
is, I believe, the best, is to have a Gas Stove, of
the ordinary size and shape, with a small boiler
in the inside, the same to be connected with the
bath by means of two pipes from the boiler,
one from the upper end and the other from the
lower end of it, both pipes going into the end of
the bath. The water is then put into the bath
and the gas lighted in the stove, and the water
then freely circulates till hot enough for use.

If gas cannot be applied, have the stove made
to contain a small grate for coals.

A Plumber.

the defendant to bnild, in Fark-etreet, Cheatham. It waa
uaderatood that plaintiff was to receive 6 per cent, com-
mission on the coat of the boildinge. In Jane last an
interview took place between the parties, in coarse of
which defendant stated, that owing to the German war
contribntione which he expected were not forthcoming in
consequence of which ho would be obliged to abandon the
idea of building the church for some time to come.
Plaintiff replied, that he would not press for payment of
his eonumssion if the erectioa of the church was pro-
ceeded with in a reasonable time. It had not yet been
commenced. The defence was, that the plaintiff under-

ployed for variety and relief. The roof is covered
with slates in two colours. Accommodation is

provided for 360 persons, with an arrangement
for a future north aisle to hold 200 more. The
plan, as now carried out, consists of a chancel,
with the usual provision for seating a choir

; a
south chancel-aisle, devoted to the use of the
school children

;
and a north chancel-aisle to

serve as organ-chamber and vestry. The body

SNOW AND THE SEWERS.
Several correspondents deny Mr. Phillips’s

right to any claim to priority in the suggested
use of the sewers for the removal of snow. Thus
Mr. Lovegrove, surveyor to the Hackney Board
of Works, says that twenty-four days before the
publication of Mr. Phillips’s soggestion in our
pages he employed the roadmen with their
trucks, and the carmen with their carts, to col-
lect the snow from the several leading thorough-
fares of Hackney, and bad it shot down the side
entrance shafts: thence the sewer-men shovelled
the snow direct into the sewers.

took to supply the pTaoV. on ’the^mderetanding that if
' church, comprising a nave and south aisle,

they wore approved by the committee who had charge of divided from each other by an arcade of four
be paid a certain arches, resting on pillars, with moulded andpor-centage; but in the event of their not beiou auDroved n....* 1..1 ^ ^ ^ • • -i #.

there was to be no charge made. The eommittee’l^id not
capitals, increasing m richness of

approve of the plan of the church, which they regarded carving as they approach the east end.
' easternmost capital are introduced

89 clumsy, and it .

urged for the defence, that the idea luilding the church the-asuoi, aosnuonea, DOC aimpiy aeierred. in consequence .
-----o----—

of the want of money. The jury returned a verdict for trance is through the north porch. The
'’'‘‘’''"laat. I reredos is of Caen stone, relieved with

- —

—

(

marble. It occupies the whole space between

j

the Lord’s table and the east window. The rest

CnURCH-BUILDING NEWS. eastern wall of the chancel, and some
' other parts of the church, are decorated in colour

Brcnifwd. The foundation-stone of the new
! with various devices and symbols. This work,

ft t
Brentford, was laid on

[

as well as the reredos, is given by Mr. Joseph

fp
the Princess Mary of.Deakin. There are three large windows on the

presence of the Prince of Teck, the
,
north side,—one of three and two of two lights;

Kight -Hon, Spencer Walpole, M.P., and the
,

one gabled clearstory window on the south side,
principal clergy and gentry of the neighbonr- and three tall windows in the west gable, the
hood. rhe Bishop of Tenessee was present, and

;

centre one being of two lights, flanked by a
took part m the ceremony. The new church

,
single light on each aide. The windows are all tra-

consietsof nave, north and south aisles, porch,
;
ceried, andof different designs: repetition, either

chancel,chancel aisle (used as an organ-chamber),
;

in the general elevations or in the details of the
vestry, and tower and spire, at south-west angle,

I
differentparta, having beenavoided. Theleadwork

rising to a height of abo^ 150 ft., and suitable in the tracery of the windows has all been drawn
ont to suit the various forms of the stonework.
The chancel fittings were originally intended to
be in red deal, buc Mr. J. E. Cockrell (a non-
parishioner) offered to bear the extra cost of oak,

for a good peal of bells. The total length of the
church, internally, including chancel, is 118 ft.,

and the width, 56 ft. The chancel is 34 ft. 6 in!
long, by 22 ft. wide. The nave is divided into
five bays, the piers and arches being of Bath ' and also of additional ornamentation. This wffl
stone, with carved capitals. The material used

j

amount to upwards of 501. The heating appa-
for the exterior will be Kentish ragstone, with ratns is by Messrs. G. Blake & Co., of Coventry,
Bath-stone dressings

; and for the interior, pale
I
and is contained in the basement. The warm air

malms, with coloured bricks m pattern. The ’ passes into the chancel by gratings in the floor,
roofs wiU be of Memel, boarded and felted, and Messrs, G.Blake& Co. have guaranteedtheeuccess
will be stained, but not varnished. The seats ' and efficiency of their apparatus. The general con-
will be uniform throughout, and without doors, tract was taken by Mr. M. Foggett, of Mauches-
the majority being free and unappropriated, ter, for 2,125b, but there have also been em-
ihe chance is arranged with stalls and desks, a ployed for the font, reredos, and pulpit. Messrs,
credence-table, and other fittings, the altar being T. R. & E. Williams

;
for the gasfittings and lee-

^

i^ised about 4 ft. above the level of the church, tern, Messrs. Thomason; for the carving of the
also instructed to pass along

' 1- he east wall, should funds permit, will be de- pillars, &c., Mr. Green ; for the coloured decora-
--y corated with a handsome reredos, in alabaster tion. Mr. R. Park. All IBrso B.ivr wnrL-Rrl

i-asVveX
coloured marbles. The works are being

Another thought has oceurred to me to have a cart ^7 T- Nye, of Ealing Green, builder,
with an open furnace bottom and tank over it, BO that the superintendence of the architects

I

Messrs. Francis, of Upper Bedford-place.
'

tank also to be filled with snow ; then, as the snow in the 7ifVc»7j,, /r \ a
^

ti.nl/ 10 vneU-j -i... — —ij V. .1 . Jilistliiy (i/ist’r).—At a recent vestry meeting,tank is melted, the water could be' drawn off into the
cbannels or discharged down the nearest gully-hole.”

Mr. Gadd, too, road surveyor, of Croydon
says,— ’

“ Without having ever read or heard of the plan, I had
A large quantity of snow cast into the main sewer in
Brighton on the first heavy fall of snow last winter The
idea suggested itself to me from knowing the great warmth
of^the sewers, and it needed nothing to thaw it, for longv..> .1 . Q-hole it had melted.”before it had reached the next n

Another vmter, E. J. Dudman, says,-

“On reading the article headed ‘Xo Thoroughfare’

‘ that, by using plenlv of water to wash it
away, the snow might be put down the street gullies by
simply opening the gratings

; and, on looking over the
next number.’Januory 19th, I there saw the idea made
public by Mr. Phillips, only that ha proposed to make
special shMts

j
following which is a note to the effect that

a communication had been received fromMr. Jennings also,
proposing to use the sewers for the purpose, so that both
ideas were made public at one time

;
buvin thenumber for

January 20th, a letter from Mr. Lovegrove appears,
staUDg that he actnaUy had put the plan into practical
use on the Saturday following the snow storm (or January
6tA), so that Mr. Phillips can neither claim entirely the
original Idea, nor of being the means of putting it into
practical ose.”

"

convened for the purpose, the plana of an in-
tended new church were submitted, when a
subscription was set on foot, and sums exceeding
altogether 2,6001., were at once put down. The
coat of the new building is estimated at 5,0001.,
BO that much still remains to be done

;
but it ia

fully anticipated that the amount required will
be forthcoming.

Westhampnett.—The parish church of West-
hampnett, near Chichester, has just been re-
opened for divine service, after restoration and
enlargement. The whole cost of the restoration
has been about 1,0001. Of this the chief share
bM fallen on the rector, and the Duke of
Richmond, who has restored the chancel and
rebuilt the chancel-arch

: the rest of the expense
bas^ been defrayed by the incumbent and
parishioners, with little extraneons aid. A new
pavement has been laid down in the chancel ; a
stone reredos has been erected

j a new aisle has
been added

; a gallery has been abolished, and
open seats have been placed throughout the
chnrch,

tion, Mr. R. Park. AU these have worked from
the designs, and under the direction of the
architect, Mr. J. Medland Taylor, of Manchester.

Dinnington (Yorkshire).—A new chnrch ia

about to be erected in this village, replacing
the present structure, which has no pretensions
to beauty or antiquity. Mr. R. C. Sutton, of
Nottingham, is the architect, and Mr. Canthome,
of Retford, the builder.

Chesham (Bucks).—The church of Latimer,
near Chesham, having become inadequate to the
increasing requirements of the neighbonrhood,
has been enlarged and improved at the cost of
the present Lord Chesham from the designs of
Mr. G. G. Scott. The architectural pretensions
of the original chnrch were not of the highest
order, but in its present condition it may fairly
claim a higher place among the churches of the
county. The improvements which have been
effected consist in the addition of a north and
south transept, a new chancel with an arcaded
apsidal termination, vestry, organ-chamber,
chancel and aacrarium arches, and an extension
to the nave westward. The chancel and the
sanctuary are paved with encanstic tiles. The
windows in the apse are filled with memorial
stained glass. . The window of the south tran-
sept is filled with stained glass from the old
east window. The chancel is fitted with new
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[ils, and the nave and transepts wibb new open

[Sts, all of pitch pine, and polished. The heat-j

|i' is performed by hot water. The local mate-

1 1,
red brick, moulded where required, and with

ith stone dressings, &c., has been used. The

ffks have been carried out by the contractors,

sssrs. Faasnidgo & Son, of Uxbridge. The

ifioe has been re*opened.

gnolis fuaibcb-.

s'rom another bundle of almanacks for 1868

rery interest, almost every Company, now

blishes its almanack), we name “ The Rail-

,y, Banking, and Commercial Almanack”

iiited by W. Page Smith), as containing a large

lount of information on economical and com-

arcial subjects. "The Post Magazine .^ma-

iok” gives special- information as to insur-

lee companies. “ Deane’s Illustrated

imanack” has some pleasant chatty matter

aed up with it. "The Engineer’s and

tntractor’s Office Sheet and Engineering

imauack ” is well adapted to its purpose,

iid we may say the same for " The Engineer’s,

Ichitect’s, and Contractor’s Pocket-Book,”

cockwood) but it is chiefly addressed to engi-

rere. Taylor & Son’s “ Northamptonshire

undbook and Almanack” is intended for that

mnty, and is noticeable for a sketch of " The

impowder Treason,” and some particulars of

Ifhe Triangular Lodge at Eushton,” long ago

sQstrated in our pages. Bombay Builder,

hder the head " Adjutor MemoricB,” gives refer-

cces to the page in which, in our own and other

tntemporary journals, papers or information

I certain subjects may be found. In the

umber for December there is an article on the

nmbay Black-wood Fumibure, mentioning with

Tgret the falling off apparent in the manufao-

ere. The specimens in the Paris Exhibition

rere purchased by the committee from the house

a a private gentleman, the specimens obtainable

t the maker’s being very inferior. Even what

3JS sent to Paris seemed to us very badly made,

Id we are nob surprised that the jury would

• y nothing to it.

UDswIIanta.

r The Abyssinian Expedition.—Four locomo-

cves will be shortly at work in Abyssinia upon

I le railway formed in connexion with the Eng-

lish expeditionary force now in that conntry.

AA Political Monument near Eome.—ThePope

e erecting at Monte Kotondo a monument to the

irontifical soldiers killed in that town and at

eientana, and has entrusted the work to Count

^lespiguaui, one of the best arobitects in Eome.

I The Ancient Church of Monkwearmouth.

e/e are told that the old tower of this well-

mown interesting structure is in so bad a state

faiat it can scarcely be expected to remain up

mmoh longer, unless something be done to

irirengthen and preserve it. The income is only

6U501. per onn-uTu. The Bishop of Durham, we
nduderstaud, inspected the church a few weeks
:cigo. Let us hope that he will institute some
iouovement in its favour.

I I Freehold Ground • rents, London.— The
TCTOund-rents created in Garrick-street, Covent-

:ararden, by the Metropolitan Board of Works, were

olold by auction by Messrs. Foster, at the following

Hvrices:—No. 1, Garrick-street, ground-rent 1081.,

olold for 2,7001. ;
Nos. 3 and 5, ditto, ground-rent

Sb61. lOs., sold for 1,220Z.; No. 7, ditto, ground-

erent 201., sold for 5301. ;
Nos. 9 and 11, ditto,

rn;round-rent 371., sold for 9601. ;
Nos. 13 and 15,

iiditto, ground-rent 901., sold for 2,4f)01. ;
Garrick

/Idlub, ground-rent 2891., sold for 7,3501. ;
Nos. 19

’.mnd 21, Garrick-street, ground-rent 961., sold for

l,l!,44:0l.
; No. 23, ditto, ground-rent 551., sold for

L,i,460I.
;
No. 26, ditto, ground-rent 251., sold for

i-«401., &o. Nos. 10 and 12, ground-rent 151.,

jolold for 4801.5 No. 8, ditco, ground-rent 121.,

jolold for 4001.
;
No. 6, ditto, ground-rent 301., sold

forbr 8001.

;

No. 4 ditto, ground-rent 451., sold for

1.1,2401. 5
No. 2, ditto, ground-rent 121., sold for

lOtOOl. 5 No. 3, Long-acre, ground-rent 401., sold

rot'or 1,0701. Also thefollowing rack-rents :—No. 18,

S'New-street, Covent-garden, let at 1801., sold for

1,0,6001. 5
No. 63, St. Martin’a-lane, let at 2001.,

iolold for 4,0001.5 Nos. 64, 65, and 66, ditto, let to

nearly tenants at 2201., sold for 4,0001. 5
total,

52)2,7701.

Honour to Science.—We are glad to hear

,thab Wheatstone is knighted in testimony to the

value of his labours in telegraphy. Mr. Fox

Talbot should be made a baronet for his inven-

tions on which rest all that we now do in photo-

graphy.

Fever at Tebling.—The Chelmsford Chronicle

speaking of the fever prevailing at Terlmg,

says there have been 180 cases, and sixteen

deaths. Bad water is believed to be the

chief cause, and the privy Council have pressed

this upon the local authorities, but as yet without

avail.

The Eoyal Exchange Chimes. — Messrs.

Moore, of Clerkenwell, write to us to say that the

clock and chimes of the Eoyal Exchange, which

have been in their bands for repairs, are now all

right again, and that the clock is going, chiming

the quarters, striking the hours, and playing a

tune at 9 a.m. and 9 p.m. each day.

An Architect Knight.—It is stated that the

honour of knighthood will be conferred by the

Lord Lieutenant on Mr. Charles Lanyon, M.P.

for Belfast, and President of the Eoyal Institute

of the Architects of Ireland. There will then be

three architects knights in Ireland, while the

architects of England have' not a Sir amongst

them. We must call out, " Justice to England !”

“ Gas Superseded.”—An improved method of

lighting the streets, invented by Messrs. Tessie

du Motay & Marechal, and one of their assist-

ants, has just been tested in Paris, and, it

is said, has proved successful. The light is

described as being intense. The mode of apply-

ing oxygen to the flame is the principal secret of

the process. A small cylinder of magnesium,

placed in the centre of a jet in combustion, be-

comes luminous, and produces sixty times as

much light as ordinary gas, or about 21. 33. 2d.

worth of light for 7id. 5
at least, it is said so.

Industrial Schools for Birmingham.—At a

recent meeting of the Birmingham town council

the Mayor submitted a letter from Mr. T. C. S.

Kynnersley, stating that the magistrates of

Warwickshire had for some time been anxious to

establish an industrial school for the county, but

bad not been able to agree to a site. At length

it was recommended that application should be

made to the town council of Birmingham, who

were understood to have a similar establishment

in contemplation, with a view to ascertain

whether they would be willing to admit boys

from the county, and also on what terms. The

letter was referred to the General Purposes

Committee, with power to appoint a deputation,

if necessary. The committee have ascertained

from the Rev. Sydney Turner, the Government

Inspector of Schools, that if properly and

economically managed, a school for forty boys

should cost, over and above the Government

allowance, not more than 2081. a year. The

committee recommended that 2d01. be provided

for this purpose. The committee have been

authorised to take a lease of a farm, and to ap-

point officers and servants, and take the neces-

sary measures for the establishment of an in-

dustrial school.

“The Wheel op Life.”—

A

lively wheel, at

any rate, and very amusing. The notion is not

a new one. Every one has seen that a lighted

stick swung round quickly and continuously

produces the eflfect to the eye of a circle of fire,

one impression succeeding another so quiokly on

the retina that they all remain there. There was

an optical illusion founded on this principle

exhibited at the Polytechnic Institution long ago,

but the Wheel of Life, as issued by the London

Stereoscopic and Photographic Company, is a new

and very satisfactory application of it. It consists

of a topless metal drum with thirteen upright

slits in it, having around its inner circumference

certain sketches of figures, and made to rotate

on a pin. The result is that the figures are

seen through the slits to move in a remark-

able manner. Amongst the best of the dozen

strips of subjects already prepared are the

man jumping through a hoop, the acrobat

spinning a ball with his feet, and a little old

gentleman walking with his umbrella while

it is raining pitchforks.” Some of the subjects

are very comical when turned upside down, and

other combinations may be obtained by putting

in two slides at a time 5 so that a great deal of

fun may be got out of this toy, and any particu-

larly clever gentleman who happens to be present

when it is shown may improve the occasion and

deliver a neat lecture on optics. New subjects

may, of course, be constantly supplied.

Opening of a Church at Pau. — A new
Russian church, built by the liberality of various

members of the Russian nobility, has just been

consecrated at Pau. Rev. Father Prilejaleff, of

Paris, officiated at the ceremony. The interior

is handsomely decorated. The paintings, on

cedar, on a gold ground, framed in the icono-

stasis, were executed by an artist of Bt. Peters-

burg.

Telegrams.—The receiver of a telegram can-

not maintain an action for a mistake which has

caused him damage. The person who pays for

the transmission of a message is the only person

who has a right of action in case he is damnified

by the negligence of the company or its servants.

The Court of Queen’s Bench thus held, in the

case of Playfordr.The United Kingdom Electric

Telegi'aph Company, which was an action

brought by a person to whom a telegram had

been sent from one of the stations of the com-

pany, and who, in consequence of a mistake in

the transmission of it, was so misled that he was

damnified.

The London Assoclition of Foremen En-

gineers.—The fifteenth annual meeting of mem-

bers of this society took place on the 4th inst., at

its rooms, Aldermanbury. The number of ordi-

nary and honorary members on the books is 163,

and the funds invested for all purposes amount to

1,2641. lOs. The president, Mr. Joseph Newton,

H.M. Mint, delivered an address. He reviewed

at much length the progress of mechanical en-

gineering at home and abroad during 1867, and

contrasted the educational machinery of the

Continent with that of this country.
_

The com-

parison was not flattering to our national pride,

and it went to account for the superiority of

foreign workmen in certain branches of manu-

facturing industry over those of Great Britain.

The evil was patent, and the remedy should be

speedily applied. Comprehensive systems of

technical schools for each branch of science and

art must be established forthwith. Defective

legislation had impeded national progress, at all

events in regard to manufacturing industry, and

we had now to cure a disease which ought never

to have existed.

Bath op the Romans.—Excavations now being

made on the site of the old White Hart Hotel,

Bath, have opened up the basement of a large

building, and the continuation of the frieze of the

great Roman temple dedicated to Minerva, a

portion of which is preserved in the museam of

the Bath Literary and Scientific Institution.

The temple stood on the eastern side of the

great Fosee-road, running through the city from

north to south, and nearly midway between the

Porta Decumana, North Gate, and the Porta

Flumentana, South Gate, leading to the river.

Its front was towards the west, and consisted of

a portico supported by very large fluted columns

of the Corinthian order, crowned with rich

sculptured capitals. Behind this temple, towards

the east, stood the Roman baths, the foundations

of which were discovered in 1755, at the depth,

of 20 ft. beneath the surface of the ground.

The recent excavations have laid bare a kind of

concrete pavement, leading to the inference that

there had been a large area of parade-ground

adjoining the temple. Other discoveries show

that the Roman Forum extended considerably

beyond the east end of the present abbey church-

yard.

Nuisance FROM Smoke, Effluvia, or Noise.

The Lord Chancellor has finally decided, on

appeal, the case of Cmmp v. Lambert. The

plaintiff was the owner of two houses at Wal-

sall, and he was the occupier of one of them.

The defendants were iron bedstead manufac-

turers, and had recently erected a factory on

land adjoining the plaintiff’s property, where

they smelted iron for the purpose of their busi-

ness, and also employed a considerable number

of men in hammering iron bars. The plaintift

alleged that the smoke and effluvia issuing from

the chimney of the manufactory, and the sound

proceeding therefrom, were a nuisance, and he

instituted this suit to restrain it._ The Lord

Chancellor held (affirming the decision of the

Master of the Rolls) that nuisance arising from

smoke alone, unaccompanied by noise, or from

noise alone, or effluvia alone, might be the sub-

ject of substantial damages to a plaintiff m an

action at law 5
and that wherever a jury would

give substantial damages at law m respect of

any of such causes of action, the Court of Chan-

cery would grant an injunction to restrain a

continuance of them. The injunction in this

case was, therefore, made perpetual.
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Good News for the Very Poor.—The guar-
dians of the Eolborn union have had “ evidence
laid before them,” that married couples, with or
without children, and widowers and widows with
children, do not, as a rule, wish to become in-
mates of the workhonse, and frequently struggle
on and on with insufficient allowance until their
homes are entirely broken up by parting with
their furniture and effects to maintain them-
selves. The home when once broken up can
rarely be renewed, and these persons of neces-
sity then become inmates of the workhonse, and
thus add greatly to the expense of the union.”
How often have we used these very words

!

The Board, therefore, have resolved that a more
liberal system of outdoor relief shall be adopted
according to the necessities of each case, and
that an additional officer bo appointed to inquire
into and report on every case.

TENDERS.
For alterations and additions to Svlvan T.odge, Brighton,

Mr. T. Simpson, architect. Quantities supplied:

—

Jackson & Shaw £4,310 0 0
^'ightineale 4,269 0 0
Anscombe & Newnhnm 4 195 0 0
Bruton 4.147 0 0
Cheesman & Co 3,800 0 0
Steddy 3.700 0 0
Chappell 3,637 n n
Sawyer 3.669 0 0
Barr 3.H50 0 0

For the erection and completion of three dwelling-
houses at Bedford, for the Moravian Trustees. Mr. John
I sher, architect, 44, High-street, Bedford :

—

Winn & Foster £1,639 0 0
I>ay 1,386 0 0
Huh 1,353 0 0
Young A Son 1,346 0 0
Hobson & Taylor 1,300 0 0
Cunvin 1,299 0 0
Bawson ],292 13 6
Dickens 1,285 0 0
Richards 1,246 13 0
Haines 1,2-M 4 0

For the finishing of three cottages in Croft-street,
Deptf^d, S.£. Mr. Robt. A. Potts, architect:—

Dover
Kightingale
Chaplin
Machin
Lyle
Shummr
Surridge & Co
Taylor
Stnart & Bennett
Selfe

Leman & Co
Gordon & Prosser
C. Heale
Pooley
Holdsworib
Prebble, Bros
G. Neale 2I6 1(
KusseU (accepted) • 315 (

* W'ith a deduction for old materials.

[Advertisements.]

CHURCH, TURRET, and STABLE CLOCKS
J. W. Benson, having erected steam-pow®
and improved machinery for clock-making, a’

the Manufactory, Ludgate-hill, will be gtad tt

furnish to clergymen, architects, and committees
Estimates and Specifications of every descrip
tion of Horological Machines, especially cathedra
and public clocks, chiming tunes on any nnmbei
of bells. A descriptive pamphlet on Churcl
Clocks post free for one stamp. Watch ano
Clock Maker by Warrant of Appointment tc

H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, and maker of the
great clock for the Exhibition, 1862. 25, Old
Bond-street, and 33 & 34, Ludgate-hill, E.C,
Established 1749.

239 0 0
324 10 0
223 10 0

For a new warehouse in rear of 21, Coventry street
Haymarket, for Messrs. Charles Lloyd & Son. Mr W. P
Griffitli, architect

Patman 4 Fotheringham £1,064 0 0'
1,047Clemenco

,

Webb & Sons
Macey
Dimsdale (accepted) .

99o 0
976 0
026 0

I assembly-room, &c., at thoFor the erection of 1 - „
Town Hall, Hyde, for the Kvde Commissioners.
Francis Newman, architect. Quantities supplied

£3,000 0Meader
Newman
BsU

Barton
Denham
Parsons 4 Saunders (ac

0 0
2,900 18

epted)
0 0
0 0

For two houses, to be built at Dover, for Mr. S. Finnis
Quantities supplied

£3,367 0 0
Davis

, 3,176 q q
Featherstone 4 Co 2,970 0 0
Adcock 2,962 18 0
Cozens, Brothers 2,950 0 0
Tunbridge 2.840 0 0
Stiff 4 Co. (accepted) 2,780 0 0

For a house, offices, and conservatory near Ascot for
Mr. William CbappeU. Mr. Alfred Smith, architect

Longmire 4 Bnrge £2,983 0 0
Lawrence 2,877 10 0

2,718 0 0
Pithers (accepted) 2,650 0 0

For Leytonstone main drainage. Mr. John T. Bressev
anrveyor to the Committee :

”
Contract
No. 1

J. Porter

Bellamy
P. Porter
Clark
Beard
Adamson 4 Taylor
Wood
Nichobon
Munday 4 Hutchenson
Potter
Kent
Hubbard
Williamson
Bloomfield
Wainwright
Tbackrah
Smith
Brewer 4 Stigglcs
Harris
Dickenson 4 Oliver
Knight 4 Son
Tinsley
Moion
Jackson

s. d.
4,320
4,070
3,800 0 0
3,750 6 0

I. d.

3,759 0 0

3,636
3,607
3,600
3.570
3,560
3.467
3,441

3,347
3.31X)

3,253
3,200
3,100

2,985
2,977
2,975
2,960

3,210
3,179
3,144
2,980
3,120
3,160
3,100

2,939
2,800

2,786

For the erection of a public-house at TPappinv
Dunch, architect

®

Moreland 4 Burton J'-n. mo n
Newman 4 Mann 2,156 Q
Kijby 2.116 Q
Hill 4 Keddell
Piper 4 Wheeler
Hearle

2,090
2,069

0
0

Ennor ,, I’wi
H. 4 J. Johnston i!912 0

0
0

For alterations and additions at Cambridge Lod-»e
Harrow. Mr. J. H. Rowley, architect-— ° '

Woodbridge .£650 0 0
Crabbe 4 v aughan
Shimnur
Sharpiugton 4 Cole
Salter
Foie
Chapman

655 0

For alterations and repairs to Warleigh Cottage Thur-
low Park-road, Lower Norwood, for Mr Davis Mr
J®^““«t^srcliitect. Quantities by Messrs. Birdseye 4

T“ylor.. £i.fH7 0 0
Vickers 4 Harding i,o08 6 3
Thompson 940 0 0
Colb Ac Son 886 0 0

874 0 0
795 0 0

Gillott 4 Wistbey 705 0 0

T
erection of a villa residence at West Cowes,

isle of V\ ight, tot Mrs. A enning. Mr. Francis Newman,
architect. Quantities supplied

’

Chinchea £1,47-1 0 n
Wheeler
Cooper 4 Dyer...,
Sibley

Denham
Tboiuas
Barton
Ball (accepted)

1,461 0
1,450 10
1,427 0

1,379
1,360
1,348

For erecting warehouse in Idol-lane, for Messrs. Smith.
Harrison, 4 Crossfield. Messrs. John Young 4 Son,
architects

Jackson 4 Shaw
Aabby 4 Sons
Mansfield 4 Price ...,

Browne 4 Robinson
Ilenshaw
Ashby & Homer
Conder

.. £9,600 0

.. 9,450 0

.. 9,308 0

.. 9,124 0

.. 9,060 0

.. 8,840 0

.. 8,476 0

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

NoU from York (next week).—Edinburgh (illtto).—E. B. (»honId get
advice on tbe spot : deoUlou might be afleoted by clrcuiuetaocee not
meulloned).—J. M. (ibauki ; not derlred).—D. V. (receipt of litho-
graph was acknowledged at tbe time. We cannot write letters) -P
W. (WB are unable to oomply),-8. A. C. (ihaDks).-A, J. M (In
lype).— J- R.— C, K. W.—J. 8.— N. A. H.—T. O,—R. L. 8.—H —H A.
-A. K.-J. D. P.-J, T. B,-J. F.-H. ft J. J.-R. p,_j. D.-A. £—
H. B— E. J, D.—T. D.—J. L.—B. B.—W. B.—Captain T.—C. 8. M.—
E. a-T. M -J. M.-lIr. E.-B. A. P.-A. B- J. L.

addr
' ““P**^*** decline pointing out booka and giving

eUtemente of facU, lUte of Tenders, ftc,, must be accompanied
be name and address of the sender, not neceaearilv for

publlcatioii.
'

N^-The respouslbUlty of signed af.iclei, and papers read at
public meetiagi, re.U, of coarse, with the authon.

BUENOS AYRES GOVERNMENT CER.
TIFICATE. — Translation. — We, the under-
signed, at the request of Messrs. Jas. C.
Thompson & Co. certify that the IRON SAFES
of Messrs. CHUBB & SONS, London, of which
these gentlemen are agents, were exposed for
several hours to the fire that took place in the
offices of the National Government on the even-
ing of the 26th insfc,

; that in our presence they
were easily opened with their respective keys

;

that the moneys and important documents they
contained were found in perfect order

; and that
these safes are now in nse in the National
Treasury Office.—(Signed) J. M. Draco (Trea-
surer of the National Government), Jose Tomas
Rojo, Juan M. Alvarez, A true copy—A. M,
Bell.—Buenos Ayres, July 31, 1867. CHUBB
& SON, makers to the Queen and the Bank of
England, 57, St, Paul’s-charchyard, London

j 68,
Cross-street, Manchester; 28, Lord-street, Liver-
pool

; and Horsley-fields, Wolverhampton.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

by OWEN JONES.

T^XAMPLES of CHINESE ORNAMENT,
-1 J Sr-lected from Objects of

porcelain, enauel, and woven fabrics.

BOUTH KENSINGTON MUSEUM AND OTHER COLLECTIONS
By OWEN JONES.

ComprlslDg One Hundred Elaborate PUtea, BrUllantly niuminaUd
in Gold and Colours, wllb Descriptive Letterpress and a Notice on
ClilDMfl Oinamenr, forming altogether au entlp.ly new and superb
Text-book of Decorative Design, from types hitherto little known,
and a valuable Aid towards the Success aud Devolopmeot of Orita-

Small folio, baodsomely bound erimaon doth, gUt edges
Pile-

*

“ Those people who
1 the Obiereer. October S7th.
ave been accustomed to look at the ordinary

'V-V*. “P°“ wme of our Chioa-
ot such a book
three Ctalness,
- presented a

'"uld

are will be perfectly as’oniehed at the
I .thia Many of us may have fancied that those

ting amidst tbelr bine willows and blue bridge
1 throughout tbi

TO SUBSCRIBERS.
An INDEX and Title-page to Volume of last year,

and a COLOURED TIThE-PAGE, cam be had
on application.

The TWENTY-FIFTH VOLUME of “ THE
BUILDER" (bound), for the year 1867, will
shortly be published, price One Guinea.

CLOJ'H CASES for binding the Numbers areNOW READY, price Two Shillings and Nine-
pence.

SUBSCRIBERS’ VOLUMES, on being sent to
the Office, will be hound at a cost of Three Shil-
lings and Sixpence each.

Adve^’tisements cannot be receivedfor the current

THREE o’clock p.m..

The Publisher cannot be responsible for Ori-
ginal Testimonials left at the O^ce in reply to
Advertisements, and strongly recomjnends that

825” NOTICE.—All Communications respect-
ing Advertisements, Subscriptions, ^'c., should be
addressed to “ The Publisher of 'the Builder,
No. 1, York-street, Covent Garden. All other
Communications should be addressed to the
“Editor," and not to the “Publisher."

fair epeclmen of the tasU and UnlUtlve'
We may have luppoeed.lu our pride of
It least equsl a half barbarous nation 1

mental design
j but Mr. Owen Jones has done finite enough to

''
' wti ournationai pilda . . . We have here no fewer than

idred large-sized plates, executed in admirable style, Ukon
lies, dishes, pistes, bottles, and other articles, exhibiting
It perfect ipecimens of the art of omanienlatlon. Tne
is got up in first-rate style, and Is in all respects one of_ . It besutlful works we have ever met with. It Is not only a

splendid book to ley upon the drswing-rooiu table, but It Is one that
must of necessily improve the art of design in this country In -11

Although copied from china snd porcelain ornaments these
designs are -well adapted to numerous other articles, euch as ladles"
dresses, paperhsnglog., chintzes, wool-work, embroidery, ftc. In
fact, we may anticipate seeing. In a very short space of time, every
species of Chinese ornamentation copied from this book of Mr. Owen
Jone-, who will doubtless feel pride In having, by bis talent and
enterprise, introduced an entirely new and "celestial" order of
design lute thia country.
Published by a ft T. GILBERT, -t, Copthall-bulldtags (back of the

Bank of England). London, EC.

In the press. New Engineering Work, demy 8vo. cloth, 80s.
Suhecrlbeie, until Feb- 1, 18s.

WATERWORKS, SEWERAGE,
\_/ IRRIGATION, TRAVERSE SURVEYING, ftc. -The Second
Volume of Engineering Fieldwork.

By W. DAVI8 HA8KOLL. C.E.
London : ATCHLEY ft CO. Eugineerlng Publishers.

T he EDINBURGH REVIEW,
No. CCLIX. J.VNUARY, wss published on WEDNESDAY last-

CfiinKXTa.
L GACHARD'S DON CARLOS AND PHILIP II.

IL OYSTERS, AND THE OYSTER FISHERIES.
III. ANJOU.
IV. TYNDALL’S LECTURES ON SOUND.
V. LIBERAL EDUCATION IN ENGLAND
VI. MBMOIR9 OF SIR PHILIP FRANCIS.
VIL DE FEZRNSAC'S RECOLLECTIONS OF THE GRAND

ARMY.
vni. TWO PER CENT.
IX. THE QUEEN’S HIGHLAND JOURNAL.

London: LONuMANS, GREEN, ft CO. Kdinburgh : A. ft C. BLACK.

The Fifth Edition, in One Volume, 8vo. pries iiis. Od.

/^WILT’S AKCHITECrURE, illustrated

By WYATT PAPWOitTH, Fellow of the Royal Institute of
British Architects.

AdditlansUvG^nstrated^wlth nearly 400 Wood Engravings by

"We fu

O. JBWITr
J and more than 100 01 t Wo d

I edition of GWILTS En-
eyclopo-JIaof Architecture,' tost it wa»

what we lookel for, aud a longer eipsrleuoe
of It does not lead us to withdraw the obiervatlou.
Mr. Wy«il Papworth has execnt»d his tnsk admirably and has

Ito thia very VilnibVe book, which
foraries, and mu>t find one in theought to have a place 1

library of every arehltec.,

London : LONGMANS. GREEN, ft CO. P.temoster-ro
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Tlie Education of the

Craftsman.

HE general problem

of education, to em'

ploy tbe language

of one of the most

original thinkers of

the present cen-

tury, is to lead, in a

few years, a single

understanding of

moderate capacity to

the same stage of de-

velopment which has

been attained, during a

long course of years,

by the] successive la-

bours of a great num-

ber of men of genius,

who have devoted their

entire energy during

their whole lives to

the study of a single

subject. Without at-

tempting in any way
to discuss the subject of the

positive philosophy of il.

Comte, or to indicate how

boldly this great thinker at

times takes the well-known

step which separates the

sublime from the ridiculous,

!Te think it impossible to read the above

utateuient without admiration of its compre-

nenaive truth.

The problem thus stated, regarded both in its

most general aspect, and in its separate cases

')r subdivisions, is one that assumes at the

rireseut moment an importance which has never

toefore been so distinctly recognized. Turn

Where we may, ^e find indications that the

r^reat task of 1868, and of its successors, con-

sists in finding the solution of the above

rarobletn. To say that the human mind is

tUecoming impatient of empiricism is perhaps

3to mistake partial for general symptoms. But

-itcan scarcely be denied that there is a move-

iinent in that direction. Nostrums are at a dis-

ocount. The commercial shocks of the last two

cyears have only formed a portion of the causes

fof the wide-spread uneasiness and want of faith

htbat become manifest, from day to day, in

ilalmost every direction. A period of ngita-

i'tion and of alarm has been entered on in

.Ithe moral and intellectual world, as marked

Hand as portentous as is that season of

^volcanic activity, earthquake in unwonted

lolocalities, storm and fire and unreasoning human

fiviolence, which disfigure the physical world at

tlthis present period of its existence. Political

tlthroes and struggles for the last twenty years

bihave had such unintended and unexpected

ti results that all men, except the professional

8; agitators, look with doubt on projects of change.

F Forma of thought that were once regarded as

ei essential to the very name of Christianity have

b been rudely and perseveriugly assailed, and

a ancient formuloe and dogmas have been sup-

p ported by nominal defenders who have proved

ft far more damaging than their fiercest assail*

a ants. The central form of absolute power, the

ri relic of the Holy Eoman Empire, has dissolved

into a constitutional rule. The party of action

has been for the time extinguished by II.

Chassepot. The calm of metropolitan security,

the regularity of respectable fathers of families,

who never miss the morning train or omnibus

that bears them to their daily duties, have been

shaken by the portentous meteor of Fenianism.

In every comer is to be detected some menac-

ing shadow. The moat novel, and certainly the

moat hopeful, sign of the times is, that men, in*

stead of rushing to the empiric for a remedy,

shake their heads and say that, whatever pallia-

tions may be available for the moment, the only

hope of permanent peace and prosperity for the

future lies in the comprehensive and adequate

education of the entire people.

It is not for the first time that we have ad-

mitted this fact. But if we can imagine the

demons of misrule to watch the actions and to

listen to the words of the members of that

society on which they prey, we may well depict

them in the language of the fable of the lark

and her young ones. We have talked very much

of the necessity of education, but we have found

80 many difficulties in the way that our neigh-

bours—some of them, at least—have got their

work done before us. They have cut their corn, it

may be, with sickles of our own manufacture
5
but

while we have been talking 0
^
the great reaping-

machine that is to garner all the harvest in a

week, they have got their little patches of oats

and rye, and wheat too, under cover. In a word,

in the special branches of technical education we

have been told more than once, many foreigners

are much in advance of ourselves. All honour

to their efforts and to their energy ;
we wish it

every success, save one, that of leaving England

behind, and of securing not only an actual, but

a comparative advantage. But we can afford to

losenomoretime in the matter. There are two dis-

tinct sounds of warniDg in the air, which none but

tbe wilfully deaf can neglect. One is the improve-

ment which is so rapidly taking place over a

large portion of tbe Continent in the soundest

organisation of labour, the educational formation

and development of the workman. Instead of a

struggle between the churchman and the dis-

senter to control tbe polemics of tbe school-

master, and to make use of his services chiefly

to give an ecclesiastical or a political bias to an

education which is comparatively useless, because

it is exclusively general-, we find the very opposite

system pursued abroad, and that with its natural

result. The primary instruction once given,

the general elements of all sound education once

secured, the second step is the special education

appropriate to the future occupation of the child.

A person who can devote twelve or fourteen years

to the grounding of his own education may attain

a very high degree of general proficiency. But

even with those whom wealth and leisure enable

to avail themselves of our best opportunities

for study, the time always arrives, sooner or

later, when education must become special, if

the man looks to support himself by his own

exertions. His course of study will, or at least

ought to, be very different, accordingly as ho

seeks to enter the church, the bar, or the army.

To attain eminence in the higher and more

certain branches of military service, for in-

stance, mathematical study must be carried to

a point unnecessary, perhaps even not advanta-

geous, to the barrister or to the divine. Geome-

tric and free-hand drawing, which to the man

of the robe would be only valuable aids,

are necessary attainments to the Engineer

officer. The dry and painful study of the vast

library in which Englishmen are ironically bid-

den to discover the laws of England would be

pure waste of time to the clergyman, unless on

eac> a limited scale as may enable him to dis-

charge the somewhat incongruous duties of a

county magistrate. If this speciality of educa-

tion be BO necessary for men who can devote

twelve or fourteen years to the pursuit, what

must be the case with children to whom every

year given to the school is an expense supported

with difficulty by their parents. “ Given a cer-

tain number of years, how to make the best of

them.” That is our most practical and important

problem. At present we must look for its solu-

tion abroad rather than at home.

While we find, as matter of fact, that the special

and well-considered education of youth is be-

coming an essential feature of the chief centres

of Continental labour, we have proof that the

result is as practically advantageous as the sound

theorist might anticipate. Have any of our

readers amused themselves of late by reading

the London signboards ? An hour or two so

spent is not without its lesson. Look at some

of the most important streets. Look, for in-

stance, at the fine line of Cannon-street—a line

of warehouses and shops befitting a great com-

mercial capital. We will not refer to tbe Post-

office Directory—our readers may do so for them-

selves,—but if a person took down at random the

names engraved on the brass plates that catch

the eye as designating the occupants of the

most imposing buildings in this locality, we

question whether he would draw the inference

that he was walking through an English city

Tbe number of foreign names strikes one as

being preponderant. The indication is not to

be neglected with safety. A similar lesson is to

be drawn from the increasing employment of

foreign servants by English principals. The

trade of the dyer has been pointed to as an ex-

ample. The facility of producing a given tint,

or even of matching a given tint from among a

number of shades, is said to be so much greater

in the German workman or shopman, educated

to that business, than it is in the generally (i. e.

imperfectly) educated Englishman, that the

former is gradually, bub surely, displacing the

latter. We have hero an effect—we have a cause

assigned—can wo doubt the inference ?

The constant change in social habit, that

change which men call, and which good men

strive to believe to be, progress, is not by any

means uniform, constant, and unvarying. We
know of few things that are so. The rise of

the tide, in many localities, appears to be capri-

Wind, local obstacles, approach of neaps

or of springs, give to tbe daily influx a variety

which seems due rather to intelligent volition

than to mechanical law. The history of modern

civilization shows similar apparent vagaries.

Within the present century an immense revolu-

tion has been effected in the education of the

craftsman. We have broken in upon his old

course—we have not supplied its place. We

have gradually learned to discontinue the seven

years’ apprenticeship, to neglect the gradation

of apprentice, journeyman, and master, to

despise the slow and cumbrous methods by

which the younger members of a craft became

gradually and unconsciously imbued with the

practical knowledge of their predecessors. The

spirit of tbe age has been hostile to these relics

of the old guild system 5 but, while destroying

tbe old method, we have failed to replace it by

a better. We have introduced more of the

element of chance into the daily life of the

great mass of the productive classes. Symp-

toms which attract little attention from day to

day, or from year to year, assume far greater

importance if compared at more distant inter-

vals of time. Take a single instance of the

apparent change of a craft, properly so called,

into a trade, of the replacement of the small

manufacturer by the large higgler. Ten or a

dozen years ago, if you required a pair of boots,

in London, or iu a country town, you found a

bootmaker close at hand, you entered his shop,

and described tbe article of which you were in

need. If you happened to be in urgent need

you might be fitted with a ready-made pair.

But this was the exception, not the rule. Tbe

bootmaker always prepared to take your mea-
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sore. Both you and he were better pleased
when he did so. It was the usual course.
What is the case now ? Ton may remember

your old shop, and, if so, yon may keep np your
old custom. But the chances are ten to one
against it. Ton may look, in many localities, in
vain for a bond fide bootmaker. Bootsellers you
may find in abundance, and from their ready,
made wares they will urge yon to make the
selection they recommend. But these shops will
not care to take your orders if they involve the
further trouble of taking your measure. They
will sell their wares if they can, but they will
not study your convenience. The tradesman has
replaced the craftsman. The man of money, or
of knowledge rather of the world than of the
last, has come in between the manufacturer and
the consumer, and that, we venture to think, to
the manifest detriment of both. The tender
care that the old-fashioned bootmaker had of
your feet—his respectful provision for the ob-
stinate com—his solicitude if the last pair of
soles had worn out ten days sooner than their
predecessors—his representation that, in your
Mceltent state of health, you were so far increas-
ing in weight as to throw more stress on
the very best of leather—all these are, to a
great extent, things of the past—and thus
we are at the same time worse shod and more
separated from a class of men with whom
we were wont, in other years, to have a
sort of occasional confidential interconrse that
was naturally beneficial to us both, and was one
of the nsefnl and inartificial bonds of the body
politic. The replacement of the bootmaker by
the bootseller tends to loosen a social tie of ex-
treme antiquity. It is a feature of the time
which would, we conclude, have never appeared
had the special education of the bootmaker re-
placed the earlier regulations under which no
man would have been applied to for boots who
had not passed his apprenticeship in learnin<»
bow to make them. We will not further ask
how many of the boots sold are made out of
England.
The above is a familiar instance of what is

taking place all around. The tendency to re-
place the manufacturer by the salesman is a
sign, we think there can be little doubt, of the
decline of the quality of manufactures. In
many instances, indeed, the salesman is a
necessary intermediary between producer and
consumer. No one would go to Manchester to
buy a cotton gown. No one would go to Lyons
to select a piece of silk. In ail those manu-
factures which are carried on in great balk by
a large supply of simultaneous labour, and
especially by the aid of the steam engine, pro-
duction and distribntion are naturally and
benefically separated, and room remains for the
old and rapidly becoming obsolete distinction of
wholesale and retail. But in those numerous
crafts in which human handiwork is still un-
rivalled, all that tends to keep the consumer at
a distance from the actual workman tends also
to deteriorate the quality of work, to destroy
the proper pride which a good craftsman take.s
in the execution of his work, to substitute the
cheap for the good, and thus to cause the disap-
pearance of the excellent.

If the craftsman is thus losing the position
which he has maintained from the earliest date
at which his craft was known, if kept from his
customer, and screwed into a false and uneasy
position between an employer, who is not a
fellow-craftsman on the one hand, and the
trades union on the other, he has not come to
the end of his troubles. As his inducements to
work well are replaced by indncements to work
cheap, the relative advantage of the foreign
workman will increase. With the abrogation
of import duties, and with the increased facilities
of transport, theContinental workman is brought
very close to bis English fellow-craftsman. A
very small difference in price will be sufficient
to .transfer the custom of the salesman from
one to the other. We have had numerous in-
stances of this of late. Of course, there is the
usual conflict of opinion as to fact. One compe-
tent judge will tell you that he can and does
procure castings in Belgium, because he can do
80 cheaper than he can in England. Another
may tell you that, if French manufacturers hai'e
supplied locomotives to English railways, they
have done so at a loss. It is not by any means
necessary to wait till this point is settled. The
fact that the question can be raised at all ought
to be enough for us. Who would have believed
it possible twenty years ago ? What would have
been thought of the contractor who, to supply
the Menai suspension chains of Telford, or the

Menai tubes of Robert Stephenson, had thought
of asking for prices from a foreign house ? He
would as soon have thought of seeking them from
the[moon ! At present, sharp competition exists,

to say the least of it. That least is ample.
We trace then in our own industries a change

of system, and a consequent defect. We have
lost the old teaching, and we have not replaced
it by new. We can trace, in many instances,
positive deterioration of produce. We can trace,
in almost every instance, comparative deteriora-
tion. While we have been standing still, or ad-
vancing slowly, or even actually receding, our
neighbours have been getting well to the front.
We cannot doubt the fact. Nor can we doubt
that they have taken, in very many instances,
the right course—a course which has been at-
tended by the predicted results. They have
provided special education, of a technical or
guosi-teohnical kind. They have endeavoured
to educate the young weaver to understand de-
sign, the young smith to understand metallurgy.
And they have found the attempt to answer.

Let those of us who have any interest in
education, any interest in handicraft, any in-
terest in the stability of our welfare or the hope
of our future greatness, ponder well over these
facts. Is it only the ostrich that seeks to shun
danger by shutting its eyes ? Naturalists, in-
deed, say so

;
but they say so in error, for we

cannot pass a day without encountering many a
biped that shares the improvidence, though
destitute both of the speed and of the plumage,
of the great two-toed haunter of the desert.

THE DRAINAGE OF LAND.*

Warinth,

The wonderful and mysterious ways of nature
are shown more and more by every step we take
to investigate the laws that govern the opera-
tions which are daily going on around us, and in
none is this displayed to a greater degree than
in the processes of vegetation. The beautiful
action of capillary attraction, by which the
surplus of moisture of winter, stored up in the
ground, is drawn np to snpply the loss occasioned
by the summer drought, has been already alluded
to

5
and as warmth is as necessary to vegetation

as moisture, so nature has provided for a regular
supply of heat to be stored up in the earth, to
be given out when required.

It need scarcely be said that the temperature
of the atmosphere attains a maximum in sum-
mer

; and from observations made by meteoro-
logists, extending over a series of thirteen
years, the average time is placed on the 21st of
July

;
the cold period attaining its maximum on

the 20th of January. The heat that is given
out in the summer is absorbed by the earth and
gradually finds its way downwards until it
reaches a depth, beyond which, speaking as an
average, the temperature of the soil is not
affected by the heat of summer or the cold of
winter. This depth is found to vary from 50 ft.

to 100 ft. below the surface, the variation of tem-
perature between winter aod summer being
only 3 degrees at 2-1 ft. below the surface, the
mean variation of the atmosphere being, on the
surface, nearly 30 degrees. The heat travels
through the soil at a rate proportionate to the
depth, as will be seen from the followint^
table

°

Situation of
Thermometer.

Middle of
Warm Period.

Middle of
Cold Period. Range.

In the air

Sunk one inch
in ground

Sunk 3 fc. do.
Do. 6 ft. do.
Do. 12 ft. do.
Do. 21 ft. do.

Month.
July 21

July 28
August 9
August 25
September 25
November 30

Month.
January 20

Jannary 34
February 8
February 21
March 27
June 1

Degrees.
39 8

25'4
31'7

15-4
0-5

3-1

Thus it will be seen that it takes six months
for the alterations of heat and cold to affect the
soil at a depth of 24 ft.

;
and when it is coldest

above ground, the subsoil at this depth below
the ground is the warmest, and the heat of the
summer sun is gradually ascending through the
soil during the winter and early spring months
to assist the germination of the seeds sown and
to keep warm the roots of the plants during the
snows and frosts of winter. When we are hardly
able to keep life in some of the plants above
ground, those beneath are Inxurating in a tem-
perature many degrees warmer, provided they
have fair play and are not over-supplied with

• See p. 40, ante.

moisture, the excess of which makes land cold
and ungenial to vegetation.*
The effect of judicious drainage is to warm

the land
;
that is to say, in point of fact, to in-

crease its capacity for absorbing heat, and also
to enable it to keep up the temperature of the
soil daring cold weather.
Water is a better conductor of heat than air,

and thus in cold weather, and when the ground
is covered with snow, undrained land, having the
crevices or spaces between its particles filled
with water instead of air, on the one hand parts
with its snpply of heat more rapidly than drained
land; and, on the other hand, isj less calculated
to take in as large a supply in the warm period
of the year.

To prove the effect of drainage in raising the
temperature of the earth, a premium was offered
by the Marquis of Tweeddale, about five years
ago, for observations and experiments to be
made on soils of a similar character, growing
the same crops, and situated in the same locality

;

the result of which was a collection of carefully
prepared and thoroughly reliable observations,
from which the following results are oulled :

That during a long-continued frost, the mean
temperature of drained laud at 30 in. below the
surface was nearly IJ degree warmer than the
undrained. That showers of sleet and cold
rains lowered the temperature of drained lands
2 degrees, and undrained land 4 degrees. That
in every instance drainage gave a decided ad-
vantage in an increase of temperature, except
only in summer, when a heavy fall of rain was
found to lower the temperature of the drained
land 1 degree more than the undrained,—an
evident advantage to a hot, parched soil.

Experiments also made by Dr. Madden led him
to the conclusion that an excess of water in the soil

reduced its temperature in summer 6^°, which
amount he considered equivalent to an elevation
above the level of the sea of 1,959 ft. So that,
supposing two fields, lying side by side, the one
drained, the other undrained, and supposing
them both equally well cultivated, there would
be nearly as much difference in the amount and
value of their respective crops as if the drained
one was situated at the level of the sea, and the
other on an elevation as high as the Pentland
Hille.+ Dr. Madden also, in order to dispel the
idea, where it existed, that the interstitial spaces
or canals, being so minute, that their contents
could be of no consequence, quotes the fact that
in moderately well pulverised soil they amount
to no less than one-fourth of the whole bulk of
the soil itself; for example, 100 cubic inches of
moist soil contain no less than 25 cubic inches of
air. According to this calculation, in a field
pulverised to the depth of 8 in., a depth perfectly
attainable on most soils by careful tillage, every
acre will retain beneath its surface no less than
12,545,280 cubic inches; and for every extra inch
in depth the ground is cultivated 235 tons of
additional soil are called into activity and
rendered capable of retaining beneath its surface
1,568,160 additional cubic inches of air.

It has been already stated that undrained
ground is less calculated to take in a store of
heat in summer than drained land. To explain
this more fully. The summer sun is wasted in
drying up, by evaporation, the winter rain from
the soil, and in the process cooling down the
land. In illustration of this, it is only necessary
to refer to the practice often pursued in hot
climates for cooling wines and other liquids, by
wrapping a wet cloth round the bottles and ex-
posing them to the sun, the evaporation of the
moisture rendering the liquid as cool as if it had
been iced. A very simple way of testing the
effect of the evaporation is to take two ther-
mometers and to place them side by side, and to
cover the bulb of one with a piece of muslin kept
constantly wet by allowing it to communicate
with a small vessel containing water. The
thermometer with the wet bulb will be found to

be several degrees lower than its companion, the
difference varying with the weather : the greater
the heat and dryness, the greater will be the
difference, and the moiater the state of the
atmosphere the more nearly they will coincide

;

and when the air is completely saturated as
when heavy rain or heavy mists are falling, the
two thermometers will read alike. When such
is the case in fine weather it is a sare sign of
approaching rain. This instrument is termed
by meteorologists an hygrometer, and is a most
valuable assistant to every one interested in the
various changes of the weather. It is only

* Bteinmetz, “ Sunshine and Showers.”
t Lecture on Agricoltural Science by Dr. Madden.
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^eoesaary to compare a wet and dry soil to the

;Tet and dry bulb thermometer to have a clear

.•lerception of the effect of the sun and wind in

cooling down the wet soil by evaporation, and

iiat at a time when warmth is most necessary

0 the proper development of vegetation.

] Having thus explained the theory of drainage,

che next thing for consideration is the practical

iiart ofthe question. The advantages ofdrainage

itill be the better understood from the following

vivid description of an nndrained soil by one of

ithe moat eminent and practical writers on agri-

ilultnre :

—

' “ The injury done by stagnant water to arable

iioil may be estimated by these effects. While

laidden water remains, manure, whether putres-

cent or caustic, imparts no fertility to the soil;

ehe plough, the harrow, and even the roller, can-

laob pulverize it; 'new grass from it contains

tittle nutriment for live stock; when old, the

idner sorts disappear, and are succeeded by

isoarse snb-aqnatic plants. The stock never

iceceive a hearty meal of grass, hay, or straw,

nrom land in that state ;
they are always hungry

iind dissatisfied, and of course in low condition,

tfrees acquire a hard bark and stiffened branches,

cmd become a prey to paraeitio plants. The

wads in the neighbourhood are constantly soft,

htnd apt to become rntted
;
while ditches and

jinrrows are either plasby, or, like a wet sponge,

wady to absorb water. The air always feels

elamp and chilly, and from early autumn to late

m spring the hoar-frost meets the face like a

fiiamp cloth. In winter the slightest frost en-

rcrusts every farrow and plant with ice, not

introng enough to bear one’s weight, but just

'cveak enough to give way at every step, while

oraow lies long lurking behind the sun in corners

tiind crevices
;
and in summer mosquitoes, green

idles, midges, gnats, and gadflies torment the

icattle, and the ploughman and his horses, from

loaoming to night; whilst in autumn the sheep

f^eb scalded heads, and are eaten np by maggots

nlaring the hot blinks of sunshine.”*

The opposite picture shall be drawn partly

rcTom the more prosaic source of a Blue Book, a

rwork belonging to a class generally considered

H8 the driest of the dry
;
but which, as a rule,

montain the moat valuable information on the

itsubjects to which they refer to be found any-

v.where. The advantages may be thus set out :

—

Ist. That when properly executed, drainage

ilalways proves remunerative :

—

The actual increased return from drainage

nmust vary a great deal according to circom-

itistances and the nature of the soil. Numerous
i&cases were given in evidence before Parliamen-

itary committees of rents being raised from 50

,oto 100 per cent, after drainage, and the average

jiof several different classes of soils showed a neb

rfreturn of 10 per cent, on the outlay. As a fair

a’averago it may be taken that on clay soils

a a wheat crop will yield one quarter to the acre

fflmore on drained than on uudrainod land, and

tlthis without any additional seed or labour. In

yiyvet cold seasons the increase will be much
g'greater, and the drainage is often paid for by
tithe increased produce of a single season.

2nd. That after a series of years the subsoil

ctof a thorough-drained field changes into the

D nature of soil as far down as the level of the

ffwaterinthe drains. This chanj

fc for,

—

1. By the ameliorating effects of air and
water producing healthy decomposition of

the organic and inorganic constituents, and
thereby eliminating substances which con-

stitute the food of plants.

2. By the washing out of the deleterious

ingredients.

3. By loosening its texture. When the
working of the land and the treading of the

horses is considered, a treading which in the
i

case of a pair of horses leaves more than

'

200,000 foot-prints when cutting a9-in. furrow

over an acre of land, the eft'ect of this in

puddling a wet clay soil and injuring its

texture, and the advantage of freeing such a
soil from surplus water may more fully be

estimated.

4. By the penetration of roots, and by their

nltimate decay in the subsoil.

5. By the penetration of earth-worms and
insects. The drainer has not a better assistant

than the worm. These insects work their way
down through dry soil to great depths. The
author has seen worm-holes at depths of 10 ft.

and 12 ft. below the surface
;
and in a drained

soil their burrows always extend as low as the

pipes, the cavities made in their progress

acting most effectually as feeders to the

drains.

3rd. That by thorough drainage and sub-

soiling, the quality, as well as the amount, of the

crops is impi’oved.

4fch. That clay lands, which in the raised

ridge form could produce only wheat, beans,

and clover, have, when thoroughly drained, been

found capable of producing root crops, such as

turnips, mangold wurtzel, and potatoes, thus

enabling the naked fallow to be dispensed with,

and permitting the adoption of a much safer

and more profitable system of farming, in which

the rearing and feeding of stock are combined

with the growth of valuable grain crops.

5th. The thorough-drained fields stand wet

and dr(ynght better than nndrained fields of the

same sorb of soil. From the principles already

laid down, it is evident that this should be the

case. It is well known by those who have paid

attention to the matter, how, during protracted

droughts, the thorough-drained fields call atten-

tion to themselves by their superior verdure.

By their improved texture they are nob liable to

become baked, and the free soil is in a condition

to take in a supply of moisture from the dews

of the summer night, which the hard dry skin of

the nndrained land is incapable of doing.

6th. Thorough-drained fields are more easily

tilled, and are in a fit state for the operation of

tillage a much greater number of days in a

year.

7th. All manures produce a much greater

effect on drained fields than on undrained ones.

8tb. Drainage has also a most beneficial effect

in improving the climate, by removing stagnant

water; the air is freed from those noxious

vapours which hover over all damp laud, to the

injury of the health of both plants and animals.

Ague, rheumatism, and low fever, which pre-

vailed extensively in low wet situations, have

fled before the drainer, and are now unknown
'

situations where once they ruled paramount.*
W. H. IT.

a frieze (J. M. Leach), the subject from " Mid-

summer Night’s Droara ” (the craftsmen flying

from the trausfignrated Bottom), is spirited and

vigorous, but can only be regarded as a sketch.

It leaves in doubt the artist’s power to carry it

out to completion.

Amongst the miscellaneous works without

prescribed designs, is a whole dessert service,

painted in majolica style, by Miss Lolia Hawkins.

This includes a considerable number of pieces,

and is priced at 100 ^lineas. The signs of the

Zodiac form the subjects of the plates, the

Seasons and the Muses are given to the dishes

The heads display a great deal of nice feeling, and

the whole work shows much thought. Repous^

work in metal (Gwillim), hammered work in

metal (Bush & Winsbauley), Henry Brownsword’s

tazza, and the engraved jug and two goblets, by

Oppitz, deserve and will doubtless receive doe

consideration from the adjudicators, whose deci-

sion on this occasion we are not seeking to fore-

stall.

In the first division, woi*ks from stipulated

designs, some of the carvings in stone and oak,

repoussd work, and hammered work in iron, are

very good, though not better than has been before

sent. An engraving on metal, by G. W. Hindley,

may be mentioned as the work of a lad of

eighteen. A piece of decorative painting, by

C. P. ; a female head in mosaics, for a wall,

and two specimens of bookbinding, by Louis

Geuth, have claims. It was very satisfactory

to see on the day of our visit a considerable

number of workmen examining the specimens

with care and interest.

ART-WOEKMANSHIP : SOCIETY OF
ARTS.

There is so much going on just now at the

Society of Arts that a commensurate report

would occupy a large proportion of our space.

We have elsewhere given a brief account of a

paper on a mode of supplying cheap food in the

metropolis, read to the Society last week. On
Wednesday evening last Mr. William Hawes dis-

coursed upon the workmen’s reports from Paris,

to which we have already drawn attention at

some length
;
and on Thursday a conference on

Technical Education was opened, and will, we
trust, be productive of good results. This con-

ference, we may mention, relates to,

—

1. Tho necessity of improved national education for the

working classes gencrallv.

2. The necessity for the establishment of schools for

technical and industrial education in relation to science

and art, in which pupils after leaving the primary schools

may obtain instruction suited to the special industries

with which they may be connected, as workmen, foremen,

or managers.
3. The best measures for securing that object.

. 4. How far tcchnicnl education can be promoted by the

flroounted aid of existing educational endowments.
_accouuie

. appointment of a standing committee to take

whatever steps may be required to advance the objects

approved by the Conference, and to send deputations to

the Government to support such applications us may seem
desirable.

Dr. Lyon Playfair moved the first Resolution

and Earl Russell seconded it.

In addition to these matters, the council have

under consideration the various specimens of

art-workmanship which have been sent in com-

petition for the prizes offered last year. These

are ninety-four in number, and come under three

heads,—works in accordance with prescribed

designs, 46 ;
works sent without prescribed de-

signs, 16 ;
and specimens of wood carving with-

out prescribed designs, 32. The majority of tho

latter profess to be designed as well as executed

by the competitor. In this division, as in the

other two, the chief weakness shown is in want

of mastery over the human figure. Two of the

specimens sent in might have come from the

Sandwich Islands. There are two or three very

delicately carved heads, a decent Gothic

panel in oak, H. G. Price (91) ;
two pretty

frames (76 and 81), some frnit and flowers

in the style of Gibbons (R. A. Brangan,

84), a dead lark (75), an allegorical clock-case

(63), and some other creditable works. Part of

* StepheuB, “ Book of the Farm,”

WESTMINSTER HALL.

In the course of a few days five marble statues

of kings will have been erected in Westminster

Hall. They are being placed on the east side of

the Hall, near the members’ private entrance to

the House of Commons, and will stand on tem-

porary wooden pedestals. Two, James I. and

Charles I., are by Mr. Thornycroft ;
another

couple, George IV. and William IV., are by Mr.

Tbeed; and the fifth is of William III., by Mr.

Woolner. It was originally intended that these

statues, with three others not yet completed,

should occupy the niches in the Royal Gallery of

the new palace at Westminster; but Mr. B. M.

Burry having represented their unsnitableness

for this position by reason of their size, has ob-

tained permission from Lord J. Manners to place

them as an experiment on temporary pedestals

in Westminster Hall. Mr. Barry has proposed

that the Hall should contain a complete series of

Statues of our monarchs from William tho Con-

queror to her present Most Gracious Majesty.

He suggests that they should be placed near the

side walls, on pedestals under each principal of

the roof and on the steps. He further proposes

that the walls should be ornamented with bas-

reliefs in panels, each bas-relief representing the

principal event in the reign of the king whose

statue occupies the adjoining pedestal. By this

means, additional historical interest would be

acquired by the old Hall of Rufus. The site

proposed for the statue of her Majesty is the

centre of the wall under the great window of St.

Stephen’s Porch, at the top of the flight of

steps leading from Westminster Hall. The pre-

sent five statues are not placed in the positions

which they would permanently occupy under

this scheme, as this is as yet merely proposed for

consideration.

Outside the Hall, on the west side of New
Palace Yard, the statue of Sir Robert Peel, by

tho late Baron Marochetli, has been placed on

its pedestal. The latter is of red Aberdeen

granite, polished, on a plinth of grey granite

ranging with the plinth of the wrought-iron

railings which have been recently erected. The
statue of Sir Robert Peel is exactly opposite to

that of Mr. Canning in its new position.

• To be continued.

Industrial Dwellings Company.

—

The report

of the Improved Industrial Dwellings Company
(Limited) has been issued. It states that the

total subscribed capital is now 88,35CjL, of which

7,1221. have come in since the date of last report,

and that the operations of the society with their

various blocks of buildings have been successful.

The revenue account shows a sum to credit of

1 795Z. 14a. lid., and the directors propose the

usual dividend of 5 per cent., carrying forward

a balance of 327Z. 7b.
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THE AECHITECTUEE OP EUSSIA.
ROYAL INSTITUTE OF LEITISII ARCHITECTS.

At the ordinary general meeting of the
loBtitnte, held on llonday evening last, SI. Con-
stantino Thon, of St. Peterabarg, Government
architect, and author of the work on “The
Palace of the Caesars, Eome,” was unanimously
elected as honorary and corresponding member.
Mr. Wm. Fogerty, of Dublin, and Mr. G. Judge,
juD., of London, were elected as fellows

; and
H. Vale, of Liverpool, and Mr. Samuel

Brooks, of London, were elected associates of the
Institute. Professor Donaldson (hon. sec. for
r . :: Notwithstanding various alterations and re-Joreign correspondence) announced the decease, pairs at ^

in the fulness of its contents. On the platform
of its nave, from Ivau the Terrible to this day,
the Czars have been crowned, and along its

altar-screens are deposited the most sacred pic-
tures of Eussia. Euund the walls are buried the
primates of the church, and at the four corners
lie those most highly venerated. The floor is

paved with slabs of polished steel. Hieroglyphics
and pictures constituted more than half the
education of those grown-np children of the
ancient world, and they still constitute more
than half the education of these grown-op
children of the modern world.

God of Georgia,” which is a perfectly typical

V u *
1 .. T,

, It.— various epochs, the Cathedral of the^o'®^ber last, of M. Baudirecfcor Fischer, Assumption probably retains much of its primi-
.architect.ot Carlsruhe, honorary and correspond, tive form, and is therefore one of the most in-mg member, and read a necrological notice of

,

teresting church monuments in Eussia. Next
mv .1 ,

I

situation and size is the Church of the
iiie subject of the proposed new Building Act

' ---

was introduced by Mr. Chatfield Clark, with a
view to inquire whether the attention of the
council had been directed to some of the pro-
visions which tended to hamper the profession
in the execution of works, more especially in the
neighbourhood of London. He thought it most
desirable that the stringent provisions he referred
to should be watched by the council.

Professor Donaldson stated that the Bill in
question had been examined by the Association
of District Surveyors, of which he was a mem-
ber, who had made some emendations and had
submitted them to the Metropolitan Board of
Works. The proposed prohibition of the use of

Archangel Michael, where lie each in his place,
the coffins ranged round the wall, the long suc-
cession of Czars, from the founder of Moscow to the
predecessorof the foonderof Petersburg, and twice
a year a funeral service is performed “ for the sins
of all of them.” Near to the two churches
above-named is the third most important church
in the Kremlin, and completing the group of
those intimately connected with the history of
the Czars. This is the Cathedral of the Annnn-
ciation, in which the Czars are baptised and mar-
ried. It is the smallest of this group of three
monumental churches of the Kremlin. The
arrangements and decorations of this cathedral
were described in detail. Amongst the other

of io the Kron.l{a ie the loftyj e r, , r,-,

w...
, juiereBu lu Lne jvremim is me loithe recommcDdationa of Captain Shaw.withaltowerorbelfryoflvanVeloki—JobntheGreat-
erected in the year 1600. The orose on thethere were other parts of the Bill which required

to be considered.

Mr. Charles Fowler considered an expression
of opinion by the Institute on this subject

desirable, and the Chairman promised
that the matter sbonld have their consideration.
The paper read was, - On the Kremlin of

Moscow,” by Mr. Edward I’Anson, who said
that he trusted the subject he had chosen for his
paper, contained a sufficiently complete and rich
collection of buildings to enable his audience to
understand something of the architecture of
Eussia before it merged into the prevailing
architecture of modern Europe. He would make
a few allusions only to the architecture which he
had the opportunity of seeing in other parts of
the empire. After describing the imposing view
which Moscow presented as first seen from the
eminence of the Sparrow hills, some 3 or 4 miles
from the city, the reader dwelt at considerable
length, on the vast aggregation of buildings,
especially ofchurches, there being no fewer than
thirty-two churches, and 170 chapels, cupolas,
and towers, within the walls of the Kremlin!
Situated in the centre of the town the Kremlin,
he said, is, as it were, the kernel of the whole
cay, and is wrapped round with the other por-
tions of Moscow, and it is the oldest part of the
town. It is nearly triangular in form, the base
of the triangle next the river Moscowa, by which
it is bounded on the south side, being as mea-
snredfrnm the map in Dr. Claike’s “Eussia,”
about 2,000 ft. The greatest width on the
north-east side is also about 2,000 ft. The total
circumference of the walls is 7,280 ft., within
which are the numerous churches, chapels, and
public buildings already mentioned. The walls
are chiefly of brick, as indeed are almost all the
buildings incorporated with or contained within
them. The finest range of towers is on the
river-aide, where they are seven in number.
Beyond the long vista of towers on the river-
side, is a modern church, much larger in size
than the churches of the Kremlin, viz. the

summit is about 18 ft. high, and the total height
abont 270 ft. It is one of the buildings injured
by the French during their occupation of Moscow,
all traces of which at the time of Mr. I’Anson's

church, nearly square in form, from the roof of
which rise elongated octagonal spires, crowned
with five bulbous-shaped gilt domes, terminated
by the usual lofty cross standing over the
crescent. In this quarter of the city are also
the Corn Magazine, the Custom House, the Fish
Market, and an establishment peculiar to Eussia
resembling the bazaars of Constantinople, or the
French passages. The reader then went on to
remark that the modern churches of Moscow
and all the others he saw in Eussia are in the
Italian style, generally of the worst character

;

from which remark, however, he excepted one
great church, the work of a French architect,
the St. Isaac’s Church, which he described as a
grand and imposing building, having the usual
central dome and the four small surrounding
domes common to all the Enssian churches. The
great ribbed dome is covered, it is said, with
actual plates of gold, and the imperial records
have never revealed the cost of this church. It
is a great, but not a Enssian work. The domes
of the various churches were described as being
for the most part more graceful than those of
Constantinople, and approaching nearer to the
four used in the tombs of the caliphs at
Cairo.

A striking feature in the neighbourhood of
Moscow is the number of important monasteries
which stud the plain in many directions, moat
of them very extensive, for they contain within
their walls the conventional buildings, and many
chapels, bell-towers, and burial-places. Mr.
I’Anson next proceeded to speak of the great
extent to which public veneration is carried by
all classes throughout the whole of the empire.
These, he said, in public and in private, consti-
tute the consecrating element. Sacred pictures
are to be seen in the comer of every room, at
the corner of every street

;
in offices, in steamers,

visit were concealed by plaster and whitewash. ^ and in taverns, with the lamp burning before
In the lower part is a chapel dedicated to St. ' them. It is against the canons of the church to
John, the tower being, in fact, its campanile, have any grown images in the churches, and
Above this are suspended thirty-fonr bells, the therefore the decoration of them is confined to
largest of which weighs no less than G4 tons, or ' pictorial representations : but the strict rule is
about 140,0001b. The celebrated Great Bell of often departed from by embossing the back-
Moscow lies at the foot of this tower. Its weight ground to the pictures, and the jewelled
of AlA/inn II. I.-' -ir. y. ... ,at present is 410,000 lb., its height 19 ft. 6 in.
and the circumference 60 ft. 9 in.

In size no building in the Kremlin approaches
that of the Palace and Treasury combined.
Within the palace itself, in addition to numerous
magnificent rooms appropriated tostateoccasions,
is also a labyrinth of fourteen chapels, multiplied
by sovereign after sovereign, till the palace has
become more like the dwelling-house of the Pope
than of the Emperor. These chapels, crabbed-
ribbed, low-browed, painted within and without
in the old barbaric grotesqueness of Medimval
Eussia, are encased with the external magnifi-
cence of modern civilization and European gran-
deur. The Treasury, which adjoins the palace,
contains a vast collection of trophies and stan-
dards, coronation chairs, state robes, crowns,
imperial orbs, plate, &c. In addition to these
there is still another palace

j a small church-
the sacristy of the Holy Synod

j the Miracle
Monastery, the Ascension Convent, the High
Court of Appeal, and several Government build-
ings. That which he would last allude to—the
Arsenal, which stands closetotheNicholas Gate

—

is a building of the date of 1713, where are
deposited the cannon taken by the Eussians to
the large number of 875, of which no fewer than
365 are the cannon taken during the retreat of
the French, and, as the least honourable place,
they lie prostrate on the ground

;
the Austrian!

Italian, and other trophies, lying tier above
tier over the French pieces below. He next
proceeded to describe the church outside theyV d • i-.i •

' (jiui-ccucu bu ueauriue me enur

Sr Af
® }\

Pjogi'ess. the inte- Kremlin known as the Church of St. Basil. This
>“ he said, is the name giten to one chnioh in thelormed, for he did not visit it himself, with the

' '

richest mosaics, and coloured decorations.
Externally, the bulb-shaped domes are re-

markably elegant in their contour. On the
north side there are five towers, the most orna-
mental being the Trinity tower. After giving a
description of this and the succeeding tow

general strnctore; still, it is only one of twenty,
one churches which are there co-existent,—the
whole together being known to the natives as the
Cathedral of the Protection. Although styled a
cathedra], the building is circumscribed probably
within 150 ft. square on the ground, agreeably
spiry in form, with nearly a dozen domes grouped

cw likea”charaotenstica of the yanoua gateways formmg
|
grove of yoeng piee trees. There is harmony

the Kromltolan. ho^h
^ them, yet with variety infinite. The

is'ttTe' riTf’So’^ rfn"
titles of each of the coalesced churches, as given

I

were enumerated in the paper. Imme.V a r.i -r-
'

’ — w
I

were euumeraceo in
heart of the Kremlm .s the patnarchal Cathedral

,

diatelj adjoining the Kremlin, to the north-east,

OM of old T " ‘I® This,
I

is the Chinese quarter of the city-the mercantile

K o 1
? T- “f

' P^'-which is walled round like the Kremlin,m the Kremlm, is m dimensions what in the This also has its ancient gates, and several

cathedral, hnt the smallness of space is forgotten ' 5"„;o7ti‘em is a smill"ohnmr™iXrS

crowns with which they are surrounded are
in full relief. St. Isaac’s Church at St. Peters-
burg was the only one in which ho recollected
this rigid rule was departed from

;
the general

rnle being that the edifices themselves are as
simple and undecorated as possible. The apsidal
termination, as far as he saw, was a constant
feature in all the churches. Another subject of
remark was the marvellous value of the decora-
tions of gold and silver and precious stones in the
chnrches and upon the shrines and tombs, and the
priests themselves, often men of great stature,
being clad in heavy gold and pearl embroidered
robes

j and all this took place in a country
where there is hardly any metallic currency in
circulation. He alluded also to the large
bequests made by the wealthy portion of the
popnlation to the fnnds for the repair and pre-
servation of the churches, more especially to
meet the large cost of gilding the domes, which,
with the ocher parts of the building, sufiered
much from the extreme severity of the climate

;

and in conclusion, he remarked, that the
source whence the architecture of Moscow was
derived was, he thought, clearly Constantinople.
The historical evidence on this point appeared
to him conclusive. Any observer who had seen
the architecture of Constantinople could not
doubt as to its being the parent of that of
Eussia. As regarded the towers, there is a
more complete Italian feeling than in the
chnrches. No doubt the plan was precisely

defined by the tradition and usages of the Greek
Church; bub the whole treatment is traditional,

just as we in England now cling to the older
form practised in church building. There could
not be a more suggestive type of the architecture
of the Kremlm than several of the fine fountains
at Constantinople. Although the relation be-
tween the two nations has, from political causes
in modern times, not been always preserved, yet
in earlier times, and in ecclesiastical matters,
the relations between the two were always pre-
served with filial fidelity, the more remarkable
from the reversal of their respective positions in
everything else. It was said generally, that
Enssian architectore is not original, and that it

is only a coarse and rnde imitation of other
works ; but he asserted that all the three
principal churches of the Kremlin, to which he
had referred, more particularly in detail, bore a
distinct and special character, and on the whole
he felt that the Eussians might fairly lay claim
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to very considerable ingenaity, good taste, and
artistic power.
A brief conversation, in which Professor

Donaldson, Mr. W. Haywood, Mr. Basil White,
and Mr. Charles Barry, took part, followed the
reading of the paper, in the coarse of which it

was sought to elicit from the author of it

a more definite opinion with regard to the

distinctive features to which Rnssian architec-

ture could lay claim; but on that point Mr.
I’Anson said he could give no further opinion

than that which he had already expressed
upon it.

EDINBUEGH : WOEKS IN PROGRESS
AND IN PROSPECT.

The number of important buildings erected

each year in this city is comparatively few,

but from the nature of its site and plan they
tell more upon its aspect than in other cities

where greater activity prevails : the buildings
are generally seen from many points of view; and
then, being situated within a limited area
brings more of them into groups than would
otherwise be the case, and they are thus made
to form part of a tout ensemble.

Of works in progress, the Bank of Scot-
land, both on account of its isolated and elevated
position in the centre of the city, and the highly
ornate character of the building, chaUenges
attention. It differs entirely from any other
structure hero in the stylo adopted, which is

Late Rennaisance. The sky-line is broken by a
central dome, open lanterns, and sculptured
groups. The elevation towards Prinoes-street is

completed, and that towards the south nearly
80

,
and operations are being actively pushed

forward on the roof and accessories above the
cornice-line. Although this is merely an addition
to an old building, the alterations are such as to

give it an entirely new character. The sum to

be expended is said to be about 50,0001.*

The Fettes College, a large structure in the
Late French Gothic style,—as seen in the well-

known example of the Palais de Justice at

Rouen,—is ready for the roof, with the exception
' of the central tower ; the grouping is very

;

picturesque, and it is profusely ornamented with
I carving, which strikes us as very unequal in
I execution.

The foundations of Free St. George’s Church
I have been laid. It is to cost 15,0001., exclusive

of the site, upon which an eqnal sum has been
: expended. In style it is to be Palladian, and is

I hardly the kind of church we look for in the

[

present day.

The Chalmers Memorial Church has had a
• tower, turret, and cloister added to it, as ori-

ginally intended
;

bat one spire is to be left

unfinished till additional funds are forthcoming.
The Rosebnrn Free Church will soon be ready

for occupation. It is Early English in style,

and has a well-proportioned broach spire, but is

otherwise far from being satisfactory in design.
The finial of tho main gable consists ofapedestal
more suited for supporting a vase than the light

iron cross which surmonnts it, and the necessity
for the clump of ugly buttresses around the

, slender octagonal turret flanking the spire, is

: not at all obvious.
All Saints’, Brougham-stjjeet, is in nse, but the

' west elevation is incomplete, and it has not a
]

prepossessing appearance.
New poor-houses are in progress for the West

I Church and City parishes. Tho latter is being
erected on the estate of Craiglockhart, within
three miles of the city, which was purchased by
the Board. It is to embrace all that modern
science has discovered in the construction of
such establishments. The former occupies a
commanding site to the north-west of the city,

and architectural effect has been, sought after by
the adoption of louvre roofs.

In Victoria-street a large and highly-ornate
block of offices, in tho Scottish style, are nearly
ready for roofing in. They add greatly to the
effect of this picturesque street ; but this effect

is unhappily marred, to some extent, by the
erection of a clumsy mass of buildings on
Johnston-terrace, the back elevation of which
fills up the vista. This is much to be regretted,

as by the introduction of a few gables, and the
grouping of chimneys, it might have been
brought into harmony with the surroundings, at
little or no additional expense

;
in fact, the back

elevation of this terrace is the roost important

• Viewa and a plan will be found in our Tolume for

1865, pp. 672, 673.

one, as it is seen from many points of view, in

combination with the Castle and group of

buildings on the ridge of the High-street.

Within the garden enclosure at the angle of

North Charlotte-street and St. Colms-street a

cross is being erected to the memory of the late

Miss Catherine Sinclair.

At the west end new terraces and crescents

are springing up, comfortable residences doubt-

less, but with nothing outwardly attractive. To
the north-west of the meadows we notice in

Lonsdale-terrace a praiseworthy effort to break
through the stereotyped style of elevation

hitherto adopted for house fronts
;
the elevation

is of the usual sort where oriels are used, but it

has been enlivened by a jodicious use of incised

ornament of a Greek character; the effect is

pleasing and the expense moderate,—not more,
we should think, than that spent on the ordinary

moulded architraves, &o.

The last work in progress we shall notice is

a large brewery to the west of the ancient Palace

of Holyrood in the castellated style !

As to work in prospect the most important is

the City Improvement Scheme, the Act authoris-

ing which passed last Session. Operations are

to be commenced upon one of the worst of those

dense blocks of buildings between the High-
street and the Cowgate, through which a street

is to be driven, admitting light and air to a

locality which is a hotbed of fever and im-

morality. It is also proposed to run a broad
and handsome street along the north side of the

Qniversity and Industrial Museum, and in con-

nexion therewith to clear away certain buildings

surrounding the Infirmary, which latter, being
antiquated and ill-adnpted for its purpose, is to

be replaced by a new one.

The restoration of St. Giles’s Cathedral is in

contemplation, but we fear it will not be carried

out in the thorough manner which will alone be
satisfactory.

A large space of ground has been cleared at

the junction of Rutland-street and the Lothian-

road, for the proposed Caledonian Railway
Station. The site is a good one, and the build-

ing promises to be highly oruameutal : a large

hotel, as at Charing-croas and Cannon-street, is

to form the chief feature.

The directors of the North British Railway
procured an Act some time ago, securing the

Green Market for an extension of their station.

This necessitates, in the first place, the constrnc-

tion of a new market, bat there is no sign of

movement in that direction.

A site has been secured at the Grange for the

erection of the Robertson Memorial Church,
which is intended to be a handsome structure.

The sculptors are busy with the Albert memo-
rial, which our readers are aware is to take the

shape of an equestrian statue, on an elevated

pedestal, with accompanying groups. We still

entertain a hope that the question of site will be
re-considered.

A commencement has been made to the south

end of Castle-terrace, which is to be an excep-

tion to the usual rule, as to elevation in domestic

street architectnre, and will be striking in effect.

The large plot of vacant ground between the

Protestant Institute and theCowgate, on the west
side of George IV.’s Bridge, has been secured

for the erection of warehouses and offices, which
are to be carried out on an imposing scale, and
in handsome style.

UPSALL CASTLE, YORKSHIRE.

For above 200 years the Lords Scroopes, of

Upsall and Masham, numbering in their ranks

earls, ambassadors, archbishops, chief justices,

and knights of the Garter, lived at their castle

of Upsall, three miles from Thirsk. The last

authentic resident we have proof of, who lived

at Upsall Castle, was John Constable, a firm

Royalist during the Commonwealth, when, in

his exile, the castle is supposed to have fallen

into ruins. In the present memory of man,
backed by local histories, that castle, with very

slight exceptiouB, has remained a mass of incon-

dite ruins. Under the superintendence of Mr.

G. Goldie, Captain Turton, the owner, has built a

large range of farmsteads, bailiffs’ and labourers’

hcases, gardens, hothouses, and vineries. The
workmen are now engaged upon clearing away
the mass of rubbish, preparatory to a new
mansion being erected on the site of the old

castle. In doing this, even so far, the workmen
have laid bare part of an old wall, of large-

sized dressed blockers. Each blocker has its

“ mason’s mark,” different and various. A
Gothic-headed carved doorway has also been
found. Whether the joints were mortared is

doubtful, but a strong, heavy iron clamp, bedded
inside the joints, and run with lead, is to every
stone. Parts of a fine tracery window have
been found

;
also several coins,— a sixpence of

Queen Elizabeth, a penny of George I., a bodle

of Charles I., a silver penny of Edward III., and
several copper coins of Carausius, the founder of

the British fleet. Weather permitting, the ex-

cavations will proceed, and doubtless other

antiquarian relics will be turned up. The castle

has formerly covered a vast area. The Scroopes,

of Danby, are now asserting their claims before

the House of Lords, for the title of Lords
Scroopes, of Bolton, with its earldom, &c. These
Scroopes of Bolton were a senior branch of the

Scroopes of Upsall.

THE LIVERPOOL DWELLINGS
COMPETITION.

The town council at their last meeting con-

firmed the recommendation of the health com-
mittee, that the offered premium for the best

labourers’ dwellings be awarded to the designer

of plan marked “ John E. Reeve,” and num-
bered 47.

Mr. Bonrio?, Id moviog tbo coefirmRtioD, said that the
committee, witn reference to doubts thathad beeaexpressed
as to the attentioo paidby competitors to the bj-laws, con-
sidered the fairest plan was to be guided bj the natural legal

adviser of the corporation, namely, the town-clerk. The
report of the town-clerk was, that all the twelve plana
aelected from those submitted were admissible under the
first paragraph of the terras of competition, which requires
conformity with the local Act and by-laws of the council.

The medical ofUcer prefixed to his report on each separate
plan a statement that in his opinion every house with four
rooms ought to contain a living-room of at least 1,200
cubical feet, and with three rooms a living-room of at least

1 ,
100

,
and with two rooms a living-room with at least

1,000 cubical feet; and that every dwelling should have
one parents' bedroom with at least 900 cubical feet. The
borough engineer made a financial analysis of the twelve
plane by estimating their cost and gross rentals upon a
common basis, and then deducting from such gross ren-
tals 20 percent, to cover landlords' taxes, repairs, tosses

by bad debts and unlet houses, collectors' commission,
and fire insurance. The particulars of the twelve plans
reported upon and financial results are as follow, arranged
in the order of their financial results

No.

of

Name or Motto.
Established Cost.

<^1
K §

Interest

per

Cent.

64 John Birch
£.

23,730

£. B.

2028 16
£. a.

1623 1

£. a. d.
6 17 0

52 Redman &, Hes-
keth 17,797 1289 12 1031 14 6 16 0

69 W, & R. Duck-
worth 17,292 1146 12 917 6 5 6 0

47 John Reeve 12,935 803 0 642 8 5 0 0
38 B Pro Bono Publico 16,778 1019 4 815 7 4 17 2
66 1. B 18,420 1070 8 861 3 4 13 6
41 C G. E. Grayson ... 13,769 800 16 640 13 4 13 0
32 W. G. Habersbon 22,984 1248 0 998 8 4 7 0
66 H 19,854 1065 12 814 10 4 5 0
28 D W. L. Moffatt ... 14,108 707 12 666 2 4 0 0
24 G. Thompson 18,993 860 12 680 10 3 11 7
60&53 J. J. 0. Crofts ... 24,483 984 0 787 4 3 4 0

It will be seen from this analysis that the most economi-
cal designs are No. Qi, signed by John Birch; but this

result is obtained by making a large number of the rooms
verylsmall, much smaller than the moderate size considered
by the medical oilicer essential to health; and these
designs were therefore rejected on sanitary grounds. The
designs are in many respects extremely meritorious, and
are upon the principle so common in London of making
the blocks five stories high, exclusive of the shops on the
grouud floor. Tho designs which showed the next best
liuancial results were No. 52, unsigned, which were much
admired, and on the arrangement of which the borough
engineer reported very favourably; but these plans were
inadmissible on the same grounds as No, 61, namely, the
inadequate size of the rooms. The designs which came
next in tinanoial merits are those numbered 59, exhibited
by Messrs. W. & R. Duckworth. These designs, though
not without defects, had much to recommend them; bat
they were inadmissible on the grounds of the architects
not having sent in proper specifications. The designs
which come next in economy are those recommended ibr
the prize by the Health Committee, No. 47, signed John
Reeve, On these plans the medical officer reported that
“The ventilation of the water-closets and rooms is very
good. The blocks admit of thorough circulation of air,

and there does not appear to be any sanitary objection to
this plan.” The borough engineer's report is,—“ This
design is simple and good, and the masses of buildings
well arranged for aeration.” The reinaiuder of the twelve
designs are all too expensive in proportion to the accommo-
dation they would provide

;
and some of those which are

most attractive on a cursory examination, prove on closer
analysis to have serious defects.

The council, after a long disouasion, also con-
firmed, by 27 to 18, the recommendation we
mentioned last week, “to give the sum of lOOZ.

to Messrs. Redman & Hesketh, for plans of
labourers’ dwellings signed by them, in con-
sideration of their making complete working
drawings of them, and supplying specifications
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to the eatift/MCtirm of the henith committee, and
that the council erect labonrerE’ dvrellin^a in

accordance with such plans, on the site between
Afihfield-atrcefc and Svivester-street.” It was
stated that the return would be at the rate
of 6 per cent. : that the estimated coat was
I7,500h. and d-doctions had been allowed at the

rate of 20 per cent.

The reason given by the committee for award-
ing the premium to one competitor and seleoting

the plan of another to be carried out was, that
the prize whs offered by the conncil under cer-

tain conditions, and the plan to which the
premium was awarded was the best plan under
those conditions. In the opinion of the officers

of the health committee, however, a better
building could be deduced from Messrs. Kedman
& Hesbetli’s plan, by making certain alterations
in it; and, therefore, the committee made the
recommendation which has been adopted by the
conncil.

Sir,—Ton will have noticed the report of

council meeting in reference to labourers’ dwell-
ings. You see they give the prize to one com-
petitor, adopt the plans of another, and will carry
them out, if they build them, with the corporate
staff, I am told. Y'on have been a true prophet
so far. No. 53 in the altered plans snbmitt-ed
to the council has the bed-rooms enlarged by
contracting the sculleries. The size 9 ft. by
8 ft. 4 in. was the original size animadverted
upon in the UuiZdcr. Mr. Pictou was quite i-ight

in his objection as to the requirement of 150 ft. of
area for each house by the Act, and the town
clerk got out of the matter badly. The affair is

unsatirfactory. One on the Spot.

THE EDUCATION CONFERENCE AT
MANCHESTER.

This Conference was convened by the Man-
chester Educational Committee, who promotetl
the bill introduced last seasion by Mr. Bruce, Mr.
Forster, and Mr. A. Egerton. The committee,
having come to the conclusion that the hon.
members should bo requested to re-introduce
the bill or to support any measure ofthe Govern-
ment based on similar principles, invited the
Conference together for the purpose of aiding
them in the consideration of matters of detail.

Numerous gentlemen, Members of Parliament,
and others, attended the Conference.
The proceedings were opened by a preliminary

meeting of the Education Bill Committee, at
which the followiug report was presented expla-
natory of the purposes of the Conference :

—

That, in the opinion of this committee, it is expedient
to make greater provision for the education of the poorer
classes, and to provide funds for that purpose by means of
local rates under local administration.
That the union of existing schools, either as free schools

or aided schools, should form the basis of operation, sub-
ject to the conditions laid down in the minutes of the Com-
mittee of Council on Education in force for the time being,
as reported to Parliament from time to time, and the pro-
tection of a confcience-clause, but without further inter-
ference with the instruction, discipline, or mansgement of
snob schools.

That power should be given to establish new schools out
of the rates, where there is insufficient school accoTninoda.
tion in the schools in union in any locality, if. after due
notice, voluntary effort fails to support the deheieney.
That Messrs. Brace, Forster, and Algernon Egerton be

esrnestlv requested to re-introdooe the bill of last session,
or to support any measore brought forward by the
Government, if based upon similar principles,
That, with the view of siding the Education Bill Com-

mittee in matters of detail, the opinion of the Conference
be invited on thefollowing questions

1. The relative advantages of a permissive Bill, and one
based on compulsory rating.

2. If the Bill bo based on compnleory rating, would it
be desirable to make it applicable at once to the whole
country, or applicable only by Order in Conncil, on the
report of her Majesty's school inspectors?

3. ^ there anything peculiar in the condition of rural
pansbes which renders it needful to make special regula-
tiona on their behalf, or to exempt them troia the opera-
tione of the Bill ?

4. To what extent is it desirable to modify the Minutes
of Council BO as to include purely secular schools ?

After numerouB letter?, from Earl Rnssell.Lord
Stanley, Mr. J. S. Mill, Mr. T. P, King Shnttle-
worth, and various others, had been read at the
committee meeting, the Dean of Manchester
moved

—

“That the Conference be now opened, and that the
Eight Hon. H. Austin Bruce, M.P., and Mr, W. E.
Fowter, M.P., be elected presidents; and that Professor
Christie, Dr. John Watts, Mr. Herbert Philips, Mr. John
8. ilayson, and Mr. J. H. Bremmer, he requested to act
as honorary secretaries.”

This motion having passed, the conference
was formally opened in the town-hall, where the
preliminary meeting was also held.

THE BUILDER.

We cannot give even an abstract report of the
conference proceedings, but we may state that,

Mr. Brace having taken the chair, Dr. Watts
presented the report of an educational inquiry
at Manchester, and the chairman then addressed
the meeting, and afterwards a discossion took
place on compulsory rating and attendance.
Earl de Grey and Ripon then moved the follow-

ing resolution :

—

“That (bis conference respectfully requests the Right
Hon. H. A. Bruce, Mr. W. E. Forster, and Mr. A. Eger-
ton, either to re-introduce the Bill of last session, with
such modiGcations as may be deemed desirable in confer-
ence with the Education Bill Committee, to render it more
complete, or to lend their support to any Government
measure based on similar principles."

This resolution was agreed to, with one dis-

sentient,—the Rev. Mr. Condor.
The special condition of the rural districts

was next discussed, after which the subject of
secular schools was taken up, and the chairman
announced that, in accordance with the wish of
the committee, the summing up proposed in the
programme would be reserved to the close of the
Conference, which was then adjourned till next
day, under the chairmanship of Mr. W. E.
Forster, M.P.
On the second day there was also a large

attendance. The chairman addressed the meet-
ing, and the first two points discussed were

—

“ The Operation of the Industrial Schools Act,”

^

and “ The Extension of the Factory Act.”
I After an adjournment, the snbject of compul-
sory school attendance was discussed, and the
affirmative was strongly urged and maintained,
and the resolution finally adopted and nnani-
mously passed was

—

“ Thst (he Education Bill Committee be requested, in
conjunction with AJr. Buzley, to prepare such cJauaca as
they may consider practicable to enforce the attendance
at school of neglected children, and to request Mr. Baxley
to give notice, before any Education Bill that is brought
into Purliament arrives at a second reading, that he wQl
introduce such clauses in it."

The Chairman then summed up the principal
points of the day’s discussion; and Mr. Bruce
summed up the principal points of the disenssion
of the previous day.

A vote of thanks having been passed to Mr.
Le Mare, Mr. Bruce, and Mr. Forster, for pre-
siding over the Conference, the proceedings ter-
minated.

THE CO-OPERATIVE MOVEMENT.
The united committees appointed by the ope-

ratives in the various branches of the London
building trades, for the purpose of establishing
a Co-operative Building Company, are at work.
At a meeting recently held at the Brown Bear
Tavern, Broad-streec, Bloomsbury, there were
ten committee-men in attendance from the
masons, and the same number from the painters,
both being elected at meetings of shareholders,

—

five from the plasterers and five from the car-
penters, the two latter bodies not yet having
appointed the full number. The bricklayers <

were not represented, bat a communication was
received from that body to the effect that their
representatives would be in attendance at the
next meeting. A mason occupied the chair.
Several speeches were made, and the details of
the plans discussed, togetherwith the draught of
the prospectus to be issued; but it was not
thought desirable to come to any decisive reso-
lutions until the whole of the five branches were
fully represented on the committee. It was
stated that nearly 500 members had already
joined, the great majority being from the masons
and painters. From the reports given in it was
estimated that 5,000 shares of II. each would be
taken up iu a few weeks, and that the company
would be prepared to undertake buildiug opera-
tions by the commencement of the season, in
March nest. No one bnt operatives will be ad-
mitted as shareholders, or to take part in the
management of the company. Is this wise ?

“ A Plumber,” writing ns from Hyde,
draws attention to the cirenmstanee that Mr.
Walton, the architect who lately addressed
the various branches of the London building
trades in favour of co-operative building com-
panies, forgot the plumbers, who, as our corre-
spondent remarks, form a very essential class in
bouse building of the better order. He feels
confident that the plumbers would be ready to
take shares, and offers to do so himself.
We must suggest caution in the establishment

of such a company, or the money snbscribed
will be lost : everything will depend on the sort
of management set np.
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A co-operative meeting has been recently held
in Birmingham. Ic appears from the speech of
Mr. Dixon, M.P., who presided, that co-operation
has not yet struck so deep a root in that town
as might have been anticipated. Archdeacon
Sandford, who warmly supported the movement,
candidly admitted that he had learned political

science from Mr. Holyoake, and only wished
that, in return, Mr. Holyoake would allow him
to give him some lessons in theology. Mr.
Hughes stated that there were at present nr>

fewer than 752 societies in this country, with
173,000 members—heads of families, represent-
ing a million of population. Mr. Hughes was
not satisfied with proving the great financial

success of the co-operative system, bnt showed
how greatly the development of that system
would tend to improve the moral and social con-
dition of the working classes, and therefore the
happiness and prosperity of the nation.

THE INSTITUTION OF CIVIL
ENGINEERS.

On the 14th inat., Mr. C. Hutton Gregory, on
taking the chair for the first time after bis elec-

tion as president, delivered an address.
He remarked, that when the Institution was

founded, fifty years ago, on the 2ud of January,
1818, the members were six in number. Two
years later, Thomas Telford became the first

president
;
and the Royal Charter of Incorpora-

tion was obtained on the 3rd of Jane, 1828, by
which the Institution was firmly established
as the recognized representative body of the
engineering profession in the United Kingdom.
There were now on the register 1,472 members
of all classes, besides ninety-five students. The
present condition and prospects of the profes-
sion were briefly alluded to, and it was observed,
that the railway system of this country had, by
economy of transport alone, been productive of
direct saving to the public of 15 per cent, on the
capital expended.
A reference to the past records of the Insti-

tution had brought to light one document, which,
Mr. Gregory believed, would be interesting to
every engineer. This was a description of the
Nature and Objects of Civil Engineering, by
'Thomas Tredgold, some of the expressions in
which had been embodied in the charter

;
but. as

it had never yet been printed in a complete
form, the president gave it unabridged. After
defining the duties required of the civil engineer,
Mr. Tredgold concluded by saying that,

—

“The real extent to which civil engineering; may ba
applied is limited only by the progress of science; its
scope and utility will be increased with every discovery
in philosophy, and its reeonrees with every invention in
mechanical or chemical art, since its bonnds are unlimited,
and equally so must be the researches of its professors."

It conlrl hardly, however, have been foreseen
that the attention of the civil engineer would
have been directed to aid in constmetiona for
defence from hostile attack, and even to the
improvement of weapons of war; bnt as, more
than 2,000 years ago, Archimedes, distingnished
first in mathematical science, after carrying out
the great work of the embankment of the Nile,

devoted the last efforts of his genius to engi-
neering appliances fi^r the defence of Syracuse
against Marcellas, so now, less directly and less

prominently, but with marked success, the com-
bined labours of modem engineers had been
applied to the purposes of national defence, and
to this snbject the president devoted his address.
The Small Arms Factory at Enfield was set

to work in January, 1857, under the direction of
Colonel Manley Dixon, R.A., the present superin-
tendent. Up to December 26th, 1867, the total

namber of new arms made at Enfield was
616,828; while the namber converted to breech-
loaders on Snider’s plan to the same date was
173,550. The long Enfield rifle consisted of
fifty-three parts, and passed through about 740
processes of manufacture. The maebines used
were to a great extent varieties of copying-
machines, where a standard model was repro-
duced by a revolving cotter, in wood or metal as
might be required. The different pieces, as pro-
duced, were checked with templates and gauges,
and, finally, the stock, lock, barrel, bands,
bayonet, plates, screws, &o., found their way in
numbers to an “assembler,” who, famished only
with a screw-driver and a chisel, took up the
pieces indiscriminately and fitted them together ;

and so entirely interchangeable were the parts
found to be, that a payment of 3'29 pence for
each rifle put together, gave the workman wages
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of about fifty shillinga per week. It was stated

that the average cost of the long Enfield rifles,

made at the Government factory, including an
allowance of 5 per cent, on the cost of bnildings

and machinery, for depreciation, had been about

21. each, and of the short Enfields complete,

21. 148. each. The cost of converting to the

Snider breech-loader, including 10,000L for the

alteration of old machines and the supply of new
ones, as well as 5 per cent, for depreciation on
buildings and plant, was said to be about 16a. 3d.

per arm.
As a resumJ, Mr. Gregory submitted, that

while it was advisable to maintain the efficiency

of the Government establishments, yet that it

would be a mistake to extend them so far as to

cripple individual enterprise. In the next place

he referred to the comparatively unprotected

state of the Thames, the Mersey, the Clyde, the

Tyne, and other rivers leading to rich towns,

docks, and shipping
;
and he suggested the in-

quiry, whether if forts were thought to be de-

sirable at such places, they might not be of

small size, and capable simply of offering re-

sistance to a sudden attack.

THE PACKET STATION IN THE WEST
INDIES.

It is thought that the small barren island

Virgin Gorda, will be selected for the station,

which will not bear the slightest comparison
with Falmouth, Antigna. In the first place, it

does not possess the conveniences of the latter
;

it is more like an open roadstead than a harbour,

is equally exposed to the destructive influencea

that so fatally affect St. Thomas’s, and it is in

perilous proximity to the dangerous Anegada
reef, on which the Boyal Mail Company lost one
of their most splendid vessels, the Paramatta,
and on which reef sixty-seven vessels have been
wrecked between the years 1811 and 1830, and
many others subsequently. It is very remark-
able that the Royal Mail Company should cling

so tenaciously to the Virgin Islands as their cen-

tral depot, after the sacrifices they have made,
and the heavy losses that have fallen on their

shareholders; and this fatal infatuation and pre-

ference will seriously injure that company, as at

tho present moment the French Packet Company
are reaping the advantages of this ruinous policy,

as who will run the dangerous risk that appears
to envelope the Virgin Islands, when he can
take a safer and more southerly course.

COOKED FOOD FOR THE PEOPLE.

At the Society of Arts, Adelphi, last week,
Mr. S. Teulon in the chair, Mr. W. Riddle, civil

engineer, read “ The details of a project for the
preparation and distribution of hot food, by
delivery service, at the homes of the people in
cities and towns.”

Mr. Biddle proposed to raise a capital of
7,0001., to hire a piece of ground, and erect on it

a building of iron and glass, 160 ft. long by
40 ft. deep, in sixteen squares of 20 by 20 ft.

each, and about 18 ft. high, with louvre ventila-
tors. The building, he continued, should be of
interchangeable parts, a plain cheap rectangular,
probably ridge and furrow-roofed, structure, like
a section of the Crystal Palace of 1851. This
building would cost, he had been told, from
1,5001. to 1,8001.

;
and the district he proposed

to work in the first instance was Holloway and
its neighbourhood.

One great object he bad in view was to show
that in small families there was an enormous
amount of waste which might be avoided, and
his desire was to remedy this evil by cooking
plain food on a large scale by a fuel-saving ap-
paratus. With such apparatus they would be
enabled to roast, boil, and bake meat, vegetables,
and puddings of a plain description, to have the
meat carved from the joints by skilful carvers, to

have it weighed by assistants, and then placed,
with gravy, in tin cases or in covered cylindrical
jars. These jars were at once to be placed hot or
japanned iron cases, or cupboards, mounted on
a tramway in a room; these cases to be 4 ft. in

6 ft. square, and about 2 ft. 6 iu. high, and each
to form the separated interior of a cart, about
the size of a parcels delivery cart. The vehicle,
being thus loaded, and closed behind by a panel,
in which there would be as many doors as com-
partments of jars, would then be driven off to
deliver the goods.
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After giving an explanation of the system

which he suggested should be carried out with

regard to the distribution of tickets, and to the

general regulation of thecarts, Ac., Mr. Riddle pro-

ceeded to show that the required building should

be such as to make it convenient to carry on the

various operations of storing, trimming, cooking,

carving, weighing, &c. The remains of provi-

sions might be sold to the soup-kitchens of the

poor; and it was believed that if this under-

taking were carried out in a respectable man-
ner, and on a sufficient scale, great public

economy of fuel and food would be the result.

But if time were money, there would be a saving

in thousands of households for the better educa-

tion, nursing, or general care of children.

The reader went on to urge, in favour of his pro-

ject, that the Glasgow system had proved a paying

system, and that if Mr. Corbett, the promoter of

that undertaking, conld give, as he said, a good

dinner for 4d., it was only reasonable to believe

that he (Mr. Riddle) could supply a similar

benefit, superior in character, and to a some-

what higher class of persons, for Sd.—the meal

consisting of meat, potatoes, greens, pudding, all

of the best quality, and thoroughly hot. He saw
no reason why eventually soup should not be

provided for the poor and delivered in the

poorest districts in common earthen jars carried

in carts; and the system of what he denomi-

nated (perhaps erroneously), a “civil commis-

sariat,” might extend upwards, so that at one-

half the prices charged by the great pnrveyors

known in London, elaborate dishes of French or

other cookery might fiud a large sale— the

demand arising from the reduction of price, and

the public becoming used to the system.

In the disoossion which ensued an opinion

appeared to prevail that, while there could be

no doubt about the feasibility and expediency of

providing food for the people, a difficnlty sug-

gested itself in regard to the means of convey-

ing cooked food to their homes under such cir-

cumstances as would insure the timely atteud-

auce of some one to receive it. Mr. Riddle pro-

posed to give only 45 seconds (measured by sand-

glass), at each door to answer the dinner knock.

This difficnlty might not apply to cases where a

large number of persons engaged iu a manufac-

tory were in the habit of dining together at a

regular period, but under an ordinary condition

of things the system might prove to be less

practicable than was now supposed. However,
arrangements were provided by Mr. Riddle

for pouring boiling water round the tins, and so

keeping the dinner hot even though it were

delivered at eleven o’clock, a.m.

THE POLLUTION OF RIVERS
COMMISSION.

At Liverpool, the Royal Commission inquiring

as to the pollution of rivers, namely, Mr. R.

Rawlinson, C.B., as chairman, Mr. J. T. Har-

rison, C.E., and Professor J. T. Way, have been

holding their usnal meetings, with, however, a

somewhat unusual result. At Liverpool, the

great question, water-closets versus middens

and cesspools, has, as our readers know, been

for some few years in process of settlement, by
the conversion of thonsands of privies by the

corporation into thousands of water-closets,

with the result, already, of assisting to reduce

the previous mortality of 33 in 1,000, in 1863,

down to 29-4 in 1867, although, iu the in-

terim (as at Croydon, till the new drainage

was finally completed), with an increase of

mortality and an intervening epidemic. This

intervening rise of mortality, as at Croydon, was
seized upon by the dirt and midden interest at

Liverpool, as against the somewhat expensive

water-closet system, and was, in fact, attributed

to that system, just as the fever epidemic at

Croydon was attributed to the new drainage.

Now, it appears that one of the commissioners,

Mr. Harrison, seems to have been got hold of by
the midden upholders, and was induced to pub

unanticipated questions on that subject, iu the

midden interest, to Dr. Trench, who has done so

much for the sanitary improvement of Liver-

pool; and for which unanticipated questions, of

course, he did not come prepared, although a

single day’s previous notice, he said, would have

sufficed. The retrogressive tendencies of the

opponents of water-closets were materially

served by this ruse, and serious injury done, as

Dr. Trench conceives, to sanitary progress in

Liverpool ;
while, no doubt, the instigators are

chuckling at the use to which they have put the

royal commissioner, as well as at the disad-

vantage to which they have put the local

sanitary reformers.

Mr. Rawlinson, with his twenty years’ expe-

rience as a sanitary reformer, amongst whom he
is a leader, felt indignant and annoyed that a

fellow-commissioner should have been so green,

as to allow himself thus to be made a tool of,

and expressed himself, in his place as chairman,

of the commission, rather strongly, on the sub-

ject of Mr. Harrison’s ignorance of sanitary

science; declaring that he could no longer con-

tinue the inquiries which the commission were
appointed to make, and most submit the matter

to the Home Secretary.

PENDLETON TOWN-HALL, CORPORATION
OF SALFORD.

The new Town-ball for Pendleton is now com-

pleted, and arrangements will shortly be made
for a formal opening of it. It has been erected

from the designs of Mr. Alfred Darbysliire,

architect. The first stone was laid on the 22nd

of November, 1865, on which occasion the Mayor,

Mr. Wright Turner, gave some interesting par-

ticulars of the progress of the district. In look-

ing back to what iPeudleton was half a century

ago, be found, he said, that in 1801, that dis-

trict was but a small suburbau village of Man-
chester or Salford. It contained at that time

3,611 inhabitants, and in 1831, 8,455, the nnm-
ber of people having more than doubled in the

course of thirty-one years. Bat in 1861 Pendle-

ton had increased threefold in this respect, as in

that year it contained 20,900 inhabitants, or,

including a sub-district now incorporated with

Pendleton, a total of 25,448. However great

the increase of inhabitants might have been, the

property in the district had increased in a

j

greater degree. He could find no record of tho

assessable property in 1801 ; but in 1831 the

property assessable to poor rates amounted to

16,5421., while in 1861 tho total was 107,308L

Thus, it would appear that the populatiou had
increased sevenfold in sixty years, and the pro-

perty sevenfold in thirty years. Under those

circumstances, the conclusion must be arrived

at that tho Finance Committee of the Salford

Town Council had not gone far wrong in deter-

mining to erect a town-hall of tho dimensiona

proposed, especially as, according to the past in-

crease, tho number of inhabitants would, in the

course of thirty years, equal the population of

Bolton, namely, 100,UOO, and would have pro-

perty of the rateable value of a million of money.

If in Bolton 80,0001. were to bo spent in the

erection of a new town-ball, surely, he said, the

Pendleton people ought not to bo blamed for con-

templating the expenditure of 9,40UZ. in a town-

ball for a district which would before long be

as large as Bolton was.

The style of the building has been termed

French Italian, having, however, a Mediceval

character introduced into tho details. The two

fronts to Broughtou-road and Broad-street are

faced with stone from the Halifax quarries, with

bands of gray introduced. The portico in

Broughton-road coutaius in the pediment the

arms of the Duchy of Lancaster, and the key-

stone over the doorway is carved with a head of

“ Time-houonr’d Lancaster,” with the rose under-

neath. The pediment under the dome contains,

surrounded by scrollwork, the arms ot the

borough of Salford, and the arms of the corporate

towns of the county are introduced in medallions

on each side of the assembly-room windows.

The pediment is crowned by a figure of Civic

Dignity, holding the corporate mace. Between

the ground-floor windows are large medallion

heads, representing Conquest, Monarchy, Com-
merce, and the Laws.
On the ground-floor are the offices for the

transaction of the district business, such as for

the overseers and collectors, surveyor, and two

large committee-rooms. The police department

contains a dwelling for the inspector, police-office,

charge-room, parade-room, and three cells. The
whole of the building is cellared, aud here are

the heating apparatus, kitchens, lamplighter’s

room, lavatories, and conveniences for the offices

above.

The principal staircase is lighted by a large

eemi-circular-headed window ot stained glass, by

Messrs. Edmundson & Son, of Manchester. The
centre compartment contains a figure of the

Queen, in the robes of the Garter, as Lady of the

Manor of Salford and Duchess of Lancaster. In

the semicircle above are the Royal arms and
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supporters, and under the figure are the arms of
the duchy. In compartments running round
the window are the seals of the corporate towns
of the county, as also those of the late Prince
Consort and the Prince of Wales.
On the first-floor is an assembly-room, 85 ft.

4 in. by 39 ft. 5 in., and 29 ft. 6 in. high. The
ceiling is divided into bays, richly panelled, and
laid on Nickson & Waddingham’s patent slate

ground. Attached to this room are retiring-

rooms for ladies, gentlemen, and performers. On
the second-floor is a lecture-room, 29 ft. by
21 ft. 6 in., and Be7eral spare rooms. The roof
of the building is so constructed that additional
accommodation can be obtained with ease at any
future time.

The contract was let to Cochran & Co., of

Manchester, for 9,2451.

5

the total cost, however,
by improvements and additions, will exceed
10,0001., exclnaive of fittings and furnitare. The
stonework has been executed by Mr. G. Sanders

;

the brickwork by Gritficha & Johnson; the
plastering by Mr. Jelly, of Pendleton, assisted
by Mr. H. George; the heating apparatus was
snpplied by Mr. Cowell, of Salford

;
and the

carving, sculpture, and plaster enrichments have
been executed by Mr. T. Gregory. The floor and
wall tiles are by Godwin, of Hereford, laid by
Mr. D. Conway

; the crestings and ornamental
ironwork were supplied by Maofarlane & Co., of
Glasgow. Mr. H. Hiding was the clerk of works.
We may add that the whole of the works have
been executed under the immediate superin-
tendence of the architect.

REFERENCES.
GnotrxD Floob.

A. Portico.
B B. Vestibules.

C. Eatrance-hall.
D. Back eutrauce, yard.

EE. Corridor.
F. Grand staircase.

G. Surveyor's office.

H. Comniittee-room.
I. Ditto ditto

K. Ciillector's office.

L. Waiting-room.
M. Overseer’s office.

Overseer’s Clerk’s
office.

O. Inspector’s office.

P. Living-room.
Q. Police store-room,
K. Private stairs.

8. Fire-proof safe.

T. Police office.

I

U. Stairs.

V. Back entrance to
Police office.

W. Corridor to cells,

XXX. Celle.

Y. Yards.

;

Z Z. Areas.

Fibst-floob.

A. Ladies’ retiring-room.
B. Bed-room.

I C. Gentlemen’s retiring-

' D. Lavatory, urinals, &c.
E. Retiring-room from

platform.
F. Staircase landing.

' G. Assembly-room.
t H. Hoist.

I

1 1. W.C.s.
K. Private staira.

I L. Platform.
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WAEEINGTON SCHOOL OH AKT.
' Tht: antinal meeting ofsubscribers, anddistribu-
ition of prizes to tlie snccessful students of this

dnstitution during the past year, took place in the
ereading-room of the Museum, Bold-street. The
liRight Hon. Col. J. Wilson-Patten, M.P., occu-
ipied the chair, and there was a ^ery large

[attendance of students and their friends. The
hjhairman, in the course of his address, said he
hthought the circumstance on which they ought
sto prize themselves most was this :—The num-
djer of gold medals awarded to the whole of

iiEngland had been 10 j
of these Birmingham,

rwith 1,009 students on its books, got 1 ; Glas-
cgow, with 771 students, got 1 ; Bloomsbury,
iwith 123 students, gob 1 ;

Lambeth, with 372
:Btudents, got 3; South Kensington, with 839
fitudents, got 2 j while Warrington, with only
3131 students, got 2 gold medals. This was
gagainst the whole of England, and out of ten
ogold medals Warrington succeeded in getting
,^wo. That was very good proof that the School
fof Art was doing its work well in that town.
(He believed that it was the same throughout,
land that there was more interest taken in the
lanbject here than in any other town in England.
ITheir object was a national one ; and as Britons
[it was not only their interest but their duty to
'[promote institutions of this kind to the utmost
bf their ability. The mayor and Mr. Eylands
had referred to the difficulties under which the
ocountry was at present labouring. One of the
.idifficulties was financial, as they could nob accord-
opg to the present regulations afford an instructor
ain the School of Art to assist their able master,
IMr. Thompson. He could only say that his best
nmdeavours and influence would be at their dis-

ooosal to provide a remedy.

A WORKING MAIL’S OPINIONS ON EQUAL
V WAGES, PIECEWORK, AND EDUCATION.

Siu,—At the present time the British work-
jcnen are in great disgrace; all sorts of people
luave lately taken to giving them advice. It is

amid that trade is leaving the country, and
IBritish goods are losing their place in the
uraarkets of the world. Various causes are
ijassigned for it, the principal being deficient
dsducation and the action of trades unions, and
[itheir opposition to piecework; “and their
[[attempt to reduce wages to a uniform standard,
jto make all men equal, to bring the good work-
iman down to the level, if not of the worst, of
bfche middling workman.” I snppose all, or
icuearly all, workmen have, at some time or other,
ojogitated and thought over this matter; and
[What is more, many of us have had practical ex-
loerieuce of an uneqnal standard of wages, or, as
cjome are pleased to term it, the paying of men
iciccording to their abilities, and have found that
jjystem anything but satisfactory.

It requires some practical knowledge of the
working of different trades before any one is in

position to condemn their system of working.
lAnd I think those engaged in tlie trades are the
leaest able to understand which system is the
Qtmost workable and advantageous for them ; and
hcherefore it is evident that those—be they little or
^eat—who have spoken and condemned us have
odone so for what they know nothing about. It
p^ppears the building operatives are the greatest
[transgressors in this matter. Now, supposing the
wages of every man working in a shop or on a
inrm are equal, and that they possess various
leiegrees of efficiency. Even then the best work-
nman has a great advantage over the inferior one,
ais he is sure of the best work, which, as a rule, is

tihe lightest, so far as physical exertion is con-
cerned; and, of course, the best workman
irander the equal wage system is the one
flrho would be longest, or even constantly em-
ployed, whilst the inferior would suffer from
bihort jobs and precarious employment. It is

well known that in the building trade there is a
Tijreat deal of jobbing and repairs, the greater
ODOrtion of it being day-work

; and among the
nmall bnilders this is to a large extent done by
beheap and inferior workmen. And if the advo-
atates of the unequal wage system want to see it

an operation, there is a first-rate opportunity
iT-mong the small builders of Loudon, and they
would find their theory entirely upset, as it is

hthe cheap and inferior workmen that are kept
D,n, and the superior one who is discharged

; and
bifaus the clever public is doubly defrauded. But
apnppoae the better class men were willing to
iiake the same rate as the men who stop in : it

would be a wholesale lowering of wages, as the
others would bo willing to go still lower. And
I think it is evident that the best system for the
superior workmen is that of a standard rate of

wages.
It has often been said that working men object

to piecsTvork. As most trades now work piece-

work, and do not appear anxious for a change,
this charge especially applies to the building and
allied trades. I hare had some little experience
of that system, and I believe the objection is

greatly exaggerated. The reason why we now
object to it is, because it is not carried on in a
systematic manner. It is now a system of ex-

tortion and imposition. A short time ago I was
working in a shop, rules were huug up, stating
that all work was to be paid for according to

the price given in “Laxton’s Price-Book.” No
one in the shop objected to it. Bat we soon
found it was a mere hoax, and from the time the
rules were hung up till we left, the employer
shuffled out of his agreement and proposal.

His method was, where a workman had earned
above his usual wages, to pretend the work was
wanted, and two or three others would be sent
on to help him, and make day-work of it.

Another method of the piece-master is to give
BO much for a job, and then, if a man make
more than day-work price, to cut down the next
job, so that a man could not earn day-work
wages. 1 might go on adding cases like the
above

;
and I would ask, if the employers are

anxious to introduce the piecework system, why
do they not issue a fixed price-list, which shall

be general throughout the trade ? And if it

happens that here and there, one man can, by
extra skill or over-physical exertion, make more
money than the rest, let not that be made a
plea for reducing the prices till men cannot
earn day-wages.

It is a well-known scientific fact, that great
workers, as a rnle, are short-lived, the loss of
force which the extra and over-physical exertion

entails has more than counter-balanced the
pecuniary benefits. It has induced disease of

their system, and brought them to an early

grave. I have known men in small towns who
have been pointed at as those who by over-work
had brought themselves to Death’s door; and if

such cases are to be found in villages and small
towns, it appears to me that the dictates of

reason and the well - being of society demand
that such trades as require both physical and
mental labour should be regulated by those con-
cerned, so as not to bring ills upon them which
time cannot repair.

Education is all the cry; and I think the
intelligent workman, the capitalist, and philan-

thropist will call it a very good cry. I think it

has long been apparent to many of the leading
minds of this country that the system of educa-
tion in every branch of knowledge, whether of

the school or the workshop, was miserably de-

ficient, and required great reform. I believe

there is not an intelligent workman but feels

that, in spite of the many advantages which
a cheap press and the works which have been
issued from the press of the ever-to-be-honoured
Knight, Cassell, Chambers, and others, much
is still wanted

;
but still a great deal more might

have been done had working men thirsted for

knowledge. And it* appears to me that, in all

the discussions which have lately taken place on
that important question, one fact is entirely

lost sight of, and that is, that a large portion of

the employing class are hardly one degree re-

moved in technical knowledge from their work-
men

;
many of their businesses are carried on,

not by their knowledge or intelligence, but by
those whom they appoint as foremen; and
unless something is done for that class, their

selfishness and ignorance will go far to mar the
progress of the other.

A master now takes an apprentice, and agrees
to teach him a trade ; but experience proves that
in so doing there is no well-defined system; he
is left to catch it up in a haphazard manner.
The process is rarely scientifically explained,
nor are works upon the various manipulations
required to perfect him in his art within his
reach. The employer does not provide anything
of the sort, although common sense would sup-
pose it would be in his interest to make such
provision

;
and I believe there is not in London,

with all its pretended enlightenment, a public
scientific library that is within the reach of
the working man; and, what is more, the
employers as a class do not support educational
institutes when established. Three or four
years ago much noise was made about esta-
blishing working men’s clubs, and it was sup-

posed that the movement would have received
a large share of the employer’s support

; but
time has proved that support has been «iL And
it is a lamentable fact that many of these social
and intellectual institutions are entirely closed,
and many others are in a sickly condition. I
have been a member from the first starting of the
Clerkenwell club, and of all places it was sup-
posed that an institute upon the club system would
flourish there. Clerkenwell is noted for watch-
making and other fancy and artistic trades.
But the public spirit of the employers is at the
lowest ebb ; and I believe I am justified in
saying that, not since the olnb commenced, three
years ago, has it received the support of even
three or four of the employers, either pecuuiary
or otherwise. The consequence of their neglect
has been that the club is a failure : the lectures
have failed

; the classes, for want of fnnds and
efficient teachers, have not been attended. Al-
though the club is not closed, it has only been
kept open by the efforts and pecuniary sacrifice

of its secretary, who is an enlightened and
patriotic working man. It may in this case be
truly said, like master like man, as both parties
are sadly deficient of those qualities which con-
stitute the progress and well-being of the nation.
There are many other questions which form a
part of the great social problem, and I a
moment’s reflection will convince the public
that the workman is not the only transgressor,
and that he can, whether agreeing or disagreeing
with trades unions, show that there are two
sides, and both must be considered before a
satisfactory issue can be arrived at. I hope you
will think a working man’s opinions worthy of
insertion in the colnmns of the Builder.

Jack Plane.

PIECEWORK.

Sir,—In reading your interesting review of
the reports of the artisans who visited the Paris
Exhibition, I am pleased to find a few ofthem are
in favour of piecework. I hope soon to see it the
general rule throughout the building trade. I
am sure it would be beneficial to both employer
and employed. I will give you a proof from my
own experience. Some time ago, my wife’s
health being delicate, change of air became
necessary. I resolved to leave London for a
time, and got a job in a joiner’s shop in the
country, some fifty miles from town, at fi^d. per
hour. I soon began to feel the effect of the
reduction from 8d. per hour, as provisions were
in excess of London prices. As the firm was
busy I applied for piecework, and obtained it, at
a price which may be termed moderate. I was
then able to earn, instead of 6id., 9d., per hour,
and I may add, my employer gained an extra
profit of about 17 per cent. The piecework
system is, I believe, rather objected to by the
trade union. Now, I am not an enemy to trade
societies, if based upon a sound and reasonable
principle

; but I cannot see the justice of first,

second, and third ability receiving an equal
remuneration.

I once questioned the justice of this system to
a chief member of one of the lodges (I was then
a member myself) : hie answer was, that the
good must make up for the bad, which, as I

understand it, amounts to this :—Supposing
myself to be a good workman, and with me is

put an inferior one. To work out the above
rule, I must exert myself to the best of my
strength and ability, so that my employer may
not be a loser, by paying a bad or lazy workman
more than he is able or willing to earn. That
this is right and just is believed by thousands.
Hitherto I am one of the unconverted. I think
that every man, before being admitted a member,
should prove that he is qualified to demand the
highest sum paid

;
or otherwise, every man

should be allowed to carry his labour to the
highest market.

I remember, in the summer of 1862, I had
charge of a job at the West-end. Being in want
of hands, I called at one of the lodges, and left

my address, for two good workmen to come as
soon as possible. The next day two brought
their tools and started work. A worse pair I

never met with
;

one, in particular, was per-
fectly useless. I took him from ajob I could see
he was totally ignorant of, and put him to one
more simple : that was still worse.

I recollect he remarked, at starting, that
there would not be much of it done for 7d.

;

he was quite right, for I found at the end of the
week he had earned about 2s. a day. On the
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Saturday I paid him at the rate of 7d. per hour,

and told him for the future I could not gire him
more than 6d. At that he began to abuse, de-

manding his back day. His mate stepped for-

ward, saying he would have his, too, for they had
both come together, and they would both go
together: so away they went,— I have no doubt

to their lodges, to place their names again upon
the books. I afterwards found that both of

them had been discharged from seven different

jobs, in about twelve months, for either drunken-
ness or laziness. These are the class of men
who, sheltering themselves under the protection

of a trade society, do so much injury to social

society. Should piecework become general, the

next ten years would produce a better class of,

men in every respect, as each would staud upon
his individual merit, and receive a fair re-

muneration according to bis ability. I am
afraid, Mr. Editor, I have trespassed too far

upon your valuable space, but this is a question

of great importance to the mechanic in what-
ever branch, and I know you are ever ready to

assist in promoting the welfare of the working
class. F. D., a Working Man.

WORKING-MEN, HELP TOURSELVES.

Sib,—The reports by the working-men who
visited Paris, to wliich you have given promi-

nence, are exceedingly interesting. It seems to

me, though, that they insist too much on the

necessity of having museums and schools pro-

vided /or them. Doubtless, these are a want;
but since the wanters have grown so independent

of the moneyed classes, who alone supply all these

things in England, they ought to put their own
shoulders to the wheel and heave their own cars

out of the mire of ignorance. They seem not to

remember that here everything has to be done

by private benevolence, whereas on the Continent

the Government (which means taxation on rich

and poor alike) supplies education and educa-

tional exhibitions. The best help is,

—

Self-Help.

MORE SCHOOLS FOR SCIENCE AND
ART.

In the Builder of January 11th, is an article,

entitled “More Schools of Science and Art,”

which contains a statement that needs explana-

tion. The payments made on results, of sums
varying from 11. to 51. per pupil, are for Science

Schools only
;
and, I regret to say that Art-

Schools have to thrive as best they may on a
much lower scale of payment on results. The
sums paid to Schools of Art, are lOs. for every
paper passed in either of the five subjects of

examination, viz. — Free-hand drawing, model
drawing, practical geometry, perspective, and
mechanical drawing ; ISs. for every student who
sends to London a satisfactory set of studies in

the earlier stages of instruction ; and 203. for

satisfactory sets in the advanced stages. So
that when once a student has passed in his

four or five papers (the mechanical examina-
tion being only passed by machinists, &c.),J the

highest amount which can be received accord-

ing to present regulations is tbe IL for ad-

vauced works, or the Ifis. for elementary works,

the latter, including the most elaborate draw-
ings of machinery, made from actual measure-
ment. I know that there are two classes of

higher payments offered ; 51. for national scholar-

ships
;
and 101. for a student who can gain an

“Art-Master’s certificate!" These high pay-
ments souTui very well, but are so rarely ob-

tained by schools, as to preclude them being
looked forward to as Government help.

All the above - mentioned amounts are paid

on those only who are aT^isans, the Department
definition for an “artisan student” being one
who belongs to the working-classes, or is a
clerk, &c., but who does not pay income-tax.

So directly an artisan gets his 21. per week,

the Government aid on him is cat off; and the

artisan, with bis increased wages, does not seem
inclined to pay higher fees for his art-instruc-

tion. Thns, what with this “ income-tax " regula-

tion, and the very unsatisfactory construction

which tbe Department puts upon “ satisfactory
”

results, tbe Government aid to art-schools is in

many cases hardly worth receiving.

Science schools get a much greater amount of

aid from Government than art schools. I do not

consider that the former get too much, or even
enough ; but I do think that art should not re-

ceive less encouragement than science, especially

when we take into coneideration the fact that,

in moat cases, a science class meets only for

some thirty or forty lectures during the year,

perhaps in a national school-room or mechanics’

institute
;
whereas a school of art is a special

building set apart for one specific purpose. It

has to be fitted with valuable art-examples, and
is kept open for ten months for three or five

days and nights a week (with expensive gas-

bills, &c.). The masters, too, are especially

devoted to their particular duties as art-

teachers, and are not, as in the case of the great

majority of science-masters, otherwise profes-

sionally occupied as national school-masters, or

medical men, &c.

I give the following tabulated statement, com-
paring the aid given to science and art schools.

The figures speak for themselves, and, for their

correctness I beg to refer your readers to the
“ Fourteenth Report of the Science and Art

Department," at pages vi, vii, 153, and 159 :

—

For the year 1866.
Science
Schools.

Art
Schools.

Total number of Schools 153 112

Total number uuder")
lustructiou >

6,83o 18,139

Number of Success-")

ful Students J
3,562 6,301

Payments on Results ...

Average amount of)
£5,002 7 6 £4,192* 0 0

Government aid per ^
Stndent )

14s. Cd. Is. 7d.

In conclusion I must state that, if the country

wish to secure the services of efficient masters

for art-schools, the Government aid must be

greatly increased. I know several masters who
intend giving up their connexion with the De-
partment if matters are not speedily mended : 1,

for one, will follow their example.

Q., Art-Master.

HERNE BAY PIER.

Sir,—I very much hope that tbe suegestion

offered by “ Paulatim” in your last week’s num-
ber will be earnestly taken up, and that Herne
Bay Pier may once more be a favourite

promenade and landing-place. I should be most
happy to render assistance in the matter ; and

if the requisite funds were raised, I would cheer-

fully give my professional services in carrying

out a substantial reconstruction
;

this would, of

course, bo equivalent to a subscription. I hope

“Paulatim” will not let the matter rest
;
there

are many who, I am sure, would cordially co-

operate. C. E.

OUR DAILY WATER.

8ia,—In onr establishment there are two ball-cocks,
,

which have Iodr been out of order. We every day hear '

the water eurgling down the overflow tank-pipe. None
are inconvenienced, so no one cares

;
and tbe water goes on

wasting daily (more than is need), till turned ofl' at the

main. Why not a coastant supply, instead of turning it

on and oft' twice a day? Let there be periodical inspec-

tions of ball-cocks, cisterns, ic. : it would be an improve-
ment wlthoii' objection, and a decided gain to all. None
of our men remember a “ visitation ’’ of the water “ vigi-

lauta;” their dangerous gyrations amidst vehicles ought
to bo discontinued. E. T.

SNOW AND THE SEWERS.

StB,—There can be no doubt that the plan of using the

sewers for the removal of snow from the streets is not
only the quickest and cheapest, but tbe most efficient that

can be adopted. Those who are in the habit of entering

the sewers know that the temperature of the sewer air,

and also of the sewage-currents, ranges, at all seasons,

from 70® to SO®; so that if the snow in the streets he
thrown or washed down the air-shafts, the gullies, or the
side-entrances, which communicate with the main tevert,

the currents (here are not only warm enough to melt it,

but strong enough to carry it away. This is the idea that

originally occurred to me. Subsequently I proposed, in

the Builder, that enow-shafts, with tanks at bottom, and
gratings near the top, should be built at convenient situa-

tions at the sides of tbe main sewers
;
and that tbe snow

should be thrown down the shafts, and washed into the
sewers by forcible jets of water directed upon it from hose
screwed to stand-pipes in tbe streets. This process, I

believe, would be found far more expeditious and eillca-

ciuus than that of melting tbe snow by complicated and
expensive “gas-jet" or steam-jet" arrangements, how-
ever applied. This, however, can best be ascertained by
properly-conducted experiments.
As to the original idea of using the sewers for receiving

the snow from tbe streets, I may observe that when the

first heavy fall of snow occurred in January last year,

• That the comparison may be perfectly fair, this item

is 500/. more than it actually was, so as to bring it up to

our pretent scale of results for Art Teaching, which are in

advance of those that existed ia ld6d.

I suggested the plan to one of the metropolitan district

surveyors, who immediately put it into operation with
successful results. I also at the same time wrote a letter

to the Timet, making the same suggestion: which, how-
ever, they did not publish. I first proposed the plan on
the 2nd or 3rd of the month, which would be some two or
three days before Mr. Lovegrove, or any one, other than
the gentleman referred to, used tbe sewers tor the pur-
pose. My letter, written from the Isle of Wight on the

7tli or Sth, did not appear in the Builder until the 19tb,

more than a fortnight after I first made the suggestion.*

Mr. Lovegrove was close on my heels, and perhaps he, as

also your other correspondents, bit upon the plan without
knowing that it had been already proposed and acted

upon. The priority in the suggestion, therefore, still re-

mains with me. I should not have said so in the Builder,

the week before last, had I not known that such was the

fact. John Phillips.
*,* Mr. Phillips has done so much in respect of drain-

age that we are unwilling to refuse insertion of this note.

In truth, however, many must have said, when the snow
was in the way, “ Why not throw it into the sewers f ’’ And
many did say it, though without knowing whether it would
thaw fast enough to get away or not.

HEATING A BATH.

Sib,—

I

do not agree with the Plumber whose letter ap-

peared io your journal of the 18th. At present, in an
ordinary bouse, there is no better plan than to let the

kitchen fire warm the water. If you do not wish the

trouble or expense of carrying hot-water pipes to your
bath-room, place your moveable bath before the kitchen

lire, and draw hot water from the boiler, which need not

be large, as much cold may be added. If you object to

make your kitchen or adjoining room a bath-room, ullii a

boiler to a fire-place in another room, or even a moveable
boiler placed on the lire would be less troublesome than a

flro attached to a bath. C. £. B.

MARKS ON DEALS.

Sib,—

I

would advise “A Toung Beginner” not to enter

a timber-yard to purchase until he has obtained sufficient

knowledge of the material to understand its nature and

value
;

for, should he buy on his own account, he will bo
apt to deceive himself, or if purchasing for another, pro-

bably injure his employer, especially if he will not believe

the word of foremen and others, whose employers aro

generally a respeciable and substantial class of traders,

who would be liable to an action for fraud and misrepre-

sentation. A Yabd Pobejiah.

A LIGHT AND AIR CASE.

Cooke V. Voulei.—This was an injunction suit in the

^'ice-Chanoellors’ Court, to restrain the defendant from
interferi.ig, by the raising of a certain building, with the

plaiDtitl"8 light and air. The plaintifl'’a premises were at

Bristol; and, till the interference complained of, he bad

been in the enjoyment of an extended view over the coun-

try. The defendant's new building which he proposed to

raise was to be 6 ft. above the plaintilT’s window site, ob-

structing nearly two-thirds of tbe window itself, and 6 ft.

nearer to it than the old bnilding. The plaintiff had
offered to compromise the suit by allowing a certain por-

tion of the defendant’s new structure to be built ; but that

offer was refused.

The Vice-Chancellor, after referring to the evidence in

the cose, which he said was, as usual in such instances,

contradictory, granted an injunction, as prayed by the hill

in the suit, and ordered the defendant to reduce bis build-

ing to its original proportions. As he had refused tbe offer

made by the plaintiff to compromise the suit, he must pay
the costs.

THE EPITAPH ON GIBBON.

One correspondent having been at the trouble

of transcribing tbe inscription by Dr. Parr to

the memory of Gibbon on tbe Mausoleum erected

by tbe Earl of Sheffield in Fletching Church,

Sussex, and two or three having expressed a

desire to have it as complementary to what has

been said in our pages on the subject of his

death-place, we print it :

—

EDVARDUS GIBBON
CriticuB acri ingenio et multiplici doelrini ornatus

idemque historicorum qui fortuaam
imperii Romani

vel labentis et incliuati vel eversi et funditus deleti

litteris mandaverint
omnium facile princeps

cnjus in moribns erat modeiatio animi

cum liberali quadam specie conjuncta
in sermonc

multa gravitati comitas suaviter adspersa
in scriptis

copiosum splendidum
coneinnum orbe verborum

et summo urCifiuio distinctuiu
orationis genus

recondii® exquisiiaque sententiie

ct iu momentis rerum politicarum observandis
acnta et perspicax pi udentia

vixit annos LTl. mens. VII. dies XXVIII.
decessil XVII. cal. Feb. atinn sscro

M . D . C . C . LXXXXIV.
et in hoc mausoleo aepultus est

ex vuluntate Johannis Dotuioi Sheffield

qui amico bene merenti et convictori humanissimo
H. TAB. P.C.

* Mr. Lovegrove bad already written,—“In my letter

as to * Snow and tbe Sewers,’ ‘twenty-four’ days sbonld

1 read fourteen. 'VViU you kindly correct this in your

I
next.''—Ed.
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METROPOLITAN BOARD OF WORKS.
SOUTHWAEK PAUK,

At the meeting of the Metropolitan Board of
Works on Friday, the 17th instant, Mr. Cyrus
Legg, the member for Bermondsey, drew the
attention of the Board to the slow progress of
the works in this park, and moved, “ That a
special committee be appointed to lay out and
superintend the planting of Southwark Park,
and that they be instructed to open the same
at the earliest possible period for the use of the
public." This was seconded, and upon a divi-
sion negatived, the numbers (19) being equal.
Mr. Freeman, the chairman of the works and
general purposes committee (which has the
management of the park), remarking that “ the
matter was being pushed on as speedily as was
advisable.” Mr. Coilinson then moved, “ That
the works and general purposes committee be
requested to report to this Board at the earliest
opportunity the present condition of Southwark
and Finsbury Parks, and the earliest date at
which they can be opened.” Agreed to.

NEW STEEET IN LIMEHOUSE.

It is proposed to cut through the notorious
St. Anne’s Rookery, Limehouse, a vile quarter
lying between Limehouse Church andLimehouse-
cnt, by a broad new street. The length of the
street will be about 190 yards, and it will run in
a straight line, in continuation westward of
Dod-street, Burdett-road, to the gateway at the
north side of the churchyard. The inhabitants
generally of this extremely backward parish
seem much pleased at the prospect. The expense
•will be trifling, considering the great good to be
effected.

estimated at 230/., girine; a profit rental of 103/,,
and^that, at 10—20 years’ purchase, gave a sum of
1,055Z. To these two sums he added 10 per cent, for
compulsory sale, making the value of the leasehold inte-
rest 6,778/. The futures had been valued at 800/. The
next question to be considered was, as to what sum the
claimant was entitled in respect of the loss and destruc-
tion of a business which had been established for more
than forty years. The profits were estimated at 4,000/. per
annum, from which amount they must deduct whatever
they found to be the amount of the profit rental, and then
he should confidently ask the jury to award Mr. Wheeler
three years’ profits. The remaining items of claim were
depreciation of stock, 3,07-1/., and 100/. for personal in-
convenience and removal.
The total amount of the claim as sent in was 21,600/.
Mr. Clark ( Farebroiher, Clark, & Co.), Mr. Edwin

Fox (Pox & Bousfield), and Mr. Farmer (Debenham,
Towson, & Farmer), gave evidence as to the value of the
leasehold interest; and Messrs. Hildebrand, Markin,
Vining, Houg, Head, and Lewis, as to the trade claim.
The witnesses for the Board of "Works were Mr. Trist

(Norton, Trist, Sc Co.), Mr. St. Quiotin (St. Quintin &
Notjey), and Mr. Marsh, who severally valued the lease.

been specially invited to bo present to bear an
exposition of the objects and aims of the asso-
ciation by Mr. A. Mault, of Birmingham, the
general secretary, with a view to the formation
of a local society at Cheater.

Several members from Manchester and other
places also gave their opinions of the value of
such an association, at the conclusion of which
the Chester gentlemen present gave in their
names as members.

The Edge-tool Trade-union of Sheffield have
returned to Mr. David Ward, of the firm of
Ward & Payne, edge-tool manufacturers, the
sum of 30Z., which was extorted from them by
the union in August, 1865, under the following

- —
, —

1

circumstances :—Messrs. Ward & Payne brought

w? of claimant’s from London a first-class maker of graving tools,witnesses, although the latter witness admitted that pro- I no-mort —.v, i
• ° ^

’

perty had doubled in value in the city.
^ named Addis, who, having some acquaintance

The jury, after a lengthened consultation, awarded the i
engraving, was able to make tools better

claimant 10,200/.
|

adapted for engravers than any which mere

I

ordinary workmen could make. The Edge-tool
r ~ Union objected to Addis being employed, and

refused his oS'er to pay 15i. and join the union.
Eventually they fined Ward & Payne 30i. for
employing the man, and in the then condition of
affairs, with rival manufaotnrers waiting to make
their market out of the dispute, the firm paid

SOCIETY OF ENGINEERS.

At the first ordinary meeting for this session,
held on Monday, the 20th inst., Mr. W. H
Le Fenvre in the chair, premiums for papers read i the money under protest,
during 1867 were presented to Messrs. S. W.

'

Worsaam, jun., for his paper on ” Mechanical
Saws;” A. Rigg, jun., for his paper ou “ Heavy
Guns;” J. Gresham, for his paper on “The
Injector;” Ewing Matheson, for bis paper ou
“ The Quality of Iron.” Mr. Baldwin Latham,
president for 1868, delivered his inaugural ad-

IS WESTMINSTER ABBEY A ROYAL
PALACE ?

At the last weekly meeting of this Board, Mr. Shaw
1 moved that all future loquiries regarding the matter of
! security mven by Mr. Furuesa, the contractor, be held at

an open board
; and that copies of all proceedings already

;

printed by the Board be lorwarded to the several ves-
tries, &c.
The Chairman asked the solicitor to state whether in his

opinion they would be justified in publishing, as proposed,
' the evidence received by the committee.

The Solicitor of the Board intimated that he had put his
pinion in writing, and begged to read it for the Board.

1 He saw no reason why the Board should not circulate
I amongst themselves, for their own private use, any paper
1 bearing upon any matter before them

; but be considered
t that great care should be taken in publishing any matter
I the making public of which would injure another, or ia
I
publishing papers or documents that would have the effect

r. of exposing the concerns of others.
Mr. Westerton moved as an amendment, ’‘That, as the

ir inquiry into the statements of Mr. Furness by a committee
0 of the whole Board, has beeu hitherto conducted by the
tc members of that committee as all other business of this
b. board is transacted, uod as the inquiry is still in progress
it it is uuadvisable to take the course proposed by Mr'
5 Shaw.”

The motion being seconded, Mr. Thompson said he was
0 one of those who had supported the proposition that this
t evidence should be taken in public

; but, haring heard the
0 opinion of the solicitor of the Board, he must vote against
t the motion of Mr. Shaw, because it was premature und
u mexpedieut, the committee not having yet made its
n report.

After an animated discussion a division took place
tl the amendment, with the following result

For the amendment 25
Against y

Majority for the amendment 18

r
motion was accordingly lost. Mr. Doulton.

i M.F., and two other members did not vote.

C COMPENSATION CASE: HOUSES IN THE
POULTRY.

Wheeler v. The 3fetropulit<i}i Board of Worke ~Jn this
cicase, tried m the Lord Mayor’s Court, Guildhall theddaimant, Mr. Wheeler (according to his counsel, ’MrIHawkms) carried on business as a hosier, glover uerl
fcfnmer, See., at Nos. 2-1 and 25, Foultry, and the removal
olof this property tor the purposes of the new street from
J) Blacklriars to the Mansion House, would have the efl'eet ofmutterly and entirely destroying a business which hud beenpyieldmg a net profltof 4,000/. per annum. The claimant
lithold the property under two leases, the first of which was
freranted in July, 1862, which comprised the whole of the
Wroiit part of the shop, which lease he took from his
bfbrother, who held it under the Clothwcrkers’ Company
soand for which the claimant paid a premium of 2,000/ and
rocovenanted to pay a rental of 6/5/. per annum. He also
Ijilaid out a considerable sum of money upon this property
kin the rear the jury would have noticed a liitle division
slwhich was held under another and a diflereut lease- that
lodoraed the smdl back part of the shop. It is held under
a a lease dated December, 1862, at a rental of 127/. per
b[iannum,_ and npon that small piece alone, in order to
rtrender it suitable for his business, Mr. Wheeler had expmended between 600/. and 700/. The first question to bedetermined by the jury was the value of the leasehold
ilnterest. 01 the first lease there were 18 years un-

second 161 years, giving an average
ifit lOJ years purchase. He should call three witnesses ofiwndoubted experience, who would say that that first pro-
leoerty was of tue annual value of 1.15^/., from which they
cunust deduct the reserved rent of 675/., leaving a profit

years’ purchase, gave a sum
III 5,108/. The annual value of the back portion was

TRADES UNIONS AND ANTI-TRADES
UNIONS.

The Cheshire aud South Lancashire Branch
of the General Builders’ Association held their
last monthly meeting at the Blossoms Hotel,
Chester, when there wore present,—from War-
rington, Alderman Hepherd (in the chair).
Councillor Whittle, aud Mr. Gibson

;
from St!

Helens, Messrs. William Harrison (president of
this branch), Harris, and Belsher; from Nortb-
wich, Messrs. R. Beckett, W. Leicester, W. Cross,
J. Holland, J. Bostock, C. Shaw, W. Chadwick
(secretary) ; there were also Messrs. Brazendale
(Lytum)

;
Fenington (Earlstown)

; Cochrane
(Knutsford)

;
Clay (Manchester), and about

twenty others from different parts of Cheshire
and Lancashire.

At the conclusion of the usual routine busi-
ness of the association, an animated discussion
took place on the registration scheme, now esta-
blished iu various towns, the object of which the
following notice will best explain :

—

“To Workmpu of the various Branches of the Building
Trades in — aud neighbourhood.

Operative bricklayers, carpenters and joiners, labourers*
masons, painters, plasterers, plumbers and glaziers, and
slaters, who are not members of any trades union are
hereby requested to register their names with
This registration office has been opened for the purpose
of enabling non-society workmen to obtain work when
they are out, and employers to obtain non-society men
when requiting them. It is in connexion with other offices
in all parts of the country. Men who register their names
will be informed what masters iu their own or other towns
require men, and who will, as far as possib’e, protect them
from intimidation or interference. But every man will be
t perfect liberty to go, or refrain from going, to any place
s he may think fit. There will be no payment required
hatever. It is proposed, as soon as arrangements can

be made, to establish a benefit society ia connexion with
this registration, but no one who registers bis name will
be required to join this benefit society unless he wishes.
For the present, the only purpose ia to enable non-societv
men, who are fur more numerous in the country than
society men, to obtain more constant employment, and to
know each other, ami to get support in their endeavour to
keep free from societies whose acts and objects thev-
do not approve. The office is situated in , and is
open from ten till seven daily

;
and there all further par-

ticulars may be obtained. Master builders, und other
masters connected with the trade requiring workmen are
requested to apply as above."

’

Ifc being hinted that some intimidation was
intended towards the registrars appointed nnder
this scheme, a resolution was passed pledgin'^
the snpport of the association to these officials
in case of any illegal interference.

The entire company then adjourned to the
Grosvenor Hotel, where they were met by a
number of the builders of Chester, who had

, . „ ,

The Dean and Chapter say it is, and that the
dress. A vote of thanks to the retiring pre- District Surveyorhas no jurisdiction there. The
sident was passed.

|

snrveyor, backed by the Board of Works, thinks
The following candidates were balloted for, and duly

i

Otherwise; and shows he has good reason for
w^tever may be hia right, by the

As Associates, James Knox, Edward Harlock, C. W. I

that a pipe for heating part oI the
’

' Abbey has been placed so close to the roof of
the Jerusalem Chamber that the venerable pile
is endangered by it. Last week the question
was argued before Mr. Arnold at the West-
minster Police Court. Mr. Vaughan Richards,
for the Chapter, referred to the Gazette of
April 13, 1838, in which in the royal proclama-
tion the coronation is appointed to bo held in
“our Palace of Westminster.” In the time of
Edward the Confessor the Palace of Westminster
and the royal chapel were closely adjacent, as
illustrated in a piece of the Bayeux tapestry, in
which a man is represented standing on the roof
of the chapel holding on by the weathercock of
the chapel and the tower of the palace. Further,
he referred to a work lately published by the
Rev. Dean Stanley, entitled “Memorials of West-
minster Abbey,” in which was said :

—“ The
monastery and church of Westminster were, as
we have seen, enclosed within the precincts of
the Palace of Westminster as completely as the
Abbey of Holyrood and the convent of the
Escurial were united with those palaces of the
Scottish and Spanish sovereigns

;
the abbey was,

in fact, a royal chapel on a gigantic scale. The
king had a private entrance to it from the south
transept, almost direct from the Confessor’s
Hall. Even to this day, in official language, the
coronations are said to take place in our Palace
of Westminster, though the sovereign never sets
foot strictly in the palace so called

;
the whole

ceremony is confined to the abbey, which for the
time passes entirely into possession of the Crown
and its officers.” He mentioned instances in
which the Crown showed its entire control over
the abbey at coronations, and amongst other
arguments spoke of the Pir Chamber, where the
standard coins and measures of the realm are
kept, and of that chamber the Dean and Chapter
never has the key, but it ia in the safe custody
of an officer of her Majesty’s Treasury. Finally
he quoted the case of “ Say v. Hammond,”
in which it was held that a place where
the arms of the militia were kept was held
to be a place for the use aud service of her
Majesty.

Mr. PhilbrickjOn the part of thedistrictsurveyor,
contended that the freehold having passed by
charter from the Crown to the dean aud chapter,
it could not be considered a royal palace, or one
intended for the nse and service of the sovereign.
It was a place of public worship, aud therefore
was included in the Act of Parliament under
discussion as a place nob exempt from the opera-
tions of the Act.
Mr. Arnold said, in adjourning the matter sine

die, that so important a question should rather
form the subject matter of proceedino’S in a
superior than in a police court.

°
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CHUEOH-BUILDING KEWS.

Wapley (near Yate, Gloucestershire).—Wapley

Church has been re-opened. The edifice is very

Bmall, not exceeding the size of many a village

school-room. Being very old, the interior was

found some time ago to want improving, and it

has been closed for several weeks while the work

was being carried on. It was found that there

were no repairs wanted to the main fabric, the

walls of which are at least 2 ft. thick, and in a

good state of preservation ;
and in the altera-

tions effected it was resolved to leave the inte-

rior of the church in its plain and unadorned

state ; but a variety of alterations and improve-

ments have been effected in the church and

churchyard, at a cost of about 6007. In the

work of restoring the church, and building a

new school, the vicar has been largely helped

by the farmers, and by many personal friends.

A high wall which surrounded the burial-

ground has been removed, and a sunken fence

made all round. The whole of the churchyard

has been drained, in some places as deep as 8 ft.

;

and new iron entrance-gates have been fixed.

The old high-back seats in the church have beep

taken out, and low stained deal seats substi-

tuted. A new flooring has been laid. On the

south side of the chancel there was, until

recently, “ The Codrington Chapel,”—a part

screened off from the body of the church ;
the

screen has been removed, and the “chapel”

added to the church, by which a gain of nearly

fifty seats has been made. The church alto-

gether will seat only about 150 persons. The

belfry was originally on the stone floor of the

tower
;
a ringing-loft has now been erected, and

the stone floor having given way to a timber one,

the base of the tower will in future be used as a

vestry, instead of the Codrington Chapel. In

this latter place—the chapel—a window, with

coloured glass, designed by Messrs. Foster &
Wood, has replaced the old plain glass window,

as a memorial of the late Sir C. W. Codrington,

who was lord of the manor. This makes the

third stained window in the church, there being

one over the reredos and one in the west window,

which was placed there during the period Canon

Girdlestone was vicar.

Lower Heyford .—The Parish Church of St.

Mary, Lower Heyford, has been re-opened for

divine service, after a restoration and renovation

at a cost of about 1,2407., of which 3507. have

been borrowed from the Public Works Com-
missioners. The works just completed are for

the most part restorations, and do not in any

way alter the general character of the building.

The roofs of the south aisle and chancel have

been repaired. The plaster ceiling having been

removed from the latter, the old oaken timbers

are once more exposed to view. New oak board-

ing has also been introduced into this portion of

the edifice, where it seemed requisite. A com-

plete clearance has been made of the old floor

and seats, and new ones subatiinted. The floor

is boarded nnder the seats, but the passage-ways

aud chancel are laid with encaustic tiles fiom

the works of Mr. Godwin, of Lugwardine. The

seats are all of oak, the parts next the passage-

ways being of panelled tracery. The chancel

stalls, altar, altar-rail, pulpit, and lectern, are

likewise of oak. The windows have been glazed

with tinted glass, and the walls inside re-

plastered. The church is heated by a sjstem of

chancel-chapel and porch facing the Preston-

road, with vestries for the clergy and choristers

abutting on the Dorchester-road. It is intended

that the style of the new work shall be in con-

formity with the style of the existing building.

It is calculated that the enlargement will give

extra accommodation for about 320 persons.

The architect is Mr. T. Bennett, of Weymouth

;

and the contract for the completion of the works

has been obtained by Mr. T. Dodson.

Lichfield .—It is proposed to restore St. Mary’s

Church, Lichfield, as a memorial of Bishop Lons-

dale. At a recent vestry meeting of the parish-

ioners the vicar stated that the private friends

of the late bishop had promised substantial help

towards meeting the expense of rebnilding the

body of the church, and he should be glad to

bear whether the parishioners would co-operate

in the work. A committee was appointed to

obtain drawings and estimates for rebuilding the

body of the church, and, after laying them before

the friends of the late bishop, to submit the same

to a future meeting. A meeting of committee

was subsequently held, at which it was decided

to advertise for plans and estimates (the cost of

the work not to exceed 6,000?.), and to open a

subscription. The vicar has guaranteed the sum

of 4,0007.

Leeds .—A new church and churchyard, called

Sfc. Chad's, have been consecrated atHeadingley,

near Leeds. The church is built at the joint

expense of Mr. Edmund Denison, of Doncaster,

and his son, Mr. E. B. Denison, Q-C., and en-

dowed by the former with 2007. a year, Sir

Thomas Beckett, the elder brother of Mr.

Denison, giving the land. Mr. Crosaland was

the architect. It has a tower 28 ft. sqnare,

and spire 186 ft. high, at the west end of a

nave of six bays, with a five-sided apse and peri-

apse, or aisle carried round the apse, in which

are the vestry and organ-chamber, and an en-

trance to the church. The internal length is

126 ft.
;
the width of nave and aisles 52 ft.

;
and

the total area within the walls 5,500 square feet.

Local stone has been used throughout, with the

exception of the reredos, pulpit, font, and all

foliated capitals, for which a finer stone has been

employed. The roofs and seats are of deal,

slightly stained
;
and polished flags have been

used for the floors, with the exception of the

sacrarium, which is tiled. The tradesmen em-

ployed in the work were,—Messrs. Sutcliffe &
Deamley, Huddersfield, masons

j
Mr. James

Sykes, joiner, Huddersfield
;

Mr. G. Walsh,

plumber, Halifax; and Messrs. Knight, Hardy,

Jackson, painters, Huddersfield. The gasfit-

tinga, of a style in harmony with the architecture

(fourteenth century), are by Mr. Skidmore
;
and

the three bells have been cast by Mr. Taylor, of

Longhboroogh, from designs by Mr. Denison.

The sittings in the church, although free in one

sense, are not in another. The residents in the

parish have the first choice, and their applica-

tions for two-thirda of the sittings have to bo

made to the recently-appointed incumbent. The
remainder of the sittings will be free and unap-

propriated. This is the third church built by

the Beckett family within the old parish of

Leeds.

SCHOOL-BUILDING NEWS.

total cost was under 1,0007. The site was pre-

sented by Mr. J. F. Burrell, J.P. The architect

was Mr. T. Goodchild, of London ;
and the

builders were Messrs. Swayne, of Guildford.

Doncaster .—The foundation of the new build-

ing for the Doncaster Grammar School has been

laid. Mr. Scott is the architect, and Mr. John

Athron, of Doncaster, the builder. The new
national schools, in connexion with the parish

church, have been opened by the Archbishop of

York. They have been built from designs by

Mr. J. F. Teale, architect, Doncaster, at a cost

of nearly 5,0007.

Idle.—The sum of 1,0507. has been raised, and

a school-room has been erected at a cost (in-

cluding the site) of about 1,3507. The new
buildings comprise a day and Sunday school.

The Sunday school forms the principal feature

in the group, and is 66 ft. long and 36 ft. wide,

by about 17 ft. high. One end of it is formed

into three small class-rooms, which can, when

occasion requires it, be thrown open to the main

room. The day school (which is also used as an

infants’ Sunday school) is simply the old school-

house rebuilt at right angles to one end of the

Sunday school, with which it communicates by a

moveable partition, so that both the rooms are

available at onoe for any large meeting; the size

of it is 49 ft. by 21 ft. 10 in. (outside walls), and

16 ft. high. Both schools are warmed with hot

water, by Mr. Jas. Pearson, of Shipley. The con-

tractors were,—Mr. Jabez Myers, mason; Mr.

Jas. Naylor, joiner ; Mr. Jas. Garth, plumber and

painter; Mr. Nathan Baxter, plasterer; Mr. H.

Thornton, slater—all of Idle. Messrs. Milnes &
France, of Bradford, were the architects.

Rhayader [Ro-dnorshire).—The new schools

were opened on Tuesday, the Slst nit. The large

room, which accommodates 120 children, is

spanned by an open timber roof, covered with

Major’s patent dun-coloured tiles. The walls

are of red brick, relieved with bands of fire-

brick. The general style of the structure is

Gothic, of a Continental type, the grouping of

which is assisted by a bell spirette. Monle 8

dry-earth closets have been supplied, and a fair

trial will be given them. The works have been

carried out by Mr. William Evans, of Rhayader,

from the designs of Mr. E. H. Lingen Barker,

architect.

Alderlcy.—St. Philip’s Infant School, Alderley,

has been completed and opened. The schftol is

40 ft. by 20 fc., with two class-rooms, library, &c.

The roofs are open, and the windows are glazed

with geometrical quarries. All the works have

been executed by Messrs. Boyle &
^

Mellor,

builders, Wilmslow, from designs furnished by

and under the superintendence of Mr. John

Lowe, architect, Manchester, at a cost of / 507.

Cotes Heath .—A new National schoolroom,

capable of holding sixty children, with a mas-

ter’s house, has been built at Cotes Heath, near

the railway station at Standon Bridge. The

former school was at Cranber^, at the edge of

the parish. '1 be new school is near the church,

and the site of the buildiug, with a large mas-

ter’s garden on one side and the play-yard on

the other, occupying upwards of a quarter of an

acre, was given by the ’Squire of the parish,

Mr. Cotes, of Woodcote, near Newport. The

total cost of the building is about ‘4307. Mr.

Thomas Espley, of Eccleshall, was the builder.

cicu iuo io —I Newcastle-upon-Tyne. — The chief atone of

iruii'rtovesplaceTbeneaTh^thrfloOT.ljy Messrs. 'national schools for the villages of Woodhom

Remington, of Bolton. The five bells have been
,

and Newbiggin-by-the-Sea has been laid. The

rehung, aud the large tenor bell recast by Messrs, contract for building the schools (a mixed schc^l

Myers & Staiubank, London. Mr. Buckeridge,
!
and an infants’ school) and a bouse for the

of Oxford, was the architect employed, and master amounts to 92u7., and that amount has

Messrs. Jos. Castle & Co., of that city, the '
already been obtained. The ground on which

builders. I

schools are being built is the gift ot Mr.

Weymouth .—For some considerable time tbe ' Baker Cresswell, of Cresswell Hall.
^

accommodation afforded by St. John’s Church Aston.—The foundation-stone of St. Mary a

has been felt to be inadequate to the require- Schools, Aston, has been laid. Tbe building will

ments of the district and the increasing popula-
1

be a Gothic structure, with bell-tower imd epire,

tion of the neighbourhood. In consequence it ’ in the same style as the church, and when com-

bos been at length determined to enlarge the i plete will consist of an infant school, 60 ft. by

church, and a sufficient amount of funds having
[

20 ft., and hoys’ and girls’^ schoolrooms, each

been obtained to justify the commencement of i 64 ft. by 20 fc. Mr. Chatwin, of Birmingham,

tbe work, the initiatory proceeding of laying the
I

is the architect, and Mr. Wm. Partridge, the

comer stone of the new buildings has just taken ' builder.

place. The contemplated extension consists in Frimley .—The new National Schools here are

STAINED GLASS.

taking down the existing chancel, chancel arch,

vestry, transepts, &c., and prolonging the nave

15 fc., extending tbe transepts 6 ft., at the same

time doubling the width, and dividing the centre

by arches and piers to support the roofs, which

completed, and have been formally opened by

tbe Bishop of TVinchester. They are on the

Government system, and were assisted by a

grant from the Privy Conncil. They contain a

' school for sixty boys, one for fifty girls, and

are to be constructed double, thus making two
j

another connected with the girls school lor

gables to each transept. It will, of course, be
1

seventy infants. There is also a teachers resi-

neceesary to rebuild tbe chancel, which wUl dence. The materials used were red

have an additional length of 9 ft., having a '
with white brick arches, quoins, &c., and the

St. Mark’s Church, DeiusTiUTy.—This church

has been enriched by the addition of three

painted windows. The first (a memorial) is in

the east window, which is of considerable size,

having five main openings with stone traoery

above. Tbe subject in the base of these lights

is the “ Resurreotion,” and in the centre light

above, the “ Ascension,” with the mother of

Jesus and gronpa of the Apostles placed in the

side lights. In the tracery above is our Lord in

glory, surrounded by attending angels, some

playing instruments and others bearing palm-

branches. Tbe subjects represented are divided

by a conventional treatment of ornament,

founded on the passion flower and leaf. The

second is the west window; the anbject is the

“ Cmcifixion,” on a ground of mosaic diaper,

varied in tones and by the vine. The figures

stand out in simple relief, our Lord on the cross,

attended by adoring angels, and beneath are the

holy women, with St. John and Simon the Cyre-

nian. The third is a small window in the north

aisle, opposite the sooth porch. It is of three

lights, and, being near the font, represents the
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appropriate Bobject of our Lord blessing little

children, in the centre, with groups of the
Apostles and women and children on each side.

The artists were Messrs. A. & W. F. O’Connor,
of London, by whom all the windows have been
designed and executed.

St. Michael’s, Coventry,— A stained glass
window, by Messrs. Heaton, Batler, & Bayne, of

London, has been placed over the south-eastern
entrance to this church, in memory of the late

Mr. Thomas Sharp, formerly of Coventry, an
antiquary, and author of the volume entitled

“The Coventry Mysteries.” The subjects in the
window are “ The Faithful Servant,” “ The Good
Samaritan,” “ The Publican and the Pharisee,”
and “ Giving up the Talents.” A window, by the
same artists, to the memory of the late Earl of
Craven, will shortly be placed in St. Michael’s.

Church of Our Lady (R.C.), Kentish Town .—

,

' A stained glass two-llght window, in memory of
the late Mr. Edmund Kelly, architect, has just
been placed in this chnrch. The work was
designed and executed by Mr. A. J. Mingaye.
The subjects are the “Raising of Lazarus,” and

I the “ Healing of the Son of the Widow of Naim.”
St, James’s, Plymouth.—A window has just

i been erected in this church, to the memory of
1 the late Colonel C. Owen, C.B., who for some
1 time before his death was the Engineer com-
: manding officer of this district. The design
i includes four subjects :

—“ The taking down from
I the Cross,” “the Resurrection,” “the Holy
Women on their Way to the Sepulchre,” and
Their Arrival at the empty Tomb.” < The

I window was executed by Messrs. Clayton &
1 Bell.

‘^obIis

[ Workmen and Wages, at Borne and Abroad; or
the Effects of Strikes, Combinations, and Trades
Unions. By J. Ward. London. Longmans,
Green, & Co. 1868.

] Though rather extreme in some of his views,
t the author has made good use of much useful
i information, gleaned from various sources, on
t the important subject of workmen and wages,
Q at home and abroad. His volume treats of the
r various strikes, of more or lees importance,
p which have taken place in this country of late

f years, including those of the building trades. It
; then goes into the subject of workmen and
^ wages abroad, and makes comparisons between
c foreign and British labour

j
trades onions, both

it at home and abroad
; and other correlative sub-

ejects are also discussed, the work concluding
T with the author’s opinion of what trades unions
t really are.

On the question of taste and skill as between
[English and foreign workmen, the author is not
iiat all inclined to despair : he says,

—

" It has been and w said, that the rude energy of the
E English workman will, in the long run, prove no match
''for the esquisite taste of his foreign competitor. Now
fif it were a neceesity—a law of nature, in fact thatS^inp should for ever continue as they are now; that the
t Englishman was ordained to excel in what is useful only
i! and the Frenchman (for instance) in what is ornamental
Jionly, we would not exchange the Englishman’s lot for that
)fof the Frenchman. The is for the many, and in a
every great measure for alt; the ornamental is only for a
e’few, and we would much rather have the supplying of the
.iiformor than that of the latter. But there is no such
ifnecessity, no such law, no reason whatever, why the
.nEnglishman should not acquire the Frenchman’s tatie
iKthough there would be much more difficulty in the French-
isman acquiring the Englishman's energy.”

As to the comparative energy and activity of
liluglish and foreign workmen there is thus full
tifaith in the Englishman, and not much respect for
hthe so-called cheap labour of the Continent :

ye*” ago. there was a general impression that
lU would be impossible for ua to sustain ourmanufsciuring
irore-eminence against the cheap labour of the Continent
itwhich was supposed to be cheap simply because it was in
ceomparison with Eugliah labour, cheaply fed. Our capital
tsud machinery, it was said, had alone enabled us to carry
'Din the contest so far, and that we had better abandon it in
fiespair whenever it should come to pass thattheforeigner
jubuiid himself, in respect of capital and machinery, on an
(ji'quol footing with us. The cheap labour of the foreign
poperative, it was positively concluded, would then decide
lehe struggle for superiority against us. So deeply were
'even our own manufacturing capitalists affected with this
pppprehension, that some of the mostnoled for forecast and
otnterprise withdrew themselves and their capital to those
tiegions of cheap labour, taking also with them the beat
peperative English skill they could obtain, to instruct and
omperiiitend It. Amongst others who thus (wisely, as it was
lohought) anticipated the shipwreck of our native manufac-
wares, Mr. Cockerill, a gentleman of vast capacity and
apnplo resources, was the foremost. He took into partner-
lipip with himself no less a personage than a foreign
Potentate. * * * It was principally the Belgian cAean
itaiour—cheap m name only, and, as we have endeavoored
) u show, in reality twice as dear as English labour—which
jitiined the concern. Mr. Cockerill and his royal partner
did not lack capital to give the experiment a fair trial'
letey availed themselves of the best English manufacturing

machinery—a snbject upon which no manlivingwas better
informed than Mr. Cockerill himself;—of the best English
processes, and of the best English skill to be procured for
directing them

; and vet, from the first to last, their com-
petition with Englana was a ruinous one. English capital,
English machinery, English system, English knowledge—
they had every element, as far as manufacturing is con-
cerned, of English success but one — the energy and
activity of the English workman. This establishment fell

to the ground becanse Mr. Cockerill found, by eiperieuce,
that English labour was in reality the cheap labour after
all, inasmuch as the English workman proved that he did
more than three times the work of a Belgian workman for
less than twice as much pay.”

Mr. Ward is severe -apon trades unions as they
are, apart from their theoretical merits and de-
merits ;

—

“ Instead of being a benefit to the working class, they
are an injury, for they can only be carried on by means
fatal to every right that a free people respects. They are
destructive, also, to the legitimate ambition of industry
and merit, and in their practical operation they are simply
a premium upon incapacity. These unions vary oonsider-
ablv in character, conduct, and spirit

;
but they all contain

within them the germs and elements of injustice, if not of
crime, inasmuch as they are founded upon the right of the
many to coerce the^eic, and the employment of such means
as may bo deemed necessary to give effect to these dan-
gerous and delusive principles.”

As to Btrikea, he says :

—

“ The working man who feels conscious of his superior
skill, or manual dexterity, ought to depend upon bis own
worth as a labourer, and act upou his own judgment, and
not permit himself to swerve from the straight line of his
own interest, by the suggestions of the cunning, the clever,
and the unscrupulous who belong to the same body. Let
him abandon strikes and combinations

;
they are the pre-

mium upon incapacity. Examine minutely their various
workings, and mark their inevitable and uniform results ;

tbo able band, who could always obtain work at good
wsges, is sacrificed to bis comparatively feeble and ineffi-
cient colleague. All strikes, therefore, with scarcely a
single exception, are the sacrifice of the skilled/cto, to the
presumed advantage of the indolent, ignorant, and indif-
ferent many. Labour, then, if it wish to elevate its con-
dition, must eschew combinations and strikes : it must
endeavour to establish itself upon the same conditions as
capital, and submit to the healthy and invigorating influ-
ence of competition, by which alone it can realise its beet
and most permanent interests.”

P:xsr£naiu!i.

Markets fob London.—We understand that
the question of proper market accommodation
will shortly be brought to the consideration of
the Conrb of Common Council.

Reduction of Ironworkers’ Wages.— The
ironworkers of South Yorkshire have come to the
conclusion “ that it is injurious to their interests
to carry on a hopeless opposition to the proposed
reduction in their wages, and that, considering
the present dulness of trade, the widespread
poverty through working on half-time, and the
time of the year, it is advisable to accept the
terms of the employers.” They have, therefore,
agreed to resume work at a reduction of 10 per
cent, for millmen, and Is. per ton for puddlers.

Heralds’ College.—A paragraph in some of
the papers, to the effect that the Metropolitan
Board of Works has paid 7,5001. into court as
purchase-money for the Heralds’ College with
the intention of pulling it down in order to form
the new street from Blackfriars to the Mansion
House

;
and that as compensation for removal

Norry King-at-Arms has received 70Z.
;
York

Herald, 701. ; Portcullis Pursuivant, 251., and
so on, is calculated to give a wrong im-
pression. The fact is, the college remains

; it

is merely a email part that has been taken down,
and the sums given to certain of the officers are
for the costs incurred by the removal from one
part of the building to another.

Bursting of a Cistern at Carlisle.—A large
cistern at the top of the new buildings recently
erected by the County Hotel Company in
Botchergate, Carlisle, has lately given way. The
cistern, which was 10 ft. square, was placed on
the south-east side of the now (jounty-hall, and
its height would be about 60 ft. from the ground.
It was constructed of Memel plauks 2 in. in
thickness, with cast-iron struts built in the cill

and tied with wrought-iron ties. It was lined
with lead, and outside but not quite touching it,

was a brick wall. The cistern contained up-
wards of 6,0(X) gallons of water, which inundated
the adjoining premises. Two of the sides had
apparently given way. The- damage to the
building is estimated at 151., independent of the
restoration of the cistern, which, by the archi-
tect’s estimate, will cost only 151. or 201. more.
The architects attribute the accident to flaws in
the cast-iron stmts, caused by the frost having
BO weakened them that they were unable to
resist the pressure of some 25 tons, which the
four sides of the cistern would have to bear when
it was full of water.

The Value of Sewage.—Among the topics
which receive attention in the current number
of the English Agricultural Society’s Journal, is

the agricultural value of town sewage. It
appears that nitrogen, equal to 200 ounces of
ammonia, passes annually from every average
individual of a general population, and this being
mixed with the usual annual water-supply to
our towns of 40, 60, or 80 tons per head, gives
only 9^, 6i, or grains to every gallon of the
resultant sewage. If the average be taken at

7 grains to every gallon, which is equal to 1 in
every 10,000 parts of the drainage water, then that
is worth about as much as half a ton of Peruvian
guano for every 1,000 tons, or between IJd. and
Ixd. per ton. Nothing like this valuation has,
however, yet been realized in agricultural
experience. The large quantity of water with
which the guano in sewage is diluted interferes

its fitness for our more valuable crops.

Worcester Diocesan Architectub.al Society.
An evening meeting and conversazione of this

Society has been held at the Natural History
Society’s Rooms, Worcester, to hear Mr. Beres-
ford Hope, M.P., deliver a lecture “ On Cathe-
drals and their arrangements.” A discussion on
this subject, with special reference to the con.
templated re-arrangement of Worcester Cathe-
dral, was also invited. Earl Beauchamp pre-
sided. Mr. Beresford Hope, in introducing the
subject of his lecture, said that he would not
detain the company by any lengthened pro-
logue, but at once enter on the subject of
“ Cathedrals and their Arrangement.” As the
fine old Cathedral of Worcester was now under-
going restoration, and various opinions were
entertained as to that restoration, he should say
as little upon that matter as possible, or else he
might put his head into a wasp’s nest; and
therefore he spoke on the general question only.
After the lecture the company took tea, coffee,

and other refreshments
;
and on resuming his

chair, Earl Beauchamp proceeded to read a
paper from Mr. Freeman, also on Cathedral
Arrangements.

The Restorations at Gloucester Cathe-
dral.-—The restoration of the Eastern Chapel
of the transept, dedicated to St. Andrew, may
now be regarded as complete, with the exception
of the fixing of the three windows, which are
not expected from Messrs. Hardman’s until the
spring. This restoration has been made chiefly at
the cost of Mr. T. Marling, under the direction of
Mr. Gambier Parry, as a memorial of Mrs.
Marling. The paintings on the walls are
illustrative of incidents in the life and of the
martyrdom of St. Andrew. The exterior of the
chapel has been renewed, nnder Mr. Gilbert
Scott’s directions : new stone has been em-
ployed where the walls were crumbling into
decay. This gives the building a patchy ap-
pearance till the new material tone down in

colour. A scaflblding has been erected against
the great window and oast end of the south
transept. The dean and chapter, according to
the local Chronicle, have arranged to defray the
renovating of the stonework, at an estimated
expense of 7501., and Mr. Marling has under-
taken to defray the cost of filling the window
with glass. The outlay will, it is said, amount
to about 80uZ. The glass will be supplied by
Messrs. Hardman. Workmen are also employed
at the chapel eastward of that of St. Andrew,
which is to be restored as a memorial of the late

Sir William Codrington, hart., M.P. Only one
window -in the south aisle now contains plain

glass, and this is shortly to be replaced by
painted glass, the gift of the Rev. Sir Lionel
Darrell, hart., of Fretheme. The chapel in the
north transept, corresponding to that of St.
Andrew in the south, and dedicated to St. Paul,
is being restored, at the expense of the Earl
of Ellenborough. Skilled workmen are re-

storing the canopies, &c., of the reredos, and
remains of the ancient decoration in gilding
and colour have been found under the limewash.
It is expected that the vanlting will be coloured.
Mr. Redfern, of London, has been instrncted to

supply models for the three chief figures, and
also for the statuettes, to be placed in the
reredos. The three windows over the reredos
will be fi.]led with painted glass by Messrs.
Hardman. The windows in the East Walk of
the cloisters will also shortly be completed,
the last of the series of ten being about to be
erected iu memory of Canon Bankea. The sub-
jects, in accordance with the plan for the whole
series arranged by Bishop Jeunewheu Treasurer
of Gloucester, will be the Samaritan Woman,
Jairus’s Daughter, and the Transfiguration.
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The Birmi.vgh.ui Society of Artists’ Exhi-

bition.—The Exhibition of Pictures at the rooms

of the Birmingham Society of Arts has been

closed, after a successful season. The number
of visitors was 28,054-, including 3,263 admitted

by Art-Union tickets. The sales of pictures

were even more satisfactory, having amounted
to a total of 3,1351. 19s., of which sum 625Z. were

spent by the Art-Union.

Sefton Park, Liverpool.—At a special meet-

ing of the Improvement Committee of the Cor-

poration, the tenders sent in for making the

roads, sewers, and lakes, and the general forma-

tion of the Sefton Park, with the exception of

the buildings, were examined. There were eleven

tenders, all by Liverpool contractors. The
amounts ranged from 75,0001. to about 85,0001.,

and the difference between eight of them did not

The Walls of Her SLajesty’s Theatre.—

A

correspondent says he was nearly killed last

Saturday by the sudden fall of a portion of the

wall of the Opera House while he was passing

along the arcade.

Opening of New Wing of Sovthampton

Infirmary.

—

The Royal South Hants Infirmary

at Southampton has had a new wing erected, at

the sole expense of Mrs. Eyre Crabbe, one of the

laty patronesses of the inatitntion, at au ex-

penditure of upwards of 3,6001. The committee

have named it “The Eyre Crabbe Wing.” It

comprises two wards, each 81 ft. long by 2-1 ft.

wide, and 13 ft. high, making up a total of thirty-

six beds, and giving about 1,300 cubic feet of

air to each patient. The wards are to be de-

voted specially to cases of accident, where free and

pure air is especially required. The floors are of

exceed 4,000L, but one tender was nearly 10,0001. ' polished English oak, to prevent absorption, and

more than that which the committee ultimately

accepted. It was resolved to recommend for

adoption the tender of Mr. Campbell, of Liver-

pool, which was the lowest, the amount being

75,OOOZ., and to ask the mayor to convene a spe-

cial meeting of the council, for the purpose of

confirming the recommendation.

The South Norwood Building Fracas.—At
the Snrrey Sessions, on Friday, Saunders, Cooper,

and Neal, charged with wilfully demolishing

some houses at Enmoro Park, in the course of

erection, were acquitted on the charge. It will

be remembered that the defendants held some

plots of land in Enmore Park, under a building

lease from a Mr. Jones, the prosecutor, who was

the walls finished with polished Parian cement,

to resist the intrusion of damp. They are ven-

tilated on improved principles, and have been

approved by Dr. Parkes, professor of hygiene at

the Royal Victoria Military Hospital at Netley.

The new wing was designed by Mr. Robert

Critcblow, architect, and erected by Mr. Christo-

pher Martin.

Improved Labourers’ Dwellings for

Croydon.—New buildings have just been com-

pleted in a poor district of this town, and are

now open to receive tenants. They have leas of

the barrack character than usual. There are

Society of Female Artists.—The private

view of the works of the Society of Female
Artists will take place on (this) Saturday, the

25th instant.

Damage to Wells Cathedral.—It is stated

that, daring a violent wind on Saturday last, a

quantity of the ornamental work was blown from

the northern tower of the west front.

TENDERS.
For Turkish bath, Brighton. Messrs. Gonlty & Gib-

bins, arcbiteuts. Quantities supplied by Mr. Lausdown :

—

Patiuan & Folhet
Lockyer
Piper & Wheeler
Nightingale
Chappell
Half
Cheesman (accepted)..,

j. Sawyer

.. £3,697

.. 8,6S5 0

.. 8,600 '

7,470 0
7,363 0
7,263 0
6,953 0

For alterations and additions to warehouse, Monkwell-
street. Mr. H. H. Collins, architect

Sale £543 0 0

Cohen ... 478 0 0

Pearse 381 0 0

For the erection of one and two villa residences at

Pinner, Middlesex, for Mr. L. Green. Messrs. Walford &
Daokin, ’architects. Quantities not supplied (

"oTillas.One Tilla.

Ketnp £2,100 ..

Warne 2,100 ..

Shurmur 1,945 ..

Fish 1,900 ..

Saunders 1,640 ..

Mundy.lt Hutchinson 1,600 ..

Kent 1,550 ..

Shsrpington & Cole* 1,497 ..

* Accepted.

4,095

ninety-two rooms, the tenements consisting of

- -- from one to three rooms, to meet the require-

to advance money on certificate of work done and
,
ments of all

j
and, so far as can be ascertained

value placed on the land. The mode of building at the outset, the single rooms are mnch in

did not please Mr. Jones, who stopped the supply
;

|

request by those who are unable to pay for more,

and the defendants, not having the means to and whose families do not require more. Each
h f t c

complete the building, and seeing that the work living-room is provided with an oven and large
Wsghorn':—

they had done would probably fall into Mr. cupboard, and every room has a fire-place.
: Uiacock

Jones’s hands, took on themselves to pull the Provision is made for the tenants
^

to place

buildings down, for which they were brought
1
flowers in the windows. Every landing has a

before the Croydon magistrates and committed large sink and water-tap, and all is well lighted

for trial at the sessions. The criminal charge with gas. A wash-house, with six boilers, has

having failed, Mr. Jones is, we hear, about to been erected in the yard for the free use of the

For residence at Isleworth, for Mr. A. H. Johnson.

Mr. C. Jones, architect. Quantities furnished bv Messrs.

Mitcheh
Nye
Killby ..

Gibson, Brothers..,

tVaters
Adamson & Sons ...

..£3,260 0 0

.. 3,021 0 0

2,785 0
2,666 0

commence proceedings in a civil court.

A New Opera House in New York.—Mr.

Pike, a successful trader in NewYork, has erected

an Opera House, in Twenty-third and Eighth

Avenue. According to a correspondent, it is

built of white marble, and its architecture is

Italian. One of its fronts is 120 ft., and the

other 112 ft. wide, and the building is 325 ft.

long. The entrances, which are very wide and
handsome, lead into a vestibule, which is 40 ft.

wide, 80 ft. long, and 30 ft. high. From this

ante-room a staircase leads to the dress circle of

the house. Prom the front row of the dress

circle it is 185 ft. to the footlights. Above is

the family circle, below the parquet, and the

house will seat 2,600 people. From the floor to

the ceiling is 70 ft.
;
the stage is 70 ft. deep,

80 ft. wide, and 50 ft. high. Beneath the stage

is a room 23 ft. high for the traps and lower

machinery of the stage. For the interior decora-

tions of the house the prevailing colours are

white and gold
j the curtains of the private

boxes are white and blue
;
the seats in the body

of the house are crimson ;
and there is a pro-

fusion of statuary, chandeliers, candelabras, and
paintings.

tenants and 0. large drying
.
gronnd [as been 1

eolonn.de., .»a
provided. There is also a room in the centre ot i

architectural works iu Stanley Park, Liverpool (ei-

the building where various agencies for the
j
duaive of boundary^ railiuga), for tho Corporation of

benefit of the poor may be carried o

Conference on Technical Education.—The
council of the Union of Lancashire and Cheshire

Institutes have held aconferenc0,ab the Trevelyan

Hotel, Corporation-street, Manchester, with Mr.

B. Samuelson, M.P. for Banbury, on the subject

of technical education. Mr. Alderman Rumney
occupied the chair. The council had invited

Mr. Samnelson to attend the conference, so that

they might be able to discuss the question with

Liverpool. Mr. E.'R. Kobsoo, architect :
—

Parker & Sons £24,460 0 0

Wells... 18,700 0 0

Lee 18,250 0 0
Hughes 18,239 0 0
Burrouches & Son 16,993 0 0

Tomkinsoii 15,700 0 0

Jones A Son 16,638 0 0

UrmsoD 15,415 0 0
Hsieh A Co 16,413 0 0
Mullin 16,263 0 0
Campbell (accepted) 13,456 0 0

For alterations and additions at No. 29, Porchester-

bim. At the close of the discussion Mr. Samuel-
'
terrace. Mr. Charles Innes, architect

son said that he intended to move for a com-

mission of inquiry into the subject of education;

bnt be thought it would be some time before he

would be prepared to agitate the question. He
would like to see given by schools of art n more
direct bearing upon the trades of thfe district.

Ho thought this was a subject which might be

taken up advantageously by Chambers of Com-

merce. In the evening a meeting was held at

the Athencenm, to hear an address from Mr.

Samnelson upon technical education, with espe-

cial reference to its state and operations upon

Fish £1,230
Macey 1,232

-c- Vi. the Continent, ! as evidenced by his own recent
Fatal Eitlcts of Impum WAIIE.-Eiglit or ite chair was taken by

nine men ot the Plymouth division oi xtoyal f, , at t>Mr. Jacob Bright, M.F.

For building tavera and stables at Richmond, for Mr.
John Peek. Mr. J. L. Stewart, architect. Quantitiea

supplied

Skinner
Mundy A Hutchinson..
Shurmur
Adamson A Son
Nutt & Co
Poxon A Smith
Golding A Son
Hookhain (accepted) .

..£1,403
1,371

1,352
1,295
1,184
1,140
1,0

Marine Light Infantry, stationed at Stonehouse

Barracks, died lately within a short interval of
i

New Promenade and Sea-wall at Redcab.

each other from fever of a typhoid character. A The property owners and ratepayers of the

medical court of inquiry was held, and the six township of Redcar have adopted a report on

medical gentlemen connected with the division this subject, by Mr. Fowler, the engineer to

found that tho deceased men had been living in the Tees Conservancy Committee, and the work

the recently-erected wing of the barracks, the
.
has been entrusted to a committee to carry

men in which were supplied with water by a : out. The committee consists of twelve respon-

pump connected with a large reservoir or well sible townsmen, six to look after the work and

beneath a portion of the barrack-yard. This ' six to collect and disborse the money. At the

water has been so highly prized that it was sup- I meeting deciding on these measures, it was

plied to the officers’ mess. The court of inquiry, 1 resolved that each section of the work be done

however, came to the conclusion that this water . to the satisfaction of Mr. Crabtree, the plan-

contains organic matter and gases detrimental , ner of the work. Mr. Picknett asked if they

to health, and ordered that the pump in question meant Mr. Crabtree to be clerk of the works,

should not for the future be nsed. Since this
I He was surveyor, ^and it would need some one

order has been in force there has not been any
|

to be there from six a.m. to six p.ni. every

case of typhoid fever in the barracks. The ' day. Mr. Leonard said Mr. Crabtree was the

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

U. H.—W- T- C.—0. L-J. D. P—R. H. M-—E. J. B.— Dr. F. 0.—
CoDcrsle.-J. 1\ C. T.-\V. P.— Jt. P. O.—T. B. C.-M. V.

—F. B.—A. D. D.— F. D.—a. J.-E. B, B.— O. B.—J. G.-Col. A.—
F. L.—C. P.- J. R. lo the ilajeuio).— P. L. N. F. (»sre. WRl
be put lu heud).—Waiting Ruetic (look to the Act).— A’ote* from

(in lypb).

:ompelUd to decline poinllog ont books and giving

addiei

Weiicm Yloming News states that when the

houses were first erected in Stonehouse, some of

the buildings compensated for the absence of any
system of sewers by making openings and

draining into subterranean chasms or caves in

the lime-stone rock into which wells have been

servant of the town, and would have to ask

leave of the Board of Health to attend to this.

The promenade will be an additional attraction

to the nnmerons visitors who spend a part of

the summer months at Redcar. It will afford

them a fine promenade at all states of the tide
;

sunk, and it is believed that to this day some ' and open a carriage-way to the bonsea on the

houses in that manner dispose of their sewage.
i
beach, which at present does not exist.

AH tUtemeuU «T fuc

by tbe name and a

publication.

Note.—

T

he reeponeibillty of eigned ar'IcJee, and papere read at

public meetlnge, re*!*, of couree, with tho authois.

TO SUBSCRIBERS.

The TWENTY-FIFTH VOLUME of “ THE
BUILDER" (bound), for the year 1867, mil

shortly be published, price One Guinea.

CLOTH CASES for binding tho Numbers are

NOir READY, price Two Shillings and Nine-

pence.

SUBSCRIBERS' VOLUMES, on being sent to

the Offiee, will be bound at a cost of Three Shil-

lings and Sixpence each.
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'he Sculptured Stones of Eastern Scotland.

ECENTLT there have
been Bubmitfced for con-

sideration two readings

of the meanings of the

cnrioQS symbols engraved

upon the numerous an-

cient memorial stones

found in eastern and low-

land Scotland, identified

as the Piets* laud men-
tioned by Bede. The first

of these is that given by
Mr. Stuart in the sump-
tuously illustrated volume
he has recently published

under the auspices of

the JSpalding Club. The
second emauates from a

northern philologist, Mr.

Ralph Carr, in the form

of a pamphlet, recently

issued, and was first given

to an archa£iological circle

at St. Andrew’s, in the present

'^1 year. The two interpretations are

quite of a different character
; batM before we proceed to record them,

we must give a few particulars

t the stones on which the symbols occur.

! e sculptured stones to[^which we refer must
eie confounded with the rocks in sihi and
.'iwn stones, bearing the concentric circular

nings, with central dots, first observed in

ahumberland, and since found in the high-
U district of Scotland, and in Ireland and
.8. In the land of the Piets, that is to

i.n that portion of the eastern coast, or low-
o: of Scotland, that lies north of the Forth,
i are found a large number of sculptured
s-stones, on which are sometimes incised,

3iometimeB carved in relief, n set of symbols
umnd elsewhere

; accompanied, however, we
a add, in some instances, by a few others
idiave been found in various parts of the
. . Some of these stones are much richer

o; others, being carved with the elaborate
.weavings of lines with which the initial

iS in Saxon MSS. arc ingeniously depicted,
I'l leads to the inference that they belong to

3 advanced age than that which contented
w with the mere incision of a symbol. This
'^contains, moreover, certain representations
irures and transactions that it is believed
ithe work of men endeavouring to indicate
Dlular passages in Scripture. These, there-
rere assigned totheChristian era; butwhether
Tiymbols marked upon the ruder, and
ititly, earlier stones, are Christian or Pagan,
jppen question. Elephants, with upturned
3,3, like those on the sides of the caves in

:eserpents, with a Z or N like mark crossing
fc folds

; birds, fishes, animals’ heads
j an

lenent something like a double eye-glass
; a

Iffle with a central dot in it
; an angle com-

wwith another figure, which is caDed a cres-
uand a square figure, something like an altar,

among the signs
j and besides these, there

elelineations of mirrors, and combs, which
inhowever, been found elsewhere. Mr. Stuart
leiers them all to be personal distinctions, or
bi badges, and that they were placed on the
ririal stone of departed persons in much the

by him

same spirit as men of the Middle Ages indicated

the trade or occupation of deceased friends on
their grave covers. It is not, however, with
Mr. Stuart’s interpretation of the meaning
and use of the symbols that we are about to

concern ourselves, except so far as to show in a
few words the view that he has taken of them.
His laboriously got up volume places all the

stones under the eye in a group, and therefore

has done real service towards an accurate con-

ception of their signification. It is, indeed, the

facility thus given to scholars that has placed it

in Mr. Carr’s power to give his new reading.

We may here state that this gentleman is an
Anglo-Saxon student of considerable experience,

and that his knowledge of this department of

literature has led him to believe that some of

the hitherto nndeciphered inscriptions on the

stones are in Saxon words. It was the inscribed

stone at Newton Insch, in Aberdeenshire, that

first made this apparent to him, and the next

stone he examined, that of St. Vigeans, con-

firmed his conviction. The first mentioned ex-

hibits, he considers, just such peculiarities of

orthography as enable him to assert that the

work is Scoto- Saxon, as distinguished from

Anglo-Saxon. In his hands this “ wail-cry ”

from those who have preceded us says,

—

“To -Ella (or -Elte),

(or iEtta or
(his or her) grand-daughters,

on stone wrought
a lameutiition ;

—

(namely) this Gaelic wail-cry."

The threnody, or chant of sorrow, thus indi-

cated, is believed to be what is inscribed in a
chain of writing in ogham, which, beginning

below the Saxon inscription, runs up the whole
length of the margin of the stone on one side.

The writing on the St. Vigeans stone, as read

by Mr. Carr, merely tells us that it is a family

monument, impictured or embellished to the
memory of ap honoured kith-man or relative.

What he considered the indisputably Saxon
authorship of these atones brought them into

his department of scholarship, and induced him
to examine the others minutely, which, as we
have said, Mr. Stuart’s book renders an easy

task. The result of his scrutiny is, that he
attributes to the Scoto-Saxon Church and clergy

a system of symboUam, some traces of which
are handed down to us on the pillar-stones in

question. Not to make the undertaking too nn-

tangible or abstruse, he first studied the most
highly finished and, probably, least ancient of

tbe monoliths, and, guided by the clues he ob*

tained from them, has managed, he considers, to

unravel much of the mystery of more ancient

,

ones. The first item of explanation thus sug-

gested appears to have been that some of the I

richest ornamentation is no more nor less than
alphabetical letters fancifully and flowingly

wi’ought into patterns, only requiring, in fine, a
little colonr to make their presence seen at a
glance, which colour, it is deemed possible, they
may^have been decorated with when first set up.

In two or three instances these characters follow

each other and form a word, which, according to

Mr. Carr, is also in the same Scoto-Saxon speech.

Thus, in the fine battle-cross at Aberlemno, once
attributed to the Danes, but now repudiated by
the leading Scandinavian antiquaries of the

present day, there occur the letters G B D in

an elaborately ornamental monogram, which Mr.
Carr reads GEBED, or, Pray ye. The second
conclusion at which he arrives is, that the
Scoto-Saxons wrote also with ciphers, as, indeed

ancient Scottish historians affirm they did •

that is to say, nsed the same sort of word paint-

ing that when practised by us we call a rebus.

:

And the tldrd conclusion ho is nearly sure of is

that the other marks nob falling under either of

these heads must be studied as Christian mono-
grams belonging to a peculiar school of eccle-

siastics,—the school, in fiue, that had for its

field the land of the Piets.

The first sculptured stones that Mr. Carr reads
by the light of this discovery are the richly-

carved slabs which were exhumed in the cathe-
dral-yard at St. Andrew’s a few years ago, and
may probably have once occupied a conspicuous

position within the cathedral. On one of these

slabs are delineated three figures, by common
acceptation believed to be the Israelitish king
David represented in three stages of his his-

tory
5 but by Mr. Carr concluded, also, to mar-

cate another David, namely, the first king of

Scotland of that name. Between the three pic-

tures of this monarch there is a stiff and stilted

representation of a wolf destroying a foal, stand-

ing on its back, and crushing it down on its nose
and knees. The oatline of this extraordinary

attitude forms the letter Q or D, corroborating
the supposition that David is the person sought
to be honoured. The other slab is divided into

four quadrangular panels arranged around a
central boas. These panels are fall of figures

of cats or monkeys, locked in one another’s arms,
or otherwise, nondescript embryos of eels, all of
which our author believes to be merely instru-

mental in forming elaborately ornate characters-

He makes out these letters to form the word
KIUNG,—a semi-Saxon rendering of the Saxon
cyninf)—king. The interpretation seems to sug-

gest that these remains belonged to a cenotapbic

monument, raised with all the magnificence,
cunning, and skill then available in the cathe-
dral church to the memory of the great Scottish

sovereign who was one of the most munificent

patrons that the early Church could boast.

The next 8tone.read by the aid of these views
is that now reposing at Abbotsford, which was
found at Woodray, in the parish of Aberlemno,
in Forfarshire. Here we have again six groups
of animated creatures placed in strained atti-

tudes, as though with the intentioa of forming
fantastical letters by the aid of their outlines.

There is also upon the slab a cross, upon the de-

faced surface of which is to be made out the cha-

racteristic wickerwork ornamentation, A broad
margin of the same ornament runs across the

summit of the stone and down each side. The
first letter Mr. Carr deciphers as B : it is

formed by two serpents knotted together. A
rampant dragon swallowing a boy is so posed as

to suggest the letter E. Two long-bodied dog-like

creatures, locked together in combat form the

vowel A. In a hind or girafle Mr. Carr sees the
converse outlines of the letter II. Another dog-
fight may be read C or G; and a dog or griffin

carrying another animal in its mouth, represents

the letter N with a sign of elision. BEAHC’N,
is thus made out, a word met with on Saxon
tombstones, and signifying moniiment.

A similar picturing of letters has been made
out on another stone found in the bnryiug-

ground of an old church at Aldbar, near Aber-

lemno. A cross is depicted on one side, having
two accessory figures

;
and the supposed letters,

formed of fantastic groups of animals and other

objects, are on the reverse. Two female figures,

seated on a settle, first occur. Below them is the

figure of a man, playing with an animal, in such

a posture as to suggest to Mr. Carr the letter E.
A staff or clnb is read I

;
and is, perhaps, hints

our ingenious author, an intimation to the be-

holder of the double character of the inscription,

as stay' in Saxon means also a letter. The
Saxon W, which is nearly harp-shaped, is next

suggested as the rendering of one of those

instruments. So far we have H I W, the Saxon

term for a family or household, which we still

retain for oar bees in the word hive. Besides

this, the epigraph contains the figure of a sheep,

seep, with which Mr. Carr completes the word
H I W S C E P, family circle, or relationship,

Seep, like hive, we may here remark, is a word ap-

plied to bees even now in Scotland. Bee-scep, or

simply seep, is 'bes-hut. If this interpretation be
accepted, it most be confessed that the Scoto-

Saxon stone-cutters were as clever at riddles and
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rebases as many of onr contemporaries. At the

bottom of all this stand two wolves, one behind

the other, so stiffly as only to suggest to Mr.

Carr the idea of plurality, or rather not wolf but

u-uJfes in the genitive or posseEsive singular.

This device is used, our author doubts not, to

indicate the ending of one of the many Saxon

names terminating in wu\f.

On the grand cross at Aberlemno, once

rc<»arded as Danish, because tradition handed

do^ a belief that it was erected to commemo-
rate the death of a Danish leader and the

discomfiture of his host, there are, again, as Mr.

Carr states, Saxon words to bo made ont,

disguised in a similarly far-fetched and elaborate

manner. In the monogram in the middle of the

cross he untwined the letters G B D ns the con-

He took the X simply for the Saxon S, and the

double circle for “ that form of the omega where

it is composed of two omicrons,” the whole

denoting “ the syllable SO, which |^he adds], I

conceived might be the initial one of Soter,

Saviour.”

In another example of what is clearly just still

a form of the X symbol also, on an altar-like

object, he suggests its resemblance to “ the

Saxon capital H, which had its transverse line so

much sloped as almost to resemble a Roman X.

If the letter be E, as is perhaps the most likely

[he adds, not we], it stands in all likelihood for

Hostia, the host If instead of H the

letter be read S, then it would stand for Sacra-

My reason for this is, that we have of lata|

been directing our attention too exclusively to

foreign buildings, greatly to the neglect of ouH

ovrn,—so much so, that many of our arcbitec^

tural students seem to be as little acquainted

with the Medimval works of their own countiy

as if they were brought up in Italy or France.

I hold the study of the contemporary buildings

of neighbouring countries, especially those^ of

France, to be essential to the due understaudinp

of our own, and of the style as a whole
;
bu

this aSbrds no excuse for the neglect of English

architecture, to which, beyond all question, we

are bound, as English architects, to direct oup

primary attention, and which will I’epay onr
1 Kaonfioa nf* if.H

There is not much, we fear, to be ! study by a series of special beauties of its own^

expected from this style of interpretation.

Xevertheless, there is no little ingenuity in some
sonants of the Saxon word G E B E D, pray ye

;

and below them are the representations of two
j

of Mr. Carr’s guesses and explanations,

peals or sea-calves, which Mr. Carr takes to he a ' At the close of his paper he says,

sort of pun upon the word soul, as seal was
|

sculptured stones as merely mark the

pronounced in nearly the same manner, saiuZ; graves of private persons or fsinUies are assuredly the

and more especially because another clue is given :

enduring evidence of lj5|ndly inteniatiou*a

. ,, , ri./i fV..! I
They are Picto-Saion and Scoto-Sason tombstones, show-

in the shape of human feet (soles i') as tips to tne intermarried

tails of the seals. Their duality, as in the case or the Piets, but left Ssson records over their dead."

the wolves before mentioned on the previous

stone, is supposed to represent plurality. Thus, The common tradition of Scotland itself con-

^ith the menogram^^ jMriilhrhMd of'the
;

Mcta these scalptared stones with the times of

XT- -esosie, the Danes, though, as works of the native in-
^ ‘

habitants, not of those invaders, whose defeat

*< p*^ ' certain of them were said to commemorate. This,

for thrs^o^V’ ’* ' as related by old Boece, appears to Mr. Carr, in

We give one more example of this section of
;

respect of chronology at least^, °°

,, ®
, . . ... i* T— Trr,T,tio mation to the truth. He has the support ot

Mr. Carr’s interpretations.^ At Largo House
^ ^

- -Mr. uarrs
Buchanan; and Boece tells us, in “The Xew

there is a sculptured monolith hich has a human
^ s^ottis.” that

figure on it iSng urat a^c^^^^^^^

its head and two of the metagraphic seals, which “ in all their secret hesiness they osit not to write with

hsve been deciphered a, indicating the word seal
|

.mong ._.h.r

in plurality, not necessarily two departed persons

only. On the other side, there are three men on

horseback. The fignre placed in the most im-

portant position has a swan represented behind

him, and a mystic knot in front of him. “ Was
the name of this stately leader Swoyn Canute ?”

a.ska our author. “ Canute was written Knut,

Cnut, that is Knot; and swan might stand for

Sweyn, though a different word.”

In his attempt to interpret the apparently still

more mysterious and ancient diagrams or symbols

with which be next proceeds to deal, Mr. Carr

does not seem to us to make out so feasible a

case as he ingeniously does with the probably

less ancient ones. As he retreats into what

he himself regards as the more ancient, he

admittedly gets “ beyond bis depth and

explanations which he gave at St. Andrew’s be

now renounces, and explanations which now
appear clear to him he could not at all see when
he read his paper there. The X or Z symbol espe-

cially is the pons ariuoruTn where the break-down

occurs. This symbol, according to Mr. Carr, ia

the Saxon S, or sigel, which “meant primarily a

small ornamental sign or device of distinction,

such as an ornamented brooch or clasp, a collar,

or armlet and accordingly it is often combined

with another form which is usnally called “the

spectacle ornament,” bnt which Mr. Carr regards

as a circlet for the arm “laid out flat;” bnt is it

not rather odd that a circlet should be spread ont

fiat to show that it is a circlet ? The whole was

intended, be considers, to signify a seal, and for

the meaning of that he refers us to the book of

Revelations, chapter vii., and other Scriptural

passages in respect to those “ that were sealed.”

Had Mr. Carr’s knowledge of the X symbol

been a little more extensive, he never could have

rested content with such an interpretation as this.

Was it likely that the pre-Christian X symbol

on the Carthagenian tablet which was brought

under the notice of the Society of Antiquaries

by Mr. Godwin, and engraved in the Archmologia,

was a Saxon alphabetical letter, or liad any such

signification as Seal ? Was it likely that the

pre-Christian X symbol of ancient Persia,

brought under notice in the Builder, of 6th June,

1863, by Mr. Dove, was Saxon, or had any re-

lation to “ the sealed ” of the Revelations ? Is it

even likely that the multitude of X symbols, cut

in all their varied forms, and amidst a host of

others, upon various foreign as well as British

churches, as masons’ marks, adduced by Mr.

..... thair epjtaphig and superscription above thair sepul-

turis schew; noch-the-less this crafty maner of writing, be

qabat slentb I can not say, is perist, and yet thay have

certaine letteris propir amang themself, quilki

time vulgar and common."
B war some

As an archaeologist Mr. Carr holds by this

old school, and with its worthies is content, he

says, to wait till the tide tnrn.

PROFESSOR G. G. SCOTT OX
EARLY ARCHITECTURE IN BRITAIN.

In commencing a series of lectures in my
capacity as the official occupant of this pro-

fessorial chair,* I feel io some degree shacklec

by the circumstance that, though the office is

new to me, its duties (so far as the lectures go)

are not so : inasmuch as, during the latter years

of the tenure of this office by the venerated

Professor Cockerell, I was, in conjunction with

Mr. Smirke, called upon to occupy the place

from which ill health and infirmity compelled

him to be absent ; and at a later time I have

done the same for my immediate predecessor,

Mr . Smirke, when circumstances interfered, for

one season, with his lectures. I have, conse-

quently, already given seven lectures from this

chair without being its rightful occupant
;
and,

now that I commence officially, I fiud the

novelty of anything I might have had to say in

a great degree worn off by anticipation. I have

consequently been puzzled whether to begin

afresh or to go on from the point I had reached.

The former would, perhaps, be the most correct

course ;
but, after long uncertainty, I feel it to be

too artificial to sever what I said ont of office

from what I have to say in office, and I have

determined to link my future lectures on to those

which have preceded them. I shall also for

the present limit myself to Mediteval archi-

tecture as the subject on which I have been

engaged.
In my previous lectures, I have given an out-

line of the development of Pointed architecture

from the preceding round-arched style, and

followed on with some practical suggestions as

to the study of these phases of architecture. In

this, I have treated equally of foreign aud

English buildings, or have, perhaps, dwelt more

at length on the former, and have carefully traced

the connexion of English with French arohi-

Godwin in the Archccologia and elsewhere, were I tecture as they grew up, side by side, from the

oil (if any cf them were) the Saxon S ? Some ' common germ, each to its glorious perfection,

far more universal, and far more recondite,] I purpose now to fall back upon the commence-

original meaning must be given to this remark-
^

ment of this series of developments, and, while

able symbol.
|

I go more in detail into the varied features of

In the paper rend at St. Andrew’s, Mr. Carr’s ' the architecture of these periods, to limit myself,

interpretation of the “broken sceptre” and : during the present session at least, very much to

“ spectacle ornament,” as the Scottish arcbmo-
[

its English productions.

legists commonly call the X symbol aud the —
doable and united circles, was quite different.] • At the Eoyal AcBdemy, January 23.

which have of late years been almost wholly

overlooked.

In reviewing the changes in the architecture

of onr own country, it may be wholesome to

begin early—to “look at the rock whence we

were hewn, and to the hole of the pit whenOT

we were digged.” A retrospect such as thn

gives rise to some curious reflections. At one

time we feel perplexed by the depth of antiquity

into which we are directing our view, and a4

another with the very reverse of this. When we

go beyond the Norman Conquest,—beyond the

destructive ravages of the Danes,—through the

half-mythic times of the Heptarchy and the

heroic age of the Fagan Saxons; and, again

beyond the destruction of the Roman arts

through the mystic and hazy age which inter-

vened between the withdrawal of the Romai

and the conquest by the Saxon; again, througl

the four centuries of Roman domination into th<

unknown abyss of prehistoric Britain, what J

vast lapse of time does it represent ! Yet thi

earliest period we thus reach is, nevenhelesB

some four centuries subsequent to the close o

the Old Testament history and the period o

Pericles and Phidias, and perhaps fifteen cen

turies subsequent to many of the great momi

ments of Egypt

!

Archaic art seems to have the power o

reproducing itself ;
and even the ages of beroi

and barbaric myth may re-occur after periods ii

which society and civilization may appear h

have worn themselves ont by over-refiuement

and thus, when we attempt to trace ont th

early Christian architectural arts of the nation

of Northern Europe, we fiud ourselves as muc

in the mist of antiquity as if wo were pryin|

into that which preceded the Pyramids or th

earliest palace of Nimroud, though we are ii

reality examining works subsequent to the tim

when the empire of Rome fell to pieces froo

sheer old age.
_ - nr

In taking an enlarged view of Mecnmvs

architecture, we must view it in two distinfl

bnt at the same time united aspects: we muB

view it as the architecture indigenous to th

modern as distinguished from the ancien

civilization ;
bnt we must also view it as havinj

been developed upon an antique nucleus.

There are also two other separate, thoui?

united, views which we ought to take of it. W
should view it, on the one hand, as the work (

men elaborating, as from the beginning, a nei

system of art on the mere reminiscences of a

old and defunct system,—absolutely defunct a

relates to the northern races,—but we shout-

view it also as, all the while, aided by the yt

living art of the Eastern Empire and by th

smouldering embers of that of Rome itsell.

In some districts there may have been

tradition remaining of some old method J

building which had prevailed among the P:igai

Celtic, or Teutonic tribes; but the germ ma

generally be said to have been Roman or By zai

tine,—founded on reminiscences, and
_

aidei

from time to time, by direct communication.

The two great divisions of Mediaeval arch

tecture are, firstly, that which preceded, an

secondly, that which followed the great trai

sition of the latter half of the twelfth centur

The whole may be viewed as the one grei

development of arcuated construction into

style of art, and its two great divisions are tl

round-arched and the pointed-arched styles.

It is my purpose during the present session

'

limit myself very much to the former; hi

viewing it, not only in its own bearings, bnt al

as the precursor of the latter. Though I i

tend to choose my illustrations almost whol

from buildings in onr own country, it would 1

taking a very narrow view of our subject if ^

were to consider the great round-arcbed ^
otherwise than as a whole, and our own por4

of it other than as a branch of that mign

,

bifurcated tree whose boughs, whether growi
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from its eastern or its western stem, spread
themselves over the whole civilised world.

Ib has been well remarked by Mr. Freeman,
in his “ History of Architecture,” that the ancient
Ronaan manner of building was essentially an
arcuated style, though its true character was
artificially overlaid by the features belonging to
the purely t/raheated style of Greece

;
and that

the whole course of change through which it, in
after ages, passed, may be described as the
gradual throwing off the trabeated overlayings
and the perfecting into an architectural style its

vital germ,

—

the arcuated system.
This process was carried on equally in the

East as in the West, though under circum-
stances accidentally differing. The two great
metropolises of the Christian Roman empire,
commencing with the same architecture, gra-
dually changed it into two distinct branches,
though clearly belonging to the same great
trunk. In ioth the changes or developments
took for their starting-point the architecture,
not of Greece, but of Rome. In the West, they
continue to follow the natnral suggestions of
that style, influenced deeply by the changed
religion, and subsequently curbed and held
down, first by the removal of the seat of govern-
ment to Constantinople, and then by the con-
tinuous waves of the northern invaders who
gradually brought down to a very low ebb the
civilization and arts of the Western empire.
In the Bast, the influence of the Christian

worship was at least equally deep; while the
presence of the imperial court and government
offered greater advantages to development, and
the accidental preference for domed construction
gradually gave a wholly now tone to the general
character of the architectnre, while the proximity
of ancient Greek remains had a very stron<

'

flnence on the ornamentation.
Different, however, as is the general aspect of

a Byzantine and Romanesqno building,—espe-
cially -when the* former assumes its crowning
feature, the dome,—it cannot be denied that they
are, nevertheless, the same style in two phases

;

and that there is no snoh contradiction between
them as to forbid their amalgamation to any
extent. In proof of this, we have the not incon-
gruous character of the Crusaders’ buildings in
the East, in which the dome was not forbidden

;

the similarity to Romanesque of such of the
Byzantine buildings as do not happen to have
domes; the introduction into France of the
domed architecture by a colony of Greeks

;
the

admission of much that is Bzyantine into the
Romanesque buildings of Germany

; and finally,
the very extensive use of purely Byzantine
foliage and other forms of ornamentation into
the bnildinga of Western Europe in the twelfth
century. This last-named circumstance I have
dwelt upon at length in one of my former lec-
tures, and I shall, no doubt, have frequent
occasions again to allude to it. The fact is, that
the ornamentation of the later examples of the
Romanesque style is for the most part rather
Byzantine than Roman in its origin : even the
acanthus-leaves in the capitals and cornices
more resembling those of the monument of Lysi-
crates than those of any Roman building

; while
the surface- ornaments—so profusely used—are
often traceable to the patterns of the various
manufactures of the East, so largely imported
Into Western Europe.
Much light has recently been thrown upon

the Byzantine style, especially in respect of its
secular produetions, through the discovery by
the Count de Togue of a vast number of ruined
towns in tho mountains towards the north of
Syria, which have remained almost untouched
(except by time and earthquakes) just as they
were deserted in the seventh century on the
approach of the first Mahomedan invaders.
These remarkable remains give us the connect-
ing link between Classic and Medimval art,
though greatly influenced by the traditional
mode of building belonging to Syria. It is a
subject which would need a separate lecture to
deal with it as it deserves, and I only mention it

here for the sake of saying that the carved orna-
mentation of these remarkable buildings is Greek
in its feeling, and not Roman, and that it is
evidently allied to that imported at a much
later period into Western Europe

;
and which

especially characterizes the buildings of the
twelfth centnry in France, and (though less
constantly) in England ; all tending to establish
the essential unity of the round-arched architec-
ture of the early Middle Ages, and the fact that
the East and the West were much more united
in artistic affinity than has generally been ad-
mitted.

My main object at the present time is to trace
the history, and investigate the character of
those branches of this great round-arched style
which have developed themselves in our own
country : and my purpose in the foregoing re-

marks has been to lead yon to view our own
architecture, not as an essentially separate style,

but as a part of that which pervaded Christian
Europe, and extended till the Mahomedan inva-

'

sion, far both into Asia and Africa, which was
the nucleus even of the Mahomedan styles, and

-in CirviT... /nn .'m TTnI.. T « .1 J _

though but then become adepts in architecture
themselves, should disdainfully reconstruct nearly
all the churches and greater edifices of their
predecessors in that new manner of building in
which they had been so recently instructed, and
for tho carrying out of which their conquest had
supplied them with such ample means.

It would be a curious and interesting inves-
tigation to trace out the history of what may be
styled the Primitive Romanesque architecture of
Northern Europe

; or, in other words, to examine
which in Sicily (as in the Holy Land and in

j

into the style of building which prevailed during
Spain), again met and coalesced with its infidel ! the long interval between the overthrow of the
offshoot, and produced by this reunion the noble I Roman power in the fifth century and the final
architecture of Palermo, and other cities of Nor- : establishment of that family of nations which
man Sicily.

|

for the last eight or nine centuries has been the
Among all the races of northern Europe, who

, embodied representative of Europe,
were either conquered by Rome, or aided in the

j

The thousandth year of our era seems as if it
overthrow of her empire, I do not know that any

^

were the beginning of a new state of things : as
has left a vestige of what may be viewed as in- if what succeeded it were in the open daylight,
dieating, in any intelligible manner, the exist- while the six preceding centuries could only be
ence among them of a distinctive style of archi-

,

viewed by the glimmer of twilight. This is
tecbure. Stonehenge and the cromlechs can

j

especially the case as regards oar own art.
hardly be viewed as exceptions

;
and, when the

,

How little do we know of the architecture of
Angles and Saxons invaded Britain, they found, Western Europe, north of the Alps, during that
80 far as we know, no architecture but the
Roman, nor brought with them any of their
own

; while, to make matters worse, they seem
to have devoted themselves to the destruction of
what they found.

long interval ! Only here and there a bnilding
equally obscure in character and date,—a dull
ray of light only just sufficing to render the
darkness visible. No doubt a careful investiga-
tion would increase the number of known ex-

What was the character of their buildings ' amples on the Continent. At present they are
while they continued Pagan, we have no means i but few, such as the Basse-ceuvre at Beauvais;
of jiidging. We have proofs that timber was ! the Church of St. Jean at Poictiers

;
that of

their most customary material, though it would
j

Quenqueville in Normandy
; the church at

be unreasonable to suppose that they were un -

1

Lorsoh, on the Rhine, and the older parts of St.
able to build in atone. It is likely enough that I Pantaleon at Cologne; all of which possess a
their bouses were generally of wood, but such ' character so distinct from that which prevails
was the case throughout the Middle Ages, and

|

among the buildings of succeeding times as
continues to be so to this day, where timber is quite to sever from all which followed the archi-
abundant. Many of the churches afterwards

j

tecture of these primitive ages, — this gulf
were of the same material

;
but such also has at : which divides the ancient from the mo(forn

all periods been the case when dictated by local
j

world. Our business, however, at present, is
circumstances, and is still frequent in onr not with the Continent, but with tho sister
colonies, so that it is insufficient to disprove the
contemporary use of stone.
There is a carious parallelism in this respect

between the buildings of ancient Greece, of

islands of Britain.

The circumstances of the various portions of
the British isles dift'ered in those early times so
much that it is difficult to view them at all

Etruria, and of England. In Greece we find ' systematically. South Britain, early overspread
clear proofs of the architectural style having , with Roman art, civilized and Christianized while
been founded on timber construction, though the
Cyclopean walls, &c., of the primaeval cities

(whether the works of the same or a different
race) forbid the thought that the use of stone
was ever unknown. In Etruria we find no less
gigantic walla, though we learn from Vitruvius
that timber entered largely even into the con-
atrnction of their temples, and suggested the
peculiarities of the Tuscan order. If, then, in
Saxon England we find the words “ to build” to
be derived from timber;—if we learn from early
writers that the majority of their buildings were
of wood

; and if we find in their stone buildings
indications of their imitating the construction of
timber framing, we need no more conclude that
our forefathers were ignorant of stone building,
where it was needful, than that the early Greeks
or Etrurians used timber from ignorance of the
use of stone.

They were colonists, though conquerors. They
were, no doubt, but very partially civilized

;
and,

settling down as strangers in a country from
which they had driven out the old inhabitants,
and whose towns they had in great measure
destroyed, they were likely (as colonists do in
our own day) to make the largest use of the
material most ready to their hand, and to defer
to more settled times the use of a more perma-
nent manner of building.

The paucity of remains of buildings of the
period between the dissolution of the Roman
Empire in the West and the eleventh centnry, is

by no means pecnliar to our own country.
Throughout Northern Europe the same fact pre-
vails. The earlier waves of northern invaders
were absorbed in the old civilization, bat each
successive wave made a deeper and a deeper
inroad into the remaining arts of the old world.
It was natural then, that, on the return of art
and civilization, the works of this dark period
should be deemed unworthy of preservation, and
were replaced by new erections. In our own
country the Roman had not been overcome, bnt
had simply withdrawn, so that the dissolution of
art was a more rapid work than in most other
pa' ts of the old empire, while the early efforts of
the Saxons were over and over again destroyed
by the yet uncivilized and nnchristianized Scan-
dinavians, from the last of whose devastations
there was hardly time to recover before the
Anglo-Saxon monarchy was overthrown by the
Normans. No wonder, then, that the conquerors.

Scotland and Ireland were yet barbarous and
Pagan, became again, in its torn, both Pagan
and barbarous when Ireland and Scotland had
received the light of Christianity and civili-

zation.

Early in the fifth century these blessings were
conveyed to Ireland from then Christian Britain,
and in the next century South Britain was sunk
in almost impenetrable darkness, and was sub-
sequently beholden to Ireland and the Irish race
dwelling in Scotland, from the one side, and to
missionaries from Rome from the other, for re-
kindling the extinguished lamp of religion and
knowledge.
Of all the churches which must have existed

in what is now England when inhabited by the
old Britons, I am not sure that we possess a
single relio; nor is there any certainty that even
in Wales or Cornwall, where they were compara-
tively nndistarbed, the case is much better.
More curious still is the scarcity of early build-
ings in Scotland; though I shall be able to show
you that some exceptions exist. Bede speaks of
timber building as the “ Mos Scotorum,” and of
stone building as ” Mos Britonibus insolitiis,”

which may account for this dearth of objects of
high antiquity. However this may be, we have
to look mainly to Ireland for relics of the early
modes of building among the British races

j

and hero we happily find much to gratify our
curiosity.

It was early in the fifth centnry that Patrioius,
or St. Patrick (who describes himself as at once
a Briton and a Roman), went from the northern
parts of Roman Britain to instruct the then
Pagan Irish, or, as they were more generally
called, Scots. It was about the time when the
invasion of Alaric had compelled the Emperor
Honorius to withdraw his legions from Britain

;

and was, consequently, at the precise moment
when our country was about to pass from the
age of Roman subjection into that of mythic
confusion,—beginning with the frightful devasta-
tions of the Piets and Scots, and subsequently of
the Saxons

;
passing on through the semi-fabulous

days of Vortigern, King Arthur, and Merlin, and
ending with the fiight of Cadwallader from
desolated Britain

; the driving out of the
ancient inhabitants

;
the destruction of Christian

churches and Roman cities, and the re-establish-
ment of Paganism.

As there seems good reason to believe that.
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omong the e-tietiug remains in Ireland, some are

notafilly of the age of St. Patrick, it follows that

m them we possesH remaics two centnries

earlier than any left ns by oar own Anglo-

Saxon forefathers, and that their type may be

f'lnnded on that of the lost British buildings,

though no doubt far hnmbler in scale and mode
of building than those erected in South Britain

with Roman aid. The Early Irish remains are

mainly of three classes : the cells and other

domestic buildings of the monks
;
the oratories

and olmrches; and the ronnd towers. The for-

mer class are of the rudest and most ascetic

description, and seem to be founded on the

customary dwellings of the Pagan inhabitants.

The monks evidently eschewed all pretensions to

personal comfort, and took up at once with the

scale of dwelling common among their flock.

They lived iu stone huts, built without mortar

and vaulted over ;—more like ovens than human
habitations, and so small as only to be sufficient

for ono person. With these they surrounded

their churches, adding a few buildings, similar

in charac.ter but somewhat larger, for more
general purposes. Some, even of their orato-

ries, were almost as pristine in their construc-

tion ;
and the churches themselves, though less

rude, were of the most severe simplicity.

The form of dwelling indicated by the Cells

or “Kills” which I have alluded to is not wholly

alien to that still existing (or at least in use nt

the commencement of the present century) in the

distant island of Sb. Kilda, excepting that the

the distinct prototypes of the simplest forms of an Eng-
lish church. The one doorway is always west, and one of

the windows to the east, though side windows are also

introduced, all apparently without glass ;
the doorway

usually square-beaded, the windows round-arched or tri-

angular-headed.” “In alt oases the sides of doorways

and windows incline, like the doorways in the oldest re-

mains of Cyclopean buildings, to which they bear a singu-

Isrly striking resemblance.’’ “In the smaller churches

the roofs were frequently formed of stone, bat in the

larger ones were always of wood.”

The doorways are, however, sometimes arched

The apsidal termination is, I believe, wholly

unknown in these churches; and it would ap-

pear from this fact that the square end of the

majority of Eugliah chancels is a tradition from

the ancient British churches : the apse, which

BO frequently made its appearance and was
a;;ain so frequently removed, being a foreign

importation, against which the natioual feeling

rebelled, as opposed to the local tradition. Of a

piece with this feeling was the indignant protest

of an Irishman against the intention of one St.

Malachy to erect a church in an unaccustomed
style. “ Good man, what has induced you to

introduce this novelty into these regions ? we
are Scots not Gauls

;
why this levity ? Was

ever work so superfluous, so proud!” This

feeling, rather than the poverty of the country,

may have occasioned the rigid severity of these

early churches in Ireland, the largest of which
rarely exceeded 60 ft. in length,—the very length

prescribed by St. Patrick for one of his churches,

and which Mr. Petrie thinks was his usual

dimension for churches of the largest class.

cS"UwOTe"ljr”onr pOToT’whne'^the St. Kilda ^ This wos olso the length of the original church

houses are for a family. Dr. Edward Daniel
|

Glastonbury, probably the first erected in

Clarke thus describes these houses in 1797
|

0™“ Britain, while it differs but slightly from

, „. , ,.iP *.
I
that of the naves of Brixworth Church, Worth

" The construction of their dweUine-hiiu»P8 diflera from U.,, , j .. . ..i. tt-h .. -r\

that of nil the western iBlands. They consist of a pile of Church, and that on the Castle Hill at Dover,

stones without cement, raised about 3 ft. or 4 ft. from the I three of our oldest remaining Prm-Korman
ground, forming a small oblong inclosure, over which is

j

EngHsli churches.
raised a coveriug of straw, bound together with transverse I ,S, « ...
ropes of bent. . . . Bound the walls of their huts are

| .

difficulty naturally arisiDg from the

one or mure arched apertures, according to the number
|

limited size of the churches and the unlimited
of the family, leading to a vault, like an oven, arched with numbers of the monks, appears to have been
stone, and defended strongly from the inclemency of the - .... ..

weather; in this they sleep. I crawled on all-fours, with
a lamp, into one of these, and found the bottom covered
with heath; in this, I was informed, foor persons slept.

There is not sufficient space iu them for a tall man to sit

upright, though the dimensions of these vaulted dormi-
tories varied in each hut, according to the number it was
required to contain, or the industry of the owners.”

The central apartment ho describes as without
either chimney or window, but with two holes,

some 7 in. square, to let out a little of the peat

smoke.
There exists in the greater Island of Arran, in

tho Bay of Galway, among many primtcval anti-

quities, a house, supposed to be of tho Pagan
period, which is thus described by Mr. Petrie, in

hie admirable work on the “ Ancient Architec-

ture of Ireland

*' It is in its internal measurement 19 f'. long. 7 ft. 6 in,

broad, and B ft. high, and its walls are about 4 ft, thick.

Its doorway is but 3 it. high, and 2 ft. 0 in. wide on the
outside, but narrows to 2 It, on the inside. The roof is

formed, as in all buildings of this class, by a gradual
approximation of stones laid horizontally, till it is closed

at the top by a single stone; and two apertures in the
centre served the double purpose of a window and a
chimney.”

The cells of the monks differed but little from
this, excepting in being quadrangular within,

though round or oval without. It would ap-

pear that some of the Irish monastories had
whole towns of such insulated cells, and it was
from the great number of these erected by Sc.

Colnmba that his name received the affix of
“ Kill,” and which caused his fumous founda-

tion iu Iona to be called “ I Colmkill.”

The earlier oratories seem frequently to have
been a development of the construction of these

cells, “ built of uucemeuted stones admirably
fitted to each other, and their lateral walls con
verging from the base to their apex
lines.”

met by multiplying the number of the former.

Thus we find several—up to seven—churches

continually forming a single group. Just as at

Glastonbury, there were at one time three in

immediate proximity, though subsequently

united into one.

Besides the more or less numerous cells which
surrounded tho churches, or groups of churches,

there were usually houses for the abbots, hardly

less ascetic in their construction than the cells

of the monks; halls for strangers, refectories,

and kitchens. Of the abbots’ houses we have
several remaining, especially those of St.

Columba at Kells, and of St. Kelvin at Glen
dalough, for sketches of which I am indebted to

Mr. Burchett. These were single rooms, about

18 ft. to 25 ft. long, by 15 ft. or 16 ft. wide, vaulted

and covered by a atone roof, with a window and
a door of very small size, all perfectly plain, but
skilfully constructed.

All each groups of buildings were surrounded
by a high and thick wall of defence, with strong

gateways, and somewhere at hand was often

ejected a round tower, at once the bell tower of

the monastery and the place of refuge in case of

attack.

We know nothing of the internal arrangement
of the churches, excepting that in some cases

there is a stoue bench across the east end, the

altar standing a little in advance ; a square

version of the Basilican arrangement
;
for, be it

remembered, the apse possibly only came into

u';e when secular Basiliem were converted into

churches, while those under consideration were
probably founded upon the traditions of churches

which existed in Britain before the time of Con-

stantine, BO that our English square east-end
curved

|
may after all be the more primitive type, though,

' if such were the case, it would appear that the
These pristine oratories are surrounded by the geats of the clergy were at first along the

cells and the graves of their founders, the latter
! ©astern wall and behind the altar, as in the

inscribed with the cross. I give, from Hr. i apsidal churches. To these views, however, I

Petrie, a sketch of the oratory of galleries, which win not pledge myself, as we do not know how
he describes as, externally, 23 ft. long by 10 ft.

, goon apses came into use.
broad, and 16 ft. high to the external apex. It l This system, too, of erecting monasteries, not
has a small doorway in the west end, and is with general dormitories, but with numerous
lighted by a single window in the east end, which

j

private cells, seems to have been founded on the
east gable was finished by a cross. Of very I ©arly Eastern form, of which so many existed
similar construction are several in Scotland and ia the desertsof the Thebaid, and ofwhich many
the Western Isles. Of these I have been enabled

to give some illustrations, which are, in one
respect, more complete than Mr. Petrie’s draw-
ings, inasmuch as they are furnished with

The sarly Irish clinrches are of two very Vimple types,
beine either oblonp, with a door at the w-st and n window
at the east end.—a mere development, with upright walls,

of the oratories just deseriked,—or a double oblong,
forming a nave and chancel, and onited by a chnneel arch.

ancient notices exist. The moat perfect remain
ing specimen of this kind of monastery in Ireland

is one on a most minute scale founded by St.

Feohin, in the seventh century, in the almost

inaccessible island of Ardoilen, off the coast of

Connemara, which, excepting only that all its

buildings are vaulted, agrees almost precisely

Korthumbrian coast, by St. Cuthbert, himself a

Scot or perhaps an Irishman. Those in the

north of Ireland and in Scotland seem to have
been usually of timber, “more Scotorum," as

Bede says, and have consequently perished

;

but in the south and west of Ireland they were
of stone, and remain, in many instances, in a

more or less complete state to our own day.

Some, however, in Scotland were of stone,

like those of Ireland.

It was in these establishments,—so severely

simple in their architecture,—that the lamp of

piety and learniug was preserved during the

darkest period of our history; emitted its light

not only among the British islands but to Con-

tinental Europe; and here were followed up
even the decorative arts,—as illumination, em-
broidery, and jewelry. Such, no doubt, was the

famous monastery of Iona, which, aa an able

historian, says,

—

“Soon becamp morally and religionsly a spectacle 03

glorious as any that Christendom could afford

The school, of whatever knowledge, sacred or profane,

was then within the reach of the northern people,— the

nursery of many arts, the centre of a Christian colony,

and the mother of priests and missionaries."

It was on lauding her© that Dr. Johnson ex-

claimed,

—

“ We are now treading that iUnstrious island which was

once the luminary of tho Caledonian regions, whence
savage duns and roving barbarians derived ihe benefits of
knowledge and the blessings of religion That

man is little to be envied whoso patriotism would not gain

force upon the plain of Marathon, or whose piety would
not grow warmer among the ruius of Iona.”

At somewhat later periods the severity of the

Irish architecture became gradually relieved,

while its leading types remained unaltered. As
the dates of the more decorative baildin.^8 are

unsettled, I will not enter upon the discussion

how far their ornamentation was indigenous, and

how far derived from other countries. Towards
the Norman period, we find features agreeing

with the details of that style united with Irish

forms and mixed with ornamental details^—such

as those which decorate the well-known Irish

crosses, and are common on the monumental
slabs in the monastic cemeteries. We also find

the jambs of doorways, and chancel arches,

losing the square form extending through the

thickness of the walls which characterises the

earlier examples (like those of our own Anglo-

Saxon buildings), and becoming divided into

separate order's, with decorative mouldings,

shafes with caps and bases, and thus exhibiting

the most important elements of the advanced

Romanesque and “Gothic” styles. These fea-

tures increase ia distinctness till we reach

examples known to be contemporary with our

own Norman works, and culminate in the

charming Chapel of St. Cormac at Cashel,

wbioh, though in outline, evincing an adherence

to Irish tradition, is in all its details distinctly

Norman, and is known to have been erected in

the twelfth century. Mr. Petrie thinks that

these decorative features are in many instances

of very early date. I cannot quite agree with

him where Norman details appear
;

for, though

a system of ornamentation may appear early in

a particular county, it is impossible that it should

anticipate the precise forms elaborated much
later by a regular course of progression else-

where.
There is in Scotland, at least one specimen of

parallel character to these later of the old Irish

churches. I allude to the church of St. Regulus,

which stands side-by-side with the cathedral of

St. Andrew’s
;
just as that of St. Cormaoh does

with the cathedral of Cashel.

Mr. BLlliugs has given a good view of this

interesting, and, I may say, beautiful, remain

;

and I am enabled, by the kindness of a friend

(Mr. R. Anderson, of Edinburgh), to show you
detail drawings of it. It consists either of a

nave (with chancel arch) and a western tower,

or of a chancel with apse arch and a central

tower, in which latter case it would be parallel

to the remains of Jarrow Church. In the

other case, it may have had a lofty western

porch as had those of Wearmouth and Barton-

upon-Humber. The large western arch or

the tower must have opened into either a nave

or a porch ; and, as this is actually larger than

the chancel arch, and the mark of the roof of

equal height, it certainly suggests a nave. Its

workmanship ia of a very superior character;

and its details, though plain and archaic, are

very good. The tower is of great height, evi-

dently, like many other early towers in Scotland,

founded on the idea of the early campaniles of

with Bede’s description of that founded about ' Italy. The capitals of shafts closely resemble

the same time in the island of Fame, on the ' those of St. Pantaleon at Cologne, which are of
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a tenth centary. I find it difficult to con-

xture the age of this oliurch
;
but, I imagine it

1 be anterior in its date to the introduction of

Orman architecture into England. It is said

tat when the surrounding ground was excavated

e foundations of an apse were found.

I will not dwell on the Irish crosses, and the

lund towers,—time not permitting,—though

Sth are among the most remarkable features of

Irly Irish art. The towers agree precisely in

ieir architectural details with the churches,

id never appear but in connexion with them,

fiey are known in the Irish language by a
ume signifying a belfry, and were no doubt the

limpanilea of the monasteries j
their unique

po showing the originality of invention of

sese early architects. Their doors were placed

a considerable height for the sake of security j

ey were divided into several stories, each with

rsingle window except the upper one which had

rur or more,—all pointing out their double

jiject of bell towers and places of defence. Two
imilar towers remain in Scotland.

The Irish and Iona crosses are works of ex-

[sme beauty, and of very decorative detail. I

lall have to allude to their anti-types in

^gland when speaking of Anglo-Saxon archi-

teture, to the consideration of which I will now
<oceed.^

pied for each prisoner was equivalent to more

than 150L per annum ground-rent ! It must
be remembered that the site is within a stone’s

throw of the General Post-office, and within

pistol-shot of the Bank of England and the

Royal Exchange, the very heart of the City.

The frontage of the prison in the Old Bailey is

300 ft., with a back extension line of 192 ft. The
net area is, however, much less, being only 124 ft.

by 46 ft. for prisoners’ use. In the reconstruction

already mentioiied, 130 modern cells were built,

and accommodation can be given to nearly 200
prisoners ; but the average is hardly ever over

100,—sometimes not more than forty at once.

The grim walls which we see on passing every

day are not a century old, having been built by

George Dance, the then City architect, between

the years 1776 and 1782, the Gordon riots

having destroyed the old prison.

Newgate has been a prison since the

thirteenth century, and the time has come when
it ought to be removed for the purpose of

public convenience. Were Newgate-prison and

Newgate-market gone, there would then be

ample room for the glories of “the Row” to

expand. A fine, broad street might lead off from

the eastern part of the viaduct, cross the end of

1 THE PROPOSED ENLARGEMENT OF
NEWGATE.

TTub public will learn, with extreme surprise,

iiat it is intended by the City authorities to

alarge Newgate to nearly double its present

«6. During the whole lifetime of a generation,

.6 prison of Newgate has been condemned as a
iblio nuisance by every intelligent man ; and,

nw, when its presence has become more un-

loarable than ever, the “statesmanship” of

uildhall proposes to enlarge it ! Newgate-
ureet is already almost crowded to impassabi-

uy during business hours, whilst Ludgate-hill,

a confined neighbour, is in a condition of traffic-

i^ngestion the greater portion of every day.
let, “ Newgate” itself is able to be extended.

!\ewgate, which, with the Old Bailey, may be
iiken as the obstructive barrier

,
between the

wo great arterial thoroughfares, ought to have
?30n carted out of the public way half a century
0{o. Common-sense, at this time of day, might
rive suggested a “clean sweep” to give more
icbow-room to the public. The Holborn Viaduct,

aie of the historic building-works of modern
nondon, is being constructed at a cost of

lumething over one million sterling; Middle-row
as been cleared away at an expenditure of

more than 50,000h, to give full efleot to the

festern appi'oach of the new high-level road'

i;ay
;
whilst the eastern end of the same road'

.;ay is doomed to open out upon—what ? The
'.don’s door, from which the condemned wretch
B^eps forth to be hanged. Then, there is the
?rBW meat-mai'ket, raisiug its cheerful-looking

cices in Smithfield, Its main north and south
uadway will pass at right angles to the viaduct,
•irectly over the spot where the gallows stands,

elet, Newgate must be enlarged ! The admirer
"tfthe viaduct, when going Citywise, will have
momething to “season” his admiration with,

lichen he finds the eastern terminal faced by the
wloomy corner of the old prison.

I In 1857, when the interior of Newgate was
ceconstructed at an outlay of between 12,OOOZ.,

nd 15,0001., loud were the cries against either
.ebo expenditure of the money, or the continuance
'if the prison. Theories died out, as such aoul-

1593 wailings had often done before, and New-
.'ate still stands, awaiting a yet further enlarge-

lEuent

!

. It is proposed to take in the best part of War-
iffick-square, some of Tylor’s Market—which
many people think is part of Newgate Market

—

;md some courts and alleys adjacent. If

bihis is done, of course the present proprietors
f f the required premises will have to be bought
jtiut handsomely. As they are mostly publishers,

ir connected with the commercial department of
literature in some shape or other, they cannot
310 “ improved ” out of the way without money.
i"a.^hen there will be the freeholders to settle with,
.nind, after that, the old buildings to be pulled
blown and the new ones put up. Rumour
LSiscribes the project to Mr. Hardy

j
bub the Home

'oecretary would hardly of himself be hardy
‘muough for that. It was stated, years ago, on
wery creditable authority, that the space occu-

PrincB has taken into his own hands, is about

480 acres in extent, and includes the Home
farm at Sandringham and that which w’as for-,

merly Cork’s farm at West Newton. Of this we
find there are 365 acres of arable land and 47

acres of grass, besides about 70 acres of marshes

at Wolferton and Babingley. The Wolferton

portion of the estate has recently been con-

siderably added to by the reclamation of the

Norfolk Estuary Company. About 100 acres of

the Prince’s arable laud consist of good and

productive land
;

about the same quantity is

a fair soil, on a chalk subsoil; and the remaining

165 acres are poor or sandy light land, resting

upon the carr and gravel on the West Newton
heath. The poorest of this land is prolific of

building and road-making materials. It will be

seen, from what is stated above that, including

the park, His Royal Highness farms about an
equal quantity of arable and pasture land. The
Prince’s flock is made up of about 10 score of pur©

South Downs, and about 11 score of half-bred and
Down hoggetts, and Down shearlings, the ewes

being from the celebrated flocks of Lord Sondes

and Sir Willoughby Jones. The herd of stock

numbers 77 head, including a dairy of 10 Aldei'-

ney cows, with their yearling produce and

the Old Bailey, and cub through, iu a right calves. Twelve Devons occupy the stalls of the

oblique direction, to the north-eastern corner of
j

fattening boxes, and 31 Highlanders are in tho

St. Panl’s Churchyard. Once there, the rest is ' park, as well as an Azore bull, 2 cows,_and a

all plaiu sailing. It has long been “on tho

carpet” to remove St. Panl’s school beyond the

metropolitan barriers, and widen the street right

through. Were the plan hero sketched carried

out to fulfilment, all the Holborn and Smithfield

calf, which have been presented to the Prince.

The Highlanders arebeingfedoncakeandhay.&c.,

and will be fat by May or June, when they will be

disposed of, and a fresh importation will be

•eceived at Michaelmas direct from the High-

traffic for London Bridge could branch off direct
i

lands. The park also contains 200 deer,

south-east to Cannon-street, and so relieve the I
The model I'arm-buildings have been erected at

whole day-block of Newgate-street, Cheapside,
[

the rear of the royal gardens, and face the south,

and King William-street. This Newgate enlarge-
;

being well sheltered on the north and west,

ment scheme has been taken for jointincubation i
They are built with tho native carr, with stone

beneath the aldermanic feathers of Mr. Lush, the ' and brick facings, and slate roofs. The squai-e

liberal member for Finsbury, and Mr. Warren
Hale. The more than average enlightened

character of these gentlemen, in conjunction

with their proposal, has created a source of

unusual surprise, as expressed within the sound

of Bow-bells. The folks say there, that this is

progressing as tho crab goes—backwards. Surely,

there must be some men beneath the shadow of

block of buildings contains two open yards, and
this block is 168 ft. in width and 113 ft. deep.

Each of the open yards contains in the centre an.

iron water-tank, 13 ft. 6 in. by 6 ft. 6 in., uudor-

neath which is a cistern, into which the liquid

manure drains, and is afterwards carted on to

the land. Each yard is surrounded by a pave-

ment 6 ft. or 7 ft. wide. The north end of the

oast yard is a hospital-stable, and the east side

consists of a twelvo-stalled stable for tho farm-

horses, but at present is occupied by the Prince’s

horses which cannot be accommodated at the

‘ Paul’s Cross,” who have the souls of earnest,

onward bnrghers in them ? If such are in the

land of their fathers let them bestir themselves ;

let them raise their voices in a firm, determined

tone, to sweep away this blot from their famed— i
royal mews. A large straw-barn, 60 It. long by

and justly famed—city, or ever after hold their 20 ft. wide, with sliding doors, and asphalt©

peace. Let them “ buckle on their armour,” for ' flooring, occupies the centre of tho north range

the enemy is already within the gates. of buildings. The yards are separated by the

calves’ boxes and piggeries, the latter being

fitted up with Crosskill & Son’s patent troughs,

and tenanted with some exceedingly pretty little

members of the porcine species. At the south

end is the meal-room and boiling-house. Tho
west and part of the north side of the second

yard consists of the cow-stalls and fattening-

boxes. The Alderney cows are brought here to

be milked, and tho fatteniog-boxes are occupied

by twelve Devons. These boxes are supplied

with Cottam’s patent feeding-troughs. The win-

dows are fitted with sliding shutters, and oak

panels separate the stalls. At the south end is

a capitally fitted-op slaughter-house, in which

beef, mutton, and pork, for ooasumptioa at tho

\ All these
Beyond the

north end of this block is a roadway, 41 ft. wide,

on the other side of which, is a range ot build-

ings, 168 fc. long by 26 ft. 4 in. wide, at each

end of which is a three-storied octagonal tower.

The east tower contains a large cistern, to supply

the whole range of buildings with water, which

is conveyed to the cistern, by means of a force-

pump, from a well which has been sunk con-

tiguous, the water being found 27 fc. below the

level of the soil. Tho other tower is used as a

granary, and the range of buildings comprises

cart - sheds, implemout - houses, machine - rooms

for cutting, thrashing, and dressing, and th©

large granary-chamber, oapable of bolding 400

combs of corn. They have sliding doors ; and

tho machinery is supplied by Mr. Dodman, of

King’s Lynn.
The gas works have been constructed on the

north side of the farm premises by Messrs.

Walker, of Donington, in Shropshire. The
retort-house contains three D iron retorts 9 ft.

' To be continued.

THE NORFOLK SEAT OF H.R.H. THE
PRINCE OF WALES.

The transformation that has been effected at

Sandringham within the last six years is very

remarkable, and we have reason to know that

what baa been done has been in great measure

the result of that practical interest in such mat-

ters which the Prince of Wales largely inherits

from the late Prince Consort.

The estate is called Sant Dersingham in

Domesday-book, and was held by a freeman ...
nnder Harold Earl Godwin, for a brief period i table, is slaughtered and dressed.^

king of England. It was purchased, as is pretty ' premises are lighted with gas.

well known, by the Prince of Wales in 1862,

since which time works have been in progress to

render the estate suitable for a royal residence.

A large portion of these works has only re-

cently been completed. The Norwich Gates,

royal gardens, pheasantries, comptrollers’ and
equerries’ residences, labourers’ cottages, and

new roads, have been previously described, and

it is no part of our intention to farther allude

to them now. The completion of the model

farm premises marks the fact that tho Prince of
i

Wales has become a practical agriculturist, and

some few particulars respecting the farm will

be read with interest. The estate consists of

about 7,000 acres, 2,000 of which are heaths and
plantations, and about 500 acres of these are

planted. The park is only about 200aore8inextent,

and a portion produces useful herbage, but some
of it was very inferior till improved by drainage

and moulding, with top dressing and sprinkling

with seeds. For many years a small piece of r

freehold land, belonging to another owner, about
\

long, and a apace has been left for another retort.

3 acres in extent, abutted into the park ; hut 1 12,000 ft. or 14,000 ft. of gas are produced every

this has recently been purchased by the Prince, i twenty-four hours. Adjoining ia the condenser,

and has been thrown into the park, and all the
j

and in the next room the purifier, connected with

I

cottages on this (the West Newton) side of the
]

which is the workshop. The gasometer^ia 25 It.

nark are beinsr removed. The farm, which the !
in diameter, and 12 ft. <, deep, and holds about
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4,000 ft. of gas. The works are under the care
of Mr. Robert Borne, from the Crystal Palace
district works. The shaft of the gasworks is

41 ft. high, and octagonal in shape, with a square
base. The various rooms in Sandringham House,
the Norwich gates, the several drives and walks,
the royal mews, the offices, and the farm
premises are lighted with gas ; and the appear-
ance presented in the park after dark is exceed-
ingly picturesque owingto the undulating nature
of the land. We lately mentioned the new
offices, billiard-room, and bowling alley, and
need not again refer to them.

ARCH.HOLOGIC ITEMS FROM ROME.

Though alarm in high places and extraordi-

nary precautions against political dangers be
still the order of the day in Rome, we are happy
to report the progress of undertakings that may
interest the antiquarian, and that afford proof
of the attention paid by the Papal Government,
even amidst exceptional circumstances, to things
apart from the diplomatic and ecclesiastical.

The excavations on the Palatine, as well in that
region where the Roman as in that where French
authorities are carrying on such works, proceed
with something like alacrity, and have led to
important results at various points on the
Imperial Mount’s acclivities. In the Catacombs
of St. Calixtus labourers are daily engaged. In
the Thermm of Caracalla, the diggings com-
menced in the last spring, and soon rewarded
by the discovery of a fine male torso in Greek
marble (conjectured to be a Hercules), are also
continuing, chough bub few hands are employed

;

and at the southern side, just beyond the walls
of the vast ruin, we see still in progress the
works that led, about two years ago, to the
opening of chambers, with mosaic floors and
painted walls, and (most interesting) a domestic
lararium, with its altar in situ, and brigbt-hued
frescoes of deities, priests, &c., colouring its

walls,—identified as the palace of the well-
known Asinius Pollio, the friend of Augustus
and patron of Virgil. In Trastevere we find
like activity at the spot where (as already
reported by us), some two years ago, were found
the remains of a military station of the Vigiles
(or Fire-brigade), and the most noticeable
detail among which ruins is a beautiful porch,
with terra-cotta ornamentation, in truly Classic
style, leading into a painted chamber, not
yet quite disencumbered of soil, supposed
to be another lararium. Ocher wall-surfaces
have been alike adorned with painting, the
character of which is Pompeian. A treasure- '

trove of uncommon value was obtained, a
i

few weeks ago, through works of excavation
below the garden of the convent attached i

to SS. Cosmoe Darniano, the church on the

'

Forum. Here have been found, at consider-
able depth, eight additional fragments of the
famous Pianta Capitolina, the plan of Rome
incised on marble, referred to the times of
Septimins Sevems or Antoninus Caracalla, and
believed to have formed the pavement of that

|

temple ; other principal portions, brought to light ’

near the same spot in the sixteenth century, i

being now in the Capitoline Museum (hence the '

conventional name), where they occupy twenty- .

six compartments set into the walls of the chief i

staircase. Of these newly-discovered fragments
!

two are large, comparatively speaking among
the smallest and most valuable ofthe others is one
on which we see the well-nigh complete plan of
the Portico of Livia on the Esquiline Hill, an
oblong parallelogram surrounded with a double
colonnade, and containing, at its centre, what
seems a small temple within its sacred en-
closure, also parallelogram, the name “ Porticos
Livim,” preserved in large letters on the surface.
The fragment next in importance presents an
edifice recognisable as a basilica, divided into

'

three aisles by colonnades, and with a hemi-
cycle at one extremity, but no name here pre-
served 5 as alike are the other portions want-
ing in respect to names, but on one are the
letters A P, on another N alone left. These
marbles have been lithographed, and will be
eventually placed beside their companion-pieces
in the Capitol. The same diggings behind the
church on the Forum brought to light consider-
able masses of brickwork, and remains of a cork-
screw staircase, that obviously pertain to the
adjacent basilica, called after Constantine,
though built by Maxentius, the three enormous
arcades of which are so grandly conspicuous.

The German Archjeologic Institute com-

menced, about a month ago, its sessions for the
winter at the well-stored library, belonging to

that association, on the Tarpeian Rock. Most
interesting among papers read at that inaugural

meeting was one on the representations of Yenns
in Classic art, illustrated by a very precious and
original specimen, a marble bust of the Cyprian
goddess, for this occasion exhibited; the story of
which is that, about twelve years ago, it was
found beside the street ascending the Ccelian

towards the Lateran church {Stradone di S.

Giovanni), in laying foundations for walls to a
garden, the property of Cardinal Tosti ; that till

that Cardinal’s death it remained in his keeping,
little known, and seen by few, as we understand,
afterwards passed to his eminence’s heirs, who
soon sold it ; and thus did this Classic treasure
eventually reach the hands of a person named
Milani, who collects objects of virtu with a view
to their sale in case liberal offers be not wanting.
The notion entertained, and which that collector

himself advances with some reasoning, is that
the head in question either belongs to the
Medicman Venus, and ought to be on the
shoulders where another has been fitted by
mistake, or that it is one of several copies from
a highly-prized original, the Medicman statue
being another. However this question may be
regarded, there can be no doubt as to the
analogy between the two, with some slight

difference of poise indeed, and a rather more
downward cast in the Roman than in the
Florentine antique; whilst, at the same time, we
must notice a more serious, intellectual, and (as

it impressed us), more morally beautiful cha-
'

racter in the bust thus found within recent
years. As set on its neck, it is evident that the
latter head belongs to a statne no other portion
of which was found in the Ccelian, together
with this most lovely representation of the
goddess.

On the 27th December, the English archmlo-
gists met for the opening of their winter ses-

sions, at our Consulate, in ,the Palazzo Poli, after

two preliminary committee meetings. At that
first public assemblage, Mr. J. H. Parker read
a paper of about an hour’s length, on the
methods of construction in Rome’s ancient
buildings, taking np his theme from the earliest,

and bringing it down to the latest period in the
city’s history, before the empire had fallen. We
need not add that so able an antiquary as the

I

above-named gentleman proved himself fully

I

equal to cope with, and to present in attractive

formsucbasubjectjOn this occasionrendered more
appreciable to his hearers by the several spirited

coloured drawings, on the exact scale of the
originals, the work of Mr. Charles Wood (brother
to the honorary secretary of the Association),
hung round the walls of the lecture-room.
Before Mr. Parker began, the chairman (Mr.
Lecky, one of the committee), said a few words
respecting the Society’s actnal circumstances
(not at present favourable), 'and the intention
formed of creating a fund, through subscriptions
among co-nationals at home and abroad, for

undertaking works with the object, either to exca-
vate or explore, on sites where Rome’s soil is

not yet exhausted. Next day ensued an open-
air meeting for the visit to different ruins,

within the walls, on the Palatine and Aventine,
under the conduct of Mr. Parker, who now re-

sumed his account of the antique in face of
extant examples of such characteristics in Roman
bnilding as his lecture had dwelt on.

Among losses to the antique, matter for re-

gret, and a consequence of the late troubles in

this region, is the ruin of the Sulnriau Bridge,
which was blown up, too hastily indeed, by
Roman soldiers, under a false alarm of Gari-
baldian attack. As all visitors here know,
that picturesque bridge (still picturesque in

ruins), was thrown across the Auio, about two
miles from Rome, in a period of remote anti-

quity, and restored by Narses, after being demo-
lished by Totila during the Gothic siege. We
hear of no intention for a second restoration.

Fall of a Pinnacle feom a Church.—One
of the pinnacles on the east end of St. Mary’s
Chnrcb, Shrewsbury, has been blown down. A
portion of the falling masonry struck the iron
railings which surround the church, and the iron
work for two or three yards was smashed to
pieces. The pinnacle itself was broken up.
Some of the carved work on the end of the
church was slightly damaged

;
but, fortunately,

the stained glass window in the cHbncel escaped
without injury.

WORKS ON GEOMETRY.
The very useful work before us* is compiled

for the use of land-surveyors, architects, and
engineers, and its author (formerly an ^Uve of
the Quebec Seminary) has put into a concise

form moat of the geometrical problems which
the members of those professions have to work
out in their daily avocations. The amount of
originality which it displays is rather in the
arrangement and simplification of the proposi-

tions, than in any really “ new ” information

which it affords.

M. Baillairge considers (preface) that, to the
student who has many other subjects to learn,

the study of the first six books of Euclid is

rather a sacrifice of time, owing to that geome-
ter’s minute attention to detail in his demon-
strations ; most eminent mathematicians are,

however, of opinion that it is this very exact-

ness in Euclid’s reasoning that makes the
“Elements” so valuable as the student’s first

book of geometry, whereby he is compelled, step

by step, to admit the trnth of the propositions.

It is therefore to be hoped that the old Greek
author will continue to maintain his position in.

our schools and universities, in spite of all that

any “new” treatises on geometry may say to
the contrary.

Our author defines geometry (1) to be a science-

having for its object the measv/rement of space.

This is what modem geometers generally term
“ mensuration ;” with which science, in fact,

M. Baillairge principally deals. The work is

divided into seven books
;
in the first of which

we find the problems and theorems treated in

the first six books of Euclid, but arranged in a
different order and their demonstration short-

ened and often simplified. We mast, however,
take exception to the placing of the 2nd and
3rd propositions of Euclid’s Ist book among the
“ postulates ” (220, 221), as they are problems
requiring solution, and not to be taken for

granted. The plan adopted of generalizing the
propositions so as to make one demonstration
include a number of particular cases of the same
problem might have been considerably ex-

tended; for instance, the 47th of Euclid’s 1st

boob, aud the 12th and 13th of his Eud book,
are all particular cases of one general theorem,
bub the author has followed Euclid in treating

them as separate propositions.

In the 2nd and 3rd books the subject of solid

geometry is treated so as to render it easily un-
derstood, and the lengthy demonstrations of
Euclid (Books 11 and 12) much simplified.

There exist five, and only five, “ regular ” solids,

namely— (1) Tetrahedron, formed by uniting
four equilateral triangles; (2) Cube, formed of
sir squares

; (3) Octahedron, of eight triangles
;

(4) Dodecahedron, of twelve pentagons
; (5)

Icosahedron, of twenty triangles. The measore-
ment of the solidity of each is, the area of the
surface multiplied by one-third of the radius of
the inscribed sphere; which role maybe con-
sidered as a generalization of that for the solidity

of a sphere.

Spherical geometry is described in the 4th
book; this relates to figures drawn on the sur-

face of a sphere, and is preliminary to the study
of spherical trigonometry.

The 5th book is devoted to plane trigonometry,
or the relations existing between the sides and
angles of triangles drawn on a plane surface. In
a treatise that is called “ new,” wo are surprised

to find the old-fashioned system adopted, in

which the angle is taken at the centre of a circle

of radius R, and certain lines which are then
drawn are called the sine, cosine, ta/ngent, &c., of
that angle. In the modern system aright-angled
triangle is aabstitnted for the circle, and the
names sine, &c., given to six ratios which the
sides have to one another. When R is made
unity the functions in the two systems agree in

value. It is very confusing to the student to

have to learn two different methods, and we
therefore hope to see no more “ new” treatises

on trigonometry that keep to the “ old ” system,
now nniveraally discarded by mathematicians.
The author has omitted to notice the circular

measure of angles found in all modern works on

I

trigonometry, in which the unit is the angle
I subtending an arc of the circle equal to its

radius, or nearly 57’296'’
; this number is the

divisor whereby degrees are turned into circular

nnits.

The usual modes of calculating triangles are

• Nooveau Traite de G^omdtrie et de Tripnocmetrie
Eectiligne et Spberique, &c. Par Chs. BaillairKd.
Quebec. 1886.
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tven, and the nae of logarithms explained, excel-

mt tables of which will be found, together with

ilbles of natural sines, cosines, tangents, areas

circular segments, length of arcs and chords

: circles; also a useful table of multipliers and

iciprocal divisors for every integer from 1 to

(000.

TThe 6th book treats of spherical trigonometry,

t' the application of plane trigonometry to the

Dlution of triangles whose sides are arcs of

.reat circles drawn on the surface of a sphere :

sis is a branch of mathematics chiefly used iu

atronomical and nautical calculations.

The seventh book, or appendix, contains rules

r measuring the surface and solidity of various

igures, without employing the processes of the

titegral calculus to which this subject especially

celongs. The quadrature of all surfaces is based

a that of the rectangle or its half the right-

pgled triangle; the area of the surface being

livided into a number of rectangles or triangles

chose sum makes up the whole surface. When
lie surface is bounded by curves, the area can

lily be obtained approximately, bub the error

i\ay be made as small as we please by increasing

lie number of rectangles. In measuring the

ingtli of a curved line we really measure a large

lumber of small chords of the curve, and the

ireater the number the less will be our error,

ihus, 27rr represents the circumference of

I circle whose radius is r ; but this is in

nality the perimeter of a polygon either outside

r inside the circle, and approaching very closely
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all the Mayors, and Baylififs, Lord Mayors, end

Sherifl'd, of the most ancient, honourable, noble,

and loyal City of York, from the Time of King
Edward I. to the Year 1664, being the 16bhYear
of the most happy Eeign of King Charles the

Second. Together with many and sundry re-

markable Passages, which happened in their

several Years. Printed in the Year 1664; and
now reprinted. Published by a true Lover of

Antiquity, and a Well-wisher to the Prosperity

of the City
;
together with his hearty Desire of

the Restoration of its former Glory, Splendour,

and Magnificence. London: printed for W. B.,

and sold by Jonas Browne, at the Blak [sic]

Swan, without Temple Bar.” Small 8vo. In a
plate in this curious work is shown, by the side

of the Minster, Belfry Church ;
and in this re-

presentation it appears to have a plain parapet,

with a plain embattled belfry, but does not show

75

And I cannot close this account of the old

palace without mentioning the circumstance
that the clerk to the Council of the North was
the founder of the estate of Heslington Hall,

which is now vested in the family of Yarborough ;

the singular tenure of which estate is that it

shall remain in the family as long as the present

portico of the old Hall is preserved, and which
was consequently replaced on the renovation of

the Hall. In Heslington Hall is preserved a fine

portrait of Lady Derwentwater, wife of James,
Earl of Derwentwater, who suffered death for his

support of the Stuarts in 1715; also a very

interesting portrait by some foreign artist of

Prince Charles Edward Stuart when a boy. I

saw lately in York copies of portraits of the

Earl of Derwentwater (James, who died in 1715),

Mary, Lady Petre (manied to Lord Petre), and
of Charles Ratcliffe, brother to the Earl of

Derwentwater, who suffered for adherence to

the House of Stuart in 1745. I think this letter
any tower at the right corner, bub a tower

probably then existed, embedded in the wall of

one of the buildings known to have been built
,

of Charles Ratclifi’e, from the Tower of London

against the church, and which are shown in this ! the night before his death, is one of the most

curious plate. The tower which was taken down
J

beautiful letters which the English language

before the building of the present seemed to contains :

—

have been a restoration of recent years. The
|

“ From the Tower, the 7t5i of Dccc-rabor, 17-16.

present tower is in shape hexagon, with moulded 1 The best of friends takes his leave of you. He ha.s

base and BtrinB-ooui-BB joining heraldic Btring- >• '>•« J-r-°
-1 a, -J r. 11? Love hia memory. Let hisfnends join with you in prayer,

course, which goes round three sides ot the
j •ipjguonjjgfoj.mnotortieprepared. Let's love our enemies

church. The side doorways of this church are * and pray for them. Let my sons be men like me : let my

now Gothic, to replace plain doorways
;
bat the ,

daueht.r. be vitleou. women Uke you My w
„ ^ S .

a. r. i.i; • j them all. My love to Fanny, that other tender mother ot
Gothic crockets come in front of the windows,

j^jy children.—Adieu, dear friend,

which is a defect
;

and the quatrefoils and Lxbwestwater.’'

) it; the amount of error depends on the
i
form of heraldic shields do not correspond!

This letter was addressed to the Countess of
cccoracy with which vr is determined

;
for I

with the rest in the string-course, which goes
. his wife. To re-

drdioary calculations TT = 3T41G ..., but where
I
on each side of the church. In this church was Heslington Hall. The Yarboroughs

ereat nicety is demanded its value must bo found
;

baptized Guido or Guy Faux (be was born in Barons de Terrie, in the county of Lincoln,

) a larger number of decimal places. The
|

the hamlet of St. Marygate, m which is situated
obtained the Heslington estate by match-

drcumference of an ellipse can be approxi- St. Olive’s Church). A very e.xcellent account of
j believe, with a descendant of the old

laately found, and with sufficient accuracy for Guy Faux has been written by Mr. Davis, late
Council of the North. One of this

iractical use
;
but as the rule given in the work town clerk of the_ city of York, and now Presi-

iionourable family was page to King James II.

11461) requires the extraction of the square root, i
dent of the Subscription Library in St. Leonard s- qj- present possessor of Heslington Hal!, I

Pie following will be found easier of calculation ' place, in this city.
_

Guy Faux is a singular in- ^ Walter Scott, when speaking of
3 well as more accurate (a and 5 being semi- 1

stance of that political fanaticism which we see '

g^a4.j,2 I

displayed in the death of Henry IV. of France, ^

see)
;
circumference of ellipse = vr . and the attempt upon the life of King Charles 11.

|

! by Lord William Russell in the case of the Rye

. The rule which the author gives (1551) for ' House Plot. As regards the minster, the south though the only object near Heslington Hall

,ending the area of a spherical triangle is wanting door,—a very beautiful work in oak, as old pro- which partakes of the classic is a Roman road,

simplicity, and the following will be found ,
bably as the minster, that is, the time of which I take to be the same (1 have not a map

aisier of calculation :

°
' Edward III., and which, till it was oiled, re- of the Roman roads before me) that proceeds

-.Qf-o I tained its ancient vermilion colour,—has been from the city of Lincoln.

-r- 1 sawn through, in order that it may admit persons Before concluding, I would hope that the

I

to a sort of enclosed screen of oak with doors ;
directors of the Midland Railway will, now they

" Dalkeith, wliich all the virtues loved,

And classic Hawthorndeu,”

I Area of spherical triangle = -

bvhero A, B, and C are the angles of the triangle
i

next to protect the minster from cold; but

m degrees, and r the radius of the sphere. ' screen might have been contrived of the same

1 The rules given for measuring the contents ' height as the ancient door without sawing this

if solid figures of various shapes, regular or ' remarkably fine old door in two halves. A very

.Tregular, will be found of great practical utility, bad piece of taste is said to be projected,—to take

Ikhe following general rule (1521) will apply to ' down the altar-screen and throw the lady-chapel

k large number of solids:— “The volume is into the choir, making the fioor of the same level

i’quivalent to the sum of the area of the base if
,

as the altar floor, and having a reredos against

t has only one, or of its parallel bases if it has ' the wall under the great east window. I hope

i'.wo, and four times the area of a section at half- '
the citizens of York will prevent this project,

•iisfance between the bases, between base and ,
if it is attempted, as it wonld spoil the beautiful

3(uramit, or between the opposite summits, as the
|

aerial efl’ect produced by the high altar-screen as

aiase may be, multiplied by one-sixth of the
|

it is at present. The ancient chair which used

leieighb of the solid.”
j

to be within the altar-rails, and in which King

The second book on the subject of Geometry
j

James I. sat (on his progress to London from

leoefore us is a small work by Major Rouse,* the Scotland to take possession of the English

ibbject of which is to simplify the study, and to

ninduce an interest in it which may bring about
. a desire to obtain further knowledge. We recom-
ninend the mastering of this little volume to those

\lwho have not time to tackle Euclid.

SOME NOTES FROM YORK.

The church of St. Michael le Belfre has just

btbeen new fronted, in the Tudor style of Henry VII.

Itrlt now has a projecting porch, which is orna-

mmented with the Tudor badge of the portcullis,

diderived from the House of Somerset, and some
rcroses, probably to represent the White Rose of

T York. A large window in the centre, above the

pcporch, replaces the old one, in which were two
roroundels of ancient painted glass, which I hope
TTwill be replaced in the new window, or other-

wwise preserved in some other window of the

clchurch. Above each of the side windows is an
ininclined parapet, battlemented, with a Gothic

P'pinnacle, on each side of a belfry of open Gothic
'rwork, which was pub up before this renovation

vwas carried out. The style of this, before the

blast repair, is shown in an old book which I have
nmow before me, entitled “ A List or Catalogue of

crown) has been removed to the vestry. In

this same vestry is preserved the three silver-

gilt crowns which were carried before this king

on his entrance into the city of York. And in

mentioning King James L, I cannot help noticing

the ancient palace of the manor (that old Stuart

palace, as Mr. Canon Harcourt called it), the

interesting history of which is as follows :—It

was erected by Henry VIII. out of the materials

of St. Mary’s Abbey, and there was established

in it a council, called the Council of the North,

at the head of which was placed the Earl of

Somerset. In this palace were taken the de-

positions for the trial of Mary (Jueen of Scots.

The next circumstance worthy of notice was her

son. King James I., taking up his residence on

his way to London, as before narrated ; it then

became the residence of King Charles I., in the

time of the great rebellion, when he came down
to Yorkshire to assemble his forces in the Forest

of Galtrees (called the Forest of Gawtries in the

old work before cited). Then, on the Earl of

Stafford’s trial, one of the counts in the indict-

meno mentions the earl having put up his

arms in the king’s palace [of the manor].

The restored fac - simile is in the second

court; and, lastly, it was the abode of King
James 11. when Duke of York and Lord High
Admiral, in the time of his brother King

Plan By
|

Charles II., in the Dutch war, when the Duke of

York went thence to join the fleet at Hull.

are borrowing 5,000,000i. to improve their

railway by a central station in London, not

forget the good it would do the city of York to

have the 2,000,000 persons who travel from

Scotland and the north pass through York in-

stead of past it, as they do at present. This,

and the improvement of the river by raising the

lock at Newburn, so as to allow of vessels of

large tonnage from London, and the connecting

the River Ouse with the Till and Caider Canal,

thus bringing it into connexion with Manchester

(a plan of which, I am told, was deposited in one

of the chambers at Guildhall during the mayor-

ality of Mr. Alderman Meek), would, I am con-

vinced, raise the city of York to a state of re-

spectable opulence ; and I hope the citizens of

York, now that the railways are (I am happy to

say) under the Board of Trade, will petition the

Board, if necessary, to that eflect. Of course,

when I mention a central station, for Y'^ork, I

mean only a central station for passengers, like

that of the city of Carlisle (without workshops

and smoky chimneys, which they hare unfor-

tunately added at Carlisle), leaving the work-

shops where they are at the York station on the

other side of the river. This would make the

matter complete, and the passengers would then

all come into York instead of a tithe of them as

at present, several of whom are only attracted to

do so by the antiquarian glories of the Minster

and the city;—at least, such ancient glories as

are left by the present people of the Minster and
the corporation, seized, as corporations sometimes

are, with a spirit of destruction which has made
only so-called restorations, instead of leaving to

the joy of the antiquary the ancient, though

perhaps broken, memorials of the past.

It has been proposed in a council of the Cor-

poration of the City of York to alter the dis-

position of the pillars of the present portico of

the Assembly-rooms in Blake-street, instead of

making the portico like the new Theatre iu Grey-

street, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, in which portico

the passengers pass through between the portico

and the principal building. If iron gates were
placed at each side of the portico of the

Assembly-rooms in Biake-strect they might be
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closed, whenever a ball is held, so as to exclude
the public from the roadway under the portico

and leaving them to the present footpath, which
plan would not involve the present proportions
or position of the pillars, both matters of the
most rigid rule in Classic architecture. Drake,
the historian and anticiuary of York, gives the

following account of the Assembly-rooms in

Blake-street :

—

"In this street, whilst I Bm writing, is now bnUding’
and pretty near finished,* a magnificent assembly-room
for the gentry of the city to meet in thronghout the year,
and for the entertainment of the nobility, gentry, &c.,
who usually honour our horse-races with their presence.
The room is an antique Egyptian hall;t but the dimen-
sions and grandeur of the building will be best understood
by the adjoining plan, section, and upright of it. The de-
sign was first set on foot by a set of public spirited gentle-
men, for the most part resident in the city, who pnt ont
proposals for raising the sum of, first, 3,000/., then 4,000/.

for the carrying on and erecting this useful and orna-
mental structure. The subscription met with great en-
couragement from the nobiliiy and gentry of the county,
and several other parts of the kingdom; and though the
expense has overrun the first or second proposals, yet no
gentleman can be uneasy when, at the small behest of
25/., be is a proprietor in one of the finest rooms in Europe.
The design was taken by that En^liih Titruvius, Richard
Earl of Burlington, from Palladio, who gives the olsn,
but tells you that it never was executed out of Egypt.
Our noble lord, finding that the ground the gentlemen
bad bought would accept of this grand design, somewhat
altered in its dimensions from Palladio, threw it in, and
added the come.on assembly-room, &c,, on one side, and
the offices on the other, as further conveniences. The
first encoursgers of a work of this nature—so much for
the credit of both city end country—ought to have their
names banded down to posterity. 1 have for that purpose
cansed the proposals and abstract of the parchase-deeds
of the CTOund, the names of the first-chosen stewards to
the building, with an exact list of the subscribers, to be ^
placed in the appendix.t Before the building of these
rooms the street ran up near parallel with the great house
faciug it; but the proprietors have lately purchased all

the houses from the new building to the end of the street

;

and by pulling them aU down, a handsome area is now
made before it. Towards which good work—a thing much
wanted in several other parts of the city—the lord mayor
and commonalty gave 50/.’’

So far Drake, and I will only add the following

to what he says,—Where are Lord Bnrlington’a

original plans of the Assembly-rooms deposited ?

It was intended to make a perfect small palace
of this building, but the Earl. of Burlington was
stopped from proceeding, in consequence of the
Committee of Management being frightened at

the magnificence of the ball-room he had planned.
I may mention, in conclusion, a curious circum-
stance with regard to the old news-rooms adjoin-

ing it (the old one is rebuilt)
;
there could not be

discovered, when it was rebuilt, any deed to the
upper room over the news-room, which belonged
to the hotel in Museum-street, and it is supposed
to have been forgotten in consequence of the
alarm ofPrince Charles Edward Stuart’s advance
from Scotland in lyiS.

An Old Coerespondent.

PAINTING AS A FINE ART.

At the ordinary meeting of the Architectural
Association, held at the House in Conduit-street,
on Friday evening, the 17th ult., Mr. R. Phene
Spiers, the president, in the chair, a paper was
read by Mr. H. Mathews on “ Painting as a Fine
Art and its Principles, and their full Development
in the Works of the ancient Masters." Referring,
in the first instance, to the general desire for
the introduction of mural decorations, he ob-
served that the subject of painting as a fine art
was one to which the architect could not be in-

different. Delineation was the most ancient of
the arts, and it was used long before the intro-
duction of painting. The Egyptians especially
excelled in it, and much of their early history
and character might be gathered from an atten-
tive study of their paintings. The early Greeks
had but a circumscribed knowledge of painting
before the reign of Alexander the Great, who
turned his attention to its development. At
first they had but four colours, namely, white,
yellow, red, and black; and yet with these they
eventually carried the art to such perfection that
it was related that a painter copied grapes so
admirably that the bMs pecked at them

; and
that on one occasion, when a celebrated painter
was invited to inspect the work of a brother

• The whole is now finished, and the rooms finely illu-
minated with lustres of an extraordinary sire and mag-
nificence; the largest of which, with many other orna-
ments, as chimney-pieces, Ac., were the gifts of the noble
architect of the building.

t I need hardly say that it has not one feature of the
architecture of ancient Egypt abont it.

t I must not omit that a later inscription was done in
brMS, and riveted into the first stone of the building,
which was laid with great solemnity by the lord mayor,
Ac., March the 1st, 1730, under the north-east corner, a
copy of which I have, but I hope the original will lie
buried for many ages.

artist (consisting of a curtain only), he asked
that it might be drawn aside in order that he
might see the picture which he believed to be
behind it. The subjugation of Greece to Rome
enabled the victors to reap the full benefit of

that culture of the arts in which for three

centuries the Greeks had so much ex-

celled. The Romans, however, used florid

colours, in addition to those borrowed from
the Greeks ; and the facility with which they
painted on wood, cloth, plaster, and other sur-

faces, was demonstrated by the remains dis-

covered both at Rome and at Pompeii. It was
supposed that the ancients were not acquainted
with perspective; at all events, they commenced
practising the art of painting in a rude elemen-
tary manner, by the representation of objects or

emblems only. The anchor, the dove, the lamb,
and other symbols were frequently repeated

;

but in course of time their ideas became
developed, and they began to pub subjects

together, and thus to form pictures. When the
Papacy became established, a great impetus was
given to the arts, and popes, bishops, and abbots
vied with eaoh other in adorning their churches
with the most beautiful works they could obtain.
In succeeding centuries the interests of art
llnctnabed with the rise or fall of various
dynasties

;
but in the thirteenth century an ex-

traordinary revival took place, and many artists

arose whose works were still held in high esti-

mation. A study of the pictures in the National
Gallery would enable the student to trace the

various schools which sprang into existence
about that time, and to mark the progress which
snccessive generations of artists had made.
Our national collection was nob, it was true,

as large as those of other countries
;
but still it

contained pictures of the greatest interest and
of the highest character. It was a pity, how-
ever, that a better system of classification was
not adopted, so that the visitor might be able to

note more clearly the various periods of art re-

presented by the works exhibited. In 1270,
Giotto, the son of a shepherd, first appeared upon
thescene, and hisfamospreadsorapidiythatpopes,
bishops, and ancient citizens became his patrons.

He was said to have been the first inventor of

portrait painting, and the introducer of alle-

gorical subjects. He was also a sculptor and an
architect. After the death of Giotto the num-
ber of painters in Italy increased, and they
associated themselves together in religious con-
fraternities, calling themselves “The Brothers of

St. Luke.” Having referred to the liberal en-

couragement, not only of the art of painting, but
of architecture and working in metals, afforded
by the family of Medici and other wealthy patrons
of that period, Mr. Mathews traced the progress
of painting from the time of Van Eyke (the first

peiinter in oil colours) to that of Salvator
Rosa, iucluding Domenichino, Leonardo da
Vinci, Michelangelo, Raffaelle, Titian, Correggio,
the Caracoi, &c. Commenting upon the works
of Correggio, Mr. Mathews stated that the
" Christ on the Mount of Olives” in the National
Gallery, long supposed to be an original, was
only a fine copy, the true pictore being in the
possession of the Duke of Wellington. The
word "after" (Correggio) had now been in-

scribed on the frame of the picture
;
but the

copy was a very fine one indeed, and gave an
excellent idea of the manner of the master. Of
all the painters of Italy, Rafiaelle was by general
consent admitted to be the prioce ; for nothing
could exceed the grace, the dignity, and the
harmony of his pictures. Correggio, who had
heard of his fame, exclaimed, after a careful

scrutiny of his works, “ I am still a painter."

Mr. Tarver asked whether Mr. Mathews, in
the course of his inquiry, had been able to
throw any light upon the school of painters who
seemed to have flourished many centuries ago in
Norfolk. Many of the churches in that part of
the country had their screens and other portions
painted with great care.

A Member observed that, some four or five

centuries since, a largo trade was carried on be-
tween Norwich, the capital of East Anglia, and
Flanders, and that it was highly probable that
foreign artists were invited over to help in the
decoration of churches in that city, and in the
adjacent counties. Indeed, ho was able to state,
from personal examination, that many of the
paintings, and some of the metalwork, in Norfolk
churches, were from the hands of foreigners.

Mr. J. D. Mathews corroborated this state-
ment, observing that in Suffolk churches, also,

there was abundant evidence of the presence of
foreign artists.

Mr. n. Mathews thought it highly probable

that the English abbots invited foreign artists to
assist in the decoration of their churches. He
also suggested that foreign monks, many of
whom were good architects, as well as painters
and carvers, had contributed to this object.

Mr. Tarver said it was quite evident that the
paintings which he had seen in Norfolk churches
were not by native artists.

The Chairman called attention to the paint-
ings in the chapter-house at Westminster, which
it was reasonable to suppose had been executed
by monks, who were acquainted with this de-
scription of art. He quite agreed wich Mr.
Mathews in recommending a careful study of
the pictures in the National Gallery, which,
however, might be made far more instructive
and interesting if a proper system of classifica-

tion were observed. It was a reproach to all

our national collections, as contrasted with those
of foreign countries, that, owing to a total
absence of careful and intelligible classification,

the value of their contents was greatly dimi-
nished.

TECHNICAL EDUCATION.

A MEETING of managers, practical foremen,
artisans, professional gentlemen, and others
interested in the advance of technical education
in Birmingham, has been held in the Committee-
room of the Town-hall. Mr. Sebastian Evans,
M.A., presided over a large meeting. ]

The Chairman, in the course of a long speech,
said,—With regard to the actual business before
this meeting, ours is an exceedingly modest
programme. What we want to do is, if

practicable, to take the greatest possible advan-
tage of the local institutions for the furtherance
of technical education. We want as far as
possible also to take into consideration that great
question the art-education of workmen, for it

seems to me that at all of the meetings which
have been held on this subject far too much
stress has been laid on the scientific instruction
of the workman, and far too little importance
has been attached to his artistic edneation. We
shall do well, I think, to remember one fact, that
in all scientific, mechanical, chemical, and other
matters of the kind, the real technical education
of the workman, must, after all, bo given in the
workshop itself. The chairman concluded an
able address, in the course of which he reviewed
the state of the various educational and art and
science institutions in Birmingham, by moving
the following resolution :

—

"That in the opinion of this meeting the existing inati-
tnCions for conveying technical instruction in Birmiugham,
by judicious administration and extension, and by ea-
couragement and assistance from Gorernmeut, may be
rendered adequate to supply the needs of the town
without the establishment of new Government schools of
science.”

Mr. Aitken also addressed the meeting at some
length

; and Dr. Melson said,—Don’t lot them
take any hasty action which would thwart their
purposes wich reference to the Government. He
would suggest that they adjourned the meeting
until that night week; let them give, in the
meantime, those valuable observations of Mr.
Sebastian Evans, and those equally valuable ones
which fell from Mr. Aitken, an opportunity of
telling on the Birmingham public, and upon the
London public, and upon all England. He moved
as an amendment that the meeting adjourn for
a week.

Other gentlemen addressed the meeting, and
the chairman afterwards said his friend Mr.
Aitken had put it that they were acting rather
against the Chamber of Commerce, and against
the Society of Arts. What he wanted to do was
to work with them as far as ever they could.
But he thought they had to take this into con-
sideration. Here was the Chamber of Com-
merce committed to the theory that the Govern-
ment ought to found new schools thronghout the
country for the furtherance of art education.
It was the Chamber of Commerce who broached
a new theory. They alleged that the duty of
the Government was to establish new schools

;

but he maintained that the real duty of the
Government, under the present circumstances,
was to assist those institutions already in exist-
ence. Dr. Melson appeared to have misunder-
stood his remarks about throwing the Govern-
ment overboard. They wanted assistance from
the Government

;
but they did not want to place

the exclusive control in their hands. The
amendment was carried unanimously.

Professor Leoni Levi recently attended a meet-
ing of the Manchester Chamber of Commerce, and
delivered an address on the industrial oompeti-
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dioJi which England is now encountering on every
iiand. Mr. Henry Ashworth told the Chamber,
iShat not only was Belgian iron being used in the
33onBtructioQ of our warehouses, but Belgian
imanufactnrers were actually sending agents to

[Manchester for the sale of cotton goods. French
and Belgian cloth is, it appears, regularly sent

linto Lancashire to be bleached. It is stamped
with the bleacher’s stamp, and is thus sent into

ithe market as cloth of English manufacture.
iPrincipal Greenwood, who was present, said that

lOwen’s College was being put upon such a basis

^as would enable -them to carry on the work of

itechnical education.

A joint meeting of the Liverpool Library,

[Mnseum, and Education Committee and School
[of Science Committee has been held to confer

iwith Mr. Bernhard Samuelson, M.P., on the
isubject of science education in schools. Mr.
I. A. Picton (chairman of the library and museum
)t5ommittee) presided at the outset, but being
tobliged to leave to. fulfil another engagement, at

inis request Mr. E. Samnelson to^ the chair.

IMr. Gregson, in speaking of the School of

(Science, said that about three years ago the
number of students fell off from 160 to 28.

llhat was on account of the fees being raised, a
icneasure that was rendered necessary by reason
I'jf the Government reducing its support. Last
isession the fees were reduced to the lowest point.

Bind the result was chat the number of students
iincrcased to sixty-eight. The number of students
i:his year was only fifty-nine, but considering the
difficulties they had to contend with, that result

was deemed satisfactory. A want of funds
"Crippled their energies.

SOCIETY OF FEMALE ARTISTS.

’ The twelfth exhibition by this Society, now
n>pen in Conduit-streec, consists of 413 works,

loncluding the model of a “ Moping Owl.”
[Mrs. E. M. Ward lends, rather than contri-

[Dntes, a work ; Miss Adelaide Glaxton sends one
:if her clever spiritual appearances, “It would
9)0 spoken to Mrs. Swift and her daughtevs,
ttuid JIrs. Melville, contribute; but still the
a^allery makes no pretension to showing what
:)ar female artists really can do, such of them as

nave gained a power preferring always to take
icbeir chance with male competitors. It contains,

laevertheless, many agreeable pictures, of which
eve may mention, as amongst landscapes, those of

Airs. Marrable, Harriette Seymour, Miss Heath-
)Dote, Miss E. D’O. James, S. S. Warren, and
[Mdlle. Bodichon

;
for views of old bnildings,

«lioniso and Margaret Rayner; for fiowers and
iruit, Miss Emma Walter (we give the names
ioither with or without title as printed in the
iratalogne), Alice E. Manly, A. M. Fitzjames,
iiEmily Lane, Mrs. Newcomen, &c. ;

and for dead
a^ame, Miss A. Baker and A. Dundaa. 320,
)‘ Resting,” Elizabeth Thompson

; 322, “Elaine,”
[Miss Amy Bntts; and 380, “ On the Look-Out,”
Ikll in oil, deserve praise. Mias Eliza Sharpe, we :

omay add, exhibits a copy of Maclise’s “ Hamlet,” :

nmade probably to assise Mr. Sharpe in producing i

bffie plate for the Art-Union of London.

SCHOOLS OP ART.

The Worcester School.—The fifteenth annual
nmeeting of the subscribers and friends of this
cichool has been held in the Mnsic-hall. The
nmeeting for the distribution of prizes, from some '

(toanse or other was not held last year, and conse-

'

tquently the successful student had to receive
b-.he reward of two years’ labours

;
and, as this

ifyear only three days’ notice was given of the in-

letended meeting, the platform was but thinly
occupied. The works of the students were ex-

libibited in the school. Altogether the collection

ofof works was a great improvement on those of
foformer years, and reflect great credit on the
pipnpila,—evidencing, at the same time, the
alability and attention of Mr. Yeates, the master.
TlThe chair at the meeting was occupied by Mr.
BHenry Cole, C.B., of the Science and Art Depart-
mment, Sonth Kensington. The chairman, in his
aihddress said,—If they were readers of news-
p^apers at the present time, they would read a
jigreat deal about what was called “ technical
eidneation.” The speaker pointed out that such
ahdncation was indispensably necessary to enable
EEnglish manufacturers to compete with foreign
coionntries. The School of Art taught this “ tech*
nioical education,” so important- to manufac-
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tnrers. At their china factories it was essential
that the persons employed in them should have
the knowledge that was acquired at schools of
art. He was bound to say he thought the in-

stitution was tolerably prosperous.
The Gloucester School.—Mr. Cole also visited

the Gloucester School, with the object of con-
ferring with the committee relative to proposed
changes in the system of Government aid to
science and art schools. Mr. Cole strongly
urged the desirability of uniting in one building
the School of Art, Free Library, and Museum,
and explained the extent of the help which would
bo given by the Department in the erection of
snoh a building. He further said that however
long it might be postponed, the demand for

technical education, one of the greatest exigencies
of the day, would ultimately compel the found-
ing of such an institution, aaid that it was not
unlikely that an education rate to provide for
such objects would before long be made com-
pulsory.

Tlic Dorchester School .—This school, which
was established at the beginning of last year,
has completed its first session prosperously, and
the only circumstance which tends to mar what
would otherwise be its complet-e success is, that
the artisan—for whose special benefit the Govern-
ment foster snch schools—have not availed them-
selves of the advantages offered so largely as it

was hoped they would do. The report stated
that the prospects of the school were sa-tisfac-

tory. Ic opened in April last, with fifty-six

students, and had been attended during the
nice months of its existence by seventy-nine,
including temporary pupils, and sixty-four still

remained upon the books. The income of the
school was in a healthy state.

GLASGOW ARCHITECTURAL SOCIETY.

At the usual monthly meeting of this society
Mr. John Honeyman, jim., president, in the
chair, Mr. J. J. Stevenson read a paper on
“Labourers’ Dwellings,” and the effect of muni-
cipal restrictions on them, as shown in the recent
competition in Liverpool; and afterwards Mr.
Alex. Thompson addressed the meeting on the
City Improvement Scheme.

Mr. Stevenson, in the course of his remarks,
referred to what prevented the erection of reai.

denoes for the -working classes in towns. He
said,—Mnnicipal regulations, not in Liverpool
only, bat in every town in the kingdom, throw
obstacles almost insuperable in the way of this,

while they do not prevent bad building, bad
arrangements, and bad ventilation

;
in fact,

render these essential to make the scheme
pay, for it is only the “jerry” builders who seem
to be able to build at a profit. But it is, as

has been already said, much easier to find fault

with present regulations than to suggest better

;

and it would be presumptuous to do more than
indicate the direction in which they should
aim. At present they insist on a certain
width of street in proportion to the height
of the houses. This has given us a town
like Manchester, with acres of streets in
dreary sameness with stagnant air. Would it

not be better to encourage variety in planning
narrower streets, opening out into wider spaces
and squares, where the difference in temperature
between the wider spaces exposed to the sun
might draw the air from the narrower streets,

causing drafts and movements of the atmo-
sphere ? It is clear that streets might be built

closer and higher, if their ends opened out on
parka and greens, without harming their venti-
lation, than if they were extended for sqaare
miles of regularly disposed street, and court,

and house, though only two stories high. This
might be accomplished by fixing the proportion
of space left open to ground bnilt on, permitting
builders to arrange their blocks as they liked,

subject to conditions, of which the most import-
ant would be one which present hnilding Acta
ignore, that there should be no stop-gaps to the
circulation of the air, no dwelling-rooms opening
out into wells or small courts, in which there is

no tbrongh current. Such an arrangement
might be diffionlt to adjust to work fairly. It

would have a tendency to raise the value of
property near public open spaces, which, how-
ever, is not unreasonable; and it might necessi-

tate power on the part of the Corporation to
decide bow streets shonld be laid off on private
property, so that where one man had commenced
a street it should not be blocked up by his neigh-
bour, as happens in some of our English towns.

But we doubt not legal acumen could frame a
regulation which would secure the desired result
directly, instead of the present roundabout;
attempt at it, which provides streets of a certain
width at every part, and yards of a certain size
attached to every house, which does not always
secure ventilation, and, thongh a good thing in
some circnmstances, is often unjustifiable waste.
Again, it is obvious that in a short street, if it

opens into wider streets, the houses may be
made high, and the width confined, without the
injury to its ventilation which would ensue if it

were longer. So that there would be more
reason in municipal regulations if they made
the height of the houses dependent on the
length of the streets, instead, as at present, only
on the width.

OPENING OF RETFORD NEW TOWN
HALL.

The new town-hall at Retford has been for-
mally opened. The main elevation fronts the
sqaare, so that its acchitectural proportions can
bt) readily seen to advantage, and the side eleva-
tion faces Carolgate. The front to the square,
which is entirely of stone, is divided into three
compartments, two wings, and a centre, recessed.
It is Italian in design, of a Palladian character,
having a channelled base and moulded impost up
to the first bay, and detached columns with
carved caps and bases, moulded archivolt and
spandrel, plain frieze, a bold cornice with canti-
levers, .balustrade, parapet, and a high Mansard
roof, surmounted with iroii cresting. From the
centre of the roof rises the clock turret, which
crowns an elevation of nearly 100 ft., and in
which is fixed the clock, to which have been
added by public subscription four new bells to
chime the quarters and hours, and having four
illuminated dials, facing the four cardinal points
of the compass. In the main portion of the
structure is situated the new town-hall, and in
the other the market and corn exchange. On
the ground floor, and immediately in front of
the square, is arranged, on the west wing, the
main entrance to the hall. The grand staircase
has a spacious centre flight leading to the front
landing, and retnrning right and left, at the
Icvfel of the council chamber. The floor of this
staircase, as well as of the vestibule, is laid with
encaustic tiles, from a special design, supplied
by Messrs. Maw & Co., of Broseley. The large
hall is 90 ft. long, 40 ft. wide, and 26 ft. high.
It is lighted by ten large French casements, with
circular head. The hall has been decorated by
Mr. Foster. All the panels have been relieved.
Over the orchestra at the north end an alle-

gorical picture has been painted, and contains the
ancient armorial bearings of the borough. The
council chamber is 40 ft. by 23 ft. The mayor’s
parlour is at the east end of the council cham-
ber, and fronts the square. The hall-keeper’s
residence is in the rear of the large hall. The
kitohen is fitted up with a Leamington range,
capable of cooking a first-class dinner for 500
people : a hoist and necessary apparatus are
provided for special occasions. Underneath the
large hall is the poultry market. The Com.
Exchange is spacious, warm, and well lighted

;

and the markets are conveniently arrangedfor the
accommodation of batchers. The architects were,
Messrs. Bellamy & Hardy ; and the contractor
was Mr. Thomas Hopkinson. The work was
superintended by Mr. Richardson. The architects’
estimate was 6,0571., and the land cost 2,600J,

RESTORING AND SILICATING
ABROAD.

The Church of St. Madeleine, in Rouen, has
been treated with the process of M. Leon
Dalemagne with the view of preserving the
stone, and, if wo understand M. Dalemagne
correctly, the parts wanting were first made
good with some composition that he uses. The
whole of the front, he says, was in a very bad
state, abraded and broken away, columns, mould-
ings, and sculptures, and no one could have
dreamt of replacing the wanting parts in stone !

but all has been reinstated ; and it may be as
well to note, he continues, that experience has
taught me it is not desirable to restore stone
with compositions too compact, M. Dalemagne
points to a part of the Louvre operated on by
him in 1853 to prove the value of the system
adopted by him, which is that of Fuchs.
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MURAL PAINTING, PENKILL CASTLE, AYRSHIRE.

MURAL PAINTINGS FOR PENKILL
CASTLE, AYRSHIRE.

We have already mentioaed at some length u

paper on mural paintings at Penkill Castle, read

at the Institute of Architects by Mr. VV. B.

Scott.* The house where this series of pictures

is in course of execution is an old peel-house or

castle, as such partially fortified old houses are

always called in Scotland, near the coast of

Ayrshire. The subject of the pictures (as we
previously mentioned) is taken from “The
King’s Quair,” or king book (cahier, or quire of

paper) by the first King James of Scotland
j
and

the medium used is a solution of wax in turpen-

tine.

The first picture illustrates the first canto, in

which the poet describes his rising in the early

morning while the bell is ringing for matins.

He bewails his luckless fate, having been a

prisoner since his boyhood, and consoles himeelt

by reading Boethius, and then calling upon the

• See p. 31, ante.

Nine Muses, he sets about to write some new
thing. The materials of the picture, as suggested

by the poem, are the matin-bell, the warder, the

night-watch going home, the young king in his

chamber, and other matters suggested, as, for

example, the brazen statue of Boethius adorning

the wall.

The second picture illustrates the second

canto. He looks from his prison window, and

sees, as he believes, the fairest of womankind
listening to the singing of the birds in the

terraced prison garden. She has with her two

maids and a little dog. As mythological persons

are largely introduced into the poem, master

I Cupid,—Dan Cupid, as Chaucer calls him,—is

{

shooting the king from behind the hedge,

i
In the third picture our poet falls into a

' dream. He is carried away to the Court of

i
Love to get the assistance of Queen Venus.

' Master Cupid comes down to him from the starry

t sphere while he sleeps, and carries him away.

I Here the first flight of the stair is terminated

! by the landing of the hall or dining-room.

The fourth picture, which begins the second

flight of stairs, is the most elaborate of the
|

aeries. At the Court of Love the poet finds all •

the lovers recorded in history, and sees Queen
^

Venus reclining on a couch, James, on his
j

knees, prava her aid ;
but she sends him to the

j

Court of Wisdom to get the assistance and advice i

of Dame Minerva.

To give an idea of the character of these
|

works, we are enabled to reproduce an illuatra-
|

tiou of the first picture. The block is made by
'

a new process, which is probably susceptible of

improvement.

Concrete Buildings in the Metropolis.

—

The officers of the Board of Works have prepared

a form of license for using concrete as a building

material, with conditions for the guidance of

.

bnilders, also rules relative to the granting of

licenses. These will be submitted for the ap-

proval of the Board at their meeting on (this)

Friday, 31st January.
,
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HYDE PARK DRINKING FOUNTAIN, LONDON. Me. Keikle, Aechitect.
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HYDE PAEK DRINKING FOUNTAIN.

The Drinking Fonntam represented by the

accompanying engraving has been erected in

Hyde Park at the cost of H.R.H. the Maharajah
of Vizianagram, with reference to whom onr
readers will probably be glad to have particulars

of some of the instances of public spirit and
enlightened philanthropy for which this gentle-

man has already received the thanks of Govern-

ment. In October, 1863, it was officially bronght
to the notice of Government that bis Highness
had offered to endow a dispensary at Vizagapa-

tam, with 2,000h for its permanent support
j

and it was at the same time mentioned that

during the previous ten years, setting aside

roads and irrigation, on which the Rajah had
expended two lacs of rupees (20,0001.), he had
contributed upwards of one lac of rupees to

purely philanthropic uses. At Vizianagram he
had long supported a dispensary and lying-in

hospital ; he had maintained in that town a
school of a grade equal to that of a Government
district school, and he had established schools in

every chief town on his estates. The agent to

the Governor added that, “ in all -these respects,

and in the liberal systematic management of his

estates, the influence of the example afforded to

the surrounding zameendars and proprietors was
very perceptible indeed.” One of the roads re-

ferred to above was to open out the cotton-

growing districts of Nagpore, with reference to

which the Secretary of State for India, in his

despatch, dated 14.th of August, 1862, wrote as
follows :

—
” The importance, both political and

commercial, of such a line of road has long been
recognized, and the Home Government fully

shared in the appreciation of the liberality and
public spirit evinced by the Rajah on this and on
former occasions.” Dol'd Harris, when Governor

• of Madras, fully admitted the service rendered
by the Maharajah, and as a token of friendship

and approbation presented him with a valuable

ring, bearing the motto “Ever Loyal,” which
motto the Maharajah immediately adopted, and
is with good reason highly proud of it, especially

as coming from one so well able to estimate the
value of the assistance received from the Rajah
during the troubled times of 1857—1858. In
November, 1863, Sir William Denison offered

the Maharajah a seat in the Legislative Council
; at Madras, and in doing so wrote as follows :

—

' “ The large stake which you possess in the
c country, your acknowledged public spirit,

1 loyalty, and energy, have pointed you out to me
r as one whoso claims to act as an adviser to the
{ Government are well established, while your
! attainments and the general respect in which

5
you are held are a guarantee that your counsel

i and advice will be of much use to the Govern-
I ment.” Before the Maharajah could take his
F seat in the Madras Council he was appointed to
t the still more distinguished post of member of
t the Legislative Council of India.

Since the beginning of 1863 the Maharajah
1 has made Benares his head-quarters, and this

1 being the place of his birth, and where his

1 family have resided for many years, it was hut
I natural he should show special interest in it;

8 aud this he has done by endowing a dispensary
t there to the extent of 2,0001., and also establish.
ii ing a scholarship, value 30Z. per annum, aud
c carrying with it a gold medal, for the best
I English scholar of the year in the Government
C College, Benares.

It was a worthy and becoming supplement
\> to such a series of well - directed efforts to
a ameliorate and improve the condition of
i the people of his own country, and to further
i the views of the Government, from which he
h had received so many tokens of approbation,
t that the Maharajah should have turned his eyes
b towards England with a wish that he could
i there also in some way show his hearty appre-
c ciation of the benefits which it had conferred
n upon India.

Ho therefoi'e communicated with the eom-
n mittee of the Metropolitan Drinking Fountain
A Association at the commencement of 1866, and
oloftered to defray the entire cost of a handsome
d drinking-fountain for the use of the public in the
c metropolis. A design having been prepared by
l! Mr. Robert Keirle, the architect of the Aasocia-
titiou, and forwarded to India, met with the
eientire approval of the Maharajah, and the draw-
iiings having also been submitted to aud approved
bby her Majesty the Queen (who has thus graci-
oiously manifested her interest in the princely
lilliherality of her distant subject), a site was
^granted for its erection on the north aide of
ilHyde Park, opposite the end of Albany-street.

,

j

It is this that we illustrate. The landings are of
York stone; the general body of the structure,
is of selected Bath atone ; the bowls are of
polished red Aberdeen granite

j and the columns
blue Pennant stone.

The main structure is about 12 ft. square at
base, and 46 ft. 6 in. high from ground level to
the summit of spiro-finial.

It was executed, at a cost of about 1,200Z., by
Mr. J. W. Seale, East-street, Walworth.
The fountain is approached by means of three

steps extending all round
; there arc four bowls

and water-jets
;
and under each bowl is a galva-

nized iron grating, let into the landing, and
liaving communication with the drain to carry
off spilt water. In the tympanum of the canopy
over two of the bowls are the royal arms, and in
the other two is the motto of the Maharajah, “Ever
Loyal,” with an Indian crown, aud the symboli-
cal elephant’s head, which alternate with the
royal arms

; and in the third stage, over the
pediments containing their respective arms, are
portraits of the Qneen and the Maharajah.
Under each portrait of the Queen is the shield
of St. George

; and under those of the Maha-
rajah a five-pointed star. There is a trough for
dogs under the bowl on the north side. Access
to the interior of the fountain is had by means of
a man-hole. The stonework was treated with
solutions of soap and alnm before the scaffold
was struck. The following inscription, “ This
Fountain, the Gift of th^e Hon. Mahaeaja
Meekza Yijeram GuJAPxnTY Raj Munea
SOOLTAN BuHADOOR OK ViZrANAGRAM, K.C.S.I.,
was erected by the Metropolitan Drinking Foun-
tain Association, 1867,” engraved on a brass
plate, by Messrs. Cox & Son, is to be placed in
the bowl alcove on the south side. The fountain
will shortly be publicly opened by his Royal
Highness the Duke of Cambridge.

AN OPTICAL ILLUSION.

M. Felix Lucas, engineer of bridges and road-
ways of France, has written a memoir on trans-
parent mirrors, by which singular optical illu-

sions take place. Divide a circle into 2 n sec-
tors, of which n has a central angle, a, and
n has a central angle, /3, the sectors a
and /3 sncooeding alternately. Cat out the
sectors (3 so as to form spaces. A sorb of star
will remain, formed by the n sectors a, on

: which either silvered glass or, what is pre-
ferable, metallic plates silvered over and
polished are to be placed. This apparatus
being placed vertically in front of an ob-
server, he can perceive by the reflection pro-
duced by the silvered sectors his own image,
and g'euerally those of other objects and per-
sons situated in front of the star. He can also
see through the open spaces persons and other
objects placed behind. No optical illusion can
result from this superposition of two visual phe-
nomena, because the observer distinguishes
clearly the apparatus, and becomes acquainted
with its action. But supposing that this star
takes, round a horizontal central axis, a very
rapid movement of rotation. The reflecting

sectors are no longer distinguishable from the
vacant spaces. The obseiwor will think that
ho sees only a plate of glass almost invisible
like window-glass. He will behold, not without
astonishment, the images of the anterior objects
superposed more or less confusedly on the ob-
jects behind ; strange illusions can be the I'e-

snlt. We all know that similar phenomena are
produced by means of an unsilvered sheet of
glass, when the anterior objects are much more
illnminated than the posterior ones. The images
of the first are then of a peculiar paleness and
indecision : one would imagine them to be the
spectres of real objects. During the last few
years these circumstances have been greatly
taken advantage of for creating astounding
illusions.

The transparent mirror that we have described
can serve the same purposes as unsilvered glass
without requiring the same conditions of lighting.
M. Luoas has constructed a small apparatus
in which this disposition is realised. There are
four radiating sectors, and the means by which
they are fixed and traversed by a geared shaft are
hidden under the table. A slit parallel to the fore-
most edge gives passage for the metallic blades.
By the most simple gearing, we can obtain, by
turning a handle, a rotation sufficiently rapid to
produce the effect of an unsilvered vertical and
semicircular sheet of glass. The edge of this
glass apparatus is concealed by a wooden frame.

A person being placed behind the mirror, at a
distance of 6^ ft. from the vertical plane passing
thix)ugh the axis of rotation, we place another
person in front of the mirror, at the same
distance of 6* ft. from the other side of the
vertical plane. The latter individual sees two
persons side by side, and the illusion is perfect.
The mirrors are made of metal, silvered and

polished on both sides
; the effect obtained is

reciprocal, and the illusion is the same for the
two persons.

M. Lucas obtains a curious effect of another
nature by placing a common mirror vertically,
at the distance of 2-i- ft. behind the transparent
mirror. The reflected imago is repeated a great
number of times at greater and greater dis-
tances, as is the case with an object placed
between two mirrors. Yet, while in the latter
case the successive images are in reversed posi-
tion, those in the apparatus are face to face.

RAILWAY INTELLIGENCE.

Sniolceless Coal on Railways. — The North
London Railway for three or four months have
used anthracite instead of bituminous coal, and
the result is said to be highly satisfactory.
Numerous actions had been raised or threatened
for damages for the emission of “ opaque smoke.”
By the use of anthracite coal the company not
only avoid all ground of complaint, but effect an
annual saving of several thousand pounds. The
coal is found to be 25 per cent, more effective
than the bituminous coal previously used. The
smokeless coal is as applicable for fixed steam-
engines a-^ for locomotives, and is now used at
the City Flour Mills and other places where
steam-power is required.

Opening of the Now Line between King's-cross
and Farringdon-street .—On Saturday afternoon
the principal officials of the Metropolitan Rail-
way made an inspection of the new or widened
line between King’s-cross and Farringdon-street
Stations, previously to the opening of the line.
The works upon the new line consist principally
of covered way and tunnel.

Seven Years' Raihvay Accidents.—The result
of the railway accidents of the last seven years
is that one passenger in 8,746,475 was killed, and
one in 330,831 was injured, from causes beyond
theirown control; undone passenger inll,548,081
was killed, and one in 31,450,093 injured, owing
(according to the companies’ returns) to the
misconduct or want of caution of these passen-
gers. This statement is, to a certain extent,
more unfavourable than the facta; for, as it is
not known how many times the season and
periodical ticket - holders travelled, they are
counted only once. In the seven years the
number of ordinary passengers increased from
163,435,678 in 1860, to 274,293,668 in 1866 ; and
the number of season and periodical ticket-
holders from 47,894 to 110,227, the latter class
of travellers increasing the fastest. The length
of line opened increased from 10,433 miles at
the end of 1860, to 13,854 at the end of 1866,
the number of passengers increasing a great
deal faster in proportion than the number of
miles.

The Summit Tunnel of the Pacific Railway .

—

A writer for the San Francisco Alta, who has
just gone over the Central Pacific Railroad from
Sacramento to the summit of the Sierra Nevada
says :

—“ There are about fifteen tunnels, so far,

oonstrncted on the road, and they are all known
to the initiated as number So-and-so, each tunnel
having a number of its own, beginning with
Tunnel No. 1. The king of tho list, however,
is No. 6, that being the tunnel, or the Summit
Tunnel, as it is generally called. It ought to be
called No. 1. This great bore is 1,659 ft. long,
and was about a year in being cut through.
The rapidity with which the work was finally
prosecuted to a close, however, was chiefly due
to the discovery and use of that terrible explo-
sive compound, nitro-glycerine. Experiments
were commenced in February, and, after some
considerable delay, the engineers became suffi-

ciently familiar with the compound to use it

constantly and safely, after which the works
advanced with accelerated speed, equal to about
50 per cent, increase on all the former operations.
Most of these tunnels are cut through the solid
granite formation, The bridges on the Central
Pacific are all built on the ‘ Howe truss ’ model
and are now eleven in number, making an
amount of bridging equal to half a mile. Nob
the least noteworthy of the many curious things
to be seen on this line of travel are the snow-
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galleries. They are roofed coTerings thrown

over the track in such places as are likely to be

blocked by enow. It is expected that about

thirty miles of this protection against snow will

be built. The track is now laid within nine

miles and a half of the Summit Tunnel, and

about twenty miles on the other side of it.

After this connexion, now approaching, is made,

the greatest obstacle between Sacramento and

Salt Lake, in the way of road-buildiog, may be

considered overcome. There will be left a sec-

tion of 600 miles to build, which will require

about one year and a half to complete, making

in all about three years and a half to finish the

road to Salt Lake. In two years hence we shall

be able to whirl across the vast continent from

Missouri to Sacramento in three days and a

half.”

PKOVINCIAL NEWS.

Jjuton. — The foundation-stone of a Corn

Exchange for the town of Luton has been laid.

The new building is to be erected on the site of

the old market-place, which is being pulled

down. The style of the structure will be

Venetian-Gothic, and it will be surmounted by

a turret containing a clock. There will be two

large rooms, the upper one being for the sale of

corn, and the lower for the sale of provisions.

The cost will be about 2,5501. The architects

are Messrs. Messenger & Grundy, of London;

and the builders, Messrs. Stuart, Brothers, of

Luton. A straw-plait exchange is to be erected

in Cheapside at a cost of 6,0001., for which

Messrs. Stuart, Brothers, also have the contract.

York.—Extensive additions to Castle Howard
reformatory are in progress, and some have yet

to be begun. An Early English chapel is nearly

months ago, an eligible site offering, a limited

company was formed for the purpose of supply-

ing the want. The front elevation is built of

limestone from the Cheddar rocks, relieved with

freestone dressings, and the arches of the win-

dows and porch are supported by carved pillars.

The interior contains two retiring-rooms, a read-

ing-room, and the great hall, which is capable

of accommodating from 350 to 400 people.

Attached to the rooms is a ten-roomed dwelling-

house, with a shop. Mr. John Tonkin supervised

the progress and completion of the work.

Northampton .—The new brewery atNorthamp-

ton, belonging to Messrs. P. & R. Phipps, which

has been two years in hand, at a cost of

22,0001., is now complete, and in full work.

Messrs. Davison & Scamell, of London, were

the architects and engineers. Mr. Dunkley, of

Northampton, was the builder. The worke have

been earned out under the superintendence of

Mr. H. J. Treasure, as clerk of the works.

able. It is not yet known where the blame lies,

if blame there be. The sides of the tank were
not quite an inch in thickness.

Perth. — The Episcopalian Bishop of St.

Andrew’s has commenced his new school house

at Perth, on a site near the railway station,

being a large room, 75 ft. in length by 21 ft.

wide, a first portion of a group of ecclesiastical

buildings, with church, to be erected for the

Episcopal Establishment in his diocese, to serve

as a church, in which the bishop may meet his

clergy in the central spot. The buildings are

from the designs of Mr. Joseph Peacock, of

London, architect, and are to be built of stone,

the inside faced with brick. The present room
is to be used for service, until the church can be

finished.

Dumfries .—The upright lights of the great

east window for Greyfriars’ Church, Dumfries,

are in the saloon of Messrs. Ballantine & Son, of

Edinburgh. Greyfriars’ Church, Dumfries, is a

Lowestoft .—It is contemplated to erect, at a I new strnctnre, now nearly completed, from the

coat of something like 8,0001., assembly, bil-
i
designs of Mr. Starforth, of Edinburgh. The

Hard, and reading rooms, near the Royal Hotel. !
church is in the Decorated style, and the glass

They will be surmounted by a spire. The plana
,
is treated in the same manner. There are six

have been prepared by Mr. J. L. Clemence, we upright compartments, each containing an m-

believe, and builders have been invited to in- cident in the life of Christ, viz., the Worship-

spect them. It is proposed, we understand, i
ping of the Magi, Christ seated amongst the

to raise the money by shares, and to complete •. Doctors in the Temple, the Baptism, the Last

the building by July next.
j

Supper,' the' Entombment, and the Resurrection

Evgs?ia?n.—The new Corn Exchange here has ' announced by the Angel to the Marys. The

been opened. It contains rooms for public glass is ofa rough crystalline texture throughout,

meeting, balls and concerts, lectures, &c. The
i

building was erected by Mr. H. Workman.
j

—

FROM SCOTLAND.

HARTLEPOOL HEADLAND.

The Hartlepool Harbour Commissioners and

the corporation a short time ago jointly offered a

o -4 Edinburgh.—TheEdinburgh andLeith Joiners’ premium of 50Z. for the best design of works for

completed, one of the greatest wants having I sotrJe came off in the Queen-street Hall, which
: the protection of the headland northofHartle-

hitherto been a place of worship for the inmates, [was comfortably filled with a mixed festive pool, where the sea has made serious inroads on

The chapel is a memorial one for the late EarP company, including children as well as ladies, the cliffs, which are of soft magnesian limestone.

-e i.oo VioiSTi fnT- Btt onhofrixi. ^r. Duuoan M‘Laren, M.P., had been expected 'Phe joint committee of selection have adopted

to take the chair, but being prevented from the plans and estimates of Messrs. Martin &
attending, bis place was filled by Bailie Fyfe. Fenwick, civil engineers, Leeds.

Visitors were supplied with fruit as they entered ‘

the hall, and the greater part of the evening
j

—
was agreeably devoted to music, only two or

three addresses being given. Banners were sus-

pended round the ball, bearing trade emblems

:

and political mottoes. Among other addresses

given

of Carlisle, and has been paid for by subscrip.

tion, quite distinct from the English memorial of

the late earl which is in course of erection on a

hill two miles off. The memorial chapel will

soon be ready for use. A schoolmaster’s bouse

was also required, and this is about to be built,

a grant of money having been obtained from the

North and East Ridings towards it.

Bradford. — New premises for the Bradford

Old Bank have been erected and opened, at the

junction of Lower Cheapside with Market-street.

The architect was Mr. Alfred Waterhouse, of

London. The style is Gothic, with semi-circular

arches. The site which the bank occupies is

perhaps the best in the town for situation, but

the shape of the plot was one which must have

given difficulty to the architect. The bank is

entered at the corner of Cheapside, through a

groined porch; over this is an oriel window.

This is surmounted by a two-light window and a

pinnacled gable, with a cinquefoil window in the

centre. Three large windows light the bank-

SANITARY MATTERS.

- . The Fever at Terling .—Active preparations, we
one by the secretary of the associa-

^ in progress for removing the sanitary

room from Market-street, and additional light is ' work of Mr. F. Barnett, of Leith. The present

gained from five other windows looking into a ' window was presented by the late Mr. John

yard at the side. In Lower Cheapside, besides Scougall in memory of^ his family, for many

the windows to light the rooms, other windows generations merchants in Leith. Its subject is

follow the line of an inner staircase, term!- the history of John the Baptist. The central

nating in a lofty gable, relieved with a window figure, under a canopy, is that of the great fore-

in the centre. The ridges of the roof are orna- runner of our Lord, and, in four compartments,

mented with iron cresting and finials. The are recorded the principal incidents of his

whole of the building is fire-proof. Concrete is ' career,—the naming of him as an infant, the

tion, Mr. Paterson, giving a brief sketch of the which the fever has been traced, and
working of the society, and expressing the arrangements have been made for most of the
pleasure experienced by the workmen in con-

iofiabitants quitting the place while these mea-
Ai.™

•

gjjj.gg carried out. The total number
of deaths that had occurred up to last week was
twenty-three out of a population of 900, nob far

short of 200 of whom were attacked by the

fever.

At a recent meeting of the committee of rate-

payers of Ingatestone and Fryerning to take

into consideration the imperfect state of the

drainage of the village, it was proposed that

Ingatestone should contribute about one-third

and Fryerning two-thirds of the expense. This

was objected to by Fryerning, on the ground that

the proportion was unjust
;
and an amendment

was accordingly moved to leave the question of

the proportion to the decision of the Home
Secretary, or to any other person named by him.

On a division the votes were equal, and the

chairman gave his casting vote in favour of the

original proposition. As Fryerning will not

sequence of the attendance of numerous em-

ployers at the sotrde. The relations between
employer and employed, he said, were much in

want of revisal ;
and if a better feeling pre-

vailed, many of the disputes that had recently

occurred would never have been thought of.

Leith .—A stained glass window has been put

up on the northern side of the nave of St.

James’s Episcopal Church. This window is the

used for most of the floors ;
they are first arched preaching in the wilderness, the baptism of our

^
with this material, and the spaces being after-

1

Saviour, and the coming of the disciples to Jesus agree to pay more than its due proportion, the

wards filled in with a preparation of the con-
j

to inquire about John. The windows on either
,
jjrainage will probably remain in its present un-

crete, a firm flooring was obtained, impervious
|

side of that lately supplied by Mr. Barnett are
\ gatiafactory state, and which is calculated to

both to heat and moisture. The bank-room is
j
to be also put in by him, one being destined as i produce the same sad and alarming results as

lofty, and well lighted. The furniture was all
|

a memorial window to the father of the late Mr.
' unfortunate inhabitants of the village of

designed by Mr. Waterhouse. The floor is of ^ Scougall, and the other as a memorial of tha.t
'jgfjjng are now unhappily being doomed to

oak, except that portion in front of the counter i gentleman himself. The incidents of the sacri-
j gyg-gj..

which is laid with encaustic tiles of a quiet
;

flee of Isaac, we believe, are to form tbe subject I

pattern. The fumitare is of oak and mahogany,
A writer in the Times, with reference to the

bordered with ebony. The room is Hghted at

night by san-bumers. The “ strong-room ” is

constructed of ashlar, 18 in. thick, covered with

iron girders and boiler-plates. In it is one of

Chubb’s strongest safes with all modern im-

provements. An ornamental iron descending

-^ate and an iron door of similar construction,

-•ombiiied with iron shatters, and window-frames

of the same material, will protect the bank from

outside. The contractors were Messrs. J. & W.
Beanland, of Bradford, and Mr. Wilson was the

clerk of the works.

B'ristol.—ThB Wedmore Assembly Rooms have

been opened. The necessity for a public room,

for meetings, vestries, committees, &c., and also

for concerts, lectures, balls, and amateur

theatricals, bad long been felt. Some twelve

of the one, and the resurrection of our Lord and
-perjing case, and while urging the sinking of

His appearance after His resurrection that
i vvells as far from the bouse as possible, though

the other.
_

i

Kelso .—An alarming and destructive accident

has occarred in Kelso. The town is supplied

with water from a large iron tank or reservoir.

the pumps and waste-pipes may be near for con-

venience, says:

—

“ Polluted water does not generally betray its condition

till possessed of a strong odour. Earlier intimation

capable of containing about 60,000 gallons, and may however, be obtained by the following tests Half

this is raised on stono walls to a height of 60 ft. : fill a common water-bottle, cover its month with the hand,

or 70 ft. Into this tank tha water is pnnaped
I

by a steam-engine, and on the occasiou to be
1 ggj aside in a warm place at about the temperature of

noticed it was filled, no one supposing that there ' one’s body ibr a conple or three days, and repeat the

J niu • i. ; shakinir. &c. Water of very bad qnabty may thus be
waa any danger. The man m charge had not i

ejpen.o of
long left the place when a loud report was

heard, caused by tbe bursting of the tank, and The letter is signed “ John Attfield, Professor

the water rnshed out in a torrent, carrying all
[

of Practical Chemistry to the Pharmaceutical

before it. A dwelling-honae close by was com-
1

Society.”

pletely shattered and a young lady severely i
Health of Hertford.—The health oft

injured. The damage to property is consider-
j

says the local Mercury, is improving.
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has been only one case of small-pox daring the

week. In the circumstances in which the town
has been placed, the sanitary department of the

corporation was called upon to perform a duty
which has been moat strangely neglected. In
times of cholera some activity is usually dis-

played in the abatement of nuisances and the

flushing of the sewers ; but it does not seem to

have been remembered that, though small-pox
• is a disease generis, it is intensified and ex-

tended by precisely the same conditions which
cause cholera and fever to spread. During the

whole period of the present visitation, the sewers

have been left nnfiushed, and there has not even
been an attempt to disinfect the poisonous

I emanatious from sewers and drains, by sprink-

; ling chloride of lime over the apertures through
' which they rise. At the meeting of the borough
I magistrates on Wednesday, Mr. Hancock stated

t that there had not been a single meeting of the

{ Sanitary Committee since the present mayor
I came into office, nearly three months since.

ARCHITECTURAL INSTITUTE OP
SCOTLAND.

At the first general meeting of the architec-

tural Institute of Scotland, to be held on the
11th inst., Mr. John Dick Peddie, architect, is

to read a paper on "The Improvement of the
City of Edinburgh.”
According to the report of the council, the

1
prizes offered,—1. For the best geometrical

I drawing, being an elevation of any existing

( example of Gothic architecture, to bo competed
1 for by apprentices, of nob more than three years’

i standing, of any Scotch architect, was gained

1 by Mr. J. L. Campbell j 2. For the best per-

8 speebive line drawing of any existing example of

8 architecture, projected and raised from the plan,

I by Mr. Jas. Darling ; and 3. For the best original

( design,— snbject, a memorial cross, by Mr. John
( Ord.

Mr. David Cousin, architect, offered a prize of
: 21. 2s. for a series of drawings of Magdalen
i Chapel, Cowgate; for which only one person
[ competed, Mr. Andrew Dewar, to whom the

j
prize was awarded.
The Illustrated Transactions for the year con-

f sist of eight large folio sheets of lithographs, in

: a cover, illustrating Melrose Abbey
;
measured,

c drawn, and lithographed very creditably by Mr.
il W. H. Syme. The council appear to do a great
Id deal with very small means. The annual sub-
ifr Bcription for 186G-7 was but lOOi. 16s. If the
c council are careful, as they say they are, to eu-
Ig grave those subjects only which, besides possess-
i: ing architectural interest and beauty, have not
T been satisfactorily engraved already, the series

t they are issuing will be very valuable as an
i illustration of Scottish edifices of historical im-

{
portance, of which no good memorial exists else-

1 where, and which are exposed to dilapidation and
r natural decay.

OLD BUILDINGS ABOUT BIRMINGHAM.
BIRMINGHAM ARCHITECTURAL SOCIETY.

At the last meeting of this Society, Mr. J. J.

I Bateman in the chair, a paper was read by Mr.
i Allen E. Everitt, honorary member, on “ Old
E English, Buildings and their Restoration.” In
tl the course of it the reader said,

—

"I feel that one of the ohjects contemplated by the
8‘ Society,—Tiz., the cultivation of an artistic feeling for, and
1 a trne appreciation of, the value of onr ancient remains,

—

» will be best served by briefly noticing what there is of
t! especial interest near at bund, and also venturing to give
I an artist’s thoughts on their present appearance and future
p prospects. For this purpose we will take our town as the
0 centre of a radius extending for about fourteen miles

; and
first and nearest comes Aston, with its grand old hall and

II highly interesting church, rich in monumental remains of
ti the last four centuries. Then we have the moated hall of
P Perrv, dating from 1679 ; the old parish church at Hands-
» worth, with its tower placed at the east end of the south
6- aisle, and the towers of the old churches atEdgbaston,
B Harborne, and Moseley, where little else of ancient work
n remains. The old house at Camp Hill, dated 1601, and the
0 Old Crown, and a few others in Deritend, and a few pic-
ti turesque bits scattered here and there at the outskirts of
tl the town, but which are fast being displaced bythebusi-
tiness requirements of modern days, serve ns a lingering
n relic of the artistic taste of our ancestors; and even 8t.
II Martin’s Church, although disfigured by a churchwarden’s
b brick great coat, has still many points of interest, especi-
slally in its monuments of the old lords of Birmingham.
1 Looking southwards, at a distance of about five miles, we
hihave King’s Norton, which, with its fine church and ad-
jojoining picturesque school, of early date, and numerous
clold gabled houses of Elizabethan and Stuart days aur-
Krounding the village green, forms a most pleasant archi-
tftectural group, and one that will repay avisit. In its close
ti vicinity lies Nurtbfield, with a church of interesting Early
P Pointed date, having a massive tower and other curious
fefeatures; and Cofton Hackett, with its quaint bell-

tnrret and adjoining hall. The latter, although apparently
a modem house, has still remaining a portion of a fine old
hall, with open timbered roofs. We also have Barnt Green,
where the highly picturesque, half-timbered mansion,
situated at the foot of the Lickey Hills, is well known to
travellers on the Midland Railway. In this direction also
is Alvechurch, with its old bouses, and lately-restored
church, to be referred to further on; Beoley, with a
curious church, containing some early Norman portions,
sod some admirable Elizabethan tombs, rich in decaying
gold and colour; and the little town of Bromsgrove, full

of interesting bits both for the architect and the artist. In
a south-easterly direction we have Solihull, with a noble
old cross church, worthy of attentive study; Knowle,
with its Late Pointed church, once collegiate ; and
Temple Balsall, with its well-known church of the Knights
Templars. Tanworth and Lapworth also have interesting
features, the latter being especially noticeable for its

almost detaclied tower and spire
;
and also Packwood and

Baddesley Clinton, whose churches (more especially the
towers) are similar in design, and are traditionally de^

scribed as having been erected by Nicholas Bourne, in th£
latter part of the fifteenth century; the said Nicholas
Bourne being the proprietor of the old moated house at
Baddesley Clinton now remaining in its entirety, and per-
haps one of the most interesting Mediteval bits in this
locality. The old mansion at Packwood, also, must not be
omitted, as although many of its beet features are con-
cealed under a coat of roughcast, yet it is a fine example
of the half-timbered structures of thei Stuart days; and
its ancient garden, with the clipped yew trees end formal
hedges, is quite unique. In the little town of Heiiley-in-
Arden may be noticed the remains of a picturesque old
market cross, and many other bits of the olden time. In
an easterly direction we have first, Yardley, with a spire
church, having a chancel of Early Pointed date, and an
excellent open timber porch ; Sheldon, with a good
fifteenth-century tower, and portions of earlier wiirk,
lately restored (but which I nave not visited since the
same has been effected); Sheldon Hall, containing some
good internal carving of sixteenth-century work; and
Castle Bromwich, with its fine hall, rich in old tapestry
and quamt carvings, and with a garden laid out
with the clipped hedges and trim walks of Dutch
William’s days, forming a truly charming spot, and
one well oared for by the Earl of Bradford, in whose family
it has remained for several generations. Then we have
Bickenhill, with a spire church, in which are many inter-
esting Norman portions; and Hampton-in-Arden, notice-
able for old cottage bits, subjects for no end of pictures,
and a church in which are progressive examples of the
Normsn and later styles of our English architecture. A
little further in this direction is Berkswell, whose church
has a fine Norman chancel, under which is a good crypt,
now used as the burial vault of the Sir Eardley Wilmot
family; and Packinglon, whose park comprises a relic of
the once far-famed Forest of Arden, the grand old oaks in
which have been immortalised on canvas by our worthy
friend, Mr. F. H. Henshawo. In this park is the old
house built by Sir Thomas Fisher towards the end of the
seventeenth century

;
and I may here mention that nearly

all the old farm-houses in this part of Warwickshire have
been furnished with the protection of a moat, doubtless as
a security required by the dense woodland tracts in which
they were situated. In this neichbourhood also is Max-
stoke, whose Priory ruins, with their closely-adjoining
village-church, are worthy of a most careful investigation

;

and at a little distance the moated house, or rather Castle
of Maxstoke, is the very picture of an old English feudal
house. Near at baud, also, is Colesliill, with its restored
church and Digby monuments, and other interesting relics
of former da3’B, including the pillory, a relic ofold customs
not often met with. In a north and north-easterly direc-
tion is Sutton Coldfield, where the good old Bishop Vesey
must not be forgotten

;
and in its near vicinity is the

moated house of New Hall, with embattled towers and
quaint old work. There is Pipe Hayes, too, a timber man-
sion, now roughcast, but singiilarfrom having a number of
little gablets, and some massive bay windows. Curdworth
has a church, with a good Norman chancel arch; and Astley
Church and Castle are well worth a summer day’s journey.
Kingsbury and Poleswortb, the latter with itsfineConven-
tual church, are also noticeable

;
and Tamworth with its

church and castle, the former rich iu early monuments of
the Ferrers and Neville families, must be well known to
all. To the north-west there is not much of interest, the
Black Country having gradually absorbed nearly the
whole of the picturesque remains. The parish church of
Walsall, however, has some chancel-stalls of rather good
character; and at the edge of the town there is au old
seventeenth-century house, ol moulded brick, called Col-
more Hall, worthy of inspection. At West Bromwich the
old church of St. Clement has a few bits of good work
almost buried under modern plaster

;
and in the neigh-

bourhood are two old houses of timber construction. The
one near the church, called Bromwich Hall, has been
greatly altered

;
but the other, called the Oak House, and

situated near Bpon-lane, remains in a perfect state, but
surrounded with modern houses and smokr chimneys.
At Wednesbury, the old church, with its octagonal
chancel, was sadly ill-used some thirty-five years since;
and the CoUegiate Church of Wolverhampton is too well
known to be here commented on. At Tipton was an old
church containing much early Norman work some few
years since, quite in ruins; but I understand it has been
rebuilt, but whether ill or well done I am uninformed.
The Castle of Dudley is also one of the well-known objects
of our neighbourhood

; and in the vicinity of StOuibridge
are, I believe, many old mansions of the Elizabethan and
later periods, which should be csrefully examined. To
the west of Birmingham is Holes Owen, whose church has,
perhaps, the largest amount of Norman work remaining of
any in tlie neignbonrhood, and the ruins of Hales Owen
Abbey, close by, and the little chapel of St. Kenelm, on
IheCleut Hills, have much to render them interesting.
The Hall and restored church of Hagley, and the pictu-
resque Church of dent, lying close under the shadow of
the great hills, will, I think, complete the list of the most
noticeable architectural aud antiquarian features com-
prised within what may be called ‘ our neighbourhood.' ”

The annual dinner of the society afterwards took place
at tt'e Exchange Restaurant. The chair was taken by
Mr. Bateman ; the vice-president, Mr, W. Harris,
occupying the vice-chair. Amongst the gentlemen preseut
were Messrs. F. B. Osborn (hon. secretary), Joseph Horn-
blower,Thonison Plevins, J. H. Chamberlain, J. G. Bland,
A. B. Phipson, H. Corser, D. J. Williams, G. Ingall, and
Hawkes, members of the society; W. B. Briggs, presi-
dent of the Builders’ Association; and J. T. Bunee,
S. Evans, S. Timmins, and Allen E. Everitt, honorary
members of the Architectural Society.

COMPARATIVE ALTITUDES.

Comparative altitudes Laving been to me for

some years a favonrite branch of study, I have
often wished to publish a chart such as that
desired by your correspondent, Mr. Middleton

;

but information has led me to conclude that, in

scientific map-making, labour and profit are not
always pleasantly connected.

Thinking that the subject may interest some of

the numerous readers of the Builder, I have
pleasure in offering, as a New Year’s gift, the
accompanying tabular view of certain altitudes

iu England, alphabetically arranged in six series,

representing respectively cities and towns whose
general levels do not exceed 100 ft., 200 ft.,

300 ft., 400 ft., 500 ft., and 600 ft. Lincoln ia

included in the first series, although the altitude

of the floor of the cathedral is figured 216 ft..

High-street being only 23 ft. above the sea-

level. A. J.

ALTITUDES ABOVE MEAN LEVEL OF THE SEA
AT LIVERPOOL

Bath Abbey Church
Lansduwu-road

Bangor Cathedral
Market House

Brighton St. Nicholas Church ,

Old Steyne
Bristol Cathedral

Market-street
Canterbury Cathedral

Guildhall

Chichester Cathedral
Cross

Chester Cathedral
Castle

Carlisle Cathedral
Railway Station

Cambridge Trioity College..,

Mnseum,...
Gloucester Cathedral .

Cross
Hull Holy Trinity Chorch ..

Lowgate
London Buckingham Palace ,

Great George-street .

Charing Cross
St. Paul's Cathedral .

Bank of England...
Langbam-place
Marble Arch...

Liverpool Town-hoU .

Lime-street Railway Station

Leeds St. Peter’s Church ..

St. John’s Church .

Lincoln Minster ..

High-street
Norwich Cathedral

Town-hall
Peterborough Cathedral

Town-hall
Rochester Cathedral

Market House
Southampton High-street, Commercial-

road
High-street, Brunswick-
place

Worcester Cathedral
Market House

York Minster
Bootham Bar

Derby Town-hall
Queen-street

Durham Cathedral
Market-place

Exeter Cathedral
Guildhall

Kendal Old Church
Whitehall

Lancaster Castle
Railway Station

Manchester Exchange
Piccadilly .

Northampton Corn Exchange
Railway Station

Salisbury Cathedral
Court House

St. Asaph Cathedral
Denbigb-road

Winchester Cathedral
Market Cross

Basingstoke Town-hall I

Old Basing Church 1

Coventry St. John’s Church J

Barracks f

Lichfield Cathedral . 1

Market-street f

Leicester St. Mary’s Church 1

Museum 5

Oxford Cross i

Sc. Giles’s Church 2

Stafford Town-hall 5

Christ Church 2

Warwick St. Mary's Church 2

Market House 2

Birmingham Town-hall 4

8t. Martin’s Church 3

Bradford Railway Station 3

Piece Hall 3

Halifax Old Church 3

Northgate ‘1

Huddersfield High-street 3

Market-street 3

St. Alban’s Town-hall 3

St. Peter's Church 4
Tunbridge Wells Holy Trioity Church 3

Railway Station 3

Warminster Town-hall 3
St. Denis’s Church 3

Malvern Abbey Church 4
Belle Vue Hotel 4

Penrith Parish Church 4
Hotel 4

Wolverhampton Old Church 6:

Market-place 6
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- ~KEW MARKETS IS BERLIN.

1 The first of a series of market-liallB lias been

opened in Berlin by a company formed for the

purpose, and is intended as a specimen from

wbioh others will be built in various parts of the

city, with such alterations and modifications as

experience will suggest. This first is 270 Prus-

sian feet long (which are nearly equal to our

feet) by 160 ft. wide, with a height of 60 ft. to

the ridge-piece. The cellars occnpy an area of

36,000 square feet, and above these a street,

48 ft. wide, divides the market into two equal

halves, each containing twenty stalls, with an

area of 70 square feet each, and 220 stalls, with

an area of 36 square feet each. Twelve groups

of buildings surround these halls, containing

forty shops and 120 separate tenements, the

offices of the company, the market police, &o.

On comparing the arrangements of these halls

with those of Paris, for example, we find this

improvement, that stalls of greater or lesser

area can be hired according to the requirements

of the stall-keepers
;

whereas, in Paris, the

stalls in one building are, except at corners, &o.,

all of equal size. If we remember rightly, the

stalls at the “ Halles Centrales” are 41 square

feet in area, and those in the Rue Chateau d’Eau

-42 square feet. Those at Berlin are 70 or 36

square feet, ou cTioix.

TEE ARTIST AND THE PUBLISHER.

SiE,—In the new entrance to the South Ken-

sington Museum, turning to the right, you enter

a longish gallery, with drawings on the walls and
table-like glasscases below. On the rightwall the

two sheets of“ edible and poisonous mushrooms,”

produced by Worthington G. Sm.th, with the

book, are bung. The publisher’s name is black

and distinct enough :
“ Exhibited by R. Hard-

wicke, Piccadilly,” but the artist's is nowhere to

be seen, excepting by an energetic person like

myself, who takes the trouble to peer round the

comers. Now, you know this is not “right;”

it is another instance of the mischievons pre-

sence of the middleman, who in England con-

tinnally interposes between the producer and
the consumer, as so ably shown in your interest-

ing “leader” last Saturday, and which was
therein illustrated by the case of the bootmafce)-

and the bootseller. R.

AECHiEOLOGY r. ARCHITECTURE.

SiE,—Mr. Fergnsson should have been a

hishop : he could then have pronounced dog-

matic decisions, which, if not privately nndia-

pnted, would at all events have been publicly

received in solemn silence. He most not, how-
ever, be permitted to rate a whole institute of

architects with impunity
;
and it seems to me

high time that some protest was made against

his self-assumed authority. He always speaks,

and wishes to be recognised as having spoken,

cx cathedra. Hence, when another man would

reason, he takes npon himself to judge and de-

cide categorically, as though every one were

hanging on his lips for a decree, noticing just

so much of the matter under his consideration as

is convenient for his own immediate purpose.

« » * *

Without taking any particular credit to myself

for the faculty, I claim to be competent to dis-

tinguish between arcbmology and architecture
;

and at the same time 1 do not acquiesce in Mr.

Fergusson’s teaching or definitions. In oppo-

sition to him, I define an archasologist—i. <?., a

mere architectural arcbroologist— to be one

who, in making designs, not only studies the

works of antiquity as a book, whereby he may
learn the principles of the art which produced

them, and see how these principles were

variously developed by snccessive architects,

—

in what forma they resulted, what ideas sprang

from them, how they were influenced by, and in

what outward expression they satisfied and sym-

bolised the wants of the then exisiting genera-

tion ; but actually reprodoces such works,

irrespective of all considerations of appropri-

ateness, and modern wants, convenience, and
requirements;—thus making the present sub-

servient to the past, and expressing not the

thoughts and character of his own mind or the

age he lives in, but those of men and ages long

since departed. A good architect, however,

must be a sound archfeologist. In designing a

building, whilst considering solely “the purpose

and age for and in which it is to be erected,’’ ho

will work it out from his own thought and brain-

power, without reference to books and ex-

amples
;
but so far from “ not thinking of the

past or of any other clime,” or nnreservedly

rejecting the forms and developments of bygone
ages, he will bring to bear on his work the

wisdom, genius, and power of the great men by

whom they were produced. Par, moreover, from

fostering a supercilious disdain for them, he will

avail himself of their experience and reverence

their works, oven to the extent of designing the

self-same features and nsingthe self-same formsfor

the same wants. It is a shallow philosophy,

which, from a morbid desire of being novel or a

slavish fear of being a copyist, shrinks from a

loyal avowal of the obligations a man is under

to those from whom he has learnt the very

alphabet and grammar of bis art. In saying

this, I am not likely to be misunderstood. No
man has more roundly abused archmological

whims and old-world copyisms than myself, and

none have been more roundly abused for doing

so ;
but I denounce quite as strongly a principle

such as that enunciated by Mr. Fergusson, which,

followed out without qualifications, leads to

nothing but extravagance and eccentricities.

The partial trnth it contains requires carefully

guarding by the principle of authority, and reve-

rence for the past is the best guarantee for

success in the present. This seems to me to be

the great safeguard against a spurious origina-

lity, which, if sought for apart from the restraints

I have mentioned, only results in the weak,

crazy, and fantastic developments of modern
Paris and London. To “ throw arohosology

j

overboard,” in order to got at “a real and true
,

architecture,” is very much like discarding

tjrammar in order to write with real and true

elegance.

All that is true in Mr. Fergusson’s definition

of an architect has been the burden of my song

for many a day
;
but what he really means is to

be found in his article in the Builder, on the Law
Courts, which, although containing much that is

both true and admirable, is so disfigured by
extravagance, that it loses half its value. His

ideal ai'cbitect, it seems, is to cut himself off

from “the past, and from every clime ” under

the sun, except his own. He is to free himself

from “ the trammels of archujology,” and to

“ invent a new style,” with no principles but
“ common sense ” and “ progress ” to guide him.

Ho is to engage on every fresh work with the

amnsiug conviction that “ Gothic (English) spires

and Grecian porticoes are equally absurdities”

in England ;
that all modern architecture is

“ a

falsehood,”— Classical, one falsehood-; Gothic,
|

another
;
that a love of Gothic art is a mania to

j

be classed with crinolines and chignons, and
^

consigned with them to the “limbo of absurd

fashions;” that veneration for the Middle Ages
,

is “ sentimental,” and (if I rightly understand

Mr. Fergusson) that neither “ Pointed arches nor

Classical pillars ” should be tolerated. With
such convictions, and in snch a spirit, a man is

to be successful in producing an original and

entirely satisfactory style of architecture,
" in

,

harmony with the feelings and advancement of

;

the age.” Will Mr. Feignsson for once be a little
j

less visionary and a little more practical, and
give us some idea of the “ original common-sense
architecture” about which he discourses so dog-

1

raatically ? There are several newly-erected
!

buildings in London which seem to be at least

'

efforts in Mr. Fergnsaon’s right direction. The
Charing-cross Hotel is wildly original, details

and all : does that please him ? The Strand

Music Hall has certainly no parentage : surely

this canrtot be far wrong. Better still, the new
University bnildings in Burlington - gardens,

which were pulled down last summer, and bodily

carried off, when but half erected : these, at any
rate, ought to have passed Mr. Fergnsson’s

muster, for they were totally unlike anything
ever yet seen, not only in design, but even in

their general construction and masonry.

In these buildings we certainly see few
“crotchets” each as those Mr. Fergusson so

flippantly attributes to my father
;
but a mass

of childish fancies, ludicrous abnormal con-

ceits, and fantastic originalities. My father’s
“ crotchets,” at all events, had authority on
their side ; but these are the coinage of the

most doubtful taste, opposed alike to all “ true

and real architecture,” as to every rule of art.

These, then, are the results of a principle such

as that we architects are called upon to adopt

;

these are the Will-o’the-wisps we are to follow

in our search after a “ new style neither Gothic

nor Grecian,” until we are lost in a quagmire of

incompetence and conceit.

Space forbids me to follow Mr. Fergusson any
further. Perhaps another opportunity may be

afforded me of noticing the “ syllabus of errors
”

with which he has favoured us* ; but I do think,

since we are all such benighted creatures that

we cannot even appreciate the difference be-

tween “ aroLasology and architecture
;

” and that

all architecture since the year 1500 has been

more or less a failure, Mr. Fergusson, in ad-

dition to his darling occupation of finding fault,

might take the trouble to build up as well as

pulldown, and substitute something “ true and

real” for the “strange aberrations” of the

present day. We might then place a higher

value on his crusade against all modern archi-

tecture and architects. From hia remarks in

“ Modern Architecture ” respecting my father, I

am convinced either that Mr. Fergusson wauta

judgment extremely, or that he is blinded by his

resentment. E. Welby Pugix.

A REASON FOR JOINING TRADES
UNIONS.

9iB,—In your last week's impression, yonr corre-

spondent “Jack Plane” ignores {in my estimation) one

of the principal reasons that workmen have for joining

trades unions, viz., that in nine oases out of ten masters

do not Hsk themselves what is a fair wage, but what is the

lowest they can induce a man to work for ? and the combi-

nation of capital and trade gives the masters so much more
power (and so well do they wield it over the men, who
have only labour to depend on for their daily bread), that,

without the benefits accruing from the unions, when trade

is in its present depressed condition, and no prospect of

improvement for some time, sooner than a man would
move at a great expense from friends, he would accept a

considerable reduction in his wages
;
and when trade does

improve the masters are reluctant to return to the old

standard wage, seeing that for a length of time the men in

(heir employ have lived on less. I speak from experience,

having found this to be the case at a large seaport in

Jiorfolk. A \VoKKI^-a JoiMiB.

DURHAM UNION WORKHOUSE
COMPETITION.

SiB,—When the guardians invited architects to compete
! for the extension of the workhouse, they issued printed

I

instructions, as follow ;—1. That the existing building ia

I

capable of accommodating about 126 inmates, and the pro-

posed additions niUBt be of autllcient extent to acoommo-
I
date, with the present structure, 200 inmates. 2. The

' present workhouse to be utilised as far as possible. 3. Due
i regard to be paid to economy. The authors of the designs

were not to be revealed until the premiums were awarded.
Nine sets of plans were sent in. They were referred to ft

special committee, to make a careful examination of the

merits, and report thereon. The vice-chairman subse-

quently tells us that it took the committee as much as two
hours and a half before they came to a decision. 1 ask,

how is it possible Chat any committee can carefully examine
upwards of ISO lineal leet of drawings, to say ncthing
about the hundreda ofpages ofspecifleation which have cost

the nine competitors nut only weeks but months of hard
work. The plans marked "Half Moon and Shield ” and
“Civis Mundi” were selected for the first and second
premiums. When these plans came to be examined, it

was discovered by “ Civis Mundi's '* father that the man
in the moon had designed the site for his plan, not the

plan for the site, “ilalf Moon” states that the land
ot'jected to was the result of straightening the crooked
fence, and that it was done with the intention ofimproving
the site more than the design. “I was not aware,” says
‘ Half Moon,' “ until I saw the report of the committee,

that the adjoining ground was not property belonging to

the workhouse.” Mow, the atraighteuing of this crooked
fence was just the obstacle which every competitor was
desirous of removing, had it not been an unjustifiable

license which could not be taken when the line was drawn
for all. This so-called crooked fence is nothing more or

leas than a substantial boundary wall, built as straight

as “Half Moon" could draw it upon paper, and in

order to straighten this fence “ Half Moon" coolly takes

upwards of duu superficial feet of the old infirmary gardens.
•• Half Moon’s ” plans have been measured, and likewise

the site, and the result ia that the site will neither accom-
modate the plan in length nor breadth. Besides, “ Half
Moon's” plans are for a new house, and according to

estimate cannot be built for less than 9,OOOf., while the

average cost of the other seven designs is from -i.OOUf. to

5,(:o01. Some of the guardians admit that, if they had not

I
abandoned the idea of extending the house, they would
not have entertained either of the plans selected. These

plans were referred back to the committee for the whole

to be reconsidered, when one of the guardians said it was

au insult to ask the committee to reconsider the matter,

after having spent so many hours in selecting the designs.

Was it because “ Civis Mundi" had two sare votes out of

five agaiust “Half Moon's" chance? At the next meet-

ing, on the lith instant, only the two plans first selected

were examined : not one of the others was looked at. The
competitors who applied to see the drawings were posi-

tively refused a peep even at their own work, for what
reason 1 cannot ssy, excepting it be that, previous to the

meeting on the 14in, the plans marked “ Halt Moon and
Shield” were discovered to emanate from the office of a

C.K. The author was sent for, and allowed to remove the

plans and make any alterations he might think proper, and
return the plans agaiii before the meeting on tie Ikh.
How did they know w hom to send for, when the author was
supposed not to be known until the competition was
decided ? To say the least about the matter, I ask, Is aU
this houest? JfAiSi’LXX.
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SNOW AND THE SEWERS.

(;b,—

T

he experience consequent on the execution o^

lied and important works by Mr. I'hillips and Mr'
jeijrore, entitles any opinion they may give to respect,

lire, however, yet to learn that “ carting the snow to

0 entrances ” (which are few and far between) is the

t method of disposing of it. Who “flrst" gave con.

jration as to its disposal is of little cousequence, the

ft plan being as yet undetermined
;
and for this reason

link the question ought not to he lost sight of, and I

st your notice in the Builder will induce practical

sds to bring consideration to hear upon the matter,

rerwise at no distant date the traflio and trade of this

oropolis may be ngain (as stated in the Times of Janu-

[ in last year) “absolutely stopped.”
1 In the morning after the great tall, I wrote to the Times,

»gesting the snow might be readily collected and melted

ir the varions gnllies by a jet of steam from any of the

unemployed locomotives.
II have since considered that the iron carts now used for

r;ering the streets, and for collecting the rand and dust,

ght, at very little cost, he so fitted as to receive a

IsH circulating boiler on their undersides, and in their

lerior a series of wrought-iron pipes running longitudi-
' ly and transversely, fitting the body of the cart— all

clirons, in fact—and all in connexion with the boiler

ow the cart.

fbe cart being under control, cnuld be moved instantly

li hot) to any part : its pace through the streets would
iijegalatcd by the work to be done

;
and I am convinced

cactual experiments, the circulation through the pipes

die body of the cart would dispose of the snow as last

'«half-a-dozen able men could throw it in.

Why I am so confident is that the evening alter Ihe

iSat fall in the morning I desired ray gardener to take a

swtity of snow into the early viuvry, and this I liquified

jfast as I could cast it on the pipes,

ifhe importance due to unobstructed tboronghfares
' :Jt be roy excuse for this trespass on your space.

OkoEGE j£K!fIItGS.

snperintendence of the works. They had nothing to say

against the 5 per cent, commission ; but to charge If. Is.

per day extra, as was charged and included in the 31f. lOs.,

was unfair — it was, in reality, charging twice over.

The charge of lOf. lOs. for preparing the plans to be

sent to London was also exorbitant. They were merely

tracings of the original plans, and were not worth any-

thing Tike the money. He believed the jury would agree

with him that the 60f. which hod been paid was amply sof-

tieient for what Mr. Randal had done.

Mr. Burdett said,—I have been accustomed for many
years to superintend works of this description. I am a

clerk of the works in the employ of an eminent architect

(Mr. Butterfield). The general charge for the superin-

tendeuce of such works is ol. per cent. It includes jour-

neys, so far as I have seen. 1 am not an architect myself.

I do not consider that the work has been done iu accord-

ance with the specifications. Cross-examined : When I

go from home my e-xpenses and lime are paid. 1 cannot

say whether there was a clerk of the works at this work,

or whether Mr. Randal acted as such as well as architect.

It was the fault of the contractor, not of the architect,

that the doors were too thin. I am aware that an archi-

tect may vary the width of the boards according to the

building. I saw deficient painting on the skirting-boards

and on the sash-frames in tne dining-room.

This completed the case ; and no remarks being offered

by either solicitors, his Honour put the case before the

jury, Bud a verdict for 47L Is. 3d. was returned.

Bath stone. The roof of the tovyer, which is

of a steep pyramidal form, is covered with grey

slates, the chancel roof with Brosley tiles. In-

ternally the walls are plastered, Bath stone

being nsed for dressings, corbels, &c., and red

sandstone mixed alternately with the Bath tn

the chancel arch. The roof-timbers and board-

CHURCH GLAZING.

ARCHITECTS’ CHARGES.

ing are all exposed and Tarnished. The east

window of chancel which existed in the old

chnrch, and which was filled in with a memorial

window to one of the Gwynne Holford family,

has been re-nsed in the new chancel. Messrs.

Lavers & Barrand have supplied the glass for

the three new email windows of chancel. The
floor is paved with Mr. Godwin’s tiles from

Lngwardine. Mr. Bigglestone, of Hereford, was
the contractor, who carried the works ont under

the superintendence of the architect. About
5001. more will be required to be subscribed for

before the nave can be built.

Patricrqft {Manchester) The foundation-stone

of Christ Church has been laid. The site ad-

joins the turnpike road. The plan comprises a

nave with side aisles, and is so arranged that if

additional accommodation be required, transepts

may be added at a future period
;
also a chancel,

with organ-chamber and vestry adjoining. The
internal length of the nave and chancel is 105 ft.,

the width of nave and aisles, 51 ft. 4 in. The
style of architecture is Early English, freely

treated. The nave has on each side an arcade

of six ai'ches, formed of moulded bricks of va-

Sib,—

I

t baa often been a matter of great surprise to

me that architects, who are mostly men of education, and

posaess some originality, should work so much in the old

groove in this matter. Nolwiihstandiug all recent appli-

ancee, they continue in all new churches to use the incon-

venient, clumsy, and expensive lend lights that

adopted in the Middle Ages.
I .i-- >

Surely the light is Butlicieutly hmken by the tracery ot I

colours, supported by circular pillars of
« itionoriBA wilh the nianODal nlaCR Jines .. „ . ,

'
. ", 3 ,3 3

Mansfield stone, with carved and moulded capsthe windows to dispense with the diagonal black lines

of the lead bars; and the glazing might, in almost all

cases, be in single sheets of white or tinted glass, either

clear or obscured, according to fancy, instead of being in

little bits of quarries, as used iu ancient times, and there-

fore used now.
Every one knows how troublesome and leaky the pre-

sent mode is, and whilst domestic architecture has much
advanced in all details, sorely church architecture need

not stand still. What is the cause of this prejudice ?

M. P. G.

IIANDAL V. ORAY.

f[N the County Court notion Randal v. Gray, at Shrews-

rry, the plsiiitiff, Mr. J. L. Kiindal, of Shrewsbnry,

inhitect, sued the Rev. Loftus S. Gray, late of Pontes-

1 ry, now of Sedgeberrow Rectory, in Worcestershire,

b the recovery of 601. for professioual services rendered,

id expenses incurred, in carrying out some alteraiions

'.the defendant’s residence. {I’tie esse was tried by jury.

DoiD the openiug speech of Mr. Chandler, it appeared

at the items of the account were as follow Drawing
.it of plans, specifications, Ac., and the superintendence

hthe work to completion, 63J. ISs. 9d. ;
drawing of addi-

•nal plans, prepurieg a de.scription of the alterations,

d making an allidavit for obtaining the Queen Ann’s
irant, lOJ. lOa.

;
journey to Sedgeberrow for the measur-

up of the extra work, taking an account of the

omiBsions," and examining the work for the final cer-

icate, 9/. 98. 6d.
;

nine journeys, 3U. lOs.; total,

38. 3d. On account of this sum C0(. had been paid;

I d the balance ivas reduced to 501. to bring it within the

Tisdiclion of the court. The first witness caUed was
IMr. J. L. Randal, who said : 1 am an architect, and re-

le in Shrewsbury. I am amember of the E.I.B.A. My
r,srgea are regulated by a scale issued by that society.

‘le paper produced is one of those scales. In December,
:,0O, 1 had an interview with Mr. and Mrs. Gray at my
;dce. They produced some plana for the alteration of

I0 Rectory, and stated that the amount wits greater than

rey desired, and they requested me to reduce it. On
iijrilSOth, 1867, I saw delVudant again. 1 also saw him
E Evesham on the 15th of May, when he gave me instruc-

DOns to draw fresh plans. He told me he had made up
mind to put the whole matter into my hands. I told

p.a it would cost much more to have me, as I lived in

larew'sbury, than it would to employ a local architect. He
did he was prepared for that, as he could not get any one
tl the neighbourhood to do what he required. In addition

|tl the usual plans, 1 had to prepare an additional set 0”

I.Mve dr.»iiiB., an affidavit, and a dtaotiption of :tha
;

j;,", 'ii'ih ;-,pk,d m.-harne;, witli jaH above
Mer.lion., wl.ioh wave .eat to Lnodob u order to ob- mar tbS bottom, two .haft, attached

-

'S"v.'^Lrrth^e”Z?e7awS7„''d)rb.'
I

be »• XSeSfeoteSe’d°w‘lb
:|apend.d in tapreviag th. P.t.oa.Be., Teoder. wet.

j
pipe- I Pl»ooa 'b' appatatu. i. I

, and I find this
-

1 wbv of heating a

C. k. IlAvr.i-L,

Head Master of the School of Art, Reading.

P. S.—I have patented the above iuvention.

DAMP.

Sib —Can any of your correspondents give me assist-

ance upon the following subject!' There is some Portland

cement skirting round an entrance-hall at a house in

rather a damp situation that has been done about lour

years. The cement appears to be quite hard and dry, and

the same has been painted several times, and the lust time

or two with Carson's anti-corrosion paint, but to no pur-

pose, for in a short time the damp appeared to rise, the

paint becoming soft, and will easily rub oil, being quite

damp, and it has a kind of greasy and dirty appo .ranee.

I should be glad to be informed of some means or pre-

paration to prevent this, as I want to paint it again to give

it the same appearance ua the other skirting in wood.

TO HEAT A BATH.

giBj Your correspondent, “A Poor Valetudinarian,”

can have a stove, called “ The Salamander," costing

from 208. to 30b., to place in a hath or tub of cold water,

and thus heat the water, hut, of course, slowly.

Deane.

—The suggestion of a lloating stove for heating a

r'aHdifinnnl'TeV "rd'' bath by “ A Poot Vuletudinarian," in your paper of the
-

-
1 4th ult., led me to think of the following method. 1 had

’1 a spiral gas-burner, with jets abov"

r the bottom, two shafts attached t

iitnt. upon the amount of that contract. This

^ 48i. 4a. Ud. Besides this, 1 prepared plana and
pseasured for extras to the amount of 309/. 63. 2d., for

iiihich I also claim 5 per cent., making 15/. Os. 3d. The
i!>tal commission for the work that was done, and for the

aitawing of plans, &c., is 63i. 13a. 9d. I also claim 'ij per
ni3Dt. extra upon 379t. odd, which was the original esti-

mated amount of the extras. This is for taking an
tncount of the “ omissions,” Acc. It amounts to 9?. 98. fid.

clioharge 10/. 10s. for the plans for the Queen Ann's Bounty,
ciicharge 31/. lOs. for nine journeys and expenses. Mr.
pi-raj' understood that 1 was to make those journeys. All

ip.iese charges are in accordance with the printed scale,

il 11 architects use this scale. I have only received 6ii/.

orom Mr. Gray. Mr. Gray complained about some little

linings, which I at once asked the contractor to put right,

tshese alterations were only what commonly occurs -with

pxew work. The work had been done elliciently, accord-

igig to the price put upon it. It was a firm, solid building.

rorOBS-examined: Wheu I visited the work I charged, in

ddddition to the 6 per cent., 1/. Is. per day for my time. 1

buharge, altogether, for time, Hi. lls., and the remainder
ftf the 81/. 108. for hotel and travelling expenses,

I Mr. Buckton (for the detendant).—But we pay you for

I Hour time iu the commission, and why should we pay you
ii'ver again
P Plaintiff.— It was agreed to, and it is usual.

I His Honour.—You see, Mr. Buckton, plaintiff would
huharge 6 per cent, if the work were in Shrewsbury

;
but.

Hieing at a distance, he charges extra.

1 Plaiiuifl’.-Yes
j

it took me nine or ten hours every day
X -went there to do two hours' work. There were no 00m-
'lilaints till I sent in my bill.

1 Plaintili'’6 charges were supported by the evidence of
Jrdr. E. Haycock, juu,, a Shrewsbury architect; Mr.
V,V. U. SpauU, architect, Oswestry; au^ Mr. T. Grooves,
ojounty surveyor, Shrewsbury.

1 For the defence, Mr. Buckton urged that 115/. 3s. 3d.,

thvhich was the original amount of Mr. Randal's bill, was
k largo sum for drawing out a few plans and foi five days'

11 “Valetudinarian’s” behalf I have made an experi-

ment in heating a baih, and desire to make known to him

the result—which, by the way, was by a process so simple

and rude as to be practicable under any circumstances.

I lighted a coke fire in an old iron pot, placed it in a

plunge bath of cold water, and in two hours the water

was raised to a temperature offiS degrees.
EXPBltlUS.

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.

Cathedine {Breconshire).—It was determined

some time ago that anew church must be built

to replace the old parish church, which was in a

very dilapidated condition, and totally devoid of

any ancient architectural features. A design

for a new church was prepared by Mr. E. H.

Martineau, of Loudon, but, from want of funds,

only a portion of the proposed new structure has

at present been built, consisting of the east wall

of na e, the chancel, and a beli-towor adjoiuing

it on the north side, the lower portion of which

forms the vestry. The new chancel was lately

opened for divine service by the Bishop of St.

David’s. The walls are constrpeted of the local

grey colonred stone, in random conrses, 'with

window dressings, gable copings, and crosses of

of Bath Btone. The principal entrances are in

the west elevation, connecting with vestibules,

and are arranged to avoid the possibility of

draughts. The baptistery adjoins the entrances.

The west gable is pierced with large circular

windows. From this gable springs a lofty

enriched belfry, terminating with gilt vane. The
windows of the aisles are coupled lancet, and

the east end has a five-light window with tracery.

The windows of clerestory are of varied designs.

All the roofs are open framed. The church will

be faced externally with parpoint masonry, with

dressings of Hollington stone, and a portion of

the interior is finished with brickwork of varied

colours, and the remainder plastered. The
slating will be in bands of alternate colours, with

ornamental cresting to ridge. The church will

be heated and ventilated by Messrs. Haden’s

apparatus. A gallery will be erected at the

west end, with seats for sixty-eight persons, and

accommodation on the ground-floor for 532 per-

sona, one-half free. Mr. H. Southern, of Salford,

is the contractor for the whole of the works, at a

cost of 3,800L, under the direction of Mr. John

Lowe, of Manchester, architect.

Hernshy .—Hemsby Church, near Yarmouth,

which has been for some months closed for re-

pairs, has now been re-opened for divine service.

The restoration has been carried out by sub-

scription. It has included a new 1 oof, preserving

in its style the character of the old one, with

massive rafters and a covering of Westmoreland

slate, weighing 35 tons. The interior has been

renovated in English oak, with carved poppyhead

bench-ends; a screen of the same material, with

tracery, the gift of Mr. R. Copeman j
and a

pulpit, prayer-desk, and lectern, presented by

friends of the vicar. The architect employed

was Mr. E. Christian.

Salisbury. — The Chnrch of St. Thomas

it Becket has just been renovated by a restora-

tion of the chancel, under the direction of Mr.

G. E. Street, architect, the whole of the work

done having entailed an outlay of nearly 2,0001.

The chancel proper has been divided from the

aisles by a series of wainscot oak screens running

from pillar to pillar, and is lighted by a large

number of tripod burners placed along the top

of them. The level of the floor has been raised

above that of the church, and the central por-

tion paved with encaustic tiles
j
and above the

communion-table a reredos has been erected,

containing a Crucifixion sculptured in alabaster.

The contractors for the work were Messrs.

Rogers & Booth, of Gosport. The walls have

been cleaned and re-plastered, and the paint has

been taken off the stone columns of the arcade,

the carved capitals of which now appear in their

original state. During the progress of the works

four mural paintings, evidently about the date

of the fifteenth century, were brought to view

on the wall of the arcade of Swayne’s chantry,

and are still to be seen. The paint has been

removed from the corbels on which the roof of

the chancel rests, and the windows of the clear-

story have been filled with staiuod glass, by Mr.

Horwood, of Erome. The now reredos is of
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scQlptared alabaster, and is the work of Hr. Earp,
of Lambeth, from a design furnished by Mr.
Street. The tripod gas-barnera, intended to
light the chancel dnring evening service, were
supplied by Mr. H. Neal. The chancel aisles
have been filled with oak seats, and all the
monumental slabs have been relaid. Two slabs
containing incised brasses, in a good state of
preservation, have been removed into the chancel.
Some old hatchments, formerly placed in the
chnrch, have also been removed. The font has
been taken from the west end of the church, and
placed near the pulpit. The church is heated
with a new hot-water apparatus, supplied by Mr.
Haden, of Trowbridge. The organ, until now
standing at the west end of the church, has been
removed to the north aisle of the chancel, and

of the church. A large Gill stove has been pro-
vided for the purpose of warming the church.
These and other works have been performed by
Mr. Gibbons, of Bnntingford, under the super-
intendence of Mr. Perry, of Bishop Stortford,
architect. The tower has been repaired, and a
new spire erected, by Mr. Ginn, of Puckeridge.
The cost of the restoration is, we understand,
about 1,0001.

STAINED GLASS.

Wroxhall (Wai'wickshire).— Mr. T. Dury, of
Warwick, has just placed a large stained glass
window in Mr. Dugdale’s mansion adjacent to

, .

Wroxhall Abbey, illustrative of the legend of
the Perpendicular west window has thus been ex -

1

Hugh de Hatton, as described in Dugdale.
posed to full view from the body of the church. .

Prom the legend it appears that the knight went
The instrument has been repaired by Mr. to warfare in the second crusade to the Holy
Walker, of London. Land, where he was taken prisoner and con-

Bradley. — St. Martin’s Church, Bradley, tinned “ in great hardship ” for seven years,
erected by the Baldwin family, has been conce- At the end of this period he prayed to St. Leonard
crated by the Bishop of Lichfield. The church

i

for deliverance, wuich was miraculously effected,
is in the Geometrical style, and will seat 850 and Sir Hugh, in accordance with a vow*
persons. The plan is cruciform

;
the length of established a monastery at Wroxhall. The sub-

nave 78 ft., and width of nave and aisles 65 ft.
|

jeets show Sir Hugh departing for the Holy
6 in.

5
the tower and spire, 170 ft. high, ai-e at

j

Land, his being taken prisoner, his “ making
the sonth-east. The material used for the

[

plaint ” to St. Leonard, who appeared to him in
walling is Gomal stone in coursed rock-faced ' the habit of a black monk, his suddenly being
ashlar, box ground stone dressings

;
the nave,

,

found at Wroxhall Wood by his own herd, his
piers, caps, and bases of Hollington stone. All

I

interview with his wife and family, who recognize
the capitals and corbels in the interior of the i

him by the half of a broken ring, his receiving a
church are foliated, the carving generally having i

revelation where to build a church, and his two
been executed by Mr. Allen. The pulpit and I

daughters being made nuns therein. Two other
font are of Caen atone

;
the joinery is of pitch

|

compartmentsrepreaent the legendofDameAlice
pine

; the aisles are laid with Staffordshire and
i

Craft, from the same authority. This window
encaustic tiles, the chancel and communiou with I

was one of those lately exhibited in Paris, and
Messrs. Maw’s encaustic tiles, and the reredos for which Mr. T. Dury received an award.

*

is inlaid with encaustic and majolica tiles. In
|

All Saints’ Church, Emscote.—A three-lieht
the tower is the framework for a peal of bells,

only part being intended to be hung at present.
The builder was Mr. Nelson, of Dudley

j
and the

architect Mr. Bidlake, of Wolverhampton; the
cost about 6,000h The lower portion of the
tower opens with an archway into the chancel,
and is in part used as an organ chamber. The
seats in the nave and side aisles are of one
uniform character, in the modem open style,
with carved scroll ends : the wood used is pitch
pine, stained and varnished. Across the west-
end—which is lighted by a six-light window, of
great size—are rows of seats, one above the
other, which will be for the use of the scholars at
the morning services, and at other times free.

The chancel is lighted by three stained glass
windows, executed by the Messrs. Pilkington, of
St. Helen’s. The windows are in three-lights,
independent of tracery openings, of which a large
cinquefoil forms a prominent feature. The
north-east window haa in its centre opening a
representation of the Nativity of our Lord.
Above is a choir of angels floating in the air,

playing harps, and bearing a scroll with the text,
“ Glory to God in the Highest.” The opening on
the right is occupied by a group of the wise men,
with their gifts. The left opening is filled with
a group of shepherds. In the top cinquefoil is

seen the “Flight into Egypt.” In the south
window the subject is the Crucifixion. In the
cinquefoil above is a representation of the Agony
in the Garden of Gethsemane. The centre
window displays the subject of the Ascension of
our Lord. Underneath this, and in the side
openings are distributed the Apostles. In the
cinquefoil is the figure of Christ in Glory, sur-
rounded by angels. The upper tracery openings
over the side lights contain scrolls, with inscrip-

window, representing the good deeds of Dorcas,
and subscribed for principally by mites from the
poor, has been placed at the west end of this
church to the memory of Mrs. Nelson, of The
Lawn, Emscote. This window was one of those
contributed by Mr. Dury, of Warwick, to the
Paris Exhibition.

St. Neat’s Church.
—" The Adoration of the

Kings,” by Messrs. Hardman & Co., of Birming-
ham, presented to this chnrch by Mr. Charles P.
Bowley, has just been returned from Paris, and
is now inserted in the east window of the Lady
Chapel. This window was chosen out of a great
number exhibited to receive the silver medal.
The window cost 2151.

Clothall Parish Church (Herts).—A stained-
glass west window, executed by Messrs. Heaton,
Butler, & Bayne, of Covent Garden, has been
erected in this church. It contains two com-
partments, one of which represents the Nativity,
and the other the Adoration of the Magi.

PATENTS CONNECTED WITH BUILDING.

Stoves oe Fire-places.— E. Thring. Dated
2nd March, 1867.—For the purposes of this in-
vention the fuel to be burnt is placed in a shell
or grate, circular in section, or it might be of
other convenient shape, and turning on centres
at its two ends; an opening is made through
one side of the circular shell or grate, at which
fuel is introduced into it. When fuel is intro-
duced into the shell, the shell is turned on its

axis, BO as to cause the fresh fuel to be covered
with the heated fuel previously contained in the

.
,

shell
; and any smoke arising from the fresh fuel

tions. The remaining tracery openings are filled ' will be consumed by its having to pass through
in with cherubs, stars, &c. On the north side of the heated fuel. Air is allowed to pass to the
the chancel is a memorial of the Baldwin family,
being a token of I’emembrance from Mr. Edward
Pugh. The design is that of a canopied niche,

fuel in the shell through perforations or openings
formed through its boitom, as well as from the
front opening, and the products of combustion

with trefoil arch of serpentine marble, and inlaid.
I

escape from the shell through similar perfora-
The Tympanum is diapered with raised shield in

j

tions or openings at the top, tmd pass away by
white marble

; the inscription slabs, also in
|

the chimney. The axis of the rotating shell
marble, are recessed under moulded arches, sup-

i

may be carried by a movable frame, so^that it
ported on rich coloured marble shafts. The side

j

may be placed in any ordinary fire-place, or they
shafts are also in similar marble, bearing on an

|

may bo carried by a frame to be fixed in the fire-
enriched corbel table. The canopy is enriched

i
place.

with crockets and foliated pinnacles, with carved Construction of Floors and Booms for
angels on the knee stones.

j
Buildings. — R. Moreland, jun. Dated 26th

Bishop Stortford.—Alhxuy Church has been
;

March, 1867.—Among the features of this inven-
re-opened, after being restored and repaired,

j

tion are the following He takes a number of
The stone-work of the pillars has been restored,

|

wrought-iron girders, either bow and string
the walls re-plastered, and the nave re-roofed,

j

lattice girders or bow and string web plate
New flooring has been put down, and the old ' girders, and he places them at convenient
high pews have been replaced by open seats. i distances apart, and fixes them either on main
The memorial slabs have been relaid, and the

,

girders, if a large area is to be covered, or ho
font has been restored. The gallery has been

,
builds them into the walls of the building when

removed, and a window inserted at the west end
,

the area is smaller. When main girders are used

he supports the bow and string girders on the
upper or lower flange of the main girders. The
upper flange of the bow and string girders may
be elliptical, or an arc of a circle in outline—’ths^

latter is preferred
; the lower flange may either be

straight or curved. He prefers that it should be
straight. The top and bottom flanges of the
lattice girders are connected together with
vertical and diagonal braces riveted at the
connexions. Where main girders are employed
the ends of the latticegirders may be fixed, boltedi
or screwed to the girders which support them;
and in some cases he uses additional tie-rods to
stay the supporting girders. He also places along
the edges of the supporting girders, and between
the lattice girders bricks, angle irons, or other
materials, which he rivets or lays on the flange or
the supporting girder, to ensure the equal and
level bearing of the edge of the corrugated iron,
as hereinafter described. He prefers a brick of
an angular shape showing the projecting edge
corbelwise. On the upper or carved surface of
the lattice girders he then lays sheets of corru-
gated iron or other material in as long lengths as
possible, and forms them into a continuons sheet
by allowing the sheets to alternate, or, as it is

more commonly called, to break joint, and by
bolting or riveting the edges of the sheets

'

together. He also seenres the ends of the
corrugated sheets which touch the wall by bent

j

dog-bolts or cramps, which are bolted or riveted
to the cormgated iron, and built into the wall
between the supporting girders. The curve of
contrary flexure of the corrugated iron may be
varied both in shape, size, and form, so that the
greatest strength possible may be produced.
The corrugated iron plates may bo connected to
the lattice girders with rivets or bolts, but it is not
usually required. He places the flutes of the
corrugated iron at right angles to the lattice
girders, and on the upper surface of the corru-
gated iron. He then lays concrete composed
either of shingle or brick rubbish, mixed with
lime or Portland or other cement or brickwork, in
mortar or cement. He either lays the concrete
levels or concentric to the cur re of the lattice
girders—the former is preferred—and he then
lays the floor with joists and flooring hoards in
the ordinary manner.

§00lis ^Uaibetr.

On the Ventilation of DivelUng-houses, and the
Utilization of Waste Heat from Open Fire-
places. By F. Edwards, Jun. London : Hard-
wicke. 1868.

Toe principal point in this volume is an endea-
vour to set forth, by words and diagrams, the
best mode of utilizing heat wasted up the
chimney by our present method of consuming
coals. The author says, let us suppose that,
instead of the large channel in which the smoke-
flue is inclosed being used for the purpose of
providing for an escape of air, it be used to
supply a current of warm air to every apart-
ment with which it is placed in communication,
and that all the lower chambers of a house be
made thereby to contribute heat to the upper
ones. He is not able, as a proof of the prac-
ticability and utility of such a scheme, to adduce
an instance where it had been carried into
effect, and where the various results, whatever
they might be, bad been well ascertained

; but,
in the absence of any such case, thinks it may
be useful to attempt a consideration of what
may appear to be the various conditions which
would enable such a system to achieve success.

In the first place, to change a channel for the escape
' air into a channel to admit air, the aperture provided
rer the roof has to be closed, and a proper provision has

to be made below for a free admission of fresh cold air
from an external source to the lower part of the channel.
This free admission of air to the channel is most important,
and could be provided for by means of ornamental per-
forated bricks, fixed in an external wall, and made to com-
municate as directly as possible with the channel. For
the admission of warm air to the rooms, apertures capable

egulation must be provided near the floor, instead of
• the ceiling, because a low level is always the proper

position for introducing a current of warm air, and care
must be taken that the total amount of apertures in the
various rooms do not exceed the horizontal area of the
warm-air cbaonel, or there may be a liability of the warm
air passing by one room and eaeending to another. For
the escape of air, the fireplace may be supplemented by
ventilating flues of proper area in the partition wall
opposite the windows, as already described, or in the
party-wall. The remaining condition appears to be, that
the smoke.flue should be of cast iron, and not of fire-clay

brick."

He gives various sections and plans, showing
how he would carry this out ; one section show-
ing a number of houses heated by warm air
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ascending from •warm-air shafts in the party-

walls, and entering the various rooms and on

landings, at openings provided. In his preface,

jVIr. Edwards styles his book “ the first attempt

to call attention to the utilization of the heat

which escapes by our chimneys,” and expresses

a hope that it will receive serious consideration,

in which hope we fully agree, though we cannot

admit that his book is the first attempt to bring

about what is desired. From the time of

London, and before, till now, plane have been

proposed to make available in one room the heat

produced in another, and which would be other-

wise wasted. In the book itself, a diagram is

given of the flue patented by Mr. G. Jennings,

which has a space around it, “ by which air

descends, becomes warm, and enters the rooms

through open gratings, when there are fires

burning, and air is prevented from entering by

other means.” However, there is no occasion to

dwell on this. An enormous amount of heat, in

the aggregate, is wasted under our present

arrangements, and good will be done if the book

in question draw fresh attention to the fact, and

lead to the utilization of that heat.

VARIORUM.

“ Street Tramways for London : their Utility,

Convenience, and Necessity ;
with some Remarks

on the Working of Street Railways in the United

States and Canada.” By Charles Mackay, LL.D.

London : King, Parliament-street. Dr. Mackay

here gives us the result of his experience of the

working of street tramways in America. He is

strongly of opinion that there are no objections

to them in Loudon except such as are wholly

untenable, and are the result of either ignorance

and prejudice or interested opposition. Their

advantages, on the other hand, are in his estima-

tion manifold ;
their celerity, convenience, and

comfort, far beyond those of omnibases,—London

omnibuses especially. The rail used by Mr.

Train was unfortunately a defective one; but

now this has been obviated, and rails of an

unobjectionable kind have been invented, and

are available. These rails will interfere in no

way with the traffic. The saving of street tram-

ways to the rate-payers would be enormous, as

Fall of Cupola in Pesth.

—

On the 22nd

January, at three p.m., the cupola of the new

church, in the Leopoldstadt quarter of Pesth,

fell in with on enormous crash, causing the

ground to tremble all around. The vault of the

church was completely destroyed, and nothing

remained but the four walls and the external

towers. No lives were lost.

Destructive Fire at the Royal Milit.aby

College, Sandhurst.—The whole of the left

wing of Sandhurst College has been destroyed

by fire. Great complaint is made as to the pro-

tection against fire in the college, there being

only two old-fashioned engines kept on the pre-

mises, and in addition to this there is an insuffi-

ciency of water. Had it not been for assistance

from Aldershotb, the flames could not have been

got under short of the destruction of the whole

bnilding. The fire originated in the quarter-

master’s department.

The Royal Academy.—A paragraph in some

of the morning papers, giving the names of four

or five architects as nominated for election to

fill the two vacancies amongst the Associates,

was obviously erroneous, to those who know
anything about the matter, there being nearly

seventy names on the list all equally nominated,

It had a strong family resemblance to a simi-

larly erroneous paragraph about the rebuilding

of her Maiesty’s Theatre imposed on the morn-

ing papers a week or so ago, in which two or

three of the same names were given.

Hotels.—The Palace and Burlington Hotels

Company’s ordinary half-yearly meeting of

shareholders has been held. The report stated

that the company was steadily improving its

financial position, and yielding a fair return for

the capital invested. The hotel returns for the

past half-year amounted to 16,966i. 3s. 4d., as

against 15,179L 17a. 3d. during the preceding

half-year, and 14,1791. Oa. 9d, during the corre-

sponding half of last year. There was a net

profit on the half-year of 3,962Z. Ifis. 9d., out of

which the directors recommend a dividend at the

rate of 6 per cent, per annum, free of income-

tax, leaving 1,2591. Os. 3d. to be carried to next

account. The report was adopted and the divi-

dend declared. In the Equity Courts, on the

may be interred from the fact, that while the 18th instant, before the Master of the Rolls, Mr.

carriaKSB of the New York and Brooklyn rail- Boibnrgb appeared on a petition praying the

ways in 1886 with 70,791,625 passengers, wmdmg-np of the Langham Hotel Company;
J

. r -n— and bis lordship ordered a voluntary windmg-up

under the supervision of the court.
passed over 11,700,000 miles of streets, built and

Z'cpt in repair by the companies at their own

expense, the carriages of the London Omni-

bus Company alone, with somewhere about

41,334,602 passengers passed over 13,000,000

miles of streets built and kept in repair by the

metropolitan authorities at the expense of the

ratepayers.^—— ” Slater’s Sententi© Chronolo-

gic©
;
Revised and much Enlarged.” By Eliza-

beth M. Sewell. London : Longmans, Green, &
Co. 1868. The usefulness of Mrs. Slater’s Sen-

tenti© Chronologic© having been proved by

experience, it has been thought advisable to

revise and enlarge them, and a very competent

editor has been chosen to eflTect this improve-

ment of a useful little book. There is a pecu-

liarity in it of which many of our readers may
not be aware. This relates to the recollection of

dates. A sentence is composed of dates relating

to the event indicated, the first letters of which

words, being consonants, are made to indicate

figures. Thus “ for instance the date of the

Universal Deluge, which we find in the first part

of our chronology, is contained in the following

sentence ;

—

Not a 3Ian Remained Rehind.

This sentence informs us, therefore, that the

Deluge took place 2348 years before Christ. The

following sentence gives the date of the destruc-

tion of Carthage :

—

They Itnin Carthage,

By keeping in mind this sentence we shall re-

member that Carthage was destroyed 147 years

before Christ.”

Purchase of the London Coffee-house by

THE Corporation: Ex-Pabte Mayor, &c., of

London.—Mr. A. E. Miller, barrister, appeared

before Vice-Chancellor Wood in this petition, on

Saturday last. The object of it was to have an

agreement, dated in July last, carried into effect,

by which the corporation agreed to purchase

the London Coffee-house, Ludgate-hill, for the

sum of 38,500Z. It was stated to be of

St. George’s Opera House, Langham-place.

We are glad to see that Mr. German Reed is

about to follow up his present success in the

representation of comic opera, with the engage-

ment of Madlle. Liebhart, who will make her

d^but on the English stage in Anber’s “ Am-
bassadress,” on Saturday Evening, February

8th. A new tenor, Mr. Wilford Morgan, will ap-

pear at the same time. The Contrdbandista and

Offenbach’s extravaganza, which are now draw-

ing crowded houses, will then be played alter-

nately.

Society for the Encouragement of the

Fine Arts.—The first conversazione of the society

this season was held on the 24th nit., at the

Gallery of the Female School of Art, Queen-

square, Bloomsbury; Professor Donaldson in the

chair. The proceedings were opened with an

address, in which, after remarking on the want

of some such society for the encouragement of

art, for art’s sake,—nob as an occasional popular

pastime, but as a constant source of intellocl^nal

enjoyment;—and instancing the humanizing in-

fluence the general cultivation of musio had

exercised upon the masses in Germany, and

regretting that in England there had been no

one to supply the place of Mr. Hullab, the

chairman congratulated the members on the

society having now reached its tenth year, with

every prospect of increasing nsefulness and pro-

sperity. A concert was then given.

The Proposed Town-hall, Sandgate. — A
meeting has been held to consider a proposal for

the erection of a town-hall. Mr. Pledge said

that the cost of the building would be 2,000Z.,

including the purchase of land, the hall to

accommodate the members of tbe Literary

Institute, offices for the Board of Health, &c.

;

and the scheme he proposed was to form a

limited company, putting out the 2,0001. in

shares, and then adopting the system of prize

drawing, entertainments, bazaars, &c., to meet

the necessary outlay. The proposition was

accepted by the meeting, and a committee was

appointed to make preliminary arrangements for

forming a limited liability company. The site

selected for the building has a frontage of 70 ft.

on the north side of the road, and is known as

a part of Knool House Estate, fronting Devon-

place, the purchase-money being stated at 300Z.
^

The Proposed New Agricultural Hall,

Walsall.—The scheme for the erection of an

agricultural hall in Walsall may be said to be

now fully arranged, and the project is fairly before

tbe public. It has been formally resolved to

form a joint-stock company for the erection of

an agricultural hall, the shares being fixed_ at

2,000, aud their value at 11. each. At a meeting

of farmers aud others on the subject, the chair-

man and fourteen other shareholders were ap-

pointed directors, and other officers having been

named, Mr. Nicholls, architect, gave an estimate

of the probable expense of putting up a building

IxstillHnja:.

The Works at Sefton Park, Liverpool.

—

The town-council have accepted Mr. Campbell’s

tender, 72,345Z., on condition that he deduct

1,0001. for taking out the quantities. What does

this exactly mean ?

portance to the corporation to have this pro-
;
80 ft. long by 40 ft. wide, and was requestea to

perty, especially in contemplation of the pro- prepare plans for presentation at a future meet-

posed enlargement of Newgate. There was
,

ing. The directors were also empowered to treat

evidence that the price was a fair one, and it
: for a site, the plot of land adjoining St. Faul s

was proposed to make up the purchase-money Chapel being regarded as the most eligible ot

by various sums which had been received from
[

several named. In the course of the proceed-

the Metropolitan Board of Works, the London, ings it was stated that nearly 1,000 shares bad

Chatham, and Dover Railway Company, the
j

been subscribed for prior to the meeting, and

Commissioners for the erection of the New ' this number was considerably augmented before

Law Courts, and the Charing-cross Railway ' the company separated.

Company. His Honour approved of the pur-
j

jj^chinery in the Brick Trade.—On Satur-

chase, subject to a_ reference to chambers with
| week, Mr. R. White, brick manufac-

regard to title.— City Press.
|
turer, gave a dinner to his brickmakers and

The New Hotel at Ltme-steeet Station,
j

other workmen employed at New Grimesthorpe,

Liverpool.—The extensive new hotel which the in erecting an improved kiln and ^ome

London and North - Western Company have machinery for making bricks. Both the kiln

decided to erect in front of their Lime-street I

and the brickmaking machine are the first that

Station, will shortly be proceeded with. A few have been introduced into this neighbourhood,

weeks since the company advertised for tenders
!

The kiln is known as Hoffman s patent. It con-

fer the new building, and the directors accepted !
sists of twelve compartments, each ot which is

the tender of Messrs. Haigh & Co., of Liverpool,
!

capable of burning about 20,000 bricks, and the

the amount of the contract being about 72,000?. ! kiln is so constructed as to consume its own

The hotel will be in the modern style of Italian
|

smoke. The cost of burning the bricks ^s us

architecture, Mr. Waterhouse, of London, being
” ” ^ . n . no

the architect. The Lime-street fac^ade will

extend nearly the entire length from Gloncester-

Btreet to Lord Nelson-street, and at the sooth

and north angles respectively there will be two

prominent towers. There will be an archway in

the centre of the Lime-street frontage, which

will serve as a means of ingress and egress for

passengers to and from thestation. The several

large additional platforms have now all been

rdmpleted, and active preparations are in pro-

gress for erecting the immense new station-roof,

which will consist of one enormous span only.

considerably reduced : indeed, it is said that as

many bricks can be burnt for a penny as would

cost a shilling if burnt in the old kilos. The

brickmaking machine, which is patented by

Messrs. Bradley & Craven, of Leeds, almost

altogether does away with hand labour. All

that is needed is simply to cart the clay to the

machine, which then does all the rest of the

operations required ;
and the bricks which it

turns out are said to be equal to pressed bricks,

Mr. White has incurred an outlay of about

5,000?. in erecting the kiln and fitting np the

machine.
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Tobacco axd Ventibatiox.—A novel plan was

recently adopted at Berlin for testing the work-
ing of a ventilating apparatus attached to the
new large hall of the Lower House of Ecpre-
eentatives. The 300 men engaged in erecting
the building were provided with cigars,—we are
not told whether Imperiales or Pickwicks,—and
shut up in the Hall, with general orders to
“ blow away.” After a lapse of three hours, the
thermometer showed a rise of only one degree,
and the atmosphere was comparatively pure,
notwithstanding the amount of tobacco (or other
vegetable matter) which had been smoked. The
^paratus was one by Messrs. Stunipf & Eisner,
of Berlin.

Ancient iMPLEsrENxs.—Atthe meeting of the
British Archajological Association, held last week,
Mr. H. Kettel exhibited a very fine flint implement
which had been picked up in the Weald of Snssei.
The chairman, Mr. S. Cuming, remarked that
the implement was, in fact, made of Hornstone,
and was a remarkably fine specimen of the
earliest known implements. Mr. Kettel also
exhibited a very fine club, 11 in. in length, made
of clay-slate, found near St. Isabel, in South
America, in a district where clay-slate does not
occur. It was precisely similar to a weapon of
half the size found some years since in the North
of Ireland. Mr. E, Roberts remarked that
the great similarity of implements found in all

parts of the world seemed to show that in the
earliest times a much freer communication ex-
isted than we were disposed to believe.

Eastbochne College.—a new building for
this college is proposed to be erected by a College
Building Company, which is in course of forma-
tion. Plans have been prepared by Mr. Henry
Currey, and are now under the consideration
of the council. It is not proposed to erect

'

the whole at once, but only a suflicient part to
!

accommodate about 100 to 150 boys, which can
be effected at a cost of about 7,0001. Shares
have been already taken in the College Com-
pany to the amount of 4,1601. Besides the
college buildings, masters’ boarding houses will
have to be erected, and the council are desirous
that one for the Head Master should be com-
menced at the same time as the college build-
ings. They are estimated to cost abont 5,0001.
each, and in order to create a fund for the pur-
pose, and thereby assist materially the object in
view, a College Building Company has been re-
solved upon. At an influential meeting, resolu-
tions in support of the project have been passed,
and additional shares token.

Cast-ikon Water-pipes foe Abyssinia.—Three
weeks ago a tele^am was received from the
Abyssinian expedition for eighteen miles of cast-
iron water-piptes, intended to convey water from
the bottom of the Koomalo Pass to Zoula. The
first shipload has already sailed from Liverpool.
The order for them was distributed amongst the
following firms Messrs. D. Y. Stewart & Co.

;

Messrs. Edington & Co,, of Glasgow; Messrs.
Cochrane & Co., of Middlesborough

; and the
Staveley Iron Company, in Derbyshire. The
pipes are each 4 in. in internal diameter, 12-32 in.
thick, and 9 ft. 3Jn. in extreme length, giving
9 ft. clear when fitted

;
they are all supplied

with bored and turned joints. Each pipe weighs
about li cwt., and is calculated to resist a pres-
sure of 400 ft. The head to which it will be
subjected is only 170 ft. As showing the re-
sources of the Ormesby Foundry (Cochrane
& Co.), we may mention that the five miles
supplied by this firm were completed in three
weeks,— Iron Trade lieview.

Colchester : Essex Hall Asyllm for
Idiots.—In consequence of an outbreak of fever
a new hospital or infirmary has just been erected
in the grounds of this institution built of wood
interlined with felt and match boarding.

; It
has this recommendation that it can be occupied
immediately, whereas had the structure been of
brick a delay of some months before it could
have been need must have taken place. The
building is slated upon two open trussed roofs, a
layer of felt being placed between the slates and
roof boarding. It is 46 ft. long, 33 ft. wide, and
contains four wards each, 17 ft. by 15 ft. There
are a nurses’ day-room and dormitory, kitchen,and
two of Houle’s patent earth closets. The rooms
are lighted by windows and lantern lights, the
latter being made to answer as ventilators. The
hospital has been sanctioned by the Commis-
sioners in Lunacy. It occupied one month from
commencement to completion, fit for occupa-
tion, at a cost of about 4501. Mr. Joseph Grimes,

I

of Colchester, was the builder. i
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The British Institction.—"What steps do the
directors intend to take? Surely the public
have a right to some explanation.

A Theatre Blown Down. ^ Lancaster was
lately visited by a heavy gale. The theatre at
the top of Penny.street was almost blown down,
the only portion left standing being the stage
and “ scenery !” It was a wooden structure
capable of accommodating 1,000 or 1,200
persons.

Proposed New Buildings at Taunton.—

A

plan has been prepared by Mr. J. H. Spencer,
architect, of this town, for laying out as building-
ground the Greenway estate, at Rowbarton. It
arranges for fifty residences and a chnrch. The
residences comprise semi-detached villas of
various capacities, with rows of smaller dwel-
lings, each having a garden in front, with
courtilage behind. The site is said to be a
pleasant one.

pRorosED New Street in Liiiehouse.—The
notice in our last of this proposed short street,
to be made by cutting through a very dreadful
neighbourhood (St. Anne’s rookery), lying to
the north of Limehouse Church, was, by acci-
dent, inserted as part of the report of the pro-
ceedings of the Metropolitan Board of Works.
It should have appeared in the “Miscellanea.”
The new street has not reached the Board of
Works stage yet, though we are told it soon may.

Testimonial to the Inventor of the Re.iper.
At a meeting of the Highland Agricultural
Society, last week, the sum of 1,0001. and a
piece of plate were presented to the Rev. Patrick
Bell, a minister of Carmylie, Forfarshire, as a
testimonial in recognition of his merits as the in-
ventor of the first eflScient reaping-machine.
The Marquis of Tweeddale made the presenta-
tion

; and Mr. Bell, in reply, said that it was
just forty years ago since he appeared before the
society with a little model of his invention.

Discovery' in Gas.—In accordance with in-
structions received from the Secretary of Stale
for War, some trials in connexion with the con-
sumption of gas have been completed at the
gasworks of the Royal Arsenal, Woolwich. It
has been found, that by combining bitnmeu with
coal in gas retorts, the gas is evolved with
great rapidity, and that it gives an illuminating
power from one burner equal to twenty-five
spermaeetti candles. The experiments, which
have been conducted by Captain the Hon.
Arthur Cocklin, C.B., of the Steam Reserve,
Sheemess, have been so satisfactory that 200 tons
of bitumen have been ordered by the War
Department foruse of the Arsenal.

The Trade Unions Commission.— The Re-
port of Mr. W. Overend, Q.C., Mr. T. I. Barstow,
and Mr. George Chance, the examiners appointed
under the Trade Unions Commission Act of
1867, to inquire into the outrages asserted to
have taken place at Sheffield and elsewhere with
the support and connivance of associations of
workmen, has just been issued, together with
the evidence taken at Sheffield. The report is

addressed by the examiners to the commis-
sioners appointed under the Act, and consists of
little more than a history of their inquiry, the
facts of which received so much attention during
its progress. The accompanying evidence, fill-

ing 450 folio pages, contains nothing of import-
ance that has not already been published.

A Lock and its Warders.—The Sunderland
Times tells a story, which may or may not be
exaggerated. However, here is the pith of it.

“ A lock was wanted on premises in Sunderland,
of which the Board of Admiralty has the official

charge. The proper local functionary accord-
ingly made application to their lordships at
Somerset House for an order to buy the lock,
which would cost 2 b. In due course he received
four or five folio sheets of inquiries, the blanks
in which he had to fill up, and forthwith return.
This having been done, a gentleman was sent
over from Tynemouth to survey the hole in the
door on which the lock was to be put. He came
and returned first-class, and his railway fare and
hotel charges came to a good round sum. The
surveyor’s report was transmitted to London,
under the orthodox envelope, and then an order
came down to Sunderland authorising the lock
to be bought and fixed on the door. Terily,
England is a great country, and if it is not ex-
ceedingly well governed it is not for lack of what
some irreverently call oircumlocntion, but which
the more knowing term painstaking, forethought,
and oversight, to prevent jobs.”

The Proposed Art-Tkeasubes’ Exhibition in-

Leeds.—A meeting, convened by circular, of
gentlemen interested in art, has been held in the
Town-hall, Manchester, to receive a deputation
from the executive committee of the proposed
Leeds exhibition. The deputation consisted of
Mr. William Beckett Denison, chairman, Mr. A.
Fairbairn, Mayor of Leeds, and other gentlemen.
The Mayor of Manchester, who presided, ex-
plained that the object of the meeting was to
render assistance to the exhibition. Perhaps
there was no part of the country that the people
of Leeds had a greater right to look to for assist-
ance than to Manchester. In course of the
meeting, various gentlemen promised to become
contributors

; and the Mayor of Leeds said that
he had been much associated with Manchester
through his relatives, and he was convinced the
inhabitants of Leeds would be highly gratified
when they heard how handsomely the people of
Manchester had responded to the appeal of the
deputation.

Seeioi-s Accident by Storm at Edin-
burgh.—Edinburgh was recently visited by a
terrible storm of wind and rain, which lasted
six hours. It did immense damage both to the
city and suburbs. Men, women, and children
were blown down in the atreets 'or injured bv
showers of falling slates and stones. Even
cabs were overturned, and the huge watches,
boots, hats, cages, and other articles that servo
as signs, were blown from their fastenings and
whirled through the air. The castle buildings
were partially unroofed. In Duke-street a stack
of chimneys fell upon a house, and crashed right
through it to the very foundation, six stories in
all, leaving little standing but the bare shell.
Four dead bodies were taken oat of the ruins,
and two men had miraculous escapes, one of
them having been saved fi-om injury by a desk,
which fell from garret to basement along with
him, and finally rested in such a position as to
keep the falling rubbish from his head. The
accident was so sudden that one of the dead
bodies, that of a clerk, had the arm bent aa if in
the act of writing. The storm raged with fearful
violence in other parts of Scotland, and on the
west coast of England as well. The ircsteni
Momin'j Neii's gives a long list of fatal ship-
wrecks on the west coast.

TENDERS.
For the erection of a pair of semi-detoehed rcaidences

on the Norfolk Park estate, Blaidenhesd, Berko. Mr
Shrnbsole, architect. Quantities supplied :

£1,559 0 0
1.486 0 0

Uibson, Brothers l.-tes 0 0
i_4io 0 0

Ko'-er 1,390 0 0
SeaToU 1,369 p 0
Garrud 1,357 q q
Grover 1,330 0 0
g'ualey 1,316 7 o

Bussell 1,255 0 0
1,249 0 0
1,237 0 0

NiphtinEale 1,234 0 0
Pbarpmj'ton k Cole 1,222 0 0
B?''ner 1,193 q qD ilcox (accepted) 1,(,'62 0 0
Neale i,060 0 0

ForbuildiDR dispensary and relieving office, Bt.Pancras.
Mr. E. C. Robins, architect :

—

CoUings £1,027 0 0
Lo^at' 1,002 0 0
Sawjer 1,570 0 0
Abbott 1,620 0 0
Staines k Co 1,497 0 0
Sheffield 1,489 0 0
I-ailiey, Brothers 1,487 0 0
Aitcheson & IValker l,4-47 0 0
Balnier 1,416 q q
Nutt k Co 1,407 0 0
Thomas &. Son

. 1,399 0 0
Newman & Mann 1,395 0 0
Brass

. 1,381 q q
Bharpinetou & Cole 1,376 0 0
Crockett

. 1,350 0 0
Mann

, 1,345 0 0
Scrivener & White (accepted)... 1,341 0 0
Nightingale ,. . 1,333 0 0
Perkins (withdrawn) 1,197 0 0

For alterations and additions, at Cambridge Lodge
Harrow. Mr. J. H. Rowley, architect :— ’

IVoodbridge £650 0 0
Crabbe & 1 aughan 63G 0 0
Sburmer 505 0 0
Sharpington i Cole 555 0 0
Nightingale 5.43 0 0
filter -ibO 0 0
Bole 475 0 0
Chapman 445 0 0

For alterations and repairs to hooses, Noa. 4, 6, and 7,
Church-row, Aldgate. Messrs. Davis & Emanuels, archi-
tects :

—

Webb & Son £580 0 0
Notley & Son 478 0 0
King it Sons 420 q 0
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A Glance at the

Position.

F the legendary attribute

of the month of March,

that its close is the op-

posite of its commence-

ment, may be held to

apply to the year, 1868

should go out as a lamb,

for it certainly enters as

a lion. A grave and

anxious care seems to

brood over the civilized

world. Fifty thousand

London citizens quit the

cheerful blaze of the

yule log for the chilly

duty of the special

constable, — responding

to the invitation given

by onrselves and by

other friends of tran-

quillity and good order,

to see that the stable-

door is shut before the

steed is stolen. The

ring of the bricklayer’s

trowel and the dull thud

of the mason’s pick, are

less -audible than is the

nmer of the armourer. Too many, from

meer-in-chief to “ navvy,” find themselves

iiand willing for the work which is not forth-

ling. Our nearest neighbour is ornamenting
ir armed and touchy peace which her present

ir invented, by raising her army from 800,000
!i,200,000 combatants, and by extending the

:iproductive occupation of her youth from
rsriod of seven years to one of nine years,

iishing, at the same time, the limit of mini-

1 a height for a soldier, already reduced by the

3 of the first empire. Italy, the very stones

t/hich cry out for the magic and fertilising

bh of the engineer, has thrown herself back,

i a month’s insanity, for another sorrowful

dtde. The great aggressive power of North-

( Grermany pauses only, like the gorged
oaon, to digest the last morsel, before attempt-
I a new swallow. The heirs of the policy of

merine the Great are twisting and stealing

rarda the coveted capital of the Greek em-
. The King of Hungary has hardly learned

tecognise himself in his new clothes. Every-
rereis portentous expectation, and expectation

bihat injurious kind which stops, instead of

Ululating, industrial activity
;
and that oer-

] political barometer, the national revenue,

f for the first time for many years, lost its

ititioity.

ithe “turn of the year” has brought with it

>lole illustration of that unprecedented and
mmalons state of industrial life to which we
3 B not unfrequently referred in these columns.
Bi strong vitality of the commonwealth, using
IL term in its original sense of the actual wel-

)0 of the great mass of the nation, has resisted

ilMl.apse, nob only in that artificial and unsafe

:«em of credit into which the modern relations

;otommerc6 have been developed, but in the

'itit of public enterprise, and even in that

binary confidence of the English character

cbch has proved a main element of our national

spsperity. We regard with wonder the attach-

ment shown by the inhabitants of the towns

that lie at the base of Vesuvius to the perilous

site of their abodes. Again and again baa it

occurred that Torre del Greco, Resina, and
adjoining villages have been all but extin-

guished by the earthquakes that accompany
an eruption, such as is now actually in pro-

gress, of their fiery neighbour. Not a house

on the last occasion before the present escaped

more or less injury. The most massive and
imposing buildings were the greatest suf-

ferers. The direction of the “earth wave”
or line of vibration of the shocks, was most
distinctly ascertainable ftom the cracks in the

walla and roofs of the houses that were not

thrown down. For three or four days after the

sudden outbreak of Vesuvius, marked by a roar

like the explosion of a gigantic powder-magazine,

Torre was deserted, and a stream of boiling

water ran in a constant and plentiful rivulet

from a new spring that had opened near the

town into the blue waters of the bay. Within a
week or ten days the awful silence of the streets

was exchanged for an unwonted activity. The
mason and the carpenter were in occupation.

Props and shores and wooden centering rose like

a forest
; and the ready and ingenious craft of

the Italian mason, soldering a huge crack here,

throwing a relieving arch there, cutting ont and
replacing a damaged portion of a fa9ade in

another direction, had, in a month or two from
the desertion, restored the town to as much ap-

parent comfort and regularity as is ever to be
found in those buildings which, being chiefly

constructed of tufa, have at the beat of times

somewhat of a decayed and ruinous aspect.

So it is with commercial credit. Its basis and
element are the anticipation of profit. It is to

Italian ingenuity that wa owe the main instru-

ment of credit—the great lever of the banking
business,—the bill of exchange. Any remarks as

to the hazardous terms on which the main part

of the whole complicated financial relations of

the country is conducted, are likely to be re-

ceived by “men of business,” with as much cool

compassion as the householder of Torre del

Greco will extend to the ignorant stranger who
counsels him to change his place of abode. It

may be thought that the persons mainly inter-

ested are likely to know more than the by-

standers. In one respect, at least, they are, if

they live long enough, certain to know more.

They will enjoy the benefit of actual personal

experience. Nay, the convulsions of the credit

system occur with even greater constancy than

do the Vesuvian earthquakes, while the damage
which they occasion is felt over an incomparably

wider area. So great an advance have the poli-

tical economists of our time made in the science

of commercial convulsion, that they have detected

the existence of a cycle or decennial period, at

the expiration of which ruin and disaster may
be confidently predicted. A maximum of confi-

dence is held invariably to precede, and to fore-

tell, these periods of extreme depression of

the barometer of public confidence. And
the long stagnation that has succeeded the

sudden thunder-bnrst of the 11th of May, 1866^

is now explained by the statement that the

panic of that year was antedated. Panic was
due in 1867—it was abnormal in 1866. The two

systems of waves, the illegitimate and unwar-

ranted panic which the failure (we will not

repeat the adjectives) of the great bill-broking

house caused on its own account, and the duly

to be expected alarm and ruin normal to 1867,

have intermingled with mutually augmented

intensity . And so an unprecedented tardiness

of recovery has intervened.

This great adversity, bitterly felt as it has been

by many a fireside, or by many a hearth where

fire ought to have been cheerily blazing, in this

inclement winter, is not altogether without its

uses. Its prolongation, which has been its most

painful feature, has perhaps, in this respect,been

its most useful characteristic. It has made men
serve a long and unwilling apprenticeship to
caution. Nothing short of so continued a strain

would have compelled the directors of our great
railway companies to set their houses thoroughly
in order. This one after another has been com-
pelled to do.

Considerations like these, or, at all events, the
facta on which they are based, have called the

attention of some of our daily contemporaries

to what they term the “elasticity” of the national

resources. The most fatniliar instance of this

elasticity is the revenue. For a series of years
the revenue has improved more rapidly than
experience warranted the Chancellor of the

Exchequer to expect. Let him make as much
allowance as he could justify to the House of

Commons for the increasing productiveness of

the diminished taxes, there has been always an
odd million or so to the good cropping up at the

end of the year. This pleasing phenomenon
has, for the time, ceased. The revenue, we are

told, has lost its elasticity. It is of little use to

quarrel with the language in which so dis-

couraging a statement is made; but we think

that the term which has been borrowed from the

dictionary of the mechanic is not a happy one.

It tends to conceal the actual fact, and, quite

unconsciously, to “ make things pleasant” by such
concealment. Elasticity is not a force. It is

merely a certain mode of resistance. It cannot,

under any circumstances, improve the original

condition of the bodies which it characterises. It

can only restore disturbed equilibrium, or facili-

tate the disturbance which causes motion. But
the increase of the revenue has been something

far more vital. It has been actual growth. The
revenue itself has been in this respect only an
index and a consequence of the growih of our

national wealth,—of the sound active vitality of

our prosperity. So far as this index is to be

trusted, growth has become slower. No one can

dream that it has been stopped by the fact of

arrival at maturity. It must, therefore, have

been arrested either by disease or by decay. It is

our hope and belief that the former is the true

cause, and that acute, and not chronic, dis-

turbance of the healthy functions of the body

politic is evinced by this arrest of development.

But it must not be overlooked how readily the

one may pass into the other
; nor must it be for-

gotten how serious are the symptoms which, as

we have again and again pointed out, indicate

that unless, in some particulars, treatment and

regimen are changed, John Bull has trouble

before him.
It is dangerous to mistake analogy for argu-

ment. That which is, perhaps the most power-

ful element of the rhetorician is logically of no

value. But so long as men use speech, and are

not driven by stress of bnsiness to think in

telegrams, illustration will form a main part of

language. It is no less true that both analogy

and illustration are often guilty of misleading

the mind. When we see part to resemble part,

we are apt to conclude that the whole resembles

the whole. It is impossible to reflect on the

subject without becoming aware that in onr

impersonation of conntries and states, in our

representation of masses by individuals, we tend

towards a confusion of ideas. We see that to a

certain stage the analogy holds; we see that

by-and-by it breaks down
;
we do not trouble

ourselves to work out the idea thus arrested to

its legitimate conclusion. Thus we may com-

pare the wealth, the confidence, the good fortune

of the country to that of the sturdy squire

whose lineaments are so familiar to onr comic

draughtsmen. John Bull sometimes pulls a

long face, but we never conceive it possible that

he should come to great disaster. Countries never

die, we think, and John Bull, if down in his luck

to-day, will be himself again to-morrow.

But let US take home to our reflection a re-

mark of one of the most philosophical writers
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wlio has ever need the English tongue, the

author of the work called “ Ancient Law.”
“ The unit of ancient society,” says Mr. Maine.
“ was the family.” The individual was un-

known aa a distinct element regarded by the

lawgiver. Let us carry out the observation,

and seek analogies for the prosperity or deca-

dence of a nation in the history of a family. We
shall now find the parallel to be exact. Then
comes home the knowledge of the dilapidation

that may be effected by the prodigal son ;
of the

weight on the family property of numerous

jointures, charges, and mortgages
;
of the main-

tenance, generation after generation, of a corpo-

rate existence, while the head of the house is

either increasing in wealth, and advancing in

social influence and position, or gradually and
unwillingly being dragged down by a combina-

tion of errors and mischances of his ancestors,

his children, and his kinsfolk, from which he is

unable, by his best efforts, to extricate himself.

Such is the position of an independent state

amid the sovereignties of Europe ;
and with

such an illustration before os we can scarcely

close our eyes to the importance of the service

that the labour of each class renders to the wel-

fare of the whole community, and to the peril

and disadvantage that the failure of a single

industry, the beggary of a single craft, causes to

the entire nation.

This pause iu growth is a warning that we
shall do well to take to heart while as yet the

mainsprings of the national welfare are un-

touched. We have suffered no material evil

since the arrest of our cotton supply,—none at

least but such as comes within the ordinary

chances of the more or the less advantageons.

Our losses and gains have been, for the most
part, either upon paper or amongst ourselves.

The nominal or selling value of much of our

property has been unduly diminished. This

makes little difference to the holder unless

he seek to sell. Even in that case the nation

is only a nominal loser. Our loss in 1866

and 1867 has not been deprivation of what
we possessed, ic has been simply cessation of

prodnction. We have not wasted large sums in

war, we have not lost accumulated capital in

foreign loans or in ill-advised speculations. We
have failed to set the “drudging goblin” of the

nineteenth century his annual task. We have
not extended the rich frontier of the kingdom of

steam. In ordinary trade there has been ordi-

nary activity. We have eaten and drunk, housed
and clothed ourselves much as usual. But
have done little for the future; little in the

way of making our estate more productive by a

present outlay ; been content with the magazines,

and roads, and ports that we found to our hand,

and increased onr possessions accordingly, little

or none. In our defences, indeed, we have
made some progress, though slow, and even in

this particular rather theoretically than mate-

rially, rather by experiment than by armament.
This is a state of things that we cannot safely

allow to continne. The active rivalry that

obtains in the social community obtains also in

the community of nations. It is not by ex-

hausting the resources of the country, in order

to maintain a disproportionate force, that a nation

secures any real advance. The opposite is the

case. In the development of national wealth, in

the true and evident sense of the term, lies the

secret of national power. In the direction of

the energies of the workman to the exercise and

to tbe mastery of his craft, and not to the tinker-

ing of the laws, is to be sought alone the main-
tenance and the restoration of that pre-eminence

which the British craftsman has so long enjoyed

that he has forgotten that he must labour to

maintain it. The good sense of our working
classes is, we rejoice to believe, awakening to

this important truth. Very often are their

actions such as ought to put to shame many of

their self-elected guides and interested friends.

They have another step to take in the present

year, and we shall never be surprised if they

take it before their political guides have finished

their debates on its possibility. No one can mix
much with the producers of labour without
becoming aware of the strong instinctive de-

mand for improved education. If the wisdom of

Parliament fail to give us workmen’s schools, it

may be that the co-operative instinct of the

workmen may put their legislators to shame. Of
one thing we are sure, and that is, that it is only

necessary for tbe real producers of labour,

whether by the sweat of the brow or the wast-

ing of the brain
;
whether by hammer, axe, tool

of iron, or subtle quill, to become fully aware of

the great revolution which is now going on in

the field of labour, to know what the working
j

classes of Germany, of Belgium, even of France,

are actually doing in this respect, in order to

come to the front in the bloodless battle, and to

show that the men among whom the steam-

engine and electric telegraph were born are not

about to allow themselves to be distanced by
those who owe their great mechanical and social

progress to English origination.

PEOFESSOR G. G. SCOTT ON EARLY
ARCHITECTURE IN BRITAIN.*

The subject of the architeotnre of Pre-Norman
England,—that is to say, of England (exclusive

of Wales and the counties occupied by the

Britons), between the arrival of Augnstine in

596, and that of William of Normandy in 1066,

—

a period exceeding by ten years the interval

between the reigns of Edward III. and Queen
Victoria,—has been held by some to be involved

in such utter obscurity as to leave it uncertain '

whether any such architecture existed, or, at
|

least, whether we have any means of ascertain-

:

ing what it was ;
and yet no period of history is,

perhaps, more replete with accounts of the

foundation of cathedrals, monasteries, and

churches. The cause of this is clear. The
churches of this period were, no doubt, fre-

quently of timber ; but, of whatever material,

i

were subjected,— first to the destructive effects

of the repeated devastations of the Danes, and
subsequently to the greater architectural ambi-

tion of the Normans which led to a perfect mania
for reconstruction. The consequence is, that we
have no cathedral or great abbey or church re-

maining of this period, and have to content our-

selves with such evidences of their style os may
be gleaned from among ordinary pariah churches

for the most part in rural districts, and conse-

quently of a humble class.

The historical notices of the erection of

churches during the Anglo-Saxon period are

more frequent than descriptive.

On the arrival of Augustine, he found the

Church of St. Martin, Canterbury, already used

by the Christian Queen Bertha. This was, no

doubt, a Romano-British structure. He found

also a second, but in ruins
;
and this he made

tbe nucleus of his metropolitan cathedral. He
constructed also a third, afterwards called by

his own name. We know, toO, that in his day

were also founded the cathedrals of Rochester

and London ; and there is no reason to doubt

that all of these were of stone. I am not aware

that we hear anything more, in Anglo-Saxon

days, of St. Martin’s, or that we have any de-

scription of St. Augustine’s, butwe have a strong

light thrown on the subsequent history of the

cathedral up to the Norman Conquest in the

writings of one Eadmer, a singer at the cathe-

dral, who wrote early in the twelfth century.

Recapitulating the account of its having been

erected by St. Augustine on the site of a Roman
church, he proceeds to say that in the days of

Archbishop Odo, in the tenth century, the roof

had become so decayed as to require renewal

;

that Odo took the opportunity of increasing the

height of the walls, and that the work occupied

three years. Ho also tells ns that a cburch

dedicated to St. John the Baptist had bsen

added by Archbishop Cnthbert in the eighth

centory near the east end of the church for

baptisms, &c. He says that the church escaped

the destruction threatened by the army of King

Sweyn in 1011
;

but was subsequently burnt

down by accident, and remained in ruins until

rebuilt by Lanfranc.

He, further, gives a very clear description of

the church, from, which it appears that it was
built in some degree on the model of the Basilica

of St. Peter at Rome. He minutely describes

the eastern altar space as greatly raised above

the general level of the church, and having be-

neath it a crwpt or coufessionary, made in the

likeness of that of St. Peter at Romo. He
further describes an oratory and altar of St.

Mary at the western end raised on steps, behind

which was the pontifical throne. Also two

towers, the one on the north fend the other on

the south side of the nave, projecting beyond

the aisles, and containing chapels.

Professor Willis, in his admirable history of

the cathedral, gives an able dissertation on its

plan at this period, showing how precisely the

description of the eastern arrangements agree

with those of tbe Basilica of St. Peter, but that

the Chapel of the Virgin at the west end mnsb
have been a western apse, like those so common
in Germany, and of which we have an earlier

instance in tbe ancient design for the arrange-'

ment of the monastery of St. Gall, supposed to

be of the eighth century. Eadmer confirms his

account by saying that he can answer for its

correctness, for he saw the ruins himself when
a boy at school.

From tbe above description we learn, first,

that a Roman model was taken ;
secondly, that

the church was of stone or brick ;
thirdly, that

it had aisles
;

fourthly, that it had both an

eastern and western apse ;
beneath the former

of which was an extensive crypt, called a con-

fessionary, as containing the tombs of con-

fessors.

The additional church of St. John was clearly

a baptistery
;
and Professor Willis thinks that

Archbishop Odo’s addition to the height of the

walls was a clearstory.

I am not aware that we have any information

as to the cathedrals built by the companions of

Augustine (Mellitus and Justus) at London and
Rochester

;
but it is unlikely that they would be

otherwise than of cognate plan and materials

;

while, curiously enough, there continues to this

day at Rochester, and continued to the seven-

teenth century in our own St. Paul’s, equally as

at Canterbury, a crypt beneath the elevated

sanctuary, no doubt the lineal successor and

representative of those erected by these mission-

ary bishops, in imitation of the great basilica at

Rome, whence they had been sent to evangelize

this distant region.

A few years later, Panlinus, another Roman
missionary, succeeded, under circumstances very

similar, in converting to Christianity Edwin,

king of Northumbria, who, while receiving in-

structions preparatory to his baptism, bnilt a

temporary church of timber at York ; but subse-

quently erected, around the same, and under the

instructions of Paulinas, a larger and uoblei

church of stone, which was completed by Oswald,

his successor. Here, again, we have still re-

maining tbe choir-crypt,—the probable successoi

of that of the original church, and as some say,

containing a relic of its actual structure. Thus,

we have tbe two metropolitan cathedrals dis

tinctly recorded aa erected of stone by their firsl

bishops.

Bede also relates that Paulinas built a ston(

church, of beautiful workmanship, at Lincoln

the walla of which remained at the time hi

wrote, though, by some mischance, it had lost iti

roof. It is clear, however, that some of Pauli

nus’s churches were of timber, and, later on, wi

find St. Aidan and St. Finan,—missionaries fron

Iona,—erecting a cathedral of that material ii

the Island of Lindisfarne “ more Scotoruvi.”

Shortly afterwards, however, a church wai

built, after tbe monastic rule of Lindisfarne, bn

of stone, at Laetingbam, in Yorkshire ;
where

again, we find the choir crypt,—the successor o

the original one,—remaining to this day. Still

in the seventh century, we have a more minub

account given us by Bede of the works of Bene

diet Biscop, in tbe erection of the monastfi

church of Monk Wearmouth. This church h
built of stone, “ according to the manner of th

Romans, which he had always loved.” He builf

also, the church at Jarrow of the same materia!

and the existing remains of both I shall hav

presently to describe. So much did he conside

himself a follower of tbe Roman manner, tha

he went, over and over again, to Rome, to pre

care ornaments wherewith to decorate bis tw
churches. This was about 670 and 680.

The successor of Benedict Biscop is said t

have sent architects to Naitan, king of the Picti

to make him a church of stone after the manne

of the Romans.
About tbe same time we find St. Wilfrid the

roughly repairing, glazing, and “washing white

than snow,” Paulinns’s Church, at York, an

building two of great splendour (according t

the ideas of the times), at Hexham and Ripon.

The former is described by a contemporar

writer in eitatic language, aa “ supported b

various pillars and porticoes, adorned with

marvellous length and height of walls, and wit

passages of various turnings
;
nor was it ever,

he adds, “ heard that such another church w£

erected on this side the Alps. He tells ns, als'

of its ornaments of gold and silver and precioi

atones,” and of its altar, clothed with purp

and silk hangings. This church rcmainei

though in a damaged state, till the twelfth cei

tury, when the Norman prior describes it :

very similar words to those used by tbe o:

Saxon historian. He speaks of the crypts atSee p. 70, ante.
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iterranean oratories, the walls of great height,
ivided into three distinct stories snpported
•polished columns, some square, and others
• various forms,” of the " capitals of the
amns .... And “the arch of sanctuary,”
“ decorated with histories and images and
erent figures carved in relief in stone and
tnted, displaying a pleasing variety and won-
fal beauty.” The body of the church was
irrounded by aisles and porticoes, which with
hderfu! art were divided above and below by
ds and winding stairs above he describes
Wleries of stone,” by which “ a vast mnlti-

6 of persons might be there, and pass round
1 church withont being visible to any one in
' nave below.”

')f the church atBipon, the oontemporaiyhis-
lan says that “he [St. Wilfrid] erected and
shed at Ripon a basilica of polished stone
in its foundations in the earth to the top, sup-
4ed on high by various columns and porticoes.”
i'his church was founded by Odo, archbishop
jJanterbury, in the tenth century, “ reduced by
a and hostile incursions to a deserted and
ied solitude.”

lUl the buildings of the erection of which
'ave briefly enumerated the records, were
iided within a centnry of the arrival of St.

ifustino. Within the same century (about
} wo have reason to believe was erected
Ichui'ch at Briswortb, in Northamptonshire,
bh still remains in a fragmentary state, but,
L shall presently show, with auflicient proofs
its having been founded on the plan of a
nan basilica, with an aisled nave and an nn-
iid choir, an apsidal and aisled sanctuary
Isd high on a vaulted crypt. This church
t but a humble dependency of the great
sastery of Peterborough.
T would not have fatigued you with these
runentary accounts, had I not felt it desirable
irove the importance of these earliest temples
mr English Church. Cathedrals, churches,
D monasteries were, in fact, built throughout
(length and breadth of now Christianized
iiand. The more important buildings were
mo doubt, of stone

; many of the humbler
j of timber.

lit times of trouble were at hand : “there is

imo to break down ” as well as “ a time to
d up 5

” and what the Christian English had
i, the Pagan Northmen too often overthrew,
is in Alfred’s time (though in the reign of his
cecessor), wo find Croyland, Peterborough,
land other monasteries ruthlessly destroyed,
1 in some cases they lay desolate for very long
lads of time, though in others they were
idily restored.

s a later period, a new impulse was given to
iding by the introduction of the Benedictine
,r, and we find monasteries either founded or
rrmed on this rule throughout the kingdom,
evo descriptions of snob Benedictine churches
1 quote, the first being from the history of

icsey Abbey, in the time of Dunetan.
eie architect’s name is for a wonder men-
iid in this case ; it was .^dnoth, and he

as it would seem, from Worcester. The
Ich is said to have had “ two towers rising

^ e its roof. The smaller of these towards the
, in front of the Basilica, presented a fine
ioanle from a distance to those entering the
. d. The larger one was in the centre of the
?,ro, standing upon four columns connected
c,rche8 stretching from aisle to aisle.” This
ciic description seems to indicate a church
I aisles, transepts, central tower, and a
rem tower. It may be, however, that the
“ ala ” signifies not an aisle, but merely a

?pept.

5.(3 other church I will refer to under this
i; is the Cathedral of Winchester, as rebuilt
i e reign of Edgar. It had been founded in
atays of St. Birinus, the first missionary to
'iVest Saxons, about 635. Athelwold, made
pp of Winchester in 963, was a great re-
•irof churches, which had been devastated
idle Danes. Among those restored by him
)(b0 especially named those of Ely and Peter-
gigh. He renovated and partly rebuilt his
0 cathedral at Winchester, which was re-
stated in 980. It is described by Wolstan, in
mm addressed to the succeeding Bishop St.
igege. He speaks of the “ lofty walls and

1 aisles, and various arches
; the many

ilels which so distract the attention, that a
giger is at a loss which way to turn, seeing
0 open to him on all sides.” He mentions
hlhe “fine roofs of intricate structure, and
riirilliant variety of the fabric.” St. Elphege
1 'Btohave adtJed a new apse, with “ secret

crypts, where secret recesses lay on every side,

the structure of which supported the holy altar,

and the venerable relics of the saints.” “ A
sparkling tower,” also “ that refiects from
heaven the first rays of the sun.” “ It has five

compartments pierced by open windows, and on
all four sides as many ways are open. The
lofty peaks of the tower are capped with pointed
roofs, and are adorned with various and sinuous
vaults, curved with well-skilled contrivance.
Above these stands a rod with golden balls, and
at the top a mighty golden cock, which boldly
turns its face to every wind ihat blows.”
Again, however, came the ruthless Northman,

and destroyed church after charch throughont
the entire course of his desolating march.
No former incursion probably had been so

fatal to architecture as that of Sweyn. Its very
success, however, brought its own cure

; for bis
son Canute, being allowed to succeed to the
English throne, not only became Cbriotian, but
devoted himself with exemplary piety to repair-
ing the devastations which the sacrilege of his
father and himself had perpetrated. He not
only repented, bat brought forth works meet for
repentance; so that the last half-century of the
history of the prm-Norman England, is replete
with accounts of the restoration and building of
churches.

The foregoing notices are sufficient to show
that throughout the continuance of the Prm-
Norman English Church buildings were con-
stantly being erected of considerable dimensions
and sometimes of great intricacy, and even of
some degree of splendour of design ; and that
the more important of these wore uniformly of
stone, though the humbler ones were often of
timber. It further shows that the architectural
style of these buildings, as well as the internal
arrangement of the churches, was intended to
be an imitation of the Roman buOdings of the
same period.

We will now proceed to inquire into the exist-
ence and character of any remains of buildings
of this period.

Of the more important structures, I may say
at once that nothing remains

;
the ambitions

character of the Norman bnilders having led
them to reconstruct on a larger scale all the
cathedrals and great monastic churches, except-
ing, indeed, that one which they found in (jourse
of re-erection at Westminster, and which was
designed in their own style.

There exist, however, throughout the length
and breadth of the land, remnants, and, in a fhw
instances, large portions, of buildings of a wholly
exceptional character

; not assignable to the
Norman or any other of the well-known styles
which have prevailed in England, but evidently
of earlier date. They are clearly not early
Norman

j
for, with the single exception of the

round arch, they have nothing in common with
the specimens of that style erected in the reign
of the Conqueror, but are clearly of a style quite
distinct from them. In one instance, we have a
tower known to have been erected in the days of
the Conqueror in juxta position with the remains
of a church in this more ancient style

; and in
many other instances we have Norman features
in connexion with these mysterious remains, and
to every eye asserting the entire diversity of their
art. In some instances, again, as at Monk
Wearmouth, Jarrow, Brixworth, and Deerhui'st,
the remains of this style are on the sites where
churches are recorded to have been built in
Anglo-Saxon days. These remains correspond
in character with buildings represented in Saxon
illuminated books. They evince in many
instances evidence of having been built in rude
imitation of the Roman works of these periods,
though in some instances they seem also to
suggest the imitation of timber constrnction.
The most obvious rules of induction, then,

point to the conclusion that these are the re-
mains of buildings of Anglo-Saxon date.
The leading characteristics of these remains

(though not all of them to be found in every
instance, and probably varying with the date)
are as follow. The frequent decoration of the
external walls with pilaster strips, as is so com-
mon in Early Italian churches, and afterwards in
Germany

;
the bonding of these by alternate

vertical snd horizontal stones
; the imitation of

;

this mode of bonding in quoins where no sach
strips are used, and in the jambs of doorways
and other openings, excepting where Roman
brick is made use of, which is of frequent
occurrence

; the jambs of doorways running
sqirare through the thickness of the wall, withont
recessed orders, and the door itself hung against
the inner face of the wall

; the frequent use of a

kind of pilaster on either side both of doorways
and archways, the impost moulding sometimes
breaking round, and sometimes stopping against,
them, and a continuation of the pilaster going
round the arch

;
the occasional use of triangular

heads to doors and windows
; the use of what

are called baluster columns, or short pillars,

turned in a lathe, not unlike Elizabethan bains-
ters, bulging in the middle and ornamented with
a number of mouldings of trifling relief, such as
turners of all ages delight in (these are used for
the division of windows, and other purposes)

; the
windows, which are usually set high in the wail,
are often equally splayed within and withont,
and the arches sometimes more splayed than the
jambs, and slanting upwards like a bonnet

; a
very abnormal kind of mouldings, unlike those
of any other style, and generally a very strange
archaic look in the whole of the work, which
makes one conscious of being in the presence of
the works of men in a very pristine state of
civilization, the style having little or no rela-

tionship to those Modimval buildings with which
we are familiar.

I ought, also, to mention the frequent use of
tall, narrow towers, unbroken, or nearly so, in
their vertical outline, either simply quoined
with the long and short work already mentioned,
or with their snrfaces diversified by pilaster

strips and string-courses, the intervening sur-
faces being usually built of rubble and plas-
tered. The belfry-windows are often of two
lights, separated by a baluster or other form of
pillar set in the middle of the wall, and bearing
a transverse bracket of stone, to enable it to
support the whole thickness of the wall. Such
towers are clearly imitations of the Italian
campanile, though in a rude form. They occa-
sionally have oblique strips as well as the
vertical pillars and horizontal strings, which
suggest the idea of an imitation of timber-work

;

at other times the pilasters are united by arches.
It is not easy to describe the general plans of

chnrobes, as the remains we possess are too
scanty to be generalized upon. Some had aisles,

some transepts withont aisles, many had neither.
One, at least, has a central tower without tran-
septs

; and at least one a central tower with
transepts. Some had apsidal chancels, and some
had the square end. The towers, in a great
majority of instances, are at the west end. The
walls are in some cases by no means low, and
the naves occasionally of greater width than is

usual in village churches of later periods.

What forms were made use of for the pillar

we are but imperfectly aware. One of the
notices I have quoted speaks of their being
square and of other forms. The few which
remain in situ are of the former kind, mere
fragments of wall; but at Worth Church there
are, in the jambs of the chancel arch, half pillars,

2^ ft. in diameter, with very perfect capitals

;

and (Certainly an entire pillar of this form must
have suggested the demi-column. At Canter-
bury there are two round columns brought from
Reculver, which are clearly of Anglo-Saxon date.

Their capitals are of the most remarkable form.
I will make special mention of a few Prm-

Normau churches and fragments of churches as
specimens

; but to do more in a lecture such as
this would be both tedious and unprofitable; for,

however interesting the study of the primmval
architecture of our race, it must be confessed
that, while in general plan these chnrches are
the progenitors of those we think worthy of imi-

tation, we cannot venture to say so much of their

details.

I exhibit a plan and a general view of Brix-
worth Church, enlarged from drawings kindly
lent me by Mr. Roberts, who has given the
chnrch the most careful study. We have docu-
mentary evidence of the erection of the church
by the abbots of Peterborough, about 680.
Being near the ruins of a Roman station, it con-
tains much Roman brick.

The chance], or rather the sanctuary, was
apsidal, with a surrounding aisle, and raised high
on a crypt of corresponding plan. This sanc-
tuary and aisle open by three arches into a choir
of 30 ft. square, and this, I think, by a single
arch, into a nave about 30 ft. by 60 ft.

This nave had arcades opening into either
aisles, or, as Mr. Roberts thinks, into cubicula or
oratories, the foundation of which he has found.
The arches are turned in Roman bricks, very
strangely used

;
a steep skewback being formed

for their springings to reduce the angle of con-
vergence, and BO moderate the thickness of the
mortar-joint, which, in arches of such a depth,
would have been inconvenient. The nave and
choir have had a clearstory, the windows of
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which have arches of Roman bricks. This is

thought by some to be a later addition, from the

redaced thickness of the walls ; bnt of this I feel

far from certain. Mr. Roberts snggests it as

possible that the wide nave was again snb-

divided by arcades; but I confess I mnch doubt

this.

To this original church a western tower was
subsequently added, in which the Roman brick

does not take so prominent a place
;
and later

still, though still in Anglo-Saxon days, a very

large round stair-turret was added, west of the

tower.

The alterations introduced when the tower was
added are clearly visible, especially the introduc-

tion of a triple window with baluster pillars,

looking from the second story of the tower into

the church.

I exhibit also a plan and other drawings of the

till lately ruined church on the Castle-bill at

Dover. Here, again, Roman bricks have been

string-course, all of them standing on acontinnous

base of two massive courses of stone. The half

height string-course of the nave is continued

round the transepts, as are eaves course, and run

across their gable ends. The chancel was

externally dealt with much as the nave, though

a little less in height. This church had no tower,

and, as a curious commentary on the fashionable

opinion that the Anglo-Saxons nearly always

built of timber and their successors in after-

times of stone, we find a timber tower of the

fifteenth century added to the atone church of

Saxon date

!

At Bradford, in Wilts, a very complete church

has but recently been discovered
;
having pre-

viously been so surrounded by buildings that its

character was unnoticed. I give drawings of it,

made by my friend Mr. Irvine, a zealous anti-

quary, who has also sent to the Academy a cast

of some uncouth sculpture found there. The
church consists of a nave and chancel, and has

every characteristic of Anglo - Saxon worklargely used, both for qnoins and arches, and

some other parts. The church is cruciform, with ' strongly developed,

a central tower, the transepts being narrower! At Jarrow-on-the-Tyne, the chancel of the

and lower than the nave. Wide and lofty arches
]

Saxon church remains. It has few characteristic

open into the tower on the east and west, bnt I features. The windows are of a very pristine

those on the sides were, no doubt, low and nar- I form, in this case with no external splay, the

row, and consequently were replaced by larger
j

jambs of upright stones with horizontal stones

ones late in the twelfth century. The chancel is
I
for imposts, and arclies cat out of single stones,

square-ended. The windows are of a very large
!
They have been walled np at a very early date

size, and about equally splayed without and ' to a certain thickness from the exterior with very

within, and had wood frames for the glass, the

grooves for which were quite distinct. The main

doorway seems to have been that on the south

side. It has stone jambs of long and short work
running square through the wall, the door having

been hung against the inner surface. The arch is

of brick, and a pilaster strip fianked it on either

small perforations,—some circular and some more
elongated,—in the filling up wall. This, I fancy,

was done as a means of defence. There is one

doorway, which is a plain arched opening rnnning

square through the wall, the door having been

bung as usual against its inner face, and the

jambs formed of large stones facing the reveal,

side and run round the arch. Similar, on a small
j

There are some signs of an apse having existed,

scale, was a ruined doorway, found in the north
[

but of this I cannot speak with any certainty,

transept, and now restored precisely to its origi- A tower was erected between the nave and the

nal form. Similar, also, are the windows of the I chancel—as I am informed by a local antiquary

—

tower, which were treated like doorways, with a
i

in the reign of the Conqueror. The nave has
i. “i,

shutter within. At the west end stands the
]

long since perished, but in the walls of a modern mains are the bell-towers. These have almost

ancient Roman pharos, from which was a com-
j

erection on its site were found, used as building
i

always the peculiar characteristics which I hare

tained extensive remains of Anglo-Saxon work,
j

bnt of doubtful date. The church was fuunded •

about the time of Paulinus, as a cathedral for

the Bishops of Lindsey, but was burnt by the
,

Danes, as it is believed, in 870. It was re*,

founded about 1040. The tower arches and

,

transepts are in one style, but of which date is

doubtful. I confess I think the preponderance

of evidence is in favour of the earlier date.

,

Foundations have been discovered of aisles to

the nave, clearly of the same age with the tran-

septs. The older parts show everywhere marks

of fire, and the transepts have been heightened-

in Saxon times
;
and, as I should think probable,

at the time of the second foundation. The pre-

sent nave and chancel are Norman. I have

been enabled by the kindness of my friend, Mr.

Pearson, to exhibit drawings and photographs of

this venerable church, once the mother church of

Lincolnshire.

There exist several crypts beneath chancels,

j

which are of this date. Among these, besides

the fragmentary remains at Briiworth, I will

mention one not generally known, at Wing, in

Bnckingbamsbiro. It is of excessive rudeness,

being built only of very rongb stone; bnt it is

notable for the completeness of its plan, being

apsidal, with two ranges of piers, and as having

remains of the two doorways through which it

was approached by steps from either side of the

chancel arch.

The apse in this case is polygonal, with pilas-

ter strips up its angles, and parts of the nave

are of prre- Norman date, and show clear

evidence of its having had aisles.

The crypt at Repton is famous for the finished

and decorative form of its architecture. I give

a drawing of it.

The crypt at Lastingham is not of Saxon date,

bnt its Norman successor. The original church

was destroyed by the Danes. Its foundation I

have already noticed.

The most numerous of the Anglo-Saxon re-

mnnication to the church, both on the floor-level
I
material, about twenty baluster columns, some

and also above. The latter had a doorway in a
!

2 ft. 3 in. high and a foot in diameter, of which

very perfect state, which opened into a western
]

I exhibit some drawings. This was in all

gallerv, of which I found the holes for the inaer-
^

probability the very church erected by Benedict

tion of the timbers. Beneath this gallery, on
j

Biscop, and in which the venerable Bede

either side, was a small window, which, for want I worshipped.

of room for an arch, was made square-headed, ! At Monk Wearmonth are the remains of the

with splayed wooden lintels, of which the exact
[

other chnrch of Benedict Biscop.

already noticed. Their number is so great that

it would be impossible to enter into auy enume-

ration of them. One of the best known, perhaps,

is that of St. Benet’a, Cambridge. It baa pilas-

ter strips up each angle, with long and short

work. The string-courses are merely square

courses ; each story recedes a little in width.

The belfry windows are double, divided by a

mid-wall baluster and bracket; and there are

plain windows again over their spandrels. The

intermediate surfaces were plastered. The

tower arch is of strangely rude design. The

tower of Trinity Chnrch, Colchester, is pecu-

liar, as being, to a great extent, of Roman
brick.

Earls Barton tower is the most remarkable

of its class, uniting the profnse use of pilaster

impressions of the ends were found, giving its
|

This chnrch was burnt, as also was that at

precise form. ' Jarrow, by the Danes in 867, and both remained

The tower arches have the pilaster strips on in mins till about 1074, when (or a few years

either side, each of its western face, and con- ' later) both churches were re-roofed and restored

tinning round the arch. Each has a stone to their sacred use. It was at this time that

impost with very abnormal mouldings.
,
the tower at Jarrow was erected.

Several very curious balusters of Caen stone i
The moat interesting portion of the church at

were found among the ruins. They appear ,
Wearmonth is its western end. From this pro-

from their freshness to have been always jects a tower evidently of Anglo-Saxon date. -- , „

internal, and I fancy formed parts of a This tower has arches on three sides of its lower
;

strips, diagonal strips, arched strips, long and

screen under the western arch of the tower, story, which, till recently, were not only walled ' short work, baluster columns, and other ebarac-

of which some foundations apparently remain, up, but almost buried in the accumulated earth. I
teristica of the style. I have noticed here that

Externally, the quoins are partly of Roman I In September, 1866, they were excavated, and
|

the majority of the arches are so in form rather

brick and partly of long and abort work, with
|

the western entrance opened ont by the local ; than in construction, some being cut out of the

very large stones. This is, perhaps, the most ' Archmological Society, with the help of Mr. * solid, some built np with horizontal coorses pro-

nearly complete of all our Prre-Norman churches. ' Johnson, architect, of Newcastle. The side door- ijecting one over the other, and others, again,

There is no clue to its date. Some call it a ! ways were found to have monolith jambs, 6 in. formed by a number of flat stones set on edge

British church : some say that it was built by
|

wide on the face, which are notched into a con- one behind another, and the arched opening cat

Eadbald, the son of Ethelred, about 640, and tinuous cill, and support massive imposts, from
^

through them all.

others that it is of a much later period, to which

opinion I confess that I incline.

Another nearly complete chnrch is that

at Worth, in Sussex. The plan may be
said to be that of the Dover Church, omit-

ting the central tower and adding an apse.

The transepts, like those at Dover, are small,

and their arches low and narrow; while the

chancel arch assumes almost majestic propor-

tions. The transept arches (now much muti-

lated) had the pilaster strip, both to jambs and
arch, with a double square impost of massive
proportions. The chancel arch is more artistic

in its treatment, having a large demi-colunm in

either jamb, 2 ft. 6 in. in diameter, with a regu-

larly - formed, though plain, capital ; while,

instead of the pilaster, a smaller semi-colnmu is

placed against the face of the wall on either side,

and indirectly carried ronnd the arch in the

form of a sqnare projection. The arch itself is

square in section, and runs, without break,

through the thickness of the wall. No doorway
nor window of the original date remains. The
walls of the nave are about 25 ft. high, and are

divided at mid-height by a large string-course,

above which the windows were probably placed.

The angles have pilaster strips in long and short

work, and similar strips are placed at intervals

along the walls reaching np to the mid-height

which the arch springs, with very bold vousBoirs.
j

Barnach Tower is something like it, though

The western entrance, which is 6 ft. in. to
!
with less variety,—a more Cyclopean look. I give

the springing and 4 ft. 8i in. wide, has an some excellent drawings of it by my friend

arch springing from massive abaci 10^ in. thick, Mr. Graham Jackson.

which are supported by baluster-shafts very

similar to those found at Jarrow, two of which
occupy the width of the wall on either side, and
stand upon jambs each of a long and a short

The tower at Barton-npon-Hnmber bears con-

siderable resemblance to that of the Earls Barton,

though with less profusion of the usual charac-

teristics and less rudeness of construction. TbU

stone, the reveal of which is curiously sculptured
j

tower is rendered remarkable by having attached

with entwined serpents. This is decidedly the
j

to it a very large and lofty western porch, appa-

most remarkable doorway of this kind yet !
rently of about the same date,

known. Above the doorway runs a band or string

sculptured with animals and edged with the

cable mould. At the same time, the two lower

stories of the tower were found to have originally

Among the most remarkable towers, however,

is that at Sompting, in Sussex. Its most striking

characteristic is, that its sides are each gabled,

and it is roofed like the typical steeples on the

formed a gabled porch,—two windows, of con-
j

Rhine. I am told that an instance of this alsc

strnction very similar to the side arches above
j

existed at Flixton, in Suffolk. The details at

described, having been stopped up in the end of
j

Sompting are somewhat elaborate.

the chnrch bv the conversion of this porch into
|

The tower of Claphara Church, in Bedford'

a tower. Baluster-shafts have been discovered
|

shire, is chiefly remarkable for its great height

in the internal jambs of these windows.
j

and plainness. The chancel arch, of great sim-

At Jarrow, amongst many curious fragments
j

plicity, here remains, as did one window of cbt

discovered, is a stone in which is sculptured, as a i chancel (a small bonnet-arched opening likt

continuous ornament, a long row of the balusters
I
some in the tower itself) till destroyed recently

represented on a miniature scale as if they were i
by a stupid builder.

so established an architectural element as to be
!

One more building, I must notice. It bai

imitated just ca arcades and windows are in often been mentioned that oar Anglo-Saxoi

Gothic architectnre as a mere ornament. forefathers built largely of timber; and, atraogt

The church at Stow, in Lincolnshire, con- ' to say, after the lapse of more than eight centu
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ries, we have one of their timber structures

remaining I

Edmund, king of East Anglia, who had been
slain by the Danes in the ninth century, had
been canonized; and on the invasion by Sweyn,
more than a contury later in 1011, hia relics

were removed from Bury St. Edmund's to

London for security. On their being carried

back in 1013, an old register of Bury informs us,
“ he was also sheltered near Aungre, where a
wooden chapel remains as a memorial unto this

day.”
This chapel still exists at Greensted, near

Ongar. It consists of cleft oak-trees grooved
and tongued together by their edges, and let

into grooves in horizontal cills and heads. The
exterior of the trees was exposed on the outside

of the church, the sapwood of which having long
since perished, the furrowed and gnarled heart
is now seen, presenting a most ancient and inte-

resting appearance. It is more than thirty years
since I visited this most venerable relic. Since
then it has been repaired

; but I trust that its

antiquity has not been compromised, and that it

will long remain as a relic of the royal saint, and
a visible exponent of the old Anglo-Saxon verb
getymbrian—to build.

I most not, however, go on enumerating
specimens : they will be found in great numbers
in several publications, as Mr. Bloxam’s “ Prin-

oiples of Gothic Architecture,” Mr. Parker’s
“ Glossary,” Britton’s “ Antiquities,” and else-

where
;
while very interesting articles have been

written on them by Mr. Freeman, Mr. AyliQb
Poole, Mr. Paley, and others. In my own prac-
tice I every now and then fall in with minor
specimens not mentioned in books, and often

walled up and hidden from view, to make way
for later work.

Fragments of Saxon crosses are frequent.

They are usually covered with that platted
ornament so frequent in the illuminations of the
period.

In proof of their early age, we often find them
imbedded, as mere material, in Norman walls.

In St. Peter’s, at Northampton, I found the base
of one of the Norman columns to be wrought
out of a piece of one of these crosses

;
and at

Jarrow there are several portions of them built

into the tower, which was itself erected in the
reign of the Conqueror.
Though this form of architecture spread over

a period of some 470 years, we have little or no
means of classifying it into distinct division of
date. It would seem that the system of rapid
change which characterizes the centuries suc-
•ceeding the tenth had not then commenced, and
that much the same manner of building per-
vades long spaces of time.

On a conjectural view of the case, one would
look, perhaps, for the following divisions :

—

1st. From the arrival of Augustine to the
earlier devastations of the Danes.

2nd, From the time of Alfred to that of
Dunstan.

3rd. The period of the general establishment
of Benedictine rule up to that of the devasta-
tions of the Northmen under Sweyn.

4th. That from the accession of Canute to the
Norman conqueror,

Mr. Freeman divides the style into three :

—

Ist. The direct but rude imitations ofKoman
work, of which Brixworth is an instance.

2nd. The developed Saxon manner, with its

high towers, its pilastered strips, and suggestion
of imitated timber-work, as at Earls Barton, &c.

3rd. That in which Norman features are in-

troduced or anticipated.

I may mention, however, that we have proofs,
as at Deerhurst, which is said to have been re-

built in 1056, and elsewhere, that the style re-

mained with little modification the last.

I shall show you in my next lecture (in which
I propose to treat of the earlier Norman build-
ings, erected by those who actually came over in

the days of the Conqueror or of his companions)
that the two styles overlapped

;
that there were

pre-conquestal Norman and post-conquestal
Saxon buildings. I will, however, at present
detain you no longer

; and if I have trespassed
upon the rules of the Academy by giving a lec-

ture more on archceology than on art, I must
apologize on the ground that I have treated
of our own early efforts at architecture

; of
buildings whose bold and archaic rudeness was
so strangely accompanied -by exquisite skill in
other arts,—as in illumination, in embroidery,
in jewelry

;
and the contemplation of which, to

use the eloquent words of Mr.Freeman, ‘‘Should
raise a thrill of patriotism in the heart of every
genuine Englishman,” . . . . “ whose bar-

baric grandeur breathes in its fulness the spirit

of England’s ancient days of freedom and isola-

tion,” and reminds us “of the long roll of onr
native saints and heroes ; of holy bishops and no
less holy princes

; of Ina, and Alfred, and Atbel-

stan ; of Bede .... and the martyred
Alpbege

;
of Harold and Gurth, and Leofwine

;

of St. Wolatan and Abbot Frederick
;

of the
battle-axe of Hereward and the martyr-block of

Waltheof; and all the glorious train of the
‘ England of saints ' ere yet she bowed beneath
the yoke of a foreign lord.”

THE DRAINAGE OF LAND.*

Soils that require Drainage.

Mb, Stephens, in speaking of this subject,

gives it as his opinion, arrived at by dint of long
and extensive observation of the state of the
agricultural soil over a large portion of the
country, ” That not one farm is to be found
throughout the kingdom that would not be much
the better for dramage.”t Fully sharing in this

opinion, it may be said that lands absolutely re-

quiring drainage are, all peat mosses, clays and
tenacious soils, and others of a more porous cha-
racter holding water, such as silts, sands, gravel,

and chalk, and all soils in which springs exist

;

in fact, all lands of every description whereon
the produce cannot be consumed at any season
without detriment to the stock feeding thereon
or without injury to present or subsequent pro-

duce. Drainage is very advantageous to grass
land in improving the quality of the herbage
and the healthiness of the stock. It is true that
in many cases the result appears to be at first

unfavourable. This cannot be better explained
than by quoting from the prize essay on the
management of grass land by Mr. Robert Smith,
who observes :

“ The remark, that land has been
overdrained, is familiar in many districts ; hence
it is inferred that the pastures have been
spoiled. Now this inference is inapplicable to

the draining : the soil being changed for the
better, the food of the aquatic grasses having been
removed they become dry and inactive : it is

true the existing grasses become more like stnb-
ble than grass, but having so far changed the
soil, it is equally necessary to change the
herbage by other agents, such as suitable top-

dressings to sweeten and increase the herbage,
that the truly important branch of close-feeding

may be effected, The pasture then becomes
gradually improved, and Nature supplies her
indigenous grasses, suitable to the then im-
proved character of the soil, as the aquatic or
other spurious grasses, in the absence of their

food, decline.’’^

On the same subject another authority says,

—

“,low, wet, clay soils may be converted into good
pastures by draining them well; and the im-
provement thus produced is BO great, that judi-

dicious draining in snch soils is the most profit-

able investment of capital.

§

Let it not be supposed that the indiscriminate
drainage of all pastures and meadows is here
recommended. There is an old saying,—“Let
well alone;” and when a field is superior to any
in the neighbourhood, is yielding large supplies

of food, and the stock are healthy, it wonid be
folly to experimentalise upon it. Judgment and
discretion in the application of drainage are as
necessary as in every other alteration and im-
provement.

Time of Tear to Drain.

The time chosen for putting in drain-pipes

must be regulated by the cropping and other

cireamstances
;
but it may be stated, that the

drier the weather the better for the drainage.

In clay soils, the drying action of the air and
wind on the trenches allows the soil to contract

and form the crevices necessary for the rains to

escape to the drains. Experienced drainers re-

commend the month of February for the work,
and that the pipes, receiving a light covering of,

soil, should be left open through March, if it be
drying weather, by which means the cracking of

the soil is much accelerated, and the complete
action of the drains advanced a full season.

In laying drains in a silty soil, the worst time
to choose is when the ground is full of water

;

the feet of the men working in the grips cause
the silt to purge, so that it is impossible to get
a good and even bed to lay the pipes on

;
and

• See pp. '10 and 5-1, ante.

t “ Book of the Farm," toI. i.

t “ Joornal of Royal Agricultural Society," -vol. ix.

§ Ebani's “Dictionary of the Farm.”

even when laid they are extremely liable to
choke, by the loose silt in the trenches being
washed in by the water which poors out of
the ground. If the pipes are laid when the silt

is dry, or only slightly wet, the bottom of the
trenches may then be taken out hard and firm,

and the ground, owing to the effect of the drain-
age, will never again become so charged with
water as to make them liable to be stopped up

;

and even should the ground, from any excep-
tional cause, be drowned, after the soil in the
trenches had once become settled and consoli-

dated, there would be no danger of the water
washing it into the pipes, as it wonid find its

way to them through the regular crevices or
canals. A few years since the author had occa-
sion to lay some large drain-pipes at a depth of
5 ft., under a road, for carrying away sewage,
the soil being silt, and at the time very full of
water. In fact, the “ soc ” was within a few
inches of the surface, and it was only with the
greatest difficulty the pipes could be laid, the
water pouring in out of the sides of the ground,
causing the bottom of the trench to purge and
be all alive. The pipes were ordinary stoneware
socket pipes, and the joints were made good in

the sockets with well - paddled clay. In the
course of a very short time the ground on either
side for a very considerable distance became dry

;

in fact, a large pool of stagnant water more than
50 yards away dried up, and has remained so
ever since; but from time to time the surface of
the road kept settling in places, and this went
on to so great an extent that it became necessary
at last to open out the trench and examine into

the cause : when it was found that the pressure
of the water, soaking out of the sodden silt, had
forced an opening throogh the puddled joints
into the pipes. In many places the silt had
eaten away all the clay, leaving the joints bare,
and the pipes were found to be nearly full of
silt, and had to be taken up and relaid. Such
an instance has never happened in the author’s
practice when at the time of laying the pipes
the silt has been free from water.

Whether, then, for a tenacious or a porous
soil, it is better, where possible, to choose a dry
time in preference to a wet one. The only ad-
vantage of wet being to make the digging better
and to give the workmen a gnide to level

by, which may be accomplished by other means
to be explained hereafter.

Depth.

Perhaps on no question relating to drainage
has there been a greater diversity of opinion
than as to the depth at which drains should be
laid below the surface. The two great drainage
engineers, Mr. Smith and Mr. Farkes, who may
be considered the founders of the modern system,
entertaining very different views. Mr. Farkes
advocated drains 4 ft. and 5 ft. deep, and from
10 to 13 yards apart on stiff clay, and 14 to

19 yards on mixed soils. Mr. Smith’s opinion
was, and he carried it out most successfully in

his practice, that distances of from 6 to 8
yards, with depths of from 2 ft. to 3 ft.,

have been found, over extensive tracts, and
in soils of various texture, to effect com-
plete thorough drainage for agricultural pur-
poses

;
and that he had invariably found from

experience that when distances beyond 8 or

10 yards had been adopted in compact soils,

there bad not been a perfectly uniformly dry
condition of the soil, especially when rain had
recently fallen. Another great authority, Mr.
Spooner, considered,— “That in the generality

of soils drains are not safe at a depth of much
less than 3 ft., and that they may to greater
advantage be laid at a depth varying from that
to 4 ft.

;
but he had not seen evidence to prove

that a greater depth than this is attended with
such advantage as to sanction the increased in-

cidentalexpenditure.” Mr.Stephens,inendeavour-
ing to determine the proper depth, remarks that
a drain is not a mere ditch for conveying away
water; were it only this, its size would be easily

determined by calculation or experiment, of the
quantity of water it would discharge in a given
time. But the principal function of a drain is

to draw water towards it from every direction
;

and its secondary purpose is to convey it

away when collected. The depth of a drain, he
further remarks, must to a certain extent be
regulated by the culture of the ground

; that for

ordinary ploughing and cross furrowing it may
safely be assumed that a greater depth than
10 in. is never reached, but in subsoil and trench
ploughing the ground will be disturbed to a
depth of 16 in. or 18 in.

; that the drawing

I

portion of the drain ought to lie below this, and
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in a tenaciona Bciil 1 fc. is sufficient to allow for '

it, so that iu such a soil a depth of 2 ft. 6 in. is

the minimum, and when the subsoil draws slowly
the depth should not be less than 3 ft.

Having quoted the opinions both of engineers
and iigriculturists of the greatest experience, the
various points to be noticed in determining the

depih.s will now bo considered, which, after all,

must be regulated by the special circumstances
of each case, rather than by any fixed role.

The object to be kept in view in determining
the depth of any drain, as already stated, is that
it may be placed so deep that, while it rapidly
draws and conveys away the surplus of the rain-

fall, it shall also be so situated as most
effectively to promote a circnlation of air, and
allow the moisture to be drawn up from the sub-

soil below tho drains to the roots of the plants

in dry weather, ^yher0 no special circumstances
arise to prevent it this object seems to be most
effectively attained where there is a covering of
3 ft. on the top of the drain pipes; and this

may bo taken as a safe depth to lay drains,

whether in tenacious clays or silts and more
porous soils

;
and 8 yards to 9 yards iu the former

class of soils, and from 10 yards to 12 yards in

the latter, is as great a distance as the drains
can drain the water from tho soil with uniformity
and regularity.

A depth of less than 2 ft. G in. or^S ft. does
not allow of sufficient space for the proper filtra-

tion of the water. Earth has a wonderful
facility of absorbing from water any organic
matter which it contains, and this has been
taken advantage of in many towns, to purify

the sewage wliich is allowed to flow over the
surface of the land, and to gravitate through it

to the nuder-drains, from which it passes away
clear and pellucid. But there must be sufficient

of the filtering medium, or else the water will

escape to the drains, togetherwith the greaterpart
of the matter held in suspension. If two drains,

the one very shallow and the other at a proper
depth, were watched after a heavy rain, it would
be seen that the water running from the shallow
drain would be muddy and turbid, while that
from the deeper one would be clear and bright.

This is especially the case in a field which has
been recently manured

;
and thus a great part of

the virtue of the manure is carried away to the
drains. Shallow drains are also very liable to

choke in silty or sandy soils, by the fine particles

of earth washing into them.
On the other hand, it must bo borne in mind

that any increase of depth adds considerably to

the expense of the labour; and if it does not
add to the efficiency, is only waste of time and
money. There may bo special circumstances
where drains may be advantageously laid at
depths from 4 ft. and 6 ft. : for instance, sup-
posing a mouldy, deep soil, 4 ft. in depth, resting
on an impervious subsoil

; in this case the drains
ought to rest 3 in. or 4 in. in the subsoil, making
them more than 4 ft. below the surface. By ne-
glecting to descend a few inches in certain soils,

many of the benefits of drainage may be lost.

Again, where springs occur it is often necessary
to lay tho drains at considerable depths, and to

resort to special means of getting rid of the
water, as by boring down through an impervious
soil to the porous stratum below. But these are
cases which fall within the province of the
engineer, and need not, therefore, be further
alluded to.

Bnt if it be waste of money laying drains too
deep, it is worse than useless laying them too
shallow, ilany hundreds of acres have been
draiued with the pipes scarcely out of reach of
tho horses’ feet, and have now to be re-drained.
An authority writing on this subject, says,—So
generally is the practical part of the operation
diffused, that every manager of land conceives
that he knows the whole subject of draining so
correctly that he will commence his operation
with the utmost confidence of sneoess; and this

confidence has caused much money to be ex-
pended in draining that has in great part been
ill-directed. Were tho efi'orts of ignorance in

draining confined to the squandering of money,
they might be compensated for by superior
management in the other operations of the farm

;

but unfortunately the sinking of valuable capital
in injudicious draining cripples the means of the
farmer, and at the same time prevents his reap,
ing all the advantages derivable from drainage
itself.*

Shallow drains have been laid under the
erroneous idea that the water enters the pipes
at the top, and flows immediately through the

* “ Book of the Farin,” toI, i.

soil into the drain; the fact being that the water
enters the pipes at the sides or bottom, and a
field may be ffi'ained with tiles laid at a depth of

9 in. or 1 ft., and yet the surface be wet and
poachy. A striking instance of this came
under the author’s notice a short time ago.

Having occ^ion to lay a main drain across a
grass field for tho purpose of conveying away
water from an adjoining site, it was found, on
opening the trench, that the field had been
under-drained with pipes, laid at a depth of

about 9 in. below tbe surface. These drains

were perfectly dry, although the surface of the
field was so wet that the water ooxed up over the
boot-soles. The trench was cut 3 ft. deep, and
as soon as a depth of 2 ft. was reached, the

water began to flow freely out of the sides of the

trench, and continued to do so for more than a
week, during which time it remained open, tho

land for a great distance on each side becoming
dry and firm. The soil was a clayey silt, of a
class that receives veiy great benefit from drain-

age; bub here money had been completely
thrown away, which, if it bad been expended
under the guidance of skill and experience,

would have been of the greatest service.

Although it is recommended that 3 ft. should

be considered as a minimum depth under ordi-

nary circumstances, there are cases where a
drain laid 2 ft. deep will prove more effective

than one laid at a greater depth. The depth a
drain is laid must always depend on the outfall

;

and there are many cases in fens and marsh
land, where the state of the outfall ditches and
drains will nob allow of a greater depth than
2 ft. The pipes sJumld never be laid so low that
their ends are buried in the water in the ditches

into which they empty
;
such a practice is

simply laying pipes for the purpose of soddening
the land with water instead of draining it. It

completely stops tbe whole circulation of air, and
arrests all the benefits to be derived from a
properly laid drain. A drain laid 2 ft. deep, and
free at the end, is far more effective than one
laid 3 ft. with tho ontfall constantly under
water.

The ontfall should always be the first care in

draining, and, where it is deficient, means ehonld
be taken for improving it by scouring ont and
deepening the ditches. This may involve works
on adjoining lands, and is more a matter for a
civil engineer than an agriculturist ; but it may
not be out of place to remark that special enact-

ments of the Legislature have given powers to

carry out works on the lands of adjoining pro-

prietors where necessary to procure outfalls, and
have also given great facilities for mutual opera-

tion where the works may be beneficial to several

adjoining estates.

The outfall of the drains, where they empty
into the ditches, should be constantly inspected,

to see that they are free, and not stopped with
weeds and earth. The ditches ought to be
regularly scoured out and cleaned once at least

every season; and the master of the farm should
' make it his own peculiar business to inspect the

outfall-pipes, to see that they are clear. It is a
good plan to lay the last tile of the main drain
on a flat paving tile or brick, and to place a
small iron grating before the mouth of it, to

prevent the vermin from getting up
;
and too

much care cannot be bestowed in keeping these

outfalls clean and free.

Direction and Fall.

Drains should always bo laid to run with the

fall of the land, and not across it. A different

theory was held for a short time by some drainers,

but practice has proved, what theory would teach,

that the drains should fall with the land, the only
exception being in the case of springs. A con-

sideration of the subject will show that the water
has the least distance to travel to the drains
when laid in this manner, and, when there, will

get away most quickly. For, supposing the
strata to have the same inclination as the surface,

and the drains to be laid 30 ft. apart, the water
will of necessity flow in the direction of the
strata, and a part of it must, therefore, travel
30 ft. if the drains be laid to run across the
slope; but, on the other hand, if they be laid to
run with the inclination, the water will flow from
the centre space between tbe drains in both
directions, and thus have only 15 ft. to travel, or
only half the distance.

When the inclination of a field is in one
direction, the drains shonld be laid parallel

throughout the field, terminating in a main laid

at right angles to them across the lower end of
it

; and if there is a ditch at the upper end they
should be continued through the headland to it,

which will allow a free current of air to pass
through them. In an undulating field the main
drain should be carried up the hollow part of it,

and the minor drains brought in parallels down
the inclination to it.

Where a field is in one plane, and level

throughout, it is better to lay the main across

the centre of the field, letting the drains radiate

from it at right angles towards the sides. The
object being to get rid of the water quickly, the

less run it has through the small pipes the more
rapid will be the discharge, the friction in the

mains being much less than in the smaller drains.

And so, in a very large field, it is never desirable

to lay the smaller drains of a greater length than
200 yards.' Some engineers allow 300 yards as a
maximum length, and instances have come under
the author’s observation where 2-inch pipes laid

in a clay soil in lengths of 20 chains have been
in effective working order for the past ten years,

and will possibly remain so as long as the pipes

last
;
but, under ordinary circumstances, 10 chains

may be taken as the maximum safe working
length.

The fall of the drain must be guided more by
the shape of the ground to be drained than by any

i arbitrary rule. Where the surface of the ground
slopes, the drains should bo laid parallel w'ith

the slope, and have the same mean inclination;

bnt where the field is a horizontal plane, it is

better that the drains should be laid perfectly

level than that a fall shonld be acquired by lay-

ing them shallow at one end, and deep at the
other, a practice recommended by some of the

early drainers. The advantage gained by a fall,

thus acquired, is neutralised by the varying

effect the diflerence of depth must have on the

uniform drying of the ground. The distance the

drains are apart is determined with reference to

the depth
;
therefore if the drain be laid shallow

at the upper, and deeper at the lower end, the
distances must either be too great atone end, or

too little at the other. '

Fall is not necessary to the safe working of

drains. By tho action of gravity, water is

attracted towards the earth’s centre, and travels

towards that point until its progress is arrested

by some impediment. Water varies from mor&
solid substances in that all its particles are free

to act. If a piece of wood be dropped from a
height, it falls bodily, and retains its shape, th&
cohesion of the particles of which it is com-
posed counteracting the action of gravity OQ
each individnal particle, and allowing it to act

only on tho mass; but the particles of water
have so little cohesion, that every particle is free

to obey the influence of gravity
;
and therefore

if a body of water be allowed to escape from a
vessel, each particle immediately acts on its

own account, and seeks the lowest place it can
find ; that’is, the nearest point to the earth’s

centre. So when the rain falls on the land, in

obedience to this law, it soaks downwards
through the earth ; still pursuing this law, it is

attracted to the drains, and in the haste to
reach a lower place, each particle pushes the
others on till the drain is emptied. Fall only
assists this action, because all falling bodies ac-

quire a velocity in proportion to the height
from which they fall

;
and so the greater the

fall the greater the velocity, and the greater

the velocity the greater the power to over-

come obstacles, and the more certain and
rapid the discharge. Thus, while fall is a great
advantage, and even a necessity in drains which
convey water having matters in suspension, as
in town sewers, in enabling the water to keep
the drain free from deposit, it is not absolutely

necessary to the discharge of clear water, or for

land drains laid at a proper depth; and many
miles of drains have been laid that are now
doing their work well, which have not an inch

of fall.

A good working inclination for a drain is 1 ft.

in 4 chains, which is equal to about ^ in. in a
length of 10 ft. ; and for an open outfall ditch,

4 ft. in a mile will be enough to enable the water
to flow away with sufficient rapidity to keep the

drains clear and prevent injury to the land.

Where pipes are laid level, or where only a
very slight fall can be obtained, the main should,

wherever possible, be laid lower than the small
drains, and tho end pipes should always tip, or
be laid at a greater inolination than the others,

in order to assist in drawing off the water.

The connexions of the drains shonld never be
made at a right angle, but the smaller pipes
ought always to be made to enter the mains
with a curve, or at a very obtuse angle. The
reason for this is obvious. When one current of
water impinges on another at a right angle, it

4
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{ causes a stoppage in both, and hinders the flow :

.

I an eddy is thus created, and any heavy matter

il held in suspension is precipitated, having a ten-

II dency to choke the pipes
;
whereas, if the smaller

;i stream has the same direction given to it as the

L larger, by the pipes being made tojoin the others

: with a curve, the united currents flow on together

without interruption. Experiments made in

!i sewer-work resulted in ascertaining the fact,

that when equal quantitiesofwaterwere running

' direct, at the rate of 90 seconds, with a turn at

: right angles, the discharge was only efiected in

1-10 seconds
;

whilst, with a turn, or junction,

with a gentle carve, the discharge was effected

; in 100 seconds.*

Irregularities in the cutting of the grips and

i in the form of the pipes are far more injurious

1 to efficient drainage than want of fall. It is of

1 the first importance that there should be no hills

: and holes in the bottom of the grips, but that a
^

I regular inclination, when there is a fall, should

1 be given throughout the whole length of the

I drain. In selecting pipes, those should bo

< chosen which are evenly burnt and which are

: not warped or twisted ; and care be taken in

laying them in the ground that the ends pro-

I

porly fit. There is a very great difference in the

manufacture. of pipes, owing either to the wont
of care and skill on the part of the maker or the

nature of the clay of which they are made ;
and

those yards should be selected which turn out

!

true and straight pipes, although it may involve

I

either extra cost in the purohaso or extra

: leadiug.f W. H. W.

FROM PARIS.

The cold weather having ceased, the works of

1

1

demolition are being doubled in activity for the

prolongation of the Rue de Renues to the Place
St.-Germain-des-PnSs, and for preparing the June-

' tion of this street with the Boulevard Saint-

i

Germain. Already the block of bouses formerly
I -bounded by the Rues Bonaparte, Gozliu, Childe-

I berD and d’Erfurth has disappeared. On the
' opposite side clearance has been made as far as

the Rue do I’figout. The Mont Parnasse Rail-

way Station is now visible from the Place Saint-

Germain-des-Pres, and the coup d'ceil is magni-
ficent, especially as Saint Germain-des-Prea is on
an eminence of considerable height.

The works for the new park of Mont Souris

progress rapidly at the side of the Bievre. Two
railways, in open cutting, traverse the new park,

viz., the line from Paris to Sceauand the Paris

circular railway. To the west of the park
are to be constructed, as we stated at page 714,

vol. XXV., the enormous reservoirs, similar to

those of Menilmontant, to receive the waters of

the Vanne for the further supply of Paris. At
the south-east angle of the new park are to be
placed open and covered riding and training

schools for the cavalry. At the south, on the
Boulevard Jourdan, in the gorge of a bastion,

new barracks have been erected for the mpZoyt%
of the octroi and their families. Lastly, one of

the points of observation of the meridian of

Paris passing through Dunkirk, Montmartre, the
Observatory, and Perpignan is at the south, and
in the park itself.

Works are extensively carried on for the Boule-
vards drags, starting from the Place Enter,
Mont Parnasse, continued as far as the Boule-
vard de I’Hbpital, and Mouffetard, between the
Gobelins and the Place d’ltaliej also the Rue
Monge, and the Place Fer ii Moulin, which will

be an important thoroughfare. The ancient
Faubourgs Saint-Jacques and Saint Marcel have
already been pierced for these arteries some
months since. The last works for the circulation

of the Rue Monge are finished and the street

opened, thus affording a convenient communica-
tion between quarters which were formerly
separated more by the difficulty of access than
by distance.

One of the most curious hotels of ancient

Paris, is the H6tel de Sens, at No. 1, Rue du
Figuier, in the St. Gervais quarter, dating
from A.D. 1500, and built by order of Tristan

de Salazar, Bishop of Sens, as we now see it.

Before the couatmetion of this hotel, there

existed near the river, on the Qaai des Celes-

tins, a hotel, of the same name, which was
constructed in the fourteenth century, and pur-
chased by Charles V., to form the Hotel Saint
Paul, the irregular ensemble of which was
composed of several buildings and hotels,

such as those of Saint-Maur, Pute-y-muce,

&c. In 1622 the building was sold, and up to

the year 1790 was the property of the Arch-

bishop of Paris. It is now occupied by MM.
Lesage and Paignard, manufacturers of sweet-

meats. The recent demolitions which have

taken place around this remarkable building,

led to fear that the fine front, with its two

towers, would bo sacrificed
;
but this ancient

dependence of the H6tel Saint Paul is be pre-

served. The neighbouring space left vacant by

the demolition of the Ave-Maria Barracks, is

to be converted into a market. The Rues des

Barres, Du Figuier, and Du Fauconnier, are to

be widened out, or partly destroyed. At the

corner of the Rue du Fauconnier there may
be seen a niche, with its socle finely sculp-

tured, on which was placed a small statue of
i

the Virgin. Below is inscribed,—AVB MARIA.
This is all that remains of the ancient Con-

vent of Ave Maria, dating from the thirteenth

centnry.

In the twentieth arrondissement a new hos-

pital is to be constructed, so as to serve a dis-

trict composed of a portion of Belleville, La
Counille, Menilmontant, and Charonne. The

fumade of the monument is to be parallel with

the fumade of the new mairio of the twentieth

arrondissement.

The New Opera House began early to “pay

its footing ’’ in fire. On Sunday, the 19th ult.,

: a fire broke out in tho new building at the ex-

tremity of one of the couloirs leading to the

Salle. The fire, which it is presumed was com-

municated to a tarpaulin screen by a stove chim-

ney serving to heat the ateliers of tho modellers,

was pub out at once by the pompiers, with a few

buckets of water. An arch blackened by smoke

and flame shows what proportions tho fire would

have acquired had it nob been speedily extin-

guished.

On the Place du Chateau d’Eau, a vast pro-

menade has been laid down in bitumen, corre-

sponding to that already made at tho right of the

entry of tlie Boulevard du Prince Eugene, the

dispositions of the latter promenoir being sym-

metrical with those of the former. Each con-

tains four rows of young plane-trees, planted

with every care, and calculated to give shade

next year. Nob less than 200 trees are em-

ployed in this portion alone. The site formerly

occupied by the ancient fountain now re-erected

at La Villette abattoirs, has been levelled, and

the Place du Chateau d’Eau will in a short time

assume its architectural proportions.

FROM GERMANY.

Berlin.—The works connected with the new
National Gallery are steadily progressing. The
foundation-stone was laid without any public

ceremonial by” Professor Strack, the architect

from whose designs tho building is being

erected. A “ Victory,” by Rauch, has lately

been unveiled near Babelsberg, the residence of

H.R.H. the Crown Prince. Three steps of

Camenz granite lead to the pedestal, which,

together with the statno upon it, is of bronze,

cast at Lauchhamm. The height of the whole

design is about 40 ft. The battle-fields of

Diippel and Alsen are about to have monuments
commemorating the victories of the Prussians in

the Danish peninsula. They will both be Gothic,

somewhat like our Eleanor “ Crosses,” and about

60 ft. high. The cost of the one at Diippel is

estimated at about 5,8001. ;
that at Alsen at

about 4,5001. They will be executed in sand-

stone, and ornamented with figures representing

the various branches of the service.

Vienna.—Professor Feratel has completed bis

desigus for the projected Auatnau Museum. It

is in the Renaissance style, and the internal

arrangements specially include the means of

accommodatiog a school of art. The “ Con-

cordia” Club is about to erect a new club-house

on a site given to it by the Emperor. Messrs.

Schachner & Detter are the architects, and the

building will cost about 12,0001. On the occa-

sion of the unveiling of the Schwarzenberg

Monument, Professor Dr. Hiihnel, of the Royal

Academy of Dresden, received the Leopold Order,

as did also the architect, Mr. Schwarz.

South Germany.—Those who have visited

Nuremberg, and remember tho dilapidated state

of the cloisters of the Carthusian Monastery,

now used as the “ Germanic Museum,” will be

glad to hear that the sums now collected wai-rant

the immediate commencement of the much-

wanted reparation. Old King Ludwig and others

have sent contributions of 2501. and upwards,

whilst the chief cities of Germany, North and
South, have contributed to this national work.

The Committee for the Restoration of

Frankfort Cathedral, lately partially destroyed

by fire, call upon all natives of that city residing

in foreign countries to subscribe and to collect

from other Germans funds in aid of tho Cathedral

of the Kaisers.

GENERAL EXHIBITION OF WATER
COLOUR DRAWINGS.

The fourth “ General Exhibition of Water-

colour Drawings,” as it is called, in the Dudley

Gallery, Egyptian Hall, consists of 684 works,

ninety of which are by ladies. While many
eminent names are in the list of contributors,

sneb as E. M. Ward, R.A., E. W. Cooke, R.A.,

W. Cave Thomas, H. Dawson, F. Dillon, Holman
Hunt, with others to whom wo will briefly allude

presently, this exhibition serves to bring before

the public a number of promising artists, and

some more than promising artists, at present

little known out of doors. The exhibition as

a whole is very interesting
;

thoughtfulness

and harmoniousneaa being observable in tho ma-
jority of the pictures. Mr. Poynter exhibits the

original drawing for his now well-known picture

“Israel in Egypt.” Mr. Yeamea has a picture,

“Exorcising” (87), the merit of which becomes

more observable the more it is studied
;
and

Mr. Marks one of the best drawings he has yet

made. For manipulative dexterity parts of

“ Heliogabalus, High Priest of the Sun and

Emperor of Rome 118-22 A.D.,” by Simeon
Solomon, are a marvel.

Foremost amongst works of the as yet less

known artists we must place “ Preparing for

Guests” (49), and "An Eavesdropper” (154),'by

A. C. H. Luxmoore, for whom we prophecy a good

future. Vieat Cole exhibits a charming land-

scape, “Evening Shadow” (283), and in the same
department (75), by Geo. Mawley; “ Luccorabo

Chine, Isle of Wight” (265), Frank Wulton

;

“ The Homeward Rookery” (323), M. F. Halli-

day; “ Bettws - y - Coed, North Wales,” John

Ernest Croft; and several more, deserve the same
adjective.

Amongst other noticeable woika are “ Calata-

fimi, the scene of Garibaldi’s first victory in

Sicily,” Talmadge White (though over-hard)

;

“ A Midsummer’s Night’s Dream at Hampton
Court ” (353) ,

Adelaide Claxton ;
ilr. G. Leslie’s

heads
;
and Mr. Donaldson’s earnest works.

A RESIDENCE AT EASTBOURNE, WITH
SMOKE TOWER.

The Cliff, Eastbourne, of which we give three

illustrations, is now in course of erection for Mr.

William Earp, of Eastbourne, upon land leased

from the Duke of Devonshire; Mr. Henry H.

Vale, of Liverpool, recently elected a Fellow

of the Institute, being the architect. The site

of the house is commanding
;

it is about

half a mile to the west of Eastbourne, on tho

way to Beachey Head, with a prospect of the

English Channel, Pevenaey, Hastings, and St.

Leonard’s ;
and is approached by a new road,

made by shelving down the escarpments of

chalk, and so forming a terrace upon the face

of the cliffs. This road has been recently m»de

from the plans of Mr. Wallis, the resident sur-

veyor, under Mr. Carrey, the architect to the

Duke of Devonshire, who is the owner of tho

land here,—in fact, of the whole of tho land

upon which modern Eastbourne has been built.

Those who know Eastbourne only from re-

collections of seaside holidays in the “ Old

Town,” with its quaint flint houses, and ancient

church, say some ten or fifteen years ago,

would be much astonished on visiting the

Eastbourne of to-day, with its handsome villas,

hotels, and promenades. Tho present Duke of

Devonshire has greatly promoted this change,

and Eastbourne now bids fair to become one

of the most architectural of our watering-places.

The house under notice will, when finished, be

a conspicuous building, partly from, its elevated

situation, and partly from its dimensions and

skyline, but the special feature to which _W6

purpose calling attention is the absence of visible

roofs and chimneys.

The magnificence of the view suggested to tho

proprietor the idea of having the roof finished

flat, to serve as a promenade, and, in order to

remove the objections arising from the con-

tiguity of chimneys, it was arranged that the
Saniliiry lleport, 1812. f To he coatinued.
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BiQoke skoald be carried into a smoke tower,
some 85 ft. high at the angle of the building,

as shown in the accompanying perspective
view.

The plan of basement, which we have en.
graved, shows the direction of the horizontal
smoke tunnels

; and the section represents the
constraction of the same, together with that of

the smoke tower. On reference to these draw-
ings it will be seen that the smoke from the
ground and first floors is to be drawn downwards
to the basement by the extracting power of the
tower, and taken thence in a double tunnel,

100 ft. long, underneath the vineries and con-
servatories to the base of the smoke tower. In
order to regulate the draft, a system of dampers
has been arranged so as to give command over
the flues, whether only one or several fires be
lighted. This tower is also used as a ventilating

shaft, the vitiated air from the apartments being
drawn upwards to the flat roof of the house
(from each room and closet just underneath the
ceilings) by means of wall cavities, and then
conducted across the flat to the shaft in the
tower, which is divided by a wall into two parts,

the one serving for the smoke, the other for the
font air. Of the efficacy or otherwise of the
mode adopted we have not at present the means
of judging. Smoke and ventilating flues from

the stable buildings are also brought underneath
the stable yard of the base of the tower, where
they join the smoke shaft.

The main entrance to the house is by a large
portico between the vinery and conservatory,
with large glazed doors opening into them from
it to the right and left, affording a view of the
range of honees spanned by light iron roofs, with
ornamental iron principals, and divided by
glazed screens. The porch, vestibule, and hall

under lantern light are to be paved with varie-

gated marbles, with snnk avenues for strips of

pile carpet to the various doors. The fireplaces

of the rooms aarroanding the hall are so
arranged that the ball can be heated throngh
ornamental metal grilles projecting into the hall
and covered with marble tops. Steam piping is

to be laid on throughont the halls and passages
and attic story. There will be a Turkish bath
and hot and cold showers upon the chamber
floor.

The sloping nature of the approaches calls

for careful treatment by terracing, so as not to
cut off the views of the honse, by rnnning out
the plateau upon which it stands too great a
distance. This plateau has been formed by re-

moving the top of the conical hill to a sufficient

distance to receive the house, outbuildings and
lawn, the gardens being placed at a lower level.

The npper parts of the stabling and offices are
seen in the perspective view.
The bay windows of the house open on a ter-

race with steps and balustrades, the same being
laid with Minton’s tiles. In order to admit of a
wide range of view the bays have been con-
structed of large dimensions, being 18 ft. in the
clear opening. These and other windows are to
have balconies and crestings of ornamental iron-

work, as indicated in the view. The materials
of the bnildings generally are local bricks,

covered on the exterior with Portland cement.
There is neither stone nor lead nsed throughout
the works (excepting Portland stone for outside
steps and landings)

;
the interior piping is all of

iron. The baths are of hard wood, screwed
together and well painted.

An enclosed passage above the cove of the
lantern of main hall leads to the varrons apart-
ments on the second or attic floor

; the servants’
stairs are continned, as shown upon the section,

to the flat roof, which covers the entire build-

ing. This roof is constructed of joists brick-
grouted, concrete, and cement

; the npper sur-
face of flat being laid with falls to channels or
gutters, which take the water to the down
spouts. The cement which forms the top finish

of the roof is of a special manufacture, found to
answer the purpose in other buildings. The
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arrangement of the rooms witli regard to aspect

has reqaired consideration. Owing to the proxi-

mity to the chalk cliffs the heat in sammer
becomes intense.

The style adopted for the exterior dressings

and interior decorations and enrichments may
be called Anglo-Italian. Owing to the absence

of the two leading features, viz., roofs and

chimneys, the architect has had a somewhat

difficult task to perform to produce a satisfactory

architectural effect. As will be seen from the

perspective view, he has designed the facades

with strongly-accentuated grouped pilasters at

the angles, finished at the top with acroterial

terminations for skyline, the breaks being

slightly pedimented.

Pressed bricks and stone being at Eastbourne

very costly, almost all the buildings there are

coated with Portland cement. The tower will

form a belvedere, with open arches, and angle

pilasters, leaving a space to walk round the

circular smoke and ventilating shaft in the centre.

The space not required for the smoke-flue on the

lower stages is used for closets to the bedrooms

and oven for the kitchen.

Provision is made for access to the top of the

tower inside the ventilation flue, for painting

the iron cresting and for repairs.

We shall be glad to hear of the success of

the system adopted for heating and ventilating

this house. Mr. Vale is fortunate in having

a client with the courage to leave the beaten

support the claims of subsoil irrigation ? Why,
the solitary fact that, in 1855, a Mr. Wilkins, of

Reading, tried it on a very small scale, and found

it answer. So that, on the one band, we have

offered os surface irrigation, the success of which

has been amply testified, and on the other sub-

soil irrigation, which can be called nothing more

than an experiment. True, Mr. Slagg might say,

‘ Surface irrigation was at one time an expeii-

ment, and every great undertaking has been at

first received with caution, if not with positive

scepticism or ridicule.’ But the question is, Are

the ratepayers of Kingston and Surbiton willing

to risk 25,00Cl. or 30,0001. in endeavouring to

solve the agricultural problem,—which is the

best way to dispose of our sewage ?
”

Hr. Baldwin Latham, C.E., vice-president of

the Society of Engineers, and engineer for the

public works of Croydon, has written a pamph-

let* under the title of “ Pnrificatinn andThe Purification and

Utilization of Sewage
;
with Plans of the Croy-

don Irrigation Fields.’’

On the results of the utilization, of sewage he

yielded 15 bushels of grain, which is after the rate of -13

bushels per acre; whil®, surrounding this plot oa two
sides of it, 2 roods and 22 perches of similar laud, in all

respects similarly treated, excepting only that it bad no
sewage, yielded ISJ bushels of grain, or at the rate of only

29 bushels per acre.

I wiD only add that, having had the managetuent of this

farm during the past two years, I know the circum-

stances, and can Touch for the accuracy of this account of

them."

“The great result to be arrived at in the utilisation of

sewage is ibe prevention of the fouling of rivers
;

in short,

the purification of the sewage before being turned into

anv stream
;
and upou this head the results are most

satisfactory.

In the case of Croydon, the sewage of that town, after

being utilised, is positively purer than the water supplied

e results of the application of sewage, in an agricultural

also equally satisfactory ; indeed it

, , Tt • ? ; ' prising what enormous crops are produced under the in-

track. It 18 the more important, therefore,
sewage, and the great difficulty is what to do

that every care shonld be taken to render the
; ^ith the crops ; th-y grow so rapidly, and the yield is so

experiment aaoeessful. Whether or not, the large, that it upsets all the preconceivod notions of farm-

hSt of the emoke-tower n.ight be further ye,,,

utilised seems worth oonsideration. I ficially into hay, and this the author has succeeded in

Mr. Charles Nash Foster, of Whitefriars,
|

doin^, and is now about to submit the process to the test

London, is the sole contractor; Mr. Taylor, the on* large i

resident foreman ;
the works being carried out

undec the architect’s superintendence.

THE SEWAGE QUESTION.

Ma. Slagg, iu a pamphlet recently issued,*

objects not only to the casting of town sewage

uselessly into the sea, but to the combina-

tion of towns as proposed in the Thames
Valley, for its distribution, and even to its

concentration in single towns. Sewage, he

considers, ought not to be accumulated into one

unwieldy mass of fluid anywhere, but should be

radiated from towns in several directions, and

distributed to the soil by underground or sub-

soil pipes, or covered tile gutters rather, of a

simple character, with serrated side openings,

such as we have already described in the Builder;

and these would require to be taken up every

three or four years, by help of a ripping plough

made for the purpose, and replaced for other

three or four years as before
j

the sediment

clogging them being ploughed into the soil on

which it is deposited. Thus much difficulty

large scale."

In a paper read before the Society of Engineers

in Exeter Hall, Mr. Latham remarked that G50

towns were now governed in their sanitary opera-

The local board of Tunbridge Wells having '

petitioned the Home Secretary to institute an

inquiry with the view to obtaining a provisional

order to enable them to take land for the pur-

pose of sewage irrigation, &c., under the Sewage
Utilization Act, 1867, an inquiry has been

opened by the Government inspector (Mr.

Arnold Taylor) at the Town-ball. There was a

strong muster at the opening meeting of mem-
bers of the local board, of gentlemen whose

lands will be affected by the scheme which the

board wish to carry out, and of professional

gentlemeu ;
but of ratepayers there were not

many.
At a recent meeting of the Southampton

town council the surveyor was directed, on Dr,

Watson’s motion, to prepare a report as to the

best mode of ventilating the sewers. This was
only, Dr. Watson said, carrying out the suggea-

tiona of the officer of health and of the surveyor.

The system of drainage that prevailed in the

town was modern, but the ventilation of the

sewers was overlooked. If the report of the

surveyor were true, the mutter required imme-
diate attention, as the decomposition of the solid

sewage created obnoxious gases which ought to

have a way of escape without entering dwell-

ings. In the day time, he believed, the quantity

escaping was small, in consequence of the con-

tinual action of the sewers,but there could be no

doubt that much escaped by night, and created

various forms of zymotic disease. The remedy

was very simple, the admission of fresh air into

the sowers, which could be done at slight ex-

lions by the Pub'.io Health Act of 1848,' and PMS®- Chipparfield said that if people s

with great beneht to the yarioaa localities; and drains and closets ware proper y tapped there

from a table which he held ia his hand it ap- popW nofptamt, and that through atten-— - — tion to this m his own house, he believed 10 in.
peared that, ia the towns of Banbury, Cardiff, -- -

Croydon, Dover, Ely, Leicester, Macclesfield, not entered since it was built. Mr. Sharp,

Merthyr, Newport, Kagbv, Salisbnry, and War. engineer, prop^d vonti at.ng the sewers

wick, typhoid fewer has' been reduced at rates ,

tbrcngh the gas columns, and thus burning, tha

varying from .40 to 75 per cent., and phthisis at gases as they rose.
,

rates St from 41 to 49 per cent. Proceeding to Mu T. Hoey has rend a paper at a mee mg

examine the case of Croydon ns one example in of ‘to Glasgow Assocmtion for the ConB.dcrat.on

detail, Mr. Latham showed that the sanitary

expenditure had been in the gross 195,000J., and

the saving in thirteen years as follows :—Fune-

rals (less), 12,195L ;
sickness prevented, at 11.

each, 60,9741. ;
value of labour of persons keot

in health, 166,8281. Total, 239,9981.

Mr. J. C. Morton, who has the management of

the Lodge Farm, near Barking, where experi-'

raenta are being carried out by the Metropolitan

Sewage Company, gives the following account of

these e.xperiments :

—

It 19 not only on the sand-plot at the north London
nuifall that the experience has been obtained. They have

of the Sewage Question on his plan for the reser-

vation of water-closet soil in air-tight boxes, and

its removal by pneumatic pressure, and through

tho intervention of larger receptacles, to the

country for utilization in the soil as manure.

Wo have already spoken frequently of such plans^

Mr. Hoey’s, if we mistake not, inclusive. On
bis system, as he stated,

“ the deodorizing of

matter was secured by an apparatus on the

‘bird-cage fountain’ principle, so connected)

with existing closet movements as to discharge
"

the requisite quantity of sulphuric acid or sola-

lution of sulphide of iron into the basin along

with the flushing water for the purpose of fixing
as to the obtainment of sufficient ground for there, as you appear to be aware, obtained ywat crops of

, . ^ j • xu '
-i i

. . .. n V oa Jr, nno ffrass and TjgorouB plauts of wheat, maDRoM wurzfl. cslery,
' tfio ammODia dcveloped in the soil during the

rnwgation^ would be
_

overcome, ua .n no ono
^

i, .j, jn
; decomposition." He then explained

been iZu'srop E? ^ ot decomposition

a contractor’s yard. : how this apparatus would be worked and tuespot would a very large expanse of surface ; acre of the Maplin 8»nd, which

be required
;
and

BuE besides^ this, they hare,̂ since Lady-day, 1866.'been quantity of Vulphuric acid required, An inter,
a town, the

^

irr^-ated suburban market gar.
, ,, ^ ^

^ ^ ^„der the
den, or farming ground, could be given op, farm, two miles Irom the UarkiuR outfali, and on this, by

| ,
^ ° ^ -i

and tha sewage taken farther ont in different
|

puwpisg .ppsoita,, they e.n deliver semge .1 th. r.te of
|

lowermost water-closet, or a sod-pipe could be
°

1 4-v,e, Ba w,r.,-.JaJfo aootons an htiur. Daring the summer ot last year about
I continued at a proper gradient for conveying the

du-echons around the town a. m.ght be requis.te.
j ^

Mr. Slagg 9 system may be called tne in-
> e,ther qq the ndge and furrow, or, where the elopes are

. , i-Lq Lrtnoo
dividoalitag by contrast "with the gcneraliziug

;
;

.re.ter, on ta eltawtar plyn ;
any

the radiating by contrast with the concentrating. Italian ^e-^ass sown . this land and watered with ' Tho emptying of these intercepting tanks would
LAio iawxa,u.05 k,j ..o. .. .... duriug the past summer cut i eflected bv a cart carrying a cylindrical vessel
on which so many mmds are now, as he thinks 2,4sy tons of erusa." ,• -i i • x 1

mistakenly at work. And there is much in
,

“I believe that, fairly read, the lesson tauRht us is. that four compartments, eac
J

-ILT ct rr,OnB Jt aAriAnq 60 toDS pcF acfo (uod thc quantity taken from that porliou I mcnt beiDg of BUCh capacity as tO contain tilO
Mr. Slagg 9 system to recommend it to serious

^

p'roducing order wa% more
] contents of one tank. Those compartment^

attention at the present moment. than this), or 3,200 tons of grass off 61 acres of ordinary
,

,v , „a-fJa11w ovBa-notpd Viv nir tbrnnwh a"
On this plan an inhabitant of Kingston thus land may he obtained from 250,000 tons of sewage pro-

j

be partia y ^ ^ ^y ^
,

writes j

perly applied. I process which he expounded. He also explained)

.... , , i-j • .ai (say 7uU tons from our area) for the natural and unassisted
j the modus onerancii of conveying the soil from

Surface .rngation has been toed agatu and
, .n E..,x dbp.le, ;v._.h.ll Lav.

j ^ by_ _ xcliiuate,

atzain. and is an acknowledged success. The u.soo tous of erass as the produce of 250,000 tons of ;

— --
„'l xx 1

1

xl

^mmisaionera for Preventing the Pollution of
I

It is plain that if a ton of good Rrsss can be pneumatic pressure. The master would then be

„ . .^. -KT '’j n 1 -rw I

obtained from every 100 tons of London sewage, a hand-
-- - --

Rivers, after visiting Norwood, Croydon, Wor-
! obtained from what now runs to

thing, Edinburgh, Carlisle, &C., gave the follow- I waste at the Barking outfall. That sewage-grown Italian

report •—
I

rye-grass is Admirable cow food we have bad ample proof
. .n Lodge Farm during the past summer.

‘That at the public inquiry at Croydon all thewitnesses,
I

Besides this large extent of Italian ryegrass, small

medical gentlemen, and others, agreed that the irrigation experimental plots in wheat, mangold wurzel, and other

works were notinjorious to health. That, with the except ion I crops have been sewaged
;
and I may add the results to

of lands liable to be flooded, there seems to be no soil that
1
this report, notwithstanding that we cannot attach so

will not servo the purpose. Between the light and blow-
,
much importance to them becHUse of the small scale on

ing sands of Edinburgh, and the stiff clay of iiorwoc’d,
: wb’ch they have been obtained. Eighteen tons of man-

are included all the difl'erences of soil which can be met
' gold roots were weighed off rather more than cne-third of

with in this country, but at both extremes we find the an acre, over which l.ldO tons in all of sewsge per acre

application of sewage attended with success.'
i hud been poured at three separate times during the sum-

, 1 - - 1 C c
' mer. Ibis was at the rate of 62 tons per acre,—moreibsn

This, bo it remembered, is said OI snrlace I twice the quantity obtained on fields close by, manured

irrigation. Now, what has Mr. Slagg got to | and cultivated in the ordmaty way. And a plot of wheat
(I rood and 2l perches), which received three dressings of

The Prihciple. of Tov? Di.in.ge. By Charle. Sl.eg.
i

—-8° -ta H- — 4-7 « Pf5.e »°'i “h™".
Borongh Surveyor, of Kingston-on-Thames. London

:

Stanford, Cbaring-cross. 1862. * Spon, Charing Cross, Publisher.

conveyed and discharged into large central)

tanks on the same principle, and when thesB^

depots were full they would be discharged by

air pressure acting on the surface of the massi

and conveyed to a general dep^t sitnaled in a

suitable locality selected in the country. We
do not recommend such a system.

Masters axd Workmen.—On the evening of

,

the 3l8t ult. Mr. W. Higgs entertained the per-

sons in his employ in South Lambeth, about 500,^

including wives and children, sitting dowiu

Afterwards Mr. Higgs, the Rev. C. H. Spurgeon^

and two or three other gentlemen addressed the

meeting at some length. 'I
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SCHOOLS OP AET.

} Nottingham School.—The aniinal meeting
WBCribers to this school has taken, place,

ctract the latter portion of the report by
nead Master.

B number of students who attended the school last

iras 3S9 — iuorease on the previous year, 113.

tis[h we have nearly ‘100 students on our books, still,

lie artisans attended to whom a knowledge of urt is

I4I, the number should be much greater. Tet, con-

g the populations of other towns in the United
[»ni, and the number of students attending their re-

10 art schools, we would have our lair number, by
•ison, if we only had 17(3 students. In the national
tiition the school received one gold medal, one
•oedal, two bronze medals; and three Queen's prizes.

1 ; schools in the United Kingdom (to the number of
iiools) competed for 10 gold, 20 silver, and live

n medals, and 33 Queen’s prizes, of which the pro-
H schools obtained tive gold, H silver, and 38 bronze
s, and 27 Queen's prizes. London obtained the re-

, ir. There were 37 sets of works by students
n school publicly exhibited at the South Ken-
1 Musenm Exhibition last summer, the .'ivcr-

ninibet exhibited from each school being eight.

cGovernment examinations in freehand, geometry,
rdrawing, perspective, and mechanical drawing, held
arch, 144 papers were successfully worked, of which
sight gained prizes. There were also nine fuil cer-

,
8

,
three third-grade prizes, and two honourable

JUS. Last year the Mayor of Nottingham’s silver

'•for the best designs for lace, was awarded for the
me. There were also local prizes to the value of 26L
mluaion, I beg to call your attention to the following
8 from the Report of the Government examiners,
Jed by the Science and Art Department :

—
* Some

ictured silks which were exhibited with the designs
r7r them from the Dublin school, designs for laco
olottingham, for carpets from Kidderminster, for
ifpers and jewelry from Birmingham, woven fabrics
ilaegow, and lurniture from Kensington, show how
ijtorily the work of these schools is acting upon the
:I.ctQreB of the country.'

Jouir S. Eawle, Head Master.”

f Secretary then read tke abstract of the
11 accounts as follows ;

—

£ B. d. £ B. d.

t due on mortgage
ts due on debentures
V) special loans

1,000 0 0
.. 823 16 3
.. 261 4 11

dradeamen, &c .. 391 1 11
—2,066 17 0

3,066 17 4

18 eecnred on mortgage .... 1,000 0 0
(Secretary’s hand 9
ts due to institution ti— 67 12 3

?cr 1,981 6 1

3,066 17 4

BRothera said it would be seen that there
ei sum of 1,100Z., which was pressing very
D upon the committee, to cancel which
oaust make an urgent appeal to the public.

OOOl. or 900Z. of special loans, which had
kindly lent, would no doubt be allowed
iihd until they were in circumstances to

: e for their reuayment. In round figures

iliildiug had cost 7,000J. They had received
stations, 3,550L, Government grant, 7501.,

eiey had effected a mortgage for 1,0001.

ihbscribers had fallen off, but owing to

eoeoial efforts of friends, the list had been
lesed during the past year, and the fees

alstudenta had also been augmented, owing
lieir increased number. Their prospects
b be very encouraging but for the pressure
( debt, which, however, had been so great
lehe town clerk, with his usual liberality,

itut his hand into his pocket, time after

)to keep the committee from being sued,
tote of thanks was accorded to the head-
b for the efficient manner in which the
tiation was conducted, saying he was to be
nended not only for the earnestness with
b he engaged in the work of practical in-

oion, but also for the essential service he
Dmed in teaching the general public to

ioiate excellence of design when produced,
a annual meeting for the distribution of the
I had previously been held. The prizes

iidistributed by Lord Edward Clinton.

I Birmingham School .—A meeting of a sub-
tSttee of this school has been held in the
Ul-room of the Midland Institute, to confer
1 a selected number of manufacturers on a
t !t described as follows in the circular con-
tj the meeting :

—

! e possibility of making the art-education to stu-
ii n their institution more specially adapted to the
slctures of the town.”

alabet took the chair. A number of the

»g jeweUers and other gentlemen were pre-
mind the conversation turned chiefly on the
111 requirements of the jewelry trade, which
^Explained by Mr. H. Payton and Mr. J.

,T, the latter of whom read a paper of prac-
iiBuggestions as to the kind of teaching

required. He objected, amongst other things, to

the preponderance of outline drawing in the
school teaching, and insisted upon the advantage
which would result from careful study of styles

of ornament, aided by oral instruction and ex-

planation on the part of the teacher. The meet-
ing will no doubt exercise a beneficial influence.
The circumstance that a particular trade has,

for the first time, come forward to explain its

wants in regard to art instruction, is in itself a
hopeful sign. It is to be hoped that the manu-
facturers will attest their interest in the school
by more liberal contributions to its funds.

THE EAST LONDON MUSEUM.
The Lord President of the Council, the Duke

of Marlborough, has consented to receive a depu-
tation as to the East-London Museum Site Bill

on Wednesday, the I3th inst. The late Presi-

dent of the Council, Earl Granville; Mr. Bruce,
M.P.

5
the local Members ; and others, have pro-

mised to attend. It is to be hoped the difficulty

raised at the last moment to the final passing of

the Bill in the House of Lords may thus be re-

moved. A contract has been entered into by
Government for the erection of the Museum, but
the committee are still short of money for the

completion of the purchase of the land, and
appeal for subscriptions to those who see how
valuable a Museum of Science and Art in the
Bethnal Green district would prove. The land,

of which a conditional purchase has been made,
consists of 4^ acres, part of the Green itself.

The Government have undertaken that the land
not actually occupied by the Museum buildings

is to be laid out and kept up as an ornamental
garden, and that the Museum is to be open every
week-day until ten o’clock in the evening.

EOTAL ALBERT HALL OF ARTS AND
SCIENCES, SOUTH KENSINGTON,

We learn that the plana of Mr. Wilson
W. Phipson, C.E., have been selected for the
ventilation and warming of the Albert Hall. To
give an idea of the magnitude of the building,

the heating apparatus for the hall alone will be
composed of more than 27,000 ft. of -1-in. hot
water pipe, arranged in coils, under the arena,

galleries, and lower corridor, the fresh air from
the outside being distributed amongst them by
means of two fans, 6 ft. in diameter.

GATESHEAD-ON-TTNE AS A MODERN
TOWN.

A PHILOSOPHICAL mind is justified in asking

what Gateshead has been doing during the last

few years appertaining to modernism. The
mind that pictures marble or granite halls,

Thespian temples, luxuriant gardens, airy and
fragrant parks, absence of disease, and a de-

crease of pauperism, must not look to Gateshead
for realization. The modem grandeur of Liver-
pool, Manchester, and even so close a neighbour
as Newcastle, has not been fostered in Gateshead.
The town is characterised by an absence of cnlti-

vated architectural taste, and, to a large extent,

of architecture itself. The authorities do not
aspire for public thanks, but rather for public
condemnation. The local legislators are no
enthusiasts, and, therefore, subjects of public im-
portance are nob hastily brought to a culminatiug
point. The pervasion of patience and eanbious-

ness in the council chamber is painfully shown
in the matter of the Town-hall. For a period
extending over nearly five years the contem-
plated Town-ball has been a staple question of

discussion in the courts of the councillors. Many
thousands of pounds have been spent in plans,

excavations, and professional advice. Attempts
were made to obtain a foundation

;
but, after a

couple of thousands had been thrown away, the
matter, as far as practical advancement, was left

alone, and is likely to remain so, in secula

seculorum. The clamorous voice of the ratepayers

was raise,:, but unheeded ; and, at the present

day, Gateshead is without a Town-hall. Where
is the modernism here ?

Our picture of the loitering town might be very

desponding ;
but space and respect will only ad-

mit of a few allusions. At the time when the

ancient town-hall was demolished, the autho-

rities had no place ready for use. The magis-

trates were without a court; the councillors
were without a council - chamber

; and the
county-court judge was without a place of
sitting. All these denominations of authorities
were turned adrift without a place to exercise
their “judicious” and “ eqnalified ” justice.

They must have some place, and after a little or
no consideration they hired a portion' of the
Queen’s Head Hotel, and there to the present
day justice is administered, with the prepara-
tions for a Is. 9d. daily ordinary proceeding on
the one hand, and the existence of the odori-
ferous fragrance of a stable-yard and the green
cloth of a billiard-table on the other. The
authorities work with an iugeniouB intellect.

The justice-hall of a minute is transformed into
the debating-chamber of the council, or the
placid sitting of the county-court judge in the
next. Thus from month to month and year to
year have justice, corporative improvement, and
county-court judgment been administered in

Gateshead. Where is the modernism hero?
Passing thoughts of the county police court,

the entrance to which is by one of the lowest
and most disreputable thoroughfares in the
town, the public park, which has not a re-

spectable tree or shrub in it, and the bad state
of the new streets, are all suggestive of inquiry
for modernism. Again, Gateshead is existing
amid an unpleasant and perceptible increase of
pauperism. The union workhouse is on the eve
of an enlargement, or perhaps a larger one may
be built. The ratepayers are on the qui vive
against any immense expenditure for a new
workhouse, and they may well cry out, “ Now is

the winter of our, discontent.” From the early
dawn of the last twenty years Gateshead Bag
vainly tried to effect modernism. As positive
proofs of the endeavours stand—the new quay,
an expensive and unprofitable toy

;
the

Gateshead Park, a cold and bleak wilder-
ness; and the foundation excavations for the
contemplated town-hall, objectionable, an encum-
brance, and suggestive of heavy rates. The
picture of Gateshead as a town of modernism
and improvement might be more severely painted^
but it can be summed up in the words of our
Gateshead contemporary, that “ Gateshead is,

indeed, in a pitiable state.” We say that
modernism is the king of improvement, but
where can such a phenomenon be fonnd equalling
the holding of a court of justice, a council meet-
ing, and a county court sitting in a public-house
adjoining a licensed billiard-room ? The town
is deep in debt

;
it is without a corporation

public building; pauperism is on the increase,

and disease is prevalent in the town : this is a
gloomy picture, but it is not overdrawn. The
authorities act with little spirit, and, unless we
are gravely misinformed, very little judgment

;

every district has its two representatives in the
council, and yet it would be difficult to find in

the town a substantial public improvement.

OPENING OP THE NEW TOWN HALL,
IPSWICH.

This handsome edifice has been formally

opened to the public. The Cornhill facade con-
sists of three stories, viz., rusticated basement,
ground and principal stories, surmounted by a
bold cantilever cornice and open balustrade,

with enriched finials. The centre of this front,

is marked by a projecting open arcade, supported

by Corinthian columns, over which, on pedestals,

are four statues in stone, representing Justice,

Learning, Commerce, and Agriculture. In the

centre of these are the arms of the borough in
alto-relievo. Above the crowns of the arches
forming the arcade are three medallions, in

which are placed sculptured heads of three
eminent men whose associations with the town
have long been celebrated in history,—Cardinal
Wolaey, King Richard II., and King John. Above
thi8 fa9ade rises a dome, surmounted by the clock-

tower, which is 120 ft. from the ground, and in

which is placed a large clock, by Dent, of London,
with a striking bell of 16 cwt., and illuminated

dials on the four faces. Balconies are provided
for speakers in the arcade, from which they can
address the public either on the Cornhill or in

King-street. The stiff sky-line of the ridge is

relieved by an iron cresting, with finials. The
internal arrangements of the building include a
sessions-court, with accommodation for magis-

trates, juries, barristers, &c.
;
council-chamber,

offices for the local Board, committee-rooms,

library, town clerk’s room, town servants’ room,

record-room, offices of superintendent of police
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and inspector of weights and measrireB, prisoners’

cells, large kitchen and offices, &c. The total

,

cost of the building, which has been erected
from the designs of Messrs. Bellamy & Hardy, of
Lincoln, will be about 16,OOOL, exclnsive of the
cost of site, &c.

The floor of the entrance is covered with
Minton’s encaustic tiles, and from the centre
hangs a bronzed gaselier. Directly opposite the
main entrance is the sessions conrt, 38 ft. by
34 ft., and 23 ft. high from the floorto tbedome.
Both dome and ceiling are ornamented. The
remainder of the ground story is occopied by
offices for the local Board of health, committee
rooms, a town servants’ room, and a record room
for corporation deeds and docnments

;
this last

apartment is fire-proof, with a floor of Portland
cement.

On the right of the main entrance is the
magistrates’ room, 31 ft. 6 in. by 26 ft. 6 in.,

and 19 ft. high. A grand staircase leads to a
vestibu le through which one passes to the council

chamber. The decorations of the hall, grand
staircase, and vestibule are to be noted. The
staircase is 32 ft. long by 24 ft. wide. The
council chamber occupies about the whole length

of the western side : the length of this apartment
is 74 ft., the width 31 ft., and the height 26 ft.

On the left of the council chamber is a library,

40 ft. by 31 ft., and 24 ft. high. In the mezzanine
story are the town-clerk’s room, grand-jury room,
another record-room, &c. The basement com-
prises a police entrance from King-street, an office

for the superintendent of police, a charge-room,
stores for stolen goods, and police day-rooms.
Adjoining are an engine shed, parade corridors,

seven cells, an office for the inspector of weights
and measures, a large kitchen, &c. A patent lift

to the council chamber, to be used on the occasion
of banquets, is also provided. All the windows
on the basement story are barricaded. Mr. E.
Gibbons, of Ipswich, was the contractor. Mr.
Edmund Catchpole has acted as the clerk of the

works. Mr. W. P. Eibbans, the town surveyor,
also supervised the erection of the building.

For the masonry, Mr. Ireland, of this town, was
sub-contractor. The more delicate portions of

the carving are the work of Mr. Barrett. The
plaster work was done by Mr. Adkins. Messrs.
D. & E. Haggar, of Ipswich, supplied the gase-

liers, and executed all the plumbing, painting,
and glazing. The gas pipes were laid by the
local gas company, and the sun lights were fixed

by Mr. Stroud, of London.

SULPHUBOUS ACID AS A FOOD
PBESERVEE.

Dr. Baikie, of Edinburgh, says,

—

*‘We have, for some years, been in the habit of fumi-
gation the lajder with the fumes of suiphur, particularly
in moist, mugey weather, and in snnuner, and bare never
yet had a single article spoiled or become pntrid, which is

the more remarkable as we have, during the whole time,
derived most of our supplies from the extreme north of
Scotland, so that they were exposed to the influeoce oi the
external air and sun for at least thirty-six hours before
they reached us. The mode of fumigation adopted is to
Dt a email crucible into a pan of hot coals placed on the
oor of the larder, and, when heated, project into it two

or three small pieces ofcommon stick aulphnr, shutting all

the doors and windows, end allowing the vapour to dinuse
itself through the larder. This may be repeated once or
oftener each day, so long as the we.ither continues hot or
uiuggy. In a similar way, whenever called upon to attend
a caae which either is, or shows signs of becoming, conta-
gious, I am in the habit of directing the room to be fumi-
gated with sulphur thrown on hot coals repeatedly in the
course of the dsy and night, and have never observed or
heard of the least inconvenience or even effect arising from
or attributable to the process.”

We have already more than once spoken of
the utility of sulphurous acid in fumigation, and
recommended it in cholera seasons. We stated
that Government had for many years used it in

lazarettea (as they may still do) for the fumiga-
tion of all articles coming from plague-stricken
countries. It was also used whenever articles of
any kind — even letters— were passed out of
these lazarettes to friends outside. But it is

not in modern times alone that sulphurous acid
has been esteemed : the old pharmacopceists,
such as Salmon, speak very highly of it as a
medicine, and Dr. Dewar, of Kirkaldy, in Scot-

land, has revived its use in this respect. The
writer of this, many years since, in a course of

medical experiments on himself in Scotland,

made special use of it
;
but one objection he

recollects of is, that he thought its internal use
required care to prevent catching cold under its

influence. Of course this is no objection to its

external use as a sanitary agent or an anti-

septic.

EMPLOYMENT FOR THE POOR.

Me. Thomas Webster, Q.C., has read a
paper on “ The Industrial and Profitable Em.
ployment of the Casual and Destitute Poor,”
at a meeting of the Department of Economy
and Trade of the Social Science Associa-
tion; Mr. R. Rawlinson, C.E.;. C.B., in the
chair. The remedy for the admitted short-

comings and evils of the present system which
he proposed was that which proved effective

in Lancashire, and was frequently had recourse
to by the Governments of Continental countries,

namely, a provision of work and wages for

the unemployed. It seemed, indeed, most
inconsistent at the same time to be squan-
dering millions in poor-rates and punishment,
which produced no return, and leaving useful
works which were demanding execution all

over the country undone, which would prove a
source of additional national wealth and ad-
vantage, employ industrial energy, and be actu-
ally remunerative. It was proposed, therefore,

that a society be formed for the furtherance of
these objects, to be assisted by a Government
grant of public money, in order to enable it to

carry on its operations on a sufficient scale,

and that the society, under its Act of Parlia-
ment, should have compulsory power to take cer-

tain land for reclamation, on the usual terms of
compensation to owners

;
that labourers be then

employed in large numbers, lodged in temporary
buildings to be erected for the purpose, and, if

necessary, fed and clothed by the society. Some-
thing also must be done for those who are not
able-bodied, for women and children.

BOULEVARD OF THE ARTS FROM PONT-
STREET TO SOUTH KENSINGTON
MUSEUM AND A GREAT GENERAL
MARKET FOR THE WEST.

Allow me on public grounds to submit to you
the following observations concerning the above
important West-end improvements :

—

Ist. That such an enterprise as is presented
by the boulevard in question would be the
greatest and most appropriate monument the
British nation could offer to the memory of the
late Prince Consort, as the creator of South Ken-
sington and the successful promoter of arts.

2nd. That if carried out in the spirit recently

suggested in the Builder, with triumphal arches
at each entrance, statnes thronghont on either

side of the boulevard, dedicated to the great
men past and future of the British empire,
gardens, fountains, &c., thus giving to it a
thorough national character, the grandeor of

effect would call forth similar efforts elsewhere
in the metropolis, and give rise to an entirely

new school of architectural design.

3rd. That such a site (between Belgrave-
square and South Kensington Museum) thus
developed would be at once rendered a centre
the most valuable as well as the most fashion-

able in London.
4th. That the parties who have the direction

of this important undertaking are equal to the
responsibility devolving npon them, in having to

metamorphose thus so large a space (some
70 acres), of which aboot 30 acres are un-
covered with houses, for the future embellishment
and improvement of the West-end, and to insure

success the secret consists in beginning well.

5th. The residences built on the ^‘boulevard”
having all the improvements of the day, will

find buyers, because no freehold is to be had in

Belgravia, and certainly none in any way com-
parable with the future Boulevard of the Arts ”

is in existence in London ; and it may be tafely

said, without exaggeration, that such favoured
property must continue to increase in value as
the place would be unique.

6th. A Great General Marlcet for the west
is imperatively demanded, and the neighbour-
hood surrounding the spot to be thus occu-
pied affords many advantages owing to the
poverty of much of the adjoining district (say of

Lower Sloane-sireet and White Lion-street in

front of the new suspended Chelsea Bridge), its

facility of access from all parts, proximity to the
river, and being in the centre of several railway
stations, &c. &c.
An additional attraction might be here set

forth, which, if carried out and organized in de-

partments (fmit, flowers, vegetables, meat,
poultry, Ac.), after the magnificent model of

our Parisian neighbours, would at the same
time afford a moat acceptable lounge, and

one of the chief wants of the day, and oi

certain to result favourably in a mercantile poi
of view, which, after all, is the chief elemenU
all English enterprise. The space occupied I

such general market would be three or four tim
the size of Covent-garden Market. The placei
now of a very inferior description; the coat '

the ground would be small, for it cannot be it

proved, having in front of it the new barrack
and higher np Chelsea Hospital and Chelsi

College, so that a market there is the only in

provement suitable to it, and this would satis)

all classes, poor and rich.

7th. A great general market would impro^
our taste for better cooking and economy, an

would be the only check on the extortions)
tradesmen and retail markets from which a

dwellers suffer, as the small dealers are con
pletely now “ masters of the situation.” An
very likely the architect who will build a city i

palaces in Belgravia will see the opportunity an

the necessity of turning his attention to ti

suggestion.

While on this subject, I venture to remar
that a West-end fish-market somewhere on tl

banks of the Thames between Chelsea Bridg

and Millbank would be a great boon to the poo
inhabitants of its southern shore, as well as t

those of Belgravia north and south.

A Belgravian.

ARCHITECTS’ CHARGES.
RANDAL V. GRAY.

Sir,—I have seen a report in the Builder of
trial (Randal r. Gray) in which a clerk of work
in my employ gave evidence, and, as might b

expected, incorrect evidence, about arohitecb
charges. I do not see how he could have an
acquaintance with the subject. Of my ow
practice in such matters, he certainly know
nothing. His appearance at the trial is great!

to be regretted on every account. Being engage
by me in the saperintendence of a definite worl
bis time, of course, is not his own propert]

Without my knowledge he was first consultei
and then was taken as a witness to Shrewebarj
This I learnt accidentally, and only a few day
before the final trial. The case had then gon
so far that had I forbidden him to appear I shoul
have exposed myself to the charge of arbitrar
interference with the course of justice,

thiuk the charge would not have been ai

nnreasonable one.

Judging by the report of the trial, my owi

name would seem to have been most improperlj
and unfairly used, the witness having been led t

speak of that of which, I repeat, he could havi

had no accurate knowledge, and so to give ai

impression respecting my own practice alto

gather contrary to the fact.

W. Butterfield.

PIECEWORK AND APPRENTICESHIPS.

Sir,—

I

differ from your correspondent in hi
conclusions on the subject of piecework. Tha
a skilful and muscular workman may find r

sometimes advantageous to his interests to worl
by the piece, I admit; bub that it is also to thi

advantage of the customer, who wants his worl
done well, I deny. An experience of nearlj

thirty years as journeyman and foreman hai

convinced me that, at least in the buildia{

trades, where we seldom do two things alike

and a pleasing variety prevails, if you wani
your work done well, you must get it done da/y^

work; and this applies not to the jonrneymai
only, but to the master contractor also. Thi

system of contracting must be abolished, anc

the far more eqnitable system of measure anc

value or daywork substituted.

Then, again, piecework causes over-exertion.

I have known several instances of this. One in

particular occurs to me;—a joiner, who workefl

so bard in the ten hours, that he was pobitivelj

unable to walk to his home at night, withoul
holding onto the shop-fronts and lamp-posts foi

support. After a very few years he died a prS'

mature death, and his family went to the work
bouse. The extra money he earned was al

spent to support the extra waste of muscle, anc
his conduct led to the reduction of the price paifl

for the work
; so that the employer got all the

benefit.

I think that there ought to be, and that it wil

be necessary in the future to make, a diliereno*
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in the working hours in the sammer and winter,

especially for out-door work. I have often been

on a scaffold for an hour or more in a morning,

and from three-quarters of an hour to an hour

in the evening, in raw, cold, foggy weather,

when it has been sheer robbery to the employer

to be there, and not only uncomfortable, but

dangerous, to the workman. The same objec-

tion does not apply to the shop or in-doors j but,

independently of the saving in gas, I should be

glad to see a reduction in the hours of daily

labour in the winter.

Trade or “technical” education I hold to be

absolutely necessary to every workman, if good

work is to be done, and I think that can beat be

obtained by the establishment in every district

of a school under the Department of Science and

Art; and workmen should be encouraged to

attend such schools, and should be able, other

things being equal, to obtain priority of employ-

ment on showing certificates to employers. At
present the knowledge of practical geometry is

woefully at a discount even among joiners and
masons, to say nothing at all of bricklayers and
plasterers, who seem to think that subject alto-

gether foreign to them. What per-centage of

London painters could undergo a very mild ex-

amination on colour, or joiners on botany, and
the strength of timber, or plasterers on the

chemistry of cements and free-hand drawing,

or masons on geology ?

And that brings me naturally to the subject

of apprenticeships. I find them to be mostly a

sham and a deceit ;
for if the apprentice is

placed in a small shop where the master works
with the men, yet he calls himself builder, and
undertakes all branches, so that the apprentice

is expected to do a bit of jobbing carpentering,

then a bit of painting, and it may be bricklaying,

I or plastering, certainly whitewashing and clean-

ing, and at the end of his time he may be fit for

. a respectable labourer.

But it may be that the apprentice is placed in

a larger shop, where several men of each trade

are employed, yet there are some masters who
take BO many apprentices, that there will be one

to each journeyman, or more, on the average.

Here the employer is seldom seen more than

onoe a day, and the whole care is left to a fore-

man. His position is an unenviable one, for

,

generally there is a combination of the appren-

; tices, who work and play just when they please,

; aud set him at nought. I know snch a shop
' well. The master gets 25L to 301. with each

1 boy, and they have to learn their trade as best

I they can. There are seven apprentices to abont

t six journeymen, sometimes less. The kind of

work turned out may be imagined.

Now, I should like to see a plan adopted some-

thing like that which obtains in France, where
every apprentice is bound by his indentures to

attend a trade school at least one hour per day
during his apprenticeship. Such a school under

the Department of Science and Art would give

certificates of competency in theoretical know-
ledge. After the apprentice is ont of his time,

which might, I think, be limited to five years,

—

say from fourteen to nineteen,—he should then

be bonnd to serve as journeyman for two years

more in any shop or buildings as he pleased. He
should then be able to come up for examination
before a competent judge appointed by the de-

partment, who would, if satisfied, give a certi-

r ficate of mastership.

I venture to say that, with such a training, we
; should hear very little of bad work

j
our eyes

would not bo so often offended by its appearance,

and much valuable life would sometimes be
saved. Employers would, on engaging a man
with such certificates, be confident that their

materials would not be spoilt, and their money
wasted

;
and every workman who owned such

certificates would feel that he would be- quite

capable of executing any work entrusted to him
with satisfaction to himself and to his employer.

E. G., a Workman.

PIECEWOEK.
SiK,—If you will allow me, I should like to make a few

remarks upon the letter preceding mine in your issue of

the 26th ult., your correspondent “Jack Plane’s" ideas

and mine so widely dilfering upon the subject of piece-

work. 1 will endeavour to gi^e a clearer proof, apart
from personal eTpcrience, in support of iny opinion, that

piecework, as a recognised system, would be beneficial to

employed and employer. The standard wages now in

London are 378. 8d. per week of fifiy-six hours. Now I

feel justified iu asseriing that nearly every man could in

eight hours perform the same amount of work as he now-

does in ten, with the oigect of Is. extra per day in view,

without having to bring into action that amount ol'pbysical

exertion that would be detrimental to health. Taking this

to be the case, it would make fourteen hours’ extra work in
j

a week, which would amount to 9s. 4d. As “ J. P." seems to
:

infer that the employer requires a greater amount of profit

upon piecework, I deduct 2s. 4d. ;
Ts. would then remain,

• wnich added to the present wages would form an income
of 44s. 8d. : and there is tot one man in twenty but

would earn this amount if allowed to do so.

Quoting from the letter in question, “J. P.” says, “I
have known men in small towns who have been pointed

at as those who, by overwork, had brought themselves to

Death’s door.’’ I do not doubt it
;
but your correspondent

does not tell us whether it was piece or day work that

produced this disease of the system. I have known many
such, and know in what manner it had been brought on ;

—

with a great many, by their own folly, through being

hard-drinkers, as well as hard-workers; when under the

piece-work system, by overtaxing their strength for three

or four days a week-days of (perhaps) fourteen hours,

in order to make six days' wages, the other two or three

days being devoted to what they call a “fuddle." There

are, I know, to be found in almost every shop a certain

one or two who may be termed the “racers," or “leaders,"

who tax their strength and skill to the utmost, lor the

only inducement of being on familiar terms with the fore-

man, aud being able to boast that they do more work than

any other man in the shop. Now, because a few choose to

injure themselves by overwork, it does not follow that the

whole working cofr.munity would imitate their example

through the introduction of piecework. Let a price-list
j

be drawn up, of every kind and quality of work, per foot,
|

and a fair understanding between master and man, and

I venture to say the working of the system would prove its

success. F-

"THE ARTIST AND THE PUBLISHER.”

Sib,—

I

n the last number of the Builder, “R.” com-
plains that my name, as the exhibitor of some sheets of

“edible and poisonous mushrooms” at the South Ken-
sington Museum is more prominent than that of Mr.
W. G. Smith, the artist who drew them

;
and proceeds to

say, “This is not right; it is another instance of the

mischievous presence of the middle man.” The idea is

quite new to me that it is “ mtae/iiet’oin ’’ for a publisher

to put his name to useful hooks because he is neiiner artist

nor author. Does “ E.’'mean tossy that artists and authors

ought to do without publishers ? The book to which** R."
|

alludes is intended to explain certain large diagrams

of Fungi exhibited in the Food Collection of the Museum,
and the sheets are published in a portable form to enable

the public to carry true figures beyond the walls of the

museum, and so to collect lor themselves a source of food

which may be had for the gathering, The prominence
|

given to the name of the person from whom the public may
obtain the work is therefore quite iu order. If the pictures

had been exhibited as specimens of botanical drawing any
j

name but that of the artist would have been out of place.
\

Surely there are but few people who would give credit

to the publisher for the skill which so manifestly belongs

to the artist. The allusion of “R.” to middlemen can-

not apply to publishers, as the relative positions of “ the

artist an^ the publisher " can be readily seen by any intel-

ligent man who takes the trouble to think about the

subject. Rodbrt Hardwickb.
“R.” makes no complaint against Mr, Haidwicke,

but claims, and we claim too, that if a work of art be

exhibited, the name of the producer of that work be shown
at any rate as prominently as that of the publisher or exhi-

bitor of it. It is a matter of principle,— an important
principle too.

WARRINGTON SCHOOL OF ART.

Sib,—

T

he account given in the Builder of the 25th ult.,

under the above heading, of the gold medal awards to

schools of art, refers to the competition which ended
March, 1866. As this date was not mentioned, I think it

only fair to those schools which were successful in the

competition of March, 1867, to state, that in the latter

competition the only provincial schools which obtained

gold medals were—Glasgow, Kidderminster, Mauohester,

and Nottingham, A SECBiiiABY.

DURHAM UNION WORKHOUSE
COMPETITION.

Sia,—Being the author of the design bearing the motto
“ Shield and Half Moon,’’ which was assailed in such an
untruthful manner by a person signing himself “ Fair-

play," in your last week’s issue, 1 consider it a duty to

your readers to bring the true facts of the case before

In the first 'jdaco, "Fairplay" says the "guardians
issued /)rin<ed instructions.” This was not the ease, the

instructions provided were icritfen

;

each competitor

having to procure a copy for himself.

2. “Fairplay" says, “The crooked fence was just

the obstacle which every competitor was desirous of

removing;’’ be contradicts himself almost immediately

after by saying, “it («.e., the boundary or fence wall) is

built as straight as can be drawn upon pap»r.’' If this be

the case, where was the obstacle tnat competitors were so

desirous of removing ?

3. *• Fairplay” states that “the plans have been mea-
Bured, and likewise the site, and the result is that the site

will neither accommodate the plan in length nor breadth.’’

This assertion, like the others, is not the truth, as the

buildings are of considerably smaller area than the site.

4. “ Fairplay ’’ says,—“ The plans are for a new bouse,

and, accormng to the estimate, cannot be built for leas

than 9,000E, while the average cost of the other icven de-

signs is from 4,0002. to 6,COi'2.’'

This, again, is false, as nearly the whole of the present
bnildiugs are retained in the design; and the estimated

cost is between 7,000/. and 8,000/,, and not 9,00u/., as

“ Fairplay” says.

Even iu the number of competitors “ Fairplay" is mis-

taken, as, according to the committee's report, there were
only seven designs sent in, instead of nine, as ** Fairplay

’’

says; and the estimates of the unpremiated designs range
from 4,000/. to 8,000/., not from 4,000/. to 5,' 00/., as
“ Fairplay ’’ states (one of ihe lowest estimates being, as

the author states, on approximate one). Lika this compe-
titor I could have sent an approximate estimite between

4,000/. and 5,000/. ;
but what would have been the result if

the design had been put into execution, and in the end (as

is frequently the ease in competitions) the cost bad doubled
the estimate ?

6. “Fairplay” says “the plans were discovered to

emanate from the office of a C.E.” This is very like
“ Fairplay,” and, like his other lying efTusions, is without
foundation, as the plans did not emanate from the office of

a C.E., but from roy own residence. Where can “ Fair-

play” emanate from? No doubt, lime will solve the
mystery.

6. “Fairplay" insinuates lhat the plans were altered

after being before the committee. This is again false, as

the plans can be at any time produced the same as first

sent in.

The above facte ought to be sufficient to convince any
one of the faith to be placed in “ FairpUy’a ’’ statements.

William Fox.

THE CO-OPERATIVE BUILDING
COMPANY.

Bib,—

Y

our report of the formation of the Co-operative

Building Company, says that no one but operatives will bo
admitted as shareholders, or to take part in the managi-
raent of the company. Being president of the committee,

I can vouch for the committee that no such rule is contem-
plaled, Mr. Walton, in bis lecture to the masons at

Wilcoke’s Rooms, Westminster-bridge-road, January 12th,
' stated that he had not mentioned the labourers in his lec-

ture, but that they must not think he had forgotten them,

nor think that they would not be permitted to avail them-
selves of the opportunity to become shareholders, that the

company would be open to the public in general as well as

the building trades, and the more shareholders the better.

Also for the information of the Flumber who writes

from Hyde, and the trade in general, I would beg to stats

that we should be most happy to receive a committee of

plumbers to act with the committee pro tern. We meet
every week at the Brown Bear, Broad-street, Bloomsbury,

on Friday evenings, at eight o’clock.

Thb Pbbsidbnt op Committee.

DRAINAGE AND WATER WORKS,
I

GIBRALTAR.

Bib,—

O

ur attention has just been called to a letter

appearing in your journal of 14th December last, with

regard to the above works, and signed *‘The Contractor."

Will you allow us to say through your columns that the

I
said letter is not from us, and that we are totally unac-
quainted with the author. A. Ktait & Co.

Gilraltar,

CEMENT KILNS.

Sir,—

W

ill you permit me to inquire whether any of
your readers can furnish me with information respecting

the best description of cement kilns at present in use,

especially with respect to the application of the heat given

out by the exterior of the kilns, for the purpose of drying

the washed chalk in the tanks. W. E. H.

CORROSION OF LEAD PIPES.

Sib,—

I

shall feel obliged if any of your readers can tell

me of an eifectual preventive of the corroding action of

the ground on lead pipes. In a case now under my notice

some suction pipes laid in marl and clay were so eaten

away in thirteen years as to require renewal. I had the

new ones surrounded with sand, but find they are already

so corroded as to admit air, though having been in use

only three years.

The water of the well has no effect on lead, as is proved
hy the inside of the pipes remaining perfectly clean and
smoo'.h. JoHX Habt.

TWO DAYS’ NOTICE TO DISTRICT
SURVEYOR.

Tolley V. Kelh, Waring, Brothere, ^ Lucat .—In West-
minster Police-court on Saturday last, Messrs. Kelk,

Waring Brothere, A Lucas were summoned by Mr. James
Tolley, district surveyor of St. Margaret, 8i. John, and

St. Peter, Westminster, for not complying with the 38th

section of the Metropolitan Building Act, which requires

two days’ notice in writing before any building or any

work in, to, or npou any building is commenced, to be

given to' the district surveyor, under a penalty of 20/., to

be recovered before a justice of the peace.

The district surveyor conducted his own ease
;
Mr.

Joyce, instructed by Messrs. Baxter, Rose, & Norton,

appeared for the defendants.

From the opening speech of the district surveyor, it

appeared that the defendants, os contractors for the

Metropolitan District Railway, had taken down a house.

No. 1, Smith’s-place, Tork-street, and re-constructed the

greater part of what was originally a party wall between
Nos. 1 and 2 as an external wall to No. 2, which work, he

submitted, required notice under section 38. He then

5
roved service of notice on the 16th of January, calling

efendants’ attention to their neglect.

Mr. Joyce claimed exemption for the work under the

6tli section of the Act, and stated that the wall was
erected upon ground belonging to the railway company,
and, although they were not actually using the wail at

present, they could, and probably might, use it for affix-

ing signals or placarding with notices.

The district surveyor said, assuming it to be a party

wall, half belonging to the railway company, that he was

entitled to Botice for the other half, and informed the

counsel that he was in error in stating that the ground
belonged to the railway company.
Mr. Arnold.—Tbe railway company cannot have the

right to cut a hole through the wall into a gentleman’s

drawing-room, for instance.

Mr. John ftlan Ingall was called, and examined by the

district surveyor. I reside at No. 30, York -street,

Westminster. I nm owner of No. 2, Smith's-place and the

adjoining houses. The railway company purchased No. 1,

and caused it to be pulled down
;
the wall erected is in

lieu of the party-wall originally existing between Nos. 1
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and2. The wall is entirely on my grooBd. I produce the
deeds with plan annexed.
Cross-examined.—Taking down the wall left the rooms

exposed; it was necessary to rebuild it; the house was
daneerous without. I believe it is done properly.
The district surveyor remarked that maKing it a case

of emergency would not help the other side, os section 44
made it a condition that bel'ora the expiration of twenty-
four hours after such wort has been begun, notice thereof
shall be given to the district surveyor.
Mr. Joyce.—I cannot sustain the defence longer, nor

resist the infliction of a penalty ; hut as it seems we have
been labouring under a mistake, and as I understand the
district surveyor not to press for a heavy penalty, I trust
your worship will mate it as light as possible.
The district surveyor.—The amount of penalty is not

my object, but the clear enunciation from the Bench of
the necessity of gi^ng notice. He then directed atten-
tion to the’greatly-increased labour thrown upon district
aurvej'ors by the neglect; and said, tuowing the respecta-
bility of the firm, it had been his unpleasant duty to
summon, and feeling certain that it was with them a
question of principle and not of fee, ho begged to join in
asking the magistrate to mate the penalty as light as
possible.

Mr. Arnold, in summing up, said, I never had a clearer
case, and cannot understand upon wbat grounds the de-
fence was undertaken, except, as the learned counsel has
stated, under mistake

; but as this is the first case against
the defendants, and in consideration of your request, I
think the object sought will bo obtained by the infliction
of a nominal penalty of one shilling and costs

; but should
another case be proved against the same {parties before
me, I shall feel it my duty to impose the full penalty,
namely twenty pounds.

Sailvay Companie$ and the Building Act.— 8ir As
londoti IS threatened to be cut up piecemeal, perhaps
some further legislation is required, SO that protec-
tion may be afi'orded to the public, and a little restraint
put upon those companies who completely set at nought
and ignore everybody else. Ranges of wooden workshops,
with felt roof and iron smoke-pipes, have been carried np
in Clerkenwell, clearly abutting on dwelling-houses. Sub-
stantial brick offices have been also erected iu Eimonth-
street by the contractor, for his own convenience; and he
shelters himself under the plea that they are for the use
of the railway, when, in fact, they are his own private
property, over which the company tave not any control.

A PAEiaUIOJTEB.

THE TBADES MOVEMENT,
The operative slaters of Glasgow have taken

advantage of the pressure of work consequent
on the late storm to strike for a rise of wages.
The masters have resisted the demand, on the
gronnd, says the Scotsman, of its being a breach
of a distinct agreement, arrived at some time
ago, that no change should take place on the
rates without three months’ notice.
The redaction of 10 per cent, in the wages of

ironworkers, which has been determined npon
by almost all the principal firms in South Tork-
ahire, has resulted in a strike on the part of the
men.

In accordance with a notice issued by Messrs.
Hawks, Crawshay, & Co., a reduction of Is. 6d.
per ton for puddling has been made in the new
plate-rolling mills. The men turned out on
strike. This strike has occorred at a very inop-
portune time, as there are some excellent orders
in course of exeention. One Eussian order for
sixty-tbree bridges is to amount to 120,0001. An
amicable settlement, however, was anticipated,
as masters and men were to have a conference
on the subject.

Mr. Roebuck has attempted to read the work-
ing men of Sheffield a lesson on the proper rela-
tions between labour and capital. He was
listened to for a time, but at length the men
hooted the hen. gentleman down. Subsequently,
a proposal to award him a vote of thanks was
indignantly rejected.

CHUECH-BUILDING NEWS.

Grendon Underwood. — Grendon Church,
which has just been restored by Mr. Bruton, of
Oxford, consists of nave, chancel, and western
tower. Its date is the latter half of the thir-

teenth century, except the tower, which was
built in the fifteenth century, at which period
the walls of the nave were raised, the present
roof put on, and several windows inserted in the
walls. At that period, the chancel escaped j but
about two centuries ago it was “improved,” in

the style then in fashion—a wagon-headed roof
was put on it, and a broad fiat-headed window
inserted in the eastern wall. Subsequently the
wagon-headed roof was plastered to the form of
a semi-ellipse, severed through its longest axis.

Fortunately the builders of this latter period
left enough evidence of its former state to enable
the architect to ascertain the dimensions and
period of the destroyed eastern window, and
sufficient remains of the glass to enable Messrs.
Clayton & Bell to effect a restoration of that also,
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and these gentlemen have inserted all they
conld of the old glass to prove the faithfulness

of the restoration. The nave roof has only been
repaired, and stained to an even colour, and the
walls newly plastered, while the windows and
cbancel-areh have had a mullion, or a portion of
a jamb, «io., inserted where necessary, though
all the windows have been newly glazed. A new
open-timbered roof, has been placed on the
chancel, with framed principals and arched ribs,

wind braces. Ac., of as high a pitch as the gable
end of the nave would permit. The walls of the
chancel, where the work would allow, have
been pointed instead of plastered. The floor of

I the church has been laid with tesselated pave-
ment, increasing in richness as it reaches the
east end, encanstic tiles being used with it in

the sanctuary. The benches in the nave are
wrought oat of the old ones, which wore of oak,
the top moulded rails being re-used where pos-
sible, and the standards being also of oak. The
remainder of the work is of stained deal, and the
mixture of the wood does not detract from the
effect. The old pulpit, of the Jacobean period,
has been restored and removed to the north side
and placed on a stone pedestal. The font has
been repaired and placed near the south doorway.
The doors are of oak, all new, and have orna-
mental hinges. The chancel-fittings, including
lectern and altar-table, are also of oak, and were
executed by Mayetts & Son, of Oxford. The
rest of the work was by Jones & Sons, of Oxford,
and Anthony, of Waddesdon, the latter of whom
did the masonry, glazing, and chancel roof.

Mendham (Suffolk).— The church here has

j

been restored. It was built in the time of
Henry TIL, in the Perpendicular style; and
at a later date was added a clearstory, lighted
by eight windows, and the roof was flattened.
This had become in so bad a state that about
eighteen months ago, a beam fell and smashed
some of the pews. Mr. R. M. Fhipeon, archi-
tect, Ipswich and Norwich, was consulted,
and it was found that nothing but a thorough
restoration of the nave, with entirely new roofs
for the aisles, would meet the case. This has
been done. The floors have been laid with Min-
ton’s encanstic tiles

;
the old loose-box sort of

pews have been superseded by oak benches, w ith

stained deal seats, and carved poppy-heads, on
which are represented many of the flowers and
fruits of the country, some also containing in-

scriptions carved on scrolls, in church text. The
stonework of the windows has been refaced and
restored, and the windows are filled throughout
with cathedral glass in two tints, worked in
different patterns. In order to stop all appear-
ance of damp, the walls have been cemented in-
side, and finished in stucco, which will obviate
the necessity of whitewashing hereafter. The
stone arches have been cleaned; a gallery at
the west end has been removed

; and the base
of the tower thrown open to the churi-h by a
small and not very ornamental arch. There is

a new panel ceiling to the tower, which con-
tains six bells

; the battlements have been re-
stored, and the outer roof releaded. At the
east end of the south aisle were fonnd a priest’s

squint, a somewhat large one, with its original
door, and in the south wall a piscina in good
preservation, and both are now laid open. Ori-
ginally there was a chapel here, and it is in-

tended to throw a screen across and appropriate
it to a vestry, the tower having hitherto served
that purpose. At the east end of the north aisle

a small organ has been erected npon a plat-
form—the only elevation in the church. The
church is heated with Gedney’s underground
stove. The entrance-door into each aisle is new.
The enter walls have had the rough plaster
taken off, the flint work has been pointed, and
the stone mnllions of the windows have been
restored, and the stone dressings refaced. Seve-
ral old trees in the churchyard fence have been
removed, and the paths fresh gravelled. The
work has been carried out by Mr. Grimwood, of
Weybread

; Mr. Jno. Groom, of Ipswich, and
Mr. E. Godbolt, of Harlcaton, in that gentle-
man’s employ, executed the carving. The works
have cost about 1,5001.

Stamford Bridge.—A Chapel of Ease, attached
to the parish church at High Catton, baa just
been consecrated. The edifice is intended to
seat a congregation of 170 persons. It is dedi-
cated to St. John the Baptist, and has cost about
1,5001. in its erection. Mr. G. P. Jones was the
architect. The architectural design is Early
English, of the thirteenth century, and the chapel
consists of a nave and chancel. Its extreme in-

ternal length is 75 ft., and breadth 22 ft. Of
the former 25 ft. are given to the chancel, and

50 ft. to the nave. The height from the floor to
the apex of the nave is 27 ft. 6 in. The roof is

high pitched, open timbered, and boarded

—

stained and varnished, whilst it is covered in
with 'Westmoreland slates. The interior is lighted
by lancet windows, the east end having three
lights, with a qnatrefoil window above

;
the west

window is of two lancets, with qnatrefoil head;
the side windows are lancets, with stained bor-
derings. The whole are filled in with cathedral
glass. A bell turret, containing two bells, stands
on the chancel arch, and the turret is sur-
mounted by a cross, which makes the extreme
height of the edifice 48 ft. The porch is on the
north side of the nave, and the vestry on the
north side of the chancel. The chancel arch is

of stone, with nail - head moulding, springing
from an impost. A font of Caen stone, and far-

nished with an oak cover, stands near the
entrance to the church. The seats are open, of
deal, and stained and varnished. The whole of
the ironwork has been supplied by Messrs.
Fryer & Son, of York. The material of which
the chapel has been built is Bradford walling
stone, and the dressings are of Ancaster stone.

The yard is enclosed by a brick wall and iron
fence. The masonry and brickwork of the place
have been executed by Mr. Grange. Messrs.
Weatherley & Eymer have been the joiners;

Messrs. Hodgson the plumbers and glaziers

;

Mr. Worthington the painter and stainer
; Mr.

Wood the slater; and Mr. Tuung the plasterer.

STAINED GLASS.

Nottingham Parish Church.—A window of
stained glass, in memory of Mr. George Mill
White (an honorary surgeon of the General Hos-
pital, and practitioner in the town and county
of Nottingham), has been erected by his brother.
Major Lqraine White, Military Knight of
Windsor, in the lancet light on the north side

of this church. The window represents Hope,
with face gazing 'upwards, the arms stretched
down, and the hands clasped together in an
attitude of Jrhapsody. The Holy Spirit hovers
over the figure, and sheds rays of glory down-
wards : around the upper part of the figure are
angels in attitudes of prayer

; this is all upon a
ground of ruby. In the top part of the window,
and within a circle, is treated according to

ancient form, the emblem of the Holy Trinity. In
the lower portion, and in connexion with the sim-
ple inscription “ In memoriam, G. M. W.,” is a
panel of grisaiHe, founded on an ancient glass in

Salisbury Cathedral, in the centre of which, and
placed on the grisaille, is shown the anchor
(emblem of Hope), which is designed so that
the upper limbs form a cross, on which rests the
crown of thorns. Above this is the alpha and
omega. The ground-work filling-in is of a
grisaille pearly glass. The artists were the
Messrs. O’Connor, of London.

Tetbury Church.—Another memorial window,
the gift of Mr. W. Hamilton Yatman, of High-
grove House, has just been completed. It ad-
joins the one lately placed in the church by Mr,
Alexander, and was executed by Messrs.Wailes, of
Newcastle. It consists of four lights, which are
divided transversely, and embrace two subjects,

extending the full width of the window. The
upper and larger is the Crucifixion, with groups
of figures in the several lights, illustrating the
various incidents recorded by the Evangelists.

The subject at the base is the Entombment. The
tracery is occupied by angels, bearing emblems
of the Passion.

St. Sainour’s, Southwark.— A stained glass

window has just been put np in this church, the
gift of the Rev. 8. Benson, M.A., chaplain of the
parish. The subjects are — 1. The Christian

desiring his heavenly rest. 2. The widows show-
ing to St. Peter the coats and garments Dorcas
had made while she was with them. 3. The
Christian encouraged to faithfulness to the end
by the crown of life. The artists are Messrs.
Ward & Hughes.

Goddone Church.—A stained glass east win-
dow by Messrs. Ward & Hughes has been put up
in this church, in memory of the late vicar.
Archdeacon Hoare. The series represents the
ministerial offices of Christ in His Church. In
the centre light are three medallions represent-
ing the three great wonders of Redemption, the
Crucifixion, the Resurrection, and the Ascension
of our Lord, The lower side-medallions are
symbolical of the two Sacraments : Baptism

—

young children are brought to Christ that He
may bless them

; Holy Communion — He is
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1 making Himself known to the two disciples at

] Emmans in the breaking of bread. Abore,
I Christ the Good Shepherd extends his care over

1 the “ little flock and on the other side the net

( of the Gospel is being brought to land, and the

]
produce of the miraculons draught laid at the

: feet of Him who had blest the disciples’ toil. In

1 the two upper medallions are the woman of

1 Samaria and the Sermon on the Mount.

Leintwardine Chwch.—A stained-glass win-

I dow has just been put up in this church. The
‘ style is Perpendicular, and the window is com-

)
posed of four main openings and tracery. The

i artist has sub-divided the window laterally, and

( the spaces formed by the two centre upper divi-

i eions have been filled with Our Saviour restoring

1 the Blind to Sight, the corresponding spaces

1 below being filled with the Adoration of the

J Magi. The four remaining spaces in the side

1 lights are filled respectively with the Annuncia-

t tiou, St. John preaching in the Wilderness, the

] Baptism, and the Presentation in the Temple.
' These subjects are all inclosed within canopies

I and texts of Scripture explanatory of the

I subjects are inscribed beneath each picture.
' The tracery is filled with the Agnus Dei

;
cup

: and vine
j
the Pelican in her Piety; the symbol

I of the Holy Ghost ; with sacred monograms, snr-

I rounded by foliated work. The window was put

up by Ml'. 0. J. C. Prestcott, in memory of his

father, Mr. John Clarke Prestcott. It was exe-

I cntedby Messrs. E. B. Edmundson & Son, of

Manchester, and is one for which they received

the jurors’ medal at the late Exposition in Paris.

g00l’vS

A NEAT edition, in two volumes, of John Spen-
> cor’s “Things New and Old,” has been issued

by Mr. Tegg. It is a book full of wisdom, and
; not to be objected to because mostly taken out
< of other men’s books and sermons. As Dr.
' Thomas Fuller says in his preface ^to it (January

10th, 1657), “Is the spider’s poison the better

for being sucked out of herself, or bees’ honey
I the worse for being extracted from flowers?”
' The current Quarterly Review contains a valuable

1 article on the British Museum, and which advo-

( cates the removal of the natural history objects

I from Bloomsbury. The writer is wrong, as

i other writers before him, in giving the whole
( credit of the new reading-room to Mr. Panizzi.

The idea of a circular building for the purpose

( on the site it occupies, was first published by
I the late Professor Hoskiug, in the Builder, and
the present building is the work of Mr. Sydney
Smirke. Much is, doubtless, due to Mr. Panizzi

;

but to say that the reading-room, “ the largest,”

as the writer calls it, “ best built, best lighted,

best arranged, and really most beautiful apart-

ment the world has yet seen,” issued forth,

" full grown, from the brain of the British

Museum Jupiter, armed at all points against

criticism,” is downright nouaense and great injus-

tice. An agreeable paper,entitled “Rambles,”
in Fraser, shows what Gilpin (of the “ Forest

Scenery,” &o.) did by means of his sketches,

which were of a bold, generalizing character,

picturesque rather than precise. These sketches
—made with a reed pen and a brownish “iron-

water” ink, and afterwards “toned” with a

;

yellow wash— he used to give away to his

friends, until it came into his miud that he
might make by these means some money for the
benefitofhis poorer parishioners. He had already,

out of the profits of his books, built and opened
a school at Boldre for the children of day
labourers, twenty boys to be taught reading,

writing, and cyphering; twenty girls, reading,

sewing, and spinning. To this school he wished
to leave a permanent endowment, and also an
aid to the school at Brockenlinrst : so he sold for

these ends a collection of his drawings, received

1,2001. for them, and put this into the Three per

Cents. “ The sum being still insufficient to carry

out all his intentions, he went to work again

with his reed-pen, at the age of seventy-eight,

and in two years produced a large nnmbor of

drawings. These, ‘ the last eflbrt of my eyes,’

were sold by auction at Christie’s, and produced
no less than 1,6251. The schools were endowed
accordingly, and the Boldre children, in addition

to being taught free of all charge, receive yearly,

the boys a jacket, pair of breeches, and a green
vest; the girls, a green frock and black petticoat.”

We heard only a day or two ago of a clever

lady who had taken a similar step, successful in

a smaller degree. A stained-glass window was
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wanted in the parish church, partly restored,

and funds were not forthcoming, on which the

lady in question went to work, made little draw-

ings of a number of the churches in the country,

which were lithographed, and have been sold

readily, far and wide, for the benefit of the win-

dow fund. The February number of London
Society is more than usually entertaining.

^isallEtKia.

The Royal Gold Medal of Abchitecture.

—

The council of the Royal Institute of British

Architects have resolved to recommend Mr.

Layard, M.P., to the members for the Royal

Gold Medal.

New Church at Brierley, near Cudworth.
The tender of Mr. Ridal, of Sheffield, for a new
church at Brierley, near Cudworth, has been ac-

cepted. Mr. G. S. Foljambe, of Osberton, has

presented the site, together with 1,0001. towards

the building, besides providing the endowment.

Jets ofNaphtha.—An artesianwell ofnaphtha
has been discovered at Kudaco, in the Caucasus,

by boring. At the depth of 27-1 ft. from the

surface the liquid was first struck, and for a

whole month gave a supply of 1,500 barrels

daily. Since then a fresh source has been met,
which rises with irresistible force to the height

of 40 ft. above the ground, the jet being 4 in. in

diameter, and delivering a daily supply of 6,000

barrels.

Manchester Fire Brigade.—The superin-

tendant of the Manchester Fire Brigade, Mr.
Fozer, has just issued his official annual return

of fires that have been attended in that city

from September 29th, 1866, to September 29th,

1867. Of the total number of 294 fires, thirty-

two have been serious, or one-sixth or more of

the property destroyed
;
and 262 slight, or less

than one-sixth destroyed. The total amount of

property destroyed is 42,2071., out of 1,116,6041.

at risk. There are 41 firemen employed. lu

1847, the amount of property destroyed was
42,6531., or 21'4 per cent, on the amount of

risk
;
in 1857, the amount destroyed was 30,2371.,

or 5'3 per cent, on the risk; in 1867, the amount
destroyed was 25,6051., or 2'4 per cent, on the

risk.

The Institution of Civil Engineers. — At
the meeting on January 28ch, Mr. C. Hutton
Gregory, president, in the chair, the paper read

was “ On the Relation of the Fresh-water Floods

of Rivers and Streams, to the areas and physical

features of their Basins ; and on a Method of

ClasBifying Rivers and Streams, with reference

to the magnitude of their Floods—proposed as

a means of facilitating the investigation of the

Laws of Drainage,” by Lieut.-Col. P. P. L.

O’Connell, R.E. With the view of illustrating
'

how far this method of classifying rivers as

flood-producera was likely to prove useful, refer-

ence was made to some facts respecting the

Mississippi and its tributaries, as recorded in

the report on that river by Capt. Humphreys
and Lieut. Abbot, who intended to show, in the

author’s opinion, that the method might be use-

fully, if cautiously, applied.

Mr. Fothergill Cooke and the Electric
Telegraph.—While glad of the recognition of

Sir Charles Wheatstone’s claims to honour on
account of his share in the advancement of elec-

tric telegraphy, we hope the Government do not

intend to overlook the unquestionable claims of

Mr. Fothergill Cooke to recognition also as the

introducer of the practical telegraph. The
Society of Arts awarded their fourth gold Albert

medal to Mr. F. Cooke and Mr. Wheatstone, but

Mr. Wheatstone himself, cordially acknowledging

that “ Mr. Cooke is entitled to stand alone as

the man to whom this country is indebted for its

practical introduction,” did not even claim his

duplicate medal, though we think he might
have fairly done so; thus leaving^the honour
of receiving it to Mr. Cooke alone. We must
recollect, too, that Sir Charles Wheatstone is

not the only one who has been honoured in

connexion with the electric telegraph, but that

Mr. Bright, the engineer, was also knighted, in

connexion with the certainly noble work of

merely laying the first line of telegraph across

the Atlantic. It would be most invidious now
to overlook Mr. Cooke’s claims

; and even were
a knighthood not acceptable to him, there are

other modes of doing him justice as well as

houour.

A Mine on Fire.—The mine of Trien-Raisin,

in Belgium, has taken fire, and 12,000 tons of

esmall coal are burning.

Educational Conference, Society of Arts.

A full report of the proceedings at the conference

will be found in the “ Journal of the Society of

Arts” for January Slst.

To P.aint or Paper on damp Walls. —
Messrs. De Grelle have sent ns, in reply to
“ G. D. B.” and others, a sample of their prepared

tinfoil to lay over the damp parts. As the

inquiry is from numerous quarters, we depart

from our custom, and say the address of the

preparers of it is 79, Basinghall-street.

The Dilapidated Court of Justice at

Tonhridoe.—Mr. Lonsdale, judge for the dis-

trict, had to sit with hat and overcoat in the

primitive justice-hall at Tonbridge, the other

day. It is a curious old edifice, and in a bad

state of repair. Something should be done,

either to put it in a proper condition, or to erect

another building for the purpose.

The Suffolk Agricultural Association’s

Cottage Plan Competition.— It has been re-

solved to publish six only of the plans, including

the prize ones, the subscription and vote together

amounting only to 271. The cost incurred in re-

ducing the plans, and lithographing 1,000 copies

of each, was 281. 10a., and other charges brought

up the outlay to 361. Copies may be had at 3s.

each. Competitors who refused to allow their

plans to be lithographed will not have copies

sent them, but the other competitors will.

Toe Hurricane of Friday and Saturday.

—

We do not recollect of so many casualties in

London by any single gale as were caused by the

powerful wind of Friday in last week. Chim-

neys have been blown down, and roofs and floors

smashed, houses unroofed, gable-ends aud even

houses thrown down in various parts of the metro-

polis. Similar damage has been done in many of

our country towns, and the whole country has

suffered. At Bradford two chimneys, each 90 ft.

high, were knocked over. At Batley a bnilding

50 yards long, and three stories high, was blown

down, and so on. The rain, too, swelled rivers

and destroyed bridges, as on tho Cambrian rail-

way.

Proposed Rebuilding of St. Andrew’s,

Hertford.—The Herts Guardian says,— The
news that plans are again invited for a proposed

new church in this parish will be reoeived with

general surprise, and by very many with regret.

It is a matter of common notoriety that several

years ago, when designs were sent in for the

church, those of Messrs. Smith & Son were
accepted. They were exhibited in the Shire

Hall as the accepted plans, together with plans

from Mr. T. Y. Kimpton and other architects.

The public will await, with considerable curiosity,

the reasons to be given for quietly ignoring of

plans that have been accepted; and, as such,

publicly exhibited.

Reservoirs in India.—In fourteen districts

of the Madras Presidency there are 43,000

irrigation reservoirs now in operation ;
and

10,000 more have fallen into disuse. The
embankments by which their waters are retained

in natural hollows, valleys and combs, average

half a mile in length: one dam, now broken, is

thirty miles long, and incloses an area of from

sixty to eighty square miles. The Verannm tank

comprises fifty-three square miles, has a dam of

twelve miles long, and produces 11,4501. per

annum. In Ceylon is a solid dam, built of

cemented stone, and covered with turf, which is

fifteen miles long, 100 ft. wide at the base, and
40 ft. wide at the top. Generally speaking, these

enormous tanks are efi'ective.

The Effect of Strikes.—-In the Town-hall,

Newcastle, a number of working men recently

appeared on the platform before an immense
audience, their object being to condemn strikes

and endeavour to win either tho sum of 151. or

a gold watch of the value of 51. These prizes

were offered by Messrs. A. B. Joseph & Co.

Mr. Joseph Cowen, jun., occupied the chair, and

some gentlemen officiated as judges. There were

thirty-five competitors in all, representing nearly

every trade, and belonging to different towns and

villages iu the district. The subject of the

speeches was “ Strikes, and how to prevent

them : showing their Disadvantages to Nations

and Individuals.” Each competitor was a bond

fide working man, and no speech was read.

Many of the speakers displayed considerable

ability, and were warmly applauded.
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Stopping - Places, Railway Stations. —
“Piscator” draws attention to the erroneous
level of the pavement of these places, and the
nuisance that resalts. We are not disposed,
however, to go farther into it. The architects of
railway companies should take the hint.

The Royal Academy.—On Friday evening, Slat
ult., the full members of the Royal Academy
assembled in their council chamber, Trafalgar-
sqnare, to elect three associates. The following
gentlemen, Mr. George Leslie and Mr. William
J. Orchardson, were elected associate painters;
and Mr. Thomas Landseer was elected associate
engraver.

Competition, Peru.—An architectural com-
petition, open to all nations, is announced by
the Peruvian Government

;
the subject being n

design for a monument to commemorate the
victory obtained on the 2nd of May, 1 866, over the
Spanish squadron. Drawings are to be sent to the
Peruvian Legation in Paris, 66, Rue de Ponthieu,
on or before the 15th of February.

Every One to his Trade.— A Bellhanger
complains that at a house in Croydon the bell -

1

hanging has been done by carpenters, who know
;

nothing about it, and that it will soon prove
:

worthless. If the latter part of the statement be
|

correct the transaction is a fraud on the em- i

ployer, and should be condemned. To the mere
,

assertion that a builder had a carpenter who'
understood bellhanging and allowed him to do '

it, we should have nothing to say. Wo are per- •

fectly satisfied as to the advantages of free trade.

Tramways in London. — The Metropolitan
Tramway Bill has passed standing orders before
Mr. Palgrave, one of the examiners for Parlia-
ment. This Bill failed to pass during two previous
sessions, bnt owing to an alteration made by
Parliament in standing orders during last session
the numerous technical difficulties previously
existing were removed. The Liverpool Tramway
Bill, promoted by the same parties, comes before
Mr. Palgrave on Thursday. All opposition to it

has also been withdrawn, excepting that of the
Liverpool omnibus proprietors. It has been
supported by the corporation of Liverpool and

'

all the local authorities during the last two years,
and it is believed it will be successful this year,

j

The Chadwick Monument for Bolton.

—

A large and influential meeting was held in the
.

Temperance Hall, Bolton, convened by the
mayor (Alderman Barlow), to initiate steps
for a public recognition of Dr. Chadwick’s
liberality to that town. The Mayor presided.
Lieutenant-Colonel Gray, M.P., and many
gentlemen of prominence in the town took part
in the proceedings. Mr. Barnes, M.P., expressed
by letter his entire concnrreoce in the move-
ment. The following resolution was adopted :

—

“That in commemoration of the munificent
donation made by Mr. James Chadwick in pro-
viding improved dwellings for the poor and the
establishment of an orphanage in this town, a
statue be erected by public subscription, the de-
sign, material, and site for which shall bo such
as may be hereafter determined by the com-
mittee to be appointed at this meeting.” Other
resolutions were passed appointing the com-
mittee for carrying out the object of the meeting.

Doncaster New Markets.—The tenders for

:

the extensions and improvements of the Don-
caster Cattle Market were opened by the market
committee, at the Mansion-house. They were in

,

two seta, namely, for the builders’ and contrac-
,

tors’ work, and for the ironwork,—the former
series consisting of nine tenders, and the latter
of twenty-seven. The work to be done under
the first-named head is the building and com-
pleting of three new slaughter-houses, with
pinning-pensand boundary walls, &c.

;
the laying

out of a new cattle-market, making roads and
paving floors, constrncting drains, sheds, with
all the necessary adjuncts. The lowest contract
was that of Mr. Wm. Huddleston, of Lincoln,

4,2981., and it was unanimously recommended
by the committee. The highest contract was
that of Messrs. S. & W. Pattison, Ruskington,
Sleaford, namely, 5,3661. The smiths’ and iron-

founders’ tenders were required for “the cast
and wrought iron work necessary for construct-

ing and erecting pens for 5,000 sheep, 750 pigs,

and 120 fat beasts.” The lowest contract was
here again accepted—that of the York Railway
Plant Company, York — namely, 1,0201. ; the
highest tender being 2,0501. 10s. 9J., sent iu by
Messrs. Cliff& Company, Bradford. These recom-
mendations of the committee will come before
the council for confirmation on the 11th iust.

The Anstice Memorial, Madeley.—The com-
mittee chosen by the subscribers have inspected
the designs and plans sent in by architects.

Upwards of fifty designs were placed upon the
walls, and their merits discussed. Ultimately
it was agreed that they should be again exhibited,

after which the subscribers to meet to make
a selection.

A Statue of Death.—A singular will case has
come before the Roannes courts. A M. Pitre

died last year, and left his property to his heirs

on condition of their spending 1,5001. sterling

in erecting a bronze monument on his tomb re-

presenting Death, under pain of forfeiting the
property, in which case it would go to the sick

poor of the town. The heirs wish to evade this

clause. Why should they be allowed to do so ?

Mr. Gladstone and the Trades Unions.—

A

special meeting of the sub-committee of trades’

delegates, to arrange the proceedings of the
conference to take place with Mr. Gladstone on
the 18th of February, has been held, and it has
been decided that the following questions form
the subject of the conference :— (1) The limita- i

of apprentices; (2) the minimum standard of

wages; (3) piecework and overtime; (4) the
alleged action of trades unions in driving trade
to foreign countries

; (5) the practical advantages
of trades’ unions.

Trinidad Bitumen and Cheap Gas. — A
limited company appears to have been formed
for the purpose of working the bitumen lake of
Trinidad, which belonged to the late Earl of
Dundonald, as a substitute for bog-head mineral
in the improvement of gas from coal. Mr. A. A.
Cochrane, of Westminster, it is reported, has
succeeded in obtaining excellent results, al-

though the bitumen in its natural state contains
about 23 per cent, of water and 28 of ash, with
a good deal of sulphur. The application of
bitumen to coal in the economization of gas has
been patented by Messrs. Cochrane & Upward.

The Westminster Palace Hotel Company.

—

j

The balf-3'early meeting of this company has
beeu held at the hotel, Sir Charles Russell, bart.,

M.P., in the chair. The report stated that the
gross receipts for the half-year ending December,
1867, had been 11,9701. 16a. 5d., and the expen-
diture 9,6661. 28. 6d., leaving as net profit

2,3041. 13s. lid., which, after deducting 73’71. 7s.

interest on mortgage, and after charging the
amount of the reserve funds, 9411. 198. Id. would,
with the amount carried over after paying the
last dividend, namely, 1,5231. Os. lOd., leave to

the credit of profit and loss account 2,1<1£1. Ss. 8d.
The directors recommended the shareholders to
forego a dividend this half-year. The chairman,
in moving the adoption of the report, regretted
exceedingly having to place so unsatisfactory
a state of things before the shareholders as the
recommendation of no dividend. This result
was due to the great depression prevailing, and
to the fact that the portion of the premises
lately occupied by the India Board was still

unlet aud unsold. The chairman asserted that
the utmost economy had been exercised. The
report was adopted.

For proposed new Workhouse for the parish of 8 t.

Marj, IsliDeton. Mr. R. H. Burden, architect:—-
Heath
Hiii&Keddeu

Foafe°°.
Piper & Wheeler
Kirk & Parry
Jackson & Shaw
Patman & Fotheringham .

Hiegs...
Palmer
Myers & Sons
Manley i Rogers
Carter i Son
Mansfield 4 Price
Mansbridge
Bracber & Son
Perry
Executors of John Adams .

King & Sons
Hart
Webb & Sons
Lacey 4 Flaxman
Hensbaw
Nutt 4 Co
Sawyer

..£98,' 00 0
. 80,073 0 O
. 79,950 0 0
. 79,600 0 0
. 79,100 0 0
. 78,930 0 0
. 78,850 0 0
, 76,696 0 0
. 76,350 0 0
. 74,360 0 0
. 74,280 0 0
, 73,610 0 0

73,385 0 0
. 72,347 0 0
. 72,269 0 0

70,600 0 0
69.873 0 0
69,194 0 0
68,886 0 0
68,793 0 0
68,350 0 0
66,476 0 0
66,400 0 0
61,800 0 0
43,686 0 0 !

For alterations and additions to the house and business
premises of Mr. John Flemons, High-street, Leighton
Buzzard. Mr. Frederick Gotto, architect :

—

Dawson £385 0 0
Holdatock 363 0 0
Barker 355 0 0
Adams... 310 0 0
Whiting 300 0 0
Groom (accepted) 295 0 0

For residence at Kettering. Mr. E. W. Johnson, archi-
tect

Hawthorn £1,299 18 0
Henson 1,277 0 0
Barlow 4 Britten 1,202 5 0
Wilson 1,197 0 0

For erecting tavern and shop in Old-street, St. Luke’s,
for Mr. A. Bowden. Mr. T. J. Hill, architect

•

Brown £3,307 0 0
Chessum 3,134 0 0
Sabey 3,"49 0 0
Perry 3,016 0 0
Moreland 4 Burton 2,995 0 0
Rivett 2,953 0 0
Webb 4 Sons 2,769 0 0
Ennor 2,651 0 0
Hensbaw 2,629 0 0

TENDERS.
For polling down and rebuilding house, 9, Woodstock-

Btreet, for Mr. Machu. Messrs. Parrias 4 Co., archi-

Winterton £1,339 0 0 !

Sawyer 1,230 0 0
Nightingale 1,226 0 0
Wilcox 1,190 0 0
Palmer 1.167 0 0
Ennor 1,138 0 0
Sharpington 4 Cole 1,130 0 0
Schofield 1,110 0 0
Crabbe 4 Vaughan 1,098 0 0
Faulkner 4 Lee 1,089 0 0
West 1,053 0 0
Wilson 1,049 0 0
Snowden 1,045 0 0
Rogers & Richards 970 0 0
Perkins 927 0 0
Cubitt 818 0 0
Smith 4 Simmons 735 0 0 1

For the erection of a clock tower in the Old Hajmarket,
Leicester. (The furnishing of four statues of ancient
benefactors to the town and the carvings not included.)
Messrs. H. Goddard 4 Son, architects;

—

Osborne, Brothers £940 0 0
Neale 4 Sons 880 0 0
Barfield (accepted) 646 0 0

For house at Twywell, Northamptonshire. Mr. R. W.
Johnson, architect :

—

Wilson £436 10 0
Barlow 434 12 0
J. Henson 433 0 0
Vv. Henson 437 10 0
Gunn 42'i 0 0
Coates 4 Fletcher 419 17 10

For alterations and reinstatements of No. 6 , Shepherd’a
Market, Mayfair. Mr. Charles Innes, architect ;

—

M'Laohlan £464 0 0
Wilcox 429 0 0
Preedy 4 Son 416 0 0
Thomas 4 Son 405 0 0
Snowden 398 0 0
Fish 394 0 0
Henderson 4 Cairn 393 0 0
Sapwell 389 19 0
Nightingale 382 0 0
Perkins 377 0 0

For alterations and repairs to premises, Bncklersbnry.
Mr. J. Ebenezer Saunders, architect. Quantities by
Messrs, Birdseye 4 Stoner

Young... £1,481 18 7
Carter 998 0 0
Colls 968 0 0
Ramsey 966 0 0
Forrest (accepted) 947 0 0

For the erection of new schools at Fallowfield, near
Manchester. Mr. Ernest Bates, architect. Quantities
supplied:

—

Robinson 4 Son £1,130 0 0
Ward 4 Co 1,120 0 0
Porteous 1,100 0 0
Quillish 1,000 0 0
Thornton i,(J56 0 0
Grimshaw 4 Co 1,040 0 0
Meadows 1,027 0 0
Brown 1,006 0 0
Barber 4 Gibson (accepted) 1,000 0 0

For a factory ana siaoies m r’eoknam.gpove, Camber-
well, for Mr. Jones. Mr. Coe, architect. Quantitiea
supplied —

Larke £785 0 0
King 4 Sons 760 0 0
Batchelor 739 0 0
Johnson 719 0 0
Bhapley 4 Webster 673 0 0
Smith 658 0 0
Mortar 954 0 0

For building two houses at Stratford New-town, for the
Temperance Building Society. Mr. William Paice, archi-
tect. Quantities siinnlied

Nightingale £425 0 0
Perkins 419 0 0
Snowdon 356 10 0
Wheeler 338 0 0
Pierce 4 Booth 329 0 0

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
H. L.-J. 8. B,-W. W.-J. H.—F. 0.—Mr. B,-J. J. ll'C.—

A. M.-H, C.-J. B.-P. C.-A. Z--H. L. P.-W. F.-G, A K.—
J. H.—W, H. D.-3. M. P.-J. T-W. B.—a P-—H. H.-B. F.—
F. B. F.-J. 0. a-J. F.-E. A Son.—T. J. H.-T. C. C.-T. L. D.—
D. O. H--T. J.-a A W.-B. A G.-J, E, B.-Mr. E.-W. W. P.—
C. 1.—W. B- W.—A. O'C.—H. 8, (we cannot write letter* on private
dlipntei).—/.'AeoRiTo dd IHavolo (itaoaldsaiid bis name as gasrantee
of good f»ltb). — E. J, P. (we are forced, uniformly, to dccllae).

6. H. T. (A. U wrong). — MeilCiU ArcbltectQie (comlnuaUon
shortly). H. (next week).

We sj-e compelled to decline pointing ont books and giving
addresser.

All sUtemeuts of facts, lists of Tenders, Ac
,
mast be accompanied

by tbe name and address of tbe sender, not necesssrliy for
pobllcstloD.
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Tlie Epidemic of Fever at Tcrling.

N the whole range ofmedical

Boience there is perhaps, in

regard to acute disease, no

causation so well made out

as that of typhoid fever. It

is now universally admitted

to be the use of water pol-

luted by fcccal impurities.

The evils resulting from

sewage contamination are

from day to day so promi-

nently brought under the

notice of the public in so

many forms, the preventive

efficacy as regards typhoid

fever of perfect sewerage

is so decided, and so many

facilities are afforded by the

advanced state of engineer-

ing science for the removal

of objectionable conditions

of soil, that one is fairly

startled at the recital of

the story of the outbreak

^ ^ of Terling, as re-

lated by Dr. Thome, the

• yy Council inspector, and which refers to

ents whose occurrence ought in 1868 to be

i impossibility. Those who have had any

perience of medical practice in low-lying

untry districts, know well enough that typhoid

rer is seldom absent, certainly for any length

itime, from the cottages that are seated be-

le the little running streamlets that meander

rough the villages in rural localities, and re-

ave the filth from the privies, pigsties, and

ibleyards near them. The mischief thus done

;
great ;

it constitutes a very large amount of

e sickness amongst the population of England,

,id a much greater crippling of the working

nwer of the country, than appears on a super-

lial examination of the matter, for the simple

aeon that the death-rate is pretty low, and

iis is the only guide, and an indirect one is

; to the prevalence of the fever pest amongst

lie community at large. Water pollution,

uont which we have long spoken, is going on

uroughout the country, and its more than

Irdinary effects every now and again attract

otention, as at the present time, and lead to

le belief that some new influence is at work

p produce disease where there is merely an

sitensification of a condition always existing to

I- slighter degree.

r Too great prominence cannot be given to the

ilatter. The facts of 'the Terling outbreak

ilnstrate in a very clear and forcible manner the

ijrigin of typhoid fever so admirably that we

dace them on record as a valuable addition to

lanitary science and to our earlier statements,

ji'erling is a village in the Witham union in-

habited by about 900 agricultural labourers,

hrho are badly housed, and by no means well

dad. The country is flat, and the important

iboinb to note is the fact that the soil is por-

ibua. In addition, all those conditions that

itonduce to the saturation of the ground with

Hxcrementitious and other filth, exist in abun-

alance. The cottages are surrounded by every

ojossible species of nuisance. In the first place.

Inhere is an allotment garden in the place, and

hffie poor people assiduously collect whatever

imanure is to be got hold of into heaps, which are

allowed to stand undisturbed near their houses

for a long time ;
moreover, cesspools abound,—the

privy arrangements are of the most objectionable

kind. Under these circumstances, there is

abundant soakage into the soil of every kind of

stercoraceous impurity. These nuisances are

many of them placed on a higher level than the

wells of the village which supply the water

drunk by the cottagers. The wells are sunk in

the gravel, are generally uncovered, and merely

lined with bricks placed together without any

mortar or cement. Some of the inhabitants

di’ink water obtained from the ponds into which

the drains from the field ditches and roadside

discharge. Overcrowding is everywhere to be

found in Terling ;
and this, of course, acts the

part of an intensifier of the impurification of the

place. In one instance, a woman suffering from

fever occupied, with six of her family, a room

10 ft. long by 9.^ ft;, broad, and 6 ft. high 5
the

chimney being blocked up, and the window

less than 3 ft. square. So that each person

in the room had less than the average of

82 cubic feet of air ! The extent of the disease

may be judged of by the fact that between

December 4tb, 1867, and January 13th, 1868,

208 persons had been attacked, and fresh cases

were occurring daily. It is remarkable that the

majority affected by the fever were women, and

children under fourteen years of age. It is sup-

posed that the men and boys, being away from

home in the fields at work, had no occasion to

use the polluted water so frequently as the

women and children, substituting beer instead

to a great extent, and so escaping infection. Out

of 145 attacks seventy-nine were those of chil-

dren under fourteen years of age, and fifty of the

remaining sixty-six were females. The presence

of accumulated filth of all kinds upon and in the

soil, and the peculiar porosity of the latter, were

two factors which had much influence in the pro-

duction of the epidemic ;
but the main point of

interest remains to be discussed. The tendency

of all the evidence which Dr. Thorne collected

is to the eflect that the great infective agency

was to be found in a special state of the water-

supply—a particular change in the level of the

surface-water. It is held by some of the German

authorities that typhoid fever breaks out when

the surface-water falls j
but Dr. Thorne arrives

at an exactly opposite conclusion. He found

that prior to the appearance of the epidemic the

water had considerably diminished in quantity

everywhere in Terling
;

during the preceding

summer, in fact, there had been a drought. The

lowest level, perhaps, was reached towards the

[scales
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and sndden floiv of water into allTho weds^^'ln (Slo'Lrterhaa been'^ah^wn to^d i

o/^e^o'ontSntrb “ frr [“a”
^--.^e,ow tbo line oF it

.*«>* xxxjr. ui nciLcr lULu ail tne wens, in
several instances the connexion between the
rise in the level of the water and the ontbreak
of fever was clearly traced. Of coarse the
sadden increase in the amoant of water acted
by washing the fonlness of the soil into the
wells. The following instances will illastrate
the position here defined. In one of the
most crowded parts of the village stands
a row of five cottages,—Old Workhouse Eow
(see diagram). Behind them are some pig.
styes and accumulations of filth of every kind

j

there is a dirty unpaved yard in front; there is
also an uncovered well. The cases of fever in
the cottages were respectively, 1; 1 and a
death ; 2, and a death

; 3, and 2. The water
in the well having been deficient for two
months, and other obtained from a well hard by
called “ Middleditoh's,” rose again in Novem-
ber. A woman in bouse No. 1 was confined
November 19th. She could get no water from
the well in the yard, bat a week after plenty
wafl found in it, and this was used for drinking.
The first case of fever in the “Eow” occurred
in this woman’s family on the 6th of December,
just ten days after the drinking of the water
whitfij had risen in the well,—and the interval
here marked out coincides with the period of
incnbation of typhoid fever. Three days after-
wards two more cases occurred in the same row
of cottages, one on the 12tb, and three more on
the 15th. It seems that in these latter cases, as
the water was not bright and clear at first it was
not drunk for two or three days after its re-
appearance in the well. Dr. Thorne, in like
manner, acconnts for the appearance of fever in
the two cottages named Steele’s and Game’s,
about a fortnight after they were able to procure
water on their own premises, and in the four
cottages intervening between the other two
blocks already noticed. The epidemic did not
spare any locality in the stricken district. Nine
cases occurred in a detached wing of Lord
Eayleigh’s residence,—Terling-plaee,—occupied
by the servants

; that is to say, amongst those
who were living under conditions one would
suppose of the most perfect hygiene. The only
thing wrong was the drainage. Dr. Thorne
says, m turning his attention to the discovery
of the cause of the disease, he found “ at the
end of a long passage a pump, the water from
which IS used by the members of the household
with the exception of the servants. This pump-
is supplied from a well 40 ft. deep, which is
situated in a court-yard at the end of the servants’
wing, and the pipe which passes from the well
to the pump crosses a brick drain leading from
two water-closets (see diagram). This pipe, which
is a leaden one, I found to be perfectly sound.
The drain was then opened, and, on examining it,
it was evident that the mortar which was used to
cement the bricks together was almost destroyed,
and at the side of the drain which is nearest the
well, a leakage had evidently taken place into
the surronnding ground, which had a fcecal
odour. Nine feet from this drain, and about
midway between it and the well, is a bricked
cesspool, which ought only to receive the dirty
water from the scullery and from a portion of the

, ixLuxrtxi i,u uepeut
use of water contaminated bv sewace

p.,- *1 °
.+1, 1

..'j' ocnuye.
I

ciination, and tho pep stands out from thn

and found frS
examined, long, and measure from the top of each peg asand found to be poisoned by_ sewage from the he comes to them, the bottom of bJc R £1

— ... xx^xlxxxK3l. iuo well waa examinBa,
and found to be poisoned by sewage from the
common drain. Water was then promptly laid
on from the Artesian well at the waterworks,
and from that day the fever ceaeed to exist.

Terling has paid and is paying a terrible
penalty for the neglect of the most ordinary
sanitary precautions with which the nuisance
authority is quite capable of grappling. The false
economy of the owners of property will be se-
riously experienced in the expense to which the
district will be pot by the after-demands made
upon the inhabitants, throngh liie death and
sickness which prevail.
An apt illnatration of the want of “ savin'^ ”

faith is given by Dr. Lankeater, as follows 7—
In Worcester typhoid fever is endemic, and the
report made by the Sanitary Committee, ap-
pointed in 1866, to investigate the matter,
showed that the influence of “ overflowing
privies and cesspools, imperfect drains, or an
entire absence of them,” iu’ connexion with the
use of wells very generally throughout the old
cathedral town, must be exceedingly great
But the town council do not seem to be able
to appreciate the idea of diminishing death
and disease by the expenditure of a little money.
Yet the death-rate, it is calculated, might easily
be lowered from 27 to 17 per 1,000

; or, in
other words, the lives of 400 people and 8,000
illnesses might be saved annually. This would
bo equivalent to a gain to Worcester of 10,0001.
a-year. It is to be hoped that the lesson of
the Terling epidemic will have its due effect
upon indolent nuisance anthorities thronghont
the country. Typhoid fever is the offspring
of deficient drainage, and it seems disposed to
make its appearance thronghont the country
at the present time by explosions of serious in
tensity.

u

THE DEAINAGE OF LAND.#

Men by constant practice acquire a wonder-
ful skill in judging of tbe fall of the ground
and the regularity they give to their grips,
and where the ground is wet and the
water either runs away or follows them they
cannot get far wrong

;
but in diy ground, and

especially where it is uneven, the eye of the
most practised drainer is apt to be deceived.
Too much attention cannot be bestowed to
this part of the work, and the pipes should
never be laid in the grips or covered up until
the work has been inspected by the master
or a trustworthy foreman. To obtain the levels
over an estate op to lay out a large system of
drainage, the us# of a spirit level is absolutely
necessary

j and this instrument should only be
handled by those who are fully acquainted with
its management. For tbe drainage of single
fields several simple and inexpensive levels have
been invented, but they are not more effective orr\ • T ^ ‘ invented, but they are not more effactivo nr

^ with the fact
[
nBoftil than the ordinary boning rods commonly

Sfra to ° TheTsir™ hr f “"‘ "'ort 000^0. iF

from n T*'® ’T®’*
“’Sht have been polluted 1 earthwork. Those rods are made in tbe shane

'ii'an',,or the cesspool. It is noticeable
[
of the letter T, about 3 ft. 6 in. long the arose

tohe
[11'’’’“''““ ®^®'-.‘“.T®riiag-placeand

j

being 11 in.. Lni the size of the rel; 2i in b[in the Tillage was ezaotlyoomoident—a fact that i in. They should bo nainted white and to
® g6"®™l oanao

|

render them more Tisible’^the top of one shouldact ng simn taneonsly oTer the whole area of the have a black line about i in. deep on its nmordistrict. All tbe wells of the village are so placed edtre.
^

as to be readily contaminated by foecal filth.
Now, as we might have expected, typhoid

fever has existed in Terling for several years
TlOQf * BTTfl if 7.1 -mAnr... 11 1 . .

—w x.xx,.xtn.xx ,ii iuiijug lur several years
past ;_and it is necessary specially to explain the
pecnharly sndden and general outbreak of the
disease recently. This is to be ascribed to the
more than nanal accnmnlation of filth and
excrementitions matter, consequent upon the
marked drought of last summer, and the satura-
tion of the water to an intense degree by the
rapid rise in the surface water which took place
just before the outbreak in December. The
points of prime interest in Dr. Thome’s report
are these, viz., the coincidence of the onset of the
epidemic with a rise and not a fall in the level of
the surface water, and the correspondence be

edge.

The method of using is as follows : sap-
posing, first, that across an uneven field (see
fig. If) it is desired to give the drainers a
guide as to the depth at which they are to cut
their drain in the hollows and on the hills :

driving a peg in at A, the npper end of the
grip, and another at C, the lower end, an
assistant holds one of the rods on the peg C

;

the other is held by the leveller at a)
and the third by another assistant at any
intermediate space between. The eye of the
leveller is then directed along the top of the
three rods, the intermediate one being either
raised or lowered according to the nature of the
ground, until the whole three are in a true line

;

when the peg is fixed, and the intermediate rodiZlxxxl tr V
' i^urresponaence oe- when the peg is fixed, andtwwn the ordinary period of incubation of] removed to another nlace At E axidtyphoid fever and the length of time which *

be seen that the crrnnnti
°

elapsed between the rise of the polluted water
i
inclination?swfby'w^^^^ and L"ho?e

— — — .j.pnjo uiaeuoe. it may oe as well

'

to mention incidentally that the fever which has , ^ See pp. 40, 64, 93, ante, t See p. 41, ante.

-““6> xxLT.a,ou.xa iium ma njp oi eaen peg as
he comes to them, the bottom of his grip at each
peg being exactly 3 ft. below its bead. For
ascertaining whether grips have been correctly
dug a very simple plan has been devised by tbe

^ author, consisting of a rod having
a leg (see fig. 2) with the feet and
inches marked on it, which leg is

made to slide up and down it by
means of two screws working in a
slot, and can be fixed at whatever
depth the drain is to be cut, say
again, 3 ft. Then, when the sliding
leg is fixed, tho rod is 3 ft. lon^r
than the others. To use this, the
foreman places one of the other
rods on peg A, the assistant places
the other on peg C, and the rod
with the long leg is held in the grip
and moved along by the assistant

;

the foreman mean time directing
his eye so as to keep the three in a
true line. Any elevation or de-
pression in the bottom of the grip
is by this means at once detected.
The use of these rods is acquired
with very little experience, amd
levels can be ascertained with quite
sufficient accuracy for all practical
purposes.

If it is desired to find the inclina-
tion or fall of the ground, ail that
is necessary is to fix two pegs, about
10 ft. apart from each other, making

Fig. 2.
them level with the aid of a straight
edge and spirit level, or with a

carpenter’s level and plnmb-bob
; and then hold-

ing the two boning-rods as before on these pegs.
The third rod with the sliding leg is to be held
at the lower end of the grip, or wherever else it
is required to level to, and then sliding ont the
leg until the top of the three rods is in a line

;

the distance the leg has to be elided out being
the faU.

°

Pipes.

^

After trying various sizes and shapes for the
pipes, opinion is now nnivereally in favour of
cylindrical tubes, 2 in. in diameter and 1 ft. long,
for the small or feed drains, and from 3 in. to
4 in. in diameter for the mains. Some tile-
burners manufacture a circular pipe, having a
flat bottom

; if they could insure that these
would bum without the least twisting, there
wonld perhaps then be a slight advantage in
their having a better bearing on the bottom of
the trench; but, as this is never the case, the
flat bottom is worse than useless in rendering
the pipes heavy and cumbersome. The author
has repeatedly watched men laying these pipes,
and not one in ten is laid with the flat part
downwards, the reason given being that the men
cannot make the ends fit when so laid. The
circular pipes are less liable to warp and bendm the burning, having the same thickness of
material on every side, and are therefore easier
and better to lay. Collars are oooaaionaliy used,
but are quite unnecessary, except in very rotten
ground, when they are useful in assisting to
keep the ends of the pipes from dropping away
from one another. In such ground, in order to
lay the drains effectually, tbe expedient should
be resorted to of patting sods at the bottom of
the trench, and treading them well down, so as
to give a firm bed for the pipes to lay on. This
is often absolutely necessary, and tbe only way
of patting pipe-drains in boggy soils.

As the expense of carting pipes from the
makers is a consideration in tbe cost, it may be
mentioned that a one-horse cart will carry 800
2-in., or 500 3-in., pipes; and one horse will
take this load easily on a good road, but it will
require two horses to drag it over soft ground.

Cost.

The cost depends npon so many local circum-
stances, as the quality of the soil, the rate of
wages, the depth at which the pipes are laid,
and the distances apart, that it is impossible to
give any fixed or definite sum. But it may be
stated, as an average, that two men can dig out
the trenches in a soft clay soil free from stones,
l^ay the pipes, and fill in again at the rate of
from four to five chains a day

; and that an
average price for pipes, at the maker’s yard, is
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Jls. per 1,000 for 2-m. pipes and 428. for 3-in.

pipes. Having ascertained the cost of the pipes

imd the rates of wages for the district, the cost

oer acre can be calculated from the following

table :

—

LDistance apart.
Number of Pipes
required for lacre

Number of Chains
ofDiggiug.

Chains. Rods.

2,905 44 0

2,640 40 0

0 2,420 38

7 2,075 31 1

1,816 27 2
1,613 24 H
1,452 22 0
1,320 20 0

12 1,209 18
1,U7 17 0

14 1,037 15 3

15 074 16 0$

16 907 13 3

16i 880 11 1-’

' The following examples, selected from cases

khich have come under the author’s own expe-

eience, and which agree with the results given

n evidence before the Committee of the Houso
'»f Commons, may be taken as a guide as to

i80St :

—

the subject, he must look for remuneration from

the expectations which induced him to commence
it, which must have arisen as much from the

increase of produce he anticipated as from any

allowance that might be made Mm.”*
The Committee of the House of Commons,

which was appointed in the year 1848, to inquire

into this subject, examined some of the moat

eminent land agents and agriculturists from

every part of the kingdom. The evidence given

by these gentlemen as to the allowances to be

made for drainage were very various. The case

divided itself into two parts : one where the tenant

found both tiles and labour ;
and the other,

where the landlord found the tiles, and the

tenant the labour and carting. The evidence as

to the time over which an allowance should

extend for the former varied from five up to

twenty-one years, and for the latter, from no

allowance at all up to ten years. But there was
less discrepancy as to the time over which the

former was to run than the latter, the general

opinion being, that from ten to fourteen years

was a sulficient time for the tenant to be paid

for his outlay, with a fair amount of profit. As
to the time the efi’octof well-executed drainage

would last, the answer given by one witness

iOitto ...

iiJurrey ,

lOitto

iiinooln.

ICitto ...

iOitto ,,,

iOitto ...

Hard clay with
stones,reqnir.

int; use of pick
Ditto
Clay
Ditto
Ditto

Ditto
Silt

Ditto

Depth
of

Drains.
tances
apart.

Cost op Lsboub. Tiles.

Sun-
dries,

Total
Cost

per Acre
Rate of
Wages
perDay.

No. of
Chains
perAcre

Cost per
Cham.

Cost per
Acre.

Cost
per
1,000

No. re-

quired
per Acre

Cost per
Acre.

s. d. a, d. £. s. d. £. B. S. B. d.

22 2 10 3 2 4 1 0 1,452 19 0 8 0 4 10 4

6 6 6 10 1,452 1 0 8 0 7 18 0

20 1 4 1 8 1 1 1,320 17 0 7 0 3 16
36i 1 0 1 16 9 1 1 2,420 2 10 11 10 0 4 17 8

1 6 1 11 2 1 1 1,452 1 10 6 8 0 3 0 8

3 6 1 3 1 14 4 1,816 1 18 2 0 0 4 11 6

1 0 10 0 1,320 17 9 8 0 3 15 9

2 0 16i 1 0 0 16 6 1,089 1 0 7 6 2 6 0

' The heai of sundries has been introduced to

)iover the extra cost of tiles used for the main
drains, for carting, and for cleaning out the

uutfall ditches and other incidental expenses.

The annual charge which is put on the land,

llillowiug 5 per cent, interest on the amount of

ijapital expended, and the repayment of the

rbrincipal by annual instalments spread over a

iiertain number of years, may be ascertained

o'rom the following table, which gives the annual

amount to repay every pound expended with the

interest :

—

lYeais. B. d. Years 8. d. Years. B. d.

1 ... 21 0 11 ... G 21 ... 1

2 10 9 13 ... 3 22 ... 1 61

3 ... 7 41 13 ... 2 U 23 ... 1

4 ... 6 7i 14 ... 3 04 24 ... 1 bh
6 ... 4 74 16 ... 1 114 25 .. 1 0

G ... 3 111 16 ... loi 26 ... 1 •ij

7 ... 3 54 17 ... 04 1

8 ... 3 1 IS ... 84 23 ... 1 H
9 ... 3 9i 19 ... 7i 29 ... 1 4
10 ... 2 7 20 ... 74 30 ... 1 3i

Thns, supposing a tenant enters a farm on a

eien years’ lease, and lays out his capital in

jdraiuing the first year, and reckoning his money
pworth 5 per cent, for every pound spent, he will

alay an annual charge on the laud of 28. 7d. ;
or,

Bbakiog the cost of drainage of a clay soil at

lithe rate given in the above table, viz.,

!,4l. lls. 6d., the annual charge will be lls. 9d.

eper acre. Putting the increased produce for

lithe wheat crop alone during the ten years at an
SBggregate of three quarters to the acre, and
altaking the price of this at SOs., will be equal to

nan annual sum of 15s., leaving a balance of Ss. 3d.

irannual profit, in addition to the 5 per cent. inte.

trest, the increase of other crops, and the saving
)fof labour in working the land.

Tenant Ri^ht.

In order to encourage the improvement of

aland, some well - defined and aclcnowledged

ijsystem of allowances to out-going tenants ought
:cto be recognized

;
but, unfortunately, at present

Jisuch allowances are entirely dependent on
Jiprevious agreement between landlord and tenant,

)ror the arbitrary custom of a particular district.

ffWhile in some counties tenant-right has become
ioso established a custom as to be acknowledged
il^most as a right by the courts of law, in others

itit has gained so alight a footing, that if the in-

wcomiug tenant objects to pay for any particular

i'improvement, the valuers cannot allow it.

An authority on tenant-right says on this

BiBubject,
—“No valuation can be claimed bylaw

fcfor drainage tinless allowed by agreement, and
0 unless the farmer has paid such allowances on
ei entering to the farm; for if the farmer com-
amences such work without an understanding on

seems so much to the point that, in the absence

of any real data as a guide, to quote it is to say

all that need be said on the subject,
—

“ That it

can only be limited by the duration of the tiles,

and that if they would last ten years, he could

see no reason why they should not last a

hundred.”
After several inquiries the Government was

so satisfied with the lasting effect of drainage in

the improvement of the land, that several large

sums of money were advanced out of the ex-

chequer to private individuals for the drainage

of their estates, the repayment of which was
spread over periods varying from twenty to

thirty years
;
and Parliament passed a law sanc-

tioning tenants for life charging their estates

for a period of twenty-two years, with the sums
necessary for the repayment of money borrowed

for drainage. The land companies now advance

money for this and other permanent improve-

ments,''under the powers of their Acts, repayable

by instalments spread over thirty years, equal to

a charge of about 6i per cent, per annnm on the

ontlay.

The leases in use on the estate of the late

Lord Tarborough contain a schedule of allow-

ances, to bo valued to the tenant at the expira-

tion of his tenancy, which had been drawn up
under his lordship’s direction, after extensive

and careful inquiry
;
and is a mean of the very

various answers and opinions which he received

in reply to his queries on the subject, and may
safely be taken as a guide by valuers in all parts

of the kingdom, where special custom has not

fixed a different rate.

-The allowance for drainage is as follows :

—

“ “When the landlord has found tiles, and the

tenant has done the labour, if done within

twelve months before the end of the tenancy,

and no crop has been taken from the land after

the draining has been completed, the wholo cost

to be allowed
;
if one crop has been taken from

such land, three-fourths of the cost of the labour

to be allowed
;
and so on, diminishing the allow-

ance by one-fourth for each crop taken ;
but this

allowance to be made only when the work is

well and properly done by the tenant to the

satisfaction of the landlord, or his agent, ex-

pressed in writing.”f

Where the tenant finds both tiles and labour,

the allowance extends over twelve years.

Tne word “ crop ” includes turnips, rape-seeds,

or any other crop.

The provision that the work is to be done to

the satisfaction of the landlord is a most import-

ant one, and ensures that the drainage is pro-

• Bayldon, on Rents and Tillspes.

t Wingrove Cooke, on Agricultural Tenancies.

perly executed and the landlord’s money not
thrown away. The practice in use in some
parts of Nottinghamshire, as given in evidence
by Mr. John Parkinson, of the landlord, in addi-

tion to finding tiles also finding a man to lay

them, affords some guarantee for the efficient

performance of the work. Bayldon advises that

the landlord should execute the whole of the

work, the tenant being at the expense of carting

the tiles and paying five per cent, on the outlay,

and remarks :
“ TMs is an excellent arrangement,

the landowner having a permanent interest in

the land, is secnred by his own workmen exe-

cuting the drainage against any imperfect per-

formance of the work. The charge is light upon
the farmer

;
and at the end of twenty years the

expense is repaid, and the land to be re-let at an

improved value of at least one-third.”

The Effect of Drainage on the Climate.

Before concluding this article, I’eference ought
to be made to the important effect drainage is

having on the rivers and underground supplies

of water throughout the country. However ad-

vantageous drainage may be to the cnltivation

of the soil, it cannot be denied that its effect is

otherwise on our watercourses. The rain rapidly

discharged from the ground is poured into the

rivers, which rise with sudden and impetuous

freshes, and then as rapidly subside. The land

being thus cleared of its surplus water, there is

little 01’ none left to percolate to springs and

streams during the summer months. This want
of water is laeginaing in come places to be

seriously felt, and to it in a great moasnre alone

can be traced the diminished rainfall in some
parts of the country.

Two remedies suggosb themselves : the one,

the conversion of suitable sites into reservoirs for

the storage of water in winter, to be used during

the summer in irrigating the poorer grass land,

and thus affording a due supply of moisture to

the air by evaporation ;
tbe other by stopping

the cutting down of timber in the wholesale man-
ner in which it is now carried on. A heated sur-

face soil reacts by its radiation on the clouds as

they pass over it, and thus prevents many a re-

freshing shower, which they would o*herwi86 de-

posit, or disperses them altogether. The foliage of

trees, on the other hand, defends the soil beneath

and around them from the sun’s direct rays,

and disperses their heat in the air, to be carried

away by winds, and thus prevents the ground

from being heated in summer.* As a shelter

from winds, the utility of woods is evident. The
evaporation which goes on by their loaves is a

powerful and incessant cause of moisture ; the

least lowering of the temperature precipitates

the vapour of the air, ami the resulting water

penetrates into the soil. Evidence is at hand to

prove the truth of tMs theory. The rainfall over

large regions of North America is said to be

gradually diminishing, and the climate otherwise

altering, in consequence of the clearance of

forests
;
whilst, on the other hand, we have the

very remarkable fact that, under the beneficial

influence of a largely increased cultivation of

the palm-tree in Egypt, rain is annually becoming

more frequent. The climate of parts of Scotland

has been wonderfully improved, and the crops

increased on the plains, by planting the mountain

sides with larches ;
and this example should be

followed throughout the kingdom. Every lover

of his country should exert all his influence to

pi'event the growing utilitarianism of the age

from denuding our hedgerows of some of the

most ornamental and beautiful objects which

nature has sent to enrich the landscape and
cheer the weary traveller on his way, and to

teach ns to lift our eyes from nature up to

nature’s God. W. H. \7.

London and County Bank.—The directors

state in their report that, after paying all

charges and interest to customers, and making
provision for bad and doubtful debts, the net

profits amount to 83,624!. 15s. 4d. This sum,

added to 7,081Z. Is. Id., brought forward from the

last account, produces a total of 89,7051. IGs. od.

The usual dividend of 6 per cent, is recommended,

together with a bonus of 3 per cent, for the half-

year, both free of income-tax, which will absorb

81,895!. Os. 3d., and leave 7,810!. 16e. 2d. to be

carried forward to profit and loss new account.

The dividend for the whole year 1867 will thus

be 20 per cent. A statement of the accounts

will be found in our advertising columns.

* Steinmetz, “ Compendium of Popular Meteoro-

logy."
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PROFESSOR G. G. SCOTT
ON EARLY ARCHITECTURE IN GREAT

BRITAIN.

Lectvee II.*

Hy last lecturef was rather antiquarian and
historical, than instrnctive in any principles of

art. It showed yon how the Celtic inhabitants
of Ireland and Scotland worked ont for them-
selves,—upon Romano - British reminiscences,
added to those of their own race,—a manner of
bcilding which, though severely simple, was by
no means to be despised 5 and also how onr own
Anglo-Saxon forefathers went throngh a similar
process, working partly on the same foundations,
but naore directly on lessons brought to them
from Italy, though not always very well under-
stood.

I might further have shown you (had it been
my subject) bow that both of these races were
far more successful in the more delicate arts of
embroidery, illuminated painting, and jewelry;
and how little in their practice of those decora-
tive arts they trusted to any but their own
traditions.

I am not sure, too, whether in sculpture the
pre-Norman English may not have succeeded
better than in architecture,—quaint and un-
technical though their productions were.

I fear, however, that we must admit that, in

our own particular art of architecture, we have
little to learn from their buildings, however
interesting and quaintly picturesque

;
and that,

t)iough belonging to a branch of the great round-
arched family, they fail—almost of all effort,

certainly of any success—in developing that
manner of bnilding into a style of art.

"That fearful deluge, whose destructive waves
swept with such overwhelming fury over our
land after the decease of the last—the sainted

—

monarch of England's older dynasty, may be
likened to the sudden breaking down of its

banks by some mighty river, which, while it

sweeps from the earth the crops and the home-
steads, leaving nothing but devastation on its

track, yet deposits, in subsiding, a film offoreign
substance upon the deluged soil, which adds to it

a new productiveness, and, in time, far more than
compensates for the loss and havoc which accom-
panied it.

So it was (at the least with architecture),

after the Norman conquest. The old manner of
building which, during a course of nearly five

centuries, had failed to generate any develop-
ment of a truly artistic character, was swept once
and for ever from the face of the earth, so much
so that some have denied its very existence; but
there was substituted for it a style which, if at

first little less rude than its predecessor, con-
tained within itself the germs of a thoroughly
sound artistic system, which speedily germinated
into a series of developments, the most glorious
which, perhaps, man has ever yet seen.

We have the clearest evidence, both from the
statements of old writers, and such as we derive
from our own observation, that the style of

building introduced into England by the Nor-
mans, was viewed as a distinctly new one—

a

" nouum co))iposifK)nis,” and in no degree
as a development of that which preceded it in

this country.

How far the Norman style was distinct from
the Romanesque of other parts of the north of
France is a question which it would be curious,
though difficult, to investigate. I think it might
be shown that architecture, both in France
and other countries of Western Europe, made
a sudden forward start after the thousandth
year of our era

;
possibly owing to the relief

experienced at finding the futility of the pre-
valent fears that the world was to come to an
end in that year. If such a simultaneous im-
pulse did take place, it would be especially
felt by a young and energetic race like the Nor-
mans,newlyadmitted into the ChristianEuropean
family, recently reclaimed from the savage
barbarism of Scandinavia, and grafted on to the
old and comparatively civilized stock of France.
Unlike, too, the other portions of France, Nor-
mandy had lost, in all probability, a large pro-

portion of her ancient churches by the devasta-
tion of this very race while yet pagan; and
nothing would be more natural than that, when
Christianized, settled down, and instructed in

the arts of their new neighbour, they would feel

a special impulse towards repairing the effects

of their own devastations, and would, while

* Rovttl Academy, January 30, 1868.
t See pp. 70 and W, ante.
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doing so, take a vigorous course in developing
the manner of building in which they had been
80 newly instructed. I would not, however,
wish to claim for the Normans any great degree
of originality in architecture. Different districts

of France each possessed its own local variety
of Romanesque, though all clearly of one family;
find Normandy, like the others, had its own
variety, and that a vigorous one; and to our-

selves the most interesting, as having been
transplanted into our own conntry and become
the parent of all our architectural developments.
What was the form of Romanesque which pre-

vailed in Nenstria before it was overrun by the
Northmen and transformed into Normandy, I

think we have no means of judging
; the relics

of its buildings being so few and fragmentary as
to offer no distinct evidence; but just as the
converted Northmen in the days of Canute were
in this conntry the earnest restorers and builders
of churches, so did those who had settled in

France become the vigorous promoters of the
art which they had once destroyed

;
while, by a

remarkable coincidence, they were the means of

bringing over in a succeeding generation to
those of their own and kindred race in England
the developments which they had generated
under more favourable circumstances and guid-
ance in the country which had for a century and
a half adopted them into its own family.

If, however, the more vigorous pursuit of the
building arts in France dates, as I have conjec-
tured, only from the opening of the eleventh
century, and was only contemporary with the
revived impulse in this country under Canute, it

follows that the mode of bnilding introduced by
the Normans was, not only to the English, but
in reality, a novum jenus compositionis.

Quite in accordance with this is the character
of what we call in this country Early Norman.
Hud Norman architecture been fully matured
before its transplantation into England, we
should not recognise its earlier productions by
evidences founded upon rudeness and imma-
turity; yet such is unquestionably the case.
Noble and vigorous as are the works of the
Normans of the early days of their occupation
of England, they undoubtedly bear evidences of
an early and archaic stage of their form of art;
and, even in Normandy itself, we do not find

buildings of great architectural importance of
dates much antecedent to those of the first

structures built by the invaders of England.
Early Norman in England would still be Early
Norman, if in Noi’mandy; so that we may con-
sider the style, though generated on French soil,

to have run the greater part of its course pari
passfi in both countries.

The investigations made, and recently pub-
lished, by M. Bouet, of Caen, into the architec-
tural history and changes of the abbey church of
St. Stephen, founded in that city by the Con-
queror, fully bear out this view, and show that
the church, as built by William, was a very dif-

ferent and much more archaic structure than
that which we now see; a large proportion of
the more prominent features of which are proved
to be the overlayings of later, though still

Romanesque, times.

As it is not my purpose, generally, to illnstrate

my description of the Norman style by its pro-
ductions on its native soil, I shall select the
church just named as the point de depart, by
means of which I shall transfer my consideration
of the style from Normandy to England. There
are several churches of earlier date than this,

such as parts of the abbey churches of Jnmi^ge
and Bernay, but St. Stephen's is clearly the
great connecting link. In the first place, it was
built by the Conqueror, and was in actual pro-
gress when he invaded England; and, in the
second place, Lanfranc, the first abbot of St.

Stephen’s, which was built under his direc-

tion, was also the first metropolitan of England
appointed under the Norman dynasty, and
immediately on his assumption of the see
of Canterbury,— only four years after Wil-
liam’s arrival,—he commenced the rebuilding
of the cathedral (then lying in ruins), after
the almost precise design of his own abbey
church at Caen. This abbey church, then, at
Caen, and the metropolitan church of England,
were built under the infiuence of the same
monarch and at the same time ; for, though St.

Stephen’s was first begun, it would appear that
Canterbury was finished first: they were built
under the direction of the same ecclesiastical
bead, and in all leading features are the same
design, their plans being absolutely identical.

The only difference of importance was the
existence at Canterbury of the crypt, on which

the choir was raised by many steps,—a remi-
niscence of the church built by St. Augustine,
described in my last lecture, while such did not
exist at St. Stephen’s. Both churches had naves
of eight bays in length, in addition to which
both had a western facade, with two flanking

towers.

The transepts of both churches are of two
unequal bays, and the outer bay of each had a
gallery all across it, supported by a massive
pillar (as at Winchester)

;
in each there was in

both transepts an apsidal chapel repeated on
the triforium level ; and though both have lost

their original choirs, the probability is that both
were of two bays long, with tbe addition of a
simple apse. Professor Willis has shown that

their very dimensions were nearly identical.

It has been discovered that at St. Stephen’s
the western towers were a subsequent addition,

though BO early that little difference can be
observed in their details. I give drawings of

capitals from the nave and the western towers,

which are identical. I judge from this that the
towers at Canterbury were a deviation from the
design of St. Stephen’s, which was at once
rectified by adding them to the prototypic
building.

The piers of St. Stephen’s are oblong masses,
divided at each end into groups of three large
shafts. To this are added, on the side facing the
nave, shafts, alternately single and triple, which
ran up to the roof. The triforium story is

almost a repetition, to a less height, of the main
arcade; though, where it passes the western
towers, it is divided into two sub-arches by a
single shaft. Mr. Parker, whose excellent paper
on the subject will be found among the Transac-
tions of the Institute of British Architects,

seems to think that tbe triforium floor was of
timber, and tbe aisle unvaulted. Professor
Willis was under the impression that it had bad
no floor, but that the two stories were united, as
is now the case at Rochester. This, I think
seems disproved by Mr. Parker’s paper, and by
M. Bonet’s drawings, which show a doorway
opening into the triforium story. This story is at
present vaulted above with a half-barrel vault.

This Mr. Parker thinks an addition ; but M.
Bouet shows a remnant of it embedded in the
east wall of the transept, where the old choir

aisle has been removed, which seems to suggest
its being original.

The greatest alteration which the older por-
tions of tbe church have undergone is the addi-

tion of vaulting to the nave and the entire

transformation of the design of the clearstory in
a later Norman style,’which, to a casual observer,

seems to work in so well with tbe older parts as
to appear original. M. Bouet and Mr. Parker
have found the remnants of the original arcade,

—which were uniform in height and incompa-
tible with vaulting,—both in tbe nave and tran-

septs, proving that vaulting was not contem-
plated in the first erection.

I am, however, rather anticipating my history,

and must fall back upon a somewhat earlier

period
;

for, though Canterbury Cathedral was
probably the first church erected in England
after the Norman Conquest, it was nevertheless
by no means the first Norman church

;
for it was

in a Norman minster that the Conqueror had,
full four years before the works at Canterbury
were begun, received at the hands of an English
archbishop the crown of England.
You will remember that as early as 1013

Ethelred and Emma, the parents of King
Edward the Confessor, had fled with their chil-

dren from the fury of King Sweyn to tbe court

of Richard le Bon, dnke of Normandy. It fol-

lowed that the education and tastes of the future

king were Norman
;
and long subsequently, after

he ascended tbe throne, England so swarmed
with Normans as not only to excite discontent

but to give occasion to civil war. It was, then,

natural that, when King Edward determined
(about 1050) to refound the Abbey of Westmin-
ster, he should adopt for his new w’ork a Norman
rather than an English design. We accordingly

find it spoken of by William of Malmesbury
(writing in the following century) as "That
church which he, the first in England, had
erected in that mode of composition which now
nearly all emulate in its costly expenditure.”
Matthew Paris,— a century later,—-says that
Edward "was buried in the church which he
had constructed in that new mode of composi-
tion from which many of those afterwards con-
structing churches, taking example, had emu-
lated it in its costly expenditure.” These
notices by men of whom the one knew most and
the other might have known all of the Norman
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llchurohes in England, are sufficient to prove the

:Confeasor’s church to have been nob of Anglo-

ifiaxon but of Norman architecture
;
and, as they

Ithought, the earliest of its style in this country.

Whether that erected by Earl Harold at

Waltham, and consecrated in 1060, was in the

same style, wo cannot ascertain. His pro-

Iclivities were certainly not Norman, yet he

imay have adopted the fashion jnst coming

dnto vogue, though we find that other churches

iibuilt nearly as late, and some even subsequent

Dto the Con quest, still i^tained the older and more
matioual character.

The church built by the Confessor at West-

iminster is thus described by a contemporary

jwriter :

—

“ The house (domus) of the principal altar,

iconstructed with very lofty vaultings, is com-

apassed round with squared (stone) work uni-

iiformly jointed : the aisle around the building

dtself is shut off by a double tier of arches from

i'either side, the continuity of the work being

ifirmly consolidated in every direction.

Further, the cross (transept) of the temple

(which would enclose the choir of those singing

tthe praises of God in its midst, and by its two-

ofold support on either side would sustain the

jlofty apex of the central tower, rises at first

ieiniply with a low and massive vaulting
;
it then

vfiwells out with several staircases, skilfully

{ascending with many windings
;
then with a plain

rwall it runs up to the roof, which is of wood,

{Carefully covered with lead.

Below, however, and above are arranged in

norder chapels (domicilia)

,

which are to be cou-

(secrated through their altars in commemoration
ilof apostles, martyrs, confessors, and virgins.

This multiplicity of a work so vast was, how-
*-ever, begun at such a distance from the east of

btbe ancient temple, that even some part of the

irnave which was to lie between them, inter-

ivened with ample space, lest the brothers occu-

vpyiug it should be interrupted from the service

liof Christ.”

Another contemporary writer describes the

ichurch as “ upheld by diverse columns, and
nvanlted everywhere with multiplicity of arches.”

From these accounts we may gather :

—

1. That the church was apsidal.

2. That the aisles were of two stories, and
eieach of them vaulted.

3. That there was a lofty central tower under

I which the choir sat, and that this had winding
It staircases, and was covered with a timber roof

II and leaded.

4. We further learn that the church con-

:! tained numerous chapels and altars placed both

b below and above, and that in the eyes of one

* who had, perhaps, lived to see several of the

B new Norman churches commenced, it appeared

a a work of vast size and great multiplicity.

Lastly, we find that it was placed so far to

t the east of the ancient church, that not only

T were the services in that church never discon-

t tinned, but that a portion of the nave of the new
< <5hurch might be erected. The latter proves of

( course, that the entire nave was not completed
k by the Confessor himself, as he died within a

I few days after the consecration.

A writer of the thirteenth century, in a

I
poetical Life of the Confessor, thus describes

1 his works at Westminster :

—

‘‘ Now he laid the foundations of the church
V with large square blocks of grey stone ;

its

f foundations were deep
;
the front towards the

I

€ east he makes round
;
the stones are very strong

( and hard ; in the centre rises a tower, and two
( at the west front, and fine and large bells he

i

1 hangs there. The pillars and entablatures are

rich without and within, at the bases and
capitals

;
the work rises grand and royal

;
sculp-

tured are the stones and storied the windows;
and when he finished the work, with lead the

church completely he covers. He makes there

a cloister, a chapter-house in front towards the

east, vaulted and round, refectory, dor-

mitory, and offices, in due order.”

This description adds to what I have before

stated, that there were two western towers,

though these were not really erected till later,

but were, nevertheless, in all probability a part

•of the first design. It tells us also of the

monastic buildings.

Of the scale of this first Anglo-Norman
church we have some indirect means ofjudging.

In the first place, it is unlikely that a church

of royal foundation, built in justa-position

with the palace, and intended as the burial-

place of its founder, built also in substitution

for a pilgrimage which he had vowed to make,
should be other than of similar scale to the

great churches erected at the time in the country

whence he borrowed his architecture. In con-

firmation of this we have several evidences, not

necessary here to state, that it difl[‘ered but

little in scale from the present church
;
indeed,

had it been otherwise, the succeeding historians

would hardly have spoken of it in the terms

which they make use of.

As to its architectural character, we have

little to guide us. We have the extensive sub-

structure of the dormitory and the lower part of

the refectory. From these we find that the

offices were of the-plainest variety of Norman
;

indeed, the pillars of the first-named structure

are of the very extreme of massive simplicity,

and the shafts of the refectory arcading have

cushion capitals of the most normal type.

We have recently discovered, beneath the

pavement of the altar space, the bases of two

of the great piers of the Sanctuary ;
from which

we find that they were clustered, not unlike those

at St. Stephen’s at Caen. The bases consist of

a double hollow, precisely like one from that

church. The work is by no means so rough as

that common in early Norman buildings ; a cir-

cumstance which I have noticed in several prm-

conquestal works.

Having noticed this one building in which

Norman architecture was used in England before

the Conquest, I will mention one or two instances

of Anglo-Saxon arohiteotnre being used subse-

quently to that event. I refer especially to two

churches (St. Mary’s and St. Peter’s, at Gowts,)

in the lower town of Lincoln. This portion of

the city did not exist till after the Conquest;

when, owing to the expulsion of many of the

inhabitants of the old, or upper, city to make
way for the Norman castle and cathedral, they

were obliged to build below the hill, where they

founded these two churches ;
building them in

their own old English manner, while the castle

and minster were being erected by the Normans
in conformity with their own taste above. There

are a number of towers between Lincoln and the

Humber which correspond so closely in style

with these as to lead one to assign to them the

same date. Nothing can more manifestly prove

the distinctness of the two styles than that the

moat marked church of the period was built by

the Norman-loving Anglo-Saxon king in Norman
architecture before the conquest, and that old-

fashioned English people still built in the Anglo-

Saxon manner in the days of the Norman
Conqueror.

It is time now that we should consider what

were the distinguishing characteristics of the

Norman style.*

THE PROPOSED ENLARGEMENT OF NEW-
GATE: THE CORPORATION AND “THE
BUILDER.”

In the Builder of the Ist inst. there appeared

an article under the heading “ Proposed En-

largement of Newgate,” which most of our

readers have probably read. After explaining

the costly surroundings of the prison, such as

the City end of the Holbom Viaduct, the new
Meat Market in Smithfield, and commenting
thereon, the article goes on to say :

—

“ It ia proposed to take in the beat part of Warwick-
square, some of Tylor'a Market—which many people think

ia part of Newgate Market—and some courts and alleys

adjacent. If this is done, of course the present proprie-

tors of the required premises will ha-re to be bought out

handsomely. As they are mostly publishers, or connected

with the commercial department of literature in some
shape or other, they cannot be ‘improved’ ont of the

way without monev. Then there will be the freeholders

to settle with, and after that the old buildings to be pulled

down and the new ones put up,” &c.

Portions of the same article were copied into

the Times and other daily papers, and opinions

expressed in proportion to the extended circula-

tion of the rumour, to the effect that Newgate,

instead of being either altered or enlarged,

should rather be swept away altogether.

It must be understood that the Old Bailey

Court House—that terror of judges, but vene-

rated pile of aldermen—was included in the

condemnation. It is time that execution should

be at last done on executing Newgate. We are

ncj without sources of information in the City,

and we have, upon wide inquiry, heard only one

opinion, and that has been in perfect unison

with what we previously expressed, and what

wo say now.
The proposed enlargement and altera-

tions for the enlargement of Newgate, were

the common talk of the “pigeons” in Guild-

hall - yard for many weeks before we sent

the branded scheme flying through the town.

Well, then, what was our astonishment to read

the following in the report of the proceedings of

the Court of Aldermen, held on Tuesday, the

4th instant, in the court-room, Guildhall :

—

“ The Gaol qfNewgate.

Alderman SirW. Bose celled the attention of the Court to

a paragraph relating to the gaolofNewgate, which had been

copied from the Builder into several of the daily journals,

to the effect that a very largo and und' sirable outlay was
about to be incurred in extending the limits of the prisou,

and that with that view the Corporation was about to pur-

chase a large piece of ground. The fact was, he said, that

a very small outlay had been sanctioned by that Court,

there being ample space within the existing wails for any
enlargement that might be required. It was absolutely

necessary that there should he a gaol ofdetention within tha

City and in immediate connexion with the Central Criminal

Court, which had jurisdiction over eight counties. Under
these circumstances, considering that only a small amount
of additional accommodation had become necessary, and

that an outlay of only about 6001. bad been authorised for

providing it, he had thought it right to make that state-

ment, the more so as the public had been led to infer that

the Corporation was about to expend a large sum, and ae,

in some instances, the paragraph in question bad given

rise to editorial comments founded on erroneous informa-

Mr. Alderman Copeland said there were now only

eighty-seven prisoners confined in Newgate ;
but when he

was Lord Mayor in 1828-29, there were sometimes as

many as 500 waiting for trial, and after trial hundreds

were detained there awaiting transportation.

The matter then dropped."

W©, however, beg leave to take it up for a

abort period. * Alderman Sir W. Rose is, no

doubt, a very estimable, truth-loviug gentleman,

but he will find, we hope, before he has fiuiahed

reading this article, he is not the only truth-

loving person in this world who goes about with

his eyes open.

Again. In the Court of Common Council,

heldat Guildhall on Thursday, Bth inat., under the

presidency of the Lord Mayor, the prison came
up again :

—

“ The Gaol of Newgate.

Deputy Fry asked whether there was sn^ truth in the

report that an enlargement of the gaol of Newgate was in

contemplation by the Court of Aldermen. Again, if that

were not so, whether the subject of removing ihe gaol

to another locality had ever been under the consideration

of that court.
Alderman Sir William Bose repeated the statement he

made in the Court of Aldermen on Tuesday last, to the

effect that 600J. was about to be expended in alterations

connected with the prison; that it was a house of deten-

tion as well as a gaol, and was used as such in connexion

with the Central Criminal Court, to which, as having a

jurisdiction extending over eight counties, besides that of

the Admiralty, it was indispensable. There had never, to

his knowledge, been any intention on the part of the Court

of Aldermen to remove the gaol to another locality.

Mr. Bonneweli reminded the Court of the statement in

the Builder on the anbject, and asked if it was true.

The Lord Mayor said there was no foundation whatever

for that statement.
The subject was then allowed to drop.”

Mr. Bonuewell, because he had received no

reply to a cool inquiry made by him as to the

truth of our statement the day after it appeared,

favoured us with a letter of reproof, wherein he

takes upon himself to discourse thus :

—

“ Yon will see by the report in the Timee that the

matter was brought before the Common Council yester-

day, when the Lord Mayor gave an unqualified contradic-

tion to the statement. You will excuse my expressing an

opinion, that in future, before you bring reckless and un-

founded charges against any man holding a public office,

it would be as well to make the necessary inquiries as to

the accuracy of the charges made before publishing them
to the world.”

• We do uot excuse Mr. Bonuewell ;
but let that

pass for the present. The accuracy of this

journal has been seriously, not to say grossly,

impugned, and we have been very properly

asked by some of those who have read the

contradiction, if we could produce any tangible

authority for saying that there was a proposal

to enlarge the prison. It was thought probable

that we might have been told of the matter as a

rumour of idle gossip, and so have been misled,

as many other well-meaning people have been

before us. It was not so. We had very good

authority, and here it is, in the shape of an
advertisement :

—

"We, being two of the aldermen of the city of London,
and two of the visiting justices of the gaol ot Newgate,

and having jurisdiction within the city of London and the

district of the said prison, do, by this our certificate, pre-

sent that there ia a necessity for an alteration in or at the

gaol of Newgate, and that ihe houses and premises apeci-

fied in the schedule hereto are required for the purposes

of effecting such alteration ;
and we do hereby give notice

that this our presentment will be takeu into consideration

at the Court of Lord Mayor and Aldermen of the said

City, to be held in the Inner Chamber of the Guildhall of

the said City, on Monday, the 13th day of January, 1868.

Dated this ISth day of December, 1867.
Andbk-w Lusk,
Wabebx S. Uale,

The Schedule above referred to :

—

House and premises, No. 1, Newgate-street, in the occu-

pation of the officers of the gaol of Newgate.
Passage to the premises known as Tylor’s Market, anaTo be continued.
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the sites of houses now pulled down on tho western side
of the said passage, and the counting-house, stalls, and
other convenieneea abutting on the said passage.
House, workshops, and premises in Warwick-equare.

abutting upon Xewgate, and in the occupation of .loseph
Tyior ii Sons.

House, workshops, and premises. Ho. 9, Warwick-
square, in the occupation of Benjamin ITanaing.
House, workshops, and premises, Ho. 8, Warwick-

square, in the occupation of Ann Straker k Sons.
The site of a house and premises in Warwiclc-sqnare,

now burnt down, late in the occupation of Messrs. Biggs
& Collins, or their undertenant.
House, workshops, and premises, Ho. 11, Warwick-

square, in tho occupation of William Henry Hayden, or
hiB undertenants.

' ’

Honse, workshops, and premises, Ho. 11, Warwick-
square, in the occupation of Woolley, Sanders, k Co.
House, warehouses, workshops, and premises, Ho 12

Warwick-square. in the occupation of Messrs. Copesteke!
Moore, Crampton, & Co., and the site of the court along
tho south side of the said promises.

”

A yacant piece of land in the south-west comer ofWar-
•wick-square, adjoining tho last-mentioned premises.”

The " presentment ” is signed “ Andrew Lusk,”
‘‘Warren S. Hale.” Itappeared weekafterweek
in the advertising columns of the public journals.
Is it a hoax, or is it a forgery ? Let us know
that. We wish it to be remarked that the older-
men whose names are to it are visiting iustioes
of the prison, and they certify in a" formal
manner “ that there is a necessity for an altera-
tion in or at the gaol of Newgate, and that the
houses and premises specified in the schedule
hereto are required for the purpose of effecting
such alteration.” It is addressed to the “ Court
of Lord Mayor and Aldermen,” and the con-
sideration was fixed for the I3lh of Jannary.
That being so, botli the Lord Mayor and Aider-
man Rose w-ere bound.officially, to be in the know-
ledge of its contents. The next time, therefore,
that Mr. Deputy Fry and Mr. Bonnewell meet the
Lord Mayor and the Aldermen in the Common
Council, let them put theirfingers on the present
page of the Builder and ask, “ What is the mean-
ing of this ? ” Will either the Lord Mayor or
Sir W. Rose have the bravery to repeat, in the
face of this “ presentment,” that ” there was no
foundation whatever for the statement in the
Builder?" We feel strongly on this matter.
It looks somewhat odd—

“

a strange coincidence,”
we should say,—that neither Alderman Lusk nor
Alderman Hale was “in his place” when this
inexcusable statement was made.

Sir W. Rose told the court that not more than
6001. is to bo expended. If so then the pre-
sentment must have fallen to the ground, still-
born as it were. Let ns look over the schednlo
and see what the bouses are like, and how much
of them could he had for 6001. We will pass by
the house in Newgate-acreet, which is occupied
by the prison officers, and go into Warwick-
square. It may not be breaking confidence to
state that the property of the Messrs. Tylor &
Sons is considered alone worth 50,0001., and that
they wonld be likely to present a claim to that
amount were they forced to move. They are
condensing apparatus manufacturers, and have
a very extensive business in metal -work for
building purposes as well. They possess a house,
workshops, and prpmises, being part of the pas-
sage through Tylor’s market, leading from War-
wick-equare. No. 8 of tho square is in the pos-
aeseiou of Messrs. Ann Straker & Sons, printers,
a class of persons who must have, more or less]
valuable premises, plant, and interests. No. 9
is in the occupation of Mr. Manning, a stereo-
typer

j
the house is an old one, but of ample size.

[Feb. 15, 1868.

A WOED OP CAUTION.

We have to call the attention of those whom
it may concern to the present state of the lofty
wall separating the courtyard of Burlington
House from Piccadilly. The western angle of
this wall has been taken down, so that the tie
which it has for so many years formed is broken.
The structure thus exposed in section is on the
move, or, to speak with more precision, has
visibly moved towards the street, and now over-
hangs its base by as much as its own respectable
thickness. Without applying actual measure-
ments to the spot, it is yet possible to speak
with some certitude as to the fact of actual dis-
placement. For an observer standing near the
end of Bnrlington Arcade may note a well-
defined vertical coign which he may easily bring
into lino with the exposed section of the
boundary wall in question. There are obstacles
in the way of alligning this coign with the
inclined face down to the ground, but if they are
made to coincide at a point somewhere between
one-half and one-third of the height of the

Burlington Honse wall if such a wind as that
which has recently visited us more than once
were howling at his back. We make no pro-
phesies—we express no vivid apprehensions.
We only say that, in such a city as London,
every possible precaution should be taken against
fatal accidents. A lofty wall, overhanging its
base, and propped by wooden struts, is a very
possible cause of fatal accident. Are there any
means of resisting the inference that that canse
ought to be at once remo^^ed ?

100,0001. worth of property, to be removed for
I
fortable in taking shelter on the lee side of the

Its enlargement F Perhaps Sir W. Rose will be
" "

kind enongh, in the fulness of his good nature,
to “put that and that together” and tell us
what it means ? He “ thought it right to make
that statement, the more so as the public had
been led to infer that the Corporation was about
to expend a large sum, and as, in some instances,
the paragraph in question hud given rise to
editorial comments founded on erroneous infor-
mation.” But who led the public to “ infer,”
&c., and who supplied the erroneous informa-
tion ? In tho face of this advertisement it has
been asserted there was not the slightest
foundation for onr remarks. What would bo
thought of the Chief Commissioner of Public
Works scheduling all the houses on one aide of
Parliaraent-street for removal to enlarge the
roadway, advertising each house and each
tenant, and then, when asked in his place in the
Honse of Commons why Parliament-street was
to be widened, branding the assertion as a false-
hood P It has been often snid that one half of
the world does not know how tho other half
lives. It woold seem to be equally true that one
half of the Corporation does not seem to know
what tho other half is doing.

ON THE APPLICATION OF WATERGLASS
(SILICATE OF SODA) FOR PAINTINGS
AND DECORATIONS.

Although more than thirty years have elapsed
since the introduction of waterglass, yet its ap-
plication is at present but very limited.

It is a well-known fact, that paintings exe-
cuted in oil or encaustic colours are soon de-
stroyed in the open air

;
tho fatty substances are

consumed by a mortar ground, or by the oxygen
of the atmosphere; the white lend need in paint-
ings is soon converted, in large towns, into a
grey and dirty mass (sulphurated lead)

;
the

latter process destroys all liarmony of colour,
and the result cannot be removed by any other
means than painting over again.
With interior wall-paintings, a somewhat re-

verse action takes place ; the oils become darker,
and if—to counteract this defect—mnoh spirit
of turpentine is used, tho colours become harsh
and adhere imperfectly : after a short time,
minute particles are detached, through the
variations of temperature, through the heat of
fires, gas, and candles. Now, if only portions of
rooms, halls, schools, and churches were coated
with waterglass painting,—walls, for instance,

—

the carbonic acid exhaled by onr Inngs wonld be
absorbed with avidity, and assist in the solidifi-

cation of waterglass colours, and of the plaster.
The white colours, used in common and elabo-

rate interior paintings, are mostly white-lead

;

its actions npou the human frame are well
known. The white colours employed with
waterglass for large surfaces are perfectly harm-
less, and the obnoxious smell of oil paint is
entirely absent with waterglass application . Yet
oil paint and varnish are for many reasons more
durable for woodwork of dwellitig-hoiises ; oil and
varnish are of an elastic nature, more fitted for

bomiclary wall measured from below, the diver.
,

„„ „„„„
pnee at the level p the coping will be seen to : the changes of sadden expansion and contrac-
bo very considerable. That tho fact has not

j

tion of wood.
escaped the attention of those in charge of the

|
Walls of mortar, stncco, Eonmn cement, stone,

works IS evident from the presence of two strata,
! 4o., are the snbstances upon which waterglass

not mere oasual nrou. h„t .f™t. f employed with the greatest advantage.
not mere casual props, but struts formed with „
care that seems to contemplate their maintenance
for some considerable time. In fact, the wall is
now leaning on these props, and, if they were
suddenly removed, would in all probability fall

on the footpath.

It is not fair to the public, nor is it desirable

There is great affinity and relation between those
bodies; waterglass becomes an insoluble mass,
which, by the absorption of c.irbonic acid, be-
comes harder and more indestructible. Gypsum
(plaster of Paris) ought to be avoided as a
ground

; there is no affinity between these two
for the credit of those responsible for the works . substances.m process on the _Bpot,_ that the wall should be i Mortar which is composed of lime and sand is
allowed to remain m this state. We do not say the best ground for waterglass. Tho sand used
that there is any urgent menace of danger. It

I
must be free from salts, ground flints, &c. The

18 quite possible, nay, probable, that the sound old
j

so-called artificial sands are the beet, they have
bnckworkmay rest for months on its two wooden

!
an even and sharp “corn.” The lime may be

Ko. 10i8mthejointoccnpacion"ofM7Hkvden’liT-K>^l®-T°^ be
music Dubliaher; Bancroft^ Co San FranJisco- 1

prevent “blowing;” in both

and the Pullishcrs' Circular No 11 in
corridors of Chelsea

,

cases the mortar should be rather poor in lime.ru(jiibncrs oircuwr. Ho. 11 as occu-
[

Hospital. But we cannot afford to leave such a _:.i. ,

hlf P™»“>>iUty in uu important thoreugh-hnt mannfueturera and warehonaemon. This faro of a great city. If the wall fell the leas of

bora Vw !t
“

°^K *’“5
I

calamitouTas taMe c‘Z

. ; ‘i,
"““pniion of Messrs. Cope- startle the public. It is a time when there ares ^e Moore, Crampton, 4 Co., the well-known evil spirits abroad amoni us ifno e[LJvManchester warehousemen, of Bow nLnrr.LT-«,..:i \ -i. .1.

exactly

Cheapside.
T. • c . . , . , .

o. i-.-'.-w-ij, k/u if.
; ueut on miscj

l:
of 0700 o P-enger out of the

many thonsands who daily pass over the pave-
tnent on which this wall would fall if the props
were struck, while cross-cut saws and sledge
hammers are accessible to those who have the
ill-will to use them. We must remember that
apparent purposelessness is a feature of much of

the last few weeks, Lad unusual proof of the

' ,

—

r
-— J — viio »,en-«knuwn

. evil spirits aDroad
Manchester warehousemen, of Bow Clnircbyard, seeking whom they may "devour vet evident^Cheuede. It hue a Wage of probably 35 ft. bent I miachief. ^It ia^not “aclable to perUgh m one half, and SIX stories 'r ’

in another. This is an end house of that side of
the square, with a vacant piece of land beside
it. The other end of the same side was a house
with many tenants, but was burnt down, and
has never been rebuilt. Such is the character
of that side of the square which appears in the
presentment schedule.

In speaking of the article in the Builder and
contradicting it, he said that there was “ ample
space within tho existing walls for any enlarge-
ment that might be required.” If this be so,
why should two aldermen, visiting justices of
Newgate, make a presentment to their own
court that there was not, and schedule, say,

violence of the wind. It is trne that danger
from wind depends not only on the velocity, but
on the direction of the blast. But it is no less
true that the direction is as little to be foretold
with certitude as is the force. We do not think
any man familiar with building wonld feel com-

Roman cement, mixed with mortar or with sand,
also forms a good ground

; but plaster of Paris
mast be avoided in the last layer of mortar.
The ground should be of an even grain,—nob

smooth
;
the larger the wall and the details to

be painted, the coarser the grain of the sand
may be. After the ground is perfectly dry it

ought to stand for a week or two before painting
is commenced. The colours used for painting
pictnres, decorations, or large surfaces, are
rimply ground fine in pnre water: tho -wuser is

beet purified by boiling. The colours are applied
with water only. Those artists and decorators
who are used to paint in temnera, in body-
colours, or distemper, will find this process easy ;

those who are nsed to oil-painting onlv, require
some practice to master the details of manipula-
tion. Before application of colour, moisten the
places with water; and should the ground be-
come dry under the brush it is kept moist with a
syringe, throwing the water in the form of a fine
mist. In all cases where it becomes necesfary to
paint over again, to deepen or heighten tho
colours, the places ought to be always moistened
with the syringe. While painting is going on,
the colours must not be touched or rubbed with
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e finger, as tliey are now only "bound” with

later, and are booh damaged and rubbed off.

I’hen a picture or a wall is finished, the colours

:ust be “fixed;” and now, for the first time,

iflterplass comes into operation.

For fixing the colours the “ fixing waterglass
”

1 used. The surest way of using it is to dilute

'10 solution with pure water considerably. That

laterglass which is of the consistence of thick

rrup may be diluted with six times its bulk of

tater
;
that which is sold as “ fixing solution,”

ith an ec^ual bulk of water. The whole surface

t evenly syringed over. Care must be taken

ot to apply too much, or the colours may flow

^to each other. After the lapse of a day, the

laterglass having had time to combine and

arden, a second coat is applied : this time the

ulution may be a little stronger. In most

uses the colours will be all “fixed” when the

ficond “ coat ” is dry ; if, however, some of the

?)-called meagre colours, such as black, <tc.,

fill rub off with the finger, it is best to go over

“leso with a soft brush and waterglass.

1 There is no advantage in adding more water-

itass than is absolutely necessary to fix the

olours. If too much is used, the surface be-

umes bright, which is also the case if too much
!tne is in the mortar, Those bright places, in

ne course of a few days, turn into a white film,

lihiob, however, will disappear in the course of

ime, or must be removed with a sponge and

lean water. The safest way to ensure success

t to begin the fixing with a weak solution, and

])peat it rather three or four times, than to use

iistroug solution at once.

1 The colours or pigments to be used are as

Itllows :—Zino white, permanent white (artificial

plphate of barytes), dark yellow, burnt and
irown ochre, terra de Sienna raw and burnt,

lidmium and chrome yellows, red chrome,

rtirome green, blue and green ultramarine, oxide

if iron in red, brown, and crimson, burnt umber,

iiineral and lamp black. No vegetable colour

admissible. Vermilion, cobalt, and light

b)hre ought to be avoided also.

I For larger surfaces, for walls where expense

s a consideration, lime and chalk (whiting) may
B need, only those latter do not cover well : a

tttle addition of zinc white will balance that

ifefect and produce a good “ body.” It should

e also borne in mind that waterglass is anta-

conistic to oil paint ;
if any oil-painting is in

.iroximity to waterglass painting, or upon a wall

l) be fixed, the oil paint onght to be covered

iHth paper before fixing with waterglass, other-

adse the oil paint will suffer,

y Woodwork when new, where a smooth and

even surface is not required, where the smell of

liaint is too obnoxious, may be coated with

a'aterglass. In that case it is recommended to

b bind” the colours with weak size, and apply

idle waterglass afterwards with a brush. Wood-
cirork is also protected against fire by the simple

))pplication of two or three ooats of pure water-

alass, without any pigment. The wood so

ereated becomes darker.
I One more observation as a guide to the ope-

itator is this : all the colours become a little

uarker under the fixing process, but in the

nourso of a few days they regain their original

none. Certain colours, such as oxide of iron,

trtificial white of barytes, and some of the

bchres, contain sometimes smaller or larger por-

3iions of sulphuric acid. These colours must,

eherefore, be washed with plenty of pure water
fjefore using them for painting.

L Such are the principal features of water-

.glass painting, verified by practical success.

RAilBLES ON RAILWAYS.

Connected for years- -with railways as Sir

'iJusack Roney has been, and travelling largely

SIS he did for a long time, both in the Old and

i^^ew World, it was to be expected that he would

roroduce an amusing and instructive book, when
eae announced his “ Rambles on Railways,” and

eie has not disappointed expectation.* If he bad
rcrusted more to himself, and avoided a few of the

[quotations, introduced evidently through anxiety

OK) make the book amusing, the result would have

jsseen even more satisfactory than it is. Best of

ilUl, if he could have brought himself to it, would
laiave been his Rambles about Railways. An in-

itstmctive story he conld tell, we have a strong

ippinion
;
and one of these days he may perhaps

' • Bamblea on Railways. By Sir Cusack P, Roney.
.oLondoa: RtHugham WUson. 1863.

be led to do it. The present generation re-

member the commencement of the work of

covering England with railways, and since that

time 455i millions of money have been spent.

The story of how this has been done, in what

ways it was raised,—who won, and who lost,

—

would make a wonderful book. Well, never

mind that just now. The volume before us gives a

variety of information concerning, amongst other

undertakings, the Union Pacific Railroad, the

Canadian, Indian, and Italian, and includes

a number of maps and diagrams, with a view of

a centre-rail-engiue ascending a steep gradient

amongst the Alps. The Pacific Railway, which

is to coat thirty millions sterling (16,0001. a

mile), is being made at the eastern end wholly

by Irishmen, and on the Pacific side by Chinese,

to a man.
The longest of all European railways is nearly

half Italian, and a little more than half “ South

Anstriau.” It is called in Franco, Sxid

Autrichienne et Haute Italie. In Italy the two
last words are converted into Alta Italia. The
total length is now 2,565 English miles, of

which the South Austrian portion measures

1,349, and the Italian 1,216.

The two extreme western points of the mighty

system of the South Austrian and Alta Italia are

at Susa, at the foot of the Mont Cenis Pass of

the Alps, and Cuneo at the foot of the Col

di Tenda. Its two eastern are Vienna, and still

farther, Pesth. Its northern is Kutzen, about a

hundred miles to the south-east of Munich. Its

southern, Pistoja, is twenty-two miles to the

north-east of Florence. It possesses railways

across two of the passes of the Alps, the Soem-

roeringand the Brenner. Its stations are at Genoa,

Turin, Milan, Innspruch, capital of the Tyrol,

Verona and Venice, Trieste, Vienna, and Pesth. It

is equally fitted (as it has proved itself to be) for

a great military railway, and for one to be de-

voted only to commercial and industrial develop-

ment
;
but it has its skeleton in its closet,—it is

not at Florence, capital of United Italy, nor is

there prospect of its being there, except by a

combination which shall nnite with it the whole

of the Strade Ferrate Bomane.
The two next longest railways of Europe are

French. The Paris, Lyons, and Mediterranean

Company has a length of railway, in France, of

2,23-1 miles, and in 1864 it adopted a translitoral

little son, which is known by the name of the

“ Algerian Railways.” At present the gentle

youth is of modest proportions, only thirty-one

miles open for traffic : eighty-one to be opened

in the present year ;
and of the remaining 261

which are to constitute its full-grown mileage

(376 miles), little more work than dtudes pre'-

liminairee has been bestowed upon them.

The railway that in mileage comes next in suc-

cession is the Orleans Company. Its length is

2,052 miles. The last of the four railway giants

is our own English giant, the London and North-

Western. Although the length of onr country-

man is the least of all,—only 1,320 miles,—it is

shown that in its other dimensions it is in most

respects superior, in none inferior, to its Conti-

nental brethren.

The gross receipts from traffic for the year

1866 were,—South Austrian, 2,957,7131., Alta

Italia, 1,738,2022., total of the company,

4,696,9151. ;
average weekly receipts, 90,3061.

;

per mile per annum, 1,9321. Paris, Lyons, and

Mediterranean, total traffic, 8,105,7761. ;
average

weekly receipts, 155,6911.; per mile per annum,

3,6401. As the total traffic receipts of French

railways was, approximately (but the figures are

very nearly exact), 24,140,0001., it follows that

the receipts of this company exceeded one-third

of the total railway receipts of the empire

by 101,1101., and that its average weekly re-

ceipts per mile exceed the average weekly

receipts per mile of all France (2,8651.) by

9551.

The traffic receipts of the Orleans Company
for 1866 were 4,401,8941. ;

average weekly re-

ceipts, 94,2671.; per mile per annum, 2,1891., or

4961. per mile per week helow the receipts per

mile per week of the total French railway

system. London and North-Western, 6,312,0561.;

average weekly receipts, 120,4001.
j
per mile per

annum, 4,7821.

The construction of railways cheaply in France

is new occupying attention. A railway on this

system was opened on the 25th of August last,

—

the line from Fougeres to Vitre, on the Chemin

de Fer deil’Ouest. Its length is twenty-three

miles, and it has been constructed for 100,0001.,

or at the rate of 4,3481. a mile, notwithstanding

the fact that it is carried through a difficult

country, necessitating numerous heavy works,

the greatest of which is a viaduct constructed of

granite 120 yards long, and 22 yards high. The
rails are Vignoles pattern, 60 lb. to the yard.

The above price includes rolling stock, shops,

and their equipments, &c. “ But everybody re-

ceived ‘ ardent sonnant ’ as the works progressed,

and the line was not opened until everything had
been settled up and paid for. This is one of the

secrets,” continues our author, “ appertaining to

the economic construction of railways.” That
is just the text on which we should like a
sermon.’

The grandest exceptional run ever made on
railways, according to Sir Cusack, “ was on the

5th of January, 1862, the occasion being when
answers were brought to the despatches sent to

Washington requiring the suirender of Messrs.

Mason and Slidell, who had been taken out of

the Trent, Royal West India mail steamer, by
orders of Commodore Wilks. The steamer ar-

rived at Queenstown at 10‘5 p.m. : at 11'28 p.m.,

Irish time,* the special train started from Cork,

and accomplished the journey to Dublin (166

miles) in four hours and three minutes
;
or at

the rate of 41 miles an hour, including stoppages.

The mail steamer Ulster arrived at Holyhead at

8'15 a.m. The special train started at 8’38,

and it is from this point that the most remark-

able part of the express journey was accom-

plished. The run from Holyhead to Stafford,

130i miles, occupied only 146 minutes, being at

the rate of 54 miles an hour, and although so

high a rate of speed was not attempted over the

more crowded parts of the line approaching

London, the whole distance from Holyhead to

Euston was performed by tbe London and North-

Western Company in exactly five hours, or at a

speed of 52f miles an hour,—a speed un-

paralleled for so long a distance on a line

crowded with traffic.”

We have travelled faster than this for shorter

distances, fifty and odd miles, on more than one

occasion. Years ago we travelled, for example,

from London to Didcot at the rate of a mile a

minute, Brunei being engine-man.

In France, the fastest train is timed for 35^

miles an hour; in Belgium, for 34j miles.

One special purpose of the book is to fight the

battle of railway companies as against tbe Post-

office, and more than once the author asks :

—

“ On what grounds, other than the hollow ones of pre-

tence, can the Post-ollice claim special exemptions, as

regards payniente, as well as special rights and prixileges,

without adequate remuneration for them? Neither the

Post-office nor any other department of the State assisted

railways during ttcir inception, or during their eonstruo-

tion
;
on the contrary, whenever they had the chance of

raising their hands against or making exorbitant demands
upon railways, they never tailed to do so.’*

It is quite right, he thinks, in the interest

of the community at large, that, inasmuch

as railways are the public highways of the

land, the right of postal transmission upon

them should be secured in the most complete,

prompt, and absolute manner that law can

enforce. There must be no doubt or hesita-

tion upon this point; but that limit passed,

the postal department is, notwithstanding that

its officials are of “ her Majesty’s service,”

nothing more than, as a whole, an extremely

well-organized, efficient tradin</ establishment,

protected, as a monopoly, by many Acts of

Parliament.”

The railways have never shown themselves otherwise

than ready, it might rather be said anxious, to serve the

Post-office ;
but iu this land of trade and commerce, their

managers look for proper remuneration for services ren-

dered. No more is asked, and no more is expected. The
law and practice have very wisely instituted a distinction

between the manner in which ocean aud railway mail con-

tracts shall be entered into. Because tbe ocean highway

is open to all, tenders for conveyance upon it are invited

from all; on the other hand, with railways it has been

very properly decided that they shall convey the mails,

whether they like to do so or not ;
but the same law that

has enacted this compulsion, has also prescribed the man-
ner by which a just and reasonable remuneration shall, iu

case of difference, be obtained.”

The quotations made by the author in his

account of the Indian railways (a system for

which the Government of India has guaranteed

to the extent of 88,000,0001.) seem to show

culpable neglect of accommodation for third-

class passengers at the different stations. Bad

treatment of native travellers is also asserted.

The shareholders in the various lines onght at

once to take up this matter, aud insist on an

immediate change from this blind and suicidal

course.

According to our author, the total amount

• There is & difference of twenty-aix minutes between

London and Dublin times : London being to the east is the

earlier. Dublin time has now become tiniversal time in.

Ireland,
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of guaranteed interest on railways which has
been paid by the Government of India from
the year 1849, to the Slat of December,
1866, has been 18,929,576L

;
of course during

the early period of the Indian railways, it

was all expenditure and no profit, for, although
guaranteed interest commenced in 1849, the first

length of Indian railways was not opened for
traffic until 1853, and then the length was only
twenty-two miles. In 1854, the miles opened
were fifty-five; in 1855, ninety-eight; in 1856,
102 ;

in 1857, 145 ; in 1858, 145 j
in 1859, seventy-

five; in 1860,208; in 1861, 759, which is the
largest number of miles opened in any one year :

the following year, 1862, was nearly as much,
being 74-7. Since then, the amount has been
increased at the average annual rate of about
300 miles; and the total mileage now is

4,070.

The companies have repaid to the Govern-
ment, out of net earnings, about 7,000,000h ;

making the present debt of the railways to the
Government nearly 12,000,0001. Their net
earnings for 1865 were 1,341,5501., and for 1866
they were about 2,170,0001. The amount paid
by Government for guaranteed interest during
1865 was 2,796,6761., consequently the net
amount of money which the Government had
to find, and to debit against the companies,
was 1,455,1261.; but, in 1866, whilst the
amount paid in guaranteed interest was
2.964.0731., as the net earnings were
2.170.0001., the Government had only to debit
the companies with about 800,0001. It is ex-
pected that the sum deficient this year will not
be more than 600,0001., notwithstanding that
the amount of interest for which the Govern-
ment is responsible will be about 3,300,0001.
We may not, however, accompany farther our

agreeable guide. We introduce him to our
readers, that they may take his “Eambles” and
enjoy his genial gossip.

A VOICE FROM EDINBURGH AFTER
THE STORM.

When a man makes a narrow escape of bis
life as I did the other day, his first dnty, after
thanking Almighty God for his safety and pre-
servation, is to try and prevent a recurrence of
the circumstances under which the accident had
arisen. The best method of doing this appears
to me to write a note to the Builder, which if

yon will kindly publish you will do me,—and a
great number of other residents in Edinburgh, in
whose name I may venture to speak,—a very
great favour.

Ton are aware, of course, that upon the 24th
day of January ultimo the cityof Edinburgh-was
visited by a severe and protracted gale of wind.
There had been nothicg like it in the recollec-
tion of the oldest inhabitant. By and by the
gale grew into a violent storm, accompanied
with heavy showers of rain and gnsts of wind
that blew with the noise of distant thunder and
with the force of a whirlwind.

Just at the commencement of the most
furious part of the storm I was coming ont at
the front door of my residence, and while stand-
ing for a moment hesitating whether I should
venture forth, a whole avalanche of chimney-
pots, fragments of mortar, and decayed masonry
was precipitated on the landing of the outer
stair ! Literally, I escaped within an inch of
my life. Had it not been for the signal of a
tradesman opposite, who had observed the mass
to topple, it is certain that I should have crossed
the threshold, and so perhaps have been killed
on the spot :

—

“ No reckoning made, bnt sent to my accoant
With all my imperfections on my head.”

Having thus providentially escaped, I returned
to the bouse, where, for six or seven hours we
were prisoners. From our parlour windows,
which overlook the intersection of George-street,
and Castle-street, we watched the storm and
its consequences

; and I must tell you that I do
not remember in all my life to have seen so
much terrible damage done in so abort a space.
Life and property were alike in jeopardy

:

chimney-cans were blown down with great vio-

lence
; slates were flung about in all directions

;

portions of chimney-stacks fell through roofs;
several people were blown down and severely
injured, and four people were killed. That I

did not happen to be included in the latter
category was due entirely, as I have said, to the
timely warning I received from the opposite side
of the street.

Now, sir, what I wish to say is, that although
this gale, or rather storm, was more than com-
monly severe, the accidents with which it has
been accompanied are by no means uncommon.
Indeed, they are the very reverse. Every year
numerous accidents occur from chimney-pots
and decaying roofs in Edinburgh, both in the
old and the new town

;
and I do not need to

inform your Edinburgh readers that it does not
always require a terrific storm like that I have
described to produce the fall of a lofty tenement
and a destruction of human life. It is not
easy to account in a single word for this condi-
tion of things

;
but one conspicuous defect in the

Edinburgh municipal administration I will point
ont, and that is, there is no proper supervision, in-

spection, or regulation with regard to buildings
in force in the city. There is no Building Act in
Edinburgh. There are no district surveyors; nor
any professional committee of the town coun-
cil to supply the defect; and, finally, there is no
organ like the Builder to advocate in such cases
the public interest. I cannot better describe
the Dean of Guild Court, which is popularly sup-
posed to be entrusted with the order and regu-
lation of buildings, than by comparing it to the
Court of Wardens, or the lord mayor’s show. It

is an institution that has survived its useful-
ness, and become antiquated. The Lord Dean
of Guild in Edinburgh (Law) is a tea mer-
chant

; the convener (Ford) is a cheesemonger
;

and so on. There is of course a city architect
and a burgh engineer, or superintendent of build-
ings, and there is above all a legal gentleman of
great power and ubiquity, videlicet, the town
clerk. The case for these local authorities can-
not be better stated than by quoting, with your
permission, part of an article which appeared in

the Scotsman the other day, which I think bears
very strong internal evidence of an official

afflatus, hut which seems to ignore or repudiate
completely the whole theory of official respon-
sibility. The Sco^sma^^, you are perhaps aware,
is more distinguished for its political than its

technical articles :

—

"The recent lamentable accident in Date-street has
had the natural effect of calling an unwonted degree of
attention to the condition of chimney-stalke and chimney-
cans in the city; and it has also excited inquiry as to
whether the woodwork even of the better class of our
dwellings, is such as it ought to be. We have seen, in
another ca»e where a chimney-stalk fell through a roof
and one of the upper floors of a dwelling, that its further
progress was then arrested, and that thus a sacrifice of life

was happily prevented. There it too much room to be-
lieve that, had the tcoodieork of the roof and the Jloore
of the houee in Duke-etreet been qf proper strength, the
community would not have had to deplore the awful
results of the catastrophe of Friday week. It is not,
however, to indulge in such speculations that we now refer
to the matter, but to impress upon proprietors and tenants
of property the responsibility which attaches to them
individually to look immediately to the condition of
the buildings in which they are interested, and to
see that they are not such as to endanger either
residents or passers by. From many of the commu-
nications which are addressed to us on the subject, it
appears to be a prevalent idea that this is a matter fbr the
authuricies, and that if they do not take action, proprietors
are relieved from all responsibility. This is quite a mistake.
Nothing in our Police Acts can be construed into a di-
vestiture of the responsibilities which attach by common
law and common sense to the possession of property. It
is the undoubted duty of every proprietor to see that his
building and all its pertinents are secure ; and if by care-
lessness or neglect others sufler, the law will give the
sufferers their recourse against him. The inttinct of self-
pretervation also suggests to occupiers of property the
duty of seeing that they are not exposed to unnecessary
risks. The landlord is bound to keep their dwelling wind
and water tight. He is no leas bound to keep it safe, so
far as that can be secured by human care andforeeighi.

All this seems to be so obvious as not to require state-
ment here. But, as we have said, there is a prevalent de-
sire on the part of many to transfer the natural obliga-
tions of landlords in the matter of pnblic functionaries,
and such persons should be made aware without delay
that this IS impossible. In the interest of the public,
police otBcials are empowered to step in and compel
the negligent or refractorj- landlord to do his duly,
or, failing his doing so, to cause it to be done
at his expense, and to subject him to the whole
costs of the proceedings prescribed for that pur-
pose. But neither the action nor inaction of public
functionaries can relieve any landlord of his own proper
obligation and responsibilities, which extend not only to
removing danger when that exists, but to seeing that none
does exist. This, of course, involves the employment by
the landlord of practical men of skill, and cannot be met
by an appeal to the burgh engineer, uho hat other and
quite different duties to perform. No doubt, if the land-
lord fails to dischariie his duty, the burgh engineer will
interfere, in the interest of tenants and of the community,
to compel him. But that is a purely remedial power.
There are, too, emergencies when the burgh engineer
must act spontaneously and decisively. When the risk of
accident is imminent, or when accident has ac'ually
occurred, the law arms him with summary and arbitrary
powers to protect or save life and property. But still the
landlord remains liable for the consequences of his pre-
vious neglect, and of these he cannot by any means divest
himself.”

These remarks are certainly valuable as con-
taining what we may reasonably assume to be a
statement of the law in Scotland. How then

stands the fact ? How far do human ingenuity
and foresight go in repairing the errors of
original defective construction ? What weight •'

per square yard of Ballachulish slates will a *

^--inch deal support ? How long is a rubble chim-
ney stalk with a range of red tile cans supposed

^
to last? What is the capacity of endurance of *

a zinc ridge at an altitode of 200 ft. above
j

the level of the sea ? How long does a slate- l

nail last ? Why should the best buildings iu *

Edinburgh have snob wretched dormers, covered
with slates, no courses on the front wall, and
no aprons to the skews or the skylights ? I
need not pursue the argument. " Human fore-

sight ’’and “the instinct of self-preservation”
are, I am afraid, too intangible aud too per-
functory in their operation to be defended at

this time of day, as the ultimate principles of
protection to human life,-—particularly when com-
pared with the regular systematic and intelligent

instructions of a skilled surveyor acting upon the
said principles. What does a poor old woman
left with a piece of rickety property know about
such philosophy, even supported by such juris-

prudence ? Accordingly, some people residing in
Edinburgh would be glad to know a little more
of the nature of the duties of the “ Burgh Engi-
neer.” I have not a single word to say against *

him either professionally or as an individual

;

for Mr. Charles Macpherson is, I believe, a com-
petent engineer, and he comes of a good stock.
But it is the system I wish to attack. As
far as I know, he issues no annual report,
takes no cognisance of new bnildings, and
does not even, except by way of mild re-

monstrance, require people to clean out or
abolish their underground cesspools. I uni-
versally find him called in to do something when
it is too late. He is more of an undertaker than
a physician. There, for example, was erected
in an exposed situation at Morningside a United
Presbyterian Church, one of those debased and
grotesque imitations of Early English—the chief .

feature of which is a high-pitched triangular
roof with perpendicular windows in the gables,

\

It has very properly been pronounced a sham,
and its downfall had been often predicted. But
the first and only occasion on which I ever heard
of the engineer surveying it was on the very day
I refer to, when he had to survey its ruins! I

will give one more instance if you will allow me
another quotation from the report of our town
council proceedings respecting the accident at
Duke-street.

" The clerk read a report by the borgh engineer, stating
that he had employed workmen to remove dangerous por-
tions of chimney-stalks daring the storm, and rubbish at
the scene of the accident in Duke-street, and that the ex-
pense of the work amounted to 26L 6s. 6d.
Mr. Stott said that in Duke-etreet he belieied the icork

mot teell done; but, in other parts of the town, great mis-
chief was done to the roofs of the bouses by the rough
manner in which the chimney-cana were thrown down.
In one casein Lothian -street, he saw chimney-cans actually
smashed on the roofs instead of rolling them down.
The Lord Provost said that he could bear witness to the

i

activity of the superintendent and burgh engineer. In \

the midst of the storm he went down to Doke-street, and
i

saw an immense deal of exertion employed to extricate the
people from the fallen ruins. As some lellections had
been cast upon the city officios in regard to other matters,
he felt great pleMure m saying that on that occasion great
anxiety was snown to extricate the sufferers. In the name
of the Council, he would say he thought the workmen who
were labouring amidst the dust to remove the rubbish, and
extricate, if possible, the people from the fallen ruins,

—

he thought U teat a matter of thankfulneet that the work
woe done with to much activity.

Dean of Guild Law said that among those who were
exerting themselves at the Duke-street accident he noticed
Mr. Slater (who recently got a medal), with some of his
best men

; and it was astonishing how much exertion was
madeW these men.
The £ord Provost.—He is a most useful citizen that."'*

[He is a Slater to trade.]

I will not dwell, sir, on the lugubrioua gratifi-

cation one may derive from a consideration of
the fact that in Edinburgh the work is well and
actively done in digging one’s body out of the
fallen ruins ! Even the circumstance of a Lord

j

Provost, or a Lord Dean of Guild, superintending
the operation, does not, in my estimation, make
the prospect one whit more pleasant. I had
rather a thousand times hear of a good slater

or an honest chimney-sweep inspecting my roof
now and then, and pointing ont to my ‘‘ instinct

of self-preservation ” that my chimney-stalk was
in need of pointing, or that my chimney-pobe
were in danger of toppling down.
Even now the danger ia very great. Since the

storm occurred a period of a fortnight has
elapsed, and very little has been done to repair
the damage. My sky-line is everywhere bonnded
with broken and dilapidated chimney-pots,
some of which are actually detached from the
building.

In conclusion, I beg to say that you would
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confer a great obligation on the Edinburgh
public if you point out to their official repre-

sentatives some of their positive duties with
regard to sanitary police. I am aware the sub-

ject is not a favourite one here. That small

report on tho fatal accident which occupies, I
shall say, three inches of apace in the newspaper
columns, was followed by one on Sunday-trading
which occupied threefeet

!

and that is by no means
anunfavourable exampleof the municipal wisdom,
sagacity, and public spirit of modem Athena.

An Observer.

STORM AND FLOOD.

The force of tho wind in London during the
i late storm, reached a pressure of 35 lb. on the
: square foot, or 6 lb. more than that of the great
I storm of 1866, when the Royal Charter was lost.

Tho most serious destruction of property at
Hull was at the works of the British Gaslight

' Company. No. 1 gasometer, a very largo struc-

tnro, was blown bodily over and fell into pieces,
the surrounding pillars and stonework being also
very much broken. The gasometer at the time
contained about 250,000 ft. of gaa. Tho whole
took fire, and the flames raged for about half an

: hour with great intensity.

At Sheffield two chapels were partly blown
' down. A circus, a house, and a chimney were
; also blown down.

The oldest plane-tree in Scotland, and per-
' haps the largest of its kind in Britain, fell in

t the same gale. It grew by the side of the rivor

. Allan, near Dunblane, and was known as the
‘ “ Big Tree in Kippenross,” as long ago as the
r reign of Charles II.

Considerable damage was done along the
' Thames on Saturday last by an unusually high

tide. The water rose 3 ft. higher than the usual
; spring tides, and it is some years since such an
influx of water has taken place. At the present

I stage of the progress of the Thames Embank-
: ment, this tide did much damage. The water
( overflowed the walls, and the whole of the vacant
I space which is being reclaimed from the river
' was filled. Other damage to property has re-

: suited on tho Surrey side of the river. Several
I streets were partially inundated.

A remarkably high tide was experienced at
I Hull on Saturday morning, the water having
r risen to a height of 30 ft., or also about 3 fc.

b higher than the usual heavy tides. Houses,
c cellars, and streets were flooded.

COMPARATIVE ALTITUDES.

The article upon comparative altitudes is one
1 to which I have devoted considerable attention,

! and I had collected a nnmber of examples of the
E section of many railways, showing the ordinates
i at each change of gradient, and their levels
1 above high or low water mark, but there are not
I many of them connected with the sea level as a
( common datum.

But many of these levels are not connected
\ with the high and low points of towns, as they
I might have easily been done when they were
b being prepared, and they would have formed an
ii invaluable record of the respective levels of every
p place in the country.

This has been done, to a certain extent, in the
C Ordnance Survey, where the levels of some high
I points are noted j but I think it has not been
( carried out with especial reference to our towns
6 and villages

;
and I think, on the ground of

1 health, it is of the highest importance, as I
1 believe the altitude, as well as the physical and
f
geographical position of towns, has a very

1 marked effect on the public health, much more
t 80 than is generally admitted ; in fact, producing
f a difference of climate, and ic does not appear
t to me to be sufficiently considered by those
V whose place it is to study the hygiene of the

I

p population.

In corroboration of the above remarks, I may
!

i instance places I have personally visited and
' 1 known, viz., Havanna, Vera Cruz, Belize (Hon-

( doras), and New Orleans, all situated very low,
f few feet above the level of the sea. Most of those
t are well designed and laid out : except in the
' first-named the streets are narrow, but in tho
i latter they are wide and spacious, and built in
s special regard to regularity and order, to prevent
c overcrowding

; and in respect to the public
1 health, in all these places, notwithstanding they
a are greatly troubled and decimated with low
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fevers, agues, yellow fever, &c., with all their
attendant evils, and a change of climate, a sea-
voyage, or removal to a higher altitude, or one
of them, is invariably recommended by the
faculty to their unhappy patients, even when
medicine has failed to remove the disease

; and
the result is generally successful. Some who
visit these places are so constituted as to escape
those deadly and depressing diseases, as did
your correspondent; but these cases are few, and
at those periods when they are the most rife and
virulent, the air appears disagreeable and
oppressive, and a feeling of lassitude seems to
steal over your whole frame, rendering any
exertion unpleasant and almost intolerable

;
but

a relief is soon produced to those feelings by the
springing up of the trade winds, or a cold
“ norther," showing the necessity and the benefit
of a change of air. If such be the marked effect

in a tropical climate, it certainly must produce
a similar one in a temperate one, and the high
and low levels of towns will, and doubtless do,
play a considerable part in. the hygiene of the
inhabitants, and one that appears worthy of
greater notice than appears to bo bestowed upon
it.

I beg to append a list of the levels of a few
places, taken at tho instance of the late Mr,
Telford, C.E,, between Holyhead and London, to
supplement those contributed by your corre-
spondent " A. J.” It will be found there are
some places where they differ from "A J.’s;’’

but these are occasioned by the difference in
datnm, Telford taking high-water at Holyhead,
and “A. J.” mean lovel of the sea at Liverpool,—rather an ambiguous term, as the level of an
average tide is a moot point with engineers.
The following are the respective altitudes of tho
towns sitnated on the Great London and Holy-
head road, running across the country diagonally
from north-west to south-east :

—

pretty generally understood, the understanding
being assisted by the printed declaration of the
Institute of Architects, that an architect’s draw-
ings, when the building has been executed, be-
long to himself,—they are simply the tools by
which he has worked, and the client pays him
for the result. The same understanding ought
to prevail when only part of the process pre-
paratory to the ei*ection of a building has been
gone through, but we are afraid it does not at
present.

HYDE PARK AND KENSINGTON
GARDENS.

Our remonstrances have not been without
some eftect. The wrongly shaped and placed
reflectors have been removed, and other burners
provided, with obvious improvement in the result.

Something, however, is still needed, apparently,
in the shape of ventilation. Many of the globes,
when we passed them a few nights ago, were
bedewed and bedimmed with water. Surely there
has been a want of intelligence shown in this
little matter which is scarcely creditable. Tho
new railiug which, after many months, has been
put up in Park-lane, seems strong, but it is very

lu Kensington Gardens, too, things are not
: always done thoughtfully. For many a year a
! covered garden-seat or alcove has afforded pro-

[

tection as well as rest to pedestrians. It was
I
lofty, and the front veiy open

;
but being placed

toback the son and tho prevailing rains it did good
' service. This alcove has been recently brought
away from its original position and re-erected at

;
some costnearwherethe fountains are; evidently,
however, without a thought as to aspect and pur-
pose, for it is so placed as to receive the full

force of both sun and rain.

Higbest point between tho town and Stanley
Sands, Holyhead 47

Bangor Cathedral 66
Town of Corwen iii,
Llangollen 261
Chirk Village 334
Oswestry town 428
Welsh Bridge, Shrewsbury J74
Corner of town-hall, ditto 200
Cock Inn, Watling-street 332
Prior’s Lea 426
Bridge at Shiffnall 270
Wolverhampton Marketplace 506
Summit east of Earl Dartmouth's Park 651
Ditto at Hockley Inn 425
Top of Bull-street, Birmingham 439
Summit of Meriden-hill 487
8t. John's Church, Coventry 253
Opposite market-place, ditto 288
Summit east of Brauneton 543
Ditto of Daventry-street 439
Opposite the Angel Inn (late the Dirt House) 447
Stoney Stratford-street 231
Churcli, Little Brickhill 439
Hocklifl’e-street 364
Dunstable.atreet (opposite inn) 474
Summit of St. Albau's-Btreet 357
Ditto Peahen Inn, ditto 368
At South Mims ToUgate 257

I think I can further supplement this state-
ment by the addition of many towns, taken from
a nnmber of canal sections that have intersected
varions parts of the country, and also from the
sections of many railways, but I find there are
many of them not at present connected with the
sea level as a common datum, although such a
one wonld have formed a capital basis for a
record of levels throughout the country.

B. B.

THE OWNERSHIP OF ARCHITECTS’
DRAWINGS.

An Arohitect writes as follows ;
— “I was

employed to make drawings and specifications
for a bnilding with the understanding that I

should carry out the works. Tenders were ob-
tained, but owing to unforeseen oircumstanoes my
employer could not proceed with it. I have sent
in my bill, charging simply for the work done,
viz., making the drawings and specification;
bnt I am refused payment unless I hand over
the whole of the plans and specification. Am I
bound to give them up ?

"

If the charge sent in is for “ making drawings
and specification,” recovery at law could scarcely
be expected as matters at present stand, unless
the things charged for had been delivered. There
would bo more likelihood of sucoeas, without
giving up the drawings, if the claim had been
shaped as for time aud skill employed in pre-
paring the necessary documents and instructions
for the production of a building not farther pro-
ceeded with, and obtaining tenders for the neces-
sary works from builders. It is beginning to be

The site of tho new drinking-fountain in the
park, of which we recently gave a view, would
have been better described as near Stanhope-
place Gate.

THE TRADES MOVEMENT.
The operative builders of Sunderland are

applying to their masters to be allowed to work
only nine hours ' a day. The employers have
appointed a sub-committee.
The operative masons in Halifax have sent a

six months’ notice to the masters to the effect
that they will expect an increase of wages to tke
amount of 2s. each per week.
The master builders of North Staffordshire

have given notice of a slight increase in the
working time of their men, thus deviating from a
mutual arrangement entered into by arbitration
in May last. The men have determined “ to
retain the present code of rules by every legiti-
mate means ” in their power. By a subsequent
resolution, they have empowered delegates " to
settle the dispute to the best of theirjudgment.”
A look-out has just occurred among the

moulders at Glasgow, and it is believed will be
general over Scotland. Fourteen shops in
Glasgow are subjeot to the lock-out, and more
than half the moulders in tho city are involved.
The men complain of harsh treatment by the
masters in sundry trade matters, and particu-
larly as regards wages.
A painful excitement has been produced at

Brynmawr in consequence of the great iron-
masters, Messrs. J. &B. Bailey, having announced
the closing of their Nantyglo works. Somethin"
like 8,000 persons are employed at the works.
A deputation of trades unionists have had a

meeting with the members for the city of Man-
chester, Messrs. Thomas Bazley and Jacob
Bright, The purpose of the interview was to
lay before the hon. gentlemen a copy of a bill

which it is proposed to introduce into Parliament
in the ensuing session, the main object of which
is to give trade societies the same legal footing
at present enjoyed by friendly societies, especially
as to the safe custody of their funds, and the
power to prosecute deffiulting members for em-
bezzlement.

A large meeting of the working men of
Sheffield has been held in the Temperance Hall,
Town-head-street, the chief object being to hear
an address “on Trades’ Uniona, Mr. Roebuck,
M.P., and the Royal Commission,” by Mr.
Applegartb, of London, the general secretary of
the Amalgamated Society of Carpenters and
Joiners. The meeting was convened by the
Executive of the Association of Organised
Trades, and although only a comparatively short

a
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notice had been given the room was well filled.

Mr. George Anstin, the president of the Alliance

of Organised Trades, occnpied the chair. After

some discussion the meeting passed, amid accla-

mation, the following resolution :

—

"That this meeting, belieTing trades’ nnions to be
esseiitial to the well-being ot the working man, and the

beat means at hia command for successfully resisting the

encroachments attempted to be made by nnprincipled

employers npon his rights and pririleges, and seeing the

numerous attacks made on such unions in certain quarters,

pledges itself to do all in its power to promote their in-

terest, and strenoously to oppose the return to Parliament

of any gentleman who is not in farour of the legalization

of traaes' unions, the protection of their funds, and
placing them more on an equality with other institutions

of the country.”

A political resolution as to Mr. Roebuck was
also passed.

THE TECHNICAL INSTRUCTION
MOVEMENT.

A REPORT addressed to the vice-president of

the Committee of Council on Education has been

issued. It touches on technical, industrial, and
professional instruction in Italy and other

countries, and is by Professor Leone Levi, who
visited for that purpose some centres of manu-
facturing industry in this and Continental conn-

,

tries. With reference to technical instruction,

Professor Levi lays before Lord Robert Montagu
suggestions for the establishment of an industrial

university or a superior technical institute, as

a normal school for teachers of science; chairs

of lectureship ;
technical schools, with work-

shops, collections of tools and instruments,

museums, and libraries; agricultural schools,

with farms and gardens, throughout the country

districts ;
schools in relation to weaving, dyeing,

and mechanics, in places such as Manchester,

Leeds, Glasgow, and Belfast; mining schools in

Truro, Newcastle, and Glasgow
;

navigation

schools in London, Liverpool, and Greenwich;

agricultural schools in Bedford and Warwick

;

schools of metallurgy in Birmiugham and Shef-

field, &c.
;
studentships ;

technical school com-
mittees

5
also suggestions for the use and adop-

tion of existing institutions, wherever available,

for the purpose of technical schools
;
the exten-

sion of grants by the Privy Council for such

schools
;
the extension of the factory laws to

agricultural labour
;

the establishment of a

public primary school in counexion with every

parish ; the introduction of science instruction

in schools and colleges, and the early in-

troduction of the metric decimal system of

weights, measares, and an international decimal

coinage, to facilitate and shorten the time

now employed in the study of arithmetic

;

the formation of manufacturing and industrial

museums in the chief manufacturing and in-

dustrial towns ;
the diminution of the evil of a

profusion of talents by giving to inventors the

option of taking ont a patent or accepting a Par-

liamentary grant for a limited period, ou the

recommendation of a committee of experiments

acting nnder the Patent Law Commissioners;

and finally, a further and more systematic in-

quiry as to the relative position and progress of

Great Britain and other countries in manufac-

tures and industry.

The adjourned meeting of the Birmingham
artisans and others has resulted in the passing of

a resolution,—“That a society be now formed

for assisting the local institutions for promoting

technical education in Birmingham, and other

purposes, connected with the interests of skilled

labour ;
and that the following twenty-five

gentlemen [names not in resolution as reported^

in conjunction with those artisans of Birmingham

and the neighbourhood selected by the Chamber
of Commerce, at the request of the Society of

Arts, be appointed a committee, and be requested

to take the necessary steps for organising the

society, and report to a future meeting.”

DESIGN FOR HOUSE OF LORDS,
VIENNA, AUSTRIA.

Just previously to the war with Prussia, a

limited number of architects were commissioned

to submit designs for the erection of a House of

Lords in the Austrian capital. No decision

was come to in face of national troubles.

The project, however, is now beginning, we
believe, to be talked of again, and we give

in our present number illustrations of the

design that was submitted by Herr F. Schmidt

,

on the occasion referred to. In some recent

articles on the present position of ecclesiastical

architecture in Germany, we had occasion to

mention with commendation and illustrate some
of the churches of Herr Schmidt.* The present

design will show bis skill in dealing with a

secular building. The style adopted may be

termed Burgundian Gothic. The dome, the

arrangement of which is felicitous, is similar to

that of one of his executed churches previously

illustrated in our pages. The dome, it will be

seen, is over the great meeting-hall. The fol-

lowing references will serve to show the appro-

priation of the different apartments on the

principal floor :

—

EEF£RE^'CES.
1. The session hall.

2. Box Tor the royal coart.

3. Dressing-room to same.
-1. Staircase for the court.

6. Meeting-room for the archdukes.
C. Ante-chamber and seirants’ room.
7. Dressing-room for the archdukes.
8. Connecting passuge for the archdukes.
9. Meeting-room for the members of the house.

10. Staircase for the members of the house.
11. Wardrobes.
12. Dressing-rooms.
13. Writing-room.
14. Reading-room.
15. Servants’ room.
16. Refreshment-room.
17. Buffet.

13. Minister’s room.
19. Ante-cUumber to same.

20. Minister’s private room.
21. Servants' room.
22. President’s saloon.

23. Ante-chamber and servants’ room.

24. Waiting-room.
25. Studio.

26. First vice-president’s studio.

27. Second vice-president’s studio.

28. General ante-ebamber.

29. Servants' room.
30. Ante-chamber to offices.

31. 3*2, 33. Offices.

34. Director of shorthand writers.

35. Ante-chamber and servants’ room to same.

36. 37. Reporters’ rooms.
33. Archives.

39, Recorder’s office.

40, Ante-chamber to same,

41, 42. Chancery to same.
43. Journalists’ room.
44. Dressing-room for occupants of boxes.

45. Public staircase.

40. Servants’ staircase.

47, 49. Court with glass covering.
49. Corridor.

50. Connecting passages.
51. Disposable space.

* Sea Tol. XIV , pp. 793, 901, 909, 928.
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THE LATE ME. JOHN PHIPPS,
h.m.’b board op works.

We mention, with great regret, that Mr. John
Phippa departed this life on the evening of
the 8th inst., aged seventy-three years. Mr.
Phipps was an old and faithful public servant for
nearly fifty years, and fulfilled his arduous duties
as an architect and surveyor in the department
ofher Majesty’s Works and Public Buildings, with
invariable satisfaction to the heads of the de-
partment. He was possessed of great energy,
and was of the kindest disposition,—qualities
which gained for him the good-will and con-
fidence not only of his colleagues, but of all the
various classes with whom business matters
from time to time brought him into communica-
tion. During his official career, many ciroum-
stances occurred to test his professional abilities

;

and his responsibilities at times were very heavy.
In proof of this, it is only necessary to mention
that, within his experience, the duties of devising
and superintending the works, fittings, and
decorations requisite for two coronations de-
volved upon him,—viz., those of King William
IV. and of her Moat Gracions Majesty the
Queen. At the last coronation the fearful rush
of people into the hanging galleries in the old
Abbey of Westminster caused him great alarm.
Although he had had them partially tested by
gangs of men in marching order, he was unpre-
pared for the forward rush of the people toward
the fronts of the galleries, and this circumstance
so shattered his nerves that it was a long time
before he recovered from the shock, and his
friends believed that he then received a lasting
injury.

Among other works we may instance that Mr.
Phipps had the planning and arrangement of the
Royal Gardens at Frogmore, which brought him
under the personal notice of her Majesty and the
Prince Consort.

The decease of this gentleman is much
lamented by all who knew him

;
and it is to be

regretted that, at the date of his death, he had
not had two years’ enjoyment of the rest to
which his well-earned pension entitled him.

DINNER TO SIR CHARLES LANTON, M.P.,

ARCHITECT.

The members of the Royal Institute of Archi-
tects of Ireland, and of the Royal Hibernian
Academy, entertained the president of the
former body. Sir Charles Lanyon, at dinner, on
Thursday evening, the 6th inst., to congratulate
him on the honour which he has lately received
at the hands of his excellency the Lord
Lieutenant.

The chair was occupied by Sir John Benson,
fellow of the Institute, in the absence of Sir
Thomas Deane, senior vice-president of the
Institute. In reply to the toast that was drunk
to him,

Sir C. Lanyon said he was proud to accept the
honour that had been conferred upon him in
connexion with his profession, and he believed
that the honour was intended as a compliment
to that profession as much as to himself. The

' chairman had alluded to his position as a member
- of Parliament. With regard to public measures,

he thought that during the last session he had
bad an opportunity of being useful to the pro-
fession in the matter of the Law Courts compe-
tition. Sir C. Lanyon then gave an account of
the course he adopted on the occasion referred to
in the House of Commons, and of the result
attending his efforts, by which two professional
men were added to the list of judges. He
regretted that at the present time he could not

' congratulate the Institute on the prospects of
;
professional employment. He believed that the

j
progress and enterprise of the country had

: received a most unfortunate check, and that
I their profession, intimately connected as it is
’ with the development and improvement of the
( country, must be amongst the first to suffer from
! any check which may be given thereto. No one
( could deny that the feeling of insecurity and
' want of confidence at present prevailing in
1 many parts of Ireland necessarily tended to pre-
' vent the outlay of capital and retard all im-
]
provement. Although he could not congratulate

I the profession in general on its present prospects,
1 he could point with pleasure to the impress
T which the present generation would leave on
t this country, both in matters of taste and
r mechanical knowledge. At the risk of being
c considered tedious, he would, before con- :

eluding, express a hope that the attention of
the Royal Institute would be given during the
present session to one or two important matters
connected with the public interests. He desired
much to see those satisfactory laws which had
been laid down by the Institute for the regula-
lation of competitions, and which were in the
hands of the members, strictly enforced by
committees and the members of the profession.

BREAKFAST AT BIRMINGHAM TO THE
ARTISAN REPORTERS AT THE PARIS
EXHIBITION.

Mr. J. S. Wright, chairman of the Artisans’
Sub-committee of the Birmingham Chamber of
Commerce, has given a breakfast, at theAssembly-
rooms, to the deputation sent to the late Paris
Exhibition to report upon the Birmingham trades.
The mayor (Mr. T. Avery) presided

;
and the

borough members, Messrs. John Bright and
George Dixon, were present.
The mayor, in opening the proceedings, said

that the report which had been published must
have convinced every one how very desirable it

was that such a visit to Paris should have been
made, and that the deputation should consist of
persons of great pi’actical knowledge and skill,
who could judge for themselves what their rivals
in other countries were doing in their particular
trades, and who could supply their compeers and
the artisans of their own and other towns with
exact information as to what was really taking
place. He believed that some of them returned
sadder and wiser men, and exceedingly impressed
by the visit with the progress that was being
made in other countries. For hia own part, he
did not at all regret that this was the case ; for
the greatest of all dangers was the unconscious-
ness of danger

j
and the first lesson to be learned

in overcoming difficulty was to recognize in an
exact and precise manner what that difficulty
was.

Mr. Bright strongly urged the Birmingham
people to open their purses and contribute
liberally to the advancement of technical in-
struction, and the establishment of a museum
in Birmingham. There was no occasion to go
to Government for it.

METROPOLITAN BOARD OF WORKS.
At the usnal weekly meeting of the members

of this board, the report of the committee of the
whole board submitting evidence taken by them
in relation to the depositions of Mr. Furness be-
fore the Registrar in Bankruptcy, was submitted,
and various motions and amendments were con-
sidered, but without anything other than a
negative result. The nearest approach to a
majority in favour of any proposition or series
of propositions, was made on the motion of Mr.
Le Breton, who moved

—

"That the board, havinp considered the allcgationB
made by Mr. Furness before the Commissioner in Bunk-
ruptcy, and subseqaently, as far as they affect Mr
Doulton and Mr. Roche, members of (his board, as also
the statements of those gentlemen, and of others, and the
letters and documents now submitted by the committee
appointed to investigate the matter, find

1 . That the terms on which Messrs. Cleland and Clench
agreed to become bound for the due performance of his
contract by Mr. Furness were negotiated by Mr. Doulton

;

that, though part of the consideration passed through hia
hands, he denies having retained any portion for his own
benefit; and it is admitted by the sureties that the whole
amount was received and appropriated by them.

2 . That Mr. Roche, who was not the standing solicitor
of the Lundy Granite Company, but engaged specially for
the occasion while the aeceptauce of the tender of Mr.
Furness was pending before the board, obtained a written
agreement from him to purchase from that company, on
certain specified terms, any granite which might be re-
quired on the works, and that it was stipulated in such
agreement that Mr. Doulton should be the referee in case
of any dispute betweeu the parties. Mr. Koche has stated
that he acted merely in a professional capacity, and such
statement is proved to be correct by letters from officers
of the Lundy Granite Company.

3 . That the board deprecates the taking part by its
members, in business or professional transactions with
parlies connected with the works of the board in matters
relating thereto, as calculated injuriously to affect the
character of the board in the conduct of its business.”

After a very long discasBion a vote was taken,
when there appeared

—

For the amendment 15
Against it 15

^The chairman gave his casting vote in favour
' the amendment, and then vacated the chair,
hich was taken by Mr. Savage.
It was afterwards stated that Mr. Sevan’s
ime had not been recorded, and after some

disenssion the chairman ruled that it must be
inserted, which negatived the amendment.

Eventnally the original motion, by Mr. Silas
Taylor, “ That this board, having investigated
the evidence of Mr. Furness, given before the
Registrar of the Bankruptcy Court on oath, and
adhered to by him, are of opinion that the state-
ments made by him have been proved,” waa
put, and seven voted for it and twenty against
it, so that no decision whatever was come to
upon the subject, although it had been discussed
for upwards of five hours.
Mr. Doulton handed in a protest censuring

the proceedings which had been taken against
him, and taking exception to the way in which
they had been conducted.
A motion was made, “ That it be entered on

the minutes,” to which Mr. Richardson moved
an amendment, “ That the protest do lie on the
table, and that the receipt of it be not recorded
in the minutes,” which waa put, and carried by
fifteen to six.

After sitting seven hours, the board adjourned.

FROM IRELAND.
Diinhoyne. — The new church of St. Peter,

Dunboyne, which has been erected from funds
contributed by the Rev. James Hamilton, of
Ballymacoll and the Ecclesiastical Commissioners,
has been consecrated by the Bishop of Meath.
The church has been built from the design of
Mr. S. Rollinaon, architect, Chesterfield. It is
in the Early English style. At the east end
there are three stained-glass windows, in memory
of the late Major and Mrs. Hamilton, of
Teasington.

FROM SCOTLAND.

Edinburgh .—At a meeting the sub-committee-
on the improvement of St. Giles’s Cathedral, Mr.
R. Matheson, of H.M. Works, showed plans of
the proposed improvements, which were cordially
approved of. The intention, says the Scots7nan,
is to open up the building on the comprehensive
scale adopted in the Cathedral of Glasgow

; but,
in the meanwhile, the alterations are to be con-
fined to the Choir or High Church. The per-
spective view of the interior of the choir shows
the galleries taken down, a new pulpit at a lower
level, and the whole seats, with rows of stalls
along the sides, in the style of the King’s Col-
lege Chapel at Old Aberdeen. The estimated
expense is 3,5001.

Leith .—The foundation-stoneof a Scandinavian
Church, for the benefit of Danish, Swedish, and
Norwegian seamen frequenting the port has been
laid. The site is on the west side of North
Junction-street, adjoining North Leith Poor-
house. It was gaily decorated with British,
Danish, Norwegian, and Swedish flags. Of
l,200h required to complete the building, 800Z.
have been already subscribed.

Borroiustownness. — The Custom • house at
Bo’ness and various adjoining properties have
been burnt to the ground.

THE IRISH RAILWAY SYSTEM.

An influential meeting has been held at the
Dublin Mansion House, to consider the present
condition of the Irish railway system. The Lord
Mayor occupied the chair. Lord Bandon moved
a resolution approving of the policy of the pur-
chase of the railways by the State.” They were
endeavouring to establish the cultivation of flax in
the south, with the hope ofhaving a portion ofthe
linen trade established there, and some employ-
ment given to the people. The buyers from the
north said they would be delighted to go fra-
quently to Cork, but the fare was more than they
would have to pay to London. Things in the
west were the same. The fare from Cork to
Galway waa more than to London. Remou-
stances had been made to the Great Southern
and Western Railway, but they gave a deaf ear
to their entreaties, and nothing but the exercise
of power by the Government would do any
practical good. The Marquis of Clanricarde
moved—“ That we rejoice to observe that her
Majesty’s Government, by issuing a commission
of inquiry, have taken prompt and decided
measures to ascertain the present circumstances,
condition, and actual value of all the Irish rail-
ways, in view of the contingency of their eventnal.
purchase.” The resolutions seem to have been
agreed to nem. con.
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FOETIFYISG POLICE-STATIONS.

The Government, it ia aaid, have determined to

fortify the police-stationa in London, thie being

the preliminary step to a scheme of general forti-

,

fioation of all the police-stations and barracks in

the United Kingdom. It is to be hoped this is not

to be done without sufficient reason. The ob-

vious purpose of the few invisible Fenians who

infest this country has been to produce a panic ;

but surely the Government must have informa-

tion which the public do not yet possess as to

the magnitude of this movement, otherwise there

is something very indiscreet in all this. The

head office of the Metropolitan Police force at

Scotland-yard will be the first, it is said, to be

placed in a state of defence, and with this object

Messrs. Clarke & Co., of Eatbbone-plaoe, are

manufacturing bullet-proof iron shutters for the

windows of the station. The shutters will be so

constructed that they can be closed almost in-

stantaneously, and an apparatus adjusted inside

which will make them proof against any fusiladeof

small arms. Just think of the Fenians treating a

London police-station to a fnsilade of small arms,

while the police and the military are nowheie '

The doors, it is surmised, will be similarly pro.

teoted. When all the stations in the metropolis

and suburban districts are provided with the

ball-proof shutters, the stations and barracks of

the police in Ireland, it is stated, will next be

placed in a state of defence. Sorely they should

be the first to be protected.

PEIZE-WINKEES FOE ART-
WORKMAJS'SHIP.

We give a list of the works submitted to the

Society of Arts to which prizes have been

awarded :

—

FIRST DIVISION.

,

Bolsover-atreet,

2 Carving in Stone.—Attn a frieze for a chimney-piece

by DonateUo. By H. Coles, Alma-terrace, Lam-
beth. (Prize of SH-

,

3, Caning in Marble.—Afier the same design, by John

B. Pidler, Sheffield. (Prize of 15( )

4. Carving in Slone.—After a chair-back in the South

Kensington Museum. By W. n. Barrett, Alma-

terrace, Lambeth. (Prize of 71. 10s.)

6. Carving in Panel, by C. H. Line, Prince of

W^es-ereseent, Kentieh-town. (Prize of 7/. 10s.)

7 IHtto, panel enlarged to suit for pilaster of chimney-

piecc. Bv W. H. Baylis, Riding - House-atreet.

(Prize of 71. lOs.)

9. BepouMi Work in AfefaZ.—After the Martelli mirror

case in the South Kensington Museum. By. A.

Dolour, Cleveland-street, Fitzroy-square. (Prize

of 101.)
, .

12. Ditto, after a panel, in low relief^ of the “ Virgin and
Child," in the South Kensington Museum. By
“Bona Fide.” (Prize of 6l.)

13. Ditto, after a tazza in silver. By Allred Page, Mjd-
delton-street. (Prize of 31.)

li. Mamnered Work in Brui*.— After a knocker in

wrought-iron, in the South Kensington Mnseum.
By E. Millward, Little Clarendon-street, Clarendon-

square, N.W. (Prize of 51.)

16 Ditto, in iron. By W. Sendall, High-street, TVisbech.

(Prize of7M0b.)

17. Chaiing inRronze.—After a reliero in marble, “Virgia

and Child.” Price 16(. By 8. Bereaford, Oxford-

street, Stepney. (Prize of 7/. lOs.)

19. Ditto. By H. C. Hatlield,

Enston-road. (Prize of lOi.)

20. Ditto, ornament after a miasal cover. By H. J. Hat-

field, jun,, Boliover-street. (Prize of 101.)

21. Ditto, in silver, after the same design, by A. E. Mill-

ward, New Compton-street, Soho. (Prize of 10^.)

22. Bnqraving on .Msta/.—After an arabesque by Luea-

Van Leyden, by G-. W. Hindley, apprentice to

Messrs. Garrard & Co., 29, Panton-street, Hay-
market, S.W. (Prize of 21.)

23. Ditto on ivory, after the same design, by G. Berry,
Brewer-street, Golden-square. (Price of-W.)

2K. Bainting on Borcelain.—After a drawing by Raphael.

By Edwin Saunders, Martha-atreet, Cambridge-
heath. (Prize of 61.)

26. Ditto. By Walter J. W. Nunn, Grefton-street, Mile-

end. (trizeofSJ.)

28. Ditto. By Thomas Stanway,' Lower RusaoU-Btreet,
TTanlAj. (Prize of 2J.)

32. Ditto, OniaTTienf. By Alexander Fisher, Clyde-street,

Stoke-on-Trent. (Prize of 3^.)

33. Ditto. By W. H. Slater, Jamea-street, Stoke-oo-

Trent. (Prize of31.)

37. Deeoratire Bainting, after a picture-frame in the South
Kensington Mnseum. By Chsriee Pfander, Bay-

bam-street, Camden Town. (Prize of 7i. lOs.)

38. Ibigravnigs on Glas*.—Executed on a olaret-jug, after

an arabesque by Lucas Van Leyden, by P. Oppitz,

atamford-street, Blackfriars. Exhibited by Messrs.

W. T. Copeland A Sons. (Prize of 3 0/. to P. Oppitz.)

41. Glaet Bloiring.—Alter an original in the South Ken-

singtOD Museum. By Joseph Leicester, Tenison-

street, Lambeth. (Prize of 71. ICs.)

i2, Bookbinding.—“ De imitatione Christi,” bound
calf, after a specimen in the South Kensington

Museum. By Louis Genth, High Holbom. (Highly

commended, but ineligible for a prize, the producer

having received an award in the same class in a

former competition.)

•13. Ditto, Mosaic, bound in morocco. By Lonis Gentb,

90, High Holborn. (See note to 42.)

46. JJluminotion.—After a specimen in the Sotztb Ken-

sington Museum, by Jliss Mary E. David, Ander-

son-street, Chelsea. (Prizeoflft)

46. Ditto. By Charles Pfander, 28, Bayham - street,

Camden-town, N.W. (Prize of 2i.)

SVBJSCTS SENT WITHOri PBESCBinED DESIGNS.

51. C^((*in<7 ill Mefal.— Embhm of bread and wine.

Modelled and chased by C. Jacquard, 1, St. George’s-

road, New Kent-road. S.E. (Prize of 11.)

54. Hammered Work in Metal.—Series of specimens. By
By T. Winstanley, New Compton-street. (Prize

ot 3/.)

65. Modelling in Plaeter. — Evangelical emblems. By
J. Meiklejohn, Sussex-atreet, Pimbeo. (Prize of31.)

66. Ditto, panel of spring flowers. Designed and modelled

by E. Dujardin, Camberwell-grove. (Prize of 3i.)

SECOND DIVISION.

WOOD CABVING WITHOUT rEESCEIHED DESIGNS.

()

. Humanfigure in the round, in alto or in hae-relief.

Animuh or natural foliage may he uted aa accetaoriee.—teX

prize of 25Z. and the Society’s Silver Medal. 2Dd prize of

161. 3rd prize of lOf.

65. Female figure, in carved panel of walnnt-wood.

By Samuel Moutrie, Stanhope-street, Hampstead-
road. (Prize of 31.)

68. "Snmmer;" female head. By Mark Rogers, Tach-

brook-street, Pimlico. (Highly commended, but

ineligible for a prize in this class, the producer

having received an award in the same class in a

former competition.) (The “ North London Exhi-

bition” prize.*)
y, J J

70. Girl's Head, carved in pear-tree. By H. Godard,

Upper Marylebone-strcet. (Prize of 2?.)

71. Medallion and Flowers. Designed and carved by

E. Dujardin, Camberwell-grove. (Prize oi2l.)

()

. Animal or atUl life. Auit, fioioera, or natural

foliage may be ueed ae aceeaaoriee. Ibt prize of lOi. 2nd

prize of7i. 10a. 3rd prize of 6Z.

75. A Deaid Lark. By John Wallace, Adam-street East,

Portman-square. (Prize of 21.)

(c) Hatural foliage, fruit, or fiotcert, or conventional

ornament, in triicA grotenque figurei or animali mayform
acceeaorita, preference being gicen tekere the loork ie of an

applied characterfor ordinary decorative purponee, aa repre-

aenting commercial value, 1st prize of lOf. 2ud prize of

71. 10s. 3rd prize of 51.

80. Jewel Casket. By G. Rumford, Eceleston-street East,

Pimlico. (Prize of2i.)

81. Portrait Frame. By G. H. Bull, Millman-mews,
Millmen-street, Foundling. (Prize of 1/.)

83. Panel of Flowers Carved in Satin-wood. By Edward
Giancy, Manor-street, Chelsea. (Prize of 1^-)

86. Panels, representing “ Spring, Summer, and Autumn.”
Designed and carved by R. A. Brangan, Foley-

street, Portland-place. (Prize of 61.)

as. Panel for Cabinet Door. By G. H. Barnsdnle, Queen-

street, Peterborough. (Prize of H.)

89. Part of a Frieze
;
subject from “ Midsummer Night s

Dream.” By J. M. Leach, Efflngham-street, Pim-
lifo. (PrizeofSt.)

91. Gothic Panel in oak, for pulpit or reading-desk.

Designed and carved by H. G. Price, 38, London-

etreet, Fitzroy-square, W. (Prize of 21. for the

three works, Nos. 91, 92, and 93.)

94. Panel in Walnut-wood for a round-end sideboard. By
J. Sparrow, Vauxhall Bridge-road. (Prize of 21.)

A WOBKING MAN’S OPINIONS ON
MATTERS RELATING TO TRADES UNIONS.

SiE,—Questions which a short time ago were thought
j

to be within the province of only a few of the roaster

minds of the country, have, from a variety of causes,

taken a wider range, end, for important reasons, are

now the all-absorbing matters of the day. The pubbe
mind is undergoing a change in relation to these ques-

tions; and almost everyone, excepting those most inte-

rested, are saying that something must be done. Not long

since, the popular panacea for slackness of work was

emigration ;
but as trade is as bad, or worse, in the coun-

tries where emigrants resort to, but little is now heard of

that so-called remedy. Some of the bolder spirits have

advocated more advanced doctrines in social scirace than

even Mr. Malthus dresmt of, to rid what they term the

labour market of its snpenibundant labour; so as, by re-

ducing the number of labourers, to raise the wages of those

that remain. It appears that in this case the science of

political economy is at iault, as no provision has been

made to meet the present conffition of trade. One of its

axioms has been, that the condition of the labourer de-

pended on the extent of the labour fund, and the number

of claimants upon it
;
and according to that number wovdd

wages be higb or low. But it is not now how few

producing classes, in comparison with the upper or great

consuming classes
;
nor how much wages can be given, or

what profit can be made by the production of articles for

home consumption ;
but it is whether England can, with

her present taxation, high profits, and wages, maintain her

supremacy in the markets of the world. It is certain she

wiU in the future have to compete for commerce with

others in places where she has up to the present

been the sole possessor of it. It is said that trade is

already fast leaving tbia country, and middlemen and

others seem particularly anxious to verify it. Working
men are olten forced to listen to the thoughtless aud
narrow.minded conclusions of the employing and selling

classes, on economic science. One will tell yon, with

great unction, that a friend of his bought iron castings in

Belgium much cheaper than they can be produced in this

country. Another will say that he can, and does, buy
foreign glass ofevery description so cheap that he can sell

for ninepenoe that which he could only sell for a shilling

if manufactnred here. But the worst part of the matter

is, that these men, in their superabundance of wisdom,
think the qnestion of cheap productioB only concerns the

working classes. And they seem quite surprised if _e

workman happen to be able to reply to them, and state, if

the general condition of the worting classes is lowered
through foreign competition, or if the foreigner can out

sell the EngliSi in the home-market, trade, which dependi

for existence upon the wages of the working classes, must
fail

;
and the article which they retail to that class would

not be of any use ;
and, as every class depends upon the

profits of labour, they would in the end be reduced to the

level of the workman.
I sometimes put the question to them in a practical

manner. I ask ihem how much of these profits they are

wiUing to forego, and how much reduction of expenses ia

every department of the state they are willing to agitata

for to lower the chances of the English in the competition

race. I now pay 45i. per year for an eight-roomed house,

and the parish rates are 4(. per quarter, besides water-rate

and assessed taxes. Now, how much will my landlord

reduce that to allow me to bear a reduction of wages to

meet the exigencies of the times ? These questions are

already canvassed by the workmen, and every day they

will grow in importance.
It will not do to throw all the burden on the labour

class : the others must look around to see if there is no-

thing in their house that wants putting in order ; and I

think it will be found that there is work for us all to do.

It has been neglected too long
;
the warnings ot far-seeing

men have been unheeded, and now the crisis has come.

Old prejudices and habits must be eradicated; moral, in-

dustrial, and economic science must be placed on a firm

foundation, if our country is to maintain her manufac-

turing prestige aud supremacy.
_

Every one who is acquainted with the history of his

country knows that the regulation of wages, capital, and

I

labour has been one of the most difficult parts of Govern-

ment, and its interference with these queetiona has in

almost every esse created general dissatisfaction.

The guild system tried to produce the desired effect,

and failed ;
Communism and Owenistn failed; and, how-

ever much working men may wish to see co-operative

manufactories established, many of ns know that, if the

workmen do not study something more than the raising

of wages, and make no advance in the knowledge of sound

views on the relation of capital and labour, and still remain

interoperate and wasteful, and lay by no lund for future

use, their last condition will be worse than the first.

Although legislative and other means have not settled

the labour problem, a portion of the labouring classes,

through the action of unions, are trying by irrational

means to compaaa that which thewisdom of ages could not

do. In a free country, the members are bound to obey

the laws made by the legislative assembly. If they are

one-sided, oppressive, or unjust, there is the proper con-

stitutional remedy. The Government allows individuals

free action in matters relating to labour. Every one is at

liberty to form his own judgment aa to the nature of his

employment, to make a contract, accept or decline the

employer’s terms. He also is at liberty to combine with

others for any legal purpose. But if those combining

agree to coerce or use force against others to join their

combination, or conspire to deprive them of the means ot

obtaining a livelihood by labour, they then violate that

liberty which the country say they shall enjoy, and com-

mit a crime against society. Now, the limiting the num-
ber of apprentices in any tiade is, in my opinion, an unjust

act, and an outrage upou society, and a call for general

condemnation by the rest of the community. And it does

seem s mewhst strange that a journal which professes to

form and lead public opinion should palliate and try to

justify such obnoxious and despotic restrictions. ho ia

to be the judge of what will be the wants of society ten or

twenty years hence? Or who is to dictate to me aa to

what trade or profession my son shall be ? Am I to go

end ask Mr. Secretary of Engineers or Carpenters

whether he will please to allow them to learn either of

the above trades, or if not will they kindly point out some

plan whereby they can honestly obtain a living. Sup-

posing they are kind enough to give me an introduction to

another o? these tiny despots, and he is already full, and

that I might go round to all the little tyrants, and none

could make room, what a pretty state of things it would

be ;
and yet it ie just what many of the so-caUed working

class leaders would do with English liberty.

Several other points I had marked down for a few

thoughts upon, but I find I have somewhat diverted from

my intention. Aud as I think the above questions are of

some importance at the present time to masters and

workmen, I hope you will think them worth a place in the

Builder, and, at some other time, give me an opportunity

of farther stating my opinion ou various other points con-

nected with economic and trade-imion questions.
Jack Plane.

• This prize consists of the interest of 167(. 7b. 3d.

Consols, invested in the name of the Society of Arts, to be

awarded by the council “ for the beat specimen of skilled

workmans^p ” at the Society’e Bxhibition.

THE DUKE OF BUCCLEUCH AND THE
THAMES EMBANKMENT.

In the Court of Exchequer, on the 8th inst., in sittings

at Nisi Prius (before the Lord Chief Baron and a special

jury), the action “Duke of Buccleoch v. Metropolitan

Board of Works ” was heard.

This action was to recover oompeiaation in damsges for

injury done to the plaintiff’s residence, at 'Whitehall, by

the works of the Thames embankment. The defendants

pleaded a variety of pleas, denying their liability.

Mr. Meliisb, Q.C., for the plaintiff, said the action wm
brought by the Duke of Buccleuch against the Metropoli-

tan Board of Works to recover a sum of 8,325i. which had

been already awarded to him by Mr. Chas. Pollock, Q.C.,

as umpire, for the damage the duke had sustained as owner

of Montagu House, 'ft'hitehall, by the works of the Thames
embankment. The freehold of the house and grounds be-

longed to the crown, but for 200 years the property had

been let to the duke and his predecessors, and the duks

was to have a renewal of the term for ninety-nine years, in

consideration of his expending 20,< Oof. in rebuilding the

house In 179i an addition was made to the garden of the

house by the erection of an embankment wall, surmounted

by an iron railing, and having an iron gate with a key,

leading to a causeway or jetty which ran down to low-

water mark. The duke, therefore, had the advantage ot

a garden down to the river, and a perfectly free water-

communication. It was well known that in the reign of

Elizabeth, and three subsequent reigns, mansions of noble-

men occupied the banks of the Themes from the Temple to

Westminster, and that one of their chief attractions was the

water-eommunieation which they possessed, but those had

all disappeared, and Montagu House might be said to be

the only house of that kind which remained. By the em-
bankment the causeway or jetty in question was entirely

destroyed, and in accordance with the provisions of the

Act the duke sent to the Metropolitan Board of Works a

claim for compensation. The matter came before Mr.
Charles Pollock, and in August last he awarded 8,325i.

for the deetruotion of the jetty, the closing up of the

landing-pl«e, and the damage to and depreciation of the

mansion by the execution of the works. The defendants

refused to pay the money, and hence the present action.

Ia the first p£sce, they denied that the duke, had any pro-
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pertT in the jetty
j
but, although it was not mentioned in

the lease in express terms, he should prove that, as far
back SB anybody could recollect, there was a jetty run-
ning down to low-water mark, with an iron gate at the
garden end, and that it was used exclusively by the duke
and his predecessors, and kept in repair by them. Between
1^3 and 183-1 the duke spent about 800/. in its repair.
When the present mansion was built, barges brought the
materials required to the river front. There could bo no
doubt that the destruction of the jetty and of the access
to the river bad, within the terms of the Act of 1862, inju-
riously affected the premises.
Evidence pro and eon. having been addneed, including

that of the arbiter, Mr. Pollock, Q.C.,
Lord Chief Baron said,— I am of opinion that upon

this evidence the Duke of Buceleuoh is entitled to the full
benefit of the award, and consequently to the verdict

; but
if jfon can show that the umpire has allowed anything
which he has no power to give, that would be fatal to the
award, and you can set aside the verdict and enter a non-
suit.

A verdict was then returned for the plaintiff with the
following damages Amount of award, 8,325/-.

;
interest,

208/.
;
costs of award, 356/. lls. 6d.

;
total, 8,889/. lls. 5d.

Leave was given to the defendants to move the coart
above on the points of law.

HERALDS’ COLLEGE.
In the Equity Court, Feb. 8, before Vice-Chancellor SirW. Page Wood, Mr. Amphlett, Q.C., appeared in support

of a petition by the Corporation of the Pursuivants and
Heralds of the College of Heralds, Doctors’ Commons
praying that out of a sum of 7,600/., which had been paid
into court by the Metropolitan Board of Works for a part
of the petitioners’ estate, a sum of 2

,
160/. should be paid

ont at once to the petitioners, and the rest csrried ov^ to
their account, with liberty to apply. It was stated that
the sum was required to meet an instalment of payments
on a eoutract which the college had entered into with
Messrs William Cobitt & Co., of the Gray's Inn-road, for
the re-buildmg of their premises on their own ground, for

5,383/.
j
and the peiition was supported by the

affidavit ot Mr. G. 8. Bell, of the firm of Gardiner &‘Bell
surveyors, certifying that the plan and specifioationswero
such as the court might approve.
The Viee-Chuncalior made the order as praved, and

ordered the Board to pay the costs according to the Act.

CHIMNEY-STACKS AND THE LATE
GALES.

Sib,—

I

wish to call attention, through your columns to
the numerous aecidmta and loss of life which have
occurred m town and country during the late gales, by
the falling of chimney-stacks

j and also to obtain, if pos-
sible some protectiou in future from such catastrophes.
1 believe that when the late Lord Palmerston was Home
Secretary, and his Metropolitan Smoke Nuisance BiU
commenced practical operation, plans were proposed by
which it was intended to abolish chimney-stacks entirely.
Cannot some of the many soientifio men and inventors of
this country produce efficient plans for this object and so
get nd of those dangerous deformities of dwelling-houses ?And lurther, if by some such means the smoke arising
Irom tbo chimneys can also be got rid of, it will assist to
pnrily the atmosphere, and promote the health of the
inhabitants of all iurce towns and cities. c. F. M

*,• Beveral schemes with this view have been proposed.
\i e print this note to keep the inquiry open.

ST. JOHN’S CHURCH, WEYMOUTH.
In your paper of January 25th, 1 find a notice of the

enlargement of St.John’s Church, Weymouth in which
it IS staled that “ the architect is Mr. T. Bennett, of W'ev-
mouth. ’ Permit me to inform you that this is incorrect
as i am the architect, and have made all the designs
plaus, &o. ; and, during the time thus engaged 1 was in
constant communication with the incumbent, 'the RevMr. Stephenson, as such.

travelling expenses, it was arranged between
that gentleman and myself, that some local clerk of worksShould be engaged to see that my designs were carried out

V” you refer wasengaged m that capacity. 1 may mention that this church
fourteen years since.

bells at certain other churches is truly painful to the ear.
Now, I do not presume to dictate, but I venture eonfl-
dently to assert, that if, in any parish, one or two spirited
individuals would take up the subject, the evils in question
qould be easily remedied, for mutical bells cau be suppliedm exchange for the present objectionable ones at a trifling
expense. I say, at a trifling e.Tpense, because, for various
0D®-be]l towers, I would suggest a lighter and leas power-
ful bell, and in such cases the proceeds of the metal of
the old bell would very nearly pay for the undertaking.
Moreover, I may take occasion to observe that a bell is

an appropriate gilt to a church, and a lasting memorial.
On this point the following statement will be found inte-
resting

On Tuesday, the 13th of August, 1807, Mrs. Gladstone
laid the corner-stone of a new church at Penmaen, in
North Wales

;
and, after the ceremony, Mr. W. E. Glad-

Btone, in the course of a speech, said,—He was happy
himself to be associated with this good work

;
and, if the

P«‘8bioners would accept it, he would present them with
a bell; lor he thought that bells were among the most
interesting portions of the furniture of Christian temples,
and they had been the subject in Germany of one of the
most beautiful poems of the nineteenth century. But,
independently of their practical utility and their poetical
charm, he confessed there was another circumstance which
led him to make this offer, and that was, that he could not
give the bell at all until there was a tower in which to put
it; and, if they accepted this offer, they were pledged in
toe face of the world to the completion of the work they
had undertaken.
In conclusion, allow me to call attention to another

praiseworthy example. A very grand bell which will be
presented by the Duke of Bedford to the new church at
Woburn, has just been cast by Messrs. Hears & Stain-

.

foundry. It is the heaviest parish church^
ight being 65 cwt.

Thoiiss Walesbt.

THE MEMORIAL CHURCH,
CONSTANTINOPLE.

Sir,—

I

fc 13 now nearly a year since I addressed
you on the subject of the “ Memorial Church at
Constantioople,” which produced a reply and
statement from the contractors. The Builder
reports regularly church-building news of every
kind. Would you do myself and relations, as well
as many subscribers to that very large fund (in the
hands, for the last thirteen years, of the Society
for the Propagation of the Gospel, who take no
notice of us) the favour to procure some public
report of its condition, present prospects, and
expenditure, and when it is likely to be finished.

H. F. Ainslie, Colonel.

bell in Great Britain, its w

HERNE BAY PIER.
’Sib,—

E

vidently fyou,
'C. E.,”take an interest i

well as "Paulatim” and
to the present and future

state 01 the pier at Herne Bay. If they, or any one who
would cordially co-operate, will communicate with me,
being the only director likely to see your notices, they can
know the diflicnlties to be surmounted. JI F.

OUR PRISONS.
Some tune back it was proposed to move the House of

Correction, and now that railways have entirely changed
the order of things, it is a question whether all prisons,
common gaols, tt id genm omne, may not with advantage
and eoasiaeruble economy be taken out of London ? They
should be perfectly isolated, and not surrounded with
buddings, which they must be if they remain in Londc-
By their removal great improvements could be made.

Extba MrEAL,

Sir,—Pray try and learn for us how ifc is that
the Memorial Church at Constantinople has been
dragging on for bo many years. The whole
affair has been a mystery and a muddle from
the beginning. The architect first employed
was dismissed. Will yon ask why? and will
yon further say that England has gained very
little credit in Constantinople by the way in
which the affair has been managed.

Levantee,

We are informed that the building is now
going on steadily to completion, and that no
pause has occurred since the present architect
and contractors commenced the work.

HEATING A BATH.*

PIPES FOR WATER.
Mt family have been suffering from lead in the water,

occasioned by its passing through pipes of that msterial

:

will you be good enough to advise me, in your next paper,
what will be the best substitute as I am wanting town-
water laid from the main and throngh the house without
having it pass through lead at all. E. W. M.

* The tin-lined lead pipes have been recommended."

another point of view. That lead glazing has its
advocates no one can doubt; and of its appro-
priateness to certain styles of architecture each
one is at liberty to form his own conclusions.

It is far from being universally known and
appreciated, that glass is a rapid conductor.
The fact that it is so, and that the artificial

,

----- .---b— years Since which is generated by any means, is

carried off” by contact with external
which more than 3U9 additional sitti^s ar* obtained)^’ an^ I

is often lost eight of. Hence the eom-
rchuildiug the chancel. I should not have troubled you I

” and “chapel,” to

A./
the same erroneous state-

i

which I have frequently had to listen, of fjreat

I

from the^indLs, even when herS'
ties who are engaged only to siiperinteud their beinc- nrn ' Sealed; but it Otherwise so much the
perly exrr'Bd rmt •nrl .i.A. ^ ti

Sir,—lean bear witness to tho practicability of
“ Expertus’s” manner of treating a bath by use
of coke-pan. In Japan and great part of China,
every house, or rather hut, is provided with its
bath, fitted at one end with a funnel abont 7 in.
diameter, for the reception of charcoal : by this
manner a ‘good hot bath can be obtained in
about one hour’s time. This bath is used by the
natives both in winter and summer, and I wish
I could see the poor in England follow the ex-
ample of these we call uncivilized people. I am
inclined to think Mr. C. R. Havell’s plan is a
natural patent to the poor, as you cannot nse it
without gas, and that you seldom find in their
houses. One who has been in Japan.

THE WATER SCHEME FOR LONDON.
Though the scheme for supplying London

with water from Wales or Cumberland has been
much canvassed in the newspapers, there is one
unanswerable objeotion, which, as far as I know,
has not been adverted to. The objection to
which I refer touches that pare of the scheme
which proposes entirely to supersede all the

CHURCH GLAZING.

Without ooncurriDg in much that “ M. P G ’

- 4- -Cl L . .
' ''44.V44 y4«j4v/ooo OL11.1101Y uj Muuerseue aji me

letter ot February Ist contains, I am induced to existing water-works, thus making the wholere-open the subject of “chnrch glazing” from city dependent on one source of supply only.
hat lead triaziucr has its Nnw. onr\r.r.Q.a aPi-a.. rtr,....-.!..*;.... x.e 4u'l i-_

led out, and who may misstate things with a ' worse.
view to their own advantage. Talbot Bust.

NOTES ON CHURCH BELLS.

•
musical instrument has ever exercised so great a

inlluonee upon architecture as the church-bell “ To it
'

says the Rev J . H Sperling, “ we owe the most striking
external feature of our eburcbes,’’ namely, tho tower.
wJiicn, J. may Rtid, is, in many instaoces, surmounted with
a beautiful spire tapering heavenwards

;
and “ these towers^•e not built for mere fancy or picturesque effect, but

to coutaia nutical bells.
’

It is a lamentable fact, however, that many of onrmetropolitnu church towers contain bells which, as I have
often said, are a disgrace to the edifices to which they
severally belong. Let any one, posseasing a grain ofms.cal feeliDE li.lcn, on tli. S.bb.lh-day, to the hideon.
c/aM_(7 c/as^. which issues from various oue-bell towers
aud then say whether these things are not “ disturbers of
toe human race.” It must be admitted, too, that the
_

hop, skip, and jump ” style of music so often repeated
inwBitz time, at two or three West-end belfries is ex-
tremely wearisome, while the jangling of the wretched

How is this to be avoided? I enggeat by

I

double glazing, from which tho following advau-
!

tages would accrue, viz., the draughts com-

j

plained of would no longer be felt; allcondeasa-
I

tion of the nioiature held iu euepenaion, and
I which in many instances disfigures the walls
would cease

; and the warming appliances bo
economized. The additional cost would be com-
paratively small, and right well applied. Lead
glazing might thus, if appropriate, be used for
the exterior, and stained glass, obscured or plain
according to taste or means, for the interior,
with an air-chamber between the two. It may
bo inquired, “ But how, in this ease, is ventila-
tion to be accomplished ? ” I reply, that win-
dows are not the legitimate vehicles of ventila-
tion ; other and more appropriate means are
usually available

; and where not found they
may be devised by the exercise of a little com-
mon sense. 'VViliiam Hill.

Now, suppose after completion of the works,
some accident should occur, so as to stop tho
supply of water for a time,—such an accident as
the bursting of a reservoir, or the failure of tho
pipes at some point (as at the siphon across the
Severn), which could not be immediately re-
paired,—how inconceivably fearful would the
consequences be. Imagine a district of two
million inhabitants suddenly deprived of all pos-
sibility of obtaining water. It would be little
short of madness for any Government to permit
the execution of a scheme which contemplates
the supply of water for a large city from a single
source. Frovidus.

ST. REGULUS’S CHURCH, ST. ANDREW’S.
Sir,—Professor Scott in his lecture on “ Early

Architecture in Britain,” referring to the church
of St. Regnlns, says, — “I imagine it to be
anterior in its date to the introduction of
Norman architecture into Englaud.” This con-
clusion is at variance with that of onr best
modem Scottish archtoologiets, such as Robert-
son and Wilson, who affirm it to be the work of
Bishop Robert, 1127—44.

A careful examination of the present remains
has satisfied me that they were correct in their
views. The details differ in no way from the
common at this date : the plan is that most
usually to be met with in Norman churches in
Scotland. Indeed, there is nothing abont this

’ Beep. 86, ante.
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building differing from other Norman churches

of that date except the exaggerated height given

to the tower and chancel.

I doubt if it was ever intended to build a nave

west of the tower; certainly none was ever

built. Bishop Arnold,formerly abbot and builder

of the great abbey of Kelso, succeeded to Bishop

Eobert ;
and his ideas on church building being

somewhat grander than those of his predecessor,

he laid the foundation of the cathedral, the re-

remains of which indicate the noble design of the

founder. In the meanwhile the priory church of

St. Eule served as the cathedral, and here

Bishop Arnold, dying before his church was well

begun, was buried.

Various suggestions have been made to ac-

count for the peculiar proportions of this church

of St. Regulus. Amongst the more feasible are

the following :

—

1. That it was intended by thete means_ to

give to a small church the dignity and im-

portance necessary to mark it as the chief cathe-

dral church in Scotland.

2. The priory of St. Andrew’s, being com-

posed of Cnldean clergy and Augustine canons,

it is not improbable that the Culdeea may
have insisted on a high tower, which was a

characteristic feature of their own earlier archi-

tecture, and with them generally marked a

principal station or collegiate establishment.

The Norman architect, in carrying out this idea,

followed the traditions of his art in building it

square. The body of the church would of course

require to be high, so as to be in some fair pro-

portion to the tower.

3. That the tower was intended to serve as a

"Pharos,” for the proverbially dangerous coast

of St. Andrew’s.
Any one or all of these reasons would, to my

mind, sufficiently account for the peculiarities

of this church ;
but whatever the reason, I can-

not understand how any architect, having per-

sonally examined the building, could arrive at

the conclusion which Professor Scott has em-

bodied in his able lecture, reversing the decision

of our most enlightened archmologists, and con-

firming the vague conjectures of the antiquaries

of 100 years ago, whose knowledge of art was,

to say the least, exceedingly confused.

efi'ort is made to return to it, and a new system

of wood pavement, by M. Daguzan, has been

tried on the Boulevard de la Chapelle, between

the Rue des Poissonniers and the Rue Neuve de

la Gontte d’Or. The system consists of iron

plates, a mbtre square, pierced with holes, in

which the wooden blocks are fitted. We have

seen something of the kind in England.

MASONIC HALL, WINCHESTER.

The inauguration of the new Masonic Hall

took place here on Wednesday, the 29th ult.

The new building occupies the site of an old

chapel, which was formerly used by the French

prisoners in the time of the war between France

and England, bat is now happily occupied by the

more peaceable brotherhood of Freemasons. The

edifice is Domestic Gothic in style, and is built

chiefly of brick and fliut stones, with Bath stone

coping, and medallions with various Masonic

emblems carved upon them. The gable on the

principal front is surmounted at its apex by a

triple Tan. The interior comprises a kitchen,

ante-rooms, «S:c., and over all a handsome lodge-

room of good proportions, well lighted by two

sunlights. The works have been carried out

under Mr. Stephen, jun., architect; by Mr.

Newman, mason; Mr. Carter, builder; and

Mr. Sealy, plasterer.

CHUECH-BDILDING NEWS.

Earleston (Sv/olfc) The parish church of

Mendbam has been re-opened. We gave an

account of the restorations of this church, from

designs by Mr. Phipson, in oar last volume,

page S51, along with other church restorations,

in East Anglia.

Bishop Storfford.—'Ihe ratepayers at a recent

meeting unanimously resolved that the whole of

the parish church shall be thoroughly restored

so far as the work is not already done. Mr.

Pritchard has made estimates of various resto-

rations that are requisite, and a committee has

been appointed to ascertain the amount of sub-

scriptions likely to be raised.

Poplar— St. Matthias’s Church has been re-

opened, after having been closed five weeks.

The side galleries and the old high pews have

been entirely removed, and new flooring and

open seats substituted ;
also memorial stone re-

laid. The church is heated with new hot-air

apparatus, and lighted by gas standards fixed on

backs of seats. The entire works have been

executed by Messrs. Crabb & Vaughan, under

the superintendence of Mr. Teulon, architect.

Mr. Coleman was clerk of works.

Hem.?all.—Through the exertions of the vicar,

the chancel of the chnrch here has been re-

stored, at the cost of the Ecclesiastical Com-

missioners. The old rectorial pew baa been

moved, the pavement has been relaid with Min-

ton’s tiles, the roof re-fitted, and the walls re-

plastered. The alterations have been efiected

under the management of Mr. W. Judges, jun.,

of Boughton-under-Blean. Coincident with the

restoration, two painted windows by the Messrs,

O’Connor, of London, have been inserted. The

subjects are, in the two windows, the four Evan-

gelists, with their emblems gr symbols, and

scrolls bearing the verses, " Ask and it shall be

given you;” "Be not afraid, only believe;^

‘‘But one thing is needful;” “God is love.

There was already a window at the east—the

subject, the Crucifixion, by the same artists.

DAMP.

I THINK, if “ G. D. B.” make a mixture of 1 lb.

coal-tar and ilb. Portland cement, and lay that

on, after having dried the present cement as com-

pletely as possible, he will find the paint will

remain on it perfectly. J* de J.

DISSENTING CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS,

CORROSION OF LEAD PIPES.

I EECOMMEND to your correspondent, who com-

plains of the corrosion of the outside of lead-

piping, the following simple plan, which I have

practised, but with what success time alone can

show. Procure common earthen drain-pipes, of

suitable diameter, and slide them over the lead-

pipes close together, like beads on a string. By

this means the lead will be effectually protected

from contact with the corrosive soil.

In laying new pipes this plan is easily carried

out
;
but piping already laid must, of course, be

lifted and relaid before it can be applied.

Expertus.

Blunsdon.—The restored chnrch of St. Andrew,

Blunsdon, has been re-consecrated. The main

portion of the restoration has been completed.

The style of architecture may be designated

Early English. The church as it originally stood

only consisted, as it were, of one long room, the

chancel being almost level with the nave, and an

old elongated oak communion-table, the date of

which it would be hard to speculate upon, stood

at the east end. Now there is an aisle on the

south side, and on the north side of the chancel

an organ-chamber and a vestry. There was, too,

only one entrance to the chnrch—-that from the

north side— bat an entrance has now been

formed at the west end, approaching to the south

aisle, whilst a porch is being added to the

original entrance. Beginning with the chancel,

we may first of all state that the Rev. W. T.

Wyld has presented to the chnrch a stained-

glass window representing the Crucifixion of

Christ. Over the altar-table is a stone cross, ^ - -

and in the chancel new oak benchra have been of the road ;
and cornmnnicatee with thoschool-

conatruoted for the choir. The chancel walls room hj a staircase. The gables are earned np

have not been removed, but a new coating of
,

in an ornamental inanner, and hmahed wit

stone has been put outside, and a new roof fancy brickwork and stone coping i
the roof la

covering the old one. Coming to the nave there
,
covered with bine Bangor slates^ The inside

has been the same alteration. A new outside measurement of the chapel is 4- ft. by di tt.,

roof has been constructed over the old one, so as and is capable of seating 250 persons. The root

........ 1. .-ui- €.v.rl fKjt. fivviViara nrfl HlvlnPn ITltO DSiUClS.

Balby,—The new Wesleyan chapel erected at

Balby, during 1867, is from the plana of Mr. W.

Watson, architect, Wakefield ;
and was built by

Mr. Harold Arnold. It is of Classic design ; the

two fronts and sides are of red stock bricks,

relieved with bands, strings, and arches of orna-

mental white bricks and stone dressings. The

front towards the low road is of two stories,

..uLiiuAiuu 1.4 having the schoolroom in the lower part: the

, stone cross, chapel is entered on the higher road, on the level

root naa oeen conatruoLcu uvci i-iAc uin* woi., oi. ,—---
_ -j j •

tn nreaerve the old building as much as possible, is open, and the timbers are divided into panels,
to preserve tne oiu uuimmg

^ varnished. The internal fittings are

PAVEMENTS IN PARIS.

and new seats of stained deal have been pro- stained and varnished.
tkp window

vided. They are open and free. When the of red deal, Btained ond varniahed The window

architect came down to examine the edifice pre- are glazed with ground glass. The >

paratory to commencing the restoration, he i of the size of the chapel, and 1- ft. m height, is

found that the aonth wall consisted 'of three adapted for public meetings, &o. The entire cost

arches, with short stone pillars supporting them, has been 1,000!. . i

These arches were built np, bnt the material . Heluion.— St. John Baptist Chnrch, Helidon,

was removed from them, and thus the south ' was some time since re-opened, after enlarge-

aisle was enabled to be added. The pillars were ment. When the church was re-opened, a rere-

Btrengthened, and the walls supported from the dos for the east tn the course oS con-

roof by beams, Mrs. Do Windt, of Blnnsdon straotion, but was not then completed ;
this bus

Several sorts of pavement have been for a

long time tried in Paris without haring led to

the adoption of one that answers completely to

the requirements of traffic. Pavements of all

sizes and from all sources have been tried

:

pavements have been replaced by macadamizing,

to which aspbalte has succeeded in many parts

of the capital, and in many quarters the maca-

damizing has been replaced by the ancient pave-

ments. jj-.-
An essay of macadamizing with the addition

of iron turnings and filings, has been made on a

small scale, it is said with admirable results : the

ground
,
which bad finished by obtaininga metallic

consistency and solidity, did not yield under the

pressure of the heaviest loads
;
but the enormous

expense prevented its being adopted by the

administration. As to wood pavement, of which

there are several examples in various parts of

the town, it has been abandoned on account of

the considerable cost of maintenance. Still

been made np of the glass found in
i , *

of the old edifice, and some which has been made walls of the sanctuary.

to imitate it. The edifice is heated by Porritt’s

(Lancashire) apparatus, and the church is

lighted in a very primitive fashion, viz., by the

aid of candles. As to the exterior the walls

have been strengthened, Bath corner stones have

been used plentifully, new red tiles have been

put on the roof, a turret over the west end for a

couple of bells has been erected, surmounted by

a pinnacle and vane. Two Maltese crosses are

placed, one over the chancel and the other over

the nave. A new porch is being made on the

north side. The staiued-glasa windows are the

work of Messrs. Lavers & Barraud, from the

design of Mr. Butterfield, who is the architect of

the church. The work has been carried out by

Mr. W. Morris, of London; and Mr. Smith, of

Highworth, the builder and contractor.

Abbeyf has presented a stained-glass window now been erected, according to the Northam^tm
^

. 1 _ Ti wiv.'nV, Ti. iH t.hn work of Mr. Butterfield, the
repreint“lvret toe Kesurrectio?, and wbieh

,

HeraZd. It is the work of Mr,
, 1 .1 A iiP tho pbnroh. It consists of a centre.

window has been placed on the east side of the architect of the charch._
, , , . , a v, «

south aisle. On the north side of the nave there filling the space immediately behind and above
Buutu aioic. v/44 “

_ . . , , . , , . _ . „ oTifl t.wn winpa OH a levelth aisle, un vne norm biuo tuo Lm*o uutfttj -..w -t.-— -
. ,

two other stained-glass windows, which have the Communion-table, and two wings on a level

- - - - 1— r-— a 1- the windows 1 with the table, extending to the north and south

These wings consist of

zig-zag pattern, in Minton’s coloured tiles and

Bath stone. The central portion, behind the

holy table, consists of a back-ground of Bath

stone, inlaid with a cross of red Langnedoo

marble, in relief, resting on a slab of the same

material (under which lies a base of blue

marble), and surrounded by circlets in green

tile-ware. The remaining space on either side

of the cross is filled in with a rosette in coloured

tiles, and the letters alpha and omega, each

within a circle of blue and red marble, while the

whole is flanked on north and south with a pin-

nacle of red Kenilworth stone.

Swansea.—The contract for the erection of

the new Congregational Chapel has just been

let to Messrs. Thomas, Watkins, & Jenkins, and

1 they have commenced barricading and otherwise
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preparing the ground for a commencement of
the work. The chapel will be built upon Waiter-
street, Fynone.

Henley.—By the liberality of Hr. G. P. Muntz,
of U^bersiade, the members of the Baptist de-
nomination in Henley-in-Arden have obtained a
new chapel in place of the unpretending brick
building which formerly occupied the same site.

The new chapel has been opened by special ser-

vices. The chapel is built of blue Wilnecote
stone, with Bath stone dressings, and is con-
structed to hold 200 persons. The interior

dimensions, exclusive of the apse and porches, is

42 ft. by 27 ft. 6 in. The roof is open timbered,
and is supported by ribs springing from carved
corbels. The ceiling is of stained boards, and
not carried up to the apes, a portion being flat,

in w’hich is made provision for ventilation. The
front, which is gabled to the street, contains a
wheel window over the porch, of large dimen-
sions, filled with geometrical tracery. The north-
east corner of the front is flanked by a small
tower, surmounted by a spire reaching GO ft.

from the ground level. The entrance is through
an open porch at the front, leading to the two
inner porches, so as to prevent draughts. A
small choir gallery is provided over the front
porch, in which it is intended to place an organ.
The seats are of stained pine, and open at the
ends. The baptistery is open, and is placed at
the front of the pulpit. Vestries, with connect-
ing lobbies, are provided at the rear. The whole
building is warmed by heated air. The building,
which is Gothic in style, has been erected from
designs and under the superintendence of Mr.
George Ingall, architect

; Messrs. Clark & Small-
wood being the contractors.

STAINED GLASS.

Coggeshall Church.—The window jnst placed
in this church, in memory of the late Mr. Arthur
Gardner, is one of Messrs. O'Connor’s works.
The subject is the Transfiguration. The window
«3 in three lights. The whole of the centre light
is occupied by the figure of our Lord.

Church of St. John the Bcuptist, Chester.—The
west window of the south aisle in this church
has recently been filled with memorial painted
glass. The subject is Our Lord’s Baptism in
the Jordan, set in an architectonic framework.
The opening is a single lancet. The work has
been executed by Messrs. Ward & Hughes, Soho-
square, London.

Concrete Walling and the Building Act.
The Metropolitan Board has granted leave for
the erection of dwellings with concrete walls.
Some correspondence on the subject appeared
recently in our pages.

The Sheffield Architectural Society,
The inaugural meeting of this new society was
held in the School of Art on Thursday, the 6th
instant. A large number of members and their
friends were present. Around the platform were
exhibited several objects of archmological inte-
rest, including the cast of the shaft of an old
cross now at Westbourne; the indented chevron
pattern stone found during the recent alterations
in the tower of the parish church

; a portion of
an ancient quern, or hand-mill, found a few days
ago at Wath Cemetery

; some Roman coins
found in the neighbourhood of Sheffield, and a
number of rubbings from fine monumental
brasses. The Hon, F. S. Wortley took the chair,
and Dr, Aveling gave an address on Archi’
tectural and Archmological Science.

Gas.—The Brecon gas company have declared
a dividend of 10 per cent.

; and the Frodsham
one of 7i per cent. The Frodsham company,
says the reporter, “ began its career with gas at
8s. 4d. per 1,000 ft. It then and for several
years divided 2^ per cent. But one or two in-
dividuals contended that there would be no de-
cided improvement until the price was reduced.
This has gradually been done, and the price now
stands at 5s. lOd. per 1,000 ft., and the dividends
have also gradually improved so that for two
years respectively per cent, has been divided
among the shareholders.” The Bridgwater gas
company are about to reduce the price of their
gas from Ss. to 48. 6d. per 1,000 cubic feet. The
Kidsgrove gas consumers are trying to obtain a
reduction of the price of their gas from Ss. to 4s.

A Masonic Tower of Babel.—The Masonic
brotherhood of Philadelphia are about to build a
granite structure, it is said, 250 ft. long by
150 ft. wide, with a tower 300 ft. in height.
It will cost nearly 1,000,000 dollars.

“The Dust re.ally laid at last.”— Under
this title the Parochial Critic, speaking of Mr.
Cooper’s new patent, already described in the
Builder, for watering the streets, with a simple
and harmless deliquescent solution, which will
keep the roads always moist, yet not wet,—thus
ridding them both of dust and mud, at a saving
of 20 per cent, to the ratepayers, exclusive of
saving to the roads and comfort to shopkeepers,
householders, and passengers,—says :

—

“Mr. Cooper’s propoasis are being eagerly accepted
by the vestries and other eoverning bodies. St. Pancras
has given him a contract for the whole season for a por-
tion of the parish, comprising the macadamized and the
paved granite. The Marylebone vestry has allocated to
Mr. Cooper one-fourth of their important parish. He is
also in treaty with the City authorities, who are favourably
impressed with the improved system. Clerkenwell has
also requested Mr. Cooper to tender, while the aristocratic
parish of Kensington has entered into a oontract for some
of their moat important roads. The Government has also
gi^en permission to the patentee to eiperimentize in
Hyde Park, and before the Horse Guards in Parliament-
street.

We hope no prejudice or pressure on the part of inte-
rested parlies will be the means of depriving the rate-
payers of the boon, especially in those districts where the
traffic is great and the rates oppressive. Let the vestries
defer entering into any contracts for watering until they
have received a tender from Mr. Cooper; for, apart from
the saving that will be effected, will be the future absti-
nence of those complaints which tradespeople and others
are constantly making to the vestries during the dry
season."

Dr. Odling, F.R.S., who has chemically ex-
amined the patented substance, certifies that it

seems well calculated to effect the object in
view, and that it is composed of perfectly harm-
less ingredients, which “ do not exert any mflu-
enee upon the atmosphere, and are altogether
devoid of corrosive or otherwise injurious action
upon carriages, wheel-tires, boots and shoes,
horses’ hoofs, or any substances likely to be
brought into contact with the solution.” There
is a good prospect, therefore, now, of the dust
being really laid at last.

Fact AND Imagination.—

A

n admirable lecture
on this interesting and important subject was
recently delivered in the Ipswich Mechanics’
Institute, by Mr. T. S. Gowing :

—

I What," said the lecturer, “ do I mean by fact ? What
by imagiuation ? A defluitiou of fact appears to be one of
the easiest of tasks. Everybody will tell you ‘ a fact is a
fact;’ and yet, when you inquire about the simplest cir-
cumstance, what different versions are commonly given !A fact should be an ascertained truth relative to a (feed, a
point of time, an event, Ac. Strictly speaking, we are not
justified in calling anything a fact which is not absolutely
true and indispensable; but, popularly speaking, every-
thing is fact which a man from his own point of view con-
ceives to wear the appearance of reality. Imagination
will, in this lecture, be regarded as that faculty of the mind
by which physical or mental objects are vividly perceived,
not merely in their simple relations, but in accordance
with the laws of mental association and affinity, and there-
fore so arranged in the mind, that the objects themselves,
when recalled, can be reproduced with life-like clearness
and force, and represented either in their simple forms or
in new yet appropriate combinations. Science is not
merely a knowledge of facts, but of the principles which
govern facts : for to know a fact is not necessarily to know
that of which the fact is significant. It is not, therefore,
by multiplied collections of facts made easy that science
can hope to advance; but by a clear perception of what
may be deduced from one or more unexplained facts. A
well-understood principle is an absolute accession to our
knowledge, and is commonly applicable to a wide range of
phenomena; but a mere fact can never have more than a
Iraited and relative value In what is called inven-
tmn or discovery, contrary to the accumulative course of
the mere factist, it is from a few carefully-observed facts,
in some cases even from a singlefaet, that brooding genius
makes the leap forward in the twilight, which we name in-
vention or discovery. I have used the expression ‘ twilight,’
because there are generally dawniogs of light from various
quarters, heralding the meridian glow of new truths. In
this, the first or anticipatory stage of discovery, it is my
belief that imagination is the chief ageut; and that the
logical faculty is never employed in discovery or invention
till the imagiuation has first struck out the thought at a
heat, which it is the subsequent province of the logical
faculty to correct and verify."

Great discoverers and inventors have often nroed
similar views, in contradiction to the priggish,
superficial, and shallow notions of mere fact-
mongers

5 but no one has better defined the im-
portant office of imagination in scientific pursuits
than Mr. Gowing has done; although, amongst
our modern men of eminence, both Faraday and
Tyndall have done so. Coleridge, in speaking of
it, compares it to “ an dpHori light” which every
successful interpreter of nature must have
otherwise he is a mere groper and grubber
in the dark amongst the host of facts whose
hearings and relationships are totally un-
seen and utterly linA-nott'n, although the hard
and stubborn facts themselves may here and
there he felt and handled. We have often urged

B.\th Abbey Restorations.—This work con-
tinues to progress. The third bay ofthe groined
ceiling of the nave and aisles is now completed.
The fourth bay is to be immediately proceeded
with. Had the funds been sufficiently promising,
the fifth bay in the nave would have been ordered
also. The stained-glass windows in the aisles
are being gradually filled in, and it only needs
increased liberality on the part of the public to
insure the opening of the nave for divine service
during the present year. Mr. J. Bell, of Bristol,
has just completed a stained-glass window, in-
tended to be placed in the north side of the choir
in the Abbey Church. The window consists of
five lights, and the subject of the whole is Christ
reading in the Synagogue. The tracery above is

illustrative of the verse “ The spirit of the Lord
is upon me,” itc. (Luke iv. 18), which is quoted
beneath the subject. There is a foliated base-
ment and canopy. The window measures about
16 ft. high, by 12 ft. wide, and contains a large
number of figures.

Newcastle Mechanics’ Institution Build-
1>'G.—The new Mechanics’ Institution in New
Bridge-street, Newcastle, has been opened. The
old building was in Blackett-streeb. The foun-
dation-stone of the new building was laid by
Sir George Grey nearly three years ago. Its
erection was much interfered with by the pro-
tracted masons’ strike. It is not quite finished
yet, according to our authority, the Gateshead
Observer, but the lecture-room and the library-
room are completed, and the other parts of the
building will ere long also be ready for use. The
front is in the Palatial Italian style of architec-
ture

;
and the whole of the ornamentation has

been put into this part. It is adorned with
three carved heads, representing Literature,
Science, and Art, The stairs are 6 ft. in width.
The lecture-room is 70 ft. by 40 ft., 23 ft. high,
and capable of accommodating 600 persona.
Over the lecture-room is the library and news-
room, which is similar in size. Both these rooms
are of a semi-circular form. The site is within
the moat of the old town wall. The foundation
was laid with concrete. The architect is Mr.
Oliver. The cost of the building will be about
4,000Z.

Peculiarities of Beickmaking.—Few things
would bo more trying to the constitutions of
those who had not properly graduated, than the
trampling all day with naked feet on the cold
wet clay, as do the brickmakers : there is no
wonder that they are devoured with rheuma-
tism—such, at least, as live to be old men, and
these do not form a large proportion of the
number. Continually handling the clay, too, is

quite as trying to a stranger—indeed, the men
themselves consider it the worse. Their feet get
so hard from continually trampling the “ stuff,”
as they call it, that they are horny all roundj
and when the season is over, and the men have
to wear their boots all day, they are sadly incon-
venienced. Some of them are quite crippled, as
the effect of the unaccustomed covering is to
make the outer skin peel off, leaving a soft skin,
which is very easily galled by the boots, and the
men can hardly limp along. To most persons
the strong and somewhat pungent smell arising
from a brickfield is very disagreeable, and when
this is the case it is naturally supposed that the
odour is unhealthy. I have never, however,
been able to trace any practical effect on the
health of the neighbourhood from brick-making,
although the establishment of a brickfield is
often condemned as a nuisance. Like other
nuisances, however, if it be one, those who
come after it has been established have no right
to complain, and some years ago advantage was
taken of this fact in a manner which would do
credit to American shrewdness. The lease of a
piece of ground at the west of Loudon was
offered for sale by auction, and one of the con-
ditions of. sale imposed a penalty of 1,000Z. on
any attempt to turn it into a brickfield. The
lease was sold to a gentleman for 1,260L, and on
signing lo complete the purchase, he handed the
agent a cheque fur 2,2001. “ The sum is only
1,2001,” said the man of business; “ here is a
mistake of 1,0001.” “ No mistake at all,” said
the buyer, “I am going to turn it into a brick-
field.” And turn it into a brickfield he did,
although threatened with innumerable actions
by the residents around. The fact was, he had
discovered that once a part of it had been
used for that purpose, and so he could not be
indicted by those who came to the nuisance.
From this very field is built a great part of
our noblest metropolitan suburbs.— Cassell’s
Magazine.
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CfiysTAL Palace.—The newly-bnilt Tropical

End, having been completed, will be thrown open

to the pnblio on Saturday. The erection has

been undertaken by the Hamilton Windsor Iron-

works Company, Liverpool, under the direction

of Mr. Edwin Clark. The finishing of this

portion of the Palace has afforded the oppor-

tunity of locating the show of British and foreign

birds there.

Explosion in a Chubch.—A serious gas ex-

plosion has occurred in the Parish Chnrch at

Kipley, near Alfreton. On alucifer match being

Btmck in the chnrch, a violent explosion im-

mediately ensued. Every window in the building

was smashed to atoms; and the organ, which

has recently been repaired at much cost, was

very much shattered. Many of the pews and

other parts of the chnrch were also damaged.

The explosion most have resulted from an escape

of gas from one of the pipes. It is said that the

damage done by this explosion is estimated at

4501., which is covered by insurance. The ex-

plosion took place at the west end of the

church.

Fire at St. Nicholas’s Parish Church,
Liverpool.—A fire, resulting in very consider-

able damage, has occurred in the parish church

of Sc. Nicholas, Chapel-street, Liverpool. The

part attacked was the roof, which was completely

burned through, while the falling ddbris and

water did considerable damage to the walls,

floors, pews, cushions, &c. The organ was also

materially injured, more, however, by water than

fire. We are informed that plumbers had been

engaged at work on the roof ;
but whether the

fire was caused by the falling of lighted cinders

from fires used by them in their occupation

;

whether it arose from the overheating of the flue

of the vestry
;
or to what other cause the occur-

rence is due, remains to be inquired into.

Koyal Society Conversazioni.—The presi-

dent has issued cards for two conversazioni at

Burlington House, one Maroh 7cb, the other

April 25th. Winter has slipped by and “the
'

is again in view.

The Institution of Ciyll Engineers. — On
February 4th, Mr. C. H. Gregory, president, in

the chair, the paper read was on “ Floods in the

Nerbndda Valley ; with Remarks on Monsoon

Floods in India generally,” by Mr. A. C. Howden.

Voluntary Architectural Examination.

—

With reference to the voluntary architectural

examination appointed for the second and third

weeks of May, we are able to say that it will be

held if the application of even one candidate be

approved by the council.

The Assembly Rooms, Reading.—The Rooms
in Friar-street, formerly known as “ The Town
Rooms,” have been entirely re-arranged and re-

decorated by Messrs. Green & King, of London.

By the use of movable partitions, the new
Assembly Rooms are made capable of accom-

modating either large or small audiences. The

decorations are of a light Italian character, and

are described by the local journals as tasteful.

Hungarian Journal of Civil Engineer-

ing.—The Hungarian Society of Civil Engineers

issne a periodical six times a year, in parts, con-

taining each from five to six sheets of letterpress

and three or four plates. The publication is

intended, in the first place, to acquaint the

Hungarian reader with the progress realised

abroad in the science and practice of civil engi-

neering ; and, in the second place, to aflbrd to

the profession in foreign countries, as far as may
be done by engravings, an account of important

engineering works carried on in this countr y.

Hearts op Oak Beneptt Society.— From
the official auditor’s report on the financial

operations of this Society for the year 1867

it appears that the “Hearts of Oak” began

the past year with 12,000 members, and finished

it with 13,500. The income for the year was

26,8011. 5b. 7d., or 2,233Z. per month, while

the income for 1866 only averaged 2,0001. per

month. The amount thus received appears to

have been disposed of as follows : out of every

lOOZ. received 73Z. 148. were distributed in

benefits to members ;
2Z. 2s. were spent in post-

ages, reports, &c. ;
51. 123. were spent in manage-

ment expenses; and the remainder, viz., 18Z. 128.,

was added to the reserve fund, which now
amounts to only a few pounds short of 60,000Z.

Designs for Tile-paving.—We go a little

out of our way to point attention to an advertised

set of designs for the arrangement in patterns

of ordinary red, black, and bufi" tiles. They

show cleverly what a varied tune may be played

on three notes.

Fire in the Oxford Music-hall.—TheweU-
known “Oxford” Music-hall, in Oxford-street,

has been gutted and unroofed by fire, which

broke out early on Tuesday morning, after

Monday evening’s performance. How the fire

originated is yet to be discovered. Some say it

broke out first in the roof, and at all events the

burning of the roof first attracted attention from

the outside. Others strangely say that it origi-

nated in the cocoa-nut fibre with which the seats

were stuifed, and which was covered with canvaa,

and the canvas with damask. Even though a

burning cigar-stump, as is supposed, had pene-

trated to the fibre, it is known that this fibre

is scarcely combustible at all, and a red-hot coal

has made its way to the centre of a mass with-

out setting it in a blaze. Besides, in the seats

it must have been well matted together.

Princess’s Theatre. — The revival of the

“ Octoroon” here, with a strong cast, is likely

to prove very successful. Mr. Vining plays ad-

mirably the scoundrel UcClosky, Mr. J. S. Clarke

Salem Scudder, with much discretion, but less

force than was originally given to it by Mr.

Boucicault, who now presents picturesquely the

Indian, Wahnotee. The Pate of Mr. Dan Leeson

is very effective, and Miss Sanger and Miss
..wl n-. tvlirvlA MtS.Simms aid in producing an effective whole. Mrs.

Boucicault sustains the part of Zoe with pathos

and grace as of old. Mr. F. Lloyds has painted

some exceedingly good scenery, especially a

sun-rise over the Attakapas. “ Arrab-na-Pogue,”

Mb Heset I.eslie's Ooscebts.—The concort ' with Bn eqnallj strong cast, is played with the

on the 6th was very saocessfnl. The opening Ootoroon,” and makes a remarkable evening

A Yankee Steam “Man.”—Every one has

heard that in the progress of steam, as a loco-

motive power, and long before the “ iron horse
”

was matured, attempts were made to work a

predecessor of his upon four legs. Tbis old

English notion has become a new Yankee notion,

only onr cousin has the ambition of a Franken-

stein, and has made a steam man, who walks upon

piece was Mendelssohn’s music to Sophocles’s

tragedy of CFdtpus Coloneus, composed in 1S45.

This fine work was capitally performed by a

first-rate orchestra, including a number of the

best men in the profession. The dialogue, in

this version of Mr. W. Bartholomew, was de-

claimed by Mr. Lin Rayne. The solo parts were

entrusted to Mr. W. E. Cammings, Mr. Frederick

Walker, Mr. Chaplin Henry, and Mr. Lewis

Thomas. The concert on the 13th consisted

mainly of madrigals. On the 20th Mr. Sims

Reeves is to assist.

N.ytional Freehold Land Societt. — The
eighteenth annual report states that there has

been an increase during the past year in every

department of the society’s business. The

deposits have exceeded those of the previous

vear by 176,S88Z., whereas the withdrawals have

only exceeded those for the same period by

32,3691. The “ members’ capital ” has increased

by 210,799Z. The assets amount to 1,010,3121.

The directors have added 5,OOOZ. to the reserve

fund, which now amounts to 10,OOOZ. A further

sum of 27.337Z. has been added to “ convertible

securities,” increasing that fund to 129,186Z.

for visitors to the Princess's.

TENDEBS.
For Independent Chapel nt Itj Bridge, South Devon.

•

Snell,Messrs. Ambrose k
Condy, Brothers
Brimblecombo & Triggs

J. Brimblecombe
Marshall
Horrell
Jenkins
Clarke
Dyer
Crispin
Channon
Cornish

archiiecls :

—

For two houses in Notte-street, Plymouth. Messrs.

Ambrose k Bnell, architects:

—

Finch £916 0 0

(t

Condy, Brothers ..

Clarke
Verren
Elford
Channon
Marshall
Call k Pethick .....

Elliott

Prici

his two legs, though he “ works like a horse,” tijq profit this year (after deducting the

or, rather, like three horses. Mr. L. Deddrick, a S^OOOZ. carried to the reserve fund) is 21,829Z.

machinist, of Newark, U.S., is the inventor. The'

man walks or runs (in shafts) as he is bidden, in
|

Labourers’ Dwellings poe Croydon.—New

any direction, and at almost any rate of speed.
;

buildings have just been completed m a poor

drawing after him a load whose weight would tax district of this town, and are now open to re-

the strength of three stout draught horses. He ceive tenants. They have much less of the bar-

stands 7 ft. 9 in. high, the other dimensions of rack style of architecture than usual. There are

the body being correctly proportioned, and his ninety-two rooms, divided into tenements ot

name is Daniel Lambert. He weighs 500 lb. :
from one to three rooms, to meet the reqmre-

“ Steam is generated in the body or trunk, which :
ments of all, as far as can be ascertained at

is nothing but a three-horse power engine, like
i

the outset. The single rooms are much in re-

those used in onr steam fire-engines. The legs quest by those who are unable to pay for more,

which support the automaton are complicate or whose families do not require more. There is

and wonderful. The steps are taken very natu- a good demand for rooms, and it appe^ that

rally and quite easily. As the body is thrown ‘ the benevolent projectors will receive a dividend

forward upon the advanced foot, the other is as well as do great good to the working

lifted from the gronnd by a spring, and thrown classes in the neighbourhood. Each living-room

forward. Each step or pace advances the body is provided with an oven and large cupboard,

2 ft., and every revolution of the engine produces and every room has a fireplace; by tbis and

four paces. It is proposed to run the engine at other means the ventilating arrangements are

the rate of 500 revolntions per minnte, which admirable. Provision is made for all tenants to

would walk the man nt the modest speed of half place flowers in the windows, by means of bal-

a mile a minute. The fellow is attached to a conets. Every landing has a large sink and

common rockaway carriage, whoso shafts serve

For Uuiiclioi' me mmiuve Memouist Chapel at Wie-
bech, Mr. Jamea Kerridge, architect :

—

Bennett £1,686 8 3

Girling (accepted) 1,546 0 0

For repairs to thirty-nine honaes in Albany-rond, Cam-
berwell. Mr. Lewis U. Isaacs, architect :

—

Cohen £1,640 0 0

Simpson & Son 1,381 0 0

Langmead & Way 1,375 0 0

Butler 1,360 0 0

P hillips (accepted) 1,287 0 0

For fittings, &c., at No. 7, Finabury-square, for the

Planet Building Society. Messrs. Pococt, Corfe, k
Parker, architects ;— _ _ _

King k Sons £325 0 0

Newsom 296 0 0

Henshaw 287 0 0

Prince 269 0 0

For building two booses and shops in the Brixton-road,

for Messrs. NichoUs k Sainaboir. Mr. C. H. Driver,

architect. Quantities by Mr. E. 0. Harris

Nixon

to support him in a vertical position The

boiler and such parts as are necessarily heated

are to be encased in felt or woollen nnder-gnr-

ments. The cost of tbis ‘first man’ is 2,000

dollars, though the makers, Messrs. Deddrick &
Grass, expect to manufacture succeeding ones,

warranted to run a year without repairs, for

300 dollars.” Onr American friends, in losing

the nigger, as a slave, are fortunate in obtaining

the “ steam man.”

ater-tap; also they ere provided with a dust-

shaft. The whole of the stone staircases and

landings are lighted with gas. A washhouse,

with six boilers and large drying-ground, is pro-

vided. There is also a lai^e or common room in

the centre of the bnildinge, where the various

agencies connected with the poor may be carried

on. The buildings have been erected from the

designs of Messrs. Beck & Lee, of Finsbury-

cirens, by Messrs. Colls & Son, the builders, of

28, Moorgate-street, and Camberwell.

Maxwell
Maoley k Rogers
Taylor
Jackson & Shaw
Axford
Thompson
Perry
Nntt k Co. (accepted)

,

4,018 0 0
3,948 0 0
3,897 0 0
3,837 0 0
3,790 0 0
3,770 0 0
3,636 0 0
3,440 0 0

For alterations, Ac., to Nos. 1 to 8, Wineheater-court,

Monkwell-street. for Messrs. J&mes k Williams. Mr, B.

Tabberer, architect :

—

Boatel £1,338 0 0

Palmer k Bon 1,220 0 0

Heaven 1,160 0 0

Prince 990 0 0

Larke (accepted) 874 0 0
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For n^vr schoola and chapol-keepor’s honse, Bansome-

walk, WorcMter. Mr. G. Johnson, architect —
Hemming & Son £1,600 0 0

1,500 0 0
Kfndnck 1,397 0 0
S'KBS 1,199 14 0

For bouse at Barnet. Mr. A. Rowland Barker, archi-
tect :

—

Smith & Son £l,24a 10 0
Brown & Son ii. ij65 0 0
Scrivener & Stepheuson 1,160 0 0
Str'Dger 960 le .1

For dwelling-honse in Portpool-Iane and Haif-moon-
yard, Gray’s-inn-road. for Mr. W. Jarvis

Lungmead & Way (ace^tedj ... £2,000 0 0

For alteraliona and repairs to three honses, Charlottc-
etreet, and No. 1, Devonehire-strept, for Mr. Watson and
others. Mr. P. F. Holsworth, architect

Matthews £1,910 0 0
Bywafers 1,870 0 0
Hookham 1,868 0 0
Kelly 1,833 q 0
Manley & Rogers 1,799 0 0
Clark & Mannooch l,-i36 0 0

Fop building new workshops in Oriffen-conrt, Shep
herd's Market, for Mr. Wolmershauaen. Mr. Joseph 8
Moye, architect

foster £735 q q
Sapwell ... 728 10 0
Fish (accepted) 690 0 0

T AMP-P O STS— Plain and Ornamental-
JLJ DW.ARPOAp.PILLARg. Ditto Ditto

LAM^BEACKKTS, Ditto Ditto.
LAMPS, iQ Copp-r.Tin. Iron, and Bw*.

Invented.FOU^TAI^8—Garden and DrliikinE.
OATEt, RtILlN<TH, Ao. Ac.

The neweet DESIGNS for these •ill be forwarded, npon receipt
,

of parliculam, by
TtlRNER i ALT KN. Founders and Contraeton

201. UPPER TflAM E-i STBEET, LONDON.

1/

TO COSBBSPONDENTS.

T-erm-OofM.—Unavoidably postponed.
P.W.-J. de J.-G. O.-J. B.-A. P.-T. L.-H. W. B.-A. W.-

T.|A,—A. A 8.—H. B, 8.-0. F. T.—W. 0. 8.—E. W. P.—E, T.—T M
B,— C. 8.— E. 0. H.—N. A Co.—T. 0.— M. P.—B T—W 8

-Mr, H.-W, W. L.-G, B. S.-J. C. R-K. & Sons.-C. R. C.-D. O.
H,-V. M.-R R-T. B.-R. S.-C. P. T.-W. J. D.-C. O.-Bev. H. 8.—LA W.-J. 8. AL-a. Bratheis.—B. H.— P. La N. F Milan {all
right).— W. P. (we will wiUingly look at the models, if snbmiUed).—
J. S. (would depend on Information not glveu).— J, E (In typo).—

A

Constant Reader (' comparisons are odious ").— Q. 8. (common stairs
and such an arrangeinent as that proposed are not a novelty in Lon-
don).—H. B. a (the Inquiry being ftp „ builder, the observation does
not apply).

Non-Architects who are unwilling (u we are) that thsir names
shoold not accompany IlsU of tenders with which they are concerned,
may prevent the omission by sending lists thetnselvee. We cannot
repeat lists on the ground of sonh omission.
We are compeUed to decline pointing out books and aivliig

addresses.
°

AU statemenU of facts lists of Tenders. Ac., must be accompanied
by the name and address of the sender, not necessarily for
publication.

NoTK.—The responsibility of signed arrloles, and papers read at
pnblic meetings, rests, of ccutso, with the authors.

New Edition (4Sth), price -Is.

ASTON’S BOILDEB’S PRICE-BOOK
._J for 1868. for Arohltects, Engineers, Contractors. Bnllders Snr.

v-yora. aud all the Building Trades: contalouiB flC
embracing all the venous building trades, and 10.000 nirands relating to the same, carefully revised, and with
Uuitaddliloni. This book is Used in the OoarMof L'
reference and arhitratloa
Published by SI3IPKIN. MARSHALL. A CO. SUUonar.' Hall-court

Lndgatu-hlll. London.
Sold by all Booksellers, In town and country.

experienced
, .

rooderats terms, the teueivs sale yard
books, preparation of

,

kUn work, and have at lea-t lOOf'
--quIred.-Address 6W, oifioe

books, prsibislsnce sheets. Ac.-Addresa, 62S, Office of " The BoUder."

-W-W-T- i -a-r
ARTISTS.

ALTA N TED, a first-class FIGURE
FIonRK^^'lY5?J'l“r^'« a thoroughlv good

Wanted, a qualified ASSISTANT, ia a
fMr draughtsman

A
—Address, stating qualidcatlons, references, andsi^ry, A. R 8, Northauiberland street, Strand.

"X^ANTED, in an Architect’s Office in
T T London, a JUNIOR ASSKTANT ; ona who has been aocua-

“Id finish pencil draw-

iLMiii-i
- Apply, by letUr. stating salary

Si SS'SfbSn' w”c.
* “ “ » B-aftd',.

TWANTED immediately, a well-qualified
’ ^ ,

ARCHITECrOBAL DRADOHre«AN.-Applyrwith refer-ences, to 31E88Ra. LOCKWOOD A MAWbqa', Bnuiford.

BRICK AND TILE MAKERS.

YY ANTED a thoroughly practical BRICK
T T and TILE MAKER as WORKING FOREMAN to an ex-teueiva sale vard. H» n.n.r K— jvety desoriptlon of

wuiuujaad, Pirst-class cha-
Tna Builder."

Mr. E D W a R d'^°G’r''e E N W a YS ‘‘^*1 Architect aud Surveyor’s
ADDRF88 WAN-^^^.t^lnv^ ^13 ^ sbljlct.^property to be Surveyed

I

Abstract, bufqoa'ntufw Ynd ^^al worth In 1886.-Please address. W, lu, Lapcaiter-plaoe. Strand. I
f^ll particular with amount

_ — fuavls A Co-S- Aflwortl.Ir.. s

AND SURVEYING and LEVELLING.
* C. 70, Cambarwall New-road, f

ooiaiAi»i. mutt oe competent to
fair draughtsman.—Apply, stating
lalary required, to 0. C. care of

Id

CONTRACTOR’S or BUILDER’S PART- l

'^rp'y
°0 Mr“TH t8T?Marbll°Wo^^ Bri^lftou

G'-ntlenmn with moderate capi-
! TO BUrmnnii nnsn xr .

laii uarticniat witu amount of salary required, to 1

fuavls A Co.s, Advertising Agents, Fincb-lane. CotnhiO.

TUANTED immediately, a good MARBLE
pI,

’ MA0ON. One that perfectly under,tends letter cutting.—For partteularsann V to Mr. TtrrsT u r,.,-!..*'

SmST'Tb. Mrd"!?”"'
’ "•

pAETNEESHIP.—Wanted, a Builder ' ' -
i;^in'^Th1?®^*®'''’‘““‘'*‘’"‘“’‘"'’’<Je'fb’Uhedandi,r.fltabli acou;int.d®i!fi;

®'^O'^;D00R FOREMAN. Thoroughly
businrs. in the snburhs -For p.rtienUrt apply to Mr PINWn I . S’*

branches of tue bnilding trade. Two years
Accountant, 16, Pinners' H all. Old Bfoa<l Bt>eet. Oitv.

Age M. '

A RCBITECTURAL ARTIST -

^8. Bmwnlow-street, Hlg’b

paper. Wood Engr^-ln^ for "^ok iumt?aMonr‘'^*‘
Dtawlngs uu

TO SUBSCRIBERS.
ifOTF BEADY. TEE TWENTY . FIFTH

VOLUME of ''THE BUILDER" (bound), for
the year 1867, price One Ouuiea,

CLOTH CASES for binding the Numbers, price
Two Shillings and Ninepence.

COLOURED TITLE-PAGE, Gratis.

SUBSCRIBERS’ VOLUAIES, on being sent to
the Office, will be hound at a cost of Three Shil-
lings and Sixpence each.

Advei-tisements cannot he receivedfor the current

Tthursday^^’"^' P'””

The Publisher cannot be responsible for Ori-
GiN.vL Testimonials left at the Office in reply to
Advertisements, and stronghf recomynends that
Copies only should be sent.

_
$2r NOTICE.—All Commimications respect-

ing Advertisements, Subscriptions, ^c., should be
<^(lressed to “ The Publisher of the Builder,"
No. 1, York-street, Covent Garden. All other
Communications should he addressed to the
*EdAtor," and not to the “ Publisher.’’

[Advertisements,]

CHURCH, TURRET, and STABLE CLOCKS.
J. W. Benson, haviog erected ateam-power
and improved machinery for clock-making at
the Manufactory, Ludgate-hill, will be glad to
imrnish to clergymen, architects, and committees,
lEstimatea and Specifications of every desorip-
itionofHorologicalMachineB, especially cathedral
:and public clocks, chiming tunes on any number
of bells. A descriptive pamphlet on Church
Clocks post free for one stamp. Watch and
Clock Maker by Warrant of Appointment to
H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, and maker of the
?reat clock for the Exhibition, 1862. 25 Old
Bond-street, and 33 & 34, Ludgate-hill/E.C
Established 1749.

qn“r”rf X' I TT7 A
CONTEACTOBi

coudact short ' Vi/ icjU, oj a first-class practical Man, a
Uwellversed 'TV Carrluge-wsy p^yjor. Strrat Mson, Granite Driver (wood

for burlag in. bricks, Dutch uliuker*. or tiles), to TAKE Work by the PIECE

-Add^«*B«i“ ^UTCHLKY N°'^r
»ncl iwJerenoee.-Addreea, JAMES

Office of "The Bojlder.’”
,
t-EUrCHLEY

,
No. 7. Jiunes-plaoe. North-street, Poplar.

WANTED, a PARTNER, for a good and
' ^ RE-ENGAGEMENT as

T T iDOg-establlehed BUILDING BUSINESS In ihecnunfv nf ' *1. 1 x»
O^.V^BRAL FOREMAN (country not objected fo), by a prac-Bucks. ^piiel required about. Umi. The most -ati.f* clory ^e tostltnoulaU.-Addtes. K. R.''PMt-offl«.

ferenres given and required.-Addrer- "• ’ --- " " ^ ® 8u««y.
“q. Newport Pagnell, Bucks,

TO’BniLDBRS, &a

RE-ENGAGEMENT

Mr.
I

TO B01LDKES, DECORATORS. 4c. I

draughU??au

( thoroughly experienced in House ' eil^-^Sgiyen wfth

ni
be OCTAINBD st th- House of Call. Marlborough ' "'An^ut eugagem

Inn. Blenhelm-stepi. Oxford-street.—Address 10 the flpnr«t»>g *
1 Stationer. Fore-sti

TO ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYORS.
Y^ANTED, by the Advertiser, who has
T T seivedhlsartlolospartly in a provincial town, and the ra-mainaer in London, an ENGaOKMRwt •. saaiu'pi ii->r . aENGiGBMENT as ASsisTANT.' A good'and

, aua capable of preparing delaU drawings, qnan-
inpervliioii. The country preferred. Good refer.

..4. .pcurlty. Salary not so much an object asaper-
*ugagcmant.--Addpess. X. T. Z. care of Mr. Heyd^Stationer. Fore-street, Devouport.

aacjuvu

TOURNEYMEN CARVERS’ SOCIETY '

MANUFAcruRBEs and contractors

B;iiefvT''’f*”"‘’««Jf?‘*ts''"'’'’'T’‘''®“^°™*8thattheaboye| AdvertisGr, a RE
oe seen at any hour during the r.

ADAM'S ARMS, 1
~ .,r ur-nnaai, fukemaj.

... .—...oploved b:iok may and Tile Yard, one who thoroughly understands hU bnst-
C. F. tOLE. Secretary.

|

fi®*,* *“ branches, and havlug had seven years’ managementsrge footraots in brfekmaking by machine on rallwayia Aged— femier employers.-Address, J. D.
1 Tile Works, Wareham, D prset.

jV/TR. LEWIS, Solicitor, of .36, Nortbumber-
' v:'ctor*a‘

DBiira without Iny charge’ beyt'rm” the ‘me«''oftW?/f!L'‘(!f

situation as WORKING
hour after application

; advice free; in*ahoTt,° alMwl business
i Addrlss

No olueotlon to the country,
attended to on very moderate terms. Office nonri Tar. f® me. I

®- C-dU. Carrlok-str-et, Church-street, Edgware-rosd.

TO BBICKMAKRRS.
! -fTT AWORKING FOREMAN reauired ^ RE-ENGaGEMENT

make Stock and Main Bricks. He must have a ’small
MASONS. Good references from pi

caoital. None need anaW fh.. — ,

Employers, preient Employers, and London Archfiaer. s

.Aim,., oMwa ana uo must nave a <

^r^T^^i'.
N®“® sPPly that cannot furnish several good re-

to U “.’lefcSilng C^^.‘
ot capital.

OOROUGH of HANLEY. — The Town
this Borough require the immediate SERVICE.S of

^.VBTT1WI?V^S''®“!‘’ BOROUGH ENGINEERand BLIH\EYOH. A list of the duties attiched to the otBMseen at theTo^ Clerk’s Offices on or after the 13th la^ut '

^^redtet?,Jh Tbo Gentleman elected will bj.a.
, ,,quiredto^ve htaenlire tlmeto thedutlss ofthe office aud will notbe allowed to eugHge In or take.uy otheroffle * ^."^Mon or e- '

P?i5'“e°t. AU applications fur tbs olfice, with test-moe^’ls aa

l®n fn
"« t‘>® 9tb M AROKin an envelope marked " Ap dloatlon for Burveyor's Office "

1 . «u=
EDWARD OHALLINOR, Town ClerkTown Clerk s Offices, Hanley, 12th February. 1868.

employers, present Bmployera, and Lone
ihstaloer.—A. B, Poet Office. Laamingtoo.

-w-*-,- . — '’0 BUILDERS,TWANTED, a EE - ENGAGEMENT aa
SOP,

rint.«ii-. r.f«.pp«.-4dd™,..

-.-r- .
AND aURVMYOES.TWANTED, a EB-ENGAGEMENT bv

and surveyor; accuetomed to take out quan.ltlea and mature up
lldland Counties preferred. First-class
I of U. Greenwood, Advertising Agent,

-
J... , —customed

• "Tks. Liverpool oi

refereuces.—Address.
Liverpool.

Te»«ru 1 . «u=
“DWaED OHALLINOR, Town Clerk

—
CP.,1. . <!«„. H„a„, I,.t 1,08 .

I

WANTED, a EE - ENGAGEMENT aa

D°?vOpH of NEWCASTLE - UPON -
! "^'2 riiiiirz: rr.yL.'s-

ENQINRKRS aud TOWN SURVEYORSWanted, a borough ESUINEKK and town SURVBYOR for i — —

'

l^wcasUe-upon-Tyne’ at an annual salary of fiOOf.. the leqnistto
' -rw^ WITH STEAM JOINERY MACHINERY,

office staff heln< provided by th. Corporation, rhe per-

^

r -tua-vv

?hi? ^ following iny other employme"that Indicated by his appomtmont. which will Include thei^agement of aU the engiueering, building regulations eanl7*rV“

»®"'®^L>'8.
•'>‘1 Tovl-makiug throughout tfaVooroug^

Airn'inlii
be m.ay be directed to perform.—

''® np tu and liJiudiQgMONDAY, the 24th day of FEBRUARY iiuilaot.
®

leonislto ' -i-T^ STEAM JOINERY MACHINERY.™ .“i WANTED, as SHOP aud MILL FOEE-
snt thau

I T y MAN, a RB-ENQAQEMENT. Has a capiUl system ofe enure working the two In connexion, la the saving of time and mitenals
‘ lo‘“e>' with a practical knowledge of maehinery would befound a greet advantage to a Builder about applying maehinei'v

—

Address, J. M. J. 3, Wollington-terraco, Bayswater.

WANTED, a Young Man who _
ren.!^.

luaBuIldeFs Office, and who can collect, lof’kafteTepatrs, trace plans. Ar. Mn*. w-i,A - -...-.i , ,

has bee

ADVERTISEMENTS,

PERFECTION in BOOKKEEPING—
.

BGILDBRS and Others desiring a really good svatem cst.

raTBY*^m^wW .S’”.
by^ DOUBLE™

1 iX;
'*’* ' Tbe Builder,"which has been adopted by many large flrtua Also a

“OS'® KoUT. swuble fotimaU build«.-Lddtws, E. A. 4, flt..George s-road, Regeufa Park, London.

pUus, Ac. Mustwriteagoodhiind.*and'briibie'’„— clearly,—Apply, by letter only, stating age asUrv

P«^h^?'
“ 2. Bath-place North? Que-a's-

-XT-r A -VTmTn r-v
SCAFFOLDERS.

Y\/
ANTED, a competent MAan, toPROVIDE

ANTED, immediately, Half-a-dozen eood

SSSfoli
“ “ oDA«aeoca, Buiuu. Dutop

TO ARCHITECTS, Ac,

,
a RE-ENGAGEMENT, as

. . ^.A,i!.o.n. OI WORKS, in town or country : or aa Oon*rmlSuperintendent on au Estate
; eras General Poremin to a BuJder

-

Address. J. DaViS, 7, Butlsnd-itreet, FinUlcj, KW,

WANTED,
T T CLERK of I

-r-w-F- .
and CONTRACTORS.

TTTANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT by a
practical Foreman of CARPENTERS find JOINRBS: ortoTake Charge of a Job. Go^ referencM from Loudoa BuUders, Aged

Tlrlingcon
^ •“““try.-Address, C. W. 32, Baxter.r««d, Essex-rold.

TO BRICKFIELD FOREMEN.

W/ ANTED, a thoroiighly-practical FORE-TT MAN.foraBBICKFIBLD Must nave mod

"YY^ANTED, in a Builder’s Yard, a thorough

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, by a“
» ^ctical GENERAL FOREMAN. Carpenter aud Joiner bytosc^ Two years In last employ. Good referencee. Aged 32.

Address. S. T. 2a, Wlmbourne-sireet, New North-toad, Hoxton, N.

TO BUILDERS. PLUMBERS, Ac.

YY/ ANTED, by an experienced Man, a
y SITUA'XION as PLUMBER, Qaslltter, Plsin Zloe-worker Ac,

In or near London.—Address, N. F. 21, AUam-strest.W.

TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
wanted, EMPLOYMEN'T, by a respect-
T y able Young Man. aged 32, as PLUMBBE. Painter, Glazier

and Zincworker. Well able to make himself gsnerally usefulin any-
thing requited, principally at jobbing work of any sort. Wuen not
objected to.—Addtasi, H. H. 83. Paddingum-stnsat, Portauta-aiuaia
Maryleboue, W. --i—•»
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TO BUILDEB8 AND PLUMBERS

"It^ANTED, a SITUATION, by a

V V thoroughly good PLUMBER. No objection to

^

at patotlug or glating. If required.—Address, J. H. 7. Uowatus

TO ABCeiTBCTS.

A N experienced ASSfSTANT, well up in

J\ classic work and general construction, de-ires an

MENT. Forla.t three years in a fira'-oVo* London office.-Ad ires*,

K B.79,Cambriige-street, London, S.W.

TO AhCHITBCTS. ,

"\t7ANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, by
V V an ASSISTANT, accuTtom-d to Gothic work, and who can

give the highest references.—Ad 'reis, 702. Office of The Builder.

TO ARCHHECTS AND SURVEYORS

A JUNIOR ASSISTANT is in WANT of

J\_ a SITUATION In a good office of the above. Silary noteo

mu^anobiect aa Improvemeot and employment. -Address. E. A.

PnTriand-livige. AtklD«-road, Clapham-park, 8.

TO PLUMBERS AND BUILDERS.

Y17ANTED, by the Advertiser, who is a

V> gnodPLUMBE/andeando Gasfitting, a JOB nr SITUA-

TION kiidres". A T. N. 25,New.«treet,«t, Jahns-wnoa.ri.w.

TO IRONSIONGER8 AND BUILDERS.

A BRICKLAYER, aged 50, is in want of

a JOB ;
adapted for jobbing of every kind-oven., boiler*, and

TO BUILDERS AND PLUMRE^.

YV7ANTED, a situation as FOREMAN of
'Rrnn.whk-Dlaee, Okenden-road, Islington, ii.

* LOCAL SURVEYOR’S ASSISTANT
is op-n tn an ENGAGEMENT, at a smkll salary.—E. LLARK,

9 Church-rotul, Sto'ke Newingt m, N.
.

TO BUILDERS AND CONTACTORS.

ANTED, a RE-ENGaGEMENT by a

V V BUILDER'S CLERK Well acqnalotod

e°rpioymenL° G*d'*'reference8,—Address, P. K 163, Stanhope-street,

Hampstead-raiid.N.W.

A GOOD PLUMBER WANTS a JOB, or

J\ as Three-Branch Hand, or

Park-plsco Cottages, Lower Park -road. Peckbara. B.K.

\ N ASSISTANT desires an ENGAGE-
J\ MENT. WeU up in CluMo work and detail-. Would pref«

being in an office wh^re no other aasUUnt le kept - Address, J. Q. A.

TO BUILDERS. PAINTF.RS. 4c.

rpHE Advertiser, a Young Man, aged 36, a

1 thorough Three-Branch Ha-d. wishes for a S^'^trATIOl' «
PLT'MBER. PAINTER, and Q'.AZIBR. Good r^erence.-Address,

E W. ID. Offord-road, Caledonlan-roid. Isllnaton, N.

TO ARCHITECTS AND BUILDERS.

A THOROUGHLY experienced Man re-

J\_ nnlrei a HE-ENOAGEMENT as CLERK of '^ORK4 or

\\'^A^"TED, by the Advertiser, a SITUA-
> T TION M Bl’lLDER'S CLERK, or TIMEKEEPER.— Addresi,

H 0. atr«c?'< Library, HanoTer-plnce. Rf|ei.f* F«rlt, >-W.

"ANTED, a SITUATION, as GENERAL
FOREMAN. C^rpsnter by tr<id». Aie 38 Good rertr-—"•

AddTfi!. A. X. Mr. HOLLAND, Po»t-ofBcf. Eallug Commou. ww
TA"ANTED, GRAINING and MARBLING
\ \ by Pi«e-iroik.-Addie»s. X Y. 91,Ch«nijigton-Mr«t. Ojkley-

quAre, N.W.
.

MANUFACVDKtKa.

ANTED, by a respectable Man, a per-

W niADeat BITOATION u PLTIMBER Cfin do lead gUxioi
f T Ul’MjvU'. w

. If f«fin{T.fd Addre&a.
and pafent lead burning. Good reference! if re-^nlred.—Addreae,

B. M. 29. Orabam-»treet, Pimlico.

TO DECORATORS. BUILDERS, *c._

TirANTED, by a married Man, in London,
VV a conitant SITUATION, ae PAPERHANGBB. PAINTER, Ac.

. ...,i T If o ‘miiiB*T,.nf.rMt. HIIl.iLreeC.

TO BUILDERS. DECORATORS. AND COLOUR MERCHANTS.

AX'^ANTED, by a respectable Young Man,
W a SITUATION a! CLERK. COLLECTOR, or TRaVELLRII.

,
«ubnib*, and Keoti»h and Soulh-w

Addieea. H. U. SO, Stanbope-tl pitead-road. N.IA

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.

TAIANTED, a EE-ENGAGEM:
Vt GENERAL FOREMAN, or Charge of a job. In t

country. Baa ju»l completed eitenslre yinegarw
flr»l-claa». Security If le'iulred.—Address, F
terrace, CaledonijkD-road, N.

"WANTED, by a practical Mac, to CON-
V V TRACT for BRICKMAKING, to Dig, Make and Burn Kiln

)r Clamp Bnc
other macbP
end, HIgh-it

ANTED, by a Young Man,
TT IMPROVER at the Bench. Wages no obje

Office of "The Bolic

a JOB as
object—AddioM, 697

TO BUILDERS.

"tt"ANTED, to APPRENTICE, In-door, a
\ T well-educated Yontb, aged 18.—Send particular* to S. C.

TO BUILDERS, IROSMONQBES. Ac.

PHE Advertiser, who has had great expe-

I ,1— f. aj. a haver and rnaoajer of the ironmongery depart-
1, rlet.cs ae a ouyer an .

_ ^ •- -- kSOAGEMENT.—

I

Addresi, 891. Office of " The BuUder."

QTAIES and HANDRAILS.-
O GACEMENT WANIED In the above line.

8Lelrc*-e Baud. Piecework preferred.—Addieee. 66c

— An EN-
by a flrst-cla*!

I, Office of " The

R
TO EN0I.'F.ER3. SURVEYORS. *c-

,

E-ENGAGEMENT WANTED by on

ASSISTANT, who it a good surveyor and draugbje"'-" »’>

iiinan. Considerable e;

lUd Office work.—AddAV

TO BUILUERS.

A THOROUGHLY practical FOREMANA ef WO.RKS i. in WAKT nf AGEMENT in^t^own or

iuntry.' Bricklayer by trade. Gojd references given. Address,

1.8. No. 3f!.U»her-road South, Old Ford Eist, London.

"VIELSON’S BLUE LIAS LIME,
1A 18 SOUTH WHARF, PADDINGTON, w.

WORKS; STOCKTON, WAKWIOKSHIRB.
0 NELSON A CO. can now deliver, by rei! or oanal, TO AI

PART OP THE KINGDOM,

8, Mdpae-road, New-c

AAWANTED, by a Young Man, who wishes
T V to ARTICLE HIMSELF, for three year*. In a good firm, to

learn theCARPENTcB’8 BUSINKSS. Willing to pay a small pte-

miom.—Address, W. T. Barley Mow, Mount-stieet, W.

TO SXiRVEYORS, BUILDERS, AND OTHERS,

VA'ANTED, a SITUATION as CLERK of
y\ WORKS, or to take Piece-work. A carpenter and Joiner by

trade, having a thorough knowledge of all the different brancbei.
First-rate relerence can be given.—Address, A. Z. care of Messrs, New
A Camming. Surveyon, 31. Edgware-toad.

TO PAINTERS, PAPERHANGEBS, 4e.

"W^ANTED, by a young Man, a SITUA-
tV TION u PAINTEB. PAPERHANGER, LEAD or SASH

GLAZIER. Wage# not so much an object ss perinanent employ.
Address, H. B. 10, St. Alban's. terrace, KenniLgtou-road. Lambeth.

TO NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, AND ESTATE AGENTS,

ANTED, a KE-ENGaGEMENT, by
s GENERAL FOREMAN, of great practical ki

Tbotonghly scgualuted with the routine and details of all

neceesaty in the erections and repsin of estate work general ly.

versed iu tbe use and conversion of all kinds of materials. Can
plans and working drawings, estimates, and mea iire up
First-class references. Age 39, Married—no family.—Adiir

lOl, SUnhope-street, Hampstead-roaJ. London. N.W.

TO ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYORS.

DEOUIRED.by the Advertiser, who served

BN lAQEMENT- Prepar

^IngsTom .ketches.-:-Add;eM: BPES, h. Oreeu's-end, Woolwich

.

EVENING EMPLOYMENT WANTED
J by a Yonng Man engaged In a

Well up in aocounu; g'«.d p-nman. *c.
- - moderate.- Addreu. H. Post-office, 111, wmte

TO BUILDERS, Ac.

TTI M P L 0Y M E N T WA N TE D, by a
I ’ 1 TitTTMDPir fif.s 7.Tglt. ant_CJ plumber. GLAZHB. and QA8FITTEB. Can

wng and plaiu sine work. Constancy or job.-Add.

J. Wbybro-cotuges, Toiteubaui-green.

TO CARPE^^TERS AND BUILDERS.

Employment wanted, by a Young
Man. aged 22, a. IMPROVER. Could act ^‘“'"‘'ep'r <» ~.

guired.-Addre«. K. F. 31, Oxford-terrace, King .-road, Lhel.ea._

TO BUILDERS AND DECORATORS.

YLTANTED, by the Advertiser, a SITUA-
TT TION, or Job.asPAlNl'EB and GLAZIER. Canrtograla-

Ing If required. Midland countlca preferred.—Address, (

of '•

TO BUILDERS.

ANTED, by a steady, practical Man, a
T T joiner, a EE-ENGAG8MENT as WORKING or SHOP

FOREMAN. Reference from last employer.—Address, Vi, B.

CotUge, Woodford-green, Esfck.

A

CEMENT WORKS,
SOUTHAMPTON.-HOOPBR A ASHBY

nnalitles.both for hydraulic and stuccoing *« P^®.
V Jv Li- boms and abroad. Vrtsels

pOETLAND
wed to supply contracts, at home aua

ipide the works—H. A A. particnlarllM^uest that orde

e for what purpose the it Is reanlred.

Dunstable chalk limb works.
The above Lime Is now generally used by Bnilders

Ae, Dunstable, Beda

"DOETLAND CEMENT WORKS,
I NORTHFLEET. KENT.

ROBINS & CO. LIMITED.
U1 was awarded In 1851, are prepared to supply

•ry beat POETLAND CEMENT, manufactured
' . »-i.v I. ^ppicahle. — Orders

To whom the Prise Medal
any quantity of the very

by them for all purpose.

received at 19, Craven-street,

TO ESTATE OWNERS.

SURVEYOR of much experience in

aesig.,lng and superintending the erection

. improved cottages aodroad-making, drawing. A. UpPE.
KNQAOeMENT.—A.ldreBS, 628, Office of The Bnllder.

G.

A?
TO ABCaiTECTB AND BUILDERS.

CLERK of WORKS of great experience

Uonen loan ENGAGEMENT, or ss Foreman. Good lefet-

.-AdoTew, W. P. Post-office. Westboume-place, Bishop .-road^

A BUILDER’S General and Estimating
ouea to an ENGAGEMENT, Thoroughly under-

, thr.mghout. Qo.>d reference, given, and salary

3 -Address, No. 677. Office of "Tne Builder.

NEWINGTON & GO. foniieily Rick-
man A Co.

LIME BURNERS, LEWES.
manufacturehb of scorrs patent cement.

TO PLUMBERS, BUILDERS. Ac.

ANTED, by a good PLUMBER, a
T T SirUATION or JOB, Piecework or otherwise, nr asTnree-

Bnncb Hand. References if tegulred.-Address, A. Z. 2. South
l^mbeth-place. South Lambeth, 8.

YA!’’ANTED, by a Gentleman, aged 26, a
T V RE-ENGAGEMENT In an Architect's Office. Hat had con-

^ANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, to

do BRICKWORK. CUTTING, or POINTING, asPlecewoik
labour only, or a Foremanthip. Rciereoces,—Address. Q, MILL-
HOUSE, 47. Stor-street, Edgware-road, London.

w

TO ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYORS.

GENTLEMAN, aged 2" with a good
.. deelrous of an ENOaOE-
moderato salary required.—

Rugby blue lias lime and

... SOUTH WHARpf

WALKER, TATHAM, KAYE, & CO.

Beg to offer BLUE LIAS LIMB, In any I''*"*'!'/- “Ai^^'to
soOT'ior quality, DIRECr from Iheir Works, by BAIL or CANAL, to

t.-.- -

the best cemen
. please address.

L. M. TATHAM, RUGBY ;

Or 14, SOUTH WHARF, PADDINGTON, W.

A
TO STAINED GLASS PAINTERS AND OTHERS.

respectable and Steady Youth,

pniulmg^oulliue,
moderate.—Add rei

decorative artist, a good hand at drawing

a an bNOAGEMBNT In the above. Salary

642, Office of '• The Butide'

IL. ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYORS.

N assistant desires an ENGAGE-
MENT. He Is a good draughuman, with a practical know.

ledge of sutveylDg, pre^ugqr-- ' “A^

A BERTHAW BLUE LIAS LIME, the

A most celebrated Ume in the world for Concrete Brlc^ork,

Xiu Ma«nry generally. B. J. WOOD A CO Aberthaw Ljme Wor^
Newport, Monmouthshire, are “<>»

P^KfiTlv or watorto ever^^

tirt*o'/‘the‘* DDTud^Kliigd'om"- tT‘’te?^8r. w to. 31 .-AAr tlenwo. street. Wostmilister, u. <

,

TO BUILDERS, CONTRACTORS, Ac.

W”'ANTED, by a steady, energetic Man,
T» an EKOAGEMUNT as GENERAL FOREMAN. Well up in

seltisgout work, keeping accouule, superlnleudlng men, Ac Has
been accnitomed to all braoebes of the trade. Carpenter aud Joiner

by trade. Good reference*. Age S3-—Address, A. W. 185, Camber-

ANTED by a thorough London Builder’s
Tl CLERK, a KKENGAGEMENr. U accustomed to office

routine, prime cost, bookkeeping, e

claas references. Balaty £2, 129.
'

office. West-quare, Southwark. S

Berkeley-si
Good refecen . M. 45, Charles-slri

TO SURVEYORS, ESGINBBR3, AND OTHERS.

A CIVIL ENGIJSEER, of experience in

fol'lery. Mine, and Land Surveying, is desirons of «t^e

KMCLOYMENr. A Partuershlp preferred. He pMseeaee the highest

; .n.ibaaobulned a degree foriclentiflo attalnmentj and

Unew » of .n?e?^oiXaPre^ing, which is very valuable and

m?ghl'U^to an rmm-n« buelnees. -Address, A. P. oars of Hum-

phreys A Co. 31, King-

\ BUILDER’S MANAGING CLERK, of

A great practical experience, desires an ENGAGEMENT, Well

WHARF, PUTNEY, S.W.

—

ALTIC
ROBERT AVI38 ft CO. Lime, Cement.

uU, Bilcks. Tiles. B'atee. Chimney-pots,

pipes'. Laths, Hair. Fire Goods, skud all kinds of Building

c SHADBOLT, & 0 0 .0 L E S, - -
CEMENT MANUFACTURERS,

SLATE. TILE, DRAIN^™I.^HAIR?^TH, and FIBE-Q00D8
' MERCHANTS. _

ST JAMftS'S and THORNHILL WHARFS,
CALEDONIAN ROAD. LONDON.

T O ARCHITECTS, BUILDERS, and
CONTRACTOBa-_Messr*. EMDON^

TO PLUMBERS, BUILDERS. AND OTHERS.

"It"ANTED, by a firat-claas PLUMBER
'\ and GASKIITEB, constaut EMPLOY’MENT.

country.—I

- - - _
. C. a Mrs. Colston. Jorrard-rosd, Lewi

YIT"ANTED, by the Advertiser, a Mason by
y > trade, the CARE of a WHARF or YARD, having a Iho

rough knowledge of Ibehuslnesa. UuJetstoi.dsmeMUrtog

ing frum drawing*. Salary —Address, M. U. 15, Sloaue-

terrace, aw.

anted, by a practical bHOP FORE-
VV MAN of JOINERS, a HEENGAOKMENT. Can give Btst-

to abilities, Ac,—Address, I- M. 25, Monnt-gardem

TO PLUMBERS AND BUILDERS.

mklug 01

raeontractuT’s utnee. Fint-clas.

2. R Foet office, 363, Ki ogslaud-road.

“urMt Ind^’be^^amyT
waste at tbe lowest possible price, delivered at i

I THOROUGHLY practical CLERK of
ft T...« A -.I.VtaA aV *An

.

Colv

WORKS rtqoirei a BK-ENGAGeMENT.__

le-terrace, Nottioghani.

TO BUILDERS. DECORATOHS. AND CONIRACTOHS FOE
CENEKAL REPAIRS.

An EXPERIENCED FOREMAN in the

above branche* is open for nn ENGAGBMEST. Has * P™*'

v.cai knowledge of the Decorative Department ;
also every cUi* of

reoalr* *Dd alterations to House Property. UndenUble
55 a, care of Mr. French, 1 Street. Edgw,

Road

Y'V’'ANTED, by a Young Man, a constant

VV SITUATION so PLUMBER and OABFITIElt.Ao NoobJeC-

tionWalltUepaiDtlDf. In town or coonlry.—Addrwa, A.M.No.4,
iw.Old Brentford, Middleeex.

TO ARCaiTtCra. .

YOUNG Gentleman who has just com-
pleted bis arfcles with a i-roviuclAl erel>‘^:L desires —

K.noAGKMENT Iu a London Office.-Addtrt*. u 8. w. c

Watson ft Co. Statiouers.St-Ann’s-lane, General Fost-oince.

A e of H.

TYORTLAND, ROMAN, and PLASTER
CEMENT MANUFACTU^RERS.^

BTROOD DOCKS, on the River Medway, KENT.

LARK & WHITE
ir.p,.t.™a lo ."PPlJ Ih.ii C.m.pu ol ' >"*

•tnocainB. brickwork, or for tidal works, or olberwl.e, and forborne

and foreign trade, el'her direet fiom the Manufactory, or at

WHITE LION WHARF, B.tNKSIDE, LONDON.
N 8 —MerebanU for the foreign trade treated i

advantageous term*^

jted with on

Terms amns ui «»• r oi.o loaded afloat I— - . _

tTYDRAULIC LIME MANDFACTUBERS OF TUB BEST

QUALITY.

d AND. — BRIOKMAKEE’S and

O BUILDER'S SAND ;of the finest nualltf

station between elevenage and Loudon.
j„^on-ro*d

For price and particular* apply to Ur. WEBB, SI. jaemonroso,

Holloway, London.
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Memorials of

Westminster Abbey.

N former times, sove-

reigns brought offerings

to Westminster. The

Dean of Westminster,

the modem representa-

tive of the great ab-

• bots of old, reversing

this precedent, has just

laid at the feet of our

Sovereign Lady the

Queen a choice offer-

ing.* It is a comely

volume, telling the his-

tory of the great centre,

or core, of all Medimval

expression of regal and

ecclesiastical magnifi-

cence, — Westminster

Abbey. The Dean

sketches the thorny

morass on the bosom

of the Thames, once

haunted only with the

stampede of herds of

wild oxen and red deer,

that ultimately became

g
, > the site of the abbey.

Then he builds up the

fabric, first in the old

Saxon days when the

island was a bright

green spot upon the river. With silvery

phase, with a mellow musical ring, be tells

of the coronations that have fitfully filled

the edifice with splendour and acclamations to

leave it quiet, cool, and grey again
;
of the many

other incidents in the lives of our snccessive

kings associated with the abbey, such as the

deposit of the Scone Stone in it, or the placing

of Llewellyn’s crown, the death of Henry IV.

in the Jernsalem Chamber, or the sanctuary

enjoyed by the wife and widow of Edward IV.;

of the successive additions made to the fabric

by royal piety and munificence ; of the royal

burials, now of a warrior king and anon of a

queen consort, perhaps, like Philippa, asking as

her last prayer that her lord would choose no

other sepulchre but hers
;
then of tiny princes and

princesses ;
and of the monuments of other cele-

brated persons. And this story of the aims and

ends, the loves and lives, of so many of the

great ones of our laud he lays at her Majesty’s

feet, “with every sentiment of loyal and re-

spectful gratitude.”

Through this great theme the Dean skilfully

draws two stout wefts. One of these, which he

may deem incumbent upon him by reason of the

traditions of his office, is an assertion of the

thorough independence of the collegiate body.

In old times this assertion was maintained by

the account of supernatural appearances which

no one could gainsay, and then by references to

the legends thus received. On the eve of the day

when all things were prepared for the consecra-

tion of the church, a fisherman deposed that as

he was casting his net into the waters, he per-

* Historical Memorials of Westminster Abbey. By
Arthur Penrhjrn -Stanley, D.D., Dean of Westminster.
London: John Murray, Albemarle-street. 180S.

ceived a bright light on the Lambeth shore. He

crossed over to it in his boat, and fonnd a vene-

rable stranger in foreign attire, who requested

to be ferried over to the new building. As soon

as the stranger landed, the air became full of

celestial splendour, in which angels could be

discerned descending and ascending, carrying

sweet odours and bright lights, with whose

assistance he proceeded to consecrate the church

with much solemnity. On returning to the boat,

he revealed to the fisherman that he was St.

Peter, and lefo with him a message for the Bishop

of London, who was to have consecrated the

building on the following day,—“ When Mellitns

arrives to-morrow, tell him what you have seen,

and show him the token that I, St.Peter, have con-

secrated myown Church of St. Peter, Westminster,

and have anticipated the Bishop of London." And

to be independent of the Bishop of London, and of

as many other authorities as possible, as well as to

maintain the high claims of the abbey, has ever

been the persistent aim of the whole line of

abbots and their representatives. Never, with

their consent should St. Peter be robbed to pa^

St. Paul. When the monks of St. Paul’s boasted

that their cathedral covered the site of a temple

dedicated to Diana, those of St. Peter’s were

ready with a statement that their abbey covered

the site of a Temple to Apollo; in like man-

ner every vaunted superiority was met with a

contrary attraction. In modern times, when

Nelson was buried in St. Paul’s, and crowds

flocked thither to see his funeral car, to the com-

parative desertion of St. Peter’s, the officials of

the latter caused a waxwork figure of the hero

to be made, and dressed in clothes that he had

worn, as a counter-charm. The same irrepressible

spirit may be traced in the protest made by the

deans when convocation sits.

The other weft we see interwoven hero and

there thoughont these memorials is the identifi-

cation of the abbey with royalty. The abbey is

the outward and visible sign of the union of

Church and State. The Abbey Church and “our

Palace of Westminster ” are with the Dean

synonymous terms, as they are literally in the

present day in the gazettes proclaiming the

coronations. “The head, crown, and diadem of

the kingdom” is the olden description of the

Church he most fully acknowledges : it is this

character of the fabric that he delineates with

most delight ;
this aspect that he presents most

forcibly. With much the same feeling that in-

duced William the Conqueror to stand upon the

gravestone of his predecessor, Edward the Con-

fessor, whilst the rite of Coronation was taking

place, the dean looks round upon the Abbey

Church, and its associations and contents, as the

chief seat and expression of the continuity of

royalty. “ The English kings,” he says, “ as

soon as they became truly English, were crowned

and lived and died for many generations at

Westminster.” Unlike the French monarchs

who were crowned at one place, lived in another,

and were buried in a third, the medicoval kings

of England stepped over the graves of their an-

cestors to receive their crowns, and lived and

died in immediate proximity to these and their

own final resting-places. It was the Abbot of

Westminster who was charged with the duty of

preparing the successive kings for the rite of

coronation
;

and it was his hand that -was

authorized to administer the chalice to the king

and queen in token of their conjugal unity.

These offices are still the peculiar privilege of

the Protestant deans of Westminster ;
as is that

of the burial of great personages. On one occa-

sion only could the Primate of Canterbury or the

Bishop of London take his place as by right

in the choir of the abbey : this was on the

solemnization of a coronation, when the Arch-

bishop of Canterbury was always the first eccle-

siastic, and the Bishop of London usually

preached the sermon. The Keformation, per-

haps, by reason of this semblance of the abbey

to a large chapel-royal of the palace, did not

make so decided a transformation here as else-

where. The abbot became the dean
;
the monks

were supplanted by twelve prebendaries ; mass

was still said three times a day ;
and on the

anniversaries of Henry VII.’s death dirges were

still sung and tapers burned in his chapel.

Continuity rather than catastrophe asserted

itself even at this crisis. Quietly and gradnaUy

the change came about. The brass lecterns and

copper-gilt candlesticks and angels were sold in

the reign of Edward VI., and the proceeds ap-

plied to the library and purchase of books ;
the

word communion was silently substituted for

mass; and “surplices and hoods” were written

in place of the “ancient vestments.” In due

time, just as quietly, the old order of things was

reinstated. The prebendaries conformed to the

faith of Queen Mary ;
the chapter was dissolved,

and the convent was restored. The Confessor’s

shrine was set up, and bis body replaced in its

ancient sepulchre, whence it had been torn. The

altar was enriched with jewels, sent by the

queen ;
and a large paschal candle installed

upon it, with a ceremony at which the masters

and wardens of the Wax Chandlers’ Company

assisted. The retrograde movement was but of

short durance. Fuller tells us how Queen

Elizabeth’s messenger found the abbot setting

elms in the orchard of the abbey, where there

are elms to this day. “Coming afterwards to

the queen, what discourse passed between them

they themselves know alone. Some have con-

fidently gnessed she proffered him the arch-

bishopric of Canterbnry, on condition he would

conform to her laws, which he utterly refused.”

The first Elizabethan dean, William Bill, en-

joyed the revived dignity only for a short time.

It was his successor, the Welshman, Gabriel

Goodman, of whom Fuller wrote, “ Goodman

was his name, and goodness was his nature,

who perfected the rehabilitation of Protestant

worship, and left us the order of the service as

we now know it.

The researches of a lifetime, without assist-

ance, could scarcely have compassed the number

of minute facts grouped in the Dean’s pleasant

work
;
we are therefore nob surprised to hear

that Mr. Joseph Burtt, Mr. Frank S. Haydon,

and Mr. E. Rhodes, of the Public Record Office,

have rendered valuable aid. The archives pre-

served in the muniment chamber of the abbey,

beginning with the charters of the Saxon kings j

the chapter books dating from 1542 ;
the Con-

suetudines of Abbot Ware, long considered

illegible, bnt restored to recognition within the

last two years by a chemical process
;
the burial

registers and precentors’ book all require the

well-accustomed eye to master their contents.

And when we come to the bewildering amount*

of printed authorities, assistance is again im-

peratively called for, though on other grounds.

Although the memorials are not treated from an

architectural point of view, the works of Cam-

den, Keepe, Crull, Dart, Widmore, Akerman,

Neale, Brayley, G. G. Scott, Cunningham,

Ridgway, as well as of the topographers

and historians of Medimval times, have been all

duly considered. The charming pages of the

“ Spectator,” the “ Citizen of the World,” and

Washington Irving’s “ Sketch-Book,” too, have

been also laid under tribute; and the letters of

Horace Walpole, and those of the large circle of

his brilliant contemporaries, examined for now

lights. Gatherings from this immense reservoir

of reading and reference flow in a sparkling

stream of narrative from the Dean’s pen, fnll

of grand scenes, processions, vivid pageants,

bright colours, cloth of gold, and all the pomp

and circumstance of Mediseval life, save when

the section of his subject requires more sombre

tints. His references are indefatigably minute :

his appreciation of the romance, poetry, magni-

ficence of his theme is intense, and yet when any

writer has been over the same ground before
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him, as in the word-spectacle of the coronation
of Anne Bolryu, he reticently prefers that
account to hie own. In this way his work is

studded with some of the best passages of our
best authors.

It is Buggoetiro to consider, with the con-

fidence we may feel from the amount of care our
author has taken, how much of the august cere-

mony of a coronation is a legacy of the earliest

times. Tradition says King Arthur was crowned
at Stonehenge. Standing in that grand sky-
canopied temple scarcely "made with hands,”
this Celtic monarch left a precedent that we have
not yet cast aside. Seven of the Saxon kings
were crowned standing on the King’s Stone, still

to be seen in the highway of Kingston-on-
Thames

;
and, although the sanctnary of the

House of Cerdic, the Cathedral of Winchester,
became the scene of the coronation of the rest

of the Saxon kings, the impression implanted
that a particular and holy stone must form part
of the ceremony, showed itself again in the fact

that the gravestone of the Confessor was chosen
as the spot upon which his " inheritor” William
was crowned

;
and still more forcibly in the re-

moval of the Scone-stone from Scotland by
Edward I. Again, the ceremony of anointing
kings is very ancient. Charlemagne was anointed
from head to foot

; and some of our own
kings have sat stripped naked down to the waist
before the congregation in order that the sacred
oil might not be impeded in its course. Notably,
Henry IV. and Lis queen sat, on a platform
raised above the altar, stripped from the waist
upwards, the king surrounded by dukc-s, the
queen by bishops and ladies. The regalia are
relics of Saxon times, and bear Saxon designa-
tions. The king’s crown was that of Alfr^ or
the Confessor

; the queen’s was that of Edith,
wife of the Confessor

; the sceptre with the
dove was an emblem of the peace that prevailed
after the defeat of the Danes

;
the gloves were a

souvenir of the abolition of the Danegelt
;
the

ring, according to Planchtj, was the ring of the
pilgrim; the stone chalice holding the sacra-

mental wine belonged to the Confessor’s time
;

and the oath, which endured down to the reign
of James II., was to observe “the laws of the
glorious Confessor.” We have a detailed ac-
count of the ceremony of the coronation of
Bichard I. The principal features in it have
been preserved in the rite still in use. The dif-

ference of the times, however, is well marked in

the alarm that the entrance of a bat occasioned,
especially when it flew round and round in circles

over the king’s throne, and in the consternation
that ensued when the bells began to ring late in

the day withoot any orders from the authorities

;

as well as in the still more momentous attack
upon the Jews that took place as part of the re-

joicings. Ofthe coronation of Henry HI. we know
still more. As Westminster was in the hands of

the Dauphin of Prance on Henry’s accession,

he was crowned first at Gloucester, and again,
four years afterwards, [on the restoration of the
palace, in the Abbey. Impressed with the attri-

bates of the ceremony and its scene, he is said to

have asked of the greatest theologian of the
day, Grostete, Bishop of Lincoln, “ What was
the predso grace wrought in a king by the
nnotion?" When he was answered, with what
Dean Stanley calls" truly episcopal discretion,”
" The same as in confirmation.”

It was the enormous snms lavished by this

prince upon the rebuilding of the abbey that
called into existence the House of Commons.
The first sittings of this body were held in the
Chapter-house. Before the separation of the
Lords and Commons, Westminster Hall was their
meeting-place

; hot the Commons were called
alone to the Chapter-house, and the Lords met
ever afterwards in the Painted Chamber, known
as Bt. Edward’s chamber, from the fact of the
Confessor having died in it. The meetings of
the Commons were often stormy in those days.

The Dean tells us:—"On a few occasions they
were assembled in the vast oblong hall of the
refectory. There, in a chamber only inferior in

beauty and size to Westminster Hall, was im-
peached Piers Gaveston. There, in an assembly
partly of laity, partly of clergy (but apparently
chiefly the latter), Edward I. insisted on a
subsidy of half their possessions. The conster-

nation had been so great, that the Dean of St.

Paul’s had, in his endeavour to remonstrate,
dropped down dead at King Edward’s feet

;
but

‘the king passed over this event with indifferent

eyes,’ and persisted the more vehemently in

his demands.” In the reigns of Eichard II.,

Henry IV., and Henry V., the Commons were
occasionally convened in the refectory, but the

house of the Chapter was the usual place of

meeting. In the reign of Edward III. this

bnilding was decorated with paintings that have
not yet altogether faded away. We may picture
the speaker taking the abbot’s stall, which faced
the entrance, whilst the members ranged them-
selves SkToand on the seats intended for the
monks. “ To the central pillar were attached
placards, libellous or otherwise, to attract the
attention of the members.” The Jerusalem
Chamber has ever since been used by the abbots
and their successors, the deans, for the trans-

action of the business of the convent or collegiate

body. By virtue of this arrangement the Chapter-
house, though long outgrown by the Commons,
remains public property. The mention of
Edward’s demands reminds ns of the conspicuous
figure he makes in the history of the abbey. He
and his good queen, Eleanor, were the firrt king
and queen who were crowned together. Then,
be left for our delight Queen Eleanor’s monu-
ment and the tombs of his father and ancle.

He extended the bnilding westwards, and the
Confessor’s chapel, in which he kept bis vigils

before bis knighthood, he filled with tokens of
his conquests, the dread stone on which the
monarebs of Scotland were crowned, and a
fragment of the cross from a Welsh shrine,

iftreover, he caused bis little son to hang up
with his own hands upon the shrine of the Con-
fessor the golden crown of the last Prince of
Wales. Then we come to his own unfinished
tomb, and the story of the grim promise he
exacted from his son to boil the flesh off his

bones, and carry them before his army into Scot-

land. The dean accounts for the plain tomb as

a facility for the fulfilment of his wish should
the opportunity have arisen to cany it into

effect. Every two years, till the fall of Richard II.,

the tomb was opened and the wax of the regal

warrior’s cerecloth renewed. In 1771, in the
presence of the Society,of Atitiquaries, the tomb
was again opened, and the old Plantagenet
belongings scrutinised.

•' The ting was found in his royal robes, wrapped in a
large waxed linen cloth. Then for the last time was seen
that figure, lean, tall, and erect as a palm-tree, whether
running or riding. But the long shanks, which gave him
his surname, were wrapped in the cloth of gold

;
the eyes,

with the cast which he had inherited from hie father,
were no longer Tiaible; nor the hair, which had been
yellow or eilvi r bright in childhood, black in youth, and
snow-white in age, on his high broad forehead, Pitch was
poured in upon the corpae, aiid, as Walpole comically la-

ments, in deploring the final dieappearance of the crown,
robes, and sceptre, ’They boast now of having enclosed
him so effectually that his ashes cannot be violated
again .'

"

The name of Edward, says the Dean, loyally,

is the one royal name that constantly re-appears
to assert its unchanging hold on the aflection of
the English people. Mention of Richard II. fills

the abbey, too, with Plantagenet memories. He
was crowned, married, and buried in the abbey.

He rebuilt the great northern entrance, and in

many ways displayed great affection for the
fabric. When his queen died he caused her to

be buried there with the greatest pomp, and
erected a monument to her memory, on which
reposed his own effigy by the side of hers, with his

band clasping hers. As we gaze upon it we call to

mind, with satisfaction, that Henry V. brought
back Richard’s body from Langley, whither
Henry IV. had carried it, and placed it in this

tomb. We have his portrait, too, that celebrated

picture which is considered the oldest contempo-
rary representation of any English sovereign,

which bung for so many years in the abbey, and
was so frequently painted over, to be skilfully

cleansed of its soperfinons coatings, by an
accomplished artist of our own day. The funeral

of Henry V., who performed so graceful a tribute

to the memory of this beautiful but unfortunate

prince, was the grandest that ever took place.

He died at Vincennes, and the procession which
accompanied his remains to Westminster, headed
by James I., of Scotland, and Catharine, of

Valois, started from Paris. All the clergy went
out to meet it as it approached London :

—

" Bis three chargers were led up to the altar, behind
the which Isy on the splendid ear, accompanied by
torches and wbite-robed priests innumerable, and which
was now for the first time seen in the roysl funerals; pre-
viously the kings themselves had been exhibited in their
royal attire. To give a worthy place to the mighty deed a
severe strain was put upon the capacity of the abbey. Room
for his grave was created by a summary process, on which
DO previous Ling or abbot had ventured. The extreme
eastern end of the Confessor’s chapel, hitherto devoted to
the sacred relics, was cleared out, and in their place was
deposited the body of the moat splendid king that England
had, down to that time, produced; second only as a war-
rior to the Black Prince, second only as a sovereign to
Edward I.”

A chantry was erected for the performance of

masses for the repose of hia soul, which mate-

rially altered the contour of the Confessor’s
chapel, and encroached in the most mtblesB
manner upon the tombs of Eleanor and Philippa.
In this recess were hung his shield, saddle, and
helmet, and the sculptures around the walls
were made to depict his great achievements. His
recumbent effigy, carved in oak, was plated with
silver-gilt, except the head, which was of solid

silver. The latter has long since disappeared.
When the Spectator and his friend, Sir Roger de
Coverley, were inspecting the monuments, this

last theft especially moved the worthy Tory
knight’s ire. " Some Whig, I’ll warrant you.
You ought to lock up your kings better; they’ll

carry off the body, too, if you don’t take care.”

Referring to the want of consideration for the
integrity of the Confessor’s chapel, hitherto
deemed sacred, displayed in this instance, we
must note that modern clearances and barbarisms
have not been more sweeping or scornful of the
remains of past ages than were the many altera-

tions and rebnildings made by successive mon-
archa in the days of old. Henry III. nearly

obliterated the first building without scruple,

and his successors made nearly as free with his

improvements. The arrangements of an ancient
temple, from their sacrificial purpose, have been
compared to those of a vast slaughter-house,

and those of a Dominican church or Noncon-
forming chapel to a vast preaching-house, in

contradistinction to those of Westminster
Abbey, which have been, likened to the
arrangements of a vast tomb-honse. A con-

templation of the fabric in this aspect, apart
from the royal tombs, brings the Dean to

a comparatively mooern period: to the com-
panionship of the statesmen, warriors, men of
letters, and men of science of the last century
and our own. It is this aspect of a Pantheon, a
Valhalla, and a Santa Croce, as he says, more than
any other, which won for the venerable pile the
visits of Addison, Steele, Goldsmith, Charles

Lamb, and Washington Irving, described so

delightfully in their respective works, which
prompted Nelson to cry, " A peerage or West-
minster Abbey !” and Macaulay to enshrine it in

some of his most eloquent passages, and which
gives most promise of the endurance of the
abbey in the hearts of the people. Here we
have no isolated mausoleums of kings as at St.

Denis, the Escurial, Vienna, Moscow, and St.

Peteinburg; but just as the kings gradually

grouped round the Confessor’s grave, so have
the chiefs of the court and camp grouped around
those of the kings, and, subsequently, other

centres have been formed in like manner. The
northern transept remained comparatively un-
occupied till the death of William Pitt, Earl of

Chatham, who being interred there after much
entreaty that St. Paol’s might have the honour of

receiving hia remains, formed the centre around
which have grouped all subsequent statesmen,
giving to this part of the edifice as distinctive a
character as Poets’ Corner enjoys. In the aisles

of the same transept lie the great Indian states-

men. It was Geoffrey Chaucer who formed the

centre around which the poets subsequently
grouped in the south transept. The first to

follow was Spenser, whose epitaph originally

stated that it was the vicinity of Chaucer that

caused the selection of his burial-place. Then
came Drayton. Writes Fuller, oveiflowing with

appreciation of all that is good and great,

" Chaucer lies buried in the south aisle of St.

Peter's, Westminster, and now hath got the

company of Spenser and Drayton, a pair royal

of poets, enough almost to make passengers’

feet to move metrically, who go over the place

where so much poetical dust is interred.” As
our author turns from one monument to another

he relates ffvery detail of interest connected

with them and their inscriptions, without, how-
ever, giving any technical or artistic particu-

lars of them. We meet here Johnson, whom
Roubiliac called to bis aid for the epitaphs of

the monuments he put up
;

Pope, who wrote

Rowe’s epitaph; Swift, who altered the last line

of Gay’s; Atterbury, whose spirit pervades the

atmosphere of the whole place
;

Sir Joshua
Reynolds, who fixed the spot for Goldsmith’s

memorial; and many other of the intellectual

athletes of the last age with full working powers,
some of whom were not destined to swell the

catalogue of the mighty dead deposited around.

"I have been told of one Pope,” says the
Chinese philosopher, slyly deprecating the
intrusion of small names and the omission of

some great ones in Poets’ Corner. “ Is he
there ?” “

It is time enough,” replied his guide,
“ these hundred years. He is not long dead.

People have not done hating him yet.” Purcell
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became tbe centre of the mnsicians ;
Casanbon

of the scholars; and Newton of the men of

science.

Of course the increasing scarcity of space re-

ceives consideration at the Dean’s hands, for it

most be a difficulty that is ever before him. The
project for extending the space available for

memorials of the great that he seems to favour

most, is the erection of a cloister, communicating

with the abbey by the Chapter-house, on the site

of Abingdon-street, where it would face the

palace on one side, and the College Garden on the

other. It is, perhaps, too late to talk of extend,

ing the nave westwards, now that the prebendal

houses have been built; but a grand narthex, or

galileo, on account of the inferior height, would
not be so inadmissible. And, again, it would be

possible to throw out a largo mortuary aisle, or

series of chapels, between every buttress of the

north side of the nave, after the manner of the

chapels [at Notre Dame. The objections to an
extension by way of Abingdon-street are, that it

is too far eastward
;
and in the interior of the

building it would be quite out of sight in the

coi'p-d'ceil. Tor one eye that would fall upon
the Abingdon-street cloister, a thousand would
see either the galilee or chapels. Few who look

up at the western front, by-tbe-bye, and shrug
their shoulders at Wren’s towers, will give them
credit for the interest they possess by force of

association of idea. Dean Wilcocks, under whoso
auspices they were completed, was elected a

Fellow of Magdalen College contemporaneonsly
with Addison. After being chaplain at Lisbon,

and preceptor to the princesses, he held the

deanery for twenty-five years. The towers we
condemn as a blemish, he considered the glory

of his period of office
;
and “ on his monument

in the abbey, in his portrait in the deanery,

in the picture of the abbey by Canaletto, which
he caused to be painted evidently for their sake,

the unfortunate towers of Wren appear. He was
buried under the southern of the two, in a vault

made for himself.” When wo think of this

affectionate pride of the good old dean, whose
motto was identical with his constant endeavour,
“ Let me do all the good I can,” the offending

features will not be without their interest.

More sombre, less picturesque, perhaps, and
leas ‘'glorious within,” with scarlet and gold,

pnrple and ermine, precious marbles, jewels,

and embroidery, is the history of the abbey
under the deans, than when every head bowed
as abbot after abbot passed on his way, but not

less momentous. A refined taste can get as

much effect from browns, greys, and neutral

tints generally, as from those of the tulip. This

our author brings to bear, and more. “ Whilst

the dignitaries of the ancient abbey, as we have
seen, hardly left any moral or intellectual mark
on their age, there have been those in the cata-

logue of former deans, prebendaries, and masters,

not to speak of innumerable names among the

scholars of Westminster,” he writes, “ who will

probably never cease to awaken a recollection as

Jong as the English commonwealth lasts.” In

place of coronations, royal marriages, and
burials, we may picture the venerable fabric,

which the antiquary, John Carter, rejoiced to

record, was never whitewashed, with grave
assemblies of divines. In 1643, the Westminster
Assembly met in the choir, both Houses of

Parliament assisting at the opening. Among
the divines were bishops, Non - conformists,

Presbyterians, and Independents, “dressed in

their black cloaks, skull-caps, and Geneva bands.”
Not since the famous conference in the days of
Elizabeth had there been so imposing an
assembly. For five years and more this com-
mission laboured, sometimes in Henry Yll.’s

chapel, and when it grew too cold there in the
Jerusalem Chamber, discussing the thirty-nine

articles, drawing up the catechisms, directory,

and confession of faith. Here we have the
fabric presenting a very different aspect to its

former wont. It clashes with our notions of the
transcendent earnestness, soberness, and piety of

the divines of the Commonwealth, however, to

read of their treatment of works of art. It is

impossible to admire Sir Eobert Harley for

taking down the crosses of Queen Eleanor at

Charing and Cheapside (and yet this might
have been necessary), or for destroying the
monument of Edward VL, by Torrigiano, in

the abbey ; or Withers, the poet, trailing about
the town with the royal robes and regalia, “with
a thousand apish and ridiculous actions.” The
Dean records to their credit that the monuments
and fabric received, in this case, but little injury,

the ornaments of the church suffering most.
In 1645, the dean and chapter were superseded

by commissioners entrusted with the care of the

abbey
;
and seven Presbyterian ministers were

appointed to perform a “ morning exercise,” in-

stead of a “ daily service.”

Westminster school and the head-masters,

being too closely associated with the fortunes of

the abbey to be altogether overlooked, occupy

some pages. “ Dr. Busby was still there to carry

the ampulla of the new regalia at Charles ll.’s

coronation, and to escort the king round Dean’s-

yard, hat on bead, lest the boys should else think

there was any greater man in the world than

himself.” During the great Plague the school

was removed to Chiswick, where, on the walls of

the house occnpied by Mr. Berry and his cele-

brated daughters, only the other day, were to be

seen the names of some of Busby’s pupils

;

Montague and Dryden among the number. The
elms in the field adjacent to this honse are said

to have been planted by Dean Goodman, of whom
we have spoken before, in whose period of office

this sanatorium was secured. At the Great Fire

the scholars were marched to the conflagration,

and assisted for hours in carrying water from the

neighbourhood of St. Dunstan’s-in-the-East.

The revolutions of taste, in their effect upon

the abbey, afford a most curious study. We know
how monumental effigies were at first recumbent,

then partly raised, then kneeling, and finally

erect. In the beginning of the last century the

best judges agreed that nothing could be more
stupid than laying statues on their hacks. We
have come back again whence onr ancestors

started in this particular. The Confessor’s

chapel, once looked upon as a sacred spot,

became the play-ground of the Westminster

scholars, who were allowed to skip from tomb to

tomb. Where William the Conqueror trembled,

and kings and queens wept over each other’s last

resting-places, these yonng bloods” disported

themselves. Then there was a time when the

scenes of the Westminster play were kept in the

triforium, and a thoroughfare was set up from the

Poets’ -corner to the western door ; when, in fine,

nearly every sentiment that once prevailed with

regard to the sanctity, beauty, and venerableness

of the fabric was erased. In the care and
solicitude which it now enjoys we have come
round again,'in a second instance, to the starting-

place of our predecessors—who laboured, and
into whose labours we have entered. Our author

gives many more examples of this revolution as

reflected in the history of the abbey. Into the

revenues of the institution he does not enter.

The many gifts and grants, and the circum-

stances under which they were made, would have
made another pleasant section.

The Dean’s melodious diction dwells on the ear

after his book is laid aside
;
just as we carry

away from the majestic pile itself a sense of

lingering echoes long after its portals have closed

behind us.

PEOFBSSOR G. G. SCOTT
ON EARLY ARCHITECTURE IN GREAT

BRITAIN.*

Accoeding to Mr. Petit and Mr. Fergusson, the

Norman is rather an early stage of Gothic than

strictly Romanesque
;
and, though this may be

said to be rather a question of nomenclature
than of distinctive principle, I am inclined to

think there is much real truth in it. I would
rather, however, put it thus : that, among the

many branches of the great Romanesque tree,

this was one,—as the Anglo-Saxon was not

one,—of those which contained the intrinsic

elements of the future Gothic style. I gave roy

reasons, in one of my earlier lectures (while not

desiring a change of nomenclature), for holding

the completed round-arch style to be, in a certain

sense, one with the earlier-pointed, and for

rather favouring Mr. Fergusson’s custom of

calling them respectively round -arched and
pointed-arched Gothic. It is better, however, in

an historical sketch, to view each phase on its

own bearing, and not to judge of it by anticipa-

tion of its subsequent results.

Norman architecture, then, judging of it from
its principles, and throwing aside imperfections

resulting from its development occurring in com-
paratively rude times, may, in the first place, be
said to be an almost perfect carrying out into a
style of art the arcuated system of construction

;

using, also, the simplest and most obvious form of

arch, the semicircle. Roman buildings, when
divested,— as in the case of aqueducts,—of

Grecian or trabeated accompaniments, displayed

• See pp. 70, 90, and 108, ante.

often a perfect system of arched construction;

but, in such works, one cannot say that it had
been developed into a style of art.

To effect this, both the arch and its supports

and accompaniments must be moulded into

artistic elements; their natural crudenesses

softened
;
their mere normal character relieved

;

and each part subjected to a system of decora-

tion suited to its proper character and condi-

tions. The parts, too, which have been thus

dealt with, must be studied as to their grouping.

They must not be viewed as isolated objects,

but as parts of an architectural work ; each
contributing to the beauty and consistency of

the whole; and that also, by such combinations

as are dictated by the varied suggestions arising

from the purposes and demands of the buildings

of which they form parts.

All this required time; and the length oftime

was, no doubt, increased by the rudeness of the

ages during which the process had been going on.

Among the earliest approaches to so reason-

able a result, the Lombard stylo had taken,

perhaps, the lead in Western Europe ; and,

during the days when the three Obhos governed

Northern Italy as well as Germany, the good
seed had spread from Lombardy into Germany,
and it there grew into an almost perfect develop-

ment.
Somewhat similarly, a well-considered de-

velopment seems to have originated in central

France, and spread towards the north. Probably

these two varieties may have come in contact,

and in some degree influenced each other ;
for

the early Norman architects, though mainly

developing upon French models, appear to have

been acquainted with those of the Rhine. How-
ever this may be, it is certain that they de-

veloped for themselves a variety of Romanesque
at once eminently reasonable and susceptible of

highly artistic treatment and combinations.

The elements of such a style are often not, as

taken singly, peculiar to itself, but may be
found in other and in earlier works : it is the

aggregation of many such elements, and their

judicious and artistic utilization that constitntes

the merits of a style.

Among the most important of these may be

placed the subordination of arches, by means of

which, instead of going square through the thick-

ness of a wall, they recede in orders or arched

ruins, each narrower than that above it, so as to

give the entire arch or section of alternate salient

and receding angles. This is the primary ele-

ment; and it at once producjes the second,—the

breaking of the section of the bearing pier into

a similar form to that of the arch. This, in the

Anglo-Saxon style, was hardly known ;
while in

the Norman it is the key-note.

At St. Alban’s, where the unmanageable
nature of the material,—the Roman brick,

—

rendering finished architecture unattainable, we
find these two principles supplying all architec-

tural requirements, and prodneing results cer-

tainly rude, but not nnplcasing in their effect.

This building is often said to partake of
“ Saxon” character. I think the very reverse of

this ; for the one thing to which it trusts for

effect is that which scarcely exists in Anglo-

Saxon buildings, while it is the leading principle

in Norman ones. This error is the natural

result of looking to rudeness of workmanship

and homeliness of material, instead of the

principles of design, as the evidences of early

style.

Tho next principle is merely the resultant of

those already named. It is tho decoration by
mouldings of the salient divisions of tho arch

and the substitution of decorative shafts for

those of the pier.

These principles do not necessarily accompany
one another. An arch-order may be moulded or

otherwise decorated, while the corresponding

pier-order may remain square, the two being

parted by an impost ;
or the decorations of the

arch may, without the intervening impost, Ije

continued through the pier
;
or, again, a shaft

may be substituted for the pier-order, while the

arch-order remains plain, "rbe above principles,

thus variable in their application, supply the

most marked features in the perfected Ro-

manesque style, nor can any arched architecture

be perfect without them. To illustrate their

effects let us take a doorway of the older English

period, and contrast it with a Norman door-

way.
The' Anglo-Saxon doorway would, in all pro-

bability, be an arched opening straight through

the wall, the door hanging against the inner

fence. It may or may not be relieved by a

pilaster strip on either side, and an impo^ to
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crown the pier, leaving it still a very primitive

and inartistic composition, with the door itself

dealt with as if it had been forgotten and no
provision made for it. We will stippose the

Norman doorway to be of the same width and
height with the Saxon one. Its reveal, to begin
with, is redaced to perhaps one-fifth of the thick-

ness of the wall, and the door itself placed at

such a distance from the exterior as the archi-

tectural grade aimed at may dictate, and this

distance is divided into so many orders or re-

cesses (each some 8 or 10 inches in depth in

a moderate doorway) as may be preferred.

These arched rims or orders may be either left

plain or may be moulded, or otherwise decorated

at pleasure. The jambs of such a doorway may
be treated in several different ways. The
simplest is to make the jambs continuous with
the arch, with or without the interposition of an
impost. A second mode is to substitute a shaft

or decorative colnmu, for one or all of the orders,

excepting, generally, that with which the door
itself comes in contact. Add to this an outer or

drip moulding to sever the arch from the wall
face, and you have the elements of a really well-

considered and artistic dcorway. Internally,

the remaining thickness of the wall is arched in

another order (either square or sloping), which
has to Spring at a higher level to avoid the
catching against it of the door while opening.
A doorway thus constructed may be clothed

with what decorations you think good ; and, if

you are working in the Pointed style, the prin-

ciple applies just as well as in Norman j indeed,

we have here the principles of nearly all good
doorways, whether Eomanesque or Gothic.

I have already described the application of
the principle to an archway, which in its ele-

mentary form is merely the outer jamb of a
doorway repeated on both sides of the wall. A
shaft or demi-shaft may be substituted fur the
central order, or, if the wall be a little thicker,

this shaft may be doubled; or, if thicker still,

there may be three orders, or other obvious com-
binations may be made, rendering the archway,
instead of a mere crude opening, an artistio com-
position, though trusting for its effect to a per-

fectly reasonable constructive system.
I will now suppose two such openings brought

BO closely together as to leave only a short space
of wall between. We have then two such systems
of recesses brought into close contact, making
a pier of comparatively sightly form such as

those at St. Alban’s; or, if shafted, we at once
obtain the great feature of Gothic architecture,

the clustered pier.

In cases where it was preferred to support the
adjoining springings of two arches upon a single

column, though the arch was sometimes left un-
divided, the same system of sub-orders was more
usual. If the abacus remained sqnart, its angles,

being unoccupied, would present a clumsy ap-
pearance. This led to the breaking of the capital

into orders, though resting upon a single shaft,

or the abacus was made round or octagonal.

Such a column as this often alternated be-

tween two clustered piers, making an extremely
agreeable group.

The developments I have described, so logical

in their motive that one fancies that one might
have originated them all by a mere process of

inductive reasoning, supply nine-tenths of all

the elements of the perfected Romanesque style.

Extend, now, the same principles to a vaulted
space which we have hitherto applied only to an

|

arcaded wall, and we gain another great instal -

1

ment of the elements of the style by a simple
process of reasoning.

The normal form of groined or intersecting
vaulting,—the simplest manner in which a large
space may be arched over in moderate spans,

—

is, by the two or more intersecting vaults, spring,

ing directly from a square pier. Now, this is

not only inartistic, but is bad in construction.

The line of intersection is necessarily weak, and
requires aid to make it perfect in construction;

and this can only be given it in the form of in-

creased thickness, which is at once obtained by
altering the form of the pier from a square to a
cross form, and applying to the vault the same
principle of divided orders as we have done
before to arches

;
only that, in this case the

upper order is a vault, and the lower one only an
arched rib coming in to aid the vault. The
groined vault is thus divided into compartments,
and beauty and strength at once provided for.

This elementary form may be decorated in a

multitude of ways.
The mere addition of an impost and a base to

the pier does much to relieve its plainness. We
may, however, as in the case of arches, substi-

tute shafts for the divisions of the pier, or double
shafts where the ribs are wide

;
or we may, in-

stead of amplifying the forms of the pier, con-
centrate it to a column, from whose capital the
ribs spring, as we have already seen in ease of

the doable arch.

When groining springs from a wall, nearly the

same system applies, excepting only that one
division only of the pier is needed instead of all

four. Thus the simplest provision is a mere
projecting pilaster, carrying the cross ribs, the

wall itself taking the place of the lateral ones.

This pilaster may be*converted into a shaft or a
double shaft, or the rib may be amplified by a
central semi-roll moulding, and the whole car-

ried by a triple shaft or other combinations, or a
corbel substituted for the pilaster or group of
shafts. Thus we have vaulting reduced to a
principle which, however plain, is at once ar-

tistic and constructionally good, and is suscep-

tible of all degrees of ornamentation.
What I have said of doors applies equally to

windows, subject to some modifications arising

from their practical requirements. The simplest
form of an arched opening, going square through
the wall, is eminently unsuited to a window;
and this is so obvious that it has rarely been
used at any period, for the square edges of a
thick wall evidently prevent the light from
diffnsing itself in the interior.

The most favourable forms are those in which
the jambs are sloped, either directly from the
exterior inwards, or from some intermediate
point, both inwards and outwards, so as to give
the freest scope for the rays of light. In this

respect I have nothing to say against^the forms
customary in the previous style.

The Norman windows are of greet variety,
j

The simplest, which are prevalent in very
|

homely buildings (as may be seen in many
extremely humble cimrcbes on the cliff between
Dover and Deal), is an opening with no external
recess, but splaying at some 45 degrees in-

ward, the glass being flush with the exterior.

From this we have every variety of architec-

tural grade : first, a chamfer or moulding added
to the exterior; then, two orders, plain or
moulded

; or a shaft may be substituted for the
outer order in the jamb, or the same repeated,

as in doorways. Internally, the thickness of
the walls continuea to be splayed so as to diffuse

the light, though in buildings of a high architec-

tural class, mouldings or divided orders (with or
without shafts) may enrich the inner angle, or

may even take the place of the splay altogether.

In domestic windows two or more openings
are often used externally, divided by a little

column, the whole being internally united into

a single opening. These are sometimes com- i

prised on the exterior under a single arch to

increase the architectural effect. The same is

also used for belfries and other positions where
use dictates it.

I have now shown you that doors, windows,
archways, arcades, and vaulting were generated,
as to their architectural treatment, simply by
the exercise of logical reasoning.

In the general treatment of the exterior of a
building the same prevailed. The walls, being

;

thick, needed little buttressing, and this little

was supplied, and the flatness of the walls at the
'

same time relieved, by a sort of pilaster or

slightly projecting pier placed at reasonable
intervals, which were nnited under the eaves, in

many cases, by a row of corbels. The walls

were further relieved by projecting base-courses,
and string-courses under the window cills or

elsewhere ; and, in buildings of a higher class, by
decorative arcading or other methods of raising

its architectural character.

In all the foregoing particulars, it will be
observed that I have stated nothing but what
could be arrived at by simple and almost abstract

reasoning, almost apart from anything which,
strictly speaking, belongs to style of art. The
results, indeed, apply equally to all the more
perfect varieties of Romanesque, and follow from
the mere thinking out of the subject; and if we
desired to strike out some new variety of
arcuated architecture, we could not do better
than to start from a point thus logically

arrived at. To say that these are the leading
characteristics of the Norman style, is saying at

once too much and too little; for none of these
characteristics would distinguish it from the

Romanesque of Central France or Germany,
which possess them equally with the Norman,
while the latter certainly does possess features

which would so distinguish it. These consist,

however, for the most part, in the decorative

details, and in the general composition of the

buildings, but more particularly the latter ; for,

if the Rbenisb, Central French, and Norman
buildings were to exchange details, their com-
position would still distinguish them at a single
glance, and each would be appropriated to its

respective district in spite of any doubt about
its details. The essential and logically derived
elements are the same in all ; the details, though
united by a common bond of sentiment and feel-

ing, difler in a certain degree,—while the
customary forms of composition, though by no
means contradictory, still differ so much as to

leave no doubt about their being three, though
evidently sister styles, or, rather, local varieties

of the same great style.

Two very important features which Norman
possesses, in common with other varieties of
Romanesque, are, first, that, when a column is

used for bearing weight, its diameter is made
proportionate rather to its load than to its

height; and, secondly, that columns are used
also in a purely decorative capacity, and theii’

diameter, in that case, is simply such as is best

proportioned to their position; and most usually

to the size of the arch order they have, appa-
rently, or really, to carry.

We will now go into minor details.

The first purely decorative feature? which we
may imagine to have been introduced,—if the
logical scheme I have been supposing had been
strictly followed out,—would be the base-course
of a wall, the impost to sever the pier from the
arch, and the drip, or label, to draw the line

between the arch and the wall. These mould-
: ings in their elementary forms are alike. In
i Anglo-Saxon they were usually square courses;
' in Norman their simple form is the same with
the angle cut off.

This form for the impost and the label was
adopted, also, very unusually, for string-courses j

but, in all positions, it was soon relieved by
additional forms, as the quirk, the quirk and
hollow, and the round and hollow, or the cyma.
The primary idea of a capital to a decorative

shaft is that of a cubical block over which the

impost returns. It is, in fact, the upper course
of the square portion of the pier for which the
shaft has been substituted, or out of the sub-
stance of which it is cut.

The object, therefore, to be kept in view in

designing the capital, is to devise the best method
or methods of bringing about a transition from
the cylindrical shaft to the square impost or

abacne. The simplest form used in Early
Norman work is little more than the mathe-
matical solution of the problem, which would be
the frustum of an inverted cone, intersected by
the faces of the cube.

The elliptical sections thus generated being
unsightly, they would soon be converted into

semicircles
;
and as these will nob fit themselves

to the true cone, a group of portions of conoids

is generated, meeting in an indented angle, such

as we always find in these caps, excepting in the
very earliest. At no period, however, were the
reminiscences of the Corinthian capital wholly

ignored ;
and we accordingly, even in the earliest

examples (and perhaps as frequently in them as

in later ones) find a rude imitation of its form.

At other times we find the block covered with
carved scroll-work ; and at others, again, the ex-

treme simplicity is obtained by a mere portion of a

cone or a simple moulding intervening between
the shaft and the abacus, as in the Confessor’s

buildings at Westminster, and in the crypt at

Winchester. The bases consisted usually of a
moulding following the curve of the shaft, and
resting upon a square plinth, beneath which was
a sub-base. The monldings of the base were
very various : they seem to have been suggested

by the varieties of the Roman base; but they

often take other forms, as in the Confessor’s

work at Westminster, where we have a mere splay

and a doable hollow. The orders of arches were
sometimes relieved by being cut into large rolls;

or the lower order in archways had a massive

demi-roll attached to it. The roll was soon

accompanied by a hollow, and these varieties

almost exhaust the list of mouldings in the

earlier examples, though we shall see that they
subsequently increased into great multiplicity

and beauty. Mouldings became, moreover, at

an early date enriched. Thus we find the cham-
fers of a string or label relieved with the billet

or short piece of roll left projecting from them
at intervals. These chamfers are also enriched

with chevrons of slight depth such as masons
sometimes impress in mortar with the point of

their trowel. These simple ornaments, as we
shall presently see, soon increased into endless

variety.
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The figure-Bcnlptnre of the period was of

CKtreme uncouthness
;
often so much so as to

be nearly unintelligible, though rapidly im-

proving as the style advanced. The tympana of

the doorways (which were sometimes filled in to

the square, and sometimes to a low segmental

arch line) were often filled with sculpture in

slight relief. Heads were used as corbels

(placed in a hollow moulding), and such rude

art was introduced in other positions as might

suggest it.

Soon it became frequent to relieve plain sur-

faces—whether to arch, orders, or elsewhere

—

with ornaments in very slight relief usually

known as “ surface ornaments,” which had the

advantage of imparting decoration without dis-

turbing essential forms. Of this, however, we
shall see abundance as we proceed.

Having now traced out, by a system of rational

induction, the essential elements of the style, we
will proceed to some of the varieties of combina-

tion.

Let us take, in the first instance, a portion of

the nave or choir of a church.

If this be unaisled and unvanlted, it is a very

simple affair. Windows at a reasonable height,

dealt with agreeably to the architectural grade

of the building,—probably a base-course, a string

beneath the cills, and possibly pilaster buttresses

between the windows, and a corbel-table uniting

the same under the eaves.

If vaulted with a wagon-vault (as, for in-

stance, St. Cormac’s Chapel, at Cashel), the

walls must be higher, and, it may be, the dead

space which this occasions externally may be

decorated by arcadiug. If, however, it is groined,

the difficulty disappears.

Again, ^an aisled but unvanlted nave is of

simple construction, but if the aisle be vaulted

(unless, indeed, it be a mere demi-vault, which
in this country is very rare), a greater complica-

tion is brought into existence. The groining re-

quires that che aisle wall shall be fully as high

as the crown of the arches between the aisles

and the nave ; and, as the aisle roof demands
some reasonable height, it follows that there

must be a considerable space of wall above the

arches. This may be dealt with in several ways.

If the nave be unvanlted, it is a blank space, or

may be pierced by an arcade or other openings.

If the nave is groined without a clearstory, the

space is partly occupied by the springers of the

vaulting, and the intervals may be pierced. If

there is a clearstory, the space becomes what we
call (though erroneously), a triforinm

;
or (wbe-

tiier there be a clearstory or not), it may be

made more of and utilized by raising the aisle

walls sufficiently to convert it into a second
story or gallery to the aisle.

We possess a most complete instance of such

an arrangement (though withouta clearstory), in

the chapel of the Tower of London, where this

apace is made a gallery, covered with a wagon-
vault, and opens by a second tier of arches into

the nave, which is itselfcovered bya similarvault.

Had clearstory windows been in this case denied,

the only change requisite would have been to groin

the central space and the gallery, instead of

giving them plain vaults, and we should then,

with a triple more height, have had a model,
on a small scale, of the perfected arrangement
of a vaulted and aisled church. Most, however,
of our Norman churches in England are im-
perfect in two particulars as compared with this

ideal. They have no groining to the central

space, nor any vaulting to the gallery over the

aisle. Several, as Durham and Lindisfarne,

bad the former, and Gloucester, and perhaps
Tewkesbury, the latter

;
but I know of no exist-

ing church in England, nor of any perhaps of

very early date, even in Normandy, which has
both. The tower-chapel is the nearest ap-

proach ; and, strange to say, the prm-conquestal

example at Westminster appears (if I read the

description aright) to have had all these features

complete, the central space being vaulted, and
the aisle also vaulted in two stories. Such was
often the case in central France, even at an
early date, as we see in the Church of St.

Stephen at Nevers, erected about 1063, where
we find groined aisles, aisle-galleries with the

demi-vault, a clearstory, and above it a wagon-
vault to the nave.

The churches at Notre Dame du Port at Cler-

mont, Issoire, and some others of about the

same date in Auvergne, are one point less com-
plete, having all the features I have enumerated,
excepting only the clearstory : nor do I know
that there is any specimen so complete and of

early date in Normandy, so that King Edward’s
church seems to have gone ahead of its types in

Normandy, and its model nob to have been

reached by its successors in England.

Those principles of combination being attained,

it was easy to carry thorn out into a complete

building.

A nave, snch as I have described, may be

either continued, with the intervention of a

chancel arch, into the choir, and terminated by

an apse; or two such ranges of buildings may
be made to intersect, the crossing space being

surmounted by a central tower, supported on

four lofty arches and by massive piers. The

;

east end would usually be terminated by an

apse
;
the cross building, or transept, by gables j

and the nave, perhaps, by a gable flanked by

two towers, which terminated its aisles, or pro-

jected beyond them. Transepts may have two

aisles, as at Winchester and Ely ;
one, as at

Durham and Peterborough }
or none, as at Can-

terbury and Norwich. In the latter case, apsidal

chapels would probably project from its eastern

face
;
and, if the choir aisle runs round the apse,

similar chapels may open out of it.

This gives us the complete mechanical ideal

of a great Norman church, though numerous are

the varieties which it is capable of assuming.

I have occupied your time so long in my ele-

mentary investigation of the style that I must
defer till ray next lecture any attempt to de-

scribe its actual productions.

I will only now say that the vast scale and

the endless number of the architectural works
undertaken, and, in most cases carried out to

completion by the early Norman builders, is

such as to fill the mind with astonishment,

!

when we contemplate them. Nearly every

cathedral and great abbey was rebuilt on a

stupendous seal©} new cathedrals and new
abbeys founded

5
and churches of all grades from

these vast temples down to the smallest village

church erected throughout the length and breadth

of the country
;
while castles of the most por-

tentous magnitude and prodigious solidity rose

in all directions : the one class of building ap-

pearing to propitiate the divine aid, and the

other to defy human opposition, as if the king-

doms both of heaven and earth were to “suffer

violence,” and “ the violent to take them by
force.”

Few periods, probably, in the world’s history

have been marked by the construction of build-

ings more multitudinous and more vast. Their

architecture, as Mr. Freeman remarks, “ majestic

and awful rather than beautiful, no style is more
truly religious or more imbued with the spirit

and position of the church” (and one may add

of the state) “ in its own day,” nor has any

age “ produced structures whose number, size,

splendour, and richness bear more honourable

testimony to the zeal and bounty of their

founders.”

THE ARCHITECT OF THE HOUSES
OF PARLIAMENT.

We claim the power of stating, of our own
knowledge, that the late Sir Charles Barry was
the architect of the Houses of Parliament,—art-

architect, distributions-architect, constructions-

architeot,—one and indivisible ;
and in com-

pliance with the earnest personal request of the

late Augustus Welby Pugin we feel ourselves

bound again to state, that the latter did nothing

whatever on his own responsibility at the Houses

of Parliament ;
that his occupation was to assist

in carrying out Barry’s own designs and views

in all respects, everything being submittefl to

be approved or altered by him ;
and that any

assertions that exaggerated the nature of Pugin’s

employment under Barry caused Pugin the

greatest pain and annoyance.

We mention the two pamphlets on the subject,

recently published,* merely that such of our

readers as are curious may know that all that

has been said on both sides is now obtainable in

a convenient form.

Dr. Barry has well bronght together snch facts

of the case as he could command, and, as it seems

to ns, has made the truth clear.

The apparently strong points in Mr. E. Pugin’s

statement are certain extracts from a diary

for 1835, wherein appear ;
“ April 28. Began

Mr. Barry’s drawings.” “ May 10th. Saw Mr.

Barry and so on 5 and the assertion that Barry

* “ Who was the Art-Architect of the Houses of Parlia-

ment. A Statement of Facts, founded on the Letters of

Sir Charles Barry and the Diaries of Augustus W. Pugin.

ByE. W. Pugin.” London : Longman, Green, & Co. 1867.
“ The Architect of the New Palace of Westminster. A

Reply to a Pamphlet, &c. By Alfred Barry, D.D." Lon-
don; John Murray. 1868.

paid Pugin a sum of 400 guineas, which must
have been for the original design.

This is what Dr. Barry says, in part, as to

Mr. E. Pugin’s references to the diary :

—

“In his first letter he referred to the entries in that

diary for 1836, apparently forgetting that the competition

drawings were sent in on December lat, 1035, and that

these references were therefore simply absurd ! Ho has
since found out his error; he has corrected it without

acknowledgment, and now gives a long aeries of entriec

from the diary for 1035. But this leads him to a greater

difBcuUy still; for he asserts that Mr. A. W_. Pugin
‘began working on the Pariiamenl House drawings for

Mr. Barry on the 16th of May,’ when it is well known
that the conditions of the competition were not announced
HU the end of Juli/

What is the esplanation of these extraordinary errors ?

When we examine the quotations from the diary given on
p. 15 of his pamphlet, we find (it is true) many entries of

‘drawings for Mr. Barry,' but no word about the Parlia-

ment House in connexion with them. The fact is that

they were drawing! ofJUtinga and furniturefor the Bir-

mingham Grammar School. This Mr. E. W. Pugin might
have known, had he compared dates

;
but it is proved to

demonstration by a comparison of my father’s diary with

Mr. Pugin’s.
Thus in the latter we read—April 28th, ‘Began Mr.

Barry's drawings;’ May 8th, 'Left Sarum;' May lOth,

‘ Saw Mr. Barry.’ In the former I find—May 9th, ‘ Bir-

mingham School, Mr. Pugin hero with drawings of fur-

niture.’

Again, in Mr. Pugin’s diary I find—May 15th, ‘ Began
Mr. Barry’s work;' May 20th, ‘Sent olT Mr. Barxy's

drawings.' My father’s oiary says—May 2l8t, ‘ Birming-

ham School, received drawings from Pugin.'

But the most curious point, aud one which Mr. E. W.
Pugin ought to have understood, is this. lu Mr. Pugin’s

diary I find—September 2nd, ' Sent ofl’ drawings of

dining-room to Mr. Barry.’ Now, what could the ‘dining-

room’ have been in a general design for the New Houses
of Parliament ? Turn to my father's diary, and we find

—

September 24tb, * Arrived at Salisbu^ from Bowood at

half-past four. Mr. Pugin at the White Hart to receive

my directions as to designs for the /itriiivAinf? of Dr.
Jeune'a houte

'

(at the Birmingham school)."

It appears by Mr. Pugin’s diary that Mr.

Talbot Bury was engaged from September llth

to October 3rd on Mr. Gillespie Graham’s draw-

ings, and Mr. Bury expressly testifies that Mr.

Pugin was at work at that very time on drawings

for the Birmingham bcbool. “This evidence,

coming from a perfectly independent source,

proves still more clearly the truth, which might

be inferred from the diaries.”

As to the asserted payment to Pugin of the

sum of 400 guineas. Dr. Burry writes :

—

“ In our first letters we allowed this to pass, because all

my father's cheque-books of that date bad been lost
;
aud

in consequence of the subsequent failure of his hankers,

Messrs. Cockbutn, we w ere unable to ascertain the truth

by the hanking records. But Mr. T. Bury, speaking from
memory, doubted the fact of the payment, aud a subse-

quent discovery of the counterfoils of the cheque-books

(m the course of the rigorous search instituted in conse-

quence of Mr. E. W. Pugin's demand of the letters said to

have been lent to my lather) has confirmed the doubt.
In 1835, Mr. Pugin's name does not occur at all. In

1836, 1 find the lullowing payments ;—Feb. 10th, 105L ;

June 22nd, 601. j
Dec. 19tb, IsL lis., amounting not to 400

guineas, but to 183L l-is., and of this 1 do not feel sure

that Bomo did not belong to the Birmingham Grammar
School. In 1837, payineuts were made to the amount of

llOJ., and in 1838 there is a payment of 120L ‘in full.’ It

is clear that these subsequent payments were for the

assistance given in working out the drawings for the esti-

mate, and no one can think them excessive for a first-class

draughtsman. At that time Mr. A. W. Pugin was a young
man of twenty-three, known as a man of ability and great

knowledge of Gothic detail, but not as the designer of

any great building. His lime (I have reason to believe)

was reckoned and paid for by the day, and such payment
was a matter of some consequence to him. The whole
theory, which Mr. E. W. Pugin has built up, is coloured

by a rem'embrance of the position which his father after-

wards occupied, and is not in the slightest degree bused

on fact."

It would be difficult to maintain the assertion

that Mr. A. W. Pugin “ was the sole art-archi-

tect of the Houses of Parliament” (p. 58),

even with those who know nothing of the

matter themselves, in face of the often-quoted

letter addressed to the conductor of this Journal

by Pugin. Mr. Edward Pugin, therefore, de-

votes a portion of his pamphlet to show that the

letter was forced from his father; that Pugin
returned to Ramsgate after writing it in a fright-

ful state of prostration
;
and that he told his son

afterwards, “ Barry said, I must write it, and, if

I hadn’t, the whole thing must have been given

up—the Houses would have been ruined and
Barry’s reputation gone.”

What were the facts, as shown by some fur-

ther letters of Pugin’s, recently found ? Why,
that the proposition came from Pugin himself

two months before the letter was actually sent

to the Builder. Here is what Pugin wrote

some time before June 12tb, 1845 :

—

“ Horning Steamer, Saturday,
“ My dear Mr. Barry,—Since 1 saw you last night, I

have been informed that some roost exaggerated state-

ments respecting the nature of my employment at the

Palace of Westminster have appeared in one of the papers.

I need not tell you how distressed and annoyed 1 feel at it,

for I have always been most careful to prevent any mis-

conception on this head. I have most distinctly stated

that 1 was engaged by you and for you* to carry out into

practical execution the minor details of the decorations

• " The italics here are in the original.”
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aceordiTig to Tour designs, that I did nothing; iffcaterer on
mi/ oten rtuponniiAlif!/, that ereryfh'mg teat tubmiltid to be
approved or altered by you; that in fine, idt occupation
was siroptr to cairv out your views in the practical execu-
tion of the internal detail. I can assure you, I wish to
eerve you in this work with the greatest lldelity; no one
can better appreciate your skill and judgment than iny-
8elf._ and no man has ever borne more sincere and willing
teetimony to them than myself. Now, it’ yon think right,
I will make a format denial of these statements to put an
end to all nonsense. 1 hare not seen the article, but Mr.
Grace told me that one of your clerks bad mentioned it to
him ; it will therefore be easy to know when and where it
appeared, and I really think it would be ae well to state
the real state of the case. I will send you rar contradic-
tion for your approval. 1 am sure you know me too
well to imagine that such statements would give me any-
thing but great pain and annoyance; but I shonldlike at
once to disabuse the public, and let them know the tnie
nature ofmy employment at the Palace. Pray let me hear
from you about this.”

Then comes the followintr, vrith the postmark
of Ramsgate, June 12, 1845 :

—

“Mydear Mr.Barry,— 1. I enclose you what I think will
be a sumcient contrsdiotion, and being short and simply
worded is more likely to answer its object.

2. I have at last succeeded to my entire satisfaction in
*he enamel colouring of the armorial plates

;
the enamel is

now sunk below the surface in hollows, and tho effect
IS very rich and good. You will soon have a perfect panel
up. I think we shall do this time.

Ever yours, most sincerely,

WBtST ProiK.
“The Guilder has now a rather extended circulation

[1845], and amongst that class of people whom we would
not wish to be wrongly informed on the subject. Put I
leave tho matter entirely in your hands."

. [Enclosure.]
“ Sir,—My attention having been drawn to an erroneous

paragraph which appeared in your journal, relative to tho
nature ofmy employment at the Pstace at Westmin-
ster, I take an early opportunity of stating that I am not
engaged in any work connected with that building on my
own responsibility, but am simply superintending the
practical execution of the internal details and decorations
of Mr. Barry’s design. Nothing is done without his entire
knowledge and approbation, nor is anything put into exe-
cution that has not been previously arranged and designed
by himself.

I remaia. Sir, your obedient servant,
To the Editor of ." Wbliix Pnonv.

It will bo seen, by the first letter, that the
notion of denial arose in Mr. Putin’s own mind,
without any communication with Mr. Barry;
that Pngin himself snggested taking some public
steps, and offered to send for approval a formal
contratliction. “ It will be* seen, by the second
letter,” says Dr. Barry, ” that Mr. A. W. Pngin
actually does (what Mr. E. W. Pugin suggests
that he would have done, were our statements

;

true) ‘ write himself a plain straightforward
'

letter, absolutely denying the truth of the re-
i

port.’ I presume that my father did not at this
time accept the offer so unhesitatingly made.
Subsequently, on the revival of the report, the
letter of Sept. Gth, 18-15, was written,—differing
from Mr. A. W. Pugin’s own proposed form only
in stating more emphatically what Mr. Pugin
did actually do, and being certainly less
trenchant and emphatic. I do not know whether
any impartial person ever has accepted Mr. E.
W. Pugin’s theory as to the letter

j but, if so, his
acceptance will hardly survive the comparison
of the private and public documents.”
Mr. Edward Pngin maintains, further, that in

writing his letter to the Builder his father did
not deny that he “ was the author of the original
designs for the Honses of Parliament.” Of course
he did not ; because no one had said that he
was. And read what Pngin wrote in a letter
endorsed by Barry “ 16th June, 1844;
" I got your letter at Nottingham. T an ture I can

never do you, real tervice except in aleolute detail; you
thould fully make up your mind a$ to every arrungement
and then turn the email Kork over to me. It is next to ira-
posMhle for me to design any abstract portion of a great
whole in the same spirit as you hare conceived the reet, and
Iknowit 18 onlya waste of lime in meto atreropt it." . . .“ I can do you far more service by adoptiog the best ex-
amples nud getting them carried outtti exeention, than hr
making a lot of drawings which could never be worked
from. Remember. I never made a drateing vhich Km of am/
real uee to you yet. and if ie a dreadful lo„ of time to me
incessantly occupied ae I am with church work, to attempt
It ue I laid before, I cun do you no pood except in actual
detail and in that more byferreting out tkefne (hinge that
ennt than conpoting ntv onee. I expect to be in town l>y
Tuesday, and will come over to you immediately • that is
if I am strong enough to travel.

’ ’

Ever yours moat sincerely,
A. Wblbx Pudix."

A body of evidence is given by Dr. Barry to
show how correctly Pugin had sot forth his real
position. Mr. J. L. Wolfe, the constant friend of
Barry, his “familiar” as he was called, who
knew not merely what he did, but what he
thought, says distinctly :

—

Soon after onr reftim home [from Belginm] Barry
sent a of the im-tructioDS issued by the Commis-
sinners of Worts, Ac., for my coneiderat'ion

; and then,
after several preliminsrv discussions with me and in mv
presence, he made the first sketches which comprehended
the entire design and contained the germs of all that
followed.

Long before Barry sought Pugin’s assistance, the entire
J

design had been not only worked out in his own mind,
but committed to paper in a series of plans, elevations,

all drawn by his own hand, in his well-known
and admired style of pencilling. These drawings, though
on a small scale, were so minute, intelligible, and ex-
pressive, that any able assistant could, under Barry’s
eye, have worked out the details.

In general ehnraoter the elevations differed little from
those in the competition design, but they were somewhat
I 'P# oruato; indeed, those for New Palace-yard were in
harmony with the entrance front of Westminster Hall.

I had thus ample means of observing the progress of
Barry’s design in every phase of its development

;
and, as

attachment to my friend, admiration for nis genius, and
ardent love for his art, all combined to keep alive the
deep interest I felt in the great work he bid in hand, it
will not be thought surprising that I can now, after the
lapse of so many years, make the present statement with
confidence.’’

Mr. B. Ferrey, Mr. Talbot Bury, and Mr. C. J.
Richardson, testify, as we have done, to the
indignant dcuial by Pugin of the report that he
was the author of the building; and Messrs.
R. R. Banks, C. Barry, E. M. Burry, E. C. Press-
land, John Gibson, G-. Somers Clarke, W. H.

,

Brakspear, G. Penrose Kennedy, W. Wright,
F . H. Groves, T. Grisaell, Thos. Quarm, R. Bayne,

;

J. Birnie Philip, J. R. Clayton, and Sir S. M.
Peto, all engaged upon the work in different
capacities, assert emphatically the right of Barry
to be considered the architect of the Houses of

.

Parliament, and Barry alone. The public, we
have no doubt, will think with them.

MUSE CMS OF INDUSTRY.

^

Perhaps Englishmen have never been at any
time more unanimous in acknowledging a de-
fective system than at the present moment,
Paris has taught us a needed lesson, and proved
to us that with all onr great natural advantages,
wealth, enterprise, and boasted intelligence, we
are going into the rear. There are, of course,
men to be found who refuse to see the fact in
this light, and, hugging the consolation that we
are not actuaJly retrograding, think there is
not much to grumble about. But at the
present epoch coming to a stand-still, or any-
thing approximating to a stand-stUl, is a retro-
gression, and a very serions one. We are all
looking anxiously round for the cause of this
defect, hut the last fifteen years furnish ns with

I

no great calamity upon which we can lay the

I

weight of blame. No costly and ambitious wars

j

pulling us back, no plague, no famine
;
nature

,

baa performed her part of the task well, and
leaves us with the unpleasant conviction that
we have only ourselves to cavil with over our
own fahortconiings. It is somewhat remarkable
that every thinking man who has written or
spoken npon this subject unhesitatingly attri-
butes the cause of failure to the unhappy
relations existing between capital and labour;
indeed, when wo reflect upon the trade strifes
which have convulsed and unsettled this couutry
for years past we may wonder how the result
could come otherwise.

If we are to go forward a^ain with the same
strong and robust strides as of yore, this open
wound must be healed up, and the gulf between
them safely bridged over ; one must be made to
feel and work with a just iuterest in the other,
they must meet oftener upon neutral ground
where these vexatious “questions” cannot enter,
and by that means establish a better feeling
between them. When this is done, we may
safely venture to hope that things will wear
another complexion five years hence. With this
aim in view, I wish to make a few observations,
whiob, if they bear any value at all, must be
received as coming from one whose experience is

,

entirely of a practical nature.
I have no doubt that many besides myself have

observed, while mixing intimately with the
working men of this country, a certain devil-
may-care feeling among them respecting their
employer and his properly, as if they were tym-
scious of being looked upon by him as so many i

implements of labour, and of no more considera-
tion to him than his horses or engines, only that
intellect had made them a little more dangerous
to deal with. Whether there be a just founda-
tion for their harbouring this thought I must
leave others to decide

; but no one can help
lamenting that suoh a feeling should exist. We
all know there is latent in every human heart a
certain ambition—a yearning to be recognized

—

which gives a little honest praise a greater value
than gold could ever buy. It is a purely healthy
and honest thought, and one which, if properly
cultivated, may be made of great good to the
cultivator. Such ambitions may be humble, but
they are none the less intense; and it would be

well, perhaps, to bear in mind, that tho rustic
stone on the grave of the cottager is reared by
the selfsame feeling as that which in “ the morn-
ing of the world” built up the mightiest
pyramid,—a love and a longing for recognition
and remembrance. Surely it would not be
difficult, dangerous, or unprofitable to break up
this coldness existing between the contending
sides ? Since it is nothing but natural that a
man should wish for a state somewliat higher
than a working automaton, it is worth while
considering how such a desideratum could be
brought about. We have seen latterly a great
deal of what is called working - men’s exhi-
bitions, and, with all their imperfections, they
have doubtlessly done a great amount of good in
this country. The inducements they held out
have taught many men, for the first time, Low
much they could do with a little independent,
earnest study, and proved to them what a won-
derful and fruitful mine the brain ie when pro-
perly worked. They were certainly a move in
the right direction

; but unfortunately there are
many working men who, from the very nature
of their work, are shut out from them altogether.
This is a hitch where the co-operation of theem-

;

ployer is wanted. Happily we have now in every
raanufactaring town of any importance a free
industrial library for the use of the working
classes, and the corporations of such towns have
taken them into their hands, with power to weed
them, or add to them as circumstances may re-
quire. Then why not in the same centres, and
under the same keeping, establish a museum of
industry ? A hall where the workman, if neces-
sary with the help of his employer, could show
his handiwork. No one could be so unreason-
able as to ask a machinist to lend an engine for
such a purpose

; but it would not be a very great
sacrifice to lend for a few weeks, or in some
cases a few months, some of the component
parts of one. A crank fresh from the hammer
of some excellent forgeman, a cunning joint from
the fitter, a faultless casting, with the names of
the workmen attached, together with that of the
employer, would be everything desired; or gun
implements, heavy steel toys and tools in their
various stages of workmanship. Such an exhibi-
tion would be of the highest interest to all mem-
bers of these various trades, though the articles
may not be of a nature to charm the ordinary
lounger. Still there are others who could, under-
such a system, bring something for even this
butterfly to dwell upon

; chasers, jewellers, en-
gravers, designers, painters of china, carvers^
and countless others in such variety as each
town or district could afford. Many such ex-
hibits would of course have to be portions of
orders then being executed by each firm; but
they would take no more harm in being placed
before the public for a few days than in lying
aside in the warehouses, and still be giving the-
workman that justice which many think he is
entitled to, a means of having his merit recog-
nised. Such a system would give life and vitality
to the museum, and by the constant change of
articles prevent that stagnation of which so-

many things of the kind pine away and
die. It would be of great advantage to
labour

; but would it not benefit capital much
more, while it spread a sure and effectual'
incentive to emulation and improvement, and
at the same time engendered a warmer and
more reciprocal feeling between the two ? Be-
sides this it would form a much needed
receptacle for the useful fruits of the iutelligont
workman’s leisure hours, always taking care to
exclude those useless and hideous cork model*
of existing buildings, toy ships in full sail, bank
notes in pen and ink, and such like mins of
murdered hours and wasted intellect. Accept-
ing only those contributions wrought in down-
right earnestness, and aiming at some practical
end

;
allowing no exhibit to remain longer than

' three months. If a mixed committee of work-
men and employers were formed to make a
quarterly report upon the town exhibition,
giving every meritorious work its meed of
praise, it would be a means of placing in the
bauds of deserving men a recommendatory proof
of their excellence; and I trust I am not too
sanguine in hoping the time would come when
a man would be held in little consideration who
did not possess some such proof of his skill.

There would also be afforded a means of giving
distinction to the different grades of talent, and
the formation of first, second, and third class
certificates would form a sound basis for the
better regulation of payment of wages, and be
the means of striking a fatal blow at the present
role of equalised remuneration,—a system the
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most absurd ovor npbeld by any omlwod com-

umnity, being alike nnjnst to the skilled and the

unskilled workman.

As this last remark may meet with some com-

ment, it will perhaps bo well to giro ‘t ®

examination in passing. It has been stated 'n

defence of this rule, that the man of superior

ability is willing to sacrifice the st™”^ °f

mind and muscle God has given him, lor the

benefit of his less favoured brother i
and that U

the employer bo not satisfied with ‘ho work

done for the standard wages by the one

capacity, ho has simply to discharge hum Was

thLe Jbt known a greater injustice ? Becnuse

the poor fellow is not worth the value others

place upon him. he must be bandied about the

country from one job to another, a ways working

upon sufferance, his wife and children trudging

after his heels, living from hand to mouth!

•when if he were allowed to work for the rate ot

bis proper worth, he might be living in a home,

settled, contented, and happy ! I do not perceive

the benefit myself.

There is one great advantage local musenms

of industry would have over the greab_ inter-

national shows, and this is, that men in exa-

mining them would be able to fall at once into

profitable study. There is no denying that m all

“great exhibitions” there is a good deal ol

glitter and glare to distract the mind at the very

time when calmness is most essential to improve-

ment,—an abundance of froth before the real

draught can be tasted. The eye is too apt

to take in all and retain nothing; and many

who go with the intention of adding to their

knowledge, come staring back home again

as empty as when they started
;

save that

they have a grand hash of wonderful things,

changing and turning like a kaleidoscope about

their brains. From the great improvement in

morality which has taken place among the work-

ing men during these last ten years, I am led to

believe that these industrial museums would be

well looked upon and highly successful. London,

Birmingham, Manchester, Liverjiool, Leeds, and

Sheffield, could easily form such local exhibitions

of varied skill as would draw the attention and

contributions of the lesser towns snrronndmg

them into their vortex ;
and if a spur was wanted

a triennial meeting of the whole with foreign

competition invited would give it. Why, Bir-

mingham alone, with her hundred trades, could,

with the co-operation of employers, form a

collection which for variety, instruction, and

utility could not be equalled in Europe.

If we are to loosen our feet and go to the front

again, it must be done by opening a door by which

the genius of the artisan can individualize itsoit

and step out into open day. I am simply stating

what has grown to be a deep conviction in my
mind—made deeper by intimate connexion and

observation—when I affirm that there is a wealth

of intelligence and inventive thought coucealed

among the working masses of this country, such

as political economists have never dreamed oi.

Trade wars and jealousy have done much to

keep it in its hiding-place, but a souud technical

education, and a free open field encouraging its

development, will bring it to the light ;
and, it i

be not gravely mistaken, in such quality as to

outshine any nation the world could place in

•competition against us. John Eoddis.

west end of Lndgate-hill has been left for many

months is disoreclitable to those who have power

to prevent it. Does the blame rest with the

railway company or the corporation p What has

become of the passenger bridge p

At the eastern end of Ludgate-hill, too, a V617

large snm of money was expended long ago in

pnrohasing a small piece of property at the

corner of St. Paul's Ohnrohjard, and it has

remained fenced in ever since, an eyesore and

a nuisance.

THE TECHNICAL INSTRUCTION
MOVEMENT.

A PRELIMINARY conference on technical educa-

tion was held on Friday night in l^t week, at the

offices of the Working Men s Club and ^stitute

Union, Strand. Lord Lichfield presided. His lord-

ship said the present meeting hod been convened

at his suggestion. His object in proposing it was

to elicit the opinions of practical men on tbjB

important subject, so as to enable tue public to

arrive at a proper conclusion as to what was

really wanting. The opinion he had come to

was, that the first thing they should dp was to

ascertain what provision already existed for

promoting technical education throughout the

country. After a discussion, in which Mr. Pier-

son. Mr. Lucraft, Mr. Wynne. Mr. Symons. Pro-

fesBor Rogers, Mr. Coningsby, Mr. Davis, Mr

Hodgson Pratt, Mr. Applegartb, and others took

part, the following resolution was agreed to

with unanimity :

—

“That the queBtion of the technical edaoation of onr

workmen dem^da the earnest atteniion of all

rhatVo action on the Bul.ject can be complete or satisfac-

tory. ivhich does not take into account the_ op’^wns of the

wortine classes tbemselves, and which >8 not in some

decree based on the special information which they alone

That to obUin this special information, and to

cive an opportunily for the expression of op’^'^n. it is

desirable to hold a conference where working men repre-

Sng the various trades should be invited, to meet ^th

mpiof... otUbour, .dentitlc ai.n, .nd olh.r., wUh >

to some definite action.

suits wore made for science and art teaching,

it must in justice be extended to elementary

teaching. He explained the recent minutes lor

Biving increased pecuniary assistance for the

teaching of science and art. He believed the

maximum point of help had nearly been attained

short of the State taking the absolute control

of the education. The grants in some instances

had been nearly 50 per cent, for the total in-

come of art schools, and for the science in-

struction it had been much greater. Mr. Hack-

master concluded by appealing earnestly to

those present in behalf of more hearty and

earnest co-operation in the effort which the

Department was now making to extend this

technical instruction. Without local co-operaiion

Brants of public money were useless.

The Cirencester School .—Earl Bathurst pre-

sided at the annual distribution of prizes gamed

by the pupils attending this school, which took

place in the Com-hall. AmocRet those preseat

were Sir Cecil Beadoa, K.O.S.I., Lady Emily

Poesonhy, Mr. T. Gambior Parry, Mrs. Parry,

Rev. Canon Powell, &o. Mr. Zachary read the

sixth annua! report, which stated.

Th, committee are sUe to .peak s.li.f.ctoril, of the

fioBPoielcoodition of the 9
>>ool, » f ^

bciPB ehown to their credit at Chnatmee laet. in the

examnations of 18117 the mmbet of .Indent, who pa.eed

in the eeeond grade for time drawiop has been one in

ercM. of those who passed la.t year i
but the re.nll of the

thitd.grade examination, coaduoted in Londm, enihpat'J

With former year., has been less P P

having obtained a prise in the national competition two

prise being obtained in the elementary stages and the

works of nineteen etndents having been nppro'ed. I

first grade, for .ebool. for the poor
.SseCh

falling off, excepting in the ease ‘>l.‘bo new Bmndon ecnooi

where there ie a large merea.e in the ."“S'"', "“g.
BhowinE 'excellency' and ‘ proticiency. Inc laiiiDC oa

intheLt and third pradeB appears
^dfer

to the loss of advanced students, and to the hi{,lier

standard which ia now required at Rensington.

Earl Bathurst read the list of successM stu-

dents, and distributed the prizes. Mr. Gambler

Parry delivered an interesting address on art.

LUDGATE-HILL IMPROVEMENTS.

The Metropolitan Board of Works have agreed

to contribute lO.llOZ. towards tbe proposed

Ludgate-hill improvements, and also a further

sum for widening Mansion House-street. At a

Tecent meeting of the Vestry of St. Pancras, this

was protested against more loudly than seems

wise. Mr. S. Taylor said, in the course of the

discussion, that “ this enormous sum of upwards

of 10,0001. was awarded as the Metropolitan

Board’s quota for removing the hoarding and

widening the pavement a few feet under the

railway bridge over Ludgate-hill, and for round-

ing off the corner. They had also agreed to

report in favour of 8,0001. being granted to the

City Commissioners of Sewers for tbe small slip

of land fronting the Union Bank facing the

Mansion House
;
and other advances were to be

called for, to widen the Poultry on the right side

fearful to contemplate.”

The Board are treated rather hardly. On all

sides they are called on, and properly so, to take

in hand improvements needed in London, and as

soon as they attempt to comply they are abused

for extravagance. The condition in which the

Other resolutions were passed, appointing a

committee to arrange for the holding of the con-

ference, to he held on the second Saturday m
March, and to prepare a definite plan to lay

before it; and deciding to apply to Government

for copies of such reports and documents as have

a direct relation to the subject of the oonferenoo,

for the use of the persons who will take part in

it. It was further resolved that the resolutions

should be communicated to tbe Council of tbe

Society of Arts.

The Committee of Council on Education have

iusb revised the grants to schools of art and the

teaching in night classes, with the view of

ameliorating the conditions which were esta-

blished after the publication of tbe last report

of the House of Commons, in 1861.

The changes are explained in a memorandum

and letter to the masters of the schools.

As respects free stadentships, school com-

mittees will be free to recommend m many

artisans as they may think eligible and as are

willing to attend and work attentively for the

year, for which fees of 31. each will be paid by

the Department in advance. The payment m
any school on account of pupil teachers will m
future be either 15Z. or 201., one pupil teacher

being allowed for twenty artisans, and ^y^oior

fifty or upwards, satisfactorily tangbt. There

are various other amolioratioiiB detailefl in the

memorandnm, inclnding bonuses of 101. to oOl.

to head-tnasters, under certain circumstances as

to the awards.
• / „ ^

The Halifax School of Art.—The soxr&e and

distribution ot prizes of this school took place m
the Mechanics' Institute, before a very numerous

and respectable audience. Lieut.-ool. Akrojd

M.P., occupied the chair. Addresses m favour

of tcohuioal education and the establishment

ot good primary sohools, were delivered by the

chahman. and by Mr. Samuokon M P.
;

Sir

F. OroBSley, Mr. Mnndella, Mr. B'P'oy, Mr.

Buokmaster, and Mr. Stausteld. Next day a

conference on technical instruction was held m
the townhall, Lieut.-col. Akroyd, M.P., m the

chair Tbe science - teachers and art-masters

of Yorkshire were well represented. The for-

mer condemned in forcible language the aboli-

tion of the November examinations for soieuoe-

teaohers. The art-maaters then spoke of their

numerous grievances. The chief seemed to be

the abolition ot payments on certificates, and

what they considered the breaking of a solemn

engagement by paying on results. Mr. Buck-

master defended the changes which had been

made, and contended that if a payment on re-

PHOTOGEAPHT IN PRINTERS’ INK

AND COLOURS.

Mr John Pouncy, ot Dorchester, whose

valuable photographic discoveries we early

assisted in bringing into notice, has >8““^ an

address to the British public on the treatment

he has received in Franco with reference to these

discoveries. He says

:

•In the year 1356 Ibn Due de Imynes, a French noWe-

man foundL a prize of 8.000 franca, open to all the world,

Sh ho placed at th. di.pos.l of a commiaoipn, to be

riven toth’!, arti.twho ahonld, in throe year., d,.cover a

nrocoB. by which photoRrapha could he produced contam-

C all thi ”araeteri.ti?. if the n.ual photograph., co”-

biLd wflk th, permanency of a printef book, or, m other

’“;S;r?fte"rx"plViU»'oT:ta“.h.vck^^^

mvaelf as a caudidate, and exhibited proofs m oarbou, or

“ Mo‘r°c\S lime expired, I had diecovered a prpee.. by

whltl' molXhot'riaph. in

.round ia oil, and eent .peeimens of the same to the com

siillSfe-Si
s^i\“orShTw•L‘”i;k•.s''oVIV•Uh.w...ri

EsssBiSiiai
Sfo^ "‘d'S d-pr'Sr

merited the prize in 186» why
in 1864,

evident they did not. Af ^fs Riling in 1859 and
^Thy did he not receive

wfrkt'd out no
1881 of necessity

. Vv“t.-hfn>i Eis nrinte in 1859

copTtore.S ^very candidate had a right

to expect.
expostulation to tho commis-

SnSn. of th. prize without the aid^of my nwcntiou.
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"elm *» Encll.hmen

: ju.t aaneedfalinmy ease as m the Newton forgeries. Again,
Boioe one will aak—Is the inrention of such importance?
i reply, the importance cf the iLTeniion is proved by the

in which the conditions are couchedand by the fact of such a reward being offered by the Duede iauynes, who had a thorough knowledge of arts and
sciences

; also by the fact of the prize remaining open to
all the world the past ten years

;
also by the extensive ap.

plication of results to the arts and decorations attainable
t>y my invention, far exceeding the terms and conditions
on which the prize was founded, and I believe beyond the
expectation of the most sanguine.’*

Whatever further improvements ITr. Penney
or others may make npon his discoveries, there
cannot be a doubt of their great importance

;

and the proceedings of our French neighbours
in the matter seem to merit exposure before
the British public. If the prize-winner must
necessarily be a Frenchman, why was not the
competition restricted to Frenchmen? Of the
palpable forgeries in the Newton-Pascal affair,
Frenchmen of sense have themselves declared
they are ashamed

5 and these forgeries are a
bye-word of reproach to them throughout Europe.
Frenchmen of enlightened minds such as these
ought to protest publicly in France against this
Dew exhibition of overweening and ridiculous
national vanity.
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MONUilENT TO ALEXR. SMITH, POET.
A MONUMENT has recently been erected over

the grave of Alexander Smith, near the eastern
gate of the Warriston Cemetery, Edinburgh
It 18 in the form of an Iona or West Highland
cross, of Binny stone, 12 ft. in height, set in a
massive square base 4 ft. high. In the centre of
the shaft is a bronze medallion of the poet bv
Mr. William Brodie, R.S.A. Above it is the
mscnption, “Alexander Smith, Poet and Essay,
ist, and below are the places and dates of his
birth and death. The upper part of the shaftand cros8_ itself are carved in a style of orna-
ment which, though unusual, is characteristic.
In the centre of the cross is a large boss, and
the four arms are covered with Scottish thistles,
ihe stems, intertwined in the form of Celtic
tracery, are united in a circle round the central
boss. Advantage is taken of the nimbus, or
circle round the cross, to introduce a laurel-
weath. Below this, on the upper part of the
Bhatt, 18 sculptured a Scottish harp crowned
with a poet’s wreath, in which two pens are
introduced, to symbolize the double function of'
poet and essayist. The harp is surmounted by
a star, on each side of which thistle-leaves
spread from above. The space in the shaft
below the medallion is filled up by a panel of
Bculptured bosses, in combination with conven-
tional Celtic leaf-ornament. The back of the
cross is executed in the same style with the rest
of the monument, but much less ornamented.
The sides of the shaft are relieved by scrolls of
mterlacing Celtic ornament. On the base is the
inscription, “ Erected by some of his personal
Inends. The monument being erected in the
family bnrying-place, it was thought proper to
incorporate in the design sufficient space for
other names. This has been done by the intro-
duction of two side-wings, in the form of separate
tomb-stones. For the design of the monument
the friends of the poet are indebted to MrJames Drummond, R.S.A. Mr. Drummond also
superintended the execution of the work bv
Mr. John Rhind, the sculptor.

refers, when he says,—“And the foundations
were of costly atones, even of great stones, stones
of ten cubits, and stones of eight cubits.” On
the south-west and south-east the foundations of
colo^al walls were laid nearly at the bottom of

6 Tyropceon and Kidron. Josephus’s account
IS almost startling :—“ They surrounded

Moriah, he says, "from the base with a triple
wall, and accomplished a work which surpaased
all conception. The sustaining wall of the lower

® of 300 cubits
(450 it. !), and in some places more. There were
stones used in this building which measured forty
cubits. ' Perhaps some may be inclined to smile
mcredulously on hearing such measurements as
these : if so. just wait a little till I describe the
wonderful discoveries made by recent excava-
tions.

In describing these discoveries, and in refer-
ence to the southern wall, the lecturer said

to the south-east aufrle. Here is a mae-nificent frament of the Temple, and one of the finest
architecture in the world. The stonesare colossal ranmng from 10 ft. to 30 ft. in length, by

‘corner-stones,* polished afterthe similitude of a palace. * The elevation of the wall

makes up a very attractive evening’s amuse-
m^t, which can be enjoyed at a small cost.

Generally.—The number of well-acted dramas

^ be seen at this moment in London, the pieces
themselves good for the most part, is noticeable
and satisfactory. To recall those we knowwhich
owur to us, “ David Garrick,” at the Haymarlict ;,The Octoroon,” at the Pnneess’s ; “No Thorough-

Ade?p7a; “Play,” at the Prince o/
naiess; “Daddy Gray,” at the Royalty ; “Dearer
than Life,” at the Queen's

;

“ The Needful,” at the
bt. Jaijies’sj and “Narcisse,” at the Lyceum,”
isplay acting of more than ordinary excellence.

Mr. Bandmann, at the last-named theatre, is an
actor of considerable merit, but he has chosen a
play to appear in the moral of which is very in-
different.

A correspondent complains bitterly of the
want of an absolutely necessary accommodation
for visitors at the Eolborn Theatre.

IhXJrTi;
paiftce. xne elevation of the waUabove the pesent surface is 73 ft. The Hoval Eneineers

fi,
they disc^overed

at the depth of W ft. This angle must, when uerfect
-j' It^standaon rile rocky side of Moriah, which sinks, almost per-pendicQlarly, 200 ft. to the bottom of the Kidron. /nd.besides, on the top of the wall stood theroval porch, ICO ftm height. Consequently, the summit of the porch was

Tk
the foundation of the wall, and ilO ft. above

whi
‘Pinnacle of the Temple'

:^>ch was the scene ol one part of our Lord’s TemptationWenow goover to inspect the still more extraordinary
discoveries at the south-west angle. We pass on ourw

opened from the low suburb of
subterranean

nniK “P Temple. The masonry of the

A f
IS even finer than that of the south-east.At present the angle risesSO ft. abovethe ground. CaptainW arrp, with ^eat labour and at no little risk, sankasC?and discovered the toundation laid upon the rock, at theenormous depth of 100 ft. The grandeur of this angllalmost surpasses conception. The corner-stones arecolossal measuring from 20 ft. to 40 ft. in length bvabout 6 ft. in height. One stone, which I ^myseS

Mnn If^ 'I
the founda-

i.'ff’T
^ »t>ove 100 tons! I be-

l.ffh
^ ^ to raise a stone of such dimensions tosuch a position would try the skill of modern enm-

"t atood whichpanned the Tyropmon, connecting the Temple with the
ir’alace. The remains have been discovered. The follow,mg measurements will give some idea of its stupendous
size and grandeur The spnng-stonea of one of its arches

® breadth of the roadwaywas 50 ft corresponding exactly to the central avenue ofthe Royal porch^. The span of each arch was 40 ft. Theheight above the hndom ii... ..

JERUSALEM AND ITS TEMPLE.
The Rev. Professor Porter, D.D., LL.D., who

bad for fourteen years been a resident of the
Holy L^d, recently delivered a graphic lecture
in the Ulster Hall, Belfast, on “ Jernsalem and
^8 Temple; with Notices of the remarkable
Excavations now being made by English Engi-
neers. The lecture was delivered under the
auspices of the Masonic body, and the object
was to raise funds for carrying out the excava-
tions now being made by the Royal Engineers
under the patronage of her Majesty, with a view
to the discovery of the ruins of the Temple. The
hall was fairly filled, and the attendance was in-
flnential. A great many members of the Brother-
hood, who wore the insignia of the Order, were
in attendance. Sir Charles Lanyon, M.P., archi-
tect, Deputy Provincial Grand Master, was voted
to the chair.

C
of the enormous substructure

i

of the Temple, Dr. Porter said It is, doubt-
less, to these substructions the sacred writer

Aue span Ol eacn
I hfiglt ahoT. the betlon of the Tvropoion »as '""sTt”Th.a .tiipendon. bndje would bear flvourable eoiapari.on
with Bome of the nobleat works of the present centuryCan we wonder that, when the Queen of Sheba saw itthere was no more spirit left in her ?' " ’

The lecture closed with a stirring appeal for
aid to the Exploration Fund.

THE STAGE,

Theatre Royal Covent Garden.—The Oriental
tronpe of acrobats and jugglers, brought all the
way from Delhi and Lucknow, scarcely suit the
large stage and antecedents of Covent Garden.
Some of their feats are nevertheless clever: two
of the men, one in ascending a tall cane, and the
other in propelling himself, in a kneeling position,
along a slack rope, use their toes to grip with as
ccrapletely as their fingers. The pantomime,
‘Babes in the Wood,” maintains its popularity.
In most respects it is the best of the season by far
and includes three scenes of remarkable beauty’
painted by Mr. Matt. Morgan and Mr. Hawes
Craven. The scene called the Realms of White
Diamond, with its delicate colouring, figures in
white armour, fountain of water, and intermit-
tent flashes of light, has seldom been surpassed
in elegance. The final arrangements for the
transfer of the Royal Italian Opera House to Mr.
Mapleson will be made, we understand, on Mon-
day next. Mr. Frederick Gye will of coarse
have to receive a large sum of money. We mast
confess we do not view the arrangement as a
subject for congratulation. We lose an opera-
house and we lose the services of Mr. Gye—
always a gentleman,

’

Op(?ra-7totise, Langham-place .

—

Mr. German Reed has strengthened his company
greatly by the engagement of Mdlle. Liebhart
who, as the heroine of Aober’s “Ambassadress,”
sings and acts to the great pleasure of the
audience

; Mr. Wjlford Morgan, Mr. C. Lyall,
and Mr. & Mrs. Aynsley Cook efficiently support-
ing her. Madame D'Este Fiulayson deserves a
separate word of praise for her personation of
the rival prima donna. “ The Contrabandista ”

on one night, and “ Ching Chow Hi ” on another,

,

THE PROPOSED ENLARGEMENT OP THE
LIVERPOOL FREE LIBRARIES.

The proceedings of the Library, Muaentn, and
Educational Committee of the Town Council
last week comprised a report from Mr. E. R.
Robson, architect and surveyor, on the proposed
enlargement of the Free Library building. The
report stated that the total cost of a new read-
ing-room of a circular form, as best fitted for
thorough supervision, and other improvements,
including a corridor of communication with tho
new building, and projected improvements in the
Gallery of Art, would be about 60,000J., irrespec-
tive of land and furniture

; but that this sum
would not be required for some years, and that
the portion now necessary would be that
for accommodating Mr. Gower’s gallery, re-
ceutly bequeathed to the town, and which would
cost about 18,3707. The sanction of the council
to expend this sum was therefore asked by the
committee, as well as their approval of the
plans, Mr,_ Picton moved the confirmation of
the proceedings, the enlargement having already
been decided on by the council

;
but objection

was made ou a point of order, as no previous
notice of the proposed expenditure had been
given, which Mr. Picton said was no fault of his,

' although he was aware that the object in post-
poning the motion was to shelve the project
altogether. After some discussion, the proposal
was ultimately withdrawn for the present.

GAS.

At a public meeting held in the Vestry-hall,
Kmg’s-road, St. Pancras, for the purpose of
considering the gas supply of London, and for
taking steps to obtain a considerable redactionm the price of gas, the following resolution was
adopted : First, to petition Parliament against
the various Gas Bills promoted by the thirteen
companies now seeking to create a perpetual
monopoly in gas

; secondly, to secure good gas
at 2s. 9d. per 1,000 cubic feet, and the repeal of
the odious Amalgamation Act of I860; and,
thirdly, to petition Parliament in favour of the
Bill promoted by the corporation of London, to
supply 18-candle gas at 3s. 6d. per 1,00U cubic
feet, and also in favour of a public Bill to place
the supply of gas throughout the kingdom under
the control of the local authorities.
The Redhill Gaslight Company have had their

annual meeting. The report says, “ The price
of gas was reduced to 5s. 6d. per thousand cubic
feet, from January, 1867, but owing to tho in-
creased nnmber of consumers, the revenue shows
that the reduction has stimulated consumption

;and this fact leads the directors to hope that at
a very early period the price may be still fur-
ther reduced.” A dividend of 8 per cent., free
of income-tax, was declared.
The Crowle Gas Company have declared a

dividend of 10 per cent. This has been the case
for many years, and it is now considered to be
high time that a liberal reduction was made to
consumers, as Ss. lOd. per thousand is evidently
more than a just or proper price.
The receipts of the Stockport Borough Gas-

works in 1864, when the price was 4a. per
1.000 ft., amounted to 14,4717. 5a. 4d.; in 1867,
when the price was reduced to 83. 6d. per 1,000

,
the receipts were nearly doubled, the sum re-
ceived m that year being 18,6607. 128. 7d. Mr.
Jacques, the local gas engineer, states that
within the last year 6j miles of piping have been
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laid
;
that 17 new street-lamps have been fixed

and lighted ;
that an increase of 343 public lamps

has been supplied; and that 116,994,500 cubic

feet of gas had been manufactured during the

year 1867, being an increase of eight millions

over the year 1866.

The gasworks at Ticehurst have been opened.

Mr. Porter, of Lincoln and London, erected the

works, at a coat of 1,680Z., on a portion of land

near the tollgate. The shareholders calculate to

receive at the end of the first year interest on

their money at the rate of about 7 per cent.

The newest and most useful gas appartuses are

said to bo employed in the erection.

MR. PEABODY’S GIFT TO THE POOR
OP LONDON.

The annual statement of the trustees for the

year 1867 shows that the original fund has been

increased by rents and interest on unexpended

capital to the extent of 20,0421. 63. 4d., making

the sum total at the end of December, 1867,

170,0421. 6a. 4d. The total population in all the

buildings erected by the trustees is 1,583.

The cost of land and buildings at Spitalllolds is

27,216Z. lls. 3d.; the gross rents from which for the

year amounted to IjOSOi. lls. 8d., and after deducting

36i)Z. 189. lOd. for working expenses, insurance, taxes,

alterations and repairs, there remains a net return of

600?. 12 b. lOd.

At Islington the amount invested in land and buildings

is 40,397?. 2b. Id., and the gross rents for the year were

1,699?. 7 b. Cd., deducting 699?. 13a. for working expenses,

taxes, insurance, alterations and repairs, there remains a

net return of 999?. 14s. 6d.

The investment in laud and buildings at Shadwell is

44,972?. 3 b. Id., and the gross amount of rents was

1,288?. 138. 6d. (the dwellings being but partially occu-

pied), and after deducting 840?. 17a. 9d. for working

expenses, insurance, taxes, alterations, improvements, and
repairs, there remains a net return of 447?. ISs. 8d.

According to the intention of Mr. Peabody,

his second donation of lOO.OOOJ. will be available

for objects of the trust in July, 1869.

Is the gift benefiting “ the poor of London ?
”

Well, that will be a very proper subject for

inquiry.

TEE CONDITION OP THE NEIGEBODR-
nOOD OP THE SHADWELL PEABODY
BUILDINGS.

Sin, I do not know upon whom lies the blame of the

horrible state of the ways about the above four costly

structures, whether on the parish of Shadwell, the Lime-
honse District Board of Works (which includes the parish

of Shidwell), or on the Metropolitan Board of Works,
but probably upon all three. There is filth of the mud-
diest character ;

in one way, mountain$ of mud! There
are other abominations (as patched up cowhouses, &e.) by
the dozen. It really seems a shame when so many millions

are being spent by the Central Board, thatthis part of Lon-
don should be lett as it is. It would not take a very larg^e

sum to make a level road in continnation of Qlamis-road,

through that vile Sun Tavern gap, to come out exactly

opposite the end of llardinge-street. Tliree very old poor
houses, 161, 162, and 163, High-street, Shadwell, would
require removing, and at the other end two houses, Nos.
4 and 6, St. James’s-terrace. The few intermediate build-

ings are of no great value, but must of course come down.
When a man like Mr. Peabody docs such good work the

parishes should strive to meet liim in goodness.
Xfo attempt, however, seems to be made. If the site

of the two houses I have named in St. James’s-
terrace were the line of road, there would be
a clear way from Charrington’s brewery, Mile-end, to

Crane-wharf, Wapping ; that is, if the small block at the
top of Hannibal-road, Mile-end, were removed. The
present opening from Suu Tavern Gap to St. Mary's
Chnrch should be built on, and a new opening made three
houses further east. This is a local matter, sir, but yet
not local. The question is, shall the neighbourhoods of
Mr. Peabody’s prmcely gifts be left as disgraceful os they
can be, or shall they not ? Sceingafew days since a report
for the year 1867 of Mr. Peabody’ donations, I went down
to see the Shadwell buildings, which cost 45,000?., and I

send you the above notes for publication if you tbiuk they
will do good. A WANDEItBB.

tkeir stead, thus ventilatiug tko churcb, and

rendering its interior visible from the chnrch-

yard.

Tho interior of the narthex is divided into

three compartments by two transverse arches of

two orders. The mouldings of these archways

are of the same character as those of the ex-

ternal doorway, and rest on foliaged capitals

which surmount sixteen polished shafts, alter-

nately of green marble and red serpentine
;
the

vaulting of the central compartment is quadri-

partite, and the two lateral compartments are

tnnnel vaulted ;
the ribs in all three compart-

ments are deeply moulded ;
round the three sides

of each of the lateral compartments runs a stone

bench, and between these seats and the vaulting

the walls are diapered, the pattern being taken

from the spandrels of the nave arches of West-

minster Abbey. At each end of the narthex is a

cross-shaped opening (shown in the exterior

view). These are glazed, with a cross of ruby

glass, having a crown above, and with the legend

underneath “ Christi criui est mci lui'.”

The nave is entered from the narthex through

swing-doors, covered with chocolate baize, and

with large plate-glass panels. These doors open

both ways, or are folded back and secured within

the thickness of the western wall. The interior

corresponds in richness with the porch. The
western facade of the interior is framed, so to

speak, in tho arched roofing rib glowing with

gold and colour of the half-principal against it,

which arched roofing rib is supported, like all

tho others in the nave, by shafts extending from

the roof to the pavement. This arch encloses

the rose window, which is shown in the exterior

view. This is filled with thirteenth- century-

stained glass,—a memorial to tho late Lord

Ashburton, and the gift of his widow. Below
the window is an arcade, supported by shafts of

polished serpentine, and backed by slabs of

polished Sicilian marble, intended to contain

monumental inscriptions.

The two spandrels between the rose window
and the string-course above the arcading is

enriched by rosettes, each consisting of a large

central boss of emerald glass cut into facets on
the back, surrounded by eight pear-shaped

bosses of ruby and emei’ald glass alternately, the

whole set in a frame of stone carved and gilt.

These carry down and balance the colour of the

rose window. Beneath this arcade is a larger

one of five openings, of which the central and
largest encloses the doorway. All the plain por-

tions of the western wall and of the side walls

are diapered like the narthex.

The nave consists of four compartments
5
tho

gilt fillets of the rolls, between which they are

placed. The chancel arch fills irp the whole

width of the nave, and its springing is at the

same level as that of the arch-roof ribs with

which it is also concentric. All the windows,

both of nave and chancel, spring from tho same

level : the more prominent fillets of the mould-

ing of tho chancel arch are also gilt.

The organ and choir are accommodated in the

easternmost compartment of the nave, which

thus serves as a chorus cautorum.

The sacrarium is circular in plan : its pave-

ment is a reproduction, with slight modifications,

in glazed green and chocolate tiles, of one of the

concentric labyrinths (called Heavenly Jeru-

salems) which so frequently occur in the pave-

ments of the early French cathedrals.

The arrangement of the apse is fully shown in

the engraving. It will be seen that the capitals

of its vaulting -shafts are on the same level as

those of its window mnllions, as in the apsidal

chapels of the cathedrals of Beauvais and

Treves. The fillets and pellets in the vaulting

ribs are gilt, and tho foliage of the bosses, &c.,

picked ont with gilding, as also the most pro-

minent fillets of the chancel-arch mouldings.

The five windows of the chancel are filled with

stained glass copied from Mans and Auxerre.

Beneath the windows is an arcade of three

openings in each of the five bays. The three

under the central window form the reredos, and

are filled up with glass mosaic by Powell. The
remaining twelve form sediliao, encircling the

apse as in the early basilica3. These sedilim are

backed by slabs of polished marble. The shafts

are of Californian marble,—a new and beautiful

material diaphanous, and resembling the so-

called Algerian agate.

The pulpit, which is of wood, is shown in the

engraving. It is entered from the vestry. Its

sides are recessed into five sunk panels, each

filled with scroll-work and foliage in gilt metal,

designed and treated as metal. All the bench
ends are similarly treated.

The eagle is of brass, with a jewelled crown
and collar. The character of tho font is rich.

Prom a circular step of polished black marble,

4 ft. 6 in. ^ide and 7 in. high, rises a polished

circular plinth of the same material, on which
stands a black marble shaft, with eight smaller

shafts of Californian marble clustered round it.

The bases and foliaged capitals of these eight

shafts are gilt. On the capitals rests the bowl
of the font—an octagonal block of polished

black marble, each face of which is a perfect

square. Into the centre of each square is sunk

a jewelled rosette of gilt bronze, similar in

greater portion of one of these is shown on tho
;

character to thoso in the spandrel under the rose

left-hand of tho interior view. Each compart- i
window ; a border of smaller jewels, emerald and

ment contains three similar lancet lights. ^ ruby alternately, each in a gilt cup-shaped

Beneath these, and above the seats, the wall
,

setting, surrounds the four sides of each square,

surface of each compartment contains three I
And there is a row of similar and similarly set

panels of diaper, enclosed in glazed tile borders,
!

jewels, but larger, disposed vertically down the

designed for the purpose. The character of the
j

centre shaft of black marble between each pair

roof is seen in the interior view. All the prin-
!
of the smaller shafts. The idea of thus com-

cipals correspond with the half-principal shown !
bining coloured enamel) gilt bronze, and black

above the chancel arch. The arched ribs of the
j

marble, is taken from the tomb of Mary of

roof rest on roofing shafts carried down to the Burgundy, in the church of Our Lady at Bourges.

ST. MARY’S, ITCHENSTOKE.

The recently consecrated Church of St. Mary
the Virgin, at Itchenstoke, in the valley of the

Itchen, about five miles east of Winchester, con-

sists of a narthex, vaulted and roofed with Bath
stone, a nave of four compartments, and an
apsidal chancel vaulted in stone. Tho exterior

view shows the western facade and the outside

of the narthex, with the southern flank, the

bell-turret, and a portion of the chancel. The
shafts of the western doorway are of red Mans-
field, and tho capitals of grey Mansfield, as is

also the statue of the Good Shepherd in the

niche above. The narthex is entered through
sliding oak doors, ornamented with iron scroll-

work, lu fine weather these are pushed back,

and a sliding wrought-iron grille drawn out in

pavement : the ribs are 8 in. thick,

Prom the portion of one of them as shown
comparatively near to the eye, in the upper left-

hand corner of the engraving, it will be seen

that its profile consists of three filleted rolls,

separated by deep hollows, the latter filled in

with “ pellets.” The vaulting ribs are of the

same profile and width, but with greater depth.

The ground of tho panels is the natural tint

of the material (yellow piue), varnished but un-

stained. The principals are similarly treated,

but having been exposed to the weather for some
time before the building was covered in, are of a

darker tint.

The five-leaved flowers with which the panels

are “sown,” are purple, with white eyes and
margin, the latter carried between the leaves,

and all round them. The colouring of the rolls

and hollows, of the moulded stiles, separating

the panels, and also those of the ridges and
cornices, and of tho ribs, is from the old Cathe-

dral of Carcassione (St. Nazare), a good example
of the thirteenth century coloured decoration.

The fillets of tho rolls of the arched ribs and
of the ridge are gilt. The pellets with which
the hollow between them is decorated are

formed of spheres of pale yellow glass (blown

with cylindrical shanks for fastening into the

ribs), with metallic silver precipitated in their

interior. These pellets are, therefore, golden, and
have a lustre very valuable in ornaments thus

situated in a hollow, which lustre, however, does

no more than bring them up to the tone of the

The church contains thirty-two windows, all

of which are filled with stained glass
; the

capitals inside and outside are all different, and
are carved from natural foliage, duly conven-

tionalized to suit the material (Bath stone).

The bell tnrret contains two bells, which are

swung and rung by levers. The eight shafts at

its angles are of polished red Serpentine, and the

arch above inlaid with glazed tiles, green and
chocolate alternately ; the cross which surmounts
it is topped with gilt buttercup-leaves, and the
cock is from La Sainte Chapelle. The cresting

of the nave roof is of buttercup-leaves ; that of

the chancel has also its upper tier of leaves of

the same character, the two lower tiers being

from exotic types of foliage
;
the roofing is of

purple and green grey slates disposed in

patterns.

The principles on which the architect claims

to have designed this church are as follows :

—

1. That in designing a church the paramount
object to be kept constantly in view should be to

obtain the highest possible inierior effect, treat-

ing the exterior composition as altogether sub-

servient to that of the interior, and not to

sacrifice one jot of tho dignity or nnity of the

interior effect in order to break the exterior into

picturesquely disposed masses, or to spend money
on any merely external features, such as spires or

pinnacles, until a splendid interior has been fully

provided for. 2. That the most effective position

for the entrance to a chnrch is the west end
;
and

that in our inclement climate it is always
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desirable that a western porch or narther ahonld
be interposed between the anditorinni and the
outer door. A veatibnle is invariably deemed
indispensable in the case of pnblic rooms in-
tended for secnlar naes, and they are certainly
not less requisite for places of pnblic worship,
where attendance in all weathers is deemed not
so much a matter of choice as of dnty. The
earliest Christian churches were almostinvariably
provided with a narthex.

Thirdly, that there are, as regards the interior
effect, certain principles of composition and
certain definite proportions of height to width
and length to height, which cannot be ignored
without most grievously falling short of the
maximum of msthetic effect of which the style is

capable, some of the principles of which are as
follow :

—

That the only form of roof, whether of stone
or timber, compatible with perfect Gothic, is

one apparently supported by a series of Gothic
arched ribs

; and that the height from the top of
the bench-ends to the springing of these arched
ribs sbonld (in interiors withont a clearstory)
be at least equal to the span of such arches

; and
that, in accordance with the principle of deco-
rative construction (which consists in providing
an apparent as well as an actual support to

every visible weight or thrust)
,
and to that of i

“vertical or pointed composition” (which re-
'

I quires that all horizontal lines should bo stopped
'

by preponderating vertical lines), that these'

;

arched riba should be supported by shafts
;

‘ extending without interruption from the rib to '

i

the pavement, and stopping all horizontal lines
i

I they meet; also that the length of the nave
j

should be at least twice its height, the latter
|

being measured from the pavement to the
vertices of the arched roof ribs.

That the chancel should possess every grace of
which the style is capable; that one of the
noblest and moat distinctive of these is loftiness
of proportion, and therefore that the modern
practice of making the chancel so much lower
than the nave should in all cases be avoided.
That such practice is also objectionable on other
grounds; for one of the chief aims in interior
effect shonld be to create an impression of length,
and this requires that the eye in I'anging east-
ward shonld nob be arrested by a dead wall-
space over the chancel arch, which space has,
moreover, in general a most eccentric contour :

thus the chancel arch should be carried to the
full height of the nave, and shonld fill np its

I

entire width : that it should have its springing

1

line at the same height, and shonld also be con-

centric with the arched ribs of the roof; that
the projection of the chaocel arch beyond the
side-walla of the chancel should be small as com-
pared with its projection beyond the walls of the
nave, whereby the eastern windows and altar are
rendered more visible from the body of the
church.

Also that the apse, when loftily proportioned
and vaulted in stone, is the most effective eastern
termination for a church ; but when of low pro-

portion, or ceiled otherwise than by atone vault-
ing, is merely a waste of force, and very inferior

I to the ordinary rectangular termination. Also

I

that it is most conducive to an effect of har-
I
mony and repose in the interior, to keep the
capitals or springing of the roofing shafts,

vanlting shafts, chancel arch, and of the nave
and chancel windows at the same level. And, in
conclusion, that all these principles admit of
being as fully carried out in a small parish
church (like the present example), as in a cathe-
dral.

The church has been built almost entirely at
the expense of the incumbent, the Eev. Charles

I Conybeare. Mr. Henry Conybeare was the archi-
:
tect. The chancel is intended as a memorial of
the late Mr. Markland, well known as an eccle-
Biologist.
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INSTITUTE OF BEITISH ARCHITECTS.
On Monday evening last Mr. George Grove,

Honorary Secretary to the Palestine Exploration
Committee, read a paper on the “Exploration of
Jerusalem and the Holy Land,” and in the course
of it described what had been lately done, with
which our readers are acquainted. It was pro-
posed, he said, to investigate the whole system of
sewerage and water supply in ancient Jerusalem,
and also that remarkable live rock, some 60 ft.

by 40 ft., which contained a cave in which Con-
stantine believed that our Lord was buried,
These explorations would doubtless be most in-
teresting to the members of the Institute of
Architects, for they would inevitably throw a
much-needed light on the history of a great era
of their art. Herod was a building Prince, and
Jerusalem was the great centre of his enterprise.
Among the questions which would arise to them
would be the following :—Did he employ Roman
workmen ? and if so, what influence did the
climate and customs of the country exercise on
the works of the builders ? The Palestine Ex-
ploration Fund was extending its work, and he
asked the assistance of the Institute to promote

TERRA COTTA.
THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

At the ordinary meeting of the Architectural
I Association held at the House, in Conduit-street,
on Friday evening (the Slat ult.), the president

1

(Mr. R. Phene Spiers) in the chair, a paper was
read by Mr. Gilbert R. Redgrave “on Terra
Cotta, and its Employment as a London Building
Material.” Having referred to the use of terra-

' cotta by the Egyptians 4,000 years ago, and by
the Greeks and Romans at later periods, Mr.
Redgrave proceeded to give a brief account of
the revival of its manufacture and employment

i in London. About the commeacement of the
I present century, Messrs. Croggan had an esta-
I blishment in Lambeth Marsh for the manu-
; facturo and sale of artificial stone ornaments

j

and a writer of the period described the process
as very similar to that which he had observed in
Mr. Chantrey’s workshops in modelling designs

I in clay, remarking that the durability of the
I material was fully equal to the ordinary kinds of
I atone

;
and that, in his opiuion, when the power

of the composition to resist the influence of the
^ weather was fully ascertained by a longer experi-
I ence, it would encourage a more general use of
it, and give employment to a higher class of

• workmen. The manufactory known as Croggan’s
I subsequently came into the hands of Mr. Coade

j

I but the terra-cotta used in the decoration of New
St. Pancras Church, in Euston - square, was

! executed by Messrs. C. & H. Rossi at a cost of
,4',300i. The capitals of the columns and antae,
land all the external ornamental enriched mould-
rings, &o., were of terra-cotta. Imitations of
I Greek tiles in terracotta were arranged along
I the coping of the side walls, as well as round the
i Circular part of the east end. The colossal
1 statues, females guarding the entrance to the
acatacombs, were of terra cotta formed in
ipieces, and connected together round pillars
fof cast-iron, which in reality supported the
lentablature. The whole of the exterior of
tSt. Pancras Church was faced with Portland
latone ashlar work, and the sharpness and fresh-
fiiess of the terra-cotta enrichments contrasted
ladvantageously, with the worn, bleached, and
idisintegrated appearance of the generality of
rbuikling stones used in London. Another
ibuildiug, in which terra-cotta had been em-
Iployed, was All Souls’ Church, Langham-place.
tXbu capitals of the columns here were supplied
jby Messrs. Coade, in 1822. The quaint basso-
;relievo inserted in the Haymarket front of the
irecently destroyed Opera House, was modelled
jhy Mr. Babb, the sculptor, in a substance
oalled “ Litbargolite,” or artificial stone. This
front was added to the old Opera House, by
IMr. Nash, in 1820, and the litbargolite ’was
dated 1821. There were, no doubt, many build-
ijngs in London of this date, the enrichments
[)f which were executed in terra-cotta. In the
;Btrnggle with the various cements which were
ilntrodnced at the commencement of the present
jBentury, and the object of which was to convert
rarick walls into sham cement, terra-cotta was
worsted, probably owing to the fact that, as the
loarly manufacturers aimed at assimilating their
rjroductions to stone, a mnch more perfect re-
lemblance could be obtained with stucco than
irith burnt clay

j and, in fact, the quality

which was now so much admired in terra-cotta,
namely, its colour was that which in the earlier
stages of its London career proved its ruin,
and hastened its downfall. That terra - cotta
could effectually resist exposureHo the atmo-
sphere in onr climate, was proved at Sutton-
place, near Guildford, a Tudor building, of the
most elaborate kind, the ornamental parts of
which were of red and white terra-cotta. This
house was built in 1539, by Richard Weston,
brewer to King Henry VIII. A still older ex-
ample, and within easy access of London, was
to be found in the roundels and coat of arms
inserted into the walls of Hampton Court Palace.
This terra-cotta, which was very hard, and of
a light red colour, had been fairly exposed
to our climate for 350 years, and was certainly
of a date coeval with the building. It had
been attributed to Master Georgione, who was in
this country at that time. Having said thus
much, how eminently terra-cotta was worthy of
extensive use in London ! Mr. Redgrave next
proceeded to point out the methods which he
had found moat desirable in preparing and ar-
ranging the material for the manufacturer.
These observations he divided into three heads,—1. Terra-cotta considered with reference to
the architect

J
2. With reference to the manu-

facturer
; and 3. With reference to the builder.

The quality which caused the architect most
trouble with regard to terra-cotta was its shrink-
age, whick varied from i in. to I^ in. in the foot.
In order to arrive at a fair conclusion as to the
scale of shrinkage, and at the same time to ob-
tain a genuine sample of the material, he had
found it advisable to prepare a plaster cast of
some simple ornament, and to deliver copies of
the same to the manufacturers invited to supply
the terra-cotta, requesting them to make a model
from the cast, and impressing upon them the
necessity of using an exact sample of the clay
which would be used for the whole of the work,
and to burn the clay blocks in various parts of
the kiln with the customary heat. These trial
pieces, together with the plaster cast, ought then
to be returned to the architect. Having before
him these samples, the architect could make his
choice and select the one which in colour, bard-
ness, and squareness of form seemed to be the
beet : he could then proceed, by a simple rule-
of-three sum, to ascertain the scale of shrinkage.
Assuming that the detail drawings of the terra-
cotta work for a large building had to be pre-
pared, he might add that, until the decimal
system was introduced into England, there was
no scale more intelligible and satisfactory for
details than ^ in. to 1 in., or 1} in. to the foot, and
to this scale the small-sized terra-cotta drawings,
showing the relative position of the block, should
be prepared. With regard to the size of the
blocks, it was impossible to produce them be-
yond a certain limit of dimension on account of
the difficulty of manipulation in the manufac-
ture and of the danger of imperfection in the
firing, but he thought the limit should be placed
at a contents of 4 cubio feet, or thereabouts.
This size would show the nature of the material
used, and avoid, on the one hand, the massiveness
of stone and on the other the pettiness of brick-
work. If these dimensions were exceeded the
blocks would twist and sag in drjing, and the
mouldings wonld lie uneven and defective. It
was also verydesirable that great accuracyshould
bo observed in the drawings for terra-cotta, as
otherwise the blocks might become absolutely
useless. With regard to designing ornaments
for terra-cotta work, the material in which the
design was wrought was so perfectly adapted to
the skill of the modeller that the highest effort of
the sculptor’s art might be obtaiued

; and in
cases where only a few copies of the work were
needed, they might be actually modelled in the
clay which was to be burnt, and thus the
artist’s own handiwork might be preserved.
When many copies were wanted, with good
moulds, and workmen who knew how to let the
clay alone after it had left the mould, a very
near approach to the sculptor’s own work might
be expected. Indeed, the approach was nearer
than in stone carving, where a weak resem-
blance to the model was obtaiued in a material
whose qualities and methods of making were so
essentially different from the sculptor’s clay,
that a sort of education in the art of interpreting
modelling into stonework was all important to the
stone-carver. The motto for the terra-cotta
modeller should be, “ Work in low relief and avoid
under-cutting.” Having considered terra-cotta in
reference to the manufacturer, Mr. Redgrave ex-
plained the steps taken at the Horticultural

|Gardens, South Kensington, to test the strength

of the material. A weight of 20^ tons had been
sustained by a column, under somewhat adverse
conditions, and ho had no doubt that a column
15 ft. high, and 1 ft. 6 in. in diameter would
carry a weight of 25 tons with greater and more
permanent safety than a cast-iron column or
core 8 in. in diameter and 1 in. thick. Advert-
ing next to the special advantages of the use of
terra-cotta in London, Mr. Redgrave contended
that it was eminently adapted to receive a.glaze,
and expressed a hope that enamelled terra-
cotta,—the Della Robbia ware of the old Italian,
times,— would be the material destined to
beautify and decorate the Loudon of the future.

,

In glazed terra-cotta was to be found the panacea
for all the evils which caused the failure or the
ill-success of our modern London architecture.
Victorian architecture relied to a very great ex-
tent upon colour for its enrichment and for its
effect. At present the costly city banks, public
buildings, and warehouses had, after a few
months of splendour, fallen a prey to soot. In-
deed, it was humiliating to think that, with the
exception of polished granite, every material
used in our metropolitan architecture succumbed
after a brief struggle to fogs, smoke, and London
atmosphere. If, however, good terra-cotta were
used, it would defy our climate, and, at the same
time, preserve that good rich colour which our
architecture so much wanted. Glancing, in,

conclusion, at the price of terra-cotta, Mr.
Redgrave remarked upon the discrepancy
which existed between the prices of the same
article from producers in different portiona
of the country. A variation of 200 per cent,
was by no means uncommon, and furnished a
convincing proof of the ignorance and uncer-
tainty which prevailed with reference to the
subject. The average price of terra-cotta in the
neigbbonrhood of London was from Is. to 8s.
per foot cube, and in the coal districts of Staf-
fordshire and the north it varied from 23 . to 5s.
per cube foot. He felt certain, however, that in
a few years terra-cotta of excellent quality,
made where coal and clay abounded, would be
sold in London at from la. 6d. to 28. 6d. per
foot in cases where a considerable number of
the blocks of each pattern were required. This
last proviso, however, was a very important
one, as regulating the price of terrra-cotta j
for one of the principal expenses of the manu-
facture consisted in the preparation of the
models and the moulds, and where only a small
number of blocks was required from any given
pattern the preliminary expenditure formed,
when divided, a heavy item in the ultimate cost
of each block. Terra-cotta ornamented work
contrasted very favourably with stone carving
in point of price,—the modelling being set down,
as the same in each case. In using stone it was
necessary to allow a large sum for the labour of
carving, while in the case of terra-cotta the only
labour consisted in forcing the clay into tha
mould and placing it in the kiln. In the South
Kensington Musonm there were exhibited two
ornamented mullions, one carved in stone and
the other executed in terra-cotta, The relative
prices were ascertained with accuracy, and the
resnlt was that the stone cost 5Z. 8s. and the
terra-cotta but 21. 3s.

Mr. Watson inquired whether it was nob the
practice to provide in shafts for columns a
chipping piece to meet the case of shrinkage.
In his opinion it would not bo desirable to place
a great weight upon terra-cotta pillars, but to
reserve it for light arcades, subdivison of arches,
and the like.

A member thought terra-cotta might be ad-
vantageously employed in decorating London
exteriors, but not for constructive purposes. In.
Northern Italy it was extensively used for orna-
mental purposes by letting it into the walls.
This subject, introduced by Mr. Redgrave, was
most interesting and important at a moment
when public taste was setting in favour of
colour, and when it was becoming more and
more necessary to devise something that would
defy the London atmosphere.

Mr. Perry saw no reason why burnt clay,
highly glazed, which was, in fact, majolica ware,
should not be extensively used, when bedded in
cement, for decorative purposes in street archi-
tecture.

Mr. Blashill said he would bo sorry to advocate
the use of terra-cotta in a decorative sense only,
and not as a material for construction. In his
opinion, terra-cotta was very suitable for the
decoration of brick buildings. He could see no
objection to the use of bright red bricks with
terra-cotta dressings, which could be washed
occasionally with a steam jet and hot water and
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soap, as was done in Paris. With regard to the

use of the material in pillars, he saw no objec-

tion to it, as he believed that if properly

made and fixed, a terra-cotta pillar would bear

a considerable weight with perfect safety.

Mr. J. D. Mathews observed, that few persons

were awai-e that terra-cotta had been used so

largely in the decoration of St. Pancraa Church

as Mr. Redgrave had described it to be, and

that the architectural student would hence-

forward examine the building with greater in-

terest. It seemed to him that the great objec-

tion to using^terra-cotta constructively, was to

be found in the difficulty of getting truly hori-

zontal lines in small blocks. This difficulty

would, he apprehended, be a drawback to its

general adoption. With regard to shrinkage,

however, he did not attach much weight to it,

as if proper drawings making doe allowance

for shrinkage were prepared, the difficulty could

be got over. Great care would, however, have

to be exercised in this respect, and also as re-

garded the firing of the blocks, otherwise the

architect would be dissatisfied, and the builder

could not get on with his work.

Mr. J. S. Quilter called attention to the im-

portance of insuring a uniform colour, as other-

wise the terra-cotta would look patchy. He
thought the architect ought not to be expected

to deal with the question of shrinkage ;
but

that it should be left to the potter, who was

naturally better acquainted with the matter.

A member said that the deeper the clay was

got the less would be the shrinkage.

Mr. Canning (Messrs. Gibbs & Canning, of

Tamworth), stated, that as a maker of terra-

cotta, who could bear practical testimony to

its great strength, the white sorts were made

from fine clay of the purest description and

texture, and free from iron, and admitted of

the hardest burning, while at the same time

it exhibited the minimum of shrinkage.

The Chairman.—Could not the figures at St.

Pancraa Church be made able to support the

weight of the entablature without the iron

columns inserted in the interior ?

Mr. Canning.—I think they could.

The Chairman, commenting upon the value

of the paper read, as emanating from a person

who had had much experience in the use of

terra-cotta at South Kensington, observed that

in the buildings in Northern Italy which had

been referred to, iron supports were unneces-

sary, as the pillars were used only for light

arcades, and had no great weight upon them.

There were, he thought, two great advantages

in the use of terra cotta. The first was that

its lasting and durable properties exceeded

those of stone ;
and the second was, that the

highest artistic skill might be obtained at a

moderate price. He confessed he should have

liked to have heard more about the application

of it to London buildings, and a discussion of the

question as to whether it should be used merely

in an ornamental and not in a constructive

sense. He hoped, however, that should it be

generally introduced it would not be in the shape

of a glazed covering for buildings, for which our

climate was wholly unfitted. In the few cases in

which polished stone was used in London build-

ings reflection, and not light, was the result.

Mr. Redgrave said that so far as crushing

weight was concerned terra-cotta would compare

favourably with any building stone now in use.

It was, however, to a certain extent a treacherous

material, as if a piece were imperfectly fixed it

might endanger the safety of the portion of the

building in which it was used. At the sametime, in

discussing its advantages and disadvantages as a

building material, it would be necessary to bear

in mind that the manufacture was still in a crude

and unsatisfactory state, and that eventually it

would probably be brought to such a state

of perfection, that iron supports might be en-

tirely done away with. With regard to the

Italian buildings in which he had seen it em-

ployed, it was used in small pieces on flat

surfaces, and had not any weight to support.

If, however, the material were to be so per-

fected in the manufacture as to come into

general use, the architecture might be tempered

to it. With respect to the question raised by

Mr. Quilter as to whether the architect should

prepare the drawings for the terra-cotta, and

make them so as to provide for shrinkage, he

saw no reason why he should not do so when the

amount of shrinkage could be ascertained to a

nicety.

A member observed that, whatever difference

of opinion might exist as to the merits of terra-

cotta as a decorative or as a constructive mate-

rial, there could not, he fancied, be any with

reference to its applicability to the interior

decoration of buildings,—as, for instance, in halls,

corridors, staircases, and public rooms. The

room in which the members were then assembled

and which always struck him with amazement

as a type of what British architects were able

to do under severe pressure, might be greatly

improved if a band or string-course of terra-cotta

enrichments were carried under the cornices, or

if the windows (which were now nothing better

than glazed holes) were ornamented by its

agency. He found, however, that in this case,

as in all other innovations, no matter how simple

or obvious, the client and the architect would be

met by the old cry of expense, which was always

cropping np whenever we went a quarter of an

inch out of the beaten track.

The Chairman remarked that the new town-

hall of Berlin was built of terra-cotta and brick.

It was a building of enormous size, and the

Prussian Grovernment had resolved that it should

be composed exclusively of those two materials.

MONUMENTAL.

At a recent meeting of the Doncaster Town
Council, designs were received from Messrs. J.

Athron, W. Potter, and T. & C. Anelay for a

monument to be placed over the grave of the

late Mayor (Mr. H. Woodmansey). The com-

mittee recommended the design, No. 2 upon the

sheet, furnished by T. & 0. Anelay. It was

stated that the height of the monument would

be 10 ft., and its cost 481., which came just

within the limit of the sum specified. The re-

commendation of the committee was, therefore,

adopted.

A monument to the late Mr. Jackson, of

Bradford, has been erected in Undercliffe Ceme-

tery, under the ash tree where the remains were

buried. From a pedestal of Bolton stone rises

a shaft of the same material, clear and close in

the grain, presenting four faces, pointed and

carved in the common Gothic style. These

faces are separated from each other by four

small columns of polished red or Peterhead

granite ; and the whole culminates in a short

pyramidal spire, closely covered with inverted

leaves. The inscription states that the deceased

was “ composer of the oratorios ‘ Deliverance of

Israel from Babylon,’ ‘ Isaiah,’ and other musical

works and that the “ monument is erected by

the Bradford Festival Choral Society in affec-

tionate memory of him, their first conductor.”

Messrs. Stake & Co., of Bradford, executed the

monument.

kitchen, but the fire was kept from the main

building by the use of the Hall fire-engine, sup-

plied from a pond, and other means.

By the fall of the wall of a warehouse at

Brighton, a child has been killed. The recent

gale, it is said, had previously brought down a

portion of the walls of the same building.

At Scarborough recently a man was killed by

the fall of a chimney belonging to a new building.

At the coroner’s inquest the jury, after examining

several witnesses, including the borough sur-

veyor, the architect of the buildings, one of the

workmen employed with the deceased man, and

a surgeon, returned a verdict of ‘‘Manslaughter

against John Land, the builder of the house in

which the accident occurred.” This verdict was

repudiated by the coroner; and the jury, after

being locked up for some time, embodied their

conclusions in the following form :

—

“ That the death of Henry Moore was cansed by the

fall of a chimney of the house in which be was working oa

Saturdar, February 1, 1863. From the evidence that hM
been brought before the jury, they are of opinion that the

fall of the said chimney was owing to the culpable

eence and di-regard of John Land, the builder of the

house, to certain conditions required by the Soarborouga

Local Board in consideration ol the safety of life and pro-

perty The jury attached to this their verdict their ear-

nest opinion and conviction that the conditions required,

by the Local Board are not sufficiently exacting and p^-
ticular, especially with regard to the inspection ot build-

ings during their erection; and the jury strongly recom-

mend that increased power be given by the Board to *beir

surveyor or some other officer for the purpose And, with

regard to the building in question, the jury further express

their opinion, that it is not only desirable, but absolutely

necessary, for the future safety of the public, that that

building be further and fully inspected on the authority of

the Board by one or more efficient surveyors; and that

Mr Land shall be definitely required to complete the

building (if *1 •«)
nally approved by the Board, ot

thereof as the Board may approve."
such modifications

MANCHESTER TOWN HALL
COMPETITION.

The designs for the new town-hall submitted

by the selected architects are now being hung

in the present town-hall. All the available wall-

space in the hall, as well as two additional

screens placed across it, will be required to

arrange them in a satisfactory manner. It is

matter for regret that a better-lighted room has

not been chosen. Messrs. Donaldson and Street

will assist the committee in making the selection.

STYLES NOT INVENTED,

gni,—It is extraordinary that a man so well

acquainted with the history of architecture as

TVTr. Fergnsson, should have fallen into the error

of supposing it possible to ” invent ” a new style.

No style of architecture has ever been ‘ in-

vented,” but has always developed, and, what is

more remarkable still, is the fact that now styles i

have always arisen from copying the works of a ,

former age, exactly what Mr. Fergnsson finds

fault with architects doing at the present time.

Whence came the Grecian architecture ?—from

copying the works of theEgyptians. Tbe^man?
from copying the Grecian. The Byzantine and

i

Romanesque ?—from the Roman. And what is

Gothic architecture but a development of the

Romanesque ?
. ,

Now, in each of these oases the style was for

many years only ‘‘ oopywork.” By degrees, after

centuries of toil, the new style became gradually

"developed,” and this development generally

took from three to four hundred years. In the

case of the Gothic style, it took over six htm-

dred years. The earliest Romanesque buildings

were erected about the sixth century, and

Pointed architecture did not developo itself into

a new style till the thirteenth century.

Now, if Mr. Fergnsson could live for five or six

hundred years he might create a new style. I

have the greatest possible respect for Mr. Fer-

gusson, and I think he has done much for archi-

tecture, but I can hardly wish him to live long

enoueh to ” invent a new style.”
® H. W. Beewee.

ACCIDENTS.

In the vestry of the Priory Church, at

Malvern, an explosion of gas has taken place;

the clerk having inconsiderately taken a lighted

candle to discover the spot where an obvions

escape of gas was ocenrring. The vicar, clerk,

and verger were all injured by the explosion,

and damage done to the floor, the organ, and

other property to the extent of more than

lOOZ. A similar explosion, it will be recollected,

took place at Ripley Church a week or two ago.

St. David’s Church, Merthyr, took fire the

other day in the roof from the old grievance, an

over-heated stove flue. There was some diffi-

culty in patting out the fire by means of fire-

hose. The church was flooded, and the molten

lead fell amongst the people as they rushed out

wildly, and were arrested by the difficulty of

getting through the doors, which opened in-

wards.

THE DISPOSAL OP SEWAGE QUESTION.

Sir _In the very neat summary you gave m
the Builder last week of several ways of dealing

with town sewage, you mentioned a pamphlet

by Mr. Slagg, " On the Principles of Town

Drainage,” in which ho says that towns ought,

for the purpose of disposing of their sewage, to

be individualized and nob combined, as has been

often put forward as being the best way of

getting out of the difficulty that has been

recently thrown upon the towns in the

Thames Valley, and will be repeated, probably,

all over the country where rivers are polluted by

town sewage. In addition to the reasons thereii

set forth for this individual mode of dealing with

the subject, I think another may be statod.

Surely, sir, we, the town surveyors of England

if authorised to carry out our own ideas of bofl

A fire ias oconrpca at Wynyard Hall, near to get oar towns oat of this diffloulty, conld anc

Stockton, the seat of Earl Vane, from a beam, it would qniokly do it. We have not all had snffi

is believed, getting ignited in a chimney ot the oient eiporience to nndertnke this work witl

servante' ap^menta. The roof teU into the
i

confidence, but I am sere those who have nol
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jnld readily acknowledge ib, and make way for

id aasist those who have.

If it be thought better to have our plans eub-

ittedto a standard authority before being put

practice, by all means let it be so. The Presi-

mt of the Institution of Civil Engineers, Mr.

awlinson, or some other gentleman of eminence,

onld quickly detect anything wrong in principle

' detail in the plans submitted to him. On the

her hand, wo should have the advantage of any

5W idea of any value that might be broached

ling pub into train for a practical trial, and

timately the country would gain by such a

iurse.

It will hardly be contended by any disinterested

an that we ought to rest satished with the pre-

nt practice of town drainage as a final measure
' sanitary science. And I think we ought, at

le outset, before we are further committed to

finciples which may not prove to be the best, to

itablish what ought to be done, both in principle

id practice.

I acknowledge the value of the information

ioited by the Royal Commissioners lately, but

do not think their “ conclusions ” ought to be

molnsive. By leaving the work of disposing of

le sewage to the town surveyors, with the ad-

intage of a reference to, and consultation with,

imo eminent engineer, we shall more quickly

Tive at the best thing to be done than by any

rher means. A Town Sukveyob.

ARCHITECTS’ FEES IH COMPETITION.

i8ia,—1 bee to hand yon the following advertiaemenh

liich has this morning appeared in one of the looa^

•inta, ibinking that, ae a specimen of the sublime

••pieuce of the Sculooates guardians, it may be somewhat

ousing to your professional readers ;

—

“ Sculooates 'Onion.—To Architects.—The guardians of

10 above union, being desirous of making certain altera-

ons and additions in the workhouse, will, on Tuesday

;it, be prepared to receive tenders, stating for what sum
'chitectiiral plans of such proposed alterations and addi-

ons will be prepared . The premises may be viewed, and

structions for plana received from the committee, who
ill he in attendance at the workhouse, from ten to

velve o’clock on Thursday neit. The tenders must be

•iliverod,” So.
Among the number of those who profess and call them-

•Ives arcliitects, how many will be found with virtue

eak enough to yield to this remarkably tempting invita-

jn to self.sacriiice is yet to be seen.
EisGaroH Hull.

( GREENOCK HARBOUR AND DOCK.

fiiB,—Many of your readers have doubtless applied for

B “particulars" respecting the proposed dock and
mbour at Greenock. 1 have done so, and the pardculars
Qt are so inconsistent that I find it impossible to define

Hat is really required. The instructions require two
Hal harbours or wet docks (but do not say which) ; also

ijraving dock, sea walls, and embankments, togetherwith
.'uway communication ; whereas the sections of the Har-
r nr Act to which competitors are referred only authorize

s construction of one small dock (according to the
nondaries therein defined) and the graving • dock
la given position

;
the instructions also authorizing its

iiing placed in another position, if the competitor can
ow “ valid reasons ’’ for doing so.

bFhe instrnctions and the clauses of the Act appear so

nonsieteDt with each other, and other discrepancies being
ddent between the former and the plan furnished, I ap-
ded to the clerk for further particulars, but can get no
/ply. I should feel obliged by these facts being made
Lblio, because they lead me to believe that the compe-
idou may not he a bona fide one, or worth wasting time
30D. C. £.

GREAT BELLS : WOBURN NEW
CHURCH, &c.

iSra,—Mr. Walesby, ito whoso general campanologies^
iwwledge I would pay all due respect, thinks that a new
1 II of 65 owt., St Woburn, Beds, will be the heaviest

warisb" one. I venture to doubt this, by faneying that
rere may be several latent heavy bells of little more than
ilisl cognizance and fame

;
as even that of Sherborne ap-

rars to have been but little publiclyknown tilliately. There,
It.least, ma», forty years ago, a statement of a bell at

f«e parish church in Gloucestershire, weighing 8,000 lb.

rere is a village tenor of six in Oxfordshire, I am pretty

ti'lain near 'Witney (else Banbury), undoubtedly weigh-
i?fifty-«tj cwt. ;

also one at the fine church of Felmer-
Jiam, Beds, believed on good authority to weigh 60 cwt.
liime correspondents might, doubtless, elucidate these or
fuer examples, to Mr. 'Walesby’s satisfaction also.

'hCho “laucy” of a great bell for a little town, under
VOO inhabitants, is of course a lawful one, which none
M entitled to cavil at. This same new church at Woburn
aasessee, however, so strange a tale—perhaps utterly
prprecedented— and involving, at first at least, much

feeling, that it may invite notice from the mere sin-

Isilarity ot the case, little as may be the likelihood of
luBurreuce of a similar astonishiug “ blunder."
[hrhe popular old church, built by the last abbot of
sloburn, was a pretty one, and a great favourite of the
Hesent duke’s esteemed grandfather, who liberally and
teitefully urnamented it. It was pulled down, against the
ucong wishes, regretful murmurings, and some “ memo-
ills " (his present Grace being, unhappily, an absentee)
ththe inhabitants—Churchmen and Dissenters

;
and, after

sacrificed (with a handsome neighbouring parson-
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age), it was discovered that there was not roow where they
had calculated on rebuilding !— too justly styled by the

old inhabitants a “cruel blunder.’’ This necessitated
building at some distance, leaving, instead of a time*
honoured existing church, a dreary “waste," bating the
old tower, and a new "sepulchral chapel,’’ rendered also

necessary through their “ mauagement," in the centre of
the little old town, at which any “Rip van Winkle ’’ of the
old “ coaching ” days might almost discredit the evidence
of his senses.

A few years ago, it was stated in the Builder,
that the “ poorest almehouses in England ’’ were supposed
to be, now, those at Woburn, founded by the Bedford
family, though in “exchange" for some charity lands
bequeathed by others long before, in which twelve poor
inmates receive one shilling a week each, not augmented
in about a century, and without other perquisites. The
case seemed more regrettable, as there are several well if

not excellently endowed almshouses in neighbouring
towns. These poor almsfolk at Woburn will now have the
common privilege of hearing the “ great bell but. might
they not be more grateful for a few additional shillings a
week each, than even living nndcr ite sound, however
otherwise imposing ? 'Y'kbus.

CROSSINGS.

8ir,—Much having been lately said about the applica*
tion of bridges aud tunnels for the convenience of foot-

passengers at the crowded thoroughfares, it strnck me
that lilts might be advantageously employed for the pur*
ose. It is not worth while for me to enter into details

;

ut I hope an engineer will take up the idea, for I am
persuaded that there are no objections which might not be
surmounted by ingenuity and perseverance. A bridge,
with lifts in the form of the letter H, would occupy less

space, and the fatigue of climbing stairs be avoided. The

f

iolicemen already stationed at such crossings could regn-
ate the maobinery, so as to secure the preponderance of
the descending party. Pedestrians would then walk into
the box contHining, say six, be rsised to the level of the
bridge, walk across, and in turn by their weight, assist in

raising the ascending followers. Clbbichs.

COMPARATIVE ALTITUDES.
Sia,— It is very satisfactory to see the question of

“ comparative altitudes " treated practically by vour cor-
respondents “A. J." and “B. B.,”who have done good
service by their communications.

I hope, and believe, I am giving utterance to the feel-

ings of many, when I express my own sense of gratitude
for these contributions, and give an assurance that it

would be a matter for regret if thesubject were allowed to
rest there. May I bo excused if I also express ray own
opinion that the observations would be really valuable for
scientific purposes, as well as for certain practical opera-
tions, if some common datum were agreed upon and
adopted throughout the country. It must be evident to
all persona directly and indirectly concerned that this

should be the mean level of the sea.

Anxious not to trespass too much on your space, I will

restrict myself to one or two suggeaiiona of the aiivantage
of such a course. To many geological students who have
not time and opportunities to do much field-work, such
tables of comparative altitudes as those commenced by
“A. J." would be very valuable, having the sea-Jevel

datum. In the promotion of great sanitary improvements
such general levels would probably prevent many blun-
ders

;
and the same remark would apply in all cases where

land drainage on a large scale is contemplated.
With most of the remarks of “B. B." in your last

number 1 entirely agree
;
but would proclaim the import-

ance of uniformity in taking the altitudes, and the adop-
tion of a common datum. “ B. B.” rather objects to the
term “ mean level of the sea," as being ambiguous

;
and I

beg, therefore, to suggest, that the uniform datum should
be the average low-water level, which is adopted as the
zero in all Admiralty as well as land and estuary surveys on
the eastern coast. JijxBS Wtatx.

METROPOLITAN BOARD OF WORKS.
A SPBCiAU meeting of this Board has been held for the

purpose of receiving a report from the Works and General
Purposes Committee on tbo subject of a draft bill with
reference to the loans and funds for carrying on the works
under the existing Thames Embankment and Mansion
House-street Acts, also the works for the Thames Em-
bankment approaches, the Chelsea Embankment, and the
Park-lane improvement, and to enable the Board to
charge in aid the rates of the metropolis and the general
properties of the Board under those Acts. Mr. Freeman,
in moving the adoption of the report, said that their

object was to get the necessary capital for the working,
and that at the lowest possible per-centage. They bad
sufficient capital to pay for the net cost. If they could
get the guarantee of the Government, they would be able
to raieo the money at a lower per-centage. A short dis-

cussion followed, in the course of which it was stated that
the amount was 2

,
100,

000 /. Upou the resolution being

r

mt, twenty members voted for it and three against,—the
alter being Messrs. Healey, Koebe, and 8. Taylor.

ST. PANCRAS INFIRMARY COMPETITION.

The Guardians of tbe poor of St. Paneras have pur-
chased, for4,2(tt1i.,foar acres of land, situated at Highgate,
between the Small Pox Hof'pital and the Cemetery, for

(he purpose of building an infirmary for the poor of the

parish distinct from the workhouse, in accordance with
the provisions of the Metropolis Poor Act, 1867. The
competition for designs for the building, we are told, is

limited to a number of architects who have been accus-

tomed to design buildings of a similar class! For the
three best designs the Guardians off’er premiums of 150J.,

1001., and 801. The successful competitor, if required, is

to carry out the works lor the payment of 9001., less the

amount of premium
;
and this is to include all travelling

expenses and attendances, and the supply of all plans,

,

drawings, &c., that may be required, but he is not to be
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entitled to any premium or payment unless a substantial
contractor will undertake the work at a price not being
more than ten per cent, above the estimate accompanying
the design. Every part of the building is to be of the
plainest design consistent with the same being tboronghly
substantial and suitable for the purpose required, and no
money is to be expended in ornamental work of any kind.
Accommodation is to be provided for 6n0 patients, and the
buildings are to he so arranged as to be easily capable of
extension at a future period. The Guardians proposed
that from 1,0P0 to 1,200 cubic feet of space should he
allowed to each patient, but the Poor Law Board con-
sidered 850 “quite sufficient.’’ The building is to be
rendered fireproof as far as possible, and facilities for
tbe escape of inmates in the event of fire considered.

FLOATING BASIN AT BREST.

For several years past the floating basin of the

port of Brest, constmeted in the sixteenth cen-

tury, has been wholly inadeqaate to the require-

ments of a station of such strategic and military

importance. On the proposition of M. Doprey
de L6me, director of the materiel of the Imperial

Marine, the minister of marine ordered, in 1863,

studies to be made, and the works of enlarge-

ment were subsequently undertaken. But, the

contractor not having been able, even after six-

teen months of persevering efforts, to render the

dam water-tight,—the fundamental basis of the

constructions,—was obliged to abandon the en-

terprise.

After new studies, M. Collignon, inspector-

general of maritime works, suggested the use of

compressed air, as at Kehl Bridge and else-

where, and that course was decided npon. The
project adopted was that of M. Castor, who had
already a practical acquaintance with the system.

‘ He proposed to form a dam by means of an im-

mense iron caisson, and to make it descend

i

51 ft. 6 in. below the highest tide-level. The
author of this project was entrusted with the

exeention of the works, which were commenced
in February, 1867.

The caisson has a capacity of 3,174 cubic

yards. Forty workmen, relieving each other

every four hours, work day and night in the

compressed air extracting the enormous quantity

of stuff to be excavated (rock, wood, and stones),

of which more than 392 cubic yards have been
taken out. The total number of men employed
is 150.

The weight of the caisson, of its materials,

plant, masonry, &c., amounts to 3,000 tons. A
thirty-horso power engine seta in motion a
blowing-engine, which maintains the air at a
constant pressure, and continually renews the

air vitiated by forty men at work. At present

the caisson has arrived without accident at a

depth of 20 ft. 4 in. below the zero of the mare-

ometric gauge
;

and there is every reason to

expect that this difficult undertaking will be

brought to a successful close before the end of

the present February.

PROVINCIAL NEWS.

Doncaster .—Tbe Doncaster Market Committee
have opened the tenders sent in for the exten-

sion and improvement of the markets. They
were in two sets, viz., for builders’ and con-

tractors’ work, and for smiths’ and ironfoundera’

work. The first were required for constructing,

erecting, and completely finishing three new
slaughter-houses, pens, and boundary-walls in

connexion therewith
;
and for laying out a new

oattle-market adjoining the slaughter-hoosea,

constructing the roads, laying pen-floors for

about 5,000 sheep with asphalte, and for 750 pigs,

with paving bricks; for making and pitching

the pen-floors for about 120 fat beasts with ran-

dom Mount Sorrel pavours, for forming the

various drains, erecting sheds and boundary
walls, and for providing the stone kerbs and
plinths, and letting in the ironwork of the pens,

&o.” The second set of tenders were required
“ for the cast and wrought iron work necessary

for 'constructing and erecting pens for about

5,000 sheep, 750 pigs, and 120 fat beasts.” Be-

tween the highest and lowest tenders for the

builders’ and contractors’ work there was a

difference of l,068il., that sent in by Mr. W.
Huddleston, of Lincoln, being the lowest,

—

4,298i.
;
while Messrs. Pattisons, of Ruskington,

was the highest,— 5,3661. Tbe tender of Messrs.

Kirk & Parry, of Sleaford, was 4,8721. For the

ironwork the lowest and highest tenders were,

York Railway Plant Company, 1,0201. ; and

Messrs. J. Cliff & Co., Bradford, 2,0501.,—

a

difference of 1,0301. Messrs. Robey & Co., and

Messrs. Kirk & Parry sent in tenders,—the for-
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mer offering to do the work for 1,625L, and the

latter for 1,5421. The committee have recom-

mended that the tenders of Mr. Hnddleaton and
the York Eailway Plant Company be accepted.

Salisbury.—The committee appointed to take

the preliminary steps for the enlargement of the

Salisbnry Infirmary report that subscriptions to

the amount of nearly 5,0001. have already been
received. The total amount required is esti-

mated at about 10,0001.

Keyham.—The new north basin at Keyham
yard has been opened, the operation of floating

the caisson into its position on the western
boundary having been successfully performed in

the presence of the admiral superintendent and
officers of the Devonport and Keyham yards.

This basin is 900 ft. long, 400 ft. broad, and at

the opening the water was 32 ft. deep in it.

Yarmouth (Isle of Wight).—We are informed

that another new town, similar to that of Bould-

nor, is proposed to be carried out in the water-

ing-place known as Totland Bay. A number of

workmen are already engaged for the erection

of brick-kilns, in order to commence opera-

tions.

Neath.—The subject of widening Neath Bridge
over the river has been discussed in the Town
Council. The Mayor explained the original plan,

which was accompanied by sections and speci-

fications, showing how a footpath 5 ft. wide on
each side of the bridge could be thrown out

upon brackets. The plan received the unani-

mous consent of the Council. The county
magistrates have agreed to give 3501. towards
the expense, and other contributions are ex-

pected.

THE CO-OPEKATIYE MOVEMENT.

The attempt of shopkeepers of different classes,

such as butchers, grocers, &o., to combine in

trades unions, for the purpose of plundering the

public to an unconscionable extent, is recoiling

with a vengeance on their own heads, by the

spread of the co-operative principle on the part

of consumers. The shopkeepers now threaten

to combine against wholesale dealers who shall

continue to supply the co-operative stores, but

they will only thus hasten their own downfall

;

because it is evident that co-operation can sup-

port a wholesale trade no less than a retail ;
and,

indeed, as their customers are not credit but cash
ones, they are in a much better position to do
BO thfl.n the usual wholesale houses themselves.

There are far too many shopkeepers in London.
They are destined to ,be greatly thinned in

number, and all but a remainder will find it

necessary to turn to industrial pursuits of a
more productive kind than merely standing be-

hind counters, and handing over goods from
the producer to the consumer, after appropria-

ting a lion’s share to themselves for doing so.

A movement which necessitates a return from
credit to cash cannot but be a wholesome one,

whatever may become of the credit givers.

The London lawyers are in for the movement.
They have started “ The Legal Co-operative

Supply Association,” whose stores are in the
Euston-road. The London clerks have not only ;

started their own restaurant, but a “ Clerks’

Supply Association,” under the management
of clerks connected with some of the most
respectable firms, but not restricted to clerks

;

and they have made a contract with the London
Parcels Delivery Company for the delivery of
goods at reduced rates. The Civil Service Co-
operative Society have found their premises in

Alban-place, a little back street near her
Majesty’s Theatre, already too small, and have
just taken larger premises in the Haymarket,
and opened a store there. All day long the place

is crowded with purchasers, and outside there is

quite a string of carriages, whence it will be
inferred that even the upper classes are not
insensible to the advantages of household
economy, and peeresses have been seen there

making out their own invoices, and taking away
their own parcels. Another similar association

opens its doors wider, and admits any one who is

introduced by a civil servant. The society has

its store—a very large one—in Monkwell-street,

but it is not necessary to deal at the store

:

arrangements have been made with tradesmen
in various parts of London to supply members of

the association at reduced prices. This contract

answers the tradesmen’s purpose, because they
are thereby secured a large number of addi-

tional customers who pay cash, and with whom,
therefore, there is no risk.

The Globe newspaper has some remarks on

I this movement, from which we may quote a

I
passage :

—

“ The high prices of London tradesmen have eansed the
co-operative system to prosper immensely, and we are in-
formed that a single store is doing a business exceeding
4001. a-day, which is rapidly increasing. At theae stores
the customer has not the numerous conveniences offered
by the private tradesman

j
there is no calling for orders

;

he must make out his own bill and take away his own
parcel. Yet, with all this, the advantages offered are ao
great that they draw away sufficient custom from the
retail tradesmen to give them serions alarm. There are
too many retail tradesmen. The number of shopkeepers,
as Mr. Mill has shown, is everywhere in too high a ratio
to the number of producers. And the general collapse in
credit begins to make this felt. The eddy that began in
the City, the centre of commerce, is extending throughout
the nation. There has been too much credit; there is

now too little for the public convenience. Cash is wanted
everywhere: when men have to pay cash, they begin to
think seriously about price. Hence, retail trade, like the
great speculative enterprises, is in a state of transition.
Co-operation is its most formidable rival. It is easy to
anticipate the time when co-operative stores and a mneh
smaller number of tirst-class tradesmen will ocenpy the
whole field. The disappearance of a great numberofpetty
shopkeepers will be no great loss, except to themselves.
Ann they will have no more right to complain than bad the
wiginakers when people took to wearing their own hair.
The first-class tradesmen will maintain their stand. An
opulent aristocracy will always pay for easy service ; and
the jeuneiie doree will always require credit, and will always
be willing to pay for it. Ail these things are inevitable.
Still, the present movement, by which cash payment is

likely to supersede credit, in the vast majority oJ cases, is

undoubtedly a healthy one for society. Those shop-
keepers are mostlikely to retain their position who adapt
themselves to it in time, and are content with moderate
profits when customers pay rcadymoncy.”

We observe shops with large bills in the win-
dows offering goods at co-operative prices. The
public should of course be on their guard against
imposition in snch cases

;
but still there are

instances in which shopkeepers do give goods to

members of co-operative associations at reduced
prices, on a previous understanding with themj
and some shopkeepers may desire to give the
general and cash-paying public also, as well as

themselves, the benefit of such an arrangement,
by competing against other shopkeepers, instead
of combining with them against the public.

The check to adulteration of all sorts is not
the least of the benefits likely to be conferred on
the public by the co-operative movement.

CHUECH-BUILDING NEWS.

Frampion (near Dorchester).—A new reredos

has lately been placed in Frampton Church.
The design comprises the feature of three rich

gablets, carved in Caen stone, over the altar, the

central one being a little the highest, fianked by
an ornamental ,arcade on each side. Under the

latter is an inlaid diaper, formed of bauds of

white alabaster, incised with black lines and
green marble eyes, the ground being a brown
mottled alabaster. The portion of the reredos

over the altar is lined with Maltese alabaster

from Gozo, the central panel having a floriated

cross, composed principally of a rich creamy
yellow marble, also from Malta, closely re-

sembling gold in colour. The shafts and span-

drels of the arcade on each side of the altar are

composed of marbles of various tints. The
greater part of the inlaid marble and alabaster

work was selected by Mr. E. B. Sheridan, M.P.,

j

of Frampton Court, when on a recent visit to

I

Malta, and was prepared there. Mr. Earp, of

London, carved the ornamental Caen stone-work,

and also the arcade and marble diapered-work
underneath it, and fixed the reredos in its

position. The design was prepared by Mr.
Ferrey, architect. The reredos is intended as a

memorial of a relative of Mr. Sheridan, who has

borne the entire expense.

Tawstock {Devon).—The Church of St. Peter’s,

Tawstock, has been restored under the direction

of Prof. G. G. Scott, architect, at a total cost of

1,8001. The expense of the chancel has been
defrayed by the rector, the Eev. H. B. Wrey,
who has placed stained glass in all the windows,
in memory of deceased members of his family.

The ancient fourteenth-century roofshavebeenre-

paired and freed from the plaster by which they

were bidden. The nave and aisles have been re-

seated withopenbenches of wainscot, and a vaulted
oak ceiling fixed in the tower. Many carious

mural paintings have been discovered, repre-

senting Scriptural subjects and ecclesiastics.

One, supposed to represent Baalam and the Ass,

was overlaid with an inscription recording the

names of seven persons who died 1573. The

'

chnrch is noted for its monuments erected by

the Bourchiers, Earls of Bath. The body of the

ancient oak pulpit was discovered, and has been

refixed. The transept roofs yet remain nn-

j

finished. The contractors were Messrs. Dendle
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& Pnlsford, of Barnstaple; Mrs. Beer, of ExeUl
supplied the stained glass, and Messrs. Peard
Jackson the artistic metal-work. Mr. Th(
Leigh, of London, was the clerk of the works.

H'elis.—The effects of high wind on the 18
of January are plainly apparent in the we
front of the cathedral. The two niches in tl

upper part of the north-west tower are almo
entirely deprived of their sculptured canopit

This was not wholly the work of the temper
Several large fragments having fallen, and oth

portions appearing to have been loosened, tl

dean and canon in residence deemed it necessa:

to order a considerable space of ground to \

enclosed, whilst a man descended from the tc

of the tower, by means of a rope, to examine tl

state of the stonework, and to remove any par
likely to be dislodged. The statue of Bishc

Bnbwith is in a sad state of decay.
Lynn.—The new spire of St. Nicholas Chnrc

Lynn, has recently been completed. Some yea
back, it was considered desirable to take dow
the old spire on account of its dangerous stat

and for many years the old tower was without
spire. A committee was formed, and a eul

scription obtained, to erect a new spire. Mr. (

G. Scott, designed the spire, to be erecte

similar to the new lantern tower of Ely Cath<
dral, with oak framing covered with stout leac

The builders of the Ely lantern tower, Messri
Freeman, were also employed to erect this spin
in height 200 ft. from the ground-line.

Acol.—The late Mr. William Eoger8,of Sheriff’

Court, had for a considerable time been labonrin

to obtain the erection of a new parish chnrch, o
land which he had purchased, and intended t

present for the purpose. The preparation (

the plans and designs were entrusted to Mi
W. L. Sear, of Margate. His design consist

of a building, a portion of which only it i

proposed to erect at present, which will be soffi

cient to accommodate 300 persons, but to whicl
when funds will allow, it is proposed to add
second portion, entirely in keeping with th

original design, in which other 300 persons ca
be seated. There will be a bell-tower at th
north-west angle, and a spire rising to the heigh
of 100 ft. The design of the building is in th

Perpendicular style, and it is proposed to b

built of bricks (to be made on the spot), face

with Kentish rag, and covered with slating i

ornamental courses. The structure will be ex

tremely plain.

Nidd.—The church of Nidd, bnilt at th

expense of Miss Eawson, of Nidd Hall, has bee
consecrated and opened by the Bishop of Eipon
The present building is on the site of an oL

church, which had fallen to decay, and th

foundation-stone was laid in August, 1866. Th
architects were Messrs. T. H. & F. Healey, c

Bradford, and the contractors Messrs. Fawceti
of Harrogate. It is built iu the Early Decorate
Gothic style, with plain simple nave and chance
The pulpit, lectern, and chancel-fittings are of i

less plain character. Open moveable benche
of oak form the sittings. The floors are lai

with Maw’s Staffordshire tiles. The east an<

west windows are of stained glass. The towe
at the west end contains a peal of five bells, b;

Messrs. Mears & Staiubank, of London. Th
walls internally are of Burton Leonard limestont

The roof is boarded, and a tower with a groinei

ceiling is used as a baptistery, the ancient fon

being retained. A hot-air heating apparatne

by Messrs. Haden, of Trowbridge, is laid down.
IFands/ord, near Driffi.eld.—A new church ha

been consecrated here. Sir Tatton Sykes, bart

laid the foundation-stone on the 29th of Sep
tember, 1 866. The site, with the surronndini

burial-ground, was presented by Sir Tatton, wh
also defrays the whole cost of the new churoi

which was designed by Mr. G. E. Street, o
London, and ocenpies the site of a demolishes

chantry-chapel, founded by Elias do Wansforc
early in the fourteenth century, and of whicl

only the font remains. The old chapel wa
dedicated to the Virgin, as is the new church

By the liberality of Sir Tatton large school

have been bnilt in the village likewise.

Eastbourne.—The chancel-stone of St. John’s

Meads, has been laid. The want of a church a

Meads (which is a district entirely separate bot:

from the Old and New Towns, and situated a

the foot of the breezy downs, commanding view
of the town, the sea, the hill, and the neighboui
ing country), has long been felt by all classef

the nearest place of worship being more than
mile off. A subscription was consequently se

on foot, headed by members of the Brodie famib
and it was contemplated that the snm require

to build a church, a residence for the ministe
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d to establish a small endowment, would be

out 6,7001. Of that sum 6,3701. have been

llected, and the erection of the church and

rsona^'e commenced on a piece of land given

the Duke of Devonshire, the patron of East-

ame. The architect is Mr. H. E. Rumble, and

3 builder, Mr. James Peerless; both residents

Eastbourne. The church is intended to afford

cjommodation for 450, and the style is Deco-

ted. The edifice will consist of a chancel,

ve, tower, spire, and aisles.

Bishop (Stort/ord.—Mr. J. Clarke writes that he

“ preparing the plana and reporting on the

oposed works here for the restoration of the

rish church.”

S^dl .—An influential meeting has been held

re for the purpose of considering the best

3anB of completing the restoration of the Holy

inity Church. The meeting was attended by

e Archbishop of York, Lord Wenlock, Mr. C.

kes, M.P., Mr. W. H. H. Broadley, high sheriff

Yorkshire, &c. Resolutions were agreed to

jdging the meeting to form a fund of 20,0001.,

r the purpose of restoring this, one of the

rgest parish churches in the kingdom, and
lich is now in a very dilapidated condition.

§00lis ^atsibcjJ.

Tiolcsome Fare

;

or, The Doctor and the Cooh :

a Manual of the Laws of Food and the Practice

of Cookery. By Edmund S. and Ellen J.

Delamere. London : Lockwood & Co. 1868.

iTwiTHSTANDiNG the abundance of cookery

loks, the waste of food from bad cookery does

it seem to diminish. This is a subject of great

iportanco to the poor, but, unfortunately for

em, the cookery books are generally prepared for

,ite another class of persons. It is not amongst

B poorer classes alone, however, that there is

d cooking ; and were the middle classes better

itructed, good cookery might soon descend to

e lower orders. The work under notice is in-

uded for the middle classes, and it is not a mere
llection of receipts for dishes, but an enlight-

ed treatise on hygiene as well as cookery. The
ore immediate object of the work, according to

B authors,

—

''Is to stow that the real esaeLtials of a good ditner,—

a few good dishes,—may be had by those who have

orage to willit. . . . Other points which we have been
aiona to insist on are the hygienic effects of cookery, and
s relative value of the different kinds of food

e class whom we address are above the prejudices cn-

'.•tained by the labouring population of England and
eland, if not of Scotland, who will only eat what they

il eat and what they are used to Our readers

d not feel offended at beinc reminded u-hy some articles

idiet are good, others indifferent, and others bad,—that

puiar belief may be sometimes mistaken in the nutritive

sue it attributes to certain articles,—that jellies and
iTow.rootpap are «of nourishing, while pease sonp and
Idding, bean-flour, oatmeal gruel, and dried haricots

sde into a stew decidedly are. Besides the passages re-

fing to what may be fairly called the philosophy of

okery, it is hoped that useful suggestions will be found
ithe pages devoted to the sick, the sedentary, and the

nvalescent.”

jAb a specimen of the style of the work, we
3.y transfer two or three of the passages

krked by us for use in this notice. In treating

i the two essential principles of food, aliments

I combustion and aliments of nutrition, the

i.tbors remind us that,

—

r*The fat of living animals is a stock of combustibles,

'•red away by the blood against a rainy day. Fat is the

iculation'B saviugs-bank. There it puts aside its little

oerfluities, knowing well where to find them in case of
led. Witness the fat pig mentioned by Liebig, which,

vered by a heap of fallen ruins, was found alive and well

1) days afterwards. As a matter of course, he was fat

: longer
;
but, even had the length of the fast been less,

is a notable instance of the reswurces which, in default of

,)d, the blood is able to find in the fat. For the pig had
list certainly continued to breathe from the first to the

ct of those 160 days. His fire of hydrogen and carbon

d never gone out for a minnte, and a lucky thing it was
.1 the pig that he had put something by m his time of
onty. The principal suQ'erer was the owner of the pig,

the reckoned on the luxury of rasher and ham. On ihia

yasion piggy literally ate his own bacon.
j3ut all that we eat is not burnt to keep us warm

;
else,

lat would the blood have to sustain our frame with and
igepair the continual wear and tear of our organs ? Our
l,>d, therefore, may he divided into fico diatinct kindu .

is kind intended to be burnt within us, which may be
Hied alimenla q/combutHon; the other destined to nou-
ih the body, which msy be called a/imenfi of nutrition.

le flonr of wheat, of w hich bread is made, contains both
ese aliments.

, * * ,

ifhero is no need to be over-anxious about the bodily
itslth of the man who has plenty of good bread to eat.

bi has sufiGcieut starch to keep himself warm, and sulli-

>tnt gluten to sustain his strength. It is only his palate

.t will be inclined to grumble.

iOhe distinction which has been thus fully explained
ftween aliments of combustion and aliments of nutrition
il<uld never be forgotten by the home-physician, the
lerse, the doctor, and the housekeeper. It should guide

every individual’s bill of fare. For what can be clearer

than that growing children and adolescents have greater

need of addition^ material to build up their frame than

the adult or the aged, to whom the same supply of growth-

making material is not only superfluous, but positively

adverse? that amongst adults the hard-working labourer,

the sportsman, the traveller, have greater need of repairs

than the gentleman who leisurely sits at home at ease?

that even sedentary persons mate different expenditures

of exertion, which require to be replaced accordingly
?_
The

statesman who conducts a policv, the author who writes a

book, the business man who manages a concern, draw
more freely on their strength and nervous energy than the

lounger who skims the daily papers, the reader who whiles

away an hour with a novel, or the customer who pur-

chases an article at a shop.
The distinction is likewise of great importance both to

persons who are Too Fat and to those who are Too Lean.

The former have had their afflictions attended to by medi-

cal writers, both in England and France. The latter, if

enjoying tolerable health in spite of their leanness, will be

wise to let well alone, consoling themselves with the sport-

ing proverb, ‘A lean dog for a long heat.' If they feel i

unwell and weak, let them consult some respectable, pro-

perly-educated physician, and beware of the arts of un-

scrupulous advertising practitioners.

For some time past it has been a well-known fact that

dry bread and pure spring water constitute a diet whose
fattening effects had either been ignored or remained un-

known. To grow fat, you are advised to drink largely of

water and fermented beverages, and to eat abundance of

farinaceous and starchy food. To grow thin, drink very

little, confining that little to unwatered wine, coffee, and
tea, and abstain from all aliments containing starch."

Literary aad other sedentary persons cannot

be too often reminded of some wholesome truths

as regards regimen and other subjects relating

to their especial habits.

“ Animal fibre becomes hardened by exercise. The
whole bodily man, ns he grows older, hardens, and old age

is a general conversion into horn. With workmen, the

working members are indurated
;
with literary persons, it

is the brain that works
;
and often do they become in-

capable of connecting their ideas, and grow old before

their time. In children the brain is still too soft ; in old

people, it has grown too hard ; and either excess is an

equal hinderance to the complete exercise of its proper

functions. The memory, the first to give the signs of fail-

ing, presages the weakness of the other faculties.

Over-activity of mind and inaction of body are the prin-

cipal causes of disorder with literary persons; but they

are not the only ones. The student's very attitude cannot

be otherwise than injurious to health. The folding and

compression which the vessels suffer, in a silting posture,

at the upper part of the thigh and beneath the knee, im-

pede the circulation in the lower members, one of the con-

sequences of which is cold feet and legs. The stoop of the

body affects the abdominal viscera, and is an additional

cause of indigestion; the stomach is doubly a sufferer.

Hence, not a few literary men have wisely performed tbeir

work in an erect position, by means of a desk at which
they can itand and write. A standing-desk is useful to

have in one’s study, if only for the purpose of varying the

disposition of the limbs during a spell of work.

Kight-work may be regarded as a fourth exciting cause

of malady in learned folk. A man who has been working

during the day, toils much too bard if he continues to

work during a part of the night. The time allowed for

sleep is unduly shortened, and is iosulBcient to repair the

previous wear and tear. Moreover, the sleep which fol-

lows long-continued exertion is never calm and tranquil.

It does not produce the effect it ought, because the brain

continues in a state of excitement. It is found impos-

sible to break the thread of thought ;
the over-weary

labourer cannot sleep, or if he do, it is a state of ball-

asleep and half-awake, during the course of which restless

ideas increase fatigue without rendering aeryice. The
ancients were well aware of the danger. Asinius Pollio,

consul and orator, who was the first in Rome to collect a

library, was so conscious of the risk of evening studies,

that be would not even read bis letters alter the tenth

hour
;
that is, two hours before sunset.

Of all the functions, when once disordered, sleep is the

most difficult to re-establish. \Ye lose it gaily, we lament
it bitterly, and almost always uselessly."*•**•*
“ Literary persona should pay attention both to the

selection of their food, and to its quantity. Errois iu

either respect produce bad consequences ;
but, of the

two, it is better to make an injudicious choice than to

exceed a due allowance as to quantity.

Improper aliments are,— all fat and greasy things, which

farther relax the fibres of the stomach, deaden the action

of the saliva and the gastric juice, and oecaaiou uneasine.ss

in the stomach, in consequence of the slowness with which

they are digested.

All viscous, pasty, glutinous things act nearly in the

same way as greasy things. Amongst these are included

fried things, pancakes, fritters, creams, the feet of animals,

&c.
;
certain li^h,—as eels, skate, cuttle-fish, Ac.

All meats which are either hard naturallv, or are

hardened by salting and smoking, on which a weak diges-

tion acts too slowly,—rest a long time in the stomach, and
irritate it by their weight and their acrid quoHties. Pork,
sucking-pig, ducks and geese, are not u-ually aliments

adapted to the digestive powers of sedentary, convales-

cent, or literary persons.
Their most proper aliment consists of,—the young and

tender meat of the animals which are usually sent to table
;

scaly fish, whose flesh is firm and delicate, whether from
the aea, the river, or the lake ;

the cereal grains, such as

the diflerent varieties of wheat, rye, barley, oats, and rice

;

those vegetables which are neither too laxative nor too

acid; most of the common gardeu-roots, which, besides

tbeir farinaceous elements, contain a proportion of sugar

and flavouring matters, whose effects are very beneficial

;

bread, which is the common basis of the food of every

civilized nation ;
eggs, milk, well-ripened fruits.

Meat should be eaten either roasted or cooked in a very

small quantity of water; when boiled in a largo quantity

of fluid, many of its nutritous particles go into the broth.

Tender beef, good veal, mutton fed in dry pastures,

chicken, capons (when not too fat), guinea-fowl, young
partridges, and leverets, are the properest meats for deli-

cate persons, and to which, perhaps, they would do right

in confining themselves. Fish is never more wholesome
than when it is boiled.

In the choice of food, precautions have tobe taken which
cannot be laid down in general rules, but which everybody
ought to discover for himself, by observing what ihings

suit and what disagree with him. Some people digest meat
more easily than vegetables, which cause a disagreeable

sensation at the pit of their stomach; whilst other.s find

them lighter than meat, being less liable to cause sleepless-

ness and feverish symptoms. Some literary pers-ina feel

acidity after eating bread, so that they are obliged to

restrict themselves to a very small quantity. Milk does

not suit everybody, aud eggs disagree with many people,

without its being possible to assign a reason. In short,

in respect to food, it is absolutely necessary to consult

each individual stomach.
Men of letters (which includes women of letters), like

Augustus Ctessr and all other delicate persons, cannot
bear severe cold, nor great heats, which try them sorely,

because it is more difficult to protect one’s self against

them than against cold. Milton, in summer used to fall

into a state ot prostration which bordered on intellectual

dulness. Less illustrious instances are far from rare.”

Oq the whole this is a much superior “cook-

book,” as the authors have it, than the general

run of what one is wont to see, whether new or

old.

Practical Plane and Solid Geometry, especially

adapted for Science Classes, By Washington
Hudson, Government Science Teacher. Lon-

don : Whittaker & Co. 1868.

Several works on geometry have been published

lately (some of them noticed in our pages), and
we are very glad of it ;

it is a good sign. Mr.
Hudson’s intention, in issuing the quarto of

thirty-five pages of letter-press, and sixteen

pages of plates, now before us, was to supplywhat,

I

as a Government science teacher, he has always
! felt, the want of a cheap book upon geometrical

I

drawing, which would combine all branches of

geometry, and be couched in the simplest phraseo-

logy. This want he seems to have supplied. The
book unites plane and solid geometry, with per-

spective projections, and may be bought for -is.

Workmen in many branches of trade would find

the study of it of great assistance to them.

VARIORUM.
“ Telegraphic Communication with India.”

By Francis Gisborne. Stanford, Charing-croas.

In this pamphlet a short account is given of

lines at present available for Indian messages,

and an explanation of the arrangements lately

entered into with the Governments of Prussia,

Russia, and Persia, for carrying out a new
line through these countries, to be exclusively

devoted to the transmission of Anglo-Indian and
other Indo-European messages. The working of
this line has been entrusted to Messrs. Siemens
&, Halske, of London, Berlin, and St. Petersburg,

electrical engineers and contractors, who propose

to delegate the office to an English company.
The proposal is to construct a two-wire line from
London to Teheran in Persia, where the lines of

the Indian Government to India commence. The
line will run from London, vid Hamburg, War-
saw, Odessa, and the Black Sea, to Tiflis and
Teheran. “ The Transference of the Tele-

graphs to the State.” By John Stephen, elec-

trician. London : Longmans & Co. In this

pamphlet a sort of gossipy advocacy of the pro-

posed transfer of the telegraph lines to Govern-
ment is given. “ Hints to Certifying Surgeons

under tho Factory Acts.” By George Greaves,

consulting surgeon, Chorlton Union Hospital, &o.

Knight & Co., Fleet-street. The chief object of

this tractate is to aid certifying surgeons iu

respect to the physical signs of age in the young,

and especially on the dental tokens, so as to

meet the requirements of the law. It also treats

of indications of contagious disease, delicacy or

deficiency of health, accidents, &c.

^isaltaiua:.

The Ancient Churches of Thetford.

—

An
archaeological fact has just come to light in the

identification of the architectural remains of the

crypt of a church, forming the wine-vaults of a
dwelling-house situated near the Market-place,

Thetford, as the ruins of St. Lanrance church,

one of the many that formerly ornamented this

ancient town. The roof of the portion which

remains is scarcely above the level of the present

street of Thetford, but the freestone columns,

&o., arc still in a good state of preservation.

This completes the local knowledge of the sites

of the churches of St. Mary the Great, St.John’s,

St. Nicholas’, St. Etheldred or St. Audry’s,

St. Giles’s, St. Andrew’SjTrinity Church, St. Mary
Magdalen, Sfc. Helen’s, St. John’s, and St. Augus-
tine’s. Those remaining to be traced are the

sites of St. George’s, St. Benet’s, St. Edmund’s,

St. John’s, aud St. Margaret’s.
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Durham Union Workhouse. — “Fairplay”
has sent ns a reply to the letter in onr issue of

February 8th, signed “ William Fox,” but no
public adrantage woald result from its publica-

tion.

The Three S’s.—Every ofie knows of the
three R.s in the educational question, Reading,
’Biting, and ’Rithmetic. We are now to have
three S.a in the railway question,—“ Signals,

Safety, and Sivility;” at least, so said a learned
director at a dinner t’other day.

Value of Sewage Matter.—The sewage of
Mansfield has been for years applied to upwards
of 300 acres of pasture belonging to the Duke of
Portland. Since the irrigation was commenced
the duke has saved l,400i. per annnm, formeriy
expended on bone manure, and the water flowing
from the meadows is returned clear and pellucid
into the river Maun .—Nottingham Journal.

Chester Town Hall.—At a meeting of the
Corporation, held on Wednesday, a resolution
was passed that the tower, which forms the most
ornamental part of the design for the new town-
hall at Chester, should be built. The Corpora-
tion had it in their contract with the present
builder to have ic built for the sum of 1,9801.,

and the building will be at once commenced.

Boiler Explosions.—The report of the chief
engineer to the National Boiler Insurance Com-
pany has been issued. There was only one case
of explosion in boilers insured by the company,
but the reporter records the occurrence of 42
explosions during 1867, against 74 in 1866. The
cases, however, have been of a more fatal cha-
racter in 1867 than in 1866. No less than 58
persons were killed and 81 seriously injured.
The explosion of the insured boiler is said to be
the only occurrence of the kind in the experience
of the company. We observe just now from the
newspapers that a locomotive boiler has exploded
near Bolton, severely injuring the driver; and a
dyework boiler or pan has exploded at dyeworks
near Bacup, killing one man and injuring another,
besides damaging the dyeworks to the extent of
400L

Fall op a Railway Tunnel. — An accident
of a serious character, but fortunately un-
attended by loss of life, has happened on the
Knighton and Central Wales branch of the Lon-
don and North-Western railway. This line ex-
tends from Craven Arms to Llenytyd, and in a
distance of a little over 48 miles passes through
three tunnels. For the last two months a gang
of men have been engaged at every favourable
opportunity in casing with brick the tunnel
near Llanynllo station, a costly work under-
taken by the company as a means of giving
additional strength to the arch. The precaution
has been justified by the sudden collapse of a
portion of the tunnel at the Knighton end, which
had not yet been reached by the workmen.
The tunnel is nearly three-quarters of a mile in
length, and was constructed about four years
ago.

Position of Gateshead.—The local Observer
says,—“ We would that it could be our duty to
defend our borough from the attacks of contem-
poraries

;
but when truth shines npon truth

contradiction is not advisable. The Builder of
Saturday contains an article in reference to onr
borough. The allnsions are, we say it with re-
gret, painfully true. Perhaps if there is one
slight error, it is concerning the townhall. Our
contemporaries will be pleased to note, as well
as ourselves, that that question is now settled

;

designs have been approved of, and a tender for
erection accepted. This of course was not known
until the 6ch inst., and in all probability the
Builder^

s

article would be written previously.
Unpleasant and nncheerful as the picture
may be, we feel it is our duty to give it

in extenso and there it is given. Else-
where we find, in comments on the same
article,—“However gloomy the writer of the
article in the Builder may have pictured our
borough, we can at least hope for better things.
New, young, and vigorous men are now pushing
their way in the council chamber, men who do
not adhere to the old ways of transacting busi-
ness, and do not approve of the see-saw com-
mittee to committee work; but men who will, I
hope, act as stimulants to the older members,
and stir them to do all they can to amend their
ways. The poet remarks that ‘discretion is the
better part of valour,’ but the discretion of our
town councillors has been so unsatisfactory for
some time, that a little valour at the present
moment would not be an improper proceeding.”

Trade Unions and Mr. Gladstone. — The
conference, of which mnch has been said, took
place at Mr. Gladstone’s residence, Carlton-
gardens, on Tneaday morning last, according to
arrangement.

Sanit.vry Matters at Ossett. — Some ill-

considered and unwise opposition to the intro-
duction of the Local Government Act at Ossett
is being made, but it is to be hoped will not
be Buccesafal. The Ossett Observer combats
their statements with mnoh spirit and intelli-

gence.

The Balconies of the Traitllers’ Club-
house.—We are glad to hear that in conse-
quence of the representations that have been
made to them, the committee of the Travellers’
Club have determined to restore the balconies of
the south front of their club-honse to their
original condition, as designed by the late Sir
Charles Barry. The work of reconstruction will
be deferred till the autumn to avoid inconveni-
ence to members of the clnb.

Strike against Foreign Operatives. — A
large proportion of the workmen engaged at
the extensive spelter works of Messrs. Vivian,
Swansea, have struck, owing to various alleged
grievances that the native workmen complain
of in several respects. It appears that Mr.
Dahne, a German gentleman, is at the head of

i

one department, and, owing to certain reasons
of his own, he has recently engaged some
twenty or thirty of hia countrymen, who have
been introduced to the works. This gave great
umbrage to the English, Welsh, and Irish
operatives, who aver that the foreigners, although
paid a higher rate of wages than the natives, are
inferior to them in physical and other respects.

The Hertford Building Company.— The
annual meeting of the shareholders of this asso-
ciation for the improvement of the dwellings of
the poorer classes has been held. The mayor
presided. Among those present were Mr. R.
Dimsdale, M.P., Baron Dimadale, and various
other influential gentlemen. The report, which
was adopted, showed that the past year’s pro-
ceedings were satisfactory, and that a dividend
of 4 per cent, was available. The paid-up
capital of the company was all exhausted, and
they possess at the present time twenty-six
tenements and a lodging-house. They propose
to dispose of them on a benefit building society
scheme to working-class tenants, payable in
rent for a given number of years. The finannal
affairs are said to be in a healthy condition.

London and Middlesex Arch-eological
Society.—An evening meeting of this society .

was held last week at its rooms, 22, Hart-street,
Bloomsbury, Mr. Henry Campkin, F.S.A., in
the chair. Mr. T. Milbourn, Hon. Secretary,
read a paper “ On the Church of St. Mary, -

Somerset, Upper Thames-street” (about to be
\

pulled down). He said it was dedicated to the
Virgin with the additional epithet of Somerset
from its proximity to a port or haven in olden
time called Sommer’s Het or Hithe, resembling
that of Queenhithe. It is of early foundation.
After the Great Fire the church was rebuilt and
finished in 1695 from the designs of Sir Chris-
topher Wren. Mr. W. H. Hart, F.S.A., exhibited
and described four MS. Books of Honrs of the
Virgin in good preservation. Mr. T. Gnnston
exhibited Roman antiquities from Tokenbouse-
yard, and Mr. J. E. Price examples of ancient
pottery from Old Ford. Fragments of Samian
ware, lately discovered in Fenohurch-street,
were contributed by Mr. Ivatts.

Yorkshire Architectltial Society,— The >

annual meeting took place in the York School
of Art, when the Rev. Canon Hey occupied the
chair. The Rev. G. Rowe (secretary) read the
annual report, and the Rev. T. Bayly stated that
the balance last year in favour of the society
was 981. 53. Id., whilst this year, with 160
members, who brought in an annual income of
803., the balance in their favour had increased
to 1281. 28. lid. If they ever became a society
having the object of making grants, be said
they should possess at least five times as many
members as at present, whilst its income shonld ]

be at least 300i. a year. The Rev. G. Rowe ‘

moved that local secretaries be appointed for

the districts of Leeds, Doncaster, and Sheffield,

and that the secretaries of these places respec-
tively shonld be the Rev. Mr. Gott, of Bramley,
the Rev. G. H. Phillips, and Mr. Joseph Fawcett.
The resolution was carried. It was explained i

that the general meetings -sTOTild be held alteF-
'

nately at each of the above places.

) The late Sir David Brewster.—The remac
: of this eminent philosopher have been laic!

• Melrose Abbey. He was born in the Canongj
I of Jedburgh, on the 11th December, 1781. ^father was teacher of the local Grammar Schl
which at that time was held in the Lady Cbaf
of Jedburgh Abbey. It was in this place H

I

James Thomson, the author of “ The Season
' received part of his education.

I
Fire at the Charing-ceoss Railway Stati

The roof extending over the entire length of
station has sustained considerable damage fr

fire, originating about the clearing - hov
Strangely enough, a second accident has sif

occurred at the station, an explosion of ji

having taken place in the eastern lodge of I

, entrance-gates of the terminus. It seems ti

a lad went down into the basement of the lo(

to turn on the gas. It is presumed that he t<

a light, and, as the gas had been escaping,
explosion resulted, and the lad is seriously injut

An examination of the lodge disclosed that
interior was completely torn up.

Dinner at the City Terminus Hotel, C.|
' NON-STREET.—On Wednesday evening about I

surveyors, including a few barristers, dined
gether in the great hall of this hotel. Mr. J.

Lloyd presided
; and the vice-chairs were oc

,
pied by Mr. Clark, Mr. Horsey, Mr. Ryde, 1

Buckland, Mr. P. Vigers, Mr. Watney, and 1

Lee. Among the general company were 1

Garth, Q.C., M.P,, Mr. Keane, Q.C., Serjea:
' Parry and Robinson, Mr. J. A. Russell, Q.C., 1

John Clutton, Mr. H. A. Hunt, and the major
of the leading London surveyors. Among t

principal toasts were “The Surveyors of Engla
coupled with the name ofMr. Clutton,” and “ 1
Committee and Mr. Ryde.” A glee party was
attendance.

Singular Subsidence of an Hotel.—An i

i
traordinary casualty is taking place at Desi
zano, in the province of Brescia, in Italy. T
Hotel de Porta-Vecchia, built upon piles on t

shore of the Lake of Garda, is gradually sinki
at the rate of about 6 in. a day

;
the groui

floor has already disappeared. This immerei
is taking place imperceptibly, and without a
shock. Every means of preventing it have be
employed, but without avail. The proprietor
the hotel, who was at first in despair at tl

misfortune, at length determined to charge a f

for admission to the bouse, and has alreat
received a sum of money which will go far

compensate him for his loss. A scientiflo co»

mission is about to visit the spot to open :

inquiry.

TENDERS.
For alteratioQS and additions at the parish schoo

Lower Norwood, Surrey, for the Board of Guardians of t

parish of 8t. Mary, Lambeth. Mr. Chester Foalsbam, i

chitect. The quantities were taken out by Mr. Qould:-
Wardle & Baker £3,060 0 0
Till 2,987 0 0
Davies 2,937 0 0
Prebble, Brothers 2,930 0 0
Henshaw 2,921 0 0
Thompson 2,930 0 0
Carter & Son 2,808 0 0
Gammon & Sons 2,777 0 0
Lacey & Plaxman 2,7i.K) 0 0
Nixon & Son 2,697 0 0
Eustace 2,690 0 0
Stevens 2,633 0 0
George 2,632 0 0
Knight 2,598 0 0
Nutt & Co 2,521 0 0
Poxon k Smith 2,445 0 0
Cooper t Collum (accepted) ... 2,389 0 0

For bnilding a rectory house at Beelsby, nsc

Grimsby. Messrs. Thomas C. Hine & Son, Nottinghai
architects :

—

Dnnkler £2.4.50 0 0
Tickelpenny 2,398 0 0
Kidd 2,198 0 0
Enderby 2,181 0 0
Hollingworth 2,100 0 0
Simpson & Lynam 2,073 0 0
Barker 1,999 0 0
LiUer 1,995 o 0
Ellis 1,935 0 0
Kiggall A Hewins 1,979 0 0
Conlson A Haywood 1,871 0 0
Thompson ],824 0 0
Tonng (accepted) 1,739 0 0

For the ereotion of villa residence at Norroanton, nei
Derby, for Charles Brentnall, Esq. Messrs. Thomi
C. Eine A Son, Nottingham, architects :

—

E. Thompson £1,677 0 0
Humphries IjStlS 0 0
Bridgart 1,492 0 0
J. >V. Thompson 1,433 0 0
Lilley (accepted) 1.420 0 0

For alterations and repairs to honse in Charlotte-stree
for Mr. M, Gabriel. Mr. W. A. Baker, architect. Qua
titles famished by Messrs. Bichardson A Wagborn

Brown £688 0 0
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r two honses, Milo End-road, for Dr. Todd. Mr.

, architect
:

—

Smith (accepted) £1,060 0 0

r new shop-front, Shepherd's Bnsb, for Mr. Phillips.

Iron, architect

Taylor £209 0 0

Norton 262 0 0
Xascells 260 0 0
Bmith (accepted) 248 0 0

Eoper 220 0 0

>r rebnilding 22, Qneen’s-road, Bayswator. Mr. C.

B, architect

Clemence £2,196 0 0

TO SUBSCRIBERS.

NOW READY. THE TWENTY - FIFTH
VOLUME of “THE BUILDER’’ (boimd), for

',he year 1867, price One Guinea.

CLOITB CASES for binding the Numbers, price

Two Shillings and Ninepence.

COLOURED TITLE-PAGE, Gratis.

SUBSCRIBERS’ VOLUMES, on being sent to

the Offi-ce, will be boimd at a cost of Three Shil-

'.ings and Sixpence each.

pOROUGH of HANLEY. — Tbe Town
Council of this Borough require the Immediate SERHICRS of

a Gentleman thoroughly qualified to act a* BOROUGH ENOINBER
and SURVEYOR. A list of the duties attached to tbe office may be
seen at the Town Clerk's Office* on or after the 18th iuerant. The
salaiy given will be 2001. a year. The GentteTuan elecW will be re-

quired to give his entire time to tbe duties of the office, and will not
^ allowed to eiig"ge iu or taka any utheroffice, oooup»tlon. or em-
ployment. All applications for the offiae, with testimonial* aa to

efficiency, ranst be sent in to me on or before tbs 9tb M dRCU nex^
lo an envelope marked "Application for Surveyor's Office.”

EDWARD CHALLINOB, Town Clerk,

Town Clerk’e Offices, Hanley. 12tli February, !8d8.

TyOEOUGH of NEWCASTLE - UPON -

ID TYNE.-TO ENGINEERS and TOWN SURVEYORS.—
WANTED, a BOROUGH ENGINEER and TOWN SURVEYOR for

Newcaatle-upon-Tyne, at au annual salary of SOiiL, the requisite

office staff being provided by the Corporation. The person ap-

pointed will be restricted from following any other employment than
that Indicated by bis appointment, which will include the entire

inanagement of all the engiueerlng, building regulations, sanitary

arrangements, sewering, and road-makieg throughout the Birough,
together with any other dutte* that he may be directed to perform.-
Applications for the appointment, detailing nature of qaallficationa,

and enclosing teallmonials, aldressed to the “Town Clerk of New-
castle, Town Hnll-bnildlog*,” will be received up to and including

MONDAY, the 24:h day of FEBRUARY instant.

R. P. PHlLIPSON.TowU Clerk.

Newcistle-npon-Tyne, 7th February, 1868.

Aldred & Doulton 2,167 0 0

jr the erection of two shops in Euston-road, for Mr.
oldridge, Mr. W. A. Baker, architect. Quantities

isbed liy Messrs. Richardson & Waghorn ;~
Hatchman £1,807 0 0

Williams 1,787 0 0

Eaton & Chapman 1,769 0 0

Cooper & Cullum 1,660 0 0

ADVERTISEMENTS.

"PERFECTION in BOOKKEEPING.—
1_ BUrLDEBS and Oth“rs daalrlng * really good system, can
have a BET o' MODELS for BUILDERS' BOOKS, by DOUBLE
ENTRY, to which was awardwl the prlw offeied in ' The Bu'liter,"

No 1 ISn, and which has been adopted by many large flrtn*. Alao a
Modified ArrangemeTit by Single Entry, anitabis for email builders.—
Address, E. A 4, BL George's-road, Regent’s Park, London.

YITANTED, by an ARCHITECT in the
T V City, an ASSISTANT, capable of making plans from rough

sketches, pernpec'ives. and able to measure and make pUus of old

buildings, and with a fair knowledge of the suparinieudence and the
general routine of an Arcblteei'a Office. A mlddle-ageil QeQtIema.n
nut objected to.—Address, W. 8. Klrkdale Villa, Leytoustoae.

Mitchell 1,495 0 0

jr erection of detached residence in the Underhill-
Lordship-lane, Dulwich, S., for Mrs. L. L. Toll :

—
Mitchell (accepted) £1,137 0 0

Now Ready,

rpHE MONEYS of all NATIONS, with
1 tbelr coJTfCt Valne Id English Currenev. Six copies sent free

by post on receipt of two penny itampa—Address, T. ROBERTA &
CO. 8. Ciane-coQit, Pleet-street. London, B.C.

jT converting Coombe-street House into a chapel, at

er. Mr. Charles Finn, architect. Quantities sup-
1:-
Easton £620 0 0

Bragg 600 0 0

Brealey 481 15 0
Miller 469 3 0

Scadding 450 0 0

Westlake 446 0 0

-VTOTES on Dr. B-4.RRY’S “REPLY to
1\ theBTATEMENTSofMr E. W. PUGIN.”

By P. WRT.BY PUGIN.
BURNS. OATES. * CO. IT.’Portroan-streel.

(Price 2d.)

TO PLABTBREB8.

AIT'ANTED, a good PLASTERER, to take
T V the labour of two unfinished eight-roomed houses by the

piece.—Apply THIS DAT (Saturday) from TWO to SIX o'clock to

A B. 2, CharlWDud-place, Pimlico, B. W.

LATEST EDITION OF CRE9Y’.=I CIVIL ENGINEERING.
Ill one volume, wl'h above 3,000 Woodc’'*, nrioe 428.

pNCYCLOPiEDTA of CIVIL ENGI-
Fj NKERINO. Hiefnrlcal, Th-oretical, and Practical.

By EDWARD CBESY, Arcbltec'. and Civil Engineer.
New Imprea'inn.

" A desideratum In englneerliiv srlenee le mpplied by this remark-
able volome. There le not a member of the pr ^fesMon. from the mo-t
eminent ri^l engineer to the lininbleit surveyor, who will pot find

here the materials to enrich his mind and extend his knowledge.”—
Railuvt'/ BaifHt'.

London : LONGMANS, GREEN, & CO. Patemoster-row.

tirANTED, by a BUILDER at the West-
VV end, an Outdoor FOREMAN, fora CONSTANCY, to see

after general works in hand, principally alterations, Ac. Wagee 44s.

perwesk.—Address, stating age, and all paTliuuiars, to No. 787, Offioe

of “ Tbe Builoer."

or the erection of board-room, offices, &c., for the

al Board of Health, at Harrow. Mr. A. H. Jacob,
eyor to the Board, architect ;

—

Avery £1,080 0 0
Crabl) & Vaughan 989 0 0
G. Webb 986 0 0

TO DRAUGHTSMEN.

WTANTED, a respectable Man, in the above
T V rapacity. He must uuders'and perspective, mechanical,

designing, and general working plane.— Appl/, elating age and
salary, to Messrs. DENNIS & SaNBY, Horticnllural Engineers aikd

Builders, Chelmsford.

LATEST EDITION OF ME. FATRBATRN’8 WORK ON IRON.
In 1 vol. flvo with B Plates and 118 Woodcut., prioa IBs.

rpHE APPLICATION of CAST and
JL WBOUGHT iron to BUILDING PURPOSES.

By W, FAIBBAIRN. C.E F.R S Ac.

Third Edition, greatly en’araed including a short Treatise on
Wrought.lren Bridga..

London : LONGMANS, GREEN, A CO. Patemostsr-row.

Taylor 077 0 0

W. R. Webb 950 0 0
Gibson, Brolhera 918 0 0
Nightingale 917 0 0
King & Son 947 0 0
Wood 946 0 0

Upchurch &, Hanks 886 0 0

Shurmur 883 0 0
Smith & Simmons 849 0 0
Salter .... 848 0 0

Woodbridge 804 0 0

or rebuilding the Dog and Fox Hotel at Wimbledon,
Messre. Young & Bainbridge. Mr. G. A. Young,
litect

ANTED, in a LuLlder s Uttice, a J UF^IUK
V V CLERK, one who ba* hod some experience. Salary 501. per

annum. Apply by letter, seating age aud qualifications, to ALPHA,
Herciiles-butldinge. Lambeth.

Y'XrANTED, an elderly but active MAN to
T V KEEP the BOOKS end STOCK and generally assi*t In the

management of a Builder’s and Decorator’s Bnsmes* a few miles

from Loudon. Ono who ha* a knowle.lge of undertaklug or blind-

making, or both, would he preferred.—Apply by letter only, iu own
handwriting, stating age and quallfloatious and wage', which must
be low. as the uccupatlou Is light.—Address to A B. Messrs. Chuuk,
Lookett. A Uo. Norton Folgate, N.B.

NEW AND GREATLY IMPROVED RDITION.
In Three Volnme*. medium 8vo. with shove 2,h00 Woodcuts, price

4f. 14*. 6d. c'nlh, or fif, I’H. half-bound in rnts'a.

TTRE’S DICTIONARY of ARTS, MANXJ-
i ' FACTURES. and MINES, containing a Clear Exposition of

their Principal* and PraoUce. Hx'b F,-tltloT,, rhiefly rewritten and
treatly eoUryd. F.d'ted hv JKIBERT HUNT. F.B.B. Keeper of
Mining Records; assisted by numerous Contributors, eminent in
science and familiar with manufactures.

' Ure’e Dictionary has long been a standard work of reference on
the subjects of which it treats

;
and the pnieent greatly improve*!

edition, which la written up to the most recent dl.coveriea. will

strengthen its po*ltion In the esteeni of men of eclenoe.”— .1 tAeoceuTn.
“ In thi* genuine w.v the work i* done from beginning to

end. The chief care has eviilenf.ly been for thorough revi.lon that
shall niaiiiUlu the character and extend the utility of a standard
work of reference, which upon its own grooiid U without a rival;

and In this land of maiinfncturers an-i minora, a* it* extensive u'b-

folneas becomes mo-e and more widely known, will pass not slowly
through many edition* "

—

Examiner.
London : LONGMANS, GREEN, A CO. Patemoater-row.

'WfANTED, in an Office, a LAD, who can
V V write a good hand, and make himself generally u^efuL

Hour*. 6 a.m. to 6 p.m. Wages, lOs. per week.—Apply, by letter, to

ALPHA, 68, Hercules-bnllolnie, Lambeth.

Aviss & Son 3,396 0 0

Nicholson 3,236 0 0
Adamson it Sons (accepted) 3,160 0 0

or restorations, &c., to Chrishall Church, Essex. Mr.
be, architect. Quantities by Mr. Backshell :

—

Hunt .... £3,267 0 0

rpoWN of TUNBRIDGE WELLS. —
L WANTED, in the burveyor's Office, an ASSISTANT CLERK,

competent to keep accounts aud oopr aud finish drawings, platu,

Ac. aud who can write a good hand. Salary one guluea per week.—
Apply by letter, in own handwriting, stating age and wh*re las t

employed, to Mr. JOHN ELLIOTT, Clerk to the Local Board, Town
Hall, Tunbridge Wells.-Fvb. 15, IbbS.

Gibbons 2,500 0 0
Bumacles 1 2,443 3 0 \\TANTED, an elderly Man, used to Archi-

7 V tectural De-lgniug. and to assist iu preparing plans for

sh op fixtures, Ac. and to make himself generally useful iu a ebo(k

filter’* office.— Address lo GEORGE TREBLE, Juu. 42, Qloeter-street,

Hoxtoii, London, N. elating salary required, Ac.

Bracher & Bon 2,300 0 0

Glasscock 2,100 0 0
Bell & Bon 1,960 0 0

Grinson & Whitehead l,i)06 0 0
Brown 1,896 0 0
Tooley.,,. 1,880 0 0
Mason & Green 1,700 0 0

TO CONTRACTORS AND BUILDERS.

PARTNERSHIP WANTED, by a Builder,
with moderate capital, in an Establi.hed Conc'rn. He la

thoroughly need to the geueral management of a large bndne**. well
vetaed in finaucUl matters aud short and clear system* of keeping
trade accounts, and knows the >>s>t market- fir material*. He would
be found an acqnl.ition in a hustne** where experienced and ener-
getic man.gement la the SBBentl*l thing needed.—Addraa*, 821, Office

of ''The Builder."

DArANTED, in tbe Office of a Gas Engineer,
\Y an intelligent and respectable Youth as a PUPIL, one

having a slight knowledge of mechanical drawing preferred. —
Address. J. K. 8. 12, South-street, Greenwich, 8.E.

TO BRICKLAYERS.

AAfANTED, immediately, a WORKING
Y V FOREMAN.—Apply, with reference*, stating age and wage*

required, to B. PARAMOB, Builder, Orosvenor-place, Margate.

TO COEEErfPONDENTS.

. J. D,—A J. A.-E. M. B.-A. J. M.—C. B.—T. H. & 6an.—
M.-A. J. P.—W. P. T.- J. M.-W. J. M.-J. D. P.-K & O D.-

H. J.—0. H.—W. H. K.—A. i Sons— Pftvilutlm.— J. & Son.—

B

-D. 6. E. G.-B. B. W. H. A. J. G, A. Y. T. M. {.ent too

TO ARCHITECTS.

PERSPECTIVES OUTLINED and
r rOTDURRD.

DECORATTVE DRAWINGS of varion. kinds GOT UP.
Address, 725. Office of The Builder,” AATINDOW-GLASS, LEAD, and COLOUR

YV TRADE.— WANTED, a qnaliflfd perion a* CLERK and
BjOKKKBPKR.—

A

pply by letter, L. C. T. at Mr. Gray’s, 16, Crooked-

lane, City.

mo COUNTRY BUILDERS. — DRAW-
L INGS. BPECIFICATIONS, SURVEYS, Ac.-C. 70, Camberwell

New-road, 8.
.

—

R. L. (we folly oKree with bim : It It not at all likely a car-

er can do bell-haDslsg properly. We simply scaled a principle),

bfcriber (lo see the iiutrQctlons of the arohlteou properly

i«d out).—J. £. B. (Isttei if sent, wiU have attantlon).—0. B.
type).

ITE.--Architects who are nnwUling (as we are) that their names
lid not accompany lists of tenden with which they are concerned,

prevent the omission by sendii g ilste themselves. We cannot

it lute on the ground of such omission.

a are compelled to decline pointing ont books and giving

U statements of facts, lists of Tenders, kc., must be accompanied

Khe name and address of the sender, not neceesarily for

(cation.

TB.—The reeponstbillty of signed articles, and papers read at

ic meetings, rests, of coarse, with the anthoie.

TO BUILDERS, PLUMBERS. Ac.

ANTED, by the Advertiser, who is a
Y'V good Plumber, a PITUATION, or JOB. or as THBEE-
BKANCH HAND. -Good referenjes if required.—Addrose, A. Z. 2,

Boutb Lambeth-i'lace, South Lambeth, 8.

COMPETITION and other Architectural
Drawing*, Designing In Form or Colour, and Perspeetive* In

Pen-tnO-Ink Etching or Colour, done by A. Z. A. care of Houee-
keeper, 22, Buckingham-street, Strand.

TO BUILDERS, DECORATORS. Ac.C ILDERS, thoroughly experienced in House
VlT Work, may be OBTAINED at the Home of Call. Marlborough
Inn, Blenhclm-stepi, Uxford-itreet,—Address to the Secretary.

TO PLUMBEBS AND BUILDERS.

YITANTED, % tbe Advertiser, who is a
VV good PLUMBER and OABFIITER, a JOB, or conetant

SUuatloD. Good reierenee* if required.—Addresa, B. H. 32, New-

T ETTER CUTTER on MARBLE.—
J J WANTED, a wen-educated Man to ASSIST a Firm in the

MONUMENTAL DEPARTMENT aud KEEP ACCOUNT.', and All

up hie time with Letter-cutting —Apply, by letter only, stating how
last employed, age, wages, etc. to F, K. Office of The Builder."

’V^T"anted, by tbe Advertiser, a SITUA-
T V TION u BUILDER’S CLERK. Country not objected to.—

Addrees, B.0. 13, Northuiuberland-place, Paddington, W.

[Advertisements.]

DHUECH, TUEEET, and STABLE CLOCKS.
W. Benson, having erected steam-power

i improved machinery for clock-making, at

J Manafactory, Ludgate-hill, will be glad to

inish to clergymen, architects, and committees,

nimatea and Specifications of every descrip-

n of Horological Machines, especially cathedral

^ public clocks, chiming tunes on any number
1 bells. A descriptive pamphlet on Church
kcks post free for one stamp. Watoh and
lick Maker by Warrant of Appointment to

R.H. the Prince of Wales, and maker of the

tat clock for the Exhibition, 1862. 25, Old

(hd-atreet, and 33 & 34, Ludgatediill, E.C.

ibablished 1749.

POARD of WORKS, WHITECHAPEL
J ^ DISTRICT.-REQUIRED for thU Di«n-ict, an ASSISTANT
SURVEYOR, and a CLERK lu the BURVEYOR'S DEPARTMENT.—
Tlie AssiBtaut Surveyor will be reriul-ed to resid- within the district,

aud devote hiu whole time to the duties of Ms Office. BU duties will

commence slid continue each day with the workman employed by
the Board, and will have to be performed under the superintendeDce

of the Chief Surveyor. Salary. 21. 10'. perweek. The Clerk, iu tbe
Surveyot’fl Department, will be renulred M devote his whole time to

tbe duties of the Office, and to trsuiact the usual Lusluesa of a Sur-
veyor's Office, under the direction of the Chief Surveyor. Ralttry,

Thirty shillings per week,—Applioatlons In wriling, witn resfimn.

nlals, to be f >rwarded to the Clerk of Ih- Boird, b-fure FIVE o’clock

In theaftemoouof IHDRSDAY. the C7th oay of FEBRUARY, 1838.
ALPBEUTDKNRR. Clerk to the Board.

Offices of the Board, No. 15, Great Alte-street, Whitechapel,
February 19, 18158.

lArANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, by a
V Y practical FORF.HAN of CARPENTERS and JOINERS, or to

take Charge of a Job. Town or country. Good roferenoea from
London btuldei*. Age 32.—Adireos, J. W. 74. Baxter-road, Eesei-

road. Islington.

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.

WTANTE].), by a practical London FORE-
VV MAN. a RE-ENQAGBMENT, to Ute Charge of a Job. or

General Out-do .r Foreman. Carpenter and joiner by tride. Four

years iu last situiitiou.—Address T. 0. 10, Walbrook^treot, Eagle-

whatl-road, Hoxtou.

TO PLUMBERS, BUILDERS. Ac.

ANTED, by a respectable Young Man,
YY* aged 26 (miniedl. a SITUATION, as thorough good

PLD5IBEK, iu all its branches. Oasfllter and plain Zinc-worker. No
objection to a little painting, to fill np time. Short dUtauce from

Loudon not objected to.—Addrees, Q. T. P. 12. Poland sUeet, Oxferd-

street.

POROUGH of BEDFORD.—SURVEYOR.
I> WANTED, for Bedford, where a comprehensive system of

drainage, water-BopoIy, and sewage utlllzatiou Is in coune of com-
pletion. a practical and loleUigent Man. to act aa SURVEYOR to

the Local Board and Tosvn Council. He will e required to give

the whole of his servicee to tbe appointment Salary, 2501. a-year.

An offloe will be provided.—Further informattou may be obtained
of the Town Clerk, Sblreball, Bedford, to whom applications must
be made, on or before tbe 6tb MARCH, 1868.

XtrANTED, a permanent SITUATION,
YV aaPLUMBEB. No objection to fill up time with printing

and glazing. Can do plain siuuwork.—Addresa, J. J. 16, Pai»dls»-

terrace, Liverpool-rood.
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TO BUILDERS AND CONTBACTORS.
WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, by
T f a Youop nentl^inaD mbo has recently betu iu tbe empl'^y ol »

lArge lendoQ film. H.<e beea accutottied U
vager, meuorlug op work, and tbe general roui
'DDexcaptlocable references.—Apply by letter t
Cheeham, Bticka.

TO BUILDERS, t

> the Inildlng trade.—Apply to W. H. H. Auge

TO BUILDERS AND PLUMBERS.
ANTED, by a respectable Young Man, a
SITUATION as good PLUMBBa Has uo objeutluU to fill

time with gaafltting or painting. If required, and good
'

an be given.—AddMej. T. O. 118, Bennondsey^tieet. E

TO SAWMILL MABTEBS.
\\rANTED, a SITaATION as SAW-

< ' 8H.VRPENEB, Saw Hammerer, Practical Saw Bench oi
PTame Worker, in town or eonntry. Good reference.—AddreM, A. B.
No. 11, Canterbury-place, Union-road, Borough. B.Ji.

TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS
"W^ANTED, by an experienced ‘Workman,
T T aged34. a BE-EHUAGBMESTaa agood GAS-FITTER, BULL-

HANGER. HOT and COLD WATER FITIER, and PLAl.N ZINC
WORKER. Good reference* 1/ required.—Addrees, J. 8. SIMilONS.
Ho. 83, l.ow«r B eiiuington-lane, Lambeth.

WANTED, a SITUATION, by a Young
TT Man, aa COPYING and TRACING CLERK. Smelle-'-—

required. Can give guud referencee.—Addreje, A. B. 75. Paltuei
Btreet, Groavenor Park, Camberwell. 8.

WANTED, by a good DRAUGHTSJIAN,
T T a SITUATION In au Architect'* or BuHder’e Office. Well

tip in conatmclion anil working drawlugr, compeliiioii drawing and
»nrveyii,g, 4c. Good referencee.-Addreae, B. REEVE. 1. Albert
vllUe, Proiueci-blll, Tunbridge Welle.

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.
A\^ANTED, PLASTERING (piece-work),
T T by » pnuiUurl Man. la well experienced in taking plaater-

Ing to any amount. Either town or country. Labour only.—Addieaa,
844. Office of "The Bnihler.'*

ANTED, by the Advertiser, constant
EMPLOYMENT ai PLUMBER or Three-branch Hand. Can

ic-work <r gaafitilng. Town or country.—Addiew, J. H. at
atUiD't, Boot-maker. Warton-laoe, lalewoitb. Uiddleeex.

ANTED, STAIES, SHOP-FEONTS,
• » Saabea and Frinieg, Greenhouse*, Coiuervatorlee, 4c. by—Addraa*, R. Office of •' The Budder.”

anted, by a respectable Man, of busi-
f T_ naia experience and active and intelliireiit mind. aMau.a

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.
yYANTED, a KE-ENGAGEMENT, by
I t a Young linn, aged JO. Can keep iirtmecoila, good drangbu-

drese, X Y. 28. Great Dove

TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
"Y^rANTED, by a good practical Carpenter,
T } Joiner, and Staircase Hand, PIECEWORK, lu large or

unaLl Job* (labour ouly). Town or ojuntiy. Oeuilemen building
•ill find this to ^eD^vautage.—Adoreia, C. B. C. 106. Bocklugbam-

TO BUILDERS AND DECORATORS.W ANTED, by tbe Advertiser, many years
T t engaged aaFciemen of Painter* in a Louaou firm, a SITUA-

TION as GBAINKR and WRITER, or aa a FortroKn To»n nr
'©"“Oyj-Addiasa, JaMES, 3, WelUngton-place. Llverpoel-road.

"lY^ANTED, GRAINING and MARBLING
* ' by Piece-work.—Addrees. X Y. fll.Chariingtou-street, Osklev-

•quare, N.W. '

TO CIVIL ENGINEERS AND SUBVErOBa

\V anted, by the Advertiser, who is an
TT accurate Surveyor and livelier, and an expeditions

Draughtsman, a BIlUATlON a* ASSIoTANT
;
ba* bad cousiderable

supply.-Addres*. A. fl. 88,Higher ( t, 8cretford-road, Mancb

ANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT aa
1 1 EoTIM.vTOR, MEABUKBR.and OUANTITY CLERK - Ua

fair draughtaman
: no oljoelion to fill up tune lu r

If required. Salary mouerate. Good refereuoca-.?
• Library, 3, Hauover-place, Regeui's-park, N

sa.-, C. D.

TO ARCHITECTa
WANTED, an ENGAGEMENT, aa
T T CLERK of WORKS, in or near towu preferred. Tbe Advor-

U»er haa a good praoilcal knowledge of bulidiug. Oood’rerereuces.—
Address, Eil, Office

AV anted, by a steady Young Man, an
.

four or five months' wora, a.QRAlNER
and MARRLKK. (tan A,, _. t,

M'l

Tl^0 stone JIERCHANTS, contractors, AND OTHERS.
' i'ED, by a middle-aged married

Man, a SITUATluN as MANanPu ’o-.uiaui,.’
ri'p'pk-

manager. UEStrRAL FOREMAN.WORKS, or BOOKKEEPER. Has bad the etiUre Cunin

llcient in all measurem.iiU, bookk-eping.^boih by siiigio**^' doub
entry, a Onti-class accountant and wtreapoudent. Hs* no ol.jectio

TO ARCHITECTS AND BUILDERS.
'YY'^ANTED, by a practical Man, a RE-
? T ENGAGEMENT, as CLERK of WORKS or GENERAL

FOREMAN. Has had great expeneuce as such ou first-ulsss j.rbs Is
a neat and expeditious drsugbumau, peispectiveur otherwise Flrsl-
class lelereDkca and tettuuuniais. — Addrew. W. N. 4tl, soukhaur-

3. N.

TO MASTER BUILDERS.

^Y^ANTED, by a first-class STAIRCASE
T T HAND, a SIlUATION to superintend any quauiuy of

Btalrcaae and Handrail Work, oy tbe Piece or otherwise. Would fill"" *t other joinor’e work If requited.—Addrose, W. B. 61,
««t, Walworth.Branduu-ii

TO BUILDERS, CABINET MAKERS. AND DECORATORS,
Ranted, a ee-engagement as

Good reference*.—Addrees, 82®, Office of Tne Builder.

TO BUILDERS, CONTRACTORS, 4c.

AY?"ANTED, by a steady energe.ic Man, an
» * ENGAGEMKNT as GENERAL FOREMAN. Well up in

setting out work from plan*, Ac. ra-aaurmg up all kinds of work,
keeping account*, undenUnd* the difforeuc bram he* of the trail e-
supeiii.temllug men. 4o. Carpenter and joiner by trade. Good
lefereuce-. Age 23.—Addre**, <*. A. 185, Oaraberwell-road, 8.

YAT’ANTED, by a practical Man, to CON-
TT TRACT for BRICKMAKINO. To dig, make, and bum kUn

or il*inp brick*, at per l.COO. Well acquainted with Clayton'* and
other macuiiie*. Good refereiicea—Address, J. BIDDLK, East-end
11 igh-*triret. Sitting bourne.

AAranted, by a Young Man, a SITUA-
T I TlONa* TH'tkE-BRANCH BAND. Can do plain gaaflllltg.

Andrea*. A. B. 117. Stomfuid-atreet. Blackfriara.

AA^-A-NTED, an ENGAGEMENT, by an
T T experienced CLKRK of WuRKS Reference* to eminent

London architects.—Addr***, CLERK of WORKS, care of Mr. Pike,
St itioner, Whltehonw-itrect, Piccadilly, W.

TO MASTER PAINTERS. BUILDERS, AND OTHERS.

AA^AWTED, by a Young Man, who is com-
T T petent to do GRAINING, Painting. GUsing, and fully

iiuderstandi the bu*inp*a in all iu branchea.a BE-BNGAGEMKNr.
No objection to tbe country. A permaucucy required. Wago* only
secondary.—Addresa. W. A. 33, Eaat-road, Cits -road, London.

TO TIMBER MERCHANTS.
\A7'-A-NTED, by an experienced Middle-aged
T T Man, a SITUATION a* FOREMAN.— K. 20, Stafford-place

Soutb, Westminster.

wanted, a SITUATION as CLERK
T T of WORKS, Shop or Oeneral Foreman. Haa a good know-

ledge of all braiiube* of toe building trade, aud is a good drsnghta-
miuj. Cau h ive a reference from last employer.—Aldieai, 746, Office
of’The Builder.'

^ Young Man, a SITUA-
T T TION aa lilPROVER to the CaRPEN rEBISG. Ha* been

two year* iuibe trade.-Addre**, 8. U, 35,8tauley-*treet, Paddington.

TO BUILDERS.
\VANTED, to AKTIOLE a YOUTH in a
T T Joiner’* Shop. Aged 17. Had three year*’ experience at the

trade —Addcea*, E, C. 7, Lmtdale-roati. Bayswater, W.

TO DECORATORS, UPHOLSTERERS AND BUILDERS.

AA^ANTED, a RK-ENGAGEMENT, as
TT MANAGING or WOPvKING FOREMANofPAl.NTERd. Has

bad great experience. A Qrst-claaa decorator ; good designer, gilder,
and writer

;
fair araluer of woods aud marble

; and thoroughly
acquainted wUb measuriog and eitUuallug.—Address, 743, Office of
•' 'Ihe Builder."

TO BUILDERS. PLUMBERS. 4c,

^y Advertiser, aged 18,
T T who ha* been five year* In tbe trade, a SITUATION as

IMPROTBR to the P. ombiug and ZibcWoik,—Addre**, J. T. L. 9,
Bruughion-street, Queen 't-road Exteniiou, Bscteiaea.

TO BUILDERS, CONTRACTORS, 4c.

I*y ^ steady practical Man, a
T V BK-ENQAGkMlINra* SHOP or GK.NERAL FOREMAN. No

ol JecllQu to a country job. Firtt-clars t«*iiuouials nnd references.
Carpenter and joiner by trade. Aged 35.—Address, A. B. cate of Mr.
Mengetes, 148, Uty-road, E.C.

TO ARCHITECTS.

A\^ANTED, in a short time, by the Adver-
T T tUer, a SITUATION lu a good Office (London preferred),

which will oiler factiities for improvemeut. Ha* been Uvo years
with an A tebiiect in the country. Can prepare driiwiugs Horn rotigb
• kcuihes. and get imt oeiaila under aupervieiou. Salaiy nut so much
au object a* iruproveuient. Reference*. 4c.—Address, H. A, Office of
•• rne BotWer."

TO TIMBER-MERCHANTS.

AA/^ANTED, by a respectable Married Man,
T T a BITUATtON a* SALEoilAN. Pirslcla.s reference*.—

Addreu, A. B.3. nenton-etreei, Brunswick -S'lUare. W.O.

TO GAS FAUrORIBS, FITTERS, AND OTHERS.
\A7'ANTED, by a Young Man, about 32,
T T a SirUATlbN in the above line, or to Take Charge of a large

Eetabllsbmenr. Ceu Uy and repair imaius, 4c.— Addles*. J. H.
4, Denbigh-terrace. Noltiug-bill.

TO BUILDERS, SMITHS, AND OTHERS.

AATANTED, by the Advertiser, a SITUA-
T Y TION aa SMITH, Stove, Range and General Fitter.— Adiireai,

814, UffloB of’The Builder,"

TO BUILDERS, SMITHS. AND OTHERS.

TYT’ANTED, by the Advertiser, an EN-
S 1 h

GAGEMENTa* WORKING FOREMAN, or otherwise, over

work.—Address, 813. Office of •'^be Builder."

AYT anted, a SITUATION, as'
YV IMPROVER In PLUMBING. Town or country. Five years'

experience. Good cbaracur fr>m last etuploymeul.—Addreu, E. J.
Nu.ll,New-alreet,Ooveuc Oardeo, W.C.

TO H lUSE DECORATORi.

A\r-A-NTED, by an experienced Hand,
Y I thoroughly conversant with the trade, au ENGAGEMENT aa

FUIlEMaN, or to manage a buainets. Can measure aud estimate.
Quod bookkeeper. Fuur years' refaietee.—Addre**, B. 59, Loilttigea-
road, Bi. I'botuas’a-aqtLsre, Hackney.

AV^ANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, as
Y Y Foreman of UKtCaLAYBRS. Would be willing to take

pUcework.—Addieae, 728, office of "Tbe Builder."

AAT-^^^^^s ^y experienced CLERK of
YY WORKS.au ENOAUEUEM', or aa Manager to a Builder.

Age 35. Twenty year>' ptavtical experience. Beforencea to eiuiueut
Luuduu aruUitect*. Nu ubj,*ctiou Cu a temporary eugagem'-ut, post-
ing neglected books, ur niaktug Builders’ plans.—AdUieas. CLERK of
Works, at Mr. Piae’s, Biationer, Whiienorse-slreet, Piccadilly,
LuUUuu, W.

TO BUILDERS, ROAD MAKERS, AND CONTRACTORS.

AA/ ANTED, by a first-class practical Man, a
Y Y Carriage-way Pavior, Street M eon, Graulte Dresser (wood

bucks, Du'Ch eiinker.-, or tiles), to TAKE WORK by the PIECE,
Labour oi.ly. Uuod Usllu,oulaU aud reUrencea—Addrees, JAMES
CRUTUHLEY, No. 7, Jaiuet-place, North-street, Poplar.

TO BUILDERS.

AA'ANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT as
Y Y GENERALIOREMAN, or to take charge of a job. Town or

Country. LAtpenter by Hade. Iboruogbly competent. Good refer-
ence.- Address, F. R. 15. Deublgh-cerraceNoctn.Ratanea. &W.

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.

AATANTED, a RE -engagement aa
Y Y OUr-DOOK Foreman, or charge of a job, In town or

couotry. Haa jD>t completed extensive vinegar worka Teitimonlala
first-claaa. Becuriiy U lequlred.—Addreu, H. HOTTKN, 6. WbiUey-
terrace, Caledoulan-road, N,

TO BUILDERS AND DECORATOKK

WrANTED, by a Young Man, a SITE
T T TION a* PAPEHHANOBB. No Jolyrctlon to palntl

I. No. 0, Rbeidot'U

TO BUILDERS, DECORATORS, UPHOLSTERERS, 4c.WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, bj
thoroughly efficient and practical FORE «AN of PAINT!

Graluen, Decorators, 4c.—Addre**, R. J. No. 9, Qrafton street,
roy-sqoare, W.

TO STONE AND MARBLE MASONS,

\YrANTED, for a permanency, a practi
T T Man, who understand* MONUMENTAL and M.ASUN’SWC

ood workman. Wages 5a per i

TO ARCHITECTS, SURVEYORS, OR CONTRACTORb. ..

IHE Advertiser, aged 21, of some expc?
.1_ ence In drawing, 4c. require* an ENOaOBMENT, in town a
country, a* above. Good references.—Addre**, T. 11. 2, Ooodwt t

place, Rlchmond-road, Soulhiea, Hants.

TO AECHITKCTS AND BUILDERS. *

fPHE Advertiser is open to an ENGAGlt
L MRNT aa CLERK of WORKS or General Foreman. Gl»

draughcaman, expeic at quanliltea aud mea-<urlag. Good relbrenfv
Addre**, A. Z. Puat-offioe, Partobello-road, Notting.bill.

fl'^HE Advertiser, an energetic Man,
JL good experience In Railway*, Sewen, and Brickwork, w^ .

in Measurement*, andhavinga thorough knowledge of Book-keepl •

wishe* for a SITUATION with an e»tablUhed Builder and (.
tractor. Moat satlafactory references' and teitlmoniala — Addz -
X. 1, 161, Leadenhall-itreet, E.O.

TO HOUSE DECORATORS AND BUILDERS.
rPHE Advertiser is open to anENGAG.iA MBNT as MANAGING or WORKING FOUE.MjLN. la pra I

cally a Plamber aud Decurator, Underaiaudt the harmony of eol >

aud first'Claa* work. Has had considerable expeiience In prepar i

specification* and estimate* for general repair*, and also in
management of a targe jobhlng bulldepa business. Is also age
draugntsmau.—Address, ALPHA, 18, Frederick-place, Caledonl

TO JOINERS’ FOREMEN AND OTHERS.
/^NE POUND BONUS will be paid by 1

1

V_/ Advertlserforao INTRODUCTION to a Good Shop. Day
pleco work.—Address, J. Mr. Chapman’s, 44, James-itreet, Oxfo

.

TTANDRAILS and STAIRS.—An ea
XX parienced STAIRCASE HAND la in want of au KNOAf 3
MENT, iu or near London

; any amount of work done cheaply, a a
OQ the sh'irteat no'lee. Piecework preferred. Eefeiencca If *
qulrcd.-Address, 7915, Office of " The Builder.”

Tj^VENING EMPLOYMENT ‘WANTE] 1

J_j to PREPARE PLANS, TRACINGS, QUANTITIES, 4c. ,

aeeiat Builder* with their Accounts, on moderate term*, and w. i

the greatest denpatch.- Addrees. 3. 1'. 8. Office of "The B-iUd-.r.’' 1

pLERK of WORKS or GENERAL FOR:
MAN. -The Advertlaer seeks a RE-BNOAGEMENT. Co

petent to aupenntand any claa* of building, lucludlog cbnroh '

Town or country. Kefereuces of the first order fur ability. Iniegrll
amd general moral charaeter. Age 38.—Addreu, 897, Offioeof "T
Builder.”

PRACTICAL FOREMAN BRICKLAY'E
X U in WANT of a RE-ENGAGEMENT, or Brickwork Pie 1

work (labonr only). Nine years’ reference.—Addre**, a 10, OrcUar J
terrace. Bail-street, Kensington.

TO ARCUITKCTS AND BUILDERS.
A THOROUGHLY experienced Man r
.LX qnlre* a KE-ENGAGEMENT aa CLERK of WORKS
UuJldet’e Focenian, Ooud leferencea. No objection to go abroad.
Address. 681, Office of " The Builder."

A YOUNG Man, who has had 3 yea:
JTa. experience in the carpenurlng, wlabea to tSIPROVE him**
lu a shop where there la plenty of work. Good reference. Modera
wages expected.—Address, M. B. " Pres* " Office, Barnet.

TO BUILDERS, DECORATORS, 4c,

A PRACTICAL Man, of several yearl*
experience, la daalroua of underukiug the DUTIES uf i

OFFICE, and to assist In the g'lneral management of a liusioei
Good reference*.—Addre**. A. B. Mr, PanneU’*, Haletead-plao
Doraet-street. Claptaam-road, 3.

TO ARCeiTBCTci.

A GENTLEMAN requires an ENGAGI
.A\_ MENT. in London, a* ASSISiANl', Three years lu luat sit
atluu.—Address, 751, Office of " The finllder.”

TO BUILDERS.

A EESPCTAELE Young Man, aged 24, c
/A good education, wishe* to APPRENTICE himaelt to the CA.
PhiN TIDING anu JOINERINO la a subataniial .Loudon Firm,
pieiuium given, and small salary expected.—Address, A. B. 33, Urok
road, Dalston. N.E.

TO PAINTERS, BUILDERd, 4c.

A YOUNG MAN wishes for a El
Xi. ENGAGEMENT, aa PAINPER, GLAZIER, and PAPK
Hanger. Can undertake graining, luarollug, 4c. if required. Fin
class referencea from last employers.—Address, J.B. 11, Little Colleg

A GENTLEMANwishestoEECOMMENl
hi* CARPENTER or CLERK of the WORKS. He baa Ilv

luurieen year* iu bu lervice, and uodertiauda all kinds of e«u
works.—Apply to W. FKKUER, Esq. Bye. Suffolk.

A YOUNG GENTLEMAN, having had te
Xi. years' experience In the general dntiet of an ARCHITK
iUkaL ASSISTANT, deairea a RK-ENOAORMENT.—Address, 81
Office of " The Builder.”

A YOUNG GENTLEMAN, engaged wit
.£j,. Gothic Archlleota during the last eight yean, in preparli
wuiaing and finlabed drawing* aud penpeuLlve*, and Insuparlutem
lug buildmg* in uout*e of etecUon, will be open to an KNGAG
UKnT on tbe 34th instant.—AddrMS. 812, Office of " The Builder.”

TO ABCHITBCia
A GENERAL ASSISTANT is in WAN’
XA- of an ENOaOBMENT. Thoroughly versed in conittucllo
deiaiijic. Ho* also a fan knowledge of porapeeUve,-Address, 8C
Office of " Tbe Builder."

A JUNIOR ASSISTANT is in WANT (

jTi. a SITUATION In an Archstect's or Surveyor’* office. Gw
teaiimoulais or references.-Address, K. A. PoxUaud-lodgo, Atkli
road, Clapbatu-park, S.

TO ARCHITECTS.

A GOOD DRAUGHTSMAN and expedAA tloua General Assistant Is now DLSENOAOED. I* we
acquainted with tbe varlons duties of the architectnral profesiloi
Terms, for a pemaueocy, moderate.—Address, ARCHITECT, 1

Sutherland-plaee South, Belgravia, S.W.j
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Cottage Hospitals.

H E first attempt to

establish a cottage

hospital was made at

Cranley (by some spelt

Cranleigh) in 1859, and

we lost no time in

bringing it nnder the

favonrable notice of

our readers. Since

then many others have

been established, and

in seven years, or in

1866, there were six-

teen in full work and

no less than sixty-seven

in course of establish-

ment. Nevertheless, a

great many more are

needed throughout the

country. It has been

calculated, on satisfac-

tory data, that to sup-

;
ply the proper amount

I ofhospital accommoda-

tion in rural districts,

—setting aside London

and the six principal

cities, — one bed to

every thousand inhabi-

' tants is the requisite

proportion. Taking

Mr. Sweto’s statistics

as the basis of the calculation, it appears that

there are (or were a year or two ago) no less

than nine millions of people in Great Britain

unprovided with hospital accommodation. To

meet this state of things 9,000 more beds are

required ; and allowing six beds, on an average,

to each hospital, there is scope and necessity

for 1,500 cottage hospitals, scattered throughout

the country, to meet the demand.

The advantages of cottage hospitals in villages

and even towns are many. Besides those which

affect the patients themselves, of which we will

hereafter speak, there are other benefits which

ought not to be lost sight of. Country surgeons

and physicians are too often obliged to send off

their poorer patients to some county hospital

where they and their cases are lost sight of

either partially or entirely, and valuable experi-

ence is thus lost to country Burgeonsand physicians

which they might bring to bear upon any

class. It is thus decidedly for the interest of

the well-to-do classes in villages and small towns

to support any movement for the establishment

of a cottage hospital where it may be requisite

in their own immediate district. The bringing

of patients near the local surgeons and physicians

where cottage hospitals are conveniently situated,

is an important point too. As regards the pa-

tients themselves the advantages are various. It

cannot but be promotive of cure in many cases

where patients are not saddened by isolation

from every relative or friend in a town or county

hospital, even were their position equally favour-

able otherwise to their restoration to health

;

but of this there is good reason to doubt. We
find it stated by some authorities that the pro-

portion of deaths in cottage hospitals is no

greater than in the London hospitals, where the

most eminent and experienced surgeons of the

day are engaged. This itself is much to say, but

we are not inclined to accept it as anything

like all that can be said in favour of cottage

hospitals. Even were no larger proportion of

cures effected in them than in London hospitals,

a most important question to the poor man
remains to be investigated, namely, how long

time on an average it will take to cure any given

case in a London hospital by comparison with

the time requisite for just such a case in a

cottage hospital. Of course much depends on

stamina, and on other coeditiona ; but something

like reliable statistics, we thick, might be ascer-

tained on so material and important a point to

the poor head of a family. The assertion that

as many deaths in proportion occur in cottage

hospitals, with some half-dozen patients in each,

as in the Loudon hospitals,—for that is what the

ostensible recommendation, to which we have

alluded, of cottage hospitals by comparison with

London hospitals comes to,—we are by no means

inclined to rest satisfied with in the face of the

following declaration—not as to cases in cottage

hospitals certainly, but as to those in cottage

and other homes, to which the nearest thing is

a cottage hospital. The oases referred to are not

such as are casually treated in cottage hospitals

neither, nor indeed in London hospitals with

certain exceptions : they are cases of child-birth

in cottage and other homes on the one band, and

in town maternity hospitals on the other. The

difference of mortality in these respectively is

enormous, and we cannot think that as between

cottage hospitals and town or county hospitals

in other cases such a difference can be all at once

reduced to nil. Sir James Y. Simpson, one of

the highest authorities in the kingdom on such a
j

subject as that of which he writes, says, in a
j

letter to the Tunes on “ Hospital Reform” :— |

“lu roy address to the Public Health Seciion of the late
Social Science Congresd at Belfast 1 stated, astheresultof
Dr. Leon Le Fort's semi-oiBcial invesTigations, that, out
of 934,781 parturient women delivered at their own poor
and often very wretched homes, 4,405 died, or 1 in every
212 ;

while out of 888,512 delivered in maternity hospitals,

where every kind of professional care and comfort was be-
stowed upon them, 30,394 died, or 1 in every 29.

These statistics apply to hospital practice as compared
with dispensary or homo practice among the same class of
women in the leading' cities and medical schools ofEurope.
To the general law oTtlie excessive mortality of hospital as

compared with home practice, London is no exception. I

find from the statistics published by Dr. Barnes that out
of 4.000 women confined in the four chief maternity hospi-
tals of London, 142 died, or 1 in every 28 ;

while out of
18,383 confined at their own homes as dispensary or out-
patients in connexion with the hospitals ol St. Tliomas and
tiny, 63 died, or 1 in every 310."

That something similar must occur in any

extensive enough statistical comparison of the

general mortality in London hospitals on the

one hand, and cottage hospitals on the other, we

have no doubt.

Considering the good they do, cottage hos-

pitals are most economical and easily supported

establishments. In an account of them by Dr.

Andrew Wyuter, in Qood IFbrcZs, for May, 1866,

be gives the following statement of the receipts
I

and expenditure at the Cranley Cottage Hospital ^

during four years, from 1859 to 1863, for 100

patients :

—

Receipts,

Donations and subscriptions £542 6 6

From patients 131 4 tt

Expendititre.

For patients, salaries, wine, beer, &c, £411 6
Insurance, priuting, &c 34 17

Repairs and improvements 73 11

ruraiture 92 11

If we divide the total expenditure by four, we
find that the annual cost, including furniture

and repairs, was but little more than 150i. per

annum
;
and, indeed, that the cost of the patients

but little exceeded 1001. for the treatment of

twenty-five patients, or 51. as the total cost of

each case. This cost is not all paid by subscrip-

tion or donation ; on the contrary, the hospitals

are made as far as possible self-supporting, after

they are once established, by weekly payments
from the patients or their friends, who, under

careful supervision, are also allowed to provide

food, &c. In this case the sum contributed on

the part of the patients themselves was 1311.,

—

an example of independence to our London

artisans and others of the poorer classes.

There should be a cottage hospital in every

village, ten miles distant from a town or county

hospital.

With regard to the expense of fitting up an hos-

pital for six beds, Mr. Napper, whose experience

in the matter, at Cranky, gives great weight

to his opinion, places the cost at 701. The

coat of fitting up each bed he places at 91.

7s. 5d. = 561. 78., leaving about 131. for a kitchen-

range, dresser, bath, clock, an easy-chair, table,

&c . ; bat in the estimate no mention is made
of crockery, cooking utensils, and some other

minor articles. Dr. Waring estimates the cost

of famishing at 801. This sum, added to 201.

for repairs, will give a total of 1001. With
this amoupt in hand (raised by private dona-

tions, sermons, bazaars, or otherwise), any one

would be fully justified in at once establishing a

cottage hospital of six beds (inclusive of one fur

the nurse), in any district with 5,000 inhabitants

placed beyond ready access to another hospital.

Cottages, of course, can often or generally be

had for the purpose ready built, at rents of 121.,

as at East Grinstead, where Dr. Rogers pre-

sides, to 161., as at Tewkesbury; but it is not

considered advisable to exceed the latter sum
except under special circumstances. One great

fear which those experienced in the working

of cottage hospitals have is, that the system

may be elaborated into some costly or pon-

derous arrangements which would dimmish

the chances both of the multiplication, of suoh

hospitals, and of eftbecing all the good of which

the more primitive and economical system is

capable. The subject of fever cases has been

considered, but it has been thought better to ex-

clude these, and to rent temporarily a separate

cottage for any special occasion of the kind.

Memorial cottage hospitals are not a bad idea

if the limits be not extended, and the purposes

be confined simply to the cure of such cases

as those undertaken at present in cottage

hospitals.

When the erection of a cottage hospital ie

contemplated, the best plan is to place the

matter in the hands of a respectable local

architect, with instructions to conform as nearly

as possible to the character of the neighbouring

cottages, striving, however, for as much air and

light as practicable. The rooms required,

according to Dr. Waring,* are,

—

" Upstairs : 1, men’s ward for three beds
; 2, a women's

ward I'or two beds; 3, a small ward, with one bed, for a

case requiring separation ; 4, a nurse’s bed-room; 5, an
operating room (lighted from above), to contain the

medical and surgical stores ;
and 0, a bath-room. On the

ground-floor: 7, kitchen; 8, scullery; 9, sitting-room ,-

10, store-room and larder; and 11, water-closet. lu ad-

dition to these, there should be a small mortuary chamber
with a skylight, and sheds or cellars for coal and wood.
Such a building, ho adds, I am informed by those capubh*
of judging, should cost about 4'iOL

;
but this would differ

according to the price of materials, which varies much in

ditferent localities."

The surroundings of cottage hospitals,

drainage, &c., ought to be carefully looked to.

A proposal wits made last year by Mr. Horace

Swete to establish a National Cottage Hospital

Association. He considered that such an asso-

ciation would be of value'—1, in starting new

cottage hospitals
; 2, in framing a general

scheme of rules for their more effectual opera-

tion
; 3, in diffusing throngh their means a

sound knowledge of sick nursing and sick

cookery
;

-I, in helping, by a central fund, poorer

districts to corameuco cott.nge hospitals; 5, in

arranging meetings of cottage hospital medical

officers annually, for the discussion of matters

* Cotlagc Hospitals. By E. J. Watiug, M,D. Church-
hill & ?3ons.
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connected with this class of institations ; 6, in md drainage waters would not be attended bj

undertaking the arrangement of questions uuy such disastrous results as occur in the pro-

affecting poor law unions, &c.
; 7, in publishing 1

sent age. What was passed into the broad

a quarterly paper with information as to the '
streams upon whose banks all large cities of

progress and working of the system
;
and 8, in

' antiquity were built, mingled with their strong

furnishing plans for building, and other snch
,

currents, and was swept so rapidly down to the

information as might be required.'

ON' THE UTILIZA-TION OF SEWAGE
BY IRRIGATION.

Introductory. K

\

sea that time was not allowed for decomposition.

I

Moreover, it mnet not be forgotten that,

1
although the ancients were by no means, as is

! often erroneously stated, ignorant of the princi-

I
pies of hydraulics and hydrostatics, yet a know-

' ledge of the natural laws of fluids, unaccompa-
nied by the resonroes of modern invention in

mechanical appliances, would in many cases

The records 01 nil countries which, in the 1 for” “ insupornbla drawback. Had the engi-

hiatorv of the world, have arrived at any pro-
1

ucers of ancient Kerne commanded the agency

minen't degree of civilization, bear witness to
|

of so powerful an auiiliary ns the steam-engine,

the important consideration which has ever been ,

or conld they have obtained cast-iron pipes

bestowed upon the subject of the drainage of
i

capable of resisting the pressure of a column of

cities. A comprehensive digest of those ancient
i

water of indefinite height, doubtless they might

records, such ns has yet to be written, would, 1

have solved many a problem which has puzzled

indeed, form a most valuable addition to whatis later ages, and have dispensed with those

already known on a subject so full of interest, 1

stnpendons arched aqueducts which are at once

and concerning which there is such a diversity
[

the envy and the theme of criticism of their

of opinion. As populations increased, and a cer- i
modem snccessors

tain degree of refinement became a necessity, the

rade and primitive habits incident to savage life

were cast aside for the systematic purging of

great communities of the accumnlatioos of

residue and filth which mark the gregarions con-

dition of man. Hence originated that im-

portant branch of modern science,—hydraulic

engineering.

Much as we are apt to pride ourselves on the

development of the infinite resources of onr

But although the drainage waters of towns
may not have been turned to account for agri-

cultural purposes, yet from time immemorial
water.irrigation,—its kindred science,—has been
practised in all warm countries which have
attained any degree of advancement in the til-

lage of the soil, and it may reasonably be asked

why, if pure water alone be beneficial to the

land, water containing the undoubted elements

essential to the growth of vegetation should not

modern civilization, it cannot be doubted that
]

b® 'more so. Before, however, we enter into an

even our most advanced hydraulic works must
j

^ effect of sewage applied to

yield in solid grandeur of design and execution,
j

soil®) it will not be irrelevant to take a brief

if not in scientific perfection, to many whose
,

of those causes which in this country have

ancient splendour may still be traced through
1

^® suddenly, to the eminent
raportauce of this subject

;
from which we may

perhaps see that, despite our ingenuity in

striving after cleanliness, we have as yet merely
succeeded in shifeing the locality of the disease,

without in any degree eradicating it from the

coustitntion
;
or as some hold, that in efforts to

rid our habitations of their necessary refuse with

as little delay as possible, we have converted a
transitory sore into a fixed and dangerous ulcer

of the gravest kind.

Town Drainage with reference to Water Supply.

That “ cleanliness is next to godliness” is a

saying for which we have very high and ancient

authority, and if we oonsult the records of re-

ligions ordinances from the earliest f^es we find

that in the performance of sacred rites frequent

ablations form a never-failing ingredient. In
Holy Writ we are told that such ablutions were
strictly enjoined under grave penalties, and the

washing of feet was an invariable act of hospi-

tality towards the wearied traveller. It is tme
that the climate in some degree necessitated a

certain standard of cleanliness, more especially

as tonching the enrse of leprosy ;
and that the

Hebrew of colder countries has not always been
distinguished for his impartial observance of

this duty; but, nevertheless, the very existence

of such ordinances appears to point out the fact

that uncleanlinesB of the body was deemed un-

holy and incompatible with devoutnoss of the

soul. In all Mahometan and Oriental countries

these rites are held in the highest respect, and
the neglect of them, which travellers occasion-

ally notice, arises chiefly from the scarcity of

the precious liquid under a burning sun. In oor

own country, as in all modern nations, it is only

ddorThe almo^r unb^nndTd dflurion of ‘^te years that a frequent use of water has

where a daily bath was indulged in by every !

become at all tolerated, and even yet the great

member of the commnnity, gentle or simple
;

of the population of Christendom are far

where the very beggar had at his service baths i

behind the followers of the Prophet in this

of such extraordinary magnificence that modem
|

regard, and are not untruthfully described as

Europe can, by comparison, form no adequate
|

*^b0 “great unwashed. So advanced, indeed,

eonoeption of them : when we recollect that
;

the Oriental of higher rank, even beyond the

water-closets were unknown, and that the more fastidious cleanliness of the English gentleman,

all the ravages of time. When we compare the

precarious water-supply of modern London, esti-

mated by Mr. Bazalgette at 5 cubic feet, or 31-25

gallons per head per diem, and by Messrs.

Hoffman & Witt at 7 cubic feet, or 43'75 gallons

per diem,® with the supply of ancient Rome under

the Emperor Nerva, wliich is recorded in a

treatise by his inspector of aqueducts, at 50

cubic feet, or 312 gallons per head per diem, it

is diflicnlt to overrate the advantages of the

Roman in this respect.

Where, also, the supply of the pure element

was 80 prodigious, there was equal provision for

its drainage after being rendered subservient

to the uses of man
;
so that it is not too much to

say that in spacious magnificence the cloaccr or

sewers of imperial Rome have never been sur-

passed. In other countries of antiquity—Greece,

Egypt, India, and Assyria, as well asthrooghont

the whole of those nations of Sonthern Europe
assembled under tho imperial domination—we
have similar instances of the high estimation in

which water supply and drainage were held.

That which, in a sparse and scattered popula-

tion, and under the rudest periods of the human
intellect, was not deemed, nor was in reality, a

nnisance, became, by the concentration of people

in cities, with their multiplied wants, a matter

which thrusting itself upon the public attention,

could no longer remain in harmless obscurity,

but loudly called for proper treatment. It is

true we have no authentic instance of the appli-

cation of sewage to the soil on a scale approach-

ing to that upon wliich it is now proposed to

deal with this commodity ;
nor, perhaps, would

there be the need of such a measure under the

ancient condition of things
;
for, when we con

solid and offensive parts of sewage were con-

veyed and distributed over the land,—it may
readily be conceived that the blending of riverine

* The experiment made by the Marchioness of Ailes-

bmy in eRtablisbisg a cottage hospital at Sarernakc, near
Marlborongb, appears to have succeeded admirably. At
the annual meeting held under the presidency of the
Marcniis of Aiiesburv, K.G., the report was reed by
the Rev. J. O. Stephens, honorary secretary to the
inetitution, and the document showed that during the
past year an addition of l-ty. had been made to the
endowment fnnd. It was also reported that seventy-nine
cases had been received into the hospital (making up

3 beds only), forty of which were discharged cured,
|

th© bath was a luxury, and as SUCh, unknown to

and

that in his ablutions ronning water alone will

serve his purpose.

Until nearly two centuries and a half ago
there was no regular supply of water to the

metropolis, and the construction of the New
River works, by Sir Hugh Myddelton, was con-

sidered a prodigy of human skill. Since then
there have been sundry additions made from
time to time by way of anxiliary supply; but
until a period within the recollection of the pre-

sent generation there was no marked alteration

in the water supplies of our towns. The use of

relieved, two pronooneed
i nineteen-twentieths of the population; water-

“ rIpoS on Metropolis Sewage, 1364. Mr. Ellia’a ®los®t8 were still In futurity; manufactures by
evidence ; 1744.

\

steam-power bad but arisen from their infancy ;

,

and what was sent through the miserably incom-

plete systems of drainage then extant was in fact

little else than the household drainage and a

portion of tho rainfall. So slight an admixture
of sewage in the large volumes of our rivers

was therefore comparatively harmless; and up
to a very recent period their waters, with a few
exceptions, each as in the clothing districts of the

West Riding of Yorkshire, were clear and pure,

and abounded in fish.

But when the refinements of modern civiliza-

tion caused the erection of -waterclosets, and
were supplemented by an increased water-supply

to the towns ; when new and complete systems

of main drainage were adopted, by means of

which masses of filth, which before had been

allowed to stagnate and rot under the noses of

the inhabitants, until hoisted into the farmer’s

wagon, were swept down into the nearest water-

course, then the attention of the public became
drawn to the baneful results of river pollution.

The defiling of the great source of our water-

supply is indeed the price we pay for tho aboli-

tion of the pestilent dung-heaps, reeking gutters,

and other uncouth and unsavoury practices of

onr ancestors, snch as in Smollett’s time \yere to

be found in Edinburgh, and which would shock

the nice manners of the present day. Cesspools

were at first instituted, and in many towns it

was made a punishable offence to allow water-

closets to drain into the sewers. It was not

long, however, before the authorities discovered

that, in avoiding Scylla, they bad lighted upon
Charybdis ; and with improved sewerage it was
found better to suffer fcocal matter to pass into

the drains and so into the rivers, than to harbour

in the vicinity of each dwelling the ever-accu-

mulating abominations of the cesspool, which

were enough to poison the water of every well

in their neighbourhood, and breed a pestilence

in the land. Speaking on this subject, Mr. Raw-
linsou, principal inspector in the Local Govern-

ment Act Office, says:—“ The most dangerous

condition for a cesspool is for it to be covered ;

if you are to have cesspools, the safest plan is to

take the top ofl', and let the gas be coustantly

diluting. In Paris, cesspools are constructed

under the superintendence of the authorities,

who profess to make them water-tight by her-

metically sealing them. This is a fallacy, as the

gas escapes at the joints.”'

The failure of cesspools to meet the sanitary

requirements of a town, has mitigated the pro-

hibition clauses in Corporation Acts, and the dis-

charge of water-closet refuse into the sewers has

become wellnigh universal. The influx of so enor-

mons a volume oforganic matter, rendered doubly

pernicious by the immense increase of manufac-

tures, and the numberless river-weirs, which in

dry weather divide them into long, stagnant

reaches, has had its due effect on onr rivers
; so

that in all onr populous districts their oue-time

pure waters have been converted into so many
masses of unsightly sewage, whose sight and smell

are offensive, and whose effect is to breed subtle

and dangerous epidemics.

Lest, however, there should be any misunder-

standing in the minds of the reader as to the

just proportion of the effect of manufactures

upon river waters, it must not be omitted to

state, that although positively the effect of all

foreign and discolouring matter is to deduct

from their wholesomeness, yet relatively it may
be otherwise; as when a certain kind of pollu-

tion may be neutralised by the introduction of

polluting matter of a certain other kind, which

is undoubtedly the case in regard to the infusion

of the acid refuse of dye-works amongst currents

polluted by town sewage and other animal re-

fuse. The statement of the Rivers Pollution

Commissioners, in their report on the Aire and
Calder rivers, vol. i., page l-i, sets this matter in

a clear light :

—

“ The dark aod fonl appearance of the We t Riding

rivers is mainly due to insoluble dye-matter discharged

from the works; but dye refnse in general, though in

this sense highly objectionable, really tends, to a con-

siderable extent, bv the disinfecting action of the mineral

iogredieots and acid it contains, to neutralise the corrup-

tion of town sewage. Where, on the other h»nd, this

dye refuse is nut discharged in snfBcieut quantity, that

oS'ensive matter deposited on the beds and banks of the

streams, becomes, in dry weather, putrid and Blinking."

In many parts of the West Riding clothing

districts, where large and increasing towns are

situated on the banks of comparatively small

streams, recourse is had to reservoirs. Periodi-

cally, once a week, or oi^ce a month, these are

flashed out, generally on a Saturday afternoon,

i
and the whole of the deposit of “ sludge” and
refuse is sent down the stream. Daring these

* Rep. Metropolis Sewage, 1864 : 4219, 4220.
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flushings the water of the stream is defiled to

such an extent as can hardly be realised by
those who are non-resident. The neighbourhood

of Bradford, Dewsbuiy, Batley, and Heckmond-
wike, is especially distinguished by this charac-

teristic.

How, then, to deal with an evil so gigantic

and so rapidly increasing, is a matter which has

naturally attracted the attention of the scientific

men of the time, and innumerable remedial

schemes have been proposed. In order to form

a correct estimate of the most prominent of

these, it will be proper to ascertain, as far as

possible, what sewage is
j
what are its con-

stituents, what its capacities, and what is its

commercial worth.

8ewag6 : its Constituents and commercial Value.

In the earliest stages of the inquiry into the

beat means of restoring our rivers to their

pristine purity, the chief source of enconrage-

ment was the fact that the liquid hitherto wasted

to the detriment of the pnblio, contained all the

most valuable elements of manure, which but
required to bo applied in a proper manner to

become a permanent source of revenue. In spite

of the example of the Edinburgh meadows,
where for nearly two centuries sewage has been
profitably nbilized, many schemes for merely
purifying the liquid, without any view to turn-

ing the residue to account, have been enter-

tained, adopted, and in almost every case

abandoned, to the neglect of the sounder
principle of utilisation.

Perhaps tho best definition of sewage in its

present application is, the condition of water
after it has served all the purposes of mankind,
and contains the impurities disgorged by water-

closetp, kitchens, washhouses, hospitals,tanneries,

slaughterhousesjknackers’ yards, dye-works, and
manufactories of every description, the washings
of streets, housetops, &c. That this refuse holds

in solution the most essential ingredients of

fertility in the form most adopted to their bene-
ficial application, is a fact now established in the

opinions of those who, as chemists, agricul-

turists, or engineers, have especially devoted
their studies to the development of this branch
of political economy

;
the chief exceptions being

on tho part of those who advocate the dry -earth

system of closets, and those who are interested

in the prodnotion of artificial manures. But the

history of sanitary reform for the past quarter
of a century shows how slow this truth has been
in gniuiug npon those whom it most concerns.

Eut'iiig that period time, money, and careful

research have been abundantly bestowed upon
expci-imental dealings with sewage, chiefly in

pursuit of precipitates, mediums of filtration,

and similar remedies. But it can be no error to

state, that notwithstanding the manifold inven-

tions, which from time to time have been set

year they will amount to 547 lb., containing

16'4 lb. of nitrogen,—a quantity suflicient to yield

the nitrogen of 800 lb. of wheat, rye, or oats, or

of 900 lb. of barley.*

The agricultural value of these manurial in-

gredients haa been variously estimated by a host

of authorities, some of whom base their cal-

culations on analytical results, some on actual

experience, and some on a well-digested com-

bination of the two. These estimates are given

below ;
and, in order that a definite conolnsion

may be found as to the gross value to the nation

of this important commodity, we prefix the annual

quantity of Londow sewage, as estimated by Mr.

Bazalgette, Captain Galton, and Mr. Ellis :

—

Mr. Bazalgette 166,544,000 tons.

Captaiu Galton 216,762,000 „
Mr. Ellis 266,000,000* „

Baron Liebig is of opinion that the value of

sewage is IJd. per ton.®

Sir Charles Fox places it at the same figure,

but says that Id. per ton is more than can be

obtained.''

Mr. B. Latham stated, at the sewage congress

at Leamington, 1866, that 68. per head of the

population contributing to contributing to the

sewers had been realized at Croydon and South

Norwood.®
Messrs. Hoffman & Witt state that 1,250 tons

of sewage contain as much fertilising matter as

one ton of guano, the value of guano being from

111. to 141. lOs. They also estimate the money
value of the excreta of each person, based on the

analyses of Liebig, Way, Wesarg, and others at

lOs. lOd. annually.®

Mr. Ellis, taking Messrs. Hofi’man & Witt’s

estimate, calculates the gross value of the London
sewage at 2,793,0001., guano being taken at 111.

per ton.'^

Mr. Lawes’s estimate of the London sewage is

Id. per ton
;

its value as compared with guano

as 1 to 3,000.®

Professor Way considers the value of the in-

gredients of Rugby sewage to be from Id. to l^d.

per ton, but does not consider the ingredients of

London sewage to be worth so much. He also

affirms that the chemical value of the ingre-

dients cannot be taken as a test of the commer-
cial value of the sewage itseif.®

Mr. Hope says that the theoretical value of

the manurial ingredients of sewage, based upon

the opinions and analyses of the chief scientific

authorities, is on the average 6s. per annum per

head of the population.

i

Dr. Thudichum finds, by careful analysis, that

the annual solid and liquid voidings of an adult

I
male are worth 10b.“

Mr. George Shepherd estimates sewage to be
i worth, in wet weather, Id. per ton, and in dry

weather 2d.
;
and on the average, l^d. per ton.'®

I

Mr. Lawes, before the Royal Commission,

stated in evidence that the application of 1,000

as it is decreasing in quantity, and wUl be
exhausted in another generation; tliat our bone-
manure manufacturers are so hard put to it

that even the pits of Sebastopol have been
stealthily disgorged to recruit the impoverished

soil of this country ;* and if it be an axiom in

political economy that in all the bare necessities

of life a nation shonld be self-supporting so far

as within it lies, it is certain that we can
strike no heavier blow at the foundations of our

national welfare than by undervaluing a matter
of so great importance; a policy which, if per-

sisted in, cannot fail to throw this country, year

by year, into deeper dependence upon foreign

nations, which are thus empowered, in any
period of strife, to deprive us of the very ele-

ments of existence. The sewage of a nation

upon whose soil the progress of agriculture is

yearly making heavy draughts, may be said to

represent its food in another shape, and in cast-

ing it away to irreclaimable loss the natural

reproductive powers of the laud are rendered

impotent, and, without foreign importation of

fertilizing matters, exhaustion ensues.®

That country in which this policy is pursued

may be likened to one of those vast inland seas

ofNorth-western America, which, having at some
bygone period been severed from the ocean by the.

upheaval of the bed or channel of communica-
tion, and being without other snffitjiont source of

supply, is gradually diminished by evaporation,

until at last a dry stratum of salt alone indicates

its ancient condition. It cannot be supposed
that even should the wealthy pre-eminence of

this connfiry be sustained in future ages, we
shall always be enabled to import the materials

of fertility at will ; and when once the balance of

giving and taking between the soil and its in-

habitants is overcome to the prejudice of the

former, a national atrophy must set in,—a result

which a timely wisdom in the matter of the

utilization will avert. It is a truism in agri-

culture, that if all the refuse of the products of

the soil be restored to it, laud is self-supporting.

Belgium, a more thickly-populated country than

our own, where sewage is generally nbilized, is

stated to import none of the chief staples of

food, whilst already in this country the sum of

30,000,0001. in hard cash is annually paid for

foreign supplies.

The agriculture of the empire of Japan, which,

perhaps, aft'ords the only complete system of the

utilization of sewage in existence, may also be

fairly pitted against our own. That remote
country, of similar extent to Great Britain and
Ireland, and one-half of which is unfit for culti.

vation, not only maincaius a la:^er population

than the United Kingdom, but maintains it

without the introduction of any foreign supply of

food, and we are even told® that it actually

oxporcs considerable quantities.^ M. P.

forth, ii practical and undoubted remedy of this
1

nature has yet to be produced; on the other'

hand, the practical results of sewage irrigation
,

would appear to have placed the theory of ntili-

1

zation upon a solid basis of fact—an eminence
which uo other remedy has reached.

Careful analyses by some of our most eminent
j

chemists have shown that town sewage contains
|

anunobia, phosphoric acid, potash, and other

!

fenilizing ingredients, which, having been ab- ,

stracted from the land in the process of agri- I

culture should logically be restored in their 1

transmuted form. '

Professor Way, consulting chemist to the
|

Royal Agricultural Society, says that the average
1

of uinety.three analyses of Rugby sewage showed
i

7i grains of ammonia to the gallon. He made
1

sinjilar experiments with London sewage at
j

diftert-nt points, and found it to vary from 7^ to ;

18 grains per gallon
;

bnt the results appear !

incojjsistent, as the same gentleman states that

the value of London sewage, as compared to that

of Rugby, is as 60 to 100, or six-tenths.*

Mr. J. B. Lawes, manufacturer of artificial

manures, appointed by Government to condnet
expei iments in sewage at Rugby, found, in 1861,
that the proportion of ammonia in a gallon of
Rugby sewage was 6'39 grains

; 1862, 6 grains

;

in 1863, 6'75 grains, besides potash, phosphoric
acid, and a variety of valuable salts. The quan-
tity of ammonia given would amount to three or
four ounces to the ton, and he valued it at 8d.

per pound.®

Buussingcault says, that supposing the excreta
of mun to amount only to l^lb. per day, and
that they contain 3 per cent, of nitrogen, in one

' Eep. Metropolis Sewage, 1864; 48S3, 43, 00.
* liep. Metropolis Sewage, 1864 : 4134-35.4fl.

tons of sewage to the soil would result in the

increase of milk to tho value of 51. 105. lOd.

;

from which it would appear that one ton of

sewage represents a value ofIJd.* *®

Mr, C. W. Johnson, chairman of the Croydon
Board, considers that, according to analysis, the

sewage of Croydon and that of Loudon are of

the same strength.*^

The evidence laid before the Commission on
Metropolis Sewage, 1864, led it to the conclusion

that the manure which sewage contains can be
applied in the cheapest manner when conveyed
in water.

From the statements collected above it will

bo seen that, althongh there appears to be a
diversity of opinion as to the precise monetary
value of town sewage, yet the one least favour-

able,—that of Mr. Lawes, an extensive manufac-

turer of artificial manures,—tends to show that

in fouling our water-supply by the discharge

from sewers, we are, in a pecuniary sense, as

well as in a sanitaiw sense, carrying out a sui-

cidal policy. It is no new discovery that our pre-

sent supply of manure is but from hand to

mouth ;
that guano is yearly increasing in price

' Rep. Metropolis Sewage, 1S64: p. 334, appendix.
* Eep. Metropolis Sewage, 1864, pp. 389-90. Mr. EllisT

calculation is based upon that of Mr. Bszalgeite, adding
thereto two-thirds of the estimated rainfall.

» Eep. Metropolis Sewage, 1864: 1267.
* Rep. Metropobs Sewage, 1864: 1267, 1565.
* Leamington Congress Papers, p. 82.
'' Rep. Met. Sewage, 1664: 1730-80.
“ Rep. Met. Sewage, 1864; 1767.
« Rep. Met. Sewage, 1864 : 4590-4632.

9 Rep. Met. Sewage, 1864; 4892, 4843.
1” Rep. Met. Sewage, 1864: pp. 466-6, app.
" Rep. Met. Sewage, 1864: p. 301, app.

Rep. Met. Sewage, 1864: 1618.

Hep. Met. Sewage, 1864 ; 4333.

Rep. Met. Sewage, 1864; 2306.
•9 Rep. Met. Sewage, 1864; p. iv. Introductory Report.

THE CAPABILITIES OF ARCHITECTURE
AS A DISTINCT BRANCH OF INTEL-
LECTUAL RESEARCH.

The relation of architecture to history is no

recent discovery. It is true that, with every

fresh contribution afforded by the enterprise

and the patience of modern explorers to our in-

creasing knowledge of the past, tho value of this

relation becomes more apparent. Every ancient

building that is distinctly and satisfactorily in-

vestigated adds a new chapter, not indeed to

history itself, but to what our clear thinking

neighbonrs call “J/t/moires pour servi’r d I’histoire.”

Tho exact date of the foundation of the struc-

ture, the obvious purpose of its erection, the

mode by which the architects o? that date dealt

with problems that, under any phase of civilisa-

tion, reenr within certain limits, are matters re-

quiring a careful study, the chief disturbing ele-

ment in the coarse of which arises from doubtful

questions as to restorations and alterations. The

^ Times, 23rd Dec., 1869.
* “ Of all the elements of the Held which, in their pro-

ducts, in the shape of corn aud meat, are carried into the

cities and there consumed, nothing, or as good as nothing,

returns to the fields. It is clear Ihui if these elements

were collected without loss, and every year restored to the

fields, these would retain the power to furnish every year

to the cities the same quantity ot coru and meat
; and it is

equally clear that if the fields do not receive back these

elemcBts, agriculture must gradually cease.” — Baron
Liebig's letter to the Tivies, Dec. 23, 1850.

* “ Report on Japanese llusl'sujry.” By Dr. H.
Maroii, Member of the Prus-ian East Asiatic Expedition.

Fide Liebig, in the “ iJatnral Laws of Husbandly,” app.

pp. 386-308. Dr. Maron's report contains a graphic and
interesting account of the Japanese method of dealing with

fcccol matter.
* To be continued.
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dititinct and minute examination of a single boild-
inp of architectural magnitade and of known
antiquity, when the dates of tbo several portions
of the strocture can bo ascertained, and when
the efforts of the restorer or the adapter are ab-

sent, or are to be distinctly traced and accounted
for, may be more valuable, as providing? an ex-

li'iustive monograph, than many a wider and
more ambirions description of a collection or of

a series of buildings.

It may be said that we are speaking not of
atchitectnre, but of archa*ology. We will not
pause to quarrel about terms, but it must be
admitted that unless the word architecture be
held, in its h'ghest and moat comprehensive
sense, to include the whole doctrine of human
structural abode, we are in want of a terra that

!

shuU comprehend all the branches of that study. I

The decorative and the strnctural portions of the '

building art are in themselves separate branchesof
jthe subject, and, although the highest excellence
\

must be thought to be attained when structure :

is decorative, and when decoration is strnctural.

)

this happy result can only be arrived atbv a fall
:

mastery at once of the science, and of the art, of
architectonic design. Historic architecture is,

no doubt, properly neither a science nor an art,

but a method of investigation. It is, however, a
necessary portion of the full knowledge of the

;

subject of building, and a broad and marked 1

line may be drawn between this portion of anti-
’

qnarian research, and that which inquires into
tlie weapons, the food (and therefore the habits
of hunting, of pasture, or of agriculture, indi-

cated by the relics of consumption), or even into
'

the sepulture, of ancient races. It is, therefore,
'

laiher to maintain distinctness of expression
than with the view of attempting any redistri-

bution of terms, that we apeak of the study of,

architecture, in the highest sense, as including
j

the archmology of building. •

Thus far we shall, no donbt, have the assent'
and the sympathy of all those who like to think on
the subject. But wo wish to carry the antiquarian
portion of the subject a step further, and to refer
to the value of architecture as a distinct method '

of intellectual research, one capable, if properly
pursued, of obtaining results not dissimilar to

those with which the study of philology is now
extending the limits of our knowledge of the
paj-t. We cannot admit the claim of Professor
Muller to call his favourite pursuit an inde-
pendent natural science ; but the difference,
after all, is rather in expression than in idea,

and as a distinct and in some sort independent
portion of the natural history of mankind, philo-

logy is no doubt assuming new and most unex-
pected proportions. But if speech, so far as its

gradual transformation can be now recalled, and,
as it were, disinterred, by the labours of the
philologist, be an external sign of the intel-

lectual, moral, and social state of those whose
utterance it formed, no less importance must
attach to the similar indication of what has been
committed to architectural record. The mind of
the architect is, to some extent, reflected in his

building ; it is the outward expression at once of
the habits and requirements of the age, of its

iiirellectnal progress, as marked by the mode of
dealing with the known difficulties of the struc-
ture, and, more than all, of that advance either
in general professional culture, or in the culture
of the individual architect, that gives the im-
press of character to his works.

Again, in the Htudy of spoken language, dif-

lic'ulty arises from many castial and incidental
c.iuses which may altogether escape the re-

searches cf the inquirer, although their results
ntuy so TDatoriiilly influence the state of the sub-
ject of his investigation that ignorajice of them !

will altogether mislead him. Thus the habit
I

of certain tribes of occasionally dropping words ;

altogether from their language, and of replacing '

not only these words, but their component sounds
or syllables when they form part of another
word, by something of corresponding meaning,

i

but of altogether diSerent vocal formation, if I

undetected as a fact, would never have been
imagined as a porsibility. The name of a king,

for example, on his accession or on his death, is

thus “ tabooed.” Early and simple names are
invariably significant, and the forbidden sound
is thus replaced by one which has no vocal rela-

tion with its character, but more or less corre-
sponds with its meaning. It is as if, on the
accession of the ICormnn Conqueror, not only
tlio word “will,” and all its compounds, but the
sound itself as a syllable had been suppressed in

fhl.s country, excepting for the sole duty of
indicating the sacred name of the sovereign

;
and

!

not only should we speak exclusively of a last

'

“ testament,” in referring to the devise of

property, but we should call a wilful man a
testament-fol” man, or a willing horse a

“ devising” horse.

Against the result of vagaries of this sort, the
investigator of the historic teaching of architec-

ture is entirely protected. Casual disturbance,
BO to speak, is generally of local origin in in-

dividual buildings
;

and thus, from the per-

manence of the cause, tends to explain itself.

Brick may be substituted for stone. The reason
will be evident from examination of the site.

Material of an unusual description may offer

itself to the hand of the builder. The result is

to be traced in a richness of ornament, or in a
severity of design, that is unusual for the date,
but that is at once understood by any one familiar
wit.h the locality. Thus the stone palaces or

Lecce, and some neighbouring cities and towns
on the Adriatic sea-board, burst on the eye with
a bold luxuriance ofornament which is peculiar to

the locality. You trace on the door-jambs of the
bamblost houses foliage aud arabesques fit to

adorn a highly-finished mansion. The gargoyles
of the ancient monastery which now forms the
palace of the prefect of Lecce start from the
wall as life-size, half-length, human figures. The
ornamentation of the entire foijade is of corre-

sponding boldness, and of admirable finish.

You look for the cause, and yon find it in the
character of the stone quarried ou the spot, soft

as chalk beneath the knife or chisel when freshly

brought to the air, and gradually and perma-
nently hardening into a most excellent and
durable stone. Material such as this irresistibly

tempts the mason to become a statuary. Thus
a difference between a church or palace of a
given date in the city of Lecce, and a specimen
of similar and contemporary buildings some
forty or fifty miles distant, which would perplex
the student who learned the details from the
pencil of others, ceases to require any explana-
tion on a visit to the spot. While, therefore, the

casualties that beset the subject of the research
of the philologist are such as often to mock bis

utmost skill, those which render the work of the
architect bizarre or abnormal may generally be
traced to their actual source, and thus increase,

instead of interfering with, the amount of know-
ledge obtained by the inquiries.

When positive historic date can bo assigned to

an 'ancient building of importance, when ques-
tions of restoration and alteration can be eli-

minated, and when to the local circumstances
tending to impress a special and peculiar

character on the work due importance has been
assigned, we see, in tbo form and details of the
building, evidence of two distinct elements.
The first is the social indication which itaflurds.

In size, in position, in arrangement we see the

,

marks of tbo state of society for which it was
designed. Is it a lonely and carefully strength-

ened tower, erected on an inaccessible hill ?—we
see marks of a state of civil discord, of the rule of

the strong hand, and of the habits of the “ robber
chivalry” who ensconced themselves in stone
for their dwellings ns they did in iron for their

garments. A spacious church tells of a people
whose time, and whose devotion, would allow
and would impel them to worship beneath its

roof, aud to swell the processions of the clergy.

Such a simple matter as the direction in

azimuth of the plan, or the exact orientation of
the building, may tell of the religion of those
who built sepulchres, or of the astronomical
knowledge of those who raised pyramids or obe-
lises. At Cumjc three stories of sepulchres are
superposed. Each series differs as much in its

orientation as in its structure. The' lowest, the
rudest in construction, aud the rndeat also in

the relics which they contain, fullow no fixed

rule, but appear to have been dug as caprice or

convenience dictated. Then came a race who
laid their dead with their feet to the south

;

then one who turned their l?ist coaches towards
the east. It is clear that a large amount of

indication of the social state of mankind is to

be drawn from a knowledge of wha', at any
period of their history, they expected from the
art of the builder.

Intellectual progress and status, on the other
hand, is shown by the manner in which the
architect met the requirements of the day. Thia,.j

indeed, depends on two conditions,—the general i

and the special state of his knowledge. To a
|

certain extent the architect is always eonven-
j

tionalj he arrives at given results bya customary ,

mode. His individual genius may improve this
'

mode, his poverty of spirit may fall short of its
'

best expression ; but, on the whole, hia work will

prove an intellectual gauge of the professional

merit of his period. Thna he has a space to

cover, with superincumbent weight to support.

He begins by the use of ponderous and mis-
shapen lintels, after abandoning the simple in-

clination of two jambs towards a vertical line.

Then he dressed his lintels and stepped them so

as to throw their weight in part on a second
course of masonry. Then he hollowed them
from below, and produced a pseudo arch.

Then ho vaulted from pier to pier, with small

and timid span, indeed, but with a firm

grasp of that master- principle of masonry
which later, in its bolder applications, produced
structures that so far excited the wonder of

those nob initiated in masonic science as to be
pretty generally attributed to the agency of

Satan. You may not be able to detect how
far each step in the steady and long progress

is due to each worker in the series ;
how much

of the advance is dne to the pupil, and bow
far to the master. You may hesitate, for in-

stance, whether to admire or to blame Brunei
for the first arch he threw over the Thames at

Maidenhead ;
but if you compare the freedom of

the present structure, over which such heavy
loads are whirled with such immense velocity,

with the steep ascent and the numerous and
picturesque arches of the old road bridge over
the same river close by, it is impossible to dis-

guise the fact of the immense difference of intel-

lectual level at which the successor of Brunei
must start as compared to the successor of the

architect of the earlier bridge.

With the change in the requirements of social

life, and the advance in the scientific and prac-

tical power of the architect, we can at times also

trace the history of the development of principle,

and of the gradual transformation of idea,—

a

class of observations of extreme interest in deal-

ing with the intellectual history of mankind.
Thus, at a time when the column in Roman archi-

tecture had been most thoroughly conventional-

ized, and when proportions had been fixed within

distinct dogmatic limits, we find the simple

columnar pier of the Saxon or Early Norman,
architect constructed on a no less definite rule,

but one which he had not borrowed from the

Roman invaders. It was a structural, not a con-

ventional rule. The Italian architect, if he bad
only to support a trellis-work of wood for the
training of his vines, and thought fit to do so by
columns of marble or of stone, proportioned their

diameter to their height in exactly the same man-
ner as if they had been intended to support a solid

and ponderous pediment. The Gothic workmau
proportioned the diameter of his column to the

weight it bad to sustain. As the heavy and
solid arch of the earlier builders became
lightened by recessing, and gradually became
architecturally divided iuto separate members,
the sustaining pier split iuto clustered columns.
The same strnctnral idea seemed to be present,

the law that each superincumbent piece of work
must have its own support. If the low heavy
arch require the squat pier, each of the many
moulded groins and ribs must bo supported by
its own graceful but appropriate shaft. With
the advance of practice, and with some increase

of knowledge of the transformed Oriental style

of the Saracenic builders, the arches and vaults

of our cathedrals became lighter and bolder.

The indispensable shaft would interfere with
some other feature or requisite of the building

if it sprang from the ground. It was made to

rise, in such a case, from a light corbel instead.

The principle was preserved, though modified

in its application. A step further, and the

original idea has become so entirely convention-

alised that the object for which it was intro-

duced asa canon has entirely disappeared. The
shaft clings to the rib, but it is as a weight and
not as a support. In the form of a pensile shaft,

of a pendant or of a boss, entirely unsupported,

it has become at the same time a quaint and
effective architectural ornament, and a structural

defect. It weakens the arch which it professes

to strengthen. Thus, while the rule has been
maintained, the reason of the rule has been
abandoned, and an architecture founded on the

idea of a just and exact proportion of support to

superincumbent weight has been gradually

transformed iuto a style that aims at destroying

the sense of weight altogether, and suspends
over the heads of astonished admirers a rich

canopy of stone, soaring high, as if upborne by
celestial supporters, and actually weighted and
pulled down by bosses and pendants, where it

wonld, in simpler times, have been supported by
shafts.

The instances in which we can thus distinctly

trace the rise, development, conventionalisation,
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and final obliteration of a great idea or leading

principle, are extremely rare. Hardly any, if

any, branch of human study affbrds so ready a

means of investigating a case of the kind as

that which we buvo pointed out as falling within

the province of architectural study. Some of

the most curious problems in human history

arise from the conventionalized form in which a

new idea is first to be detected by the light of

the present state of our erudition. The form of

the square Hebrew letters is a case in point.

They are called Chaldean. They differ from the

Phoenician, while there is a close family re-

semblance between the Samaritan or general

character of Palestine, the ancient Greek— the

Phoenician of the Jewish coins of the date of

the Maccabees,—and very possibly the rndimen-

tary forms of the Sanscrit. From all these the

Hebrew letters differ—not only in finish and

detail, but in being written the reverse way.

But almost every ancient Greek letter presents a

distinct resemblance to an impression of an incised

Hebreio Zeffer ofcorresponding value- The literal

hieroglyphics throw no light on the subject.

The most learned and approved theory is, that

the square Hebrew letters were those used by
the Chaldean men of learning, and that they

were bronght back from Babylon by Ezra, who
is generally made to stand godfather for the

whole Jewish literature of a date preceding his

own. Unfortnnately wo have, since this theory

became orthodox, fonnd out what letters the

Chaldean scribes did use, what letters were in

use in Mesopotamia from the days of Abraham
to those of Nabouadius. And these letters

present no resemblance whatever to the square

Hebrew character, which thus remains an

instance of a set of signs first known to human
history in a full-grown state of maturity, as to

the origin of which we have no light whatever.

Heraldry is another ease in point. According

to all the theoretic explanations of the origin of

heraldry, charges, as the heralds call them,

lions, eagles, representations of natural objects,

should have been the earliest bearings. Those

familiar with genealogical study know that the

contrary is the case. In Continental heraldry

charges seem mostly to have been originally

borne as differences. "Where they are known to

have been augmentations, they date later than

the original bearings. The sixteen eaglets of

Montmorenci were four at an earlierperiod. The
ancestors of the “ premier Chn^tien,” who as-

sumed the four birds at a date heraldically

determined, bore the plain red cross. Again, in

the arms of Lorraine, the first bearing of the

House of Austria, the tbreo alerions are attri-

buted to the time of the Crusades. The bend
claims a higher antiquity. The honourable

ordinaries are older than the charges; or, in

other words, heraldry, when first known to his-

tory, was as thoroughly conventionalised as it is

at the present day. The pale may denote the

lance, the bend the scarf, the fess the belt, the

chevron the saddle; but we have not the small-

est certain knowledge of the manner in which a
broad line across a certain part of the escutcheon

came to have such an import. Heraldry comes
into history full g^own, as Minerva sprang into

the midst of the gods.

This view of a groat capability of historic

architecture should stimulate the exertion of

those of the professors of that noble art who
have time as well as knowledge at their com-
mand. It is only necessary for such men to

bring to bear on this novel branch of their study

the patient and untiring energy by which the

philologists have lately won such brilliant

triumphs, to take place by the side of the latter

discoveries with no secondary lustre.

ther, it forms one solid mass. This piece of

work I consider to bo the perfection of cabinet

work.” If we understand it rightly, the carving

is cut in as marquetrie, allowed to project as

required, and afterwards carefully modelled

and worked down to the ground, the inside being

afterwards veneered. Where the carving is put

upon thick pieces, it is let in with chisel and gonge

about S-Sths of an inch. Another of the reporters,

while expressing great praise of this cabinet,

gives the palm to Messrs. Jackson & Graham’s

exquisitely made ebony and ivory cabinet, of

which we spoke with great admiration, even

before it was sent to Paris. The French cabinet,

however, involves art of a much higher order, in

the shape of scnlptnre, and must be placed first.

The majority of the figures and all the heads

are admirable and beautiful in the highest de-

gree ;
the general tone of colour, too, is exceed-

ingly agreeable, and the whole is a delight. The

authorities have wisely inclosed it in a glass

case, to protect it from soot and dust, not to bo

avoided, especially in a glass-covered building.

We should like to see thesame care immediately

bestowed on the truly lovely ebony and ivory

pavilion-cabinet from Italy, which has been lent

by its makers, the Signori Alessandri. "Dnless

this be covered, oar terrible dust and smut

will ruin its pure fresh beauty. Being entrusted

to us, it would be discreditable if we allowed

any damage that could be guarded against to

befall it. Some of the groups are exquisitely

carved.

SOUTH KENSINGTON MUSEUM.

SoMK eleven or twelve thousand persons are

visiting the museum weekly just now, instead of

the ordinary average of about ten thousand,

chiefly on account, we suppose, of the loans and
purchases from the recent Paris Exhibition.

These are exceedingly interesting, and will give

pleasure and advantage to all who rightly ex-

amine them. The inlaid and carved cabinet of

various woods, manufactured by M. Fourdinois,

of Paris, was purchased, and rightly, as the

piece of furniture of highest class exhibited.

This cabinet extorted the admiration of the

English artisans who have reported to the

Society of Arts. The carving, says one of them,

is ” not planted on, bnt inlaid, the wood being

quite cut through, end, when all glued toge-

PROFESSOR G. G. SCOTT
ON EARLY ARCHITECTURE IN GREAT

BRITAIN.*

Having now given a general outline of the

intrinsic principles of Norman architecture, I

will proceed to offer a few brief descriptions of

some of its earlier creations, or rather of a selec-

tion of such of them as have come down to our

own day, or of which we have sufficient informa-

tion to make the consideration of them profit-

able.

I have already spoken at some length of Lan-

franc’a Cathedral, at Canterbury, and of its

identity, in general design, with the Conqueror’s

Abbey Church of St. Etienne, at Caen. I shall

have to revert to this cathedral more than once

in describing additions and alterations of later

date; but there are no remains of Lanfranc’a

original work of sufficient importance to warrant

me in occupying your time upon it.

I have also alluded to the chapel in the Tower

of London : of this most perfect and typical ex-

ample of the very early Norman, I exhibit some

illustrations. Severely plain, as befitted the

chapel of a fortress, it is, nevertheless, as com-

plete and as well designed a building as could

well be produced. Apsidal with continnous

aisles, in two stories, and vaulted throughout

the central space and the upper aisle by uu-

ribbed wagon vaults, becoming in the former

case semi-domical on reaching the apse, and the

lower aisle groined, it is more perfect in ideal

than the choir of any English or Norman church

that I am acquainted with of its period, and is

parallel in this respect with the great churches

of Auvergne, only needing the clearstory to

render it a complete type
;
a model of a

perfect choir, with an entire absence (excepting

in the capitals of the columns) of ornamental

detail. Several of these capitals are like those

which prevail in St. Etienne at Caen, and which

appear in Remigius’s work at Lincoln : they

are a dim reminiscence of the Corinthian capital,

with a cross-formed block representing the ro-

sette in the abacus; for, be it always remem-

bered, that the abacus of a Corinthian capital

was not the prototype of that of a Romanesque

one, in which a substantial impost is superina-

posed upon the delicate abacus of the classic

column. I give drawings from Caen, from the

Tower, and from Lincoln, to explain the identity

and peculiar characteristics of these capitals.

The common cushion capital is also freely

used.

I will next go to St. Alb.an’s : not that I can

distinctly assert it to be the next in date
;
but

because it stood first in rank among abbeys, as

Canterbury among cathedrals; because it was

built by the friend and companion of Lanfranc;

and because the crudeness of its material, by

divesting it of all decorative features, renders it

a more purely typical and elementary example

than any other we possess.

Founded only ten years after the Dioclesian

persecution, when St. Alban became the proto-

martyr of Britain,—destroyed during the inva-

sions of Pagan Saxons, and refounded as an

abbey during the last years of thejeighth cen-

tury by Offa, king of Mercia,— the church

of St. Alban had become famous throughout

Chistendom.
The two last Anglo-Saxon abbots having de-

termined on its reconstruction, bad incurred

great labour in excavating among the ruins of

the adjacent Roman city of Verulam to procure

materials for the work; but a dreadful famine,

followed by the Norman invasion, had prevented

the realization of their intentions.

In the year 1077, Paul, a monk of St. Ste-

phen’s, at Caen, and a relative of Lanfranc, was

appointed to the abbacy ;
and, during the first

eleven years of his tenure of office, he had
“ constructed the entire church” “of the stones

and tiles from the ancient city of Yernlam.” I

presume, however, that this statement of Matthew

Paris must be taken with some abatement, as

we do not find the dedication to have taken place

till 1115.

The church thus erected, though homely m
material and of simple workmanship, was stu-

pendous in its scale and prodigiously massive in

its construction.

It is curious that, while the Abbot of St.

Improvement of Dwellings in Belgiu?!.— Stephen’s, when made Metropolitan of all Eng-
A joint-stock company for the erection of work- ^as content to copy his abbey church for

ing men’s dwellings has just been founded in metropolitan cathedral, a plain monk of the

Brussels, under the patronage of the Belgian game monastery, when made head of the first

Iramobiliere. The King has taken a hundred

shares of 500 f. each, and the Count de Flandre I

fifty. The capital is to be 5,000,000 f. 1

The spinet of pear-tree wood, carved, and en-

crusted with ebony, ivory, lapis lazuli, and other

rare materials, should not be overlooked by those

who are technically interested incabinet-workand

its connexions. The centre-piece for a table and

large ewer, in Rock Crystal, from the Imperial

trea8ury,Vienna,ar6 more remarkable than beau-

tiful. These were executed in the seventeenth

century for the emperor Rudolph II., and are

lent by the present Emperor of Austria. The

term “ crystal” has been so bandied about, from

cups and chandeliers to palaces, that it was not

surprising to us to hear a man of position and

education describing these articles as “ of a

peculiar kind of glass —glass, certainly, but

having Nature for its maker. Rook crystal is

a transparent variety of quartz.

The collection of cheap gold-work and jewelry

as worn now by the Italian peasantry, is sugges-

tive, but should scarcely be laid out “ as exam-

ples for art-workmen,” without cautionary re-

mark. The great curiosity of the new acqui-

sitions, however, is what is termed the “ Treasure

of Petrossa,” a collection of ornamental objects

in solid gold, found by peasants near Petrossa,

in Roumania, in the year 1837. The inscription

upon them says they were probably manufac-

tured by the Gothic tribes of Dacia, from 400 to

500 years after Christ. In one of the pieceB_(if

not in others), a circular dish, with a sitting

statuette rising from the centre, Byzantine influ-

ence is visible. "Without assenting wholly to

the date ascribed, these works are very early and

very remarkable ;
and what a story they suggest

!

Dacia, the land of the Get®, was the last of the

Roman conquests in Europe. This was effected

by Trajan, A.D. 10-4, and the chief events of the

campaign are shown on Trajan’s Column in

Rome. A lump of masonry on each side of the

Danube, near the village of Scala Giadova, shows

where stood the enormous bridge built by Trajan.

The Romans ceased to be masters in the year

275, and left Dacia to the Goths. After the

death of Attila came varied rulers, and then it

fell to Charlemagne. The Dacian tribes sup-

plied the Roman circus. Every one will re-

member Byron’s reference when describing the

fall of a gladiator in the Colosseum

” He reck’d not of the life he lyat, nor prize—
But where bis rude hut by the Danube lay,

There were his yDuu" barbarians all at play,

There was their Ducian mother,—he, their sire,

Butcher’d to make a Roman holiday

—

All this rush’d with hia blood.—Shull he expire,

Aud unavenged ? Arise !
ye Goths, and glut your ire !

"

Ckilde Harold, stanza cili.

A good account of this Treasure of Petrossa,

and the circumstances attending the find, would

be interesting.

* Lecture III. at Royal Academy, February

pp. 70, 90, 108, and 127, ante.
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English abbey, should go so far beyond his for-
mer church in the scale of his new oue.
A glance at the two plans will show the ex-

tent of the difference. While at St. Stephen’s
the nave (including the facade) has nine bays,
that of St. Alban’s has thirteen

;
while each

transept of the former church had two bays and
one apsidal chapel, those of the latter bad each
three bays and two chapels; and, while the
choir at Caen had only two bays besides the
apse, that at St. Alban’s had four.

The western fB 9ade, too, differed in that
while that at Caen had towers which closed in
the ends of the aisles, those at St. Alban’s
projected wholly beyond their side walls; thus
increasing the width of the front by double that
of the aisles. The effect of all these changes
upon the dimensions of the buildings was that,
while Sc. Stephen’s was only 300 ft. long, St.
Alban’s was 465 : that, while the transept of the
former measured l-M) ft. in length, that at St.
Alban’s was 210 ft.

; and that the widths of the
two western facades were respectively 88 ft. and
155 ft.

The design, though of the most rigid and
almost gaunt simplicity, was admirably propor-
tioned : and, when compared with Norman
churches of more kindly material, seems like
the block model rather than the finished struc-
ture. The cause of this was the use, almost to
the entire exclusion of fiuer material, of the
Eonian tiles from Verulam. With these, not
only a great part of the mass of the walls, but
the pillars, arches, windows, string-courses, and
other parts usually formed of stone, are almost
exclusively constructed.

One might fancy that a vast structure erected
of such materials, might have a very picturesque
appearance, and that the rich and deep red of
the brick, alternating with an equal quantity of
coarse mortar in the joints, and interspersed
with rough flint work, might give to the general
colouring of the edifice a warmth of tone, and a
richness of texture which, on a general view,
might more than make up for its ascetic plain-
ness. But, oh i tell it not in our Belgravian
Gath

; neither publish it in the streets of our
T^'buruian Ascalon ! These Norman builders,
like too many of their descendants in our own
day, had no such artistic notions, but rejoiced in
encrusting the whole,—within and without,

—

with one uniform coating of the smoothest and
whitest plaster ! St. Alban’s, when viewed from
the ruins of Old Vorulam, must have looked like
a sort of “ Moel Wynn,”—a ichite mountain

;
or,

like the creation of a spell of Merlin,—hewn out
of a single block of marble ! Our romantic old
lletlimvals were not' proof against such fascina-
tioii“, for we fonnd St. Wilfred glorying in
having washed the York Minster of his day,
“whiter than snow;” and at Peterborough, it

was The boast of one of the abbots, that he bad ‘

so skilfully whitewashed his cathedral, that it
I

appeared as if cub out of a single stone ! i

But let ns take comfort. Abbot Paul had not

!

sunk to 80 low a depth ! He bad an eye to the i

sister arts
;
and we find him recorded as having

!

enriched with painting the vanlting of the apse
[

behind the high altar. Nor did he stand alone i

in Lis taste for such decorations; for we find'
now that every part of the plain old plastered

'

walls, pillars, arches, and vaulting has been so'
enriched at different periods, the western side of
the great piers of the nave being richly painted
with figures and subjects as the reredoses of the i

altars placed against them. !

With such artistic relief as this, added to the '

stern and massive graiideor of its parts and the '

stnpendons scale of the whole, and adding also 1

the gorgeousness of the shrine of the Proto-
[

martyr, and of the numerous altars and other i

objects which imparted beauty and solemnity,

'

one may well imagine that the internal effect,'
notwithstanding the absence of architectural I

detail, was as noble as it must have been I

unique.
|

The roofs, internally, may be proved to have ^

been masked by level ceilings, no doubt gor-

1

geously painted like that which still remains
over the contemporary church at Hildesheim in ,

North Germany, or that but recently executed \

by iir. Burges, aided by the charming art ofi
Mr. P<ijnter, over the nave of Waltham Abbey. I

'The present painted ceilings are, no doubt, the
j

lineal successors of the Norman ones.
j

In the midst rose the stupendous piers and ;

arches which sustained the tower, between
jw hich the open lantern soared high above the
jchurch, while beneath this lofty centre of the
I

stupendous cross were ranged the stalls of the I

monastic choir. I

I illustrate this wonderfully dignified and
impressive structure by several drawings of
the whole and of parts. It will be seen from
this how simply and almost exclusively it trusts
to the most elementary principles for its archi-
teotural effect. First, to its general grouping
and proportions, which are a perfect model of a
typical Norman church, bereft of its usual details

;

and, secondly, to the simple principle of divided
orders, which I have before explained, but used
in nearly all instances without the aid of decora-
tive shafts of mouldings.
The proportions of the internal elevation are

I

such that, if the entire height of the wall be

[

divided into nine parts, four go to the main
• arcade, two to the triforium or gallery, and three
;

to the clearstory.

;
The arches of each are of three orders, and

' are,
_

for the most part, without shafts ; the

j

section of the jamb and arch being the same,

I

severed only by a simple impost. A broad
I pilaster .buttress runs up the face of each pier

j

from floor to ceiling.

I

In the transept, however, the triforium is

differently designed, being sub-divided into'

I

coupled arches, and supported by stone shafts.'
Many of these shafts are balusters (most likely

,
of Offa’s church) made use of again, with the
addition of a Norman capital and base, and
sometimes eked out in length by the interposition

I

of Roman tiles. Like the balusters I have had
the opportunity of examining at Dover and
at Jarrow, they bear evident marks of having
been turned in a lathe.

!
The outer wall of the gallery story has been

removed, but of its former existence there is

distinct evidence; the mark of the roof, as seen
against the transepts, showing that the walls
have been lowered by some 8 ft. or 9 ft. Only
three bays of the aisles retain their vaulting,
which is of the most typical form of groining.
It is capable of almost certain proof that the
roofs were throughout devoid of parapets. The
transept fronts were divided up the middle by a
wide pilaster buttress, and flunked by similar
ones. Their windows, as nearly all others, are
of the greatest simplicity; three recessed orders
in jambs and arches alike, with imposts to the
two outer ones : above the springing line, how-
ever, of the gables, were ranges of double
windows divided by stone shafts. Each transept
has a staircase in its western angle which runs
up into an ornamental round turret, with four
double windows in its upper stage, and was
most likely crowned with a cone. These stair-
cases led into the triforium passages and into
the roof.

The tower has three stages above the ridges
of the roofs. The lower one has plain windows
lighting the lantern; the second has, on each
side, two pairs of double windows

; and the
upper stoty has two such windows of large scale.
The tower is flanked with pilaster buttresses
merging in the upper story into round turrets.

I will next take Winchester Cathedral. York
would have claimed precedence as a metro-
politan church, but its Norman remains are so
small in extent as to neutralize its claims. I
may mention, however, that Professor Willis
(whose marvellous perception of antiquarian
evidence enables him to describe, almost with
precision, buildings of which the common ob-
server would conclude that no relic or evidence
exists) has shown us that the Norman cathedral
at York (begun soon after 1070) was a structure
of prodigious magnitude, and exceeded iu the
width of its navo any church in England ; mea-
suring 50 ft. from centre to centre of its piers.

Winchester may be said, in these early days,
to have rivalled London as the capital ofEngland

;

for it had been the capital of that Saxon king-
dom which brought all the others into subjec-
tion, and whose kings became kings of England

;

while London— the capital only of Essex, a
kingdom subordinate to Kent—owed its great-
ness simply to its river.

We have already seen that the cathedral,
founded by Birinus in the seventh century, had
been rebuilt by Athelwold and Elphege in the
tenth century.
Bishop Walkelyn, a chaplain and relation of

the CoLcjneror, about 1079, began to rebuild it,

and finished his work about 1093.
Walkelyn’s Cathedral exceeded in vastness

even Abbot Paul’s stupendous work at St. Alban’s,
Its nave was of eleven bays, besides two vast
western towers. Its transepts each bad four
bays; its eastern arm four bays, besides the
apse, which had a surrounding aisle, and was
flanked with two small towers.

Its length, independently of an eastern chapel,

was 485 ft. ; or, including this chapel, 530 ft.

The length of its transept -was 225 ft. (it was
double aisled, that at St. Alban’s being unaisled),
dimensions which exceed those of St. Alban’s,
and leave those of Lanfranc’s metropolitan
church far in the background. The width, too,
of the nave and its aisles was greater than that
of St. Alban’s.

The architecture of this vast temple was of
stem simplicity, though, being carried out in
stone, it was much more fully developed than
that of St. Alban’s. It was, in fact, a full and
typical development of the Early Norman, with
every feature complete, though all iu their
plainest garb.

All which now remains of this date is the
transepts and the crypt of the eastern arm, and
they may be described as the text-book of Nor-
man in its earlier form. The transepts, as
before-stated, were doubly aisled, and (as at
Canterbury and at Caen) a gallery crossed the
outer bay of each, supported on a massive round
pillar, so as to render the upper aisle conti-
nnouB.
The plan of the piers of the transept, which

probably gives us also that of the rest of the
church, is very perfect and typical.

Their figure may be generated by the process
I have described in my last lecture. Take a
block of wall about half as long again as its

thickness
; cut out from each of its angles the

recess of an order; substitute half or three-
quarter shafts for the part which supports each
order; and the pier proper is complete. It still

needs, however, supports for the vaulting of the
aisle on the oue side, and for the central roof on
the other. The former is given by adding to

,
that side a pilaster of equal size with the trans-
verse rib of the vaulting, and substitutiug for its

j

front portion a demi-shaft
;

the latter by a

I

similar projection with the addition of two
smaller shafts on its flanks. Nothing could be

!
more perfect or more typical than this arrange-

j

ment. The capitals are everywhere of the

I

cushion typo, in its simpler funn. The arch-

I

orders square, and without labels. The entire

I

height of the wall being divided into three, the

j

upper, or clearstory, may be said to occupy one-

j

third
;
the remainder being divided between the

.

great arcade and that of the gallery or upper
I

aisle in the proportions of about four and three.
The gallery, or triforium pier, is similar in

plan to that below, but the arch is divided isto
' t'wo widths, in the sub-order, by a central shaft
' bearing two smaller arches. The clearstory, in

]

its more typical bay, is divided into three widths
! by small shafts, the side spaces being low arches,
!
and the central one being considerably elevated,

' and containing the window.
Through this story passes the passage through

the thickness of the wall, which ought more
' properly to be called the triforium.

The transept elevation is divided vertically
into two compartments by a large pilaster but-

' tress, botb without and within, and is externally
' flanked by similar buttresses. In height it is

divided into three stories, ranging with those of
the interior, already described, the aisles natu-
rally containing two of these stories

;
the upper

of which has small windows in the sides, and
large ones in the gables. The windows are (as
a rule) shafted singly, without and within, with
a deep splayed jamb filling the interval. Those
of the upper story of transepts fronts are
arranged internally to correspond with the clear-
story. The gable of the south transept is en-
riched with intersecting arcades.

Unfortunately, the central tower, of the Early
period, fell shortly after its erection, rebelling,
as it was thought, against the ungrateful task of
overshadowing the body of the detested Rufus.

This untoward behaviour has had the effect of
rendering the work imperfect ; for, had the
crossing remained, one could supply the choir
and nave with a fair amount of certaiuty. As it

is, we cannot make any imaginary restoration,

for the whole of the centre, with the adjoining
bays, has been rebuilt iu a Later Norman style,
influenced by a morbid fear of a second catas-
trophe, which led to an undue bulkinesa in the
piers, where better foundations and harder ma-
terial would have supplied sufficient security.
Let us hope that no second Rufus may be buried
beneath the shadow of our precious monuments
of art-history ! The tower, however, as rebuilt,
is a noble work, though of small height. That
such stumpiness of proportion was not viewed
as essential to the stylo, we havo practical proofs
at St. Alban’s, Tewkesbury, and Norwich

; so we
may safely conclude that, like the needless bulk
of the renewed piers, it was the result of the
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fear that their tower would again refuse to

canopy the red-haired king, who still lay in the

midst of the ohurcli, though removed a few feet

from being under the tower.

The crypt, which gives us the form of the

original sanctnary and eastern chapel, is a fine

example of the Early Norman where used for

simple purposes. The columns bear some re-

semblance to those of King Edward s work at

Westminster, though much lighter.
^

Their pro-

portions, however, cannot be seen, owing to their

being buried deep in earth, which is, I am sorry

to say, not the only barbarism for which the

chapter there are responsible.

The nave, as is so well known, was converted

into another style by Wykham and bis prede-

cessor, Eddington ;
the last-named of whom

must, I suppose, have destroyed the two western

towers, if ever they had been carried up. We
know them only by their foundations.

In the same county are the two noble minsters

of Christoharch and Romsey, the former of

which I will mention presently; meanwhile I

will carry you in thought to Ely, where Wall-

dyn’s brother, Abbot Symeon, undertook, a little

later and in his extreme old age, the reconstruc-

tion of his abbey church on a vast scale. The

parts built or commenced building by Symeon

were the eastern arm, the transepts, the central

tower, and probably a bay of the nave
;

for, be

it remembered, the eastern arm was, not in those

days, as afterwards became customary, the

choir, but rather the sanctuary, or, more oor-

rectly, the sanctuary and presbytery conjoined.

The choir,—that is to say, the stalls for the monks

or canons who sat in choir,—was under the cen-

tral tower, and often ran a little into what we

call the nave. It resulted from this that,^in

cases where funds did not permit the completion

at first of the entire building, it was customary

to build from the east end up to the second or

third pillar of the nave, so as to provide for the

actual requirements, and also to give an abut-

ment to the central tower.

Abbot Symaon’s plan was formed on the largest

scale. His transepts had each four bays in

length, and, like those of his brother’s church

at Winchester, were aisled on both sides. He
also built the gallery across the transept, as at

Canterbury and at Winchester. His eastern

arm was of four full bays, added to which was a

smaller bay and an unaisled apse. The aisles of

the eastern arm were square-ended. The pillars

of the transept were generally round, though in

some cases clustered, and their capitals were

totally different from those used by his brother,

being a quaint reminiscence of the Corinthian.

The proportions of the interior, in point of

height, differ from those of Winchester ; and it

would seem, that the height being divided into

three, one was here given to the gallery or

triforium, the remainder being divided between

the great arcade and the clearstory, with propor-

tions of 4 to 3 5
so that the main arcade retaining

the same proportion as at Winchester, there is

more triforium and less clearstory, differences

which were increased in building the nave.

The galleries originally built across the ends

of the transept were removed during later,
|

though still Norman, times; and an arcade of

slight projection substituted. The clearstory
J

differs from Winchester in the arches of the

!

three openings springing at equal height, and

the plans of the piers differ considerably. Those
!

in the transepts (as before said) are round and

clustered, the latter consisting of the customary

group of three shafts on its lateral faces, with a '

single shaft at back and front, for the vaulting ;

and the roof, making together a perfectly uniform
j

group of four larger and four smaller shafts.
I

The round columns have a shafted pilaster
[

•attached to them on the side facing the aisle.
|

The nave piers are of alternating forma. The '

one is founded on the circular column, but has,

not only the shafted pilaster at the back, as

,

those in the transepts, but two shafts, to carry
!

an extra arch order, in front, and a group of

three running up to the roof. The other form

of pier is like that at Winchester, with the

addition of an extra order, and has the triple

shaft; rnuning up to the roof, as that last

described.

The triforium piers aro very similar, though

lighter, excepting that the round pillar has

lateral shafts to carry the subarcuation. All the

orders are moulded.

How far the general plan was laid down from

the first by Symeon is not known, but it differs

from other cathedral and abbey churches iu

having a magnificent transept at the west end.

Whether what we call the foundations of towers

•at Winchester may have been a foreshadowing

of the arrangement 1 cannot judge
;
but from

its extraordinary scale (fnr exceeding that of

western towers in general), I think it not un-

likely. There was also some distant resemblance

to this in the facade at Bury. Though, judging

from the number of its bays, one would think the

size of Ely and Winchester not very different,

there is a disparity in the essential scale, which

causes it to fall far short of the dimensions of

Walkelyn’s church. The widths of naves from

centre to centre of piers are respectively, 42 ft.

6 in. and 37 ft. 6 in.
;
and that of the bays,

similarly measured, are i
about 22 ft. and

19 ft. 9 in.

The nave is of thirteen bays, besides the

western transept. These parts were added in

the course of the twelfth century, making the

whole length (not measuring the west porch

added in another style), about 420 ft., the tran-

sept measuring about 190 ft. in length.

There was, of course, a central tower as usual,

but there was a second tower of great size, and

probably of greater height in the middle of the

western transept, which transept was flanked at

its angles, with vast polygonal stair turrets, and

had large and noble apsidal chapels projecting

from its eastern sides. These parts are in the

transitional style, which I do not touch upon

during this session ;
but I may here say that,

whether projected from the first or not, a more

magnificent addition to the usual features of a

great cathedral or abbey church, can hardly be

imagined, though what its effect was when the

central tower existed, and the western one was

crowned by a vast leaded spire, one can hardly

now appreciate.

Abbot Symeon’s tower had the same radical

weakness with that built by his brother, and

though it lasted longer (having no Rufus be-

neath it) it at length gave way, and was suc-

ceeded by the remarkable structure now forming

the unique centre of the glorious temple. The

transept and elevations are not unlike those at

Winchester in general distribution of parts.

Of doorways, windows, *0 ., I will not now

treat, though some of the latter are of great

beauty. Were it not that I limit myself during

the present lecture to buildings begun during

the eleventh century, I should here have noticed

Peterborough, whose eastern end w as a manifest

imitation of that of Abbot Symeon. I exhibit

some excellent illustrations of the architecture

of that magnificent church, but must reserve my
description of it for another lecture.

Abbot Symeon died at a hundred years of age

in 1093. Of what a long course of events bad

he been a contemporary or an eye-witness ! He
might have remembered the congratulations

calTed forth by the failure of the prognostications

of the world’s ending in the year 1000. A rela-

tive of the ducal family of Normandy, he might

have witnessed, when in early manhood, the

arrival of Etbelred and Emma with the destined

king, confessor, and saint, when they fled from

the ravages of King Swayn ;
and he might have

even directed the education of the Confessor-

King. In architecture, he might have watched

almost from its rise the development of the

Norman style, and have assisted, when at early

middle age, at the consecration of Duchess

Judith’s Abbey Church at Bernay, which is now

our earliest specimen of what was then the

rising art of Normandy, and long subsequently

became that of England, and of which he and

his brother,—now in their old age,—bad become

respectively the founders of two of the noblest

examples.*

will make the addition to the sections of the

towns by adding the sea level as a common
datum, where sections exist, as in several cases

that have come under notice it has been fonnd

that the inclination is only marked on the plans,

and sections are altogetherdispensedwirii. This

is one of the serious innovations introduced by

the staft’of the late General Board of Health.

I have carefully looked through the reports of

the general Board of Health for the year 1849

and subsequent years, and find no allusion m^e,
except iu one instance in the report on Penrith,

to the subject of the altitudes of towns, although

that must be matter -worthy of consideration,

and must exercise a marked effect on the public

health, as it seems to regulate the state of the

atmosphere, the hygrometric condition of the

air, the rainfall, and other meteoric causes; and

it would be a subject of curious and interesting

inquiry to make a careful analysis of the death-

rate in our towns, looking more particularly at

their physical site and their comparative alti-

tudes. On the subject of altitude and climate,

an eminent medical authority observes, there

are three degrees of altitude in eminences to be

considered, namely, the moderate mound, the

high bill, and the lofty mountain : the mound is

a small eminence, while the hills in Enghmd rise

to varied heights. According to their heights

so the air differs in degree of temperature, which

is readily ascertained by a barometer.

But we have no instrument to ascertain in

what degree one air differs from another in

medical quality, since the composition of the

atmosphere appears to be merely the same on all

parts of the earth and ocean ;
but we know

from observation that there are great dilferences

in the air as well as climate, as far as the effects

on the human frame are concerned. When the

hill is of moderate height, lying open to the

south, and backed by others in the form of a

crescent, such a spot would be pronounced salu-

brious and bracing : when it is lofty, open, and

exposed, such a situation would be severely felt,

and on the tops of the mountains it would be

insupportable, arising from the lightness of the

atmosphere.
The objections to climates in valleys are,-—

they produce many complaints when shut in

with high ridges of ban-en sides, the cold

draughts and the reflected heat of the sun pro-

duce a variety of diseases, the high ridges

prevent free circulation, and the hot sun beats

down and creates a complete focus of heat, and

extracts from vegetation and humidity a pro-

digious araouut of malaria.

The place is not open to those obj-mtions

where the ground gradually slopes to the south,

with a gravelly substratum. There the climate

is thoroughly beautiful
;
but when it is low and

flat, and ou a clayey subsoil, it is then objection-

able and unhealthy.

But this ia subject matter, I fear, that has not

been sufficiently considered by ns, nor dreamt of

in our philosophy in the consideration of, and in

the selection of the sites for, our cities and

towns
;
and we are now many of us paying the

penalties this ignorance and want of foresight

has entailed, as just now in the middle of the

nineteenth century we are endeavouring to

remedy gross sanitary abuses, that are rendered

difficult, if not almost impossible, by the in-

judicious sites and physical climates selected for

1 our towns.

COMPARATIVE ALTITUDES.

I BEG leave to supplement the article on com-

parative altitudes, by drawing attention to some

places that have escaped the notice of “ A. J.,

and which, with some additions, I will endeavour

to make by running up the levels along the dif-

ferent lines of railways and canals, we may

arrive at the comparative altitudes of the prin-

cipal places in the country; and if, perhaps,

from untoward circumstances, I am unable to

complete the series, perhaps some of your scien-

tific readers will render ua aid, so that your

journal may possess a complete record 'of the

altitudes of the cities, towns, &c., throughout the

country.

Should we succeed in obtaining this iniorma-

tion, on correct and trustworthy data, it is to be

hoped that the surveyors of the different towns

” To bnild, to plant, whatever yon intenl.

To rear the column, or the arch to henU,

To swell the terrace, or to sink the grot,

In all lot Nature never be forgot.”

I beg to add a few additional altitudes I have

obtained, and hope shortly to send you others

procured from the ordinates and levels of our

railways and canals :

—

• To be continued.
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Swansea (summit)
Wellingborough
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Marries
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Chapel-en-le-Frith

0 ft. above sea level.
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Acknowledgijtg with thanks your aid L»

launching this subject, and gratified by the re-
marks educed, I wish to explain the “ some-
what ambiguous term ” alluded to. “ The mean
level of the sea at Liverpool,” to which my
figures all refer as a commom datum level, is a
plane as nearly as possible 10 ft. belmu high
water-mark, and 10 ft. above low water-mark.
If, therefore, “ B. B.” will add 10 ft., he will find
that his figures and mine very nearly agree.
For comparative altitudes it matters not what
datum level be adopted, if that one be adhered
to. The figures I have given before, and now
append, will probably incite some in statil pupil-
la/ri to level across to other points, and thus
information may be extended beneficially- It
has always seemed to me that several considera-
tions are involved in this question of altitudes,
and I hope to treat the subject comprehensively
very soon. Meanwhile I shall be glad to see
facts, figures, and opinions from correspondents.
The statistics which accompany this letter,
grouped as before, show at a glance the undu-
lating features of this island, which is called
flat. Certainly it is unlike Abyssinia, where
our troops have had to mount 9,000 ft. before
they really entered the country

; but probably

EXCAVATIONS ON THE PALATINE.
Before the commencement of the works on

the Palatine Bill, 4th November, 1S61, in
that Parnese estate purchased from the ex-
King of Naples by the Emperor of the French, at
the price of 18,0001. sterling, little of systematic
or persistent effort had been dedicated to the
search after antiquities on that classic site. It
appears that the buildings here served for the
last time as a royal residence A.D. 500, during
the brief stay of the Ostrogoth Theodoric in
Rome

5 but it is supposed that, till so late as the
twelfth century, the newly-crowned German
emperors used, in some instances at least, to
hold their state banquet, after the coronation
ceremony at St. Peter’s, in these decaying halls.
The general conclusion is that, from some period
within the eighth century, the aggregate ofthese
imperial edifices was abandoned to the natural
process of decay, already, no doubt, despoiled of
its portable treasures in the invasions of northern
barbarians

; but, as we may affirm with like cer-
tainty, exposed to much greater injury, affecting
all that remained in ancient architecture, at all
serviceable, from the deliberate and cold-blooded
spoliations by Roman citizens, the turbulent

^ckinXm pTaTe
^ within Medievalngham Palace. A. J.

|

pcnodB. It ti-aa abont the year 1536 that
Bridgwater TriDUyCbh,

Market House
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To conclude our survey of discoveries on the
Palatine in past time. Most important were
those due to the undertakings of a French abbc,
Ranconreil, 1777, in the Mattei (afterwards
MOl’s) Villa, reported in the ” Monumeuti In-
editij” V. ii. Behind this mansion were opened,
at some depth below the actual level, build-
ings of such extent and character as to give
the idea of a residence truly imperial, in two
stories

j among the numerous chambers being
found four circular, one octagonal, also two
curvilinear edifices with fountains in the midst,
two atrias with colonnades, three spacious
interiors with hemicycles or exedrm, on opposite
sides, and with tiers of niches along their lateral
walls

3 three quadrilateral halls, also provided
with rows of niches (no donbt for sculpture), a
small but richly, ornamented bath-room, six
chambers entered from a oavedium, a peristyle
communicating with other interiors,—in fact,
such a labyrinth of buried magnificence that the
explorers might have fancied themselves in an
enchanted palace. Beautiful also were the
remnants of art in these underground retreats,
the fragments of statuary in the circular halls,
the stucco ornamentation of vaults, and the
paintings, Tritons, Sirens, and flowery patterns
on wall-surfaces, besides numerous capitals,
friezes, and remains of pavements in precious
coloured marbles. Two statues of Leda (the
finest of which found its way to England) and
the Apollo Saurochthonos were the most
precious and beat preserved of artistic treasures
thus disinterred. The illumination of the lower
story by skylights with marble gratings seemed
to confirm the notion that that part had from
the first been subterranean, and used for refuge
from the summer heats. Will it be believed
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25
I

i aul III. founded the villa, with extensive
38

,

gardens and a summer residence called, after his

^ ,

family, “ Orti Farnesiani,” for which Vignola,
18

,

Sangallo, and Bnonarotti were engaged to make
21

,
designs, and in which that pontiff accumulated

22 great store of artistic wealth, sculptures from the
604 !

Antonine therma', and from other classic rains
;

23 a museum, all whose contents were finally
,
iium tue auu

“I i

transported to Naples after the Farnese line had ! that, though an intelligent ecclesiastic was
a, become extinct, and its property been inherited

j

directing these works, almost the whole acstre-by the Bourbon dynasty of the Two Sicilies, 'gate of moveable objects,—capitals, friezes, cor-Ihe only noticeab e works for antiquarian objects nices, pavements in rich materials,—was carted
carried out on the Palatme by the Farnese.off to be sold to marble-cutters on the Forun-

»

owners were those ordered by the Duke of
,

And the French abb4, strange to say, caused theParma, 1/-0-28, and described m the “ Palazzo
,

entire upper story of those ruins to be de-
fie Oesan, by a learned prelate, Mgr. Bian-

: molisbed, the greater part of the lower to be
cfiim (Verona, 1738), subsequently to which

;

again filled with soil (as when first opened), and
nothing of the kmd was attempted on this

j

only three among the principal halls left disen-
part of the Imperial iIonnt,_ till it had passed

j

cumbered,—these being now accessible to the
into other hands. Adjoining this Farnese

|

Visitandine nuns alone. The estate on the
estate m the villa, with large gardens, formerly

i
north-western slopes of this hill was purchased

Purchased by an
;

by the Russian Government; but eome years
102 Englishman, Mr. Mills, who built the ugly and

j

since given back to the Romau, by whose orderm
,
conspicuous mansion called after him, and now works were soon afterwards undertaken, and

149
by community of Visitandine nuus here

I

slowly carried on in ensuing years on thatmo , rPHififint in nnnaannanr.a ... .1 TT ,ground. Here was laid open, 1847, a consider-
able extent of walla in enormous square-hewn
blocks of lithoid tufa without cement, supporting
the declivity like a buttress, and evidently the
remnant of fortifications, which, whether or not
actually referrible to the city of Romulus, are
assuredly the most ancient ruins of this

103
)

resident, in consequence of which proprietor-
ill

;

ship neither honse nor grounds can now be

110 I

by the public. According to some learned

178
j

i^riters, and inferrible also from the character of
181

I

the ruins here brought to light, that same Villa

j

Mills occupies the site of the palace of Augustus,
jjJ

;

hailt, for him by public Bobaoription after the
,
- ^ uue.eu. . u.ub oi ims

2^ ,
modest m^sion of his forefathers had been de- character in Rome

;
and later were cleared of

•’49
Canons is the story of explorations on I soil several small chambers, supposed to have

,,g; that now conventual estate, exemplifying the ' been the lodgings of soldiers, with curious
!25

;

uusystemaric senseless manner, though with
;

gro:§iti, proper names, and sentences in
-0^

,

some fits of transient zeal, m which such under-
,

Latin or Greek, scratched on their walls : among
I takings used to be carried on in Rome. Among ; these, that extraordinary representation so much
other eye-witnesses, Flaminio Vacea tells (in

!
noticed at the time, referred by archEculogists

glihis Memorie, written 1594), of a gateway with
: to the time of Septimius Severaa, and since

le jambs, 40 ft. high, a niche lined with [transferred to the Museum of the Colle<rio
2S7 1 Alncan marble, and a colossal head of Jupiter in : Romano, a caricature of the Crucifixion, with a
366

, basalt, found here m his time; that bust having figure standing below in act of saluting, the
392

been purchased by himself, and therefore lost to
’ ’ • . . . .

Glenshee Chh ;

Balmoral Castle
Bramar Castle

"
1

LInest Farmhouse
i

Lord Fife's Hunting Lodge...

j

On Glossop-road, moeteen i^es from Sheffield 1 .

4^ the Roman public. Santi Bartoli tells of dig.
made about the middle of the seventeenth

374
*^®*^tDry, that led to the discovery of a spacious

377
1

ball, subterranean, entirely hung with tapestry
403

j

of woven gold, but which decoration was soon
^2

^

reduced to dust on the admission of the outer
air; also another chamber, with walls encrusted
with finely-beaten laminae of silver, that seemed
to have been ornamented with designs or reliefs,
but all which precious material passed into the
bands of traders, or into those of a certain car-
dinal’s servant, the first purchaser to present
himself ! And the same antiquarian writer men-
tions also the mutilated statues, the fluted
columns of giallo antico, seen by him among this
treasure-trove—all eventually swept away !

The first published plan of the Palatine ruins
was drawn up, but far from completely, by
Bnffaliui, about 1550; the next, with more ex-
actness, later in the same century

; another,
satisfactory in regard to what bad hitherto been
discovered, by Bianchini, in his above-named
“Palazzo de’ Cesari;” and lately, we have seen
the map of the buildings, with the entire ground,
now the area of the works ordered by Napoleon
III., prepared with skilful execution by Signor
Rosa, director of those works.

victim on the cross having an ass’s bead, and the
words rudely traced below, in defective Greek,
“Alexamenos worships his God!” With the
recent works on this side of the hill should be
classed those under the neighbouring church of
St. Anastasia, where a large extent of chambers
and passages, referrible to different dates, have
been opened; most noticeable of all tbiugs here
found being other portions of fortifying walls in
stopendous masonry,—the best preserved, and
in every sense most important remnant of the
ancient civic defences, no donbt among those of
highest antiquity, yet known to e.xplorers.
Along the southern and much of the western
slopes of the hill extend several gardens and
vineyards held by different proprietors, in great
part by the English College, till purchased; a few
years ago, by the Roman Government, in order
to the carrying on of works here also, and in the
result of which much that is interesting uiav
now be reported. Within the estate formerly
owned by that college rise the noblest and most
conspicuous ruins, that so imposingly crown the
western hill-side above the road towards the
Porta Appia, and are probably the latest among
additions to the imperial buildings, duo to
Septimius Severus, and the last inhabited in
Medimval periods.
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Encouraging proofs of awakened interest and
enterprise have, at all events, been supplied,

with promise of ample reward both to French
and Roman undertakings on' this classic mount,
beyond what could be foreseen in the days when
Goethe roamed at large over solitary kitchen,

gardens planted with artichokes, helping himself

acl lihiUttn to tho precious marbles strewn at his

feet on the Palatine in the year 1786.

Rome.

BRITISH ARCHHilOLOGICAL
ASSOCIATION.

At the meeting of the British Archmological

Association, on Wednesday evening last, Mr. G.

Godwin, V.P., in the chair, Mr. Vanderpant ex-

hibited a bronze urn, said to have been exhumed
in the Etrurian Necropolis at Perugia. It con-

sists of a small oblong tomb, containing an
um, and surmounted by a seated female figure.

Only one other similar urn is said to be known,
and this was in the museum of the Hermitage
at St. Petersburg. The urn exhibited was snp-
posed to commemorate Tanaquilla, wife of Tar-

quin, the fifth king of Rome. Some doubts were
expressed as to the genuineness of this object. Mr.

E. Roberts said some of the letters of the in-

scription wore not Etruscan, and some of the
ornamentation did not seem of the time sup-

posed. Doubts as to the composition of the
bronze were also expressed

;
and the discussion

was adjourned to the next meeting. Mr. Holt
exhibited two fine wood carvings, which had
been presented by the carver, Hans Springenk-
lee, to Albert Barer on his fifty-third birth-

day, 1523, and read a paper upon them.
Mr. Cuming exhibited the wedding-ring of

Martin Luther, which was adorned with
Christian symbols, and engraved within with the
names of Martin Lnther and Catharine Boven.
This ring belongs to Mr. Frederick Gauss,
banker, of Vienna, and has been in his family
for 250 years. Mr. Irving read a paper on
seals of tho borough of Lanark, on one of which
was a falcon, which he supposed to refer to
forest-rights. Mr. Blanche thought tho bird to

be no falcon, but a spread-eagle,—a two-headed
eagle, in fact,—which it was now well known
had had its origin in the division of arms

;
being,

in truth, the putting together of two similar

halves of an eagle. Mr. Grover read an interest-

ing account of the remains of a Roman villa at

Chedwortb, where he seemed to think there
were strong traces of early Christianity. The
chairman annonneed that the Annual Congress
would be held at Cirencester, from the 3rd to

the 8th of August, and that Lord Bathurst had
undertaken to preside.

GLASGOW ARCHITECTURAL SOCIETY.

The usual monthly meeting of this Society

was held on the 17th just., Mr. Honeyman,
president, in the chair. A paper was read by
Mr. W. Forest Salmon, architect, “ On Roofs and
Chimney-heads.” He thought it a mistake to

regard the cornice as the finish of a building,
above which any kind of ugliness might be
placed

;
it would be much more conducive to

pleasing pictureaqueness and variety if no
attempt were made to make street buildings
harmonize with those adjoining them. Each
building should be treated independently, and
the parts above the cornice should bear an im-
portant'part in the expression of its individuality,

and wore therefore worthy of most careful study.
He alluded more particularly,—l,to thejunction
of roof and walls

; 2, to the roof itself; 3, to

chimney-heads ; and 4, to the junction of build-

ings of different heights.

Mr. A. Thomson thought that where it was
practicable one design should embrace a number
of bouses, and that breaking np the sky-line by
irregularities was not desirable where it could be
avoided. He thought that practically the design
was crowned by the cornice, and that any build-

ing which was much indebted to its roof for effect

could not be of a high style of art.

Mr. Douglas did nob agree with Mr. Thomson
in this last remark ; at the same time, he
admitted that in the grandest architectural
remains the roof is utterly ignored. In regard
to towns in general, and Glasgow in particular,

he might say that practically we had no choice,

we were so tied down to uniformity by feu con-
tracts and dean of guild court regulations. If a
man proposed adding a story to his house he was

at once interdicted j and perhaps it was as well,

because such varieties could not be indulged in

without great risk of making a blow down in our

neighbours’ vents, and then the chief variety of

sky-line would be produced by very picturesque
arrangements of obimney-cans

!

Mr. Bromhead thought that the cost would be
found to be the great difficulty

;
and in this

Mr. Howatt agreed, pointing out that the chief

,

ranges of buildings were got up by speculating

builders, without the assistance of any architect

;

and that the cost w'as shaved down to the last

farthing.

Mr. Kennedy thought that the erection of a

blocking or parapet along streets should be made
compulsory.
The Chairman remarked that he could not

understand Mr. Salmon’s remarks as applicable

to the streets of a city generally. Obviously
there were localities where a picturesque style

and treatment was not only admissible but most
appropriate

;
and others where anything of the

kind would be quite out of place. 'We should
study tho requirements of each, recognising the

propriety of a difference. He thought a striking

instance of a total disregai’d of this, and the

result, was to be seen in the business part of the

city of London, which has in so great a measure
been reconstructed of late years. He could not

understand how any man in his senses could
design a magnificent Italian palace, with elabo-

rate frieze and bold overhanging cornice, for an
insignifioeint strip of frontage of 25 ft. or 30 ft.

in a narrow street.

NORTHERN ARCHITECTURAL
ASSOCIATION.

The annual meeting of the Northern Archi-
tectural Association was held on Tuesday, the
18th, in the Old Castle, Newcastle-on-Tyne, Mr.
Green, the president, in the chair. Tho report,

read by the secretary (Mr. Thos. Oliver), stated

that the number of members amounted to 51.

The income of the year had been 131. 10s. lid.,

and the expenditure, 91. 83. 5d., leaving a
balance of 41. 2e. 6d. in the hands of the trea-

surer. Tho arrears in subscriptions amounted
to 251. 15s. 6d.

The secretary said that between 2,000 and
3,000 persons were, through their respective

. associations, in connexion with the Archi-
tectural Alliance, and all of them adopted
one uniform scale of charges. Prior to the
Alliance adopting that scale every town had
its own scale; bnt now they had uniformity
of practice, and did not undersell each other.

, The Alliance had also taken up the question
of having a uniform mode of measuring arti-

ficers’ work throughout the United Kingdom,
but the matter was in abeyance. Another sub-

ject which had been considered was the insertion

of an arbitration clause into contracts, and of
quantities forming part of contracts ; but this

matter was also in abeyance.

A subscription of 61. 5s. was voted to the
Architectural Museum, Loudon.
The president delivered an annual address,

and concluded by suggesting the formation of an
architectural library, a school for drawing, mo-
delling, and carving—say in connexion with the
School of Arts,—the formation of classes for

obtaining a complete mastery of the natural
sciences and of languages, in order that they
might be able to keep ahead of the time.

Mr. F. R. Wilson, of Alnwick, read a paper on
“ Dangerous Methods of Construction in the
North.” He said he would not have taken upon
himself to point out some important errors in

the present modes of construction in uso in the
building trades, if he bad been, as it were, to

tbe manner born ; but having had considerable
experience in construction in the South, the
imperfections in question, more especially the
want of extra care to meet climatic conditions,

struck him more forcibly than they might other-
wise have done. They were bound to protest
against the use of any mode of construction
that did not fulfil eveiy condition likely to insure
stability and prevent casualities. He first re-

ferred to a common method of building stone
walls, which was fraught with much evil. Leave
a builder alone, be would build up tho wall
hollow within, throwing into the interstices

loose rubble as ho went on, which shonid
never be done in this climate. Every course
should be well grouted together. He found
that some North-country bnilders, in building
brick walling, after a few courses, laid their

bricks only at the edge of the wall for a height
of a foot or more, and filled up the hollow
space with loose rubbish

;
and then, after

another course of solid brick-work, would repeat
tbe hollow one. He had been more than once
called to an alarm of fire in consequence of the
mode of forming boxing for hearths with wood.
A crack in tho hearthstone, or a widening of the
division in it when formed of two stones, ad-
mitted of hot ashes falling through on to the
timber, till at last it smouldered. Hearthstones
should be of one piece, and shonid always be
laid upon brick or stone arches. Chimney-
stacks should be made more substantial, and
slates should be fastened more securely on roofs.

In this humid climate, and with the porosity of
all the stones of the North, no external walls, or
walls communicating with external walls, should
be plastered on the inner side without being
stoothed, in order to do away with damp walls.

Ho also advised more attention being paid to
gutters and drains. These, he said, were some
of the items of construction in every-day use
among builders, which militate against the
interests of the architect, and which were
fraught with danger to the public

;
and the un-

fortunate system which had grown up of re-

ducing the cost of everything to its uttermost
limit was tho moving cause of the defects he
had noticed.

FROM SCOTLAND.

Edinburgh.—Mr. Dobie, painter and decorator,
offered, some months since, to the journeymen
house-painters and decorators of Britain a num-
ber of prizes for tbe best designs for wall deco-
ration. A large number of competitors entered,
and their productions have been on view for

several weeks, and have attracted much atten-
tion in the trade. The drawings were submitted
to the following gentlemen, who acted as judges:
Messrs. J. Dick Peddie, James Ballantine, John
Nisbet, Edinburgh; R. Dow, Perth; and J. B.
Bennett, Glasgow. Their decisions were as fol-

low :

—

2>raicivg Jloom .—let prize (20 guineas), WUliatn Lnet-
jens, Glasgow; 2nd (10 guineas), Alexander Qirdwood,
Edinburgh; 3rd (6 guineas), Matthew Hislop, Lang-
holm.
Dinitw Jioom .—let prize (10 guineas, Alexander Gird-

wood, Edinburgh; 2nd (5 guineas), 'Williani Luetjena,
Glasgow

;
3rd (2^ guineas), Andrew Wells, Glasgow.

The committee of the Scottish Society of

;

Arts on Technical Education have arranged that
a conference shall be held in Edinburgh, on
Friday, the 20th of March, and an invitation will

be issued to those gentlemen who take an
interest in technical education.

Glasgotv .—The proposal, which originated in

the town council some months ago, to open tho
new galleries in the Corporation Buildings with
au exhibition of portraits of worthy citizens and
distinguished countrymen, now deceased, has
been successfully carried out. The walls of the
five new rooms and galleries are nearly all occu-
pied by the paintings. There are 392 pictures in
oil, 36 in water-colours, 15 in crayons, and 26
busts or medallions, executed principally by the
best Scottish artists ofthis and preceding genera-
tions. The works of several eminent English
artists are also represented. The Exhibition has
been formally opened to the public.

SCHOOLS OF ART.

The Wolve^'hampton School.—A few gentlemen
interested in this institution have met at the
school, in Darlington-street, to distribute the
prizes and certificates of merit among the more
successful students daring the past year. The
distribution was made by Captain Loveridge, the
president, Mr. Vincent Jackson, the hon. secre-

tary, and Mr. Gunn, the head master. Captain
Loveridge made a few appropriate remarks in

reference to tbe importance ofsuch an institution

in a manufacturing town like Wolverhampton,
and recommended the pupils to continue to attend
the classes regularly, and to endeavour, by setting

forth the utility of the institution to their friends,

to induce them to become students. The local

Ohronicle says ,
—

“

The fact that this school is so
little appreciated is almost unaccountable. It

reflects no credit on many of the parents and
young men, showing, on the part of the latter, a
disinclination to improve themselves, and either
xmwillingness or inability to recognise the import-
ance ofendeavouring to maintain that superiority

which English manufacturers have attained in

a
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foreign countries. One woald think that aa the

subject of technical edneation is earnestly en-

gaging public attention greater interest would be

taken in the School of Art, and that there would

be an increasing attendance of students.”

T7ie She-^ield School.—The annual conrer-

sarionc of this school was attended by a

large company. The council, with the effi-

cient help of Mr. Sounes, the head-master,

had gathered together a considerable number
of first-class paintings and drawings for exhibi-

tion. The distribution of prizes took place in

the large room on the ground floor. Mr. P. T.

ilappin, the president of the council, occupied

the chair. Hr. Bowler (of tho Department of

Science and Art) having been introdneed by
the president, referred to the action of Govern-

ment. Ho reminded the audience that when
the Sheffield School was founded it was one of

a very few, but since then other schools had
sprung up, so that where there were formerly

some eighteen or nineteen receiving Govern-

ment assistance, there were now about one hun-

dred. The Government could not continue giving

to individual schools of this increased number
grants so large as the Sheffield School formerly

received, although it was giving a larger aggre-

gate amount. This bad been the real reason for

the change. The people of Sheffield had only to

say the debt of their school should be removed,

and the Government would help them. He
believed the Government would pay oOOi. towards

it. As to the deficient annual income, the Lords

of the Council had come to the conclusion that

it was desirable to give further aid, and new
minutes bad been published within the last few

weeks. This he hoped would increase the grant

to the Sheffield school by about one-third. Pos-

sibly, if the debt were paid ofi", the council

might, with this help, make both ends just meet,

but the wealthy town of Sheffield ought to feel

it a duty to increase its support to that institu-

tion.

Abchitectub.vl Exhibition Society. — The
nnnaal general meeting of this Society is to be

held at the House in Conduit-street on the 4th

day of March next. A report and balance-sheet

for the session 1867 have been issued.

THE ALEXANDRA ORPHANAGE FOR
INFANTS.

The Alexandra Orphanage was founded in

October, 1864, under the patronage of Her Royal

Highness the Princess of Wales, who gives it its

name. The charity originated in the thought-

fulness of a few friends for a long period inter-

ested in the welfare of the orphan poor. It was
seen, in carrying out the designs of the Orphan

Working School, that there was great need of a

charity for the infant orphans of respectable but

poor persons, whose incomes were insufficient to

permit of their making future provision for their

families; and this consideration determined

those who first met in conference to convene a

meeting of friends, which resulted in the forma-

tion of a committee, half of whom should be

members of the parent society. In the space of

two years and a half ninety infant orphans have

been presented for admission, of whom sixty

have been elected. The purpose of the charity

is to receive orphan children from earliest

infancy to the age of five years, and to board,

clothe, nurse, and educate them until they are

eight years of age. The object and design of

the founders of the Alexandra Orphanage being

that its benefits shall be extended to all necessi-

tous infants, it is to be distinctly regarded as of

the very essence of the charity that at the pre-

sent time and in all futm-e times no religious dis-

tinction of any sort shall be introduced, either as

a qualification for admission or after admission;

and that while it is fully intended that the chil-

dren shall have a Scriptural education, no deno-

minational rules or catechisms whatever shall be

adopted.
The institution is situated on the rising ground

of Hornsey, occupying an area of about 500 ft.

by 300 ft., with a rapid descent of 60 ft. from

the high-level to the base of the hill.

The desire being to provide for separate sec-

tional supervision, closely allied with a centrali-

zation of the whole, as the first requirement,

the ground is allotted for separate detached

buildings of cottage blocks, arranged symme-
trically in the form of a donble quadrangle, of

which the main buildings, for dining-hall, schools,

aud offices, form the central point and feature of

the design.

The cottages are arranged in couples, pro-

viding separate homes for twenty-five infants

each, having its own accommodation separate

and distinct, and arranged with playground or

garden, terraced, to meet the accommodation
level in the face of the ground. Each cottage

provides a day-room, two dormitories, with

nurses’ rooms, lavatories, and bath-rooms : pro-

vision is therefore made for a total accommoda-
tion of 400 infants, when the whole scheme is

carried out in the sixteen proposed cottages.

The quadrangle provides to each block a sepa-

rate recreation-ground, and access to a covered

corridor communicates with the school-rooms

and dining-hall in the centre.

The central bnildings include the principal

centre of dining-hall, matron’s house, and do-

mestic offices, on a terraced level with a cloister,

communicating immediately with the cottage

corridors. The schools on the east are approached

in the same way, and will abut on the Sunny-
side-road.

The infirmary is placed at the extreme boun-

dary of the freehold property, and is to be erected

on the principle of adapting a Swiss cottage ex-

terior and plan to the requirements of the insti-

tution. This building will have a verandah,

carried up to the eaves of the roof, and giving

to three separate floors independent access, by
external staircases, to the three wards, so that

in all contagious and epidemic diseases the sepa-

ration may be perfect, and consistent with the

requirements of such an institution.

The general style of the buildings is Domestic

English Gothic, of varied character to each

block, the whole being proposed for execution

in ordinary brickwork, with freestone dress-

ings.

The estimated cost of the present undertaking

is 15,OOOL ; while eight cottages will yet remain
for future addition, at an estimated cost of 50CZ.

each. Messrs. W. G. Habershon & Fite are the

architeocs.

Tlie first stone of the eight cottages now
erected was laid by the Duchess of Sutherland,

, on the 6th of July last, when Earl Granville

took a considerable part in the proceedings.

We have pleasure in mentioning Miss Eliza-

beth S. Sonl 08 the indefatigable hon. secretary

of the ladies’ committee.
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ACCIDENTS.

Tlie Fire at Charing Cross Railway Station .

—

In tlie half-yearly report of the South-Eastern

Railway Company, the directors state that the

cost of restoration and improvements (by the

Qse of uninflammable materials and otherwise)

rendered necessary by the fire at the custom-

house building at Charing Cross Station on

Tuesday last, as estimated by the engineer, will

not exceed 4,0001.

Fall of a large Chimney at Halifax.—A mill

chimney, in course of erection, and which had

attained an altitude of 40 yards, has fallen at

Lee Bank, Halifax, doing much damage to two
adjacent mills. The accident happened on the

premises of Messrs. W. H. Rawson, who have

just completed a seven-story mill, which, with an

adjoining mill, are about to be occupied in cotton

spinning. Until within a few minutes of its fall,

the chimney was considered quite safe. It, how-

ever, was observed to oscillate several times, and

two masons were in consequence called from the

top. They had been down only about ten minutes

when the chimney fell at its full length. A slip

at the foundations, it is thought, must have led

to the fall of the structure, which was of stone,

having a 6-ft. flue.

Accident at the New Exchange Works, Man-
chester.—The site of the intended building is one

immense*sand-pit, and workmen are now engaged
in excavating the sand and carting it away, for

tho purpose of allowing the foundations to be
put in. Adjoining Market-street the foundations

are carried to a depth of about 20 ft. below the

level of the street. Three excavators were
engaged in one of the sandpits when a huge
mass of sand slipped, causing the wooden sup-

ports to give way, and the three men were buried

up to their waists in the sand. Fortunately, the

wooden supports fell in such a manner as to

serve as a protection to the heads of the men.
Mr. Marshall, the clerk of the works, and Mr. J.

Allcock, the gang foreman, with a number of

men, set to work and rescued the three men
from their perilous position.

Fire at the Limerick Gas iror/cs.—During the

prevalence of a most violent squall from the
south-west, with vivid and constant flashes of

lightning and a deluge of rain, the immense
gasometer of tho United General Gas Company,
which contained 200,000 ft. of gas, was ascer-

tained to be in flames, which burnt for an hour.

The accident was occasioned by a strong gust of

the wind having caused the gasometer to cant

over against the gable of the wall where it was
set ; the wall gave way, and then the gasometer
was blown entirely upon its side, the basement
stonework making a large breach of several feet

near the lower water-rim, from which the gas
rushed out, and, coming in contact with a lamp,
caught the flame and lighted up. Nearly all the

gas was burned out.

THE CONSTRUCTION OF VITRIFIED
FORTS.

At a recent meeting of the Glasgow Archaeo-

logical Society, Mr. Galloway in the chair,

Mr. Honeyman read a paper “ On the Con-
struction cf Vitrified Forts.” After referring to

the various theories of construction which have
been propounded, he remarked that these entirely

failed to account for the phenomena presented
in the remains. He then proceeded to describe

the vitrified fort on Dunskeig Hill, at the entrance
of West Loch Tarbert, and certain peculiarities

ofconstruction there, which, with other examples,
led him to the conclusion that tho walls—some
of which are fully 10 ft. in thickness and vitrified

throughout—were constructed by a series of

furnaces on tho walls, not by the application of

heat to the external surfaces. The paper was
illustrated by numerous specimens of vitrified

work, many of which were from the collection

of Mr. W. Keddie. It is evident, he said,

from the condition to which the most intractable

rocks have been reduced—mica slate being fre-

quently found converted into a material re-

sembling pumice stone, light and porous
;
while

green stone has been completely liquified, so as

to glaze over and agglutinate the loose materials

over which it lias been melted—that the builders

of these curious structures must by some means
have applied an artificial blast to their furnaces.

Mr. Honeyman suggested that the natives may
have pressed into their service the gales of such
a season as this. He thought some light might
be thrown on the mode of construction if gentle-

men who had an opportunity of visiting the

remains would observe:—1. If the stones com-
posing the walls had been broken down, or if

they were smooth and round like boulders or

stones worn by the action of water. 2. If they
adhered in consequence of fusion, or because
agglutinated by a fused material of a totally

different character. 3. If tho vitrification was
more complete towards the outside, or otherwise.

4. If the walls showed any evidence of horizontal

courses. 5. If there were any indications of

transverse or longitudinal portions more com-
pletely calcined than the rest of the work

;
and

6. If the walls were more completely vitrified

towards the north aud east than towards the

south and west.

A di.scussion followed, conducted by Messrs.

Hart, Galloway, Mackinlay, A. D. Robertson,

Michael Counal, and other gentlemen. It was
considered desirable that the subject should be
further investigated in the light of Mr. Honoy-
man’e theory.

COMPETITIONS.

Darlington Union Workhouse.—On the 24th

instant the Board of Guardians met, and decided

the above competition. Mr. \Vm. Leo, archi-

tect, London, was called in to assist in the

selection, and the designs bearing the motto
“ Nota Bene ” were selected as the best. The
first premium of 40Z. was awarded to these plans,

and the author of them, Mr. Charles J. Adams, of

Stockton-on-Tees, was appointed to carry out the

works, which are to cost about 10,0001. The
second premium of 301. was awarded to designs

under motto “ Economist
;

” the third premium
to motto “ (A),” A in circle.

St. Mary’s Church, Lichfield.—The dosigu

selected for this church is by Mr. Janies Fowler,

of Louth, aud we understand it will be carried

out at once under his direction.

THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

The ordinary meeting of members was held

at tho House in Conduit-street on Friday even-

ing, the 14th instant, Mr. Lacy W. Ridge in the

chair.

The following gentlemen were elected mem-
bers of the Association :—Messrs. T. E. Cole,

Alfred Bovill, and B. A. Mayhew.
Mr. J. D. Mathews (hon. secretary) explained,

with the assistance of tho black board, a plan

which he had under consideration for improve-
ments in the warming and ventilating of private

houses by the introduction and circulation of

waste heat from ordinary stoves. He also de-

scribed (in connexion with the same subject)

certain improvements in the construction of gas-

chandeliers, by which the light could be concen-

trated without .shadow, while the noxious pro-

perties of the gas would be carried off without
discolouring ceiling or spoiling furniture, pic-

tures, &c.

Tho Chairman observed that the subject was
one of such great importance, both in a sanitary

and economical point of view, that he hoped
the Association would bo able to devote an
evening to tho discussion of it.

Mr. Tarver read a paper on " Symmetry from

a Gothic Point of View,” in which his object

was to prove that the study of Gothic archi-

tecture relied as much on an observance of

symmetry as Classic architecture, which he
considered out of place in England, but to

which the term is generally thought exclu-

sively applicable} and he believed it was the

too easy acceptation of this inference that had
led to the astonishing vagaries in much modern
Gothic work. By analyzing the terms “balance,”
“ proportion,” and “ symmetry,” he pointed out

that the first referred to an instrument for test-

ing the relative weights of two bodies, as, for

example, to a centre flanked by twin masses in

equipoise, and so t.o the design of most Classic

buildings (Mr. Lovesdale supplemented this

remark by the instance of a steel-yard, in which
two bodies of JiferCTii weights counteibalanced

each other by being placed at different distances

fr()m the centre, as was the case in some Gothic

examples)
}
that “proportion” dealt with single

features as much as could be comprehended in

one glance ; hut that the terra “ symmetry ”

meant literally “ measuring together,” and
might be taken in a more comprehensive sense

than the others. He thought that balance was
right when there was no reason to the contrary

j

but that we should recognise the principle that

symmetry should not be confined to the sub-

division of a facade into two equal halves, or

oven to facades at all
;
but that it should guide

the distributive form and size of every limb and
feature of a building,

Mr. Potter, observing upon the new public Offices in

Dowuing-street, designed by Mr. Gilbert Scott, said that

in the upper rooms there was not that abundance of light

which Lord Palmerston had declared to be so essential in

all public buildings in this country.
Mr. Quilter contended that symmetry in Gothic archi-

tecture was not the balancing of the parts, but the pro-

portioning of all the parts, so that the entire building

might be harmonious.
Mr. Redgrave, whUe declaring himself quite unpre-

judiced as regards the rival claims of Gothic and Classic

art, could not agree with Mr, Tarver in condemning the

design of St. Pancraa new Church, built by Mr. Inman.
The apire was not, he held, so incongruous as it had been
represented to be

;
although he was prepared to admit

that the jumble of spires in the metropolis was anything
l)Ut agreeable to the educated eye. Sir Christopher
Wren's city spires were no doubt the most successful;

but those who condemned St. Paneras spire on the ground
that it represented one temple upon another, ought to

know that there was a precedent in ancient art for such an
arrangement. In his opinion the description of Classic

architecture which ought to be encouraged was the

Renaissauce. There were many fine buildings in Italy in

that stylo which would suit our climate very well, and
which would be more appropriate than designs borrowed
from the rigid antique of Greece On the whole, how-
ever, he thought that Gothic architecture was that best

suited to our climate. It had, no doubt, faults, but these

might be avoided
;
and he held that it would be better for

iircbitects to study so as to avoid those blemisbea rather

than to adopt a manner which might be described as a

jumble of many styles.

THE INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.

At the meeting on February 18th, the paper

read was “ On the Supporting Power of Piles }

and on tho Pnonmatic Process for Driving Iron

Colnmns, as practised in America,” by Mr. W.
J. McAlpine. The first part of this commnnica-
tion related principally to the experience gained in

drivings,539 piles, an average depth of32 ft., for

the foundation of the Government graving dock

at Brooklyn, N. Y., when the support was mainly

derived from the adhesion of the material into

which the piles were driven, aud slightly from

their sectional area. The piles were in rows

2i ft. apart, and at transverse distances of 3 ft.,

all from centre to centre ;
intermediate piles of

tough second-growth oak being frequently em-
ployed. The main piles were chiefly round

spruce spars, very straight, from 25 ft. to 45 ft.

long, and not leas than 7 in. in diameter at the

smaller end, and on an average 14 in. in diameter

at the larger end. From a record kept daring

the progress of the work, it was ascertained that

it took two aud one-third blows to drive each

foot of pile, and that the distance moved uni-

formly diminished from the first to the last blow,

ranging from 8 in. at the beginning to no move-
ment at the end, the average distance moved by
the last five blows being 1 in. A considerable

number of the piles were driven by a Nasmyth
steam-piling machine, with a ram of 3 tons, aud

a stroke, or fall, of 3 ft., and making from sixty

to eighty strokes per minute. The other

machines were generally operated by steam-

power, giving an average of a blow per minute
;

but occasionally the hammers were hoisted by
manual and horse power. The rams in the

latter machines were of cast-iron, swelled out at

the bottom to concentrate the weight at that

point, and weighed about 2,200 lb. each, though

some were used of 1,500 lb. ; the fall being

30 ft. It was observed that the heaviest ram,

when striking blows of the same effect as lighter

ones, did the least injury either to the head of

the pile or to the protecting iron ring, and this

injury was still less with the Nasmyth hammer.
It was also found that no advantage was gained

by the fall of the ram being more than 40 ft., as

tlie friction on the ways then prevented any in-

creased velocity to the ram when falling from a

greater height. With the Nasmyth hammer,
piles were driven 35 ft. in seven minutes, while

with the other machines similar piles required

one hour, or more, to drive them the same
distance.

Experiments were made at different times to

ascertain the weight which the piles would

sustain. For this purpose a long lever of oak
timber was employed, with which a number of

tho foundation and coffer-dam piles of nearly the

same size, and driven under exactly similar

conditions, were withdrawn. It was thus ascer-

tained that a weight of 125 tons was required to

move a pile, driven 33 ft. into the earth, to the

point of ultimate resistance, with a ram weighing

1 ton, aud falling 30 ft. at the last blow. These
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trial piles averaged 12 in. in diameter in the

middle. Prom a number of other experiments,

it was believed that the extreme supporting

power of the pile, due to its frictional surface,

was 100 tons, or 1 ton per superficial foot of the

area of its circumference. From an analysis of

the experiments, the following general laws

seemed to have prevailed in these cases :—1st.

That the effect of lengthening the fall of the

ram was to increase the sustaining power of the

pile in the ratio of the square root of the fall.

2nd. That by adding to the weight of the ram,

the sustaining power of the pile was increased

by 0‘7 to 0 9 of the amount due to the ratio of

the augmented weight of the ram, 3rd. That a

pile driven by a ram weighing 1 ton, and falling

30 ft., would sustain an extreme weight of 100

tons. The formula based upon these data, as

applicable to rams weighing from 1,000 lb. to

vapours and bad air fail not to penetrate above,

and the most costly appliances of luxury do not
always obviate such inconveniences; but round
the habitations of the poor, without care, damp
and dirt gather fast, and the question still

remains how to dispose of the waste water with-

out a sink or waste-pipe. Can it be safely

suffered to be thrown out into the yard or the

field, and suffered like the rain to permeate the

soil ? Perhaps a small tiled drain to carry off

soaped and greasy water is as good a way as can
be devised to keep the surroundings of the bouses
of the working-classes dry.

A labouring man who has to leave home early,

and at a regular hour, requires a meal speedily

and comfortably prepared
;
when he returns, he

wants refreshment and repose in comfort. Now,
very few articles are required for actual comfort,

and every article not necessary for personal con

3,000 lb., falling from 20 ft. to 30 ft., was ' venience and enjoyment gives trouble, and is in

X= 80 (W' + 0'228-v/F— 1), in which X was the

supporting power of a pile driven by the ram W,
Calling a distance F ; X and W being in tons,

and F in feet. The author was of opinion that,

under the most favourable circumstances, the

the self-constituted championship of the deputa-
tion. If they really wish to enlighten the public,

and to meet the case—as the leader of the depu-
tation said their intention was—“ fairly, openly,
and withont equivocation or reserve,” let some
one on their behalf publish a collection of
trade -union rules, supplemented by a narra-

tion of trade - union practices, the materials

for which would not be difficult to obtain.

Then let him state their case, adduce their

arguments, say which of the practices they

uphold and approve of, and which they disown
and will disccmrage, and they may rely upon it

the public to whom they appeal will give them a
fair hearing and pass ajust verdict

;
but the work

must be done fairly, honestly, dispassionately,

and with a sincere desire to arrive at the simple

truth. Anything like an attempt to deny well-

known and proved facts, or to throw dust in the

eyes of the readers by rhetorical special plead-

ing, will only deepen the feeling they complainthe way, when there is only one pair of hands to

keep all in order. In selecting furniture what
j

of, which, rightly or wrongly, certainly exists,

is strong and durable should be chosen. Cleanli- ' that they practise things which would look very

ness is the grand element of comfort; and un-
[

ugly in print. Mr. Gladstone evidently perceived

^ painted wood being most easy to keep clean, is
.
the heterogeneous nature of the body he had to

pile'should norbrioaded with more than’one-
1

the nicest for the living-room. Wooden-seated ' deal with, and that they were so fully persuaded

third of the result given by this formula ; and
j

chairs wear best, and are the healthiest. The of their power to teach that they had nothing to

when there was any danger of a future’ dis-
;

little round claw-table is pretty, and suitable for learn,

turbance of the material around the pile, or <
the mother’s afternoon work

;
but it must not

when there was any vibration in the structure ' enpersede the deal-table, 4 ft. long, indispensable

which might be communicated to the piles, the for roeals, for the preparation of food, and for

load imposed should not exceed one-tenth.
i -..vi, ir.n,c. *v,o«-

The bearing support due to the sectional area

of the pile had not been considered in the pre-

ceding inquiry
;
but numerous experiments had

been made, which gave results of from 5 tons

to 10 tons per square foot.

THE FITTINGS OF COTTAGES.

ironing. Bedsteads, with laths that can occa-

sionally be taken out and washed, are preferable

to those with ticks or close boards. Curtains are

quite unnecessary. In the climate of England hair

mattresses are more to be recommended than

An Engineee.

CONSTEUCTION OF FIRE-PROOF
DWELLING-HOUSES.

Amidst all the modem improvements and ap-

pliances for house building it appears remarkable

wool mattresses, or any mixtures of/ocJc, but ticks ' that so few attempts have been made to render

filled with straw, and pillows staffed with chaff,
;

our dwellings, if not entirely fire-proof, yet not

A LADY, dating from Quebec, favours us with

some observations on the planning and fittings of

economical dwellings for working men. We
print the portion relating more particularly to

the second part of the subject :—It has been pro-

posed by some architects, who carried their ideas

of economising space to an extreme, to make the

vacancy under bedsteads available by having

drawers to slide under the bed. This is by no
means advisable. The space beneath the bed-

stead, for the sake of health as well as of cleanli-

ness, should be open, and daily subjected to the

supervision of the broom.

In domestic architecture it has been much the

fashion of late to have no closets. This

omission entails much expense on the occupants

of bouses, and is eventually injurious to the

landlords, as bringing in and out large articles

of furniture, such as presses and wardrobes, can

seldom be done withont damage to the walls.

The open dressers, so ornamental with their rows

of plates and dishes, have generally given way
before the swarms of flies which seem ever to

increase and multiply ; and although it has been

stated that the presence of these insects is so

beneficial in some respects that Europeans in

New Zealand carry them in boxes to localities

where they were formerly unknown ; yet, what-

ever their qualities may be, it is desirable to keep

things as much as possible from their tonch, and

to this end closets in kitchens are indispensable.

Closets are more easily cleansed than drawers
;

and it was no improvement in finishing to expel

the old-fashioned linings, which formed a defence

against the entrance of vermin. Closets are

convenient even in the dining-rooms of the

opulent; they are requisites in the apartments

of the working-classes. In sleeping-rooms, the

closet should, if possible, be large enough to

stand in, have rows of shelves transversely

from the floor to the ceiling, at the sides, with a

long shelf lengthways, under which should be
rows of pegs. If recesses by the fire-placea'do

not admit of closets in the kitchen, they should

be put up as fixtures.

The problem bow to dispose of what may be
termed the refuse of human life is a disagreeable

but most important one. The waste in cookery

and preparing food may be reduced by good
management : rags may be kept for the rag-

gatherer; bones, and fragments of metal and

crockery, which so frequently disfigure the road-

sides, may be given to collectors of such things
;

but still there most be refase, there must be a

dunghill, and this, with other nuisances, should

be removed at short intervals to serve for

are very good. Fine shavings make excellent

beds. Where the father or the boys have the

valuable knack of carpentering, a few boards and
two or three barrels can be made very serviceable.

A bedstead can soon be knocked together
;
one

barrel can serve as a washhand stand, another as

a side table
; a barrel can be cut into two seats

for children, and a barrel can be made into a
commodious firm-chair, and with a little in-

genuity made to look well. For the floors.

wholly destructible by this insatiable element.

Whosoever has been roused out of midnight

slumbers by the fearful cry of “Fire! fire!”

will need but little advocacy to induce him to

adopt any feasible mode in his power to con-

struct a dwelling so far fire-proof that the

destruction may be reduced to a minimum, or

at most confined to only one apartment, and the

loss of life all but impossible.

The common mode of house building is so

cleauliness is the best ornament; and to insure
;

fraught with danger from fire that the wonder
this, it is not requisite that a woman should go is how any portion of the building or its contents

down on her knees to scrub. The process of

cleaning the floor may be rapidly and effectually

performed with an iron mop. The only cover-

ings requisite are large mats at the doors, and
nigs before the fireplace and by the side of beds.

Tin kettles and saucepans are less durable than

iron, but far more expeditious in cooking, espe-

cially in boiling water. Dwellings thns arranged,

%vith as much space as is possible for the living-

rooms, and as few articles of furniture as will

suffice for convenience, have a better appear-

ance, and will be found more healthy, cleanly,

and comfortable than the confined and en-

cumbered rooms in which the working classes

usually live. A. E.

MR. GLADSTONE AND TRADE UNIONS.

is ever saved from the devouring flame. Indeed,

I would ask the moat superficial observer is it

possible to lay timbers for ignition in a more
scientific manner than they are usually placed

in our common dwelling-house ? Is there any
kitchen fire-grate laid for the express purpose

by our servants so skilfully disposed for the

ostensible purpose ? First, there are the joists

for the floors, then the quarter partitions, then

the rafters and battens of the roof, and after-

wards the lathing and battening for papering the

walls; also the flimsy staircases, all nicely

spaced, and jnst adapted for burning at a

minute’s notice. Let any person look through

or upward at a house that is what is termed
carcassed in, and say whether he could devise

anything better calculated for combustion ?

And this insecurity exists for the sake of a

little more expense in the first place,—say 25
per cent, addition for a first-class house.

In the first place, I propose to arch over the

basements, either in the way I shall recommend

Sni,—If any one expected the deputation to

Mr. Gladstone would effect the promised object

of their visit, he must have been greatly disap-

pointed. The public had been led to expect that for the next floor, or in the old-fashioned way of

a selected number of working men, thoroughly groins. The other stories I should arch over in

acquainted with the subject, and speaking with > the same way as a coach-head trimmer, taking a

authority as representing the whole body, would

(as was somewhat boastfully predicted) expose

popular fallacies,make clear thebenign principles

of restriction, elncidate political economy gene-

rally, and so enlighten the mind of the statesman

bearing upon all the walls, with a semi-elliptical

curve.

The materials I prefer are the common
vertically perforated brick laid flat ways, and
jointed with Portland cement

;
it is almost need-

that he should humbly acknowledge himself less to say that these should be laid well and

manure.
Doubtless, those houses should be most healthy

that have no drains passing under them, as the

to have been entirely mistaken. The farther

effect proposed was to provide a solid gronnd-

work for legislation, and to gain the sanction of

law for what has by some been considered a

selfish and odions tyranny. I confess to having
looked forward with much interest to this dis-

cuBsioD, and have carefully read the report,

hoping to find some grains of sound argument
amongst the crude mass of mere assertions. In

the first place, the deputation evidently were not

all of one mind
;

several individual members
stoutly upholding practices which Mr. Potter

stated were confined to a small minority of the

trades
;
such as the restriction of apprentices,

and the prohibition of piecework. But surely,

before undertaking to enlighten an obtuse and
supposed hostile public, the members ought to

have agreed amongst themselves. Moreover, at

a later meeting, it was announced that several

carefully, so as to break joint as much as

possible, especially at the groins, or angles.

Over large rooms, or openings, a course of

plain tiles may be bedded upon the bricks, but

in small spans a rendering over in cement would

be sufficient. The reason I prefer the perforated

bricks is on account of their being lighter, and
they also afford a good key for the plastering

nndemeath.
The joist can be laid into the walls in the

ordinary manner, or 4i-in. brickwork may be

carried up from the springing of the arches in

the spandrels, or, if more desirable, by using a

few iron ties the wood joist can be laid inde-

pendent of the walls altogether.

On coming to the roof, the arch may be varied

to any shape, and the rafters bear upon it

;

indeed, by using ornamental iron ties across the

rooms, the roof may be formed without any other

large and influential trades altogether repudiated
i
covering than the arch, cement, and tiles.
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I The staircases may be turned upon segment

lentres, and by working in the arch occasionally

course of heading bricks, or laid lengthwise,

he core for the steps may be formed, and may
tfterwards be lined or cased with wood. At the

rpringing of the arch for the stairs the floor-

c^rch could be strengthened as much as may be

deemed necessary.

1 This scheme would necessitate each story to

)e carried a little higher, and the walls made
mbout half a brick stouter j

but it would save

hll the lathing to ceilings.

1 It is obvious that in the event of fire breaking

Out it would be confined to the room where it

oroke out, and, indeed, would dio of inanition.

The advantages for carrying water-pipes, gas,

bell-wires, and such like, along the spandrels is

:aoo plain to require pointing out.

|] This is no new idea, although I do not know
: jf any building where it has been carried out in

iits entirety; and having but a small country

lousiness, I have never been able to persuade any

i-oroprietor to incur the additional expense

rrequired. The objection usually made is the

iionWard thrust upon the walls from the arch;

,nout from the lightness of the materials employed,

tl think this will be very small
;
and there are

lanany modes of tying in and counteracting this

liwhich will suggest itself in practice.

George Burcheti'.

hint either to manufacturers, merchants, or

workmen, whereby they may profit.

In consequence of the difference in the price

of foreign and English-made sheet glass and

glass shades, I can venture to affirm that two-

thirds of the former are used to one of the latter,

thus depriving hundreds of English workmen of

labonr which naturally and reasonably belongs

to them. It is true the English make is superior

to foreign make ; but what does that signify if

the latter is preferred, on account of its price, to

the former ? I think, if the English glass manu-
facturers would make quantity their first aim,

instead of quality, they would drive the foreign

glass trade out of the English market, would

find work for many of our unemployed, and in the

end would supply an equal, if not an increased,

quantity of the superior article which they now
send into the market.

A WlNDOW-GLASS CUTTER IN A ClTY HoUSE.

AIK-OE-NOT COMPANY (LIMITED).

Has the promulgated scheme for laying on

country air into London houses (in the same
imanner os gas and water) blown vp ? Oh, how
^ delightful it would be to repose in a pure atmo-

sphere within the sound of Bow bells ; to be able

to dress, toilet, breakfast, and take the country

;air simultaneously and expeditiously. It would
ebe a boon to mammas, for the winds (from bleak

IHigligate or sunny Sydenham) could be tem-

lepered to the shorn lambs in the nursery
;
the

Lobildren could revel in refreshing draughts of

i.ihalf-and-half, and no bother of mud, rain,

Ji ditches, &o. Night air is not so beneficial; so

cnone but daylight-gathered ought to be supplied

tfrom odoriferous roses and mignonette planta-

ictione, and from warm conservatories in winter.

|I presume the only plant required would be a

iiwindmill to work gigantic bellows.

Our commercial atmosphere requires purifying,

)ifor it has long been stagnant and in bad odour.

Directors of bubbles, awake to aerology ! No
(ocompiiny formed to bring it into operation yet?

iVWhere are the limited-liability mongers ? Dimi

I'Spiro spero. It is a project that requires venti-

alating. It is ill wind that blows nobody good :

litbis mny to them, if it do not to the shareholders

ifor public. K. T.

FORTIFYING POLICE STATIONS.

Sir, — Absence from town prevented my
noticing the paragraph headed “ Fortifying

Police Stations,” in your issue of the 15th inst.,

which, from the high position occupied by the

Builder, is calculated to give an erroneous im-

pression better avoided.

There is no foundation whatever for the

assertion that Messrs. Clark are manufacturing

shutters for the station at Scotland-yard. The
simple facta are these. A shutter was required

for a particular room that had no shutter be-

fore. I applied to Messrs. Clark for a price, and

they handed me also a sample of their manu-
facture, which they asserted was bullet-proof.

This question was disposed of by sending two

But some one who is not acqnainted with
these supposed elements of correctness will say,

That may be
;
but there is something abont

the building that I do not like, and cannot say

exactly what it is.” In this manner was the

Parthenon copied from the Temple of Theseus;

the latter of which has the general repute of

being by far the best proportioned. And this

brings me to the other way of copying, which,

and which alone, will lead to the foundation of

as many new schools of architecture as the

greatest admirer of originality can desire. If I

wanted to get an idea from, for example, this

said Temple without copying it exactly, I should

begin thus :

—

The school is Greek. That I shall copy.

The mode is Doric. Th at also I shall adhere to.

The order is ? Weil, I must measure its

proportion, and fix upon a scale of orders. The
lowest order is when the height of the columns
is $ of their distance between centre and centre,

as is almost always the case in old English

examples of ynonostyle columns. You cannot

have a lower order than this, and you cannot
have a column of less than one shaft.

Again, in the tetrastyle columns of the English

school the height is 4 ;
in the next, the octostyle,

the height is generally 4 - this is the third order,

then. Now, the requirements of my building

make it almost imperative to have the height of

my columns § of their intereentral distance. So
my building will be of the fourth order. And
you will see, by an extension of this scale of

orders that the XX style colnmn would be f
bigh. Now count tbe vertical lines in the

columns of the Temple of Theseus ; and now
measure the height and mean distance apart.

Now you see why this good old Greek design

and these good old English designs are equally

pleasing.

To return to my own design. As we haveshots from a revolver through it. Mr. Peard
|

happened to be with me at the time, and pro- ' seen, it will have to be duodecastyle to look well

:

posed to me a much simpler contrivance to
[

too many shafts to have separate capitals, or to

meet the same end. A series of experiments ' arrange in a diagonal square : so we will arrange

were arranged, and as the question of making
;
them in a circle under one capital. There is a

this shutter bullet-proof had turned up, a section ; reeded column. No, we must not have an en-

for a shutter that could not be pierced was de-
;

tasis or diminution, because we are too far apart

cided upon. Whilst these experiments were
|

for an architrave, but too near to render pointed

going on, Messrs. Clark produced a second 1 arches necessary. We must have half-circular

sample, which on being fired at perfectly re- i arches, as a medium between tbe two.

sisted the shot.
|

Mouldings.—In that temple they are parabolic

Under tliese circumstances,! directed Messrs.
!
curves

;
in our low English orders circular,

—

Clark to fit up one shutter, and Messrs. Peard two extreme conic sections. Then ours must be

& Jackson to fit up two other shutters, the

latter being lees expensive, less liable to de-

rangement, and closed in one-fourth the time.

Thomas C. Sorry,

Surveyor to the Metropolitan Police.

FlFRENCH AND ENGLISH WINDOW GLASS.

j

Sir,—

T

he Society of Arts, as you have stated,

laraised a fund purposely to send a select num-
bfber of workmen to visit and report upon the

prproyress and improvement made in the different

E

branches of industry as shown at the Paris

Exhibition. Every workman in tbe branches of

industry thus,’ represented ought to become
acacquainted with the reports sent in to and pub-
lidished by tbe Society of Arts, so that he may
leleai'u something new, correct something wrong,
o:or profit by them in some way or other.

The window-glasB trade was represented by
BEichard Pearsall, glass-maker, near Birmingham,
lIHe is a workman of Messrs. Chance, Brothers,

glglass manufacturers, and no doubt, was recom-

mmeuded by them as a suitable pei-son to be sent

Uto Paris, for the purpose above stated. No
rerepoi't published can be more unsatisfactory than

tithe one sent in by Mr. Pearsall. It is so brief,

itit covers bub little more than one page, and so

eiempty as to be absolutely useless to any one

eiengaged in the trade. The Messrs. Chance,

B Brothers, have many workmen in their employ
vwho, without going to Paris, could, in their

d dinner-hour, have drawn up a much better

ureport concerning the manufacture of glass in

EEngland, France, and Belgium.

Sheet and rolled plate glass and glass shades

siare imported into England from France aud
BBelgium, at from 30 to 50 per cent, cheaper than
tithe same kind of articles can be bought from

EEnglish manufacturers
;
yet Mr. Pearsall goes to

PPurie and sees these things exhibited, and to the

vivarious munufactorics in France where they are

Dimade, and in his report there is not a single

With reference to the paragraph in a recent

number of the Builder, headed as above, Messrs.

Peard & Jackson say,—” That having, some-

what accidentally, been shown the result of an

experiment, we suggested shutters of a totally

different construction to what had at first been

recommended as best adapted to tbe purpose.

Our idea was entertained ;
and, after some

severe tests, approved by the police authorities.

We have made and fixed two of these shutters,

which are the only ones ‘ so constructed that

they can be closed almost instantaneously,’

while they are of themselves ‘ proof against any

fusilade of small arms;’ aud are also adapting

the principle to two pairs of ordinary existing

box-shufctei'S.”

STYLES NOT INVENTED.

When an architect, such as, for example, the

architect of the Temple of Theseus, makes an

original design so full of beauty, and so perfect

in its proportions, and with such appropriate

ornamentation, that hundreds of other architects

endeavour to imitate his work, he may be said

to invent a style, or, as I should call it, found a

school of architecture.

Anew school may be founded; but first we
must learn how to copy what has been done

before. There are two ways of copying, both

professing to lie the right way.

One is to imitate mouldings and ornaments

exactly, without regard to general proportions

;

and thus is produced in this present century a

building in the style of another long-past cen-

tury : and every judge and critic says its mould-

ings are correct, its ornaments are correct, its

tracery is correct; all, all of the same period,

all true Gothic, all true Greek,

may be.

mean conic sections,— that is, ellipses. This

system of moulding is carried out in many exam-
ples of many schools.

This is the right way to copy, and at the same
time the right way to originate ; for, look at our

new design ! Where is its resemblance to the

Greek temple?—not a feature left to show whence
we started ! Walter Scakgill.

Sir,-—Your correspondent, Mr. H. W. Brewer,

is surprised Mr. Fergusson should suppose it

possible to “invent” a new style, such being

always “ developed.” Mr. Fergusson, however,

says distinctly, “ No man or set of men can at

once invent a new style. It must be developed

out of some previous form, and by a slow and

gradual progress of growth.” But is the dis-

tinction, after all, of real utility ? In his

incomparable “ System of Logic,” Mr. Stuart

Mill forcibly points out, that different words do

not necessarily indicate the existence of corre-

sponding different qualities in things; so, I

suspect, invention and development are, in

actual effect, and so far as practical usefulness is

concerned, virtually convertible and synonymous
terms, as applied to mental processes touching

new styles of architecture
; for these— the

simple statement of the fact coercing convic-

tion—are both invented and developed. Classic

orders and Gothic windows, with round and
pointed arches, could scarcely have been at all

developed if they had never actually been in-

vented ;
and, to my mind, development has no

precisely distinct meaning beyond aggregating,

maturing, and adding to inventions composing

styles.

Mr. Brewer’s startling assertions, that “new
styles have always arisen from copying the

works of a former age,” is more paradoxical

than instructive. Whether or not some of the

ancients began by copying is perfectly imma-
terial to the point at issue; for it is manifest

that BO long as there was “ only copy-work,”

there could not be any original work at all
;
and

“ copying the works of a former age” was thus

as the case ^ too antecedent to the new style to be considered

in connexion with it, and related, in fact, not to
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the new, bat to the old style. As only copies
could “arise” from copyism, the invention and
development of novel features were consequent,
not on copying, but on departing from the old

style, and in this way forming a new one.

Finally, Jlr. Brewer intimates that as the
development of a new style “generally took
from three to four hundred years” in ancient
days, one “ might” now be created in “five or
sis hundred years.” Mr. Brewer evidently
thinks we have sadly deteriorated (to about half
the value of the old folks), and are in a very bad
way indeed. But, setting aside analogies where
there are no analogies, perhaps a more hopeful
view may be taken. Of course there is no sign !

of a “new style arising from copying the works
of former ages,” which we have already done
for between three and four (the ancients’ allow-
ance) of the (moderns’ allowance) five or sis

hundred years. What is really wanted is a true

style, reflecting neither Classicism nor Mediae-
valism, but Mc^ernism, and thus subsidiarily a
new one. As all archaic styles first arose in
comparatively barbarona times, and the true and
new style of the future will start from the most
civilized of all times, its development will surely
be proportionately more rapid. But to attain
this consummation we must depart from copyism,
and cast aside that undue reverence for
antiquity and that singular depreciation of our
own powers in this calling, which have rendered
modern architecture the reproach and shame, as
the one retrograde art, of the age. “For in

reality,” says Lord Bacon, “ as we look for a
more mature judgment from an old than from a
young man, just so it is fit that much greater
things be expected from our age, if it knew its

strength and would endeavour and apply', than
from the old times, as being a more advanced
age of the world, and enlarged and accumulate
with numberless experience and observations.”

Edw.vbd L. Tarbvck.

THE GREAT INDIAN PENINSULAR
RAILWAY.

SiK,—The state of the bridges and viaducts on
this line is far from satisfactory, and, unless the
company take prompt action, I have no hesita-
tion in stating that the traffic on many sections
will be suspended. In several cases the
passengers have to leave the trains “and walk
across,” a distance of upwards of a mile ! For an
oldlnclianwithsomethingof the Salamanderabout
him this is bad enough, but for English ladies

and their families to walk such a distance in a
temperature of 13S°, many of them suffering
from intermittent fever and ague, without a
taitee, a ‘palaquiem, or a tonjon, the journey is

really perilous and desperate.
The cause of this ruinous condition of the works

is obvious, as every European who has travelled
over the line can testify. The enterprisers
employ too many native inspectors, instead of
sending out skilled European foremen to guide
and direct the works. Now, as these native
inspectors are generally high caste, and conse-
quently devote much time to the worship of the
“ big God of the Hindoos,” therefore the native
workmen, many of whom are low caste, scamp
the work in their absence. Need a word more
be said ?

TEE CHANNEL RAILWAY.
Sis,

—

I beg to forward you a plan for a railway between
England and iTance. Abridge being the mode of com-
munication proposed, this letter relates principally to the
piers or supports of such bridge. It is proposed that
such piers be built of iron

; that they be hollow, and some-
what of the shape of a mushroom turned upside down.
The essential characteristic of this plan is that such rail-
way, or, rather, the piers supporting the bridge consti-
tuting such railway, can be built on land, and afterwards
floated to their several positions, and then sunk and
placed in position, by Oiling them with water. When so

,

sunk they would remain firm and immovable, by the
; weight of the water inside them, and the attraction of
I
gravitation. The bottom portion of each pier would

[

somewhat resemble a large gasometer, or a round engioe-
I shed 300ft. in diameter; and the top portion the Eddr-
' stone Lighthouse, or an iron column 160ft. high and 30 ft.

in diameter at the top. After such piers had been so
placed in position, they would resemble and constitute so
many iron islands. Wherefore, a suitable number, say a
few scores, of such iron islands being made and existing
between Dover and Calais, it is presumed that a road, or
a highway, or a railway would simply forthvvith follow, as
a matter of course. For a comparatively trifling sum,

—

say 60,000/.,— it is believed that the feasibility of this
plan could be tried, and tested and verified at once. One
ol the largest of such piers might be thus constructed (in
sections) at Birmingham, sent by rail to any convenient
harbour, there put together and completed, afterwards
floated to its allotted position, half-way between England
and France, and then and there sunk and placed in posi-
tion by filling it with water. When so sunk, tho bottom
portion of each pier would be in oSect something like
100,000 tons of iron, of the shape of a penny-piece, lying
fiat at the bottom of the sea

; and it is believed it would
so remain for generations. The top portion being an
integral part of and firmly affixed to such bottom portion,
would of simple necessity remain firm and immovable;
and the same being perfectly smooth and round, would
consequontly offer the least resistance of anything to
wind und waves. J. K. H.

CAN A BUILDER CHARGE FOR
MAKING AN ESTIMATE

SiE,—Some time since I was invited in a limited com.
petition to tender for a church. The committee did not
reserve to themselves fbc right to reject the lowest or any
tender. Wy tender was the lowest, but the amount was
more than the committee expected. The architect was in-
structed by his clients to request me to meet him at his
office (a distance of 160 miles from my place of business),
to go through the estimate, and see where it could be re-
duced. This was done, but after some further correspond-
ence, tho committee decided to do the work themselves,
under the superintendence of a clerk of works. The foun-
dations were put in, but they found this too expensive

j

and (through their architect) asked me to go over my
estimate again,—this time with a view of adding to the ten-
der in consequence of rise of wages, &e. I wss put to
much trouble, but at the last moment, and without any
explanation, the committee broke otf the negociations,
and gave the work to another contractor, who was in the
first competition some 250/. above me. Am I not entitled
to be paid for my trouble? and can any of your readers
name any legal decision bearing upon the point? If they
can, they will oblige, A Builder.

%* Under tbe circumstances stated above, our corre-
spondent would seem unquestionably to bare a legal claim.
Much would depend on what was said or written during
tbe transaction.

STAINS ON STONE.
I SHOULD be obliged if any of your readers would inform

me of any solution with >\h'icha light freestone chimney-
piece might be coated, so as to preserve it from injury bv
finger marks or greasy stains. fi. B.

LETTERS ON MARBLE.
C.vjr any of your readers inform me, through your jour-

n.il, of the best, quickest, and most durable method of
preparing engraved letters iu marble, or auy other hard
stone, BO as to receive gold leaf? F. M.

Besides, the native inechanicB are, in matters
of science, far behind Europeans, as, indeed,

|

Asiatics generally are. Let the company send
to India qualified engineers and inspectors, and
let the public thoroughly understand that the

'

Great Indian PeninBUlar Railway is not a huge
quantity of mis-apent labour, or the vrorks of,
Sisyphus rolling up stones to come down

,

again.
[

Is it not a matter of surprise, when it is con- !

sidered the numerous accidents through defective '

workmanship which have occurred on this line

'

between Lanoly (top of the Ghauts) and the

'

“ Snake City ” of Nagpoor, that the enterprisers
!

should remain like flies in winter— in a state of
suspended animation. Pjerse ARTnufi.

ST. JOHN’S CHURCH, WEYMOUTH.
Sir,—

I

regret that Mr. Bury should have made state-
meots in your paper in connexion with the above church
which are not correct. I can only say that be is labouring

[

under a mistake, and that your announeement of the 25th i

of January was quite right. I begto refer him to tbe Rev, '

J. Stephenson, and hope that yon will do me justice by tbe
1

insertion in your paper of this communientiou.
I

Bodsst C. Bessett, Architect.
;

DESTRUCTION OF PORTMAN MARKET
BY FIRE.

Ay extensive fire took place on Sunday morn-
ing last in Portman Market, Marylebone, whereby
twenty-three shops have been destroyed. The
fire commenced in a boot and shoe warehouse,
No. 2, in the market, and then laid hold of the
adjoining premises. No. 1, belonging to an iron-

monger. From these two buildings the flames
were forced by the violence of the wind in sun-
dry directions, igniting buildings some distance
off, whilst for a time several of the intermediate
shops escaped. At one time it was feared that
the Marylebone Theatre would also have been
destroyed, bnl several land steam-engines liaving
arrived, they were set to work, and stopped the
further progress of the conflagration.

The fire was remotely due, probably, to Satur-
day night’s gale. Just at closing-time the wind
blew a shop-blind against a jet of gas. The blind

caught fire, was hastily rolled np and put away
under a counter, and the shop was closed. An
hour after the honse was in a blaze, from a few
spark.a, it is snspected, which may have been left
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in the blind when it was put away. Only one of
the twenty-three tradespeople burned out was
insured

; and these represent a total of some-
thing like a hundred persons who are now on
the brink of destitution. A meeting on theii'

behalf is to be held on this Friday night.

THE ELECTRIC ORGAN.

Mr. B.\rker, organ-builder, of Paris (in-

ventor of the pneumatic lever), hasjust patented,
in England and France, a system for applying
electricity, to supersede tbe ordinary moving
drawstop and key-action in large organs. The
patentee has already built an electric

,
organ of

forty-two sounding stops and eight couplers for

the church of St. Augustin, Paris
;
also another

for Salon, near Marseilles : both are spoken of
as successful. As the largest organa may now
be played through a cable of insulated wires,

positions hitherto impracticable can be turned to

a good account. The organist, with his various
claviers, can be placed in any direction and at
any distance away from the organ, the touch
being eqnally delicate and rapid on every
manual, whether used separately or coupled.
Messrs. Bryceson, Brothers, & Co., have the con-
cession for working this patent in Great Britain.

Ulisrcnmua.
UTILIS.iTION OF THE METROPOLITAN SeWAGE.

—

The report of the Metropolitan Board of Works
for 1866-7, just issued, states that the Essex
Reclamation Company have commenced the for-

mation of the culvert for taking the sewage
down to tbe Maplin Sands, and for the distribu-

tion of so much of it as may ba required by the
neighbouring farmers in Essex. The Board have
had some difficulty in deciding between six

tenders received for the utilisation of sewage
on tho south side of tho river, but up to the date
of the report they had not come to any definite

arrangement.

The Restoration of St. Nicholas Steeple,
Newcastle-upon-Tyne.—At a recent meeting of
the Committee of Management of the St.

Nicholas’ Church Restoration Fund, the follow-

ing statement as to tbe financial position of the
Restoration Fund was submitted ;—The total

amount of subscriptions promised was 2,742?.

5s. 6d. ;
of that l,020i. Os. were still unpaid

;

leaving actual cash received, 1,721?. IGs. 6d. The
disbursements had been 1,394?. 4 b. 5d.

; leaving
a balance in the bank of 327?. 12e. Id. A letter

was read from tbe contractor, Mr. Walter Scott,

giving notice that tbe works comprised in the
first division would be completed in six weeks,
and requiring to know the decision of the com-
mittee as to commencing with those in the
second division : the cost of the two combined
wiQ amount to above 4,000?. Seeing that only
about 2,800?. have been promised, it was re-

solved that the committee would not be justified

in giving requisite authority until supported
further by tho public. Tho secretary was there-
fore instructed to issue an urgent appeal for

additional contributions.

Ventilation of Purlic Buildings. — The
Institution of Mechanical Engineers have pub-
lished a report of their annual meeting, held
last summer in the lecture theatre of the Conser-
vatoire des Arts et Metiers at Paris, when a
paper was read by General Morin “ On the
Ventilation of Public Buildings.” General
Morin, like some others, holds that outlets for tho
escape of bad air should be at or near the floor

.
of a room, and the inlets for fresh air near tho
ceiling, or at such a height as to prevent the
sensation of a draught. Tbe discharge is best
effected by “suction,” and to maintain this

suction nothing more is re(}uired than an ordi-

nary fireplace. This being the case, the same
system is applicable to ordinary dwelling-houses

as well as to public buildings. The displacement
of foul air by the mechanical forcing in of fresh
air is. General Morin maintains, far less effectnal,

and requires more attention than the suction
system, which is in use in the lecture theatre
where the paper was read, as well as at the
Theatre Lyrique, and in certain public schools,
where its operation is said to be satisfactory.

By passing under the seats of tho lecture theatre
the General stated, “he had felt completely
stifled by the poisonous atmosphere drawn off

from the room.”
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Society of Exoineers.—At the next meeting,

2nd March, a paper “ On the Surveys of pro-

posed Lines fora ShipCanal between theAtlantic

and Pacific, on the Panama Railroad, and on the

Darian Ship Canal,” will be discussed.

Figured Glass.—Messrs. Wenden & Fussell

have devised a mode of producing ornamental

patterns on ground glass, to serve as a blind

Though produced without burning, it is stated!

to be perfectly durable, and to stand, tho test of

sulphuric acid and other obliterating agents.

Tlie method is applicable to the largest sized

plate, and is very cheap.

The Puulic Works of Euxgary. — Some

English gentlemen (amongst whom are i

duke and two lords) are expected in Paris, ac-

cording to tho Morning Post's correspondent

tliere, in order to examine and take into con-

sideration a concession offered to them by the

Bungarian Government for carrying out all the

public works of Hungary. Count Karolyi and

two other Hungarian gentlemen represent Hun-

garian interests,

The LjiTE Professor M'Gauley. — Her

Majesty has, on the recommendation of the Earl

of Derby, granted 60Z. from the royal bounty

fund to the widow and family of the late Pro-

fessor M'Gauley, formerly editor of the Scientific

Review, and for some time lecturer on natural

philosophy to the Board of Education in Ireland.

As the subscription list will shortly close, it is

earnestly requested that additional subscriptions

may be sent without delay to the treasurer of the

fund, Mr. Robert Richardson, C.E., 26, Great

George-street, Westminster.

Sanitary Reform at Dorking.—Mr. Baldwin

Latham, C.E., president of the Society of Engi-

neers, has delivered a lectnre on “ Sanitary Re-

form,” at the Red Lion Assembly Rooms, Dork- .
West-street,

iug. Tho Rev. W. H. Joyce presided, and there
. ^ Hew Chukch for

Hyde Park Drinking Fountain.—H.R.H. the

Duke of Cambridge is to open the Hyde Park

Drinking Fountain, of which we recently gave a

view, on (this) Saturday, the 29th inst.

Masonic Hale for Gateshead.— Masonic

halls are rising in many directions. The craft

is largely supported in Gateshead and neighbour-

hood, and it is the intention of the freemasons

to erect a hall in Gateshead. We learn from

“Oberon’s” communication in the Gateshead

Observer that the building will be almost imme-

diately started with ;
that Messrs. Charles Bass

and J. Stokoe are the secretaries
;
and that the

style of the structure will be Gothic. The

building will be erected on an open space in

was a large attendance of the chief ratepayers

of the parish. The chairman, in introducing the

lecturer, said, from his own personal experience

he could speak of the necessity of something

being done in Dorking to remedy the defective

drainage of the place. Mr. Latham said, on

opening his lecture, that he did not intend to

Hoefolk and Norwich Arch.eological speak particularly of Dorking, or to needlessly

Society.—The annual meeting of the members frighten them with the state of things m
of this Society baa been held at the Guildhall, existence there, but rather to give them matter

Norwich under the presidency of the mayor
1
for careful thought and consideration, and to

(Mr J. J. Colman). The Rev. C. R. Manning, lead them to adopt such measures as tho light ol

lion, secretary, read the report, after which the science had provided to contend with these

sheriff, Mr. R. Fitch, read a paper on the dis-
j

difficulties.

covery of flint implements at Santon Downham,
. ]3oa.rds of Arbitration between E-MI’LOyers

and the Rev. G. W. Minns one on some panel Workmen.—A public meeting has been held

paintings on tbe rood-screen in Thornham I

Guildhall, Derby, at tho instigation of the

Church.
i tnembers of the Derby Chamber of Commerce,

Sicily.—In Sicily, on one of tbe plateaux of the to hear an address from Mr. A. J. Muudella, of

Cussaro monntain, ruins have been discovered Nottingham, on the growing importance of

which indicate the existence of a great city,
|

Boards of Arbitration to adjust differences be.

whose origin dates from the period when a colony tween employers and workmen, and to consider

of Syracusans established themselves in this

spot. According to the historians, this city can

be no other than the ancient Castro. The walls

have a development of 2,154 yards, and ore

9 ft. 10 in. thick
;
the materials arc stratified

marly limestone, well chiselled. The entire cir-

cumference of the town is about 6,400 yards.

It was divided into many quarters, and in the

eastern portion tbe ruins of a temple are visible.

Not far from this city there exists another

locality called Castro-Novo, of yery ancient

origin.

The Barnsley New W.vtehworks.— These

works have been completed. The supply is

obtained about nine miles from Barnsley. The

water-shed is about 1,700 acres. A storage re*

aorvoir, which covers about 70 acres, is 60 ft.

deep, and at the present time contains about

40 millions of cubic feet of water. Tbe entire

length of pipes is about Si miles. The pressure

at the town end has been 25 lb. to the square

inch. The hardness of tbe water is about

3 degrees. The contract for the construction of

the reservoir was let, in May, 1804, to Messrs.

Skelton & Pratt, of. Halifax, for the sura of

22,9181. ;
and that of pipe-laying to Mr. Joseph

Taylor, of Flockton Hall, for 2,352Z. Tbe total

amount of money borrowed on account of the

water-works is 75,0001.

Newspaper Press Fund.—A general meeting

of the members of the Newspaper Press Fund
took place on the 22Dd. Mr. G. Godwin, senior

vice-president present, presided. The report

congratulated the members on the gradual

increase of the Society. The number of mem-
bers now on tho roll-book is 210. In London

there are 147, of whom 47 are life, and the

remaining 100 ordinary, members. In the

conntry there are 63 members, of whom 9 are

life, 17 subscribing 1 guinea, and the remaining

37 half a guinea to tbe fund. The invested capital

of the society now amounts to 3,8221. lie. 7d„

consisting of 3,1221. lls. 6d. in tbe New 3 per

Cents., and VOLZ, in the Great Indian Peninsular

Railway debentures. Whilst earnestly entreating

the members generally to co-operate with them

in inducing others of their professional brethren

to join the institution, tho committee antici-

pated very successful results (already becoming

apparent) from tho efforts they had recently

be-jn making to acquire a large accession of

members from the provinces. The balance-

sheet, in addition to the amount specified as

being invested in tbe Funds, &c., showed a

balance at the bankers’ and in the bands of the

secretary, of 425Z. 18a. 7d. Tho report was
unanimously adopted. Some alterations were

then made in one of the rules, Mr. Mould, Mr.

Hyde Claik, Mr. Gruneisen, and others taking

part.

St. Oswald’s Parish,

Chester.—The Dean of Chester, in a letter, in-

vites attention to the desirability of building a

new church for this parish, and restoring the

south transept of the Cathedral. Tbe screen in

the Cathedral, he states, which was intended to

make it possible that both services should be

carried on simultaneously, has failed in its ob-

ject
5
and thus the Cathedral and St. Oswald s

Church are inevitably hiuderances and annoy-

ances to one another; and every day makes it

more evident that the general restoration of the

Cathedral, which has long been contemplated,

ought to be began without much delay. Under

these circumstances the scheme which he recom-

mends is not tho building of a chapel of ease

on tbe now site, but the building a large parish

clmrob on the new site, where ample space is

secured both for vicarage and for schools.

Gas.—The Redhill Gas Company have de-

clared a dividend of 8 per cent, at their eighth

annual meeting. The chairman said they had

reduced tbe price of gas to Ss. 6d. per thousand,

and he hoped they might soon bring it down to

5s. The increased consumption, ho added,

justified the remark he made last year, when

many of the shareliolders asked the directors to

wait a little longer before making any reduction.

Ho then stated and estimated that their loss

would not be great, if any, and tbe revenue of

last year had more than realised what he thought

it would be. The directors of the Gloucester

Gas Company recommend dividends of lOZ. per

cent, per annum on Class A Shares, and an ad-

ditional 5Z. per cent, per annum in redaction

of tho arrears of dividends due to this class of

sharehnldors
;

71. lOs. per cent, per annum on

Class B Shares, and 2Z. lOs. per cent, per annum,

being the balance of arrears of dividend due to

them. There will besides be left a balance to be

carried over to the next half-year of 212Z. Ss. 5d.

They say the result of the last year’s working

must be highly satisfactory to the shareholders.

At the annual meeting of the Bodmin Gas

Consumers’ Company a dividend of G per cent,

per annum was declared, leaving 51Z. to be ap-

plied towards plant. The consumption of gas

has steadily increased.

St. James’s Tower, Taunton.—

T

ho present

, , _
,
position of affairs relative to the destruction of

the salt, which consists of a mixed bicarbonate
^

^ower has given archmologists another op-

of iron and other substances.^ The village is in
j

pQ^tunity to advocate its preservation. Tho

the commune of Saint-Andre d’Apehon, on the
^

Thomas Hugo thus writes on the subject

:

left bank of tbe Loire (Department of tho Loire), « j jjave long felt that, until the gentlemen who
and contains only 150 inhabitants. It is about

to destroy this ornament of Taunton

1,300 ft. above the level of the sea.
I were beaten by a large majority in a parish

The New Ageicbi.tujal Hale at Walsall.- ,

meeting, it would bo waste

Tbe plans for this bnildieg show that the
;

plead for its eonsiervation. Of that dss.dwafu »

arrangement of the ground.floor comprises a ball we are now m the enjoyment, and tho Aohl JS

80 ft ®bv 60 ft,, with two ante-rooms and a stage,
' open to one who^ desires, as a townsman to urge

which including tho orchestra platform, is equal
,

upon the majority the presorvatmn and not the

To 36 ft bTsO ft. The reef is constrneted partly destruction of a building whiob f"

of wood and partly of iron, and is in tho form of niany of ns a most sacred interest Of its

a hexadeoagon, orLlf of a sixteen-sided polygon, I beauty I presume it is needless to speak. There

and ornamental cast-iron columns are introdnoed is nothing equal to^it for many a lon„
^

the expediency of establiBhing such a board for

this town and Deighbourhood. The hall was

crowded with working men, hundreds being un-

able to obtain admittance, and tbe proceedings

throughout were of the most orderly and en-

thusiastic character. A resolution was unani-

mously passed that a Board of Arbitration should

be established in Derby similar to that at Not-

tingham
;
and arrangements were mudo for ob-

taining a committee of workmen. Ic was stated

by a workman that there were no builders mem-

bers of the Derby Chamber of Commerce.

Soda Water on a Large Scale.—A curious

geological phenomenon lately took place at the

thermal establishment of Saiut-Albau, while a

slight repair was being made to the CcGsar Well.

The water had to bo lowered some contimbtres,

when, all of a sudden, a loud subterraneau noise

was heard, and the springs, which usnally gave

off a great quantity of gas, but in a calm bubbling

way, w*ero really pnt in ebullition. Tho gas-

ometers of tho establishment, which ordinarily

take half a day to bo filled, were all raised to full

height in a few minutes. Since this occurrence

effervescing lemonades and soda water hava been

increasingly produced. It is also a remarkable

fact, the mineral water has become stronger of
.1 . -ii f. t

o

to support the roof in lieu of masonry. Under

about one-half of tho span of the hall a series of

vaults are arranged. The upper floor comprises

a secretary’s room and retiring-rooms. The side

walls of the hall aro shown to bo of red brick,

with bands and panels of white bricks, and the.

main cornice is to bo constructed of ornamental,

moulded, and perforated brickwork. The end

walls are to be of white bricks, relieved with

bands of red bricks. The white brickwork is to

be executed with the Hednesford Colliery Com-

pany’s bricks. The principal entrance has double

pilasters, supporting a frieze and cornice, over

which is a large semi-circular window. Ou either

side are triple windows, with somi-circular heads.

The stonework is to be executed with Hellington

Bath, and Codaall stone,

architect.

round. Of its sonndnesR and the consequent

absence of any necessity for its removal, I gladly

accept the deliberate judgment of my friends,

Messrs. Ferrey & Metford, the opinion of either

of whom would for mo be sufficient, while their

united voice is irresistible What I would

very respectfully propose is, that Mr. Ferrey

should be commissioned to examine and report

on the structure, and that tenders should then

be obtained for carrying bis suggestions into

action. If I mistake not, tho result would

be very acceptable, even on the score of expense,

to the great majority of the parishioners, while

not a few outsiders would, like myself, give their

ten guineas towards such conservation, and thus

.
lighten the burden, if so it should be called, of

Mr. Nicholas is The
j

those to whom the duty more especially be-

i longs.”
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Exhibition of Fine Arts .4nd Indtstry at
Lewes.—The Lewes and East Snssex Exhibition
at the County Hall promises to be a snccess.
On the opening day the nnmber of visitors was
considered large for a half-crown day, there
being 500 present.

The Metropolis Svbwats Bin.—Mr. Ayrton
has obtained leave in the CommoDS to introduce
a Bill,—similar to the Bill of last session,

—

to make provision respecting the nse of subways
constructed by the Metropolitan Board of Works
in the Metropolis. The Bill has been read a
first time.

Workmen’s International Exhibition, 1869.
An executive committee has been appointed to

A.rtisans’ Essays.— A second collection of
Artisans’ Essays on the comparative merits of
Brirish and Continental Industry and Manufac-
tures, will shortly be published. These essays
will receive the prizes ofiered in connexion with
the Paris Excursion Committee.

The L.ATE Me. John Hehapath.—Mr. John
Herapath, proprietor of Herapath’s Railway
Journal, and the cousin of Mr. William Hera-
path, the chemist of Bristol, whose death was
announced a few days since, died on th6 2-lth, at
his residence, Catford Bridge, Kent. Mr. Hera-
path was engaged in completing his conclnding
volume of “ Mathematical Physics ” for publica-
tion, when he caught a cold which, though it at

undertake the necessary arrangements for this appeared to be slight, terminated in his
exhibition by the honorary council chosen at the ^iee-th.

public meeting in St. Pancras Vestry-hall, under
the presidency of the Hon. Auberon Herbert,
M.A., on the 14th of October.

Nottingham Literary and Philosophical
Society.—The annual conversazione was held on
the 19th inst., when the president and others
delivered short addresses. There was an inter-
esting collection of antiquities, photos, and so
on, including an extensive series of specimens,
illustrating the manufacture of Venetian glass,
mosaics, Ac., from Messrs. Saiviati.

Geological Strata-cutter.—

A

machine, for

Museums.—A conference of persons of various
classes interested in the provision of masenms
and libraries for the people, together with snp-
portera of sundiy social, educational, philan-
thropic, and religious organizations, will take
place under the auspices of the Poblic Museums
and Free Libraries Association, on the 9th of
March, at Sion College, the use of which has
been kindly granted for the purpose. The presi-
dent of the college, the Rev. William Rogers,
M.A., canon of Sc. Paul’s, will occupy the chair.

Value of Property in New-street, Bir.... — — ...... » X. IV I I I.v t olK-
’ Mather & Platt, of . mingham.—The two shops and houses, Nos. 8^e balford ironworks, is being used on the and 9, New-street. were lately offered for saleWalton estate, near Wakefield. The coal and by auction by Mr. R. Clarke, of Clarke & Bar-

other strata come up in solid discs nearly 4 in. rows. The property consists of two shops withm diameter, much as cheese does when cut out bouses, and back premises, comprising in theby the taster, so that, when pnt together, these whole about 400 square yards of land It is
discs show complete sections — •'— i • - --

strata from the too downwards.

Cleansing Stone Buildings.— aauivml4 , . x
° -v-,-ww..

,

is cleansing the back part of St. Paul’s Church declined, and the property
x r> 3 • . • _ ’ WftR hnnrrLf. in of-. 11 0/107

- . X I
—^^"-“''•5 -xxvov. ......... -iixv ovjuaic j'aruB

cnscs ®how ^complete sections of the various practically freehold, being held on a lease ofo iL. x__
years, at a peppercorn rent, and prodnces

Mr Horwitz ^ 7^^^- The biddings reached 10,200L

;

„ , xni'. Church,
!

decline-' - '

Covent Garden, as an experiment, by means of a '

bought in at 11,000?.

process patented by M. Nivert,—namely, by ajet ' Blackheath.—In reply to an aoDlication tnof warm water from an engine instead of cold. ' Government for its oo oLL^on •

The water ia drawn up into the engine and I tiorof BlMkheath Tor

procedure in such cases which the memorialists
patent would seem to be merely for tho appli- iui;c

P''«,id“tarpnrpoae.
; ^TaTco^ttly wi*

, and that her Majeaty iFa'i;
j .. XI

pnrpogea of ^ achenie
any person, or

The end of the hoae ts held >n the left hand by prcsaly empLered.for the p„rp™

LTho.Ho V” T"'’™ that Act, to let the land toapphcation with a Bcrnbbing-bruah.
: otherwise moke nse of it. The

Bursting OF A Canal Embankment AT Dudley'. ^ a place of recreation for the
The embankment of the canal, near the old working classes may be inferred from the fact
workhouse, has given way, at the branch point frequently visited on a single day by
belonging to Messrs. Dixon, of Horsley. For 80,000 persons,

nearly a mile the canal was drained, and many
of the boats were thrown helter-skelter by the
rush, and several were broken in half, while all
were more or less injured. By the stoppage of
the New Horsley furnaces a great number ofi

For Tills regidence at Belvedere Park. Mr. Thomas
Dinwiddy, architect. Qoantities supplied ;

—
Villa. Fencing, &c.

Allen £1,000 0 0 £100 0 0
Knight 819 10 0 112 10 0
Cowland 794 0 0 135 0 0
Nowlan 795 0 0 93 0 0

For new premiaes, Counter-street. Borough Market,
Metara. Jarvis A Son. arohiteets:

—

Henahaw £1,085 0 0
Thompaon 1,075 0 0
Eider A Son 1,060 0 0
Carter 1,037 0 0
Bagueley 1,020 0 0

For new shop-front. No. 85, Borongh-road. Mr. Wil-
liam Smith, architect •

—

Crabbe A V'aughan £110 0 0
Ssbey

. „ 129 0 0
William 135 0 0
Patterson 93 18 6

For the erection of a pair of aemi-detached villas, at
Wood - green, Tottenham, for Mr. Kobert Eomania.
Messrs. Btrudwick A Mennie, architects ;

—

Eonald £1,460 0 0
Eustace 1,339 0 0
VUardle A Baker 1,306 0 0
Foard 1,297 0 0
Shurmer 1,295 0 0
Bogcrs A Eiohards 1,393 0 0
Perkins 1,270 0 0
Hidley 1,250 0 0
Snowdon 1,325 0 O
Hunt A Elkington 1,300 0 0
Spsrrow 1,198 0 0
Abbott.... 1,172 0 0
Aitcheson A Walker 1,164 0 0
Adams.., 1,155 0 0
Brett,... 1,145 0 0
Keys.... 1,097 0 0
Linsell (accepted) 996 0 0

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

L. J.—R, T.—An old Brick.— T. W.— 8. M.— 8. D. W— B. A M.—
. A.—B. Brothat*.— J. F.-J, B C. J. A — F. B. 0.—W. C. T.—Mr.

K. K.~J. P. K.—T. J. H. N. S.- J.,B. H.— 0. B.-B. W, A.
•G. « G.—ASnbserlber.—Q. H. J.—D.6. H.—R. R.—W. A F.—3.*W.
-J- F•—J- T. D.—F. M.—B. B. (perfectly salted to thU olitaata. Size
Dd form moet be guided by circometenoee).—J. 0. (the feuce ehotOd

beneUed on the owner'* ildel.-W. B. (» U»t of charge* 1* publi*hed
by Inalltute of Architect*),— T. W. (la type).

NutK.—Architects who are unwllUug (as ve are) that their names
shoQjd not accompany Ilsta of tenders with wulch they are concerned*

prevent the omUslon by seodlig lists thsmselve*. We uaanot
rtpeat lists on the ground of each omiaelon.

are compelled to decline poinling oat books and giving
addresses.

All statemeats of facte, lists of Tenders, Ac., mart be accompanied
by the name and address of the seuder, not necesouUy for
publication.

NoTX.— The reaponaibillty of signed articles, and papers read at
pnblic meetings, rests, of coarse, with the anthots.

TENDERS.

.Teffries,.,

Benthall
Martin
BeevoDB
Booth
Knight (accepted)

,

.. £1,860 16 6

.. 1,400 9 8

.. 1,391 13 8

.. 1,373 4 2

.. 1,333 C 4
J,315 7 6
1,375 9 7

Perry A Co
Enimr
Hedges
Biuns
Mundy A Hutcbinaon...

..£2,240 0 0
2,174 0 0
2.123 0 0

.. 1,988 0 0

.. 1,956 0 0
'1,395 0 0
1,370 0 0

. o -
.

curbing, channels, and other
hands are thrown ont of employ. It is supposed 7>°]’ ' ictona-road. Quantities sunolied by Mr. YV.

that it will be at least three weeks before the ^'Wainright
damage caused by the outburst can be repaired.

I

'

The accident, it is conjectured, was caused by
the mining operations underneath the embank-
ment.

The Magnet as a Stove.—An experiment
made by M. Louis de Henry is cited to illustrate Kor tower and apire to Christ'
the correlation of physical forces. If a glass

I'- Bressey, architect

flask, it is said, be placed on a small copper “ . . on

plate, and a magnet with its poles pointed up-
wards be made to revolve rapidly in a vertical
axis below this plate, an increased temperature in
the air of the flask will be observed, which may
be made sensible by any particular arrangement.
It is supposed that, by substituting for the plate
and glass a copper vessel containing water, sufli-
cient heat may be generated by the rapid action
of the magnet to cause the water to boil. But
would not heat be generated in such a case
whether the apparatus had magnetic power or
not ?

Look to y'our Deposits in Fovnd.ation Stones.
A bottle, containing important documents and
cnriosities, inserted at the ceremonial of layinw

,

the chief stone of the Bolton parish church, has
been abstracted. It is believed that the rob-
bery mnat have been committed by some of the
workmen on the premises. The few current
coins which the bottle contained were only of
the value of 1?. Ss. lO^d. Mr. Ormrod, who gave
30,0C0?. to re-build the church, and who laid the
stone, visited the spot; and another bottle, with
contents fac simile as far as possible, will be pre-
pared. The thieves will thns be prevented, no
doubt, from proving to future generations how
much churches must have been needed in thei
nineteenth century.

TO SUBSCRIBERS.

NOTE READY. THE TfVENTY - FIFTH
F0LJ7ME of “ THE BUILDER” (bound), for
the year 1867, price One Guinea.

CLOTH CASES for bindxmj the Numbers, price
Two Shillings and Ninepenee,

COLOURED TITLE-PAGE, Gratis.

SUBSCRIBERS’ VOLUHiES, on being sent to
• the Office, will he hound at a cost of Three Shil-
lings and Sixpence each.

[

Advertisements cannot be receivedfor the current

Church, Wanstead. i THREE O’clock p.m.,
•on THURSDAY. ^

The Publisher cannot be responsible for Ori-
ginal Testimonials left at the Office in reply to
Adi'ertisements, and strongly recom7nends that
Copies only should be sent.

For Blterations of shop front and bouse, 70, East-afreet
Brighton, for Mr. Booth. Messrs. Goulty & Gibbons'
architects:— ’

Chappell £650
Cheesnian A Co. (accepted) 428 0 0

For St, Peter’s Free Schools, Albion-road, West-end
Hainmersmilh. Mr. G. A. Burn, architect

’

Stimpson 4^663 q 0
Braiihvraite 4,617 0 0
Dove, Brothers 4^149 0 0
Adamson 3,995 q 0
Myers 3,938 q 0
Mansell 3,795 q 0
J. AE. Bird 3,765 0 0
Chamberlain 3,697 q 0
Scrivener A White 3,677 0 0

,
For erecting a detached residence and stables at Stam-

ford-hill. Mr. Thomas J. Hill, architect—
Colls A Sons £3,470 0 0
iMoreland A Burton 3,3(X) 0 0
Asbbv A Sons 3,125 0 0
Hessbaw 2’99S 0 0
PriU'hard 3,991 0 0
bonder 3;948 q q
VY ebb A Sons 2 929 0 0

NOTICE.—All Com^nunications respect-
ing Adve^'tisements, Subscriptions, ^c., should be
addressed to “ The Publisher of the Builder,’'
No. 1, York-streei, Covent Garden. All other
Communications shoidd he addressed to the
“ Editor,” and not to the “ Publisher.”

ehop-froni and slteraiicns to shop in Ezroontb-
street, Cleikeuviei! ;

I'ove, Eiothers £5^9 q q

[Advertisements.]

CHURCH, TURRET, and STABLE CLOCKS.
J. W. Benson, having erected steam-power
and improved machinery for clock-making, at
the Manufactory, Ludgate-hill, will be glad to
furnisb to clergymen, architects, and committees.
Estimates and Specifications of every descrip-
tion of Horologicai Macliines, especially cathedral
and pnblic clocks, chiming tunes on any number
of bells. A. descriptive pamphlet on Church
Clocks post free for one stamp. Watch and
Clock Maker by Warrant of Appointment to
H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, and maker of the
great clock lor the Exhibition, 1862. 25, Old
Bond-street, and 33 & 34, Ludgate-hill, E.C.
Eetablifrbed 1741).
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THE NEW CliA03 DIRBCT^RT. Tri__.

A E0 HI T

E

0T’S] 'ING INEB R’ S, and

iV BOIEDINO TRADES' DIRECTORY for ‘

^TcVSawVw.v?™. “ti?C
OCCUPATION, Md ADDRESS i" ‘hU Work immodUU Mturn

of the Forme sent ont i< reqneeUd, which *'R

GRATIS.—FoTiue and ell partleulsre, pMt-free,
„

;„l,d.ltbll...b.v. Pr.r.»,l.n. ..a T,rf«, »ol b.viM b-a M-
piled tr> or recelred Form*, «houId ».HreM the Pahll-b «.
^ WYMAN * SONS, 74 5. Great Q.jeen-etreet, London. W.C.

advertisements.
MAIDSTONE. KENT.-Velneble Freehold BuildiDg

ATESErTOOTELL & SONS have re-

IVI .^iXTrnetmction. to SELL by AUCTION. STAR

HOTKI. Maldetopp, on WEPNF8DAY. the 18th of

EK’i":'u:2Vbis:rx3;ai5".3
£^^^^^^

-OEREECTION in BOOKKEEPING.
t"S:ib£<;”a5iT,.^ a,r.r3">CS'a“.'. Kua'SS l ^L, .T^'icDaTS bTSM

»toi!e%t i» lielleved) lie not fw below the euTBY. to which wn* awarded the prize offeied In The Bu,l_ er,

«?fec; and theU iTdV eod healthfoL Poa^Uon npon coi^ e- ngo. „l.„h
• -

»nrrace^^and_
i--. 'with particulars and conditioni ef_8alf;

I ModlBed Arransrinei

A PARTNER WANTED m a First-olaes

Old-eetahlWi-d PLUMBER’S and DECORATOR'S BUSINESS

•n the cSunt*^^ miles ftm London. CaplUl required SMI. or 7MI.

^n'Ufact -ry reference* glreu and required.—Addrw* J. G. Office of

'The Builder.

"

•roeo rue pp uiicabb. .•• •

m adopted by many lartre fl

; . .TV,,.

Me«BT.i“MONCK'rON A^PON, SoU'oltore, Maldi

Ion, LediicpD :
and of *’'•

Valner»,67. King-etreet. Maid

<blon upon comyio-
j jgft_ which h»» Seen aaoprea oy u

coiiditioni of Sale,
| Arrangeinetit by Single Entry, sn't

-yard, London; of g A. 4, St. George’e-rnad, Regent*
itone ;

of Meaere. i —
.Txrr~v'

Park. London.
1 builders.

-

D ilnit, Tokenhou*p-yara, tponoou, oi
Addre**, E A. 4, St. George»-rnaaj_^goni.B r»ia.

^

WORKS, at greatly
TOOTELL A SONS, Land Snrveyor* and /\

pobliihed hy the late John Weale), on
detune. at BRADLEY THOMAS BAT^FORD'B, 5i. H's'l

' W.C,—Poet-office older* should be made payable at the

r^ROYDON LOOA.L BOARD of HEALTH.
1; APPOINTMENT of SANITARY INSPECTOR

eieenVat the Croydon Lhcal Board of Sedth are “'j'',''”'®

i3;3if.LbT“rb°LS.

»

""t'b .» "r^vidw?,;.
s b3-£?r,XTi2'if.
the 7th MARCH neitt.-By order

Clerk.

Town-hali, Croydon, Fabmary Sand, 1868.

"'^WIlMn* «qfA^iWc'?dK^^b“oXr^^ 'B*ecnton, and re-

]vfE'"BEAY,“wiu''SEEL, at the ROOMS,

Auctioneer. 16*, Klng'»-road. Bedford row, W.C.

FOR BALE BY PUBLIC AUCTION, IN THE *V,
T? K BARNES & SONS TIMBER
r YARD CANONS' MARSH, BRISTOL, on WEDNESDAY,

the 4th day of MARCH, 186&. at TWO o'clock precleely.

her account of Importer*.

18.000 Ppmce Deal* ond BatU-. *

40 0 Quep.ecPlne TVel* and Plank*

8.000 Swtduh Bed Deals an,! Batten*

2.000 81. Pete.sbunih Red Deal*

36.000 Onega Deali, Batte"", and Boardi

8.000 Wyborg and M'luel Deida

1 000 Crown Riga Whit, wood Deals

’eoo Lo*di Quebec Red and Y-llow Pine Tlin^r

400 Loads Memel, hanzic, and Swedish Bed Timber

20 Logs Dai zio O-k
eo Riua Wa nscot Oak Logs

600 4 »o6 lnch1g
200 4-inrh /

^

4tiO Boat-berk Poles

60.000 Boards Pretpaied mooring

4,000 Mercbaiptable Quebec Pipe Stayei

8*000 IirtUzic Pipe, Hogshead, and Barrel Stave*

With other good*.
^ ^ BARNES A SONS, Broken.

SALE.

Holbom " Office. .

PublUhed at 11 lie. 6d. ;
nowredneed to lOl. 60. nn*f-nae.

USEFUL WORK on IRON CONSTRUC-
TION DOWNE.V and tOWPER'S Account of ’he Building e™cW

h^to“trMV.n. FOX.'^eVd»^"OS 4 CO royal lettered.

RE£lNs"TECCLESTASTicAL WOOD-
WORK By T. TALBOT BURY. Architect Twenty-one plate*, eom-

p^lng example* of stalU, seat*, bookboarde. ecreen*. root*, Ac.

Small folio, half mpirocoo,
. . « , a...

Publlshepd at 14*.: now rednoedto 9j.

THE TRAVELLERS’ CLUB HOUSE. By
Rlr CHARLES BARRY, Architect lllua'raled hv drawing* ni«da

“ M, OTivTTipd b, Mr. I. H M PlPPra. «.on.p..l.a

-- Bway on tho Pnwnt 8,.,. oT ArchjPectl^.nl 0

Borough ot HANLEY. — The Town

ci,“ "obIS Jb"“r.‘“ ¥8;f,°.“»rVo

s3:;“X.b;.s 1"
-V •pb.-o®"-,.

“si:*.';?;,"'.!'?;
payment AU ^pliwtions for the^ mb M tRCB noxt,

^n an enve^re markel -
^P^'^®^‘;^5’'cELmOB.®bwn Clerk.

Town Clerk’* Office*. Hanley. I3tli February. 1818.

TO CARPENTERS ^ND JOINERS.

rpEN Good WORKMEN WANTED.
1. wage. 6d. per honr.-Apply to Mr. B. PARAMOB. Builder.

Gro*venor place. Margate. -

AirANTED, in a House, Land, and Estate

of" The Bn'lder "

dUUSL. Jily
I

TO ARCHITECTS- ASSISTAim
hv drawing* mads I -w-j-T-i-KTqTpT) a Wcll-qUallhed OKpAUljnXO-

S.T.U^rlb, IP.nnn8.,l..WW. H.LEBB3. T.n pl.l... SmUl
^ tr.V.y.lf;

‘™„.' SlSS,S Su .b... b. .,,,1.8 W-

b,8, .n,.™.. .... ,

Old-established Od,
10, nau morocco.

* r r. p«t free
t

DUKrrBEDFORD"s"cOTTAGES:-Plans
;

WANTED in

i

' MUAGETa'nd^'^EHr
r®“.J,?!i.r*r,ulrod in thelr'construction. 4to.cloth tlonahle reference an,! koc

r*. de*lim-d i Y Y OI«t Lead, and Colour ^“"‘'ou.e (wholeM'e and *

“hInDMoS ot'fcHEKTlaVsTMBOLISM, ' IYANTE^
‘ -A. .fsiiS.L'-.'.r'SiS...: ^

o^eed in Chrt.tian Art. 8„oara 8 re- h-nd.-'inely bou d in Coth. gUt.

PURSUANT
to a Decree of the High

Court of Chancery made in a caaise,

and Other* aaaiuBt William Well* and Another, the CREDITORS
“ tHOMAsTiLMAN. late of No. 87.

In the county of Mlddlevr*. carpenter and builder, who dl^ m or

ihout the mmih of APRIL. 18h7. are on «
MABCB, 1868. to send by po.t (P'®P*''*L « “r. WILUAM

ViKZ- M ol
William

phrletian aud Sun amee. Addreesee.aud Deecnp-

Ho'ne the fuli Particulars of their Claims, a Statement of their

AelJoonl. and the Nature of the Beourltles (if any) held by them
,

or In defaoTt thereof they will be per mptorlly excluded from the

S''S3?,,;3’br'i,^.””ropf.';rC''st;s

rfoVock aVn?on being the time appolnte*! for adjudicating on the

.Uta,. ibi. Sib b-P-' g,b™S,wSlM, OH.r OP.,!..

WM. W. EADBN. 10, Gray’a-inn-eqaare,

Plain tlir* Solicitor.

it*, ihowing the most impppTian toy mupjp-. r.u.u .-... - •

" ..“r- •

!

-.ttanted, a clerk of the wi
ORNAMENTAL GATES, LODGES, PALI-

| yy „„„ -bo u uo..iop»,a to d

ADINO and IRON WORK of the Royal l’>irk*. and eome other* f,on,erTatorles, farm hulldloga, and general

.olud,.., lb. tbe SOIU..'. PPPIOI. .1 0.,..t..lb..r... 1... of

NEW EDITION OF BOURNE ON THE STEAM-BNOISE.

IiSvTme Quarto. ,,p, 8V4.

Eugravings on Wood, price 42r

A TREATISE on the SlEAM-ENGINE,
J\_ in its varion* Appllcn'lflns to Mine*. Mllli, Steam NavlgaMon,

a.„d ABrleultute: with Theoretical luveatigallou* respeci-

mg t” Motive Power of flUt and the Proportion, of Steam-EDglne. ;

Table* of the right Diweneion* of every P*rt ; and Practical In-

^trocuou* for the* Manufacture and Managemeut of every specie* of

JOHN BOURNE. C.E.

Being the Elghlli Edition, thoroughly revise.l. of the Artisan Club *

® Treatise on the . team-Eogiue,

By the same Author, New FAlUione, Improved.

BOURNE’S HANDBOOK of the STEAM-

CATECHISM of the STEAM-

*^BOURNE on the SCREW PROPELLER.
4 to. LONGMANS, GREEN, & CO. Paternogter-row,

FADING
Including loe c-iiwaui-r- ..

50 pUte*. small folio, cloth.
. * „ ra I

PiihH»b*d at 5-. ;
reduced to SjRd. Iv^rL^U-. 3

DESIGNS for CHIMNEY PIECES and

CHIMNEY OLASaF.B of the time ot Charles I. by INIGO JONES,

in Copper Plat««. Svo. clo'h.

Pnhli.bed at ao*. : reduced to 10* 61. post-free.

VILLA RUSTICA ;
selected from Baildinss

and Scenes In the vMnlty of Rome and •''0”°''®-

Rur^ and Domestic Dwelling*, wHh Plans and DeUll* ; , 2 Litho-

graphic Plate*. 4*0. cloth.

MODEM PRisON?: Jhei^ CONSTRUCTION

St ?i„“;i;s;33.To,3s .j‘.c

tlon in the large e*labll»hraeot» under Government control.

Publlthed at 5* li'. :
reduced to 1*. 6^ ,,

TOWN DWELLINGS : an ESSAY on the

ERECTION of FIRF-PBOOF nOUSF.4 in FLATS- By ARTHUR
AKTBL'and JOHN WHICHCORD. With 8 Plates, Imperial

8vo. in
. reduc'd to 2*. (M. post-free,

THE PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE of

ARCHITRCTS, and that of Measaring Surveyor*, and r«feren« to

^l^re, Ac. from the time of the celebrated pjirl of Burlington.

By JAMBS NOBLE, ArchUect. 8vo. cloth, with iteal engraviug ot

St. Paul *.
gj . r,dnjed tn 2<. pott-fiw.

AN ATTEMPT to DETERMINE the EXACT
OSARACTEB of ELIZABETUAN ARCaiTEOrURE,

\l
parallels 'of D"rton Knu*'. Ha'dald. Longleate. aud o •

England, and the Palazzo della CanceUarla at Rome. 8 plate*, Svo.

cloth, lettered.

B.T. BATSPiRD,

WORKS (six
dlrectorp'roental
Address particu-

LTilK-.'iSr.kS Wi. *. M. a. .b Mb..'.

. . oiford-ilreet.

TO BRICKLAYBE3. -DTsTriTr

AXT"ANTED, a thoroughly good BKIC^-
Vt I.AYBE to ERECT several mansions in the neighhoorho^

nf Hyde Park. The ooulractor would be required to itiPi'ly laboM

and Io»efjMlng nnlv.-Apply, by let'er In ‘^® wbarf'p^-
G. A. Me*«r». TUde*ley. Brother*, 4 Co. 2, Irongate wn
dington, W.

TO PLUMBERS AND OT^BS
T-rriTJ

YXrANTED, a first-class THREE-BRANCH
VV HAND for a Con**ancy. None but good men need app y-

.L' reteranee to last employer, to No. 8.9,
Ad'dree*. stating rate of wage*, refereoee

Office of ' Tbe Builder."

TO PLUMBERS. TTT-a*"D-r?D

.w»-.&"?SkS3Iron pipe work.— Apply, by
THOMAS JONES 4 SONS.

^NTED, an active, steady, and

, , ,b.;™,b„ pr..V.i M.b, t. woaaisG
Of CARPENTERS. One who ha* been ‘®

lji^an^,w?r

VVVr- AdJrlse “Ste ".g ^
these requl;emeul.._

Offiieof " The Builder."

2, High Holbom, London. W.C.

AA7ANTED, bya BUILDEE'S MAN AG-ER,

yy .« a.viiAo?»F.8T.

A OATALOC?UE“*of NEW and SECOND-
HAND ENGT.ISH and FORRTON BOOKS ARCHITECTURE.

BUILDING, ORNAMENT, the FINE ARTS. Ac, 4c.

BRADLEY THOMAS BATSFORD.SS, High Hoiborn. London. W.C.

T^ARCRITECTS.

PEKSPECTIVES OUTLINED and
COLOTTBED.

DKCORATrVB DP.AWINGS of varlou kinds GOT DP.

Addree*, 725, Office of "The Bii'lder.

Fcup- 8vo. cloth gtlt. 8*. 6d.

BEEWSTEK’S (SIR DAVID) LIFE of

BIR ISAAC NEWTON, with an Appendix, oontalolng the

-.„-vC» by Lord Vugham, at the Iimnguvatlon of the Statue at

SranthaUL^^^
_ WILLIAM TRGG. Parctiia-Lane, Cheapelde.

Now ready in I vuL royal quarto, cloth, lettered, bevelled board*,
Nowteaay, Work, entitled.

M O N U M E N T A, or DESIGNS for

TOMB-i, WALL MONOMKNTa, HE.AD-STONp. GRAVE
AES *o.wltnde»crlptlvr'r»xll'» eminent Architect*.

......SES.
^fj. 'haOQEH. (17. Paternoster-—

TO BUILDERS. DECORATORS, 4c.

Gilders, thoroughly experienced in House
Work, may be OBTAINED «t the House of Call. Marlborough

Ion. Blenhelm-eteps, Oxford-street.— AddfVi^to the Secretary,

TO ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYORS.

A YOUTH, who has just left school, is

of b.»ibl,"5 “
“"otS

for drawing, lu e
__ eOUrHOATE 4 LONG'd. 22,

Aged 8

all' branches, book-keeping, plane,

Addren*, 969, Office of '' The Builder

AXIANTED, an immediate ENGAGE-
W MEST. by the AdvortUer, aged 33 (married). “

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.

WANTED, by a steady, energetic Man, an

fSrir",™ fay“E;“otof‘'‘‘.rjS.*k q..-.

aTv'I

'

2̂ -Addrese, W. H. 27 .
Holllngton-atreet, Crowu-a.reet, Cam-

ALT'ANTED by a vood DRAUGHTSMAN,
VV . 8i™.V,« .ortohltoof... BbOdjC. 0.«.. wollvp

,
Pruepect-bill. Tunbridge Well*.

PAM P*P O S T & — Plain and Ornamental
Ij dwarf OAF-PILLARS. Ditto

LAMP-BKACKB.'r3. Ditto Ditto.

LAMPS, in Cupp, r, Tin. Iron, and Braw,

NDMBBBS f..r vTftEE I -LAM I'S, newly invented.

FOUa,TAINS—Garden and Druikiug.

GAlli.-i. BaILINOS, 4c. 4c.

The n«w,»t DEdiONn for these wlU he forwarded, upon receipt

of prirticulJuv. by

TURNER 4 ALi KN, Founder* and Contracts,

201, UPPER THAMEa street, LONDON.

LATEST EDITION OF OBffi3Y'S CIVIL ENOINBB^'G.
In one volume, wiih «bo*B 3/000 Woodeoi*. price -t**.

Encyclopaedia of civil engi-
neering. HUtnrioa', Thtorellcftl, and Praolical.

By EDWaRD CRKSY, Architect ana Civil Engineer.

New Inipresilon.

‘
' A deeideratnm in angiueeriug eclence U aupplled by thU

ible volume. There is nut a member of the prufwimi, u

^'““LonSouT'LONGMANS, GREEN. 4 CO. Paternoster-tow.

T ^ BUI LDERS,
ELEVATIONS. SHOW DRAWINGS.

And all other Pl«u«p-epired.

Addjt«», W. T. P,»t-i,ffice, Oum.r-,t,ee*, W.C.
-- - -Intervlpwa after SIX p.io

; C .

—

TO ARCHlTECrS. 4e.

YTlTANTED, a EE - ENGAGEMENT as

VV CLERK of WORKS. Town or country.

and reference. - Addreie, Box (55. Poet-office. Cauibndge-street.

Pimlico. 8."'

TO CONTRACTORS AKD BUILDERS.

i:>AETN BRS HI P WANTED by a

,l-.aS';TUto.touj0"

St »Sk,» tor m.l«l.L.. II. v.uU b. to.od .» bo„u»ll ot. wh.,.

experience and energetic management are needed.— Addiee*, JO,

,

Office of •' Tbe Builder ”
Office of "The Buiioer.

T5AETNEESHIP.—WANTED, a PAET-

’v-' ftto'dltl .cto.Ur to th^b."k..-A<Idr..,, A. B.

t «. A— pield 4 Toer. Stationer*. 136. Mli
are of Heser*. pieiu at »upi. to.— —

.

—

A PAETNEE WANTED, to Join another

rV in an Old-ateblUhed a-d PrlBUble BU3INPSS in the
4- -A. in a

,,-„-ttor. aiinnt Mg tuile* fr uu London.
BDILDINO LINE
OaliitaL required, a

given aud required.

a-a BU3INPSS —
ntry, about 33 miles fruu Londou.

AUt''l'oo6f. or npwAids. Rati»fact.iry tererences

-AppiytoJ.G. Office ot

TO ABCHITF.CT3, 4c.

Y17'ANTED, by the Advertiser, aged Jl, a

VV BF^ENGAOEME.ST a* JUNIOR ASSISTANT. Term, mode-

rate -Audresi. F. 8. 10, ITinldad -place, lalington, N.

TArANTEDTaYoNSTANOY, by a feL
VV claas WRIXLR, Gllder.and Decoratir.—Addreas. K.

tloners, 1. Green-street. Ohnrch-etreei ,
Blitck nara-road,

YA7anted, by a Young Man, a Plumber, a

\V SITUATION J THREE-BRANCH HAND -Addres*. 0. B.

•’4, Stamford-street. Blackfriar*.

WANTED, a EE-ENGAGBMENT, by a

Address. D. R. 4, Sri

TO BUILDERS IN LONDON.

VSTANTED by a respectable Young Man,

VV b, tb. totb bf bl. b.., Iktotof . ""WW'LVelv to
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^TO DECOEATOKS AND BU1LDZR1.

Vy ANTt.D, by a thoroughly practical Man,
T T a RK-ENGAQJiMENT u QKNBKAL KORIiMAN. nr toA Bn.!-,... references,-AddTM, B, R. di.&mWtbiir?-

-- eURVEYORa AND BflTATB AGENT3,

Yv -A-NTBI), by a Young Gentleman of expe-
. y. » Partuerdhl^.—
Addrese. 8ti5, Office of " Tbe EniJdei

YiyANTKD, permanent EMPLOYMJil!^!’,
_T_T M JOEBItfa BRICKLAYER. ThorOQlhlT exoerl-need

I, 4e. 0. B, 27, Chirluf

BRICKLAYER. ThoroQfhl/ experienced.
- - be produced. — Ad're»».

Lybau-toiid, CJapbem, S.

TO BUILDERR
YV^NTED, a re-engagement, by an
..T T eHlclent GENERAL FORKaAN. Lone exosHenc* nurf

"Y\7'-A-NTED, by an experienced Workman,
»yA, "8cd 35, % RE.ENGAGEMENT u SUOP or GENERALnnoox..^ ' - - SUOP or GENERAL^REMAN

;
or would UKe Stalls and RsiU. or soy other Jolnei'*Work, hy the Piece. Has first-rate reference-. The suburb! of Lon-don or theconutry pref-rred,—Address to CARPENTER, 4. Watts-

terraee, Keppel-stre. t, Chelsea, 8.W.

\YANTED, a SITUATION as FOREMAN,
T T or to Sharp for a Frame, or to Work a Oircnlar Bench. The

WANTED, a 81 T U A T I 0 N, by an
;

' * elderly Man. a CARPENTER. Has had good experience Inboxing wu'tcti. sasbei and fr-mes. bhop-fronts. *

35, Pelhaai-place, Brompion. S, W

W ANTED, a KE-ENGAGEMENT as
FOREMAN of WORKS. Town or conutry. Aocustomed

oprepare Detail and Working Drainage. Carpenter' and Jo
and testluiouUhi.-AdUre.V,

•- F. 1, fcutherlaiid Terrace. Tredegar-read. Bow. E.

[Feb. 29, 1868.
j

rpiMBEE MERCHANTS.—WANTED, bilC
.JL a respectable Married Min, a siiuatlon as BALE.““ • ^ *'

refcrenceB.-Address. D. C. 6. Cold Bnib^quare. Clerk

TO BUILDERS.^HE Son of a Tradesman, with practicallt
of 0‘'jtnetw.,rk,*c, wisbejtobe ARTICLED to a ll

espectable firm —J Jj

TO LIME, CEMENT MERCHANTS, AND OTHERS.^HE Advertiser is open to an ENG^AGE
1 UENTUENT. Good connexion among builders and contractor

- draughtsman. Age 28. Good testimonlije.— Address,

'

'
ilder."Oaice of "Tbo

TO BUILDERS AND bTEWABDS.

The Advertiser, being accustomed to estate iwork. wDhes to meet with an ENGAGEMENT as CLERK, or £

TO BUILDERS AND PLUMBERS
^yANTED.^by a good PLU^^ a con-

,

o SuperiL
works, tlm. .. _
9. Crest Eseendon

BUILDERS AND DECOrtATOBd.

W"ANTED, by the Advertiser, a SIIUA-
TION as BOtSK DECORATOR and Uke charge of paintlog

TO Plumbers and builders.

5S"CV;:J,|T° GRANITE TRADE.— A COM-[
^£HCIAL TRAVELLER. In London and suburbs, harine a I

' good oonneilon with Bnlld-e. .nH i. A-B

YYTANTED, by the Advertiser, who is a
LL ^t-class plumber, a SITUATION or JOB as PLUMBER, orB plumber, a SITUATION o
sTHREE-BEANCH HAND. Good reference,

High-street, Can

good connexion with Bnlld-ra rnd Mason*
flrst-cUss_flrm for the sale of polished red' gcanito ou coinmlsslon.— k

Vlgo-stitet, Begem-street. London. W.3. Post otli

TO ARCHITECTS AND SURVBYOR3.

'I
'HE Advertiser is desirous of obtaining a |

-L EB-ESGAGEMENT in an Office of the above. Is i<oa-e—
*

the necessary qu.tllHcatlons, and holds eicrllent te«-.imoniali
itHce Of an eminent Loudon archi- I

Lady-Day, A proviuclal eng.tge*
f" luutlea prefonx-d.—A. B. No. aS,
I

nd will he at liberty afti
is desired, and the Northei

.. Lark-
,
offjtd-road, Baiusbury, London, N

-» W -r .
:

,

J. W S, Greeus-row. High-street, Cunberwell.

L^ot”L? 1
WANTED, a EE-ENGAGEMENT, ,

.P* to-—•Addrese.N. F.58, Uuloi-ateot. '
' * SHOP or GENERAL FOREMAN. Is a practical stairca

- quare, N.w. hand, and has a thorough knowledge of all kinds of building wor

XirANTED'^'b^''
agents. AC. .

i

r,--.oo-...
^

\\ situation as PAINTER,°GLAztER^iP^A byaBUILDEK’S OLEKK, a T)EQU1RED, by a First-class CLERK of u
rown",:r£,m,‘ty®7LH.‘'' !' RE-E.VOAGEMENT. Thorongbly efficieut. First-class

J- t WORKS, a KB-BNGAQF,.MENr. Th- highest of teitimonlaU |Town or country.—Address, 916, Office of -'The Builder."
i

»« erences,—Addiwss, M. N, 45. P,>wimll-rna<l Dai.f/>n and leference*.—Address. A. M. care of Mr. Watson. 7 rr...i«r.-r..» I
w-e-r . ——-.tr:—r:

^ ^ 1 Wandeworth-road. S. W. '

Oouimi’,-. OB f I

AVanted, by an experienced CLEKK of

"

^toTrchitect> asd snsveions I
.
OEQDIRBD, by the Advertiser, tvho

, Camberwell, Address, CLERK of WOKKl. at Mr. Pike's. Slatiouer, Whiieiiorse- ^ Articles with ti City Amhi eot, aud has b«en eng
I P.„o».nll. t A tir

“'•••““o*. -'luwilorbB.
,,, Arrhit>.i-f in n-lf..* Lx-n. ........ AT™ •

YVanted, a HE-ENGAGB.MENT, by a'
I good prsctloa] CLERK lu a Buildi • " ' .

work. ac. ic. — Address, L 0, U. 80, Avi

TO B0ILDER.S. DBCORATORd, 4c. i

YY7anted, by the Advertiser, a SITHA- W-''-NTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, by i

DKCORATOn. No! a Pnctlca! BUILDER'S FOREMAN. C.irpenter by tradel i

t. Pii'cadllly, London, W,

served
|

an Architect In Belfast. YrVl,'S’d~aQ"k'NGAdt;MENT.‘'"''m^‘^
;

skelcbes.-Addreas. 6PES, 13. Ureen's-eDd, Woolwich,

io fill up time at psdnUug. 4c,—Addj

- — * .-VI* IS JOCi ilALfarCH.

Y\7anted, a SITUATfUN as PLUMBER

TO PLUMBBRS AND BUILDERS.WANTED, a SITUATION as IM-
TT PROVER in PLUMBING. Town or country. Five yens'

fxpeilence. Gootl chaiacler froiu last euiploycr.-Audress, K. J. lo.

TO Builders.

WrANTED, an ENGAGEMENT
T ? (Joiner by trsde), willing to work at the bench, and make

biuiself generally lucfi

\Y/ anted, a SITUATION as JUNIOR
? T ASSISTANT in an Arcfallect's Office, Per-pecclTe. E'lrst-

—Address. C. 8. 21. Klngsland-roiuj.
'penter by tradel ^ TO BUILDERS A

TO BUILDERS. 4c.

YYTANTED, as FOREMAN of WORKS,
I

fl"® -i°*‘ ®°“’P‘®tlng his job. Referencei, ipreseiit

— CONTRACTORS.
PLASTERING WANTED, by a practical

,*!*'*r' ‘“S' Labour only.—Address, 933, Office ofThe Buil-Jer."

employers.-Addres '. lU, Deuhigh-street, Pimlic.

TO WUARFlNOERS AND OTHERS. .-.we.. .,.wu. w
SIIUaTION as CLERK, or to builders tNooraEns.

-DRIOKWOHK WANTBO, by a practica
Mr. Curhbert, 48. Dudley-, rove, Hsrrow-ro* W, -LF Brk-klvyer, by the piece

: or as FOREMAN. Towu or couutr;

r^IRCULAR-SAW MAN.—WANTED, by
V-/ a Young M»ii. a SITUATION as above. Four Team' eood re-

practical

^ situation as OUTDOOR
T T foreman, or to take chargeof a Job, Age 34. Joiner by

dy.—Address, C. W. 50, ulobe-riDid, t

TO CARPENILKS AND BUILDERS.

\ YOUNG MAN, who has been three
XA. years Ina jobbing shop, seeks BaPLOYM ENT. Would make
Lluiself uielQl,—C. W. 20, Henry-street, St, Juhu’s-wood.

lY^ANTED, by the Advertiser (ao'ed 22), a
'

,
architects, surveyors. 4c.

T V SlTUAtlUN in a Builder's Office. Well up ?n prime costa
' \ YOUNG MAN, aged 20. wisheS foF aand geLeral office routlue—Address, S. N. 318. K.ng.ranJ-.oad. xA. SITUATION in the *bove«lMPRoVBR. H« .good kLw-

YV'ANTED, .a RE-ENGAGEMENT as
T V GbNERaL foreman, just haring finished a City job. :

wx- .
AAD SUKVtYuRA

^ ,, „p.

^\rANlED,^j3y good general ASSIST-
;

by imdc. Age-H.'
ig finished a City job.

;

otlierwise. &,Ui
re-lngagement

. 21, 2s. per week. — Addreii
Feckham. 8 B.

TO JOBBING BUILUSKB, DECORA I OKs,
'YY^ANTED, by a steady Youn;
f y * 9aA *40 f —la.l\ . ..... ... ,*•* .
- aged 30 (married), „ .

BKIUKLAVBlt, FLA81BKKR,
distemper and oil colonrs. Sii
empluyer.— AJdiess, W. M. Ban
Inu-road.

permanent SITUATION
Well eipeneuced —
Pottery Watehuaae, 11, Oi

Man,
JOBBING

TO GAS E.SOINEEKS, MA.NUFACTUREKS. AND OTHEP.3.

AYf ANTED, by the Advertiser, who can do
* T of Fluuibei'i and Gro-Btier's Work, and uuder-tands th« u.., ...9 Working of Hol-wat«r Ap,.aratiif, a elrijAlION i

ther of mo above capveilies. Flrit-clHss UsUm.iiiiaJ
'^‘'f-~^4dreti, E. C. 15, Henry-street, Cbttoii-atree

, TO BUILDERS.
A Y/ ANTED, by a steady, practical Man,» » - t-.- .- » EE-ENGAOEMENf as SHOF or HOUKiMi

from^Ust employer.—Address, W. S. E.

T T a Jolnei,
FOREMAN. O.od
Briar Cottage. WooJfort-)

'TO BUILDERS AND CONIRACTORd.

YY^ANTED, by a praciical London FOEE-
T T MAN, a RE-ENGAGeMENT, to t-ke Charge of a J..b,oi

et. Eagle-Wharf-road, H
J BUILDERS AND CONl'RACTORS.

'S'iS-lZ'ii'iri'lkarifir'rS
: A wanted by an expe-

rlenced FORSU.AN of PAINTERS and DKOO'-ATORS. He

TO ARCaiTHCTS AND BUILDERS.

YY’'ANTED, by a Practical Man, a SITUA-

.

TV TiON as CLERK of WORKS or General Foreman. Under-

J

DKOO'-ATORS. He
experienced in e»ery class of repairs and alteMtions to hoi

property. Conolry not objected to. Good tvstimonlul* parsousl
re lUired.—Address, J. 8. 28. Aduu-street, Bryanstou-square. W.

(V....
vo.en,au. vuucr- , TO ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYORS.

orkiug (Irawlrigs. miMttro**up wo*k!^‘aud take 'l>ut‘quautlrt^^ ! A JUNIOR ASSLSTANT PefllUreS an
.Jdreaa, M. N. 8, Lbenczif-plsoe, NortL.»nd. Fulh.tig. Xl. ENGAGEMENT. Can take plansnfbou'esaii.i i.reparedraw-

TO BRICK AND TILE MANUFACrURBRS.
,
ARCHlTKCr, 16. Curtain-road.

VV ANIED, by a ihoroughly practical Man
T V a-UE-ENOAGEMENTaJ JUNaGBR, or General For.man’ '

. .t
^ Mauufaclory. Fmt-class 'estimoulab.— Adaress’

'

TO ARCHITECTS.

TO BUILDERS AND 0

^ Young 5ian, a SITUA-
T T TION as SAW 8HAKPENBR, or to Woik a Saw Bench, or I

' A ^ ASSISTA.NT, who has been in first-
Durs.-t, XX class London office*, desires a RB-ENG.AGBMENT. Well up

i^^pempicUve.— Address, E i'ost-offlce, Bouihampt.,ii-8ireet, Cainher-

TO AECHITECrS AND OTHBRS.

try.-Addreis, J. A. T. No. 6. I
i CLERK of w6.KKj>, of great experience,
t-VJ^L""”.‘''^“,'‘8.’'*; of

»

rk-engaoe-
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS,

-MblNT.—Address, U31. office of “The Bulldei

YY^ANTED, by a competent ARCHITECT
i .

1 T and LAND SUkVBYOR, aged 24. a SITUATION with the I \
i. xi.

TO ARCHITECTS.

YY/'ANTED, plastering (piece-work),
|

—
T V by a practiial Man. Is well experienced in Ukinit iiUvier. 1

GR.VIN

a'S.S.r-SjBS?".-'- YYTANTED, by a

W ANTED, by the Advertiser, an
ENGAGEMENT.—Address, Q. IL care .of Mr. W. 8. Bihby,

TO AR iHITECTS.

GENTLEMAN wishes for a RE-
ESGaOBMENT as ASSISTANT. He U a good draughtsman.
^ drawings and perapecliTe, andean produce“ ' " '

'"rteucy.—Address, H. the Rev.
I. Gaye's, St. Matthew's Rectory, Ipswich.

TO BUILDERS. 4c.

.\IN£R3 AND WRITERS.

CIVIL ENGINeERo and aURVErOES.

!
^y ^ Young Man, who has been

‘ TT.iv
*'“* 8'"*l"lf.»>QSinB8s. a 8ITUA-

!

i A respectable YOUNG MAN, used

YY^-^^ JEI), by the Advertiser, who is anTT accutaio Sureoyor aud Leveller, and an cxneditloui
I'raughtsmaii, a SITUATION as ASSIoTANT :hM hS cou^erahle.sASSIoTANT;

rslnsge and water supply,-.Address, A. 8. »:
' — i, Manchester

TO BUILDEliB, CONTRACTORS, 4c

Meogles, 148. Uty-road. B.G

w
‘lO BUILDERS. ROAD MAKERS. AND COMRAUIORb;
* ANTED, by a first-class practical Man, a

Camscs.wne Paxfnl- filf.a- XT TV- .... .Camage-wsy Pavlor, Striet M. son. Granite Drvsser (wooa
wuiis, Du'ch cllukcrf, or tiles), to TAKE WORK by the PIECE

•>0 BUjLDEKS and CONT KaLTOKB.

Gagement as
OUT-DOOR Foreman, or Charge

cuuniry. Bu ju.t eoiuplried extensive vlnegi
nrst-claas. Security If leqairec,-Addle

TO BUILDERS AND OTHEfiS.

YY^ anted, employment, bya Youd«

Portman-.qnaie, jBarylebouo. W.
•d to,—Addiecs, T. IL

•ipcOly at jobhiiig wort of auj
W, Padaiogtou-sUeer

GEAIUINGand MAEBLIKG
Y V by Piece- work.—Addreu, X Y. 91, Chan Ingtou .street. Oak ley-

derate.—Addiess, C. F. 32, Mawbeysi

TO AttCalTBCTS.

A N jVSSISTAIMT desires a RE-ENGAGE-
’ *“''f professlou, and

^HE Advertiser, an energetic Man, Avithi good exiieriehce In lUilw,yj, Bewail, and Brickwork, well up

le. Nottiug-hl L

thoroQghituowledge ..
h an csUblLhed Builder luid Cou-
tatonc8»; tiud testimonials. — Addr.ss,

_TO AfiUHlTECrS.

'T'HE Advertiser, a neat and expeditious
X DRAUiJH I'HMAN wh,.b,ai.,.i '--'Wards of eight years * expe

ale aoil permanent KM-
X DRAUOHThmaN,

LOYlIE.ST.— AUdrew-VajU. OffiJl

TO J'IBBINO MASTERS AND OTHBRS
^Y-ANTED, by_a JOBBING CARPENTER
u..!!* TBRKR, an KNQAGFMENT as GENEK.4L
W b

thefo.lowlug branchee; Ziuc-worklog, gat-fltUng.
Addres',

YYT^NTED to PURCHASE, One Million
PI

'
.

*”‘'f * Gtljsels; half a roUliou
h Stocks. Ths

Ion Bridge aud Coelsea. Csi'b to bepild
sent to W. W. 48, Eugletield-road, Ringt-

. . fint-cloes London offlt.
out cjinpetiUon, working, aniLdetnil drawlr
perspecuve. Aged 22. Unexcefliouable rofora.
Bridgewater House, Roncoin, CbesnUe.

TO ARCHITECTS.

\ N efficient ASSISTANT is open to an
XjL RNGAOEMENT. Well up In fair and woiking druwines,
details, ipecifieaiions, quantitir*. 4c, Can take charge of an Office if
re-inir^. References on application.—Apply to A. L Puit-oflice
DarUngton.

' ’

A GOOD EMBOSSER, wbo is also
compeUnt to TAKE entire CHABOK of Firs'.

ghly compeUnt to TAKE entire CHABOK of Firs'.
1>G on OLAdP.—Apply at TdOMPruN, BROTHERS

US, Newlngton-green-road, N.

A ELILDER’S Estimating and Measuring
XA. CLERK, thoroughly qu-liBed In every respect, and of co”

an BNUAGEMENT.' Ketai'ei
Address, G. K 13. Phllpot-lai

respect, i

accounts. 4c. L
UBiimouials uucxceptioiiahle.—

A YOUNG Man, of practical abilities, and
lan AHCIIITF.CTS ai

^•GaOBMENT

an E-iaivaleut for Acquirfiig a kn'.wTe.i'grof “ihs’surveyffig'’ ft”
fejsioii.—Address, AB. 15. 8l. George's-terrace. Kllontn, N.W.
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On the Superficial Emains of Ancient

Jerusalem.

H E work com-

menced at Jern-

Balem opens np
a field of arcbmo-

logical discovery

hitherto entirely

untouched, and
can only be com-

pared to the ex-

humation of
Pompeii, the ex-

tent of the ruins,

if fully explored,

being probably

much greater,

though their state

of preservation

may not be

perfect.

The actual work done is not, perhaps, greatas

;
yet, and an obstacle almost insuperable exists

i in the fact that a modem city stands above the
t mest interesting part of the ancient town, so
t that in this quarter nothing can be done, at least
f at present

j but still a considerable portion lies

p without the walla on the north and south, and it is

b here that Lieutenant Warren has commenced
3 his work, and already made some progress in it.

It is not, however, the amount, but the nature of
I the work which is important. It has been known
B for some time past that the whole of the present
f level of the site of Jerusalem is artificial. Drs.
B Barclay and Kobiuson have pointed out those
B mounds of rubbish varying in depth, and some-
j times attaining to 60 ft. or 70 ft., which cover the
II entire surface of the two hills on which the modern
I city stands, as well as those belonging to the
t same plateau on which, as is admitted by all,

1 however different their ideas of its extent and
blonndaries, the ancient city was situated. It has
ilalso been found that the soil consisted princi-
1 pally of a fine limestone ddhris, and resembled in
:tchapter the dSbris formed by the disintegration
fof limestone masonry, and that the outline of
ae^h of the hills resembles rather that of a
i.gigantic rubbish-mound than the natural outline
fof a limestone range, as exemplified in the Mount
fof Olives and the chain of Neby Samwil, in the
trimmediate vicinity of the city.

And yet, although whenever, either by design
ror during the execution of some independent
undertaking, this artificial surface has been re-
imovecl, in eveiy case son^e relic of the ancient
icity has been found, the top of an arch or wall,
ror the upper part of a tower, still it never
eseems, until quite lately, to have struck any of
bthe writers on the subject, or of the more prac-
iGical explorers who, during the last fifteen years,
aiave done good service by describing minutely
ichose few remains which still appear above the
surface of the ground, that beneath it lay an
jaxtent of ruins equal in interest and preservation
30 those of Pompeii, and sufficient, when coupled
ivith the minute descriptions of the Old Testa-
ment and Josephus, to lay at rest at once the
wntroversies which have so Jong been carried
i n concerning the extent of the city, and the
>^flitionand character of its principal buildings.

- The first blows of the sapper’s pickaxe have i

iilemolished one etontly-conteated theory, that of

the course of the southern wall of the city,

which nearly all the writers on the subject have
agreed in bringing so far north as to reduce the
city to an extent about two-thirds of that posi-
tively given by Josephus, and have established
two important facts,—first, that the extent of
the ancient town on the south was much greater
than it is at present, and covered the whole of
the hill of Zion, the modern wall running nearly
over the crest, a course which cost the Arabic
architect his life

; and secondly, that, instead of
the modern level of the Haram, both within and
without, being that of the temple inclosure of
Herod or Solomon, while the rest of the city has
mysteriously disappeared, the whole does in fact
exist, but at such a level that it is only the temple
inclosure that, owing to its enormous height, can,
like the sphynx before its exhumation, keep its

'

gigantic head above the ground.

At such a time, when a new Jerusalem is on
the point of being disentombed, when we may say
without exaggeration that a long-lost city has
been recovered, it will be interesting to describe
the few remains which were discovered before
the time of Lieutenant Warren, at differ-

ent periods and by different explorers; and the
more so as these remains show a mix lire of
styles and workmanship which, independently of
their special interest, are moat interesting and
instructive to the architect and the archceolo-
gist. The greater part of these exist in the
present Haram inclosnre, and have been princi-
pally described by Dr. Barclay, Eobinson, Ca-
therwood, and moat especially by the French
architect, M. De Vogiio, whose work on the sub-
ject is the most important and perfect hitherto
published. Much information is also to be ob-
tained from the ordnance survey and the photo-
graphs which accompany it, as well as from those
taken during the visit of H.E.H. the Prince of
Wales,

So much attention has recently been turned
to this subject that it is almost unnecessary to
give a general description of the city and Haram
inclosure; although there are the means ofobtain-
ing the most accurate measurements of all these
remains, moreover the space occupied would
be too great for such a review. A few words of
introduction will suffice roughly to fix on the
mind of the reader the localities of these relics.

The sketch given* shows the general features
of the ground occupied by the city.

It will be seen, then, that Jerusalem stands
i a plateau divided from the surrounding

country by two valleys, originally of some
depth, but now much filled up.

This plateau rises into four principal hills

—

one to the south, nearly circular, though de-
scribed by the ancient writers as heart-shaped.
Hence the origin of many traditions. This is,

at present, the most elevated of the four, though
probably the ddhris is thickest upon it. Im-
mediately north of it lies a second, which is con-
siderably lower, and answers, as all writers
agree, to the Acra, or lower city, of Josephus.
East of this is Moriah, the natural shape of
which is entirely lost owing partly to its having
been altered by Herod and Solomon, to suit

their buildings, and partly to the accumulation
of rubbish upon it and in the valley below. Its
present shape is roughly that of a parallelogram,
with a tongue known as that of Ophel, on the
south. This, as well as the other hills, has been
accurately contoured.

North of these three hills is a fourth, sur-
rounded originally by the third wall of Josephus,
though the exact extent of this waU has not been
well determined by any writers. This hill is

the Bezetha of Josephus, and, as it is of greater
extent, it is also much less elevated than either
of the other three.

Such being the general features of-the site,

two points will be sufficient, together with the

* See p. 174.

outline of the modern city wall marked on the
plan, to fix with sufficient accuracy the position
of all the remains about to be described. These
are the modern church of the Holy Sepulchre
on Acra, though no eminence exists there which
may be known as Mount Calvary, and the
Haram enclosure on Moriah.
The remains in the city are few and imperfect,

but those in the Haram are almost intact, and
present a jumble of architectures which, com.
mencing with the work of Solomon, go down
with the additions and improvements of Herod>
to the patchings and ornamentation of Julian and
Justinian, the restorations of the caliph Omar
and his successors, and the execrable workman-
ship of the more modem Turkish and Arabic
masons. The preservation and wonderful in-
terest of these are points concerning which very
little seems generally to be known, and are con-
fined to those who have made Jerusalem a special
object of study.

The ruins of the city itself,—that is, of that
part hitherto brought to light,—may be treated
of in a few words.

The most important of these is a gateway,
discovered originally by Kobinson, on the site of
the present Damascus gate, the position of which
is marked on the map. It consists of the foun-
dations of two towers of an irregular shape, built
of huge stones of the rebated style, charac-
teristic of the oldest masonry of the city. These
towers are built into the city wall, and but little

can be seen of them, as modern masonry covers
some part of them.

In one, however. Dr. Barclay found the
remains of a winding staircase of remarkable
constrnction, consisting of flights of steps at
right angles to each other, the size of the stones
being proportional to that of those in the walls.

This rain, more accurately examined by
Lieutenant Warren, concerning whoso work it is

not our intention to speak here, belongs exclu-
sively to the first or rebated style.

Another of almost equal interest is found in
the immediate vicinity of the Church of the
Holy Sepulchre, at the east entrance. It con-
sists of a wall of large rebated stones, the fonn-
dation being broader than the upper part of the
wall, and a pier or buttress projecting from this,

flush with the face of the foundation. The re-

cess is not made with a horizontal step, but is

sloped off with a course of stones, the face of
each block of which recedes at an angle of about
45 degrees.

A precisely similar construction is visible in

the wall of the Haram at Bethlehem, in which
the whole wall consists of large rebated masonry,
like that of Jemsalem.

A third ruin stands a little south, of this, con-
sisting of a plain wall of large cut stones, like

those of the second style of the Haram enclo-
sure. In this an archway is cut, with a semi-
circular arch, and two pilasters of different

styles. The arch consists of stones of much
smaller size than those of the wall, and is

evidently much more modern; each capital of
the pilasters is cut out of the blocks of the old
wall, one being of Eomanesque character, with a
bird introduced into the tracery, the other having
the peculiar basket-work tracery of the Byzan-
tine capitals

; as shown, for instanco, in the
Mosque of St. Sophia, and elsewhere.

It is also worthy of notice that the courses of
stones forming tho shafts of the pilasters are not
continuations of those of the wall, although of
equal size, the horizontal joints not being flush,

and several smaller stones being patched in be-
tween the pilasters and the wall, as well as round
the keystones of the arch, in a clumsy and most
inartistic manner.

These two remains were first described by
M. de Vogiic, who gives plan and elevations of
both to scale. They are most interesting as
bearing on the disputed point whether the
present Calvary was or was not within the walls
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of the ancient city, and seem to show from their

position east of the present church that both the

walls of Nehemiah and of Herod excluded the

traditional site of Calvary. The first of these

ruins forms part of the entrance to the basilica

of Constantine, as restored, apparently with

certainty, by M. de Vogue. From this fact

Dr. Hobinsou thought that he traced the marks

of a wall running north, but there seems to be

some doubt as to the true character of these

indications.

On the southern slope of Zion another rum

exists, consisting of a small square tower with a

wall of the second or unrebated megalithic style,

and with a fosse. This, with a cistern containing

an arched reservoir, completes the list of the few

remains of the city itself found before the com-

niencement of Lieutenant Warren’s excavations.

Ko account has. .however, been taken of the

square tower situate at tbe Jaffa gate oo the east

wall just above the northern side of Zion, as,

although tbe stones of its walls are rebated, still

their very small size as compared with the

immense blocks of 40 ft. found in tbe Temple,

together with a want of finish and difference .

in material, is opposed to tbo assuinption of

many authors that this work is the Ilippicus of

Josephus.

Besides these remains there exists a second

class, namely, the tombs around tbo city. Of

these there are two groups, and the date of them

is a matter of considerable interest.

The first of these is the so-called Tombs of

the Kings, which exhibits the true Jewish

character as shown all over Palestine. The

principal feature of these is a square rock-

cut chamber, communicating by narrow pas-

sages with other similar chambers, which have

niches or cubiculi placed lengthwise at right

angles to the walls, three cubiculi being the

most in one side, and two or three being placed

directly above cne another : thus the total num-

ber of cubiculi in one chamber, allowing for tbe

passage occupying part of one wall, would be at

the most about thirty, and at the least about

half that number.
The chambers in this set of tombs are nume-

rous, and arranged in two stories; but they are

all of the same character, and this is entirely

different from that of any Koman sepulchre, and

also from that of the traditional Holy Sepulchre.

The entrance to the hall from which the passages

radiate is through a small door, cnnimuni-

cating with an excavated outer ball, which has

an op°en entrance from the large sunken court

which surrounds tbe opening. Part of this outer

hull has its floor level with that of the court

without, but the other part is level with the floors

of the first story of the excavated apartments. A
narrow channel is cut in between the face of tbe

wall, in which the door leading to the inner hall

is cut, and the higher part of the floor of the

outer entrance. The bottom of this channel is

not horizontal, but has a sensible incline, so

arranged that a large cylindrical block of stone

might roll along it, and when in its lowest posi-

tion cover the entrance not closed by any other

means. When this block was rolled to its

highest posiaon tbo door was open. This con-

struction beautifully illustrates the passage in

the Gospel, in which the rolling away of tbo

stone from the door of the sepulchre is men-

tioned.

Above the broad entrance of the outer hall is

an entablature, which has been a puzzle to many

archcenlogists. Iis general character is similar

to that of the Tombs of the Judges, not far

distant, but it is more ornamental. In the

latter instance, not only is the internal arrange-

ment of the true Jewish character, but the

outer face of the rock is channelled in imitation

of the rebated masonry, the blocks represented

being megalithic, and from the appearance of

the entabluture it would seem to be of the

same date,—that, namely, of the Jewish kings ;

but in the tombs in question no such imitation

exists, and therefore there is nothing particular

to fix the date.
, r , i

The entablature represents wreaths of laurel,

bunches of grapes, and various figures resembling

a Y formed of small round globes, perhaps repre-

senting grapes, the whole divided by triglyphs,

with gnttm of Ionic character, and bordered

above and below with a band of leaves. Three

pilasters cut in rock appear to have supported

this curious entablature
;
but they have entirely

disappeared, and the whole is considerably

damaged and broken.

The entablature has been accurately photo-

graphed, and the tombs explored aud planned.

The second group of tombs is in the Kedron

valley, south of the Haram, and on the opposite

side on the slope of Olivet. Of these the

cipal are the so-called tombs of Absolom and

St. James, traditional names to which monkish

legends are attached. The tomb of Absolom is

a square monolith, with an excavated chamber

at tbe top, aud surrounded with Ionic pilasters

supporting an entablature from which springs

a dome almost Saracenic in character, tbe whole

partially buried, and resembling the curious

rock-cut tombs of Petra, in Arabia Petraea.

The tomb of St. James or of Jacob is a rock-

cut sepulchre, more resembling the sepolchres of

tbe kings, with an entrance supported on ap-

parently Doric columns, with an inscription in

square Hebrew, very imperfect, attributing it

three Jewish brothers, priests, and to two ot their

nephews. Tbe style resembles that of the Palace

of Hyreanus, and is supposed by De Vogiie to be

of the time of Herod.

Such are the remains in the city itself; but

those of the temple are far more numerous and

interesting.

The Haram enclosure has of late been olten

, described ;
and, having been repeatedly raea-

1 sured, though with different results, it will be

' sufficient to say that it is an enclosure of which

the south wall measures about 900 ft.
;
that on

tbe east, which is at right angles to the fi«t,

about 1,800 ft.
;
and the northern about 1,000 ft.

;

while tl.eweaternwall, as shown by Catberwood

and t’.e Ordnance survey, was at right angles to

the Hf.uth wall for some way, but, when past a

certi'.in place, about two-thirds of its length from

the north, known as the Jews’ Wailing-place,

it bends towards tbo west and joins tbe north

wall at an acute angle. This latter part seems

to be modern.
The interior of this enclosure is considerably

elevated above the present exterior level, and

covered partly with soil and trees,—partly with

flags of limestone.

In the centre, on an irregular trapezoidal raised

platform, stands an octagonal mosque of large

size, known as Kubbet ea Sacra, or the Mosque

of Omar. In tbe centre of this stands the

curious hollowed stone which Mr. Fergusson,

supposing that the whole of this enclosure is not

really ancient, has considered to be the tra-

dtiionary Holy Sepulchre of tbe time of

Constantine. - • i i-i.

On the south wall, about a third of its length

from the west end, is another large building,

now a mosque, but originally a Christian church,

built by Justinian and augmented by the Cru-

saders, the three styles being mixed together,

but easily separable. This is the Mosque of El

Aksnb. ,

The height of the interior walls, as measured

before Lieut. Warren’s excavations, was about

60 ft., and 70 ft. at the south-east corner, where

tho rock was lowest; but he has now excavated

to a depth of about 130 ft. below the top of the

wall. ^ - ,

Of tho masonry, of which these wonderlul

fortifications are composed, something has been

said in tho pages of this Journal, and a more

minute description given than is here possible.

It is sufficient to say that below tbe more

modern Arabic patchwork two dissimilar styles

are to be remarked all round the enclosure. .

Tbe first consists of gigantic stones hewn I

vertically from the limestone, which is of a kind

hardening with exposure to the atmosphere,

without regard to the character of the bed, soft

and hard veins being used indiscriminately, and

thus tbe wall presents an irregular appearance,

owing to the different amount of weathering of

the different blocks.

The npper courses are sometimes deeper than

those below, aud the joints and tbe lengths of

the stones are very irregular. Those discovered

before the investigations now commenced, were

all marked with the peculiar ornamentation of a

deep rebating, improperly described as bevelling,

which runs round the four edges of tbe face of

the stone, and gives a kind of ornamentation to

the face of the wall. The stones since discovered

are said to be more roughly worked, the face

being uncut, while the former were even

polished.

Tbe size of these stones is very great, many

being as much as 40 ft. in length and 10 ft. in

height. The largest were at the south-east

corner, and some in a very good state of

vation. This style is found running ronnd the

entire length of the wall on the sontb-eaBt and

that part of tbe west on which no new buildiup

i have been raised against the Haram walls. Ihe

1

position is always below the stones of the second

style. On manv of the stones there are small

square blocks placed irregularly on the face,

which are supposed to have been used by tbe

builders to attach ropes by which each stone,

when finished, was slung, and being moved on

rollers up the floor of the cavern (still found with

a gentle slope), to have been transported by

means of a great number of crossbars, which

allowed the distribution of the weight over a

large space, and facilitated the transport by a

large number of men or beasts. The quarries

themselves afford much interesting information,

and give many valuable indications of the mode

of workmanship and means of transportation

used by the builders of this first period. They

have been fully explored and described by Dr.

Barclay.
, , ^

Tho second stylo shows considerable advance

in masonic skill. The stones are nearly as large

and more regular in jointing and length ;
they

are not marked by any rebating or other orna-

mentation, being plain and rather square, re-

sembling the Eoman megalithic masonry ot

Herodium. , i <•

The large stones ascribed to Justinian do not

: equal any of these stones in proportions ;
and

,

although of a fair size, are decidedly not mega-

lithio.
,, Ti r

1 The principal points of interest on the walls ot

' this extraordinary enclosure (for of the interior

we know hardly anything as yet) are the Jews

Wailing-place, Robinson’s Arch, and the bm-

gle. Double, Triple, and Gulden Gateways.

Above ground not a single relic remains of the

ancient Temple, and the whole of the presep

snrface is covered exclusively with work the

most ancient of which only dates back to J^jisti-

niun. Beneath, a few vaults remain ;
bub it iB

'

worthy of notice that every one of these is bnilt

'up at the end: so that if it were nob for the

inflexible opposition of the Mahometan posses-

sors, it is most probable that many interesting

' relics might yet be found in tho heart of the

mountain.
. ,

1 A disconnected work of great importance has

' also been visited by Dr. Barclay, namely, a very

large reservoir, with a roof supported by rock-

hewn pillars, bearing marks of having been

originally covered with metal. This reservoir

is placed centrally with regard to the east and

west walls, and about throe times as far from

the north as it is from the southern wall. It

communicates with the Brook of Kedron, and

with seven other reservoirs or wells. It caQ at

present be only reached from the interior of the

Haram. „ ,
. .

The Jews’ Wailing-place, a well-known spot to

all who have read any works on this subject, is

a portion of tbe western wall, forming one side

of a narrow street. It is here that some of the

largest stones are found, both of the first and

also of the second style. It receives Us name

from tho practice of the Jews of assembling here

once a year to lament the dispersion of their

race and the ruin of their city, as they sit on

the ground, tearing their clothes, casting dust

on their heads, and often placing them in large

weathered hollows between some of the lower

stones, in which position they often remaiu lying

for some considerable time. The stones here are

much weathered, and some almost destroyed.

I Tbe arch, which is known at the present time

I
by the name of its discoverer, Dr. Robinson, ap-

' pears to have formed the communication between

the Temple and the city on the south-west; and

it is interesting to observe that, taking the

longer cubit, as generally determined in Luglish
i

feet, both the breadth of the arch and its dis.ance i

from tbe south-east corner, as determined by the

Ordnance survey, are such as to make it a con-

tinuation of the central cloister of Herod a

Temple, the dimensions of which are given by

Josephus ;
this cloister being of different dimen-

eiuna to those on tbe north, east, and west, and

known as the Stoa Basilica. lu this view IH.

Fergusson and many of the best writers on tbe

subject agree.
.

Of this arch but a trace remains at present.

It appears to have been semicircular, and suffi-

cient is left to make the restoration of the span

possible, following which indication Lieut. Warren

Ls been able to find a pier of the bridge oii the

opposite side of the valley, which, even above

tbe present surface of the ground, shows

tions of the springing of another arch. The

stones of which it is composed are of larger size

than those in the wall, and one only forms the

thickness. They are not rebated, and are said

to be held by tenons into the wall, so as to

still, though unsupported by the piers, ihe

arch springs directly from the wall, a little above

the present level of the ground.
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The fonr gateways mentioned above are by
far the most important and extensive remains
as yet discovered, and present a jumble of styles

from a time before that of Solomon down to the
present day.

The Golden Gateway is on the east wall, at a
distance from the north-east corner rather less

than a third of the length of the wall. It con-
sists of a gate-chamber, whose floor is on a level

with the outer ground beneath the Haram wall,

some 20 ft. from north to south by 80 fc. from
east to west. It is double, and has a double-
arched entrance, now filled up. The roof, which
reaches a height of about 30 ft., is supported on
two pillars and two piers with half pillars, while
four pilasters on the north and south walls anp-
port four cross arches. Above these transverse
arches are six domes with pendentives, of which
the two nearest the east are raised to a greater
height on drums, and furnished with windows
for lighting the chamber, otherwise closed.

Above the thickness of the entrance is a tower,

,

which is about 60 ft. in total height.
Here, then, we ha^e a most curious mixture

of styles. The domes, drums, and arches are
all of modern workmanship, and may be of any
date later than Crusading times. The two
central pillars are undeniably Byzantine, with
the usual heavy capitals and bases. The
pilasters on the walls, and the richly-carved
entablature which they support surrounding the
room on three sides, are of fine Romanesque
work, beautifully cut and ornamented to an
extent which marks the latest and more
degraded Roman style. They are merely orna-
mental, and do not enter into the constrnction
of the room. The same style of work is observ-
able without, but here the entablature is bent
into arches above the entrance, these arches
starting from pilasters on each side and in the
centre of the gateway. The same ornamentation
is found on the outside of the north and south
wails, and another doable entrance leading to
the Haram enclosure. This transition stylo,

occurring also in the Golden Gate of Spalatro,
has been pointed out by Mr. Fergusson as
belonging to the fourth century, about the time
of Constantine,—a fact which he seems to prove
by architectural evidence,—thus making it pro-
bable that there are remains of the work of
Julian the Apostate, who commenced the re-

building of the Temple.
It will be worth while to remark some of the

details as they recur in another doubtful relic.

Among the principal are small deeply-cut dentels,
scroll-work with square projecting blocks as the
centre of each flower, a larger kind of dentel
often found in immediate succession to the
smaller kind, and many other nameless orna-
ments sufficiently characteristic of the style.
^But the confusion does not stop here. The

piers and walls ofthe apartment are of enormous
stones, of the second style, in a good state of
preservation

; and, although no masonry of the
first style occurs, yet the projection ofthe lintel

internally at the east entrance is formed on each
side of cwo enormous blocks of solid stone, some
20 ft. in height, which have been channelled hori-
zontally so as to represent two or three courses
of this masonry. These are unquestionably of
greater age than the first style, and must be of
enormous antiquity, if we suppose the rebated
masonry to be of the time of Solomon. But a
fuller comment on this ruin has appeared at
some distance back in the numbers of this
paper.

The Single gateway is on the western 'wall.
(This name is that by which it was known before
Lieut. Warren in his investigations had dis-
covered another vaulted entrance on the south,
to which he gave the same name.) It consists
of a single passage, about 20 ft. wide, the
sides lined with small stones, and walled up
at one end, its total length being about 300 ft.,

and the height to the centre of the vaulted
roof abont 20 ft.

The entrance is most remarkable, and ex-
ternally it is made of an enormous lintel, re-
sembling that at the Gate of Lions at Mycenm,
supported on the wall on either side without any
kind of pier. All the stones np to the level of
the top of the lintel are rebated, as is also the
lintel itself. Its height is double that of the
course of stones, and the joint is broken by the
prolongation of the lower half of the lintel on
either side as at Mycen®. Above the lintel
stones of the second style occur, though of com-
paratively small size. Internally a very flat

relieving arch, or, more properly, a second lintel,

slightly carved, is built of five stones of enormous
size, and ofthe second style, a method of taking

the weight off the old stone observed in other
parts of the Haram.
The Double and Triple gateways are at an

equal distance from each other, and form the
south-west and south-east corners of the wall.

The Double gateway is the double in all itsdimen-
sions of the Single gate, and was first discovered
by Mr. Tipping, who, observing part of an enta-

blature and a grated window, beheld within a
large vault, hitherto unexplored; the entrance
being covered by modern Arab houses, into

which he managed to effect an entrance.
In order to make out any order from the con-

fused mass of ruins and patchwork now existing,

it is necessary to begin with the oldest work and
proceed to the latest. Of the rebated masonry
the remains are perfect. The entrance at that
time consisted of a double doorway, 40 ft. wide,
with a central heavy pier, on which and on the
ends of the two walls the lintel, similar to that
of the single gate in form and size, rested. The
remains of the second style consist of two low
relieving arches in the wall above, taking the
weight off the lintels, one of which is cracked
across. The walls of the chamber within are
also of the second style, with plain Doric pilas-

ters
j
though there are marks, according to Mr.

Tipping, of these atones having been cut down
to afford relief to the shafts of the pilasters,

traces of rebating being still visible.

Before speaking of the more modem altera-

tions of this simple plan, it will be necessary to

give some description of the interior passage.
This consists of a room of equal width with the
doorway, and about twice the length

;
being

divided by arches, resting on pilasters and three
pillars, into fom* compartments, capped by flat

domes with pendentives.

These domes are, however, of very different

character to those of the Golden Gate, being
composed of large stones and ornamented in u
manner foreign to any known style of architec-

ture. The principal feature, besides numerous
wreaths of corn sheaves, being a large and irre-

gularly-traced vine, with bunches of grapes,
which runs ia low relief over the whole dome, I

and over this are four squares, surrounded with
]

a raised frame, placed on their corners, and filled
j

with various kinds of ornamentation, one being
|

of rose and coffer work, another of intersecting '

arcs, in high relief. The pendentives are also of
a similar character.

The central pillars on which these curious
domes are supported are themselves of a unique
description. They are both of monolithic shafts

.

and without bases. The more southern has a

'

capital, the outline of which is of an unmistakeably
,

Egyptian character, consisting of a bell covered
with acanthus-leaves traced iu the very lowest

]

relief, with lotus-leaves appearing between the
]

divisions, the whole capped with a thick abacus.

!

The only capital of similar description is found in 1

the Tower of the Winds at Athens, and even this

is of a much more decided character
; yet it is

j

from this that Mr. Fergusson has deduced the
I

Egyptian origin of the Corinthian style. The I

second pillar has a plain bell-shaped capital with
I

abacus, resembling the former in profile, but

:

unornamented. The second pillar is placed at

'

the foot of a flight of four steps, apparently
!

ancient, which occupy the half of the passage
|

to the west, while to the east of the pillar

,

a wall of rebated masonry forms the end of the
hall.

Mounting by these steps, a vaulted gallery
raised some feet above the hall ia reached, being
divided centrally by a row of piers supporting
arches,—the whole of smaller masonry, though
still of a size larger than usual. The walls are
megalithic, and therefore of a different age to the
piers, being of the second style. The passage is

blocked at the end, but communicates by steps

with the interior surface of the Haram.
The present appearance of the gate, as seen

from without (the houses built over part of it

being removed), is further complicated by the
addition, for ornamentation, and in a manner not
at all connected with the construction, of an
archway resembling a f in shape; the lower
side of the entablature being arched out into

a double arc, and the line running horizontally
above. The whole ornamentation running round
this peculiar form is similar to that of the Golden
Gate, the same details being observable as spoken
of above, and the same order retained. Above
this double arch, and at some height on the wall,

disconnected from the lower work, and imme-
diately surmounting the relieving arch, ia a
narrow cornice consisting of two rows of dentils
and a moulding which stands out as a string-

course from the wall. There can be little doubt

that these added ornaments are of the same date
as those on the Golden Gate.

Close to the last-named detail is a curious

stone, in size equal to those surrounding it

which are of the second style, but bearing an
inscription and built reversed into the wall.

The time of the inscription is Hadrian’s, and it

runs as follows :

—

" Tito iEQio] Hadriano
Antonino Aii(;[mto3 Pio

P[atril P^atriteJ Pontil'[ici] Augorp]
I)[ecreto] D[ecQrioiium].'’

The Triple gate is built on exactly the same
plan, and finished in the same method by Herod,
with the exception that it is triple, and leads to
a rock-hewn passage, and that no ornamenta-
tion exists on its pillars, face, or roof. To the
east of it are a series of vaulted passages,
irregular both in width, length, and height,—

a

series of arches, supporting a vaulted roof, the
piers being formed of large stones, apparently
taken from the walls, and rebated on one side,

while on the other three they are roughly
rusticated. Thus they appear to have been
made use of after having been taken from the
wall, and the whole system is considered to bo
modern.

It is under these that Lieutenant Warren has
just discovered his Single gate, which appears to

be undoubtedly ancient.

Although this system of vaults, which has
been accurately planned and measured, is ap-
parently modern, there exists at the extreme
south-east corner a chamber investigated by
M. de Vogiie, which is of similar character with
those remains already described. It consists of
a roughly-squared room, with a window having
a triple opening to the east. The plan of the
piers of the window are similar to those of the
gateways already described, and in one corner
is a winding staircase similar to that in the
tower of the Damascus gate. The roof of the
apartment is vaulted, and is supposed by M, de
Vogiie to bo ancient, resembling that at the
Doable gate.

To the north of the first window, one bay of
which is without the wall of the chamber, is

another, double, and of the same character.
Both of these are at a much higher level than
any preceding remains, as is also the floor of
the chamber, and seem to have been situate

near the top of the ancient wall. On the south
side of the chamber is another window, filled up.
Such is a brief description of the few remains

which at different time.s and by separate indi-

viduals, have been discovered above the surface
of the ground before the work was commenced by
Lieutenant Warren. Though few and scattered,
they are yet of great value, as showing by their

exact coincidence with the description of
Josephus, how nnexaggerated and truthful his

statements are, and how magnificent were those
works the immoveable foundations of which we
must surely find, if we only seek in the proper
place. It would be truly a disgrace if such a
scheme were allowed to fall through.

It is probable, that if fully carried out, these
investigations will lay at rest for ever the
controverted points in the topography of Jeru-

salem. It would be out of place to draw
any conclusions from the facts hitherto col-

lected; still, it is well to have an idea of
the tendency of all the evidence, and thus to

have some notion of where to work and what to

expect. It will, therefore, bo well to point out
the indications of these remains, with regard to
the three temples of Solomon, Herod, and
Julian. The similainby of the second style to
that of Herodium, together with the semicircnlar
arches and square stones, must seem to all who
look without prejudice on these relics to point
out the origin, as belonging to the time of Herod,
while the inferior position, the Egyptian character
of the pillars, and the unusual rebating, together
with the absence of the arch, will seem to date
the first style at the time of Solomon.
The fact that the transition style limits the

Romanesque architecture of the Golden and
Doable gates to a time between that of Julian
and Diocletian, when coupled with the known
fact that Julian built on Moriah, would seem to
be sufficient to fix the authorship of this work. '

Of the more modern works of Justinian and
various builders, down to modern times, nothing
need here be said, as they admit of no dispute,

and are only important when considering another
branch of this interesting subject—the Medieval
relics of Jerusalem, a subject which has been
most fully investigated, and is of great, though
separate, interest.

Such, then, are these relics briefly described,
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98 is noceseary from the nature of such a sketch, ' man Mechi, in referring to these works, which
but of which plans, photographs, and accurate ' consisted of vertical perforated iron plates, with
detailed drawings exist. We must await that i layers of grawel or charcoal, said before the
fnller and more complete investigation which. Select Committee on Sewage, in reply to Mr.
with proper men and sufficient money, Lieute- Ferrand, that the filtered sewage “ looked like

naut Warren will be able to carry out.
|

dirty water, and was slightly diagreeable to the

!
smell.”*

'

I

At Wakefield, the adoption of Mr. Spencer’s

i

magnetic carbide filter for the water supply does

I

not appear to have been devoid of snccess, as

there is undoubtedly a material improvement in

, , , !

the water obtained from the river Calder after
On the Methods i„ ,t has been proposed to

|
j ,t»te of

rea oewage.
i
that river the removal of an immense amonnt of

Eveb since J.he arrival of Asiatic cholera and ' organic and inorganic matter in suspension,
olher devaetatiog epidemics on our shores a I does not by any means destroy the dangerous
multitude of schemes for the deodorisation, die-

.
condition of the liquid. Even yet, the filtered

ON THE UTILIZATION OF SEWAGE
BY IRRIGATION.*

infection, filtration, precipitation, and utilization

of the offensive matters held in the sewage have
been from time to time in vogue. Few of them,
however, have been successful, and by far the
greater number may be pronounced to be the
nostrums of visionary enthusiasts, with no result

save that of useless expenditure of time and
money.
The following may be considered the principal

of these methods of treating sewage:

—

1. Filtration through artificial beds.

2. Eeodoi idation and precipitation of tbe

organic and inorganic matter.

3. Utilisation by earth closets.

4. Utilisation by irrigation.

1. Filtration, throvgii Art\ncia.l Bedf.—The ex-

perience of tbe past twenty years has shown
with what favour the theory of tbe filtration of

sewage has been adopted by engineers and
public boards. There is hardly a single district

of any importance under tbe jurisdiction of the
General Board of Health which has not at some
time or other been more or less engaged in

Attempts to bring this theory into practice.

Had a tithe of the energy thus bestowed upon a

vain and hopeless pursuit been devoted to the

Eolation of the question of utilization, there can
be little doubt that it would have long since

been settled to the permanent and solid benefit

of this heavily-taxed nation. Amid all these

efforts, no satisfactory case can be pointed out in

which valuable reaulrs have been obtained from
the adoption of artificial filter-beds; and it is

now generally acknowledged that organic matter
held in solution cannot be extracted by filtration.

What is extracted is simply the solid matter
suspended, that which is in chemical combina-
tion being practically nntonohed.

Sand, gravel, lime, obarcoal, animal and vege-

table, alum, shale, magnesium, and an indefinite

number of other purifiers, have each had their

turn ;
have undergone every variety of combina-

tion and permutation j and have invariably met
with the same fate. Many of these, indeed,

have given good promise when dealt with ex-

perimentally in the laboratory, or upou a very
limited scale, bnt, from obvious reasons they
have entirely failed when brought to extensive

application. It may, perhaps, tend to lessen our
professional pride, when we reflect that after

water placed in a newly-washed decanter throws
down a precipitate which preeently turns putrid,

indicating the noxious presence of nitrogenous

matter or ammonia.

+

At Rugby, the failure of the filtering process

to possess that nice and accurate knowledge of

the chemical relations ofsewage which unwearied
study and practice can alone give; and his

engineering colleague, although practised in

hydraulic questions, was far too sanguine in

pursuit of this theory, as will be seen on refer-

ence to his report to the Commissioners of Sewers.

In 1854, after a series of satisfactory experiments,

works were erected at Leicester by this company
for the purpose of precipitating the solid manure
in sewage, by quicklime administered in the

proportion of 1 in 3,000. The capital is re-

ported to have been 40,0001., and seventeen

steam-engines were required for pumping the

sewage. Two reservoirs, 200 ft. by 4i ft., were

constructed, and over these were erected ware-
houses, engine-houses, &c. Yery hopeful reports

were issued by Mr. Wicksteed, and tbe attention

of very high dignitaries was directed to the

enterprise, which after an enorraons expenditure,

collapsed into utter ruin as a commercial specula-

tion, and DOW is ranked as one of the most
was complete. Mr. G. H. Walker, tbe lessee of

,

signal failures on record.*

the Rngby sewage, says that the filter-bed did At Tottenham, the process of deodorisation

more harm than good, inasmuch as it was and precipitation was tried with the same want
always foil of putrefying matter, and the sewage ' of success, the works being now abandoned,
flowing through it passed into the river in a

!

The like result has occurred at Bury St. Edmund’s,
fouler state than before.^

\

Croydon, Leamington, Coventry, and many other

Coventry, Leamington, Leeds, Leicester, Not- i places,

tingham, Carlisle,Tottenham, Bury St. Edmund’s,
I

In Paris, some years ago, gigantic reservoirs

and other towns have witnessed the failure of were excavated at Montfau(,’on, into which all

artificial filtration to meet its required purpose; the filth of that city was convoyed in covered

and it may now be considered that, with the ex-
j

carts, for the purpose of being converted by the

ception of a few enthusiasts, who now and again action of ann and wind into a solid and useful

intimate to the world .that they have at last
j

manure or povArettc. The stench from these

solved the problem, and discovered the true fil- I pools was intolerable, and bred putrid fever in

tering medium applicable to this purpose, this the hospital in their neighbourhood. Since then

means of purifying our sewage has been con- the MontfauQon nuisance has yielded to a vast

demned as futile. Concerning artificial filtra-
i system of main drainage, which, as yet incom-

tion, the following claitse is extracted from the plete, promises to mainiain the eminent reputa-

report of the Committee on 3Ietropolia Sewage
:
tion which has been gained by the internal

1864:— ‘‘No efficient artificial method
been discovered to purify, for drinking and
culinary purposes, water which has been once
infected by town sewage. By no known mecha-
nical means can such water bo more than par-

tially cleansed
;

it is always liable to putrefy

again. Processes of filtration and deodorisation

cannot, therefore, be relied upon to do more than
mitigate the evil. Water which appears per-

fectly pure to the eye, is sufficient, under certain

conditions, to breed serious epidemics in the

population which drinks it.” “ Soils, however,

government of Paris. The nuisance at Mont-
fautjon, however, did not arise from wliat is now
understood as sewage, i.c., the contents of our

sewers in their dilated condition, but from the

night-soil, consisting chiefly of urine and ex-

crementitious matter.

We have seen from the foregoing examples,

that the verdict pronounced against the suffi-

ciency of all known methods of dealing with the

contents of our sewers by filtration or precipita-

tion, is in every sense just and warrantable.

Before wo approach the discussion of the prin-

and the roots of growing plants, have a great ciples of sewage irrigation, there still remains

and rapid power of abstracting impurities from another important expedient, which, although of

sewage-water, and rendering it again innocuous
and free from contamination.” §
The Rivers Commissioners say, that “ no

arrangements for treating sewage are satisfac-

tory, except its direct application to land for

agricultural purposes.”
||

2. Feodorisotion and Precipitation of the

Organic and Inorganic Matter.—As the alchemist

all methods the most ancient in use, and one
that has never been discontinued, has bnt re-

cently received the attention it deserves, namely,

deodorisation and utilisation by the use of dry

earth.

The Dry Earth System of Seicage JJtilisaticn.

The remarkable deodorant action of common
black soil in a dry and pulverulent state, upon theof olden time passed his life in the vain pursuit , , , . _

of the philosopher’s stone or the elixir vitae, so ammoniacal steams given forth from the liquid

in the present age the resources of chemistry and solid faeces of animals, is a truth which,

^ ,, _ have been wasted in the endeavour to extract however it may be casually lost sight of, can be

the lapse of a generation distinguished for the
j

wealth by the precipitation into a portable and deemed of little less antiquity tlianjtbe human

spread of engineering science, we find ourselves ' concentrated manure, of the valuable parts of race itself. Neither has this knowledge been

compelled to submit to the sagacious conclusions sewage. Enterprises conducted upon a grand confined to human reason, since the commonest

of our eminent predecessore, after a fruitless scale have been projected with this object, under i observation tells us that it is shared^ by the in-

attempt to better them.
It is but recently that at Aldershott, the

eminent civil engineers who carried out the

very eminent auspices, and have brought their atinct of many animals. There are few country

promoters nothing but ruinous failure.
,

houses of any importance where the domestics

The history of the Patent Solid Sewage ' have not been instructed to carry out periodi-

drainage of the permanent camps, erected near Manure Company’s works, at Leicester, with cally this natural process of deodorisation by the

their outfall costly and elaborate beds of pre-
j

snoh names as those of Robert Stephenson and timely aid of a shovelful of ashes. When we
pared lime, Ac., through which it was proposed i

Professors Aikin and Taylor as the chief pro-, hear, therefore, of high church dignitaries

to filter the sewage on its way to the Blackwater. I prietors, and that of Mr. Wicksteed as projector
,

declaring the dry-earth system to be the ^eatest

These works may now be seen (1867), a square,
j

and engineer, forcibly illustrates the errors into of sanitary discoveries, and of associations of

solid fabric of masonry, with all the signs of re-
I

which a too keen enthusiasm may lead men of i
learned men meeting to enlarge upon the singu-

cent erection, silent, and utterly abandoned. It
;

acknowledged reputation. Mr. Stephenson, ;
lar revolution which is about to regenerate ibe

was found, as might have been expected, that
i

although, perhaps, second to none as a construe-
;

mind, body, and estate of the whole human kind,

the fluid, although by no means freed from its tive engineer in the highest branches of the we may be permitted to wonder at^tho want oi

oflensive sewage matter, became so charged with
lime during its passage through the b^s, that
in a very short time all the fish for miles down
the river were killed, and an injunction from the

Court of Chancery was obtained, commanding
the Government to atop the works.

At the oft-quoted Croydon, amongst the many
Bcbemes forced upon the Local Board by the

proprietors of the river Waudle, filtration in

every form was tried,t with such results as are

recorded in the extensive works which are now
rapidly falling into ruin near the site of the pre-

sent irrigation tanks at the outfall. Mr. Alder-

* Bee p. 110, an^e.

t Amonpst other processes trieil, were, — filtration

through charcoal; Biega'a patent lime procesa; treat-

mcDt with earliolic acid and pcr-chloride of iron. Mr.
Latham, Leaminston Congress Papers, p. 139.

profession, could scarcely in justice be considered BO ordinary a kind of knowledge. Nevertheless,

there can be no dispute that this useful property

of earth has, to some extent, fallen into disuse,

more especially amongst the humbler classes,

who give themselves very little trouble on this

That this proceeds more from indolence

. . . ..jm ignorance, does not detract from the
in.a|.i.i.b)e form L, lh»r,lj.e of»ole,. th,n 1,200 m.DU- n f vieiving this iDOtter with
factories of vanous kinds. To this pollution, Maicli- Id, a i

, -t ’ i- u
raanufaeluring town of 20,(100 inhabitante, adds the con- i

due regard to itS practicability, WOUlCl urge itS

tents of its oivu s* wers. and the discharee from its own
1
general adoption where, from comparative isola-

manufaciures; and baHoR done so, draws from the
|

j_- natural causes, the ordinary
-foorths ot its own supply (rol. I., p. 4bj.

\ . i_ t j ..i

r of the Calder. l&fll, Mr, pnvy cannot be dispensed with.

* Rep. Met. Sewape. 1864: 3365-69.

+ Third Report of Rivers Commission. Aire and Calder.

47b and 2,201. The Calder at tVakefieid is in a state of
extreme pollution, draining in its course thither au area
coDtaining 4(10,000 inhabitants, the whole ofwhose sewage i score.
pa#8C8 into tbe river, which, moreover, is polluted in every than from

Id an analysis of the water o .
.

Fowler, surgeon, fonnd five varieties of animalculse, de-
caying muscular fibre, constituents of lofces, several

varieties of vegetable life, aud other noxious matters.
This wa'er waa at that time drunk by the people ol

'Wakefield, without filtration (vol. ii,. p. ib).

I Rep. Met. Sewage, 1664; 3728-29.

§ Rep. Wet. Sewage, 1604, p. vi.

i;
Third Report, vol. i., p. 55.

pnvy c

The amonnt of popularity, then, which has been
acquired by the earth-closet recently patented

.

by the Rev. H. Moule, vicar of Fordington, is by

• Rep. Met. Sewage, 1B64; 4''32 and 4902.3. See also

Mr. Wicksteed’s Report to the Commissioners of Sewers,
February 13, 1854.
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no moans altogether undeserved, although far
too much scope in its operation has been claimed
by those inflexible enthusiasts who cannot com-
prehend the impossibility of arriving at a single
system which shall equally serve in every case.
The details of the scheme contain nothing very
striking or original, and it may be briefly and
not unjustly defined as a new and systematic
rendering of a very ancient practice, rode and
primitive enough. There is no need, conse-
quently, to enlarge materially upon it. The
following is a brief description of the process :

—

The earth, which is to be of the common black
description, dried and pulverized, is thrown down
into the closet after use, either by means of a self-

acting mechanical contrivance, or with the hand.
The receptacle, a portable vessel of commodious
size, is to be removed each day or each week,
as the case may be, into collecting-carts, which
in towns make their rounds at certain conve-
nient hours, whence it is returned after disposal
of its contents, which in the interval are con-
signed to the land or to some fixed dep6t.
The amount of earth required in each case
amounts to 12 or 16 ounces, and must be
perfectly dry.

From the foregoing description it will be at
once seen that the whole operation and mechan-
ism of the earth-closet are of a very simple
kind

; but that great care is necessary in the
use, and in the preparation of the requisite
material, which must be of the loosest aud
driest nature. Its aclvantages in the country

would simply bo doubling the expense of the
internal arrangements of each household.

Fifthly, it is justly surmised by those whose
experience has taught them the habits of the
poor that if the material has to be bought and
paid for by the weight or measure, and insists

upon a certain standard of care and precaution,
however slight, inevitable neglect must ensue,
which no amount of costly inspection can alto-

gether prevent. Even with water-closets, the
use of which adds nothing to the immediate
outlay of the householder, there is too often
great difficnlty in keeping the humbler classes
to the simple duiy of uplifting the handle.
A final, and perhaps a fatal, objection to the

introduction of this system in towns of great
magnitude is, that it no more affects the evils of
river pollution and ill-ventilated sewers than
anything most foreign to the matter. The
refuse of water-closets forms but a minor portion
of what we term sewage : the household refuse,

the scouriugs of market-places, stables, slaugh-
ter-houses, knackers’ yards, the refuse matter of
tanneries, hospitals, and innumerable sources of

pollution still remain to be dealt with. The
same main sewers and house drains are required,
of the same depth and of the same sectional

area
; the same need of sewer ventilation exists,

aud the same fouling of streams goes on,—in

short, the whole question which it has been
alleged this method has entirely solved, con-
fronts us in all its original force.

A close aud impartial examination of the ob-
and m all places where water-closets are inex- jections above enumerated will hardly fail to
pedienb are very evident

5
for not only is its , convince the professional inquirer that some-

application in strict accordance with the rules thing very dill'erent from what has hitherto
of health, but there is a perfect economy or I been placed before the public in the shape of
sanng of the agricultural ingredients contained '

earth-closets will bo needed to solve the qnestion
in hnman voidings. Whether these are manipu-

j

of sewage utilization. Dr. Huwkesley,* in a
lated in the moat profitable manner is another ^

matter. In all isolated dwellings, prisons,
asylums, schools, barracks, in rural villages,
aud even in straggling and thinly-popnlated
towns, unfitted for economical drainage from
scarcity of water or other causes, the dry-earth
system will be attended by good results, care
in Its detail management being enforced by in-
spection. The readiness with which an ample
supply of the deodorising material can be ijco-
cured is, of course, an item in the condition of
success

j but, in the instances mentioned, this
condition may be taken for granted. It is very
doubtful, however, whether, without prejudice to
the agricultural neighbourhoods of large towns
a sufficient quantity of dry black earth conld be
made available

j for although it has been so sup-
posed, it is by no means certain that it would be
consistent with sanitary rules to use it again
withm a reasonable period. In the use of ilr
Moule’s closets, about 2 cwt. of dry earth is re-
quired per week for a family [of six persons.*
This, at the rate of 38 lb. per head per week,
would give in the case of the metropolis, with a
population of 3,000,000, a quantity of dry oartlt
amounting to 3,600,000 tons

; f or allowing, in
round figures, 26 cwt. to tlie cube yard, a total
quantity of -,100,000 yards per annum. To put
It another way, this would be equal to 100 acres
ol land excavated to a depth of 13 ft, but as it
would be no easy matter to get the proper kind
ol soil at so great a depth, the quantity may bemore fauly estimated at 1,300 acres excavated
to the depth of 1 It.

It is plain, therefore, that an attempt to carry
out a complete system of dry-earth closets
throughout tho populous towns of this country,
would be attended in the first instance by a
laiiure of the necessary deodorising material.

Secondly, it is absolutely indispensable that
material shall be perfectly dry, insomuch as, in^e words of the projectors of the Earth Closet
Company, “ The earth-commode will no more
act properly without dry earth, than will a
water-closet without water.” It is equally plain,
therefore, that artificial means must be employed
to bring the earth to this condition of dryness as
well as of pulverisation, whereby another ex-
pense is added to the coat of soil.

Thirdly, an enormous addition to street traffic
would follow the introduction of this method,
which would amount in the metropolis to up-
wards of 40,000 one-horse loads weekly, and
which must not be understood to take place
Hurmg the hours of sleep, but must perforce
necessitate the intrusion of labourers into everv
dwelling.

Fourthly, the displacement of existing water-
closets in order to make room for earth-closets,

application, must swell the cost of this system
to a far greater total. It should not be omitted
that the coat of bjireadiug so bulky au article of
manure is a consideration which has its dne
weight with farmers generally, and is a very
different thing from that of applying a similar
value iu guano, poud/reite, or other consolidated
manure.

It is possible, and, indeed, highly probable,
that Dr. Hawkesley’s calculations, above quoted,
are of a very crude sort, and may not do entire
justice to the merits of the system he expounds;
but it is precisely our intention to show what a
slight value is to be placed upon a series of cal-

culations based entirely upon supposition, war-
ranted by no former experience, and in many
respects opposed to existing facts.

Mr, Meuzies, remarking upon Dr. Eawkesley’s
paper before the congress at Leamington, gave
a very pointed illustration of the difficulties

attending the disposal of night-soil. He said
that at Aldershott, surrounded by some of the
poorest soils in England, the whole refuse was in

the first instance received into iron troughs, aud
carried away every morning, or thrice a week.
The disposal of this was advertised for the
highest bidder

;
but instead of the authorities

receiving anything for the concession, they were
compelled to pay 5001. or 6001. per aunuin,*
although tho manure was placed upon soil within
a mile of the camp.t M .P.

ON THE AECHITECTUBESQUE.J

Whex I speak to you of “ The Architoc-
turesque,” I am perfectly well aware that I am
using a term which will be entirely new to you.

paper read ^at tho Leamington Congress on I have this advantage, however, that its very
sewage, 1866, iu the course of which he stated structure will enable you to divine the tendency
that his acquaintance with the earth-closet con- of the argument with which I have to submit it
trivance extended over a period of two months, for adoption. The word “ picturesque ” will at
gave a series of calculations affecting the once occur to you as that upon which this is
financial results of the system. In one based

;
and it will no doubt occur to you also

of these he took the annual value of the
' ’ ’ ' ’ - . . .

liquid aud solid human voidings at 10s.

per head, which, perhaps, is their received
value

;
this, in a population of 3,000,000, would

givQ a gross value of 1,500,0001. sterling

Against this sum he places the cost of collecting

and carting to the depot, namely, 793,0001., and
claims, as clear profit, the balance of 707,000i.
But Dr. Hawkesley’s figures are based upon au
unsound supposition. He appears to be igno-
rant of the vast difference between the value of
the condensed constituents of manure, which
may be transported to great distances at a tariff

which bears but a trifling proportion to the
value of the commodity, and tho value of the
same constituents buried iu a huge mass of com-
paratively valueless matter, the carriage of
which fairly tends to equal its marketable value.
He, therefore, falls into the error of “ supposing
that agriculturalists would send portions of their

poor lands to London. They would pay the rail-

way charges, and the only other payment they

that my argument need go no farther than to
persnudo the architect that it is necessary, or

at least desirable, that he should possess some
word in connexion with tho fine art architecture,

which will be equally useful with this word
“ picturesque ” in connexion with the fine art

painting. It is scarcely possible, I think, to say
that wo already possess phraseology which suffi-

ciently conveys the idea. It would be impos-
sible, for instance, to suppose that the word
“architectural” serves the same purpose in

connexion with architecture that the word “pic-
turesque” does in connexion with painting.

The word “architectural” goes little if any
further than the artistic elements of arcbitec-

tnral forms, whether as ordinarily received or
otherwise. Again, the word “ archicectonic,”

which we sometimes use, goes no further, I

think, than the idea that architectural forms
shall be subjected to structural propriety. Nei-
ther of those words, I may safely venture to say,

- . . carries anything with it of the peculiar idea
would have to make would^ be for the amount of : which the word “ picturesque ” conveys iu corn-
refuse organic matter put into the soil.”*}’ This mon parlance in respect of painting,
supposition, which is altogether foreign to the

i Now, let me remind you that the adoption of
experience of those who are especially acquainted the term “picturesque,”—comparatively a re-
with marketable value of night-soil, has perhaps ' cent act in this country,—was iu reality some-
tended to form the views of many of the expo-

j

thing more than the mere adoption of a phrase,
nents of the dry-earth system. But let us sup-

j
It was the foundation of an idea. The Italian

pose, on the other hand, that agriculturalists will
I

word pittoresco bad been iu use for centuries,
not pay the carriage of their poor land either

|

signifying “ picture-like,”—“ painter-like.” This

* See Prospectus of the Earth Closet Company, p S
*' Haw'kesley estunatea it at 2.930,000 tons Learn-

ing Congress Papers, p. 66.

way ; but that it is paid by the seller of tho
manure. From London outward, the average
distance to which it would be sent may be taken
at fifty miles

;
the carriage then, of one ton, at

the rate stated by Dr. Hawkesley, namely. Id.

per mile, would be 4'S. 2d. either way, or altoge-

ther, 8s. 4d. : let us add this Ss. 4d. to the sup-
posed expenses of London management, and we
find the following results :

—

Working expenses in London £793,000
Carriage of 2,093,000 tons of manure

(Dr. H.’s calculation) at Ss, 4d,
per ton 1,247,000

2,040,000
Credit hy sale of manure 1

, 5 , 0,000

Balance against £540,000

So that, instead of a favourable balance of
707,0001., we have an adverse balance of 540,0001.
For convenience sake, no account has been made
of the cost of the dry earth, but it is very evident
that the cost of “scraping” so great a bulk of
earth, and its subsequent preparation for proper

• Leamington Congress Papers, p. 66.

t Leamington Congress Papers, p. 66.

word had been adopted by the French in the
form of pittoresque, signifying the same idea

;

but it was only, I may say, within the Hniits of
the present century that the word “picturesque,”
the English form of these terms, came to be
publicly used and universally accepted. Still,

it is plain that the idea which the word “pic-
tnresque” conveys needed expression only, nob
discovery. No doubt it was well understood,
both by painters and by critics, before our
adoption of this term. Nevertheless, it is equally

plain, I think, that our adoption of the terni for-

mulated that idea which was not capable of
being expressed previously except by periphrasis,

and was therefore to a considerable extent hidden
or uuperceived, for want of a definite phrase
which would carry from one instructed mind to

another the precise notion here suggested. And
I may go further in saying that it was purposely

to define and fix this idea, which is now so com-
monly known amongst us as to seem axiomatic.

* Leam. Con. Papers, p, 70,

t To be continued.

t Lecture to the Architectural Association, Februiuy
28th, by Professor Kerr,
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essentially non-pictoresque form. The landscape,

which is dull and uninteresting enough as pre-

sented by nature, he can nevertheless make
picturesque at his will. He baa at command
certain effects of light and shade ;

there are

certain common objects, perhaps only brambles

and stones, which he flings about the foreground

;

there are certain atmospheric effects in the sky,

in the aiirial perspective,‘in the accidental shades

and shadows
;

all of which are his well known
contrivances, the “ tricks

”
if you. will, of his

art
;
and by such means he can throw any

amount of the picturesque into his landscape

with perfect ease. The same, of course, with

the human features. If a painter has a photo-

graph or a “ portrait of a gentleman,” and desires

to make it a picturesque object, he has merely to

study the attitude, to dispose the drapery, to

that the term picturesque was introduced. This

is what I mean, therefore, when I say that the

introduction of this word into England formu-

lated a most valuable and essential idea
;
and

my opinion is that the term “ architeciwesque”

would be similarly useful in formulating an

equally valuable idea, which, although it maybe
said to exist in the mind sufficiently clearly per-

haps in many instances, I think I may venture

to suggest does not receive that degree of pub-

lic recognition which it might do if it were for-

mulated by a definite phrase such as I have

proposed.

Let me discuss for a moment the meaning of

the word picturesque. It signifies worthy of

being painted. It is a certain piquancy in

objects capable of being painted by which they

are made worthy of the application of the

painter’s art. Examples may be very easily —
, ,

'
, e

offered
;
but indeed it is scarcely necessary, for

,

ing to corresponding principles, and he makes ot

the precise application and significance of the
,

that which is essentially nnpicturesque something

term piciv/resque are so thoroughly understood
, as essentially picturesque as need be for his

that examples can only serve as common-place
]

purpose. This picture-essence, therefore, which

illustrations. But take a landscape. Suppose ; we call the picturesque, is obviously not a name

the spectator is stationed upon a hill-top. His
|

merely, but an entityindependentofmereassocia-

attention is directed to the valley beneath, par- 1 tions, and certainly independent of phraseology :

celled out into square, trim, ploughed fields, with
j

and what I have to say to you to-night is little

neat hedge-rows, and perhaps a well-kept brook. ; more than thi3,--why cannot we suppose and

All the°evidences of material prosperity are
[

maintain that a similar entity exists in connexion

there; the farm-house, the farm-buildings, the with, or in relation to, other arts; and, if this

engine-chimney, everything of the very best ; appears to be so, more particularly why should

and the spectator is called upon to say whether
[

not such an entity be discerned m connexion

it is not a pleasing and suggostive landscape. : with our own good art of architecture ?

Certainly, he says
;

suggestive of material
|

If this be so, let me next try to define what I

wealth ^d comfort
;
hope looks forward to a call the Architeciuresque, It is an essence of

long succession of abundant crops and a form and disposition, which (speaking vaguely at

well-provided and happy population. But,
,

first) may bo said to make architecture what it

if the painter is asked whether that landscape
|

is. Now, what is architecture? Our old defini-

is picturesque, he says, "No: for my purpose ; tion in this very Society twenty years ago was

it is utterly worthless. I care nothing for trim
J

this—" Architecture is the art of the beautiful

fields, for the suggestion of large crops, for the in building and I do not know that we have

comfortable farm-honse, for the substantial farm hit upon a better definition yet. We do not

buildings. It is something altogether different
'

ignore building; we do not hesitate to accept it

that I want.” And he turns about to another
j

in all the fulness of the idea; but building is

view, where he sees mountain scenery, barren ' not architecture; architecture is not building,

crag confronting barren crag, profitless light and Architecture is the fine art of the beautiful in

comfortless shade playing about at random 1 building ;
and, as all architecture must therefore

amongst mere shapes and outlines, on a very be based upon bnilding, I think it plainly fol-

desolate, dreary, barren condition of things
,
lows that there is somethmg which is to be

altogether, butaconditionofthings which lights superadded to building in order to convert

up the artist’s eye, and makes bis fingers tingle building, if the expression be allowable, into

to paint it. It is what we call picturesque : in- architecture. This element it is that I am en-

hospitable, and worthless enough in the mere deavouring to suggest to your minds ;
and if

considerations of material benefit, but to the there be an essence, by the application of which

painter, looking upon not material good, but : to bricks and mortar fine art is to appear, then

pictorial effect as his peculiar province, all
!

I go on to say that in other matters besides those

that can be desired. This is an illustration of
j

which are directly architectural,—in matters

course common-place enough, but still it enables
:

which, not being themselves architectural, are

ns distinctly to understand what it is with which 'still adaptable to, or connectable with, archi-

we are dealing. Take the case, again, of the
,

tectnre,—this same spirit or essence may be

features of a man. Look at the “ portrait of a applied to produce conformity and harmony of

gentleman” hanging yearly on the Academy idea ;
and if this principle is as I describe it,

walls. A very agreeable face, no doubt
;

a
,

I think it may be sufficiently designated by

pleasant, comfortable, smiling countenance
;
an

;

the term I venture to propose, the Arclntec-

eminently respectable person
;
an iutelleotual ! turesque,

man, perhaps, or a great man, worthy of painting Let me next illustrate my notion by consider-

•
• it would not be where it is, but

I

ing what is the picturesque m architecture

the days of Carter and Britton till now, when

the desire for the picturesque in Gothic archi-

tecture has become almost unlimited. In other

words, as the revival of Gothic architecture

sprang out of the love of piquancy, if I say that

the more piquant of our designers in that style

have occasionally overstepped the picturesque

and passed into the fantastic, I am certainly

using language which should be considered

modest and moderate. So much for the forms

and modes of picturesque which have succes-

sively prevailed in architecture ;
but observe,

that the idea underlying all these developments

alike has been the same idea, namely, the idea

of picture-worthiness, of painter-piquancy,—of

architecture, in short, worthy of painting. I

need only refer you iu a single word to such

works as the Chateaux of the Continent, many

of them so eminently picturesque as compared

with our own most piquant works. The Scottish

castles, again, are not, perhaps, always very

convenient abodes, any more than the English

castles of very early date, but they are pic-

turesque—they are objects worthy of paiuciug.

How they came to be thus worthy of painting

it is not for us at present to inquire; but still

there is a rudeness, a piquancy, and ruggeduep

about them which render them picturesque in

almost every example. Then there are the

Gothic churches ;
and every one must say,

whether adherents of Gothicism or not, that

they are, every one of them, certainly most pic-

turesque. And all this brings me to the great

fact, that Mediaeval architecture is all pictu-

resque. Radically and primarily, the picturesque

element is that which gives spirit to Mcditcval

architecture ;
and perhaps, when we trace back

Mediaevalism to its source, the principle comes

to be that it is Northern architecture which is

picturesque—Northern and Western, possibly, as

distinguished, however vaguely, from Oriental

and more southern architecture.

It is, perhaps, by a sort of contrast with all

this, that we may best endeavour to show what

is the architecturesque in architecture. I should

describe it to be something which is architectu-

ral, and nothing but architectural. The pictu-

resque is picture-wortby,but the architecturesque

is something not pictorial nor picture-worthy,

but architectural and architecture-worthy, and

nothing else. Take the Parthenon. There is a

building in which there is not one gleam of pic-

turesque design, situated upon a picturesque

Bite,—most singularly placed on the summit of a

rock,—occupying such a position that in the

hands of any Northern or Western people, it

would have been made something certainly very

different from what it is. The very snggestive-

ness of the site, we might suppose, would have

induced any people but the Greeks to make a pic-

turesque building. But to show how the Greeks

were architecturesque and non-picturesque, there

is that building standing npon such a site, with

not one element that we can recognise for a

moment as evon tolerant of the picturesque.

call it purely architecturesque. Looking again

at the interiors of the Egyptian temple, yon

find there everything excluded but architecture
woX'oBlyfor Ue"s;k7ofTtB OWBer; and car- :

We underalacd the idea of the picturesque in flud there
“XTrerd^Tiirrio

tAinlv^not for the sake of Its features. But take ‘ painting
;
and what I want to do now is to dwell .

and other art architecturally treated, lha a

Mother face : it is seamed with the furrows of : for a moment upon the corresponding principle
1

say, thewhole prospect is

care and thought
;
perhaps the eye is lighted up ' in architecture. The picturesque iu painting,

|

I say thosfptm.B

with wild entLsia?m,tbehamdisheveUed. the;as I^

whole aspect distracted. Says the painter,
.

architecture is piquancy still. There are various

“This is the subject for me: an odd man, no
1

modesofthepicturesquem architecture,—various

doubt but a picturesque countenance; a dis-
,

mannerisms; therehavebeenvariousfashions.and

agreeable man very likely, but that makes no
j

there will be varions others ; but the same prm-

difference to me ; those features are the features ciple or idea is present in all—not m a uniform

I desire to paint.” And so on. I might take
|

degree, or in ^any uniform manner oj^develop-

any number of such illustrations; but let me
take the subject of a building, because then we
are all at home. What, then, is a picturesque

building ? It is, in its primary sense, a building

which is worthy of painting. The painter looks

npon the placid face of some serene classic

edifice, and he says, “ This is very fine, no

doubt — exquisitely proportioned, gracefnlly

beautiful in every feature, but all that I do not

care to understand : show me something which is

piquante, put together no matter how, in pitch-

fork fashion if you like, but something which has

its outline broken and its placidity disturbed, and,

if you like, its mouldings worn and its face

weather-stained, as the face of a man scaired

and furrowed with agonies,—and its turrets

cast into the clouds like wild arms tossed about

:

give me a building of that character, and this is

what I will paint, and let the symmetries and the

graces go elsewhere.”

We have next to reflect upon how the painter

is able to import this picturesque principle into

that which, perhaps, nature supplies to him in an

ment, but still as the picturesque, and the pic-

turesque definitely. When Classic architecture

was more generally, or rather universally, in

vogue, some may remember that the picturesque

presumed to go no further than those villas of

the rural Italian style which frequently form

conspicuona objects in the works of Italian

painters, and which were then considered to be

all that could be wished for in respect of

piquancy or architectural effect. Again, when

we looked to our architectural works at home, I

remember very well, for it is no longer ago than
... ^

, _ _ .1 -ci;

natural development, the peculiar convention-

alism which always makes Egyptian work so

eminently adapted to Egyptian architecture.

Then, again, we have another instance in the

Pantheon at Rome. There is a building both

externally and internally architectural, and

nothing else. Not only is there no attempt to

produce pictorial effect, but it is impossible to

discover anything else but architectural senti-

ment. Again, take the Pompeian House even

the paintings upon the walls have_ a peculiarly

conventional form, which I think is eminently

capable of being described under the phrase I

use. And all this leads us to conceive that

Classic work generally is architecturesque ;
and

not merely Classic, but Oriental work generally.

The inquiry now naturally arises iu one’s

mind, whether the essential difference between
within my own remembrance, tbac the Eliza-.—— ,

^

bethan was considered to be the acme of the. Classic and Medimval architecture does not lie

picturesque; indeed, when it was of more than :
here-that the Mediaeval is primanly piotu-

Mually ornate character, it was considered to be re»o„o. and the ClasBio nrimanly architectn.

more than picturesque—fantastic. Aud it was

upon this very ground, as matter of fact, that

the present fashion of revived Gothic architec-

ture arose. It was the study of the picturesque,

resque, and the Classic primarily architectn-

resque. I have been for years persisting in this

proposition, that all Classic architecture forms

one school of art, and all Medimval architecture

another school of art,—the latter picturesque.

the desire for the picturesque, which led to the and the former something not picturesque. I

study of Gothic architecture; and it has pro-
1

have called it Classical for want of a better term,

ceeded on picturesque ground step by step from
i

But if I am now right, I shonld call it Architec-
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tnresqoe, and say that the distinction between

Medicoval and Classical is thus rendered plainer

than before, if the one is to be looked at as

based on picturesque endeavours, the pictorial,

the picture-worthy, while the other is based only

on architectnresqne endeavours, the architec-

tural, the architecture-worthy, pure and simple.*

PROFESSOR G. G. SCOTT
ON EARLY ARCHITECTURE IN GREAT

BRITAIN.f

Before describing any other of the remaining

i works of the period, I will carry you in imagina-

tion to one which has long ceased to exist. St.

Paul’s Cathedral in London,—founded, as we
have seen, early in the seventh century, by

' Mellitns, the missionary bishop, and by Sebert,

king of Essex.—having been destroyed by fire,

its rebuilding was commenced in 1083 by Bishop

I
Maurice. The structure then commenced was
of the most ample dimensions. The elementary

• scale was larger even than that of Winchester,

I for the width of the nave from centre to centre

: of the pillars was 46 ft. 6 in., while that of

Winchester was 42 ft. 6 in. The nave was
I twelve bays in length, and each transept had
: five bays, exceeding in this respect (so far as I

I know) any other Norman church, excepting the

. Abbey at Bury St. Edmund’s. The transepts

were doubly aisled. The choir bad, probably,

1 four bays, but of its eastern termination I know
1 nothing.

The central tower must have been nearly 60 ft.

: square, and the length of the transept 300 fc.

The choir was raised high on an extensive crypt

I (the successor, in all probability, of that which
! I have conjectured that Bishop Mellitus had con-

i structed on the model of that of St. Peter’s at

Rome). Whether the two western towers, placed

1 beyond the outer walls of the aisles, like those

I of Abbot Paul at St. Alban’s, were of the

I original date I am uncertain.

The architecture of the interior seems to have
i somewhat resembled that of Winchester, but
’ was more lofty and more ornate. The plan of

r the pillars seems precisely the same ;
but the

1 arches both of the main arcade and of the

f
gallery were moulded, and circumscribed ap-

1
pnrently by an enriched label. The triforium

; arches are nob shown as subdivided, but I think

1 that this was owing to an alteration of the

f original work. The clearstory had in each .bay

I three openings. The aisle walls were, internally,

! arcaded beneath the windows. Whether the

< circular windows, which in Hollar’s view light

I the triforiom story, represent original ones,

; such as those at Waltham, we cannot judge.

Of this stupendous edifice, William of Malmes-
bury, who saw it in its unaltered state, remarks
that “ such is the magnificence of its decorations

that it is reckoned worthy to be numbered
among the most illustrious edifices; such the

extent of the crypt, such the capacity of the

temple above, that it seems capable of sufficing

to hold any multitude of people.”

Our old London cathedral, through the whole
period of its existence, appears to have been the

largest in England, and one of the largest in

Europe,—its dimensions at a later date being
' 600 ft. east to west, 300 ft. north to south, and

520 ft. in the height of its spire.

One of the great builders of the first race of

Anglo-Normans was Gnndulph, a monk of the

famous Abbey of Beck, and the friend of

Lanfranc, who in 1077 consecrated him as Bishop
of Rochester.

He rebuilt his cathedral, originally founded by
the missionary Bishop Justus ;

but it is very
doubtful whether any part of his cathedral now
exists. He founded, also, the Castle at Rochester,

thongh he did not build the magnificent keep

usually attributed to him. He did, however,

build the still more stupendous keep of the

Tower of London, including the chapel already

described, having been regularly employed by
the king as the surveyor of the work. The ex-

isting remains of Norman style at Rochester
differ so entirely from this in character that I

am convinced that the parts of the cathedral

which he biailt were just the eastern portion,

—

raised high on its crypt,—which were rebuilt

again in the thirteenth century.

I shall return at another time to the existing

Norman works at Rochester, of which I exhibit

some beautiful illustrations.

• To be continued.

t Lecture III. at Eoyal Academy, February, concluded.
See pp. 70, 90, 108, 127, and 149, ante.

Though not precisely in order of date, I will

take next the great cathedral of East Anglia,

which was erected, not on any ancient site, but

wholly anew, at Norwich ;
and of which nearly

the entire shell of the original fabric has come
down to our own day.

It was commenced in 1096 by Bishop Herbert

de Losinga. who (0 tempora ! 0 mores !) had,

among other acts of simony, purchased the see

of the sacrilegious Rufus for 1,900Z. !—a sum
equal in our money to nearly 40,000Z. His apolo-

gist excuses this on the ground that it is lawful

for the clergy to purchase the rights of the

church, if they cannot obtain them otherwise,

adding the apostolic words, “Redeeming the

time because the days are evil.” The Pope,

however, did not take this view, and sentenced

him, for his simoniacal practices, to build a

nnmber of churches at his own cost, of which
this stupendons edifice would appear to have
been one, for it is distinctly stated that he built

it at his own charges,—a most amazing fact,

though he held the see for twenty-eight years
;

and onr surprise is increased when we recollect

that the stone of which it is constructed was
transported from Northamptonshire.

The plan of the church differs from that of

St. Alban’s mainly in there being only one

apsidal chapel to each transept, the aisle being

continuous round the great apse, and in the pro-

jection therefrom of three chapels ;
also in the

absence of western towers. Two of the chapels

last named remain, and are of remarkable plan,

a circle from the eastern part of which projects

an apse. The nave attains the vast number of

fourteen bays
;
each transept has four; and the

eastern arm a like number to the commencement
of the apse. The length is 420 ft. without the

eastern chapel, now lost
;
that of the transept is

195 ft. Like St. Alban’s, wo have here the

original central tower rising to its full height of

135 ft. It is richly decorated, both without and
within, with ranges of arcading and other orna-

mental features. Within it rises a lofty lantern,

round which are triforium passages on two levels.

The angle buttresses without consist of a group

of numerous shafts forming an octagon, and end-

ing in turrets now terminated in another style.

The upper part of the walls is curiously filled up

with two ranges of large circles. The tower is a

very noble work, though somewhat eccentric in

its design.

We find here the aisle and its gallery, or tri-

forium, of about equal height, and occupying
about three-fourths of the height of the wall

;

the remainder being given to the clearstory.

The triforium arches are undivided, and very

much resemble those of the main arcade
;
differ-

ing chiefly in being generally uniform, with a
slight alternate variety, while those below are

subjected to frequent changes.

The usual pier on the triforium level has

three shafts in a row in its reveal, carrying a

wide and plain soffite, while the angles have
alternately one and two recessed shafts, and the

piers have alternately single and couple shafts

running up their front.

The piers below are in some cases like those

above, in others a portion of a vast round pillar

is substituted for the row of three-shafts, the

rest remaining as before described
;
and in one

instance, on each side is a simple round
column, with spiral flutings, as at Durham,
Waltham, &c.

The zigzag and billet appear in the arches,

and mouldings are, though sparingly, intro-

duced. The capitals are mostly either of the

cushion type, or varieties of the form I have
shown you from the Tower of London, Caen, and
Lincoln.

The whole internal effect is magnificent and
noble in a very high degree.

The transept-fronts are divided here into three

bays instead of two, as in the churches hitherto

described. The arcades of the eastern arm
differ considerably from those of the nave, while

those of the apse unite in a very pleasing manner
into a continuous range. Beneath the central

arch are still remaining the shattered vestiges of

the original episcopal throne.

I may mention in passing the remarkable plan

of the great East Anglian abbey church at Bury
St. Edmund’s. I exhibit a ground-plan, from
which its remarkable features and extraordinary

magnitude may be judged. The length was
500 ft., and that of its western facade 250 ft.

The latter is of a unique type, being flanked by
two vast octagonal towers.

A very different type of the same age is found

at Gloucester, the erection of which commenced
in 1089. Here, as was so usual where the foun-

dation was of the Anglo-Saxon period, the sanc-

tuary has a vast crypt beneath it.

The peculiarities of this church are two,

—

first, that tho triforium or gallery of the eastern

arm is vaulted with a demi-vault, and from it

opened repetitions of the apsidal chapels, which

are placed somewhat as at Norwich ;
and second,

that no such gallery exists to the nave, but that

the height is there thrown into the aisle
;
so

that we have a very lofty aisle of one story to

the nave, and two ranges of aisle of very low

proportions to the eastern arm, the two arrange-

ments coming face to face in the transepts. The
piers throughout were vast cylindrical columns,

with very plain and unconth round capitals.

This remarkable type was followed, with

minor variations, in the two neighbouring mon-
astic churches of Tewkesbury and Persbore. In

all it has been greatly altered; but, by compar-

ing one with another, the same scheme is shown
to have prevailed in all three. In none were
there aisles to the transepts.

The church at Tewkesbury was built just at

the same time with Gloucester, and retains a

feature which Gloucester has lost, a magnificent

Norman central tower. It possesses also a

unique feature which it is possible it may have

shared with Gloucester. I refer to the enormous

arch that occupies its west end, no parallel to

which I know elsewhere.

This church is of peculiar value from its re-

taining, like those of St. Alban’s and Norwich,

so much of the original Norman ontline, and few

there are which exceed it in the solemn dignity

of its external aspect.

Of the neighbouring cathedral of Worcester,

as rebuilt about thi^ time or a little earlier by
St. Wolstan,—one of the few English bishops who
retained their sees under the Normans,—we
have only the crypt, which is wonderfully perfect

in its design and preservation, and the arches

which led into the eastern chapels of the transepts.

We have also the unique and beautiful circular

chapter-house of about the same period. Against

the south transept, in an arched passage, we find

either a reminiscence of the Saxon baluster or

some from the old cathedral used again. St.

Wolstan would, no doubt, have been glad of any
such memento of good old times

;
remembering

which, while watching the progress of his

Norman church, he could notrestrain his feelings,

and exclaimed, “ We wretched people destroy the

works of the saints, that we may get praise for

ourselves. That age of happy men knew not how
to construct pompous edifices, but they knew well

how, under such roofs as they had, to sacrifice

themselves to God, and to set a good example.

We, alas ! strive that we may pile up stones,

neglecting, the while, the care of souls.”

I will not detain you by describiug Hereford,

built by the more pious relative and namesake of

Losinga, of Norwich ; nor Chichester, com-
menced about 1089, a few years after the removal

I

of the ancient see from Selsey, and which was a
' very perfect Norman cathedral on a minor scale,
‘

with its eastern end arranged much as that of

' Norwich, but with two western towers. Its

original features are excellent specimens of the

early period.

Let us now travel far northwards, and visit

St. Cuthbert’s glorious shrine; but, after enter-

ing upon the great Northern road, let us step

aside and pay a passing tribute to the memory
of England’s last Saxon king, Harold Infelix,

in the church of his own founding, at

Waltham.
When the nave, now standing, was erected, let

us not too curiously inquire. It is a question on

which some of our keenest antiquaries have
differed, and let us nob dispute over a site so

sacred in England’s history. Right goodly is the

remaining fragment, by whomsoever erected. I

confess to a belief that it was the work of some
who still loved the memory of Harold, after living

long under Norman sway
;
and if, in after years,

the chieftains of Norman lineage delighted to

trace their names in the roll of Battle Abbey,

that proud memento,

—

“ Of Hastings' fatal field.

Where Bhirer’d was fair Eiieland’s spear

And broken was her shield,"

be it rather for Englishmen to take a mournful

pleasure in the spot whither were borne from

that fatal field the mangled remains of England’s

native but unhappy king.

The two are alike mementos of national

humiliation
;
but let us rejoice that, though the

triumphal thank-offering of the Conqueror is

now a desolate ruin, the remnant of Harold’s

foundation, however reduced, is still a church,

and has been in our day rescued from much of

a
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its bnmiliation and been made the subject of
thoughtful and artistic care.

In its architecture you will perceive eomeresem-
blance to the glorious work which we have next to

consider
; for, like Durham, its bays are arranged

in couplets. In one instance, on either side, the
intermediate pier is a round column, pure and
simple, with spiral datings

;
in the others, the

same form but with attached shafts towards the
aisles, so that the two buildings which I have thus
accidentally taken—the one on onr pilgrimage
to the other—are so much alike in internal
design that one might fairly attribute them to
the same architect. One pair of piers (which
carried the western towers) are of the typical
form, the others consist of two half columns
flanking a shafted pilaster.

At Durham we have a glorious temple erected

by Norman bishops, over the shrine of a British

saint. The body of St. Cuthbert, after many
journeyings and sojonrnings, had eventnally
become domiciled at Durham

;
for,

—

“ After many wanderings past,
He chose his lordly seal at last,

Where his cathedral, huge and vast,

Looks dowu upon the TVear

;

There, deep in Durham’s Gothic shade,
His rehques are in secret laid.”

The existing cathedral was commenced in

1093, by the Norman Bishop de St. Carilepb.

Halcomb, king of Scotland, and his true-hearted '

English queen, Margaret, assisted in laying the !

first stoues. '

Sir Francis Palgrave tells us that Bishop de
St. Carileph obtained the design abroad during
three years’ exile from bis see. I know not of
any church like it abroad, but this is no refuta-

tion of the statement, which seems by no means
an unlikely one, and is, I think, founded on
ancient anthority. However this may be, a
design more noble can scarcely be conceived, and
I think it must be admitted that, among all the
churches erected by the Normans in England,
this is the noblest though far from being the
first iu size.

Its great beauty is internal, and arises from
the canying throughout the principle of alter-

nating clustered piers and vast round columns,
the latter having their shafts decorated with
spiral, zigzag, intersecting, and vertical flutes.

This principle, in an isolated form, we find

elsewhere: as in two bays at Norwich, and a
similar number at Selby, and more perfectly at

Waltham, and at Lindisfame
; but Durham '

seems to have taken the lead in carrying it j

throughout the church
;
but still more remark-

i

able is the stupendous scale and noble propor-
tions in which it is produced.

j

Tbongh the church was begun by Carileph, i

he only survived its commencement for three
years, and a like interval of vacancy followed
his decease. During this time the monks, under
their zealous prior, Tnrgot, carried on the work,
which, on the succession of Ealph Flambard to

the see, iu 1099, is said to have been completed
as the nave, which was carried on to completion
by Flambard.

]

It is clear that the general design had been
laid down under Carileph, as the choir, transepts, '

and nave agree in their leading idea; so that,

whatever influence the previous building experi-

'

ence of Flambard obtained during his holding
the deanery of St. Paul’s or elsewhere may have

j

had upon the details of his nave at Durham, we '

must award the honour of the scheme, as a whole, ;

to Carileph’s architect, who had supplied him
the design during his exile iu Normandy. Both i

bishops were as far as may be from the ieau
I

ideal of an unworldly ecclesiastic, bat one would
regret to attribute a work so noble to the un-
scrupulous and wicked agent of the oppressions
of Eufue.

In plan the church, being arranged in coupled
bays, has two such couplets to its choir and two
to either transept (the latter much narrower
than the former). The nave consists of three
couplets, after which comes a single bay, and
then the bay which represents the western
facade; or, in other words, it consists of four

coaplets, the westernmost of which is disturbed

by the snbstitution of a complex pier on either

side to carry the towers, in the place of what
wonld have been its round column. This seems
an imperfection; for' four couplets, clear of the
tower bay, would appear a more perfect arrange-
ment.
The transept has only an eastern aisle. The

eastern termination of the church is lost. It

was apsidal, and probably with a circumscribing
aisle. The dimensions of the entire bnilding

are not quite equal to some of those which we

have reviewed, being probably at first about
430 ft. in length by 200 ft. from north to south
of the transept. The width from centre to

centre of columns is 40 ft. The bays of nave
and choir, similarly measured, vary from 23 ft.

to 26 ft.

The piers are of prodigious size, the clasters

and ronnd pillars being respectively about 11 ft.

and 7 ft. in diameter. The magnificent grandeur
of the interior arises as well from the extreme
nobleness of the design of these couplets of bays,

as from their continuous use throughout the

church. Nothing can exceed the noble sympHcity
and grandeur with which they are treated, nor
the happiness of their proportion.

The main arcade assumes a much more com-
manding altitude than in most of the chnrches
already described, occupying, what became in

after-times its received proportion, of one-half of

the height of the wall, the other half being
pretty equally divided between the triforium and
clearstory.

The great columns are precisely like those at

Winchester, excepting that the three-fold group
of shafts, which there occupies the lateral por-

tion, is precisely repeated on the front and back
faces, making a perfectly uniform group in all

directions. This arrangement produces great
grandeur, owing to the noble group of shafts it

carries up to the vaulting of the central space.

The arches are boldly moulded, with rolls and
hollows, and enriched with the chevron. The
triforium, piers, and arches are of three orders

;

the lower one of dividing into two arches on a
centre shaft. The clearstory is usually of three
unequal arches.

The capitals are all of the cushion type ; those
to the groat cylindrical columns being octagonal.
The chevron is here freely used, and the door-

ways are magnificently rich. One most marked
feature in this cathedral is, that its central epaoc
is everywhere vaulted.

It is known that this was a subsequent work
;

but, in the nave at least it appears equally

clearly to have been contemplated from the fii-st,

a portion of the transverse ribs having been built

with the walls. In the transept, however, the
evidence seems to be the other way, though I

think the question has been hardly sufficiently

investigated. The sister church at Lindisfame,
bnilt almost on the same design, seems from the
views one sees of it to have been vanlted from
the first, or, at least, to have been so designed.

Externally, a peculiarity occurs in the gabled
roofing originally covering the aisles. This does
not now exist, but the evidences of it are in-

dispntable.

The awful grandeur of the interior of this

cathedral, and its noble effect from without,

—

standing, as it does, on a rocky promontory
nearly surrounded by the deep ravine of the
river, and, as a qnaint old writer says,—“So
envyroned with hilles, that he that hath seen the
situation of this city hath seen the mapp of
Sion, and may save himself a journey to the Holy
Land,”—must ever cause^it to rank among the
grandest of our Mediteval remains : and its in-

fluence seems to have been proportioned to its

merits ; for, as Sir Francis Palgrave tells us, it

“became the normal model of ecclesiastical

architecture throughout the ancient diocese of

Aidan and Finan, far beyond the Tweed.”
I will only notice one more building in the

present lecture, and that in the farthest south
;

and I make this long stride,—from the Wear to

the New Forest,—for the sake of noticing the
other great work of the notorious prime minister
of Kufus. Mr. Ferrey, who has every right to

judge of all that relates to Chriatchuroh, has
traced out certain resemblances between Christ-

church and Durham. The difficulty iu con-
necting each resemblances with the influence on
each of Bishop Flambard, is (as I have before
said) that ^Durham was commenced, and had
made great progress before bis succession to the
see. I am, however, disposed to think that it

was Durham that influenced Christchurch,—as
it was not while dean, but subsequently when
patron of Christchurch, that Flambard rebuilt

that chnrch ; and this was contemporaneous with
his holding the see of Durham.

Flambard’s Church is extremely bold and
simple in its parts, and well studied in its

proportions. The clearstory and vaulting are
of a later date j but Mr. Ferrey gives reasons
for thinking the latter to have been from the
first intended. The details are good and well

considered
;

the capitals are of the enshtoned
form, and of that type noticed in the Tower of
London and elsewhere. Some appear to have
been subsequently carved with exquisite taste,

;
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in a manner which reminds one of Greek foliage.

The windows of the triforium gallery, with the n
corbel tabling over them, still remain, and are K
of excellent, though simple, design

;
while the jl

beaatifully arcaded stair- turret to the northern ^
transept is one of the choicest relics of the j)d

Norman style.

The buildings I have thus imperfectly de-
scribed I have selected os having been all com-
menced within the eleventh century. I trust I

may be able during the next session to follow

on the style through its subsequent and more
ornate stages, and on again throogh the interest-

ing period of its transition into the Pointed
style; and, while doing this, I hope to illustrate

my remarks by means of many of the smaller
creations of the style, and by some which are
other than ecclesiastical.

For the present,—after travelling over an
eventful period of nearly seven centuries, and
tracing out the rise of British architecture
through many phases,—I mast bring my course
for this session to a close, apologising if I have,
in the warmth of patriotism, been induced to

lead yon out of the beaten and accredited track
of art ;

though at the same time convinced that
the architecture we have been considering will

be found on close examination to contain germs
end principles which have been and may again
be made to germinate into styles of art of the
highest and noblest character.

SCHOOLS OP AET.

THE BlEMIXOnAir SCHOOL AND LOCAL SOCIETY
OF ARTS.

The annual meeting of the Birmingham
Society of Arts and School of Design has been
held in the Eooms of the Society of Artists, in
New-street

j
the Eight Hon. Lord Leigh in the

chair.

Mr. C. E. Cope read the report of the com-
mittee, in which it was stated that the number
of students receiving instmetion had been 1,010,
showing an increase of 3 since last year. The
fees received amounted to 756t. 128. 6d., show-
ing a decrease of 221. 17s. Of the 785 male
students, 257 were school-boys (includiog 147
from the Grammar School. Eecognising the
fact that the present system of instruction re-

quired improvement, the committee had ap-
pointed a sub-committee to investigate the sub-
ject, to confer with manufacturers, and to obtain

,

their views of what was required. They hoped

I

that a scheme adequate to the requirements of
' the town would be the result. As the present

^

accommodation was quite insufficient, and the

I

Midland Institute classes were also cramped for

room, it was most desirable that the whole of
the rooms at the Institute should be given up to
the Institute classes, and that large and commo-
dious premises should be obtained for the School
of Design.

Mr. Laundy read the statement of accounts,
which showed that the income of the society for
the year was 1,3001., and at the close there was
a deficiency of 3L lls. 6d.

Mr. H. Cole, C.B., of the Sonth Kensington
Muaenm, who was present, addressed the meet-
ing. He said he would venture to give them a
piece of advice, and that was that the sooner
they got better premises the better. But as to
the Birmingham School of Design being in a bad
way, it was a fact that on the whole they raised
more money than any School of Design iu the
kingdom. They were at the top of the tree in

respect to funds. Last year they took the
greatest amount of public money by their results.

In 1866 they had taken 1-1S3., in 1867 that
amount was increased to 2971. Having donbled
their revenue was not a bad sign. And, again,

he found that the students were more
numerous than those of other schools. In
Birmingham they had 2,537 children learn-

ing drawing ; in fact, a larger number than
in any of the other six great towns. And they
had taken 1461. from the State, while the
highest sum earned in any other town was 731.

He entirely agreed that South Kensington was
for their benefit, and that they had the most
perfect right to all the advantages from it that
they possibly could get. They had been told

that there was a horrid woman lived there, called

Dalilah, and that no matter what Parliamentary
Samson entered there, his locks were shaved by
this Dalilah j and the mission particularly as-
signed to one gentleman was to get rid of this

woman. Ho supposed the woman did exist;

but he might remind them, in reference to South
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Kensington, that if they did not have ont of

it what they wished to have, and what they

desired to have, it was entirely their own affair.

South Kensington had been perfectly willing

—

had been bawling out, indeed, all the time, and
saying, “ Do, in Heaven’s name, come to Ken-

sington and borrow what you want.” How many
things had they borrowed.

The exhibition of students’ works has also

taken place. The works exhibited were nurae-

roos in all the divisions and subdivisions pre-

scribed by the Department of Practical Art.

They occupied the walla of the Rotunda, undone
of the small rooms was devoted to outline,

mechanical, and architectural subjects. The
drawings, which were very numerous, were
chiefly from sculptured ornament, and executed

in monochrome (sepia).

THE FOOD SUPPLY QUESTION.

An elaborate and valuable paper, “ On the

supply of animal food to Britain, and the means
proposed for increasing it,” has been read to the

Society of Arts, by Mr.Wentworth Laacelles Scott,

F.A.S.L., &o., whom many of our readers will re-

member as a correspondent of the Builder, chiefly

on chemical subjects. The paper was illustrated

by important statistical information, in a tabular

form, collected, it would appear, with a view

to the publication of “ a somewhat ponderous
volume, yet in embryo, on the ‘ Food Resources

of the Bi-itish Empire;’” and there was before

the meeting a variety of samples of food pre-

pared in different ways, according to patented

and other processes, and amongst others a spe-

the brink of starvation, from the^dearness of food,

is truly awful. It really justifies what Con-
tinentals say about the stupidity of the British

islanders. On this subject Mr. Scott says,

—

“ Iwas speaking on the subject of dear food to a friend,

not long ago, when he remarked, ‘ Why don’t the people
cat fish, if meat is so dear and so scarce? I hare seen
more fish thrown away, or allowed to decay for manure,
within a few days, than would be reouired to keep South-
ampton in animal food for a month !

’ And this observa-
tion brings us to another subdivision of our sobject,—the
supply of lish. Here, again, the same melancholy story
holds good,—the supply is but a fraction of the demand,

—

while, in addition we are forced to the humiliating con-
fession that many thousands of tons of fish are being
thrown away and absolutely wasted after they have been
caught, in a country where 23,000 people die annually from
inBulHc»Dcy of food. Moreover, it is not only that fish,

as a rule, is dear now, as compared with former times
(when it was by no means uncommon for articles of in-

denture to contain a clause stipulating that the apprentice
was not to have salmon for dinner more than two or
three times aweekl), but we have the anomaly constantly
occtirring of a starving population in one part of the
country, simultaneously with the absolute destruction of
many tons of nutritious food in another."

Perhaps ifc is only some sach process of pre-

serving fish and other food as thati bronght
under special notice by Mr. Scott that is wanted
to turn an abundant supply of capital to fishing

and other food-providing purposes, and to bring

about a wonderful change for the better in oar

food supplies.

IIEMORIAL WORKMEN’S CLUB AND
INSTITUTE, MADELEY, SALOP.

A MEETING of subscribers to the above
memorial took place on February 3rd, in the In-

fants’ School-room, Madeley, for the purpose of

selecting from the collection of designs and
cimen of bisulphitized beef, sent by Mr. Ede, of i plans sent in for competition the one most suit-

her Majesty’s victualling yard, Deptford. The
j

able for the purpose. It may be remembered
process by which this meat was preserved ap- that in the particulars issued to architects it

pears to be regarded by Mr. Scott as one of the

most promising of all those various new pro-

cesses of which one is every now and then hear-

ing. On this subject, he said :

—

“ Of the chemical antiseptics, there is at the present
time but one which appears to possess the necessary
qualifications for preaerving meat cheaply, easily,

efi’ectively, and without either injuring the nutritive

S
ialities or imparting an unpleasant flavour; I allude to

at patent ou which the process of Messrs. Mediock &
Bailey (of which numerous illustrations are now before

you) is founded—the bisulphite of calcium, or, as it is

commonly rendered, the bisulphite of lime.

The subscribers met on Wednesday, the 19th,

to receive the report of Mr. Maw relative to the
designs submitted to him. Mr. Maw’s decision

was in favour of the design bearing the motto
“ Well Considered,” by Mr. John Johnson, archi-

tect, of Moorgate-street, London. The cost of

the building will be about l,400i.

was specified that the building should be of the

red brick of the neighbourhood, with white
stone dressings, and that it should contain the

following accommodation, namely, workmen’s
common hall or club-room

j
youths’ common

hall or club-room
;
kitchen to supply refresh-

ments ; a smoking-room, a reading-room, com-
mittee and class rooms ; a residence for hall-

keeper; a large hall for concerts, lectures,

&c. 5
retiring-rooms, lavatories, &c. These re-

_ quirements appear to have been well kept ii

ins'remarkable’tbat siUphurous acid has frequently I
view by competitive architects, who, whilst ad-

been employed alone lor the preservation of meat, but has
I heriog to them, have shown considerable care ii

“-.“gBn.mt or the rocna and mnch artiatio

Bolphitea of sodium and potassium [combinations of. merit m the elevations which accompany the
sulphurous acid with soda and potash], in solution, have

j
plans. The subscribers selected three designs

ooUection of upwardB of fifty Boot io

injurious nature of the purgative sulphates [or combina-
j

which ttiey agreed to submit to the decision of
tions of sulphurio acid with the bases] formed by their I Mr. G. Maw, with a request that he would in the
oxid.tion, h.™ precluded their u.e in ,uantitie. celeul.ted of a fortmoht make a Selection and aub-
to influence the ' food of the people' in any great degree

; ; .,7 . ..

moreover, their antiseptic action is not so certain as that them at the next l^eeting.

of the preparation I would specially introduce to your
notice.
The neutral sulphite of lime is only slightly soluble in

water, and its antiseptic properties are by no means so
marked as those of the bisulphite, which contains double
the amount of sulphurous acid, is perfectly soluble, and,
when oxydised, is merely converted into sulphate of lime

—

a BubstuDce perfectly harmless and inert.

In this preparation, I believe we have a means of con-
verting to our use the enormous meat stores of Australia
and South America, and I look forward with confidence
to seeing beef aud mutton imported for sale at 2id. to 3d. i

——

i

per pound, of a quality equal to any we can now procure.
!

I have prepared a number of specimens (now before ' ~ > t
yoii) with this solution; they have been preserved for MEDALS AND PREMIUMS OF THE ROYAL
periods varying from six weeks to as many mtmtbs; end INSTITUTE OF BRITISH ARCHITECTS,
among them yon will find some mutton treated under the
immedi 8.!e^upenntend^nce of the Food Committee of this

, ^ Special meeting of the members of this

^Twould aUo ^beg^ to^raw your attention particularly to Institote held On Monday last, the recommenda.-
these samples of fish, contributed by Mr. Edward Acres, tion of the COnncil that the Royal Gold Medal of
of Toughal, near Cork, as suUiciemly demonstrating enrrent year, should, with her Majesty’s
what oould be done in ihia department. Mr. Acres tells . i- V j j i. * t tt
me that immense quantities of fish are frequently cap- Rracions sanction, be awarded tO Austen Heniy
tured in the Bay of Yougbal, but that, there being no

;

Layard, D.C.L., M.P., was nnanimonsly adopted,
adequate demand at the moment, the large surplus of the ' Tij© following medals and prizes were
same—from 60 to 100 tons sometimes—has to be quickly „ „ j

rl •_
°

destroyed, as is often the case elsewhere.
,

, , . , , .

I sincerely hope that the bisulphite of lime may prevent The Soano Medallion, to which, uucier certain

such wholesale destruction of n'-tritive animal food, ' conditions, the sum of 501. is added by the
whirfi.tomythinlinB,>eem,.repro oh to our drili.stion

(gubjeot of competition, "Design for 0,

a satire upon our science, when we kiiowthat eo many Will v ^
-rr- n a° 3

spend hours in turoiug over dust-beitps—I have seen the ;
Town-hall ), to Mr. George Vialls. A second

poor wretches at their melancholy task—for the purpose prize of 201. was given by Mr. W. Tite, M.P.,
of oitroctiiie uny tjih. or bones of Ssb to whiob some

;
prejigent, to Mr, Henry L. Elorence, whose

fleshy portions might adhere. These, au old woman in 3 . • a «— °
. drawings were considered next in order or

excellence
;
and a Medal of Merit to Mr. Herbert

M. Marshall.

The late Sir Francis E. Scott’s prize of 101. 10s.

(subject of competition, “ An Establishment for

Baths and Wash-houses designed in accordance

with modern requirements, and in the style of

the thirteenth or fourteenth century ”) to Mr.

Ernest Lee.

The Institute Silver Medal, with 5Z. Ss.

(subject of competition—“ The restoration of the

choir of Old St. Paul’s Cathedral,” founded on

Whitechapel told me some years ago, ‘ makes an old crust

more filling,’ and her scanty meal certainly must have had
a flavour about it."

The obtainment of an indefinite supply of

fish from the inexhaustible Irish coasts, we
have often urged

;
and any process that would

promote this immensely important object well

merits the utmost attention. Even on our own
coasts the waste of such food by hundreds of

cart-loads used as manure while thousands and
tens of thousands of the population of Britain

and Ireland are either starving, or straggling on

the plates, illustrating Dagdale’s work), first

prize to Mr. Edmund B. Ferrey. Medal of merit
to Mr. N. Renault Mangin.
In this competition Mr. E. B. Ferrey, comply-

ing with the conditions prescribed in last year’s

list of prizes, sent in drawings illustrating the
restoration of the entire cathedral.

The Institute Silver Medal, with 5L 5a. (sub-

ject of competition—" Measured drawings of
any building erected before the year 1700,” aud
hitherto unpublished), to Mr. William Henman.
Medal of merit to Mr. Charles H. Heathcote.

In this competition the drawing-* of Mr. Mor-
ton M. Glover, were “honourably mentioned.”
The Institute Medal for the beat essay “ Cn

the origin and progress of window tracery,” or

other suitable subject, was awarded to Mr. W.
Scott Champion.
The designs, drawings, &c., are now on view,

from ten to five daily, at the Institute, where
they may be inspected by any one taking a card
of introduction from a member.
The following is a summary of the number of

essays, designs, and drawings submitted in com-
petition for the medals and prizes ofiered :—For
the Institute medal (for essays)

,
six essays

;

Soane medallion, five designs
;
Sir F. Scott’s

prize, three designs ; Institute medal, with five

guineas (restoration of the choir of Cld St. Paul’s),

two sets of drawings; Institute mediil, with five

guineas (measured drawings)
,
three sets of draw-

ings
;
and Student’s prize in books, one design.

THE LABCURERS’ DWELLINGS FCR THE
LIVERPCCL CCRPCRATIGN.

At the last meeting of the Health Committee,
the tender of Mr. Hugh Yates, for the erection of

a block of labourers’ dwellings on the land pnr-

cdiaaed by the corporal ion, between Sylvester and
Ashfield streets, at a cost of 12,321Z., was
accepted, being the lowest sent in. Mr. New-
lands, the borough engineer, said the amount
was below both hia own estimate and that of

the designer of the plana.

VITAL STATISTICS CF LCNDCN FCR 1867.

A SUM3IAKY of the weekly returus for the year

1867 has been issued in a printed form. Cue of a
population of 3,082.372 (containing 207,134 more
females tlian males) the number of deaths was
70,588, of whom 36,276 were males, and only

34,312 females. The number of births was
112,264, of whom 57,503 were males and 54,863
females. If the rising and falling rate of

mortality be taken as the criterion of health, the

year 1867 was the healthiest that London has

enjoyed since 1860. Through the four years that

followed 1860 the annual mortality uninter-

ruptedly rose, and reached 2*653 per cent, in

1864. It then began to decline, and probably th e

decrease would have continued in 1866 if cholera

had not attacked London in that year. In 1867
it was 2*298 agaiust an average of 2*436. In
Birmingham the death-rate of 1867 was 2*427,

in Sheffield 2*467, in Liverpool 2*957, in New-
castle-on-Tyne 3*079, in Manchester 3*140. In
Dublin it was 2*7U6, in Edinburgh nearly the

same, in Glasgow 2*854. Zymotic diseases, in

which class the chief heads are typhus, small-

pox, measles, scarlatina, whooping-congh, and
diarrhoea, were fatal in 15,027 cases, which is

more than a fifth part of the whole. This

aggregate result was, however, considerably

less than it had been in any previous year
since 1860 : and the only disease in this

class which displayed increased activity was
small-pox, the deaths from which were 1,332.

Professor Frankland, in an appended report on
Metropolitan water, says:—“The New River
Company stands alone in the perfection of its

filtering apparatus. The seven companies who
occasionally or habitually send out turbid water,

subject the inhabitants of more than 300,OOU
houses to the unnecessary expense of private

filtration. The distribution of water in the

metropolis still continues, with bat slight excep-

tions, upon the intermittent system, which has

been abolished in almost every other town of

importance in the United Kingdom. In addition

to the well-known evils attending the storage of

water in butts and cisterns under this system,

there is the danger of the leakage of sewage into

the pipes whilst the pressure is withdrawn. An
instructive instance of this occurred in the West
Middlesex Company’s district in June last.”



SKETCH -PLAN OF JERUSALEM.

[See page 165, ante."]

THE DUDLEY FOUNTAIN.

The people of Dudley (Worcestereliire) are

indebted to the Earl of Dudley for the fountain
represented by our engraving. It is the work of

Mr. James Forsyth, sculptor, who was selected

in a limited competition, and it has cost about
3,0001. The fountain stands in the market-
place, and consists of a quadrilateral, pierced by
arches in one direction, and in the other sup-
ported by semi-circular projections, each bearing

a dolphin on the outside. Immediately above
these latter are two large fronts of sea-horses,

:

the whole surmounted by a pyramidal roof, cul-

minating in an allegorical group, representing

Industry in General and Industry in Particular.

The former figure is a girl, with a spinning appa-

ratus, and the latter is an engineer. The vaulted

part is perforated by two windows, glazed with
coloured glass, thus providing light to the cen-

tral jet which starts from a series of three mar-
ble tazzas, one above another. In the two
sides corresponding to the exterior semicircular

projections are niches, occupied by figures repre-

senting an “agriculturist” and a “miner,” in

allusion to the cjiaraoteristics of the county. The
corners of the quadrilateral, forming piers, are

ornamented with festoons of fruits ; while the

keystones are decorated, one with the head of a
river-god and the other with that of a water-

nymph. The spandrels of the arches are en-

riched by genii, bearing scrolls, with mottoes.
The legend, sub-divided into four parts, is

one of the songs of the Children of Israel,

under a providential supply of water as they
were passing to the Promised Land. In our
version (Number?, xxi. 17) the whole song runs
thus :

—

“ Spring up, O well

;

Smg je unto i(.

The princes have digged the well,

The nobles of the people have digged it.”

The words are applied in the first instance to

the physical and material emblem
;
whilst the

special historical circumstances of the living

interest of the song at Beer find their corre-

spondence in the work we are describing. The
maidens of Israel, as they drew the water,

claimed gratefully the bounties of God’s provi-

dence, “ Spring up, 0 well,” and encouraged
each other in glad recognitions of His goodness
as manifested therein, “ Sing ye unto it whilst

the strongest feeling of sympathy and co-opera-

tion between the rulers and the people is con-

veyed by the way in which the latter made the

labour of the former the burden of their song :

“ The princes have digged the well : the nobles

of the people have digged it.” On the front of

the fountain is the following inscription :
—“Rune

Fontem in Usxtm Populi, D.D., Comes de Dudley,

A.D. MDCCCLXVii.” The base of the fountain is

of red and gray granite, forming an agreeable

contrast. There are two streams of water sup-

plied to ladles from lions’ heads
;

two large

basins, for the use of cattle; and four smaller

ones, near the ground, for the accommodation
of dogs and other small animals. The cattle-

troughs are supplied from the months of the

dolphins previously mentioned. The height of

the fountain is 28 ft.

A circular pavement in red and gray granite

and black limestone has been recently added.
This is arranged in geometrical patterns, in

concentric circles. The outer circle is of gray
Aberdeen granite, and the inner one red. These
are connected by gray granite pitchers, which
radiate in patterns like the points of a star, the
ground being the black local limestone, which
forms an appropriate ground-work to the whole
erection.

Mr. Forsyth acknowledges his obligations to

Mr. E. Monti, and to his own foreman, Mr. Dyke,
for assistance in amplifying the design and car-

rying it into execution.
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LIGHT AND OOLODE.

The three phases of the theory of light and

colonr,—the physical, the physiological, and the

sesthetic,—are too frequently separated as dis-

tinct specialities, and studied independently of

each other. The aesthetic phase is of the three,

perhaps, the most studied, cut off and isolated

from its supports. This separation, either par-

tial or complete, is, I venture to think, inimical

to a comprehensive view of the entire theory of

light and colour. I have therefore endeavoured

to give symmetry to the materials I have

gathered, in order that they may be grasped

as a whole.
Though in some degree a student of science,

I do not believe science has the power to be

the all in all, to supplant feeling in art. The

subtlety of taste, as of life, appears to elude

close analysis. Its true importance to art is

as the compass to the mariner when the

heavens are clouded. But we might say the

same of science in reference to many other

;

professions.

A river has been accepted as an emblem of

life; its continuity, smooth-flowingness, rolling

roughness, and loud murmuring fall have ana-

logues in human nature; but mention hydro-

dynamics, and unreasoning fancy receives a

shock: still the thinker knows that there is

not a ripple, eddy, nor wave, but moves in

conformity with a few simple principles, and

although science may be unable to follow and

formulate all the complications of action and re-

action, the currents and eddies of a cloud of

dust, or a stream of water, it can point the way,

and a correct compass is invaluable to the stead-

fast helmsman. This, I take it, is what true

theory is to every earnest, practical man, be he

artist or craftsman.

One very noticeable feature in the advance of

science is, that it traces parallels and analogies

between phenomena long believed to be divided

and distinct, is the growing perception of their

dependence on some common phenomenon of a

more general and elementary nature than those

which form the subject of either separately : thus

the analogy subsisting between sound and light

has been traced into a closeness of agreement,

which can hardly leave any reasonable doubt of

their ultimate coincidence in one common pheno-

menon, the vibratory motion of an elastic

medium.
[The writer here gives a short history of the

two great theories,—the Corpuscular and Undu-
latory,—which so long divided the scientific

world and traced the growing conviction in the

correspondence of the physical modes of light

and sound
;
but this we need not print.]

More recently a very sweeping generalization

has been suggested by Professor Groves, in the

hypothesis known as the Correlation of the

Physical Forces. It would ascribe all pheno-

mena to a monophysical origin,—that is to say,

it supposes light, heat, sound, electricity, &c., to

be merely modifications of an active substans.

That everything objectively varies only in con-

figuration and in mode and degree of motion,

but produces phenomenalhj or subjectively all that

infinite variety in things which is commonly, hut
erroneously, believed to exist internally, and
independently of sense ; that we are sentient

organisms amidst the great ocean of active

matter, which now surging and vibrating against

the optic nerve, produces light and colour

;

against the auditory nerve, and it breaks in

sound or musical notes ;
against the olfactory

and gustatory nerves, and its spray is scent and
taste

;
or, beating against the broader quays of

the nerves of common sensation, excites the

sense of touch. That, independently of sentient

beings, there is nothing but a colourless, silent,

fluctuating universe. Ic is somewhat difficult to

conceive this condition ofmaterial nature without

some previous habit of abstract reasoning; never-

theless, it is one which both the Newtonian and
Huyghenian theories support ; for, if you recol-

lect, Newton ascribes the production of different

colours to the different velocities of the atoms

emanating from the sun or other luminous

source. The colours, mark, are not inherent

in the atoms ; for, if they were, colonr would
be independent of differences of velocity and
refraction. In the undulatory theory, too, which
makes the propagation of light analogous to

that of sound, and which is the theory now
generally accepted, light and colour are sup-

posed to be produced in the eye by undulations

of different velocities and magnitudes, just as

sound is produced in the ear by the different

velocities of the vibrations communicated by the

air. Muller says,
—“That which, through the

medium of our senses, is actually perceived by

the sensorinm, is indeed merely a property or

change of condition of our nerves ;
but the

imagination and reason are ready to interpret

the modifications in the state of the nerves, pro-

duced by external influences as properties of the

external bodies themselves. This mode of re-

garding sensations has become so habitnal in

the case of the senses, which are more rarely

affected by internal causes, that it is only on

reflection that we perceive it to be erroneous.”

This is a most important consideration for all

those who enter upon scientific or {esthetic

studies ;
and no safe progress can be made in

either till this position is thoroughly compre-

hended. But to return to what I was more im-

mediately endeavouring to point out, viz., that

in all three of the theories, recently glanced at,

the supposed physical cause of light and colour

is simply moving matter. This is the first great

deduction we have to make from the purely

physical inquiries concerning the nature of light

and colour.

We now pass on to consider the facts on the

physiological side of the theory of light. And
if the physical hypothesis be correct, we might

surmise, d jjriori, that the same simple physical

cause which produces all those diverse effects

on the retina from without might also cause

similar effects from within; and such we find to

be the case,—one of the first principles of

physiology being that external agencies can give

rise to no kind of sensation which cannot also be

produced by internal causes, exciting changes in

the condition of our nerves. The vibrations of a
fluid existing in all space, when of a certain

rapidity, produce in the retina the sensation of

a certain colour; when of a different degree of

rapidity, that of another colour, these colours or

sensations being modes of reaction of the retina.

The simultaneous impressions of undulations of

different rapidity upon the same points of the

retina excites the sensation of white light.

These same sensations of colours and light may,

however, be produced as we have just stated,

without those external undulations.

One uniform internal cause acting on all the

nerves of the senses in the same manner, is the

accumulation of blood in the capillary vessels of

the nerve, as in congestion and inflammation.

This uniform cause excites in the retina, while

the eyes are closed, the sensation of light and
luminous flashes ;

in the auditory nerve humming
and ringing sounds. The mechanical influ-

ence of a blow, concussion, or pressure also

excites in the eye the sensation of light and
colours. It is well known that by exerting

pressure upon the eye when the lids are closed,

we can give rise to the appearance of a luminous
circle

;
by more gentle pressure the appearance

of colours may be produced, and one colour may
bo made to change to another. A mechanical
influence excites also peculiar sensationa of the

auditory nerve. It has become a common say-

ing, “ To give a person what will make his ears

ring,” or what will make his eyes flash fire,” or
“ what will make him feel so thatthesame cause,

ablow,prodnceBm the nerves ofhearing, sight, and
feeling the different sensations proper to these

senses. Here, then, is another series of facts

pointing to Force as the cause of light ; and not

only this, but to the correlation of light and
sound, by it being possible to excite the senses

of sight and hearing by the same means. Vol-

taic and frictional electricity, and chemical

agents, sneh as narcotics, digitalis, &o., produce

the different sensations proper to the two senses.

From these phenomena we naturally turn to the

consideration of the “ocular spectra,” conse-

quent on impressions on the retina. The dura-

tion of the sensations of the retina is much
longer than that of the impressions which pro-

duce them, According to Plateau, the sensation

persists 0 32 to 0-35 of a second after the im-

pression has ceased
;
and the duration of the

“after sensation” or “ spectrum” is greater in

a direct ratio with the duration of the impres-

sion which caused it. Hence the image of a

bright object, as of the panes of the window
through which the light is shining, may be per-

ceived in the retina for a considerable period, if

we have previously kept our eyes fixed on the

object for some time. The duration of these

images in the closed eyes may also be very much
prolonged by passing the hand up and down
before them, so as to permit the light to fall

upon them only at intervals. The after dura-

tion of sensations consequent on impressions of

the retina explains the appearance of a circle of

light produced by moving a luminous body in a

circle before the eyes, as well as that of the con-

fusion of the images of the spokes of a rapidly

revolving wheel, or of the prismatic colours

painted upon a spinning top.

The ocular spectra may be divided into three

classes. They are either colourless spectra left

by colourless images, or coloured spectra after

colourless images, or coloured spectra after

coloured images.

Colowless /Spectra left by colourless Images of

real Objects.—The spectra left by the images

of white or luminous objects are ordinarily white

or luminous ; those left by dai’k objects are dark.

Thus, the spectrum of a luminous body rapidly

moved before the eyes is also luminous. If the

eye, after being subjected to a vivid impression,

be closed and turned away from the light, or,

what is better, quite covered, white or luminous

spectra of the objects which were white and

luminous are seen, and dark or black spectra of

those which were dark or black. Thus, if while

sitting in our room we look for some time at the

light window with its dark framework, and then

suddenly close the eyes, turn them from the

window and cover them with the hand, so that

no light, not even that which would pass through

the eyelids, can reach the eye, bright spectra of

the panes of the window, and a dark spectrum

of the framework, are seen.

The relation of the light and dark parts in the

images may, however, under certain circum-

stances, be reversed in the spectrum ; what was
bright may be dark, what was dark may appear

light. This occurs whenever the eye, which is

the seat of the spectrum of a luminous object is

not closed, but fixed on another bright or white

surface, as a white wall or a sheet of white paper.

Hence the spectrum of the sun, which, while

light is excluded from the eye, is luminous,

appears black or grey when the eye is directed

upon a white surface. lu the same way the

spectra of the window-panes appear dark, those

of the dark framework light, if we look with

closed eyes towards the light of the window, so

that the light passing through the eyelids gently

stimulates the retina. These phenomena are

easily explained. The part of the retina

which has received the luminous image remains

for a certain period afterwards in an excited

state, while that which has received a dark

image is in an unexcited, and therefore much
more excitable condition. If the eye in this

condition be directed towards a white surface,

the luminous rays from this surface produce upon
the excited part of the retina a much more feeble

impression than upon the other parts which are

as yet unexcited, and therefore more susceptible

of their action. Hence the parts of the retina

upon which the dark portions of the previous

image had fallen receive a much more intense

impression from the white surface than those

upon which the luminous portions of the image

were directed
;
and hence the inversion of the

light and dark parts of the image in the spec-

trum thus seen.

Similar phenomena are presented by the whole

field of vision when a sudden change is made
from light to darkness, and vice versd. On
coming from darkness into a bright light, every

object appears excessively bright, on account of

the great susceptibility of the retina after its

previous rest ;
and, on passing from light into

moderate darkness, we at first see nothing, until

the retina, exhausted by previous excitement,

shall have recovered sufficient excitability to be

acted on by the slight degree of light to which it

is now submitted. Alight object always appears

brighter when viewed after a dark object, or

even viewed side by side with it. Similar pheno-

mena are observed with relation to the other

senses. Cold is felt most intensely when it

follows the impressions of heat or warmth; and,

{liter exposure to a great heat, a slightly differ-

ent temperature, which under ordinary circum-

stances would feel warm, will produce the sensa-

tion of cold. The distinctions between light and
darkness, heat and cold, are therefore merely

relative.

Ocular spectra seem to change their place with

relation to our body with every movement of the

eyes, and, for an evident reason, are still seen,

in whatever direction we may turn the retina.

If we look for a long time at a black square upon
a white ground, and then divert our eyes slightly,

80 as not entirely to leave the square, but rather

to look more directly at its border, a portion of

the spectrum which it has produced, will appear

free upon the white ground, as a bright margin

to one part of the dark image; while, to a cer-

tain extent, the true image and the spectrum

will lie upon the same part of the retina, cover-
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iDg each other ; another portion of the true
image of the object being left free. In anch a
case the free portion of the ocnlar spectrnm ap-
pears very bright

;
the free portion of the trne

image very dark, while the parts of the image
and the spectrnm which are coincident ap-

pear of a dark grey colonr, as if the two con-
ditions of black and light were there balancing
each other. The explanation of the phenomenon
is this,—the sensation of white in the part of the
retina which was before the seat of the image of

the black object is more intense, because that part
of the retina was previously unexcited : hence
the bright margin. The part of the image where
the trne image and spectrum are coincident re-

mains unchanged
;

while the portion of the
true image which is left free appears blacker
than before, because it now falls upon a part of
the retina which had previously received rays
from the white ground, and has consequently
lost part of its excitability. If the impression of
a luminous object on the retina be very intense,

as when produced by the light of the sun’s
image, the spectrum consequent on it is not
merely light when seen upon a dark ground, or
dark when seen upon a white surface, but
assumes different colours in succession, which
are expressions of the states which the retina

passes through in its transition from the con-
dition of dazzling to its natural state. The

;

dark spectrum of the sun, when the eye is fixed
'

upon a white surface, assumes different colours,

in passing from the dark to the light, in the fol-

lowing order :—Black, blue, green, yellow, white.
The appearance of these colours commences at

the borders of the spectrnm. When the spectrum
has become white, it is no longer distinguishable

from the white surface on which it is viewed

;

that is, the white surface now prodnces the same
sensation in this part of the retina as in all the
other parts which had not been submitted to

the dazzling action of the sun. If the eye, after

viewing the sun, be exposed to perfect darkness,
that is, if light be entirely excluded from it, the
colours of the spectrum will succeed each other
in the inverse order, namely, from white through
the lightest, and then the darker colours, to

black
5

thus white, yellow, orange, red, violet,

blue, and black. When the spectrum has become
black, it can no longer be distinguished from the
surrounding darkness

;
the part of the retina

which was its seat having regained the same
unexcited condition as the other parts which
were not acted npon by the image of the sun.

These phenomena, which cannot be explained
by external conditions acting on the eye, are
another proof that colours have their immediate
cause in the condition of the retina itself.

The ocular spectra, which remain after the
impression of coloured objects upon the retina,

are always coloured j and their colour is not that
of the object, or of the image produced directly

by the object, but the opposite or complementary
colonr. The spectrum of a red object is, there-

fore, green ; that of a green object, red, &c.
If we fix our eye for any length of time npon a
bright red spot upon a white ground, and then
suddenly tarn it from the red spot and let it rest

upon the white surface, we see an ocular
spectrum of the red spot of the same size and
form, but of a green colonr. If, on the con-

trary, we turn our eye only slightly to the side,

so as to fix it on the border of the red spot, the

spectrum is seen partly covering the object. A
portion of the true image of the object appears
free, and a portion also of the spectrum distinct

from the true image ; but this portion of the

spectrum is green. At the part where the
true image of the object still falls upon the same
part of the retina,—that is the seat of the affec-

tion producing the phenomenon of the spectrum,
—the colonr of the object is seen, but it is faint

and grey, whilst at that part of the true image
of the object which now lies upon a part of the

retina previously directed to the white surface,

and which is therefore more susceptible to the
normal sensation of the red. The physiological

explanation of the phenomenon is the following.

The perception of any one of the three simple

colours consists merely in the retina being in

one of those conditions to which it has a tend-

ency when in a state of excitement. If this

condition be artificially excited in an intense

degree, the retina acquires a tendency to an
opposite state, or that which is complementary,
and which is consequently perceived as the ocnlar

spectrum.

Physiological Colours produced hy Contrast.

—

A very small, dull, grey strip of paper, lying

npon an extensive surface of any bright colour,

does not appear grey, but has a faint tint of the
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colour which is the contrast of that of the sur-
rounding surface. Thus, for example, a strip of
grey upon a green field often appears to have a
tint of red, and when upon a red surface a
greenish tint, and so on. For the production of
this phenomenon it is necessary that the colour
of the extended surface should be very bright,
containing abundant rays of white light. Every
coloured paper is not adapted for it. It is shown
most distinctly by holding a coloured glass
covered with thin paper before a lamp, and
covering any spot upon the glass and paper, with
a strip of grey tint. The strip of grey is then
readily seen to have the colour the contrast of
that of the glass. The new colonr is always
that which, combined with the colour of the
Burrouoding surface, would yield the sum of the
three simple prismatic colours, red, yellow, and
blue. The colour excited by the impression of
yellow is, for example, violet, which contains
blue and red. The colour excited thus, as a con-
traat to the exciting colour, being wholly inde-
pendent of any rays of the corresponding colour
acting from without upon the retina, must arise
as an opposite or antagonistic condition of that
membrane

; and the opposite conditions of

which the retina thus becomes the subject, would
seem to balance each other by their reciprocal

reaction. We have also in these phenomena a
I fresh proof that colours, physiologically con-
' sidered, are merely certain states of the
retina, which are capable of reciprocally ex-

citing each other in different parts of that
membrane. The coloured shadows sometimes
observed are phenomena belonging to the same
category. Bat all coloured shadows are not of
this nature : some are owing solely to the
shadow being illuminated by a coloured light.

For if a coloured light fall upon a shadow pro-
duced by colourless light, or by light of a
different colour, the shadow of course appears
coloured. In the faint light of evening, the
shadows of bodies appear by candle-light blue or

yellow, according as the bluish light of the sky
or the yellow light of the candle falls upon them.
The two kinds of light may produce two shadows
of different colours from one body. Of two
shadows thus produced by a small rod upon a
sheet of white paper, the one which cannot re-

ceive any of the bluish light of the sky, but re-

ceives light from the candle, will appear yellow
;

while the other shadow which receives no light

from the candle, but is illuminated by the bluish

light of the sky, appears blue. All other parts

of the paper present no predominant colonr,

since they receive rays from both sources of light.

The purely physical nature of these coloured
shadows is obvious.

But there are coloured shadows, as we have
observed, dependent on a physiological cause.

If light transmitted through coloured glass, or

reflected from a coloured body, fall upon a white
surface, and a shadow be produced on this sur-

face, which now appears coloured, by means of

a narrow body raised upon it, this shadow, when
illuminated by the white light of day, will ap-

pear of the complementary colonr to the ground.
The experiment succeeds also if illuminated by
the light of a candle. The illumination of the
shadow is a necessary condition for the pro-

duction of the phenomenon. For if coloured
light be thrown into a cavity otherwise per-

fectly dark, a shadow there produced does
not appear coloured. The coloured shadows
are usually ascribed to the physiological in-

fluence of contrast
;
the complementary colour

presented by the shadows being regarded as the
effect of internal causes acting upon that part
of the retina, and not of the impression of
coloured rays from without. A strong cor-

roboration of this view is the fact observed
by Count Enmford, that the colour of the
shadow does not appear different from that
of an ordinary colourless shadow, when it is

viewed through a tube in such a manner that
the coloured ground is not seen at the same
time. Great probability is also conferred on this

explanation of the phenomena by their analogy
with the facts previously spoken of, viz., those in

which a small grey strip npon the surface of a
bright colonr appears of the opposite comple-
mentary colour. In the instance of the coloured
shadows, the case is complicated with many
deceptive circumstances; but in that of the
experiment just alluded to the phenomenon is

reduced toils simplest conditions.

This brings ns to the physiological basis of the
harmony of colours. The phenomena we have
just described clearly prove that the action of

one colour upon the retina disturbs the equili-

brium of its condition, exciting in it one pre-

dominant state, and that a tendency exists in it

to the development of the opposite state comple -

mentary of the one thus excited : we cannot,
therefore, be surprised at finding that the com-
binations of colours producing a pleasing and
salutary impression both upon the eye and
upon the mind are those which contain the
colours thus opposed to, or complementary
of, each other. All complementary colours
have an agreeable effect, and all bright colours

which are not complementary a disagreeable
one, if they predominate. In this sense the
complementary colours may also be styled har-
monic

;
and those which are not complementary

of each other, disharmonic. A combination of
complementary colours is an harmonic combina-
tion j all other combinations of colours are
disharmonic in proportion as they belong to one
simple prismatic colonr, and are at the same
time very bright. A predominant flaming red is

as unpleasant as a predominant glaring yellow,

or a uniform predominant blue. Hence we are

accustomed to mingle white or grey with these
colours, when it is requisite to employ them
alone over large surfaces, so as to soften and
render them more supportable. Combinations
of two of the simple colours,'—the third, which
would render them complementary, being defi-

cient,—are the most offensive to the eye : for

instance, combinations of yellow and red, blue
and red, or yellow and blue. In these combina-
tions there is complete disharmony

;
while, in

the association of two colours, of which one
forms the transition to the other, there is neither
harmony nor disharmony. Such colours are in-

different to each other, as yellow to green, red
to orange, or violet to blue. The disharmony
between two colours may, however, be removed
by the interposition of a third colour which is

the harmonic of one of them, and is indifferent

with relation to the other. We have examples
of this in such combinations as red, green, and
yellow

;
yellow, violet, and red ; blue, orange,

and red
; or red, green, and bine, (kc.

I have only briefly adverted to the ccsthetic

branch of the theory, to draw your attention to
the central principle of “ balance ” as the basis

of the harmony of colour,—indeed, of all har-

mony ; and to notice that the mode of neutraliz-

ing discords in music is another fact which links

the two theories together, as it is similar to that
by which two disharmonic colours are brought
together by the intervention of a third, with on&
of which it harmonizes, while towards the other
it is indifferent.

In the facts which I have collected and
grouped together, it will be seen that both light

and sound can be respectively produced in the
eye and the ear by the same mechanical means,
by a blow, by pressure, by the arterial pulse, by
electricity, by narcotics; that the remarkable
phenomenon of interference, by which two rays
either of light or sound may be made to

neutralise or extinguish each other, is common
to both; and that the theory of light which has
the widest acceptance is that which makes its

propagation analogous to that of sound. The
wonderful parallelism between the two pheno-
mena “can hardly leave,” as Sir John Herschel
remarks, “ any reasonable doubt of their ultimate
coincidence in one common phenomenon, the
vibratory movement of an elastic medinm.
Every colour, therefore, as every note, will be
dependent upon the relativity of the vibrations

which produce it, or of the states of the senses.

This is very notably confirmed by the experi-

ments in which the same grey spot succesaively

assumes every hue, and by the phenomena of the
complementary spectra and shadows. But the
very principle of compensation which arrests

onr attention in studying the ocular spectra

connects them with the larger physical phe-
nomena of the solar system in which the law of

compensation would appear to be eternally fixed.

The law may be thus stated : every departure

from a mean state on one side, must be com-
pensated by an equal but opposite divergence on
the other. And this would make good colour

and good music to consist, as we feel they do,

either in preserving an even temperament or in

restoring a disturbed balance by means of com-
pensation. But whether we consider colour in

its physical aspect as the relativity of vibrations

on or in the retina, as produced by mechanical
pressure, or in the phenomena of compensation,
it must be in the abstract just as music is, a
science of relative proportion. And all pro-

portional relation is comprehended in the move-
ment of that instrument which I have called

The Balance of Nature.
If the external cause of colour be merely
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mechanical vibrations, how inconsistent is it

with the received theory to dispute whether

chere be three or more primitive colours, and to

talk about a substance absorbing certain colours

whilst it reflects another, or of different coloured

rays. For, according to the received theory, or

any theory which has been entertained, there_ are

no objective colours to absorb, but only various

mechanical undulations or impulses. It is, there-

fore, more reasonable to suppose that substances

respond the illuminating vibration with which

itheir structure is in unison. And if an illumi-

mating ray be constituted of mechanical undu-

lations, it is also reasonable to suppose that it

imight be made to produce every colour on the

iretina by the raising or lowering of the velocities

and magnitudes of its vibrations, and to establish

, the monogenests of colour from force. I believe

it will ultimately be discovered that colours are

•produced by modifications of the normal or mean

I undulation which produces the sensation of

white light. That the illuminating vibrations

: are not conveyed by a continuous ether, but by

r transferred undulations, just as the pulses of a

: musical string are through various materials,

, and that transparency consists in their true and

1 direct transference by certain substances.

There are still remaining, however, a few

1 words to our summing up. Science very often

I speaks too confidently as if it had the power to

)
penetrate causation, physical and physiological

;

) but the truth is, in this respect, our knowledge

•• is but inference at best. Science, all the time

i she fancies herselfoccupied with the study of the

external is only contemplating the world in aen-

II sation, in its appearance to human nature, and

J the fundamental form of sensation is quantity.

[ The science of proportion, therefore, is that

^ which underlies all others 5
and when all onr

t knowledge shall have assumed the form of _cor-

r rect quantitative statement, it will have attained

i its higest degree of certitnde.

W. C-vvE Thom.\s.

ensemble of the Exhibition in the Palais and

park was effected at the “ Cercle International,’*

on the grounds, and several days in the week

were devoted by the Commission for this work.

All this enormous mass of material passes away

in large lots. In a very short time hence every

lot will be sold, given up, and taken away, so

that no trace will remain of the great Universal

Exhibition of 1867, unless some spirited capi-

talists create a reminiscent building, like our

Crystal Palace at Sydenham, of 1851, and that

of lluswell-hill, of 1862.

with a magnificent marble chimney. Ihere is

also another saloon, well decorated, for various

purposes, distributions of prizes, exhibitions,

concerts, charity halls, &c. It is 12-i ft. 0 10 .

long, by 33 ft. wide, and 24 ft. 6 in. high
;

it is

lighted bv seven large windows, with stone mul-

lions and transoms, like those of the lliddle

Ages. Entrance is given to this saloon by^ five

great doorways, the woodwork of which is of

stained oak. „ i

In the line of the Pont de Solfenno, the clear-

ance for the new street le-ading to the Rue de

Crenelle St. Germain progresses rapidly. It

will throw open the building called the Palace

of the Legion of Honour.

At the ancient Louvre, under the gallery ot

' Apollo, is the rich restoration of the ancient pamt-

in<T8of the apartments ofAnne of Austria, which

were given by the first Empire to the iluseum of

Antiquities. It is'on the southern side of this por-

tion of the Louvre that we see the balcony from

which Charles IX., on the 2 1th August, 1572, fired

at the unfortunate Huguenots who were swim-

ming across the Seine, to escape the massacre of

St. Bartholomew. They are occupied at present

in arranging in these magnificent saloons,

restored to their primitive state, the basts and

antique bas-reliefs they contained, adding to

them those from the splendid collection of

Compana which the French Government pur-

chased seven or eight years ago. When com-

pletely arranged, this museum will be un-

equalled in the w’orld.

The iron framework of the roof of the new

wing of the Tuileries is being pnt in place, and

will be soon finished. Also the Emperor s en-

trance-gate has been finished and decorated with

two life-sized lions of bronze placed upon the two

pedestals which precede it. They are by the

sculptor il. Barye.
^ . rr 4 i

We have already mentioned that the Hotel

Carnavalet, in the Rue Culture-Sainte-Catherioe

is being restored and enlarged, so as to form a

municipal museum containing an archmological are \ These 'bmtes for I can
collection representing the six great eras of the

|
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PARIS.

TRADE UNION PERSECUTION.

Sir—Can you give me the addresses of any

respectable builders in or near London, who

employ non-union men ? I want to get work

for a young man, a bricksetter, who has been

positively persecuted by union men. He is re-

markably steady, sober, honest, and a good

workman. I bad him employed on a parsonage

which I am erecting, and all went on comfort-

ably till one or two unionists, and some of

them the worst hands on the work, threatened

a strike, and the contractor was compelled

to sacrifice the young man, whom he bad

from feelings of personal friendship and esteem

engaged, and with whose work he expressed

himself perfectly satisfied. I got him workm
Lancashire, but the evil spirits followed him

there also, and all because he did not begin to

work until after he was fom-teen years of age,

while the contractor, who was employing him,

had himself been a silk weaver, and did not

learn his trade until after he was twenty-one.

In trade unions I see no objection so long as

they are carried on with honesty and fair deal-

iog, hut I consider this an act of heartless,

selfish robbery, to say to a young man, you shall

not earn your bread by your trade, although you

are a better hand, it may be, than many who

The Palais de I’ludustrie, at the Champa

Elysees has been conceded, for a term of five

years, to the French Hippie Society. It. Dutrou,

architect of the building, is aiyanging the ground

floor so that in one stable, or in two at most, the

five hundred and odd horses can be lodged, to

which the above Society purpose distributing

training prizes to the value of about 2,4001.

The contest is to take place from the 1st to the

16th of April.

At the New Opera-house the triangular build-

ing in which the stage will be installed has been

roofed in. From the floor of the cellars to the

roof of this portion of the Opera-house the height

is 328 ft. Powerful machinery is to be used for

working the scenery. The exterior sculptures of

the ground floor are being terminated.

The immense ecclesiastical printing establish-

ment of the Abbe Migne, at the Chaussee du

Maine, Paris, has just been destroyed by fire. A
portion of bis library and furniture, also the

paintings of the church, were preserved
;
but

all the other valuable documents and MSS. are

destroyed. The loss is irreparable. He had

revived the works of the ancient churchmen in

more than 500 volumes in 4to., and the fruits of

his life’s labour disappeared in a few hours. The

establishment was the largest of its kind in the

world; it was insured in thirty-five offices, but

as they insured only for half the value the loss

is immense. Upwards of 300 persons are thrown

out of work, most of whom have families. The

loss of the materials destroyed is over 120,0001.

Several thonsand volumes have also perished.

The mairio of the fourth arroudissement,

that of the “ Hfttel de Ville,” is now finished,

and is one of the new municipal establish-

ments of Paris worthy of attention. It is

from the designs of M. Bailly, architect of the.

Tribunal of Commerce, and covers an area of

24,74-8 square feet. Its principal entrance is on

the Place Saint-Jean, and it is limited on its

other fa9ade8 by the Rues do Rivoli, Vieille-du-

Temple, and Saint-Autoine. Access is given by

three lar"0 bays
;
the centre one leads to a fine

staircase^ of triple revolution, preceded by a

spacious vestibule. By the other two bays we

enter into a court sunounded by closed galleries,

serving as waiting-rooms, &c. On the entresol

are placed the public library, engineers’ offices,

&c. Above are established the principal civil

services, secretary’s offices, &c., and the marriage

saloon, which is well ornamented, and furnished

colieciion repreBouLiiif^ truo

town of Paris :—1. The primitive and obscure

epoch of ancient Lufcecia
;

2. The Gallic and

Gallo-Roman period; 3. Moyen Age; 4. The

Renaissance ;
5. The seventeenth and eighteenth

ceutnries ; 6. The present epoch. Each period

will be represented by plans, instruments,

tools, ntennils, objects of art, design and

geology, maps, bnman and monumental ddbris,

fragments of architecture, &c., collected from

excavations for foundations, past, present, and

future. The present epoch will he repre-

sented also by specimens, copies, sketches, fac-

similes of all that the monuments of Paris,

churches, edifices, &c., contain most remarkable

in artistic work, paintings, medals, decorative

paintings, sculptures, statues, and curions works

of all sorts.

can snow cneir uari-i. ---

call them nothing else, are invariably the most

ignorant, drunken muffs in the trade. By your

helping me in this matter, you will do an aot of

charity. A Country Clergyman.

*** One of onr readers may, perhaps, need a

bricklayer. We have the writer’s address.

THE PARIS EXHIBITION BUILDING.

On the 13th nit., the Exhibition Palace of

the Champ de Mars was “ knocked down,” by

adjudication, to M. Menot, aine, whose offer was

the highest. Viewed From the exterior, the

building appears intact, but the interior has

been completely cleared of its contents, and the

galleries are attacked on all sides, so that they

present the appearance of a scathed forest
;
the

central garden is bare, but the central pavilion,

;
in which the weights, measures, and coins were

' displayed, is still upright. The great machine

gallery remains untouched, as far as its frame-

work and roof are concerned, but the floor has

been levelled, and all machinery baa been re-

‘ moved.
I Outside the building, the Champ de ilnrs pre-

' sents a singular aspect; the red iron light-house

i is nearly taken down ;
each plate is carefully

^ packed and placed upon a lighter, for its ultimate

destination, Lea Roches Duuvres. Austria has

removed all her own from the Park ;
Spain is at

work dismantling the great pavilion; Switzer-

land, Sweden, and Russia have not as yet

attacked their picturesque pavilions and chalets.

Towards the north-west, or Asiatic part of the

grounds, we observe many Turkish and Egyptian

buildings yet standing, but the details of the

latter, sphinxes, &c., are being demolished, and

the pavilion of the Viceroy is attacked. The

Chinese and Tunisian palaces, at this extremity

of the park, seem to be the only bnildiogs

hitherto respected. The chimneys for the engine

boilers are all down, and the reserved garden

presents a piteous aspect.

The sale of all the materials forming the

THE LEEDS WATERWORKS.

The first portion of the extensive corporation

scheme by which the waters of the Wharfe are

to be substituted by those of one of its tribu-

tnrieB—the Washburn,—in the supply of Leeds,

has been commenced, and there is a prospect,

should the works proceed favourably, of the

Wharfe being abandoned during the ensuing

autumn, though several years will elapse ere the

scheme in its entirety, with its extensive reset-

voirs in the upper reaches of the pictoresquo

vale of the Washburn, will be completed.

The water-shed impounded by the new Water-

works Local Act it is estimated will yield about

23 000,000 gallons daily. The first part of the

scheme is to pump from the Washburn at the

point of its junction with the Wharfe, the

G 000,000 gallons now obtained from the larger

riVer.’ This is to be accomplished by laying a

27-inch cast-iron conduit from a dam at the

foot of the Washburn to the present pumping

station at Arthington, a distance of about two

miles. The conduit, after leaving the Arthington

works, will be continued on till it meets the

waters of the Washburn. For the purposes of

this conduit, Mr. Filliter,—who has the exclu-

sive supervision of the works from Arthington

to the foot of the Washburn, in connexion with

the pumping part of the scheme, whilo_ the

reservoirs will be oonstrncted under the joint

management of Mr. Filliter & Mr. Hawksley^-

has had the pipes cast specially in 12.ft. lengths,

with the sockets downwards, after -which they

were coated, both inside and out, with a black

glaze, this having the effect, to a consi^r-

ablo extent, of preventing corrosion, while

the greater length,—pipes for similar
_

pur-

poses being usually 9 ft.,—makes fewer joints

requisite, and the leakage consequently smaller.

Of the 1,000 pipes, which hare been cast by

ilessra. Hopkins, Gilkes, &
Middlesbro’, whose contract was for 5,b3Ut., yuu

have already been delivered. For this portion

of the works, which Mr. Filliter is sangaine will

be completed in about six months, the snra of

15,0001., in addition to the compensation,
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akeady’be^ grafted by
i

’'1*™ the whole of the

theviyt p3Z| h'e rpp™o''fro'‘:ddf ^be^^JreS
“=

tional foarteei millione of gallooe wh Z “t is i

^““P » hboat 40 acres ia

estimated will he required ®m Leed" fo? Zly ! afd tL W^oT 240,000,000 gallons,

oonsumption by the end of the present century^
1 about 6 O^OOm™’"!!

““PP'^ .'“ervoir contains

for sending down the comp'Lnsation Zje?;
to the neighbouring landowners. The plan
shows that four reservoirs are contemplated,
one of these being situated at Lindley Wood’
about two miles from the foot of the Washburn’
two others about midway up the valley at
Tewston and Swinsty, and a fourth abont three
or four miles from the head of the valley. The
following figarea represent the approximate
oimensions of the various reservoirs :

[March 7, 1868.

, uclug UUljr uue-sixcn
more than one day’s consumption. At Weet-
wood are the filter-beds of sand, which cover
about 2^- acres, and at Headingley the pumping-

high-level districts of Headingley-
hill, Chapeltown, Bramley, and Wortley. Two
engines send to the higher parts of the borough
nearly 1,000,000 gallons per day. In addition

^ these works there is a small reservoir at
Bramley which holds about 2,000,000 gallons.
nnfl oTirkflur>». — t- 11 . — ® '

Area of Watershed
CspaciLr of Reservoir ....

Area of Water Surface .

Depth of Water .

Height of Embankment
.

Height above Sea Level .

Lindley Reservoir.
(Compensation and

Supplv.)

Swinsty Reservoir.
(Compensation.)

21,700 acres
700,000,000 gals.

117 acres
60 feet

67 feet
300 feet

17,000 acres
960,000,OCO gals.

166 acres
60 feet

67 feet
460 feet

Eewston Reservoir.
(Supply.)

13,000 acres
870,000,000 gals.

166 acres
60 feet

66 feet
600 feet

Tl^scross Eeser-
roir. (Supply and
Compensation.)

4,600 acres

540,000,000 gals.
50 acres
06 leet

102 feet

777 feet

SOUTH KENSINGTON PARK DEITE.
j

closed against carriages, would annoy and in-

However, the works were resumed by the con-
tractors, Messrs. Barry & Doylo, and have now
been brought to Mmpietion. The building has
not much pretension to architectural beauty the
intention evidently being to make it as sub-
stantial as possible, as well as comfortable for
the congregation. Its length is 165 ft., and
width 35 it. The high altar has not yet been
completed. It is intended to erect two side
altars, to be dedicated to the Virgin Mary and
St. Anthony. A sum of 4,000h has already been
subscribed towards defraying the expenses of
the church, but it is believed that before it is
completed an equal sum must be contributed.

BATH ABBEY RESTORATIONS.
At a vestry meeting recently held, the

parishioners unanimously resolved,

—

“That the churchwardens of St. Peter and St. Paul,
Bath, be authorised to apply to the Consistorv Court at\Ve^ for a (acuity to carry out the followine alteratiooa
within the parish church, viz., to take down and remove

1 organ from the present gallery and re-erect the same
lii the north transept; to take down and remove the
puJpit, reading-desk, clerk's desk, gaUeries, pews, and all
other fittings now erected and being in the choir, and to
take up the flooring of the said choir and erect the pulpit,
reading-desk, clerk's desk, pews, and sittings in the nave
and relay the floor of the choir with the same stones • to
remove the stone screen from the middle of the said
church, and re-erect the same at the west end thereof, or

ace, or otherwise; to take up
d relay the same with the stones

sj.pp.ge of the “o’JLTwTenS to
Queen a and Prince’s cates Thp orinrl nnari..,- It. towards the Commissioners,

i

the flooring of the
,

lateral of the Horticuftural grounds bpiti nn
'

' to the raile-and-haif course of to erect pews and sittings in tl

roinnlptplvr BUT-i-^Mir. 1 .q u
® being now Rotten-row, have opened out another courseof

transept
; to use ami employ any of the materials re-completely surrounded by first-class mansions, eqnal length comnletelv ennirf-Unci. Wr,i -d

®

i
“.‘’''«‘J‘'“t0reflttingoftheB8idehoirandnave,orotlier-

has become the resort and abode of distinguished .Those also
Hyde Park, wise to sell the same, and apply ihe proceeds in and

and wealthy families who havintr u P ^ chariots” .

towards the expenses of such refittings; to remove all

built their
’ ’

.caving purchased or i have free circulation over well-kept drives whirh
' monuments, and tablets now erected, and being inbuilt their houses on account of the fine open ' command the best vi..tBB nf 1!.^^ of said church, and. without

W

roads, the vicinage of the Park and Gardens, and
I
landscape- whilst all th^ h

str''y>nK or defacing any inscriptions thereon, to reduce
the direct access thereto bv the Ouepn’s oaL ct «

cape, whilst all the borders withm view ““o aame in size and re-erect and fix the said tombs,

the end nf AlhArf r^i ^ j i

at
|

are decorated with luxuriant blossom tended I

’ ”*tne end ot Albert-road, feel a dread lest these ' with a skill and care first mtrnriiZd^ «* '"‘‘^in the said cbWh; and to
„a „.o„o. of ..e

^ria°g”«
“’'““““J' against! arid feol aa^tbatTo’iZge °

4ilTeZTd‘efu

o 1 — — W—W aiauoi, AglCC&UlO route OI
Mcess to town, avoiding the not very pleasing
defile opposite Knightsbridge Barracks, and
offering the amenities of a seemingly rural park
with wide waters and most effective floral orna-
mentation. The South Kensington Museum
adds doubtless to the attractions of this quarter
and the new Hall of Arts and Sciences will’

A COMPETITION ABROAD.

„ . . ,

designs sent in for the competition

when completed, confer on it addhionalTustre •
i of^the vi f

commemorative

butitBohiefvalaeisfrompropiatiaitytothoPark SpaDiardBb?Thp“w“'Tr “
f ?“ 7°

Some little deviation of the drive has become ! Guillaume ^n'd Pe^audnecessary at the base of the Albert Memorial,
! Institute ^The d^f a

sculptors, both of the
where probably another carriage-entraur-A ninJ ft, « V ®®^ccted to be classed in

be openL,„ppL.e to tbeToZnVaZZ a™\ ^dVoZof ''r.”'

gt., aad ono otbe, abut up. oppoaite Paiuot'a-
j

,al IblSf
For the public in general a great accommoda

sculptor, held the third rank

tion waa conceded by the opeSig out of a road
were sent for competition,

for cab traffic from Victoria-gate, Bayawater, to
Kensington-road. This gave an improved route
of communication between the important N.W.
and S.W. districts; but the line which takes a
southern direction to the Magazine turns off
westward thence to the Albert-road, Kensington,
diverging at l^st one-third of a mile out of the
right line, which should have had issue at the
gate f^ing the Exhibition-road. As an easy^d direct intercourse between Bayswater,
Brompton, and Chelsea, this line wonld be of
general public utility

; the only lines of access
open to public conveyances previously having
been by Park-lane,—a detour of over one mile
and a half.

By adopting the suggested roadway, access
to Kensington would be attained by a more level
road across the plateau of the Park angle, at a
distance increased by 100 yards only

; whilst to
all other points half a mile would he saved, and
a great improvement made as regards the flower-
walk of Kensington Gardens.

That an open communication should exist
between the noble memorial to the regretted
Prince [and the Hall of Arts and Sciences
enggested by him, is a proposition that meets
universal concurrence; but that the beautiful
^ive extending from Hyde-Park corner to
Queens -gate, Kensington, should be curtailed,
or that direct access from Albert-road should be

The groining of the nave is proceeding satis-
factorily, but subscriptions to a considerable
amount are still needed to complete this portion
of the work. The roof and clearstory windows
have been repaired : the transepts are nearly
finished, and preparations may now be made for
the removal of the organ to the north transept
as suggested by Mr. Scott and approved by Mr.
Hill. The siaioed-glass window which is in-
tended to be placed in the south side of the nave
in memory of the late Mr. J. H. Markland,
D.C.L., has arrived

;
and the glass for another

window is also in the church, leaving only one
vacancy in that portion of the building.

FROM IRELAND.
Duiltn.—The directors of the Industrial Tene-

ments Company, and some personal friends
(Shareholders), have entertained Mr. Henry
M'Clean, J.P., their chairman, at a banquet iu
the Gresham Hotel, on the occasion of the new
m<^el dwellings, in Meath-street and Earl-street
being opened. Sir John Bagot occupied the
chair, and Alderman Gregg the vice-chair. The
new block of buildings contains 120 rooms, with
every arrangement, it is said, for comfort health
and decency. The Varcry water is laid on to
eveiy story up to the attics.

A'llfomei/.—The Franciscan (R.C.) Church at
Aillarney has been consecrated. The church is

Trinity. On the 17th March,
lbb-4, the foundation stone was laid. The do-
signs for the building were furnished by Mr.
J. G. M‘Cartby, of Dublin; and the style of
architecture is as nearly similar as possible to
that of Muckross Abbey, which was a monastery

1 04A
Franciscan Order in the year

loiO. ihe new building was commenced through
Che exertions of the Rev. Mr. Patrick, prior of
the order, and when the edifice was only seven
feet above the ground that priest died. This
caused a check to the progress of the building.

THE PUGIN TRAVELLING
STUDENTSHIP.

Eleven candidates sent to the Institute
applications, drawings, and testimonials for the
Pugin Travelling Studentship of the current
year, and the studentship has been awarded by
the council to Mr. C. Henman, jun., of 7, Bedford-
place, Croydon.

WARMING AND VENTILATING.

Dr. Haiwael, of Liverpool, has recently made
some arrangements iu his own house with a view
to warming and ventilating, which seem calcu-
lated to be efficacious, and recently invited
several persons to examine them. The air is
received in at the basement, through gratings
from the street, into a chamber, where it is

heated by means of hot-water pipes connected
with a stove in another department. The warm
air flows naturally upwards through other
gratings into a lobby on the next floor, from
which it is difi'uaed into all the chambers on
that floor, which are connected by gratings with
the central lobby. A further draught of air is

carried to a lobby on the next floor, and diffused
in like manner, so on from lobbies into chambers,
until we reach the top of the house, the tempera-
ture, of course, decreasing slightly as it rises.
In each room, over the chandelier is another
grating, into which the foul air flows, and is
carried up from each room through a pipe until
the entire foul air of the premises is concen-
trated iu a small chamber at the top of the
building. This chamber is connected by a shaft
with the kitchen chimney, and the foul air is
drawu down through this shaft, and escapes
from the chimney shaft, through flues which
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in parallel with the smoke fine of the kitchen,

r. Hayward claims by his arrangement to

ways ensure an equable temperature either in

jnimer or winter, and to obviate all the ordi-

ary draughts of houses, so productive of cold

nd worse evils. If a heavy and cold wind blows

le valves for admitting the air at the basement

an be closed, and if it is warm they can be

pened according to circumstances.^ The ex-

enditure of fuel for heating the air, thing

ccomplished by contact with hot-water pipes in

:s first stage of flow towards the upper chambers,

3 trifling, and is much more than saved by the

iiminution in the quantity of coal necessary for

ise in the grates. In summer, by the aid of ice

n what are in winter the heating chambers, the

lir can be brought to any temperature.

USE OF HOME-GROWN TIMBER.

IBBMINGHAII ABCniTECTURAL SOCIETY.

At a meeting of this Society, Mr. George

B. Nichols, of West Bromwich, read
_

a paper]

IB an introduction to a more detailed dis-

course to be delivered on a future day before

the same society, on "The adaptability of our

own home-grown timber for internal purposes.

Mr. Nichols said the subject had been forgotten

by the profession for the last half century at

deast. The timbers of foreign countries having

been brought rapidly into use on account of

itheir adaptability and cheapness, the country

ihad been led to depend entirely upon them,

and home-grown timber had been allowed to

?degenerate, and become of no use except^ for

I inferior purposes. The beauty and adaptability

I for internal purposes of many of our home-

rgrown timbers bad been overlooked. He laid

(before the society samples of home-grown

i timber, “ with a view to the introduction of a

ivariety in design for internal work, when oc-

scasion may. offer for an improvement upon the

\ ever monotonous painting and graining.” The

: samples he wished to bring under notice included

“the vine prop alone,” “ the poplar never dry,”

“the builder oa):e, sole king of forrests all;”

“tbo willow, wnrne of forlourne paramours;
‘ “ the yew, obedient to the bender’s will

;” “ the

iibircho for shaftea;” “ the warlike beech “the

li ashe for nothing ill;” the maple, the larch, the

: Scotch fir, the lime-tree, the wych elm, the

j
sycamore, the cherry-tree, the alder, tho howler,

1 the hornbeam, the apple-tree, the plumb-tree,

1 the walnut, aud tho chestnut. He hoped tho

1 subject of internal decoration would be con-

!i sidered, with a view of bringing out in their

1 natural state the material to be dealt with, re-

h lying on the beauty of nature for effect, wbere-

f ever it could be obtained by judicious treat-

D ment of form and colour. He presented the

a samples to the society for the museum.

“which prevented tbo air from going all round

the building,”—of the situation of the water-

closets, which were “ close to the wards, ami

under certain circumstances, which were of

very frequent occurrence in all hospitals, im-

pure air therefrom would readily get into both

wards,”—and also of the position of the build-

ing upon tbe site, owing to which “ some ot the

windows would face the north, and consequently

be entirely deprived of sunshine.” Tho chair-

man of the committee, in reply, said that

“ although several of them might have objec-

tions to certain portions of tbe plan, yet they

considered it was a com'pTomise of theiT uarious

views ; and that, having determined on the

shape and position of tbe hospital, all they had

to do was to give an architect instructions how

to carry them out
j
and a better course for tbe

interest of the ratepayers could not be pursued

than the one they had followed, either by having

competition or any other mode of getting plans.

After all that has been written and said upon

the question of hospital construction, we fear

the Newcastle guar(3ians are behind what they

I

ought to be as to the best mode of securing the

' best hospital for tho least money.

THE PEABODY MEMORIAL CHURCH IN

MASSACHUSSETTS.

Tins church, in Georgetown, Mass., erected as

a memorial of the mother of George Peabody,

by her son and daughter, has been dedicated to

divine service. Mr. Peabody, who was present

when the corner-stone was laid, in September,

18G6, was not able to attend the dedication. A
letter from him was read, bearing date London,

Oct. IS, 1867, and addressed to tbe members of

the Orthodox Congregational Church in George-

town. After stating that his sister, hie “ faithful

coadjutor” in the enterprise, had informed him

that the church had been satisfactorily com-

pleted, he adds :

—

In the baildbg of the church -we had a twofi^ld

object: first, its consecration to the memory of our

beloved mother
;

and, second, its dedication to the

worship of Almighty God, in its simple purity, according

to tbe evangelical faith, as acknowledged and accepted by

onr dear mother, ami as recognised by the Orthodox

Congregational Churches of New England. Ou the com-

pletion of the building, its use vriU he legally conveyed

to you and your successors, in trust, subject to tbe

following conditions.*’

Then follow the conditions, which relate to

the purposes of the edifice, its repair, and that

of the memorial tablets, &c.

THE DESIGNER OF THE PENITENTIAR.T,
MILLBANK.

“ Dead sinners, as well asaaints. should have an advocate,

although not del’ diavolo.”

SiK,—In the list of bnildings designed by the

late Sir Robert Smirke, R.A., published by the

Institote, the fourth is the General Penitentiary,

Miilbank, London. This was designed, with the

exception of tbegateway,by a Mr. Williams, for-

merly teacher of military drawing in the Military

College (see the style, and doubt it if you can).

The writer assisted Mr. Williams in making the

drawings in 1813. They were successful in the

competition, and gained tbe first premium, and the

building was carried out fromthem, except tfte gate^

wa/y. This was designed and built by the late Mr.

Thos. Hardwick ; but it failed, and Mr. Smirke

was called in, who put in a new foundation of con-

crete. The general building was not, that I am
aware of, touched by him, and is not his, but

Williams’s design.
Awocato del’ Duvolo.

Making inquiries of those who know the

circumstances, we are informed that when the

foundation of the gateway and other parts

failed, the work went into tho hands of Sir R.

Smirke. somewhere about 1616. The crippled

pentagons were taken down, and the whole

prison was rebuilt under Sir Robert’s direction.

Possibly the central part, roand which the pra-

tagons are arranged, may not have been rebuilt,

but of this our informants are uncertain. Much
constructive skill was shown, and it affords one

of the earliest examples of the use of concrete

in England (just fifty years ago). We have

always understood that the radiating principle

was devised by the late Sir S. Bentham. Lady

Bentham, when alive, wrote several letters,

in our pages, to assert it.

ENGRAVED LETTERS ON MARBLE.

Your correspondent “ F. M.” asks the best

-and most durable method of preparing engraved

letters on marble or stone to receive gold-leaf.

The following will answer tbe purpose In

half a pint of hot turpentine dissolve 2^ oz. of

gum dama and la oz. of host white wax; when

cold, give the letters one or two coats of this,

allowing a day between each coat to dry; then

gild with double-thickness gold-leaf in the usual

manner. It will not crack either indoors or ex*

posed to the weather. Thos. Kershaw.

MR. PEABODY’S GIFT.

The following results are shown in bnildings

at Shadwell and Islington for the year 1-867

HERNE BAY PIER.

THE PROPOSED HOSPITAL FOR
NEWCASTLE-UPON-TYNE.

Seven or eight years ago it was proposed to

c erect a hospital in connexion with the Union

I Workhouse, NewcasDe-npon-Tyiie; but, for wise

f economical reasons, that which was necessary

t then has not been erected yet. An opportnnity,

1 however, occurred—an opportunity in such ex-

c cellent harmony with guardians’ economy—that

t the hospital committee could not let it pass

^ without making another effort to obtain thelong-

1 neglected requirement. According to the testi-

I mouy of one gentleman, the plans had been

Spitalfielda, for

land & buildgs.

Islington

Adovt fonr-fiahs ofthis pier are avaiiahleas a promenade.

Poseibly an expenditure of l,500i. to renew the croae

planking of the platform pd some longitudinal timbers

would at onoo enable tbe pier to be opened.
_

Nothing can be more absurd than the barriers erected

at the entrance to tho pier, which is boarded wi; and

nothing would be easier than removing them at once two-

thirds of the distance down the pier. Anything more

disereditoble to the town than the closmg of this pier,

when a few slight repairs could at once obviate its being

barred to the public, cannot readily be conceived.
^

There may bo defects in the piling, but to no con-

siderable extent, andnone which a little management coola

.(x)vero'-nie. The beys or spaces between piles are small,

and might easily be trussed where defective. It inay

readily he imagined tbe money loss that hae accrued to the

enlightened inhabitants. PAPLiiiSl.

Spitalfielda and Islington have been fully occu-

pied. The annual expenses are taxes, rates,

insurance, alterations, repairs, aud collection.

Fractions of 11. are omitted. The net rents

S.ravm iy an inmate! u tma snouiu turn uueeu
wJle'' orilinaro'i.ttarS

be correct sure y the Ne^
or (SeeP„£d.-

arc about to expend from 10,0007. ^to 12,0007.

over an erection to accommodate 250 patients,

may justly be blamed for so recklessly risking the

ratepayers’ money, as they appear to have been

accused of doing by some of their oo-guardians.

It is but fair, however, in explanation to say that

another architect—not an inmate—has been

requested, on the understanding that his com-

mission should be reduced to 2iper cent., in

consideration of the work previously doDe,_ to

revise and improve the designs of the hospital

according to the matured instructions of the

hospital committee. And it was on the occasion

of the approving of these designs that what the

local papers call a “ scene ” took place in the

board-room of that augnsb body. One gentleman,

who advocated the pavilion plan, complained of

the want of through-and-tbrough ventilation,

—

of “ outshoots " in the shape of large day-rooms,

twenty-i

of 22nd. ult.)

ARCHITECTS’ CHARGES.—RANDAL u.

GRAY.

Sm—Having seen a letter from Mr. W. Butterfield,

published in the Builder, and on the subject ot a trial

concerning architects’ charges between Randal and Gray,

and having been present at tbe trial, I beg leave to state
.

that tho clerk of tfie works odled _aa a w

A THOUGHTFUL ACT OF MASONS!

Sir,—

I

shall feel obliged if you will kindly

insert the following lines in your valuable jour-

nal, which will set forth the manly character of

the’ Cornish masons. When trade was prosperous,

the masons of Penryn asked for an advance of

wages, which they obtained. Now, when trade

is dull, they have sent a memorial to the firm of

Messrs. Freeman, beseeching them to deduct Gd.

per day off their wages. These men appear to

me to be free and use their own judgment.

Such a case as the above, perhaps, was never

known before. William Cross.

The Prince Consort Metnorial, Hyde Park.

witness on the triftl,

loTl' who,'Mr. Butterfield says, is in his employ, distinctly

sUted in court that he was employed by ® lady, irtose

name he gave. What right, therelore, Mr. Butterfield

has to interfere either wiih what he says or does after

hours, or the employment of his time in any way, does

* Butterfield would think for a moment, he would

see that had he endeavoured to prevent the appearance

of the clerk of the works on tbe trid a subpeena w oifid

have overcome aU such "arbitrary interference. As to

tho clerk of the works having

denee" and speaking of " that of whmh he could have no

accurate knowledge," I can only say he particularly stated

himself to be only ^ clerk of the works. He said he

never knew architects to charge more than a commission

of 6 per cent., but he could not say they did not.

An%ne present could see that he w-is called for the

purpose of proving neglect in the carrying out of eertam

Ss spokL ofin the trial. Mr. Butterlield s name oifly

came out by the attorney for the plaintill asking (by the

pron%ting of Hie ploiniifi’), if the church restoration,

Lpermtended by the clerk of the works, was not bemg

carried out under Mr. Butterfield. Tho answer was, 1
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do not wi?h to mention Mr. Butterfield.” PlaintilT:
attorney then aaid, “Oh, but we want to hear all about

the attorney for the defendant apeaking to— -e ir_
Buttcrfield's name

' but ohim
him, no further mention of Mr.
occurred.
Mr. Bntterfield'9 giving an opinion

being an unreasonable one, seems to
he had no concern in it.

Mr, Butterfield seems very sore at the idea that a wrong
impression as to his charges has been given to the public.
I can only say, if the result of this trial be to induce either
Mr. Butterfield, or any other architect, to state his
charges before undertaking a work (which is not the uni-
versal custom), it will have done some good for the public.
1 enclose my card. Oi'E pbbsent at the TnLiL.

FLATS versus LODGINGS.
Bib,—

W

m Ton'allow me, through your paper, to call the
attention of builders and owners of house property, to
what is considered by many a great want in our metropo-
lis, more especially at the west-end H I allude to what ar»
called flats, such as those in Tiotoria-street, Westminster,
and of which many exist in Paris, to the great convenience
ofmany persons who do not wish, or cannot afford, the
trouble and expense of a large establishment. You are
aware that many families have been obliged to reduce
their establishments owing to the recent failures in rail-
ways and other securities. Now, people who have been
long accustomed to the comforts of their own house, find
lodgings a very poor substitute, whereas by taking a flat
they would have all the advantages of their own house'
and would certainly not require more than two servants,
thus saving very considerably in wages, &c. Yietoria-
street, Westminster, is not exactly the place one would
choose for a dwelling in, but on the outside of the park, in
Tvburnia, 1 believe, flats would be eagerly sought alter
There are many rows of houses in that neighbourhood stili
unoccupied, and others in the course of erection, which
might be converted into rooms such as I mention, and
would thereby be conferring a great benefit upon many, I
firmly believe, and amongst others yours,

PAUDIKGTOrr.

PARISH CHURCH BELLS.
ly the Biiildfr of the 16th inst., calling attention to

bell weighing fifty-five cwt., recently cast for the ne
church at Woburn, I said, “It is the heaviest parish
church bell in Great Brifain,
Your correspondent “Yerus,” observes, in reply, “I

venture to doubt this, by ‘fancying’ that there m'ay be
several latent heavy bells of little more than local cogni-
zance and fame. There teag, forty years ago, a statement
of a bell at some parish church in Gloucestershire weighing
8,000 lb.”

* ^

I may rernsrlc, however, that whatever there vai in
Gloucestershire, or elsewhere, forty years ago, is alto-
gether beside the point.
But your correspondent goes on to say, "There is a

village tenor of six in Oxfordshire, I am pretty certain
Banbury), ‘undonbtedly* weighing

,

*.* A block of houses to be let in flats, and called
"Belgrave Mansions,” has been built on Lord West-
mmster’s estate.

fifty.

Now, I venture to affirm that the heaviest village bell
in Oxfordshire is the tenor of a peal of five in the tower
of St. Mary’s Church, Bloxham, near Banbury. It is a
noble bell, remarkable for dignity of tone; but its weight
does not exceed 34 cwt., according to my estimate, while
its reputed weight has never been above 36 cwt.
" Yerus” states also that “ there is a tenor at the fine

church of Felversham, Beds, believed on good authority
to weigh 50 cwt,
Here, then, is another strange mistake. The reputed

weight of this bell is only 27 cwt., and, like many other
tenors, it is, I know, much overrated.

It is, therefore, eiident that your respected correspond-
ent has failed in bis attempt to weaken my statement that
the new bell for Woburn is the heaviest parish church bellm Great Britain. Thomas Walbsbx.

LIGHT ON THE PREMISES.

THE LOSSES OF IRONMONGERS.
8ib>—

I

t is an every-day practice for tradesmen in the
City who have what they call a country bou«e,— th<t
house situated about five miles from St. Paul’s,—to give
orders for a competent person to go and inspect premises,
make estimates and drawings, say, for a kitchen range, a
warm bath, 4c. After calling several times at the City

the ironmonger finds that about half a dozen

I certainly think that every ironmonger should in these^es send in his account for estimates and loss of time.
He should in sU cases ask if it is to be a competition job ?

8. C.

CASES UNDER METROPOLITAN
BUILDING ACT.

Dlsibict SrBTBTOEs’ Fees.—At the Clerkenwell Police
Court, Mr. A. N. Bryett, builder, of St. James’s-road,
Holloway, was summoned, before Mr. Cooke, by Mr
John Turner, one of the district surveyors of Islington'
to show cause why he refused to pay the sum of 158. for
surveying tho erection of a cellar attached to a bakehouse
erected after the roof of the bakehouse had been covered

Mr. Cooke, the case having been heard at length on a
previouB occasion and adionrned, delivered a lengthened
judraent, in which he pointed out that where au addition
to a building was not contemplated and commenced before
the main building was covered in, it could not come under
the “ additions” referred to in the Act, covered by the

notice and first survey; but was an addition for
•which an additional notice must be given, an additional
survey made, and an additional fee paid. He thought the
builder had a ri^ht to say diat the cellar now in dispute

tended to be included in the original notice. The wall of
the cellar formed part of the bakehouse, and though
there was an external and not an internal communication,
he thought that that did not make it a separate building
within the meaning of the Act. The cellar being, there-
fore, a part of the bakehouse, the surveyor was not
entitled to another fee.

BUILDING WITHOUT ARCHITECTURAL
SUPERVISION.

Dr. LAwrESTEE has held an inquest at the Torrington
body of George Moore, who was

tilled by the fall of a part of the building which he was
•working on. The evidence showed that the house iu qtiei-
tiop was intended for a pnblic-honse, and an elTort was
being made to get it finished in time for the forthcoming
licensing day. In order to obtain large ceOarage room the
stacks of chimneys were not carried down to the ground
but were built projecting from the party walls, which were
Bin. thick. As soon as the centering was removed, the
wall and chimney fell, burying the deceased and aulTucatiDg
him. Mr. Richard Wale, an architect, who was examined
said that no architect could have designed, and no com-
petent builder could have carried out, a building on the
plan of the one which fell. It could not possibly have
stood. If it had been propped up for twelve months, and
the supports then removed, it most have fallen. The dead
weight upon the structure was altogether too great for its
capacity. If the chimneys had been carried down to the
ground the wall would Save stood. He had been

'

-S,—A lady, under the impression that gas would be
laid through the parish, has fitted up her house and
stables with pipes and gaseliers, 4c., throughout, at
a great outlay

;
but now, certain difficulties have arisen,

causing the entire abandonment of the introduction of
gas into the parish. Can you or any of your corre-
ipondents recommend any safe and serviceable plan of
lighting her house, either with gas or anything else, and
using the pipes, burners, and gaseliers already erected,
without going to the expense or having the nuisance of a
gasometer, 4c. on the premises. Does the portable gas
answer for such a purpose ? I recollect, some ten or twelve
years ago, receiving a prospectus of some kind of lighting
company, having offices, I think, in Bishopsgate-street,
recommending some new light or new mode of burning
discovered by a Frenchman, and then nsed at the Jockey
Club, Baris, and many other public buildings. Can it
recommended ? j_ b,

channelling, running the whole length of the
stalls, thus securing cleanliness. The sheep.,
pens are 6 ft. 6 in. square, and will accommodate
ten sheep each. They, too, are formed of
wrought iron, with concrete flooring, coated
with Portland cement, and channelled with stone
all round. The pig-pens are of the same size
and construction as those for sheep, the bars of
which are placed much closer together, so as to
safely accommodate small pigs. The whole of
the works have been designed by the borough
surveyor, Mr. James Lemon, and executed under
bis superintendence. Mr. John Cnx executed
the drainage, the raising and forming of the
surface, and the concreting and channelling.
Messrs. Hill & Smith, of Brierly-hill, Stafford-
shire, supplied the ironwork

j and Mr. Fry, of
Southampton, fixed it as a snb-contractor. The
iron fencing and gates were supplied and fixed ,
by Mr. Kent, of Southampton

;
and Mr. Davies )i

and Mr. Doggrell were the contractors for the li

painting.

THE DRAMA.

A KEW "patent gas-generator” for private
gasworks, &c., is thns described in the American
Gaslight Journal;—In this apparatus kerosene
or petroleum is distilled in combination with
wood, and converted into a fixed gas of great
purity, which gives a light superior in brilliancy
and beauty to ordinary coal-gas. The apparatus
consists of an elevated oil receptacle, communi-
cating by a tube and syphon with a small retort
in a common box-stove or furnace. Here tho oil
is decomposed by a temperature of 800° Fahr., in
combination with wood, with which the retort is
first charged, and the resultant gas is conducted
into a condensing box, and thence to the gas-
meter. The gas is free from the impurities and
disagreeable odours of coal-gas, and is exceed-
ingly simple to manufacture and prepare for use,
because it requires no purification. For private
residences, hotels, factories, and even small com-
munities, this apparatus, it is added, is meeting
with much success. Messrs. George E. Kitchen
& Co. patentees, 691, Broadway, manufacture
and put up the apparatus.

THE NEW CATTLE MARKET AT
SOUTHAMPTON.

This market has been opened. It is bounded
on the north side by Chantry-road, on the sooth
by the Bridge-road, on the east by the South-
Western Railway (close to the Dock Station),
and on the west by Terminus-terrace. The area
in use is about one acre, bnt there is sufficient
land to extend id to four acres. About half of
this space is devoted to cattle stalls, and the
other half to sheep and pig pens. The main
entrance is placed in the centre of the Terminus-
terrace boundary fence, and the sheep and pig
ent^nce in Bridge-road. There is also another
entrance at the corner of Bridge-road, opposite
Day’s Hotel. The cattle stalls are estimated to
accommodate '230 beasts, and the pens 1,180
sheep and 500 pigs. The pens for both these
classes of stock being of the same size are avail-
able for either. The surface of the land has
been raised to the level of the road of Terminus-
terrace at one end, and 2 fc. above the old sur-

profeasion for thirty^ears.'anThad nev'er''87enrbuUdhigl securing thorough
attempted on soch a plan before. The jnry. alter retuni- !

drainage into the main sewer. The cattle stalls

1 rails
mg a verdict of Accidental death,” passed a resolution ^ are formed by means of two wroueht-i
fleclanng their opinion to be that sufficient care bad not I ariH nnst imn T^r,ofD t fi- cbeen taken by the owner of tho building to have it con -

1

Cast-iron posts, 3 ft. 6 tn. m height, bedded
Btructed properly, and that the said owner and his advisers I

concrete. The flooring is of concrete, coated
and assistants were consequently culpable.

|

with Portland cement, and drained into stone

A TEW days ago we had the satisfaction of
hearing a play, “ Waldeck, or the Siege of Ley-
don,” read by tho author of it, Mr. Angiolo
Slous, well and widely known as the author of (

the first T. P. Cooke prize drama, “ True to the |

Core,” and several other snccessfol pieces. The
prize drama, by the way, added many hundreds
of pounds to the funds of the Dramatic College.
"Waldeck” is a very charming production,
poetic and dramatic, written in a high tone that
is well sustained throughout, and we cannot
avoid expressing a hope that a manager may
soon be found to place it properly upon the stage.
It wonld need three actors and one actress of
high class. The siege of Leyden, it will recur
to our readers, which was sustained against the
Spanish forces, more than 6,000 of the inha-
bitants dying of famine and pestilence during
the investment, took place in the year 1574.
The play it has given rise to is a worthy ad-
dition to the dramatic literature of the country.

STAINED GLASS.

Winslow Church.—A stained-glass memorial
window has been fixed in the parish church of
Winslow, Bucks, erected by Mrs. Miles, in memory
ofthe Rev. J. Miles, B.D.,]ate incumbent of Holy
Trinity Church, Paddington. There are four
lights, a subject in each, viz., The Agony in the
Garden, the Crucifixion, the Resurrection, and
The Ascension. The work was designed and
carried out, by Mr. A. J. Mingaye, of London.
Lady Huntingdon’s Church, Tunbridge IFeZJs.

A memorial window, 22 ft. high by 11 ft. wide
in the Decorated style, containing five openings,
with subjects in nearly life-size figures, has been
put np in this church by Messrs. William Holland
& Son, of Warwick, stained-glass artists. In
the three centre openings the subject of " Our
Saviour blessing little Children,” forms a pic-
ture, in nearly life-size figures. In side lights
are—" Christ as the Tender Shepherd " Our
Saviour placing a Child in the midst of his Dis-
ciples.” And under each of the above subjects,
forming the pedestals, are the following;

—

"Jacob blessing Joseph’s Children;” " The find-
ing of Moses;” "Eli brought to Samuel;”
“The Israelitish Maid;” and "Timothy taught
the Scriptures,” under canopies. In the tracery
are " Angels playing upon musical instruments,”
with smaller openings filled with Gothic orna-
ment. The inscription states the window to be
in memory of T. A. Gibb. A rose window has
also been inserted by the same artists in this
church as a memorial. The subject is,

—" Eli
and Samuel,” surrounded by “Angels playing
upon musical instruments,” and ornament with
monograms. Two smaller rose windows have
also been filled with Gothic floriated ornament
and monograms by the same artists.

Hwham Cathedral.—A stained-glass window,
designed and executed by Mr. Wailes, of New-
castle-on-Tyne, has been fixed in the north aisle
of this cathedral. The 'window has been pro-
vided at the cost of Mrs. Maltby, as a memorial
of her husband, the late Canon Maltby. It is

divided into three circular medallions, each one
being filled with figures, and surrounded by con-
ventional foliage

; while ronnd the whole runs a
border composed of the Norman zigzag and
leaves. The subjects in the medallions are as
follow : in the upper one is represented Our
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Lord in three ohnraotorB.-m the centre aa a

.Good Shepherd, bearing in his right hnM a

pastoral staff, and in his left a ™
right he is leading a yonng child by the still

..liters of comfort," and on the left guiding him

through the "valley of the shadow of death

I bRowu by a lioa and serpent ready to devour

Sr in tho centro circle Our Lord is repre.

sented holding a little ohild, “ Tor of such is the

: Lgdom of hlaven i" the third and lowest medal-

lion shows Our Lord giving Hia “‘'I

I charge of St. Peter. Across the
Pod

window is an inscription, “ To ^be g ory ,

, and the memory of Henry Joseph Maltby, canon

of this cathedral, and h.s

ford and Ealph Howard. He departed Nov.

^

^^airsfaft Church (Oaiford).-The east window

of this pretty little ohuroh has jnst been fflled

, vith stained glass at the cost of the Bov. H. B.

I
Bran,ley, Fellow of Magdalen College Tht

: style of the window is Perpendicular, arid con

I siL of three openings and tracery. The mb

ipot is the Ornoiasion, in the centre our Lord on

' the Cross, with Mary Magdalen bnfc''”g,|>* “6

foot 1
and the side openings are filled with tne

Marys, St. John, and Salome. The group is

surmounted hy a canopy. In the tracery are de-

picted figures of St. Fridoswide, St. Giles, St

Mary Magdalen, and St. John the Baptist. The

window is the work of Mr. G. Bagnloy, of New-

castle-on-Tyne.

being finished with stone dressings, ennehed

wdth stone pilasters and ornamental caps and

moulded bases, oornioe, and Mocking stone, and

decorated cantilevers nnderneath. There will

be sis windows looking into the llarke -p >

and sixteen to the bridge, the mam entranc

being from the bridge, eaoh side of the doore

beini supported by polished Aberdeen granite

shafrs,with carved Corinthian capitals and a

representation of the borough arms
I,”’

opens into a vestibule, 8 ft. wide tho directors

room, IS ft. by 16 ft., being on the left, ihe

banking-room, which will be lofty and coirimo-

dions, will measuro 40 ft. by 25 ft. The ceiling

will he arranged in panels.
_ . ,v of

Heckmonciieac.— Alterations in tho way 01

paving the market-place, laying now causeways

Lldilg a market.house and weigh-hense and

several other oonyenienoes m connexion with tho

market here, have taken place from time to time,

but the new market is now complete, and ,i

movement is on foot for the opening

Three triumphal arches are to be erected at the

three entrances into the town, and the

of tho gas company hs-yo decided to sopp^ g

gratis for the illumination of the markek

Ire also to bo giyen for the best show of butchers

meat, yegetahles, &c.

Tin CiscoyERiES ix Palestine.—In a lecture

on this subject at the Crystal Palace last week

by tho Bey. Ohas. Boutell, the lecturer said a

liLcr had just been receiyod from Lieutenant

Warren, in which he announces that he has dis-

ooyered two new arches of 14 ft. span to the

west of tho two arches of 23 ft. span west of

Wilson's arch, and also a long yaulted passage

leading towards the Wafl'a gate. He has traced

this for 120 ft., the masonry being carelully

hewn. A flight of steps has been diseoyered at

the Bir Eybub, and a new tank north of Bobm-

son’s Arch.

SCHOOL-BUILDING NEWS.

goBllS IlKttbtit.

The Improvements at Ludgate-hill. On

Tuesday the CotnmiBsiouera of Sewers neld a

meeting at Guildhall. The clerk read a letter

from the Metropolitan Board of Works, Bating

that they had voted in aid of the Mansion House

improvament the sum of 7,35Ll., and m aid of

widening the west end of Lndgate-hiU the sum

of 11 7561. A long discassion ensued as to the

propriety of setting back several houses on the

south Bide of Ludgate-hill, and itwas eventually

resolved that, having regard to the importance

of the improvement contemplated, notice be im-

mediately given, under tbe powers of the Aot ot

Parliament, to take the whole of the premises and

property connected therewith at such a 8um_ as

a jury may award, for the purpose of continuing

tho improvement on Ludgate-hill.

South ShwWs.—The newly-erected day-schools

in connexion with St. Mary’s Church, South

Shields, have been opened. ?
constructed of red press bricks, with fire-bnek

facings The school is situated at tbe head ol

Dock street, Tyne Dock, and is within a few

hundred yards from the church. The building

is divided into three departments—girls ,
boys

,

and infant school-rooms. The entire length of

the front of the school is 130 ft.,_ by 60 ft. m
depth. Tbe height in the interior is 17 ft. from

floor to ceiling. The roof is open timbered.

There are three separate play-grounds, with

laboratories, drinking-fountains, &c. The Bohool-

rooms are lighted with gas. The origin of the

schools is due to tbe North-Eastern Hallway

Company, who contributed the sum of l,21di.

63. Id. towards their erection. A large number

of their workmen are located in the neighbour-

hood of Tyne Dock. The plot of ground on

which the schools have been erected was pre-

sented by the dean and chapter of Durham and

Mr Aid. Williamson. The architect of the

North-Eastern Railway, Mr. Prosser, designed

the bnilding, and gave bis services gratuitously,

Mr Thomas Robson, South Shields, was the

builder ; Mr. J. Hall, the plumber 5
Mr. Edwards,

the painter ;
and the ironwork was done by Mi.

Hepple, of Gateshead. The estimated total

outlay is 2,9401. 23. 6d.
, « •, 1 rr

Newcastle.—The New British Schools, Tyne

Dock, and also St. Mary’s Church schools, have

been formally opened. Both institutions are in-

debted to tbeNorth-Eastei jRailway Company for

assistance in tbe sbapeo! money and of the gilt

of the ground. Of the 1,2101. collected, how-

ever the workmen of the company themselves

have contributed 230L The Government have

aoreed to grant 5881., making a total of l,/98l.

collected. The building and fittings -will cost

2 2501 The schools are designed in the Medimval

character, freely treated, without pretensions to

ornamental details. An eflect is obtained by the

use of fire-bricks around the windows, doorways,

and chimneys, in contrast with the red bricks of

tho walls. The plan of the building is nearly

the form of the letter H, tho boys at one end,

the girls at the other, and the infants in the

centre. Mr. T. Prosser, of Newcastle, was the

architect; Mr. J. Scott, clerk of tbe works ;
Mr,

B. Bates, the builder ;
Mr.J.G. Weir, the painter

;

Messrs. Walker & Emley, Newcastle, the

plumbers; and Mr. Thomas Coulson the glazier.

Stockport .—The contract for the erection of a

building in tbe Market-place, on the proposed

site of the Bunk of Stockport, has been let to

Messrs. J. & J- Lougsou. of Stockport from

designs prepared 87 Mr. T. A. Alleii, of Stock-

port, architect. It will command two fronts,

Sue to the market and the Sther to the Under-

bank Bridge. The building, which is m what 13

called the Greoian-Italian style of architecture,

will be four stories high, including the basement,

haying a stone front up to 25 ft., the remainder

Booh of Dcsians for Mural and oth^ Monuments.

Jas. FoasrTH, Sculptor. 3rd Edition.

In this new issue of Mr. Forsyth’s book the tie-

signs have been revised and drawn on
J*'™’’

Ipy

mI E K. Thomas. In tho preface to it the

sculptor acknowledges the assistance of various

architectural friends in the preparation of it

We should prefer to find the designer of each

monument named. Mr. Norman Shaw, Mr. W.

Smith, and Mr, K. H. Carpenter are amongst

those, as we understand from Mr. Forsyth, who

have contributed to the collection. It is the

best work of the kind that wo know ot.

YAEIOBUM.

Messrs. Dean & Son have puhlished " Do

brott’s Illustrated Peerage, and “

Illustrated Baronetage, with the Bnighta^e for

the present year. The Peerage claims to be the

oldelt handbook extant relating “PJ"
classes. Containing, as is asser ed 200 000

tacts, its general oorreotness mnst he ilaanicd

remarkable. Through these works, says the

editor, with justice,

—

..TV- 1 «r TfTihlic men their seats, reaidencps,

Mr Hardwicko sends forth his Shilling

Peerage,” “ Shilling Baronotage ” and Shilling

Knightage,” for the year, and also publishes the

three together in a smart little volume, under

the titll of “Hardwieke’s Crown Peerage for

1868 ” The fact that these are compiled by Hr.

Edward Walford, M.A., is Buffioiont to assure us

of their general correctness.

The Unwholesome State of Courts of

JUSTICE.-II is Strange that the frequent com-

plaints of Judges as to the state of the Courts m
which they are called upon to sit are so little

heeded Mr. Justice Mellor, who presided over

the civil side of tho Northumberland assizes, has

been complaining sorely of the state of the

Court-room in tbe Moot-hall, Newcastle.
_

-About

an hour after theopeniugof the assize.his Lord-

ship said he should be obliged to adjourn the

Court. He was nearly suffocated, and was badly

seated. His desk was so far from his chair that

be had to lean lorward to take his notes, and the

Court was overpoweringly hot from the steam,

which rose directly under his feet ! It WM per-

plexing to have to attend to a case while snffenng

the abominable inconvenience of being halt-

baked He bad before made the same com-

plaint. and unless the county magistrates made

the place suitable for holding the business, he

Bhould have cither to atop tho busmess or to

adiourn to another place. He should fine both

the niider-sheria' and the county surveyor if

something were not done.

lisrcllnnta.

Liverpool Water Supply 1 the Bala Lake

SCHESIE.—Tho idea of obtaining a water supp y

for Liverpool from Bala Lake is still favourahlj

entertained by many of the local council At a

recent meeting of the Water Committee of the

Town Council several members expressed the

opinion that instead ot spending 160,000!. on

additional works at Bivington and on wuAs at

Dudlow.lane, it would he mueh™ “dv'^
to obtain powers to spend from 2,000,000!. to

3 000 0001. upon a scheme to obtain water direct

f^m’Bala Lake, in order that the supply to

Liverpool might be continuous both for present

and future wants. After some discussion, the

chairman stated that they were bound to proceed

with the works sanctioned, by the council ;
and

that if economy were exercised, and the present

system of water-closets recommended by the

council were not “ pushed too far,” there naight

be a sufficient supply from existing sources for

the next twenty years. During the last two or

three years the rain-fall at Rivmgton had been

very slight in comparison with that lu tne dis-

triots of the Ribble and the Lune.

Sale of the Brighton Workhouse Estate.

The most valuable portion of the old workhouse

site has been sold by auction. The ground being

restricted to the erection of villas, the sale-

rooms were well attended by both private and

speculating purchasers, tho latter predominating;

and, with the exception of three lots out of

twenty submitted, comprising thirty-eigbt plots,

tbe whole was knocked down to the trade.

This was the only opportunity of obtaining land

for villas in tbe centre of the town and awa.y

from the bustle of business. The situation is

about tbe highest point of Brighton, command-

ing a view of the sea, the Downs, and the tonm

;

it is in close proximity to the railway and parish

church ;
and abuts on to one of the prmcipal

pleasure rides and drives in tbe borough namely,

t^he Dyke-road. Tbe sales were all bon&fide, the

reserved price being exceeded m each case, and

the aggregate amount realized was 1,0001. above

the estimated value. The prmcipal lot m
the sale is situated at the comer of the

Dyke-road, where the latter is intersected

by Buckingham-road and Powis-grove. It has

a frontage in tho Dyke-road of 67 ft., and m
Buckingham-road of 92 ft., being /9 ft. 3 m. m
width at the east end, with an average depth ot

about 95 ft. The first offer was 6501., and, after

some lively bidding in 101. advances, Mr. Georp

Attree, auctioneer, Norbh-street, became the

purchaser at 8001. With the exception of two

single plots, two houses may be built on the

several lots, of the value of 6001. each, but not

more than two; but it is at the opti'm of the

purchaser to build one only, provided that it be

of the value of 1,0001. Tbe total amount realized

was 12,1251., being nearly 3,0001. over the sum

obtained in either of two

first sale, 8,7551. wore obtained, and 9,465L by the

second; making an aggregate, with 1=1/ for

the old buildings, of 31,52-1.1. already realised for

this land, verifying tbe calculations made by the

guardians, that the parish would get its new

workhouse for nothing : and the land is not yet

all disposed of.
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Aechitects’ Benevolent Society.—We wonlddirect attention to the circumstance that the

?n
“^‘y'rill be heldm t^ ^oms of the Institute, 9, Condnit-street.on Wednesday, the 11th instant, when it is

ousfvS d™4r “> «“=

The H.oniEE or Hahmees.—11. Kmpp is aboutto oonatrnct at his works at Essen (Prnssia) a

Szf to
<“>• eieeeding insize any now in ejistenee. The design for thisW ° weighing 129tras-has already been prepared, and thlpat-

steam h™ the largest

rae wi'th
“tablishment is ’

one TTitb a 50-ton head, falling 9 ft. 6 in.

EI«''''Thf lr“T ^ MA.XCEESIEE BkIOK-KlLN.—fhe Manchester city coroner has held aninquest on the body of a young man who wasengaged in getting bricks from a kiln at thebnckyard of Messrs. Johnson i Liv^ ‘tGorton when a number of bricks fell upon him!Md he anstamed such severe injuries that hisdeath resnlted in the Infirmary on Saturdav Averdict of •• Accidental death ^was roturS'.

More Fetee AT the SIai-eittos.-A regiment

Manntms becanee, aa la asserted, the colonel

SLXt ‘“.'““’''eo the inconvenience anddiscomfort of a return voyage to the Cape. The

stoted against the landing, but the colonel's con.venicuce and comfort gained the day. The men
Thrnn“mb'‘*’ amongst them.

St maU Mt
“ increasing then theiMt mail loft. The case has been mentioned in

Warhel/?? Secreta.^

8191^
’ ivas reprehen-

Gas.—The Helper Gas Company have declaredtheir usual dividend at the rate of 10 per c?nt
i'i'nre is a strike at Malmesboiyagainst the price of gas. The price charged ^

ft oueiir't V
“nt'llaara sayIt ought not to be more than 5s., and to brinjthe Company to timms they have reverted to thfuse of lamps and candles The Sudbury

!Paving and Lighting Commissioners have agreed I

Scd^ner 1 nS'^’
“ 'n'inbtion

Pa f
“= “b consumption is

the ™bl
to 7,600,000, Withoutthe public lamps. The great majority of the gasconsumers have engaged, it seems, to take gas

ft
•“ uT ®°”P“y •‘b-

k &1 w'-I, 1
i-bliliction to

ne'er ^ practical engi. I

1
P''°'i“b8 gas at 4s. Gd. perl.MO ft., and give the shareholders of cither the

tie a
“mpeuy sii per cent. Mr. Burke of*0 Auberies, who is chairman of the Imperial

£a ho3“'’^d“
“ erect new works for

Stormref “h a‘’‘°
“P"' Pi'owingmterest of ontlay and all other charges, willonly coat him 48. per 1,000 ft. ^

i

C.lTHEIlHAL,—Esti-
j

“nd Mr f
'»'” Mr. Christian

[

iteri
b"®*' Pi' repairing and re-

1

paTrs 5311®“’ '-KbPMWry re- ipairs, .2,0311.
; desirable repairs, 7,000i im >

provements, 20,000i.
, total, 49,5311,

, add ariS.
'

Thi
bi. percent. (2,500!,), 52,031!The desirable repairs" inclnde flying but-tresses, restoration of cloisters. King’s school

|d i°!trd srate®!,i^^i r!o“r^L‘°Tm'ir:;f

aisles! re^tiiatfif a°^„“d® re®”-^

afonem f!i°
““® i^ibb'^iasGcal Oommis.moners, for repairs or other contingencies. The

?00Tto”™! i’:®'?
apart from300!. to 500!. annually for this object. By thismeans 0 sum of nearly 1,S00!. had been aeon,mulated in the course of ten years, which it had

ftbric°‘lffa ‘"h®'””" ‘“f®abric. It has, however, been applied to thepurchase of the new belle, 500!. , to?he warmingof the cathedral, 5001.; to the fittings of thi

fedafev®'!'®®
“PP.”aPa connected with theK i. i “P PPtfra post ofthese hM been 2,100!., so that there is a deficit

revenfff tf T'’’
“ ’’® ”®‘ “'a

for the fs,
Pftaptar. There is now no fund

bnUdtg
raPair of the cathedral

Court if
nuisance against which the

b^B i maferiei
““ “j"PPtion must

fort
‘P property, or to the com.fort of the csiatenoo of those who dwell in theneighboorheod. This was the holding offf

' f Appeal (reversing a doeisiou of Vice.

iStefr 'fh®
” “P PaaPofLuscombif.l

bteer, where ifc was remarked by one of theLords Jnsticee, that in ench cases as these the
' ® ®‘ ppfp“=..arifS iDjonction; but theiact that there ig legally and technically a nui-

!

sance most be considered, together with the
'

amount of damage, and the Lratio^ ofnmaance complained of.

’ London Laboueees' Dwellings Society —A t

'

report for the six months ending December 31 af

^

and the usual dividend at the rfte o?5 per cent’per annum free of mcome.tar, was declared

JliooTf®'
.Pf .“’P 'PPiefy now amounts to

thffMf r“ •‘'P i-PifPmption of
PnPpcrty of the society) to 9271

dfdif.®®®®'™.*"”'* “"P Pfinalintiou ofdividends, or eitraordinary cEpenses) to 3 987! .

ordeitof
'fpppsil'ml at interest inorder to provide the means of purchasing tempo,rarily at par any shares that a member mayfrom unforeseen circumstances wish to realize.

^

The Ahalgaaiated Society op Caepentpes

Wedne
®”ff''P“- M.P., presided on

i’

*''undel.Btreet, convened by the Amal.gamated Society ol Carpenters and Joiners, “ for

lof lOoiTo®
°'iP''fPn‘ing the accident benefit

Iff?L
‘ “Pmbera of the societywho, through affliction, have been rendered m

iff The
their employment for10 . The Chairman said, they were awarethe principles of trade societies were being

I iff® I f ® ®P^®* commission, andf they had been called together to consider
j

the question of trade unions, it wonld not have

j

been proper for him to preside that evening{The questions involved in trade unions they

I sent C tf '"PPP PtP^
I offf purpose of presenting 1001. to two

I

f ™.'™hers, that sum being the reward of

Barfd?"
®°'®' “'P'P “P“>>Pb“ «5PPtgP

I

Bsrford) was a resident in the borough he had

!r riadf
®

®'’fA° u
^*>P‘P^Pv the action

Amf^ 1
f"®"*

’’PPP' “PP'Pties like theAmalgamated Society of Carpenters and Joinershad done a great deal of good for the working
classes m the hour of need!
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Waste, Want, and Work.

ERTAINLY that in-

telligent foreignerwho

is always telling us

that we are a diffi.

cult nation to under-

stand, would be more
puzzled than ever should he

happen to be amongst ns at

this moment. London at this

time offers a most singular

philosophical study in what
we will call the anomalies of

civilization. Fourteen thou-

sand people are living on the

bread of charity at the East, whilst wealth

and gaiety revel at the West. The “distress

at the East-end ” has become an annual crop,

and, if some course “ short, sharp, and de-

cisive” be not taken, the state of affairs at

that part of town will become one of the institu-

tions of the country. Its influence is spreading

and acting in an attractive manner
j the tramp-

ing vagrancy of England is rolling towards the

east, attracted by the very largeness of the

charity that is battling with the native distress.

Guardians are becoming helpless and paralysed,

whilst the crew of TJie Poor-laiu Board are clear-

ing the decks for action as against a second

Lancashire famine. With respect to the stuff

that guardians are made of in general, and East-

end gnardians in particular, we must not be

over-nice, nor expect too much. We dare say

that Shadwell, Stepney, Poplar, and Bethnal-

green acted as was their nature, and according

to the light that was in them. Btill, the wail of

misery rose high, and the waves of destitution

ispread until a province in miniature was threat-

ened to be engulphed. The question now is,

what can be done for the permanent relief of the

lEast-end ? Let ns look around us and see ;

—

.face the danger firmly.

A large army of the Will-nots, with a sprinkling

of the Can-nots, is broken up into small de-

itachments of fours and sixes, who parade the

streets of the metropolis every day. We can

:hear them at this moment shouting their war-

cry—“We’ve got no work to do!” From
recently instituted inquiries, the proper render-

ing of the text in most instances should be

—

“ We want no work to do.” They generally

i disappear early in the afternoon, when, it is pre-

:sumed, they have managed to scrape up enough

:to keep body and soul together until next day;

land so they go on. This is a solntion of the labour

question that was never expected either by
(statesmen or philanthropists ; a gradual gather-

cing of all the able-bodied vagrancy of England

[ into Ixmdon every winter, to locate at the East

tend, and extract a livelihood by the “got no
I'worktodo” plan, should everything else fail,

lEere we have the Lancashire abuses over again,

11 and we must safely aflSrm that were work sud-

1 denly to become plentiful there would be an
!i enormous percentage of this class of men who
s would not go near it as long as they could

obtain a hand-to-mouth kind of existence by
: howling about the streets.

“ How would you rSmedy it ?” we fancy we
li hear some one ask. Nothing could be easier if

0 the public wished to be relieved from the double

1 nuisance of the annoyance and scandal ; and now
Bis the time. If we are to have a “rate in aid”

for the special purpose of stemming East-end

starvation, let us also have a “ law in aid” for

the purpose of stemming general able-bodied

vagabondage.

London wants a new water supply that must

come some time, either during the present gene-

ration or the next. London, too, is in process of

rebuilding, and its highways and byways want

increasing and widening and straightening.

The water supply has been estimated at about

seven millions, and the lines of communication

for the metropolis would, for the next few years,

absorb three millions more. Well, now, as pos-

terity, which is on the road of the future, will

find upon its arrival all these works for its

benefit and enjoyment, minus the trouble and

annoyance of making them, would there be any

unfairness or unsound statesmanship in handing

over to the said posterity a part of the cost

along with the work ? We think not. We have

started this question as an argument amongst

those whom the world recognises as “competent

men,” and have heard it warmly debated. We
have heard Mr. Gladstone’s widely-spread axiom

quoted and—perverted. Reasoning by ana-

logy is very pleasant cantering when you have

a good level road, and the analogies run with

their heads well together. It reminds one of

the double-horsed, bare-back rider of the saw-

dust ring. As long as the wild steeds

continue doing the stride nose to nose, so long

will the rider perform you any number of amaz-

ing tricks ; but let one steed only give a snort,

shake his head, and throw back his ears, and you

will soon see that the “ bare-backed phenomenon”

has something more serious to attend to than

dancing “Rob Roy” or “Tam 0’Shanter”on

the unsaddled one. So it is with people who
take up the occasional Sibylline verses of minis-

ters and ex-ministers, and imagine that such

verses can be made by “ analogy ” to dovetail

into anything that may be handy.

The story goes that Mr. Gladstone has laid it

down as a State-finance axiom that every gene,

ration ought to pay its own expenses, and leave

a clear ledger for the new-comers. No doubt but

that, in the way which the ex-Chanoellor of the

Exchequer meant, the axiom is true enough
j

but to distort it and twist it into every possible

shape and for every possible purpose, is both

mischievous and absurd. As a great principle is

involved in the proposition here laid down in

reference to this very East-end labour question,

it will be as well to be clear upon the point. The

expenses of a nation, as of an individual, may
be of many kinds, and may resolve themselves

into the ephemeral and the permanent in the

results obtained. For instance, the man who
expends 5001. in a grand entertainment, is

,
not in the same position as the man who buys a

house with the money. When the money is ex-

pended and the feast eaten, the results are
^

ephemeral ; but with the man who has built the

house the results are permanent, for the house

has become property, and, when tenanted, will

immediately begin the repayment of its coat.

We are here assuming all other things to be

equal ; that is, that the first man could have

done without the feast, and that the second

man might have spent his money on some pass-

ing pleasure with a similar conclusion, and have

been “ no worse off.”

Now, we will suppose that both these ima-

ginary gentlemen have “posterity,” and that

they borrow 2001. each, shortly after spending

which they die. But, the owner of the house

has laid out his money in the enlargement and

improvement of that “homestead,” whilst he of

the grand feast has merely supplied an unfore-

seen want, which some of the feast money would

have provided had it not been all disposed of.

Well, the “ posterity ” of each comes in for what

is left. Surely the heir of the 7001. house can

well afford, and would have no room to grumble

to take up the 2001. mortgage to clear that

which he would not only enjoy himself, but

would even pass on to his “ posterity.” The

other party would not be in so good a position,

because he would have to contribute towards

the expenses of the spread of which he knew

nothing, and could not possibly enjoy anything.

It was ephemeral ; it had passed away, and its

pleasure with it ; whilst the house on the oppo-

site side of the question was in existence, paying

rent, and would be permanent. And this brings

us to the question of a rate in aid and public

works in connexion with East-end, or any other

chronic distress. There is no new political truth

stated here ; it is " as old as the hills,” has often

been used for other purposes, and elucidates the

well-known principle of improving an hereditary

estate, as the Marquis of Westminster is now

doing in Pimlico, and many others are doing

elsewhere. But there are many persons whose

opinions on general subjects are entitled to much

respect, who get on the back of some public

man’s dictum
;
they want every saying of their

own to fit into the same harness, no matter what

the difference may be, round or square, and, as

they drive along at an immense rate, amid a

perfect shower of flying sawdust, they exclaim,

—

“ This is what we call ‘ reasoning by analogy 1’ ”

We have at this moment a vast amount both

of real and simulated destitution eastwards; an

amount that has evoked a corresponding quan-

tity of the charitable bounty of the west. Such

money is bringing no useful return; it simply

feeds a large number of persons who are, per-

force, idle ; it is like that of the grand feast, will

leave no permanent value behind it, beyond that

of stemming starvation, which, we will admit, is

something when taken by itself, but only then.

Well, but employment for the same money would

also stem starvation, and, like the outlay on the

house already mentioned, would leave something

permanently profitable behind it.

London wants re-arranging and re-whetting.

Is it too much to ask that a rate-in-aid be esta-

blished for the work,—to make a beginning,

—

and that it be so apportioned as to make “poste-

rity ” in due time pay a fair share of the cost of

the regenerated and improved metropolis, which

will be theirs as soon as they are ready for it ?

Why should we labour and smile not, nor rejoice,

for the exclusive benefit of the ladies and gentle-

men of the posterity train, and they to have

nothing to pay ? The principle is unsound and

one-sided. We are aware of the argument on

the other hand, that if ancestry had paid for all

it had as it went along, we should not now be

harassed in scraping up twenty-six millions a

year as interest for the national debt. Our

answer is, that ancestry should have attended to

its own affairs, especially during the political

dramatic era that was closed by the falling of

the curtain of 1315. Ancestry sent its sons and

its money to be wasted in war for people who
' despised it, who have long since repudiated

being under any obligation whatever for such

friendship, who have borrowed our gold and

laughed in our face when payment was men-

tioned, and who have treated us very much like

“ the commonest dirt,” whilst the posterity of

the very people we tried to blow off the face of

the earth are our fastest friends.

In 1826 we had to deal with a large area of

distress, especially in the north-west, and

public road-making was resorted to. The

population of England and Wales at that time

was about 13,000,000, more or less, whilst the

total of the metropolis, suburbs included, was

a little over 1,225,000. Profitable work had to

be found then, and profitable work must be

found now ; the country is wealthy enough, and

with some extra safeguards, the plan here

sketched would be the most economical. A dis-

cussion has recently been going on about the

income of the nation, and it has turned out that

we have, as disposable money, every year, the

enormous sura of 825,000,0001. ! Now it must
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seem, plain that if the nations of Europe would
only agree to furl the flag of glory, and let the
banner of peace permanently wave in the for-

mer’s place, we could, all of us, do a great deal
more in the way of preventing our several east-

end distresses than we can now.
The first thing to be done is to ascertain from

competent persons the more pressing improve-
ments that are required in the metropolis, and
obtain plans and estimates. Running on all-

fours with this, let a list of all the able-bodied
men and boys applying for relief be made out

;

their age, where from, trade, how long in the
present abode, when last at work, ic. In the
meantime, Parliament must pass a thorough,
uncompromising Vagrancy Suppression Act

;

one
that can be unsparingly applied to man, woman,
and child, the halt, the lame, and the blind

;
one

that could neither be evaded by the “ We’ve got
no work to do-”er8, nor the “Fusees, a half-

penny a-boi” outcasts. All flimsy and colour-

able pretences for cadging, whether with a child
in each arm, or three at the heels, should be re-

lentlessly put down—down. The administration
of our vagrancy law is not creditable to us. It

is absolutely scandalous that the philanthropy
of a private nobleman has to do the duty of the
police in the conviction of barefaced street im-
posture. In no capital in Europe, and in no
large towns, either in England or the Continent,
does vagabondage and street ruffianism run the
course of unchecked riot that they do in London.
But, as the further consideration of this part
of the subject at present would lead us out
of our way, we will proceed in our proper
direction.

Having got our organization of relief and
repression complete, wo might then begin to
cope with the evil of distress and mendicancy,
and to reduce it within reasonable limits. The
infantile and the infirm aged should be cared for

;

but, with respect to the rest, work, unflinching
work, or gruel, confinement, and hunger. When
the “ do-no-workers ’’ begin to bawl their rounds,

,

let them be immediately taken before the magi-
|

Swrate, and compelled to render an account of
i

themselves. If they really had no work to do, send
them where some could be had, if they were
able to do it, and let very moderate wages be paid
to them. With respect to the rising generation,

I

who, half-naked and ignorant, infest our footways !

at every step, let them be all taken charge of,
[

their parents, if any, “ hunted up,” and made
;

answerable for their future good conduct, and
those who have no friends put in the way of
being trained. Can anything be more disgrace-
ful than the fact of a whole army of vagabonds
of all ages, amounting to many thousands,
being permitted to render dangerous and almost
impassable the principal thoronghfares of the
metropolis of the world, and steadily recruit the
ranks of the dangerous classes ? It seems past
belief; but it is so, and that, too, in the face of
several Acts of Parliament, specially directed
against such lawlessness.

When we have set such an organization as
this in motion, we shall have made a beginning
towards the subversion of chronic East-end dis-

tress, and London vagabondage and street-

rascality generally. Every able-bodied person,
on applying for relief, whether to the pariah or
to private charity, should be able to read over
the portals, “ Work or Starve.’’ But the work
should be of a kind that would not unedneate
the skilled, delicate hand, as it were, when the
day of employment arrived. For instance,
stone-breaking and oaknm-picking would be i

almost permanent destruction to the highly-
trained fingers of the scientific instrument
maker, or in the more nicely-fitting parts of
mechanical engineering. If a man has a wife
and family, the public work wages resulting
from a fair amount of industry should be suffi-

cient to enable them to keep the Englishman’s
much-cherished home together until better
work could be had. Another thing,— strict
classification should be carried out, and de-
cency enforced ; the rough to the rough. The
common language of a certain portion of the
labouring classes, when they are conversing by
themselves, is shocking in the extreme

j
baths

and abominable expressions ulcerate every
sentence. They are not entirely to blame for
this. The want of an established system of
national education for the children of the poor,
the absence of a sound moral tone iu the shop
or the yard when the age of labour begins, the
apparently utter indifference often shown to-

wards them by those in whose interest they
labour, and the wretched dens wherein they live,

mast be taken into account.
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In consequence of the abundance of money
that is finding its way from voluntary benevo-
lent pockets to the scenes of suffering, the East-
end is being literally flooded with the life-trained
vagrancy of all England,— nay, to such an
extent has this unexpected tide of cadgery set
in that single rooms in small tenements have
risen in the market ! Surely this ought to be
put a stop so. Those who belong to the regular
tramp-locust tribe may be refused relief of any
kind beyond what will carry them out of the
district. But then, in the absence of a common-
sense vagrant law, see what a legion of rascal-
dom and imposture you turn loose all over the
town ! The seventy odd square miles of which
London proper is composed would have gangs
of “got no work to do” in every decent
thoroughfare, whilst the “ starving mother,”
with the twin babies that never grow bigger nor
older, would bristle at every street comer. On
the other hand, if the professional tramp and
impostors knew that work of some kind must
be done, that the streets were closed to their
their imposture, they would soon take some
other course.

Whatever aspect this periodical East-end
distress may ultimately assume, it will never
do to feed twelve or fourteen thousand people
every “now and then” winter without any
productive result. If it be done, and some
system of public labour be not organised with
the heavy-handed repression of pure vagrancy,
the East-end of London will be turned into the
regular winter quarters of unmitigated impos-
ture. The time to begin is now; sketch out the
works that will be most useful, and have a com-
mencement made as soon as practicable

;
let

every able-bodied “distressed” know that

—

“He that will rot woek neithee shall ue
EAT.”

RAILWAY BOARDS, CONTRACTORS, AND
SHAREHOLDERS.

It is a happy peculiarity of the English cha-
racter that enables ns to turn to good account a

^

force which, in other countries, is for the most
part merely disturbing or noxious. We mean the

I

force of public dismay. We have acquired the
habit, first fully established during the Crimean

I

war, of turning on any questionable points the

I

full light of complete investigation. This method
I

may be branded as commercial ; it may be de-
1 cried as forming no part either of the admitted
I
government of the country, or of the organisa-

' tion of the people in relation to their govem-

j

ment. Still it exists, and not only so, but it

!
answers its end. No doubt it was for the com-
mercial purpose of increasing the sale, and
augmenting the advertising power of the daily
journals, that their proprietors went to the cost
of sending edneated men to procure reliable

information wherever subjects of public interest
were to be described. But the result has been of
farmore than private otil' ty. Exposure hasbecome
a terror to evil-doers in all directions. Very
ranch, indeed, has yet to be done in the way of
systematic searching for abuses; but let the
abuse be of a certain magnitnde, unconnected
with political party or with great interests, and
once brought to light, the investigation is likely

to be probing and final.

For more than twelve months past the fall

force of public dismay has been brought to bear
upon our English railway system. Not the full

I force of investigation, for as we write evidence
is slowly collecting by Mr. Commisaioner Winn,

low of a more reckless and unsparing mode of
dealing with the property of deluded share-

'

holders than has yet entered into the imagina-
tion of the most active Bear. A contractor
quietly states that in September, 1860, he took
certain works at the high prices which are likely

to be imposed on those lines which pay for their
construction not in cash, bnt in stock. In
October of the same year these prices seem to
have been augmented by some 20 per cent.
Then he was allowed a commission of 25 per
cent, for “ placing” these shares. “ He knew
that in August, 1862, the A and B shares were
treated as paid. That was subject to the deduc-
tion of 25 per cent, commission. Iu Joly, 1862,
he proposed that he should receive a rebate of

50 per cent, upon the A shares in consequence
of an agreement to pc«tpone them. The direc-

tors replied stating that, however much they
might regret the loss, they had no other coarse
than to recommend the board to accept the
offer. The rebate of 50 per cent, was in addition
to the commission of 25 per cent., but under

existing circumstances the witness considered
the arrangements fair and equitable.”
The fairness and equity to the unforbanato

purchaser of the A share would probably be to

this effect. He paid 1001. in cash; of this 101.

went to the brokers, Messrs. Knight &, Coleman.
Balanca»of commission and "rebate,” amount to

651. This leaves 25L for works
;
but, as it was,

“ having regard to the fact that the firm was to

receive payment in shares, which were to bo
taken at par,” that Sir M. Peto " considered that
the prices stipulated for were fair prices,” wo
can hardly estimate the contractor’s risk and
profit at having been put at less than -iO per
cent, on the schedule, especially after its in-

crease in October 1860. Moat likely 50 per cent.
(

would be nearer the mark. The actual value,
i

then, in land and works, which the unfortunate
|

A shareholder has received for his lOOZ., will be
j

from 151. to 12Z. 10s., a very satisfactory ha’porth
1

of bread for the intolerable amount of “ sack,” I

properly so called, secured by the enterprising

and adroit contractor, — from 607,0001. to

717,500Z. out of the 825,0001. of the A
capital. Shareholder and broker divide one-
fourth of the capital between executing the
work and making the market, and three-founhs
go somewhere else. In this case it certainly
would appear to an honest man not behind
the scenes, that the gentlemen called directors

are as much more blameable than the persona
called contractors, os is the governor who
betrays a fortress entrnsted to his care more
inexcusable than the captain of brigands or of
free lancers who seizes the neglected strong-
hold. That, however, is not our present con-

cern.

The attention of our readers will, no doubt, be
curiously directed towards the farther proceed-
ings “in re Peto, Betts, & Crampton.” We
have referred to the case, not so much for its

own importance, great as that is, as for the sake
j

of giving some explanation of oue or two round i

facts which are worthy of attentive study.

At the close of the year 1867, according to the
report of the United States’ Statistical Bureau,
there were in those states 54,325 miles of rail-

way, of which 38,605 miles were completed. The
aggregate cost of the roads and their equipments
was 1,654,050 dollars. Omitting the considera-

tion of the unfinished lines, the average cost per
mile of the United States’ railways may be
taken at about 42,000 dollars. In Pennsylvania,
the leading railway state, the cost of 4,192 miles
is given as about 222 millions of dollars, or
53,000 dollars per mile. The railways of the
United States are, no doubt, of a rough and
ready description

; but when we come to remark
on the sums expended on renewals and recon-
structions in our own country, we shall find that

we have not ourselves by any means built for

eternity.

In Ireland, to June 30th, 1867, 39 railway
companies have expended 26,652,463Z., on 1,898

miles of line. The gross receipts for the year on
this expenditure were 1,852,417Z. The cost per
mile was thus, in round numbers, 14,000Z., each
mile earning a gross amount, however, of a little

under 1,000Z. (975Z.)

In Scotland, to June 30th, 1867 forty-nine

railway companies have expended 55,921,649Z.

on 2,466 miles of line. The gross receipts for

the year on this expenditure were 4,081,904Z.

The approximate cost per mile was 22,700Z., each
mile earning a gross annual revenue of 1,650Z.

Up to the date of the last returns before us
from France, the whole expended capital repre-

sented byshares and debentures was233,000,000Z,,
and the length of the lines of railway constructed

was 8,134. The cost of these lines is thus
about 28,500Z. per mile. The net income is

stated at 12,500,000Z., or about 1,63CZ. per mile.

In England, to June 30tb, 1867, 170 companies
have expend^ 405,331,0552. on 9,634 miles of

railway. The gross receipts on these lines for

the year ending at the same date were33,054,709Z,

The cost per mile was 42,OOOZ. ; the gross earning

per mile was 3,5352.

We thus find that the difference of cost

between a railway in. England and one in

America is no less than the difference of valne
betwen a pound and a dollar. English railways
have cost as many pounds per mile as American
railways have cost dollars. The natural features

of the countries are by no means such as
to account for this efiormous disproportion

;

in fact, the rule would appear rather to

have been to ascertain how much the pro-
prietary would in each case bear, and to

spend accordingly. Thus, while English rail-

ways have cost almost exactly three times
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the price per mile of Irish railways, and not far

from twice as much as Scotch railways, their

expenditure has been hitherto so far controlled

as to allow (on the supposition that working
expenses equal half the gross revenue) nearly

one-half per cent, more return to the share-

holders on the gross capital than that of the

poorer sister countries. But in France the

expenditure baa been kept down so as to allow

a return of one per cenc. above that earned in

England. It is clear to those who have practical

knowledge of the railways under comparison that

it is rather to investigations such as those which
are now being conducted by Mr. Winslow, than

to such as are carried on by Parliamentary Com-
mittees, that we must look for the explanation

of the enormous additional cost of our English

lines. Had they been kept down to the French
cost they would now have paid all round 6^ per

cent. Of course the consideration of the addi-

tional locomotive and carrying stock required for

a larger traffic mnst not be lost sight of. But
the revenue of the English lines, that is to say

the 'measure of their need for working plant,

I only exceeds the reveniie of the French lines in

the proportion of 1767 to 1536, and this excess

I only regards the portion of the capital invested

I in working stock. The proportion of cost

) between the two systems is as 42 to 28^.
Now, it is on ench a state of things as this

that of late,—cruelly late, but we trust not too

I late,—the force of public dismay has been
) brought to bear with a vengeance. The first

result has been disastrous to an educated pro-

t fession, to a great number of men who had
: risen to a mushroom wealth which has diaap-

I peared like those fungi themselves, and to a
) largo and important body of English workmen;
I but it has been necessary, nevertheless. The
railway system of this country is very far from
having attained a development equal to the re-

quirements of the day. It leaves room for a
large and remunerative development of the
requirements of the future. But it had been

i developed in the wrong direction,—for private,

1 not for public ends,—for the benefit of lawyers
i and contractors, not for that of railway proprie-

( tors. Until this iniquitous development was
'! checked, the constant swell in the tide] of re-
• venue was only made use of for encouraging
: expenditure and for facilitating the borrowing of

n capital. The better the return the wilder the

i: extension. For this system to be put a stop to,

I for the capital accounts to be closed, for the
ii actual state of things to be looked honestly in

i the face, and for the incessant pilferage of the
1 unwary proprietors to be stopped by the process

^ of making them aware of what was going on,

L has been the function of the panic of 1867.

Already we are seeing results. The Great
I Eastern, with a diminished outlay, has earned
E some 30,000L more for the second half-year of

1 1867 than for that of 1866. The Great Western,
a also, with a diminished outlay, 50,0001. more.
T With the steady increase of net revenue these
c companies are learning to struggle with that
fl floating debt, in the permission or encourage-
D ment of the growth of which they were learning,

a at their proportionate distance, to emulate the

b borrowing states of Europe and of America.
It has been by the facility of borrowing money

t! that the great vice of our own system has chiefly
j

f( found opportunity to run riot. So long as the
j

e 1 shareholder had to be asked for calls, so long
X was a certain check pnt upon expenditure.

|

i Most men have an instinctive dislike to be asked
!

f( for money. Even those who part with it for

l the purpose of investment, are apt to ask for

p particulars in a manner that would be disagree-

;; able to directors who had felt compelled to allow

a a rebate of 50 per cent, on A shares. Thus, in

I the early days of most lines, the constitutional

f forms of representative assemblies were kept up.

1 The engineer of the line was invariably present
a at the half-yearly meetings, to throw the mgis
0 of hie responsibility over the Board, and to take
h his proper share of badgering as to the progress

0 of the works. But with the completion of the
0 original lines, and with the expenditure of the
0 original capital, crept in another mode of doing
b business. Men who were not asked at the
D moment to put their hands into their own pockets

g gladly compounded for immunity at the price of

g giving a tacit sanction to the borrowing, on the

p part of the executors who administered their

ji joint property, of sums that were to be expended
fifor the general welfare and prosperity. Few
b asked themselves the question of how far the
b half-year’s dividend might have come out of the
t exercise of the half-year’s borrowing powers.
1' The dividend was a pleasant, tangible fact. The

increase of the capital was a matter of account.

All men are not clever at accounts. Most men
dislike them. So it came to pass that, without

speaking of the floating debt, which, after all, is

the main cause of the present cessation of

dividends, the acknowledged debt which, nnder
the forms of temporary loans, debenture

loans, debenture stock, and preference capital,

presses npon the original shareholders, is

appreciably larger than their whole original

venture. Of the total capital which, up
to June, 1867, had been raised by 389 railway

companies, amounting to 489,060,6991., only the

sum of 229,197,8671. was ordinary capital. The
remainder was money borrowed or raised under
one or another of the four above-named beads. On
a property costing nearly five-eighths of the

National Debt, more than half the value had
been borrowed. This is the most favourable

way of putting the facte. The proportion is

that of 260,000,0001. of borrowed or preference

capital to 230,000,0001. of original paid-up

capital. Can we wonder that railway making
became so lucrative a trade while the capital

was so readily forthcoming from a confiding

public ? Can we wonder that, between land-

owners, lawyers, contractors, brokers, and others,

the existing network of English railways has

cost the respectable sum of 42,0001. per mile ?

It is fair to mention that some, though not

all, of our figures are taken from an analysis of

the capital and revenue of the railways of the

United Kingdom, drawn up by Mr. H. E. Bird,

of Basinghall-street. Mr. Bird has continued

the Parliamentary return of 1865 down to the

close of 1867. The figures, so far as they go,

appear to be reliable, and would have been a
still more valuable contribution to our know-
ledge, if they had contained some information as

to the distribution of capital, the cost of land, of

works, of stock, and of legal and Parliamentary
expenses. The natural result of Mr. Bird’s

figures (we will not say their object, but it looks

like it), is to increase the feeling of dismay with

which railway property is regarded. With an
unsparing, but probably not with an nnjnst

hand, the expenditure charged to capital is com-
pared with the amount of ordinary dividend.
“ If the outlay continues at the same rate as

heretofore, a great reduction, and in some cases

an entire cessation of dividends on ordinary

stock must be the resnlt.” In one sense this is

a favourable mode of patting the case. The out-

lay has to be stopped, or has been stopped, and
the dividends too. We have gone too far to be
set right by a mere halt. We have, if it be im-

possible to retrace our steps, to wait till our
friends come to our relief. Those friends are

the travelling and freight-paying^nblic. They
are rapidly rolling up to the rescue.

The difficulties which oppose any attempt to

speak with tolerable certitude as to the future of

the railways of Great Britain arise chiefly from
our ignorance of their exact condition at pre-

sent. The floating debt is large, estimated at

20,000,0001., although the cash in hand, ont-

standing accounts, and stores may go far to

balance such a debit. Then, the question of the

actual cost of working is one on which no definite

judgment can be formed until the capital

accounts are actually closed. Still, there is little

reason to doubt the possibility of keeping the

expenditure, exclusive of interest, beneath 50 per
cent, of the gross intake. That income amounted,
in 1866, to 38,164,3641., being an increase of

2,274,2-ilh on the income of 1865. The net

receipts are stated in the Board of Trade returns

to be 4 04 per cent, on the paid-up capital. But
notwithstanding the fact that the working
expenses are only averaged at 49 per cent., the

large increase in the traffic of 1866 is only

allowed to have augmented the net revenue by
the sum of 750,0991., or from 18,602,582^. to

19,352,6811. As the latter sum gives a dividend

only at the average rate of 4-04 per cent., it

would seem, on the most unfavourable view,

that an increased gross income of 10,000,0001.

per annum would be requisite before railway

capital,on themean average, would pay 5per cent.,

a state of things which, at the rate of the last

year’s increase,would not be attained before 1881.

On the other hand, the several series, if acting

in harmony may be expected largely to increase

their receipts without any corresponding increase

of expenditure
;
and if this expectation be ful-

filled, the addition of four millions and a half to

the nineteen millions of the present uet revenue,

which would be necessary to allow of the addi-

tion of one per cent., may be attained in the year

1870. With proper management, we hold that

this date should be nearer the period of the resto-

ration of railway capital, taken in the gross, to
the par value, than the more deferred period

;

but we place the limits and the dates before our
readers, to enable them to form their own con-

clusions. In any event it can only be by a re-

turn to the former state of easy-going public

indifference that the great railway revenue of

Great Britain can be for the future diverted from
the pocket of the shareholder to the hands of the

schemer. In the check of profligate expenditure,

in the exposure of the mode of “placing” and
*' rebating ” A shares, in the cessation of hostili-

ties, and in the general attempt to look facts in

the face, instead of striving to make them plea-

sant, we recognise the probability that a restora-

tion of railway prosperity may yet be the result

of the function of public dismay.*

ON THE AECHITECTUEESQUE.t
PART II.

If I have succeeded in conveying to you the

precise meaning which I attach to the term

ivrchitecturesque, it becomes my further task to

pursue this idea from its direct application to

architecture into its bearing npon other matters,

—that is, npon certain other arts and kindred

subjects which are more or less connected with

architecture.

First, I will direct your attention to painting;

and the question, of course, will be. What is the

architecturesque in painting? My answer is

this : The idea implies subordination to architec-

tural forms and purposes in respect of painting

applied to architecture. An architectural deco-

ration produced by the painter may be, speaking

in general terms, either suitable or unsuitable to

the architecture
;
and, therefore, it will be so far

either successful or unsuccessful in respect of

the character of being architecturesque. A good

illustration happens to offer itself at once. Two
or three months ago an intere.sting communica-
tion was presented to the Royal Institute of

Architects, by a painter, Mr. Scott,—of Edin-

burgh, I think. He had executed certain very

noticeable decorative works on a considerable

scale, in two mansion-houses in the northern

part of the country, consisting of figure sub-

jects, which were in themselves exceedingly well

devised, well drawn, and well painted. Ho was
able to show us in one case the actual pictures

(they being on canvas, for being affixed to the

walls) ; and in the other case he produced the

full-size coloured cartoons; so that we were able

to understand thoroughly what he professed to

do.J One of these works was designed for

the adornment of a central hall in a Classic

or Italian mansion, the four walls being occupied

by arcaded galleries, and the pictures being

made to fill in the space between the arches and
the entablature above, including the sprandrels

formed by the meeting of the arches. The sub-

ject was found in the incidents of a Border

ballad—one of the Percy ballads, I think; the

series of paintings assuming a sort of panoramic

form
;
and a very charming composition, as a

whole, was the result of Mr. Scott’s labour and
skill. But some of us objected that, owing to

the lower limit of the canvas being formed by a

series of arches, the picture now and then ap-

peared to be passing behind the arcade, the

arches, in fact, constituting a succession of semi-

circular gaps, cut out of the panorama. Others

of us maintained that this was quite right, on the

precedents of Giotto and other great masters.

At all events, this was obviously a question of

the very principle of which I am speaking ; the

real point was simply this,—whether the picture

was treated architecturesquely or not ;
whether

the figures were adapted to the forms of the

architecture, so as to be in harmony with the

architectural purpose. Although everybody

was satisfied with the pictures as pictures, this

was not all. We thought they had not been

treated in an architectural spirit,—that is, in the

manner which I venture to call the arcbitec-

turesque manner. The same gentleman further

exhibited, as I have said, another work. This

consisted of figure subjects ascending an interior

circular stair. The paintings were hero in

panels
;
the mode of design was more or less

Meditoval
;
and they were, as in the former case,

• A Blight modification was made by Sir M. Peto in Lis

second examination. The first statement was that above

cited; but on consultation with his paitner, Mr. Betts, the

hen. baronet corrected it to the effect that his tiriu

ultimatelj took the A shares, not at ‘iol., but at 371. lOs.

for the 1< 01. share.

t See p. 169, antt. J See pp. 31 and 78, ante.
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exceedingly well done. Bat here another
very carions principle came into view, quite as
embarrasBiDg as the line of arches.

Seeing that the anbject was, so to speak, going
np-stairs, and that the absolute horizontnlity
and perpendicularity of nature are conditione
that will not go up-stairs except by some arti-
ficial contrivance, the question was how should
the designer treat his subject so as to make
natural landscape accord with a circular stair.

In a word, we occasionally found that he was
treating his snbject very satisfactorily, and
occasionally it was not so : when it was archi-
tectureequely treated it pleased

j
when not so, it

did not please.

The landscape, for example, sometimes seemed
to slope, in spite of itself, unnaturally, in accord-
ance with the form of the panels. In other cases,
it seemed to maintain its level and perpendicular
in a sort of discord with the situation

;
and so

there was a deficiency in respect of artificial

adaptation to the forms and conditions of the
architecture by which the composition, however
admirable as works of painting, was placed at
disadvantage, — picturesque work, but not
ai’chiteotnresque.

Passing next from painting to sculpture, the
idea in question is to a certain extent precisely
similar. That is to say, when sculptural decora-
tions are in panels, for instance, or spandrels,
probably as reUevi, we may say that, as in the
case of paintings—indeed, even more decidedly
so than in any case of paintings—it is necessary
that the figures should be adapted conventionally,
if you please to call it so, bat beyond doubt
artistically, to the forms of the architecture.
Again, there is the case of statuary used in what
may be called a stmctural capacity : as, for in-
stance, when a statue occupies one of a series of
pedestals surmounting a colonnade or arcade, it

is obviously essential that it sbonld be posed
in a particular way

; for it takes the place of
what, in another school of architecture, would
be a pinnacle

;
and it is necessary that it shonld

be treated architecturally,—or, I would rather
say, architecturesquely. If designed with a great
display of motion, or with flattering drapery like
the figures on Temple Bar, it is not suitably
treated. It is, no doubt, treated sculpturally

;

but, as a portion of an architectural com-
position, not architecturally. As another ex-
ample, it is even still more plain that when
figures are used as brackets (as in the French
roof-windows, &c.), it is absolutely necessary
that they shonld be subordinated strictly and
stringently to architectural forms and pur-

j

poses
;
and this, once more, Is the question of

'

the architectnresque in sculpture. Again, it

sometimes happens that independent statues
should be treated in the same spirit when placed

'

in connexion with architectural work. To men-
!

tion a second time the statues on Temple Bar,
they are, as objects of airt of the period, perhaps
fine works

J
but, as statues encased in architec-

ture, they are wanting in architectureaqoe re-
pose. To turn to a modem example, you have
perhaps seen the statue of Sir Eobert Peel in
Parliament-square, not yet unveiled, and you
may have observed that it occupies a somewhat
peculiar position. It is set down in front of a
piece of railing. Seen from behind it will look—forgive me if I appear to fall into the flippancy
of British criticism,—but it will look very much
like something in a cage, or perhaps in a pound

;

whereas, looked at from the front, the architec-
tural critic, and even the sculptural critic, may
be excused if he wonders how it is that a mere

\

railing shonld be carried past the back of the
figure without the slightest attempt to do what

'

would be BO easy, namely, to divert the pattern
into some form calculated to harmonize with and
enhance the sculptural effect. The railing in
itself may be architectural enough; but why
should it not serve to afford also to the statue
the legitimate architectnresque support due do
the site ?

Now, let us pass to a subject peculiarly
well calculated to give us a clear idea of what
I am aiming at, — namely, the architectural
carving of natural objects, such as foliage. A
more charming description of art, whether
viewed by itself, for its own purpose, or for its

architectural purpose, it is impossible to con-
ceive; and I think we shall all agree that what-
ever may be sometimes said of the inferiority of
various kinds of English art-workmanship, the
high character of English foliage carving is un-
questioned. Now, we all know that before
natural foliage can be well or pleasingly adapted
to architectural work it has to be in some degree
conventionalized, in order to satisfy the critical

.
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mind that it is not a mere portrait of a vegetable
product, but a product of stone-working, baaed
onlynpon the nature-work which is copied. This,
then, is architecturesque conventionality

;
and

we are naturally led to remember how elaborately
foliage was thus conventionalized by the ancient
Greeks and Romans. With them, indeed, such
foliage ceased altogether to be natural, and be-
came architectural alone ; and I think nothing
can be a stronger illnstration of the persevering
resolution with which the Greeks, and, following
them, the Romans, developed the architecturesque
principle. Here again, also, we have suggested
to our minds the essential difference between
the Classic and the Medifeval schools of design

;

the Classic carving is more architecturesque,
Medimval more picturesque.
Coming, in the next place, to decorative art, I

need scarcely say that if the decorator, as a
separate artist, is admitted into a building, to

I

supplement the architect’s work, he ought

j

especially to confine himself strictly within the

I

limits of architectural motive. Observe in

I

passing that the decorator’s work is not archi-

I

tectore—it is not even architectural—it is not

I

even architectonic. But I certainly think that
the term architecturesque expresses with perfect
fitness the adaptation of the decorator’s work to
the architectural and architectonic features.
The other day, I stepped into the studio of my
friend Mr. Owen Jones, whose felicity of design
in decorative art has a world-wide reputation
and I had a great treat, for he showed me a series
of marvellous drawings whereby a whole house
was to be decorated in his most elaborate
manner—ceilings, walls, carpets, hangings, all

harmonising in colour and form, and constituting
one of the most exquisite sets of designs I ever
had the good fortune to inspect. Now, what was
the spirit which was actuating the artist in bis
design of all this ? It was evidently this very
principle ofwhich I have been so long speaking,

—

the adaptation of all those various decorative
efforts to one vital architectural purpose.
When we go again a little further, and look at

the question of Furniture, we perceive the point
quite as forcibly as ever. All the world knows
that the cabinet-maker systematically objects to
the architect’s designs for furniture

; and
;

younger men may perhaps be persuaded by me
J

when I tell them that whenever it is found that

I

an objection of this kind is systematically and
I

universally made by any class of tradespeople or

I

others against the incidental demands of the
I architect in respect of what is their snbject and

j

not his own, it is a sure sign that the architect is

going too far. Now, when cabinet-makers object

,

to the architect’s design for furniture the reason
is this,—the architect in designing furniture is

;

attending, ntfdoubt loyally enough, to the archi-
. tects’ principles, but be fails to recognise the
demands of the structural and other elements,
and he treats his work architecturally when he
ought to treat it only architecturesquely

.

Now,
,

it certainly may be admitted that if furniture is

to be adapted artistically to the features of the
house it ought to be best done by the architect.
In the abstract, the cabinet-maker himself will
be ready to agree to that

; but the architect must
never attempt to treat the furniture as if it were
architecture, for it is not architecture in any
degree, but furniture altogether, and lo adapt it

to the architecture,—that is to say, to throw
over it a mantle of what I call the architectu-
resque,—is a more artistic task than any imita-
tion of architectural forms can ever be.
The question of interior plan is one in which,

the principle of which I am speaking comes
very frequently into view. When one is design-
ing interior effect,—an effective interior, as we
are accustomed to say,—he is apt to think that
it is a question of architecture and architecture
only

; but I think that, as a matter of experi-
ence, I have generally found it was less a matter
of architecture directly than of the adaptation
of domestic arrangements to architectural pur.
pose. Speaking not of great public buildings, nor
of churches, where the interior is treated in a
grand manner for its own sake, but rather of
domestic and other more modest works, I think
the first consideration in plan is obviously con-
venience

; and therefore I say the motive is not
architectural so much as architecturesque which
seeks to adapt this convenience to the purposes
of architectural effect.

Let me allude for a moment to landscape
gardening. This is acknowledged to be of two
styles. One is called the Italian, the other the
English. Italian landscape gardening is that
which sprang np in the fifteenth and sixteenth
centuries, the art having had no existence before

thattime artistically
;
and the English is that which

jbasin this country andpartly on the Continent sop-

1

plemented and very much supplanted the Italian
j

style within a comparatively recent period. In
the English style, which is otherwise called the
natoral style, and which is in reality the pictu-
resque style, formality is avoided, and little else
than gracefnl irregularity is attempted to be
produced, the ordinary effects of natural land-
scape being refined upon as the sole elements of
effect. On the other hand, in the Italian style

j

the principles are based upon regularity, sym-

1

metry, and system, in every form, of severe and
|

often purely architectural strictnesB. The effect
I

produced in either case may be very fine, but
|

thre two systems are essentially and entirely
[

different
;

and, indeed, in connexion with the •

large mansions of wealthy owners, it is the rule
for both styles to be introduced in separate por-
tions of the grounds, for the express sake of
their equal value,—the garden attached to one of
the drawing-room faejades of the house being per-
haps laid out with perfect regularity in what is

called an “architectural garden; whereas, the
land on the other side of the house,—that is,

the park, shrubberies, and other ornamental
grounds generally,—are treated in the English
style, with everything irregular and piquantly
natural. Here, then, we see contrasted the
arohiteotoresque of the Italian garden and the
picturesque of the English garden.
The Houses of Parliameut, in respect of site,

afl'ord ns, I think, a very fair instance of the
application of the principle in hand. That build-
ing is one about which there will be probably
much controversy in the future—more than there
has yet been—not in respect ot its authorship
(which is comparatively immaterial), but in

|

respect of its artistic value
;
but I think there is

j

one thing we may all agree to declare,—that it
i

is a building of exquisitely graceful design, and, I

if not academically sound as Gotbiework (a propo-
|

sition which, I think, may generally be accepted i

now),—a composition, nevertheless, in which the !

artistic sentiment of Sir Charles Barry took that i

particular course which was always character- i

istio of his genius—the architecturesque rather
than the picturesque. The great grievance of
Gothicists in this cose is, that the Gothic work
does not follow properly picturesque models;
hence the symmetry which severe Gothicism
objects to ; hence the uniformity which many
others not Gothicists complain of. However, as
regards its site, supposing the river shore from
the building to the water had been irregular,

—

a mere sand-beach or something of the kind,
or a bank tufted with shrubs, the effect of
the building would have been very much inferior

to what it is. But when the site is treated, as
it is, architecturesquely by the formation of the
long and unbroken terrace wall, with the un-
broken line of lamps which in the evening forma
so pleasiog a feature with Westminster Bridge,
also designed in adaptation to the bnilding (not

so much in respect of style, for that we need not
look at, but in its treatment as an approach),
yon have only to turn to the wretched groups of
squalid buildings which extend westwards beyond
the building, and there you see the effect of
what is decidedly at the least a non-architec-
turesque treatment of site. Again, the Thames
Embankment in itself is interesting to us aa
architects in this precise way. As far as regards
the formation of a new road along the river, that
is only a matter of convenience; as far as re-

gards the sanitary question of the contraction
of the river current, that also is of course not a
question in which we as artists take any special

iuterest; but, looking upon the Thames Em-
bankment in connexion with the buildings
which will be erected along the line, then we
perceive an instance of architectoreeque design,

contrasting the new artificial elegance with the
very natural and perhaps picturesque, but in-

elegant and unpleasing aspect of the former
shore. We have another and a most admirable
class of illustrations of architectnresque site

throughout the 'Parisian streets. Whatever
may be said on the monotony and some-
times feebleness displayed in the design of
the Boulevards, there can be no doubt that, for

classical artistic treatment of thoroughfares,
Paris is perfection. Compare this with that
academical system of Medievalism of which
some of onr friends appear at times to advocate
a revival, saying, “ Let ns give up straight
lines and squares; let us have piquant winding
thoroughfares where we shall be constantly
turning corners and coming upon fine things
unexpectedly.’’ That is no donbt good Mediaeval
doctrine, sonnd picturesque

; and I do not deny
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tliat a town treated on that principle might be

made extremely charming in its way ;
bnt all I

have to do with it here is to offer it as a contrast

to the Parisian system, which is the architeo-

tnresqire. Lastly, I may remark, that if the

principle of the architecturesque be what I have

described it, how is it neglected in London?
There is scarcely a public building which is even

creditably disposed as regards the arrangement of

site. As for the picturesque in site there is, of

course, no attempt at such a thing—and even

nature does not give us the picturesque by acci-

dent, except it be inWhitechapel. Compared with

Paris everything in the London streets is almost

sordid, certainly most remarkably devoid of the

charm which attaches to liberal artistic effort.

There is no attempt to support arohitecturesquely

even our most costly buildings. The Palace of

Parliament itself, as regards the outlook upon
the west, is in no less deplorable circumstances

than if it were a gin palace : indeed, the

magnificent Victoria Tower, the portal of

sovereign majesty, actually looks down upon a

petty tavern and a coal wharf! Surely, to sur-

-round such a building with some of those simple

•contrivances of site which I identify with the

term architecturesque would not be money
wasted. On the contrary, a very slight homage
to this principle would, in the case of most of our

•costly buildings, simply doable their value.

Therefore, if I am right in what I havebeenendea-
vouring to develop, it is, I think, extremely im-

.portant that this principle of the architecturesque

should be thoughtfully studied by English archi-

tects. Pray consider that I have not myself

been able to devote any very considerable study

to the subject. I may be more or less wrong in

much that I have proposed
;

I have had no
•authorities to consult upon the matter; more-

over, I am speaking extemporaneously : what I

have said is meant to be suggestive only,

.certainly not dogmatic. I am not in a position

to offer instruction on such a subject, but only to

submit reflections of my own upon anew theme,

which I am sure will well reward careful study,

•and prove in every way worthy of intelligent

•development. Eoueut Kere.

LIFE AND DEATH IN OUR LARGE
TOWNS IN 1867.

So great is becoming the aggregation of

’human life in our large towns that the death-

i rate of the nation may now be said to be

governed by the mortality, and consequently by
the sanitary condition, of our urban population,

i The Registrar-General’s detailed Annual Report

. of Births and Deaths for 1866 has not yet ap-

peared
;
a considerable time mast, therefore,

I .elapse ere we may expect that for 1867. How-
. ever, the quarterly return for the last quarter of

I 1867, and the annual summary of the weekly
: returns for London and twelve other large towns

of the United Kingdom, furnish facts sufficient

1 for a general view of the vital and sanitary sta-

t tistics for last year. The satisfactory oonclu-

. eions to be derived from such a retrospect can-

1 not but be gratifying to the inhabitants of those

. towns where recent sanitary activity has in a

: .measure already reaped its reward, while it

> should stimulate the dawning energy in others

[ whose past apathy is still reflected in excessive

] death-rates.

During the three years 1860-2, the annual

t death-race per 1,000 in the population of England
i und Wales ranged so low as 21’2, 21’6, and 21'5

;

i in each of the four following years it exceeded

; 23 per 1,000, was 23‘9 in 1864, and, influenced

I by the cholera epidemic, 23'6 in 1866. Last

;

year it fell again to 22 0,—a lower rate than in

; any year since 1862. The meteorological condi-

I tions of the year presented no unusual features,

1 but were, on the whole, favourable to public

1 health, more especially in large towns where
t the density of population and the combined
I effects of indifferent water-supply and imperfect

I sewerage render the inhabitants more susceptible

1 of such influences. The mean temperature of

I the year at the Royal Observatory, Greenwich,
' was 48’6'’, which, although considerably lower

; than that of the two previous years, differed but

; slightly from the average of ninety-six years.

In each of the first three quarters of the year

there was a slight excess of temperature ; while

the last quarter of the year, although unusually

cold, was not unfavourable to the public health,

as there were no continued frosts. Rain was
abundant, measuring 28‘4 in. for the year, and
nearly 4i in. above the average of the twenty-

eight years 18-iO-67. There was during the

year an unusual amount of wind,the average daily

amount of horizontal movement of the air being

283 miles, against 248, the average in the twenty

years 1845-67, and higher than in any year since

1848, when it was 318 miles per day. The year

1867 had a winter without continued, although

severe, frosts ; a summer unmarked by excessive

heat
; a fully abundant fall of rain

;
and a more

than average amount of movement in the air.

These conditions in great measure account for

the low death-rate of the year, which cannot be

entirely attributed to the recent rapid increase

of sanitary knowledge and activity.

The Registrar-General’s annual summary for

1867, just published, gives instructive details of

the births and deaths in London and twelve

other large towns of the United Kingdom,

estimated to contain in the middle of that year

the large population of over six millions of

persons. Of these, half inhabit the metropolis,

a million are shared between Dublin, Edinburgh,

and Glasgow, and the remaining two millions are

divided among nine large cities and boroughs of

England. The total urban population of Eng-

land and Wales, including all the large town

districts, must last year have numbered at least

twelve millions, even at the same rate of increase

that prevailed between 1851-61, whereas there is

every reason to believe that the aggregation to

town centres, and the decrease of population in

purely rural districts, has proceeded still more
rapidly since 1861 than in the previous decennial

period. For the purposes of comparison, how-

ever, the figures published concerning the six

million persons inhabiting these thirteen large

towns, including London, are fraught with con-

siderable interest.

These thirteen large cities and boroughs were

estimated to contain 6,187,764 persona at the

middle of the year 1867. During that year

230,199 births and 155,943 deaths were registered,

giving an annual birth-rate of 37 3 per 1,000.

lu the whole of England and Wales for that year,

including alike the town and country districts,

the birth-rate for the year was 35'8. Setting

aside Dublin, where registration, more particu-

larly of births, is yet in a most defective condi-

tion (showing as it does, a birth-rate for the year

of only 25 9 per thousand, and an excess of deaths

over births), the death-rate for the year in the

other largo towns varied from 36'4 and 36 6

ill Bristol and London, to 41’3, and 44'3 in Shef-

field and Leeds. These excessive rates in Leeds

and Sheffield suggest the probability, strength-

ened by local evidence that the estimated

population of these two towns is below the

actual population ;
the effect of this would be

to exaggerate both the birth and death rates,

calculated by means of the estimate. These

estimates are framed upon the assumption that

the rate of increase in the population of each of

the towns since 1861 has been the same as pre-

vailed between the census of 1851 and that of

1861. Many of these towns are the centres of

some one or other of the manufacturing districts,

and their populations are subject to excessive

fluctuations dependent upon the flourishing or

depressed condition of their particular manufac-

tures. The American war, for instance, pro-

ducing the cotton famine, at the same time in-

fused most unusual activity and prosperity into

our woollen districts. Thus a considerable por-

tion of the unemployed population of the Lanca-

shire cotton towns were attracted by the increased

demand for labour in the Yorkshire woollen

towns. Thus are the estimates for particular

towns during the period between one census and

another rendered inaccurate, and the accuracy

of calculated birth and death rates disturbed.

Nothing short of a quinquennial census for, at

least, all the large towns will give a sufficiently

trustworthy basis for sanitary statistics,which are

,
now studied so carefully throughout the country.

France, with a population comparatively sta-

tionary, has long had a quinquennial census.

Why should England, where the increase is so

much more rapid and variable, only have its

people numbered once in ten years ?

In the thirteen towns above mentioned the

155,943 deaths registered during last year showed

an annual death-rate among these six millions of

inhabitants equal to 25’3 per 1,000. This was
1-4 per 1,000 above the rate in the twelve mil-

lions inhabiting all the town districts, and 3-3

above that for the whole of England and Wales

for the same period. The following table show-

ing the death-rates in each of the thirteen towns

for the three past years, considered with refer-

ence to the known amount of sanitary work done

in recent years in the different towns, is highly

instructive. The towns are arranged in the

order of their death-rates for 1867, from the

lowest.

Annual Death-rate to 1,000 Persons living in

the Years 1865, 1866, and 1867.

London
Bristol
Birmingham
SheiOeld
Hull ...

Leeds
Dublin
Edinburgh
Salford
Glasgow
LiTerpool
Newcastle-on-Tyne
Manchester

1865. 1886.
24-4 26-6

23-

6 24-9

24-

6 210
27'0 28-1

27'3 245

31-

0 32-5

25-

8 28’5

28-

1 27-4

29-

3 290

32-

9 2y6
36-4 41’9

39'3 32-X

33-

0 32 0

1867.
23-0

23T
24'3

24-

7

25-

0
270

27T

28-

5
28 5

29-

6

30-

8
3T4

Before proceeding to consider some of the

details of the summary bearing especially upon
London, let ns glance at a few conclusions to be

derived from the foregoing table. Setting aside

the mortality from cholera in 1866, which was
purely exceptional, and made an addition of

1’8 per 1,000 to the mortality for that year, the

death-rates from ordinary causes will remain for

that year but little in excess of that for 1865,

and still shows an important reduction in the

rate for 1867. The rates in Bristol for the three

years were almost stationary, and place that city

very nearly at the top of the list for each year

:

summer diarrhoea and a few cholera cases some-

what raised the mortality in 1866. In Birming.

ham the rate scarcely varied at all in the three

years : the low death-rate enjoyed by this town,

notwithstanding a considerable mortality each

summer from infantile diarrhoea, and a recently

increasing fatality from scarlatina, whooping

cough, and other infantile zymotica, is strong

evidence of the natural sanitary advantages

possessed by this town. Sheffield, during 1867,

showed a marked improvement upon the two pre-

vious years, while in Hull the decrease of the

death-rate commenced with 1866. It is to Leeds,

however, that the advocates of sanitary reform

can most confidently point, in proof of what
may be done by well-directed and continued

efforts in that cause. The death-rate in Leeds

in 1865 was 310 per 1,000, ;
in 1866, through a

somewhat more severe epidemic of summer
diarrhoea, although there was no cholera, the

rate increased to 32 5, but fell to 27 0 under the

regime of a new medical officer in 1867. Since

the beginning of this year the continued decline

in the death-rate of Leeds is still more remark-

able. Edinburgh, Glasgow, and Salford each

show a small but continuous decline in the death-

rate in each of the three years. The success

of recent earnest co-operation on the part of

the municipal authorities in Liverpool with their

zealous health officer appears to have borne fruit.

The death-rate in that town, which in 1865 was

36'4, and influenced by the cholera epidemic,

rose to 41-9 in 1866, fell last year to 29 6. The
continuous decline of the proportion of deaths

from zymotic diseases, and especially of the

deaths from typhus, gives fair promise of still

more considerable reductions in the present and

succeeding years. Of the last two towns on the

,
list, with their steadily maintained excessive

death-rates throughout the three years, what

can be said ? Their example is perhaps useful,

but at too terrible a cost of human life, to show

the result of apathy in dealing with these im-

portant sanitary problems. The cases of these

two towns are very similar. In Newcastle, a

continued mortality from typhus and typhoid

fevers, with a more than usually severe epedimic

of scarlatina, helped to make up the high rate

for the three years : it was not till nearly the

end of 1866 that the town appeared to awake

from its lethargy, and if the death returns for

the past ten weeks of this year may be taken

as evidence of its improved health, we may
hope for a more favourable return for 1868 : no

officer of health has, however, yet been ap-

pointed. In Manchester the same class of

diseases has produced the same results as in

Newcastle. We are glad to hear that an Officer

of Health has been appointed, and we shall hope

to see the sanitary horizon clearer before long.

Since the beginning of this year the mortality

in Manchester has continually exceeded that in

any of the other large towns furnishiug weekly

returns, and fever in various forms, besides scar-

latina and whooping-cough, have been continu-

ously and fatally prevalent.

London was healthier in 1867 than in any

year since 1860, which was exceptional, inas-

much as the summer of that year was remark,

ably cold and wet, and there was in consequence

an almost entire immunity from the usual mor-
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tality from tnmmer diarrhcea. The death-rate
in London m 1867 was 23-0 per 1,000. Not-
withsiandiDg the great exceas in the female
population of London over the males, the male

o rS®
exceeded those of females by nearly
the death-rate for the year among males

being 25‘3 per 1,000, and of females only 20-9.
To the dwellers in this metropolis, who have
been somewhat groaning in recent years under
the weight of the extra millions that have been
added to the local taxation for the payment of
the Mam Drainage Works, it should at least be
some satisfaction to be able fairly to assign some
portion of the improved health of London to
the operation of this vast system of sewerage.
The worst part of London, by which we mean
those parts most densely crowded with the
forest classes, such as St. Giles’s. St. Luke’s,
Whitechapel, &o., enjoyed death-rates in 1867
which bore favourable comparison with some of
our provincial towns. This is also in a great
measure due to the effective working of the
svstem of health officers, who, although in many
cases overburdened with by far too large dis-
tricts, are surely effecting a radical improve-
ment m the condition of some of the worst
localities which formerly contributed so largely
to swell the death-rate for London. We gave
details, with reference to London in our last and
need not repeat them.

Of the total 70,688 deaths registered in Lon-
don in 186/, the causes were recorded of 69 757.More than a fifth of the whole, 15,027, were re-
fe^ed to zymotic diseases, principally to one or
other of the following diseases Typhns, small-
pox, measles, scarlatina, whooping-cough, and
di^hoea. This class of diseases is almost
entirely within human control. In 1865, the
deaths referred to these causes were 18 058 •

^'577 from cholera),
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required we are of opinion that the designs No. 6, No. 4

fhpw{,«i
^ designs ofthe whole senes; sod. with regard to relative merit may

rear'd convenienoe, having

thff-ti
‘o ‘he simplioity of plans,

;n»
^ “pcess to the different parts of the build-

Dos'iti^n
Streams of visitors, theposition and conveniences of staircases with anew to theavoiding of unnecessary walking inside the bnildine theprevtsion made for setting dn^ and taking np vifitSs

1” and also for the entranceof carts, and for the loading and unloading thereof - alsothe convenience and character of the Mayor's recention

d?s°t^et^f'^
‘he arrangements made for kewing the^same

fw bnmness portion of the building
; and

whole of the accommodation asked forby the Corporation has been provided, and the extent ofuuappropnsted snace : we are of opinion that the first

i?“ 6; the two nextbest designs being those of No. 6 and No. 8.

t
sufficiency of window light suppliedthroughout the building, wo consider the design of No. 5

in-’ f!
^® for yentilation and warm.

a/n
consider that all the designs would admit of the

vfnHi
proper artificial systems of wanning and

the
owing to the open arrangements of

woi.lH
courtyepda ,n this plan, the design of No. 6would be best as regards natural ventilation

‘° tbefcoostic propertiesof the large haUorroomand the council chamber, we are not prepared to give anydecided opinion on this head.
b » “uy

tbo'af
* cost of the design, and the probability ofthe same being earned out for the amount stated by the

2^ oP'Dion No. 5, No. 8, and No. 7 ere
the least costly of the designs submitted, and that theexpense of carrymg either of them into execution would
probably uot exceed the sum named in the instructions tothe competing architects.
The conclusion at which we have arrived, after a careful^justmeat and comparison of the various designs, on theground of architectural merit, construction, excellence of

Jieht, coat, and provision of sparerooi^ is,_that ‘he four best designs in order of merit are—
let, No. o; 2nd, No. 6; 3rd, No. 4; 4th, No. 7. And we
both concur in recommendine that the design marked
8t. t alentine (ho. 6) should be recommended by thesnb-commntM to the mayor and corporation for adoption.The architectural character of this design is, as we have

said, not quite so good as some of the others: but the

!?
«® admirably and simply

tions and improvements)—IsUrthe great“entrance“,‘^nd!
in the great clock-tower; and, 3rd, in the angles of the
prmoipai front. Therefore the three most conspionoue
points in the whole building, as far as the exterior is con-
cerned, are considered bad. If the other arcliitects would
be allowed to make alterations of equal importiince in

;

their plane and designs, after the various defects had been
®“‘ ^ ^bink that the few advantages in

o
design, which are mentioned in Nos. 2

and 3 of the report, would very soon disappear. F,

oo noA -v-
' — ti,ti/ / irom caoiera), **"

The„nl,dLaae of this ctarwh.” rhowed a.
iiDcrease m 1867 was smalJ-iJox, which was fatal
’ Jbere is much dignity about the treatoentm 1,332 cases; this number although slightly ' bLil Albert-square. We are

below that, in 1 RPR c U
,6^ Sllgutly

I

bound to say that in some respects the design appears to

lation 18 as good as the natural. In No. 6 of the report

v.!®®*?'
^Street express their opinion^at

i 03 6, 8, Md 7 are the least costly of the designs enb-mitted, and that the expense of carrying either of them
into execution would probably not exceed the sura named
in the instroctions to the competing architects. May Iaek Messrs. Donaldson and Street whether the architects ofthe other desiMs have exceeded the sum named in the in-
structions, and if not, why they are considered less honest
or less competent to make correct calculations than the
above-named three ? We know from experience, of at
least one of these, that he is not infaUible in makiug esti-
mates, cide the new Assize CourU. At the conclusion of
toeir report, Messrs. Donaldson and Street say, that Mr.
vVaterhouse s desien. whir-h tlioT? a r— - j

..*1.00... ana street say, that Mr.Waterhouses design, which they recommend for adoption,
additional study and modifications (t. e., altera-

COMPETITIONS.

of recent years. The mort^‘ity7rom''t7pbnrhl^sn^n ^ almost continuous decline since 1862.On the whole, as far as London is concerned,
the return for 1867 is certainly satisfactory, and
seems to indicate a atUl greater proepeotive im-
provement in the health of its residents. The
great sanitary problem remaining to be solved
lor the metropolis is, doubtless, the water supply,
lhat Londoners will long bo contented with the
present systems is scarcely credible, after the
light which has recently been thrown upon the
indubitable influence of the quality of water
upon public health. There is little doubt but
that with an adequate supply of pure water,^ndon would be one of the healthiest cities in
the world.

MANCHESTER TOWN-HALL
COMPETITION.

ft admits ^thout difficully.''The gr^nntTarc’e req^uftes
I’eht, and greater dignity, and tbe

designs for ‘be clock tower and the angles of the ftonltowards AJbert-squsre will, doubtless, be modified andimproved by the architect, before they are carried into
“ueb that the interior courts

of this building (as indeed those of almost all the designs)
have not been more carefully designed in regard to their

will be seen by most visitors to the
building, as the whole of the corridors open upon themand as they are all m spacious and open os could be con-
trived on the site, it seems a fatal mistake to leave them
entirely unadorned Good, solid, simple, butreallyarchi-
tectnral ehar^ter js what they require, and there is no
reason why they should uot have it. The character of thewhole building as a work of art depends very much upon
Its being uniformly good throughout.

^
We cannot conclude without saying that all the com-petitors appear to have bestowed immense pains on theirdeaips for this very important work, and that the reouire-

ments eontamed in the instructions appear to have^ been
generally very carefully attended to.-We remain, dear
sir, your very faithful servants,

Tho8. L. Dojtaldsow.

r. n, 2-.,„
®"'”-

The following is a Hat of the designs sent in
by the architects selected by the corporation with
the assistance of Mr. Godwin, in the first com-
petition, pointed to by mottoes or symbols only
in the report of the referees in the second com-
petition, which we append :

—

1. “Arnolfo di Lapo,” Mr. Cothbert Brodrick
(architect of the Leeds Town-hall).

2. “Faire sans dire," Mr. T. H. Wyatt (archi-
tect of the Liverpool Exchange).

3. “ Fides," Mr. Lee (London).
4. “Sperandum," Mr. J. Scott (London).

a
Mr. Waterhouse.

6. The Masons’ symbol of crossed triangles,
Messrs. Speakman & Charlesworth (Man-
Chester), ^

7. ‘' True to the line," Mr. Thomas Worthirc-
ton (Manchester). °

8. “Valentine," Mr. Salomons, (Manchester).

•n... e- TT- 1 s_
‘‘I-oidon, March 3, 1S6S.

T honoured by the instractionsof the Towa-baJl Sub-committce for the erection of a newTo^-hall in the city of Manchester, dated the 20thJebruare last, and conveyed through yon, requesting usto furnish our opinion generally on the plans sent in bythe eight competing architects, and especially with re-
ference to the matters therein specified. (Motto« ofdesigns:—! ‘Arnolfo di Lapo;' 2. ‘faire sans dire-’

i'-Kt
Sperandum;' 6. ‘St. Talentine • ’ 6Masons symbol of creased trianglea;

' 7. * True to the^e; 8. ' ) aleiifine.’) IVe have sccordincly examinedWith ve^ great care, the several drawings, and read the
explanations of their designs drawn up by the architects»nd we beg to report as follows

'

‘i^®
?o“P6rative merits of the designs in an

rbA^itlt ’ll®
?®'”‘

I'®*"'
having regard to the form of

tbt
'^® streets, tbe climate ofthe district, and the purposes for which the building is

Sir,—

T

he subject of the new town-hall ie
exciting considerable interest down here; but
the public in general seem to know very littleM to the real state of the case, therefore rumour
18 busy in a. thousand forms. The report of the
appointed judges has appeared in the papers,
and the name of Mr. Waterhouse has been given
as the one recommended to the council for the
carrying out of the work. It is to be hoped that
(previously to the decision being come to by the
council as to whether they follow the recom-
mendation of Messrs. Street and Donaldson or
not) the designs of the architects will be thrown
open to the public, so as to elicit the opinion of
the community. A Manchester Citizen.

Proposed, Infirmary at Hiqhgate, for the Parish
of St. Pancras.— The designs by a selected
number of architects, referred to in onr pages
recently, were sent in on Monday, the 2nd. The
guardians have awarded the first premium
(150Z.) to Messrs. John Giles & Biven. The
building is to accommodate 500 patients, and
the estimated cost is about 33,000L, exclusive
of external drainage, boundary-walia, and fittinon.
The second premium (lOOH) is given to Mr.
Burden

; and the third (50l.)to Mr. E. C. Robins.
A correspondent complains that “ the designs
were sent in on Monday

; were opened on
Tuesday; and the report of the committee was
printed and confirmed by the Board by Thursday
Board meeting.” Certainly very quick work. *
Asyhtm for Imbecile Poor, Learesden^Wood-

side.—The designs for this building (ten, we
believe) were sent in to the officers of the Metro-
politan Asylum District Board on the 2Qd inst.

Designs for a similar building, for a similar
purpose, to be erected at Caterham, were sent
in on the 9th inst.

Darlington Worlihouse. — Eighteen sets of
designs, in all 116 drawings, were sent in for this
workhouse, and the guardians, after consulting
with an independent architect from London,
awarded, as we have already mentioned,'!' the Ist
premium, 40J., to Mr. Adame, Stockton. The2iid
premium, 301., has been awarded to Mr. Stanger,
of York

;
and the 3rd, 20L, to Mr. R. B. Dixon, of

Darlington. A correspondent asserts that “ to
carry out the selected plan will entail a cost
of about 14,000i., instead of the 10,000H pro-
posed.”

Worcester Orphan Asylum .—The competition
for this building, the advertisement of which
appeared in the Builder of August 17, 1867, has
resulted in the selection of a design, tbe joint
production of Mr. William Watkins, of Lincoln,
and Mr. S. Dutton Walker, of Nottingham.
There were twenty-three competitors. As re-
gards external treatment, economy being a great
consideration, little stonework has been intro-
duced, but the effect has been sought by means
of a broken “skyline,” and by the introduction
of Staffordshire blue brick bands or strings

:

character being given to the building by the'
adoption of the Early Gothic style. The build-
ing is designed to accommodate twenty-five
girls and twenty-five boys, with arrangements
for extension, so as to receive conveniently double
that number when required. The material
chosen is red brick and Bath stone. The esti-
mated cost is 4,0001.

Bt. Andrew's, Hertford.—Fourteen designs have
been submitted, and are now in the Shire Hall.
A meeting will be held on the 20th to make the
selection.

New Cemetery, IHss.—The amount already ex-
pended in purchase of land, drainage, and other

SiH,—I am not an architect, have not seen any of the
aesigns, nor do I hnow who are the competitors, with the

I
”,8‘8rhou8e, whose name has been made penUeU m purchase Of land, drainage, and otl

l

"attere o„„„ected with the Bew"t;m=l„y
P°r‘J|88lf. In No. 1 of their report, Messrs. Donaldson i

design of Mr. J. T. Muskett has be
*®® 5^''' design (No. 6) as the accepted, and the premium of lOL awardedfourth best according to the merits of the desiene ii

architectural point of view, having regard to variouspoint oi view, having regard to various im.
.P°’“*8 named, and 'the purposes for which the

building 18 required ' Now. I think that this admission
ought to exclude Mr. TVaterhonse altogether from the
competition, as tfapm avp ih-AA j;__
..-.i. .‘r-

~ • •A.c.uuuBtj aiLogeiner irom me
comjietition, as there are three other designs, according

which have higher merits in an architecture
. and srp hpffoF Caw .k.. r

to thereporf, u.guer ments id an arcnitectural

^k'“l
®''® *’8tter adapted for tbe purposes forwhich the building is required, these being, in mv opinion,

the two main ^mts we have to look to. As to the greater
merits of Mr, I\ aterhoose's design, mentioned in No. 4 ofthe report, I consider the same exceedingly small, as it is
saiQ in the report that all the designs would admit of the
adoption of proper artificial warming'and ventilation : andm my opinion, it matters very little whether the ventila-’non IS natural nr artificial, as Jong as the artificial venti

wvv/v. ^ ixxi . tf . i . ill.Uolkm.t Xl&H 066
accepted, and the premium of lOi. awarded i

him, and he has received instructions to prepai
specifications for the chapels in accordance wit
his design : tbe cost not to exceed 850H A pn
miam of 51. has been awarded to Mr. H. C

Infirmary.—‘ilr. Knightley writes,—"'W
..on kmaly say that I was one of those chosen to compel
and that my dMign was selected for the first premium at
tor adoption

j but, it being found that my estimate at
desenpuon were not sent in till Tuesday morning, instci
ot Monday evening, the chairman ruled that I had pi
rnywlf out of court, and so it was decided. It seems hai
‘0 be turned out for so small a matter."
T See p. 157, ante.
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Bishop, for the pains ho has taken m preparing
these forests were thi

BhUQh Nail} PaWsii Church .—According to the

Parish Magazine, the iullowing architects have

been selected to compete for the design of the

proposud new church ;—Mr. Alfred Bedboroogh,

Southampton ;
Mr. E. Brandon, London ;

Mr.

Bignoll, London; Mr. Conybeare, Westminster

;

Mr. Eclgington, Windsor; Mr. Francis, London;

Mr. Fowler, Louth; Mr. James, London; and

Mr. SeddoD, Westminster. It has been resolved

by the committee to have the designs sent in

under mottoes, and to offer 501. premium for the

best design, and 251. for the second.

Aensal Neio Town.—An anonymous^ gift ot

4,0001. was recently made to the Bishop of

Loudon’s Fund for the purpose of erecting a

church in Kensal New Town. The carrying out

of the donor’s intention was undertaken at the

request of the Bishop’s Fund Committee, by

the London Diocesan Church Building Society,

who invited a few architects to submit designs.

Out of four sets of drawings sent in, the com-

mittee have selected the design submitted by

;Mr. Bassett Keeling, under whose superintend-

lence it will be at once carried out. The church

will seat 800 adults, and the inclusive cost (site

I only excepted) will be covered by the amount

1 above stated.

WAKEFIELD FINE-ART AND INDUSTRIAL
INSTITUTION.

This Institution is to bo opened in April. It

is the outcome of the Exhibition of 1865. There

were, as our readers will remember, many sug-

gestious as to the application of the 3,000J.

surplus which the Exhibition left in the hands

of the committee of management, and for a full

year they were all carefully considered, and the

result was a determination to found a Fine-Art

and Industrial Institution. The purchase of the

old national school and the adjacent land, in

Bell-street, followed; and the assistance of Mr.

Watson, architect, was obtained to adapt the

building to its new purposes; and contracts were

entered into for the alterations. The building

has good street frontages. The old national

school bad not much architectural beauty to

recommend it. Notwithstanding its massive

portico, ugly would not have been too harsh a

word to apply to it
;

but the alterations that

have been made, and are making, promise to

render its aspect, externally, not wanting in

congrnity with its uses. The portico is re-

tained
;
and round-arched windows are opened,

one on each side
;

and the roof is finished

off with light ironwork. Opening out from

the hall, one on each side, are rooms—the

one to be appropriated to the library, and

the other as the council-room. Passing for-

wards through the entrance-hall we enter a

spacious bull, which is to be the museum; and

beyond that again is another hall, to be used as

the School of Art. These rooms have no side

windows, bnt are lighted from the roof. The
contractors for making the alterations are, Mr.

George Fawcett, mason’s work
;
Messrs. Heaps

& Robinson, Leeds, ironwork
;

Mr. Speight,

joiner’s work; Mr. T. C. Tattersall, the plaster

work
;

and Mr. Craven, the plumbing. The
committee have obtained a master who will give

the Wakefield School of Art a position—Mr.

Walter Smith, the head master of the Leeds

School of Art, who is well known as a successful

teacher, and who is an earnest student, of his

THE CASTLE OF COUCT.

Coucy-le-Chateau, town and castle, are built

ipon and completely occupy the somewhat
rregularly-sbaped but level summit of a pro-

nontory of chalk, the eastern part or root of

vhich is connected with the high land of the

ipper forest of Coney, while towards the north

and west tho termination of the platform stands

3ut boldly and abruptly, from 150 ft. to 200 ft.

above the fertile valleys on either hand, whence

apring the tributary waters of the Letts, a

jtream which flows down from the ancient city

af Laon to reach the Oise at Manicamp.

The valleys immediately below and com-

manded by the castle bear marks of high and

sarly cultivation, and no doubt contributed

largely to its support. More distant, chiefly on

the eastern and northern sides, are the immense

woodland tracts of the high and low forests of

Coney, St. Gobain, and Monceau, while to the

Boutn are luoso j. *

-

in<>- fertile spots amidst these forests were the

abbeys of Nogent, St. Nicolas, Barizy, and Pre-

inontre, where was the burial-place of the de

Coucys, and the remains of which i-eligions houses

are interspersed with those of the castles of St.

Gobain, Folembray, Auizy, La F^re, Pinon, and

many others, showing the value attached to this

tract of country by the jealousy displayed in its

defence.

The etymology of Coucy has not been ex-
^

plained. The district in which it stands was

known as Le Mege in tho sixth century, and

Coucy was probably included in that part

Granted by Clovis to St. Remi for the archie-

piscopal see of Reims A.D. 500. ^In 909 it was

in the hands of Archbishop Herve, who, moved

by the rising power of the Norman, here first

built the castle known henceforward as Coucy.

Whatever may have been the particulars of

this fortress, its area must have been identical

with that of the later work, governed by the

configuration of the ground
;
and, whatever may

have been its construction, its position could not

but endow it with strength and importance. It

became at once a place of note, and was so

coveted by Herbert Count of Vermandoia, that

he caused his son of five years old to be elected

archbishop, and administered the temporalities

of Reims in his name. Here he imprisoned

Charles the Simple, whom he sold to his rival

king for the county of Laon. Nevertheless, m
93U Herve was forced to give up Coucy to Boson,

brother to Raoul, king of France. Boson was

slain before St. Quentin in 931, and, after a

century of vicissitudes, the domain, heldjiya

mere quit-rent of the church, was in 1037 the

signory of Alberic, the founder of tho baronial

name of Coney. It is uncertain whether Alberic

was of the family of Eudo de Chartres or that

of the Counts of Vermandois. By marriage he

added Aniieua and its grand adjacent castle of

B6ves to Coney, and is thought to have founded

the abbey of l^ogeut-sous-Concy.

Alberiowas succeeded by his son Enguerrand,^

Sieur de Coney, Count of Amiens, and Lord of

B6veB. He married Ada, heiress of Letard de

Roney, Lord of Marie, second son of Gilbert,

Count of Reims, with whom be acquired Marie

and La Fere. He is thought to have first

assumed the well-known armorial bearings

“ Barry of 6, vaire and gules.” He died 1116,

leaving Thomas.
Thomas de Marie, de Coucy, his son and sue-

cessor, long in rebellion against his father, bore

a bad name for violence. He lost Amiens; but,

again by marriage, acquired Crecy-sur-Serre and

Nogent. He died 1130.

Enguorraud II., known as Le Sire de Coney,

—

this title, it is said, denoting the^ lord of an

allodial fief,—held also Marie, Crecy, Vervins,

Pinon, and La Ffere, in which latter castle he

defended himself with success against Louis le

Gros and Raoul, Count of Vermandois, in 1132.

His reign was one of peace and justice.

This Engnerrand is said to have slain in

personal combat a ferocious beast, called a

lion, that infested the neighbourhood ;
and this

tale is no doubt the origin of the lions which

were used by the family as crest and supporters.

Such tales were common in the twelfth century,

only the scene of the exploit was usually more

safely laid in Palestine. This combat was com-

memoraied in a bas-relief over the door of the

keep at Coucy, and was probably the foundation

of a singular ceremony which only ceased at the

revolution. Thrice annually, at Easter, Pente-

cost, and Christmas, the Abbot of Nogent, or his

attorney, entered Coucy by the lower gate, a

whip in his hand and mounted upon a crop-

eared and docktailed bay. On his poitrel was

suspended a seed-bag of white linen filled with

wheat, and in a basket certain crescent-shaped

cakes stuffed with minced veal, cooked in oil,

and called rissoles, probably the earliest men-

tion of a dish, which has descended to our own

Behind the abbot came a red dog, also with

cropped ears and tail, and having a rissole sus-

pended from his neck. This singular procession

then entered the castle, and at the base of the

keep the abbot made tho cirenit of a central and

three lesser couchaut lions there carved in

atone, and afterwards embraced the liirgcr

beast. This done he offered the cakes in homage

to the lord, who distributed them to the people,

and then witnessed the record of the homage

by affixing to it a special seal, representing a

mitred and crosiered abbot, having for feet the

hoofs of a buck. A representation of this cere-

mony in tapestry long adorned the walla of the

castle, and is thought to have been taken into

Lorraine after the marriage of a later Coucy

with a daughter of that house.

Engnerrand 11. died while on a crusade in

Palestine about 1118 ;
but his body was laid in

his abbey of Premontro, near the castle, where

his effigy remained in 1682.

Raoul de Coucy, sou and successor, was under

age at his father’s death. He married, about

1169, Agnes of Hainault ;
and secondly. Ate,

niece of Louis-le-Jeune, and sister of Robert de
niece oi Aiuuia-io-ocuuo, ---

Dreux. By this match he connected himseii

with the blood royal. He accompanied Philip

Aueustus to Palestine in 1188, and fell before

the walls of Acre in 1191. He was boned

at Foigny, and his sou by Alir was hia

successor. ^ ^ ^ e
Euguerrand III., called the Great, Lord ot

Montinirail, Oiay, Crevecceur, la Ferte-Aucoul,

laFerte-Gancher, Vicomte de Meanx, and Cbate-

Ian of Cambrai. He was the founder of tbe pre-

sent castle, and at tbe same time walled in tne

considerable town that had risen under the pro-

tection of his ancestors. As he was a child at

his accession, bis mother administered the aig-

' nory, and conceded a charter of liberties to the

town in 1197 ;
which he confirmed when of age.

In 1200, more majorum, he attacked the pro-

perty of the Church of Reims. In 1210, he

joined the Count of Vermandois in the first

crusade against the Albigensea, which he re-

peated in 1219 and 1226; then assisting at the

siege of Toulouse and tho taking of Avignon.

He distinguished himself also at the battle of

Bovines.
. ^ -j. i

Engnerrand, though not wanting in terntonai

power, exercised an influence far beyond that

due to wealth or breadth of possessions, and

which was in great measure personal. He
appears to have submitted with an ill grace to

the government of Queen Blanch during the

minority of St. Louis, and is said to have even

contemplated regal power. However this may

be, the consciousness of his influence no doubt

led him to erect the Castle of Coucy, it is

thought, between 1225-1230 ;
and it may be

that in so doing he proposed to himself to cast

into the shade the grand tower of the Louvre,

the work, a few years before, of Philip Augustus.

He is also said to have rebuilt his other castles

of St. Gobain, Assis, Marie, Folombrai, and St.

Aubin, and the Hotel Coney at Paris.

In 1244, he was in the confidence of St. Louis,

and attended a conference of nobles at Chinon,

where he supported tbe plan of a descent upon

England; but while assembling bis vassals for

this purpose he was flung from_ his horse and

killed by his own sword. Of his children by

Marie de Montmirail, Raoul II., who fell in the

crusade of 1250, and Euguerrand IV., became

successively Sieurs de Coucy; but both died

childless ;
and with the last closed the male hue

of these great barons. Alix, half-sister to the

last lords, married Arnoul, Count de Gnines.

Euguerrand the Great had also a daughter, Mary,

who was the second wife of Alexander

Scotland, and the mother of Alexander 111.

Mary was a very remarkable person, and ex^-

cised tho duties of guardian to her son in diffi-

cult times in a very efficient manner, devising

and executing a vigorous policy of her own.

Arnold Comte de Gnines sold Gaines to Philip

le Hard! in 1282. Alir de Coucy, his wife, was

daughter of Euguerrand III- by Mane

d’Oisy, his third wife. They had Engnerrand V.

de Gaines, Sire de Coucy, &c.. who at-

court of his cousin-german, Alexander iU., m
Scotland, where ho married, before 1lS5, Chris-

tine de Baliol. He died 1321.
, t vi

William, his son and heir, married Isabel,

daughter of Gay de Chatillon, Comte de

St. Pol. He died 1335, and was succeeded by

Entnierraud VI., who married Catherine daugh-

ter°of Leopold, Duke of Austria. This baron

took part in the defence of his province against

Edward HI., and fell at the battle of Crecy, m
13-16, leaving his sod an infant.

Euguerrand VII., better known in England as

Ingelram de Coucy, was one of the greatest ana

most powerful barons of his race and age, ^d,

in a warlike age, celebrated as a military leader.

He commenced his public life by a war of ex-

termination against the insurgent Jacquerie.

He was then one of the hostages m England

for King John, and there married Isabel,

daughter of Edward III., became a of

the Garter (39th on the list), and in 1366 was

created Earl of Bedford. The effect, perhaps

tbe price, of these honours was bis neutrality in

the war between France and England. ^
claimed the duchy of Austria, and raised 60,000
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condottieri to snpport hia righta, bat ia thia be
was nnsacceasfal.

After the death of Edward III. he retnmed
the insignia of the Garter to hia sncceaaor, and
took part with France. Upon Da Gueaclin’s
death, he was offered, and declined, the aword
of Constable of France, but became governor
of Picardy. His advice to the king was to anti-
cipate the English attacks.

His second wife was a daughter of the Doke of
of Lorraine. In 1382, he composed, by fair words,
the inanrrection of the Maillotis, at Paris. In
Picardy he was scarcely less lenient. Dontard,
one of their leaders, he sentenced to death, but
at the gallow’s foot he was pardoned, by the
cnstom of Picardy, because a woman from the
crowd consented to marry him,—a singular legal
jnxta-position of hanging and matrimony. En-
guerrand took part in the campaign of CharlesVI.
gainst Ghent, in which Van Arterelde was
killed

; and in the following year, after putting
down an insurrection at Paris, he joined the war
in Flanders, where he won the high approbation
of Froissart.

He then went to Italy, and fonght at the
battle of Arezzo, for which he received the
charge of Grand Butler of France. Shortly
afterwards, he was prominent in the military
and naval preparations for a descent upon
England, and seems to have commanded a divi-
sion of the fleet, and to have been driven upon
the coast of Scotland.
In 1390 he took part in the African expedition,

landing at Carthage. The closing act of his life
was the unsuccessful crusade against Saltan
Bajazet, upon hia invasion of Hungary, where
Enguerrand was defeated and made prisoner, and
BO died in 1397, aged 57, the last male of the
second line of the Sires of Coney.
Upon his death, Louis Duke of Orleans, by a

mixture of force and fraud, obtained possession
of the Coocy estates, to the exclusion of the heir
female. Upon the death of Louis, in 1465, Dnke
Charles succeeded, and upon his accession to the
throne of France as Louis Xll., in 1498, Coucy be-
came Crown property, and ceased to retain any
individuality, or to be the seat ofan independent
family. As an appanage of the Crown it was
granted to the successive families of Orleans, and
was thus held by Egalite at the revolution. It
is at present vested in the Crowu, and has in
consequence received a share of the considera-
tion with which the Emperor regards all public
monuments, and has been most judiciously pre-
served from further decay by M. Vioilet-le-Duc,
from whose survey the annexed engraving has
been made.

A. Inner Ward.
B. Ditch.
C. Tower.
D. Ditch and Chemise,

COUCY CASTLE,

E. CeUsra, Hail, and Chapel,
F. Entrance.
G. Outer Ward.
H. Old Chapel.

FRAUCE. Plan.

The Castle occupies the north-western ex-
tremity of the platform, of which the remainder
is occupied by the town. Upon three sides the
natural defence ia the steep hill-aide, the upper
30ft. or 40ft. ofwhichare rendered vertical by art,
and faced with masonry. The (wholly artificial)
defences of the town on the south front are a
deep ditch, extending from cbff to cliff, and
dividing the town from the castle, within which
is a curtain wall, flanked at its ends by two
round towers, containing vaulted chambers, and
with a central gate-house, also so flanked*.

THE NEW CHURCH OF ST. JUDE,
EAST BRIXTON.

On the 8th of December, 1866, a few gentle-
men met at the Parsonage of the parish of St,
Matthew, Brixton, when the Incumbent drew
attention to the rapid increase of the population
of the parish, which now exceeds what it was
before the portions of it now belonging to St,
John’s, Angel Town, Holy Trinity, Tulse Hill*
and All Saints’, Clapham Park, were separated
from it. The subject was maturely considered,
and it was resolved to erect a new church. A
plot of ground in Dulwich-lane was purchased at
a cost of 736J., and designs were received in
competition from twelve invited architects for a
church to accommodate 1,000 adults and 100
children. From these the design sent by Mr.
E. C. Robiofi was adopted, and we publish a view
of the interior in onr present nnmber.
The fonndation stone was laid in Angnst last,

and the bnilding has rapidly progressed since.
The whole of the exterior ia now complete, with
the exception of the upper stages of the spire ;

and great efforts are being made to raise the
remaioing 2,000i. required to complete the inte-
rior.

* To be coDtioued,

The church is designed in the Early Decorated
style, and consists of a nave 96 ft. long by 24 ft.
wide, and 48 ft, high to the internal apex of the
open-timber roof, and north and eonth aisles,
each 96 ft. long by 17 ft. wide, 36 ft. high, with
shallow transepts at the chancel end. The total
internal width of the church is 62 ft., and across
the transepts 78 ft.

The chancel is 27 ft. deep by 20 ft. wide, and
30 ft. high from the raised pavement to the
highest part of polygonal boarded roof. There
are nave and north aisle porches. The tower is
situated in the north side of the chancel, at the
end of the north aisle. It is divided into four
Btageir, the lowest story forming a third porch,
and is surmounted by a Bath-stone spire, 105 ft!
from the ^und to the top of the vane. The
vestry, with hot-water apparatus chamber be-
neath, is situated in a corresponding position on
the south side of the chancel.
The church is faced externally with Kentish

rag and Bath stone dressings. The windows
generally are divided, by mullions, with three
lights, and the heads filled with geometrical
tracery. The transepts and nave end windows
are in four lights, and the chancel window is in
five lights. The roofs are of steep pitch, set to
an angle of 60 degrees with the horizon. They
are covered with purple and bine Welsh slates in
bands, with serrated edges to the lowest course
of each band. There are ornamental iron ridges
to all the roofs, with crosses of iron or stone
to all the gable ends, the large wronght-iron
vane and lightning oondnetor being supplied
by Messrs. Richardson, Slade, & Ellson.
There is a good deal of carving included in

the contract, both externally and internally

—

externally, chiefly in label end bosses, and ball
flowers to the corbel tables and angles, cor-
nice to parapet of tower, and gargoyles for each

jangle of the tower. Internally the circular
|

colnmns of the nave arcades are sarmounted
with square abaci with carved capitals.
The chancel arch is double, the lower, re-

ceding 6 in., and supported on red Mansfield
stone shafts, with foliated capitals on carved
corbels. The nave arcade and the chancel
arches are of stones, alternately with red and
white bricks. The rest of the interior walls are
plastered with rough stucco face. The aislo
roofs are of trnssed rafters, circular-saw cut, and
stained. The nave roof is in addition provided
with mot trusses, with curved braces, aud
pierced cusping resting on moulded corbels. The
space between the rafters is plastered for ceil-
ing. Between the nave and aisle roofs are six-
teen dormer windows provided for light aud
ventilation, chiefly the latter. The pewing is of
stained deal varnished. The pulpit and readlng.-
desk are intended to be of stone. The pavement
of the chancel and the reredos will be of orna-
mental tiles. The chnrch will be heated with
warm water.
The amount of the contract for the whole is

6,0001. The contractor is Mr. John Kirk tha
clerk of works, Mr. Leach.

THE ARCHITECTURAL MUSEUM.
We understand that a contract for the new

building, Westminster, has been signed,, and
that the works are in progress. A considerable
sum of money ia still needed to insure comple-
tion of the undertaking. Wonld-be students
should remember that there are large architec-
tural collections in the South Kensington.
Mnsenm, and that they need not wait nntil th©
new building is up. The fact is, it is mucR
easier to talk about studying, and to find reasons
for not doing it, than to go to work in earnest-
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THE TECHNICAL INSTRUCTION
MOVEMENT.

At tlie Societj of Arts last week a paper on

Technical Education was read by Mr. John

Eandall, F.G.S., one of the artisan reporters on

the Paris Exhibition. In referring to French

progress in art, as evidenced at last year’s

Exhibition, he said :

—

This progress was witnessed by a large number
of our countrymen, including a goodly sprinkling

of artisans, who expressed their surprise,— a

Burpriae, however, which subsided on looking

into the facilities foreign workmen enjoy for

obtaining a knowledge of the principles of their

art, and of the theory of their several crafts.

Many of those who have written on the sub-

ject tell ns that they found light and easy

styles of ornamentation, founded upon a close

observance of nature, and adapted to various

materials in almost endless devices ;
and this

not altogether as applied to rich and costly

articles coming within reach of the luxurious

classes, but in connexion with multifarious ob-

jects of elegance, produced at little cost, and
intended for common consumption and general

use.

They saw French workmen working less hard
than ourselves, but producing higher effects with

greater ease,—working with less energy, but
with a greater familiarity with the science and
tendencies of their art ; they found these work-
men acting out their parts under the direction

of intelligent foremen and chiefs—themselves
the higher creations of the same excellent

system of technical training; and they found
these results the matured fruitage of indigenous

institutions which had taken firm root on French
soil. They found, on instituting a comparison,

in very many instances, British workmen im-

perfectly taught, and to a great extent ignorant

of the economy of human effort,—often working
under foremen chosen more for ability to keep
accounts than from any superior knowledge or

power to direct. In either case, they found few
reaching above the level of mediocrity, or re-

ceiving any stimulus beyond mere wages to

develop the faculties with which God has en-

riched them, and which, if fully cultivated, would
increase the means of individual happiness, and
add to the prosperity of the country.

I heard an English workman observe in Paris

that there is much more credit due to an Eng-
lish workman if he is clever j for a Frenchman
has so many advantages that, if ho only have
moderate talents, he can scarcely help but be a
good workman. He baa excellent schools to

give him a technical education, and, go where
he will, there is something to educate his eye,

and elevate his taste.

It is my decided opinion that, whatever the

means suggested for supplying the deficiencies

of technical instruction, they should be in the

hands and under the control of Government.
The voluntary system with regard to education,

notwithstanding the sectarian stimulants ap-

plied, has signally failed; and the part-voluntary

scheme of art-edneation has proved inefficient.

In few places, if any, are art-schools supported

as they ought to be, whilst in some they have been
closed altogether, or those still open are chiefly

attended by amatenr ladies and others above the
class of artisans. Government has hitherto

been in advance of the people to a certain ex-

tent on these points
;
and it really is to the

governing power that we must look, rather than
to local effort, for the means of placing the art-

workmen of this country on an equal footing

with their rivals on the Continent. Give to the
Englishman the same opportunities of enlighten-

ment and instruction as to the foreigner, and
there is no branch of art and science, no human
industry requiring taste and skill, in which he
will not shine pre-eminent.

The conclusion seems natural that the seed

of a scientific and art-education, such as the

country requires, must be sown in the national

or primary school, either by the schoolmaster or

by supplementary teachers. What we complain
of, and what the country, raising the taxes to

support the present system, complains of most is,

that it is too much in the hands of the clergy, and
under inspection by men drafted from them,

—

men who are neither qualified by their educa-
tion, their callings, nor their sympathies, for

appreciating the importance of that secular

knowledge which is so essential to the social

well-being of the children committed to their

care, and who are nnder a temptation to use it

as a proselyting scheme, rather than an engine
for fitting children for their duties. What we

,

want is for the State to carry out its own ad-

mitted principles ; to furnish that education

which it professes to give, which it admits is

essential to the commonwealth, instead of going

a round-about way and giving something else.

Government in effect now says : Education is

all-important; it is essential to your welfare,

and to that of the public
;
you want it, and we

undertake to give it upon condition that you
take something else along with it. It is the old

plan of cheating the law by selling the straw and

giving the book.

The new minute of the committee of council

for the advancement of technical education in

connexion with art and night schools, by pay-

ments and scholarships, is a step in the right

direction, and will give a stimnlus to the good

work of technical training; but it will even

require something more than this to overcome

the inertia of existing indifference and general

apathy.

In the disenasion which followed the reading

of the paper, several workmen, chiefly artisan-

reporters on last year’s Paris Exhibition, took

part. One of these, Mr. Connolly, mason,

while assenting generally to Mr. Randall’s view

as to French progress, said that in his own
trade—that of a stonemason—he bad often seen

a shop-foreman spend hours over a stone, show-

ing the man who was to work it what was
required, and drawing lines upon it for that

purpose
;
aud it was often quite a puzzle between

the man and the foreman what direction these

lines should take. There was not more than one

foreman in twenty that could take a pencil and

make a plan and section of what was required

to be done
;
and if there were more, not one man

in a hundred would know what was meant. If

the foreman had sufficient education to be able

to communicate his ideas to the workman by
drawings, and if the workman wore able to

understand the drawings, an immense deal of

time would be saved, and work would be better

done; but at present they both had, to a great

extent, to grope their way in the dark. He con-

tended that the nation ought to supply this

education, and that it would be economy on its

part to do so. He must differ in one respect

from the reader of the paper, and that was as

to the religious element in teaching. He could

not ignore the benefits which art had received

from religion. Everything grand and noble in

it bad been the result of the action of religion

upon the human mind. The noble buildings

which studded the face of the country like gems
in a diadem, arose out of the religious enthusiasm

of the Middle Ages ;
and were they to believe

that that same spirit was dead in the people of

England ? No, it only slept; it only required to

be once more aroused to zeal and enthusiasm.

Mr. Jacob (cabinet-maker, one of the artisan-

reporters) remarked, that one great advantage

which, it had struck him during his visit to

Paris, the French workman had over the English,

was the opportunity of visiting museums and

galleries of art at times convenient to himself.

They could only visit the British Museum on

certain days in the daytime, which was practi-

cally equivalent to excluding working men. The
influence of the clergy would probably be ex-

erted to prevent the opening of such institutions

on a Sunday. If they were even open of an even-

ing, he would ask any one who worked for eight

or ten hours a day as he ought to work, if he

then felt fit to go to a museum and study. He
had tried it, and found great difficulty in de-

riving much benefit from his visit. The museum
of South Kensington had certainly done more
than anything else to improve the artistic taste

of the working classes ;
but much more might

be done, and, as one means, he would suggest the

supplying copies of plaster casts at cost price.

Again, the knowledge of geometry and orthogra-

phic projection was difficult of attainment, and

the books from which it might be learned were

costly
;

yet, without some acquaintance with

these subjects, it was difficult to make a work-

man understand a working drawing. He sug-

gested that sheets of such projections should be

issued at a low price, so that they might be in-

troduced into workshops, and that men might
become familiarised with them.

Mr. Raudall, at the close of the discussion,

said he wished to correct a wrong impression

which seemed to have been produced—that he

was not a friend to religion. It would be suffi-

cient to show that this was not the case, if he

mentioned that he and his wife were members
of the Church of England, that he had three

daughters school mistresses in national schools,

and one son a pupil teacher. He, therefore

knew something of the system of which he had
spoken, and ho knew that religions prejudices

did interfere with the proper education of the
country. It was quite usual, especially in country
parishes, for a clergyman to speak of my
school,” and “ my schoolmaster,” just as if the

whole establishment were under his sole control.

Ho quite agreed with the idea that district

museums and colleges should be established.

He thought it would be well if these district

colleges had the power of conferring honorary
distinctions. He had been made a fellow of the
Geological Society, in consequence of his studies

in that science, which he looked upon merely as

a recreatio;;! ; and if some similar distinction

were awarded to men who devoted their energies

to the attainment of excellence in their own
particular business, it would be likely to have a
very beneficial effect, especially on the rising

generation of artisans.

EXHIBITION OF THE ROYAL SCOTTISH
ACADEMY.

The forty-second exhibition of the Royal

Scottish Academy was opened to the public on

the 15th ult., the number of works displayed

being 1,086. Amongst this number there are a

few excellent productions, a larger number of

secondary merit, and a still larger residuum of

inferior quality.

Of well-known works there is, as usual, a

small admixture. These include Debufe’s por-

trait of Rosa Bonbeur, Philipp’s “Letter-writer

of Seville,” “ Marriage of the Princess Royal,”

and several of the sketches for his larger works

;

“ The Finishing Touch,” bvErskine Nichol; “A
Winter Night’s Tale,” by Maclise, and others.

The figure subjects are more numerous than

has been the case for the last few years, the

number of large obtrusive portraits fewer, and
landscapes still continne to receive more favour

than in the Royal Academy. The president has

only one picture, No. 495, a “View of Glen-

falloch, looking towards Loch Lomond.” It is

possessed of the qualities of breadth, air, and
repose which more or less characterise his former

landscapes, with less of the painty glitter which

so greatly detracted from their value.

The agony of the “ Man of Sorrows,” in

Gethsemane (No. 622, Sir Noel Paton), is one of

those subjects upon which modem painters should

hardly venture. It jars against our ideas to

criticise such. In this work we can trace nothing

superhuman in the agony depicted. The picture

is pretty rather than affecting. There is the

calm moonlit sky, with the single star, which

the artist delights in reproducing, and the care-

fully-painted grass and flowers, which could

hardly be so distinctly seen under such a light.

The drapery is gracefully disposed, and possesses

considerable depth of colour.

More to our taste is the small picture (No. 484)

of the ancient mariner obtaining relief by sleep

from the strange grief that oppressed him. The
aerial figure floating overhead is treated with

the grace and elegance pervading the fairy

subjects which are the artist’s strong point.

No. 515, “Among the Cliffs,” by Peter Graham,
is not a very good subject ; as a study from na-

ture it is excellent ;
but we miss in it the poetical

Buggestiveness displayed in some of the former

works of the artist. There is more in No. 497,
“ Billowness,” by W. F. Vallance, where the

peculiar swing of a ground-swell bresiking against

a sharp ledge of rock is happily rendered, as

well as the gradual recession of the sea towards

the horizon.

No. 542, “ Tomb of the Bruce,” W. H. Paton,

is a view of Dunfermline Abbey, under the soft

and mellowing influence of moonlight, — the

salient points of the building being well brought

out. We, however, prefer this artist’s water

colours ; that medium seems better adapted for

his style of work, which is pretty rather than
forcible. No. 86, “ Loch-in-Daal, Skye/’ is a

good example.
No. 537, “ Loch Torriden,” A. Perigal. Mr.

Perigal has the merit of choosing fine subjects

from a good point of view, and these he delineates

in a bard and formal manner : the same sky

with billows of heavy clouds overhangs the

metallic mountains which appear in all his views

of Highland scenery.

No. 550, “A Rainy Day in the Country,”

Charles Lees, shows us a room in a country-

house where the inmates are engaged playing

chess, bagatelle, &c. Mr. Lees does not inform us

whether this country-house is one of those esta-
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blisbmeats for the care and safe cnstody of
the insane, yet certainly the inmates seem be-
side themselves : the half-empty wine decanters
on the side-table may account for this.

No. 651, “ Borrowdale, Cumberland,” Sam.
Bough. The view is fine and excellently treated

j

nothing is shirked, all the details being carefully
elaborated, yet in such a manner that they blend
into a harmonious unity. The gradation of light
and shade from the strongly-pronounced fore-
ground onward till the distance vanishes in
pearly gray behind the closing vista of hills, shows
the work, if not of a master-mind, certainly of
a very clever artist.

In a different style, and yet fine in their way,
are the works of Mr. E. T. Crawford. No. 623,” A Lowland Strain,” is one of those placid,
flunny bits of nature where one longs to linger,
and the artist has succeeded in imparting that
character to it. He is equally successful in his
sea-piece, and has produced a warm and hazy
atmosphere and sparkling translucent water in
No. 679, “Hay-boats off Dodrecht.”

Mr. W. Douglas used to produce works of some
importance which told a particular tale of their
own. The accessories of these works were
always carefully studied, and displayed anti-
quarian research, bow, however, he allows hie
love of nick-nacks to carry him away, and the
human element introduced is a mere excuse for
their display. This is obvious in No. 668, “ The
Antiquary’s Daughter,” and appears more or
lees obtrusively in his other exhibits.

No. 520, “ Portrait of Mrs. Sband,” by E.
Herdman, is the portrait of a lovely woman,
painted with delicacy and grace.

There is always something in the works of
Mr. W. B. Scott to arrest attention; this may
arise in some degree from the pecnliarity of the
snbjects he chooses, but also from the manner
in which they are presented. No. 300, “A
Messenger of the New Faith,” represents a scene
in Roman life in the middle ofthe second century

;

a Christian maiden with the “ Book of Life ” in
her hand is entering a temple of Venus intent
upon rescuing from the wiles of the priestess a
simple-looking girl, whom she is initiating into
the mysteries of the worship of Aphrodite. In
the courtyard of the temple (a good example
of Roman coloured decoration) are two girls
prattling with a chnbby little fellow equipped as
a Cupid. Beside the priestess a woman reclines
on a couch in a state of semi-nadity, who seems
scared at the entrance of the visitor, but the aged
priestess is in a state of vehement wrath at the
intrusion. The most unsatisfactory thing in
this picture is the chief figure. In his desire
to impart to the messenger an air of purity, he
has run into the extreme of making her appear
unreal.

310, “ An Eastern Lady,” M. J, Portales, is

one of those specimens of soft mezzo oolonring
which find many admirers. The lady has the
large liquid eyes, rich brown skin, and full ripe
lips which characterize the beauties of the
harem.

340, “The Alarm,” J. B. Macdonald, repre-
sents one of the followers of the Pretender, after
Culloden, alarmed by the approach of an enemy.
He is accompanied by his wife or sweetheart,
who urges him to seek safety in flight, but he
appears more inclined to face the danger. This
is, in onr opinion, the finest piece of work the
artist has produced. The figures are boldly and
vigorously drawn, and the texture and colour
far surpass his former efforts.

Mr. Mactaggart’s “ Dora in the Wheat-field”
(No. 404) is in many respects a fine picture

;
the

fi^re of Dora is simple and graceful, and that
of the boy childlike and natural, and the reapers
in the distances are skilfully introduced. We are
not quite sure of the colour of the ripe wheat,
but we feel convinced that “the mound that
was nneowD, where many poppies grew,” re-
quires much more work upon it than has been
bestowed upon it by the artist : the poppies and
other wild flowers are carefully enough wrought
out, but they grow individually, each by itself,

without the accompaniments which are found in
nature. Detail of this sort should either bo
distinctly wrought out or suggested : in this
instance neither course has been adopted. The
aky in this picture seems rather tame, but this
may arise from its proximity to the glowing
ennsbine of Bough’s “ Thames from Green-
wich” (No. 410). 448, “ A Pine Forest,” by J.

McWhirter, is solemn and grand in conception,
and vigorous in execution.

438, “ The Ballad Singer,” Geo. Hay, has a
thoroughly Medimval look abouc it : the charac-
ters do not seem like modems dressed up to play

a part, as they do in No. 793, “ The Captured
Banner,” by J. A. Houston.

684, “ Waiting for a Reader,” J. Drammond,
represents a scene common after the Reforma-
tion. A number of the early Protestants are
waiting for some one to read to them from a
large Bible chained to a desk in a chnrch porch

;

it is one of the best pictures Mr. Drummond has
produced for many years.

694, “Checkmate,” R. P. Bell, introduces us
to two cavaliers engaged at chess. The crest-
fallen puzzled look of the one and the self-
satisfied triumph of the other are given without
exaggeration.
Mr. J . Farqnharson is a young landscape-painter

whose works are full of promise. No. 708,
“ Pass of Aberglassly,” is sunny and bright; and
947, “Llyn Idval, North Wales,” sombre and
appropriate.

There are other two yonng aspirants to fame,
whose works are deserving of special notice,
Mr. W. E. Lockhart and Mr. E. J. Douglas.
The former is of the school of Phillip, and the
latter is a follower of Landseer.

Mr. Archer exhibits two pictures, both dis-
playing good drawing, textnre, and colour.
Want of space prevents us from noticing in

detail the figure subjects of Messrs. Chalmers,
Halawell, T. Graham, and others, and the land-
scapes of Messrs. Casaie, Beattie Brown, Burton,
&c., which are all deserving of notice

; but at
the same time it saves us the pain of writing in
terms of censure of the productions of others of
whom better things might have been expected.

In our next we shall take np the architectural
drawings, as in duty bound.

MEMORIAL OF STOTHARD.
The memorial bast of Stothard, recently

executed by Mr. Weekes, R.A. (for presentation
to the National Collection as a pendant to that
of Mulready by the same sculptor), will be
included in the ensuing exhibition of the Royal
Academy. The promoters of this memorial to
the gentle, gifted artist it so happily represents,
have well earned the grateful thanks of all classes
of onr art-loving public

;
for, previously to its

execution, no such tribute had been awarded
to his name and memory.

LOCAL BOARDS AND TOWN SURVEYORS.
CEEWE.

Weee all local boards to follow the example of
Crewe, the office of town surveyor would not be
an enviable one. Crewe is what may be called
a working men’s town, of abont 16,000 inha.
bitants, the majority of the adult male popula-
tion being employed at the locomotive works of
the London andNorth-Western Railway Company.
The local board is composed. of fifeeen members,
whose views appear to be not very liberal.
From the accounts in a local paper, it seems
there are extensive sewerage works in operation
in the town under the soperintendence of the
surveyor, who had, until recently, the assistance
of a foreman, whose dnties were to keep the
time of the workmen employed in the streets,
and generally to assist the surveyor in his out-
door duties, also to act as turncock and water-
inspector.

The Board have recently deemed it necessary
to take away this man, in order that he may
devote the whole of bis time as inspector at the
outfall sewerage works, thus depriving the sur-
veyor of his services, who has now not only to
perform his own professional duties (the con-
struction of the main outfall sewers entailing
a great amount of additional work), bat the
duties of the water inspector and gauger. He
asked to be allowed to appoint one of the other
men to keep the time and to have charge of the
remainder of the workmen during his (the sur-
veyor’s) absence, and be paid 28. per week extra
for such work; this was passed in the general
purposes committee, but over-ruled at the last
general meeting of tho Board. It is amusing to
read the arguments against such an arrange-
ment. The chairman, who is described by one
of the members as “ a close and cheese-paring
man,” thought that the surveyor ought to pay it

out of bis own pocket. The following resolution
was passed :

— “ That the surveyor be informed
that it is his duty to look after the men in the
streets, even if it necessitates his attendance at
six o’clock in the morning.”

Now, had the surveyor been “ informed ” of
such being his duties when he was appointed, he
probably would never have engaged to per-
form sneh work, as he states that he was never
called upon in his previous engagements to be in
attendance before nine o’clock except on par-
ticular occasions. It was admitted that he is
frequently required to attend committee meet-
ings up to ten o’clock at night, and now he is
required to be out at six o’clock in the morning.
A few mouths ago the surveyor was “ in-

formed ” by a resolution of the Board that it

was his duty to make a survey and plan of the
whole town and district. What will be the next
duty of this unfortunate town surveyor ?

APPOINTMENT OF AN OFFICER OF
HEALTH FOR MANCHESTER.

At a meeting of the Manchester City Council,
on the 4th inat., a resolution was passed ap-
pointing Mr. John Leigh, M.R.C.S., Officer of
Health for that city, at a salary of 500J. per
annum.
The importance of this appointment to the

cause of sanitary progress can scarcely be over-
rated. Not only may the close upon half a
million of inhabitants living in Manchester
reasonably expect to derive advantage in the
shape of reduced death-rates, and the enjoyment
of a higher standard of health, but this appoint-
ment, in the third city of England, will
strengthen the hands of the sanitary party in
those of our large towns which have not yet
acknowledged the necessity for the services of
such an officer. Birmingham is now by far the
largest town in England unprovided with an
officer of health

;
and although, from natural

advantages of situation, this town has enjoyed a
comparative immunity from epidemics, and a
generally low death-rate (for a large town),
evidence is not wanting in reoenc returns to
show that Birmingham is being left behind by
the greater sanitary activity of other towns.
Since the beginning of the year Birmingham
has not stood so well in the list of towns,
arranged in the order of the weekly rates of
mortality, as formerly. This is not so much
because Birmingham is less healthy, but that it
is standing still, while other towns are rapidly
reducing their excessive death-rates.
The appointment ofan officerofhealth for Man-

chester has been the result of a long-oontinned
struggle between two almost equally balanced
parties in that city aud its council

;
and long since

such an appointment had been decided upon, the
selection of the officer has been keenly contested,
Mr. Leigh, from the first, had been mentioned
as the most eligible candidate, from having long
been known to possess many of the most neces-
sary requirements for an efficient officer of
health. He had devoted much time to sanitary
research

; had written ably on the subject
; was

a chemist of undoubted ability
; and had for

years held appointments under the council, en-
tailing duties of an analogous character to those
which should be performed by an officer of
health. Early in September last, at a meeting
of the Council, when the appointment was
brought forward, its opponents succeeded in re-
ferring it to a committee, which was empowered
to advertise publicly for candidates for the pro-
posed appointment. Six months were apparently
consumed in the labours of this committee. The
advertisements setting forth that the Corpora-
tion of Manchester were prepared to receive
applications from gentlemen, medical or other-
wise, willing to undertake the dnties of officer
of health for that city, the salary being 500Z.
per annum, as might be supposed, resulted in
numerons applications.

lu addition to Mr. John Leigh, and Dr. Reed
of the Royal Infirmary, Manchester, between
whom the choice of the council eventually
rested, ten other medical gentlemen, three
officers of the army, one clergyman aud school-
master, an Inspector-General of Army Hospitals,
the Officer of Health of Southampton, two
sanitary inspectors, and three other gentlemen,
whose qualifications are not stated, were among
the applicants. As before stated, these can-
didates were finally reduced to two, Mr. Leigh
and Dr. Reed; and when the selection was
finally pot to the vote, thirty-three of the
council were found to be in favour of Mr.
Leigh, and twenty-eix for Dr. Reed, the former
being thus elected by a majority of seven.
The recent unsalisfactoiy sanitary condition

of Manchester, as shown in the published re-
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turns of births and deaths, has probably in-

fluenced in some naeasure the council to the

appointment just made. The following few

figures will show that it has been made none

too soon. In the city of Manchester the death-

rate in 1867 was 31'4 per 1,000 persons living,

and higher than in any one of the twelve other

large towns of the United Kingdom, furnishing

weekly returns. The average rate in the thir-

teen towns for the year, was 25'3 per 1,000.

In the past ten weeks of this year (ending 7th

inst.), the death-rate in the city of Manches-

ter and the borough of Salford, has averaged

31-5 per 1,000, whereas in eleven large towns

of England, including London, the rate has

not exceeded 25'3 per 1,000.

AECEITECTS’ BENEVOLENT SOCIETY.

The annual general meeting of the subscribers

to this Society was held on Wednesday, at the

House, in Conduit-street, at which were present

Mr. Sydney Smirke, K.A. (president), in the

chair, and Messrs. B. Ferrey, F.S.A., George

J. J. Mair, F.S.A., C. 0. Nelson, F.S.A., E.

Roberts, F.S.A., E. Nash, F. Good, 8. Wood,
James Lockyer, and others.

The balance-sheet and general report, which
was read by Mr. J. Turner (hon. sec.), and
unanimously adopted, showed that, including the

previous balance of 1041. ISs. 6d., together with

flubscriptions, donations, dividends, &o., the total

amounted to 366i. 7b. 2d., of which, after paying

in gifts to applicants 1921., and defraying the

other expenses, a balance remained of 411. 11s. 8d.,

in addition to 1,3671. 15s. 8d. invested in the

New Three per Cents. The council had to de-

plore the insufSoiency of their means, especially

as during the past year the demands had been
more numerous than in any preceding year.

Thegeneral financial depression had been severely

felt by the profession, many great works having
been postponed or abandoned, and a great

number of private undertakings checked. The
applicants relieved had been 14, of whom 3

had been particularly distressing cases
;
but, in

consequence of the exhaustion of the funds,

several most deserving claims had been of neces-

sity rejected. Since the last report, 18 new
members bad joined. The council had most
specially to regret the decease of Sir Robert
Smirke, their first patron. The Report pro-

ceeded to urge upon the members to use their

utmost exertions to augment the number of sub-

scribers, and generally to promote the eflSciency

of the Society. Daring the year there had been
a great accession of members in Manchester

5

and it was heartily hoped that this noble ex-

ample would encourage and promote the exten-

sion of their brotherhood in other directions.

The list of subscriptions was read, and dona-
tions of 51. 5s. each, handed in from Messrs.
Ashton and Mair.

After the appointment of council and other
oflncers for the year ensuing, thanks were ac-

corded to those of the past year, as also to the
Chairman of the day and the Hon. Secretary,

and the proceedings concluded.

effected by this simple means, in the proportion

of 2 92 with platinum perfector, as against 3 02

cubic feet per hour without it, the illuminating

power in standard sperm candles being as 6'41

to 4'06, or an increase of light, per foot of gas,

of 63 per cent. The platinum disc used was the

invention, it is said, of Mr. Scholl, and it was

placed by a little cup over the burner. The

self-regnlating valve was exhibited by the Gas

Economising Company.
To the art collections the Queen contributed

original drawings ,by Fra Bartolomeo and the

scholars of Raffaelie. Photographs of Palestine,

by the exploration party; photographs of the

scenery, people, and animals of India, by Mr. W.
Douglas

;
drawings made in the regions beyond

Behring Straits, by Mr. Frederick Wbymper ;
and

the rotatory induction machine for statical elec-

tricity, by Sir William Thomson, were also exhi-

bited.

INSTITUTION OF ENGINEERS IN
SCOTLAND.

At the fifth general meeting of this Institu-

tion, held on Wednesday, the 12th of February,

Mr. James M. Gale, C.E., president, in the chair,

the report of the Committee on Institution Build-

ings was read by the secretary. After discus-

sion, it was agreed that the report be printed

and distributed among the members, and a spe-

cial general meeting called further to consider it

and decide, on Tuesday, the 18th of February, at

two o’clock, p.m.

The discussion on Mr, Duncan’s paper, " Re-

marks on the Proposed Amendments of the

Merchant Shipping Act,” was resumed and

terminated.

A paper ” On an Improved Bar-testing

Machine, and Callipers for Testing the Thick-

ness of Pipes” (designed by Mr. H. J. King),

communicated by Mr. John Page, C.E., was

read. A discussion followed and was terminated.

At the ftdjouTDPd meeting, on the 18th February, it

was unanimously carried that the recommendations in the

report be adopted, end the matter remitted back to the

committee to take the neceaeary atepe to carry out the

proposed arrangement with the City authorities, and

secure accommodation in the Corporatiou-buildings, Sau-

chiehall-street.

Mr. Peter Denny intimated that he was willing to give

2501. (being one-half of what be had subscribed towards

the scheme for obtaining a suitable building for the

institution), on the understanding that the recommeoda-
tions in the report be carried out, aud the sum of 2,OOOL

obtained.

HOGARTH’S MONUMENT.

Having passed many hours of instruction and

admiration over the engravings of Hogarth, I

wish to draw yonr attention to the state of hia

monument in Chiswick Churchyard. Every

person who has gazed on his pictures that are

handed down as heirlooms from generation to

generation in the mansions of the rich and noble,

aud our public galleries, cannot bub admit that

his grave, if he visit it, is treated with great

neglect. It was restored by William Hogarth,

of Aberdeen, in 1856. After eleven years’

service, at the present time the black in the

letters on the statuary panels is completely gone,

and the face of the marble itself is perished.

But no notice is taken of the spot where lies the

man whose pictured morals charm the mind.

At the present time, when the name of Garrick

is posted on placards over London, and with

your aid, could not something be done so as to

render the epitaph that Garrick wrote legible on

the spot where his friend lies buried. The

myrtle by the side is green and fresh, and to the

reflecting mind the thonght must come that

Nature is more kind than his countrymen. I was

a witness in the picture-gallery of the Exhibition

of 1862 of the pride with which men pointed out

“Marriage i\ la Mode” for the painting of an

Englishman, and yet few seem to know or care

about where the artist lies buried. Artists,

actors, literary men, if only aware of it, I am
certain would all willingly contribute to have the

words placed on that monument in Chiswick

churchyard. P-

THE SOIREE AT THE ROYAL SOCIETY.

The soirde at Burlington House on Saturday
last was largely attended. The Prince of Wales
was present, and the Master of the Mint (Pro-

fessor Graham, the chemist) and Professor

Tyndall exhibited some exceedingly curious ex-

perimeuts—the former the dialytic separation, by
a septum of palladium,ofpure hydrogen from coal

gas, and the extraction of occluded hydrogen

from palladium ;
and the latter Faraday’s famous

magnetisation of light. There were many other

objects of interest, among which were two simple

means of increasing the luminosity of ordinary

gas-ligbts. In one case increased amonnt of

light was obtained by placing a simple self-

regulating valve over the top of a glass chimney,

the increased pressure and heating of the air

within the chimney causing perfect combustion

in the flame, with increased steadiness and soft-

ness as well as volume of light. Id the other

case the increase of light was obtained by an
equally simple expedient, not new but important,

namely, by placing over and across the two holes

of an ordinary burner a small thin plate of plati-

num. In this case the size as well as the illumi-

nating power of the light was greatly increased,

It is stated that there is less consumption of gas

THE INSTITUTION OF CIVIL
ENGINEERS.

On March 3rd, the paper read was “ On the

Manufacture and Wear of Rails,” by Mr. C. P.

Sandberg. It was divided into three parts.

First, as to the best method of manufacturing

rails out of common iron, and as to the time they

would last. Secondly, as to the disposal of the

iron rails when they were worn out. And
thirdly, as to whether iron or steel, or a combina-

tion of the two materials, was the most economical

to use for rails.

Assuming that, under a very heavy traffic,

common iron rails would last five years, steel-

top rails fifteen years, and solid steel rails thirty

years, and that iron rails wonld coat 71. per ton,

steel-top rails 101. per ton, and solid steel rails

151. per ton, and that the old steel-top and iron

rails were valued at 41. per ton, and the old solid

steel rails at 81. per ton, then, with a rail section

of 84 lb. per yard, 250 tons of rails would be

required for one English mile of double line, and

the cost of laying the rails might be estimated

at 11. per ton. On these assumptions the author

gave various tables, the result of which was to

show that the amount of traffic must decide

which material it was the most economical to

use for the maintenance of the permanent way.

For all railways where ordinary iron rails were

worn out in five years, or in a shorter time, solid

steel rails were the most economical, at the

prices quoted. Where ordinary iron rails lasted

over five and up to ten years, steel-top rails

would be the cheapest ;
iron rails in these cases

being proved to be the most expensive, although

the cheapest where they lasted from fifteen to

twenty years.

One table indicated that the iron rails were ii

no instance the cheapest; bnt, on the contrary,

that when iron rails lasted only five years, solid

steel rails had the advantage, and where iron

rails had a longer duration, then that steel-

headed rails were the most economical.

THE SCIENCE AND ART DEPARTMENT
EXAMINATIONS.

SiR^—While the important subject of educa-

tion is occupying so large a portion of the public

attention, permit me to direct the attention of

your readers to a great defect in the examina-

tions of the Government Department of Science

and Art. A large amount of the pnblio money
is annually expended on these examinations, and

it may, therefore, be well to consider for a mo-

ment the trial to which candidates are therein

subjected, and the success attending these ex-

aminations. As one who has been awarded first-

class certificates of competency and Queen’s

prizes under the Department, I speak from my
own experience.

Considering the importance attached to these

competitions, it might reasonably be expected

that in such a subject as “ Building Construction

and Naval Architecture,” candidates would be

subjected to an examination as to the orders and

principles of architecture, the construction of

buildings, and naval conatrnction
;
but, instead

of this, the entire examination consists in copying,

in a certain time, a few lithographs of building

elevations, sections, &o., of the construction and

technical terms of which the candidate is totally

ignorant. This is all ! There are no questions

whatever asked relative to the subjects which

head the examination papers, and no attempt is

made to ascertain whether the candidate under-

stands anything about the constructions in which

he is supposed to be examined.

These remarks apply also to the examinations

in “ Mechanical and Machine Construction,” &o.

Should the candidate snccessfully pass this

“terrible ordeal,” be is invested with a Govern-

ment certificate of competency, and rewarded

with a “ Queen’s Prize,” or even a Gold or Silver

Medal at the public expense ! Now, I consider

this kind of education (?) not only a mere sham,

but also a double deception. Firstly, the Govern-

ment is persuaded into voting a large sum of

money annually to support an educational move-

ment, which, as it is now condncted, can be

productive of no lasting good
;
and secondly, the

successful candidate is led to consider himself

competent in subjects of which he has no real

knowledge.
It may be said that were a more searching

mode of examination adopted, the remuneration

of science and art teachers under the Depart-

ment wonld be seriously afl’ected; bnt it is only

reasonable to expect that were the standard of

excellence raised (which would necessarily result

in a great decrease in the number of successful

candidates) teachers’ premiums, as well as the

value of prizes, would be proportionally in-

creased.

I am persuaded that had a form of examina-

tion such as I have hinted at, comprising ques-

tions iu construction, technical terms, lic., with

illustrative diagrams, been adopted in the May
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exaiamafcions of last year, instead of between
400 and 500 etodents passing, nob a fifth of that
nnmber wonld have been s'nccessfnl. In my
opinion this is a subject which those who are now
taking snch an active part in the question of
educational reform would do well to take into
their serious consideration. Such an apparant
defect in our Government educational department
ought not to be passed over in silence.

I hope that the want of a reform in these
examinations may soon be considered by those
at head-quarters too apparant to be any longer
disregarded. A. E. P.

“USE OF HOME-GROWN TIMBER.”

Undee the above heading, in last week’®
Builder, was given notice of a paper referring
to several British timber-trees. In the list

appeared “the howler,” “ the vine-prop alone,”
and the “ plnmb-tree.” These three additions to
our Flora were evidently discovered by the non-
botanical contributor. It is not easy to say what
“the howler” is meant forj but it should probably
read “osier,” or “holm;” “vine-prop alone,”
should be “vine-prop elm;” and “plumb-tree”
should give place to “ plum-tree” (plumbs, inti-
mately allied as they are to the building trades,
do not yet grow upon trees). As the other
quotations in the article are morsels of the
following exquisite lines from Spenser’s “Faery
Queen,” perhaps yon will allow me to quote
them entire :

—

“ Much can they praise the trees so straight and high.
The sailing pine, the cedar proud and ttdl.
The Tine-prop elm, the poplar never dry,
The builder oak, sole king of forests aU

;

The aapin good for staves, the cypress Inneral;
The laurel, meed of mighty conquerors
And poets sage; the flr that weepeth still;
The willow, worn of forlorn paramours

;

The vew obedient to the bender’s will,
The birch for shafts, the sallow for the mill;
The myrrh sweet bleeding in the bitter wound.
The warlike beech, the ash for nothing ill,

The fruitful olive, and the plantain round,
The carver holme, the maple seldom inward sound.”

W. G. S.

THE DRAWING OF THE THRONE,
HOUSE OF LORDS.

Sra,—Having seen some strange assertions of Mr.
Herbert, E A,, in the Slandard, I wrote to that paper, but
was refused the insertion of my letter ; I therefore hope
you will allow me to state in the Builder that 1 have thought
it my duty to ask to see the drawing from which the pho-
to^aph in Dr. Barry's pamphlet was taken.
Having seen it, and from my long connexion and friend-

sMp with Mr. Pugin, being necessarily very familiar with
his touch, possessing, as I do, many drawings of bis, I am
certain that the drawing in question is not Mr. Pugin’s.
The touch is different, the style is different, and it has
nothing in common with his handiwork. The photograph
from it8_ small size gives an idea of Hueness of line, which
the original does not possess, and it is different in every
respect from Mr. Pugin's drawing. Having examined it
very carefully, and compared it with other drawings ofMr.
Pugin's and Sir C. Barry's, I am confident that it is
wholly the work of the latter.

I may remark, that though I have seen Mr. Pugin make
hundreds of drawings, I never saw him put his initials
upon them as separate letters. He used a well-known
cypher, combining his three initials, with letters of a
totally different form from the marks on the photograph.
He used to put this cypher in one comer, and not in the
body of a drawing, and certainly not in drawings made
for other people. Talbot Bubx.

ST. JOHN’S OHUEOH, WEYMOUTH.
LOCAL SUPEKINTENDENTS.

Sib,—

I

should not have troubled myself to take
any notice of Mr. Bennett's letter (published February
29th) if my veracity had not been impugned, and aflat
contradiction given to a statement I was obliged to make,
in consequence of misrepresentations published respecting
the alterations to St. John’s Church.
Mr. Bennett states that I am “not correct" in my

statements, and that “ I am labouring under a mistake
;

”

yet he does not name the nature of my incorrectness, or
where I am “under a mistake,” and' refers me to the
Eev. J. Stephenson. This I will do, as he desires it, and
give extracts from several of his letters from the beginning,
which will fully explain my position as “ architect to tlm
church,” both oripinaRy and now, and how this Mr.
Bennett was mixed up with it.

In my letter to you of February 15th, I stated that I am
architect to the church, which was erected fourteen years
since, from my designs, end under my inapectiou

; that
I have made all the designs, elevations, plans, details,
working drawings, and specification for the slterations of
the church, at present in progress

;
and that I have been

in constant communication with the Eev. J. Stephenson,
the incumbent, as the architect. Now, as regards these
matters, I cannot bo “ under any mistake." I think
having made these drawings, &c., must make me the
architect. To save travelling expenses and look alter the
construction, a local man was to be employed, " to super-
intend the execution of the work

;
” and Mr. Bennett has

thus been brought into connexion with the church. I do
not question what be may be, or if he is or is not an archi-
tect, as I never beard o{ him before this

;
but his claims

in this case are not justifiable, and, on principle and
honesty alone, I am bound to defend myself, or else there

js no architect who has a clerk of works employed undermm but may be subject to the same injustice. If Mr.
Bennett had bnilt churches, or was capable of doing so
why was he not engaged? Even the working drawings
and specification seem to have been beyond his capacity.
Mr. Stephenson’s letters of the following dates confirmmy assertions. January 24, 1867, I was applied to as

architect
_

‘ to prepare ail elevations, working drawings
specification, and an entire set of plans needful for carry-

work, leaving the supervision of the actual
building to a person to be appointed for the purpose re-
ference, of course, to be made to you should any difficulties

pfuw ”
progress ofthe works is carryingout your

I presume that “ person” was to see my designs carried
out in their “integrity.”
Again (Jffiy 10, 1867), “What we want is this, that the

plans, drawings, &c., mentioned in my last letter be pre-
pared by yon tn such a way, that tbe work of enlargement
can be earned out according to them by a person we ap-
point to superintend the building; and that you shall be
responsible for accuracy, practicability, and completeness
of the plans and drawings."
Again (July 18, 1887), “We shall not require you tc

snpenntend the work or make up accounts. We want
the specification, designs, drawings, &c.,’&c.; in fact a
perfect set of plans and papers the same as you supplyw^e the work placed aMely in your hands."
October 7, 1867.—“We shall be obliged ifyou will send

as soon as you can the drawings and specification which

John’^°’’
tenders for the new work at St.

October 9, 1867.—“Pray let us have the plans and
specification that we msy get tenders ”

November 20, 1867. — “WiU you send the working
drawings as speedily as possible? They are much
wanted.
I eonld give extracts of other letters to the same effect;

” J
there is quite enough to prove my assertions

and nullify the false pretensions of Mr. Bennett
; besides

B8_ It 18 not a matter of general interest, 1 wish to make
this explanation as short as possible. Talbot Bubi

HERNE BAY PIER.
Sib,—

T

onr correspondents on this subject will, I dare
say, be glad to know that something is likely to be deme
towards restoring and opening tbe pier.

It has been in a disgraceful state a long time, and uuivR only remains for the proprietor and the public to come
forward with a good heart : then, no doubt, a contractor
can be found who will be disposed to meet them on fair
terms. I think anything short of restoring tbe pier as it
erists.so that it may be made a stopping-place for steamers
as well as a promenade, as it used to be, will be most
absurd. It is high time the Heme Bay people were
roused. Why should the place not be one of the favourite
resorts instead of being neglected and almost deenised
because of its forlorn condition ? I hope that tbe parties
who h^e the matter in hand wiU fight through successfhUy
the difficulties which seem placed in their way and soredeem the lost prestige of Heme Bay.

One or THE Piles.

4. Erect in a conspicuous position, say about opposite
the distillery, in the yacant ground, and close to the street,
a one-story, fresh looking, cheap, temporary building, a
cqrr^ated iron bnilding; painted some clean colour
might be best; and in it have a large, fresb-looking plsu
of the street, and the plots to be let, and some person in
Mtendance to explain. There should be a second room
for private conference. It is aU-important that this plan
room should be quite on a level with the street pavement,
*0 A8 to be veiT easily entered. “Office of Victoria-street
Lands,” should be conspicuous on the two sides..

6. Whitewash and otherwise render decent tne posts,
rails, ftc. all along the street, andjkeep them whitew^hed.

6. Have the plan and particulars printed, so that any
applicant could take one with him, or send for one.

7. Advertise the street a little.

Ak bx-Laio) AOEIfT.

UTILIZATION OF SEWAGE.
Sib,—

T

he writer of the article in last week's Builder on
the utilization of eewage has included Carlisle in the list
of towns where sewage filtration through artificial beds
has been tried and failed. Allow me to state that neither
the Local Board nor the lessee has ever tried any method
other than irrigation for the disposal of the sewage.

Edwabd T. Moblet, City Surveyor, Carlisle.

THOUGHTFUL MASONS.
B,—We fully concur in the character onr friend Mr.

Cross has given the Cornish masons, but at the same time
he is hardly correct in stating that they have memorialited
"t for a reduction in their rate of wages.
Changes consequent upon tbe altered condition of the

labour market have been made, which were anticipated by
the men, who have recognised their propriety and
necessity. John Fbbeuax & Sons.

COMPARATIVE ALTITUDES.
Sir,—

C

omparative altitudes are very useful and in-
teresiing, but only when they are clearly defined as to
position and exact spot : to say that Boston is 30 ft. above
mean level of the sea or Ordnance datum is, in my opinion,

Tth little, even to the unprofessional reader
It nmy.save the time of some who are collecting relative

altitudes if I remind them of Sir Henry James’s abstracts
ot the principal Imes of spirit levelling in England and
Wales taken during the Ordnance Survey. It is a book
containing 624 pages, and gives the levels and bench marks
all over England and Wales up to 1861, F. E. H

A SOCIETY FOR DECORATORS.
8ih,—It has often occurred to me, and more especially

at the present time, when so much id being said about art
education, to ask whether or not there is in existence a
society of which a country decorator may be a member, and
through the publication of its essays and lectures a report
of (he more important works executed in England, and an
occasional visit to some of the meetings, may derive some
iidyantage from association with more favoured brethren
living m the very centre of industry and wealth, and the

benefited by an interchange of ideas.
Most ol the higher professions have their associations, and

ne but those who are qualified are admitted as members,
considered by the public to be up in their respective

occupations. It there is not a society, then why so im-
portant a profession as the decorators’ should be so far
behiud I cannot conceive.
In your impression of November 30lh I notice a lecture

by Mr. J. G. Grace, before tbe "House-painters’ Asso-
ciation. I know not if tbe society is such as I describe
if 80, I should like to know more of it, through your pnb^
lication or personal correspondence with any interested in
the matter. q

GIVE VICTORIA STREET A MOVE.
iFthe commissioners of the Westminster Improvement

and Encumbered Estate Acts of 1661 and 1865 wonld
spend about 200?,, which by the 15th section of the Act of
1866, t^y are empowered to do, they might get Victoria-
street, W caiminster, finished off in a “ jifi'ey."

1 he plan is this
: give an air of freshness to the whole

street, as follows :

—

1. Employ about a dozen men for a month or so in clear-
ing, and digging to a level, the surface of sD the unoccu-
pied ground, and in clearing away the rubbish from the
arches, &e.

up several great fresh notice-boards, with large
black letters, on white grounds,— not many words —

,announemg where particnlsrs of the building plots can be
obtained (see No. 4), and take all the old notice-boards

THE ALLEGED INSTABILITY OF THE
NEW FORTIFICATIONS.

In reply to questions pat by Colonel Sykes
in the Commons, Sir J. Pakington said that
two of the forts near Chatham, having been
bnilt on marshy gronnd, had in some degree sub-
sided, but nothing would prevent the forts from
being satisfactorily completed. At a fort at
Warrington, in oonaequenoe of a changing intho
soil, part of the retaining wall had shown some
signs ofweakness, but nothing would prevent that
also from being repaired satisfactorily. He could
not consent to accept Mr. Hawksley’s authority
as conclusive, compared with that of naval and
military men of the highest standing, upon
whose advice the Government of Lord Palmer,
ston determined to carry on the fortifications.
We are sorry to be forced to say that our own
experience fully bears out the opinion expressed
by Colonel Sykes. Some farther supervision is
absolutely necessary.

FROM MELBOURNE.
Prince Alfred has had a splendid reception

here. The town was decorated in every possible
way for the occasion, with triumphal arches,
flags, illuminations, fireworks, and torch-light
processions. His Royal Highness also visited
Ballarat and Geelong, and was received with
similar manifestations of loyalty and rejoicing.
Some of the triumphal arches were very taste-
ful. The Chinese displayed their loyalty by
means of illuminated arches, Chinese lanterns,
flags, and Chinese inscriptions. The Geelong
Fire Brigade erected a triumphal arch of their
own for the occasion of bis Geelong visit. Ad-
vantage was taken of the Prince’s visit to Mel-
bourne to get him to lay the foundation-stone of
the new Town-hall, which was done with great
ceremonial. The trowel was of gold, and so
splendid an article that bis Royal Highness
smilingly said it was almost a pity to use it.

The design was by Mr. Ralph Wilson, of the firm
of Crouch & Wilson, architects. Messrs. Reed
& Barnes were the architects of the selected de-
sign for the Town-hall, which will be a really
handsome Italian edifice. The design was ob-
tained by competition, and was chosen from
about thirty sets of drawings, more than a twelve-
month since. The erection has been nndertaken
by Messrs. Lawrence & Cain, builders, for 65,0001.

jBaZiorai.—Prince Alfred also laid the chief
stone of the Victoria Temperance Hall, Ballarat,
of which Mr. Poeppel is the architect. The
general style of this bnilding is Norman. The
front elevation will consist of three stories, and
the hall will be a spacions one. The trowel,
here, too, was a handsome one, of gold gathered
on the spot, and was designed by Mr. Poeppel.
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Au untoward episode of the Prince’s visit to

Melbourne was a robbery of some jewelry be-

longing to him, the thief being a person ap-

pointed by the Governor to attend His Eoyal

Highness temporarily as his valet. The name

of this scamp, who ought to be whipped for

so disgraceful an act upon such an occasion,

was Osbaldeston. He had been keeper of a

Turkish bath, and promoted to the office of

shampooer to his Excellency the Governor

;

hence his further promotion to bo valet, pro

tempore, to the Duke of Edinburgh.

ACCIDENTS.

One of the houses which still remained to be

pulled down on the Law Courts site, near

Temple Bar, has fallen of its own accord. It

was the well-known shop occupied by the Hollo-

way’s ointment people, of advertising notoriety.

The primary cause of the fall is said to have

been the burning some time since of a beam in

the basement, which was not replaced, and

when the upper floors were being removed the

want of its support led to the fall of the whole

building.

A dilapidated building of four stories at Oi;se-

bum, Newcastle, has partly fallen while under

repair, killing one of the workmen and severely

contusing another. One of the beams support-

ing a floor, on which was a quantity of cement,

had snapped, causing the flooring to give way.

Another cement warehouse has fallen. It was

situated in Hope-street, Glasgow, and was a one-

etory brick building.

g0nlts

EalJ-Tiours with the Telescope. By Richard A.

Proctor, B.A., F.R.A.S. London : Hardwicke.

The author and publisher of this little work had

in view, in its preparation, the production, at a

moderate price, of a useful and reliable guide to

the amateur tolescopistj aud the result is an

excellent little treatise, which was much wanted

by amateurs, who will here find just the sort of

practical instruction which they specially re-

quire. The volume is illustrated by diagrams

on stone and wood.

Papers on Subjects connected with the Duties of

the Coips of Royal Engineers, contributed by

Oncers of the Royal Engineers. New series.

Tol. XVI. Printed by Jackson & Son, Wool-

wich. 1868.

This volume of transactions of the Royal Engi-

neers contains some interesting papers, and
especially one titled “A Comparison between

Free and Convict Labour,” by Captain Hurvey,

Deputy-Governor of Portsmouth Prison. This

is a subject we have for years occasionally

treated of, and we are glad to notice how favour,

ably it is considered by the Deputy-Governor of

Portsmouth Prison. The waste of manual
power in the general treatment of convicts is

enormous, and the expense to the country is

very great. A subject akin to this, as regards

waste of power, is also treated of in this volume
—namely, military labour, on which, as well as

on convict labour also, there is a paper by Captain

Percy Smith.

VARIORUM.

“ The Reliquary : Quarterly Archmological

Journal and Review.” No. 31, Vol. VIII.,

January, 1868. Edited by Llewellyn Jewitt,

F.S.A. London : Bemrose, Paternoster-row.

—

The two first papers in this very interesting

quarterly are on the tile-kiln discovered at

Repton, in Derbyshire
;
one by the Rev. Stuart

Adolphus Pears, D.D. }
and the other by the

Editor. A version of the amusing ballad of

the Derby Ram is given, regarding which the

writer of this notice would suggest that the

nonsense of the chorus might be avoided, as it

was in a version which he was tanght fifty years

ago in Scotland, and wherein the last verse

given in the Archmologioal Quarterly forms the

chorus between the verses. “Report to the

Hon. the Commissioners of Sewers of the City

of London on the Projects of Companies, Ses-

sion 1867-8, affecting the City.” By William
Haywood, Engineer and Surveyor to the Com-
mission. — From this report it appears that

the railway projects affecting the City are

very much fewer this year than the alarming

lists which threatened to swallow up the City

altogether of late years. The only new ones

now are the Eastern Metropolitan (Under-

ground)
;
the Islington j

and the Metropolitan

(Smithfield Junction). Two or three others

want extension of time. The Tower Subway
and the London Corporation Gas Bill are the

only others : in all there are seven Bills. Mr.

Haywood recommends a cautionary dissent from

the whole of these projects, so as to enable the

Commissioners to retain a locus standi before the

Parliamentary Committees,

glisallanta.

Artisans’ and Labourers’ Dwet-lings Bill.

—

Mr. Mac Cullflgh Torrens’s Bill has been read a

second time in the House of Commons.

Explosion and Burning through Naphtha.

—

The English schooner, Slary Ann, Captain Mar-

shall, laden with naphth^ and petroleum, caught

fire at Antwerp, in consequence of an explosion

on board. The ship was entirely destroyed, and

the captain and crew perished.

Destruction or a Church by Fire, — The
parish church of St. George, Wemdon, near

Bridgwater, has been destroyed by fire. During

divine service, and just after the vicar had given

out his text, a loud knocking was heard at one

of the doors, aud on its being opened, a man
alarmed the congregation by exclaiming, “ Make
haste out, the church is on fire.” Great con-

sternation prevailed, although no fire or smoke
was then observed inside the building. Outside,

however, it was seen that one portion of the roof

was in a blaze. It was evident that the flue

belonging to the stove had either become over-

heated, or that there was some defect in it,

which had caused ignition of the rafters between
the ceiling and the roof. Except the tower,

which was saved, together with a peal of five

bells, and the chancel, the whole of the building

was entirely destroyed, together with an organ,

almost new, and the carved oak pnlpit. Until a

few years past the church was insured in the

sum of oOOL, but was now uninsured.

The New Town Hall for Gateshead.—At
a recent meeting of the town council, according

to the local paper, the committee reported that

Sir W. James had signified his approval of the

Gateshead Town-hall and Corporate Buildings 5

that the draft contract with Mr. Thomas Bulman
and his security had been prepared

;
and that

the matter only wanted the completion, by Mr.

J. Johnstone, of the specifications and details.

Messrs. W. & R. Reed were the contractors

selected for the erection of the buildings pro-

posed to face the High-street. When it was
arranged that they should be erected in West-

street, it was suggested that the Messrs. Reed
should be employed to do the work, at the sche-

dule of prices attached to their original tender.

It was not now intended to employ Messrs. Reed
in any, part of the work, and the committee

recommend that 200L be paid to them in full for

all compensation. Messrs. Reed have signified

their willingness to accept the sum named in

full of all claims. The report was adopted and
confirmed.

Drainage.—We understand that Mr. Codring-

ton, Associate of the Institution of Civil Engi-

neers, has addressed a letter to the Mayor of

Reading, proposing to submit a plan to the local

Drainage Committee for the disposal of the sew-

age of the town. Irrigation of a sufficient area

of land at Lower Caversham, above flood level,

and an outfall from the irrigated land, aided by

pumping, are prominent points in the plan. A
saving of 7,OOOL in cost of works, and a large

sum in annual working expenses, is anticipated.

The tenders for executing the necessary

works for extending the sewerage and water

supply to the White Cross district, Hereford,

have been opened by the District Drainage Com-
mittee of the Town Council. There were seven

competitors, who tendered as follows :—Messrs.

Jones & Jepson, 2,649J. ;
Mr. Charles Sterry,

2,360Z.
5
Mr. Richard Pritchard, 2,2801. ;

Messrs.

R. Welsh & Son, 2,137i.; Mr. William Bowers,

2,135Z. ;
Mr. Edward Bigglestone, 2,0751.; and

Mr. James Bowers, l,937i. lOs. The tender of

Mr. James Bowers, being the lowest, was ac-

cepted, and the work will be immediately com-

menced, and is to be completed witMn six

mouths.

Turret Clocks.—Mr. Benson sends ns a long

list of turret clocks erected by him during the

year 1867, as well in India as in the United

Kingdom. It serves to show the esteem in

which the maker’s works are held, but would

scarcely interest our readers.

Sale of Carvings and Casts.—Mr. W. G.

Rogers, the carver, unable, as he says, to fight

against the weight of seventy-six years, is about

to sell by auction the whole of his collection,

consisting of several hundred specimens of old

Italian, Flemish, Venetian, and French works;

works by Gibbon and Chippendale; and many
of his own works of original designs and working

drawings. Some of our readers will doubtless

take advantage of the opportunity.

Tunbridge Wells Infirmary.—A movement

is in progress for the erection of a new infirmary

for Tunbridge Wells, at a coat of somewhere

about 10,0001. This is thought by some to be

preferable to any enlargement or improvement

of the present infirmary, which only contains

accommodation for twenty-four beds. It is

suggested that the new infirmary should be

called the Victoria Hospital, and that perhaps

her Majesty, who spent much of her childhood

in the neighbourhood, might be induced to lay

the foundation-stone.

Buried Coventry.—At a recent meeting of the

Warwickshire Naturalists’ and Archreologista’

Field Club, held at the Museum, Warwick, Mr. P.

Wykeham Martin, M.P., in the chair, an interest-

ing paper was read by Mr. W. G. Fretton, on
“ Buried Coventry,” descriptive of the various

indications of edifices, &o., which have passed

away, and especially noticing the crypts. Old

Coventry, as known to the earliest inhabitants of

the district, said the lecturer, is, in fact, buried

;

and, with its assemblage of wattled hats, timber

houses, and stone buildings of greater note, all

has disappeared
;
a new and fashionable resort

of the wealthier citizens has usurped its place,

and if we were to seek for indications of the

former town we should find them round and

abont the vicarage of Holy Trinity, where,

beneath the surface, old foundations of the

church of St. Nicholas are still to be met with,

and human bones have been found. Closely

adjacent is a portion of the old pack-horse road

to Leicester. The traces of the monastery

founded by Lady Godiva in 1043, on the ruins of

the Saxon nunnery of St. Osburg, that had been

destroyed by Edric the Traitor nearly thirty

years before, formed a special subject of notice

in the lecture.

Newcastle Antiquarian Society, — The
monthly meeting of this society has been held in

the Old Castle, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, the Right

Hon. Loi’d Ravensworth in the chair. His lord-

ship, on taking the chair, said that some two

or three years ago he promised to write a

memoir, on the suggestion of his friend Dr,

Charlton, on an enigmatical tablet called the

Corbridge Lanx. There was one point which he

then stated, namely, that the female figure,

which had been represented by different com-

mentators in different guises, was Latona, the

mother of Apollo and Diana, the two prominent

figures in that Lanx. And he also mentioned

that the worship of Latona was practically con-

joined with the worship of Apollo and Diana

;

also that one of the symbols in the borders of the

Lanx was a palm-tree dedicated to Latona, on

account of (according to the ancient mythology)

her clasping, at the time of the birth of Apollo,

a palm-tree and an olive-tree. A report had

just been handed to him by a gentleman who
had been sent out by the Dilettanti Society of

London (of which he was a member) to take

measurements and make a report of the remains

of a temple of Apollo Smintheus in Asia Minor,

An altar had been discovered by the gentleman

(Mr. Pullen), of which rubbings had been taken.

The temple was dedicated to Apollo, Artemis,

and Latona—Artemis being the Greek Diana,

and Latona being the mother of the god and

goddess. He mentioned these circumstances as

it was in some degree corroborative of the opinion

which he then ventured to state. Dr, Bruce

said that he had been informed by Sir E.

Blackett of the finding of a Roman altar at

Halton Castle, near Matfen. On the top of it

was discovered the word “ nvminibus,” but what

followed he could not tell ;
they expected it

would be the word augustorum. He would

take care to make a journey out, and endeavour

to see it before the next meeting. Lord Ravens-

worth read an interesting paper on “ The Roman
Wall.”
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Lead-work.—It is fair to mention that the

lead-work of the new spire, St. Nicholas’ Chapel,
Lynn, as also that for the new lantern, Ely
Cathedral, was executed by Mr. Matthew Hall,
of London.

Chemical Society’s Soiree.—A very charm-
ing entertainment was given on Wednesday
evening by the President and Mrs. Warren De la
Eue to a large company, at Willis’s Rooms. The
reception-halls were crowded with new and im-
portant philosophical and other apparatus, and
a host of other objects of interest, many of them
chemical and metallic, and the walls were hang
with pictares, photographs, &o.

Destructive Fire.—The extensive premises
of Messrs. Farmiloe & Sons, window-glass and
lead merchants, St. John-street, Smithfield, have
been destroyed by fire, which also seized on ad-
joining buildings, eight of which, besides Messrs.
Farmiloe’s, but including Messrs. Brownings, oil
merchants, have been destroyed. Messrs. Far-
miloe announce that their business will continue
to be conducted as before at the same place.

Caithness Industrial Exhibition. — The
Caithness Industrial Exhibition has been form-
ally opened at Wick. It has proved a great
success. The hall, on the day of opening, was
well filled by a numerous and highly respectable
gathering from all parts of thecounty. Theexhibi-
tion is held in the TemperanceHall, which is com-
pletely filled with a varied assortment of objects
of industry and art. Her Majesty contributed
a bust of the Prince Consort, executed by the
CrOTTO Princess of Prnssia. The ceremonial of
opening the exhibition included the unveiling of
^is bust, which has been the principal attraction
in the exhibition.

Restoration of Decay.—A new form of
falsification in the restoration of an old building
is reported from Italy. The Archive Office at
Pisa is being restored, and the finished portions
are said to display considerable archmological
study. It was decided, however, that the work
was not to look like a restoration, but should
wear the appearance of a genuine relic of
antiquity • and so the workmen and artists
employed were directed to anticipate the injuries
of time by smudging their work here and there,
by chipping pieces now and then out of the new
walls, by toning down their tints, and by intro-
ducing artificial diacolonrations, purporting to be
the result of age and damp.

Persecution of a Non-Union Man.—We have
forwarded to the " Country Clergyman ” three
offers of an engagement for the young brick,
layer.

Metropolis Subways Bill.—This bill, which
is a reprint of that of last session, as amended in
committee, has passed the second reading in the
Commons.

Railways in Mexico.—We hear of varions
great projects being now before Congress, which
will place the city of Mexico in direct communi-
cation with the United States, and with all the
salient points of its own territory. One com-
pany, the Mexico and United States, proposes a
line which shall place this city within ninety
hours of New York.

Important Public Questions in Brighton.
A committee of influential residents in Brighton,
including Mr. White, M.P., and Professor
Fawcett, M.P., has been formed with the view
of bringing before the inhabitants opinions on
some of the more important questions of the day.
The inaugnral lecture was given by Mr. W.
Hepworth Dixon, on “The Trne Theory of
Representation,” and was regarded by the com-
mittee as a complete success, Mr. Dixon’s
address has been printed and circulated. Mr.
Goldwin Smith has since lectured

; and on
Friday, the 20th instant, Mr. Godwin is to deliver
an address in the Town-Hall, on “ The Health
and Happiness Question.” Mr. Henry Willett
and Mr. J. E. Mayall act as honorary secretaries.

For new market, for Clevedon Local Board of Health.
Mr. HanB F. Price, architect

Newton £1,120 0 0

For weigh-bndpe honee, for Clevedon Local Board of
Health. Mr. Hans F. Price, architect

Bennett £289 0 0

For new house at Bathford, for Mr. Bath. Mr. Hans F
Price, architect :

—

Newman £1,743 12 0

For the erection of a Roman Catholic church arid pres-
byteiT, Lonfrton, Staffordshire, for the Rev. J. Masaam.
Mr. E. W. Pugin, architect

Collie & fludgaon £10,174 0 0
Yates
Eaton
Barlow
Hughes
Hall & Son

Heveningham
Trow & Son
Richardaon
Cnitchlej (presbytery only) ,

9,990 0
9,930 0 ..

Ops'll) 0 0
9,410 0 0
9,250 0 0
9,190 0 0
9,160 0 0
8,870 0 0
8,865 0 0
2,400 0 0

TENDERS.
For works, Wella-road, Sydenham. Mr Nicholas

Lake, architect;—
Heneha"- £1,430 0 0
King* Sons j,380 0 0

1,284

The Glasgow Sewage Association.—At the
last ordinary meeting of this association Mr.
Smith briefly sketched the leading features of
the paper which he read at the previous meeting,
and the discussion thereon was resumed, after
which Mr. Sim read a paper, in which he pro-
posed a plan to prevent the sedimentary matter
which issues from the sewers of the city from
passing into the river. This was simply by
intercepting it at the outlets in sediment recep-
tacles and barging it regularly away. Mr. Sira
said that on reading his paper to Mr. Roy, the
Glasgow representative of Messrs. Brassey &
Co., he suggested an intercepting sewer on each
aide of the river, to lead down past the city to
some convenient place for settling-ground where
the sediment could be deposited and carried
away in barges as proposed. No one seemed
much to appreciate Mr. Sim’s scheme.

The Great Triennual Handel Festival,
Crystal Palace, 1868.—Extensive preparations
are being made to render this celebration, in
June, the most complete illustration of English
musical progress that has yet been witnessed.
An able programme has been published. The
London division of the chorus will be more
nnmerons even than on previous occasions

;

application for admission thereto having pro-
portionately increased, An interesting feature
in connexion with this festival is the publication
of a photo-lithographic fac simile of Handel’s
own manuscript score of the Messiah, which has
been lent for the purpose by her majesty the
Queen from'the royal library. Handel’s scores
were bequeathed by him to John Christopher
Smith, his amanuensis, who in his turn pre-
sented them to George III., after the death of
the Dowager Princess of Wales, the mother of
the king, upon the latter continuing the pension
which Smith had received during the life-time
of the princess. The date at the commence-
ment of the work is August 22nd, and at the
end, September 12th, thus proving that this
immortal production was penned by Handel in
the short space of twenty-one days.

Dubbin
. 1,150 0 0

For erecting four houses at Crovm-hilJ, Lower Norwood
for Messrs. J. &J. Allen. Mr. Albert Bridgman archi-
tect:— ® '

Cumming (accepted) £1,000 0 0

For the Holyhead drainage
Hardacre
Jeffrey
Messrs. Hughes
Chester
Owen & Williams
Owens & Evans
Messrs. Fogg
Bcgbird (accepted)
Thomas & Sons

..£2,460 0 0

.. 3,061 0 0

.. 1,930 0 0

.. 1,780

1,778
1,6 0 0
1,685 0 0
1,490 0 0
1,482 0 0

For carcasses of house and stable offices, at Castle Hill
Blecbinglev, Surrey, for Mr. James Norris, exclusive of
bricks, rubble atone, and sand. Mr. James Wylson.
srcliitect. Quantities furnished by Mr. Dan Cubitt
Nicholls

House.
£6,177 0
6,390 6 I

For the erection of a warehouse and offices at 61, Cole
nan.street. Mr. G. Loe, architect :

—

Coils & Son
Adamson & Son ...

Axf'ord A Whillier
Hart
Ryder & Son
YVioder
Gammon & Son
King 4 Sons
Wills
Hill & Keddell
Coader
Wells
Crabb ATaughan...,

..£2,160 0 0

.. 2,137 0 0

.. 2,100 0 0

.. 2,090 0 0

.. 2,0s7 0 0

.. 2,077 0 0

.. 2,071 0 0

.. 2,060 0 0

.. 2,030 0 0

.. 2.025 0 0

.. 2,022 0 0

.. 1,978 0 0

.. 1,848 0 0

For workshops, Marlboro’ -place, Brighton. Mr J
Berney, architect :

—

Oliver £748 q 0
680 0 0

Dobson 800 o
Dallimore 687 0 0
George egg q 0
Sa’^yer 640 0 0

616 0 0
HttU 473 0 0
Jackson 466 0 0
Lockyer 450 0 0

For the erection of four houses at Barking, Essex. Mr.
J. W. Dennison, architect :

—
Stokes £1,350 0 0
Brett 1,266 0 0
Withers (accepted) 1,090 0 0

For detached villa, on the Btonebridge Park Estate
UiUeaden. Five to be erected. Mr. Bassett Keeling*
architect. No quantities supplied :

’

Woodbhdge £1,648 0 0
Limn 1,275 0 0
Snowden (accepted) 1,186 0 0

For new infirmary and dispensary, Burton-on-Trent.
Mr. Edward Holiues, architect. Quantities supplied;—

Jeffery A Pritchard,.
Webb (too late)
Horsley, Brothers
Lovatt
Matthews
Gregory
Maddocks
Trow &, Sons
Wileman & Wigley
Hadlield
Smith A Chamberlain
Bowler A Beck
Clarke
Mason
Lillej A Son

j

Nelson
Neale A Son
Hardwick A Son.
Lowe A Son
Lilly A Son
Hunter A Bennett (accepted) .

.. £3,250 - „

.. 3,211 0 0
.. 3,044 0 0

. 2,813 0
2,797 0
2,774 0

, 2,740 0
,

2,621 11

,
2,630 0

. 2,618 1

2,613 0
2,692 0

, 2,691 0
. 2,488 0

2,360
, 2,312 10

For new schools and parochial meeting-room, New-
haven, Sussex, for the Rev. E. P. Bouthwood. Messrs.
UaberahoD, Brock, A Webb, architects :

—

£1,047 0 0
Simpson ],045 0 0
Card A Son i,o37 0 0
Lee 9oo 0 q
Kirk 950 0 0
Holloway A Son 930 0 0
Morling 897 17 0

Little

Bowman
Rentmore
Patman A Fotheringhi
Barnes

Carruthers
M. Regis, sen
J. A W. Sanders
Myers A Sons
Hill A Keddell
Conder
Jackson A Shaw
Piper A Wheeler

5,435 0 0
6,331 0 0
6,044 7 10
6,167 0 0
4,967 0 0
4.947 0 0
4.668 0 0
4,615 0 0
4,870 0 0

Stables.

...£1,435 0 C

... 1,096 6 (1

... 1,034 0 0

... 1,368 0 0

... 1,370 0 0

... 1,333 0 0

... 1,287 0
l.a 5 1

1,130 0 0
1,179 0 0
910 0 0

For alterations and additions to residence, Brigadier
Hill, Enfield, for Mr. F. G. Catling. Mr. Thomas J,
Hul, architect!

—

Saunders £705 0 0
®abey 7fi2 0 0
Patman, Bros 729 0 0
Field A Sons 727 0 0
Bayes ..

, 657 0 0

For St. Augnstine's Church, Wisbech, Mr. William
Smith, architect ;

—

Cave A HalHday
Bell A Sons
Cooke
Bennett

Rust

..£3,090 0

.. 2,883 0

.. 2,875 0

.. 2,761 0

.. 2,761 10

.. 2,760 0

.. 2,730 16

For addition of new aisle to and entire reseating of 8t-
Mary s Church, East Barnet, Herts. Mr. Rowland Barker,
architect. Quantities supplied by Mr. F. W. Hunt :—

Rhodes A Roberts £1,261 0 0
Carter A Son i,265 0 0
Dove, Brothers 1,078 0 0
Brass (withdrawn) 1,020 0 0

Sf. Pefer'i SchooU, Mammtrimith. •

tender was 4,0631., not 4,663L
- Mr. Stimpson’a

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
H. T, (to give plMter cuU " the eppearsnee of Ivorv," they are

Immened. we believe. In boiling etearine).—T. F. C. (Mr. Fovherglll
Cooke’i rIghU have been often admitted and urged in tbe fluttderX—J. D. P. (onneceBaary).—J. B. (forwarded).—B. B, 6. (ditto),—H, F.
(not worth while),—E V. (next week). 0. Y. (ditto).—M. Brothers
{•ball be forwarded).—T. B.—8.— C. J. H.—J. H.—K.—T. 8.—J. W. D.— * G.—M, P.—A. B.—G. H.—O, B.—K. H.—A. D. D.— J. P.8,—W, L.—B. B.-H. B. M.-J, W. R.-H. H. 0.—Rev. L R-A. E P.—

-I. (forwarded),—!. B.—W. G. E—J. G,—E R A W.—E B. T.—
E- P.— J. H.— H. B—Radiata.- J. L. N.—P. 0. 8.—E T. B.— E. E.
-J. B.-J. W. C.-a—Ueurt. F.-FairpUy.-VT. R— F. O.-T.J H.
-E
Note.—

A

rchitects who are unwilling (ae we are) that their name*
hould not accompany Hate of tendera with which tbey are concerned,

ay prevent the omiealon by seodtsg list* themeelvea. Wo cannot
repeat liita on tbe gTooml of inch omission.

We are compelled to decline polntlog ont books and giving
addresses.

All ststements of facts, lists of Tenders, Ac., mast be accompanied
by tbe name and addrees of tbe lender, not neceasaiUy for
pabtlaatlon.

Note.-

T

he reeponilbUKy of signed ar'lelei, and papers read at
nblic meeting*, rests, of coarse, with the authors.

TO SUBSCRIBERS.
NOTF READY. THE TWENTY - FTFTB

VOLUME of “THE BUILDER” (bound), fm
the year 1867, price One Guinea.
CLOTH CASES for binding the Numbers, jtrict

Two Shillings and Ninepence.
COLOURED TITLE-PAGE, Gratis.
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fachincry for Joiners’ Work.—The Jiedcliffe

Estate, Brorwpton,

E propose to devote

this page to a little

hit of advertising,

but it is advertising

with a view to what

seems to us public

advantage. We want

to make better

known what can

really bo done in one

branch of building

liy means of ma-

chinery than it is at

present. It would

seem cmioua, if we
did not know how
often a new thing

mnst be said before

it is heard and acted

on, to find that even

at the present time

some of onr leading

bnilders, each pay-

ing hnndreda of

pounds weekly for

joiners’ wages, shut

their eyes to the

enormous economy

that can be effected

in this class of work
by the employment

’ some of the machines which have been per-

oted within the last few years. It seems a

sneral idea among builders, even among those

ho admi. the saving effected by machinery for

liners’ work, that machinerycan pay onlyin very

irge establishments, and tha,t unless a builder

m afford to expend a great sum of money upon
a extensive plant, and have separate machines

ir each operation, he bad better be without

lachinery altogether. Our inquiries, however,

sail us to the belief that by a moderate

itlay on machinery, which would be within the

leans of any man employing a dozen men, a

reat saving may be effected. Desiring by all

leans to lessen the cost of bouses, and knowing
ery well that machinery benefits in the long run

ven those who may seem for a time to be
ijuriously affected by it, we have looked more
arefully into the subject, and will give some of

ne results. These are taken from the accounts

ept of the work actually turned out by a small

lant of machinery erected by Samuel Worssam
; Co., of Chelsea, for Messrs. Corbett &
fcClymont, who are building largely upon the

iedclifle Estate, West Brompton. And first let

8 say a few words about the rather remarkable

uilding operations that are being carried on here.

The Redcliffe Estate, which is something less

ban two miles from Hyde Park-corner, consists

f about seventy acres. The Pulham-road

ounds it on the south side
j the Old Richmond-

oad, leading from South Kensington to Hammer,
mith, on the north side; Honey-lane, leading

rom the Eulham-road to the Richmond-road,

jrms its western termination
;
and The Grove,

loltons, and Redcliffe-road, are its bounds on

he east aide. Not five years ago the whole of

his estate was used as market garden-ground.

L considerable portion of it belongs to Capt.

xunter and Capt. James Gonter, Messrs. G. &

H. Godwin acting as their architects. For the

freeholder of another part of the estate Messrs.

0. Lee & Son are the architects.

When Messrs. Corbett & McClymont first went
on to the land there was no carriage-road from

Pulham-road to Richmond-road, but they have

now made a handsome road, called Redcliffe-

gardens, upwards of 60 ft. in width, and about

half a_ mile in length (on the site of Walnut-

tree-walk), on either side of which very capital

semi-detached villas are being erected. Near the

north end of Redcliffe-gardens a square has been

formed, through which Redcliffe-gardens pass,

and in the western half of the square a site has

been set aside for a church. The builders have

carried out their operations with great spirit and

activity
;

they have constructed the whole of

the roads and sewers, and there are now erected

on the estate, standing upon a bed of gravel and

sand for upwards of 20 ft. in depth, about 550

houses, shops, and stables. The houses have been

built with a view apparently to suit a variety of

tenants, as the rents commence at 501., and range

from that amount up to 1601. per annum. About

400 more houses, we learn, are yet to be erected,

many of them of large size. With a good service

of omnibuses, and two railway-stations, viz., the

Chelsea Station, at the south end of the estate,

and the West Brompton Station, at the north

end of the estate, which afford ready coramnni-

cation with the City, this district can scarcely

fail to come into good use, and give a good

reward to the builders for their enterprise and

skill.

To retnrn, however, to our subject. The
whole of the joiners’ work for the houses on

this estate is prepared from deals and battens,

which are purchased at the docks, and stacked

in the yard adjoining the mill until seasoned.

The machinery is fixed in a temporary build-

ing on a convenient part of the land, and com-

prises :

—

1. A Worssam’s portable deal frame, capable

of sawing at one time two deals or planks, up to
|

11 in. wide by 4 in, thick, into boards of any

required thickness. This machine is so con-

structed as to require no excavations below the

floor, often inconvenient. It is entirely self-

contained, being all fitted to a strong cast-iron

foundation plate. The swing frame being made
of steel, it combiaes great strength with light-

ness, and can be driven at the rate of 250

strokes per minute with twelve saws working at

once without perceptible vibration. The saws

used in this frame are very thin, so as to reduce

the waste of wood to the minimum.

2. A self-acting saw-bench with a feed motion

by means of a rope for bringing forward the

timber to the saw. The rate of feed, it seems,

can be varied from 12 ft. to 60 ft. a minute,

according to the nature of the work. This

bench is used chiefly for sawing single cnts in

deals, planks, or battens; for cutting feather-

edged boards or ripping out scantlings of various

sizes ;
and it is provided with a pair of timber-

carriages or “bogies” running on rails for

carrying the ends of a long piece of timber.

3. There is a planing and “trying np”
machine for planing and “trueing np ” the

stnff after it leaves the sawing-machines. This,

they say, is the only machine which has ever

been brought out which will set a piece of

twisted timber true, and at the same time give

it a planed face fit for glueing np without re-

quiriag to be tonched by a hand-plane. The
stufl’ to be planed is laid upon a planed travel-

ling-table of cast-iron, and is held by a series of

screw cramps,which retain it in one position when
under the action of the cutters. It is worked by

a labourer at 24b. a week, and some notion may
be formed of the economy effected by the use of

this machine when it is mentioned that it will

plane up the whole of the stuff for fifty 2-in.

doors in ten hours. The work performed by it in

our presence seemed very good.

4. The “ General Joiner” is a singularly use-

ful machine, which appears to do almost all the

different kinds of work usually executed by hand
in ajoiner’s shop, amongst which may be reckoned

sawing, planing and thicknesaing, mortising,

tenoning (single or double), cross-cutting and
squaring np, grooving, tongueing, rebating,

moulding and beading, chamfering, wedge-
cutting, boring, and a great variety of other

operations. With a little practice any joiner can

work it. The mortising apparatus is fitted with

a self-acting feed motion, by means of which the

piece being mortised is moved forward at each

stroke of the hand lever. The table is fitted

with stops which regulate the depth and length

of the mortises, and the bed has an independent

rising and falling motion, so that a lad can be

mortising or boring while a man is at work at

the other table. The mortising apparatus is

usually worked by a young lad, who will make
from sixty to eighty ordinary mortises in an

hour.

After the stuff has been planed at the

trying-up machine, it is taken to the “ general

joiner,” at which it is mortised, tenoned,

:

grooved, moulded, and otherwise prepared for

putting together aud cleaning off in the joiners’

shop.

All these machines, in fall work, are driven

by a Ransome’s 12-hor8e power portable steam-

engine. The fire-place is of extra size, to enable

it to use np the sawdnst and waste wood from

the different machines, which, mixed with a

little small coal, is found sufficient to generate an

ample supply of steam. The road-wheels and

axles of the engine are removed, and the boiler

is set upon two cast-iron saddles : by this

arrangement all oscillation is avoided, and it

becomes as it were a stationary engine, with a

quick draught, occupying a very small space.

The smoke from this engine is not much more

than that from an ordinary house chimney, and

it works almost noiselessly.

Of course there is a grinding apparatus for

grinding and setting the plane-irons, and a

monlding-iron grinder, with small Bilston stones

of various forms for sharpening moulding-irons;

and in order to keep the grit and sludge from

the grinding machines from spoiling the other

machinery, the former are fixed in a small “ lean-

to,” built out from the main building.

The whole of the machinery is driven from a

single line of main shafting which mns across

the mill. This shafting, we observe, is fixed

below the floor in a tunnel, and thus all the

driving-bands are kept out of the way, which is

a great advantage where long pieces of timber

are being constantly carried about, and where,

consequently, overhead driving gear would be

dangerous. All the machines are placed on

stones, set on a few courses of brickwork

:

being thus solidly fixed, they can be driven at a

very high speed without vibration; and being

entirely independent of the building, a light

cheap erection to keep out the weather is all

that is required.

The entire cost of the plant in the shop we are

describing, including steam-engine, shafting,

bands, and a complete set of saws and cutters

for each machine, was 1,000Z., including fixing

and starting it to work. Of this sum one-half

may fairly be taken as chargeable to the sawing

department, leaving the cost of the joiner’s

machinery with its proportionate share of the

engine and shafting at 500Z.

And now comes the question of saving. The

net earnings of the deal-frame and self-acting

saw-bench, estimated from the prices charged

for cutting at the mills, have averaged, we are

assured, 721. per month, after dedneting all

working expenses. This result has been obtained

from the books of the mill, dating back from the

time when the machinery was first started, about

six months since.

The following facts will illustrate the saving
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of labonr effecterl by tbe Trying-np Macbine and
the “ General Joiner”:

—

Cost of Labour upon Thirty 2-in. Fcur-panel
Doors, Gft. 10 in. by 2 ft. 10 in.

£ a. d.

Planing and trucing np the whole of the stnlT,

and planing and thicknesaing the panoia.
Man’s time attrying-up machine. 7 hours 0 3 2

Mortising, tenoning, grooring, and otherwise
preparing the work ready forputting together
atthe'QeneralJoiner,’ twoJadstenhonrseach 0 4 2

Half the time of the foreman of the mill setting
out the work and adjusting the cutters, &c.,
five hours 0 3 6

Total cost of lahonr at the machines ... 0 10 10
Patting together, wedging, and glueing up and
cleaning off by hand, but not including
moulding, 765 hours at 6d. per hour 1 18 3

Total cost for labour on thirty 2-in.

doors £3 9 1

Total cost for labonr on one 2.in. door, equal
to Is. 7d.

Cost of Labour upon 3B Pairs of Sashes, 7 ft. by

4! ft., u-ithfour Fanes.

Planing and trueing up the whole of the stulT.

Man’s time at tho trying-up machine, five
h.tmrs

’

0 2 2J
Mortising, tenoning, moulding, and rebafings,

scrihinc, sticking the sash-bars, &c., at the
‘ Genersl Joiner.' Two lads ten hours each... 0 4 2

Half the foreman's time setting out tbe work,
and adjusting the cutters for the lads at the
‘ Gene) al Joiner,’ five hours 0 3 0

Total cost of labour at machines 0 0 105
Putting together, wedging, and glueing up and

cleaning off after leaving the machines, sixty
hours at 6d. per hour 1 10 0

Total coat for labour on thirty-six pairs
of sashes £1 19 lOJ

The total cost for labonr on one pair of easbe.'',

equal to Is. 8d.

Cost of Labour upon 28 Sash Frames for

7 ft. by 4 ft. Sashes, including the Sills.

Planing up the whole of the stuff for twenty-
eight sash frames. Man’s time at trying-up
machine, five hours 0 2 25

Sticking parting beads, grooving the pulley stiles

for parting bead, cross-tonguing and sinking
heads ofpuUey stiles, bevOliBg, grooving, and
sinking sills, and trenching to receive pulley
stiles, at the ‘ General Joiner

j
’ two lads ten

honra each 0 4 3
Half the foreman's time setting out the work,
and adjusting the cutters for the lacs at the
* General Joiner,’ five hours 0 3 6

Total cost of labour at the machines ... 0 9 lOJ
Putting together and cleaning off by hand after
leaving the machines, fifty-six hours at 6d. ... 1 8 0

Total cost for labonr on twenty-eight
frames £l 17 lOi

The total cost for labour on one frame, equal
to Is. 4d.

In all the above instances the stnff was sawn
to the right thickness at the deal frame and saw-
bench, and cross cut to lengths

; bat the ripping
out was done at the “ General Joiner,” the coat
being included in the above figures. Interest on
the cost of the machinery would have to be
added, together with a proportion of the engine-
man’s wages

;
bnt this would give bnt a very

small increase to the cost of the items in ques-
tion. We believe that a section of our readers
will find it worth while to inquire for themselves
into the correctness of these details.

We saw at the manufactnrers’ some specimens
of the higher kinds of joiners’ work, such as
circular sashes and embossed and sunk orna-
mental panels, such as, it has hitherto been con-
sidered, could not be done by machinery, but
which, in reality, are produced by a newly-
invented machine at less than one-fortieth part
of the cost of band labour

; but into this part of
the subject we will not now enter, confining our-
selves to the results of the plant set up for one
particnlar firm of builders.

Technical Insteuction tor Ahtisans.—At a
conference on this subject at the Society of Arts,
arranged by the Working Men’s Club and Insti-
tute Union, a committee was appointed to ascer-
tain how far existing institutions may be ren-
dered available as industrial moseuma and trade
colleges in London, to be set on foot on tho
principle of combining voluntary effort with aid
from the State

; to ascertain in what district of
London such colleges and museums may best be
established

; to communicate with employers
and manufacturers on the subject of providing
technical instruction in the workshops

;
and to

take such further steps as the committee may
think desirable with reference to the object in
Tiew.

ON' THE UTILIZATION OF SEWAGE
BT lERTGATION.*

It has already been demonslrnted that in

pouring the impure contents of our sewers into the
nearest water-courses, we are not only imperilling

the health of the community in more ways than
one, but we are wa.sting, to produce this baneful
effect, a commodity of inestimable value to

our fields. That such is the case is due partly

to tho looseness of the laws referring to the pol-

lution of rivers
;
partly to the narrow policy of

private manufacturers, who in many cases, from
ignorance or want of energy, will take no means
to rescue ingredients of considerable worth, such
as are now' aiding in tho discolonration of our
streams; and partly—perhaps chiefly—to tbe
apathy of the great body of the public, which,
ever slow to the appreciation of a nuisance
which has been of a gradual and insidious

growth, has at tho same time no just idea of the
benefit which would accrue from the application
of sewage to the land. That this benefit would
be solid and permanent, is a truth which cannot
fail to bo extracted from the great mass of evi-

dence which has from time to time been placed
before the nation, and it is now our duty to give
a sort of digest of this evidence, which, however

i

crude and incomplete, at any rate may claim to

!

possess the merit of being faithful. In this
i statement it is proposed to include an analysis

of the principles of sewage irrigation
;
its esti-

mated benefits to tho country
; a careful exami-

nation into its different methods of application ;

its comparative merits under the combined and
separate systems of drainage ; the nature of the

j

land and tbe crops concerned in its application ;

tho sanitary effects
;
and its practical results

as recorded in tho most eminent examples.

Compa/rative Novelty of Sewage Irrigation in
this Country.

When the word novelty is used in reference

to the cultivation of land by sewage, it is to be

I

understood that, although in one or two isolated

cases—such as Edinburgh, where we are credibly

informed + that even from so far back as two
centuries ago, sewage has been applied to the
soil—it is only within recent times that it has
been reduced to an organised system.

On the other hand, in tbe southern parts of

Europe, the principles and practice of this im-
portant branch of agricultural science have long
since attained considerable perfection, evidence
of which may be derived from the numerous and
costly works which have been profitably con-

structed in the vicinity of large towns. And, as

has already been said, in all hot and dry coun-
tries in every part of the globe, water irrigation

has from the remotest ages supplemented the
forces of nature. For this purpose, we are told

that systems of reservoirs, similar to those of

our modem waterworks, were constructed by
the engineers of ancient India, Assyria, and
Egypt, on a scale of magnitude corresponding
with the powerful grandeur of those nations.

The noria of the Moors, the bucket-wheel of the
Persian, and the fadouf or rude water-lever of
tho Egyptians, were appliances used in irriga-

tion for raising the water to tlie desired height,

and are still to be seen in those countries.

In Spain, where this art was carried to per-

fection under the enlightened dominion of the
Moors, schemes of irrigation at tbe present day
form a most important branch of pnblio and
private enterprise, some of which are in the
hands of English engineers. These works do
not resemble the river-warpings which have
from a very ancient date been practised in this

country, more particularly upon the banks of

the Ouse, in Yorkshire, but rather those river-

meadows such as in Devonshire illustrate the
value of a large and regular supply of water on
a free and well-drained soil.

To the humidity of our climate, and conse-

quent abundance of water, is due the rarity of
irrigation works in this country ; and to this it

may be added, that until very recently, the defec-

tive drainage of cultivated lands prohibited any-
thing like irrigation on a large scale, where such
works were feasible and most to bo desired.

Now, however, that good drainage has become
general, and the soil rendered dry and porous,

and capable of absorbing additional moisture,

the latter drawback no longer exists, and it is

generally admitted that light and well-worked
soils are adapted for irrigation under ordinary

circumstances. Experience also has demon-

• Bee. pp. 146 and 103, ante.

t Rep, Met, Sewage, 1864: 410-1.
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strated that tho moisture of our climate is so fa

from marring the effect of irrigation, that onoi

mous quantities of water or sewage may be af
plied with the happiest results.

It has been computed that tho annual dept
of sewage applied to the Craigentinney meadow;
Edinburgh, which bring a rental of from 151. t

201. per acre, is not less than GJ in., and tbi

under a cbmate far more humid than that (

England generally.*

Analysis of the Principles of Sewage Irrigation.

In treating of this section of our subject, w
must consider, firstly, the elements of vegetabl

growth; secondly, tbe form in which such ele

menls are best applied to the plant ; and thirdlj

whether, in matter and in form, the sewage c

towns comprehends those qualities essential t

application and increase. Although the divot

sity of tbe combination of the elementary cor

stitnents of plants is almost infinite, yet thes

constituents arc actually reducible to font

namely, oxygen, hydrogen, carbon, and azote o

nitrogen. From these elements am derivet

through the medium of chemical combinatior

certaiu compound constituents, snme of whic
are combustible, and some of which are incom
bustible. The latter, which are simply the as

which all vegetable substances leave ou coinbua
tion, are chiefly phosphoric, sulphuric, ant

silicic acid, potash, soda, lime, iron, mag
nesia, and chlorido of sodium. Tho forme
are derived from carbonic acid, ammonia, sul

phuric acid, and water. These, whence we havi

the ammonia, starch, sugar, gum, and other sub

I
stances composing the fabric of a plant, are ii

• point of fact the food which is supplied to it bj

J

the decomposition of tho atoms of manure ii

I

which its roots are embedded, so that to a cer
' tain extent, the medium which is calculated t(

effect most speedily and completely such decom
position must be productive of moat benefit. NovJ

it is a well-known fact that no manure, bo ii

what it may, is freed from the enriching ele

menta it may contain without the intervention oi

moistnre. For the roots of plants to absorb theii

food in a dry state is an impossibility
;
there<

fore, until a shower of rain or some other watery
agent has decomposed the sources of fertility, au

application of manure is of no benefit. Cowley
has said :

—

“ The plants suck in the earth, ami are
IJ7 constant drinking fresh and fair

and it would be difficult to find a more fitting

expression in which to convey a definition of the

process of their growth. Liebig says :
” The

presence of moistnre, a certain degree of heat,

and free access of air are the proximate condi-

tions of those changes by which the nutritive

substances in chemical combination are made
available for the roots. A certain quantity of

water is indispensable to transpose the soil con-

stituents when rendered soluble ; water, with tho

co-operation of carbonic acid, decomposes the

silicates, and makes the nndissolved phosphates
soluble and diffusible through the 8oil.”f Again :

“ Dung and other ma/nuring agents act onl/g

through the medium of the earthy particles that

have become saturated with the nutritive sath-

stances contained in the mamire.” J
If, therefore, we can discover a manure which,

while it contains the elements of fertility, con-

tains them in that form which most readily assi-

milates them to the structure of the plant,—the

form of solution,—it will be admitted that, pro-

vided the application of such a manure be com-
mercially practicable, it must be productive of

immense benefit to the country. From tho

analyses and opinions of onr most enlightened

chemists and practical agricnltnrists, we have

shown that the sewage of cities is rich in manu-
rial properties, the greater part of which are

held in solution, and are thereby most available

for vegetable increase. And we shall hereafter

place before the reader proof that its application

in soch form is consistent with the most satisfac-

tory pecuniary results.

The chairman of the Metropolitan Board of

Works is ofopinion that the application ofsewage
in a liquid form is the best. §

Sir Charles Fox says that sewage can be
remuneratively applied in a liquid form only.

||

The Eivers Pollntion Commissioners, speaking
with reference to the application of town sewage
to land, say in their third report (Aire and

• Rep. Met. Sewage ; 4973.

t Natural Laws of Husbandry, p. 75.

j Natural Laws of Husbandry, p. 1-45.

§ Rep. Met. Sewage, 1964: 2Z2.

Kep, Met. Sewage, 1864 : 1286.
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Italder rivers), that “the produce of properly
ifrigated land will be from five to ten-fold that
t: the Bame land under ordinary cultivation.”

die Commissioners also state that, in the course
ti their inspection of the Aire and Calder dia-

’icb, they had no experience of any town or

flcality where the application of sewage irriga-

iion would be impracticable.*

f Professor Way considers that the liquid form
.1 the only proper form of dealing with sewage.f
11 Mr. 11. Kawiinaon thinks the beat mode of

isaling with sewage in all cases is to carry it

apidly on to the laud.J
r The Keport of the Commissioners on Metro-
i)lis Sewage, lb64, states,—“ Your committee
five come to the conclusion that it is not only
luaaible to utilize the sewage of towns, by con-
'isying it in a liquid state through mains and
apes into the country, but that such an under-
i.king may be made to result in pecuniary
loncfit to the ratepayers of the town whose
fawago is thus utilized.” “That soils and the
Liots of growing plants have a great and rapid
viwer of abstraoting impurities from sewage-
tater, and rendering it again innocuous and free

Lom contamination.” And, “ That if it is no
EDger to flow into rivers, the only alternative

ihich remains is to dispose of it on the land.”§

3 The Different Methods of Sewage Irrigation,

3 Having described the principles of the action

8 sewage upon the soil, we will now proceed to

rbrief account of the various modes of its ap-

jiioatiou. These are as follow :

—

1. By bed and catch-work from open conduits.

2. By hose and jet distribution from iron
i^pes.

. 3. By flat-flooding or submersion.
. 4. By sub-irrigation.

1. Bed and Catch-work.

iiSo far as our present experience extends, there
I n bo little doubt that this method of applying
ifutod liquid manure is by farthe most successful,

i d its extreme simplicity as compared with other
liadea would appear to mark this as a natural
limit. Bed-work is adopted generally in pre-
.rence to catch-work, but this arises chiefly

mm the fact that whei’e irrigation is being
rrried on the configuration of the ground is

roro generally adapted to the former method,
i. tbo selection of a site for an irrigation farm,
I 0 level or gently rising meadov/s on the banks
If a stream below the outfall are considered as

le moat favourable to the principle of gravita-
i>u; preference being always given to ground
hitli a double inclination,'—that is, with a slope !

pirpeniliculni' to, as well as parallel with, the

'

^roiiin. When the.se slopes are sufficiently

dsderate, or when the ground is level, the
dlowing is the system of preparing it by
[•d-work. The sewage, after being strained, by
aeans of a very simple and efl'ective grating,

wm those grosser impurities which would im-
lido the easy flow of the liquid over the soil, is

irought to the highest point in the field, in a

,

cacious open conduit; thence it is conveyed
cross the head of the enclosure, maintaining
81 superior elevation. The surface of the field

lidivided into parallel beds of the width of from
1 ft. to 40 ft., running perpendicularly to tho
Jnduit. These beds are carefully arranged on
ra ridge and hollow plan, so that they present
sseries of gentle declinations, falling away on
kth sides from the centre of each ridge, which
D'longitudinally intersected by a narrow gutter
?few inches deep. Communication is effected

4weeu these gutters or feeding canals and the
inin conduit by means of little stop- gates, which,
Ding removed, allow the feeders to be filled, and
s shed their overflowing contents in a gentle,

laistant stratum, in and about the roots of the
lant, which absorb the properties in solution

orongh the digestive medium of the soil. The
iiion of tho latter, thus quickened by the trnns-

nmiing process of vegetable growth, tends
'fectnally to clarify the liquid, which drains off

i a comparatively pure state,

rin the centre of each hollow, between the beds,
alaid a shallow drain of just sufficient depth to

CDeive and carry ofl' without reference to subsoil
iainage, the clarified water after irrigation. In
nme oases it is deemed necessary to pass this

'See more over the soil. By these minor drains
' a liquid is carried into a large intercepting
iaiu at the bottom of the field, which, taking

5 general inclination of the valley, may be

7 Third Rep. (Aire and Calder, 1867), vol. i. pp. 16, 64.
> Eep. Met. Sewage, 186'1: 4712.
1 Bep. Met. Sewage, 1864 : 4100.

1) Rep. Met. Sewage, 1864
: pp. 6, 6, Preliminary Report.

brought to tho surface at a lower level, and its

contents once more utilized. The completeness
with which this plan is carried out is a striking

feature in the irrigation works at South Nor-
wood.
In water irrigation, open receiving-canals are

often substituted for shallow drains, into which
the liquid is drained ofl‘, percolating to tho root-

fibres
j but this method cannot be considered as

adapted for the treatment of sewage. When, as
often happens, the inclination of the gronnd in

the direction of the feeding-canals is too great to

admit of their being fiHed to one level through-
out,. it becomes necessary to ensure a uniform
distribution of the sewage by dividing them into

level reaches with sudden drops, as in ordinary
canals. This is effected by the simple expedient
of wooden slops or sods of turf, which may be
put down or taken up at will, and between which
the sewage overflows equally on both sides. In
order to receive the highest benefit from the
utilisation of sewage in this mode, ic is requisite

that the land selected should be naturally free

and porous, well drained and pulverized, so as to

render it thoroughly absorbent and to avoid
stagnation, the bane of irrigation. Beneath the
surface-drains specially laid to collect tho puri-

fied sewage-water, a perfect system of irrigation

demands efficient deep drainage of the usual
kind

; otherwise, unless the soil happens to bo
unusually dry, it will tend to become water-
logged and soddened : this, of course, should be
the first operation. The quickesc method of

making the small feeding-canals is to nrn the
plough along the ridge of each bed, taking a
tolerably deep furrow ; after which, a labourer
with hia spade can finish them off with great
facility.

Messrs. Napier & Hope, in their scheme for the
utilization of the northern sewage of London on
the Maplin Sands, have proposed to line their

feeding-canals with clay tiles having a double
lip; this lip extending 2 in. or 3 in. over the
ridge on either side.* This is with a design to

prevent tho supposed nuisance arising from the
accumulation of decomposing solid matter upon
the “ ragged edges ” of ordinary feeders,—a sup-
position wholly inconsistent with tbo fact. In
Messrs. Napier & Hope’s scheme, as laid before
iho Metropolitan Board of Woiks, no iJrovieion

appears to have boon made for straining or
settling the solider portions of se.wa.ge prior to

conducting it upon the land. In thi.s case it,

!

would bo doubtless necessary to adopt tiles of
the kind mentioned

; and, as stated by the pro-

jectore, to have them swept out daily. But those
conversant witii the practical application of
sewage to agricultural purposes would hardly
think of allowing siioh solid refuse to cuter and
choke up tho fcedi'i's. By the simple und inex-

pensive grating before mentioned, which retains

all the papers aud heavy matters, the sewage is

rendered so easy of flow that all far of such
nuisance is entirely avoided. The plan, there-

fore, of tiled gutters would add considerably to

the prime cost of irrigation works without pre-
senting any corresponding advantages. Bed-
work is alike adapted for level meadows, and for

gently-inclined ground with a tolerably uniform
surface.

The method of catch-work is usually adopted
when bed-work is rendered impossible) by the
steep inclination of the land, under which cir-

cumstance no equal distribution of the liquid

could be efiected by feeders running with the
elope. Land, therefore, possessing this abrupt
inclination, should be intersected fransverseZi/

with the slope, aud parallel with the main con-
duit, by level lines contoured one above another
along its surface, which lines mark the position

of the feeders. These may be of more or less

distance apart, and should have direct commu-
nication with the main conduit by means of

side-channels, and when filled, their contents
flow evenly over the lower side, down the inter-

vening slope, fertilising the soil in its progress.

What is not absorbed by tho ground is caught by
the next feeder, whence it is again discharged,
and this process is repeated until, havingreached
the bottom of the declivity in a state of compa-
rative purity, the water falls into a catch-drain.

It must be observed that as the lower parts of
the ground are reached, the direct supply of
sewage to the feeders should be materially
diminished, so that no portion should receive

more than its requisite share, and that none of

the sewage should escape without traversing a
sufficient purifying area. A very slight fall

should also be given to the contour canals to

admit of their cleansing or emptying themselves,
when the process of active irrigation is discon-

tinued. As to whether it may be deemed snffi-

cient nob to effect communication in every case
between the main supply and the feeders, this

point may be ruled by circumstances.

If irrigation by catch - work is not so
thoroughly perfect in the purification of sewage
as bed-work, inasmuch as a certain proportion

must pass over the surface of the ground with-

out percolation to the roots of the plant, yet
there can be no doubt that it is very effective,

aud may be accomplished at a far less cost. By
these methods of imgation, sewage may be
applied to grass crops once in ten or fourteen
days, almost up to the moment of cutting the
crop.

At Croydon, Zl. to 41. per acre were allowed by
the local Board to its tenant, Mr. Marriage, for

the preparation of the ground into bed-work,
in the execution of which many woods and shaws
were grubbed up.*

Edinburgh, Alderahott, Norwood, Croydon,
Rugby, Bury St. Edmund’s, Barking, and almost
all those irrigation works which are prominently
associated with the progress of the utilisation of

sewage, have adopted the open conduit system.
Mr. Baldwin Latham, the well-known engineer

to the Croydon Board, whose connexion with the
Croydon and Norwood works entitles his opinion

to very considerable weight in this important
question, considers this tho simplest and most
efiectual mode of application, and this opinion
is borne out by the Rivers’ Pollution Commis-
sioners, Mr. Bateman, Mr. Rawlinson, Mr.
Walker, of Rugby, Messrs. Napier & Hope,
Mr. Lawes, and others.f

2. Hose and Jet Distribution from Iron Pipes.

The power requisite for forcing sewage on to

the hand, by means of leathern hose affixed to

hydrants, is obtained either by pumping or by
constructing certain summit reservoirs or tanks,

which shall have tho necessary head of pressure.

Pipes of cast iron convey the sewage to the
land, and are provided with hydrants at proper

intervals, to which may be attached the dis-

tributing-huso. Glazed pipes of stoneware have
beeu tried at Worthing in lieu of cast iron, but
without euccesa.J Tlie gronnd requires no
speoial prepr.rauun, but is irrigated through the
medium of the hose, which is directed over tho
area within its compasa by a labourer, who
carries it to and fro imtil tho operation is com-
plete. Caro must bo exercised lest any hollow

part of the ground should become swamped.
‘ About five acres daily may be covered by
one jet.

It will be >eon that by this method sewage,
instead of beiug applied in a smooth and uniform
current to the roots of the crop, is propelled

forward w’ith ccusiderahle force, and drops in a
heavy vertical ahower upon the stem or blade,

—

a process which, in tbo case of long thick grass,

tends to beat down aud injure the plant. Whilst
the crop is still young, little harm results on
this score ; but after arriving at a certain stage
and growth, the sewage must be applied with
great caution, if not altogether discontinued. The
strongest recommendation which is urged by the

advocates of the jet and hose principle, is its

low cost as compared with the expense of

throwing the soil into elaborate artificial beds.

From 31. to 4Z. per acre is the estimated cost for

submains, hydrants, hose, &c., given by Mr.
Ellis, who, quoting the Report of the Board of

Health, states, “ that whereas the average cost of
the distribution of bed-work has been 31Z. 14-8. 7d.

per acre, with annual working expenses amount-
ing to 3Z. 78. Id., the average cost of distribution

by underground pipes and hose has been 31. Ss.ld.

per acre, with annual working expenses of
8s. llid.”§ But, as we have already seen,

that in the case of Croydon, where the ground
was not unusually favourable, 31. or 41. suificed

the tenant for laying out the laud, we may not
unfairly conclude that the statement of tho
Board of Health is not founded upon a careful

examination of facta, and may be suspected of
some degree of partiality. Mr. Pusey has stated

that catoh-work water irrigation has been
adopted with great success in Devonshire, at a

* Rep. Met. Sewage, 1864: 2245.

t The Rivers’ CommissioDers (Aire and Calder Report)
state that tho cost of preparing the ground on the open
carrier system may be bi. per acre.—Third Report, vol. i.,

p. 14. “Where main open carriers may be considered a
nuisance, as near houses, roads, or foot-walks, they may
have covered conduits having cheap outlet - valves at a
chain apart.’’—

X Eep .Met. Sewage : 4105.

§ Report Met. Sewage, 1864 : 2460-1-2.Report Met. Sewage, 1864 : 666.
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cost of from 2Z. to 5Z. peracre.** The very
elaborate -works at Mansfield, on the Duke of
Portland’s estate, which are usually cited by the
opponents of the open conduit system as illus-

trative of its great cost, form a wholly excep-
tional case, having been executed without regard
to expenses. These included the reclamation of
waste land, drains, bridges, carriers paved with
brick, and items of the like unnecessary nature.

It must also be recollected that in many cases
sewage, which may be easily gravitated to its

destination by means of open carriers, would,
under the hose-and-jet system, require pumping
up to an artificial head before the pressure could
be obtained sufficient to overcome the friction of
several hundred feet of earthen piping, so as to
admit of its free and efficient discharge. Such
additional expense has evidently not been in-
cluded in the statement of the .Board.

It is, however, in the principle of the applica-
tion of the sewage to the plant that the special
defect of this system is held to consist. The
vertical discharge from a hose may be likened
by its admirers to that of a natural shower of
rain; but the comparison hardly holds good by
reason of the different degrees of density. It is

for likelier one of those heavy flood rains, which
do so much damage in advanced seasons, such
damage being increased by the deposition of a
gritty substance upon the stem or blade of
vegetation, very injurious to the value of the
crops. But, it may be argued, it is not intended
to apply sewage to grass of long growth. The
result of this would be an enormous increase in
the quantity of land required to utilise the
sewage, thus enhancing what is under any cir-

cumstances felt to be the great difficulty attend-
ing this question. By open carriers active irri-

gation may be carried on in the hours of night
without the supervision of attendants

; but with
the hose and jet this would be impossible. One
of three contingencies would be inevitable,

—

firstly, hand-distribution by night
; secondly, the

construction of a costly reservoir; or, thirdly,
the nightly use of an overflow with its attendant
waste.

Amongst tho^'e who have declared in favour
of the hose-and-jet principle of distribution are
Sir Charles Fox, Alderman Mecbi, Mr. Ellis, &c.
It is nsed at Aldershott by Mr. Blackburn, but
to a very limited extent, the irrigation there
being for the most part carried on by open con-
duits

; by Alderman Mechi, on his own land at
Tiptree Hall; by the Earl of Essex, at Cassio-
bory Park, near Watford

;
and on Mr. Harvey’s

Farm, at Portobello, near Glasgow.
On the other hand, Mr. Walker, of Rugby,

first tried the hose-and-jet principle, but found
open gutters more satisfactory.f Mr. Latham,
in his interesting paper, read before the Society
of Engineers in 1860, says, in reference to this
system, that it may be viewed as a scientific toy,
which is outwardly more attractive than useful.J

M. P.

NON-EDUCATING ENGLAND.
REPORT OF THE EDUCATION CO.MMISSIONERS.

The edifices of any period of history afford the
most distinct, as well as the most permanent,
indication of the character of the age. In the
ever-ohanging eddies of that vast secular trans-
formation of the human race which wo know
as history, we are apt to lose sight of the move-
ment of the day, from the fact that we ourselves
are included in it. But if we can divide our own
memory into intervals,—if we recall the phases
of life presented, for instance, decade after de-
cade,— the rapidity ofchange forces itself on the
contemplation. Dress, manner, phraseology,
tone of conventional intercourse, method of re-
garding the great problems of life,—whatchanges
have been witnessed in each since, for example,
the flight of the Orleans family from France.
But the records of these changes are only to be
found either by the student, in the form of lite-

rature, or by the observer in the form of archi-
tecture.

In structural embodiment, the genins of the
day is ever reprodncing its own image. It may
be an age of great power, represented by great
structures, which preserve the impress of their
character through more changeful times

; it may
be an age of servility or of degradation, wit-
nessed by the feeble reproduction of the past.

* Royal AgricnlrnrAl Joamal, rol. i., p. 367. It is
Imt fair to state, however, that Mr. Pusey places tho cost
of beowork at from 20/. to 30/. per acre.
+ Rep. Met. Sewage, 1S64; 4697-8,
* To be continued.

But in any case the handwriting of the genius
of the time is plain to those who know bow to
read it.

Our own contemporary time is one of unpre-
cedented structural activity. All over the civi-
lized world the cities of the past are being
transformed into those of the present. Paris is

being rebuilt
;
Marseilles is a new creation

;
the

old Italian cities are instinct with a new life

;

London itself is rebuilding. With all this activity
there is a want of guiding architectural genius.
Reproduction or adaptation of the past meets us
all around. Architects are discussing questions
as to the authorship and the origin of style. It
is rather the social and the political movement
of the day that is forcing the hand of the builder,
than the builder who is anticipating and guiding
the M'ants of the pnblic. We have more street
building than architecture.
But in one respect the period which has

elapsed since 1830 has left records of its flight,

such as no preceding age of history has wit-
nessed. If the architect has not been show-
ing original genius, the same blame will not
attach to the engineer. First the country,
and now the cities, are covered with great
works,—uoomamental, no donbt

j at times
even devoid of the truest style of ornament,
structural adaptation to their object, but still

great works. It is in such structures as the
Menai Bridge, the new viaducts that span the
Thames, the mighty wagon roofs of our termi-
nal metropolitan stations, that we see the true
signs of the times. The immense revolution in-
augurated by the steam-engine, has already
become commemorated by structures, before
which the mouldering relics of the feudal ages
are being swept from the face of the country.
We have thus written with a pen of iron and

of stone upon the face of England the great
I
characteristic of the times. So far as we bold to
the past, there are signs of incertitude and of
coufusioD

; so far as we have been compelled to
provide for a new future—a future so new that

^

it hardly seems to be the product of the past,—we
have evidence of vigour, of originality, of skill

;

and we have just been called on, in a tone as
loud as thunder, to detect the same diflerence in
that which underlies all external structures, the
very framework of society itself.

Our attention has long been directed to the
subject of education. Three commissioners have
been appointed within the last ten years to attest
facts, as to the state both of our own schools and
of those of Europe and the United States. The
commissioners have had a patience worthy of
their task. Reports of tho utmost value have
been in print since 1866

;
but it is only during

the past month that tho first of the twenty
volumes which the commissioners are preparing
for publication is presented to the pnblic.

It is not using exaggerated language to say
that the aspect of the facts, collected under the
direction of the several commissioners, is such as
to take away the breath of any one to whom
they are presented in thrilling novelty. Uneasy
feelings have been present in the minds of moat
thoughtful men ; but when a careful study of the
information now in course of issue to the pnblic
shall have made them masters of the salient
outlines of the case, these feelings will be re-

,

placed by mingled wonder, alarm, and humilia-
tion. Not that these feelings will be unleavened
by a solid ground of hope. There are bright,
very bright, points, amid our insular darkness.
An abstract of the reports now in course of

publication would in itself exceed any reasonable
limits that our pages could afford, and an ab-
stract could have but little value were it not of
considerable length. The study of a single de-
tailed report would do more to bring home to the
mind the impression under which we write, and
which we would gladly communicate to our
readers, than a far wider range of information
thus acquired at second-hand. Those who be-
lieve that in the education of the young lies the
key to the future of the country, will not fail to
consult the reports for themselves. If they can-
not see with their own eyes, they will at least
desire to look through the glasses of the assistant
commissioners.

The grand outlines of the case are these.
Europe and America, in all parts that can be
spoken of as progressive, almost in all that can
be called civilized, are educating the youth of the
respective States on some definitely organised,
provident system. To this general rule there
are certain exceptions,—chiefly Spain, Austria,
Rome, and the United Kingdom. Spain we may
for the moment disregard, as a country which,
since 1830, has been continually on the verge of

a volcano. Austria is undergoing transform;
tion, and since Mr. Arnold compared the institi

tions of that great geographical ngglomeratio
with those of this country, the Legislature (

Hungary have determined that the school sha
no longer be left beneath the blighting shadow i

the priesthood. In Rome, so long as tho trip!

crown is propped up by the Chassepot rifl

education of course means excommunicatioi
exile, imprisonment. Priestly government an
popular education are irreconcilable even for

week.
Amongst those countries, then, which ma

with more or less justioe suppose theraselvi
entitled to compete for the leadership of Europ
or at least for one of the highest seats in In

couDoil, England stands alone os a non-eduoatii
country; and it is tolerably olear that unless si

entirely frees herself from this inconceivable r
proach, that her claim to a position in the V6
will soon become a mere empty boast.

It is impossible to investigate the state <

things now laid bare by a patient and searchii
inquiry, without admitting the conclusion thi

we have neither high nor secondary educatic
organised in this country. We have some fe
admirable schools, in which secondary educatic
of a high order may be obtained. Bub sue

schools are rare and brilliant exceptions. Oi
nniveraities, it is hard to deny, are unfitted
the state of knowledge of the day, althon^
fitted to that of our usual style of educatio
High instnicbiou is only to be attained in the
in some branches of study, at the person
expense of the under-graduate, by paying speci
tutors, and in other branches not at all. It
not that we have no learned men,—no able me
—but the system is such as to render these mt
as inefficient as possible.

The secondary education which is now offen
to the choice of parents is provided by priva
schools, proprietary schools, and public schoo
Of the latter, all that can by any stretch of con
tesy be spoken of as deserving the name, conta
16,000 scholars. The French public seconds

1 schools, with a population exceeding our owu I

j

45 per cent,, contain 66,000. The pub!

I

secondary schools of Prussia, with a pop
!
lation of a million and a half less than our ow

I

contain (in round figures) the same number
66,000. The nniveraities of England contaiii 3,5i

' students. The universities of Prussia conta
,
6,362. But all the Prussian students are a

I

mitted by a real examination, nob a tesb of t

,

power of retaining orara for a few days

j

weeks, but a serial set of teats of havii

j

passed through a serious education. For mai
of our students Oxford and Cambridge are ve:

agreeable clubs
;

for all Prussian students tl

gymnasiums and universities are admirable pr
paratory schools for the real business of the li

of highly-educated men. “ An admirable En
lish mathematician,” writes Mr. Arnold, “ to
mo that he should never recover the loss of tl

two years he wasted under Bchoolboy-insfructi;
at an English university, when bo ought to ha'
been under superior instruction, for which tl

present university course in England makes i

provision.”—“ Who cun estimate the loss to tl

mental training and intellectual habits of tl

country from an absence,—so complete that
needs genius to be sensible of it, and cos
genius an effort to repair it,—of all regular pr
vision for the scientific study and teaching
any branch of knowledge.”
No country in the world has organised

scheme of universal eduoatioo, that is to su
universal in the seuBO that different boys ai
girls should only differ from one another, in tl

course through which they pass, in the numb
of years which they spend at school. We a
not urging that this is desirable, or even affirt

ing it to be possible. But if not, it is clear tb
a first requisite in drawing np any plan f

systematic education, must be the classificatii

of the subjects of that education according
the number of years which they may be able
spend under schooling. Hence the first ii

portant division of education into primal
secondary or middle-class, and high. The li:

in this country appears to be drawn at t
twelfth or thirteenth year as the upper limit
the first, and at the eighteenth or nineteen
as that of the second.
Now, if we regard the sixth or highest stands

of the Revised Code, as stated in the Report
the Committee of Council on Education for 186
1866, as defining the natural limit of jirima
education, we shall come to the conclusion th
we are thankfnl for small mercies. The b<

(educated up to that sixth standard must be ab
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read correctly “ a short ordinary paragraph in

lewepaper or other modern narrative.” He
ist be able to write correctly from dictation
mother short paragraph in a newspaper or
aer modern narrative slowly dictated once by
ew words at a time.” And he must be able

work “ a sum in practice or bills of parcels.”

In the City of London School, which justly

ims to be regarded as one of the best organ,
d and most successful of our educational
jablishments, the second division of the junior

oartmcnt contains boys of the average age of

f years. This class may, therefore, be taken
represent the highest phase of primary educa-
n in England. The subjects taught are,—
w Testament, History, Geography, Grammar,
itbmetic. Writing, Dictation, and Chemistry.
B mere enumeration of the studies does not, of
iirso, give much information as to the pro-

ency of the students
; but it must be observed

>t this division consists of boys who are in
ir third year of instruction on the same sub-
.is, and that those who pass to the first divi-

a of the junior department containing boys of

years’ average age, only add lessons in French
itho above list. There is also a separate
immar class, containing boys of 121 years
; in which Latin is commenced.
D the French public schools, the children are
bitted to the eighth or lowest class as young
•seven years of age, if they can read and
:£e. There is a lower and unnumbered class,

» which children are admitted as early as
Latin is commenced in the huitidme, and

mmar after two yeai's’ schooling. The edu-
uon of the French boy is thus from two to
se years in advance of that of the English
. We do not consider this an advantage.

? general adoption of a system resembling
)5 of the City of London School would, in our
DiioD, other things being alike, turn ont a far
e vigorous, healthy, and helpful race of
jUg citizens than the severer course adopted
France. But it is not with us yet come to
bchoice of the best system. We have first to
lit the necessity of the adoption of any
nem at all.

ii Prussia, a nine years' course of education
|tquired to be regularly gone through before
lining admission to the university at eigh-
0 or nineteen. In the Realschulen, or schools
iih aim at preparation for business life, there
bther a course of nine years, in which Latin
i^ligatory, or ono of seven years, in which it

,)t. Drawing is obligatory thoughont all the
iasian secondary schools. In Switzerland,

y child between six and sixteen—one-fifth
siie population—is under school discipline to
.artaiu extent.

eie question recently so much debated among
lelves as to the proper place and position of
iaioal teaching in an education course, re-

B58 much light from the experience of the
ininent, It is important to distinguish be-
) u the two separate claims of the dead lan-
e^ea upon the attention of the organizers of
itation. Latin and Greek, by the general
lEDt of highly educated men, form an essen-
uand even a dominant, portion of the highest
0 of intellectual culture, such, for instance,
is is the object of the Prussian universities to
•t.rt. Even in this highest form of classic

,
however, there are two distinct views as

ue object chiefly to be followed, some teachers
;ig chief attention to the mastery of the
?QOe of language, of grammar, composition,
ibhiiology, and others more especially regard-
ifhe literature of the classic times, and seeking
al and to train the mind by intimate converse
tithe groat writers of the past. Neither the
otor the otherof these objects can be set before
ojoy whose school education is to terminate at
Twelfth or fourteenth year, and it is therefore
1 1 by many, and even by some not un-
dated persons, why teach Latin at all to
toioys who are not destined, at all events,
liass throngh a full course of secondary
uktion? Attempts have been made to meet
didemand of the modern utilitarian spirit,

itit is a curious fact that in Prussia, in
S3e, and in Italy the proportion of non-
cecal to classical students is almost identical,
foibrmer constituting rather less than the

p part of the total number. But the reply
t to the question, the truth of which seems

‘ \ borne out by the balance of the evidence
ee subject, is this. Latin is not taught to
ririmai-y or elementary student for its own

Neither the philosophy nor the literature
6 0 language is regarded by his education,
le -s a means of mental discipline,—a means

of opening the mind and of communicating to

it,—not knowledge, but the power of acquiring
knowledge,—the rudimentary study of Latin is

the best method known to experience. As a
rule, this would seem to be the case. Some-
thing must depend on the pupils, more on the
masters. Some children may aptly learn, and
some masters may ably teach, whatever be the
selected study intended to act as a sort of
skeleton key to the mind. Arithmetic, as taught
in the City of London School, seems to have
been successfully used for this purpose. As yet,

however, it would seem that the balance of
opinion is in favour of the retention of Latin as
a basis of general education, abandoning Greek,
when a technical training is rather the object of
the scholar’s pai'ents than a more liberal and
complete cnlture.

It deserves careful reflection that a study
which might well be made use of as an advan-
tageous substitute for rudimentary Latin, a
study which, more than any other, would tend
freely and spontaneously to open the mind, a
study, the importance of which was dimly indi-

cated by Bacon himself, is to be found only
among the higher forms of the secondary schools.

If natural history were taught with the scru-

pulous exactitude that seems to be the first

requisite for primary education, and with the
life and fire that is the glory of the best American
teachers, it would soon become apparent that
no equally advantageous branch of study could
be selected for the commencement of tuition.

The interest would be aroused, the habit of
attention formed, exactitude of observation
would be enforced, the memory strengthened, the
idea of a foreign language would be produced in

the mind, and explained as far at least as the
nouns; the idea of number would be illustrated by
the happy labours of the genius of Linnmas

;
and

the child, while his unflagging attention was
fi.xed on the contemplation of a series of natural
objects, would be receiving a real training, of a
nature to call out all the slumbering faculties

without strain or distress. Were this basis of
edneation introduced into the primary school,

we might well afford to defer the rudiments of
Latin until after the twelfth year, or to omit
them altogether from technical or purely com-
mercial schools.

As we turn from the subject the warning voice
of Mr. Matthew Arnold lingers in our ears :

—

“Prance, Germany, Italy, Switzerland, Holland,
have a civil organization which has been framed
with forethought and design to meet the wants
of modern society, while our civil organization
in England still remains what time and chance
have made it. The states which we really

resemble, in this respect, are Austria and Rome.”
“ Organize your secondary and your superior
instruction.”

THE CATHEDEAL OF BAMBERG.

In a paper on “The Medimval Architecture of
Central and Southern Germany,” read at the
Institute of Architects on the 10th instant, Mr.
H. W. Brewer gave particulars of Bamberg
Cathedral, which we quote :

—

The ancient ecclesiastical “Free City” of
Bamberg is about 50 miles from Wurzburg.
Bamberg from a distance presents a grand ap-
pearance, though less striking than Wurzburg.
The city is built upon seven hills, each of which
is crowned by a large church, the most remark-
able of which is the cathedral. This noble
church consists of a nave and aisles, with a
choir and polygonal apse flanked by tall square
towers, surmounted by octagon lanterns and
spires at the east end, and transepts, apsidal

choir, and two lofty spires at the west end.
Each choir has a large crypt under it, and is

raised 10 ft. or 12 ft. above the level of the nave.
They are approached from the nave by double
flights of steps, between each of which is an
altar on a level with the nave floor. These altars

are isolated from the wall in such a way as to

leave a space at the back, from which there is a
large opening looking down into the crypts. A
large chapel with aisles forms a kind of continua-
tion to the south transept. The church was
originally founded by St. Henry in the year
1004, and was consecrated in 1012. This build-

ing was entirely destroyed by fire in the twelfth
century. Of the present church the earliest

portions are the eastern choir, lower portions of
the two eastern towers, and the three first bays
of the nave : these were not completed until

1237. The great eastern apse, the earliest por-
tion of the existing church, is a remarkably fine

Romanesque work. It is covered with zig-zags

and all kinds of ornament. The nave of the
cathedral originally had a flat timber roof, and
the present quadripartite vaulting has caused
the blocking up of the alternate clearstory win-
dows. This portion of the church is Transitional

in character, but the pointed arch is only very
sparingly used, showing how very far Germany
was behind France and England in adopting
Pointed architecture. Nor is this a solitary ex-

ample; for the church of Kloster-Ebrach, near
Bamberg, which is quite Romanesque in charac-

ter, and exhibits scarcely any use of the Pointed

arch, was completed as late as the year 1285. It

is a singular fact that the farther east one goes
in Germany the longer the Romanesque stylo

seems to have been retained. In the south-east

of Austria and Hungary there are several

Romanesque churches built after the year 1300

;

for instance, that of Sceohisher Reen, on the

borders of Hungary, on the doorway of which is

an inscription recording its foundation in the
year 1330. In the oast of Hungary and parts

of Servia the Eomaiiesque style existed even to

a later date
;
and the churches of Mannasia and

Ipek were both erected after the year 1-iOO, and
neither of them possess any Pointed arches.

This would seem to argue strongly against
Gothic architecture having been introduced from
the East.

The next portions of Bamberg Cathedral in

point of date are tho transepts and western
choir, which were completed in 1274; they are

very fine Early First Pointed, but with the round
arch still used, though sparingly. The two
western towers, which are the most beautiful

portions of the chnrch, were erected after 1274.

These exquisite towers boar such a resemblance
to those of Laon, in France, that one is almost
led to believe they were copied from the French
church. Here wo have another proof that the
Germans were far behind the French, for the
towers of Laon were built between the years
1225 and 1235 ; whereas those of Bamberg,
which appeal* even earlier in character, yrere not
commenced until after 1274. These towers are

square to the level of the choir-w'alls, and are
then carried up octagonally, with octagonal but-

tresses, consisting of beautiful open arcades,

supported upon slender columns. The towers
themselves are pierced iu all their stories. These
stories are marked by bold projecting cornices.

The pediments and spires which crown and dis-

figure these noble towers are either modern or
have been altered during the seventeenth
century. The interior of this cathedral is very
striking and solemn, though plain and severe,

tho beautiful warm colour of tho stone adds
greatly to the effect, and the grand quadripartite

vaulting of the nave and the eastern choir

directly attract admiration. The eastern apse
is vaulted with a semi-dome, and the arcade
running round the lowest portion is very singular.

The arches are supported upon intertwined
columns, some of which are tied together with
great knots in the centre. In front of this apse
stands a modern high altar of very objectionable

design, surmounted by a large bronze crucifix, by
Thorwaldsen; the stalls are fourteenth-century

work. Against the south wall is a bronze effigy

to Bishop Ebenett, by Peter Vischer. In the

centre of the choir are two other monuments,
both thirteenth-century work. As before men-
tioned, this choir is raised about 12 ft. above the
level of the nave, and at the back of the stalls

are solid stone walls, separating it from the
aisles. Towards the aisles these walls are divided
into two stories by beautifully-carved cornices.

The lowerstory is occupied by an arcade ofpointed
arches, supported upon detached shafts, with
richly.carved capitals, quite French in character.

The upper story consists of an arcade of trefoil-

headed arches, filled with remarkably fine

statues, representing the Twelve Apostles and
the Twelve Prophets, the Annunciation, and St.

Michael and the Devil. The heads are most
noble, and the whole sculpture reminds one of
the western doorway of Amiens. The spandrels
are filled with most charming conventional
foliage. These screens are probably of the
same date as the western towers.

The two doorways in the eastern towers have
very fine statues inserted, of a later date than
the doorways themselves; the canopies over
them are good specimens of the conventional

represeutatioDB of the Heavenly Jerusalem so

common in France and Italy during the twelfth

and thirteenth centuries. The great north door-

way contains figures of the Prophets supporting

the Evangelists upon their shoulders. Under
the eastern choir is a large crypt, the vaulting
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cjf which ia supported upon two rows of cylin-

drical columns
;

it contains a holy well. The
nave is very simple internally, and possesses no

triforium; the western choir ia more rich, and
the vaulting riba are ornamented with small

“zigzagB.” The western apse is aingularly beau-

tiful; it is pierced by two tiers of lancet win-

dows, with groups of shafts in the jambs and
rich mouldings. The western choir crosses the

trausepts, and is separated from them by solid

stone screens similar to those of the eastern

choir, except that they are decorated with thir-

teenth-century frescoes instead of statues : these

frescoes are very much faded, but still are very

interesting. The western choir contains a modern
high altar, and a fine set of fourteenth-century

stalls with canopies over them. In the centre

of this choir is a most singular monument, con-

sisting ofa classical sarcophagns of white marble,

standing upon a thirteenth-century base, and
with a twelfth or early thirteenth century effigy

lying upon it. This remarkable monument covers

the remains of Pope Clement II. who died in the

year 10-17. He was formerly Archbishop of Bam-
berg, and is one of the very few popes who lie

buried on this side of the Alps. Nothing what-
ever is known about the history of this most
singular monument ;

the sarcophagns, which is

ornamented with centaurs and other mytho-
logical figures, cannot well be later than the

third or fourth century, and may be very much
earlier.

In the western choir are two other remarkable

monuments
;
they are large bronze effigies placed

in an npright position against the walls
;
they

are in very low relief, but perfect marvels of

workmanship j they are works of Peter Vischer,

and represent Archbishops Gross von Trochan
and Truchses von Pommerfelden. The transepts

are similar in architecture to the western choir.
[

The north transept has a fine rose-window of >

plate tracery; the walls are arcaded within. '

In the south transept over an altar is an ivory
;

crucifix, given to the church by the Emperor
St. Henry II., and consequently dates as far

back as the eleventh century. Attached to the

piers of the nave are several remarkable bas-

relief monuments of archbishops, two of them
are as early as the twelfth century

;
there are

also several frescoes in similar positions, which
probably served as monuments. In the centre

of the nave stands the magnificent altar-tomb of

St. Henry II. and St. Cunignnda : it is entirely

of white marble
;
the sides are ornamented with

jianels containing representations of various

events in the lives of the two saints, and their

effigies lie upon the slab of the monument : the

workmanship of the whole is very delicate and
rtlined. It is in a most wonderful slate of pre-

servation
;
was executed between the years 1499

and 1505, and is the masterpiece of Tilman
Kiemeoschneider.
As this is the last time I shall have to mention

the name of this great master, I cannot help

expressing a regret that we know so little of his

works in this country. To my mind he was one

of the greatest sculptors Germany ever produced;

his works are far more severe and simple in

spirit than those of Adam Kraft or Peter Vischer,

and indicate a great deal of that quiet religious

feeling which is so noticeable in works of the

thirteenth century.

Attached to one of the great piers of the

chancel arch of the eastern choir ia a moat re-

markable work of the thirteenth century. It is

simply a life-sized equestrian statue of St.

Stephen, King of Hungary. The horse has a

wonderfnlly classical look about it, and might
almost have walked out of the “Elgin marbles.”

The rider is very inferior as a work of art to the

horse ; he ia represented as clothed in chain

mail, and is rather stiff and cramped.
In a very small chapel leading out of the sonth

aisle of the nave is an altar with a carved
wooden reredos of the fifteenth centnry

;
it is

the work of Michael Wohlgemuth, and repre-

sents the separation of the Apostles : it is richly

decorated with gilding and colour. Leading
out of the south transept is a large chapel, dedi-

cated to St. Andrew. This chapel is divided

into a nave and aisles of equal width and height

by two rows of columns. The northern portion

is superb First Pointed work, thoroughly French
in character, and the southern Late Second
Pointed, rather plain. There are three altars,

two of which are ancient
;

the reredos of one

of them is a large triptych inclosing a picture by
Lucas Cranach, containing more than 300 heads.

The walls of this chapel are entirely covered
with bronze inonnmeuts, representing arch-

bishops, bishops, and priests; they are in low
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relief, and consist of life-sized effigies standing

under canopies. The earlier ones date from the

end of the fifteenth century, and the latest the

commencement of the sixteenth. The earlier ones

are veiy spirited and fine, the late ones are poor

and flat. In this chapel and other parts of the

cathedral there are more than 130 of these

monuments. The sacristy, which is very inte-

resting, is entered from the chapel
; it contains

a superb pascal candlestick of silver, about 5 ft.

high, bearing the date of 1216 ; is covered with

foliage, birds, beasts, and all kinds of ornament,

and bears a strong resemblance to the “ Glouces-

ter candlestick,” exhibited at the Loan Collec-

tion, except that in the Bamberg candlestick the

work is more delicate and refined. There is a

large reliquary of silver and crystal, about 8 ft.

high, enclosing a smaller one presented to the

chnrch by St. Henry in the year 1004; this con-

tains a third reliquary, of probably a still earlier

date, entirely of cat crystal, within which is

one of the largest relics of the true cross known
to exist

;
the relic itself is in the shape of a cross,

about 9 in. long and 4 in. across the arms. What-
ever opinions may be entertained respecting

relics, whether we believe that this piece of

wood is a portion of the true cross or not, few

can look without interest upon an object which
caused the foundation of one of the grandest

churches of Germany, of a city belonging to the

most powerful and most ancient prince arch-

bishops in Sontheru Germany, and second in

historical interest to none in Central Europe. It

was to enshrine this relic that St. Henry erected

the first cathedral on this spot. Subsequently

he gave the town to the archbishop and his suc-

cessors, and the town of Bamberg owed its

importance to the pilgrims of all nations, many
of them kings and princes, who came to visit

this relic. In so great reverence was it held

that the town, although at one time containing

nearly 40,000 inhabitants, was never fortified,

and it is probably the largest ancient town in

Europe which has never bad any means of de-

fence. The sacristy also contains a remarkably

fine remonstrance of the fifteenth century, two

reliquaries of the same date, and a vestment of

the fourteenth or fifteenth century.

Bamberg Cathedral, as before stated, stands

upon the top of a lull, and round the church is a

terrace with a curious fifteenth-century work
parapet, and a kind of stone reading-desk at the

east end.

TEE CASTLE OF C0UCY.«

Tjie castle is composed of a keep, an inner and

an outer ward. The outer, about thrice the area

of the inner ward, intervenes between the inner

ward and the town. Its narrow south front has

been described. Towards the north-east the

hill is very steep, and the revetment wall on this

face is not reinforced by bnttresses or flanking

towers. On the opposite face the ground is far

less steep, and the platform projects in a bold

salient towards the south-west, the revetment of

which is strengthened by eight mural towers or

bastions, some half-round and the others rectan-

gular. The south wall is lofty, the others were

probably mere parapets. The great gate-house,

or “ Porte de Maitre Odon,” is now much broken

down. The portal arch was pointed, as are two

lateral arches for the guard. The square groove

of one portcullis remains. The gate-house seems

to have been of the usual rectangular plan,

having a central portal arch and passage,

and two exterior half-round flanking towers.

In this outer ward are to be traced very con-

siderable foundations, and here are found frag-

ments of piers and arch stones, and carved

blocks, showing that the buildings erected as

stables and barracks for the castellan, and pro-

bably, in times of peace, for the lord, were very

considerable, and of a handsome character.

Here also are the foundations of a church,

recently cleared out. They show a single nave,

with a semicircular apse, and a transept, the

two arms of which have, on their eastern sides,

two smaller apses, the three ranging nearly in a

line. The building is about 100 ft. long by 30 ft.

broad
;
has a double west door, and five windows

of a side, besides three in the apse and three in

each limb of the transept. From its plan and

proportions this chnrch has been regarded as

part of the original castle, and the only part

now remaining. Its actual date is, however, pro-

bably of the eleventh century.

The inner or north end of this ward abuts

opon the inner ward. This front is occnpii

by a broad and deep dry ditch, concave towaip

the outer ward, having a walled scarp and coni

terscarp, and crossed at each end by the extern

enceinte wall of the place.
;

The inner ward, or castle proper, isfour-sid®

The east face, of 130 yards, and north face,
|

60 yards, are both straight, and set at rigr

angles. The east front, of 70 yards, is set at r

obtuse angle to the north, hut is also straigl

Thus breadth is given to the south front, whip

is 130 yards. This front is also straight, bj

about five-sevenths of its central part is ocenpiB

by the convexity of the groat tower and
|

chemise, which are placed upon the line of tp

curtain.
|

The east, west, and north fronts are towarr

the field, and are formed by facing the scarpi

rock with masonry, so that they stand 30 ft. 1

40 ft. high to the level of the tcrre-plein, abok

which rises the curtain-wall. The sonth frontB

covered by the ditch already described, aij

which is segmental in plan, with vertical sidi

Near its east end this ditch is expanded frc|

60 ft. to 90 ft., and was there traversed bjl

long drawbridge, which rested upon three «
tached rectangular piers, of which the inner o|j

was the largest, and contained two lateral platjj

of arms, and no doubt carried a tower. Tlj,

bridge led up to the main gate. It is now i

placed by a causeway.
At the four angles of the ward are four eqt

drum towers, 60 ft. in diameter, and 105 ft. hi

from the exterior base. They are remarkal

for their size and boldness, being engaged oi

by one-fifth of their circumference. Tht

towers rise from the rock, and contain two dom
stages below the terre-plein level. These 8

entered by a circular hole or eye in the cent

of each vault. The terre-plein level of each ij

hexagonal chamber, vaulted, having five :

cesses, of which four are pierced as loops. T
entrance is in the gorge, with two lateral pa
ages, one leading to a garderobe and one t<|

weil-stair, ascending to tbe summit.
The chamber above is similar, but the loc

, are placed between instead of over those belo'

]

and thus the towers have been preserved ftn

those vertical fissures so common when a ser.

;
of loops or windows occur, as they usnally do,

,
one vertical line. By this arrangement, al

I the scope of the archers defending the tower

I

much increased, every point within arrow ran

I
being exposed to fire. There are three flex

j

above the ground-level, or five in all. All 8

j

vaulted. A line of corbels at the present sumo
1 shows that they were originally defended bj

I

bretasche.

I

Nearly in the centre of the east face wa*

i small half-round bastion with flat sides, 30 ft.

diameter, and about 20 ft. projection,

j

Standing in the court, no part of the curtain

i visible. .Mong the central 180 ft. of the 68

: front is a range of buildings, culled offices, abo

I
30 ft. deep, and having three well-stairoaai

;
serving the first and second flour, now destroyci

At the south end the space between the curt8

and the tower chemise, about 60 ft. by 80 ft.

;

occupied by three aisles of vaulting, each

I

three bays. The centre of these is the ms
1 entrance, or continued portal arch. The latej

i bays are for warders and soldiery in charge
' the gate. There were two stories above th

now destroyed.

Along the north front was originally a vault'

arcade, 45 ft. broad, composed of four bays.
'

this has been added, in front, an arcade of thr

arches, open towards the court, and upon t

platform thus gained have been constructed

terrace and a range of state rooms, of which t

principal is the ladies’ hall, or salle des preusi

so named from the medallions of nine celebrat

women which adorned the great chimney-piet

In the exterior was a sort of oriel boudoir, ai

large windows towards the field. Above this w
anotherstory, to construct which the curtain w
raised. These buildings were tbe addition of t

Bake of Orleans. A large well-stair, also i

addition, led from the court to these apartmenl

The west side also has a high curtain, again

which is constructed a magnificent chambi
45 ft. broad by 470 ft. long, down the centre

which stands a line of ten columns, dividing t

space into eleven vaulted and groined bays,

which the northern pair are cat off as a priva

cellar. On the east side of this chamber a

four doors, two near the centre opening into t

crypt of the chapel, one south of this, probat

the main entrance, and one near the sonth er

opening into what appear to have been t

kitchens, and which lie between this splendSee p. 191, ante. Also for Plan.
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range of magazines and the great tower. Con-
nected with the kitchens are three courts, and a

staircase descending to the cellars.

Below the chamber is another of equal size,

excavated in the chalk, as a cellar, probably

about the finest and most spacious ever con-

structed.

Above, on the first-floor, or third stage, was
the great hall of the castle, called from its nine

effigies of heroes, La Salle des Preux. It had a

wooden roof, two large fireplaces, and a large

window at the south end, below which a small

door opened upon a light wooden bridge, which

dropped upon the curtain of the outer ward, just

above the postern.

The chapel was a rectangular building, 60 ft.

east and west, by 36 ft. north and south. It

projected from the hall into the court. It was
composed of two parallel aisles, vaulted, each in

four bays. Its south-east angle was engaged
with the chemise of the great tower. Its south-

west angle was free, and had two buttresses

set on at right angles. This chapel is now
destroyed to its foundations. It opened from
the great hall.

The keep, or great tower, is the boast of

Coucy, and deservedly so, being one of the finest

towers in the world, and no doubt the largest

and most complete single military building.

It is a plain tower, perfectly cylindrical, of ex-

cellent ashlar workmanship, 100 ft. diameter at

base and summit, and 200 ft. high. It rises out

of a paved moat, the base being about 12 ft.

below the level of the terre-plein, and is entered

by a drawbridge from the level, all below being
solid.

Including the basement, the tower contains

three stories. The ground floor, on the level of

the terre-plein, is entered by a drawbridge laid

across the ditch, and which, when raised, covered a

small square-headed portal, under a pointed arch,

the entrance to a passage directlypiercing the wall.

The passage baa an interior machicolation and
a portcullis, both worked from a small chamber
in the wall above, which also received the

chains of the bridge. Within the portcullis was
a stout door barred within, and, on the left and
right, passages, one to a mural garderobo with
an exterior loop, the other leading to a well-stair

which served the upper rooms and led to the
ramparts.

The entrance-passage leads direct into a
duodecagonal chamber of about 60 fc. diameter,

having a recess in each floor for stores, one
occupied by the entrance, one by a large well,

now about 90 ft. deep and formerly 200 ft., and
one by a chimney.
Each pier is faced by a column, from which

springs a rib, the twelve meeting in the centre
at an eye, and supporting the vault. Each
vaulting cell has a pointed gable, of which two

'

are pierced for light.

The first-floor is of the same figure and
diameter, and vaulted in a similar manner. One
of its recesses is closed by a fireplace with an
oven behind it; one gives passage to a very
narrow postern, the plank bridge from which
drops upon the rampart of the chemise wall, and
three are pierced by small windows. One of

these window recesses is entered laterally by a
small passage from the adjacent recess. This is

of fifteenth-centnry work, made when the recess

was walled up to serve as a separate chamber.
Another recess has also a lateral passage, enter-

ing a small mural garderobe, looped from the
outside. In one recess are two windows, one
above the other.

The second-floor, resembling the other in plan
and diameter at its floor level, has a different

arrangement at a height of 12 ft. Here the piers

cease, and behind, between them and the outer
shell of wall, is a gallery, entered by the regnlar

well-stair, but each of the eleven other compart-
ments of which forms a box like that of a theatre,

looking down upon the central pit or floor. Two
of these boxes are occupied by the detached
flues of the two chimneys from below, and two
are lighted by windows, which, with the central

eye, form the whole and very insufficient light.

In this chamber, the next below the battlements,

the commander could collect and address a very
numerous garrison.

The tliird-floor, that of the ramparts, and open
above, is contained within a thick and lofty

parapet wall about’ 10 ft. high, and pierced by
twenty-four lancet arches, and as many inter-

mediate loops. Above these the wall is sur-

mounted by a grand coping, which overhangs
both ways about thrice the thickness of the wall,

and then slopes upwards into a ridge. It was
upon this ridge that were laid the roofing rafters

of the hr^tasclie gallery, which enclosed the wall

inside and outside. The former was merely as a
counterpoise. The latter was of two stories, and
rested its main struts upon a line of forty-eight

grand corbels, which remain on the exterior face

of the wall at the rampart level. The flues

appeared above the roof, and three large and
highly crocketed pinnacles were placed astride

on the crest of the wall. The stone vault of the
upper chamber was covered with lead, with
occasional gutter openings outwards.

Nothing can be grander than the conception

of this tower, nothing more complete than the
execution of its details. All is gigantesque, as

though for a race above the ordinary stature of
man, and the walls within were overlaid with a
fine cement, and painted with care. The design
of the sculpture is bold and masculine, as

becomes a military building
;
but all is in excel-

lent taste, and admirably executed.

The walls of the keep are tied with chain-

courses of timber, laid in mortar, in the centre
of the work, as was the custom in France in the
twelfth and thirteenth centuries. The timber is

exposed below some of the loops. In the upper
floors were imbedded radiating ties, also of
wood.
Two lines of square putlog-holes are seen on

the exterior of the keep. They ascend in a
spiral, ora right-handed screw, and indicate the
manner in which the building was constructed.

Horizontal beams, projecting from the upper
row, carried the inclined plane or roadway up
which the materials were dragged, and these

were supported by struts, the feet of which
rested in the lower row.
There remains to be described only the chemise,

or work designed to cover the base of the keep
from the operations of the miner. It has been
seen that the base of the keep was solid, and
that it stood in a paved fosse, about 20 ft. broad,

with vertical sides. The exterior side, or counter-

scarp, of this fosse was a wall, about 8 ft. thick,

which divided it from the main exterior ditch of

the ward, and rose to the level of the first floor

of the keep, say 30 ft. The ordinary ascent to

its rampart walk was by a stair within the wall,

commencing on the right near the keep en-

trance. It was also reached from the first-

floor of the keep by a slight bridge, such as

was employed at Rochester, and probably in one
or two places in the Tower of London. There
was also au access from the other end of the
wall, from the rooms over the great gateway.

Outside of and at the base of the salient half of

this wall was built against it, at the level of the
bottom of the exterior ditch, a covered way or

gallery, intended to act as a countermine, and still

more completely to frustrate attempts against the

keep. The gallery is entered from either end, and
in its centre rises a sort of buttress against the

wall, in which was contained a wooden stair, by
which the people on the rampart could commu-
nicate with those in the gallery. In the gallery

also was a well, for the use of the kitchens, and
in the substance of the wall a garderobe.

Prom the bottom of the keep ditch issued

a postern, defended by gate, portcullis, and
machicolation, the two latter worked from a
small chamber in tbo wall

;
from this a wooden

bridge led, in the ditch, to a postern in the west
and outer wall of the outer ward.
The castle and town being of one date, and

from one design, may be regarded as represent-

ing a thirteenth - century fortress of the first

class, and of the strongest character, in which
the internal arrangements, though palatial, were
made completely subordinate to the military

character and security of the place. The great

feature of the castle is the keep, which com-
mands the whole, in every part, and from its

size and strength could be held with confidence

after all the other defences had been taken.

The additions of the fifteenth century, con-

sisting of state-rooms, a hall, and various upper
stories, intended for the state and attendants of

a court, though not extending to the keep, in

some degree injured the military character of the
place, and took off from the predominating gran-
deurof that great central feature. These, however,
have for the most part fallen away, and what
remains is chiefly original work, so that the ap-

pearance of the keep and inner ward is in many
respects as they were designed by the great

baron, who contemned the titles of king and
prince, and was content with the severe sim-

plicity of that of “ Sire de Coucy.”
The castle in 1652 fell into the hands of

Mazarin, who employed Metezeau, son of him
who threw up the famous dyke at Rochelle, to

render it indefensible. The engineer blew the

chemise wall outwards into the ditch, and ex-

ploded a heavy charge of powder in each of the
towers. The effect of this upon the keep was to

clear out the vaulted stages, and to leave the
cylinder like the tube of a vast cannon. Thus,
with one or two vertical figures, it stood till our
day ; but now these have been closed with great
care and judgment, and the cylinder has been
hooped with iron, in a manner that is scarcely to
be observed, and will preserve it indefinitely.

Those who wish to understand the details of

this moat curious place, and to acquire a com-
plete and comprehensive view of it as a military

work, would do well to read the masterly exposi-

tion of M. Le Due, sold upon the spot, and given
also in this Dictionary, under the articles of
“ Chateau” and “Donjon.”
The town is also worth a visit. It contains a

good church, and its southern gate-house is a
very massive structure. The portal is very
narrow, about 9 ft., acutely pointed, and it opens
between two drum cowers of one-third projection,

and of about 100 ft. diameter and 60 ft. high.

The short curtain between them, occupied below
by the gateway, above is convex in plan, and
supports two bold brackets, upon which lies a
stout beam, a part of the original In^tasche,

and a rare, if not a solitary, instance of a part of

such a structure remaining in place.

The drawbridge is replaced by a causeway,
but at the base of the gateway are two large

square holes, nearly where the axle of the bridge

would rest, but which closely resemble drains,

which they can scarcely be. There are no marks
of external defences, save the hrHasche. Pro-
bably the bridge, when up, acted as a gate.

Within the passage, on each side, is a large

lateral loop, then two portcullises, and between
them a large machicolation. Within the second
grate is a gate, and within this the passage is

vaulted for about 16 fr. Then follows an open
space, of which the roof was of timber, and thou
a vault. The inner end of the passage is injured,

and repaired. Above, over the portal, is a fire-

place of enormona size.

This gatehouse is placed in the middle of the
curtain which covers the very narrow south-east

front of the town. On each side of the gate-

towers is a enrtain of about 100 ft. long, and
beyond this a pair of drnm mural towers, of half

projection. The loops of these towers, like every
detail in Coucy, are on a grand scale. Though
mere slots, they are 10 ft. high, and in three

tiers. In front of the wall is a fosse of unusual
breadth, wholly artificial, and which, like that

of the castle, is dug across the peninsula, from
one lateral valley to the other. C.

PARIS.

Theke is some talk here of demolishing the
Pont Royal, and reconstructing it in the axis of

the Emperor’s grand entrance to the Tuileries,

and in a line, almost, with the Rue de Baune.
Up to 1632 the sole means of communication
between the Faubourg Saint-Germain and the

Louvre and Tuileries was by a bac (hence the

name Rue du Bac close by), or sortof large boas

ferried across the river by means of a rope
stretched from one bank to the other. At this

period the bridge was a wooden one, but in 1664
it was carried away by an inundation, and the
present one built of stone. It was here, also,

that the first dredging-boat was used to prepare
the bed for the principal pier, under which the
coins, &c., of Louis XIV. were deposited, and it

will be curious to see those authentic relics laid

bare.

We gave some account at p. 659—1867, of the
works undertaken to restore the ironwork of the
central doorway of Notre Dame de Paris. It

was opened anciently only on very rare religious

occasions, and we find that it was opened for

ceremonies foreign to the general church-service

at the following epochs :—Philip IV., called the
Bel, on his return from the war against Flan-

ders, entered on horseback into the church to

give thanks for his victory. In remembrance of

this occurrence, au equestrian statue, as large as

life, of Philip the Bel, was erected at the end
of the nave. Louis XIL, Louis XIII., and
Lonis XIV., also entered Notre Dame by this

door. This last monarch paid a first visit to

the church, with the Queen Mai’ie-Theiese, for

the ceremony of the baptism of the celebrated

bell, called the Bourdon (in the south tower), in

1685. This bell bears the names of Emmanuel-
Louiae-Therbse. The second visit of Louis XIV.
was in 1699, when he laid the first stone of the

a
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altar. Behind the altar, under the centre arcade,
there was at that period a marble jrronp by
Conston, and called Le Veen de Louis XIII.
This splendid work of art partly figures at the
Versailles Museum since 1830. The Emperor
Napoleon I., on the day of the sacre, and Pope
Pius VII., passed likewise into the church by
this door. Napoleon III. also entered by it on
the occasion of his marriage.
The reconstruction of the Halles Centrales,

and the disengagement of their neighbourhood,
have, for some years, been carried on at the west,
the north, and the south sides; the underground
stories of the two last pavilions of the second
group were finished in the second half-year of
1867. The columns and framework of the roof
are erected and the metallic carcass is being put
together

;
so that in a short time these pavilions

will be ready to be opened. Of the different
thoroughfares projected for this great central
market, those of the south (Eues du Pont Neuf
and des Halles Centrales), are completely
finished

; that of the north-east (the Hue Tur-
bigo) continues its diagonal line as far as the
Place du Chateau d’Eau, and the Eue Berger,
which is to form on the south aline symmetrical
with that of the Eue Eambuteau, will be shortly
opened throughout.

The second group of the Halles once termi-
nated, the houses surrounding tlie Halle an Ble
are to bo raised, and four pavilions erected in

their place to serve as annexes to this vast
rotonda. To the west of this group will pass
the Eue dn Louvre, prolonged npon which will

debouch the rues Berger and Eambuteau.
In place of the old fountain of the Chateau

d’Eau, now removed to the new abattoirs of La
Villette, the foundations are being laid for that
to be erected in its place. It will consist of
eight lions, from the months of which cascades
will fall into an enormons basin, after having
passed through two circles bordered with verdure
and flowers

; at night a brilliant oandelabmm
of vast proportions will light it up.
At the sale by auction of the collection

of M. Eoux (of Tours) at the h6tel Lrouot,
including a variety of artistic curiosities,

the “bouquet” of the sale was a small
mirror, of the belt of a female, the size of a
child’s hand, of boxwood, profusely decorated
with interlacinga

;
groups of fruit arabesques ;

figures of genii, <ic. ; and a woman representing
Justice ;—on the reverse, Daniel in the lion’s

den
; little genii sounding the trumpet

;
a figure

of a man playing the violin, &c. ;—a true little

chef d’ojitvre, inimitable, of composition and
execution of the Flemish art of the sixteenth
century. Its dimensions are 133 millimetres
high by 108 millim. wide. The sum at which it

was valued by the appraiser was 400i., and it

was sold for 1,0001., plus the usual 5 per cent,
auction dues. M. Eonx bad bought it for Zl. 4s. (!)

j

fifteen years ago. The purchaser is said to be
the Doc d’Aumale, who deputed some one to buy
it for him.
One of the best sales of pictures of this year

took place at the same hotel, viz., the collection
of the Count d’Aqnila. The sale of forty-six

modern paintings produced more than 8,0001.

ABRIDGED SPECIFICATIONS OF
PATENTS.*

These portly volnmes, of 1,400 pages each or
so, four of which in number liave been for-

warded to ns by Mr. Woodcroft from the Patent
Office, contain each abridgments of a single
order of patents, one, for example, relating to
Hydraulics, from A.D. 1617 to 1865

;
another on

tlie Preparation and Combustion of Fuel, dating
from A.D. 1620 to 1865 ; and so on. The selec-
tion and issue in a printed form of these volumes
cannot bnt be of immense service to all inte-
rested in the taking ont or the resisting of patent
rights, as they obviate the necessity for an end-
less search at the Patent Office amongst the
heterogeneous mass of extended and often wordy
patents of all sorts for some one special order of
patents. The abridgments or abstracts are
short and as explicit as possible too, tbos saving
additional time in search even through the
volumes themselves, which afford still further
facilities by the addition of a fall index of names,
and a still more valnable index of subject mat-
ter. In the volume relating to Hydraulics, for

* Patents for InventioDB : Abridgments of Specifica-
tions. Printed by order of the Commissioners of Patents.
London : Ofiice of Commissioners, 25, Souihampton-
buildings, Chancery-lane, Holbom. 1S6S.

example, in the index of subject matter, every-
thing is separated into distinct heads, such as
Aerated Waters, Baths, Beer-engines, Boring,
Canals, Cocks and Taps, Calverts, Docks, Drains,
Drinking-fountains, Filters, Fire-engines, and
so on in a multitude of headings all through the
alphabet. This volume, by the way, is all the
more especially useful in our province that it

includes a great many patents for sanitary pur-
poses, as the following summary of its contents
will show :

—

“ Tbis series relates to raising, forcing, storing, filtering,
supplying, measuring, and re^nlating the flow of water;
it also relates to irrigation and drainage, to apparatus for
the employment of hydraulic motire power, and to the
appliances for its domestic and sanitary use, such as joints
for pipes, tape and cocks, fountains, baths, and water-
closets

;
moreorer, it includes improvements in tbe form

or arrangement of sewers and drains, designed to facilitate
the flow of water; in flushing or otherwise removing
obstructions; in trapping; in excavating or cutting
trenches, ditches, and drains. But it is not intended to
include materials for or methods of manufacturing or
constructing sewers or drains; these will be found in tbe
series of abridgments entitled, 'Tunnels, Subways, and
Sewers,’ and ‘Drain Tiles and Pipes.’ Nor is it intended
to include improvements in the collection and treatment
of sewage

; these will be found in the series of abridg-
ments entitled ‘ Manure.' ”

The number of specifications printed and pub-
lished at the time of the iasne of this volume
amounted to nearly 61,000 ; and the number
included in the other volume on Combuation of
Fnel was 59,000.

Each volume contains an Introduction, giving
a rapid and brief resume of the history of the
But^'ects patented in each. There is thus a short
historical treatise or essay on Hydraulics in the
volume relating to Hydraulics

; and one on
Fuel and Combustion in the corelative volume.

So early as 1630, we see, from the volume on
Hydraulics, a patent was got by one David
Ramaeye, “ to make boates, shippes, and barges
to goe against wynde and tyde.” The draining

^ of water out of mines and marshes by hydraulic

I

engines appears as the subject of various patents
of about as early a date

;
and canals and water-

I works are also amongst them. Tbe eighth patent
on the list was granted to Hugh Middleton “ for
the wynning and drayning of many grounds,”
granted " for the good opinion wee have con-
ceived of the said Hugh Middleton, or that
worthy worko of his in bringing the New Eiver
to our Cittie of London, and his care and In-
dustrie in bnsines of like nature tending to the
publicke good.” The second patent on the list,

of date 1618, was granted to David Ramsay and
Thomas Wildgosee “ to ploughs ground without
horse or oxen.” John Gilbert, in 1618, got a
patent for a “ new engine or instrument called or
termed a water-plough, for the taking vpp of
sand, graven, shelves or banekes of the river of
Thames,” &c. In 1638 a patent was granted to
Sir George Horsey, Dudd Dudley, and others, for
“jthe makeing of iron with sea or pitt coale,
peate, or turfe, and with the same to rost, melt,
or refyne all mettalls of what nature soever.”
All these and the other patents in these volumes
can be had separately, and not as mere abridg-
ments, in a printed form, from prices varying
from 4d. and 6d. to 28. or Ss.

Thevolomeon “Fuel and Combustion ” shows
that smoke consatnption was a very early sub-
ject of consideration and experiment. In the
Introduction to this volume a curious fact is

brought forward from “ Pennant’s Tour in
Wales,” .p. 17, that a “flint axe was found in
an ont-orop of coal in Monmouthshire,” and
similar discoveries have been made near Ashby.
Of course it is not to be inferred, all at once,
from this that it will form 'evidence of the exist-
ence of man in the carboniferous era, although
even that would not be too startling an inference
in these days

;
but that coal was probably used as

fuel in exceedingly ancient times.
It is mentioned, in this Introdnction, that of

date 1686, a plan for making the fire gases and
smoke of a wood fire descend downwards through
the fuel, was invented by Mr. Dalesme, and is

alluded to by M. De la Hire, in his “ Refieanons ”
“ sur la 3Iachine qui consume la Fv.m4e,” at
p. 406, of vol. X. of the (1686) ildmoives de
VA cad&nxie Royale des Sciences (Paris. 1730) ;

and that Dr. Franklin invented in 1785 a re-
volving grate, with a circnlar fire cage, and so
made as to be capable of being turned round,
after being lighted, in order to bring tbe fresh
coal under the burning coals, and thereby

1 prevent the development of smoke. (From “ The
Transactions of the American Philosophical So-
ciety,” January 28, 1786, into “The Complete
Works,” &c., of Dr. Franklin, London, 1806,
vol. ii., p. 314.) A down-draught stove, the con-

I

strnction of which is based upon that of Dalesme,

from which it was avowedly taken, ia also de-
scribed.

Altogether these volumes must not only be
exceedingly useful, but they are of great interest
historically and archmologically as well as
scientifically speaking; and the work of com-
pilation and condensation, which must have been
a most formidable one, appears to be excellently
well done. The other two volnmes before us
relate to Railways, and to Raising, Lowering,
and Weighing.

THE ARCHITECTURAL EXHIBITION
SOCIETY.

We would remind our readers that the annual
Exhibition in the galleries of the House in Con-
dnit-street, will be opened on Monday, May 4th
next, and that all drawings must be sent to the
galleries on Wednesday or Thursday, the 8th
and 9th days of April. The committee desire to
give to the architectural profession, and the

;

public at large, a convenient opportunity of

j

exhibiting and inspecting well-executed repre-

I

sentationa of the works now being executed by
!

individual architects and others interested in

;

art. In furtherance of these objects, and in
addition to the usual attractions of the Exhi-

!

bition, they are desirous of receiving perspective

I

and geometrical drawings of all new buildings,

j

with such particulars as to plan, construction,

j

cost, draughtsman, or artist, as may be desirable

;

I and, in addition, photographs of buildings
already executed, original sketches, working
drawings, sketches of old works, and competition

I or other designs, which may recently have been
prepared. The Committee have also decided
npon accepting a limited number of purely
artistic drawings of architectural subjects. They
have published a list of towns in which honorary
secretaries are desired. Some of our readers
may be disposed to act in that capacity.

ARCHITECTURE IN THE ROYAL
SCOTTISH ACADEMY.

The architectural drawings exhibited this
year are remarkable neither as to quantity nor
quality. A few of the designs show some amount

' of thought on the part of tbe authors
; but

I

others not only exhibit an utter want of it, hat
a disregard of, or incapacity to appreciate, the

I

laws of harmony and proportion. Notwith-
' standing all that has been written against the
nse of “ constrncted ornamentation,” and the
debased forms of the later renaissance, broken
pediments, gables without roofs behind them,
and detached columns supporting nothing, con-
tinue to appear. No. 192, “ Langton House,
Berwickshire,” is the work of Mr. David Bryce,
the leading architect in Scotland, and he has de-
signed many mansions, and added to or recon-
structed more; but we do not recollect of any
instance save this where he has reproduced so
much meretricious detail. The mansion ia cer-
tainly a large and stately one, bnt it is osten-
tatious

;
and the portal is flanked by three tiers

of detached pillars, which do no other duty than
thrust themselves forward to be looked at, and
the carving is mostly made up of large scrolls,

which sprawl out wherever an opportnnity
presents itself. No. 118, “ Free St. George’s
Church,” as designed for the site ultimately
chosen, is Palladian in style, and without the
tower would be a poor production. The tower
is, however, a striking feature, made up of a
series of arched nuglazed openings, and adorned
with statuary. The style adopted is undoubtedly
more in keeping with the surroundings than
would have been the Gothic church (No. 162),
designed for the site first fixed npon.

No. 57, “ Free High Church, Partiok,” by
J. Honeyman, is a gracefully proportioned
edifice of fourteenth-century Gothic, and it has
been skilfully adapted to the slope of the ground,
the result being quietly picturesque, without the
architect having gone out of the way to produce
that result.

Mr. Pilkington’s “ Dundee Church,” No. 270,
is an effort at producing pictnresqueness by the
addition of many little adjuncts to the main
building : these addenda detract from the dig-
nity of the building, which would be bettor
without them. The spire is a fine piece of
composition, bold and gracefully proportioned.

No. 194, “ Church of St. Michael and All
Angels, Helensburgh,” Robert Anderson, archi-
tect, ia neither picturesque nor graceful, the
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general effect being heavy and nninteresting

;

the detail appears to bo faultlessly correct, but

the little slits of windows, both in the aisles and

clearstory, are rather primitive. Ur. Anderson
seems to be more successful with his interiors

than with his elevations. No. 210, “ Interior of

Church of St. John the Evangelist,” at Alloa,

is broad, simple, and well proportioned.

Nos. 211 and 231 are the first efforts at

church-building of Mr. J. W. Smith. We prefer

the former to the latter, the main gable of which

is weakly treated. Mr. Smith will pardon ns for

advising him not to aim at giving too much for

the money
;
his churches would be much better

if more simply treated.

No. 120, “ U. P. Church, Newtown, St. Bos-

well’s,” by Mr. John Paterson, is liney and cha-

racterless, notwithstanding an effort at novelty

in the arrangement.

No. 103, “ Design for a Church in Glasgow in

the Mixed Moorish and Lombardic Styles,” byMr.

J. T. Roohead, is quite out of the ordinary run,

; and is more peculiar than beautiful : the slender

campanile is not a feature that would appear to

advantage amongst the high chimney-stalks of

Glasgow.
No. 160, “ Perspective View of the Choir of St.

Giles’s Cathedral, showing the Improvements
proposed by the Lord Provost;” R. Matheson.

This dues not pretend to be a restoration, the

requirements of the Presbyteriam form of wor-

ship being incompatible with the arrangements
usual in a cathedral choir, and the only course

left to the architect was to give the interior the

semblance of such. This he has done by
; arranging the stalls against the walla of the

I aisles and across the east end, substituting open
1 benches for the present heavy pews, and leaving

I an open railed-iu space in which the pulpit and
font are placed. The stalls are copied from

those in King’s College Chapel, Aberdeen, the

best remaining example of ecclesiastical wood
carving in Scotland. They are in perfect keep-

ing with the style of the cathedral. The pulpit

has a rather tub-like appearance
;
something of

the nature of a platform would be more appro-

priate. The mutilated tracery is left as it was

:

as we stated in. a former notice, all character

has been knocked out of it by paring down ; to

place stained glass in it would be worse than
setting a fine picture in a shabby inartistic

I frame.
No. 42, ” Unfred Ptesbyterian New Charcb,

! North Berwick^ m the Early English or Pointed
: Style of Architecture

;
the small Island of

( Craigleith and Firth of Forth in the distance,”

Robert R. Raeburn, architect. The intelligent

reader may form a guess- of what kind of church
this is from the entry in the catalogue which we
have quoted ; in fbrm it is hideous^ and in style

execrable
;
the pinnacles which surmount the

buttresses are certainly not Early English, and
if of any style at all are of that which was in

vogue a century ago. We advance these remarks
solely in the interest of art. It is sometimes
necessary to speak strongly, and no one who
knows aught of the art of building will, we
venture to say, attempt to defend such a design

as the one in question.

No. 61, “ Hoose at Weston, near North Shields,

Durham,” by Douglas & Stevenson, is Italian

Gothic in style ; the arrangement of the parts is

pleasing and natural, and the detail good. There
is a homely unostentatious look.about this hottee,

which suggests the idea that internal elegance
and comfort have not been sacrificed to external
efl’eot.

No. 16, “Tenements atHeriofc Mount,” R.Thorn-
ton Shiells.—This ia a bold and effective group
of Scottish turreted dwellings,—rather severe,

perhaps, but well suilied for the locality which
they occupy on a height overlooking the Queen’s
Park and in the proximity of Salisbury Craigs.

Had the other dwellings in this neighbonrhood
been well designed, the views of the city from the
Craigs would have been greatly enhanced

;
as it

is, they are “ stale, flat, and unprofitable

a

rare opportunity of prodncmg a fine effect, at
small cost, has been missed.

No. 249, “ Kingsknowes House,” Wm. Hay.

—

In the Scottish Baronial style. Stone was the
invariable material used, rttH the detail was
vigorona rather than refined. We haro hare,

however', a building which hasmore the character
of a brick than a stone structure.

Mr. Pilkington’s “ Dundee Club,” No. 273, ia

unlike any other building of this class thai we
know of; it is marked by an individuality which
characterises the designs of this architect. The
style may be termed Byzantine

; the openings
consist of wide round-headed arches, and the

windows of the first-floor have an open-framed
margin in stone. There is a certain vigour about

this design, as well as in the mansion No. 228,

similar to it, which would be highly commend-
able were it combined with eleganoe and
gracefulness of proportion.

Mr. James Gowans exhibits a large view of

part of Castle-terrace (No. 153), which ia in course

of erection. This terrace will form a marked
feature in the architecture of Edinburgh

;
the

broken and varied skyline is very difl’erent from
the invariable straight-line of cornice in all the

other terraces of the new town. If Mr. Gowans
would only forego his peculiar notions of detail,

and substitute a little carving for the profusion

of notches and splays he delights in, his buildings

would be less peculiar, but certainly more
beautiful.

BUILDING MATERIALS
AND THE PROPOSED PAUPER ASYLUMS.

The question of building upon an extensive

scale for the accommodation of pauper lunatics

and pauper patients, afflicted with small-pox or

fever, ia assuming a very prominent and im-
portant feature in the soci^ arrangements of

the metropolis, under the provisions of the Poor-

law. Act of 1867. Measures are in progress for

the erection of such buildings in various parts

of the suburbs of London, the funds being pro-

vided by contribntions from the several metro-
politan parishes and unions, the whole being
under the supervision of representatives elected

by the several parochial districts, and consti-

tuting what is termed theBosrd ofManagement of

the Metropolitan Asylum District. Sites for the
proposed bnildings have been already purchased at

Leewesden and Caterham, and others are now
onder consideration for hospital purposes. The
Board have already obtained power to borrow
200,0001. for the purposes of the two aeylums
sanctioned, and a much larger sum will no doubt
be required before the system which has been
thus commenced can be brought into practical

operation. In the construction of these exten-

sive buildings if bricks be used, some 20,000,000
or 30,000,000 will be required for web, in bricks

and mortar, conaeqoently the third of the whole
expenditure will be incurred. It may not, there-

fore, be unimportant to review some of the

matters which bear a close relation to the subject,

and e^eciaJly those afiecting the quality of the
materials employed, it being highly necessary
that such materials should be of the soundest
quality possible, free from any admixture of

ingredients which produce deterioration and
generate disease.

The Legislature, it may be observed, has
already assomed the responsibility of regolating
the construction of buildings, by the Act of 18 &
19 Viet., c. 122, well known as the Metropolitan
Building Act, 1855 ; and two amendment Acts,
modifying and extending the provisions of the

original statute, have since received the sanction
of Parliament. These Acts contain provisions

relating to the lines of iwalls, recesses and open-
ings, parapets and bressnmmers, chimneys and
flues, fireplaces and conveyance-pipes for heated
air, steam and other products of production

;
but

they make no reference whatever to the charac-

ter and quality of the materials commonly used
in the erection of such buildings. There are no
regulations enforceable to insure the structure

being perfectly dry in all seasons of the year,

which is a very important consideration in this

variable climate, and never attained when sea-

sand or any material impregnated with saline

matter is used ia the construction of the build-

ing. Many of our public structures give ocular

demonstration of inherent defects which due
precaution might have prevented. We need
only instance the Kanwell viaduct of the Great
Western Railway, in elucidation of the point to

which we direct attention. This with its mil-

dewy walls indicates a process of absorption and
emission going on continnally, rendering every
part thereof damp. If saline particles be in

either bricks or mortar they act like a sponge in

absorbing moisture from the atmosphere, and
giving it oat again under the influence of heat.

The new boundary-walls of Coldbath-fields’

prison, near to Mount Pleasant, is another in-

stance
;
and we should not be surprised if the

costly erection of St. Thomas’s Hospital, now in

progress, should in after years awaken posterity

to the fact that materials containing saline

matter were used in the building. It is now
upwards of twenty-five years since the Great
Western Railway Viaduct was built, and there it

stands, a monument of indiscretion on the part
of those by whom it was constructed.

The committee of the Board of Management
of the Asylum District, who are entrusted with
the selection of sites, the preparing of plans,

and the drawing of specifications, very laudably

direct their attention to facilities for drainage,

salubrity of atmosphere, accessibility by road or
railway, and other requisites of an obvious cha-

racter, which ordinary business men could not
overlook without displaying great want of atten-

tion; but there are many other considerations

well entitled to notice in the formation of such
buildings as are contemplated by the Asylum
Board. While the Building Acts, as before

stated, abound in rules applying to form of con-
struction, they absolutely ignore the quality of
building materials

;
and hence we have private

dwellings, public schools, infirmaries and hos-

pitals, workhouses and prisons, built of brick

containing saline matter, kept together by
means of mortar which has been mixed up with
sea-sand or sand taken from the river Thames
below Blackwall, where it is generally brackish,

and becomes more and more so as we approach
Gravesend, where the river flows into the sea.

Buildings made in the way wo have described

never fail to exhibit the ordinary tests of damp-
ness, which, if not recognized by the sensibility of

the organs of smell, seldom remain undiscovered

by those of vision. The walls of such buildings

generally become flukey white outside, and
frequently present a similar appearance inside

through three or four coats of paint. The ob-

Borvaut eye may have noticed blisters of paint

upon a “ flatted wall,” which, if probed with a
knife, will let moisture exude and trickle down,
showing that it must have come from the
material of which the walls are built. The
Board-room of the mansion in Spring-gardens,

where the Metropolitan Board of Works holds

its weekly sittings, and which is at present tem-
porarily occupied by the Asylum District Board,

afibrds a stoiking proofof the correctness of these

remarks.
Our object in directing attention to these

matters is to obviate, as far as possible, in tbe

construction of buildings projected by the

Metropolitan Asylum Board, similar mistakes
to those already committed in other large build-

ing operations. We believe that, in many cases,

bnilders err through sheer ignorance, and that

architecta—highly educated professional men

—

from want of practical actencion, have failed to

detect the hidden causes which are silently

openiting in producing the most disastrous

resnlts.

The infirmaries of our workhouses, and many
of our large hospitals, contain very many
patients, labouring under chronio diseases of a
painful character, which there is every reason
to belwve originated from damp pervading the

structures, and by consequence the atmosphere
of the houses in which they resided. Chronic
rheumatism, ague, intermittent fever, and many
other affinitive forms of disease, which generally

prevail in large establishments, especially when
situated iu close neighbourhoods, or where the

inmates are crowded together as in the dwellings
of the poor and working-classes, owe their

existence, ia a great measure, to the faulty

nature of the materials of which the dwellings

are constructed ; nor do these observations apply
only to the houses of the poor

;
for the rich, whose

residences wear a degree of splendour on their

exterior, have the same canker-worm of saline

damp, eating its way through every part of the
structure, and seizing with irresistible force,

albeit uuobservedly, tto pfcysical frames of all

who come within the spihere of its pervading
influence. A Metropolitan Ratepateb.

BISHOP’S CAMDEN SANITARY VALVE.

In thousand* of eisterBs the “ waste pipe ”

leads direct into the house-drain
;
and, being un-

trapped, or so trapped as to be inefficient, per-

mits the contamination of the water by foul and
dangerous gases. Who can estimate the num-
ber of illnesses to which thi has led ? The best

thing to do is to arrange the waste-pipe so that

it may disdmrge itself withont actual connexion

with the drain ; but, when this cannot be done,

the Camden Sanitaiy Valve, patented by Mr.
Bishop, of Pratt-street, Camden Town, may be

.
very UBofoUy employed. It consists of an air-

' ball, that opens a carefully arranged valve, when

^

the cistern is too full, and it may be applied at

small cost.
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SHAREOW CHURCH, SHEFFIELD. Mr. J. B. Mitckell-Withebs, Architect.
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SHAEEOW CHUEOH, SHEFFIELD.

This charch is being erected by the Sheffield

Chnrch Extension Society. The design was

selected in open competition from those of about

thirty competitors. The corner-stone was laid

in June last by the Archbishop of York, the

president of the society.

The building is erected with Whirlow wall-

stones and Eyam ashlar. The roofs and inter-

nal fittings are of stained deal. The contracts,

exclusive of warming, lighting, boundary walls,

architect’s commission, and clerk of works,

amount to about 4,200Z. Accommodation is

provided for 750 adults. The site was presented

by Sir John Brown.
The east window will be filled with stained

glass by Messrs. Clayton & Bell, the gift of Mr.

Chas. Gould, and the west will be filled with

glass, the gift of another friend.

The church will be ready for consecration in

the autumn of the present year.

The architect is Mr. J. B. Mitchell-Withers, of

Sheffield.

SONS OP THEIE WORKS.

Under this title, Les Fils de lewrs CEuvres,”

Mr. George d’Heilly publishes, this week, at

Rouquette’s, Paris, a curious little book, in which

the origin of a few well-known persons of the

present epoch is indicated. We learn from it

that About is a grocer’s son
;
Auber, son of a

picture-dealer j
Belmontel, of a joiner

;
Coquelin,

of a baker
;
Crosnier, of a porter; Duprez, of a

perfumer
5
Gamier, architect of the new Opera

House, Paris (of which an illustration was lately

given in the pages of the Builder), of a smith;

Gevacrt, of a labourer
;
Gneymard, of a farmer

;

Halevy, of a grocer
;
Houasaye, of a miller

;

Levasseur, of a labourer
;
Tiotor Masse, of a

dealer in nails ; Monselet, of a bookseller.

Mademoiselle Rachel is the daughter of a hawker;

Rossini, the son of itinerant singers
;
Scribe, of

a silk dealer ; and Verdi, of an inn-keeper. All

honour to them for their self-creation 1

TUBE WELLS.

A NUMBER of gentlemen met on Saturday last

in a field near Thames Ditton station, for the

purpose of witnessing the sinking of wells upon
the tube system, which was used to good purpose

in the American war, and is now being used in

Abyssinia with success. The utility of this

invention, of which Mr. Norton, of Ludgate-hill,

is the sole patentee in this country, is not, hpw-
ever, confined to campaigning.

The simple contrivance by which, it would
appear, a well may be extemporised in some
twenty minutes, is a few pipes about 3 ft. long

—

like gas pipes—two clamps, and a monkey. The
first pipe, which makes the well, is perforated for

about 16 in., and is shod with a steel peg top,

which swells out beyond the pipe, and which
fulfils the double purpose of providing a sharp

point and easing from friction whatever lengths

of tubing may have to follow it. A clamp is

placed about the centre of this tube, and another

clamp at the top, to which two pulleys are

attached, and over these pulleys a cylindrical

“monkey” is suspended, which, falling on the

clamp below, drives the pipe into the ground.

Then another pipe is screwed on, and the clamps
being lifted higher, the same process is con-

tinued, and so pipe is added to pipe until the

water stratum has been reached, which is ascer-

tained by dropping a plommet into the tubing.

Then a small ordinary sucking-pump is screwed

on to the last pipe, which is allowed to protrude

about a foot, above the ground, and water thick

with sand immediately comes up at the rate of

about ten gallons a minute. After some time all

the sand smaller than the perforations below to

which the draw of the pump extends is

eliminated, and the perforated portion of the

pipe rests in a bed of shingle, the pebbles being

necessarily small near the pipe, and growing
larger in proportion to the distance at which they

are removed. Thus a natural filter is formed.

The tube-well which attracted most attention

was that which is in use in Abyssinia, the pipes

of which are only li in. in diameter. This well

was sunk 15 ft. in minutes, and water was
pumped in 19 minutes. Two men can carry this

well, and everything connected with fixing it,

and one is quite equal to anything the fixing

requires. It was taken up by means of the

“ monkey,” worked upwards, in 7^ minutes, and

in the apparently astonishing time of li minute

by means of a lever, which a mule easily carries

in addition to half a dozen wells. These pumps
can be made useful on farms, and in factories, as

well as in the premises of private houses. When
water does not come it is coaxed, as it were, by
driving water down the tubing at a pressure of

two or three hundred pounds to the inch, which

searches the strata, and makes a water-way.

Where the water stratum is sandy a. filter of

horse-hair is inserted in the tube. The water

never freezes.

EARTHQUAKE-PROOF BUILDINGS.

At a recent meeting of the Scottish Society of

Arts, in Edinburgh, Mr. David Stevenson read a

paper on certain arrangements, designed for the

preservation of structures in countries subject to

earthquakes, ilr. Stevenson stated that his

attention had been directed to the matter, not

as a speculative question, but by the Govern-

ment, as a problem of practical engineering.

The Japanese had applied to the Government of

this country to advise them as to what was
necessary to light the coast, according to treaty,

the diflficnlty consequent on frequent earth-

quakes being pointed out. The Board of Trade,

in remitting the whole subject to Messrs.

Stevenson, specially directed actentiou to this

new feature in lighthouse engineering. Mr.
Stevenson explained the device he had proposed

for rendering buildings aseismatic, and illus-

trated it by diagrams and models. The new
construction, as described in the Scotsman, is

based on tho principle of breaking the con-

tinuity between the earth, which is effected by
the shock, and the superstructure which rests on
its surface; and the break is effected by the

aseismatic joint, which, in the case of lighthouse

apparatus, consists in placing the iron table on
which the apparatus rests on balls of metal,

working in cnps [of somewhatlarger diameter, we
presume, than the balls], formed in the underside

of the table. These ballsrestinaimilarcupsformed

on the upper side of a lower table. When the

lower table is affected by a shock, it is at liberty

to move freely, without affecting the apparatus

above, which, by reason of its inertia, remains
unaffected. The motion being qua qua versal,

also renders its action the same from whatever
direction the shock may come. Mr. Stevenson
stated that the aseismatic action had been
successfully tested by experiments made at

Messrs. Milne’s works on tables of the full size

for a first-order lighthouse. The Government
have ordered the whole of the lights about to be
constructed here for the Japanese Government
to be made on this principle ; and it may ulti-

mately be adopted for architectural or domestic
arrangements generally in countries subject to

earthquakes of destructive character. The
Japanese, who are an ingenious, mechanical
people, will probably adopt it wherever it is

applicable.

PROVINCIAL NEWS.

Brighton.—The foundation stone of a Turkish
bath has been laid in West-street. Messrs.

Cheesman & Co. are the contractors, and the

architect is Mr. Goulby.
Hull.—The west dock, an important addition

to the works of the Hull Dock Company, will be
opened before the close of the present year.

It is expected that the Prince of Wales will

attend the opening ceremonial.

Bradford.—The new buildings at the corner of

Brfnk-street, for the Commercial Joint Stock
Banking Company, lately carrying on business

in Market-street, has been opened. The style

is French Gothic. The principal front looks

towards the Exchange. It consists of two stories

and an attic. A tower rises to a height of about
90 ft., from the comer adjoining the intended

new street. The entrance door at the foot is

deeply sunk, with polished granite shafts and
moulded bands. The windows in the first story

of this tower are sunk to a depth of 4 or 5 ft.

Each of these windows has a projecting balcony,

with balusters, aud is surmounted by gablets

having carved crockets and finials. The double

windows hero are also pointed and deeply re-

cessed. A carved comice and pierced parapet,

with angle pinnacles, surmount this story, above
which rises a steep slate roof, with dormer
windows, terminating in wrought-iron cresting

and finials. In this frontage, there are on the

ground-floor four windows, with pierced panels

underneath, and a door corresponding to that in

the tower. These have shafts of polished granite.

On the second floor are five double windows,

with tracery heads. Throughont the carving

has been executed by Messrs. Maw & Ingle, of

Leeds. A cornice, supported on carved brackets

in conples, runs along the front, and above it is

a pierced parapet. A row of single-light stone

dormer windows, with gables, is placed in the

roof. The frontage to Piece Hall-yard corresponds

in detail with that just described. Tbe third side,

commencing from the towerpreviously described,

is, with the exception of a large central gable,

treated in a similar manner, but is at present

almost hidden by the adjacent houses. Mr. A.

Mallinson has been clerk of the works, and
under his superintendence the designs of the

architects, Messrs. Andrews, Son, & Pepper, of

this town, have been executed. The masonry
was done by J. Burnley & Son; the joiners’

work by J. Wilson & Sons ;
the foraittrre of the

bank by Mills & Backhouse ;
the plumbing by

J. Keighley; the slating by T. Nelson; the

plastering by B. Dixon
;
the painting and deco-

rating by H. Briggs
;
the cast-iron work by J.

Cliff & E. Haley ; the ornamental wrought-iron

work by W. Slater
;
and the gasfittings by Skid-

more, of Coventry.

Shepton Mallet.—The almshouses have been

recently built, and are designed to accom-

modate four persons. Each comprises a living-

room, pantry, and bed-room with a bay-window

and porch. There is a separate yard at the

back of each house enclosed by a wall, with

the necessary outbuildings. The walla are built

of tho local stone, hammer-dressed on the ex-

ternal face, with Doulting quoins and dressings.

The roofs are covered with Bridgwater tiles.

The contractor for the masons’ work was Mr.
Fudge, and for the carpenters’ and joiners’ work
Mr. Stock, both of Shepton Mallet. Mr. Ferrey,

of London, was the architect employed.

SANITARY MATTERS.

Liverpool.—At a special meeting of the Health
Committee of the Liverpool corporation, it has

been decided to recommend the council to apply

to Parliament for powers to enforce the conver-

sion of all privies within the borough into water-

closets, the cost to be defrayed by the corpora-

tion and the respective owners, in proportions

afterwards to be decided. It has been satisfac-

torily shown that the conversion, so far as it has
proceeded, has materially reduced the local rate

of mortality.

Famham Sewerage Competition. — A corre-

spondent of the Swrrey Standard says,—“ It is

now twelve months since plans were deposited

with the local authorities for improving the

sanitary state of the town, and, as yet, nothing

is known, either by the competitors or the

public, respecting the adoption of any of the

numerous schemes submitted, agreeably with
the advertised desire of the local Board. It

appears very desirable that some immediate
decision of the Board should be made known,
especially so, considering the dangerous sanitary

state of the town. An nnsewered town, con-

taining nearly 6,000 inhabitants, is certainly a
place most likely to be visited by fevers, cholera,

and other epidemics : should these fearful

visitants arrive during the approaching summer,
death must necessarily ensue, and then tho
authorities will feel they have been guilty of

gross neglect and abuse of powers vested in

them by Government. It is to be hoped that

the local Board will set resolutely to work in

improving the present defective sanitary con-
dition of the town. Will you kindly inform ns
whether the Board is defunct, and what has
been done with the various sets of plans ?"

Seaford Drainage.—The plan of Messrs. Gotto
& Beesley (estimated coat 2,400Z,), which has
been finally adopted, will consist of a main out-

fall sewer along the front of the town, so as to

convey the sewage to the Cliffe and about half a
mile to the eastward, and discharge it, after

being deodorised, into the sea at low-water mark,
At and after low water, the current sets in to

the eastward, towards Beachy Head : bo that

there will be no nuisance to bathers and others

in front of the town, the whole being about a

mile in extent. At the western extremity a
large flushing reservoir will be formed. This
will be filled by means of a self-acting iron pipe
through the beach, at high water, and as soon

as the sewage is emptied at low tide, the con-
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tents of this reservoir, about 15,000 gallons,
tviil be flashed tbrongh from end to end of the
main drain, to keep it clear and free from de-
posit. Pipe sewers, communicating with the
main outfall sewer, are to be laid in all the
streets, with special provisions for inspection,
cleansing, and ventilating the same, the latter
Onier.t nPinrr offoiTio/^ V,—

feet of space were allowed for each pauper,
but now the Poor-law Board were satisfied with
nothing less than 1,500 ft. per head. A large
increase in the cost of internal arrangements
was entailed by reason of extra staircases,
passages, bath-rooms, &c. They also stated that
before the plans were drawn they had not been
Q n L...J il. I j . *

nLW hA-n Ir- A u r .

’ ^ere drawn they had not been

Sre lo ho
“>e site, and had, thereforefnot taken into

t»nk end I

‘ attached to the mam sewer a
|

consideration the cost of taking material thither

hcforo
spparntns for deodor.aing its contents

^

However, they were content to accept the 6 perbclore its dischargee into the sea. Provision wiJl cent, on the original estimate as their remnneraalso he made at the outfall for, at a fntnre time, 'i
"-.mam as ineir remnnera.

v-uuiaii lUi, tilt H, lULUrB time,
as the town increases, pumping the sewage on
the land at a distance from the town for agri

House room corresponds exactly to the Corin-
thian Hall as described by Vitruvius, and few
are aware that when originally built it was half
as high again as it is now, and had a second tier
of three-quarter Composite columns, with oblong
windows between, and a flat ceiling. The design,
as erected by Dance, may be seen in Campbell’s
“ Vitruvius Bntanntcus,” 1767 (I mnst apologise
for my inability to give a more exact reference,
writing from old notes), and was evidently drawn
in exact accordance with the description givenaccordance with the description givention

, although m consequence of the alterations
I by Vitruvius. I cannot say when this upuer

_
named. It would be far from a profitable under-

;
story was taken down (it appears in the e:Eter.

cultural purposes. The ten*dV'"of* Mr made^to the Poor
be

J

nal view given in Strype’a " Stow,” 1754), but
Williams, of Swansea, to do the work for 22831

i Wow 15 MOl addhinn ? a
to

i
I first knew the hall in 1825, the altera-

was accepted. The plan has been approved of ' the rchite^^^ was ®®“®
by the Home Secretary, and arrangements made men be naid TOD? Bn *

gentle- • respondent connected with the corporation may
for repayment by rate in thirty velrT a '

i
expenses be able to supply the exact date.

^

2^everatmffha!7i-on.t7ie.EiU.~AcorreBpoD^ent buildiL wa^TeadV
“"o^Po^ding upper stoiy which sur-

of the Cot-enlry Herald states that the fever (2001.1 on the confnlptinn nf thL
mounted the Ball-room is fresh in the recollec-

which prevails at Higham, where there have in all 6501 nr ^ f

making tion of many of us. It was demolished some-
cases and L deaths in a p^^latta

;

"rigtoai?; eslirated.""
‘=“‘-

aof 500. arifiPB fmtn Timonnnoo a— .

® » It may not be generally known that the archi
ct of tlift "Mnnoinn TTiinoA » * 1.-

- -—.t -w iu a jjujjujauun
Qf 500, arises from nuisances on private property
iu that part ofHigham where the fever broke out,

'

and also from overcrowding. A medical report
jalso speaks of bad drainage as one cause

; this, ^

however, the writer says, relates chiefly to the
'

private property referred to. Private or not'
}irivate, the nuisances will surely be abated.

COMPETITIONS.

tect of the Mansion House, forgetting the dif-
. ference between an Italian and an English cli-

j

mate, constructed it originally with an open
: court in the centre, with colonnades, which had
to be traversed by the guests when passing from

...... ..v _„..„e„oeahstod. Or -
^ W

Within llftyyards Of thonaisances^

^
rB^rll™ : ^ S^nd civic party,

’

ASYLUMS FOR THE INSANE POOR,
LONDON.

' iv
MCLctiuiueu Lo erect on

.

the Burlton estate, near the city, consequent on
,

the decision which has been arrived at to dissolve

j

the present union between the counties of Here-
I ford, Monmonth, Brecon, and Radnor, and the

nvfLAii.i. ir *
Hereford. Three architects had beenUN thel4th, the Metropolitan Asylum District mvited to send in designs, viz., Mr. KempsouBoard, a body formed by the Poor Law Act of! and Mr. Chick, of Hereford, and Mr. Griffiths of

iSv™
Stafford. After investigatioa of the respeotivePaiace Hotel, for the purpose of consideriDg the Uians. and intprvipwo roifV. +1-^ A.,.av.'- ..i.-

Ediiund Ve.vaules.

designs sent in, as we mentioned last week, by
various architects for building an asylum for the
insane poor, at Lcavesden, Woodside, Herts.
The designs were from,

—

Messrs. Tolley & Dale (estimated cost)

65.0001.

;
Mr. Wm. Lee, 82,0001.

j Mr P H
Powuall, 108,8001.; Mr. A. Wilson, 91,0001.

i

Mr. P. Gordon Smith, 78,8001. ; Mr. F. Cham-
bers, 96,3501. ; Mr. John Giles (Giles & Biven)
66,7001.; Mr. I’homas Worthington, 94,3001. -

Mr. Henry Jarvis, 78,0001.
;
Mr. M. P. Manningi

92.0001.

; and Mr. J. E. Knightley, 125,0001.
The first premium of 2502. was awarded to

Mr^ Giles, whose design was estimated at
66,7001. ; the second premium of 1501. to Mr. A,
Wilson

; and the third (1001.) to Mr, F. H
Pownall.
The designs for an asylum at Caterham were

referred to the same committee, who have sent
in their report. The competitors in this case are
Messrs. Giles & Biven, Mr. Knightley, Mr.
Andrew Wilson, Messrs. Tolley & Dale, Mr!
F. H. PownalJ, Mr. Thos. Worthington, Mr.
Jarvis, Mr. P. Chambers, and Mr. M. P. Manning!
The committee have recommended to the

Board the design submitted by Messrs. Giles &
Biven, as in the first case, and it will probably
bo selected. We have no hesitation in saying,
after examination, that the design selected is far
superior in several important points to any of the
others.

FIRE-PROOF CONSTRUCTION OP
DWELLING-HOUSES.

I WAS attracted by Mr. George Burchett’s title

HASLINGDON WORKHOUSE TENDERS.
From the report to the local Guardians, of the

Building Committee, it appears that there was
but one tender for the whole work—that of
Mr. J. Barry, of Scarborough : the others, which
were very numerous, being from smaller con-
tractors for portions of the work only. The
tender of Mr. J. Barry, at the sum of 20,8651.,
was accepted by the guardians. Several of the
guardians expressed surprise at the necessity for
the original grant of 13,5001. being so largely
exceeded

; but the architects, Messrs. Lockwood
& Mawson, who were both present, explained
ibat all this was mainly due to the increased
requirements of the Poor-law Board since the
plans were originally decided upon, alterations
!ind additions thereby being rendered compulsory
which greatly enhanced the cost. Not long
> go, 171. a head on the number of inmates would
l.ave been ample to have paid for a well-built
workhouse, but now, so stringent bad the
requirements of the Poor-law Board become,
nearly double that amount was necessary if
good material and satisfactory workmanship
were to be used. A few years back 500 cubic

plan, a„a iatorviews^lto -thearchtactorthe to hriel™
committee eeleoted tboso of Mr. Griffiths, and dwelling-houses to read it Reflectively There is

RaJoRTvRhTr„r“-"'’‘’‘‘’'^“?°'’'“^“r" “ fire-proof constnetron L 5
Btntpfl th t .s

^ greatest importance, not only for dwelling,stated that there was not moro than 1,0001. dif- houses, but for faotories and a»riLltnraT bm°d
£T,,“ "“Mtects, the ings; nor would the expense in many eases be sohighest being 39,0001.

Darlington orkhouse .—The second premium
was awarded to Mr. G. Styan, not Stanger.

TEE “EGYPTIAN HALL”
IN THE CITY.

—e>"> wxso cA^cxjoo IU uiauy cases oe SO
much as the ordinary mode of building, and I
think in none so high as Mr. Burchett puts it,
25 per cent.

Why do not the class of architects employed
on ordinary dwelling-houses give attention to
the subject ? I believe they have time enough
and to spare. Then something might be done
to prevent the terrible accidents, loss of life and
property, the agony of public feeling, and the
call on the public purse as evinced by the heroic.

Correspondent,” who sent the call on the public purse as evinced bv"the heroio
number conduct, but sad case, of William^ Lyons re-for heb. 1st, writes m evident ignorance of the ' cently.

^

meaning of the expresBion" Egyptian Hall” aB Even when liberal and enlightened emnlovG™an archjtectnrnl term. He i» however, by no are found who would not only lieterbrd!^^^^^^^^

rvermet” w- t‘h ITnv one ’R
’ ‘1>8 qiestion with the nrohite^ot. and adopt anyever mot with any one, however familiar with plan for the better Becnrity of their bnildingithe Eoience of architecture generally, who could does the architect put himseff out of the Ray or

tonTot^‘ Rf Krefr'* r
•Man- giye him.elf any Rronble to potot olt toeTcLalSion Monse of the City of London has that cost and the great advantages of fire-nroof condesignation. When the subject is referred to, struotion ? I fear very seldom

^
either m printed descriptions of the building or

,
lorn acquainted with many such cases bat

entirely devoid of the characteristic features of RloRt “
he ‘oormoZt pRToaSthe architeeture of Egypt; and various wild against fire. With the exceptioR of the oRto desuggestions are made to account for the name, walls all the interinr krv.i.

T whatever to a student ground and chamber floors, are latb-and-p°asler

rno°ngR‘a’t the1ret“n

I iTd o. 6, § 31, laid in that way where the rLalLor the to
7hil.n

“‘““n™ ‘o ‘ho bay windows are cut away afteriJi.an and the Egy’pUan. The former is stated
,

the brickwork is carried up and where the door

RRchb
bohr-nns, supporting an linings have the rebates formed W nTiW tuRareh travo and cornice, with a vaulted roof of strips of wood to plain oaeings

®
elliptical form springing from them. The latter,

^ °

or Egyptian hall, has a second row of columns
“ But whom do I advise the faaluon

one-fourth part less, placed vertically above the
' incorrigibly wrong, the deaf, the dead.”

on the entablature of the upper order. I have
,
should, of course, be avoided as much as nossible

?B It 1 f ^ ''0“ *^>68 sparingly used. Mr. Burchett iseas irty years since I looked at the
|

right in this respect to recommend bricks nerengravings m the Vitruvius Bntannicus so ' forated vertically.
^

IRRI P':'- !

I am persuaded that we owe the existence of
lai LAio luouj, in US pre

sent condition, corresponds to Vitruvius’s de-
scription; but my impression is that, as there
depicted, it possessed the double tier of columns
which is the chief characteristic of an Egyptian
hall. Yonr “ Old Correspondent” will doubt-
less be able to tell us whether the design is still
unaltered, or whether, like the Egyptian Hall at
the Mansion House, it has lost its upper story,
and with it all right to the designation it still
bears. Aa i wl. -ir.

r---7—;— i,uo ciJBueuce Ol
many old buildings in the Midland connties to
the practice of forming the floors with gypsum
(sulphate of lime), which is a native mineral and
easily procured. Reeds instead of laths were
used; and the plaster, as it is called, waa
thoroughly incorporated with them, and so as to
embed and cover both sides; the upper side was
beaten aud trowelled to a polished and smooth
surface, almost indestrnctible. I was born in £As r snriace, almost indestructible. I was born in aeverybody knows, the Mansion large old house erected in 1692, where all the
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floors wore formed in this way ;
though, for

warmth and modem notions of comfort, some ot

the floors had been covered with floor-twarda.

The polish and smoothness of the old piaster-

floors remain perfect after a lapse of 176 years j

not a crack or flaw is to be seen.
_

The materia! used for the Dennett arch is, i

believe, gypsum
;
and spaces of 12 ft. m width

may be covered on this plan without any inter-

vening support. The upper surface can be made

level and trowelled to a polish, as above de-

scribed. Such arches are without any lateral

thrust, are like a shell, solid and in one piece.

When floor-boards are intended to be used, the

top surface can be left rough, and the floor-joists

are mere fillets, partly inserted and fixed in the

fire-proof material. The coat of fire-proof floors

on Dennett’s plan would be about 41. per square.

When large openings have to be covered,

rolled wrought-iron girders are available for

dividing the space : these cost about 91. Ss. per

ton, and they may be laid 8 ft. or 9 ft. apart, the

intervening spaces being arched with the fire-

proof material.

In the re-construction of Kelham Hall, hlot-

tinghamshire, after the fire, floors of this kind

were used throughout by hir. Scott ;
and I be-

lieve he has employed the same material exten-

sively in the now Government offices and other

works.
, . ,

,

The plan is preferable to hollow brick arches

:

is light in weight, exerts no lateral pressure on

the walls, and is fire-proof. Provision should

be made for the floors at the time of building

the walls, and salient courses two bricks in thick-

ness should be formed, the lower projecting

t]vree and the upper Jive inches from the mner

surface of the walls.

The space in height required for the floor is

little, if any, greater than where through joists

are used, ns in ordinary floors.

With respect to agricultural buildings, I made

drawings which, accompanied by a model, were

sent to the Dublin Exhibition, for a set of farm

buildings for the late Mr. E. W. Wilmot, and

carried out similar works for the same gentle-

man, in which all the roofs were formed of

hollow brick arches, up to spans of 30 ft. The

arches, when finished, were covered with

iisphalte to carry off the rain-water.
_

The side-

1

walls of the buildings were only 9-inch work.

Efficient ventilation was provided by louvre

boarding and frame-work along the centre of the

arches, and the lateral thrust on the walls was

counteracted by the insertion of three-quarter

wrought-iron tie-rods (a chord of the arch, m
fact),'^placed at intervals of 8 ft. or 9 ft., passing

through wall plates at the spriuging, and secured

with nuts and screws. The height or versed

size adopted for the arches was one-quarter of

the space.

This mode of construction was both durable

and economical, and the buildings were cooler

in summer and warmer in winter than those

covered with ordinary slated or tiled roofs.

The importance of cheap and improved fire-

proof construction for buildings of all kinds

must bo my apology for troubling yon with this

jyttyr, John Blenkabn.

bility in the matter should not be allowed to

rest on that nusatisfactory footing.

In connexion with this subject we may print

the following letter of the Dean of Guild, with

regard to the obstruction of masons’ sheds on

the public streets, regarding which many com-

plaints are constantly made :

—

"Ab Dean of Guild for the time being, ,1 ofj®"

aoplied to about street nuisances, but especially on the

vewd subject of masons’ ebeds. If the gentlemen who so

favour me with their correapondence would only attach

their names to their complaints, I would aatisfy them

without the least delay whether the remedy the;yondly

count upon is vrithin my limited powers or not. W hen l

have nothing more specific than initials to deal with, 1

cannot answer; and therefore the writers remain for days,

or even weeks, under the erroneous impression that i am

guilty of a dereliction of public duty.
^ Masons’ sheds are erected on the public streets by

warrant and authority of the Paving Board ^der their

Act of 1802, section 49. When the Edinburgh Provisional

Order was obtained, sanguine hopes were cherished that

the SlBt section of that Act would put a spoke in the

wheel of the Paving Board, and take the mMon-shed

question to a great extent out of their hands
;
but it was

soon found that the powers and privileges of the Bavmg

Board in regard to street nuisances was reserve^d to them

in full force and effect by section 46 of the Provisional

Order. Buch being the present state of the law. neither

the Town Council nor the Dean of Guild Court can do

anything to mitigate the evils occasioned bv these m«ons

sheds Unless some joint measure can be devised between

the Paving Board and the Town Council, so as reduce

the nuisance to a minimum of discomfort to the inhabit-

ants 1 can see no other way out of our present dithenlties.

It will never do for the powers that be to attempt an

antagonistic policy. That would only add to all evi^^s

so frequently complained of ;
and as for the masons, they

have no mercy,—room and time they will take in their

own despotic way. Willuii Law, D. G.

Here, ifc would appear, are three different local

boards ’concerned about a very simple matter,

aud between them the public interest is ne-

glected. Indeed, conflicting jurisdiction seems

to be the great bugbear of the Edinburgh local

authorities.

TEE DUTIES OP THE BURGH ENGINEER
OP EDINBURGH.

Some weeks ago a correspondent, writing

from Edinburgh in the name of certain sufferers

from the storms, asked us for some information

respecting the duties of the burgh engineer.

We are now able to refer him to an opportune

publication of Messrs. Blackwood, which consists

in fact, of a classification, or rather codifica-

tion, of the relative clauses of the numerous

Acts of Parliament under which the Edinburgh

police is administered.*
_

From this he may learn all that he desires.

He will find that it is not only the engineer’s

duties to see to the repairs of chimney-stalks,

cbimuey-oaus, &c., but that he has also most

ample powers, as procurator fiscal, in the police

court, to prosecute all offenders against the

provisions of the several local Acts. This does

not coincide with the statement of those duties

which our correspondent pointed out in the

Scotsman

;

and certainly the official responsi.

* Provisions of the several local Acts regulating the

Policeof the City of Edinburgh, classified and arranged,

with comparative Table, Arnvngement of Sections, ex-

planatory Notes, and Index. By James D.Warwick, S.S.C.,

Town Clerk. Edinburgh, Svo.pp. 211, WOham Blackwood

&, Sons. 1869.

THE VENTILATION OF A BALL-ROOM.

In the newly-acquired house of Mr. E. Ward-

Jackson, at Clifton, he has adopted a plan for ven-

tilation, which, on a late occasion, when a large

number of persons were gathered together, was

found to be very efficacious in letting out all

gas effluvia and vitiated air; in redneing very

1

greatly the heat of the room ;
and in rendering

the air both agreeable from its moderated tem-

perature, and sanitary from its quality. It ia a

plan so practical that it ought to be made

known.
The house was lately in the occupation of

Bishop Anderson, and of the Bishop of Gloucester

and Bristol, and, it may ho mentioned by the

way, wad by them considered as an extremely

cold house. This, it may be cursorily said, has

been by Mr. Jackson effectually remedied by

appliances to the outside and inside of the house,

to its windows, doors, and floors, and also, by

the introduction into the hall of a large gas-

stove, which is said to consume its own pro-

ducts, without the least smell, and to be per-

fectly innoxious. The heat from this stove is

disseminated through the corridors, the rooms,

and passages ;
and, daring the very cold easterly

gales, with frost and snow, which prevailed in

December, the stove was kept slightly burning

by night, as well as by day. The sitting-rooms,

and all other rooms, preserved their warmth

throngh the night, and wore found in the morn-

ing exceedingly agreeable. They are all kept

throughout at an agreeable temperature, in cold

weather, at 56° Fahrenheit, as marked by fourteen

thermometersdietributed through the house. This

temperature may be quickly brought, if desired,

to a much higher point. In the bedrooms, where

heat is required, it is obtained by a very small

gas stove in the room, on the same principle

;

and each bedroom is provided with a covered

opening into the passage, near the ceiling, 10 in.

by 5 in., through which any extra beat is earned

off. The passages themselves are provided with

an air-tight wooden valve to the roof, which can

be opened or closed at pleasure by a short wire.

Thus the whole of the house and bedrooms

preserve the same even temperature, and in

eftecting it the consumption of gas is compara-

tively trifling; the consumption of coals is dimi-

nished, and dust is thereby avoided.

But what we chiefly desire to speak of ia the

ventilation of the drawing-rooms and other

sitting-rooms, on the occasion of largo numbers

of people being assembled. This was effectually

proved recently, when Mr. Jackson and
_

his

family gave a house-warming, and received

about 130 persons.

The plan adopted for thoroughly ventilating

these rooms, without anyi)erceptible d/raught, seems

to have been based upon the fact, that while

heated air always ascends, cold air descends,

each offering to the other, at all times, a con-

Biderable resisting power, and may be ve^
easily carried out, without much expense. The

two drawing-rooms are each 26 ft. long, 16 ft.

wide, and 15 ft. high ;
the dining-room is 29 ft.

long, 18 ft. wide, and 15 ft. high. In the draw-

ing-rooms were burning eighteen full gas-lights,

and in the dining-room nine.

The plan adopted appears to have been as

follows : the centre-piece in the coiling of each

of the drav/ing and dining rooms WM broken

throngh or removed sufficiently to receive a tube

of ziuo 14 in. long by 10 iu. wide (the breadth of

the joist), which was inserted at the opening.

The two tubes of the drawing-room were then

carried between the joists of the room above, to

the adjoining wall, where they were united, and

were run up along and by the side of the wall to

the other room above it, till it reached the roof;

not, however, through the roof, since a slate or

tile roof above it generally contains sufficient

apertures throngh which the heated air can pass.

The same also with the dining-room. The zino

tubes in the bedrooms above being afterwards

covered with the same room-paper presented no

unsightly appearance.

Over the lower part of the tubes in tho

ing-room coiling was placed a papicr-m6.ch6

covering, easily obtainable, five inches from the

ceiling, to conceal the opening. In this manner

a direct open communication is made from the

drawing-room and dining-room through the side

tubes to the roof.
, , ,

To prevent the rush of a down blast of cold

air from the roof through the tubes to the rooms

below, three points must be attended to. First,

a jet of gas, with a small glass door four inches

square, must be placed in each bedroom, inside

the tube, half an hour before tho party assemble,

so as to warm the tube and produce an upward

current.
. r j

Secondly, a wooden valve must be termed

upon the very top of the large zino tube under

the roof, worked by a wire in the room below it,

to be opened and closed, or partially closed, at

pleasure. And thirdly, the drawing-room door

must be always open (or there must bo some

other means of admitting air) to allow of the

admission of the ordinary atmosphere of the

ball into the rooms, and to set tho hot air m
motion upwards.

A certain proof, beyond the experience ot all,

as to the agreeable temperature aud the sanitary

conditiou of the air iu those rooms, was to be

found by opening tho smMll glass door in the

tube near tho roof ;
when a rush of gas

other fetid air took place of a strongly disa-

greeable kind.

The plan here described has completely

answered the purpose. Several medical men

were present, and bore full testimony to it.

Something like this baa been tried by many

before, but seldom, perhaps, so efficiently

a

very ample tube being adopted, and earned

direct to the roof; remembering that hot air la

a body of great dimension, and cannot be com-

pressed within a small compass.

Where a similar arrangement has failed to pro-

duce satisfactory effects, it would probably be

found that tho tubes used were too small, in

a new house, of course, the shaft could be foraed

without even the alight dissight that Mr. Ward

Jackson’s tube presents in tho upper rooms.
BuiSlOL.

THE LOGIC OF
THE “ARCHITECTURESQUE.”

Having perused with considerable interest the

report of Professor Herr’s lecture on the “ Archi-

tecturesque,” I am desirous of asking a few

questions for the further elucidation of hiB

theory.

His general proposition (he must correct me

if I misapprehend) appears to be contained in

the following extract. The italics are mine

“ If this be so, let me next try to define what

I call the architecturesque. It is an essence of

form and disposition, which {speaking vaguely at

firsi) may be said to make architecture what %t -is.

Architecture is the fine art of the

beautiful in building; and as all architecture

must therefore be based upon building, I think

it plainly follows that there is something which

ia to be superadded to building, in order to con-

vert building, if the expression be allowable,

into architecture. This element it is that I am
endeavouring to suggest to your minds.” ....
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Thus the “architectareeqne” is the essence

ot architecture
; and it follows naturally as the

Urolessor explains further on, that painting and
flculpture, to accord with architecture, must re-
ceive ‘architecturesque” treatment.

So far the theory is clear, but when I read
tether on, “ all this brings me to the great fact,
that lledimval architecture is all picturesque,”
I naturally become confused. Nor are my diffi-
ralties lessened when again he states, “ I have

P^^'fi'sting in this proposition,
that all Classic architecture forms one School of
Art, and all Medieval architecture another
School of Art,—the latter jnctmesque, and the/wmer something not picturesque. I have called
it Classical for want of a better term. But if I

-.--- •w. Q ucuLor term. JOUC it i
I should call it Architecturesque.”

If the essence of architecture is the “ Archi-
tectnresque,” in opposition to the Picturesque,
and Gothic architecture is all picturesque, it
follows that Gothic architecture, which does not
contain the essence, is not architectural at all.

? 1 have carefully gone over
all Brofessor Kerr’s reasoning, and find it im-
possible to get out of this dilemma. It appears
to me that he himself is rather confused on the
subject. He feels something in architecture he
cannot quite explain, at least he does not

; some-thing that differs from the picturesque, and of
which the Parthenon is the present embodi-
ment

; but either he covers too much ground
with his major proposition, or the minor one re-
lating to Meditcval architecture is too narrow.
Thinking it is better for those who propound

theories to support and explain them, I refrain
from offering any suggestion for making the
Architecturesque” hypothesis "hold water.”

T. il. E.

in another locality
; for, although all the inagis-

trates acknowledged that the plana submitted by
myself and my late partner in a similar limited
competition for X Asylum were by far the best,
and though they were e.tceedingly plain and
simple, they chose a most indifferent work by
another competitor upon the ground of his not
being a professional architect.
The cause, I fear, lies deep in the English

imnd, in the utter severance of art from the
aflaira of practical life. So complete is this,
that men think that, because architecture has
sometlring to do with art, it and its professors
are to be avoided whenever it is possible to do
without them, especially with buildings of this
class

;
as if planning and scheming to supply the

requirements in the best and cheapest manner
were not the principal parts of the business of
an architect, and as if this could be done better
by a non-professional or what they are pleased
to term a practical man. * * # #

Certain it is that an architect who knows his
business cau save far more than he could spend
or would be allowed to spend, iu art; and the
notion that engineers can build cheaper than
architects, is amusing.

Still, it 18 not to be denied that there may be
faults on both sides

; but then, while the public
run after quacks to avoid architects, they saddle
the profession afterwards with the blame due to
the incompetence of the very men they them-
selves have helped to hoist into it.” J. P. S,

[Maecu 21, 1868.

' THE MAGNET AS A STOVE.”
As instance of the corelation of the physical

lorces, as existing between magnetism anil heat—more striking, perhaps, than the one you’
qnote nnder the above heading iu the BuiUer ofrebrnary 29,—is to be found in Professor Tyn-
dall 8 work, ” Heat, a Mode of Motion.” The
experiment I refer to also disposes of the doubt
expressed at the end of the paragraph in your
ourual, ns to whether heat would not be “ gene
rated m such a case, whether the apparatus had
magnetic power or nob.”
The experiment may interest some of your

readers, and, briefly described, is as follows •

A small copper cup is filled with an alloy
fusible at a low temperature, aud is so arranged
that it can be made to rotate with considerable
rapidity between the poles of a powerful electro- '

magnet, wibhont, however, touching either of'them. As long as the maguet is not connected
with the battery, and is in fact not a magnet,
the heat developed by the rapid rotation of the icup 18 quite msuflicient to melt the alloy • but \

If the connexion with the battery be completed
whilst the cup is iu rotation, the alloy soon melts
and drops out of the cup.

Another experiment, equally remarkable, is
decided m the same work.
A silver medal is suspended in a vertical posi-

tion by means of a thread, between the poles of
the electro-magnet. It is not, of course, at-
tracted by either pole of the magnet, even when
the latter is in connexion with the battery If
the cirenit being broken, the medal be caused to’
spin by twisting the thread, nothing more than !

the ordinary resistance of the air will bo felt •
i

but, when the current is passing, much more
IMsistance will be experienced, as if,—to use

!

Professor Tyndall’s own metaphor,—the medal
were rotating in some vinous fluid.

n. H. G.

noeiyay stove.

cook a dinner and keep it hot all day.
^

-vy ^
^

Lons of the church harinfj been completed up to the
Buepende/tm the’^pUnRoflast year, when the committee found themselvea able to

w *he superstructure. The archi-tectWMthen commissioned to re-open negotiations with

?he ri'f®’ “tthe rates upon which fbeir oriiriual tender was based.
iDodifications whichthe architect arranged, and terms of contract were pre-

fiirptiu
provide responsible

‘‘“‘i appointment was madewith the architect to meet and settle all details lor a con.
'’y » teleeram fromcommittee, followed by a letter, stating that “ for munv

^fC'ded Dot to enter into a contractn ith plaintids, and directing the architect to arrange forthe work to be earned out by Messrs. Thomas & Co of
next in amount atovethat of the plaintitts. hereupon plaintifl's sent in aclaim of 3o/. 1 Je. Pd. consisting of the following items

08. per cent, on the amount oforigioal tender, 141. -Is. 9d •

expenses to Swansea for local information for preparing
tender, 51. Ba.

;

journey to Manchester, lOL lOs.
; second

for further local information.

I'-
committee rejected the claim, hence the acliouby ptatiffl. Sir P.ull „,d,„ce „ f th. .bow, „dMr. Jfeville of Abergavenny, and Mr. Jacques and Mr

evidence as to fsiruess of
plaintiffs charges, and cases wheie demands, under similar

no“v,Tkl??®®r 5?,“'*^ ^“'I'lers for estimates.On behalf of defendant, Mr, Watkins an.l Mr. Rees ofSwansea, two fellow competitors of plaintiffs in the limited
competition, were called to prove that under no circum-
Ranees were builders' tenders ever paid

; for but Mr.W atkins admitted he should consider he had a claim for
compensation in a similar ease to this, and would havesued lu one or two instances, in his own experience, if honaa known he could recover.
D.lmdrat .dmlltyd the iHm of lol. 10.. in pl.iiKiif,'

• A A
Withdrew the last item of 6/. Ss. Thejudge decided for the plaintilTs in the other three items,with costs.

b’v.sxio,

LOW ESTIMATES AND HOW
CARBIED OUT.

way in which they are carried out ought uirl woitlA r

well rammed, 4c® Thl^o^h '

raenced, and my business takingniepaat itveirfreauentlT

screcued burnt clay (or ballast if vmi xxiiii L I “
!

used in the foundations, and the brickwork^^is now Snf
sfr “'f

aubstitute for good concrete Wh/

public b.";. 'ti%po'r.i, L^Vetd

p;“.'«d.;7’ "f iSc
Faupiax.

new EACE-COURSE FOR MANCHESTER
The following are lists of the teudore delivered

for the grand stand, secoud-olass stands, stabling
for eighty horses, fencing, approaches, &o., for
the Manchester Race-course Company (Limited).
Messrs. Thomas Bird «Sc Son are the architects.
Quantities were supplied :

—

Grand Stand.
Cochrane, Parker, & Co £6,957 0 0
Tnrras 0 6
Greenup & Co 0..100 0 0
Thompson q 0
Rein a Sons 6_216 0 (I

Warbnrton, Brothers 6,s.50 0 0
Johnson (accepted) 6,lS9 0 0

Secund-clati Slanda.

Cochrane, Parker, &. Co 6,073 0 0
2^!’rrM

.... 4,H.i6 0 0
IhonipSOU ... ... 4.7;;5 n 0
Greenup 4 Co 4,7. 0 0 0
Neill * hoiis 4,504 0 0
Warfiurtou, Brothers 0 0
JoblMuu (accepted) .J.,’u53 0 0

Stalling, Fencing, ,^c.

Cochrane, Parker, 4 Co 5,150 0 0
Terras

... 5^064 0 0
Warburton, Brothers 6,1)20 0 0
Thompson ,,,. ,,, s’oOil 0 0
Greenup 4 Co 4^q«o q ^
Johnson (accepted) 4,940 0 0

A NUT FOR THE PROFESSION TO
CRACK.

The following extract from a letter addressed
to myself by a client of mine, with my replymay be found worth some consideration ;

" This county is building a lunatic asvlum for 30.0r0fIhey had a limited competition among three—two localarchitects aud one engineer from . t\'hen I askthe committee one by one, ‘ Why not have a decent

feSs'rnn
sH. give the same answer. ‘Ob, those

“ .US into such expenses.' Is there not some-

"J
profession, as well as in the justices, forsuch notions to be so common Y "

This is part of my reply :

I am sorry to hear the result of the lunatic
asylum competition in your county. I myself
was some years ago sacrificed to the same notion

BUILDERS' CHARGES FOR TENDERS.
interest was tried in the Conntv

SSr”o7»°W ? b”“s
trf-bd.nt 1. . 'p“„‘

‘ ?
Welsh undertaking for the erection of En^ishCongregational ehurohes in South Wales. In June frtwia committee, of which Rees was chief’ acting mem£’

h!ni »
church to be erected at Swansea, directedchtaiu tenders in limited competition from livefirms, including the plaintiffs. Quantities were su^Dblby the architect. Nocondition was made as to the^owest

”r' tender of pl.i

THE EMBANKMENT WORKS.
Miv. Bazaloette, tbo chief engineer, presented

a report as to the progress of the Embankment
works at a recent meeting of the Metropolitan
Board of Works. We give some extracts from
it :

—

‘•^’oHh Side of the Thame,.—Thnmet Embanicmenf he-taeen H e,(nun,ter and Waterloo Bridge,.—The whole of
the dams have been completed and removed The West-
minster steamboat pier and 670 ft. of the adjoining river-

^

wall are complete, aud a further length of 60 ft of the
latter 13 constructed to a height of 3? ft, above the Trinitv

York.gate substructure,

fi!" .
adjoining, are also constructed to

that height, and a further length of 333 ft, of the latter is
complete. The Charing cross steamboat pier has been
brought to levels varying from 4 ft. 4 in. to below 3i ft.
above 1 nnity high-water mark, and of the adjoiniog Vail
200 ft. are couatructed to 3f ft. above high-water mark
*T, of 196 ft. is complete. The

iaufiing-stairs are constructed to a height
of 3{ It. above Trinity datiiw: 60 ft. of the outer
capping are fixed, a length of 154 ft. of the river-wall
adjoining is constructed to heights varying from 3j ft to
5t ft. above that datim, and a further length of 241 ft.
of the wall is complete. In the Waterloo eteemboae

the works have been commenced up to levels varvinv
I ] ft- hpl/iw tn tv ali/xiTA lyi— .. .-- ...uur. nut iieing accepted. The

ar?hiWt^^®.ir®®J’
^ somewhat iu6wesVo7The

firm con'“
‘o ^^oSg Thrwo'rk.°°o“e“S‘'S

were arr”4”ed“ind7u“} reported'upon by fh^’archfte^to

L con°"ct wHhTh“' irisU to enEUo
bsUdipg.

bji'K" “ tb« oom„f»erf° snd .bay ES
to Er“eed"i.‘;L”.h: '?

“‘i

strpLt °ff “d
'5p.°oy.rE“ s:

ihe Se of toe
a course; hit. on ;

for compensation, and accept a7air*^mo^nrfor\heir‘^di‘^
i co”"' rV'"’ Tto"“‘'T^

couiamea in tnis contract, is now
..d .xpoo... io tbob.iooypj’y.p M„obe...y.' TV.-'f^iEdr I rSyLTo'/lK

;

^ticj lue wuras Have oeen commenced up to levels varvini
;
from 1 ft. below to 3J ft. above Trinity high-water mark

'
junction with the No. 2 eoi.tract has been made!

I
hulmg in earth, &c., behind the embankment walls and in

;

the works generally, has been carried out to the extent of
!

upwards of half a million cubic vards. For the purposes
Wbitebad Railway the lower portion

I

of the Victoria-street and Hegeut-street sewers from
Scotland-yard to the Ibames have been diverted and a

I

part of the railway tube has also been formed The ao
works,’ including

IW.OOCL for the materials upon the ground, is 443.0O0L. ofwhich Ihe sum ot o.OCO/. represents the past month’p
progress.

Contract Ao. 2, between Waterloo Bridge and TempleGuriftn*.—The whole length, nearly 2,000 ft. of the ri4r
wall, sewer, and subway contained in this contract, is n-
^mnlete. and thA nnlv xv/M.iTa x.. . . .
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of York Jandinga, and the levelling of the surface of the

intended roadway. The approiimate value of the whole

of the works completed is 230,0('0J., of which the sum of

8 ,00* 1 ^. is due to the past month's progress.
_

Ahbey-mUl» Pumping Station .—The buildings and works

of this station are actively progressing. The iron work is

fixed in its place for a beignt of 12 ft.. The two chimney

shafts are, with the exception of the lightning eonduc^rs

in connexion therewith, complete in every respect. The
superintendent’s bouse and the workmen’s cottages are all

roofed in and slated. The reservoirs for the water supply

are near completion j and the tunnel under the northern

outfall, for the passage of the water therefrom to the

boilers, is steadily proceeding. The approximate value of

the whole of the completed works is 171,760/., of which

the sum of 3,950/. is due to the progress made in the past

month.
South Side qf the Siver : Thamst Pmhankment.—Oi the

2 370 ft. of dam and staging that had been constructed

between Westminster and Lambeth Bridges, a length of

1,100 ft. has been removed, and about 730 ft. of the single

pile dam and staging have been constructed above the

hitter bridge. Within the completed ilams a length of

about 2,600 ft. of the river wall has been brought to heights

varying from 7i ft. above to 17^ ft. below Trinity high-

water mark. The approximate value of the whole of the

completed works, including 20,5001. for materials upon the

ground, is 166,000/,, of which the sum ofS.Oool. is due to

the progress made therewith in the past month."

THE DEA.INAGE OF GIBRALTAR.

The new system of drainage works to be

carried out by the Sanitary Commissioners of

Gibraltar was inaugurated by a public ceremonial

on the 20th February
5
the first stone of the new

works having been then laid by Lady Airey, the

wife of Sir Richard Airey, the Governor and

Commander-in-Chief of the City and Fortress.

The cost of the new system is estimated at

35,0001. The old town drainage, it is said, was
spoilt to improve the defences, the breakwater

having led to a great nuisance in connexion with

the old drainage. The new system, however, has

not been gone into by the Government, nor is it

to be entirely at Government cost, the inha-

bitants having been rated to the extent of

26,000J.
;
but the Imperial Government aid by a

subvention.

The Qibra.ltaflr Chronicle, in reporting the cere-

monial, says :

—

" There is one statempiit made in the address of the

Sanitary Commissioners fo Lady Airey, and referred to in

her ladyship’s reply, which wo would gladly see the subject

of further investigation. It is said that the annunl death-

rate amongst the resident population in Gibraltar is 32 in

the 1,000. This, compared with the mortality in England,

is certainly a high rate, heiug equal to that of Liverpool,

tlio worst town, as regards sanitary conditions, of any in

England. At the same time, tliose who have lived many
years on the Rock do not share the opinion that the place

is unhealthy, nor have we heard that typhus fever or the

oiher forms of illness springing from bad drainage and
want of ventilation, arc common in Gibraltar.

Doubtless, as in other towns, there isintheiioorerquarters

overcrowding, inevitable amongst those who have very

liii'ge families and very small means. It seems, too, that

Gibraltar is very deficient in properly constructed dwellings

for the poor. In coming to a conclusion as to the hesithi-

iiess or unhealtliiness of the town, the rate of mortality

should, we think, be compared ratber with the towns of

Southern Europe thau of England.’’

The drainage and water-supply works were
desicned by Mr. Edward Roberts, assistant sur-

veyor of the War Department, under the direc-

tion of Major-general Edward Frome, Command-
ing Royal Engineer. The contractors for their

execution are Messrs. A. Kyan & Co., of London.

COURT OF COMMON COUNCIL: BLACK-
FRIARS BRIDGE, HOLBORN VIADUCT,
SMITHFIELD MARKET, &c.

At a recent Court of Common Council a report

was brought up from Mr. Cubitt, the engineer

of the new bridge in course of erection at

Blaokfriars, detailing the progress of the

works during the last two mouths. The works

were going on satisfactorily, but the matters

relating to the diversion of the Fleet sewer, the

connexion with the Thames embankment, and

the railway, are in the same state as last year.

No coins were found in the old bridge founda-

tions. The new bridge, it is expected, will be

opened by the beginning of next year. A report

was brought up from Mr. Haywood on the works

of the Holborn valley. So far as the carriage

thoroughfare is concerned, it is believed that

portion of the work will be completed by the

end of this year or the beginning of next. The
western approach to the viaduct is nearly com-

pleted.

A report was brought up from Mr. Horace
Jones, the City architect, giving a detailed

account of the state of the work at the new
market in Smithfield. It appeared that 220

men were at present employed upon the works,

and the erection of the different portions of the

market was proceeding rapidly. The market

would be ready for business to be commenced in

it before next Christmas. The following resolu-

tion as to markets was agreed to

"That to meet the urgent wants of the increasing

population, it is expedient that the whole question of

market accoinmudaiion be at once entered into, more
particularly as to vegetable markets, seeing that Covent-
garden, the Borough, and Spitalflelds are almost inade-

quate to meet the demands ni>w made upon them, and
mat it be referred to the Markets Committee to inquire

into and report whether additional accommodation is not

needed, and whether daily vegetable, meat, and fish

markets should not be established for the benefit of the

public."

The fish market, it is believed, will ere long be

removed from Billiugsgate to Smithfield. The
Markets Committee have under consideration

the question of the enlargement of Farringdon

market and the removal of the fish-market.

NOTES IN HOUSE OF COMMONS.

The Neie IForfcs at Burlington House.—Mr.

Layard asked the First Commissioner of Works
whether the works to be undertaken on the

Piccadilly side of the Burlington House site had

been stopped on account of an alleged inter-

ference with the rights, or, rather, he should

say “ lights,” of the Albany
;
and whether, if

this were the case, the Royal Academy would be

able to complete the building which they have

commenced, so as to hold their auuual exbibitiou

in it next year.—In reply, Lord J. Manners said

that the works had not commenced in conse-

quence of unforeseen diffiouUies. These difficul-

ties, however, were on the point of being removed.

The Irish Academy.—Mr. Gregory asked the

Chief Secretary for Ireland if his attention had

been called to the recent operations of the Irish

Board of Works at the Royal Irish Academy, and

if it were true that the new heating apparatus

put into the Academy by the same Board of

Works was so dangerous and defective that the

two insurance offices in which the structure was

previously insured had refused to continue the

insurance as before.—The Earl of Mayo said,

in reply, that the Irish Government was not

responsible for the Irish Board of Works, which

was directly under the oootrol of the Treasury.

The heating apparatus at the Academy was not

new, but it had recently been altered, and the

insurance companies objected to the mode of

water supply. He believed that the attention of

the Chancellor of the Exchequer had been called

to the proceedings of the Irish Board of Works
generally, and that a careful inquiry would bo

made.

AMUSEMENTS.

Haymarket Theatre.—The new version of M.

Octave Pouillet’s “ Roman d’un Jeune Homme
Puuvre,” which has been produced under the

supervision of Dr. Westland Marston, and is

entitled “ A Hero of Romance,” is a very inte-

resting play, pointedly written, well put upon

the stage, and capitally acted. Mr. Sothern as

the Hero, Mr. Buckstone as an old army doctor,

Mr. Compton as a dandy man of the world, and

Miss Robertson, bear the burden of the piece

with ease and finish ;
and Miss lone Burke,

Mrs. E. Fitzwilliam, and others, materially cou-

tribute to the success of the ensemble. The
former lady, Miss Burke, has a part which, by

a little more study and effort, might be rendered

even more prominent than it is. We must give

Mr. John O’Connor great praise for the scenery.

The scene of the second tableau,—the Park of the

Chateau Dumoub (Brittany), with the terrace-

walls, and the chateau in the distance; and

that of the third,—Ruins of the Tower of Elfen,

—

are very clever and eft’eotive; and the last

scene, a salon, is furnished with elegance. The
piece is a complete success.

Mr. Henry Leslie's Concerts.—The concert on

the 12th consisted of songs and glees, set forth

by a large number of operants, including Madame
Sainton-Dolby, Madame Rudersdorff, Mr. Cum-
mings, and others equally well known. It was

a popular evening, and very successful. On the

19th the concert was orchestral and choral,

Mendelssohn being in the ascendant.

The Folytechnic.—The attention given by the

audience, night after night, to Professor Pepper’s

excellent lecture on Astronomy, illusti-ated by
spectral analysis, speaks well, both for the ability

of the lecturer in rendering even abstruse sub-

jects clear and interesting, and for the advanced

intelligence of Polytechnic visitors.

THE RATE-PAYING CLAUSE OF THB
REFORM ACT AND THE POORER
CLASSES.

OiiEAT ignorance of the moans and habits of the

poorer class of tenant householders is manifested

in the clause relative to compound householders
;

otherwise, if not ignorance, there has been reck,

less indifference, and hundreds of thousands
have been wilfully and unjustly punished, as it

were, because some scores of thousands of the

working classes have received a voice in the

legislature of the country. No less than 6,000

poor creatures, women no less than men, who
can hardly hold body and soul together, in

themselves and their children, or a roof above
their heads, by sharing it with a crowd of others,

were summoned in one day for poor-rates in

Hackney parish alone, and by the same rule

the poor in every parish in the metropolis must
suffer

;
and not in the metropolis alone, but

throughout the whole country. Thus in Salford,

a sort of Southwark to Manchester, no fewer

than 3,600 summonses for poor-rates were in

one week issued, and it is stated that for some
time to come the parish overseers will require to

have at least 800 issued every week, even after

exhausting all possible means for arranging for

the payment of the rates by instalments, so low,

in many cases, as 6d. a week. It is a fine oppor-

tunity for law pickings, and also fur the land-

lords of the poor people who, after paying their

rates through these landlords in the form of rent,

are now called upon to pay over again to the

parish
j
and, in multitudes of cases, no doubt, for

others who had formerly tenanted the houses

they now occupy. Such wholesale iniquity and
want of consideration for or knowledge of the

poor have been the cause of revolutions and of

awful bloodshed ere now; and the Government
and the Legislature may depend on it that the

feeling they are exciting amongst the people is a

dangerous one, as the writer of this has himself

some cause to know.

DISSENTING CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.

Bradford.—The chief stone of the new Uni-

tarian Chapel, in ChApel-lane, has been laid on
the site of the fabric recently removed. The
style of the architecture is Gothic, the accom-
modation for 500 persons, and the estimated cost

5,0001. Messrs. Andrews, Sou, & Pepper are tho

arcliitecta.

Walker (Ncwcastle-on-Tyne)

.

—The chief stone

of a building, intended to be used as a Primitive

Methodist Chapel and school, has been laid in

close proximity to Walker Colliery. The new
edifice is to be erected from apian by Mr. James
Robinson, of Gateshead, on ground leuserl for

seventy-five years from the corporation of New-
castle, and is intended to have a classic front

with a Grecian pediment. Tho chapel, with the

addition of a rising gallery, will be sufficieut to

accommodate 300 persons, while the school,

under the same roof, is adapted for 150. The
whole of the work is contracted for by Mr. Thos.

Smith, of Walker, and will be completed for

somewhere about 7001.

OPENING OP THE MILLWALL DOCKS,
ISLE OF DOGS.

These new docks have been formally opened
for bnainess by the Miliwall Docks Company.
A large area of marshy ground has been con-

verted to useful purpose by the formation of

these docks. The extent of laud purchased in

the first instance by the Miliwall Company was
some 204 acres, of which they proposed to ap-

propriate 52 acres to dock accommodation, and
152 acres to wharfs and warehouse acoommo-
dation. At present, however, there are only

about 33 acres of water. The lock is said to be

the largest in London, being 450 ft. long and
80 ft. wide. Its depth of water is 28 ft. in the

centre. The sides of the lock vary in section at

different points. They are faced with Stafford-

shire blue bricks to 24 ft. below the top, and have

stone copings 1 ft. 6 in, deep, formed of blocks

not less than 4 ft. long, well united by stone

joggles. For a depth of 6 ft. below the top of

the coping the brickwork is 3 ft. thick ; then its

thickness is increased to 3 ft, 4 in. for a depth

of 10 ft.
;
and then for a further depth of 10 ft.

the thiokuess is made 3 ft. 9 in. Below this the

brickwork is thickened to 13 ft,, a culvert being
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formed in it. The upper part of the wall ia
backed with concrete, courses of brickwork run-
ning back into this concrete to bind the whole
together. The lock.gatea, which are each 43 ft.

wide by 31 it. high, are box-gates ; but the river
side of each gate ia perforated, so that the water
flows freely in or out of the box. The other side
of the gate next the dock ia, of course, made
^water-tight. The wet-dock ia an extensive basin,
which has been oonatnicted in the moat modem
fashion. The depth of water is 28 ft. on. the cill,

which will enable vessels of very large tornao’e
to enter and discharge their cargoes. Around,
on the wharfs, there are nine warehouses, and
cranes have been erected capable of lifting from
35 cwt. to 15 tons, worked by hydraulic power.
Sheer-legs, worked by steam, and of a capacity
of 80 tons, are being erected for masting and
dismasting, and the shipment and discharge of
machinery and other heavy goods. Inside the
wet-dook is a dry-dock 413 ft. long, 65 ft. wide
at the entrance, and 80 ft. wide in the centre,

^ depth of 25 ft. of water on the cill at
Trinity high water. Engines and hydraulic
machinery have been erected all round the docks,
and will be employed in opening the look-gates,
sluices, road-bridges, and cranes. The water by
which the vast hydraulic machinery will be
worked will bo supplied at a pressure of 7001b.
per square inch, by a pair of horizontal engines
placed in a snitable building near the graving-
dock. The Customs offices, coutracted for by
Messrs. Mills & Sou, are completed. The engines
and machinery have been supplied by Messrs.
Armstrong & Co. ; and the contractors for the
whole have been Messrs. Kelk & Aird ; the joint
engineers being Messrs. Fowler & Wilson.
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TRADES UNION lUNDS NOT BEYOND
PROTECTION OF THE LAW.

Forfc.—The Church of St. Mary, Castlegate,
has for some years past been in a dilapidated
condition, both externally and internally. Its
dampness, also, is a considerable drawback to
comfort, as are the large box pews, which
will only accommodate 260 persons, instead of
upwards of 400, as new seating would. The
edifice internally will have to undergo a thorough
renovation, the outer walls will have to be par-
tially rebuilt, and the top of the spire, which has
rather given way, will have to undergo repara-
tion. The expenditure which will be created by
all these necessary works, it is thought, will
amount to at least 2,000L A meeting of the
parishioners has been held in the church to take
into consideration the propriety of restoring it.

At his own cost, the dean had instructed Mr.
Butterfield, of London, to examine the church
and prepare plans for its restoration. That had
been done, and the plans were before the meet-
ing. The parishioners gave their consent to the
proposed restoration, on the understanding that
there wonld be no call upon the rates.
Puddlehinton (Dorset).—The church of this

parish has been restored, at an estimated cost of
1,050Z., from designs by Mr. Ewan Christian, of
London, architect. The whole of the works were
carried out by Mr. G. I. G. Gregory, ofDorchester,
builder.

Kettering.—Warkton Church, which has re-
cently undergone a restoration, has been re-
opened for Divine service. A new chancel arch
has been inserted

; the western gallery has been
entirely removed, together with all the fittings in
the nave, and oak benches have been substituted.
The work has beenexecnted under the direction
ofMr.[Stephen Brown, of Kettering, builder, from
the designs of Mr. Slater, architect.

St.PcLncTas, London.— Greorge Moore, of the
firm of Copestake, Moore, & Co.,of Cheapside.has 1

undertaken to build, at his own cost, a church,
[

parsonage, and schools for a destitute district in I

the parish of St. Pancras. A site has been
'

obtained near Clarendon-square, Somers-town,
and it is expected that the coat will reach at
least 12,000i.

St. Austell.—At a public meeting it has been
resolved that the re.storation and re-seating of
the parish church be forthwith proceeded with,
in accordance witli plj^uH and specifications which
hud been propareil by Mr. H. il. St. Aubyn,
architect, and approved of at previous meotinga
of the Diocesan Society. It has further bemi
resolved that the nectssary funds be raised by
subscription and other means. About 2,0001.

black lines and green marble eyes, the ground
being a brown mottled alabaster. The portion
of the reredos over the altar is lined with Maltese
alabaster from Gozo, the central panel having a
floriated cross, composed principally of a yellow
marble, also from Malta, and resembling gold in
colour. The shafts and spandrels of the arcade
on each side of the altar are composed of marbles
of various tints. The greater part of the inlaid
marble and alabaster work was selected by Mr.
R. B. Sheridan, M.P., of Frampton Coart, when
on a recent visit to Malta, and was prepared
there. Mr. Earp, of London, carved the orna-
mental Caen stonework, and also the arcade and
diaper work underneath it, and fixed the reredos
in its position. The design was prepared by
Mr. Ferrey, architect. The reredos is intended
as a memorial of a relative of Mr. Sheridan, who
has borne the entire expense.
Burn Moor.—The church of St. Barnabas, at

Born Moor, near Fence Houses, has been con-
secrated by the Bishop of Durham. The founda-
tion-stone of the new church was laid on the
3rd of May, 1867, by the Countess of Durham,
the cost of the whole edifice being defrayed by
the Earl of Durham. The building is erected at
the meeting of four roads from Fence Honses,
Sunderland, Chestor-le-Street, and Bowes House,
and is built in the Early Geometric style, from
designs provided by Mr. R. J. Johnson, of the
firm of Austin & Johnson, Newcastle. The
material used for the walls is variegated bricks,
and the same scheme of colours is observed in
the roofing.

STAINED GLASS.

At the Manchester Assizes, Mr. Justice Lush
has delivered a decision of the greatest impor-
tanco to trade societies. A man named Dodd,
the treasurer of the Manchester Operative House
Painters’ Association, was charged with having
embezzled about 800i. ; nearly the whole of the
available funds of the society. The defence
set up was, that the association was an illegal
one, and that the charge of embezzlement conld
not therefore bo sustained. Mr. Justice Lnah
decided against this impudent plea ; and, in
sentencing the prisoner to five years’ penal

|

subscription and other means. About 2,0002
servitude, said that no greater mischief could will be needed to carry out what is contern-bo caused than by the notion getting abroad I plated, of which 1,0002. have alreadv been sub.
that, because a society was a trades’ union, it i scribed.
could therefore bo plnndered with inipouity.

i
Datheaston.—The pariah church of Batbeastou

Although It ha(j societies
i
has been opened after restoration. A new aislewere nob withm the protection of the Friendly ! has been built, the south gallery over the west

bocietiea Act, and, therefore, conld not avail ^ of the nave has been removed, the tower arch
themselves of the special remedies given by

,

has been thrown open, the church has been re-that Act, they were in no sense illegal societies, i seated throughout with open benches, and it willand their property, as well as their persons, i be warmed by an apparatus by Mr. Skinner ofwere as much protected as the property and Bristol. Gas has been introduced, the standards
the persons of any other society.” being supplied by Mr. Singer, of Frome. Mr. F.

Preedy, of London, was the architect, and the
contractors were Mr. Newman, of Bathford, and
Mr. Silver, of Maidenhead.

Netucastle-upon-Tyne. — The church of St.
Stephen’s, in Scotswood-road, Newcastle, has
been consecrated by the Bishop of Durham.
The foundation-stone was laid by Sir William
Armstrong towards the end of 1866. The church
is in the Early Geometrical style of fourteenth
centnry. The church will accommodate 650
persons

; 500 in free sittings. The architect
was Mr. R. J. Johnston.

EnrjlefieVl Green (Triudsor).—The dedication
of the north transept, which has been added to
St. Jnde’s Church, Englefield-green, has taken
place. The transept has been erected in archi-
tectural unity with the edifice. It has a lofty
open timber roof, and it is constructed of stone
and brick, red, black, white, and orange tinted.
At the extreme northern end of the transept is a
five-light stained window, which formerly occu-
pied a position nearer the nave. In the western
wall is a large circular window, filled with
trifoliations in stained glass. The cost of the
transept has been 7512., and of this sum 5462.
had been promised or paid prior to the dedica-
tion, leaving a balance of 2052. required.
Frampton.—A new reredos has lately been

placed in Frampton Church. The design com-
prises three gablets, carved in Caen stone, over
the altar, the central one being a little the
highest, fianked by an ornamental arcade on
each side. Under the latter is an inlaid diaper
formed of bands of white alabaster, incised with

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.
entworth.—The rebuilding of the tower, nave,

and porch of the church here is now advancing
to completion. A considerable amount of work
was found desirable to be carried oat, more than
was originally intended. All the windows had
to be replaced by new stone windows. The late
Dean Peacock commenced the restoration of the
chancel, and such parts left undone are now also
being restored

; an east window has been fixed,
the gift of a gentleman, a friend of the rector.
The whole of the works thronghout are being
carried ont by Messrs. Freeman, of Ely.

Carlisle.— At a recent meeting of the St.
Mary’s New Church Building Committee, the
plans of Mr. Christian, the architect, were re-
ceived, and, with only a trifling alteration,
adopted. The style is Decorated, though early!
The area of the church will be spacions

; and a
lofty apse with seven lights forms the east end.
The clearstory is lofty, and calculated to throw
light well into the side-aisles. The principal
entrance is by a porch on the north side, facing
Castle-street, while a western door admits from
the abbey. It is intended to throw open the
whole of the space around the church into the
abbey grounds. The general effect of the dif-
ferent religious buildings, mutually supporting
each other, will, in the opinion of the architect,
be very good.

York Giii2(i2ifi22.—Another stained-glass win-
dow has been added to those already in this
Guildhall, representing pictorially the history of
the city. The two first, that given by Alderman

;

Meek and that by Mr. Farrer, represent respec-
tively the Roman and Saxon periods, and the
present one represents the Plantagenet period,
and will form the fourth of the aeries (the third’
the Norman period, not yet being completed!
but in progress). The event commemorated is
the confiruiatiou of the great Charter in a Parlia-
ment held at Y’ork, on January 15th, 1298, in the
reign of King Edward 1. On the left is John de
Halton, Bishop of Carlisle, who holds in his
hands the Charter, and looks to the representa-
tive of the kiiur fcjr bis public assent to what has
been done. Behind the bishop are Humphrey
de Bohnn, Earl of Hereford, the Constable, and
Roger Bigo<i, Eail of Norfolk, the Marshal of
England. In the centre is John de Warrenne,
Earl of San-ey, guardian of Scotland, and lieute*
nant in the North, who, in the king’s name,
ratifies the confirinatiou of the Charters. To the
right are the Earls of Gloucester and Arundel,
with Henry de Percy representing the Barons!
Behind them stand a eerjeaut-ac-law, and u
serjeant-at-arms with his mace. This window,
as were several of the others in the Guildhall!
was designed by Mr. Jas. E. Doyle, author of the’
” Chronicles of England,” and executed by Mr.
Wailes, of Newcastle-upon-Tyne. In placing the
new window, it is to be hoped it will not be for-
gotten to restore to its place in the Guildhall the
old window which ia described by Drake, the
historian and antiquarian of York, and in the
“ History and Description of the Amcient City of
York,” by William Hargrove, 1818, p. 434, vol. iii.

It was the window over the Crown or Lord
Mayor’s Court, and exhibits some stained glass
representing the royal arms in the centre

; on
the two sides of them the figures of Justice and
Mercy

; and underneath, the arms of the city,
the sword and mace, with the date 1G82 ; exe!
cuted by Edmund Gyles, an artist resident in
York.

SCHOOL-BUILDING NEWS.
Prittlewell.—New schools are in course of

erection in this rising place. The building is of
Kentish rag-stone, with Bath stone dressings,
and there is hardly any work of a merely orna-
mental nature about it. The architect is Mr.
Blake, of Westmiuster, and the contractor, Mr.
Carter, of Eochford. The school-room, which
will be divided by a moveable partition, sepa-
rating the boys’ department from that of the
girls, is about 50 ft. long by 20 ft. wide, and the
class-room is about 18 ft. square. The dwelling-
house contains living-room, kitchen, and scullery
on the ground-floor, with four bed-rooms above.
An under-gronnd tank receives all the rain-water
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from tto roof, and is of sufficient size to render

any failure in its supplies improbable. The

total cost of the building is estimated at

1,500L

Tcmworth.—The new Grammar-school build-

iop, designed by Messrs, Spragg & Joyce, of

Stafford, architects, and now in course of erection,

by Mr. C. Clarson, approaches completion.

Bangor,—The chief stone of a new building

for the Bangor National Schools has been laid on

one of the moat desirable sites in tho town for

the purpose. The spot in question is a triangu-

lar piece of land, sloping to the south on its

principal frontage, just above the road leading

to the Garth Ferry, and below the road leading

to Upper Bangor, running on the east side of

the Palace grounds. A spot to place the required

buildings being thus provided, instructions were

given to Messrs. Kennedy & O’Donoghue, of

Bangor and London, architects, to prepare the

necessary plans and specification, which, after

receiving the approval of the Committee of

Council, wore submitted for tenders by advertise-

ment. The amounts of the tenders received

were as follows :—David Roberts, Aber, 2,988i.

;

John Roberts, Chester, 2,950L ;
John Thomas &

Sons, Bangor, 2,8631. ; W. T. Rogers, Beaumaris,
2,716Z. Od. 9d.; Hugh Rowlands, Carnarvon,

2,ri5<IZ.
;
Joseph Hughes, Llansantffraid, 2,5961.

;

Willimn Williams, Bangor, 2,579Z.
;

Richard
Parry, Menai Bridge, 3,546Z. Mr. Bichard I

Parry’s being tho lowest tender was conse-
j

qneiitly accepted by the committee, the archi-

tects’ estimate being 2,5007. Tho schools will!

compri.se, first, a school-room for 190 boys, 85 ft.

9 in. long by 18 ft. wide, and IG ft. 6 in. high to
j

tho collar beam, with detached class-room 15 ft.

by 14 ft., approached by a porch, at tho end of

which is a lavatory. Second, a school for 190
girls, G4 ft. 9 in. long by 18 ft. wide, and 16 ft.

|

G in. to tho collar beam, with class-room, porch, I

and lavatoiy. Third, a school for 100 infants, i

30 ft. long by 20 ft. wide, and 15 ft. 6 in. high

to the collar beam, similarly approached, and
having the same conveniences as tho two school-

rooms before described. Fourth, a master’s

residence, comprising a parlour, kitchen, back
|

kitchen, and three bed-rooms, of the sizes re-

1

quired by Government. There are also play-

grounds to each division, a kitchon-yard to the

residence, together with a small garden. Tho
front elevation, which faces the city, is a gabled
composition, having lancet triplets and other

windows, tho roof line being broken by smaller

gables and dormers over the entrances, windows,
&c., and a boll-turret, set off into several stages,

forming a central feature. The dressings in

front will be of a kind to harmonise with the
rubble-work walls, and of brick at the back and
less prominent parts. The ventilation is to be
ou Boyd’s principle, and the whole of the desks
are to bo arranged in groups, divided by curtains.

Tho roofs will be of dressed American timber,

lightly stained, the principals being supported
on stone corbels.

|l00lis ^cMi&cir.

Under the title “ Practical Remarks on the
Drainage of Land,” Mr. W. H. Wheeler, C.E.,

has issued in a pamphlet form the papers recently
published in our pages with his initials. Many
may be glad to have them in this more handy
shape. In the sixteenth volume of the
“ Collectanea Antiqua,” Mr. C. Roach Smith has
given aninteresting and appreciative biographical

notice of the late Frederick W. Fairholt, end
announces his intention of publishing hereafter

in a separate shape Mr. Fairholt’s own journal,

and completing the biography. “A Yorkshire-

man’s Trip to Rome in 1866,” by W. Smith, jun.

(London ; Longmans & Co.), is a pleasantly

written little record of a pleasant trip, but does

not pretend to afford any special information or

comment.——“ Second-grado Freehand Draw-
ings,” designed and adapted by Alfred Copham,
of St. John’s School, Ladywood, Birmingham
(Simpkin & Marshall), comprises fifty graduated
outline drawings calculated to exercise the eye
and hand. Mr. Eugene Rimmel has issued,

as a prettiy little book, “ Recollections of the
Paris Exhibition of 1867” (Chapman & Hall).

It pretends to bo nothing more than a surface

view
;
but being illustrated by a number of en-

gravings (principally borrowed from Mr. S. C.

Hall’s fine catalogue, now in course of publica-

tion), it forms an agreeable drawing-room
souvenir of a great event.

glisrcltinica:.

Free Libraries in Leeds.—A public meeting

has been held in the Leeds townhall, the mayor

in the chair, to consider the advisability of

adopting the Free Libraries Act in the borough.

There was a very determined opposition, prin-

cipally on the grounds that free libraries were

not used by working men, but by a superior

class
;
that the rates in Leeds now amounted to

78. 7d. in tho pound ; and that the present time,

with the distress now existing in the town, was
inopportune. When the vote was taken, how-

ever, the mayor ruled it was in favour of the

adoption of the scheme.

The Regulation of Railways Bill.—The Bill

introduced into the House of Lords by the Dnke
of Richmond is one essentially for tho regulation

of the conduct of tho afiairs of railway com-

panies, and will, if adopted by Parliament,

establish a supei'vision calculated to improve

railway interests and to protect the public.

Companies will be required to publish before

each half-yearly meeting uniform accounts, and

to give an estimate of the proposed expenditure

out of capital for the ensuing half-year. There

is a penalty of 50Z. for I'alsification of accounts,

recoverable againut the auditor or other signa-

tory of the company. The Board of Trade is to

have power to appoint inspectors to examine

into the affairs of a company, and the condition

of its undertaking. The Government propose

measures to secure the safety of the travelling

public. On the other hand, companies are to

bo protected from extortion in compensation for

accidents.

The Contract System in Calcutta.—The
Governor-General remarks in connexion with

the failure of the now Cnstom-bouse sheds in

Calcutta, that “the experience of the last few

years clearly shows that the system of contracts

for large works, as in force in Calcutta, has

entirely failed, and there has been a large waste
i

of public money.” As regards new bnildings,

says the Engineers’ Journal of Calcutta, the

system adopted is scarcely a coutract system at

all : the work is of course superintended by
Government engineers, and the materials are all

supplied by Government, and it is only the

labour that is let by contract. The consequence

is that nearly all these contracts are taken by

native mistrees, as Europeans cannot compete

with natives for labour only. In spite of extra

supervision the work of native contractors, as

compared with that of respectable European

firms, is dilatory and unsatisfactory in the ex-

treme, as any one acquainted with tho history of

buildings in Calcutta for the last few years can

testify. The writer advises tho appointment of

a committee to inquire into the working of the

contract system in Calcutta.

Worcester Cathedral Restoration : the
New Reredos.—The new reredos, which has

been given by the Dean, is nearly completed.

Tho principal portion of the work is in the finest

alabaster, varied with marbles and granites of

tho most choice and rare descriptions, and deco-

I rated with gold. In the central portion of tho

reredos, there is first a height of plain highly-

polished alabaster, upon which rest monlded
plinths and bases of the same material. These
are surmounted by columns of Languedoc and
verd antique marbles, and of granite, crowned by
capitals of carved foliage, forming five niches,

the centre and largest of which enshrines a sculp-

tured figure of our Lord, in alabaster of the

purest tint, representing him in the act of giving

benediction. The figure stands beneath a canopy

of inlaid mosaic marbles, Sienna, grayot, and
emperor’s red. The canopy is completed by a

finial in white alabaster, relieved by blue, red,

and green marbles. In the niches which sup-

port the central shrine on each side are the

figures of the four evangelists, Matthew and
Mark on the right hand of our Saviour, and
John and Lake upon His left. Over the cano-

pies, or rather between the gables in which they
terminate, are the heads of the apostles Peter,

Paul, James, and Thomas, and over these again

is a tier of angels. Tho gables are completed by
carved finials, and the whole is surmounted by
an elaborate cresting, above which is a second

tier of angels. In the gables on the lefo are the

heads of Moses and David, and on the right the

heads of Samuel and Isaiah. The sculpture has

been executed from the designs of Mr. Gilbert

Scott by Messrs. Farmer & Brindley, of London;
and the erection of the reredos has been under
the superintendence of Mr, Farrow.

Charge for Taking Out Quantities.—Messrs.

Andre & Hornblowor prepared the quantities for

the Sefton Park contract, and guaranteed them
to the Improvement Committee of the Liverpool

town council. Their charge is l.OOOJ. On a

motion in tho town council for the adoption of

the recommendation of the committee, that the

council should pay Messrs. Andre & Hornblower,

an amendment was carried, by 34 to 15, that

tho recommendation should bo postponed till

the recommendation [of tho committee] to con-

firm the contract with Mr. Campbell was con-

sidered.

Means of Technical Instruction.—A corre-

spondent writes to the Manchester Guardian :

—

“ The rumour is, I believe, perfectly well founded

that a munificent friend to popular improvement
has offered to give a sum of 100,O0OZ. to be

devoted to the purpose of promoting technical

education. For the present the donor refuses to

have any announcement made of his name; but

he has taken counsel of some of the persons best

qualified to advise him ns to the most useful

mode of allocating his splendid gift among tho

coramnnities that are, by their numbers nncl

activity, most likely to turn it to good account.”

Vitrified Caoutchouc.—In a recent number
of the MonUctir de la Fhntographie, it is stated

that M. Marion is putting forth a new invention,

destined, perhaps, to be of importance to pho-

tographers. The new product appears to occupy

a position half-way between glass, which is too

fragile, and paper, which is too opaque. Its

description seems to correspond with one of the

forms of the English invention called parkesine.

According to M. Lacan, the so-called vitrified

caoutchouc has the suppleness of paper and the

transparency of glass, without its brittleness.

The use to which this transparent film of india-

rubber is destined is to receive from the glase

negative tho film of collodion bearing the photo-

graphic image. It can then be put away in a

portfolio or box, until it is required to print from
' it as a negative; so that the most valuable sub-

jects can thus be preserved, packed, or travel

without the slightest fear of breakage.

CoAGULiNE.—This is anew transparent cement,

it appears, the production of operative chemists

in Stockport. Its adhesiveness and tenacity arc

said to be extraordinary. Glass, leather, wood,

atone, ivory, bone, or minerals can bo pieced or

joined by ic; and so tenacious is ic that, when
thus used, it will resist a strain of 2241b. or

more. Heat and cold, fire and watei-, are suc-

cessfully resisted by it. In piecing glass or

crystal with it, its transparency renders the

junction imperceptible, and its adhesiveness, in

fact, makes the broken glass or crystal as good

as new. Its usefnlnesa has led to the introduc-

tion of a leather line for window cords, the splice

of the cord being joined by the cement, and thus

an endless, smooth, and regular band is pro-

duced. Its uses are described as being innu-

merable. The producers (and discoverers, we
presume) of this new cement are said to be
Messrs. Kay, Brothers, of Stockport, operative

chemists.

British Archaeological A.ssociation.— At
the meeting of tho British Archicological Asso-

ciation on Wednesday evening, the 11th, Mr. T.

Wright, T.P., in the chair,— a number of

forgeries were exhibited by Mr. Cuming, who
remarked that two small bronze figures then

before the meeting wero copies of genuine
figures in tho possession of two gentlemen pre-

sent. It was interesting to notice that tho

fabricators of copies of Indian bells had stilted

them in the Roman fashion
;
and there was a

small copy of a Greek bronze vessel, with three

feet, such as the Greeks bad never put under
them. Mr. Roberts said that a remark of Mr.
Planohe’s on the subject of these forgeries was
worth repeating. He bad said that the ready

sale for these things was an evidence that there

was a widely extended iutorost felt in such

matters, and should make us hopeful of the

future of arcliaaology. Mr. Gunston exhibited a
series of knives which had been dug up in

Clerkenwell, manufactured in tho sixteenth

century, some of them of the time of Henry -VII.,

and ranging on to the close of the century. Ho
also showed a very pretty little urn of Samian
ware, which had been dug up in Cannon-street

about two years since. The discussion on the

bronze urn, said to be that of Tanaquilla, was
resumed, and further evidence was brought for-

ward, but not sufficient to satisfy some gentle-

men present, that the bronze was a genuine
antique.
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The Dsawino or the Throne, House of

Loihs.—We have received a letter from Mr. E.
W. Papin, denying the troth of Mr. Talbot
Bnry’s assertion in onr last. We are forced to
decline inserting it.

Carbonized Paper.—Mr. J. E. Hover, of Phi.
ladelphia, remarks the New York Tribune, has
invented a new kind of writing and printing
paper. The improvement consists in charging
tie paper with an earthy carbonate. Common
writing-ink, of the palest description, when
applied to it, becomes intensely black. The
mineral sorface given to the paper prevents
“ greasiness,” and allows the ink to 6ow freely.
It also takes printing-ink more readily, and pro-
duces a black and smooth impression.

Lectures on Art before the Royal Dublin
Society.—Professor Maomanna recently leotnred
on " Sonlptore,” in the theatre of the Royal Dub
lin Society House. There was a fall attendance

[March 21
, 1868 .

Proposed Liverpool Fine-Art Gallery. We
regret to hear that in conseqnenoe of their heavy
pecaniary liabilities, the Liverpool town conncil
have resolved to postpone the erection, at a cost
of IS.OOOh, of a Fine-Art Gallery, to which good
intent we have before referred.

Charter House Schools.— The Onardian
states that the erection of the new bnildincrs
for the Charter Hoose School at Godaiming has
been entnisted to the hands of Mr. Hardwick,
architect, and that a governors' meeting will be
held immediately to consider his designs.

Safety Apparatus for Entering Foul Air.—
M. Galibert’s apparatos consists of an air-
reservoir, with two tabes attached, the one for
the exhaled air extending jast within the top of
the bag, the other for the air to be inhaled to
near the bottom. The outer ends of tbe tabes
are connected with a single mouthpiece, and the
person asing it secnres all the advantages of
TTol t7Aa t Al... J 1*1

For John’g.pl
Mr. E. DeoisoD.

Goodman

Smith
Page

A, 4 J. Smith
Johnstone (accepted)

School (8 t. Philip’s), Stepney, for
r. Iron, architect :

—

0 0

325 0
307 0 0

•' "<«>£» lull Bccenaance. umug il aecnres all tne a
The lectnre was illastrated with a collection ofj^a^^es (witbont the danger which might" arise
plaster casts, placed so as to correspond as

I

beingnsed and gettingout of order)
nearly as possible to the several epochs in the

]

by simply placing his tongne alternately on oneHistory of tbe art of scniptare. Mr. Macraanus
[

other of the orifices within. Gogoles arecommenced by deploring that there is in Dublin
i

employed to protect the eyes from irritation andno scnlpture gallery adequate to the representa- ‘ the nostrils are closed bv a small spring clip
tjon nf the several stages of development through M. Galibert’s apparatus 'baa been adopted inwhich sculpture has passed, from its infancv in France by the Ministry of Marine, the Paris
remote Greek antiquity down to the present day. Fire Brigade, and by numerous other public

cer, It 18 said, has been exciting the ire of the tion of Mr. T. Brown C.E.people of Wandsworth by leasing sn ornamental
'

lake, of nearly three acres, to an architect or "Wanted to Influence Trades
builder, who is about to drain it and build over Unions, and to meet Foreign Competition.
the site. It is believed that the negotiations working men have jost delivered public
as to the purchase of Sir T. Wilson's rights to

in Birmingham, according to iris’s
Hampstead Heath are m sfatu quo, owing to

,

Robert Applegarth, the able
the price, 8,0001. per acre, which bad been !

^^®*^®^®^F^°^^®A^BlgamatedSocietyofOperative
demanded by Sir Thomas. Further inquiry is :

Carpenters and Joiners; the other, Mr. Hibbs,
to be made on the part of the Marylebone I

^bo went in a representative
vestry. It is intended by tbe owner of Soho character to the Paris Exhibition. The former
Pool, says the Birmingham Gazette, to drain Flnions

;
the latter on Foreign

the pool, fill it up, and Jet it out for building Competition with English Trade. Different ns
purposes. Our authority shares the regret of;*^*^®®® appear, they led the two
the people in the vicinity that the only consider-

!

to one and the same conclusion. Mr.

rofd” X. 1'“^'

Including Flate-gla*$.
Crabb & Taiighan £S18 0 0

Excluding Flaie-glatt.

J-me o o
r.atoii & Chapman 47/5 q f)

467 0 0
425 0 0

For alterations and additions at 222, Upper-street.
Islington. Mr. TV. Smith, architect:—

Crabb 4 Taaghan £300 0 0
383 0 0

350 0 0
JtatOD & Chapman 331) p q

the people in the vicinity that the only consider-
able sheet of water in the town should be thus
disposed of. Tho only alternative, he adds, is a
public subscription, or a limited company.

District Exhibition of Arts and Manufac-
tures IN Aberdeen.—Arrangements are now
far advanced for an Arts and Manufactures
Exhibition. It is intended that the whole col-
lection exhibited shall be drawn from the north-
ern counties of Scotland, except in respect to the
works of native artists and the products of native
workmen’s skill or ingenuity, which will be
sought for wherever they can be procured.
Some branches of industry, each as granite
cutting and polishing, are almost peculiar to the
district, whilst in others, such as shipbuilding,
special excellence has been attained. In respect
to art, however, and for comparison, works of
art and art mannlaoture not native to the dis-
trict, or even to the country, will be received.
The Queen has consented to patronize the under-
taking. The Prince of Wales allows himself to
be named president, and the list of its sup-
porters already inclndes nearly all the nobility
and prominent men of all classes in tbe north of
Scotland. It ig contemplated that the exhibi-
tion will take place in the months of July,
August, and September, 1869.

The Metropolis Gas Bill.—The draft of the
Bill brought in by Mr. Morrison, Mr. Locke, and
Mr. Gorst, to amend the Metropolis Gas Act of
18W, and to make farther provision for regu-
lating the supply of gas to the metropolis, and
for other purposes connected therewith, has
been published. Tbe Bill contains a hundred
clauses. By this Bill it is proposed that the
Metropolitan Board of Works, or the Commis-
sioners of Sewers, shall have compulsory power
to purchase the undertaking of any company
(if notice of such intention be given within six
months after the passing of tbe Act), and in
ca«e of inability to agree to terms, that question
shall be determined by an arbitrator, to be ap-
pointed by the Board of Trade, on the applica-
tion of either party. The price to be charged
by the several companies for gas, from the pre-
sent time to January, 1870, is to be 4s. per 1,000
cubic feet up to the standard of sixteen candles,
except in the case of the Independent and the
South Metropolitan Companies, which are to
charge 3s. -Id.

; bnt after that date the price
charged by any company is not to exceed 38. 9d.
The companies may in 1871 appeal for a revision
of the scale.

Spire in
Bath Slone.

..£3,1.57 0 0
25)7 10 ft

zrft ft 0

160 l)

80
'0

Applegarth wound up his speech with saying
that the great want of the working classes was
an efficient system of non-sectarian education;
while Mr. Hibbs said, what they had to do was
to throw themselves with all their might into
that new movement for education, not com-
mitting themselves to any scheme until they
had well pondered over it. Let them at least
resolve that their children—the future artisans
of England—should be better educated than
themselves.

TENDERS.
For a’fwaHon and addiHon to Mr. Carfland’s premises,

Romaii-road, Old Ford. Mr. Iron, arohite*'!
*

Dean (accepted) £300’ 0 0

For the renovation and repair of jhe Parish Church ofAvelon GilTord. Devon. Mr. Henry Elliott, architect —
£3,700 0 0

Stevenann 4 Crocker 3 1,50 n n
Call R Pethick

ft 0
Condy, Brothers z'iiO 0 0

2!31)7 0 0
^o",f*Son 2_38o q q
Huth48on8,aadCha8. Hutbjjun. 2 341 0 0
Bteer. ... 2;a41 18 8
Hannafurd 4 Luckraft 2 170 0 0
\Villcocka

Q Q

For band-room and traininif kitchen at the St. Marv-
lebone Parochial Schools, Southall. Mr. H Saxon Snell
architect

’

0 0
817 0 0

M 0 0
Manley 4 Rogers 790 0 0
Wardle & Baker 770 0 q
Gibson, Brothers 745 q «
Brown (accepted) 733 15 0

For new wing and stable bniidinga to Urmston Lodge
Wimbledon, for Mr. Frederick Thompson. Mr J U

“'‘^iHtect. Quantities supplied by Mr.’ L.' c!

Nicholson £2,970 0 ft
Harton 4 Moreland 3,626 0 0CoU8 4Sons..

. 2,342 0 0
•• • 2.316 0 0Webb & Son ..

. 2,300 0 0Adamson & Son 2,270 0 0

For tie erecHor of We.]-,™ Sond.v Sdiool premi.m

Steele 4 Dameley £1,225 0 0
1,190 ft 0
1.173 12 0

11;“'*^;-, 1,130 0 0

HutchiD»a 1000 0 0
Jackson (accepted) 993 5 q

For erecting dwelling-house and rebuilding stables at
Buck-street, Camden-town, for Mr. Barrow Mr R WHart, architect :

—

Laugmead&Way £fi50 0 0

, ,
«50 0 0

Lawrence 4 Baugh 045 0 0
Catchpool 4 Cooper 593 q 0
kelly, Brothers 547 q 0

For Congregational Church. Exeter. ;Mr. John Tarring,
architect. Quantities supplied

^

General
Estimate.

InPl) £9,838 19 0
J-fraro 8,561 12 8
Cali 4 Pethick ... o,61-4 0 0
Moasa 4 Sons 6,6Bi ft 0
Keiisliole 6,460 0 0
Force .5^220 0 0
Luspomhe 6,16t) 0 o
Jozpr 6.U85 0 0
Stephens 4 Son ... 4,412 13 2
Pollard A Son 4,4'0 ft 0
Bragg A Dyer* ... 4,278 5 0

r*. . . .

* Accepted.
of estimating certainly ;remembering especially that the diiferenoes arc produced

pfied J

‘‘quantities - having been sup-

For allerationa and ailditions to tbe Sussex Connlv
Prison, Lewes. Mr. Henry Card, county snrveyor.
Quantities by Mr. B. U. Nunn !—

Perigoe
Nutt A Co .'.’.V

Williams
Patman A Fotheringham..
Henshaw
Hughes
Nightingale
Berry
kirk
Howell
Hall
Cheeseman 4 Co
C'haj.peil

Perry, jnn
[We understand that the qm

seven contractors were providea nj
those used by the following seven
anulberlj

..£16,1.54 8 6
. li.-KK) 0 0
. 13,378 8 2
. 13.285 ft ft

. 13,778 0 0

. 12,589 1)

. 12,352 0 0
. 12,110 0 0
. 11,990 0 0
. 11,715 0 0
. 11.445 ft ft

. 10,900 0 0
. ly,H9i) ft ft

. 10,411 0 0
iiiiuies used by the top
d by one surveyor. and

furnished by

For the enlarpment of the Port of Hull Society's
Sailors Orphan Home, Park-street.Hull. Mr.W. Botterill
architect. Quantities not supplied—

Hutchinson
!... £3.405 0 0

3,317 9 0
Clarkson 3 38) ft 0

.'.’.1'.’.”".'
3;236 0 0

Habbershaw
, 3 2‘^0 0 0

3;i77 o o

Hails (accepted) 3^08! 0 0

Fm the erection of five pairs of semi-detached residences
at New Malden, Surrey. Mr. W. Sim, architect

0 0

For a pablic-house with cottage and shop adjoining, at
Clewer, Berks. ^ power to use certain old materials

the ground. Mr. W. Sim, architect

0 0

For .aditioj. to Bnir, Cro.i N.tionil Schools, Eoflcld.Mr. Thomas J. Hill, architect:—

6 g
52ft 0 0

Patman, Brothers 6,3 y 0

For the erection of warehouse, Whitecross-street
T. C. Clarke, architect :

—

£1,783 0 0

Mr.

Turner 4 Sons
Conder
King 4 Sons
Abraham
Mortar
Webb 4 Sons
Kelley
Scrivener 4 White
Henshaw

-.773 0 0
] ,695 0 0
1,690 0 0
1,835 0 0
1,827 0 ft

1,698 0 0
1,572 0 0
1,478 0 0
1,439 0 0

For alterations and additions to No. 23. Perobridee-

S.‘F‘'y £498 10 0
H/ees.. 473 0 0

^they, Brothers i;!!'.!!”;;!;;! 418 0 0

^‘°y 389 0 0
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Architects and the Volcano.

^^^^f^OUTHERN Italy ehonld be

the paradise of architects.

No country in the world

can show nobler, more ro-

mantic,more lovely sitesfor

palatial bnildings. None
can show worthier occupa-

tion of such sites. None
possesses a greater variety

and abundance of building

materials. The traces of

Roman grandeur still mark
the buildings of to-day, for

they, like the structures

of Rome herself, must be

built so as to resist the

shock of an earthquake.

For this reason, building

south of the Alps is a se-

rious occupation. No little

pestilent rows of brick huts,

KW
those that attend on the in-

dnstry of our great manufacturing

JrSi centres, spring up in the purlieus

of Florence, of Turin, or of Naples. The
(5'^ duration of such houses as are now
7 swelling the circumference of London

jk'ould be at once certain and uncertain in

Italy. It would be the latter, because no
mw has been discovered as to the periodicity

f earthquakes. It would be the former,

oeoause they would exist only till tho moment
if tho first shock. Such a wave as bowed the

cowers and belfries of Naples in 1858, causing in

ihat city great terror though little damage, but

overwhelming thirty thonsand sufferers in Cala.

iiria, would, if it occurred in London, leave

•lardly a single building to be shaken by the

peplica, or dreaded return shook, always the most
severe.

With the necessity of erecting substantial

iiuildings arises the neoessity for the employ-
ment of architects. The profession comes into

ilaily requisition. The solid palaces which form
ihe main buildings of the cities, and, to a great

ixtent, of the country at large, are too import-

ant in the eyes of their owners to be left to the

care of chance. They often need the eye of the

pxpcrt. Built with the intention that they shall

endure for at least a century without any very
material repairs, it is yet certain that numerous
works of a slight nature will be required within

that term in order to maintain that durability.

Hardly asingle palace is to heseen without cracks,

ithe significant autographs of tho earthquake.

The massive and noble palace of Caserta itself

shows, in several places, a narrow vertical rent

from roof to foundation. Immediate attention

must be paid to each signal of danger, and this

.attention must be given under the direction of

ithe family architect. No wonder that these

^gentlemen abound.

Again is Italy the home of the architect,

jbecnuse there he has the field to himself.

[He is not jostled unpleasantly by the engineer.

The civil branch of that youthful and vigorous

iprofession is unrepresented in that part of

[Europe. The only engineers there are those of

[the Ponti e Strado, the Fonts et Chauss^es, the

imilitary officers answering to our own Corps of

[Royal Engineers. Their numbers are limited,

land they very rarely interfere with the archi-

tect. It was to the latter that the construction

of railways, when not carried on by foreign

energy, was committed under the old regime.

What a loss to the profession has been the result

of the different course adopted in England ! If

the four hundred and ninety millions which the

men of the school of Stephenson and of Brunei

have laid out on our iron roads had only passed

through the hands of English architects, what

might not have been tho result.

The Italian architects, then, constitute a nu-

merous body of men, including members of high

and cultivated talent, and exercising no slight

influence on their contemporaries. In a sense

unknown to ourselves, they are expected to exer-

cise a constant vigilance, to care for the health

of the buildings under their charge, as a family

physician will attend to tho health of his pa-

tients—not waiting for formal summons, or for

positive malady to declare itself, but looking in

over and anon to suggest the timely one stitch

that always saves the nine.

As they are thus expected to maintain that

which is old, they are not unnaturally consulted

as to that which is new, or which is to be in tho

future. In all cases in which the surplus capital of

this country has been invited to fructify under

tho genial influence of the Italian climate it is

the architect who has offered to the foreigner the

rare and exceptional privilege of thus enriching

himself. Plans of all kinds,— railways,— the

progress of which nothing but the subtle and

persistent treachery of successive Governments

could have arrested,—porta and basins, roads

through thickly populated but pathless districts,

boulevards and arcades in the plethoric capitals,

mines and factories, all these moans of invest-

ment have been pressed upon the attention of

Englishmen, who were supposed to have money

to lay out under the authority of Italian archi-

tects. In most of these oases a simple division

of labour was proposed : the English engineer or

architect was to find the money, or to find the

men who should find the money; tho Italian

would answer for the spending of it. From the

canalisation of the Po to the restoration of tho

ancient port of Brindisi, as the land terminus of

the Indian mail route, the same arrangement

has been contemplated by the adroit savoir faire

of our Italian friends.

Again, the Italian architect is eminently

happy in the materials at his command. The

people are born masons. If you are about to

build, you have, in nine cases out of ten, only to

sink down a few feet below the surface of the

vineyard or garden in which you intend to erect

your abode, to find an ample supply of tufa fur

,

your walls. This volcanic product, the agglo-

meration of the fallen products of long extinct

volcanoes, resembles in its building properties

the chalk of this country very closely indeed. It

has not the purity of colour of white chalk,

being of a grey, or drab, or violet tint when first

exposed to the air
j
but it outs very much after

the manner of chalk, and it shares with that

mineral the characteristic of forming reliable

masonry, if protected from frost, or from soaking

wet. We could point to many instances of

chalk walling in this country, faced with brick,

and thus forming economical and durable work.

Frost is a rare phenomenon in the south of

Europe. Rarely more than two or three times

in the oonrse of the year is a slight scale thrown

off from the surface of the tufa walls of the

vineyards and gardens by its silent but irre-

sistible agency. In buildings of any pre-

tension to architectural importance, the tufa,

which forma the mass of the structure, is pro-

tected from the injuries of the weather by brick

or stone facing, or by the use of plaster or stucco.

Tho Italian masons have peculiar facilities iu

the use of lime. As has been previously noticed

in the pages of the Builder, the establishment of

a lime-pit is always the first practical step taken

towards the erection of a building. Tho unmixed

but well-slacked lime remains for years under

a slight film of water; and the readiness with

which it yields its aid to the mason, the plas-

terer, the maker of scagliola, the beautiful arli-

ficial marble so common in tho churches, or to

the noisy services of the men who form tho

beaten floors, is perfect.

Not only the tufa, which thus forms the main

substance of Italian masonry, but every other

requisite of the mason, is readily to bo met with

in the districts to which wo refer. Vesuvius

himself, and many silent outlets of former vol-

canio fury, supply a hard and readily-worked

stone, admirably suited to form tho coigns,

lintels, and jambs of domestic buildings, as well

as to serve for a solid pavement to the streets.

The scala limestones of the Apennines afford

a finer, and not less durable, material, as well

as sending chips and rough blocks to the lime-

kiln. Volcanic sand is not rare, associated at

times with tho lapilU, or beds of small

volcanic pebbles, that form a concrete capable

of a finish so exquisite as to make a ready

substratum for the art of the fresco painter.

The most usual, and, with the sole exception of

marble, the finest, floors for a mansion of im-

portance, are of this material, which is beaten

into place for a fortnight without intermission,

and then carefully painted in figures. Mdrble

itself is a native product, and, in the severe heat

of the summer, the luxury which results from tho

introduction of a marble floor, or even of a

marble staircase, is so great that a bouse supplied

with these expensive fittings seems to be situated

in a distinct and much cooler climate than the

adjoining mansions, with staircases of lava, and

beaten floors. Thus the architect, in these

favoured regions, while his skill is constautly in

request, has close under his hand an abaudaDco

of the finest materials fitted for the exercise of

his ability.

Vesuvius, the symbol and concentrated ex-

pression of that force which shows its terrible

,
energy in earthquakes, is thus a great friend, if

not of architecture, yet at least of the architect.

The best of friends, however, have their failings,

and in this respect the fiery crater does not

possess greater immunity from dangerous caprice

than is common to human patrons. Very

recently a disaster has ocenrred in the very

heart of the city of Naples which people have

not been slow to attribute to tho activity of the

volcano. If they are right in this opinion, it is

far from improbable that very unpleasant proofs

of the correctness of their views will be here-

after furnished from the same source.

Among the most striking and peculiar features

of the neighbourhood of Naples, are the large

buildings which, in several different directions

crown the summit of lofty hills, often looking

down a precipitous bluff on the water, or on the

shore beneath their battlements. The old Angevin

palace at Vico Equense, built by the brother of

King Saint Louis of France, is a well-known

instance. So is a monastery nob very distant

from that same palace, where the walls of the

chapel seem so far to overhang the face of tho

lofty rock on which they stand, as to impress

the passer-by with an instinctive dread ; so

very little seems necessary to cause church and

cliff together to topple over into the blue waters

of the bay. In the city of Naples, a hill some

250 ft. high, shuts out the “ west end ” from the

centre of the town. This hill, precipitous

towards the sea, is covered with buildings. One

noble palace, recently restored on its crest,

has its upper apartments, which are usually

the principal rooms, ascended to by a series

of marble staircases, containing 170 steps, and

the view from this elevation is one of the won-

ders of the place. Nearer to the sea, and com-

manding a steep zig-zag ascent up the seaward

bluff, stood a large monastery, now converted

into a barrack. The face of the hill was covered

with a revetment of masonry, at the foot of
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which borrowed a small row of shops and
dwelling-houses of a bomble dosoription.

It is now stated tbac it has been long matter
of remark that this mountain was in an unsafe
condition. Large fissures are said to have been
visible in it from top to bottom. A year ago
(but we must take the statement with the usual
caution as to Italian viva voce evidence) the dele-
gate of the quarter reported his opinion of the
danger to the city architects, but investigation
was deferred till “ domani mattine’’ which, in
fcat part of the world, generally falls on .the
Greek kalends. The attention of these gentle-
men received a terrible call on the 28th of
January, when the whole face of the hill came
down without any further warning, burying the
houses at its foot, and—it is even yet unknown

this exact spot at the distant time when the hill
of llonte di Dio rese, or when the shores of
Santa Lucia sank down. And just at the base
of the mountain, giving certain indication of con-
nexion of some kind with subterranean fire and
energy, bnbblewarm and sulphureous springs. It
is thus quite possible that what has been called a
land-slip is, in fact, an indication of a direction
of the volcanic force towards Naples itself. The
city lies, as it were, between two fires,—Vesuvius
to the south-east and Solfaterra to the north-
west. Its position recalls forcibly to the travel-
ler the aspect of Lisbon. The Tagus now rolls

the spot where, in the Great Earthquake of
1755, the quay, covered with human beings,
sank suddenly to a fathomless depth. For a
volcano to open in the Santa Lucia, close to that, .

' j — -w..^ ju me oauia i;ucia, ciose to tnathow many—inmates and passengers. The alarm ' famons Onstello d' TIovo, nnder the foundationsand eioitement were naturally intense. By day.
j

whereof, according to the legendary derivation
light the crowd on the spot was BO dense that the

I

of the name, lies the egg on the security oftroops were required to preserve order. The which depends the salvation of Naples wonld
architects of the city were, of course, ou the spot,
and the expedient was adopted of appointing a
commission to examine the mountain. That an
immense deal of theory was ventilated on an
occasion so favourable for the Italian love of
speechifying, there can be little doubt. What
rather shocks our less material minds is the fact
that for thirty-six hours, while the impression
was general that many wounded sufferers might
yet be living under the debris, nothing luos dorte
to rescue them. A Venetian military engineer,
whose name deserves record—Signor Zampari

—

endeavoured immediately on the occurrence of
the catastrophe to commence a tnnnel through
the debris, in order to reach the site of the
hoQses. His proceedings were suspended by
authority. When this precious time had been
lost, he was allowed to proceed, and worked
incessantly for seventy hours, the city architects,
of course, opposing so unprecedented a step.
Another tunnel was driven towards the same
spot beneath the level of the street itself, but
with the lapse of time the human interest in the
COSO vanished, and the spot gradually came to
present only the usual features of work carried
on for the Government in Italy—“ sleepy men
and half.grown janmis being engaged in carry-
ing off the rubbish in small baskets.” The
entire want of energy and resource in a people
that are far from being callous or unkindly, and
through whom a sudden excitement runs like a
shock of earthquake itself, is a mournful charac-
teristic of the scene.

Whatever be onr own national short-comings,
and it must be confessed that the history of our
public works has not been free from the occur,
rence of fatal accidents provoked by incredible
carelessness or foolhardihood, there is one fea-
tore of our character of which we may be justly
proud, and that is the manner in which every
Englishman, by a common instinct, pulls ofi'his
coat in an emergency. Let him hear that life or
limb is iu peril, and he never dreads to share
that peril if be can in any way hope to bring aid
to the suflbrers, or even to gain certain intelli-

gence of their fate. By land and sea, in the
coal-mine and in the life-boat, this unselfish and
noble promptitude never fails at the call of
danger. It is a characteristic that may even
console us for the fact that our houses are not
BO habitually looked after by properly educated
architects as is the case in the Italian cities.

The chief interest that now attaches to the
scene of this calamity depends on the question

bo a calamity neither without precedent nor
without warning. It will be an immense relief
to the Neapolitans if they can persuade them-
selves to cast the blame of their impotence on
the sopineness of the city architects rather than
on the activity of Vesuvins.

_

Not foreign to the question of probable geolo-
gical change in Italy is the intelligence recently
received of a gradual but steady depression of
the shore of the Lago di Garda. The physical
state of Italy seems almost as feverish as its
political condition.

ON THE UTILIZATION OF SEWAGE
BY IRRIGATION.*

3. Flat Flooding or Submersion.

Flat-floodirg may bo considered as a very
modified form of catch-work irrigation. The
land upon which it is used requires no other
external conditions than those of being tolerably
level and free from irregular depressions or ele-
vations, and ofjust sufficient inclination to prevent
the accumulation of sewage to any great extent.
This is, perhaps, the cheapest form of irrigation
practised, and where the object is rather to uti-
lise the grosser impurities of sewage than to
render it perfectly clear, it may be tried with
moderate success. Great care is necessitated in
the selection of the soil, which must be well
drained, as this system has perhaps a greater
tendency to stagnation than any other,—an evil
which destroys vegetation, ruins the land, and is

very detrimental to the surrounding atmosphere,
rendering its locality, indeed, neither more nor
loss than a noisome swamp. The sewage enters
on one side the incloaure by an overflowing con-
duit, and, after moving slowly over a very con-
siderable extent of ground, is passed out at the
other. There is no doubt that occasions may
arise in which this method may be pursued with
advantage, from its economy of cost and slight
trouble; yet it must bo understood that, to ex-
tract the utmost possible advantage from sewage
irrigation, greater perfection of means must be
used.

The mode of irrigation by submersion, as
practised in Northern Italy and other countries
bordering the Mediterranean, materially differs
from the foregoing, which, as has been said, is
simply catch-work in its most modified form.
In the rice cultivation of these countries, thewhether we have had the last word of VesavinB inclosure is completely circumscribed by light

in tbe matter oi- not. The cansa of the accident
,

banks, with provision for admitting the Lwage
as beeu attributed eitherto the percolation and or manuring liquid, which is allowed to entirelyaccumulation of ram behind the revetment,

,
submerge the laud to a depth of several inches

VII n
.of

‘1;^= fooe of the where it is left to be wrought upon by evapora!
hill by the vibration attending that prolonged

: tion and the absorbing properties of the soilana splendid eruption of the volcano which has
I There is littlo donbt that the beneht to the cropscarcelv ceased. If thn nf>,^nnTit c .... .. .scarcely ceased. If the account given of the
j

derived from this method of utilisation is great,
vertical fissures in the hill ho r.rn« t-.Viora , i a. : i ’fissures iu the hill be true, there

:
yet this benefit is almost counterbalanced by thebeennoaccnmnlaf,nnnfx^<.f«..ora.nira
prejudicial elfect of the thick, unwholesome

can have been no accnmulation of water capable
of producing the fall by hydrostatic pressure.
The vibration from the Vesuvian shocks, though
of the nature of earthquake, is far slighter than
have been many of the actual earth-waves that
from time to time pass over the whole country.
In 1858, for instance, the whole shore for miles in
circuit appeared to be permanently elevated some
eight inches, as shown by the level of the waters
iu the bay. As it is the last straw that breaks the
camel’s back, so the last of a series of vibrations
may have concluded an operation that had long
been silently in progress. But it must be borne
in mind that, in all oases, sharp blufi's mark
centres or nodes of geological action. A sudden
break of continuity, a contrast of elevating and
of depressing forces, must have occurred beneath

vapours exhaled by such stagnant and watery
surfaces upon the health of the vicinity. Much
might be done to mitigate this evil by good
drainage, yet it must always exist more or less.

Under our dull, watery sky, unfavourable to
evaporation, and in the midst of our teeming
population, this system would not be tolerated,
even if it could be adapted to a suitable crop;
whereas in the West of England the former
method has been attended by good results.

stood that mode of applying the sewage, n
from the surface or from above the roots of t

plant, but from below the surface, whence ti

liquid is drawn upwards by the capillary attra
tion of the soil particles.

Perforated or very porous drains are la
down, which from time to time are complete
filled from the source of supply, and are stoppt
up, so that their contents shall have no oth
means of escape, save by the capillary action
the surrounding particles of soil, which are su
posed to exercise this property chiefly in an u
ward direction. The construction of these drab
is special, being laid very near the surface, ina
much as the superior depth of ordinary draii
would render them almost wholly useless f<

this purpose. But the very avoidance of th
evil, by the construction of shallow drains, ii

duces an alternative evil of scarcely less gravity-
that of stagnation. To understand this clearl;
it will be simply necessary to briefly remind
reader of the principles of common lane
drainage.

Drains, which are laid down for the purpose (

ridding a certain uppermost stratum of soil of il

superabundant water, and rendering it drj
light, and porons, do not receive these waters i

their downward descent from the surface : o
the contrary, it is only after passing below then
and having thoroughly saturated the subsoil u
to their level, that the water, rising upwards
flows into them, and is carried off. In all ordinar
soils, therefore—that is, in soils which are not ex
cessively absorptive—the horizontal plane deline-
by the position of the drains constitutes a distinc
boundary between two conditions of soil

;
namelj

soil in a productive state, free from superfluou
moisture, and accessible to air; and soil in ai

unproductive state, crude, stagnant, and per
meated with water. This indispensable result o
drains is not, however, productive of harm ii

the case of those of ordinary depth
;
but whei

the shallow system of drainage required by sub
irrigation is used, a degree of permanent cold
ness and stagnation is induced near the surface
very injurious to the productive power of th(
soil. Nor is it attached to the double system o
drains usually adopted in surface irrigation
since in this method both systems of drains art

free outlets by which the drainage is speedily
carried off, admirably adapted to keep the soi
iu its normal condition. Again, in very light
porous, and sandy soils,—perhaps the only soili

upon which it would be possible to avoid the in.

superable evil of stagnation, — the capillary
attraction of the particles of earth above is nof
sufficient to counteract the gravitating tendencj
of sewage away from the roots of the plant, a re-
sult which would eftectually destroy the chief
end of sewage utilization, namely, profit. Fur-
ther, it is well known that no manure can convey
benefit to a crude, unworked soil, and the soil

in immediate contact with any underground
pipes, must necessarily partake of this crude
nature ; therefore under these conditions the
application of sewage roust be profitless.*

Fourthly, sewage matter gravitating through
an UQworked soil, such as subsoils invariably are,
cannot be so effectually cleansed of its organic
or inorganic impurities as sewage passed throngh
a quickened soil.

Lastly, the periodical choking np of the
pipes used in sub-irrigation is a defect which
could hardly be avoided

;
even ordinary drains

may be rendered useless by the accumula-
tion of foreign snbstances entering through very
minute interstices

; and it will be scarcely tliought
that sub-irrigation will not be infinitely more
liable to this annoyance. It may, therefore, be
held, so far as onr present eiperienco of this
method has proved, that as a means of utilising

the sewage of towns, the system of subterranean
irrigation is essentially wrong in principle and
practically useless. As a means, however, of
purifying sewage from much of the organic
matter it contains by turning a large area into a
vast natural filter-bed, this mode is worthy tbo
attention of those who are sceptical as to the
practicability of profitable utilisation under
certain circumstances.

Sundry small experiments have been tried in
sub-irrigation, bub the author is not aware of 8

4. Sub-irri'jotion.

By sub-irrigation, which is used to a limited
extent in some parts of the Continent, is under-

* See pp. 1-lC, 168, and 302, ante.

instance in which in this country any
practical benefit has accrued from it.

* The difference between the Bubsoil and the arable
surface soil, or the crude and the cnltivated soil, supposing
that both contain the same amnunt of nntritive sub-
stances, can only be founded upon this, that the cultirated
ground contains the nutritive substances of plants, not
ouly in a more nniform mjrture, but also in niiother
form."—Liebig’s *' Natural Laws of Husbandry p. 6-1.
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Dr. Thudichuvi’s Plan.

Tho necessity for the separation of the liquid
ifrom the solid portions of the human excreta,
jind these again from the ordinary house and
atreot refuse, which goes to form what is now
aniversally understood as sewage, has been long
lind powei'fully advocated by men whose opinion
olaims some degree of consideration, although
nitherto no satisfactory plan has been evolved
ifvith this end. By the most of these advocates,
lohere is one thing which appears to be too often
dost sight of, to wit, the need of some means of
;iealiug with the more dilate portion, after some
other fashion than the collapsed methods of
•precipitation. It cannot be disputed that the
ibollected voidings of human beings may, with-
lOnt extraordinary difficulty, be rendered into an
excellent manure

5 but if it be proposed, as we
nave invariably seen it to be the case, practi-
.ibally to utilise this portion only, by what means
,
s the crying nuisance of polluted streams and

iwater-snpply to be abated ? It has already been
;pxplained that, independently of the contents of
lohe water.closet, town sewage comprehends
matter which, few will pretend to deny, ought
uot to be passed into running streams.* A
iirhousond other ingredients of filth combine to
iviwell tho contents of the common sewer, which,
Dinder the present condition of things is dis-
bffiarged into the nearest stream. To effect the
lohorough cleansing of our water-courses is the
Q»no central object of all the vast agitation which
aaas arisen in this regard of late years ; and
liiis—the all-important question—the method of
ipeparating the urine and Iccces of human beings
u'rom tho contents of the sowers, leaves, so far
; IS can be gathered from the various schemes of
Bhe projectors, entirely undisturbed. Are we
ifequired then, while utilising this small portion,
hvhich may be regarded as a drop to the ocean of

'

:vewage, to abandon the great aim of utilisation ? I

- It avails little to assert that after the closet

'

ifefuse is abstracted from the sewer, the fouling
;

if rivers will not go on as before. As well
'

inight it be said that the abstraction of the
ivewago of Woolwich and Greenwich from the

'

Thames, would effeob the purification of that >

irast volume into which the combined filth ofthe
1

metropolis and a hundred other towns is being 1

joonred night and day. It has, indeed, been pro-

1

loosed to treat the remainder with lime with a
tfiew to precipitation

;
bnt after the experience

Ijvhich has been so dearly bought on this score,
ouch a proposal can receive little credit. Another
ipbjeotiunable featnre is the great cost necessi-
tated by a two-fold system of drainage which at
lohe same time does nob effect the separation of
idle rainfall from the ordinary sewage.

Dr. Thudichum’s proposition to the Metropoli-
tan Board of Works for dealing with the London
Ivewago is, to use his own words, " founded upon
ii,he discovery of a process by which a most valu-
able portable manure cau, without difficulty, and
:ib comparatively small expense, be produced
CTom urine,” and is in outline as follows :t

—

aPans are to be attached to water-closets, which
unsure the urine and fcoces being conducted
fepurate and distinct, the one from the other.
By this means tho urine is to be brought to the

,

aewers, through which it is proposed to conduct i

,b by a system of pipes contained within the
'

drains and sewers, main and intercepting, to the
lontfall at Barking Creek, there to be dealt with,
and converted into a portable manure. In addi-
lion to the manure, the other component parts of
che urine would, at a trifling additional expense,
yield moat valuable products

; amongst others,
purpurate of ammonia, or murexide, a magnifi-
!3ent purple dye, estimated by Dr. Thudichnmto
ne worth 1,0001. per ton. In this way the pro-
duct of the urine only would amount to the gross
aum of 1,365,0001. per annum, or 10s. per head
bf tho population.

The remaining portion of the sewage of the
metropolis, consisting of surface water, street
'Ubris, Icccal and other matters, is, by this plan,
ito be conducted, as at present, through the
aewers to Barking Creek, to be treated by the
lime process, with a view to the utilisation of the
product as manure.
Another proposition for dealing with the sewage

af towns generally, from the same projector,
was to dispose of the liquid voidings by uroducts,

• Dr. llawkesley stated at the Leamington Congress,
•1866, "Tliitt the dry-earth system ell'eetually relieves
tbe towns of the necessity for sewers, but not of ctreius
and conduits to carry off the rain-water and the wtiter
lused for doruestio purposes;” hut he did not state by what
iineauB he proposed to deal with the contents of these.—
'Leamington Congrtsa Papert, pp. 69, 66.
• t liep. Met. Sewage, 18W : .App. 298, et eeq.

laid in main sewers, to be combined at suitable
stations, or at the outfall, in tanks, and thence
carried by road and rail. In conjnnction with
this mode of treating the urine, a system of
deodorization by dry earth and paper bags was
to be adopted for the fcoces. The manifold
advantages of the foregoing methods of dealing
with this important question are enumerated
with considerable force by their author, who is

very severe upon those who assume ” sewage”
to be an “unalterable entity,” and terms the
water-closet “ the most stupid of all inventions
that ever interfered between man and his first

duties.” The author has, with the singular aid
of ilia knowledge of tho structure of tho human
form, built up a theory, which, however, has
the disadvantage of being unillustrated from
the practical basis of experimental proof.
When, therefore, Dr. Thudichum’s theory is

opposed to the experience of tho past, and we
are told, in tho face of the most undoubted
testimony to tho contrary, that sewage contains
nothing that is valuable for agriculture, or any
other human purpose, beyond the excretions of
men and animals, we may, without great violence
to justice, suspect that he who tells us this speaks
not as an impartial judge, but as a strongly-
biassed advocate, who, with his own commodity
in the market, lustily decries all other wares.

Separation of House Drainage from Rainfall.

By those who see in the extreme dilution of
sewage in its present state, the chief objection to
the economic utilization of its fertilising ingre-
dients, it has been proposed to avoid such dilution
by the construction of two separate and distinct
systems of drainage. By one oftheseit is proposed
to convey the rainfall alone, and by the other the
household refuse, including fcecal matter. As,
in the event of sewage irrigation becoming a
chief means of utilization, this will be one of
the most important and difficult questions affect-
ing it, it may be expedient to enter into a short
examination of the arguments for and against
the adoption of this system of separation.

In designing a scheme of works for the utili-
zation of sewage, under the combined system of
rainfall and sewage, there is this indispensable
featnre, namely, the necessity for making
provision in tho construction of such works
for the maximum rainfall of the district, in
addition to the maximum flow of sewage proper.
To effect this, there are three alternatives,
firstly, the undue flooding of the lands under
irrigation

; secondly, the construction of a by-
wash, or storm overflow, by which the surplus
waters shall pass into their natural outlet; and
thirdly, the construction of a reservoir capable
of storing the surplus. On the other hand, in
laying out a scheme under the separation system,
the flow of sewage is steady and unvarying, and
the works may be constructed in accordance
with the maximum consumption of water alone.
The arguments in favour of a separate and

distinct set of sewers for the reception of the
sewage proper are chiefly as follow First, the
liquid being more concentrated in form is more
easily manageable. When it ia intended to
pump sewage this is unquestionably an advan-
tage, as it tends to lessen the cost of lifting.
Instead of laying down pumping apparatus to
correspond with the maximum rainfall and flow
of sewage, or constructing huge stora<Te reser-
voirs, the requisite power need only calculate
upon the basis of water-supply.

Secondly.—Regularity of flow. No district,
however favoured by nature, can at all times
provide for the uniform distribution of storm-
water, by the ordinary methods of irrigation,
without heavy flooding. To avoid this, the con-
struction of storm overflows becomes necessary,
which must unavoidably cause a certain waste
of the fertilising material, and in some measure
aflect the purity of the outlet stream.

ihirdty.—It has been stated that the extreme
dilation of sewuge caused by the rainfall
materially diminishes the comnjercial value of
the manurial ingredients it contains

j
that these

may be more profitably applied in a stronger
solution.

In favour of the combined system these argu-
ments are met on almost equal terms. To the
first, in respect of the cost of pumping, it is
allowed that where no outlet by gravitation
alone can be provided for the surplus or storm-
waters, such cost must perforce be greater; but
that there are few cases in which tho well of the
pump is placed so low as not to admit of an
outlet. The power, therefore, need only be
calculated on the basis of the ordinai-y rainfall
and water supply. To tho second, it ia replied'
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that the providing of t^e bye-wash aforesaid
will obviate heavy flooding, and produce a
degree of regularity in flow not inconsistent with
profitable management; that such bye-wash, in
sending stoi'm-water down the water-course, does
not send them in the form of sewage, but simply
in that turbid condition which pertains to every
stream during a period of heavy rain. That these
joining a similar current, are borne rapidly away
without tho slightest ill effect. That if it be
asked what becomes of those rich contents
which a freshet is supposed to bring down a
sewer, it is answered that tho scourings of the
sewer are the first results of the storm, and are
retained by the grating at tho outfall. To tho
third argument it is said, that as yet it is by no
means definitely settled that the manurial ele-

ments of sewage would be productive of greater
results in a less diluted form, in so far that,
although thei'O is a limit to dilution, the actual
experience of sewage irrigation renders it doubt-
ful whether such limit has been reached

; and it

is well known that water alone, judiciously ap-
plied all the year round, has a most beneficial
efieot upon the land. In fine, it is asserted,
when the pith of these objections is extracted,
they are found to amount to an allegation that,
under the combined system of main drainage,
perfection in utilization is not attained,—to
which its advocates are prepared to submit.

In retnm, manifold objections are alleged
against the adoption of tho separation system.
In the first place, it is argued, our chief aim is

to render our water supply as pure as possible.
To do this,we must nob only refrain from polluting
it with house refuse and focal matter, but it is

absolutely necessary that all tho matters here-
tofore described shall be withheld. The thick,
muddy impurities of the streets and courts of a
large city, full of the dung of beasts and other
animal matter, cannot be ponred into a stream
without injury to the water for all drinking and
culinary purposes; and these constitute but a
minor portion of the filth which, besides honse-
hold drainage, sewage contains. Again, instead of
forthwith easing the rates ofcommunities,a double
system of drains would add enormously to their
already weighty burden; perhaps 50 per cent,
on the original cost of sewering. In the third
place, drains into which the wateroloset refuse
enters, but from which rain-waters are excluded,
would require frequent flushing by artificial

means; otherwise sediment would be deposited
and silted up to the prejudice of the drainage
flow. Lastly, gradients which are perfectly
practicable where the rainfall goes to swell tho
volume of the sewage, would not suffice under
this method; which, in a flat district, with
slight full, like Hull, would prove a formidable
objection ; and there are few towns without cer-
tain localities wherein all the skill and energies
of the civil engineer are not taxed to maintain
the sewers in a wholesome and efficient condition.
On the whole then, it is said, it will be found
that, whereas the advantages to be derived from
this method are slight, its defects, on the con-
trary, are numerous and weighty enough to
render the change inexpedient.
To decide upon this, the critical point in

sewage irrigation is at present no easy task.
The question at issue lies within a very small
compass : is it expedient for the sake of certain
contingent advantages, which have not as yet
been sufficiently demonstrated by experience, to
double, or nearly double, the entire system of
main drainage in a town ? A satisfactory solu-
tion cannot be derived until a just comparison
of the net results in two parallel cases shall bo
within our power ; one illustrating the combined
system, and the other the separation system.
There can be no doubt that circumstances may
exist in which two distinct systems, communi-
cating with each other, are advisable, and there
are^ already instances in which some of our
eminent engineers have proposed to adopt it.

Ca;ptain Liernur’s Method.

The removal of human voidings and their
attendant gases by means of the pressure of air,
or pneumatic force, has recently attracted some
attention on the Continent, more especially in
the Netherlands, where it is, to some extent in
present operation. The chief exponent of this
principle, Captain Liernur, whose views have
been specially advocated in a late publication by
a Dutch engineer,* proposes to dispose ofthe
closet refuse of households by forcing it through
pueomabic agency along certain subsidiary and

* “TliP Sowage Qnestion.’’ By Frederick Charles
Erepp. London. 18(37.
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main pipes into central tanks, fixed underground
at the crossings of streets. These tanks, or, to

speak plainly, cesspools, are of cast-iron, pur-
porting to be 80 put together that all escape of
gas or odour is prevented, as well as loss of

percolation downwards, and are from time to

time cleansed by the removal of their contents
in carta or bo.xes to their final destination for

agricultural purposes. What the advantages of
this system may be over many others involving
the cesspool principle, which have been rejected
as impracticable, does not very plainly appear.
Hr. Krepp, in the work above alluded to, ex-
pends much energy in denouncing cesspools as
deadly and dangerous, and straightway proceeds
to plead frankly for the construction of these
iron "reservoirs” at the busiest points of public
resort : in fine, to dot the town or district with
cesspools on a grand scale. It is idle to talk of
hermetically sealing these tanks; the gases
invariably find egress at the joints, and rising to

the outer air, whether palpably to the senses
or not, are subtly absorbed into human lungs.
Before the question of sewage utilization can be
solved, this fallacious principle of hoarding up
and concentrating in our very midst the per-
nicious exhalations of sewage must be utterly
discarded. No time should be allowed for fer-

mentation and putrefaction, but the source of
danger shonld be hurried out of reach without
delay, and dealt with by a form of deodorisation
at once simple and beneficial.

The Land and the Crops.

The Land .—In the selection of the site for the
utilization of sewage, much of the success which
may attach to the enterprise depends npon the
nature and condition of the soil to be treated.
There is no doubt that in cases where it is stated
to have been tried and failed, the want of success
is due to want of judgment in this regard,
coupled with injudicious application. It cannot
be expected that stiff, unyielding, impervious
soils, shnnld make such a grateful return by this

means of tillage as soils naturally dry, light, and
porous, well-worked and pulverised, so as to

render it greedy of the liquid mautire. But, as
what is necessary to complete the process of
utilization is not only the absorption of the water
by the soil, but the extraction by chemical affinity

of the manurial properties contained therein, it

would be a mistake to insist, ns has often been
,

done, that very loose gravelly, or pure sandy
soils alone are adapted, Mr. Latham says,

—

" The purification of sewage is dne to a very
beautiful property possessed by all soils to a
greater or less extent, and that is, the affinity

the soils have of separating the fertilising matter
from the sewage, and holding it until required
by the plant. Clay soils have a much greater
affinity for fertilising matter than pure sandy
soils.” Therefore, although less absorbent of
moisture than sandy or gravelly soils, light,

well-opened clays purify as effectually, Mr.
Latham even goes so far as to say that " clay
soils excel in production any other when treated
with sewage.”*

Nevertheless, it is considered by agricultural-

ists generally that sandy soils surpass all others ^

in the proportionate benefit which they derive
from the application of every kind of manure.
Liebig say9,t that, "in comparing a fruitful

saudy soil, with an equally fruitful loam or marl,
as regards the nutritive substances contained io

them, we are surprised to find that the sand,
with one-half, or oven one-fourth of the total

substances contained in the loam, will furnish an
eqnally rich harvest. To understand this cir-

cumstance properly, we must remember that the
nutrition of a plant depends less upon the quan-
tity than npon the form of the nutriment in the
soil, just in the same way as, for example, half
an ounce of animal charcoal presents as large an
acting surface as half a pound of wood charcoal.
If the small quantity of nutritive substances in

the sandy soil presents as large a surface for

absorption as the larger quantity of those sub-
stances in the loam, the plants must thrive as

well npon the former as upon the latter.”

We must also recollect that the most pro-

longed and Buccesaful experiments in sewage
irrigation have been condneted upon sandy soils,

with results proportioned to the parity of the
sand. The celebrated Oraigentinney meado^vs
at Edinburgh were originally of this nature,

being, in fact, neither more nor leas than sea-

sand blown into dimes or hillocks by the wind.

• Paper read before Society of En.^ineera. April 9
1S66.

. f .

t Natural Laws of Husbandry, p. 139.

The experiment which is now being tried at
Aldershott, with hopeful results, is upon the
drifted white sand of Aldershott Heath—the
moat barren of soils. At Croydon the land con-
sists of sand, with a subsoil of gravel, on the
porous chalk formation

; and very recently ex-
cellent results have been reported from the poor
gravelly soil at Barking. On the other hand,
the success of the application of sewage to
the heavy clay at Norwood cannot be
doubted

; and at Rugby—where, however, the
result has not been so decidedly favour-
able,—the land is on the lias formation. Mr.
Lawes states that the soil most suitable for

the application of sewage is the lightest that
can be procured—a porous, sandy land.* Pro-
fessor Way, before the select committee, said
that be would select a pure sandy soil in prefer-
ence_ to any approaching a clay, and that such
a soil would become a light friable loam by the
deposit of the suspended matters in sewage; at
the same time endorsing Mr. Latham’s theory,
by adding that sand is inferior to clay in its re-
tention of the materials of manure.

f

It would appear, therefore, that experience
has conclusively demonstrated that two totally
different soils—clay and sand—are alike highly
favourable to the utilization of sewage

;
the chief

condition of success being a light, dry, workable
state of the soil, whatsoever it may be. This
being the case, we are justified in the opinion
that sewage irrigation is adapted to every quality
of soil.J M. P.

"THE HEALTH AND HAPPINESS
QUESTION.”

An address, of which the following is an out-
line, was delivered in the Town-hall, Brighton,
on Friday evening, the 20th instant, by Mr.
George Godwin. The chair was ocenpied by
Mr. Douglas Fox, and the hall was filled with
an attentive audience ;

—

When I was invited by a commitee of gentle-
men to say something to you about “ Town
Swamps and Social Bridges,” the title of a little

book, one of a series written by me several years
ago, to set forth the condition of the metropolis
and our large towns, I was at first strongly dis-
posed to decline. My ordinary occupations are
heavy, and, moreover, I feared that, after talking
and writing of the subject for many years, I could
say little that was fresh and would interest you.
Learning more, however, of the views of the
gentlemen who have organized these lectures,
and being led to believe that some good might
be done by even a weak word in season, I have
willingly come to you, though at personal incon-
venience, and I ask your kind and serious atten-
tion on the ground that the subject of my talk is

of the extremest importance to every man,
woman, and child in the kingdom, let their
position in the social scale be what it may. The
public health is a pnblio question, and a matter
of the deepest pnblio interest. The well-being
of the whole must depend on the well-being of
the individual. When we call down Happiness
on the head of our friend or benefactor, we put
Health before it,

—“Health and Happiness to
you,” is the cry,—and well we may do so. The
rich man without health has little, the poor man
has nothing.

As with the separate mombers so with the
state as a whole. The state that is not healthy
decays, and weakens, and perishes.

“ III fares the land to hastening ills a prey.
Where wealth aecumnlates, and men decay.’*

And how have we shown our appreciation of
this fact ? By careful teaching and careful
tending? by removing all adverse influences
and guarding each bud of promise till it had
reached an age of strength ? On the contrary,
by the moat culpable indifference and the moat
profligate waste of energies and life. Men,
women, and children are exposed, and expose
themselves, to circumstances under which
healthful life is impossible; under which decency
and virtue are little less so. Much has been
done of late years to render widely-known the
simple fact that people cannot exist without air,

and moreover that the air must be renewed
;

must be pure. It has been written and printed,
and shouted, that air which has been breathed
is no longer fitted to sustain life. Dip a lighted
taper into a bottlo and it will burn for some

* Rep. Met. Sewage, ]8Si: i’liO.

f Rep. Mef. Sewage, 473i', 4933-5
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time, but fill the bottle with your breath and
the taper when put in will be extinguished. The
same gas that is needed to keep the taper alight
is needed for respiration. Withont oxygen the
lamp of life also expires. You all know this

;

every one, we might suppose, knows this.

Nevertheless, thousands and hundreds of thou,
sands act constantly in direct violation of the
requirement. An examination of the way in
which human beings are herded together in
towns shocks and startles.

“Overcrowding” means want of pure air;
and want of pure air means debility, continued
fever, death, widowhood, orphanage, pauperism,
and money-loss to the living. It ought to be
unnecessary now to give proof of its deadly
doings : still, it may be well to recall the facts
of the incident in the military hospital at
Versailles, where for several years, in a certain
month, being about a week after the arrival of
the king at St. Cloud, there regularly occurred a

' fatal epidemic of typhoid fever among the

I

soldiers. It never attacked the civil population,

I

nor the officers. The cause was simply over’
;
crowdivg. The garrison ordinarily consisted of
about 500 men; but when the king came the
number was increased to 1,200. The inmates
were in consequence closely packed in small
rooms, and fever and death came at once amongst
them. The non-commissioned officers, better
fed and never sleeping more than two in one
room, escaped.

I have recently revisited a court in Drury-
lane described by me several years ago. It is

now nearly as bad as it was then. Every room
is thickly ocenpied. The inhabitants are of
the dangerous classes. Haggard and drunken
women, with every trace of womanhood gone,
are in the pathway

;
and there are swarms of

children, some trained to begging, and others, it

I

may be feared, to worse. In the majority of the

;

houses the rooms are small, and the staircases
:
are narrow aud withont ventilation. In two

^ of the houses, 37 persons, I was told, lived in I

each, bub it would probably be nearer truth to
say that each house of 8 rooms contains on an .

average, including children, 4D persons
;
aud as

there are 21 houses, we have here 840 persons of
the worst class pent up to their own destruction
and the danger of the public. I will not distress
you with any description of the condition of the
inmates.

In a decent-looking house in Islington, occu-
pied by workmen and others, I found that 9 per-
sons slept in one of the rooms (12 ft. by 14 ft.),

a father, mother, and 7 children. 11 shoemakers
worked in the attics; and in each of the other
five rooms there was a separate family. I could

!

quote scores of such cases of overcrowding in
I what would seem to be decent houses, but the
:

repetition might tire. No words, even aided by
the pencil, can give a full idea of some of the
dens which are occupied by a lower and diftbrent
class : many born to evil, and without the power
to rise

; others the victims of more recent mis-
fortunes or their own conduct. The world has
still au interest in improving their condition:
children as yet innocent cry aloud to be rescued
from the otherwise inevitable gulf. In some
places in the eastern districts quite recently
visited I have found 11, and in three cases 14
persons occupying a single room. By the Sani-
tary Act of 1866 power is given to anthoritios to
interfere and prevent such cases of overcrowd-
ing, but the difficnlties in the way are found to
be great and comparatively little has yet been
done.

700 cubic feet is shown to be the smallest
space, under ordinary arrangements, that will
afford one person healthful sleeping-room. In
apartments such as I have described, the occu-

,
pants have not one-sixth of the required space,
lu hundreds of rooms that I have seen, each
occupant had not more than 80 cubic feet ! The
drawings I now show you will give you some
idea of these places.

Some of you may perhaps fail to see the con-
nexiou between overcrowding, evil strnctural
arrangements, and disease. When, however,
yon find that in one part of a certain parish, for
example, where the conditions are good, twelve
die annually out of 1,000 living, while in
another division of the same pariah, where the
conditions are sneh as I have described, twenty-
eight die each year in 1,000, the connexion must
surely be obvious. Some dwellings furnish a re-
gular supply of fever cases, which supply stops
when structural improvements are made. It
may be affirmed that there are thousands of
houses where health, decency, or virtue is

scarcely possible.
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When the difference effected in death-rate per

houaand Jiving is mentioned, it may not convoy

0 all my hearerB its fall meaning. A few words

nil serve to make it more obvions. The

,nnual death-rate to 1,000 peraons living m
jondon in 1867 was 23 ;

in Manchester it was

11 to 1,000. If we call the population of Man-

ihester 260,000, it will bo seen that had the

lamo rate prevailed as in London 2,000 fewer

jersons, under Providence, would have died

here in the year. The fact that the death-rate

)f the small towns and country parishes was

mly 17 per 1,000 during the year, and that even

hero many conditions not favourable to health

ire allowed to exist, shows how much sanitary

work remains to be done in the large towns.

Lessening the death-rate of the metropolis by 1

in the 1,000 only, means saving about 3,000

lives per a/nnuvi,—a very serious matter surely.

The Act for regulating common lodging-houses

has worked very well : fevers have ceased to

infest themj and the manners, even, of those

frequenting them, especially with reference to

the provinces, are much improved. Similar

good results will follow the exercise of proper

supervision over other houses let to various

families. The Act that gives the power was

greatly opposed on the ground of interference

with private rights and the inability of the

poor to afford better lodgings ;
bat as I

ventured to urge in various directions at

the time, a man is not permitted to

knock on the head those who are dependent

on him because he is poor; neither should he

be allowed on that ground to kill them with bad

air, and set up a fever-still for the benefit of his

neighbours. *' An Englishman’s house is his

castle,” is a good saying; but, surely, it -should

not protect the ill-doer.

Typhoid fevers continue to be destructive of

,

life, and that, too, not so much in the dwellings
j

of tho poor as in those of a higher class. It

is clear to all who have well considered the

subject, that these diseases result from the
|

neglect of sanitary laws. The parish inspector, i

the medical officer of health, and the sanitary

police have been at work in the courts and
j

alleys, crowded back-slums, and common lodging-

houses, and have effected great improvements in

many quarters,—lessening the prevalence of

disease. It is nob too much to say that the in-

spection by competent persons (armed with

certain powers) of the town and suburban

dwellings, of all classes, indeed of dwellings in

the country too, will be productive of the

greatest advantage.

.1 should be glad to say something of the

workplaces in which many thousands of young

girls pass their lives and are destroyed ;
mil-

liners, artificial-flower makers, foather-drosaers,

and others
;
but time will not permit.

To discover the causo of preventible illness in

many cases is difficult; it needs technical know-

ledge in tho observer. The close proximity of

the cesspool and water-supply is the unsuspected

cause of an immense amountof illness and death.

Years ago I brought forward cases in proofof this,

and the belief has been terribly confi-rmed more

recently. The history of the Broad-street pump,

Soho, afforded striking examples; as did tho out-

break of fever at Terliug, not yet stopped.
^

[The

speaker then gave some particulars of this dis-

aster, and the lessons to be drawn from it.]

Some matters in our own houses call for

notice from tho Health point of view. As, for

example, bad foundations, permitting dampness
;

thin and porous walls,—contributing to the same

evil, and increasing the coat of firing; defective

drains and traps ;
want of ventilation—supply of

pure air and removal of bad
;
iusufficient height

of rooms
;
want ofpure water ;

wasteful means of

heating
;
smoky chimneys

;
want of light (daik

rooms give a larger amount of sickness than light

ones)
;
and the defective pavingofyarda andareas.

Never allow a trap to be open. Never close a fire-

place. Evil is often produced by the damp site on

which buildings are placed ;
and yet, at the pre-

sent time, new streets may be seen where the

scavengers are depositing liquid sweepings,

masses of decomposing animal and vegetable

refuse, and other abominations; and upon these,

presently, the walls of houses will be raised,

without the slightest arrangement to keep down

the moisture, or prevent dangerous exhalations.

[At this point of his address, Mr. Godwin said

he^had seen some things that day in Brighton

which had greatly shocked him
;
not because

they wore worse than might be found elsewhere,

but because one expected to find in Brighton all

the arrangements for perfect health : one ex-

pected to find in a place situated geographically

and geologically like Brighton all that w^ch

would bring about a good state of things. One

would not, he said, expect to find in such a town

as this any health-destroying back-slums, or

any small rooms filled with people without the

possibility of air getting access to them. He

then described the condition in which he had

found Dorset-street, Thomas’s-street, Derby-

plnce, Pimlico, Claremout-street, Carlton-street,

and Orange-row : in some cases badly drained,

and in others ill supplied with water, although

there was a good supply of the latter in other

parts of the town. Improvements were most

seriously wanted in these smaller districts of

Brighton; the houses had no opening, no

windows at the back; and the rooms were so

small that persons were living where it was im-

possible to retain health; without which happi-

ness was quite out of the question. He was

glad to hear of the existence of the Brighton

Sanitary Association, and the good it had done
;

and of the appointment of a medical officer of

health. (“ We haven’t one.”) “ Then the sooner

you get one the better,” said the speaker ;
and he

proceeded to state that what had been done had

lessened the death-rate in Brighton from 25-8 m
. 1865 to 21-7, which meant that 300 persons were

i

saved during the year. But the notion of find-

' ing a death-rate of 21 in 1,000 in a place like

I

Brighton was simply preposterous. He had no

! desire to reflect upon the authorities ; he knew
' the difficulties they had to contend with. But it

' was desirable they should know tho effect the

state of parts of the town had upon a stranger.]

I have already alluded to the effect upon the

inmates of such dens as have been described.

An assertion that I ventured to make some years

ago, "As the home, so tJie people,” is beginning

to fix itself in the popular mind. It has been

made tho text of essays and the motto of asso-

ciations. Widely admicted, it would be certain

to produce good fruit. I have tried to add to

this another :

—

To drain and pave,

Means raise and save.

The connexion, perhaps, is not at once obvious,

but it is, nevertheless, undeniable. Drainage

alone will not do everything, but it is an im-

portant first step. There is evidence from Sails-

bury, Ely, and other towns that hundreds of

lives’ have been saved by the improved drainage

introduced. '

As the education and the training, so are the

children ;
as the children, so are the men and

women. If we would have the sons of the
^

struggling classes grow into orderly, sensible,

and striving citizens, wo must give them a road I

out of the slough, show them the value of order,

and furnish them with weapons for the strife.

Moreover, in a limited island-space such as that

of Great Britain, the true greatness of the nation

and its ability to sustain its poor could not but

be vastly increased, were the foundations of hfc

well and securely laid by improved arrangements

promotive of health and vigour, so ss to raise

the stamina of its manhood to a high pitch.

And it is not the improved condition of the

matured man alone that would thus bo realized ;

the fact that vigorous parents load to a vigorous

progeny is no less obvions
;
and thus the nation

would improve, physically speaking, in an acce-

lerated ratio, were more care and attention

given to the rearing of infants. The condition

in which thousands are now brought up is fear -

1

ful to contemplate. Tho result is what might be
,

expected. Beneath the feet of society exists an
,

army of rough and desperate men and women,

unsuspected and uncared for. They are to be

counted in thousands. An execution or a locsu

riot sometimes brings them into daylight and

the streets ;
but at ordinary times they are to be

found only where they livo massed together, and

under such conditions that improvement is im-

possible. From the vice-producing quarters to

which I have referred, the prisons are supplied,

and in these places the convict, when liberated

from prison, finds his base of operations m con-

tinuing what he considers the business of hia

Iffs-
. . 1 J.

•

Whatever is spent on education is saved twice

over, and more, in prisons and police
;
to say

nothing of the mighty saving of misery and hie.

This is pretty generally admitted. But we are

very slow to act upon it. Some of the hinder-

ances are found where one would scarcely expect

to discover them. When all things are ripe for

a large extension of the blessings of education,

even Keligion and Conscience step forward, and,

with aresist-to-tbe-death expression,bar the way.

Not that they are opposed to education; they

have got beyond that after long reflection
;
they

desire that education should be given, but it

must bo their own sort of education, and mixed

up with their own menstruum.

And so neglected weeds grow apace, and in-

stead of corn we get deadly-nightsbade : instead

of men and women with honest hearts and clear

minds, we get ” roughs;” and from roughs come

burglars, garotters, and murderers.

The cost of crime is enormous ;
in fact, it

cannot be counted. It operates in a hundred

ways. The expense of the machinery towards

punishment of crime alone amounted in 1866,

according to judicial returns, to throe millions.
^

Three millions sterling per annum, and this is

not all. Another million, at least, should bo

added for the interest of money expended on

buildings, the salaries of various' officials, and

items. And each year it becomes greater

!

Convicts in England, according to returns, cost

341. 78. a head per annum. What do they cost

the country when they are free ? The number

of the criminal population in England and Wales

was computed in the year 1864-5 to be 145,000,

ond I believe this to be enormously under the

mark. Including beggars and persons subsisting

by other disoracoful means, the number has been

! calculated at 250,000. Let us, however, take t^

!

first to be the number, and say there are 14o,000

I persons, 117,000 of whom are at large, destroy-

I ing instead of producing, living upon the industry

1
of others,—taking from the community instead of

;
giving to it. Would 501. per annum a-piece be

too much to put down as the loss caused by thorn

1

to the community ? No, nor enough, and yet at

i that sum we get nearly six millions to be added

j

to the other four millions ;
or ten millions

:
sterling a year, the cost of crime. If parb of

,
the cost of pauperism were added to this, as it

1 might fairly be, the amount would be raised some

; millions more.
I It is from such homes as we have contem-

plated that the ranks of the dangerous classes

are recruited day by day. It is a disgrace to ns

that we should have such a class as " roughs

it means short-sighted parsimony and criminal

neglect. The thousands of children running tho

streets of London and other places may be very

nearly what we choose to make them. Huma-

nity, Christianity, economy, self-interest, are all

in favour of rendering them decent members ot

society. See that every child be awakened to a

perception of the difference between good and

evil, and receive the elements of knowledge. As

the education and the training, so, I venture to

repeat, are the children ;
as the children, so aro

the meu and women. Improve the homes, raise

the standard of health, aud teach the children,

and we shall aoou cease to have “roughs, — we

shall soon lesson tho numbers of the dangerous

It would be a saving in money, a saving in

misery beyond calculations, if the uncared-for

Arabs of our streets were gathered up and sent,

at the country’s cost, to the best schools m
Brighton. Children have been called the poetry

of the earth; beams of light; and “living

'jewels dropp’d uustain’d from heaven.

“ ChiWbood is the bough where slumber’d

Birds and blijssoma many number d.

If society get but a deformed aud hurtful

stump instead of a flowering, gladdomug, gooci-

civing tree, the blame aud crime are society s

own Every child is a white page on which nmy

be written good things ;
an impressible uiass

which waits to receive beautiful forms, iho

blame bo on those who permit the page to_ be

blurred, and tho forms to be made repulsive.

Children are the sacred trust of the State, ino

neglect of this trust—a great sin—brings its own

great punishment. There is danger to the State

in the iucreaso of large masses of neglected

poor ;
and these masses are supplied from the

heaps of neglected children who survive the

dangers they are exposed to.

It is of the utmost consequence that a know-

ledge of the laws which govern human life should

be given to women. A frightful loss of mfiint

life occurs through their want of this knowledge.

Tho difference in the proportion of

amongst infants in various localities shows that

this loss is unnecessary. Thousands of prevent-

able deaths which occur, both m London and

the provinces, from other than sanitary imper-

fections, are clearly to be traced to the ignorance

of the mothers of the simplest principles ot

healthful management. In the schools in which

the future mothers of the next race of English

workmen are being educated, attention should be

given to tho instruction of the young, not only

I iu sanitary matters, but as to tho structure and
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fanoltas of the body. To the mothers wo ha^
to iTOk for the education of the world. " Whenshall I begin the edncation of my child,” said a

ienr.* i is now foot

fo.t

^ Madam,” he replied, “ you have
lost three years already. Prom the first smile

Our workhousee, hospitals, manufactories, allneed improvement. There are fairly-arranged
b-'d Bites 1 there\re bad

thZ“ n 0
.““'’“'“"®’^' Bood sites; butthere is hardly an instanoe, in this country

bodvZ’ tf
b“®P‘tel end site fully em.bodying those sanitary principles which aressentially necessary for the rapid recovery of

is 00^^
maimed. Air of sufliciont purityIS not to be obtained in towns. Every existinv

iZ°th’'”‘’‘‘“l
‘bBrefnre, to bo removed

*' P°B»iblB to do so. At

chTOMrtrn
*”“ t“'™B Inoi is much

Zm ‘f "t
®’°B®-bn'lt places; and there

ZsTlZm

’

BBtablishments covering
consid^arablo areas of ground in crowded and

bo
“
’’Z' if

“bies, which mightbe removed to the country not only with incal.culablo advantage to the sick, but with greatpecuniaiy gam to the hospital ostablishZnkhven m so vast a place aa the metropolis, a fewcaaaalty wards, where accidents might tempo-rarily bo seen, rooms for the enamfuatiou and

to«n^f“’’- IV,
Buitablo vehicles for

tS BBbBtry, -would bo allthat would be necessary to efieot the reform. A
tnZ.™‘ “““itM. as it seems

ThomlJrHXS™ “ " ‘t® -- St.

onSt°to“wZ“f‘ f“ P'afB2 of tlf
?"''> fBesh air in every

Z TTnl
’’"'‘““S-., air is the sine q7i

Z siolfl,,^ b
be so planned that

wallf
'^rmtbe air as fresh within itswalls as they oonld do eitornally, they wiU snffijr

ZZ “'® ‘’®^®® “f im-
purity. The infirmaries of many of the work-

ZTforZZd° ‘’‘®®''®‘>i‘able condition, and
call lor immediate improvement.
.

Do not be impatient of tasation for aanitarv

lessen
®

“v
.“““““'y arrangements wouldlessen poor-rates imraenselj

hrfnilf
•“ b®'’®'-® ‘be House of Commons,bronght m by Mr. McOnllagh Torrens, which

TeZlf'? f ““‘boBities to enforce theremoval of honsea dangerous to health and lifeand enable them to afford facilities to societies’

Zn2r f ‘bam in a fittingmanner. It is to be hoped that it will become

m
"baeryation I have made else,where, I would say, m conclusion, that it isBcimcely possible to estimate the ' aronnt of

n-'me produced bynnhealthy

ZZZ T ’ ‘be avoidance ofextreme evils—sickness and death—a home

Smfort^ wh '’'Zb Z®®®'
®beBrfnlne3s, andcomlort, where the worker may gain freshstrength and energy for the dail/ struggleDnlness glo^, apathy, ill-temper, will not pro-duce this. We all know what trifling matZs

iTfe m “°b
‘bBt the misery of alife may be bom of a chance observation. Theconnexion of these remarks with onr subjectwi 1 be seen at once. Amidst bad domestici^uencea the spirits flag, the temper changes.

damZZ from the effect ofdamp the world looks dark, the heart is leavy
cheerful effort is out of the question; kindi;S tZ“l

7'*®''®'’
’ ‘“S'® ‘“'5

hmbhfol BfBooragement and

SnowerZZ®®’ ‘’®^®'°P ‘b® “ffcctionaand powers. The occupants of such houses aswe are contemplating do not Ui-c; they only pass

Lffe TZb " ^“ ‘'“® “ fot bswZTsLife, which should be a blessing, is often madea curse by an unhealthy house and its conse-qnence-an ill-ordered home. Besides remediesof emls referred to, we want also more colour inonr houses, pictures, flowers, and a garden
; the

2bi °vb 'Z® '•’‘"‘B. sail BO on the
health, the thoughts, and the habits, is greaterthan some imagine; and the same argument
will apply m calbng for the well-ordering andproper adornment of towns. ®

I

_

To ensure tho largest amount of general hap-pmess, let us do our best to promote the general

for happiness. It has been said, is a perfume that

dZZiT^ “‘’®'' ”''®® “"“‘ber without a fewdrops falling on yourself.
At the close of the address the chairman (Mr.

the builder.

Jbornoroft (assistant overseer). Dr.

expresaerZ-
'’®®^ ‘“‘=>'eB‘mg speeches

Zri° ? V?
®°‘"'® “““Bto-renoe in the re-marks of the speaker. Mr. Councillor Davey

d2rTof °i
‘be Sanitary Committee, stated the

h77thf- to fender the townhealthy m every respect. A vote of thanks

ZlfaW
H®”'? ™‘®“ (who in the course

Ire of the“'’1‘'®“®’
’'® bad;hoped to seemore of the clergy present), was given to Mr

? vtte“ofZ° t’’",”'"!?
‘''® ““bienco, and moved

ZZZ “ZZfogf ''“®'® ‘®®“b
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EXOA-V.ATIONS ON THE PALATINE.

fokl™® ‘Z‘’®®““bte on the earlier under.

Pal«f„„“
®®“®°'‘ “’“iqeitieB on the

h vb 'I®
‘“b® '* brief review of whathas hitherto been achieved within the I’amesogrounds by the works ordered by the French^peror, and under the direction of SigLr Kosa

a^vaZZbZb®'”'’,®
‘® ®“PP°“ “b ‘be ‘beoZsZz b by ‘bat learned gentleman, as the in-

Zorffo"
ee POB‘B, like sign-boards, indicateaccording to his oonclusiona respecting evervrum and every site. In most iusZees there is

little or nothing in tho ruins extant to announce
their character, save in respect to the magnifi-
cence of marblo decorations, attested by thefragments of cornioes, friezes, pavement, and

ulnncZ-'
’'*®‘ to®®*" ‘be eye, at tho firstgancje is au extent of low substructuree inter-spersed with a few loftier piles of bricklrkV a

^jnmns, and great variety of such marble dd-
,
tas as manliest the former splendours of halls

and
°°‘'®®“- '''b® toore pictnresquo

,

and imposing rum.maaaes stand in the gardZnot comprised within the French pZertv
° ‘“(“’‘‘y “fbitherto excavated remainshas rather, indeed, the appearance of a vastground.plan, traced in lines of brickwork, andmore or less occupied in every part by the rem.nants saved from past grandeur, than that of an

ZbZZ .PtotoftotoS My onity of design orarohiteetenio effect. It; is evident that theUesars, one after another, suooessively destroyed,or at least disregarded, the erections of thei^

dfrtodZ®®™’
‘be buildings of one being contra-

d cted_by or sacrificed to those of another, with,out regard to tho symmetric eharaoter of the

f toeny instances, more ancient-some, indeed very richly-adorned-structuros
bung reduced to mere fonndation.works for the

S°tb
°

*
u®

®bambera raised above.Thus the vaulted halls, to which we descended
at some depth and which were long erroneously

ZeS’Z''*, Z“‘® bivia ” (see Oorinnef,

r„“® ?
^® beentvful decoration of their oeil-

Zco-pamting and gilt stucco-relief, anorigin certainly aristocratic, as the stylo wasmanifestly palatial in these interiors, Zt for

bSonrZ®.®!®*^'®’
“to®® ‘b®to Bacrifioe to moroimportant buildings raised above them, but nowtotally vanished. Those chambers, judging fromthe art-works they contain, may bo referred toabout the time of Augustus, certainly not earlier

riBhtZl''®’'’'^'’®”®''
"Bbterranean, seen by day.'

S' Z®®^'®®" having much suffered,!owing to the admission of air and rain. Theyevidently belong to; a suite, the entrances andother parts of which are recognizable- and thedMp vertical channels along the walls.’for wood-work, as apparent, gave rise to the popular errorrespecting the imaginary ” Baths." We maybegin, however, from the approach to the

Panmi “ Z®”
“’® "““ built by PopePaul HI a pleasant residence looking east ani

iZfthZ'
'“''‘5’ balls still retain.

iS,2 1

''“'®‘' to*® P“®““®‘ Boites, quitereegu ar in scale and plan, are entered from tho

of alt1m
' ®°“‘b"“®“"- below the elevated site

ZZ •

’ ”® .1"®- ®°®“ b® toe™ dismal thanthose mtenors, the inner range of which can

ZT„'‘“''®
®®®®to®‘‘ ““totol bgbt save throughthe doorways communicating with the outer. It

or tZZ® ®/® ‘b® buildings of Caligula,

ZZ “® ®®®! “totoing a new front above the

strOTeZbo™'®'?
^’®eP“iM after he had de-

Z?™ ? Z“‘®“! P®®“°® ‘b® Nerenian

Z! f;
farther to the south opens a wide

' whSh Lc®*?™‘®‘’
“®°®- °®® ““a ®f

I ZofeltZ,
“ ° ‘ ®°P ®°““- ’'“b i‘B massive

vZu th
®° ’ ““ toaegfiiBed as the Via

nZI'v^J ?"®t°
‘b“ Peiat, as the Sa,»ma

toe PoSf’l?'Z®b
bistoriaus speak, leading tothe Porta Mugoma, one of toe three (or. accird.mg to some writers, four) gateways in the walls

of tho city ascribed to Eomnlns. To onr right,as we follow this road, rises from the hollow anenormous mass of oonoreto, or rubble workpropped up m the lower part by brick and hewn

fed >,"®u o'-

to““*““y ®f very ancient date.

snbaZ'ct frf
‘““““b®" ‘‘itb toe terrace!

snbatracture that supported too temple ofJupiter
Stator, vow®d by Eomnlns before the bottle withLatins (Liv., 1 ., 12), and rebuilt in fulfilment ofanother vow by Attilius Eegnlns, Consul, accord-ing to his engagement, self-imposed, before theSammte war (Liv,. x., 36-7), this restored templehaving stood from A.D.C. 458 to A.D 65 inwhich year It was destroyed by tho fire underHero. Arrived at tho summit of the auoiontway past tho site of the Porta Mugonia, woroach a vast extent of roofless buildings extend,mg to the western ridge of tho hill, and siip-

i
posed the palace of the Flavian emperors, begiiuby Aespasian, continued by Titus and Doniilian,
with the character of which period in art therich decorations, here- found in marble frag,men s, well accords. Among these quadrar.gult
bmldinga is a peristyle, once surrounded withralumns, and evidently rich in decorative de-

j

tails, supposed tho Oanalio Sicilia, whore Per-tmax was surpised by tho Prmtorian guordson the day of his death. Another is stylld (we

aZh “t
..‘b® "ig“-boards) Jcifs ZauL;

Z » i i:

77"“”’ i M°‘ber, ^-dc- Publica, as

;
Jpr®''‘b“ ‘brown open to the citizens byNorva
(Plmy, Panegyr, Traian), and one of the smaller

I "°.m
to tocognised ns the LaraHvmi by its

eZ ® "“b toliofs of religions ministers.®‘°b and varied are the decorations in the larger
halls, the friezes, oornices, graceful oandelataa

'Z b’‘? toMblo, and intarsio pavements ingeometric patterns, filled up with porphyry ser.pentine ginllo antieo, &c. Here and there we
. see portions of inornstation, showing a oorre-

rifrfr‘'thl ®,li''‘“®.®.°‘
“oloored marbles, partiou-

larly the Humidian gmllc, on the now low.
. tobeeet. walls. Some mutilated busts of good
' St "®®“' “toong other such relicsf on
,

pilasters thrown up for their display. At thewestern ndge „f the hill extends 1 series ofterraces, which appear to have been reached by
steps, leading probably to a portico, that mayhave served lor contemplating tho spootaoles iithe Oirena Maximus, that lies below.
The character of one interior, as a basilica,

with Its semicircular recess for tho tribune, rem-nants of a marble screen in front, and also oftho columns that divided its area into three
amles, is snftciently evident, and justifies thoooueluaion that this may bo the Basilica Joviamentioned in the Acts of two martyrs, Silvesterand Lawrence, who suffered A.D. 261- andfurther -westward we enter a roofless court
designated Jfpiiipfiorim, with an ample elliptical

Whl ™
a

id two storiesf theh^hor surrounded by niches, once adorned (we
ZZ°f‘’°Z’"‘b Bodlptnre, the lower with a

;

"bannel
; some portions of massive AntedjColnmns, of giallo antioo, remaining here toattest the richness of architectural dotoils atZpleasant spot whore Omsars and their empressesS Z ’'bfi .“way the hours of Zmmer!

2s .‘l®U°‘',‘b'"/“°fle ®f bills, westward,

Zfta in r
®°’“™“'‘®. Corinthian, withshafts in Oarystian marble monoliths, on baseshere found immediately below which, on Zfurther side, we look down into an abyss!

rvMenriv'^2“®g '"P“®toS ®ba™oter, Ld
toe®‘B the astonished

Zolr „ Zu ®-Z-
“tenors, divided by a recti-

[2 to
’ b“‘‘t‘d square-hewn blocksAflithoid

Zt’he caol'1®®''^,
“b® ‘b“t of the Tabulariumm the oapitol, and supposed referrible to aboutthe same date, within the century before onrera, or about the period of Sylla (138-78 B.O )

' beinuTw P“P°=® of this solid strnoturebe ng now pure matter of conjeotnre, though wemust certainly assume some edifice for pnblio

Z"’ h" i"®"
‘b® fret of itsZingreduc^ to a mere collar, or foundation, for thesupport of later buildings. Beyond extends anarea with fine intarsio pavement, supposed alibrary

; and farther, immediately at thZbrow ofthe hill, another roofless interior, surroundedwith a rninous circle of terraces rising stepwisewhich Itosa designates as an academy or hill for

reltdlhefr’ vZrZ'rmt baZ
audiences. North-eastward fZm twl pIZZdescry another ample terrace, the site, no doubt

stone, and other architectaral fragments, ar-
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iiDged for view upon the spacioua level, here

iieing recognisable tbe stylobate of a temple,

irhich Rosa identifies with that to Jupiter Victor,

rawed by Fabius Maximus during the third

lamnite war (Liv.,x.,29),andwhich8tood from

ehe year of Rome 459 till at least as late as the

iJose of the fourth century, being mentioned by

che Regionaries. The festival of Jnpiter Victor,

l.eld on the Ides of April, is described by Ovid

Q the “Fasti,” 1. iv. We must turn back in the

direction whence we started, to visit, at a point

jiearly central, a long walled corridor, evidently

lubterranean from the first, now, indeed, almost

totally deprived of its ceiling, which we see was

wvered with coloured mosaics, representing

nirds and other ornamental designs in compart-

ments,—a building supposed to be of the time of

tfiberius, and to have served for private communi-

i:ation between different wings of the palatial resi-

dence
5
some noticeable detail here—the restora-

liion, in coarse, careless work, of the original

ulack and white mosaic pavement—leading ns to

[infer a comparatively late appropriation of this

norridor. It is apparent, and especially at this

iboint, that the Palatine was divided by a wall

Into two portions ; the height to the south called

’iumnia Velia ; that to the north, Gemalis ; the

imperial building having long concealed this

natural formation ;
and Tiberius’s covered way

laerves to unite the two, or rather the edifices

j'lverlooking that valley from opposite terraces.

Here, too, was found a plain massive altar,

circular, with a shell-like cavity at the summit,

and dedication, inscribed in large letters by the

mntifex, Cneius Domitius Calvinus, a personage

conspicuous in the wars between Ccesar and

-Pompey. Further northwards we roach the

>AuguTo.toTium, assumed site of the Augurs’

iColiege, Which was restored by Hadrian, now
reduced, in fact, to little elso than an apparently

inaturnl mound, with terrace-summit shaded by

ilex trees. An epigraph, relating to that college,

was found near this spot (see Gruter’s series)

)3onfirmatory of its local claims. And from this

point we overlook a long extent of low vaulted

chambers, all on the same plan, and with the

irudest species of black and white mosaic for

ipavement, referred to the buildings of Tiberius,

—

iperbaps the ground-floor story inhabited by
IdIdwoo in f.Vifit pmnpror’s addition to the Auirnatan
. slaves in that emperor’s addition to the Augnatan
’ Palace. As we skirt the hill side, westward and

I northward, our attention may be distracted from

I things near to the beauty of nature and of the

i distant city views, the Jovicnlan height, the

r winding Tiber, the Trastevere quarter, the

: Capitol, and the Forum, with many of the

.
monuments that attract all Europe to those

I historic sites; but the most striking group of

) imperial ruins is that which suddenly sijreads

) before us on our arrival at the north-eastern

1 angle of the Palatine, overlooking the Forum,

I or, rather, its southern pnrlieua. Here we find

1 ourselves in the upper story of two vast systems

, of building, divided into lofty vaulted halls

• ranged parallel, and only lighted from the

; entirely open side by which each is entered, the

: two stories being utterly without accordance in

1 plan and symmetry in design, even the partition

i walls failing to coincido j
the higher and more

; recent having been built without regard to the

lower story—and here, as so often observable

elsewhere among thePaiatine ruins,oneemperor’s

, work precisely answering to the purpose of spoil-

ing, in effect at least, that of another. It is the

,
great wing added by Cnjus Oalignla, who first

extended the imperial buildings to this side above

I the Fornm, that we recognise in the lower

I Btructnre ;
that of Nero, raised above and

; absorbing bis predecessor’s works, in the npper.

Some remains of painting, two groups of figures,

and stucco reliefs, in panels, on the vaulting (the

latter, in the lower halls, particularly graceful),

remind ua of Pompeian art, and may well be

ascribed to the Nerouian period.

These gloomy halls seem to penetrate into the

heart of the hill, range within range, the innv
moat, in some instances, lighted by orifices at

the roof, bnt for the most part in darkness only

dispelled by the faint light struggling for

entrance through doorways from outer chambers,

In those where daylight prevails have been

erected the few sculptures, bnsta, and other

fragments here found, on. antique pilasters.

Portions of a marble grating have been placed

along the edge of a terrace that traverses the

higher story, and which, we are told, is no other

than the bridge ordered by the insane Caligula

to communicate between his palace and the

Temple of Jupiter in the Capitol. The ominons

gloom of these imperial halls, now rather like

cavernous excavations than the abodes of

sovereign grandeur, accords well with the

darkest memories and most horror • striking

deeds that cast their shadows over the story of

guilty despotism in Rome. Along the ground-

floor, near the north-eastern angle of the hill,

extends for some distance the ancient pave-

ment of the Clivus VictoTine that passed

through a gateway, Porta Romana, one of those

in the primitive Romulean walls, now repre-

sented by a restoration in brickwork of the im-

perial period. Retnrning to the villa of Paul III.,

we observe on the platform before its western

front the lower part of a round chamber, called

ial/ncum, and probably one of the bath-rooms in

Caligula’s palace. Not far off is a pile of brick

ruins, quite isolated, long supposed the sole

remnant of Augustus’s Palatine library,
^

as

seems confirmed by the discovery, in digging

beneath that spot, of columns in precious marble

and fragments of colossal statues in basalt (see

Burgess’s notice of these made in 1720) ;
and,

farther to the south, near the limits of the

Farnese estate, Rosa places the Temple of Pala-

tine Apollo, .some portion of the stairs before

whose front he has seen (as he tells us)
,
beneath

the road that ascends towards the Convent of

S. Bonaventura, from the arch of Titns. We
may be sceptical before such designations, on the

placards put up by the learned director, as the

“ staircase of Cacus,” the palace “ where Tana-

quilla addressed the people from a window after

the death of Tarquinius Prisens” (Liv., i., 41)

;

the site of the honso of Cicero, on the slopes

overlooking the Via Sacra, may be admitted;

but when we are required to believe that on a

grassy platform, north-westward, stood the

“ Tvrjurium Faustndi," or cottage, where Romu-

lus passed his childhood, we may ask whether

modern Roman antiquarians can to this day

persist in ignoring the school of Niebuhr, and

all the attainments of thought and research due

to the impulse given by that historian ?

Before leaving wo should visit the museum of

Bculptuves and other antiques found in the course

of these works, now occupying an outhouse of

the villa, most noticeable among its contents

being the casts from originals already taken to

Paris of a torso, one of the many replicas, from

the celebrated Faun of Praxitiles, and of another

figure (little more thaq a torso), of a winged

Cupid, with quiver and bow, the latter object

inferrible, but no longer seen ;
also some expres-

sive busts, and a graceful draped female figure,

probably a Venus, still left in the marble origi-

nal ;
besides coins, lamps, glasses, and eve^

species of coloured marble, alabasters, &c., in

the profusion found in so many similar Roman
collections. We should advise the visitor to

choose for Palatine rambles the hours near sun-

set of an autumn or spring evening, when the

effects of light and shade among these labyrinths

of ruin, and the solemn beauty imparted by the

hour to monument and mountain, to city and

landscape, seen from these grounds, cannot fail

to impress and delight,—to remain in memory
among the nnforgefcable things of Rome.
Rome.

The building was begun from the plans of

Mr. John Weightmnn; but has been almost

entirely carried out by his successor, Mr. E. R.

Robson, the present architect to the Corpora-

tion .

The building is occupied ;
but the spire is not

yet wholly completed.

The following references show the appropria-

tion of the various apartments :

—

Batemeui.

Under rooms, ground floor, Nos. 1 to 6. Treasurer's store-

THE MUNICIPAL OFFICES OF
LIVERPOOL.

In our last volume* we published some

descriptive particulars of the largo building

which has been erected by the Corporation of

Liverpool with the object of concentrating all

the various municipal establishments, which

have hitherto been scattered over the town, to

the serious inconvenience of the public. We
now give an elevation of the building and the

two principal plans.

We may repeat that the building is a quad-

rangle, comprising about 4,800 square yards.

The stylo is Corintbianesque, treated freely, the

capitals being composed from English ferns

instead of the acanthus. Tlie height of the

building to the upper cornice is about fiO ft., and

to the roof of the pavilion between 80 ft. and

90 ft. A tower, about 200 ft. in height, rises

from the centre of the front.

Tho cost of the building, without land or

furniture, has been about 100,0001.

The contractors were, for the brick-work,

Messrs. Holmo & Nicol
;

stone-work, Messrs.

Parker & Son
;
carpentry and joinery, Messrs.

Haigh & Co.
j
plastering, Mr. Jones

;
plumbing,

Mr. Crellin
;
warming and ventilating, Messrs,

n. Price & Co. ;
bolls, Mesers. Warner & Sons

;

clock, Messrs. PenlLngton & Hutton ; &c.

* Tol, xxr., p. j

rooms.
Under Nos. 7, 8. .Toiners’ shop.

y, m, 11, 13. Tovrn.clerk’s store-room,

in, 20, 31, 22, 33, 21. Water englneer’e store-room, sc.

14, 16, 16, 17. Licensing Department.

28.

Arcade entrance to basement.

27,28,29,30. Oas-testing department.

34 and 35. Nuisance aeparlinetiC, outside inspec-

tor's oltice.

37.

Scavenging department, outside inspec-

tor's offlee.

Central portion of basement used for stores and lumber.

Ground Flan.

No. 1. Borough treasurer’s public ofBce.

2 . ,, ,,
private ollice.

3. ,, ,,
retiring office,

4. ,, ,,
strong-room,

ei „ )> 3ate.

6. Eutrance-hftll.

7. Finance committce-rooTn.

8. Town-clerk's clerks’ office.

9. ,, private office.

10. ,,
waiting-room,

11. Compensation clerk.

12. Safe.

13. Entrance.
_ , ,

•

14. Deputy borough solicitor’s clerK.

16. „ > office.

16. Deputy prosecuting solicitor.

17. >1 >»
cloi'k.

18. Entrance.
19. Law stationer’s clerks.

20. Strong-room.
21. Safe.

22. Lavatory.
23. Deputy registrar’s clerks.

2 .1 . ,, „ and water committee-room.

25. Strong-room.
26. Treasurer's office for extra wrihng clerks.

37. Inspector ot nuisance’s private ollice.

28. ,, ,,
general office.

29a, „ ,,
SAfe-

3tio. „ n safe.

29. Inspector of Scavengers’ public office.

30 . ,,
private office.

31. ,,
lavatory.

32. Safe.

33. Entrance.
34. Chief inspector of health.

36. Inspector of lodging-houses.

36. Clerk's private office.

37. Medical officer’s private room.

38. Entrance.
39. W.C.
40. Lobby.
41. W.C.
42. Lobby.
43. W.C. •

4i. Lobl)T.
4.5. W.C.
46. Watch committec-room.
47. Snb-ooDiiuUtee-room.
43. Vestibule.

49. Health committce-room.
60. W.C.
61. W.C.
62. Lavatory.
63. Area.
64. Smoke inspector's office.

65. Messengers.
6R. Strong-room.
57. Lavatory.
68. Area.
69. Auditor’s private office.

60. ,, clerks.

61 . Lavatory.
62. Treasnrer’a chief clerk.

03. Strong-room.
(14. Debenture-room.
65. Treasurer’s public office.

Fir»t-Jloor Flan,

No 1. Deputy building surveyor’s general office.

2. , ,,
plaii-room.

3
* ”

”, ,,
vestibule.

4 & 6. Kent collectors’ department.

6. Aichitect's plan-room._

7 & 8. ,,
drawing offices.

9 . ,, private office.

10. Compeneation clerk.

11. Waiting-room.
12. Deed-room.
13. Deputy town-clerk’s chief clerk.

14 . ,, „ private office.

15. Waiting-room.
16. Assistant water engineer.

17. Water engineer.

18&19. „ general office.

20. „ chief clerk.

21 . ,,
pablic office.

22 & 23. Borough engineer’s drawing office.

24.
private office.

‘

15 , I,
chief clerk.

26. Paving clerks.

27. Surveyor of drainage.

28. Deputy engineer.

20 to 31. W.C.s
35. Lavatory.
36. W.C.
37. Plan-room.
38. Area.

Second Floor.

Above rent collectors’ department, keeper's rootn^

Above architect’s department, drawloR-office for ffitto-

Above water cjigiiiccr’a department, drawing-ollice fot

the same.
. ^ . ....

! Borough anaUscsi’s depaitmeut, drawisg-oflicc lor ditto,
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THE MUNICIPAL OFFICES, LIVERPOOL. Mr. E. E. Robson, and the late Mr. John Weightman, Architects.
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“SHABEOW CHCKCn.”

The architects of this Imndsomc church are
Messrs. Blackinoor& Mitcboll-Withers. In con-
nexion with the illuBtratious of it published in

our last we gave the name of Mr. Mitchell-

Withers alone.

THE STAGE.

Jloycd Princess’s Theatre.—The revival of Mr.
Bouoioault's version of “ Joanio Deans,” has
proved quite successful. The trial scene is ns
efioctivo ns over, the adaptor appearing os the
Counsel for the defence, and the firing of the

' Tolbooth at the close was so real, that some of
: the theatrical critics present on the first night
> expressed their belief that the intention was to

1 burn down the house and get rid of them all

I at a blow, or rather a burn. Mrs. Bouoicault as
Jeanie Deans, touches the hearts of her audience
more than once

;
and Mr. Leoson makes a quaint

Dumhiedilces. Mr. J. G. Shore (Argyll), Miss
Litton (Efie Deans), and Mrs. Chas. Hnreourt
(Meg Murdochson) deserve a word of praise.

St. George’s Opei'a.-Uouse.—Mr. German Reed’s
season terminates on (this) Saturda7 evening,
March the 28th. We must congratulate Mr.
Reed on the success of it. His endeavours will,

wo hope, load to the permanent establishment
of .English opera under his spirited direction.
Madlie. Liebhart’s engagement was a capital
move.

THE UNIVERSITIES AND ART-
TEACHING, BY AN ARTIST.

One of tho advantages of public discussion
consists in obtaining individual experience and
conviction, for where so many conflicting in-
terests and opinions exist, education may be
compared to a figure not only having many sides,
but like one of those out crystals which glitter

at every angle, so lucid and imaginative that
the mind’s eye is dazzled by its contemplation.
As an artist, it is natura,! that 1 shonld look

at the question in an artist’s point of view, and
1 am fully aware that people are as easily apt
to be led away by their pursuits as by their
feelings.

Education is a work of tho mind, mind in the
abstract having no material existence visible to
the human eye. A substance must be given to
thought—an image (so to speak) to the intellect—before it can be made transferable, just as a
Bank of England note which, in itself, possesses
no intrinsic worth, is the representative of solid
metal.

There are only two ways of doing this, viz., by
the language ofform and words. A thing speaks
for itself—is a recognised fact—the surest record
of its own integrity—an acknowledged testimony
of a truth—a mirror to the mind.
On the other band, “a man may possess all

the tongues which Babel cleft, but if he have
not a knowledge of the solid things contained in
them, as well as the words or lexicons, he is no
more to be esteemed a learned man than a
yeoman or tradesman completely wise in his
own mother dialect.”

Why education should be so exclusively con-
ducted as an affair of books, no reasonable cause
can be assigned? for words, in themselves,
either in their structure or likeness, convey no
idea of things ? and to attempt to educate people
only through books is like trying to squeeze a
kilderkin into a half-pint measure. Books can-
not alone contain education

; and it is a question,
more especially in tho exercise of the industrial
arts, worthy of consideration, how much the
world has gained by the invention of printing,
in BO far as tho solid things are concerned.

If tho ancients were worshippers of wood and
stone, in the present day we are idolaters of
words. Ancient mind is revealed in form as well
as letters. Phidias and Socrates, the two greatest
men of almost any age, were by profession both
sculptors, as well as priests and philosophers.
Each died in prison, a martyr to his mission

—

the elevation of mankind.
In the language of form, Wisdom was repre-

sented springing, fully armed, out of the head
of Jove, and placed on the Acropolis, as the pre-
siding Deity of Athens. In words, “ Wisdom,”
says Solomon, “is the image of God”—each
an example in its own way, an expression of
mind. Taking, however, still higher, the highest
ground, for revealing the most sublime and

sacred truths, God himself bears testimony of

Himself in like manner
;
for “ as words are the

image of our intellect,” even so was Christ
"the express image of God. He was begotten
of the Father, even as our words are the chil-

dren of our intellect.” “ The word was made
flesh.”—“This is my body,” &c., &c.
And yet, with all this clear evidence, both

Divine and human, of a great necessity, the
language of form is not even recognized, or its

most simple and elementary principles taught
in our schools or universities, otherwise than as
a mere accomplishment

; whereas, on the Con-
tinent, large provision for education in art, as an
essential accompaniment to all intelloctual culti-

vation, is made, not only in the more profes-

sional schools, but in every school, and of every
grade, each in proportion to its grade and object.

In the elementary school, the purely people’s

school, elementary drawing fitted for the people’s

purposes is taught. In the district provincial

secondary school this preliminary instruction is

further developed. In the college and university,

whilst opportunity is given for its manual culti-

vation, a higher object is aimed at—the philo-

sophy on which it rests, and by which it is

regulated, both intrinsically and in its relations

to the other departments of hntnan thought and
action, is pursued. There is scarcely a university

without its regular chair of aesthetics, its gallery
of casts, drawings, and engravings, as well as
library, to which the student can refer from the
pages of his author for illustration whenever ho
needs. It is something to study antiquity in

this double mirror,—one day dwelling on the
fatal fortunes of Laocoon and his sons, in the
impassioned lines of Virgil, and the next pur-
suing and completing the poem in the still more
powerful production of the statuary. Our
classical education is not a knowledge of its

I

antiquity
5 it is scarcely a knowledge of its

classics : they know the language of words, but

j

they do not know the language of form? they
leave out ono-half of ancient mind. It is not by
mere mechanisms of versification the solid

things can be appreciated, or as a philosophic
graphic expression of the general intellectual

and moral elements of J ho age and country.
Without such accompanying inquiries, no one

can understand Homer or Virgil as Homer or
Virgil ought to be understood; it is not merely
to understand, but to appreciate, both through
philology and art. The spirit is not less written
in the Venus, Laocoon, Apollo, the Elgin and
Egina marbles, than in the pages of Hesiod,
Homer, or Horace.

.H'lachylus, and Sophocles, and Euripides have
i no nobler— nay, truer— commentary, more
steeped in their own spirit, more thoroughly,

' more accurately themselves, than the myths of

j

those splendid vases, which are tho admiration
of mankind, and without their aid it is vain to
hope to roach, through the language, the litera-

ture, much less the general mind, of a country.
Science undoubtedly has accomplished great

things to redeem other shortcomings
; but it

must be remembered that the greatest men of
eminence have been self-educated. Their school
has been the universe, their Creator the guide

j

they found “ tongues in trees, books in tho
running brooks, sermons in stones, and good in

everything.” They derived their knowledge
from observation and the exercise of those
faculties (as well as by the use of those senses as
instruments) in acquiring knowledge which are
not recognized in our curriculum.

Gonins is the gift of God; it is an afiair of
gi’eat moment in what manner its growth is

sustained, and any mistake on this point U fatal.

I have seen a child of four years .old draw a
Bantam cock flapping its wings without difficulty,

and a full-grown man unable to imitate a pill- box
without suffering as much agony in the attempt
as though he had swallowed the contents.

“There is a vigilance of observation, and an
accuracy of distinction, which neither rules nor
precepts teach.” By the exercise of this faculty,

the first link in that long chain of discovery was
the fact (which to many minds would seem
trifling and unimportant) of Galvani’s discovery
of the convulsion of a dead frog, which chanced
to lie near an electrical machine while a spark
passed from it, and he examined the precise cir-

cumstance under which the convnlsion took place.

One of the persons also concerned in modern
electrical researches was a youth, my pupil,

William Jenkins, whose discovery of a shock
from a single voltaic pair of plates formed tho
occasion and subject of Faraday’s ninth series
of Experimental Researohes

;
and this branch of

modern discovery is not of mere theoretical

interest, but has culminated in such practical
applications as the Atlantic Telegraph, which has
influenced the intercourse of nations, affected tho
fate of empires, connected the Old World with
the New, and been instramental in giving happi-
ness as well as employment to millions of people.

It is the office of genins to open ever fresh
combinations and resonrees, for the exercise of
national industry, whilst upholding the greatness
of a country, equalising labour and capital, keep-
ing pace with the times.

Surely, if university extension means anything,
besides conferring degrees and the abolition of
tests, it might recognise mind in art as well as
literature, for, “ like twin cherries, they grow on
the same stem.” It is nob by attaching D.C.L.
to a name, or ceremonial observances, and con-
ventional ornamentations, or picture - making
(which is the business of an artist). This im-
portant movement can bo effectually accom-
plished but by founding an art school, where the
language of form can be initiated, and requiring
the same degree of efficiency in the examinations
as, at least, on a level with philosophy, Latin,
and Greek ; and no jnst reason can be given for a
neglect which is a scarce of such grievous
consequences, in every way, to the whole com-
munity.
The prosperity of the country is vested in our

edncational institutions. The university is the
precedent, being tho representative of mind and
intellect. Education in these days means not
only religion and virtue, but a right application
of knowledge to the wants of the people.

William Riviere.

GARTH STONE FOR LONDON.

Every one who has paid attention to tho sub-
ject of building materials in the metropolis must
have arrived at the knowledge of two broad
facts; first, that stacco, as now used, is tho
standing reproach of London architecture

;
and,

secondly, that the efforts to introduce stone into
our public buildings have been attended with
more signal failure and disappointment than any
other great city in Europe can have experienced
in that respect.

The inquiry would bo long which would lead
to a correct knowledge of the causes that
operate to produce this state of things : they are,
doubtless, to bo traced partly to commercial,
partly to natural influences. Meanwhile tho
difficulty remains

; our public taste is impugned,
and the durability of our edifices compromised.

Lately we havo examined some specimens of
a remarkably fine sandstone, from the millstone
grit formation, near the mouth of the Vale of
Llangollen, North Wales. This stone is not a
new discovery, and it seems strange that, atten-
tion having been onco called to it, no ettbrts

have been made to render it subservient to a re-
quirement of tho metropolis, which points pre-
cisely in its direction

;
and at a moment when so

many large public works are either on band, or
jnst about to bo commenced, it seems to bo a
matter of great importance that the claims of
such a building material should be strongly
tested.

In 1861 a committee was appointed by Govern-
ment to inquire into the state of the Houses of
Parliament, and to suggest a remedy for tho de-
cay of the stone in that structure. In the
minutes of evidence attached to the report made
by this committee, we find Mr. Burnell (himself
a member of the committee) saying,

—

“ Perhaps, Roing a little beyond the immediate subject
before ue, I may mention that in the course of this week I
was sent down purposely to examine the series of forma-
tions which are represented on that table,—the millstone
^'ts,—and I may i>e allowed to express my regret that wo
in England do not with that close of materiM, which wo
have 80 easily at hand, employ, as tho French engineera
and architects do, thoseharder and more lastingmaterials*
The millstone grits to which I refer are those of tho North
Wales formation, near Euahon, called the Garth atone,
close to the canal and close by the railway.”

Mr. Tife, M.P., the chairman of this com-
mittee, appears to have followed up the sug-
gestion, for we remember that he produced at

the Metropolitan Board of Works a specimen
from one of the quarries referred to

;
and, after

stating that the price per foot cube in London
would be about 2s., gave his authority to tho
statement that it would be equal for all the pur-
poses required for the Thames Embankment to

the granite, which at the time was with difficulty

obtained at more than double that price. Indeed,
as to the qualities of the stone they almost speak
for themselves, It is one of the purest sandstones,
in which the grains of quartz are cemented
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together by a silicious cement almost as inde-
Btroctible as the quartz itself, and if evidence
were wanted to prove its power of resistance to

atmospheric inflnences, the Abbey of Yale Crucis
and the Bridge over the Dee at Llangollen, both
built of this atone, present themselves to show
how little effect has been produced upon it by
many centuries of weathering in a mountain
district.

We add part of a report by Mr. T. W. Keates,
F.C.S., upon a sample of the stone sent to him
for examination ;

—

“ This stone ia compact and; uniform in texture. Its
specific pravity ia 2T20, conscqoeotJy the weight per cubic
foot is 132-5.1b. ; the ton weight measuring lti-9 cubic
feet.

The composition of the stone is as follows, per cent. :

—

Silica
. 88'10

Carbonate of lime ••10

Alumina . . 4-20
Oxide of iron S'OO
Moisture -07

98-77
The irou is partly in the form of carbonate which makes

up for the loss.”

Here is a material which we are quite dis-

posed to think may be advantageously used in

the metropolis,—a material which may help to
j

make London a city of stone instead of stucco j

'

and it seems to us that those who have the com-
j

mand of the carriage of this or the like material,
j

from whatever part of the country it may be oh-

;

tainable, have a great responsibility if, by exces-
j

sive demands for freight, they deprive themselves '

of our London market and the public at large ofi
the great benefit of a supply of this article of i

stone at a price that may compete with that of
a lees enduring and a less desirable material.

FAKADAT AS A DISCOYEEER.*

An interesting and graceful memoir of Fara-
day as a discoverer has been written by his able
successor and personal friend, Dr. Tyndall, whose
knowledge of the philosopher and the man was
complete, and enabled him to do full justice to
his subject in every sense. We have all heard
much of Faraday’s gentleness, and sweetness,
and tenderness, says Dr. Tyndall

; and it is all

tme
; but it is very incomplete

:
you cannot

resolve a powerful nature into these elements
;

and Faraday’s character would have been less

admirable than it was had it not embraced forces
and tendencies to which the silky adjectives
“ gentle ” and “ tender ” would by no means
apply. Underneath his sweetness and gentle-
ness was the heat of a volcano. He was a man
of excitable and fiery nature

;
but through high

self-disuipliue he had converted the fire into a
central glow and motive power of life, instead of
permitting it to waste itself in useless passion.
“ He that is slow to anger,” saith the sage, “ ia

greater than the mighty : and he that ruleth his

own spirit than he that taketh a city.” Fara-
day was not slow to anger, but he completely
ruled his own spirit; and thus, though he took
no cities, he captivated all hearts.

Faraday, as his biographer elsewhere re-
imu'ks, was more than a philosopher: he was a
prophet

; and often wrought by an inspiration to
be understood by sympathy alone. The prophe-
tic element in his character occasionally coloured,
and even injured, the utterance of the man of
science

; but, subtracting that element, though
you might have conferred on him intellectual

symmetry, you would have destroyed his motive-
lorce.

His experiments were always suggested and
gnided by his theoretic preconceptions. His
mind was full of hopes and hypotheses, but he
always brought them to an experimental test.

The record of his planned and executed experi-
ments would, Dr. Tyndall does not doubt, show
a high ratio of hopes disappointed to hopes fnl-

filled; but every case of fulfilment abolished all

memory of defeat; disappointment was swallowed
up in victory. In dealing with his hypotheses
he incessantly took them down, as an architect
removes the scaffolding when the edifice ia com-
plete. ” I cannot but doubt,” he says, “ that he
who, as a mere philosopher, has most power of
penetrating the secrets of nature, and guessing
hy hypothesis at her mode of working, will
also be most careful, for his own safe progress
and that of others, to distinguish the knowledge
which consists of assumption,—by which I mean
theory and hypothesis,—from that which ia the
knowledge of facts and laws.” Faraday himself,

• Faraday aa a DiacoTerer. By John Tyndall. Lon-

'

uod: Longmana, Green, L Co.

in fact, was always “ guessiner by hypothesis,”
and making theoretic divination the stepping-
stone to his experimental results.

When, from an Alpine height, the eye of the
climber ranges over the mountains, he finds that
for the most part they resolve themselves into

distinct groups, each consisting of a dominant
mass surrounded by peaks of lesser elevation.

The power which lifted the mightier eminences,

,

in nearly all cases lifted others to an almost
equal height. And so it is with the discoveries
of Faraday. As a general rale, the dominant re-

sult does not stand alone, but forms the culminat-
ing point of a vast and varied mass of inquiry.

In this way, round about his great discovery of
Magneto-electric Induction, other weighty la-

bours group themselves. His investigations on
the Extra Current

;
on the Polar and other Con-

dition of Diamagnetic Bodies
; on Lines of

Magnetic Force, their definite character and
distribution

; on the employment of the Induced
Magneto-electric Current as a measure and test

of Magnetic Action ; on the Revulsive Pheno-
mena of the magnetic field, are all, notwith-
standing the diversity of title, researches in the
domain of magneto-electric induction.

Faraday’s second group of researches and
discoveries embrace the chemical phenomena of
the current. The dominant result here is the
great law of definite Electro-chemical Decompo-
sition, around which are massed various re-

searches on Electro-chemical Conduction, and
on Electrolysis, both with the Machine and with
the Pile. To this group also belong his analysis
of the Contact Theory, his inquiries as to the
Source of Voltaic Electricity, and his final de-

velopment of the Chemical Theory of the pile.

His third great discovery is the Magnetization
of Light, which Dr. Tyndall likens to the
Weisshorn among mountains,—high, beautiful,

and alone.

The dominant result of his fourth group of
researches is the discovery of Diamagnetism,
announced in his memoir as the Magnetic Con-
dition of all Matter, round which are grouped
his inquiries on the Magnetism of Flame and
Gases

; on Magneorystallic Action
;
and on At-

mospheric Magnetism in its relations to the
annual and diurnal variation of the needle, the
full significance of which is still to be shown.

These are Faraday’s most massive discoveries,

and upon them his fame must mainly rest; bnt
j

even without them sufficient would remain to
j

secure for him a high and lasting scientific

!

reputation. We should still have his researches
|

on the Liquefaction of Gases ; on Frictional

Electricity
;
on the Electricity of the Gymnotus

;

on the source of Power iu the Hydro-electric
machine (the two last investigations being un-
touched in the foregoing memoir)

j on Electro-
magnetic rotations ; on Regelation

;
all his more

purely Chemical Researches, including his dis-

covery of Benzol. Besides these he published a
multitude of minor papers, most of which, in

some way or other, illustrate his genius.

" Takingihiiu for rU and all [concludes his biographer],
I think it icilt he conceded that Michael Faraday was the
greatest experimental philosopher the world has erer seen

;

and I will add the opinion, that the progress of future
research will tend, not to dim or to diminish, but to
enhance and glorify tho labours of this mighty investi-
gator.”

The self-devotion of Faraday as a philosopher,

—he disliked to be called a physicist, and always
spoke of himself by preference as a philosopher,

—was most disinterested and admirable. At a
certain period of his career he was forced, as ho
said, definitely to ask himself, and finally to

decide, whether he should make wealth or
science the pursuit of his life, as he could not
serve both masters, and was therefore compelled
to choose between them. After the discovery of
magneto-electricity his fame was so noised
abroad that the commercial world would hardly
have considered any remuneration too high for

the aid of abilities like his. Even before he be-
came so famous, he had done a little “ profes-

sional business.” This was tho phrase he
applied to his purely commercial work. His
friend, Richard Phillips, for example, bad in-

duced him to undertake a number of analyses,
which produced, in the year 1830, an addition to

his income of more than l,000i.
; and in 1831, a

still greater addition. He had only to will it to

raise in 1832 his professional business income to

5,000i. a year. Indeed, this is a wholly insuffi-

cient estimate of what he might, with ease, have
realized annually daring the last thirty years of

! his life.

I “"While resludying the EiperinieLtal Eesearches with

j

reference to the present memoir [says Dr. Tyndall], I
sought to ascertain the period when the question, ‘ wealth

^

or science,' bad presented itself with such emphasis to his

mind. I fixed upon the year 1831 or 1832, for it seemed
beyond the range of human power to pursue science as he
had done during the subsequent years, aud to pursue com-
mercial work at the same time. To test this conclnsiou I
asked pennission to seehia accounts, and onmyown respon-
aibility, I will state the result. In 1832, his professiomil
business income, instead of rising to 6,000f., or more, fell

from l,090i. ‘Is. to 165/. 9s. From this it fell with slight
oscillations to 92/. in 1837, and to zero in 1838. Between
1839 and IS‘45, it never, except in one instance, exceeded
22/. ; being for the most part much under this. The ex-
ceptional year referred to was that in which he and Sic
Charles Lyell were engaged hy Government to write a
report on the Haswell Colliery explosion, and then his
business income rose to 112/. From the end of 1846 to
the day of his death, Faraday’s annual professional busi-
ness income was exactly zero !

’’

Taking the duration of his life into account,
this son of a blacksmith and apprentice to a
bookbinder had to decide between a fortune of

150,0001. on the one side, and his nndowered
science on the other. He chose the latter, and
died a poor man. But his was the glory of hold-

ing aloft among the nations the scientific name
of England for a period of forty years.

The outward and visible signs of fame were
also of less account to him than to most men.
He had been loaded with scientific honours from
all parts of the world. Without, probably, a
dissentient voice, he was regarded as the prince
of the physical investigators of the present age.

The highest scientific position in this country ho
had, however, never filled. He declined to ac-

cept the chair of the Royal Society,

PROFESSOR LEVI ON “ODU
WORKMEN.”

A LECTURE has been delivered in the Tem-
perance-hall, Townhead - street, Sheffield, in

connection with the Sheffield Chamber of In-

dustry, by Professor Leone Levi, P.S.A., London,
on “ Our Workmen, their Labour, Rewards, and
Trials.” The Mayor occupied the chair. The
lecture was a very able one. In alluding to the
rational influence of the working classes, the

lecturer said : Collectively, the working classes

exercise considerable influence on the welfare of

the nation. Their income on the aggregate is

something enormous. I have estimated upon
very good bases, though necessarily in a general
manner, that the 12,000,000 persons at work
annually earn •il8,000,000i., giving a proportional

income per head of about 19i. per annum, or

85i. 10s. per family. The accumulation of capital

among tho working classes has been very great

of late. In 1830 the number of depositors in

savings'banks was 17 in 1,000 of tho population,

and the amount of deposits averaged lls. 3d.

per head. In 1848 the number of depositors was
30 in 1,000, and the amount of deposit 20s. per
bead. In 1866 the number of depositors was
47 in 1,000, exclusive of the depositors to the

Post-office Savings Banks, and the amount of
deposits 303. per head, inclusive of the deposits

in the Post-office Banks over and above the

amount invested in friendly societies, building

societies, and co-operative associations. These
are cheering evidences of progress, thongh, in-

deed, the working classes might accomplish a
great deal more, were they more careful and
more saving, more persistent in labour, and more
economical of their time and opportunities.

There is one great source of absorption of the

working man’s earnings, aud that is drink. It

is a sad, very sad fact that in the United King-
dom as much as 80,000,0001. a year are spent iu

drink, upwards of 50,000,000h of which, at least,

are spent by the working classes ! What a
lai’ge proportion does that constitute of their

earnings ! Can it be that any one having 25s. to

308. a week will expend upwards of 58. a week
in drink, and that mostly for the gratification

of one individual member of the family, regard-

less of the limited resources, amounting almost

to penury, of wife and children ? To say nothing

of the evil of drunkenness, that fruitful source of

crime, riot, and sorrows without number, is there

any comparison between the momentary sensual

gratification of drinking to excess and tho en-

during happiness resulting from a comfortable

home S' Home! If any ol you working men
have not got it yet, resolve, and tell your wife of

your good resolution. She will aid it all she can.

Her step will be lighter, and her hand will be
busier all day, expecting the comfortable evening
at home when you return. The table will be
ready at the fireside; the loaf will be one of that
order which says by its appearance you may cut
and come again ; the cups and saucers will be
waiting for supplies

;
the kettle will be singing

;

and the children, happy with fresh air and exer-

cise, will bo smiling in their glad anticipation of

n
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that evening meal when father is at home, and of

the pleasant reading afterwards.

When wo speak of our working men, we cannot,

indeed, help including our ve^ selves in the

great number. Labour is with us a second

nature. To forego our duties, to neglect our

calling, and to indulge in idleness, would be to

accelerate the end of our existence. And wo

need not be ashamed of our calling, nor despair

if it bo a lowly one.

Work, work, be not sfraid

!

Look labour boldly in the face

;

Take up the harumer or the spade,

And blush not for your humble place.

There’s glory in the shuttle’s song;

There’s triumph in the anvil's stroke

;

There’s merit in the bravo and strong.

Who dig the mine, or fell the oak.

resolution or. tacit unaeretanding was come to I douo ^0 “t of the work about 25 pe

SCIENTIFIC AND ART INSTRUCTION.

that an outrage should be perpetrated, the mea-

sures for carrying it out wore left to the officers,
j

and the funds of the society were available for the

purpose. The largest sum which the examiners

found had been paid was 201., and the share

which generally fell to the lot of each man en-

gaged in the transaction was II., though the

amonnt varied, and was often more. As already

stated, many books belonging to the nnions were

destroyed, but in others the money paid for

outrages was frequently entered as “certain

expenses,” and in others a sum total was put

down without any explanation whatever. These

modes of making np the accounts seemed to be

80 well understood that the auditors never ob-

jected to them. The books were always open

i

to the inspection of members of the union, and

the examiners have no doubt that the expendi-

ture of the money and its object were well

known.

The Department of Science and Art have
j

issued an Explanatory Memorandum to accom-
,

pany the Minute of 2l8t December, 1867, already

noticed in our columns. As respects scientific

iustmctioD, it is stated that the payments are

POVERTY, DISFiASE, AND “JERRY”
BUILDING IN LIVERPOOL.

A VERY interesting, though painful, discussion
3 LI UL. LILl li

,
^ V lo “ umcm.. I' J I

*.*
rj.l_ p

]y made for the intrnction of students of the ' on this subject has taken place at the meeting ot

artisan or weekly wages class, and those whose

incomes are less than 1001. per annum. The

teacher, to be qualified to earn payments on

results, must have taken a first or second class,

unless he has obtained some University degree.

Six royal exhibitions of the value of 501. per

annum, tenable for three years, are given in

competition at the May examinations. Three of

these are to the Royal School of Mines in Lon-

don, and three to the Royal College of Science

in Dublin. Free admissions are given to the

courses at these institutions to all who take

gold medals. To schools of art held in rooms

devoted to art-instruction, the aid consists of

the following payments, in addition to others

similar to those awarded to night classes :—20a.

on account of every artisan satisfactorily in-

structed in art; 151. or 301. on account of art

pupil-teachers ;
51. or 101. on account of stu-

dents trained for art - teachers or national

scholars; 31. on account of free studentships to

artisans submitting advanced works
;

101. on

account of expenses of annual report and ex-

amination. The nigbt-class aid towards art-

instruction of artisans in elementary schools in

literary, mechanics’, or similar institutions, con-

sists of payments of lOs. or 158. on account of

artisans or their children above twelve years of

age satisfactorily taught drawing of the second

or third grades; of prizes to successful stu-

dents ;
and of payments towards the local ex-

penses of examination.

the Liverpool health committee. Dr. Trench,

the medical officer of health, stated, that in

spite of the efforts of the health committee,

“jerry ’’-builders and others managed to evade

the laws and erect buildings, hundreds of which

were mere living tombs. He also pointed out as

a curious fact, that while many of the streets

through which the north-west breezes (prevalent

at Liverpool) conld blow direct from the sea

were comparatively healthy, the streets nearest

the mouth of the river had been, for the most

part, built so ns to exclude the westerly wind,

and that in those districts fever and other

diseases were rarely, if ever, absent. It was, he

cent, might be saved, and that bis conviction

was that nothing bub the sewage being taken

from the river would satisfy the iujanotionists,

reminding the Board that not only had they to

remove excrementitioua matter from the river,

but also the refuse and offscouriugs from the

gas-works, manufactories, &c. It was import-

nub that the Board should come to a decision

that day, because to-morrow they would have

an unusually long list of competitors for these

contracts, and he hoped the Board would now

do its duty manfully. He concluded by

moving

—

“ That this Board do authorise the Sewerage and Irri-

gation Committee to negotiate for the loans required for

the construction of the sewage works, not exceeding

60,0')0f.”

The motion led to a long and warm disoussion,

an amendment being moved,

—

That before proceeding with this scheme, it is expe-

dient that a full representation of the position in which

the Board is now placed in reference to the sewerage ho

made to her Majesty’s GoTorement, with the view to

obtain their assistance and advice ;
and that this bo uono

by memorial, followed by deputation.’’

A large number of councillors took part in the

debate, after which the original motion was

carried by thirty-four votes to sixteen, so that

the scheme will go on without further delay.

At some parts of the proceedings the opponents

of the irrigation scheme gave expression to their

feelings in such a manner as to call for rebuke

from the Mayor.

THE STUDY OF SCIENCE MORE THAN
RECREATION.

In reading over in your journal the report of

the paper upon “ Technical Education ” read by

Mr. Randall, F.G.S., before the Society of Arts,

THE MANCHESTER TRADES’ UNION
OUTRAGES REPORT.

said, painful to think, that while the town I was struck with a remark that emanated from

council could vote thousands of pounds for parks, him, and to which I must taka exception. The

which the working population could have but paragraph runs as follows :
—‘‘ He had been made

very moderate enjoyment, it seemed almost a Fellow of the Geological Society in consequence

impossible, with the present legal enactments, of his studies in that science, which he looked

to purify and cleanse quarters of the town where upon merely os a recreation.” 1 am of opinion,

fresh air, light, and cleanliness were so neces-
^

personally, that^the study of geology^and kindred

sary. He invited members of the committee
' -i-.-j- i-*- u.,

to accompany him in his tours of local inspec-

tion, and if they found his observations war-

ranted, support him in obtaining better sanitary

laws. Mr. Robinson, a member of the committee,

said it was a painful fact that in Liverpool, the

richest port of the United Kingdom, one iu

every eleven of residents in the parish was in

receipt of parochial relief—20,000 persons being

out-door, and 5,000 in-door paupers. To return

to “jerry ’’-building, we may add, that this

week the Liverpool magistrates fined two

builders of this class for building bouses with-

out mortar, street-sweepings having been

employed ns a substitute.

sciences, or, iu fact, any study, ought not to be

looked upon as merely recreative
;
neither does

it prove so, as I, and doubtless many others,

know full well, who have devoted their leisure

hours to it.

That it is a recreation I have no doubt, but it

is combined with a good deal of downright hard

study, which means work, more espeoially to

those who have few or no opportunities of attend-

ing lectures and discourses, and whose progress

and success depend entirely upon their own
exertions. Neither do I think that any one

about to commence, or having in view, the study

of science, would do so for the sake of mere

recreation

:

he would, I presume, have in view

some higher, and, perhaps, more worthy object,

—

a desire to store his mind with facts, to increase

The report of Mr. Pickering, Mr. Barstow,

and Mr, Cbauce, has been issued as a Parlia-

mentary paper. It is addressed to the chief

commissioners now sitting in London.

The examiners commenced their inquiry at

Manchester on the 4th of September last. They
found that the members of several of the unions

of brickmakers and bricklayers throughout the

district had destroyed their ' books contamiug

the accounts of their expenditure and the

minutes of their proceedings. In one case five

chests coutaiuiDg books were broken open by

order of the commission, .but all documents

relevant to the inquiry had been removed.

They then proceed to give an account of the

cases brought under their notice, commencing

with the Stockport Operative Brickmakers’

Union. Various accounts are given pointing

to acts of intimidation, outrage, and wrong,

promoted, encouraged, connived at, and com-

mittod by the unionists. These statements i

were publicly made and reported on at the

time. Manchester, Oldham, and Bolton were

the other places dealt with. The commissioners

find that within the past ten years no masters’

association has committed any intimidation or

outrage iu the district. All the outrages re-

corded were instigated and sanctioned by the

several trades’ unions. They were deliberately

planned and executed, iu furtherance of a system

which had for its objects the subjection of both

masters and men to the rules of the union, and

the destruction of the freedom of labour. When
a master had rendered himself obnoxious, a

meeting of unionists was held, and if either a

THE SEWAGE QUESTION.

I

Ipswich .—The sewage of Ipswich, as is the

' case with the sewage of Norwich and many
other large towns, is likely to prove a nuisance

! to all those connected with the town. At a

! recent meeting of the Ipswich Dock Commission
' it was stated that the Harbour Master had re-

ported to the committee that the town sewage

;

sediment had been found in various parts of the

j

New Cut. The basin in the Cliff Bight, which

! was mads in 1865, so as to provide a depth of

' 11 fc. of water below ordinary low tides, had

been reduced iu depth to 3 ft. below the ordi-

!
nary low tides, and had, in fact, become unfit for

the purpose for which it was intended. The

Town Clerk had been communicated with, and

the matter was now reported to be nnder the

consideration of the town surveyor.

Norwich.—A special meeting of the local

board of health has been held for further con-

sideration of the contemplated sewage scheme.

Mr. Johnson explained that the Board had

already sanctioned the expenditure of 21,0001.

for the purchase of laud for the pumping station

and for contracts j
and that the rest of the esti-

mated cost of 60,0001. was made up in three con-

tracts, two for sewers (16,0001. each), and the

other for branch drains, amounting to 7,0001.

He also mentioned that 10,0001. of the sum
would bo required for the completion of the

northern drainage, and showed that this sum
must be expended whether they went on with

the scheme or nob. He stated that by having it

his knowledge, to improve his abilities, and with

the fair hope that he would hold his own amongst,

and perhaps instruct, bis fellows ; and that it

would prove in the course of life of no little

benefit, from bis superior attainments, if well

applied.

Perhaps an illustration, out of many, from my
experience may be of interest to some of my own
class of your readers.

Some few years ago I was engaged abroad

upon a line of railway, and where machinery of

any kind was difficult to obtain, costly when ob-

tained, and then only after months of waiting.

The limes used upon this line of works were of

an aluminous and slightly hydraulic nature, hard

to burn and difficult to grind, espeoially with

our imperfect appliances, would not slack like

ordinary limes, took but a small proportion of

sand, and the works proceeded but slowly. I

had been present but a short time, when I one

day observed to my superior, who was passing,

—

by the way, he was a retired officer of the army
and of high rank,—it was a pity no limestone

could be obtained in the neighbourhood ; for it

would be a large saving in expense and progress,

and not take a much greater proportion of

sand. His only reply was, “ Ah ! my dear fel-

low, you don’t know this country yet: there is

no limestone within a couple of hundred miles of

here.” I, however, thought differently, but said

nothing. In a few days I rode to the base of a

range of hills distant a few miles, and where I

soon discovered a beautiful hard, white, compact
crystalline limestone, of superior quality, and
afterwards other descriptions of lime. I need
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scarcely remark tbafc these were afterwards usedupon the works to the benefit of my employers
and therefore to my own. This was not all : the
very stone had frequently been observed by my
superior,—the officer of rank,—as well as by
others

; but they had no knowledpe of its
nature, and if ever thought of, concluded it was
quartz, as one of them afterwards said. A
similar circumstance occurred when in Walessome time ago.
And now, sir, in conclusion, I think, shouldany such distinction as suggested by Mr. Ean-

clall be conferred upon men who devote their
energies to the attainment of excellence in their

iseveral branches, these aspirants would surely
not devote their energy, time, &c., for the mere
recreation. Would they not rather do so fur thesupposed benefits that would accrue for their

1

superior knowledge, skill, and ability which,would result if properly applied ? With all due
respect lor Mr. Haudall, such is the opinion of a

CAKl'tSTEK.

nSl. f
etracgely.placea, nnmeanine

piDoacles, which may have belonged elsewhere.^
Thia monarch of castles has none of the pic-tnresquB charm for which British ones are ohieflv

visited, being, in fact, like the Pyramids, toograndly simple to acquire much pioturctqiienesseven in rum
; but every architect should study

It who visits Reims, as lie should also the mostunique tngon of almost first-rate cathedrals, andtheir highly-intercstmg towns, Laou, Soisaons

equidistant
iroul them, Coney stands. E L G
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great LONDON.
.Fitoif a central elevation Caractacua viewed

Ilia old domain. He was amazed at the vastexpanse of roofs, the many tbousHiid chimney,
stacks, all sizes and shapes

;
pots vomiting smoke •

lactory shafts; church spires; towering struc-
tures; the net.work of railways (like a spider’s
web)

; and Old Thames suffenng from couges-
tion. Me was informed that the population num-
bered millions ! and that there were 4,000 miles
oi roads. A statistical account was given of our
requirements; our jirogress in arts; improve-
ments m war implements for slaying men miles oft
(science of slaughter)

; transmitting messages
instantly to all nations on earth

; that we have
peopled new-found lands

; conquered ancientswho now how allegiance to us. “ Extremes are
here, said he :

" riches and poverty, vice and i

virtue. Our fame is pre-eminent
; but all our'

deeds will not stand analysing. We are mainly fed
by foreigners,—steam-agents constantly rushing
to and from all quarters of the globe with
supplies. In the event of no aid from other
climes woe betide us, for then will London fallHe was sad while speaking those words—
Degenerated descendants

I ye have indeed built
"" is rushing, crushing,
artificial life, with symptoms of decay. I seemen perishing from want; others heaping up
mountains of wiaccoindahle wealth, the fools orknaves ! It was not so in my time here. Are
there no green fields ? Look beyond Streatham-
nae, over Stamford-hill from Essex bounds to
Hendon. Enough !

” he cried
;
» I am anxious to

depart, and thankful I am out of it.” His form

St^Pa'urs^*^
through the smoke over (black)

the ARCHITECTURESQUE.
A coRREsi'ONDEXT in your last number surr.

gests a dilemma with :reference to the theory
_

which I ventured to olTer in a recent lecture^In reply 1 need only say that the interpretation
,

of my language upon which it is based is quite
I

“‘8t-|ken. There is one point raised, however
;

which ,s a fair question, and in the present oou

'

dition of architectural opinion, ought to be fairly
I

met -namel^7 , the effect of my tiieory upon the
.rjvalry of Gothic aiiil Otaeic. My^io^Hon
this if the Arcbiteeturesquo bo a reality of art-
eaaeaoe, hen, hrstly, all good architeotiire most
necessarily possess it

; but, secondly, some archi-
teotnre may possess something more; whilst
thirdly, other architecture may possess nothing
more. Gothic nrchiteotnre, for example, mayowe Rs peculiar charms to its essential super-
addition of the picturesque: whilst Classic archi.
tcotiire may owe its equally peculiar charms to
Its essential reliance upon the Architecturosqno
more or less exclusively. But I beg to remark
that I have advanced this as an illustration
merely, not as a doctrine : I lay no stress upon

goes no further than the inquiry whether what
I call the Architeoturesque is a reality or not

;

if a realif^y, then I ask my brethren to turn itover m their minds and see whether it can bebrought into tlie form of useful doctrine.

R. K.

A WORKING MAN ON EDGCATION.

the donjon of COUCY.
Sir,—

T

he account you publish of the Castle
of Coucy would lead one to suppose the donjon
still retained its vaulted floors and the conjectural
ndgo-like finish, and, indeed, had suffered
notliing serious to its stability. When I saw it
about five years ago, there was no vestige of anv
of us vaultings beyond their twelve carved
springers

; nor, indeed, could there be, since the
mujiijg ordered by Cardinal Mazarin in 1052 as
two fissures, a foot wide at top, and descending
to the base, would probably have been fatal to
the monument ere this, bnt for the great iron
bandages which M. Viollet-le-Duc ^s theEmperor caused to be placed in 1850, together
with the present weather-proof roof, and which
encircle it below the great windowed parapet.
This grandest of all castles was thus saved from
the fate of our grandest English one, that of
Corfe, whose superb donjon fell a year ago in
the pie of “ the London." The magnificent
cornice moreover, of Coucy, though "overhang,
ing both ways,” and cut on both sides, as the
account should have added, into two tiers of
curling lepea, intelligible miles off, is not" about thrice the thickness of the wall.” The
wall, or rather parapet, is about 5 ft. thick, and
the top about 9 ft., perfectly flat when I walked
round it, wpther-worn, and without the least
trace of having ever received another course. It
18 certainly not the case, therefore, that it " then
8 opes upward into a ridge,” nor do I see that
this was at all necessary for the support of the
kourdes. M. Viollet-le-Duo founds this imagined
finish on an old engraving, and says fragments
were found, m the fosse, both of this "glacis,”

^u»W.-r from its commencement has advo-cated he sooml sanitary, and educational wli-beiorof
claasea and great benefit to them hai're

Lffh" “PP" ““d middle classes from theirapathy on this important mutter - and at laot i=
posed that all who ure capable of aDDreciatin/r n,
tages which education jJr\ upoT^

'

Nor^ 1

^ ^ establish a thorou;-h educatio^l eSemNcTertheless, some workmen are sceptical as to the Lamvoithe moTement, and are indignant at the ueelect of thi^vital question by the governing classes. I confess that to
leading idea of many oftbem hasbeen, that “ignorance is bliss,” so far as the worW

would bo Tolly tomahe them wise. And. judging from the debate on theKwt London Museums Bill, some hereditary leoislatorsthink BO still. I think education has made^some little^vauce since I went to school, for there neith“Vrum!mar, history nor geography was one of the essentiafs of aworkman's education. Ail I was taught of firammar wuato pause at a comma long enougn to count one, aud so on
^ "ot remember LsTinTanjthing about art or science, and yet at that period an

FrIneW
was taught the poorer classes in theFrench and German echools. Many intelligent workmen

strongly against the present and past governTments. And even now much doubt is expressed L Totheir ability to comprehend the nuture of the crisis end

R'-rz,?
,ta-orr.

other is in iha
nearly ss deep in the mud as the

parties, and between them the “ u **

tkeir »owproles».d ini.,e,tin in. bet few oftb™ under

,

^®®t:Uing from the neglect of a well-orderededucational system in the past is now learine fruit Asthe majority of workmen m this countrj- take but litUe

and “bee^^ 8̂0*1
Atnited wants of food

the^ foUowThe trlckThefrfaThers walked iS

and enabling charMtef^^^And Ti?

theV wn “K -hereby
.ntellii-ent man d 1 mi?

excesses which every.nteliii,ent man deplores. Ihc adrontuges of a system of

ofS-i-“e''thrLT‘‘‘ ‘’"o' S* 'bo mr.n.
condition fs in th

improvement of (heir

raSr.o ihlt l ‘ “
‘"o'*’' ’’f n proper

.he pJ- 'ptbr.bfst'.;,‘rrrb°.-^iz^ !;u;hj‘=*,o”'vide tor the rising generation the means f-o acauir’e^tlm

fo'rZSoRe “liTZf
""‘“‘y- “*1 iheopporiiiuiiie,

.‘u - ^ •
"“t already acquired, and still further

iSa^d manhood; and theninstead of ignorance, there will be a readinv and a fl.inL-h,,;

whS will
and theiroffspriugtnat wmch wi 1 have become a necessity aud form a nart ni'

elmf
The statesmen who are far^sThted

“ an exeleA harvest, and^huvean exceedingly great reward.
Already quacks and nostrum-mongers are at wnrl-m.kiDB c.pit.1 out of tbi. que.tioo. A few” ™ u.o

herild
“ >'>* -r-’f to me,neaded, The Technical Education of the I’eonle ” ACr..^

sSv’TflT^’’^^
a speech of the chairmen of theSociety of Arts, lu support of these views, it stated “ that

education which does not embrace

witbmit fir
’’

T*";!,
'-y <<«vbl!ht, .mi

factoTv
working classes, would be nnsatis-

A nf
expected to fail iu elevating the art-

See tha?rilTl,°*’^®' k V
» ^^tter of impor-tance that all those who believe there is a great work to Iiadone should at once turn their attention toihe “ openingfree hhraries aud museums on week-day erei.ingr- AnAct IB already upon the statute-book forllie estaldishmentof them in every town, and it only awai.s TXoitTZ.gbtenment to put it in force, and thus give the industrial

ir'Ee"J^i^n;'?’'r for science amt
fho-

hnowlrdge would soon form a part of

LeTreaTeT a“/d
» better feeling^-ouW6 created

, and the idea ot encroaching upon the d>iv ofrest aiid forcing Sunday labour ou others would I believesoon be scouted by those who now advocsta it tT.!

tail before the luteilectual advancement of the peopleAfter writing the above I had some doubts hb f o whether
suitable to the columns of the

Sion'rnl'li'oiA^'
^y^uuig I attended a meeting atH on College, on the opening of museiims. &c. and 1 Kdtthat, excepting three or four speakers, the othersVet tentiiely so wide of the mark, that I determined to send aworking-mau's thoughts, iu the hope that I should hoable to show the working men’s wanlm Jack Plane.

IMPROVEMENT OF GLASGOW.
OLASGOW ARCHITECTURAL SOCIETY.

At the last meeting of the Glasgow Arcliileetiiral

fion Mr schemewaa under discus-
-. 4

’ Honeyman presiding.
Mr. Thomson road a paper on the subject, of which the

that, 'except in thepeat thoroughlarea, the rate of rent which nmy be drawnfrom shops aud warehouses depends very niucb unortTm^ount of population m a locality, and of course the valuedepends upon the rent. In the most denselypopulated area in the plan, the superficial space of gronntl

fha?em“aJea'?-'^
>i>habi,ant is Wut 3i^.qimre®Z^sihavemade a diagram showing an area of 352.-W0 squareyards, including surrounding streets, upon which may bnaccommodated very considerably witliin the requirements

Police Act, a population of ]0 224—that i#abont 3-bd square yards to each inhabitaniAo^ „ am.,!fraction rnore than iu the worst locality. I Se it uu
‘heplanforll 2 tenements - tboso

« .,-0
^ surrounding streets contain 12 J. shoos aud2

.
2,2 apartments, whicS in the lower loealiifr/nm^nhouses. These apartments are each over 10 feet souare •

and allowingg feet forthe height of ceiling, gives oveTfitv'i

Sulk fr'tS Aoi p„i‘i'£ .p.„’‘r"3
'

l.oea It. by 330 ft., having streets for general trafrii- mirrounding it, and subdivided by narrow streifribr localoMy. keeping in view the statement made bv MrStevenson, that the way to secure motion in the air is i.i

“eelsoVS'l?.”'' .1 k— "hewn • li-.iliucStreet w It. wide on one side, 61 ft. on the other and twn

sfre” 8
sub-divisions or

enS * TL •
?" middle and IGft. at eachend. The main feature of the plan is that the ann.-no .....

all open at the ends. There is^ instead
line of buildiuB low.rd. tbe leeding Rrfel fdetached teiiemeuts of 48 ft. in lenvth with m o ®

between The.. l„d .It.rnilefv in,®„

d“? *Gl™ "'.“"i'k’B •«.« to CO.I end'Qust ciwts. Glasgow is notorious for the mortalitvnmoneit children. The,, oorered Ireet. .„”X„deJehieil, .. plej-ground. for the young, -.her.lhey if .yebon, under .belter end out ef d.Sger from b.n/I 3other Teh,ole. But the warmth which would result fromthis method of building would be conducive to the hef?thaud comfort of all. As to the expense, I pronosa to hiHMthe walls of these roofed streets of 9-in.^briekwork thodifierence between which and our orainary sto“e willswould be more than sufficient to provide^for the glassroofs
; and as each apartment could be ventilated bv fluescarried up in the gables beside the smoke flues no harmcould arise from Che spread of conlagioua disease.

ST. PANGEAS SCHOOL COMPETITION.

tbJ'?
St. Panems huge awarJed

Biven for the best design for the parish schools
at Leaxesden near Watford, and have resolved
to carry oat the plans with some mollificationsThe estimated cost ,a 31,3001,

; and, in lien of thepremmm and commission, tho arcliitecla are to

the hmltlmg Tho premmm of lOOi. for the
» awarded to Mr. Peek

, nndthe third of 50i, to Mr. Manning.
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COMPETITIONS.

St. Andrew's, Hertford.—A number of designs

have been sent in and examined. Last week n

meeting was held for the purpose of making

choice of one of them. On motion to receive

a report recommending this, it was moved as an

amendment that it be referred to a committee

to consider the claim of Messrs. Smith, and to

report to a meeting of the General Committee to

be held on the 3rd of April. On the amend-

ment being put to the vote, eight hands were

held up for it and eight against it. The amend-

ment was declared lost. The original resolution

was then pub to the vote, with the same result.

Lord Cowper remarked that they had now conio

to a dead lock, and an adjournment having been

suggested, it was agreed to adjourn until

Friday.

FllOM MELBOUENE.

Ertore ho left Australia, Prince Alfred laid

the memorial stone of a new graving dock at

Williumslowii, Melbourne. This dock, now in

course of construction, will, when completed, be

420 ft. in length over all, and 400 ft. long on the

floor within the entrance. It will be 01 ft. in

width on the top, and the entrance will be 80 ft.

wide in the clear. At ordinary spring tides

there will be a depth of water of 24 ft. 6 in. on

the sill at low water, and 27 ft. at high water.

The entrance will bo closed by an iron cnissou.

The dock is built of the basaltic stone of the

neighbonrliood, known as bluestone, and is esti-

mated to cost, when complete, with pumping
engines, 185,000Z. The dock-yard comprises

an area, of fifteen acres, and includes the present

patent slip, which is capable of raising vessels of

2,0U0 tons
;
and within this dock-yard workshops

for the several trades connected with ship. build-

ing will be erected. The works of the dock

wore commenced in November, 1864, and its

completion is expected by the end of 1869.

Engineer: Mr. W. \V. Wardell, inspector-general

of public works, assisted by Messrs. W. H. Steel

and A. 0. Todd. Contractor for works now in

progress ; Mr. J. Leggatt. Eeaidenb inspector :

Mr. n. Woods. After laying tho stone bis Eoyal

Highness embarked, and bade adieu to Victoria.

GAS.

At Wilton the price of gas is Is. Gd. per

1,000; while at Salisbury it is 5e. In Devizes it

is 4.S. 3d. per 1,000 ft., and at that price the

works yield a profit of something like 700Z. a
year.

The Wolverhampton Gas Company have de-

clared tho usual dividend of 5 per cent, for the

half-year (free of income-tax). The reduction

in the price of gas to a uniform rate of 2s. 9d.

per 1,000 cubic feet, announced in February,

1867, cumo into operation on the 1st of October

last, but the full effect upon the reserve of the

company could not be ascertained until the close

of tho present half-year, ending 30th June next.

The llichinond Gas Company have declared

their usual dividend of 10 per cent., together

with a liDiius of 6a. 8d. per share, which would
itself bo about 1,00UZ.

A Treatise on Smolcy Chimneys; their Cure and
Fr<nwntion. By F. Euwariis, Jnn. Fifth

Edition. London : Hardwicke. 1808.

The fact that five editions of this brochure have

been already called for shows the extent of the

evil it is intended to combat. Mr. Edwards
wisely makes evident that the causes of smoky
chimneys being very various, tho remedies are

so too, and must bo applied intelligently and
according to circumstances. The book contains

numerous suggestions which may usefully be

considered as well before building a house as

after it has been found that the chimneys
smoko.

The Waterworks of London; and on varimes

other Watencorks. By ZEii.vir Coluurn and
William n. Maw. London: Spon.

The contents of this volume are articles re-

printed from Engineering. It is divided into

three parts. The first gives a detailed account

of each of the London waterworks
;
the second

an aceonnt of proposed schemes for supplying

the metropolis with water
;
and the third is on

waterworks and water supply in other parts of

the country and abroad. The whole forms an

important volume on water supply, and is

illustrated by numerous good engravings.

VAEIORUM.

Country Towns, and the place they fill in

modern civilization. By tho author of “ Three

Montlia’ Rest at Pau.” London: Bell <fe Daldy.

This is a thoughtful and useful volume on the

advantages and disadvantages of country town

life, and how to increase tho advantages and
diminish the disadvantages.

“If small towns,” sajs the author, “surrounded by
country aspects and elements, furnish so much healthy

development for the body; if in this healthy physical

development they contain the germ of much healthy

development of character; if they are open to a sort of

education which unites the advantages of school and
home

;
if tho very faults of their habits and manners are

on the natural and healthy side
;
and if they give special

opportunities for cultivating tho charities of life on one
liuiid, and public spirit on the other,—have wo not a

warrant for upholding them ns the best field for tho pro-

duction of good, sound, human material to fulfil the

highest purposes of civilization ? We do not want country
towns to supply ns with very learned, or very scieutilic, or

very Bccomplishetl men,—for these are the growth of

speeinl gifts and opportunities; hut we want something
more valuable, men of strong sense and high principle,

who will put down evil, allay strife, counsel wisely, and
act faithfully in their own lit tie sphere.

Let me add one mure to the advantages country towns
possess; their happy leisure, their freedom from the

crush and turmoil of busier social life,—from its exciting

stimulants, its grinding pressure, its drendfiil wear and
tear There is hardly a question which agitates

the public,— education, strikes, tho social evil, ritualism,

relief of poor, &c.,—which does not press upon men in

the clubs, and vestrie.s, slid cotuniitlees of a country
town

;
not, indeed, as abstract questions, hut as a duty,

or the neglect of it. Therefore we are inexcusable if wo
allow the mental inertness of country-town life to b'set

us. All have not special ^Rs of genius, but breadth of

sympathy, and a spirit of iutelligent interest in things

around us, may be cultivated hy all.

Ho with regard to other things. To keep ourselves

young in the power of innocent enjoyment, to keep our-

selves true against vanity and all forms of falseness, to

oultivste courtesy and real refinement, to practise tho

charities and amenities of life, to serve our neighbour-
hood and generiitiou,—we coa do all this

;
we cun thus

far shape and complete our character by resolute will and
the aid of God's Spirit, and make ourselves wise and true,

gentle and valiant Huglishmen,— though we may be desti-

tute of polished manners, polite accomplishments, and
literary tastes.”

^lisctlllUlCR.

The Lynn Docks.

—

The fouadation-stone of

tho wet flock now in course of rapid construc-

tion at tho northern end of the port of King’s

Lynn, has lioen laid. The stone formed part of

tho sea-wall of the dock. The contractor is Mr.

W. F. Lawrence. Tho stone laid was a large

mass of coucrete, one of a number of blocks of

a similar composition which will be used in the

construction of the work.

PiiorosED Lunatic Asylum you the Borough
OR Sou'THAJli’TON.—The Coun^^ Asylum getting

more crowded, pauper lunatics from South-

ampton and Portsmouth have been removed
from it, and the lunatic commissioners have
intimated to the town council of Southampton
that they will require the borough to erect an
asylum of its own, or conjoiatly with Ports-

mouth. Tho estimated cost of the uevv asylum
is stated at 1G,OOOZ.

Window you Guildhall, London.— At the

last meeting of the Lancashire Cotton Famine
Fund, id was stated that a fine p:iinted window,
as a grateful memorial of the generosity of the

citizens of London on the occasion of the oala-

roitous famine, and the result of a penny sub-

scription among tho cotton operatives, will

shortly be set up in the Guildhall. The history

of its creation should bo placed upon or below

it in English, and in letters that could be read

by all. Some of the inscriptions on modern
windows convey no meaning whatever to nine

out of ten of those who look upon them. The
last meeting of the Cotton Famine Fund, when
it was determined to divide the balance of

the fund now in hand, amounting to about
9,800Z., among the principal towns in Lancashlro,

in aid of infirmaries aud dispensaries pro rata,

according to population, was presided over by

Alderman Cotton. Such coincidences often

occur: thus the morning papers the other day,

mentioning tho attendance of the Prince and
Princess of Wales at the Chapol Eoyal, St.

James’s, showed that, while the service was
performed by the Rev. A. Sitwell, the anthem
was “Stand up and bless the Loz'd.”

IIoBSHAM CorrAGE IIosriTAL.—At a meeting
held in the Literary Institution, Horsham, Mr.

W. E. Hubbard in the chair, it has been resolved

to Gstablisb a Cottage Hospital in tho neighbour-

hood
5
zind a committee has been appointed to

carry out this object, with Mr. Edward Bostock

as hon. secretary.

Beadon’s P.ytent Door-handles and other
Fastenings.—The object of this invention is to

get rid of the annoyance and expense arising

from defective methods of lixiizg door-haudles.

Those attached to tho spindle by a sci-ew in the

neck of the knob cannot be nicely adjusted or

secured. Others which are attached to tho

escutcheons soon get out of order, because tho

screws by which the escutcheons are fi.xed to the

door draw out, especially when tho wood lias

been thinned by tho insertion of a morcicn-lock.

Beadon’s patent plan adjusts the knob, and fixes

it on the lock-spindle between screw-nuts, tho

escutcheons serving as bearings. They are

simple, strong, and cheap, and certainly deserve

a trial.

The West London Hou.se Painters’ and
Decor.ators’ Mutual Imi’UOVement Associa-

tion.—We are glad to repeat tliat this associa-

tion has been started with tho idea of itnpnrtiug

to its menjber.s a more thorough knowledge of

the principles aud practice of ornamental deco-

ruiiun aud colour. It is governed by a committee

of seven members, also a chairman, secretary,

and treasurer, and the members meet for tho

purpose of study on certain evenings. Mem-
liei'S of the trade are admitted into tho associa-

tion on the payment of la. entrance fee, and a

contribution of Id. per week. The meetings

are at present held on Friday evenings, at tho

St. John’s Working Men’s Club, Kirkman’s-

bnildingB, Tottenham-conrt-road. Mr. Cave
'rhorons was to lecture on Fresco on Wednesday
eveuing last.

New Uses for Paper.— In America, pails,

waahiug-basins, aud pans of all sorts are being

made out of paper. They are light, particularly

cool, aud may without injury be placed in an

oven till the water in them boils. Greenbacks

are not the only evidence of the advent of the

paper age in America, therefore. There was
lately a “ paper ball,” in which the dresses were
made of paper. Paper collars, cutis, &c., wo
suppose, ime also to be had in America as wull as

here, and they arc making Manilla broad-

brimmed hats of paper. Extremes meet, so do

east and west—the Japanese and the Americans.

Paper hats and cloaks and paper pockct-hand-

kerchiefs are in common iise in Japan, and all

oar American frieuds want to complete their

paper age is the paper pocket-haudkerchief : the

paper spittoon they no doubt already have.

A Meeting-room Wanted.— Charles Ashby,

a plumber, applied to the Lord Mayor tlie other

day, on the part of some working men, for leave

to meet in the Guildhall. Ho said the recent

meeting at St. James’s Hall ascribed the existing

want of omployinenfi to the ellbcts of foreign

competition and of free trade, but that lino of

argument was so manifestly repugnant to the

views of many working mon present, himself

amongst the rest, and tho result of the meeting

was altogether so unsatisfactory, that they were

desirous of having another convened for the dis-

cussion of the question, and under conditions

calculated to secure a fair hearing on all sides.

The difficulty was tliat all places for public meet-

ing in London were to men like them so costly,

and were besides inadequate in size. Mr. Ashby
said thatho was ofopiniontliatatrikes were driving
trade from the country, aud ho was prepared

to state the reasons for that opinion at a public

meeting. He knew men who, under the existing

sfate of things, worked under a feeling of terror.

Tho Lord MayorrepHed they were the more fools

im that account. Let them, he said, emancipate
themselves forthwith from such thraldom, and
work for any master who might bo willing to

employ them, aud at such wages us he might bo

able to atibrd. As a rule, no honest man need

be under such apprehensions. In tho end, the

Lord Mayor told Mr. Ashby that hehimselfconld

not grant the use of tho Guildhall. Tho privilege

of alFording the use of the hall for a public pur-

pose lay with the Common Council, and Mr. Ashby
loft with the intentiou of applying to them. If

he can show that there are a number of artisans

desirous of testifying their opinion, and that they

have amongst them men capable of conducting

snch a meeting properly, it is to bo hoped that

the Common Council will alFord the opportunity

desired.
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National Portrait Exhibition.—The arrange,

ment of the third and final collection is now
making progress at South Kensington. There
IS no want of portraits

j indeed the great diffi-
culty is to find space for those already received.
The exhibition will consist of portraits of emi-
nent persons who have lived during the present
century, and of many distinguished people who
fiounebed prior to that time, forming a snpple-
ment to the whole series. In all there will be
about 900 portraits, and efforts are being made
to open the exhibition, which promises to be of
greater popular interest than its predecessors
on Easter Monday. ’

Fall of a Wall at the Southern Embank-
MENT.—Two men, with several others, were
engaged m Fore-street, Lambeth, in pulling
down several buildings, and carting away the
materials, in order to clear away the space re-
quired for the Thames (Southern) Embankment
when suddenly a portion of brickwork, about
iO ft. long, was observed to bulge and totter

;

and, although an alarm was promptly given’
enabling the majority to run away, before the
two referred to could escape the wall fell and
they were buried beneath the ruins. It was
found they were so seriously injured about the
head, face, and other parts of the body, as to
^quire their immediate removal to St. Thomas’s
Hospital, where they remain in a very precarious
condition. Several other men were slightly in-
jured by being struck with bricks, &o.

Temple-bab.—The City architect (Mr. Horace
Jones), replying to a question in the Court of
Common Council as to the rumours of the alleged
insecurity of Temple-bar, said he had brought
the matter recently before the City Lands Com-
mittee, and received their instructions to make a
careful survey of the whole structure. Although
he believed it bad suffered a great deal from set-
tlements of the fabric at various times, there was
nothing of that kind that he could see of recent
date. The joints from which mortar had fallen
were now being filled in with fresh cement, and
no further settlement of the structure had taken
place. Mr. Fricker, however, amidst some cheer-

guve notice of a motion for the next court, to
the effect that the removal of the Bar would
greatly facilitate the enormous traffic continu-
ally flowing into and from the City, and that the
City Lands Committee be instructed to cause
the fabric to be removed forthwith.

Panic in a Theatre.—The Rev. R. Stanton,
an Independent minister, recently delivered the
last of a course of lectures to the working classesm the Sheffield Theatre Royal. The subject was
the Todmorden tragedy, and very nearly termi-
nated tragically to a great number of persons.
The place was crowded to excess. A cry of
“fire” was raised, and a scene of the wildest
confusion ensued. Two women precipitated
themselves out of the boxes into the pit, falling
on to the heads of those below them. Women and
men scrambled ont of the pit on to the stage,
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Naval Hospital for Japan.—We are glad to
find, by the Lancet, that the naval estimates in-
clude the sum of 25,000Z. for the erection of a
naval hospital at Yokohama. Those who know
the insalubrious condition of Hong Kong, the
only naval station we possess in the Eas’tern
seas, will appreciate this intention of Govern-
ment, since Yokohama is as essentially salubri-
ous m climate as Hong Kong is the reverse.

Working Men’s College.— A deputation,
consisting of the Rev. the Principal F. D.
Maurice, Mr. Thomas Hughes, M.P., Mr. Lud-
low, Mr. Liahfield, Mr. W. Cave Thomas, and
Mr. Jennings, waited upon Lord Robert Mon-
tagu to solicit Government aid in carrying out
the new buildings for the art classes, museuni,
&c., at 45, Great Ormond-street. We under-
stand this assistance is likely to bo granted.

The Newcastle Central Exchange Dome.—
This dome was recently destroyed by firej and
the proprietors being unwilling to re-erect it
a proposal to do so by snbscription, as it was
regarded as an ornament to the locality, has
been made, and the town council have aoreed to
subscribe 1201., and others additional sums
amounting in all to 4001. It will be stipulated
that the dome be insured; and, if again burnt,
that the money be used in re-erecting it.

’

Value of Land in Liverpool.—The Liverpool
Corporation offered for sale by auction twenty-
nine plots of land suitable for building pnrposes
in the principal thoroughfares of the town. The :

competition, however, was very slow, and only
three of the lots were sold. Although the re-
serve^ price was not mentioned, it was understood
that in several instances it amounted to 321 per
square yard.

_

One of the plots sold was bought
by the occupier, Mr. Rigby, publican, for 321.
per yard. The other lots were sold for 81. and
/I. lOd. per yard respectively.

The Islington Workhouse.—Some of the
parishioners do not feel quite easy about this
matter, and express an opinion that scarcely
sufficient care was exercised in making the
selection. It is said that the buildings,
according to the design chosen, will cover
7 acres 3 roods of land ! It was stated at a
meeting in the parish of St. Pancras the other
day, that although the architect’s estimate was
30,0001. (for 1,000 persons), the alterations madem the plans had brought the amount up to
/O.OOOl. The Board should take advice upon
the subject before it be too late.

Oil Tester.—A patented machine for testing
the lubricating qualities of various oils is being
introduced by Messrs. John Bailey & Co., of the
Albion Works, Salford, Lancashire. The ap-
paratus consists of a bed-plate, two pedestals,
fast and loose pulleys and strap, fork, two brass
steps with weighted levers to produce friction,
an indicator to show the revolntions, and a ther-
mometer to indicate the temperature produced.
The exact money value of oil may be arrived

Strike and Lock-out at Saitaire.—The
harmony of this celebrated model establishment
has been disturbed by a strike of weavers, who
urged their employers for an immediate advance
of wages, on the ground that other employers in
the ^district gave higher wages than Messrs.
Salt 8 firm. The nrm promised a rise, if on in-
vestigation they should find it to be the fact
that others gave higher wages; but this reason-
able proposal did not seem to snit the views of
the weavers, who immediately struck work.
Messrs. Salt being offended, and indeed not be-’
lieving that there was any truth in the assertion
of the weavers, shut up their whole establieh.
ment, which seems to have brought the weavers
to better views, as they agi-eed forthwith to
return to their work, pending the inquiry origi-
Daily proposed by Messrs. Salt.

TENDERS.
For rrimilding Louse and shop, Commerciol-road. E..for Mr. Colson. Mr. Iron, architect' ’

Moyle (accepted) '....£247 10 0

For the erection of warehouse, Xo. 151, Minories. Mr.N, 8. Joseph, architect :

—

Hiegs '.

Myers
Newman & Menu
Ashhy & Sons ...

Axford & Whiilier ...

Ashby & Horner
Conder
Fiper & Wheeler
Browne & Robinson
King & Sons
Hill 4 Keddeil
Henshaw....
Biass

..£3,943 0 0
.. 3,871 0 0
.. 3,856 0 0
.. 3,729 0 0
.. 3,700 0 0
.. 3,B85 0 0
. 3,681 0 0
. 3.618 0 0
. 3,624 0 0
. 3,570 0 0
. 3,525 0 0
. 3,498 0 0
. 3,485 0 0

pio uu WJ VDB scsge, TD6 cxact mouey value of oil may be arrived

Me™ b de

Some found their way underneath the stnerp . l«=«

For alterations and additions to the Plymouth Work-

suppli'ed^**”'
“rohitects. Quantities

£3,767 0 0
Jenkins •. «2n 0 O
Cal! & Pethick a’lll 0 o
T. Marshall aioaS 0 0
Price o

(129 o o
J. Marshall (accepted) L8g5 0 0

For huilding a sixty-fiuarters malting at Preston, next
Faversham, for Messrs. Shepherd, Neame, & Co MrBenjamin Adkins, architect. Quantities supplied by Mr!
Thoa. M. Rickman :— '

Contract 2fo. l.—Stiild&r't frork.

£3.866 0 0
3^250 q q

; ;• 3.065 0 0
Sollitt (accepted) 2.896 0 0
Goatbam 2,875 0 0

Contract ho. 2.~Smilh and Engineer'1 Worlc.
Bmyth&Co £699 15 0
Drury & Biggleston 665 0 0

64,, 0 0Weeks & Son 539 jo ^
Bpencelayh & Archer (accepted) 616 0 0

jium Luuuce inio a yara.
Some found their way underneath the stage,
and, pushing their arms through the grating into
the street, besought those outside to smash the
gating and let them out, as the place was on
fire. There was no loss of life. The alarm of
fire was groundless.

Society for the Encouragement of the

— ur .it* per cent.
less value

;
m addition to this practical way of

obtaining a resnlt, the machine may be driven to
a higher temperature, to see which oil produces

I

the worst residuum.

Fire in the City : Safety in Closed Doors.
A fine old mansion in Devonshire-square, Bishops-
gate, once inhabited by the late Bishop of LonPtvt.

OF the gate, once inhabited by the late Bishon of Lon
Cave don (Blomfield), took fire laaf week it t1 homas gave another of his senes of lectures on

j

believed in spirit cellars beneath it’ Thepainting the subject on the present occasion ocenpier, Mr. Hart, was ronsed in the middie of

Son ptinttng “'’m" Soi “ i
”'15*“ *>? **> '"*“ ^slt fire, and haling

“LT- t“ the ascertained that the house was on fire, Mr. Hart• (TiL
° iuauuA. jjiuwu was in tne

chair. The lecturer said that if the grand style
ceased with the neglect of mnral painting, on the
other hand the revival or discovery of oil painting
multiplied pictures; and he next drew attention to
the different methods for obtaining transparency
of colour and solidity, the former quality being
seen to perfection in jewels and in painted glass
which afforded a clue to the painter; and he con-
cluded a very able and scientific lecture with
hints as to the employment of pigments, and
other interesting particulars. Mr. H. Warren
confirmed some remarks of the chairman as to
the justness of the principles enunciated, the
neglect of which had given rise to some carious
pictorial effects, instancing a picture of a man in
armour, by Vandyke, over which the artist had
painted a man in velvet, in which, however, in
the course of time the original picture had re-
appeared underneath.

«?oo Kju ulo, iur, xmri
cansed his wife to arouse the female inmates,
and himself awoke his wife’s father, a man of
seventy.two years of age, and conducted him to
the outer door, and having left him in the street,
carefully shut the door, and ascended to the
upper floors, where ho found the other inmates
already on the roof, and assisted them to a place
of safety. Other doors inside were shut, and by
the aid of the fire brigade the fire was confined
to the one house where it began. The furniture
in the drawing-room, and a valuable library, as
well as other property, were saved, and the fire-
men regarded the result as something like an
unusual triumph over “the devouring element.”
It was observed that wherever the doors had
been shnt the fire had failed to penetrate,
even although the doors were blackened and
charred. The fine old staircase was completely
destroyed.

|

For hnose fit Coolhnrst, near Horsham
C. ScrasB Dickens. Mr. M. Diijby W
Quantities supplied.hy John Young

Stone.
Myers & Sons £6,22J 0 0
Cheel 5,515 0 0
Abrahams 5,174 0 0
8. Simpson 6,319 0 0 '

!

Simpson & Son ... 6,200 0 0 !!.

Ashby & Sons 4,995 0 0
Ennor 4,776 0 0
Longmire & Burge 4,849 0 0 ...

Henshaw 4,76'.) 0 0
Ashby 4 Horner... 4,800 0 0 !!!

Piper 4 Wheeler... 4.597 0 0

Sussex, for Mr'
Yattj architect.

Add if

Ransome's

£210 0 0
463 0 0
491 0 0
288 0 n
4(’0 0 0
460 0 0
•160 0 0
373 0 0

For new warehouse, No. 19, Basinghall-street, City.
K.O. Mr. Herbert Fold, architect :

—

Turner & Sons £4,133 0 0
Brass 4_,.43 q q
.Piper & Wheeler 3377 0 0

3,876 0 0
Crabb 4 Vaughan 3,939 0 0
Browne & Robinson 3 815 0 0
Pritchard

3I740 0 0
Henshaw 3,014 q q

For erecting two warehouses, Trinity-conrt, AJderseate-
etreet, City. Mr. John Collier, architect. Quantities
supplied by Mr. J. 8. Lee:—

Wilson (too late)

Rogers 4 Bicnards ....

Axford
Carter & Sons
Nightengale
Keyes
Gammon & Sons
Scrivener & White ....

Langmead 4 Way ....

Crabb & Vaughan ....

Wood
Sharpington & Cole .

P'oalfl
.

Henshaw (accepted)

..£3,999 0 0
.. 5,190 0 0
.. 4,985 0 0
.. 4,948 0 0
.. 4,943 0 0
.. 4,793 0 0
.. 4,717 0 0
.. 1.612 0 0
.. 4,583 0 0
.. 4,492 0 0
.. 4,474 0 0
.. 4,389 0 0
.. 4,939 0 0
.. 4, ('35 0 0
.. 3,967 0 0

For an oratory, Jienaal Green, for Baroneaa Weld.Mr. Pogm, architect :
—

Hill & Son 0 0
Hodgson 290 0 0
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The Old Crosses

of Gloucester-

shire.

ERE and there,

in the market-

places on the

waysides, and

in or near the

churchyards of

Gloucestershire,

stand the re-

mains of about

eighty crosses.

We have to call

to mind that

the county con-

tains three hun-

dred and thirty-

eight parishes,

two cities, and

twenby-si.'c mar-

ket towns before

we can realize

the proportion

this number
bears to its ex-

tent. Between
thirty and forty

of these crosses

are now repre-

sented only by

inconsiderable

fragments : in

some cases only

by their steps,

in others only

by their sockets
;
but there are also included in

the number some of the most interesting exam-

pies of these monuments in the kingdom. Mr.

Pooley* has diligently collected measurements

and drawings of all the known remains, in-

cluding those reduced to such fragments as we
have mentioned, and, aided by the somewhat

meagre particulars afforded by the county

history and traditions, has placed his survey in

the hands of the public in the form of a pleasant

unpretending volume. His collection includes

illustrations of crosses that were once famous,

but are not now to be found, as well as of some
that have been removed and others that have

been restored. Gloucester, for instance, once

possessed a fine old cross which stood at the

point of intersection,—the “ cross”—of its prin-

cipal streets. It is marked in Speed’s map of

Gloucester, 1610, and an engraving of it is

given in the Vetusta Monumenta

;

but not a

stone of it has been preserved. Mr. Pooley re-

produces this illustration of the lost treasure.

The vicissitudes of some others are represented

with like care. Bristol cross has likewise been

removed
;
but it has been preserved, and a new

one, carrying out its sentiment, placed on its

site. Some half-dozen have been restored with

more or less feeling. As in other parts of the

country, some of them are built in close

proximity to wells
j and in one case antiquaries

* Rotes on the Old Crosses of Gloucestershire. By
Charles Pooley, F.S.A, "With numerous iJlustrations on
stone and wood. London : Loncnians, Green, & Co.
1868.

find it difficult to decide whether the dwarfed

pyramidical structure close to a spring was origi-

nally intended for a cross or a well-cover.

Of all the Gloucestershire crosses, perhaps,

that of Bristol was the finest. Mr. Pooley

relates its vicissitudes with more detail than be

is able to give in most cases. A town clerk in

the reign of Edward IV., who must have been

an arcbmologisb in his day, has left a drawing,

among the archives of the city, of what he con-

sidered was the aspect of Bristol in the Saxon

era (?). Ho shows a fonr-sided walled city

having an embattled gateway at each angle,

from which four roads depart, all meeting in the

centre of the town, thus forming a St. Andrew’s

cross. At the point of intersection he places the

High Cross. The first historical mention of the

structure occurs in a MS. calendar, where the

year 124:7 is given as that of its erection, when

Bristol and Redcliffe became one town and the

two former markets were merged into one ;
” and

both being made one were kept where now it is,

and a fairs cross there built, viz., the High Cross,

which is beantiful, with the statues of several

of our kings.” This account does not, however,

!

quite tally with other evidence, which gives the
|

exact date as 1373, and the occasion of its
|

erection a desire to commemorate a charter

'

granted by Edward III., in which the mnnicipal

difficulties of the burgesses were diminished.

Hence, wo may conclude that tradition handed

down the existence of a cross upon the spot

shown by the Medimval town clerk in bia

restoration, and that, as in these later days, it

has in the course of centuries been more

than once removed and replaced. It is pretty

clear that the memorial of Edward III. is the

cross that stood down to the year 1763, when it

was given by Dean Barton to Sir R. C. Hoare, of

Stourton, who removed it to his seat, and had it

erected there at n cost of 3001, It was a build*

ing of three stages, surmounted by a spire, the

whole being 39 ft. 6 in. high. The first stage

was an open arcade
;
the second a series of four

niches filled with the full-length statues of the

kings who had been benefactors to the city; and

the third another range of canopied niches, each

having the fignre of a monarch seated in it. It

was built of a coarse grained oolite, the liability

to injury from frost and rain, being guarded

against by polychromatic decorations. The

upper stage of statues appears to have been

added in 1633, when it was placed in efficient

repair, though somewhat marred by the curious

design of its new pinnacle. Mr. Pooley finds

evidence that it was re-painted and gilded in

1697 with such sumptnousness as to rival

every stmeture of the kind in the kingdom ; and

1733 taken down at the request of a silver-

smith living close by, who feared that it would

fall and kill him. It remained for a time in the

Guildhall forgotten, when Alderman Price ex-

erted himself in its favour, and got it erected in

the centre of the College-green
;
but in 1763 it

was again protested against and pulled down,

and thrown into a corner of the cathedral, where

it remained till the dean, mentioned above, gave

it to the owner of Stonrton. In 1851 a feeling

of regard, or compunction, or regret, induced

the burgesses to build a new cross, and place it

on the site this interesting relic first occupied,

which was done at a cost of 4501.

Cirencester Cross has shared a similar fate, so

far as it is removed and rebuilt in private

grounds. This was of a different form from those

of Gloucester and Bristol, and not more than

20 ft. in height. It was a tall shaft standing on

a solid base raised on steps, or on a calvary.

The capital of the shaft possesBed some sculp-

tured decorations, and was surmounted by a

cross. There were six crosses in the town about

eighty years ago ; bub this is the only one that

has been preserved. It was removed first to the

neighbourhood of a fine avenue of firs in Oakley

Park, the seat of Earl Bathurst, and thence to

another spot in the same park. The same form

of cross exists at Clearwell, Aylborton, and
Sydney, diversified only by the number of the

steps, the ornamentation of the pedestal, and the

absence or presence of the shaft. That at Clear-

well has a new shaft. The pedestals and steps

of the two latter are the only remains.

A different form of cross exists at Iron Acton.

It is called a preaching cross, and is built in the

churchyard, on the north side of the church.

This strnctnre is raised upon three octagonal

platforms, rising one above the other, and dimi-

Dishing in size. It consists of four arches formed

by four buttresses connected by groining ribs to

the capital of a central shaft. Three of the arched

spaces' are divided by transoms with ouspings,

while the fourth is quite open to admit of the

entrance of the preacher. On the crown of the

vault of this first stage is a four-sided shaft,

having a niche on each face. The basement to

this shaft is ornamented by eight shields clasped

in the hands of winged fignres. The snrmount-

ing cross no longer exists
;
but when present the

Btrnctore probably measured about 30 ft. in

!

height. Four of the shields are charged with

j

the emblems of the Passion, two are incised with

armorial bearings and two are left blank. The

! armorial bearings give our author the date of

the cross (circa 1430). This is the only example

of this form of the cross in the county.

Mr. Pooley was fortunate enough to discover

the head of a remarkably fine cross at Amney
Crucis. The base and shaft stood in the church'

yard, but, as in so many other cases, the head

was gone. This, which he found under a heap

of rnbbish in a recess on the south side of the

church, has now been restored to its proper place,

much to the intensification of the interest of the

locality. More than this, it appears to be the

only evidence extant that illustrates the title of

the parish, Amney Holy-Rood. Rudders ac-

counts for the name from the circumstance of

a large cross being there
j
and Sir Robert Atkyns

mentions that it is derived from the Holy-rood

in the church. But the newly-found head of the

cross suggests another version. In one of the

four niches is a representation of the Virgin and

Child, which Mr. Pooley considers is a testimony

to the rights of Tewkesbury Abbey (likewise

dedicated to the Virgin) over this church and

[parish. In the second niche is the complete

Rood, to signify, as the image of the Virgin did

' with reference to the abbey of which she was

patron, that this church was dedicated to it. In

i the two smaller niches, one at each end of the

j

oblong block of stone forming the head, are two

figures, one of which our author reads as

Gyraldus, first abbot of Tewkesbury ;
and the

I

other as Robert Fitz-Haimon, a Norman knight,

[

who, at the suggestion of his wife and the pious

’ Gyraldus in question, rebuilt Tewkesbury Abbey.

' Altogether, taking the costume and style of

' architecture into consideration; our author con-

cludes that a subsequent abbot, Parker, erected

the monument at the close of the fourteenth

century as a testimony of the dependence of the

church and parish upon the abbey ; as an

authentication of their title; and as a perpetua-

tion of the memory of the abbot and knight who

founded the establishment at Tewkesbury.

Among the mutilated remnants the cross afc

Westcote is remarkable for the suggestions it

makes of its beauty before destruction. The

base alone remains. This is 2 ft. 1 in. in height

and 2 ft. 1 in. in diameter, of an octagonal form,

each face of the octagon being recessed as a

trefoil-headed niche, with a standing figure in

it, having the appearance of thirteenth century

workmanship. It is a mere wreck
;
but the

fate of the village or church to which it is sup-

posed to have belonged is still more melancholy.

There was once a village called Coombe Basker-

ville in this parish, and this bit of the cross is the

only memorial of the fact that has ever come to

light within the memory of the oldest inhabitant.
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Village and church have as completely disap-
peared as a Medimval crop of bay.
The nearest approach to the type of the cele-

brated Yamton cross in Oxfordshire is in Did
marton churchyard. Here it is called “ the
preaching stone,” though when the present in-
cumbent came to the parish only the top of the
broken shaft was above ground, the octagonal
socket being buried in aCcumnlationa of soil.

On four of the faces of its base are four half
figures sculptured in high relief, which are, pro-
bably, intended for the four evangelists. It is

now raised on two stone steps, set diagonally :

had these been circular, it would have resembled
the Yarnton cross still closer. The Bieley cross
differs from any other. This well-known object
consists of a panelled hollow hexagon, sur-
mounted by a hexagonal truncated spire, orna-
mented with ensped arches and recesses. Pro-
bably portions of the original base and summit
are both missing, though a small modem cross
finishes the structure at the present day. At
the angles of the hexagonal pedestal are columns
supporting cusped arches

; and half-way up the
pyramidical cover, at the angles, run thick
fijiets. Mr. Pooley tells us that the good
villagers once kept their baptismal font upon the
top of this cross, though, to their credit, they
iave now removed it into the interior of the
chnrch. This is the cross which some archse-
ologista say is, perhaps, an isolated campanile.
The villagers call it “the bone-house;” and it
has been considered a well-cover. Our author

There_ is a traditional belief that Bome one was
drowned in a well in tbe churchyard, and that the well
was ordered to be closed, and this building erected over
the spot. This is mere conjecture. The truth morepro-
Mobably is, that formerly a spring, since dried up, rose
there, which, according to custom, was protected from
pollution by the erection of this building over it, and at
the same time consecrated by having a cross fixed on the
top. The circumstance of the baptismal font having been
placed there would lead to the supposition, that at one
time it was used in that si'uation for baptismal purposes,
and perhaps water was obtained from the clear sorine
below," ^ ^

Afc King’s Weston, iu a garden in the rear of
King’s Weston House, is a cross which is said
to he the Sailors’ Cross, or one to which mari-
ners paid their devotion as they sailed up aud
down the Severn. It is of a typo very common
in the county,—a tapering shaft squared at its

foot by broaches, with a solid broached socket
set upon three steps. Ivy has grown upon it up
to its summit, which, however, is not more than
9 ft. from the ground. That this is ground not
yet explored by the archmologist we may as-
sume from the discovery of the foundations of a
chapel close by a few years ago, concerning
which no information appears to be at band.
At Calmsden there is a tall tapering wayside
cross, with a spring of clear water bubbling at
the foot of it. It is placed on four steps, and is

composed of a pedestal, a hexagonal monolith,
and a cube, the four sides of which face the
cardinal points. Placed there in the early part
of the fourteenth century, or in the days when
the Knights Hospitallers of Jerusalem were
located at Quennington, close by, this structure
has escaped the rough treatment that so many
have experienced. The charm it gives to the
elm-shaded nook in which it stands is great.
Mr. Pooley’s labours will doubtless secure the
preservation ofmany fragments that might other-
wise have been lost sight of; freshen many
memories; and serve as an agreeable indication
of what Gloncestershire possesses in this depart-
ment of archmology.

IMPERIAL ARCHITECTURE AKD
IMPERIAL FINANCE.

The architect, whatever may be his political
bias, must confess a weakness for the French
empire. Whatever other claims the second
ruler of the house of Buonaparte may have on
the gratitude of France, he must at least be
regarded as a great builder. We may criticise
style, we may say it is easy to build at the cost
of others, wo may apprehend evil consequences
from over-building; but, after all these and many
other objections are exhausted, the architectural
facts remain. The second Emperor of the French
cannot be said to have fonnd Paris brick and to
have left it marble

; but if he found it fit for the
capital of France, ho bids fair to leave it fit to be
the capital of the civilized world. The comple-

T’’'* Kpenditure incu'rre'a duTFug^ght glory on the reign of any ^ouarch of the the afteen precediog years of parliamentarylino of St. Louis. The name of the ferocious
|
government. Of that sum about eight milliards

Alva is borne by the busiest street in the world,
the Fio di Toledo of Naples, which was a long,
straight, military road, pierced tbi'ongh city and
suburb by that unsparing veteran, but which in
width and grandeur is in no way comparable to
the Rue de Rivoli, although incomparably more
picturesque. For the painter, indeed, and for
che_ antiquary, Paris is now to a great extent
spoiled, no less than it is for that erratic and
characteristic group of natives whose chief de-
light is in the building of barricades. The
citadels of dnieute are overthrown

;
the centres

of insurrection are brought under direct linos of
fire. Tbe new quarters for the garrison of Paris
are no less admirable for their military conve-
nience than for their architectural fitness for
their object. Masked guns may at any moment
enforce that supreme reason which is the loc»io

of a man who holds an army in hand. In these
piles of palatial buildings, miles of broad street
and broader boulevard, careful and studied pro-
vision at once for the proper accommodation of
metropolitan traffic (so much needed in London)
aud for the supply of possible political or mili-
tary exigencies, it is impossible to ignore the
genius of a great builder. As to the cost, we
have a word to sey ; but it is so common to see
money melted away without result, that in a
case where the result is colossal we must be
excused for lingering on that fact with the admi-
ration which it demands.
But tbe building energy of the empire is not

confined to Paris. Activity is normal in the
France of our day. Lyons, long a stronghold in
which discontent could entrench itself at the
shortest notice, is no less transformed than the
capital. Marseilles would be unrecognizable by
tbe good bishop whose devoted piety during the
ravages of the plague has consecrated his memory
by a more indisputable canonization than that
against which the “Devil’s Advocate” is called
on to plead at Rome. Nearly two milliaids and
a quarter of francs—a sum equal to ninety mil-
lions sterling — have been “borrowed” since
1852 by the towns, departments, and communes
of France, including Paris; so that the past
fifteen years have been good times for all those
who live by the click of the trowel or the blow of
the mason’s hammer in France

; good times for
moat of those who live by the compass and
drawing-pen.

It is evident that the question how far this
extraordinary architectural activity has been
over-stimulated aud unnatural is one of immense
importance. With us, where the architect still

earns a living (to tbe envy just now of bis sturdy
but sta^’ing brother, the engineer), the lesson to
be^ derived is one of no small importance. It
chiefly concerns us to read it aright. Two main
perils are likely to follow a forced activity in
city building : the one is, that the consequent
rise of rents may bring discomfort and distress
on tho population

; the other is, that the accu-
mulation of workmen is such as to make it a
grave political danger to discontinue their occu-
pation. We may add the great sacrifices often
entailed on the poorer classes of citizens, or at
least of city dwellers, by the “ improving away ”

of their humble abodes. For the rent—the
struggle between the owner of capital invested
in expensive residences for due return on his
outlay, and the inhabitant who, not discon-
tented with his old abode, is extremely discon-
tented at the price of that which, bon gre,mdl
gr^, has been substituted for it—will, no doubt,
sooner or later, adjust itself. But the temper of
the people will not be improved in the process,
and loss to a considerable amount must fall
upon some one ; and the some one always ulti-
mately means the public. The second danger is
one which we cau less realise in this country.
Its magnitude is evident to those who are
familiar with the genius of the French nation, or
even with the facts of French history. The
worst^ of it is, too, that, whatever may be its
magnitude, it has been actually incurred, and
that, even within the past few months, signifi-
cant hints have been given that it is by no
means imaginary.
The reconstruction of Imperial Paris, of an

Augustan Lyons, a Julian Marseilles, the sti-
mulus given to the labours of the architect and
the engineer by the powers of the prefects of
departments, is, however, but a small portion of
the magnificent expenditure of tbe Second
Empire. During its fifteen years of existence,
it has spent, exclusive of tho above-named de-
partmental outlay, eleven milliards of francs

has been derived from increased taxation, and
the remainder from the expeditious resource of
loans.

The main evil of reckoning without one’s host
is the probability that the operation will have to
be repeated, and that to the satisfaction of the
latter. It is a long account, that has been run-
ning up for the last fifteen years

; and although
the veritable host, the French nation itself, has
not yet called for the reckoning, a sort of pro-
grammme of tbe Bill has just been sketched by
M. Horn, and that in very formidable figures.
Yet the whole case is far from being exhausted
when we have grasped the summary of tbe
Bilan de VEnipire.

There can be no doubt that tho national ex-
penditure, or rather the administrative expendi-
ture, of the French empire has been on a scale
of unprecedented magnitude. Not only so, bub
it may bo said with perfect propriety that it has
increased, is increasing, and ought to be dimi-
nished. It is something to disentangle the pur-
posed confusion of the French budgets. It
appears that in these documents the most
instructive point, the sum total, is generally so
studionsly veiled that it is only by a degree of
clear-headed investigation, for which few men of
adequate ability have time to spare, that it
becomes evident what is actually expended from
year to year. There are budgets ordinary and
extraordinary, prospective budgets, rectifying
budgets, supplemental budgets, and definitive
budgets. The amounts of three or four years, in
different stages of “ rectification,” are continu-
ally referred to together; and the habit prevails
of stating all those various items rather in a
relative than in a positive manner. The increase
or diminution of an amount, as compared with
the magnitude of the amount devoted to the
same purpose in some other estimate, or in some
former year, is the main feature visible in tbe
reports of the finance ministers. To present
actual facts and definite totals in a few intelligible
lines seems to be repugnant to the genius of
imperial finance.

It is, therefore, a service to those to whom the
stability of political institutions is matter of
concern, to bring clearly before their view tho
main and gigantic outline of the French revenue,
and the far more colossal outline of the French
expenditure. It is in the comparison of the two
that the gist of the question lies. It is much to
know that France has been living, financially,
since 1852, at the rate of 80,000,0001. sterling a
year. It is more to know that the Imperial
Government commenced by spending 12,000,0003.
sterling per aminm more than its predecessor.
It is even more to know that, after fifteen years
of rule, that Government is now spending
12,000,0001. sterling per annum more than it did
at its commencement, or 24,000,0003. more thau
its predecessor. But it might be the case that
this great increase iu expenditure was only an
indication of the elastic aud vigorous growth of
the national prosperity. In itself, a large ex-
penditure may be regarded as a sign of wealth.
'To say, then, that the France of 1868 is spend-
ing more than a third more than did the France
of 1840, may be met by tho rejoinder that the
difference is the result of a healthy and robust
development of the elements of national erran-
deur.

It is here that the importance of clear and
distinct statement becomes apparent. The im-
port of the facts thus far may possibly give rise
to differences of opinion

j
but the actual facts

are not matters of opinion, but of definite know-
ledge. As to the wisdom or the reverse of a
liberal expenditure there may be room for dis-
cussion ; there can be no room for doubt as to the
result of a steady, unchecked, augmenting in-
crease of debt. This certain test of progress or
of decline cannot be altogether concealed.
While raising revenues unknown to tbe earlier
rulers of France, the financiers of the empire
have more than doubled the national debt.
Since the year 1854 eight loans have been
authorized, amounting to a total sum of
125,480,0003. The floating debt, which will only
be partially reduced by means of the 18,480,0003.
loan of the present spring, amounts to25,000,0003.
more. The same profusion of expenditure,—for
to expend continually 10 or 12 per cent, above
your income is profusion,—marks the proceed-
ings of the minor administrations of the country
no less than that of the ministiy of finance.
The cities and corporations of France, including
Paris, have, as previously stated, raised loans to
the amount of 90,000,0003. sterling within the
same time. Exclusive of this the State alone has
steadily and systematically exceeded its income
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large as that income has been, during the whole
time of the Second Empire. The loans which
have met and, as it were, veiled that excess,

have been placed on the market in a manner
unprecedented before the present reign. The
ultimate source of revenue, the public, has been
appealed to directly, and not, as in ordinary
financial operations, through the agency of the
larger capitalists. The readiness with which
the country people of France have laid out their

savings in the investments offered from time to

time by the Government has increased the bor-
rowing power of the latter, and removed that
check which is imposed by the experience of
men accustomed to operations of a monetary
character. Confidence, no doubt, is thus to

some extent shown in the Government, while,

at the same time, the bonds of society may be
drawn closer by interesting the poorer classes
in the stability of existing institutions. Bata
facility in anticipating the resources of the
future, which must be termed a fatal facility,

has financial perils enough in its wake to
counterbalance any such political advantages.
The loan of the present year has this special

feature of evil promise. It does nob even pro-
fess to be the last of a long series. On the con-
trary, on the very face of the application it is

shown to be a mere loan on account ; not pro-
viding for the floating debt, which is only re-

duced by about a third—not even providing for
the expense ofthe re-organisation of the army—in

fact, doingnothing but give temporary and partial
relief. Temporary relief, at the cost of permanent
and intolerable burden. So long as M. Fould
was at the head of the finance department—so
long, indeed, as application to that able financier
bo take office on his own terms, in case of need,
was possible—France was always in a state of
hopeful expectancy as to her finance. If revenue
did not meet income this year, it would do so, it

was anticipated, next year j if not, certainly not
later than the year after next the equilibrium
vould be established. For the first time this
Dromise has now disappeared. Loan this year
ioes not mean no loan next year. Quite the
mntrnry. The revenue of this year being insuf-
icient to pay the outgoings, including the in-
;erest on former loans, 18,480,0001. is borrowed
o stop the gap, and to increase by the additional
nterest which the tax-payer has to provide the
)urden8 on the already insufficient revenue of
lexb year.

There is one set-off to this gloomy picture—

a

ficture which is by no means that of France
done, but which more or less accurately repre-
lents the state of affairs over the greater part of
ke European continent. The property of the
French railways will ultimately revert to the
State. In 1865 the net revenue derived from
he railways was 12,500,0001. The augments-
ion of the gross revenue during the past year
vas a little over 2,000,0001. Thus, if the French
lational debt could be kept within the limits
vhich it attained in 1865, there is reason to
lope that by the year 1955 the whole burden of
he Rente would be removed from the shoulders
if the tax-payer and provided for by the self,

lolleoted revenue of the railways.
It is rather a long period to wait. There is

hat amount of hope in the distance; bub what
k distance ! How does experience in other
iountries tell ns that the expected benefit may
10 discounted before it arrives ? As it is, if the
iresent rate of increase of the French debt be
naintained, a sum equal to the whole capital
epresented by shares and debentures will be
Ldded to the existing debt within thirty years.
Vithin the ninety years at the expiration of
vhich the French nation is to enter on the pro-
irietary enjoyment of its railway revenue, three
imes the total amount of the entire railway
iapital will have been borrowed to make both
iuds meet. The hope and comfort of 1955 is

herefore somewhat cold.

The inadequacy of godsends to restore the
lalance of national income and expenditure is

leing illustrated even ns we write. The vast
lud lucrative property of the Church, in the
brmer kingdom of the Two Sicilies, has just
)een cast into the seething cupola of Italian de-
icit. What is a network of railways in com-
jarison to that long accumulating and fertile

istate—the harvest reaped by the clergy, where
keir influence was most irresistible, in the very
Ijarden of Europe ? Wherever you see a spot
ipocially favoured by nature, rich in the heaviest
growth of grapes, shaded by the loftiest stone
)ine8, dark with arcades of orange-trees, or
'littering with the silvery foliage of the olive,
kroaghout Sonthern Italy, you may be sure it is

the property of the Church. Such a boon, or
such a robbery, call it as we like, should have
extinguished extreme poverty for the remainder
of the century. How far will it go ? The tele-

graph makes answer as we write :
—

" Count
Cambroy Digny demonstrated that not more
than 574,000,000 lire of ecclesiastical property
were available to remove the deficit of 1868 and
the forced currency. He deemed it necessary,
therefore, to meet the deficit of 1869 by new
taxes." The actual amount of the Church pro-
perty has never yet been clearly known. Eighty
millions sterlingwas spoken of as a low estimate
when the idea of seizure first assumed a definite
form. The evaporation of this noble property
into a miserable contribution towards the deficit

of only a couple of years, is one of the most
striking and appalling lessons of modern national
finance.

We have been almost alone in the English
press in calling, and repeatedly calling, the at-

tention of our readers to that which, in our de-
liberate opinion, is the first European question
of the day. Even war itself, uncertain in its

outbreak, is now for the most part brief in its

fury, and chiefly injurious, in its permanent
effects, by the increase of debt which it it in-

volves. The steady, certain, and rapid increase
of public debt menaces more unavoidable general
distress, and probable internal convulsion, all over
Europe. Tu Paris the minds of men are now be-
coming fixed on this feature of the political situa-
tion of the day. Four pamphlets have appeared
within the month of March, grim satires upon
the “ inspired" and feeble " Titres de la Dynastie
NapoUonienne." The last of these publications,
an examination by M. Achilla Mercier, of the
Grand Livre, or record of the public debt, distri-

butes the burden between the anccessive Go-
vernments of France in startling proportions.
Eleven per cent, alone was incurred by the old
regime, Three per cent, by the Parliamentary
Government of the Restoration and the July
Monarchy, Eleven per cent, by the First and
Second Republics, and Seventy-five per cent, by
the First and Second Empire !

The attempt is now being made to galvanize
into artificial life the failing attractions of the
foreign loan market, and the most unusual
profit, upon paper, is promised to those who will

take shares in a species of consolidated foreign
loan company. It is, of course, possible that
among a number of foreign indebted Govern-
ments some may continue to meet their engage-
ments for a year or two longer than others.

Any man who thinks it wise and safe to invest
mouey so as to obtain n promised or even an
incipient return of 15 or 20 per cent, can gene-
rally find the means of doing so. There is a
west-end discount market in which such rates
are current, no less than on the foreign begging
markets. But we cannot too distinctly repeat
that, unless some vast revolution occur in Eu-
ropean finance, the cessation of the payment of
dividends on the national debt of Europe is,

with few exceptions, a question of time alone.

And when the crash comes in one State, it is not
very likely that neighbouring stocks will be
permanently stable. We have called attention
in these pages to the rapid growth of the metro-
polis of England—a fact unparalleled in the
march of European civilization. London doubles
lier size in forty years. The debt of Imperial
France laughs at the slow progress of the
London builders. It has more than doubled
itself in fifteen years. Vive la dtUe !

ON THE UTILIZATION OF SEWAGE
BY IRRIGATION.*

The Crop .—From the principle and conditions
of sewage irrigation, its peculiar fitness for the
cultivation of grass lauds has long since been
definitively settled, and hitherto there has been
discovered no other crop which so fully repays
its application, or which, indeed, can receive
beneficially the whole year round, the constant
flow of the liquid. We find, therefore, in all

those districts where the systematic utilization

of sewage is being carried out, grass, in many
varieties, is the staple product. Other crops
must aiTjve at a mature growth ere they cau be
reaped with profit

;
but with grass it is not so

;

it may be cut with advantage in a greeu state,

and so disposed of; or, again, it may be eaten on
the ground at various stages of growth, and by
these means several successive crops may be

* See pp. 146, ICS, 202, and 222, anU.

obtained. This important quality of reprodne-
tiveness, the facility of its cultivation, and the
readiness with which the ground may be turned
to irrigation pnrposes, render the adoption of
the grass crop by far the most profitable. Where
a root is cultivated, the judicious application of
sewage may be attended by immense benefit

;

but the crop cannot be repeated, nor can the
liquid, which is at all times flowing, be regularly
administered even during the one growth, Con-
sequently, although arable lands may be made
accessory to the utilization of sewage, and thus
reap considerable advantage, grass lands alone
can be relied upon to develop to the full extent
its true commercial value.

Cereals are not adapted for beneficial cultiva-
tion by methodical or regular irrigation, as, gene-
rally speaking, the climate of England contains
of itself too much humidity, without artificial

addition. It is in fine dry climates, under an
unclouded sky, that the soil gives forth the finest

crops of wheat and other grains
; whereas, on

the contrary, universal experience has shown
that the richest pasture-lands are found under a
moist sky. Moisture in a cold country is indica-
tive of a temperature comparatively mild and
equable ; and a mild temperature, with moisture,
promotes the rapid growth of grasses

; it is cer-
tain, moreover, that the grasses most rich in
nutritive properties, especially in milk-producing,
are those of rapid growth. In putting sewage-
mauure in regular quantities on corn lands, you
ai'6 supplying proper ingredients in a too diluted
form

;
in bestowing it, in like manner, upon

grass lands, you are supplying these same ingre-
dients in their most beneficial form.

Still, there are occasions when every crop
may derive benefit from a timely application of
sewage, as when in tender growth, after a pro-
tracted period of drought, it would have the
same invigorating effect as a shower of rain, be-
sides a certain nianurial power. The dressinga
in these cases must be very light, and carefully
administered; and where the crop has attained
any weight, and the oso of the hose and jet ren-
dered hurtful, special preparation of the ground
will be required, an expense which may weigh
so heavily as to take away the profit. If, how-
ever, by a very flat system of catch-work, at
slight cost, sewage is thns brought into use
upon cereal crops, undoubted benefit will accrue
during a dry season.

The almost universal application of the sewage
irrigation principle has been illustrated by a re-

markable series of experiments at the works of the
Metropolitan Sewage Company, at Lodge Farm,
near Barking, which have been fulfilled upon
so extensive a scale as to be deemed conclusive.

The land is of the poorest kind, the gravelly sub-
soil coming up to the surface in many places.

Of this soil, about sixty acres was in 1866 pre-
pared for irrigation, partly by the system of
bed-work, and partly by catch • work, — no
fertilising material of any description having
been previously applied, with the exception of
the harrowing in, here and there, of a thin and
patchy coat of rye-grass of the past season.
The results are described as being nothing less

than wonderful.* On one piece, eight or ten
tons per acre of rye-grass were cub early in
April, ten or twelve tons were cut in the middle
of May, and twelve tons again in the week ending
June 22nd. This was sown in the August of the
preceding year. Another small piece adjoining,

which had been in potatoes, was sown in

September, and did nob yield the first cutting
nntil early in May, when it produced nob less

than sixteen tons per acre ; after which, in tho
week ending June 22Qd, it produced a crop of
fifteen tons to the acre. This is stated to have
received 4,000 tons of sewage per acre. From a
very poor gravelly slope, seven acres in extent,

upon which was ponred 2,400 tons of sewage to

the acre, twenty-five tons of grass was taken in
two cuttings. Mangel-wurzel, potatoes, lucerne,
flax, and wheat were all remarkably luxuriant
under certain applicatious of sewage. On two
parts of a poor field of wheat the plant waa
strong aud thick, with ears plentiful and large,

the only explanation of the difl'erence being that
hero during the early growth of the crop three
or four slight dreesiugs of sewage had been
administered.

In this way Alderman Mechi has found sewage
to be good for every kind of crop, and as a
special preparation for subsequent crops.t For
when the ingredients of fertility may not forth-

with be utilised by the plant, the soil retains

• Agrictdfurul Ga:etfe, Julj, 1807.

t Kep. Met. Sewage, 1S64 : 3333, 3400.
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them until required. A very clear illustration

of the expediency of treating wheat crops with
sewage in their earlier stages of growth was
given in evidence by Mr. J. Dales. Daring
seven years that gentleman applied nothing but

sewage to n field of ten acres, which returned

crops of wheat of unusual quality and quantity,

yearly increasing, so that the last year’s crop

was the best. The application was regulated

durirg two or three months every year.* We
are also given to understand by Baron Liebig

that in the Cominwte of Oligheim, near Raatadt,

in Salzburg, sandy, unproductive soil was con-

verted by the application of sewage into flourish-

ing cornfields.+ The Earl of Essex, experiment-
ing upon sewage, marked out two adjoining

acres in the centre of a field of wheat, to one of

which be applied 270 tons of sewage, and to the
other none. On being reaped, it was found that

the first acre retnmed a value of wheat in excess
of the second amounting to 31. Is. 6d., or 25-d.

per ton of sewage appHed.J
The above cited examples of the successful

utilisation of sewage in grain cultivation are too

numerons and consistent to be considered as ex-

ceptions to the general rule
;
and, althongb the

more important of them have not been sub-
jected to the oonclnsivo test of time, yet they
afford a very good primd facie proof that few
circumstances exist in which this mannrial
agent may not be utilised advantageously, either

alone or as an accessory. It must be understood
with reference to cereals, that no such quanti-
ties as have been instanced at Barking in the
growth of jyegrass can be applied. It is gene-
rally held that a free and constant application of

diluted manure tends more to the increase of
straw than of the grain itself.

Marcite, or Italian ryegrass and clover, has
been fonnd by experience, both here and on the
Continent, to be peculiarly adapted for irriga-

tion, and it is therefore preferred to all other
crops for this purpose. It is naturally of a rapid,
luxuriant growth, and most readily avails itself

of the fertilising properties of sewage. So ex-

traordinary is this facility that it hes been
credibly asserted that as much as 100 tons of
Italian rye-grass per acre baa been reached in a

single year, while of ordinary grasses the quan-
tity has reached 30 or 40 ton8.§ With solid

mannre we have the authority of Mr. Lawes that
12 tons is the maximum quantity in ordinary
grasses:]

;
but the most remarkable fact in con-

nexion with this wonderful luxuriance of growth
is that, according to the analysis of Profoseor
Way, grasses irrigated with sewage contain 100
per cent more meat-making matter than grasses

nob BO irrigated.^ Experience, too, has shown
that the milk from cattle fed on this grass pro-

duces far more and finer butter than nsual, and
is oouseqnently in much greater demand. The
old fallacy, therefore, that forced growths pro-
duce thinness and insipidity in the article grown
is thus once more signally refuted.

The fact that hitherto rye-grass alone has
been found to posseRs this nneommon property
of beneficially utilising sewage the whole year
round, has been cited by the opponents of

sewage irrigation as a fatal drawback to that
system. It is asked,—Where is the market for

such enormous quantities of a single product to
be found, supposing that the whole of the town
sewage of this country were to be applied to its

growth ? It is asserted that such a market does
nob exist. This assertion cannot be maintained.
There has been of late years a charge laid

against English agriculturalists of a tendency to
curtail the cultivation of the wheat plant and
extend the cultivation of pasture. Each year
finds the extent of corn-lands decreasing through
the high prices of manures and other causes,
while the production of live stock increases.
Every year the burthen of foreign importation
grows heavitT, as well in cattle as in comj but
far more serionsly in the latter than in the
former. Whatever tends to lessen this grievous
burthen should be pursued with energy, and
every discovery in agricultural science should
be received as another step regained towards
national solvency. The immense production of

• Eep. Met. Sewoge, 1SC4: 376C-70. The first crop
scarcely paid Mr. Dales, as it yielded obIj 3% quarters per
acre

;
but at the scTcnih year he had six quarters and one

sack.

t Rep. Met. Sewage, App. p. 346. It would appear,
however (see Liebig's yfcttiral laws of Husbaudry, p.
273), that the sewage here referred to was eicrementitious
matter alone.

t Rep. Met. Sewage, 1864: App. p. 346.
§ Rep. Met. Sewage, 1864 ; 2-'-7o.

li Rep. Met. Sewage, 1864: 2-579.
Eep. Met. Sewage, 1864: app. p. 345.

food for live stock in the shape of sewage-grown
rye-grass must inevitably lead to the stoppage
of foreign importation, and ultimately to the
restoration of corn-lands to their original pur-
poses, manures of every kind being brought
down in valne. All the irrigation farms in the

neighbourhood of large towns are stocked with
cattle, which, as has already been said, are
reared in fine condition, producing the richest

milk and the finest flavoured butter.* It is

possible also that the making of hay by artificial

means may soon be introduced as an efficient

auxiliary.

On the cultivation of rye-grass, the land must
be broken up and sown every three years. If

this be neglected, a steady diminntion of crop
may be anticipated.

In summing up the advantages derived by the
crop from sewage irrigation, the exceeding value

of the temperature it presents must not be
omitted. It is a consideration of no mean im-
portance, that in a country like England, whose
climate is bleak and uncertain, we have at our

disposal a vast supply of liquid manure, which,
while it is rich in all the elements of vegetable

food, comprehends also the quality of regular
temperature, so that in winter as in summer,
nay, even when the snow is on the ground, the

procees 'of vegetable growth may be uninter-

rupted. And in the colder weather, when its effect

is enhanced in value, this temperature rises in pro-

portion as it is needed,—a result, due no doubt
to the more habitual use, at that season, of hot-

water for household purposes. Conversely, when
the temperature of the atmosphere passes a
certain limit of heat, that of sewage has a
grateful and cooling effect on the soil. In refer-

ence to this subject, Mr. Latham says :
—“ From

an experiment made during the winter of 1864
upon the irrigated fields of South Norwood, and
carried out during a period of severe frost, he
was enabled to cultivate a crop of rye-grass

which was only sown in the early part of the
month of November, and when measured at

Christmas in the same year the plant was found
to be 6 in. in height, and was then growing
luxuriantly

; and during the following year that
crop WHS cut Bi.x times, the last of which was
within one week of Christmas-day, 1865. The
first crop measnred 35 in. in height; the second,
40 in.

;
the third, 42 in.

;
the fourth, 32 in.

;
the

fifth, 34 in.
;
the sixth, 14 in.; the total length

produced, 187 in., which realised 40Z. peracre."t
Mr. Latham’s tables referring to the teD)pera-

tnre of sewage at Croydon and Norwood, show
that during the months of February, March, and
April, 1865, while the temperature of the

atmosphere varied from 32® to 67°, the variation

of the temperature of the sewage at the outfall

was only between 48^° and 55°
;
giving in the

former case a difference of 35°, and in the latter

a difference of 6i°.J

Sanitary Effects of Sewage Irrigation.

As to the Fnrificaiion of our Water Supply .

—

In treating of the question of the utilization of
sewage, we must always recur to the f re-eminent
consideration to which it has reference, namely,
the restoration of our riverine waters to their

normal purity. If we make, then, a brief

inquiry into what has actually resulted in this

respect, we shall thereby be enabled to arrive

at a proper conclusion as to the pnrifying effect

which irrigation has, or is supposed to have, upon
the sewage of towns, and, oorrelatively, upon
thosecurrentswhiehheretciforebave been infected
by the infusion of such sewage matters. If it be
proved that, after sewage has been applied to the
land, by a process harmless in itself and at no
impracticable expense, the residue—that is, the
great volume of water by which the ingredients
of fertility are transported—goes to swell the

• “I eat my grass several times a year, winter and
snmracr, and it is preferred by cattle to any other, and as
they milk better, and are in a better condition than when
fed on anything else, I sell to all the cowteepera in the
ncighhourhooa; and what is very singnlar that, although
rinflerpest has been raging is the neighboorbood. not a
single beast fed on sewage grass has been attacked,”

—

Letter of Mr. Samuel Cousins to Mr. Latham. September
29, 1866. Learn. Congress Papers, p. 115. Mr. Cousins
is the lessee of the South Norwood Sewage.
On this subject the Earl of Essex writes,—"Doubts

have been raised as to the fattening properties of sewaged
Italian rye-grass. I have had 13 bullocks 2i years old,
feeding entirely and solely on out rye-grass in th'e yard all

the summer, never having an ounce of cake or corn since
they were born, and have sold some of them for nearly
20/. a piece. Better or fatter beasts, full of inside fat,

could not be wished for, which is proved by the eagerness
of the butchers to have six which I have left.”—Rep. Met.
Sewage : App., p, 345.
t Leamiogton Congress Papers, p. 142.

J Paper read before the Society of Eegineers. April,

bulk of our water supply in a pure state, there
is needed no further demonstration of the
expediency of adopting such a process in all

convenient situations. For by no other means
has this been accomplished. So important is

this point, that irrespective of commercial
return, or, further, even if such process were
conducted at a certain pecuniary loss, the laws
of public health determine it to be our bonnden
duty to promote its universal adoption until a
better substitute be found.

At Croydon, after a litigation costing 10,0001., 1

and after every conceivable expedient bad been
|

resorted to, the Board was absolutely compelled I

to have recourse to irrigation
;
and the river

j

Wandle—the fouling of which originated so
many lawsuits with the conservators, and ulti-

mately proved of immense benefit to the cause

—

now receives the sewage water in as pure a state

as clear river water ordinarily is, so that the fish

in the stream come close up to the outlet, and
have been found within it.* The engineer states

that the water after purification is purer than
that supplied by many metropolitan companies,
and gives the following figures :— i

Water supplied to towns contama
'

of solid matter 21 graina per gall.

Sewage contains 39 „ „
Sewage after utilisation coutaina 23t „ >,

From this it appears that the amount of solid

matter in a gallon of purified sewage water is

but two grains in excess of the solid matter con-

tained in the same quantity of the ordinary

water supplied for human consumption.
Against this, however, it must be stated that

an analysis of the sewage of Edinburgh before

and after irrigation, made for the late Mr.
Smith, of Deanstone, recorded very different re-

sults
;
that whereas, before irrigation the sewage

contained in the gallon 224 grains in snspension,

and 87 grains in solution, after being passed five

successive times over the soil, it contained but

two grains in suspension and 72 graina in soln-

tion
J
thus showing that while the abstraction of

the suspended matters was almost complete,

only 16 per cent, of the matter in solution was
taken away.J
The apparent inconsistency between the results

of Croydon and those at Edinburgh is capable of

a very simple explanation. At Croydon the

mode of application has been reduced to a com-
paratively perfect system, under the supervision

of an engineer whose name has been justly iden-

tified with the progress of sewage irrigation. At
Edinburgh there is no system. The sewage is

in the hands of certain owners of land, by whom,
or by whose tenants, it is applied by a very
rough system of catchwork, with such prodigal

profusion that in many cases it passes off in a
flood without the slightest percolation into the

soil, and in a perfectly discoloured state. Evi-

dence to this effect was given by Mr. Lawes, who
certainly can be suspected of no undue prejudice

in favour of sewage irrigation.

§

The degree of purity which has been obtained

at Croydon must, therefore, be admitted as a
practical illustration, capable of further improve-
ment, of what can be effected by sewage irriga-

tion, when conducted in a careful and scientific

manner. When this result iscompared with the

results of all other methods of purification

hitherto tried, many of which have absorbed a

serious proportion of the rates annually levied

for sanitary purposes, it cannot be rejected as

doubtful or in any way unsatisfactory, and msy
be reasonably accepted as a valuable solution

of the most important item in the sewage
difficulty. The endless variety of circumstances
in which onr populons districts are placed may
no doubt prove a barrier to the oniversal adop-

tion of irrigation as a remedy. Yet an im-

partial estimate of its merits and demerits

cannot fail to leave a well-gronnded impression

that it is destined to take the foremost place in

the progress of agricnitural and sanitary re-

form.

The powerful chemical action of arable laud
in decomposing and absorbing the dissolved

constituents of liquid manure has been long

known to agriculturists, and such a thing as its

draining off in a violently discoloured state after

percolation through an arable stratum is un-

known nnder proper management. Liebig says,
“ Dilated liquid mannre, of deep brown colour

and strong smell, filtered through arable soil,

flows off colourless and inodorous
j

and not

• Report Met. Sewage, 1864: 2228.
t Paper read before Society of Engineers, April, 1866.

J Leamington Congress Paper, pp. 214-215, Mr. Ban-
nehr's paper,

§ Eep. Met. Sewage, 1864.: 4,690,
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merely does it lose its smell and colonr, but the
uinmonia, potash, and phosphoric acid which it

liolds in solution are also more or less com.
.'iletely withdrawn from it by the soil, and this
n a far greater degree than by charcoal.” *
( Concerning the supposed direct action of the
oota of living plants upon the dissolved organic
natter in sewage, there has existed and still

xists, no small confusion. We repeatedly see it

•tated that soil alone will not deprive water of
lubstances thns held by it, but that the living
rganization of plants is needed to effect a
ibemical change in the sewage. A few words
hill dispose of this somewhat, prevalent error.
I'he soil alone is the medium by which the
•hemical transformation of manure is effected,
<lnd the plants themselves have no inherent
sower to chemically dissolve and imbibe their'
ood-constituents. To again quote an eminent
luthority :

" A plant is not, like an animal,
lodowed with special organs to dissolve the food,
lod make it ready for absorption. This prepara-
non of the nutriment is assigned by another law
u the fruitful earth itself, which in this respect
dscharges the function performed by the sto-
••oach and intestines of animals.”t
Wo see, therefore, that the suckers or root-

rbres of ordinary plants can only absorb their
lutritiun through the digestive medium of the
irth,— a process than which nothing can be
'oore^ natural. The reason why the roots of
-rowing plants have a tendency to facilitate the
rurification of sewage does not then lie in its
opacity to deal directly with the dissolved
tatter it contains, but in the fact that as rapidly
U the particles of earth assimilate the manurial
nemenbs, the plant in turn assimilates them to
self in their transmuted form, and thus pre-
nrves the land from becoming physically over-
iuarged. A very pointed fact iilustrafcive of this
'foperty of soil is, that upon lands where sewage
trigafcion is carried on it is found that the first

fOp after the winter season is the heaviest,
vowing that during the non-period of growth of
Hants the soil retains the enriching elements of
v.wagc.

A At Norwood, the results have equalled those
G Croydon

; and at Aldershott Camp, where a
iuancery injunction was procured against the
iluling of the river by the precipitation process,
n water is more fit for drinking purposes. At
gJgby, where the operations from beginning to
lid were grossly mismanaged, the ground being
01 ono time parched and at another drowned,
r. Walker has stated that, with proper treat-
Dent, the water went off in a clear state,
hthough, when drowned and reduced to the
imdition of a morass, the land of course allowed
!e sewage to waste-J The result of similar
ujudicious treatment at Edinburgh has already
lien described, and to tliis cause are invariably
ciced parallel results elsewhere.
r The fact, therefore, that land possesses the pro-
’-rty of restoring impure waters to their former
lyrity, by retention of the organic and inorganic
itatter they contain, may be said to be fully
jtablished

j and in the present uncertain state
0 our water-supply, the accomplishment of this
lid cannot be held as of less than national
iment.

As to its Bjluence upon the Atmosphere.

attempts to prove the
tefficiency of sewage irrigation to meet its
unitary requirements, the opponents of this
E-stem have taken their stand upon the argu-
neut, that the constant presence of so large a
alume of impure fluid, as in the case of the
nwage of a large city must inevitably tend to
nrrupb the whole of the surrounding atmo-
I'here, and engender the baneful effects of
lalaria and other swamp fevers. We are
rarned, in prophetic diction, that rinderpest,

portentous diseases in mankind,
lill be the unfailing concomitants of sewage
fpigation, as well as aggravated forms of typhus
iid other maladies but too well known

j and it
pointed out that in every movement

1 this direction we are but blindly preparing a
tourge for our own backs, in the shape of a
csti ent swamp, fated, like the Campanian
rarshes of ancient Rome, to decimate the land. S
•lo those who have anything like a just con-

ception of the perfectness to which scientific
drainage may be carried, and of the quickened
action of the soil under its influence, or who
know from experience the effect of irrigation
upon town sewage, such wild prognostications
can only excite an emotion of iinmixed wonder
that men professing to be followers of science
may be so blinded by prejudice as thus to pro-
claim their ignorance. But as there are many
who, while taking a lively interest in this sub-
ject, are not enabled by their own scientific or
professional knowledge to refute or estimate at
its true worth the value of these statements,
some little examination into this matter will not
be amiss.

Sewage in a stagnant and putrid state, and
sewage flowing freshly and rapidly on to the area
of absorption, aro two very different things. The
former gives forth foul emanations; the latter is

without perceptible smell, and is perfectly harm-
less. A handful of sewage-Water, such as is

delivered on the crop in irrigation farms, may
be held to the nostrils without any appreciable
inconvenience. As in every condition of water,
sewage, if allowed to accumulate and stagnate
in any quantity, either in reservoirs or in ill-

conditioned sewers, turns to putridity, and be-
comes dangerously offensive; but in the case of
irrigation it is not so. The liquid rapidly tra-
verses evenly laid pipes or brick culverts, and is

poured down to its destination in a perfectly
fresh state.* It is then passed through the soil

—

a natural deodorizer of the most efficient kind
;

and under proper management, as soon as decom-
position sets in, the offensive particles are assimi-
lated to the soil aud the plant. When this process
has taken place, the special system of drainage
before mentioned relieves the moistened soil
from all superfluous water and danger of satura-
tion. By this means, therefore, of incessant
motion or circulation, the fluid is never brought
to a stagnating [condition

; all concentration of
offensive gases is effectually avoided

;
and the

state of the atmosphere is such that hardly the
faintest odour can be detected during the sum-
mer months. So, on the green slopes of high-
lying pastures, the pure water falling from the
clouds in great abundance enriches the soil and
strengthens the herbage, passing off’ the land
harmlessly

;
while the same water falling upon

a flat, boggy, retentive soil, creates a swamp and
endangers human life. Accordingly, the argu-
ment that the manipulation of town sewage
under irrigation is likely to engender baneful
effects is destitote of foundation. It is only
when its impurities are found in drinking-water,
or when the gases they exhale are dangerously
exalted by fermentation, that the presence of
sewage is to be feared.f M. P.

[

^*Eura2 Laws of Husbandry,” p. 67
r Jfaturu] Laws of Husbandry,” p. H-i’

7 : 86i8 to 3633
’

ibroughoul the le.mtaeton Coegro. peper., there
8 to be found a mulutude of vague assertions of this
,
10

, none of which are supported by substantial evidence
• etter from Mr. Samuel Cousins, lessee of the farm at
lith Norwood, plainly demonstrates the slight founda-o of such statements.— See p. US.

TWELVE MONTHS AGO.
miTISH ARCHITECTURE AT THE PARIS EXHIBITIOK.

We are reminded of the bustle aud excite-
ment of this time last year—of expectation dis-

appointed, of hopes raised only to bo dashed,
of longings unfulfilled—which accompanied the
opening of the Great Exhibition of 18f)7 at Paris,
by the appearance of the Report of the Paris
Exhibition Architectural Committee, which has
now closed its labours, not without some gleami
of sunshine to enliven its last hours.
Aud, indeed, it would be a pity to let the

whole remembrance of this last great display
pass away without some lesson drawn from the
event, at a time not too remote to notice some
of the details of the picture in a mere general
retrospect, nor too near to prevent any compre-
hensive view by the close proximity of detail.

So we gladly recur to the document before us,

or, rather, to the events to which it refers, espe-
cially as it shows most clearly aud distinctly

that in the art of architecture at least Great
Britain was nob behind in the exhibition of works
of artistic and constructive building that indi-
cate ia a way no mere architectural studies can do
the practical importance of the art, and the posi-
tion which it occupies amongst us at the present
day. Speaking now of gronp 1 alone (Fine Art

—

“Architectural Designs and Models”), we may
say it was a wise resolution of this committee
which limited the selection of drawings at first,

when space was valuable, to such designs as

• “ From the time of using the closet at any particular
house in the town, the time occupied by the contents in
passing through the drains, through the straining beds,
and out again into tbe river, varies from a minimum of
four hours to a maximum of six hours.”—Mr, B. Latham,
Learn. Co7igreai Papers, p. 151,

I t To be continued.

were intended for actual execution, or such
restorations as might reasonably be expected to
assume some practical form

; for thus almost
the whole of the exhibits in the British Archi-
tectural Court were of a character which showed
that the every-day eonsiderations of site, cost
materials, &c., had in a measure ruled the design.
Of an exactly opposite character were the

exhibits, generally speaking, of France and the
rest of the world,—a circumstance which we
could not but greatly regret at the time. The
scope thus afforded for magnificence and castle-
building in the air, by ignoring all these practi-
cal considerations, was too wide, and offered a
temptation too strong for the imagination of any
artist to resist ; and, consequently, an immense
number of drawings in illustration of “ pro-
jects ” not likely ever Lo be realized were con-
tributed by all these exhibitors. While no one
would wish to restrain the grand ideas of an
architect under such circumstances, no one
would argue that designs so produced were cal-
culated to show tbe practicability or the real
living value of the art so represented. Of
course, in a still less degree, would mere acade-
mic studies, or fancied restorations of ancient
tombs, or tbe ruined temples of Classic times, be
likely to show the state of modern architecture.
Yet this representation of modern art was surely
the chief if not the sole object of the exhibition,
except, perhaps, in tbe inner circle, devoted to
the history of labour, where drawings of ancient
buildings might nob have been out of place.
In a table compiled by the hon. secretary,

Mr. C. F. Hayward, it is seen that Great Britain
alone exhibited more than twice the number of
designs for actual execution exhibited by all tbe
rest of the world pub together; and, with this
remarkable fact before us, we think we may
fairly congratulate the committee on the result
of their labours, and award them our thanks for
their perseverance, without which we are assured
individuals could not have contributed suf-
ficiently to vindicate the position which we
are arrogant enough to assume for Great Britain
in the art of architecture.

Farther, by comparative figures, it is seen,
that the Royal Academy and the Architectural
Exhibition were nob the less teeming with draw-
ings, for all this drain on the resources of the
profession

;
and it must be further remembered

that three times as many drawings as were sent
to Paris were of necessity rejected for want of
space, and that the profession generally was too
much occupied with several unusually great and
important competitions to give any time to the
preparation of special drawings for the Paris
Exhibition.

We must refer our readers to the report itself

for the how, and the why, and the wherefore, as
to photography being added at the last moment,
aud eventually bung in out-of-the-way places
amongst ironwork, tiles, and furniture

;
but,

while lamenting the result, wo mnst not forget
the exigencies of the case, and how difficult it is

for the executive of any exhibition to suit the
various and often extravagant requirements of
exhibitors to the dire necessities of limited time
and space.

Forgetting, then, most of the little troubles
now over, we may fix our minds npon the lesson
before us, and draw from the result consolation
for the disappointments of the commencement.
Turning to the list of awards, we see no reason
to complain of tbe want of appreciation on the
part of the jury of the British Exhibition

;
for

do we not see that the fortunate Mr. Waterhonse
obtained a grand prize for his Manchester
Assize Courts, consisting of a special bronze
medal, with the substantial addition of 100 of
those ordinary gold medals, called Napoleons;
while besides, to Mr. W. E. Lynn, to the late
Capb. Fowke, and to Mr. E. M. Barry, were
awarded gold, silver, and bronze medals respec-
tively ? Thus we may fairly congratulate Archi-
tectnre on obtaining a far greater proportion
of the awards than were obtained by the sister

arts in tlie adjoining galleries
;
and we under-

stand 710 honoura.hle mentions were permitted in

connexion with tbe Fine Arts.

The Department at South Kensington also

deserves the thanks of tbe profession for its care
in forwarding and returning all tbe drawings,
and for the offer of the loan of frames where
required, as well as for the organization of the
preliminary exhibition

;
although, to say tbe

truth, some disappointment was naturally felt

at the lateness of the arrangements of the draw-
ings at Paris, notwithstanding that this prelimi-

nary exhibition was closed in January. The
desire also to produce a catalogue on the Isb of
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April, althongh moat of the drawings nob being

hung were pub away out of sight, lest the

emperor sbonld see the incompleteneas of the

Exhibition, led to some ladicroas mistakes in the

list, calculated to keep np the due observance

of All Fools’ Day
;

but, upon the whole, the

result may be deemed satisfactory, even if it

lead to the resolve to do better next time.

But it is not only architects’ designs in the

shape of drawings and models that seem to

have gained awards
j

for in the Art Manu-
factures Court as many as fifteen prizes or

honourable mentions seem to have been

achieved
;
so that as the exhibitors numbered

about thirty, every other one, at least, may con-

gratulate himself on being recognised. It will

not be expected from what we have said in our

former criticisms on the objects exhibited in this

court, that we agree entirely with the manner
in which these awards have been distributed,

nor consider the right “ exhibits,” to use the

current phrase, always to have been chosen for

this distinction j bub, upon the whole, the com-
mittee are probably justified in assuming a con-

gratulatory tone to their exhibitors.

Whether or not the whole result, however, in

this particular branch of their labours was
worthy of the extraordinary efforts required to

be used, and the numerous chances of misunder-
standing and risk of objectionable interference

with tradesmen and manufacturers, we must
leave the committee themselves, who surely

must have felt the burthen of them most, to

judge
;
but we gather from the report that not-

withstanding all drawbacks, they would at any
similar future opportunity recommend a similar

course to be pursued,—of course with hopes of

greater success ; but as the time is probably far

distant when exhibiting art-manufacturers will

have any opportunity of benefiting by the dis-

interested labours of a committee of British

architects subscribing their money to guarantee

them against any distinctive failure, we may
safely leave the consideration of this subject for

the present.

At the same time we may remark upon the

progress made—in the exhibition at least of

Architects’ Art Design—since the ’51 Exhibition,

when Pugin’s name alone stood prominently out

in bold relief as the designer of art-furniture,

though of course rather of an ecclesiastical, and
entirely of a Medimval, character.

In the ’62 Exhibition, a long list of names
connected with art-workmanship appear ; and
now, in this ’67 display at Paris, almost every

work of this special architectural art-manufac-

ture owes its design to some well-known archi-

tect.

The fact is in itself a justification to the com-
mittee in stating that they have done their best

to “ vindicate the right of the architect to design,

or control the design, of important adjuncts to

his ordinary work.”
Financially, it appears, that the chief portion

of the heavy expenses of this Art Manufactures
Court (Group III.)—expenses which, let ns say,

were most unduly increased by the want of

system and arrangement on the part of the French
authorities, have been partially met by pro-rata

subscriptions from the exhibitors themselves, but
not entirely so

;
and thus the dividend to be re-

turned to the guarantors—thirty-fonr in number
—though satisfactory in itself, leaves those gen-

tlemen minus about three guineas each, as well

as the time, trouble, and anxiety given to the
conduct of the whole business.

ON ARCHITECTURAL SCULPTURE.*

IsiMEDiATKLY that man has satisfied the neces-

sity for shelter, he seeks to relieve the sense of

monotony produced by his rude dwelling, by
effecting a contrast of some kind, which he does

in one of three ways,—that of form, of light

and shade, or of colour. At present our concern

is with the first two, and chiefly the second. lie

is not, however, free to express his thought as

to him shall seem good
;
he is limited by the

material conditions of the kind of edifice to be

decorated, the material he has at command, and
the climate he works under. Hence different

styles of architecture and eytems of ornament,

* The following is an abstract of an address deliTered by
Mr. Crcsy to the students of the Lambeth School of Art,

on the occasion of the annnal diatribntion of prizes, on the

17th ult. The principal illustrations were derived from
the coUeelion of casta formed by the lecturer’s late father,

and recently presented to the Lambeth School of Art,
which is now rich in Roman art, but requires some addi-

tional specimens of Greek and Medistal work.

varying greatly, yet each may be good in itself,

have peculiar beauties, and be subject to certain

definite principles of art.

The earliest architecture we have, Egyptian,
is peculiarly instructive on all these points.

The religion of Egypt led to a peculiar disposition

in plan, combining the temple, the palace, and the

tomb. Their climate compelled, above all things,

shade. A clondiess sky, a sun approaching the
vertical, rendered the hypmthral arrangements
of the Greeks, and the bold fenestration of the

Northerns, inapplicable. Their buildings bad
small openings for the direct admission of light

immediately below their colossal architraves.

Hence their illumination was chiefly by reflexion,

consequently neither high nor low relief would
have been adequately appreciated. Their con-

tours were, therefore, extremely simple, and
their decoration depended on gigantic intagli,

relieved by colour, forming the richest, most
harmonious,’ and for its place, most consistent

decoration applicable under the circumstances.
Again, the system of decoration by intagli pro-

tects the surface of the sculptured object, and
ensures its durability, while the extreme hard-
ness of the granites and syenites, of which so

many Egyptian monuments are built, lends itself

to the sank decoration, and opposes itself to a

free treatment of relief.

Turning for a moment to a partly contem-
porary class of monuments we find an opposite

mode of treatment. The Assyrian edifices

appear to have been abundantly lighted from

j

above. Their purpose was chiefly civil
;

they

I

were neither temples nor tombs, bub palaces;

j

while the material, a comparatively soft alabaster,

I readily yielded to the chisel ; hence we find the

walls covered with spirited scenes, in extremely

[

low relief. The shadows projected would only

I
tell as broad black lines defining the main out-

line of the subject, whilst the minor details were
rendered more visible by means of colour.

The conditions of Greek art differ wholly from
the preceding. The climate, though sunny
enough, is not the rainless sky of Egypt. Trne,

the chief monuments are temples; bub the

I

cheerful mythology of the Greeks developed

[

itself in a very opposite direction to the African
nature worship

;
while their material leaves

I nothing to be desired, either as regards facility

[

in receiving or durability in preserving the im-

j

presaions of the artist. Obviously, as well as

,
historically, the Greek decorative architecture

I

was based npon an imitation of constructive

forms, which fortunately afforded the reqnieite

contrasts both of form and shadow to relieve the

sentiment of monotony. We can conceive, that

to a Greek a brick-built tenement would have
been weariness to the flesh ; but he did not

rest satisfied with the contrasts which his

I
constructive lines afforded

;
he needed them

J

bolder and more diversified, as well as more
I subtle, and by degrees slowly he arrived
' at that perfection which we find in the Par-

thenon. Here we have three separate modes
of decoration :—First, the great group in the

tympanum of the pediment. The space to be
decorated is triangular, with a back-ground
of deep shadow : heuce the sculptor arranged a

group of perfect statues entirely separate and
detached from the back-ground, and telling as

lights against it. The massive treatment and
individuality of each personage insured the in-

telligibility and distinctness of the parts. The
bounding line of the architecture, especially its

triangular form, the absence of divisions, and
the simplicity of the mouldings, gave unity to

the whole group. The metopes have to fulfil

other conditions. In lieu of a triangular pedi-

ment we have a long flank of many equal square

spaces ;
instead of a deep black back-ground,

a series of shallow recesses partly shaded by the

cornice. A single composition would be out of

place here
;
we therefore have a suite of inde-

pendent groups. Detached statues would pro-

ject beyond and interfere with the lines of the

architecture; we therefore have alto-relievos,

strongly relieved against the back-ground, but
attached thereto, and, instead of telling as

lights against a dark ground, we have an infi-

nite number of high lights, half-lights, and
shadows projected on a ground mainly light.

Again, in place of a triangular space, each me-
tope is rectangular, bounded by the horizontal

lines of the cornice and architrave, and the

vertical lines of the triglyph : hence, in his

disposition of the limbs of the several groups,

the architect sought to give them as much as pos-

sible diagonal directions, or at least intermediate

between the vertical and horizontal, while an
additional contrast was obtained by the oppo-

sition of the composite form of the centaur to

the individual form of the man. Still further

and subtler contrasts are afforded between the

lines of drapery and the unde as well as by the

contrasted action of the limbs in each group, and
their open action to avoid unnecessary com-
plication, and throwing the shadows upon one
another. The third mode of decoration, the
Panathenaio frieze, was designed to meet quite

other conditions. Placed beueath a relatively

narrow portico, no direct light could reach it;

the illumination was consequently wholly by
reflection from the pavement. High relief was, I

therefore, out of the question ;
the figures could

neither be made to tell as in the pediment as

light on a dark ground, nor as in the metopes as

themselves casting shadows on the ground
;
but

the generally diffused light enabled the scnlptor,

by means of a skilful conventionalism, abun-

dantly to tell his story. To do this, the outline

of the figures next the ground does not sink or die

into it, but cuts it at right angles,— that is, stands

up vertically from the ground, and is even in

some places undercut to get deeper shadow ;
so

that the general composition next the ground is

indicated by a narrow but deep line of shadow.
On the other hand, all the details within the

outline are subordinated, the limbs against the

figures, the figures against the horses, the dra-

pery and the accessories are much less relieved

than nature, so as to produce no shadows broad
enough or deep enough to interfere with the

main outline. In all good basso-relievo the parts

nearest the spectator are least relieved ; those

nearest the ground most relieved. In mezzo-

relievo, on the other hand— especially small

objects like coins, vases, and decorations to be
viewed closely,—greater relief is given to the

hair, the ear, and generally to the parts nearest

the eye, and less relief to the features and other

parts nearest the ground. In coins this treat-

ment has conduced greatly to their preservation,

as we often see the hair and relieved parts have,

by their projection, protected the features and
more delicate portions.

With the Greeks, although in the triple temple

of Athene, Pandrosus, and Erectheus, the Ionic,

and in other buildings the Corinthian order,

attained great perfection, as is seen from these

casts ofthe capitals and mouldings, yet the Doric
undoubtedly attained the highest perfection.

With theRomans it was otherwise: that eminently

practical people cared more for the building itself,

for its destination and suitability to their wants,

than for its ideal perfection. Nor were they such
good sculptors as the Greeks : hence they sought

to relieve the monotony of their surfaces by giving

greater force and enrichment to the strictly archi-

tectnral members, which these casts from Roman
buildings abundantly exemplify. Even in these

Greek feeling, or, at least, the principles of Greek
art, are discoverable. Contrast the acanthus-

leaves of the Temple at Tivoli with those of

Jupiter Stator; the one is bladdery, swollen,

inane,—in fact, my father believed them to be
rather cores than finished leaves, and that sharp-

ness was given by a stucco coat,—the other is

sharp, bold, clear ; the lobes separated by deep

shadows; the veinage of the leaf indicated by
clear, sharp, fine lines. Compare again the end less

diversity of the Greek with the tendency to me-
chanical repetition of the Roman, beautiful as are

someof the decorations of the friezes—Antoninus
and Faustina, for example,—their repetition pro-

duces on our minds a sense of the very monotony
they were intended to relieve. The egg and
tongue, in the contrast between the exquisitely

rounded elliptical contour of the egg and the

sharplyedged and pointed tongue, leaves nothing

for the eye to desire; but how it wearies by its

incessant repetition ! Several of the Roman ex-

amples of enriched bead and torns are in them-

selves absolute perfection for their place and
purpose

;
but all repetitive architectural orna-

ment tends to produce a sense of weariness and
monotony which the vitality of Greek and
Medimval scnlpture entirely destroys. Not that

the Romans had no sculptors, and very skilful

ones, too; but their tastelessness was the death

of their art. There never were two more won-
derful monuments of man’s skill and ingenuity

entirely misplaced than the Trajan and Antonine
columns. Their archaeological valne is above

all price; their artistic, nil. To design such a

series of bas-reliefs and wind them spirally round

a tall column, so that no human eye could pos-

sibly read them, argues a perversion of right

reason almost incredible. That the French
should have repeated the greatest mistake a

Roman architect ever made, is still more in-

credible in so clear-sighted and'artistic a people.
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’ The merit of some of the bas-reliefs themselves

ia very high, and a good opportunity is now
afforded at South Kensington of observing their

design and execution.

The long night which, so far as art is con-

cerned, followed the subversion of the Eoman
empire, is broken by the gleam which we derive

from the growth of Byzantine art broadening

into full sunshine, as it gradually communi-

cates its influence to the West, and by that

somewhat neglected, but, for our present purpose,

very illustrative derivative from it, viz., Sara-

cenic. Here we have the same climate, the

same materials, in Asia, Egypt, North Africa,

and Spain ;
and yet all is changed. The

prophet’s prohibition against the direct imita-

lion of nature prevails through the wide extent

of the empire of his successors 5
yet, in the

hands of the skilful artists employed by them,

so far from becoming a hindrance or impedi-

ment, a new style of decoration, perfectly

suitable to the faith, the climate, and the pur-

pose of the Mussulman, is wrought out. No
more instructive lesson can bo given to the

joung artist than is afforded by the successful

struggle with the limitations imposed on art by
Mahommedanism. The limits imposed by Pro-

|i iestantism are often lamented by those confined

!
-within them; but surely, if ours be the purer

!. faith, it ought to lead to greater results. Starting

from the data bequeathed by the decaying Roman
I civilization, see how theNorthman worked out the

I

problem how best to relieve the monotony of his

buildings. His materials, his purpose, and his

• climate differ alike from Egyptian, Assyrian, or

' Greek. His materials are smaller, compelling

I the use of the arch
;
his climate leads him to

' look from within outwards. He has not yet the

1 skill for representative sculpture, though his

I imagination is ever fertile and active. Hence
! his boldly-projecting corbel tables, supported

by the admirably grotesque inventions of

his imagination, his deep and elaborately en-

riched doorways, the great feature of early

Norman work,—both divisions of his architecture

procuring the broad masses of shadow requisite

to relieve the monotony which would otherwise

result from his flat unbroken wall, or broken

only by shallow buttresses. See then how he
' enlarges upon hia shadows, how he surrounds
I his buildings with arcades, more or less deeply

recessed, to get more and more shade, less and

less unbroken wall ;
and how his entrance door

recedes till we get the deep cavernous open-

ings of Notre Dame, at Paris, literally over-

flowing with the wealth of its decoration ;
and

then observe how the architect has subordi-

nated the parts to the whole. Nearest the

«yo the treatment is very low relief; shadow

ia not needed there ;
and as in the Parthenon

frieze, the low relief is better read. As we
mount towards the tympana of the porches,

the relief boldens until in the range called the

Galerie des Rois, far above the spectator’s eye,

the sculptor displays bis skill in separate

detached figures—individual statues, iu fact;

while above these, again, nothing interferes

•with the severe simplicity of the constructive

lines. Compared with the sculptures of the

Parthenon, doubtless, thirteenth century art

leaves much to be desired, but there ia also

iu its teachings many of the lessons which
‘the great works of the great age so emphati-

cally demonstrate. Tho modes in which the

contrasts we have so constantly insisted on
are worked out, widely vary. For instance,

the alto-relievos which surround the choir at

Notre Dame, and which may be advantageously

.studied in the casts from them at the Crystal

Palace, doubtless depart widely enough from

the classical canons, and their naive sim-

plicity is calculated to provoke a smile

i;i those unused to the study of that par-

ticular school of art. Yet see as compo-

‘fiitions how dramatic they are. Compare,

for example, " Christ disputing with the Doc-

tors” with Hunt’s celebrated picture, where

every detail is elaborated with the conscientious

.care which characterises that great painter.

Yet, I confess, the na'ivetd of the thirteenth-

century sculptor speaks home more forcibly than

the elaboration of the nineteenth century

painter. Tho doctors arc, in his version,

-ordinary grave old men of the period, on an
elevated bench or judgment-seat. Christ is not

-the attenuated Syrian youth of the ascetic turn

prematurely self-conscious of his mission. He is

a little child, contrasting forcibly with the age

and gravity of the surrounding personages
;
but

mark Hia dramatic action ! His little arms are

jaised to the height of the knees of the doctors

to snatch the book of the law from their grasp.

Tho sculptor could not with the resources of bis

art indicate the questions heard and asked. What
he can he gives ; the contrast between the new
and tho old,—the innovating action of the one,

the conservative tendency of the other,—the

Buperoession of the book of the law by that

which this Child shall teach, is all here. Can
wo read the story as plainly in the picture ?

Fully to treat on the merits and beauties of

the architectural sculpture of the Christian

period would require, not one, but many lectures.

The object of the present address will have been

answered if it stimulate the students of the

Lambeth School of Art to a more careful and

earnest study of those principles which are

common to the best art of all periods, and to the

manner in which they are worked out in the

examples which we are so fortunate as to possess.

PICTURES FOR GUY’S HOSPITAL.

Mk. John Aksalon has done a good act, and

done it well. He has reproduced in distemper,

and of large size, ten of his best-known pictures,

and has presented them to the governors of

Guy’s Hospital for the decoration of one of the

sick wards of that institution. They are bright,

pleasant pictures, suggestive of genial acts and

smelling of new-mown hay. For many a year,

we may expect, they will tend to amuse and
cheer suffering occupants of the ward. It is a

noble gift, and Mr. Absalon deserves warm
thanks for it. Our impulse is to express a hope

that the example may be followed by other

artists, but reflexion puts tho wish into another

shape. Why make such adornments of our

public buildinga-^BUoh solace of suffering poor

—

contingent on the munificent willingness of an

artist to sacrifice P We would rather therefore

express a hope that corporations, directors,

boards of guardians, and others, may be led, by

what Mr. Absalon has done, to consider with

what good effect artists might often be called in

by them to cheer and elevate. The ” distemper ”

Mr. Abaolan has introduced would be welcomed

in every hospital.

BIVER EMBANKMENT AND
PLANTATION.

At this critical juncture of the season a few

remarks from an old habitu4 of the Temple, as

to tho desolate appearance of the wide range of

reclamation so long rescued from the slime of

the Thames, may not be inopportune.

The Builder has long since argued for the quay-

wall and the plantation, and now that the wall is

nearly finished wa look with shame at the wide

expanse of levelled plateau, extending a mile

from Westminster Bridge to the Temple Gardens,

and containing over 200 acres, left in waste,

—

the weeds and grass germinating from the old

border terraces to the magnificent walls of

granite
5
and boulders, piles, snaggs, and waste

being scattered fitfully throughout ! How long

is this to last? or are we to be treated with a

repetition of the Yiotoria-street and Farringdon-

street oases ?

However good the architectural finish of the

quay-walls and landings may be, in this especial

position the ornature of plantation is indis-

pensable : the aspect is most favourable for the

growth and the telling effect of noble forest

trees. The plane, beyond all others, is most

suitable to the position, as being the freest of

growth, the most umbrageous, and ornamental.

No more stiff' and formal poplars
;
of them we

have had lately too much, as in the Horticultural

Gardena and Exhibition-road; and although the

elm thrives at Buckingham-stairs, and other

nooks of the old river banks, it ia dingy at best,

and lacks the fresh freedom of the lime, which
graces the Parisian boulevards, and lends re-

freshing shade to pUtons and indulgent loungers

upon chairs beneath.

The display of a double line of plantation,

alternately ranged, on either side of a route,

100 ft. wide, would be gorgeous
j
from above as

on the river bank
;
from below, as contrasting

with grand architectural creations as yet in

embryo.and, perhaps, in the artist’s studio.

There is ample time yet this season to plant

out forest trees, especially limes, which are

nearly a month later; and these would strike at

once, and flourish upon the loose rich soil of the

embankment, and might bo of ten, twenty, or

even more years’ growth
; but these at ten or

twelve years’ would soon luxuriate and spread,

thus gaining a year if planted in April, or even
in May. The planes of Park-lane, of over thirty

years’ growth, were moved inwards late in May,
and have stood it ;

but that was a case of

urgency, and done at a heavy expense.

Taking the length of embankment at a mile,

or 1,760 yards, then each line would consist of

176 trees, at a distance of 30 foet apart, making
a total of 352, in alternate ranges, and giving

shade throughout the whole length; as tho

branches would spread across, at least to tho

centre, at every length of five yards, thus afford-

ing to us professionals and to all pedestrians a

continuous cool shade from the Temple to tho

Halls of Westminster.
Any nurseryman would supply and plant these

352 trees at a small cost. They could be had from
Hounslow, but Messrs. G. Gibbs & Co. wonld fur-

nish them and respond for the rich issue of shade

and splendour. Surely the Commissioners of

Woods, or even the Board of Works, could bestow

upon the metropolis, out of their stores ofnursery

saplings, two or three wagon-loads to form a belt

richer than that of Saturn, at least, in sunshine.

There are now in the parka transplanted limes,

awaiting in their crowded bods open and perma-

nent situations, more than would furnish and
beautify the melancholy and hungry range which
festers in desolation in the arterial centre of tho

metropolis. It is now the Slst of March : there

is a month or more to do it properly and
effectively. Tho Board has but to mark out the

two lines; and if the subways or aliueations of

sewage require change or removal, that could not

much injure the young nurselings, which would

acquire fresh strength every season from the

passing stream alongside, and might, if requisite,

be transplanted.

We may and probably shall have to wait a

long time for the completion of streets of access

to the Embankment ;
and longer still for tho

temples and terraces which have been fore-

shadowed in the speculative architect’s studio.

So far as the vicinage is concerned it is worse

than ever, for whole ranges are kept unteuanted

awaiting speculative changes and improve-

ments : witness the Adelphi and other riverine

terraces and approaches
;
no houseowner knows

how to value his tenement in transitu. We have

no Baron Hansman, and bat little public spirit

or authority for great municipal improvements,

even in the most important and vital portions of

the metropolis
;
twenty-five years of desolation

in Victoria-street and Farringdon-street are

evidences of dread defaults in this respect. Tho
improvement now sought for is, however, a small

item as to the expense, although great and
invaluable as to its effect and utility for popular

intercommunication ;
and that, too, upon a

central line, which would be a relief to general

traffic, and a solace to professional men con-

nected with the Houses of Parliament and all

the Inns of Court. Quondam.

SIDMOUTH, DEVON.

PoLWHELE, in bis “Historyof Devonshire,” says

that “ the valley of Sidmouth is one of the prettiest

spots of enclosed land, and most cheerful to the

eye, in Devonshire;” indeed, there is noplace

on the Devonshire coast, not even famed Torquay

itself, that can vie wither exceed it for beautiful

scenery. The valley averages two miles in width

by six miles in length, and runs from north to

south. It is bounded on its east and west

sides, and at the north end, by richly wooded and
brightly verdant hills, which rise to 500 ft. and

700 ft. above the level of the sea.

The views from these hills of the valley and
the surrounding country, on the one hand, and

of the lofty deep-red cliffs and the wide blue sea,

glowing and sparkling in the sunshine, on the

other, nr© very delightful. In spring and sum-
mer the valley is like a well-kept garden. Leafy

lanes and woods, sunk deep in the rich red soil,

and high hedgerow banks, covered with luxuriant

ferns and beautiful flowers, interspersed with

elms and oaks of richest foliage, divide and in-

tersect the valley; while numerous apple orch-

ards, just bursting into blossom, and their floors

glittering with daffodils, are scattered in all

directions.

The town of Sidmonth faces the sea, in the

opening of the valley, to the south. It has a

noble esplanade, more than one-third of a mile

in length, commanding fine views of the ex-

panded sea
;
and the bold headlands of the new

a
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red sandstone formation stretcliing far away on
either side. The town is a favourite health re-
sort, and was formerly the most fashionable
watering place on the coast. It is Thackeray’s
Baymouch, in “ Pendennis and Ottery St.
Mary, six miles distant, with its picturesque
church, is his Clavering St. Mary in the same
tale.

The drainage of this beautiful watering-place
is being greatly improved from the plans and
under the direction of Mr. John Phillips. The
sewage of the town, until recently, dischai-ged into
into the little river Sid, near its mouth, which is

nearly always closed by a shingle bar thrown up
by the sea. A long stagnant pool was thus formed,
the emanations from which were very unpleasant,
especially in dry warm weather. This objec-
tionable feature, however, no longer exists, the
sewage having been diverted from the river, and
carried direct into the sea by large cast-iron
socket-pipes, firmly bolted to each other, and to
wrooght-iron piles driven alongside them. The
pipes are laid under the beach, at the east end of
the esplanade, and are continued to low-water
mark, where the sewage discharges imperceptibly
and inoffensively at all times of the tide. The
bathing-place, which is near the west end of
the esplanade, one-third of a mile distant
from the outlet-pipe, is not affected thereby. A
connection made from a bell-mouth near the out-
let with the river, enables the surplus water of
the river, during heavy rains, to pass down the
sewer into the sea, instead of inundating the
marsh fields, and the basements of the adjacent
houses, as it used to do on such occasions.
The new outlet has been laid several feet

below the level of the old one ; and a new main
sewer has been put down from it through the
lower part of the town, where the drainage was
very defective. A further length of 1,000 ft. is
about to be continued to Woolbrook Glen, at the
west end of the esplanade, and thence up Clifton-
place. Woolbrook Glen is a retired but pretty
spot, looking out upon the sea. It was some-
time the residence of the late Duke of Kent, her
Majesty’s father, and the scene of his death.
Here a crystal brook, flowing between bright
green lawns, falls into the sea. It is intended to
connect this brook with the sewer, so that a por-
tion of the water may always pass into it, and
keep it well flushed aud clean. Branch sewers
will also be laid from the main sewer along the
principal streets, at lower levels than the pre-
sent drains. These sewers will thoroughly drain
the subsoil, and afford improved drainage from
the houses.
The sewer is rather of novel construction,

owing to a sufficient quantity of bricks for
the work not being obtainable within a reason-
able distance of the town. The invert consists
of three courses of stoneware blocks

; that is, a
centre course, and a smaller one on each side
of it, with bird’s-mouth joints

; all properly
bonded, and laid solidly in concrete. The sides
and crown are formed of well-mixed concrete,
made of five parts of clean sharp shingle of
various sizes collected on the beach, and one
part of best tested Portland cement. The sewer
executed is like a atone throughout. It is also
even and smooth inside, perfectly hard, and as
strong and durable as brickwork. Under ordi-
nary circumstances, the cost of constructing a
sewer as described would be about two-thirds
that of brickwork

j but in this case the expense
will be nearly the same as brickwork, owing to
the necessity of sending the cement, and of
employing skilled labour, from London. In all
places where clean sharp shingle or gravel is

obtainable, there is no reason why sewers should
not be constructed of it and Portland cement.
Great care, however, must be observed in mixing
the materials, and also in well and solidly placing
the concrete in the work.
The town is supplied with water from the

Cotmaton Spring, which is distinguished for its
brightness and purity, but is limited in quantity.
Another spring, equally good and more plentiful,
oozes out of the rocks at Muttersmoor, about
150 ft. above the level of the town. It is the
origin of the Woolbrook. It is proposed to im-
pound this stream at a suitable elevation, and
to lay pipes from the reservoir into the town.
The two streams combined will give an abundant
and constant supply of pure water not only for
domestic purposes, but for flushing the drains or
watering the streets.

Besides the beauty of its scenery, Sidmouth
is a very healthy place. Its death-rate is as
low as 16 in 1,000 of the population; and,
as good drainage tends to lower the death-rate
of towns, it is thought that the drainage-works

here will in time cause the death-rate to be less
even than it is now. The temperature of the air
is also remarkably equable. In winter the mean
temperature is nearly!'’ warmer, and in summer it

is slightly coofer, than London. The air acquires
this equability of temperature from the mild
influence of the Gulf stream, which, by con-
stantly supplying the British seas with its tepid
waters, imparts warmth to the passing breeze in
winter, and cools it in summer. The mild cli-

mate which Sidmouth enjoys is due partly to
this cause, and partly to its sheltered situation.
Its mildness is also indicated by the numerous
exotica and other plants which flourish in the
open air, even through the winter months, with
surprising luxuriance and splendour. The air
also contrasts most favourably with that of other
watering-places on the coast, both in regard to
equability and humidity. With these advan-
tages there is no reason why Sidmouth should
not be as much frequented as it was during the
first half of the century.

TUB TEADES MOVEMENT.
Councils of Ariitration and Conciliation.—

A

conference between employers and workmen has
been held in the Grand Jury Boom, Townhall,
Derby, to make preliminary arrangements for
the establishment of a Council of Arbitration
and Conciliation in this town and neighbour-
hood. The mayor presided. A provisional com-
mittee, consisting of ten workmen and ten em-
ployers, was appointed to draw up a code of
rules, to be submitted for the approval of a
future meeting.

Arlitrationin the Potteries District.—Mr. J. E.
Davis, stipendiary magistrate, having, at the
request of the arbitrators, agreed to act as
umpire in the arrangement of a dispute which
has arisen between the builders and the car-
penters and joiners of the district, met the arbi-
trators, comprising six employers and six
operatives, at Longton, for the discussion of the
difference. The only point at issue is the hour
of leaving off work. Last year, Mr. J. S. Forbes,
acting as umpire in a dispute involving the hour
of finishing the day’s work among other things,
laid down half-past five p.m. as the time of
leaving off; but this arrangement the employers
state to have proved very inconvenient, and in
December last, acting upon one of the rules, they
sent notice to the men of their desire to revert
to the old hoar of leaving off work at six o’clock.
The operatives objected to this course, and hence
the reference to arbitration. The arbitrators
failing, after a long discussion, to adjust the
difference, an appeal to an umpire became
necessary, and Mr. Davis was unanimously
agreed upon for that office by the arbitrators.
The case on each side was laid before the
learned stipendiary with the utmost fairness,
good temper, and courtesy, and the difference
was very fully and frankly discussed. Mr. Davis
promised to communicate the result in a few
days.

The General Builders’ Association and the
Trade Unions.—A memorial has been presented
by the various branches of the General Builders’
Association to the Royal Commission on Trade
Unions. In relation to trades unions, the
memorial suggests

—

“ That the Secretarj of State should appoint a registrar
of Toluntarj associations, with power to certify that the
rnlea of such associations were not contrary to law and
public policT — law and public policy being reconsidered
as suggested.
That all associaliona whose roles were so certified

should have a quaii corporate character, end be etn-
powered to hold property and to sue and be soed.
That the accounts of all such associations should be

publicly audited, in a manner similar to that adopted
under the Poor Law administration. The expense of such
audit could be met by charging registration fees. And
ihe misappropriation of funds should be punished by
heavy fines, as the mere disallowance of certain items of
account would act as no bar to misappropriation."

Legislation embracing these points in connexion
with voluntary associations generally, would,
they believe, fully and satisfactorily remedy
all evils, now matter of complaint on the part of
trade unions particularly. In the second place,
in relation to the general question of the present
unsatisfactory condition of the intercourse be-
tween masters and workmen, as so amply evi-
denced, they remark, by the prevalence of strikes
and lock-outs, they think that condition could
be best improved by the establishment of courts
of conciliation and arbitration. The registration
of masters and workmen entitled to vote in the
election of their respective representatives might,
the memorialists remark, furnish a means of de-

fraying the expenses of these courts. In the-
building trade the payment of a penny per month
by each workman, and a penny per month on
each one of the average number of men he em-
ploys by each master, would produce about
100,0001. per annum. This might readily be
collected through the masters, power being given
to them to deduct the men’s proportion from
their wages.

Intimidcitions hy Jilasons’ Labourers at Bury,—At the Bury petty sessions, John Eostron,
labourer, was charged with having, together
with Edward Egan, threatened to take away the
life of Charles Crawshaw, for the purpose of
inducing him to cease being employed by Messrs.
John & Thomas Dewhurat, builders, Heywood.
The labourers in the employ of the Messrs. Dew-
hurst had solicited an advance of wages

; and as
their request for 229. per week had nob been
complied with, they struck work. Other work-
men had taken their places, but in almost all
instances they left off work because they were
in bodily fear from the violence threatened by
the workmen on strike. Tho magistrates, after
hearing evidence in the case, said it was one of
the worst ever brought before the bench at
Bury, and they would mark their sense of it by
visiting it with the heaviest penalty in their
power,—viz., three months’ imprisonment with
hard labour.

Amalgamated Society of Carpenters.—It is only
on special occasions that the pleasure is afforded
of recording so sociable and enjoyable an evening
as that recently passed at the Freemasons’ Tavern
by the members of the Amalgamated Society of
Carpenters and Joiners. The new ball-room at
half-past SGven was filled with long tables, at
which from 400 to 500 persons, members of the
society, with their wives and daughters, sat, to
enjoy a substantial tea. At nine o’clock, Profes-
sor E. S. Beesly took the chair, supported by
Mr. T. Hughes, M.P. for Lambeth, and
various other gentlemen, including tho secre-
tary of the society. Tho chairman, in com-
mencing the proceedings of the evening, said
he must admit that some trade societies had
acted in a most shameful manner, by enforcing
rules which might be of benefit to their own
trade but were injurious to society at large. Bub
he could safely say that this society had not
one such rule. He hoped that ere long all trade
societies would come to see the necessity of only-
adopting such rules as should be not only bene-
ficial to themselves but calculated to promote
the welfare of society at large. Mr. Applegarth,
the secretary, made a statement with reference
to the society, which was, he said, now eight
years old. They had started in June, 1860, with
11 branches and 350 members, and very little
fauds. They had now 205 branches, above 8,000 •

members, aud more than 15,0001. in band.
During their eight years of life they had spent
more than 30,0001.; and during the past year
alone they had paid to members 5,271J., which
was equivalent to saying that they had sup-
ported daring the ten weeks of hardship 3,800
members. Mr. T. Hughes addressed the society,,
especially dwelling upon the benefits of co-
operation, which he hoped to see extensively
carried out. The meeting was enlivened with
music and dancing.

Discussion on Trades Unions.—At the Wootton
Bassett Eeading-room Society’s meeting recently,
a paper was read by Mr. R. T. Hawkins, “ On
Trades Unions,” and was followed by a discus-
sion on the subject. The paper treated of tho
operation of trades unions and their effect on.
prices and wages, their relationship to labour,
aud maintained that unionism sets up the terror
of the few over the weakness of the many.

Strike of the Building Trades in Geneva.—Tho
building trades workmen at Geneva have struck
work, it would appear, by order of the Inter-
national Workmen’s Association, which extends
its branches in every part of Europe, and of
which the committee and bead-centre reside in
London. Last summer, it will be remembered,
a general assembly, composed of delegates from
all parts of the world, met at Lausanne a few
days before the opening of the Congress of
Peace, which sat at Geneva; the committee
acting in obedience to orders transmitted from
London. This committee, it is said, has been
acting at Geneva, and from thence last week
issued instructions that a proclamation should
be posted on the walls of that city con-
voking a meeting of workmen for the pur-
pose of deliberating on what measures should
be adopted to obtain an increase of wages,
in default of obtaining which a general strike
would be decreed. The places of rendezvous
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'^cre settled upon, and the •workmen ordered to
•meet in various parts of the faubourgs, preceded
"bj drummers. The only men who responded to
this call were masons and carpenters, and
these not men working at Geneva alone, but at
Lausanne and other towns on the lakej they
mustered to the number of 1,200, and, after march-
ing round the city, assembled at the Stand, where
proceedings commenced. On the motion of a
working mason a general strike was decreed. On
the following morning a great proportion of those
who had taken part in the procession struck, but
nob all. The rest, however, obeyed under the
pressure of organized companies, who went from
•ono factory to another, insisting on the men at
work obeying the injunctions they had received.
Having accomplished this part of their mission,
these delegates, who were chiefly strangers, nob
only to the canton, but even to the Swiss Con-
federation, proceeded to every manufactory in
the town, and, addressing the journeymen
•tinman, founder, and mechanic—at work, com-
manded them to lay down their tools and join
the strike : those who were unwilling were
threatened with violence if they presumed to
disobey. These mandates were imposed on all
workmen, not only at Geneva, but at Lausanne
and all the neighbouring cities. The utmost
consternation prevails in Geneva, where the
result of the strike on the trade of the city, it is
believed, will be disastrous.

The Joxirnal de Qendve, of March 24, contains
a long article complaining of foreign intervention
in the relations between the Geneva master
builders and their workmen. It says the masters
did not refuse to listen to the demands of the
workmen. “ They confined themselves,” it says,“ to rejecting the intorvention of a foreign society,
whose head-quarters are in London, and which
'has no legitimato place in our republican insti
tutions.”

wards one of the grandest improvements ever
made in the west-end of London, connecting
those important districts by a grand boulevard.
The Board did not find themselves able to com-
ply. The company then applied to the vestry of
Chelsea for an allocation of the improved rates
that might accrue during a period of twenty-one
years.

^

A deputation from the company had an
interview with a committee of the vestry on
Friday in last week, and after a long conference
it was resolved :

” That this committee recom-
mend that the improved rates to be created by
the company be allocated to them for a period of
fifteen years.” The vestry took the matter into
consideration on Tuesday last, and on the
motion of Mr. E. 0. Symons, the recommenda-
tion of the committee was carried by a con-
siderable majority.

THE LEIPZIG THEATRE.

gross ssnsuality with a young Bscehaualian
crowned with vine-leaves.
The relief on the left side, perhaps in con-

sideration for the use of this part of the build-
ing, which contains the foyer, represents the
Triumph of Ceres. This goddess, the tamer
and beautifier of mankind, is handing some ears
of corn to a rough soldier and his little boy
whilst with the other hand she is givin" a
basket of fruit

; at her feet kneels a woman
engaged in planting a vine. Right and lefc are
the indispensable forerunners of all husbandry,
working in metals, working in stone, potteiy,
and ploughing, all represented by male figures.

Luerssen had some difficult work to per-
form. The five groups, each 7 ft. high, on
the end wall of the pillared hall of the centre
aro executed by him in the composition. Each
of these contains, as centre and chief figure,
one of the Muses between two winged spirits
in the form of children;— Terpsichore, the
Muse of Dancing

; Erato, of Love
; Polyhymnia,e* » , j. uymuia

On the Augustus Plat., at Leipzig, where the
|

leSruo” y.'°\^hf
world-known yearly fair is held, opposite the are so naturally represented ^by their form° anc

£ "cWd”7mouu.rthr I

that 7en a vieitor 7learued 7ctaa reckoned amougst the flueat m Germany.
;

aioal antiquities easily gueasea their meaninirrhe promenade oommeuo.ng on the east aide i The amallm Egurea foV filling the oornera rhovrends to the new Temple of the Mnaea a pictu-
1

the bow-windowa of the rafn^nUdir^rresquo background, to which the^ agreeable three pairs of Victory, partly sitting^nd uartbornamental water hard by the building forms a leaninDf. nrft n.lsn Ltt T.vtayaartTa .nrlcr. Vv— "

CONGRESS OF GERMAN ARCHITECTS.
We have been requested by the president of

' ihe Architectural Society of Hamburg, Dr. F. G.
I Stammann, to state that the fifteenth meeting
< of German architects (held annually, but in dif-
i ferent cities) will take place in that city from
' the Ist to the 4th of September next. Wo need
1 pot remind our readers that Hamburg is reached
i in forty-eight hours from London, and we are
; sure that English visitors will be much wel-
< oomed.

BRITISH ARCHH30L0GICAL
ASSOCIATION.

At the meeting of the British Archmologieal
. Association last week, Mr. Holt exhibited the
: iron lock of the drescoir de sacrisfic of the parish
< ohurch of St. Michel, Beauvais—a beautiful
• «.xamplo of fourteenth-century ironwork. A
. letter from Mr. Roberts, who was unable to be
1
present, detailed the result of inquiries made in

. Florence on the subject of the bronze urn said
1 to be that of Tanaquilla, which, it appeared, was
i but doubtfully cousidered in Florence. Mr. S.

1

he had from the first considered the
I bronze a forgery, and one made by persons who
< ^id nob mind their unities. One of the orna-
1 vnents was a vessel of about 500 B.C., another
1 was of about 150 B.C., and there was a repre-
i eentation of a bough pot of very recent character,
•^ which seemed to have been copied from printed
1 books of the last century. Mr. Bailey exhibited
1 Boman remains dug up in Lombard-street, and
I bearing undoubted marks of having passed
i -through fire—confirming the history of the fire
i in the days of Boadicea.

] BELGRAVIA AND SOUTH KENSINGTON
NEW ROAD.

Although the act for this great public im-
5
provement received the Royal assent in Augnst,

] 1866, no progress has yet been made, as it was
< obtained at a time of great monetary difficulty.
' The matter is now, however, in the bands of
( oorae of our capitalists

; but as the amount
! required for the purchase of the house property
Uto form the road from Wesfcbourno-place across
. Sloane-street on to the Pavilion-land, and from
tithe other end of the Land into the Grange at
IjBrompton, involves an amount of 326,941k, the
(•company applied to the Metropolitan Boarder
1 Works io contribute one-half that amount to- ^

— LKj wiiiuu LUB agpeeaDie
ornamental water hard by the building forms a
beautiful foreground.
The fulfilment ofthe paintings, the hall, and the

decorations, was given to Government Architect
Langhans. To connect the magasins to the main
building and to use them, steep sloping ground
was made on the Promenade, whereby a ter-
race, in two flights leading to the ornamental
water, was formed. The sculpture on the front
was finished in the factory of Mr. Czarnikow, of
Berlin.

The sculpture and paintings inside were exe-
cuted by the best obtainable artists, and unite
simplicity and beauty.
The ornaments which decorate the new theatre

were executed after designs of Architect Laug-
hans, in an artificial stone, and cast zinc, hy
Czarnikow.
The modelling of the cast work was under-

taken by the artists, Professors Hagen, Wiiteg,
Luerssen, and Schiele.

The artificial material is well spoken of, and
has overcome^ all the prejudices which at first
were against it, since the ornaments executed in
it (also by Czarnikow) at the Corporation House
and town theatre of Riga have stood well.
The most prominent object in the external

decoration, is the large frontispiece in the
central tympanum, 56 ft. long, modelled in
high relief by Professor Hagen, representing
Poetry inspiring the other arts. In the centre
of the surface stands the figure of Poetry,
with a crown of glory upon its brow, dis-
tributing with both hands crowns towards
heaven. On each aide are two winged spirits,
also distributing wreaths and laurel branches

;

to the left kneels Music, a fine female figure,
leaning on her lyre, listening to the inspiration.
To the right Painting

;
then follow Architecture

and Scnlpbure, also embodied as female figures,
recognisable in the attributes. Technical skill,
which is necessary to art, is represented by a
bearded man, who is explaining machinery to a
boy

;
the mural crown and Lipsia, leaning on the

town arms, conclude the representation to the
right; whilst on the left a beautiful dancing
couple, with Love and the three Graces, form
the end. The grouping of the whole is good.
An acroterium, 14 ft. high, also by Hagen, termi-
nates the principal pediment of the building. It
includes the god of art, Apollo, in flowing gar-
ments, with lyre and doable pipe : at his feet
sits Calliope, the muse of song

; and Clio, the
muse of history.

The theatre coDBists of a oe^re and two side-
wings, or pavilions, each of which is decorated with
reliefs in artificial stone, the modelling of which
Wittig has executed admirably. The reliefon the
right side represents theTriumphofBacchus. The
god of refined enjoyment and of youthfuJ beauty,
provided with his necessary attributee, stands in
the centre

; close to him are the love-disap-
pointed Ariadne, and Amor, the god of love

; to
the right a Bacchanalian is blowing the double
pipe, and a young Satyr is walking by the side of
the skipping goat, whilst another Bacchanalian
is playing with a panther,the allegoryof phantasy
and ferocity

;
to the left another BacebomaJian m<

dancing grotesquely with a boy, to the sounds of
bells and tambourine. A little apart from this
group sleeps &a intoxicated Fan, contrasting.

leaning, are also by Luerssen, who by their com-
pletion has^ overcome a technical difficulty.
Both the pinnacles of the pavilion, ornamented
with swans, which, as is well known, repre-
sent Music, are also by him.
The terminals for the four angles of the upper

story of the theatre, as well as the rest which aro
to adorn the various corners and pediments, are
modelled by Schiele, who has executed this part
of the work beautifully. Particularly worthy of
note are the heads of the Muses ornamented with
shells, the singing swan on the five-stringed
harp, and the candelabra guarded by couples of
winged griffins.

Within the theatre a piece of machinery for
raising the curtain in its full extension is worthy
of note, and is said to answer well. The
auditorium is arranged for 1,800 persons. The
whole of the building has been carried out at the
cost of 500,000 thalers.*

REFERENCES.
Jiro.lPlaa.

A. Hall.
B. Teatibnle.
C. Cloak-room to pit, under wkich ia pay-box.

e! Staila.

F. Orchestra.
G, H. Staircase to 3rd and 4tli circles.
I. Lobby.
J. Staircase to 1st and 2ad circles.
K. Passage.
L. Room for Ibe refreshment proprietor, over which

IS the entresol.
M. Refreshment-room,
iT. SalooiJ.

0. Room for the oonfectioner, over which entresol.
P. Coufc’ctioner’B room.
Q. Machinery inDder stage.
R. Cloak-room to stalls, under which is room for

orchestra.
8. DwelliDg-roo«« for inspector of the house.
T. Stattists- or supernumeraries' room,
U. Porters' room.
V. Lamp-room.
W. Hopse-lloat.
X. Lobby.
Y. Painters’ room.
Z. Store-room for liecessQvies.
a. Store-room for eido-scenes.
b, c. Cerpenteri.' room

; confectioner’s kitchen.
d. Confe- tioner’s room above entresol.
e. Pergola.

.Yo. 2 Flan.
A. Balcony,
B. Foyer.
C. Rehearsing-roocQ

; in the evening for the use of
refreshment proprietor.

D. Rehearsing-room
; in the evening for the use of

emueetaoner.
E. Communication Ist circle.
F. Refreshment-room for refreshment proprietor.
G. Manager's room.
H. Wardrobe.
H. Lobby to Ist circle.

H 1. Lobby to 2nd circle.
1. Saloon for reading plays,
J, Director’s room.
K, Afisembly-room.
L, M, N. Dressinq-roome.
O. Hair-dressing-room.
P. Principal dancers’ room.
Q. Stage.
R. Property-room.
8. Store-room.
T. Store-room for side-scenes, over which is pulley-

TOOIU.
^

U. Jmaers’ workshops.
Y. Rtore-room for rolling-scenes.
W. Store-room for small ditto.

In another number wo shall give a longitudim
Bectiim. . .

"
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April 4, 1868.] THE BUILDER

THE ARRONAITTTCAL SOCIETY OF
'

GREAT BRITAIN.

At a general meeting of thia new society held
in the theatre of the Society of Arts, the Dnke
of Argyll in the chair, the proceedings com-
menced by the rending of a paper- by Mr. Heath
On the Control of Balloona by Pressure,” and

. the paper was illustrated by models. The
I
peculiarity claimed for the system is that the

I
prime Agent is nature, the simple apparatus used
having in effect a mere resistance to the ordinary

. action of natural laws governing fluids. Another
I
paper was read by Mr. Brown, who showed that

1 in ballooning the chief thing was not the amount
of force at the disposal of the aeronaut, so much

deBigns upon the important matter of constroction, and
also nhortJy your reasons for any opinion given They
abo desire to know whether, in yonr opinion, the plans of
Double rriaogle' and ‘Sperandum’ could be carried

out lor the amount named by Iho author.", viz. in the
253,385?., and the second 261,775/. It’ is also

stated by some members of the sub-committee that defects
in the plans of ‘ St. Valeniine’ are pointed out in yonr
report, and varioos improvements and alterations sucr-
gested, whilst no eimilarobserratinDs are made in relation
to the other three plans; and it is therefore assumed

objLtiom^^''^
opinion open to anyaimUar

On Monday a second report from the referees
was accordingly brought by the committee to
the City Council, and the following note from
Professor Donaldson accomponyingitwaa read :

Mr. Street and myself herewith forward onr secondreport upon the drawings sent in competition for the pro-posed new town-ball of Manchester. We trust that the

.o.uo ao iiiopuaai ui tuo ucronauc, so mneu
l

report upon ide drawings sent in competition for
as its proper application. The chairman quite ' town-ball of Manchester. We trust

.. agreed with this, but thought that science must
. beeSSto'^sibmit ti®

1. be much more advanced before (as the reader of
.

eon“al*camm^
• the paper had suggested) amachinelikea steam-

1

j'.nty. undertaken at their express desire, at the same
. engine would have wing power to move itself. '

toTeso^\'^h,f«n!!^«
/ At the eee,e time, there couM be eo doubt that ..a
b science would by and by discover a lighter moving report, as we desire to avoid any steps that might
Ip power than steam. The nextpaper, contributed anv

detract from the professional character of
iby Mr. Alexauder, C.B., was Spou power in

,

r relation to -weight in aerial navigation
; and a ' Maured that the mayor and corporation will feel that

Ip gentleman who commented upon it said that to the
If some Tery important evidence upon this point

,

ih. h\h po’i”o^.b'’.T»
Ih had recently been given in the fact that Mr. i a . , ,

i> Spencer had actually flown 100 ft. by his inf . ri^

ajscuasion ensued as to the propriety
In muscular strength alone, not merely by leapingr

'
report to the meeting. TJlti-

|<i down from an eminence, which was no flying at determinnH^lK^f^^^v
but it was

all, but by flying horizontally. At the coming i fidenHal Wn ^ regf^rded as con-
exhibition of the society this gentleman bad i k^ow anvlS„ ?

scarcely say to those who
|. promised to fly every day, probably the whole

1 „ .
® ^

luength of the Crystal Palace. The subject of “rt will hoSar'’ w“
“f “"s

i human flight was oontinned by the reading of a !
°

,

II
paper sent by Mr. Artingstall, of Manchester,

[

.i,,-, [a., .
“/“’"y’'™'*''® ."P “'®"- ‘o

t. accompanying it being a sketch of wings and ' private
' fiat is written ceases to bo

II machinery, the total weight of which was only 1
^ Tbo e *1. x-

1.15 oz. The chairman, in conclusion, said the Lf All b
S' next meeting would be on the 25Lh of June at

' nnri^v’
tbe newtown-hall, sent in

tithe Crystal Palace, when there would be an
! gelect

signature of ‘St. Valentine,” were
^exhibition of models and some ballooning. I

^ *

A mechanic of Glasgow, vre may here add, has
!

didesigned a machine which is intended to move
jtfthrough the air by flapping wings, which are to :

COMPETITIONS,
bibe driven in such a manner as to imitate the '

c# i 7 ,

mmotion of a bird’s wings. Tho motion of the
i

-Heri/orJ.—On the 27th nit. the
IT wings is produced by a steam cylinder, fitted 1

On the
iT-witha piston, the piston-rod carrying a cross- I

considered,” the design with
ithead, which is coupled by links directly to the “

u
considered,” and that

viwing
;
beams, which are fitted to shafts, runninir '

’ selected from the fifteen

ilabont three-fourths of the length of the machin^ I
second ballot

Aeronautics is a subject which we have for'
o.UUUL was left out; on the third, “ All things

nanany years regarded as a hopeful one, and have' nn<3 ,on the fourth, “Well cou-
•coccasionally helped to keep before the public •

'

cbosen.

iiand we are glad to find an Aeronautical Society • ^
envelope accompanying the successful de-

ataking it up under influential ausnicea
1

having been opened, it was found to contain^
I a card with the name of “ Mr. John Johnson 35
Moorgate-atreet, E.C.”

’ ’

~
It '^es then agreed to appoint a committee for

the purpose of communicating with the architectMANCHESTER TOWN HALL
,

go’ng into the estimates, and other purposes
COMPETITION. specified.

The design selected is

through Carter’s atables. The inapeetor said
Parliament would not allow the Buard of
Health to propose an alternative road aud
schedule the property thereof. If two roads liad
been petitioned for be could have recommended
the abandonment of one of them, but he could
not, under the existing circumstances, introduce
a second. It was out of his power to recom-
mend two roads, though he was rather inclined
to think that two would be a great advantan-e.
Ihey had power to make roads by consent out
of the current rate, and he should ima-viue in
such a place as Bristol, a 2d. or 3d. rate would
make the Alerchaiits’-road. It was arranged
that Mr. Ashmead, the city engineer, and Mr.
Ashmead, sen., on behalf of the opposit oaj
should accompany the inspector when he went
to view the proposed roads.

CHURCH OF ST. BARTEOLOJIEW THE
GREAT, SSIITHFIELD.

pns remarkably interesting church, the most
valuable relic of the twelfth century possessed
by London, was re-opened for service on Sunday
l^ast, afeer having been closed for some time
for works of restoration, under a committee who
have liberally subscribed, gathered, and spent
upon it something like 6,000i. The annoauco-
nient by the newspapers that the building has
been_ restored will lead many to feel much dis-
appointed when they visit the church; for its
present aspect is to our eyes sufficiently miae-
rable, and only those who know how mucii
money an old building can absorb will believo
that 6,0001. have already been spent upon it.
At the east end there is a wretchedly ugly
arrangement of iron girders and columns to
carry the upper part of tho wall. This, with
lowering the accumulated ground within, and
the drainage, doubtless ran away with a good
deal of money. Truth to say. however, we are dis-
appointed with the show made for the expendi-
ture. The tomb of tho founder, Rahere, on the
north side of tho chancel, has been repaired aud
decorated. We cannot praise the painting of
the figure.

CONSTRUCTION OF FIREPROOF
DWELLING HOUSES.

Tkt r nr I

design selected is in the style of theIn oODBeqnenoG of Messrs. Donaldson and
;
thirteenth centnry. The estimate of 3 000! does'istreet having placed the design attributed to

,
not inoinde tho warming apparatns the towerIMejrs. Speakman & Charlesworth first, as re. painted windows. encanftio'^S cl- riaWejgards arohitectnrnl merit and second, ns regards ornamentation of any kind. The old walls arehy Mr. Waterhouse was

;

to be used, and tho sound portion of the oldIplnoed first as regards plan, and fourth as regards ' materials.
;(6xtemal) architectural merit; they were re
uanested tn malrA n. aAAAnrl x. xi

,

PROPOSED NEW STREETS AND ROADS
AT BRISTOL.

Mr. Rawlinaon, C.B.,from the Local Government

S-
inquiry at the Bristol

Omidhall, m reference to land proposed to be
taken by the Board of Health for the formiog
of new streets in various parts of the city. The

I V .

X.X xxxcixu, uucijt wero re-
uqnested to make a second report as to their
ireasons.

Mr. Heron, the town clerk, in his letter to
ichem, said,

—

' “ Ccnsiderable difference of opinion exists in the sub-
committee as to the meaning intended to be conveved by
'vour report, and especially upon the points referred to in
II bis communication; and it is, therefore, very desirable
'that you should be as explicit as possible in replying to the
iiueetions now asked, and generally in giving any additional
f nfnrTitHlirtTi Ti-Kir.1. wr... wia..K- K

’ generally in giving any additional ot new Streets n various parts of the citv Th,..nforination -which youniay,underthecircumstance9 con- 1 x j
(jaiiB oi cue city. Iht,

Alder will be valuable and useful to the corporation 1 have i

lasted several hour8,andtheqnes-
wpeclfully to ask for information on the following points tho new roads at Clifton excited attention

I

th"B™'‘ZnTfl h"”™“ i™”''andnm,- and ‘ True to the Line,’ that further info’rmatfon I
•

^ apecial inquiry by a Burial Acts
IS desired. In considering your report, it was stated by ^.O the churchyard. In Other two

cases the questions raised would be dealt with

• o x-xoLcu. xii i,uiJoiueiiijg your report, it was stated
Dome members that there was an apparent inconsistency in
ulacing ‘ Double Triangle ’ first in point of merit in relation
10 architeotoral design, &c., No. 1, and second in point of
eeneTal arrangements, Ac., No. 2, and yet recommendioe
-•he adoption of tho plan sent in by ‘Saint Valentine,’
ivhieh are placed by yon fourth in point ofmerit as regards
iVo. 1 ,

and first in regard to general arrangements and
hitber matters referred to in Nos. 2, 3, 4, and 6. The sub-
committee desire to have any explanation or further infor-
mation which may appear to you to be desirable in relation
o this part of yonr report. The sub-committee are also
inxious to have the best opinion which, from the informa-
>aon afiorded by the plans and description, you may be
Ible to give as to the acoustic properties (No. 6) of the
arge halt and of tho council chamber in the four sets of
ilans before referred to, us this question is deemed to be
f vreat imnortimiviv 'Alva oi.K-r*/-.mw..xiAj. ..i.. ~ j i..

.

by the arbitrator. The inspector proceeded to
consider the Clifton road, proposed to be carried
from Victoria-square, through Boyce’s-bnildinge
to Rodney-place. Two alternative roads wfre
proposed by the opposition

; one took the church
Bide of Victeria-gquaro, and went through
Carters stables; and the other passed near the
memorial church, and came out at Savile-place
Both these schemes, but principally the first*
were pressed on the inspector as more desirable
than the Board of Health plan

j while some
gentlemen urged that there should be two routes

f great imVerTan^. >7 .;ub-=:er aloX^iJe^ To gentlemen urged thatlhere sh^ouTd be two r^Z
tUa or fi^rcloth than boards.

place .„.kW -one .hroagh BojceVbaiMiaga, -d 7heX“
,
DLaet~pr‘„°fli

This subject being one in which most of your
readers are much interested, it is desirable to
circulate any practical information upon the
matter that yonr numerous readers can contri-
bute : I therefore venture to state a few facts
that have come under my own observation for
whatever they may be worth. Most of the
bnildinga that are erected under my superin-
tendence I make practically fireproof; and with
this object in view, I have tried tho “ Dennett
arch,” Philipp’s patent concrete floor

; brick aud
tile arches, &c.
The “ Dennett arch ” requires 1-inch rise to

the foot span, and about 7 ft. spans may be
considered the average; the crown of the arch
will be Sin. thick; the ceiling joists may bn
either notched to hold on to the flange of the
girder, and embedded in the material of the
arch, or spiked to a plate bolted to the under-
Bide of the girder, occupying in vertical section
from in. to 4i in., to which add 1 in. for the
plaster, and 2 in. for the wood floor above, will
give a total vertical section of from 16 in, to
18i ia., as against an ordinary floor, with Q in.
by 2 in. joists, and in. floor boards, 11;^^ id.
In my practice I omit the ceiling and the wood
fliMr; the former I set to the curve, finishing
w-ith pamt or distemper, and with the addition
of a few lines and stencil decorations on the
ceiling, and the flange of the girders. Ia rooms
over 12 ft. high, I add a cornice or string of
small projection a short distance down the
wall, and so contrive a tolerably decent effect.

Ceilings so formed may be elaborated to a
considerable extent, as circumstances may
indicate.

Most floors are covered with carpets, kamptu-
Hcon, or floorcloth. If carpets are to be used, a
fillet let in the floor all round gives good nail
hold, and a Brussels carpet over a layer of thick
brown paper is quite as comfortable in result as
if laid on a board floor

; kamptulicon is cemented
down to the finished surface of the “Dennett
arch,” which, from its even surface, is better foi
that or floorcloth than boards.

It ia common to over-sail to receive



for a cornice. I get, however, the same result

by setting my walls in from the general face

about a quarter brick, the height of the haunch

of the arch, and three or four courses above for

convenience in working, to be filled in afterwards.

In the execution of floors constructed with the

“ Dennett arch,” as with all concretes, expansion

fillets must be used without fail, even in the

smallest spans, or the walls will be disturbed or

fractured more or less ; and, although an archi-

tect may see that there is no structural danger,

it is regarded as something very dreadful by a

client, and may damage the architect’s reputa-

tion.

Philipp’s patent girder and fireproof floor is n

combination of their patent girders placed about

5 ft. apart, with slotted flooring bars or laths,

and concrete filling in
;
the ceiling is floated to

the underside, the slotted bars forming a key as

ordinary laths. The surface of the floor may be

cither boarded on 4i-in. joists, bridging from

girder to girder, or finished with tiles or cement.

The construction is very simple, involving no

special contrivances ;
the girders are built in as

the walla rise, and the floor may be formed when

most convenient, or the floor may be finished ofi*

as a roof,—the lower portion of the building

occupied, and the execution of the remainder

deferred.

Never using quarter or trussed partitions, I

have the floor girders calculated to carry the

half brick partition walla, which are executed

with perforated bricks with a view to carrying

out the fireproof system, and forming a more
substantial and permanent class of work.

Comparative Cost, Thickness, and Weight, say of

a Floor for a Room 22ft. hy 17 ft.

Ground Floor (exclusiTo'ofBleeper walls).—4-in.

by 4-in. oak sleepers (4 ft. by 2 in. centre to

centre), 4^-in. by 2-in. joists, U-in. ploughed
and toDgued clean yellow batten floor, &c.,

708. per square £13 G 2

Half-brick erchea, 5 ft. 6 in. centre to centre,

spandrels filled in and surfaced for carpet,

939. 2d. per square 17 9 4

First Floor (same area).—Two 12-in. by 10. in.

fir girders sawn down and bolted, 7-in. by 2-in.

joists, li-in. yellow batten straight joint floor,

3i-iu. by 2-iii. ceiling joists and ceiling, say

]7i in. flniahed thickness, 120s. 4d. per square 22 11 7

“ Dennett’s Arch," with ceiling and wood floor

as before described, 16 in. finished thickness.

2168. 4d. per square -12 8 10

"Dennett’s Arch" without under-drawn ceil-

ing, surfaced for carpet as described, average

thickness say lOi in., 165s. per square 30 18 10

Philipp’s patent floor, with ceiling and wood
floor 01 in. finished thickness, IS/s, Id. per

* oe 1 o

Philipp’s floor finished with plaster surface for

carpet, 8 in. thick, 176s. 6d. per square 32 18 0

I do not quote these data as evidence of the

best thing that can be done, but as a contribu-

tion towards the general fund of information on

the important problem of how to construct

dwelling - honses or offices fireproof at an

economical rate, Thos. Chas. Soeby.

SOMETHING LIKE A CHUECH.

SiE,—Is church architecture keeping pace

with the general development of the age ?

Churches of the present day, instead of ont-

rivalling those of past times, rather fall short,

in size and execution, of the works of our fore-

fathers, as displayed in old cathedrals. Now,
really, considering the power, intelligence, re-

sources, wealth, and influence of the present

time, and of this, the greatest empire of the

earth, something handsome might be accom-

plished to transmit as a memorial to future

generations. However good any new church

may be in itself, any one congregation is not

capable of erecting such a memorial chnrch as

is now spoken of. But, sir, unity is strength

;

and on this sound truism allow me to propound

a scheme which, if carried out, will effect the

object.

Over no very large area of London, I dare

say, will be found eight churches
; and were

these eight churches brought together into one

central place, they would be equally serviceable

for the congregations. Well, suppose a space of

several acres set apart for a memorial church :

we might have, clustered together, in one im-

posing group, eight different churches, of one

style of architecture (say the truly British,

second period of Pointed), with a common tower

in the centre, and spire 600 ft. high. The spire

would be the highest building in the world.

The tower and spire might have towards their

base galleries for statues, &c., and farther up
balconies for views, to a height, say, of 500 ft.,

with at the same time immense bells, and an

illuminated clock of eight dials, visible in clear

weather all over Londou. Of course, all the

improved constructive science of the present day

would be brought to bear upon the work, both

as regards durability and elegance. The build-

ing, standing apart by itself, as in the centre of

a square, and accessible on all sides, would be

known by some appropriate, short, distinctive,

national name.
Eight congregations (they might be of different

denominations) could easily carry out the

scheme : besides, there is no doubt the Govern-

ment and City would aid the national part of the

undertaking.

I trust to see the matter taken up by some of

: our influential and patriotic gentlemen and

architects. Peogkess.

“THE DEAINAGE OF LAND.”

Having perused with considerable interest

the paper on the above subject by “ W. H. W.,”

as published in your issues of the 18th and 25th,

of January, and the 8th and 15th ult,, I think

you may perhaps give publicity to a few notes

confirmatory of the views advanced by the

writer. The particulars I have to submit com-

prise practical observations by a land-agent and

agriculturist, who, in the course of conversa-

tion some little time ago, on the subject of

drainage and the beneficial results arising from

the use of large-sized pipes in drainage opera-

tions, narrated substantially what I am about to

submit to your readers. On reading the first

part of the paper published on the 18th of

January, I was so forcibly impressed with the

coincidence of ideas, particularly on that part

which treats on “ Air and Warmth,” that I was
induced to write to Mr. Milner, the gentleman

referred to, to favour me briefly with his ex-

perience on the point, as illustrated by using

large drain-pipes, who replies as follows :

—

"The first time my attention was directed to nsinff

large pipes was a remark made by one of our tenants.

Having been engaged in draining a portion of extra wet

or damp land, he used 3-io. and 4-in. pipes ;
ever aince he

has always had an unusual increase of crop, which I

attribute’ to the large amount of air admitted tbrougli the

unoccupied space in the pipe not required in running off

the water. The air is heated and permeates the subsoil,

communicating nourishment to the roots of the plants,

and causes vegetation to act very rapidly. I have on
different occasions drained partially patches of land with

large pipes, and have always found the same results. I

am of decided opinion, that by using not less than 3-in.

and 3Vin. pipes, the result would be large returns. I may
mention, that wherever a stiff retentive subsoil is drained,

such as wo have in this locality, I would not recommend
drains to be cut deeper (using the size of pipes as described

)

than 24 ft., and not more than 16 ft. apart. This depth

and this distance apart I have found to be remunerative
;

but deeper and more apart I have found to be the

reverse."

With these observations before me, and the

tabnlated statements of the beneficial resnlta of

“air drainage,” as contained in the first part of

the paper adverted to, I had expected the writer

would have recommended a larger size of pipe

than 2 in. diameter for the small or feed drains.

I can, however, perceive that in the ease of a

feed-drain of considerable length a 2-iu. pipe,

with the “air-drain,” as experimented upon by

Mr. Hutchinson, might admit as mneh air as a

feed-drain of similar length with a 3-in. pipe

without the air-drain at the upper end. In

reference to the air-drain, would a pipe continued

from the last horizontal pipe, at the head of the

drain, and communicating with the surface, not

answer all the purposes of a cross drain at the

upper end, connecting all the feed-drains? I

can imagine this would even be better, as in the

case of an air-drain constructed by connecting

the upper ends of five drains, the air-drain being

open at each end. In this case the air-dreiin wonld

only give two air-outlets to five drains, whereas

the simple introdneing of a pipe from the

upper end or terminus of each feed-drain com-

municating with the surface wonld give five air-

inlets. An objection might be taken to the

liability of ordinary 2-in. or 3-in. drain-pipes,

placed vertically or at an angle communicating

with the surface, getting disarranged. This

might be obviated by using a vitrified socket-

pipe, with a proper bend, in one length, suited

to the particular depth of the drain. The item

of cost in drainage is no doubt an important

consideration
j
and when the writer, under this

head, states the average price at the maker’s

yard in the counties to which his paper has

special reference, “ is 218. per 1,000 for 2-iD.

pipes, and 423. for 3-in. pipes,” I can readily see

a material reason for recommending a 2-in. pipe

as suitable for the ordinary small feed-drains.

If, however, a 3-in. pipe would give generally

the same extra increase of crop as stated in Mr.
Milner’s experience; or if similar beneficial

results generally attended the adoption of air-

drainage, os given in the experiments of Mr.

Hutchinson, any extra cost incurred by using a

3-in. pipe instead of a 2-ia pipe, or by adopting

air-drainage, wonld be repaid in the first year’s

crop,—a circnmatance which carries with it

strong recommendations for using 3-in. pipes,

and which might be snpplemented by air-drain-

age at a comparatively trifling cost, by adopting

the plan suggested of using vitrified earthen-

ware pipes, communicating between the drains

and the surface. This mode of air-drainage pos-

sesses the additional recommendation of not

being necessarily confined to the head of the

drains, but may be used wherever and as often

as the drainage surveyor deemed advantageous.

In this district of Lanarkshire the question of

cost between a 2-in. pipe and a 3-inch pipe is not

BO material, as the current price of 2-in. pipes at

the yard is 17s. 6d. per 1,000, and for 3-iu. pipes

263., each pipe being 14 in. long
;
while pipes

of similar length in Surrey or Lincoln would be

249. 6d. for 2-in. and 498. for 3-in. As a manu-
facturer, I am aware a considerable diversity of

opinion baa existed, and still exists, as to the size

and shape of pipes best adapted for drainage

purposes
;
but I believe opinion in this district is

generally settling in favour of a 3-in. pipe for

the small or feed drains, and the main drains in

proportion.

The original paper and foregoing observations

have special reference to arable land. Another

aspect of the drainage question might be dis-

cussed with interest to numbers of your readers,

and one which proprietors and occupiers must
shortly come to some proper understanding

upon, namely, the drainage of hill pasture, moor-

land, or the sheep-walks of England and Scot-

land. While arable land, efficiently drained and
economically carried out, will admit of a conse-

quent rent-charge, comprehending a good interest

for capital expended, and repayment of principal

in twenty-one years, and at the same time remu-
nerating; the occupier, instances, so far as lam
aware, are not so general of experiments on the

description of land to which I allude, proving

they have been equally remunerative, or wonld
bear a similar rent-charge; on the contrary,

there is a feeling amongst occupiers that the

drainage operations cannot be carried out to

them remuneratively on the terms on which
capital is obtainable from public companies or

drainage associations, a circnmstance which
would suggest to proprietors tbe consideration

whether they ought not to meet this difficulty by
advancing capital on easier terms, or giving to

enterprising tenants leases of such extent as

would enable them to drain their respective

holdings, receive a fair interest, and be repaid

their capital during the currency of the lease.

I forbear to enter further upon this qnestion,

trusting the hint incidentally thrown out may
lead some of your correspondents to take up the

subject, and furnish a paper as interesting as

that you have recently published, by “ W. H. W.”
W. H.

DEY EAETH SYSTEM OP SEWAGE
UTILIZATION.

SiE,—Will you kindly allow me space for a

few remarks on that portion of “ M. P.’s ” paper

in your number of the 7th ult. which ia headed
“ The Dry Earth System of Sewage Utilization" ?

1. The earth to be used in closets need not bo
black, as “ M. P. ” states

;
any surface-earth will

answer the purpose, only, the less of chalk there

is, and the leas sand in it, the better. That which

I have used now for ten years is the earth lying

on a chalk substratum; and more than that,

most clays will answer the purpose. When,
some six years ago. Major Nngent, E.E., under

orders from the War Office, experimented on the

use of the system at Portland, he told me that

the blue Oxford clay, thongh more difficult to

breaJ: vp and sift, appeared to him to possess

greater deodorising power than the rich Port-

land earth. This is a point which, with refer-

ence both to a given supply of earth and to the

manufacture of manure for light soils, is well

worthy of observation. Again, this dry earth or

clay for use in closets ought not to be pulverized.

That the manure manufactured may have its

full effect, the mixed soil and earth should be

pulverized; but for use in closets all that is re-

quired is to sift it.

2. In attempting to relieve “M. P.’s” misap-
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prehension on the subject of the supply of

I earth to a given town, I omit all reference to the

: metropolis
;
for however feasible the introduc-

tion of the system may be in certain districts,

until smaller towns have tried it, the advocacy

of its general introduction is futile.

I will take in preference a town with 7,000

inhabitants, situated in an agricultural neigh-

bourhood, and I think I shall satisfy
“ M. P.”

that a sufBcient supply of dry earth to the town
shall not only be without prejudice to that neigh-

bourhood, but with vast advantage to both town
and country. In the first place, it is no mere
supposition, but a fact fully established by the

continually increasing experience of ten years,

that as soon as the excretions have been deodor-

ized and absorbed, and the mixed mass dried,

that mixed mass may be nsed in a closet or

urinal with the same efficacy and the same
safety as the nnmixed earth. For such imme-
diate nse, however, I do not plead. In the town
of which I speak there is a school of eighty boys,

in which now for three years the system has
been adopted. The contents of the closets fall

into a vault, which also serves as a urinal. This

vault does nob require emptying oftener than

once in three months} so that a sufficient quan-
tity being provided for six months, and this

being used four times, there may be an interval

of four months and a half between these several

uses of any portion of it. I may here observe
that the removal every three months is made in

open day in the High-street of the town without
offence to any one. Well, sir, on the estimate

of 38 lb. per head per week, the population of

7,000 persons would require, if the earth should

be used four times, from 1,500 to 1,G00 tons a

year} or if the ooal ashes of the town should be
mixed with earth in the proportion of one-third

to two-thirds, only about 1,000 tons would be
required. Ab present, for cleansing the water-

closets and flushing the sewers of this town,
there are pumped 1,000 tons of water a day ! Now,
supposing the town to depend for its supply
entirely on the surface earth of the neighbour-

hood, there would be no need of the excavation of

a single foot of soil, much less of five acres 13 ft.

deep, or sixty-five acres at 1 ft. All that is

taken in this way is only borrowed to be repaid

with interest from the 4,000 or 5,000 acres within,

two miles of the town : a quarter of a ton an
acre, or less than a quarter of an ounce a square

foot, would be a sufficient loan for the year, and
each ton BO employed in the closets during the
year, ought ab the close to be worth at least 51.

But then if the supply of manure should be
more than the neighbourhood would require,

there are clay pits and clay hills at no great

distance from many such towns. And besides

this, great use may bo made of street sweepings
and of local ashes, usod in certain proportions.

If the contents of a closet be removed into a
vault or chamber of suitable size, there is no
need of the frequent removal of which. “ M. P.”

speaks, “ every day or every week.” From a
vault within the walls of a parsonage-house near
me, the practice for three years has been to re-

move them once in a month. From that of my
day-school with ninety -boys, once in six weeks

;

from the school before mentioned, once in three

months. Two vaults on my own premises, for a
family averaging twelve persons, require to be
emptied only once in six months. By removal at

snch intervals the addition to street traffic could
not be great.

4. If the value of the manure be such as is

now assigned to it by the united testimony of

farmers, gardeners, and one manure dealer (31.

and upwards, according to the number of times
the earth is used), the cost of drying either on a
large or small scale is, in comparison with that

value, a very trifling consideration.

5. The idea of putting any charge on the
earth supplied to the poor has never, so far as I

am aware, been entertained, unless they should

retain the manure for themselves. In this latter

case I know them to require very little inspec-

tion.

6. “M. P.” does not seem to be aware that

dry earth is just as available in “slaughter-

houses and knackers’ yards ” as in closets. Some
of my first and most trying experiments were on
the horrible refuse of a slaughter-house. The
butcher from whom I obtained it has told me
that by what I taught him I saved him more
than ten shillings a week,—such, ab least, he
reckons the value of this stuff mixed with a load

of earth. In the case jjoth of “ the slaughter-

house and the knackers’ yard” the refuse mixed
with earth should he removed to a large fowl-

yard. For hospitals the system appears to me

to be in every respect unexceptionable and per-

fect }
stables may be cleansed by the same

means
;
and, lastly, the removal and utilization

of sink-water and slops by snb-irrigation or other-

wise (Prospecfcns of E. C. Company) renders

certain the prevention of the pollution of rivers.

7. “ 11. P.,” in his statement respecting the

marketable value of night-soil, forgets bow that

value mast be affected both by the necessity of its

removal, and by the offensivenesa of the opera-

tion. The earth, after it has absorbed the ex-

cretions, is BO perfectly inoffensive, that 1 have
known some that had been mechanically mixed
taken the same day to London in a box in his

carpet-bag by a chemist } and by two engineer’s

clerks it was taken wrapped iu brown paper in

their side-pockets.

The difficulties in the disposal of night-soil

afford no illustration, then, of the removal of

mixed earth. To any one who knows those iron

troughs at Aldershott, it can be no wonder that

the War Office has to pay 5001. or 6001. a year
for the removal of the contents, besides a vast

sum for various disinfectants. The wonder to

me is that, when for some such sum they could

not only annihilate all smell, but with the manure
saved turn scores of acres of that sandy desert

into a rich sward, they can hesitate to change
the system. Our barracks generally, and our
public schools of every description are, in their

uncleanliness and the indecency of their latrines,

a disgrace to civilized society.

Henry Moule.

AECHITECTUEE IN THE BIRMINGHAM
SPRING EXHIBITION.

Sir,—Being on a visit to Birmingham, I have
more than once visited the Architectural Room,
making notes respecting the various drawings as

I went through. As an architect of some posi-

tion, I feel convinced you will nob refuse to allow

me a little space in your paper for their inser-

tion.

The Gothic style appears to preponderate

over Italian, and the examples of both styles are

on the whole good. The designs of Mr. J. G.

Bland may be mentioned as very thonghtful

studies in Gothic architecture, the views of

. Stroud and Acock’s-green churches being worthy
of remark. This gentleman has, I believe, dis-

tinguished himself by structures, in which poly-

obromy is nsed extensively, chiefly in brick-

work. Mr. J. A. Chatwin’s designs for St.

Augustine’s Church, Edgbaston, and St. Law-
rence’s Church, Birmingham, show a knowledge
of Gothic, and a considerable amount of msthetic

feeling. Mr. G. Holmes’s designs are also worthy
of remark. Mr. John Davis, jun., sends three

elaborate drawings. Assuming that he is a

young man, the drawings do him credit. The
coloured drawing is not so satisfactory, being

somewhat crude and approaching to tawdriness.

The drawing by Mr. F. Barlow Osborn is a suc-

cessful attempt to adapt Gothic to commercial
requirements. It has a solid substantial ap-

pearance. The drawing of Norwich Cathedral,

by Mr. Bakewell, is an interesting and faithful

representation of the interior of that noble edifice.

Among the other Gothic works must be men-
tioned those of Messrs. Nicholls, lugall, Veall, &c.,

many of whose designs are satisfactory. Among
the classic contributors are Messrs. Chntwin,
Yeoville Thomason, Holmes, Bateman & Corser,

PhipsoD, Plevius, most of whose designs are

good. A London ARcniiECT.

THE BED OF BUILDING STONE.

It w'as my misfortune that I was nob present

at the reading of Professor Ansted’s paper “ On
Building Stones.” And now, using the almost

solemn words which commence every section of

the Building Act, 8th Viet., what is the result of

tho discussion ? Do wo know which is the pro-

per bed of a stone when taken from the quarry ?

I say, emphatically, we do not. I never found a

mason with the stone on bis banker that could

tell me more than this, namely, the vertical and
horizontal bed. We know this well enough, but

we want to know more than this. We really do

nob know now which is the natural bed of the

stone.

This is the point that I wish to direct the

Professor’s attention to,— Which is the zenith

and which is the nadir of a stone ? It was taken

for granted that we knew all about it, and there-

fore it was not alluded to. I do not believe this

problem has been solved } yet I think it is one
well worthy of investigation. The delamination

of the stone surely has something to do, I think,

with the placement of it in a building, according

to its natural growth or formation. Reverse the

order of nature, fight against it, and you have a
difficult battle} but study nature, follow her
laws, and you will discover cause and effect.

I wish, therefore, to direct attention to this

question. Which is the zenith and the nadir of

a Slone ?

I believe the microscope would probably tell

us this. We know the molecules of stone assume
particular figures well known to the geologist.

The inference [drawn is, that until you can
place a stone in its natural bed you have not

fully tested the durability of the stone. Turn a

skin inside ont, and your shoemaker will show
you that it will resist water penetrating } bub
how about atone reversed ?

A. J. Hiscocks.

A PLAGUE STONE ?

A STONE has been turned np in the market-
place of Stockport, 24 in. long, 14 in. wide, and

1 15 in. deep, hollowed into a cap on the top about

1

4 in. deep. It is a sandstone grit from the old

quarry behind the “ Wizard,” at Alderley Edge.

Ic is supposed to be the old “plague stone,”

which was common at the time of the Great

Plague, at market times, containing vinegar, to

pass money through or fumigate all articles

from an infected district. The stone has the
peculiar appearance of bird-foot marks running
through the sandstone, nob impressions, but
appearances—white streaks.

Can one of your correspondents give me any
information about “plague stones ?” I can only

say that the stone is exactly the same as that old

stone base of a modern pillar at Mottram St.

Andrew, which marks the spot ab which the

market was held during the plague
}
at least,

this is the tradition of the neighbourhood.
T. K.

THE ARCHITECTURESQUE.

WiTnouT staying to ask whether “all Pictu-

resque,”, “primarily and radically Picturesque,”

and the " essential superaddibion of the Pictu-

resque,” are convertible phrases, meaning pre-

cisely the same thing, now that we have Pro-

fessor Kerr’s explanation that his “ proper

thesis” goes no farther than an inquiry whe-
ther what he calls the Architecturesquo is a

reality or not, we can deal with his views under
another and simpler aspect.

It is, however, only by weighing his words
and testing his illustrations, that we are enabled

to arrive ab the meaning he attaches to the term
Architecturesque }

and it is impossible for any

one but himself to disconnect it from the

meaning imputed to it by his own language.

What we wish to know is, if there bo such a

thing or essence as the Architecturesqne in the

sense in which he pnts it forth—not if there be

a quality in architecture which might aptly bo

expressed by such a word.

The general impression conveyed by the lec-

ture is, that the Architecturesque is the essence

of beauty in architecture, founded upon regu-

larity, symmetry, and system, and is a species

of beauty directly opposite to the Picturesque.

This principle he more fully brings out when ho
draws the contrast between the Gothic and
Classic schools, the one being founded upon the

Architecturesque, the other not upon architec-

lural but the Picturesque principles. We can
only examine his theory by the light he him-

self throws upon it} and if the specific meaning
attaching to the word leads up to fallaoiooa

conclusions, either it is not founded in I’ealiby

and architectural truth, or he fails to convey

his meaning to ns.

Possibly some subtle fallacy underlies hia

theory, else why does the explanation of it

involve r. change of position ? We are not now
told that Gothic architecture is founded upon the

picturesque, but that the picturesque is an

“essential s-uper-addition,” which, if 1 interpret

rightly, means that Gothic architecture cannot

exist as such without extraneous aid, and that

it is necessary to introduce a new principle more
architectural in its nature and origin.

Throughout the lecture Mr. Kerr hardly

appears conscious that in coining his word by a
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process he tbioke parallel he is really invertiDg
the order in which the term Picturesqae arose.
The Picturesque is not a beauty founded upon
pictures on the principles of painting, but is a
convenient and appropriate name for classifying
a peculiar beauty widely distributed in nature,
and the parallel word in nature to the Archi-
tecturesque would be theNaturalesque. On the
one hand, the Picturesque is but a name for the
“ symmetry of irregularity ” found in nature, and
is a specific natural beauty that all see, feel, and
acknowledge

; while architectural beauty is

variable, and being nearly all conventional in
the Classic, and conventional and natural in the
Gothic, it is difficult to arrive at the essence of
its beauty and fix it in a word.

Like flowers, it may possess several essences;
but while flowers do not cease to be flowers
because of this, architecture will not the loss
cease to be architecture because the essence of
its beauty is different in the Gothic to what it is

in the Classic. If we use a term to signify a

:

beauty peculiar to architecture in opposition to
!

beauties not architectural, we must invent a

'

word that will apply to all styles and periods;

'

and I cannot at present see why the picturesque
is not as legitimately an architectural beauty as
symmetrical rigidity. As a mode of conveying
an idea of the treatment necessary for architec-
tural accessories, I am inclined to think it may
have its use, though in the enlarged sense
shadowed forth by Sir. Kerr,— in which it is

placed in a parallel position with an all-prevail-
ing natural beauty,—it will hardly be admitted
into our vocabulary. If it be admitted, the long
perspective of “ esques ” with which we are
likely to be inundated, cannot be anticipated
without alarm. Potters, upholsterers, and other
art-workmen, will be wanting terms to describe
the essential beauties of their arts

;
and though,

in the sense of importance, their claims for such
a distinction may not be so great as ours, yet in
principle we could not avoid admitting them,
for doubtless each art possesses its own peculiar
principles of beauty.

For starting an interesting subject containing
plenty of " nuts to crack,” Hr. Kerr deserves
our thanks

;
but it would be cruel for him to

leave us to clear up all the difficulties ourselves.

T. M. n.

FOOTWAYS ON THE THAMES
EMBANKMENT.

A REPORT was presented at the last meeting
of the Metropolitan Board of Works from the
Works and General Purposes Committee, stating
that they Lad leaned an advertisement for ten-
ders for footways and fences on the Thames
Embankment (North), contracts Nos. 1 and 2,
submitting specification for the works. In
reference to this subject the following report
from Mr. Bazalgette, the chief engineer to the
Board, was presented :

—

“ Thames Embankment Fooiaa^ and Temporary
Approaches.

“ Pursuant to the reference of the Board of the 13th
Uit. tp the orka Cofflniittee, to make arrangements for
opening the Thames Einbankmeut road or foot way during
the ensuing summer, I beg to report that,

—

To form the carriage-way along the face of the Embank-
ment would not at present be prudent, because it would

having denounced the advocates of the Sunday opening of
museums as “quacks and nostrum-mongers,'’ he lorth-
with propounds nis own nostrum,—the evening opening of
such institutions ? We of the League are in favour of the
evening for those who could visit them; but we main-
tain, from our practical knowledge, that the great bulk of
the working-classes would not be able to nse them with
any profitable advantage if open.
The miserable plea of rest for the attendants is raised ns

a barrier to the people obtaining knowledge and elevating
recreation, as though there were not sufficient persona
partially employed to recruit a special stafffor Sundavduty
frum (as shown by the Report of the Parliamentary' Cem-
mittee, 1834), or as is well nuderstood by the British
Museum .trustees, there is a reserve of police on Sunday

f*'®™ whom the duty could be obtained without the
additional employment of a single person j and until your
correspondent cm show that injury to the individua’sor to
society is produced by working on Sunday for the bringing
out of the Monday morning's newspapers, the printers
and compositors taking the Sjturday for holiday

;
and, in

fact, can tell ns how all aociety is to be at perfect rest on
the one day

; we cannot give sneh as “ Jack Plane ” credit
for eemaisteney. Besides,—what sort of a friend to the
attendants is this who would add some four hours nightly
to their duties as necessitated by the evening opening ? or..... oo ue pi uueiii, occause it wouia , • . ,,,

— — ...v

have to be taken up for the construction of the Metropo-
;

l'“e ours, must be supplied by relayi.
litan District Railway underneath it.

|
,,
" demonstrated that by a vast majority

“ The specificalioD and drawings now submitted by the
working men of London are in favour of the Sunday

committee for the approval of the Board provide for the we are but the esecutive for them, are
formation of a paved footway, 20 ft. wide, along the face Justified in issuing a bill calling attention to the
of the Embankment, fri>m Westminster Bridge to the west of organisation ? I trust, sir, that “Jack
end of the Temple-gardens.

|

be more considerate in future to whom he
Two approaches will be connected with Westminster :

offensive epithets, and not cull for so much

THE GEEAT BELL OF ST. PAUL’S
CATHEDEAL.

In giving a brief history of the great bell of St.
Paul B, in the Suilder of the l lth of December,
1867, I stated, on what was considered the best
authority, which I now produce, that the bell
was made in 1709. The following is an extract
from a letter written by Messrs. Mears, of
Whitechapel, in March, 1855, with a view to
decide this among other questions

“ St. Paul’s great bell was made at this foundry by our
predecessor, Richard Phelps, in 1709.”

" ^

Moreover, Sir Henry Ellis, in his edition of
Dngdale’a “History of St. Paul’s Cathedral,”
1818, p. 184, says :

—

Wren, in his Answer to the tract
entitled ‘Erauds and Abuses at 8t. Paul’s,’ gives us the
history of the present bell.”

And here it is worthy of remark that Sir
Christopher’s “Answer ” was published in 1713 :

BO that it could not possibly give the history of
any bell cast at a later period.
A few weeks ago, however, I found from a

“rubbing” of the inscription that the present
bell is dated 1716, which would seem to indicate
that it was recast in that year. But to set this
point at rest, I sought for some further evidence.
Accordingly, by the kind offices of Mr. F. C.
Penrose, architect, I ascended the south tower
and made a careful examination of the bell.
Subsequently tbe Eev. W. Sparrow Simpson,
librarian of the cathedral, permitted me to have
access to the “ Fabric Accounts,” and very
kindly assisted me in my researches.
The result appears to be that Eichard Phelps

recast his former bell, dated 17C9, in the year
1716.
A word in conclusion, by way of throwing out

a hint for the consideration of the authorities at
some future period. Believing that the present
great bell is quite souud, and satisfactory in cer-
tain other respects, I venture to say that it is
possible BO to alter its form and relative thick-
ness,— without recasting, — as to render it
capable of producing a fine tone.

Thomas Walesdy.

Bridge, one down the steps to aud along the new West-
minster steam-boat pier, and the other at the back of the
pier by a gradual incline from tbe level of the bridge
down to that of the Embankment. A subway for foot-
passengers is to be formed from the Houses of I’arlia-
ment, underneath Bridge street, to tbe station of the
Metropolitan District Railway

; and I am now in comma-
nicatmn with Mr. Barry with a view to submitting for the
consideration of the Board a design for the continuation
of that subway, to give access to the Westminster steam-
boat pier, and for allowing foot-passengers to pass from

of your valuable space ii refutatioi

R. M. MoRBELL, Hon. Sec.

BILLS OF QUANTITIES IN LIYEEPOOL.

A CORRESPONDENT writes,

—

---r— .w. lo u«bs irom ^'Bliyeoodbillof quantitiesisanexceptionmLtver-
the footpaths on the Thames Embankment to any part of Loudon architects bring down London
W eatminster without encountering the carriage traffic ii

that locality.

surveyors), on account of certain irregularities which u..-
happily exist. In London tbe architect never supplies the

A temporary paved foot-approach is proposed to be J®
not the etiquette of the profesfaion, the

formed from Yilliers-street, Strand, to the Embankment J,®
>® profitably employed,

roadway and Charing-cross steam-boat pier. Some ar- •
• j

ttie cliiet reason is that he finds himself in a more
rangement will have to be made with the South-Eastern

position by keeping clear of the quantities.
Hallway Company in order to maintain the full width of

P® umpire between two parties. If bo
this approach at the upper end

;
and it would be to the '

contractor for them he is responai-
pubUc advantage and their own interest that they should f *

®‘*’ ®®®“racy, and lh« is not a desirable position
also form an approach by steps from the footway at the

occupy, lie wiU therefore have notning to do
side of the Charing-cross Railway bridge down to the But m Liverpool, with one or two honourable
Embankment footway. i exceptions, the architect invariably takes out the quanti-
A third tempora'ry paved foot-approach would be '

V®®’
djreclly or indirectly. Perhaps in no case

formed from the steps at the side of Waterloo Bridge
' “® actually take them out with his own hands. He

giving access between WeUiLgton-street and the WaterLo ®“P‘°y® a confidential clerk, who is a draughtsman, and
steam-boat pier i

**ot a qualiliea surveyor. He may place his own name to

Tbe fourth temporary paved footway-approach would be ^

or leave his clerk to place ffia-it is all

from the steps at the end of Essex-street, Strand to the
'

‘T®.
^

°“®-v
attaches his own name be generally

Temple steam-boat pier, which, for the present would be
' as brass, the interesting fact that he has

the eastern end of the Thames Embankment promenade, i

possible pains with them, but is not prepared
A communication mav also be made with the Temple- '

correct, and that he will not be
gardens if desired by t'he reprcsemalivea of that property.

I
Ju Bliorti,.!*® employs

The whole of these footways will be fenced off by tem. '
consulting either his client —

porary wooden fencing, and may be opened to the public '
-

®

in the course of the coming summer.
J. W. Bazalgette, Engineer.”

The report of the committee and that of the
engineer were adopted.
The District Eailway Company stand in the

way of a completion of the carriage-way on the
Embankment.

THE EDUCATION OF THE PEOPLE.
THE NATIONAL SUNDAY LEAGUE.

rate of charge, pockets the
money, and refuses to be responsible for his work. If the
name of his clerk is attached, the responsibility is sup-

g
osed to be shifted on to his shoulders, but ilia aresponsi-
ility which is never recoguUed, and which the clerk is, of

course, not in a position to meet. Now, it is a notorious
fact that these quantities so supplied are often grossly
inaccurate and inefficient, and even when correct as to
their general character they do not give the detailed infer-
mation not represent anything like the time and patience
a good London surveyor brings to the same work. For
doing this 2 per cent, are coniinually charged, and in some
cases 2i per cent. Duly qualified surveyors are discounte-
nanced in Liverpool, the work being given out, not to the
most efficient, but in the interest of the architect. How
much goes to the clerk and how much to his master we
have no means of knowing, but it is always surmised that
tbe fees are divided. There is one consolation for the
unfortunate client, out of whose pocket the extra rate of

,
but he pays in

state of things is a blot

Sir,—

I

n the generally sensible and well-reasoned letter
ol ‘ Jack Plane," in the Builder of Saturday last, a most
unwarrantable allusion ia made to a body of working men corn’s® comes. He pays through the
united for what they conceive to be for the enlightenment ' ignorance. Such" «"•*'' -

and elevation of their class by obtaining facilities for ,

visiting our national museums and art treasures on the
[Sunday afternoon

; end whom your correspondent calls
'

gaacks and notirum-monyers, insinuating that the education '

i^estion has been unfairly pressed into the programme of '

the National Sunday League, as a means of raising capital.
'

N ow, sir, some of the council of the League are subscribers
to, and readers of, the Builder, and on their expressed de-
sire I ask you to allow a vindication. I enclose a copv of
tbe bills which have offended “ Jack Plane also

THE EOYAL ACADEMY AND
THE AKCHITECTUliAL EXHIBITIONS.
3ib,—

A

short time back a soggeation was made to

soeclua of the 1 I

^®» ^^® f®’’ receiving drawings for the Architec-

wVch .hoU th.ir'eCiC p"„pL’"St"S !

'.".'.i '“r ",1“'

then . p™„y elenen, of the VoC'enf Lid n
national necessity, n'ow so generally recognised

'

As he has given extracts to suit his purpose from the
bill in question, permit me to put it fairly before your
readers by the introductory paragraphs.
“All parties in the State now admit that the people can

no longer be debarred from the educational advantages
which aie enj.iyed by other civilised nations, and the late
Exhibition in Paris has demonstraied that England will
fail to maintain her pre-eminence in the markets of the
world without increased facilities fur the technical and
artistic culture of her artisans.
The superiority of the French workman in matters in-

volving taste, is almost unanimously attributed to the fact
that they are, from infancy, enabled on the Sunday after-
noon to visit the national collections of art treasures.”
And, further, let me add the quotation from the chair-

man of the Society of Arts :

—

“ Our artisans nearly all desire that museums, Ac
, &c ,shouM be open on Sundays; not one wishes to assimilate

the English to the French Sunday in other respects.
Nearly all feel that it is the familiariiy with the beautifui
in nature and art Jrom childhood that baa gwen to the
Ircnch nation as a whole that knowLdge, th«tartistic skill
and leeliDg fur the besutilul which threaten to make them
the most successful workmen in the world, to tbe serious
injury of this country.”
These words being' identical with those put forth by us

through so many years, it was, I contend, legitimate in us
to use them in support.
What, however, are we to say of “Jack Plane” when.

hung there. Architects prefer their drawings to be hung
at the Royal Academy, and I know that a great number
of drawings are prepared by the best architectural artists
for that exhibition. Only a few of these drawings are
hung, simply because there is not wall-space; and thus,
after the expenditure of much time and money upon their
production, they return to the architect’s ofece without
tbe public ever having a peep at them. Could not the
Architectural Exhibition be made a success, if it could bo
so arranged that these rejected drawings should be in-
cluded in the Conduit-street show ?

1 hope that this suggestion will receive a corner in yonr
journal, and, if practicable, bo acted upon by tbe Exhi-
bition committee. I must add, that it seems anything but
right that the representation of modern architecture
should be almost entirely left in the hands of the junior
members of the profession. AVe have reason to eipect
that men who have been blessed with success, and who
must have ample means, will do all in their power for the
honour of the profession; but how ia our expectation
met ?

I fear that if the present utter lifelessness,—except
where yoW glitters,—goes on much longer, architecture
will be erased from the list of professions, and put down
as a trade. Sir Edwin can sell his pictures without send-
ing them to the R.A. Does he? No; he ia an artist,
How is it architects have lost all enthusiasm ?

Adelphi.

* This is not strictly correct.—

E

d.
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THE EAST LONDON MUSEDM.
SiE,—Thanks to well-directed efforts, a Museum of

Science and Induefrial Art will very sbortlj be established

for the teeming populations of tie great East London
suburbs. The obstacles which impeded the progress of

the measure empowering the trustees to purchase the

site have been hnailj surmounted in the House of Lords ;

and it remains, therefore, with the publio to subscribe the

cost of the ground, in order that the Government may, in

t
ursuance of their undertaking, commence building. I

;arn with some regret that some hundreds of pounds are

still wanting to complete the sum; yet I shall rejoice if

this circumstance be the means of eliciting from the people
themselves an unmistakable expression of practical good-
will. Much might be done through an appeal to the loyalty

oftbe East-end artisans to rall^ them toihe support ol^fteir

museum. Sorely they owe xt to the Government, the

trustees, and the wealthy donors of money, that they
should exhibit their interest by sharing, according to their

means, the comparatively small burden which is the only
oonditlon attached to the wise and liberal concession of

those who govern us, for the instruction and recreation of

the masses.
In the East-end are 100,000 persons who have no pounds

to spare, but can give pence. Let, then, a general contri-

bution be made,—in workshops and factories, in oifiees and
on tradespeople's counters, from house to house, and by
the post,—of pence and postage-stamps, 1 am sure that
the Hev. Mr. Hansard, at the Rectory, Betbnal-green,
N.E.

j
and Mr. Antonio Brady, Maryland Point, Strat-

ford, E.
;
and I am permitted to add, the Council of the

Publio Museums and Free Libraries Association, 160,
Strand, W.O., will be very glad of the help of your
working-class readers; and the body just named will cor-
dially avail themselves of any opportunities offered them
of addressing briefly, or for an evening, the meetings of
literary, trades, temperance, mental improvement, friendly,
and any other societies, in furtherance of so enormous a
benelll to the toiling million of the East.

J. T. Dexter.

HERNE BAY.

Sin,—My attention has been drawn to a communication
from “ One of the Piles ” of our pier, which found a place
in your columns.
Every resident in the Bay will heartily rejoice, and

many will be willing to lend a helping hand, should there
at last really be a prospect of doing something towards
restoring the last prestige of Kerne Bay ! And what more
likely to_ effect such an object as re-opening the pier, and
making it not only a point of call for passing steamers, bat
also a promenade for visitors ? To attempt anything short
of this would certainly be absurd.

I cannot, however, allow that the Herne Bay inhabi-
tants hiive been remiss in this matter. Alive to their own
interests, they more than once subscribed money, and
offered to repair the pier

;
but then, as now, “ difficulties

placed in their way” by the proprietary of the pier ren-
dered all efforts useless.

Let but the owners of the pier meet fairly those who are
now attempting a like object, slating upon what terms
they will either cede their rights entire, or othexrwiso
permit the rebuilding of the pier, and all the rest will
speedily be arranged.

It is, indeed, a thousand pities that Herne Bay, possess-
ing as it does the combined advantages of pure, bracing
atmosphere, excellent bathing, charming country walks,
and proximity to the chief cathedral city, should bo so
neglected, when a little publio spirit would, if properly
directed, soon cause it to lake rank as a favourite watering-
place. Owe op the Ebsjuenih.

RIGHT TO PLACE FOOTINGS ON
ADJOINING GROUND.

Sir,—^Will any of your readers kindly give me a correc^
reply to the following question :

—

Providing two men purchase or lease two adjoining
lota of land of 16 ft. frontage each plot, the one intends
nilding, the other does not: can the one who builds

legally encroach on his neighbour’s plot for the purpose of
putting in bis footings, or can anypitrt of them be built on
the land of the man (his neighbour) who does not intend
to build, should such non-building party object ?

Parties to whom I have spoken are divided in opinion.
A SUBTEXOS.

THE ARTISANS’ AND LABOURERS’
DWELLINGS BILL.

A Rttort cn this Bill, now passing Ihrongh
tho House of Commons, has been presented
to tho General Purposes Committee of the
Manchester City Council by the Town-clerk,
and by the Committee to the Council. In tho
outset the report says :

—

“ The Artisans’ and Labourers’ Dwellings Bill (against
which the Corporation presented a petition last Session)
has, with considerahlo alteration, and, as the Town-clerk
is glad to say, with much improvement in its provisions,
been again introduced and read the second time in the
House of Commons.”

After reciting and commenting on the various
clauses of tho Bill, the report thus continues :

—

“ For the main object songht to be attained by the Bill,

viz., an improvement in the dwellings of the working
classes, the Corporation have always expressed their
sympathy and approval; and the Town-cieik ventures to
express the opinion that, if to the reasonable olyeetions
urged by the Corporation to some of the provisions more
consideration bad been shown, and greater willingness to
accept the amendments proposed by Mr. Goldney and
others had been mauifested by those who had charge oftbe
Bill, very different progress would have been made, and in
all probability a Bill to accomplish an object of which every
member in the House approved, would. Curing the last ses-
sion have received the willing sanction of the Legislature.
In the Bill now before the House the whole of the amend-

ments referred to in the report of thetown-clerkbavebeen
embodied. . . . Tho responsibility of making the altera-
tions required to improve the sanitary condition of dwell-
ing-houses is, as the cooncii has always coutendedit ought
to be, cast upon the owner of the property

;
and in all

cases where such owner either declines or neglects to make
the alterations required, the council may, at their option,
either close the dwelling until rendered fit for habitatior,
or they may purchase the property at ench price as shall
be fixed by two independent valuers, who are to value the
property ‘ at the true market value as unfit for human habi-
tation,’ and are ‘ to add nothing for compulsory purchase.’
As DOW framed, and subject to unimportant alterations
which will no doubt be made in committee in the House
of Commons, the powers proposed to be given will, in the
opinion of the town. clerk, be found most valuable to the
local authorities, and enable them by theirexercise largely
to improve the sanitary condition of the dwellings of the
working classes.”

PROrOSED WORKHOUSE FOR
ISLINGTON.

The arohiteefc of the selected design, Mr.
Bardon, writing v/ith reference to a paragraph
in our last, says,

—

“ The amount atated in the original instructions issued
by the trustees was 36,000/., which, with the 10 per cent,
margin, may be taken in round numbers as 40,0u0L The
amount of the accepted Tender, on the other hand, is under
62,000/. Since the selection and adoption of my design,
the compulsory requirements of the Poor-law Board
have considerably increased the necessary cost. Instead
of a cubical space of 6f0 ft., as ori|ioally asked, for
each inmate of the infirmsry (a large building, to
accommodate 400), my amended plans (on the pavilion
principle) provide just upon 000 cubic feet per inmate in
the infirmary, and 1,300 cubic feet in the ‘separation
wards,’ with additional kitchen, scullery, and other in-

ternal arrangements. Fireplaces also in the centre of ihe
wards have been preferred, instead of tbeordiuary fireplaces
in the side-walls, as planned in the flrtt instance. The
cubical apace of the casual wards has also been increased.
The Guardians, moreover, were pleased to adopt several
improvements which study of workhouse arrangements
induced me to suggest for their consideration, and which
were not included iu their original instructions.”

PARISH CONTRACTS.

The tenders accepted by the vestry of St.

Pancras for the supply of granites, road mate-
rials, &c., for twelve months, are as under-men-
tioned, the prices at this time last year being
those named second, from which it appears that
prices are lower, and this redaction is attributed
to the cessation of numerous large works in the
metropolis, and the lessened demand for men
and horses :— Granite, in qaarry lumps, at per
ton, Messrs. Mowlem, 11s. 6d. (15b.)

;
Mount

Sorrel], 10s. 6d. (IBs.). Mr. Culverhouse, Groby,
10b. 4d. (lOs. 8d.). Sewell & Son, Markfield and
Bardon-hill, 10s. 8d. (lOs. lOd,). Kentish rag,

broken, Mr. Culverhouse, 8s. (Ss. 5d.) per yard.

Road materials, per cubic yard :—Smith & Son,
hard core, Is. 6d. (2s. lOd.)

;
Mr. Stndd, loamy

gravel, Ss. 8d. (63.4d.), and clean rough gravel,

6s. (6s. 6d.)
;

Mr. Anderson, surface hand-
picked flints, 8s. (lls. lOd.), and pit flints, Ts. 6d.

(8s. 4d,). Carriageway pavings :
— Messrs.

Sewell & Son, Aberdeen laid-in gravel, per yard
super., cubes 9 in. by 3 in., 15a. (17s. 7d.)

;
half

sovereigns, 7 in. by 3 in., 11a. lOd. (ISs.)

;

pitchings. Gin. by 3 in., lOs. lOd. (lls. lOd.)

;

Mount Sorrell squares, 3 in. by 3 in., Ss. 2d.

(Gs. 4d.) ; channelling to macadamized roads,

9s. 6d. (lOs. lOd.). Footways;—York stone,

3-iii., per 100 ft. super., 21. 123. 6d. (31.) ;
Yoik,

3-in., laid, per yard super., 5a. lOd. (6s. 6d.)
;

kerb, 12 in. by 8 in,, per foot lineal. Is. 9d.

(2s. Id.)
;
York channelling, 4 in. by 12 in., per

foot lineal, 6d. (8d.)
;

spur stones, 28. 6d.

(4-3. 9d.).

MONUMENTAL.
Proposed Statue of Faraday .—A meeting has

been held in the library of the Royal Society

with a view of memorialising Government to

erect a statue of Faraday, in Westminster
Abbey, at the national expense.

The Lincoln Statue .—The model of the statue

of President Lincoln, which is to form a portion

of the “ Lincoln Monument,” to be erected by
the United States War Fund Committee, has
arrived in New York from the studio of Mr. H. K.
Brown, and been inspected by the committee.
The statue, which will be of bronze, will be 9 ft.

in height, representing Mr. Lincoln in a standing
position, holding in his left hand a copy of the
Emancipation Proclamation, with the right hand
pointing to the words, “ Shall be for ever Free,”
engraved thereon. The statue will rest upon a
pedestal 15 ft. in height, ornamented with appro-
priate devices. The total cost of the monument
will be 15,000 dole., which amount has been
fully subscribed in 1 dol. Eubacriptions. The

monument will be placed in the Park, near the
great fountain.

Aionument to the Poet Tannahill ,—For nearly
sixty years after the death of Robert Tannahill,
the poet, no public memorial of him existed in

Paisley, his native town. Some time ago, it was
proposed that a committee should be appointed
for the purpose of organising a subscription for

the erection of a monumental tombstone over big

grave. The proposal was gone into, and soon
sufficient funds were obtained for the purpose.
The memorial was not intended to be more than
a neat erection to mark the spot where the poet’s
ashes reposed. Tannahill was buried in the
West Relief Churchyard, and there the memorial
has been built. It was designed and executed
by Messrs. Gordon & Barclay, sculptors, Paisley.

It is composed of grey granite, and the style ia

Roman. Its general character is a pedestal,

about 4 ft. square at the base, and 10 ft. in

height. On the shaft is a polished subscription-

plate with tho following words:—“Tannahill.

Born 3d June, 1774; died 17th May, 1810.
Erected over the remains of the poet, 1867.”

The work was completed a few months ago ;
and

the committee have been celebrating its erection.

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.

Tamu'orth .—A meeting has been held in the

town-ball to promote the restoration of the

parish church by carrying out the plana for in-

creased accommodation, at a coat of about 2,0001.,

prepared, some time ago, by Mr. G. G. Scott.

Subscriptions to the amount of 1,8591. were
announced at the meeting, and there was no
intention of raising any rate. The “ Bishop of

Lichfield and New Zealand ” presided, and the

meeting was disturbed throughout by such “dis-

cordant noises” as the bishop said reminded
him of the South Sea Islands ; and indeed it

looked as if bis lordship had imported some of

his New Zealand flock into the diocese of Lich-

field.

Lichfield .—A vestry meeting of the ratepayers

of the parish of St. Mary has been held to

receive the report of the committee appointed to

select a design for rebuilding the body of the

church, as a memorial to the late bishop, and to

determine whether an application should be
made for a faculty for such rebuilding. There
was a very numerous attendance. It appeared
from the minutes of the committee that having
advertised for designs for rebuilding the church
in unison with the present spire and tower, nine

architects sent in plans, and the committee, after

examination, selected those of Mr. Griffiths, of
Staflbrd, the county surveyor, and Mr. Fowler, of

Louth, Lincolnshire, a native of Lichfield. Both
plans were sent to the family of the late bishop,

and the result was the adoption of Mr. Fowler’s.

The new church, according to Mr, Fowler’s de-

signs, will seat 1,000 persons, and the cost will

be about 6,000i., towards which the family and
friends of the late bishop promise subscriptions

of4,000J. Tho report of the cwmmittee stated

that the designs of Mr. Fowler had been accepted
subject to certain modifications, to which -that

gentleman had assented. Until a formal tender

had been made by a competent builder it was
not possible to state tbs exact cost, but it might
be estimated that the sum of 6,300i. would be

required, towards which 4-,500?. had been pro-

mised by the vicar’s family, they allowing 500?.

for the old materials
;
and sums amounting to

545Z. had also been promised by other persons.

The report of the committee was all but unani-

mously adopted, and it was resolved that as soon

as the funds necessary for the rebuilding of the

church had been guaranteed the churchwardens
be empowered to apply for a faculty for such re-

building according to the plans of Mr. Fowler.

A committee was appointed to provide funds for

the rebuildiag and generally to carry out the

object in view.

ir«;t?nesbu'ry.—The cemetery here has been
consecrated by the Bishop of Lichfield. When
the formation of the new cemetery was resolved

upon, an. eligible piece of land, situated on the

Walaall-road, at a short distance from the town,

and measuring upwards of 12 acres, was secured

at a price of 5,400?. ;
and a loan of 10,000?., re-

payable in thirty years, was obtained from the

Public Loan Commissioners. Plans and designs,

prepared by Messrs. W. & S. Horton, of Wed-
nesbury and Walsall, were accepted

;
and con-

tracts were entered into for the building of the

chapels and lodge, the levelling, and laying onb

of the ground, and the erection of the boundary
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walls and paliBading. The former was given to
Messrs. Trow & Sou, of Wedneabuiy, at the con-
tract price of 2,2201. The remainiug part of
the 10,000Z. has been expended in the levelling
of the ground (at a cost of 540i.), the layiug-out
of the cemetery (a work which has been done
under the immediate supervision of the Board’s
surveyor, Mr. Fereday), and the erection of the
entrance gates, boundary walls, and palisading.
The design of the chapels is Early English,
modified to suit the requirements of the case.
The chapels are situated on each side of an
enclosed entrance porch, above which rises a
atone spire, furnished with a bell, and springing
in octagonal shape from a square base, to the
height of 56 ft. The chapel to the right, enter-
ing from the Walsall road, is for the use of
Episcopalians, and that on the left for the use of
Nonconformists. Each is 30 ft. by 16 ft., and to
each is attached a receiving place, 18 ft. by
13 ft., and a small vestry at the extreme end of
the building.

Strood.—The committee interested in the
erection of a new church for the inhabitants of
Strood have finally decided on the site for the
proposed church, which will be near the Marsh,
at the rear of North-street, in the parish of
Prindsbury, on land belonging to the Dean and
Chapter given by the Ecclesiastical Commis-
sioners. The erection of the church will, we
understand, be proceeded with forthwith.

Mistley .—The preliminary operations for the
erection of the new church are now in progress.
Mr. Capon and his assistants have been staking
out the site, which is in a meadow of Mistley
Park. It appears that the dimensions of the new
edifice, inciuding the apsis, will be about 110 fo.

by 60 ft. The committee have engaged the
architectural services of Messrs. Wudmore &
Baker, of London. The existing building, which
is regarded as a curiosity in ecclesiastical archi-
tecture, has so many friends among the
parishioners that its ultimate fate still remains
undecided.

gnotiS lliceibcir.

Our Schools and Colleges. By Herbeet Fry.
London : Hardwicke. 186S.

IXTORMATION is given in this nseful volume as
to nearly 2,000 schools of all sorts, preparing
for various public examinations, and also as to
the universities. The present issue is the second
annual edition, in which the whole has been
revised np to the end of 1867, after direct com-
munication with the principals ofeach institution,
and the author baa added considerably to the
information given in the first edition. The chief
object ill view is to provide information to parents
in the selection of schools for their children.
An account is given of our ancient endowed
schools as they now exist. This is a very im-
portant subject, which in past years was con-
sidered worthy of Government investigation

j

and that renewed inquiry and adjustment are
necessary seems evident. Mr. Fearou, one of
her Majesty’s inspectors of schools, speaks of a
little English grammar school which he visited
where the schoolmasters, according to the
Parliamentary returns, had -1001. a year, and he
found two masters teaching one scholar ! One
of the most comical things ever witnessed in the
county, says Mr. Fearou, was the examination of
that solitary scholar by the venerable and learned
head-master, the usher, and assistant master!
He was a sickly boy and very ignorant. Such a
mockery of education ought not to be possible in
England, nor should such means be wasted.

An Inquiry into the Difference of Style observable
in Ancient Glass Painting, with Hints on Glass
Painting. By the late Chas. Winston. Second
edition. Oxford and London : Jas. Parker &
Co. 1867.

Pending further notice wo mention the publica-
tion, in two handsome volumes, of a new edition
of the late Mr. Winston’s valuable work. Some
few additions have been made from an inter-
leaved copy, in which he had occasionally made
notes? but these are not very numerous. His
opinions remained very much the same as first

expressed.

Some of our readers may be glad to be
reminded that Mr. Winston’s drawings from
ancient glass paintings,—a large and valuable
collection, exhibited in 1865 by the Archaeo-
logical Institute,—have been presented by his
widow, in pursuance of a wish expressed by

himself, to the British Museum, where, we sup-
pose, they may be consulted. These drawings
wonld have been more appropriately deposited
if sent to South Kensington.

Haddon Hall. Illustrated by Drawings from
Sketches made on the spot, by George
C-ATTEEMOLE

; With an Account of its History.
Derby : Bemrose & Sons. 1867.

We have here twenty views of Haddon Hall,
beloved of artists and lovers of the pictnresque

j

but they are for the most part so badly litho-

graphed, that we can recommend the book only
on the score of its being a remembrancer. The
well-known flight of steps to the upper garden
is “conspicuous by its absence."

VABIORUM.
“ Engineering Facts and Figures for 1867

:

an Annnal Register of Progress in Mechanical
Engineering and Construction.” Fullarton & Co.,
London and Edinburgh. 1868. This annual
contains a good deal of nseful matter, which
seems to be chiefly compiled from various jour-
nals named only in the preface in a general way.
It is illustrated by plates and woodcuts, and
contains notes on the varions departments of the
Paris Exhibition of 1867. “ A Treatise on
the Petroleum Zones of Italy.” By E. St. John
Fairman, F.G.S., &c. London: Spon. Accord-
ing to this author, and, indeed, on ancient
authority as well, there are distinct indications
of the existence of petroleum in various places
throughout Italy, more especially in the pro-
vinces of Modena and Reggio. These in-

dications were observed by the author in a
geological tour through a large district of rich
mineral country in Italy, and, he says, they
appeared to him to bo identical with those of the
American petroleum districts, and in some places
even more favourable. “ On the Purification
of the river Clyde." By Michael Scott, C.E.,
London. Maclehose, Glasgow. Mr. Scott here
publishes his views in the form of a letter

addressed to the Lord Provost of Glasgow. He
proposes, intercepting sewers being constructed,
that the Glasgow sewage should be raised by
pumping, carried along near the line of the
Glasgow and South Western Railway as far as
Dairy, then from Dairy to Fairlie Head,
where it would be discharged into the sea.
This, however, would be a very costly
system. The line of conduit would only be
about thirty mites long, but for seven miles or
more it would pass through a hilly country.
Mr. Scott himself admits that the lift would be
great, and the annual expense of pumping
very large. Nevertheless, should it be found that
this is on the whole the best or most effectual

way of disposing of sewage which has become
as great a nnisance in the Clyde as was that
of London in the Thames, cost ought to be a
secondary consideration. An alternative system
is also proposed, however, by Mr. Scott, which

:

consists essentially in diluting the sewage by
help of a canal and basiu, so as to restore it

to the comparatively innocuous state in which
it passed into the river in years bygone

;

and then twice in twenty-four hours to allow
it to pass out to sea through the Clyde so as
not to return, or not to remain in the river.

The illustrations of the Paris Exhibition in the
current Art-Journal include a view and details

of the exquisite ebony and ivory cabinet by
Alessandri now in the South Kensington
Museum? also one of Durenne’s elaborate cast-
iron fountains. In the Broadtcay Mr. Holings-
head gives a frightful picture of Theatrical
Management, which notice, however it may be
overdone, is not without its value, and may lead
to some useful inquiries. London Society con-
tinues to provide interesting particulars of “ King
Theodore’s country.” The April number is, in

other respects also, fully up to its mark. The
“ Easter Annual ” is distinguished by a strikingly

original story called “ The Soul-Trap,” by Mr.
James Greenwood.

Nf.wsi’aper Press Fund Annual Dinner.

—

The Duke of Cambridge has consented to preside
at tho annnal dinner of the Newspaper Press
Fund on Saturday, the 6th of June, at Willis’s

Rooms, St. James’s.

Architectural Library.—The Library of the
Institute of Architects has received an accession
by the gift of Miss Leicester, of Bishop’s-road,
Bayswater, of numerous works ou architecture,
&c., which formed part of the library of her late
brother, Mr. G. 0. Leicester, who, up to the
time of his decease, was a Fellow of the Insti-
tute.

Society op British Artists.—The forty-fifth

annual exhibition by this society, now open
in the Suffolk-atreet Galleries, consists of 659
oil paintings, 427 pictures in water-colours, and
11 pieces of sculpture,—1,097 works in all. The
number of exhibitors is 600. The collection
includes a number of very interesting pictures,
and is better as a whole than has been seen here
lately.

Telegraphy.—^The value of the telegraphic
wire and apparatus exported from the United
Kingdom last year was 209.688L, as compared
with 312,288L in 1866, and 148,6791. in 1865.
In the ten years ending 1867 inclusive, the value
of this branch of onr exports will be seen to have
been very considerable—viz., in 1858, 224,7081.;
in 1859, 742,3061.; in 1860, 251,7121. ;

in 1361,
214,4411.

;
in 1862, 320,8971.

;
in 1863, 317,2141.

;

in 1864, 218,4641. ; in 1865, 148,6791.; in 1866,
312,2881.; and in 1867, 209,6881.

Drinking Fountains.—We regret to observe,
from the Sheffield Independent, that the various
local drinking-fountains have been almost entirely
abandoned, and that several of them have dis-

appeared. A committee of the Town Council, it

is said, have ordered the fountain at the Town
Hall to be removed. Has the experiment of
drinking.fountains proved a failure at Sheffield ?

Our authority thinks the subject has not yet
been fully considered, and trusts that a structure
intended to be both useful and ornamental, and
that was erected at a cost of 501., will nob be
destroyed without due deliberation.

The Manufacture of Steel fro3i Cleveland
Iron.—At a recent meeting of the Cleveland
Society of Engineers, held in the draughting-
lofb of Head, Wrigbtson, & Co.’s Works, South
Stockton, a paper was read by Mr. Hargreaves,
of Darlington, on his new process of manufac-
turing steel from Cleveland iron. About forty

gentlemen were present, and a large amount of
interest was evinced in the subject, which has
of late occupied much attention throughout the
district. Mr. Hargreaves’s process is said to pro-
duce first-rate steel, securiug, according to the
Darlington and Stockton Times, the maximum of
results at tho minimum of cost.

The Condition of Agricultural Labourers.
A conference of noblemen and gentlemen has
been held at Willis’s Rooms, to consider the pre-
sent condition of the agricultural labourers of
England. Resolutions were passed to the effect

that the subject demanded serious attention;
that district protection unions should be encou-
raged and aided

;
that such unions should be

strictly defensive, and limited to securing a fair

day’s wages for a fair day’s work ; that a com-
mittee be appointed to initiate the formation of

such unions, and otherwise promote the physical
and social improvement of the agricultural
labourer; and that those interested in this be
requested at once to provide a fund to enable
this object to be carried out.

New Synagogue. — The consecration of a
synagogue was performed on Sunday, with all

the accustomed rites, at Thornhill-road, Barns-
bnry, where one of these places of worship has
been erected for the North London districts.

The building is in the modern Icalian style. The
niche where the “ ark” stands is approached by
a flight of marble steps, which were decorated
with flowers, and the arches, which are formed
of decorative figuring, are supported by columns
of rare coloured marbles, immediately over
the niche of the sanctuary, in Hebrew characters,
is the sentence, “Kuow before whom thou
standest,” and on the second arch, in like

characters, the sentence, “Let the fear of the
Lord be constantly before thee.” Below are
two windows with the initial words of each of
the Ten Commandments, and the door of tho
ark (or sancfcnary) itself is covered with a
crimson velvet curtain, on which a wreathed
crown and characters representing the words
“ The crown of the law,” are embroidered in
gold. There are galleries to the body of tho
synagogue. The architect of the building is

Mr. H. H. Collins, and the builder Mr. Henshaw.
It is intended to build schools adjoining the

1 synagogue.
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Ventilation in Stock-sheds.—Mr. Mechi says
a this subject :—“ When farmers see my twenty
lallocks in one covered and enclosed shed, they
leqnently exclaim, ‘ Can they bo healthy there ?’

ihat is a proper remark, for unless the ventila-
lon were perfect, they could not bo healthy, so
iosely packed in a limited space. As my system
•* ventilation appears to keep my animals
tklthough closely packed) in perfect health, I

lill describe it ; a portion of the centre of the
itof is raised above the rest, with louvre boards
1 each side, but the wind is not allowed to
liow through from one side to the other, but a
hoard, a yard or more in depth, is dependent
.rom the roof, so that the current of air coming
nrongh the louvre boards is deflected and passes
(Ownwards, di-iving out the foul air through the
ppposite side or louvre boards, or through the
loles in the top of the walls under the wall plate,

she circulation is thus constant and perfect.”

0 was able, he says, by the medium of steam,
9 see the circulation which could otherwise
ave only been surmised. In one of his sheds,
“here the animals are on sparred floors, and
pry closely packed, say two bullocks in a space
R ft. by 8 ft., for twenty 'years there has not
'Ben the loss of an animal, although many lots
rave been fattened there, some remaining from
alves until two years old.

I The Suez Canal.—A letter by the Duke of
. t. Alban’s in the Times takes a favourable view
t' the prospects of the Suez Canal. The Duke
i'lys, in reference to the great or salt water
Qinal, to which the smaller or fresh-water canal
umerely subsidiary,—"The first point of interest
e'ter leaving Suez is at Great Shalouf. This is

ne most important cutting next to El Guisr. It
fcfour miles in length, through clay, stone, and
imd, and is dry at present. Three thousand
raropean and Arab workmen are kept here. I
sas more struck here than anywhere else on
) le works. The canal is cut to its extreme
)3pth, and the water will stand 26 ft. deep at
fw water in the Red Sea. You look down into
sis enormous dry channel, with its busy hive of
rbrkmen scooping away the ground and filling

: o trucks which stationaiy engines draw np and
Iplaco by others; and while looking down on
i is magnificent work you almost persuade your-
fif to believe in large steamers passing to and
b here between the West and the East, in the
ftfiers of the company being filled with their
’•168 , and in delighted shareholders drawing
IPge dividends. At the Serapium, some
^stance further inland, you come on another
cece of the canal finished, and it is here you
eeet the waters of the Mediterranean, which
we been brought over half the whole distance
;1 the Maritime Canal, and are kept back from
: 0 other portion of the works by an cmbank-
nant of earth.”

’Piling up the People.—A M. Jules Borie
ys he has received the sanction of the Emperor
i the French to tlio building of what he calls
Aerodomes.” These structures are to be not
!!3 than ten stories high, access to the upper
see being afforded by lifts, as is already the
ese in many hotels, both in England and
.ranee. Iron is to constitute the framework of
jcee vast edifices, which are to rise to altitudes
fi from 100 ft. to 120 ft. “ Let ua suppose,”
ys Qalignani, " the building to occupy a large
;ctangle

; the fifth story will be partially aur-
Dunted by a terrace, say 10 ft. broad. Above
is rises what may Ije called a second set of
juses, narrower than the basement part just
ascribed, and constituting theaerodome proper,
'!0 five stories high, making ten in all. The
;aement flats would serve for shops, banking,
d other offices, &o. ; those above the terrace
mild be inhabited by the clerks and other
pple generally connected with the establish-
ents below. Let us now imagine a series of
•ese rectangular constructions, separated from
icb other by wide avenues

; the inhabitants of
s aerodomes may communicate with each other 76,357,1451. in 1863', 87,618,8671. in 1864, and
] means of bridges thrown across from terrace I 90,137,3651. in 1865. The amount raised by
terrace, and in this way we get in fact two i poor-rates, highway-rates, church-rates, police

wns, one above the other. A large amount of
j

and prisons, drainage, &c. and local board.o,
liffic will be carried on without descending into amounted to 14,462,4421. in 1863, to 14,543,307l!' ‘

in 1864, and to 14,966,7511. in 1865. The sums

"Planing and Tai'iNG Machine.” —

M

r.' " Liyehpool Municipal Buildings.” For the
Chaa. Powis denies that the machine said by : " late Mr. Weightman,” under the view in our
Messrs. Worsaam & Co. to be "the only machine

j

last, read the late architect to the corporation,
which has ever been brought out that will set a
piece of twisted timber true, and at the same
time give it a planed face fib for gluing np with-
out requiring to be touched by a hand-plane,” is

so. We must leave him to settle this matter
with Messrs. Woresam.

Fall of a Wall in the City.—An accident
has occurred in Bucklersbury, by which
man has lost his life. The deceased was one of
several workmen employed in removing houses
on the site of the new street from the Thames
Embankment to the Mansion House. While en-
gaged in undermining a wall between the houses
Nos. 13 and 14, Bucklersbury, he was told that
if he continued where he was the wall would
certainly fall upon him

; but he disregarded this

warning, and continued to dig under the brick-
work. He was again cautioned, but without any
effect. The wall fell in with a crash, and ho was
completely buried beneath it. When he was got
out he was found to be quite dead.

The Eating of Charities.—A very large
deputation of gentlemen from the principal
cities and towns in the kingdom, beaded by the
Duke of Cambridge and the Earl of Harrowby,
has waited upon the Premier, who was accom-
panied by the Chancellor of the Exchequer, to
lay before him the hardship inflicted upon all

institutions of an eleemosynary character, such
as hospitals and schools, by the departure from
the ancient principle that all such places should
be exempted from parochial taxation—a prin-

ciple which has been upset by a recent judicial
decision. The cities of Bristol, Birmingham,
Derby, Gloucester, Liverpool, Leeds, Manchester,
Northampton, Newcastle, Sheffield, Southamp-
ton, Wolverhampton, and Worcester were all

largely represented. After bearing various
members of the deputation, Mr. Disraeli said the
statements which had been made would be con-
sidered in a spirit adequate to the occasiou and
to the importance of the deputation,

2Ir. IVeightman.

The American Steam Man.—We were in-
clined to regard the account of the steam man as
a Yankee joke, bub it is now said that he is ex-
hibiting in New York, and preparing for a pro-
menade, at the rate of 30 miles an hour, down
Broadway. A citizen of New Jersey invented
him, but a speculator in New York is said to be
“ bringing him out.” The iuventor, it is said,
offers to manufacture him by the score for
601. a bead. This is not a great sum to pay
for a man who is as strong as three or four
horses, who can be fed at a cost of 6s. a week,
and can earn a hundred-fold that amount.
Yankee jokes, however, are sometimes rather
elaborate aflairs, and the human form seems so
absurd a one for any attempt to make steam
useful as a locomotive, that we are not even yet
caught.

The Mont Cenis Tunnel.—This remarkable
work makes steady progress. Of the total length,
12,220 metres, 8,049 mdtres are completed. The
following is the advancement and expenditure
for each year since the commencement of this
undertaking to the end of 1867. The expend!
tur) for 1867 has not yet been published :

—

Length of Tunnel completed.

Dale.
Total durin;,

year.
Total length Amount.

1S671
1858/

Metres. Metres. Francs.

497*60 497-60 3,369,218

1859 369*10 866-70 1,630,763
1860 343-30 1,210-00 2,500,000
1861 363 00 1,673-00 3,coo,ooo
1862 623-CO 2,19G-f0
1863 802-00 2,998-00 3,500,000
1861 1,088-00 4.086-00 6,552,25-1
1865 1,223*70 6,309-70 6,5 2,738
1866 1,02109 6,334 69 6.644,952
1867 1,611-96 7,848-65 —

The probable cost of the work was estimated at
7( -,000,000 francs (2,800,0001.)

j
of this amount

33,699,973 francs were expended up to the end
of 1866, justifying the estimate very re-
markably.

What we have and what we pay.—A return,
moved for in the House of Commons, baa lately
been published, which includes particulars as to
the annual value of property in England and
Wales charged under the different schedules,
the Property and Income Tax. From this it ap-
pears that the annual value of property and pro-
fits charged to income-tax in England and Wales,
amounted to 273,404,9181. in the year 1863, to

276,520,6471. in 1864, and to 296,031,7911. in
1865. The rateable value of property in Eng-
land and Wales subject to local taxation was

a streets at all, provisions, fuel, &c., being ob-
tned by means of the lifts. Each aerodome
ly be inhabited by 1,000 people or more, all
joying commodions apartments, a pure atmo-
lere, aud abundance of light, while the streets
vow will be wide and airy.” We are by no
vans sure that this pure atmosphere would be
joyed, and are not at all disposed to aid in
pging about this enormous collocation of
aian beings on a given area.

given as annual grants from the public revenue
in aid of local taxation in England and Wales,
amounted to 1,316,0731. in 1863, to l,38-i,9521.

in 1861, and to 1,398,0901. in 1865. The largest
items in these grants are for prison and convict
establishments at home, for the maintenance of
prisoners in county gaols, for the removal and
transportation of convicts, and for law charges
aud criminal prosecutions.

Art Institution for Dublin.—A numerously-
attended deputation, consisting principally of
Irish noblemen and Irish members of Parlia-
ment, recently waited on the Chancellor of the
Exchequer, at his official residence, Downing-
street, to ask the Government to establish in
Dublin a department of science and art, similar
to the Institution at South Kensington. The
Chancellor said that the matter had already re-
ceived the consideration of his colleagues and
himself, and that they were prepared to give
effect to the views represented by the deputation.
A scheme had already been under their con-
sideration, bub it was not as yet fully matured.
Ho hoped when the estimates were being pre-
pared next year to be in a position to know what
the desired institution would cost, and to insert
a vote for that purpose.

Equalization of the Poor-rates. — The
question of the equalization of the poor-rates is

daily extending. The ratepayers of Holbom
Union have held a meeting, to take the subject
into consideration. There was a large attendance
of ratepayers. The meeting resolved,—"That
the Poor-law Board be requested to introduce a
Bill into Parliament for the purpose of effecting
an equalization of the poor-rates in the metro-
polis, and thus put an end to the pi’esenb un-
equal and admittedly unfair mode of taxation
for the support of the poor.” Mr. Bullen showed
the great inequalities existing. Paddington wag
assessed at 646,2561., and contributed 16,504Z.
for the relief of the poor; while St. George’s,
Southwark, which was assessed at only 139,7061.,
contributed 22,907Z. A general equalization of
rates would reduce the rates of the Holborn
Union by 8d. in the pound. It was also resolved
that a petition should be signed by the chairman
on behalf of the meeting, and be presented to
Parliament by the borough members.

Opening of Clerks’ Dining-rooms.— The
first establishment erected by the Clerks’ Dining
Company (Limited), for providing clerks with
dinners at moderate prices, has been opened at
36, Walbrook. It is the first of ten proposed to
be established by a capital of 20,000i., raised in
20,000 shares of 11. each. The premises opened
are entirely new, and replete with all modern
and convenient arrangements. The building is

fireproof, being composed of stone and iron
girders, and the floors of rubble and concrete.
There are two stories underground. In the
lower one are cold, well-ventilated vaults for

keeping the meat, wines, and ales. Over these
are the usual cooking kitchens, fitted with first-

class ranges, and so constructed that, by means
of air-shafea, the varied smells of the savoury
meats under process are carried to the outside,
aud thus are prevented from rising into the
upper rooms of the establishment. On the base-
ment floor is a luncheon-bar and large room, and
on the first floor a room capable of dining about
150. Above are coffee, chess, reading, and
smoking rooms, aud also a private Board-room
for the directors. The interior walls are done
in a lavender colour distemper picked in with
stone and chocolate. There are about 1,200
members, holding among them 2,000 shares.
Two 5s. calls having been made, the company
has started with a capital in hand of l,000i. An
extra advantage held by the members is that
they may be supplied with meat at 5 per cent,

over cost price. Mr. Finch Hill is the com-
pany’s architect, and the adaptation and fittings

were by Messrs. Hill & Son, builders. Messrs.
Waller & Son supplied the ranges, aud Messrs,
Buckley & Beech the beer-machiues.
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Female Surteyor or Highwats. — The
Aylesbury bench of magistrates, at their annual

session for the appointment of parish officers for

the several parishes in their division, appointed

Mrs. Sarah Wooster to the offices of overseer of

the poor and surveyor of highways for the parish

of lUmire, there being no other “ person ”
resi-

dent there so well qualified to perform the

duties. Last year the same magistrates ap-

pointed not fewer than four women to similar

posts, in parishes within the Aylesbury potty

sessional division.

Eotal Italian Opera, Cotent Garden.

—

The season was opened on Tuesday night last

with an admirable performance of “Norma,”
Madlle. Fried filling the grand part grandly.

We are disposed to say this lady is now the best

Norma on our stage. Madlle. Lemmens-Sher-
rington was an excellent Adalgisa, and Signor

Naudin an equally good Pollio. Mr. Gye’s pro-

gramme contains an account of the recent nego-

tiation entered into with the view of bringing

about the union of the two opera managements,
and shows, as it seems to us, that Mr. Gye was
played with by a so-called Financial Company.
Had he been a man of lees experience and pro-

vidence than he is, the success of his season

might have been perilled. On Thursday night
“Bon Carlos” was successfully presented.

English Porcelain at Bow.—In reply to

questions in the Commons, put by Mr. Schreiber,

Lord E. Montagu (vice-president of the Com-
mittee of Council on Education) said that some
fragments of porcelain, dug up at Stratford-le*

Bow, were sent to the Museum of Practical

Geology, and Mr. Trenbam Eeeks wrote con-

cerning them as follows :
—

“ I immediately iden-

tified in these fragments patterns which exist on
some perfect specimens in our collections, but of
hitherto unknown manufacture. I subsequently
visited the locality, and found that many very
interesting specimens had been collected by the

engineer of Messrs. Bell i Black’s new patent
safely match manufactory. . . . On Monday I

called on Mr. Bell, who most liberally offered to

open out the * diggings ’ again, if any good is

likely to result to the history of British Art.”

Directions had been given to enter into commu-
nications with Messrs. Bell & Black.

Manufactvbe of Steel.—We read in a French
contemporary that M. Galy Cazalat has invented

an ingenions process for compressing molten
steel, intended for guns, so effectually as to save

all the labour of hammering. In the upper part

of the mould into which the metal is run is an
apparatus containing a small quantity of highly

inflammable powder, which, in burning, generates

gas in such quantity as to produce thereby iu a

very short time a pressure of ten atmospheres.
This pressure expels the gases contained in the

steel, and forces the metallic molecules into the

closest union.

Coincidences. — A correspondent writes,

—

Coincidences such as yon pointed out in your
last do occur more often than might be ex-

pected, but they are overlooked
:

people do
not look with their minds. The English excur-

sionists who have been visiting Jerusalem lately

were led by Captain Gaze, not a bad courier for

people who came to look about them. Notice
how oddly names and trades sometimes agree.

In the Hampstead-road, Cowdary, cow-keeper
and dairyman, used to live, and may still do so;

Waterfall, umbrella-maker, lived at Newington-
causeway; Bacchus, publican, might be seen in

Brompton not long ago
;
Sugar, confectioner, at

Miicham; and Killham, undertaker, at Ken-
siogton. I have notes of many others :—H.
Hamper, basket-maker; J. Tippler, publican;
T. Unite, rope-maker (Notting-hill)

;
J. Saddler,

harness-maker
;

J. Pets, bird-seller
;
Veal, cow-

keeper and dairyman
;

Miller, corn dealer ; Eg-
ham, poulterer; and Birch, schoolmaster; bat
will not ask for more space.

Early Crypt, Angers.—In digging for the

proposed new theatre in Angers, M. Armand
Parrot, secretary to the Societe Academique of

the department of the Maine-et-Loire, and in-

trusted with the superintendence of the excava-

tions, has had the good forture to discover the

Gallo-Eoman chapel in which the first bishops of

Anjou used to officiate aud preach to the Pagans
who had recently embraced the Christian reli-

gion. This little temple was, therefore, the

cradle of Christianity in that province. Two
other crypts of different periods have likewise

been found, which present some curious archi-

tectural details. One of them, called after St.

Edne, contains a large number of very fine

sarcophagi of various shapes. Some of them
belong to the Merovingian period, and consist of

magniScent monoliths, in the interior of which
skeletons, in a perfect state of preservation, have
been discovered.

TENDERS.
For the erection of four oottsgee, for Mrs. Mulliner,

Messrs, il. DsTiea & Son, architects
Rogers £350 0 0
Owen 730 0 0
Davies 660 0 0
Samuels (accepted) CCO 0 0

For alteriog and enlarging Paddington Chapel. Messrs.
!. Hftliershon. Brook. & Webb, architects. Quantities

supplied by Mr. H, T. Northcroft :

—

Henson, Brothers £3,530
Simpson & Son ..

Ebbs & Son
Simpson
Manley & Rogers
Scrivener & White ..

3,493 0 0
3,443 0 0
3,411 0 0

2,90G 0 0

For alterations, additions, and decorative works to
house and stables, Stratford-place, exclusive of gas or hot
water work. Mr. H. H. Collins, architfct :

—

Gillows £9,090 0 0
Henshaw 8.600 0 0
Foxley 7,733 0 0

For villa residence, Hornsey-lane, for Mr. T. E. Blax-
ball. Messrs. Lander & Bedells, architects:

—

Axford £1,459 0 0
Patman & Fotheringham 1,458 0 0
Saunders 1,4.55 0 0
Grover 1,394 0 0
Manley & Rogers 1,375 0 0
Mann 1,345 0 0
Sale 1.170 0 0

For house and stabling at Silchester, for Capt. Lloyd.
Mr. Smith, architect:

—

Woodward £5,230 0 0
4,857

“ *Lovatt ..

Lockyer
Dover
Grover
Wilcox it Spurgeor
Hallaway
Pilher

4,611 0 0
4,530 0 0
4,415 0 0
3,913 0 0
3,470 0 0
3,201 0 0

Proposed New Works at Chatham Dock-
yard.—In the naval estimates for 1868-9, just

laid on the table of the House of Commons, the

Bum of 229,706Z. is taken for the works, &c., pro-

posed to be carried out at thia dockyard during
the enauing year. The total estimate for the
extension of the dockyard by the formation of

new docks, three large basins, factories, and
building slips is 1,250,0001., of which amount
437,5641. had been expended to the 31st December
last. The original estimate for the extension of

the yard appears to have been dependent upon
the number of convicts available for the work,
but there is little doubt this will have to be
increased, the number of convicts engaged on the
extension works having hitherto fallen far short
of that upon which the estimate was originally

based. The sum required to be voted for 1868-9
is 195,0001., being 150,0001. for contract work, and
45.0001. for convict work, the further estimate
for completing the whole of the works being
570.0001. Among miscellaneous works proposed
to be carried out during the year, are a new iron

roof over No. 2 dock, and at the angle iron

smithery, at an expense of 20,0001. ; new iron

caisson for No. 4 dock, 4,0001. ; foundations for

new machinery, 9001.
;
erection of a new muster

station, and other works.

For rebuilding 198, Camberwell-road.
Tolley, architect:

—

Wright
,

Buckler .

Grover .

Stevens ..

£750 0 0
740 0 0

.. 694 0 0

.. 685 10 0
509 0 0

For building residence and stables at Teddington. 1

H. H. Collins, architect :

—

House. Stables.'

Dawes (accepted) £1,650 680

For new lunatic asylum for the county of Berks ai

boroughs of Reading and Newbury. Mr. C. H. Howe;
architect. Quantities supplied by Mr. John Scott «
Messrs. Widnell & Trollope

Lucas
Brass
Browne & Robinson
Webl
Piper & Wheeler
Trollope & Sons
I’Anson
Denoell & Co
Lovatt
Holland & Haunen ..

Perry
Higgs

..£47,250 0 0

.. 46,978 0 0

.. 46,700 0 0

.. 45,126 0 0

.. 44,600 0 0

.. 43,990 0 0

.. 43,434 0 0

.. 43,280 0 0

.. 43,100 0 0

.. 42,960 0 0

.. 43,870 0 0

.. 42,850 0 0
42,190 0 0

Bamaley & Son 41,9
Mansfield, Price, & Co 41,618 0 0

For rebuilding infant school, Charlton, Kent. Mr.
Wigginton, Cornhill. architect:

—

Ennor £592 0 0
Killby 565 0 0
Axford & Whillier 656 0 0
Abraham 630 0 0
Walker 602 0 0

For Blmsbooses, Charlton, Kent, for the trustees of til

Dutch Church, Austin-friars. Mr. W. Wigginton, arch
teot:

—

Abraham £3,174 0 0
Killby 3,122 0 0
Ager 3,117 0 0
Ashbv 4 Sons 3,038 0 0
Macey 2,991 0 0
Hill & Keddell 2,969 0 0
Enoor 2,885 0 0
Axford 4 Whillier (accepted) .., 2,833 0 0

For building additional floor, 4c., at 107—9, LeadeiL
hall-street, for Mr. J. T. Morton, Mr. W. Eve, arch
tect :

—

King & Sons £658 0 0
Greenwood 4 Sons 666 0 0
Heiser 610 0 0

For completing a tavern and three shops in Trafalga
road, Camberwell. M)

W. Saunders
Qarrud
George
Walker
Pearoo
Watkins
F. Saunders
Smith 4 Bimmous
Mundy
Wood 4 ilunn
Crabb & Vaugban

Pitcher
BiackmoreA Motley

. Smith, architect :—
. £1,497

1,495
1,476 0 0
1,439 0 0
1,390 0 0
1,382 13 0
1,376 0 0
1,338 0 0
1,261 0 0
1,216 0 0
1,214

‘

1,2 0 0

Walker
Pearce'
VV. Saunders
Mundy
Hearle
Garrud
Smith & SimmonJs
'Watkins
Crabb 4 Vaughan
George
Sabey
Blackmore 4 Worley ..

For rebu;lding market-honae at Hemel Hempstead,
Herts. Mr. George Low, architect. Quantities not sup-
plied

Sear £3,300 0 0
Watkins 3,250 0 0
Humphrey 2,595 0 0
Webb 2,634 0 0
Cook (accepted) 2,140 0 0

Schofield...

Wood 4 Muon ..

F. Saunders
Pitcher

..£6,289 0 0

.. 4,779 0 0

.. 4,775 0 0
4.7C7 0 0

.. 4,640 0 0

.. 4.066 0 0

.. 4.535 0 0

.. 4.513 0 0

.. 4,367 0 0

.. -4.362 0 0

.. 4,367 0 0

.. 3,960

3,672
3,660
2,979

0 0
0 0

For a detached villa residence at Beckenham, Kent.
Mr, George Low, architect. Quantities supplied by Mr.
Frederick Johnstone

House. Stabling, Total.
Browne 4 Robinson... £1,730 365 2,''95

Colls 4 Son 1,681 316 2,030
Marsland 4 Sons* I,fi35 355 1,990

• Accepted, for house only.

For addit'ons, 4c. to Loxley House, Warwickshire, for
Mr. James Cove Jones. Mr. Thomas T. Allen, architect.
Quantities supplied :

—

J. 4 E. Callaway £3,600 0 0
Clark 3,530 0 0
Clark 4 Smallwood 3,620 0 0
Kibler (accepted) 3,140 0 0
Green 2,056 0 0

Mr. W. A. Pochin. Mr. R. \V. Johnson, of Melton,
architect:

—

Halliday 4 Cave £1,510 0
Fast 1,476 0
Hfale & Sons 1,469 10

For converting two houses into warehouse, Monkwell-
street, City. Mr. Wm. Smith, architect :

—

Waters (accepted) £567 0 0

TO COERESPONDENTS.
A. L.— J. T. D.—T. W.— D.-F. 0,— j. W. F.— E. R. I

Diiver.-C. P.-J. J.-Cul. C.-J. B.-T, Q.—B. K.-R, H, T
— J, W. H,—H. D.— H. A. J.— B. & Son,— B. H, B.— T. T. I

J. M.-W. 4 B.-U. G. H.-U.at Soni.-J, S.-C. * W.—W.
ce tbe model).—A. E. B. (lUreadfgtTeu).—A Conner; OeLi

type).

Noil.—Arcbitecte wbo are anwilling (u we are) that their nani'

ehould not ncrunipaL; llete of temiera with wMch the; are concema
ma; prevent tbe omifeloo by sending Hits tbeouelvea. We «un
repeat l.ita on the groand of lach oinia&loo.

We are compelled to decline pointing out booke and givii

addressee.

AI statements of (acts, Iteta of Tenders, Ac., mast be accompasli

by tbe name and addiesa cf the eender, not ne.;essui:; 6

pnbllcitioD.

hiuTE—Tbe reiponsiblllly of ilgned articlee, and papers resd ;

public meeting", resis, of coorse, with the authors.

GOOD FRIDAY.
NOTICE.—“ THE BUILDER," for ihe iwf

ending APRIL llfft, will be published at TH'

p.m. on THURSDAY, 9th inst. Adveriisemen

for insertion in that Number must therefm'e reac

the Office before THREE p.m., on yvEDNEl

DAY, 8th.
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C^mosities of

Art.

HO Btall write the

“ Curiosities of

Art?” We have
“ Curiosities of Li-

terature,” ” Cari-

osities of Natural

History,” and Cari-

osities of this, that,

and the other
j but

we are not aware of

any work specially

devoted to the “Cu-

riosities of Art.”

Here, then, is a

fresh field for some

facile pen. The
theme is a sugges-

tive one, and a book

at once amusing and

instructive might

be written on it.

Perhaps a few notes

and reflections may
prove useful as

materials to the

future D’Israeli of

art. In the Builder

of the 8th of June,

critical note on M.

of Tennyson’s

1867, there appeared

Gustave Core’s illustrations

poems of “ Yivien” and “ Guinevere,” then an-

nounced as forthcoming. A hope was expressed

that this clever and versatile artist would be

allowed time to read what he was to illustrate

before making his drawings. This, as was re-

marked, he could scarcely have done in the case

of “ Blaine.” We pointed out that in more than

one of the illustrations the author’s meaning is

wholly misrepresented
j
as, for example, in the

drawing supposed to illustrate that passage

which says that Arthur, who, “ labouring up the

pass,” had trodden on the crowned skeleton, and

sent the skull rolling, plunged down the shingly

scaur after the crown,

"And caught
And set it on his head,”

—

Arthur is shown on horseback ! The publisher

took exception to this criticism, and replied to

the effect that “ while the critic was evidently a

stranger to pigskin,” “M. Dore was a moat ac-

complished and daring horseman, and perfectly

understood what he was about when he designed

this picture. He (the critic) was advised to con-

sult “ Greenwood’s Horsemanship,” and be

taught how to pick any object from the ground

at the walk, canter, or gallop. We simply

reiterated our assertion that the engraving

in question was not an illustration of the

author’s words. If it be thought that this cri-

ticism savoured of harshness, the reply is that it

has been fully borne out by various writers who
have since discussed Lore’s merits as an illus-

trator. Indeed, certain critics, of no mean
repute, have gone much further than the

Builder in their strictures. A recent writer in

the Atlienaium, for instance, using almost the

exact words of the Builder, says, “ We suspect

that IT. Dore has never read Tennyson, and

never thought of Tennyson while engaged upon

this work,” Whereupon an artist writes, “ Does

not this remark of yours involve points of im-

portance ? Is not the great curse of our day

untruthfulness, spreading over the nation that

stupor from which no one as yet sees signs of

escape ? And should not every instance of it

be frowned down ? Is not the book illustrator a

translator ? Why then should he be allowed to

falsify his author without disgrace ? In his

‘ Milton,’—the ‘ Inferno ’ portion of it,—does not

M. Doro treat his great author contemptuously ?

It appears to me that herein his first charac-

teristic is want of imagination, and his second

untruthfulness. Fully enter into Milton’s grandly

laboured description of Sin and Death
;
then

look at M. Lord’s design j
and will not a freezing

chill seize one ?—a feeling that such is a pitiable

libel and a disgrace to any person ? I hope that

English artists will not be led away by the suc-

cess of this very clever illustrator.” Even still

stronger language might be applied to Dore’s

Bible illustrations, many of which are simply

worthless and an insult to the sacred text. A
writer in the North British Review of September

last quotes a number of examples of the artist’s

carelessness and want of sympathy with his

subject. In the parable of the Prodigal Son^

says this critic, the father is fainting, the

whole family are in despair, more like the

Jews weeping over Jerusalem. The son,

whom the French style Venfant prodigue, is

represented as a boy of twelve or fourteen

coming slyly round the corner, and down some

steps, pour /aire une petite surprise clsafamille!

Again, in the story of the Pharisee and the Pub-

lican, it is expressly said the publican stood afar

off, and smote upon his breast j
but Dore places

him close to the Pharisee, and prostrate, with

his arms spread, in the attitude of one looking

for a needle. The death of Ananias is depicted

on a steep hill side ; whereas, we are told that

the “ young men arose and carried him out,”

and that his wife Sapphira came in. Again,

the burning fiery furnace mentioned in Daniel is

represented by three logs of wood in a 10-foot

chamber, at the top of which, sure to be

smothered with smoke, or suffocated for lack of

hydrogen, is the kiog with his court, calmly

looking on, Nothing could be more absurd,

more ridicalous. Nay, when the king looked on

there were /our "walking in the midst of the

flames,” but Dore has only three. Other ex-

amples might be given, but they are unnecessary,

for they would only prove more conclusively the

charge of carelessness and ignorance, and con-

sequently of untruthfulness.

Gustave Doro is a clever French artist,

but he lacks imagination : he is essentially a

caricaturist, and it is questionable whether he

can draw the human figure correctly. Perhaps

the worst compliment he ever received was when

it was said of him that, “ though not yet thirty-

four years old, he has painted, yard for yard, more

than any living artist.” There is sometimes an

evil in doing too much ; we may mistake quan-

tity for quality. An artist may paint too many
pictures, just as an author may write too many
books. Did Lore take more time over his work,

and produce less, it would bo better for his repu-

tation. The French artist’s treatment of the

fiery furnace reminds one of Holbein’s drawing

of the same subject. The prophet’s words are,

“ And these three men, Shadrach, Meshach, and

Abed-nego, fell down bound into the midst of the

burning fiery furnace.” Holbein’s furnace is a

dome, or cupola, having a door like that of a com-

mon boilerinfront. Lookingfromoutthis aperture

are the heads of two men—much in the same

position as a couple of female gossips might be

at a street window j
while another face is

seen in the background, the door or look-out

being too narrow to admit of the three indivi-

duals being equally represented. One cannot

but be struck with the undisturbed, nay, com-

fortable expression and demeanour of the three

men, all things considered. But we are bound

to say the treatment here is not a whit funnier

than Lore’s, while the sam"? allowances cannot

be made for the nineteenth-century artist as for

his fifteenth-century predecessor. The assertion

that our religious book illustrations least of all

interpret or translate their subjects, seems hardly

to require proof : no designs, as a rule, are so

unsatisfactorily conceived. For the fault lies

more in the conception than in the execution

:

the great subjects and events of Holy Writ un-

questionably offer many difficulties to the artist.

In truth, your man of small imagination and

mediocre powers is not the man to make designs

for the Bible, for Milton, or for Bunyan. Some

of the old masters have given at least a grandeur

to their notions of Biblical events. They have

invariably represented them on a large scale.

The figures are massive in design and drawing

;

they are painted in colours “ gorgeous as the

sun at midsummer,” as if the masters had " dipt

their pencils in the colours of the rainbow,” and

the noble extent of canvas which Raffaelle, and

Rubens, and Titian have given to their great

works, gives them the dignity and splendid effect

which they possess. It seems to us that such

subjects as God appearing to Moses “ in a flame

of fire out of the midst of a bush,” “ Christ’s

Agony in the Garden of Gethsemane,” and the

"Ascension,” are wholly incapable of being

illustrated by the insignifiant engravings which

we see in pocket Bibles. A woodcut or steel

engraving, a few inches square, cannot possibly

represent subjects of so sacred an import.

Can such a picture inspire any feeling of

reverence or solemnity whatever ? Does it im-

press one in any way ? It may be questioned,

indeed, whether the great I Am, who is a spirit,

is—with reverence be it said—a fit or legitimate

subject for a pencil. A pictorial illustration must

utterly fail to assist us to realize that glorious

Being whom eye hath not seen. The extent to

which some of the great painters have travestied

sacred subjects is familiar to all students of art,

and the liberties taken by a ruder school are

amusing by their mingled absurdity and singu-

larity. In some of his pictures Rembrandt made

Abraham a burgess of his time, and the Messiah

a burgomaster of Saardam. In the old paintings

representing Adam and Eve it is not uncommon

to find the forbidden fruit varying with the

country or province. In Normandy and Picardy

it is the classic apple, one of the riches of the

country; in Burgundy and Champagne, the

bunch of grapes ;
in Provence and Portugal, the

fig and orange
;
whilst in America it is the guara.

In Greece it is generally the fig, which is adopted

on account of the sweetness and abundance of

the fruit. In Italy it is sometimes the fig, some-

times the orange, according to the province or

caprice (Bdinburgh Review). In the gallery of

the Convent of Jesuits at Lisbon, there is said

to be a fine picture of Adam in Paradise, dressed

in blue breeches with silver buckles, and Eve

with a striped petticoat. At either Paris or

Versailles may be seen a painting of the twelve

apostles represented in bag wigs and swords;

and we have somewhere read of a tract printed

in 1641 entitled “ Newes from Eelle,” which has

a rude vignette representing the devil ill in bed

and attended by several doctors in square caps,

evidently meant for Jesuits. Lord Orford

relates a curious anecdote of Antonio Verrio to

the effect that when this artist was employed at

Windsor he quarrelled with Mrs. Marriott, the

housekeeper (whose portrait is now at Hampton

Court), and borrowed her ugly face for one ot the

furies, in order to gratify his personal pique. To

flatter the Court he represented Lord Shaftesbury

among the demons of faction, distributing libels.

There is also at Hampton Court a study for a pro-

posed ceiling byVerrio, in which he introduoedSir

Godfrey Kueller, Mr. May, the surveyor of the

works, and himself, in long periwigs, as spectators

of our Saviour healing the sick. What is the

reader’s notion of the fate of King Pharaoh, of

Red Sea celebrity ? The popular idea is that
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h ’8 mejeaty was drowned on the unhappy occa-
aioa in question. Nor is the notion of recent
adoption; it has been in vogue for centuries, and
may have been an article of faith with Solomon
for all we know to the contrary. But there is no
foundation in Old Testament history for the sup-
position

; and yet, nothing is more common than
Pharaoh in the middle of the Bed Sea as a
Scripture illustration. Thus, in Holbein’s Scrip-
ture cats we have the Egyptian king with “the
waters closing over him.” The host is in the
very act of being swamped,—after the grotesque
manner of Holbein,—the crowned head of the
king occupying the foreground, while the
Children of Israel are all comfortably landed on
the other side, quietly enjoying Pharaoh’s dis-
comfiture. The tezt quoted is Esodus xiv. 2S,

again, innumerable examples of incongruous art
might easily bo given. In the present day,
while we have plenty of clever artists,—and
there is a good deal of original art,—there is at
the same time a vast quantity of wishy-washy
illustration,—illustration that does not illustrate,—served up to the public. At no other time,
perhaps, was there half so much. We speak
more particularly of that kind of artistic talent
which finds its market in the illnstrated weekly
and monthlymagazinesof thebettersort. ComMll
and Casseli’smaybe instanced as representing the
class of periodicals we mean. The fact is that
art, like literature, in these latter days, is to a

, . , ,

* - great extent done to order. It has become anAnd the waters returned, and covered the ' article of manufacture,—the artist being merely
chariots, and the horsemen, and all the host of

|

a producer, and oftentimes no more than a re-

shaped shoes, such as our grandfathers wore. ' to give him. He was even generous enough
in regard to the treatment of secular subjects, to insist upon hia lordship appearing in wonder.
a^nin. inTinmoMKlo •. f.-u_ x?. ^ ®

-Qi 1. z
ww. .• . u ultuu Liuico nu xxiore Loan a re-ih&i&oh that came into the sea after tliem; there

: producer. The demand for a certain kind of
remained not so ranch as one of them.” A > thirnr mlioB v.,., l,„j

„

...-i-.i.

more recent instance of belief in this opinion
may be found in the frontispiece of Maunder’

fully fitting evening costume, in place of the
ordinary morning suit, in which, as a matter of
fact, he did appear, For the rest, the picture
was as meaningless and unlike the thing meant
as it was possible for picture to be. A short time
since, there appeared in another popular periodi-
cal a narrative of the capture of an alligator on
the coast of Malabar. The faithful historian,
who was an eye-witness of the feat, tells us thac
“James, without a moment’s hesitation, seized
the mugger by the tail, aud gallautly did he
stick to it.” The said mugger is described as
having been 13 ft. -1 in. long, and a woodcut
shows James (who, tnirabile dictu, is clad in a
suit of black, with an ordinary English hat)
clasping in his arms the hincterpart of the
animal, while we may suppose the body to bo
struggling on the ground. The sketch is called

“Treasury of History,” where we have Pharaoh
drowned, “done” by W. H. Brooke, A.E.H.A.
Some of Holbein’s other cnts are equally quaint,
as “ David killing Goliath.” David aud the
giant are represented as in close combat

; the
former is in the act of striking Goliath in the
face with the sling, while the giant’s spear or
club is almost touching hia antagonist’s leg.
And, by the way, in the letters recently received
from Abyssinia, we have some particulars with
regard to Abyssinian notions of sacred art,
curioQB enough in their way. The church of
Attegrath, we are told, is ornamented within by
rude pictures of saints and incidems in
Biblical history, executed without any idea of
perspective. “ Nor is the absence of art re-

thing called illustration has reached such a pitch
I

“ Catching an Alligator by a new Method.'
that this, hke almost everything else now-a- About the newness of the method there can bo
days, must be done on the spur or not at all. Mr. no doubt. The writer who told this astounding
h . Palgrave, writing of London statues, in the : story, the artist who drew the picture, and theMarch number of Broadway, says of Chantrey, editor who printed it for the benefit of a generous
that his success was his ruin as an artist, public, are equally entitled to commiseration.
Kapidly becoming fashionable, ho seems to Bat even this is nothing to some of the feats

have lowered his standard to the level of his
:
performed by the writers and—shall we say

patrons, and henceforth rarely gave himself time
I

artists ?—of certain pictorial prints. The ad-
to work out anything

; snbstituting a few vague
;

vertisement of one of these journals, which has
curves and planes in the features, and large

I
become quite notorious as a cbroniclo of blood

empty folds in the drapery, for the thousand ' and murder, and filth, and wickedness generally.
nature.”

j

recently stated that the forthcoming number
The description is applicable to some able artists

j

would contain “ a large engraving of the $usvocicd
of the present day, who seem to forsake origi-

^

murder of a boy by hia father at Hoxton,” with
nality_ for what “ takes,” and to sacrifice con-

j

“ three subjects in connexion with this fearful
scientiOQS hard work to success. To judge ! tragedy.” The “dragging for the body,”
Irom much that is to be met with in the way of was to form an illustration which would “fill
book and periodical illustration, one would say
<-1,-.* 4.1,„ »7_i. « a . -1 . .. ideemed by antiquity, as they have been

;

that the artist had never had a chance of read'-
® more than half a century, ing his author

; at least, the text, if seen, has
errors of the artist, critics have been very imperfectly read. In illustrating Mr.discovered a glaring anac;hron,8m in one design. Trollope’s story of “The Claverings,” in the

,

su jec 18 e Passage of the Red Comhill, a clever and graceful artist represents
Sea._ Moses standing on the farther bank, is the hero without whiskers and moustache for
8ha,jinghisrodwithmockipgirouyoverPharaob, twelvemonths, but the month immediately fobwhose horse is rapidly being submerged

;
while lowing he appears with hirsute adornments

thft Eo-^-nfi-oTi
— e.— . v>ilu mrsuLe auommeuis m revolting topics, “all taken from sketches by

a..e f ^
artiela _o.pressly engaged," Of oou^e. .e Je

half the front page of the paper.” (There was
a temptation aud inducement to buy !) Further-
more, there were to be engravings of “ The Burn-
ing of a Ballet Girl”—“The Suicidal Leap of a
Young Lady from Westminster Bridge”—“ Mur-
derous Revenge of a Negress”— “ Inhuimm
Treatment to a Child ”—“ The Selling of a Wife
at Blackburn ”—with half a dozen other equally

How purinnslvnmnfli-Tir, 'T" ^ that the hero was at perfect liberty
j

asked to suppose that in each case the proprie-

Paradise In suenkinrf nf fho f
^ artist, ought to know,

j

at once despatched special artists, who sketched

fhe last century
conditions, the the scenes on the spot. But it will be said,

1 :!
Macaulay, m thing cannot be done m a mouth. However, in “ You do not call this art ? ” It is not truth, but

tho very next number of the magazine, we have I in one sense it is art,—the art which finds its
a vignette of the hero with his moustache, patrons and its pupils among the lowest orders.
but minus his whiskers; and then in a large

• -

plate, which is supposed to depict him as
he appeared a few hours after, he has neither
whiskers nor moustache. If this be not capri-
cious art, what is ? Again, while Mr. Thackeray
jests about Clive’s beautiful whiskers and
handsome moustache, Mr. Doyle persists to the
end in denying yonng Newcome the possession
of those tokens of manhood. Once more, in

his essay on Moore's “ Life of Byron,” says, it

“resembles tho correctness of those pictures of
the Garden of Eden which we see in old Bibles.
Wo have an exact square enclosed by the rivers
Pison, Eidon, Hiddekel, and Euphrates, each
with a convenient bridge in the centre, rect-
angular beds of flowers, a long canal, neatly
bricked and railed in, the tree of knowledge,
clipped like one of the limes behind the Tni-
leries, standing in the centre of the grand alley,
the snake twined round it, the man on the right
hand, the woman on the left, and the beasts

. , . ,

' — ** there are two engravings
“ r to the text at p. 165. Just before Hnxtir comfs

mi *“ Costigan, who is drank in the

The fact that the publication in question boasts
of a circulation of 150,000 weekly,—whether
this be 80 or not, the figure must be large,—the
fact, also, that its office-doors are usually “ be-
sieged,” are indications of its popularity, and
the influence which it must exert on the minds
of its credulous readers. What tho nature of
that influence is we need not inquire. The
paper is supplying an art education of the very
worst kind to the most dangerous and ignorant
of the population—the very class which stands

sav the 'BnnarpR aro r.nr^«n^ . 7 >VUU IB urunK m tne most in need of something higher and healthier.

correct • the man and the wnman are
‘

^ captain) wears a battered old In truth, each successive number of this wretched

SJJecUine wXt^ftree a dress-coat print is an additional obstacle to the efforts of

most correct sniral &o”’ A’orM->n<i r>f

underneath it. This is illustration number one. the true art teacher, as well as to moral and

story told of old Lord
a In ditto number two, the intoxicated Costigan is intellectualimprovement of the masses. Leaving

svmmefri^ arran^em
represented as having fallen, and Huxter is those publications which may be said to confin?

Icme of gnrdSn^® OnP 3 t^be assisting to raise him. Now the cloak is gone, themselves exclusively to the horrible and re-

shut m i7a 5 ? [l
[“J-

,

wtjck is possible enough
;
bnt that the shockiiig ' volting in human natnre, and give exaggerated

See at"^ IwTTsS and wt r H 7 *’“1 “™f^ral represeuta ions even of that, what

ra^denefthS7wa,SrXl.-TaiS A ^
i

respectable appearance, and the shall we say of aLherolass of indecent ri^bbish

fnTthe otLr Cn7er ?[e
On reach- swaUow-tail should have changed into a frock- : of a pictorkl kind that has sprung up with so

Zther ‘’P ‘'''= of the 'much French effrontery in our midst of late?

sardener's son torlir,; del *7 i

’'P descend tho artistic scale, and Portraits from tho Mabille and Cremorne,

I77w " Eh
'

' Inh7 ^ 7'’ i
Pi^iootions, we shall coloured sketches of abandoned women who

your tov bem stS; roA" .. V “ ! ‘'°a
“t. Some one ' haunt the most notorious streets of the metro-

lord ” was the answer “ T inaf i

Tumor’s landscapes, that they
^

polis, valentines of the filthiest deea-iption, and

sa-.«einy We loek'for something 7ner“ana I 5 r IV ‘‘ P^o.^grapha of the grossest taste,

more advanced now, though, as we have shown,

Nnt and' very nnlike. How seldom, for ex-

fasned al -MnnmKnfed
™ P”“,'‘*'« ’‘“P'®. '‘“S S' pill'oro of some public scene orlasned an illnmmated Bible, m one of the event in any of onr illnstrated newspapers tally

illnmiunted” Bible, in one of the
parts of which there is an engraving of Joshua
before the walls of Jericho. The warrior is
mounted on a bare-backed rampant steed

; one
hand grasps the hilt of his aword, while the
other is pointed aloft in the attitude of direction.
Supposing the law of gravitation to be in force
in those days, which by the bye, is proved by
the tumbling walls of the doomed city, the
conclusion is iiresistible that it is a physical
impossibility tbab the rider could keep bis seat.
Another Bible, printed at Oxford in 1860, con-
tains an illustration of Rath gleaning, and
represents Boaz wearing a pair of modern-

• u*. u -J o--r are at present
might be said of the works of nob a few modern • exhibited for sale to an extent and with a
illustrators, that they are pictures of some- publicity which we hardly believe would have
fionr- /.-.vi — --.i.i-- TT -.1.3 f

bceu tolcratcd a few years ago. As compared
with the coarse pictures to which we formerly
alluded, we regard this prostitution of art as ten
times more banefnl in its inflaence. The principal
marts of this vile trash are in the vicinities of
Wych-street and tho Seven Dials

;
but it is a

matter of every-day observation that some
respectable printsellera no longer scruple to
exhibit haif-naked figures of“celebrated ” French
actresses in the same line with the portraits of
English statesmen, poets, and church digni-
taries. A paragraph is just now going tho round
of the newspapers informing the world that “ a
photograph may be seen in the shop windows
of Mr. Swinburne, the poet, eqneezing Adah

with one’s own recollections of the scene. In-
stead of a “ full, true, and correct accoont,”
pictorially, we get for tho most part a bundle of
caricatures, or a confused mass of impossibilities.
We chanced recently to be present at a public
meeting in Exeter Hall, where a well-known
lord addressed the audience. A view of the
meeting appeared in one of the illustrated
weeklies on the following Saturday, with the
noble lord in the attitude of speaking. We hope
his lordship liked his portrait. He must have
felt flattered with the eminently D’Orsay-like ap-
pearance which it pleased the imaginative artist

,

Menken’s hand, and looking into her eyes like a
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‘ dying duck.' ” This, it would appear, is the

latest thing out in photographic fashions ;
and a

piece of ingenious impertinence it is, to call it

by no worse name. The idea is thoroughly

Parisian. It may be remembered that the same
rather remarkable lady, about whom the public

has hoard so much in one way or another, and a

celebrated French novelist, appeared in a similar

interesting situation not long since, and that the

affair gave rise to an action at law in the French

courts. Where is this sort of thing going to end ?

Tb it not scandalous that the reputation of public

mon should be thus made traffic of in order to

minister to a prurient taste ? The gross and,

libidiiions caricatures of Gilray are no longer I

popular
;
the taste for Kowlandson’s glutinous

'

sketches has died out
;
but it may be doubted

whether wo have not something quite as bad,
j

if not worse, in their place. And how such

infiimons publications as The Town, and others

of a like stamp, are allowed week after week to
|

flaunt their indecencies in the face of Lord i

Campbell’s Act is surely a thing to be wondered
at and lamented. i

TEE DESIGNS FOE MANCHESTER TOWN!
HALL.

!

T.v our last issue we quoted from the letter of
Jlr. Heron, the Town Clerk of Manchester,

requesting further information on certain points

from the referees as to the relative merits of the

four principal designs in these respects, and the

letter from the referees accompanying their

second or detailed report sent by them in reply.

We will now approach the designs at present on
view in the large room of the Town-hall, Man-
chester. This remarkable competition has
arrived at what, we presume, may be considered

its lasfcphase. OnMonday,March30tb,the8econd
reiiort of the referees, which placed Mr. Water-
house first in the order of merit, was brought
up by the sub-committee, and the City Council

confirmed the decision by formally accepting
Jlr. Waterhouse’s design, and resolving that the
exhibition of tho designs sbonld be opened to

the public on Thursday, April 2nd, for fourteen

days.

Tho citizens of Manchester can now judge for

themselves as to whether or no the City Council

have made the best use of the authority confided

to them
;
and architects have an opportunity

of criticizing the award of the judges, tho
efforts of the several architects, and the strength

of their claims to represent the profession in

such an important contest.

The beneficial effect of such an exhibition

on the public mind must be considerable : it

affords to the greater portion of the community
the only opportunity within their reach of judg-
ing of the dignity of architecture as a profession,

and the claims of its professors to the title of

artists. To the competitor, occasion is afforded

of bhowing to the world what is really in him,
and of breaking a lance with his professional

brethren in the arena of architecture, thereby
raising or lowering his position amongst them.
To tho student of architecture a lesson is pro-

vided, set forth in its moat attractive foi'ra, and,

if not properly studied, the lost opportunity will

be required at his hands.
The City Conncil have shown every desire to

free themselves entirely from the trammels of
favonritism and “jobbery ’’too frequently con-

nected with transactions of this nature. In the

first place, by asking for the smallest number of

drawings capable of illustrating the intentions

of the competitor ; secondly, by the liberal re-

muneration offered to those who might engage
in the second competition

5
and, thirdly, by

calling in the aid of professional arbitrators to

enable them to arrive at a sound decision.

This liberal and straightforward conduct on
the part of the Corporation met with a ready
response from the profession. Men of the highest
standing from all parts of the kingdom applied

for “ instructions,” to the number, we believe,

of 500. Of these about one-quarter submitted
designs, amongst whom we noticed the names of

men “conspicuous by their absence” in many
similar contests; owing, doubtless, to the pre-

vailing distrust amongst architects towards that
standing anomaly, a “building committee”

—

that unapproachable creature, that irresponsible

party, possessing neither a soul to be saved, nor
a person to bo kicked.
The presence of these architects may surely

be taken as a compliment to the conncil—a vote
of confidence, in fact

;
and we have every reason

to believe that the result of this contest will

show that the confidence of the architects in the

good faith of the Corporation has not been mis-

placed. The costly and substantial manner in

which the council propose to carry out the work
is eminently characteristic of the native vigour

for which Manchester men are celebrated, and
which we are pleased to find is not limited to

matters of commerce alone, but also displays

itself in public buildings. The result of this

competition mast be highly gratifying to the

citizens, proving, as it does, that one of their

number is able to cope successfully with the

best men of the profession.

The writer has seen all the drawings, and can

confidently say, that either for architectural ex-

cellence, skill in planning, or artistic and de-

linentive execution displayed in the drawings,

no finer collection (not excepting even that for

the London “ Law Courts ”) has ever resulted

from one single competition.

The general average of excellence is bo high

that the race appears to have resulted in a
nearly dead heat amongst the first two or three

competitors.

The “ Instractions to Architects” are so

voluminous and explicit that none who have not

either worked on the plans, or made themselves

thoroughly acquainted with the requirements

by patient study, can adequately appreciate the

difficulties with which the competitors had to

contend. These instractions are the result of

four or five years’ consideration^of the individual

requirements of each department of the Corpora-

tion, and many plans have been prepared by the

city surveyor, Mr. Lynde, from which the

dimensions of rooms and other important parti-

culars have been derived. The experience also

gained from the first competition decided the

council to alter and considerably augment their

list of requirements.

For the benefit of those amongst our readers

who may not remember the particulars of the

different stages through which this competition

has passed, the following recumd may prove of

use in assisting them to understand thoroughly

the present state of affairs.

In March, 1867, architects were invited by the

corporation of Manchester to submit designs for

a “Proposed New Town-hall.” A gnarantee

was given to those who might compete that

“not fewer than six or more than twelve” of

their number would be invited to engage in a

second contest, to be conducted on a much
larger scale than that laid down for the first

trial. In this final struggle the prize would be

the erection of the building, with the usual pro-

fessional remuneration 5 and each of the un-

successful architects was to receive 300Z. as

payment for his labour, provided that the

required number of drawings had been sub-

mitted. The council also promised to call in

professional assistance to enable them to arrive

at a fair decision. The drawings asked for were

plans of ground and first floor and elevations of

Albert-square, Princess-street, and Cooper-street

fronts, it being understood that the elevation

towards Lloyd-streeb sbonld be little inferior in

finish to the other three.

The drawings composing a single design occu-

pied a vertical compartment on the walls of the

exhibition-room ;
and, to secure the different

panels being filled in a uniform manner, a clause

was inserted in the conditions requiring each
' pair of plans to be accompanied by a separate

set of elevations. The dimensions of the monnts
and scale of the drawings were also prescribed,

in order to secure further regularity.

I
In reply to this liberal offer 123 architects in

August last sent in 137 designs, some com-

petitors having famished three distinct sets of

plans.

A sub-committee was appointed by the town-

council for the purpose ofexamining and report-

ing upon this large number of drawings. The
result of their deliberations, aided by the Con-

ductor of this journal, who was called in by
them for that purpose, was the selection of a
certain number of designs, found to be by the

following gentlemen :—Mr. Salomons, of Man-
chester, two sets of plans

;
Messrs. Spoakman &

Charleswortb, Manchester, two sets also; Mr.
Thomas Worthington, Manchester

;
Mr. Alfred

Waterhouse, Manchester and London
;
Mr. John

0. Scott, London; Mr. T. H. Wyatt, London;
Mr. Cuthberb Brodrick, of London and Leeds

;

and Mr. W. Lee, of London
;
the honours being

thus equally divided amongst local and London
architects.

An exhibition took place which lasted fourteen

days
;
but the successful designs, the authors of

which were again to compete with each other,

were, of course, not shown.
Shortly after the election of the eight archi-

tects a fresh set of instructions, eupplomonting
and considerably altering those first prepared,

were issued, and February 11th, 1866, named as

the last day for receiving the second set of

designs. On St. Yalentine’s Day the drawings
arrived, and we venture to say no enamoured
swain or blushing maid received on that eventful

morning a more valuable offering than did the

worthy mayor of Manchester.
Upon their reception the town-connoil held

several meetings for the purpose of deciding on
the beat mode of dealing most fairly by their

authors. It was finally arranged that Professor

Donaldson and Mr. Street should be invited to

visit the collection and report on the respective

merits of the different designs. These gentle-

men accordingly drew np a report, which placed

the competitors in the following order, with

reference to the different subjects upon which
the judges were required to report. The num-
bers attached to the several designs, and used

instead of tho mottoes by the judges, for con-

venience of reference, are as follow :

—

1. “Arnolfo di Lapa”—Mr. W. Lee.

2. “ Faire sans dire ”—Mr. T. H. Wyatt.

3. “Fides”—Mr. Cnthbert Brodrick.

4. “ Sperandum”—Mr. John 0. Scott.

5. “ St. Valentine ”—Mr. Alfred Waterhouse.

6. Interlacing triangles—Messrs. Speakman &
Charleswortb.

7. “ True to the line ”—Mr. T. Worthington.

8. “Valentine”—Mr. Edward Salomons.

Summary of Judyes' Eeporf.

6, 4, 7, 5, for architectural excellence.

5, 6, 8, for arrangement of plan and con-

struction.

5, 7, 8, for economy and likelihood of being

executed for the stipulated sum.

5, the best for natural light and ventilation.

5, 6, 4, 7, were considered to be the best in

point of general merit, according to the order in

which they are placed.

This report pleased neither the council nor the

competitors quite, and the judges were required

to answer a list of questions, and to state more
in detail their reasons for arriving at their de-

cision. A second report was in consequence

prepared, the judges re-asserting their previous

decision as to the superior merits of Mr. Water-

house’s design, and giving detailed reasons for

objecting to the other plans. Tliey requested

that the contents of this second communication

might be considered as confidential by the

conncil, and not be published or communicated

to the competitors. Nearly tho whole of its

contents has transpired, as the council might

have known would be the case. Some of the

unsuccessful men are angry at the prospect of

having tho report only partially known, and

have in consequence demanded to see the docu-

ment, or such portions of it as referred to their

own designs.

Up to the present time, however, this has been

refused
5
but the weight of influence which will

be brought to bear on the council must even-

tually compel them to rescind their resolution of

secrecy. Considering that a portion has already

been divulged, we think it desirable that the

whole should be published.

Before proceeding to review the different de-

signs in the order of the numbers used in tho

report, it would be well to describe the site on

which it is proposed to erect the new edifice.

The shape is that of a blunt wedge, or a triangle

with the acute angle cut off. Along the street

line the dimensions of the different sides of the

plot are,—Princess-street, to the north, about

300 ft. long
;
Lloyd-street, to tbe south, about

345 ft. long; Albert-square, the principal front

to the west, about 330 ft. long; and Cooper-

street, to the east, about 95 ft. This latter end

is about 2 ft. higher than the centre of the

Albert-equare front,

Up to the beginning of this month strenuous

efforts were made by Alderman King, and a

strong body in the council, to have the present

site enlarged, and converted into a rectangular

plot. Tbe Oxford-road, one of the main arteries

running south-west could, by that means, be

continued into Albert-square, and the narrow

and tortuous streets that at present connect

them, be swept away.
Let ns now look at the designs’smaf'i'm.

1

N0. 1. “ Arnolfo di Lapo.” Mr. William Lee,

London. This gentleman has dedicated bis

design to tbe great architect of the Cathedral of

Florence, the pupil of Nicolo Pisano, but we
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have grave doabts as to whether this defanct
worthy, could he re-assume “ this mortal coil”
for the nonce, in order to view the result of his
pupil’s efforts, would feel flattered by the doubt-
ful honour conferred on him. As nearly as we
can describe it, the style adopted is intended for
a perpendicular treatment of Venetian Gothic,
but so crowded is the whole with the most
elaborate and diminutive detail, that the effect
usually produced by the Venetian, or predomi-
nating style, is lost. The clock-tower rises
from the centre of the Albert-sqnare facade

;

and after leaving the roofs, ascends in a very
plain and unimposing manner until it meets
a heavy machicolated cornice, with parapet
bounded at the corners by four angle pinnacles.
The whole is crowned by a somewhat squat
elate saddle-hipped roof, having dormer windows
on its four faces. Two bold flights of steps,
isolated from the rest of the building, rise from
the street, on either side of the entrance to the
ground floor, and land on a terrace or platform
over the same. From this access is gained to
the great vestibule on the main floor, through
which the great hall and state-rooms are ap-
proached. This staircase is not, however, shown
in the perspective view.
The connexion of the circular angle turrets,

with the pavilions flanking the Albert-square
front, is not satisfactory. The upper part of
their roofs should rise higher above the side
gables to obviate the present smothered-up ap-
pearance from which they now suffer

j and the
whole of this group is not sufficiently grand for
the importance of its position. The Cooper-
street corner of the Princess-street elevation is
not sufficiently accentuated, and the central
feature in Princess-street is too great for the
remainder of the elevation. Four perspective
views, very beantifnliy drawn in line and
etched, illustrate the design. The detail shown
is, in part, very good, and some beantifol bits
ot grouping will be found in these views. The
interior of the large room is fine, but rather
tame. A rnrved wooden roof, of low pitch,
rises from liammer-beams, supported by cor-
bels springing from the wall shafts, the space
between the corbels over the heads of windows
being finished with a flat ceiling. The windows
are too wide for the amount of wall space
between. One bay of this hall, drawn to a large
scale, and showing the coloured decorations, is
given. Frescoes are shown below the windows,
and canopies containing statues separate the
different bays. Twenty-three drawings, includ-
ing views, explain this design, and the cost of
carrying it out is placed at 250,000^.,—the limit
assigned by the instrnctions.

No. 2, “Fair© sans dire,” by Mr. T. H. Wyatt,
of London, the architect of the Liverpool E.x-
change, is an Italian design, with French treat-
ment, exhibiting great dignity and repose. Themam entrance, or grand portal in centre of
Albert-sqnare front, is massive and chaste. The
clock-tower over it, however, is not equal to its
position, being too insignificant for the angle
towers flanking this elevation.

In the main facade, the basement is quiet and
massive, and above it a colonnade detached from
the front wall supports a deep cornice, with
statues over it. The attic story is so lofty that
it detracts from the scale of the lower parts of
the facade, and its windows are too like those of
a dwelling-house to suit the other parts of the
composition. No roof appears over this, although
two Mansard roofs abut against the angle
towers.

The circular angle towers rise from two bold
projections with high slated roofs, between
which the colonnade of the main front is con-
tinned, terminating above in well-proportioned
domes. The interior of the public room is very
grand, and shows a circular roof formed by ribs

'

springing from red granite columns. The lower
portion of these columns and their dados are
attached to pilasters supporting the side galleries
and resembles strongly the treatment of the lar^^e’
room in St. George’s Ilal], Liverpool. The
interior of tbo council chamber, and those of the
dining-room and principal entrance, are very
pleasing, and beautifnlly drawn and colonred

j

in fact, the manner in which the views of this
design are finished is highly creditable to all
concerned in them. The plan is simple, practical,
and clever, bnt the internal areas are small.
The main floor is gained from the street by three
flights of wide steps, an ante leading to the end
of the public hall. Passages on either side of
the hall are connected with it by doors at the
centre and ends of the same. Fonr small stair-
cases occur at the angles of the hall leading to
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the galleries. Committee-rooms and open areas
are placed each side of the whole.
The council-chamber and main entrance ad'

joining come between the mayor’s department
and the state rooms. The mayor’s entrance on
the gronnd-floor is placed in the circular angle
tower, 31 ft. in diameter, at the corner of Albert-
sqnare and Princess-street. From this hall
stairs lead to bis rooms above. In the basement
a metal tramway laid along the main corridor
serves for the circulation of heavy goods. The
areas provided are too small, in a climate like
that of Manchester, for a proper supply of light
and fresh air. Including views, this clever design
comprises twenty-one drawings. The estimated
cost is placed at the required limit of 250,0001.

In No. 3, “ Tides,” Mr. Cnthbert Brodrick,
best known by the “ Leeds Town-hall,” has col-
lected the largest possible nnmber of small
shafts, and, with the assistance of pointed
arches, has raised a palace for the,—fairies. The
gronp formed by the large towers is fine when
considered merely in outline. All the towers are
circular and very large. On the groond-floor the
base of the clock-tower, which is of great dia-
meter, is devoted to a large entrance-hall,
which swallows up the best portions of the front
part of his plan. Part of the colouring of the
exterior view is very spirited, especially the
foreground. The plan has merits.
No. 4, “ Sperandum,” Mr. John 0. Scott (son

of Professor G. G. Scott).—This design is illus-
trated by no less than twelve beautiful and
highly-finished exterior and interior views

;

some of considerable size and merit as colonred
drawings. This is, we believe, the first occasion
on which Mr. J. Scott has come before the
pnblio. The question naturally presents itself, if
bis first essay be sosnccessfaljwhat mannerofman
will he be when he has attained to his father’s
age and experience ? The “ Main Entrance,” in
the centre of the Albert-sqnare facade, has over
it a porch of two stages

; the upper one gained
through the large ante-room on the main floor,
provided for public speaking at elections and on
similar occasions. In the front elevation it is
composed of three arches with angle battresses,
finishing in very graceful pinnacles. The side
arches are pointed, but the centre ones are ellip.
tical, and produce an unpleasant effect. This
might have been easily avoided by making the
aide arches slightly wider, and changing the
ellipse into a stilted semicircle. Over this porch
rises the clock-tower. After leaving the roofs,
it shoots

_

up straight like a rocket. By an
anxious journey heavenwards, the eye at
length reaches the clock, and over it a
parapet with the usual allowance of pinnacles.
The whole is crowned with a lofty hipped roof of
(too) green slate. Taking the tower as a whole,
it is really grand. The lines are plain, but
dignified and refined. There is nothing novel
about it, and still it is satisfactory. The ground-
floor windows are good

j and over them, on themam floor, come pointed windows with traceried
heads. These two floors are divided into bays by
buttresses terminated on level of main floor by
canopies containing statues. The windows of
the upper story are divided by pilasters, and over
them come a aeries of narrow stone arches, and
the wall behind pierced with an occasional
Innettej over this a comice, and a high-pitched
roof. This elevation is terminated north and
south by octagonal turret staircases, continned to
such a height above the cornice as to give them a
somewhat lanky appearance. As the only pro-
jections in the front are the porch and buttresses
aforesaid, the general effect is flat, owing to the
absence of strong shadows and contrasts.
The tower at the Cooper-street end of Princess-

street is somewhat similar to the clock-tower,
but a hotter composition on the whole. Themam entrance on the gronnd-floor is under the

;

covered porch. A vestibule leads to the grand
, staircase, with dome-light over it. The grand

I

staircase lands the public on the state corridor
I of the main floor. Returning along corridors
richt and laft of fliA pfaiv-AdOA i-Via u.

- — ...voiuixjiug muug curriuors
right and left of the staircase, the public would

j

enter the grand hall. This is cruciform on plan,
' the arms of the cross being cut off from the
I
remainder by three arches, and occupied by

' galleries. Two beautifnlly finished interior views
show different methods of finishing the roof of
this hall

J
the one by a dome springing from

peudentives, and the other by a simple arched
roof slightly pointed, supported by groining
springing from wall-shafts, somewhat similar in
treatment to that of Mr. Lee’s. The drawings
showing the grand staircase and council-chamber
are works of art of no mean pretensions. The
grand stairs leave the gronnd-floor by a wide

central flight of steps, and after gaining the first
landing separate into two flights terminating on
the state corridor. Round the whole is a series
of graceful arches on marble shafts supporting a
glass roof. The estimated sum for carrving out
this design, iucluding the domed finish to the
great hall, is 261,7751. Mr. John Scott ha.s a
career before him that cau scarcely fail to be
eminently successfol.

No. 5, ” Saint Valentine,” by Mr. Alfred
Waterhonse, the architect of the Manchester
Assize Courts, and the successful architect in the
present competition. The general grouping of
the tower roofs and prominent features of this
design is most effective, and must have been
well studied. The individual parts, however,
seem to have had lees attention. The Albert-
square elevation has a central feature,—a boldly-
designed gable, with angle buttresses and
pinnacles over, projecting forward from the main
building to the street line. On the ground-floor
this forms the porch to the vestibule, and is
gained by a wide and low-pointed arched door,
the whole enclosed by a hood gable, constituting
an insuffioient main entrance. In this gable
over the porch are three windows, of two lights
each, having traceried and pointed heads. In
the stage above are windows similar in character
to those below

j and in the gable itself are smaller
lights, suited to their position. Behiud this
gable, and from the main walls of the building,
rises the clock tower. Its outline is plain. The
top stage is occupied by three pointed arched
openings in each face, and over them a parapet
with angle pinnacles. Over this story the
tower changes into an octagon, containing four
clock-dials. The sides facing the angle pin-
nacles appear somewhat unstudied and bare. A
slated pyramidal roof terminates the whole.
The perspective views are lined in brown ink,
and coloured in sepia and Payne’s grey. They
are executed in a bold and artistic manner. The
small view on the same mount as the Cooper-
street elevation is a gem in its way. The in-
terior view of one of the three winding stair-
cases is also worthy of close examination, We
have no doubt that when Mr. Waterhouse has
more leisure for the study of the detail of his
elevations, a perfectly snccessfal design will be
the result. 'The style adopted is a free treat-
ment of Early French.
The ground-floor is approached from Albert-

sqnare by the porch before described. On each
side of this porch are small chambers for the
use of the porters. Next comes the vestibule,
placed immediately under the clock-tower • bub
how this is to be lighted, except with the most
“dim religious light,” we cannot say. This
yestibnlo leads into the staircase hall, and from
it runs a passage in the direction of Cooper-
street, giving access to all the rooms of the
police department placed under the public room.
In the eutrance-hall the grand staircases rise to
the right and left landing on the main floor,
either side of the entrance to public room. At
the extremes of tho front corridor on main floor
are public entrances into Princess and Lloyd
streets respectively. At the junction of this
with the side corridors ocenr winding staircases,
and a similar one is placed immediately opposite
the entrance from Cooper-street. The treasurer’s
department is on the left of the main entrance.
Then, turning the corner into Princess-street,
come the public entrauce, the mayor’s entrance
and^ staircase, weights and measures offices,
paying and highway, and water department.
Going from Cooper-street down Lloyd-street wo
find first the Court of Record, warehouse keys,
some distance from the police department, under
whose protection it lies, workshops for weights
and measures at the opposite corner of the
building from the offices connected with it.

Then come the gas and scavenging departments,
and the inclined cartway leading to the base-
ment. Stairs to porter’s residence, and a public
entrance complete this frontage.
On the main floor the front is occupied by the

state departments in the following order: At
the Princess-street end, the dining-room, recep-
tion-room, ante-room to same, under clock-
tower, and projecting over the porch, large
committee-room, ante and council-chamber.
On the Princess-street front, next to dining-
room, come the mayor, town clerk, assistant
town clerk, and city surveyor} and off the cross
comdor, at end of public hall, connecting tho
Princess-street with the Lloyd-street blocks, is
placed the committee clerk. The three commit-
tee-rooms are put over the centre of Lloyd-
street front. The public hall is placed at right
angles to the Albert-square front, and is entered
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I only at the ends,—an arrangement which would

J prove inconvenient were the hall portioned out

' into three different divisions in the event of its

being hired for a puhlio entertainment. The

hall is finished above with a high-pitched roof,

having' large hammer-beamed curved principals,

much resembling the hall in the Assize Courts
j

but not to be highly commended for its acoustic

properties. „ .

This plan has been placed first for simplicity

of arrangement; but to gain this simplicity,

the “ instructions ” appear to have been a little

overlooked. In Cooper-street and Princess-

street, for instance, the central features encroach

upon the space reserved for areas. The wall of

angle pavilion, crossing the dining-room, will, we

imagine, be supported by a strong iron girder,

but the internal pier that would support this

girder is gutted by a hoist, leaving only a shell of

brickwork, about 9 in. or 14 in. in thickness.

It is considered by the architect that the

whole could bo executed for a sum less than

250,000i. Ont of nineteen drawings, seven are

perspective views.

To No. 6, Interlacing Triangles, Messrs. Speak-

man & Charlesworth, the judges awarded

the first place for architecture. The Albert-

The interior of the public hall is pleasing. The

roof, which is ofwood,curved at the sides and fiat at

the centre, has the lookof being suited forconcerts

or debates. To increase the comfort of this hall,

a large wooden ventilator, supported on strong

iron trusses, rises from the centre of the ridge,

marking the position of the hall from the outside.

The council-chamber is octagonal in plan, lighted

by a shallow glass dome, supported on pen-

dentives springing from angle shafts. Two

galleries are provided, that for the public being

gained from the street, and the other, for the

use of the press, from the main floor. A view

is given of the mayor’s hall, which forms a very

beautiful composition. The design of the grand

staircase is also successful,
_

and, like all the

rest, if not even more so, is very beautifully

drawn and artistically coloured. The figures

introduced are well studied.

In Albert-square the ground-floor is entered

by two doors leading off the covered crrriage-

way under the steps in the grand portal, ‘Wom-Near

the*se start auxiliary staircases, which lead to

the main floor on either side of the grand stair-

case. Rooms for the porter are placed between

these entrances, one of which is devoted to the

use of the mayor. Ths treasurer’s department

square'fronT ia by far the grandoBt and most lies on the right and loft of the main entrance m
original conception in the room. In this design ' Prineoss-street, the paving and highjrays on

the central grLp is formed by a stately porch ' the Albert-sqaare, and ‘'1= “
The

of three pointed arches, through which a broad the Cooper-street side of the treasmer The

flight of steps leads to the main floor. The i
water departmeiit ooonpies the greater pMt of

oeltre one is nearly donhle the width of side the Lloyd-streot The Pf™
arches and is enclosed by a crooketed hood -

1

in Albert-square and that end of Cooper-street.

gable.’ The middle ones are more massive than A cartway leads froin Lloyd-slreet by_an m-

the angle piers, imparting a weak look to the

latter, where extra strength and abutment are

to be expected. Over the porch the facade is

carried up one stage higher than the rest of the

building
;
on the centre is a crocheted gable with

small canopy for finial. A sculptured circular

medallion fills this gable. On either side are beau-

tiful octagonal turrets, two stages in height,

rising, from a square flat, bounded by pinnacles.

The construction for supporting these turrets is not

hinted at externally, and, as in Mr. Waterhouse’s

case, they do not grow naturally out of their

square bases. Above all, and behind the central

gable, rises tbe lofty clock-tower, too much re-

sembling that of the Assize Courts to be erected

within a mile of that building.

In this fa9ade the ground-floor windows are

square-headed, and divided into two lights by

shafted mnllions, having relieving arches over

all. The division piers are massive, with

alternating courses of different coloured stone.

Above this is a rich string and balustrade. Over

the piers rise coupled columns sufficiently de-

tached from the main wall as to leave a shallow

passage or balcony behind. From these shafts

spring pointed arches supporting the front wall

of the upper story, and having their soffits the

full width of the passage below, thereby pro-

ducing strong shadows without diminishing to

any deleterious extent the light of the main floor

windows. Coupled pointed lights, with a circle

in the head, form the windows to the state-

rooms. Over this bold arcade is a deep string,

formed by square panels filled with shields

having armorial bearings. Next above come

the windows of the upper story, of two pointed

lights, separated by conpled granite shafts.

These are divided into six bays on each aide, by

statues resting on corbels, and protected by

canopies. Above an open arched balustrade, rest-

ing on a rich cornice, and abutting against two

dormer-windows ;
and the angle and central

towers bring ns to the roof, which is finished

with a metal cresting and well-designed chim-

neys.

The angle-towers bounding this elevation on

each side are octagonal, and fully equal to their

position. They are more than semi-detached,

consequently looking safe and capable of easy

execution. The horizontal bands of the fa^ude

run round these towers, connecting them with

the rest of the building. The balcony of the

main floor is also returned: it is supported on

short granite shafts, resting on the projecting

weatherings of small, but wide, buttrpses.

These towers rise one story above the cornice of

the facade, and are crowned with a boldly-cor-

belled comice, having gargoyles at the angles.

Above this is a pyramidal slated roof, having an

open sort of bell-cote, of pleasing outlines, as a

termination. Four dormer windows occur in

the roofs, completing these charming pieces of

composition. The Cooper-street elevation is not

so satisfactory as the main front, the central

dine to the basement, for the convenient de-

livery of coals and heavy goods. The main floor

is gained from the street by the external flight

of steps under grand portal ;
the auxiliary stair-

cases on either aide leading from the ground-floor.

The great hall is gained from the <ante-room by

three doors, and the corridors, loading to the

state rooms, branch right and left of same. On

the left will be found the reception, dining, and

mayor’s rooms j
to the right the committee-

rooms. The council-chamber is placed next the

cross corridor, on the Lloyd-street side of the

great hall,—a position which the author con-

siders more convenient than any other, and free

from the disturbing noise of passing traffic.

The areas are large ;
all the rooms and corridors

are well and directly lighted. The estimated

cost of carrying out this design is put down at

253,285L
No. 7,

“ True to the Line,” is by Mr. Thomas

Worthington, Manchester, author of the new

Albert Memorial in the middle of the square

facing the centre of the main front of the pro-

posed new building. Ho also built the Memo-

rial Hall in the same square.

This design was placed third in order of archi-

tectural merit
;
Mr. Charlesworth’s and Mr. John

Scott’s preceding it. This order applies, we
think, only to the Albert-square front, as neither

of the above-named gentlemen have treated the

Cooper and Princess-street elevations in so

masterly and artistic a manner. Take, for in-

stance, the splendid group in No. 16, a view of

Mayor’s Porch and 'angle of Princess-street and

Albert-square ;
also No. 15, view of Cooper-

street end and Princess-street, with the massive

tower at tbe junction of these streets, rising

bold and dignified from the roofs. The broad

and powerful treatment of this drawing reminds

one strongly of the style of the elder Prout.

We may call the style adopted tbe best period

of Feudal French architecture, considerably re-

fined. In the front elevation, as described in

Mr. Lee’s design, bold flights of steps, separated

from the building by the sunk areas, approach a

landing or terrace formed by the roof of en-

trance-porch to grand floor, and placed on the

level of main floor. Two square-headed doors

are placed under a lofty and shallow-arched

portal, the tympanum over tbe doors being filled

by a rose window. An elaborate gable, flanked

by angle-piers with pinnacles, completes this

grand portal. Above it rises the olock-tower, in

five stages, before the machicolated cornice,

parapet, angle-pinnacles, dormer-windows, and

hipped and slated roof are reached. The fa9ade

between the ciock-tower and flanking pavi-

lions is divided into six bays. On the ground-

floor are square-headed windows, with shafted

mullions ;
on the main floor, pointed windows

of two lights and traceried heads
;

above

them a very plain space of considerable height

must be passed before the string-courses to the

upper stage are reached. This top story has
so satisiauuuiy mo i.uo Auaiii nuun, -t-r— o- -

. ,
>

tower befag throttled on either side by tall slate triple lanced windows, with connecting hood,

roofs of an alarmingly high pitch.
1

mould over, the division of the bays marked by

statues on corbels and under canopies. Over

tho parapet come the dormers, having shafts

rising from tbe foot-stones of the gable coping,

and supporting figures or finials,—a piece of

assthetic construction that we highly object to.

The flanking pavilions are very heavy in out-

line. An oriel window projects from the front

face, and at the sides bay windows, terminated

by a graceful pyramidal slated roof.

The plan is constructed on a totally different

principle to that of the other competitors, the

motive being a desire to finish the angles of the

Albert-square front by a square treatment, and

also to make the internal areas rectangular and

architectural studies. To gain this he has sacri-

ficed much space and light, at the same time

taking great liberties with the external sunk

areas. From tho main front the ground-floor is

gained by a porch under the raised terrace

before described. This is connected by a wide

arch with the vestibule under the olock-tower.

This vestibule will fare little better than Mr.

Waterhouse’s in respect of light. On tho other

side of the main corridor rises the grand stair-

case; and right and left of it is a spacious

vaulted ambulatory,—lighted by one of the

arcaded areas before described. North and

south of the main corridor are public entrances.

On the left of the vestibule are placed

the paving and highway, with the mayor’s

private entrance, and on the right the building

and sanitary departments. In the centre, under

the great hall, are placed the Court of Record,

markets and weights and measures departments.

Going from the mayor’s entrance down Princess-

street we find tho treasurer’s, and then the gas

departments
;

two doors either side of the

central block giving separate access to each.

The large gas office has a separate entrance in

Cooper-street
;
and a second door near it is pro-

vided for the large room of the waterworks.

This latter entrance also leads to the interior

corridors. A cart entrance is provided in Lloyd-

street, communicating with the basement. On
the main floor the arrangement of the state-

rooms is very successful ;
and although this

floor can bo gained from the street by the ex-

ternal steps, the entrance vestibule can be

thrown into the long suite of rooms. At the

Albert-square corner is placed the dining-room,

with its serving apartment ;
next tbe reception,

ante-room, vestibule, large committee-room, ante-

room, and conncil-chamber. Opposite the dining-

room is the mayor’s room, with a hall between.

Off this hall is the mayor’s staircase. Town clerk,

assistant town clerk, and city surveyor occupy

tho Princess-street front
;
the committee clerk

is placed by the cross corridor, at back of great

hall. In Lloyd-street, next to the council-

chamber, are placed the three committee-rooms,

clerk of prosecution, and water department. The

public room lies at right angles to Albert-square.

It is gained from the vestibule, through a large

hall, lighted from the tambour of a dome.

The upper flights of the grand staircase land

at the sides of this hall. Corridor, at either side,

and at the end of the public rooms give access

to the same by seven doors,—a good and safe

arrangement. The room is provided with a

wagon-headed roof, divided into eight bays by

curved ribs, and subdivided into small panels

by moulded ribs. This shaped roof is not so

good as some other exhibitions for true sounding

properties. The windows are nicely designed,

and the space below devoted to frescoes.

Out of twenty drawings, eight are perspective

views, some being amongst the finest pictures in

the exhibition. Estimate, inolnding towers, &c.,

275,0001.

No. 8, “ Valentine,” by Mr. Edward Salomons,

of Manchester, known best by the theatres and

warehouses that be has erected. The style he

has adopted is free Italian, from a modern

French point of view. In the centre of the main

front is a wide square door, flanked by caryatides

supporting a segmental pediment, filled with

carving. On each aide of this are massive rusti-

cated dados the fall height of the ground-floor,

and relieved by a sank niche holding statnes.

From these dados rise conpled columns, sup-

porting a frieze and segmental pediment, filled

with sculpture, the whole enclosing a semi-

circular arched recess, containing three windows

with carved tympanum over. Slight projections

flank this gable, and, with the clock-tower, which

crowns the whole, completes the central feature

of this design.

The clock-tower rises by eight angle pilasters

from a square base, having seated figures on

pedestals at the angles. Under a semicircular

arch, springing from these pilasters, is the clock
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A NEW YORK UP.TOWN HOUSE.

Tf?
™ " Pemestio Arohiteotnre in

r.i. ’t'
®®''’’“"® Wheeler, Fellow was

ult^ In th
^“‘““‘® °f Architects, on the 30th

.vl; t

^ “P, ®°®™® ®f If til® -writer said, the sub.

N?w 7* n
7°'“' Pt“ ®“®®‘te® I® ordinaryNew York np-town house, such as may becounted by hundreds not only in that largJandfashionablo city, but in all other new towm oftoe ’Transotlantio continent, remarking by the

7nld 7
PP'^ ®Tored as an examplfof whatwould suit our own mode of livingT but as aspecimen of toe domestic boildings of AmericaThe plan IS a typo of too class of private rTsi'deuces known as the " high.stoup.’Ur gentone

* sfnt all
arrangements pro.

, M®t all the peculiarities of an American iity
(

dwelling. The block pl.an of the house showsa very considerable depth-ooenpying in f7tnearly the whole of the lot, aTd if recessed

7Tk a°,7
'‘P” “‘P '“P P“"P®‘®®‘’ ®® ®“ ®"

wall, as Americans call it, than our Londonhonsra generally are. This recess gives a betteropportunity for the entrance.steps and landingwhich are wide and handsomely arranged tlfenpper level forming a porch or ‘‘stoup " w'hfoh

The hTild"”/’'!
”P"’P ‘P Had of house.The hall.dom- leads into a vestibule, in which are

baT Unfinfl,-™/®
''®‘° ‘•‘P ®®trauce.

Sriy®^?
®°°'' “®P “"P aaaaPtion.rooms,—

diflering from our customary arrangement whichdisposes them upon the flooT abovef-and tofsT

cZ™°Z7'' PP'PP®’ ^"Med bf
1-, a dr»

^ ‘l''‘®i®®®. ®®d in toe reaV

thB hou °®®®Py’®g toe whole width of

fame for wh T7 tWs room-the Amerieauname for which is an ” eitension.room "—is a

sto E'®""’ aaO having

ooTs thf^ 1,^1 ‘° .^P S»rden, For party pnrf

f™f'd
° ®"'‘P t'®®® ®*t®®dod lof fery

e“ot'%f7r-b“f6rfS”rp“f ^

room nearly 21 ft by fo ft wi7
p®‘p®=‘“®-

10 ft. or 12 ft morf
of

“p "“'“p® b™s?id?u7doofr:hicb

with froLefwglat,” “-p

Between the staircase.hall and toe extension.

romn is an inner-ball, abut off by slidinv doorsand containing a ’’lift” or dumb waiter from

fther°en
fp'®"'’ ®®olosed sbolves and

mffts iTh”'™
““P P*' ®P"‘®g refroah-

Ss inth^
‘‘ '*1' SHsa in the sliding

whifh f. f
5”'’ '®1' K“® i® toe eveniugfWhich 18 of course the time when urincinnl^used. The height of this story is 14 ff.?and tUf

wfthffrfl,®
P” '® °®P dootimions flightwithout the break of intermediate landings.

®
Ihe floor below is thus divided :

In front is the dining-room, forming the gene-

S Sin77 ‘’’P '““"T’ ““d oorrespofding

1 r fr 7 ‘^P ^ooption-room over—24 ft. bf

oloeft Z/T ® ‘“®«P Private store^

fate, ’a ^ n
® serving-room, which communi-

cates dirootly with toe kitchen. The kitchen

betef fitted
®.°®®“‘®®7‘P Hngtb, the rear end

vfmfufe f ‘ 7"'‘'”®'‘‘'P°SI'‘® ®®d other con-

leads from 7- Poi-posee. A glazed door

d “7 “® OPO® epooe beneath the

fi led ’?l?'^i.'”
‘’‘Pr®°P® ‘’‘‘® “'o apertures

in IteWtew
glae® to assistn lighting toe cellar below. By the side of the

efr.t''^
PfP,? ®®"'“®H' bath-room and a water-

cloaet, and the space not occupied by toe atair-

fteeot'P
P'* ® store-room and seyernl

closets, American housekeepers always pre-

if whfch“th“®P
®®“‘’®®® of separate enclosures,m which their necessaries may be kept distinct,

to a ^noral store-room. This story is 10 ft.high. Beneath this floor is toe sub-cellar, which
IB always kept as little obstructed by cross walls

f®
7“'^ P. 7® apparatus, whetherfurnace or boiler, is in toe centre, with largecool-hnnks m front; toe rear being left opfnwith larder’ milk-room, and the like at the side.Ihe heating apparatus I will presently speak ofmerely oallmg attention to the large air troughcarried under toe oeiliug and opening into thearea m front, by which cold external air is con-

dfsteOiut”?
‘*‘®,I>®7”«-®‘‘ainber, and thence

Qistributsd over the house.
The chamber floors ore above too reception-

rooms, and are arranged exactly alike in each

toamU®”®
PPP”* f®®®‘’ “ =“1'®*-

fhie (h.t“ 1 ft
®P®®’,®®'> »>®®'l®® on®" at themde

, that at the bock containing a bath and
water-closet, with a large linen-oloset, toe pecu-

kf7h7rf‘“*‘ ‘t
‘‘ ’® ‘H®<t with cedar tokeep blankets and furs from ravages by moths.Between the two large rooms a considerable

space m the middle of toe house is devoted to
. aresaiDg-elosets, which are so arranged as to
I oontara washing and bathing apparatnf, hanging
wardrobes, drawers, and all other fittings fo?

.
toilette requirements. These are, moreover,

,
lighted and ventilated by an air-shaft, which
runs up from this floor through the building,with a cover of thick glass raised a few inohraabove the level of toe main roof, having apor-
turps ah flufl owl- —-lU _i. • ’

.
° r'-*

- -_.sa. w* oxiD kuttiu looi, iiavmg aper-
tures at the side with closing shutters for
admission of air at will.
There are three such chamber stories, of the

respeotive heights of 11 ft., 10 ft., and 9 ft.and in the rear the peculiar construction of thelong sluing roof gives an additional story overone half, and affords sleeping-rooms for servants.
Although other forms of roofs may be seen, thismode of construction is that generally adopted.

Its simplicity, and the ease with which snow orram can be conducted to the one larf»e over-hanpng gutter in front, give it advantages which
the lightness of the covering used—tin, enables
American builders to avail themselves of. The
bearings are principally on the side walls bymeans of stout purlins, and the rafters overlapand are pinned together in breaking lengths,and tied at the foot to the ceiling and floor
joists, forming m reality a series of individual

end of the building to the

The gutter is formed in tin, and is carried
upon very bold brackets, the front being treated
as a cornice. This part of the front of the house
IS generally of wood, and very stontly and
strongly framed. I know this part of an expen-
Bive and often elaborately ornamented front
ought to be of stone, and many who have only
taken an ordinary peep at American town houses
will believe that itts,- but recollections of actual
lact oornpel me to say that the American work-men paint and sand woodwork very cunningly
and all must not be taken as stone which looksnay and even feels, like that more orthodox mate'naL But it must be conceded that for this
particular purpose wood is a good and propermaterial

; the error is in makin| it appeafwTS
uapfl il-

®P.”’ ®®l®®h has been occasionallv

llltZ
‘‘‘® ®'®®®‘'“®’ I*®® ®®t. I fancy, found

general aooeptauoe-at all events, it had not to
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the date of my lost personal experience in

The average cost of building such a house as

the one described, with a stotwor marble fron^.

and handsomely but not over - elaborately

finished, would be, exclusive of the land, about

three thousand guineas. The land, especially in

some exclusively choice localities, would often be

nearly as much again, and the rental of such a

residence would not be less now than from eix

hundred to eight hundred guineas per aonum

in some situations very much more. The cost

to purchase would be from six to ten thousand

pounds. Houses built a few years back, and m
the less fashionable parts of the town, may be

bouerhtfor much less than these amounts; and

in many very pleasant situations, not so ex-

clusively “the rage,” such can be obtained at

more reasonable, though still very high rentals.

A wish having been expressed for information

as to the modes of artiQcial heating employed m
the Onited States, I will endeavour to describe

tho various apparatus most commonly in use.

Stoves, fire-places, and the like, serving to

heat only one apartment, I will pass over, and

confine myself to such
_

systems as provide

warmth to the whole building.

The first of these is the hot-air furnace, by

which air brought from without is warmed by

contact with a largo heated metal surface con-

fined within a chamber of brickwork, and then

distributed through tin pipes of large diameUr ,

to the floors of the several rooms above. Ihis

apparatus is placed in the cellar, and being com-

paratively inexpensive and very easy of arrange-

ment, until a very few years back it was m
almost universal use. Unfortunately

serious objections were found in the working ot

the system, which, however, I am indaned to

attribute to defects in the apparatus and m the

mode of its application, rather than to the prin-

ciple itself. Hot-air furnaces there are ot

American make, both good and bad; and the

bad being cheaper, and the people on the whole

not understanding wherein the advantage of one

piece of mechanism consists over another, the

country has been overrun with cheaply made

red-hot cast-iron appliances, that burn up and

vitiate the air, discharging currents into the

rooms highly charged with sulphurons and other

irritating gases, justly bringing upon tbeir_ use
|

the condemnation of medical men. The pipes,

too, are often contracted in their dimensions,

and instead of the warm-air chamber pntly

civing out largo volumes of moderately-heated

fresh external air throughout the building, a

thin scorching blast of air, almost red hot, is

shot through the registers into the rooms, to the

destruction of all health aud comfort. So great a

nuisance this became at last, that a general out-

cry was raised, and hot-air furnaces are now, i

am told, nob nearly as frequently used as they

once were. But experience and a loving atten-

tion to a subject, always somewhat of a hobby,

have satisfied me that the old Boston furnace of

Chilso7i’s principle, or its improvements aud

modifications introduced by BoyJiion, the Jsew

York successors of the original house, may be

used in such a manner as to answer all the re-

quirements of modern modes of heating.

Kecent testimony from New York leads me,

however, to conclude that furnaces are less fre-

quently in demand, and the more costly modes

of hot water and steam heating are supplying

their place; still, with many instances fresh m
my recollection, and the disinterested accounts

of their continuance in satisfactory working, I

do not feel inclined to admit that the pvils of

this mode of warming are identified with the

system, bub rather result from bad workmanship

tind improper application.

The best furnace that can bo used is one

which gives the greatest possible amount of heat-

iug surface, and at the same time is of such

simplicity of construction as to readily aUow its

internal parts and flues to be frequently got at

aud cleaned. Its parts should consist of a large

fire-lined pot of very heavy casting, and above

aud surrounding that the flue subdivided into

such forms as will best multiply the heatmg

surface, and ultimately discharge the smote into

the chimney flue as cool as possible, so that a

the heat may be transmitted by radiation. All

these parts are .enclosed in an air-chamber of

brick, which must be of large size, and of double

walls so as to allow no waste of heat into the

cellar. Tho cold air is brought by a wide wooden

trough from the exterior of the building into this

air-chamber, and after passing over the several

beating surfaces, is carried by means of tin pipes,

varying in diameter from 8 in. to 1-1 in., or even

more, according to the size of the rooms to be

warmed, to just below the floor of the apartment.

There it opens into a box, the depth of the space I

• between the floor joists, and set in soap-stone in

the floor. The top consists of a metal orna-

mental grating, below which are flaps working

on centres, and moved by a rack aud wheel so as

to perfectly close or open gradually the apertures

for transmission of the heated air into the roorn.

Considerable care and judgment are required m
conducting the tin pipes to the severallevels,

and in carrying them in horizontal directions.

Workmen generally contrive to have them as

nearly as possible in the centre of the house, and

the pipes perpendicular; although thero_ is no

difficulty in leading them nearly in a horizontal

direction, provided this is done at first on leaving

the air-chamber, and then continuing them up

to the required point of discharge. It will no

doubt suggest itself that the longest pipe will

draw off the heated air from the chamber with

greatest rapidity; and, aware of this, the

mechanics construct these of smaller diameter ;

but, with all their oare, it requires a little

nicety in the management of the valves in

the registers to secure its fair share of heat

to each room. In practice, however,
_

it is

very rare that all the registers are required to

be opened at one time, aud my own experience

of domestic life in America reminds me that we

I

rarely had any difficulty on this score, and that

I

the furnace once lighted in the beginning of the

’ winter generally remained without going out

until April. Servants soon get into the way of

managing a machine that saves so much trouble

no coals to carry up, no fire-places to sweep

up and keep tidy : all the furnace asks is a good

raking out and removal of the ashes m the

morning, a few shovelfuls of coals about twice

a day and banking up with cinders, and partial

closing of the damper at night, to ensure a

constant fire and a regular heat. The coal used

forthese hot-airfurnaces is anthracite ;
butl know

that they can be made, and have been, to burn

bituminous coal, such as our own fuel, and that

the accumulation of soot in the flues is no diffi-

culty. Should our manufacturers be inclined, to

try the introduction of this system of circulating

I artificial heat through a building, the principal

points to secure most be a large heating surfac^

an air-chamber of ample size, and pipes of such

diameter as I have described.

Ventilation may easily be secured by adit

flues or pipes from the rooms; m fact, tho in-

draught of warm air will be too sluggish to

raise the temperature oi the apartment, unless

means have been provided for its outflow •, and

this necessity compels an efficient ventilation.

Heating by means of circulating pipes Uiled

with hot water or steam does not diJfer in its

treatment in America much from our own inodes ;

but a common practice now prevails of com-

bining the principles of the hot-air furnace and

thehot-water boiler. This is done by having the

air-chamber heated by circulating pipes instead

of by furnace flues, and the atmospbeno air from

without is introduced, warmed, and distributed

throughout the building iu the same manner.

This system, however, has only been found to

answer either on asmall scale or as anauxibary,

unless great expense has been gone to in pro-

viding a very large boiler, which, moreover,

requires an undue amount of room lu the cellar.

The temperature, too. generally proves insufficient

for the severity of an American winter, although

in the instances that I remember, m which it had

been8Ucces8fullyapplied,thequaUtyofthewarmed

air thus generated was very soft and pleasant.

A new mode, I am credibly informed, now ob-

tains very great patronage and favour. I am

acquainted with its details, although it was

only just commencing to attract attention when

I last left New York. It consists of a boiler m
the cellar, by which steam is generated and cir-

culated at a low pressure throughout the build-

ing The heatmg of the air is, bowever. effected

not always or necessarily in a general air-cham-

ber common to the whole house, but special

chambers attached to each room. This is done

by admitting the steam into a radiator consist-

ing of two thin plates of iron forming a case,

atmnped by machinery with curved mdentations

to increase the radiating surface, and of a size

correepondiug to the dimensions of the apart-

ment to be warmed. One or more of these a^e

used and are enclosed in a case which, in la^,

forms the air-chamber, communicating witu

which is a tube carried along the floor-joiats, and

opening into the external air, through which is

admitted the current of fresh air to pass over

and around the radiators, and thence through

apertures into the room. The whole of_ this

apparatus may either be below the floor, with a

register at top, the same iu make to what has

been described before, or it may be iu the side

of the room with an ornamental front. The in-

ventor of this mode of heating suggests it may

occupy the opening of the fire-place,
_

and manu-

factures many highly ornamental gratings for that

purpose, but the objection that so domg would

cut off a natural and commonly existing modeot

ventilation seems to me fatal.
_

The best apparatus for applying tbia mode ot

heating is that known as Gold’s Paient,^ as manu-

factured by the American Automatic Steam

Company, and perhaps the best practical testi-

mony that can be offered in its favour is the tact

that the New York Board of Nire Insurance have

agreed that all the companies of that city will

make a reduction of 10 per cent, on all risks

where this mode of heating has been adopted.

Professor Silliman—a name, I am sure, well

known to all scientific readers—gives very care-

ful and laudatory testimony to_ the satisfactory

results of an introduction of this apparatus into

his own residence, and I read the names of many

of the leading men of the present day as record-

ing their equally favourable opinions.

It is not likely that wo in England will ever

willingly, or at all events generally, give up our

cheerful-looking open fires in favour of any con-

cealed mode of heating, however economical,

convenient, or healthful: with us, all such

appliauces must be only auxiliary, as, for in-

stance, to warm balls, corridors, and largo rooms ;

nor do I know that in America has the system

been so exclusively carried out as to permit buC

the one smoke- flue required by the heating

apparatus, and the omission of ordinary fare-

place openings and flues to every room.
^

notice, however, that such an arrangement is

strongly advocated there now, and builders aro

advised that no smoke-flues need be built but

for the cooking range and heating apparatus, and

that all rooms should have instead metal or glazed

earthen tubes carried up in the walla for venti-

lating purposes only. It is an open question

whether a building will gain or lose in an archi-

tectural point by omission of such well-known

features as stacks of smoke-sbafts above the

roof, and meanwhile houses are built as hereto-

fore, each with its own separate chimney opening

to every room.

COMPETITIONS.

Hull Ohitrch.—la tliia competitiou the deaigna

of Messrs. Adams 4 Kelly, of Leeds, have been

selected.

SANITARY MATTERS.

State of Sparhhrook, Binninglmm.-A report

presented to the Balsoll Heath Local Board has

Lnflrmed ramonrs which have prevailed aa to

the unhealthy condition of tho district about

Sparkbrook. It appears f™™
that fever has been very prevalentm the locality,

and that tho cause is to be found partly m the

deficiency of drainage and of

partly in the slovenly habits of the residents

The Streets in question are inhabited chiefly by

labouring men, whose natural disadvantages are

aggravated by pig-keepiug, drunkenness, the

;Soe ot thrUnI refuse about »» doorways

and neglect aa to the cleansing of
““J'-P]®' ,

two great difficulties are water supply and dram-

age.
^ As there is no water laid on from the

company's works, the people derive them supply

from shallow wells, which aro corrupted by the

infiltration 'of foul matter from the undramed

surface. These two influences acting m com-

bination are clearly producing poisonous effects,

for iu a two hours’ visit, the committee or tfae

Local Board beard of more than IW
fever having occurred within the last ffiw months.

The Board cannot see a clear way

moving the root of this infection, as they have

Tpolerto compel the use of other than well

water, and have no access to on outlet

drainace of this part of their district. Some-

tffin^however, mLt be done. The Board, per-

bans require the aid of the Privy Council.

miitlauer..—There must be something wrong

with tho water supply here : it was

Tltogethcr tho other day lu the higher parts of

tile town, and engines were stopped loeomotives

Lprived ot their usual supply, and the mhabi-

trats had to full back upon the objeetionable

pumps, which are stiU scattered about the town.
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LEIPZIG THEATRE.

We add, according to promise, a longitudinal

eection of the newly-built theatre in Leipzig, to

the illustrations given in our last.* It should

be instructive to notice the monumental cha-

racter given to the structure, its complete isola-

tion, the facilities of access, and the amount of

accommodation provided for the executive.

Leipzig (Leipaic, English), though the largest

commercial town of East Germany, has a smaller

population than Brighton.

low a death-rate as Sheffield, at least five recove-

ries to one death among those attacked by this

complaint, it is very evident that small-por has

recently been, and is still, very prevalent in

Sheffield. A sufficiently large proportion of

these deaths from small-pox is stated to have

occurred among unvaccinated children and adults

to prove the neglect of this precaution in the

town} but the returns give very incomplete evi-

dence upon this important point. Some of the

deaths were of infants who had not reached the

. age at which they are generally vaccinated, and

I

doubtless many of the adults who are reported to

i have died from the disease “ after vaccination,

j

had not been vaccinated since infancy, when, in

' too many instances, an assurance of the success of

the operation is neglected. The prevalence of

been attacked, but recovered, should further

stimulate the local authorities, civil and military,

to use every endeavour to encourage vaccina-

tion, abate all nuisances liable to promote the

prevalence of this or other epidemic diseases,

and, moreover, to remove from themselves any

stigma of snpineness, with regard to the preva-

lence of small-pox in Sheffield.

PROPOSED SCULPTURE FOR THE
UNIVERSITY OP LONDON.

VICTORIA HOSPITAL, SUEZ.

Tins hospital, and the accompanying build-
!

small-pox in Sheffield has led to a correspond-

ines, of which we give a view, have been erected
j

ence between the military authorities at the

for the Government of India by Mr. John Kirk, I

barracks and the health Committee of the

of Woolwich, Government contractor, from de- 1
Sheffield Local Board.

signs by Colonel CoUyer, late of the Royal It appears that early m February small-p^

Madras Engineers. prevalent in the barracks, and the staff-

They are of a'temporary nature, but it is
]

surgeon in charge communicated with the local

believed they will last for many years. They 1
authorities as to its prevalence among the si^-

are ofwood, weather-boarded outside, and match-
j

rounding civilian population, assuming that the

boarded inside, the walls being about G in.
|

soldiers had therefrom been infected, and sug-

The Committee on the new building, Burling-

ton Gardens, presented to the Senate the follow-

ing recommendations :

—

“ 1. That the four seated figures over the four piers of

the entrance-portico should typity the four faeulties of the

University, as represented by Englishmen illostrious in

Arts, Science, Law, and Medicine reepectiTely.

2. Thai the six standing figures on the roof line of the

central portion of the building should be iu the Classical

style, and should represent men of ancient timee eiuiuent

in various departments of study included in the University

course.
3. That the six standing figures in the niches of the

ground floor of the wings should be portrait.etatiies ot

distinguished representatives of modern knowledge ; those

the west wing Britons, and those on the eeat wing

thick. The roof is double, the rooms having a gesting that all cases should be removed to a foreigners.

notb-Tin. +v.aT, o nf 7 in then
1

speciul hospitul established for the purpose.
|

.4. That the ^ standing figarw
woodei. ceiling, then a space of 7 in., then

i

special hospital established ior tno purpose^

,

again a wooden roofing covered with patent i

The chief sanitary inspector ot >suemeia lose no
;

felt and noon that slates.t The hospital wards time in making a special inquiry into the pre-
1 Briton., and tho» on the enat wing to bo foreraers -the

- -- ’ •
- valence of the disease, and has since reported statues at the angles of the wmga being grouped with such

that he could find no cases within the borough ;

™

in the direction of the barracks, except

I

honse. King James-streot, where four persons

have verandahs 10 ft. wide, the windows are

glazed, and where other verandahs are less

than 10 ft. wide, the windows have Venetian

blinds in addition. The floors are raised 5 ft.

from the ground on cast-iron pillars. There i
had been attacked, and were in a fair way of

are ridge ventilators, foul-air extractors, Gal-
j

recovery. This house, which was nearly half a

ton’s stoves, supplies of hot and cold water,
i

mile from the ban'acks, is admitted to be one oi

and drainage througbont. There is accommoda-
1

several which are jiestitute of proper, or, mdeed,

tion for forty-four soldiers, four officers, and four
[

any drainage. King James-street is a street

women in the hospital, as also for a hospital i only in name, says the report, not being formed,
AU 1.1X0 111/19^1 hi..

,
C*0 CI.DM l\.l M j * j I'll J* 4.1

sergeant, six orderlies, and two nurses. There !

pitched, channelled, or drained, and is ^ the
7 . ' - . . » . . I -—4. i.— i.l-» O U -.4XI-.1 C.lK.h/'Yl fint.olT7

is further accommodation for six married non-

commissioned officers and their families. There

are kitchens, store-rooms, wash-house, laundry,

bakehouse, stabling, dead-house, guard-room,

and in addition, quarters for six officers, their

families and servants. The whole is surrounded

with a railing.

A ward for twenty men is 75 ft. long, 22 ft.

wide, and 16 ft. high, giving 1,320 cubic feet

per man.
The area of the ground containing the above

baililinga and central garden, with fountain and

walks, is eight acres. There is an additional

piece of land of six acres immediately to the

north of the hospital, which has been reserved

for kitchen-garden purposes.

These works were sanctioned in July and
August, 1867, and were all constructed in this

country, and then sent out and erected at Suez.

The work in this country was done under the

direction of Mr. John Baker, the contractor’s

managOT and agent} and the work at Suez

under the superintendence of Messrs. Joshna

Constable and Charles A. Baker, with four fore-

men sent out from this country. The large

number of men that have been employed upon

the works were all foreigners, principally Mal-

tese, Greeks, and Arabs.

estate of the Sheffield Grammar School. Surely

the borough surveyor or some other responsible

officer of the corporation should certify that new
dwellings are in a fit condition for human habi-

tation before lives are risked by dwelliog in

them. It is somewhat strange that the chief

inspector could only discover this one nest of

small-pox cases out of the something like 200

that have occurred since the beginning of the

year, but probably his inquiry only extended

that portion of the borongh

SMALL-POX IN SHEFFIELD.

diately around the barrack, although the

soldiers were as likely to catch the infection

from any part of the town to which they might

resort. In the coarse of his investigations the

chief inspector visited the barracks themselves,

and reported to the health committee most un-

favourably on their sanitary condition. The

privies of the soldiers, in all parts of the bar-

racks, wore in a “disgusting and dangerous

state
;

’
’ some of them were structurally defective,

and even those designed on a good principle had

by neglect been allowed to get out of order. The
stall-surgeon, who had in the first instance made
the representation to the Local Board, accom-

panied the inspector daring hia investigations,

and stated that be had only been in Sheffield

two or three weeks } and although he believed

there existed a “ sanitary council ” on the esta-

blishment, he was entirely ignorant of its orga-

nization. As this took place more than a month

ago, it is to bo hoped that this “sanitary council’’

Vi^g long ere this awoke to action} for in the

face of the late liberal expenditure of public

money for the sanitary improvement of the con-

dition of the English soldier, it is somewhat dis-

heartening to find such a condition of things

double groups as proposed by Mr. Pennethorne.'*

The following names have been selected in

accordance with those principles :

—

Staled Figuret over the Central Fortico.

East—Bcntham, Milton. ‘West—Newton, Harvey,

Standiiig Figuret on Eoof-Hne of Centre-,

East—Cicero, Galen, Aristotle.

yVeat—Plato, Archimedes, Tribomaou

Fortrait Siatuea in yieket of 0-roand Floor of TFinyt.

East—Cuvier, Leibnitz, Linnteus.

West—Locke, Bacon, Adam Smith.

Standing Figuret on Roof-lint of Wingt,

East—Galileo,* Laplane, Goethe.

West—Hume, Hunter, Dalton-t

We shall hope to hear that the exeention of

the statues is entrusted to men ofknown ability.

In the first instance we believe Shakspoara

formed one of the four “ representatives of

modern knowledge,’’ but Lord John Manners, as

First Commissioner of H.M.’s Works, having sug-

gested a doubt as to the propriety of this position,

the name was removed, and that of Hume substi-

tuted. A place will probably be found inside the

building for a statu© of the all-wise poet.

THE RUINED CHURCHES OF ORKNEY
AND SHETLAND.

Op the eleven large English towns furnish-

ing monthly returns to the Registrar-general,

Sheffield has, since the beginning of the year,

enjoyed the lowest annual death-rate, which has
not exceeded 23'3 per 1,000. The death-rates

:

existing in any of our barracks,

for the same period, in the other towns, have* It really matters little whether small-pox first

varied from 23'4 in London, to 25'7 in New- ori^nated in Sheffield among its civilian or

casile-upon-Tyne, and to 30'2 in Liverpool, and military population} but the inquiry has proved

Sl'O in Manchester. Notwithstanding this satis- i
the existence of evils among both most favour-

factory condition of the health of Sheffield, the able to the development of small-pox and other

weekly returns have from time to time given zymotic diseases. As to the neglect of vaccina-

evidence of fatality from small-pox,
-

This dis-

ease may, indeed, be said to have been more or

less epidemio in this town for some months
}
and

althongh it has not been fatal to the same ex-

tion, it is to be hoped that the military autho-

rities insist upon all the soldiers availing them-

selves of vaccination, which is a comparatively

easy task to the difficulties which lie in the way
tent as in Woolwich, Hertford, and a few other of enforcing that precaution upon the civil

towns that have recently suffered from the same population. The sanitary committee of the town

disease, a few deaths have been recorded in each
week of the present year, amounting in all to

forty deaths within the borough in the twelve

weeks ending the 21at ulb. When we con-

sider that there are, in a population enjoying so

have appeared inclined to ignore the presence of

the disease,—at any rate, the extent of ics pre-

valence. This is surely unwise, and, in the face

of an average weekly return of three deaths

since the beginning of the year, is no longer

very possible. It is, doubtless, owing to the

general satisfactory condition of the health of

At the last meeting of the Architectural

Association, a paper was read by Sir Henry
Dryden, bart., on “The Ruined Churches of

Orkney and Shetland.” He observed that there

were four ways of estimating churches. The

first was the ecclesioBtical view, which aimed

principally to obtain a buildiog fit for public

worship, but which was generally in favour of

replacing a plain window by a coloured one if

the money was forthcoming to do so }
the second

was that of the artistic gentry, upholding the

beautiful and picturesque, and who thought

every church ought to be made as attractive as

possible; the third was that of the antiquarian,

who considered it sacrilege to make the ^ghtest

alteration, and who believed that to remove an

ancient stone or window was to lose a chapter of

history
;
and the fourth was the view of those

who like himself, were in favour of conservation

of architecture as far as it was possible. He
alluded to a remark made by Professor Kerr on

a former occasion, in which it was stated that

when professionals made pets of amaterars, the

latter generally became pests
}
and begged to

differ from such an assertion, being fully per-

suaded that when wealthy people had. to pay for

eke erection of edifices of any kind, however

much, confidence they might have in the archi-

tect, they generally liked to have something to

say as to how their money should be spent.

Bat he did not believe that there was any reason

why there should be any enmity between the

two.
With respect to the ruined churches of Orkney

t We ’’cSroliselTes at tS" moment to describing the borough that the deaths have been so few

the building.
i
and consideration for the 200 persons who have

• "With astronomical aceesaoriea.

t With chemical accessories.
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luid Shetland, on which he wag to address them,
jaearly all the buildings were of Norwegian
origin

;
and as, since the time of the Heforina-

oiioD, the owners had allowed any one to desolate
i(hem, most of them were in a great state of ruin,
and several had even come down in the last
r,wenty years from the want of a little mortar
oeing here and there judiciously employed. If
t was asserted that they were not worth pre-
serving because they were not very beautiful, the
name argument would apply with respect to the
)Ioronation-stone in Westminster Abbey, and to
many other cases. They were, in fact, the
materials of history, and should be appreciated
iB long as history was of any value.
1 He would first of all touch upon the churches
Ilf Orkney, and bring before their notice the ruin
if St. Olah, at Kirkwall, dedicated to the great
ivarrior saint of the country, who, he believed,
vas said to have killed something like a thousand
'nenin aday. The original entrance was evi-
dently in the south; and the building was in the
•orm of a parallelogram. It was probably built
y Bishop Reed some time between 1540 and the
'teformation. At the church of Orpha there
rere the remains of what was evidently a
aroular nave, and it consequently must have
eeen one of the six round churches iu Great
Iritain. Most likely it was built between the
sears 1090 and IICO. There was a small chapel
n the Brough, immediately in the centre; and
0 was odd to notice how general was the practice
1 olden time of erecting sacred buildings on
)romontories and isolated points. This little
iliapel was also in the form of a parallelo'^ram,
leing 20 ft. long by 17 ft. wide. Only 4 ft. in height
'Ow remained. There was one door and one
:undow, the latter in the east end. Spread on
he top of the ruin were ten huts, evidently for
le benefit of pilgrims. The church on the
)rongh of Bursa was 57 ft. in length and 21 ft.
1 width; of the west end of it only 3 ft. in
sight remained. The sole access was on the
rest of the building, where there was one door-

^Now the question was,—Were there doors
I this doorway P And if so, bow were they
nng ? In some cottages skins were bung over
oorways

; and the Shetland gates were for the
lost part hung with staples. In his opinion, it
as questionable whether there were any doors.
6 found some three-quarter angle recesses in
le eastern part of the nave. Another singular
liing was that the entrance to the chancel was
nly 4 ft. 2 in. wide, and there had evidently
eeu a stair iu this entrance. The chancel was
0 ft. 9 in. from east to west. One window only
imained.

_

The floor was level to the end of the
ose; but in later times areredos had been built,
hich had completely blocked out the whole of
e apse. Steps had been also put to the altar,
lere need be no hesitation in assigning the date

1 this chapel, which was very like St. Margaret’s
aapel in Edinburgh, to the year 1100 or there-
souts. The Church of Wyre was built of
linatone it was 35 ft. 10 in. in length and
ft. in width. The nave was 19 ft. 2 in. by
ft. 10 m. There were two windows in

e south side, but only one of them was
iginal. Ihe top of the nave reached
w 11 ft. 5 in. above the floor. The chancel
ch was 2 ft. 6 in. wide, and the chancel like
at of Lipstone Church, Caithness, was nearly
uare. Enballow Church had not been known
r many years, as it had been converted into a
ttage. Its length was 52 ft. and width 22 ft.
I the west of it was a building which, in his
mion, must have been a sacristy. The chancel
LS 12 ft. by 8 ft. on the inside. There was
other building close by, 8 ft. by 7 ft. 9 in., on
3 south side of the church. He did not know
lat it could have been, but perhaps it was a
rch. Some part of the church might have
8u built in the eleventh or twelfth century,
t a new chancel had apparently been added in

3_
fourteenth century. There were the re-

lins of a chancel at Linterne, with an entrance

267
her in the chancel, with an arch leading
into it. It might possibly have been a muni-
ment room, or a priest’s room, for there was
only one small window in it, facing the north.
The church had probably been an important one,
and might have been erected about the twelfth
century. The tower was the only part which
justified the assumption that the building was of
ancient date, although in many respects it re-
sembled the early Irish churches. It was, in
fact, built after the traditional Irish form with
some modifications, and was raised, he should
think, after the Irish people were converted to
Christianity in 998.
So much for the churches of Orkney. He

would now introduce to their notice those of
Shetland. The church of Culbinsbrough con-

'

sisted of a nave, a north and south transept, and
a chancel. It was the only cross church in
Orkney and Shetland, except the cathedral of
St. Magnus. There was an east window in it.
In the churchyard had been found a grave-stone
which bad excited great interest, and which had
given rise to a considerable amount of discus-
sion. On one aide there was the representation
of a cross, and on it two nondescript beasts, who
appeared to be devouring a man. On either
side were two bishops with their mitres and
pastoral staves, and underneath them was a
man riding. On the other side there was a very
well-execnted interlaced cross, and also the two
bishops again. There was also an inscription, but
some doubt existed as to what it really meaut.
The Ness was the only complete one of all the

churches in Shetland, but in consequence of
not being looked to, the whole of the chancel
arch was gone. The nave was 20 ft. 5 in.
by 14 ft. 10 in. It was used a hundred years
ago. There had been two windows and two
doorways on the south and west, both of which
were original. The chancel was larger than any
of the others. There was a sedile on one side,
the only one discovered, and on the other side
was an arch. To sum up, then, the various
facts connected with these ruins : the doorways
were nearly all in the west end; Orpha and
Egilsey churches had windows with circular
heads

;
four of them had no oast windows

;
and,

as far as could be ascertained, no platform to
the altar—a state of things which would not be
approved of by the Ritualists at the present day.
No piscina remained, and the windows were
very low. The gravestones were of four kinds

;

flat slobs, upright stones with crosses engraved
on them, stones without any ornamentation, and
upright stones cut into the shape of crosses.
The cofl3ns were formed of six smooth slabs of
stone. The proportion of these buildings was,
in his opinion, geometrical, and not arithmetical

;

this system extended to the elevation, at all
events. The proportion was founded on three
figures, a circle, square, and equilateral triangle.

Mr. White, in moving a vote of thanks to Sir
Henry Dryden, observed that there was rather a
singnlar fact connected with Egilsey. When he
visited it some years ago, ho was told that some
40 ft. had been taken from the top

;
and even

then there was nearly 50 ft. of it left. Until
Medimval times, he remembered no case of a
compartment that had been mentioned being
added afterwards, for a sort of priest’s room, but
it might have been used to receive people who
had no residence in the neighbourhood of the
church. Sir Henry Dryden had allnded to
Ritualists : he (the speaker) believed that the
ritual of the earlier churches was exercised to a
much greater extent in olden times than it was
in these days. And this fact might in some way
explain the meaning of the two towers to
which Sir Henry Dryden had alluded, and
for which ho had been unable to assign
any use. He thought it by no means im-
probable that they might have been used, one
to read the Epistle, the other the Gospel from.
With respect to the blocking np of the apse
in tnA sn.mo ai i. xi

Mr. White suggested, that perhaps they were
intended to bar people ont, so as to allbrd a
refuge in those lawless days.

Sir Henry Dryden accepted the proposition,
believing that the principal occupation of themen of that time was to protect their own
throats and cut other people’s.
TLe president observed, that it was always

Uitticalt to express an opinion iu the face of any
one like Sir Henry Dryden, who had so care-
fully studied the subject. With respect, how-
ever, to the hanging of the doors, he did not
see that there was any necessity for them to
have been hung on the inside

;
they might have

been suspended in the middle, like the swing,
doors of the present day.

THE CITY TERMINUS OP THE CHARING
CROSS RAILWAY.

the
ohnroh, it seemed to him that the

7 3 mdes h7l
general prejudice of the twelfth century was

ronnTtower
against the Norman apses. In England theyround tower. The Norsemen had probably seemed determined to get rid of it entirely.

,
and then named the istsud Although he had promised not to allude to the

question of proportion, he would say just one
word about it. There seemed to have been two
squares in many cases; but, of course, it could
not have been executed so accurately as in
later days.

In answer to a question, Sir Henry Dryden
said that in the Ness Church there were bar-
holes iu both the doors, and it was a puzzle to

lit this church, and then named the island
er it. _A chancel, nave, and the tower re-
ined ; indeed, they were in use up to fifty
.rs ago. The size of the atones employed was
y large. The nave was 20 ft. 9 in. by 15 ft,
} doors bad round arched heads. There was
' window in the north, which had probably
n filled up by a form of parchment instead of
3S. On the west was a tower, which appeared
lave been built at the same time as the nave,

oj lu tio a puzzle to

which barred them up, he conid get

. An^otherodrW for the windows were not latge enough toAnotner odd thing was a vaulted cham -

1

enable him to do so.

At the Institution of Civil Engineers on
Maroh Slst, the paper read was on “ The City
Terminus Extension of the Charing-oross Rail-
way,” by Mr. John Wolfe Barry.

This line was authorized by Act of Parlia-
ment, dated June 28th, 1861, and the works
comprised (1) a bridge over the river Thames,
(2) the Cannon-street Station, and (3) viaducts
south of the river, for connecting the bridge
over the Thames with the main line of the
Cliariug-cross Railway.
The bridge over the Thames, the writer said,

had been constructed to carry five lines of way
from the south abutment to the pier next to the
Middlesex shore, at which point the five lines
branched ont, and were connected with nine
lines of way in the station. There were two
footpaths, one on each side of the bridge, in-
tended for the use of the public on payment of
a small toll

;
but they had not yet been opened

for traffic. The extreme length of the bridge
between the abutments was 706 ft. This length
was divided into five spans, the two side open-
ings being each 125 ft., and the three centre
openings being each 136 ft. in the clear on the
centre line. The width of the straight portion
of the bridge outside the footway parapets was
80 ft., and the width of the railway portion be-
tween the inside parapets was 61 ft. 8 in. The
fan, which extended over the Middlesex opening,
was widened out to 202 ft. at the abutment, and
accommodated, in addition to the lines of way,
portions of two passenger platforms, engine
sidings, foreman’s offices, &c. The height ofthe
soffit of the bridge above Trinity high-water
level varied from 24 ft. 8 in. at the abutments to
25 ft. 4 iu. in the centre span. The object of
this arrangement was to prevent the bridge ap-
pearing depressed at the centre. The height of
the rails above the soffit of the bridge was 9 ft.
10 in.

The southern abutment was built on cast-iron
caissons, sunk side by side, partly by means of
divers working in helmets, and partly by dredg-
ing inside the caissons with a bag-and-spoon
dredger. In the case of the north abutment,
neither caissons nor cofferdams were used. Short
lengths of ground were excavated at low water,
a small “ stank ” dam of clay was employed, and
the water being pumped out as the tide ebbed,
the excavation was continued and the footings
were got in. The piers were each formed of four
cast-iron cylinders, placed in a line at right
angles to the longitudinal axis of the bridge,
and connected by two wrought-iron transverse
girders at the top. The outside diameter of the
cylinders was IS ft. below and 12 ft. above the
bed of the river ; a conical reducing ring being
introduced to effect the junction between the
two diameters. The cylinder plates were fluted
from 5 ft. below Trinity high-water mark np to
the level of the ornamental cap monldings. In
sinking the cylinders the bed of the river was
first smoothed by dredging; then the two bottom
rings, together 13^ ft. in height, which was
equivalent to the greatest depth of water at low
tide, were put together on timbers, between
strong timber guides, exactly over their destined
position. This portion of the cylinder was next
raised by a travelling crane so as to permit the
removal of the supporting timbers, and was
afterwards lowered into position. A third ring
of plates was then added, and a bag-and-spoon
dredger was employed inside the cylinder, to-

take out the mud aud gravel. As the cylinder
descended additional rings were bolted on until
the London clay was reached, when the sinking

I

was continued by ordinary excavation until the
final depth was attained, which was from 59 ft.
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to 65^ ft. below Trinity high-water mark.

The cylinders were filled with Portland cement

concrete np to the level of the bottom of the

reducing ring, and on this brickwork, also in

Portland cement, was carefully built for the full

height of each column, being capped with large

bed-stones 2 ft. thick. Each of the cylinders

was weighted at the testing-line with 850 tons

of iron. This weight was calculated to represent

the dead weight of the structure above that line,

a rolling load of 1 ton per lineal foot for each

line of way supported by the cylinder, and a
moving load on the footpaths. The order to

remove the load was not given until it was
ascertained that no subsidence had taken place

for seven days. The greatest subsidence under
the full test load was 21 in., and the least i in.

The heaviest weight on the London clay at the

bottom of any of the cylinders was 5'84 tons

per superficial foot, with a rolling load as stated

;

and the heaviest weight on the brickwork in the

cylinders was about 9 tons per superficial foot.

The particulars were next given in detail of

the bed-plate girders, of the outside main girders,

and of the intermediate main girders. The
girders for the two side openings were inde-

pendent of the other spans, but those for the

three centre spans were continuous over the

three openings. The fiooring of the bridge was
composed of flat plates of wronght-iron ^ in.

thick, which were riveted to the top flanges of

the main girders, and were further strengthened

by angle or X irons; for as the floor of the

bridge formed the station-yard, and was occu-

pied by cross roads, as well as by the through
lines, it was necessary that it should be capable

of carrying the rolling load in any direction.

Upon the flooring plates asphalte was laid,

which was covered with an average thickness of

5 in. of ashes, as ballast, and on this the ordinary

permanent way was placed.

The piers of the bridge, from the bottom of the

cylinders to the bed-plate girder, contained in

all about 2,500 tons of cast and wrought iron.

The superstructure contained about 4,200 tons

of wrought-iron in girders, floor-plates, &c., and
abont 1,100 tons of ornamental castings. The
cost of the Cannon-street bridge, including the

abutments, signal bridge, and all things con-

nected with the work, with the exception of the

permanent way, signals and signal apparatus,

gas and water mains, amounted to 193,0001.

This sum gave 21. 15s. as the cost per superficial

foot, and 2501. per lineal foot, or 501. per lineal

foot for each line of way, including the fan and
footpaths.

The length of ground occupied by the Cannon-
street Station, between the river Thames and
Cannon-street, was 855 ft., distributed as fol-

lows :—The forecourt was 90 ft. wide, the book-

ing-offices were 85 ft. wide, and the length of

the covered portion of the station south of the

booking-offices was 680 ft. The width of the

station outside the walls was 202 ft., and inside

the walls, at the platform level, it was 187 ft,

The whole of the station was built on a sub-

structure of brick piers and arches, excepting

the booking-offices and the part which was over

Upper Thames-street. At the crossing of this

street, which passed underneath the station at

about midway of its length, wrought-iron girders

were used. Openings were left in all the piers

to allow tramways to be worked througbout the

basement if necessary ; and provision bad been

made in the arches for an hydraulic lift to raise

and lower the wagons. The cross openings

north of Upper Thames-street were mostly

carried up through the springing of the large

arch, and were groined iuto it. The groining,

which was 27 in. thick, was built in Portland

cement, and the keystone was of Bramley Fall.

It was adopted in consequence of the height of

the ground not allowing communication between
the different main archways, by transverse

arches below the springing of the large arch.

Without intercommunication the value of the

vaults would have been commercially much
diminished, and they would not have been
available, as they were now, for parcels offices,

stores, and railway purposes. The station walls

were almost entirely of brickwork in mortar,

—

the only exception being the arch over Upper
Thames-street, and a few courses at the top of

the walls, which were laid in cement.
The main trusses of the roof consisted of

segmental ribs with a tie-bar looped np. The
oleeir span of the trusses was 190 ft. 4 in. The
rise of the rib at the centre was 60 ft., and the

rise of the tie-bar was 30 ft. The truss was,

given in detail. The ordinary distance from

centre to centre of the trusses was 33 ft. 6 in.,

being the same as the distance between the

centres of the piers of the substructure. In

crossing Upper Thames-street, however, the dis-

tance apart was increased to 35 ft. l^in., in

order to suit the abutments of the bridge over

that street. The weight of a single truss was

47^ tons. The parts of the roof not glazed were

covered partly with zinc and partly with slating.

A lantern, 22 ft. wide, extending nearly the

whole length of the roof, was glazed on the top,

and had the sides fitted with louvres, which

afforded means of ventilation. Two movable

timber stages, designed by Mr. J. Phillips, were

used in the erection of the roof. One was as

high as the top of the segmental ribs, and was
employed in the erection of the trusses ;

the

other was smaller, being low enough to pass

under the tie-bar, and was used for painting,

glazing, and finishing. The cost of the roof of

the Cannon-street Station had amounted to

49Z. 10s. per square of 100 superficial feet of

area covered, measured between the walls. The
cost of the roof of the Charing-cross Station was
39Z. per square. In boih instances the price of

iron was high, the contract price for wrought
iron in place in the roof being 24Z. 5s. per ton.

The coat of the works of the City Terminus

E.^tenslon was 505,3361., and of the whole

Charing-cross Eailway, including the extension,

1,160,118Z. ; or, including land, somewhat more
than three millions sterling. In this sum, it was
to be remembered, were included about 4^ miles

upon their wages, and a reduction of the hours

of labour from twelve to ten per day. After the

condemnation of the Paris committee, the mas-

ters broke their silence, and told the men that

they would not employ them on any terms nnlesa

they renounced their connexion with the Inter-

national Working Men's Association.

The Belgian Disturhances .—In the Charlerca

district the colliers are idle, and have come into

collision with the military. For an extent of

several leagnes the coal-mines, factories, and

furnaces are almost abandoned. The workmen
complain that, while the masters wish to reduce

wages, they will not lower the price of coal,

immense quantities of which are lying at the

pits’ mouth. Hopes are entertained that no-

thing serious is likely to recur, but the miners

are exasperated against certain individuals; and

a cavalry major, who w.as obliged to order his

men to fire on the mob, is in particular threat-

ened.

ST. THOMAS AND THE MAURITIUS.

I ENCLOSE yon a paragraph cut from the Liver-

pool Mercury, relative to the dangerous and un-

healthy state of S b. Thomas, in the West Indies.*

The Government and the Royal Mail Company
have incurred a fearful amount of responsibility

and odium in consequence of allowing that

island to have been used so many years as the

central packet station, and which has been

attended with so serious a loss of human life

of railway for a double line, two large bridges amongst that peculiarly valuable class of men,

over the River Thames, a considerable number “ om" true British tars, who can bo so ill spared

of expensive street bridges, and two of the most from our mercantile fleets.

extensive metropolitan termini. The importance I have known this island ten years, and it

of the traffic, which was not at present fully would be interesting and instrucm-o to know

developed, might be gathered from the fact that, bow many of "our hearts of oak have been
n _ -i_i _/-T -lof-Q in f.Vinf. Lofhorl nf flnrmcr t.hftt

during the year ending the let of Janiiary, 1868, saoriSoed in that hotbed of disease during that

being the first year since the City Terminus fcime._ If any patriotic and humane M.I.

Extension Eailway was opened, about eight would move in the House of Commons for a re-

million passengers used theCannon-streetStation. turn upon the snbject, he would render a benefit

of which number about three millions and a-half ' to bis country, and I tbink there would be no

were local passengers between Cannon-street
j

difficulty in ascertaining the number of men lost

and Charing-cross. At the present time about
|

iu the steamers^ and vessels^ employed iu the

twenty-six thousand passengers used the Cannon-
’

street Station daily, and the South-Eastern Rail-

way now conveyed about fifteen million pas-

sengers annually.

THE TRADES MOVEMENT ABROAD.

The Strihe in Geneva .—It appears that the

strike of the Genevese working builders has

been met with a lock-out on the part of the

masters. In a letter addressed to the workmen
by the committee of masters, dated March 28,

they say the firms in the building trade will be
under the painful necessity of closing their

establishments to-morrow. The working masons,
stone-cutters, and plasterers have completely

left their workshops. But few of the working
mechanicians, founders, and locksmiths are at

work, intimidated by those who have organized

the strike. Under these circumstances there is

a general stoppage in the building trade.

The chairman and hon. gen. secretary of the

International Working Men’s Association in

London say, in respect to this strike and lock-

out :
—

" Aa the promoters of the International Worting Men’s
Association never entertained the idea of establishing an

international medium for the settlement of wages disputes,

the general council has never yet been appealed to for

advice, and has, consequently, no opportunity of instigat-

ing or provoking strikes. According to rule 11 ,
every

society joining preserves its existing organization intact.

Hence it follows that every affiliated society manages its

own special affairs without any reference whatever to the

International Workinp Men’s Association. Strikes were

mail service. Its amount I am siiro would
rather astonish the country.

I have heard of as many as thirty men having

boen sacrificed iu one vessel from yellow fever,

while lying there a fortnight for the return

of intercolonial mails, and of serious loss from

other vessels ;
and if our marine is to be

decimated in this way at unhealthy stations, we
may well complain of the scarcity of able sea-

men. Most opportune and useful questions have

been asked in the House of Commons relative

to the fever which prevails at the Mauritius,

and the answers given have been neither

aSBUring nor satisfactory.

From a seven years’ residence in tropical

countries, I can unhesitatingly say that, with

ordinary care, precaution, and forbearance, an

Englishman will enjoy as good health there as

in this country, even without the use of the

nostrum “quinine;” as, during the time I was
there I scarcely tasted it, and did not feel the

need of it.

Of course, residents there must conform to the

customs of the country and the necessities of

the climate, which are somewhat opposed to

those of this country ;
and if they are free

livers, they cannot with safety give full scope

to their favourite propensities.

In our tropical colonies generally efficient

sanitary improvements are little thought of;

sewerage is not approved, as drainage on the

surface is preferred, with a few exceptions

:

at the houses cesspool abominations exten-

sively prevail; and one cannot wonder when
these objectionable and noxious practices exist

in hot climates, that yellow and other fevei’S,
operative production was declared to he the only means

.

-

to a permanent Bolution of the labour question. At
. cholera, &c., ride rampant over almost every

Lausanne, the discussion of the question of courts of
.

particularly those not thoroughly accU-
arbitration was recommended, with a view of putting a

|

stop to strikes. The association, as such, never interferes

in trade matters ; but it uses its influence, when appealed

to, in cases of strikes and lock-outs, to prevent the work-
men of one country being used as industrial mercenaries

against the workmen of another, and, in cases of need, it

solicits pecuniary aid. So far from the general council

having bad a band in the getting up of the Geneva dis-

pute, it was not even aware that the building trades there

were trying for a rise until, on the 3rd of March, a notice

to that effect, published in the Tbir de I'Acenir, was an-

nounced in the regular weekly meeting.’’

They also state that, in January last, the men
appealed to their employers for an interview to

discuss their grievances. The employers never

answered their application, but set to work to

form an association for their own purposes. In
therefore, 30 ft. deep at the centre. The par- the mean time the men of each trade made out

ticulars of the different members were then a “ log,” demanding a rise of about 10 per cent.

If disease be rife, they appoint additional

medical officers, it is true, and plant the yellow

flag at the doors of the houses to warn the un-

wary
;
when if it were not for the colour of the

flag, the streets would ofteu look like being

* “A Fever-itricken Ship .—Information has reached the

Tyne of a sad calamity which has overtaken a Newesslle

vessel, the William Hfilet, at St. Thomas, West Indies.

Within the last two years au alarming number of Tyne
shipmaster.^ and seamen, whose vessels have taken coals

out to the mail-packet station at St. Thomas, have died of

yellow fever
;
and the intelligence which has reached tbo

owners is that Mr. William Bollard, a Shields nmn, the

master, and six of the crew of the William Milei, have

been carded off by yellow fever, while nine more of the

crew were at the time the letter was sent off lying ill of

the disease in hospital,''
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ecked out for a festival
;

but they do not
trike at the root of the evil, the cause of,

his disease, which I firmly believe is of as
asy remedy as in this or any other country.
I have no doubt if a competent sanitary

ngineerand medical officer were sent out to the
lauritius, they would find almost a total dis-

sgard of even the commonest rules and regula-
-ons for the preservation of the public health;
nd the time has arrived when I think active
teps should be taken to improve the sanitary
tate of the cities and towns of our colonies,
a a broad and comprehensive scale, similar to
le one so advantageously carried out in this
ountry.

It must not be left to the colonists themselves

;

ley, like many of our town magnates here, are
sluctant to introduce any change or improve-
lent, particularly if it be likely to touch the
ocket; the ruling authority, to make things
leasant, does not like to place itself anta-
onistic to them, and the consequence is, when
isease visits them their towns are almost
Bcimated or depopulated.
I have visited many of the most unhealthy of

10 cities and towns of the tropics in the western
orld, and, after a careful inspection of them, I
ave not seen one but in which the laws of sani-
try science are abused or fearfully neglected

;

ad there is not one of them, 1 confidently be-
eve, but is capable of being made as clear and
3althy as any place in this country

j
in fact, I

muld venture to undertake and guarantee to
lake them so at a very moderate expenditure.
If the remedy be so easy and close at hand for
lose “ ills that flesh is heir to,” as the poet
lys, let us at least endeavour to modify and
dieve the sufferings of poor humanity.

B. B.

them more than once or twice in a lifetime,

when their natural tendency is to get over the
disagreeable necessity, and to have done with it,

as in dealing with an undertaker. But there
can be no doubt that the practice of building
without an architect is increasing, and that the
Greek is being supplanted by the English
synonym, the “ architect ” by the “ master-
builder.” A neighbour of mine is building a
house of the value of 17,0001. without an archi-
tect. And I have heard that Osborne was bnilt
without an architect, the cause of which, no
doubt, was “ the utter severance of art from the
affairs of practical life in the English mind ” of
the late Prince Consort.

I have no doubt that such considerations as I
have submitted have occurred to many archi-
tects. But the system is too strong for indi-
viduals to break through : convention beats
them down. However, I believe it will be well
for the Institute to take into consideration the
subject of professional charges, lest, while
strictly upholding the etiquette of the profession,
they may find that they have little work for the
etiquette to operate upon.

A Country Gentleman.

THE BED OF BUILDING STONE.

In the letter from Mr. A. J. Hiscocks on this
subject in your last number reference is made to
a recent communication made by me to the
Institute of British Architects, in which I con-
sidered among other matters bnilding materials
and their use, I did not then enter into detail,
and little was said either in the paper or in the
subseqnent discussion on the special point now
in question. I fear the space that conld be
spared in the Builder would not be sufficient to

the stuff is all prepared by hand
;
and those who doubt

whether the joinery prepared at the coat given in yonr
article is equal in quality to hand-work prepared entirely
by skilled joiners, at the full wages of Sd. an hour, can
easily satisfy themselves on this point by availing them-
selves of the kind permission of Messrs. Corbett &
M'Clymont to visit their workshops, and inspect the
joiner's work upon the lledcliffe estate.

Samuel "Woessam & Co.

" THE HOTAL ACADEMY AUD THE
AHOHITEOTHEAL EXHIBITIONS.”

Sib.—

I

n answer to the letter in laat week’s Builder, on
this subject, signed “Adolphi," I beg to state that for
some years past, through the courtesy of the secretary of
the Eoyal Academy, some of the hanging committee of
the Architectural Exhibition have annually been allowed
to inspect the rejected architectural addresses, and have
obtained from them some few, I regret to say very few,
good drawings for their exhibition, which, from want of
space or other reasons, the Royal Academy committee
have been unable to hang on their walls. Tour corre-
spondent is in error in supposing that the hanging the
tchole of the rejected Academy drawings would contribute
to the fiucce»» of the Architectural Exhibition; and also
when he hints that the representation of modern architec-
ture has been almost entirely left in the hands of the
junior members of the profession, ns he will see by refer-
ence to some of tbo earlier and later catalogues.
The time required for selecting, hanging, and cata-

loguing the drawings, necessitates their being sent in
early in April, in order that the Exhibitionmay be opened
early in Way, the time found to be most advantageous for
the opening thereof.

If the profession generally would recognize the Architec-
tectural Exhibition in the way that they ought to do, see-
ing that the space allowed for architecture is at the
resent so limited at the Royal Academy, and would send
rawings of their works, no doubt a much bettor exhibi-

tion might be made
; and with such, the interest of the

public, a very important element in the success of any
exhibition, be secured. If “Adelphi” will vi-it the
ensuing Exhibition, I can venture to assure him that ho
will find considerable progress made.

Eodeet W. Edis.

A NUT FOE THE PROFESSION TO
CRACK.

Your journal, I am aware, is addressed to
the architect, engineer, operative, and artist.”
hough I have nob the honour of belonging to
ly of those classes, I take sufficient interest in
•t to be a “ constant reader” of it. I do not
30W whether you will allow me to offer a
mark that may be of some importance to at
ast one of the favonred professions.
I can quite confirm the remarkable discovery
ade by “ J. P. S.,” that non-professional men
e frequently irreverent enough to speak of
chitects in the way that he quotes,—“ Oh,
ose fellows run us into such expenses !

” But
think I can relieve his fear that ” the cause
!8 deep in the English mind, in the utter
verance of art from the affairs of practical
b.” Were this the real cause the case would
deed be lamentable

; for, as English architects
ly be presumed to have English minds, our
ly chance of securing an architect who united
tistic taste with practical knowledge would be
vays to employ a foreigner.

The cause, I believe, lies simply in the extra-
dinary and unreasonable way in which the
mnneration of architects is calculated,—that
by a charge of 5 per cent, ou the amount

at they induce their clients to spend in build-
For instance, I may be prepared to spend

)OOL in building a house. I may be quite
lling to pay my architect 300L, and I by no
;ans think this would be too much, if he really
ve a constant superintendenco to the work;
t I may not be at all willing to be drawn
o an expenditure of 6,000?., in order that
' architect’s fee may amount to 300?.
» doubt it may be said that all architects
) not only honour.able, but disinterested
m, and invariably prefer their clients’ interest
their own. Be it so

;
but why expose them

constant temptation, and to the inevitable
ipicion of acting in a contrary manner ? No
lilar practice exists in other professions. I
not pay my doctor by a percentage on my
iggist’s bill, nor my solicitor by a percentage
the amount he can spend in retaining counsel,
we may look at the humbler ranks of life, we
not pay our housekeepers by a percentage on
> butcher’s bill, nor our butlers by a per-
itage on the wine-merchant’s. Yet all these
Dga would be just as reasonable as the system
paying architects by a percentage on the
Ider's bill. So long as that system continues,
long will people avoid employing an architect,
hey can possibly help it.

fhe reason that there is no public movement
linst this system is that most men have
'hing to do with architects, and few employ

discuss it thoroughly, but I will take an early
opportunity of putting before the profession such
suggestions and explanations as I am able. It
is a subject of some difficulty and of vital
importance.

Meanwhile, assuming that every architect and
builder understands in some measure the law
and method of stratification by deposit from
water, and the history of the passage of stratified
layers of mud into stratified layers of stone,
I think it will be perceived that enormous
mechanical pressure must have been brought to
bear at some time or other on all stones

; and,
I believe, that in determining the direction of
pressure will be found the practical solution of
the problem.
The natural bed of a stone originally, and

before it has been npheaved and brought to the
earth’s surface, is clearly the plane of stratifica-
tion. The original zenith of the stone must
then be the zenith of the place where it was first

deposited. But after upheaval the case is

different. In fissile roofing slate, where the
squeezing has entirely masked the original
stratification, the bed of the stone is the cleavage
plane, and the zenith a point vertically above the
plane of cleavage.
In intermediate stones the problem is mixed.

No doubt the microscope properly applied would
afford a very useful key, but the application for
practical purposes would not be easy. Whether
also a stone turned inside out would answer
its purpose in building, as well as a skin in
resisting water, is a different matter altogether.

D. T. Ansted.

machinery for JOINER’S WORK AND
THE REDCLIFFE ESTATE.

SiK,—The leading article in the Builder of the 2l8t nit.,

BhowioK the great eaving in labour effected by the employ-
ment of a few of tho most modern maehines for joiner's
work, has caused a great many builders to visit our works,
as well as those of Messrs. Corbett & M'Clymont, in order
to verify by personal observation the statements contained
in the article in question.
As, however, mary builders have taken exception to the

statements in tho article, on tlie ground that the time
occupied in finishing the joiner’s work, after leaving the
machines, is put down at fid. per hour, wo beg to off'er a
few words of explanation on this point.

It is of course well known that the ordinary wages of
skilled joiners in London is 8d. an hour, which is the rate
paid by Messrs. Corbett and M'Clymont to their joiners;
but, 88 a matter oifact, the rate quoted in your article is

considerably in excess of what is paid for putting together
and cleaning ofl’ tho work after leaving the machines

; for
as all the operations requiring the greatest amount of shill
are done at the machines, the putting together and clean,
ing off is done by apprentices and improvers, whose wages
certainly do not average more than 20b. a week. The work
turned out by the machines being sll of an uniform width
and thickness, and the various parts being planed up per-
fectly true and square in the trying-np machine, the lime
and skill required to finish it are infinitely less than where

WORKED STONE AND THE MASONS’
UNION.

A BUILDER writes :

—

“Sir,—At the interview that representatives of the
trade unions, including the masons' society, had with Mr.
Gladstone in London, Mr. Gladstone asked the question,'
if a lule, only worthy of savages, was in existence, pro-
hibiting worked atone from being sent from the quarries
into the towns. This they most emphatically denied.
Perhaps Mr. Potter, or the secretary of the msaons*

society, will please explain the discrepancy between the
treatment I have just received and their answer to Mr.
Gladstone’s question.
We have a rule in Manchester, that worked landings

shall be introduced. As the only difl’erence between steps
and landings is the width, and I wanted about 3,000 feet,
and had only a very short time allowed for the work to
be done, I thought I should be quite within the rule to
order these steps worked on one side at the quarry, time
being more an object than a saving in the cost. The
masons’ delegate pays me a visit, and informs me that it
is against tbo law, and that I must at once promise to de-
sist from bringing any more, or the men would be drawn
from the work. However this may surprise the public,
it will not surprise your readers that I had to submit to
this tyrannical interference with the management of my
business.

I have a large contract on hand at the present time
thatis precisely similar to one that is going on in London,
and the stone comes for both jobs out of the same quarry.
The proprietor of that quarry sends all the stone for tho
London contract worked, and he applied to me to do the
same. As the London contract was six months in ad-
vance ofmy contract, he was very well acquainted with all
that was wanted, and would have executed the order in
the most satisfactory manner. The price at which ho pro-
posed to do the work, compared with what it is costing
me, would make a difference of 500L, and 1 must say that,
as a free-trader, I feel it u very great hardship that I cannot
go to the same market as a London builder to buy either
my materu! or labour. E. J.’*

STAINS ON WHITE BRICKS.
Sin,—‘Will one of your readers inform mo of a receipt

for removieg the stains off' white Suffolk bricks, caused by
tho rain running off the window-sili ? A. E.

METROPOLITAN BOARD OF WORKS.
At the usual weekly meeting of this Board a report was

brought up from the Works and General Purposes Com-
mittee, which stated that three inhabitants of Stroatham
had secured Tooting common as a place of public recrea-
tion for the inhabitants of the metropolis, at a cost of
10,OiOL At a public meeting of the inhabitants it was
resolved that the Metropolitan Board should be requested
to purchase all the rights in and on the common us soon as
the parties owning the manor could at their own cost
obtain the approval of the Court of Chancery for the sale
of their interest in it. These parties sought no .advan-
tage for themselves, and were content simply to be reim-
bursed tho outlay of 10,0(M)L and any further costs and
charges they might necessarily be put to. The report
recommended the Board to completo tho purchase. The
motion was unanimously agreed to. The chief engineer
(Mr. Bazslgette) presented hia monthly report on the pro-
gress of the’ Thames Embankment works. It was similar
to tbo report presented at the last meeting, and reiterated
the promise that the main and approach footways on the
northern side will be opened to the public during the
approaching summer.
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SCHOOLS OF AET.

The Wolverhampton School.—A meeting, to

which the leading raanufacturere of the town
and some of the friends of art had been invited,

has been held in the committee-room of the
Town Hall, “ to consider the best way of further-

ing the interests of the school, and to carry out
the suggestions of the Government in reference

to technical education.” The Mayor presided,

but, despite the attention which the subject of
technical instruction is receiving at the present
time in other places, the invitation was by no
means numerously responded to. Captain Love-
ridge (who baa for the last few years been the
chief supporter of the school) said the commit-
tee had resolved to call the meeting to consider

whether it was not possible in some way to

resuscitate the school and put it in something
like a prosperous state. It was remarkable that
in a district like this, with such a superior
building, there should be only about 50 pupils,

while the schools of Dudley, Stourbridge, Kid-
derminster, smaller towns than Wolverhampton,

,

were in a state of prosperity, and while Birming-
ham school had 1,000 pupils, with others who
were clamouring for admission, but for whom
there was no accommodation. A resolution was
passed to the effect that the meeting was of
opinion that further exertion is necessary for

]

the purpose of making the school more generally '

known among the artisan population of the town
i

and neighbourhood, and that the heads of trades
and manufacturers and schools, as well as the
professional classes, be requested to use their

influence so as to increase the number of pupils

for instruction in various branches of practical

;

art. The committee of the school were requested
j

to adopt such measures as to them might seem I

necessary for carrying out the resolution. i

The Wakefield School.— Mr. Walter Smith, i

head-master of this new school, which has been 1

opened in connexion with the local Fine-art and '

Industrial Institution, recently delivered an
I

address on art education to those interested in

the subject. The classes of the school have
commenced, and the address was intended to

open out the subject of art education, its history,

present condition, and objects, to the people of

Wakefield. There was a large audience. Around
the walls were hung specimens of the art

examples which have been obtained for the use ‘

of the classes. The chair was occupied by the
mayor, Mr. W. H. Lee, who on rising said it was
a great satisfaction to the promoters of the local

exhibition that the enconragement given to it by
the public left them a handsome surplus—no
less a sum, indeed, than 3,0001., or a little over.

The committee were anxious that this sum
should be devoted to something that should per-
petuate the object for which the exhibition was
first promoted j and it was ultimately determined
that a school of art and a museum should be
founded in the town, and he was now happy to say
that that school had been established in eligible

premises, that had been purchased and fitted up
for it. They had placed the institution in con-
nexion with South Kensington Science and Art
Department, and had secured the services of

Mr. Smith, who had long been connected with
art education, and who had shown a special

interest in the promotion and enconragement of

schools of art in different parts of the kingdom,
Mr. Smith’s name was well known, and his talent

in this direction was acknowledged. The mayor
added that he need not point out that it would
be difficult to keep our position among the
nations unless 'we amend our system of primary
education, and also give to those who have gone
through it opportunities for further improvement.
It was for this object that they had determined
to establish this school of art, and they should be
glad if their efforts were appreciated by the town
generally. Mr. Smith, in his lecture, explained
what it was intended should be done in that new
School ofArt. The mayorhadreferred to the cause
of the recent cry that bad been heard for technical
education. Now, what was meant by this phrase ?

In the first place he might say that, contrasting
it with general education, it is the process by
which a human being acquires the power of
learning a trade or a profession by the acquisi-
tion of knowledge—the formation of the habit
of thinking correctly, and reasoning with accu-
racy. Technical education is the direction in a
particular channel of this acquired power. Gene-
ral education is a training of the mental facul-
ties, as gymnastic exercises prepare the body
physically, while technical education proceeds
on the basis of general knowledge to develop
the senses, to sensitize the natural powers, and
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to open out the special abilities of the individnal
in the particular direction in which they are re-

quired. Technical edneation stands as a con-
necting link between learning and labour, and,
by uniting the two, confers what is necessary to
all success—theory and practice in their true
relations of learning saving labour, and practice
rectifying, correcting, and testing theories. Thus,
then, technical education ought to be directed to

qualifying the student for the particular trade or
profession it was intended he should pursue

j

and, looked at in that light, it embraced the
studies pursued in a school of art as well as in
science classes. The lecturer then glanced at
the progress of art education in England

;

the importance of the knowledge of drawing to
working men ; and spoke of the Wakefield In-
dustrial and Fine Art Institution, and the new
school in connexion with it. Other towns, he
remarked, had preceded Wakefield in establish-
ing Schools of Art or Science Ciasses, but no
other town—not even London, had deliberately
set to work to bring both art and science,
picture-gallery and museum—the active and
present infiuence of direct teaching and the pas-
sive infiuence of galleries and scientific collec-
tions—under one roof and under local manage-
ment.

CHURCH SERVICE STOPPED BY MOTHS.
A KEjrARKABLE plague of moths fell upon

1

Sydney and St. Leonard’s, Australia, last
|

autumu. The Rev. W. B. Clarke, writing from
the latter place under date of October 10th,
1867, says the moths first appeared in the
church on the 14th of September, and for a
month from that time had gone on increasing
in numbers; and, although several bushels had
been destroyed, the army was undiminished. On
Sunday, the 6th of October, the state of the
church was such, from the accumulated dust
from the moths’ wings, and the incessant
swarms that were continually flying through the
building, that divine service could not be held
therein. More than seven days’ hard labour had
been spent in vain endeavours to subdue them

;

and applications of the strongest ammonia,
sulphur-smoke, and other contrivances, used for
hours, failed to drive them away

;
for as fast

as one swarm was partly destroyed another
succeeded. The neighbouring ground and trees
were full of them

;
and when driven away, they

mustered again and again. On the 10th of
October, Mr. Clarke counted 80,000 on the
windows alone ; and in the tower and belo'O' the
floor he calculated there were many millions.
A similar plague visited Australia in 1851, and

again in 1855. From specimens forwarded to
this country, the creature is ascertained to be the
“ Boogong” or ” Gnarliong” moth (Agrotis spina).
It is eaten by the aborigines, either baked in the
ground or pounded into a paste for cakes.

STATE OF THE BIRMINGHAM
WORKHOUSE.

The local guardians, by a majority of twenty-
two to thirteen—there were only thirty-five
guardians present out of a total of 108—have
resolved to build a boys’ school only, at an esti-

mated cost of 7,5001. ; whereas last year com-
plete schools for boys, girls, and infants were to
have been built for 23,000Z. The majority of
twenty-two rescinded the previous resolotion in
favour of complete schools. The Poor Law
Board, however, has yet to be consulted as to
the neyr plans, and being decidedly in favour of
the former arrangement, as our authority the
local Journal remarks, the Board will not readily
allow the guardians to recede from it, especially
as the vote just come to was carried by only
one-fifth of the whole number of guardians.
Besides, the Poor Law Board may possibly find
in the discussion as to the schools another reason
for interfering—namely, the state of the work-
house. Dr. Barratt, a guardian and a medical
man, gave the following account of the work-
house ;

—

“ It was overcrowded all tlirougb. There was not a
single classification that would meet the requirements of
the Poor Law Board. The inmates were sleeping on the
floor, two and three in a bed. The infents’ department
was a disgrace to a civilized communty. The girls' de-
partment was the only one in which there was any ap-
proach to comfort, and a new bedroom was required there
at once. The infirmary was overcrowded : the surgeon
did not know what to do with the cases. It was the same
with regard to the imbeciles and epileptics."

Mr. Jones, the late chairman of the Board,

added something to this statement. He said
that “ the dining-room was occupied by what
were called the ‘sore-leg cases.’ This was a
most improper arrangement, and must be altered.
The epileptics were wandering about the hooss
instead of being confined to wards of their own.”

Mr. Clay, a medical man, and one of the
visitors to the workhouse during the last month,
corroborated and even strengthened the remarks
of previous speakers :

—

“ He must say that many portiocs of the house were id
a most disgraceful state. In the lying-in ward the cubic
space for each patient were 450 ft. less than it ought to be.
In the epileptic ward there was not half the cubic space
there ought to be for thenumber of inmates. In the bad-
leg wards and the infirmary the beds were too numerooe.
The House conld not be sufficiently relieved without
adopting the old plans [for the schoolsj. This wonld
render farther building unneoessary for many years. He
saw two and three children sleeping in a bed the last time
he was at the workhouse."

Some of the so-called economists having denied
certain of these statements. Dr. Barratt replied,
“ What I state is true, and, if driven to it, I may

;

go considerably further.”

The Poor Law Board will do well to institute
,

an immediate and pubUc inquiry into the state
i

of the workhouse.

Doolis JlrrciSjch.

The YearSook of Facts in Science and Art. By
John Timbs, F.S.A. London : Lockwood &
Co. 1868.

The new volume of this serial contains a por-
trait of Sir Samuel W. Baker, accompanied with
a pithy and interesting memoir of this distin-

guished traveller. Mr. Timbs has, with hia

usual discrimination and zeal, gathered and
pressed in between his green covers a large
number of facts exhibiting the most important
discoveries and improvements of the past year.

Works in Terra-Cotta manufactured by John
Marriott Blashfield, Stamford, Lincolnshire.
Parts 1, 2, 3.

As a trade book Mr. Blashfield is issuing illustra-

tions of numerous architectural details of which
he has moulds,-chimney-shafts, chimney-pots,
balustrades, parapets, and so forth. Part 3,

just now published, is particularly interesting, in-

eluding numerous doorways, windows, balconies,

copings, plinths, terminals, consoles, and panels.

Mr. Blashfield claims that his terra-cotta is

made from the finest pottery clays, carefully

ground and amalgamated with calcined flint,

felspar, glass, and other substances, and brought
into a stiff paste. After the terra-cotta articles

have been modelled and moulded with this body
they are dried in a warm building and then
placed in a potter’s kiln and burnt. The degree
of beat required to thoroughly burn or partially

vitrify the ware is equal to that obtained in the

firing of porcelain. For all large thick pieces of

terra-cotta the heat should be prolonged several
days, so that the masses of material may be
thoroughly fired to their centres. Many of the
imitations of ancient terra-cotta work now offered

to the public are little better than kiln-dried

common clays, and will soon moulder and
crumble to dust. So many works have been
produced by this maker during the past twenty
years,—including balustrades, Stafford House;
frieze and capitals. Duchy of Cornwall Office;

large vases and terminals, Buckingham Palace
;

statues and fountains, Sydenham
; terminals for

the Royal Italian Opera House
;
cornice, capitals,

panels, &c., London and North Western Station,

Broad-street, London; and the architectural

dressings and details, Sun Fire Office, Charing
Cross;—that it cannot bo difficult to test the

goodness of his ware.

Rating of Railways. By Edward Ryde, Surveyor.
London -. Cassell, Petter, & Galpin. 1868.

The little pamphlet before us is, it seems, to

form part of “ A Handy-Book, in a Series of

Letters,” wherein Mr. Eyde intends treating of

various professional subjects, such as land
measuring, levelling, compensation cases, paro-
chial assessments, rating of water companies,
light and air questions, and so on ; and as each
letter will be complete in itself, and there is

some uncertainty as to the time within which
the whole of them may be finished, those which
possess special interest will be published in

pamphlet form from time to time.

In the letter before ns the accepted mode of
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iitiDg railways is set forth clearly and com-
landiously, cases which establish the varions
Dints being quoted. Mr. Byde has bad plenty

experienoo personally, and speaks with
kthority.

VARIOEUM.
“Board of Works for the Limehouse District:

Report of Medical Officer of Health for the Year
4)ding Lady-Day, 1867.” This is virtually a
reatise on the causes of cholera, one chief ob-

bct of the author, Dr. Orton, being to disprove
:ie truth of the conclusion that foul water pro-
uces cholera. “ Board of Works, White-
napel District. Report on the Sanitary Con-
iition of the Whitechapel District for the
ear ending 28th December, 1867. By John

iiiddle, Medical Officer of Health.” The rate of
riortality in the Whitechapel district for the last

ear was 24 per 1,000, or 1 in 41 of the total

I

opulation ; and indeed, including the London
iospital, it was 29 per 1,000, or 1 in 34 of the
opulation. We find a trade pamphlet,
(inongst those before us, descriptive of Herring
5 Son’s self-acting apparatus for warming build-

:

'igs, manufactories, &o. The apparatus is

forked in connexion with a high-pressure steam-
CJgine, and it is self-acting

j and, apart from
3ie coat of working the engine, which is not
[iipposed to be erected for that purpose, there is

0 coat connected with the working of the
irarmiug apparatus} the hot water being sup-
died from the waste water of the engine-boiler
lid returned to it again, so that the water sup-
died to tho engine becomes pure distilled water,
fjviating all encrustation of the boiler, and
fiving fuel by the supply of water already
aeated. “ Report on Health of Liverpool.”
ii’he report of Dr. Trench, the Liverpool medical
ifficer of health, has been issued in a printed

I

Dim. The death-rate of the borough for the
iaat year was 29'4 per 1,000, or 3 per 1,000 less

nau the average during the previous ten years,
ithe following particulars refer to the overorowd-
’ g of houses during 1867 :

—

'No. of rooms found overcrowded at night... 1,261
: Total cubical area of the above rooms 97-E758 ft.
INo. of adults found sleeping in the said rooms 3,568
<No. of children below fifteen years 2,630
I'Average cubical area for each individual 157 ft.
UAverage cubical area for each adult (in-

. eluding therein two children under fifteen
years as one adult) 200 ft.

lis our readers know, this is an evil which the
Irorporation and its able medical officer are
ictively engaged in mitigating, as also is the
ilidden and privy system. In 1867, the local
CLealth Committee ordered the conversion of
3',371 privies into water-closets.

I Civil Service Estimates.—The sum required
to be voted on account of the civil services for

' the year 18C8-9 is 15,230,479Z. the votes for the
previous year being 14,190,353Z. There is a con-
siderable increase in the department of public
works and buildings, the vote on account of
embassy houses showing an advance on the pre
vious vote of nearly 26,000Z.

5
and on account of

harbours of refuge there is an excess of 16,2741.
The Commissioners of Works in England will

require an advance onlastyear’s vote of 14,1101.,
for the maintenance and repair of Royal palaces.
The other principal items of increase are for

public buildings, 6,352Z. ; Royal parks and plea-
sure gardens, 12,198Z.

j
public record repository,

20,580Z.
;
enlargement of the National Gallery,

18,0001,; BurlingtonHonse, 40,0001. The Goveru-
Tnenb also requires a new vote of 10,0001. for a
natural history museum

5
10,0001. for the new

Home and Colonial Offices ; and 20,0001. for the
Glasgow University. There is also an increase
of 32,9621. in the estimated cost for the year of
public buildings in Ireland,

The Thames Embankment and Rail.—Some
further information respecting the Embankment
and the railway is contained in a letter which
Mr. Bazalgette has sent to the Times. Erom
WestminsterBridge to the east end of the Temple
Gardens, a length of 5.807 ft., the Embankment
is practically completed. It now only remains
for the railway contractors to cut their trench
through it from end to end, and build their rail-

way within that trench. It will then be arched
over, and the roadway formed on the top. From
the east end of Temple Gardens to Blackfriara
Bridge, a length of 853 ft., it is not proposed to

form a solid embankment
;
but the road will for

this length be continued upon arches up to
Blackfriara Bridge. The river will Ilow through
and barges will pass under those arches up to

the wharfs as heretofore, and the water space
between the viaducts and the wharfs will vary
from ICO ft. to 125 ft. in width. There will be
no connexion whatever between the works of
the railway and this viaduct. At the east end
of the Temple Gardens the railway will leave

Projected Ironworks at Marvbort.—Messrs.
Giimour, Brothers, & Co., of Glasgow, have made
arrangements for erecting smelting furnaces at
Maryport, The site they have selected consists
of about twenty acres, on the Bent Hill, west of
Norman-terrace, The plans exhibit four blast
furnaces, and it is estimated that one furnace
will require nearly 1,000 tons of material per
week, aud employ perhaps 100 hands.

Report of St.Pancras Guardians.—A report
by the chairman, Mr. W. H. Wyatt, to the Board
upon the proceedings of the guardians for the
last nine months has been printed for circula*
tion, from which it appears that some sweeping
amendments have been made in the management
and treatment of the poor. A lax system bad
prevailed, and new officers were appointed to
carry out the new system resolved upon by the
guardians

;
aud it would appear, with decided

advantage both to the really deserving poor and
to the ratepayers. They have since, however,
announced the necessity for a heavy rate, which
is exciting some commotion

; but the rise of
rates is not limited to St. Pancras.

Brick Burning.—In the case of Roberts v.

Clark, before Sir \V. P. Wood, as Vice-Chancellor,
it was held that where a nuisance had been of
more than twenty years’ standing, but with tem>
porary interruptions, the party asserting the
right to continue it was bound to show that it

had been exercised at least in the first and last

year of the period of twenty years, in order to
preserve it from being lost. The Vice-Chancellor
said it was not necessary to prove that any
special sickness had resulted to plaintiff or his
family from the effluvia arising from the brick<
burning, nor that tho vapour was more than
usually injurious or offensive. It had been held
at law that brick-burning carried on in. the
ordinary way was a nuisance to the persons
living within the limit affected by it; and it was
such a nuisance as the Court of Chancery would
restrain by injunction.

Destructive Fires. — The Gilnow Cotton
Spinning Mills, Bolton, have been totally

the Embankment, and be carried close in front
j

destroyed by fire. The flames broke out while
of the wharfs to Blackfriars Bridge. The rail-

[

the mills were in full operation, aud in half an
way aud the viaduct will for this length be two

[
hour the entire structure was brought to the

perfectly distinct works, with a wide water space ground. All the workpeople got out in safety,
flowing between them. - . .....
The New Bridge at Blackfriars.—Tho struc-

ture, it may be remembered, is to consist of five

The damage is estimated at 70,0001. The
premises are largely insured. A fire has

_ occurred at Easbwell Park, near Ashford, the

I arches, namely, two of 'lorfUspancrch" two of Wiucholsea, producing damage to

175 ft. span, and one of 185 ft. The width of i

“f 10,000!. or 12,0001. It broke out

the roadway on the bridge, including the foot-
|

north aide of the main entrance and above

paths on either aide, will he about 75 ft., and
i

dining-room, schoolroom, and goyernesa’s

1 Technical Instruction : Me, Whitworth’s
I'.UNiFiCENT Offer.—Mr. Whitworth 1 as offered
f) found thirty scholarships of 1001. each for the
•Ltromotion of education in engineering and
i.«echanical science open to competition amongst
III natives of the United Kingdom; and 'his

lolendid offer has been accepted by the Depart-
eaent of Science and art. Mr. Whitworth will
manage the proposed trust during his lifetime,
dod the President of the Council of Education
enereafter. This must be equivalent to a gift to
eie nation and to science of no less than
(00,0001. The Lords of Council on Education
t'lggest that technical instruction “ will be
rendered easy if the munificent example set by
r.>. Whitworth shall be extensively followed by
bbhers.”

J Mr. Henry Leslie’s Concerts. — The last
•evo have been particularly successful. At the
oncert on the 2Dd there was a medical certifi-

tite instead of Mr. Sims Reeves, and an apo-
i]gj for Miss Angble; but Mr. Halle was so
rsrfect, and the choir sang so charmingly, that
efery one was satisfied. Mr. Cummings took the
ilace of Mr. Reeves, and sang with so much taste
did excellence, that all forgot to be disappointed.
•.Lr. Cummings is deservedly rising high in
bublic estimation. On the 6th the concert cou-
:eted of sacred music. Mr. Sims Reeves was in
n3mirable voice, and never rendered with deeper
lithos and more perfect expression the recitative
nom Jephthah, “Deeper and deeper still,” and
;ie exquisite air “Waft her, ye angels.” Mr.
seslie’s fine trio, “Love, gentle, holy, pure,” by
lldlle. Carola, Madame Gilardoni, and Madame
tatey-Wbytock, was beautifully sung. These
jmcerts will be resumed on the 29th inst.

the average gradient will be 1 in 40. Some of
the foundations have been sunk 52 ft. below
high-water mark—in other words, a long way
into the London clay; and with respect to two
of the piers which are to occupy tho sites of the
old ones the work has been necessarily tedious
and protracted, involving, as it did, the uproot-
ing of tho old foundations before those of the
new piers could be laid. On the Surrey side of
the river, at which the ex’ection of the structure
commenced, the works are in a very forward
state, much of the granite masonry being
finished, as also tho riba and ironwork of the
arches. The fourth pier, or the one next to the
Middlesex side of the river, has been raised
nearly to the half-tide level

;
aud with respect to

apartments. The roof gave way, and almost
simultaneously the expansive glass dome, and tha
grand staircaso fell in ; the former burying the
contents of the school room andgovemess’s apart-

ment, and the latter a number of valuable books
and other costly property. The result of this

was that the flames were communicated to the
dining-room beneath, and valuable pictures,

some family portraits, and many articles of

vertu, together with costly furniture, were
destroyed. Great fears were entertained that
the entire mansion would be sacrificed ;

bub
luckily the fire was confined to the dining-room
and apartments above.

Eats and Mice.—If the police are awantingin
experbness when most needed, they make up for

the third pier the caissons have been sunk to it by being very expert where least needed,
the extreme depth and filled in with concrete, i They lately brought before Alderman Hale a
except the two end caissons, which are being

! ratcatcher named Samuel Humm for poaching
gradually lowered to the proper depth. Four of in the sewers without leave asked or given.
the piers will be ornamented by two colurous
each of polished granite, about 11 ft. or 12 ft.

high, and some of them 23 ft. in circumference.
The granite is being quarried in the Isle of Mull,
and conveyed by sea to Glasgow, where it is

adapted and polished by machinery, and re-

moved thence to London by railway. Each
column consists of three blocks of granite,
weighing from 11 tons to 12 tons each block,
and each column costing upwards of 5001. The
drawback to the structure will be the railway
viaduct on the eastern side, which will greatly
mar the appearance, running parallel with it, as
it does, at a distance of 50 fc. If all goes well
the new bridge will probably be opened to public
use about the spring of next year. On Monday
last, the chairman of the Bridge-house Com-
mittee, in the presence of his colleagues; of Mr.
Brand, the controller; and of Mr. Joseph Cubitt,
the engineer; Messrs. Thorne, the contractors;
and Mr. Briant, the engineer of the contractors,
publicly laid the foundation-stone of one of the
remaining piers, with the accustomed ceremony.

He had just come up through a manhole with
thirty rats, in a bag. Alderman Hale fortunately
did not take the policey view of the matter,
and not only discharged the prisoner, as one who
was doing good by extirpating rats from the
sewers and houses of London, but also promised
to use his influence in obtaining for him a rat-

license to sport in the sewers for the future as
often and as long as he liked. We only hope
that Humm will not have a monopoly ofthe busi-

ness. Certain hungry mice having gnawed
a piece of gas-piping in a house at Warrington
till the gas escaped, a disastrous explosion took

place
; two persons were badly burnt, and serious

damage was done to windows, ceilings, walls,

and flooring. Gas-plumbers have a bad practice

of rubbing gas-pipes over with grease, or strap-

ping them with greasy rags, where they leak

slightly. This must induce mice and rats to

chew the lead. The gas-men’s practice is one
they ought to eschew, for it clearly leads the

rats and mice into temptation, aud their betters

into danger.
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National Poktrait Exhibition, South Ken.
siNGTON.—The collection of portraits will be
opened to the pnblic on Monday next.

Discharge of Government Workmen.—Abonb
200 workmen of various grades were on Satur-
day discharged from Woolwich Duckyard, and
800 mechanics and labourers will leave the
establishment at weekly intervals.

Twisted Wrought-iron Bars.— We observe
that wrought-iron bars, generally of + section,

but twisted as it runs along, are being made by
Messrs. Macnaught, Robertson, & Co., of Bank-
aide, and recommended by them as particularly
applicable for balustrades, balconies, balconets,
verandahs, railings, columns for shop-fronts,
stanchions, circular stair-posts, and ornamental
iron-work generally. Althoogh light, they are
said to have considerable strength.

Proposed College for Women.— A confer-
ence was held on Saturday at the Architectural
Gallery, London, to consider the proposed
establishment of a college for the education of
advanced female stndents. The Dean of Canter,
bury occupied the chair, and a large number of
ladies and gentlemen attended. It is intended
to place the college in a healthy locality between
London and Cambridge, thus putting it within
reach of the best teaching in all the subjects of
the college course. It has been roughly calcu-
lated that a building with accommodation for

100 students may be erected at a cost of 30,0001.

Corporation Model Lodging-houses for
Newcastle-upon-Tyne.—At a recent meeting of
the Town Council a report was adopted in favour
of the Corporation erecting model lodging-houses
for the poorer classes. The mover of the resolu-
tion said, after detailing the history ofthe move-
ment, that the estimated coat of the lodging,
house would be 4,4331.—3,5001. for the cost of
the building, and 9331. for the cost of the ground.
He believed it would pay 5i per cent. They
conld obtain the necessary money from the Loan
Commissioners for 4 per cent., and in this way
the council would make per cent. Another
of the council said it was a great experiment,
and strongly advised the council to follow as far
as they could the example of Mr. Penbody in

London. He believed they would, by carrying
out the scheme, provide better bouses for poor
people.

Telegraphic Progress.—The adoption of the
telegraph by the Government will be a decided
step in telegraphic progress. The Bill to enable
the Postmaster-Geueral to acquire, work, and
maintain electric telegraphs is not binding
on the telegraphic companies so as to compel
one and all of them to hand over their telegraphs
to the Government, but it is compulsory in cer-
tain circumstances on the Postmnster-General'to
purchase telegraphs that may be offered. He is

also authorised to negotiate with companies for
the purchase of their lines of telegraph with
money to be given by Parliament from time to
time for the purpose. The charges for messages
are not to exceed one shilling within the United
Kingdom for twenty words or less, exclusive of
names and addresses, and sixpence for each ad-
ditional ten words or less. There are arrange-
ments and restrictions also as to porterage and
transmission by post, &c.

The Birmingham Statue of Sir Rowland
Hill.—Some three years ago a public subscrip-
tion was set on foot at Birmingham, to provide
for the execution of a statue of Sir Rowland
Hill, as the promoter of penny postage. A com-
mission was given to Mr. Peter Hollins to execute
a marble statue at the price of 950 guineas.
The statue has just been completed, and is now
about to be sent to the approaching exhibition
of the Royal Academy. It has been cut out of
a block (three tons weight) of Carrara marble,
aod the sculptor has been fortunate in securing
stone of the finest grain, and withont flaw. In
the right hand Sir Rowland holds a roll of penny
postage stamps. The figure is G ft. 8 in. in
height. The statue, from the fine quality of the
marble, is too delicate to stand exposure to the
weather, and will be placed indoors. The late
recorder of Birmingham, Mr. M. D. Hill (brother
to Sir Rowland), and other members of the Hill
family, who have seen Mr. Hollins’s work, pro-
nounce it a characteristic likeness, whether as
regards feature, expression, or attitude. It has
just been determined by the Government to go
on with the erection of a new General Post-
office at Birmingham, and it is not improbable
that this may be the ultimate destination of the
statue.

TENDERS.
FcrXingston-on-ThamesWorkhoDselnfirmarr. Messrs,

T. n. Ruslifortb & C, L. Luck, architects. Quantities
supplied hy Mr. Northcroft :•

CoDings
,

Xittlo

Myers £ Sons
Foster
Hart
Saunders
Nightingale
Gibsou
Higgs
Simpson
H award
M'Laclilau
Wells ...

Gammon
Hatten
Lacy & Flaxman ..

Manley & Rogers ..

ef),470 0 0
.. 8.426 0 0
.. 8,251) 0 0
.. 7,87G 0 0
.. 7,900 0 0

7,S90 0 0
.. 7,865 0 0

7,777 0 0
.. 7,777 0 0
.. 7,765 0 0

7,760 0 0
.. 7,734 0 0
.. 7,692 0 0
.. 7,367 0 0
,. 7,300 0 0

7,323 0 0
. 7,123 0 0

For a pair of semi-detached cottages, tc plans and spo*
eification, and quantities supplied by Mr. J. T. Matthews,
architect:—

Peters £493 0 0
Scraggs 420 0 0
Holdsworth (accepted) 390 0 0
Wiukworth 339 10 0

For the erection of villa residence, at Epsom, Surrey,
for Mr. John Barnard. Mr. A. F. Williams, architect :

—

Hooker £2,397 0 0
Cooper 1,683 0 0
Chuter, Brothers 1,404 0 0
Andrews 1,348 0 0

For warehouse, 34, Gutt6r-lano,

& Son, architects;

—

Lawrence & Sons
Mansfield £ Price
Hart
Patman
Myers & Sons
Brass ...

yVebb & Sods
Newman & Mann
Ashh^ & Horner

Messrs. John Toung

..£3,770 0 0

.. 3,524 0 0
,. 3,498 0 0
.. 3,-393 0 0
.. 3,358 0 0
.. 3,330 0 0
.. 3,330 0 0
.. 3,216 0 0
.. 3,107 0 0
.. 2,965 0 0

For Abingdon Grammar-Bchool.
tect :

—

Nightingale
Dover
Gowland
Thomas ik Dicks
King ....

Trow & Son
Selby ....

Bull &. Sons
Claridgc

Mr. E. Dolby, archi-

...£5.363 0 0

... 6,250 0 0

... 6,150 0 0

... 6,115 0 0

... 6,032 0 0

... 6,000 0 0

... 4,998 0 0

... 4,883 0 0

... 4,610 0 0

For building chapel, at Bexley.
Pite, architects

Butler
Patman & Co
Nightingale
Lonagon .

F-lbner
vaugn ...

Dabs
Watts
Pearce £ Booth

Messrs. Habershon &

..,,£1,695 0 0
1,490 0 0
1,463 0 0

.... 1,450 0 0
1,459 0 0
1 375 0 0
1,366 0 0
1,277 0 0
1,154 0 0

For completing erection of villa, for Mr. W. Hall. Mr,
Danbv, architect :

—

’Wil'es £1,913 0 0
Parks 1,876 0 0
lung & Sous 1,665 0 0
Nightingale 1,653 0 0
Regis 1,591 0 0
Garrud 1,660 0 0
Bogers £ Eichards 1,196 0 0

For a villa. Grove Park, Camberwell, for Mr. Benj.
Hooper. Mr, T. Nixon, architect. Quantities supplied
by Messrs. Mann & Saunders:

—

Thompson £2,024 0 0
Cooper & CuUum 1,970 0 0
Henshaw 1,878 0 0
Nixon & Son 1,877 0 0
Colls & Co 1,874 0 0
Higgs «... 1,813 0 0
Gammon & Sons 1,777 0 0

HazeLl. Messrs. Lander & BedeUs, architects:—
Grover £1,695 0 0
Bamford 1,850 0 0
Patman 4 Co 1,845 0 0
Dove, Brothers 1,835 0 0
Manley 4 Rogers 1,782 0 0
Browne 4 Eubinson 1,770 0 0
Mann 1,725 0 0
Axfotd 1,645 0 0

For alterations. No. 1a, Hyde Park Gate, for Mr. J. E.
Haig. Mr. Thomas Hill, architect:-

Mansfield 4 Price £740 0 0
Patman & Fotheringham 728 0 0
Nixon

, 697 0 0
Eborall

, 682 0 0
Saunders (accepted) 640 0 0

Estate, Guildford. Mr. Henry Peak, architect and sur*
veyor. Quantities not supplied :

—

yVatkins £675 0 0
Garnett OiJO 0 0
Ayers (accepted) 473 11 0

For alterations to the Norfolk Arms, Hart’s-lane,
Bethnal-green, for Messrs. Truman, Hanbury, Buxton, &
Co., brewers :

—

Gray £710 0 0
Marr ., 739 0 0
Kelley, Brothers 684 0 0
Langmead 4 ay (accepted) 655 0 0

[April 11, 1868.

For new buildings, Great Tower-street. Messrs. John
Young 4 Son, architects

Jackson 4 Shaw £9,600 0 0
Ashby & Sons 9,450 0 0
Mansfield & Price 9,3P8 0 0
Browne & Bobinsoa 9,124 0 0
Henshaw .. 9,060 0 0
Ashby 4 Horner 8,84') 0 0 ^

Conder 8,475 0 0 ^

For rebuilding No. 29, Mark-lane, Messrs. John
Toung 4 Son, architects :

—

Lawrence & Sons £6,320 0 0
Ashby 4 Horner 6,170 0 0
Hart 6,900 0 0
Ashby & Sons 5,823 0 0
'Webb4 3ons 6,743 0 0
Brass 6,634 0 0
Henshaw 6,599 0 0
Conder 5,660 0 0
Newman & Mann 6,539 0 0

For erecting a warehouse, at Batley, near Leeds, for
Mr. John Blackburn. Mr. Walter Hanstocb, architect.
Quantities supplied:

—

3fa>on and Bricklayer's TVork.
Atkinson £505 0 0
Hepworth 4 Sons 628 10 0
Brier 610 0 0
Mortimer & Sons 499 12 10
Hart & Brier 480 0 0
Booth 469 0 0
Chappell 458 18 6
Robinson & Hirst 439 10 0
Goldthorpe 423 9 11
Preston & Webster 410 0 0
Winadale 390 0 0

Carpenfer and Joi7ier'i Work.
Jackson 868 0 0
Tyles 675 0 0
Ibberson 669 12 0
Petty 4 North 669 0 0
Willans 629 0 0
Hodgson 690 0 0

Plumber and Glazier’e Work.
Brumitt 46 10 0
Firth 37 0 0
Kershaw & Co 35 0 0
Senior 32 16 0
Lobley 31 3 -1

Slater's Work,
Eawsthorne 180 0 0
Thompson 4 Son 142 10 0
Thornton 138 0 0

Iron/ounder's Work.
Bhilito 68 17 0
Messrs. Horsfield 67 0 0
Bagshaw 65 0 0

at, from Westminster Bridge to the Temple

Eitson
Furness
Turner
Nowell 4 Robson
Gooch
Benthall
Thirak
Booth
Hill 4 Keddell ...

Mowlem 4 Co...

Contract Contract
A to B. C to D.
£9,500 £3,650
8,387 2,663
7,295 2,270
7,000 2,150

6.960 2,160
6,856 2,240
6.729 2,290
6,343 2,063
6,200 1,890

l,9f'
Knight & Son (aceptd.) 6,742 2,193

For rebnilding premises. High-street, Stoke Newington,
for Mr. S. Brampton. Mr. F. G. 'SV''iddow8, architect.
The quantities were supplied by the architect :

—

Patrick 4 Son £7,119 0 0
Rivett 6,993 0 0
Conder 6,731 0 0
Brass 6,643 0 0
Ashby 4 Son 6,016 0 0
Newman 4 Mann 6,556 0 0
Henshaw 6,459 0 0
Hill 4 Keddell 6,360 0 0
Ennor (accepted) 6,346 0 0

For erecting two cottages, in the Sylvan-road, Snares-
brook, for Mr. Eowbotham. Mr. F. G. Widdows, archi-
tect :

—

Hunt 4 Elkington (accepted) ,,, £1,100 0 0

For painting the inside of the Agricoltural Hall, Isling-
ton, for the Agricultural Hall Company :—

Patten ,.£3,600 0 0!
Grist 1,655 0 0
Child 1,498 0 0
Sharman 1,400 0 0
Davis 1,340 10 6
Kellaway 1,340 0 0
Brown 4 Sons 1,238 0 0
Barnes 1,235 0 0
Harding 1,200 0 0
Gr.iy 1,198 0 0
Markham (accepted) 847 0 0 !

Allard 740 0 0

For new building, and raising additional story, Feather-
stone-street, City-road. Mr. H, J. Hummon, architect

King 4 Sons ,.£2,053 0 0
Eaton 4 Chapman 2,011 0 0
Henshaw 1,985 0 0
Perry 4 Co. .. ,. 1,985 0 0
Macev „ 1,943 0 0
Preedy 4 Son 1,740 0 0

Bywatcr ..

Harding ..

Adamson i

Palmer ..

Sale
Nye
Blick
Bray
Cowland ..

Maun

..£1,049 0 0
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YOL. XXYL—No. 1315.

Exhibition of National Portraits.

’OR one -who has mixed

actively in the world

during the past twenty

or thirty years, to walk

through the third col-

lection of National Por-

traits now on view at

South Kensington, is to

go amongst old friends

and acquaintances.
Whatever may have

been his particular

path,—politics, war, the

stage, art, literature, or

scieuco,—he sees around

him the men with whom
he has worked or quar-

relled,whom headmired

or envied. The de-

parted, with one great excep-

tion, reign here alone. Dead

!

dead ! is the echo everywhere.

And yet not dead, for their

works and doings are still

operating. As Milton says,

—

“ Where all life dies, death lives.”

What hosts of memories arise as

we pass before the well-remembered
faces ; what pegs to hang stories

on start out in all directions ! Without
making great pretence to largeness of con-

nexions we would undertake to fill a volume
right off with personal recollections and anec-

dotes of the men whose portraits are to be found
here. And, if we, so most. This collection,

therefore, although it contains a considerable

amount of poor art, will probably interest the
multitude more than the last did. It com-
mences with the present century, and includes

the last twenty years of the reign of George III.,

the ten years comprising the reign of George IV.,

and the seven comprising that of William IV.

;

with the first thirty years of the reign of
Queen Victoria. As supplementary to the ex-

hibitions of the two previous years, the pre-
sent collection also includes the portraits of
many persons who were then either omitted or

inadequately represented, with the works of
some painters to whose art due justice may not
have been hitherto done

;
and this part of the

collection is notby any means theleastiuteresting.

Containing works of the chief portrait-painters
whose names and art have been known in the
country from the earliest times, it serves to show
the influence they had on the works of their

successors, and the sources of many later

excellencies. It contains a series of paintings in

which portrait art may be traced from the time
of Holbein to the present day, including the
works of Antonio More, Vansomer, Jansen
Vandyck, as well as those of our own country,
men, Reynolds, Gainsborough, Romney, Lawrence,
Raeburn, and Knapton. Of course there are
many omissions, and there are many circum*
stances to account for them. The series proper
consists of 624 works, the supplementary
collection brings up the number to 946, making
the whole that have been shown in the three

exhibitions that have taken place 2,842, many of
them, of course, containing more portraits than
one. The catalogue has been written by Mr. R. H.
Soden Smith, a member of the committee, and

Dr. Althaus, and contains a large amonnt of

information concisely given. The general

direction of the exhibition was entrusted as

before to Mr. S. Redgrave, who has prefixed

some introductory observations, in the course of

which he says, truly,

—

“ The series of exhibitions may surely claim one great
merit, if it prove the mesas of swakeniug the ovmers of
pictures, many of which are of national interest, to the
true value of their possessions, and lead to greater care
that the identity of family portraits is not lost by consign-
ment to the housekeeper's room, or even to the attics; if

it saves portraits themselves from destruction by cruel
exposure to the sun till all traces of colour and the finer

qualities of the art are hopelessly dried out j
or by expo-

sure to damp or changes of 'temperature, so particularly
injurious to early portraits on panel

;
or, worst of all, sub-

jection to greater danger in the hands of incompetent
repairers, who, in the attempt to restore'what is irretriev-
able, destroy the only remains of original art which may
have been spared.”

A peculiar example of the mischief following

the latter practice is afforded by the remarkable

portfait of Richard II., which will be found in

the supplementary collection (653). This por-

trait—large life-size, throned, the most import-

ant contemporary representation that we possess

of any English sovereign—used to hang in

Westminster Abbey, above the Lord Chan-

cellor’s pew, on the south side of the choir,

next to the pulpit
5

it was removed in 1775

to the Jerusalem Chamber, where it has hung
ever since. It is believed to represent the

king enthroned on the Feast of the Trans-

lation of King Edward the Confessor, and

was exhibited in the first National Portrait

Exhibition, 1866, in the state in which it had

been left after many attempts at restoration or

repainting. It has since been cleaned with care>

as we have before now mentioned, under the

superintendence of Mr. George Richmond, R.A.
5

the comparatively modern painting that con-

cealed almost every part of the original portrait,

has been removed, and there now remains the

genuine contemporary work of the fourteenth

century. What connexion is there between the

painter of this remarkable work and the artist

of the angels remaining in the Westminster

Chapter-house ?

Near the Richard II. hangs an elaborate pic-

ture, attributed to Hans Holbein, “ Lady
Guildeford ” (659), a wonderful piece of realistic

work. In this part of the collection, “Edmund
Waller” (690), and “George Gordon, Marquis

of Huntly” (717), both by Vandyck; “Lord
Keeper Coventry” (697), by Cornelius Jansen;
the Cromwell group

;
“ Mrs. Margaret Wof-

fington” (754), one of Hogarth’s best por-

traits; the poet Cowper (777), by George
Romney;“Mr8 .

* Perdita ’ Robinson” (828), by
Gainsborough (the most delicious female head
in the whole collection)

; the head of Wesley

;

Mr. Townley (913), with guests, amongst his

marbles
;

and several others, will be looked

at with interest. In the Townley picture, the

exquisite bust of Clytie, now in the British

Musenm, and made common property by the

Art-Union of London, is on the table. Townley’s

affection for this bust was remarkable. The
story runs that when it was feared that hia

house would be sacked by Lord George Gordon’s

rioters, he took his Clytie with him into a coach,

and said, “ Now let them do their worst.”

In this portion of the Exhibition, although

we do nob quite see why, is a portrait of James
Wyatt, architect (788), who died in 1813. Also

up-stairs
;
bub in the last bay of the Exhibition

proper, hang, of architects, Pugin (588), Cockerell

(617), and Sir Charles Barry (618). A series

of portraits of members of the Dilettanti Club,

painted by George Knapton, Sir J. Reynolds,

and others, have a room to themselves up-

stairs ; and being all glazed, and for the

most part of a highly-finished kind, make
a distinct feature. This society, it will

be remembered, was established in 1734, by
several noblemen and others (Viscount Har-
court, Lord Middlesex, Duke of Dorset, &c.),

who were desirous of advancing the fine arts in

Great Britain. The society consists of fifty

members ; and by its aid or encouragement
there have been published from time to time

several important art works. In 1764 they sent

an expedition to Asia Minor, and recorded the

results in the “ Ionian Antiquities
;

” they aided

in publishing Stuart’s “ Athens,” and Chandler’s
“ Travels ;” in 1814 they sent an expedition to

the Levant. Quite recently they published

“Principles of Athenian Architecture, with

reference to the Optical Refinements of the

Ancient Buildings at Athens.” In 1740 it was
ordered, “ That every member of the society do
make a present of his picture, in oil colours,

done by Mr. George Knapton, a member, to be

hung up in the room where the society meets.”

Judged by our present standard of portrait-art

Mr. Knapton was no mean painter.

Below stairs we have, amongst architects, Sir

John Soane (107), G. Dance (135), Sir R,

Smirke (137), Sir Jeffrey Wyatville (220) ;
bat

we may not hero begin to signalise special works

on this floor. Suffice it just now to add that

all our readers will find pleasure and much
matter for musing on in the gallery of National

Portraits now open.

UNIFORMITY OF ACTION WANTED.

Large works are being carried out on every
available site through the vigorously expanding
metropolis. Many of these works are indU
vidually calculated to reflect credit on their de-
signers, but the want of harmony which they
evince between the different originating bodies
is most painfully apparent. The instance most
prominent at the moment is the “ difficulty ”

between the Board of Works and the Metro-
politan Railway Company. The engineer of each
of these powerful bodies has rushed into the
columns of the daily press, intent to throw on
his opposite neighbour the blame of the public
inconvenience. The river-wall, that has replaced
the pestilent mud-banks of the Thames between
the Temple Gardens and Westminster, has been
for some time in such a state that a small
amount of exertion would have given the public
an outlet for overcrowded traffic, and an open
and welcome promenade. But the same prin-

ciple which seems to regnlate the operations of
all concurring interests in England, or at least

of all interests that ought so to combine
their operations as to reduce the outlay of
each, while at the same time all unnecessary
disturbance of the public traffic is avoided,
exerts its ordinary influence. How often
have we groaned under the shameful hiu-

derance to metropolitan intercommunication
caused by the independent action of the various

gas and water companies, each of which seems
only to watch for the occasion of a road being
thoroughly repaired in order to rush furiously to

tear it up again for some tinkering of the vast
and complicated system of pipes or of sewers.
There are at present but two instances in London
in which due provision has been made before-

hand to avoid this characteristic and intolerable

nuisance—Garrick-street and Southwark-street

;

and these are not fully taken advantage of. In
the case of the Holborn Viaduct, wo believe,

sewage, water supply, gas supply, will all be pro-
vided for

;
and if a pipe leak, or a drain become

foul, the workmen in charge will be able at
once to proceed to the spot without turning a
single carriage aside from the “crown” of the
causeway, or going to the expense of a gang of
men furnished with pick. and shovel. It is to be*
hoped that the arrangements of the new riverain
parade will be equally perfect; but in the mean
time we are snfterers by the conflict between
open air and subterranean travelling. It is in-

tended that a branch of the Metropolitan Rail-

way shall oecnpy the lower story of the new
terrace, the traffic being carried on in two
stages alongside of the river highway, as in

the case of the New-road. But the road-makers
and the railway-makers are not in accord.
The Embankment people, in the first instance,

state their own case and that of the railway in a
breath. “ It is no use for us to make our road,”
has been their plea, “for you to come upon ua
as soon as it is finished and tear it all up again, in

order to build your gallery underneath. And, as
you have no money, you are only making excuses
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for delay.” The railway people reply that this
is by no means the canse of the hinderance.
They are ready and willing to make the line
from which they anticipate,—and that not with-
ont good reason,—an ample and remunerative
trafiic. Only the lino must go someu'here. It is

not to be stopped short at the present termina-
tion of the embankment, and carried on a joint
at a time, as people fis the rungs in a ladder.
Now, the mode in which the Board of Works
will carry on their own open day traffic east-
wards of the Temple is yet nndetermined. The
Board appear to have alternative powers, and
may either construct a continuation of river wall
and roadway, or a narrower terrace upon arches.
The Metropolitan Sailway people require that
this question should be decided before they com-
mence a large outlay.

It is not creditable that we have two bodies,
which between them are carrying on public
works of the first magnitude and the greatest
importance, at a cost of many millions, thus
hampering each other. The object of one of them
is the convenience and the practical welfai^ of
the public, and the provision for an improved
mode of conducting the self-strangling traffic of
one of the most crowded thoroughfares in the
world. The ocher company has a financial
raison d’etre. It lays out capital for a return.
But this return is entirely dependent on the
mode in which the wants of the public are pro-
vided for. The aim and object, then, of the
two bodies, and the principle on which their
works should be carried out, are, or ought to be,

identical. And yet there is such an entire
absence of that practical common sense for
which Englishmen are wont to take credit that,
instead of having arranged, long since, a com-
mon plan of operations, the Boards are glaring
at one another with angry eyes from behind their
respective hoard-fences, and their engineers are
explaining matters, not to one another, bnt to
the neglected public.

New secretaries of State are regarded by
some politicians as a panacea for old and in-

tolerable grievance. By others they are re-
garded as a remedy worse than the malady.
Into such a question as the advisability of the
appointment of a bond-Jide minister of public
works, or of a machinery that shall tend to save
the large amount of time and of money that is

annually consumed by the cross-purposes of
independent improvers of London, we do not
now enter. But that some means of knocking
the riotous and over-grown principle of irre-

sponsible independence on the head must be
adopted, we bold to be indispensable. The
hitch between the Board of 'Works and the
Metropolitan directors is not an exception to the
general harmony of our constructors. It is the
rule. The state of hitch is the normal state
from which the public suffer. Every one for
himself, cry the Brighton board, the South
Eastern board, the London, Chatham, and Dover
board

;
bnt they do not add the time-honoured

conclusion of the adage, “and God for na all.”

They seem incompetent to nnderstand the moral
of the faggot which could not be broken when
united, but which was readily snapped stick by
stick. Each kicks out its passengers at the first

possible outlet from the terminus, heedless of
what becomes of them,—utterly careless of that
decent attention to the comfort and the need of
the customers on whom they live that would so
well repay the coat.

Enormous sums have been expended within
the last few years on very large terminal sta-
tions. Without saying that these are in every
case such as to impress ns with the highest
sense of the taste or the constructive ability of
their designers, they are still ample and im.
posing erections, capable of the comfortable dis-

, charge of an immense amount of business. We
cannot forget how they arose rather from the
intemecine and frantic rivalry of the companies
than from the desire to serve the public. But
we are told that in this respect we have entered
on a new regime. Why should not this peace
and amity be inaugurated by the new and grate-
ful feature of attention to pnblio convenience ?

The companies would find it pay. A consulta-
tion of the several engineers as to the best
method of combining the operations of the Lon-
don lines might readily, and at no great ex-
pense, lead to such improvements as wonld
effect an incalculable economy in the time,
fatigue, and even outlay of that vast stream of
population which is ever ponring to and from
the great centres of business. Why should the
passenger who arrives at Paddington from the
west have to climb into the attics to gain the

long and inconvenient gallery through which, if

he lights on any one to show him the way, he
may finally reach the Bishop’s-road platform,
and thence, after a proper divergence to the
ticket-window, set off for the City ? Why should
the passenger who arrives at the lofty and
spacious terminal station erected at London
Bridge by the Brighton Company have to dive
through those insufferable dog-holes, and to wait
on that ill-shaped and wind-swept platform for

the next train, which, if it please Providence, may
take him to Charing-Cross ? Why is the threefold
set of lines that conple the inconvenient platforms
at London Bridge with the great wagon-roofed
stations at Cannon-street and at Charing-Cross
laid out with such perverse improvidence, such
unnecessary bungling, that every train must cross
the line of some other train, and that safety is

made to depend, not on the proper arrangement
of np and down and “shuttle” lines of way,
but on the untiring and vigilant watch that is

kept on the very complex system of signals?
All these things would be so easy to amend.
The pablic wonld be such great gainers by a
little arrangement. And statistioa so clearly
show that every facility to traffic increases the
amount of that traffic, that it is a false economy
to neglect not only the convenience but the com-
fort, not only the comfort bnt the safety, of the
metropolitan passengers.
We are not a people incapable of combined

effort. In those cases where difficulty has been
fairly met, and where oompetent men have set
their wits to work to meet new necessities by
adequate machinery, we are very apt to succeed.
Look at the railway clearing-house, for instance.
Does it not seem, on the first blnsb, that it

would be a much easier thing to send a certain
number of passengers, at fixed and definite
hours and dates of arrival, from Sydenham to
Charing.cross, or from Windsor to the Great
Northern Station at King’s-cross, than to ascer-
tain where, on the previous night, wagon No.
2,000,672, or tarpaulin No. 5,000,099, had been
left. Tot the latter can be done with ease

; the
former is yet an impossibility. It was, if we
remember, Sydney Smith who, speaking, of
course, of a foreign resting-place, said that if the
fleas had been unanimous they would have
pushed him out of bed. If all those constructors
whose name is “the Board” were bnt unani-
mous, what would be the result to London ?

Suppose the engineers of tbeaontbern lines were
to spare a little leisure (most of the profession
have but too much of the commodity just now)
to the attempt to remove the last vestiges oftbe
old destructive and obstructive rivalry, and to
the endeavour to carry, with the least delay,
each other’s passengers to their several destina-
tiona when these were on each other’s lines.

Why should not all the arrangements for transit
and traffic be carried on in central and accessible
positions, so that the man who, arriving from
Dover, wishes to send a parcel to Oxford, a tele-
gram to Southampton,and a letter toBirmingham,
might be enabled to do so without stepping
from beneath the roof of the terminus where he
leaves Liscarriage ? Thejunction of the metro-
politan line with the Shoreditch and the Fen-
church-street Stations

;
of that system with

Cannon-street, of Waterloo and Cbaring-cross,
of Enston-square with the latter great point of
departure,—all these things are matters of mneh
more moment to the public than they are to the
several companies. But they are none the less

the duty of those who have assumed, for the
sake of its financial return, the control of the
whole traffic of the country. The want of this
unity of arrangement is a national scandal. Not
only so, but it is a personal loss and inconvenience
to four passengers out of five. The full benefit
of our great outlay is very far from having been
reaped. The time lost by the suburban resident,
in bis daily transit, is frequently more than the
time actually occupied in travelling. The damage
is repaired at the cost either of business or of
health. Either the daily traveller has to rise so
mneh earlier, and to reach home so much later
than necessary, thus incurring, say four hours’
more fatigue, and fatigue of a wearing and
unhealthy description, every week of bis life,

or he has to take that wasted time from
his hours of business. With prompt and
punctual arrangement his daily trip may be
almost a pleasure; with liability to constant
interruption and disturbance, it is a daily cross
and anxiety. Let any man of business compare
the time which is devoted to the actual trans-
action of his affairs with that which is wasted,
partly unavoidably, but in great measure from
want of system, and multiply the individual

result by the factors indicated by the bankers’
clearing-house, and he may form some conqep-
tion of the injury caused to the commerce of
the country by the independent and uncombined
action of those on whom he depends to convey
him from place to place, to pave his streets, to
light his ways, to purify his dwelling, and to
run his errands.

If anything be needed to enforce this important
lesson on the mind it is a comparison of our own
liability to censure in these respects with that of
some of onr neighbours. England is the cradle
of steam locomotion. But that is not a good
reason for the fact that steam locomotion should
linger longer in the cradle in England than it

does in other countries that were once only too
happy to follow humbly in the wake of the
English engineer. It is in the absolute neglect
of small but essential links that we are so much
behindhand. Porterage with us bears an undue
proportion to carriage. We see coal quoted one
day at 18a. 6d. per ton

; a week later it is quoted
at 17s. 6d. per ton. In either ease we find it has
cost ns 26s. per ton by the time it has reached onr
cellars, and something for civility into the bar-
gain. It is by attention to suoh details, among
others, that our German neighbours are now
neutralizing the disadvantage of distance from
the markets from which they are driviug onr
manufactures. Their railways are organized,
not for conveying passengers and goods to the
verge of their estate, wherever that limit may be,

and then for turning them out to shift for them-
selves, but for the most convenient and economi-
cal method of conducting traffic. The traffic

of the country must be conduoted in the most
efficient manner. That is the common law. It

is not such a circumstance as that one company
stops short at Shoreditch and another at Pad-
dington,—so that ifyou wish to go from Cheshunt
to Slongh, the intermediate passage is yonr
affair, and nob that of either company,— that

will inconvenience you abroad. All parties inte-

rested in the matter are aware that it is only

by a thoughtful and prudent harmony, by fore-

thought and good arrangement, both of structure

and of system, that ironwork from the North of

Germany can be delivered in London at a less cost

of carriage than ironwork from Manchester. The
North German manufacturerswished toobtainthat

advantage ; therefore they took the proper steps

to obtain it. In that effort they have succeeded :

such, at least, is the testimony of those respect-

able firms, long known to the Post-office Direc-

tory, who live by selling German goods to English

consumers. By closing the intermediate links,

in the absence of which the main chains end “ in

the air,” our neighbours and rivals secure a

unity and economy of action, the want of which
amongst ourselves may be estimated by such

tests as that of the price of coal.

WHAT IS AN ARCHITECT ?*

An opinion which was formerly almost uni-

versal, and which still lingers amongst us, is

that an architect is a man who draws plana of
houses suited to the wants and purse of his

client, looks after the interest of said client,

keeps an eye on the doings of the joiners and
plumbers, goes through the accounts and cuts

down the extra bills, and, in short, acts generally

as a sort of bridge over the great gulf which is

fixed between the refined and aristocratic client

and the gross building element, and for these

good services pockets 5 per cent., besides pick-

ings. It is matter for congratulation tbat this

specimen is likely soon to vanish, like the dodo,

into the limbo of forgotten things ;
indeed, it is

known that even in the instances in which it is

still to be found, it has generally been thought

necessary to import a little fine art into the outer

office, in the shape of a draughtsman, who may
be canning to devise ornaments and elevations,

while his employer, in the sanctujn sanctorum,

improves the shining hour in the more congenial

occupation of letter-writing and arbitration, or

administering soft soap to his clients. But
although this type is passing away, “the evil

that men do lives after them,” and it is probably

mainly owing to the long prevalence of the above-

named view of the profession tbat the architect

who takes a higher view thereof is so constantly

exposed to the attacks of respectable people,

who wish him to look at their orens, to poke his

nose into their drains, and to tell them why the

• From ft paper by Mr. H. H. Statham, jun., read at
a meeting of the Liverpool Architectural Society.
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flhower-bath does not act properly
,
in all confidence

that this is his proper duty and calling. What
that calling really is I have to consider presently,

but, at least, it has nob necessarily to do with

such things as these
;
for does it not stand to

reason that the manufacturers of grates and

cisterns and shower-baths, who are constantly

engaged practically about them, must know
more of them than a man who lives outside of

trade and manufacturing operations, and only

knows partially by theory what they are practising

every day of their lives ? The fact is, that this

notion of an architect’s business proceeds from

the idea that tradesmen will always deal unfairly

unless there is an architect to check and oversee

them. Now, the fact is that the architect cannot

check them efficiently, for the simple reason

that, in nineteen cases out of twenty, they know
much more about the matter than he does

;
and

if there be a foundation for the idea that such a

check is necessary, I believe it arises from the

fact that as long as you will not trust men they
are not likely to be worth trusting, and that con-

tractors and workmen who find a man pretending

to overlook and find fault with them about things
with which they are much more conversant than

he is, are likely to be tempted, out of a mere
spirit of retribution, to “chisel” the architect

in some way or other. And I really cannot see
[

why such a strong line should be drawn between
;

the honesty of the professional man and the
|

tradesman "or labourer
;

or why it should be
supposed that a good workmau, if treated

honourably, would be any more likely to shuffie

over his work or to make a job for himself than '

the architect. Are “jobs ” entirely unknown in

our own profession ? I

To go to another extreme, there is a class of

architects and art-critics, including some of our
cleverest men, who very constantly affirm that

the only bnsiness worthy of an architect is to

design sculpture
;
and that the building is only

a frame to contain sculpture, and is without it

perfectly lifeless and expressionless, and un-

worthy to he classed as a work of art. At first

sight it wonld appear that this amounted merely
to a reduction of the number of artistic profes-

sions by one, that of architecture being simply
merged in sculpture, and disappearing grace-

fnlly from the scene, as a superannuated myth.
But those who have taken stock at all of the
sculptured works from the designs of architects

will see that there generally is a dift'erence

between these and what passes for sculpture

with the leading professors of that art; and
that architects’ sculpture generally shows re-

markably stifi' figures and expressionless faces, 1

with very large heads, and legs and arms “of
the period” beibre biceps and gastrocnemnis
muscles were invented. The simple fact is that

,

to be a good sculptor or designer of the figure '

on a large scale is of itself an aim which will

demand all a man’s time, energy, and study,

,

unless he be one of those exceptional geniuses
who appear once in three or four centuries j

aud as some one must contrive and draw
the buildings that must be erected to receive

the statuary, it is clear that the architect •

canuot sncessfully combine the ordinary hasi-

.

ness of his profession with the acquirements
of a really high power of design in sculpture

i

or painting. He who would succeed in this
|

path must give himself entirely to it. Then
there is another theory, tending in quite a
different direction, but which is gaining ground
a good deal in certain quarters, that an archi-

,

tect is, in fact, only a constructor; or, in othe»
,

words, that an engineer and an architect are '

very much the same thing—especially an engi-
neer. That the professions of architect and

'

engineer might he much more closely assimi-
lated than they generally are is probable enough,
but what is required is rather that the engineers
should kuow more of architecture than that the
architects should be better engineers. The
structures erected under the superintendence of

architects are generally stable enough
;
at least

failures are not moro common in them than
in engineering works, though it may be ad-
mitted that the engineers have tougher
constructional problems to grapple with.

But what are we to say of the engineer-
ing strucinres of the day, considered from an
artistic point of view ? VVith regard to most if

not all of them it must, I fear, be said, that they
show either an utter disregard to anything like

beauty of appearance or decoration, or else the
decoration is attempted in snch a immner that
it had better have been let alone altogetner. The
usual engineer’s notion of bringing a work under
the denomination of “ architecture ” consists

not in emphasizing and ornamentating the

various parts of the construction, so as to render

the aspect of the work pleasing while not con-

cealing its strength, but rather in masking the

whole construction behind a screen of what is

supposed to be architectural design; that is to

say, an imitation of some features which have

belonged to some period of architecture, and are

readily laid hold of and copied. Thus au ordi-

nary brick or atone bridge for carrying a railway

over a road or brook, which, if simply bnilt in

the strongest possible manner, with a pointed

arch and deeper ribs of masonry where the

principal lines of pressure act upon it, would

be a really pleasing object, is turned into

a kind of quasi-srchitectural sham, with pilas-

ters affixed, and a weak and purposeless-looking

blocking and cornice on the top. There is, in-

deed, a kind of engineer’s style, unlike anything

that was ever seen in architecture, which is

most commonly developed in buildings devoted

to the purposes of waterworks
;

it is not easily

describable, but once seen can never be for-

gotten. Then there is again another theory to

the effect that all architectural beauty consists

in polychromatic decoration, about which some
very fine things have been and frequently are

written concerning walls “ glowing with colour,”

“ soffaaed with all the tints of the rainbow ”

{"throbbing with colour” is an expression I

have seen used)
;
and the advocates of this theory

would have us believe, on the evidence of some
nearly obliterated appearances of colour on the

stones of some of the Greek temples, that the

Greeks, after selecting the whitest marble from

the quarries of Pentelicus, were at the pains to

danb it all over with colour, an opinion which, I

think, with Mr. Garbett, is against all common
sense, and nob to he believed on any amount of

circumstantial evidence; indeed, if the most in-

dubitable evidence were produced, it would
seem far more probable that the buildings were

painted over at a later period of debased taste,

just as oar own Gothic cathedrals were daubed
with whitewash; a circumstance which llacau-

lay’s New Zealander, in writing his history of

the architecture of ancient England, might
adduce to prove that the Medimval architects

abhorred colour and invariably whitewashed^their

buildings to bring them to a uniform tint.

The first time that my attention was drawn to

what I venture to think the exaggerated im-

portance attached to coloured decoration by
some of its adherents was on the occasion of the

reading of a long and valuable paper on the

Bohject by Mr. Audaley in 1860. In the

course . of that paper, after remarking on
the singular absence of coloured decoration in

the interior of our buildings, and the bad taste

which ordinary house decorators generally

showed in such things,when they wore attempted,

he continued, “ Why, may I ask, are the archi-

tects employed upon what is often the mere
shell or foundation for artistic display, and the

work taken from their bands when (if they are

worthy of their profession) their real office

begins ? An architect is not a constructionist

alone, and more, an architect need nob trouble

his head about it at all, beyond the dictates of

common sense.”

I have always borne Mr. Audsley a grudge

for that sentence, and determined to have it out

with him some time or other ;
for I think that

if the building itself is left to be the mere shell

for artistic display, then in that case the

architect certainly has not been “ worthy of his

profession and this brings me to the real

point, what after all is his profession ? If we
deny that he is a mere house-builder and in-

spector of workmen
;

if we will not allow him to

be merely a decorator
;

if he is not, as Mr.
Andsley truly said, a constructionist alone, and
if wo cannot admit him to be a designer of

sculpture, what ground is there left for him ?

Simply this—he is a building artist. It is his

office to use stone, brick, and timber as the

painter oses colour and the musician uses sounds

;

though the analogy with music is the truer one,

because lx)th the arts are alike in having no
definite expression, or, as it is the fashion to

call it, no phonetic power—they can appeal to

the imagination or feeling, but not to the reason.

And if this view of architecture seems at first

sight a dry and uninteresting one, after so many
writers in the present day have been endeavour-

ing to impress upon us that we are (or ought to

be) painters, sculptors, and what not that is

grand and exciting to onr imaginations, I think

a little consideration will show that architecture,

pure, as the art simply of bnilding well, has high

claims enough upon onr interest. Tor it is the

special privilege of the architect to turn that

which wonld be a mere utilitarian necessity

into a source of pleasure, by, in the first place,

arranging the plan of his building so as not

merely to afford convenience and economy of

space, but to be effective in its disposal and
arrangement, and in the second place, by the

arrangement and grouping of the windows, and
of the various masses of building, aud by the

effectsof shadow carefully studied and considered,

to see that the building gives some positive plea-

sure and interest to those who behold it, in

recompense for the amount of light and air that

it shuts out ; so that, instead of being a mere
nnisance and excrescence, it should be an object

conveying a definite meaning and expression

;

and, finally, by the judicious application of well-

studied ornamental detail where it may help to

emphasize and bring out the expression of the

building without being too obtrusively promi-

nent, to give the last touch of refinement and
point to the design. And I cannot but think

that this treatment of a building in the mass is as

much entitled to be called a separate art as that

of painting, sculpture, or musio, though under

somewhat different conditions
;

I believe it is a

source of beauty quite complete in itself, and

whose place cannot be filled or supplied by any-

thing else, and that we are therefore fully

justified in thinking that the architecturesque

employment (to use Professor Kerr’s new word)

of the ordinary durable building materials of

stone and timber is the real duty of the archi-

tect, and is to be regarded as of more importance

than the designing of coloured detail in more
fleeting and perishable material for the decora-

tion of the interior. If the architect tries to be

a sculptor, the sculptor can beat him ; if he

would shine as a constmetor, the engineers can

commonly beat him
;
but, in his own line, as

indicated above, he is doing what no artist of

any other profession can do for us, and furnish-

ing an important link in the chain of art. And
it is certainly desirable at present that we should

insist upon this view of the building art as a

thing existing distinct from and in addition to

the other generally recognised brauches of art,

for it is only thus that we can rebut the theory

which has been of late years so noisily pro-

pounded in certain quaiders, that there is really

no defined profession or art of architecture, and

that any one who knows how to construct a

building has a right to call himself an architect.

Certainly one or two structures which were

erected by the upholders of this theory went far

to give it the lie, by showing practically that

something was wanting to make a building satis-

factory, besides what the mere constructor,

however talented, could give to it
;
and it is

probable that this theory of the mythical cha-

racter of the architect would never have been

broached, had not we ourselves been untrue to

our colours, in neglecting comparatively that

which should be really the object of our studies,

to run oil' and try to lay hold of tho skirts of the

other arts, which have resented the insult by
showing plainly enough that they will not be

half-worshipped, and that with regard to each

branch of art it may be said,

—

“ Ob, trust me BOt at all, or all in all.”

At the same time, as there can be no doubt

that the designing of a building, with its acces-

sories, does call for some acquaintance, on the

part of its designer, with certain branches of art

and science which are auxiliary to it, it may be

well to consider for a moment how far such ac-

cessary studies must be carried, in order to

render the architect’s power of treating his

work more complete, while not distracting him
too much from his main and principal study

—

that of building effect. It is unquestionable that

a knowledge of construction and of the strength

of materials, and the most effective way of em-
ploying that strength, must be part of the archi-

tect’s education
;
because, in the first place, on®

of the chief desiderata in his art is durability,

both in appearance and reality, and therefore it

may be fairly urged that we mny go a little

farther in our constructional studies than merely

the “common sense” rather vaguely demanded

by Mr. Audaley would take us. I should say

that what is wanted is an acquaintance with the

leading aud broad principles of mechanical

statics and dynamics, coupled with as much
practical experience as the architect can acquire

by a frequent attendance on buildings in pro-

gress, and personally inspecting the results of

his own constructive design. I think there is

scarcely enough of this iu the professi ju, aud
that the architect, as a rule, remains too much
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in his office working over a drawing-board and
designing details on paper, when often a personal
visit to the building and the sketch of a few de-
tails on the spot, with the position in which they
are to be placed actnally before his eyes, wonld
result in a greater life and expression being
given to the building, though the sketches might
be rough enough compared with those which
can be elaborated in the retirement of the office.
But here, I think, the demands of construction
stop. It is not to be required of the architect
that he go into all the mathematical studies
requisite for the engineer. This would be to
rob him of much precious time which is wanted
for other studies

j and his aim is not the same
as that of the engineer; he is not required to
economise material and accurately calculate
how to make the least amount of material do the
most possible work

; on the contrary, no archi-
tectural work can have a satisfactory effect in
which the strength ofthe material is not evidently
and palpably greater than the occasion abso-
lutely requires, since it is only thus that the
expression of stability and repose, so invaluable
in architectural design, can be secured. In short,
with regard to practical and constructive
knowledge, I should say, if I may be per-
mitted an illustration from another art,

judiciously applied ornament, which, I think,
should be more sparingly used than it often is
in the^ present day, and which should, and on
the principle just indicated probably would, have
the appearance, not so much of an extraneous
addition to the design made arbitrarily, as of a
natural outgrowth inherent in it and necessary
for its complete expression. And whoever will
consider all that is involved in worthily and
adequately carrying out these three requisites of
a purely architectural design must surely admit
that it affords matter enough of itself to employ
a man’s time and talents, and that no slight
education must be required fully to develop the
power of successful architectural design as just
defined, and that it is even matter of importance
that the time and exertion of the architect, both
while he is a piipil and after he has entered
into practice, should not be unnecessarily diverted
to studies or work which will not directly pro-
mote this object. And, considered in this point
of view, the subject of an architect’s education
assumes an aspect of serious importance, and
the more so as it must be admitted that the
system of architectural education in this country
at least is very defective, or it might be more

|

correct to say that there is no system at all. A
I
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definite standard to work up to. Not that I
wonld advocate a competitive examination, but
merely one which would afford evidence that the
candidate had learnt the history of his art, knew
in what it consisted, and was sufficiently in-
structed in the practical part of it. The rage
for competitive examination I consider to be one
of the evils of the present day, and in matters
like architectural design success in such an ex-
amination is no test of real power, because one
man may be a mnch readier and more rapid
draughtsman than another, and may dash off,

with little thought or consideration, a kind of
Iravura drawing, which will look very well,
while another, with less of this ready facility of
execution, might in a rather longer time furnish
a design exceeding in thought and originality
anything that the more rapid draughtsman could
produce under any circumstances. And this
leads me to mention what I have often thought
a very serious evil iu the practice of the profes-
sion among us, namely, the time frequently
spent over work which can have no effect upon
the actual success of a design when executed,
and more particularly I refer to the absurd and
disproportionate time and trouble constantly
spent in “ getting up ” drawings and perspec-
tives.

It cannot be too often repeated and urged that
the real value of an architectural design is ex-
actly in proportion to the amount of thought
bestowed upon it ; and I cannot but regard the
time frequently spent in elaborating elevations
and perspective views as the waste of so many

And so with regard to the power of desinninv
' tJnfraqoent-where the pretty on paper. With regard to the rage for

sonlptnre, which has been so much insisted on '

it
consoienti.

[

perspective views especially, we might take a
Intelv

endeavours to do all he can for his pupil,
, lesson from our Ifrench neighbours, many of

ptttteSnrnroal^Sntarth^ey^L" i

"“orin^itf:"
the use of the penod, and contribute so math to bits tfltstrnotton, I

Cndmg scarcely any plans or
I, given at odd times, not bound elevations among the Knglish contributions to the

drawing of the figure, either from csitrnrinT," m
™nged into any definite syetem

|

recent Paris Exhibition, oneofthem plainlysaying

or the life. But with the architect this Lould Tnd vs? ‘"r
'®»’ ™P®rt'>'>ee

j

that the English arohiteols seemed to think of

be a means, not an enU He should aim aUm ’ listed d I w®’’ “f
"'"’'ieg beautiful pictures. Yet, I

in the first nlseo. end
its relation to the whole scope of

I

believe, the annual Architectural Exhibition. . • , j _ . .
xAHrOtucu, uutA iLo roitmon lo toproving his hmd and eye, m the first place

;
and the profession of architecture Pin T.hn QAnnnH Tslo/sfi ..a—l«i.. i I ...in the'second place, when scnlpUreirto'be

j "“whiririt that
' b tl.' » i

“^“"^bly consists almost entirelyof perspective

introduced into a building, it is desirable that Not certllv Jhl To" '
rchTemLn^^^^^^^^^
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! a

opinion, wilf harmonize felt wITtTlinM of i IfIf“Ifd®.™ .'‘.lut!?® rill
''bo may please themselves by fancy-

;

attractive resort for young ladies and their

the architecture, and be in keenino- witb“its
lessons being : mg they are studying architecture, this is i

spirit and purpose. But to aim at*the newer nf
® student before he has had any very well; but no exhibition on such a principle

making detailed cartoon drawinPR for the ^

which would enable him to could really afford matter for valuable study to

when the number of an architect’s other occu-
pations and claims on his time are taken into
account. The late Benjamin Haydon had one
day been sketching rapidly some figures on a
stray sheet of paper, indicating with his usual
precision every leading feature of their anatomy.
“Ob, Mr. Haydon,” said some delighted by-
standers, “ could you not teach ns to sketch
figures in that way?” “Certainly,” was the
reply, “ if you will give it eight hours a day for
four or five years;” an answer which pretty
clearly indicates a painter’s estimate as to the
possibility of succeeding in figure-drawing as a
mere accessory branch of study.
The real art of an architect then resolves

itself, as I think, into what may be called artistic
building, which consists of three main branches—first, the arrangement of plan, so as to produce
an interior combining convenience with effect,
while it furnishes the groundwork for a pictu-
resque or architecturesque groupingof the various
parts of the design

; secondly, the main design
itself, shown in the grouping, the sky-line, the
arrangement of the window-openings, and the
contrast of light and shadow; and thirdly,
the heightening of the effect by the intro’
duction of ornamental detail; and these three
branches must, I believe, always receive con-
sideration in the order above-named. If the
elevation or perspective effect of the building is

conceived and sketched out before the plan is

properly considerc-d, the inevitable result will be
that the latter will be sacrificed to the former,
and the building will be more or leas untruthful.
The general design should grow and expand
naturally from the plan, combined with the
constructive principle employed, whether it be
the arch, the lintel, or the tie; and this general
design finally determined on, the parts of the
building which seem to require or offer oppor-
tunity for it may then be brought out, and the
rest of the building relieved, by appropriate and

the profession, and refer the information which
i from drawings, must have such as will show him

e pjcks up in the office to its proper place in
j

the progress and construction of the design, not
the scheme, and give it its proper value. The I merely the final result, and that too in a form

1J
* architectural student

;
which may be, and oftenis, cooked up to look much

should be taught is the general history and
j

better than the reality. Paradoxical as it may
principles of the art which he intends to prac-

i

seem, I believe that the architect might often
tise

;
the practical details and more minute

|

be more profitably employed in general study
instruction shonld come afterwards, when he

[

not specially connected with architecture than
has gained sufficient knowledge of the real in producing drawings; for the last and not the
object and tendency of his profession to be able ' least important answer which I shall hazard to
to understand how the practical lessons and

,

the qnestion “ What is an architect ?” is that
instruction which he receives tend to aid that

: he should be emphatically and truly an educated
object, and what their real value is. To act man. There are especial reasons for this in
otherwise is about as reasonable and pbilosophi- architecture beyond what exist in scnlpture or
cal as if we were to attempt to teach a new painting

;
for in these arts a good deal of the

langna^ explaining the meaning of a word effect of a work depends upon its reproduction
here and there, without giving any analysis first of forms and effects already existing in nature,
of the grammar, construction, and idiom. I and the mere evidence of power on the part of
believe such a thing as an architectnral college
or academy might be very valuable in remedying
this defect, by giving a general education on
the subject previously to the student coming to
the office to leam the practical details and
working of the profession

; but there are great
difficulties in the way of establishing such an
institution, and the history of some other art-
academies of a similar natnre in this country
proves that such things are not always success-
ful in accomplishing what they profess. Failing
this, I think something might be done by private
tuition with this special object

; and the efforts
of any competent and thoroughly educated
architect, who might be able and willing to
establish a class for preparatory tnition in the
history and principles of architectural design
would deserve the highest encouragement

; and
if our profession could once be put on the same
kind of footing as those of Law and Medicine,
and a diploma, given after a snfficient examina-
tion, could be made the condition of any one
practising as an architect, it wonld probably
very much aid architectural education, by mark-
ing ont a definite path of study and affording a

*the artist thoroughly to understand and repro-
duce natnre will frequently of itself raise a work
into the class of high art

;
nor have there been

wanting instances of men whose paintings will

always take a high rank, who were themselves
in private life both vicious and vulgar, but whose
works were redeemed from these qualities

simply because they were so faithful a transcript
of natnre and gave such unmistakable evidence
of power of hand and correctness of eye. Bub
the architect has no such guide; he does not
anywhere directly copy nature, but rather has to

lay hold of her principles and adapt them to his

uses in grouping buildings and designing orna-
ment; he has to look beyond the natural, the
ra (pvtTiKci of the Greeks, to the iiira ra i^vaiKa.,

the metaphysical principles and motives which
underlie the separate forma which appear to the
eye

;
and similarly in availing himself of the

works of his predecessors he should study not
the actual forms employed by them, but en-
deavoni^to catch their spirit and principle, and
apply it to hia own purposes. But to do this,

to make this kind of analysis of the principles
of beauty which alone will save us from dropping
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into pare copyism, either of nature or of our
predecessors, requires no small mental training,
and presupposes a generally high cultivation of
the intellect. I cannot do better than quote
here the admirable words of Mill, in his address
delivered at the university of Glasgow, which
apply as fully to our own profession as to those
to which he alludes.

“ What professional men should cany away
with them from a university is not professional
knowledge, but that which should direct the use
of their professional knowledge, and bring the
light of general culture to illuminate the techni-
calities of a special pursuit. Men may be com-
petent lawyers without general education, but it

depends on general education to make them
philosophic lawyers, who demand, and are capable
of apprehending, principles, instead of merely
cramming their memory with details. And so
of all other nseful pursuits, mechanical included.
Education makes a man a more intelligent shoe-
maker, if that be his occupation, but not by
teaching him how to make shoes

; it does so by
the mental exercise it gives and the habits it
impresses.”

And with reference to our own profession it

may be observed also, that, in consequence of its
forms and development being much more under
the control of the designer and dependent upon
him, than in the case of sculpture or painting, it
follows that much more of the tone of the
designer’s mind, and the refinement or other-
wise of his taste, is often apparent in his works
than in those of the sculptor or painter; and
indeed it may be said that there is no profession,
save that of a literary man, in which vulgarity
of mind and want of general education on the
part of the worker more surely show themselves
in the work, than in that of architectnre. And
though a man who is content to take this view of
his profession, and to give less attention than if

usual to the acquirement of the facility in draw,
ing and throwing together a design which is

considered nowadays so valuable an attainment,
but which, in fact, deserves little higher name
than mere “sleight of hand,” will find that for
the present at least he will probably be dis-
tanced in the race by the rapid draughtsman
who falls in with the fashions of the day; he
will at least have the satisfaction of feeling that
what he does execute is baaed upon some fixed
principles, and that he may be quietly laying
the foundation for the power of producing, at
aome later period, work which will not only
satisfy himself and please his contempora-
ries, but may continue to give pleasure to peo-
ple of cultivated taste in future generations,
when the productions of the mere draughtsman
will be counted things of a worn-out fashion.
And even if he never have the opportunity of
doing this, he will still be repaid by the broader
view of his art, and the consequently greater
enjoyment of what is best in it, which his supe-
rior education will afford to him

;
and amidst the

vexations and littlenesses which will jar upon
him in the daily pursuit of his calling, he will be
able, to quote again the words of Mill, “ to keep
Bp the tone of his mind by frequent visits to
those higher regions of thought and feeling,
where every work seems dignified in proportion
to the ends for which, and the spirit in which, it
is done.”

I cannot bat feel that in vindicating the exist-
3nce of architecture as a separate and independ-
sut art, and consequently the profession of the
irchitect as a real and important one, I have not
said half as much as might be claimed in its
favour, nor have I even attempted to do so, as,

—ishing to rhapsodise, I have confined my-’

tect of the celestial palaces, he does not refer to
his proficiency either in sculpture or colour, or
in the minute delicacies of ornament

;
it was

with greater objects than these that his name
had been connected :

—

In Heaven, by many
‘ His hand waa known
i tower'd structure bigb.”

TASTE,*

The subject before us has for its object beauty,
concerning which much has been written, but,
to us it seems, in a much too metaphysical
manner, and our endeavour will be to put it

before you in as plain and practical a way as
possible.

^

To convey the exact meaning of the expres-
sion good taste is almost impossible, and in
attempting a definition we seem in danger of
circumscribing nature within the bounds of our
own notions, formed, perhaps, from a limited
and personal consideration

;
but, for convenience

sake, we shall consider good taste (applying
more particularly to nature and art) to be the
perception of intellectual pleasure, and that
beauty, the object of this taste and the source
of this pleasure, is appreciated by the under-
standing, exercised either upon the works of
nature or the productions of art.

There are some who have written on the theory
of beauty, who maintain that the perception of
it arises solely from the association of ideas
which crowd upon our imagination as we gaze
upon the objects of onr contemplation. Now,
we think otherwise, and will attempt to show ! He says,
that it is not so, but that the association of .which is laid before him, ,

ideas only enhances that beauty which is appre- country of Cmsar, of Cicero, and of Virgil
ciated by the understanding.

|

concludes by saying, “ Take from him these asso-
If our perception of the beautiful were only in

|

ciations, and bow different would be his emo-
proportion to the association of ideas, we could tion.” But let this spectator be one whose
not well understand how such a taste could be .

object is the acquirement of knowledge and the
cultivated to any degree of perfection, or well study of beauty, to him this distant view

sion, and require almost no effort of the
mind to feel their merit; but to appreciate
the ideal beauty, the cultivated and ennobling
sentiment in the compositions of those worthy
the name of painters, is a vastly different
acquirement, and only, as we have said before,
to be gained by patient and properly-directed
study, even as the improvement or perfection in
the knowledge ofany art can possiblybe attained

;

and again, the artist who succeeds in gratifying
this so-called natural taste, is, in relation to
refined taste, one of the lowest order of true
artists, being endowed with that poorest and
lowest aim—mere imitation.

We will now explain the expression, ideal
beauty,—the beauty of which we speak : it con-
sists in bringing perfections existing in various
individuals or natural objects into one grand
harmonious whole, making an aggregation of
beauties which are constantly to be found in
nature, but never altogether in the most favoured
individual or natural object.

We will not attempt here to state the neces-
sary acquirements to perceive the true and beau-
tiful, especially in works of art, and will content
ourselves in saying that correctness of eye is

absolutely necessary in judging of form, grace,
and proportion

;
and we are compelled to admit

that this correctness is only acquired, in any
useful degree, at all events, by well-directed
study and practice. If we be wanting in this
qualification, it is absurd to suppose we can be
imbued with the true feeling of good taste.

But to return to the association theory of
beauty. Mr. Alison in his work describes the emo-
tion of a spectator on his first prospect of Rome.

"It is not the scene of destruction

&c., “but it is the
and

jelf to merely defining it as the art whereby that
vhich would otherwise be an excrescence and
eyesore on the face of the earth is converted
nto a source of pleaanre. But of architecture,
n its highest forms, much more might be said
ban this

;
for there have undoubtedly been

tructurea, even the ruins of some of which still

lelight us, which may claim a place among the
oftiest and most inspiring forms in which the
pirib of art has ever been manifested on this
danet. And

,
in opposition to those who on the one

aand would reduce architecture to mere mecha-
lical contrivance, and those who on the other
land would represent it as merely the vehicle
or the display of elegant ornament, irrespective
f its total effect, let it be remembered that
uany of our greatest poets have drawn their
meat similes from pare architecture, considered
8 the display of vast proportions and contrasted
.lasses of building : and when Milton would
sescribe to us the fame that one of his fallen
agels enjoyed in brighter regions, as the archi-

brought under the dictates of reason and re-

flection
; whereas, if we consider it subject to

reason and reflection, as appreciated by the un-
derstanding (in conjunction with association),
we can more easily perceive how good taste, or,
what is the same, a just appreciation of the true
and beautiful, can be improved or acquired iu
any useful degree, and that only by persevering
and well-directed study, reflection, and culti-
vation.

From the opinions opposed to this have resulted
the worst effects, not only among those who
practise art, but in many of its patrons. How
often do we find those whose attainments by no
means qualify them for judges, condemning, or
eulogising, with a degree of peculiar confidence
and impunity, works of art from what they are
pleased to designate as a natural taste. Now
this, if it means anything at all, simply signifies
an untutored and consequently imperfect taste.
It seems ]th6 grossest illusion, with an odd
admixture of ignorance, in any one to imagine
that he should be capable of judging or criticising
an art of the very elementary principles of which
he is utterly ignorant.

Goldsmith, in describing Sir Joshua Reynolds’s
conduct towards those somewhat of this class,

says,

—

“ To cOTcombB averse, yet most civilly steering,
When they judged without skill, he was still hard of

hearing

He shifted his trumpet, and only took snuff.’’

It is such as those now described whose maxim
is, that taste is not to be disputed, which proverb
has arisen, no doubt, rather from the acknow-
ledged prejudices than from-the deductions of
sound reason.

We do not wish to be understood as main-
taining that individuals do not possess a certain
amount of natural taste ; on the contrary, they
generally do

;
but we firmly maintain that unless

this taste be assiduously cultivated, it is of very
little value, if any, to its possessor : and this
same principle applies to the other arts.

Those who boast this natural taste are at-
tracted most by compositions, such as interiors
we often see by Dutch painters, iu whose efforts

pots, clear glistening pans, and garden-vege-
tables abound ; in fact, scenes from ordinary life

have greater attractions for them than those
which represent a more cultivating and refining
feeling. Nor is this to be wondered at : sneh
subjects are exceedingly easy of comprehen-

By Mr. Alexander Fraeer. Read at a meeting of the
Edinburgh Architectural Association

not sufficient;—no, he approaches nearer
to those magnificent remains, from which,
through association, he has derived so much
pleasurable emotion, and there beholds the
perfection of that beauty which is perceived
only by the cultivated mind, capable of ap-
preciating the delicacy, grace, and proportion
presented there in such glorious and wonderful
profusion. Now, if the beauty of these remains
arose solely from association, piles of meaning.
Ie88,unscnlptured stones, massed rudely together,
would suffice, instead of that which bears the
stamp of true genius and the unmistakable
evidences of the works of minds of the highest
stale of cultivation and refinement

; and, we
would ask, for what reason is it that artists of the
first standing visit these and similar scenes ? Is
it to feed their imagination and be overcome by
dreamy influences ? Surely not; their mission
bears a higher and more practical issne, as may
be discovered from their respective works, when
again among ns, their minds elevated and refined
by the study and contemplation of the works of
the older and more perfect masters. And again,
what to the man influenced solely by association
of ideas is the effect of the play of delicate
light and shade, thrown charmingly on these
venerable piles by the mellow rays of a golden
snnset? To him all these beauties are speech-
less

;
but to the man who gazes with a critical

eye, these, and more than these, are not displayed
in vain or unperceived, but only lend enchant-
ment to that which is the source of so much
intellectual gratification.

It would seem that what is considered true
beauty is often applied to objects, the admira-
tion of which arises solely from mere selfish
sentiment. An individual may be in possession
of really ugly objects, but which (from the in-
teresting associations of ideas they recall to his
memory, on which he loves to dwell) may be
interesting, but surely not beautiful, as some
would uphold.

It would be needless, we think, to adduce
more instances of the difference between that
beauty which is perceived through association,
and that through reason, study, and reflection,

or what is the same relative and abstract beauty,
or that beauty which exists in the object or
objects themselves.

Indeed, it seems to ns that this associated
beauty (if we may be allowed to call it so) is

not altogether the beauty which is the object of
the taste we here speak of. To illustrate what
we mean, the law of gravitation possesses a
first principle of the beantiful,—simplicity

; so
the refined mind must receive gratification from,
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the study of this theory ; bat this bwvuty and
gratificjation are perfected by associating with

this simple law the fact that worlds are thereby

governed in their coarse through space.

And agaio, the holier and lovelier sensibilities

awakened by moral beauty, being distinct in their

principle, are not, we think, to be classed under
that beauty of which the taste we speak of is the

object.

To us it seems that oombining the influences

of these distiuct beanti^, as aSecting good
taste, has occasioned a considerable amount of

nnprofltable disonssion ; and that wbile.the one
applies almost solely to the heart and feeling

without any direct reference to cnltivation, the

other applies almost entirely to that cultivation

which is governed by, and snbjeot to, certain

rules,—rules by which we appreciate a beauty,

an excellence, the offspring of truth and reason,

and like these ever consistent and imperishable.

As we have shown bow beauty, the object

of taste, is not solely derived from association of

ideas, but is governed by rules, we will now
attempt to show that there is a standard of this

beanty.

If there were no stable and unerring principles

of judgment, there would be neither merit nor
dignity in the works of the moat gifted mind.
Good taste is not only progressive, but induc-

tive, being the result of a series of experiments,

the object of which is beauty
j
and as in all

eiperuuental sciences these researches, moat
carefully conducted and in their inferences most
consisteut, are accepted as the canons of scien-

tific truth ; so in the liberal arts, those produc-

tions which for the longest period have afforded

most delight to those capable of appreciating

their true mwit, are rightly considered standards

of taste, by which succeeding works must be
tested.

Such standards in the science of taste we
possess in literary compositions, sculpture, paint-

ing, and the architecture of antiquity, and of

modern masters, adept pupils of their ancient

masters.

It has been adduced as proof of there being
no standard of taste, that mankind do not agree

in their estimate of beauty; but this objection

can be removed by the principle we have
attempted to establish, namely, that taste is the

result of intellectual cnltivation
;
and this prin-

ciple accounts for the diversity, the conse-

quence of the varied extent of knowledge
enjoyed.

We will now cite ono or two objections to the

existence of a standard of taste. We are told

that the savage Indian considers his squaw to

be the moat perfect type of beanty in woman-
kind. This is right enough ; so would the refined

European, judging from the benighted Indian’s

standard. This savage acknowledges a standard,
but which, of course, is formed and modified by
his moral and physical condition, and the amount
of enlightenment enjoyed.

And, again, we are referred to the various

and contradictory objects of beauty existing in

the lower anim^ species,—that this one is

admired for the length of his neck, the other for

its shortness
;
this ono for its length, the other

for its breadth, and so on
;
but this does not

prove the non-existence of a standard, but the

very essence of our principle, and shows that

each separate species will have its cmi stan-

dard, which excellence is only learned and
appreciated by properly-directed study.

Take man himself, the moat perfect animal
created. Now, because he possesses two legs,

are we to consider every four-legged animal
ugly ? The absurdity of this is at once appa-
rent. Voltaire even says that a toad will con-
sider, the perfection of beanty as resting among
toads: this is further proof of onr principle

;
if

the toad had had the least amount of brains
(which he has not), he would have had more
sense, and considered nothing of the sort.

What we have attempted to show is, that the
possession of good taste, or a true perception of
beanty, is, as Dr. Samuel Johnson has defined it,

“ skill.”

Nothing has tended more to retard improve-
ment than placing taste and genius in opposition

to reason and application, and iavesting the two
former with some nntangible, undefined excel-

lence, incapable of being properly tried by any
test, or regulated by any standard, and superior

to the drudgery of study. How does this accord

with fact? The greatest geniuses who have
bestowed on mankind the most perfect produc-
tions have applied themselves as much to the
study of rules and principles as to the produc-
tion of new works. If there were no standard

of taste, of what advantage to succeeding know-
ledge coxtld the works of the greatest masters
prove ? Nothing, save a passing pleasure, de-

grading excellence in the most refined minds to

a mere knack, an unaccustomed aptitude,

rendering the very progression of knowledge or

improvement among men uncertain.

We would urge, in conclusion, the advantages
to be gained by the cultivation of taste ; it is

one of the most ennobling and refining pursuits

of the human mind, and possesses peculiar in-

centives of its own
;

for the more we cultivate

this faculty, the greater will be the inducements

to continue onr researches.
“ To love the beautiful in all things,” Sir E.

Bulwer Lytton observes,
“ to surround ourselves,

as far as our means permit, with all its evi-

dences, not only elevates the thoughts and har-

monizes the mind, but is a sort of homage we
owe to the gifts of God and the labours of man.”

DIGGINGS IN ROME.

Tue Government of Pins IX. has been, and
continues to be, acr.ive in carrying on public

works to a degree which, if short of what is

desirable, is yet somewhat beyond what might
be expected from a habitually slow-moving
system under present embarrassments. One of

the undertakings now in progress has the object

of displaying more fully to view than hitherto

the beautiful ruins of the Octavian portico, shut

iu and in part hidden by the buildings of an
insignificant church and of obscure streets, near
the Ghetto, or Jews’ quarter. The earliest men-
tion of this portico is found in Suetonius, where
he recounte the public improvements of

Augustas, and the edifices raised by him in the

name of other persons, his relatives. And Dion
tells us that in the great fire under Titus,

A.D. 70, a library, which the widowed Octavia
bad dedicated to the memory of her lost son,

Marcellus, probably in the vicinity of the

building, which suffered from the same
disaster, was destroyed with all the books
contained in it. “ The building and tbe books
were at tbo same time burnt.” Majestic in ruin,

notwithstanding unsightly incumbrances, is that

portico, dedicated by Augustus to big virtuous

sister, who, by her second marriage, became the
neglected wife of the 'rriumvir Antony. Ou tbe

ancient plan of the city (now in the Capitoliaii

Museum) we see a portion of it preserved

sufficiently to explain its character : a parallelo-

gram surrounded by a double colonnade, about
750 Soman feet in length, 500 in breadth, and
with a prnpyla3ura,or porch, projecting from the
narrower Iront, with four columns and two
antse, from which to right and left extended the

front colonnade, eight shafts in double file ou
each side; the lateral colonnades having each
more that twenty-five in double file at the least,

since twenty-five is the number of columns
in the fragment of tbe heap, presenting to us

a portion only of this building. In the centre

stood the temples of Jupitor Stator and Juno
Segina, also a Curia, and a schola, called after

Octavius
;
the former of those temples, founded

by Metellus, named (from his victories) Mace-
donicus, about the year of Some 606 ; the latter

by the Censor M. Emilius Lepidus, who had
made a vow to build it during the war against

the Ligurians, A.U.C. 575,—both temples having
been rebuilt by Augustus in the year 721, with
the architecture of the two Greeks, Sauros and
Batrachos, of whom Pliny relates the contrivance

to transmit their names to posterity by sculptur-

ing a lizard and a frog on the torus of the bases

to certain columns in this same portico, where
they were not permitted to chisel their names
in letters. The portico itself is known to have been
not a completely new structure, but an ampli-

fication, with increased magnificence, of another,

founded, on this site, by the above-named
Metellns after his Macedonian campaign. What
we now behold is nothing more than the mins of

the propylfoum
;

all the rest, the colonnades,

enclosed parallelogram, tbe two temples, and
curia, having totally disappeared, except a few
fluted shafts and capitals to be seen welled up
in the houses of the narrow streets adjacent ;

and

this remnant of classic architecture, as it stands

before ns, is not tbe original building of Augnstns
in every detail, but the restoration by Septimius

Severus and Caracalla, as conveyed in the last

words of an inscription on the frieze with the

two emperors’ names, ”incendio consumptum re-

stituerunt.” Within its quadrangular area was
built, so early (it Is supposed) as A.D. 755, a

small church, S. Angelo in Piscaria, modernised

in the poorest Italian style, first in 1611, and
again in 1700. The intercolumniation, behind

which stands that church’s front, was walled

up
;
a great part of the colonnade and triaognLar

pediments on the inner aide concealed by the

modern building; but still were left, in graceful

antiquity, the Corinthian capitals, tbe flutad

marble ^afts (though but in part visible), and

the mutilated reliefs of eagles holding thunder-

bolts (allusive to the worship of Jove in the

temple adjacent) on the abacuses
;
a lateral

cmmice, under what remains of the pediment on

one side still retaining ita ornamentation of

sculptured antefixes. The area of this ruin is

flanked on one side by the church ;
on two others,

by brick arches, tbe work of Severus, resting on

architraves of white marble adorned with rosettes

inrelief, and wemayooncludetbatthe same marble

originally encrusted those arches now left in the

naked brickwork. The outer side, or fremt,

originally formed of four Corinthian columns

and two antas, now presents but two columns,

the place of the others which are wanting filled

by a brick arch, added (as inferrible) eithei’ in

the restorations by Severus, or (as perhaps more
probable) in later and inferior restorations,

perhaps A.D. 442, after injury done to this, as

to many other Roman buildings by eartbquako

(r. Muratori, J?er. Ital. Script., t. i., p. 1). The
works now in progress have already effected the

uncovering of three columns and of the entire

pediment on the inner side, also of the basement

and threshold beneath, down to which wo can

now see in an excavated area opened before the

chnroh, and crossed by a bridge o( Tnasonry

;

that church’s front having been taken down nud

rebuilt on a lire thrown farther back, so as to

leave the columns almost isolated, instead of

concealing them within its walls, as formerly.

This is a great improvement; and the graceful

ruin now stands amidst the gloomy buildings of

the fiah-market, whence that dedication, S.

Angelo in Piscaria, presenting a very difl'ereut

aspect from that seen in past years, and familiar

in engraved or coloured views of Roman monu-
ments. We read of the profusion of Classic

sculptures that adorned the Octavian porticos,

the temples, and the spaces intervening. Cele-

brated paintings were seen in the schola. The
seventy-five equestrian statues in bronze, by

Tysippns, of the officers of Alexander the Great,

who perished in the crossing of the Graiiicus,

were placed before tbe two temples by Metellus,

who had brought these bronzes from a city of

Macedonia ; and the most precious earnest oi the

artistic wealth lost, destroyed,—who knows how
much may still lie buried under the ground near

the extant mins ?—was obtained in the seven-

teenth century, by the discovery of the Venus de'

Medici,—if indeed tbe report be true, first given

by Santa Bartoli, that the celebrated statno was

found beneath a spot occupied by some of those

Augustan buildings.

But the works that have lately excited most

attention, and attracted throngs of visitors to tbe

spot, are those also carried on by Government,

and directed by the well-known secretary of the

Roman Archmologic Academy, Signor Visconti,

on the site of the ancient Emporium, upon the

steep bank of tbe river between the Aventine and

the Porta 8. Paolo. The extent of level ground

in this region, within the Honorian walls, though

far from the inhabited streets of Rome, is well

known as the ground once occupied by the

various buildings of that Emporium and the

Navalia, to which are referred several vague and

formless but picturesque brick mins among the

gardens, on the western slopes of the Aventine,

besides others more conspicuous, in gardens

near the river, as well as the arch of brickwork,

crossing the high road between that hill and the

Ostian (or S. Paul’s) gate, called from a little

chapel and hermitage close by, Aeco di S. Laz-

zaro. The Emporium, a harbour and market

for foreign goods here unshipped, was founded

by the iEdiles M. Emilius Lepidus and L.

Demilius Panins, in the year 193 B.C., between

the Aventine and the Tyber; and farther off,

southwards, were constructed the Navalia (dock-

yards), with magazines on the level nearer to

the city walls. The excavations on tbe bank of

the river, reached by a narrow path that strikes

off from a platform, still used for the deposit of

sculptors’ marble brought hither up the stream,

and therefore called the “ marmorata ”—these

works that have won such praise fo^ Visconti,

—

have laid open, on a steep slope immediately

above the water, a considerable extent of but-

tress wall, in firm opus reticulatum mixed, in the

usual ancient style, with layers of lateritial
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laaaonry ;
and at the foot of this a ledge paved

t’jth tiles, from which is an ascent by a zig-zag

'.ath, similarly paved, to the summit of those

i^alls, where we must find the place of deposit

or goods here unshipped. The wharf, with its

tathway for trucks, is here recognizable, and

ihis purpose of the whole is made still more
ivident by the accumulation of hewn marble

docks, that lie strewn around, in the

ereater number of green-veined Carystian

icalled cipallino, with some specimens of

kfricaii breccia. Forty-eight such blocks were

fsft buried for ages, having (as the official

gazette informs us) been found before the

L4th of February. Several smaller fragments,

iQore finely-wrought, in porphyry, rosso antico,

Lnd other coloured marbles, as well as pieces of

ifiass vessels and terra-cotta lamps, are spread

tiut on sale, under care of some superintending

irorkman. The Pope, who has inspected these

idiscoveries, has rewarded Signor Visconti with a

I'old snuff-box, set with diamonds. More
pposing ruins of the Navalia are seen in an

txtensive garden of Prince Tortonia, between
!che road under the Aventine and the river-

bank
;

but at some distance from the site

f those excavations. Here, too remote to be
eeen from any highway, and therefore very little

jcnown or visited, we find considerable remains

i ff a lofty structure, in brickwork, forming three

dides of a quadrangle, the fourth side having, as

jfpparent, been left; open to the river, with whose
iBanks it corresponds, to be approached by steps

orom the water-level. On one side the ancient

sfalla are opened by a row of wide arches
;
on

lanotber they are pierced by round-beaded win-
iilowB in the upper part, which, as they do not
fieem to belong to the original plan, we may
pappose to have been formed at some Medimval
•aeriod, and to have served for habitations,

irhrown up against the antique building. It is

:is8umed that the date of these structures may
!

Me about the same as that of the Emporium

;

uheir masonry is of concrete, faced with brick

;

loiot of the better Roman style. The Aventine,

[ivith its convents, Monte Testaccio, the Tras-

!\evere quarter of the lower banks of the Tyber,
rare seen in a picturesque grouping of objects

xTom these spacious garden-grounds, a pleasant
lEUnny spot, which, with its solitude and ruins,

rbrm s one of the interesting byways, little

anown, or named, so many of which may delight

I ehe explorer in Rome,
j f Rome.

THE TECHNICAL INSTRUCTION
MOVEMENT.

. A PUBLIC meeting has been held in Hulme
orowu-hall, under the auspices of the Amalga-
mated Society of Carpenters and Joiners, in

]|upport of a movement by the members of the
Society in the Manchester and Salford district,

)rbr the promotion of technical instruction among
bihe artisans employed in these trades. The
uiumerous lectures on the subject given in the
rDfincipal centres of industry in England, and
bthe comments of the press in reference to foreign

oeompetition, have had the effect of stimulating
)nomo members of the Society to take the matter
roractically in hand. Their efforts have been
irlirected to the formation of a school for technical

I i-nstruction in mensaration, drawing, practical

egeometry, mechanics, and other matters relating

j .0 their daily work
; and they have resolved that

Hill the classes in connexion with the school shall

eie open to those who desire to attend, whether
hihey be members of the Society or not. The
Mxecutive council of the Society, located in

/London, has warmly recommended the project,

.Bind its promoters state that they have received

iuiiiring the past month from several gentlemen of

I immizMaice conversant with the snlugect, assurances

I )f )f the high estimation in which they hold a
' Dmovemeat which, as they remark in the
I 'rorospectus of the new isfititntion,

“ stands
I utmonget the first instances, in the indnstrial
I liaistory of our country, of a trades’ union under-
I akakiug to promote a plan for the education of its

I crTiembers.” The nse of St. John’s Schools, Gart-
I iiide-atreet, has been obtained for the accommoda-
' iikion of the classes, the services of efficient and
I irsructical men as teachers have been secured,
I iBind the classes meet every Tuesday and Thurs-

[
ifilay evening. The aim of the promoters is not

I :otonfined to mere class-work, though that of course
' worms the most important feature of their plan

;

I inmt the members of the institution are to be
' D’nvited to engage in a series of competitive prize

sssasays on subjects connected with their practical
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studies ;
and it is also proposed to have

lectures and papers from gentlemen of scientific

eminence, and to establish orders of merit and

honourable degrees in connexion with tbe sub-

jects of study. The meeting was numerously

attended by artisans of both crafts. The chair

was occupied by the Mayor of Manchester (Mr. R.

Neill), himself a practical builder, and a large

employer of skilled workmen in the trades for

whose benefit this institution is intended.

Mr. Scott Russell, in moving the chief resolu-

tion, said be was one of the—he would say

fortunate—men who had enjoyed the two things

rarely combined—the blessing of a university

education and the blessing of a workshop educa-

tion. If he were asked which of those two privi-

leges he valued most, and which bad been the

greatest pleasure and comfort to him, he was
sure he could not answer the question ; hut he

said for himself, his children, and his friends, if

it could be given to the rising generation, let

them have both. He strongly deprecated the

practice of introducing hard names for things

which could be easily rendered intelligible in

plain English, and strongly advised that the

promoters of this school should procure the ser-

vices of a master who possessed that qualifica-

tion. He was glad to see they proposed to teach

geometry—although that was a bad name, and

the nse of it was bad—which simply meant, in

plain English, the knowledge of shape. He
dwelt upon tbe importance of elementary geome-

try, and the far higher geometry which we knew
nothing about, the knowledge of curved shapes.

He instanced the wonderful aptitude of the

Greeks for this description of work, and con-

trasted the inferior knowledge which the English

workman possessed in this respect as compared

with the foreigner. He did not know an English

joiner who knew how to make an oval, but those of

them who had visited the Paris Exhibition must
have had their attention directed to the fact that

the French could make ovals, and if they studied a

French oval, they would find it one of the most

exquisite specimens of carving they ever saw.

Therefore, he was glad that they were going to

learn the principles of shape. The next set of

principles he observed they were going to learn

was that of mechanics, and he need hardly tell

them that if they were well-tanght mechanics, a

knowledge of those principles would give them a

thorough mastery of their tools. With regard to

the methods of learning, he would say this :

begin first by learning the profound and essential

principles. And they should not understand

that becanse a principle was profound it was
difficult to learn. If they procured a clever

master, he would put the profoundesb knowledge

in the simplest possible langnage; and he knew
nothing that was intelligible and worthy of

knowing that could not be conveyed in plain

English. He was not one of those who said

they were afraid of the foreigner rurming away
with the laurels of the English workmen. He
was not afraid of the English workmen being

beaten, because he knew, first, that from youth

upwards they took a pride in doing a good job

;

and, in the second place, that thery could put

energy and heart into tbe work. Mr. Russell

concluded by moving the resolution,

—

**That this movement for the promotion of technical

edmeation amongst the carpenters and joiners is deserving

of all support, not only on account of it» value to the

trade, but for the interest it will give to the workmen in

their work
;
and that, as intelligent artisans, their work

wiU be done better, and they vUi feel a greater pleasure

in doing it.”

Dr. Parkhurst, Mr. Jacob Bright, MJ*., and the

Rev. J. P. Hopps having addressed the meeting,

tbe resolution was unanimously agreed to, as

wM another, moved by Dr. John Watts,

—

“ That as this movement will have the tendency of

removing that prejudice existing against all trades’ unions

because of the deeds of darkness perpetrated by a few,

this meeting calla upon all artisans, builders, &c., con-

nected with the trade to assist in its successful adoption.”

Stealing a Statue.—At one time “stealing

a statue” app^red about as likely a feat as

that of stealing a railway arch, but the former

,

feat has lately been acoompliahed in France.

The men in the employment of M- Hoyanx,

founder, at Mons, were astonished, on goiug^ to

their work a few days back, to find that a bronze

equestrian statue of the Emperor Baudoin, of

Constantinople, placed for safety under a shed,

had disappeared. Notwithstanding its great

weight, a robbery was possible from the fact of

the casting being in four pieces. The watchman
of a neighbouring factory heai’d during the night

one or more heavily-laden vehicles pass.
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TEE PROPOSED MEMORIAL OP THE
LATE LORD FEVERSHaM, HELMSLEY,

YORKSHIRE.

We mentioned some little time ago that it

was proposed to erect in the Market-place of

Helmsley, a Memorial of the late Lord Fevers-

ham, from voluntary subscriptions by friends

and tenants; and that a design, obtained from

Mr. Charles Barry, architect, had been approved

of by a public meeting, and was to be carried

into execution forthwith. This being settled, an
illustration of the design was prepared, and is

published in our present issue. It appears,

however, that a change has been brought about

by some means, and it may be useful to report

briefly tbe proceedings.

At starting it was proposed that the Memorial

in question should be wholly independent of any

memorial or monument which the family might

erect either in the parish church, now in course

of restoration, or elsewhere. This oourse was
taken with the full approval of the present lord,

as evidencing a more emphatic and uninfluenced

desire to do his father honour on the part of

those among whom be had lived so many
years.

A market-cross was finally decided on (after

a good many suggestions) as the shape the

memorial should take. An influential committee

was appointed, and they requested Mr. Barry

(who had been identified with tbe estate and
the late lord as his architect for twenty years) to

advise and act for them.

A design was accordingly sent down, and at a

meeting held directly after, it was adopted “ by

an overwhelming majority,” with such additions

as an expected increase of tbe funds should

admit of. To meet this resolve a more elaborate

design, to cost about 800i., was sent down, was
submitted to Lord Feveraham, and approved.

Another meeting was then held, when the im-

proved design was adopted, and some additional

subscriptions were announced.

The material of the memorial was to be a fine-

grained warm sandstone from Bilsdah (to be

given by the present lord)
;
tbe emblematical

!
figures of Justice, Mercy, and Truth were to be

j

in red Mansfield, giving relief of colour and indi-

I

vidual importance to them as works of art. The

I
pedestal was to have a portrait bust, in alto-

I

relief, of the late lord on one of its faces j
on the

j

opposite one a dedicatory inscription; and the
' other two panels were to have bas-reliefs illus-

I

trative of some of the tastes and pursuits of the

!

late lord. A contract was arranged with a local

i
mason, and an eminent London sculptor had

1 agreed to execute the figures and panels.

I

At the final meeting, however, 7th of March,

:
called to receive the report of tbe committee

! appointed to collect subscriptions and to proceed

with the work, a design by Professor Scott was
handed in by a member of the family, and its

acceptance urged on tbe subscribers by an
undertaking (as its cost far exceeded the design

which had been made by Mr. Barry, to meet
the means at command of the committee) that

the amount of its extra cost would be found by
some of the members of the family. This design

was made by Mr. Scott in ignorance of previous

proceedings, and be naturally hesitates, as we
are told, under such circumstances, to proceed.

We have here another instance to be added to

the long list of those where a committee seems

utterly to forget, or trifles with, the honourable

obligations they enter into with professional

men-

OFFICES OF THE SCOTTISH PROVINCIAL
ASSURANCE COMPANY, DUBLIN.

The offices fm- this company, in Sackvilla-

street, Dublin, have been erected from the de-

signs of Mr. T.N. Deane, architect. They stand

at the corner of a street, so as to show two sides,

and the style adopted may be spoken of as a free

treatment of Soottieh Gothic. Elliptical and
straight-headed windows are made use of. A
turret at the angle, corbelled out over the

groond-floor and terminating with a conical roof,

gives importance to the structure. On the

ground-floor are the offices of the company, in-

cluding public office, waiting-room, board-room,

and secretary’s room. The upper floors are

arranged for letting as offices, and the basement

will be let for wine stores. The total coat was
about 4,0001. The materials used are granite,

Scotch stone, and lime-stone from Skerries, near

Dublin. The builder was Mr. G. Caroliu, of

.Dublin.
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THE TEADES MOVEMENT.

' The Potteries.—

A

dispute between the bnUders

Df the Potteries district and the carpenters and

iioinera, aa to the hoors of labour, was lately

referred to Mr. J. E. Davis, the stipendiary

magistrate of the Potteries. The masters pro-

rposed that the carpenters and joiners, who go

)to work at six and leave off at 5'30, should

ebegin later in the winter time, and leave off at

iBix all the year round. The men resisted this

rproposal, and Mr. Davis has decided in their

ifavour.

Brad/ord.—The unionist journeymen painters

fof this town have struck for an advance of

•wages. In 1864 the wages of the men were

:22s. to 24s. per week of fifty-eight hours ;
but m

hthe following year the mode of payment was

1 altered to the hour system, and was fixed at 5id.

(per hour. In the two succeeding years they

•ewere raised id. per hour; and when they left

b their work they were receiving SJd., and now

;i demand 6d. an hour. The employers say they

i) are determined to make a stand against these

i annual exactions, and, as business is not very

3 brisk, they have resolved not to accede to the

i demands of the men. On the other hand, the

c men say they asked for 6d. per hour in 1866,

a and were told it was a reasonable demand, but

t that the masters were not prepared to give it all

a at once. They did not strike, but agreed to take

^ ^d. advance for that year, and the same last

}
year ;

but now the masters refuse the men’s

I request to settle their portion of the agreement,

i refuse to meet them, and decline arbitration.

Oldham.—The Springhead Spinning Company
1 have got an ex parte injunction in Chancery

I against John Riley and John Butterworth, as

I chairman and secretary of a trade-union called

' “ The Operative Cotton Spinners’ Association,”

: to prevent them from printing and publishing

' placards injurious to the business of the com-

• plainants, by hindering persons from working

: for them or otherwise.

Glasgow.—The dispute between the ship-

I builders on the Clyde and the operative joiners

is assuming a somewhat formidable ma^itude.

Messrs. Napier & Son posted a placard in their

works, warning the joiners in their employment

that, if they supported the workmen on strike in

Greenock, they must leave their situations. In

I consequence of this intimation, the men con-

vened a meeting, at which they resolved to cease

work at once. As matters now stand, the fol-

lowing yards are said to be all but clear of

joiners, viz., Messrs. Randolph & Elder, J. & G.

Thomson, Barclay & Curie, Wingate & Son,

Laurie, C. Connell & Co., Aitken & Mansell, and

also Messrs. Simons’ and Henderson’s, Renfrew.

Scotland generally.—The strike in the mould-

ing trade in Scotland is now at an end, the men
having accepted the terms of the employers.

According to the written conditions under

which the men are to be allowed to resume

work, the restrictions hitherto enforced by the

union are all to be abandoned. In point of fact,

the whole policy of the society is to be given up,

although the men are not required formally to

renounce their union. The strike or lock-out

lasted for nine weeks. Upwards of 1,800 men
were thrown out of employment at the com-

mencement of the struggle
;
and although many

of them obtained work in other places, there still

remained a large number dependent upon such

assistance as could be afforded from the society’s

funds. It is estimated that the cost to the

union has been about 4,5001., or an average pay-

ment of 5001. per week.

Geneva.—The strike here has terminated.

The walls were lately placarded with the fol-

lowing notice :
—” Department of Justice and

Police. — The delegates of the masters have

communicated to the Department of Justice and

Police, in a document signed by them, the con-

ditions on which it would be possible for them

to open their workshops. These conditions,

having been communicated to the workmen,

have been accepted by them. It is, therefore,

decided that the work will be resumed on Mon-

day, April 13th. The friendly relations which

always existed between masters and workmen
will be consolidated by the crisis just past,—

a

crisis which, thanks to the liberty we enjoy, has

ended peacefully and happily. Long live the

Confederation. Long live the Republic of

Geneva. Ph. Camperio, Councillor of State.”

The result of the strike has been that the

masters in the mason, plaster, polishing, marble,

whitesmith, glazier, joinery, and carpentry

trades have consented to diminish the day’s

labour by one hour,—that is to say, from twelve

to eleven nours, auu lu

the men by 10 per cent. The masters of the

locksmith, mechanic, and founding trades have

consented to the reduction of one honr’s labour,

and to an increase of 5 per cent, in wages.

Italy.—Many thousand persons, mostly work-

men, paraded the streets of Turin a few days

back, shouting, Down with the Ministry

!

“ Down with the grist tax !” Much difficnlty

was experienced in restoring tranquillity aud

preventing serious disorder. This demonstration

arose out of the strike of the men employed at

the arsenal, in the tobacco mannfaotory, and on

the railways of Upper Italy. The authorities

had deducted 5 per cent, from the wages of these

persons as payment of the tax on personal pro-

perty, the act being illegal, since wages of small

amounts are declared exempt from the impost.

Other strikes, more peaceful in their character,

have taken place at Bologna, Naples, and Milan,

especially a strike of the owners of public car-

riages, on which was placed so onerous a duty,

that if it had been persisted in, it would have

led to the ruin of many undertakings. The tax

has been suspended.

ST. SEPULCHRE’S, SKINNER-STREET.

For the purpose of the enormous work now
being carried ont by the Corporation of London

in forming the Holborn Viaduct, part of the

churchyard of St. Sepulchre’s is required. A
new street is designed to branch north-westward

into Farringdon-road, very near to the ancient

tower of the church. The parish are very

anxious that the opportunity should be taken to

isolate the church, and put the tower, the out-

line of which is very bold and striking, promi-

nently in view in passing over the viaduct. The

opportunity is so favourable that we cannot

resist expressing a hope that it will be taken

advantage of. Mr. W. Haywood, the architect

of the Corporation in this work, is so fully alive

to the value of msthotic improvements, and

knows BO well the interesting character of the

church and its neighbourhood, that we feel

tolerably sure of his willingness to assist in

bringing about what is desired, if circumstances

can be made to allow of it.

CHURCH OF ST. HELEN, BISHOPSGATE.

The reopening of St. Helen’s, Bishopegate,

took place on the 31st ult.

The unsightly partition and organ-gallery,

which obstructed the proportions of this ancient

church, have been removed, and the organ re-

erected in the south chantry. The floor of the

church has been lowered in many places to_ its

original level, and the chancel paved with tiles

made by Messrs. Minton, after the pattern of

some ancient remnants discovered in situ, em-

bedded in the walled-up opening leading from

the nnns’ choir into the cloisters of the convent,

at a depth of 3 ft. 6 in. below the present floor.

This opening, together with a staircase in the

thickness of the wall, and several hagioscopes

from the cloisters, are now visible, as is also the

base of the fine monument of Sir John Crosby.

The ancient brasses are relaid under the east

window in the chantry. The flat plaster ceiling

over the east end of the nuns’ choir has been

replaced with one more in keeping with the rest

of the church ;
and a new roof, with additional

lights, constructed over the chantry. The old

pewing has been removed and other seats pro-

vided
5
the old carved stalls from the nuns’ choir

are re-used in forming the present choir-seats.

Several windows filled with stained glass have i

been added to the church by various generous

donors, amongst which most conspicuous is that

erected by Messrs. Hodgson, at the east end of

the church, to the memory of their father, for

fifty years a parishioner and resident merchant

in the parish. Messrs. Heaton, Butler, & Bayne

were the artists. The centre light has the

Ascension, and the other portions are filled with

varions scenes of the life of our Lord.

The window at the east end of the nuns’

choir has been put up to the memory of Sir

Thomas Gresham, knight, by the Joint Grand

Gresham Committee; the glass is by Messrs.

Powell & Sons, and represents St. Helen and the

four evangelists, with the arms of Sir Thomas

Gresham and the Corporation of London and

Mercers’ Company. A small window in the

chantry has been restored and filled with por-

tions of old glass, by Messrs. Heaton, at the cost

of the present churchwardens, Messrs. Rolfe and

Eichardaon. Ou the south aide is a stained-

glass window, by Gibbs, presented by Mr. Wil-

liams, an old parishioner, representing the legend

of finding the cross by St. Helen, the patron

saint of the church. Another window, by Gibbs,

was presented by Alderman Wilson. A small

ancient light has been also filled at the coat of

one of the architects, in memory of bis ancestor,

Bishop Robinson ;
it adjoins the tablet to John

Robinson, merchant of the staple, A.D. 1599.

The collection of monuments is one of the

finest in the City of London ;
that to the memory

of Sir John Spencer has been moved to allow

the opening of an arch which it formerly ob-

structed, and has been restored in colours by

Messrs. Poole, at the cost of the Marquis of

Northampton.
The cenotaph containing the embalmed body

of Bancroft has been removed by the Drapers’

Company.
The work has been carried out under the

superintendence of Messrs. Wadmore & Baker,

architects.

A MASONIC HALL, IRELAND.

The Belfast Newsletter announces the open-

ing of Leame Masonic Hall. The hall is situ-

ated in St. John’s-place, at the north end of

the town, and is approached by a spacious

avenue. The style of the building is Tudor

Gothic. It is built of black stone from quarries

in the neighbourhood, the dressings being

of Scrabo freestone. The gables are capped

by ornamental cast-iron finials, and over the

porch is placed a globe. The grounds about the

building are enclosed by iron railing, and are

planted with shrubs and flowers. The hall in

which the lodge meeting will be held is 35 ft.

long by 20 ft. wide, and is so adapted that in it

all the higher degrees of Masonry can be prac-

tised with great facility. There are two ante-

rooms, one of which will be used as a cloak-

room, the other as a sitting-room. In the east

is situated a throne on a raised dais, over which

is a draped canopy of crimson merino, sur-

mounted by a gilt crown, and in the centre of

the room is placed an altar, on which are the

Doric, Ionic, and Corinthian orders of architec-

ture
;

also three candlesticks in a triangular

form, the implements of the craft, and other

Masonic symbols. In the east is the seat of the

senior warden, and in the south the seat of the

junior warden, opposite each of which are

benches of the form of a double cube. The hall

is illuminated by means of a large sunlight, 3 ft.

in diameter, which is placed in the centre of the

ceiling. The architect of the building was Mr.

William R. Kelly ; the contractors were Messrs.

Dixon & Son, of Larne.

RAILWAY INTELLIGENCE.

The extension of the Underground Metropoli-

tan Railway to St. John’s Wood, has been in-

spected. It extends from the Baker-street

station to the Swiss Cottage station. The length

of the line as now open is one mile, seven fur-

longs, and six chains. Leaving Baker-street

new station, the next come to is St. John’s

Wood-road Station, near Lord’s Cricket Ground.

The next is Marlborough-road Station, close to

the Eyre Arms.Portland-town. The next station is

the Swiss Cottage. The railway isconstructed aa

far as Finebley-road, and only requires a station

to be opened to place it in full working order.

The entire journey from Baker-street to Swiss

Cottage Station is travelled underground, with

the exception of the approaches to the stations

and the stations themselves, which are all lighted

from the top by glass roofs. Both in the stations

and in the tunnels ventilation is secured. It is

intended that^ trains shall run to the City from

the Swiss Cottage and intermediate stations

every twenty minutes ;
but during the business

hours of the day there will be local trains run

between Swiss Cottage Station and Baker-street

every ten minutes.

In the course of the trial of an engine-driver

for manslaughter, of which he was acquitted, at

the Gloucester Assizes, counsel for the defence

incidentally gave an easy rule for remembering

tbe railway signals,

—

“ TrAiV« for right, red for wrong.

And gree7i for ‘ gentlj go along.’
”

The traffic receipts of railways in the United
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Kingdom amoanted, for the week ending March
2Sth, on 13,146 miles, to 691,059?., and for the

[April 18, 1868.

, w.* iiiijco, lu u£7±,ooa(.., ana lor tne
corresponding week of last year, on 12,819 miles,
to 6/7,105?., showing an increase of 297 miles
QTi/1 ..>f 1 <3 fie 4 7and of 13,951?.

Mr. Thomas Payne, condnctor of the Detroit
and Milwaukee Railway, has lately invented an
ingeniona contrivance to indicate to railway
passengers the station which they are approach-
ing, its distance from the one last passed, and
from that point to each terminus of the road.
It is placed in the centre of the car, and has
two arms projecting abont 2 ft. from each side
of the car, which, coming in contact with posts
placed for the purpose, turn the indicator imme-
diately after passing each station.
The railroad bridge at Burlington, Iowa, now

nearly completed, has required over 3,000 piles
and 1,000,000 ft. of pine lumber. The bridge is
2,237 ft. longj and 7,500 cubic yards of stone
have been laid.

OVERLAND ROUTE TO INDIA viA THE
BLACK SEA.

Sir,—

I

n a few years Russia will have extended
railway communication to the frontier of India.
The line between Baltu and Odessa has been
opened some time, and the section from Baltu
to the Austrian territory is commenced, as also
thelmefrom the Black Sea to the Caspian isbeing
pushed with vigour. The entire journey from
Charing Cross to Bayerush, on the southern shore
of the Caspian Sea, will not exceed six days
including the passage of the Black Sea. It is in
contemplation to continue the line through Persia
to the frontier of India. Upon this scheme some
of the chief thinkers, chief workers, and chief
engineers of Russia have been engaged for some
years. The journey by this route from London
to the Indian frontier will not exceed eight days.

Is it not an insult to the genius and enterprise
ot Englishmen that Russia will be the first to
drive a railway through this solitude, and leave
It no longer a huge void on the earth’s surface ?
The line will traverse many a gwam, and cross
many a dned-np nnllagh, that has played its partm the world’s history. The benefits which it
will confer on the native population are incalcu-
lable there the people will multiply, and religion
and civilisation and commerce will be promoted.
Beds of clay, granite, sandstone, schist, white
kaskin, yellow, red, and other coloured ochres,
are to be found in abundance in many sections of
the line

; as also kunkar, or lime and gravel.

^

Had our Government adopted a positive
instead of a negative attitude towards the pro-

'

jectors of the Euphrates railway, Russia would
never have contemplated a great rival and
shorter line. Pieese Abthue, India.

the excavations were so completely under them
as to render it a matter of surprise to every one
that the piers had been able to stand at aU.
There seemed to be literally nothing for them to
rest upon. On trying the ground still further,
we found that a number of the piers had been
built on a layer of very soft material (almost
peat), and this had so far given way as to cause
very serious settlements in the work over

j somuch so, indeed, that two of the piers had to be
shored up with extreme care, and entirely re-
built.

^

The south clearstory wall had been seri-
ously injured by the fire which occurred some
twenty years since, and bad to be taken ont and
replaced pier by pier. A carious circumstance
we have noticed during this work which we do
not remember in other cases, that, in the drying
of the church after the removal of the earth in-
side and the formation of the area externally,
the joints of the stonework shrank perceptibly!
as was shown by an iron bar cut to the exact
length between some of the mouldings.
Of the above work there is of course little

now apparent
5 and there is, perhaps, less

to be seen than in many other cases, as it has
been our greatest care thronghont to leave
every portion of the old work so far as possible
untouched. The AEcniTECTS.

thank yon for your polite and judicious letter
respecting the Mansion House, which appears
to me very satisfactory : the article was not
written by myself,” &c.
Tonr correspondent says there are three-quar-

ter columns in the upper tier. They are how-
ever shown as only half columns. The reason
18 obvious, since however more correct a three-
quarter column wonld be per se, it could not have
been placed over the lower column in addition
to the surrounding wall without one or other
overhanging on a false bearing. H. G.

A NUT FOR THE PROFESSION TO
CRACK.

ST. BARTHOLOMEW’S, SMITHFIELD.
Sir,—

W

e are not surprised at the disappoint-
ment experienced at seeing the ngly girders
thrown across the east end of St. Bartholomew’s
Church in place of the apse itself; but, in justice
to the committee, we should be delighted by
your allowing ns to state that they have nsed
every exertion to rebuild the apse in its entirety.
The upper part (as is well known) is occupied
as a facto^. This place a zealous member of
the committee endeavoured ineffectually to pnr.
chase. The opinion of two eminent counsel was
then taken as to the course to be adopted and
after their report we consulted with the archi-
tectural committee of the Incorporated Society
whose unanimous feeling, we believe, was, that
the best plan would be to show the complete
lorrn of the apse on the ground-floor at least
leaving the upper to be added whenever circum’
stances wonld allow.

There are a few other points connected with
the restoration which we should also be glad to
have noticedifyonrspacewill permit. The whole
church was, as you are aware, filled up with
rubbish about 3 ft. 6 in. deep, the paving of the
floor being made np to a great extent with
tombstones. In order to lower tbe ground these
had of coarse to be temporarily removed, and
though the committee undertook to have each
one restored to its precise position on the lower
level, the necessary faculty was at first refused.
When the difficnlty was, with some trouble and
expense, got over, and the earth dug out, it was
loond that some of the grave-vaults had, in com-
paratively recent times, been dng in a most
dangerous way under the piers. In two cases

Sir,—The remarks by “A Country Gentle-
man^ were well meant, and deserve tbe careful
consideration of the profession, bnt quite fail to
answer the problem pnt by me. The payment
by per.centage was so far from being the point
objected to, that tbe engineer engaged in lieu of
an architect is to be paid as an architect would
be, by per-centage. I maintain, therefore, that
the cause does lie “ in the utter severance of art
from the affairs of practical life,” and that the
reason of this strange selection was that it was
thonght an engineer would have no temptation
to run up expenses /or omamenf.
As regards the point raised by “ A Conntry I

Gentleman,” I am not disposed to give much
|weight to it. Fortunately, few amateurs are so
'

foolish as to expend 17,000?. without professional
^vice; and those that do (unless they are
Heaven-born architects, and then they are per-
fectly wise and justified in acting for themselves)
will be mulcted to a far greater amount than
o per cent, by their unchecked employes. They
do no damage to any bub themselves, and, per-
haps, their successor, who will, doubtless, if he
has any taste at all, pull down and rebuild all
such amateur work.
Conntry gentlemen are quite at liberty to act

as their own architects, jnst as they wonld be to
act as their own doctors

; and nice pills wonld be
the result of their own concocting in either
capacity.

Cannot “ A Conntry Gentleman ” see that
honesty is the best policy for architects to follow
and that they would bs killing the golden goose’
lor the sake of a paltry single egg or two if
they were to act as he thinks them so tempted
to do ? At any rate, I believe the world does
give them credit for more worldly wisdom than
that, and, perchance, for a trifle of proper prin-
ciple besides. If the mode oT their payment be
open to criticism, the Institute has declared
alter dne consideration, that it seems to be the
best that can be devised under the circum-
stances

; still, if “ A Country Gentleman ” can
suggest a better, the thanks of the profession,
as well as of the class be represents, will be
most ungrudgingly accorded to him.

J. P. S.

Copy of Letter to Messrs. Britton .y Pugin, Editors
of the “Illustrations of Public Buildinas of
London.’'

Public Buildings of London,’ under the bead of ‘TheMansion House, and in pages 123 and 124, 1 observe tbe

win f ^;r the EgyptianHall, for the appellation of which we are unable to ac

r of Egyptian architecture ordecoration. I take leave therefore to send you the fob

farior®
niay, perhaps, prove as satis-laetory to you as they are to me

It wm bo reqmiiie fir.t to con.'idor Iho h.U not no it nowexists, with only one tier of columns and an archedw spnnpog from the entablature which they supportbut as 1 existed before the ‘attic’ was taken down VrenrpRPnfaJinn _iii .. . . .
uuwu, i

-w .. oeiore me - attic was taken down s
representation of which you will find in plates 43 and 44voJ. iv. of 4 itmvius Bntanniona,' by Woolfe and Gandon'

nWd range of half columniplaced against a wal
, in which is a tier of windows, thiw^le resting on the lower range of columns

Relerring now to Yitruvins, book v:.. cap. 6 where h.

of observe he described one denomi.

with^thA%
.^cua,’ which precisely correspondswith the Egyptian Hall at the Mansion House as it was

fhK ^ Egyptian HaU was

innW ^ resemblance to the

Snni t

‘ denominated Egyptian, and from which, no

imild’
authority of Yitrurtus

Sdio followed by
fl>ir thA

“•» ®“P- If' freats of ‘ the haUalter the Egj-ptian manner, which is further explained by
exactly corresponding with that of the

^ “•rd tbese masters are

twi w ^°ok iii., cap. 30, and in

of
“Umbered 3", gives the same description

that thia^ill 'nf
be amiss here to noticetbat this hull at the Mansion House, as now altered corre-sponds exactly wUh the hall which’ Vitruvius in the veAsame book and chapter denominates ‘Corinthian,’ wherehe states that the dilietence between the Corinthian andEgyptian sccus is that the latter (the Egyptian) has tw.

disposed in the way he there mentionsana with the unner rancFA ftfi7>Fnnn^a/i »._i.
o.,.! .u -u viko ..»j. uo mere menuona.and with the upper range surrounded by the unsheltered

tbe Mansion House), and that theformer House), and that the

ihp J*®®
of columns, from

IrihA
springs a curved ceiling as thata the Mansion House now is. I would therefore suggest

that, as Binoe the alteration the name Egyptian H.U nolonger applies, and (as tbe circumstance which has occa-sioned this letter proves), it is the cause ofsome perplexity

Ihi.h S'’’”
‘“"“‘.•b ‘ Corinthiu H.1I,- an SppSllatlnnwhich at once accords vnth the Corinthian Hall o^f Yitru-viua, and with the order of architecture used in its em-helhshmeata. It is also the name by which, if orirtnalJy

n,.r IHaIr
^ advantage also of conveying toour ideas a juster conception of its character and style,and it would be also less liable to censure from critics."

SIDMOUTH, DEVON.
interesting article on Sidraonth,

®c>ntained in your_ number lor April 4; aud,
' '

THE “ EGYPTIAN HALL ” IN THE CITY,

Sir,—

Y

our correspondent under the above
head, whose letter appears in yonr number for
March 2l8t nit., page 214, would be in error if
he considered his communication the first that
has occurred with reference to that appellation.*
The subject was taken up by me in Angnst
182G, now upwards of forty years ago

; and as
the letter I then wrote contains the whole in as
concise a way as I could otherwise explain it,
together with the circumstance tbat then in-
dneed me to notice it, I beg to hand you a copy.
1 received a friendly letter from Mr. Britton in
answer to it, in which he says,-“ I have to

• There was no suppoaiiion to that effect.—

E

d.

lu your numoer tor April 4 • aud witi

I r«TuS"r h"
i«-provem!nt to'the dr^lS

scheme for aiimproved outfall, which appears from your article to biat present being earned out at Sidmouth, was orininalhproposed by me in a report made last April by request othe Local Board of Health, upon one or two other scheme;submitted to them by Mr. PhiUips and anothergentlen^n
WiLTEB BEADBUnr.

THE EDUCATION OF THE WORKING
CLASSES.

sorry that I should intrude on your valuablespace
;

^t, having had a glance at tbe sensible letter ofJack Plane on the 27th alt., and the reply of H.
Morell,^ secretary ol the Sunday League, towbat"Jack
Plane calls nostrum-mongers on technical education,"
I fully agree with "Jack Plane.” Mr. Morell states a quota,
tion from the Societyof Artsontheartisana’ reports. I beingone of those reporters, and one of those whom H. MoreU
field np in Lloyd' gystcfpoper as having great discernmentand quoted a remark from my report to support his pur!poses, totaUy reversing the meaning of the sentence I
therelore cannot give him credit for his discerning facul-
ties,—what he terms his conceived idea of technical
education, and endeavouring to have museums Acopened on Sundays’ as in Paris; which at once convincesme that fie knows nothing of the means which enable the
Parisians to acquire a knowledge of the fine arts, nor the
reason that engineers and architects are now stipulatingwhen they let contracts that the work shall not be carried

°b”
** not on Sunday that tbe Frenchman

studies the fine arts, but m tbe evening. It is the easvmanner of transit that enables him to do so. as he <rtae to anv uart nf Ps>.i'a ..,,4 i,..i. u-. *
.

-iiUBx transit «at enables bim to do so. as he cal
‘o again fo3d (SOceniimes). If we had the same easy anlconve

Rensington Museum, there arhundreds of London artisans who would visit there thre.bours of an evening for the purpose of study. Whengo there it corts me Is. for omnibus fare. If I could rid.lor 3d., as in Pans, I feel certain I would go four times,-
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times, for once that I go now. The grand eril in

j is too nauch talking and bad management, by far

it a number living by their orations out of sub-

ns obtained from working men and other sources

nilar nature. Time and space will not permit me
r into details, but I _thank “ Jack Plane ’* for the

r his sensible letter, ' Al£x. £ax.

ARTISTIC CURIOSITIES.

-Apropos of the article on Curiosities of Art,

mpeared in last week's Builder, I think I can point

nagrant instance of inattention to the text in a

I by J. B. Soden, in the Exhibition of the Society

ish Artists, in SufTolk-street. “Talking Treason,”

2. It purports to represent the scene between

the armourer’s apprentice, and his master

VI., part 2). The text expressly says, and the

are quoted in the catalogue Peter— He did

to me in the garret one niffhf, as wo were scouring

rd of York’s armour.” The artist has actually

night into day, and treats us to a daylight scene,

at year’s Academy Exhibition, there was an impor-

id not ill-hung painting of Henry II. and Fair

ond. The costaraes were so inaccurate that many
t catalogues said it must be the Earl of Leicester

ny Eobsart. An anachronism in costume is, how-
lore pardonable than a discrepancy with the text,

regard to Gustave Dord's illustration of King
riding up the pass, and possibly, according to the

?ols ol horsemanship, picking up the crowns of the

inge, I can only say that I once saw a picture,

iminent artist, depicting the king on foot, certainly,

id in late fourteenth century armour. But the

lad read the text, and the king was running nimbly
he slope after a runaway crown.

An Odsebvbb.

»OSED WORKHOUSE FOR ISLINGTON.

—In reference to this competition, will you allow

state that the positive instructions of the Guardians
hat the buildings complete should not exceed the

nm cost of 4*),0001. Ou these instructions I pre-

sud submitted designs, including central ward and
jr ventilation, and the infirmary arranged on the

m principle, and to which was awarded the second
im

;
and at that time I was prepared with an esti-

rom a responsible contractor to execute the works
3te for the sum named, viz., 40,0001.

IV the plans submitted in competition, and was of

Q the <^sign accepted would exceed hy a consider-

nount the sum named in the instructions, and the

a which have been received have fully justified my

lerwarda attended the Board, when I was informed
ho additional expenditure of some 25,0001. was en-

upon them by the Poor Law Board, which certainly

‘B a large sum for the extra accommodation that has
aamed

;
and I do not think the Guardians have

with that justice in this matter which ought to

terise works of a public nature. J. Ellis.

the present number would travel, and would produce

18,896,9891., being -1,172,1871. in excess of the present

receipts.

The above calculation is made supposing Ibat each

person pays only a threepenny fare
;
but as it will be

necessary to divide the passengers into different classes,

a much larger receipt maybe reckoned upon. For this

purpose I would divide the traflio first in half, supposing

that half the passengers would travel by single fares

(that is to say, would pay for each journey at tSe time),

and these I would sub-divide into three classes as follows

;

at one shilling for first-class, sixpence for second-class,

threepence for third-class.”

There will, no doubt, be many readers of this paper

who will at once say that the idea of carrying a pas-

senger from London to Edinburgh for 3d. is prepos-

terous, but we must remember that it was not until Sir

Kowland Hill had shown its feasibility that any one
thought it reasonable to take a letter from London to

Edinburgh for the same charge as from London to Rich-

mond. It may be said that the analogy does not exist,

that the half ounce of a letter is nothing, but that a pas-

senger is reaUy heavy and makes some difference in the

cost of running a train. In reply, I say that the delivery

of a letter is the most expensive part of its cost to the

Post-office, whereas a passenger takes himself away ;
that

the average of trains run could each carry six times as

many passengers as are now conveyed by them, and
though the expense might be slightly increased, the in-

crease could be but extremely small, while the receipts,

as 1 show, would be enormously augmented. Any in-

crease of expense would also be further much more tbau

met by doing away with a large number of ticket-clerks

and others, who would not be required under the new
BTstem. The foregoing calculations have been basedupon
the returns of 1865. Those for 1866 show more favourably

for the correctness of my views
;
and I have no doubt those

of 1867 will yet more fully justify roy calculations, and the

soundness of my plan and arguments.
Without uniting, under one management, all the rail-

ways in the kingdom, no considerable saving can be made,
and the system cannot be developed as it ought to be, and
no board representing different, and, in many cases con-

flicting, inteiests, can ever be made to work for the public

benefit. The interests are national, and the management,
to be effective, must be national also. At the present

moment the Government can safely guarantee 4-J per cent,

to the proprietors of railway stock, and this guarantee

would at once raise the value, and, consequently, leave a

large profit to the Government; therefore all railway pp-
prietors would be benefited bv! the Government taking

up their lines. The public would speedily reap the advan-

tages of a complete and harmonious system of manage-
ment, with regular aud continuous trains running in all

directions, and a general diminution of expense; trade

would be benefited enormously by the increased facilities

of traflic
;
while the effect upon the money market of at

once converting 453,000,OOOf. of sunk capital into readily

convertible securities, would be a stimulus of enormous
value to the country.”

In the diaoussion which followed, Mr. Hawes
and others naturally opposed some strong ob-

jections to the scheme.

ARCHITECTS OF THE CEMETERIES.

—Will some ofyour numerons readers give me in-

lion as to the names of the architects who made the

B of Kensall Green, Higbgate, and Norwood Ceme-
:
and the best monuments found in each, of the

listinguished persons ? W. Q.

ARTESIAN WELLS.
OULB feel obliged if any of your readers could in.

ve whether the machine invented by 13r. Potts, and
bed some years ago in your pages, has been applied
king artesian wells

;
because, in my opinion, it

be applied with advantage, having been used

y several times with great success in sinking iron
era of bridges. J, D. J.

THREEPENNY RAILWAY SYSTEM.

RATHER startliug proposal baa been made
Ir. Raphael Brandon, the architect, in a
r which he has read at the Society of Arts,

lao printed, showing " how to make railways
nerative to the shareholders, beneficial tothe

c, and profitable to the State.” Mr. Brandon
jses that the railways shall, by legislative

imenta and Government authority, be placed

r one management, and the fares be at a
rate for all distances, somewhat on the

y-postage system, which he adduced as an
.ration, though not by way of example or

•gy. In making an estimate he says :

—

suppose that the numbers at present travelling would
creased sixfold if they could travel one journey of
latanre in one direction for the sum of threepence,
is the minimum sum I have based my calculations

: Existing fares under the proposed minimum prices
letnain as at present; they are comparatively few,
ould not afiect the calculations.

m the general summary, I find that during the year

g 1866, passenger trains to the number of 3,448,609
ver 71,206,818 miles, carried 261,959,862 passengers,
reduced 14,724,802i. ; this gives an average of nearly
es and 73 passengers for each train, that is about 3^
gers for each mile, the average fare paid by each
>{|er being Is. 2d.

i^es the number of passengers could be carried for

7 small fif any) additional exoanse; and if a uni.
fare of threepence was charged for any distance for
person, at a vary moderate computation six times

BUILDERS’ ACTIONS.
WITTBE V. WILLIAMS.

This was an action, tried at Liverpool, before Mr.
Justice Mellor, to recover the balance due upon a con*

tract for the alteration of certain building premises in

Liverpool.
Mr. Charles Eussell was for the plaintiff; and Mr.

Pickering, Q.C., and Dr. Cummings were for the de-

fendant.
The plaintiff is a builder and the defendant is an attor-

ney, both living in Liverpool. The latter also curries on
the bnaineas of a clothier, and the contract in question

had reference to certain alterations in the defendant's i

business premises. The contract, which was made in
|

February, 1865, contained some very stringent provisions
j

binding the plaintiff to finish by a particular day, and im-

posing heavy penalties for non-compliance. It also con-
|

tainea a proviaiou making the defendant’s architect the '

final arbitrator in case of difl'erence between the parties. I

The defendant sought to deduct from the plaintilPs bill, I

which in all amounted to a sum of 296L only, no less than

136L for delay. He also sought to charge the plaintiff

with a further 1001. for failing to observe an award which
his (the defendant’s) architect was alleged to have made.
The plaintiff denied that any award had been made, and
also denied that the delay in the completion of the work
was attributable to him. When the case had proceeded
some way the learned Judge suggested a compromise, and
it was ultimately agreed that a further sum of 601. should

be paid by the defendant to the plaintiff.

CASES UNDER METROPOLITAN
BUILDING ACT.

Necettary Bepair.—Mr. Bniat, of Henley-atreet, Bat-

tersea, was summoned by Mr. Jennings, jun., district

surveyor, before Mr. Dayman, at the Wandsworth Police

Court, for doing work without notice.

The district surveyor contended that the whole of the

shop-front and stall-board at the corner of Henley-street

and Lower Wandsworth-road having been removed and

replaced by a new one, in which the position of the door

was altered from the comei to the front towards the

Lower W'andsworth-road, the work required notice, under

sec. 38, and was a work subject to the Act under see. 9.

The defendant argued that, the shop-front having been

blown in, wbat was done was merely necessary repair.

The magistrate held that, in sec. 0, the words “ done

for any purpose, except that of necessary repair, not

affecting the construction of any external or party wall,”

referred to “any alteration or addition,” as well as to

“any other work;” and that, if the work in the first

instance came under the bead of necessary repair, the

fact that it was not reinstated exactly the same as before

would not render it subject to the Act unless such altera-

tions prejudicially affected the construction ;
and that the

words “ any work,” &c., in sec. 38, were limited in their

signification by the latter part of sec. 9.

INVENTORS’ INSTITUTE.

The Hon. Auberton Herbert, B.C.L., has

presided at a second conference on the reform

of the patent laws, at the Inventors’ Institute,

4, St. Martin’s-place, Trafalgar-sqnare. The
secretary of the Institute, Mr. R. Marsdeu
Latham (barrister-at-law), read the report

of the proceedings of the committee nomi-

nated a month since, and composed of members
of council, together with representatives

of various public bodies. From this document
it appeared that arrangements were in progress

for an effective agitation in the interests of in-

ventors, and that already Mr. A. H. Layard,

D.C.L., M.P., had kindly consented to preside at

a large public meeting in London. The report

was adopted, and it was unanimously resolved

to adopt a petition to Parliament, which the

committee had prepared
;

and to appoint a

deputation to her Majesty’s Government. It

was also unanimously resolved that technical

instruction would be valueless if the results to

which it must lead were not secured by improved

laws on the subject of inventions. The petition

was ordered to be signed by the chairman in the

name of the meeting. An American gentleman

gave an interesting description of the working

of the patent laws of the United States, showing

their immense superiority over those of oar own
country. It was announced that at the next

meeting Mr. J. T. Dexter would read a paper
“ On the value of industrial exhibitions in their

relation to skilled work and inventions.”

CONSULTING ARCHITECT TO INDIAN
GOVERNMENT.

The Calcutta Engineers’ Journal says,
—" We

understand that Mr. W. S. Granville, Consulting

Architect to the Government of India, has ob-

tained two months’ privilege leave of absence

prior to resigning his appointment on the Slst

March, upon which date his present agreement
expires. Mr. Granville’s position in the D. P. W.
is that of Superintending Engineer, first class,

first grade, and we have not heard whether the

appointment is to be done away with, or another

architect to be brought out from England. The
works at present in process of construction in

Calcutta from Mr. Granville’s designs are the

new High Court, the new Post-office, the Cal-

cutta University, the Indian Museum, and the

Dalbousie Institute.

The works at the High Court are at a stand-

still
;
the University building is in the same

state 5 the dome of the new Post-office is pro-

gressing slowly
5
and the Indian Museum and

Dalliousie Institute are both being proceeded

with.

We hope that it is not intended to abolish the

office of Architect to the Government of India

;

we would rather see a move in the other direc-

tion, and see a number of architects employed in

the Public Works Department, because amongst
engineers few have the taste, and fewer still have
had the special education, which is necessary to

success as an architect.”

PROVINCIAL NEWS.

Bastings .—At the usual meeting of the Board

of Guardians, the report of the committee ap-

pointed to endeavour to find a site for a new
workhouse was read. They suggested that pro-

bably the best site for a new house was the site

occupied by the present building with additions.

They also reported that Battle workhouse, for 440
inmates, cost about 12,0001 .

;

the new house at

Lewes, to hold 123 adults, exclusive of casuals,

is to cost 10,6511., with a detached infirmary

;

the building at Brighton, capable of accommo-
dating 861 inmates, cost 34,1931. 17s. 6d.

;
the

woikhouBo at Cuckfield, for 363 inmates, cost

7,5001., including the purchase of 14 acres of

land. The committee thought these figures

might be of service in guiding the Board to a

rough estimate of the probable cost. The con-

sideration of the report was deferred.

Saltburn .—The new pier and sea-wall have

been commenced at Saltburn, the former to

extend 1,500 ft. into the sea, so that passengers

may be landed at the lowest tide. There is also

a hoist being constructed, for the purpose of lift-

ing passengers from the beach up to the level

of the town. An extensive sea-wall, fitted for a

promenade, is also being carried along the foot
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of the cliff, under the personal saperintendence
of Mr. Barry, one of the contractors for the stone
work. Mr. John Anderson is the contractor for

the new pier, which is to be composed of wood
and cast iron.

Norioich,.—A drinking-fountain has been pre*

sented to St. James’s parish by Mrs. Peter Wells,

from the design of Mr. J. IL Hakewill, London,
architect. It is erected at the comer of St.

James’s churchyard, Cowgate-street. In cha-
racter it is Gothic : the material, Portland stone

;

the bowl for receiving the water being rose

granite, polished. The bowl is surmounted by a
triangular canopy (with foliage carved in the
hood moulding) supported by three grey granite
shafts, polished. Above the canopy there rises

an hexagonal shaft, surmounted by a cross. The
entire height of the structure from the ground
is 17 ft. The work was executed by Mr. B. A.
Margetson, of Norwich

;
and Mr. A. W. Morant,

surveyor to the Board of Health, has given assist-

ance in superintending the work and procuring
the materiaL

COMPETITIONS.

St. Matthew's Church, Anldby.road, Hull .

—

In reply to advertisement, fifty-three competi-
tors forwarded designs. After consideration, the
sub-committee finally chose four: those of Messrs.
Adams & Kelly, of Leeds; Mr. Blessley, London
and Eastbourne

;
Mr. T. C. Sutton, Nottingham

;

and Messrs. Clarke & Son, Nottingham, as those
to be submitted to a full meeting of the general
committee. From these, ultimately, the design
of Messrs. Adams & Kelly was selected. About
3,0001. are still required, and it is hoped that
the churchmen of the town will come forward
and help.

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.

Folkestone .—A meeting has been held in the
District Schools, Sir C. Maclean in the chair,

having for its object the enlargement of Christ
Church. Plans had been prepared by Mr. J.

Gardner, providing for an increased length of

35 ft. to be added to the west end ; the oi-gan-

gallery to be widened, and the organ removed to

the north-east of the chancel ; a new porch on
the south side of the church

;
and the present

south porch removed to the north side
;
while

access to the gallery would be gained by an
entrance at the base of a tower at the south-

east angle. The increased accommodation
would be 450 sittings, and the cost nearly
2,0001. Resolutions declaring the necessity of

enlargement were carried, and a general com-
mittee for the work and for procuring subscrip-
tions was appointed,

Butley .—The church here has been re-opened.
It is in the internal arrangements that the
principal improvements have been made. The
chancel was formerly filled with high pews, and
the nave with comfortless seats, some with low
backs and others mere forms. These have all

been cleared away, and new stained benches
take their places. By this, which is the chief
improvement, accommodation for more than
aiity additional hearers is provided, and there are
now sittings for about 275. The roof, which is

wagon-shaped, used to be a plain, ceiled afi’air ;

the plaster was taken down, but, as the roof was
found to be rough unfinished oak, it was re-

ceiled, and stained wooden beams placed at short
intervals. The chancel is raised two steps above
the nave, but there is no chancel arch, and the
division is marked in the roof simply by some
amount of ornamentation to the beam, and the
ancient oaken screen separating the two por-
tions of the church has been retained. An im-
provement baa been made at the east end

; the
communion rail formerly just enclosed the east
window, but the new rail extends across the
chancel and is of oak, supported by bronze stan-
dards. The fioor of the chancel is paved with
Maw’s encaustic tiles and the passage of the
nave is paved with red and black tiles. A new
pulpit, with panels ornamented with carving,
stained so as to be in unison with the benches,
has been erected on the north side of the pas-
sage, and a reading-desk on the sonth side. The
walls are whitewashed. Accommodation is pro-
vided for the school children in the west gallery,
and the lower part of the tower is screened ofl'

by a curtain to serve as a vestry. In the course
of the restoration several discoveries have been
made. When the flooring of the chancel was
taken up a large vault was found, which ex-

tended quite across the chancel, but it con-
tained only one coffin, and this so far de-

cayed, that no indication exists to show
whose remains it contained. Ac the north-
east-corner another smaller vault was found. In
the splay of the easternmost window openings,
in both north and sonth walls of the nave, a niche
was found, in one of which were the remains of

an image, and it is supposed that these niches
were small shrines, dedicated, the one to St. John,
the patron saint of the chnrch, and the other to

the Virgin Mary. The old oak door to the
southern porch remains, and when the paint
with which it bad been covered was removed it

was found that some three centuries ago one
“ Augustine Broro ” had roughly carved his name
just below the lock. The date, 1571, is the only
date in the church. The restoration of the font

has been carried out by Mr. Walter Allen, of
Rendlesbam. The chnrch is warmed by hot-

water pipes carried down the centre passage, the
apparatus being supplied by Messrs. Page &
Girling, of Melton. The alterations were carried

'

out by Mr. Beeden, of Marlesford. The total

cost is aboxit 3001.

Birkenhead .—Tho new church of St. Peter,

which has been erected in Cathcart-street,

Birkenhead, on the principle of all its seats

being free and unappropriated, baa been conse-
crated by the Bishop of Chester. The edifice is

Burronnded by a dense population, for whose
special behoof and benefit a free chnrch is moat
required, and being built entirely of brick, with
very little stonework andjno plaster in its details,

is dependent rather upon symmetry of outline

and depth of its reveals for light and shade and
general effect. The church, when completed,
will consist of a nave and aisles, of five bays,

chancel aisles, and large chancel, with lofty

tower on the south-east front. Of this portion,

however, simply the nave and aisles, with
western narthex, have as yet been erected. The
nave being unusually lofty and spacious, whilst
the peculiar form of roof, prepared for poly-
chromy, and the somewhat unusual height of
the clearstory, which is supported upon well-

proportioned arches and white limestone columns,
add to the efi'ect of the whole. Provision has
been made, when funds permit, for decorating
the arcade walls by a series of pictures in

Venetian mosaic, illustrating passages in the
life of St. Peter; and a mode of gas-lighting

has been introduced by the architect in antici-

pation of the mosaic being used. The benches
are simple in construction, and are open
throughont. The present pulpit and other
fittings are merely of a temporary nature.

Two of the sonth aisle windows adjacent to the
font have been filled in with painted glass, as a
memorial of children of the incumbent, and have
been executed by Messrs. Pilkington, of St.

Helen’s. The west front towards Cathcart-
street is flanked by buttresses, within which is

the triple entrance to the narthex, and immedi-
ately over are large two-lighted windows, filled

in with tracery of an early French type, which
are again surmounted by a circular window of
plate tracery, with deep reveals and labels of
moulded brick. The side windows are varied in

outline. The roofs are covered with Bangor
slate of two colours, the ridge tiles being of red
fire-clay. The chnrch will accommodate about
700. The cost of erection and furnishing has
been about 2,5001.

Trowbridge. — The foundation-stone of St.

1 Thomas’s Church has been laid. The total cost
' will be 5,0001. It is intended for the poor people

]

of the district, and v/ill seat 500 persons.

1 Louth .—North Reston Church has been re-

j
opened, after having been restored by Mr. C.

Clark, of Louth, under the supervision of Mr.

I

Withers, architect, London. It is a small build-

I

ing of rough stone, and slated, and consists of

I

chancel, vestry, and nave, with small octagonal

j

bell-turret. Internally the great feature of the

j

old chnrch, the Saxon (?) chancel arch, remains

I

unchanged. The thick walls of the nave alsore-
;main; the chancel is altogether new. The

j

window tracery is filled with two shades of
cathedral glass, with transparent borders, in
quarrels and diamonds.

Llanyathen .—The chnrch here has lately

undergone a restoration, which was effected by
a rate passed unanimously by the parish, the
Earl of Cawdor undertaking a portion of the
building pertainingto the estate of Berllandywyll.

The total cost incurred is about 7001., including

the extension of the churchyard, the land for

which had been given for that purpose by the
Earl of Cawdor. The pews are all of Memel fir,

1 stained and varnished, and are of middle height.

The pulpit and reading-desk are made of p'

pine. The entire flooring is composed of

and black Staffordshire tiles, laid diagon
and the warmth of the congregation is prov
by hot-air apparatus laid undei-neath thechc
The walls of the edifice, as well as the to

are raked and pointed. The roof is compl
of Carnarvon slates, and the ceiling is fori

into panels with moulded ribs. The archj

was Mr. T. W. A. Tompson, of Carmai
and Mr. D. W. Williams, was the conti

It is in contemplation to build a vicarage, a|

for which has been already given.

Durham.—Oockfield chnrch (date 1210)
re-opened on the 2nd inst., after having uol

gone restoration. The works have been cailj

out by Messrs. Robert Robeon & Son, mu
the superintendence of Mr. C. Hodgson FoxH
architect.

Brede.—The parish church has been rest

and re-opened. The old boarding has ij

removed from the roof of the chancel, and
timbers, cornices, &c. fixed, the whole of w
are now left; open and stained and oiled. A
open timbered roof with moulded ties, king p
Gothic ribs, &o., extends the whole length of It

nave and north aisle. The south aisle roc

restored with the best of the old timbers,

the roofs are plastered between the rafters:

coloured grey. The walla are now covered x

stucco, and the stonework of all the arches
been cleaned and jointed with grey mortar, f

gallery has been removed, and the long-obsci >

tower arqh is now a prominent objei^ A '

pulpit of Caen stone, with emblematic tiles, k

a reredos, also of Caen stone, with panel i

encaustic tiles, and several other works in b

rector’s chancel are among those done.
|

Messrs. O’Connor, of Londuo, have exect I

three new windows of stained glass
;
one in 1

tower, and two in the rector’s chancel. |

stonework of the tower window is new, and
\,

tracery is like the old window, which was fo
(

built up in part with brickwork. The stai

'

glass of this window is a geometrical patl

well marked out in various colours, yet so i

admit much light. Of the windows in

chancel, one is a memorial of the late

Aylward in two compartments ;
one represem

Mary sitting in rapt attention at the fee

Jesus, while Martha is serving: the other is |
raising of Jairus’s daughter. The other cbai

window is the east one, in four compartme-
filled with the four Evangelists. Texts of So
tore have been placed over the windows j

arches of the chancel, and braes plates v
inecriptions in several places, both in the chu
and chancel. The private chapel of Mr. Thoi
Frewen has also been restored to correspond w
the church. The whole of the works have b
carried out under the direction of Mr. Hans
Price, architect, Weston-super-Mare

;
and

contractors were Messrs. Crieford & Sons,

Brede. It should be added that the <

fashioned high pews still remain.

STAINED GLASS.

St. Stephen’s Church, Ipswich .—The west
tower window of St. Stephen’s Church has j

been filled with stained glass, in memory of

late Mr. Henry Miller, The window is inser

by the widow and the sons of the deceased,

the Rev. John Miller, and consists of th

lights, all filled with designs of stained gh
and in the centre compartment the “ Stoning
St. Stephen,” the protomartyr, is represent

The window is by Messrs. Powell &, Sons,

Whitefriars. The work of putting the wind
in its place was done by Mr. John King,
Ipswich.

St. Mary’s (R.C.) Church, Wcmoick .—Auotl

stained-glass window has been placed in

western portion of this building, represenb
Jesus in the house at Nazareth, between
parents, assisting Joseph at his handion
Mary, standing behind, appears to be abswl

I

in the contemplation of her divine son. 1

j

window has been erected by the Rev. T. Loi

man (founder of the church) in memory of

mother
;
and the subject forms one of a series

chronological order, illustrating tho myster
of the infancy of onr Saviour. The work v

executed by Mr. T. Dory, of Warwick.
St. Michael’s, BasinjstoA-e.—The new ci

window of this chnrch has been put up. I
stained glass has been executed by Mess
Lavers, Barraud, & Westlake, of Bloomsbu
The general design has reference to the miuiat
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[Ml' angels, associated ia the fire principal

p B with the Annunciation, the Nativity,

li cucifixion, the Resurrection, and the As-

c* 1 . Beneath these are five minor subjects,

I e Angela at the tent-door of Abraham
;

" shael contending with Satan
;
the sacrifice

iM); Daniel in the lions’ den; and the

) of Elijah. The head of the window con-

lur Saviour enthroned; the emblems of

.r Evangelists, and the Angels bearing the

ats, &c., as described in the Book of

liiOD.

I

gnoks gtaikcb.

uttirtff and Perforated Carving, withpracti-

Instructions. By W. Bemkose, Jnn.

irose & Sons, Paternoster-row, London

;

Derby.

nfchor of the “Manual of Wood Carving”
blished 'this volume on the sister art of

atting and perforated carving for the

:ce of a large class of amateurs whose
)r inclination does not permit them to

)t the more elaborate art comprised in the

M- work. Much pleasure and amusement
Kjiiflure hours may be derived from the

n of this easy yet graceful and useful art,

I

c does not require any special workshop,
I jay be carried on at a table in an ordinary

I r;.room. The volume is illustrated by a
^many engraved examples of brackets,

f

mirrors, picture and other frames, book-
&o., some of them more tasteful than

[, but all useful in learning the art.

I'.ai/ie and its Uses. With an Appendix,
lidon : The “ English Mechanic ” Office,

date Mr. Holtzapffel advertised a forth-

series of seven volumes on tools, which

I

lath prevented from being completed
;
and

I

'Igh bis successors have since repeatedly
j siised the completion of the work, of which
bthree volumes have ever appeared, the
4 are still without any complete work on
hthe. No doubt the prospect of a work by
popetent an authority as the late Mr. Holt-
tl has hitherto prevented any other work of
dnd being prepared. But one has at length
?i.red which enters pretty fully into the
1 elaborate branches of the subject. The
jse under notice is based upon a series

epers published in the English Mechanic,
eie whole has been revised and improved,
lehe volume contains an appendix, in which
Toribed an entirely novel form of lathe for

rtric and rose engine-turning
; a lathe and

^ig machine combined, and other valuable

•r relating to the art. The work gives in-

iaion in the art of turning both in wood and
:, and includes a description of the most
nrn appliances for the ornam utation of

a and curved surfaces : it is copiously illns-

LLL OP THE Joan op Arc Towek at Com-
!7E.—The Joan of Arc Tower at Compi^gne
odown lately, and the crash caused great
. p. There was no loss of life

; bub when
otower fell the bed which a child had
Ktly quitted was smashed into atoms.

: E New Rivers Commission.—The Queen
^appointed Sir William Thomas Denison,
!.3., colonel in the corps of Royal Engineers,
tdSdward Frankland, and Mr. John Chalmers
)ton, to be her Majesty’s Commissioners for

Drarpose of continuing the inquiry as to how
leie present use of rivers or running waters
igigland for the purpose of carrying ofl’ the
;ege of towns and populous places, and the
s 6 arising from industrial processes and
faifactures, can be prevented without risk to

itublic health or serious injury to such pro-
i s and manufactures

; and how far such
;ege and refuse can be utilized or got rid of
wwise than by discharge into rivers or
Ding waters, or rendered harmless before
ioing them; and also for the purpose of
riring into the effect on the drainage of
j and inhabited places, of obstructions to

itatural flow of rivers or streams caused by
V, weirs, locks, and other navigation works,
itiuto the best means of remedying any evils

i )e arising.

THE BUILDER.

A Calendar por Forty Tears.—On a small

card, a simple calendar for forty years has been
published by Foss, printer, Coleman-street, with
instructions for its use printed on the card,

which has a sliding slip of the days in the week
for adjustment in connexion with the days of the

month, and with alphabetical letters for the

years. The idea is not new, but the_ card is

useful.

Presentation to a Builder’s l.a.te Manager
at Uxbridge.—About twenty-four artisans in

the employ of Mr. G. E. Keai-ley, of Uxbridge,
builder, &o., met recently^, at the Railway
Hotel, Uxbridge, and presented Mr. Robert
Henson, late manager of the firm, with a hand-
some box of mathematical instruments, of the

value [of 81. Ss., previously to his leaving the

town. The event was celebrated by a supper, of

which about thirty persons partook.

The Promenades of Penzance.—The Cornish

Telegraph, after quoting some observations made
recently in our columns as to the desirability of

planting trees on the Thames Embankment,
adds,—“ Our excellent contemporary, the Builder,

is always making some useful suggestion such as

this, for which all should be obliged. That paper
also sends out special commissioners, to note the
sanitary or unsanitary, improved or unimproved,
condition of towns. If one should travel west-
ward, what would he say to the neglected plant-

ing of the Alexandra-road, Penzance, and the

failure to make it one of the prettiest prome-
nades in the west.” When will the managing
Boards of our country towns appreciate rightly

the value and importance of artistic adornment ?

Architectural and ARCHiEOLOoiCAL Society
OF Durham and Northumberland.—The annual
meeting of this society has been held in Bishop
Cosin’s Library, Palaoe-green, Durham. The
Rev. W. Greenwell, president of the society,

occupied the chair. The chairman alluded to

the search that had been made for the remains
of St. Cuthbert. The search, he said, bad been
productive of no results as to the finding of

any body ;
and it was the opinion of many mem-

bers of the Roman Catholic Church that St.

Cuthberb’s remains were interred behind the
altar of the cathedral at Durham, as bad always
hitherto been represented. He next referred to

excavations which had been made at the west
part of the cathedral, where an ancient stair-

case and some chambers had been discovered,

but these investigations had been brought to a
close without any result having been arrived at.

Crystal Palace. — The sale of vouchers
securing tickets for the great Handel Festival

in June next, has, during the past few weeks,

very considerably exceeded the amount it was
anticipated it would have reached thus early.

As in 1857, and subsequent years, the clergy

from various parts of the country are still

among the best supporters of the festivals. At
the Cie'aring-house of the superintendents of

the various railways, it has been decided to

afford the greatest facilities for attending the
festival. Three days’ excursions from long dis-

tances, and single-day excursions for distances

not exceeding 100 miles, will run for the great
rehearsal day. For the three days of the festival

excursion rates will be given. For the great

rehearsal and the “Messiah” excursions will

run from the northern and midland districts,

for a distance exceeding 200 miles, returning

the same evening. Such facilities are among
the wonders of the age. The Crystal Palace
season-ticket holders will enjoy the right of

entry, for the first time, during all the four days
of the festival. Our readers, generally are

aware, no doubt, that an annual or season ticket

can now be had, for the usual charge of a guinea,

beginning and ending any month in the year, as

from April to April, May to May, Ac. The
issue of tickets for the Haudel Festival com-
meuces at Exeter Hall and at the Crystal Palace,

on Monday, April 20th
;
and everything gives

good promise of a most successful issue to this

great undertaking. We had occasion to make
a run out to the Palace the other day, and
were delighted with the spring .progress in the

beautiful gardens. The tropical end of the

palace is restored to a certain extent, and is

as favourite a resort as over. The Alhambra
decorations were in progress. There is an
interesting exhibition of photographs in one of

the galleries, from the Holy Land, belcmging to

the Exploration Fund. We had a glance at a

group of our Hindu fellow-subjects, female as

well as male : the sight was an interesting one,

although they were only jugglers and acrobats.
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Embassy and Consular Houses.—The esti-

mates before the House of Commons propose

votes of 6,0001. towards 10,000i. required for the

erection of an embassy house at Therapia

;

8,000L towards 20,000Z., the amount of the esti-

mate for a new house for her Majesty’s mission

at Teheran
;
a second sum of 40,000Z. towards

179,382Z. for consular buildings in China; and
15,000Z. for consular buildings in Japan.

Nuisances.—The Lords Justices have affirmed

the decision of Vice-Chancellor Stuart, in the

case of Viscountess Gort v. Clark; holding that

the plaintifi" was entitled to an inquiry as to

damages for a nuisance occasioned by the noise

and vibration oansed by a steam-engine and
circular saw, which were at work in the de-

fendant’s factory from morning to night, and by
the smell of paint used in painting the “ self-

coiling revolving shutters,” of whach the de-

fendant was m^erand patentee.

Fatal Scaffold Accident. — On Monday
evening, Frederick K. Hame, a bricklayer, work-

ing at a new house in Crown-street, Wyndham-
road, Camberwell, was descending from a scaf-

fold, by one of the expeditious but dangerous

methods of sliding down one of the poles, when
his hand slipped, and he fell with great violence

to the ground, striking his face so severely as to

shatter both jaws and beat in his forehead and

eyes. He was conveyed to St. Thomas’s Hos-

pital, but life was found to be extinct.

The Howard Association.— An important

address has been printed by this Association on

the treatment and prevention of crime, with

special reference to reformatory and economic

labour in prisons, the Irish test system, capital

punishment, the double license system, and pro-

stitution and mendicity. The Howard Associa-

tion was instituted under the patronage of Lord

Brougham, and others. It is a society for the pro-

motion of the best methods ofpenal treatment and

crime prevention. The committee invite infor-

mation from home and foreign sources, especially

from magistrates and prison-governors ;
also

subscriptions in aid of expenses, to be forwarded

to the secretaiy, 5, Bishopsgate-street Without,

London, E.C.

Iron Stoves. — Some of the French doctors

have started a [fresh] crusade against iron stoves.

Dr. Garret, at Chambery, noticed a great deal of

unaccountable disease in schools and institu-

tions
;
and thought he could trace the mischief

to the introduction of cast-iron stoves. Dr.

Deville, in a paper read before the Academy in

Paris, says that he proved by a mechanical con-

trivance that such stoves do give off noxious

vapours. He had two bolls so connected with

electrical apparatus that they should ring when
hydrogen or carbonic oxide was given off. Not
long after the stove had got thoroughly heated

both the bells began to ring. If it is proved

that iron heated beyond a certain point gives off

unwholesome gases, we had far better adopt the

German stove—so much more capable, by the

way, of being made a graceful piece of furniture,

than our cast-iron abominations. Such a reform

would naturally lead to the disuse of the wretched

frontage of painfully blackleaded iron round cur

fireplaces, and a return to the good old Dutch
tiles .—Imperial Review.

Covered Market for Bury.—It was deter-

mined in the summer of last year to cover the

whole of the market area. Bury, with a roof of

iron, having a large proportion of the same
glazed to give ample light to the area. The
plan of the work was intrusted to Mr. Green,

architect, Portsmouth, near Todmorden (who
was also architect for the Earl of Derby’s estate

workshops at Redvales, near Bury). The roof is

constructed chiefly of wrought iron on the tie

and tension principle, and has a central roof of

60 ft. span with two side roofs of 50 ft. span
each, with hipped sides at the angles. The
form of the market, being an irregular triangle,

presented difficulties in covering over the area

without disturbing the existing shops. It affords

accommodation for 146 stalls. The entire market,

with shops round the three sides, occupies an

area of about 6,300 square yards, or rather more
than statute acre. The contract for iron

roofs, pillars, and gutters, was taken by Mead,

Wrightson, & Co., of the 'Teesdale Iron Works,

Stockton-on-Tees. The rest of the works have

been executed at Lord Derby’s works, under the

direction of Mr. Lofthouse, and the whole under

the superintendence of the architect. The cost

of the ironwork alone has been about 1,480Z.,

and the total cost between 4,0001. and 5,000Z.
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Cottage Accoituodation : Framlingham
Farmers’ Club.—At a recent discusBion meet-
ing of this club, held at Framlingham, Mr. S. G.
Steam, of Brandeston, introduced the subject of
“The Cottage Accommodation for the Agricul-
tural Poor.” The president, Mr. F. S. Corrance,
M.P,, presided, and there was a numerous attend-
ance. Mr. Steam stated that in the proposed
new double cottages, a model of which be pro-
duced, the living-room was 12 ft. by 11 ft.

6 in.j backhouse or scullery, 11 ft. 6 in. by
10 ft. G in. ; store-room, 6 ft. 8 in. by 6 ft.

j bed-
rooms, 12 ft. by 8 ft. 3 in., and 10 ft. 6 in. by
9 ft., 11 ft. 6 in. by 11 ft. His model cottages,
as before them, excepting the pigstyes, could be
built for 200Z. the double dwelling. He had a
man who would sign an agreement to build 100
at 200Z. each, exactly like the models. A builder
who was present said he could build the cottages
for that sum ; but there was some incredulity

manifested during the discussion. Mr.Stearnsaid
the rent would be 41. lOs. In his estimate he
included copper and ovens, convenient closets,

and everything anybody could desire. Cottages
built like this would be scrambled for. The
cottages would require but little repairing,
unless from accident, for 100 years. It would
be ample to allow half a crown a year for repairs.

He insisted that if private individuals could not
take the movement in hand Government should.
The President reviewed the discussion, and
(Quoted from the Builder as to dimensions,
minimum percentage, &c. : they wanted certain
speciCcations, he remarked, into which Mr.
Steam had not entered.

For raising warehouse, 107, Lesdenhall-street. Mr,
William Etb, architect :

—
King & Son £685 0 0
Greenwood & Son 565 0 0
Heiser (accepted) 510 0 0

TENDEES.
For building villa, St. Thomas’s-road, South Hackney,

for Mr. Robert Entwistle. Mr. Gathercole, Crown sur-
veyor :

—

Extra for Stabling.
Brett £1,290 0 0 £58 0 0

For erection of warehouse at Narrow-street, Ratcliff,
for Mr. H. Vane. Mr. C. Dunch, architect :

—

Stuttle £675 0 0
Hearle 653 0 0
Johnstone 650 0 0
Eivett (accepted) 623 0 0

For sundry alterations and additions at the Prince
Albert public-bonse, Union-street, Bishopsgate, for Mr.
Riches. Mr. W. Lambert, architect :

—

Richardson £540 0 0
Oekley gge 0 0
Larke 4 Son 249 0 0
Bostei 212 0 0

For villa residences, Grove Park, Camberwell. Mr.
W. T. Nixon, architect :

—

Thompson £2,024 0 0
Cooper & Cnllum 1,970 0 0
Henshaw o 0
Nixon 1,877 0 0
Colls ± Son 1,874 0 0
Higgs 1,813 0 0
Gammon & Son 1,777 0 0

For additions and alterations to the residence of Mr.
Frederick Archdale, at Biggleswade, Beds. Mr. Wstsun,
architect

Twelvetreee £968 0 0
Harvey S75 0 0
Woodford 825 0 0
Daulby su 0 S
Harris 805 0 0
Dunham 730 0 0

For new grammar-school, head-master’s house, and
offices, at Abingdoy. Berks. Mr. Edwin Dolby, archi-
tect. Quantities by Mr. J. Crawley:

—

Nigbtingale* £6,363 0 0
Hover 6,26u 0 0
Cowland 6,160 0 0
Thomas 4 Dicks 6,116 0 0
Sing 6,i'‘32 13 6
Trow 4 Sons* 6,000 0 0
8elby 4,993 0 0
Bnll 4 Sons 4,883 0 0
Claridge 4,610 0 0

* Not received in time to be opened with the other
tenders.

For residence for Mr. Frank Campion, Derby. Messrs.
Thompson 4 Young, architects. Quantities supplied by
Messrs. 4V sile 4 Jones :

—

Bridgart £2,400 0 0
2,379 0 0

Gadsby (accepted) Bjl/A 0 0

For residence at Tcddington. Mr. Charles Aldridge
architect. Quantities suppliedby Mr. L. C. Eiddett:—

Warne £2,090 0 0
I’Anson 1,994 q q
Gammon i,661 0 0
J. 4 W. Sanders 1,648 0 0
Capps 4 Eitso 1,598 0 0

For finishing a -niia resinence (ine carcass being already
erected) on the Mountlsnds Estate, Taunton, for Mr.
H, D. King. Mr, J. Honghton Spencer, architect

Durham 4 Hawkins £620 0 0
Giles 4 Manning 620 0 0
Aplin 4 Woolfrey 640 0 0
SLewbrooks 634 0 0
Smith (accepted) 492 0 0

For enlarging house at Theydon. Mr. W'illiam Eve,
architect

Turner £365 0 0
Cuthbert, Bros, (accepted) 275 0 0

For new schools and class-rooms in Drummond-street,
Buston-sqnare. Mr. John Tarring, architfot. Quantities
supplied :

—

Sherman £2,204 0 0
Shepherd 2,120 0 0
Richards 2,008 0 0
Saunders 1,983 0 0
Mann 1,973 0 0
Hill 4 Sons 1,025 0 0

For alterations and additions to Croft Lodge, Highgate-
road, for Mr. Henrv Gotto. Mr. 8. C. Capes, architect.
Quantities not supplied

Scriviner 4 White £1,085 0 0
Till 1,048 0 0
Brown 90O 0 0
Mann 679 0 0

2,294

2,196 18
2.198 0
2,190 0
2,127 0
2,120 0

Si

For five detached residences, near Epping. Mr,|
Eve, architect :

—

Shurmur
Sawyer
Cuthbert,
Mondy 4 Hutchinson...
Nicholls
Bell 4 Sons
White
Bayes
Harrison 4 Edwards ...

Neale
Clarke
Capps 4 Ritso
Turner (accepted)
CaLien 4 Co. (too late)

Teeoe (withdrawn)

1,899 15 0
1,825 0 0
1,744 18 7

For completing three houses at Godstone. Mr. Wi
Eve, architect;

—

Heiser £650 0 0
Sawyer (accepted) 625 0 0

For new warehouse, St. Ann’s-lane, E.C., for Mr. Geo.
Hartley. Mr. Herbert Ford, architect. Quantities sup.
plied by Mr. J. W. Dennison

Extra for
Brick Front. Stone Front.

Brass £1,775 0 0 ...£228 0 0
Piper & Wheeler ... 1,760 0 0 ... 230 0 0
Browne 4 Eobinson 1,699 0 0 ... 228 0 0
Henshaw 1,688 0 0 ... 330 0 0
Pritchard 1,672 0 0 ... 248 0 0
Turner 4 Sons 1,699 0 0 ... 250 0 0
Webb 4 Son 1,685 0 0 ... 248 0 0
Mann 1,612 0 0 ... 3i’0 0 0
Crabb 4 Vaughan ... 1,468 0 0 ... 178 0 0

For the erection of warehouses, Pudding-lane, City,
for Mr. J. Sheppard Scott. Messrs. Meeaon 4 Boys,
architects

King 4 Sons (accepted) £5,120 0 0

For villa residence, with stable, 4c., at Southend,
Essex, for the Rev. A. 8. Richardson. Mr. W. A. Dixon,
architect. Quantities supplied:

—

Manley 4 Rogers £1,''65 0 0
Manu 1,035 0 0
Staines 4 Son 949 0 0
Garon 936 0 0
Thorn 917 0 0
Garrad 855 0 0

For villa residence at Southend, Essex, for Mr. 8.
Baylis. Air. W. A. Dixon, architect. Quantities sup-
plied :

—

Manley 4 Rogers £880 0 0
Manu 860 0 0
Staines 4 Son 778 0 0
Thorn 747 0 0
Garon 726 0 0
Garrad 698 0 0

For new hotel. Bherbome. Messrs. Slater 4 Carpenter,
architects. Quantities by Messrs. Pain & Clark :

—

Gale £16.800 0 0
Trevenna 16,063 0 0
Simpson 16,938 0 0
Rogers 4 Booth 16,910 0 0
Hown 15,768 0 0
Pollard 15,260 0 0
Mills .* 15,086 0 0
Fotcher 14,987 0 0
Brown 4 Sons 14,934 0 0
Palmer 14.852 0 0
Wellspring 4 Sons 14,831 0 0
Chapman 4 Trask 14,544 0 0
Manley 4. Rogers 14,357 0 0
Bartlett 4 Sons ]4,l'i0 0 0
Eatconrt 13,6fi() 0 0
Bull 4 Sons 13,236 0 0

No tender accepted : the drawings to be reduced.

For additions to the Christian Uuion Almshouses, John-
street, Edgware-road. Mr. E. Roberts, architect. Quan-
tities not supplied

G. Bird £533 5 5
8- G. Bird 497 0 0
Welham 395 0 0
Jiggers (accepted) 332 0 0

For building a detached house, with stables and coach-
house, at Greenstreet, near Sittingbourne, for Captain
Lake. Mr. Benj. Adkins, architect:

—

Sollitt £1,470 0 0
Goatham 1,400 10 0
George 1,329 16 0
Shrubsole 1,298 0 0
Epps (accepted) 1,193 10 0

For a villa residence at Mountlanda, Taunton, for Mr.
Peter Taylor. Mr. S. Shewbrooks, architect ;

Spiller £1,075 0 0
Smith 799 0 0
i'oT 786 0 0
Aplin 745 0 0
Shewbrooks 730 0 0

For the enlargement and partial rebuilding of Trinity
Free Church, Nottingham. Messrs. Tbos. C. Hine 4 Son,
architects :

—

Barker £1,290 0 0
Wright 1,241 0 0
Rusbworth 1,214 0 0
Stevenson 4 Weston I,2ii2 0 0
Simpson 4 Lynam 1,179 0 0
Marriott, Wartnaby, 4 Scott ... 1,174 0 0
Bell 4 Wood 1,149 0 0
Tickers 1,143 0 0
Booker 1,140 0 0
Dennett 4 Co 1,095 0 0
Wool 4 Slight 1,075 0 0
Blundell 1,064 0 0
Moore 1,030 0 0
White (accepted) 1,018 0 0

For three bouses and shops, Old-street, St. Lu
Middlesex, for Mr. Fred. Ingoldby. Mr. Wm. M
Soul, architect. Quantities suoplied by Mr. J.

Forge :

—

Turrell, Bros £2,967 0 0
Hobson 2,687 0 0
Porter 2,032 0 0

For alterations and additions to the O'd Congregati
{

Chapel, GttUdford. Mr. Henry Peak, architect ;

—

Alterations. Additions.
Garnett £275 0 0 ... £257 8 0
Swayne 4 Sons 206 2 3 ... 2(16 2 5
Smith 238 0 0 ... 238 0 0
W. 4 E. Beagley 214 3 6 ... 246 6 0
Mason 209 14 0 ... 240 6 0
Footer 244 0 0 ... 172 0 0

For the erection of public-house at Brentford, for
Qomm. Mr. Windred, architect :—

Dodge £1,120 0 0
Adamson 1,087 0 0
Nias 1,080 0 0
Nye 1,070 0 0
Gibson, Bros, (accepted) 993 0 0

For the enlargement of the parish church, Linill
Leighton Buzzard. Mr. Joseph Neale, architect:—

Williams £1,666 0 0
Lamb 1,650 0 0
Edwards 1,637 0 0
Marshal] 1,660 0 0
Garside 1,627 0 0

For new District Church, Upper Easton, Bristol. |

Joseph Neale, architect :— i

Davis 4 Son £2,395 0 0
Sanders 2,384 0 0
Jos. Stephens 2,356 0 0
Humphries 2,326 0 0
Beaven 4 Son 2,310 0 0
Summerville 2,234 0 0
Challenger 2,150 0 0
W’ebley 2,140 0 0
J. P. Stephens (accepted) 2,127 0 0

For restoration of HoUcham Church, Norfolk.
J. K. Colling, architect:—

Myers 4 Son £6,650 0 0
Sraur 4,171 0 0
Skipper 4,090 0 0
Brown 4,086 0 0
Cornish 4,076 0 0

For two houses, Spa-road, Gloucester, for Mr. W'ate
Mr. H. James, architect. Quantities supplied :

—

Cullis £,118 0 0
Fream i,090 0 0
Meredith 1,090 0 0
Clutterbuck (accepted) 1,050 0 0

For restoration of church, new tower, and spire, S
Morden, Cambridgeshire. Messrs, Elmslie 4 F)
architects

Brown £3,065 0 0
Whitehead 2,980 0 0
Mason 4 Green 2,960 0 0
Lacey 2,760 0 0

For enlarging Sydenham House, Svdenham, oxelas
of shop-fronts and fittings. Mr. J. W. Dennison, arc
tect :—

Tully £1,230 0 0
Woodward (accepted) 1,090 0 0

For the erection of schools and class-rooms, Dru
mond-street, Hampatead-road. Mr. John Tarring, arc

Shurmur
Shepherd
Richards
Saunders
Mann
Hill and Sons...

62,294 0 0
.. 2,130 0 0
.. 2,008 0 0
. 1,983 0 0
.. 1,973 0 0
. 1,936 0 0

For erecting nine honses and shops, Trafalgar-roj
Camberwell. Mr. William Smith, architect:

Saunders (accepted) 3,550 0 0

For erecting two warehouses, Trinity-court, Aldersgal
street. City. Mr. John Collier, architect:—

Foala (accepted—not Henshaw,
ns previously stated) £4,035 0 0

For building Finsbury-ehambers, Luke-street, Finsbui
for Mr. r. S. Foster. Mr. H. J. Hammon, architect—

• £30,155 0 0
Thorn 4 Co 29,0ii0 0 0
Moreland 4 Burton 28,950 0 0
llyera 28,565 0 0
Brass 27,760 0 0
Brown 4 Robinson 27,720 0 0
Eaton 4 Chapman 26,600 0 0
Macey 26,160 0 0
Hodgson 4 Porter 24,779 0 0
Henshaw 24,491 0 0
Webb 4 Sons 24,480 0 0
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A Proper Welcome to

Mr. Whitworth's

Donation.

HE patriotic mum-
ficence of a man of

•whom all thoae in any

way interested in the

arts of construction

may well be proud,

whether they regard

him as a mechanician

or as an artillerist, has

a special claim to com-

mendation in our
j

columns. It will be in
j

the recollection of our
j

readers that we have ,

on more than one oc-
j

casion brought before

!

their notice some of the

most important fea-

tures of Mr. Whit-

worth’s projectile sys-

tem. To give an

absolute and author!-

. tative decision on a

matter of military

^ engineering is some-

what beyond the scope

of the Builder. The

great beauty and

utility of some of Sir

,

W. Armstrong’s in-

ventions we very

heartily recognise.

Yet we lean to the opinion that Mr. Whitworth

has been rather hardly dealt by as regards the

recognition of his claims as an artillerist.

Foreign Governments would seem to have been

more prompt to recognise them than has our

own. In reading the evidence printed in the

several Blue Books, moreover, there sometimes

appears to have been scant courtesy shown to

the distinguished mechanic. He was at times

sharply cross-questioned by men whose interest

in rival schemes should have prevented them

from coming into collision with him except in

the character of avowed rivals or retained advo-

cates. Nor does Mr. Whitworth seem to possess

that rare, that almost unique, genius, which is

equally at home in doing and in talking, in

designing and in describing, in free command of

the hand and of the tongue.

It is in accordance with the usual principles of

human action that Mr. Whitworth may have

himself felt the force of some such reflections as

our own. The man who, having laboured long

at a difficult subject, has acquired a large

amount of positive knowledge, is apt to feel a

natural impatience at the criticisms of those who
have not yet mastered, and do not seem to care

to master, even the A, B, C, of his science. If

called upon to explain and to dilate he is apt to

refer you to the “ two-foot rule.” A true mecha-

nic is always happy when explaining his inven-

tions to a pupil or an attentive listener. He is

apt to shut up closely if attacked by a critic, of

pumped by a rival. While then in the European

celebrity, and in the substantial wealth, which he

has attained, Mr. Whitworth is one of the last

people who should be called a disappointed man,

it is more than probable that he has read the

text that a prophet is not without^honour save in

his own country with a certain soreness of self-

application.

If so, he has taken one of the noblest revenges

recorded in history. With the sole exception of

what the munificence of commerce has done for

the intended relief of poverty, in the instance of

Mr. Peabody, the Whitworth donation of 3,0001.

a year for ever to the nation is unrivalled as an

act of noble patriotism. It is liable to no distor-

tion by criticism. It is not a legacy, which often

means a gift at the expense of others, perhaps

at the expense of the rightful owners, of that for

which we have no further use. It is not the

lightly-handed-over gift of lightly-won money;

the godsend of an unexpected bequest
;

the

lucky result of a risky bet ; nor even the fruit of

a commercial venture. It is not the consecra-

tion to self-glorification of a sum earned by trade,

strictly so called^—that is, the mere profit between

wholesale and retail price,—which knows no

limit but that of the amount of custom. It is the

fair, bard, honourable earnings, won by the head

that can plan, the hand that can execute, and

the will that can persevere unto success, that

Mr. Whitworth has laid upon the altar of his

country.

The gift is no less wise and appropriate than

noble. It is, above all things, timely ;
and it

indicates a new issue from a perplexed and

most important controversy. In the absence of

the information which the result of the Real-

sckulen of Germany, and of the non-classical and

secondary instruction now organizing in Italy

and in France, may supply in a few years for our

guidance, the most ardent admirer of the time-

honoured method of classical education must re-

gard with approval the foundation of mechanical

scholarships. The details will be matter for

future discussion, but an endowment of this kind

is enough to form the nucleus of an Industrial

University. For boys who in early youth show

mechanical talent, no definite, well-adapted

means of tuition are now open. The course of

education given to the articled pupil of an archi-

tect or of a civil engineer depends on the talent,

the occupation, and the conscience of the master.

If all these be of the best, and if, into the bar-

gain, the pupil be industrious, there is not only

a good preparation for, but generally a fair

introduction to, his future life. Still the risk is

often great; the premium is usually heavy. We
knew an instance recently of the acceptance

of several pupils, and their premiums, by a pro-

fessional man whohad plenty of business going on

in his office. It all, however, related to a single

large public work, which came to a natural con-

clusion—an honourable conclusion, for the un-

dertaking was completed, and, though not beyond

thereachof criticism, was a success. But with this

event came also the conclusion of the labours of

office. The master had nothing more to do.

There was nothing for the pupils to do either.

,

Education and professional introduction vanished

in smoke, and if the lads w’anted practice they

had to find it for themselves.

In the case of mechanical engineers some also

take pupils. The same remarks apply in this as

in the other instance. A practical knowledge of

the interior of a workshop is in itself an advan-

tage, but that scientific training which is need-

ful to raise a man from the rank of a mechanic

to that of an engineer is more rarely to be met

with in the manufacturing than in the civil

branch. For military engineers we have an

,

admirable education in the Royal Military Aca-

demy, but we have no special secondary educa-

tion to fit young men for the examination at

Chelsea Hospital. A general education, however

excellent, would enable but few to pass this severe

ordeal, and the services of special tutors, men
who prepare merely for passing the examination,

are in most cases requisite to success. Apart

from these unsystematic means of professional

tuition one or two chairs have been erected in

connexion with the London and the Scotch Uni-

versities. That the whole educational power

now in existence might be organized and com-

bined, and secondary schools for the preparation

of students of engineering, of architecture, and

of mechanics, might be invested with the sanc-

tion of professional recognition, and of examina-

tions that resembled rather those of the Prussian

system than those of our own inadequate compe-

titive method, and that a faculty should be

organized for the superior education of those

pupils who are intended for the higher stations

of the profession, is a hope to which the dona-

tion of Mr. Whitworth seems to give a practical

prospect of fulfilment.

Disinterested as this noble benefaction is, it

cannot fail of ensuring a more ample recom-

pense to its author than could have been bar-

gained for by any political combination or

obscure intrigue. First element of this im-

perishable recompense must be the satisfaction

of the conscience, and the reflection, which we
trust will for many years be present to the

benefactor, of what his own labour has enabled

him to do for his country. Next will be the

undying memorial to his name which generation

after generation will welcome in the persons of

those Telfords, and Stephensons, and Watts, and

Whitworths of the future, who shall have been

trained at the cost of the donation. We cannot

for a moment doubt that the thoughtful and

gracious Lady who has omitted, even in her

deepest affliction, no proper occasion of proving

that a constitutional sovereign is not a mere

blank form, has already considered when and

how the highest expression of the gratitude of

the nation can be most fitly awarded to the

founder of a systematic technical education for

England. While ever leaving political action to

the charge of those who are responsible to Par-

liament for the conduct of the affairs of the

State, the Queen has shown that she is herself the

true minister of that function of the Crown which

is regarded when we speak of the Sovereign as

the fountain of honour. The miners and me-

chanics of England can never forget that on every

occasion when the perils which they so con-

stantly dare have overborne their vigilance, and

overwhelmed their efforts, the first services of

the telegraph, to condole with and to inquire

after the sufferers and those bereaved by their

loss, have been employed by the first Lady in

the land ;
the readiest contribution in alleviation

of sudden distress has come from the privy

purse of her Majesty. Where institutions differ-

ent from our own have disabled the citizens of

another country from accepting any of those

marks of recognition of which Englishmen are

justly proud, the Queen has known how to

originate special and peculiar badges of honour

proper to the occasion, as in the gift of her

Majesty’s portrait to Mr. Peabody. We have no

wish to anticipate any condescending proof

of the Royal recognition of what Mr. Whit-

worth has so opportunely done to forward the

solution of the great English difficulty of the

day ;
but we are sure that, whether the public

ever learn it or not, all that good feeling, good

taste, and good sense would consider most

appropriate will freely flow from the moht, pro-

prio of Queen Victoria.

There is yet another response which we
sincerely trust it will need little more than so

humble a voice as our own to elicit. For the

Bake, not of himself but of ourselves, Mr. Whit-

worth’s gift must not fall flat, and without an

echo from the great centres of commercial and

manufacturing industry. Hardly one great em-

ployer of labour can have read the few words

that announced the donation to the House of

Peers and to the House of Commons, without

feeling a tingle in his veins. Hardly a corporate

meeting can have been held at Manchester,

Liverpool, Leeds, Birmingham, or any of the

local capitals of industry, without reference to,

or at least without thought of, the example
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given of the beat method of employing the fruit of
successful enterprise. It is our custom to greet
less important exertions on behalf of om- country
with municipal marks of honour, which are
gratifying to their recipient, but barren in them-
selves. Freedom of towns and cities, enclosed
in gold.plate boxes, are the usual signs of cor-
porate gratitude.

We trust that tho thanks of the industrial
leaders of English enterprise will, in this in-

stance, take a more practical form. In whatever
manner the Whitworth donation be carried out,

—

whether it form the nucleus of a technical uni-
versity, whether it lead in the first instance to
the preliminary step of the creation of a Faadty
of Constructive Science, or whether only the
organization of the thirty scholarships occupy
the sole immediate attention of the trustees of
the fund,—it is highly desirable that there should
be a Seat and a Home for the administration. To
provide this is a necessary complement to the
donation itself. A noble and worthy building
should at once be constructed for the purpose,
and a very moderate contribution from each of
the great towns, the prosperity of which depends
so intimately on the maintenance and advance
of constructive science among hs, would suffice
for the establishment of such a collegiate edifice.
The IVhitworth College should be the echo given
by the industry of the nation to the Whitworth
donation.

The site of such a building should bo in a
position central, as far as possible, amid the
industrial districts of England, and yet removed
from the actnal unhealthy vicinity of any great
mass of human habitations. Some spot like
Crewe or Normanton, some great railway centre
ofcommunication which is not itself a city, would
seem to be the best locality. Thus, too, any
local rivalry would be avoided. The great Lan-
cashire towns might hesitate to aid in founding
the college at Birmingham, in itself a very
natural site. Staffordshire and Monmouthshire
might feel less anxiety to support a Liverpool or
a Manchester college than one chosen so as to be
as far as possible central to manufacturing
England. The determination of the site is, of
course, only a detail

;
but the determination of

the principle on which the site should be selected
is a matter essential to the fair starting of the
subscription.

We suggest, therefore, to the lord mayors and
corporations of London and York, to the mayors
and other municipal authorities of all great
cities and towns dependent on mechanical and
manufacturing industry for their welfare, and to
all those great employers of labour who desire to
see the industry of Great Britain resume that
pre-eminence which is now slipping from our
grasp, that a subscription should be at once
opened for the purpose of acknowledging Mr.
Whitworth s gift to the country by providing
his foundation with a Home. A very modest
echo to a very loud call for gratitude will do
this. How far the heart of the country is

stirred by so noble an example, will soon become
apparent. It is our hope and belief that all

which is requisite is that a prompt example
should be set by some leading city in the matter.
Considering that vast amount of private bene-
ficence which, while perhaps often misdirected
in its course, enriches England with voluntary
good will, we cannot doubt that ic is only ne-
cessary to make a proper appeal to the country
to receive a proper response. It would cost Eng-
land little to double or to triple the donation.
Great as that gift is, it ought to be most precious
as a nest egg. Around the thirty scholarships
will group—if we are not anxions to show that
Mr. Whitworth is Quixotically in advance of the
public spirit of his countrymen—college, and
chairs, and lectureships, and full machinery for
affording to the youth of the country a sound
technical education which shall not be inferior
to that now obtainable in the first institutions of
the Continent. A centre of aggregation is now
provided. It is, to a certain extent, independent
of farther contributions. But, to make the most
Iiractical nee of that central benefit, we must
hasten to surround it with subsidiary advantages.
Primary schools, in connexion with each great
industrial establishment, should receive an
impulse from the constructive centre. Secondary
schools, in each great seat of industry, should be
in direct communication with the college. Educa-
tion in the higher parts of constructive science
should then be provided for those who are able
and willing to pay for it, as well as for those who,
by a fair and wise selection, not by the mere
chance of a single examination, prove their claim
to the enjoyment of the thirty exhibitions. A few
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months’ activity might make the present donation
the prolific source of that which the reports of
the Royal Commissioners admit to be so great a
desideratum for England, a sound technical
education, one in which practice and science
may combine to do for the English engineer all

that human skill and human wisdom can do to
perfect his accomplishment.

For any communications on this subject the
columns of the Builder will be open. While we
wish the movement to be locally spontaneous,
we shall be glad to afford the means of ready
and public con’espondenco between the different

' movers in the matter. We shall be happy to
give any aid to the formation of a central com-
mittee, each subscribing town to nominate a
member, or to charge a member already
nominated with tbe representation of its own
voice. The occasion is most apt. The attention
of the public is called in the very nick of time.
Great questions, after the solution of which
some are groping in the dark, some are seeking
for information from other countries, and as
to which some are preparing for a stern and
dogged fight, will receive unexpected and
most welcome solution from an organised, cen-
tralised, voluntary effort to supply at once and
adequately one of our moat miserable deficiencies.
We call upon all who rank in tbe yard of the
builder, upon all who live by the trowel and tho
pick, tho hammer, the adze, and tho chisel, tbe
drawing-board and the pen, the foundry, the
forge, and the loom, to echo our proposal, that
the gratitude of industrial England for tho
Whitworth donation be shown by providing a
Home for its reception.

ON THE UTILIZATION OP SEWAGE
BY IRRIGATION.#

In tbe cases of large towns npoo small rivers
and those rivers impeded by numberless bars or
weirs,—both of which conditions are exemplified
by the river Mediook ac Manchester, and the
Sheepscar Beck at Leeds,—the injury is not the
effect of sewage hourly delivered as it is pro-
duced, but that of a putrid mass of oro’anic
matter, which, floating for days upon the sur-
face, develops into a filthy scum, revolting to
the senses. At CarUsle, where there are no
weirs to retard the rapid flow of the sewage
after mingling with the volume of the Eden, a
complete system of main drainage conveys every
particle of the sewage from beneath the city
within a few hours of its production; so that, not

.

having time for putrefaction, the river is less
than usually contaminated, and salmon and
tront abound in it.+

At Norwood, where the irrigation works are
in the immediate vicinity of the town, this fact
is so far from proving the sonrce of a larger
death-rate than the average in that district, that
a comparison of the bills of mortality for the
six years between 1860 and 1865 shows that
daring tbe period of irrigation the mortality was
the lowest—a conclusive answer to those who
insist upon its deteriorating effects on the
atmosphere.J Mr. Albert Latham has also re-

cently stated that while the mortality of the
town districts for the year 1867 was 2‘38 per
cent., the country districts being 1-95, the
mortality of the town of Norwood was only l--t7

per cent. At Edinburgh, where sewage has
been utilized for centuries, no injury to health
has arisen from the proximity of the irrigation
works, although the applications have been in
enormous quantities-!

Though opposition has tended to retard the
progress of irrigation in its first stages, and
thus, in the opinion of many, injured the cause
of sanitary reform, yet it is impossible to donbt
that it h^ done negative good. The tendency
of speculation is to lay hold of and carry to a
disastrous degree discoveries which are of fair

promise, without consideration as to their limit
of practicable application, or indeed as to their
full development for commercial purposes. Con-
sequently, that which raises up doubt and

• See pp, 146, 168, 202, 222, and 239, ante.
t Rep. Met. Sewage, 1861, 4,088. Experimental works

on a large scale now ^867) being carried on at Cariiie,
with a view to the utilization oftbe sewage.

1806^^* Latham’s paper, read before Soc. Eng., April,

§ Learn. Congress Papers, p. 177. The Rivers Pollution
Comrais.iioners’ report contains this statement :—“ In the
neighbonrhood of Edinburgh, 70,000 and even 130,000
tons of sewage are said to have been floated over each
Scotch acre (6,000 yards) of the soa-sand without creating
a swamp.”—Vol. i. p, 16 .
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caution in the mind, and conducts ns by a
searching process of argument, analysis, and ex-
periment, to a comprehensive knowledge of every
side of a question, must not be viewed as alto-
gether valueless, since it is by this means alone
that we can hope to acquire perfection without
the costly teachings of experience. The attempts,
therefore, to prove the unwholesomeness of aew-
^6 irrigation have had the result of producing
in evidence a record of facts showing the ground-
less nature of such a fear, and establishing on
sanitary principles the expediency of its adoption.

Quantity of Sewage to be put into the Land.

The expediency of sewage irrigation, having
been shown, we have endeavoured to explain
some of its advantages, and also to answer the
chief objections which its opponents have urged
against it. To complete the present analysis of
the subject, it now remains to inquire in what
quantity it is necessary to bestow sewage upon
the laud, in order to ensure the greatest possible
benefit. Notwithstanding all that has been
hitherto accomplished in this country, it can
scarcely be said that the experience so gained
has-been sufficiently extensive to justify our form-
ing exact conclusions upon this important point

;

and, indeed, it is highly probable that in. the end
it will be found that no two soils are alike in
their capacity for profitably absorbing sewage.
At present nothing can be more diverse than
the opinions of tbe various authorities n^on this

subject. Some of these incline to light and in-

frequent dressings—amount to from 100 tons to
500 tons per acre per annum ; others substitute

thousands for hundreds, and go as far as
9.000 tons

;
while there is a small minority who

consider that there is actually no limit to the
quantity to which sewage may be beneficially

supplied. These latter, however, ignoring the
fixed laws of economy, qualify their statement
with the proviso that the sewage is to be had for

nothing, not seeing that what is waste in a price-

bearing commodity mast be equally waste in a
commodity which is of free cost, but of which
the supply is limited.

The following is evidence given before the

Select Committee in 186-1 in this regard :

—

Mr. J. J. Moore did not think it would require

more than 5,000 tons per year to the acre.*

Mr. R. Smith considers that 800 tons would
be more than sufficient, but that grass lands

would absorb more.f
Mr. Ellis says that it is a mistake to suppose

that the returns are in proportion to the sewage
applied

; and, in making his calculations for the

area over which he proposed to distribute the

sewage of tho metropolis, he allowed 500 tons

per annum to the acre
;
this to be applied in

several dressings, amounting in tbe aggregate to

a depth of 'i'9 inches. J
Mr. Cothbert Johnson stated that at Croydon,

of whose local Board he was chairman, 1,000,000

gallons per day were being put on 250 acres,

which gives 6,500 tons per acre per annum.!
Mr. Whitehead considers the sewage of seven

to ten persons sufficient for an acre
;

while

Alderman Mechi would apply four or five dress-

ings of 100 tons each to grass lands, 'j

Mr. Walker, of Rugby, recommends from 500
to 1,000 tons per annum to tbe acre, in five or

six dressings.^

Mr. Lawes, employed by Government to in-

vestigate the value of sewage applied to land,

found by experiment that with 3,0C0 tons per

acre, 22 tons of grass, prodncing 5 tons 1 cwb. of

hay, were obtained
;
with 6,000 tons, 30 tons of

grass and 5 tons 15 cwt. of hay ;
and with 9,000

tons, 32 tons of grass and 6 tons 9 cwt. of hay
per acre ; whilst without sewage 9i tons of grass

and 3 tons of hay were the result. He considers

6.000 tons to be the most profitable quantity j

but if the sewage cost nobbing, would put on
30.000 or -i0,000 tons.#*

Professor Way recommends 3,000 to 6,000

tons per acre.ft
The amount consumed on the Craigentinney

meadows was stated to 6,400 tons per &cre.Xt

At Barking the quantity varies between 2,400

and 4,000 tons per acre.§§

• Rep. Met, Sewage, 1864 s 1131.

+ Rep. Met. Sewage, 1861 ; 1572.

X Rep. Met. Sewage, 1861: 1790.

§ Rep. Met. Sewage, 1864: 2281.

H Rep. Met. Sewage, 1861 ; 2882, 3318.

•T Hep. Met. Sewage, 1864: 3621.
•• Report. Met. Sewage, 1861: 4351, 4567. Mr. Lawea

also stated that he had experimented with no less a quan-
tity than 3,000 tons per acre,

ft Rep. Met. Sewage, 1361; 4949.50.

it Rep. Met. Sewage, 1864: 4973.

§§ A^icultural Oaselfe, July, 1667.
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The Earl of Essex applies the sewace of Wat-
ford to hay meadows at the rate of 225 tone per

acre, in two dressings, and to Italian rye-grues

270 acres after each cutting.*
In the report of the Rivera Pollution Commis-

sion we find it stated that on podr land 5,000 to

20.000 tons of sewage per acre per annum may
be filtered

;
whereas on good land, where paying

crops and perfect purification are looked for,

6.000 tons are as many as can be profitably

applied.-)-

Baron Liebig says that to produce four tons of

hay on a pure sandy soil, 2,430 tons of sewage
are required

;
but that the necessary quantity is

ruled entirely by the nature and condition of

the soil. If the soil contains more of the con-

stitnents of the plant, less sewage will be
needed ;

if it contains less, then more sewage'
will be needed. Thus, on a soil which will

supply one-half the necessary food in the growth
of hay, not more than 1,215 tons need be applied
to produce the four tons of hay.
But inasmuch as it is nob the object of agri-

cnlturalists to exhaust the fertilizing properties
of the soil, and throw the whole burthen of
reprodnction upon the action of sewage, this

manner of calculation is subject to modificmtion.

If, therefore, four tons of hay represent twenty
tons of sewage-grown grass, and it be considered
that, according to Mr. Lawes’s experiments,
more than twenty-two tons cannot be obtained
without a disproportionate sacrifice of the fer-

tilizing medium, it would appear that 2,430 tons
of sewage are ae many as can economically bo
supplied. In bringing, however, Mr. Lawes’s
experiments to boar upon this point, it must nob
be forgotten that many doubts have arisen as to
their integrity, and that by many authorities of
weight they have been condemned as utterly
worthless. The very fact that he never ex-

perimented with a smaller quantity than 3,000
tons, which we have from his own lips, would of
itself appear to justity these doubts. Mr. Walker,
upon whose land the experiments were oondncted,
states point-blank that they are calculated to

mislead the public as to the true value of sewage
manure, in so far that the applications of sewage
were made at certain fixed intervals, which were
rigidly adhered to, without consideration as to
the condition of tho soil, and its adaptation for
the favourable reception of tho liquid. J The
position also of Mr. Lawes as a manufacturer of
a rival manure, in which it was stated befoi-o the
committee that he was interested to the amount
of '10,0001. or 50,0001. annaally, together with
his reckless assertion of the enormous quantities,
40.000 tons,§ with which he would deluge the
land, are further evidence upon which to found
grave doubts as to tho worth of these experi-
ments. The weight of 40,000 tons per acre re-
presents an aunnal depth of no lees than 33 ft.

;]j

and yet we are told that even this quantity may
be exceeded. Such is the authority into whose
hands the charge of these important experiments
has been entrnsted by a confiding Government.
We have not, ia fact, sufficiently decisive

evidence as yet to determine this question with
precision, Its importance is rendered greater
by the influence it will have upon the mode of
administration. If the scanty dressings upheld
on the one side be finally determined upon, there
ca.n be little doubt that the hose and jet system
will be found more advantageous in many cases
than the special preparation required by the open
carrier system, especially for grain crops. There
is also another point to be considered. If—as
doubtless has hitherto been the case—-sewat^e is

a drag in the agricultural market, of which its
holders desire to rid themselves as speedily as
possible, or if it can be bestowed but on a limited
area, then tho use of enormous quantities may be
the better policy, taking care that too much is

not passed through the soil to ensure proper
pnrification. But if, on the other hand, as sooner
or later will be the case, the demand for this
commodity comes to exceed the supply, then
excessive applications signify a waste of national
resources.

In default, therefore, of convincing practical
demonstration, we are as yet in the dark as to
when the limit of the economic use of sewage on
various soils is reached. When corporations take
the laud into their own hands for purposes of
irrigation, a small area doubtless admits of easier
management than a large one

; and in the diecus-

* Rep. Met. Sewage, 1661. App. p. 345.
t Third Hep. (Aire & Culder, 1867), vol. i. p. 15.

t Rep. Met. Sewage, 1661; 3628.

§ Rep. Met. Sewage, 1864: 4678,

y Nearly twelre times the average rainfall thronghout
England,

sion of the sewage question this will form an

item of consideration, as such bodies are justly

cautious in meddling with undertakings in which
the ownership or leaseeship of land ia involved,

although by existing Acts, local Boards are

empowered to assume these relations. The
existence of so much doubt and uncertainty as

to the proportionate application of sewage may,
perhaps, be a difficulty in the way of adopting

irrigation, because, it may be argued, the extent

of the proposed area of utilization is dependent
thereupon

;
and whereas, on the one hand, too

extended an area would leave the controlling

Board in a position nowise different from that of

ordinary farmers,—on the other hand, a too

limited area wonld defeat its own purpose. This

timid policy should not prevail. In projecting

works of this kind, a Board should act with

caution and judgment, confining their first

tentative operations to a safe area—taking care,

however, that the site is so selected as to afford

ample provision for future extensions. A trader

who,having a perishable commodity on hie hands,

allows his doubt as to its exact value, or its best

possible market, to prevent his turning ic to

account, would be justly ridiculed; yet his posi-

tion may be held analogous to that of a corporate

body whose impulses towards the utilization of

sewage are checked by unoertainty as to the

exact distributing area.

Actual Results of Sewage Irrigation.

The following is a list of the chief of those

towns which, in a greater or lees degree, have
dealt experimentally with sewage for irrigation

pnrposes. Aldersbott, Alnwick, Bingley, Bir-

mingham, Bury St. Edmund’s, Carlisle, Chelten-

ham, Coventry, Croydon, Edinburgh, Leeds,

Mansfield, Melton Mowbray, Milverton, Mold,

Norwood, Nottingham, Oswestry, Rugby, St.

Thomas Exeter
5
Swaffham, Tavistock, Uckfield,

Warwick, Watford, Worthing
;
and, as has already

been said, the sewage of the northern portion of

the metropolis [is being at present experimented
upon at Barking. For the present purpose, it

will be sufficient to select from these, Alder-

shott, Croydon, Norwood, Edinburgh, and Rngby,
as practical and succeseful illustrations of the

principles of sewage irrigation, wherein the

most approved forms of application may be said

to be fairly exemplified.

Aldershott.—After, as has been stated hereto-

fore, the Government filtration works erected

at these camps were condemned by an injunction

from the Vice-Chancellor, the sewage of Alder-

shott, comprising <a population of from 12,000 to

15,000 people, was leased to Mr. Blackburn, of

Aberdeenshire, for the purpose of being utilized

on the waste land of the adjoining Aldershott

Heath,—a barren common consisting of loose

white sand, drifted here and there into irregular

heaps, and covered with heather. This experi-

ment has now (1867) been in hand for two
years, and gives every appearance of ultimate

success. At the southern outfall, a 12-hor3e

engine has been laid down, which drives a

centrifugal pump for the purpose of lifting the

sewage on to the higher portions of land not
accessible by gravitation, upon which it is

distributed by means of the hose and jet system.

At the northern ontfall, the sewage discharged

by which flows on to the land by gravitation upon
the open conduit system, a very simple and well-

devised arrangement exists, by which the grosser

obstructions contained in the liquid are retained.

! This consists of a small wooden tank, provided
! with a strong close grating at the lower end,

slightly inclined from the horizontal, through

which the sewage is passed into the main con-

duit. This grating is in the form of a lid, and

is moveable upon hinges; any overflow beiug

pi-evented by a bar placed transversely across

the tank, dipping below the level of the grate.

About forty acres of land have been reclaimed,*

and during the year 1866 six crops of Italian

rye-grass were cut, averaging from ten to twelve

tons per acre, and of excellent quality. When
complete, the irrigated area is intended to com-
prise a farm of 140 or 150 acres in extent, re-

claimed from the barren wilderness of Aldershott

Heath. The scheme is exceedingly simple and
effective, and is capable of economical manage-
ment.

Croydon .—This town, perhaps the most com-
plete modern exponent of the principles of

sewage irrigation, certainly occupies a distin-

guished position in all matters pertaining to

town-drainage. Forced by unavoidable neces-

sity to have recourse to this method of dealing

* 1867.

with the sewage of a large town upon a small

river, it has been truly described as the theatre

of conflict, in which the most eminent improve-
mentsin modern town drainage have been fiercely

and repeatedly discussed. Injunction after in-

junction was discharged against the local board

by the proprietary of the river
;
and that body,

driven to extremity by lawsuits on every hand,

oast about for and grasped at every conceivable

expedient for extricating themselves
;
and at

last, having exhausted them all at an enormous
expense, besides creating a debt of 10,0001. for

law coats, irrigation was tried, and ultimately

proved perfectly successfal. This success was
not, however, of immediate growth. Croydon
being, after Edinburgh—whose experience was
then viewed as something not in the nature of

ordinary things,—the pioneer in this movement,
the Board were compelled, from lack of prece-

dent, to grope their way. In 1857, the quantity

of land upon which the sewage of 20,000 people

was disposed was but 15 acres, and, in conse-

quence, this area became covered with muddy
siime, which turned putrid and stank foully. Tu
1860 the area was enlarged, and the sewage was
applied to 56 acres, which also, in its tnm,
proved by infallible signs inadequate. In 1862,

the Vice-chancellor, Sir William Page Wood,
granted an injunction to Mr. Bidder, the en-

gineer, who is interested in the conservancy of

the river, restraining tho flow of the water after

irrigation thereinto, on the ground that, it

having been proved decisively that sewage could

be rendered pure by irrigation, the impure re-

sults of the Croydon process must bo owing to

some defect in application. It was then put on
an area of 250 acres, after which the water went
off in a pure state, and an end was put to all

litigation.* Since that time sundry additions

have been periodically made to this quantity, so

that the total extent now]" exceeds 340 acres.

The cultivation of this area has been attended

by complete success, the pecuniary fruits of

which, however, had not been reaped by the

ratepayers, bnt by the tenants,—Mr. Marriage,

lessee of the Beddington Farm, and Mr. Cousins,

lessee of the Norwood Farm,—who take the

laud under them. The Board, acting under an
injunction, were forced to lay hold of the first land

which presented itself, at the exorbitant price

which is always exacted by necessity, and also

to obtain a tenant' upon very dis-advantageous

terms, to whom they allowed 3L or 4J. per acre

towards preparing the laud, upon which, althongh

otherwise excellently adapted for irrigation pur-

poses, many woods and sbaws had to be grubbed

np. The rental paid by the Board for a lease of the

land was 41. per acre ; that paid by their tenant,

5L ;
whilst, as was stated by Mr. Cathbert Johnson

before the Commission, four crops per annum
were being taken off the land, each sold at 81.

per aero uncut ;
from which it would seem that

the farmer, with no outlay save his rent and

the wages of two or three attendant labourers,

is in receipt of 32Z. per acre.| It has also

already beeu stated, on the authority of Mr.

Baldwin Latham, that the actual profit realised

from the sewage of Croydon is 6s. per head of

the population contributing to the sewers. §

Despite these facts, however, we see that the

Board are only profiting by tbeir dearly-bought

experiment to the extent of 3001. or 400Z. per

annum, an insignificant result due to the

enforced nature of the enterprise. Yet, when
we consider that at one time Croydon was

. expending at the rate of nearly 3,000i. per

I

annum in attempts at filtration and deodoriza-

j

tion, it cannot be viewed otherwise than one of

i the most successful of modern enterprises. So
i satisfied are the authorities, that they have
recently (1867) expressed their determination

to pump their sewage to an altitude of 200 ft.,

if necessary, for utilization. Had the policy of

the Croydon Board been the result of their owu
deliberate conviction, unquickened by the for-

midable penalties of tho law, a revenue of pos-

sibly not less than 8,000Z. or 10,O0OZ. would at

this moment have been relieving their district

of a material portion of its rates. Even under

the circumstances in which they acted, the ex-

perimental conduct of the works might have

been better placed in the hands of a hind or

manager until a proper assessment of the value

of the sewage could have been arrived at.

• Rep. Met. Sewage, 1864. Evidence of the Obairmau
of the Croydon Loc^ Board, 2225 to 2235.

t 1807.

j Rep. Met. Sewage, 1861 : Mr. C. W. Johnson’s
evidence.

§ The population of Croydon was 42,000 in 1866, but of

these about 6,000 contributed to the metropolitan sewers.
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The whole of the irrigation at Croydon being
conducted on the principle of gravitation only,
the works at the outfall are of no great extent.
One feature, which might perhaps be remedied,
is the large area of the settling tanks, which ad-
mits of the stagnation of the lighter solids
floating upon the surface of the liquid. This in
dry weather, is apt to cause a stench, which
might easily be avoided by providing a much
smaller receptacle, in which the impulse of the
outfall discharge would prevent putrefaction.
The refuse which is retained in this tauk is sold
to agnculturists iu the neighbourhood, by which
the expenses of overlooking the outfall works are
nearly paid.* Ji. p.

DOMESTIC AKCHITECTUEE OP MEXICO.f

In treating of the domestic architecture of a
country, and the selection of places for laying
out cities and towns, there are many important
matters to be taken into consideration, as to
their geographical position, and the nature of
the site, the geological substrata on which they
stand, and their general aspect as to admitting
light and air, particularly in a tropical country,
and other important matters bearing on their
physical and sanitary condition.
The records of ancient history attest that

many of the cities of Mexico were laid out by its

ancientconqnerors, the Toultecs and Aztecs, wan-
dering, nomadic, bai’baric tribes, whose sole end
and aim appeared to be to overrun and subdue
the primitive inhabitants, and to subsist by
partially cultivating the land, hunting, and fish-

ing where water existed
;
and although they

have left some very extraordinary monuments of
their industrious habits, and constructive skill in
the early ages of the world, still an attentive
observer will discover, from the mode adopted,
and the manner the Mexican cities are laid out,
that they bear upon them the impress of well-
studied design, skill, and science, the fniits of an
advanced civilization, the workings of master-
minds

}
and therefore their present state could

not be the productions of those wild barbaric
tribes, but of the subsequent conquerors of that
country, the Spaniards, at a period when they
had attained considerable eminence and skill in
the constructive arts and sciences, and had
established a system of architecture, possessing
many points of beauty and attraction, in its

decorated arcades, horse-shoe arches, and fretted
vaults.

Like the ancient Eomans, the Spaniards evi-
dently devoted considerable attention to the
selection of a site for their cities : the geographi-
cal position, as well as their general aspect, were
carefully studied, and its applicability for sani-
tary purposes, such as an efiectual system of
surface drainage and good water supply.

_

In ^ving a description of a large and ancient
city, in which we resided some time, we shall be
rendering a general and faithful representation
of the great majority of the large and populous
cities of that country', as the constructors ap-
pear to have been governed by one general
design and plan, and which was adhered to as
closely as local circumstances would permit.
The general direction of the streets was

'

evidently regulated by magnetic bearings,

.

running principally north and sonth, and
crossed at right angles by others running east
and west

;
and this mode of construction was

rendered necessary so as to enable the prevailing
cool and refreshing trade winds which blew from
the east to circulate through the streets and also
through the houses, thus promoting the health

j

and comfort of the inhabitants.
|

The whole streets were laid out 40 ft. wide,
j

the centre part allotted to the carriage-way, and
footpaths on each aide

; and the physical position
was snch that slightly inclined ground, or easy
gradients, were secured for the contour of the
streets. Their cities are laid out in a series of
blocks or plots of land, about 280 ft. long and
225 ft. wide

;
and in the particular instance of

the city allnded to there were twenty such
blocks from east to west, each divided by a
street, and ten from north to south, also inter-

sected with streets
5
and nearly in the centre of

the city some blocks were omitted in order to
afford space for the “Plaza des Armis,” where
all the military displays and public games and
entertainments take place, and some extensive
blocks of this city were laid out but were not
bnilt upon.

* To be continaed.
t See also p, 7, an(e.

THE BUILDEE.

These plots are generally divided into four
building lots, each 140 ft. by 112^ ft., and upon
that site are erected four substantial honaes, in

the peculiar system and plan of the architecture
of the country; and each bonse, therefore, faces
a street, and they are bnilt back to back.
Around the outer area of each lot, the build-

ings are erected with thick substantial walls of
small rubble masonry, and roofed in and covered
with bright red horse-shoe tiles, and with broad
overhanging eaves, some 5 ft. wide or more, on
the outer side, completely covering the side path
of the street

;
and with broad overhanging eaves

on the inner side, usually supported on pillars,

and forming a covered passage or corridor aronnd
the inner part.

On each side the Plaza are erected the principal
public and other buildings

;
on one side the

cathedral, a large and imposing structure, a
rough adaptation of the Moresque or Saracenic
architecture,—the interior elaborately decorated
and highly embellished in all the gorgeons
splendour of Koman Catholic countries, and sur-
mounted with a large dome, covered with bright
porcelain of many colours and patterns; and its

open space in front fenced OS’ with ornamental
railing, and the ground laid out and tastefully
planted with the brilliant and ever-hlooming
flowers of this warm and glowing clime. On the
opposite side of the cathedral in the plaza is the
prefecture, a one-floor arcaded building

;
and con-

veniently situated at the back of that building is

the gaol. At the former, the prefect and alcalde
preside daily,—the former of these functionaries
to carry out the local government of the state
over which he presides, and the latter to
administer the laws

;
and that is nsnally con-

ducted in such an arbitrary and crnel manner, so
pecnliar to the race of people whence many of
them have sprung, as to savour very strongly of
the dread and horrid inquisition.

The prisoners, who are generally employed on
the public works, are bound and shackled with
heavy chains, and in this barbarons manner
are they compelled to labour, watched by the
eagle eyes of the warder, armed with the stem
authority of the rifle.

On the side of the Plaza are the hospital, the
post-office, quarters for the officers of the gar-
rison, and some of the principal stores or
“tiendas;” in fact, the Plaza is a place of the first

importance, the centre of great attraction to the
inhabitants as well as the traveller, and the
general rendezvous, on all occasions, of public
entertainments, military spectacles, and national
JHes.

The Plaza is not only used for the purposes
just mentioned, but also is a public market-place,
and the market is generally held on a Sunday,
which is usually the case in Eoman Catholic
countries, the Sunday being made a day of
recreation and enjoyment, rather than one of
rest and religions observance, as with ns, and
the whole place is occupied with stands or move-
able stalls, for the display of the articles and
produce to be sold. The Indians attend the
market for many miles ronnd, the city forming
the centre of a large district, the produce of
which is brought to this market; and they
frequently arrive the previous evening, and take

^up their abode for the night under the arcades •

that are erected in front of the stores and public
buildings.

It is no uncommon thing, if one is out after
dark, to find numbers of men, women, and
children stretched across the side-path,—in fact,

pedestrians frequently stumble over them,—and
their couch is the hard paving covered with
Mexican matting (which is nicely and skilfully
made) and their “ serapes and by early dawn l

they are np and stirring, selecting their standing
in the market, and preparing to display their
wares and produce.
The whole of the area of the Plaza is occu-

pied for the market, except a thoroughfare on
each side, which is nsed for the traffic of the
country, diligences, mule-trains, &c., and the
stands and stalls are fixed in rows, with avenues
between them, running up the square, for the
public to obtain access to them

;
and they fre-

quently make a fine display of fruit and vege-
tables, both tropical and of the European species,
that would gratify the most fastidious taste,
dried meats, and crockery, and, though last, not
least, the national stall of tortillas and frijoles,

around which you may see crowds of Indians
gathered, devouring the favourite diet with much
gusto—indeed, as fast as the female vendor can
prepare them. To protect themselves from the
weather, either the rains or the tropical snn,
they frequently erect covers of matting on a
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light framework, or on a pole with cross-piece
attached to the end, upon which they stretch a
piece of matting, something like a large nm-
brella, and this they move about on the other end
of the pole as its axis as the sun changes its posi-
tion or the rainfall drives, so as to shelter them-
selves effectually

; and the different shapes and
original forms of these coverings are striking and
sometimes ludicrous, and with the moving figures
of the people and the bustle of the throng, the
scene is highly animated and interesting, parti-
cularly when we add the variety of costumes to
the groups, amongst them not the least interest-
ing the Indian women with their brown faces
and jet black hair in tresses hanging down
their backs, and dressed in white ornamented
robes, broad “sombreros,” and gay-coloured
serapes, the men also attired in white shirts or
slops, short-legged trousers or drawers, the
broad Mexican hat, sandals, and serapes, the
whole combined forming a very picturesque,
stirring, and strange scene to English eyes in
the glowing climes of the tropics, with clear
unclouded skies, and a brilliant sun, setting
everything off to the brightest and best ad-
vantage.

The bustle of the market takes place in the
early morning : as noon approacbes the throng
sensibly diminishes, and towards three o’clock

there is a general clearance as the time for
“ evening vespers” approaches, which they
attend in great numbers, depositing in the
offertory as they enter the cathedral their mites
to support the splendour and gorgeousness of
their religions establishment, and to satisfy the
wants of a grasping, overbearing, and dominant
priesthood.

After the market and vespers are over they
make what purchases they require at the stores,

and return to their homes, sometimes on mules,
horses, or on foot, and it is very rarely yon see
any of them intoxicated, althongh “ aguadente
and pulky” are plentiful. Occasionally such
scenes may be witnessed

; but whatever their
other faults, it cannot be said they are greatly
addicted to drunkenness.
Having briefly described the Plaza, we may

further observe that the streets of the city are
well and regularly laid out and built upon, and
at frequent intervals you meet with large and
imposing buildings, ^—the town mansions of some
of the many-acred Dons of Mexico,—at others
the stores or “tiendas” for the sale of goods
and merchandise, and each merchant sells a
motley variety of articles, almost everything

,

you require, a sort of jack-of-all-trades or gene-
ral merchant on a small scale.

! The “tiendas” are sometimes made ont of
some of the apartments of the town mansion,
generally a corner room, so as not to interfere

,

much with the occupation of the other part of
the house, and some of them appropriate rooms
open to the street for billiards, so that the pass-

I

ing stranger may soon be made acquainted with
, the Mexicans’ evil habit and desperate passion
for gambling; and these rooms are frequently
kept open all night, gaily decorated and lighted
np to make it attractive, and you might hear the
stroke of the one, and the click of the balls, and
the shout of triumph or the groan of despair,
and sometimes the deadly strife in the dead
hour of night, when one was hoping to obtain
repose from the fatigues of the past day, and to
gather strength for the trials of the morrow.
At the comers of some of the streets you

would meet with large buildings, formerly
churches or chapels, at others nunneries

;
and

these are mostly in ruins, brought about by
their perpetual intestinal wars, as they have
been used as places of military defence, and
have been broken down and destroyed when
carried by assault.

Most of the buildings, both public and private,

of this city, exhibit numerous marks of being
struck by cannon shot and bullets upon the stone
and wood work from the frequent battles that
have occurred in the streets, spreading death
and desolation around, and have left these
enduring mementoes of their bellicose propensi-
ties, and their love of the gay guerilla’s life.

This city was originally laid out on a bold and
magnificent scale, and intended to be one of con-
siderable extent and importance, as from its

geographical and physical position it was well
and admirably adapted; bnt the original con-
ception was not fully and properly carried out,
as a considerable extent of the part laid out is

still unbuilt upon, and this space is devoted to
gardens or plantations, and generally cultivated,
and on which grows the valuable produce of the
tropica ; thus the orange, lemon, lime, banana.
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and mango, and other fine fruits luxuriate ; also

coffee, sugar-cane, cocoa, and tobacco, and, at

the season of the year when they are in full

blossom, the beauty of the bloom delights the

eye, and their refreshing fragrance scents the
very air around with delicious perfume.
In addition to the beauty of the fruit and

TBgetable productions of these gardens, we must
not omit to mention the splendid tropical flowers

that adorn the fences, that separate them from
the roadways, jessamines, Virginia creepers,

purple wreaths, roses, <to., flourish in all their

wild magnificence and beauty, enlivening the
dark-green foliage with their brilliant and many-
coloured blossoms, and shedding their sweetness
•on the desert air.

These suburban roads are much used as plea-

sant walks by the inhabitants towards the cool

shades of evening, to breathe the pure and calm
air of heaven and admire the glowing beauties of
the gorgeous setting sun, and the bright and
sparkling flowers, and indulge in the fragrant
cigarro or cigarette.

The carriageways of the streets of the city are
laid out on a difterent principle to that adopted
in our towns, the channels are formed down the
middle of the carriageway, which carries away
the surface drainage, and the flood-water in

times of heavy tropical rains, •without incom-
moding the houses or the side-paths ; there is a
gradual declivity in the cross section from the
sides towards the centre, and the side-paths are
flagged, with a curb-stone; at other parts it is

formed of small broken stones grouted and
plastered over (a sort of concrete), which makes
a hard and enduring surface.

The streets are usually well paved with re-

gularly sorted boulder-stones, well arranged and
set, which system might be profitably copied
by many of our towns authorities who are not
proverbial for well-paved streets of this kind.
The drainage is principally on the surface,

and to cesspools situated at the rear of the
premises, which filter away through the crevices
of the rocky foundation on which the city is

bnilt.

The water supply is obtained by means of
pipes laid from the stream that flows from the
adjacent mountains, brought in pipes and de-
livered into tanks situated in the Plaza

;
but

recently a lofty obelisk has been erected in the
centre of the Plaza about 30 ft. high, the base of
which is 4 ft. square and 10 ft. high, and the
•shaft 2 ft. square, tapering to nearly a point at

the top, surmounted with a gilded star. Around
the obelisk is constructed a circular tank to re-

ceive the water that falls from four fountains i

fixed at each angle of the base of the obelisk,
i

The whole is elaborately ornamented with the I

egg and tongue and other mouldings, and a I

gilded wreath on each of the aides.
|

The obelisk was erected entirely of small

'

rubble stone to the top, and smoothly plastered I

over, the mouldings, and the ornaments are also I

made of plaster, which appears to be well 1

and substantially executed,—a remarkable and !

striking instance of what may be accomplished
in small rubble masonry when well and properly
put together.

The obelisk was commenced and completed
while the writer resided there, and the day of
inauguration selected was the anniversary of the
one on which the Mexicans achieved their inde-
pendence ! Poor benighted creatures ! to fall

into a worse species of despotism—the despotism
of mob law, or the strong arm of unprincipled
chiefs.

Besides the cathedral, there are several other
ecclesiastical buildings in other parts of the
city, but one only except the cathedral is now
used for religions worship. The system of archi-
tecture generally adopted is the Spanish, adapted
from the Moresque or Saracenic styles, rather
roughly executed on the exterior, and very
sparingly ornamented; and where it exists it is

executed in plaster. The domes are generally
covered with coloured porcelain, of diverse pat-
tern, which produces a light and bright effect

when viewed from a distance, and nnder the
bright rays of a dazzling tropical sun.
There are also some nunneries executed in the

same style, covering a considerable extent of
ground, and doubtless affording accommodation
at one time to a great number of nuns and their
attendants

; but these are all scattered by revo-
lution or civil war, and confiscation. The pre-
mises are deserted, and nothing but bare walls
and roof remain. The churches that are in ruins
and these monasteries were taken possession of
by the French troops, and used for barracks for

the soldiers and stables for their horses
;
and

during the time the writer was there, these inte-

resting buildings were destroyed piecemeal by
the troops for the wood for camp-fires, or in a
wanton spirit of mischief.

r. Such is the bane of war and conquest. It too

often happens, instead of being the means of

spreading civilization, and disseminating abroad
a spirit of subordination and good order, it pro-

duces an opposite effect, desolating the country,

destroying important and interesting buildings,

and instilling into the inhabitants a spirit of
vengeance, retribution, and anarchy. In the

instance alluded to I have no hesitation in say-

ing that the high-handed conduct of the French
troops annoyed and exasperated the Mexicans,
making them reckless to the consequences, and
resolved to destroy everything that afforded a
stronghold or a convenience to the French

;
and

that accounts for the very rninons and dilapidated

state many of the Mexican cities now present

since the evacuation of the French troops. The
writer has seen them pull down and destroy

interesting buildings, and has cried shame upon
them ; but the spirit of war and plunder was
abroad : as the poet says,

—

" Cry havoc, and let slip the doga of war.”

The lighter part of the religious paraphernalia
of these structures, we suppose, had been carried

off, but much of the interior gorgeous decoration

still remained, broken up, scattered about the
building in glorious confusion, and inducing one
to moralize on the sad spectacle, and to deplore

the necessity and misery of war, that produces
so much needless wreck and desolation.*

NAMES ENDING IN “ ON.”

We have recently, on more than one occasion,

:

drawn attention to some striking coincidences ;

—

coincidences in names and trades, coincidences

in averages, and so on : the fact that the same
number of thousands will, each week, for many
weeks together, visit some public museum, or go
night after night with few to spare to some par-

ticular dramatic entertainment. Boxed up alone

in a railway carriage a few nights ago, the ob-

servation, belonging to the same class of facts,

occurred to us that a large proportion of our

most eminent men in their various paths bear
a name ending in “on.” Thus we have,

—

Bacon, our greatest philosopher; Byron and
Thomson, our greatest descriptive poets

;
Clark-

son, Buxton, and Colston, some of our greatest

philanthropists
;
Gibbon, our most eminent his-

torian; Clarendon, not far short
;
Gibson, one of

our best sculptors; Hilton and Haydon, amongst
our best historical painters

;
Incledon, our

greatest ballad-singer; Jameson, our greatest

female writer on art; Johnson and Addison,
our most distinguished essayists; Lytton, our
greatest living novel-writer

;
Milton, our greatest

epic poet
;
Murchison, our most distinguished

geologist; Newton, our greatest astronomer;
Palmerston, the most English of statesmen

;

Stephenson, our greatest railway engineer; Ten-
nyson, our greatest living poet; Wellington, our
greatest military commander (with Napoleon
for adversary)

;
and Nelson, our greatest sea-

captain.

As amongst men of lesser rank, Ben Jon-
son, Chatterton, Hatton, Wharton, Emerson,
Simpson, John Britton, Alison, Paxton,
Rawlinson, Bonnington, Watson Gordon, Noel
Paton, Hepworth Dixon, Mark Lemon, Gardner
Wilkinson, James Fergusson, Donaldson, Sir

Thomas Watson (our first physician), and many
others will recur to the memory. Surely this is

very remarkable, and, so far as we know, the

observation has never been made before. All

these names speak of progress : they cry, “ Ex-
celsior !” Echo herself says, as each name is re-

peated, “ On !”

The circumstances that London may be given
as the scene of their labours, and that these
lines were penned in Brompton, may serve

curiously to carry on the terminal coincidence,

though they do not bear on the original obser-
vation.

Tk.4MWAYS in London.— The vestry of St.

George’s, Southwark, contemplate laying down
a tramway in the centre of the London-road, for

the use of all kinds of vehicles, according to the

South London Press. IP successful, similar trams
will be adopted on other roads in the parish.

* To bo continued.

CONCRETE SEWERS.

Sir,—The article which appeared in the

Builder on the 4th instant relative to the con-

crete sewers constructed by me at Sidmouth,
Devon, has induced many gentlemen to write to

me, asking for information as to the best shape
for concrete sewers, the proper materials to be
used in their construction, and the best method
of executing the work.* As this question is of

great public importance, I should be obliged if

you would kindly permit me to reply thereto in

the pages of the Builder.

In the drainage of towns two classes of sewers
are put down, namely, main or outfall sewers,

and branch-sewers. As the latter collect the
drainage from the houses and deliver it into the

former, the streams running in the latter are

usually small, becoming at times mere driblets,

while those running in the former are usually large,

becoming, in times of heavy rain, considerable

torrents. As the sewers are also laid at various

depths in the ground, for properly draining the

bouses, they are subject to great strains from,

the weight of the surrounding earth. It is

necessary, therefore, that both classoa of sewers

should be made of proportional capacity for re-

ceiving the sewage and rainfall from the houses,

streets, aud districts which they are to drain;

and also of suitable form, not only for imparting

velocity to the currents, and so aiding the dis-

charge of the sewage, but for sustaining the

lateral and vertical pressure of the ground.

For main or outfall sewers, the best form is

undoubtedly that of a circle, for three reasons,

—

Ist, because the circle offers the greatest resist-

ence at all points to the pressure of the surround-

ing earth; 2nd, because the circle affords the

largest transverse area or capacity for receiving

the sewage from the branch sewers, with the

smallest qnantity of materials and labour in

construction ; and, 3rd, because the circle offers

the least periphery, or frictional surface, to the

flow of the sewage, with the same amount of in-

clination.

For branch sewers the best shape is unques-

tionably that of an egg, with the narrow end
downwards, for three reasons :—1st, because
the egg-shape, like the circle, while it possesses

the property of resisting the pressure of the

earth around it, distributes the weight thereof

throughout the thickness of the arch without

collapsing; second, because the egg-shape, like

the circle, while it affoi-ds the largest capacity

for receiving the sewage and rainfall from the

houses, requires the least consumption of mate-
rials and labour in constructing it

;
and, third,

because the egg-shape, with the narrow end
do^wnwards, forms a deeply-curved channel,

which, by concentrating the drainage and heap-
ing it up on a small frictional surface, imparts

the utmost scouring power to the stream, and
enables it to hold in suspension and carry away
the heavier matters discharged into the sewers

by the house-drains, without deposit or accumu-
lation.

Hence the circle for main or outfall sewers, and
the egg-shape for branch sewers, are not only

the strongest and cheapest, but the most efficient

forms that can be adopted.

The above principles, the result of much obser-

vation, practical 6xperience,and study of the sub-

ject, were advocated by me first in the Builder,

and before the Westminster Commissioners of

Sewers iu 1845
;
and subsequently before the

Metropolitan Sanitary Commission in 1847.

They were afterwards adopted by the Metro-
politan Commission of Sewers, and also by the

present Metropolitan Board of Works when it

came into power. In fact, the plans, sections,

specifications, and schedules for sewers, gullies,
I and house-drains, now in use by the Metropo-
litan Board of Works, by the Metropolitan Dis-

trict Boards and Vestries, and by Local Boards
' of Health throughout the country, are either

those which were drawn by me between eighteen

and twenty years ago, or modifications of them.
This can be verified by reference to my original

reports, drawings, specifications, and schedules

at the office of the Metropolitan Board of Works.
I may also observe that glazed stoneware pipes,

which have been so extensively used in the

drainage of towns, and in the drainage of houses,

and by means of which brick-drains have been

* With reference to a letter in our last signed “ Walter
Bradbury,” Mr. PhiUips vrites denying the correctness of
the statement it contains, and describing the circum-
stances which have led to the writer’s misconception. We
have also received letters from the Chairman of the Local
Board, and the Editor of the Sidmoufk Journal to the

same effect. It is unnecessary to insert them, and we
mnst decline any controversy on the subject.—

E

d.
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entirely snperaeded, were first practically used
by me for house-draining and sewerage pnr-
poses in the metropolis in 1845. The benefits
derived by the ratepayers in rednced rates, and
in increased comfort and health, by the adop-
tion of these principles, I will not now dwell
upon, bnt they most have been very con-
siderable.

Formerly it was the practice to bnild sewers
without reference to any general arrangement
as to plan, fall, or sizes, with wide flat bottoms
and upright sides, and of inferior bricks- and
mortar,—the bi-icks in the inverts being laid dry,
or sometimes grouted. Part of the liquid dis-
charged into these sewers from the house-drains
was thus lost by soakage in the gronnd beneath,
while the remainder, by being spread over wide
flat surfaces, had no scouring power to keep the
sewers free from decomposing deposit. The
consequence was, that the sewers gradually
choked up until the outlets of the house-drains
were buned, and conld no longer discharge their
contents

j then complaints were made by house-
keepers that the house-drains were stopped,
upon which the sewers were examined, and
emptied or cleansed, by hoisting the soil to the
surface, and carting it away. Nothing conld
possibly be worse than this state of things,and the
sewers in consequence acquired the not inappro-
priate name of “elongated cesspools.” For
some time as clerk of works, and subsequently
as chief surveyor to the Westminster and Metro-
politan Commissions of Sewers, I waded through
miles and miles of these sewers almost daily for
years, to the permanent injniy of my health, for
the purpose of examining their condition, expe-
rimenting on the currents, and discovering, if
possible, a remedy for tho evil. The remedy
came at last by the introduction of egg-shaped
sewers, with the narrow end downwards, and by
their systematic arrangement as to plan, fall,

and sizes. The materials used were also of the
very best quality, consisting of good, hard-bumt,
square bricks, laid solidly in cement in the in-
verts, and in lias lime mortar in the sides and
crowns. New plans of trapped gullies, with
pipe-drains, were also adopted and largely
used in the districts. Architects and builders
were also “ educated ” in the principles of
house-drainage, and strongly urged to abandon
brick drains for houses, and t t use the
cheaper and more efficient stoneware pipe-drains
instead. Permeable brick-drains, which are now
the^ exception, were then the rule for house-
drainage. The saving to the rate-payers, and
also to builders, by these improvements, has
been enormous. I hope I am mistaken, but I
believe the Metropolitan Board of Works knows
little or nothing of what tho condition of the
•metropolitan sewers was in years gone by. I
think they have no idea of the great labour
nnd_ persistent study which I gave to the
subject day and night for years, for the
purpose of bringing to perfection the improved
system referred to, and upon which their drainage
works have been and are still being executed by
their officers. This, of course, is known to few
persons, but the general public are now unac-
quainted with it after the lapse of so many
years. The practice now is to build the sewers
with bricks specially made for the purpose, laid
in Portland cement, and to give to the face of
the work the utmost degree of polish and finish.
The expense of this method of construction is

very great, the labour alone costing from 51. to SI.

per rod, or from 9e. to 14b. per cubic yard.
The manufacture of Portland cement, of late

years, has been brought to such perfection, that
concrete made of it and clean sharp shingle or
gravel, mixed in proper proportions, sets as hard
and becomes as solid as ordinary stone,—indeed,
BO hard and solid does the admixture become in
a week or two after it is made, that it would be
as difficult to cut through it then as it would
through Portland stone itself. As regards the
uso of concrete instead of bricks for sewers
there can be no donbt that if sewers be carefully
constructed of this material, and with glazed
stoneware invert blocks for the sewage to run
on, they would become not only as strong and
durable as brick sewers, but would cost con-
siderably less. In truth, the cost would be about
one-half that of the brick sewers, as now con-
structed,—that is, two miles could be laid at the
present cost of one mile j and I have no hesita-
tion in saying that they would be equally as
sound, durable, and efficient. The inside surface
above the inverts could be rendered quite even
ajid smooth. The sewers which I have ‘con-
structed of Portland cement concrete are per-
fectly hard and sound

j
indeed, they are like a

atone thronghont. The three courses of stone-
ware invert-blocks, with bird’a-mouth joints, used
in the works, were made and supplied by Mr.
George Jennings, to whom we are indebted for
many useful sanitary improvements and in-
ventions.

By using concrete instead of bricks from the
invert upwards, there is also this advantage,
that the entire spaces between the centering and
the excavation, can be filled up and rammed
quite tight against the ground, which not only
prevents the earth or gravel outside the excava-
tion from giving way or subsiding, bnt enables
the rnnner-planks or poling-boards to be drawn,
and the spaces they occnpy to be filled up solid
with concrete as the work proceeds. In tunnel-
ling, also, the whole space between the roof of
the tunnel and the centering can be filled and
solidly rammed with the concrete, which cannot
be, or is not so well done when the arch is turned
with bricks.

I submit herewith a section of an egg-shaped
sewer, which I would recommend to be con-
structed in Portland cement concrete. The

height is as 4 to 3 of the width
; the radius of the

sides is equal to the width, and the radius of the
invert is one-sixth of the width. The carves
blend well together, and form a perfect egg-
shape. The sides have more batter than is

usual in egg-shaped sewers
; but this I consider

to be an advantage, inasmuch as tho battering
side-walls act like raking struts against the
ground, and so tend to carry or deflect the
weight down to or under the invert. The invert
is also by this means made deep and narrow,
which gives velocity to the current, and pre-
vents, as before observed, any deposit from
taking place.

The invert is formed of three courses of
glazed stoneware blocks, in 18-in. lengths, with
bird’s-month joints. The blocks are perforated
longitudinally with small round holes to facili-

tate the drying and hard-bnming of the material
in the interior, and to give a key to the cement
at the end joints, which -will prevent the sewage

-

from leaking through and saturating the ground
beneath. The blocks are laid solidly in concrete,
properly jointed in cement, and half-bonded.
The blocks so made are nearly solid (a most
essential thing) and imperishable, and they are
not likely to be broken or shivered by the
weight. In fact, they are far superior to any-
thing of the kind hitherto used for the purpose.
By being glazed they also afford a perfectly
smooth channel for the sewage to flow on.

The sides and crown of the sewer are
formed of concrete, the thickness of which
should vary with the depth in the gronnd

; bat
ordinarily it may be about one-fifth of the
internal width of the sewer. The concrete
should be composed of six measures of clean
sharp shingle, or well-washed gravel, not large,
bnt of various sizes down to very coarse sand,

;

and one measure of best-tested Portland cement.
The ingredients should be turned over twice in
a dry state on a gauging-board, then wetted,
and again turned over twice, so as to ensure
thorough admixture, before using. The concrete
M made should then be well and solidly placed
in the work, and when it has set hard enough
the trench may be filled up and rammed, and
the strutting removed, in the usual manner.
The centering for supporting the concrete may
consist of pairs of stout hard-wood, or f" iron,

I
half-ribs butting together at top, and resting on

stout hard-wood foot-biocks, placed across the
invert blocks at bottom, with planed laggins
(cleaned and oiled each time of using) laid loose
on the ribs as the concrete is brought up. After
the concrete has set and the ground is filled in,
the centering can be easily removed by knocking
away the foot-blocks. The face of the concrete
can then be stopped and pointed, and made
quite even and smooth with cement.

John Phulips.

VENTILATION.

In the 18th of January number of the Builder,
Mr. Leeds has discussed, in some detail, state-
ments made by me in a communication which
appeared in the number for the 14th of September
last, on the mode of ventilation adopted for the
Drummond School. I beg, before commenting
on his remarks, to thank him for the courteous
terms in which he has animadverted on what be
considers to be my erroneous operations and con-
clusions, and at the same time to thank him for
pointing out, for the benefit of your readers,
those matters which require from me further
elucidation, as well as those inferences drawn by
me which he deems to be wholly untenable. In
limine, however, I must protest against an
assumption which appears in more than one part
of Mr. Leeds’s remarks, and which I cannot per-
ceive to be warranted by anything which appears
in the paper which you did me the favour to
print. He says he thinks tho theories upon
which I have based my operations are entirely
incorrect, and that I have been mistaken as to
the results; and again, lower down, that my
neglect of variations of temperature and density
vitiates my theory. Now I beg to assure Mr.
Leeds that I have no theory whatever to uphold

;

and if, as I believe it does, a theory means a
true explanation of all the phenomena present,
then I can further state that I am unable to
offer explanation of many of the facts (noticed
in the paper) which fell under the observation of
myself and friends.

Mr. Leeds contrasts the mode carried out by
me at the Drummond School with that of which
he himself approves, and marvels at the dis-
crepancy of our views

; bnt it ought not to have
escaped his penetration that he and I approach
the subject under very different conditions : he
has a prolonged and intensely cold winter to con-
tend against, has abundance of fuel, and ample
means at his disposal, and propels heated air
into an air-tight compartment with two holes in
it, one for the admission of the warmed air, the
other for the escape of that which is displaced ;

while here at the Drummond School, since it has
been opened there have not been twenty fires
lighted in any of the sleeping-rooms, for the
simple reason that we did not need them, and
cannot well afford them : nor at the Eoyal Hiber-
nian Military School, one wing of which is pro-
vided with Boss & Murray’s batteries for heat-
ing, has warmed air been passed iuco the dormi-
tories a dozen times these three years. Herein
lies an amazing difference, quite enough to
justify me in adhering to the present plan until
it can be shown to be insufficient or objection-
able : it, moreover, has certainly the merit of
being very inexpensive.
Mr. Leeds next gives reasons for thinking that

I have mistaken the results which I had sup-
posed to have been realized, and which appeared
to me to be so perfectly satisfactory. To this I
am a little puzzled how to reply, further than to
say that the facts were as I described them, and
were recognised as facts by competent judges j
that I took the readiest measures which suggested
themselves to me for remedying the evils I
perceived to exist, and that 1 was gratified •to

find an amount of success I had hoped for
but had scarcely anticipated. That the house
was in a bad state and unhealthy, can admit
of no doubt

;
that it is eminently the contrary

now is just as certain*—the conditions remain-
ing precisely the same, excepting that the venti-
lators were introduced as described. Mr. Leeds
computes accurately the amount of air intro-

*
"W e have within tho last fewyears passed throngh two

epidemics, one of cholera, very prevalent in our immedi-
ate sSighbonrhood without any of the boys being affected :

the last, juat passed off, scarlatina, of most fatal character
in all directions about us, eighteen boys were admitted
into hospital, and not mild cases either; but so healthy
are they that the fever and sore throat disappeared in
four or five days, ushering in a rapid convalescence. I
could point to a time in this very school, before sanitary
matters engaged so much attention os they have done
since the Crimean war, when during an epidemic boys
died at the isto of one a week : it is not so now.
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duced by the ventilators,* and finds it far too

insignificant in quantity to permit him to

entertain the notion that the results are solely

dependent on them : in this he is so far

right that the rooms do not depend on the

ventilators exclusively, the windows and doors

are by no means close fitting, but with the

small steadily inflowing current through the

ventilators which communicates motion to the

mass, there proves to be sufficient to preserve

the inmates in excellent health, provided their

numbers be carefully adjusted to the area of the

room. The fact is, my early difficulty was to

know where to stop when enough, yet not too

much, was being introduced through the venti*

lator, and this amount was only arrived at after

several years’ experience. I have been some-

what more enterprising lately, and have enlarged

the ventilators ; two of 2 ft. 6 in. by 6 in, having

been introduced at a height of 13 ft. into a room

at each side; but the room (664 ft. area) in this

instance is not a sleeping apartment, though a

large number of persons are in it at a time. It

will be seen from the accompanying letter that

the ventilation has been successful. But I

should doubt the propriety of such a large

quantity of air finding admission at a time when
all the inmates were, being asleep, in a state of

passive resistance. In reality, the purpose to

which the rooms are applied and the area told

off to each person must be taken into account.

“ I beg to state for vour information, that on my assum-

ing the doties of ‘Band Master’ at this institulion, I

found the baud-roopi to be, from want of pure air, most
unhealthy, and, in fact, totally unfit for tho purpose of

practice. When tho boys, to the number of fifty, were
assembled in the room, for instruction, I found the stifling

air and unpleasant smell most otTeusive, and to these causes

I attribute a fit of illness which confined me to my bed for

eome time.
I have now to state that having reported this condition

of the room to the commandant, hemost promptly satisfied

himself of the accuracy of my statements, and caused a

thorough reformation to be made.
The room, which is about 25 ft. square and 20 ft. high, is

now well ventilated, wholesome, and comfortable.

I have never since felt any sensible draught nor undue
lowering of temperature, and I may also state that tho

walls which used to he streaming with water are now
always dry. A. Bailt, Baud Master R.H.M. School.”

Since, then, we do not in these countries seal

np our rooms and urge into them the entire of

the air to be consumed, it behoves us to take

every care to preserve the utmost purity in onr

rooms that may be practicable, by assisting

natural ventilation in unobjectionable ways,

and by cutting off all sources of noxious

emanations.
Oor first duty is to see that all sleeping-rooms,

intended to be ocoopied by as large a number
of persons as can be suitably accommodated,
have fine open fireplaces with well-constructed

chimneys. At one time, cast-iron stoves were
largely introduced into barrack-rooms and dor-

mitories on the fallacious pretence of economy.
This was a serious mistake. In the first place,

it deprived us of a most effective means of venti-

lation
;
next, it is by no means certain that the

whole of the products of combustion are re-

moved by the smoke-flue; lastly, depending
almost entirely on connexion for diffusion of

heat, the radiating power being exceedingly low,

the exposed surface was quite inadequatef togene-

rate the heated air with sufficient rapidity or in

anything like sufficient quantity
;
and the air so

warmed was carried to a part of the room where
it was not wanted, and where it was speedily

and uselessly dissipated if proper ventilatiou

were maintained. What wo desire to have is a
plentiful efflux of radiant heat from a large open
fireplace ; and, to gain as much effect as possible

from the fuel, the grate should expose a broad
front to the room, with as little fore-and-aft

depth as may be practicable and convenient.

When it is borne in mind that each fan gas-

light is equivalent to the addition of four men to

the occupants of a room, the importance of

rapidly removing the carbonic acid, watery

* Mr. L^eds is mistaken in believing that complete stag

nation takes place in these countries even on the stillest

nights. He likewise apprehends that the perforations

would be closed by dnst in six months. I can certify that

after many years the perforations are as clear and free

from dust as on the day they were put up.

t Defect of surface is equally recognizable as the grand
cauee of failure of all attempts to heat buildings wiin hot
water

;
one large tube or pipe is to be found whore there

should he a dozen of very much smaller size
;
hut 1 regard

the intervention of hot water as a clumsy device, there
being no reason why a portion of the air propelled into the
room ehonld not be directly heated in vmoxydizahle con-
duits or pipes : it would require bat a small exercise of in-

genuity to regulate the temperature of tho inflowing current
by a governor, which might require a daily adjustment to

a fresh zero point as the season advanced. I wish to ex-
cept from my sweeping condemnation of stoves a little

American one, made of sheet iron, which we used in the
hills : it got speedily red hot with wood fuel, and sent its

gleams forth with marveUoos effect.

vapour, and other deleterious products, cannot

be overlooked. Unless where some positive

necessity exists, it would be far better, in lieu of

gas escapes, which are troublesome to put up,

and not entirely effective, to place the lights

outside the room. The jets would then occupy

the position of wall-shades, be at about 5^ ft.

from the ground, and in long rooms be placed

alternately on opposite sides of the room. The
jets should not be countersunk, should be cub oft

from the room by thickish curved glass-plate,

and have a plentifnl supply of fresh air from

below to prevent undue heating.* Behind the

gas jet should be two silvered reflectors, in-

clined at an angle of 130“ to 140* to each other

;

and I find that glass silvered by precipitation

with oil of cloves stands the heat well, but

silvered metal plates may be preferred. The
gas-escape pipe most lead into the roof (never

into the chimney or outside the house), which

always has sufficient leakage for the removal of

the produced gases, and the steadiness of the

flame is unaffected on a stormy night.

At one time the urinals and privies connected,

for night use, with the dormitories of the Boyal

Hibernian Military School, were exceedingly

unpleasant, notwithstanding that every care

was taken by plentiful ablution, open windows,

and well-fitting doors, to prevent any smell from

them penetrating into the dormitories. Boys in

the vicinity of the door leading to them suffered

from ophthalmia, aud it is possible their health

was otherwise injuriously afiected. This was

obviated so completely some time back, that a

description of the plan adopted cannot be other-

wise than interesting to those who are watching

sanitary improvements.
The urinals and privies are placed in a nearly

square tower in rear of the dormitories; on each

story a well-aired passage leads into them. The
urinal is sheeted with J-in. plate glass, a yard

high, carefully cemented to the back wall, and

along the upper edge a brass pipe sheds water

over the surface continuously at night. The
channel course is also of glass plate, and leads

into a well-trapped sewer-pipe, so that every-

thing here is as near perfection as may be. A
difficulty was felt about the flooring of the urinal,

it being very difficult to get the hoys in the middle

ofthe night to invariably go quite forward to the

wall, and this is the only not quite satisfactory

part of the arrangements. The floor declines to

the channel course about an inch the foot, and is

covered with sheet lead, hot, being so cold under

the hoys’ feet, is covered at night with a deal

grating, which is carefully washed and deodorized

each morning : notwithstanding every care, how-
ever, the grating acquires in time aurinons smell

;

it is then removed, burnt, and replaced by a new
one. The privies, which are not often used, are on

Macfarlane’s principle “ improved” and are very

satisfactory. At the dormitory end of the

passage, leading from the urinals, is a carefully

boarded-in compartment (each board rebated

into that adjoining it), 10 ft. high and 5 ft. 9 in.

by 5 ft. 9 in. in area : it projects 2 ft. into the

dormitory, and has double doors in front and

rear, closing with very strong springs, so that in

passing in and out one set of doors must be

securely closed before the other set can be

reached to open. Right above head, nearly in

the centre of the compartment, a jet of gas

bums all night, which, through the fan-lights in

front and rear, and in so much of the sides as

projects in front of the wall, gives light to the

nrinal and to the dormitory. Above the lamp is

a conical inverted funnel, with an eduction pipe

for the escape of the heated products of the

combustion of the gas and of any impure air

from the urinals which may be carried up along

with them. A visit to the end of this pipe in

the roof will satisfy the moat sceptical that this

operation is conducted to a successful issue.f

What I have been describing has been some
time in use, and the purity of the air in the

dormitory is now completely preserved thereby

from this source of contamination.

I cannot do better than conclude these re-

marks with the following quotation, which

• A small tube, with longitudinal slits or perforations,

should lead up to the jet from the room, be filled with gas

at half-turn of the stop-cock, so that the jet may be
lighted ;

but closed off when the gas is full on.

m private houses a narrow frosted or tinted stripe

should traverse the plate-glass, so as to cut off the glare

when standing or sitting in part of the room usually occu-

pied by the family, otherwise the more light in the room
the better. It is more trying to the eyes to be in an ill-

lighted room than when the illumination is equal to that

of daylight,

t Of course if it were necessary ventilators could be

introduced into the roof without any fear of the gas being

put out on a stormy night.

announces in terse language the problem to be

solved in these countries.
“ How to supply at all seasons and tempera-

tures, aud by day and night, each room by itself,

and independently of every other room, with a

sufficiency of air to keep the room healthy, and

at the same time to prevent the temperature

from falling below what is required for the com-

fort of the men. To do this with the least pos-

sible interference with the structure of the

rooms, on a plan not easily deranged, and at a
minimum of cost.”

We believe in these schools ^at we have ad-

vanced a step. RoflEaT Templeton,
Deputy-Inspector General, Dublin.

THE EDUCATION OF AN ARCHITECT.

At a meeting of the Architectural Institute of

Scotland, held in Edinburgh, on the 3rd inst., a

paper on “ The Education of a Toung Architect ”

was read by Mr. Gowans. In the course of his

remarks, Mr. Gowans said,—No man can.

be oroficient in the science of architecture

unless he has studied the theory and practice of

it—the two being so closely linked to each other

that the want of a knowledge of either is sure to

be fatal to the snccess of any one who adopts

architecture as his profession. This being so,

no question to my mind is of more consequence

to the rise of architecture than that of “ Whether
architectural students receive such an education,

as will make the most of their abilities and do

justice to the science ? " lam strongly of opinion,

that there is no thorough system for the study

of architecture, and that it is lagging behind the

sister arts in consequence, and therefore it is

that I have brought the subject of this paper

before you. There is a great cry-out at the pre-

sent time for technical education; and, although

no amount of such an education will ever result

in imbuing that genius which the architect re-

quires, still, in the maturing of the architect it

is indispensable. Architecture, in my opinion,

suffers from causes which sculpture and painting,

in a great measure, are not liable to. As it

would serve no practical use for me to point out

what I consider to be the drawbacks to the pro-

gress of architecture without being prepared to

suggest that which, would be a remedy, I ven-

ture to bring before you what I consider neces-

sary for providing the means of training which

the architectural student should have within his

reach. First, as to geometry : there is no doubt,

in my mind that geometry is at the root of

all design, and that nothing good in arohibecture

can be done witbont it. A thorough know-

ledge and application of geometry by archi-

tects would not only advance themselves, but

would tend to educate or call for a better

education of those who had the carrying out

of their designs, as I am sorry to think that the

builders in general know little at all of the

science of their business ;
and to go from them

to the workmen, I know as a fact tliat few of

them know more than the use of the tools which

are put into their hands. Second, as to geology,

or, perhaps, mineralogy, these may be considered

by some as ontside of architecture ;
but I hold

otherwise, as it requires few words to show the

value of a knowledge to an architect of the

stratification of the country from which he must

get his material for building. The want of this

knowledge in architects aud engineers I have

known to lead to useless expense, in carrying

material from distances, while material equally

suited for their purpose, and better adapted to

the nature of the district, was lying almost

underneath the structure they were erecting.

And let me notice this, that if an engineer or an

architect, from his geological knowledge, knows
that a certain kind of material is within reach,

the nature of this material in its structural

use should determine the style of his buildings;

and, if this be done, he may be sure that the

structure he erects will always harmonise with

the district. Third, the nature and strength of

material, and the true application of it. Every

kind of material requires a special constructive

application—wood, iron, and stones require dif-

ferent treatment—that is, taking them sepa-

rately
;
and when combined, it requires very great

care indeed to use them so that they may
amalgamate together, and bring about the re-

quired result. Mr. Gowans, after giving some

hints as to the treatment of different kinds of

stones, and also as to the application of iron for

building purposes, said: — Fourth, light and

its properties. Now that there is no tax upon
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either the number or size of windows, it is wrong
to shut out what conduces not only to health but
to cleanliness, and yet yon find buildings being
erected at the present time where closets and
such-like places are lighted by openings of the
Tery smallest possible dimensions.
Another important point in the proper arrange-

ment of a house, which is very much abused, is
the position of water-closets, sculleries, and
such places, which require the utmost amount
of ventilation and light that can be got. Houses
are now being erected where these places are in
the centre of the building, and lighted and
ventilated frorn the common stair, notwithstand-
ing the clause in the Provisional Order recently
got by the city, whereby it is provided “ that all
such places should be ventilated from the outer
air.” The proper drainage and piping of a
building_ should also form the careful study of
the architectural student. If water-closets and
such places be in their proper position, neither
the sewage-drain nor water-pipes require to go
further into the building than the thickness of
the onter wall. The ventilation and the elastic
properties of foul and impure air are also worthy
the attention of the student. The position of
the various apartments also requires to be care-
fully considered, and disposed so as to receive
the greatest possible quantity of light and air
and have free access without passing from one
into another. After referring at some length to
the laws of proportion and the principles which
guided the Greek and Gothic architects, Mr.
Gowans concluded as follows There is nothing
I wish for so much as that some lover of archi-
tecture who has the means at command would
endow a chair of architecture in the same liberal
manner as has been done by Sir David Baxter
for engineering; and I am satisfied that no
monument would be so lasting as a chair of this
nature would, as the beneficial effects of archi-
tectnre along with other arts are not easily
traced, and never die.
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THE GROWTH OF LIVERPOOL.

certain^ neighbourhoods would be effectual ;

—

protection by laws which would be no more
inimical to the proper and rational liberty of
the subject than those that wore enacted against
theft. The remedy he mentioned had not been,
and probably would not, for some time, be applied,
owing to the indifference to architecture that
f’^®[’y'^here prevailed, and was operating pre-
judicially on most of our towns and cities. A
striking instance was seen of it at Chester, which
had lately exchanged some of its characteristic
and best Italian buildings for the most entire
abortions that ever insulted the eye. Even the
cathedral itself was in danger at least of serious
iojary, and had been already roughly handled by
the new dean in the course of carrying out some
new arrangements for the public services. Dr.
Howson would, he had no doubt, in other ways
do hononr to his new appointment and to the
church

5 bat, from what had already occurred,
the friends of art had reason to tremble for the
material church in such hands. It was under
the impression that it was the duty of all who
felt this to raise their voice in the matter that
he now ventured a word in behalfof the venerable
pile, the nave of which, hitherto unbroken by
bench or pew, was dotted all over with a mvriad
of little bedroom chairs of the meanest and
slimmest description, furnished by the maker,
he was told, at Is. 9d. a piece. There was talk
of restoring the cathedral, which to the ear of
an artist simply meant destroying—destroying
its antiquarian and historic interest and pic-
turesque beauty. The most important operation
in the central or business part of the town was
the erection of the new Exchange-buildings. In
a former notice of this work he had condemned
it for being dissimilar in style from the old one.
and so departing from that of the Town-hall'.
Bat, on a walk round it the other evening, he
was glad to perceive an advantage resulting
from this which had escaped him before, namely,
that he had cansed it to become one with the
chief buildings around it, uniting several
hitherto dissevered blocks of commercial build-
ings into one continuous series. It united, for
instance, Mr. Cockerell’s block on the east of it
with Messrs. Picton & Son’s on the west, and so
on of others at the northern extremities, till there
would, when it was finished, be a complete dis-
trict of fine commercial buildings, all in perfect
accord, and unmistakeably commercial in cha
raeter. that VioWoTTorl fVia i,'

At the last meeting of the Liverpool Architec-
tural Society Mr. Samuel Huggins read a paper on
** The Growth of Liverpool and its Architectural

M Liverpool, he accord, and unmistakeably oommeroial in oha-

a™ ’ oel, -f
° ‘Le present racter, that he believed the metropolis only couldage

, perhaps it was as unrivalled as regarded parallel in this country,
'

the quality of the material which in the course
of its enlargement had entered into its compo-
sition. While the old or business part of the town
had undergone one continued process of im-
provement in architectural character, the private
department, or that devoted to residences, had
retrograded. The extension of Liverpool in
every direction had been mainly by the erection
of dwellings for the poorer classes of people, and
this had been left for the most part to men pro-
foundly ignorant of art, and with scarcely an
idea in their heads; and the consequence was
that art in these productions had not only been
ignored as out of the question, but a degree of
meanness and wretchedness had extended over
wide districts of this town that could scarcely
have been deemed possible by those who had
seen its pristine beauty. But he should not
have_ brought this matter forward but for the
conviction that these things had been growing
worse of late, and that at no former period had
snch houses been bnilt as were then obtruding
themselves on the pleasantest and most respect-
able neighbourhoods. Assuredly a more melan-
oholy contrast was never presented in architec-
ture than was then presenting between the
character and quality of the bnildings they were
palling down and those they were rearing up. He
was quite sure the New Zealanders would build
for themselves, with the same means and mate-
rials at command, more pleasant-looking, less
heart-sickening habitations than those now rear-
ing in many parts of the town, which appeared
to him more like a superior class of pigstyes
than abodes of humanity. The destruction was
not confined to one locality. Every beantiful
and retired spot of private residence, in whatever
direction in the town, north, east, or south, was
in coarse of destruction

;
and there was not a

private house or neighbourhood anywhere but
was in danger of being at any moment rendered
valueless for private and genteel abode, not by
the erection of small houses, bat of ill-built
houses. He had little hope of anv effectual

THE WANT OF A FEVER HOSPITAL IN
BRISTOL.

Last week Mr. Alderman Proctor attended
before the sitting magistrates, to ask their
advice on an important matter, with which he felt
himself unable to deal. A very respectable man,
whom he had known for some time, kept a
lodging-house; and aboota fortnight ago a man,
named Paul, who came from Cheltenham, took up
his lodgings there. This man, it appeared, was
now ill of maculated typhus fever, and he was in
such a state that it was exceedingly dangerous
for the owner of the lodging-honse to remain
there. He had called the attention of the officer of
health, Mr, Davies, to the case, and Mr. Davies
had written a letter, in which he showed that
Paul, although he said he came from Cheltenham,
lived in Picton-lane, Bristol, next door but one to
Millett, now lying dead of fever there, where he
had reported fever for three months. A fort,
night last Saturday he (Thomas Paul) left Pic-
ton-lane for Cheltenham, and lodged there.
After being there three days he sickened of his
present complaint. He came back last Monday,
and travelled in a railway carriage, in the
middle of an attack of typhus fever. ” If White
and his family remain, White’s life is not worth
two months’ porehase. Typhus has a great
predilection for the life of the bread-winner. If
we could get a separate house we might get
Paul removed, but he will not go to the work-
bonse.” He (Alderman Proctor) thus felt a
difficulty in the case. It appeared that there
was an Act of Parliament in force to the
effect that if there was a place to send the
patient to, the magistrates would be able to
order his removal. Unfortunately there was no
such place in existence in Bristol, and it was
such an important matter that he felt it neces-
RflrTT to .•

the^ workhouse had been obtained, but the
patient would not avail himself of it because,
as he said, he was not a pauper. Then the
only coarse for the officer of health to take
was to fall back upon the Act of Parliament,
authorising Local Boards in different localities
to provide hospitals for sick persons

;
and where

such a hospital had been provided, there was
power under the statute 29 & 30 Vic., chap.
90, section 26, as follows ;

—“ Any justice may,
with the consent of the superintending body of
such hospital or place, order the removal to such
hospital or place of such sick person.” The
short answer to that enactment was, that the
Local Board of Health in Bristol, who were the
nuisance authority under this Act of Parliament,
had not provided snch hospital or place

;
conse-

quently, the application to the magistrates to
remove a patient to a place not in existence
would be simply ludicrous. It was not for him,
nor probably for the bench, to say what was the
duty of the Local Board

; suffice it to say the
necessary machinery did not exist, and let the
consequences be what they might, the respon-
sibility could not rest with the magistrates.

Ic is to be hoped the people of Bristol will
watch this case

;
and will, moreover, immediately

insist on the provision of a proper place to
which such cases may be sent. An epidemic
of typhus would be costly.

J--.-——W — mai/ UO loiii Jb UCUCO-
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RESTORATION OF BRISTOL
CATHEDRAL.

With grand Masonic ceremony, on the 17th
of April, the corner stone of the nave of the
Bristol Cathedral was laid by Lord Limerick,
the Provincial Grand Master of the mvatic
craft.

In 1866 considerable alterations were made
in the road at the north side of the cathedral,
access on this side being improved by the removal
of the earth to a depth of several feet. The
excavations thus made laid open to view the
foundationsof a nave and north porch. Previously
to these discoveries, a movement had already
been set on foot for the completion of the
cathedral by the erection of a nave. The public
attention drawn to the discovery gave an impetus
to the efforts of Canon Norris and his friends •

the private subscriptions increased
; and on the

appointment of Mr. G. E. Street as architecfc,
he submitted plans for the bnilding of the nave
with western frontage and steeples or towers.
His report was considered at a public meeting
in June, 1867. The general design of his plan
was to copy very closely the work in the present
choir, with a few minor alterations, such as the
sections of mouldings, the design of window
traceries, and the character of the sculpture,
sufficiently to show that the new nave was really
a work of the nineteenth century and not of the
fourteenth. He believed, however, that this
would be in such complete harmony with the
old work that in the general coup d’oiil no differ-
ence would be noticed between the two works.
With regard to the west front, he believed that
the old plan did not contemplate steeples, but in
his opinion the cathedral would in all respects
be a more striking and effective building if it

were finished with two western steeples than if
it bad simply a nave and aisles corresponding
with and very nearly repeating the outline of
the existing eastern portion of the church. The
addition of the nave and western steeples woold
give the whole a bulk and importance which
would make the cathedral—as it ought to be
the most conspicuous object in the distant view
of the city

; and it would then have so un-
mistakeably the character of a cathedral church
that every one would be at once impressed with
its appearance. The plan was adopted. The
cost of the whole work was estimated at upwards
of 50,0001., and having obtained promises of
subscriptions amounting to upwards of 15 0001.
the committee felt themselves in a position to
commence work so early as October or November
last.

The whole nave will have a length of 117 ft.

from the transept tower, and a width of about
80 ft. It will be furnished with north and south-
western towers, 130 ft. high, and have a northern
and western frontap, and connected with it on
the Bonthern side will be the original cloisters,
the architect having introduced an arcading
or arched corridor in this part of his plan.
The nave will be built of Doulting stone;
and in harmony with the walls of the old por-

n^-.— .. 1 1. ta.. M 11^ Ml
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6 ft. thick, with the triforinm or passage running
between the windows in a similar manner to the
design of the present building. The first con-

tract, comprising two of the sis bays of the
nave, and the foundations and walls of the

whole of the remainder to a height of 6 ft. above
the ground-line, was undertaken by Mr. George
Booth, of Gosport, the contract being taken at

a sum rather exceeding the amount of subscrip-

tions promised up to the present time. On the
completion of the two bays, it is proposed to

close them in on the west side by the erection of
a temporary wall, so that the cathedral will be
provided with a short nave during the completion
of the undertaking.

ST. MATTHEW’S CHURCH, HULL,
COMPETITION.

The following additional details have been
furnished ns in reference to the designs sent in
for this chnroh. The church is to hold 800
adults. The cost, including only lower portion of
tower, was not to exceed 4,000i. Tho premium
for the selected design is 25i. There were fifty-

three competitors. The designs of all the com-
petitors were numbered and arranged on tables
and on the walls of a well-lightod room. The
committee of selection, after spending several
hours, picked out some twenty odd : from these
ten were at the next meeting selected,—viz,,

those of Adams & Kelly, Leeds; Bellamy &
Hardy, Lincoln ; Benest, Norwich

;
Blessley,

London
;
Clark & Son, Nottingham; Linklater,

Manchester; W. H. Lockwood, London; Scam-
mell & Inspipp, London; R. C. Sutton, Notting-
ham; and R. G. Thomas, Menai Bridge.
The result of two other meetings was to

reduce the number to four—viz., Adams & Kelly,
Blessley, Clark & Son, and Sutton

; and finally
the design of Messrs. Adams & Kelly was
selected; the chairman having decided by his
casting vote that it, and not that of Mr. Blessley,
for which an equal number of votes had been
recorded, should bo taken.
The style of the proposed new church is Early

Decorated Gothic. The total cost, with tower
and spire completed, is to be 4,5001.
No names were furnished with plans marked

“ Delta” and “Let there be Light.”

THE TRADES MOVEMENT.
We understand that the Liverpool master

builders and the bricklayers in their employ
have just taken a step which may prevent in
future any resort to locks-out or strikes to
enforce changes in the rules of the trades. Both
sides have agreed to a series of regulations, to
comointo operation next month, which will place
all questions relating to overtime, country work,
travelling expenses, payment of wages, &c.]
upon a basis satisfactory to all concerned

; and
they have also agreed, that in the event of
any dispute arising, it shall be referred to a
court of arbitration, composed of equal numbers
of employers and workmen, with a final refer-
ence, if necessary, to an umpire. The rule
headed “ Authority of Employers ” says,
“ Each employer shall conduct his business in any wav

he may think advantageous in the matter of letting piece-
work, taking apprentices, using nisehiuerv and imple-
ments, employment of society or non-society men, empfov-
meut of town or country bricklayers, and in all details of
management, not infringing the individual liberty of the
workman.” ''

Some London trades unions are about to call
a conference between “ large employers of labour
and representative working men connected with
trades unions, for the purpose of considering
whether the relations between capital and labour
cannot be brought into more harmonions action
whereby the disputes which are now constantly
arising between those interests may be averted.”
By this means it is thought that some modifica-
tion of objectionable rules may be obtained.
The question of trades unions having caused
trado to go from this country to foreign countries
is to be entered upon, and the unionists or some of
their leaders say that it would be well for an
understanding to be come to between capital and
labour, that feuds may be lessened and strikes
and lock-outs limited by all subjects of difference
being referred to arbitration.

A general meeting of the Yorkshire branch
of the Master Builders’ Association has been
held at Wakefield, the chair being occupied by
Mr. John Fawcett (Messrs. Wm. Fawcett & Son,

builders), of Huddersfield. After certain formal
business had been transacted, and the report of
the committee, read by the secretary, Mr. Wm.
Longley, of Badsworth, had been adopted, the
consideration of payment of men by the hour
came on for discussion, and after a number of
the members had spoken on the subject, it was
agreed that the principle was just, fair, and
reasonable

;
and that information should be ob-

tained on the subject, in order that the matter
might be fully discussed at the annual meeting
to be held at Hull in August next. At the
dinner which followed the conference, the chair
was occupied by Mr. Fawcett, and the vice-chair
by Mr. Longley, and the speakers included Mr.
Beanland (Bradford), Mr. Crofts (York), Messrs.
Whiteley & Woolley (Leeds), and other gentle-
men.

It is now definitely settled that there is to be
a trades union congress held this year in Man-
chester. At the quarterly meeting of the local
Trades Union Council, held in Salford, the chair-
man stated that in consideration of tho profound
ignorance in the public mind with reference to
trade societies, and the probability which existed
that legislation would be proposed shortly on tho
subject, it bad been resolved to hold a congress
in Manchester, to which it was expected most of
the combinations would send delegates.
At Bradford the painters’ strike still con-

tinues. Tho Bradford Observer says the em-
ployers observe that it seems to be implied that
6^td. per hour is the highest wages which journey-
man painters receive, whereas many men who
are on strike were already paid at tho rate of
Gd. per hour, and some men up to 8d. and lOd.
per hour, according to ability

; and such men,
they say, are on strike for the purpose of com-
pelling the masters to pay 6d. per hour to the
lowest men. As regards tho refusal of the em-
ployers to meet a deputation from the men,
they state that the question at issue has been
thoroughly discussed in all its bearings, and
that further meetings ^on the subject could add
nothing new.
A letter from Geneva, dated the lOtb, says :

“The strike has suddenly come to an end as if

by enchantment. Every one read this morning
a white poster, signed by M. Camperio, the head
of the department of Justice and Police, an-
nouncing that the propositions of the employers
and contractors had been accepted by the dele-
gates of the different sections of journeymen,
and that, in consequence, all the workshops
would re-open on Monday, the 13th. The docu-
ment, moreover, declared that the present crisis
would leave no trace of misunderstanding, and
that its cessation testified the spirit of concilia-
tion which had always animated masters and
men.”
As to tho recent disturbances in Belgium,

according to the Journal de the judicial
authorities have discovered the source of the
distribution of money made by the leaders of the
late strike at Charleroi. The funds are believed
to have been furnished by the " International
Association of Workmen,” which had also lately
influenced tho workmen at Geneva.

RAILWAY INTELLIGENCE.

NaUonal Conference of Railway Shareholders.

—

A conference of the railway shareholders of the
United Kingdom has been held at Manchester,
in connexion with the Railway Shareholders’
Association. The object of the meeting was for
the reading of papers and discussion of a practi-
cal character, “ with a view to influence benefi-
cially the interests of railway proprietors, by
aiding in effecting improvements in the railway
administration and legislation of the country.”
The first paper was read by Mr. Wrigley, “ On
the importance of securing a more efiective
control over expenditure, with a special view to
an accurate division of capital and revenue
charges.” Mr. Parkes read the second paper,
which was entitled “ On the desirableness of
enactments restricting any outlay by directors
on capital account nntil the requisite funds have
been provided; and on the expediency of making
inquiry before Parliamentary committees into
the financial arrangements made by promoters
of new railways.”

Traffic Receipts.—The traffic receipts of rail-
ways in the United Kingdom amounted, for the
week endingApril 4, on 13,215 miles, to 715,740h,
and for the corresponding week of last year, on
12,913 miles, to 701,5311., showing an increase
of 302 miles and of 14,2091.

A STEAM ROAD ROLLER.
The Town Conncil of Sheffield have recently

purchased a steam roller from Messrs. Avelino- &
Porter, of London and Rochester, at a cost of
9001., delivered in London. The machine arrived
in Sheffield last week. The roller was driven
through the streets to the bottom end of Bram-
mall-lane, from which point there is a new street
called Ellin-streefc, which emerges on Sheffield
Moor, near to the end of Ecclesall-road. There
was formerly a reservoir on the site of part of
this street, and in comparison with other streets
in the town, the ground was soft and shifty. It
was covered to the depth of about 10 in. with
the loose stony material used in road-making,
and before tho ponderous machine was driven
upon it was as rough and untraversable as it

well could be. The Mayor and several members
of the Council, chiefly members of the Highway
Committee, went to the place where the test
was to be made, and steam being up it was not
long before the huge machine began to cranch
along the new highway. The weight of the
roller is 26 tons. When the machine had gone
over the street two or three times it had trans-
formed it from a rough, impassable thoroughfare
to one almost as level and satisfactory,—of
course not so smooth,—as an ordinary asphalted
footpath.

We give a view of the roller. It consists of
four wheels or rollers, the two front ones being
3 ft. 6 in. apart, and the hinder ones running
close together, 6 ft. diameter and 2 ft. broad.
Tho hinder wheels overlap the front ones 3 in.

Tho total width covered by the roller is 7 ft. 6 in.

The whole machine weighs 25 tons, equally
distributed over the rollers. The boiler is hori-
zontal, and the working parts are on the top of
the engine out of the way of the dirt of the
road. The power is communicated to the rollers
by an improved endless chain of great strength.
The two hinder rollers are fitted in a turn-

table, and become the steerage of the machine,
which is perfect in its action. A boy twelve
years old can steer the machine, and it can be
completely turned in a road 30 ft. wide with
great ease. We may add that the roller can be
worked backwards or forwards. It is therefore
seldom necessary to turn it.

A somewhat similar engine to this, but much
heavier, is, we understand, working satisfactorily
in tho streets of Liverpool.

THE VICTOR EMANUEL GALLERY,
MILAN.

The completion of the Victor Emanuel Gal-
lery is but the commencement of the work
being carried out by the City of Milan Improve-
ments Company, and consisting in the recon-
struction and embellishment of the whole quar-
tier, including the Piazza del Duomo to the
Piazza della Scala, and in the construction of an
entirely new street, which is called the Via
Carlo Alberto.

The ceremony oflaying the first stone was per-
formed by his Majesty Victor Emanuel on the
4th of March, 18G5, and the gallery was publicly
opened by the king on the 15th of September,
1867, the time occupied in its construction being
thirty months, daring which time about a thou-
sand workmen were daily employed.

_

The gallery consists of two passages, on each
side of which is a handsome row of shops.
These passages cross each other at right angles,
and form a nave. G40 ft. in length, leading from
the Piazza del Duomo to the Piazza della Soala;
and a transept, 460 ft. in length, from the Via
S. Raffaelle to the Via Silvio Pellico. The
transept and nave are each 47 ft. 6 in. in width,
and contain ninety-two shops. At their point
of intersection an octagonal space, 118 ft. in
diameter, is formed, which is surmounted by a
dome rising to a height of 164 ft. above the level
of tho pavement. The shop-fronts are each
glazed with a single-sheet of plate-glass, and are
separated by pilasters in the Ionic order, en-
riched at the level of the entresol and first-floor

windows with panels containing ornamental de-
signs in bas-relief.

Immediately above is an entablature in the
Roccoco style which serves as a balcony for the
second-floor windows, which are partly hid from
view. A light and elegant balustradiug, with a
medallion bearing the arms of the principal cities
in Italy in front of each window, completes the
balcony. The third-floor windows are orna-
mented handsomely, and are separated by

a
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caryatides, whicli support an entablature at a
height of 85 ft. 6 in. above the level of the pave-
ment, serving as a base for the light curved
iron ribs of the gloss roof. This roof rises to a
height of 104 ft. 9 in. above the pavement

;

above this is thrown a small roof, likewise glazed,
at a height of 6 ft. above the other, so as to
admit of ventilation.

The gallery is paved in the Venetian style,
consisting of geometrical designs in coloured
pieces of marble embedded in hard cement

; and
in the centre under the great dome are the arms
of the House of Savoy, the city of Milan, and
the Royal arms of Great Britain and Ireland in
Mosaic, in the Byzantine style, by Dr. Salviati,
of Venice. Below the pavement are cellars and
subways for the water and gas pipes.

The dome consists of sixteen curved double-
webbed ribs united at the top to circular casting
forming an opening 32 ft. in diam.

;
these at

intervals arecross-braced by horizontal segmental
ribs, on which are laid the bars of X section to
receive the glass. The circular opening at the
top of the dome is protected from the weather
by a conical glazed roof, the apex of which is

187 ft. above the ground. The sides of this
lantern are left open for the purpose of ventilation.
Under the dome, in the spandrels formed by

the intersection of the arched roof of the tran-
sept and nave, are eagles with extended wings,
supporting alternately the arms of Milan and
Savoy ;

and over the four comer shops are fres-

coes, 47 ft. 6 in. by 23 ft. 9 in., represent-
ing Europe, by Angelo Pietrasantoj Asia, by
Giulianoj Africa, by Elenterio Pagliano; and
America, by Casnedi. The frescoes over the
archways at the entrance of the transept repre-
sent Agriculture, by Pagliano; Industry, by
Pietrasanta; Sciences, by Giuliano; and the
Arts, by Casnedi. At the height of the entresol

'

are placed statues representing eminent persons
of Italy, which add considerably to the general
effect.

Entering the gallery from the Piazza del
Dnomo, the first statue on the left hand is that '

of Giovanni Battista Vico, by Amiconi ; then ,

VoUa, by Magni; Lanzone da Corte, by Tabac-
chi; Giovanni da Procida, by Argenti; C. Bee-

|

caria, by a Crippa; Vincenzo Monti, by Man-
fredij Ferruccio, by Pierotti; Michelangelo, by
Magni; Dante, by Tabacchi

; Galileo, by Magni;
Raffaello, by Barzaghi; Girolamo Savonarola, by
Boninsegna

;
Ug. Foscolo, by Rossi ; Marco Polo,

by Pagani
; Macchiavelli, by Gnarneri

; Pier
Capponi, by Magni; Romagnosi by Santardini;
Beno dei Gozzadini, by Pandiani

; Christofer
Columbus, by the same sculptor

;
Galeazzo Vis-

conti, by Corti
; Vittor Pisani, by Calvi ; Filiberto,

by Romano
; Cavour, by Magni

;
and Arnaldo

di Brescia, by Seleroni.

The archways at the entrances from the Piazza
del Duomo and the Piazza della Scala are 78 ft.

9 in. in height by 40 ft. in width. The entrances
from the Via Silvio Pellico and San Raffaolle are
75 ft. 6 in. in height by 39 ft. in width.
The gallery is lighted by eleven sun-lights or

chandeliers, and round the base of the dome by
a riug of 300 gas-burners, and three rings of
lights at the top, nnder the lantern

;
the total

number of burners employed for the illumination
being upwards of 2,000.

This work was designed and has been carried
out by the architect to the company, Giuseppe
Mengoni, to whom great credit is due.

It is not alone upon the creation of this really
fine monument that the municipality of Milan is

to be congratulated, since this forms but a fraction
of the great scheme of improvement which has
been organised for that Imperial city.

Our readers will, many of them, recollect the
huddled buildings which crowded upon the
splendid cathedral, and the narrow and tortuous
alleys by which they could alone wend their way
from the Piazza del Dnomo to the vast, but not
very beautiful. Theatre of La Scala. Already
the Piazza is nearly cleared of the old buildings
which disfigured it, and the Gallery itself pro-
vides a magnificent line of axis between the two
great /oci of attraction to all visitors to Milan.
The English company, by whom these improve-

ments have been effected, have always looked
npon the erection of the great Gallery as the
least remunerative portion of that nndertakiug

;
.

but, already, they have succeeded in letting
almost every shop and a large proportion of the
apartments it contains.

The place wears the aspect of the greatest
possible commercial activity, and it is difficult

for any one visiting the gallery not to feel that
for the purposes of trade, the rents must very
speedily rule in the same proportion to those
in other parts of Milan which the rents of the
Palais Royal at Paris used to bear, in its
palmiest days, when contrasted with those in
the less popular streets of the same capital.

The next portion of the works with which the
company will proceed, and for which the fonnda-

;

tioQS are already brought up to the ground level,

will consist of the extensive range of buildings
which will form the southern side of the great;

Piazza del Duomo. The demolitions have already
begun for the side of the same Piazza facing the-

west front of the cathedral, and a beautiful
opening has been obtained to the very pictu-
resque old Palazzo del Meroalanti, and the place-

surrounded with buildings which were famous
as the head-quarters of banking and commerce,
when the Lombard goldsmiths and bankers were
the great financiers of Europe.
Our countryman, Mr. Digby Wyatt, who, as one

of the directors of the company, has taken an
active part in assisting Mr. Mengoni to the rea-
lisation of his great scheme, has been fortunate
enough to receive an honourable recognition of
his services, both from the King of Italy and the
Academy of Fine Arts of Milan, having received
from the former the Officer’s Cross of the Order
of St. Manrizio and Lazzaro, and from the latter

a nomination as honorary Academician.
Mr. Charles Barry, it will be remembered,,

was employed professionally to test the financial
organization of the scheme prior to the establish-
ment of the company.
The unprecedented state of the money market

has, no donbt, operated in retarding the fall

realization of Mr. Barry’s prognostics
; but no

one acquainted with the great commercial im-
portance of the city of Milan, and who has once
seen the crowds who continually throng, and'
make purchases iu the Gallery we illnstrate, can
doubt that, sooner or later, the tree the com-
pany have succeeded through so many difficulties

in planting will bear a due amount of golden-
fruit.
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FROM IRELAND.

Dullin .—The statue of Burke, by Mr. Foley,

H.A., has been erected on its already prepared
(pedestal.

The Vartry Waterworks.—The Irish Times
laays :

—“ The citizens will be glad to learn not
oonly that the Vartry Waterworks are practically

xompleted, but that financially they are in a
imuch better position than they could have ex-

epected. The works have been in progress for

mearly seven years, but at last the accounts are

lolosed, and closed with a balance of 2,0001. in

(hand in favour of the citizens. The great reser-

uvoir has been rendered watertight, and the
'fwater is now within 11 ft. of the summit. A
iBum of about 12,0001. is yet to be expended in

'Completing the suburban works, but from this

)Bource an income of between 5,0001. and 6,0001.

ja year is expected. The waterworks committee
ihave unnsed powers to borrow to the extent of
175.0001. in case of necessity.”

The Dublin Exhibition Building .—A meeting
iof the proprietors of the Dublin Exhibition
’[Palace Company, presided over by Sir Benjamin
.(Lee Guinness, M.P., has been held, for the pur-
<pos6 of taking into consideration the offer of the
iGovernment to purchase the building for

545.0001.

—the sum at which it had been valued
jby Colonel M‘Eerlie and Mr. Ward Hunt. The
idirectors had offered to sell the entire of the
ooompany’sproperty (including buildings, grounds,
nengines, machinery, organ, &o.) to the Govern-
iment for 60,0001.

;
but the proposition would

caot be entertained. A very strong opinion was
iBxprCBsed at the meeting against disposing of
iithe building at so great a sacrifice as 45,0001.,
'Iwhich would not be sufficient to cover the liabi-

ilities of the company. Several infiuential share-
oholders thonght that another efibrt ought to be
imade to resuscitate the undertaking, by raising
imoney by the issue of preference shares, thereby
rpreserving the palace and grounds for the pur-
tposes for which they were originally intended.
'iPinally, a committee was appointed to consider
(how this object could be best effected.

FKOM SCOTLAIS’D.

1 Newhaven (near Edinburgh).—The Society of
(Free Fishermen at Newhaven have just com-
epleted the erection of a tenement of dwelling-
mouses, says the Scotsman, in a manner highly
roreditable to them. The tenement is situated
1 n Fountain-place, opposite the stone pier. The
uouilding contains six dwelling-houses, each con-
.aisting of room, kitchen, light bed-closet, and
;Bcnllery, with water-closet for each flat. In
diddition to the range of dwelling-houses, the
sjshermen have erected a public clock, with an
lilluminated dial, 36 in. in diameter, placed in a
(;)ediment in front of the building. The clock
'ivill be illuminated all night for the accommoda-
oion of the fishermen leaving and entering the
aiarbour.

Kirkaldy .—A commencement has been made
ivith the execution of the Kirkaldy end Dysart
water-works, which are to supply one million
gallons of water per day to the two towns, being
it the rate of fifty gallons daily to each inhabi-
lant. It is hoped that within a year the Lothrie
awater will be brought into and distributed over
lohe burghs of Kirkaldy and Dysart. The supply
IS said to be abundant, even for a great increase
ff population

j
and the quality is also very fine.

According to the report of Professor Penny, of
lalasgow, there are only 7 grains of dissolved
ipigredients in the gallon, of which 1‘66 grain
IS organic matter, and the hardness is 3^°.

- Ayr.—The improvements on the north side of

Khe harbour are approaching completion. These
works have been executed by the Glasgow and
oSouth-Western Bailway Company, who intend to

aihip coals at the new quay. The new quay wall
m course of erection, by Mr. Stewart, is in a
'forward state. By other imi^rovements the
luarbour has been widened from 30 ft. to 50 ft.

hfhe Harbour Trustees have accepted an offer

oirora the Messrs. Hunter, Edinburgh, who have
(Bontracted to execute the necessary work on the
ieiier and breakwater at a cost of upwards of
0

,0001.

( Cottage Accommodation in Scotland. — Mr.
^'IPLagan, M.P., and Mr. Thomas Graham Murray,
^V.S., having recently been in communication
itrith the Enclosure Commissioners in reference
I'O the commissioners’ requirements for cottages
erected on estates in Scotland under their
laanction, a letter, addressed to Mr. M'Lagan, has

been received from the commissioners, in which
they state that as the cost of four-roomed
cottages has operated as a restriction on im-
proved cottage building, every facility shall be
given to extend the practice, which already has
in many cases been adopted, of sanctioning
cottages composed of three rooms, to be charged
on the estate. In such cases it is recommended
that the living-room should not be of a less size

than 16 ft. by 18 ft., and 10 ft. in height, but in

no case should the size be less than 12 ft. by
15 ft., nor the height lees than 8 ft.—they think
9 ft. preferable. They are further of opinion
that the method of structure which encourages
the practice of having recesses in which box-
beds are placed, should be avoided. A scullery
or wash-up place, as well as the usual ont-offices,

they add, should of course be also provided.

ANCIENT CRUCIFORM PLATFORMS.

We hear of the discovery, near the village of
Swin ton, North Riding, and close to the oldRoman
road from Eboracum to Prsetorium, of a cruci-

form excavation 8 fc. 9 in. in depth, cut into the
solid rock. The arms of this cross were to the
cardinal points, were exactly of a length,

measuring from north to south and from east to

west 19 ft., being 6 ft. wide at the point of
junction, and 5 ft. at the ends. The sides were
perpendicular, and the bottom was a flat surface
of coralline oolite. Upon this level bottom of
the excavation was raised a platform, also in

the form of a cross, the arms of which extended
the whole length (nearly) of the cutting, and
were 2 fc. in height and 2 ft. wide. At the point
of intersection was a large square block of calca-

reous freestone, and the whole of the platform
was made of the same rock, in large blocks at

the bottom and smaller stones upwards, all care-
fully placed. The excavation was filled up with
soil, containing Roman pottery, beds of clay and
charcoal, quantities of Medimval pottery, a
worked bone pin, &c. A very similar structure,

bnt formed on the natural ground, with a mound
over it, was found at Helperthorpe, on the
Wolds, about eighteen months ago. The cruci-

form foundation in the area of Richborough
Castle, Kent, will be remembered on reading
this notice.

SURVEYOR TO THE EON. SOCIETY OF
GRAY’S INN.

The regretted death of Mr. Francis Wigg, the
late surveyor to the Hon. Society of Gray’s Inn,
has left a vacancy, which does not appear to be
generally known to the profession. He was
appointed to the office on the 22nd of May, 1833,
and he held it until his death, on the 26ch day
of February last. It is [rather curious that his

immediate predecessor was appointed to the
office in the year 1800, so that they each held
the office for nearly equal periods.

Upon the death of Mr. Wigg being re-

ported to the benchers of the society, they
declined, we have been informed, to fill up the
office immediately, thinking that the vacancy
might not be generally known amongst the
profession, and that sufficient time had not been
afforded to gentlemen to compete for the
appointment.

OPENING OF THE NEW WORKHOUSE
FOR WEST DERBY UNION, LIVERPOOL.

The new workhouse at Walton, the first stone
of which was laid on the 29th of March, 1864,

by Mr. Thomas Haigh (the then chairman of the

West Derby Board of Guardians), has been for-

mally opened. The edifice has been constructed
to accommodate 1,000 inmates, and has cost, in-

cluding the price of the land (purchased from Lord
Sefton), 65,0001. The grounds extend over an area
of 37 acres, and it is intended to devote a great
portion of the land to cultivation, so as to afford

useful employment for the inmates. At either

end of the building are hospitals for male and
female inmates, and it is intended immediately
to proceed with the laying out of a cemetery
and the erection of a church. The main build-

ing is already nearly fall
;
and it is probable

that in course of time the accommodation will

not be too much for the numerous poor charge-
able to the rates of the West Derby Union.
Messrs. Culshaw & Sumners are the architects,

and Mr. James Walters, the builder.

SCIENTIFIC LECTURES FOR THE
PEOPLE.

A SEEiES of lectures, in connexion with Mr.
Twiuing’s Economic Museum at Twickenham, for

the instruction of the poorer working classes in
the principles of elementary science, and its appli-

cations to health and the requirements of every-

day life, has been in course of delivery in various

parts of London during the autumn and winter,
the last for the season having been given at the
Mayfair Literary Institute, Hertford-street, May-
fair. The course consisted of eight lectures,

Mr. Twining prepared his lectures in clear and
simple language, taking caro to define and illus-

trate every technical term, however common it

might be, before using it. The illustrations,

consisting of diagrams, specimens, models, and
experiments, were all likewise of the simplest
kind. The lectures were provided gratuitously

in all respects by Mr. Twining, and have been
delivered two or three times every week (holiday

times excepted), to audiences varying from lOD
to 200 up to about 1,000 persons, at school-

rooms, literary institutions, workmen’s clubs,

mission-rooms, and at the Lambeth Baths. They
have been read by Mr. W. Freeman, curator of
the Twickenham Economic Museum, the experi-

ments being performed and the illustrations ex-

hibited by Mr. George Whipple, of the Royal
Kew Observatory. This attempt to bring ele-

mentary science within the reach of the poorest
and most uninstructed will be highly appreciated
by all sanitary reformers, who find their greatest

obstacle in dealing with the poor themselves to
be their complete ignorance of the laws of
science and health.

THE NUT FOR THE PROFESSION TO
CRACK.

PAl'lIEXT OF ARCHITECTS.

Sir,—The nut that ” a country gentleman’*
gives “the profession” has surely been cracked
by every professor his own way, and I cannot
see what “convention” or “system too strong
for individuals to break through” can possibly

have to do with it. If ten “architects” or
“ engineers,” or a thousand, whether forming an
“ lustitute” or not, have each elected to be em-
ployed in the way he calls “ unreasonable,” it is

simply that to each of these ten or thousand
reasoners this appeared reasonable,—nay, the
highest reason (to quote your other correspond-
ent), "the best that could be devised under the
circumstances.” Others, as myself, to whom it

never appeared reasonable at all for one instant

of course never adopted it, but whatever ap-
peai-ed the best each of us could devise. Now,
is not "devising" the architect’s and the engi-

neer’s whole specialty ? What is meant, then,

by “ convention beats them down” in this very
first matter of devising ? Has the professional

deviser not devised the very first thing he had
to devise ?—how to reckon his own pay ? Of
course he baa. The architect, the engineer, has
devised, and this is his device ! If it be not to
your taste, or sense of the “ reasonable,” ob-
serve this is his architecture,—this is his engineer-

ing. Take it or leave it. What do you want
either “ profession ” for, but for their devising t

If the “Country Gentleman” had been a
“constant reader” any considerable time, he
would know that his “Nut” is a very old

acquaintance in the Builder's pages. I have
noted the following times of its special ap-
pearances :

—

ISlo ... No. 130, p. 605 (Leader),
1852 Nos. 469-72, pp. 76. 91, 122.

1867 ... No. 748. p. 320.

1866 ... No. 1185, p. 752.

„ ... No. 1187, p. 767.

„ ... No. 1188, p. 798.

„ ... No. 1189, p. 821.

„ ... No. 1190, p. 829 (2 letters).

„ ... No. 1192, p. 876.

„ ... No. 1193, p. 894.

„ ... No. 1194, p. 913.

Your correspondent would find the “ profes-

sional ” mind very satisfactorily displaying

itself, I think, in No. 1187 (letter signed

“Thomas Harris”), No. 1192 (“E. L. Tarbuck”),
and an answer to the latter in No. 1194. ^
What I presume “A Country Gentleman” and

his public (as distinguished from the Institute’s

public) really want, is an alphabetical list occa-

sionally advertised, like the annual list of
“ sworn brokers,” of those who are declared or
sworn owners' architects, as distinct from con-

tractors’ architects, being headed by some sueffi

declaration as this ;

—
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“ We, the undersigned, practising as owners’

engineers, or owners’ architects, building de-

signers, or building surveyors, do hereby
declare,

—

1. That for no service on any building are

we employed or paid, or wDl be so, by any but

the owner or occupier of the same.
2. That we are not in partnership with any

builder or other tradesman, or will be so,

3. That we have never received per centage on
the cost of any work, nor will receive any.”

As one of the latter of the four classes for

whom the Builder is intended, I must say the

really difficult and sole “ nut” I find to crack,

and which I consider a real hardship and
grievance, is that one cannot practise in this

country the useful and necessary art of building-

design without being confounded popularly, and
by writers like “A Country Gentleman,” with
the order of men that, of ail others, from the
palace to the gaol, I most object to be classed

with, the producers of your public buildings

(things called “works of art”), in a word, pro-

fessors of Percentage^Ari,—a style, not the
smallest fragment of which, be assured, will

ever be mistaken for aught else as long as a

stone of it can be dug up. But whether one
calls oneself architect, engineer, builder, or mere
surveyor, it is all the same. Each now is taken
to mean what I abominate beyond all trades,

penal or not.

An Aetist, Iso Percentager.

DAMP.

In reply to your correspondent “ G. D. B.,” in

your publication of February last, I would re-

commend his trying, on a small scale, “bright
American varnish,” laid on with a brush like

paint. It should be kept warm daring the pro-

cess, BO as to retain the consistency of paint.

A few days’ delay in painting over the varnish

will be sufficient, and a dry day should be
selected. The cost per gallon of the bright
American varnish is about 4b. outside. I 8^11
be glad to know the result if “ G. D. B.” will

forward it.

The “ bright American varnish ” may be pro-

cured at most sea-ports. F. B.

STOEAGE OF EAIN-WATEE.

Eecently Mr. Bailey Denton has drawn atten-

tion to the storage of water. He tells ns that
we may espect a dry summer, and therefore it is

well to look for economy in the use, and the
careful preservation, of the supplies. He points

attention to storage reservoirs, but I think there
is another part of the subject which deserves
more attention than it has I'eceived, and that is

the preservation of rain-water for domestic use,

by having a cistern specially to receive the roof-

water.*
When I rebuilt my house, I put up a large

cistern capable of holding 1,000 gallons, and it

has been one of the greatest luxuries we have
enjoyed ever since. The whole of the roof-water

goes into it, and the overflow is connected with
the rain-water pipe, which empties itself in the
usual way. The cistern is carefully covered, so

that the blacks are kept out, and the water is

not more discoloured than I have seen water
taken from streams in healthy districts. We
use it for the bed-rooms, and other purposes of a
like nature, but not for culinary or drinking
purposes. Although mine is a large house, we
have only once been without this water for four
years. It might be made much clearer by a
simple system of filtration, but I have never
found it necessary to adopt this precantion, as
we have become quite reconciled to its appear-
ance, from the much greater softness it pos-
sesses than the water supplied by the company.
To say nothing of the greater ease, comfort,
and effectiveness with which the process of
washing is performed, I am snre that I save the
interest of my outlay in soap.

At this time all such measures are important.

•Quito apart from all consideration as to the
saving of water it is of moment, but it is now
understood that the report of the commission on
the London water supply will be in substance
against the large schemes for supplying London
which have been proposed to us, but will

* We hare specially urged this on more occasions than
one.—

E

d.

strongly recommend a constant supply. It will,

therefore, be necessary that the public as well

as the company, should look carefully at the

question so as to check waste, and to economise
the use of water. The erection of a rain-water

tank in every house would greatly conduce to

this end, whUe it wonld tend to promote cleanli-

ness and health. S. S.

HOE^CASTLE TOWN SEWEEAGE
TENDEES.

We have received the following list of pre-

posterous tenders sent in for sewering Horn-
castle. The quantities were supplied, so that

the differences are in price only ;

—

Barstow & Co
Speight & Sons
Morton & Sons
Monloon & Co

£6,383
5,751
6,509

5,129
4,600

Abell ik Co
Moore

4,534
4,159

Beard 4,102
Freery -1,074

"Waiiiwright
tVilliama

3,812
3,722

Walter 3,710
Finsley 3,677

Finson & Fast sioOO
Hadaforth & Ceury
Young

3,343

3,238
Edwards
Ford

3,249
3,229

Potter 3,165
Frow 2,992

0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0

“ After the tenders had been opened and their

sums made known, Mr. Tonng (3,2S8i.) pleaded
an eiTor, and was, in consequence, allowed to

make a private proposal of 2,9771., which, being
151. below the lowest, the Board, with the Eev.
W. H. Milner, vicar, in the chair, accepted the
new proposal or amended tender, to the discredit

of the four contractors originally lower.”

We give this statement as sent to us by more
than one of the persons who tendered.

FOOTINGS ON ANOTHEE MAN’S LAND.

A CORRESPONDENT, Signing “ Stylus,” is very
facetious as to “ Surveyor,” who asked a ques-
tion, a few weeks back, concerning the right, or
otherwise, of allowing the projection of his
footings on the adjoining ground :

—

“Ton can no more bnild,’’ says “ Stylus,” “ under
another man’s land than yon can npon it, and (he reasons
are quite plain, and, if I may add, natural."

“,In all buildings the walls, and the earth upon which
they stand, are one and indivisible. In the ca«e of lease-
hold land and freehold bouse, the person building the
boose hires the land upon which it stands for a given term,
at a yearly snm, which is called ground-rent. When the
ground-rent fails, or the lease expires, the house then
merges into the ownership ot the soil.

This has been the law of England for more centuries
than we need care to go back to. If a man chooses to
widen the base of his building surreptitiously, so as to
touch, or rest on, or under, another man’s lano, then that
other mau, upon discovery, can call in the force of the
law and have that portion of the building removed."

" Stylus ” is evidently not aware that Building
Acts which are or have been in force, have at
times given this special right to builders. The
Metropolitan Building Act of a few years ago
did so. “ Surveyor,” however, must consider
that, where there is no special Act in force, he
cannot touch or encroach upon the soil of bis

neighbour.

HUSBANDEY IN HYDE PAEK.
Sib,—

W

ould it not be well that Londoners should be
informed that in Hyde Park the rural scenes for the year
have already commenced ?

The other day, standing on the risiijg ground north of
the barracks (in the centre) I was surprised at the truly
rural scene before me. Looking in the direction of the
bridge, scarcely a sign of London is to be seen, and, to
enhance the view, an acre or more of grass bad been re-
moved, leaving the ground bare, and over which a fine
horse was drawing a harrow, giving one the idea of a field
under cultivation; men at work cutting sods, carts
slowly moving to and fro to carry them away and bring
earthy material to take the place of the green herbage
removed, each cart making evident its progress and the
route it had taken by the long depressions left in the sward,
in some places two or three inches deep. It was, indeed, a
truly rural scene

;
it required no stretch of imagination to

believe oneself miles in the country. I say "it was,"
but it will be continued, sir, after these holiday times sre

I

over, if we may judge by the last two seasons, when on
. each occasion some three or four acres of the most
beautiful grass in this park were removed as sods, and as

' yet this year they have cut but about one acre. And if
Londoners very much approve of husband^ being thus
carried on in Hyde Park, the authorities might, peibsps,

j

this season be induced to continue it till all the grass be

J

removed, and then we might be favoured, perhaps, with a

I

ploughing match, as an accompaniment to the Cattle

j

bhow at Christinas. Is it not hind and thoughtful thus to

bring these rural scenes into the heart of London
;
and at

the same time, you know, it saves purchasing sods
elsewhere P

Unlortnnately, going on a little further one comes to

that drawback to the pleasure of a stroll over a farm, viz,,

the dung-heap, or, as it here must be termed the rubbish-
heap. I regret to say I cannot admire their choice in

placing it in the very centre of the Park, at the side of a
copse of trees (late tne betting-ring). This would be one
of the prettiest parts of the Park if it were but clean and
sweet. Here, from time to time, one may see mud-carts
toiling over the award to add to the heaps their load of
road-scrapings and coarse rubbish. Here it remains till

wanted, being occasionally turned over to facilitate decay,
and which I am sure it does, by the smell then given oif.

Last year much of this (without sifting) was spread
over the Park, and its contents might have furnished start-

ing points to some Hervey for volumes of " Meditations."
It seemed to contain remnants of everything in civilized

society;— old shoes, rap, saucepans, sardine - boxes,
broken canisters, plates, dishes, wires ofumbrellas, brick--

bats, broken bottles and glass, the sharp points of which
sparkled on the ground amidst the relics of almost eve^
conceivable thing, and which were allowed thus to remain
for many weeks, if not months, to be moralized on.

R. F. C.

DEATH IN THE ALLEY.

Sis,—

T

he Builder has done much to enlist sympathy'
in behalf of the poor creatures living (or rather dying) up
narrow courts, dismal purlieus, and back slums, in towns.
Let me appeal to those who have the power and the will to
aid in this work of mercy, for it is imperative we ought to

obtain the width and whereabout of every fever-den in the
kingdom. Subsequently to an Act to be passed, all such
places under 2 ft. wide in any part thereof should be
closed as human dwelbng-places the first year, under 3 ft,

the second year, under 4 tt. the third year, and so on up
to 12 ft. ;

the minimum to be allowed by law. I have had
plenty of sympathetic (pie-crust) promises from Members,
but no good bas resulted yot. B. T,

CHUECH BELLS.

Sib,—

I

n a late number ofyour interesting journal there
is an account of the building of a church at the uorth of

I

London, in the neighbourhood of Somers-town. Now,
(

sir, it is a remarkable fact that there is not one church-
steeple in the parish of Saint Pancras that contains a peal
of balls, or in fact any part of the north of London, with
the exception of the parish church, Islington. This
church in Somers-town is building, I read, by the munifi-
cence of a gentleman, and a peal of bells would no doubt
be a novelty to the inhabitants of the neighbourhood of
the church. An Lnhaiiiiabt.

EFFLOEESCENCE ON BEICEWORK.
SiB,—All exposed brickwork iu these parts (Swansea)

becomes, after a short time, covered with a white powder
or efilorescence, which renders any attempt to produce
coloured patterns in that material quite futile. As con-
stant subscribers to your valuable journal, we beg to say
that we should be greatly obliged if you or any of your
readers would inform us of any means by which sneh
dlsliguremcut can be prevented, or effectually and per-
manently removed. T. W. «Si J.

A SURVEYOR’S CLAIM AGAINST A
LOCAL BOARD.

In the case of Shufllebotham c.The "Widnes Local Board
of Health, the plaintiff, who had been surveyor to the
Board, claimed 37^^08. for salary due on his dismissal
within the period of his previous notice of resignation.
In consequence of disagreement with certain members of
the Board, who seem to have had the appointment of an
engineer-in-chief in view, the surveyor gave notice of his
resignation in three mouths, and iu the meantime per-

I
formed his duties as usual, but bod not attended two

' meetings of the Board, which were not included in his

I duties, but which he had been in the habit of doing, lu a
I letter to the clerk, he bad explained that in the one case

I

he was unwell, and in the other, the Board were to discuss

the appointment of his successor. The Board dismissed
the surveyor within a month or so of the expiry of his
notice of resignation, offering him his salary up to the
time of dismissal, which he refused. The defence was
rather a shuliling one. It was argued that by the Act
appointing local Boards, the Board had “ a power of sum-
mary dismissal of which they could not deprive them-
selves to which the County Court judge, before whom,
the case stood, replied that be “must disagree with that

:

what must become of any local Board if their most con-
fidential officers could go and leavethem at any moment P"
The Legislature, he remarked, could not have contem-
plated such an absurdity, or, as was also urged, that the
Board could not do aoytMng "which might work to tha
injury of the ralepavere, and the embarrassment of a sub-
sequent Board." It was admitted, nevertheless, that a
contract had been made with the surveyor which had not
expired at the time of dismissal; and the idea seems to

have been that the contract was binding upon the surveyor,,

but not upon the Board I

As the Judge was obviously against the defendants on
these points, neglect of dnty was next urged; bat it was
shown that attendance at the Board's meetings was not
a duty of the surveyor, and that calling such meetings,
which the surveyor had goodnaturedly done, was a duty of
the clerk to the Board. The defendants' counsel then
consulted with the plaintiff’s, and agreed to a verdict for
the 37L lOs. claimed. The Judge seemed to be of opinioit
that more might have been claimed

;
for be said, " If the

plaintiff gave three months’ notice, and you wrongfully
dismissed him when a month bad yet to expire, he coulcb
still claim the whole amount, even from the moment of bis
discharge." There was also a claim for special damage,
which could not be entered into, ns notice to that efi'ect

had not been given. On the whole, the Widnes Loc^
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c^Bourd did not come out of the aiTair with credit to tbpm*
!»elves, and they established no charge Bgainst the plain tiff,

ilndeed, that he was an efficient officer was declared in

evidence by one of the Board themselves
;
and the Judge

iflaid at the close of the case, that ” the plaintiff had been
able to relieve his character from an imputation, andmake
iihimself stand properly before the pabUc as a respectable
persou entitled to the fullest trust.

”

^ The plaintiff, we understand, had given up thesnrveyor-
'•hip of Crewe, with a good private practice, to undertake
itbe surveyorship of Widnes, and had done some heavy
twork at Widnes for the Board over and above his ordi-

saary daties.

THE DUKE OF BUCCLEUCH a?.

THE METKOPOLITAiJ BOARD OF WORKS
Tms action has been again before the judges in the

oCourt of ETcheqncr.
‘ Mr. Pollock swarded to the duke a sum of 8,326Z. The
ijury found a verdict not only for that amount, but for

interest opon it, and for the expenses of the award. Mr.
Hawkins, Q.C., contended that, if it should turn out that
the umpire had awarded any sum, however small, which
he had no jurisdiction to give, the award was bad, and the
defendants would be entitled to the verdict. Mr. Hawkins
BSnhmiited that there was no grant of the jetty to the duke
under either of the leases, that the jetty was really public
property, and that, therefore, he was not entitled to com-

ifpensatioii in respect of it.

Mr, Baron Martin said it appeared that the jetty had
lexisted from the time of Charles 11. He did not know
rlwhetber Sir Walter Scott could be considered an authority
(Upon such a matter, but he spoke in one of his novels of
iiBtaira from Montagu House to the Thames

Mr. Hawkins wished ho conld avail himself of snch
tautbority, as the process would be both instructive and
aamusing.

Ir. Baron Martin said there conld be no doubt the
ifatairs belonged to the Old Palace of Whitehall, and the
| Crown could moke a grant of thorn to any one.

The Lord Chief Baron said, as at present advised, I
of opinion there was abundant evidence to prove that the
jetty was an easement and right of way belonging to Mon-
tagu House, and that it passed by the general words in the
lease to the duke, who is consequently entitled to compen-

4 satioD for the loss of it.

Mr. Hawkins then argued at some length that in regard
to various other matters for which the umpire had allowed
certain sums the plaintiff was not entitled to compen-
sation.
The court granted a rule generally : mle fiiti.

had attended the settlement, he would also have been
paid, a.<( Galo received a very considerable balance.

Plaintiff: But you promised to write to me and say
when payment was to be made.
His Honour : That shows where you expected to get

your money.
Defendant said he had witnesses to call who had been

similarly employed by him.
His Honour, however, did not think that necessary, and
delivering his judgment said there was no doubt that

Gale was the contractor for the works. It was one of those
unfortnnate cases in which the person really liable had be-
come insolvent. It must be very strong evidence that
would make him believe that the case was one out of the
ordinary run of business by which an architect made him-
self personally liable instead of merely giving directions.
They hud been told that before the work was done the
plaintiff was informed of the name of the rector and the
contractor, and that ha offered 5 per cent, on any com-
missions defendant could obtain for him. If that was bo it

was conclusive, and it had not been contradicted
;
and it

seemed that the plaintiff'bad also inquired as to the means
of Gale, in reply to which the defendant bad read several
letters as to his character, and had informed him of bis

sureties. All that was perfectly inconsistent with the sup-
position that he looked upon the defendant as making
himself personally liable, and nothing having been made
out to his satisfaction that the verdict should be against
the defendant, he should give it for him, with his personal
expenses.

THE LIABILITIES OP ARCHITECTS.
SWATRIDGE V. COLSON.

This was an important case to professional men*,
heard in Sherborne. The plaintiff, a marble mason, o*
Yeovil, sought to recover 16L 139. 8d., for two stone

;b chimney-jneces. Mr. "Watts appeared for the plaintiff:

i the defendant, an architect, of Sherborne, conducted his
If own case. The defendant had been engaged in erecting a
V rectory at Sandford, and, in accordance with his instruc-

i' tions, the plaintiff made two stone chimney-pieces, which
V were fixed there, and he now sued for their value. Hie
B Honour asked if the defendant undertook ro pay thi

pi plaintiti’.—Mr. Watts : He gave the order.-—His Honour

.

& BO they are generally given by architects, and tradesmen
>1 are very much obliged to them

; but the principal pay
> hir. Watts said the principal was not disclosed.—
H Honour : If the principal was not disclosed, and a person
Ip gave an order, and there was fraud, then he would have to
ip: pay ;

but in this case it seemed the order was given simply
;E in the capacity of architect.—Plaintiff said he had always
i« considered Mr. Colson the responsible party, and had en-
btered the charges for the work done to him in his account-
bi "books.—His Honour said application must be made to the

Kerson who was liable.—Mr. Colson: Ho has become
ankrupt, or yon would never have heard of it.—Mr.

f Watts, Exactly; that's just what we say. Mr. Colson
a cannot get his money, so he disputes his liability.—The

then stated his case, and said that he had never
own the principal. The order had been given by Mr.

C Colson, who had looked at the books, and pointed out
», what items were to be charged to him and what to the
bi builder.—On the other hand, the defendant, on being
ss sworn, said be was an architect, and resided at Sherborne.
8\ Swatridge called at his office several times early in 1867,
n requesting that he might supply some of the chimney-
pi pieces at the rectory. He told him that he was in com-
it municatioD with a marble company, and showed him a
h book of designs, with list of prices, and a letter offering
1516 per cent, commission on orders.

His Honour: Is that usual? Idon’t ask whether it

U! usual for architects to accept what they can get, but is it

u: usual for companies to do that?
Witness : 1 don't think it is usual, but in this case it

» was done
;
however, I did not accept it.

Mr. Colson continued : Swatridge said be could not
It supply chimney-pieces at so low a price, and voluntarily
0 oflered me 6 per cent, commission. I told plaintiff on
r one occasion the nominee of the Queen Anne’s bounty

—

il tho Rector, the Rev. "Urquhart Cookworthy, was the
0 owner, and the contractor Mr. Gale, then living at Port-
li land. Plaintiff" inquired what I knew of Gale as to his
n means and responsibility, and I read him letters from
G Gale’s references, and told him that Mr. John Trask and
1 Mr. David Jeanes, of Stoke, were his sureties. On the
8i 8rd of May, having obtained the consent of the contractor
tl that Mr. Swatridge should be employed, I delivered
pi plaintiff tracings of my designs, from which the chimney-
pi pieces were executed and erected, under my instruction.
11 In November last I requested Mr. Swatridge to supply
n me with a memorandum of the cost, and other items, to
« enable me to measure for and to make out my bUl of
t extras. I left him the memorandum, which he has pro-
d duced, and he sent me an accoimt. I made out the bill

0 of extras in the usual manner, allowing the contractor the
5 amount of 61. 138. 2d. for tho extra value of chimney-

{
pieces, beyond the amounts named in the specification.
The plainiiff" has seen that bill of extras

;
and in December

li last the nominee attended, and settled the balance due to
ll the contractor, aad tradesmen who had also been employed
mtaider my instructions, attended, and were paid the
5i accounts by Mr, Gale. Most likely if Mr. Swatridge

THE COST OF IMPROYING PARIS.

The reports of the tribnnols which have ad'

judicated the sums received by tradesmen for

leaving their places of bnsiness just now in the
Roe de la Paix and its immediate vicinity facing
the new Opera House, say :

—

“ The expropriations for the opening of the new street,
the Rue Ri^aumur, are actively going on. The jury who
estimate the sums to be paid tor this relinquished pro-
perty are now engaged upon the section between the Rue
du Port Mahon and the Rue de Cboiseol. Three of these

E
urchases alone have cost each of them more than a mil-
on of ft'ancs. [The reader will bear in mind that a mil-

lion of franca is 40,0001., and lOO.OOOf. 4,000i.] For the
honse No. 29, in Rue Augustin, 1 ,2CO,OOOf. have been paid

;

for No. 7, Rue de Grammnnt, l,025,000f.
;
for No. 8, Rue

de Choiseul, 1,000,OOOf. In one honse alone in the Rue
Neuve 6t, Augustin the indemnity paid for loss of trade
exceeded half a million ; a florist obtained 240,OOOf. for an
nnexpired term of his lease of six years

;
a dealer in lace,

16O,GO0f.
;

and the Restaurateur Eignon, whose cellars

were in Rue de la Michodiere, No. S, received 200,OOOf.

A (Question presented itself as to the claims of the Artistic
Union Club, established in the Rue de Choiseul, the ques-
tion being, whether the members of a club constituted a
society properly so called, and whether they could claim
as such? The question has been determined in their
favour, M. Do BarthMemy, who appeared for the club,
having obtained 3C0,000f. The total purchases made in
the present series of awards exceeds 15,000,OOOf. The jury
has since proceeded to seven other awards for buildings
required to be taken down in pursuance of the improve-
ments everywhere going on in the city of Paris. In the
liue Louis le Grand, No. 83, the proprietor demanded
1,000,OOOf. for his interest, and was paid 000,OOOf. In the
case of tho proprietor of No. 30, Rue de la Paix, he de-
manded l,640,000f., sod obtained l,320,000f; one of the
shops belonging to this house is occupied by Madame
Lucy Hoquet, a modiste, aud to whom has been awarded
300,o00f. ; 100,OOOf. to a glover, aud 230,000f. to a jeweller
in tho same house. The total amount of indemnities paid
for seven other houses reaches 10,800,OOOf. ;

for five others
the sum amounts to 7,000,0001". The gross total is some-
where about 26,000,OOor, or 1,040,0001. For the short cut
from the Rue Louis le Grnud to the angleof the boulevard
the indemnities amount to 60,000,000f. The figures here
given, it will be understood, are sums paid for expropria-
tion and to the landlords. After this expenditure the
new bouses baveto be built.

SANITARY MATTERS.

Surveyor’s Jieports on Newcastle-upon-Tyne .

—

Reports by Mr. Bryson for 1865-6-7, have been
printed by order of the Newcastle Town Im-
provement Committee, showing the progress

made during the last three years in sewerage
and drainage, street improvement, &c. On the
subject of the public health of the borough, the
surveyor says:

—

“ It is a matter of serious concern that, notwithstand-
ing the strenuoas efforts made by the committee to im-
prove the sanitary condition of the borough, a high rate
of mortality still prevails.
In connexion with those questions, underling that of

public health, which come within the range of my depart-
ment, I may remark that, although a great deal has
been done in the way of sewerage and house drainage,
still much remains to be done in the veutilation of sewers,
aud in tho paving and surface drainage of the extended
parts of the town, especially in tho neighbourhood of
8cotBwood-road and other places.

"While, however, these improvements are all good as far
as they go, still it is my conviction that, until better ac-

commodation be provided for the working classes, the
death-rate will not be very materially reduced. So long
as the old houses in the overcrowded parts of the town are
permitted to remain above ground, they will find inmates

;

and I would take the liberty of suggesting that, if some of
those schemes of street improvement through Fondon
and the lower parts of the town were carried out, they
would be of immsDso service in this direction, and, in

addition to opening out sites for such a purpose, would
afford great relief to the commerce of the quay,
Another and most important problem which has yet to

be solved relates to the disposal of tho town sewage. At
present it is, as you are aware, by the system of water-
closets and sewers now in use, discharged into the river,

—

system which is a great improvement upon the former

objectionable use of cesspools; but, looking at the matter
in an economical point of view, a great inconsistency is

observed: while, on the one hand, we send thousands of
miles, at a great cost, for the excreta called guano

; on
the other, we not only throw away that we already possess,
bat render it worse than useless by converting it into an
element of disease. But, whatever might be the benefit in
pecuniary resnlt of utilizing the sewage, the benefit of
ridding the town of it is an advantage in point of health
beyond money value.”

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.
Srooklands (Manchester).—The church of St,

John the Divine, at Brooklands, built and en-
dowed at the cost of the late Mr. Sam Brooks,
has been formally consecrated by the Bishop of
Chester. The building, which was commenced
in 1864, has only just been completed. It is

situated on the west side of the road running
through the Brooklands estate, due south from the
South Junction Railway. The church is in style

Gothic, and as evidenced by its most distinctive

feature, such as sections of mouldings, propor-
tions of arches, and carving, of a simple typo,
belonging, perhaps, to the earlier period of
French work, rather than to that of England.
The materials of which it is built are, .externally,

Yorkshire shoddies of a warm tint, with dressed
work of Halifax atone j whilst, internally, the
walls are lined with fire-bricks, cream and
brown, in bands and diaper-work. The plan is

a nave of six bays, 90 ft. long by 33 ft. wide,
without clearstory, roofed in one span, having
transepts north and south, taking np the two
easternmost bays, divided from the nave by
arcades of two arches. The extreme width
across the nave is 68 ft. Reached by a broad
flight of steps are a choir and chancel, 32 ft. long
by 20 ft. wide, with organ-chamber to the south,
aud on the north a small door leading to the
sacristy. The building is entered at three door-
ways,—one in the west front, a porch on the
north-west, and a porch at the angle of the
sacristy and north-west transept. The chief
facades of the building are the west and east.

Right and left of the canopied western doorway
the wall-space is broken up with a simple
arcade, above which, and occupying nearly the
whole of the gable, rises an arch, filled in with
a pair of three-l%ht windows, with traceried
heads of three plain circles, a piece subdivided
by geometrical iron glazing grOles. The sill of
these windows is kept up a considerable height
from the ground, and between it and the sub-
sill of the main arch, under which the windows
are grouped, are two large circular medallions,

one on either hand of the door canopy, filled

with highly relieved sculpture. The subjects are
the Call of St. John from his fishing-net to
become a “ fisher of men,” and his writing of
" the things he saw in the isle called Patmos.”
At the east is a rose window, of seven circles

:

all but the centre are cusped cinquefoil. Below
the window is an arched panel, containing, in

relief, the evangelical symbol, the eagle. The
reredos, painted in wax-colour, covers a space
of 13 ft. wide by 5 ft. 6 in. high; it is divided
into three compartments, the central subject

being our Lord in Glory, with, on either hand,
angels in postures of adoration, and at the four
corners of the central panel are cherubs. The
background of the work is filled in with plants

of wheat and vine conventionally treated.

Above the reredos, in the spandrels below the

rose window, are two medallions, filled with
Caen stone heads of the Virgin Mary and St.

John, with gilded aureoles. The choir and
chancel-floor and walls, to a height of 4 ft. 6 in.,

are laid with encaustic tiles. The whole of the
windows are glazed with two tints of green
glass, with the geometric forms in tracery
picked out with touches of brilliant coloor.

The church is at present towerless, having but
a slight beaded wood bell-flecbe rising from the
nave-ridge, and supported by the roof-trusses.

The building is arranged to accommodate at
least 500 people, and a large proportion of the
seats are free.

Gloucester.— St. Catherine’s new Chnrch has
been consecrated. The edifice consists of nave,

transepts, and chancel, with circular apse. The
nave is 68 ft. long and 28 ft. wide

;
the transepts

are each 20 ft. by 13 ft. ;
and the chancel 22 ft#

by 22 feet. There is a vestry on the north side

and an organ-chamber on the south side of the

chancel. The church is of Early French cha-

racter. The chancel is lighted by five windows

;

the transepts by three lancet windows with
trefoil heads, and a pierced Catherine-wheel

window of seven lights, with plate tracery ; the

west end by two double-lancet windows, and a
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Catherine*wheel window of nine lights, with
plate tracer7. There are also doable-lancet
windows on each side of the nare. Sevem-aide
bricks form the chief material used. Ontside,
the walls are relieved by bands and devices in
black and white Staffordshire bricks, and by
stone-dressings. Inside, the walla are lined to
the height of the window-sills with red bricks,
with an arcading in black bricks ; above the sills

the walls are lined with white Staffordshire
bricks, relieved by bands and ornamentations in
red and black bricks, pointed with white cement.
The roof timbers are all stained and varnished,
and the spaces between the rafters are plastered.
Hereafter the panels of the chancel will pro-
bably be decorated with colour. The fittings
thronghont are of deal, stained and varnished.
The system of warming is that by Porrett’s
nndergroand stove. The roof is covered with
red and blue Broseley tiles, arranged in orna-
mental patterns. At the west end a bell-cot has
been erected of brick and stone, surmounted by
a stone cross ; at the east end, over the chancel,
there is an iron finial, painted in chocolate,
relieved with gilding. The porch is at the
north-west corner of the nave, and is sur-
mounted with a light iron finial. The whole of
the floor of the nave is laid with tiles, blue, red,
and white, arranged in patterns. The floor of
the chancel has been laid with tiles by Godwin,
of Lugwardine. The chancel-arch is of red and
white stone, and rests on corbels, on which are
carved angels. The corbels in the chancel are
carved with the cross and crown, and the
emblems of our Lord’s passion. There is a
credence on the north side of the altar. The
five windows of the chancel are filled with
stained glass by Messrs. Clayton & Bell. The
subjects are,—Our Lord as the Good Shepherd
in the centre, and the four Evangelists, two on
either side. Beneath the figures, which are all
in standing attitudes, are placed in qnatrefoils
the emblems of our Lord and the Evangelists,

—

the Agnus Dei, the Angel, the Lion, the Ox, and
the Eagle. An organ of six stops has been
placed in the church. It was built by Messrs.
Bryceson, Brothers, of London, and was shown
at the Paris Exhibition last year. The whole of
the iron-work and gas-fittings were made by
Mr. Cormell, of Cheltenham

; the seats and roof
have been stained by Mr. Barnes, of Gloucester

j

and the church has been erected, under the per-
sonal snperintendeuce of Mr. Henry Medland,
by Messrs. King & Godwin, of this city. The
outlay has exceeded 2,0001.

Rushall.—The church here has been re-opened
after alterations and repairs. In the alterations
the style has been adhered to, but by an addi-
tion of a spire a new appearance has been given
to the building. The nave has been enlarged
33 ft., and so 10-1 new sittings have been ob-
tained. The whole building has been repaired
and renovated, and the work has been done by
Mr. Highway, builder, Walsall, from designs by
Mr. Cranston, architect, Birmingham. The
cost of the whole is about 2,OOOJ., which has
been defrayed by Mr. W. Mellish, Q.C., one of
the patrons of the church.

DISSENTING CHHRCH-BUILDING NEWS.
Liverpool, — The new Welsh Presbyterian

Chapel in Prince’s-road has been opened for
divine service. We are indebted to the local
Journal, which gives a description of the edifice,

Mcompanied with an engraving, for the follow-
ing particulars. The chapel, with its two
lecture-rooms, two vestries, keeper’s house, &c,,
occupies an open site at the comer of Upper
Hill-street and Prince’s-road, the principal
facade being towards the latter. The chapel
proper is built of stone throughout, yellow sand-
stone being used for all the finishings and orna-
mental portions, and grey -tinted Yorkshire
shoddies for the general wall surfaces. The
style of architecture is Gothic, with a strong
bias towards the Early French school in all the
details. In plan the chapel is in the form of a
T , although not perfectly so, for the nave is

continued eastward of the transepts about 5 ft.

^forming a recess for the reception of the pulpit
and its accessories. The ground-floor is seated
for about 800 persons, and is free from all ob-
structions to sight, except two slender marble
columns which support the centres of the
transept galleries. The two columns supporting
the end gallery are so placed as to be out of the
line of vision of any sitting behind them. The
three galleries are seated for about 300 per-

sons. At the north-east comer of the chapel
rises the tower and spire to about the height
of 200 ft. This feature is described as
being the finest in this district. The lower
portion of the tower forms the principal porch.
The upper stage of the tower is pierced with
eight deeply-recessed and shafted belfry-lights.
At this stage the eight g^eat buttresses of the
tower terminate against the base of the angle
pinnacles in open tabernacles, supported on red
columns. Above the parapet, in the base of the
spire, are four lofty lucame lights with pinnacled
canopies supported on long detached red columns.
The tower is attached to the body of the chapel
by a vestibule, in which are placed the stairs to
the end gallery of the nave. The main gable to
Prince’s-road contains a group of three deeply-
recessed and traceried windows, the centre one
being about 40 ft. high. A projecting porch is

placed on the south side of the nave opposite the
tower vestibule. The side windows of the nave
and transepts are large, and the transept gables
are pierced with triplets of lofty traceried
windows. The west gable, over the pulpit, has
a large rose window of plate tracery. The whole
of the windows throughout the chapel are glazed
byMessrs. Edmondson Son, ofManchester. The
whole of the woodwork of the interior, with the
exception of the pulpit, is of selected pitch pine.
The seating is open, and furnished with crimson
cushions. The gallery fronts are arcaded with
moulded arches, supported on black shafts, and
bracketed from the beams. The latter are sup-
ported on wall corbels and columns of green
marble with carved capitals. The pulpit (not
quite finished) is constructed of oak, relieved
with rosewood, teak, ebony, and boxwood. The
chief feature of the interior is the ceiling. It is

plastered between transverse and horizontal
wood ribs, and is in shape a pointed cradle roof.
The curved transverse ribs are supported on wall
columns with carved capitals of various designs.
The chapel is lighted by gas-fittings in wrought
iron and brass, designed by the architects, and
manufactured by Messrs. Charles Smith & Sons,
of Birmingham, who also supplied the whole
ornamental ironwork and ironmongery about the
buildings. The cast railing of the boundary-
walls was made by Messrs. Harrison & Son, of
Liverpool. To the west of the chapel are large
and convenient buildings in ornamental brick-
work, containing two lecture-rooms, two vestries,
and keeper’s bouse, with other conveniences.
The masonry was executed by the late Mr.
Stirling and Mr. Edwards, of Liverpool. The
woodwork has been executed by Mr. James
Pollock. The plastering, &c., was done by Mr.
Roberts. The woodwork of the interior was
varnished by Mr. A. Lillyman, painter and
plumber. The architects from whose designs,
and under whose superintendence the whole of
the works have been executed, are Messrs. W.
& G. Audsley, of Liverpool.

SCHOOL-BUILDING NEWS.

Liverpool.—The chief stone of St. Titus’s Na-
tional Schools, Portland-street, has been laid.

It was estimated that about 4,0001. would be
required, and towards raising this amount the
Government and the National Society promised
700Z., and the Liverpool Church and School Ex-
tension Society 1,000Z. A space of ground was
obtained on the right-hand side of Portland-
street, and the schools will be erected nearly
opposite to the church. The building will be a
very plain and substantial one, and executed in

grey bricks, with stone dressings. There will be
three floors, each having a school-room 56 ft.

6 in. long by 18 ft. wide, with class-rooms 24 ft.

long by 15 ft. 6 in. wide. Stone staircases will

lead to each floor. There will be a spacious play-
ground attached to the schools, which are esti-

mated to accommodate 500 children. The
architects are Messrs. Culshaw & Sumners, and
the contractors Messrs. J. Burroughs & Sons.

Surrey.—A contract has been signed with
Messrs. Mansfield, Price, & Co., for 15,0001., for
the county school buildings, to accommodate 300
boys. This contract includes a chapel, which is

the gift of Mr. W. H. Peek, of Wimbledon House.
The new buildings are to be completed in twelve
months.

Stockport.—The foundation-stone of St. Paul’s
New Schools, Portwood, was to be laid on Wed-
nesday. The schools are to accommodate 500
children. They are to be fitted with separate
lavatories for boys and girls, and to be warmed
with Haden’s heating apparatus. The architect

is Mr. Medland Taylor, of Manchester
j and Mr.

W. H. Brown is the contractor.
yVakeJield. — The foundation-stone of new

Nationsd and Sunday Schools to be built in
Zetland-street, in connexion with the Wake-
field Parish Church, has been laid. The
buildings, which are of Gothic design, and are
intended to afford accommodation for 500 chil-
dren, consist of boys’ school-room, 60 ft. by
20 ft.

;
girls’ room, 66 ft. by 20 ft.

; infants’room,
52 ft. by 21 ft. ; and two class-rooms, each 16 ft.

by 16 ft. Cloak-rooms and lavatories will also
be fitted up adjoining the entrances. The boys’
and girls’ rooms are so arranged that they can
be thrown into one. The external faces of the
walls will be of pitched-faced stone from quarries
in the neighbourhood, with tooled dressings. In-
ternally the rooms will be plastered, also ceiled
at the rafters, and the roofs being high-pitched
and open - timbered, wrought, stained, and
varnished. The whole of the inside wood-work
will be stained and varnished. The roofs will
be covered with blue and purple slates in bands,
surmounted by red ridge tiles. The contracts
for the various works have been let to Mr. Geo.
Fawcett (brick and stone), Mr. J. P. Hill
(slating), Mr. C. Driver (plastering), Mr. J. B.
Goldthorp (carpenters’ and joiners’ work), Mr.
Drake (plumbing and glazing work), Mr. Thomas
Hudson (ironwork), and Messrs. Hodgson & Sou
(painting and staining). The cost of the build-
ings will be about 1,800Z., and they will be
carried out from the designs and under the
superintendence of Mr. William Watson, of this
town, architect.

mistfllitnca.

Homes of the People in Edinburgh.— Sir
J. Y. Simpson states that in the old town of

I

Edinburgh there are 13,000 families, consisting
I of 60,000 individuals, living in one-roomed
houses ; and that 1,500 rooms are the abodes,
day and night, of from 5 to 15 persons. About
120 have no windows, and 900 of them are
cellars.

The Arch.eologicai, Society of Malta.

—

At a recent meeting of this Society, Colonel Col-
linson, R.E., and Deputy-Adjutant Commissary-
General Furse presented a plan of the Phamician
ruins at Hagiar Kim, near Crendi, about six
miles distant from Valetta. A lecture was deli-
vered in illustration of the plan by Mr. Furse,
which gave the audience some idea not only of
the ruins themselves, but of who are to be con-
sidered, according to the description of ancient
authors, and the generally received tradition,
the first inhabitants of these islands and the
architects and builders of Hagiar Kim.

Self.peeding Penholders.—A renewed at-
tempt has been made to form a self-feeding
penholder on improved principles. Mr. P. F.
Benvenuti, principal of the Swansea Training
School and Literary Institute, is the inventor.
The Cambrian states that he has given the pen
a thoroughly practical trial, and readily acknow-
ledges its advantages over others. Ink can be
kept in the holder for several days together

—

always at hand when wanted
; whilst in writing,

blots, which accompany other self -feeding
holders, are almost impossible. Messrs. George
Rowney & Co., of London, his agents, adds our
authority, recently received a testimonial from
Mr. Redgrave, the principal of the Science and
Art Department of the South KensingtonMuseum
recommendatory of it as a drawing-pen, and a
valuable acquisition to the architect.

Value of Illustrated Books. — The Pub-
lishers' Circiilar mentions an incident at the
sale of the library of the late Mr. Windus, of
Tottenham, as showing the increasing value of
choice books. One of the gems of the collection
was a copy, on large paper, of Dr. J. T. Dibdin’s
" Bibliographical, Antiquarian, and Picturesque
Tour in France and Germany,” illustrated with
etchings, India proof engravings, private plates,
original drawings by Lewis, Pugin, and others,
extending the three volumes to six. The copy
was formed by Mr. Eyton, and at the sale of his
library twenty years ago it was purchased for
63Z. by Mr. Lilly, who disposed of it for lOOZ.
The same book was knocked down a few days
since for 240Z. to Mr. Harvey, of St. James’s-
street, the next bidder being again Mr. Lilly, its

former possessor. This sale afforded many other
exemplifications of the same fact, which is, in-
deed, obvious to any one who takes an interest
in literature.
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iiEcniTECTOTiAii Bxhihition Society. — The
i7ate view of the Exhibition will take place on
tdnesday, the 29th inst. A Convorsasione will

eheld on the 5th of May.

iThe New St. Thomas’s Hospital. — Her
.'ijesty has named Wednesday, the 13th of May,
nbalf-past eleven o’clock, for the ceremony of

ding the first atono of the new St. Thomas’s
[epital.

iOpenixg of the Nottingham Free Library.

—

a Mayor has opened the Free Library in the

esence of a large number of gentlemen. It

atains 3,500 vols. of voyages and travels, bio-

iLphy, and history; 5,000 of poetry, novels,

i miacellaneons works
; 1,200 of the sciences,

oilosophy, &c. j
600 of theology and eccle-

istical history ;
and 300 politics, law, economy,

A reading-room, a mnsenm, and a reference-

iirary, are also shortly to be added.

fUEMORIAL TO SERGEANT BrETT. — A StOne
jilet, in memory of the victim of the Fenian
arage, has just been erected in St. Barnabas’s
rorch, Manchester. The inscription is as fol-

ios:—Erected by the minister and congrega-

, Q, in memory of Charles Brett, police sergeant,

bthis city, who for many years worshipped in

s ohnrch, until he fell at his post of duty, a
iitim of the violence of sedition, on the 18th
totember, 1867. A faithful man. Though
fifiered life, he chose a cruel death rather than
ffiray his trust.”

iPlNSDURY AND ALEXANDRA PARKS.—The en-

ising aud laying out of the grounds of Fins-

fry Park, formed on the site of Hornsey Wood
isuse and its extensive groundp, is advancing
icourably. The fencing around the extensive
d picturesque tract of land for Alexandra
krk, situated between Muswell-hill and Wood-
isen, Tottenham, is now completed, and the
linting of flowering shrubs, bulbous roots, and
rwers along the borders of the flower-beds and
Bass-plots progresses rapidly, many of the
b’rlier descriptions being in bloom. The entrance

!l d carriage-drives through the park are finished,

t; e large trees on the Muswell-hill side are left

lending.

'lIlNNING THE INTERIOR OF LeAD PiPES.—

A

bthod of tinning the interior of lead pipes has
nen patented by Mr. Peter Naylor, of New
brk, U.S. The invention consists in a mode of
Ijplying to the interior of the pipe a flux that

1 11 protect the lead from oxidation, and insure
eoerfect coating of tin when the tin is poured
orough the pipe, or the pipe is dipped into the
hth of tin. After the lead pipe has been made,
cice the same in a vertical or nearly vertical

iSition, and pass down through the same a
3roDg cord, to which a weight is attached to

i^w the cord through the pipe, and at or near
! e other end of the cord a sponge, or piece of
liner porous elastic material is attached, of a
5;e to fill the pipe, and of any desired length,

—

ySin., more or less. The flux employed is

hher grease or muriate of zinc, but any other
cx may be used. The sponge or porous wad.
Ding saturated with this flux, is drawn through
ip pipe, and by its length insures the covering
tl the entire surface of the inside of said pipe
h.th the flux, so that the melted tin, subse-
;aently applied, will adhere to all parts with
fiiformity and firmness.

IiOpening of another Tumulus in North
SDRKSH iRE.—The Eev. Canon Greenwell, of
r'arbam, has commenced the examination for

enentific purposes of the large tumulus situated
ti the western aoarf of the Yorkshire Wolds, at
a altitude of about 750 ft. on the Kirby tJnder-
lale estates of Viscount Halifax. A week’s
!gging on the southern side of the barrow has
ocoduced an unexampled number of burials, all

ipglo-Saxon and secondary interments, so that
rjry little progress has been made towards
acaching the primary. With the remains of
3iBn have been found bronze and iron swords
did knives, and with women buckles, brooches,

and various beads. The strange feature
s .8 been that the bodies have many of them
eoen interred in the doubled -up way, hitherto
ODought to pertain only to the ancient Britons

;

it it some were at full length, and when so were
Jt-st and west. The results so far are enigma-
!a;al, presenting the first samples of contracted
Qgiglo-Saxon burials. The full examination will

mnd over till summer, when several of the
uixdiDg arcbaiologists will attend. It is believed
e e Anglo-Saxon burials surround the mound,
liihich will contain the earlier British ones in
cie centre.

THE BUILDEE.

Gas.—The ShefBeld Gaslight Company have
declared a dividend of 10 per cent, for the last

year. The Colnbrook Gas Company, under
new management, have reduced the price of
their gas another shilling per 1,000. The price

is now 6s.

Society for the Encouragement of the
Fine Arts.—Mr. Hyde Clarke, D.C.L., at the
last meeting, gave a lecture on “ Ephesus,”
when the collection of photographs by Mr.
Sooboda were exhibited in the rooms of the
society. Mr. F. Y. Hurlatone, V.P., and Pres.

S.B.A., was in the chair. The lecturer, briefly

allnding to the prehistoric period of Ephesus,
with its caves and rock pictures, regretted that
such a mine of artistic and archaeologio wealth
had not met with more explorers

;
and next re-

verting to the historic period, remarked that
within a circle whose radius was 30 miles were
concentrated the schools of art of great cities,

to which artists then resorted as to the galleries

of Europe at the present day. Mr. Falkener,
like Professor Donaldson, was only a few days
on the spot, and had therefore but little time to

examine the monuments, the unheaUhiness of
the district hindering further investigation. In
the discussiou that followed, Mr. A. A. Fry said

that he hoped the facilities now afforded in

travelling would induce the educated classes of
England and France to visit the cities of Asia
Minor, and explore localities of such surpassing
interest.

Votes to Science and Art Department.

—

The estimates propose a vote this session of

239,2901. for the Science and Art Department,
an increase of 29,565i. over the vote of last

session. The increase is chiefly in the grants in

aid to schools of science and art—10,3001. in the
payments to teachers on results, and 15,750f. in

the payments to managers under the Minutes of,

1865. The number of persons under instruction

in science in May, 1867, was 10,230, an increase
of no less than 3,388 over the number in May,
1866. The students tanght drawing in schools

of art and in night classes, day schools for the
poor, tfec., were 104,668 in 1866. The vote for

purchase, circulation, and loan of objects of art

shows a large increase. A vote of 10,00OL is

proposed, in part of 20,0001., for the removal of
the iron building at South Kensington to a site

offered at Bethnal-green, with a view to the
establishment of an auxiliary Museum of Science
and Art in the East of London. The vote for

the National Portrait Exhibition is 3,000J., and
the receipts for admission are estimated at a
like sum of 3,OOOL ; the expenditure in 1866
amounted to 3,882Z. The accounts for 1867 were
not closed when the estimates were prepared for

this session. The vote for the permanent build-

ings at South Kensington this year will again be
32,500Z., on further account of 195,OOOL

The Post-Office and the Telegraph.—The
report of Mr. Scudamore to Lord Stanley of
Alderley, upon the advisability of working the

electric telegraphs by the Post-office has just
been published. It is prefaced by a letter from
the late Postmaster-General, in which he states

that for some years he had been in favour of
uniiing the managements of the telegraphs and
the post. In the report itself Mr. Scudamore
compares at some length the results of the
Belgian and Swiss systems with the English.
In 1860, in Belgium, the proportion of telegrams
to letters sent was 1 to 218. The Government
reduced the price from 15d. to lOd., and imme-
diately the proportion rose to 1 telegram to 114
letters. A further reduction to 5d. has raised

the proportion still further. It was in 1865, 1 to

48. In Switzerland, too, a low rate,—1 fr. for

20 words,—prevails. In 1865 the proportion

was 1 telegram to 69 letters ; while in the United
Kingdom the proportion, which in 1863 was 1 to

197, had only risen in 1865 to 1 to 151. Mr.
Scudamore then passes on to consider the objec-

tion that the subordinate agents of the Post-

office department in the small provincial towns
are incompetent to control the telegraph. He
answers that there is nothing peculiarly dis-

qualifying in a postmaster, and that an increased

pay would bring greater efficiency to the work.
He thinks that the whole of the companies’
proper^es and rights might be bought for

2,400,000Z., and as much as 2,500,000i. would be
required to start the scheme. If we got the
same proportion of telegrams to letters as

Belgium, and set the average of product of
each telegram to Is. 2^d., deducting all charges,

there would be, Mr. Scudamore shows, a net
produce of something over 500,000Z.

|
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South Kensington Museum.—During Easter
week, free, the visitors numbered 31,800; and
there went to the National Portrait Exhibition,
by payment, 3,4-il.

Archaeological Remains in the South Ameri-
can Highlands.—Some remarkable remains of
the aborigines have been discovered in Chili, on
the summit of the Cordillera of Dona Ana.

Infectious Diseases.—The committee of the
University College Hospital have, through the
Hospital Carriage Fund, been placed in the pos-
session of a carriage for the convenience of per-
sons snfi'ering from infectious diseases. The
committee have determined that persons re-

quiring it, and who reside within a three-mile
radius of the hospital, may obtain it upon appli-

cation to the clerk at the hospital, and paying
the actual expenses of hire.

The Leeds Sewerage.—A report, by the
borough surveyor, Mr. A. M. Fowler, to the
Streets and Sewerage Committee of the town
council, upon forming a drainage district for

the south-west portion of the borongh of Leeds,
and the effectnal sewerage of the same, has
been printed by authority of the council. The
cost of draining the district, including storm
outlets and contingencies, is estimated at

40,500Z. The question how the borough
sewerage can best be ventilated is at present
referred to a sub-committee.

Royal Microscopical Society.—At the annual
soirt^e of this society, held at King’s College, on
Wednesday evening last, the 22nd inst., a large

number of the scientific novelties of the day
were presented in a very attractive form.
Amongst the most remarkable, we may mention
a preparation showing the decomposition of
water, and two solid pieces of plate-glass, an
inch and a half thick, pierced by the electric

spark. Under the microscopes were shown
sections of the hnman tongue and brain, and the
usual number of living beings from the invisible

world, Amongst the works of art were exhibited

a large collection of highly-finished drawings of
botanical, physiological, and zoological subjects ;

a number of handsome bronzes, by F. Spnrrell;

and a collection of flower-vases and repoussiS

salvers in beaten metal, by Richardson, Slade,

& Ellson.

“ The Wall of Antoninus.”—The Edinburgh
Courant says, in the course of some improve-
ments on the property of Mr. Cadell, of Grange,
the workmen turned up a large stone, which at
first was thrown aside as an ordinary boulder,
and for a time was allowed to lie on the surface.

An examination afterwards made, however,
showed that the reverse of the stone contained
an inscription which seemed to identify it with
the wall of Antoninus (commonly known in that
quarter as ” Graham’s Dyke”), built during the
Roman occupation of Lollius Urbicus, for the
purpose of shutting off the wild tribes to the
north, and which was supposed to extend from
the Forth to the Clyde. From the inscription it

is conjectured that this stone was intended to

commemorate the finishing of the wall; and, if

so, it will prove a valuable aid to antiquarian
research, as showing how far the work actually

did extend eastward. It is to be hoped this will

not be sold to go to America.

Frosting in Colours, and on Paper and
Cotton Fabrics. — A curious discovery has
recently been made by M. Auguste Bertsch, and
turned to practical account by M. Kuhlmann,
the celebrated chemist. The beautifully sym-
metrical and yet fantastic figures of leaves and
flowers depicted on the window panes of a room
on a frosty morning have been closely imitated,
according to Oalignani, by means of Epsom
salts (sulphate of magnesia) dissolved in beer,

together with a small quantity of dextrine (arti-

ficial gum), and in this state applied to a pane
of glass with a sponge or brush. The liquid may
receive any colour whatever, at the option of
the operator. M. Kuhlmann, on being apprised
of the fact, conceived the idea of transferring

those fairy-like creations to stuffs and paper.

For this purpose he first got the crystallizations

on sheets of iron, on which he afterwards laid

one of lead. By means of a powerful hydraulic

press the minutest details of the figures in ques-

tion were durably imprinted on the soft metal,

and a copy of them in relief was then obtained

by galvanoplastics. In impressing cotton

stuffs the patterns must be continuous. This
obstacle has been overcome by effecting the

crystallization on the cylindrical surface of a
roller.
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Ak English Chvbch in Dresden.— The
foaodation-stone of an English chnrch has been
laid here, an English lady having generonsly
Bnbscribed the sum of 4,000i. towards the exe-
cution of the project. The design for the
structure is by an English architect. The
new building is to bear the name of All Saints’
Church.

Salisbury Cathedral.—The Dean of Salis-
bury has received a cheque for 5001. from the
Eev. C. B. Bicknell, rector of Stourton, for the
purpose of placing twelve statues in the west
front of Salisbury Cathedral, in addition to
the forty which have been ordered by the dean
and chapter. Fourteen statues have already
been placed in niches.

Memorial Church in Clerrenwell. — A
church is about to be erected in the St. John-
street-road, for the new district of St. Peter’s,
in the parish of St. James, Clerkenwell, upon
the site secured as the nearest available to the
scene of the Smithfield martyrdoms. The total
cost, including schools and parsonage adjoining,
is not to exceed 10,0001.

The Drinking Fountain in Maryledone-
lANE, Oxeord-street.—We regret to learn that
this fountain is being allowed to fall into a state
of dilapidation. The malicions acts of drunken
varlets fresh from beer-shops only show how
desirable it is to place drinking-water within
reach of thirsty wayfarers, and we hope the
authorities will not be disheartened by repeated
acts of this description, but that they will set
watch for the depredators, and hand them over
to the police-conrts, where they will meet with
their deserts.

Gun-cotton and its Safety.— Mr. James
Wilson (of the North-Eastern Goods Manager’s
office) has reported upon experiments under-
taken for the pnrpose of investigating the risks
incurred in the conveyance of compressed gun-
cotton charges upon the North-Eastern Eailway.
The experiments were conducted by Mr. Pren-
tice, of the Gun-cotton Company. The results
of the experiments are said to have been con-
vincing, and enabled Mr. Wilson to report that
the railway company might safely carry gun-
cotton along with other goods in ordinary
wagons, adopting the same mles as now apply
to the conveyance of cartridges.

The Manchester New Stock Exchange. —
On Tnesday last, the members of the Manchester
Stock Exchange assembled for the first time in
their new room, in Commercial Buildings, Cross-
street. The Exchange-room forms a part of a
large structure which has been erected by the
Commercial Buildings Company, and is now fast
approaching completion. The front wOl be
occupied by shops and offices

; and there is a
separate entrance in Newmqrket-street to the
Stock Exchange, which is upon the first floor,
and is reached by two flights of steps. The
Exchange-room is 66 ft. in length, by 46i ft. in
breadth. There is accommodation for about 120
members

; and opposite to the main entrance
are a reading-room, and offices for each of the
telegraph companies. Messrs. Walters, Barker,
& Ellis, of Manchester, are the architects, and
the entire contract for the bnilding has been
executed by Mr. Wm. Southern.

Bequests to British Museum.—The late Mr.
Felix Slade, of Lambeth, has left to the British
Museum his collection of glass, consisting oj
vases and other objects illustrative of the art of
glassmaklug from the earliest period to the end
of the seventeenth century. He has likewise
bequeathed to the Museum his extensive
collection of engravings ; also the sum of
45,0001. to be applied to the endowment of fine
arts professorships at Oxford and Cambridge,
and at University College, London, where some
exhibitions also are to be founded. The fine col-
lection of Venetian glass belonging to Mr. E. W.
Cooke, E.A., is about to be sent to the South
Kensington Mnsenm on loan for a year.

Eefobm of the Patent Laws.— On Thursday
last the Hon. Aubernon Herbert, B.C.L., pre-
sided at a Second Conference on the Eeform of
the Patent Laws, at the Inventors’ Institute.
The secretary of the Institute, Mr. E. Marden
Latham, read the report of the proceedings of
the committee nominated a month ago, and
composed of members of the council, together
with representatives of various public bodies.
From this document it appeared that arrange-
ments are in progress for an effective agitation
in the interest of inventors, and that already
Mr. A. H. Layard, D.C.L., M.P., has consented

'

to preside at a public meeting to be shortly held
in London. The chairman moved the adoption
of the report

j and in doing so expressed his
thorough appreciation of the important steps
which were being taken. A petition was then
submitted, and having been nnanimonsly ap-
proved of, was ordered to be signed by the
chairman in the name of the meeting.

The Education Grant.—The vote proposed
for public education in Great Britain for the
year ending with March, 1869, is 842,5541., an
increase of 136,6891. over the vote for the fiscal
year just expired. The calculation based npon
the number of scholars in average attendance in
schools inspected in the last school year in
England, with the per-centage added for the
ordinary increase, gives 985,200 as the estimated
average attendance in 1868

;
but an addition of

45,000 is made for half-timers under the Work-
shops Act, and of 16,000 for scholars in Congre-
gational and other schools newly admitted to
aid, raising the estimated number of day
scholars to 1,046,200. Briefly, the vote for
Great Britain to be proposed this session stands
thus:—Office in London, 29,4821.; inspection,
64,1031. ; normal schools, 74,2501. j bnildicg
grants, 45,0001. ; annual grants, England and
Wales, 519,6391.; grants to teachers in Scot-
land, 79,5001. ; nnexpired pensions, 5801. Total,
842,5541.

For new stop-front, &o,, at No. 6, Esmonth-atr
Clerkenwell. Mr. Wm. Smith, architect:

Dotc, Bros, {accepted) £495 0 0

For alterations, Messrs. Coates & Co’s
Mr. James Harnson architect. Quantilkes o
Messrs. Leanine & Niooll and Mr. C. A. Gonld

Browne & Robinson £819 0
Webb & Sons 815 0
Ashby & Sons gio 0

Wliitecha'

ipplied

Hill i Keddell
Little (accepted) ..

For Hemel Hempstead Chnrch. Messrs. Drarv
ovejoy architects. Quantities suppUed by Mesi

CnrtiB &, Son and Bake it Itanwell

:

_ A seats.
Cook £3,762 0
HompLrey 3.335 0
Chappel 3,176 13
Sear 3,170 0
Nightingale 3,138 0
Han-ia 3,035 0
Webb ..

Wilkins '. 2’902
Gibson (accepted) 2,890 0 0

..£3,705 0 C

.. 3,326 0 C

., 3,289 3 C

,. 3,240 0 0

,. 3,178 0 0

. 3,050 0 0
.. 2,966 0 0
.. 2,882 0 0
. 2,664 0 0

For a chapel at the Grissenhall Union, Norfolk, exc
Bive ol stone. Mr. R. M. Phipson, architect •

“*"old £627 10 0
8’"PP« 6ft4 0 0

630 0 0
Jackson *-

Lamer (accepted)
Nelson

478 0
425 0 0

For 8t. Paul's District Schools, Stratford. Essex.
Ongh, architect. Quantities supplied—

Hedges. £2,834 0 0Wood
, 2 831 0 0

2.817 0 -

Mansfield
Chalton
Eivett

2,810

2.636

2,493 0 0

For chapel
,

Victoria Docks, for Mr. Duncan.
Marshall, a^rchiteot. Quantities supplied .—

Chefims
.

Norton....
Manley & Rogers

!

Hughes
Bhermur

""

Cuthbert, Bros
Kiyett
Perry & Co
Morter

Clubb & Co. "(accepted') ..

,. £1,866 0
.. 1,820 0
.. 1,807 0
.. 1,788 0
.. 1,648 0

1,6

1,537 0
1,615 0
1,497 0
1,480 0
1,350 0

Utilization or Waste.—The refuse ore which
formerly need to obstruct the entrance to some
German mines has become highly valuable since
it was discovered that it contaius metals so im-
portant as nickel and cobalt. The liquor which
the manufacturers of soap formerly allowed to
run off as useless is the source from which we
derive glycerine. The sulphuric acid which
used to poison the atmosphere and to destroy
vegetation in the neighbourhood of works for
roasting snlphurets, is now carefully saved and
converted into sulphuric acid. The “ soda
waste,” which was permitted to accumulate in
mountains in factories, is now made to yield
quite a number of useful prodnets, such as sul-
phur, hyposulphite of soda, and others. In many
instances still, prodnets, solid, liquid, and’gaseous
are wasted, permitted to escape with the atmo-
sphere, to fill the sewers, or to decay out of doors,
which would yield a rich reward to the -mnn
who would turn them to serve some useful pur-
pose. Nothing ought to be thought too insignifi-
cant for consideration. Who knows, says the
Bcientijic American, but what even the carbonic
gas which we are now glad enough to get rid of
by onr chimneys may hereafter be conveniently
rendered useful in the economy of onr house-
holds.

Arch-eological Disooteky at Berwick,

—

While trenching ground for a garden at a
recently-erected villa, in the Inner Cow-close,
on the corporation property, the gardener,
being compelled to go deep, came upon the
skeletons of several human beings in different
parts of the ground. On each aide of three of
the bodies were slabs of undressed stone, with
rude stone coverings. On one was an incised
cross, with a rose in the centre

;
and on another,

the cist of a child, was a I^tin cross. The
place was probably at one time a burial-ground,
bnt at what time it is impossible to say. At
another part of the ground there was discovered
a tower-like structure, in front of which is a
wall; 4 ft. thick, and running in a transverse
direction into a portion of the adjoining land.
Permission was obtained to trace the wall into
the adjoining land, and it has been ascertained
that the wall is 94 ft. long, by 43 ft. in width

;

the solid masonry is 23 fc. square, and between
the wall and the building is a space of 20 ft.

From a smaE piece of architectural moulding
which was found, it is presumed that the build-
ing belouged to the Norman period.

TENDERS.
For alterations and additions to Thorpe Eectory, near

Nonrich, eiclnsire of old materials. Mr R. M. Phipson,
architect :

—

Hood £2,326 0 0
Brookes 2,310 0 0
Lacey 2,299 0 0
Balls 2,270 a) 0
Downing 2,219 0 0
Newell (accepted) 1,354 0 0

For restoring Stoke Ash Church, SnfTolk, exclnsiye of
old materials. Mr. R. M. Phipson, architect

Burrell £887 16 0
Rednall&Vine 604 12 6
Bishop 575 0 0
Cornish (accepted) £68 0 0

For alterations at the Chnrch of St. Francis Xarie
Liverpool. Messrs. Picton, Chambers, &. Bradley arcl
tecta. Quantities supplied :

Haigh& Co. £5,350 0 0
Westmorland 4^898 0 0
Mnllen .t Tnn a a
Urmson
Jones & Son

4;69o
4,610

Rowe (accepted) 4 444

4,654

For house and oflicee, Sutton Oak, near St. Helen’s
Messrs. Jno. Marsh & Co. Messrs. Picton, Chamber.
Bradley, architects. Quantities supplied

Leatbam £820 0 0
Harrison...

Harris (accepted)

For alterations, &c., at 21, Aideragate-street Mr 1
Campbell, architect :

^Jles £1,057 0 0
Ring & Sons 763 0 0
Anderson 740 0 0
Carter tot a a
Sewell 0 0

For re^dding warehouse. No. 22, Crutebed Friare, f(
Messrs. Hy. Buokuell & Sons. Mr. Arthur E Tsylo
architect. Quantities supplied by Mr. Joseph Clever —

Thompson £3,223 0 0
g.’Bga.-"- 3,114 0 0
Rider & Son 2.88;i 0 0
^Iby 2.769 0 0
Browne & Robinson 2 720 0 0

2.7('8 0 0
yoDdn 2^580 0 0
Henshawe 2,575 0 0
Morter (accepted) 2,543 0 0

For the erection of a village residence at Grays, Essa
for Messrs. Sturgeon & Sons. Mr. D. A. Cobbett, aroli
tect. Quantities supplied by Mr. Geo. Mortimer—

Harris £2,620 0 0
Bivett 2,630 0 0
Crabb & Vaughan 2,465 0 0
Hall 2,347 0 0
Forrest 2,269 0 0
Blake (accepted) 2,285 0 0

For the erection of a villa residence near Sevemdrofl
Castle, Shooters’ Hill. Mr. C. E. Barlow, architect
Quantitjes supplied by Mr. Geo. Mortimer.

Newman & Man (accepted) £5,226 0 0

For new workhouse for St. MaiVs, Islington, to b
erected in St. John’e-road, tapper Holloway. Mr. R. H
Bendon, architect:

—

Nutt & Co. (accepted) £&i,200 0 0

For Nottingham County Court. Mr. ThM. C. Sorby
architect. Quantities supplied by Mr. J. Scott

Hall C6,280 0 0
Barke 6,260 0 0
Buddlestone 6,188 0 0
Simpson & Co 6,078 0 0
Marriott & Co 6,889 0 0
Dennett 6,879 0 0
Bell & Co 6,839 10 0
Stephenson & Co 6,698 0 0
Johnson 6,S50 0 0
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' jr tho erection of a Congregational church at Moro-
ampatead, Devon. Mr. John Tarring, architect

Bragg £1,326 0 0
Bragg & Dyer 1,123 6 9
Biller I,(i91 0 0
Bcaine & Morvin 1,063 0 8
Tarring & Avery 1,029 9 4
Xuficombe 891 10 0

ror rehuilding wharf and warehouse for Messrs. Nash,
jts, & Nash, at Pickle Herring Lower Wharf, exclusive

ifiver wall and foundation. Mr. S. Brookes, architect.

iJitities by Messrs. Curde & Son
Piper & Wheeler £6.360 0 0
Perry & Co 6,005 0 0

Cowland 5,990 0 0
G-iliett & Wisbey 6,800 0 0
Wells ... 6,467 0 0

Wills .„ 6,409 0 0
Newman & Mann 6,308 0 0

J. & T. Coleman 6,333 0 0

6,326 0 0

.
Quantities not supplied :

—

Cowley £1,716 0 0
Curtis 1,643 0 0
Dover 1,640 0 0
Selby 1,460 0 0
Gray 1,160 0 0

ror erecting a now farmhouse end buildings at Lower-
l», Chubury, Salop. Mr. E. PoweD, architect. Q
9B supplied

Loekley rt Ward £1,570 0 0
Woolley 1,039 0 0
Evans 9i»6 10 0
Hankinson & Williams 945 0 0

TO COREESPONDENTS.

P. (we believe there Is a Munlclpsl Offloere'Directory).—S. C. R.
receive*!).—A Looker-on (fee).—J. M. W. (the porion who eup-

ih the quantitie* ie the penou who must be sattsfied. Foeelblf,

esver. he w»» merely the egent of the employer. Mr. I.'s charge
lid be paid by employer, QuUsi there be any apeciul agreement
looutractor ie to pay It).—W. A.—C. B, M.—N. 4 Co,—Col. C.-
LA.—Measn. O'C.—O. M.—W. G. 8.—P. 4 Sons.—W. H.— K.
-..-J. W. & Som-J. M.-0. O’N. P.- J. B.—G. 8.—J. T.-F. M.-
Co.-8. B.—M. P.-J. P.-E. P.— C. B.-J. H.—J. A.—J. P.-

-•.-a L,-E. B--8. H.-T. W. 4 J.-C&pt. R.—T. Z.-T. B--
G,—H. N.—R«v. J. B.— J. H. C.—Mr. L.—Mr. P.—C. C. R.—
4.-J. D.

,

uTE.—Arcbitecte who are unwilling (u we are) that tb

! Id not accompany Uits of tenders with which they are concerned
npreveut the omiesion by aeudisg llsta themeelves. We oannot
ht tUti on the ground of such omUsion.
>1 are compelled to decline pointing out books and giving

ii. statements of facts, lists of Tenders, 4c., must be aceompanled
'he name and addrees of the sender, not necessarily fi

ilcation.

•0%—The responsibility of signed artlcloi, and papers read i

sic meetlnEts. rests, of course, with the authors.

‘tie's issue later than TFREB o’clock p.m.,
WHURSDAY. ^

r/ie FxibUsker cannot he responsible for Ori-
•fAi. Testimonials left at the Office in reply to

rvertisements, and strongly recommends that
iPiEs ONLY should be sent.

NOTICE.—All Commxmications respect-

A Advertisements, Sxibscriptions, ^c., should be
iressed to “ The Publisher of the Builder^'

1, Yorh-street, Covent Garden. All other
mmunications should be addressed to the
'iditor," and not to the “ Publisher."

[Adveetisements.]

NOTICE.—Her Majesty’s Commissioi
rks, the Royal Engineers, the War-Offlee, the

•i^light Reflectors to supersede Gas in daytime.
Ay are manufactured of various materials, at
itper square foot and upwards.
Messrs. Chappuis & Co., of 69, Fleet-street,

lidon, are tho sole Patentees and Makers.
!iy also manufacture special Reflectors for

uentific purposes, and for the new Lights,

—

Tgnesium, Lime, Electric, «fec., and the Street-

tl-tale Reflectors now generally adopted at
tst-end houses.

MONOGRAMS of every conceivable design,
tiats, Armorial Bearings, &c., in gold or en-
taed with enamel and gems, have been intro-
(ied as decorations for J. W. Benson’s Watches,
i' appointment to the Prince of Wales. Old
lid-street

J Westbourne-grove
J and Ladgate-

. See Price-list.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

T AM P-P 0 S T S— Plain and Ornamental
JLi dwarf OAS-PILLAR8. Ditto Ditto.

LAMP-BRACKttTS. Ditto Ditto.
LAMPS, In Copprr, Tin, Iron, nod Braae.
NUMBERS for t-TKEET-LAMPS. newly Invented.
FOU''TAINS—Garden and Drinking.
GATES. RalLINGS, 4c. VAS'-b for GARDENS, TERRACES. 4c.

A Book of the newest DESIGNS for these will be forward^ free
on receipt of Sa. 8d. In stamps, which will be allowed on flrst order,

TURNER 4 ALl.RN, Fonoders aud Contractors.
201, UPPER THAMES STRBEr, LONDON.

PERFECTION in BOOKKEEPING.—
JL BUILDERS and Others deeiring a really good system, can
have a SET of MODELS for BUILDERS’ BOOKS, by DOUBLE
ENTRY, to which was awarded tbe prize offaied in " The Builder,"
No. 1.180, and which baa been adopted by many large firms. Alao a
Modified ArniDRement by Single Eucry, sniuble for email builders.—
Address, E, A. 4, bC, Geoige’s*road, Regent’s Park, London.

Now in tbe Frees
;
ready early In May,W ORKS in IRON.

T T By ANDREW HANDY8JDE 4 CO.
Britannia Ironworks, Derby, and 32, Walbrook, London.

The book contains Deieriptiona of Iron Bridges, Rnofs and Build-
ing*, Steam-engines, Hydraulic and other Machiuee, Cunstructlveand
Decorative Ironwork for Bulidlngs, Conservatories, an-l Winter Oar-
deai; Gates aed Plllara, Ornamental Ironwork, with EstUnatss of
Cost. lUustrated by TEN FULL-PAGE PHOTOGRAPHS and
THIRTY ENGRAVINGS. Price 15a.

A CLUE to RAILWAY COMPENSATION
for Property and Person, compulsory sale under special Acts,

the nature and value of estatee, prescriptive window-lights, ease-
ments, nuisances, and the principles of parochial assessment. With
Notes, and supplement founded on receot anthorities. By THOMAS
HORKI8, Architect. Also, 2ud Ed. 4>. 6d. cloth.

DILAPIDATIONS, ECCLESIASTICAL and
GENERAL ; their nature, and the pvjndplee of assessment succinctly
demoustiated. With an Appendix on party-walls and statuary
regulations. 4r. cloth.

London : BIMFKIN, MARSHALL, 4 CO.

ARCHITECTURE IN SPAIN.
With 25 large Plans and 100 Lllastra'ions, royal Svo. SOi.

rpHE GOTHIC ARCHITECTURE of
-L SPAIN: from Personal Observations made during several
Journeys through that Country.

By Q. K bTRBBT, F.8.A. Author of the " Brick and Marble
Architecture of Italy."

'' Mr. Street has not only explored aud sketched the meet oon>ider-
able eculeeiasUcal buUolnga scattered over tbree-fourcLs of Spain,
bnt he has gone very far Itito tbe learnlngef the subject. Every part
of the work presents avldence of tbe labour aud deep interest with
which,ha pntsued his investigations, aud tbe result! is one of the
most curious and valuable architectural works which we have
received for some time."

—

Guardian.
"A most valuable work. It deservAS to stand s<de by aide with tbs

best of Mr. Puxin’e contrlbu'lous to the Catholie Revival, while In
some res]>ecU It Is superior, and deserves, as we duUbt no' It will re-
ceive, a careful study by prufessloual aTahitectB."— (fitioit Heoitui.
"This handsome volume merits the highest praise, ti Is well

written and well lllustraied : It Is also well timed, and will certainly
have the effect of istlling the attentioo of travellers to thle country
for their Umi.'’—Gentlman'i Magazine.
"A valuable contribution to tne history of Gothic arcbltectare.

With the axceptlou of th> great work of Vllla-Amll and Escosiub,
we have no pnbllcatlon which thrown so mnch light on tbs archltec-
Uctural monuments of S|ialn.’’— Edinburgh Reviete.

Ji>HN MURRAY, Albermarle-street,

A CARD.

IV/r R. E. W. S H A W. C. E.
XlX CONSULTING ENGINEER.

ARBITRATOR,
ABCOTTECT, AND SURVEYOR,

7. HUTCHINSON-STREET,
WIDNE8, NEAR WARRINGTON.

PARTNERSHIP. — A CONTRACTOR,
1 who bee a well-established and extending connexlozL wishes

to meet with a Gentleman of practical ability, who bat from 1.S09L
to 2,0002. at disposal, to join him and take an active share in tbe
business. Principals only wUI be treated with.—Address, B. S,

Seuthampton-street, Strand, W.C.

PARTNERSHIP in the TIMBER TRADE.
I WANTED, a Gentleman with about 6,f)00£. to join the
Advertiser in an old-established BUSINESS. Prsvlont knowledge
not requistle. Referencve given and r.qnlred.—Address. JOHN
MILLS, Riq. Solicitor, Sa, Brunswick-place, • ity-road.

PARTNERSHIP.—WANTED, a Gentle-
_h. man with from 2 OOOL to 4 0001. to join tbe Advertlter, who
bos quarries aud axt«nBive works, and inaDuf.'Cturlug premises
adjacent, toexCend the large established business thereof, conuseted
with the building trades and profession, and realizing good prufits,

Frlncipab or their solicitors only treated with.—Address, In the first

instance, F. E. 38, RugleSeld-road, London, N.

TO KNOINEER3, SURVEYORS, LAND AGENFS. 4c.

PARTNERSHIP.—A Gentleman of active
1 bnsinesB habits, considerable experience In Railway and

Snultary Engineering, Surveying, 4c, and having a small capital at
command, wlidies to makean'angoineuta with a well-established Firm
for a PARTNERSHIP. Unexceptionable references. — Address,
T. B. N. 7. Thavles inn, Holbom.

TO ARCHITECTS, SURVEYORS, AND BUILDERS.

pHE Advertiser, who has had eight years’
9_ experience, will hog ad to render TEMPORARY ASSISTANCE

either at home or in an office, ou moderate terms. Isa fair draughts-
man and colourist, aud has a knowledge of quantities, Ac. Traciuga
made, aud bllJt, 4o. copied.—Address, W. S. 11, Peruy Circus. Lon-
don, W.C.

PERSPECTIVES, COMPETITION and
1. other DRAWINGS MADR and COLOURED,—Address, C.

70, Camberwell New-road. 8.B.-N.B. Office in tbe City.

TO ARCHITECTS, BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
i^UANTITlES Taken Out and Bills Pre-
VrtF pared, ESTIMATES Made a" from Quantities Supplied, or

otherwise, by a practical Man, Terms very moderate,—
Addresa, C. D. care of Mr. Rushiuore, 9, Lima-street, City, B C.

TO BUILDERS. 4o.

pkRAWINGS PREPARED, Quantities
i / Taken out. Amoiinte Adjusted, Competition and other Biti-

m»ting, by n SURVEYOR (many years principal clerk to a London
building firm).—Address, W. 97, Keutiah Town-road. N.W.

ETEW DESIGNS from the Paris Exhibition
l e been introduced into all branches of the
kck Department at J. W. Benson’s, Watch
I Clock Maker to the Prince of Wales. Old
Ud-streetj Westbourne-grove

j and Ludgate-
. See Price-list.

Borough of salford. — wanted,
In tho Corporation Gan Works, Lamb laoe, Saifoid, a

CHIEF CLERK thoroughly conv.rsiint with book-k.eplug, and
posMulug a kuowiedKO of the maDufacture of gas ; imd whose age is

uot QoOer 28, Salary after the rate of 1502. psr aonum. Security
required to the extent of 3001.—Appilcatli.n., with testimonials of
reo-ntdate, to be delivered at tbe Gas Woiks. Lamb.laue, ad 're-sed
to the Cbatnaan of the Qai Uumuitt*e, nod endorsed “ Applica'lon
for Chief Clerk." on or before 8A tORDAY, MAY 2. I8«i6.—iiy order,
AptU22od. 1S5S, OEO, uRETT, Town Clerk.

pLERK of WORKS.—WANTED, a
V_7 CLERK of WORKS, a J-ilper by trade preferred, accustomed to
church work.— Addre-s, by loiter, staliug salary required, and
giving refereuce to the arebit-ct under whom lut employed, to
R, W. DREW, E4q. 7, Storey's-gate, St. James's Park, 8,W.

TO BUILDERS, DEC0EAT0R8, 4c.

^ ILDERS, thoroughly experienced in. House
Work, may be OBTAINED at the House of Call, Marlborough

Ion, Blenbelm-stepa, Oxford-street.—Address to tbe BecreUry.

]\/rOULDING MACHINIST WANTED,
IVJ. who canWORK a CIHCULAE MOULDING MACBINE. Must
be able to make and temper hU own irons. None but those who are
fully competeut need apply at Sage’s Factory, Fortpool-lane.

TO EMPLOYERS of CARVERS.—
Infonuation may bo had regarding tbe trade by applying to

the Secretary of the Wood Carver*’ Society.—Addrees, WM. McCALL,
34, Bhamrock-street. Olvgow.

rPHOLSTERERS’ FOREMANTT^\J WANTED.—Apply by letter to Messrs. C. BINDLEY 4 S'

134. Oxford-»t
“•

^^ANTED, a Young Man as CLERK
T T who nuderstands bookkeeping, prime cost, can trace draw-

ings, 4c.—Address, stating age, salary, 4c. to W. Fost-ctfice, Sast-
combe, near Bisley, Gloucestershire.

W ANTED, an experienced BOOK-
KEBPER. Must have a thorough knowledge of the sawing,

placing, moulding, nud joinery buaiuesa.—Address, by letter, B.M.
85, ComwaU-road, Stamford-street, Lambeth, 3.

WT-^NTED, six good PLASTERERS.
VV Six months’ Job.—Apply |on tbe Works,^Stauitead Abbott,

WANTED, a good CARPENTER, to
undertake the CARCASSING and FIXING for Four Houses,

at Upper Norwood.—Addres*, T. 3. Woodiand-hlU, Upper Nor-
wood. S.E.

WANTED, a WORKING FOREMAN,
T T to take tbe entire manAgement of a Joiner’s Shop, by a

BuUdlog Firm In Birmingham. First-class references LndUpeusable.
Addreu, BUILDER, Poat-oiBce, Birmingham, stating but employ,
mentand salary expected.

3 ARi'eiTBCTS.

WrANTED, EMPLOYMENT, by an expe-
T V rlenoed ABBLSTaNT, many yean In some of the flnl offices.

First-rate dreughtsmau and detUner, wbh good knowledge of detail

aud coQstructiou.—Address, 739, Office of" The Builder."

TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.

W/’ANTBD, by a thoroughly practical Man,
VV a BR-RNOAGEMENT, either as OENEItAL FOREMAN or

CLRhk of WORKS. Uaa hod oonelderable experience ou public
works.—Address, H. F. 35, Hernsey-road, Holloway.

TO BUILDERS. GENTLEMEN. AND OTHERS.

"WfANTED, by a thoroughly practical Man,
V V Carpenter hy trade, a RB-BNGAGBMENT as OUT-DOOR

FOREMAN, or Clerk of Works, or to eupertntend building and repalTi
on auertate. or would take.any quantity of carpeuter's orjoiner’s work
at a schedule of prices. Good tefereuoes.—Address, EDMUND, 13,

Mayfleid-strset, Dalsbin, N.

TO BUILDERa, 4c.

WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, by
V V a BUILbER’3 CLERK. Well up in estlmaUug, measuring,

quantity taking, aud accounts. Fair draughtsman. Good references.
Security, if reqaired.—Address. C. D. Strocey’s Ltbrary,3, Hanover-
place. Regent’s Park, N.W.

TO ARCHITECTB, SURVEYORS. AND E3TATB AGENTS.WANTED, an ENGAGEMENT as
JUNIOR ASSISTANT In tbe Offices of tbe above. la a neat

and quick di-anghumaa, con surrey, 4c.—Addresa, 974, Office of
' Tbe Builder.”

WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT as
GENERAL FOP.EMAN. Joat comptetedaCityJob. Joiner

by trade. Thoroughly romnetent in all branches. First-class refer-

ences.-Address, J. P. 128. U dborn-hUJ.

TO BRICK AND PIPE MANUFACTURERS.WAM TED, by a young Man, now engaged
os Clerk. Time-keeper, and Assistant In the above business,

a similar SITUATION, or as Wharf-clerk, Seven years' experience.
Flret-clnaa reference.—Address, W. W. Messrs. CoIUers’ Brick, Pipe,
and Pottery Works, Reading.

TO ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYORS.WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, as
GENERAL or JUNIOR ASSISTANT. Good references. No

ohJectiou to country.—Addrees, M. Terrace Honae, Upper Keonlng-
ton-lune, Vauxhall, B.

TO ARCHITECTS.WANTED, by the Advertiser, an EN-
OAGEIIRNT, as ASSISTANT la an Architect's Office, In

London. He is fully convereaut with the duties of the profession,

aud can give good references.—Address, E. 8. care of Messrs. Darrell

4 Co. Stationers, Chatlng-cross, W.O.

TO CAPITALISTS AND OTHERS.

TyANTED, by a Man who has a thorough
Y Y practical kuowle-'ge of Brickmaklng in all Its branches, a

SITUATION as MANAGER In a BRICKFIELD, at home or abroad.
Has a good knowledge of ground-work.—Address, A. B. Telegraph
lun.Thomtou neatb, Croyduu.

TO BUILDERS AND OWNERS OF HOUSE PROPERTY.
TWaNTEI), WORK, by the Piece, Labour,
V V or otherwise, by BOLINGBROKB 4 CO. House Painters and

Decorators, 19, Stauley-streeb, Pimlico.

WANTED, by a steady Young Man,
RMI’LOYMENT, at Stair*, or good Jolasi’s Work. Town

or country. Good references.-Address, W. C. 29, St. Mark's-road,
Kenoington Park, Surrey.

WANTED, by an experienced CLERK of
WORKS, an ENGAGEMENT. A Joiner. Knows all brauohei.

References to London architects. Or as Manager, Estimator, and
Draughtsman wiih a Builder.-Addresa, W. X. Y. Z. at Mr. Pike's,

Stationer, VYhiteborae-street, Piccadilly, W.

TO MASTER PLUMBERS.

yrANTED, by a Young Man, who served
V V his time in a j'-bb'ng shop, to IMPROVE in the PLUMBING.

Age 24.—Address, M. H, 8, Peel-street, NotUug-hlU.

TO CARPENTERS AND BUILDERS,

yrANTED, by the Advertiser, a SITUA-
V V TION as IMPROVER. Has served bis time

;
can work

well. Good referencee.—Address, G. W. B. 3S, Saathbrook-,tceet,
New-read, Hauiuersmitb.
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TO BUILDEES AXD COCTIUCTOES.
T\/’ANTED, by the Advertiser, a^ed 28,
T T a EB-E>fGAGESrEST a< CLBR£ or TIMBKEEPEB.—

TO AECHITECTS, i

\\fANTED,byanexperiencedDRAUGHTS-
T T UAN, an E}iGAOEU.BKr. Can prepare and finleh draw-

ing from rougn eketcbee, ,

aoms knowledge of Gotbic. Salair, 35e. per week.—Address, J, AL C.
SO, UabledoD-place, Barton Crescent, W.C.

t details, ClA,aic style. Has

WrANTED, by the Advertiser, a SITUA-
T T TION or JOB, as PLCMBBB, In town or country,—Address,

8. 8. care of Mr, Levy, 4, Higb-street, Kensington, W.

TO B0ILDERS, PLUMBBR0, Ac.

WT"ANTED, a SITUATION, by a good
_» T PLDMBER. or as Three-branch Hand.—Address, PLUMBER,
", Brompton-road. 8.W

TO BUHDERS AND BOUeE AGENTS

'W/'ANTED, by a PLUMBER, PAINTER,
T V and GLAZIEB.aConstantSirUATION as WORKING FORE-MAN or otherwise. Understaudi gi-neral repairs of bo

good dUlemperer, and can do papering if reiuired 8a ,
reason for leaving preeent employ.—G. W. 3, King Henry's-walk,
BaUVpond-toad, lk>ndoa.

W-^NTED, a SITUATION, by a Young
T T Man, aged 19, os PLUMBER, GAB-FIITEE, and ZINC-

TO BUILDERS.

WT"ANTED, by a Young Man (aged 19),
T T a SITUATION as CLERK in a BUILDER'S OFFICE. Writes

a good hand, can trace plane, Ac. Willing to make himself generally
ueaful. Three years’ gooti character from last situation. Salary
moderate.—Addreee, G. C. 305. Camberwell New-road. S

wanted, aSITUATION,a3 MAEBLER,
_T T FLOWER and ORNAMENTAL PAINTER, and GILDER

TO BUILDERS AND PLUMBERS.
W?"anted, by a steady, respectable Man, a
T T SITUATION as good 'PLUMBER. Has no objection to fill

np his time iu gasfilttng or pal-itiug if reijulreo. No obeotlon to
town or country. A good reference can be given. — Addreee. T. T,
37, Abbey-street, Southwark.

^ TO BUILDERS.

W'-ANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, by a
T T practical Builder's FOREMAN. Carpenter by trade. Good

referentM* — AdrlrBsa a Ti Qb.bI..*. t ik..^ xr.......... tt . x?

TO RAILWAY, SANITARY, AND OTHER ENGINEERS,
CONTRACTORS, Ao.

ANTED, by the Advertiser, a SITUA-
TT TION, a» JCiENERAL ASSISTANT. Good draughtsman,

mrveyor. and leveller. Well up in <ju«nUlles. measoremenU, selling
out, and luperlnlendlDg couetruotion of work. Good refereucee.
Salary moderate.—Addrets, 914, Office of " The Builder.”

TO BUILDEES AND MASONS.

'WfANTED, by a good M A.SON, EMPLOY-
T T MENT. intowu or country. Can undertake ajob. Can do

lettering.—Address, MASON, 37. Murray-street. Hoitoo.

WANTED, a SITUATION, as CLERK of
T T WORKS. Joiner by trade. Thoroughly acquainted with

all branches of the building trade, Gothic or otherwise. RefeicDcee
flrst^lasB.—Address, B B Sd. Pherborne-street.Blaudforrl.s iiia'e.N.W

TO BUILDERS. CONTRACTORS, AND OTHERS,WANTED, by a thorough PLUMBER,
T T well experienced in all kinds of new and old work, a SITU A-nON or JOB. or wtU take work at a price on reasonable terms

Good references It required. Aged 31. — Addiess, PLUMBER, ai
Mri. Mullane's, 33. Princee street, Drury-lane, W.C.

TO JOINERS.

/ANTED to APPRENTICE a Youth to
a JOINER and BUILDEB.-Apjily to W. P. A. Post-office.

Daven try. Northamptoneh Ire.

^ ^ TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.
T\rANTED, a EE-ENQAGEMENT, by a
T T practical General FOREMAN. Well up In all brancnei <f

the buUdtng trade. Good references fr m London bulldon. Ased
Addreas, M. M. 430, Essex-read, Ball’s Pond.

TO ARCHITECTS.
IVANTED, by an ASSISTANT, at^ed 25,
T» aRE-ENaAOEMENrinsnArchitect’eOfflje. WeUnplu
exspecUve.—Address, A. J. Post-office, Maldon, Essex.

TO TIMBER MERCHANTS, Ac.

"YY/^ANTED, by a respectable Young Man
T I (sge.l 47), of thorough buiiuess habits, a RE ENGAGEMEN t

as FOREMAN aud YARD SaLIiSMAN. Has a thornngh kuowled ge
of the Euglieh ae well as the foreign timber. Cjuld uudertake the
management of a eaw.mlll if required. Balary not eo much an
object ae a thorough good house of business.—Address, with psrtic u-
lars, to ' FIDRLIB." csire of Atkinson A Co. Btationen, London
Erldga, E.C.

TO BUILDERS. Ac.

W^ANTED, by a Young Man, aged 22, a
T > SITUATION as CLERK, Ac. C.m Uke out qisnti

TO BUILDERS, SMITHS, AND OTHERS
ANTED, by the AdvertUer, a SITUA-
TION. IS BMITIl, 8TOVE-EANOB, and OKNERAq FITTER.

TO ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYORSWANTED, by an ASSISTANT, an*
'. ENGAGEMENT, Six years' experience. Salarv 81 permonth J il permanent, 5I.-Addresa, J. M. 16, luruin-toad.Finsbur^.

TO ARCHITECTci, SURVEYORS, AND EaTATE AGENTS.

Wranted, by the Advertiser, a fcJlTUA-
T T TION as an ASSISTANT to either of the above Professions

Generally eiparienced In the several branches, knowledge of book-
keepiog, Ac. Reference u to reepectabillty ana ability given —
Addresi, Z. Z. “ City Press " Offices, 117 to 130, AldeitgaU-itxeet,

"YYrANTED, by the Advertiser, a SITUA-
T T TION as BOOKKEEPER, Ac. Thoroughly and pracUcally

c^verasnt with the du.iee reiiolred in the Building Trade. W«i
prime-cost clerk to one of the large Loudon builders

; at present (and
for the past two yeara and opwards) managing the baslness, iu all Its
branvht*, of a bnildot and ouiitrncmr in the City

;
indeed may say

that unexceptionable releiences would be given, both as to ability
and reepectaOility. Acomparatively small salary WiUld be accepted

.
firm.-For furtoer partlcnlara apply

street
* Fithet's, Post-office, Moorgale-

YTTANTED, by a competent ASSISTANT,
> T T a RE-ENO.AGEMBNT in an Arohit'-ct's or Surveyor’s Office.
- Mlary moderate.—Address, A. C. 18. Bishop's-grove, Ball's Pond-road,

TO ARCHCCECTS.
ANTED, to place a Young Gentleman

T 1 (sged 21) as RESIDENT PUPIL with an ARCdirECT of
good practice, on moderate te.ms. Country preferred.—Addreas
O H. Post-office. Whitby.

YVANTED, by a practical FOREMA.N of
TT MASON8,» RE-ENOAGEUENr. Good references —Address,

A. B. C. 2J. Couvent-girdeo, Kensington Pora-road.

TO NOBLEMEN. ARCHITECTS, CONTRACTOR'?, Ac.Wanted, an engagement, to
T T PLAN. ERECT, and REPAIR FARM, or olhot BUILD-

INGS, or as Clerk of Works, or Builder's General Foreman. Age 38
Thoroughly practical, and in every way qnalifled. Excellent
testlmonlsls.-Address, V. V. 9, Post-office, Lodge-lane, Windsor,
Liverpool.

TO PAINTERS, DECORATOR
, BUILDEH8, Ac.

WANTED, an ENGAGEMENT, as
T T WORKING FOREMAN of PAINTERS, Thoroughly expe-

rienced in all branches of house-decoraUng
;
oau do writing, grain-

ing, embossing, Ac— Address, J. W. C, 14, Freellng- street, Caledo-
nlan-roed, Islington, N.

W"-^NTED, by a thoroughly practical
T T Builder's Foreman and Clerk of Works, a SITUATION to

SUPERINTEND the ERECTION of HO0SB8 on a geuUemau’s
estate, or to collect rents and euperiutend the repair* of house pro-
perty

:
or would not object to take grouud on building leases where

liberal advances would be mads. Can produce good testimnnials and
give security If required.—Addiass, W. 4, Camdeu-terrace, Gipey-hUl,
Upper Norwood. 8.E.

TO PLUMBEKS AND BUILDERS.

^ Young Man, a SITUA-
> T TION M IMPROVER to a Plumber. Has served his time

to the trade.—Addiess, by letter, A. W. 4. Luton-plaoe, Gsorge-street
Greenwich.

YY^ANTED, a RE - ENGAGEMENT as
T T Gen-ral FOREMAN, Foreman of Masons, or Fixer Has a

thorough practical knowledge of the building trade from long prac-
tical experience. Wages 49a. pet week.—Address, Q. C. 35, Pelham-
plaee, Brompton, 8.W.

TO ARCHITECTS, CONTRACTORS,AND OTHERS,
YY7ANTED, by a First-class Q^TaNTITY
T > TAKER, DRAUGHTSMAN, and MEASURER, an ENOAGE-MEbT in town or countiy (temporary preferred). Aged 29 and

thoroughly acquainted with the hudiilug trade in all lu branches
Highest testimonials. Terms moderate.—Addr-s". B. A, Mr. Ken-
Ifgale, Stationrr, 196, Sejinour-streit, Camden-town, N.W.

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.

YY^ANTED, by a steady practical Man,
» T an ENGAGEMENT to MANAGE a loiall BUSINElS or

otherwlae as Koremao iu any pla-e of trust Well up in setting
out work, superintending men. keeping acc-unte, *c. Accustomed
to all branches of the trade. Carpenterand Joiner. Good references
Aged 28.— W. A, 27, Holllngton-xtreet, Avenue-road, Camberwell.

TO ARCHITECTS AND BUILDERS.

YY^ANTEU a RE-ENGAGEMENT, by •

TT agooJ and rapid DRADOHTSM.iN. Well up In construe-
tlon, working drawings, surveying, speciecatioos, Ac. Good refer-
enees. Town or country.-Address, L. M. N. 9, Havolock-street.
Cupeuhegen-stree*. Isliogton, N.

TO PLUMBERS AND BUILDERS. f

YY'^ANTED, by a respectable Man, a >

T T SITUATION as PLUMBRE.-Addrees, 0. P. 2, Serlo's-place.
Llncoln’s-inn-FisIds, W.C.

TO BUILDERS AND PLUMBERS, f

YYT'ANTED, a situation or JOB, by a «

T T Yoans Man
;
a good Flum'ier and Oasatter; understands

Ba'.h Work. Would not object to fill up time wUh paiuttug if
required.-Address. A. B. 47, Oerard-street, Islington.

'

TO ARCHITECTS, Ac.

YY^ANTED, by an efficient ASSISTANT,
T , a RE-ENGAOCMENT. Is well up In all branches of the pro*

feMioD, aud a good colourist. Terms, 2^ gclneae per week The
beat references can be glvem—Addresi, No. 901, Office of “The £

TO BUILDERS AND '’ONTRACTORS.
^

YY^^anted, by a thoroughly practical Man, -
T T a Carpenter and Jnlner by trade, a SITU 'TION as GeneriijWORKISQ OUT-DiiOR FOREMAN, with 12 years' testimooiais and

”'rb”^*Ua
®Wecllon to the country.—Adiress, 835. Office of

TO BUILDERS, CONTRACTORS, AND OTHERS. “

YYi^ANTED, by a respectable Young Man, a
T T who hisjii't completed hi" term of service In the army, a

SITUATION, aa 'lIMEKEKPERorOArE-POaTBR. Well educated i

and writes a good baud.-Address. R. Office of " I'he Kiiil isr."
i

TO TIMBER MERCHANTS, Ac.
'

YYrANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, as
' il

T T FOREMAN, in a retail yard, or to SaprriatsDd a Sawing- «

mill, Ac, Twenty-one year*’ reference.—Addreas, A. B. 18. By water- ' li

street, Klng’a-road, Chelsea.
|

-

TO BREWERS ADVERTISING CONTEACIORS. Ac.
j

YYTANTED, by an experienced SIGN and ^
T V GLASS WRITER, an ENGAGEMENT, la thoroughly ' A

practical In every branch of houie decoration, ciiuld measure w.,rk
and Uke the charge of men. R-frrenoej to work In every part of
London.—Addreas. 833, office of •' The Builder."

TO PLUMBERS AND BUILDERS. j
YYRANTED, a KE-ENGaGKMENT, as ‘

T V working FOREMAN of PLUMBERS, by an euargetic,
st'ady, and thoroughly efficient Flumoer. Can estimate, and is used
to town and country work. Good references.—Address. P, J. naVtKa
Plumber, 4, Red Llun-atreet. Wandsworth, S. W.

’

YYrANTED, by the Advertiser a RE- t

T T ENGAGEMENT as General FOREMAN. Twelve years’ B
practical experience as such. Well up iu all the branches In the
building trade. Aged 39. Julner by trade.— Addreas, B28, Office of
The Builder."

TO CONTEACrrORS AND OTHERS.

YY/'ANTED, EMPLOYMENT, by a practi-
"

T T csl Man. who thoroughly undersUods the euperintending -
of men. roailmakicig, draining, Ac.—Address, Mr. GADD, Road Sur-
veyor, Croydon, Sorrey.

TO BUILDE-6 AND CONTRAITTuRS. /

YYRANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, by a -

T T BUILDER'S CLERf. well up in measuring, bookkeeping. ^
aud the usual duties of an office. Nine years' expeneuce.—Address, ^
H, B. care of Mr. Jones, 7, Great Charlotte-street, Blackrnan, a.

“

TO ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYORS.
Advertiser, who has ^

IT completed hIs artlclea In a City office, an ENGAGEMENT to
u IMPROVER,—Addreu, J. S. care of Uousekeeper, 23a, BulUahall- ^
street, B.C'. T

W^ANTED, by the Advertiser, a RE-EN
» T OAGEMKNP iu an Architect's, Surveyor’s, or Builder'

office. Has bad considerable eiperiance, and Is willing to make
himself generally neefuL Salary moderate.—Addrwi, A. Z, cate o
Mesira. Maltby A Co. Tea Merchants, comet of Tabernacle-sqaare
Win.Kurv K ^

BUILDERS, CONTRACTORS, an.3X DECORATORS.-A first-classWRITER. OBAINER, PAINTER
4c. desires a permanent SITUATION. Has bean accustomed to takt
the eutlre charge of painters' work In geuersL Good references can
be given as to ability, experience, sobriety, &c.—Address. Z. 3, Clifton
Cottage*. Bradinore, Hammersmith. W.

TO CONTRACTORS, ENGINEERS, AND BUlLDEBa
^IIE Advertiser, experienced in the con-
.X. etructiou of public works, railways, docks, sewage works, 4c
an accurate leveller, quick at setting out, measuring up, p'timaltngl
a good draughtsman and acconnUnc, seek* an ENG AGeJMENT. Has
been mneh abroad, and speaks several languages. Terms moderaU.—
Addreea, C E. Leo Cottage, Cowley-road, Srlxton.

)

TO BDILDERa OR MASTER PLUMBERS.
[^HE Advertiser, a good PLUMBER, is

open for an E.NQAGKMENT. Two years' reference from pre-
sent employer. No objection to the country, OQ a Job. Good wagat
required.- Address, H. R. 14, Kaet-street, Manohe.ter->qaaTe. L mdon

|

TO CARPENTERS AND JOINERS. I

f“rHE Advertiser WANTS a SITUATION,
1. as above. Has some knowledge of Hues aud setting out work.

Wages moderate—Address. 891 Office of •' The Builder •'
[

TO ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYORS, 4c, [^HE Advertiser seeks a SITUATION. Isj
1. a neat drangbtsmau aud colourist, enmpe'ent to uiidertakel

working and detail drawings, mapplug, 4c.
;
understands perspec-

1

tive, surveying of land or property, and couveraant with the general
routine of London and provincial offices.—Address, K. 9j. Oreen-
street, Flymonth. Devon.

TO BUILDERS, PLUMBERS, PAINTERS, 4c.

^PHE Advertiser seeks a Permanency asX WORKING FOREMAN orThree-branoh Hand. I.quitecon-
versant with the whole routine of a good jobbing shop. I* well up
In pump and closet work, and quite capable of managing a branch
conoarn.—Addxeti, W. B. No. 1. Poilobello-Urraoe, Notllug-hill
Gate.

1

TO NOBLRMEN, GENTLEMEN, AND BUILDERS. p

rPHE SUPERINTENDENT of WORKS onX an Estate srill shortly be dbeogiged, ahil wishes a similar EN-
GAUEMENTi or would take Charge of Works for a Builder.
Il tnoroughly practical aud persevering. Wages moderate. AgeddO.
Good reference*.—Address, U, 149. PentonviJlo-road North, Londou.

TO ARCHITECTS, Ac.

^HE Advertiser, Kaviog just served bisX articles wlih an Architect and Surveyor in the eouulry, and
baviug been chiefly engaged iu seeing buildings of a superior clu*
carried out, U now deairoui of euteriug a LONDO.V OFFICE, at a
small remuneration in the first Instance. Is a fair draughtsman.—
Address. A. B. 39, Peat-office, Newchuich, Ruesandale, MaucQesler.

TO ARCHITECTS AND OTHERS. •

^HE Advertiser is open to an ENGAGE-
1, MENT. Many yeirs with last employer (an architect, 4o.)

Understaudi m-magement of huosehuld property. Good referencea
and security it required. — Address, X. Y. Z. 48, Daguiar-road.
South Hackney, N.H

TO ARCHITECTS AND CIVIL ENGINEERS.
^HE Advertiser, who is a first-class generalX Di-augh'aman, desires an ENGAOBME.tT. Peraiiiu-nt pre-
ferred. Has just completed a three year*’ appolnuaent lu Egypt,—
Address, A. F. B. 79, OlTord-road, B juibury, N.

7:>EQUIRED, a SITUATION, as FORE-’
XV man of PLUMBERSaod PAINTERS. Ts.timoulals, 4c. from
la-t sltaatlon. Aged 30. Town preferred.-AdJreaj, W, W. Poat-
uffiee, Shaftesbury.

^ARPENTER and JOINER, good Work-
man. wlshia EMPLOYMENT. Town or country. Day or

piece. Wages 7id. per hoar.—Addres*, 0. R. 84, Borough-road.

TO ARCHITECTS.

A N experienced DRAUGHTSMAN
XX desires a RE-ENGAGEMENT In town. Qualiflcattons:—
Design (Gothic), colouring, perspective, detail, aud ccnatrucilon.
Eleven years In the profeM.on. Two yeara out-door eiperienca.
References to eminent Architect'. Aged 26. Terms moderate.—
Addieks, BARDSlEY, 9, Cari’ington-aireat, Ham stead-rjad, N.W.

TO DlRYcioKS OF WATER WORKS. TOWN CORPORATIONS,
AND LOCAL BOARDS OF HEALTH.

A GENTLEMAN, baviug had great ex-
perlence In the deslgolog, coiistruction, and management of

water-work", wUl shortly be open to au BNGAGKMlsNT aa RE9I-
DSPiT ENQl.NEER; also nuueratands sewage aud gas works.

—

Address, 841, Office of “ The BuUder."

TO BD1LD8RS.
A RESPECTABLE YOUTH (aged 17),

who has some knowledge of BitckUylng, wl»hes for a 8ITUA-
ll 'H where be will LEARN the Biiituesa. Is well acquainted with
archlleclural drawing aud meiisunilou. Wages not so much an
object as a suitable slluatiun.—Addreas, J. T. M. 179. Drurv-
lane. W.C. '

TO MARBLE AND STONE CARVERS.
A respectable Youth, 17 years of

age, wishes to be apprenticed to learn either of the above.—
Addrea-'p F. W. 14, Upper Park-place, Dorset-oquare, N.W.

TO ARCHITECTS.

A N ASSISTANT desires a EE-ENGAGE-
Xa- MENT, In town. Is competent to prepare finished, working,
aud deull drawings

; well up in general office work
; uuderstands

perspective.—Addrese, 916, Office ot "The Bultder."

TO LAND AGENTS, LAND SURVEYORS, AND OTHEEK
A GOOD practical LAND SURVEYOR

and neat DRAUGHTSMAN wishes an ENGAGRME.ST In
town or country. Salary mode ate,—Addresa, 955, Office of “The
Builder."

TO ARCHITBLTfi AND SUBVEYOEB.
A JUNIOR ASSISTANT, aged 19, is

desirous of an ENGAGEMENT. Writes au excellent band,
ana has been four years with a Dutriot Surveyor.—Address, D. B. G.
29, Clarence-road. Bow, B.

TO ARCHITECTS, BUILDERS, Ac.

A EE ENGAGEMENT as General FORE-
i_ Man or CLERK of WORKS, Is required by a thoroughly
mpeteutinan. Joiner by trade. Aged 37. For more than three
are foreman to one of the largest Arms lu Loudon, leaving only on
conut of dulneas of trade. Good rererenoes. -Address, 65, care of
r. Palmer, 39, Harrleon-etieet. Oray's-Inu-toad, London, W.C.

A BUILDER’S estimating and

Is.—Addreas, G. F. Mr.
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Mecii/Kg of the

Art-Unizn of London.

EFORE tlie hoar ap-

pointed for tlie meeting

of tbiB association on
Tuesday last, for the

reception of the annual

report and the distribu-

tion of the funds sub-

scribed fur the purchase

of works cf art, the

new Adelphi Theatre

!

was well filled with an

'

elegant and attentivo I

audience, and the stage

almost inconveniently
|

so. Amongst the mem-
j

bera of the council pre-
i

sent were Mr. Antrobus, I

F.S.A.
5

Mr. Bennocb, ^

F. S. A.
;

Mr. Butter-
j

worth, F. S. A.
; Sir

i

Thos. Gabriel, hart.
;

•

Mr. Chas. Hill, F.S.A.
; Mr. R. Hudson, F.R.S. ; 1

Mr. Chaa. ilayhew
;
Mr. L. Focock, F.S.A.

Mr. Zouoh Troughton; Professor Weatmacott,
j

and amongst the visitors

Mr. L«onard Wyon has suecesefully completed for the ' to the menabers “Tho vr *u n •,

»“>' i>» -“Houa
^

j:,ipors‘p™duc;Th;p!s™hT i’oS'ZsXs.XfS;
pariJOSD ofillastratiiisr by the rasgic lantern a reiidioc ofthe poem about to bo ijircn in various country placesIhe arts prompt each other. A further instance onhis is

ll.A.,

on the present occasion.
Mr. W. F. Woodington, one of the artists engaged to

model the bas-reliefs on the baso of the hi'clsoH column,
h„ p„p„.d „ cop, of tii. „o.„„e;ro.

.

01 l-7th in. to tho foot * and oonie^ in tirnny.* A-rA/... i-a/I ' 1...1 i.-- .. ... . .

^ ^“rnetiof l-7th in. to tho foot
by Mesera. Franchi, will f ™ hirv„TS,f:ror„,.t., .-.fr“"dLiform part of the pri2es. Mariner.” nF«dn»A.i , 1...part of the pri2es. ..v., i,,bl

yaoancy in the council, caused, soon after the last I Festival’ by tiirm
meetiogi by the lam eu tod death of Edward Hawkins, esq.,

' ' ’ ’ ' "

luto of the British Museum, was iilled by the electiou of
the Eight Hon. 8ir Thomas Gabriel, bart,, then Lord
Mayor of Loudon. Mr. Hawkins was a member of the
first council of the Society, and gave constant and valuable
assistance for many years.
The Eight Hon. T. Monsell, and Peter Graham, esq.,

have been elected members of the council in place of
Philip Hardwick, esq., E.A,, and Chas. Leaf, esq., who
retire in accordance wilh our by-laws.
The following is an outline of the receipts and expendi-

ture.

A detailed account, duly audited, will be printed here-
after, as usual,

Amonnt of subscriptions ..£13,012 14 6

Cost of engravitg and printing “ Ham-
let” plate, reports, abnanaeks, exhi-
bition, and reserve of 2J per cent. ... £5,155 11 9

Agents’ commission, rent, salaries,
postage, &c 2 233 2 0

Amount to be expended in pictures,
bronzes, pariau, Se 6,225 0 0

Total £13,012 14 6

The amount available for the purchase of works of art
peileries by tho prizeholdors themselves

will be divided in the following manner j—

Mariner,” first produced at the Birm'ingham Musical
Festi^ral, by turning over our iliu'!trationa of the poem
which made Us oapshilitici aiqvaront to him.
In tho latter part of lust year your Council, as represen-

tadves of the Society, were eut-rtaiued at the Mansion
House, by the then Lord Mayor, Sir Thomas Gabriel, an
incirteut that should ecdroely go unrecorded. lu pro-
posing as a toast the success of tho Art-Union of London,
the Lwd Mayor dwelt cflfoatively on the part that had
been pl^ed by the Society in ministering to the gratifioa-
tion and advantage of the communitv,—in improving
la.l., and ..ding artirta. B, l.ainginn Witliin the reach of
all ejasses choice speciracDs of art, thus familiarising the
public with things of beauty, it had helped the growth of
the ttooetita for them 1)0 tSn vKiAfr. If r...i vr .i..

and otters

;

R.A.

were Mr. W. E. Frost, A.R.A.j Mr. Macliee,
!

ti

R.A.
J
Mr. Jaa. Fahejr, and other well-known

artists. In the absence fiom England of the
president, Lord Houghton,

—

Professor Westmaoott was c.illad to the chair,

and having explained the circnmstances under
which lie took it,

—

Mr. Godwin, F.R.S., read the following

REPORT.
The Council are glad to be able to commence tho tlnTty-

second annual Report of the proceedings of the Art-Union
of London with an unnouncement of its coutinned pro-
sperity, The Bubaoriptions for the present year amount
to the sum of 13,6121. 14a. Cd. Tho engraving to which each
eubsoriber is entitled, " The Play Scene in Hamlet " Oifter
Macli8e),_ hris been received on all sides with the greatest
approbation, and the periodical press have echoed the
good opinion of the public. It could scarcely be otlior-
vvise. Tho cost ol such a print under ordinary circum-
stances would be at least two guineas, and a large part
of each subscriber's guinea will nevertheless come back
to the body of members in the shape of prizes.
Various other engravings of great importance are in

progress, as the members of the Society already know-
addition to these Mr. AV. IIoll, who engraved the

1 work at .. 200 „
There wiU also bo distributed,

—

25 Bronzes of tho Nelson Column.
20 Medallion Bronze Inkstands,
100 Statuettes, " The Wood-nymph,”
250 Cliromos, “The Kite.”
30 Silver Medals, commemorative of Sir E. Wesfma-

cott, R.A.

There will therefore be, with tho parian busts, given to

, _
_r ton years consecutively with-

gaining a prize, 758 prizes, in addition to the engraving
received by everv member.
On the plan lollowed on other occasions, the smaller

prizes will be allotted by numbers drawn from the wheel,
in tho same manner as the Diclurc prizes; but ns tlie
drawing of these would occupv more time than the busi-
ness of fbe theatre would allow, the drawing will take
place at tho olDce to-morrow morning, at eleven o'clock,
when any members desirous of being present are invited to
attend.
The reserved fund now amounts to £14,478.
One of the galleries from which prizcholders have been

allowed to select—that of “The British Institution for
Promoting the Fine Arts"—is no longer open. The
casual intimation that ha-

the appetite for them by the things it fed on. If c.ei- me
Jahoura of this Society were necessary, they were so at
this time ; for nothing, he maintained, could enable us, as a
nation, to keep our place among the manufactaring coua
tries of the world but a thorough education, and trainint
ot the people m all that belongs to the arts. A love for
the beautiful was innate in hiiniBn nature, and the rudest

vage would prefer a decorated and well-proportioned tool
instrument to a rough, ugly article; but, if this were

true in that class of manufacture, how much more so was
It with reference to all those productions of every class re-
quired to meet the luxurious taste of the day incident on th'^
vaatlyincreasingvvealth of every country. We mightthere'-
fore depend upon it that if we wished to avoid seeing our-
selves altogether distanood in the manufacturing of all

which anything like teste could be introduced,
and left as the manufacturers of only coarser works, wo
must diligently do all that tends to improve and raise the
taste of our people.
One of the Honorary Secretaries, in replying to theLord

Mayor, referred to the eventful career of the Society, and
claiiucd that when tho history of the progress of art in
this country sbonld be f,.ir)y written, it would be found
that the Aesociation had played no unimportant part
The early progression of it was remarkable. AVhen Mr
Ki-ury Hayward, Mr. Lewis Focock, Mr. Bond CabbelJ,
and himsell, the only four of tho founders remaining in
the Council, had sat down at a small table in a small room
first to organize it they had hardly expected such a result

Ibllowed. Scarcely alile to obtain a subscription of
600L in the first year, it soon became l.OOQL, then 3,OOOL,
6,00;'L, 13,OOOL, 14,OOOL, and so mounted to nearly
18,OOOL, after which it subsided to a comparatively steady
mcorao of from 13,COOL to 14,COOL ayear. About 360,000/.
had been raised by its means, tho whole of which large
sum, with the exception of the necessary expenses for
rent, printing, and so forth, had been devoted to the
encouragement of artists, and the dissemination ofworks of
art. All oyer tho kingdom, in every colony, wherever, in-
deed, English men and women were to be found, whetherm China, India, Barbsry, Egypt, Uussia, Turkey, New Zea-
laud, or the gold diggings of Australia, the Art-Union had
a colleague engaged in tbo dissemination of works of art.
It was aureJy no small thing thus to have spread over the
world an associated brotherhood interested in the progress
of the arte tb.at ennoble and roflne. Looking round the
hall in which they wore assenil'led, the spe.iker said, ho was
reminded of a member of their council, the late City archi-
fect, through whose endeavours mainly the corporation
hud been led to aid nobly tho sculptors of the eonntrj-, by
filling tho niches of that apartment with their works. It was
to be hoped that before long thee irporation would be led to
call in the aid of the sister-art, painting. Htrange to say,
there was not a single picture in that Mansion House of
the richest city in tho world. Ho hoped be might not be
thought impertinent for mentioning it : ot any rate, it was

V'': V public, that this I fact not to be proud of, and ought to be reme'mbered. ForInstitution, which was tounded m 1806. has _ccascd_ to many yprs the reports of the Art-U
' ' -

exist, is felt to be unsatisfactory. The British lustitut
has done good service, as well in bringing artists
public together, and by the rewards bestowed
men, as

“ ' - •

J -'f., - •— have urged the
desirability of placing works of art on tbo walls of public

id the
I

ineotiDg-phtces, and where they might delight, appeal to,
and influence the mnltitude. Publicgalleries ofworks of art

“ Merrymaking,” has been commissioned to produce a
plate in hiB best manner after the picture “ Eobekah." by
JVlr. F. GoodHll, H-A.

Brooks has made for the Society aebromo-
lithocraph from a charming picture by Mr. Birket Foster.

Kite;” examples of which, framed, will form
part of tho present distribution.
The Council have in hand fir next year a copy in

ehjomo-lithography of Mulready's well-known picture
Choosing tho A\ e lding Gown,”— one of the most attrac-

tive paintings in the South Kensington Museum “I had
scarcely taken orders ayear," says Goldsmith's immortal

Vicar ol vi akeOeld," “ before I began to think seriously
ol matrimony, and chose my wile os she did her wedding
gown,—not for fine glossy surface, but such qualities as
would wear well.” On this observation the picture is
founded. Mulready’s works depend so greatly on co/o»r
lor their effect that they arc peculiarly suited for produc-
tion in chromo-lithogruphy. If real artistic feeling and
careful manipulation are brought to bear on such a work,
a very satisfiotory result may bo lo ,ked for; aud as we
^nnot all afford to have a “Mnlready,” or “ llirkel
Foster” at 1,000 or 600 guineas each, we may be very
glad to get a faithful transcript of it for one. Unfor-
tunately the flood of glaring offensive attempts in this
lmo_ seen lu tho shop-wiudows tends to induce a feeling
against this mode of reproduction. The Art-Uiion may
7.

Kncland," after Fripp
AVild Rosea ” and “The Kite.” after Birket Foster, as

examples which none hut those constantly in the habit of
examining such works are able to distinguish from the
originals. In tho case ot Mulready's picture above men-
tioned, there will be from twenty'-seveii to thirty stones
employed to print as many colours, and the great care and
skill required in “ regiatcriug” muy be imagined, since of
coarse, the deviation, but by a hair's breadth, in placing
ooe colour over another would be at once fataUto the
whole work, and render useless all tho previous paintings,
iurmng to another daportmont,—

t'.A iinA
,B^f*^e”ugs, and exhibitions of m our provincial towns were greatly needed. In moat

Y”
*^'afiter8 which are scattered

|

Irenoh towns, as at Hmcn, Caen, Lyons, Lille, Bordeaux,over the kingdom and arc not o'herwue to be seen; and ; there are galleries of art to which the public have freethe srt-Iovuig public had a nght to expo.d an aatboriiativo access: it is surely not creditable to u3,-it ienotviVes atement ol the position ol the Institution, and the op- even commercially, that, with the exception of those i

’

portuni'y to assist in preventing Its disappearar-'" .... fthe three oapitals, DO such colleotioaa arc to be found in
“masters,” and the ! England. Liverpool, prompted by a right spirit, deter-present generation cannot afford to give up tho study of mined some time ago to erect a builaing and found athem. A moderate acquamtanee with the wondrous ' public gallery of works of art. An examination was

former Umes,_sh.njld teach us humility.
,
made of tho best galleries iit home and abroad, and plansHow is it that ths works of Rnffaelle and Leonardo ^a

Vioei remain unapproached,—seem still unap
And who could estimate the debt that hui
t > these men ? AVhit steps should a nation take w“ith the
beat chance of developing similar powers? This
inquiry worth making,—and at some cost, too.

It has beon contended again and agsin
‘

annually made to you, and at a time when ic was needed,
that a slavish copying, alone, ofNature (the power of draw-

prepared. It appears, however, that on the ground
11 unapproachable ? . of commercial depression the development of this ex-
...» cellent determination has been postponed for a time. It*'

‘.ho is to be hoped this time will be very short. The appro-
an priation to such a purpose of some i»art of the immense

I

revenues of Liverpool will be a moat profitable, impor-
the reports tant, and praiseworthy step.

The Corporation ofManchester have recently determined
' tho erection of a new Town-haU at the cost of more. , .

r, V uii luo riui-uiuu Ol » now AO)>ii-iiau Ul tne COSl Ot morO
lag having once been acquired) is not the course that will than a quarter of a million of money, and, assisted at dif-produce great artists. Every really great work of art is

|

ferent stages of the selection by the advice of two mem-
laeal: it sets iorth the idea of tbo producer, the mind of

,

bers of your Cooncil, have iixed on a design which
tho workman,-a stnyiug after the best,—as well as the promises to result in a building of great magnificence
material olijeets Bought to bo represented. The aenti-

|

The expression of a hope that sculpture and paiatiug ofments aud leelings of the liuraun mind are th-> subjects ) tlie highest eioeUence obtainable wiU be enlisted for its
list must deal with who would leave behind^hi...

works that will • move, enthral, and inlluonco human
kind.

adornment, may not be thrown away.
It is n subject for congratulation that sculpture to a

considerable eiteat is to be introduced in tho externalFollowing the course adopted at intervals on previous adornment of tho new building for the University ofoeeasions, and which assisted m bringing before the I London, Burlington Gardens; though as much
puhli^ earlyn tUcir several careers Mr. F. E. Pickers- scarcely be said in resnect of the whAe uroceedim
gill, R.A,, Mr. Henry Selous, Sir J. Noel Paton, Mr.
John Tenniel, Mr. AV. Cave Thomas, Miss Pistrueci, Mr
Hancock, Mr. H. H. Armstead, Mr. \V. Calder Marshall’
R.A., and other ai tists now well known, the Council in
September last invited a competition in designs. The sum
of 200 guineas, with a farther sum of 100 guineas, if a pro-
duction of very high character were submitted, was offered
for a series ol drawings, illustrating some poetical or his-
torieal work of a British author, or events in British
Listoiy

;
the series selected for the premium to become

the absolute property of the Art-Union, with copyright.
In response I hirty-flve sets of drawings have been receivedj
several of them being works of great merit. AA’ith the
obliging permission of the Committee of Privy Council for
the Department of Art, the whole of these de-igns will be
exhibited to tho public iu the South Kensington Museum
in tho course of nest month, end the decision will then be
announced.

AVitli reference to a previous set of illustrations issued

.rcely be said in respect of the whole proceedings on
this fine site. Instead of three separate buildings without
congruity, under three different architects (one of Ihe
huildicgs-namely, that for the Eoyal Academy—tacked on
to an existing structure), a noble and harmonious pile
might have been erected that would have deme something
more than supply fitly the wauts of the various bodies that
arc to be lodg-d there.

The Thames Embankment now approaching completion
not merely sflbrds good opportunity for tho introduction
of high-chiSB sculpture, but absolutely demands it. Let
our artists, then, prepare themselves for coming tasks.
Statues have recently been set up in AV'eatminster Hall,
and there seems to be a disposition elsewhere to employ
sculpture to a lorger extent than heretofore.
Some works of this art have been long in band. Many

years have elapsed since tho country voted a sum of
roon-y for a monument in St. Paul's to our great com-
mander, tho Duke of TVellingtoii, and as yet even the
model is unknown. AVith whom rests the fault, with ihe
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authorities or with ihe artist who is eommissionfd to pro-

duce the work ? It is time that a specific answer to this

inquiry was demanded and obtained.
Views Jong urged by your Council are now widely

held. Statesmen, churchmen, manufacturers, artisans,

are alike crying out for increased efibrta to raise the ap-

preciation of beauty, and insisting, as for the masses of the

people, that there is a direct tendency towards moral good
and towards religious good in deyeloping, as against the

lower and more directly sensual parts of our composite
nature, those higher faculties which God has given to us.

Improved teaching and ereatly-enlarged opportunities

of seeing snJ studying works of art ore the chief things

called for. Tiie selected artisans who, under the auspices

of the Society of Arts.visiled last year the Paris Universal
Exhibition, speak strongly in their reports of the advan-
tages long enjoyed 1-y h'reneh workmen in having easy
scceas to collections of artistic productions, and express
their anxions desire for the establi.shmcnt of museums in

arions parts of the country. One of the reporters
writes thus ably on the subject ;

—

“ In the streets of Paris objects of art in some form or
other are ever present to the eye. Statues, fountains of
exquisite design, and public buildings with sculptured
enrichments. While the ordinary street architecture is

of an ornate character, presenting artistic features of a
very high order, turn where you will you are beset by art.

aud from it there is no escape. The study of art in such
a place must of necessity commence at a high level. But
jn London and many of oar manufacturing towns the case
is wholly different : in these places the influence of art is

scarcely felt, the majority of the public buildings serve
rather as examples ofwhat to avoid than as stimulants of the
eneral taste

;
and artistic inspiration, whilst surrounded

y 80 much ugliness, is utterly impossible. With such an
aspect as London aud other of our cities present, it is vain

to expect much advancement iu the general appreciation
of art : it is hoping against hope, for it is only by extcroal
works that the p^lic can be reached and educated into

becoming the patrons of that art which it is the object of
•our schools oi design to develop

;
the encouragement of

iho latter without iho former la folly, aud must end in

cisajpomtmeiit.
It IS satisl'actrry to find that by the efforts of individuals

and with the aid of the Government, a museum is about
to be formed at Bethnal Green for the East of London,
where, up to this time, little but stern necessity has been
administered to. In Leeds an important Exhibition of
Works of Art is about to be opened in a costly building
only just now finished,—-the new infirmary for that town.
This will include fine works by the old masters (drawings
as well as paintings), a gallery devoted to the produetions
of modern foreign artists, a remarkable selection of illu-

minated MSS., and a museum of omainentul art, wherein
the works of the Celtic, Anglo-Saxon, Norman, Mediceval,
and Benaisssnee perieds will be set forth so as to ;^ive a
striking vi<’w ot the pnjgress and vicissitudes of the
various branches of ornsmental art up to the close of the
eirtteenth ceutuiy.

Exhibitions of this kind educate the eye, and. throrgh
the eye, the hand of the workman, aud bejond that assist

CTeslly in forming public taste, on which depend the
demand for artistic skill aud its proper direction. A
natural right appreciation of works of good art,—the
ower to sec beauty (and the production of beauiy is the
rst purpose of art), is given by nature to very few;— the

power to produce that beauty to fewer still,—here and
there one. These are the exceptions, the geuiuses; and it

is not for these, the heaven-endowed units, but for ihe
thousands nho, without cultivation of the faculties they
possess, would be unable to perceive it, that schools of
art, museums, Art-Unions, and other means of enlighten-
ment, are needed. Genius may find its own way, and
exhibit itself. A modern writer may be right when be
exclaims,

—

gave every one tlie means, and the spreading

abroad of fine engravings, tended to foster a taste

for art. He thought the country moat acknow-
ledge a debt of gratitude to the Art-Union for

the benefits it had conferred in that direction.

The Chairman spoke at some length of the igno-

rance of art that prevails even in high places,

aud the want of instmetion in it at the Universi-

ties. In couclnding his address, he said he
thonght it well worthy of mention that not a
single member of the governing body of the

Society received a sixpence in the way of pay-
ment for his exertions in promoting the interests

of the Art-Union.
Sir Thomas Gabriel seconded the resolution,

and observed that be thonght the constitntion of

the society would be injured by a system which
enabled the council or a committee to choose

works of art for the prizeholders, instead of

allowing them to select for themselves. The
mode was working well, and in all ranks arr

was much more thought about and spoken about
than was the case some years ago. It should be
always remembered that in the Art-Union all

gained. Each had an engraving or book worth
more than the guinea subscribed, and besides

that the chance of obtaining one of the more
costly works of art which the surplus funds

enabled them to buy.

Mr. Charles Mayhew moved a warm vote of

thanks to the Honorary Secretaries for their

long-continued labours, which was seconded

by
Mr Butterworth, and carried unanimously.

Mr. Godwin, in acknowledging the warmth
with which the motion had been responded to,

said it was the last time he should see them in

his present capacity. He had worked for the

Art-Union and the object it had in view two-

thirds of his life with all his heart; bat he felt

forced now to give up this duty. He had worked,

as the Chairman liad said, without fee, but not

without reward, the reward which was found in

the belief that good had been done.

Mr. Lewis Pocock, in the course of returning

thanks, said he, too, had sometimes reflected on
the necessity of resiguiug his ofijce; but he

would not then state more on the subject.

On the motion of Mr. Bennoch, seconded by
Mr. Pocock, a vote of thanks was passed to Mr.

Benjamin Webster for again granting the use of

his theatre, and to Mr. John Kinlocb, the

treasurer of the theatre, for his active co-

operation.

The ballot was then proceeded with, the

prizes being drawn by Miss Rich and Miss

Verity (Weedth and Truth), The following is

“ Talk not of genius bsfiled

;

Genius is master of man

:

Genius dree what it mait;
Talent doet vrhat it can."

But, that talent msy have fair play, and that the scope of
its “can” may he enlarged, the means of development
must be afforded. Inuividusls in the disposition of
their properly by will might often, without injustice to

connexionF, contribute to the public pleasure and public
progress. Love of our native place is largely entertained
and talked of. How few show the love by adorning the
place ;

or while leaving tens of thousands, often to those
who do not want them, over thinkof aetting by even a few
hundreds for a mural painting in the town-hull, or a
marble group in the market-place or public recreation-
ground. honouring some noble quality, aud so prompting
to its attainment.
The recent gift by a well-known water-colour artist,

Mr. Absoloo, of a dozen large pictures for the adornment
of oue of the siek-wards of Guy’s Hospital, deserves to

ho widely known. Thousands of the suffering occupants
of the ward, it may be anticipated, will be interested and
cheered by them. Let us hope, not merely that the
example maybe followed by other artists (aud artiste have
never been behind-hand in such works when the oppor-
tanity arose), but that the guardians of public buildings
generally may be led to consider bow they may best bring
in art for the adornment of such places ; art open to all

;

act that will delight and elevate. If the actualities of lile

be, as they are to hundreds of thousands, dark, narrow,
aud mean

;
if multitudes exclaim or feel,

—

the arts that have the power to load us to the shadowy
confines which divide the real from the unreal, open a
door for escape, and provide wings for the miud to wider
and purer realms.

GeOBGE GoDWIX, o
Liwis Pocock, j

The Chairman, in moving the adoption of the

report, described the purposes of the Associa-

tion, and urged strongly those who were about to

select prizes to nse tho greatest care in doing
BO. A knowledge of art was not intuitive: it

must be worked for
;
taste must bo cultivated.

The fact that a work of art pleased an indi-

vidual was no proof that the work was good
j

the capability of the individual to jndee must
be known before that could be said. It might
reasonably be hoped that the acqnisition of

good works, for which the Art-Union of London

A LIST OF THE PRINCIPAL PRIZEHOLDERS.

20''i.— Bees, S. G., Bristol.

1601.—Hunter, R., Upper Holloway; Must, T., Port-
land, Victoria.

lOOZ. Brown, T., Soulh Carlton; Dolman, Mrs. H.,
Greenwich; Sband, A., Liverpool.

751.—Barrett, G. VVintershallj Farmer, G., Colchester

;

Garrard, A., Whiteball-place
;

Perry, J., Stratford;
Stephenson, H. P., 15, Abmgdon-etreet.

6:1 .— Bright, E.. Brighton; Green, Samuel, Eeutiah
Town

;
Hawker, W. C., Islington :

Lockhart, L., Lough-
borough-road; Mac-keuzie, C., Edinburgh; Scott, Q.,

O.F.8., C.G.H.
5CZ.—Bnrber, S., Old Ford; Cottrell, J. M., Brixton

;

Edwarde, G. C-, Mineing-lane
;
Godwin, H., 11, Pelham-

creseent; M'Donald, A. C., Geelong; ^Matthew, J.,

Dundee ;
Micbaelson, E. P., Trinity College, Cambridge

;

Valentine, J., Walworth.
4o/.—BruBe,'W.,MountBrian, South .Vnstralia

;
Groom,

D.
,
Plymouth; HulTton, R., Birmingham

; Hughes, W.
H., Chspei-slreet

;
Luer, C., Arundel-whurf

;
Shelston,

Miss L. B., Wrnvsbury.
40i.—Balter, W. G.. Pietermaritzburg

;
Bell, M. P.,

Glasgow; Bennett, W., Melbourne; Clifton, W., jun.,

Lynn; Edwards, W. L., Bangalore; Harris, Miss F.,

A'exandria
;

Hills, E,, Craubrook ; Lawrence, Mrs.,
Camberwell

;
Thornton, Dr., Dewsbury

;
Tuttle, E., Eyde.

351.—Bouchart, J., Adelaide; Clark, U. F., Great
Western Railwa}-

;
Hudson — ,

Brighsm; Joyce & Son,
Water-lane; Malcolm«on,T., Clonmel; Miller, ILieutenant-

Colonel, Ashton; Robertson, J. H., Glasgow; Thornton.
E. M., Brook-street; Tomlinson, F, W., Leamington;
Tindal, T. W., Esher; Windle, R., Bank of Eogland;
Wright, W., Runcorn.

30Z.—C. O.B , London, Canada
;
the Dean ofCbichestcr

;

Fraser, J., Nelson, New Zealand; Gillingham, A.
G., Clapton; Hood, P., Montreal; Jefl'rey, W.,
Great Russell-street

;
Moses, Mrs., Ulster-place

; Miizio,
J.,8en..Ilighbury-grove; Silva, Campos, Oporto; Skinner,
J., Holbom-hiU; Summers, Matt., RedhiU; Vacher, H. P.,

Teddington.
2oZ.—Aibury, J. G., 3Ielbourtie; Astwood, —Hamilton;

Beyliss, Mis., Croydon; Cameron, H. F., Geelong;
Glutton, W., Bungsy; Crawshaw, R., Halifax; Divers,
F. J., Blackwsll; Dun, R., Broughty Ferry; Flint, R.
W., Canterbury; Gearing, Ann, Lecblade

;
Keeble, H.,

"Wilson-atreet
;

Poncon, Mrs., Epsom; Robjohns, W.,
Tavistock

;
Wyatt, J., Markbam-square.

20Z.—Farmer, J., Basinghall-street
;
Fraser, W. F,, per

Smith A Elder; GritHths, W. T., Mertbvr; Jew, W.,
Constantinople; Bindley, Mrs., Hyde; Nicholson, W.,
jun., Sunderland; Sparrow, Rev. W. C., Ltidlow; Sutton,
E. G. G., Tring

;
Swan, E., Dorset-terraee ; Tallaut, W.,

“Morning Adverliser;" Thomas, J. Merthyr; Walwin,
J., CbeltenhaiD.

Entitled to ee'eet a Work of Art of the value of 151,

—

Barrett, H. P., Hobart-town
;
Bolton, E. B., Saffron

Walden; Greatbach, W., Adderley-green
;
Hawker, W. C.,

Islington; Hill, Mrs. M., Stanhope-terrace; Jarratt,

J. E. H., Cold-harbour-hne: Jennings, A., Fenehurch-
street; Nicholson, H., Horncastle

;
Noltidge, C., Para-

gon, Streatham; PhiUips, T., Rccent-circus ;
Pidgeon, C.,

Reading; Rowbottam, J., G.N.K.
;
Sanders, Jas., Broms-

grove; Street, J., Christ Church
;
Stocker, Miss, Rath;

Townsend, J., 6, Upper Belgrave-place
;
West, W., Red-

ruth, Soulh Australia
;
White, A. B., Geelong; Wright-

son, W^, Skipton; Wilson, A,, Dundee.
EntilleJ each to select a Work qf Art of the value qf

Ifil.—Alcock, 8., jun., Sunderland; Arrathune, U., Bau-
gilore

;
Baker, E., Broomhill ;

Barnes, T. J., Beckenham;
Bayliss, R., Croydon; Boothby, C. E., Burton-on-Trent

;

Drewett, \V., Borough ;
Edmonds, G. H., Fitzroy-road;

Faulconer, Robert, Belsize Park ;
Hall, B., South

Adelaide; Handley, J., Great Northern Railway
;
Ingram,

W. J., Manchester; Jenner, Capt,, Cardiff'; Liogard,

R. B. M., Mancheator
;
Matthew, James, 20, Mornington-

crescent; Oakden, H., Goudhurat; Prosser, H., South
Australia; Raper, G. W., 02, London-wall; Ravenhill,

J. R., Snaresbroi'k
;

Rioket's, Mrs. F., Bhopland;
Sbarpe, J., Maidstone ;

Thomas, J., South Australia.

Entitled each to a Copy in hronze qf the " 2leUo»'‘

Column.—Baker, Miss, Mark-lane
;
Barber, G., Hardwick

;

Bosisto, G. N., St. Columb; Bngbird, F., Enfield;

Ca'inter, H, Liskeard; Clarke, C., Sawbridgeworth;
Cockburn, W., Keusiugton; Collings, J. .1., N'orbiton;

Cooicr, Major, Dunstable; Demper, A., Mildmay-park

;

Evill, H, Streatham; Farries, J., Temple; Field, W^,
Bradford; Goodall, J. C., Camdon-road; Hibbort, W.,
Sheffield; Hinds, G., Goudhurst; Hodge, G., Kentish-

town; Lloyd, T., Addiseombe; Nichols, W., Bolbeck;
Ph ilips, G.,jua., Uxbridge; S-llitt. G.. Strood ;

Spencer,

Captain, East Smitbfield; Webb, T. E., Ayesford;

Wilson, J., Kenniugton-park ;
Wood, Mrs,, Newport

Entitled each to a Bronte Medallion Inkefantl.—Bass,

Mrs., Burton; Booth, W., Manchester; Bimington,
Mrs., Driffield; Calvert, T., Islington; Crocker, W. H.,

Bideford; De Smidt, Cape Totvn ;
Espeut, W. B,,

Jamaica; Jackson, Rev. S., Cambridge; Jones, H., Dow-
lais; Jones, W^. J. M., Montreal; Mackenzie, A., Elgin

;

Mackechnie, A., Sydney; Masters, M., New Kent-road ;

Penny J. S., St. John's-wood; Robertson, W., Hackney

;

Smith, C. D.. Glasgow; Thompson, II. ,
Trump-street:

Ward, W., Cushion-court; Weller, —,
Uackney-road;

Woods, J. Newmarket. - ,

Entitled each to a parian sfatueiie, “ A JT oodnymph. —
Adams, F. B., Croydon; Andrews, T, G., Bradford;

Arbuthuott, Captain, Bangalore; Bagster, Vr. H., 29,

Lupus-street, S.W.
;

Baker, C., Melbourne; Ball, J.,

Rugeley; Barnett, J., Woolwich; Baatin, U., It), Lovel-

road, Leeds; Beer, Mrs., Southampton; Benson, Sir J.

Montenotte, Cork; Blackman, B., Greenwich; Booth, E.,

Barnsley; Bowen, H., Cardiff; Boudry, G., Twickenham

;

B.'wring, E. A., Westbourne-teirace ;
Broekwell, Dr.,

Whitehaven; Brown, Miss, Cirencester; Bloomer, B.,

jun Pelsall, near Walsall; Caven, J., Alexandria;

Cathrow, J., Margate; Chantrv, Lady, 42. Brook-street;

Cox, J., Old Keot-road
;
Coihead, J., 47, Russell-square ;

Cruickshank, W. J., Yokohama; Cussen, R., North

Adelaide; Datson, W., MoonU Minos, South Australia

:

Davies, D., Adelaide, South Australia; Day, W., Canter-

bury. New Zealand; De Veher, B., St. John, North

Britain; Dolfin, J. P., Wnlsinghara; Downes, G.,

1 Huggin-lane • Drew, Mrs., Blackheath
;

Drewe,

G. A., Abingdon; Eiger, E. H., 2, Castle-street,

Houndsditch; Fane, W.D., Southwell, Nottinghamshire;

Fellows, W. II.. 1st Life Guards; Fenn, E, 17, Devon-

shire-place; Ferguson,W., Holloway ;
Ferguson, H.,lork-

town; Forsyth, A., Halifax, Nova Scotia; Fydweil, h.,

Brighton; hVrness.C., Cadina; Glynne, Rev. H., Chester

;

Gray,—, Bow; Green, G., Geelong; Gresham, G., la7,

Kentish - town - road
;

Hallett, F., Commercial- road ;

Hauuaford, B., Bristol; Hards, G., Chelsea; Hassell, J.,

Nortbwich; Uayter, G. W., De Beauvoir-square ; Hay-
wood, J. M., Canterbury; Heaton, Dr.. Leak; Hedges,

C. ,
Newnham; Hindley, F., 134, Oxford-street

;
Hinds,

G.. Goudhurst; Horae, W., Quebec; Ingleton, U.,^fhe
i Mount, Ventnor

;
King, C., 19, Weslbourne-grove ;

King,
' W. H., Hackney; Kirk, Dr. Hedon, Hull; Lane, J.,

Moonta, South Australia; Layard, Capt., "Windsor;

Lewis, E., Wanganui; Loveridge, Capt., Tettenhnll;

McGregor, G. , "Wunganui
;
MascU, S,, Kingston, 8.W.;

Meredith, C., Merthyr; Mitchell, A., Ballarat; Moore,

J., Greenwich
;
Moody, C., Karings; Morris, T., Robe,

South Austraba; Morris, Mrs., 7, Queen Anno-atreet;

Murrell, J., Port Elizabeth ; Olivtr, Mrs., Twickenham;
Prichard, Dr., Northampton ;

Prophet, D,, Melbourne ;

Eedhurst, —
,
Mount Pleasant, South Australia

;
Rees, T.,

Carmarthen
;
Ritchie, C., Ley tonstone ;

Kestorn, G., Glas-

gow
;
lloberlsou, J., Edinburgh; Robertson, J., Constau-

tinople; Sealy, H., 20, Stuuhope-street ;
Secretan, \Y.

C., 7, Royal Exchange; Sband, A., Liverpool; Sheard,

Mrs., Hig)igate-road ;
Smith, Rev.—, Aberdeen; Stone,

J
,
Port Adelaide; Taylor, J., Stoke Newington; Turn-

bull, A., jun., Portland Bay; Tatbam, L. M.. 10, Prtorv-

road, Kilburn; Vincent, Col. H. T., Baih; Ward, J.,

jun,, Clapbam
;
Warren, J., Royston; Webb, W., Belfast,

Victoria; Webster, 0., Kendall
;
Wilson, Capt., 10, Hen-

rietta-street : Woodbam, Capt., Wandsworth; Zomes,
care of Wallis, Cotton, A Co., Simla.

THE ARCHITECTUEAL EXHIBITION.

The private view of this Society’s annual

collection (the 18th), was held on Wednesday

j

last, in the Conduit-street Galleries. The ex-

ertiouB of the officials, assisted by some for-

I tnitons circumstances, have combined to make
'this exhibition a good one. We trust, therefore,

that the public and profession will show their

appreciation of these exertions in catering for

their benefit and pleasure. Many reasons might

bo advanced for its extra goodness. In the first

place the presence in the collection of the prin-

cipal drawings connected with tho unseemly
Barry-Pngin controversy, whilst that war of

words is still raging, will draw many, both of

architects aud others, to examine the sketches,

and form their ov/n opinions upon the subject,

Quite apart from their connexion with the dis-

pute in question, the drawings are themselves
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well worth careful study, as they show the

different stages through which the design

passed before the final drawings were com-
menced.

Secondly, the designs submitted for the ultimate

competition for the New Town-hall, Manchester,

are, most of them, on the walls
;
amongst them

the successful design of Mr. Waterhouse. Those

of the profession who were nob so fortunate as to

see the complete collection in the Rooms of the

Corporation in Manchester, will be glad of this

opportunity of observing the principal composi-

tions. In addition to some of those submitted

in the first competition for the same Town-hall,

there are also many beautiful drawings by emi-

nent Frencb architects, which were to be seen

at the late Paris Exhibition, and were highly

spoken of at the time. They have been kindly

lent for the present occasion. These drawings

were brought over from Paris at the cost of the

Society, and have to be returned to their owners,

free of expense.

A new phase in the existence of this Society is,

that instead of being short of material where-

with i_to fill all the wall-space at its com-
mand, they now exhibit about 100 designs

more than on any other former occasion, while

many have been rejected for want of hanging-

room.
Valuing highly as we do drawings as proofs

of artistic power, we yet heartily welcome the

presence of nnmerons photographs showing por-

tions of buildings, as they represent more faith-

fully than any drawing can the result of the

architect’s labour, and the manner in which the

workman has succeeded in carrying ont his

intention. Photographs of this sort are also

invaluable as representing the status of our art-

workmen,—a class whose interest has ever been
the care of the Builder.

\

We again call upon the profession to make,
without delay, such return for the disinterested-

j

ness and energy of this Society as lies in their

power. Let them enrol themselves as con-

tributors, and for the future be more careful

in supplying them with the best subjects at their

command. Were these annual exhibitions dis-

continued for a few years, architects would
find how much they suffered by the suspension

of the Society’s efforts, and be glad to have a

renewal of their good offices at any price. It is,

in short, the great arena in which the architect

may try his strength with brother athletes, and
he has the satisfaction of knowing that his place

in the struggle will be assigned to him by judges.
The drawings and photographs now on view in

this Exhibition number about 700 or 800 separate

subjects in some 450 frames. The series com-
mences in the large room near the entrance, and
after passing round the apartment is continued
in the first or smaller room, and from thence to

the screens. We will now approach the draw-
ings, and examine them in consecutive order,

referring, however, only to such as we consider

deserving ofspecial notice, either for their virtues

or faults. Mr. John Croft exhibits some clever

interior views of different parts of Westminster
Abbey. The detail and perspective are well

attended to, and the colouring (with the excep-

tion of bis peculiar weakness for grass-green
tint on some portions of the building) is pleasing

and harmonious. Mr. Edward I'Auson con-
tributes six views of different buildings in Russia
and parts of Germany; amongst them are a
tower from Dantzic, with bulbous-headed cupola
in two stages

;
the St. Isaac Cathedral, St.

Petersburg, showing the central and clustering

domes
;

a tower in the wall of the Kremlin,
Moscow ;

the town-hall, Breslau, and others,

The sketches are outlined in ink, and slightly

tinted. Many drawings, by Mr. B. J. Talbert, are

to be found on the walls; one of them is No. 9,

called " A Study from the Roof of St. Mary’s
Hall, Coventry.” It is a water-colour drawing,

and includes the church spires and their sur-

roundings.

No. 6. “ View of the Church of St. Jacques,

Antwerp,” and No. 12, “ View in the Church of

Notre Dame, Lambader, Brittany,” both by
Mr. E. S. Cole, are well worthy of examination.
In the first, the view is taken from the south
aisle of the nave, showing the junction of the
chancel and south aisle with the choir and south
transept. The whole length of the south aisle

to chancel is given, with a portion of the clear-

story and groining to chancel, the part under
that being occupied by the Renaissance chancel
screen, with its side altar, at which Mass is

being celebrated. The picture is finished on the
left-hand side by one of the circular pillars of

the nave arcade.

No. 5. ” Interior view of S. Andrew’s Church,

Ochsenfnrth, Bavaria; and No. 10, “Sketch of

Ancient Synagogue ” at Worms, by Mr. H. W.
Brewer, an engraving from which we have pub-

lished, are for sale. The detail and architec-

tural character are well preserved. No. 5 shows
an apsidal end, with four lofty aud narrow two-

light windows
;
then flamboyant traceried heads,

finishing close up under the groining of the

chancel roof, which springs from carved corbels.

The side wall space is very bare for want of

shafts or imposts. The chancel arch is of low

pitch, and composed of nothing more than the

continuation of the shallow pilaster of its

joints, the whole having a very weak effect. The
altarpiece is very lofty, and of the local phase of

Renaissance. It is in three stages, and con-

tains in the lowest compartments carvings in

high relief, richly gilt, of the three crosses

on Calvary, with figures of SS. Mary and
John, in niches on either side. In the second
state is the “Resurrection;” and in the upper-

most the “ Coronation of the Blessed Virgin.”

No. 14. “E-xterior view of Manchester Cathe-
dral,” by R. II. Bentham, from the south-east.

Until within the last twenty years this build-

ing was the old pariah church, aud is now one
of the smallest cathedrals in England. The
roof over the nave is coloured, with carved

angels on the hammer beams, and with richly
' carved choir stalls, good examples of the period.

The drawing shows the late restorations, and
the new tower erected by Mr. Holden.

No. 16. A window and part of a bay from the

ruined Abbey at Kirkham, near York, by J. H.
Leonard. The beauty of the rich mouldings,

shafts, and caps of this graceful lancet-window

are very well shown, and the colour of the

stonework is pleasing and true. Nos. 18, 20,

and 21 contain eight coloured sketches by the

Rev. J. L. Petit, taken from buildings on the

Contioeut, with the one exception of that at

Peel, in the Isle of Man. Mr. Petit has a true

eye for colour, and had he chosen art as his

profession, would have achieved a good position

amongst the fraternity.

No. 24, “ View of the Great Temple of Edfon,”

aud No. 35, “ Capitals, drawn to a large scale,

from the temple of Esneb,” both in Egypt, are

by Mr. R. Phene Spiers, who contributes many
other valuable drawings to the collection. No.

24 is a very bold and crisp drawing, slightly

coloured, but well conveying the effect of

solemn grandeur invariably connected with the

best work of the Egyptians. No. 35 is very care-

fully drawn and delicately coloured, and is alto-

gether a valuable drawing. No. 28, “ Laborare

est Orare,” by F. P. Cockerell. A masterly

oompositioQ delicately treated. It is an old

friend, and having been alluded to in a previous

number of this journal, we will pass on to No. 33,
“ Hotel de Villo and Church, Berque, near Dun-
kirk,” by Ernest George

;
a valuable study,

showing two very fine towers. Both the sketch-

ing and colouring are spirited. No. 39. “ Com-
petition Design for Church at Hemel Hemp-
sted. Interior View,” by Mr. Henry Hall, marked
“PaZ)7iaJH g_ui vicruit feral,

"

rather a dangerous

motto, we think, to attach to this composi-

tion.

No. 40. With the exception of the perspective

of some of the arches, this is a very careful and
refined coloured drawing of the Interior (look-

ing east) of S. Charles Borromeo, Ogle-street,

Marylebone, by Messrs. Wilson & Nicholl. The
roof over the nave looks very bare, which rather

damages the look of the drawing.

No. 46. A pen and ink drawing of the Interior,

looking east, of the Church of St. John,

Torquay, Devon, now in course of erection, by
Mr. G. E. Street, A.R.A. It is rather scratchy

and confused in parts ;
but the genei'al correct,

ness of the perspective and accuracy of detail

in conjunction with the architectural merits of

the compositioD, render it a very valuable addi-

tion to the exhibition. Tne chancel is shown to

be square on plan, having in the east gable a

fine window of five lights, with an octagonally-

treated wheel-light over the same. The roof is

groined in three bays, and lighted by a clear-

story reaching to the crown of the groining,

On the south side are two arches, supported on

clustered columns, and occupied by a mfetal

screen, giving access to a south aisle. Three

steps and a gate in the chancel-wall lead into

the nave. On the north of this wall, and

at the junction of the nave and chaucel

piers, is a circular stone pulpit, having a

small arcade with circles over running round

the whole.

We shall continue our notice next week.

ON BUILDINGS FOR EUROPEAN
OCCUPATION IN TROPICAL CLIMATES,

ESPECIALLY INDIA.*

There exists nothing of a physical nature
which causes such an entire revolution in our
feelings and habits, in ourselves and in our sur-

roundings, as the addition or withdrawal of a
few degrees of heat. Even within the limits of

our own temperate climate, we know no contrast
so strong as that between a sweltering harvest
heat, and the cold of a keen black frost,—the
sunny life of a brilliant summer day, and the
bound-up torpor of a deep winter snow-storm ;

and when we carry our inquiries to the climates
which lie at the extreme limits of human endur-
ance, either of heat or cold, we find almost every
condition of life reversed. The food, the dress,

the dwellings, and the habits of the Esquimaux
have hardly a single thing in common with those

of the Hindoo, and both differ widely from our
own.
Many of the countries where the heat of the

sun is far greater than in England, and especi-

ally the East Indies, are so connected with us
by commerce or colonization that, from time to

time, English architects are called on to design

buildings to be erected within their limits. Not
fewer than eight Fellows of this Institute and
four or five other architects practising here have
been, within ray own knowledge, lately called on
to prepare designs for proposed buildings in

Bombay. Two others, Messrs. Owen Jones and
Digby Wyatt, have, within the same time, been
called on to act as advisers respecting a large

proposed building for the same city, the plans of

which I had to prepare
;
and they, in that capa-

city, rendered me cordial and most invaluable

assistance, which I am happy to seize thisoppor-

tunity of publicly acknowledging. Some five or

six English architects also are, or lately were,
residing and practising in that one city,—facta

which show that buildings for such countries as

India may be fairly considered as not too remote
from our own possible practice to be treated

here. If, then, the conditions of life in a tropi-

cal climate are very far removed from those with
which we are here conversant, it cannot but be
that many differences will exist between the

buildings with which we are familiar as suiting

our climate and such buildings as will suit the

tropics; and it will be our business to-night to

consider a few of these differences. Fffst we
shall take note of some of the essential require-

ments for European life in a tropical climate,

sneh as that of India; afterwards we shall con-

sider a few of the peculiarities which will affect

the actual erection of the buildings, aud the

moat obvious of the difficulties to be apprehended.
Throughout I must be understood as referring

to buildings for the use and occupation of

Europeans only : my time is too short, and my
information on the point too imperfect and frag-

mentary, for me to say anything on the interest-

ing though loss important subject of such build-

ings as are occasionally put up in tropical

countries for the use of natives. In each of the

two heads of this inquiry we shall be naturally

led, as we go on, to notice such expedients and
methods as may be best employed,or as have been

actually found efficacious in meeting the needs

which we shall discover. My own j
ustifioation for

bringing forward this subject is, that I have been

obliged to make myself acquainted with the

requirements and circumstances of, at least, one

tropical climate, that of Bombay. The Govern-

ment of Bombay proposed, in 1864, to erect the

European Hospital in that city, from designs

which I had submitted in competition. This led

to my visiting Bombay at the end of that year,

and to my being associated with Mr. Trubshawe,
the consulting architect to the Bombay Govern-
ment, in the preparation of working drawings
for several public and other buildings of import-

ance
;
T can, therefore, offer you the results of

some little practical experience
;
and I hold it

as almost a bounden duty of any member of this

body, whose practice has led him to acquire in-

formation not readily accessible, and likely to

prove of some use, that he should come forward

here, and contribute it to the common stock.

It may provoke a smile to say that the great

peculiarity of a tropical climate is, that it is very

hot there
;

but, nevertheless, that is the great

peculiarity, and the one point an architect must
never forget, remembering that even what is

called the cold season is far hotter than our

* By Mr. T. Roger Smith. Read at the ordinaiy

general meeting of the Royal Institute' of British Archi-

tects, held on tho 27th of April, Mr. "W. Tite, M.P.,

I
president, in the chair.
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enmmer. It ia also very ligLt in sucli a climate
at Bome period of tLe year it is fuitlier very wet,
the rain falling at times in torrents, and the air
being satnratcd with moisttjre; but in the fine
season it is ordinarily uninterruptedly fine, re-
maining 80 for long stretches of time. Climatic
disturbances, however, when they come, are
violent

; wind-stotins, dust-Etoims, thunder
storms, with driving rains — perhaps earth-
quakes—must bo expected occasionally

5 aud
such disturbances are more sudden in their
visile, and more violent in their force, than in
our climate.

Insect aud reptile life are far more prominent
within the tropica than here. Household pests
there include such formidable enemies as the
cobra, the scorpion, and the white ant. The
white ant is an enemy of the most destructive
powers. It eats almost all kinds of woods, and
if the timber with which a house is built be such
as it will devour, it will be not unlikely that all
the woodwork of the house will be hallowed out
and eaten away. The esecntial oils of one or
two woods, such as teak and blackwood, seem to
protect against them, but all ordinary wood is
liable to be eaten by this ant. The damp of the
monsoon time is a second powerful destructive
agent

; any unpaiuted or ungalvanized smfaco of
iron would be found oxidized to a remarkable
extent

; and whether it be this, or the saline
particles of the air, or an extra dose of actinic
power in the sunlight, I know not, but the cli-
mate of Bombay, though free from frost, appears
to act almost as destructively on building-stone
as that of London.
The people, again, who will be about you in

the tropics, are essentially different from Euro-
peans. They will be all, or nearly all, natives;
and if in India, all of various castes. The num-
ber of servants will be very great

; they will
dispense with most things that an European
wants, but, on the other hand, they will require
some things which in Europe would not be
thought of. No English gentleman, for example,
would think of planting all round his private
house, a sort of hamlet of little cabins for the
wives and children of his servants, any more
than he would dream of his valet being willing,
under any emei^ency, to sleep on a mat outside
his bedroom door, as a personal retainer might
have done here in feudal times. In India both
would seem very reasonable things. The people
engaged on the work will also differ altogether
in their notions of workmanship, and especially
of accuracy and finish, from the European arti-
zona for whom we are accustomed to make draw-
mgs. Their setting out will be defective, and
their finish, to an European eye, faulty; but, on
the other hand, if the right sorb of men be found
out, and employed in the right way, their orna-
mental work, obtainable in India even now, after
long disnse has caused the higher branches of
the art of building to languish, will be very
beautiful, and much of the workmanship excel-
lent. The joinery and cabinet-work especially,
executed with very rough tools, and put together
without glue, will surpass most English work
for solidity and durability.
To return, however, to the boat and light.

Where the snn’s heat is so powerful that nothing
but English pluck prevents the attempt to work
being altogether given up, and between sunrise
and sunset it is almost impossible for an European
to expose himself safely to his rays—where walk-mg a few hundred yards, at midday, even nnder
an umbrella, would be an exhausting and im-
prudent exertion for an European—where fresh
ajr is the greatest essential of comfort, almost of

where the glare of light is so intense, that
the smallest unshaded opening seems, in the
hours of sunshine, to admit more brightness
than 18 compatible with comfort—and where themam walls require to be screened, both from the
^Itmg heat of the sun in the fine season, and
the dnving rains of the wet season, it is almost
self-evident that rooms should be large and airy
windows and doors so open as to admit eveiw
breeze that blows, yet so shaded as to beep out
as much of the light as possible; and that walls
should be far thicker than here, is necessary, and
sheltered by some outer screen.

Outside all the external walls, or. at any rate,
on all sides open to the sun’s rays, a screen called
a verandah is essential; and it becomes, in
feet, the leading feature of buildings for the
CTcpics. This may be best described as some-
thing like an external cloister, ordinarily about
ID It. wide, the roof usually running over it in a
oontinuous line, and overhanging it. The
TflnknBr.li 1C ® °

.
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where practicable, it is better to be of masonry.
It ip, of course, desirable to have it as many
stories in height as the building, and covering
most or all of the wall, but it admits of many
variations, corbelUngs, projections, breaks, &c.
The floors of the verandah should be water-tight,
and should slope away from the building.
Towards the qnarter of the wet winds, it will
be well to provide means of partly or entirely
closing the openings

;
this is neually effected by

temporary matting, and some permanent con-
trivance for the purpose is rather a desideratum.
In the day time the floor of the verandahs, ns
indeed that of the rooms, is often sprinkled with
water for coolness. These roomy appendages
are not all lost space, advantage is taken of
them when in shade, or catching the passing
breeze, and then they serve as workrooms for

level of the surrounding earth, and raised on a
solid terrace. This height is, I believe, chiefly
given as a protection against moisture, and hol-
low floors are avoided because vermin and
snakes would be sure to get into them. Many
residences, where ground is plentiful, are only
one story in height, and few buildiugs could con-
veniently have more than three stories. I may
here suggest that the frequent use in hot
climates of timber-built houses, of only one story
high, may be in part accounted for by their
being safer than any other in times of earth-
quake. This can hardly, however, be the reason
of their use iu Bombay. Between tho ceiling of
tho top story and the roof there should be a
apace well ventilated and unoccupied, to keep
the top story cool, a precaution often neglected.

It may be almost unnecessary to remark that’
1 ,

^ >'orKrooms lor
j

it may be almost unnecessary to remark that
Bmoking, no fire/laces or chimneys 7e ordinarfly re-

^ •

dining and sleeping m
5 quired, and that kitchens ought to be, whereIndian life, being much al fresco, and privaev practicable. an enf.EnTl/1 TTKY

...... uuu Bleeping m ;

Indian life, being much al fresco, and privacy
little studied, compared with comfort. The
verandah, with its unglazed openings, its deep
shadow behind them, and its overhanging roof,
affords the chief, and a remarkably fine oppor-
tunity, for external architectural treatment in
any building for tho tropics. In some of the
more artistic native houses, it is beautifully
treated in carved wood. As an example of the
treatment of it in masonry, I may refer to the

-1 , UUglil.

practicable, an ontbnilding apart.
Coming now to the openings for doors and

windows, they will rarely require to be filled,
inside the building or out, with a solid door or
shutter. The ordinary window is a large case-
ment hung folding, and each fold in two flaps

;

the flaps are divided into several heights, and
filled with louvres, like those of a Venetian
blind, only finer, and capable of being set close
or open ; the ordinary internal door is of theV “'-*«uury, 1 may reter to tlie or open ; the ordinary internal door is of the

chaiactEr. Ictonal opGuings are often,

of Mr ^
o’"!,*'!'

lowever, not even fitted with doors of this sort,

wKeh
School of Art, but left as arches, to be closed occasionally by

manv othp™®r
'[’o

:
»» nae of silk or open black wood screens, often

I
fo'' = “f beantiM design, reaching only to the spring,

te mrbetd f '*'-oh,\nd with I spLe of a foot in

ont to'^catnV tb^ h
nnderneath, to admit a currentout to catch the breeze and afford a cool of air along the floor. This Buhstitntion of

anma *.7........^ a. t

— — nuu uuulu U cool
evening nook; such features occur in the best
Mahommedan work, and afford an excellent
opportunity for picturesque treatment.
Behind the shelter of the verandah, the doors

and windows should he spacious. The building
should, if possible, bo made to point so as to
catch the prevalent breeze

; for in the tropics

-- .into BUU3L1LU11011 Ul
some sort of pierced work for panels, I may
observe, is carried out in many directions. In
some of tho bcantiful Mahommedan buildings
tho panels of pierced brass-work and pierced
stone which occur in the openings form the most
beautiful decorative feature conceivable. These
have been elaborated in such a case as therCT <v

lor m tne tropics have been elaborated in such a case as the

from c” r f
“ regti'a'-fty

!

window in the mosqne of Seedeo Seyeed, at
Ahmedabnd to a point which challengL cim.

jui luuiii-uB icgevner. .ana
the building should, if possible, be so arranged,
with rooms en suite from sido to side, and having
openings opposite to openings, that the wind
may blow quite through it, windows opening
down to the floor, and doors placed opposite the
windows, and both made wide and high. The
necessity for a thorough draught, and the use as
a thoroughfare all round the building of the
verandah, have combined to exclude corridors
almost entirely from dwelling-houses; and your
life in an Indian hTmerninw- fr.^. V.r^ns,n^ ir,

— Ku u puiuL wuicu cxiaiienges com-
parison with our most complete tracery. Other
modes of filling openings may he used

; for
example, in Cairo and many other Eastern cities
the most effective grilles for filling windows are
formed of small turned wooden spokes, fitted
together in a simple effective way. In the
Egyptian Okel, in the park of the Paris Exhi-
bitioD, this was well shown, as were other pecu-
liarities of structures suited for hot climates.
It occurs, sometimes, in most or all tropical
Climflt.PS. Critm 7^ 7..

Hfrinnn TnH-l k V r sometimes, in most or all tropical

toVdp™ fw climates, that from external openings it is

would S n >1? fem strange, and necessary to keep ont the wet, and sometimeswould, in fact, be unsuitable to a temperate ch-
[

even the heat. I believe even, that in some very

The rypocl f ii t. -i.- . .
!

‘olsofl regions, away from sea breezes, the

troDfrs St to h'. oi'
•J'S

i

“ is s° Imt anriog the stmahiniag hours that it

1

>«“ “'eady ia onstomaty to keep it out instead of letting it

Md rooS^ '
t'

“-npaot in. Here, of course, esternal openiuga are mido
“ores a^rvett in 1 »f ^ring thoroughly dosed, and com.

bui Snl in tonded
’ ' P»ratively small. It also is necessary in some

from ataost all tw
* ’>'= relieved districts to bo able to shut ont night f4a, or sea

tirtaTfronL ininriouB state of the air,tion m Unropo. The ejternal verandah will be and even cold winds; and in Bombav which isfound to the bnlt of the building extraor. I on tho sea-shore, I found that it walnecessary

sore of^nnrro.e to h' f “"'y
|

he provided with the means of closing extemd

ton annrSiriated
humidity of the monsoon

rnrniahW bere ^1 aLso SO oopable of
, Or wct season, and even against driving dnst;

cut off fl odd
an odd corner to he accordingly there all window-frames hfve two

purposes, that it enables the I sets of folding casements one with the Vene

4a s^ to render Iw “ htiilding is divided, glazed, and kept folded back ont of the way,

nv° 4 ^ 1

® ““ possible, except in the wet season. 1 am not aware that“™P'a™a“ a “'“P'® roof shonld be onr sash-windows have ever been attempted to

ft 4te^
employed, and they are just sucTreoS

most shadow and hrow^r'l'”*^'
““ ^ ”P=d‘ ^Ld bo ill carried

4ell off lWo44 th n f^ 7'“ *>7 "orkmen. Casements in solid

to In4*t hot [
“/.‘he ''alls. In many, perhaps ' frames are preferable, and those frames that I

[par bptoo f
‘ P”''*'

I

e™ “''e7» framed with a cill, which in doorways4“ “^"holance their inferiority in
J

you have to step over.
'—

e> -h' vs.ciL;4»iai.i.o meir mienority m
the rainy season. The dome also forms a lead-
ing feature of many Oriental styles of bnilding.
In one or two good Mahommedan domestic

buildings which I visited, I found tho stories bnt
low. This, however, would not at all satisfy any
European residents, or I think be suitable to our
great need, in a snltry climate, of all the air we

ordinary height of a story is about
18 ft. or 20 ft.

; and stairs being a serious fatigue
in a hot climate, buildings of many stories are
not common. An underground basement is not
nsual

; it would become a harbour for vermin and
filth, and wonld be flooded or damp in the monToranduh is, of conl^e Xn . ^ “on-

uhghfer mulerials than the main wail,

It is not, I think, usually requisite to make
provision for strongly protecting any building
fur European ocenpation against robbery. It is
usual to have watchmen patrolling round even
private houses all tho night, and more reliance
is placed on them for protection than on fasten-
ings or doers. Nothwithstanding tlie general
simplicity upon which I have insisted, one or
two points, in the arrangement of buildings
where Europeans are to reside, in India, at
least, ofeen cause some perplexity to the archi-
tect

; but these it is imperative he should attend
to. For instance, the bedroom of any European
entitled to the smallest comfort must have ap-
pended to it a bath-room, in which stands, on a
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largo cement platform 'wifcli a raised ledge, a

largo sponging bath : this has to bo daily filled

by a water-bearer : often it is so placed as to be

filled through a pipe, without liia actually enter-

ing tho room
;
but however this may be, the

arrangement is not that water is laid on as in

England, but that it is brought daily in a skin

on a man’s shoulder to the outside, if not the in-

side of the room. For this purpose, conse-

quently, access must be reserved for the bhees-

tie (or water-carrier) . Bub this is not all.^ In

or adjoining each dressing-room is a convenience

taking the place of a water-closet. The system

of water conservancy is not established, and may
probably never bo found available in India;

while even the more suitable system of Mr.

Moule and his earth-closets would not obviate

the necessity of removing, more or less fre-

quently, fmoal matter by hand. This is at pre-

sent done twice daily, and the persons whose

business it is to do this work (and who are

termed sweepers) must not, both on account of

the offensive nature of their work, and on ac-

count of their lowness of caste, come into the

building so as to risk their contact with higher

caste servants. Hence it becomes necessary to pro-

vide a sweeper’s staircase, and often several such

(which are very frequently external staircases,

more or less open), with means of access along

verandahs or otherwise to the external wall of 1

each dressing-room, and to form at each conve-

1

nience a small doorway through the wall. In a

'

complicated building this necessity for a dress-

ing-room to each bed-room, and for a secluded

and external access to each dressing-room for

the water-carrier and the sweeper, makes no in-

considerable demand on the ingenuity of the

architect, and even on the space at his com-

mand. I may add that as regards bath water a

regular system of drain-pipes to carry it off does

not seem usual. Provision is made for discharg-

ing it by some simple outlet to the exterior of

the building, where it flows over the surface of

the ground, and soon sinks in, or is evaporated

by the sun’s heat. Here it may be fitting to

add, by-tho-bye, that eaves-gutters and down-

pipes, and means of storing rainwater, do nob

seem to be in use.

Another peculiarity of tropical .life is that, as

every European who can afford it must ride to his

business, and about bis business or his pleasure,

every building requires a carriage porob,

sheltered from the wet of the monsoon and the

heat of the other seasons. Every house and

most public buildings will also require stabling

and coach-houses. These are very much ruder

than our own, but must be spacious.

Special attention must be paid to tho great

value of one aspect as compared with another

—

tbe breezy and the shady sides of a building are

preferable to the other aspects in a very great

degree, but the difflonlty of securing a good

aspect for as many rooms as possible in a build-

ing being nob unknown in England, I will not

enlarge upon it.

Wherever practicable, an Indian building is

placed within an ample walled enclosure, called

a compound, which is a kind of compromise be-

tween a meadow, au orchard, and a garden;

and in this compound, when a number of at-

tendants are required, nestles a cluster of huts

where they and their families live, and other

huts, such as the cook-house, where the house-

hold work is mainly done. In city buildings it

is usual to give up the whole or some part of

the ground floor to the servants, though in some
buildings lately erected in the city of Bombay
they, and the kitchen (called cook-room), have

been provided for in the topmost story. The
number of attendants required is very great. As
a rule in all tropical countries native labour is

cheap and plentiful ;
each individual does not do

much, and the subdivision of labour is carried

out to a perplexing extent. It is worth taking a

good deal of trouble to arrange the stables and

these servants’ dwellings, so that they shall nob

come to the windward of tho building they be-

long to,—that is, if the prevalent direction of

the wind is known. Various bad odours are

likely to arise there, and even the fuel burned

in cooking in these places, being cakes of dried

cow-dung, gives forth an unpleasant smell, and
this or any other bad smell is peculiarly offen-

sive in a hob climate.

Having now said something upon the arrange-

ments and features desirable in a building in-

tended for a tropical climate, we are next to

considei’ some other peculiarities which may
have to be provided for in preparing to execute

such a building. Tho difficulties attendant upon

the actual carrying out of any building in a

tropical country aro often serious. They are of

two classes
;
those of a structural nature,—as dif-

ficulties relative to materials, to labour, to modes

of working, &c., and those of what may be termed

an administrative nature, that is to say, those

affected by the peculiarity, or arrangements, or

want of arrangements, for getting building work

done. It is not sufficient to prepare plans for a

building which would be a good-looking and

suitable ono if it wore built. It is also necessary

that the plans and arrangements should be fitted

as nearly as possible to the material and moral

circumstances of the case. This necessity is too

often overlooked, ignored, or at best inade-

quately met
;
and in consequence works well

designed in this country have often been ill

carried out, abandoned, or modified in a de-

structive sense abroad. There may be many
things that would prove good if done, which yet

cannot be done, and others which could be done,

bub which people cannot be gob to do.*

ON THE UTILIZA.TION OF SEWAGE
BY IRRIGATION.f

Norwood .—At Norwood the results of irriga-

tion have proved equally remunerative, the land

being, as has already been stated, on a clay

formation distinct from that of Croydon. The
arrangements for the purification of the water

are most elaborate. By gravitation the sewage

is conducted from the outfall, through a covered

straining tank, whence the solid refuse is

pumped by hand, with moveable apparatus.

The covering of this tank is questionable policy.

It simply effects the concentration of the sul-

phuretted hydrogen, which if exposed to the

atmosphere, could do little offence, and renders

the cleansing a duty of tenfold danger. From
this point, the sewage is passed in conduits,

covered and open, and flows through the soil

three several times ere it is finally discharged.

The natural conformation of the ground is ad-

mirably adapted for this, and the purification

is perfect. The quantity irrigated is about

37 acres. Prior to the applioatiou of sewage to

the land at South Norwood, it was considered a

very poor soil indeed; but recently the present

tenant, Mr. Cousins, has offered 16i. per acre

per annum for a twelve years’ lease.J
JEdinJnergh .— lb is recorded by various autho-

rities that town sewage has been here applied

to tho same laud for a period of at least 200

years. The value of this fact is great, for in it

wo find a deoisive proof that the land is not ex-

hausted by this method of cultivation, even

after the lapse of generations, bub that exceed-

ing fertility continues to be its characteristic.

The soil upon which the utilization is mainly

effected cannot be eaid to have ever been

abundant of the elements of fertility, being

simply the pure sea-sand. Au additional valu-

able fact is, that throughout this long period of

cultivation, conducted in a very rude and im-

perfect manner, there exists no record of injury

to the health of the vicinity having been

sustained therefrom. These considerations,

taken in conjnnotion with the enorinona rents

that have long been paid for the irrigated land,

give Edinburgh a prominent position as an ex-

ponent of the vast manurial wealth whioh lies

hid in the form of common town sewage. The

late Mr. Smith, of Deanstouo, in reporting upon

the application of sewage to the purpoees of

agriculture, gives the following description of

the irrigation works at Edinburgh:— “The
sewer-water, coming from a section of the Old

Town, is discharged into a natural channel or

brook at the base of the sloping site of the town,

at safficient height above a large tract of ground

to admit of its being flowed by gravitation over

a surface of several hundred acres. Tbe water

as it comes from the sewers is received into

ponds, where it is allowed to settle and deposit

the gross and loss buoyant matter which is

carried along by tho water, whilst it flows on a

steep descent. From these tanks or settling

ponds the sewer-wator flows off at the surface at

the opposite end to its entrance. The water so

flowiugoff still holds in suspension alargequantity

of lighli floculent matter, together with the more

minute dJbria of the various matters falling into

the sewers, chiefly of vegetable or animal origin.

Tlie water is mado to flow over plots or plateaux

of ground, formed of even surface, so that the

* To be cootinurd.

t See pp. l ie, 169, 203, 323, 23!), and 290, ante.

j Learn. Coagress Papers, p. i4i.

water shall flow as equally as possible over the

whole, with various declinations, according to

circumstances; and it is found in practice, that

the flow of the water can easily be adjusted to

suit the declination.” The report goes on to

say :
“ The practical result of this application of

sewer-water is, that land which let formerly at

from 40s. to Gl. per Scotch, acre is now actually

let at from 30i. to iOt.
;
and that poor sandy

land upon the sea-shore, which might bo worth

23. Gd. per acre, lots at au annual rent of from 15Z.

10 201.;” a veritable mine of wealth. This land

produces from four to five crops of Italian rye-

grass per annum : and as much as eighty tons

per Scotch acre have been taken off in a single

year. Yet so little alive are the rate-payers of

Edinburgh to thoir own interests, that, glad to be

rid of this valuable commodity, they make a free

gift of it to their farmers, or rather to their land-

lords
;
who, on their part, find no better occupa-

tion than in turning its rich fertilizing ingre-

dients into gold. The conseq'aence of this

disregard of public interost, so little creditable

to tbe practical genius with which tho Scotch

are supposed to bo gifted, is, that instead of

being applied in a careful judicious manner, so

as to make the moat of it, the sewage is allowed

to flood the land with wasteful prodigality, by
reason of which a very considerable portion of it

escapes without effecting the slightest good. It

may be a necessary policy, during the infancy of

irrigation experiments, to grant concessions of

sewage at a nominal or pepper-corn rent
;
but

after men have grown grey in the experience of

its value, it is simply neglect to suffer a few

private individuals to reap the advantage which

should accrue to those whose sole property it is,

to wit, the rate-payers.

Rugby .—The works at Rugby, like those at

Croydon in their earlier stages, may be said to

have been of excellent service in demonstrating

what is to be avoided in sewage irrigation
;
and

we cannot do better, in viewing this side of tho

question, than attentively study both these ex-

amples, and profit by their errors. In 1853,

Mr. G. H. Walker took a lease of the sewage of

Rngby, at an annual rent of 501., with the two-

fold object of preserving the River Avon from

pollution, and at the same time fertilizing his

own land. He construoted a tank capable of

holding 150,000 gallons, and erected a steam-

engine of 12-horBe power. He then laid down
six miles of iron pipes, in five radiating main
branches, with subsidiary branches. Through

those pipes the sewage was pumped from the

tank into gutta-percha hose affixed to hydrants,

and so distributed over the land. The hose and

jet system proved a failure, and was exchanged

for open carriers, necessitating great additional

expense. Other costly mistakes were discovered.

The outfall, instead of being so low as to require

steam-power to raise the sewage on to the land,

might have been so constructed as to have ad-

mictod of its flowing over tho ground by gravi-

tation only, whereby the cost of engine and

pumping apparatus, with their annual working

expenses, might have been saved. The six miles

of iron pipiug, of far too large a section for their

original purpose, as well as of too great a lineal

extent, were, on the adoption of open carriers,

rendered useless, beiog abandoned by the

lessee.* Tbe land upon which the sewage was

applied, instead of undergoing a special pre-

paration for a special crop, was old furrowed

pasture of tlie ordinary kind, covered with a

strong stubborn turf, entirely unsnited for treat-

ment by irrigation. The system of application

was also iojadicious, and it is not surprising, after

so disastrous a catalogue of errors, Rugby should

stand forth as a signal exception to the usual

success of the utilization of sewage by irrigation.

Yet, althongh the Rugby experiment has proved

a failure so far as the enterprise of the lessee is

concerned, it has by no means affected tbe esti-

mation of sewage manure. Mr. Walker has

stated in evidence that, under proper manage-

ment, the money return will amply compensate

expense, even with the existing arrangements

;

and he considers tho Rugby farm to^ be more

valuable and productive since the application of

sewagc.f Notwithstanding, then, the untoward

circumstances which have attended the works at

Ragby, they cannot justly be looked upon as a

failure in demonstrating the value of sewage

but rather as a proof that mismanagement will

bring the most promising enterprise to a disas-

trous end. Rugby was the scene of Mr. Lawos a

experiments.

* Rep. Met. Sewage, 130i ; 3603 to 3010, .

* Rep. Met. Sewage, 1961: 3733.;
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Milan. The drainage of llilan, wiiicii receives

little or nothing of the solid excrement of the
population, IS received into two conduits, which
ma.be the inner and outer circle of the city, and
unite in a natural channel called the Yettabbia,
at the southern outsbirte. The Yettabbia flows
ten miles, and during its course to the Lambro,
wherein it falls, distributee the sewage thus
diluted over a considerable area of level mea-
dows. The irrigation is carried on by the system
of submersion, and is very enccessful, four crops
of grass and three of hay being cut in the year.
Professor Way adverted to the sewage of Milanm his report to the Commission,* and stated
that although it was so dilute as hardly to be
distinguished by the senses from ordinary stream
water, yet it conferred upon the land to which it
was applied, an increased value of from 41. to
oJ. per statute acre per annum above that
obtained for land irrigated by streams contain-
ingnosewncTA

TJie National Advantages of Sewage Irrigation.

It is not within the scope of the present crude
statement of facts to enter into anything libe
a minute consideration of the manifold and
widely-extended benefits which may be expected
to accrue from the realisation of success in
utilising the contents of our sewers. It will,
however, be to the purpose to summarize the
most prominent of them.

In the first place, it will be the means of
eflectmg a sanitary reform unrivalled in the
history of cities; and this may be submitted as
the primary object to be attained. It is well if
our impure refuse can be converted into gold •

but it is better that it should first be rendered’
harmless to the public health. By this method,
then, we not only obtain perfect facility for
drainage, but we divert it from those abundant
sources of water supply which hitherto it has
prennially defiled

; so that besides effectually
banishing the noisome stenches and putrid
epidemics which hover over the shores of be-
fouled rivers, we render these latter once more
to the beneficent purposes of nature, and swell
t^he diminishing bulk of our present water supply
by immense volumes of the purest and most
wholesome water. Secondly, in placing the
sewage upon the land, the country will become
possessed of a permanent revenue, derived from
a solid basis—a welcome relief to a heavily-taxed
community. Thirdly, in thus developino- the
national resources, by multiplying the productive
power of extensive districts, and enriching soils
at present barren or impoverished, an important
law in political economy will be carried out
and that dependence upon foreign supplies done
away with, which is an ominous aud almost
unique feature in the commerce of this country.
Lastly, the development of a large field for
manual labour tends to a wholesome reduction
ol the evils of over-population.
The following is a tabulated statement of the

value of London sewage per head of the popu-
lation. The calculations are based upon its
estimated worth per ton, taken with the net
quantity of sewage discharged, the population
roundly numbered at 2,500,000:—

towns, which chiefly contribute to this imperfect
utilization, are already under condemnation
upon the strongest sanitary gronnds, aud will
sooner or later yield to the substitution of water-
closets. It must not be forgotten also that
under the existing state of things, immense
sums are being annually paid from borough
rates for riddance of this valuable commodity.
A.t Manchester 6,600Z. per annum is paid for the
removal of the contents of cesspits,* an ex-
pense which more or leas is universal throughout
the country. At Aldershott it has already been
said that 500Z. or 600Z. was annually paid for
this purpose before the introduction of main-
drainage. The population was then six or seven
thousand : the cost therefore would amount to
nearly 21. per head. It is truly to be hoped that
the fact of this extraordinary waste of national
wealth will not long have to be recorded against
those numerous and powerful corporate bodies
in whose hands the administration of sanitary
government is centred.

All our advances in arts and sciences,” says
Liebig,f ” are of no avail in increasing the con-
ditions of human existence; and although a

I

small fraction of society may by their means be
'

gainers in material and intellectual enjoyment,
I

the load of misery weighing upon the great
|mass of the people remains the same. A

hungry man cares not for preaching, and a child
that is to learn anything at school must not be
sent there with an empty stomach.
“Every step in advance, however, made by

agriculture serves to alleviate the sufferings and
troubles of mankind, and to make the human
mind susceptible and capable of appreciating^
the good and the beautiful that art and science
present to us. Improvements in agriculture
constitute the only solid foundation for further
progress in all other branches of knowledge.”!

M. P.

[May 2, 1868.

XEW TRENT BRIDGE FOR
NOTTINGHAM.

166,5« 000 (Mr.)
JBazalgett®) ,..J

216,762,000 (Capt.)
Gallon)

206,000,000 (Mr.O
EUiB) j

Prici r, .Valne per
Population

|

head.

(08. 2d
^0 u

(0 2

]0 1 \U 1

(0 2

•Jo
(.0 1

2,500,000 ; £0 10 4i'079
0 6

0 14 4J
0 10 9k
0 7 2i

0 17 9
0 13 34
0 8 10

9)1 15 7

Average value per bead £0 ]o yj

Thus we find that the average estimated value
of London sewage per head of the population is
about lOs. 7id. ; and if we roughly estimate the
whole population of England and Wales at
20,000,000 souls, it will be found that o«r
drainage refuse represents a gross annual value of
10,625 OOOZ sterling. Of this, say that not more
than three-fourths can be rendered fully avail-
able, and there is still left the sum of 7,968 750Z
a fact worthy of the attention of political
economists. It may, nevertheless, with truth be
alleged that a very considerable portion of the
oner and more solid parts of sewage are not at
present wasted, being applied to the soil. But
the privies and cesspools of our most populous

* Eep. Met. Sewage, 1S54; 4721. I

The town council have resolved to erect a new
bridge in place of the old Trent bridge from a
design by their surveyor, Mr. Tarbotton, at a cost
of 31,0001. The site will be a little lower down the
river than that of the old bridge. The structural
part of the bridge will be allied in its mechanical
details to the modern bridges over the Seine and
the Thames. The material for the abutments
and piers below the lowest water mark as also
for the hearting of the same will be of the beat
brickwork. The exposed surfaces of the abut-
ments and piers will be formed of rock-faeed
Derbyshire or Yorkshire grit-stone, with the
more ornamental parts of red sandstone,
magnesian limestone, and granite. The arches
will be of cast-iron, aa being most suitable to
resist the strains pertaining to the condition of
the ribs employed. The upper platform to
support the roadway will consist of wrought-iron
girders supporting wrought-iron buckled plates
as used on Westminster and on the largest rail-
way bridges, or similar material. The surface
of the roadway will be of Yorkshire landings
for the footpaths, bitumenized concrete and
macadam for the carriage-road, and cast-iron
channels, similar to those used by Mr. Tarbotton
in bnilding the Navigation Bridge, for the
gutters. The parapets will be of cast-iron, with
geometric ornamental open work, containing
medallions composed of lilies and other water
flowers and leaves, made of cast-iron and con-
ventionally treated. These are intended to be
gilded, and the rest of the ironwork painted
The width of the bridge clear of the parapets
will be 40 fc., containing footpaths 8 fc. 6 in.
wide, a,nd a roadway capable of accommodating^
three lines of carriages with ease and safety.

°

Improved Dwellings for Salford.—At a
meeting convened by the mayor, it has been re-
solved that a company be formed nnder the pro-
visions of the Companies Act, 1862, to be called
“The Salford Improved Industrial Dwollin'Ts
Company, Limited,” with a capital of 25,0001
in 1,000 shares of 25Z. each, and that a subscrip-
tion hat for shares be opened, and so soon as
the list amounts to S.OOOh, the mayor will con-
vene a meeting of the members for the purpose
of electing directors and other officers of the
company. Subscriptions amounting to upwards
of 6,0001. were at once put down.

* " Nfttaral Laws of Hasbandry,” p. 226
t Ibid. p. 226.

^ ^

5 To be coDtinaed.

LGDUS PATRONYMICUS.*
Dr. CnAKxocK has made a collection of up-

wards of 3,000 peculiar surnames, and prefaced
them with an etymological scrutiny into the
real meaning and derivation of a large number
of^ the moat curious of them. The volume con-
taining the result of hia examination might well
be entitled “The Consolations of Etymology;”
but he has preferred to call it “ Lndus Patrony-
micus.” Although some of our peculiar sur-
names are nicknames, most of them are corrnp-
tiona from euphonious appellations

;
and the

supposition that the owners of names that are
disagreeable in their present form would be glad
to return to the original or proper orthography,
instead of changing them for new ones, has
been the main-spring that has directed our
author’s labours. The familiar instance of the

I

abasement of St. Aubyn into Stubbs is not

j

more startling than scores of similar degrada-

j

tions. Modern usage, with its tendency to
abbreviations in all words, has reduced Fenwick

;

to Phcenix, and thence to Spinks
;

in other
words, in the course of generations the Plan-
tagenet Squire Fenwick aud his Tudor moss-
trooping descendants have lapsed into police-
constable Spinks. Some of the Do Yeres are
now Wires and Weirs. The Seymours, or St.
Maurs, are Simmers. Some of the Laceys are

^

The Traceys have contracted to Tress.
Sir William de Bevenoake is represented by
Snooks. The Tremaynes have degenerated into
Trimmings; the d’Aubignies into Ttvopennys;
the Fitz-Paynes into Phippens. “ Few,” says
Dr. Charnock, “would probably change their
name from Buggin or Simper to Smith, if
they thought they were justified in writing
Bacon and St. Pierre. The same might be said
of such names as Death, Dearth, and Diaper,
from d Aeth, d’Arth, and d’Ypres respectively.”
Everybody, we must warn, who owns a peculiar
name is not certain of improving it by tracing it

to its source. To be stripped into Evans after
having been Heavens would scarcely be so satis-
factory a return to a starting point as the
instances just quoted. But the rule is iu favour
of the investigation.

The amount of research expended upon the
perfection of Dr. Charnock’s work may be re-
alised when we scan the list of authorities he
has consulted, some seven-and-twenty in number,
including the works of the most esteemed Ger-
man and Danish philologists. Some of his
verbal explorations are, indeed, polished pieces
of scholarship. We will quote a few of our best-
known eccentric names, beginning with Cubitt.
This Jamieson gives as a probable abbreviation
of Cuthbert; but our author thinks that, with
Cupit, Copett, and Cobbett, it may be a diminu-
tive of Cobb, Copp, Cope, the old German Cobbo,
Coppo, Cuppa, whence the patronymics Cobbing,
Copping, &c.

;
“ from A. S. cop, 0. H. G. hop,

Mod. G. hop/, D. hop, the head; 0. Fr. cope,
(^eau, coppe, coupeau, cime sommet, piage. Cob
is also a name for the sea-fowl, the sea-cob

;

and in some parts of England for a spider;
from 0. D. hop or koppe, retained in hoppespin,
spinnehop, a spider. Cob is also a close-built
strong kind of pony ; and cob, cop, is still used
for the top or head.” Telford, formerly written
Telfer, is from the Norman name Taillefer, cut
irou,_^ in recognition of a feat performed by
William, Count of Angouleme, who with one
stroke of his sword Durissima, cut in two the body
and cuirass of King Storris. In Scotland, in the
sixteenth century, it was written Tailzefer. The
celebrated engineer, our author thinks, could
not have been aware of this origin when he
changed his name to Telford. Sheepshanks has
been supposed to refer, like Cruikshanka, to
mal-formed Isgs, but our author has given another
possible origin. There is a narrow lane in Can-
terbury, called Sheep-Shank, which ho thinks
mast have referred to some tavern, such as the
Sheep or Ship Tavern, from the G. schenhe, a
drinking-house, or ale-bonse. The surnames
Schenk and Schenck signify a publican or
vintner : hence Sheepshank may be a combina-
tion of the tradesman and his sign. Going onto
less remarkable names, wo come to further sin-
gular deviations. Dollman was perhaps a man
from Dol in Bretagne

; Farthing was Fardan, in
the days “Domesday” was compiled. Penny-
thorn belongs to the family of names starting
from the Welsh pen, head, chief, end, which in-
cludes Peunycook, Manypenny, Turnpenny, &o.

t " Indus Patronjraicos
; or, The Etymology of Curi-

as Surnames. By Richard Stephen Charnoclf, Ph. Dr.,
r .JS.A,, ± .K.G.S., &c. London; Trubner &. Co., No. GO,
Paternoster-row. 18G8.
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[ Prout is a corruption of Provost. Smiles is

more properly Smellie, from snieath leag, smooth
;

pasture. Tite is the French form of Titus ;

Truefitt, corrupted from Tyrwhitt, has been
Tyrrell, and was perhaps the diminutive of
twris, a tower. Virtue, with lees transforma-
tion, is from, the French town on the Loire, Ver-
tou

;
Wiggs can look back for consolation to the

ancestry of Cerdic, king of the West Saxons,
and can write themselves Wiga, as in “ Domes-
day.” The still more objectionably named Wild-
gooeo can likewise refer to the genealogy of

. Anglo-Saxon kings, for, as Wilgis, his occurs in
those of Northumbria. The well-known name

• Speke, written Speak in a Devonshire map, Dr.
Charnock refers to Brampford Speke in that
county. He remarks, “ Lower says the Spekes

I of Somersetshire descend from Richard le Espek,
. who lived in the reign of Henry II., but that he
is unable to explain Le Espek. A correspondent
of Notes and Queries, thinks ‘ Willi le Espec ’

I may be a misreading for ‘ Willi le Eapee,’ that
is, William the Swordsman, or William of the

• Sword
; another thinks espec may mean a sjpiccr,

• who was formerly something between a grocer
and a chemist, and he quotes llcqnefort, ‘ Espe-
ciaire, epicier, droquiste, apothecaiie

;
de species,

specierum.’ The 0. Fr. spec is an inspector.”
A curiosity in Dr. Charnock's volume is an

autobiographical sketch written almost ex-
clusively in surnames. It purports to be

1 written by Aretchid Kooez. We give a short
. sample of this mastery of patronymic language :

“ Ive Been a Groat TraYeller, and Such a Walker

'

I Ive Trodden Many Lends, And Waas Once a Pilgrim to
Calvary, Galilee, Nazareth, Jordan, Jerusalem, And
Gath, without Pirmun llor Pass Port, By Jove! the
.Weather Does Not Stop Mee : Hit liia Aul the Same;
Fineweather. Foirwealher, Mcrrywealher, Even Foul-
weather. I Delight In Tempest, Snow, Storm, Kain

I Shower, Hail, Thaw, Sleet, Frost, Dew Wind, Fog, Mist,
Gale. ... I Once Went to Church

; And the Parson, lu i

I His Sermon, Said, if One Wasa Just, Had Faith And !

Trust In the Goepel, And Wass a Trueman, in the Cum-
) ming World,— t.e.. Paradise, Hor Kingdom of Heaven,—
' One Might Bee a Perfect Man (Watt Bliss!); Butt if
One Wass a Badman, after Getting Olf Our Mortal Coil
Thayer Wass a Good Chance of Going to the Devil!
Cant Say Hime a Croker, Butt Death, Collins, Church-
yards, Graves, Toombs, And Monuments Air By Noe
Means Pleasant Things,”

ThoBO who contend the human race is dwarfing
and degenerating instead of developing might
use for an argument some of the etymological
facta newly arrayed before ua. The kingly Canute

• they might say, has shrunk to Mr. Nutt in our
hands. Pele has been clipped and rolled into
Pill

; the Humphrey of former days is a mere
Fry in ours. But it is, aa we have said before,
the consolations it administers thatwill form one

I of the chief sources of popularity of the volume.
I How consoling to Mr. Silly to know that he is in
reality Ceely

5 for Mr. Shovel to know that his
lancestora were Escovilles

; for a Smallbone to
reflect that his forefathers were Seebiorns (sea-
tbears)

; for a Slumber to believe one member of
his family has been a St, Lambert, if, as our
lanthor inquires, there ever was such a saint or
sinner; for Slow to return to De la Slo

;
for the

iSextys and Sixtys to know there was a Sacristan
lin their family in former times

;
for the Slippers

'TO know they were onco sword-grinders, having
islipped downwards from the Teut. Schwerdt-
Schleiffer; for the Gambles to be able to plume
tliemselves upon having been Fitz-gamels as
well as Gumboils (from the gund-bold—bold in
iwar) ; or for the Gins to know that scholars
;trace their name to the root of PlantajemBta,
accident alone having made the difference. The
Painters, Panters, Pantlings, have had at some
itime in their generations the post of broadkoeper
'or panetarivs either in a monastic or other large
•establishment

;
and Paradise, unlikely as it

appears to be, also bears within itself the badge
of former servitude from the 0. G. paradeus a
servant. But, to return to our string of instances
in which it is consoling to look backward ; the
Sands, on the contrary, numerous and unpre-
tending as we should suppose them, have
probably been sent foith, in former times, as
leiivoys or princely messengers, if we may take
the etymological evidence of five languages as
lan index of their origin. Leaf, seemingly, so
valueless, is a corruption of Leof, beloved,
precious. Mufiia is a contraction of Morfin, a
sea-brink. Onr author traces Gotobed to Gott-
bet, pray to God. Deadman should be Deben-
iham, from a place of that name in Suffolk, much
to its gain

; and Scaredevil may likewise take
the name of a town for its origin, this time
perhaps, Ecardenville, Normandy. Such, when
given in full, is Ashby-de-la-Zouche. There is a
curious evidence of the departure of a name
from its original meaning preserved in the parish

register of Brenchley, in Kent, where an entry
states that in 1612 “ John Diamond, son of John
da Mont, the Frenchman, was baptized.”

Interspersed with the mass of etymological
facts there are not a few smart puns upon
names introduced, which, however, we must
record are not profanely made by Dr. Charnock,
bub quoted from the American writer, Bowditch,
and other sources. Thus, against the name
Deed, Deeds, we read, “Doubtless for Daid,
Daids

;
from David, Davids. There is also a

Dcedy. The Messrs. Deed, of Toronto and of,
Philadelphia (says Bowditch), may be regarded
as the representatives of conveyancing.” Again,
the same writer says, Abraham Shurt, of Pema-
qiiid (near Bristol, M.E.), took an acknowledge-
ment of an Indian, deed in 1826, twenty years
before any enactment on that subject, and he
dedicates his work “ To the memory of A. Shurt,
the Father of American Conveyancing, whose
Name is associated alike with my Daily Toilet
and my Daily Occupation.” Against the name
Vowell there is another quotation from the same
humourist. “Our newspapers mention that a
friend informed Dr. Barton that Mr. Vowell was
dend._ He said ‘ Vowell dead ? 0 ! how glad I am
that it is not v. or i !’ ” On another page we
road that the Boston Courier, in June, 1859,
mentioned that Mr. Slim had a narrow escape
from drowning.

Against the name Smoker, which Mr. Fer-
gusson tbitiks may be derived from the Anglo-
Saxon smicere, elegant, polished,—but which
our author deems more likely to be a derivation
from the Danish smuk, fair, handsome, fine,
there occurs a note to the effect that before the
Reform Bill of 1832 was passed, every person at
Preston, who had a cottage with a chimney,
and used the latter, had a vote, and was called
a sniolcer. We can give, however, but one more
sample of this phase of the work. It occurs
with reference to the name Wisdom. “ Mathew
Hele, of Holwell, Devon, was liigh-sheriff of the
county the year of Charles II.’s restoration,
1660, and so numerous and influential were the
family, that he was enabled to assemble a grand
jury, alio/ Ms oim name and blood, gentlemen
of estate and quality, which made the judge
observe, when he heard Hele of Wisdom, esq.,
called,—a gentill seat in the parish of Corn-
wood,— ‘ that he thought they must all be
descended from Wisdom, in that they had ac-
quired such considerable fortunes.’ ” A curious
combination occurred at the Liverpool Police-
court once, when “ the witnesses and solicitor
in two cases bore the ominous names of Death,
Debt, and Daggers.” Our author does not
attempt to account for the two last-mentioned.
These samples of the anecdotes illustrating
some names must not lead to the inference that
entertainment is the aim of the writer. These
are but as the leaven to the loaf, the work being,
in reality, a serious, industrious, instructive
series of suggestions, inquiries, and conclusions.
As the author remarks, some of the suggestions
are bub guesses, but, we must add, they are
made with the assistance of the discrimination
that complete acquaintance with the subject
insures. Indeed, if we consider the difference of
opinions held by etymologists over the probable
radicals of hundreds of words, concerning which
it might have been reasonably concluded there
was no doubt, there is little more than this that
can be said for nine derivations out of ten. Take
the famous name of Shakspeare with its va-
riations Shakespeare, Shakespear, Sbakespere,
Sbakespeyre, Shakyspere, Shakeepeire, Schaks-
pere, Shaxper, and Chacksper. “ Concerning its
etymology there can be no doubt,” says Lower,
as he assigns the ordinary practice of vibrating
a spear to ascertain its strength before using
it as its origin, and calls Homer to witness

;

nevertheless, Dr. Charnock sees considerable
doubt about the correctness of this view, and
suggests that the name of our great poet may
be a corruption of Sigisbert, renowned for vic-
tory, while Mr. Fergnssou thinks that Sicisper, or
victorious bear, is more likely to have been the
etymon ; finally, our author abandons his first
conviction, in favour of the supposition that
Jacques Pierre is the true solution of the riddle;
and who shall say which is right ? Seeing that]
the differences of etymologists rival those with
which doctors are solely accredited, it is, per-
haps, sufficient to remark that the erudition of
the author before us, and the continuity of his
philological labours, entitle his opinions to con-
sideration, if not to acceptance. Some curious
names he accounts fur as the result of a tendency
he has observed them to possess of drawing to-
wards a meaning, as in Sweetsir, which is evi-

dently merely a slight departure in sound from
the German Schweitzer, a Swiss; or Broacifoot,
which must have been Bradford; or Wedlock]
which must be but a derivation from Wedlake.
Gem, from James, with the aid, perhaps, of an
intermediate Jim; Giddy, from Gideon; Girl,
from Carle, are samples of surnames with English
meanings made out of Christian names by force
of this tendency. More attractive than these in
the brimming volume we here recommend to
all interested in the pleasing study of etymology,
are the names which the old Scandinavian heroes
left among us, among which Rum is a cariosity.
This is supposed to have once been rumr, a
giant, one who, we agree with our author,
would, in all ages, have been considered “a ram
customer.”

THE NEW WATERWORKS AT SWANSEA.

_

These works, just now completed, were de-
signed and carried out by Mr. R. Rawlinson,
C.B., assisted by Mr. Edward Cousins, the
borough surveyor. The Act of Parliament
giving powers to the local board of health to
construct reservoirs on the Llan, Lliw, and
Blaennant ddw streams was obtained, after a
good deal of opposition, in 1860. The Board,
determining to proceed in the first instance with
the construction of the Lliw reservoir and the
necessary conduit, tenders were invited

;
and, in

1861, that of Mr. Wm. Williams, of Swansea,
' was accepted. In March, 1862, Mr. Williams
commenced work, and in the month of Jane

' following the first pipe was laid for the conduit.
Tenders were afterwards received for cast-iron
pipes, valves, hydrants, and for laying and joint-
ing cast-iron pipes; and contracts were entered
into with Messrs. D. Y. Stewart & Co., of Glas-
gow; Messrs. Guest & Chrimes, of Rotherham;
and Mr. Thomas Crump, of Derby, for these
works. The conduit and cast-iron main from
Morrifeton to Swansea were vigorously pushed
forward; and in June, 1S63, or about twelve
months after the commencement of the works
they had so far progressed as to admit a supply
of spring-water found on the line of conduit
being taken to the town, and, on the 8th of
November, water flowed to Swansea from the
river Lliw, and has done so since. The reservoir
was filled to overflowing for the first time on
the 24th of October, 1867. From daily gaugings
taken in 1SG7, it was found that 1,000,000,000
gallons of water passed into the conduit from
the Lliw reservoir for the supply of the town
during the year, being an average of 2,765,000
gallons per day. The estimated quantity of
water supplied to the town during the progress
of the works is 3,000,000,000 gallons, which,
at 2d. per 1,000 gallons, would represent
a money value of 25,0001. The period has
been about four years and a half, so that the
benefit to the town of this mode of working has
been at the rateof 5,5401. per year. The greatest
observed daily volume of water in the river
Lliw, was on the 13th of January, 1868, when
about 143 million gallons flowed down the
stream in twenty-four hours. The lowest re-
corded flow was on the 19th October, 1865, when
the volume was about 322,000 gallons in twenty,
four hours. All the permanenc works of the re-
servoir, as valves bye-waab, waste weir, &c.,
are competent to remove safely upwards of 100
millions of gallons of water per day. The drain-
age area of the Lliw valley above the reservoir
embankment, is about 1,860 statute acres, 1 in.
of rainfall over which would be 42,077,217 gal-
Ions. The area of top water of the reservoir is
about 32 acres, the depth of available storage,
64 ft., and the storage capacity about 300,000,000
gallons. The works, as contracted for by Mr.
Williams, were for a reservoir to contain only
200,000,000 gallons, and having an embankment
70 ft. in height, the cost of such being 28,071L
lOs. 6d. ; but in August, 1864, in consequence of
the very strong recommendations of Mr. Raw-
linson, the enlargement of the reservoir was
determined upon by the Local Board of Health,
and the embankment raised 12 ft. above con-
tract level, by which means storage for an addi-
tional 100,000,000 gallons were obtained. The
cost of this additional storage has been about
4,000Z. The embankment is formed principally
of sandy and stony material, with a small por-
tion of gravel, nearly the whole of which was
excavated above top water from adjoining land.
The embankment is 650 ft. long, and 403 ft.

wide in the widest part. It is 82 ft. high in the
deepest part above the original surface of the
ground, the puddle trench being carried 18 It.

a
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below this level, or 100 ft. below finisbed top

bank. The embankment is 12 ft. wide at the

top, the outer slope ft. to 1 ft., and the inner

slope 3 ft. to 1 ft. in the lower portion, and 2 ft.

to 1 ft. in the upper portion. The puddle is 20 ft.

thick at the original surface, and 9 ft. thick at

the top bank. The paddle wall is supported on

both sides by selected material, and the loose,

rocky material is placed to add support to its

height. There are two outlet culverts,—lower

and mid-level. The lower outlet culvert is 8 ft.

diameter, and the mid-level outlet culvert 6 ft.

diameter, with valves, &c. The two valves in

the lower culvert are Gi ft. below top water, and

therefore it will not bo necessary to work any

valvo in connexion with the outlet works under

a greater pressnre of water than 29 ft.—the dif-

ference between 35 ft. and &! ft. The overflow

is 46 ft. in length, and is so constructed that at

a slight cost arrangements may be made for in-

creasing the depth of water by fixing stop-

planks on the top of the coping : an increased

depth of IS in. will give about 20,000,000 gallons

of additional storage, which, filled three times a

year, the service capacity of the reservoir will be

increased some 00,000,000 gallons. The waste-

water channel, which is 8 ft. broad, is formed of

steps varying from 7 ft. 6 in. to 37 ft. 6 in. long,

and having a vertical fall of from about 2 ft. to

4 ft. 6 in. To insure at all times a body of

water on each step, and form a fish-ladder, a

cast-iron girder or plate 6 in. in depth has

been fixed on the edge of each step, and the

steps have a fall inwards of abont 12 in.

The total fall from the top water-line of the

reservoir to the river below is 85 ft.
;
but the

velocity and force with which the greatest flood

can enter the river from the bye-wash will very

little exceed that due to the last fall of about

4 ft. The materials used and work executed in

connexion with the Embankment and outlet

arrangement are as follow :

—

Shippinp and trimming surfaces 47,793 square yards.

Soiling slopes 12,093

Pitching inner slope
Metalling road

Eari^trork in Embankment 176,130 cubic yards.

Escaration in earth 11,739 „
Ditto in rock 5,074 „

23,423 „
Dry rubble work 311 „
Masonry in mortar
Ashlar and coping
Ashlar pitching

The conduit betweeu the Lliw reservoir and
Morriston is 7 miles 339 yards in length, con-

touring the intervening district, the principal

portion being formed of stoneware pipes 2 ft. in
^

diameter. The lengths of the diff'erent deacrip-
[

tiona of conduit are—stoneware pipes, G miles
j

283 yards
;
brick culvert, 1,438 yards; cast-iron

;

pipes, 378 yards. Upwards of 4,000,000 gallons

of water have passed through the conduit for

!

the supply of the town in twenty-four hours. '

There are on the line of conduit aixty-threo man-
holes, with moveable covers and ventilators, ten

tunnel-shafts and seven wash-outs, or one man-
hole to each 173 yards. There are also 122

gates on the line of condnit. The cost of the

conduit and the works at lilorriston has been

20,8371, 7a. Id. The main from the well at

Morriston to the town commences with a pipe of

24 inches diameter, diminishing to 18 inches, of

which size it continues to the town. The highest

part of the town will have to be supplied from a

small service reservoir, proposed to be con-

structed at an elevation of about 575 ft. above

the sea, and into which the water must be

pumped either by steam power or by a turbine

worked by water from the main flowing into

Cwm Donkin reservoir. The highest district at

present in operation is supplied from the well

at ilorriston, the height of which is 291 ft. above

ordnance datum, and the greatest pressure is on

the pipes under the river Tawe, which are

301 ft. below the ilorriston tank. The cast-iron

pipes, valves, aud works were supplied and

executed under contracts entered into with

Messrs. D. Y. Stewart & Co. of Glasgow, for pipes,

and Messrs. Guest & Chrimes, of Rother-

ham, for sluice-valves. Mr. Thomas Crump,

of Derby, executed the laying of the pipes.

The amounts of the several statements

are : Messrs. Stewart & Co., cast-iron pipes,

10,S85J..183. Sd.j Messrs. Guest & Chrimes, for

valves and hydrants, 1,1231. Gs. ;
Mr. Thomas

Crump, for excavating, laying, and jointing,

4,5671. 163. 5d. : total, 16,5801. Os. lOd. Up-
wards of 2,095 tons of cast-iron pipes were sup-

plied by Messrs. Stewart for these works.

Summarising the total coat of the works, we find

that the contract with Mr. William Williams,

for work in connexion with LHw reservoir, was

32,0711. lOs. 6d.
5
ditto, for conduit to Morriston,

and works in connexion therewith, 20,8371. 7s. Id.

;

allowed for completing conduit before specified

time, 5001. ;
ditto, for works in connexion with

temporary water-supply, cast-iron clips, and

stone-ware pipes, 3661. los. 3d. : total of Mr.

Wm. Williams’s contracts, 53,7751. 12s. lOd.

Contract with Messrs. D. Y. Stewart & Co.,

10,8881. 18d. 5d.
j
contract with Messrs. Guest &

Chrimes, for sluice-valves, &c., 1,1231.6a.; con-

tract with Mr. Thomas Crump, for laying pipes,

4,5671. IGa. 5d. Grand total of cost of works,

70,3551. 133. 8d. The money has been borrowed

from the Public Works Loan Commissioners,

upon mortgage of the general rates of the town;

the repayment being extended over a period of

thirty years.

ALEXANDRA. PARK, MCSWELL HILL.

Ox the 30th of June and the Ist of July

next, races will first be run in Alexandra Park.

The Grand Stand is finished, the course is all

in order, and, on Saturday last, a large number i

of gentlemen interested in such matters, and

others connected with literature, science, and

art, were invited to go over the grounds and

the Palace, and were afterwards hospitably

entertained by the directors, Mr. William Hawes
presiding, and efBciently making known the

objects of the undertaking.

The Park race, course is formed on slightly

undulating ground, commencing near the Wood-
green railway station, and extending along the

sonth side of the Palace. It has been drained

and levelled throughout, and the turf taken up

and carefully relaid on a bed of ballast, to im-

^ prove its elasticity. The T.Y.C., or fi-furlong

course, is 30 yards in width, and nearly straight.

The l^Diile course commences near the Grand

Stand, and joins the 5-furlong course by an easy

curve.

The Grand Stand is situated at the west end

of the 5-furlong course, and on the edge of the

I rising ground leading up to the Palace. It is

! approached by a wide road from Hornsey as
I well as from the Wood-green station.

I

The general character of the architecture of

[

the exterior is Italian, with a frontage of steps
' from the lawn to within the whole length and

i width of the building. The ground-plan con-
' sists of an entrance-hall, 40 ft. by 18 ft., ad-

’ joining which are two towers containing the
' stairs leading to the Grand Stand room and

lead flat. On this plan are also first and second

class refreshment-rooms, together with entrance

to the lawn. The Grand Stand room, 130 ft.

by 25 ft., is on the first-floor, and divided into

private boxes and stewards’ compartment. Ad-
joining these are the ladies’ refreshment-rooms,

&c.
Above the Grand Stand room is a graduated

load roof 130 ft. by 25 ft. It struck us that, if

the stand had faced a little more towards the

east, a greater number of the occupants would
have seen the whole race.

The main building is situated on the highest

part of the park,commanding on all sides beautiful

views of the surrounding country. It is erected

partly from the material of the late Exhibition

building at Kensington, altered to make it ap-

propriate to its now situation and purposes.

The general plan consists of a nave 900 ft. long

and 85 ft. wide, a centre transept 430 ft. long

and the same width as the nave, and two shorter

transepts, each 320 ft. long, the same width also

as the nave, and intersecting at a short distance

from each end. There are, therefore, three points

of intersection of the nave and transepts. The

centre has erected over it a great dome, which

is 170 ft. in diameter and 220 ft. high in the

interior, appropriately panelled and decorated,

light being admitted near the top and by lunette

windows at the sides. At the intersections of

the shorter transepts with the nave there are

pendentive octagon cupolas supported on slender

columns, lighted by windows in'the sides. The

ends of the nave and three transepts are tenni-

nated with large circular windows, decorated

with stained glass-

On each side of the nave and transept are

erected buildings about 50 ft. wide and two

stories in height
;

these have brick external

walls, with arcaded openings and windows, and

form extensive galleries next the nave and tran-

sept. The ground-floor on the south-east side

will be almost entirely devoted to refreshment

and dining rooms, opening by Erench windows to

a verandah overlooking the teirace beyond ;
and

in the basement beneath are extensive and com-
plete cellar and kitchen arrangements.

Other arrangements, such as news, readiog,

writing, and cofl'ee-rooras, library, museums,
picture-galleries, sculpture, plants, and flowers,

&c., arc all considered, together with many
things tending to the entertainment and comfort

of the public, aud a great organ will form the

centre of an orchestra for musical performances

on a grand scale. The building will be lighted

by gas in an ornamental manner, for evening

promenades.
The organ, now in course of erection in the

north transept, is of gigantic proportions. It is

constructed by Mr. Henry Wiilis, the builder of

the organ in St. George’s Hall, at Liverpool.

It possesses five claviers, four for the hands and

one for the feet, aud there are 101 stops, eighty-

seven of which are sounding stops. The wind
is supplied by two steam-engines, placed in the

basement, and remote from the organ itself.

The instrument is governed by various con-

trivances for varying its powers and qualities of

tone. Amongst these are the pneumatic pistons

for the hands, each clavier possessing six. There

I

is also a complete system of combination pedals,

acting precisely as those in the grand organs

recently erected in the cathedral at Notre Dame
and the church of St. Sulpice at Paris. The
cost will be about 6,0002.

The interior is elegantly decorated throughout

in coloured ornamentation, and is to be filled

with objects of beauty and interest arranged in

spaces so as not to interfere with the grand
avenues for promenade.

Externally, the end of the nave and transepts

present eight facades flanked by supporting

turrets, containing the largo windows and
entrances. These fai^ades are united by the walls

of the lower buildings, two stories in height, and
by the clearstory wails aud roof of the nave and
transepts, and the whole is terminated by bold

cornices and ornamental parapets.

The general character of the architecture of

the exterior is Italian, and consists principally

of brickwork in colours, with stone dressings

and ornamentations. Above the roofs in the

centre of the building rises a bold tambour,

pierced with windows, from which springs a

great dome, terminated at the top by a single

balustraded parapet, and a standard mast 50 fc.

high. This dome and the octagon cupolas at

the smaller intersections are decorated with

moulded riba and panelling in bold relief.

On all sides of the building are spacious

terraces, on which, and the ornamental slopes

adjoining them, stand many large and hand-

some trees, giving reliefand effect to the building.

The terrace on the north-west side, which will

be 1,000 ft. long and 160 ft. wide, supported by
Italian arcades, will cover a railway-station,

from which access will be had directly to the

building at the ends of the three transepts, and
to which station all the railways of London will

ultimately be brought.

At present, however,the nearest railway station

is some quarter of a mile from the building, and
this has led to a determination, which seems to

ua to be regrettable, to postpone the opening of

!
the building till the Ist of May next year. The

; decorations, very light and elegant, and the gild-

I ing of the ironwork, are all done, and must
suffer, we should fear, during that time. The
loss of interest, too, on capital will be consider-

able. Doubtless, however, the directors have
carefully weighed the pros, and cons. Messrs.

Lucas & Kelk have erected the building, aud
contributed a large portion of the capital.

For the architectural design and details Mr.

John Johnson is responsible, and for the con-

struction and engineering, Mr. A. Meason. The
decorations of the interior were executed by

Mr. C. H. Schmidt, from Mr. Johnson’s de-

signs.

A CuEious Clock.—A clock of singular work-

manship, designed by Raingo the Elder, and of

the period of the First Empire, is now on view

at M. de Boos’s, 20, Down-street, Piccadilly. In

the base is a musical box, which plays every

hour. The front dial has, in addition to the

usual index of time, a record of the days

of the week. The signs of the zodiac and

days of the month are also registered, and in

connexion with these is a mechanical arrange-

ment, exhibiting from day to day the relative

positions of the moon, earth, and sun. The
whole of this mechanism ia worked by three

springs.
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SELECTED DESIGN EOB THE
MANCHESTER TOWN-HALL.

We illnatrato in onr present number the de-

sign by Mr. Waterhouse for the proposed Town-
hall in Manchester, 'which has been selected by
the Corporation of that city. Our view, being
taken at the angle, shows the Entrance or Albert-
square front, and the Princess-street front. The
plan we give is of the one pair or main floor.

In a previous nnmber we reviewed the design at

some length. On the present occasion we shall

confine ourselves to a rcsum6 of the designer’s

own statements, as best calculated to set forth

his intentions.

The gronnd-flooris raised a few steps from the
street, thereby gaining a cartway from Lloyd-
street into the courtyards on the basement
level.

Most of the business rooms look towards the
street

;
the corridors and staircases, on the ether

hand, are lighted from the internal courts.*

The corridors have a minimum width of 10 ft.

along tho Cooper-street and Lloyd-street sides,

and of 12 ft. 6 in. along the Albert-square front.

They open out at intervals into wider spaces,
convenient for consultations, and which break
the monotonous effect of long corridors of uni-
form width,

A porch and groined entrance-hall (in the
centre of Albert-square front), with porter’s
offices on either hand, lead into the grand stair-

case hall, 52 ft. by 35 ft. Out of this the main
staircases are carried up, by double flights, one
on either side, each of thorn 10 ft. -wide, to a
similar hall on the main floor, which gives access,
on the one hand, to the public hall in the centre
of the building, and on the other to the suite of
receptiou rooms. On the gronnd-floor the prin-
cipal hall is lighted by the staircase windows on
either side.

In addition to the main entrance in Albert-
square there are three other principal entrances
to the building; one in the centre of the Cooper-
street front, another near the corner of Albert-
square and Princess-street, and a third near the
corner of Albert-square and Lloyd-street.
Each entrance has its porter’s office, double-

swing doors, one within the other, and close to
it one of the three principal staircases placed in
the angles of the corridors, which staircases
ascend to the uppermost story in tho build-
ing, and descend to the basement, thns giving
direct access to tho various stories from the
street.

These three principal stairCcases are circular
on plan, and average 21 ft. internal diameter.
An open well has been placed in the centre, thus
making the steps at their narrow end not less
than 11 in. or 12 in. on the tread, with a rise of

in.

There are, in addition to the grand staircase
and the three principal business staircases, two
secondary flights in the middle of the Princess-
street and Lloyd-street corridors, rising up to
the third floor. They are united together by a
hall or corridor on each floor, thus givin'^ inter-
communication between the centres of the Prin-
cess-street and Lloyd-street fronts.

The private entrance for the mayor adjoins
the public entrance in Princess-street, and is

placed there in order that the same porter may
command the two. It gives separate access not
only to the mayor’s private rooms, but to that
portion of the Albert-square corridor which runs
behind and communicates with the reception
rooms.
The public hall is placed in the centre of the

building. It would be approached by the public
from Albert-square by the grand staircases
through a large hall on the main floor, forming a
sort of anteroom to it, and adding about one-
third more available standing space on the occa-
sion of a crowded town’s meeting. The Jiall is

lit on either side by two-light windows. The
roof, though of hammer-beam construction, has
a ceiling of an average height of only 12 ft. (to
render successful the acoustic properties of the
room).

In order to prevent outward thrust at so
great a height from the ground, the roof is
tied across. The walls of the central hall
will be

^

of stone, the lower part panelled in
oak, with seats in the window recesses.
At the farther extremity of the hall are
two entrances, with retiring-rooms attached,
which communicate with the two secondary cen-
tral staircases, and the Lloyd-street and Prin-
cess-street corridors. Above these retiring-
rooms is a gallery for an organ and orchestra, or
capable of seating sbety people.

It will be observed that the hall is on the
same level as the reception-rooms.
The mayor’s reception-rooms front Albert-

square; the large committee-room and the coun-
cil chamber being placed in a line with them, so
as to make one magnificent suite of entertain-
ing rooms, 300 ft. in length, and ocenpying the
whole of the principal front of the bnilding on
the main floor. These rooms are 23 ft. in height.
The space over tho main entrance is occupied
by the anteroom, which can be apnroached
either by the grand staircases or by the* mayor’s
private staircase.

One one side of the dining-room is a serving-
room and butler’s pantiy, with a staircase and
hoist from the kiLcheu. From this staii'case
another flight, for servants, leads to the higher
portion of the mayoi'’s staircase, and so to his
private rooms.
The mayor’s private room is in easy communi-

cation with the town clerk’s.
The cloak-room is placed so as to be easily

accessible either from the grand staircase or from
the mayor’s private staircase.
Above the serving-room, in a mezzanine, are

placed lavatories and other conveniences.
The mayor’s suite of apartments is placed

wholly on the second floor, looking for the most
part towards Albert-square. lu addition to this
suite there is an extra sitting-room over the
mayor’s buainess-room, on a rather lower level,
approached like the rest of these rooms by the
mayor’s private staircase.

_

Below the reception-rooms are placed the
kitchens and servants’ apartments.

Adjoining the anteroom on the main floor is
placed the principal committee-room, so as to bem immediate connexion with the reception,
rooms, and only separated from the public hall
by the Albert-square corridor.
Annexed is a small serving-room, with stair-

case and lift down to basement, so that this
principal committee-room might be made nso of
as a supper-room, if required.
Beyond the committee-room comes the ante-

room of the council-chamber.

_

The council-chamber itself will be a well-
lighted apartment, with a retiring-room on one
side. Ic is planned so as to be approached by
members either from the anteroom or the re-
tiring-room, or, if needful, direct from the cor-
ridor. Above tho retiring-room is a gallery
capable of seating 113 people, with a separate
staircase from tho principal Lloyd-street en-
trance.

Tho other three general eommittee-rooms are
in the centre of the Lloyd-street front, with tho
committee clerk midway between them and the
town clerk aud assistant town clerk’s rooms.
The town clerk’s rooms, connected together by

a private corridor, face Princess-street.
Tho assistant town clerk’s rooms adjoin aud

are brought into close contiguity with the com-
mittee-rooms, by a corridor running across the
centre of the building.
The clerk of prosecutions is placed imme-

diately over the assistant town clerk, with the
Pnneess-street staircase connecting the rooms.
The treasurer s offices look into Albert-square,

and are so placed as to be contiguous to the two
entrances nearest the centre of the town, so that
persons reoeiving cheques from other depart-
menta could pass the treasurer’s offices ou their
way out of the building.
The surveyor occupies a portion of the main

floor looking towards Princess-street, adjacent to
the assistant town clerk. His offices have a
north light and a private staircase to the room
on the second floor.

The Chief Constable is placed in the centre of
the building under the public hall, so as to be
reached with facility from all the public en-
trances.

The Lloyd-street staircase leads direct from
this department to the committee-rooms on the
main floor in tho centre of tho building. The
department is still more contiguous to the com-
mittee-rooms on either side of the main en-
trance.

The water department is placed at the Cooper,
street end of the building. On the ground-floor
the rooms look into Princess-street, and on the
main floor into Lloyd-street. The two floors are
connected by a book-lift and by the Cooper-
street staircase. From the ground-floor rooms
a private staircase descends to the stores in the
basement.
The gas offices occupy the centre of the

building, chiefly on the Lloyd-street side, and
would be approached with equal facility from
Lloyd-street and Cooper-street entrances. The

,

rooms on the ground-floor r.nd main floors are
connected together by a private staircase and
paper-lift.

The building, sanitary and nuisance, and
hackney carriage departments are placed on the
southern half of the Albert-square side. Doors
have been placed across the corridors, cutting
off these and the scavenging departments from
the rest of the building, and so admitting of the
corridors adjoining the departments being used
as waiting-halls if desirable.

The scavenging department is on the Lloyd-
street side.

The workshops for the weights and measures
department are in the Lloyd-street front towards
the Cooper-street end, and have a recess for carts
to unload.
The markets and paving and highway depart-

ments are placed on the Princess-street side of
the building.

The court of record is on the ground-floor ad-
joining the Cooper-street entrance.

Tho muniment-rooms are in the basement.
They intercommunicate and have a sepxrate
staircase.

The lamps’ department, though in the base-
ment, has a ready approach from the street by
the cart entrance.

Largo cellars have been provided for coal
stores in a central position accessiblo by the
cart entrance, with lifts to the upper floors on
either side.

Housemaids’ closets have been placed on the
different floors.

In addition to the private water-closets, lava-
tories, &c., connected immediately with the
principal officers’ rooms, are groups of retiring
rooms, in close connexion with all the three
staircases in the basement, and on the second
floor with the staircases on the Lloyd-street side
of the building.

The head porter’s rooms are on the third floor,
approached from Lloyd-street by a separate
entrance and staircase. His rooms are in con-
nexion with a large dining-room in the centre of
Lloyd-street front.

With regard to the warming of the building,
it is proposed to place in a large sub-basement,
three hot-water boilers, two of them for ordinary
nse, the third as a reserve for use while either of
the others was under repair. The smoke from
the furnaces will pass through two wrought-iron
smoke flues, encased in brickwork, between
which and the iron flues will be an intervening
space for extracting vitiated air, ns hereafter
described. From these boilers hot-water pipes
will traverse the main corridors, in channels
below the floors, everywhere on the window side.
These lines of hot-water pipes will form the
mains from which coils of pipes, wherever
wanted, would be fed.

The prisoners’ cells will also be warmed by
hot water.

For the extraction of the vitiated air, it is

proposed, in the ease of the public hall, to have
a horizontal air shaft above the ceiling with
numerous openings into it, communicating with
the two vertical extraction shafts before alluded
to. These shafts would be warmed by the boiler
fires in the winter and by special means in the
summer.
The clock tower and the Cooper-street tower

will form convenient means for the extraction
of vitiated air from the other portions of tho
building. Horizontal air flues, carried behind
the cornices, will lead to vertical shafts in the
angles of the towers, accelerating power being
provided as required for summer ventilation, or
whenever the reception-rooms happened to be
crowded.
The whole of the bnilding will bo fireproof,

constructed, where practicable, on the principle
of the Dennett arch. The internal areas will be
lined with light glazed tiles, and ceramic ware
will be largely introduced against the walls of
the corridors, staircases, and the principal rooms.
The clock tower in the centre of the Albert-

square front will be 235 ft. high to the gilded
globe at its summit, aud 158 ft. to the illuminated
clock dial, which is shown, 15 ft. wide.
At the other end of the building there is a

secondary tower, and there is a staircase tower in
the Princess-street front, so as to give variety of
sky-line.

With regard to cost, the building is designed
not to exceed the 250,0001. mentioned as the
sum the Corporation are prepared to spend.
The building contains, above the ground-floor,

exclusive of towers and chimneys, 3,956 815
cubic feet

; and below the ground-floor line,
956,518 cubic feet.
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A. Sernog-room. C. Stairs to public gallery. E. Hoasemaida’ closet. G. W,C.
B- Lilt. D. Head porter’s stairs. F. Lavatory. U. Safe.
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INSTITUTE OF PAINTERS IN
WATER-COLOURS.

The thirty»fourth exhibition by this society,

. now open, consists of 316 pictures. The society

. have strengthened their ranks by the election of
I a certain number of “ honorary members,” four

) of whom, Mdlle. Rosa Bonheur, M. Louis Gallait,

J Hr. r. Goodall, E.A., and Mr. Millais, R.A., have
'I sent works. Mr. Goodall’s “The Arab Mes-
•isenger” (30), and “Rachel” (205), are impor-
rtant contributions. Mr. E. H. Corbould has a
> powerful piece of colour, “ Salome Dancing
)i before Ilerod” (53), in which all the light is

): brought to bear on the figure of Salome. The
K action depicted is so momentary that the wreath

(I thrown to the dancer has not yet fallen, but rests
]i; partly in air, a condition that fatigues. Mr. Louis
Jl Hagho has several dramugs, of which we prefer

i':
62, A Tribunal of the Holy Inquisition in the

ij Low Countries.” Two unpleasant-looking fami-
ji liars are taking a child to the torture, apparently
1.^ with a view to work on the parents, who are
fi also present. The general result is lees impres-
i!i sive than might be desired. Mr. H. Tidey main-
h tains his position with 10, “ Jennie Morrison ”

i(i (di8playingmuchfeeling),and225, “The Woman
of Samaria.” Mr. C. Green’s picture, “ The

|f First Bouquet” (36), will hold the observant
|T visitor some time. It represents “ Behind the
Is Scenes,” during the performance of a panto-
jn mime

3 a little girl, apparently the clown’s
111 daughter, has come off with a bouquet. Various
characters are introduced, an inane dandy talk,

jii ing to one of the ballet-girls, and a poor, snarly
0 old man, who holds under his arm the jolly

tn rubicund mask he has worn before the public,
joi not less truthful than many a face of flesh.

l'“ Seven A.ii.” (76), G. G. Kilburnej “Lady
Ir and Child” (130), E. H. Wehnert; “A Gipsy
(F Forgo at Seville” (163), Mrs. E. Murrays
f'
“ Happy Hours ” (196), Guido Bach

5

“ Bombay
1 Fruit Sellers” (2-l'2), Henry Warren 3 are amongst
;1 the other figure subjects that will obtain attention.

“The Children of the Forest” (2-14-) is the
It largest and most important work sent by Mr.
E Edmund G. Warren, and is a fine specimen of
3 his manner. A smaller work of bis, however,
‘“An English Cornfield” (131), in the back
r( room, gives us even more pleasure. “ Mont St.
U Michel” (20), John Mogford, is an excellent
e^aeascape. At sight of “ Crossing the Channel ”

il(65), we utter an involuutary “ Good Lord, de-
;diver us !” If Mr. W. Bennett got his materials
QOn the spot, he must needs be a good sailor and
a brave man. 49, by George Slialclers

“ Then homeward through the twilight shadows stray,
Sauntering aud slow

"“Watford, Herts” (277), Mrs. W. Oliver, and
6( some landscnpea by Mr. Fahey, Mr. Chas. Vacher
(i (especially the Palace of Rameses III., with the
n ruins of Luxor in the distance), W. W. Deane,
SH. G. Hine, R. Beavis, Reed, John Chase, B. R.
C Green, who continues to increase his collection
01 of architectural subjects, Whymper, Telbin, and
oiothers, ought not to escape praise. Mr. Carl
1' Werner’s interiors include figure subjects, and
hihave singular merit. “Eareth Ben Herraddin
tithe Notary’s House in Cairo” (137), and “The
IfMufti of the Hafenites at Damascus, sitting near
tithe prayer niche in the Great Mosque” (218),
behave all the minute fidelity of photographs with
br breadth and colour superadded.

The sales, we hear, on the private view day,
were above the average : so is the collection.

’

IRRIGATION IN INDIA AND SPAIN.

INSTITUTION or CIVIL ENGINEERS.

On April 2l8t, the first paper read was “ On
Ii Irrigation in India,” by Mr. Allan Wilson. The
Lvalue of artificial means of irrigation, for in-
ci creasing the fertility of the soil, was recognized
it in India at an early date. In the Pnnjaub,
c; canals for this purpose, as well as for naviga-
ti tion, were constructed as far back as the middle
ol of the fourteenth century. But it was in the
K southern parts of India, where the rainfall was
IT more precarious, and the river supplies were less
6; easily available, that the most extensive works
Tfwere to be found. It had been estimated that,

p prior to the establishment of British rule, there
wwere, in fourteen of the principal irrigated dis-
trtricts of the Madras Presidency, upwards of
1:43,000 tanks and channels in repair, besides
'J about 10,000 out of repair, having, probably,
3( 30,000 miles of embankments, and 300,000 aepa-
re rate masonry works. Some of these tanks and

reservoirs were on an immense scale, for irri-

gating many thousand acres, while there were
smaller tanks, wells, and springs which watered
only a few acres. It was remarkable that the
Government should have allowed so many fine

works gradually to fall into decay, without re-

placing them by others
5 as great natural facili-

ties existed for storing water, and for forming
canals to lead it on to the land. The irrigation

works on the Godavery and Kistna rivers, in the
northern Circars, and on the Coleroon, in Tan-
jore, had only recently been completed

3 but
many large rivers were still allowed to flow into
the ocean, almost unnsed for agricultural pur-
poses.

With regard to the most general and least
expensive mode of irrigation by means of artifi-

cial reservoirs, and to the methods adopted in

forming such reservoirs, it was stated that in
selecting a site it was essential to ascertain
in the fist place that the foundation was suit-

able 3 the next point to be determined was the
extent of land to be irrigated, and the quantity
of water necessary for such irrigation. The
area of the drainage or gathering grounds could
be estimated from the trigonometrical survey
maps of India, and the quantity of water that
would pass into the tank during floods should be
calculated according to the known rainfall, due
allowance being made for absorption and evapo-
ration. With these data, the dimensions of the
diflerent works could be fixed. It should, how-
ever, be borne in mind, that depth of water was
of greater importance than a large surface area,
as the evaporation would be less in the former
case. An examination should also be made of
the valleys ic the vicinity of the proposed reser-

voir, with a view to ascertain whether the sur-

plus water flowing through the tank during
floods could, not be carried across intervening
ridges, and be stored in natural basins at a
small outlay, so as to fill a chain of tanks. It

was explained that a tank was simply a reser-
voir formed by throwing an embankment,
or bund, as it .was called in India, across
a valley to dam up the drainage. The most
simple description of bund was constructed
entirely of earth, which was generally dug
from the bed of the intended reservoir. The
breadth at the top was usually about 12 ft.

The inner slope was 3 to 1, and this was
faced with a pitching of loose stone, while
the slope of the land side varied from 2 to
1 to 1 to 1. Puddle was seldom, if ever, used;
indeed it was not required, as, owing to the
lodgment of silt, a tank would puddle itself as
soon as it had been once filled. In illustration
of this fact it was mentioned, that Major-general
Sir Arthur Cotton had stated that in a channel
cut through loose sand, within a yard of the
water’s edge to a depth of 5 ft., not the least
moisture was found in the excavation

5
the lining

of silt having rendered it completely water-
tight. In addition to this embankment, some of
the large Hindoo works had a massive retaining
wall of masomy in front. Many of these walla
were built of dressed stone, close-jointed, backed
with rubble and a rough description of concrete

5

and flights of steps of cut stone were constructed
down to the edge of the water.
To obviate the danger of an excessive influx

of water during fl,oods, most tanks were pro-
vided at one end, and not unfreqnently at both
ends, of the embankment, with a waste weir
(known in India as a calingulah), to allow the
surplus water to escape afeer the tank had been
filled.

_

In constructing a tank, the discharge
capacity of the calingulah was an essential
feature. It was a safe rule to allow one-fourth
more than the dimensions obtained by calcula-
tion, so that the water might have a free passage
in the event of an excessive flood, as otherwise
the earthwork might be onthely destroyed. The
author had found that many of the tanks which
were now useless had been breached from no
other apparent cause than the want of snfficient
outlet to carry off the surplus water durin?
floods.

With a view of showing how favourable some
parts of India were for forming reservoirs of
large capacity, attention was directed to a design
for a large artificial lake, which it was proposed
to construct by damming up the gorge of a
valley. This reservoir would be capable of
storing sufiicient water to irrigate 200,000 acres
of land,—an area equal to the county of Buck-
ingham, allowing the usual average of 500 acres
to the square mile as being under cultivation.
Taking 170,000 acres as the extent of land to be
irrigated for a single crop, this woiild require
provision to be made for the discharge of 170,000

cubic yards of water per hour at each end of the
tank

5
and discussion was invited as to the best

description of sluice for discharging such a vast
volume of water.
A paper was read “On Irrigation in Spain,

chiefly in reference to the Construction of the
Henares and the Esla Canals in that Country,”
by Mr. G. Higgin.

It was stated that, of all the countries in the
world, there was perhaps none that so much re-
quired irrigation as Spain, nor one which so
gratefully repaid the labour expended upon it,

by rich and valuable results. The climate of the
south and east of Spain was suitable for the
production of crops of almost all kinds. Pro-
ductiona of the torrid and temperate zones here
grow together. In the gardens of Mercia and
Valencia might be seen wheat, barley, com,
maize, the orange, the lemon, the date palm, the
olive, the citron, the peach, the pear, the apple,
rice, pepper. In Malaga and Seville, in addition
to these were the sugar-cane, the cotton-plant,
the prickly pear, and, in sheltered spots, the
plaintain, wMch was seldom found out of the
tropics. The soil of most of the river plains was
a rich alluvial deposit, from 3 ft. to 10 ft. in
depth. Nothing was wanting but water

3
and

this might frequently be seen a few yards ofi'

running to the sea, useless and unproductive. A
few charts of comparative rainfall and tempera-
ture had been prepared, which showed that, with
the exception of Oran, Spain was by far the
driest country.

The earliest, and, indeed, almost all the irri-

gation works in Spain, were constructed about
A.D. 800 or A.D. 900, when that country
was under the dominion of the Moors. Per-
haps the system of irrigation and the whole
administration of the waters in Valencia and
Marcia were as perfect as well could be, and the
results were very surprising. It was not pos-
sible, however, within the limits of this paper, to
give more than a cursory notice of these works;
but such data were collected as would assist in
the description of the new canals now in course
of construction by the Iberian Irrigation Com-
pany. The areas of the several large irrigated
districts in Spain were then detailed, amounting
together to 680 square miles. According to the
published Government returns the total amount
of irrigated ground in Spain was 4,439 square
miles, so that it would seem that there was an area
of 3,759 square miles irrigated from water-wheels,
small canals, tanks, &o.,—a quantity which was
believed to be excessive. Admitting, however,
that the returns were correct, then only 4J per
cent, of the whole cultivated land was irrigated.
While the rate of population in all Spain was
only eighty-one to the square mile, in the irri-

gated garden of Murcia there were 1,681 inhabit-
ants to the square mile, and in Orihuela 767
inhabitants per square mile. The effect of irri-

gation was to raise the value of land ten, fifteen,

or twenty times. Several illustrations of this
were cited, and it was stated that, as a rule, all

over Spain, good land in the valleys when un-
irrigated might be bought at an average price of
from 61. to lOZ. per acre, while irrigated ground
fetched from 801. to 120Z. per acre. In propor-
tion to the value of the ground was the value of
the water. Colonel Baird Smith gave the value
of a cubic foot of water per second in Piedmont
at 161. per annum, and in Lombardy at about
151. per annum. In most of the old systems of
Spanish irrigation the water was attached to the
land, and was sold with it, and the valne of the
water could not, therefore, be ascertained. But,
perhaps, the fair average value of a cubic foot
of water per second in Spain might be taken to
be that fixed by the Government for the Henares
Canal, viz,, 3751. per annum, which was not con-
sidered a high price.

The projects for irrigating the Henares and
the Esla valleys were of very old date; but it

was only during 1859 that the concessions were
granted, and in 1863 that a company was formed
in London to carry out the works. The river
Henares rose amongst the mouufcama of the
Somosierra ; its coarse was extremely steep, and
very rapid

3 the total fall of the river, from the
weir of the new canal to Alcahi, a distance of
thirty-six miles, being 407 ft., giving a mean
fall of 11'3 ft. per mile. The total length of the
new canal was twenty-eight miles. It received
its water from the river at a point sixteen miles
above Guadalajara, just below the junction of the
Sorbe and Henares, and ended at Alcala. The
area of ground capable of irrigation in this
valley, after deducting that due to roads, streams,
towns, &c., was 27,170 acres. For this purpose
the volume of water conceded by the Govern-
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ment was 175 cubic feet per second for the nine

months from October to June inclusive, and

105 cnbic feet per second for the remaining

three months. From accurate measurements
made near the new weir since the commence-
ment of the works, it appeared that during the

months of July, August, and September, the

average quantity of water carried by the weir

was 210 cnbic feet per second, the lowest point

which it had touched being 140 cnbic feet per

second. Daring the remainder of the year it

carried an average of 300 or 400 cubic feet per

second ;
but it was liable to enormous floods,

and some came during the progress of the

works, which were estimated to amount to

8,000 cnbic feet per second. The weir, it was
calculated, would discharge 20,000 cubic feet per

second.

The most difficult portion of the works was
comprised in the first division—involving a rock

cutting, IG ft. in depth, immediately after leaving

the river; then a tunnel 3,171 yards in length

through a high limestone cliff, followed by a deep
cutting in gravel. At the ninth kilometre the

canal crossed the lladrid and Saragossa Bail-

way
5
and at the tenth kilometre, a wide torrent

bed. These were the rnling points in this

section, and it was with reference to them that

the actual height of the new weir was fixed.

At the site chosen for the weir, the bed of the

river was composed cf compact clay reck, very

impermeable, mixed with strata of excessively

hard conglomerate. The front wall was built of

rubble in hydraulic mortar, the foundation being

benched into the rock. The main body of the

weir was of hydraulic concrete
;
bub in order to

guard against filtration, a continuous line of cut

stone was let into the rock in the centre of the

concrete, all the stones being bedded in pare

cement. The apron was entirely of cut stone,

and from the top of the rubble wall to the crest,

the weir was also of cut stone. The water for

the canal was drawn off by five sluices, set in

masoniy arches, built of large blocks of rock-

faced ashlar. At the entrance of the canal

three sluices were fixed, for the purpose of

scouring out any deposits which might accumu-
late in front of the gates. Immediately inside

the head blnices, and forming a portion of the

head works, there was an overflow weir, to pro-

vide for the discharge of any water which a

sudden flood might admit into the canal during

the absence of the guard. The weir was 130

yards long between the abutments, and its total

cost, including all the head works and the waste

weir, had been 17,3431., or 21. lOs. per cubic yard,

as the mean price of the total cubical contents.

Details were given of the prices paid for

different classes of woik, and of the materials

employed. One flood, which came clown when
the weir was unfiniehed, tried it severely. The
water rose 4 ft. over the crest of the finished

portion, completely filling up the gap, and pour-

ing with great force on the exyiosed concrete

hearting of the unfinished end. This flood was
estimated to have a volume of more than 9,000

cubic feet per second, yet not a single stone was
displaced.

The Eala Canal, as regarded ease of construc-

tion, vas peiliaps one of the best in Spain.

The whole estimated cost of the works, including

a weir 191 yards long, was a Utile under
100,OCOZ., and for this amount 32,140 acres

would be perfectly irrigated at a cost of 3i. 2s.

per acre, while the cost per acre of the Henares
Canal was 71. 7e. The land in the Esla Valley

was exceptionally rich
;
it was very thickly popu-

lated, and the only objection that could be made
to it was its distance from any seaport.

One of the most interesting questions in the

construction of an irrigation canal was the

acreage which could be irrigated with a certain

disposable quantity of water. Opinions varied

very much upon this point. The amount sup-

plied in differaijb districts was given, and it was
stated that in Spain the usual dotation for rice-

creps was censidered to be 2\ litres per second

per hectare. It bad been found, by M. Eibera,

from a series of experiments made near lladrid,

that the quauliiy of water consumed in the irri-

gation of a nursery garden was 0 36 litre per

second per hectare, and for a market garden
0'47 litre per second, in both cases the water

being supplied without stint, 'ihe author had
found, by experiment based on the quantity of

water actually employed by cultivators also near
Madrid, that i litre per second would irrigate

one hectare every twelve days. This, it was
thoi'ght, was quite sufficient for the cnltivation

of almost any crop except rice
;
and taking into

account the fact that, in a large valley, such as

the Henares, there must always be a great variety

of crops, many of which would only require irri-

gation every, twenty or thirty days, it was
evident that half a litre per second was a good
dotation for a canal. This, in English measure,
amounted to 1 cnbic foot per second for every
140 acres. The quantity allowed in India varied,

it was believed, from 120 to 200 acres per cubic
foot per second. The canon fixed by Govern-
ment for the Henares Canal was equivalent to

38. 9d. per irrigation of 450 cubic metres, and
for the Esla Canal, 2s, 9id. for the same quantity

;

the lower price in the latter case being due to

the lees expensive character of the works.
Some particulars of the price of water in Spain
were then furnished.

ON TEE WATEE-SHPPLY OF LONDON.

Professor Fbankeand, F.K.S., has been
lecturing at the Eoyal Institution “On the
Water Supply of London.”
The Professor said that out of every thousand

people upon this globe at least three live in

London, which fact alone shows the importance
of the subject of the water supply of the English
metropolis. The water at present supplied to

London, he continued, is greatly contaminated
with sewage, and it is of hard quality, the first

of these characteristics being bad for health and
the second bad for washing. A year ago he had
brought under the notice of the Eoyal Institu-

tion five or six schemes which had been set

afloat for supplying London with better water,
and since that date the quality of the water
from two of the proposed sources, namely, that
of the sources of the Severn in the neighbour-
hoods of Pliulimmon and Cader Idris, and that
of the Cumbci-land lakes, bad been tested by
Dr. Odling and himself. The results of those

i

tests he intended then to make known
;
also two

curious facts discovered in the course of the
analyses, one revealing the pecnliar effect of the
detritus from lead mines upon water, and the
other the conditions which determine the action

'

or non-action of water upon lead. The samples
of water from the sources of the Severn were
collected at Cader Idris and Pliulimmon. The
projectors of both schemes propose the construc-
tion of an oquednet to carry the water. The
one from Cader Idris would be the shortest, but
the other would supply many large towns on its

way to London. These schemes are not intended

to endanger the present large water companies,
arrangements to buy them up being included in

the estimates ; in short, the only effect upon them
would be to abolish a certain number of boards of
directors. Both plans are very costly. The
Welsh scheme is estimated to cost 10,850,0001.,

and the Cumberiand scheme, 13,500,0001. These
enormous sums, however, need not trouble the
ratepayers, the only question for them being how
much they will have to pay for the water when
one of the plans is carried out. From the calcu-

lations of the engineers it appears that after con-

structing the works and compensating the com-
panies, London will be supplied at a less cost

than at present. Now we pay Is. 5d. in the
pound. On the completion of the Welsh scheme
it is estimated that the payments will be lOd. in

the pound, supplemented by a public rate of 2d.

in the pound. The payment for Cumberland
water would be Is. Id. in the pound. Of course

he could not speak as to the entire accuracy of

the foregoing estimates, but the figures given
show that the enormous capital required need
not stagger the Londoners or prevent them from
taking the schemes into serious considera-

tion. Where the saving is effected is evident
when it is considered that every gallon of water
now used in London has first to be pumped up
by magnificent steam machinery to a height of

from 150 ft. to 200 ft., and even then the supply
is intermittent. In the Welsh and Cumberland
schemes gravitation will do the work of steam.
Why should water be pumped up by these fine

engines when the sun is willing to do all the
work for ns gratis ? The sun flings the water up
to the tops of our mountains daily, and we in our
imbecility let it fall, and go through the work of
raising it again by steam. Coal would be saved
by economising the power of the sun as pro-

posed, and this is worth consideration when the
exhaustion of our mines is a matter for serions

thought, even though the saving thns effected

would very slightly alter the figures given by
Mr. Jevons.
The quality of the proposed waters is also a

subject of interest, and in this respect, as shown

by tables exhibited by the lecturer, they are
much better than the water now supplied to

London. The present water supply, he observed,
is largely contaminated with sewage, and the
fact that this is somewhat oxidised is no
guarantee that its noxious properties as regards
health are removed. Some of the companies,
especially those on the south side of the Thames,
supply badly filtered water, and the quality of
the water supplied to London is worse than that
supplied to any other town whose water ho had
tested. The specimen of muddy water snpplied
to Lambeth, which he now placed on the table

before them, would show what kind of water
could filter through an Act of Parliament. The
Lambeth, Yauxhall, and Chelsea Companies had
long been supplying badly-filtered water, much
worse than that of the New Kiver Company,
which delivers the best in London.

Again, the organic matter in water may be of
animal or vegetable origin, and this may be
judged of to some extent by the proportions of
cai-bon and nitrogen it contains. Nitrogen
comes principally from vegetables, and on
examination of the tables it would be seen that

there is in this respect a vast difference between
the Welsh and Cumberland, as compared with
the London waters, for the organic matter in the
last comes principally from animals.

In the course of the analyses a very curious
effect of the detritus of lead mines upon water
had been discovered. Water collected near these
mines contained very little nitrogen or organic
matter, and though full of mineral matter is

nearly colourless. The fact is that the finely-

divided quartz from the mines has the power of

destroying organic matter nearly to the same
extent as animal charcoal. It was likewise
pointed out that lead would not contaminate the
Welsh or Cumberland waters in the supply-pipes.

Pare water acts violently upon lead, but it had
been discovered in the course of the recent
investigations that the presence of a veiy minute
proportion of phosphoric acid in water entirely

prevents its action upon lead.

Two of the tables referred to we append.

Previous Sewage or Manure Contamination in
100,000 parts of various River and Lake Waters.

Name of Waters. Ammonia,

Nitrogen
as Nitrates

and
Nitrites.

Previous

Contami-
uatiuu.

Jliter Tf'utert :

—

Rile _ 102 700
Khme at Bale _ 026 0
Seine at Notre Dume 152 l.'iOO

Ourcq — 223 ],910
Thames •005 2S4 2.002
Lea •Of 2 •220 1,001
Severn (near source] •0(3 007 0
Lower Clywedoc .roA 006 0
Tarannon •008 021 0
Cerjet 001 06^2 210
Carno •003 •Oay

Barnw and Eira •004 023 0
\ ymwv •(03 oil 0
1 vlwych 003 004 0
Upper RolLsv •003 002 0
Lowther •002 003 0
Kent •001 Mo
Sprint •too 021 0
Fourteen other Cum-

berland streams ...
— — 0

Lake Wa/en

Bala Lake •001 (00 0
Thirlmere •(vg 002 0
Haweswater •004 ooo
Dllswater •003 005 0
Watendlath Jam ... •002 006 0
Loch Katrine •002

Five Jakes and jams
examined by Sons.
singault - - 0

Soap destroyed 100,000 Ih. of various Uafo-F.

Pounds of
Name of Waters. soap

destroyed.

MetropolKoii Wulere:—

Kent Co.’s water .. ^5

Other WaitTf.—
South Essex Co.’s water
Caterhsm Co.'s water
Water supply of Worthine .. 285

,1 ,1 Leicester ..

,, ,1 Manchester 32
,, ,, Preston SO
,) ,, Glasgow (Loch Katrine) 4

1

Ullswater 23
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THE FOOD EESOUROES OF THE PEOPLE
Some intereatirg information in regard to the

food reBourcea of the United Kingdom was given
in a paper recently read by Mr. Caird before the
Statistical Society, and since reprinted as a
pamphlet. The yield of wheat in England, he
had estimated eighteen years ago at 26^ bushels
per statute acre, and he believes from careful
inquiries and observations it would not be safe
to take credit^ now for a greater increase than
If bushel; this will bring the present rate of
yield up to 28 bushels. The domestic demand
for bread-corn in 1863 was satisfied by an ex-
penditure of 40,000,0001., about one-seventh of
this sum, 6,000,OOUl., being paid for foreign grain.
Last year, according to Mr. Caird, the necessary
supply cost 70,000,0001., and nearly half—i.

33,500 0001.—was spent for imports. The cost
m_1867, as compared with 1863, was therefore
raised 30,000,0001. against the consumer, but
nearly the whole increased payment went out of
the country, since we took in value 27,400,0001.
worth of foreign wheat beyond the imports of
the earlier year.
Good and bad harvest years run in cycles of

varying length : 1866 and 1867 were both “bad,”
the former two bushels and the latter six bushels
under the average.

^

For our requirements, till the harvest of 1868
IS garnered, Mr. Caird computes that we mast
depend upon the foreign supply of wheat to the
extent of 9,600,000 quarters. A table prepared
by Mr. Caird exhibits the results of some rather
elaborate calculations to ascertain the average
value of the principal agricultural products con-
sumed as food in the United Kingdom.

Home Produotiou. Foreien Supplv

•;i'-
^?’i.700,000 £25.000,000Beef and Mutton 47,2.'0,000 6,500 OOOButterandCheeEO 30,100,000 8 100 OOO

Potatoes 18,000,000 '200*000

£180,000,000 £-10,100,000

.^“other table compares the valuo of British
with Irish agricultural produce. On the aggre-
gato value, for 1001. worth raised in Great
Britain 26Z. was produced in Ireland, the Irish
percentage for corn being 14

;
fur cattle, 27 • for

potatoes, 66 ; and for flax, 100 (since the growth
ot this fibre is restricted to the sister Isle), on
the respective British values.

.

An interesting experiment iu meat preserva-
tion, indicating the possibility of utilising for
our own benefit the enormous supplies of animal
tood in far off countries, has just been completed
in America. On March 2nd, a dinner was given
at Everett House, New York, for the purpose of
eating mutton which was furnished by the car-
cases of sheep killed and subsequently preservedm England one, two, three, and four months
previously by Professor Gamgee, by means
chiefly of sulphurous acid. The Tnhune, speak-
ing of the dinner, remarks that the “ meat dishes
were pronounced to bo excellent, and even far
superior to the mutton usually eaten on this side

^
the Atlantic. ’ Judge Paschal, of Texas, in the

course of the evening, remarked that he had
often encountering the great herds of beefwhich roam over the 270,000 square miles of hisown state asked Bulwer’s question, “ What willwe do with It ?” He thought the interrogation

, answered. Mr. Eichardson detailed numerous

Tr the character
ot

_

the preserved meat, and gave it as hislopmion that the beat beef “would soon be

rMnftiJn
New York for four cents a pound.”

LM itbon, by tbo way, was sold not long ago inMelbourne, ifc is said, at Id. a pound 1 Themode employed by Professor Gamgee, in the pre-
servative^ process. and in which the whole body
of the animal is kept entire, is as follows

tion of food will be placed within the reach of
those who have hitherto been unable, through
Its high price, to obtain it. M. Ac^assiz in a
recent lecture ou artificial fish culture, declared,
contrary to the accepted opinion, that of all
animal substances fish is the beat adapted for
food for those engaged in mental labour, and is
the moat nutritious in repairing the wear and
tear of the human brain. This is no doubt on
account of fish containing much phosphorus,
ihe shining of fish in the dark while decom-
posing is an ocular manifestation of its rich-
ness in phosphorescent material; and, on the
other hand, the human brain requires more phos-
phorus in its composition than any other organ.
The Paris correspondent of the Post remarks

that the high price of food and tbo general
stagnation of commerce are continually bring-
ing from various parts of Europe distressing
accounts of the condition of the working classes.
The privations to which the working classes in
Italy are exposed are very severe, especially at
Turin, where the winters are extremely cold.
If provisions are cheaper iu Turin than in the
mrge towns of France wages are not so h'gh.
For instance, a mason or a carpenter is paid
scarcely 2 fr. a day. Most of the curriers
receive only 1 fr. 60 c. for a day’s work; and
the men employed in the manufacture of arms
and in the arsenal have little more. The most
essential commodities at Turin arc very dear •

bread is at a higher price than in Paris
;

salt in
Italy is three times dearer than in the French
capital. Wine is cheaper; but the workmen
scarcely ever drink it except on Sundays. The
labouring population aro ill -provided with
domestic comforts, two-thirds of them sleeping
usually, not upon good mattresses, bat onmaize°
straw. The misery of these poor people, says
a letter from Turin, is augmented by the indo-
lence and idleness of the women. In this im-
portant particular the difference between Turin
and Paris is very marked

; for, in the latter, a
variety of businesses give employment to the
women. An idea may bo formed of the trifiing
earnings of the Turin workpeople, from the fact
that there are very many instances of a family
of four persons living upon 1 fr. 60 c. a dav
(Is. 4d.).

•'

The walls are plastered throughout, the lower
portion being finished with Portland cement •

they are coloured with varied and pleasing tints’
which give them an appearance as cheerful and’
homely as they are unlike the bare, lime-washed,
vault-like brickwork of an ordinary workhouse
ward. The basement of the building contains
store-rooms, heating-furnaces, coal stores, and
other offices.

Ihe total^cost of the building as finished for
occupation, including every description of fitting,
gas-lighting, architect’s commission, and all
other contingencies, was about 6,4001. ; and this
being for the accommodation of 240 inmates is
at the rate of 271. per bed.

’

The architect is Mr. H. Saxon Snell
; Messrs.

Manley & Rogers aro the builders; Messrs.
Potter & Sons executed the beating, ventilating
and sanitary works

; and Messrs. Abercrombie
the gas-lighting appai-atua.

MURAL PICTURES FOR THE HOUSES
OF PARLIAMENT.

AGED AND INFIRM WARDS FOR
MARYLEBONE.

18 mado to breathe carbouic oxide cas bv
bled, killed, and Lssed

ceiv^r
Tbo carcase is now placed ia an air-tiebt k-

^leduD e^fiausted. The vacuum is

openod^betwp^/rl^T’^
® communicatiou ia

and
1“ which the meat is placedS charged with sulphurous

in an'ph
means the meat la impregnated by the vas

One way of turning large quantities of foreign

nn7t'n.T“'
good wholeaomoend tasty food for consumption in tine country

would be to convert it into the well known andesteemed form of spiced beef and mutton, some-
tames, though not qmte correcliy, called beef andmuttou ham.

P
just published on the subject, Mr.4 . T. Buckinud states that the salmon fisheries

of England and Wales are on the increase, anda hope IS held out that by-and-by this descrip.

Some new wards have been erected for the
purpose of relieving the over-crowded state of
the house, and providing more suitable accom-
modation for that class of persons to whom only
a workhouse should be made attractive. The
Guardians of St. Marylebonc are anxious that
their aged poor should be made as comfortable
as the rules of a workhouse will permit.
The building is erected at the south-east angle

of the workhouse ground, and occupies the site
of the old bakehouse aud laundry.
The wards, six iu number, are each 40 ft.

wide, 60 ft. long, 13 ft. high, and give 780 cubic
feet of air space to each occupant. The beds
are ranged down either side of the room, and a
doublo row of beds occupies the centre of the
room,^ which is divided longitudinally by a
partition 5 ft. 6 in. high. The western ends of
the rooms are formed as large double bay win-
dows, and constitute the day rooms The
skirting at the back of the beds forms a box
9 m. square, with a perforated zinc front

; below
these boxes are channels containing hot-water
pipes

;
at the ends of these channels, aud in the

front and back walls, are large openings throuch
which, by raising a damper, is admitted the ex-
ternal air. By this means the fresh air will be
first warmed by passing over the hot-water
pipes, and then rising upwards be emitted
through the perforated front of the skirting
boxes into the wards immediately under the
beds. Tbo foul air ia carried off through wide
channels in the ceilings, which communicate
with large flues running up the side walls, and
terminating just above the level of the eaves of
the roof; each opening into a flue is provided
with a door that is under the control of the
nurses only.

The upppr wards are somewhat differently
constructed from those of the lower wards, inas-
much as the ceilings follow the line of the
sloping sides of the roof, which are supported at
intervals on semi-elliptic cast-iron ribs. The
emission of foul air iu these wards is provided
for by a channel in the apex of the ceiling
running the whole length of the room, and has
zinc flues at intervals open to the air,

j

Mr. E. M. Waiid, R.A., has completed three
more of the Illustrations of English History
confided to him, and has lately shown them to
some of his friends in the trumpery shed which
an appreciative Government provides, adjoining
Victoria Tower, for distinguished artists. The
subjects are,—“The Acquittal of the Seven
Bishops,” “ General Monk Writing to the Parlia-
ment,’ and “ William and Mary receiving the
Lords and Commons in the Banqueting House.”
They aro painted with all the careful attention
to truth aud research as to detail that distinguish
Mr. Ward’s works. The heads are portraits,
and if King William look somewhat insignificant,
and Monk short-necked and gouty, it is because
these were characteristics of the men. We need
scarcely say that they are all works of high
character.

They may be described at present as simply
water-colour pictures on plaster. The question
how shall they bo made permanent remains to
be settled. The artist, we understand, would
not object to fixing them as they are and pro-
tecting them with a glass, but this is scarcely
the right solution of tho question. It might,
however, be adopted temporarily, pending furfher
inquiry and experiments.

KEBLE COLLEGE, OXFORD.
The foundation-stone of a new college, dedi-

cated to the memory of the Rev. John Eeblc,
was laid, in Oxford, by the Archbishop of
Canterbury, on the 25th ult. The site is almost
facing the new museum, and lies between the
new park laid out by the university authorities
and St. Giles’s Church, where hitherto there
have been only a few tumble-down houses and
half-wasted gardens. Hero will be built rooms
for 100 students, in wings forming three sides of
a quadrangle. The material will be red, white,
and grey brick, with stone dressings, and the
style will be Early Decorated. Mr. Butterfield
is the architect. When additional funds are
obtained, the plan will be completed by the
erection of a chapel aud ball, an entrance gate-
way, and some additional rooms.
The whole of the spectators afterwards went

to the Sheldoniau Theatre, which was soon
crammed, and various addresses were made.
About 35,000i. have been subscribed to carry
oat the idea.

NEW COTTAGE HOSPITALS.

The memorial stone ofone hasjust been laid by
the Countess of Bradford at Walsall. The site
consists of about one acre and three-quarters, at
the junction of tho Wednesbury-road, Bradford-
street, and Dudley-street, above which it rises to
a considerable height. The soil is sand and gravel.
The building is the premises called The Mount,
formerly used as a school, and in making the
alteration advantage has been taken to utilise
and convert every part that could actually be
brought into use, with a view to the strictest
economy. The main block of buildino's now
form the administration department. The school-
room and the dormitory have been converted
into two spacious wards, and tho stable build-
ings have been converted for the washhouse and
laundry. The new buildings comprise the
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entrance of the kitchen and culinary department,

in-patienta’ department, and ont-patients* de-

partment. The general arrangement of the

building externally is not very pleasing in effect

;

the architect evidently having brought his jadg-

ment to bear upon utility and convenience for

the internal arrangement and management,

guided by the strictest economy, in which the

ramfort of the patients, however, has been the

prevailing element. The two new wards are

designed for eight beds each, giving 1,120 cubic

feet to each patient ;
at the end of each ward

are semi-detached buildings forming the bath-

rooms and lavatories, the closets and urinals

;

the architect carrying out the pavilion principle.

On the upper floor is a nurse’s room, having a

command of the upper wards. There are four

wards—two on the ground floor and two on the

upper floor, the whole arranged to accommodate

thirty patients. On the upper floor there is an

operating room. The buildings have been car-

ried out from designs, and under the superin-

tendence, of Mr. G. B. Nichols, of West Brom-

wich and London, architect
;
Mr. Adkins, of

Walsall, being the builder.

The committee recently appointed under the

presidency of the Bon. and Rev. K. H. Digby, of

Tittleshall, have determined to make such pre-

parations as will enable a Cottage Hospital to

be opened at Litcham on the 1st of July.

WEST LONDON SCHOOL OF ART.

The commitcee of the West London School of

Art, Great Portland-street, have issued a state-

ment of the extent and snccess of the school’s

work, and its financial position, with the view of

obtaining subscriptions to pay off existing liabili-

ties to the amonnt of 4001. One of the strong

grounds on which they appeal to the public is

that the establishment is essentially an artisan

school, and, though the latest established of the

ten metropolitan schools of art, this school is

teaching more than a fourth of the entire num-

ber of artisans (1,750) taugbt in the whole of

the ten London schools ;
and an analysis of the

occnpationa of those attending the school during

1867 suggests in a general way the advantage

gradually being derived by a great number of

local indostries. The Examiners’ Report on

Schools of Art for 1867 shows that, among the

100 existing schools in the kingdom, only five

schools had a greater number of students under

instruction ;
only five had a greater number of

students examined ;
and only three sent up seta

of works for examination from a greater number

of students during the year.

This school obtained the greatest number of

prizes taken by any school in 1866, the National

Art Training School at Sonth Kensington alone

excepted. The Examiners’ Report for 1867 also

shows that only two schools passed a greater

number of students in the personal examination

;

and only two schools obtained a greater number

of prizes npon the sets of works sent up for

examination during that year.

THE NUT FOR PROFESSIONS TO CRACK.

II. PAyllENT OF E>'GINEEBS.

SiE,—Though I have long ago stated in the

Builder, more than once or twice, my solution of

the standing “ nut” that “ ACountry Gentleman”

has once more brought before you as regards

architects— (I did so last in 1865, October 25th,

p. 829),—and have never met with or elicited

any objection to it, I cannot learn of any engi-

neer having applied similar principles to the

regulation of hia claims, and will therefore ask

for a column to suggest what appears to me the

parallel method for most of the work now special

to that profession.

In a healthy state of morals and education

these would nob be two professions. The engi-

neer’s, which is the mother profession, and bears

the older, indeed the sole indigenous English

name— for “ Elias the Enginyer” was the name
and style of the artist of this empire’s grandest

work of art, Salisbury Cathedral—this original

profession would have continued in such culture

as never to require supplementing with the off-

shoot, or rival school of pedantic tastemongers,

begun by Inigo Jones, and dubbing themselves

with the affected classic euphuism of “ architect,"

which of course is only barbarised Greek for the

native term “ engineer.” It is quite right,

therefore, that these dilettanti should be con-

fined, as they are,to one part (and the smaller that

part the better) of the practice of the engineer

(or real apx^rfKro? of the ancients) ; while this

latter, of coarse, includes, and must always

include, all the modern “architect’s” province,

and much besides.

As far, then, as the engineer does what is

called a modern architect’s work,—that is

habitable buildings of any kind,—I assume his

basis of charge to be the same as mine, the area

of internal floor space. I have explained (if so

simple a thing really needs explanation) why

there mast be no cubing, but only squaring of

dimensions, and why they must be internal. Of

course, too, the engineer can get, as I do, for all

unnecessarily varied detail, its market value,

that is, if there are twenty features of the same

position, dimensions, and use, I lay before my
employer as many sketches for one ns I think

Boitable, be they two or a hundred, with a price

on each; and he pays withont demur invariably

my prices for snch of them as he likes to have

carried ont, be they the twenty dearest or only

the one cheapest. For the mere charge per

square of floors I only hold myself strictly

bound (though I should never, perhaps, do so

little) to make the details all alike, even on

different stories, which (though the most impu-

dent thing a shameless percentager can possibly

do) does not hinder the Record Office in Fetter-

lane from being, on the whole, to my taste, the

least offensive modern work I know in the whole

Isle of Percentland.

As for different prices per floor-square, I really

do not believe any single artist need have more

than one. A lower price would, doubtless, bo

fair for warehouses, and perhaps the larger sort

of workshops and mills. But in aught else

there seems a kind of compensation between

utilitarian design and artistic. To make an ex-

terior plain and good may as often be harder as

easier than to make it rich and good
;
and if a

church needs more artistic study, height, pro-

portion, and better construction than a house, so

it does less division and contrived arrangement.

The addition I once reckoned by the exposed

girth of each story is really a needless refine-

ment. Architect’s work will be best done when

paid only on the two bases above described.

Bat now, coming to the wider provinces of

work rightly held peculiar to the engineer, we
shall find by far the largest of them, indeed their

vast majority at present, fall under the general

head of ways, always the kind second only to

shelters in importance. Under “ways” of

course I mean to include ways for any and

everything, trains, ships, barges, carriages, foot

passengers, letter-bags, water, fire, gas, or

electricity. Now, it is common to all such ways

to unite two given termini, and to be at a more

or less variable height or depth above or below

(or both above and below) the natural surface.

Moreover, In the parts that are raised above

that natural ground-line, certain areas of void

require to be left for subways, culverts, &c. For

each of these classes of ways, then, I would let

the engineer’s pay be composed of two parts
;

one baaed on the area of longitudinal section of

the whole lino of work, as included between the

natural ground-line and the finished way,—the

other similarly reckoned on the area of all sub-

way openings. I would have no extra for super-

ways over the sunk parts of the line, because

their need and their dimensions are created by

the engineer’s own design, and the numbers of

them to be expected being always practically

uniform, they should be included in his general

price as things of course. Moreover, observe

that the area of longitudinal section of the

whole line must always be reduced in the ratio

that the direct distance of the termini bears to

the line’s length. This will not, as might at

first appear, give the engineer much interest in

taking yon straight rather than ronndabout, but

rather make length of detour indifferent to him

(which would otherwise be advantageous) For,

suppose two points fifteen miles apart arejoined

by one road of sixteen miles, and another of

twenty miles. If, as is probable, their longi-

tudinal section-areas were in about the same

ratio, say 16,000,000 and 20,000,000 square feet,

both being reduced by this rule to 15,000,000,

would pay their engineers the very same fee.

Ton will observe that width does not enter

my e(iuation. I think it fair that a work of a

given class and agiven longitudinal section should

invariably pay its engineer the same fee, whether

it be 10 ft. wide or 100 ft. Take a bridge, for

instance, as the class of work to be charged on

the highest scale (but all bridges, without excep-

tion, on the same scale). Had Westminster

Bridge been required only for a footway, or an
i

aqueduct, on the other hand, of double its
|

present width, I do not see, in either case, what
i

part of the engineer's duty would have been
j

materially lessened or increased. Hence I ex-
j

elude width from the bases of the way-engineer’s :

charge, as I do height from those of the shelter-
j

engineer (or “architect”).

Among those few engineering works that

come not under the head of Ways, I think all

docks ought to pay by a uniform scale on their

cube water-space; but for reservoirs of water

(or gas, &c.), as the merit and utility of tho

work is greater the less ground it occupies, the

cube contents ought to be divided by the square

root of the outside area occupied by the work

and all its necessary adjuncts. You must not
|

divide by the area, but only by its square root;
j

otherwise a great and a small reservoir, of the
j

same average height, would pay the same, which i

is not intended.
^

j

I may beg space for a word or two on this
j

“ Nut,” as regards some other trades and pro-
|

fessions. Edward L. Garbett.

CURE FOR A SMOKY CHIMNEY.

I OFTEN see in your journal remarks on what
|

is called “the Smoky Chimney question ;” and|

complaints are constantly made against archi-l

tects and builders for smoky rooms; therefore I

suppose you will not object to make public a

cheap, simple, and sure remedy for eight out of

every ten bad chimneys, without the require-

ment of unsightly chimney-pots. I find from

experience that, by the use of fine wire gauze,

of from 3C to 40 wires to the inch, as a screen,

blower, or guard, judiciously applied to register

stoves, ranges, or stove doors, little if any smoke

will come into a room. The atmospheric pres-

sure prevents the smoke entering the room

throngh the gauze ;
and if applied immediately

to the front of tho fire, more smoke will be con-

sumed than by any other means. In that case

the wire should be kept 2 in. from immediate

contact with the hot fire.

Any respectable ironmonger will readily sup-

ply both cheap and ornamental screens of thh

kind, either as permanent or movable.
I. 0. U.

RECREATION AND WORK.

Sir,—

I

have but just now seen the letter ii

yonr impression of the 28th of March, comment

ing upon a remark made in my paper read befori

the Society of Arts on Technical Education

The writer takes exception to the passage ii

which I stated that I looked npon the pursuit o

geology in my case as a recreation merely. H
says he is of opinion that “ it ought not to b

looked upon as merely recreative ;
neither doe

it prove BO.” Our friend appears to have a

great a dread of recreation as others would hav

of work. Why, sir, work and recreation are relo

tive terms, and if one can convert what t

another is right down hard work into recreatioi

or the means of it, so much the better. I

depends much upon circumstances, and npon th

light in which it is viewed, together with it

results, whether a pursuit is recreative or no

Work with me is not irksome. I attend to i

and am dependent upon it, and my wages ai

equal to any in the same manufactory. I alt

find time to write for the press what brings

handsome addition to my income
;
and, wool

your correspondent believe it, I do this by wa

of recreation, rather than from the profit derive

therefrom. But with respect to geolo^, I r

gard my pursuits in that line as having bee

eminently recreative. Geology with me hi

converted this earth, which some soured iudiv

duals persist in regarding as “ a desert,” M
“ a howling wilderness,” into a very paradis

fall of good and beantiful things, which it is

source of great gratification to me to becon

familiar with. It brings me face to face wit

nature, takes me down into deep dingles, ai

up to the summit of great hills; and whilst

stores my mind, and supplies that food for whu

it craves, it has a re-creative effect npon n

entire system, imparting vigour to the body ai

elasticity to the spirit.

But your correspondent, I have no doubt, w
see that ho has mistaken my meaning altog

ther, when he comes to look again at the passa

he quotes and its connexion. My argument w
that if a working man could gain the diatinoti
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of being electi-cl a Fellow of the Geological
Society of England in consequence of studies in
a science which had been pursued merely as a
recreation, why should there not be some
means whereby similar distinctions could b.-

awarded “to men who devoted their energies to
the attainment of excellence in their own parti-
cular business”? The passage occurs at the
close of the discussion, in urging the necessity
of district colleges, which should have the power
of conferring such distinctions, and is as fol-

lows :

“ He thoocht it would be well, if (heso district colleges
should be eslabliebod, that (hey had the power ofconferring
honorary riielinctiooB upon such persons os showed thetn-
salves worthy of them iu their particular calling. He had
been made a Fellow of the Geological Society in conse-
quence of his studies in that science, which he looked upon
merely xa a recreation; and it some similar distinction
'were awarded to men who devoted their energies to the
t*ttammeiit of eicellenca in their particnlur business, it
would bo very likely to have a veiy beneficial effect, espe-
cially on the rising generation."

John Kakdall, F.G.S.

MODELLING.
Sir,-—trill some one inform me what is the material to

model in which does not shrink or crack in drying?
I have modelled agood deal, as an amateur, in clay, and

made mr waste and piece moulds; hnt this is too'nmch
trouble for tbs sake ofone copy

; and, besides, the model-
ling I now allude to is not suited to this method of cast-
ing, but must remain in the modelling material

; 1 mean
those pet spaniels from life, and figures elaborately under-
cut and delicately liyht and gausy in the drapery. 1 have
seen many such objects from Italy, and 1 thought the
material was an earth found there

;
but I have since been

dormed that it is a composition resembling modelling-
.. iy made in England, though I have not yet been able to
get any of It. Puzzolaka.

TEMPLE BAR AND OLD ARCHWAYS.
H.wing long outlived ifca period, ib is difficult

to imagine wherefore this ancient gateway is

suffered to obstract the traffic of the most central
and crowded City thoroughfare : there is barely
room for two vehicles to pass together under
the arch, and the footway on either side will
only admit of two pedestrians abreast

; whereas,
by the removal of the crazy old structure, the
causeway in this, the narrowest strait of the
whole line, would freely admit three carriages,
and the footway four persons on either side.
The line of Fleet-street westward from St.

Dunstan’s Church gradually narrows towards
the Bar, as it does also from Clement’s Danes
eastward 5 so that, to make the width of cause-
way at all equable or adapted to the roulage of
this great and leading thoroughfare, the whole
line from Cbancery-laue to the apace cleared for

“THE IRON MOP.”
Sin,--'VViIl yon kindly get an aiawer to a query arising

out ot the eicellent letter which you lately inserted from
the pen of a Canadian lady ?

1 i,9
“Iron Mop" that is to supersede the

labours of our houaemaidens ? Where can it bo produced ?and hoio does it perform its functions ?A well-caulked deck, with convenient scnpper-holes,
may indeed be scrubbed and sluiced at arm’s length

;
butbow can we remove dirt and superfluous water from an

ordinary floor {tvifhout damage to ceilings beneath), uaUsa

knees ?
process of “going down upon our

_

A reply will greatly benefit many old housekeepers, be-
sides a constant reader of the JJ«i7der and

Your humble servant, Dolly.
* * The floors allndod to by onr Canadian correspondent

ana ovidenlly no ceilings beneath.

....... \./oaiii..ciy-id,ut5 L«j Lue apaco cieurou lor
the new Law Courts should be opened, and tho
frontages withdrawn at least 10 ft. in a graduated
line.

PROVINCIAL NEWS.
Btockfori .—The workmen and others engaged

in the erection of the bridge connectingSt. I^ter’a
Gate with the Market-place, to the number of
about forty, have been entertained at supper, at
the Egerton Arms, in celebration of the com-
pletion of tho work. The chair was taken by
Mr. James Whitaker, one of tho assignees
appointed by the corporation to carry out Mr.
Pierce s contract

; and the vice-chairs were
ocenpied by Mr. George Roy (the other assignee), I

Mr. John Whita^kPT- inn QT./n

5Z. 133. 4d., and that a police-station and strong
rooms forthe temporary confinementof prisoners
be erected thereon

3 and that for this purpose asum not exceeding 890h be granted out of the
police rates of the division of Wigan.”

Stratford .—The chief stone of the new Town-
hall has_ been laid. Tho building will be in
brick, with stone facings, and will comprise
exteD8ive_ cellarage on the basement floor, and
above this will be the board-room of the Board
of Health, with clerks’ rooms, and suitable
offices

3 board-room for the meetings of the
Board of Guardians, offices, &c. 3 and the plans
also provide a justice-room for the magistrates
of the division. The architects are Messrs.
Angell & Giles. Mr. Thomas Ennor is the con-
tractor, and the amount of the contract, exclu-
sive of four or five hundred pounds for cellarage,
which was forgotten at the outset, was 10,2391.

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.
Louth (Lincolnshire).—Legboufne Church has

been re-opened. For some months past ib has
been undergoing restoration. In the nave,
chancel, and aisles, nothing of the old church
remains, except the stonework of the walls,
arches, and windows. The woodwork of the
roof is new. The old lead has been re-cast.
New seats and flooring have taken the place of
the old pews and decayed floor. There is a new
organ (by Messrs. Foster & Andrews, Hull), new
pulpit, lectern, and reading-desk. In the stone-
work of the nave arches and the windows tho
mouldings aro of a simple character, and there
is no carving in stone. The carved oak screen
which formerly occupied the chancel arch has
been restored and replaced there by Mr. J. L.
Fytche. Two chapels are formed at the east
end of each aisle by carved oak screens. The
nave and aisles aro filled with open seats of
pine. The fittings of the chancel correspond
txr if.Vi flinrTAr\r^V\.-— J...* r.ti

. - -- o- w. —.w l^UHOSyUAlIJ
With those of tho nave as to design. The stone-
work of the exterior has been repaired, and
whore it had been previously repaired with
bi-ick the brickwork has been removed and
stone inserted. Tho architects employed were

Mr. John Whitaker, jan., and Mr. Simpson
assistant to Mr. Brierley, C.E., by whom the

“mV • T j. • .1 «
plans were made, and who has personally

Xhere are impediments m the way, for one superintended the work

Irf^Sriis
EsSSf—"'-"-
a favourable location for It somewhere? Bat let

: they approved of Mr Luck’^ nlnna eJ
W. Hlomfield, of London,

to wS t zzfzst Ezr Vote ^

^

“r- ” ““
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the’ house,
1

porch, 'Zwmmm
tho Ihames

;
it is buried to the top of its pilasters room.

iu heaped rubbish, and must he taken down, but
[

ParnSridje.—The market committee are con.
it must be reconstructed. Quondam.

: sideriug the question of a new corn-exchange.
The council had referred the matter to the com-
mittee, and a report has been drawn up strongly
recommending the building of a new corn
exchange. Three sites have been considered,
bub tho most eligible one is said to be in Wheeler-
street. upon property known as Parson’s. court.
Rochdale.—At a meeting of the estate com

Quondam.

THE TENDERS FOR THE HORNCASTLE
SEWERAGE.

Sni,—Tho list of tenders for the sewerage of Horn-
astle given ia the Guilder for April 25th, is followed hy

|

Rochdale.—At a meeting of the estate com
corporation, aaer a lengthened

node, It seems due to myself and the Board to set our- '
^‘SCUSsiOD, it has been decided to commence the

elves nyht with your readers.
I proposed alterations and improvements in the
Puildhall of thie city forthwith, from the plane

isk to be allowed to do so; nor was he allowed to alter one P*'°PO®®d by Mr. H. Andrews, the city surveyor,
luroinhis tender oa renardeti fhewnrL-a r.hw .wi.ici, .v. The alterations to be effected will include im-

provements in the portion of the Guildhall
devoted to the magistrates, and a renovation of
the interior of the old hall.

Tt'orcester. — The three slaughter - houses

tu uu DU
,
uui wiujueuuowea to aitsr one

Iguroin his tender oa regarded the works for which the
ither parlies tendered. Compared wiih tho others, item
ly item, he was all along the lowest. Whut really oetuvrod
ras this : the appliuations for copies of the specilieaiions
rare 80 numerous that when Mr. Young applied tho
peciflcuUon was out of print, and only the hill of quan-
itioe was sent to him. In the bill of quantities mention
• 88 made ofeertain eastings, which the specification showedM oontractor was only toja; hut Mr. Touug, nut having
he speciflcalion before him, included the cost price of the
astings. pis cost price was not included in any otherb'*' X 4J.D uuot jji ICO T.Q 3 uui, luciULieu lu uoy oioer
jnder, and therefore was very properly struck out of Mr.

a level with the rest; which being

, LUb.ClUiC w
loung s, to put him on .. le.ci w.ui luo rest; wnion t
one, ho was the lowest, and his tender was accepted.
1 hope Mr. hrow was not one of those who supplied to

^ the erroneous slatement, becansohe was in posoession
ftbe real facts ol the case, as the following extracts from
ur minutes will show

. ,
Horncastle, 9th April, 1S68.A letter from Mr. Frow was read, oomplaitiing of the

on-acceptance ot his tender, when the clerk was directed
J reply ihat Mr. Young was not allowed to lower any
j

whn^u Mr. Frow had tendered
; and so far us they

8d tendered for the same works, Mr. Young was allong the lowest; and, moreover, the board never bound
lemselves to accept the lowest or any tender."

\y, H. Milxee.

W— vuo opcvuuiBia, uuu LXie
space above tho collar-beam filled in with
ousped tracery. The roof is covered at the
backs of the rafters with oak boarding. The
chancel-roof is boarded, and divided into panels
by moulded riba, with carved bosses at the
intersections. The seats in the nave have
tracery iu the panels of the bench ends, and the
fronts of the book-boards. The pulpit and
prayer-desk are moulded, and have open tracery
work in front, with a considerable amount of
carved work. The font is in stone, with oak
top and ornamental iron-work. The altar is of
oak, with carved panels in front, and the altar-
rail is supported on pillars, carved and moulded.
The floor (except under the seats, being there of
wood) is laid with tiles and pieces of stone
alternately, some of the tiles glazed and some
plain. Tho masonry has all been restored, and
a bell-turret added to the west gable,—the old
turret^ having been gone for many years. Tho
east window has been made somewhat larger, and
filled in with stninp.fl o-lnpao f.lia

.vrio K n •.
nouses eastwmdowhas been made somewhat larger, andordered by the Town Concoil to bo erected at Slled la with stained glass, the sabjeot beincr thethe north-west end of the Oattle-market ap. parable of tho "Good Seed,” executed bynrnach Ti,„ 1..™ u..,,. __ I

Messrs, Heaton,
^

Butler, 4 Bayne, of London^
who also supplied the mosaic-work over the

— —» u. uaau wt.i-Liut-iiiai atjo ap-
proach completion. They have been built ac-
cording to the plans of Mr. Rowe, city architect.
Tho houses are lofty and have ventilating
cupolas. At the rear of each house are fasting
pens, from which the beasts are brought for
slaughter. There are in addition a boiling-house
and other requiaite offices for obtaining water
«&c. The whole is well drained.

’

TVigan .—At the next quarter sessions of the
peace for the county, tho following resolution is
to be moved :

—“ That a plot of land containing
340 square yards, or thereabouts, situated at
Ince, in the division of Wigan, be taken on lease
for the term of 999 years, at a yearly rent of

altar. The other windows are filled iu with
cathedral glass in small quarries, with a narrow
ruby border, the two quatrefoils of the west
windows being occupied with the arms of the
Pickering family. This restoration has been
carried out at the sole cost of Mr. Leonard
Pickering, of Wilcote Grove. Mr. Joseph Castle,
builder, of Oxford, executed the works, and the
carving was done by Mr. Chapman.
Blackheath (Worcestershire).—The memorial

stone of a new church at Blackheath, Rowley,
• has been laid by the Countess of Dudley. The
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intended clinrcli has been designed by Mr.

Hopkins, architect to the Worcester Archi-
j

diaconal Church Building Society, and the

bnilding will be erected by Mr. Wilson, of

Birmingham. The estimated cost is 6,-lOOL, of

which 5,07lh (including 2,0002. from the Earl of

Dudley and 2,0002. from “Delta”) have been

collected. The church will, when completed,

accommodate 850 persons, and contain a nave,

north and south aisles, vestry, organ-chamber,

and children’s chapel. The church is to be built

of bricks. The nave is 80 ft. in length, 29 ft.

wide, and 51 ft. high.

7 lAverpool .—The chief stone of St. Saviour’s

New Church, Breokfield-road North, Everton,

has been laid. It will accommodate a congrega-

:

tion of 900 ; and the style of architecture is that

!

of the end of the thirteenth century. According

to the plans, it will consist of a nave with two
aisles, and of a chancel with two chantries. The
length of the nave and chancel will be 109 ft.

The nave will have a clearstory, and its walla

will reach to a height of 47 ft., the height to

the ridge of the roof being about 70 ft. The
church will have three entrances from Breck-

field-road North,—one with the centre of the

nave, and the other two by porches, one of the

latter being intended to serve as a base for a

tower and spire, which it is hoped will be raised

at a future time. The roof will be an open one,

and that portion over the aisle will be supported

by cross arches of masonry, instead of by timber

framings. The chancel-window will have five

lights
;

it will contain 230 ft. of glass. At the

opposite end of the building will be another

large window, having four lights, with tracery in

the head, and a rose-window over. The arches

at the side of the nave will be of 21 ft. span,

17 ft. to the spring, and the height will be 27 fc.

There will be three of those arches at each side,

and the arrangement is such that the chancel

and chantry arches will spring at the same level.

The material to be used is principally the native

red sandstone. The wnlls are already 5 ft. above

the floor. Wrought stone is used throughout.

In the chancel, and for the main part of the

dressings, white Stourton stone is being used,

and the pillars and other portions of the erection,

which will have to support a heavy weight, will

be of Cefn stone, with red Mansfield stone in the

smaller shafts. The pavement will be of Staf-

fordshire tiles, with stone borders, except in the

chancel, where Minton’s tiles will be used. The
roofs will be covered with green slate, from

Wales. The seats will be of pitch-pine, and
there will be no gallery; but one-half of the

sittings will be free. The entire cost of the

building itself will be about 6,4002., and the cost

of the site is 1,5002., of which 1,0002. have been

contributed by Mr. F. A. Hamilton, and the

remainder by the Church Extension Society,

who have also given 3,0002. towards the building

of the church. The architect is Mr. Gordon M.
Hills, of London ;

the contractor, Mr. Tomkinson,
of Liverpool ;

and the clerk of works, Mr. James
Howes.

DISSENTING CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.

Par'kgate, near Rotherham .—A new chapel,

erected by the members of the United Methodist

Free Church, has been opened at Parkgate. The
new building is of atone, in the Early English

style of architecture, and surmounted by a tower

and spire. In the basement below the chapel is

a schoolroom. The total cost of the erection has

been 2,G002. Messrs. Blackmoor & Mitchell-

Withers, of Kotherham, have been the archi-

tects
;
and Messrs. Askew, Brothers, of Parkgate,

the builders.

Birkenhead .—A new ebureb, to be called “ The
Hamilton English Presbyterian Church,” has

just been commenced in Laird-street. It is in-

tended to accommodate 620 persons. The con-

tract is being carried out by Messrs. R. Anderson
& Sons, of Liverpool, for the sum of 2,2002.

Mr. James N. Crofts, of Liverpool, is the archi-

tect. The lecture-hall, which does not form

part of the contract, will not be commenced at

present. It will be placed at the back of the

church.
Shipley .—A new Moravian chapel has recently

been erected at Baildon. The style is Gothic,

and in size the edifice is capable of accommo-
dating between 600 or 700 people. All the

sittings are to be free. The cost of the erection

is 1,4002., towards which about 1,0002. have been
subscribed. Mr. Samuel Jackson, of Bradford,

is the architect.

Chipping-Norton.—The new Wesleyan Chapel

has been opened. This chapel is situated in one

of the principal thoronghfares of the town. It

is built in the Italian style of architecture, from
designs by Mr. W. Peachey, of Darlington, the

builder being Mr. C. Young: it will accommo-
date upwards of 500 persona.

Kidderminster.—The now chapel which the

Baptists have been erecting in a central part of

the town has been opened. The building stands

in Church-street. It has a Gothic front, and
two fiigbts of steps lead up from the entrance

part to the doors giving access to the interior.

The area of the chapel is 72 ft. by 40 ft., and it

will seat about 600. Underneath the chapel are

a large school-room and four class-rooms, and

they will accommodate about 400 scholars. The
work has been canned out by Messrs. Scholes &
Warrington, from the designs of Mr. Bidlake, of

Wolverhampton. The tot^ cost, including site,

will bo about 2,4002.

Farsley .—The foundation-stone of a new Bap-

tist chapel has been laid at Farsley, The edifice,

which is to be built from the designs of Mr.

John Simpson, of Leeds, will be 90 ft. by 45 ft.,

inside measurement, and -10 ft. from the fioor to

the crown of the segmental ceiling. The walls

will be built of Horaforth stone, lined on the

inside with brick. The style of architecture

will be the Italian, with a bold stone cornice and
rusticated quoins at the angles, and moulded
dressings to the whole of the windows. The
principal entrance will be a portico, with rectan-

gular rusticated piers, surmounted by an en-

tablature and ornamental vases. The edifice

will seat 1,100 persons ;
and the total cost of it,

incinding fencing, lighting, and warming, will

be 3,5002., towards which at least 2,0002. have
been already obtained.

Bou'don. — The Congregational Church on

Bowdon Downs has been re-opened for divine

service. The nave or body of the bnilding has

been prolonged westward as far as the site would

permit, and transepts have been added on both

north and south sides. Each transept is divided

from the body of the church by two arches sup-

ported by double columns. These columns are

in two tiers, the lower portion connected together

by carved capitals, carrying the principal support

of galleries, the upper portion supporting the

arches having similar capitals. There are

galleries provided in each transept, the separate

means of access to each being well arranged.

There are also two new vestries. The style of

architecture in the enlargement is Gothic, of the

Early Perpendicular period, the old portion of the

bnilding being also Perpendicular, but of a

debased character. The new w’est end and each

of the transepts have large wheel-windows in the

gables of different and original designs, and two

windows of two-lights each under, the heads of

the windows being filled with tracing of the

Perpendicular type. The wheel-windows in the

transepts lighting the galleries is the same. The
gables are surmounted by crosses. There is

additional accommodation provided for about

530 persons. The works have been carried out

from the designs and under the snperintendence

of Mr. Ernest Bates, architect, Manchester, and

we believe it is in contemplation further to im-

prove the building, particularly the part facing

the Downs.

STAINED GLASS.

Congregational Church, Ramsbottom .—A large

stained glass window has been placed in the

west end of the new Congregational Church,

Stobbin’s Yale, near Ramsbottom, co. Lancaster,

in memory of the late wife of Mr. Joshna

Townsend. The window is composed of five

openings and tracery. In these openings are

figures, life size, of onr Lord in the centre, with

the four Evangelists, two on each side, beneath

canopies. Under these, and forming the base of

the window, are smaller canopies, the central

being occupied by a figure of David, king and
prophet; and the side canopies are filled with the

emblems of Evangelists, bearing scrolls, on

which are inscribed the beginning verse of each

Gospel. The tracery is filled with inscribed

scrolls, monograms, and foliated works. In

addition to this window the whole of the glass

in the church is of an ornamental character,

consisting of geometric work in different tints of

cathedral glass and coloured borders. The
windows are from the establishment of Messrs.

E. B. Edmondson &. Son, of Manchester.

Church Preen .—This little pariah church has

lately received an additional adornment in the

form of a large stained-glass window, placed in

the chancel by Mr. Arthur Sparrow (the patron), :

as a memorial of his father, the late Mr. William r

Hanbuvy Sparrow, of Penn, in the county of!

Stafford, and lord of the manor of Church Preen,
|

by whose liberality the restoration of the church ?

was principally effected two years ago. The
|

figures on the window represent nine events in
j

the life of our Saviour, viz.—Magi, Presentation,

:

Christ with the Doctors, Baptism, Temptation, !

Agony, Crucifixion, Resurrection, and Ascension,
j

It was executed and eopplied by Mr. Frederick
[

Preedy, London. ii

St. Stephen’s Church, Carlisle.—Mies Burdett

Coutts has filled with stained glass the windows
of the west end of this chnrch, at a cost of about

3002. Messrs. John Scott & Son, Rickergate,

Carlisle, furnished designs for the windows, the

firm having already filled with stained glass for

Miss Coutts the east windows of the edifice.

The main window is composed of four lights

;

and the history of Stephen having been chosen

as the subject for illnatration, each of the four

lights is devoted to an incident in the martyr’s

life. Each group is under a crocheted canopy,

and in the tracery above these canopies a demi-

figure of Christ is placed
;
while the cinque-foil

on each side of this central circle is filled with

angels playing upon harps. The groundwork of

the window is ruby glass, upon which is a scroll

pattern, and the predominating coloors are ruby

and gold, an effect having been produced by the

introduction of a good deal of white. The general

style of the groundwork is floriated. The five

small single lights below the main window have

been filled with a geometric pattern. The new
windows are much lighter in their effect than

those in the apse, where greater masses of deep

colour have been used.

SCHOOL-BUILDING NEWS.

Edgeley, near Stockport .—New schools for

girls and infants are being built at the Reman
Catholic church here. The foundation stone was

laid on Easter Monday, by Mr. E. W. Wutkin

M.P., with the usual formalities. The esti-

mated cost, including fittings, will be 1,5002.

The architects are Messrs. M. E. Hadfield &

Sou, of Sheffield; and the builder is Mr. J,

Paul, of Kuutsford. The exterior is of brick,

with stone facings, and some slight admixture o)

tiles, strings, &c. The entrance and staircase art

at one end of the building through a dome

gabled, and surmounted by a cross. There are

spacious play-grouods, and the site is cheerful

and open. The schools are in all respecte

planned to suit the requirements of the

Privy Council aided by a building grant. The

schools will accommodate 500 children, and it is

expected they will bo completed by the end ol

September,
Masbro {Rotherham).—Now schools for boys

and girls are being erected near the church ol

St. Bede, Masbro, by Messrs. Hadfield, archi-

tects. The group of building is composed o

two schools, 55 ft. by 20 fc., placed at righl

angles so as to communicate or be thrown toge

ther, with spacious class-rooms and porches

The design is a simple broad treatment oJ

brick architecture, of the twelfth century,

with stone facings, the face of the wall

being secured by bands of pressed brick : thi

roofs are covered with slate. There are play

grounds separate for boys and girls. The roof

are of open traceried timber. Mr. J. Ripley, o

Masbro, is the builder. The estimate, with fit

tings, is 9502.

Bnnkworth .—The new school here has beei

opened. It stands on the hill-side, about 5

stone’s throw from the chnrch. It has beei

erected from the designs of Mr. Darley, o

Chippenham ;
and is a brick building with free

stone dressings. It is in the Gothic style, thong]

very moderate in this respect with I’egard fc

windows, which have been altered to suit ;

suggestion from the Privy Council. The mat

room is 57 ft. 3 in. long by 18 ft., and there is

class-room 20 ft. by 14 ft. Both rooms are 17 fl

in height from floor to ceiling. The schoulroor

has a vaulted roof of stained deal. There ar

two entrances to the building, one on the nort

side and the other on the south-west side, ove

which a bell-turret stands. At the end of th

school is the schoolmaster's house, which is a ne’

building, and in character with the school. Th

total cost has been about 1,2002. Mr. Milla

builder, had the contract.

Denholme .—The foundation-stone of an Indj,

pendent Sunday school has been laid here i
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’ connexion with the chapol erected in 1844. The
new bnilding will accommodate 300 children,

Its cost will be about 800L The building will bo

60 ft. long by 36 ft. wide
;
inside dimensions,

• 18 ft. high in the centre, and ll ft. high at the

; walls. It is to be entered from the front, facing

; the road, by two doorways, with large three-light,

ornamental window over them. The front will

. begabledand surmounted by a moulded pediment
; cornice. Six semicircular-headed windows at

• each side and two at tbe front, in addition to the

window over the door, will give light to the

. interior. The roof is intended to be supported

;
by two rows of cast-iron ornamental pillars,

which, being braced longitudinally by timber

arches, will give the interior somewhat of the

effect of nave and aisles. Thero will be two
?class-room8 at the end, which will be connected

with the largo room by sliding doors. These
class-rooms will have fireplaces, and the largo

: room will be warmed by hot-water and lighted

:
by gas. Tbe style of architecture is Italian.

The plans have been designed by Mr. T. C. Hope,
architect, Bradford. The works have beenletto
Messrs. Robinson & Ibbibson, masons, Thornton

;

Messrs. Thresh & Illingworth, joiners, Bradford
j

Mr. Thomas Walton, plumber, Bradford
5
Mr.

Joshua Taylor, plasterer, Denholme
;
Mr. B.

Hill, slater, Denholme
j

Mr. W. Atkinson,
painter, Denholme.

Eotherliam .—Tbe foundation-stone of a new
school building,in connexion with the Rotherham

I Congregational Church, has been laid. The total

. cost of the new building will be 6001., and it

will provide accommodation for 500 children. It

will be erected of atone, similar in quality and
appeai’ance to that of tbe church, and in the

, same stylo of architecture
;
and it will have a

chapel-keeper’s house adjoining. It will contain
one large room, 60 ft. by 33 ft., with an infants’

room, 19 ft. by 16 ft., and several class-rooms.

Mr, ilasterton, of Rotberbara, is the architect j

the contractors being Mr. Harper and Mr. Wood-
' hoDse.

Ecccles.—The new National School-rooms in

this town, which were commenced bnilding
nearly twelve months since, have now been

I opened by the bishop of the diocese. The build-

ing, which is situated in Ravensmere, is a large
structure, in red brick, having Gothic windows
with stone mullions, and a slate roof ornamented
aud snrmonnted by a bell-turret. It has been
ibuilt by Mr. R. A. King, of this place, from the
plans of Messrs. Hay ley & Dawes, of Manchester,
at an entire cost of about 2,000Z. It will contain
150 boys, 100 girls, and 150 infants. There are
convenient class-rooms attached to the boys’
and girls’ school-roms, and also lavatories for

each school.

0olis lltaibcir,

The Quarterly Revieiv for April contains a
good paper “ On the Use of Refuse,” which,
though the subject is not new, has many points
of interest and importance, some of them no
doubt now for the first time collected together,
and the whole forming one of the best papers in

the number. “ A Shilling’s worth of the
United States of America,” compiled by Belding,
Keith, & Co., aud published by Cassell, Fetter,
& Galpin, London and New York. Messrs.
Belding, Keith, & Co., have prepared this
epitome of the finances, railroads, trade, laws,
population, &c., of the United States, with a
business purpose, as American bankers and
merchants who offer their services for the tran-
saction of business} but the compilation is a
very useful one, containing an immense
amount of tabular and other information.

The Thames Embankment and the District
Railway.—The Metropolitan Board of Works
have considered a proposition received from the
Metropolitan District Railway Company that the
Tharats Embankment froratlfc Temple Gardens
to Blackfriars Bridge should be a solid embank-
ment, and that the question of liability to pay
compensation be referred to an arbitrator. An
answer was ordered to be returned accepting
the proposition on certain terms,—that each
party should deposit half the estimated amount
of compensation, and the railway company pay
forthwith to the Board the 200,000Z. referred to
in their Act of Parliament

5
an answer to be

returned in seven days.

Her Majesty’s Theatre.—We are able to

state that the rebuilding of Her Majesty’s

Theatre will be commenced in about a fort-

night’s time, the site being nearly cleared.

The designs, prepared by Mr. Charles Lee. of

Whitehall-place, have been approved by Her
Majesty’s Commissioners of Woods aud Forests,

the site being Crown property.

Uncovering of a Statue of the Prince Con-
sort IN Birmingham.—The Mayor of Birming-

ham has performed the ceremony of unveiling a

statue of the Prince Consort in the Art Gallery

of the Midland Institute. The statue, which is

of white marble, is the work of Mr. Foley, R.A.

It stands on a pedestal as near as possible to the

spot where the Prince Consort stood when ho
laid the foundation-stone of the Midland Insti-

tute. The cost of the statue is 1,100Z., which
has been raised by public subscription.

A Landlord and ms Poor Tenants.—At
an inquest held at the Sessions House, Broad
Sanctuary, relative to the death of Elizabeth

Nutts, aged 70, who fell from a dangerous stair-

case at 16, New Peter-street, and so met her

death, it was stated in evidence that the house
in question is let out in single rooms, the deceased
occupying the first-floor back. In order to get

to her room she had to walk along a narrow piece

of board, placed over a well-staircase. From
that board she fell, and sustained a compound
fracture of the leg, from which she died. Several

of the lodgers spoke as to the decayed aud
broken-down stairs, and their ineffectual com-
plaints to get them repaired. All the landlord

or his agents thought of was to collect the rents,

and leave the positively dangerous stairs unre-

paired. The jury found a verdict of accidental

death, and expressed their opinion that tbe land-

lord should at once have the stairs repaired, and
not allow them to remain unprotected and in a

dangerous condition.

Veneers for Walls, — According to the

Boston Transcript, a man in Cambridge, Muss.,

has made an invention by which wood bangings

will take the place of paper. “ A very delicate,

simple, and beautiful machine has been con-

structed, which will take a portion of a tree,

after it has been cub tbe right length and width,

and shave it up into thin ribbons as wide as a

roll of house-paper, making 150 to the inch,

These rolls of wood are placed on the walls by
paperhangers with paste and brush, precisely in

the same manner with paper. Tho wood is wet
when used, and really works easier than paper,

because it is much more tough and pliable. In
these days, when variety is sought for, one can
finish the walls of his house in different woods
to suit his taste. One room can be finished in

bird’s-eye maple, another in chestnut, another in

cherry, another whitewood, aud so on. Thus he
has no imitation, bub the real genuine article

upon his walls.” Something similar, we believe,

has been done in England for some time past.

The Prisons of London and Middlesex.

—

The Howard Association have issued another
tractate, treating especially on this subject. They
state in it that two at least of the metropolitan
prisons (that of Holloway, belonging to the City,

and Coldbath-fields, belonging to the county)
have, under the able management of their pre-
sent governors, displayed in a noteworthy degree
the practicability of a great and advantageous
iucrease in tbe adoption of remunerative and re-

formatory labour in gaols. Whereas the average
cost of each English prisoner is 3iZ., and the
average earnings of each only 21. (in many
prisons only one, or two farthings per day), the
inmates of Holloway Prison (most of whom are
committed for a month or less) have earned up-
wards of900J. clear annual profit on their labour,

in addition to a specially large amount of useful

economic service rendered within, tbe walls.

Some of tbe long-time prisoners almost earn
their own cost. It is of importance that the
industrial reformation of criminals should con-
tinue to be promoted in the London prisons, and
there is room for much further advance even in

this direction. But just at present the subject

of prison dietary claims tbe attention of tbe
Association. Prisoners, however, should cer-

tainly not be placed in a condition even equal to

that of the honest outside or workhouse poor

}

but the chief deterrent, and at the same time
the most reformatory and economic treatment,

should consist in a rigorous enforcement of an
ample quantum of task-work. Real hard work,
and the enforcement of it (but without semi-
starvation), is a condition most useful and most
hateful to the generality of criminals.

Lady de Rothschild’s Industrial Exhi-
bition.—It is announced that the industrial
exhibition to be held at Halton, Bucks, under
the patronage of Lady de Rothschild, will be
opened with much ceremony on Whit Monday
by Mr. Disraeli. An influential assemblage will

be present.

New English Chapel at Chantilly.—

A

new Wesleyan chapol was opened at Chantilly
for divine worship on the 21at ult. It was
announced that tbe chapel was all paid for,

and that there only remained a comparatively
small amount to be raised for tbe surroundings of
the building.

Steam raised by Gas.—A machine on Jack-
son’s Patent, at Lyon's-wbarf, one of the grana-
ries near Queenhithe, is exciting attention. The
principle is the substitution of gas for coal, but
in such a form that power can be obtained in a
small apace. The machinery which illustrates

the working of the process was erected by Middle-
ton, engineer, of Southwark, and in a space of
about 6 ft.by 5 ft. tbe power is supplied for raising

sacks of grain from the barges in the river at

four different places at once. The boiler will

generate steam from cold water in twenty
minutes after tho gas is lighted, and when once
generated steam can be kept up by one burner
at trifling cost. It is proposed to apply it only
whore small power is needed.

The proposed New Water Works for
Llanelly.—At a recent meeting of the Local
Board of Health, tenders for haulage and laying
pipes in connexion with the new water works
were opened. There were twelve tenders sent
in. for contract No. 3, the lowest by Messrs.
Bewicke & Lambert, being 1,421Z. ISs. 4<1., and
tbe highest by Messrs. Grifliths & Thomas,
1,918Z, The number of tenders for contract
No. 4 was the same. The lowest was by Mr. T.
Jeason, 282Z. The next highest was by Messrs.
Bewicke & Lambert, 295Z. ISs., and the highest
was that of Messrs. W. & T. Thomas, 6631. 69 . 8d.
After some discussion the tenders of Messrs.
Bewicke & Lambert for both contracts were
accepted, subject to the usual inquiries.

Inauguration of the Shakspeare Mf.morial
Library at Birmingham.— The Shakspeare
Memorial Library at Birmingham has been for-

mally opened in the presence of tbe mayor,
several members of the town council, and a large
number of the donors. The library, which con-
tains upwards of 1,000 works in English and
foreign literature, together with a number of
portraits of the great poet and pictures illus-

trating his writings, &e., has been incorporated
with the free libraries of the town, and made
over to tbe town council under certain coudi-

tions for its proper maintenance. A handsome
room has been fitted up for the reception of
the collection. The furnishings of this room,
which are of a quaint and Shakspearian cha-
racter, have cost the corporation 600Z.

Green Glass for Plant Growth.—Mr. Wil-
liam Thompson, of Dalkeith, in speaking of a
visit to Belvoir, says :

—“ Descending to the large
kitchen-garden in .the vale beneath the castle,

we saw a long span-pit full of greenhouse plants,

including azaleas, epacris, and such like, and
which had all the glass shaded green, by being
washed inside with what painters call green dis-

temper powder mixed with butter-milk, except

two sashes. The plants, when placed in this

pit some months before to make their summer
growths, were all in the same general state as to

health and vigour. They got the same treat-

ment as to water, ventilation, &o., the only
difference being that those in the two lights re-

ferred to were under the clear glass, the others
under that which was shaded green ; and had
we not seen the plants with our own eyes, we
could not have believed that there could have
been such a difference in their health, growth,
and general appearance, and all in favour of
those under the green glass. Nor was this

growth at the expense of maturity, for we exa-

mined the azaleas minutely, and found them
well set, with fine hard flower-buds. The shade
of green was but a light one, yet such was its

effect in this case : and we beg to call the atten-

tion of physiologists to the fact, in which there

may be something of great importance to horti-

culture. If such a shade is fouild to be per-

manently beneficial to vegetation, glass of the

colour could easily be made. If beneficial in

summer only, then Mr. Ingram’s colouring can
be made available for the summer, and be
washed off in autumn.”
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Improvement op Edinburgh Infirmary.— A
movement baa been set on foot to raise a fnnd
for the rebnil.iing of the ineiHcal hospital of the

Royal Infirmary of Efiij.bur"h. T!ie estimated

cost of the work is abont 100,0001. Nine sob-

Bcriptions of 1001. each, and several of 5001.,

have been announced.

The Paxton Memori.al Musevm.—There has
just been held a large meeting of working men
at Leighton Buzzard, in promotion of a move*
ment set afloat by the Working Men's Institute

there, for the erection of a museum in that town
in honour of Sir Joseph Paxton, who spent his

earlier days in the vicinity. Funds are flowing

in, and Lord Charles Russell is expected to lay

the first stone on an early day.

An Agreeable Meeting of Workmen and
Masters.—The employes of Messrs. Piotor &
Sons, Bath stone merchants, Box and Corsham,
Wilts, with a few of Messrs. Pictor’s friends,

upwards of 300, recently met at dinner in the

new workshops of the firm, which were deco-

rated with evergreens, ifeo. The feast was given

to celebrate the coming of age of Mr. W. S.

Piotor, and his acoession to the firm. There
were many present who had been employed by
the firm npwards of thirty years. The men
continued to enjoy themselves with singiog, &c.,

until late in the evoniug, when they broke up,

well pleased with their entertainment, notwith-
standing the arrangements had been conducted
in strict accordance with the principles advo-

cated by the firm, viz.
—“ total abafciuenco from

all intoxicating liquors.” The workmen em-
ployed at Messrs. Piotor & Son’s depdfc at Pad-
dington were entertained at a supper, and so
participated in the general rejoicing of employers
and employed.

The Albert Memorial Museum at Exeter.
This structure, of the selected design for wbiob, by
Mr. Haward, we gave a view and plan in our vo-

lume for 1864',page415,haB been formally opened.
The edifice has been erected at a cost of 12,0001.

A grand fancy fair was held, besides a host of

festivities, during a whole week, in commemora-
tion of the event. It was soon after the death of

the Prince Consort that Sir Stafford Northcote
suggested, at a meeting of the Exeter School of

Arts, that a memorial should be erected in

hononr of his Royal Highness. The idea was
warmly taken up, and it was agreed that the

memorial should take the shape of a moaeum,
school of art, and free library. At a public

meeting, 1,8001. were subscribed towards the ob-

ject, and the late member for the city, Mr. R. S.

Card, gave the site, which is worth 2,0001. The
foundation stone was laid October 30, 1866. In
the^interior the main architectural feature is the
staircaso leading from the ground-floor. The
stairs commence in the centre of the floor, and
at the top of the first flight is a niche filled by a
statne of the Prince Consort, which has been
executed by Mr. Stephens, a local scnlptor.

For a pair of semi-detached honses to he erected on the
Godstone-road, Caterham, Surrey, ilr. Geo. Robson,
architect

With attics. TVithout attics.
Ward £985 0 0 42915 0 0
Elliff 89i 0 0 8i3 0 0
Baldwin* 900 0 0 830 0 0

• Accepted, subject to reductions.

For new bathing establishment at Folhestone, Mr.
Joseph Gardner, architect. Quantities by Messrs. Fain
& Clark

For Building.
Prebblo £9,095 0 0
Bowley 7,987 0 0
Fetta 7,125 0 0
Hoad 6,990 0 0
Holdron 0,990 0 0
Unwin 6,911 0 0

For Machinery.
Gwyne 2,982 0 0
Watts 1,800 0 0
Hayward 1,655 0 0
Hence 1,695 0 0
May 1,476 0 0
Smytho I,4t9 0 0
Hoad 1,440 0 0
Francis 1,248 0 0

For erecting a new chapel for the Welsh Presbyterians,
Newcastle-Emlyn, South Wales. Rev. T. Thomas, Swan-
sea, architect. Materials fit for use from the old chapel
to be taken by contractor at the architect's valuation, and
the sum deducted from amount of tender

Woodward & Davies £1,491 17 10
Jones & Thomas 1,370 0 0
Jones & Williams 1,350 13 6

Lloyd & Evans (withdrawn) 1,192 7 8
Edwards aud Evans (accepted) 1,180 0 0

For new Wesleyan chapel, Alsager, Choshire. Mr.
Geo. B. Ford, architect ;

—

Strenger £2,523 0 0
Booth 2,44*) 0 0
Keen 2,230 0 0

For three houses at Wolstantoo, near Burslem, for Mr,
Clement Nash. Mr. Geo. B. Ford, architect :

—

Sutton £2,878 14 0
Woolrioh 2,832 4 3
Bennett & Cooks 2,766 0 0
Brindley £ Criteblow 2,560 0 0
Blacthurst 2,486 0 0
Bowden 2,432 0 0
Newton 2,020 0 0

For St. Paul’s church, Addtscombe, Croydon. Mr. E.
B. Lamb, architect. Quantities supplied by tho archi-
tect:

—

Cook £6,619 0 0
Patman & Co 6,<^‘9) 0 0
Carter Son 6,979 0 0
Claston & ilops 5,939 0 0
Fish 5,830 0 0
Gammon A Son 6,773 0 0
Key 5,500 0 0
Stains & Son 6,493 0 0
Wardle & Baker 6,4il0 0 0
Mtindy A Hutchinson 6,260 0 0
Hallidge 6,200 0 0
Knight 4,989 0 0
Lacey A Flaxman 4,8’58 0 0
Wright 4,846 0 0
Hatton 4,643 0 0

TENDERS.
For Mr. Bonthcott's new premises, Commercial-road,

Pimlico. Mr. F. Sullivan, architect. Quantities sup-
plied by Mr. Parker :

—

Jackson £1,605 0 0
Keeblc 1,298 0 0
Piper A Wheeler 1,297 0 0
King A Son 1,280 0 0
Richards 1,266 0 0
Lacy A Flexman 1,240 0 0
Saunders 1,090 0 0
Mospratt 993 0 0
Richardson...'. 935 0 0

For works at Cowfold, Sussex. Messrs. E. Haborslion,
Brock, A Webb, architects :

—

Eeys. £3,305 0 0
Manley A Rogers 2,790 0 0
Simpson 2,675 0 0
Hatten 2,523 0 0
Wilcox A Spurgeon 2,395 0 0
Bland 2,348 0 0
Biah. 2,277 0 O
Nightingale 2,267 0 0
Pengoe 2,247 0 0
Hall 2,245 0 0

For erecting premises at Bermondsey, for Mr. WnUace,
Mr. J. Gale, architect:

—

Epps A Gates £630 0 0
Wells 681 0 0
Maiers 663 0 0
Nightingale 655 0 0
Wood 607 0 0
Sheppard 405 0 0

For alterations at premises, Mill-street, Bermondsey,
for Messrs. Roberts, Adlard, A Co. Mr. Elkington,
architect;

—

Coleman .....£195 0 0
Eustace 1S9 0 0
Wills 177 0 0
Wale 174 o 0
Preston (accepted) 162 0 0

For house on Prospect Hill Estate, Walthamstow.
Mr. W'. A, Longmore, architect. Quantities not sup-
plied :

—

Munday A Hutchiuson £760 0 0
Palmer 746 0 0
Bailey 596 0 0
Elms (accepted) 660 0 0

For twenty-seven houses i

W. Bmith, architect;

—

Pitcher
Monday
Watkins
Welsh
Brown
Lewis
Crabbe A Vaughan
Sabey
Porter
Hearle
Bowler
Johnson

Bchofli'id

Blackinore A Motley
Macers
West
Shurmur
Ellis

Smith A Simmons ....

Wigmore
Muspratt

the Old Kent-road. Mr.

..£9,610

.. 8,394

.. 7,875

.. 7,749 0 0
,734 0 0

7,670
7,600 o y
7,300 0 0
7,279 0 0
7.247 0 0
7,215 0
7,149 0 0
7,040 0 0

6,473 0
6,390 0
0,182 0
6,166 0
6,100 0
6,631 0

For erecting a new Congregational chapel at Canning-
ton, near Bridgewater, Somerset, for the Itev. B. Hurman
and the Committee. Messrs. Habershon, Brock, A Webb,
architects :

—

Shorney £910 0 0
Kitch, Brothers 790 10 0
Paddon 767 10 0
Hartreo 750 0 0

For building new Baptist chapel and schools, Coventry.
Mr. John D. Webster, architect. Quantities aupphed :—

Hewitt £3,660 0 0
Woff A Kendal 2,4<‘0 0 0
Marriott 2,378 0 0
Norwood 2,250 0 0
Trow A Sons 2 2<'0 0 0
Makepeace 2,198 0 0
Claridge 2,070 0 0
Benneit 3,063 0 0
Haywood 2,000 0 0
Wilson 1,900 0 0
Hallsen A Co.* 1,900 0 0

* Accepted, with slight modiEcation.

For additions and alterations at No. 36, Golden-squart
for Mr. A. GagnierS. Mr. Elkington, architect :— ^

Clemence £1,998 0 0
Gammon A Sons 1,897 0 0
Little 1,829 0 0
Coleman 1,787 0 0
Conder (accepted) 1,756 0 0

For house, cottage, Ac., for Mr. John B. Soper, Basiog
stoke. Mr. Charles Smith, Reading, architect

Kendall £2,199 0 0
Barnicant 2,153 0 0
Thorne 2.003 7 0
Musselwhite 1,997 0 0
Pool 1,031*15 0
Matthews 1,951 0 0
Stevens 1,830 0 0
Dover 1,827 0 0
Grover.,,.. 1,816 0 0
Bland 1,079 3 7
Alway (accepted) 1,030 0 0

For constructing sewer in the Crown-road, Fulham

,

for the Board of Works for the Fulham district :

—

Beddin £3,120
Wilson 2,800
Keeble 2,773
Chamberlain 2,600
Bloomfield 2,259
Moxon., 2,200
Floyd 2,140
Goodair 2,128
Hirst A Co 2,059
Whittick 2,010
Wainwright 2,00(1

Williams A Co 1,950
Wigmore (accepted) 1,900
Porter 1,250

For eonstructing sewer in the Fulham-road, Fnlhan: f

for the Board of Works for the Fulham district :

—

Eeddin £3,967 0 0
Wilson 3,420 0 0
Eeeble 3,410 0 0
Chamberlain 3,300 0 0
Goodair 3,093 0 0
Whittick 2,950 0 0
Williams A Co 2,910 0 0
Tbirst 2,839 0 0
Bloomfield 2,8J8 0 0
Moxon 2,760 0 0
Flovd 2,718 0 0
Porter 2,260 0 0
Wainwright 2,200 0 0
Wigmore (accepted) 2,199 10 0

For holh e^f the above.
Porter 6,940 0 0
Nichoisou 5,100 0 0

For constructing the King’s Scholars Pond sewers, SI

John’s-wood, for the Metropolitan Board of Works
Scott A Co £11,333 0 0
HUl A Keddell 13,8.)0 0 0
Pesrson 12,499 0 0
J. A S. Williams 11,900 0 0
Wigm-ra 11,600 0 0
Smith A Co 10,300 0 0
Crockett 0,3uO 0 0
Nicholson 9,250 0 0
Morris A Bloomfield 9,140 0 0
Hirst A Co 8,019 0 0

^or finishing public-house and shop adjoining at Leytoi
Essex, for Mr. vV. Richardson. Mr. J. M. Dean, arc!
tect :

—

Smith £863 0 0
Davey 630 0 0
Mansfield 489 0 0
Harris (accepted) 407 0 0

For a wing to Beanmont-lodgo, Winobmorc-hill, Middle
sox. Mr. J. U. Bowley, architect. Quantities byT. “ip

Green :

—

Crabb A Vangban ....

Field A Sons
Rivett
Bayes
Shepherd
Putman
King A Sous
Sharpiagton A Cole

.. £1,364 0

.. 1,220 0
1,213 0

.. 1,191 0
1,129 0

.. 1,984 0

.. 1,071 0
. 1,048 0

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
TH. B. & tv.-j. a S.-E. D. B.-0. I.-W. H.-R. E.-F.-8. C. (

W, 4 a—J. B.—A. H.-G. 8.—A. E.—Dr. F.—G, L. P.-W. F. B.-

T. G. J,-J. 8.-E. T—J. D. J.— bnlldsr.—M. V. 4 M.—a. 4 H.j

C. li.—J. M. D —W. S.-H. A. J. (where ba» the method alluded

been encctairallx put lulo practice ?).— F. A. (received}.—M. B. (d

clalnn would depend on cl cumtUncea. Take proper adrlot).

O. J. (next week).
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The Publisher canmot be responsible for Om
GiNAL Testimonials left at the Office in reply

Advertisements, and sdrongly recommends V
Copies only should he sent.
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ing Adxiertisemenis, Subscriptions, ^c., should

addressed to “ The Publisher of the BuHder,

No. 1, York-sh-eet, Covent Garden, All ot

Communications should he addressed to

“Editor" and not to the " PubUshffr."
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Idling at

Amiens Cathedral.

N idle tonrist has

complacent sense of

conecientlonsness as he

concludes a short day's

travelling by rail from

Hazebrouk at Amiens.

Would not an opportu-

nity of revisiting the

cathedral justify the

pause of even a hurried

traveller ? This, per-

haps, is the French

cathedral that is more

familiar to Englishmen

than any other, except

Notre Dame, in Paris

:

and by delineation, de-

scription, and occa-

sional reference, it

comes under the notice

of lovers of architec-

ture with a frequency

that would make the very mention of any

leas interesting structure an annoyance. We
visit it again and again, however, with con-

fident expectation of renewed pleasure, and we
renew notes of observation upon it with the

calmest reliance on the tolerance of those who
are not so fortunate as to be again upon the

spot. The notes are but those of an idler, yet

even these are set down without apology, for

they rather ask for sympathy with enjoyment

than make any pretence of novelty or particular

instruotiveness.

The west front of the cathedral seems at pre-

sent as falsely presented as that of Cologne,

facing, as it does, an aggregation of insignificant

and base structures in irreverent proximity
;
but

wo have only to'pass through the intersecting

streets to perceive that encroachments have

covered up the ground that, originally open,

sloped upwards to the grand portals, and afforded

the fa9ade its noblest aspect.

Noble and eflfective as this facade must always

remain, it is impossible, after a fair appreciation

of the interior, not to regret that it was not to
j

be the completed work of the genius to whom
!

we owe the body and choir of the cathedral.

The westward interior terminations of aisles and

naves of cathedrals generally are apt to be in-

effective,—to afflict us like the bathos of a grand

intention,—and Amiens is not the exception. This

was the portion of the structure usually left to

the last, and here the master-mind of the original

designer was more likely, where growth of art

80 largely extended beyond ordinary limits of

life, to be withdrawn from the work. Even at

Cologne, uniform as the entire ancient work at

first appears, the signs of degradation in inter-

secting and vanishing mouldings are palpably

apparent in the western pier-arches.

At Amiens the influence of a modified design

is as visible in the western details within as in

the fa9ad6, which is as absolutely secondary to

the main structure as that of Eeims. Reims,

however, with a general analogy of design, is

incomparably superior in respect of breadth,

—

the more wonderful as it is as pure an applica-

tion to a oomple ted front as if such a front as

that of Amiens were now to be attached to the

existing fa9ade of Notre Dame at Paris. But

breadth most exquisitely distributed, and moat

foi-cibly felt, is the noble characteristic of the

interior of Amiens. Gothic architecture here

has attained its majority,—has completed its

emancipation,—has sealed its independence and

originality. Proud as we have every right to be

of the bold originality of Salisbury, it is im-

possible to compare it with the most genuine

part of the design of Amiens, and not to feel

that, in holding on to the indulgence of the

horizontal story instead of breaking boldly with

established lines and giving predominance to

the vertical compartment, the especial privilege

of loftiness which is the appanage of the style,

its grand chance of most distinctive character,

was missed,—missed the more unfortunately as it

received such magnificent expression in the spire

without, and the gradated heights of transepts

and nave. Salisbury, however, be it said in

passing, has an excellence, though only in rudi-

mentary form, that the style of Amiens has

passed by to reach at once a simple and more

speedy finish. The eye is but ill satisfied with

the unsteady contours of the English compound
roll-monldings

j
but they introduce the com-

binations of multiple archivolts that were soon

to be drawn more decisively and contrasted with

a knowledge of light and shade and instinct for

subordination that give the Early English style

at its best a high place amongst the very

highest.
I

The predominance of the compartment is

'

effected at Amiens, in the simplest but perfectly
|

effective way. The ranged supports of the

columniated nave are still not entirely oblite
-

1

rated, but shafts attached to the cylindrical
^

piers rise from their bases, and proceed upward
|

with well - defined prominence, and nninter-

'

ruptedly to bear the transverse arch of the
|

quadripartite vaulting. The comparatively close
I

spacing of these shafts, and the happiness of

their proportion, albeit extended to the very ex-

treme of permissible loftiness, give to the nave

the noble expi’ession of a continuous arcade that

passes by no sudden break, but in natural deve-

lopment, into the wide span of the central cross-

ing. A secondary effect of the same kind was

obtained by the vaulting shafts attached at the

back of the piers, and responsive to wall shaft,

while two intermediate shafts completing four

about the vast central cylinder, and of well-

subordinated diameter, bear the archivolts of the

arches between aisle and nave. The shafts

which carry the diagonal ribs of the nave rise

from bases which nest in nooks upon the abacus

of the nave pier ; those which bear the arch

mouldings of the clearstory rise from nooks

upon the triforium band or string course. The i

tendency of such a successive augmentation of

the group of shafts is, no doubt, to introduce an

appearance of incongruous widening of the pier

from below upwards,—a disadvantage that was

afterwards sought to bo countervailed by giving

to each and all independent and conjoint origin

at the very base of the nave pier.

Howbeit, it does not appear to an idle and

might not even to a more concentrated observer,

that the disadvantage has declared itself in the

order of Amiens. The whole is a question, not

of absolute propriety and strict law of style, but

of propriety and style as conciliated by propor-

tion. The proportions appear to be so harmoni-

ously arranged here that style fairly makes a

pause and asserts the sufficiency of its resources^

even at this stage of development, to realize

well-balanced beauty. The next stage will be

one of transition,— that is, of that intermediate

disturbance of balance which it will be for a

new genius again to subduo and regulate by new

adjustments
;
bnt in the mean time,—fairly

enough even for all time,—the design of a bay

of Amiens Cathedral remains a completed

triumph of architecture.

This simple bay is relieved and varied by the

most graceful differentiations of span in aisle

and crossing, and choir and aisles of choir, and
reaching the most pleasing and most marked

contrast in the closer spacings at the turn of the

apse behind the altar. The compound piers of

the choir aisles and the graceful treatment of

the vaulting of the crossing, are developed

naturally from the same combination, and must

command admiration, even when space warns

that detailed exposition may be superfluous.

There is at least a seeming divergence from

verticality,—an inward bow,—in the great shafts

of the arch at the crossing
;
but whether more

than seeming is not easy to decide
; the seeming

effect might result easily from optical contrast

with the bow of the arch : the real effect has a

vera causa at hand in the pressure of aisle

arcuation
j
the lamps of the nave are suspended

by wire of such rigidity as to be useless for the

service of a plumb-line. The bow is probably

too true a reality, although the eye can detect

none of the openings and faults of joints that

should be its necessary consequence. The piers

of the choir of St. Paul’s seem really affected in

the same unfortunate way j
and yet Wren, as we

I have it under his hand, was quite aware of the

I

liability in cathedral building. Be it how it

' may—a reality or a seeming—the mere appear-

;

ance is a blemish and lamentable drawback,

j

It is among the glories of Amiens, as an early

' model of a perfected style of Gothic, that the

I

clearstory windows, with their mouldings, accu-

' rately and entirely fill the groined openings,

—

I

the entire plane up to the proper vaulting.

The clearness—cleanness of articulation—thus

achieved has all the value in architecture that a

Greek ascribed to the freedom from superfluous

fat and idle muscle and overgrowth of bone in a

well-formed athletic frame, that had had all the

advantage of persistent and able exercise and

training.

The terminations of the transepts, like that

of the western nave, are of later date and design

than the ever-to-be-exalted nave and choir, but

they are true to the original principle in this

respect, and their enormous windows fill,

with no excessive margin of moulding, the

vertical plane from spring of archivolt to

apex. The design of the transept windows,

again, however later, adheres generally to

the leading distributions of the original win-

dows. In these a circle, almost as large as the

head of the pointed arch will admit, rests upon

the points of arches of two sublights below,

divided by a central pillaret. The transept

window is but such another on an enormous

scale, with the differences that are enforced and

suggested by scale : a circle of such diameter

would have but inadequate bearing on a pair

of arches, and their numbers are necessarily

increased on this account, as well as for further

subdivision of wide spaces.

Precisely the same principle is observable in

the transept windows at Sens Cathedral. The

heads of these are each filled with one large

circle, having its centre on a line with the

spring of the arch; the interval under the apex

is filled with symmetrical but insignificant foiled

circles ; and the grand circle rests on the points

of five sublights of varied height, the smaller in

the middle, the mouldings of the side-lights

being confluent with the great circle at the points

of contact and interference.

So we may trace the origin of that important

feature of French architecture—the great rose-

window, of elaborate design and exquisite

mouldings,—thus most directly, though, as in

the case of so many other developments, it is

the concurrence of influences that ultimately

induce decision. At Sens and at Amiens we see

the great rose-window, rudimentary in smaller

lights, ready to detach itself from its adjuncts,

from ogival opening and supporting sunlight,

and yet the last detaching process might never
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have taken place,—nay, the development might
never have advanced so far, if the Lombard
architect had never set an example and never
been followed by the Norman.
The rose of the north window at Amiens

seemed to the observer,—idle ever,—much the
finest, the sonthern in the second place; and
lastly the western, of which the designer seemed
to have had more consideration for the external
efi’ect of his monldings and pattern than for

susceptibility of illnminated effect,—certainly,
than for receptiveness of a storied design, as
seen from within.

The cathedral has received an extension that
is very considerable but was never contemplated
by the original designing genius, in the chapels
which now open ont of the side aisles, and fill

up the spaces between the buttresses. It is not
alone that the inferior and, indeed, often very
wretched, tracery of the windows betrays the
later date,—the marks are palpable in groove and
attachment, where the windows were originally
inserted, filling the arch which now gives en-
trance, through wall broken down to the ground,
to these supplementary chapels. Their effect
upon the exterior ie not happy, as they aid very
much a certain iufiated and boneless look that
makes the structure unattractive, if not ungainly,
from without. This, however, might be con-
doned,—the questionable value of the deep
buttress-walla being taken into account,—if the
interior really receives from them an accession
of value. This is at least very doubtful. They
certainly give a degree of expansion to the
nave that detracts from the gradation of
effect with which the choir, with its additional
aisles, must formerly have been so advan-
tageously approached. Moreover, it can scarcely
be overlooked that a series of windows of such
magnitude filled with coloured glass must have
added an effect to both aisle and nave much
snrpaasing the remoter borrowed reflections from
a multitude of smaller openings.
In this respect then, as in others,—in the

secondary transepts and western front,—there
seems cause for regret that we have lost a portion
of the original conception of the first great
architect : thankful, however, all must ever bo
who have either idled or studied at Amiens, that
we have left to us in uniform simplicity and con-
sistent grandeur so large a proportion realized in
the existing fabric of one of the very grandest
imaginations that man has ever dared to hope
to carry into execution.

DEFRAUDED DEBENTURE HOLDERS.
Having on more than one previous occasion

called the attention of our readers to the cala-
mitous story of the London, Chatham, and Dover
Railway Company, we shonld not now revert to
the lengthened proceedings which are slowly
unveiling such a serpentine train under the mild
patience of Mr. Commissioner Winslow, were it
not for the appearance of new and striking fea-
tures in a case which might have been accounted,
two months ago, very noticeable in the list of
causes c^lebres.

So intimately is the present waning phase in
the history of the public w. rks of this country
connected with the operation of the principles,
or (to coin a word) the unprinciples, now illus-
trated, that it is of extreme importance to all
those in any way connected with the engineer-
ing profession, or with the business of the
builder or of the contractor, to understand the
actual course by which sums so enormous, as
matter of figures, have evaporated into figures
alone. The long and careful reports published
by the daily papers are necessarily extremely
condensed, and it requires some considerable
amount of independently acquired knowledge of
the case to be able folly to understand them. In
addition to this circumstance, it must be re-
gretted that the investigation now taking place
is carried on before a court almost entirely un-
checked and unassisted by the presence of a bar.
The conduct of a case by a solicitor, however
eminent, is almost necessarily less satisfactory
than the more rapid but more practised manner in
which a leading barrister pounces upon the salient
points. In the present case, too, there has been
the additional misfortune of the absence of any
such opening speech as should lead those who
watch the important inquiry to see always dis-
tinctly the point at which the examiner was
aiming. Time, on one or two occasions, was, if

!

not sheerly thrown away, yet dealt with as if it i

were one of the most valueless of commodities
; j

and the result of a personal attendance on
several occasions, with the sole object of watch-
ing the proceeding, was the conviction that the
accuser had lost his way, that the personal dis-
credit of the bankrupt was his only aim, and
that the case of the directors of the London,
Chatham, and Dover Railway was only rendered
more and more obscure—morally, not intellec-
tually, obscure—by every fact elicited by their
advocate.

The two last examinations have modified this
opinion. First, we come to the nndoubting con-
clusion that, however tedious the prooe^ings,
and however exorbitant the consumption of the
time of commissioner, attorneys, and witnesses,
the public is unquestionably the gainer by that
full exposure of au almost incredible course of
action, which, perhaps, could not have been at-
tained by any other machinery.

Secondly, we think that a point which has
been present to the mind of the examiner, and
lost sight of by others, is the question of the
official identity of the present directors of the
London, Chatham, and Dover Railway with
their predecessors. The former can bo regarded
in no other light than as principals in any
irregularities in which the contractors—their
servants aud agents in law, though their
masters in wit, such as it was—were, after all,

only acceESories. It is in this respect that the
heavy blows planted by the solicitor on the face
of the honourable baronet tied to the stake
seemed so roughly to shake the platform of the
attack. But if the case had assumed, or could
be made to assume, the aspect of a claim on be-
half of the plundered and misled shareholders to
restitution from those who had induced them to
subscribe their money on pretences now shown
to be absolutely untrue

; then, and then only,
every effort of the solicitor for the Company
would have been deserving of entire approval.
We have already referred to the fact, as

proved in the earlier sittings, that the actual
result of the several agreements between the old
directors and their contractors was, that out of
the original parliamentary capital of 2,200,0001.,
the sum of 1,375,0001. was actually subscribed
aud paid by the public in hard cash, while the
nominal sum of 825,0001., represented by the
“ A. Shares,” the nest-egg of the whole proceed-
ing, was handed over to the contractors, for no
other consideration whatever except the fact
that they had induced certain brokers to induce
the public to subscribe. Nor was this all

;
for,

in addition to the shares, which of course would
have no actual intrinsic value except in so far as
they represented a claim to dividend out of the
working of the railway, the sum of 3-^,3751.

in cash was further handed over to the con-
tractors under the same unusual condition. The
whole of this extraordinary proceeding was in-

vested with as much regularity as the exchange
of clear and precise letters, the passing of
resolntions by the Board, and the aid of the legal
advisers of the several parties (the joint advisers
of the several parties) could impart to it. The
brokers, indeed, may be thought to have secured
the lion’s share of the spoil, as five per cent, on
the amount of the contract, and half the com-
mission or rebate at which the shares and bonds
were taken by the contractors from the Company
(that is to say, half of 859,3751., plus five per
cent, on the amount of the contract) was
claimed by these persons for putting their hands
into the pockets—not, ae it turned out, of their
own garments, but of those of the public. Very
near half a million of money,—in cash and
shares,—ran down this sink-trap.

The new feature which the examinations held
during the month of April have disclosed was
indeed indicated on the 11th of March. A certi-
ficate was then read to theefiect that the capital
of 1,650,0001. for the construction of the Western
Extension had been subscribed, and the examina-
tion was directed to establish the fact that this
certificate, which was rendered necessary to
comply with the provisions of the Companies
Clauses Consolidation Act, had been obtained by
false evidence. The difference of opinion, the
discussion of which occupied no inconsiderable
portion of one day’s hearing, was this: — Mr.
Linklater insisted that a subscription (a nominal
subscription) of 618,7501., or 825,0001. lees the
“ rebate ” of 25 per cent., was not a subscription
of 825,0001., as sworn in order to obtain the
certificate. Sir Morton Peto saw an essential
difference between a subscription of only 75 per
cent, of the nominal capital, which be denied
that he had arranged for, and a subscription of
100 per cent., with an agreement for the retxtm
of a rebate of 25 per cent., which he admitted.

The court blandly allowed the disputants to
elneidate this important difference, each in his
own way. It is to be hoped that the distinction
was fully satisfactory to the conscience of Sir
Morton, which, indeed, appeared to be the case.
The precise amount of cooking, however, or

in any way making pleasant the steps taken to
obtain the colourable fulfilment of the require-
ments of the law, in this instance, are so
trifling in comparison with what followed, that
they excite interest merely on account of their
tentative and experimental character. This first

certificate was merely the pilot balloon, sent up
to tost the currents in the upper regions to
which the Great Nassau monster was about to
be elevated. If a subscription with a “rebate”
was a snbsoription according to Act of Parlia-
ment, the amount of the rebate was a mere
matter of detail. If 25 per cent, was legal,
who should say that 50, that 75, that 100, would
be illegal ? So by-and-by capital was sub-
scribed for under a disconnt of all per cent.
Even the formality of exchanging cheques

was abandoned. The simpler process of ex-
changing receipts was bad recourse to for
“carrying out the transaction without paying
the cheques through the bankers : they were not,
in fact, signed. He (Sir MortonPeto) was informed
that Mr. Newman had said that he should
prefer that receipts were given in lieu of the
cheques.”
The London, Chatham, and Dover Railway

Company, in their report, for the information of
the shareholders, on the accounts between the
Company aud the contractors, admit the receipt
by the Company from the public of the sum of
533.0001. under the title of “ Debentures, 1864.”
In authorising railway companies to raise money
on debentures the Legislature has stipulated that
a proportionate share-capital shall have been
previously not only supplied, but in part paid
up. The intention of this very proper provision
is, that those who advance money under a mort-
gage shall have some tangible security. lOOZ.

subscribed, and 50Z. of it spent, has been re-

garded as the least admissible margin on which
33Z. could be safely borrowed. This is the ob-
ject and the purport of the law. The manner
in which the “ financiers ” of the London, Chat-
ham, aud Dover Railway Company, uuder the
advice of their legal officers, proceeded to fulfil

the intentions of the Legislature was as follows.

In April, 1864, Messrs. Peto & Co. applied to the
finance committee for some 200,000Z. debenture-
bonds and debentures, in order to deposit with
the Imperial Mercantile Company. Sir Morton
knew, at the time that this application was
“ acceded to,” that the Company was not
authorised to issue the securities, and that half
the amoant of capital had not been paid up. He
was likely to be fully informed on the subject,

as he had contracted with the Company to
“ subscribe ” for rather more than a million of
the 1,600,0001, capital known as “ A. Shares,
1864,” on the security of which these deben-
tures were to be legalised, “ at 40 per 100.” That
is, at a discount of 60 per cent., a great improve-
ment on the beggarly 25 per cent, of the “ re-

bate” on the “A. Shares” of 1860. Towards
this parliamentary capital “a nominee of wit-
ness” subscribed the trifling amount of a quar-
ter of a million sterling. John Harvey, “ a clerk
to the firm,” subscribed 100,0001. ;

Mr. Trevethic,
“ in the employment of the firm,” subscribed

100.0001.

; Mr. Christian, “ the manager,” sub-
scribed 130,0001.

;
Mr. Miller, “ a broker’s

clerk,” subscribed 65,630i. “ The shares for

which the firm did not sign they had agreed to

take,” and the shares for which the above capi-

talists had signed “ for the firm ” were after-

wards handed over to the latter commercial
entity. But when the firm obtained the deben-
tures, the legality of the issue of which depended
on the bond fide subscription, and half payment-
up, of the sums in question, it had “paid nothing
in respect of the 1,600,0001.” It seems, there-
fore, to have been almost a superfluous piece of
candour for Sir S. M. Peto to write, on the 3rd
of November, 1864, “We feel no delicacy in
asking you to allow me to have the remainder of
the Metropolitan Extension stock.” The only
curiosity excusable on the matter is, as to what
edition of the “ Complete Letter-Writer,” or
other repository ofeuphuistic English terms, Sir

Morton could have resorted to obtain the singu-
larly happy expression, “ delicacy.” A man of
less - genius would have been content with a
simpler word.
The l,60O,O00Z. shares, then, were handed over

to Sir M. Peto. Some were “given away the
rest he held in May, 1865. In February, 1865,
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tho holder attended the half-yearly meeting of
the Company, when the shareholders were in-

formed that 801,0005. had J)cen paid up on
those shares ! Tho Credit Foncier Company suc-

ceeded in sellingnearly tho whole of these shares
to the public at 521, 10s. for the 1001. share
(the contractors having taken thetn at 40J.,

which was to be paid “ in works ”), with interest

at 6 per cent, guaranteed for two years and a
half. Afterwards tho firm repurchased three-
fourths of this stock, at a premium of 3 per
cent., “ in order to make a market.” It was a
fortunate event for the sellers.

Subscription by subscribers who represented
other persons, not any of whom had any idea of
paying except to the amount of two-liftha of the
nominal amount, at some indefinite time, “in
works,” was not, however, quite sufficient to

keep all parties within the four corners of the
Act of Parliament. But, as extremely eminent
lawyers advised them all, it was thought as
well to attempt some colourable compliance
with the letter of the law. Tho person who de-
signed the method of doing this deserves a
brighter immortality, a more wide-spread fame,
than even the inventor of “ Lloyd’s bonds.” No
living writer can hope to do justice to that fertile

,

invention. The pen of the writer of the “ Pro-

1

vincial Letters ” alone could have been relied on
j

for that purpose. And amid all the casuistry
;

dissected by Pascal wo miss tho great novel

'

doctrine of “ anticipation.” Subscriptions were '

paid by anticipation, works were done by an-

j

ticipation, wore as naturally paid for by antici-
pation. So it came to pass that the public took

]

the debentures on anticipation, only this latter .

anticipation had an element in it which was
absent in the former instances

j it was the
!

element of actual payment of cash invested in
I

anticipation of even the most shadowy security. •

It was a triumphant application of a new law. I

On the 22Dd of April, 1864, Mr. Christian
[

signed a receipt for 429,7001., as “ part of the
jarrangement by which the firm was to provide
I

one-half the capital of 850,0001.” (This appears
'

to be a reversion to an imaginary arrangement
I

prior to the bargain to take the whole l,G(J0,O0Ul.

at 401.) In exchange for that receipt, Mr. Jobn-
son, the secretary of the Company, handed to
Mr. Christian two receipts, one for 214,0001. in
respect of deposit, and in anticipation of Metro-
politan Extension A. Shares, and the other for I

215,0001. in respect of Metropolitan Extension
|

B. Shares. By the exchange of these three
j

pieces of paper, which it is to be hoped were
j

duly stamped, all difficulties were triumphantly
,

surmounted, uuder the guidance of Messrs.

'

Freshfield & Newman. Sir M. Poto “ knows
very little about it.”

It seems as unnecessary as it might prove
tedious to go into any more detail. The next
hearing of the case is adjourned till the 27th of
May, and no doubt there are further disclosures
forthcoming. But enough is as good as a feast.

And if it be not enough to the grown-up and
educated men, peers and members of the Huuse of
Commons, stockbrokers and contractors, directors,
clerks, and agents, engaged, under the advice of
men of the highest repute as solicitors, in the
deliberate evasion of the law, and the patient
and skilful construction of a trap for the money
of tho public, it is hard to say what is enough.
People must be uncommonly hungry who ask for
more.

*

As to the direct object of the gentleman con-
ducting the examination, as we remarked before,
we feel somew hat in the dark. On the case as
far as it has gone at present we do not see any
justification whatever for the claim made by
the directors of the London, Chatham, and Dover
Railway Company against the estate of Messrs.
Peto, Betts, & Crampton. We do not see how
tho directors of 1868 can repudiate the regu-
larly recorded official acts of the directors of
1861. The case of the shareholders as indi-
viduals, on the other hand, appears to us to be
clear and simple. It is liable to the remark
that “ it is ill taking the breeks off a High-
lander j” and probably tho sooner the attention
of the Bufierers is turned to some mode of re-
placing their loss by indnstry not connected with
“ I exploitalion de I’honime par Vhoynnie," the
better for them. Still it is extremely de-
sirable that the whole case should be brought
out into full daylight. Nor does it seem
less desirable that such a judgment should
bo pronounced on the matter as shall mark

;

with judicial reprobation all the parties to

'

ttis great fraud. If they have nothing to pay,
it does nob follow that tho injured should freely
forgive them all. Especially does it seem appro-

priate that those persons who ocoD])y positions
of what may be called public confidence should
be duly noted and branded for their complicity.
Any explanation they have to ofier should, of
course, be patiently listened to, but unless forgery
bo added to the imputations thrown upon those
who already have enough to answer for, there
seems but little available ground for defence.
Tho law speaks of what it calls conspiracy in
tho harshest and most peremptory tones. The
mere accusation of men as conspirators is an
offence, unless it be judicially justifiable. But
what other term in the English language is

applicable to the series of “arrangements” by
which the hoodwinked public were induced to

subscribe 533,0001. for “Debentures, 1861” ?

THE ARCHITECTURAL DRAWINGS IN THE
ROYAL ACADEMY EXHIBITION.

In the year 1768 the Royal Academy of Arts
was founded (the Exhibition was opened January,
1769), and on Monday last the public were
admitted, for the first time, to view the one
Inandredth exhibition held under its auspices.
The walls of the different rooms are covered
with pictures of average merit. The number of
paintings sent for exhibition was, we under-
stand, very much in exoess of tho number sub-
mitted last year; the wall-space remains the
same, and the oousequeuce of course is that tho
number of the rejected and discontented has
proportionately increased. Tho “Eldest Sister
of the Arts” has fared bat poorly at the hands
of the Council. It is to bo desired that next
year may see the Academy occupying their new
home in Burlington-gardens, as, judging by the
way in which the space allotted to architecture
has been gradually curtailed, and their having
already elbowed the art into the corner of an
ante-room, we might expect, at the same rate of
progression, to see it, in another season or so,

kicked down the steps, and out of the building
altogether. The few drawings hanging there are
not fair specimens, and do not represent the
capabilities of architects of the present day.

In the new building, painting will Lave a
glorious opportunity to make amends to her
injured relative for many years of cruelty. Tho
advancement of architecture was one of the
primary objects for which tho Academy was
founded, but this particular clause in the charter
seems to be overlooked. Why are there so few
architects amongst the body of academicians ?

To guard against the probability of any of our
readers being unable to find the small collection
of architectural drawings, we may mention that
the right-hand side of the south room—the first

entered by the visitor—is thus appropiiated.
Let us see what is to be found there.

No. 831, “ Brambletye, near East Grinstead,”
now erecting for Mr. Donald Larnach, from de-
signs, and under the superintendence of Mr.
T. Roger Smith. This is a quiet and unpretend-
ing domestic group, in which each part of the
building honestly expresses the purpose for

i

which it was designed. The entrance-porch,
!

hall, and tower are well accentuated by a richer
'

treatment of detail and dignity of parts. Tho
j

colouriug is bold and harmonious, and some
|

parts of the drawing are really charming pieces
I

of landscape painting. Tho well-known ruins of I

Brambletye House remaining, it seems to bo a
mistake to give this name to a new building.

No. 832, “ Hulyrood Chapel, Edinburgh,”
T. Cafe, jun. The sketch of this fine old ruin
has the merit of appearing to have been worked
out on tho spot. The colouring is dull

;
but this

may be intentional, to keep the drawing more in

harmony with the shuttered fortunes of the place.

No. 812, “Mausoleum (of Sicilian marble and
granite) erected from the designs and uuder
the direction of J. Gibson.” The upper is the
best portion of this design, but it is too de-
pressed to produce a pleasing outline in execu-
tion.

No. S43, “ Design for a Mansion, proprsed to
be erected at Eueombe, Dorsetshire, for the
Right Hon. the Earl of Eldon,” by David Brandon.
The style adopted is Late Tudor, and it is

altogether a very good example of what such a
residence should be. The house is shown to be
charmingly situated at tlie foot of some well-

wooded bills, having ornamental water in front
of it.

No. 845, “Chartres Cathedral;” E. George.
The sketching is clever and spinted, and the
glow and tone of the colouring highly satis-

factory.

No. 846, “ The Sanatorium at Harrow School
C. F. Hayward. The open porch and pyramidal
roof (with itB Jleche termination placed over the
staircase) is well-considered and effective. The
materials employed in the building are red and
blue bricks, with cut stone for mullions, &c.,
having coloured tiles for the roofs.

No. 8J9, “ Tho Courtyard of San Gregorio, in
Venice, and the Cupola of Santa Maria della
Salute.” F. W. Scholunder. The drawing of
the domes is very commendable, and the cli-

matic effect well indicated in the colouring.
This drawing repays close examination.

No. 850, “View of the Quadrangle of Miss
Burdett Coufcts’a Market in Bethnal-green,” now
approaching completion, from the designs and
under the superintendence of H. A. Darbisbire.
We have already pnblithed an illustration of
this building. Tho tower is the least satisfactory
part of the design.

No. 851, “ Exterior of the Convent of Saint
Margaret, East Grinstead, Sussex,” erected from
the design of G. E. Street, A.R.A. A pen-and-
ink drawing of a very severe design. The gable
to the left side of the group is good, and the
spirelet looks better in execution than it does in

the drawing.
No. 852, “ St. John’s College, Cambridge

:

View of tho New Chapel,” now nearly com.
pleted, from the designs of Professor G. G. Scott,

R.A., by J. D. Wyatt. This is a pretty drawing,
delicately treated. The east end is apsidal
and well arranged, tho north chapel or transept
resembling one of the old muniment rooms of
an abbey, with its blank arcade corresponding
to the main windows of the cbapel, and its iso-

lated hipped roof seems to have little connexion
with tho rest of the building. A good oppor-
tunity for raising a graceful spire appears to

have been missed.

No. 853, “ Silk-mercers’ Bazaar, Cairo,” by
R. P. Spiers, has a cool and refreshing appear-
ance. The shade thrown upon the street ia

pleasantly varied by the rich costumes of the
merchants and their enstomers. This is a good
specimen of Mr. Spiers’s appreciation of form
and colour.

No. 854, “ New Church for Taunton.” B.
Forrey. The tower, with its low spire of tiles,

placed over the jauction of the nave and tran-
septs, ia dignified. The chancel seems too short
to balance the length of the nave. The windows
to the aisles are too small in proportion to those
forming the clearstory of the nave.

No. 855, “ Design for a Town-hall, to which
the Soane Medallion for 1867 was awarded by
the Royal Institute of British Architects, G.
Vialls. The tower is fair in outline, but on far

too large a scale for the rest of the main facade.
The extremities of this principal front are not
sufficiently imposing and lofty to balance the
central tower. As the design of a young man
it is highly creditable.

No. 859, “Mechanics’ Institute.” J. P. Jones.
An unfortunate column of the same diameter as
the rest in the main arcade, has to support one
half of a lofty angle tower in addition to the
full allowance of npper story !

No. 861, “ Interior of a Church,” by H. Cony-
beare, is a bighly-fiuished coloured drawing of a
building by the author, already illustrated in

the Builder.

No. 863, “ Crowe Hall Restored, with Ad-
ditions.” E. M. Barry, A.R.A. The materials

used are red brick, black brick for the diagonal

patterns, and cut-stone dressings. The style is

Elizabethan, similar to that of the old hall nob
long since burnt down. The roof of the tower
might wisely be raised, on account of the de-

pressing effect which the angle chimneys will

exercise over it.

Mr. Waterhouse’s design for the Jlanchester
Town-ball has been so recently described and
illustrated in these pages that we may pass over
No. 865.

No. 869, “Mansion at Possingworth, Sussex,*

by M. D. Wyatt, is a very varied and effective

group in the Tudor style. The material used
throughout is cut stone. The conservatory is

handsome. Mr. Wyatt also exhibits bis India

Office Court.

No. 870, “ Interioi',looking east, of the Crimean
Memorial Church, Pera, Constantinople,” just

completed from the designs of G. E, Street,

A.R.A. This view is quietly coloured, and for

the most part well drawn. The chancel ia groined,

clustered columns marking the separation of tho
sanctuary from the choir. A rose window of

pleasing design is placed over the altar. The
clearstory to the nave is finely composed.

No. 873, “ Design for a National Gallery upon
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the present site,” being an adaptation of a design
Bnbmitted for the gold medal of the Royal
Academy in the year 1849, H. S. Legg. A
rather pleasing Classic composition. The central

dome is too low to be equal to its position, and
the circolar features flanking the main fa(jade

are not sufficiently imposing.
No. 875, “ Honse, Coombe Lammas, Esher,”

F. Wallen. An original group. The finish of
the bay window is suggestive, and would be
improved by its roof being carried up in a
pyramidal form above the gables of the dormer
windows.

No. 876, “ Alleyn’s College, Dulwich,” by C.
Barry, we propose to illustrate shortly in our
pages.

Nos. 884 and 885 are coloured sketches, by
E. George : one of “ Lausanne Cathedral,” and
the other showing the “ Churches of Notre
Dame and S. Pierre, Caen.” The sun of Acade-
mical favour evidently shines upon this artist,

judging from the number of his works exhi-
bited.

No. 887, “ New Mansions, Bayswater-road,”
now in course of erection, by R. W. Edis, The
extremities of these groups are well accentuated

The beauty and delicacy of the drawings and
richness of the coloured decorations render
them very good examples of the style in favour
at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts. In the whole of
this series, and, indeed, in all the French draw-
ings exhibited, the sectional portions are left
white, instead of being heavily coloured in a
manner similar to the walls of a plan, according
to our usual custom.
Ten frames, containing nearly twenty draw,

ings, illustrate a design by M. Charles Lamicre
for the interior decoration of a church, founded

architect, is also good on the whole. The
transition, however, from the square balcony
over the clocks to the octagonal lantern which
finishes the composition is by no means happy,
for the space between the angle pinnacles pnd
the side of the octagon is excessive. There is

also a want of buttresses at the base of the
tower.

No. 105, “Town Hall, Luton;” T. T. Smith. An
imposing design, well-considered in outline and
detail. The colouring and finish of the drawing
are worthy of careful examination. Nos. 106 and i

107. “ St. Swithin’s Church, Lincoln;” Messrs.
|

upon the Apocalypse of St, John. To this series
Spiers and Drnry. The tower and spire are

j

a gold medal was awarded by the Commissioners
decidedly fine, but the canopies resting on the i of the late Paris Exhibition,
broaches of the spire should be re-considered,

j

No. 192, “Perspective View of the Chevet
The shafts to these canopies, being shown ver- ' and of the Triumphal Arch in this Church.”
tical in the drawing, have, from their proximity In the centre of the vault over the choir,
to the raking lines of the spire, the unpleasant

j

which has a bluish-green ground, and re.
appearance of tumbling forward. To avoid this

'

presents the Sea of Glass, is the Lamb with
damaging effect, the shafts should, in reality, seven horns, resting on the book with the
incline slightly towards the spire. The treat- seven seals, and pressing down the lid of the
ment of the groining to the square-ended chancel phial of the wrath of God, accompanied by the
is peculiar. four beasts symbolical of the Evangelista. On

Nos. 115 and 116, Two frames containing ten
|

the diagonal groining ribs, which spring from
- .

, I

sketches, principally from France and Germany, ' arched pendentives containing the four Greater
by Imld pavilion roofs, and the most is made of by Mr. T. H. Watson, who gained the Soane Prophets, are angels holding captive the four

broad stack of chimneys on the outer wall. Medallion or Travelling Studentship of the
,
winds of heaven, viz., Boreas, Earns, Notus, and

The bow-windows and balconies are calculated Institute. The drawings are very valnablo, from Zephyrus. On the arches above the comice,
to^ok well in execution.

^

the number of measured details amongst them, : enclosing the dome-lights, are placed the twenty-
No. 889, “ Premiated Design for the Bristol

j

and the crisp and decided manner in which they four elders, and on the spandrels below, the
Assize Conrts,” E. W. Godwin & Crisp. This is ; are executed. Nos. 120 and 121 contain twenty

' ” - .. .. ..

a handsome and manly composition. The lower ‘ sketches from Italy and Venice, by George
story is quiet and massive, all the architectural

,
Patrick, and form a usefnl collection,

enrichment being reserved for the principal ! No.l52. “SketchoftheRath-hans at Cologne,”
story. Over the windows on the main floor are

|

by H. W. Brewer. An oil-painting, showing in the
crocketed hood gables, springing from corbels

j

foreground the grand portal of two stages, with
supporting statues under canopies. Above is a ' ogee-shaped roof, and behind it the tower of the
rich cornice abutting against small circular angle

;

same building. The colouring is rich and varied,
turrets. The dormer windows are remindful of yet natural, and the detail and perspective of
those of the Hdtel de Cluny. The clock-tower . the different parts are carefully preserved. The
is original and pleasing in design.

|

grand portal is the only portion in high light,

—

No. 891, “Holy Trinity Church, Shaw, near! an arrangement that assists greatly in the suc-
Oldham,” by E. W. Drew, is a most clnmsy ’ cesaful composition of the picture. No.lSSisthe
affair altogether, and it should never have been ' already known design for the Royal Exchange,
submitted by the author, much less hung by the

j

by the late C. R. Cockerell. R.A,
committee.

j

No. 176 is the plan of the Pompeian house of
No. 896, “The Reredos now in progress for

I
H.I.H. Prince Napoleon, Avenue Montaigne,

Chichester Cathedral,” Slater & Carpenter, is Paris, by M. Normand. Five other drawings.
noticeable for the amount and size of the sculp-
ture introduced.

THE ARCHITECTURAL EXHIBITION,
CONDUIT-STREET.*

No. 52. “ New Roman Catholic Church, now
erecting in Kensington,” by George Goldie. This
coloured drawing represents an imposing in-
terior, one calculated to look better in execution
than in the view given. The columns to the

with the addition of some photographs from
the building itself, illustrate this design, to
which the Gold Medal of the Paris Exhibition,
1867, was awarded. On plan the porte-cochfere
is approached from the road by a carriage-way,
enclosing a parterre, containing an ornamental

altar of God, and the horses with their riders
that went forth of Jerusalem to execute the
judgments contained in the great book. On
the piers are placed the twelve Apostles.

No. 194 contains a Perspective View of the
Porch. The doors are divided by two piers, having
carved on their front face the Apostles St. Peter
and St. Paul, the pillars of the Church. Above,
in the tympanum of the arch, are the symbols
of the Evangelists corroborating the truths of
the Gospel. On the domed roof of this porch is

a mounted angel, clothed with the dalmatic,
raising the triumphant labarum. Below, over
the angle piers, are colossal heads of the four
divinities that Christianity has conquered, viz.,

Jupiter as Europe, Buddha as Asia, Isis as
Africa, and Huitzilopuchtli as America. All the
figures are wrought in yellow bronze, and the
artistic treatment and power of conception dis-

played upon them are very great.

No. 198, “ Section of Nave, Choir, Sanctuary,
and Apse.” Each bay of the nave is occnpied by
two semicircular arches springing from a square
cap of Byzantine design, the style adopted in

water-basin, having a bronze group on a marble i this building. Above this a triforium occnrs
pedestal in the centre. On the right and left of 1 having four openings in each bay, divided by
this parterre are gates for ingress and egress, piers with semi-detached columns

;
on these rest

and beyond them porters’ lodges. This porch I moulded corbels supporting square lintels. The
gives access to an outer vestibule, which is but ' space between the triforium and main cornice is
partially separated from an inner one by a flight

j

occupied by frescoes representing the invasion of

-
_

- —
,

of three steps, having a low balustrade on either the Barbarians and the Empire of Byzantinm,
nave arches are pleasing, bat the soffits of the i

side. The staircase leading to the npper story the Merovingians and Carlovingians, the honsea
arches themselves are Hare nnH HetTin. will He IHuti/? fe .-i rv'Wl- _ J i.1 T> ^_ji •vTarches themselves are bare and flat, being of the
full thickness of the wall, and relieved by
nothing more than a plain angle bead. The
roof is somewhat low in effect; it is trefoil in
shape, having the purlins forming the angles of
the cusp supported by shafts resting on carved

will be found to the right of this vestibule. In of Valois and the Bourbon and” Napoleon
addition to this entrance-hall, two small recep-

! dynasties. The clearstory windows, one in
tion-rooms, an office with private side-entrance

I each bay, have semicircular heads, and are
for business purposes, and a room for archives,

j

coved into the arched ceiling. This ceiling has
occupy the main front on the gronnd-floor. In a bluish-grey ground, and angels with red wings

^
centre of the building is an atrinm or and gold and green vestments worked upon it.

tie-beams. The chancel is groined with the ribs
j

hypmthral court. The shed-roofa are supported The triforium is continued round the apse, but
springing from angle-shafts. The eye painfnlly

j

by four columns at the comers of the central
|

the openings differ from those in the nave, from
feels the want of a ridge-rib. No. 53, “New

,

water-basin, which is lined with ornamental their heads being semicircular. The domed
Cemetery Chapels, Diss, Norfolk,” J. W. Mus* !

tiles, to correspond with the snrronnding pave- ceiling has a gold ground, with white figures
kett, is interesting solely from being an archi-

1

ments. The portion over this basin is open to ontlined in red. representing the Word of God
tectnral perspective view treated in oil-colours,

j

the sky. The npper part of the roofs to this seated upon a horse standing on the vanquished
The trees and sky are, however, the most atrium is formed into a terrace, having doors dragon, and accompanied by the noble army of
pleasing part of^he picture. “New leading on to it from the chamber floor. To martyrs. Around the apse and behind the altar

the left, again, is the library, and on the right are nineteen seats for the choir, somewhat similar
the dining-room, and below are the kitchen in arrangement to the ancient church at Torcello,
offices and heating-room. Beyond the atrinm near Venice. Stalls are placed on the north and
lies the state-room, which leads into the saZcm south sides of the sanctuary. These are amongst
vitr4y an apsidal-ended room, supplied with a the most complete and carefully worked-out set
dais, and used for concerts. A bedroom and of decorative drawings that we have ever seen,
dressing-room, with small staircase leading to The architecture of the church is very tame, and
the upper floor, are placed on each side of the some portions of the colouring might be objected
state-room, and on the left of the music-hall to, but as a finished work the whole is very
will be found the workshop, pinnacotLeque, swim- praiseworthy.

Church at Great Yarmouth J. T. Bottle. The
treatment of the upper part of the tower is

suggestive. The spire, however, requires further
consideration. No. 67, “ Sketch of Sideboard,” by
B. J. Talbert. Snbstantial and quaint in design,
delicately drawn and coloured. No. 75, “Pen-
and-ink sketch of a Drawing-room,” by the same
architect, showing a complete set of furniture
as well as general decorations, carefully worked
out.

Nos. 80 and 82. “ Design for the Bristol Assize
Courts,” to which Mr. A. Waterhouse awarded the
premiums, are bold and manly in feeling. No. 91
“ Design for a Clock-tower, Leicester,” J. Johnson,
is in the Neo-Grec style. The outline is pleasing,
but the portion above the clock is quite capable
of improvement. The perspective of the circular
finish, as well as of the clock-dials, is faulty.
Red and yellow courses alternating are shown in
the main portion of the tower. No. 97, A Gothic
version, in a free treatment of the Early French
style, of the same subject, and by the same

• See p. 310, an(e.

ming-batb, and hot-room. On the opposite side
is the bondoir, and between them lies the flower-
garden. The coach-houses and stables, giving
accommodation for more than forty horses,
occupy the remainder of the site to the right of
the residence. These buildings can be entered
either from the Avenue Montaigne or the Rue
Jean Goujon. Illustrations of this building
will be found in a previous volume of the
Builder.

Nos. 174, 177, 179, and 180 are sections of
different portions of the same building, drawn
to a large scale, and showing the coloured deco-
rations on the walls of the different apartments.

No. 201, “ Design for Museum and Library at

Grenoble, France ” (gold medal, Paris Exhibi-

tion, 1867), by M. Charles Questel. The
interior view of library exhibits three tiers of
light wooden galleries, with ornamental railings,

supported by metal brackets and bronze bands
encircling coupled columns, separated from the
wall by the width of the gallery. From the
entablature over these columns spring flat

segmental arches, bearing shallow domes glazed
in the centre. The effect of these low arches is

very depressing. As a drawing this approaches
nearer to the English style than any of the other
French designs exhibited.
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No. 205, “Design for a Sohool of Architec-

ture,” sent in competition to the ficole des Beaox-

Arts, of which the author, Mods. Adolphe

Coquet, was the senior pupil of the first de-

partment. Some parts are very chaste, and the

tinting and general finish are most laborious. Al-

though colour has been washed over the pencil

lines, their strength appears to have been little

affected by the process.

No. 239, “ Study of a Design for the Manchester

Town Hall,” by T. Roger Smith. An effective

group. The body of the tower, although we like

to see some plain, honest masonry in a building,

is too bare and unbroken, and the angle of

main building in the centre of Princess-street

wants finish.

No. 242, a drawing by Mr. B. J. Talbert for

the same competition is a good specimen of pen-

and-ink drawing. The treatment of the light

and dark portions is very varied and artistic.

Nos. 249, 250, and 251 show a design for the

same subject by Thomas Allom. The drawings

are effective and sparkling. It is worth while

to compare these drawings with those in the

adjoining room by French architects. We can

conceive no greater contrast.

No. 267, “ Design for Clock-tower, Leicester

Medland & Edmeston. Decidedly good on the

whole, and showing considerable knowledge of

Gothic detail. The perspective drawing is done

in bold firm lines, but looks hurried. We scarcely

like the treatment of the angle canopies over

the statues.

No. 271, “Design for a Town Hall,” by H. L.

Florence ;
obtained the second prize in the Soane

Medallion competition. It is got up in the

French style, and we believe was executed in one

of the ateliers of Paris. The central tower is

graceful, but the roofs over the angle pavilions

are a joke.

No. 278, “ Premiated Design for the London

Orphan Asylum ;

” T. H. Watson. The dining-hall

is a manly and successful composition. No. 288,

“Design for Stratford Town Hall;” J. Johnson.

The drawing is very French in style. The central

block is novel and good.

No. 291, “ Brooks’s Bank and Offices in course

of erection at Manchester p. Truefitt. We may
have another opportunity to speak of this.

Having so lately reviewed the designs of

Messrs. Speakman & Charlesworth, Lee, Salo-

mons, Worthington, & Waterhouse, which will be

found in this Exhibition, we may proceed

without further comment to examine the remain-

ing drawings.

No. 383, Design sent in competition for a Church

at Yarmouth, by Messrs. Giles & Robinson.

Coloured principally in sepia, and drawn in a

clear and spirited manner. The chancel arches

or screen are peculiarly treated. A lofty central

arch of wide span has, on either side, smaller

arches with pierced quatrefoils in circles over

them. Over these passes an enriched parapet

with weathered coping. From this parapet

rises a roof-principal with massive curved braces,

forming a horse-shoe arch. The roofs over the

•nave and chancel are of the same altitude, and

•the principal before alluded to is of the same

flcantling as the others, thus showing that the

arches below have no adequate duty to perform

—

at least, more than what walls, posts, and corbels

would have been equal to. The triplet windows

in the east gable are very successful, and the

tower and spire refined and graceful.

Both sides of two screens are devoted to Sir

•Charles Barry’s drawings for Houses of Parlia-

ment, and are most interesting as designs, and

as showing the amount of study that each

portion of that important building received at

his hands.
|

Numerous sketches, prepared by members of

the Architectural Association, session 1866-67,

ore exhibited. Conspicuous amongst the con.'eri-

butors to this collection are Messrs. Vialls, ""ivill,

Lonsdale, Jones, and Spiers. Some of the con-

ceptions are very vigorous and original.

Photographs of some very capital sculpture by

Mr. J. Forsyth will be found on one of the

screens.

No. 401 is a photograph of a clever design

for the head of a crozier, designed by Mr. W.
Burges, in the style of the thirteenth century.

Photographs of domestic funoiture are exhibited

by the same architect.

We cannot conclude our remarks upon this

very interesting and inslructive collection with-

out expressing a hope that we have succeeded

-in inducing many of our readers to determine

on visiting the Exhibition and examining the

• drawings for theinaelves. The rooms of the

fSociety will be open daily till the 13th of July,

CONyERS.AZIONE OF THE
ARCHITECTURAL EXHIBITION SOCIETY.

On Tuesday evening last the opening of the

annual Exhibitionof this Society was inaugurated

by a soirde held in the rooms, in Conduit-street.

In an opening address, Mr. Beresford Hope, M.P.,

as President of the Society, said he thought the

Exhibition of this year was the best that the

energies of the Society had ever succeeded in

collecting. He would not attempt to give any

opinion of the drawings separately, as that was

the pleasing duty that every one present had to

perform for himself; nor would he enter into a

detailed history of the progress of the move-

ment : he would address himself to other topics.

He considered that the conduct of the Royal

Academy towards architecture had compelled

architects in self-defence to commence an exhi-

bition of their works under their own control.

He called the attention of the meeting to the

presence, npon some of the screens, of Sir

Charles Barry’s designs for the Houses of

Parliament. These drawings, he considered,

ing occurs to us for those who aro respon-

sible for laying out our streets at home.

Nothing can be more dangerous than the

wide crossings used here, especially when ap-

proached by carriages at an oblique angle, as in

the case of the Place Tenddme. If wide croaa-

ings be required, they should be subdivided

into narrower spaces by refuges for foot-pas-

sengers. They should not be wide enough to

tempt coachmen to cross them at an oblique

angle to cut off a corner. It is impossible to be

fully on guard against carriages approaching

from all quarters at once. For similar resBons,

the mode in which the corners of the foot-pave-

ments are cut off at the corners of streets is not

to be recommended.
Many persons who admire the cheerfnl cleanli-

ness of the fronts of Paris houses are not aware

that this is not more due to the purity of the

air than to enforcement by law of the periodical

cleansing of every house. We saw a large build-

ing on the boulevards being cleaned by steam.

A steam-boiler on wheels is placed in the road

in front of the house, and flexible steam-pipes
xariiamenc. j.neBe uiawjnKO, j j ..t

marked the most important epoch in the convey the atoam to platforms anspended at

history of modern arobitectnre. Before that varions heights. Each pipe ends with a nozzle

time architeotnro was understood and en- !
and ateam-cook, and a workman holding the

joyed only by the favoured few, whereas now 1
latter directs the steam against the stonework,

she was the welcomed guest of every educated
|

Another workman, with a scraper or tonsh,

gentleman, from the country parson to the
j

rubs off the dirt as fast as the steam is applied

highest in the land. The President neat touched The latter issues with considerable yeloci^, and

upon the subject of competition, which he the work appears to be very rapidly and eifeo-

“Fewed as a uieful system if judiciously and tuaBy done. The workmen wear waterproof

honourably employed. He regretted to say, clothing, B.mite m appearance to the dress of

however, that the people who composed bnilding onr divers. We mentioned the application of

committees were seldom conversant with the snb-Uhe process to St. Pauls, Oovent-garden, not

lect upon which they were expected to adjudicate I
long ago.

_

impanially and successfully. He praised highly The builders appear to be still kept at bay on

the system adopted in the late Manchester the confines of the Luxembourg gardens, and it

Town Hall competition, where architects were

asked, in the first instance, for the smallest

number of drawings capable of embodying their

ideas. The drawings by the French architects

were afterwards commented upon. Mr. Hope

hailed with pleasure the increased use of mural

decorations in our churches, which be considered

should be composed of votive offerings from all

the arts.

After a lengthened speech, the President

resumed his chair. No one responding to his

invitation to address the meeting, the formal

proceedings terminated.

JOTTINGS FROM PARIS.

There seems at present to be somewhat of a

Inll in the huge building operations which have so

transformed modern Paris. There is, however,

plenty of activity, according to English notions,

but 60 many large works have been completed

that Baron Hausemann must sigh for fresh

worlds to conquer. Conld we not tempt him to

the banks of the Thames ? He might take up, as

preliminary trifles, to keep his band in, the

Thames Embankment, the Metropolitan District

Railway, the new National Gallery, and the new

Law Courts. The new Opera House approaches

but slowly its completion, but, as the exterior is

now exposed to view, a judgment can be formed

of its ultimate effect. This can scarcely be pro-

nounced satisfactory. The use of coloured mate-

rials and gilding, though profuse enough in parts,

is nevertheless so partially applied that unity of

general effect appears to be sacrificed to an

exuberance of ornaments and decoration, pro-

dneing an efl'ect which may almost be termed

m'-retrioiouB. A new street is about to be formed

I In front of the Opera House, leading directly from

it to the Tuileries, and crossing diagonally the top

of the Rue de la Paix, many honses in which will

be destroyed. These are now being cleared out,

preparatory to their demolition. When the new

street leading directly to the Opera House has

been made the want of an adequate central

feature in the design of the latter will, we think,

be apparent. It is true that there is to be a very

depressed domical roof over the auditorium, but

this will only be visible at a distance, and will

not be prominent enough to possess much im-

portance. It seems to us that the architect

would do well to re-consider this portion of his

design. It would be very easy so to develope the

feature referred to as to confer on it the requisite

importance, and the space gained by raising the

roof would be useful for many purposes in con-

nexion with such an establishment as the

Academie de Musique. The building is grandly

would seem to be inexcusable to destroy this

charming place of recreation for the children

and others of that part of Paris who now enjoy

it daily. It is very pleasant to see the rising

generation playing about by the side of foun-

tains and flower-beds, and sailing their toy-boats

in the ornamental basins. By the way, when

will English nursemaids emulate the simplicity

of costume of the French bonnes, with their

high white caps ? The open squares in many

parts of Paris suggest some thoughts of com-

parison not wholly to our advantage. In London

the “ squares ” are private, reserved for the few,

forbidden to the many
;
in Paris they are open

to all, and charmingly kept np at the public ex-

pense. A single guardian preserves order, and

there are plenty of chairs for the use of weary

pedestrians. How is it that you may walk from

one end of London to the other without the

possibility of a rest, except by entering a house ?

ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

CONSTRUCTION OF HOSPITALS.

The usual meeting of members was held at

the House, Conduit-street, on Friday evening

(the 24th ult.). There was a good attendance.

The topic of discussion for the evening was
“ Hospitals,” on which a paper was read by Mr.

T. R. Smith.

Mr. Hayward, in moving a vote of thanks to

Mr. Smith, observed that one thing in the paper

which struck him particularly was the general

adoption in modern hospitals of the plan of

having the beds placed between the windows,

the only notable exception to this rule, in these

modern hospitals, being in the case of St.

Thomas’s Hospital. It struck him as being at

once remarkable and satisfactory that doctors

should have arrived at so general an agreement

npon this question. In some of the old hospitals

with which he was acquainted the arrangement

was different. Referring to cottage-hospitals,

and their advantages with respect to cheerful-

ness and comfort, and pointing to the excessive

death-rate in our large London hospitals, he said .

it became a question whether the professional

spirit was not carrying us too far with regard to

these large institutions. It occurred to him that

some of these large institutions might, some

years hence, come to be regarded as being far

too elaborate to be worked satisfactorily, far

too large, not only for the neighbourhoods in

which they are situated, but for their practical

and perfect working in a pecuniary point of

These were institutions generally foundedview. “
n • U

upon a certain amount of endowment, as well as

Academie de iuuBiqno. ino uuim.ng .. gmnn.j dependent upon volnnlaiy assistance to carry

placed -with ample thoroughfares all round them on
;
and if the public should come to be of

Ft As regards the latter, a word of warn-
j

opinion that they were too large, and that they
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™ ‘i““. tet at anyrate It wos the temper of the present day, and

tide Small”
“Saiast thetide, bmall hospitals might be as useful as

to^'1^17' ’’"f
titherto brougw

been Lnd'rd “rife

j '^4uut,u to oe Kept quiet it tn Viont. i., *i i

'' ^ituerio orougnt
was neoesssiy that there should be beds in sepa; i bee^i fouml

”
a

“sl'tattoas had generally
rate rooms; but otherwise it was thoucht heat I

^°^‘^ co°docive to some good end. As to

fulness, which was a matter of the highest con I ^ amount of light was
Bideration, both as to the internal arr,fngoments Teen sb*’™'’””'.

“”<1, as hadand as to the„ite. Altogether, he thought the i

be modiSed by means ofplan to which ho referred would be fonnd^iniple On tho^Sand to work well
; and it appeared to have met San ° tbat thewith the approval of the Laniet.

|

a” ?
^ advantage was couBlderably in favourMr. Blashill remarked that a hospital was I TTlSi rerard ^ "is 7?" '''gi-tod and cheerful.

A hr,n«'’“^T of bonse.
|
it would^S^eo,

'"’“1’ ’'’’itowashing of the walls,^ -
- lreoa?d r Lllfr 0‘ivautageous if the

A
very special form of house.

neiTo l7
'Po-bing, was intended forpeople under all oircamstances of life, a hospitalonly for people under circumstances special Md

XTsTn^h; OH "'='0 bo»pitols in the olden times; it was onlv as the

Ser” to
0“0 “'f^ooo'i ‘bat it was [hoagbt

together Th
’"""’‘O' of sick-rooms

Lve ^inline
"’oa which Seemed to

ment H S •? 7
“ °f ““"io™ improve-

cIc“n‘linesH ood

Ster aP ib 'd
''““‘O'' '‘“"‘o-bable that, fresh ai<a ter all the ideas which had been nut forfl,

old writings on the subject of cleanliness, it was I

'’““'"‘O’

only just m modern times wo were beginning toact exclusively upon them. Ho had often heard

SX'ufth”^
‘"””1 “-""o Heas of cleanH-

for ii old
'’?oo means modern ideas;

ttev'we™ -So-Ptares;

walls rnnlH
auvautageous if the

Tne in some % ’

r““
proposed to be

SurM He h°r iv°'"’oo boapitals, with

truth in ’w777‘d'7'^
‘^'*'0 “ S°°‘f 'foal “f

tMon 700 eaid us to artificial ven-

whcrrit b
f"oo>“on with the Lariboisicre,wiiere it had been resorted to, he believedalmost exclusively. What he advocated was a

t?lation“”,e’*
7” '"‘boial with natural ven.tilatiou, according as oirciimstauces might re-

frrah ‘an^'ll”''*^^'””'
™f''ation, for introducing

Snth e”"
was indis®

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.

eeamkg-eooms as anaid to sanitary improvement.

ralUv
™ “o ro'ofi™ tamo.

from Oarl^r”tl°'^
“ ooerospondeutIrom Carlisle, the workmen’s reading-r^ms of

hat nn”^^ r “O B^pto &rif
Pdne r of promoting sanitaryeducation in towns. After quoting Dr. Prenoh's
disclosnrea as to overcrowding ®and its improprieties m Liverpool, the writer says,—

otLrs ’r.,r
f-forolly divides itself into two

wif’ ®
f

““f popolar education inlarge towns be most readily accomplished ? andsecondly, of what shall it consist, so ns to ho

tlL 7” f.oo'Pfoblo to the recipients and effeo-tive for the groat object iu view—onr national
welfare, based on individual comfort and pro-

gWfi' ^
1

’ Carlisle not in a position to

targer*’7°^““’p
' xf"”®

ro ‘bis matter to much
mSln ^ '"f ''b'b gratification
resulting from a twenty years’ experience point

the iiolr i?r !
“ by farthe most satisfactory solution of this vexedquestion which has ever yet been afforded ? . . ,Let Liverpool take the hint we now kindly offer -

there is no great dilBculty in the way. Let overvtown m the kmgdom adopt theplansoadmirabW
worked out by the working classes in Carlisle, .

Bhkh'eot
“'’“‘““b' iBStitiite founded byUi. Bukbcck at Glasgow some sixty years agoremained animitated for twenty yeL; andhaving then been copied in Edinburgh, and snb-

?pmn ^ t?
wbithor Dr. Birkbeck hadremoicd these invaluable societies spread andmultiplied rapidly m all directions. But experi-enoe having proved that, however great thepublic benefit is which they have conferred (andthm IS very great indeed), they nevertheless hadnnexpecledy and signally failed to do the good

“t”lell'
“‘bwantnot supplied being more thanever lelt : something was still longed for ; and
-Jlinn> i-l.'rl ID.O .

”
.^ey we-ie to' h^lordrrrL“ubt&

I wa^^^TTb'” «= bonneil, which ^d Z
People were apt to sneer at these modern im' ! tTe T^'^f ^ f meeting, held May -ith raod

^^ve confirmed the
provemonta bnt it was not too late to open enZ ‘b°

^w consists of 1523 mombersiviz. fe°s ,?'r ?b
taped

; and wo shall be glad tc
' '

that h^h^ld fSt\Tk‘^?.“Srt?S ‘ “t^ r) ‘-taro“Ss®

walls. Again, one of the most esaentiaL
^ ™“''‘’*‘'’‘f‘be8ameoifice:-

the

. ..
'-’“w 01 tno most pfsc

Tcqnisitcs with people when ill was quiet No

tion and the light, and that there wos not

warSss'’ary.”'’'-“*“‘
'’f -bich

of wL“ows‘’^„'""'‘’
““f- «-“b regard to Die effect

could Im Tnd
°f fbe beds, the light

‘'btboufht
' '* "““I “^guiucea as miclit

-”B/°fbtoL,:;^^=Sabt Ibst .he ™„..i™

omf'if™'"”
b" tabStfforTd' in Sl'm"'! ".‘con’

hear that these invaluable iibrarios and®n*ew^rooms for the labouriug classes arc shortly to besown broadcast ovijf the land."
^

roading-rooms,

Vietmik^H^
Carlisle, printed at the

treats of t7“'
°'''

1

C'’rom Bfroet, London,treats of the principles of, and the benefits

in ShsIc””'
Bbbfbig Sooma

the trades movement.

d to him by a general

.vorL-fi of T .5.
^ coijeetjon of archi-

any of .he Imd irhieb eS.;,“knd';T;„™‘kE™
teen 7 0.

“ curtains, hung BO US to

pZZ ® beads of thl

practically 10,76 M”“i”7od°el’in woTkihg °
f““b‘’ cata°of

ofesaminors ofcandidates for cerlifi.

‘be dear\Lr;7re®UtS: S^.slr
hnH vcc/i *rL n

“°“®‘ 'vorkinfhad read that the deaths there were ecuallv

SSS?
Suf°fro7’'|“7”- “^^Hblge°7tnVon llZjua
on:Ve7t7, t7”nS&‘- ^be around

next to
by the air from the bed

iF^^StSSrr

affort to build such laf^
ffb'.y could

also maintain them At “the
onght honPRfT,7 4.71 tbey

St. Thomas’s Hosnh!? ’.nJ'kri
““c “f

.
lo act as district enrvevors

thri “‘m“ f
° ‘"pef >Tas issued, held

Fhr1xie1,tt7?wi7:“
volam.V.ThklUS'eSminl'r '’'‘“bh'b

anyresponee from the aco.’cely
the profeBsion, only on^ Btudente of
for the ensuiug ciamhmhnn

^

reeoinmpnH,»i.l -7
.“'“^''on. In accordance with therecon,m;ndSo? ,he‘S„ accordance with tie

•o hold .hr
it ‘...ndod

;

t.nn bit »vim».+lne.) xt. .1 .
’ uocu.

a
Bricklayers’ Union has causeda strike at the works of Messrs. Holme & Nicol

bZtZZ fbc grounds of disputebeing uadorst™d to be the refusal of MeLr“Holme & Nicol a foreman to pay a penaltv of *57
towards the expenses of a for7ii'‘sS,tna anOpposition to a new code of rules of which themaster bo Iders bad given notice. The Master

th7 Btr?k
fbat, unless

im7 H *1
i“®'‘.'°u‘‘

bfhbhro- Holme and Nicol bo

Drotect‘tWf'7'‘^ ‘T”’ "“’P" ba ‘aken to

tho* *1 ^T’.
‘baf. after the 4th of Maytho innstcr bricklayers will only emnlov

“fTn7^
"“b “taer thlnowoode

that !
^ f ‘ ‘be men will yield, and

4 000 rfen” t 7 ’ ';‘*‘“b ‘brow about4 000 men out of employment, will he averted.

tend ®thnt 7 ‘b’’ bricklayers con-tend that no proper notice was given, and that

tL US'”
“ discussion of now rules took place,the notice was informal. The masters, on the

dS7n no th
”
b‘‘l‘i

‘b"* roles were

, .
eMasl^r.7“bh.fIay-e ware invited to

.
----- """uoc„.anaremsed.

kindly promised tbeir se^rvices al^eiaminpi'"®
the Six months’ notice havine exoired thn

aLlTd “erpVi?^ determined that tho new
cTidem that SaJess a more heartrannrp •’‘r"*'' f ‘ith

ctahfup it «"i be7mao«-tV ' M opposed to this statemont,

SeTarpTr V,L?it5;;V‘'i'
h’.^ Laoi^nm o„ bricklayers,

he, therefore, worth reeoasidpraMn*” It niay I
th, 't after an abortive interview in

of some ceriiiicate would be deSSe Vn
Subject Jay in abeyance until tho

ft greater number of applicants.”
’ ^ ^ attract

j

eoctety receive d a note from the tnaatere, dated

j

the 22nd of Jan uary, accompanied by a code of

j

rules drawn up fc r the consideration of the men •

I bnt the masters ga no aotioe when their rnloa
were to come into e. ‘feet, and Mr. Lackham em

I „ X
yvuen Diietr rnloa

Destruction of Geeystoke Castle — tr. ' if?- ^^ckham em-
Beat of Mr. Henry Howard, near Uliswater has I

the employers ever sent
been destroyed by fire. The main bniJdin’t.

socieg a note reqn eatrag “a second inter-
potted, and many valuable naint.in J! tx^at

'

St. Thomas's Hospital.
^

MJtted, and many valuable paintings o^h^ n r
' '

contends tx'^at ihe only “definite
Howard and Isorfolk family ^hare \ee/ de d I ? ^’7®° ^ “®“ ^as
stroyed. Some valuable art-treasnres have .niltreasures have ,nto_ operation on the dth ol Moy, which is

I
quite opposed to tho agrecrat'ot aottled upon.
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in 1861—that there ehould be six months’

jiotice given on either side before any alteration

Bhonld take place.”

The dispute still continues. A meeting of the

masters’ association has been held, but no settle-

ment has been come to as to the steps to be taken

in reference to the new rules. Meetings will be

held of both the masters’ and operatives’ societies.

It is understood that the men have expressed a

wish to send a deputation to meet their em-

ployers. It is to be hoped that any extreme

measures will be avoided.

Stockport .—A large number of artizanfl em
ployed as bricksetters in this borough have struck

work, because their masters refused to concede

a demand of 6d. a day extra, making the wages

68. instead of 5s. 6d. per day. The consequence

is that the building trade is stopped, and nearly

all the large buildings in course of erection have

been brought to a stand, as far as .the brick-

setters are concerned. It is rumoured that the

operative brickmakers intend to protest against

their employers supplying bricks to any “ shop ”

where a turn-out exists. The master brick-

makers are, however, united with the builders.

The bricksetters say they are strong enough to

effect their purpose. Under these circumstances

the masters have been driven to look out for men

lowed by a soiree or some similar entertainment,

in which masters and men could unite.

Chester.--^ public meeting of the Operative

Stonemasons’ Society has been held in the Lec-

ture Hall, Bridge-street, on the occasion of pre-

senting 501. to the widow of a deceased member.

The chairman dwelt strongly upon the import-

ance of the providential department of their

society, denied that its objects were in any way

tyrannical, and disclaimed on behalf of his

fellow-workmen any sympathy with such out-

rages as those which had occurred at Sheffield.

Mr. Clarke, of Manchester, and Mr. Baron, of

Bolton, delegates from the society, put its objects

plainly before the meeting. The sum of their

arguments was, that trade unions were the

great lever for raising the social status of work-

ing men, and that they were justified,
_

like the

legal and medical professions, in protecting their

own interests. The latter speaker, to show the

necessity of working men having some under-

standing between one another, instanced the in-

equality in the rate of wages and the number of

working hours in different towns. From the

report, 18GG-67, he quoted the following figures

to show the position of.the society :—Sick allow-

ance, 37,681L 193. 8d.
;
funerals, 20,339Z. 12a. 3d.;

charitable gifts, 5151. I'ta. 3d. ; to 111 disabled

to supply the places of those who have struck
;

|

10,31^51.^ to
SiSrS,

and at a meeting of the builders, an intention
I

tiers killed, 3»t)p0(- 6
.

^
, pit a meeting or tne Duiiuers, an intention

,r,nrlA

was expressed of accepting the offer l'*>°
rl**] thTbalanca over tlie

London Tree Labour Society, the "’asters
' a total omt.lOli SB. lid., the balance or »

undertaking to gixo them full protection asrd
^

expenditure >>“”8 •* '•**!'
‘if : “e

constant employment, at full and remnnerating
department 1,271 mem-

bers, in the trade department only 4,424 ;
whilewages. Ample preparations wero made for

their reception
j

and the masters have since

begun to import hands connected with the Free

Labour Society, or at least unconnected with

the Trades Unions, from other towns. Tho
turn-outs have organised a system of picketing,

either to dissuade the fresh men from working

for the “obnoxious” masters, or to intercept

new arrivals, which in two or three instances

has been successful. The wages offered by tho

employers are 338. per week. We understand

the masters have made arrangements for tho

periodical introduction of -fresh hands, if ^peces-

sary.

borhy .—On the first of January last the

labourers employed in the building trade in

Derby addressed a letter to all their employers
in that town, askiug for an advance of 2s. per

|

week in their wages, namely, from 18s. to 11.,

giving as their reasons for the demand the ad-

vance of rents and the high price of provisions,

especially bread. Tho masters rejoined that
there was no reason for such an advance, the

state of trade generally being very dull, aud the
prospects for the future not at all promising.
The labourers’ deputation expressed their de-

termination to have IZ. a week or nothing
;
and

although considerable correspondence ensued,
no agreement was arrived at, but an immediate
strike threatened. Upon this the masters, at a
recent meeting, have decided to resist the de-
mand to the utmost, and a strike is imminent,
though trade is very dull.

Wolverhampton .—Three branches of the build-

ing trades here—tho carpenters, the brick-

layers, and the plasterers—settle all their

questions of wages by arbitration, under Mr.
Kupert Kettle’s plan, with that gentleman for

umpire. A general conference of the building
trades of tho town was lately held in the council
chamber of the town-hall. The master and
operative delegates were all present, and, after
deliberation, a formal resolution was agreed upon
as follows :

—

" At a general conference of the three branches of the

building trades who haro accepled arbitration aa the

means of settling the rate of wages aud the trade rules

for tho town of WolTerhampton, held at the council

chamber of the Town-hali, on the 30lh of April, 1868, it

was unanimously resolved, that, upon condition that the

masters now give wages at the rate of Gd. pet hour, with
the Saturday half-holiday (that is, to cease work at one

o'clock), then that no alteration whatever be claimed,

either in the rate of wages or in the rules for the uext

three years—that is, until May, 1871. That, except as

to the rate of wages per hour, and tho half-holiday in the

trades who have not half-holiday already, the rules stand

the same in all things as those now in force.”

in l’SG7 there were 2,356 in the trade aud sick

class, and 16,272 in the trade—a total of 18,G28

members. The weekly payment, it appeared,

was -l-d., by which lOOZ. were secured in case of

fatal injury, and 50Z. where, as in the case under

consideration, the deceased bad brol^cn a blood-

vessel, which caused his death eight .days after

the casualty. These payments were raised

by a special levy of 3d. or l^d., as might be

required, the grants being independent of the

funeral payment.

Otley .—The new Mechanics’ Hall project is

now no longer a doubtful one. The estimated

cost, namely, 3,0001,, is more than made np by

the subscriptions. The only difficulty is an

eligible site.

Harrogate.—In the locality of Victoria Park

a block of almshouses, erected from the designs

of Messrs. Andrews, Son, & Pepper, architects,

Bradford, has recently been finished. In all

there are twelve houses, forming three sides of

a square, having a broad terrace on each side,

and a sunk ornamental garden in front, reached

by flights of steps. The buildings are two

stories in height, constructed externally of stone

;

they are roofed with green Couiston slate, and

are surmounted by chimney stacks and a red

ridcre. The style is Gothic. The sitting-rooms,

14°!. by 15 ft., have two-light mullioned win-

dows, and the bed-rooms, 15 ft. by 1-1 ft., are

lighted with dormer windows. In the centre of

the main block a tower, fitted with a clock, by

Mr. Walshaw, of Knaresborough, rises to a

height of 60 ft. At either end of the buildings

are gables, with five-light windows in the centre.

The buildings are enclosed in iron railings in.

keeping with the style of construction, and they

have been erected by local tradesmen. The

total cost will be about 3,0U0Z. The almshouses

aro intended for unfortunate tradespeople, and

the benefaction is not confined to Harrogate.

This good work has been effected at the solo

cost of Mr. George Kogers. The architects have

designed a residence for Mr. Rogers m the same

style as the almshouses, which it is proposed to

Dcect on a site close to and overlooking tho

almshouses. The other evening Mr. Rogers

entertained the workpeople and those who

had been engaged in the construction at a

sumptuous dinner at the Albion Hotel, Harro-

gate. Mr. James Cass, plumber, was in the

,

chair. „ ,

Great Maplested.—Tho Houso_ of Mercy here

PROVINCIAL NEWS.

ippZehy.—During the last few years consider-

able improvements, says the Carlisle Journal,

have taken place iu the ancient county town of

has been opened. It is provided for
^

reception and protection of fallen women, with a

view to their reformation and ultimate safe

establishment either in some respectable calling

in which to earn a livelihood or otherwise. Such

inmates to be received from any port of the

kingdom.” The institution owes its origin en-

tirely to Miss Elizabeth Barter, who has given

the site, erected .the buildings at her own sole

cost, and endowed the wardenship with a stipend

of 250Z. per annum. She has conveyed the site

and buildings for the purpose to trustees. The

foundress is herself a sister. Tho maintenance

; “SiSSLs ===
CZg from The that it TiU require a hum of about 750i. per

s Head Hotel, hare, with one exception,
i

annum to mamtam the work m oompletenes^

remevea, and substantial shops and dsvel-

is varied, aud the eft’ect quiet ht^d picturesque.

The plan of the buildings is a quadrangle
;
on

one side are kitchen offices, dining-hall, and

class-rooms, and over them dormitories for peni-

tents and sisters. On another side is the chapel,

connected with which is the infirmary. A
covered way or cloister surrounds the quad-

rangle, giving access to the several rooms, and

affording communication with all parts of the

building under cover. Tlie whole is calculated

to accommodate some thirty penitents a^dthe

sisters. The chief point is the chapel, ihe

style is Early English. The east end is lighted

by a triplet window, the west by a oircalur win-

dow • the side walls by single lancets with foli-

ated heads
;
the roof is of lofty pitch, composed

of stained fir. The two easternmost side win-

dows are filled with. stained glass. The actii"'’

fabric is completed, and the lady sn--
'

the foundress resideut in a „^orior au.4

the internal arrantro- of ft, pi'eparing

penitents. T'
, ^ reception of

““ gr^'ul arouud basbeeu
tadout

..^uted.

during the last fifteen years, whilst .those of a

more modern and substantial class have under-

gone a complete restoration ;
and the old dilapi-

dated tenements known as the “ Squaye, oppo-

jsite the High .Crwjabave,,dnring the,past year,

been demolished, and a number of cottages, of

an ornamental description, erected on a com-

manding site at Garth Heads,>by Admiral Elliot,

who has not only given every facility for the

improvement of his own property, but has

granted leases on the most desirable building

sites to private individuals. The directors of

the Cumberland Union Banking Company having

found their place of business inadequate to their

requirements, resolved to erect more commodious

premises on the site of the old building^ long

known as the George and Dragon Inn, m the

centre of the Market-place, the property of Sir

Richard Tufton, bart. The building is of a Com-

posite character, of mixed Italian and Gothic de_

sign, built of white freestone from near Barnard

Castle. The windows and gateway are on the

case ment plan arched and of Italian order, with

balcony on second floor, the top of the buildinp'

being ornamented with a cornicG and ^
. ixu,

battlement, from designs by Mr. Dn-' i temperance-hall an_ -

• ' • ’• '^tihio
1

stones ot^ a new^vewy^^^
building, whicli

architect, Carlisle; and the d''*

This resolution was signed by six masters, six

plasterers, si'i carpenters, and six bricklayers. On
tho suggestion of Mr. Kettle, it was spontane-
ously determined that there should be an annual
celebration of the successful manner in which
masters and men in these three branches ar-

ranged questions which had hitherto to ‘

decided by a strike or a lock-out,—the
be observed aa a holiday, and the r'

to begin with a service at the o’ ’ aay to

_ -o<5dediag3

fol-

been carded out by Mr. ..cl Birkett, rvere
Tf local stono, will be two

tractor for the maBo- .ails, bo far, have will, be bmlt “ „„na.aoor oopBiatiog ot

torB are Mr. P-- -uolTat Little, the con- 8tor.es high, ‘b
ball-keeper's i-esibenc®,

plumbiug .u work. The other contrao- „bole of the ePl^e Joer

Penr=-- of ^ by the hall, which wiU hdVb »»

fi”
ar.’ci glazing ;

Mr. John Richardson, of I
bemg^oc^^ P ^ ^ ^ -

.atpr/mr the carpentering work; and Mr- Open-i'mioerea rooi. The style adopted i^s Mixea

Dodgson, of Appleby, for the slating, &o.

^he workmen employed on the building, to the

number of thirty, were recently treated to a

supper, at which the Appleby manager pre-

sided.

Gothic, and the architect is Mr. R. W. Johnson,

of Melton Mowbray and Leicester. A contract

has been entered into with Mr. "W. Henson,

builder, of Finedon, and it is expected the worka
will proceed rapidly.
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DESIGN FOE MANCHESTER TOWN HALL. Flan of Principal Floor.

manceibstee town.hall.
IWe Ulustrate in onp present nnmber the design

For Ifancbeater ToTra-haii
Speakman «t Charles worth, and to which the
first place for architectare was assigned by the
professional referees.* We have already ex-
pressed our opinion of its merits, and described

* See p. 261, ante.

'•SB. We add the following re-

its main featu.
ferences to the plan

.

EEFERENCEc.
' ^

A. Portico. Floor paved with glass ana
carriage-drire oeneath.

B. Staircase for public from portico.
C. Staircase from public carriage entrance.
D. Staircase from major’s carriage entrance: the i

three capable of being used as a grand staircase. I

E. Covered carriage entrance.
F. Gentlemen’s retiring-room.

G. Hat and cloak room.
H. Ladies’ retiring-room.
I. Lavatory.
K. Back stairs.

L. Hoist.
M. Stairs to gallery.
N. Housekeeper’s closet.
O. Stairs from Lloyd-sirect entrance’.
P. Dust shaft.

Q. Coal shaft.

H. Staircase from Cooper-street entrance.
’’ Stairs to second floor.

•ft for coals.

b. "“we from detective department.
T. L.

U. Stalin



DESIGN SUBMITTED FOE MANOHESTEE TOWN HALL, Br Messrs. Speakman & dsARLESwoRTn.
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THE LIMB AND PLATINUM LIGHTS.

A RENEWED endeavour to make the lime or
Drummond light available for use instead of gas
is being made. With that view improvements
have been suggested. Arrangements are being
made for supplying Perth barracks with the lime
light. The jot of hydrogen being lighted, a sepa-
rate jet of oxygen will be turned on so as to mix
with it at the moment of combustion, when the
flame impinges on the lime, which then emits the
intense light for which it is noted when white
hot. Various towns in Scotland are said to be
adopting the light. Another light of an analo-
gous description has been suggested by a French-
man, M. Bourbou^e, who uses common air in-
stead of oxygen, and common gas instead of
hydrogen, for the sake of economy. In this case

_

the air and gas are admitted into one common
tube

; thence they pass through a sheet of
metal, perforated with a great many holes, in
order to be divided into many small jets : these
are delivered through a ganze of platinum wire,
when they are lighted. The metal, in being
heated, soon becomes red, then white, and thus
diffuses a dazzling light. If, as seems to be the
case, the air and gas on this plan are previously
mixed in the proportions proper for combustion,
that is a dangerous element in the proposed
light, because such a mixture is explosive. We
would suggest, therefore, that the air should be
supplied to the gas at the point of combustion.
Otherwise, perhaps the platinum light would be
less unsuitable for ordinary house illumination
than the lime or magnesia light. Has lime ever
been tried with a light from street-gas and com-
mon air instead of pure or mere hydrogen and
oxygen, or gas and oxygen P

EEPOET OF THE AMALGAMATED
SOCIETY OF CARPENTERS AND JOINERS

1867.

in the one case, involving the workman in little
expense beyond the risk of the loss of his own
time, against which he should set the value of
the improvement he may derive from making
the effort under any circumstauoes

; while in
the other they expect to see a finished article of
a more elaborate nature, fit for immediate use
by any purchaser.

Art-workmen are earnestly recommended to
pay due regard to simplicity and harmony, as
well as richness and elaboration, in all their pro-
ductions, since the judges will estimate no less
highly purity of line and good balance of colour,
or of plain and enriched surfaces, than they will
any merits of mechanical execution.
The taste exercised in the selection of objects

for ornamentation will be considered in the ad-
judication of the prizes.

All the prizes are open to male and female
competitors on equal terms

j and, in addition,
^eciaX prizes, on the same scale as to amounts,
will be awarded, at the discretion of the judges,
among female competitors, although the speci-
mens exhibited by females may not be as good
as those exhibited by males, not deemed worthy
of reward.
Two or more art-workmen may concur in the

production of any article sent in for competition

;

but in that case the names of, and respective
parts taken by, each must be specified when the
article is sent in.

We shall hope to hear of a very full response
on the part of art-workmen to the offers of the
society.

centre, which receives the drainage from the
cow-house, as also the refuse of the whole of the
buildings. The paved yard is about 80 ft. square,
with Boft-water tank and pump in the centre,
into which the rain-water off the building is car-
ried, with watering trough attached.
The piggeries constitute a prominent feature

at the area of the “ old hall,” and have outlets at
front

^

and back
; the front outlets are divided

with iron fence, the walls being of stone, with
troughs of the same material.. The yard at the
back is to be fenced with wooden rails, and is
intended for the deposit of straw and litter to be
converted into manure.
The whole pile of buildings is of red brick,

niade on the site of the new building, with arches
of bine bricks. The entire cost is about 2,OOOZ.
The erections are from the designs and under
the superintendence of Mr. John Myatt,of Congle-
ton

; the builder being Mr. Beckett.

THE INDIA AND FOREIGN OFFICES.

The eighth annnal report of this Society, by
the General Secretary, Mr. Applegarth, has been
issued. We have often spoken of the exemplary
business-way in which these reports are made
up, and of the very prosperous state of the
Society, which is a highly important and in-
fluential one in the trades movement. The
branches ate upwards of 200 in number, com-
prising among them fully 8,000 members

; and
the accum^ated funds of the union actually in distance of the East Pier, and the builders of thehand already exoBed 15,0001. In ISGO its mem. quay walls are close oi the eacavato™ bat

3201 Th T ^ balance, thongh this is the case, a tedioas piece of work320L The depression of trade last year has had has to be accomplished by Mr. Scott, the conIts niluenoe on tho progress of the Society, but tractor.
Still It has been progressing. The income was
18,245L, and the expenditure,

; so that
even an unprosperous season added upwards of
2,0001. to its capital. Mr, Applegarth advocates
uniou not only among men against masters,

but among masters and men together,” and is
sanguine as to the practicability of arbitration.

FROM SCOTLAND.

LeitJi -—The new dock works are in a forward
state. All within the entrance is completed,
except a very small portion occupied by a line of
rails for conveying building materials to tho new
harbour or basin in course of construction. The
excavation is completed, and so are the quay
walls, even to the placing of the copestones. At
the entrance to the dock the works are in an
advanced state. The masons’ work, with tho
exception of tho laying of the copestones, is
finished, and workmen have begun to erect the
gates. The only portion of the works uncom-
pleted where any delay is likely to arise is at
the outer harbour or basin, that will occupy a
space equal to two superficial acres. There the
excavation has been completed to within a short
distance of the East Pier, and the builders of the

PRIZES FOR ART-WOREMEN.
The council of the Society of Arts, havino-

first referred the list of prizes to be offered to
art-workmen to a committee, consisting of Mr.
Hawes (chairman of council), Mr. Red<'rave’

Mr. Digby Wyatt, Mr. Godwin, and Mr!
Le-Nevo Poster (secretary), have issued an
entirely fresh programme. It has for its special
objects—1. To encourage the revival of the
pactico of dormant or rarely-used processes of
handicraft, by which the field of art-iudustry
may be extended, and art-workmen thereby be
in course of time, more adequately remunerated
as a class ; and, 2. To exercise the artisan in
the practical application, in accordance with re-
cognised principles of good taste, of the art-
processes so to be revived, to objects of ordinary
use, hitherto for tho most part undecorated.

In considering the apportionment of the money
pizes to tho respective subjects, attention has
been paid to the probable expense to which any
art-workman must bo put in each case who may
enter upon the competition.

In the first division, “Specimens of art-
workmanshipin prescribed processes,” tho money
prizes are in all oases, of smaller amount than in
the second division, “ Specimens of tho appli-
cation to ordinary industry gf prescribed art-
processes. t-.

-

The reason for this difTerence soosists in the
fact that the council look for minor 'specimens

MODEL BAEM BUILDINGS AT
ATJDLEM.

The trustees of Lord Newry (the Hon. J.
Knox and Lord Alfred Hervey) have recently
invested considerable sums in the purchase of

Lord Redesdale, in the Commons, the other
day, moved for a return of the cost of four statues
erected against the pilasters at the south-west
angle of the India Office, and the cost of the
decorative paintings of the interior of the India
and Foreign Offices, and asked whether it was
intended to allow the east front of tho new
offices in Downing-street to bo completed on a
line which would render the demolition of the
front of the present Government offices neces-
sary, or require it to be so constructed as to
form a handsome elevation in connexion with
those buildings.

In reply, the Earl of Malmesbury said that
the cost of the statues of which Lord Redesdale
disapproved was only 847^. Tho report wonld
v^y soon be laid before Parliament, when the
whole plan would be announced and explained.
Lord Redesdale said that the statues were

positively unsightly, and were contrary to every
principle of archicecture. He was glad to hear
that the design for the buildings for tho White-
hall front was to be carried out.

COMPETITION.

It having been decided to erect new schools
at Gaddesby, near Leicester, a design by Mr.
R. W. Johnson, architect, of Melton and Leices-
ter, has been selected in a limited competition.
The building, which will be of red brick with
white stone dressings, will be commenced forth-
with.

MIASMATIC EMANATIONS.
Dr. Jules Lemaire, who, for many years past,

has been examining the theory of miasmata, fer-
Buujo ill me purenaso oi uients, virus, &0 ., according to which theory they

landed property in Cheshire and Shropshire, as considered to be albuminoid substances modi-
nearlv ns mn-c- be, Contiguous to tho family fied by oxygen, has arrived at the conclusion that

others the fine old bnlf. this is an erroneous view of tbe ono.ofi'on nn/i

nearly as may
estates. Among others the fine old half-
timbered house, “Moss Hall,” near Audlem,
has fallen into their hands, with the suronnding
farm, and on this estate the trustees have lately
completed a range of farm buildings on improved
principles.

The buildings comprise three sides of a square,
with a projecting range on the north side. The
range of buildings on tbe east consists of gig.
house and 'two-stalled hacks’ stable, with loft
overj implement-house and cart-house (including
loose box), with loft over. On the north are
drift-house (enclosed with large doors), two
loose boxes or hospitals, corn bay, barn, and
straw bay

5
also large root-honse, with chopping-

room over, from which radiate, south and west,
two double cow-houses open to the roof, and
furnished with Musgrave’s patent iron fittings
as used in the Government model farms

j one
house containing forty cows, and the other twenty
cows and twenty-two young stock, with houses
for calves and yearlings. The ventilation of tbe
cow-houses is by “bonnet” ridge at intervals,
and louvre boards at the centa-e of each range!
the centre one being surmounted by a vane with
a “fox” indicator. Down the centre of each
cow-house there runs a “ gangway ” for feeding
purposes in direct communication with the root-
house, straw bay, and an intended “ Dutch hay
shed. In the angle formed by the two ranges of

-J u.mcuuii tuo UUUUIUBIUU tnaii
this is an erroneous view of the question, and
that its author, Baron Liebig, confounds, under
tho generic name of ferment, agents of an
essentially different nature

j
that his doctrine

contains some contradictions, and is insufficient
to explain various known facta, as well as certain
new ones due to Dr. Lemairo. Qalignani thus
describes one of his experiments ;

—

“ In one of the rooma in tho harracha of the Forts de
I’Eat, near St. Denis, and inhabited by voltigeurs of tho
Garde Imp^riale, all young and Tigorous men, he placed a
frigoriferous apparatus of his on a table a metre in
height, all the windows and doors being closed as soon as
the soldiers were in bed, that is at nine p.m. A similar
apparatus was placed in the open air at the same altitude,
for the soke of comparison. At four a.m. tho water col-
lected in the open air had tbe taste of tho pure element,
and presented nothing extraordinary. That collected in
the room had the smell of confined air, and the microscope
rerealed in it a considerable number of transparent
spherical, ovoid, and cylindrical bodies, their dimeusiona
in length and breadth varying between two and three
thousandths of a millimetre. They were roiciophytes and
microzoaria in a state of incipient development. Six
hours after condensation their number was found to have
increased; there were thousands of them in a single drop
of liquid. There were various bacteria of the termo and
puneCum species, and numerous vibrios were moving about
10 every direction. There was also a monad described by
Ehrenberg, and which Dr. Lemaire thinks might be the
cause of typhus fever."

The importance of ventilation in a hygienic
point of view is thus obvious, since these minute-
creatures, which are so easily generated, are,

with some reason, believed to be the cause of
. u tue angle lormed by the two ranges of with some reason, believed to be the cause of

cow-houses there IS a paved canaeway all round, many diseases, the origin of which remains
five yards wide, with sunk manure stead in the I otherwise unexplained. We may here add, that
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we do not think the importance of certain agents

which prevent the formation of microscopic life is

fully appreciated. For example, paste, or moist
dextrine, will very shortly develop such life,

but if it be well spiced with oil of cloves it will

keep for months without doing so, or in any way
altering or decomposing. If certain diseases

are caused by animalcules, the power of such

agencies ought to be tested in these cases.

ACCIDENTS.

St. Paul’s Church, Little Chester, Derby, has
been struck by lightning, which completely
shattered the minaret, 14 ft. or 15 ft. high. The
atones were thrown in all directions on to the
roof and into the churchyard and two neighbonr-
ing fields, some of them being carried to a great
distance. The roof was damaged in a great
many places by the falling of the stones. A
portion of the stonework on the opposite eide of

the tower was torn away, and one of the three

small pinnacles injured. Beyond the falling of
the stones, the interior of the church has
sustained no great injuiy.

While the workmen of Messrs. W. Beattie &
Sons were engaged removing the roof of Morning,
side Church, near Edinburgh, which sustained
much damage during the gale of January last,

another accident occurred to the building by a
heavy gale, whereby a considerable portion of
the roof was blown down. Happily, none of the
men were injured.

By the fall of a gangway at Spittal-street, in

the same city, three men have been injured

at a house in course of erection. They were
engaged in carrying a large stone, weighing some
8 cwt. or 10 cwt., up a gangway, in preparation
for the builders commencing work. When they
were about half-way up, the piles by which the
gangway was retained at the bottom suddenly
gave way, the gangway slipped, and the men,
six in number, were precipitated to the ground
from a height of 8 ft. or 10 ft.

A sad accident occurred at Chicago on Good
Friday. The Roman Catholic Cathedral of St.

Mary was filled with people, and the weight of
the multitude cansed a portion of the floor to

give way, which, raising a great dust, led some
one to cry, “ Fire !” A terrible panic ensued, and
in the rush that was made for the doors four
women were crushed to death, and twenty or
more persons were seriously injured, three of
them having since died.

A terrible disaster is reported on Lake
Michigan. The steamer Sea Bird caught fire

•when about thirty miles from Chicago, and in

•ten minutes was wrapped in flames. There were
about 100 persons on board, all ofwhom, including
the ofBcers, perished, except two persons, who
were saved by a schooner which was passing.

THE BELLS OF WESTMINSTER
ABBEY.

The north-western tower of the Abbey Church
of St. Peter, Westminster, contains a peal of six

bells, and a saints’ bell. The first and fourth of

the peal were made by Thomas Lester in 1743 ;

the second was evidently cast in the fifteenth

century
;

the third and fifth respectively in
1683 and 1598, Gabriel Goodman being then
dean. The sixth, or tenor, bears the following
inscription :

—
“Eemember John Whitmell, Isabella his wife, and

William Bus, who first gave this bell, 1-130. New cast iu
Julj, 1590, and in April, 1738, Richard Phelps, T.
Jjester, /feit,”

The comparatively small, or saints’ bell, was
also made by Thomas Lester.

I do not hesitate to say that the tenor, or
largest bell of the peal, is an excellent one,
remarkable for dignity and mellowness of tone, its

weight being about 36 cwt., and its note D flat.

It w^ be seen that this bell bears the names of
Richard Phelps,—founder of the great bell at St.
Paul’s,—and Thomas Lester. According to the
Whitechapel register of burials, Phelps died iu

1738; and I may state that Lester was his fore-

•man and subsequent successor. This will ac-
count for both of their names appearing on the
bell.

In an opening in the upper part of the gable
of the south transept is another comparatively
small bell, which was made by Thomas Lester
.in 1749.

J may here mention^ in order to show when

and how the bells are sounded for calling the
people to church, that divine service is per-

formed daily in the Abbey at 10 a.m. and 3 p.m.,

and on Sundays during the summer there is a
special service in the nave at 7 p.m.

Half an hour previously to each of these
services the fourth and fifth bells of the peal

commence chiming, and are continued until five

minutes have elapsed, when, if a sermon is to

be preached, the fine tenor bell is tolled for abont
three minutes. At fifteen minutes before 10
a.m. and 3 p.m. the small bell in the gable of

the south transept is tolled, and this is continued
until the clock in Poet’s-corner proclaims the

hoar. For the special service in the nave on
Sunday evening the small bell in the north-

western tower is tolled during the last fifteen

minutes.
On week days there is also an early service

at 7‘45, for which the small bell in the sonth
gable is tolled, commencing at 7’30

;
and on

Sundays Holy Communion at 8, for which the

same bell is sounded at 7'45 a.m.
This bell is also rung daily at 8 45 and 1‘30

for about three minutes, after which forty strokes

are given on the tenor bell.

I have said that the tenor or great bell is a
remarkably fine one

;
and I believe it is never

tolled for deaths or funerals except for a member
of the Royal family. It certainly was not used
at the funeral of the late Lord Palmerston.

Thomas Walesby.

THE FROG AND LIZARD, ROME.

Sir,— In the Builder of the 18th nit. re-

ference is made to the statement of Pliny that
two Greek architects placed the figures of a frog
and lizard upon the "bases” of the columns of
the Portico of Octavia, at Rome, as emblems of
their names, Sauros and Batrachos. In the
basilica of San Lorenzo is the Ionic capital of a
column, which has a lizard and frog in the
“ volutes” and which is said by Professor Nibby
to have been brought from the above portico.

When at Rome a few years ago I sketched the
capital, and have it now before me. Of course
the above is only interesting as verifying Pliny’s
statement, the carving and design of the capital

being very inferior. Alpeed Perry,

STORING RAIN-WATER.

I CAN bear ample testimony to the convenience
of storing rain-water. I have an underground
cistern containing abont 1,500 gallons. It was
made ten or twelve years ago, and it has never
yet been entirely empty. The water it contains,

which comes from a slate roof of a school-room
and dwelling-honse, is perfectly clear and fit for

any domestic purpose.
True, after a heavy shower of rain, succeeding

dry weather, it is somewhat discoloured, but
that soon passes off. The water not being
exposed to the action of light, there is no
animal life developed therein, as is the case in

tanks or cisterns exposed to light and air. This
is the third cistern of the kind I have had made
for myself in different houses, and though each
house is supplied with water from the town
water-works, I consider the rain-water far the
more valnable of the two; and, what is more, I

have no water-rate to pay for it. There is

certainly the expense in the first instance, also

the cost of a pump, but the additional comfort

afforded far outbalances that. J. B.

PROPOSED MUSEUM IN LEIGHTON
BUZZARD.

It wonld seem from the following communica-
tion to ns that the statements that have been
made as to the foundation of a Paxton Memorial
Institution at Leighton Buzzard, are a little pre-

mature. A plain account of the proposal and
the steps already taken is as follows :

—

In January last an Indnstrial Exhibition was
held in this town, under the management of the
“ Working Men’s Mutual Improvement Society.”

It was opened by Lord Charles J. F. Rnasell. In
the course of his lordship’s inaugural address, he
made ,a suggestion to the effect that the exhibi-

tion shonld lead, eventually, to the establishment
of a mnseum, to be associated with the name of

Sir Joseph Paxton^ gs ^
native of this locality.

This idea has been taken up by the working men,
and, at their annual meeting on the loth nit.,

three resolutions were passed, one approving of
Lord Charles Russell’s proposal, another speci-

fying in outline the kind of institution deemed
desirable, and a third resolving that a memorial
address be presented to his lordship, calling

upon him, as the originator of the idea, to take
the necessary first steps in order to ascertain the
practicability of the proposed scheme. That
memorial address now only awaits a convenient
opportunity for presentation. We have advanced
no further than this. It will, therefore, be evi-

dent that the statements in the paragraph
referred to are premature. We are sanguine
enough to hope that the scheme, when fairly

before the public, will meet with support, and
that the statements which we now feel bound to

notice may, at no distant time, be substantially

realized.

On behalf of the Working Men’s Mutual Im-
provement Society,

Edward W. Lewis, Treasurer.

William Abraham, Secretary.

COMPOUND CHURCHES AND HOUSES.
Sir,-—

T

ho letter of yonr correspondent “Progress”
induces me to bring forward somewhat similar ideas which
I hare long entertainsd.

1 propose to group a number of churches of the same
or of various denominations around a central dome, which
would form a grand vestibule to all of them. This arrange-
ment would admit of manp modifications. The simplest
would consist of four half-domes, each forming a separate
church, while the central dome would, if the structure
belonged to the Established Church, be used as a baptis-
tery and for the administration of the Holy Communion.
The arrangement may even be carried so far as to have

two stories of churches, the lower ones with fireproof
coned ceilings, and the upper ones domed. The central
dome would, in this case, be surrounded by an arcade, and
grand staircases on each side would give access to the
upper churches.
A somewhat similar construction to that 1 propose for

churches could, I believe, be adapted with advantage to

private dwellings. In these days of Limited Liability

Companies it is surely possible to buy a square mile of
land, and upon this area to erect aizteen large blocks

bidlditig, each composed of from six to ten fiats surround-
ing a spacious piazza ? If the blocks were, on an average,
six stories high, and contained twenty houses on each side

of the piazza, the population per square mile would,
reckoning five persons to every habitation, be 38,400,
which would be swelled to more then 40,000 by the resi-

dents in hotels, keepers of public halls, &c. ;
space for

which would be found in the angles of the building, where
baths, washhouses, and public schools could also be
located. The basement fioor could be used for warehouses,
and the ground fioor for shops of various kinds.

^ The entrance to each block could be in the centre of
each side; and the enclosed space could, if thought de-
sirable, be in some instances roofed with iron and glass,

and converted into a conservatory.
The unoccupied ground, which would be, at least, three-

quarters of the whole (since the accommodation above
mentioned would not, st- most, require each block to be
above 660 ft. square) could be laid out into broad streets

or walks, bordered with trees and flowers and adorned
with fountains, while ample spaces could be still left,

covered with greensward, for tne athletic games of the
youth of the town. Each block shonld form a separate
parish or ward, and should be bound to keep in order its

own streets and open spaces. The ebnrohes might be
grouped as above described.

A town built in this manner wonld afford ample scope
for the architect and landscape-gardener to exert their

highest powers, and noble results might bo reasonably
expected were the system to be tried, W. N. T.

HOW IS THIS ?

Ik the Builder of Saturday last there was an intimation
from the Architectural Association that, on the same
afternoon, “a visit will be paid to the New Smitbfield
Markets, at which place members are requested to
assemble at fhree o’clock precisely.” The notice was
signed by both honorary eecrelaries, and no doubt many
eraons deemed that there was a treat in store for them.
,
myself, was amongst the number, and, expecting to hear

the opinions of distinguished people, put oil' a visit that I
intended to the Southern Thames Embankment opening.
Of the two aflairs I chose what I considered the “ superior
article,” and, at three, “military time,” was let into the
premises by the small boy in charge at the wicket. Once
inside. I naturally looked about for such distinguished

members of the engineering and building sciences as I
counted upon, but, to my astonishment, I found myself
the most distinguished person present. The only other

people I could see were a couple of brace of labourers and
a ganger; the latter asking me for my name, with all

proper reepeet, adding that “it was Mr. Jones’s special

desire.” 1 then walked from one end of the building to

the other, and from eide to side ; and, thinking that the

gentlemen might all be below, I made for the facilie

descensue of the regions below, but found it strongly

barricaded and covered in with tarpaulin. I listened for

voices, but, alas! all was still, save the “Htl" and the
“ Ho !" of the labourers, •ebose privilege it ie to work on
Saturdays three hours after everybody else has gone for

the week 1

I began to feel myself the 'victim of a "seU,” and, as I

deemed the public opinion of the five working men a

matter of influence, I pulled out my “two-foot" and
began to do something.
Where were the “ authorities” who were to receive the

Association? Where was even the clerk of the works?
Presently, two or three gentlemen came in, and, seeing me
at. work, they made up at once, thiaking that 1 was an
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) official party. We BsVed one another questions, but could

i not give one another answers. We then spread ourselves

out in skirmishing order to make a reconnaisance, but the

; oouutry in front was entirely deserted : tho descents to the

. lower regions were all re-tried, but with similar results as

before. At length, four o’clock having arrived, and no

: more company putting in an appearance, I thought that it

‘ was time to move oft'.

“How is this?” paid one, and “How is this?” said

i another, before I left the building. lam, sir, but a plain

• man, ami I love fair play, if it is only tossing for pins. I

I would, therefore, say, in equally plain terms, that “ some-

! body” has put the secretaries “in the hole,” and the

' secretaries have put us “ in the hole/' and—and, “ How is

1 this ? ” SlYLVS,

“ CONCEETE SEWEES.”

Bib,—

F

rom the earliest times, all who have dared to

, earn their bread by abstract thought, or have tried to

• promote the health and comfort or otherwise improve .

; the condition of their fellow-men, have had to encounter
' an amount of ignorance, prejudice, and opposition that,

. when viewed by the light of science, is absolutely

; astounding.
As a rule, the inventor is ever before the age in which he

1 lives, or rather exists; the offspring of his brain is un-

acknowledged, or received with indifference; but should

1 tho Builder or the Times notice “ Nobody's Child,’' fifty

1 loving fathers claim him at once as their own.
In your impression of the 4th ult. you refer to the

: construction of concrete sowers at Sidmouth
;
and again,

I on the 26th, you publish a letter, wiitteu by Mr. John
; Phillips, on the same subject. This letter will be received

1 as alessou by many young engineers, and your publica-

I tion of it will give confidence in the use of a material too

I long overlooked.
No one will now dare dispute the advantages conse-

t quent on good drainage. Not a sewer can be formed, or
I a pipe laid, without lessening the death-rate of the loca-

I bty. Yet how many districts remain fever-stricken in con-
I aequence of the prohibitory cost of procuring the ncces-

I sary bricks or large pipes from works far distant, when
I the very material necessary for good and perfect drainage
i is to be found under the feet of those whose duly it is to

! bring consideration to bear upon the appliances within
I their reach ! Charles Swaine has it, “ Flowers ns sweet
i bloom at our feet, if we would but stoop to find them.” I

I hope in the future that surveyors and engineers will turn
I to profitable account materials hitherto rejected and
I carted away at considerable co:t.

As one whose whole life has been devoted to experi-

I menta,—who has tried in his generation to be useful,—

I

I would ask you in common fairness to record a fact—viz,,

I that in December, 1852, her Majesty gr.mted me Royal
I letters patent fur constructing sewers of concrete. (Here-
' with I send you the official copy of the patent.) Sixteen

years have passed, and the effort I then made has never
I been acknowledged, but the value of my conception at

I that date is proved by the fact of all the sewers and
I drains in connexion with the late Paris Exhibition being
' of bfiton or concrete, with many of which I had to form

junctions, when carrying out the works entrusted to my
I care, and in doing so I found them to be more like Port-
I land stone than concrete. 1 hear also one of the engi-

neers of tho Metropolitan Board has, during the past
twelve months, been trying concrete sewers, and Mr.
Phillips asserts the sewers of Sidmouth are most saiis-

I fbetory.
These facts, I think, prove my statement, that “as a

mle, the invenfor is ever before the age in which he lives,

or rather exists ;” bnt I am content if yon record the fact

that I sixteen years since suggested the use of “ concrete
for sewers aud drains.' ' Geobgb Jennikcs.

HOENCASTLB TOWN SEWEEAGE
TENDERS.

8ib,—

M

y attention has been directed to a letter in the
Builder of last week, signed by the Rev. W. H. Milner,

chairman of the Local Board. By the insertion of my
Dame, the Rev. Mr. Milner indirectly calls upon me to re-

ply to bis assertion that your previous notice of tho sub-
ject contained “erroneous” statements: perhaps he dees
so from the circumstance that my tender was originally

tho lowest.

As you stated that more than one contractor had sup-
plied information, I think the rev. gentleman somewhat
unnecessarily introduces roy name, and improperly writes
as follows :

—" I hope Mr. Frow was not one of those who
supplied to you the erroneous statement, because he was
in possession of the real facts of the ease,"
Upon the first part of this sentence I wish, through

yon, to inform the Rev. W. H. Milner, that I was one of
tho-se who sent you list of tenders, but the notes at the
Lead and foot were not of my writing. I sent a foot-note,

but different from those used; consequently I suppose
other of the contractors supplied those notes: however, I

am ready to endorse them, and defend them from the
charge of being erroneous ;

in doing so I fear that I shall

prove, by extracts from the specification, that the rev.

gentleman's statements are erroneous with reference to

the assumed mistake in the adopted tender.

'The letter sent me by the Clerk of the Board, a copy of
which Mr. Milner supplied you, did not roach me until

some time after I had sent you a list of tenders, conse-
quently did not influence me. It certainly gives a very
plausible explanation of the circumstances alleged to

nave led the Board to accept an amended tender; bnt as

I “ was in possession of the real facts of the case,” it did

not change my views upon this case, of the impropriety of
Boards sdmitting amended tenders after the opening day.

In this case six of the contractors had been put to a

second competition, b^ing requested to supply sample
pipes, to see who would supply the best at the proposed
tender prices

; hut in this no preference oould be gained
by the adopted oue. Fossibly some gentleman who takes
an interest in town chat, could tell his brother townsmen
what was gained, and who gained by this step.

The Rev. Mr. Milner attempts to justify tbe acts of the
Board by these words:—" In the bill of quantities mention
was ma(fe of certain castings [? where: not castings, only
fixings! which the specification showed; the contractor
was only to fix, bnt Mr. Young, not having the specifica-

tion belore him, included the cost price of the eastings”

(.? without having dimensions^. HAd this been p fact, it

would not have been a sufficient excuse for breaking

throtigli the secrecy of the seals of twenty other con-

tractors to favour one : this act stultifies the principle-

saps the very foundation—of contracting by tenders. In

Mr. Young’s tender several corrections in items aresiid

to have been made; the greatest aT.ount of corrections

is admitted to have been under the heed of manholes and
ventilating shafts, which summed np to about 4O0L in some
tenders, but Mr. Young made it considerably more. I

have been informed that the greatest error appeared at the

bottom of these items. As the Rev. Mr. Milner implies,

“fixing covers to manholes" {what words could be
plainer to understand than these?) are in the bill of quanti-

ties. We do not hear of any other one of tho twenty
tenderers mistaking the purport of these words : fixing is

not providing. However, a loose figure appeared in the

adopted tender in this line, of considerable msguitude,
whether by accident, or for a “ call in " to explain, does

not affect tho question of culpability of Boards correcting

lenders, or a'lowing corrections alter prices have been
published.

In the hill of quantities which Mr. Young and all other

contractors had, t he only reference to this item of castings

is contained in the words, “ fixing iron covers to manholes ;

ditto ventilating shafts.” It may have been that Mr.
Young did add the cost price of covers without having

dimensions ; but the error should have been corrected by a

note previously to opening of tenders, or the item should

have been taken as it stood. Every tender is open to

corrections if the rule be allowable.

CflABLES FBOW.

PLAGUE STONES.

A cOBEBsroxiiENT of iho Builder, mentioning the dis-

covery of a plague stone at Stockport, wishes for informa-

tion about plague stones. Hargrove, in his “ History and
Descriptiou of the Ancient City of York," 1813, vol. i.,

p. 135, says,—“ The plague, which the preceding year Lad
carried off 30,678 persona in London, raged to such an
alarming extent here, in 1604, that the markets within tho

city were prohibited,toprevent thecontagion from spreading

into the country ;
aud stone vrosses were erected in various

parts of tho vicinity of York, where the country people

mot the citizens, and sold them their commodities.

Several of these crosses are yet remaining. The Lord
President's Courts were adjourned to Ripon and Durham ;

many of the inhabitants left tho city; the minster, and

even the minster-yard, were both shat up ;
and the un-

fortunate subjects of infection were sent to Hob-moor and
Horse Fair, where booths of boards were erected to

receive them. No fewer than 3,513 inhabitants of York
fell victims to this pestilential disease; though by means
of these precautions it was not of long continuance."

Drake, in his “History of York,” mentions,—“I have

noted before that an uniform street once extended from
Boolham-bar to a place culled Burton Stone, where a stone

cross formerly stood ;
the extent of the city's liberties on

this side," p. 253. Now, this old atone called Burton-

stone has several holes in its upptr surface, evidently

meant for the placing of vinegar in as described by your
correspondent, or to fumigate. Hoping to see this

question answered further, 1 have sent this as some con-

tribution to the question. Yobk.

BRICKWOKK IN SWANSEA.
Sib,—

Y

our correspondents “ T. "U. & J." complain that

"all exposed brickwork in Swansea after a short time

becomes covered with a white powder or effioreacenoe,

which renders any attempt to produce coloured patterns

in that material quite futile;" and inquire how it can be
prevented or removed.

'The facts are not exactly as “ T. U. & J.” have stated.

It is not “aU exposed brickwork in these parts" (Swan-
sea) which is so affected ; nor is it any peculiarity in the

climate which produces the mischief
;
but it is the fault of

ihe bricks used, which are generally from Bridgwater or

those made ou the spot from clay or sand impregnated

with salt. C. E.

WORM-EATEN FURNITURE.

Bib, I have two articles of furniture very mcch worm*
eaten, aud I am told it is likely they will affect the other

furniture iu the room. Is there anything to prevent it ?

Eichd. Jahes.

VALUE OF REVERSIONS.

A SAXE of absolute reversions, contingent reversions,

reversionary life interests, annuities, policies of assurance,

&c., the property of the late firm of Overend, Gurney, &
Co., took place at the Auction Mart, Tokeuhouse-jard,

City, under the direction of Messrs. Chinnock, Gals-

worthy, & Chinnock. The following were amongst the lots

sold :—Lot 1. The absolute reversion to a sum of 20,000^

4 per. cent, debenture stock of the Great Eastern Rail-

way Company, expectant on the decease of a lady aged

sixt y, invested in the names of responsible trustees, subject

to succession duty at 1 per cent.—7,1601. Lot 4. The life

interest, in possession, to a sum of 20,OOOL invested on
mortgage at 4 per cent., thus producing an annuity of

8001. per annum, receivable during the life of a gentleman

aged seventy-seven—3,6C0?. Lot 5. The life interest, in

possession, of a gentleman aged forty-two, in the income
arising from the sum of 8,0U01,, at present invested on
mortgage at 4 per cent.—3,5001. Lot 6. The life interest

in possession of a gentleman aged forty-two, in the income
of tho sum of 4, COOL, which is invested partly in a free-

hold estate at Thorpe, near Norwich, and the remainder in

Bank stock—l,8fOL Lot 7. The life interest of a gentle-

man aged fifty-two in the sum of 0,6741. IDs. Consols,

expectant on the decease of his wife, aged fifty-five—5001.

Lot 8. The absolute reversion, expectant on tbe decease

of a lady aged fifty-five, in a sum of 5,4791. 23. 6d.

Consols, and in the proceeds of an estate at Arley, in the

county of Stafl'ord, consisting of a residence, cottages,

and 192 acres, producing a net rental of 3001. per annum

—

6,3501. At tbe same time the Rocks estate, a freehold

property in Gloucestershire, witbiu five miles of Bath,

extending over 810 acres of arable, pasture, meadow, and
wood land, divided into compact farms, the Elizabethan
mansion, the Hunters’ Hall public-house, and several
cottages, the whole being of the actual rack rental of
1,7001. per annum, was sold for 51,0001.j the timber and
fixtures at a valuation.

BANQUET AT THE ROYAL ACADEMY.

On Safcurdaj last tbe anniversary dinner of
the Royal Academy was held in their rooms in

Trafalgar-pqnare, where a numerous and dis-

tingnished company assembled.

The president presided, supported by the
Prince of Wales, the Duke of Cambridge, Prince
Christian, the Duke D’Aumale, the Prince of
Teck, and Prince Edward of Saxe-Weimar.
The president, in the course of the evening,

referred to the anxiety of the Academy to in-

augurate the completion of the first century of

the Corporation by holding their next exhibition

in the new galleries at Burlington House.

“The Royal Academy (he said) would have no difficulty

in getting their buildings sufficiently advanced for that

purpose if they could get access through Burlington
House. But I regret to say the buildings for the learned
societies are not yet commenced, in consequence of un-
foreseen diflieulties that have occurred arising from th< ir

inteiffiring in some degree with tbe lights of the Albany.
I am glad, however, to learn from the noble lord the First

Commissioner of Works that these difficulties are nearly,

if not quite, removed. We are, therefore, sanguine in the

hope that an object so very desirable not on^ to the

Academy, but to ihe whole body of artists, to the trustees

of the National Gallery, and to the public generally, may
yet be accomplished. We even contemplate having an
exhibition of a selection of the works of all the members of
the Academy since its foundation to tho present day, to

bo opened, if possible, on tho 10th of December, to in-

ugurate the centenary. We feel assured that we shall

eceive tho hearty co-operation of the noble lord the First

Commissionerof Works, to whom we are already so much
indebted. With regard to the Academy, I think I may
say with confidence that it is in a fiourishing condition.

While we may point with some pride to toe many dis-

tinguished artists who now belong to it, we recognise with

infinite satisfaction the vast amount ofrising talent, which
leaves no doubt on our minds that the fame of the British

school will be maintained, if not surpassed."

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.

Sujinton {Lancashire).—Tho chief stone of a

new church, dedicated to St. Peter, has been

laid here. The edifice, which is now in coarse

of erection, will consist of nave, north and south

aisles, chancel and chancel aisles, with organ
chamber at tbe north, and clergy and choir ves-

tries at the south, together with a western
tower. Tbe height inside will be 150 ft., and
the width about GO ft. The style of the archi-

tecture is the early Decorated. The church will

be entered at the west end by two porches, north

and south
;
also by a small porch on the north side

adjoining the vestries. The aisles will be lofty,

and contain nine windows. There will be no
clearstory, the roofs being all gabled. The in-

terior will be open-timbered, and the walla will

consist of Dunford-bridge parpoints, while the

walls of the exterior will be composed of dressed

stone fromLongridge. The whole of the interior

will be of stone from the Hollington quarries, the

fittings ofpitch pine, and the doors of oak. The
present contract is for theeutire church and tower

(the latter up to the open roofonly), and amounts
to about 10,5001. The edifice is to be completed

by June, 1809. Its total length will be 144 ft.,

and the width G6 ft. Tbe nave will seat 478

persons, tbe north and south aisles will seat 270,

and the chancel 14-6. Tho height of the tower

will be 105 ft. The architect is Mr. Street,

of London; tho contractor being Mr. Philip

Horsmai), of Wolverhampton j
and the clerk of

the works is Mr. J. Smith.

Alton .—The parish church of Alton has been
re-opened. The alterations have been effected

under the superintendence of Mr. Christian, of

London, who has made available the space
which in the old church was shut out by high

pews and overshadowed by galleries. The pews,

which are open, are all of deal wood, stained

and varnished. The aisle is laid with Minton’s

tiles and iron gratings, while attention has been
given to the warming of the church by means of

bot-wator pipes, the boiler being placed nnder

the organ chamber. This chamber, erected on

the north side, and given by Mr. W. Dyer and
the Misses Dyer, is built on the outside of stone,

while the interior consists of brick, leaving a

cavity to render the chamber dry. It is roofed

with tile, while the ceiling is circnlar, with

moulded ribs, an arch of native stone being

formed at its junction with the church. The
roof of the church has been cleaned of hccumu-
lated coats of wliitewash, its timbers^ which are
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ol oak, yermahed, and the tower itself, at first
looked upon ns a hopeless obstruction, is now
utdised as a baptistry, the font, in Caen stone,
be^g placed in it. In the baptistry, Messrs.
J. H. and E. Dyer have placed a stained-glass
windovr, representing » Christ’s Baptism,” and
Blessing Little Children,” the artist being Mr.

Joseph Bell, of Bristol. The old Norman arches,
on which the tower stands, are thrown open, the
floor,of the belfry having been raised 6 ft. or 7 fb.A turret, with spiral stone stairs, has been
bmlt outside the tower, to admit bell-ringers and
others to the belfry without entering the churchMd the roofs of the porch and vestry have been
taiien oli and new ones substituted. The four
Aorman pillars and arches which support the
t^ower and spire have been, until lately, almost
hidden from observation. Care has been taken

the nave, and a vestry at the west end of aisle,
it will seat 250 persons, and the estimated out-
lay IS about 2,0001. Mr. A. Groves is the builder
employed.
East Raynham (Norfolk).—The Church o{ St.

Mary, through the liberality of the Marquis
lownshend and the rector (the Eev. E. Phayre),
has just been rebuilt and reseated, at a cost of
upwards of 5,0001. The church, which was re-
cently re-opened, is in the Perpendicular style,
and consists of clearstoried nave, with north and
south aisles, chancel, tower, and north and south
porches. The walls are faced with squared flints
and Ancaster stone dressings. The chancel
floor is of Ketton stone in 2-ft. squares
with Maw’s glazed black tiles at intersections!
The reredos also improves the generalkixipauToa i/UH Kenerai an-
peamnce of the bnilding. Tho tower is ligited

J ‘kkkv.icixi; oi any por-
tion of the masonry. The east window, which
was in a bad state, has been removed, and a new
one substituted by -Mr. C. Trimmer, at a cost of
/bt. Ihe lighting of tho church is by means of
Medimval pendants from the roof. The church
Will now seat about 1,000 persons, or a few over
the number accommodated before the altera-
tion.

Whtthj.—A parish ohoroh for" tho snbnrb ofKoBwarp containing SOS sittings, is about to be
weoted, from designs prepared by Mr. Charles
Moel .^mfield, of Whitby, architect. The plan
comprises naye, with south-west porch, two bays
ot a south aislo, semioircnlar apsidal chancel,
and vestry under tower, which latter is on the
TOuth aide, at tho junction of nave and chancel.
With the exception of the dressings to arches,
windows, doors, Ao., the whole of the walls will
be plastered on tho inside with Martin's fire-
proof cement, to which it is proposed to apply a
considorable amount of coloured decoratiin.
The wa a, which are to be built of brown Busca
tiill yvail-stonee, hammer-dressed, and fine white
sandstone from Blue Bank, random-tooled, for
the dressings, will bo 2 ft. 3 in. thick, 22 ft. 6 in.high above floor of nave, having battrosses 2 ftsquare at intervals of 12 ft., Centro and centre.Ihe tower rises to a height of 6-1 ft., which
raises the belfry well above the roof ridges. A

tie tower, making a
total hejght of 110 ft. The whole of tho works
except decorative painting, have been let toMr. Bobinson, of Whitby, builder, for 1,816!. 16sIhe architect s estimate was 1,8711. A small
mission-school church is shortly to be erected atBandsend, near Whitby, from designs by Mr. C.

of M S
architect. It will boof Middle Thirteenth.century Gothic, of a rural^pe, with low walls and high-pitched roof, and

will contain 166 sittings, exclusive of choir andclerp: It will consist of a building of onenmform height, the chancel being defined on the

slightly difioriug from that of the nave. In the
mterior the chancel will be strongly marked bya screen, by the arched principal of the roo^^d by a polygonal boarded ceiling. The whole
building will be plain, but substantial and ecole-
Biastieal in appearance, both within and without.
nouaep —The memorial stone of a now church

at Blackheatlq Eowlcy, has been laid by the
Conntesa of Dudley, amidst a large assembly ofthe gently and inhabitants of the neighbour,
hood The intended church has been designed
by Mr. Hopkins, architect to the Worcester
Archdiaconal Church-building Society, and the
taiiding has been entrusted to Messrs. James
Wilson & Son, of Birmingham, bmldors. The
estimated coat is 6,-100!., ot which 5,7011. (in-

2,000!. from Delta
) have been collected. The

architect s description ot the building shows thatthe church wi . when een,„l„l,.u j
“

P. Phayre, C.B., K.C.S. The works have been
carried out under the direction of Messrs.
Clark & Holland, architects, Newmarket, by Mr
WiUiam Hubbard, contractor, East Dereham

SCHOOL-BUILDING NEWS.
Redcar .—The foundation-stone of the Tnrner

Free School has been laid at Coatham. The
schools will be erected in the Gothic style, and
will be 103 ft. 6 in. long, 52 ft. wide, and’fonr
stories high. There will be accommodation for
a number of boarders. The main front of the
building will face Coatham-road, and at the
gable end there will be a tower. A large dining,
hall and a covered play-shed will be on the
ground-floor, immediately over which will be the
school-room, with open timber roof, and class-
rooms in the rear to the south. There will also
be a residence for the master. The entire cost
of the building will bo under 4,OOOZ.

These schools have been
formally opened. They have been built by Mr
Edward Clayfield, of Horsley, builder, from the
designs of Mr. Clissold, of Stroud, at a cost of

The land was given by Mr, H. D.
Eicardoj lord of the manor, who has also been a
donor.

_

Nottinjliam.—The New Free Grammar School,
situated on Nottingham Forest, between the
Arboretum and Forest-road, has been formally
opened. Mr. T. Simpson was the architect. The
school and playground, according to thedeacrip-
tion in tho Nottingham Guardian, from which
we quote, occupy a piece of land at the back of
the Arboretum, containing about 3^ acres
stretching from Arboretum-street to Forest-road!
The building is in the Perpendicular style of the
Lancastrian period. Its principal front extends
east and west, facing Aboretum-street; its class-
rooms and other olfices north and south. The
front portion of the block contains the classical
school to the east, and English school to the
west. Each is 60 ft. long and 30 ft, wide, and
has open-timbered roofs, supported with ham-
mer-beamed, circular-stayed principals, borne by
angels bearing shields of the period. These
rooms are 21 ft. high to the eave and 39 ft. high
to the ridge. The two schools are entered sepa-
rately by porches right and left of the rear,
while the principal entrance is by steps from the
terrace to the south. The schools are divided
to the south by private rooms for the masters,
and beyond, in the centre, by a visitors’ room
and library, 36 ft. 6 in. long and 10 ft. 2 in. wide,
with slide doors at each end, so as to unite the
schools with the library at pleasure, thus form-
ing an unbroken vista of 160 ft. long. Leaving
the visitors’ waiting-room from the front, you

well-lighted play-room under the schools, 160 ft.
long and 30 ft. wide, so that in the winter or
inclement weather the boys may retreat from
tne playground to a sheltered room. Passing
through an arcade to the right of the entrance-
flail on the ground-floor, a flight of steps leads
to the gallery library over the visitors' waiting-
room, 16 ft. by 36 ft., in the centre, and a com-
mittee-room over the south entrance, having a
terrace on the front overlooking the lawn, the
town, and its suburbs. The gallery libraiy is
directed from the schools by traceried windows,
from which may be seen the operations of the
schools below. To the left of the gallery library
a geometrical staircase leads to the museum and
observatory on the third story, lighted on all
sides, and snrmoanted by au octagonal flag,
tower. The head-master’a house, though de-
tached, is in the same style as tho principal
block.

STAINED GLASS.

the chnrch will when eeZle. 6
PSM into the entranoe-haU of tho schools, whih

860personsrL eonLn ali?tv nar““r ''’f
“ ft' " He, HgWed from the

south aisles vestry or”l I

open-timbered roof, supported
dren's chapeh;T£ta“Sto\“ti.t“fb I T ‘dren'schapel. rheetarfhrstohe b'j.Tk?! “rbels. ' From the
The nave ia 80 ft. in lenath oq o j a I “a

stretching north is a covered cor.

61 ft. high. The tower ia^terxTnl “^a I

® "‘‘“e- "‘‘h an open-

0 to the belfrl lf/’ 'i^e >eft byassitelO tne beJJry stane. whinh r»a<an nP mraa nlodm.-raraTv-.. — c.. —
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° swrici ja very plain, and with

freer'r rises
freely above the ridge of the nave roof. Tho
belfry stage has three large adjacent lancets,Kith louvre.boards on each side, and ia snr-monnted by an octagonal-broached, shingled
spire, banded at intervals.

Hailey.—The chief stone of the new chnrch of
fat. John the Evangelist at Hailey, in tho county
of Oxford, has been laid by the Duohess of Marl.

'>8 erected in the

r
Thirteenth.eontury Gglhic, from the de-

Sif • wH-itoct. The

inodat/
k chanocl, to accom-inoaate a email imodate a small eurpW chefr^a nor b “TT' ““dBf ‘he terrace in the centreBurpiioed choir

1 a north aisle to
,
of the tenc!.- wall leads by a passage,-way to a

. , ’
----x-vax-kx xij.„u uuu jciit uy a suite

ot nme class-roomB, each 17 ft. by 15 ft. To the
west of the corridor is proposed to be a dining,
hall, 44 ft. by 28 ft., and a covered passage lead-
ing to the grounds, which completes the contents
of the ground-floor. Tfle site of the school is
divided north and south, the south portion
taking the schools, terraces, and lawn, while the
portion to the north ia devoted to play purposes,
and IS lowered to the level of Forest-road, leaving
the school on a high terrace sheltered from the
north by a belt of shrnbs, the terrace being up-
held by a tennis wall the whole length of the
site. An archway under the terrace in the centre
riT tna fonn.o vpn1T .

St. Silas s Church, XiOzcZls.—Tho east window
of this church, which consists of three lancet-
lights, has lately been filled with stained gloss,
to tho memory of the late Rev. Daniel Nathaniel
Walton, M.A., the first incumbent of the parish.
The subjects chosen for illustration are—in the
centre light, in the top group, St. Silas preach-
iDg

; and in the lower portion, St. Paul and St.
Silas being delivered from p«aon. In a small
quatrefoil in the middle of this light, are de-
piotfid the emblems of the clerical office, viz.
the Chalice, Bible, and Book of Common Prayer.
The two side-lights are filled with two medal-
lions, containing figures of the Evaugeliats— St.
Matthew and St. Mark, in the dexter light, and
St. Luke and St. John in the sinister—with their
respective emblems introduced at their feet,
viz.—the angel, lion, bull, and eagle. The work
has been designed and drawn in accordance with
the early period of the architecture, viz., of the
thirteenth century; and the work has been car-
ried out by Messrs. Hardman & Co.

Church of St. Michael'sand All Angels, Basing,
stoke .—A new stained east window has lately
been erected in this church, at a coat of 5521.
by Messrs. Lavers, Barraud, & Westlake, of
Bloomsbury. The ministrations of angels ’are
introduced in every subject. The lower row is
taken from Scripture history, of times before our
Saviour’s birth, and is typical of those in the
upper row. Tho upper part of the window
represents the Saviour triumphant in Heaven.

Guildhall, York. — The Fox-Clark memorial
window has been completed, and placed at tho
extreme comer, near to tho entrance to the
Council Chamber. In tho highest light is intro-
duced the White Swan, a favourite badge of
King Edward III. In the compartment imme-
diately below, to the left of the spectator, is the
shield of the arms of the city of York, sur-
mounted by the cap of maintenance, as in tho
windows already placed on the.80uf,h aide of the
hall. In the corresponding compartment is the
monogram on a shield, and the crest of the late
alderman. The above aud other lesser lights in
the tracery are filled with a foliage of oak-leaves.
The subject commemorated in this window is the
marriage of Edward III. and Philippa of Hain-
ault, in the cathedral at York, on the 24th of
January, 1328. The subject occupies the prin-
cipal portion of the four chief lights of the
window.

Buccleuch-street Church, Edinburgh.—kincmo.
rial window, executed by Messrs. Ballantine &
Son, has been presented by the Marquis of Bute
to this church. It has been executed from
sketches by the young marquis. There are three
lights in the window, and the illustrations are
from tho 2l8t and 22nd chapters of the Revela-
tion of St. John, In the central light at the top
is tho emblem of God the Father—a hand issuing
from clouds, and surrounded by au aureole.
Beneath this and within a vesica pisces shape,
surrounded also by a vivid aureole, is a figure
typifying the New Jerusalem descending as a
bride adorned for her hnsband. In the base ia a
figure of our Lord standing on a mount, from
which flows the river of the water of life.
Over Christ’s head are seen tho Alpha and Omega.
In the upper portions of side-lights are tfle
figures of St. John and one of the seven angels
holding a golden phial and reed; and beneath
these, in devotional attitudes, looking towards
the centre figure, are a number of Christian
saints. The figures are all in white shining
drapery. The groundwork is atmospheric bine,
studded with silvery stars. Roses of different
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Bhades of crimaon mingle with, white lilies behind

the figures.

• Acle Church.—This church has recently had an

addition made to it, in the shape of a memorial
window. The subject is the Ascension, and the

atyle, in contradistinction to the German, is in

close imitation of the old sombre school. Messrs.

Heaton, Butler, & Bayne, London, were the

artists.

HUskIIhiuit.

Recreation Grounds. — The South London
Press states that the entire interest of the-lord

of the manor in Peckhara-rye, Goose-green, and
Nnnhoad-green has been purchased by the Cam-
berwell vestry for 1,0001. The sale was made
on the condition that the Rye and the two
Greens should be legally dedicated as recreation

grounds, to be kept open for ever, for the benefit

of the parishioners, and effectually secured to

their use. A space of forty acres has thus been
obtained at a nominal cost.

Opening of the Thames Southern Embank-
ment.—The first section of the Embankment
was opened to the public on Saturday last. The
foundation-stone of the work was laid on the
28th of July, 1866, by Mr. W. Tite, M.P. ; Lord
John Manners, the first commissioner of works,
the Lord Mayor, and the members of the Board
of Works being present. The works completed
comprise a length of 2,200 ft. of river-wall,

between Westminster and Lambeth Bridges, and
there is to be a further length of 2,100 fc. from
Lambeth Bridge to the site of the London Gas
Works..

The Kibby TJndebdale Tumulus.—During
last week the Rev. Canon Greenwell continued
his investigations into this remarkable tumulns.
The barrow proved to be a great cemetery of
Anglo-Saxons, all (with few exceptions) being
doubled up, a feature quite exceptional. With
the burnt bones there was no relic, but in the
Boii not far distant was a greenstone axe, some
parts of a British drinking-enp, and one flint

scraper. The total number of bodies exhnmed
exceeds sixty, mostly with the heads to the
west, only some six or eight being to the north.

The chief relics found this last week have been
necklaces of glass beads, with silver and gold
pendants; two bronze boxes, one having in it

thread (quite distinct) used by the Anglo-Saxon
lady with whom it was interred

;
several

bronze buckles and other ornaments; a silver

brooch, set with rubies (or garnets)
; a bronze

bowl; a gold amulet; a variety of bronze and
iron articles not easily described or named, and
a great number of other relics. One lady wore
three silver rings, a necklace of blue, white, and
green glass beads with small silver amulet, three
bronze rings, a knife, and two large iron articles,

mostly resembling exagg< : ated picklocks,

thought, in fact, to be a sort uf key. The last-

named were found at the waist. With the burial

was also a long comb of bono, cub remarkably
well on both sides.

Landlords and Tenants.—A case which came
before the borough justices at Doncaster will

interest both owners and tenants of houses,
Mr. Bacchus appeared for the purpose of obtain-
ing an ejectment warrant against a tenant
named William Fletcher, occupying a house,
No. 5, South St. James’s-streeb, at a weekly
rent, on whom he had served a notice to quit,

but he had refused to go out. He then served
a second notice on the 30th of March, at half-

past eight in the morning, to either go out or

appear at the court to explain why he had not left.

As Fletcher had neither gone out nor appeared
at the court, he asked that he might have a
warrant for ejectment, as seven days of twenty-
four hours had expired that morning since he
gave the second notice. Mr. Fisher said the Act
of Parliament required seven “clear” days to

be given. The applicant contended that he had
complied with the Tenements Act, and had
given seven clear days’ notice. Mr. Fisher then
referred to the interpretation of the word
“ clear,” and also to several cases bearing upon
the point, which, on being read, clearly bore out
the constrnctioQ he put upon it, namely, that
seven clear days meant seven days exclusive of
the day of the service and the dayof hearing. The
application was accordingly refused, as really

only five days had elapsed, and he would, there-
fore, have to give another notice, and then, if

the tenant refused to go out, he might make his

application.

Conversazione, Society of Arts. — The
council have arranged for a conversazione at the

South Kensington Museum, on Wednesday,
June 3rd.

Steam Road Roller.—We are informed by
Messrs. Aveling & Porter that the price of the
roller illustrated by us recently (see p. 298, ante)

was 750L, not 9001., as mentioned.

The Whitworth Scholarships.—The council
of the Institution of Civil Engineers have sent
the following to Mr. Whitworth ;

—

“ Resolved unanimously,—That this meeting desires to
record, on its own behalf, and on that of the members of
all classes of the Institution of Civil Engineers, its grate-
ful recognition of this act of munihcencc, and Jts high ap-
preciation of the services which have thereby been ren-
dered to the cause of technical education and national
advancement, and of the advantages that may be expected
to accrue, alike to the profession and to tbo community
generally.”

Tubular Masts. — The great tubular iron

lower-mastB for the Monarch, 6, iron turret-ship,

5,100 tons, now building, exceed in size any yet

made for a ship in the royal navy. The aggre-

gate diameter of the masts is but 2 in. less than

the diameter of the masts of the Ch'eat Eastern

eteam-ehip; but the masts of the Great Eastern

were sent in pieces, while those of the Monarch
are whole. The weight of the masts is no less

than 53 tons. These ponderous masses were
lifted by means of a 25-ton steam crane.

Street Marble.—A new use has been dis-

covered for the blue lias of the neighbourhood
of Street, in Somerset. It has hitherto been
used almost exclusively for paving, steps, and
rough building purposes, but it is found that

it may be so prepared as to form a sabstitate

for, if not actually to vie with, fine marble.

It is said to be susceptible of a beautiful polish,

and, when thus finished, is difficult to distin-

guish from marble, except under veiy close in-

spection. Messrs. Seymour & Son, who positoss

extensive quarries here, are, according to a

local paper, now polishing a large number of

lias columns for a new church which is in course

of erection somewhere in the west of London.

Tramways for Southwark.—A double tram-

way is to be laid down in the London-road,

Southwark, the vestry of St. George the Martyr
having given a unanimous decision to that

effect. The tramway to be adopted, according

to the South London Chronicle, is that planned

by Mr. Haworth, and in satisfactory operation in

Salford for three or four years past. The rail

for tho wheels is in the shape of a gutter with

slightly curved sides, is made of wrought-iron,

and is about 8 in. wide. Vehicles will be able

to run on and off at any place without the

slightest inconvenience. Bunoing midway be-

tween each set of rails for tho wheels is a plain

3-in. rail laid down level with the road, which
serves as a guide for drivers. The coat, remarks
our authority, is an item in favour of its

adoption ;
for while the estimated cost of paving

under the old system is 3,9941., the cost of carry-

ing out the new plan will only be about 3,6501.

It is also estimated that the cost of keeping the

roadway in repair will under the new plan be
considerably lessened.

Sheffield Architectural and Archaeolo-
gical Society.—The members of this society

have made their first exenrsion of the season.

Conisborough was the place selected. A party

of twenty-four ladies and gentlemen, accom-
panied by the president (Dr. Aveling), joined

the exenrsion at starting, and were afterwards

met by small parties from Rotherham and
Wath. Arriving at Conisborough, the party first

repaired to the church, which has lately under-

gone restoration. The Rev. Mr. Wood, the

vicar, kindly acting as conductor, pointed out

the objects of interest. Some of the party, in-

cluding several ladies, ascended to the top of

the tower, a task by no means easy. After

partaking of luncheon the old castle was visited.

Here the Rev. J. Stacey read a paper giving a
description of the building, illustrating it with

a few small diagrams. The party then went
over the several stories of the old keep, the

chapel and the fireplaces being particularly no-

ticed. Many of the old masons’ marks on the

walls, both in the church and castle, were ex-

amined. The party then took train to Sprot-

borongh, where the rector, the Rev. S. F.

Surtees, conducted them over the church. After

having been hospitably entertained at the rec-

tory, they returned by train to Conisborough,

and, after partaking of tea at the Red Lion
hotel reached Sheffield about tea o’clock p.m.

Monument to Luther.—The monument to the
memory of Luther at Worms is to be inaugu-
rated on Thursday, the 25th of June. The/t’tes

will last three days—the 24th, 25th, and 26th.

Literary Fund Anniversary.— The dinner
on Wednesday last, presided over by the Prime
Minister, was a very brilliant and successful

affair. About 330 gentlemen assisted, and 150
ladies looked on

;
the result being, besides their

enjoyment, the addition of some 1,40UZ. to the
funds of this admlrablo Institution.

Rats and Mice.—Recent experiments are said

to have shown that squills (Scylla maritima),

the root of which is much used in medicine, is

not only a powerful poison for rodents, but also

one they are very fond of. Tiie way of preparing
it for the desired purpose is thus described :

—

“ One of Ibe bulbs is cut into sbees, hashed and bruised,
then done in a pan with fat, which is aft>-rwardB strained

through a cloth and poured into broken plates and saucers
to be placed in cellars and other places infested with rats,

mice, &o. To prevent dogs and poultry from eating of
this poisonous compound in stables, pigeon-houses, or
farmyards, it may be put into a wooden box, about H f*-

long, and having a hole at each end. The rat gets in at

one end and goes out at the other, after partaking pf the

noxious food, which soon kills it. Squills msy also be re-

duced to powder for the same purpose by bruising them
in a mortar to a pulp, which is afterwards incorporated
with as much flour as it will hold. The paste is then
rolled out, as they do for a pudding, then out into shreds,

which are left to dry on hurdles or on sheets of paste-

board, and are afterwards pounded in a mortar. The
powder thus obtained will keep for years, and may be put
into boxes or barrels.”

The enticement of the rats into traps ought to

suffice, whether that which entices them be
poisonous or not. We have found phosphorio

paste spread upon thin pieces of bread effectual

in ridding a house of mice, bub of course it re-

quired to be laid out of the way of domestic
animals.

The New Lunatic Asylum foe Ipswich.

—

At last week’s meeting of the town council the

town clerk read tho report from the Lunatio

Asylum Committee, stating that they had received

the following tenders for the erection of the

asylnm according to the plans approved at the

last meeting of the council, viz. :

—

William Boot, plumbers’, glaziers’, &o.,

T. Steam & Son ... do do 1,61S 0 0
J. Chinnock !c Co. stonemaaons’ work 1,430 0 0

D. & E. Haggar, plumbers’, &c., work 1,621 16 0
James Frewer, stonemasons’ work 1,680 17 0

W. G. Cuiinold, ibe whole work 20,180 0 0
William Kent, London do 20,270 0 0
W. C. Penny, Lewisham, Kent do. ... 20,685 0 0
Henry Luff do 19,980 0 0

Edward Gibbons do 19,390 0 0

J. C. Lucas, plumbers’, &e., work ...... 2,008 13 8

George Hewitt, the whole work 19,700 0 0
Robert Ireland, stonemasons’ work 1,110 0 0

The committee held two meetings for the exa-

mination of these tenders, and ultimately re-

solved unanimously that the tender of Mr.
Edward Gibbons should be accepted. The adop-

tion of the report was agreed to by the council.

The committee have engaged the services of

Mr. Edmund Catchpole as clerk of the works, at

three guineas a week. At the same meeting,

we may here observe, thanks were accorded to

the borough surveyor, Mr. W. P. Ribbans, and
to Mr. Catchpole, for their services in the erec-

tion of the town-hall.

A Railway from Scotland to Ireland.

—

Some years since a joke was perpetrated by the

London correspondent of the Liverpool Albion

to the effect that it was intended to extend the

Giant’s Causeway across the Irish Channel
j

bub without any joke a petition has now been

presented to Parliament, signed by Mr. J.

O’Neale Neale, of Brook Hill, Devon, and of

Middle Temple, bai’rister-at-law, recorder of

Walsall, who states in it,

—

“That in the summer of the year 1844 your petitioner

was retained as counsel to the Fortrusb, Coleraine, and
Armagh Railway, and deputed to visit the north of Ire-

land on behalf of that railway company; that in tho
course of his investigations your petitioner was struck by
the feasibility of making a solid causeway from the Mull
of Caniyre in Scotland to Tor Point, near Cape Fair, in

Ireland, a distance of only 11 miles; that your petitioner

found on inquiry that no unusual dilliculties existed to

prevent a set of one or more railways traversing across

such causeway, the traffic over which would pay a fair

percentage on the cost thereof, hut the railway panic of

1845 rendered it impossible to proceed further in the

matter
;
that your petitioner is convinced such a causeway

with railways so uniting the three kingdoms would restore

that fresh life and prosperity to Ireland which woifid

greatly tend to heal all religious feuds and extinguish

Fenianism, while to England it would impart additional

strength, security, and honour. Your petitioner, there-

fore, entreats your honourable House to appoint a Select

Committee of Inquiry to ascertain tho practicability of

making such causeway, and to report thereon to yoor
honourable House.”

Such a project is certainly nob quite so appalling

as a railway across the English Channel,
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Safety in Mines.—A correspondent, “ R. T.,”
writes,—“ I beg to suggest that explosions in

coal-mines could be prevented by transmitting
every moment to all parts of the mine an
electric spark, so that dangerous accnmulations
would be impossible. The usual ventilation
would not impede it

;
rain, &c., would not quench

it
j the pendulum of the nearest church-clock

would transmit an intense spark every moment
night and day, at a very small cost.

Linnean Society.—One of the most remark-
able objects shown at the annual soiree held at
Burlington House was an actual specimen of
the so-called “vegetable sheep” of Australia.
It is a flowering plant belonging to the same
family as the dandelion and daisy of our mea-
dows, but, when full grown, forms one huge
confluent white mass, so closely resembling a
sheep that it frequently deceives even the ex-
perienced Australian shepherds themselves. A
most interesting collection of new and rare living
plants, consisting of orchids, lilies, arums, &c.,
of exquisite beauty, was displayed in one of the
smaller rooms. Amongst the pictures and water-
colour drawings we specially noticed a large oil-
colour picture (but unfinished) of Magdala, by
Mr. Baines, the well-known African traveller; a
portfolio of excellent sketches of African scenery
and natural history objects, by the late Captain
Speke 5 a collection of highly-finished drawings
ofanimals, by Mr.Wolfe; and a collection of nearly
300 water-colour drawings, illustrative of the
British hymenomycetes, with some of the details
of fructification, enlarged 20,000 diameters, by
Mr. W. G. Smith, whose drawings often appear
in these pages.

Liverpool Architectural Society.—At the
fifteenth meeting of the present session of this
society the first business of the evening was the
awarding of prizes for the competition drawings
for a village church. The chairman remarked
on the industry and taste evinced in the draw-
ings. Mr. J. A. ricton gave a sketch of what
he had observed in the way of architecture in a
rapid journey from the north to the south of
France, and referred to the great alterations
nnd_ improvements which had been effected in
Paris. Those improvements did not, as some
supposed, pay for themselves, and they had
entailed on the municipality of Paris a debt of
about 16,000,0001. He noticed the great atten-
tion paid to architectural effect in Paris, in the
halls, porticoes, and particularly the staircases,
and remarked that he felt ashamed when he
contrasted the new municipal offices in Liver-
pwl, with their miserable staircase, with the
Hotel de Ville in any of the second or third rate
towns in France. We, in England, were quite
behind the French in architectural effect. A
paper was read by Mr. H. P. Horner on
“ Fashion in Architecture,” which was followed
by a brief discussion.

The Sheffield Outrages.—A portrait and
600 guineas have been presented to Mr. W.
Christopher Leng, editor of the Sheffield Daily
Telegraph, in recognition of his services in
bringing about the Trades Union Outrage Com-
mission of Inquiry in that town. Among the :

snbscribers to the testimonial were forty-two
peers, thirty-eight members of Parliament, and
150 justices of the peace. The inscription
attached to the portrait stated that the testi-
monial was given to Mr. Leng “ as a public
acknowledgment of the ability, courage, and
steadfast patriotism displayed by him in exposing
a system of trade-union outrages which had
existed in Sheffield for many years, injuring
both the trade and character of the town, and
of his successful advocacy of the appointment
of a royal commission of inquiry.” Lord Wham-
clifte presented the testimonial, and, in doing so,
denounced the perpetrators of trade outrages as
noisy demagogues who shouted for liberty while
striving to do away with it. He recognised in
trades unions an agency which had soved the
working man from being entirely at the mercy
of his master, and blamed the employers for
not combining to put down the acts of outrage,
and the terrorism which had attached such a
foul name to their town. It is stated that
Lord Wharnclifl'e has received a threatening
letter from Broadhead, of Sheffield outrages
notoriety, in consequence of his lordship
having, at a late meeting, pronounced him
to be “ a cowardly scoundrc-l.” In reply to the
threat Lord Wharncliffe has gone further, and
declares Broadhead to be “ a sneaking assaesin.”
Quite right, too. The fellow ought to be
drummed out of the country.

Transplanting a big Tree. — We learn that
Mr. Barron, of Elvaston Nurseries, Borrowasb,
Derbyshire, who has had great experience in

transplanting, has this week moved a cedar of
Lebanon, upwards of 50 ft. in height, with
branches some 40 ft. in diameter, and a stem at
a foot from the ground 6 ft. 2 in. in circum-
ference, from Hornsey to Acton, by means of
one of his largo transplanting machines.

A Flying Steaiiee.—Mr. J. K. Smythies, of
Paddington, barrister-at-law, proposes to intro-

duce a flying steam-engine, fitted with wings,
worked by the action of steam. He reduces the
ratio of the weight of the engine to its power by
using a tubular boiler with very small and thin
tubes. He will use liquid fuel, and carry very
little water, condensing the steam by a very
light condenser, made, like the tail of a bird, to
sustain the bird and steady its flight. The arms
of the wings are connected with the piston-rod
of the engine, so that the apparatus is raised by
the strokes of the wings alone, without light
gas, heated air, or other contrivance to give it

buoyancy. To this engine he attaches seats for
one or more passengers. In the realisation of
man’s dominion over the air, substances com-
bining strength with lightness will, of course, be
made nse of. Aluminium is likely to be one of
these substances

;
so are fine steel, cane, whale-

bone, cork, &c.

Opening of a New Public Park at South-
port.—A new public park, thirty acres in extent,
has been formally opened by the mayor of
Southport, amidst the general rejoicings of the
inhabitants and visitors. Southport is a very
prettily laid out and improving watering-place
on the Lancashire coast, about twenty miles to
the north of Liverpool. The park has been laid !

out from the designs of Mr. Kemp, of Birken-
head, and much ingenuity baa been displayed in
bringing the original sand-hills, and the little

green valleys between them, into harmony with
the general plan, so as to avoid the heavy
expense of completely levelling and reconstruct-
ing the ground. The total expense of the pre-
paration of the park will amount to about
15,000Z., and it will be maintained by a special

'

rate. The occasion of the park opening was
|

observed as a general holiday
; the streets and ^

buildings were dressed with flags
;
and both

inhabitants and visitors devoted themselves
\

thoroughly to enjoyment.

The New Graving Docks at Ch.atham.

—

The foundation stone of the first of the four
large new graving docks which, together with ,

three large floating basins, the whole having a
i

water area of nearly 100 acres, are in course of
j

construction at the dockyard, has been laid by
Lady Walker, the wife of Sir Baldwin W. Wal-
ker, hart., K.C.B., commander-in-chief at the
Nore, and in the presence of a nnraber of spec-
tators. The new docks, basins, factories, work-
shops, and other buildings now in progress for
the enlargement of Chatham dockyard will,

when completed, cover an area of upwards of
380 acres, in addition to the 97 acres which
comprise the area of the existing Dockyard, ren-
dering this establishment about five times larger
than the present dockyard, the entire area being
rather more than three-fourths of the extent of
the entire City of London. The following are
the principal dimensions of each of the four new
docks, the foundation stone of the first of which
was laid on Tuesday in last week ;—Length at the
floor, 430 ft. ; length at coping-line, 468 ft. 3 in. ;

width of entrance at coping, 80 ft.
;
width at

the centre of the dock, 108 ft.
; width on the

floor, 42 ft. 6 in.
;
depth from coping of entrance,

37 ft. 6 in. ; depth from coping amidships,
41 ft. 6 in.

;
depth of water over the sill at ordi-

nary spring tide, 31 ft. 6 in,
;
depth at neap

tides, 28 ft. 6 in. For several months past about
800 workmen have been employed in excavating
the site of the first of the docks to a depth of
31 ft., some millions of cubic feet of the stiff

clay met with having been removed. Two of the
docks and the repairing basin will be completed
within two years from the present time. The
cement and bricks for the works are manufac-
tured on the spot by convicts, about 1,000 of
whom are daily employed for that purpose.
During the present season it is intended to
manufacture twenty millions of bricks. The
whole of the operations connected with the ex-

tension works are under the direction of Colonel
C. Pasley, Royal Engineers, Mr. Gabrielli’s con-
tract being superintended by Messrs. C. E. Daniel
and H. J. W. Neville, with Mr. J. Carruthers,

' clerk of the works, representing the Admiralty.

Excursion of the Beds Archaioloigical
Society.—This year the Bedfordshire Arohmo-
logical Society went to Caldicote after the con-
secration of the memorial church there. The
party inspected Cmsaris Camp, near the Sandy
railway station, and also the Roman Camp,
known as Chesterfield. They afterwards visited
Northill church, of which the Rev. J. W. Had-
dock gave a sketch, and then drove to Ickwell
Bury, where Lord Arthur Hervey read a memoir
of a member of bis family, and the party dined
there. The new church of All Saints, Upper
Caldicote, was then visited, and the party re-

turned to Sandy, where they visited the church
and took tea at Sandy-place before returning to
Bedford.

TENDERS.
For a house aud shop, No. 16, Crown-street, FinsburY,

for Colonel Wilson. Messrs. Haywood & Blashill, archi-
tects. Quantities supplied by Mr. D. Cubitt Niobol

Myers & Sons £1,322 0 0
Colls & Son 1,238 0 0
Browne & Robinson 1,220 0 0
Alford & Wbillier 1,195 0 0
Gammon S; Sons 1,137 0 0
Newman & Mann 1,098 0 0
Beeton 1,030 0 0
Tally, .... 1,075 0 0
Hill Si Keddell 1,060 0 0

For the erection of workshops, 247, Bethnal Green-
road. Messrs. H. &, J. D. Mathews, architects:

—

Forrest £695 0 0
Crabb & Vaughan 690 0 0
Sewell & Son G20 0 0
King & Sons 690 0 0
Ennor ; 676 0 0
Tuliy 675 0 0
Earle 656 0 0

For sundry escavatious, putting in fonodations, &c., 83,
Camomile-street. Mr. Henry Fuller, architect ;

—

Browne & Robinson £325 0 0
Hill & Keddell 306 0 0
Perry 299 0 0
Axl'ord & Whillier 257 0 0
Pritchard 227 0 0
Ashby & Sons 216 0 0
Piper & Wheeler 209 0 0
Sewell 200 0 0
Staines 187 0 0
King & Sons 173 0 0
Woodward 163 0 0

For building a public-house in Lordship-lane, Dulwich,
exclusive of fittings, lor Mr. B. McLeod. Mr. W. A.
Murphy, architect :

—

Shapley & Webster £1,193 0 0
Colls Son 1,090 0 0
Sharpington i Cole 1,060 0 0
Mitchell 1,000 0 0

For the erection of farm buildinns. Beading, for Messrs.
Sutton it Sons. Messrs. W. & J. T. Broun, architects :

Barnicost £887 0 0
Matthews 830 0 0
Woodroffe 760 0 0
Sheppard 749 0 0
Strong 711 0 0
Dunn 734 y o
Bloomlield 681 0 0

For the erection of a hoiieo and shop, Broad-street,
Reading, for Mr. Salmon,
architects :

—

Mattliewa
Baruicoat
Sheppard

.

Carter
Kendell ....

Bloomfield.
East

Messrs. W. & J. T. Broun,

For decorations, Calcot Part, Berks, Ut Mr. John U,
Blagrave. Messrs. \V , & J. T. Broun, architects :

—

Gladden £297 0 0
Green & King 269 0 0

For rebuilding No. 83, Old-street, Goswell-road, for
Mr. Harris. Mr. Joseph S. Moye, architect :

—

Barnett £700 6 0
Walton 630 0 0
Rudkin 637 0 0
Grover 49i 0 0
Babey (accepted) 475 0 0

For additions and alterations to Leytonstone House,
Lejtonstone, Essex, for the Guardians of Bcihual-green!
Mr. William Mundy, architect. Quantities supplied by
the architect :

—

Beale
Read & Sod
F. & F. J. Wood
HiU & KeddeU ..

Read

Bivett
Forrest
Morter
Modson

£1,130 6 10
1,130 0 0
1,009 0 0
1,096 0 0
1,095 0 0
1,030 0 0
993 0 0
9b7 0 0
893 0 0
818 0 0

For iron buildings to be erected at Leytonstone, to ha
used as temporarr schools, ic., for the Guardians of
Bethnal-green. Mr. William Mundy, architect :

—

Coltam & Co £1,6.0 0 0
Topper & Co 1,547 6 0
Murewood & Co 1,428 0 0
Deuce I,3b5 0 0
Grifiiths 1,350 0 0
Hemming & Co 1,300 0 0
Whitl'ord&Co 1,176 0 0
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The Engineering of TPar.

thousand

eighty-aix years ago,

Hannibal, the greatest

general of antiquity,

crossed, first the

Pyrenees, and then

the Alps, and poured

hia African troops on

the plains of Italy.

Two thousand and

fourteen years after

the battle of Trebia,

a French artillery officer, by getting a single

gun into a position that commanded the for-

tress of Mont Bard, unlocked the same moun-
tain barrier, and commenced that career of con-

questwhich scarcely paused till it encountered the

terrors of a Russian winter, and was only finally

checked on the plain of Waterloo. To the
master manceuvre of the greatest general of

all time, and to the opening enterprise of the
greatest general but one of modern warfare,
has now to be added the record of a third not
dissimilar adventure—the march of Sir Robert
Napier on Magdala.

Viewed in itself, it is the most perfectly con-
ceived and achieved incident in the history of
war. We do not say that its accomplishment
ranks the successful engineer officer who
planned and conducted it on the level of either

Hannibal or Napoleon. Times and circum-
stances must be taken into account, as well as

military facts. Neither the Carthaginian nor
the French general could dispose at will of the
unstinted resources of a mighty empire. T
distance which Hannibal had to transport 1

troops was far less than in our case, I

then he had not the aid of a bridge
steam. The troops of General Bonapai
had but to cross the frontiers of their o'

country, but they were for the most part
starved, ragged, shoeless mob. It was t

genius and the glory of the two great invadi
of the Valley of the Po to forge their o'

weapons—to form their own army. Engla
and India have lent their treasure, their sk
and their blood to form the well-ordered a
triumphant force commanded by Sir Robi
Napier.

It ifl curious to mark the reappearance of o

of the arms of the Punic war. When Capk
Dugald Dalgetty was so overcome by the ridic

lous ideas which he associated with the empl<
meut of bows and arrows as somewhat
endanger the cure of his wound, what would
have said if elephants had been proposed
beasts of military burden ? Careful studen
indeed, have been apt to remark that additio
of great bulk and weight to the ordinary imi
d/imenta of marching troops were involved by t^

use of elephants in the Punic and Pyrrhio wai
in the same way as by cannon in modern wa
faro. But the combination of the two, ai

that at the present time,—an Armstrong gun i

the back of an elephant, marching over t
mountains of Abyssinia in the year 1868,—cou

anything have seemed more wildly incongmons

a few years since ?

The passage of the natural barrier, however,

was not a campaign, but the opening of a
campaign. With Bonaparte there was no halt

till Campo Formic. Home was declared French
at the Treaty of Tolentino, Rome was taken by
the French in the following year. The victor of

Thrasymene and of Cannm stopped at Capua.

The fatal luxury of Campania demoralised his

army, It is always a question among military

writers how far the panae of Hannibal was
compulsory—a question not likely now to be
solved, unless Pompeii yields us further literary

treasures. As far as one can decide at snch a

distance of time and of scene, it seems all but
certain that the rapid advance of Hannibal on
Rome after the battle of Cannae, that of Henry
of Navarre on Paris after the battle of Ivry, or

that of Charles Stuart on London after pene-

trating as far as Derby, would have changed
the course of human history.

Then, again, we do not forget the illimitable

resources at the command of the victor of

Magdala. But resources, though much, are not

all. The man who can rightly dispose of vast

resources is apt to be a man of the same stamp
as he who can create resources in case of need.

And Sir Robert Napier found his main element
of delay in the very wealth and abnudanoe of

his supplies. He had not the fertile valleys

and plains of Lombardy, of Apulia, and of

Campania, from which to draw the food of his

troops. He even had to carry hay for his

horses, for mules, and elephants. In the

protection of his long line of communica-
tion, Sir Robert had a difficulty to contend
with that was unknown to tho great Italian

conquerors to whom we have referred. Their

advance, in point of fact, was that of a mov-
able column, relying for its support on the con-

tributions it could exact from the country. His

was that of an army of invasion. It is true that

he had not to fight for every step of his way :

had such been the case, the capture of Magdala
would have been impossible to ten times the

number of troops; but he had to take military

precaution against surprise. The aitri sacro

fames, the instinct of mankind to pilfer, is as

strong among the Abyssinian Christians as it is

in any civilised state. Our dusky neighbours

would have felt no more “ delicacy ” than did

an honourable Englishman lately referred to in

our columns, in helping themselves to all and
every article in our baggage-train, if we had
only encouraged them by proceeding upon the

principle advocated by some of our friends of

the Peace Society. We were not fighting our
way through an enemy’s country, but we were
making a military movement of extreme delicacy

and magnitude, and one in which no military

precaution could be safely—or was in fact

—

neglected.

This borne in mind, the gallantry, the ra-

pidity, and the crushing auccess of the blow

—

a blow dealt with such a long arm—is witboat

precedent in military history. Tho echo will

ring through India and through Africa like that

of the trump of doom itself. Not an English-

man is engaged oat of England, in any of those

occupations in which it is of importance to him
to let his English citizenship be known and
respected, who will not feel a couple of inches

taller when he reads the tale of the storm of

Magdala. Nor is the heroic element wanting
on either side. Our men—we (one feels proud

to use the pronoun)—fought chiefly against

nature. The human foes were as nothing to

the hostility of those pathless wilds and those

lofty scarps. The fire of Theodore’s troops did

little more than serve the purpose of military

music to raise the English mettle to that heat at

which it is wont to go anywhere or to do any-

thing. But it was different with the barbarian

monarch, the descendant of Solomon and the

Queen of Sheba. Savage as he was, he faced
Death like a king of men. He turned not from
those terrible and utterly astounding steel shells

—a projectile that would have been apt to show
a point in the character of Agamemnon or of
Ulysses that was not suspected by Homer. The
feu d’enfer opened upon him, but he faced the
feu d'enfer with as unblencbing resolution as if it

had been a shower of bon-hons. He died a king,
to his honour be it spoken—a king, thongh a
savage; and he is entitled to a vote of thanks
from tho House of Commons for so doing, if it

were of any service to him (it might have
been more agreeable to certain members to vote
it than it seems to have been to do so for onr
own officers and men)

; for by hia heroic death
he has added the only stamp and seal which
could render our triumph unquestioned. His
fall cannot now be explained away. Sir Robert
Napier has carried off hia spolia opima.
The point of view from which this brilliant

and prudently ordered campaign is chiefly inte-

resting to our readers is that from which we
have had occasion to deal with all such subjects

as those of artillery, fortification, military engi-

neering, and military education. They are snb-

jects germane to our pages. And the great

lesson, to us, of the Abyssinian campaign is

this : it enforces, not by the voice of calamity,

but by the shout of triumph, the truth of that

which we have long endeavoured, painfully and
modestly, to insist on—the fact that war is

changing, not in its nature, but in its method,
and that the conduct of war is passing into the

hands of the engineer. It is not the fearless

and dashing cavalry officer—the beau sabreur like

Murat,—it is not the unflinching head of squares

and of columns, if he have all the courage of
Ney,—it is the artillerist, like Napoleon, or the
engineer, like Napier, who will be the general of
the future.

For the first time in our history the in-

dependent command of a large force has been
entrusted to an officer of Engineers. It will

not be for the last.

Up to the time of the storm, and with the
further exception of the military patrolling or

guard of the stores and communications, the

invasion of Abyssinia was an engineering task.

The laying of the Bordeaux and Bayonne Rail-

way across the desolate Landes bordering on the

Bay of Biscay, by an English engineer and by
English workmen, was, at a very modest dis-

tance, an operation of the same kind. Pioneers

were not mere pickets of advance; the whole
force had to work as pioneers

;
they had to

make the road over which to go. The enormous
military facilities of the railway system were
not lost sight of. It se^ms to us that a little

more civil practice and experience would have

placed at the command of the general of the

forces a longer and more serviceable railway.

Considering what can now be done by properly

constrncted engines for surmounting inclines,

coDBidering how much less labour is requisite to

excavate, to form, or to embank the narrow
track which alone is absolutely necessary for a
single line of rails, of perhaps 3 ft. 6 in. gauge,

like some of onr modern light railways, than to

complete a good military road available for the

transport of stores and of guns, as well as of

cavalry, infantry, and elephants, we think the

railway communication might have been more
rapidly pushed ahead, to the immense reduc-

tion of all the contingent difficulties of the case.

Barlow’s rails, requiring no sleepers, and re-

quiring, in the season we have just passed

through, no ballast, would have been eminently

suited for the service of a temporary military

railway. Unless in face of very serious obata-

oles, experience teaches us that such a line

might have been run ahead at the rate of more

than a mile a flay.

It may in this respect be said in reply that it

is easy to be wise after the event, and that, in
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presence of bo brilliant a BuccesB, it is nn-

becoming to grntnble. But there is one point

on which we must express surprise—and we
rejoice that we are able to do so in the tone of

riaellen rather than in that of Cassandra.

The intelligence of the fate of Theodore
reached ns in abont a fortnight from the date

of the event. The preceding intelligence, for

some time, had occupied three weeks in trans-

mission. The difference between the two periods

may be accounted for partly by militaiy reasons.

It must have arisen in Abyssinia itself. But,
making all allowances for the fact that it was
probably the conviction on the part of the com-
mander of the forces that no number of patrols

at his dispcsal would enable him certainly to

protect the wires of a field telegraph from the
eager pilfering of the natives,—remembering
how one of the inhabitants of this quarter of

the world endeavoured to welcome Sir S. Baker
by making off with his tent from over his head
at a first interview,—we can conceive of no
adequate reason for the absence of direct

communication between the ministerial offices

in London and the point of debarcation
in the Red Sea. Why was not a special

wire arranged for, and, when necessary, laid ?

What would have been the expense, as a mere
matter of pounds, shillings, and pence, com-
pared with the advantage to be secured ? With
an expenditure going on at the rate of 20,000i.

per diem, what would have been the commercial
value of a saving of some three weeks in every
exchange of communication, backwards and for-

wards, between the general commanding the
forces and the minister under whose orders he
acted, on the one hand, and bis subsidiary base
of operations at Bombay on the other ? Had
the telegraph been abandoned when it had con-
veyed to Westminster the intelligence of the
re-embarcation of the last English soldier on the
Red Sea, the expense would have been a very
wise economy.

But no such expense need have been actually

incurred. It would have been only a first out-

lay, an outlay to be recouped in part, or almost
wholly. The disgraceful state of our telegraphic

communication with India is but too notorious.

Independently of the solution of that great in-

dnstrial question of the day, the centralisation

of our telegraphic communications under the con-
trol of the authorities of the Post Office, it is

clear that we must have more linos of cable to

India.

The urgent need of instant communication
with a half-way point was just one of those
occasions of which a great minister would have
been prompt to avail himself. We must provide,
he would have said, a telegraphic communica-
tion, the best possible at short notice, by the
time that our troops land. We can make use of

the wires hereafter for expediting our despatches
to India.

The overlooking a provision from the want of
which, we may now safely and truthfully say,

the whole cost of the expedition might have
been doubled by the delay of its object for

another year, is the more remarkable from the '

lesson on the subject which we received in 1S66.
The needle-gun was the aim which decided the
battle of Sadowa. That was our declaration at

the time. A little later it was rather thought to

be an exaggeration. Subsequent research has
confirmed the truth of the opinion, and all the
military writers who have treated the subject

now admit that it was the case. But while the
needle-gun was the arm used in tbo actual crisis,

the electric telegraph was the instrument which
made that crisis possible. The double parallel

march through the giant mountains, an extreme
effort of military daring, was only rendered possi-

ble by the instant, uninterrupted communication
of the commanders of tbo separated cot^js

d'arm^e with the Minister of War at Berlin, and
thus with one another. As it was, the success
is inexplicable,—not the success in the field

of the well-armed, well-shod, well-educated
Prussian troops against the unprepared and
ill-provided ^po'sonnelle that crowded under
the Eagle of the Kaiser, but inexplicable

that any man with the least knowledge of the
art of war, and with the merest handful of

troops under his command, should not have
endeavoured to strangle the heads of the long-

drawn columns before they debouched from
those difficult posses. Thus the seirice rendered
to Prussia by the field telegroph is fully equal
to that which she exacted from the needle-gun.
The two are complements of one another. With
increase of precision of range, and of repetition
or rapidity of firing in the arm, increase of

rapidity in the conveyance of intelligence is a
consistent necessity.

If it should occur—which God avert—that

wc have to draw the sword in Europe, we can-

not lay this great lesson too closely to heart. It

is a double lesson. We see how the military

nations of the Continent go to war ;
we see how

we have done so ourselves : comparing our

men, our artillery, our small arms with those of

our neighbours, we Lave no reason for discon-

tent. We are not resting on our oars; we are

still making experiments and improvements at

unstinting expense
;
but in our last great and

noble essay we have neglected that powerful
instrument by which the armies of the Conti-

nent arc linked together as by the famous chain

of the Saracenic guard, so long borne in the

arms of Albret and of Navarre. It was all very
well to deploy before the stronghold of Theodore
unprovided with a telegraph, but what would
have been the result if Magdala had contained

a Von Roon ?

Again, for cur brilliant advance through
Eastern Africa we cboso our own time. We
were absolute masters of the situation in this

respect— to stay away or to go—to advance or

to retreat. If we shonld have to fight, or even

to stand in armed and grim neutrality, in

Europe, this will not be the case. To those who
are deaf to the warning sounds that issue from
every camp and arsenal under the command of

Marshall Kiel, there will be very few hours of

delay given to make preparations for a European
war. Disarmament or war is becoming a posi-

tive alternative
;
and disarmament—if it takes

the tone, “ You put down that stick or I’ll make
you ”—is a natural pretext for, and ingress into,

war. Even in that case we may avoid the vortex.

Truly so—and God grant that we may—but the

impunity with which we can afford to look on
will depend absolutely on the evident power
which we possess to make our neutrality

respected. And it is now the fact—and we
shall do well to take heed of it—that our most
brilliant success, a success which has attracted

the admiration of our most habitual detractors,

has not been unaccompanied by a signal neglect

of one of the most valuable instrumentalities

which the man of science has ever placed at the
service of tbo statesman.

THE PUBLIC HEALTH GOOD.

The Registrar-General’s quarterly return for

the three months eeding the Slsb of March last

gives US the pleasing intelligence that on only

two occasions since 1838, when a systematic
registration of deaths first rendered statistics of
mortality available, has England been so healthy
during the first quarter of the year, as in that
portion of the present year. The annual death-
rate in those three months was 22'3 per 1,000
persons estimated to be living, while the average
rate in the thirty years 1838-67 exceeded 25 per
1,000. In round numbers, the difference of the
death-rate signifies that 15,000 fewer deaths
occurred during the first quarter of this year
than would have taken place if the average
death-rate of the same period in the preceding
thirty years had prevailed. The two exceptions

above alluded to were the first quarters of 1846
and 1856, when the death-rates were so low as
21’6 and 21‘8. In 1850 and 1857 the rate was
respectively 22 6 and 23 0 ;

and in the remaining
twenty-six seasons of the period above alluded

to the rate ranged between 23‘5 and 29T. The
average rate of the last ten corresponding quar-

ters, 1858-67, was 25'8.

The popular conviction of the influence of
weather upon health has a larger proportion of
truth for its basis than many other popular im-
pressions. The thermometer during the winter
season is almost as unerring an index of the rate

of mortality, as of the temperature. The past
winter has been almost unprecedentedly mild ;

—

not that the mean temperature of the three
months under notice, although in excess, was so

far above the average, but there was an entire

absence of continued frosts. Those who notice

the weekly returns of deaths in London, for in-

stance, may have remarked that whereas in

open weather the numbers would range between
1,200 and l,4C0,'a week or two of hard frost gene-
rally sends them up to between 1,700 and 2,000.

An improvement in the intelligence and material

condition of the working classes, and a more
general acquaintance with the best means of

protection against severe cold adopted in those

countries where low temperatures are regularly

expected, may some day render us more inde
pendent of the inflnence of weather : till then it

appears that continued frosts must produce high
death-rates.

The mean temperature of last quarter, at the

Royal Observatory, Greenwich, was 41'4® or

nearly three degrees above the average of the

same period in ninety-seven years. Ihe rainfall

was 6i in
,
and nearly 1^ in. in excess of the

average of fifty-three years, the whole of the

excess occurring in January. The weather was
somewhat cold during the first fortnight of the

quarter, but during the remaining eleven weeks
the excess of temperature was almost constant;

it was greatest, however, in February. There

was more than the average amount of movement
in the air, but easterly winds were considerably

less frequent during February and March than is

usual in those months. These combined meteor-

ological conditions doubtless exercised a very

considerable influence upon the mortality.

The total number of deaths registered in

England and Wales daring the quarter was
120,095, showing a decrease of 14,000 upon the

same period of 1867, and of 18,000 upon 1866.

The decrease of deaths is apparent in nearly '

every part of England, the counties of Leicester
i

and Westmoreland being almost the only excep- '

tions. In rather more than half the whole popu-
lation of the country living in large towns, the i

death-rate last quarter was 24'0 per 1,000, ,

against 27'6, the average rate in the ten quarters
:

1858-67
;
while in the smaller half, inhabiting

:

the rural districts and small towns and villages,

the rate was 20T, against 23 5 in the same
period of 1858-67. It thus appears that the

improvement in the health of the country was
almost as great in the rural as in the urban
districts.

In the eleven large towns of England furnish-

ing weekly returns of mortality, comprising
nearly all the largest, the death-rate last quarter
averaged 24 9 per 1,000. Of these towns Brad-
ford and Hull enjoyed the lowest rates, 22'0, and
22-1 per. 1,000. London, with its more than
three millions of inhabitants, stands next, with
23'3. The rates in the other towns, ranged in

order from the lowest, were as follow :—Shef-
field, 23'4; Leeds, 24 0; Birmingham, 24'2

;

Bristol, 25'6; Newcastle, 25 8; Salford, 28'2

;

Liverpool, 30 0; and the highest rate daring the

quarter, 31'3, in the city of Manchester. Per-

haps the most important point connected with
these rates is the remarkable improvement in

the health of all the Yorkshire towns, but espe-

cially in Leeds and Sheffield. Newcastle has

also been far healthier than in recent years.

The rates in Birmingham, Bristol, and Liverpool

do not exhibit the same extent of reduction upon
recent corresponding quarters, owing to the

prevalence, and more or less fatality, of the in-

fantile zymotic diseases, measles, whooping
congh, and scarlatina. Manchester is con-

spicuous for its high death-rate; in that city

during the first three months of this year more
than 800 deaths were recorded which would not
have occurred had the death-rate not exceeded
that in London. The excess of deaths was prin-

cipally due to the fatality of measles, scarlatina,

whooping-cough, and the different forms of fever

within the city. Even the most strenuons op-

ponents to the appointment of a medical officer

of health for that city will scarcely refuse to

acknowledge that this step has not been taken
too soon.

The Registrar-General’s return gives, for the

first time, a table of the rates of mortality pre-

vailing during last quarter in forty-six large

towns, other than those for which weekly re-

turns are published, and containing a population

of abont 50,000 persons and upwards. Leaving
out a few exceptional cases (in which the esti-

mate of population, based upon the rate of in-

crease between the census of 1851 and that of

1861, appears to be unreliable), the rates of

mortality in these forty-six towns have a very

wide range, between 16 per 1,000 in Coventry,

and 17 in Ipswich ; and 32 in Bolton and
Ashton-under-Lyne, and 34 in Stockport. In

each of the two latter towns the deaths regis-

tered in the quarter exceeded the number of

birtbs. The publication of these statistics will

doubtless excite a little more sanitary activity

in many of those towns which have hitherto

raised the average rate of mortality in our total

urban population without the consequences of a

systematic apathy in such matters being brought

home to them. We have only to point to the

steadily declining death-rates of Liverpool, Leeds,

Hull, and other of onr large towns, to show the

effect of an awakened interest in their sanitary
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C5ondition wBicli haa been shown in those towns,

in a great measure through the publicity which

was given to the waste of life therein prevailing

bnt a very few years ago.

It is beyond question that a more general

appreciation of the influence of sanitary super-

vision upon public health is daily growing, not

only in large towns, bnt in villages and in purely

rural districts. It is impossible to estimate to

what extent this haa already influenced the

rates of mortality
;
but evidence from all parts

of the country testifies that in some measure tbo

improved health of last quarter is due to a

better outward sanitary condition of the people,

as well as to the favourable temperature of last

winter.

Infantile zymotica, however, were very fatal

in many parts of England during last quarter;

measles especially so in Leicester, Hinckley,

Whitwick, Stockport, and Liverpool; scarlatina

throughout theoounty of Durham, in Tynemonth,
Manchester, and in many of the Lancashire

towns. Measles caused 452 deaths in London,
against 239 in the same quarter of 1867 ;

and
scarlatina, 368, against 339. The fatal cases of

smallpox had, however, declined from 526 in

1867 to 280 in last quarter. It is naturally to

diseases of the respiratory organs that we must
look for the greatest redaction iu the deaths

last quarter; and of this class those from bron-

chitis had fallen most. The deaths from bron-

chitis in London, which had been 3,144 in the

first three months of 1867, were only 2,282 in

the same period of 1868.

On the whole, the present return must be con-

sidered most satisfactory
;
and, as tbo deatb-rato

in the first quarter of the year usually furnishes

a reliable index of the rate for the whole year,

we may fairly hope that, with continued and in-

creasing sanitary intelligence and activity, the

year 1868 may prove one of the very healthiest

on record.

ON THE UTILIZATION OF SEWAGE
BY lERIGATION.*

Drainage Basina and Conservancy Boards.

One of the most formidable of the obstacles

which impede the sewage question is the com-
plication arising from the fact that, while most
of our principal streams receive in their course
the drainage of many towns which have no
other outlet, each of these towns has a separate

and distinct system of sanitary administration,

formed for the purpose of furthering its own
peculiar interests, the whole having no more
unity or cohesion than the particles forming a
rope of sand. From this lamentable feature in

the principles of onr district government, endless

evils originate
;
for without unity of purpose or

will it too often happens that any step in the

right direction made by one district is immedi-
ately neutralised by the inaction of its nearest
neighbour, which, governed by the maxims of

the old school, views every innovation as a
direct attack upon its exchequer. Isolated and
independent local government is doubtless an
excellent thing, where such government has no
bearing upon the interests of its neighbours, as,

for instance, what can it matter to an adjacent
community whether the bye-laws of a district

insist on a twelve or a nine-inch partition-wall
between contiguous buildings ? But where
broad questions arise, in which the common
interests of a multitude of districts are directly

concerned, such independent action on the part
of each district becomes a curse, and instead

of all policies for the common good being fused,

they are forced into abeyance by the antago-
nism of Boards, whose powers for good are thus
made impotent. To condemn the vices of in-

dependent and irresponsible local government
in this respect is but to reiterate the fable of the
quarrel between the various members of the
human body; without tbo provident control of

the head to keep watch over the combined
necessities of the whole structure, it must
speedily shrink into a dry and shrivelled

anatomy.
The following extract from one of a series

of valuable reports that are being issued

by the Rivers Pollution Commissioners gives a
faithful exemplification of the results of local

government in a populous manufacturing
district :—

f

“ The rivers Aire and Calder, throughout their

whole course, are abused, obstructed, and pol-

• See pp. 146, 1C8, 202, 222, 239, 290, and 313, ante.

t Tliira report, vol. i. p. 2,

luted (to an extent scarcely conceivable by other

than eye-witnesses) from Skipton, on the Aire,

from Todmorden, on the Calder, down to Castle-

ford. Our inspection was corroborated by incon-

tested and overwhelming evidence; by the engi-

neer to the Aire and Calder Navigation, as also

by the men employed in dredging. Pollution by
solids—ashes, mud, and other ‘powso’—is in-

creasing, and will yearly become worse and
worse, unless some remedial measure be rigidly

enforced.

It is impossible to treat qnite separately the

questions of obstruction and pollution. In many
cases, where solids are carried into a stream,

both injuries are of course inflicted upon it.

The rivers Aire and Calder, and their tributa-

ries, are abused by passing into thorn hundreds

of thousands of tons per annum of ashes, slag,

and cinders from boiler furnaces, iron works, and
domestic fires

;
by their being made the recepta-

cles, to a vast extent, of broken pottery and

worn-out utensils of metal, refuse brick from

brick-yards and old buildings, earth, stone, and
clay from quarries and excavations, road scrap-

ings, street sweepings, &c. &c. ; by spent dye-

woods and other solids used in the treatment of

worsted and woollens; by hundreds of carcases

of animals, as dogs, cats, pigs, &o., which are

allowed to float on the surface of the streams or

putrefy on their banks
;
and by the flowing in,

to the amount of very many millions of gallons

per day, of water poisoned, corrupted, and

clogged by refuse from mines, chemical vi^rks,

dyeiug, scouring, and fulling, worsted and

woollen stuffs, skin-cleaning and tanning,

slaugbter-honse garbage, and the sewage of,

towns and bouses.
|

The practice of periodically flushing out into
,

the streams the mnd which must, under any

circumstances, accumulate in goits, culverts,

mill reservoirs, or ‘ lodges,’ and canals, is also a

palpable abnse.”

The amount of annoyance, loss, and danger

to public health occasioned by this complication

of abuses is beyond calculation. High death-

rates prevail ;
manufactures have been trans-

ferred to localities less abased
;

residential

proprietors have been compelled to abandon and

let their dwellings
;
and the beauties of river

scenery have undergone a fatal transformation.

Although the law professes to give distinct

rights to the community in respect of the purity

of streams, the vaatness of the pollution takes

away even the slightest hope of making them
good. For an individual proprietor to attempt

such legal rectification would be to rnin himself

to no purpose, while for a community or a

town to attempt it would only be less ruinous

and absurd. The former has not only to en-

counter single-handed the doubtful process of

common law, or the filing of a Bill in Chancery,

but he must make up his mind to the creation of

enemies on every hand, and to he viewed by all

his neighbours as a public nuisance,—a con-

sideration which generally imposes an effectual

check upon all remedial proceedings on the part

of the aggrieved. In the latter case, corporate

bodies may indeed deal with their own nuisances

as they think proper ; but, as the river nnisances

created within their own jurisdiction are usually

insignlQcant, compared with those whose effects

they suffer, and as the selfishness of mankind
cannot ensure the following of such an example,

much benefit cannot result
;
and, therefore, we

find that in such cases nothing is done. At
Wakefield, for instance, we have an example of

river pollution. Before it reaches that town, the

river Calder receives the sewage of an area con-

taining 400,000 inhabitants, and the manifold

impurities discharged from 1,200 manufactories.

This water is drnnk by the people of Wakefield

after filtration, and so possessed are they of the

impossibility of much further defilement that

they do nob scruple to add to it their own sewage
and excrementitions matter before pumping it

' on to their filter beds.*

I

It is apparent, then, that a stringent law of

' prohibition is the only method of dealing with

^ the pollution of rivers; and if the multitude of

powerful communities whose health, pleasure,

and means are daily assaulted by this evil, con-

sider themselves mocked by the present statutes,

it remains for them to have these swept away,

and such a prohibitive measure introduced. It

is a grave omission in legislation which places a

safeguard over the interests of the proprietors

of streams and waters in wild and thinly popu-

lated districts, and which yet leaves the rivers

of districts abounding with vast and busy popu-

• Rivers Pollution Commission. Third Rep., vol. i.p. 46.

latioDS, entirely at the mercy" of those who in

every conceivable form combine to render them
odious to the sight and dangerous to the health
of the community at large.

Some portion of this neglect may doubtless be
attributed to a dread—instinctive in a manu-
facturing population—of interfering in any de-
gree with the supposed interests of its various
industries. Thus, in the northern coal-fields of
England, a prejudice has long existed in favour

of smoke. “Where there’s reek there’s brass ’*

is a proverb in these districts, and much disfavour

has been shown towards the Smoke Act. The
presence of dense black volumes of smoke,
issuing from tall chimneys, has become identified

with the creation of wealth. But it haa been
proved, and the proof is now spreading, that
“ reek” is really an item of waste ; and as this

idea gains ground the consumption of smoke
becomes general.

So in respect of the pollution of rivers, there

is still a feeling amongst manufacturers that

they should be left undisturbed by legislative

prohibitions. But much of this feeling haa sub-

sided since the visit of the Rivers Commission
to the Yorkshire and Lancashire coal districts.

It was clearly proved during the sittings of that

Commission that the most noxious portion of

manufacturing refuse might be kept out of the

rivers by the exercise of care, at a very slight

cost, and that in some cases the value of the

ingredients regained would leave a profit upon
the process of clarification. It was also proved
that some branches of the flue woollen and calico

trade were migrating from the West Riding of

Yorkshire, from no other cause than the scarcity

of pure or clear water. The Commissioners
pointedly state that in the Aire and Calder

districts “ the abases and pollutions of rnnning

waters have become almost intolerable, and even
trade is seriously injured inconsequence.”*

The forcible interference of legislation is ac-

cordingly no longer viewed with sneh extreme

jealonsy, and amongst the more scientific and
enlightened of the manufacturers such a course

is considered absolutely imperative.

It is with a view to the amendment of this

disorganised state of affairs that certain Catch-

ment and Watershed Areas of Conservancy

have been proposed, whereby the basin of every

important stream shall be divided into conve-

nient districts, generally separated by lines of

watershed. Over these districts it is proposed

that certain Boards of Control, exercising com-
prehensive powers, shall preside. The duty of

such Boards will be to prevent the pollution of

running waters by any matter whatsoever inter-

dicted by statute, full powers being given them
to pursue the offending party at law, to act in

concert with each other, and to act in perfect

independence of local interest and prejudice. It

is justly argued that until an Act providing for

the construction of such Boards be passed no
progress in the utilisation of sewage, or the

purification of river waters, can be made in the

manufacturing parts of Great Britain. It is

because this policy was neglected in the inter-

minable discussions on the metropolitan drain-

age question that the vast and magnificent

labours of the Board of Works have nob been

attended by sneh perfect results as were antici-

pated, a neglect which has been tardily amended
by the Act relating to the Yalley of the Thames.

Mr. W. J. Ffennel, late inspector of the

fisheries of England, has recorded his opinion,

that there should be a central authority in

London, with deputies in the districts, having

separate control over separate basins, but with

unity of action, and all subject to supreme
authority ;

and also that there should be
definite power given to this authority to prevent

tbo pollution of rivers.t It was asked during the

sitting of the Committee upon Metropolitan

Sewage that if local Boards were put under
the jurisdiction of the Home Office, or the

General Board of Health, which should in either

case have the power to issue a mandamus to

compel the enforcement of the law, such a

course would not be better than to have a cen-

tral Board in London. But Mr. S. H. Gael, a

gentleman profoundly experienced in the pre-

paring of bills relating to the public health, did

not approve of the plan suggested, and said it

would involve nearly the whole machinery of a

central authority, as well as that of a district

authority. He also cited the analogous nature

of the salmon fisheries legislation, and coun-

selled a similar mode of treatment in respect of

• Third Rep. p. 64.

t Kep. Met. Sewage, 1864: 2,994-6.
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sewage. Under the Salmon Fisheries Act, the
Commissioners assign districts to the Boards,
•who are to carry ont the law locally on the
salmon rivers and their tribntaries, and who
have power to prosecute traders and mannfac-
tnrers whoso works pollute the streams.*

Touching the inconvenience which such pro-
hibitory powers over water-conrses would effect
towards manufacturers, sufficient has been learnt
on this subject of late years to show that in
most cases it would be merely temporarily. A
letter addressed to Mr. Ferrand, M.P., by Mr.
Edward Townend, of Cnllingworth Mills, near
Bingley, shows what has been done in this regard.
The writer says.t “ The main feature of the
principle we have adopted for the filtration of the
dye and soapy waters from our works is, the
passing those waters through a bed, 15 ft. to
20 ft. thick, of engine ashes, leaving the solid
matters as a crust at the bottom of the tanks,
formed of engine ashes

; the crust, of course,
having to be taken from inside the tanks regu-
larly at stated periods,—say twice or three
times per month. This crust makes excellent
manure, and we spread it at once on grass and
arable land. With especial reference to the
soapsuds, they go from our wool-warehouses
into tanks, very strongly made, and lined with
double bricks walled in cement. The suds are
then boiled in these tanks and broken with acid.
The magma, or thick creamy part, rises to the
top. The thin watery part below is run off into
the engine-ash filters, percolating through them
into the bed, and thus escapes in quite a clear
state. The thick part left in the brick tanks is
then run into filters made of cocoa-nut matting
lined with canvas, and when of the consistency
of, say, cream cheese, is wrapped in canvas bags,
to be pressed in a steam press, whereby the
grease is pressed ont, of which we make about
30 cwt. per week, besides a large quantity of
solid manure, in the form of oil-cake, which is
periodically taken on to the land, and makes

'

very excellent manure. This system ofpnrifica-
^on is readily done in moderate-sized works.
The grease we extract from the soap is now
worth 171. per ton, and is sold to candle and
Hoap manufacturers.”
Mr. Eawlinson, late chairman of the Rivers

Pollution Commission, has thus expressed his
views m a letter to Lord Robert Montague

J

“With respect to Boards to manage drainsge
areas, I fear any plan of representation em-
bracing even one member from each separate
local Board will not prove to be practicable, on
account of numbers. Take, for instance, the
Aire and Calder drainage area, which is about
8CN} square miles. There are at present seventy,
one local Boards, and will bo more. Each such
local Board may require to be rated for river
improvements, and controlled with respect to
outfall sewage

j but a Drainage Area Board with
only seventy-ono members — one from each
Board—would be cumbersome for work. There
must, however (if representation is to rule the
formation of such Boards), be canal, river, land,
and mill representatives. I must confess that I
do not see the way to purely local Boards for
drainage or river areas. The machinery must
be in some other form. Rivers require to be
improved and preserved from injury, irrespective
of county, parish, township, or private bounda-
ries. Permissive power will only mean power to
do nothing, as at present. Thosewho abusewill,'
for the moat part, govern

; and, as in tho case of
4. n a flm.'.l-A A a _ ... ...

qualified by the terms of the concluding sentence.
With equal force, and divested of all doubt as to
tho practicability of their suggestions, the Rivers
Commission, in their Third Report, reiterate
these arguments, the interval of three years’
close and exhaustive investigation having but
served to strengthen their opinions into immo-
vable a ff

lULo immo- «on Deing greater as the volume iu the stream

irve sketr^ef the f
^ relatively small. No arrangements for treat.Bive sketch of the progress of the woollen and mn- Rewnirn ot-o .i:

8ive sketch of the progress of the woollen and
worsted manufactures in tho West Riding of
Yorkshire, so far as regards the basins of the
Aire and Calder, and reporting the evidence
taken daring the sitting of the Commission, the
Report proceeds to state that, “in order to
prevent the pallution, and legally control the
management of rivers, their basins or water-
sheds must be placed nnder supervision, irre-
spective of any arbitrary division of county,
parish, township, parliamentary, municipal, or
local Government Act boundaries, or, indeed, of
any artificially-established division. Running
waters flow on from their source to the sea, and,
if the upland waters are polluted by town sew-
age and by refuse discharged from manufactories
08 in the West Riding of Yorkshire, tho entire
length of a river is necessarily polluted. Towns
situated midway, as Leeds. Manchester, Salford,
and many other places, will establish and carry
out local improvements, and would clarify their
sewage and other refuse fluid to little practical
purpose, if the towns, villages, and manufactories
on the same river with themselves and its tribn-
tariea, are not placed under restriction against
sending down pollution. Thns, for instance, the
corporation of Salford, which occupies ono side
of the river Irwell, opposite Manchester, enter-
tained the idea of intercepting sewers. Plans were
prepared and estimates made, and the project
was discussed, but was abandoned on the plea
that money expended in Salford alone on such
works would not accomplish the purification of
the River Irwell, so long as Manchester, and all
the great manufacturing towns and mills of Lan-
cashire situated on the river and its tribntaries,
continued to pollute the running waters of their
respective districts. Pollutions caused by sewage,
and by trades and manufactures, ought, in our
opinion, to be prevented at the cost of the com-
munities and persons causing such pollutions.
At Croydon, at South Norwood, and at some
other towns it has been forbidden by injunction
for the local authorities to pass town sewage
into mnning waters below a defined standard of
purity, and the result has been, after the failure
of all other systems, a clarification of such
sewage by irrigation, which not only proves
successful for the purpose desired,—namely, to
prevent river pollution,—but in its operation is
a source of profit to the ratepayers. However
that may be, the question of profit or loss in
abating nuisances . . . ought not too closely
to bo taken into account. . . . Towns can
as well afford to pay for the means and appli-
ances necessary to render sewage innocuous to
running^ water^ as they can to pay for the sewers
and drains which are necessa^ to their sanitary
well-doing. . . Every witness we examined
admitted the existence of many great evils, and
remedial measures are in the evidence over and
over again suggested, the reiterated stipulations
being that such measures shall be as general as
the trades to be affected by them, and that
their enforcement shall be by Government
authority.

" One conclusion, therefore, forces itself upon

practicable. Where it can be applied fresh tc
the land there is least nuisance aud least cost to
the ratepayers. Where the solids are extracted
by mechanical deposition there is peenniary loss
OQ the operation, and running streams receiving
the effluent water are still polluted, the pollu-
tion being greater as the volume iu the stream

oiAiaii. AAu utiaugcuiencs ior treat-
ing sewage are satisfactory except its dircci
application to land for agricultural purposes.

” It is for the intei-est of manufacturers, as well
as of riparian owners, and the community at
large, that a preventive law should be equitably
but rigidly applied. Eor such legislation, the
successful operation of Lord Derby’s Act, which
has abolished the nuisance from alkali works,
affords a fitting and encouraging precedent.
“ Our experience of the weakness inherent in

unaided and uncontrolled local authorities, as
at present constituted, convinces us that a cen-
tral Board, appointed by a State department, is
necessary to the efficient protection of running
waters. For instance, under the Local Govern-
ment Act, 1858, a local Board may be esta-
blished, and, after having executed works on
borrowed money, the ratepayers may decline to
elect a Board

;
or the members of such local

Board, after election, may decline to act, there
being no power at the Home Office to compel
them to do so. Such power, however, will be
absolutely necessary in any conservancy Act to
enforce the prevention of river pollution.

“ Economy in the work of a central Board for
the conservancy of rivers might be probably ob-
tained by enabling it to avail itself of such parts
as may be applicable of the existing system of
Government inspection, as of factories, mines,
alkali works, fisheries, land drainage, &c.”
The Commissioners then go on to observe :

—

The duties of such central and district con-
servancy Boards might be

—

1. To aid the Salmon Fisheries Commissioners.
2. To prevent the obstruction of rivers and

running waters by castingin of solids orflushing
in of mud, as also all forms of river pollution.

3. To take cognizance of all existing weirs,
mills, dams, river-walls.embankments, reservoirs,
goits, culverts, drains, &c., and of any new works
proposed which may affect streams.

4. To hear appeals in cases of local disputes
as to works of any character affecting the con-
dition and free flow of rivers.”*
Sundry geological and other plans accom-

panying the Report, showing the different basins
of the West Riding—those ofthe Aire and Calder
as apportioned into sub-conservancy districts.

M. P.
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conclusion, therefore, forces itself upon

like thif be fdead tsLr ^ ?! honeBt]y deliberates upon the exL-
o , 7 ? a dead letter. Of what nse is a

|

mg state of things in regard to the rivers we
and have visited, with a view to its permanentother mannfacturmir towns, where the a ..

^ permaneni
*>.i.uu^.A4cotci, oaiioru, ivigan, and

Other manufacturing towns, where tho members
of the several corporations are smoke makers?
Suppose the factory owners had been required
to appoint and pay factory inspectors, how much
useful inspection would have been done ?
“I do not like advocating Government inter-

lerenco in river preservation, but I do not seemy way without it. Any Board, to be useful
must consist of working members, with ample
powers to devise and execute works, to purchLe
and remove mill-dams, to embank, to drain and
to prevent all forms of abuse on rivers. A
drainage-area rate wonld have to be laid and
collected, superintendence should be regular,
and an annual report ought to be published!
Machinery such as is sketched out will be
difficult to establish. ”

Mr. Bawlinson speaks here with admirable
force and justness, which are perhaps somewhat

• Rep, Met. Sewage, 1364: 3,197—3,207.
t Hep. Met. Sewage, 1804: p. 277, App.
J Bep. Met. Sewage, 3864: p. 273, App.

improvement. A stronger power than has
hitherto been available must be brought to bear,
if the present abuse and pollution of streams is
to be arrested, and Government supervision and
inspection must enforce and strengthen the
action of local authorities.

ON BUILDINGS FOR EUROPEAN
OCCUPATION IN TROPICAL CLIMATES,

ESPECIALLY INDIA.f

The structural difficulties mainly to be anti-
cipated can be, I think, summed up in one
word ,—want oj appliances. There is in India,
at least, no want of hands. Labour is plentiful
and cheap theie, and a surprising degree of some
aorta of skill still exists in plenty also, and this is
probably more or less true of every place within
the tropics where buildings of importance are
likely to be needed by Europeans; but any ap-
pliances beyond the rudest for raising weights,
putting materials in their place, fitting together
unwieldy portions of a structure, or even build-
ing a scaffold or hoisting a block of stone, may
be expected to be scarce, In a peculiarly un-
English method many aorta of works are well
carried on by the natives, who seem to retain,
along with the ruder ways of common building,
some lingering traditions of arts long almost
disused in the cities chiefly occupied by Euro-
peans. A building in progress is, however, a
curiously uncouth sight to unaccustomed Euro-
r^ooTi OT700 ,• 1

“ Aq nrovirii-iBW *„ j Ai_ . 1 _
curiously uncouth Bight to unaccustomed I

land inL Aire Ld Calder dislrW
“ iiregnlar a

sewapfl irrifraflnn oraH v
Buitaoie lor

, insecure in its appearance, seems only fitted

fall, yet it does to work; vast crowds of lal
u o — j -— ..V. tiavD iiu luuue Ol

any town or locality where the application of
that system would be impracticable
All refuse from dyeworks, mills, factories, tan!
neries, breweries, malt-honses, slaughter-houses,
and the like, should be prevented from being cast
into and pollnting running waters. No ashes, cin-
derSjSlag, waste earth, mud from canals, goits, and
reser'voirs, road-scrapings, broken pottery and
utensils, bricks and building rubbish, or any
other solid calculated to impede the flow of
water, raise the bed of the stream, and cause
impurity, should be permitted to bo cast in, or so to
be disposed on the banks of a river as to be carried

by its water. Sewage interception is always

tan, J-CU lU UUCS ALB tvuifi., VtlBk, CFUn US 01 11011

naked workpeople, those carrying burdens being
mostly women, each bearing on her head a lighi

load of 'what has to be transported
; the masoi

squatting on the stone he has to dreae, holding
his chisel in the tips of his fingers, and dealing
dainty taps with a small hammer, as though he
were a sculptor finishing off a marble statue:
the smith squatting over bis fire, as though hii
feet roust be among the sparks and cinders, as
well as his iron

; and among them all the dusky
overseer with long white robes, and perhaps an

* Third Rep. voL t. pp. G3-36.
t liy Mr. T. Roger Smith. See p. 311, arUe.
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(Dormoua red turban, perhaps a tall glazed cap,

md on his brow bearing the distinctive mark of

lia favourite idol, advancos with the moat ob-

jequious of bows, his posture intended to convey

he idea of an entire devotion to your service

—

lot always carried out by his conduct. On such

I work as this, busy and active though it be, an

iron bolt or a cramp or a joggle, not to mention

1 powerful crane or a crab, which here it would

be the simplest possible thing to have, would be

something of a difficulty even in such a city as

Bombay ;
elsewhere it might prove a formidable

undertaking, perhaps even an impossibility. Nor

is sending things over from this country always

a, safe and complete resource, although it has to

be largely practised. Every one knows how
often when such things as ironwork, metal-

fittings, &c., are sent on to a building at home,

there is something wrong. Bolts going some-

where where a spanner cannot be got on to turn

the nuts ;
things that refuse to match or to fit

their place, ar‘e serious hindrances even here

;

but when the original foundry is four thousand

miles off, so that either a clumsy makeshift made
on the spot has to be adopted, or a delay of six

months has to be endured, before a casting sent

in error or broken in transit can be replaced, it

is obvious that every complicated appliance

ought to be avoided where possible
;
and where

not, that everything of the sort shonld be put
together in this country completely before

shipping, and that duplicates of everything

liable to damage or loss ought to be provided in

abundance. In reference to breakage I may, by
the bye, remark that more of it occurs in landing

than on the voyage. Castings will travel ex-

cellently well if stowed along with plenty of

small coal, ,^bat their disembarkation should be

apecially superintended. The necessity of hoist-

ing a large weight or fixing a difficult piece of

masonry may prove an insurmountable obstacle
;

and the employment of anything that would be
considered even moderately difficult in this

country ought to be avoided, unless the archi-

tect have previously ascertained that the means
of carrying out his intentions exist at the locality

where hia building is to stand, as in part they
do in the larger cities and most active colonies.

In short, in designing for the tropics the archi-

tect should suppose that his work is going to be
carried out much as Mediaeval work was done,

and without any modern appliances whatever :

and how lightly such a limitation need sit on a
true artist may be easily understood by recollect-

ing how grand and bow perfect were the build-

ings which our predecessors erected in an ago
when steam-cranes, travellers, and railways were
unknown, before iron had been introduced into

buildings, and when roads were bad and hoisting

little understood.

The materials obtainable in any tropical

locality will be sure to differ somewhat from
those at home. As a specimen, I will give an
account of what is obtaiaable in Bombay

;
and

here let me say that Bombay must be taken as
on the whole a very favourable specimen of an
Indian city. It is the capital of Western India,

fast becoming the greatest commercial em-
porium of India; is a city of great wealth, and
has a population of about a million, rapidly in-

creasing
;
and has one of the finest harbours in

the world. Whatever, therefore, is wanting in

Bombay will not be likely to be better supplied
elsewhere.

This island is volcanic, and no stratified stone

seems procurable there or for many miles round.
The ordinary building stone is a very hard, rough,
slate-coloured basaltic trap, quarried with diffi-

culty, all having to be blasted, chiefly used in

stones of small size, as rubble, laid with plenty

of mortar, and plastered externally. It will

make good but rough rubble work if squared up,
but much of it proves to be perishable when
placed in a building. For dressings and ashlar

there is a scanty supply of one or two varieties

of yellowish trap stone, called Coorla stone, of a
hard, unyielding nature, very difficult to procure
in large blocks. A brownish granular limestone,

closely resembling the worst qualities of Bath
stone, and known as Porebunder stone, is im-
ported by sea from the coasts of Kattiwar, a
distance of some 300 miles. This is the best
available material for masons’ work in dressings

or architectural features, but it is liable to dis-

colour after being some years in a building. It

is often defective, and it is so costly that, on any
large work, it would probably be a saving to

import Bath or Caen stone from Europe. Native
bricks are very dear and small, being thin, like

Boman bricks. They are mostly defective, but
are available for internal nse. Bricks of Eng-

lish pattern are brought to Bombay some thirty

miles, from Callian, bob are even dearer than

native bricks, and not very satisfactory
j
and I

know of one instance, at least, where the facing

bricks of a large proposed building have gone

from England to Bombay. The fact is that good

material and fuel for brickmaking are both

equally scarce. A coarse, spongy conglomerate,

known as kurial, is occasionally used for 'filling-

in and internal walling. I believe it to bo a

species of coral, and it is probable that some
coralline material may in many tropical localities

be obtained of a serviceable quality. Gravel

there is none ; for sand there is only sea sand,

which at Bombay is not silicions, but ground-up

basalt, rounded by action of water. Of course

this would be different in many localities. Lami-

nated stone there is none, so that any thin

paving stones have to be imported from Europe.

A rough paving of the local trap is in use, but

is very expensive. Lime and timber are the

two materials which alone can be described as

really excellent of their kinds. The lime is

known as chunam, and is obtained mostly from

Kunker, a nodulons limestone found in the

neighbourhood of Bombay, a small supply of

the best quality coming from shells. Where
cement is required it has to be imported from

England. For some purposes which are served

by cement with us,—such as fillets and hips,—

a

kind of temporary expedient called dammer is

made use of. This is a sort of coarse resin

mixed with oil, molted, and paid on hot, like

pitch, with or without the addition of strips of

canvas among it to make it hold better.

Flat terraced roofs are not so common in

Bombay, for the buildings either of Europeans

or of natives, as they are elsewhere in the

tropics. Where they are used they are ordinarily

of chunam, and very thick.

For all carpentry and joinery, Bombay, like

other parts of India, has recourse all but exclu-

sively to one material—teak timber. This wood

is extremely tough and strong, and can be got

in great scantlings. It is hai^ to work, but has

the three cardinal virtues, that the ants do not

eat it, the rainy season does not rot it, and, when
seasoned in India, the Indian sun does not warp

it. Wherever teak is procurable the designer of

buildings for the East will do well to employ it

alone, unless he is sure that any substitute be

proposes will fulfil all three of the above condi-

tions. Timber is often nsed by the native

builders, for such purposes as joists and rafters,

in the form of unsquared round poles, or some

other rough shape. The best teak is from Cali-

cut, the next quality from Moulmein. Black

wood, which rivals teak in its indestructibility,

is only used for furniture. There is plenty of

rongh timber to bo procured for ordinary and

temporary purposes, but not proof against the

white ant.

The native tiles are an exceedingly bad roof

covering
;
and nothing but the extreme difficulty

of obtaining those substitutes which would be

an improvement has caused them to be retained

in European use. They are of very thin red

porous tile, almost semi-cylindrioal in section,

and about 9 in. or 10 in. long. They are laid

course, are laid quite loose on the roofs, and are

consequently so easily decayed and damaged
that a relaying of them, called tile-tnrning, is

an annual part of the preparation for the wet

season. Galvanised corrugated iron has been

imported to some extent from England, and is

sometimes used as a roof covering
;

it is not

altogether well suited to the climate, but is an
improvement on the tiles. "Where used for roof-

ing, it ought to be employed double, with an air

space of 10 in. or 12 in., with free access for in-

gress and egress of air between the two skins,

and then it is found to form a tolerably cool

roof.

All ironmongery has to be of brass to with-

stand the damp of the monsoon time, and if it is

to act at all as Europeans like hinges and

latches to act it must come from Europe
; so

must window glass, and marble or tile pave-

ments. The ordinary material available for

floors is a filthy pulp of cow dung, laid by

native women, who spread it about with their

hands, often jewelled, with great unconcern.

I must admit that this unsavoury mess quickly

hardens into a good and inoffensive floor j but it

requires renewing with fresh applications of the

material almost fortnightly. Tile floors, or

chunam floors, are of course preferred by Euro-

peans, but they are disliked by the native

servants, all of whom go barefoot, as cold to

the feet.

Window glass is, I believe, obtained solely

from Europe, and till lately came only in small

panes. Rolled iron joists, to be used in a floor-

ing similar to that of Fox and Barrett’s patent,

are to some extent imported; but the excel-

lence of teak as a material for joists leaves

room to doubt whether the ordinary floor,

which is constructed with a sort of concrete

filling-in between teak joists, is not quite as

good. Dennett’s arch, perhaps nsed in connexion

with Phillip’s girder, and Ransome’s artificial

stone seem both of them appropriate inventions

for use in cities within the tropics, but less avail-

able in Bombay than elsewhere, owing to the

absence of good sand or gravel, or of any fair

substitute. Terra-cotta as a substitute for stone

dressings has been to some little extent intro-

duced, and promises to be very serviceable.

Laths are not forthcoming
;
the split bamboo,

which is the best substitute, is liable to be eaten

by the white ant, and this is, I presume, the

chief reason why plastered ceilings are very un-

usual. Their place is usually filled by boarded,

and often by canvas ceilings. Plastering in

chunam on walls is coarse and soft. As paper-

ing is unsuitable (it would harbour insects), the

ordinary finish is an inferior kind of distemper.

The saltness of the sand renders the walls

hygrometric, but if damage from damp could be

guarded against, a treatment like the interiors

of Pompeii would be the proper internal finish.

There is a very superior sort of chunam plaster-

ing known as Madras chunam. It very closely

resembles fine Parian cement, but is so expen-

sive as not to be often employed.

Plumbers’ work is all but unknown in Bom-
bay, except occasionally for water-pipes. Gas-

fitting is, however, now in use there, as gas has

been lately introduced, and would have now to

be provided for in arranging buildings for that

city.

I have, I think, in this list, said enough to

show that a building intended for Bombay, even

if designed in accordance with the climate, bat

requiring for its erection large blocks of stone,

landings, or even much ironwork, or such things

as slate slabs, panes of plate glass, or flat tiles

for floors or roofs, would have to be modified on

the spot, in respect at least of those parts

—

unless all required was sent out from England ;

and though, perhaps, some of the localities for

which the services of an English designer may
be required will be better off than Bombay in

some one or two particulars, It is more than

likely that they will bo worse off in others, so

that an acquaintance with the material re-

sources of the place, and the utmost anxiety not

to overtax them, is required of every architect

of a building for tropical climates.

The administrative difficulty is, however,

likely to be greater than the constructive in any

case that may probably have to be encountered

by any of ns, and is much more likely to be

overlooked or misunderstood by an architect who
has never travelled beyond the limits of

Europe.
The available modes of carrying out a building

abroad, as at home, are of course either through

contractors, or by engaging labour and buying

materials. Native contractors of some sort will

be found in most large Asiatic towns ;
and in

many places, where there is an extensive

European settlement, English or American con-

tractors are to be met with. Where it is probable

that the works will be carried on by them, it is

important that the documents sent out to explain

the architect’s intentions should be in such a

form as they will understand. Here it may be

worth while to add that, at least in India, the

documents need not be translated into any

foreign language ;
simple good Euglish will be

thoroughly well understood by those natives

engaged. Specifications should be clear, distinct,

and full, and, above all things, free from such

technical words as are not known to be in use

in the place where the work is to be done.

Drawings shonld be very full and clear, and

should bear on their face written directions as

to what is intended by any difficult, or unusual,

or intricate arrangement or construction. Simple

bills of quantities will ordinarily be valuable, bub

they should not be taken in much detail. They

should also aflbrd more means of tracing on the

plans the work which they describe than is usual

iu England
;
and where much work has been done

under the Royal Engineers, so that the con-

tractors are accustomed to their routine, it may

be advisable to throw the bills into the shape

ordinarily employed by them, and which are

taken very much in the gross, and are arranged

to exhibit on the same page the dimensions as

well as the result of each of the few measure •
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meiits made use of. This will be not only
advisable, bufc probably necessary, if the work is
under any colonial Government.

In many instances it will not be possible for
work in the tropics to be contracted for, and it
will be done by day labour. If the English
architect has to find some one to take charge of
each an undertaking, it will be most desirable to
get a superintendent, nor, only familiar with the
work, but also acclimatised to the country, and
used to dealing with natives. If these points are
neglected, or any one of them, the work will
run a great risk of being entirely stopped.
Upon the risks dne to ignorance of the work I
need not enlarge, but it is as well to note that if
the superintendent be unfamiliar with the climate
and imprudent there is every risk of his being
seized with fever, or sunstroke, or some other
violent ailment, snch as besets a hot climate,
especially where there is exposure, and so laid
aside

j or, if this be escaped, the work may be
equally hindered by the superintendent being
imposed npon by the craftiness of the natives,
or by his blundering through ignorance upon
something distasteful to the natives engaged

;

as, for instance, I have heard of a very extreme
case of an entire work being deserted by all the
men engaged upon it, owing to the European
superintendent having laid his hands on one of
the workmen, whose notions of caste were thereby
outraged. Such a thing as this may seldom
occur, and the narrative may have been
exaggerated, but the unwary agent will be
extremely likely to be overreached by the craft
or overpowered by the caste combinations of
natives, which last are quite as formidable as oar
own trades anions, and even more unanimous in
action.

If the work be for any colonial Government,
the probability is very great that it wOl be
handed over to an officer of Royal Engineers to
carry out by day labour; or, as it is officially
termed in India, departmentally. Large numbers
of plain buildings, such as barracks, are executed
by the officers^ of this body from their own
designs, according to plans and estimates pre-
pared by themselves, they purchasing the mate-
rials and emplojing labour; and their system
for doing this work appears to me admirably
well organised for this purpose

;
but any one who

has had experience of it will fully understand
,

that neither architecture nor building is the
proper function of military engineers, and that
as an executive this corps is not suited to the

'

requirements of work of high architectnral pre-
i

tentions, and that it hardly seems giving military '

officers their proper position to employ them
upon the carrying out of any work except from
designs prepared by the officer engaged. At the
same time that I make these remarks, I must
add that this corps contains individual officers
who have distinguished themselves in India as
architects by their designs and executed works

;and that they have been pioneers in the work of
constructing in that country buildings for Euro-
pean use. They have excellent facilities for
procuring from England such articles of Euro-
pean manufacture as they want, but perhaps
have been themselves led by this very facility
and by their example have led others, to neglect
the cultivation of the resources of the country.
If the proposed work be Government work, it
will in some way, probably in every way, ^be
under the Public Works Department, wherever,
as in India, such a department exists, and takenm band by the military engineers of that depart-
ment

; and the great evil which, in that case, the
architect has to fear, and if possible to guard
against, is his work being wholly or in part
modified, set aside, or snperseded. To prevent
this, the precaution should first of all be taken

'

of being quite sure : that there is nothing which
will require necessarily to be set aside,—nothintf
manifestly nnsuited to the climate, to the mate-
nals of the locality, or to rude and imperfect
workmanship and means of execution. The
architect shonld, secondly, be quite sure that
there is nothing which will require necessarily
to be added

;
his drawings, while as little volu-

minous as he can make them, should be so com-
prehensive and complete as tofnrnish every detail,
anticipate every question, and supply all needed
information. Thirdly, he should be quite sure,
that all his documents are regularly in the form
customarily used and understood by the engi-
neers, especially his detailed estimate; to use a
homely phrase, he should send out the whole
thing cut and dried. Lastly, be should omit no
opportunity of getting any official sanction andmark in the shape of seals or signatures on the
drawings, or official and thoroughly formal

minutes and memoranda in their favonr, as he can
by hook by crook obtain from any one in
authority.

^

The reason of this last suggestion is,
that in India, and more or less in all colonies,
very frequent changes in administration occur;
so that if the official sanction of an officer be
not obtained early to anything which he has
agreed to and ought to sanction, there is a great
risk that he may be suddenly promoted or trans-
ferred, and the matter fall into the bands of a
successor, who, if not bound by tho official
action of his predecessor, may take some totally
different view, and upset all that has been done.
This labour, you will perceive, is greatly in
excess of what is required upon an English
building up to the time of sending away plans,
and it requires to be well remunerated. It is
considered, by those best qualified to judge, that
if thoroughly well done, tho work on a proper
set of plans, itc., of this sort, equals all that is
wanted here np to the time of making contract,
with the addition of about half that which is
subsequently done by the architect here during
the time of his superintendence of the build-
ing.

I may add that the Government of Bombay
has officially recognised the scale of professional
charges issued by this Institute. It is, however,
quite possible that, at least in the case of archi-
tects residing and practising in India, these rates
onght in fairness to be increased, for it is, I
believe, customary for the members of other
professions to charge double the English fee for
their services. At least, this is understood to be

'

tho practice of physicians, solicitors, engineers,
&G., at Bombay, and probably therefore will be
the rule in other parts of India.
But to return to the agency for executing

works. There can be little doubt that in the
case of any very large work, the employment of
an European contractor of energy and skill
furnishes the best guarantee for the good and
rapid exeention of the work; and any members
of this Institute who have heavy works in tropical
climates will do well to urge on their clients the
great advantage, almost the necessity, for em-
ploying the best English contractor who can be
found, making liberal terms with him, and stipu-
lating for his sending a representative to be on
the spot, experienced in work, used to deal with
natives, and already accustomed to a tropical
climate. It will, however, only seldom happen
that a work is important enough to tempt a good
contractor from England, and European con-
tractors settled abroad, or the native contractors,
will usually be the agency best to employ

;
and

of these probably native contractors will as
often as not be found the most useful

; but in
either case it cannot be too much impressed on
the architect whose designs are to be carried out
by bands used mainly to different work, and
certainly unused to him, that the instructions
conveyed by his plans and documents should be
very full, very lucid, and very unmistakable,
and that simplicity should regulate and pervade
all his contrivances and arrangements.
There still remains the ultimate question, and

the most purely architectural question of all.

What aspect, as works of art, shall we, as artists,
strive to impress upon the buildings whose
arrangement and construction we have been
considering ? I shall nob attempt to examine
this question at all in detail, but cannot forbear
raising it; for the art of any building is un-
doubtedly the one element, whatever value we
may put upon it, which concerns us architects
peculiarly and almost exclusively. All classes
of builders require to understand materials and
construction. Many unprofessional men require
to comprehend the arrangement of buildings
and organisation of works. Professional men in
other branches of the great building art are
called on both to comprehend and carry out all
these

; but it is our special honour that to us is
committed the charge of those works which it is
desirable to render, not merely serviceable as
structures, but impressive as monuments

;
that

of us is expected, indeed, not merely a work of
skill, bub also a work of art. I hold that the
solution of the question lies first in the adoption
of a type essentially European; and secondly,
in tho retention and blending with it of such
admissible features as are to be found in the
best styles of architecture that have been elabo-
rated already in tropical climates.
Had we a distinctive modern English style,

we ought, unquestionably, to use it in our colo-
nies as the Roman did in his colonies, with such
changes os local circumstances made necessary.
But though this is unhappily denied ua, there are
inexistence distinctive European styles; and I

hold very strongly that as oar administratio
exhibits European justice, order, love of lav
energy, and honour, so our buildings onght t
hold up a high standard of European art. The
ought to be European, both as a rallying-poiE
for ourselves, and as raising a distinctive mar
of onr presence, always to be beheld by th
natives of the country.
As far as I have seen it, most of our bnildin'

work in the East is not creditable to our tasU
though it bears witness to our energy and vigoui
It is unmistakably European, but of a very bai
type.

_

Now, the proper corrective is not, I hold
the direct imitation of Asiatic types, but th
adoption of those European styles which hav
grown up in sunshiny regions. Such styles an
ancient Roman, or even Greek (when gooi
enough materials and workmanship are pro
curable), or the Renaissance and Gothic o
Southern Italy or Spain, or the Early Gothic o
Southern France. In treating any of thest
styles, and still more in treating any mon
northerly modifications, a leaning towards thi
peculiarities of the best Oriental styles ii

desirable. Among these peculiarities, the fol
lowing may be enumerated as frequently found:—
Walls of ample thickness, often covered with t
profusion of delicate surface-ornament, fre^
quently beautifully coloured

; an absence ol
snch vertical breaks as buttresses, and a preva-
lence of horizontal cornices and level projec-
tions; openings, usually wide and frequent
artistically grouped, often filled in with exqul
Bite pierced patterns

; mouldings infrequent

:

balconies and various sorts of corbellings
covered usually with carving

;
roofs of low

pitch, flat, or domical
; walls, often replaced

entirely by lines of piers or columns; for the
moat part, and with some notable exceptions,
moderate height, but usually great extent and
elaborate surroundings. The whole have an
aspect of breadth, richness, shade.
In concluding, I should like to throw out the

hint that these peculiarities may be found
worked out in tho most perfect manner, and
with complete adaptation to the exigences of a
fiery climate, in the best of tho Mahometan
buildings, which mark, as I should like ours to
do, the residence in India of a conquering race,
—a race, alas ! far more artistic than we, and
whose works are nobler monuments of art than
it can be hoped ours may be. Many of tho
finest of those fast-decaying and ill-protected
works—those at Ahmedabad—are partly repre-
sented by means of photography, and so avail-
able for study

; and if, iu addition to affording
such information as at least a few of our mem-
bers may find useful and interesting, I shall have
succeeded, by again pointing out these works,
which have been already described here, in
inducing architectural students to dig in this
hitherto all but unexplored mine, I shall have
the gratification of knowing that this paper baa
not been quite barren of results.

COMPETITIONS.

New “ Yorkshire Clul," Fork.—The members
of the Yorkshire Club, that has been established
since 1839, having found that the increase in
their numbers necessitated better accommoda-
tion than could be obtained iu their present
home in St. Leonard's-place, and having pro-
cured the freehold site now occupied by the
house and garden of the Rev. Thoa. Richardson
(of which the north front faces the Lendal, the
west Musenm-street leading direct to the Min-
ster, and the south the River Onso at the point
where it Is crossed by the Lendal bridge), in-
vited designs in competition from several a^hi-
tects, from which they selected three, and
requested their authors to re-oompete, as they
had somewhat altered the position the erection
should occupy on the ground. Of the three
second sets of designs the choice fell on that
submitted by Mr. C. J. Parnell, of Loudon, who
is entrusted with the execution of the works,
Messrs. Habershon & Pite obtaining the pre-
mium for the second, and Messrs. Deane & Yeo-
man that for the third.

Agricultural Hall Company .—The directors
of this company having determined to erect
a new hall for concerts, dramatic entertain-
ments, and 80 on, invited a limited number of
architects to compete for the design, aud tho
following is the result Mr. Peck, the original
architect of the hall, to have the work, under
certain reetrictions

; first premium to Mr.
Kuightley; second, to Mr. Giles.
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THE HERALDS’ COLLEGE, LONDON.

Consequent on the formation of the proposed
new street from the Thames Embankment to

the Mansion Honse, a small portion of Heralds’

College (not the whole, as erroneously supposed,)

has been taken down, and a new front to it is

now being formed. In doing this, the Lion and
Unicorn that had long done duty there were
placed upon the ground. The accidental posi-

tion given to them shown by the sketch, led to

the following jeu d’espnt by one whose initials

will be recognized beyond heraldic circles. The
writer terms it

—

UNSUPPORTED SUPPORTERS.

The Lion and the Unicorn,
Who deign’d, till very lately,

The Heralds’ College to adorn,

On pillars tall and stately,

Unceremoniously, one day,

Were hoisted from their stations,

And on the pavement left to stay.

Pending the alterations.

The Lion sadly wanted or,

The Unicorn lack’d argent

;

Clearly they ’d ne’er been thns before
“ Depicted in the margent.”

It therefore seem’d of the offence

A serious aggravation

That folks with arms of less pretence
Obtained full compensation.

While they, supporters of the Crown
For centuries, unaided,

Who had graced standards of renown,
Were to Tile flags degraded.

The Unicorn, in language strong.

The Lion laid the blame on :

“ Without a growl to bear this wrong
A blot will be your fame on.

If of us quadrupeds you were
The king, or e’en the regent.

You would be rampant, not beg there.

Like a tame poodle

—

sejant!

As deitcr ’tis your right to make
Them equal justice minister’}

If I should up the matter take.

They’d call the motive sinister.

The British Lion, you ! My brain
Whirls round, it so provokes me !

For half-a-crown I’d break my chain,

—

My collar almost chokes me I

‘ Dicu et mon Droit,' no longer may
You boast as your proud motto;

‘Adieu, mon droit,' you ’d better say,

And join Parkins & Gotto.” *

So saying, like a vicious colt.

To cut the matter shorter,

He made a sort of demi-volt,
And rump’d his co-supporter.

The Lion winced at the last sneer,

But only gave a whistle,

And said, “ My ancient friend, I fear
You ’ve trod upon your thistle.

The motto you to England brought—
Excuse me, comrade, if I sigh

To find yon set it now at nought

—

Was 'Beati Pach’ICI.’

Prithee don’t let the Heralds see
Us, thus ‘ addorsed,' good brother.

When we in every sense should be
‘ Respecting one another.’

In youth I’m willing to admit
More ‘ comhattant’ was I, sir

;

But then I’d mneh more pluck than wit,

—

I’m older now and wiser.

I can complacently repose
Beneath my well-won laurels

;

And’mean no more to poke my nose
In everybody’s quarrels.

Nor does it suit my present views
To roar for every trifle

:

I’ve got—and can, if need be, use—
But won’t strain my new rifle.

You seem to have forgotten quite
The world’s in constant movement

;

And neither King’s nor Lion’s might
Can long repel improvement.

• Sui-dis(a7it “tinders’* of arm?.

Loudon of a new street had need,
And heralds by profession

Were bound to lead, and not impede,
A grand public procession.

The po.sts we held were on the go,
Aod fallen soon had seen us.

Wo had nothing to support, you know

—

Not one poor coat between us.

But re-installed in the new court.
And gay with paint and gilding,

We shall our dignity support
With that of the whole building.

Facing a street so broad and fine

—

When to our seats we’ve vaulted

—

My crown will cut a greater shine,
Your horn will be exalted.

So blazon not a long dull roll

Of bickerings and bereavements,
Display the power of self-control

—

The greatest of achievements."

’Twas all in vain : the Unicorn
Was deaf to explanation,

And, with a toss up of his horn,
Declined more conversation.

J. R. P.

SOCIETY OP P.4INTERS IN WATER
COLOURS.

The sixty-fourth exhibition by this Society
consists of 297 works, and, as usual, a large pro-
portion of them are very charming. Id cannqt,
however, be called one of their best. The figure
subjects are even fewer than usual, and none
of the members are at their highest. We are
not surprised therefore to hear that the sales,
though numerous, are not at present up to the
average. Let us note a few of the pictures.

,

8, “Sans Peur et Sans Reproche,” John Gilbert,
is a spirited Medimval group, but does not tell

its story. The foot of the knight, with full re-
membrance of what armour is, is obtrusively
large. 12, “Wild Foul, a Flight—Winter,”
Frederick Tayler. The fowl are full of life and
movement, but the aspect of the scene is hardly
that of winter. 20, “ Rahab (miscalled in cata-
logue Rachel) Awaiting the Coming of Joshua,”
F. T. Shields, is the picture of deepest interest
in the room. The head, a little too masculine,
perhaps, is full of anxious thought : the holding to
her of the “ line of scarlet thread ” cleverly tolls

what is going on in her mind. 41, "Secondary
Colours,” G. Rosenberg, a marvellous repre-
sentation of plums, apricots (the latter a little

too yellow), and mossy rocks. In 166, “Sep-
tember,” this artist gives another remarkable
example of his power of representation.
48, “Monte Rosa from the Riffel,” W. Colling-
wood : a rosy mountain indeed, but for all that
an occasional truth. 57, “ The Return from
Fairy Land,” T. R. Lamont. The Bttrick
Shepherd’s

“KUmeoy, Kilmeny, where hsT6 you been ?"

will be remembered. The mother opens the
door } the father stays from chopping wood at
the ingle ; the maiden, with her lap full of roses,
is entering. The figure of Kilmeny is so charm-

ingly pretty that one omits to look at weaker
parts of the picture. 61, “The Wanderer,”
Margaret Gillies, has none of the sickly senti-
mentality that is to be found in many of this
clever lady’s pictures : it is an excellent work.
64, “Hush!” Walter Goodall : the baby
charmingly portrayed. 68, “ Harvest Time ac
Stoke Fleming, South Devon, looking over

I

Slapton Sands to the Start Point,” Collingwoocl

,

Smith : a capital landscape. The same may be
said of 78, “ The Mull of Cantire,” Francis
Powell (the ripples tipped by the setting sun),
93. “A Towered City” (solemn and grand),
Samuel Palmer; 96, “Laid Up for the Night

—

on the Thames,” J. J. Jenkins. 107, “Morn-
ing,” Thomas Danby

; 114, “ Buttermere—Sun-
rise,” S. P. Jackson ; 139, “ Over the Hills and
Far Away” (with its winding hedge-bordered
road), F, Smallfield; “Salzburg” (beautiful
Salzburg), Sam. T. G. Evans; and Mr. New-
ton’s large drawing, notwithstanding some com-
monness in the foreground; 144, "Denbigh
Castle,” David Cox, jun., and 171 by the same.
165, " Interior of St. Stephen’s, "Vienna,”
Samuel Read, looking west, must have special
praise; it is one of the finest works of its kind
that has been seen for some time. 180, " Oxen
Harrowing—Sussex,” Basil Bradley. Eight long-

I

horaed beosties are pulling a little harrow over
i

mild furrows, a large apparatus for small work.
An eminent agriculturist, standing by, maintains
that the majority of the oxen must be one hun-
dred years old : it is a elever picture neverthe-
less. 219, “ Pair Daffodils,” F. Smallfield : a
sweet human face, though the soft blue eyes do
not both look quite the same way. 162, “ Avo
Maria,” Walter Goodall; 24B, “The Ship’s
Model,” J. D. Watson

;
and 213, “ Well-Sinkers,”

Frederick Walker,—all call for mention, espe-
cially the latter, which is an exquisite drawing.

ST. THOMAS’S HOSPITAL, WESTMINSTER
BRIDGE.

The first stone of the new hospital which is

about to rise on the sontbernside of the Thames,
opposite the Palace of Parliament and adjoining
the end of Westminster Bridge, was laid on
Wednesday last by her Gracious Majesty the
Queen. A brilliant sun contributed to success,

j

The road from Buckingham Palace to Stangate

I

was lined with a loving people; and in a very
' commodious, well - ventilated, and handsome
pavilion, erected over the site of what will be
the chapel of the hospital, some 3,000 of the
more distinguished of them received her Majesty
with long-continued plaudits, and watched with
interest the short but interesting ceremony. We
may say briefly that the interior of the pavilion
was planned somewhat after the model of a
theatre, with that part which would be occupied
by the stage screened ofi’ as a reception-room.
That portion of the interior space which, in a
theatre, might have been the orchestra, pit-
stalls, and pit was reserved for the cere-
mony. All this enclosed space was of one
crimson hue. The tall barricade that swept
round the arena was painted of that colour,
the same to a shade as the crimson carpet
and the crimson hangings of the long
screen, against which was the crimsoned-
covered dais. Four crimson poles, converging
to an apex which was crowned with a cluster of
flags, stood in the centre of the floor

; and from
their midst depended the square and polished
block shortly to be lowered on a base, which
was covered as to its sides with crimson cloth,
while two crimson pedestals were at hand, to
support the trowel, mallet, plumb-level, and other
implements. On the crimson dais was spread a
Persian carpet; and gilt chairs with crimson
seats were ranged for the royal party, a throne
being in the centre. Above was suspended a
blue canopy, surmounted by a gilt crown, and
having the same emblem repeated in flat gold
broidery round the border, at intervals with the
letters “Y. R.” Banks of flowers were ranged
round the arena, and the embellishment was
completed by a pair of royal standards, of long
lozenge form, one on either side the canopy.
[The canopy was arranged by Mr. J. G. Grace,
and with his usual good taste.] It is unnecessary
for us to describe the ceremony, but we may say
that to an address that was read by Sir John
Musgrove, as President of the Hospital, the Queen
returned, but did not read, this reply :

—

'• It ia with sincere pleasure that I lay the first stone of
the noble buildines which you are about to dedicate to
the use of the sick and suff'eriBg poor. The hospital of

a
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St. Thomas, foanded bj[ my roral predecessor, Ed-
ward TI., from the services whicli it rendered to hu-
manity, nataraUy attracted the attention of my beloved
hnsband, whose heart and mind were ever interested

in institutions of so beneficial a character. It is a
solace to me to follow bis example in promoting the
objects which you have in view, and I trust that

your hospital, lipon its new site, by the various im-
povements which experience and sanitary skill may sug-

gest, will secure increased benefits to its suffering inmates,

and provide an admirable school for nurses, and for the
promotion of medical sud snrgical science. I thank ^ou
tor the loyal and sympathising expression of your feeling

on the late attempt to take away the life of my dear son
the Duke of Edinburgh, and join in your prayers that the
same good Providence which preserved him from the
assassin will soon restore him in health and safety to his

family and country

The trowel used was made for the occasion by
lleasrs. Howell, James, & Co. The handle is of

carved rock-crystal, inlaid with scrolls of gold

and turquoises, surmounted by the Imperial
Crown, in chased gold, set with precious stones,

the arched diadems being jewelled with pearls.

The blade is silver, with elaborately engraved
and gilt arabesques of Italian ornament, and
bears the following inscription :

—

“ This trowel was used by her Most Gracious Majesty
the Queen in laying the first stone of St. Thomas's Hospi-
tal, May 13th, 1868."

[The “stone” is a polished block of granite
from the Dalbeattie quarries, N.B.]
Mr. Tite, M.P., was promiuent amongst the

acting governors of the hospital.

The building, as our readers know, is to be
erected from the designs of Mr, Henry Currey.

A view of it, with plans and descriptive particu-

lars, will be found in our volume for 1865.* The
contractors for the works are Mr. Webster and
Mr. Perry. The clerk of the works is Mr.
Andrew Cleland.

JFIorfat Itiospitium Sti. Cljotnrc

!

MR. PARKER IN ROME.

A LECTUKE was given by Mr. J. H. Parker at
a late meeting of the British Archaeological
Society in Rome, on the Direction and Extant
Remains of the Servian Walls. It might be
considered as sequel to another on the Constrnc-
tion of Ancient Roman Buildings, given some
time previously by the same gentleman on a
similar occasion. Mr. Parker holds some theories

that are novel, and opposed to those hitherto
accepted by Italian archmologista. An exenr-
sion, with the object of visiting in situ the
antiquities referred to in the lecture, was ar-

ranged for the following day, and participated in

by a numerous party, who enjoyed the advan-
tage of receiving explanations at the several

spots they were conducted to from the lecturer.

We may report, briefly, the experiences of that
pleasant and instructive day, dedicated to such
studies among ruins of remarkable character,

but by no means among those most generally
visited, or understood, by tourists at Rome.

Important and picturesque remains of the
Servian fortifications have been brought to light

within recent years, and in most instances as it

were accidentally, through works undertaken
without any antiquarian purpose. Ancient his-

torians differ in their accounts of the cirenm-
scribing of the city by that cincture of walls

to be attributed to Servius Tullius, and which
formed the sole fortification around the earlier

inhabited regions dnring about 800 years

—

namely, till Aurelian raised the much more
extensive circuits, A.D. 271, which, as restored,

and perhaps amplified, by Honorios, A.D. 403,
forms the actual girdle of defences to this city,

in many parts, indeed, rebuilt by the Popes, to
whom is due the entire cincture on the Trans-
tiberine or right bank of the river. Dionysius
states that the Quirinal hill was first an.
nexed by Numa, the Viminal and Esquiline by
Serviasj so also Strabo j bat Livy ascribes to
the latter king the fortifications that included
first' the Quirinal, afterwards the Viminal, and
finally the Esquiline j the project of which
works had been originated by his immediate
predecessor, Tarqninius Prisons, who was pre-
vented from accomplishing it by the wars with
the Latins and Sabines

;
a second time under-

took it, but in vain, shortly before he was cut off

by violent death (Liv. 1. 1, c. 36, 38). It is pos-
sible to reconcile statements that seem contra-
dictory (and for the argument on this subject
see Nibby, “ Roma Antica,”) by assuming that
Numa annexed some portion only of the Qairi-
nal, Servius the remainder of that hill, and that

* ToL iiiii., p. 626.

Tarquinius Priscus commenced the works com-
pleted by his successor, though one writer,

Aurelius Victor, ascribes the whole to the for-

mer king, except that Agger, with its system of

fosses, which all (Pliny alone excepted, who
calls it the Agger of Tarquinius) agree in ascrib-

ing to Servius. Dionysius, the fullest in de-

scribing what he had seen when he visited

Rome, abont the year 30 B.C., observes how
insignificant was the extent of these walla com-
pared with that of the then inhabited city under
Augnstua, adding that ic was difficult to trace

their complete circuit, concealed, as they then

were in many parts, by other buildings, and
that the entire circumference seemed to him
not much greater than that of the walls of

Athens — namely, 60 stadia, or Roman
miles—a fow hundred feet less than the ascer-

tainable measure of these Servian defences.

The first spot visited by the party under Mr.
Parker’s guidance was the Barberini vineyard,

on the northern slope of the Quirinal, and in the

valley between that hill and the Pincian, site

of the beautiful gardens of Sallust, which event-

ually became a more important centre, chosen

for imperial residence, the favourite seat of

several emperors, especially of Anreliau. Here,
on the steep hillside, are seen a few courses of

antique masonry in lithoid tufa, partly hidden
by vegetation, but recognisable as of early

Roman work ;
and from the highest ground we

discern the elevation of the Agger, extending

southwards, in part overgrown by trees, at

one point cut off by the Via di Porta Pia
on the Quirinal, its course now traceable

through private properties. The rains next
visited are in what was formerly the gardens
of the Villa Negroni (where dwelt Alfieri),

now the promises of the railway station.

Here, in the course of railway works, were
fonnd, some years ago, the massive substructures

of walls in square-hewn blocks, the same lithoid

tufa, some of the length of 2'70 mi^tros, the
direction oblique, the whole having been buried

j

under a steep bank, evidently a part of the earth- •

works by which the Agger was supported on
the inner side. At the same time were dis-

1

covered the remains of a gateway, with jambs of
ponderous masonry, at once identified as the

!

Porta Viminalis, but which, with strange neg-
1

leot, was allowed to be demolished—one of the
!

instances of that Vandalism which has not
totally ceased in modern Rome! A pleasant
spot, notwithstanding utilitarian appropriations,

and on every side commanding fine views of city

and country, is that estate once of the Negroni
Villa. Here, too, are other antiques, brought to

light within late years,—chambers of ruined

,

mansions, built against the bank of the Agger,

!

and on their inner walla are seen, in colouring

still fresh, paintings that remind of Pompeian

I

decoration. Those courses of ancient stonework
have been numbered, so that each block may be
distinguished, and plunder rendered impossible

without detection. From hence wo proceeded
along the little-freqnented region between the
Viminal and Ccolian hills to the lower level,

where stands S. Clemente, beneath which
church, when the more ancient, now subterrane-

ous to the more modem building, was re-opened,

an extent of walls in square-hewn blocks

of lithoid tufa, with a kind of comice in

travertine of still larger masses, was found
beneath the chancel of the primitive church,

flanking a narrow passage, the opposite side of

which is formed by the regular brickwork of a
Roman mansion, believed to be the house of the

Pope St. Clement III., successor to St. Peter.

If, as seems inferable from their character, these

walls be indeed a part of the Servian, that

cincture must have taken a direction bending
inwards from the sonth-eastera side, and ad-

vancing into the Sahara (where S. Clemente
stands), which no theorists have hitherto as-

sumed, the accepted maps of the ancient city

placing the line far from this spot, and nearer to

the Lateran basilica. The southern slopes of the

Ccelian were next visited, and from a solitary

road, along which rise the picturesquely ruinous

arcades of the Neronian Aqueduct, we strack

off into vineyards and gardens, amidst which
it is almost certain that the Servian walls

must have passed, though no traces of them
be DOW visible. Bnt other ruins, picturesque and
noticeable, little known because nob seen from
any highway, will here repay the trouble of
exploring : the most conspicnous, those of a
mansion popularly called “ House of Seneca,”

and in masonry resembling that of the time of

Nero, the principal portion, a vaulted chamber
in well-preserved opus retxcidatum, intermixed
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with layers of lateritial work? near this, close
to a garden-house, a vaulted recess, into which
we look down from the shelving back that now
obstructs the entrance 5 and further off (in
another estate) an edifice, against the hillside,

called the “ Nympbaeum of Alexander Severus,”
a good deal like that misnamed “ Grotto of
Egeria ” which is such a favourite with tourists
and sketchers in spite of all to be said against
its pretensions

5 this building having its lateral

walls adorned with niches, no doubt for statuary,
and its fountain from a stream of crystal waters
still visible in a conduit, with a ruinous opening
and vault on the hillside

j that fountain no
longer gushing into its marble basin, but left to
flow in darkness; the vaulted roof no more pro-
tecting the desolate hall ; the inlaid pavement
tom off, weeds and long grass growing in its

place, nothing spared by time j but what is left,

still beautiful in decay, and sufficing to give an
idea of the attractiveness of such a retreat on
this Ccelian declivity, whence is enjoyed one of
those views never to be forgotten by those who
have loved and been familiar with the fascinating
scenes of Rome ! Still more than at the pre-
tended Egerian Grotto has Nature here fulfilled,

by her own reclaiming power, the wish of
Juvenal in regard to that haunt of the enamoured
goddess ;

—

“ Quanto prfestantius asset
ITamen aqua', viridi si margine clanderet undai
Herbs, nec ingenuum violarent marmora tophum."

The labours still in progress at S. Angelo in
PUcaria, the modernised church built under the
portico of Octavia, have not only uncovered
much that had been hidden of this classic ruin,
but also made accessible several remnants, in a
crypt, of the Servian structures, not only in
different low courses of the usual stonework,
but more conspicuous elevations, one behind
the subterranean story of the church, the other
within it, under the chancel, and here describing
the segment of a wide semicircle; these two
more considerable portions of the same walls
being on parallel lines at some distance, that
may have been connected by some curtain of
masonry at an angle with both, and suggest the
idea of a tower or projecting baatiou.

From these grounds we descended to the level

of the Appian Way, and, at a point nearly
opposite to the Antonine Thermje, entered
gardens at the southern side of the Ccelian, below
the height crowned by the pleasant Villa Mattel,
one of the ascertained directions of the Servian
walls, near the Porta Capona, being on this line.

No Servian structures are seen here
;
but such

antiquities as we found on these cultivated
depositories are indeed curious ; and most inte-

resting is it to consider, with Mr. Parker, that a
ruin with walla at two sides of an angle, in opus
reticulatwn, thrown up against the hill, may be
no other than the Temple of the Camcenm, near
the Valley and Grotto of Egeria, the real site of
which we may confidently place in these low
grounds under the Ccelian, at a short distance
from the Capena Gate. Another remarkable
structure here, on the same hillside, has been
for the first time brought before public notice

by Mr. Parker, who identifies it a portion of

the Appian Aqnednct, — an arched conduit,

partly excavated, partly built, the masonry of
brick and reticulated work mixed, into which
we could enter at the cost of not easy scrambling
over heaps of soil and debris, and beyond the
outer compartment conid roach three inner

cells, now quite dry, but showing the action of
water in petrifactions on the vaulted roof.

Much more imposing is another specimon of
the Servian walls, accidentally discovered in a
vineyard of the Jesnits (now of Prince Torlonia),

on the highest level of the Aventine, in 1851.

Entering these grounds from a solitary road
opposite S. Prisca, we find two elevations of

the same massive masonry, in square-hewn
stone courses, both of considerable height, and
one looked down upon, as if in a well, from tho

level of the cultivated soil under which it had
been so long buried. At about the centre of the

more conspicuous portion is an ample archway
of travertine, in front of which advances a curtain

of similar masonry, blocking ap the egress by
what must have been a portal of later addition,

and which Mr. Parker assumes may be as ancient

as the time of Camillus, about B.C. 360. The
other fragment seems to belong to a massive
square tower projecting from the cincture. On
another part of the Aventine, in the gardens of

the S, Sabina Convent, were fonnd, some years

ago, not inconsiderable remains of these walls,

bnilt np in the chambers of a mansion (probably

patrician), which we saw soon after the dis-
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covery, but which are now again withdrawn
from view, the Dominican friars having wanted
means to continue the excavations, and therefore

allowed this interesting relic of Rome under

her kings to be lost to modern citizens and

students.

A stnpendous structure of peperino in regu-

larly-hewn blocks, divided by cornices of traver-

tine into three stories, and in its highest part

rising 90 ft., in its extent between 200 ft. and

300 ft., with four arched entrances now walled

up, and another still open, but half buried in

the ground, called Area de' Pentani, has been

hitherto considered nothing else than the mas-

sive enclosure to Augustus’s Forum, preserved

only on this the eastern aide, near the base of

the Viminal j and the beautiful ruin of a colon-

nade, which abuts against this building, passes

for the Temple of liars Ultor, the principal

edifice in that Forum.* But Mr. Parker main-
tains that these very imposing walls also belong

to the Servian cincture, and that the half-buried

arco is, in fact, one of the city gates
5
nor, in-

deed, oan it be disputed that the character of

fortification manifestly appears in those immense
ruins beneath the Viminal. The difl^erent dates

of their origin must be inferred when we ob-

serve one side, at an angle, only seen in a narrow
court behind a caffe, where the upper part pre-

sents a surface so worn by time as to resemble
rugged rocks rather than masonry

j
but the

lower, in similar stonework, is compact, smooth,
and well-preserved, like a building comparatively
modern ;

this, we may suppose, being a restora-

tion of the older structure. The same origin is

assumed by the learned arobmologist for some
other remains, of similar stonework, now built

up in two sides of the ponderous brick tower, a
huge unsightly pile, that rises in gloomy decay
not far from the above-named walls, and which
is all left of the once extensive castle of the

Conti, built for the family (or, according to some
writers, restored from an original of the ninth
century) in the latter years of the twelfth

century by Innocent III., the most illustrious

son of that house. Canina referred those ruins

within the Conti tower to the Temple of the Sun
and Moon ; others to that of Tellus j but, seeing
the fortress-like character both of these and
the ruins of the Augustan Forum, we must avow
a disposition to agree with Mr. Parker in fully

endorsing his opinion. A similar structure,

referred by German writers to the Forum
of Julius Caasar, forms a curtain-wall behind the
half-buried columns and beautifully-soulptured

entablature of the Pallas temple in the “ Forum
Transitorium,” begun by Domitian and com-
pleted by Nerva, a singular detail being the
arohway, filled up with corresponding stone-
work, placed at a point not central between the
columns that fiank it, and therefore evidently
foreign to the plan of the later-raised portico
that surrounded Minerva’s temple. In this

example, also, Mr. Parker points out a recog-
nisable remnant of the Servian structures.
Another undoubtedly of the same origin, but
much less conspicuous, which we believe Mr.
Parker has been the first antiquary to notice,

is found near the Tiber bank, at the foot of the
Aventine, within enclosed ground between the
river and the archway called Arco della Salara,
supposed to represent in modem form the Porta
Trigemina. Less picturesquely situated, though
on the classic ground of the Tarpeian Rock, is

another relic of the old king’s works for defence,
in a few courses of quadrate peperino blocks,
now encased in brickwork, on one side of a dark
corridor leading to a wash-house ofi" the Via
di Monte Tarpeia, on the highest level above that
now disappointingly insignificant precipice,

“whence the traitor’s leap
Cured all ambition.”

It may be problematical, but is admitted by
authorities, that some buttresses of lithoid tufa
beneath an upper story of brickwork against the
steep of the Qnirinal in the Colonna gardens are
also to be referred to Servinsj and we cannot
doubt that some other similar stone courses laid

bare in the recent levelling for the ascent to the
Papal palace on that hill, but soon afterwards
swept away, were likewise of Servian origin,

—

their loss, therefore, to be regretted. We have

* We are inelined to a^ee with Nibby in rejecting this
popular notion, and considering those Corinthian columns
as the Temple of Kerva, dedicated to his adoptive father
by Trajan

; the church of S. Martina, near the arch of
Bentimius Beverus, having better title to occupy the site
at least of the temple of the Avenging Mars, which is re-
presented on medals as circular. The Homan archeologist
above named is contented to observe the obviously higher
8nti<juity of those contiguous walls, without determining
their date.

^

now completed our survey, in an exploration

none can have made without bearing away things
to remain in memory, and not only to delight the
antiquary, but also the lover of nature—indeed,

all who have eyes for admiring snob solemnly
beautiful scenes of ruin and landscape as the
Eternal City abounds in.

THE AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL
ENGINEERS, NEW YORK.

Some ten or a dozen years ago a
charter of incorporation was granted by the
legislature of the state of New York for the

formation of the “American Society of Civil

Engineers.” Mr. James G. Laurie, the first

president, had the credit of its origination, and
many of the most noted engineers in the country
were enrolled among its members. Lack of

funds, however, prevented the society from esta-

blishing permanent bead-quarters ; and interest

in its proceedings gradually failed, until finally

the society existed merely in name, and in the

memory of its members. Last fall, however,
some of the old members revived the old society

on a new basis. The first meeting was held last

December, and Mr. James P. Kirkwood was
elected president, with Col. Julius W. Adams as
vice 5 while Mr. James 0. Morse, the original

secretary of the old organisation was still kept
in office. At this meeting the president dwelt
especially upon the importance of professional

papers and communications, as being essential

to keeping up an interest and life among its

members. It is hoped to do much by means of

this society towards educating the American
public in the idea that engineering is not a trade,

but a learned profession, practised by gentle-

men. At the January meeting a full attendance
showed the interest felt, and a paper was read
by Mr. Craven, “ On the Breakage of some of
the enormous 10-ft. Mains of the Croton Aque-
duct.” A communication was read by the
secretary, Mr. Morse, from Mr. McAlpine, upon
the subject of corrosion of cast iron immersed in

sea-water. He is of opinion that cast-iron piles

are not subject to any corrosion whatever, if the
ore from which the iron is made is properly
selected.

PARR & STRONG’S CELLULAR FIREPROOF
CONSTRUCTION.

We have illustrated in our present issue an
entirely new mode of building which has been
invented and patented by two architects, Mr.
Samuel Parr and Mr. Alfred Strong. Its friends

say it is Strong and above Par ; and we hope
it will turn out to be so.

In this system of building, short tubes
are substituted for bricks,—tubes made of
clay, terra-cotta, metal, or any other suitable

material. They may be of any shape, but the
hexagon shape is best adapted for general use.

The tubes are laid transversely in the wall, and
the thickness of the wall is made up of tubes all

one length. In external waifs, the tubes are
partially filled at one end with concrete made of
Portland cement and ballast; and the concrete
may be faced with plain Portland cement or
pieces of stone, iron slag, flint, &c.
An ornament of cement, terra-cotta, or metal

may be fixed to the end of the tube, and backed
up with concrete if necessary.

The other end of the tube forming the internal
surface of the wall is covered with a plain tih

of hexagon shape, the same size as the tube, and
with a rim fitting the inside

5
or the internal

surface may be formed by fixing a tile inside the
tube, and covering it with concrete or plastering,

according to the surface intended to be formed.
In all external walls it is intended to leave a

cavity or air-cell between the materials forming
the internal and external ends. For the internal
walls and partitions surfaces may be formed, as
above described, for the internal surface, leaving
the tube quite hollow, or the tube may be

:

partially filled or the whole tube may be filled

with concrete. In the sides of the tubes it is

proposed to make holes for the insertion of
dowels or rods to unite the tubes vertically,

horizontally, or diagonally.

The patentees propose farther to construct
roofs and floors with tubes, hexagon in shape,
The tubes for this purpose are laid with their
sides at right angles to the snrface of the roof
or floor, and are united with cement and dowels
where necessary. The surfaces are formed by I

covering the tabes with flat or spherical covers
united with cement, and the spaces between the
covers are filled in with cement; or an entire
surface is formed over the whole of the ends of
the tubes with concrete.

The patentees point out the value of the
cavity or air-cell in the tubes as making the
wall weather-proof, and claim, amongst other
advantages, that the work, when united with
dowels, rods, or, tie-bolts, is very strong ; that,

the tubes being perfectly dry when built in the
work, the walls are dry when finished, so that
the joiners’ work may be fixed without delay

;

that the tubes being made of equal lengths and
the internal surface true, a thin coat of plaster-

ing is all that is required to complete it; that
walls can be built very rapidly, and have the
same solidity as masonry

;
that, the joints being

all equal, no irregular settlements can take
place, and no rubbish can be built in the wall;
that backing to stone walls can bo executed
without staining the stone, and the internal sur-

face will be dry when the wall is finished; that
alterations can be made in the walls and open-
ings formed with safety without shoring or
needling

;
and that arches can be formed with

the tubes without cutting or waste.
Where great strength is required, as in the

case of warehouse walls, a system of solid piers

and arches can be formed in the work by filling

the tubes with concrete, and the piers and
arches may be further strengthened by the in-

troduction of iron dowels, rods, or bolts. King-
and-queen post-trusses can be formed in the
walls with cast-iron hexagons and wrought-iron
bolts, thns avoiding the necessity for iron girders.

Embankment walls can be built with rapidity,

and without injury by the wash of the tide.

Vertical bolts being fixed in the walls, the land-

ties are concealed and secured from injury.

Saving of space may be effected by the adop-
tion of thin walls.

For half-timbered houses it is proposed to fill

the framing with short tubes and line the inside

with tiles (flat), leaving a cavity at the back of
all timbers to allow for shrinkage, &c.

With reference to cost, it is stated that, taking
all things into consideration, this mode of con-
struction is cheaper than brickwork.
The area occupied by each tube inclusive of

joint is 1 ft. superficial, thus greatly facilitating

the task of calculating the number required for

any given wall-surface.

The illustrations show some details of the
constructions above described. The upper half

of the page gives a view of some experimental
works in the unfinished hall of the Strand
Hotel Company. Figs. A and B show the method
of forming breaks and exterior angles where it is

not desirable to use brick, stone, or concrete
quoins. Fig. C shows an exterior angle of terr:^-

cotta or stone, and the method of uniting them
with the hexagonal tubes. Fig. D represents a
portion of a roof in its various stages of con-
struction, the rafters, the lathing or rough board-
ing, the hexagonal tubes, and, lastly, the spherical
covers. Fig. E exhibits a portion of half-

timbered work, tbo tubes in the lower panel
being filled with flint, those in the upper panels
with granite. Fig. F stands 27 ft. high, and is

bnilfc in three thicknesses. The plinth is 14 in.

thick, the piers on either side of the arch are

9 in., and the remainder is of 4-in. tubes. The
first row has been left empty, to show the
strength of the tubes, whilst the others are filled

with about 4 in. of concrete.

Fig. G is a trues with a clear space of 18 ft.

between the piers, one of which is G in., the
other 9 in. thick. These piers were erected
(of tubes), by one man, at the rate of 1.700
bricks a day (9-in. work). The truss itself

is composed of cast-iron hexagons, bolted toge-
ther, and the king and queen posts are of
wrought-iron, and pass through the ordinary
tubes, which are 4 in. thick.

The lower half of our LHustratious shows sec-

tions of various modes of forming the ends.
In figs. 1 and 2, concrete and cap are used

;

in fig. 3 caps only
; and fig. 4 shows two cells,

divided by a wall of concrete. The next ten
figures exhibit the chief forms necessary in
this system of construction, the chief form being
of course the hexagon, whilst the others are
required only occasionally.

The bottom row of window openings shows
the efleeb of massing, the capability for archi-

tectural treatment, and the ease with which
any required width may be obtained.
A visit to the locality we have indicated will

' well repay those interested in new methods of
construction.
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THE NEW UNIVERSITY CLUB,
LONDON.

IiiE New University Club was founded in tbe

ir 1864 by various members of the Univer-

ies of Oxford and Cambridge, who, finding

it at that time it was necessary for a candi*

te’s name to have been from eight to ten years

the books of the two older University Clubs

fore he could expect to come on for ballot,

jnght that the establishment of a new club,

lich would absorb the numerous members of

} two Universities who were then waiting and
sirous to get into the older clubs, would meet
th success. The result seems to have justified

s expectation. The New University Club
med in St. James’s-street in May, 1864, with
) members. This number has now increased

950. Early in 1865 it was determined to

ild a new club-house, capable of accommo-
;ing 1,000 members, and to that end the

ases at the back of the St. James’s-street

jperty, having a frontage in Arlington-street,

re purchased, and as soon afterwards as

icticable the whole site was cleared and the

77 house commenced. The works are now
irly completed, and it is intended to open the

Iding on the 25th inst.

rhe St. James’s-street front, which we illns-

te in our present number, is constructed

oily of Portland stone. Between the double
ing-courses at the level of the first and
lond floors shields are carved, bearing the

ns of all the colleges and halls of both Univer.
ies.

fhe Arlington-street front is built of white
ck and Portland stone, and has only a base-
int entrance for tradesmen,
fhe principal rooms in the building, looking
0 St. James’s-street, are the morning-room,
newhat octagonal on plan, about 40 ft. by
ft., aud 22 ft. high, with a large bay window
the ground floor ; the drawing-room, about
ft. by 32 ft., having a bay window also,

upying the whole of the frontage on the
t floor

;
the smoking-room, over the drawing-

m, and about the same size, having an open
covered balcony in continuation of the

• windows of the rooms below,
jooking towards Arlington-street, there are,

the ground floor, two coffee-rooms, the larger

) 48 ft. by 27 ft., and the smaller 27 ft. by
ft. ; above the larger coffee-room the library,

1 above that two billiard-rooms.

fhe staircase, and the retiring-rooms, lava-

ies, dressing and bath rooms, serving-rooms
le on each floor), are arranged in the centre of

I building
;
as also the strangers’ dining-room,

the ground floor, 27 ft. by 20 ft. ; secretary and
rk’s office, first floor

;
and card or committee

'Bi, 19 ft. by 15 ft., on the second floor, A
11-lighted corridor, 10 ft. wide, on each floor

meets the rooms looking into St. James’s-
jet with those fronting Ai-lington-street.

fhe attic floor is appropriated for the servants’

[.rooms, and the basement for the numerous
oes,

fhe building is
“ fireproof” throughout, the

•rs being constructed with Phillips’s wrought-
a joists and laths filled in with concrete, and
ried up by wrought-iron girders, the soffits of
ich are visible in the various rooms,
rhe Portland stone staircase is carried on.

)Qght-iron girders, the whole of which are
ible.

fhe principal rooms are lighted by sun-
its.

fhe general contractor is Mr. W. Brass. The
oration has been executed by Messrs. Heaton,
tier, & Bayne. Mr. Boyd has carried out a
tern of iron flue-plate ventilation, and supplied
kitchen apparatus and grates generally. The
ne carving has been done by Messrs. Parmer
Brindley. The cost will somewhat exceed
OOOZ. Mr. Waterhouse is the architect.

Iheffield Architectural Society. — On
irsday last week, the monthly meeting of the
mbers of this society was held at the School
irt, when the Rev. J. Stacey exhibited some
lient celts or rude spear-heads of flint and
ae, a bronze javelin-head, a rapier-blade, and
)rd, and several celts of the same metal,
jy were all found in Limerick and other parts
Ireland. The rev. gentleman gave a detailed
ount of the various uses of the several
30ts. Mr. Fawcett read a paper on “ St.
3ert of Knaresborough,” giving an account
lis cell and rock-ent chapel.

THE DISINTEGRATION OF ROCK
FOUNDATIONS.

JERUSALEM.

In the course of the discussion at the Institute
of Architects, after the x’eading of Mr. Grove’s
paper “ On the Exploration of Jerusalem,” a
question was raised to which increased publicity
may be usefully given.

Mr. C. Barry said : Mr. Grove has interested

us very much by the details of these explorations
which he has brought before us, and I have no
doubt the effect of his paper will be to add to
the number of subscribers among the members
of this Institute, as well as to the interest which
he seeks to excite in these proceedings. But in
order that it may be done intelligently, I think
it would be very desirable that he should give
us some of that practical information which we
want in dealing with money. He has given us
a description of what has been already done,
and he has told us the amount of funds he has
in hand

;
ho has also intimated that in the

course of ten or twelve months that fund will be
exhausted

; but he has not told ns how much the
expenditure has been in making the series of
discoveries which has been described, nor has
he given ns any idea of his own and Mr. Warren’s
anticipations to what extent the present funds
will carry them, assuming they go on as satis-

factorily as they have begun. It would be in-

teresting to know whether they can form any
idea of the amount that may be required, and
the time over which the explorations may last if

they are carried to a sufficient extent for the
perfect elucidation of the Temple area. I think
some definite information with regard to the
amount which had been spent upon the work, as
far as it has yet been carried out, will give some
encouragement to the subscriptions, which I
hope will receive some additions from the large
meeting which we have this evening.

Mr. Grove.—I am much obliged to Mr. Barry
for putting this question. The cost of the ex-
plorations which I have mentioned to-night, up
to this time, has been about 1,700Z., including
the expenses of sending Lieut. Warren and two
assistants to Palestine, and their pay. What
further expense may be incurred is a question of
bow much is to be done. The present expendi-
ture is about 200Z., but we might advance from
that to 500Z, per month with great profit and
advantage. What I should like to do with
regard to this fund would be to rescue it from
its present temporary and spasmodic condition,
and put it on the footing of regular yearly
subscriptions. I am about to propose to the
committee of the fund a plan by means of which
we may obtain a regular yearly income with
which to go on exploring, not only Jerusalem, but
other parts of the country also. I do not wish
to leave out of sight that there are other de-
partments to be explored besides the architecture
and topography of Jerusalem. The geology and
natural history are but very imperfectly known,
and they are highly interesting and important.
All I can say regarding that department which
affects the Institute is, that the old city appears
to be lying there beneath the modern nearly
intact,—only waiting for the removal of the
ddbris which presses it down.

Mr. Seddou refen-ed to the picture painted
by his late bi-other, Thomas Seddon, which
was purchased for the nation, and is now
exhibited at South Kensington. He said : It
happens to represent the very locality which has
been mainly referred to in the lecture, and to
give, the present aspect of the valley with the
utmost accuracy. The character and colouring
of the vast accumulation of debris which overlies
the apparently original slope of the precipice is

therein shown as having exactly the aspect of
the tips from mines and quarries with which we
are familiar in this country. Nevertheless, the
depth of the ravine and the steepness of its

banks are sufficiently striking, and from it may
be gained some idea of the stupendous grandeur
which must have characterized the effect, if the
Temple walla were ever visible to the fall extent
of the amazing height which has been described,
and the depth of the valley was as great as the
section exhibited by Mr. Grove would appear to
prove it once to have been.

Mr. Digby Wyatt.—Mr. Grove’s passiog re-
ference to the fact that the illustration of the
ethnology of the country is one amongst the
contemplated objects of the society, opens out
interesting prospects of what it may be enabled
to effect in the future. The most casual observers
of museums, and the moat superficial students in

archeology, cannot fail to be struck in contrast-
ing the yield of the Holy Land in remains of
antiquity with those art-treaaures of all kinds
which have teemed upon the soil of Egypt,
Greece, Nineveh, Rome, and other places. On
those historic sites illustrations of the mode of
life, of the manners and customs, and of the
peculiarities of successive dominant races seem
to turn up with every square yard of virgin soil
in which excavations are made

; while, on the
contrary, in the Holy Land, no indication what-
ever appears to have been as yet discovered in
a tangible shape of the nature of the technical
arts of the country. Hitherto no snooesa has,
it is believed, rewarded research by former ex-
plorers in this particular

; and I should there-
fore be glad to hear in detaU,—firstly, whether
in the investigation of tombs, or in any
of their excavations, any fragments illustrating
the technical arts of the country have been
discovered by the Palestine Exploration Society j

and, secondly, whether those who practically
conduct the work have the intention to extend
their examinations over a considerable area. In
going to such a great depth as that in which,
judging by the diagrams, the main shafts have
as yet been sunk, the sewers, the old water
channels, and probably certain subterranean
passages connected with the ancient defences of
the city may be perfectly well investigated

;
but

it is scarcely to be anticipated that many relics

will be discovered which will throw light npon
the arts and habits of the people.

Mr. Grove said—Mr. Wyatt is quite right in his
remarks. Not a single weapon, not a coin, not a
piece of metal-work of any kind has been dis-

covered. It is almost as if no people of any
race or kind had existed in the country. Going
down to the great depth which this shaft of
87 ft. indicates, it is natural to expect that at
the foot of a wall which must have been tenanted
by soldiers and others for many years, some coins
or other articles would have been dropped. The
only things Mr. Warren has found are some
small pottery vessels and two litUe glass bottles,

and those were found, not at the foot of the wall,
but in the subterranean passage from the Virgin’s
Fount, and they have been pronounced by com-
petent judges to be of n date not later than the
fifteenth century.
The Rev. Mr. Smyth inquired whether the

filling up of the Kedrou Valley was from debris
of rock or from natural soO.

Mr. Grove replied that Mr. Warren reported
it was all composed of stone chippings. It might
be either the fragments from the dressings of
the stones of the wall, or the debris which had
been tipped over during the many successive
demolitions of the place. Looking from the
Mount of Olives, the whole of the side of the
valley next to and below the wall appeared like

one enormous “ tip.” It had exactly that form,
aud also was of a grey limy colour, like destroyed
masonry.

Professor Ansted said : I should be glad to add
to the stock of information on this subject more
directly than I am able to do, and there are
many points of geology whicli might have been
enlarged upon, but this would not be a fit place
to introduce them

;
but with regard to the ex-

traordinary appearance of the chipping of stone
alluded to, from what I have seen in that part
of the world—though I have never been at
Jerusalem—I can perhaps explain them. Those
who have visited Greece, and conntries where
the rock is chiefly brittle limestone, readily

acted npon by the weather, and have noticed the
result of time on walls or buildings, will be pre-
pared to recognise a similar result on u^ed
rock. In many places where scarcely any
buildings remain, and where there is no evidence
of former civilization, one sees heaped together
a vast amount of angular stones. The traveller
fancies he sees the ruins of an ancient city
which must have existed for centuries

; bub
when he looks with a geological eye, with a
view to make out how the result has really been
produced, it is clear that all these fragments of
rock are nothing but the result of the action of
the weather on the great mass of the limestone
itself exposed at the surface. A large portion of
the buildings of Greece have been built originally
of rock brought from no great distance

; the old
walla and buildings have served afterwards as
quarries, and the result is a vast confused heap,
partly derived from old buildings and partly
from sub-aerial denudatiou. In the valley neai’

Jerusalem there may have been fragments
thrown down, and an enormous extent of arti-

ficial as well as natural destruction of this kind

;

but in the instance before ns I think a large pro-
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portion of the Blling-np of the valley is in all

probability the reenlt of enb-aerial denudation.
Mr. Grove.—It has been broken np and car-

ried. All the way down the side of the hill is

formed of fragments of rock scarcely moved from
the place. They have been split up and left

alone. I will read you Mr. Warren’s accoant of

this :

—

“ The shingle is composed of atone chippings
without a particle of earth, and in character
almost fluid.”

Professor Ansted.— That corresponds with
what I have seen at Cephalonia. There there is a
large quantity of material heaped by the side of
the mountain, and where the angle is steep I

found the mass to consist of loose shingle corre-
sponding with the rock above, and innumerable
broken fragments of limestone. All this is the
result of denudation. It depends upon the angle
of the slope whether the stone broken away by
weathering is rolled down or left in situ.

Mr. C. Barry.—Does Professor Ansted wish ns
to understand this geological phenomenon can
go on ad infinitum—that the surface of such rock
can go on disintegrating itself, and that below
an already disintegrated surface for 20 ft., 30 ft.,

and even 90 ft. in depth ? which is here the
depth of the dihris. Because, if so, that will

occasion serious anxiety to architects for the
foundations of buildings which are built upon
rock with perfect confidence, and without any
idea that it is going to misbehave itself in this

extraordinary way. I understand from Mr.
Grove that the surface of the masonry at the
depth down to nearly the surface of what is sup-
posed to be the original rock was dressed in a
coarser style than that above the present sur-

face. Surely this is not consistent with the
theory either of disintegration, or with that of.

the walls being intentionally carried down ’

through such a stratum of dt’bris. Another
question suggests itself, from Mr. Grove’s de-

1

Bcription, which increases the wonder we should '

feel at the constructors of these enormous walls
'

under the theory which Professor Ansted has
advanced. Mr. Grove states that Mr. Warren,
in driving his exploring shafts through the
debris, has met with great difficulty in getting ,

through, and his frames have been crushed at

'

even a moderate depth
;
and when we hear that

the walls are supposed to have been carried ,

down through 70 fc. depth of this ddtrts, what

,

astonishment we must feel at that process of

'

construction being carried out under such diffi-

culties.

Professor Ansted.-—I do not want to keep up
the discussion of a question purely geological,

and although some things that I have said may
appear theoretical, they really have a practical

I

bearing. I wish to point out that in limestone
districts, where the stone is exposed to the
action of the weather, and where it is not
sheltered by buildings or cultivation, the de-

struction of the rock at the surface is com-
menced by weathering and destroying the
surface, but soon penetrates the ddbris and
reaches down to a very great distance indeed.

I may point out generally there are good proofs
of similar action in other hard rock (not lime-

stone) in the Channel Islands of Alderney,
Guernsey, and Jersey. I have recorded in a
book a section made for road purposes in one of
these islands through granite rock, in which it

was found that the solid granite had been
decomposed and converted into a mixed mass of
gravel and large round boulders. These boulders

of granite are produced by the weathering or
partial decomposition of the rock to a depth of
about 70 ft. In limestone there are nosucb striking

examples in the south of England
;

it is chiefly

in the southern and eastern shores of the Medi-
terranean where the limestone is hard and
brittle, and crowded with minute fissures, into

which the rain and vegetation make their way,
that the great results are produced. I remember
instances in which an olive tree has burst
asunder blocks of stone of large dimensions,
lifting them completely out of their place

;
and

I have seen a stone weighing not less than 15 or

16 tons thus moved by the roots. It is an un-
doubted fact that even in the case of perfectly

dry angular gravel, without a particle of soil,

vegetation can exist, and vines thrive and do
well. With regard to the dressing or facing of
the stones now buried in this mass of shingle,

not having been on the spot I cannot speak
with certainty. I can only suggest that the
walls were probably constructed throughout in

a manner not unusual in that part of the world.
All the stones are fairly dressed, and are squared
so accurately as to leave no crevices either above

or below, or at the sides. Partly from habit,

and partly from a sense of security, the walls,

even where not seen, may have been thus con-
structed. This style of building was common
in the East, where Cyclopean walls were as
common as in Greece and Italy. Some parts of
the walls are buried, but they are all probably
constructed in the same way—carefully squared,
the outer surfaces roughly dressed, and all the
stones fitted very closely indeed. I imagine
this must have been the style of wall built in

this part of Jerusalem.
Mr. Walter Morrison, M.P.— I have had the

good fortune to have been at Jerusalem, and to

have lived for years in that district of our own
country which is perhaps most like Judea in out-

ward appearance, viz., the mountain limestone
district of the West Riding. There we are

familiar with these slopes oi debris, locally called

Bellini meanly steal the secret of the mannerf
which Antonello de Messina mixed his coloui
It is a consolation, she declares, to know th
this story does not rest on any evidence wort«
of credit. Then she gives Torregiano’s mi
version of the qnarrel in which the nose '

Michelangelo suffered so severely. And in tl

way, throughout the task, the friendly hand, tl

is now lost to ns, plucked the sting out, if s

could, wherever she saw it festering.

The present edition of this graceful work
enriched with fifty-eight portraits, though t

original illustrations still referred to in the te

are not given. The portraits are very instrnctu
If we may rely upon them as likenesses, th
show us that the lofty fronts that we associa
with intellectual gifts are, at all events, not tl

sole possessors of pictorial powers. The swifcl

receding forehead of Fra Giovanni de Fiesol
“ screes,” broken off by the action of frost, &o., ( commonly called II Beato Angelico, for instanc
wherever the Hmestose is exposed. And so at i would make us pause before we could accrec
Jerusalem, as all who have been there will recol-

1

him with the pure, saintly, seraph-like refin
lect, on the western slope of the Mount of Olives ' ment shown in his works. Lorenzo Ghiberti, ’

the limestone crops out in terraces like steps,
j

who wrought those matchless gates wbi<

j

and yet neither on that nor the similar eastern ! Michelangelo declared were worthy to be til

slope of the mountain do you find anything like
j

gates of Paradise, possessed a brain that w
the same accumulation of d^ris as on the slope

^

also encased behind a swiftly-receding forehea

[

from the Karam to the Kedron. Again, the soil If it be a question whether the compression

I

on the Mount of Olives is of a red colonr, that on the events of a life into a few pages should
the Haram slope among this shingle of a grey, regarded as an honour or a mortification, tl

limey appearance. I am myself inclined to same diversity of opinion must exist as to tl

think that the largest part of this dtHiris consists value of portraits, for if they are faithful in son.

of the mins of Herod’s Temple itself, as thrown particulars it is seldom that they are so in a
J C—i I mii__ -_J -Ti. 1 TT-J_! I -_J J.1 P pdown first by Titus, and afterwards by Hadrian. ' and we are, therefore, not warranted in formitj

We must recollect that the buildings must have conclnsions upon the data they afford. Neve!
stood some 100 ft. higher than the present level theless, to be able to hold fifly.eight portraits i|

of the Haram, and we know the columns alone people who have attained celebrity in the sani

were 60 ft. in height.

THE EARLY ITALIAN PAINTERS.*

: art in the hand, and compare their charactej

!
isticB, is not without some gain.

I Without dogmatically asserting the fact, vf

'can see that Mrs. Jameson held that the be

|

men were the best artists : the purer their livi'

j

the more glorious their colours, the more love'l

Not to have read Mrs. Jameson’s biographies their forms. There was a time in the ^

of the early Italian painters is to be at a stage ' centnry when clever men were generally bj

of incompleteness in artistic lore that few per- ' lieved to be profligates, faithless husbands, ai

sons should like to own in these days of diffusion ! bad fathers
; and some of this time our authore

of art-knowledge; for her work is one of the must have seen. There is the more credit

best groundworks for more particular informa-
1

her discrimination, therefore, in seizing upt
tion about the styles and the works of the

,

the reverse of this belief as a base for her jud{
different masters that we have. She has told

,

ment.
the story of the lives of the painters rather than ! If Michelangelo, like Cimabue, was haught'
given a technical criticism of their works, yet disdainful, and imperious, be was also a faithft

she has entered sufficiently upon the topics of friend and good master, as the tenderness witl

modes and mannerisms to enable the unaocua- ! which he nursed his old servant when on hii

tomed eye to detect leading characteristics.

However, by the time a work has reached its

tenth edition it is unlikely that any large portion

of the reading public is unacquainted with its

contents, either by hearsay or eye-proof. W®
need not, therefore, indicate the manner in

which she executed her self-set and evidently

much-enjoyed task. Most of our readers will

be familiar with the generous and keen apprecia-

tion of beauties, the kindly judgment with which
she greeted the works of the mighty dead j and,
more than these, the earnestness with which she
strove to refute any imputation of nnworthinees
that has attached itself to the memories of some
few painters, where it was possible, consistently

with truth, to do so. We feel, as we turn over
her pages, that, if she could, she would have
wiped every reproach away. Every anecdote
that in any way bands down a blemish upon the

reputation of a painter she looked upon with sus-

picion and did her best to confute. Does any one
say that II Francia died of envy because his

fame was eclipsed by that of Raffaelle ? No-
thing, she avers, could have been said that was
more inconsistent with the character of one who
was both gentle and generous, and who for

years cherished the warmest friendship for his

supposed rival, and we may set the imputation
aside as unworthy of belief. Raffaelle a free-

liver ! There was, she confesses, a vulgar idea
prevalent at one time that be was a man of

vicious habits, but this unfounded slander has
been silenced for ever, and we may rest assured
that no earthly renown was ever so unsullied by
reproach. Perugino mean and avaricious

!

How could that be, when it is known that his

greatest delight was to see bis beautiful wife
arrayed in the costliest garments, which he
would sometimes drape upon her with his own
hands ? Parraigiano waste his money in

gambling and dissipation! Well, well; he was
sensitive, refined, amiable, and handsome. Gian

• Memoirs of Early Italian Painters, and of the Pro-

5
re88 of Painting in Italy. Cimabue and Basaano. By
Irs. Jameson. London; John Murray, Albemarle-strect.

death-bed bears witness. If Titian lived ij

somewhat luxurions state in Venice, and madi
the unprincipled wit Pietro Aretino his intimati
companion, he was economical till he cool;

afford to make a display, and indefatigably irj

dustrious up to his ninetieth year, when earli

morning and evening hour still both found hir:

at bis easel, with his son Orazio by his sidi:

sometimes working on the same canvas. I

Andrea del Sarto broke his promise to Francis Ij

and appropriated to his own use sums entruste
to him to be expended on specified objects, thesl

acts were owing to the unfortunate influence ci

a bad wife, and were foreign to his own incliuE!

tions, and bitterly repented. But the instance!

that require a review of a whole life, or a takinj

of all in all, to find traits shown at one perioi

to redeem blemishes seen at others, are few!

the greatest number of those we are accustomeii
to call masters spent industrious, blamelesji

domestic, or religious lives. Giotto left fou!

sons and four daughters, proving that the care!

of a large family did not prevent his hand bei

coming the great interpreter of all the beautj
poetry, and love to be found in the human son!

nor bis mind from impressing hia art witl

more personal influence than has ever beei

exercised by any one man before or since

Mrs. Jameson says, “ Giotto’s personal cha
racter and disposition had no small part u

the revolution he effected. In the union c
endowments which seldom meet together iii

the same individual, extraordinary inventivi

and poetical genius, with sound, practical,

energetic sense, and untiring activity and energyi

Giotto resembled Rubens. . . . No visito;

to Florence ever looks np to the Campanile with
out a feeling of wonder and delight, witbou'

thinking what that man must have been wh(
conceived and executed a work so nobly,—8(

supremely elegant
; while to the philosophk

observer Giotto appears as one of those fev

Heaven - endowed beings, whose developmen
springs from a source within.” Fra Angelioc

was another blameless being, tbongh ofa differen

order, living out of the world instead of in it
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for at the age of twenty he entered a convent,
and, except once, for a brief visit to Rome by
command of the Pontiff, he never left it till his
death. His fervent devotion found utterance in
hia pencil, and his days were indastrionsly passed
in the production of works each of which may be
regarded as a superb hymn of praise, conforming
in all things to the rule of his order. He received
commissions through his superior only, and the
proceeds became the property of the convent.
It was "the passionate energy ” that Masaccio
threw into the study of art, and the contempt of
all common pleasures and frivolous pursuits that
he exhibited, that first drew the notice of Cosmo
de’ Medici. Benozzo, the favourite pupil of Fra
Angelico, was also an excellent man, pious, and
a good Christian. Signorelli, we are told, was
" a man of great learning and industry, as well
as original genius

; of irreproachable life and
amiable manners

; courteous and helpful to those
who needed hia assistance

;
to his numerous

scholars kind and communicative, as became
a great and generous artist." Domenico
Corradi, says Vasari, was the delight of the
age in which he lived. Mantegna, one of the
hundred and thirty-seven pupils of Squarcione,
was another honourable man, and it seems a
fitting crown to his just life that ho was able to
return to Mantu->, after he had been employed at
Rome, and build himself a magnificent house,
which, with his own hand, he embellished with
paintings, both on the exterior and in the inte-
rior, and in which he ended his praiseworthy
days. II Francia was a man of exemplary
moials, amiability, and cheerfulness—so witty,
BO wise, so agreeable, depones Vasari, that "the
saddest man" would have felt happy in hia
company

; and his family, follow-citizens,
strangers, and princes loved and venerated him.
Fra Bartolomeo was enthusiastic, devout, and
affectionate: accordingly Mrs. Jameson secs the
greatest tenderness and softest regular beautym his female heads, and a sweet, mild dignity in
his saints

j for just such qualities as an artist
possesses can he depict. Leonardo da Vinci was
" t7ie miracle" of the age of miracles in which
he lived. "Ardent and versatile as youth;
patient and persevering as age; a most pro-
found and original thinker; the greatest mathe-
matician and most ingenious mechanic of his
time

; architect, chemist, engineer, musician,
poet, painter,” — no wonder that in our day
Hallam has looked upon his acquirements as
revelations calculated “ to strike ua with some-
thing like the awe of preternatural knowledge.”
Not only men, but " the very brutes,” we are
told, loved Raffaelle. Giulio Romano, too, was
a man of generous moods. Tintoretto must
have had lovable qualities, for his daughter,
whose pictures had won her so much celebrity!
that both the Kings of Prance and Spain in-
vited her to their courts with tempting promises,
would never leave him. Paul Veronese lived an
amiable, liberal, generous, pious, domestic life,
asking but very small prices for bis pictures
when he painted for churches or convents, and
educating his sons and other relatives in his
atelier. And of Bassano, whose pictures are
compared to handfuls of rubies and emeralds, it
IS written, "nothing could tempt him from the
little native town where he flourished, grew rich
and brought up a numerous family.” In fine
all these gified men were good; it is impossible’
not to deduct the mference from the evidence
placed so lucidly before us that the purer our
lives the better our work will be : the hand and
brain cannot set forth virtue or truth in glowing
colours if the heart be clouded with vice.

^7 our authoress
that they must not accept as genuine all the
paintings referred to the various masters. In
some instances two painters have wrought on
the same canvas, and it is now impossible to
identify their respective styles. Wo have just
cited the case of Titian and his son. The pupil’s
work is often scarcely distinguishable from that
of the master. The brothers Dossi, who unfor-
tunately by no means agreed in their lifetime,
are now inextricably merged in one, all writers
faudiDg it scarcely possible to distinguish their
works. Nob one-third of the pictures attributed
to Leonardo da Vinci were the production of his
own hand, though it is allowed they may have
been executed under hia direction and from his
cartoons. Of the paintings ascribed to Gior-
gione especially, few are genuine. The greater
number of them were painted by the Venetian,
rietro della \ecchia, a clever imitator of his
mode of execution, style of colour, and every,
thing but the feeling that Giorgione threw into
his work. Titian’s picture of the "Four Ages

”

is, however, the only one that should have im-
posed upon skilled judges. This, painted when
ho was in daily communion with him, doubtless
reflects much that he gained from his com-
panionship. With suchlike dexterity does the
biographer teach her readers to look below the
Surface for the full meaning of things. In every
respect wo consider she accomplished the aim
she set before herself, which was to suggest to
young students of art comparative and discrimi
Bating reflections.

MONUMENTAL.
Stahie of Lord Palmerston.—At a recent meet-

ing of the town council of Southampton the
mayor announced that he had received a letter
from the sculptor of the statue to be erected in
the town to the memory of Lord Palmerston, to
the effect that it was now on view in the Royal
Academy, and would be ready for erection in
July, It would be necessary for the council to
provide a site for its erection, and to prepare the

!

foundations and erect the pedestal and sub-

'

plinth for it. The statue, they would remember,
was raised by public subscription, but all the
money had not been promised, and if they were
not prepared with a site for its erection it would
probably be a long time before they came into
possession of it. Some part of what he had
asked for would have to be provided by the sub-
scribers, but the foundation certainly would not,
and, as the corporation had the power under the’
Marsh and Markets Act to erect statuary and to
place other ornaments in the parks, he recom-
mended that the Marsh and Markets Committee
be empowered to do the work he had asked, and
added that it would be gratifying to reflect that
Mr. Sharp, the sculptor, was closely connected
with one of tho leading families in the town,
and that no doubt the work would possess much
interest as well as be an ornament to the town.
A resolution in accordance with the mayor’s
suggestion was agreed to; the cost of tho
foundation, pedestal, and sub-plinth not to ex-
ceed 80Z.

Metnorial of the late Earl of CarWsZe.—The
Carlisle Memorial Chapel, attached to the Castle
Howard Reformatory, has been publicly opened
for service. The chapel is intended as a place
for divine worship during bad weather and the
winter months for the iomates of tho Reforma-
tory, and is also intended to serve as a school,
room.^ Tho building has been paid for by sub-
scription of those friends and admirers of the
late Earl of Carlisle who, while subscribing to
the county memorial, now in course of erection,
dissented from the view that a purely orna-
mental erection should be adopted. The build-
iug was designed by Mr. J. L. Pearson, of Lon-
don, and combines tho ecclesiastical with the
domestic in style.

one kitchen, 19 ft. by 27 ft,, and another of
17 ft. by 19 ft.

; and pantries, closets, and bath-
rooms.

The wings contain 250 private rooms for
patients, the smallest room being 8 ft. by 10 ft. •

twelve dining-rooms, eight parlours or day!
rooms, twelve bath-rooms, and other closets

;

store and drying rooms
;
having balls or corri!

dors 12 ft. wide i-unning through the middle of
each wing.
The buildings are lighted with gas made in a

detached building, and are warmed throughout
by steam from radiators placed in the cellar
story, the warmed air being carried to each room
and the corridors, through tin-lined flues in the
partition walls, and the vitiated air being carried
off by other flues leading to the attic, where
they connect with ventilators on the roof.

All parts of the buildings are supplied vpith
hot and cold water, conveyed in galvanised iron
pipe, and all waste is carried off through venti-
lated drains of cast-iron pipe.

In the erection of the buildings, including
laundry and various other outbuildings, there
have been used 8,300 perches of stone, 4,000.000
bricks, 46,000 ft. of roofing, and 52,000 yards of
plastering, over ten acres, and the gas, water,
and steam pipe used amounts to over nine miles
in length. The floor surface of the hospital
buildings amounts to three acres in extent.
The whole work has been designed moro for

utility than show.

THE WESTERN PENNSYLVANIA
HOSPITAL.

The^ great State hospital of Western Penn-
sylvania at Dixmont is now far advanced
towards completion. The central buildings
were completed m 1861. The western
wing has since been erected; and now the
eastern is in progress. In the last report of the
architect, Mr. J. W. Kerr, to the Board of
Managers, he gives an account of the whole
building, from which we glean the following
particulars :

—

The main buildings of the hospital will con-
.^.st—when the eastern extension, now com-
menced, is completed—of a central building of
61_ft. front by 131 ft. deep, having on each side
of it a wing of 3-15 ft. front by a minimum depth
of 38 ft,, making the whole 751 ft. front, the
central part and portions of the wings being
four, and tho remainder three stories in height
These buildings being arranged in a cluster of
connected parts for tho purpose of facilitating
ventilation, would, if all were placed end to end
in a straight line, make a front of 1,150 ft., or
about one-fourth of a mile.

The first, second, and third stories are each
12 ft. high in the clear, and the fourth stories
15 ft. high.

The central building contains a chapel 50 ft.

by 57 ft. on tho floor, and 27 ft. high in the
story

; three stairways, corridors, or hatls, 17 ft.

wide; and the offices, parlours, and chambers of
the medical superintendent and his assistants;

ART AND ARCHITECTURE IN
ABYSSINIA.

In a recent number of the Builder (p. 25?)
allusion was made to Abyssinian notions of fin®
art, as they have been described to ns by English
newspaper correspondents. Some of the letters
from the land of the late King Theodore are full
of the most curious and interesting information
regarding the works of Abyssinian artists, and
they also give us an idea of the capabilities of—
we suppose we may be allowed to call him so

—

the ecclesiastical architect of Abyssinia. The
eflbris of both, as might be expected, are of a
very rude and crudo kind, showing an extremely
primitive condition of art. It may, however, be
presumed that these native works are an advance
on the efforts of many kindred barbarian tribes.
One of the camping places of the English expedi-
tion was at a place named Antalo or Booyeah.
Among Abyssinian towns this is one of the most
considerable and important. What may be the
number of its inhabitants we are not, however,
told. By the way, it would be a rather difficult
thing, one would imagine, for a white registrar to
take the census of a large black population, and
to be certain that he had taken it correctly ! It
could only be effected, we presume, on the
instinctive knowledge principle by which shep-
herds, it is said, are enabled to recognise each
individual sheep, not only by its presence, but by
its absence from tho fold. Antalo, wo are told,
has at first sight a picturesque effect, being built
of red sandstone, which the trees surrounding
its three churches relieve. One of these
churches is the cathedral which is dedicated to
St. George. It stands by the river side, embossed
in a grove of lofty cypress-trees. The cathedral
is a circular building one story high, and roofed
with thatch. It is built in throe concentric
circles. The innermost, or most central, is the most
holy place where the ark is kept, where priests
alone may enter. The second is ornamented
with rude frescoes, which cover the whole of tho
wall space. A large number of wooden doors,
and windows having wooden shutters, gives
communication between the outer and inner
passages.* There are upwards of a hundred
pictures; and, as the church is dedicated to St.
George, his triumphs have, of course, great pro-
minence in the subjects chosen. Other designs
represent the Madonna and Child, the Cruci-
fixion, the Stoning of St. Petor, our Lord walk-
ing and St. Peter half-sinking in tho sea, with
other incidents of New Testament history.
Those pictures which it would seem are held in
tho greatest reverence are the Virgin Mary,
which is life-size and encased in metal in Russian
style, and a large fresco of St. George on a
white horse, killing the dragon. There are also

* These peculiar arrangements of tho Abyssiiiiaa high-
landers are in singular acuordanco with explanatory
Buggestioua as to the coneontric circles and coutrul cups
of the rock symbols of the high lands of England, Scot-
land, and other countries, treated of in a aeries of articles
in the Builder some years since.
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life-Bize portraits of the Archangels Michael and
Raphael. Xone of the paintings, according to

one correspondent, are executed with the

slightest regard to perspective, and all seem to be
but rude imitations of the religions paintings of

the Early Mediseval period. This opinion is

borne out by the facsimile of two pages of an

Abyssinian Bible published the other week in

the lUustraied London Neios. One page repre-

sents the Creation of Adam and Eve, and the

Crucifixion in another compartment. The other

exhibits the figures of St. Theodore and of St.

George and the Dragon. Nothing could bo more
grotesque than these pictures. They resemble
the crude pencillings with which an English
urchin of about four years of age is in the habit

of decorating his slate. This Bible has been
forwarded, along with other curiosities, to the

British Museum by the representatives of that

institution sent out to Abyssinia on a collecting

mission.

FROM SCOTLAND.

Fountainhridge {Edinburgh) .
— At a recent

meeting of the Chalmers Working Men’s Hall

and Institute, Fountainbridge, it was stated

that a property had been acquired in Ponton-

street as a site for the institute, and, after pay-

ing all expenses, there remained a sum of

366i. 03. 3d. towards the building fund. Mr.

Patrick Wilson had examined the site, and had
prepared a plan, which the trustees recom-

mended for adoption. The cost would be about

1,0001., and the trustees hoped to raise at least

as much money as they had in hand, and they

knew where the remainder could be had on loan.

It was thought there should be no difficulty in

raising that sum. Mr. Wilson submitted the

plans he has prepared. The institute is to be a

plain building of two stories, with a frontage to

Ponton-street. On the ground-floor are two
large rooms, 27 ft. by 16 ft., which it is proposed

to fit up for games, and also as reading-rooms.

On the second floor there is a hall, 57 ft. by
38 ft. It is intended to erect a gallery in one end

of the hall, which will then be capable of seating

330 people. Committee-rooms, or rooms where
silent games could be carried on, are also pro-

vided on this floor. The plan has been prepared

with the view of leaving room for further erec-

tions, without interfering with the original

building. Resolutions approving of the plans

for the institute, of the constitution of the asso-

ciation, and of the trustees appointed were
thereafter put to the meeting and carried.

THE OTTOMAN RAILWAYS.

Lam.vetine, in his work on the East, says,

—

“ Let us congratnlate ourselves on having found

a living people among a people supposed to be

dead."
When H.H. Abdul Aziz was invited by the

Emperor of the French to the World’s Fair,

one who, by a happy presage, exhibited his mar-

vellons works at the Champ de Mars, we could

foresee the birth of a movement of progress.

Carried away in the whirlwinds of Western
civilisation, which annihilate distance, quitting

his vast empire, which the difficulty of communi-
cation separates from the family of European
nations, the first thought of the Sultan was
necessarily directed to the miracles of modem
ingenuity. Also, he could compare and judge

of the degree of advancement of Western nations,

the prosperity of which is in a great part duo to

the magnificent lines of communication esta-

blished in all directions. Thus, no sooner had
the Sultan returned to his states than, convinced

of the utility of this means of transport, he con-

ceded to strangers the right, not inscribed in the

Koran, to possess landed property in the Ottoman
empire, and he granted thus many important

concessions.

In fact, by a happy coincidence, for two years

already, serious negotiations have been opened

with the Divan by four Frenchmen, MM. E. G.

Fiat, Toucas at Constantinople, the Count Paul

de Saint-Allais, Paris, and J. B. Sauron, French

vice-consul at Odessa, for the purpose of obtain-

ing the concession of the Ottoman group of

railways for large contractors of Brussels, to

whom they were formally engaged.
On the departure of the Sultan nothing had

been decided, but the line was marked out : as

soon as he returned, M. Toucas obtained, on the Ist

of October, 1867, the ratification of the bases of

the treaty, and, on the Slst of March, 1868, the

firm of C. & L. Van der Elst, Brothers, & Cie.,

represented by M. Cyrin Van der Elst, received

from the Sultan the firman of the concessions

of the following lines of the Ottoman group,

going from

—

Constantinople to Adrianople,

Adrianople to Tatar-Bazardjik,

Tatar-Bazardjik to the frontier,

Salonioa to Uskinp,
Uskiup to Niach, and
Enos to Adrianople.

THE NUISANCE AT TATTERSALL’S.

Steps ought to be taken at once, and before it

be too late, to mitigate the nuisance and incon-

venience caused by the proceedings at Tatter-

sail’s iu Knigbtebridge, chiefly on Mondays. The
roadway, there very narrow, is obstructed by
the standing of vehicles, and round about the

gateways a vast crowd of blacklegs and their

victims gather and remain. For a time after

the passing of a recent Act the police prevented

this to a considerable extent, but matters now
go on just as badly as before. On Monday last,

in the afternoon, there were from 300 to 400

persons of the disreputable classes alluded to

congregated near the entrances. The parish

authorities ought to move at once, and nip this

monstrous and demoralising nuisance in the

bud.

WATER SUPPLY AND FEVER
AT BALSALL HEATH, BIRMINGHAM.

At a recent meeting of the Balsall- heath

Local Board some very interesting facts were

disclcffled by Mr. Scofield as to water supply.

This gentleman stated, says tho Birmingham
Journal, that, having procured water from

various wells in the district which had been

affected by disease, be found that the supply

which came from wells serving houses in which

fever had raged most severely contained the

largest admixture of organic matter, while water

from the opposite side of the street, where fever

had not prevailed, contained the least proportion

of organic pollution. He further stated that the

wells from which the greatest amount of organic

matter bad been derived were more or less

surrounded by pigsties, ashpits, or privies-

The inference seems perfectly clear : sorface.

drainage has polluted the wells, and polluted

wells have given origin to fever. Such being

the case, it is very satisfactory to learn

that a remedy is being applied. A firm

of manufacturers having endeavoured to sink a

well in the district, found the attempt frustrated

by the falling in of earth. To avoid this diffi-

culty, they determined to make trial of the

American tube pump. This has completely

answered their purpose, being found to throw
up 300 gallons of water per hour. Some others

of these tube pumps have since been fixed, at

various depths, from 10 ft. to 17 ft., and in almost

all cases good water has been obtained. Here,

then, is a way out of one part of the trouble.

By the use of tube pumps, instead of wells, the

freedom of water from surface consumption may
be secured, and that alone is a considerable step

towards the eradication of tho fever.

DURSLEY CHURCH, GLOUCESTERSHIRE.

This fine church was re-opened on the 16th

ult., after restoration. It was formerly in a very

dilapidated and nnsafe condition : the outer

walls and the great nave arcades were very

much out of the perpendicular, in some places

leaning as much as 14 in. The foundations were

from the first constructed without footings, and

of no great depth; and they had in recent times

been undermined by vanlts and graves in a way
which would have endangered the stability of a

far stronger fabric; and the piers and columns

had been cut away and hollowed out in many
places for the purpose of fixing monuments, and
that in a manner seriously to weaken them.

Huge galleries encumbered the western end of

the nave and aisles, and the floor was covered

with high square pews of deal panelling. The
chancel was a modem building, small, and of no
architectural character. The roofs of the north

and south aisles were of chestnut, and very band-

some, and dated from the fifteenth century.

The work just completed consists in the re-

storation of the body of the church to a sound
condition, in the enlargement of the church by a
new obanoel, vestry, and organ-chamber, and in

adding of a clearstory to the nave. In order to

bring the fabric into a safe and satisfactory

state, it was considered necessary to take down
and rebuild both the nave, arcades, and the

north aisle. Care has, however, been taken to

retain everything of architectural or antiquarian

interest that was possible, and so to m^e the

work bear the character rather of restoration

than of renovation.

The foundations have been carried down to

the solid rock in nearly every case, and in some
places have gone nearly 12 ft. deep. The con-

crete on which the piers are built is in no
instance less than 6 ft. thick. The walls of this

part of the church are faced with Puff stono, a

sort of stalactite found at Dursley, which has a

very picturesque effect. The new buildings are

of Knackery stone, with dressings of Bath stone.

The vestry is on the south side of the chancel,

with an organ-chamber above, opening into the

chancel with a wide arch. The old organ is for

the present retained, but it is hoped soon to

replace it by a larger instrument. The old roofs

of the aisles have been restored, and the nave
roof has been completed to a similar design

internally, but raised to a higher pitch externally.

The new clearstory consists of eight three-light

windows on each side. The windows, new and
old, have been glazed with quarry-lights in lead,

re-arranged in geometrical patterns in the beads

and tracery. The chancel has been paved with

a mixture of plain and encaustic tiles and
marble.
The cost of the whole work has been rather

more than 5,OOOZ.

Something still remains to be done in the way
of substantial repair. The fine groined porch

and the sonth-west angle of tho church are in a

state which requires serious attention. The
carving, tiled floors in nave and aisles, stained

glass in east window, Ac., also remain for the

present incomplete for want of funds.

The architect of the whole work is Mr. T. G.

Jackson, M.A., London. Mr. K. Futcher was
the contractor for the fabric, Messrs. Whitfield

& Sons executed the seats in the body of the

church, Messrs. Farmer & Brindley the chancel

seats, and Mr. W. Godwin the chancel pave-

ments, the marble being supplied by Messrs.

Farmer & Brindley.

THE DESIGNS FOR TEE NATIONAL
GALLERY AND LAW COURTS.

In the House of Lords, on Tuesday last, in

reply to Viscount Hardinge, who asked what

steps the Government proposed to take with

respect to the preparation of designs and plans

for the New National Gallery,

—

The Earl of Malmesbury said, on receiving

the report of the committee of which the noble

viscount was himself the chairman, if he recol-

lected rightly, the Government communicated
with the trustees of the National Gallery, and
from the trustees, who also furnished a report,

the Government received a succinct set of sug-

gestions, giving a complete account of the space

required, and giving also some very valuable

suggestions. The Government was now waiting

in consequence of that report. His noble friend

the First Commissioner of Works had not yet

decided who the architect should be. The plans

were ready to be submitted to the architect as

soon as be was selected, bub the report sent to

the Government by the committee gave rise to

the impression that none of the plans suggested

were such as ought to be adopted.

The Duke of Rutland hoped that in a short

time an architect would be found who would be

able to design a satisfactory plan for the new
building for the national collection of pictures.

On the same day, in reply to Lord Denman,

The Lord Chancellor said as to the Law Courts,

A competition was invited, which was re-

sponded to by a certain number of architects

—

eight or nine—who sent in plans, which were

publicly exhibited. Before they were sent iu a

memorandum was drawn up of the terms on

which the exhibition was to be held, and

it was, that referees should be appointed

by the Treasury, who were to determine to

which of the plana exhibited the award of

superior execution ought to be given. The
referees who were charged with this duty were

unable to agree that any one of the plana

exhibited in competition was the best, but
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tiiey selected two, and made an award that
they thought the interior plan of one of the
competitors and the exterior plan of another
were the best. That award having been
made, eomo of the nnsncceeefal competitors
objected to it as being beyond the power
of the referees. They said, “ We entered into
competition each one against every other, but
not into competition with the joint production
of two others.” In the memorandum of the
terms of competition it was stated that any
matter in dispute should be referred to the
decision of the Attorney-General. That has
been done, and T believe the reference is still

going on, and until it is concluded it will not be
in the power of the commissioners for the erec-
tion of the Palace of Justice to take any steps
in regard to the selection of any plan. I hope
that before long the reference will be termi-
nated, and that the commissioners will then be
allowed to proceed with the erection of the
building.

“THE ART SEASON.”

At a meeting of the Society for the En-
couragement of the Fine Arts, on Thursday
evening, the 8th inst., Mr. H. Ottley delivered
a discourse “ On the Art Season.” The speaker
took a rapid survey of the art -history of
the year, including points of interest connected
with public works, and the products of art as
displayed at the exhibitions of the season, and in
the printsellers’ windows. Speaking of the 100th
exhibition of the Royal Academy, now opened
Mr. Ottley said that, whether considered as a
whole or in its parts, it did not warrant the
title of being ” fully up to the average of
former years.” On the contrary, ho considered
that it was a bad exhibition, beyond any pre-
cedent within his memory, and one discreditable
to the arts of the country. He did not think
there was a picture in the whole range of it

which the country would be prepared to put
forward, whether at homo or abroad, as fairly
representing the status of our art. This was a
sad reflection

;
and on this 100th anniversary of

the foundation of the Academy the question
thrust itself upon the mind how far that insti-
tution would have to be held responsible for the
result as it stood before them. The votaries of
art amongst the community bad increased a
thousandfold in number and intensity of appre-
ciative feeling during this eventful century. The
artists as a body had also greatly increased in
point of numbers during the same period

; but
had the number of artists of firet-rato merit in-
creased amongst ua in anything like the same
proportion ? He thought not. Certainly there
were not three artists amongst us at the present
day to compare with Reynolds, Gainsborough,
and Hogarth—a grand triumvirate of the last
century—neither of whom owed anything to
academic instruction.

steadily from east-north-east to west-south-west
for about six miles, dipping northerly at a high
angle, the widest band being about 300 ft, in
width.

In places the stones appear to be beautifully
mottled with various shades of green, and
occasionally with reddish tints. Large crags
occur in it, which are much jointed near the
surface, and part of the rock seems very brittle
and splintery. It would, however, doubtless be
more massive and solid “in depth.”
The bands on the nortben slope of Croagh

Patrick, just south of Murrisk Abbey, are hardly
two miles from Westport Bay, with a gentle
slope for a tramway the whole distance, and
about six miles from the railway station at
Westport, to which there is a good road.
Should there be a demand in the architectural

world for this ornamental stone snffioient to
make it worth any one’s while to open a quarry
in it, I could hardly conceive a more convenient
place for it than that now mentioned

;
and I

therefore, with the sanction of Sir R. I. Murchi-
son, the Direotor-General of the Survey, beg
leave to make its existence known through your
columns, should you think the announcement
worthy of a place in them. J, Beete Jukes.

H. if. Qeological Survey, Ireland.
P-S.—I have since heard that the old quarry

has been re-opened within the last twelve
months.

CONNEMARA MARBLE.
Two or three years ago I was applied to, on

the part of the Baron de Triqueti, through Mr
Trenham Reeks, for blocks of the above sub-
stance, to complete the ornamentation of the
Royal Family Memorial in Wolsey’s Chapel at
Windsor.

_

We had not then entered on the
examination of the district containing the stone
known as Connemara marble

; and, after vain
endeavours to induce any of the Dublin stone-
masons who bad it to part with any of it, I was
obliged to pause two large blocks that I heard
of as lying in a mason’s yard in Galway to be
transmitted to Paris, in order that Baron de
Triqueti should have the pieces that suited his
purpose cut out from them. The old quarry at
Ballyhinch being then closed, I was informed
that no other quarry was open, but that blocks
were got from masses scattered over the surface
where the rock lay in the ground.
A year or two ago, when making a pre-

liminary examination of the ground near West-
port, Mr. G. H. Kinahan (senior geologist of this
faurvey) showed me a cutting through this rockm the railroad a mile and a half to the south-
east of the town. I subsequently crossed a
broad band of it running along the rocky hills
to the south of the town

; and havejust examined
with Mr. R. G. Symes, who is now geologically
flnrveying the district, the northern slope of
Croagh Patrick, ou which we find two, if not
three, broad bands of the stone. It strikes

THE ALBERT MEMORIAL MUSEUM,
EXETER.

With reference to a paragraph noting the
opening of the Albert Memorial Moseum in
Exeter, that appeared in our impression of the
2nd inst., Mr. John Hayward writes,

—

“ Three-fifths only of the whole design are at
present completed, at a cost ofabout 6, 5001., exclu-
sive of the site. A further sum of SjOOOi.isneeded
for the erection of the south wing, to complete
the design

; and it was in aid of the building
fund that the reoont fancy fair and other
festivities have taken place, as well as to cele-
brate the opening of the building. The result
of the enterprise is very satisfactory, inasmuch
as 2,700Z. have been raised, clear of expenses,
sufficient, not merely to pay off a heavy debt on
the portion of the work at present completed,
but also to furnish a handsome sum towards the
expense of building the remainder. The design
of the building has been considerably altered
from that which appeared in your columns, the
principal difference being the omission of the
central tower, much to the detriment of the
building, owing to the strict enforcement of a
stipulation imposed on the committee by the
gentleman who gave part of the site, that the
height should not exceed a certain limit. The
plans are substantially the same.”

Meaara. Eust & Co. offer glass and mosaic material • MrGodwin, of Lugwardme, in addition to 2Ql . will make
the front ofme building

;
Mr. Fabbncotti promises carved Carraramarble ot the value of 60E

; Messrs. Strode & Co add toa donation of ten guineas a present of one of their aatent
gas sun-burners, fixed free of charge

; Mr. Charles rfudson
nndertakea some coloured decoration

; Mr. Eobert Chap-
*0 of furniture :Mr. _E. Whitehead (art-workman) offers to execute some

carving
;
and Mr. N. Thwaites has contributed a model of

the Museum front."

On the completion of the building, the valuable
collection of about 200 Classical and Medieval
casts, formerly exhibited at the Royal Institute of
British Architects, and now transferred to the
care of the council of the Architectural Museum,
will be displayed.

CHELTENHAM DRAINAGE.

Mant of the landowners and occupiers who
live below the town of Cheltenham have for
some time past felt themselves aggrieved, in
consequence of the continued flow of the sew-
age into the river Chelt and Hatherley Brook,
which, they allege, so fouls the streams as
to create an intolerable nuisance, injurious to
property, dangerous to the health of the in-
habitants, and hurtful to the cattle pastured
in the vicinity. A meeting of the adjacent
landowners and occupiers has recently been
held, when it was resolved “to take such
measures as will compel the Local Board of
Health of the borough of Cheltenham to abate
the nuisance forthwith.” The following re-
solution was afterwards unanimously adopted
by the meeting

“

That should the Local Board
determine to abate the nuisance by an irrigation
scheme, we, the undersigned, are willing to take
the flow of sewage over the number of acres
attached to our names, for such time, and on the
payment of such reasonable sums to the Local
Board as may be agreed upon.” (Here follow the
names of twenty-nine owners and occupiers of
some 2,000 acres of land, all ofwhom are willing
to take the sewage on their land.) Mr. Bateman,
C.E., has advised them to discontinue the
present treatment of the sewage by deodoriaa-
tion, in favour of the system of irrigation. The
cost of the deodorising agents is some 8001. or
1,0001. per annum, and yet the plan is said to be
BO ineffectual that the authorities are in constant
dread of being dragged into Chancery at the
suit of adjoining landowners.

THE ARCHITECTURAL MUSEUM.

According to the report laid before the
members, nine tenders were sent, in reply .to

the invitations for building tenders, for the
new Museum at Westminster, and the lowest
(for 2,9701., by Mr. R. E. Roberts) was accepted.
The works have so far progressed that the build-
ing will be shortly roofed in. The building fund
at the disposal of the council now amounts to
about 2,0001. A further sum of 1,0001., in ad-
dition to the many kind gifts of material, &e.,
hereafter enumerated, will be wanted to defray
the cost of the building alone, exclusive of the
legal charges for the lease, and of the many in-

cidental expenses unavoidably incurred from
the time of clearing the site to that of the re-

moval of the collection to its new home.
The council therefore appeal with renewed

earnestness to all former friends of the Museum
and to all who care for its objects, whether or
not previously subscribers, for their kind and
prompt co-operation in raising at least a portion
of the 1,0001. still needed.
The following offers of materials, &c., have

been made ;

—

“ Messrs. Clark & Co. have undertaken to fit up the two
ground-floor front windows with theirpatent steel revolving
shutters, and Messrs. Bunnett & Co., ‘ in acknowledgment
of their employment by most of the chief members of tho
architectural profession during the last thirty years '

volunteered similarly valuable assistance on their hearing
of the proposed removal of the collection. Tho air iron
principals for the roof ore a gift from Messrs. Kelk &
Lucas; Messrs. Burt & Potts promise iron casements for
some of the windows; Messrs. Fouca^ contribute the
Caen stone required for the interior of the building-

ART-MASTERS’ REPORTS ON THE PARIS
EXHIBITION.

Sir,—Some twelvemonth ago the Science and
Art Department offered to the masters of schools
of art a contribution towards the expenses of
their visit to the Paris Exhibition, a further sum
if they wrote reports on it if they were published,
and three prizes for the three best reports so
written. I read in several art and other periodi-
cals some suggestive remarks from art-masters,
and have been looking ever since for an award of
these prizes. Never seeing anything as to the
award either for art or science, I have spoken to
a friend of mine who wrote a report upon tho
Exhibition, and bis explanation is rather extra-
ordinary. He says that very valuable reports
both for the art and science divisions wore
written by science and art teachers, and pub-
lished in the local and other papers, and formally
sent in in 18G7 for competition. Since then
nothing baa been heard of them. There were
something under twenty reports in each division,
and a fair judge could have awarded the prizes
in a week, and, as far as reading goes, could have
read them in a day, for almost all were short and
terse. He says that part of the sum guaranteed
towards expenses has been withheld, and that,
for anything that can be known, the contract has
been broken. Upon inquiring why be did not
write to know for certain about this, my friend
replied that, since the Parliamentary Commission
on Schools of Art, when tbe authorities were
compelled to keep the votes for the Museum at
Kensington and the schools distinct, they have
lost no opportunity of snubbing the art-masters
who caused that commission to be held,
and ill so doing have produced rather an odd
complication. One regulation they started was
that art-masters should not be allowed to write
to the authorities, or, if they did write, no notice
should be taken of any communication they
might desire to make? so that my friend re-
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marked, “ We receive letters from Kensington,

and other communications, bnt can write none

to it j
we have information in abundance about

immaterial matters, but have no means of

getting the slightest information on rital points
j

and if I asked the entity called ' my Lords ’

why it had failed in its contract to me about

these Paris Exhibition reports, the entity would

act upon the regulation in the directory, and take

no notice of my inquiry} for art-masters have

some little spirit left, even after the nation has

repudiated all its obligations to them, and will

not send letters through the secretaries of their

schools, suppressing their own names, which
dignified hide-and-seek complication is what the

state most recently approves of.” I confess to

being amused at this perfect development of red

tape, and suggested that a letter should be
writtenbymy friend to the BiulcZer, asking through

its pages for some information. " Yes,” he

answered
;
“ that is the only resource left ;

but I

cannot afford to draw down upon myself a per-

sonal grudge. Like the historical eels, though we
don’t like it, we are getting used to being

skinned alive, and have been made dumb be-

forehand, to smother our cries of complaint.”
” Well,” I replied, “ we live in a free country,

and Iam at least unconnectedwith the authorities,

and what yon say shall be made known to

solvent England, who shall be asked by me
whether any department of its Government is

insolvent to the extent of twenty shillings in the

pound.” An Amused Outsideh.

Bcrwick-u^on-Tweed.

*#* We have reason to believe that the pay-

ments are in course of being made.—

E

d.

REBUILDING OF HER MAJESTY’S
THEATRE.

The following is a list of the tenders, just now
received, for rebuilding Her Majesty’s Theatre,

in the Haymarket. The “quantities” were
furnished :

—

Smith & Taylor £35,67i 0 0
Cabitt 35,318 0 0
Myers 31,686 0 0

rAnson 20,960 0 0
Piper & Wheeler 29,600 0 0
Holland A Hannen 28,439 0 0
Trollope 27,767 0 0

Foster 26,770 0 0

The above do not juciuue the stage, maebi-

nery, fittings, fixtures, gas-fittings, fire-mains,

warming, and decorations} but they include

all iron-work.

SUGGESTIONS ON THE SUBJECT OF
EDUCATION.

8iB,—The question of technical education, in my mind,
greatly resokes itself into mechanical education.

Inasmuch as Britain'e greatest wealth exists in her
manufactures, principally constructed of the produce of
foreign countries and her colonies, and when we find that
foreign countries are mating such rapid strides in the
march of arts, commerce, and manufactures, it there-

fore becomes Britain to tate immediate action in the

education of the mechanical population of the British
Isles.

When I look at the wondrous mechanical structures

of the First Great MecUauic, especially the construc-

tion of the human body, where is there a machine
constructed by human ingenuity of such splendid action

and durability,'allhough. the materials are of so delicate a

composition ? If the human body bad been constructed as

the most delicate piece of machinery ever erected by man,
bow ungraceful would have been the demeanour ! Ijut we
can extend or contract the muscles, and move many of the
joints in various poiilions, at will. Seeing at n glance the
great superiority of the movements of the human body
over anything designed by man, what must be the
mechanism of the soul, which is infinitely of greater value
than the body ? 1 think that ought to be the first and
grand centre of attraction in mechanical education.
As it is necessary to adapt the rontine of mechanical

education to the existing laws of the country,—as they
cannot be set aside nor declared null and void without an
Act of Parliament, which cannot be passed without a period
of time elapsing,—so we ought to make the best use of
those means that are within our reach that will prove
effective agencies when adopted, whatever code of law
exists.

The only agencies which, I think, can be of efficacy are
silent ones : let them speak for themselves. On entering

the class-rooms of our seminaries, and taking a glance at

the walls, we find that they are either bare or have a
geographical map hanging upon them, which is very appro-

S
riate for imparting a knowledge of the earth's surface.

ext, the cabinet containing fbssil remains, difl'erent

Btratums of the earth, Ac., very useful for instruction in

geology. But as the sons of Britain cannot all be geolo-
gists or geographers, nor is it there that the wealth of the
British Isles exists, but in her mechanical productions,

—

as maps arc beneficial for instruction in geography, speci-
mens of fossils and dendritic markings for imparting a
knowledge of geology,— it therefore follows that drawings
and models of mechanical structures exhibited on the
walls and convenient spaces would be of great utility for
imparting mechanical education.
These might be obtained by application to many of our

copyists of Scripture paintings. Many artists, professional

and amateur, would gladly hail the opportunity of dis-

playing their productions by donations to the cause.

Next, to obtain drawings and models of mechanical struc-

tures by application to engineers, architects, draughts-
men, artisans, and schools of art. I think from these sources

there would be obtained by donations more designs

than would berequUite for the use of seminaries, Ac., for

the mechanical population of Great Britain and Ireland.

These representations should not be exposed to view at all

times, as they would become wearisome to the eye of the

student : by simple mechanical arrangement they might
be exposed or concealed from Ti®w at the controller's

pleasure, who should be a man of discernment.
Alex. Kat, Working Man.

VISIT TO THE NEW SMITHFIELD
MARKETS.

8rn,—My attention has been called by Mr. Horace
Jones to a letter which appears in the Builder of last

week, signed “ Stylus.” I much regret that the Associa-

tion, but more particularly the honorary secretaries,

should have been the innocent cause of depriving one of

the members of an anticipated pleasure
;
but I am quite

unable to reconcile the statements made by “Stylus”
with the facts of the case.

Permit me to say that every arrangement was made to
direct members to the place of meeting (viz., the model-
shop, at the end of the masons’ yard), where we remained
until twenty minutes past three,Mr. Jones in the meanwhile
explaining the general plan and design of the building.

From this, as our starting point, we perambulated the
building intemslly, and to a great extent externally.

In reply to the queries given, the President and about
thirty-five members found out the place of meeting, and,
under the conduct of the Ci'y Arcfiitect, inspected every
part of the buUdings, accompanied by tbe clerk of the

works. I am not surprised that in a building of this mag-
nitude it was possible that two or three gentlemen might
escape notice

j
but how they overlooked a body of thirty-

five or forty men who remained in the building for up-
wards of an hour, is a mystery I cannot solve. I may state

that the ganger referred to, and also the other labourers,

bad directions from me to send all gentlemen to the place

of meeting. J. Douglass Mathews, Hon. Sec.

CASEMENT WINDOWS FOR COTTAGES.

Sib,—

I

t may be interesting to some of your readers to

know that 1 have given the plan of opening sliding case-
ment windows, enggested in my book on “Cottage Con-
struction and Design,” a thorough trial, since that was
written, and that I find it to be certainty by far the best
manner of fitting eliding casements, and appears to me
entirely to get over the few little objections to this form of
window, which, even with the defects of the common
manner of fitting it, I have always considered to be the
best form of window for cottages. The little brass fittings

have been made for me, and may be procured from
Messrs. Haroourt A Sons, Atlas Works, Moseley-street,
Birmingham. C. W. Stbickland.

EFFLORESCENCE ON NEW BRICKWORK.
Sib,—

Y

our correspondent “,C. E.,” in last week’s issue,

has really not answered the question of “ T. U. A J.,” of
Swansea. Tbe formation of tbe white frosty-looking
growth on now brickwork is very annoying to the owner,
architect, and buUder, and any method of preventing it

would, 1 believe, bo gladly adopted. In Loudon my expe-
rience has taught me that bricks from a field where I have
inspected their make, and where neither tbe clay nor
sand used in tbe manufacture baa been impregnated with
salt, will at times become covered over most hideously with
efilorescence when built up. Has tbe lime in tbe mortar
anything to do with the matter? I have scraped the
stuff ofi' tbe new walls and tasted it, and cannot detect
any saline flavour, I wish some of your chemical readers
would gather a quantity, snalyse it, and coramunicsto tbe
result. J. Kieltow.

SPEAKING TUBES.

Will one of jour numerous readers give me the size

of tube best suited for the conveyance of messages be-
tween two offices 100 yards apart, with three or four right
angles in the length ? T, C.

BUILDERS’ CLERKS’ BENEVOLENT
INSTITUTION,

SiE,—At the present juncture I wish to draw tbe atten-

tion of the donors and subscribers to our institution, and
those of our own class in particular, to the position of the
institution, and I trust you will allow me to trespass so far

upon your valuable space.

I have to call notice to the advertisement on the front

page, convening a special meeting of the friends of tbe
institution on Monday evening next, and trust that they
will find tbe subject sufficiently interesting to induce their

attendance in large numbers on that occasion. For some
time tbe committee have been empowered to grant tempo-
rary relief, but from the absence of claimants such has
not been done.

It is the wish of the committee that all subscribers and
donors should be aware of this fact ;

for with the power
they desire to find a use, and it is possible that, from
ignorance of this fact, those who are fairly entitled to, and
would be glad of, the assistance may be deterred from
applying. The same committee, who for more than two
years have given their time andtrouble to this good work,
solely for the purpose of reaching a helping band to those

of their own class whose necessities demand it, would
rejoice to see that they have uot laboured in vain.

Some short tifne since a case was brought before them
of a clerk who died suddenly, leaving a widow and large

family in adverse circumstances. It is an old, old

story, but moumi'ui enough to move the hearts of all

acquainted with the facts. In the present case the com-
mittee are most anxious to assist the family, and some-
what alleviate their distress

;
and the questien has arisen,

“ Can a present use be made of the Orphan Asylum Fund
to purchase one or more life presentations in an existing

asylum ?” The special meeting is convened to decide that
question; and I nope I do not appeal to the kind hearts

of our friends in vain, to show their appreciation of the
objects and labours of the committee, and give them en-
couragement for the future, by favonring them with their

presence and opinion at this coming meeting.
I cannot close this without appealing to those who have

not yet given us the powerful sssistance of their names,
and the encouragement of their subscriptions, to do so at

once. F. T. Mullbtt, Becretary.

GRINDING MONEY.
Tuclett T. Warekitt .—This was an action, in tVhite-

chapel County Court, brought to recover the sum of
eightpence, for “one hour's grinding money,” plaintiff

being a joiner, formerly employed by defendant, a bnilder

in Cannon-street-road.
It appeared that plaintiff had entered into Mr. War-

skitt's employ by the hour, and on a certain day he re-

ceived an intimation that bis services were no longer
required, and he was paid for one hour beyond the time
of working, as “grinding money.” He claimed two
hours, which he alleged was the custom of the trade, and
right and equitable.
The defendant denied the custom, which he said he had

always set his face against, and he defended the action for

this insignificant sum only to protest against what he re-

garded as imposture. The facts of the ease were admitted
on both sides, and, after hearing the arguments.
The Judge said be should reauiro a great deal of evi-

dence to prove the existence of a custom so opposed to

what be considered equitable. A man engaged himself

by the hour, with the right to cease work at the end of
the hour, as one of the conditions of tbe mode of hiring

he consented to j
and he had no right to claim two hours’

“grinding money” when the engagement was terminated
on the other side.

Judgment for defendant.

CASES UNDER METROPOLITAN
BUILDING ACT.

At the Marylebone Police-court on Friday, Mr.
Benjamin Taylor answered a summons taken out against

him by Mr. Henry Baker, district surveyor of 8t. Pancros,
for that “he, the said Benjamin Taylor, having recently

erected the ‘Lichfield Ale Stores,’ Frederick-street,
liampstead-road, which was hitherto in but one occupa-
tion (viz., that of himself), did divide the same into two
or more separate tenements, each having a separate
entrance and staircase, or a separate entrance from with-

out,” contrary to the 27th section of the Metropolitan
Building Act.
The District Surveyor prosecuted in person

;
Mr. Taylor

was represented by Mr. Yarde, solicitor, assisted by Mr.
W. F. Potter, architeot.

Mr. Yarde said this was a case never contemplated by
the Act of Parliament, which intended that no building

should be divided into separate buildings except by proper
party walls. This ease more property came under the

second clause of tbe 27 th section as to the separation of a

building into “seta of chambers or rooms tenanted by
different persons,” and, as the building did not exceed

3,600 square feet in area, the Act had not been infringed.

Moreover, the building had never been in one occupation,

as contemplated by tbe Act in the 3rd clause of the 27th

section, but had always been in the joint occupation of

Messrs. Taylor, and Parish, and Arnott, as olEces or

chambers.
Mr. D'Eynoourt, after a lengthened hearing, ilismissed

the case.

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.

Sutton Fenv (South TFi^is).—The new church
erected here at tbe cost of Mrs. Everett and
family has been consecrated by the Bishop of

Sodor and Man, for the Bishop of Salisbury. The
new church is dedicated to St. John the Evange-
list. It is built in the Geometrical style, and con-

sists of a nave and side aisles, north and south

transepts, a tower supporting a spire, which
rises from the junction of the cross, an entrance-

porch on the south side, and a vestry on the

north side. Tbe church is built of Frome and
local stone, with Bath dressings, and the roofs

are of Staffordshire tiles, and are terminated

with ornamental cresting. The spire, which is

151 ft. 9 in. in height, rises within the parapet

of the tower. The tower' has on each side two
two-light windows, with quatrefoil heads, and at

the four angles below the battlements are gur-

goyles with ornamental iron work. At the

south-east angle of the tower is a turret contain,

ing a staircase, which leads to the ringing and
bell chambers. The nave is divided from the

side aisles by three arches resting on circular

piers, with capitals of Early Decorated architec-

ture, from which spring transverse arches sup-

porting the roof-timbers of the aisles. The roof

of the nave is of open timber-work, the beams
resting on stone corbels. The west window has

five lights, with large open tracery in tbe head.

There are six windows in the north and four in

the south side, and there is a window at the

west end of each aisle. There is one stained-

glass window in the north aisle, which was given

by Mrs. Fowle, mother-in-law of Colonel Everett
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and two of her daughters. In this window is

depicted one of our Lord’s miracles, the healing

of the sick girl. It is intended to fill all the

other windows on tho north side of the nave
with representations of the miracles of our

Saviour. In tho south aislo are four windows,
three of which are filled with stained glass. In

the head of the easternmost window is an angel

bearing a scroll, and beneath are two subjects

from the parable of the Prodigal Son. The next

window also has in the head an angel and scroll,

and below are two subjects from the parable of

the Good Samaritan. The next window has in

the bead an angel bearing a scroll, and beneath

are two subjects from the parable of tho Unjust
Steward. The glass in the windows is of cathedral

tint, but it is intended nltimately to fill all the

windows with stained glass. The church, which
is 114r ft. long, will hold about 600 people, and
there are at present sittings for over 400. The
whole of the internal walls are of Bath stone,

and the steps throughout are of Portland stone.

The church is heated with a warming apparatus,

furnished by Mr. Haden, of Trowbridge. There
are six bells in the tower, which were brought
from the old church. The architect was Mr. J.

L. Pearson, of London, and Messrs. Rogers &
Booth, of Gosport, carried out their contract.

Mr. A. Harrison, of Wilton, ofiBciated as clerk of

the works ; and the whole of the windows were
supplied by Messrs. Clayton & Bel), of London,
who executed the painting of the font, the
pulpit, the reredos, and the walls of the chancel.

Tho building has cost upwards of 7,000h, ex-

clusive of the churchyard, which has cost

1
,
0001 .

Preston.—The foundation-stone of Emmanuel
Church, Preston, has been laid by Sir Thomas
G. Pernor Ilesketh, barb., M.P. for Preston, in the
presence of a numerous company. The proposed
edifice will be built of brick interspersed with
strings and bands of coloured and moulded
brick, with stone weathoriugs and dressings.

The style may be termed Geometrical Gothic,
and the building will accommodate 632 on the
ground-floor, and 33-1 in the galleries. At the
west end there will be an outside porch, in which
will be the steps to the church

;
also an inner

porch or vestibule, close to which is a baptistry.

There will be four entrances, exclusive of that to

the vestry, which will be on the north side of the
chancel. There is to be a gallery on the west
end, which will accommodate about 150 persons.

At the south-west comer of the churoh will be
the tower, which is to be an approach to the
west gallery, and which forms a prominent
feature in the design. The tower is intended to

be surmounted by four stone pinnacles at the
angles, each terminating with a fleur de Us. The
belfry, which is to be 12 ft. square inside, will

contain six bells. The extreme length of the
edifice over all is 125 ft. The extreme breadth
over the transepts is 86 ft.

;
the internal breadth

of the nave, 40 ft.
;

tho chancel, 20 ft. ; the
transepts, 25 ft. 6 in.

;
the length of the nave,

inolnding the vestibule, 86 ft. 6 in. j the chancel,
27 ft.

5
the organ chamber, 18 ft. by 11 ft.

; the
height of the tower from the ground level to the
top of the finial, 96 ft.,—from tho foundation,
105 ft. The roof will be an open timber c-e,
boarded diagonally on the’spars. The benches
will be without doors, with pitch pine ends. The
chancel seats are to bo of pitch pine, and have a
tracery front, the ends of the benches having
carved arm-rests. The church will be warmed
with hot water, the heating apparatus being in

a fire-proof chamber under the vestry. The
architects are Messrs. Myres, Vewers, & Myres,
of Preston. Mr. Bamber is the builder

j
and

the contract signed by him stipulates that the
erection shall be completed by next April. Mr.
Pownall has been appointed clerk of the works

;

and Messrs. Clark & Cbarnley are the iron-

founders. The work is let altogether for about
5,200Z.

“ Notable Things of our own Time.” By
John Timbs, F.S.A., &c. London; Lockwood &
Co. There are many notable things in each
issue of Mr. Timba’s “'Year-Book of Facts j”

but in the book under notice he has not required
to limit himself to the notable things which
may turn up in any one year, the only limit
being “ our own time.” This is a supplementary
volume to the author’s “ Things not Generally
Known,” and it contains many notable and in-

teresting things. Fraser’s Magazine for May
(Longmans, Green, & Co.) contains a suggestive

paper on Australia, in connexion with which
another in it on Political Economy and Emigra-
tion may be read by those interested in such

subjects. Of the working of the educational

system, free from clerical trammels, there is

some account in the paper on Australia.-^—
“ Thoughts and Suggestions on Mission Chapels,

Rooms, Ac.” By the Rev. J. Brame, M.A.,
organising secretary of the Additional Curates’

Society. London ; Skeffington. Notwithstand-
ing the astonishing activity of church building

and church restoration throughout the country,

it would appear that “ the Church of England
is in a missionary position with regard to three-

fifths of the population of the towns,” so that

there is a no less extraordinary want of mission

ohapels, of a small and inexpensive description,

suitable to the poorest localities in towns; and
to urge the extension of these, either by the

conversion of rooms into chapels or otherwise,

is one of the chief purposes of the issue of this

pamphlet. The question of cost and working
expenses is also treated of.— “ Catalogue of

the Exhibition of Portraits on Loan in the New
Galleries of Art at Glasgow.” This is the

authenticated catalogue of the exhibition opened
under the auspices of the Lord Provost, magi-
strates, and town conucil of Glasgow, in the
lately-formed galleries in Sauchiehall-street.

The collection consists of 392 pictures in oil, 26
in water-colours, 15 in crayons, and 26 busts or

medallions. Of these, 250 have been lent by
residents in Glasgow, and all the others come
from other places in Scotland, except three from
London. The artists are chiefly of tho Scottish

school, bub some are English. “ The Ac-
counts of Building Societies : a Letter to Mr.
J. Tidd Pratt, F.S.A., Registrar of Friendly
Societies.” By Astrop Cariss. Kent & Co.,

Paternoster-row. The author of this pamphlet
states, with reference to Liverpool building

societies at least, that “ under the system
in general use any society can effectually

conceal its true position.” It is well that the

particulars should be brought under Mr. Pratt’s

notice. This was done by Mr. Cariss in the

Leader of February 1, 1868, and this is a re-

print of the article. The Church Builder for

April contains accounts of several ohurches, as

usual, with illustrations ; an abstract of a paper
of onrs on the Sculptured Stones of co. Angus,
in Scotland ; and other matter of interest.

Hardwicke’s Scientific Gossip for May contains,

as usual, mnch interesting matter, including
papers on "Vegetable Hairs, Animals that never
Die, Reptiles and Fish, Remains from the Coal
Measures, Spiders’ "Webs, &c.

Contracts.—Some time ago the road trustees

for the county of Berwickshire contracted with
Mr. John Dickson, Galashiels, for the building of

a new bridge overBowmont Water, near Yetholm.

It was a condition that the contraotor was bound
to uphold the bridge for one year. When finished,

the work was taken off Dickson’s bands by the

trustees’ inspector as finished, in terms of the
contract. In a few days afterwards the bridge

was carried away by a flood, and the trustees sued
the builder for its re-erection. Proof was laid

before the sheriff by both parties, and it was
contended for the builder that the plan was
faulty, and that ho was not to blame. The
sheriff has given effect to this plea.

Constant Water Supplt without Waste.

—

An improved system of water supply to the

poor of East Loudon Las been effected through
the instrumentality of the local authorities. Mr.
Liddle, medical officer of health for the parishes

comprised in the Whitechapel district, has made a

report tothe local board ofworks, in which he states

that in the poorer parts of the district, where a
few years ago there were about seventy courts

badly supplied with water on the intermittent

system, by means of a stand-tap only, there are
at the present time fifty-three courts supplied

with water direct from the main, and the in-

habitants of these places can have pure water
at all times of the day or night. While there is

an abundance of water, it is, by the use of “ water
waste preventers,” without waste. The New
River Company and the East London Water
Company have both expressed their desire to ex-

tend the system of constant supply on the single

condition of provision being made against need-
less loss by the use of the “waste-preventing
apparatus.”

A School or Art for Lewes.—A Government
school of art has been established at Lowes.
The classes will be held in the Fitzroy Memorial
Library, under the superintendence of a teacher
certified by Government. Evening classes will

also be held in the building of the West-street
Lecture-room.

Tenders foe New Assize Courts, Bristol.

—

The tender for building the now Assize Courts,
in Small-street, by Messrs. Wilkins & Son, for

11,850L, has been accepted, being the lowest.

There were several other tenders, the next
nearest being that of Mr. Foster, for 12,4631.

The others were from 1,000L to 1,200J. above
the successful tender. The architects are Messrs.
Pope & Bindon.

Fall of a Feudal Castle.—Thurles Castle

walls have suddenly given way, after standing
for centuries. Four of the inhabited houses near
the west gate wore entombed, with all their con-

tents, in the pile of ruins; but it appears that

only a horse was killed. One side of the castle

is still standing, bub there is every reason,

according to the Nenagh Oicardian, to think
that it is destined speedily to follow what has
already fallen.

Institution of Mech.\.nical Engineers.

—

The general meeting of the members of this

institution was held on the 30th of April, in the
Lecture Theatre of the Midland Institute,

Birmingham, Mr. Thomas Hawksley, vice-presi-

dent, in the chair. An adjourned discussion

took place upon a paper read ut tho previous
meeting, “On the Allen Engine and Governor,”
by Mr. Charles T. Porter, of Manchester. The
next paper was a “ Description of the American
Dovetailing Machine,” by Mr. John Robinson, of
Rochdale. This machine, the invention of Mr.
T. S. Armstrong, of New York, was shown at
work at the recent Paris Exhibition

;
and it is

constructed so as to cut out the dovetail joints in

woodwork by means of the continuous rotation

of compound circular saws of peculiar form,

which finish the joints completely, without the

use of any chisels or cutters.

Accidents.—An architect met his death in
town recently in a very sudden and shocking
manner. Mr. William Barnes, of Doric Lodge,
Bromley, was on his way from the Bank by
omnibus to Bromley, along with his wife, and
got on the top “ to oblige a lady.” Ho bad
complained of giddiness, but was quite sober.

He leant over to look at another passenger who
was picking up some money he had let fall,

and overbalanced himself, came straight down
on bis head, and was instantly killed by a fear-

ful wound on his left temple, which fractured

his skull. A decorator in the employ of

Messrs. Clayton & Bell, last week fell from
a height of 50 ft., while doing tracery work
in the interior of the dome of the New Fo-
reign Office, Downing-street. Ha was picked
up from the marble pavement and conveyed to

the hospital, where he said ho had fallen from
the top of the scaffold. He expired two hours
after his admission. It was found that the

skull was fractured at the base from sido to side,

and there was a second fracture at the anterior

part of the skull.

Artists’ Benevolent Fund.—The fifty-ninth

anniversary dinner of this charity was held on
Saturday evening, last week, at the Freemasons’
Tavern; Sir Francis Grant, president of the

Royal Academy, in the chair. The report of
the fund shows that since its establishment the
sum of 28,6891. has been distributed by it in

relieving the widows and orphans of artists.

During the past year fifty-two widows received
annuities, amounting to 8471., and five orphans
were assisted with the sum of 231. Sir Francis
Grant (the chairman), in proposing the toast of
“ The Queen,” referred to the fact that her
Majesty had from her own private resources
given an aggregate of not less than 3,000
guineas to the society. Her Majesty bad also

still further shown her interest in art by per-

mitting her daughter, the Princess Louise, to

send to the Royal Academy a bust of her brother,

Prince Arthur, executed by her Royal Highness’s

own hand. Ho had no hesitation in saying that,

as a work of art, this bust of the prince was
beautifully executed, and it was a most admir-

able likeness of the young prince. The opinion

which he had formed respecting this interesting

work was shared by all the members of the
Royal Academy to whom he had spoken on tho

subject. A subscription-list, including receipts

of 8001., was read in the course of the evening.
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CnuECH FOR Deaf and Dumb.—It has been
determined to erect a church in London for the
deaf and dumb. The site is intended to be in

the western central district.

TBAinv'AYs FOR LIVERPOOL.—The select com-
mittee of the House of Commons to which the
Liverpool Tramway Bill was referred has
passed the preamble of the Bill. The line passes
from north to south of the borough, and it is to

be hoped that the Bill will pass both Houses, so
that the experiment of street tramways may be
fairly tried.

Paper Belting.—The experiment of making
belting from paper has proved a success in the
hands of Crane & Co., at Dalton, Mass., and the
article is now used in all their own mills, and
several other manufacturing establishments.
The belting resembles the genuine oak-tanned
leather, and serves alike well in a dry or damp
atmosphere.

Testimonial to Employers. — On Saturday,
at the Carriage Manufactory, Tictoria-atreet,
Messrs. Hooper were presented by the artisans
in their employ with a vote of thanks for their
liberality in sending representatives from each
branch of the business to the Paris HniversaJ
Exhibition of 1867, and also presenting each
person in their employ with a copy of the first

published reports of artisans appointed by the
council of the Society of Arts. The vote of
thanks was engrossed on vellum, and richly

illuminated.

Eailway Superfluous Land.—Before a rail-

way company can, under the 127th section of
the Lands Clauses Consolidation Act, sell super-
fluouB lands, they are bound to offer them to all

the owners of adjacent lands, whether owners in
fee or merely lessees. The Master of the Rolls
thus held, in the case of Coventry v. the London.
Brighton, and South Coast Railway Company,
which was a suit instituted against the company
to restrain them from selling as superfluous
lands certain pieces of land taken by the com-
pany under their Act, but which were not re-

Death of ax Artist.—Mr. Meanus Massey
of Cork, has died, at a compaiatively

early age. In the art of iliammating manu-
scripts after the manner of the ancient Irish he
is said to have excelled. Mr. O’Keeffe’s produc-
tions are described as approaching nearly to the
perfection attained by the early ecclesiastics.
A few friends, commiserating the helpless con-
dition of his aged mother, now appeal to the
public of his native city for contributions, how-
ever small; they will be received and acknow-
ledged by Mr. John Mahony, at the School of
Art, Cork.

Index to C-iJiDEN Society’s Volumes.— An
Index, of a valuable character, for literary use,
is about to be published — an Index to the
hundred volumes issued by the Camden Society
during the last thiiTy years. 5003. have been
voted for the purpose, and Mr. Henry Gough
has been appointed to compile the work. The
Indexes to the Archwologia, to the Edinburgh
and Quarterly Reviews, to the Gentleman's Maga-
zine, and more recently to the Scientific Papers
by the Royal Society, with the Index now
announced, supply a series of valuable keys to
masses of literary and scientific facts.

The Birmingham Workhouse Schools.—In a
letter from the Poor Law Board, read at a recent
meeting of the local Guardians, the secretary of
the Board says,—"With reference to the plans
which yon state the Guardians are prepared
[with ?] for the erection of a school for boys (‘ on
the same land [on P] which the schools for children
were intended to be erected’), at a cost not ex-
ceeding 7,5003., I am directed to state that the
Board are not prepared to entertain any proposal
for the erection of schools that are not entirely
detached from the workhouse, and placed under
a separate management.” A deputation, ac-
cording to the local Gazette, has been appointed
to wait upon the Board with power to "concede”
the separation of the new school from the work-
house. We are glad to hear it.

quired for the purposes of their undertaking,
without first giving to the plaintiffs the option of
exercising the right of pre-emption which they
claimed as adjoining owners under the 128th
section of the Lands Clanses Consolidation Aot
1865.

Opening of Drinking Fountains at Brier-
ley-hill.—Three drinking fountains have been
opened at Brierley-hill. Two of them were
raised by subscriptions contributed by the com-
missioners of the local Board of Health and the
ladies of tho district; the third was presented
by Mr. Frederick Smith, M.A., the Earl of Dud-
ley’s principal agent. The first fountain opened
stands at the police-station. The base is of
Yorkshire stone, the basin of Sicilian marble.
Two columns rise from the latter, and the key-
stone is ornamented with the head of a water
god, adorned with leaves of water plants. The
Ladies’ Fountain is situated in a wall snrround-
ing the premises of The Laurels. Mr. Smith’s
fountain is of iron, and of the pillar form. It
stands over 7 ft. high, and is surmounted by two
dolphins and a trident.

Exhibition of Art in Lancashire.— The
Marquis of Hartington, M.P., has inaugurated
an exhibition of works of art and ‘industry that
has been for some months in preparation at
Over Darwen. The occasion was one of great
rejoicing in the neighbourhood. In Darwen the
day was a general holiday, all the mills were
gaily decorated with flags, and the streets were
crowded with operatives in their best attire. The
exhibition was opened with considerable cere-
mony. As many as 2,000 season tickets had
been disposed of. The portion of the building
allotted to the fine-art department consists of a
nave, 170 ft. by 45 ft.

;
transept, 90 ft. by 50 ft.

;

four galleries for oil paintings, each 50 ft. by
22 ft.

; two galleries for water-colour drawings,
each 30 ft. by 22 ft.

; two galleries for photo-
graphs and chromo-lithographs, each 30 ft. by
22 ft. ; and an extensive gallery for engravings,
60 ft. by 45 ft. The private collections of the
Duke of Devonshire, Colonel Wilson Patten, M.P.,
and many local residents have furnished to the
exkibition some of its most interesting and
valuable features. The arrangements of the
exhibition have been carried out by Mr. George
Hayes, artist, Manchester. A mechanical de-
partment is added to the exhibition, and a
refreahment-rocm. Musical attractions are also
provided.

TENDERS.
For ft house for Mr. D. T. Morgan, at Walthamstow,

Essex. Mr. John T. Bresaey, archilect
Arber £2,478 0 0
Hivett 2.293 0 0
Mundy & Hutchinson 2,268 0 0
Piper & Wheeler 2,190 0 0
Perry & Co 2,135 0 0
Eeed i.on q 0

For addition to Sonthfields-Tilla, Wandsworth. Mr. 6.
Low, architect. Quantities not supplied

McEae £400 0 0
Strong (accepted) 395 0 0

For erecting a detached residence near Rhayader,
Hadnorahire, for tbe Bev. J. Williams, including stabiing
end lodge. Mr. E. H. Lingen Barker, architect. QuantU
ties supplied by Mr. W. Paice. The estimates are exclu-
sive of eicaTation, water supply, and waDing stone —

Jones £2,936 0 6
2,896 19 6

Morgan 2,837 0 0
Erans 2,614 6 0
Roberts & Bon (accepted) 2,507 9 0
Mason 2,355 6 0

For alterations and repairs at No. 15, New-street, Smith-
field. 3Ir. Robert Parns, architect;—

Duut £302 0 0
Hemmings 285 0 0
Sherman 285 0 0
Miles 283 0 0
Pitcher 2G0 0 0
West 259 0 0
Abrahams 250 0 0
Wrettom 238 0 0
Easeman 235 0 0
Blackman k Harley 230 0 0
Smith 229 0 0
Burtwell 2I6 0 0
White 209 0 0
Marehall 209 0 0
Taylor 205 0 0
Scofield 186 0 0
Cubitt 180 0 0
Porten 173 0 0
Mans 166 0 0
Fenny 148 0 0
Wame 138 0 0

For additions and alterations to house, College-green,
Gloucester, for Mrs. Hemp. Mr. H. James, areWeet—

Clulterbuck (accepted) £335 13 0

For alterations to the Devonshire Atitib, Kentish Town-
road, for Mr. A. Weatherly. Mr. R. Washington Hart,
architect :

—

Langmead&Way £499 0 0
Lawrence 4 Bangh 490 0 0
Kelly, Bros 467 0 0
Knight (accepted) 357 0 0

For alterations and additions to the Norfolk Arms,
Betboal-green, for Messrs. Truman, Hanbury, 4 Co. Mr
E. Washington Hart, architect:

—

Gray

Kelly, Bros [.”1

Langmead 4 Way (accepted)

£740 0 0
739 0 0
664 0 0
6S5 0 0

For House, Putney-hill, for Mr. C. Lee. Messrs. Lee,
Bros., & Pain, architects :

—

Aviss 4 Son (accepted) £2,712 0 0

For alterations and additions to houses on South Parade,
Newark, for Mr. W. Wallis. Mr. Charles Baily, architect.

Fretwell (accepted) £210 0 0

For three houses and shops at Forest-hill, Kent. Mr.
George Low, architect. Quantities supplied by Mr. F.
Johnstone :

—

Beeton £2,777 0 0
Burchell 2,756 0 0
Colls & Son (accepted) 2,680 0 0

For the erection of residence on the London-road,
Newark, for Mr. Charles Baily, architect

Bricklixyeri, 3£asovt,Plasferert‘, j-e., Work.
FretweU (not including bricks) ... £510 10 0

Carpenler$ and Jointrg’ Work.
Henderson 436 0 0

Flumbera and Qlaziera' Work.
Bousfield 147 13 0

Famier*’ Work.
Crossley 14 0 0

For the erection of Vicarage House, at Sutton-upon-
Trent, for the Rev. A. C. Graystone. Mr. Charles Baily,
architect :

—

£1.645 0 0
1,613Henderson

Mackenzie
Fretwell
Dennett 4 Co.
Dennett

accepted)

0 0
0 0

Co. (revised and
1,259 0 0

For tbe erection of a new Station Inn and stable bnild-
igs, at Hildensbrough, on the new Tonbridge direct line.

Messrs. Wadmore & Baker, architects. Quantities sup-
plied:

—

Whiltshire £1,760 0 0
Payne 4 Balding 1,735 0 0
Wheatley 1,590 0 0
Dove 1,683 0 0
Mansfield 4 Price 1,650 0 0
Punnett 1,243 0 0

Far the erection of Mostyn-road Wesleyan Chapel,
Beixton. Mr. John Tarring, architect

Kirk..
Hobson
Browne 4 Robinson
Hill 4 Sons
Bracher & Son

Jackson & Shaw
Newman 4 Mann
Higgs ....

Thompson
SanndePB
Myer84 Son (accepted)..,

.. £9,730 0 0
9,689 17 6

9,326 0 0
9,175 0 0
9,095 0 0

0 0

For taking down house and the erection of a pair of
villas, at Bedenwell, Etitb, for Mr. Creed. Mr. F. Cush-
ing, architect :

—

Thompson £545 0 0
Chorhill 440 0 0
Archibald 396 10 0
Dowsett 387 10 0

For tho erection of four cottages and public-house, at
Enfield, for Mr. Ives. Mr. F. Cushing, architect :

—

Holbert (accepted) £760 0 0

For Sir John Powell's almshouses, Fulham. Mr. J. P,
SeddoD, architect:—

Bellham £7,200 0 0 !

Hall 6,915 0 0
Grover 4,359 0 0
Williams 4 Co 4,126 0 0
Muspratt^ 4,106 0 0
Pitts 4 Son 4,060 0 0
Aviss & Son 3,950 0 0
Perkins 3,640 0 0
Heoderson 3,018 0 0
Wigmore (accepted) 3,368 0 0
Lacey 4 Co 2,490 0 0 !

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
A. M. (W»tioc, of Olwgow).—A. H. W, (write to the honorery

recreUry).— B. L.O. (next week).—Mr. J.—Mr. R—R. W. H.—J. T.—
W. R—W. & B.-8. H.-JI. E. C. W.-B. &G.-8. 3. A Co.-A. E.—
W. a-M. & 0.-T.-C. H.-H. J. £ CO.-F. W.-S!r A. C.-B. B.-
w. L. a-c. a. a.-M, m.-a. w.-c.-p. c.-e. h.-j, n,-j, k.—
W. C.-J- w.
Note.—

A

rebitecte who are anwUling (at we are) ,tbat their names
should not acrompauy liati o( tenden with which they are cooeemad
may prevent the omlrelun byeendlog lUtJ themaelvee. We cannot
repeat luU on the ground o( inch omimlon.
We are compelled to decline poinlliig out books and giving

addreuee.

A'l statemente of facts, lUU of Tenders, Ac., mnit be accompanied
by the name and addreej of tbe lender, not neoeeearily| for
pablicatlcm.

Nom—The reiponiibility of ligueJ artlclei, and papers read at
pobllc meetlnge, leeis, of eeune, with tbe autbon.

CHURCH, TURRET, and STABLE CLOCKS.
J. W. Benson, having erected steam-power
and improved machinery for clock-making, at
tbe Manufactory, Lodgate-hill, will be glad to
furnish to clergymen, architects, and committees,
Eetimateg and Specifications of every descrip-
tion of Horolc^ical Machines, especially cathedral
and public clocks, chiming tnnes on any number
of bells. A descriptive pamphlet on Church
Clocks post free for one stamp. Watch and
Clock Maker by Warrant of Appointment to
H.R.n. the Prince of Wales, and maker of the
great clock for the Exhibition, 1862. 25, Old
Bond-street, and 33 & 34, Ludgate-hill, E.C.
Established 1749.
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T/ie Art-Bxhibition

in Leeds.

[IE long. expected and
carefully-prepared Ex-

hibition of Works of

Fine Art in the new in.

firmary, Leeds, was
opened by the Prince

of Wales on Tuesday
last with great iclat,

his Royal Highness ful-

filling his part of the

duty with an ease and
earnestness that grati-

fied and delighted all

concerned. The day

was regarded as a ge-

neral holiday, crowds

filled the streets, and

banners waved in all

directions. The In-

firmary, it will be re-

membered, has been

erected from the de-

signs of Professor G.

G. Scott. It is a red

brick and stone build-

ing, in the style that

'

may be called nine-

teenth century Anglo-

Italian Gothic. Illns-

trabions and descrip-

tive particulars of it

will be found in our

volume for 1864.* It is, of course, founded on

the pavilion plan, the general adoption of which

,

we take the credit of having materially con-

tributed to bring about. The building is situated

between the Town-hall and St. George’s Church,

and covers an area of 17,300 superficial yards.

It is built to accommodate 300 patients, and has

cost upwards of 110,0001. On March 29bh, 1864,

Mr. Alderman Kibson, as chairman of the Build-

ing Committee, laid the foundation-stone, and,

with the exception of a few interruptions conse-

quent on trade disputes, the work continued to

progress till the close of last year, when, so far

as hospital purposes were concerned, it may be
said to have been completed. From 'south to

north the building measures about 390 ft., and
from east to west about 240 ft. There are five

pavilions, with two wards in each, one over the

other. Owing to the nature of the site, there is

an extra story in the front portion of the building

to what there is at the back, room being only

found at the back or northern end for two floors

in each pavilion, while at the south the pavilions

have three floors, the ground one being used for

offices and other purposes. The pavilions are so

disposed that three stretch northwards, and two,

forming wings as it were to the central building,

where is the principal entrance, stretch towards

the south. The wards are lighted by double

windows on both sides, and are 27 ft. wide, and
from 16 ft. to 19 ft. high. The south wards are

122 ft. long; those at the north are 10 ft.

shorter.

It is unnecessary now to go into many parti-

culars, nor shall we here inquire into the merits

* Vol. ixii., pp. 116-117, 152-153.

and demerits of the structm-e as a hospital,

many of the temporary arrangements for the

exhibition interfering considerably to prevent a
proper judgment in this respect. We may add
briefly, that the principal porch is carried out

from the main building on either side upon a

bold arch, and that it consists of three arches

towards the front. The arches rest upon marble

shafting, with carved caps, and the spandrels

are filled in with Minton’s encaustic tiles, the

tiles surrounding carved medallions executed in

floriated work. A balcony, which is formed Ity

the top of the portico, rests on groining, exe-

cuted in red and white bricks, with stone ribs,

and is ornamented with an open balustrade.

The entrance-hall has a panelled ceiling, the

beams being supported on carved atone corbels.

Three moulded arches, supported on Derbyshire

marble columns, form the end of the hall, out of

which passage is obtained from the right and
left to a number of the apartments necessary to

the work of the Infirmary, and from the imme-
diate centre to the corridor leading to the grand
staircase. This corridor is 52 ft. long by 14 ft.

wide, and is lighted from the roof. The visitor

passes into it under a semicircular arch, resting

upon marble columns. The roof is here of open

timber, and the riba rest upon marble wall-

shafting, with carved brackets and shafts, rich

in representations of plants having known medi-

cinal qualities. Another corridor — 33 ft. by
22 ft.—is passed before the main staircase is

reached. The staircase is lighted by a central

three-light window and by small two-lights.

The architectural combinations here form seve-

ral pretty pictures. The staircase leads to a

corridor which goes round the interior of the

building, and gives access to all the pavilions,

as well as to the central hall, and to other parts

of the building. The chapel has stained glass

in the three two-light windows in the apse, the

gift of the mayor and the mayoress, and Dr.

Heaton.

The buildings were originally designed around

an open court, about 150 ft. long and 65 ft.

wide. For the purposes of the Exhibition it

was at first proposed to cover this temporarily ;

but, as it was soon seen that such a covered

area might be made to serve with good efiect as

a winter garden and place of general resort for

convalescent patients, a more permanent roof of

iron and glass was determined on, and has been

executed by Messrs. Handyside from a design

by Mr. Ordish, at a cost, including flooring and

other contingencies, of nearly 4,0001., the Ex-

hibition Committee making themselves liable

for half this amount, and the Infirmary Com-
mittee for the other half. 'We may say, en pas-

sant, that opinions differ in Leeds very consider-

ably as to the wisdom of making the Infirmary so

large and costly as it is. The Infirmary Com-
mittee, of course, look hopefully to the result of

this Exhibition. It is anticipated that the profit

will be 20,0001. If this be the case it is pro-

posed, wo understand, that the sum of 12,000Z.

shall first be paid out of the profits in the name
of rent for the use of the Infirmary building,

to be divided between the Infirmary and the

Mechanics’ Institution in the proportions agreed

upon, being one-fifth (but not exceeding 2,000i.

altogether) to the latter, and the rest to the

Infirmary. One-half of the remaining profits

are to be paid over to the Infirmary, and the

other half applied for the establishment of a

permanent gallery of art in Leeds.

Passing by, however, the question of finance,

it was in this winter garden, filled with hand-

somely-dressed persons, and adorned with flowers,

shrubs, statues, and flags, that the Prince, after

some very fair musical performances, received

addresses, made replies clearly and genially, and

ultimately declared, in the name of her Majesty

the Queen, the Exhibition open.’

The catalogue has been compiled by Mr. E. N.

James, and includes biographical notices of all

the artists whose works are exhibited. The
Exhibition may be described as consisting of,

—

1. A collection of paintings in oil by the old

masters, from the fifteenth to the eighteenth

century.

2. A series of works in oil by British artists,

down to the present day.

3. A series of paintings by modern foreign

artists.

4. A collection of water-colour drawings by
British artists, deceased and living.

6.

Engravings and etchings.

6. Drawings and sketches by the old masters.

7. A collection of miniatures in the same
gallery.

8. A portrait-gallery of Yorkshire worthies,

contained in the corridors round the central

court.

9. A museum of ornamental art, consisting of

works from the earliest period to the present

century, arranged in the chapel and adjoining

rooms.

And 10. An Oriental museum.
The works of the old masters have been

selected, and the collection formed by the Chief

Commissioner (Mr. J. B. Waring), and by Mr.

Bedford, the Assistant Commissioner, by whom
the pictures of the Italian, Spanish, and French

Schools have been arranged. The galleries,

containing paintings by British artists, have

been formed under the superintendence of Mr.

R. C. Saunders. The gallery of pictures by
modern foreign artists has been formed under

the superintendence of Mr. L. Leffevre. The
engravings and etchings have been collected and

arranged by the Honorary Superintendent, Mr.

W. Smith, F.S.A. The gallery of Yorkshire

worthies has been entirely formed by the Hono-

rary Superintendent, Mr. Hailstone. The museum
of ornamental art has been collected and clas-

sified by the Superintendent of the Museum, Mr.

W. Chaffers.

The Indian Museum has been entrusted to

Dr. J. Forbes Watson, who seems to have a

monopoly in this direction. The very interesting

collection of lace and embroidery has been

fonned by Mrs. Hailstone. For the floral

decorations, with the statues and trophies, we
will praise Mr. H. C. Brandling, and add a

word for Mr. Metcalfe for a well-designed set

of penons.

The following, we are told, gives the number
of works in the Exhibition :

—

Old Maatera (Italian, Spanish, and French) .

,, (German, Flemish, Dutch, &c.).

British Deceased Painters ta Oil

British Living Painters in Oil
Modern Foreign Artists

British Water Colours
Drawings by the Old Masters
Etchings and Engravings
Museum of Ornamental Art
Miniatures
The Dudley Gallery
Yorkshire Worthies
Indian Museum

Total 6,904

Commencing in Gallery A the visitor may
study the infancy of modern art in the religious

works of the Florentine painters, and trace it

from this beginning in the early part of the

fourteenth century as displayed in “ the Coro-

nation of the Virgin,” by Orcagna, to its culmi-

nation in the more perfectly developed Roman
school of Raffaelle, as seen in hia “ Holy Family,”

No. 246, Gallery B. It is interesting to note the

general prevalence of religious thought among

the early painters, and no better mode of com-

paring the styles of the several artiste, or esti-

mating the progress of art, can be adopted by

the general observer, than in noticing the

distinct treatments which that subject of so

many of the pictures, the Holy Family, has met

with. Conventionally treated at first, with

purely conventional accessories, such as the gold

back-ground, adopted from the more bumble

department of decorative art, we see these con-

ventionalities gradually disappearing before the
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matared experience of the later masters, and
eventnally, as in the marTellous masterpieceB of
Eaflfaelle, Leonardo, and Lnini, becoming all that
consummate power in art and the most reverent
and cultured imaginations could portray. In
these two galleries, containing the Italian,

Spanish, and French pictures, which have a
definite historical connexion, the student of art
will see each great school represented by its

greatest of masters—the Italian, with its nu-
merous sub-divisions, of the Florentine, Ecman,
Venetian, Bolognese, Lombardic, and Neapolitan
schools, displaying a constellation of genius so
brilliant that no other country may ever hope to
rival it, nor the world to see its like again

; the
Spanish school, with its crowning glories of
Murillo and Velasquez; and the French school,
whose representatives, such as the Poussins,
Claude, Vernet, Vatteau, and Greuze, are so
distinctly national in type and characteristic in
their originality of treatment.

In Gallery C the same historical progress in

the works of the Geiman, Flemish, and Dutch
masters may be noted. The first picture.
No. 501, is a most interesting work on ac-
count of its subject and the author of it, “ The
Installation of Thomas a Becket,” by John Van
Eyck, the inventor of the process of oil painting,
and the founder of the Flemish school. This
and the two important pictures by Albert Duier,
(505 and 506), will show the cradle of the Flemish
and German schcols, os the early works in
Gallery A indicated the beginning ot the Italian.
Let the visitor regard well the refinement and
delicacy of these early works, comparing them
with the productions of the schools founded by
these artists. “ The Crucifixion,” by Albert
Durer, No. 505, is a marvellous production.
Mr. Waring says justly, in his introductory

notices, that however desirable it might have
been, it was not possible to foim in the present
Exhibition a complete series of works illustra-
tive of the art of oil painting in Europe. “The
earlier productions of the great masters in Italy,
Germany, and Flanders are well known, and are
preserved in certain localities, which the student
of art must visit before he can form an adequate
idea of their value. In the present instance, we
have collected such pictures as will serve to
illustrate the rise of oil painting in Europe, and
give the visitor an idea of the characters of the
various Schools from the fifteenth century on-
wards. For this purpose a certain degree of
chronological arrangement has been kept, but
cur principal object has been to render the col-
lections attractive and interesting.”

The earliest paintings in oil are executed on
wood panel, and the use of prepared canvas did
not become general till the close of the fifteenth
century, but in every instance, until within a
comparatively late date, when the making of
colours became a separate manufacture, the
artist prepared bis own colours, or employed an
assistant to do so for him, under his own guidance.
The purity of the material, and the care token
in the process, led in a great measure to the
excellent preservation in which old paintings are
generally found, unless roughly treated, whilst
many of our modern prednetions fade away or
crack to pieces even during the lifetime of the
artist, who, regardless of chemical experience or
ignorant of the nature of the material he employs,
especially in the unfortunate nse of asphaltum,
produces very perishable works, to his own
vexation and the purchaser’s loss.

Various good examples of the three great
masters of Euglish art— Hogarth, Eeynolds, and
Gainsborough—will be noticed in gallery D.
George M-^rlaud, a purely English painter of
great natural ability, is also well illustrated

; and
the diploma pictures from the Etyal Academy,
or pictures presented by artists on their election
as Eoja! Academicians, serve to show the pro-
gress of art from the early part of the century
almost to the present day.
There is much to admi-e, neverlheless, in the

French and Belgian pictures here brought to-
gether, and from their novelty to the general
public, arising from their difference in subject
and feeling from our own pictures, as well as from
their variety in technical treatment, we shall
expect the Foreign Gallery to beet me a general
favourite with the public. The delicate work
and exquisite finish of Edouard Ft ei e, the refined
drawing and elegance of composition of Aiy
Scheffer, if not representing the power of the
French school in historical art, displays most
attractively its sentiment

; and Eosa Bonheur,
in her water-colonr drawings of Highland cattle^
appeals to ns in language such as we are ever
ready to hear. The animal pictures of Verboeek-

1

hoven will be subjects of interest also, from their
own intrinsic excellence, and from the fact that
the artist is, in his own country, what we English-
men, with a beautiful mixture of simplicity and
patriotism, call the Belgian Landseer; just as,
when the brilliant advent of Eosa Bonbeur set
the British world of art in motion, we showed
our great love and appreciation of her produc-
tions by immediately ceilling her the French
Landseer.

In the water-colonr collection some of our best
men are well represented. Hunt shows us the
poetiy of common nature, just precisely that
poetry which we do not look for, and which
sweetens existence to those who can see it. With
Lewis we visit the East, not as, in our youth, the
Arabian Nights led us there, but to see a literal

transcript of the life of the people, recorded with
such art as only John Van Eyck or Albert
Durer could have attempted. Let those who
have time stand before the Frank encampment
of Lewis, not for a passing moment, but for
many moments, regarding it first as a monu-
ment of the art of the 19th century, and after-
wards inch by inch to see the perfect attainment
of art power. Do not neglect to use whatever
magnifying help you have at hand, for there is

not the surface of a pebble, the feather of a bird,
or an inch of the canvas tent that is not a reali-

sation. Who is there, also, that cannot appre-
ciate, or hesitates to love the works of Birket
Foster? Wherever bright-eyed children exist
and primroses grow, he will find his appreclators,
as he has already found his subjects

;
and as

long as English people love their country and
delight in its simple beauties of hedgerow and
bank, and seacoaat and bright sky, so long will
the lovely epics of this artist be most keenly
enjoyed.

The collection of engravings is an interesting
though not exhaustive one, and Mr. W. Smith
has prefaced the list with some pertinent notes
on the history of the art. One of the earliest
specimens of wood-engraving is tho well-known
representation of St. Christopher carrying the
infant Saviour, the only impression being in
Lord Spencer’s Collection, which bears the date
of 1423. The first productions were rude, ill-

drawn, and little moie than outline. Towards
the end of that century renowned painters,
especially Albert Diirer and Lucas Cranach,
adopted the process, and by their hands, or
nnder their personal direction, were executed
those works which still excite universal admira-
tion. In fact, the former artist may be fairly

considered the founder of the art as it is now
practised.

Scarcely any attempt in line ergraving seems
to have been made as far as this country is

concerned, till about the middle of the sixteenth
century, when certain foreigners, chiefly Fleni-
ings, obtained employment in London in engrav-
ing portraits, frontispieces, and illustratioiiB to
books. In the following century, William
Faitbome, a native of London (1620—1691),
having, from his adherence to the cause of
Charles I., been compelled to live for some time
in Paris, and havirg probably worked with some
of the great engravers helbre mentioned, at-
tained remarkable excellence. His plates are
executed with consummate skill, and have a
brilliant and powerful effect. Several years
later, Hogarth (1698— 1764) again introduced
the practice of the painter engraving his own
works; and the Erglish school reached its high-
est position when Strange, Woollett, and Sharp
produced their well-known works, which, es-
pecially in the landscapes engraved by the
sec* nd, are still unrivalled.

In the present collection etchings have been
placed fiist, on account of their being the near-
est appioach to original drawings. The increase
in tho peenniary value of works of art of this
description during the last few years is enormous.
An impression of Eembrandi’s Christ Healing the
Sick in the Temple, called the Hundred Guilder
Piece, on account of its being traditionally
stated that he once sold an impression for that
sum {little more than ei'jht povnds), correspond-
ing in every respect with No. 13 in this collec-
tion, was sold by auction in London, in 1867, for
1,1S0J. In 1768, one exactly similar sold at the
Hague for 84 guilders (strew po^tnda), and there
is good reason for believing it to be the one now
in this Exhibition.
The Museum of Ornamental Art contains a

series of works remarkable for their artistic
merit, from the time of the ancient Egyptians,
or seme thoueends of years before the com-
mencement of our era, down to the present cen-
tury. An extraordinary amount of ingenious I

and clever adaptation of natural modes to the
purposes of industrial art, and a wonderful
power and delicacy of manipulation, are to be
remarked in the earliest, equally with the latest,
productions of man’s hands; and it is a noticeable
fact that, for purity and simplicity of style, for a
high and keen appreciation of natural beauty,
the ancient Greeks have still the advantage over
us of the present day. It is hoped that the ar.
tisan, especially, will carefully note the more
remarkable examples of that class in which be
may be personally interested

;
and carry away

with him, not only many valuable ideas, but an
increased sense of the estimation in which the
best specimens of artistic industry are held by
all educated persons, as affording a high idea of
the genius of the people who were able to produce
them.
We may have an opportnnity to go more into

detail hereafter, and to say something on the
remarkable improvement that is going on in
Leeds, one of the moat rapidly-growing towns in
the country. It has increased from 38,017
houses and 172,258 inhabitants in 1851, to
46,168 houses and 207,138 inhabitants in 1861

;

while now it is estimated that there ai'e about
65,000 houses and upwards of 240,000 people in
the borough. While this has been going on,
changes equally noticeable have been taking
place in the appearance of the streets and build-
ings. With very few exceptions, previously to the
erection of the Town Hall, there was scarcely a
public building that could lay any claim to ar-

chitectural beauty. Of the buildings that have
been reared any length of time, only two or
three had any pretensions to architectural
merits, while even their merits were of a very
shadowy description. As the inhabitants, how-
ever, gradually realised the beauty and sym-
metry of their hall, they erected the new and
handsome buildings which now adorn what was
at one time one of the most prosaic and ill-built

towns in the country. Not only have the volun-
tary subscriptions of the public being generously
given during the past ten years to provide
buildings better adapted to the growing wants
of the hospitals, more in accordance with the
teaching of science, and calculated, while alle-

viating suffering and distress, to contribute to
the adornment of tho town, but they have been
as freely extended to agencies whose chief object
is the cultivation of man’s mental powers. The
destroyer of all external beauty in the town is

smoke] hut as we do not desire to end these
remarks with a grumble, we will take some other
occasion to issue our counter-blast.

CEDAR AND ITS RELATIONS.

Thebe are certain material objects in this

world which possess, in our opinion, more
inherent interest—more poetry and even philo-

sophy—than can possibly be extracted from the
study of numerous families of the human race.
A good deal, of course, lies in the association.

That metallic snbstance which we call gold is,

for instance, of far greater human interest

—

particularly regarding the subjects with which
it may he correlated—than the anthropology of
the Zulu Caffres or the dusky natives of the
Gold Coast. And wo are quite sure that most
people would prefer a practical acquaintance
with the history of the mineral to that of the
men. It is upon this principle that we have
chosen this week to give our readers a disqui-

sition upon a well-known tree, rather than excite
any discussion, which at one time we felt

tempted to do, concerning the aboriginal savages
whose skulls ore said to be imbedded in the
glacial drift.

And the tree which 'we have chosen for our
subject is the Cedar,—the very name of which
recalls the most vivid impressions of the grandeur
and glory of the chosen people of the Lord.
Certainly, the cedar is of all trees the most
renowned of Scriptural history. It bears the
same relation to Syria and Palestine that the
ock does to the British empire. Who has not
heard of the cedars of Lebanon P Who does not
know of the exquisitely beautiful and solemn
passages of Hebrew poetry to which they supply
the metaphors ? When the sacred historian of
the kings of Israel wishes to convey to his
readers an adequate impression of the wisdom
of Solomon he is not satisfied with the simple
asseifion that his wisdom excelled that of all

the children of Egypt; that he was wiser than
all men—than Ethan the Ezrahite, for example,
and the sons of Mahol

;
that he spake three
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thousand proverbs and a thousand songs
;
but

he adds, by way of a crowning illustration,

that “he spake of trees .from the cedar tree

that is in Lebanon even unto the hyssop that

Springeth out of the wall.” *

Similarly, the Prophet Isaiah, in threatening

confusion to the kings and nobles of their back-

sliding people, does so under the similitude of

levelling with the dust the cedar of Lebanon
and the oaks of Bashan.t “ Behold !” says Eze-

kiel, in his denunciatory comparison of Pharaoh
to the late Assyrian empire ;

“ the Assyrian was
a cedar in Lebanon,” &c. J In short, we may sum
np the symbolism of the cedar in the poetry of

the Old Testament by eayiog that it was used
in its strength as an emblem of wisdom, power,
dominion, and prosperity} in its fall as a fitting

illustration ofportentous calamity and desolation.

It must not, however, be supposed from what
we have written that cedar is the most import-

ant tree in Syria in an economical point of view.

We must not overlook the olive (OZea ewopaa).
The palm and tho olive are almost indispensable
to tho comfort and even the existence of tho mass
of the community. Bread, oil for cooking, oil for

lamps, paper, soap, are the produce of the olive.

Indeed, the olive is to tho modern Arab what
the fish-oil is to the Esquimaux,—it is his all in

all. Hence the general lamentation over a
failure of the olive harvest} and hence the ex-

pression of tho prophet who says, “ Although
the labour of the olive shall fail . . . yet I will

rejoice in the Lord” (Hab. iii. 17, 18). Norsbould
we pass by without a single allusion to the
Oriental or Syrian sycamore.§ The Syrian syca-

more, indeed, is the true type of the plain,

as contrasted with cedar, which is the best

type of the mountain trees of Palestine. It is

easily propagated. It strikes out roots with
great rapidity and to a vast depth. Its ample
girth, its wide-spread arms branching off from
the parent trunk only a few feet from the
ground, and its enormous roots (it has no ten-

drils) are in every respect suitable to tho light,

porons, sandy soil, and the variable, often tom-
pestuons climate. The natives say tho syca-
more bears seven crops of figs in the year. Bub
it varies in this respect. The wood is soft and
of little value. This is implied in various pas-
sages of Scripture. Thus in Isaiah (ix. 10) it is

said, “ The sycamores are cub down, bub wo will

change them into cedars and in the days of

Solomon it is also said, “ He made cedars to be
in Jerusalem as the sycamore trees that are in

the vales for abundance.” It is a tender tree,

and flourishes immensely in sandy plains and
warm vales } but cannot boar tho hard cold
mountain. A sharp frost will kill them, which
agrees with the fact that they were killed by the
frost in Egypt. (Ps. Ixxviii. 43-'17.) Of these
three trees, however,—the olive, the sycamore,
and the cedar,—there can be no question but the
greatest historical and ecclesiastical interest
belongs to the cedar.

The cedars of Lebanon have been celebrated
from the very dawn of history for their beauty
and magnificence, as well os tho excellence and
durability of their timber. Tho dark natural
evergreen hue has obviously given rise to tho
names (L., Codrus; Gr., Kedros; Heb., Kadar,
literally, “to be dark”). Geaenius seems to
indicate that the Hebrew root signifies also
“coiled,” or “ compresied }” that, in fact, the
term is expressive of a mighty and deeply-
rooted tree. Both etymologies, it may be con-
ceded, are correct} and its splendid foliage,
and the rich perfume of its timber, are the
qualities upon which it depends for the universal
and long-continued estimation in which it has
been held. It belongs to the natural order
Coniferix, the Pinus cedrus of the older botanists,
bub it is now ranked by modern phytologists in
tho genus Abies (fir)} or in the genus Larix
(laroh), by that school, who make Laris a dis-
tinct genus from Abies; or, finally, it is held
by some to bo the type of a genus Cedrus—dis-

tinguished from Larix by its evergreen leaves
and carpels separating from the axis—which
has received the appropriate name of Cedrus
Libani. Although in foliage, and to some extent
in its physiological character, the cedar resem-
bles the common larch, it differs extremely in
form and habit. Its stem boars almost from
the ground, where tho trunk frequently splits
into quarters, irregularly placed branches, often

* 1 Kings, iY. 33—36. f Isaiali ii, 13.

t Ezefc. sxxi, 3.

§ This tree must by no means be confounded with the
80 called sycamore of Europe, which is a species of maple.
The Syrian syeamore {Ficim ii/camorut), is a lig-tree, and
alliud to the india-rubber plants of our greenhouses.

of prodigious size and expanse, which again

divide irregularly into branchlets. The cones
are erect, oval, and rounded at both ends in a
semicircle, about 4 in. long by 3 in. in diameter,

requiring two years to come to maturity
}
and

clinging to the parent tree for years before their

scales fall off and the seeds are set free. Bnt
we need not pursue the technical description.

"We shall only add here, that on its native moun-
tains cedar is often found at the base of the
highest peaks, at an altitude sometimes of

8.000 ft. above the level of the sea.

It is, indeed, on the loftier ranges of Lebanon,
we are told by a recent traveller,* that the

tree Scriptural cedar flonrishes} and he has
repeatedly followed the wildest of the routes,

with or withont a path, clinging to the shelving

declivities with a wilderness of rooks and ravines

sinking away westward down to the sea. The
plateau where tho cedars grow is more than
6.000 ft, above the level of the Mediterranean}
and above and around are gathered the very
loftiest and greyest peaks of the Lebanon moun-
tains. The forest is not large, containing not

more than 500 trees, great and small, grouped
irregularly on the sides of shallow ravines, which
mark the birthplace or fountain of the Kadisha,
or the Holy River. Bnt, although the space
covered by the trees is nob large, yet whenever
one gets fairly within the grove, and beneath the
giant arms of those old patriarchs of a hundred

' generations, there comes a solemn hush upon
the soul like an enchantment. “ Climb into one,

and you are delighted with a succession of ver-

dant floors spread aronnd the trunk, and gradu-
ally narrowing as you ascend. The beautiful

cones seem to stand upon or rise out of this

green flooring. I have gathered hundreds of

these cones for friends in Europe and America}
and you will see them in private cabinets more
frequently than any other memento of the Holy
Land.”

There is much discrepancy in the statements
of different authorities with regard to the number,
variety, and age of the trees, as well as the extent

of ground which the grove embraces. Dr. Thom-
son, whom we have just quoted, says, about half a
dozen acres} others say, three-quarters of a
square mile. Again, some travellers suppose
that most of the trees in the grove may be 200
years old }

several between the ages of 400 and
800 years} and twelve trees in particular, whoso
age is incalculable

} seven standing very near
each other

;
three more a little farther on,

nearly in a line with them
}
and two on the

northern edge, not observed by any recent tra-

: vellers, excepting Lord Lindsay, who says these
' are respectively 63 ft. and 49 ft. in cirenmfer-

ence. On this head Dr. Thomson remarks that
it is not easy to draw any such line of demarka-
tiou. The girth of the largest is more than 41 ft.

}

tho height of the highest may be more than
100 fc. There is, in point of fact, a complete
gradation of small and comparatively young
trees to tho very oldest patriarchs of the forest.
“ I counted 443, great and small, and this cannot
be far from the true number.” Even this group,

however, is not uniform. Some are struck down
by lightning

;
some are broken by enormous

loads of snow }' some are torn to fragments by
the terrific tempests that sweep over Lebanon
like a tornado

}
and finally, even the sacrilegious

axe is often lifted np against them. But, on the
other hand, young trees are constantly springing
np from the roots of the old ones, and from the

' seed of ripe cqnes infant cedars in thousands
may be seen springing from the soil. As the
grove is wholly unprotected, and greatly fre-

' queuted both by men and animals, these are, of

j

course, quickly destroyed. But this simple fact

demonstrates the possibility of increasing the

propagation to any extent, and undoubtedly the

whole of the upper terraces of Lebanon might be
covered, as of old, with groves of this noble tree

}

and might again furnish the timber for other

temples and other “ houses of the forest of

Lebanon !

”

Upon, tho whole, then, it may be stated with
regard to those celebrated trees which once
flourished in the forest of Lebanon, that only a
very few now remain. They are also more re-

markable for tbeir girth than their stature, and
their age cannot be accurately determined. The
rules by which botanists determine the age of

trees are not applicable to these ancient cedars

}

for their stems have ceased to grow in regular
concentric rings, and they owe their prolonged
existence to the superior vitality of a portion of

• Dr. Thomson, an American writer. Vide “ The Land
and Ihe Book," 8yo. Edinburgh : Helson. 1865.

their bark which has survived the decay of the
rest. Russeger, a well-known German botanist,
is inclined to suppose that the age of these
Scriptural trees may possibly number 2,000
years,—a term, we may add, that would not
carry us back even to the era of the last of the
Old Testament prophets. As to their dimen-
sions, there are at this moment larger trees every
way, and much taller, on the banks of the Ohio

}

and the loftiest of the present cedars in Lebanon
might take shelter under the lowest branches of
the Californian pines.

Maundrell, who visited them on Sunday, the
9th of May, 1697, observes in his valuable book,
which is too little known by modem com-
mentators,—

*

“ Despairing of any other opportunity, I made another
attempt thia day to aee the cedars and Canobino. HaTiog
gone for three hours across the plain of Tripoli, I arriyed at
the foot ofLibanus, and from thence continually ascending,
not without great fatigue, I came in four houra and a half
to a small village called Eden, and in two hours and a half
more to the cedars. These noble trees grow among the
enow near the highest parts of Lebanon, and are remark-
able as well for their age and largeness as for those frequent
allusions made to them in the Word of God. There are
some of them very old, and of a prodigious bulk; and
others, younger, of a smaller size. Of the former I could
only reckon up sixteen

;
but the latter are very numerous.

I measured one of the largest, and found it 13 yards 6 in,

in girth, and yet sound, and 37 yards in the spread of its

boughs [diametrically ?]. At about five or six yards from
the ground it was divided into five limbs, eaefi of which
was equal to a great tree.”

In addition to thia, Mr. Hartwell Horne,

f

tolls us, that in the year 1550 the old Scriptural
cedars are stated to have been twenty-eight in

number} in 1575, twenty-four ;
in 1600, twenty-

three
}
in 1738, fifteen

}
in 1810, twelve

}
and

finally, in the year 1818, when they wore visited

by Mr. Rae Wilson, they were reduced to seven !

This traveller described the few which he
observed as being about 15 ft. in height, and
twisted together } and moreover, that instead of
spreading out their branches with a natural
irregularity, their outline was confined to one
uniform pyramidal cone (p. 89).

Before proceeding to describe tho applications
of cedar, we may say a few words with regard
to the soil and climate of Lebanon. In the first

place, the name Lebanon itself signifies white,

and was applied either on account of the snow
which during a great part of the year covers its

whole summit (Tacitus, Hist., v. 6), or on account
of the white colour of its limestone cliffs and
peaks. It is the “ White Mountain,” the Mont
Blanc of Palestine,—an appellation which seems
to be given, in one form or another, to the high-
est mountains in all the countries of the Old
World.J Such a geological tract of mountainous
country has, of course, its corresponding pic-

turesque scenery and variable climate. With
regard to the soil, wo can only eay that, in what-
ever soils, altitudes, and climates, whether in a
natural or cultivated state, the pine tribe, when
in luxuriant growth and perfect health, will be
found to be indigenous. The soil must be more
or less rich in natural humus,—that is, vege-
table mould combined with alluvia and rocky
ddbris, which have throughout a series of ages
been pulverising, decomposing, and accumnlat-
ing, and so prepared in nature’s laboratory as
pine food. When found in their greatest beauty
it is generally in mountainous countries; but
almost any description of soil will suit them,
excepting a soft peat or spongy marsh. Such a
soil as they require is abundantly supplied by
the decomposition of the mountains of Lebanon

;

and so fertile is this sacred ground in pine food

that it produces with equal luxuriance tho cedar
and the Scotch fir.

All modern travellers in tho East, from Lamar-
tine to Lord Lindsay, concur in lamenting the
decay of the cedars of Lebanon. We have already
pointed out what a source of national income it

might prove were the valleys protected and tho
young trees suffered to andve at maturity. But

*

unless a wiser and more provident Government
control the country, such a result could hardly
be realised

;
and, indeed, the whole forest will

gradually die out uuder the wasteful negligence
of the Turk and the Arab. Let us hope that
the Sultan will, among other reforms in. his in-

teresting dominions, see to tho protection of the

cedars of Lebanon.
Still, even in the case of their dying out, which

wo shall never contemplate, the tree will not
be lost. It has been propagated by the nut or

* “Journey from Aleppo to Jeruealem,” p. 142. Ed.
1707.

t TTJs kia “ Landscape Elustrotions of Soriptnre,”
vol. i. p. 89.

t See “ Diet, of tlie Bible," edited by Dr. Smith, art.
“Lebanon.”
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seed in many of the nohTesfc parks of Earope.
Indeed, there are more cedars within fifty miles
of London than there are on the mountains of
Syria taken together. The celebrated tree at
Sion House is now 8 ft. in diameter above the
gronnd. Even in the Highlands of Inverness-
shire it sncceeds so well that trees planted at
Beaufort Castle, the seat of Lord Lovat, in the
year 1783, are now 3 ft. or 4 ft. in diameter. We
all know how the great Lord Chatham conceived
a passion for cedars, and what an expense he
was at to gratify it.* Indeed, it must bo ad-
mitted that there is something singularly attrac-
tive in the very name. When Miss Braddon, in
her best novel, chooses for her scene of action a
villa named “The Cedars,” we can all under-
stand the motive which influenced the autho-
ress. Ihe oaks, the hollies, the beech-woods,
the laurel-grovea, have had their dayj but t/ie

cedar blooms fresh as a perennial spring flower.
We have thus briefly and imperfectly sketched

the outlines of the most interesting portions of
the natural history and associations of the
cedar. In another article we shall describe
some of its loading economical applications.

DOMESTIC ARCniTECTUKE OF MEXTCO.f

covered corridor round the inner side of the
building, and an approach to the rooms.
The walls are smoothly finished, and colonred

in some delicate tint, and the exterior is fie-

quently ornamented with grotesque figures, or
figures of animals, painted in prominent places
upon them, and also to imitate plinths, string-
courses, cornices, &c.
The principal apartments occupy the front of

the buildings, and the wings form the chambers,
which are lighted by windows opening into the
corridor; the windows in front are large, and
open down to the ground, and are protected out-
side by an iron guard railing, sometimes plain,
and at others elaborately ornamented, and the
inside is closed in with shutters.
Of course, the shutters being open daring the

day, the air circulates freely through the apart-
ments. The inside rooms are sometimes white-
washed, and sometimes colonred with colours of
a delicate tint, and a few of them are occasion-
ally left plain, while others are highly orna-
mented with wreaths or scrolls of flowers, formed
in imitation of the beautiful indigenoos flowers,
or other designs, which has a very pleasing,
chaste, and even elegant appearance, and forms
a striking contrast to many of our rudely-
designed and roughly-executed paper-hangings,
with which we delight to cover the walls of our
houses, but even these begin to show symptoms

There are two or three descriptions of town of improvement in that respect. The dexterity
houses erected in the Mexican cities: there is I

these colonrers or plasterers display in the
the town residence or casa grande of the broad- !

colouring and finishing ofi" an apartment is
acred Mexican don, erected of large capacity, ' something to be wondered at, considering the
with ground-floor and floor above; another .

n&tnral indolence of the Mexican. The stencil
house of equal area, of one floor only, used for a plates are cleverly and nicely cut out of card
similar purpose

;
and another of similar space,

j

board, and are well and correctly applied, repre
that is converted into one or more residences senting the different colours of flowers, fruits, or
for a lower class of the population,—clerks, animals, with considerable accuracy and artistic
shopmen, and others

; and stores, or “ tiendas,”
j

effect.

are sometimes made in the corner rooms or the
j

The floors of the houses are usually covered
front rooms of the building. with red quarry tiles, also the corridor, and the
We will now proceed to describe the latter.

,

yards are generally paved with small boulder
The ground plan is generally square or rectan- paving-stones

; but in many instances small
gnlar

; the outer part of the area of the plot is gardens are formed in the centre of the open
built upon, and the inner part is left open for ' apace, planted with the beautiful evergreens and
the purposes of a yard. The entrance is through flowers that flourish in the country, and adding
» gateway in the middle of the front, thoueh

|

^ redeeming feature of peculiar interest and
there are accesses through the store

; and the
part of the building that is not occupied by the
proprietor of the store is divided into a series of
apartments that are rented by others; and the
one room serves for living-room and bedroom, a
cot being fixed in the corner of the room.
These are generally erected of the usual sub-

delight to the otherwise rather poor and meagre
aspect of the place.

The rear part of the block of building is

usually occupied as the kitchen, scullery, stables,
&c., as previously described in the case of the
hacienda.

But the principal bnildings of a Mexican city,
stantial style,—thick rnbble walls, covered with &fter the cathedral, chnrches, and nunneries are
an overhanging roof and red tiles; large windows
opening down to the ground, protected by iron
guards and shutters; and the inside is white-
washed, and but rarely ornamented.
The whole aspect of the building is bare and

comfortless
;
but as the Mexican spends little of

his time in his casa, that does not disturb hie
complacency; he can ride out and do a little

j

brigandage, or attend the store, or while away
his spare hours in the fascinations of the billiard-
room, or at the card-table, and win his pools of
dazzling dollars.

There is a kitchen common to all the occu-
piers of the casa, in which their coffee, tortillias,

and frijoles may be cooked
; but they do not

trouble it very frequently, as they breakfast
about 10 a.m. and dine late in the evening, and
these two meals a day are generally made to
suffice for the wants of nature. About middle
day cakes and sweetmeats are carried ronnd to
the hoDses, in which the Mexicans freely in-
dulge

;
and this, we suppose, is intended for

their luncheon.
The “ casa medio ” is a building of somewhat

more pretension than the one just described; it

is likewise built on a square plan, the outer
space being covered and the inner area open
to the lieavens

; the yard is usually approached
through a gateway in the centre of the building,
closed in with a good substantial gate.
The walls are thick and strong, and roofed in

with overhanging eaves, the outer eaves being
nsed to cover the sidepath, and the inner one
made wider, supported on pillars, to form a

* He then sold Hayes and took possession of a villa at
Hampstead, where he again began to porebase houses to
the nght and left. In expense, indeed, he vied daring
this part of bis life with the wealthiest of the conquerors
of Bengal end Tanjore. At Borton Pynsent he ordered a
great extent of ground to be planted with cedars. Cedars
enough for the purpose were not to be found in Somerset-
shire. They were, therefore, collected in London, and
sent down by land-carriage. Belaya of labourers were
mred, and the work went on all night by torchlight.

—

I tde Hacaulay't “ Critical and Sittorical Ettayi “ i7ie
Earl of Chatham."
t See pp. 7 end 292, ante.

described, is undoubtedly the town mansion, or
“casa grande,” of the Senor Don of Mexico,
and there are many of them of considerable
extent and pretentions to architectural display.
The ground-floor of these bouses are similar

to those above described, but there is another
story or floor above it; and the approach to the
upper floor is effected by means of staircases
from the inner corridor of the buildings.
The fronts of these buildings are supported on

arches and pillars, which suppoit a gallery or
corridor above, and form a covered way be-
neath similar to the rows in Cheater; and these
pillars and arches are continued to the story
above to support the usual overhauging roof,
which in this case is made much wider, and the
spaces between the pillars on the ground-floor
are left open to the street, but above ornamental
balnstrades are fixed between the pillars as a
protection to the gallery, and for architectnral
and artistic effect.

There is also some architectnral display at
their gateways; on each side are ornamental
pillars, with suitable bases and capitals, con-
nected together with a well-turned arch, and
above the archway is erected a pediment giving
a finish and an effect to the whole, and a strong,
well-executed gate closes in the main entrance.
The window openings are also highly ornamented
with well-designed and sometimes rich iron rail-

ings, and the windows have usually the luxury
of glass, and are closed in with large and mas-
sive shutters.

In the interior of the area or courtyard is

rather an elaborate and imposing display of pil-
laredand arched arcades, tier upon tier, connected
together with tastefully designed and ornamental
balustrades to protect the gallery and the open-
ings to the staircases : this elevation is sur-
mounted with an ornamental eaves-board.
The pillars of many of the buildings are deco-

rated with well-ezecnted bases and ornamental
capitals, and the arches of these arcades on the
upper floor are sometimes partially or wholly
filled in with trellis work, in which are trained

and entwined the beautiful creeping plants that
flourish in that glowing clime: there is sus-
pended in graceful festoons the many coloured
convolvulus, the chastely white clematis and
jessamine, the bright Virginian creepers, and
others of Nature’s floral gems that revel in wild
luxuriance and magnificence in the recesses of
their forests, and are very properly brought
forth, and beautifully and usefully applied to
minister to the luxury, the refiuemeut, and hap-
piness of man.
The upper floors of these “casa grandes” are

used as drawing, dining, and general reception
rooms, in the front part; the sides and ends are
nsed as chambers, and the lower apartments are
need as domestic offices, servants’ apartments,
kitchens, stables, coachhouses; in fact, to ac-
commodate the whole of the servants of the
establishment.
The open inner area, as in all Mexican

houses, is nicely paved over, except the centre
part, which is devoted to a pretty and pictu-
resque garden, in which are cultivated all the
choice and beauteous flowers and plants of the
tropics, and even some of those of European
origin, the graceful evergreen trees and endless
blooming flowers giving it at all times a bright
and pleasing appearance, and formiog oneof the
most delightful and interesting objects con-
nected with the domestic architecture of Mexico.

In the centre of the area that is devoted to
the flower-garden is erected a fountain, throw-
ing out cool and refreshing jets of sparkling
water

; these are conveniently fixed and arranged
for watering the plants, to cool the heated atmo-
sphere of the enclosed area, and to afford at all

times a supply of water to the house, and also to
the horses, mules, and other animals kept at the
establishment.

The decoration of the exterior of these build-
inga is generally of an elaborate and costly
character, but of the same style os previously
described

; and the interiors of the apartments
and galleries are also profusely ornamented
according to the taste and character of the
occupant, and the means he has at his com-
mand, which are now in many casesmuch reduced
from the effects of the unsettled state of the
country, and the anarchy and commotion that
have so long prevailed there

;
but still, there are

isolated cases of better fortune.
In the fronts of those large houses where the

pillared and arcaded plan is not adopted they
are frequently architecturally decorated with
elaborately designed and tastily ornamented iron
balconies, sometimes extending the whole length
of the front of the upper floor, at others made
separately for each window, and ornamental iron
bronze-work railing is nsed to protect the lower
windows that open down to the ground. These
designs are evidently the handiwork of intel-
lectual minds, well skilled in the manipulation
of iron and the fine arts, as established and
cultivated in Spain, particularly in Biscay, which
had a world-wide reputation.
The interiors of some of the Mexican resi-

dences are elegantly fitted np and sumptnonsly
furnished, the produce of the skilled bauds of
the civilized capitals of Europe; aud elaborately
carved and decorated furniture, rccTiercTi^ mirrors
and lustres, ormolu, gold, and silver ornaments,
and statuary of exquisite design and taste, adorn
their saloons and principal apartments. And
when this is said it cannot be thought that all
the wealth of Mexico had dissolved away, or been
entirely dissipated by their intestinal strife and
perpetual war, as it is upon record that when one
of the Senor Dons of Mexico resident in the
capital visited Paris, he was invited with his
Signora Donna to one of the Emperor’s state
balls at the Toileries,' the Signora was most
splendidly and elegantly attired in costly Parisian
toilet; and her display of diamonds was most
gorgeous and profose, so much so as to be the
observed of all observers, and throwing into the
shade and eclipsing even the Empress's toilet,

and that of her elegantly attired suite, and the
other splendidly dressed ladies that usually grace
those magnificent assemblies. But we suppose
it is in Mexico as in other countries, there are all

classes, rich and poor, very rich and very poor,
as the poet observes,

—

And we know in the case alluded to there is

great wealth, compriting thousands of broad
acres of rich and fertile land, and mines of
nntold wealth, with many “ haciendas,” besides
sundry “ casa grandes ” in the cities, and a
magnificent one in the city of Mexico, redolent
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witt wealth, and adorned with every imaginable
luxury.

It is not usual in warm and tropical climates
to use carpets, as the bare floors are cooler and
more agreeable, although tastily designed and
well-executed matting is sometimes used

j
but

in some of the Mexican mansions, Turkey and
other rich carpets are profusely spread, and, as if

wealth could not supply articles rich and costly
enough to adorn their apartments and embellish
their ensas, they lavish it away in these all but
useless articles.

In the “casa medio” small pieces of carpet are
used, and sometimes gay hearth-rugs are placed
on the floors opposite the windows, bounded on
each side with a row of rocking or easy chairs,
as previously mentioned, where the family and
friends assemble in the evening, as round our
own firesides, chat over the current subjects of
the day ; and, as they smoke their much-loved
cigarros and cigarettes, they swallow the smoke
and pass it out through their nostrils, and thus
mingle the graceful curls of the fumes as they
arise in blissful indolence, so dear to tbe true
Mexican.

Ic is no uncommon thing in the open inner
areas of these cusas grande to erect theatres and
concert-rooms by throwing a temporary roof or
awning over the uncovered space

;
and very good

theatrical performances and concerts take place
there, and the performances are sometimes
thrown open to the public

; but, if the proprie-
tor chooses to provide such an entertainment for
bis friends, the space is well adapted at a trifling
expense to provide the necessary accommoda-
tion, and these entertainments are usually given
on a Sunday. It strikes an Englishman as re-
markable that, after making their marketings in
the morning, afterwards attending their reli-
gious observances, they wind up the events of the
day by attending theatres, ooucorts, and even
billiard-rooms, in tbe evening.

Truly they must be a happy and self-com-
placent people, that can make their religious
duties fit on and chime in so easily with their
ordinary worldly affairs, as to traflSo in the
morning, attend with lowly brow and bended
knee their noon-day prayers and evening vespers,
and indulge in full-dress costume theatrical and
musical performances, and oven gambling, in
tbe evening : this is their custom, but it is one
more honoured in the breach than in the ob-
servance.

The stores or " tiendas ” of the city are nu-
merous, and they vie with each other in making
a good display of their wares and merchandise

j

but it is a kind of mongrel trade they carry on ;

for instance, at a drapery establishment you oan
purchase ironmongery, cutlery, tools, stationery,
shoes, &C. ; at a grocery establishment, a similar
medley

j at a druggist’s, all kinds of drugs and
oils; and one “Simon Pure” having purchased
a quantity of petroleum from the United States,
advertised the sale of it as “ gas !

” brilliant gas !

and tho_ poor benighted Mexicans absolutely
bought it as the veritable gas, and were much
annoyed to find they were deceived.
Tbe butchers’ shops are situated in several

parts of the city, and are not, in hot climates,
very desirable as neighbours; the cattle they
kill the previous evening, and cut them up iu

early morning’s market.
The cattle are caught on the prairie bv means

of the lasso, and are brought to the place where
they are to be slaughtered, and which is set
apart for the purpose; and this place may be
easily discovered by the villanous-looking and
stinking black vultures congregating together in
the locality, watching for the opportunity to
carry away the ofi'al and filth left by the butchers,
and which they do most diligently, and thereby
discharge a very urgent and important sanitary
duty as effectual scavengers.
In the mauipulationofgold and silver ornaments,

particularly the latter, required for the saddles
and bridles, tbe Mexicans considerably excel,
and the work they turn out is very neatly and
skilfully executed, and would bear comparison
with that of more highly civilized nations

;
bnt

the metal they use is not always of the purest
character, as they employ a considerable amount
of alloy, which does not much affect its appear-
ance, but materially lessens its intrinsic value.

In saddlery and ornamental leather-work they
also considerably excel. Their saddlery is highly
ornamented and well executed, and other leather
work 18 equally good, cases for boxes, and other
articles

; but the leather is not very strong or
well tanned, and is carried a brown colour.
The fashionable hours of shopping are in the

cool shade of evening, when the shops are

brilliantly lighted up with “ Mexican gas.” At
those times you may see the dark-eyed and be-
witching eignoritas tripping gracefully along,
gaily attired iu handsome lace or other shawls
of thin material, fastened usually to a gold comb
at the back of the bead, and falling in graceful
folds over the figure; and with the handsome
and indispensable fan, with which they make a
peculiar noise to attract attention, and they
flirt it about in the public promenades, the
stores, and places of amusement. Iu the
Plaza one of the principal houses was
selected by the French army as an hospi-
tal, the plan and arrangement of the
building being very well adapted for it,

and tbe writer was informed it acted very bene-
ficially in the interest of the army, by quickly
restoring the sickly and wounded soldiers to the
ranks. The arrangement of tbe block of buildings,
with windows opened on each side, so as to
promote a current of air through them, and ap-
proached by the covered corridors on the inner
sides with the large open court-yard and the
wide gallery in the front on the first floor, served
as a place of exercise for the convalescents : the
whole building was so well arranged as if it bad
been absolutely built for such purposes, closely
approximating to tbe pavilion principle, but an
improvement upon it, as there is a wider space
between tbe blocks of buildings than is usually
adopted on tbe pavilion plan.
The selection of this building, and other army

arrangements, fully convinced the writer that
the distinguished men in command of the French
army left no arrangement incomplete, no com-
missariat service neglected, or sanitary regulation
unfilled, though many valuable lives were
sacrificed during the Mexican campaign from
the harasaing duties they had to undergo, the
marches and counter-marches often in the dead
of night over very bad roads, the deadly hos-
tility of the inhabitants, and the constant attacks
of the guerillas, and the numerous places they
had to capture by assault, which produced but
little effect upon them, and proved the pluck,
gallant bearing, and enduring materials their
soldiers are composed of, such as any nation
might be justly proud of, and fully sustain the
reputation established by their army when, at the
terrific slaughter of Waterloo, the old Imperial
Guard when conquered, overpowered, and sur-
rounded, cried out, “ The Guard dies, but never
surrenders.”

^

We venture this passing complimentary allu-
sion to the French army, from whom we
received many courtesies, and being in a fortified
city we had the opportunity of witnessing the
dexterity with which the accomplished sappers
of that army constructed their barricades, as
one was fixed opposite the writer’s casa, for the
inner line of defence, and to protect tbe approach
to the Plaza, as tbe French were much annoyed
by attacks of mounted guerilla.
The barricades were placed across the streets,

and were made with earthen (clay) works, faced
with “fascines” on both sides, formed of the
tough wood of the adjoining forests. The height
of the barricade was 5 ft. and 6 ft. wide, the
inner slope i to 1, outer 1 to 1. The works
were as closely inspected by the engineer officers
as by the writer, who took great interest in the
whole operation, although he did not much relish
the position they had chosen for their line of
defence.

The barricades, we suppose, were a necessity
in a military point of view

;
but they interfered

with and incommoded the streets, and were
a great nnisance to the inhabitants.

In addition to the many other sanitary advan-
tages enjoyed at an early period by the Mexican
people, we must not omit to mention that intra-
mural interment had been abandoned for a long
period, much earlier than has been adopted by
more highly-civilized nations. About a mile
from the city a spacious and well-arranged
cemetery was laid ont, in which are many
intereaiing monuments erected

; but, we fear,
none to record tbe last resting-place of tbe many
French soldiers who were taken to that bourne
whence no traveller returns, and whose bones
lie rotting in that distant and inhospitable land.

In drawing this article to a conclusion, we
believe we have remarked on all the salient
features of Mexican architecture, its construc-
tive details, and its sanitary arrangements and
appliances, in which we have endeavoured to
show most of its relative points of interest
and advantages; and as the original design
and laying out of these cities possess merits
which few of our towns can boast (notwith-
standing our vaunted standard of superiority and

the eminence wo flatter ourselves we have
attained in the constructive arts and sciences),
and which we might most advantageously and
worthily follow without derogating from our
national status or prestige

; and we trust we have
awakened a feeling of interest and anxiety to
know something more of the remarkable works
of this far distant country, as soon as the spirits
of peace and concord shall have paved the way
by shedding their benign influence on the nn-
settled and predatory race that now holds sway
over the extensive territory of one of the richest
and most fertile countries in the habitable
globe.

THE SCIENCE OF MAN.

Or late years the science of humanity, under
the full-sounding designation of anthropology,
has been gradually coming to the front. “ Men
admire the heights of the mountain, the mighty
waves of the sea, the high rush of the waters,
the extent of the ocean, and the tracks of the
stars, and neglect admiring themselves,” said
St. Augustin, hundreds of years ago; and the
same may be said of tbe great mass of mankind
still : nevertheless, there is a section that has
taken up the stndy of man as the grandest, most
beautiful and most wonderful in the world

; and
by its ability and earnestness, a large circle is
gradually widening out, in which its investiga-
tions, inductions, collections of facts, are viewed
with great interest. There is now an Anthro-
pological Society in London, and another in
Paris

; Frankfort-on-the-Maine has commenced
an anthropological journal

; and Cologne, Aix-
ia-Chapelle, Essen, Elberfeld, and Crefeld, have
just heard a course of thirty lectures on the newly
recognised science. Leipzig, Dresden, Hamburg,
Brunswick, Hanover, Berlin, are likewise under
instruction. A French savant, M. E. Godard,
dying in Jaffa, bequeathed in his will 5,000 francs
to the Parisian Society, the interest of which is
to constitute a biennial prize for tbe best memoir
on any subject relating to man. An inter-
national congress was held at La Spezzia in
1865, at Neuchatel in 1866, and in Paris last
year. Tbe most prominent members of the
London Society are exerting themselves to have
anthropology permanently and duly acknow-
ledged in the British Association for the Ad-
vancement of Social Science, contending that a
scientific body without this science is, in the apt
words of Dr. James Hunt, like an arch without
a keystone

;
more than one elemental work has

recently been published on the subject by its
ablest exponents, for the information of those
who are not already acquainted with its breadth
and bearings

;
in fine, man, in his natural history

relations, his physical, intellectual, and moral
aspect, is now on the eve of due study by tbe
million.

Anthropology moat not be confounded with
ethnology. Fervent followers of the former
science, indeed, affirm there is no sneh thing as
the latter

; though less exclnsive zealots agree
thatitisa branch of the superior study. Ethnology
used to be defined as the science of races, and
as it is held that there are no such things in
nature, from a scientific point of view, as
“ races,” the first deem it is time that the word
was obsolete. The term ethnography is con-
sidered more fitting to represent descriptions of
existing varieties of mankind. This, then, and
all its kindred subjects, historical and compara-
tive philology, mythology, &c., are looked npon
as branchlets only of one of the great divisions
of anthropology. The origin and destiny of man
are the Alpha and Omega of this science.
Whence came we, and whither are we going?
The latter query is of the most practical im-
portance, bnt as man’s experience shows that he
cannot get to the top of any ladder without
beginning at tbe foot of it, we are forced to take
the firstintoourgravestconsideration. Between
these two questions, however, are numbers of
facts bearing upon them from very different
directions

;
great voids that we have yet to fill

up, and contradictory evidence that has yet to
be reconciled.

People only dreaming of country cousins as the
kin with whom they may be unacquainted will
be surprised at tbe number of undreamt-of
relations the anthropologist will produce for
them. Man has zoological, geographical,
functional, historical, geological, genetic, and
progressive relations, all waiting to be recognised;
in other words, man is literally kin to all the
world. We are scarcely able, at first, to grasp
the comprehensiveness of all this

; bub by
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examining each claim, one by one, "vre come to a
realization, according to onr individual gifts, of

the scope and anblimity of the science of man.
To “ ink in ” such a vast subject, even in out-

line, would be to step too far, perhaps, out of the

art-world ; but a glance at some of the most
recent ponderings of scientific men in some of

the departments may be suggestive.

A novel question has arisen among anthropo-

logists as to the effect of soil on character. In
our own immediate walk we have seen the

theory of relationship of man to the soil applied

to the solution of the mystery of the limited

powers for ill of cholera in some localities in the
immediate neighbourhood of districts in which
the epidemic was as singularly fatal. We have
seen, too, the peculiar nature of Irish soil given
as the secret of its capabilities for horse-breeding.
Now, the question is asked whether, for example,
the character of the Scotch is an expression of

the soil of Scotland ? Mr. Cleghom advances an
opinion that it is. He finds, that wherever the
boulder clay exists in Caithness there are the

best men, the best cattle, and the best cereals
;

and where it is absent these are all of a miserable
description. Proceeding to a larger field of ob-

servation, he shows that the area of the boulder
cloy divides Scotland into two well-marked
regions, an eastern and a western, the former

j

being that of the desirable soil. The man of|

eastern Scotland is taller and bigger-headed than
the man of the west. The death-rate is lower in

the east than in the west, as is the birth-rate, in 1

accordance with the law that gives to poor com- I

munities increase, and causes luxury to be barren.

!

Aberdeenshire, our exponent argues, has turned
out more senior wranglers than all the west

—

perhaps all the rest—of Scotland, and the east
has three universities for the one in the west.
All religious revolutions have arisen in the east,

more individualism exists in the east, most men
eliminating for themselves their beliefs; whereas,
in the west the opinions of their teachers are
generally accepted. The contour of the east and
west coasts is the result of the action of the
prevalent wave-producing wind, which thus
determines the soil of the country. He suras

up, as his opinion, that the soil baa determined
the food, the food has made the race, determined
its birth-rate, legitimate as well as illegitimate,

—

its marriage-rate and death-rate, its language and
religion

;
therefore that it mnsb be allowed that

the character of the Scotch is the expression of
the soil of Scotland.

It has been said, jestingly, " What is mind ?

No matter. What is matter ? Never mind.”
The anthropologist treats of the first question as

one of the most vital importance. Among the
ancients, as is well known, the blood and the
heart were successively believed to be the pre-
sence chamber of the mind or sonl. Then Galen
adopted the brain as its seat. Eventually, helped
by the suggestions of Albrecht, Bishop ofRegens
berg, Gall and Spurzheim evolved the scheme of
craniology known as phrenology. This last

tenet is as likely to be discarded in its turn as

its predecessors. Mr. W. C. Dendy, at the last

meeting of the London Society, cited two cases
in which life existed and the mental faculties

were present after very severe mutilation of the
brain. One patient, whose skull was cracked by
a fall on a pier of Waterloo Bridge, lived for

several days after the bone was trepliined, when
a basinful of brain was removed

; and another
lived for months with his mind in good working
order after the total destruction of the left

parietal bone and hemisphere. He also in-

stanced cases of deformed skulls in which mag-
nificent minds had worked. Those of Cicero,
Bichat, and Curran, for instance, were remarkably
different from the lofty fronts of other gifted
men ; and that of Sir Walter Scott was singularly
pyramidical. Ho infers that the quality of the
brain, “ its firmness, comparative weight, and
the complexity of its convolntions, and their
secondary gyri,” is of more consequence than
the form of the case into which it is packed.
Proceeding with his anatomy of the intellect,

he thinks the non-correspondence of the two
hemispheres likely to be the cause of much of
the eccentric mental phenomena that is so
puzzling to the physician, judge, and others.
The opposition of the two hemispheres to one
another may account for indecision of character

;

for the power some writers have possessed to
scribble virtue while they were acting vice; as
well as for the degree of rationality some insane
persons enjoy.

With regard to the antiquity of man the
^thropologist finds traces of his existence and
industry, as well as remains of his body, in

geological strata, the age of which is beyond
computation. Dr. Broca, secretary to the Paris
society, writes,—“ He has lived in epochs when
the flora and fauna considerably differed from
those at present existing; he was the contera-

porary of a number of species now only existing
in a fossil state j and whosoever has formed an
idea of the slowness of such changes effected on
our globe will easily convince himself that six

thousand years constitute but a short moment
in the life of humanity.” So, instead of looking
upon man as a being degenerated from some
former excellence, he regards him as he is bound
to regard the proprietor of the rude tools and
weapons we find among his relics. The golden
age of mythology tones down before actual facts

and finds into the Stone age,—the dark and
distant period when man made shift to live

without the use of metals. To this succeeded
what is now known as the Bronze age, when he
had succeeded in making an alloy of copper and

to the arrival of the Indo-Europeans, so that the
existence of these primitive peoples might be
doubted, if their crania bad not been discovered
in the turf-pits, in the graves of the Stone period,

in the ossiferous caves, and in the diluvium.
This decisive testimony supplies the silence of
history.” Hypotheses are often opposed to each
other; and facta often accrue that destroy both.

It is admitted, for instance, on the one hand,
that civilization, with its regular subsistence
and abundant alimentation, increases both the
height and strength of man ; while, on tho
other, it is contended that civilization, being
unnatural, weakens the body, thongh it may im-
prove the mind, and under its influence man
becomes of less stature and diminished physical

powers. The Graeco-Latin people are shorter
than the Germans, Scandinavians, and Slavo-
nians, notwithstanding the latter were civilized

long after them
;

and the Baa-Bretons are

shorter than the Belgians, Normans, and Pro-

which hypothesis remains dumb and powerless.”

Citing the Darwinian hypothesis as the boldest on
record, he states that it carries ns back only to the
apparition of the first Monad : not to his origin.

The Monogenists incline to tho belief that all

human races were derived either from a single

couple or a certain number of primitive men
resembling each other

;
tho Polygenists aver

that, human types being only liable to slight

modifications, the diversity actually existing

among them must have arisen from the multi-

plicity of their origin. The modifications to

which hnman types are liable is of itself an
important subject, too lengthy to be more than
passingly indicated. How far man is altered by
centuries of exposure to climate, experience of

different modes of life, mechanical mutilation,

and deformation, is only to be seen by inspection

of an immense amount of evidence. We have,

on the part of permanence of type, the Egyptian
sculpture showing Negroes, Jews, Greeks, Mon-
gols, and Hindoos with the same characteristics

these people present at the present day
;
and we

have the still more astounding evidence of reten-
tion of type in the celebrated ’cranium of Now
Orleans, identical with that of the present Red-
skins, found in a bed beneath a series of cypress
forests successively submerged by the alluvia of

the Mississippi, indicating a period not less re-

moved than 15,OOJ years; and again we have
the case of the Gipsies who, under every condi-

tion of climate, preserve their type, presenting
the same peculiarities in Persia and other Asiatic

climes as they do round the snow-bound foot of

Cheviot ; as well as that of tho Jews. On the
other hand, there is the possibility that we
ought to count by millions of years

j
when, per-

haps, we might arrive at universal brotherhood.
Language has scarcely less permanence of type
than physical characters. The information it

gives ns concerning European races is to

the effect that a primitive people prosper-
ing in a region to the north of Persia, esta-

blished colonies and extended branches to

the borders of the Ganges on the one side,

and the shores of the Atlantic on the other,

much in the same way as we have colonised the
New World and Australia in these latter days.

We quote our Parisian anthropologist :
—“ At the

time when the Indo-European peoples first set
foot in Europe, they did not find that region
altogether deserted ; it had been occupied before
their arrival by an antochlbouons population.
There are still found, at the two extreme ends of
Europe, the Basques and the Fins, whoso lan-

guages are incontestably derived from these
autochthones, but elsewhere there remains,
neither in the language nor in the traditions,

any trace, any remembrance, of a people prior

tin, which he fashioned into implements
;
and I rentals, who were civilized long before them,

then he raised himself still higher by the dis- ! Thus the variation of statnre must be explained
covery and application of iron:— “that hard i from further scrutiny

;
as, indeed, must that of

metal which, in the language of the ancient I complexion, cephalic differences, and aptitudes,
poets, symbolised human perversity, charac- I all facts for which we are able to account but
terises, on the contrary, in the eyes of modem

^

unsatisfactorily at the present time,

science, the third age of industry, security,
j

As further proof of tho increased interest in

stability, and true civilization. It was thus by an I the study of man, we may mention that anthro-
extremely slow process that man gradually rose

j

pological tours are not now uncommon. Word
from a savage to a barbarous state, from bar- arrives at the London and Parisian centres,

barism to civilization.” The origin of man is a
|

frequently, of journeys and finds of objects re-

much more complicated question. Taking tho lating to the subject from the uttermost comers
author quoted above as a fitting representative

|

of the earth. Thus we hear of a hnman skull

of modern anthropological opinion, we find he recently found in California, at a depth of 130 ft.,

considers the investigation of origin beyond
;
in the pliocene, that far ontreaches the antiquity

science, save by concatenation of idea; “ for
|

of the flint-makers of Abbeville and Amiens; of
beyond observed facts and beyond more remote

]

arrow-heads and other primitive weapons found
facts discovered by way of induction, and still in Peru in such relation to the bones of the
more remote ones which are only approached by i mastodon as to imply that the animals had been
hypothesis, there still remain, and ever will slain by the hand of man ; of rude objects of
remain, primordial facts in the presence of art, notably a wooden idol, found on the guano

islands below the deposits of guano, which was
so completely saturated with their salts as to

have acquired the specific gravity of marble, &c.

;

and we are led to expect discoveries of value
from the present journeys of well-known anthro-

pologists on the Mosquito Coast and among the

races south of the Zambesi.
When we remind our readers that the Inter-

national Congress of Anthropology and Pre-

Historio Archeeology will be held this year in

this country, this slight indication of the chan-

nels of thought in which some of its members
have been recently travelling moy be found

useful.

THE HONESTY OF MASONRY.

We have paid tribute, recently, to the majesty

and magnificence of masonry ;
we have acknow-

ledged its poetry
;
we have indicated its occa-

sional association with magic; we now step a

few paces nearer to examine its honesty.

On the sandy plains of Egypt we find an

example that we will take for our first. In the

huge plainness, sameness, and paucity of idea, as

to everything except quantity and size, exhibited

in the form and manner of tbe Pyramids, we
may see masonry recording the fact that only

one man, say, in ten thousand, possessed the

power of mental creation when they were built.

One mind, they tell us, conceived the idea of a

monument for future ages to admire. Contem-
porary minds, at tho rate, wo have roughly

hazarded, of one in ten thousand, had developed

the pre-historie idea of setting up a stone as a

testimony, into the obelisk
;
and the author of

tbe design of the Pyramids, elaborating the idea

still further, devised the huge monumonts in

question, preserving the monolithic sentiment,

but bringing his vast resources in the way of

labour and material to bear upon its extension.

We must observe there was no division of artistic

labour possible. The one man with creative

faculty could not say to another, " Carve mo
two winged lions for this entrance,” and to

another, “Model me an embodiment of the Nile

to place in the centre of the court;” he could

only say to his ten thousand, literally, draught-

men, “ Bring stones here of this size, and pile

them up upon one another in this fashion.” The
masonry thus formed tells us this honestly.

Turn to Greece. Note the brown sward, tho

wood-clad mountains, the deep rocky gorges, the

patches of blue and white water-lilies on the

winding waters, the sweet soft breeze, the calm

full blue sky, and then look at the monuments^
of ancient Greece. There they lie on the slopes

on the plains, overturned and neglected it is
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true. Bat what do the7 not tell us of the
inexorable honesty and tho cnltivated taste
of those who built them ? The gangs of men
who dragged the stones of the Pyramids to their
arid places could not have carved yon capital,
now lying on the ground like a white blossom
from an acacia-tree,—could not have dreamt of
you crowded frieze,—could not have read yon
inscription. These fragments of sculptured
masonry tell us more, however, than the degree
of intelligence and cultivation of those who
fashioned them. Among the overturned columns,
is there one that is marble without and an in-
ferior stone within ? Among the friezes, is there
one of plaster when it purports to be stone ?

Among the inscriptions, is there one that is

painted when it purports to be incised ? Not
one. These builders were honest artists, and
dealt honestly with the wox-ld. Look at Eome.
Look over the wan, fluted, modern housetops, in
the mean streets, at the mighty sky.vaulted
Colosseum. Recoguise the bold determination
of nothing less than the firmament for the crown
of the dome of tho ringed Pantheon. Com-
pare our puny “pillars" with Trojan’s Column,
120 ft. high, composed of thirty-five blocks of
marble, soulptured with 2,500 human figures,
besides fortresses, bridges, horses, and other
objects. Think of the other amphitheatres,
temples, and columns, the triumphal arches,
the basilicas, the forums, baths, aqueducts,
tombs, and columbaria, and decide whether the
masonry of ancient Rome does not grandly, un-
snrpassingly, and honestly represent the vigour,
iutrepidity, skill, and wealth of its great people.
It gives back that which was given to it,—honesty.
If the Romans built as Strawberry-hill was built,
or as we are building much of London, their
masonry could not have borne this testimony.
One more example of honest evidence in

stones^ before we come to the corresponding
necessity of honesty in modem workmanship,
—our cathedrals. These tell ns of artistic skill
cultivated in different branches by great num-
bers of men. Reversing the position of one man
deciding how thousands of men should accom-
plish his idea, these buildings testify that the
ptincipal undertaking them, or superintending
them, divided the work into departments and
portions, and distributed tho latter to men who
had especially devoted themselves to the de-
scription of labour allotted them. We cannot
believe that the same hand that formed the
bold branching tracery of the windows, chiselled
the lace-like canopies over some of the exquisite
figures, any more than we can credit that the
band that sculptured these transcendent figures
was the same that placed tho plain ashlar work
close by or the paving stones below. It as clear
that there were multiplicity and degrees of skill
in the masonry work as it is that William the
painter was not requested to perform the work
of Johannes the smith, nor Gualterus the
plumber to execute the task of Thomas the
joiner. Thus masonry gives evidence according
to the truth, for or against us, as tho case
may be.

Consider much of our modem masonry.
Directly there occurs a gale of wind of extra
force down come tumbling many of our chimney-
stacks, like home-made aerolites, dealing death
and destrnction to all and everything suffi-
ciently near to be affected by the catastrophe.
Away go our slates, as though they were meant

t to come on and off as often as our hats. Occa-
: sionally, too, down comes a gable-end

j and still
more occasionally, fortunately, we have to record
the fallof ahouse. Take a walk down a new street

: and look at the heads of the window-openino's and
count how many show traces; of settlement! In
the older of modern streets these cracks are filled
up, and are therefore not perceptible

j
but they

I are there in far too many cases. A cracked
house may be a very good substitute for a whole
house

j bub why should we not have the latter ?
It was not in this frail manner that our Tudor,

. Jacobean, and Hanoverian brick mansions were
I erected

j neither was it in this way that castles
’ Tvere built in the days of the Normans and
I Plantagenets. Here is a bricklayer at work on
a piece of walling. Let us watch his mode of
operation. He lays a line of bricks at the inner

: edge of the wall, and another at the outer one.
' ^®P6at8 till there is a hollow recess some
half-dozen bricks deep between the two surfaces
of the wall. Into this recess he throws some
broken brick-bats, and when these level it up to
the outer edges, in a rough kind of way, be
throws over all a few courses of really proper
solid brickwork. Then he repeats the liollow
cavuity for a similar height; and finally com-

pletes the wall in these alternate courses. Is
this honest ? Is he not aiming at making the
world believe his wall is solid and strong, when
in reality it is hollow and weak ? Is not this a
deception made with bricks ?

Here is a stonemason at work building a wall.
Like the bricklayer, he is making his wall all

glorious without, but hollow within. As he goes
on he throws loose rabble into the fissure be-
tween his two surfaces, and oooasionally he
pours a pail of grout into it as well. Whore are
the bond-stones? Either left out altogether, or
put so far apait as to be of very little use. Is
this honest ? Ought not the rubble to be well
packed together, and the grout poured iu till it

is on a precise level with the edges of the outer
surfaces ? Every contrivance or omission short
of this is therefore dishonesty of workmanship.

All the arguments and ordinances applied to
design may, with equal pertinence, be made use
of with reference to workmanship. Everything
should be what it aims at being thought; that
is, nothing should pretend to be what it is not,
in the way of workmanship as in design. There
are few people now, we may presume, who would
contend that it is right to bnild a cottage to look
like a small castle, or a stable to look like a large
studio. The same principle applies to the work-
manship, which, to be honest, should be what it

seems to be. A mason ought to be able to say
at every turn of his hand, “ I helped to build
that piece of masonry, and the children of my
great grandchildren will find it as sound as I
leave it ;” not, “ Well, that’s the easiest and
cheapest way it is possible to do it, and I should
think it will last my time, at any rate." We hear
sometimes of master builders complaining that
they cannot get walling properly executed

; that
the mason will even set an ordinary stone to
stand out as though it was n bonding-stone,
rather than lift the real bond into its place.
This shows that the mason’s apprentice must
first be taught to take pride in the honesty of hia
work. Then perhaps, as a man, he will practise
it from choice. If not, he must be forced to do
so by public taste and opinion.

^

Honest masonry has had its triumphs in the
history of the world, as dishonest masonry has
had its tragedies. Consider our Mediaeval re-
mains; how many of them have been “pep-
pered” with cannon-balls, fired, stripped, loft
open to the weather, cattle, and worse; and yet
how few there are but in them some matchless
indestructible piece of masonry still stands, as
an awakening sample of the whole!. If false
construction sometimes leads to loss of life, a
strong tower has likewise saved life. Masonry
has, too, its legends and its literature. A volume
would scarcely contain the beantiful things that
have been said and written about true masoury,
not of the miserable workmanship we have de-
precated, but of the sort true men have reared
as the best that it was possible for them to do,
according to their gifts. The ancient poets, the
Medimval poets, the modem poets, have all traced
the sweetest pictures about masonry. The
“ columned town,” with
“ The high slant street, that lengthen’d on and on.
And up and up, until it touch’d the aun,"

and “the chief relics of almighty Romo” have
been painted in cadences, as well as the more
variegated graces of Medimval buildings.

“ Caatles shall be seen afar,
Tho works of the minds of giants
That are on this earth,”

sang an old Saxon poet, when he wished to
prophesy there was a “ good time coming,” feel-

doubtless, somewhat of the power, endurance,
beauty, and honesty of masonry

; and there have
been but few great poets since his dreamy pro-
phetic eyes closed that have not left us exquisite
building pieces. Sir Walter Scott, Byron, and
Wordsworth must, however, have especial men-
tion for their surpassing “ bits ” of masonry.
They seem to have revelled in stonework. But
from the hermitage to the cathedral, with its
porch full of kings and saints, from the solitary
watch-tower to the streugtb-prond castle, from
the cottage near a wood, or otherwise, to the

_

“ quaint old gable-ended house,
With oriel windows, diamond paned,
And rich oak paneUinga within,”

masonry has been beautified by song. In like
manner it has been seized and caressed by pic-
torial art. What does tho most genial and
rejoicing of painters make more of than a piece
of lichen-kissed walling ripening like corn iu the
sun ? It behoves ns, then, to let our work be
worthy of tho appreciation that has been so
bountifully awarded to that of our predecessors,

that, in due time, it may render back testimony
of us that will not put us to shame. When
King David thought to himself, “ Solomon, my
son, is young and tender, and the house that ig
to be builded for tho Lord most be exceeding
magnificent, of fame and glory throughont all
countries, I will therefore now make preparation
for it,” the first thing he did was to “ set masons
to hew wrought stonos.”

HUMIDITY AND DECAY.
THE INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS,

On May 1 2, the paper read was on “ Tho
Durability of Materials,” by Mr. Edwin Clark.
The author expressed the opinion that a series
of papers devoted, not so much to the special
application of those philosophical principles
which formed the basis of practice, as to the
consideration of the principles themselves, would
be of great interest

; as numerous questions
occurred which could be more effectually
discussed in their abstract capacity, than in
connexion with tho practical applications oat of
which they arose. Well-established fundamental
principles had been arrived at on many subjects,
which it was advisable should be definitely

recorded.

The list of materials used by the engineer was
small. It included stone and timber among
natural productions, and bricks and cement and
the metals among artificial products. It was
difficult testate, even approximately, the positive
life of either of these articles. The durability
of any material depended, not only on its own
inherent properties, but principally on the
agencies to which it was exposed

; as, for
instance, the effects due to climate.

Oq examining all the facts, and seeking some
common characteristic, it was found that among
all the causes of decay, humidity held the first

rank. The decaying influence of humidity
was evidently dependent on other coincident
circumstances. The mere pressure of water, or
even of a saturated atmosphere, was not suffi-

cient to induce rapid decay, which appeared to
be caused by humidity only under pecuHsir
conditions. One of these conditions was well
known by the popular title of dampness. The
decay caused by dampness, as in the case of
dry-rot, was as effectually prevented by the
presence of water as by a constant current of
air, whether perfectly dry, or saturated to any
degree of humidity. Damp, therefore, was not
the mere presence of moisture in the ordinary
form iu which it was held in solution by the
atmosphere. If a hygrometer were placed in
a damp situation it would simply indicate perfect
saturation

; no evaporation took place, but the
cotton covering of the wet bulb was speedily
covered by a peculiar mould, well known by its

fungus-like odour, ’and in a short time it was
converted into an impalpable powder, or ash.
Under similar circumstances, timber, leather,
paper, and all like materials, underwent the
same rapid decomposition

;
vegetable gums and

oils, that were insoluble in water, and even dry
hard paints and varnish, became soluble and
liquid. Massive timbers were rapidly dis-

integrated to tho core, entirely losing their

weight, though still retaining their form; and
they were often totally free from apparent
moisture, although at times dotted externally by
drops of brilliant water. Damp spots were,
moreover, peculiarly hygrometrio, indicating
atmospheric changes with remarkable precision,

and temporary desiccation in no way disturbed
this process. The peculiar odour which always
accompanied this condition was one of the best
testa of its existence

;
and the expression that a

room smelt damp was strictly correct. The
effects were, within certain limits, iutensified by
increase of temperature and absence of light,

and arrested by poisons destructive to vegetable
life. If this phenooemon of decay were more
closely examined, the process would be found
to resemble, iu many respects, a slow com-
bustion. The ultimate results of combustion
and decay were strikingly similar : the union
with oxygen was slowly effected, aud the
residue was more or lees diluted with foreign

substances
; but whether the bodies were

burnt, or decayed, the remains iu the ashes were
substantially identical. Decay might thus, to a
great extent, be looked upon as a decomposition,
resulting from the slow ohemical combination of
oxygen with the matters decomposed. Now, if

slow combustion were the cause of decay, and
that particular state called dampness were so
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important an accessory, the inquiry naturally

suggested itself, what connexion existed be-

tween those agencies, or in what way could

damp promote the absorption of oxygen ? In the

case of organic substances, the presence of vege-

tation in the form of fungus, or mould, was an
invariable characteristic of decay, and the de-

composing effect of all vegetable growth was
beyond question. It might be said that the

vegetable growth alluded to was the effect

raSier than the cause of decay. Doubtless the

spores of microscopic fungi followed the law of

all other seeds in vegetating only under the

peculiar conditions of soil, light, and moisture

which were adapted to their growth : damp-
ness and partial darkness, absolute quietude,

\ and even decay, might be essential to their

^

existence; and therefore it was only under such
conditions that they appeared at all. Sut,

* nevertheless, when they did appear, their pre-

I

aence rapidly accelerated the decay, and they

furnished a viial medium, capable of accomplish-

ing the observed effect—combustion, or slow

I
union with oxygen, of the substances on which

i they throve. It was probably by some such

,j
chemical vital action, the fact could be ex-

I
plained, that even the hardest rocks were

' rapidly decomposed by the growth of lichens, or

that decay should be arrested by poisons which
could exert no other influence than the preven-
tion of vegetation. It was equally remarkable,

that in the putrefaction, or rapid chemical de-

composition, of animal and vegetable substances,

the same profusion of the lower forms of animal,

as well as vegetable, organisms characterized

the phenomenon.
Whatever might be the cause of decay, mois-

ture was an indispensable element. Dry air was
incapable of decomposition. Water was a carrier

of oxygen in a potent form ; and it was only
from water, and more especially when in the

form of vapour, that the oxygen necessary for

decay could be obtained. The durability of tin

and iron roofs in Geneva and St. Petersbnrg
was due to the absence of moisture ; and the

{

importance of some shelter for timber, and of.

thorough ventilation wherever it was employed
in this moist climatd, was a necessary corollary.

TESSELATED PAVEMENT, CANTERBURY.

A SHORT time since, in carrying out some ex-

tensive drainage works in this city, a fine

specimen of Roman tesselated work was found
in Burgate-street. It lay about 7 fc. below the

surface of the present road;, and, from the
evidence of burnt materials immediately above
it, it probably owed its preservation, through
fifteen or sixteen centuries, to the fact that the

fire which destroyed the dwelling of the Roman
citizen, whether accidental, or designedly occa-

sioned by the hands of barbarian invaders, had,

by the falling in of the roof and walls, caused
the preservation of the pavement, and secured

it from all subsequent injury.

When first opened to view by the labonrers’

spade, the colours were particularly vivid. The
internal and more elaborate portion was bor-

dered by red tesserm, within which was a rec-

tangnlar border about 6 in. wide, having, in red

and white, alternate diamond-shaped figures and
right-angled designs. Within this was a thin

border of black or dark purple layers of tile,

aboot 1 in. wide, forming a second square. To
this a smaller circle or border succeeded, the

' space between the two borders being ornamented
with scroll-like designs of small tesserso of red,

yellow, white, and black. On a white ground,
within this, on an oval field about 16 in. in

diameter, was designed a two-handled goblet or

vase. This object was evidently taken from
some silver or metallic type, as it has no resem-
blance to any glass or earthen vessel of Roman
workmanship ; indeed, an attempt had evidently

been made to show a metallic Instre or reflexion

by the artist, in the manner in which he had
designed a streak of white tiles on the surface

of the goblet.

Its other component parts were red, yellow,

and black tesserm. The high arched handles

were of black; the stand was also composed of^

black tesserso. The square containing the central

figure was 2 ft. 8 in. in width.

Stepping off this pavement about a foot lower
down, lay a portion of another, of less elaborate

design
; the tiles being of white and black only,

of a kind of lozenge pattern : it might have
formed the entrance to a hall or part of the
hypocaust of the Roman house. Some time

was spent in making further search,’ which
was, however, much impeded by the neigh-

bourhood of one of the main sewers of the

city.

It is intended to restore and preserve this

pavement for the Canterbury Musenm, being

the only relic almost, from the extensive drainage

works now nearly completed, which has a chance
of being obtained for the city.

Thanks are due to the Mayor of Canterbury
for the readiness with which he seconded the

exertions made to secure this ancient work, and
also to Mr. G. W. Piddink and Mr. John Hall,

surveyor of the city, for their personal exertions

in resening and preserving these interesting re-

mains of the Roman occupation of Canterbury.

JouN Brent, F.S.A.

comb. The mayor remarked that they were
doing their best to secure a contractor who would
perform the work properly, and that he hoped
shortly to be able to give some definite informa-

tion on the point. Mr. Ward complained that

people in the street could name the contractors,

and knew all about the matter, while the mem-
bers of the corporation were kept in ignorance.

The Mayor answered that he did not know how
the people got the names, for that he had given

them to nobody
;
and Aid. Nicks observed, “ I’ve

tried everywhere to get the list of names with the

amounts, and haven’t succeeded till I got into

this room this morning.” The council then went
into committee on the Witcomb matter.

SANITARY MATTERS.

Fever among the Irish in Southwar'k.—Mr.
Edwards, inspector of nuisances to the St.

George’s District Board of Works, has appeared
before the Police Magistrate for an order to re-

move several poor persons attacked with fever,

from their lodgings in Brent’s-court, High-street,

to the workhouse (projorma on their way to the

Fever Hospital). Applicant stated that a few
days before fever broke out in Brent’s-court,

which consists of a number of small houses,

densely populated with Irish families, there

being as many as six or seven persons in each
room. About a week before one of them died in

the Fever Hospital, and the relatives had the

corpse brought back to No. 19, Brent’s-court,

for the “wake” to take place. It was kept

there some days, and visited by scores of Irish,

the result of which was an alarming spread of

fever in the locality. Several were in a very

bad state, and unless removed at once the cala-

mity would be very serious. The order was
granted.

The Epping Drainage Question.—A largely

attended meeting of ratepayers interested in the

new district, formed for sanitary purposes, has

been held at Epping Police Station for the pur-

pose of electing a committee, delegating certain

powers to such committee, and electing an
officer to act under the direction of the commit-
tee. After a long discussion a committee was
appointed.

Witham Drainage and Water Supply. — A
numerously attended meeting of ratepayers has

been held at Witham, for the purpose of meet-
ing Mr. Rawlinson, the Government engineer,

who had been sent down by the Home Office to

bold a semi-official inquiry on the important
subjects of drainage and water supply. The
plans of the Local Board had been inspected by
Mr. Rawlinson, and reported upon by him to the

Home Secretary. Mr. Rawlinson said the two
plans under consideration would go before the

General Board of Health, who would, probably,

send them to him to report upon, and he should
then go into the details, and send his report to

the Home Secretary, who would, no doubt, for-

ward a copy to Witham.
Malvern Link Sewage.—A report by the com-

mittee on this sewage was some time since pre-

sented at a public meeting, held in the Link
Hotel. It stated that, until the local authority

was clearly ascertained, it would be premature
to take any action in the matter, and then the

cost would come under consideration. The com-
mittee advised that prompt measures should be
taken to divert the sewage which now fiows

from the lower sewer', into Newland Brook (and

which has given rise to Earl Beauchamp’s
actions), and that every precaution should be
taken to prevent the streams from being polluted

throughout the district. The committee re-

gretted that Earl Beauchamp had not yet thought
fit to accept an invitation of the ratepayers to

nominate a gentleman to represent him on this

committee. The committee offered the sugges-

tions in their report for the consideration of their

neighbours, in order that the question might be
fully discussed and any plans fully matured
before expenses were incurred, and in the

hope that some united action might forth-

with be taken, to save the neighbourhood
from being involved in litigation with Earl

Beauchamp.
Gloucester Waterworks: the New TTor&s at Wit-

comi.—Minutes presented at a recent meeting of

council showed that the waterworks committee
bad been busy examining and inquiring as to the

sixteen tenders received for the construction of

the new reservoir and the other works at Wit-

PARIS.

We mentioned about two years ago that there

were, over a doorway in the Rue du Four Saint

Germain, No. 63, and at No. 6, Rue aux F6ves,

two bas-reliefs of stone of the sixteenth century,

representing Susanna at the fountain : thehonsos
have been now cleared away for the Ruo de
Rennes.
Some of the old sign-boards,—or, rather, en-

signs,—were very quaint, especially in this

quarter ;
Ruo des Cannettes, a bas-relief in

stone representing Cannes" (wild docks) swim-
ming in a pond. Rue du Cherche-Midi, a person

drawing a snn-dial, bas-relief. Rue de la Ilarpe,

corner of the Place Saint Michel, King David
singing and accompanying himself on the instrn-

ment after which this street was called. In the

Rue du Dragon, No. 24, a furnished hotel took

for a sign a remarkable dish, by Bernard de

Palissy, representing the victory of Samson over

the lion. Near there is a dragon sculptnred

over the entrance to the Passage du Dragon.

This passage now leading from the Rue de

Rennes to the Rue da Dragon is not doomed to

destruction, and seems to date from the seven-

teenth century. In it is established a colony of

blacksmiths and iron founders, particularly of

stoves. In passing through we have often re-

maiked park-gates and wrought balcony railings

of excellent vrorkmanship and design. Iron bed-

steads are also manufactured there in great

numbers.
The new Hdtel Dieu is appearing above

ground level. Our readers are aware of the

depth to which the foundations are carried, so

as to insure a firm footing for the masonry,

which is of the most massive character and well

laid. The Palais de Justice is nearly completed.

We have often remarked an excellently well

sculptured arch over the Rue de Nazareth, which
established a communication between the Hotel

des Comptes and the Gallery of -Archives. The
arch and the whole soffit rest upon eight con-

I

soles, four of which are ornamented with heads

.
of satyrs, and the others with female heads,

I

bearing each a crescent on the forehead. Panels

j

and heads of angels fill up the spaces between

j

the consoles. On the keystones of the arch on

I

each side there are masks and laurel branches

;

1 on the spandrels, four small figures, holding

palm branches. An attic story, with Ionic

pilasters, was erected on this arch in the seven-

teentb century. A stone, on which is inscribed

in Gothic characters, that one of the buildings

: of the ancient domain was erected in 1486, may
be seen embedded in the wall of the grand

j

staircase of the Palais of the Cour des Comptes,

j

where they now reside. This was probably the

date of the arch in question,

A very melancholy event took place a few

days ago near Nantes. We all remember the

little steam pleasure-boat which M. Ariel

brought to the Paris Exhibition last year, and
the many pleasant trips be gave to his friends

between the Pont Royale and the Champ de

Mars. The sad occurrence happened as fol-

lows. M. du Chalard, engineer-in-chief of the

French navy ; M. Marin, lieutenant de vais-

seau, chief of the traffic of the port; and M.
Ariel, were making experiments in the small

Bteam-yachb when the boiler blew up, near

Roche-Maurice. M. Du Chalard was killed and
thrown into the water. The boat sank at once,

leaving MM. Marin and Ariel to swim for their

lives : fortunately they gained the river bank.

The news spreading at once to Nantes, M. Broca,

captain of the port, at once proceeded, with

proper apparatus, to the rescue of the party.

MM. Marin and Ariel being placed in safety,

the boat was raised, also the engine, beside

which the body of M. Du Chalard was
found.
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SCHOOLS OF AKT.

The Gloucester and Stroud Schools.—The re-

sulta of the examiaations condacfced by the

committeea of these schools in March last have

been communicated to them by the Grovernment

Department of Science and Art. They are such

as are extremely creditable to the schools. At

Gloncester, of forty students "who sat for exami-

nation thirty-one were successful. In freehand

drawing, of twenty-eight who sat, twenty-three

were successful ; in model drawing, of eight who
sat, seven were successful

;
in geometry, of five

who sot, three were successful
j
but in perspec-

tive, of four who sat, only one was successful.

At Stroud, of the thirty-five candidates who sat,

twenty-two were successful. In freehand draw-

ing, of twenty-five who sat, twenty-two were
successful. In model drawing, of seventeen who
sat, ten were successful; and in'geometry, of five

who sat, four were successful.

The Ihrchester School.—The results of the first

examination of students belonging to this insti-

tution, which took place at the Town-hall in

December last, simultaneously with the other

schools in connexion with the South Kensington
Science and Art Department, have just been
received by the hon. secretary, the Rev. B. L.

Watson. Out of the forty candidates who en-

tered for competition, nineteen have fulfilled the
Government requirements in freehand drawing,
and are entitled to receive certificates of merit.

Of this number the specimens sent up by six of

the pupils have been pronounced “ excellent,” or

above par, which entitles the competitors to

receive the awards offered in addiMon to the

certificates. In geometrical drawing two have
passed, and one in perspective

;
whilst in draw-

ing from the model five have passed, one of

whom, in addition, earns an award. Amongst
the successful candidates it is satisfactory to

find there are four artisans. The progress which
has been made in this first year of the school’s

existence may be judged from the fact that

many who have passed the examination never
had a lesson in drawing until they came under
Mr. Dewar Campbell’s able instruction. At
present the pupils are engaged in competing for

local prizes, given for painting in water-colours

and crayons, for pencil outline and mechanical
drawing with instruments

;
and the prizes and

certificates which have been won in connexion

with the late general examinations will be dis-

tributed at a public meeting, which it is pro-

posed to hold when the school re-opens after

the vacation. There is still a deficiency of

about 403. in the amount originally proposed for

carrying on the school.

The Oxford School.—The annual general meet-
ing of this school was held in the school at the

Randolph Galleries. The meeting was not very

numerously attended. The report of the Manag-
ing Committee was laid before the meeting, and
after some discussion it was adopted. Some of

the classes have now as many pupils as can be

conveniently accommodated. The committee
hope to repeat the exhibition this year as soon

after the long vacation as possible, when the

results of this year’s examination are made
known. The balance-sheet presents the least

satisfactory portion of the report
;
but it must

be remembered that considerable expense was
necessarily incurred in making the change of

abode, and this at a time when the number of

pupils and the sum paid in fees had from various

causes sunk to a very low ebb. In the last

quarter there were 197 pupils, and if this

attendance can be kept up (and there is every

reason to hope it will be increased), the fees

paid, helped by a few subscriptions, will very

soon be sufficient to clear off the debt.

AUSTRALIAN NEWS.

PROM MELBOURNE, VICTORIA.

The memorial stone of an asylum and school

for the blind was laid in St. Kilda-road on the

25tb of January. Messrs. Crouch & Wilson are the

architects, and Mr. Thomas Newton the builder.

The amount of the contract is 4,6003. j
but, to

complete the whole of the buildings according

to the original design, the committee would have
to enter into another contract to the extent of

1,5003., making the total cost of the buildings

6,1003. The edifice, which is already partly

completed, is to be in the Italian style, and,

when finished,' will match with the Deaf and
Dumb Asylum, Wesley College only being be-

tween the two institutions. The site comprises

three acres granted by Government, and three-

quarters of an acre adjoining, which the com-

mittee have purchased on account of its giving

them a frontage to the St. Kilda-road. It was
expected that the Duke of Edinburgh would have

laid the memorial stone, but at the last moment
'it was discovered that he had not time to

do so.

The centre of the building will be of three

stories, with a tower in the middle rising to

the height of 80 ft. The wings on each side of

the centre will be two stories high. The front-

age occupied will be 96 ft. The design on which
it is being built was selected by the committee
out of thirteen sent in for competition. The
building will be capable of holding 100 pupils,

besides furnishing quarters for the officers and
teachers. In the centre portion in front will be

the offices and committee-room, and behind these

a large dining-room, workshops, &c. In each
wing on the ground floor there is to be a school-

room, 60 ft. long, 22 ft. wide, and 14 ft. high,

one of which is intended for boys and the other

for girls. The upper stories will be composed of

dormitories for the boys and girls, lavatories,

&c. The side wings can be extended 50 ft. on
either side.

The City Council have adopted plans and
specifications for the now cattle markets, and
resolved to call for tenders for the execution of

the works.
The city surveyor has been instructed to stop

or remove all drains communicating with closets

and cesspools and the public streets.

Messrs. Hughes & Sinnot are now erecting a

new dock opposite the Australian Wharf. When
the works are entirely completed, the dock will

be capable of receiving the largest ship which

can navigate the river. It will be 230 ft. in

length, 44 ft. in width, and 12 ft. 6 in. in depth.

When a vessel has been placed in the dock the

caissons will be closed, and by a centrifugal

pump the water will be pumped back into the

river at the rate of between 6,000 and 6,000

gallons per minute. The pump is 20 in. in

diameter, and is the largest of the kind ever

erected in Australia. It is worked by a high-

pressure horizontal engine, with a multitubular

boiler.

We are glad to notice that the subject of pre-

serving meat for export to Eugland, of which we
not long since spoke, is exciting attention at

Melbourne, as well as Sydney. Papers on

the subject have been read to an associa-

tion in Melbourne, who are interesting them-

selves in the subject ;
and we observe that

among samples of meat preserved in various

forms exhibited at their meetings was spiced

mutton, which we suggested while writing on

the subject, and of which a committee of the

association say it is “ the safest and cheapest

method of sending large quantities of mutton to

Europe.”
The influence of spices in preserving both

animal and vegetable substances, is remark-

able, and has not yet been thoroughly investi-

gated. No doubt the ancient Egyptians well

knew how to preserve their food as well as their

mummies in a spicy form.

Within a day's journey of the metropolis

of Victoria there grow the loftiest trees

of Australia, and perhaps of the world. In

the back gullies of Dandenong, on the

Black Spur, and near the sources of the La
Trobe river, as well as in some of the re-

motest vallies of the Upper Yarra, a kind of

eucalyptus, botanically known as eucalyptus

amygdalina, attains such a marvellous height as

to rival, at least in this respect, the Wellingtonia

pines of California. The stems rise as straight

as masts, but with a height far exceeding the

masts of any naval structure. The height of

the loftiest ranges from 400 to 500 ft. A fallen

tree on the Black Spur measured 480 ft.

in length. Another in Dandenong showed a

height of 295 ft. to the first branch, the height

then extending 70 ft. further in ramifications to

the broken top branch, which here still measured

3 ft. across. A still larger tree at Berwick
measured 81 ft. in circumference, at a distance

of 4 ft. from the ground. The stems, with ex-

ception of the base, are beautifully smooth, and
of an ashy colour. The wood is excellent for

shingles, and splits with facility. Like many
other eucalypti, this huge species grows with

celerity, far more so than the Californian Wel-

lingtonia, and the minute seeds germinate with

the utmost facility. Eucalyptus amygdalina is

restricted to Victoria, New South Wales, and
Tasmania.

FROM LAUNCESTON, TASMANIA.

Although Tasmania, the old Van Diemen’s
Land, is divided from Australia by a strait of
the sea, we may include it here under head of
news from Australia.

The new Wesleyan church in Patterson-

street, Launceston, of which the Illustrated

Australian Nexos gives an engraving, has been
opened for worship. The site adjoins the old

Centenary chapel. Messrs. Crouch & Wilson,

of Melbourne, were the architects. The structure

is of briot, on a stone foundation, measuring
53 ft. by 90 ft. within the walls, and is capable of

seating over 700 persona. There is also a vestry

and organ-loft at the rear, and a gallery capable

of holding from 250 to 300 children across the

front. Ample means of egress has been pro-

vided for the congregation by not less than six

spacious doors. The lobbies and tower are all

paved, and the floor of the church is laid with

seasoned Tasmanian hardwood. The height of

the walls at eves is 21 ft. from the floor-line
;
the

height of the mid-ceiling, 40 ft.
5
the height to

the ridge being about 54 ft. from the ground.

The roof is framed of Tasmanian blackwood.

The covering of roof is of slates with ornamental

bands. The tower at the S. E. angle is 16 ft.

sqnare at base, 58 ft. high to the broach, and

132 ft. to the top of vane. The weatherings to

buttresses, tracery, &o., of windows and other

dressings are either of Hobart Town freestone

or pressed cement.
The principal windows, front and rear, are

fitted with stained glass, by Messrs. Ferguson

& Urie, of Melbourne. It was intended to

have framed the pulpit and seats of Tasmanian
myrtle, a handsome wood taking a very high

polish, but in consequence of difficulties Sydney
cedar was used. The total cost of the whole

works is nearly 7,0003.

FROM ADELAIDE, SOUTH AUSTRALIA.

The new General Post-office walls are now
some 4 ft. out of the ground, and the works are

proceeding rapidly in the hands of the con-

tractors, Messrs. Brown & Thompson. On the

completion of the greater portion of the founda-

tions, the Buperintondance of the works was
transferred to the Public "Works Office. A cur-

tailment of tho original design was at the same
time directed, the clerk’s residence and the new
telegraph office being left for a future period,

and the whole building reduced in height. The
Post-office will be one of the handsomest of the

public buildings, and the stone-facing used is

the finest yet quarried in South Australia. The
foundation-stone of the Victoria Tower which

forms the south-western corner of the structure

was laid by the Duke of Edinburgh.

The new Local and Insolvent Courts, on the

south side of Victoria-square are approaching

completion, and the cut-stone fronts are now
partially cleared of scaffolding. The style of the

building is of Anglo-Italian character, and it has

frontages both to Victoria-square and King
William-street. The plana were prepared in the

Colonial Architect’s office, and the works have

been so far carried out by Mosars. Brown &
Thompson, of this city. The total cost will be

about 13,6003.

The adjoining building—the new police-court

and station—has been completed for some

months, and is in daily use. The oourt-room is

lofty, commodious, and of good acoustic proper-

ties. The adjoining offices for the commissioner

and the inspector’s residence, it is said, meet all

that is required. The work has been carried out

by Messrs. Crocker & Lawson, the contractors.

The requisite cells, &c., have also been added, at

a cost of between 7003. and 8003.

The only other Government building of any
magnitude completed during the past year is the

new Government printing-office, erected under

the supervision of the Colonial Architect, Mr.

R. G. Thomas. It fronts the road leading to

North Adelaide and near the Parliament House.

It is a large boilding of three floors, constructed

of Glen Osmond stone, with dressings partly

of freestone and partly of cement. The style is

Romanesque, and the four elevations are of bold

character, presenting a good appearance in the

prominent position the structure occupies. The

interior is simply a warehouse, and can be fitted

tip in any manner required for the use of the

office. The building was carried out by Messrs.

Brown & Thompson for 4,8003.

A new drill-shed and parade-ground have been

constructed opposite the police-barracks at

Norih-terrace. The drill-shed is constructed

of galvanised iron, and was used temporarily

a
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EXCHANGE AND CLUB BUILDING?, MIDDLESBROUGH-ON-TEES. Plan.

as stablea for H.R.H. the Date of Edinburgh’s
horses dnring his visit to this province.
The Exhibition building, on the park lands,

was much enlarged and raised in height for the
purpose of holding the Great Exhibition, opened
by the Duke, and forms now about the largest
room in the Australian colonies. The works of
enlargement were planned and carried out in a
month by Messrs. Brown & Thompson, under the
direction of the officers of the Colonial Archi-
teot’s department.
At the Lunatic Asylum the increase of in-

mates necessitated some additions, pending the
completion of the new asylum. Extra men’s
and women’s wards have accordingly been
erected.

The east wing to the Adelaide Hospital has
just been completed, being a counterpart to that
on the west, containing four wards, two on the
first and two on the second floor, with a large
hall for convalescent patients, besides the requi-
site surgeons’ rooms and other adjuncts. The
contractor was Mr. McMullen.

During the past year there has been com-
menced and completed a building to be used for
the purpose of Turkish baths. It is from designs
by Mr. James Macgeorge, and is to form part of a
general plan, by which it is intended eventually
to do away with the old building, at the rear of
which it has been erected. The walls are of
Glen Osmond stone, blue-pointed, and the quoins
*nd strings are in brick. The entrance door
and coupled windows are arched in the Moorish
style in ornamental brick, and this being sup-
ported by the style of internal decoration re-
minds the visitor of the Oriental derivation of
the bath. The frigidarium, or cooling room, is
30 ft. long, 28 ft. wide, and 21 ft. high, from
which there is an entrance to the lavatorium,
also provided with a lobby and doors, to exclude
draughts of cold air from the penetralia of the
bath. This apartment is of the same loftiness
as the frigidarium, 28 ft. long and 12 ft. wide
and next to it is the tepidarium, 25 ft. long and
16 ft. wide, adjoining which is the callidarinm,
the two latter being heated by means of a boiler.
The floors of the hot rooms throughout are com-
posed of cement trowelled smooth, and lined
into OTTiamental patterns; the walls are also
lined into diamonds, which it is intended to
ornament with coloured stencilling, and the
Moorish arch is used throughout for internal
window and door openings. The builder is
Mr. William Pink.

PROM SYDNEY, NEW SOUTH WALES.

Botany Bay was a fitting sphere for the
atrocious Eenian who shot Prince Alfred in the
back. When insane scoundrels had a penchant
for firing at her Majesty, the passing of the Lash
Law put a stop to it like magic. An immediate
and liberal extension of this law to Fenians
would, no doubt, have the same salutary influence
as it has already had in that case and on
garotters. Mr. Disraeli, inconsiderately we
think, placed the Fenian Thugs on a level with
the bad eminence of the Vemgerichters, but the
insensate wretches called Fenians have not even
the merit of murdering only those who oppose
or punish them : the innocent, whether men,
women, or children, are their victims, as those
of the utterly insane so generally are.
The Sydney people, notwithstanding the few

OTarrels amongst them, were moat loyal, and
vied with the other Australian colonies in their
triumphal arches and other modes of manifesting
their good feeling. At the Prince’s landing-place,
near the Custom House, a triumphal arch was
erected under the superintendence of the colonial
architect. It consisted of one grand central
opening of a depth of 30 ft., and 25 ft. wide, with
wing openings 11 ft. wide, capped with three gold-
painted domes on pediments, with crown pedi-
ments ; the central dome rising 79 ft., and the
wing domes 40 ft. each, with flagstaffs. The
structure was ornamented in various ways, and
the central dome, with 12 openings for illumi-
nating the Prince’s name, was surmounted by
the Bcyal Standard.

EXCHANGE AND CLUB BUILDINGS
MIDDLESBEOUGH.

The new Exchange and Club Buildings at
Middlesbrough-on-Tees, of which we give a

;

view and plan, are now fast approaching com-
pletion. They are being, erected by a h'mited
company upon their freehold land. Mr. Charles
J. Adams, of Stockton-on-Tees, is their archi-
tect, and Mr. Jones secretary. The site is close
to the railway station, and is surrounded by
streets. Designs for this building were sent in
competition, January, 1865, and those now
carried out were selected. The contract for the
pnncipal portion of the works was let to Mr.
Bellerby, of York

; the iron-work to Messrs
Head, Wrighteon, & Co., South Stockton.

I

The general arrangement of the buildings
,
comprises in the ground-floor, exchange-hall,

I

about 120 ft. by 60 ft., with a semi-circular end
20 ft. deep. The hall has offices on each side^

;

and is approached by large entrances from the
north and south fronts, and also by west front
under tower. On the outside, towards the above
street, shops have been constructed, with a
mezzanine story above them, to be used as show-
rooms. The club buildings are situated at the
east end of the building, and comprise the rooms
shown upon the plan. The first, second, and
third stories are devoted to the purposes of the
club. The upper stories over the shops all
around the exchange-hall are planned out in
offices

; the whole of which have been for some
time past let at high rentals. It is estimated

30
<3081 of the works will amount to about

The several elevations are being executed in
red pressed bricks, stone, and terra cotta, which
is being manufactured by Messrs. Blanchard of
London. The buildings will be warmed and
ventilated by Lewis & Adame’s (air) patent.
The carving is being executed by Mr. Borrow-
dale, of Darlington, under the architect’s
directions, Mr. Sturdey acting as clerk of works
We shall give a view of the interior ofthe**

hall on another occasion.
The offices are almost exclusively taken by

firms connected with the iron trade of tho
Cleveland district, and, with one or two excep-
tions, all the iron-making firms will be repre-

’

sented in the building. It is proposed to con- •.

nect the Exchange with the several works by
private telegraph lines. The iron trade of

'

Cleveland has been vastly increased and
developed dnring the last few years. Last year, *

1867, the prodnction'of pig-iron was estimated at
1,147,000 tons ; or more, we believe, than any

,J

iron-producing district in Great Britain. The 4
district also contains extensive rolling-mills for •
rails, plates, shipbuilding and general mer-
chant iron, foundries, engineering establish- Ij
ments, shipbuilding yards, bolt and nut works

; ifl
and is calculated to become, before long, one of
the most important industrial centres in the 3country. Hence the necessity for such a build- w
ing as the new Exchange is apparent, and it has ^been designed on a scale likely to prove suitable J
to the wants of the locality for a long time to a
come. The weekly iron market now held in tho 1
Middlesbrough town-hall, will be transferred to *5
the Exchange when it is completed.
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MR. WHITWORTH’S SCHOLARSHIPS,

A TAPEE has been issned containing docu-

ments additional to those already published re-

specting Mr. Whitworth’s scholarships for_ pro-

moting mechanical science. The first is a minute

by the Committee of Council on Education, in

which reference is made to a letter and memo-

randum from Mr. Whitworth. Their lordships

state that they have great pleasure in acceding

to the request made by Mr. Whitworth that the

Science and Art Department may conduct the

necessary examinations and correspondence.

Their lordships will also give every assistance in

their power to secure the success of the scheme

which Mr. Whitworth supports with such pa-

triotic munificence. The second and third docu-

ments are the letter and the memorandum re-

ferred to in the minute. There are two impor-

tant paragraphs in the letter. The first sug-

gests, for the consideration of the Committee of

Council on Education, whether honours in the

nature of degrees might not be conferred by

some competent authority on successful students

each year, thus creating a faculty of industry

analogous to the existing faculties of Divinity,

Law, and Medicine. Mr. Whitworth is of opinion

that such honours would be a great incentive to

exertion, and would tend in a considerable de-

gree to promote the object he has in view. In

the other paragraph referred to, the writer ex-

presses a hope that the Government will provide

the necessary funds for endowing a sufficient

number of professors of mechanics throughout

the United Kingdom. In the memorandum
accompanying the letter Mr. Whitworth de-

scribes the general arrangements of the first

competition for the scholarships, which he pro-

poses should take place in May, 1869. These

arrangements have been so devised that, while

reqniring a practical acquaintance with a few

simple tools as a sine qu& non, they shall render

the competition accessible on perfectly equal

terms to the student who combines some prac-

tice with his theory, and to the artisan who
combines some theoretical knowledge with per-

fection of workmanship. As the scholarsbips

scheme can only come into full operation by

degrees, Mr. Whitworth proposes to create at

once, from the fund ultimately available for the

scheme, sixty exhibitions or premiums, of the

value of 251. each, tenable until April, 1869, and

to place them at the absolute disposal of the

governing bodies of several educational institu-

tions and towns which he names, in order that

they may award them to youths under twenty-

two years of age, who may be thus aided to

quality themselves, and must undertake to com-

pete for the scholarships of lOOi. in May, 1869.

Mr. H. Cole, we observe, has written to the

local anthorities of various towns, Inclosing the

minute of Council, and announcing the distribu-

tion of thirty scholarships at lOOi, each, and

sixty exhibitions of 25i. each, to the respective

towns.

NOETHEEN AECHITECTUEAL
ASSOCIATION.

An ordinary meeting of the members of the

Northern Architectural Association was held on
Wednesday, the 13th instant, at the Old Castle,

Newcastle, Mr. E. J. Johnson presiding. The
chairman, Mr. T. Oliver, and Mr. F. Charlton,

were appointed delegates to the Architectural

Alliance Meeting, to be held in London on the

28th inst. Messrs. W. II. Hoskins, Darlington,

J. B. Tilby, Sunderland, and George Connell,

Newcastle, were elected associates. The secre-

tary drew attention to the question of concrete

houses, as a subject that was attracting atten-

tion, and a discussion ensued on the aesthetic

and constructional qualities of concrete.

BEITISH AECH^OLOGICAL
ASSOCIATION.

At the annual general meeting on Wednes-

day, May 13tb, Lord Houghton, vice-president,

in the chair, the annual report was read, together

with the balance-sheet, by which it appeared that

on December 31st, 1867, the balance in hand was
367Z. 15s. lOd. after paying all liabilities. There

were twenty-seven members elected within the

year, and twenty bad been lost by death and re-

tirement. Of the former, Mr. Nathaniel Gould,

F.S.A., was mentioned as having been one of the

original members, and whose loss was deplored

by all.

An alteration in the bye-laws was recom-

mended by the Council, and was adopted. Its

effect is to place all past pi-esidents ex ojjicio in

the list of vice-presidents.

The following were elected officers for the en-

aoing year :

—

President; The Earl Bathurst. Vice-presidents : The
Bari of Efliingbam; Sir J. Gardner Wilkinson, D.C.L.,

F.R.S.
;
H. Syer Cuming, F.S.A. Scotland ;

John Evans,

E.E.S., F.S.A.
;
George Godwin, F.B.8., F.S.A. ;

Joseph
Mayer, F.S.A.; J. R. Planch^, Somerset Herald; Rev.

Prebendary Bcarth, M.A.; Rev, W. 8. Simpson, M. A.,

F. S.A.; Thomas Wright, M.A., F.S.A. Treasurer:

Gordon M. Hills. Secretaries : E. Levien, M.A., F.S.A.

;

E. Roberts, F.S.A. Secretary for Foreign Corre-

spondence : Thomas Wright, M.A., F.S.A. Palfcographer

:

Clarence Hopper. Curator and Librarian : George R.

Wright, F.S.A. Draughtsman : G.F.Teniswood. Council:

G. Q. Adsms ; 6. Ade
; W. E. AJlen

;
T. Biaehill ; H. H.

Burnell, F.S.A. ;
JosiahCato; J. Copland, M.D., F.R.S.

;

A. Goldsmid, F.S.A.; J. W. Grover; J. O. Halliwell,

F. R.S., F.S.A. ;
H. F. Holt; G. V. Irving, F.S.A. Scot-

land
; W. C. Marshall, E.A.; Rev. B. M. Mayhew,

F.S.A.
;

R. N. Phillips, F.S.A.; J. W. Previte
;
Cecil

Brent, F.S.A. Auditors : C.H.Luxmore, F.S.A.
;
George

Patrick.

The Congress is fixed for the first week in

August, at Cirencester. Thanks having been

given to the officers of the past year, and to the

chairman for his" conduct in the chair, the

meeting adjourned.

MANCHESTEE AECHITECTUEAL
ASSOCIATION.

The conclnding meeting of the session was
held on Tuesday evening, May 5tb, when the

following gentlemen were elected office-bearers

for the ensuing year :
—

President, Mr. Isaac Blackwell ;
Vice-Presi-

dent, Charles Clay, M.D. ;
Hon. Secretary, Alfred

Darbyshire
;

Council, Messrs. Booth, Bedford,

Battye, and Ward.
The following gentlemen were elected dele-

gates to the forthcoming Alliance meeting :

—

Mr. Booth, Mr. Darbyshire, and Mr. Alley,

jun.

A paper, entitled “ A Walk through the City

of Glasgow," was read by Mr. P. B. Alley, jun.,

illustrated by numerous sketches. A conversa-

tion ensued.

ELY CATHEDEAL.

Ax a recent meeting of the Cambridge Archi-

tectural Society, a communication was read from

the Dean of Ely on the " repairs now in progress

to the buttresses on the south side of the choir

at the cathedral."

Abont two years ago, his lordship said, cracks

were observed in the groining of the choir, and

careful examination was made by Mr. Scott and

his assistant, Mr. Burlison, as to the cause of

the same. The result showed conclusively that

the defect was at the foundation, and that some

slight settlement of the buttresses had mani-

fested itself in the manner described. It has

accordingly been resolved by the Dean and
Chapter to make the whole system of buttress

support from foundation to roof sound if possi-

ble. This involves necessarily two works, first,

the underpinning of the buttresses at the foun-

dation; secondly, the restoration of the flying

buttreeses above, some of which are crippled.

We began by an elaborate shoring of the but-

tress which is most in fault. On examining the

foundation we found the wall very defective.

The buttress rested indeed upon the solid rock,

which was right
;
but the masonry, if masonry

it can be called, between the rock and the

ground level, was of the most unsatisfactory

kind, consisting of little more than rubble with

not very good cement mixed up with it. We
have cleared away all the old weak foundation,

and have replaced it with large slabs of York-

shire stone, which take a wider footing upon the

rook, and are also incapable of crushing or

giving. The first of these operations is nearly

accomplished ;
I mean that one buttress is

nearly underpinned. Our next step will be to

rebuild the flying buttresses which, as I have

stated, are crippled. I think we shall probably

introduce some iron ties, and make some other

minor improvements. The buttresses of the

Early English portion of the choir have evidently

been troublesome for centuries. The architect

has not made them quite so wide as was desira-

ble, and as I now find he was not sufficiently

careful abont the strength of his foundations.

Alan de Walsingham managed his work better,

and there is no appearance of weakness in his

work. The reason why the cracks manifested

themselves at the time at which they did so

appears to me to be fonnd in the fact of an ex-

ceptionally dry summer, which had probably

had an injarious effect upon the imperfect foun-

dations of the buttresses.

THE AECHITECTUEAL EELICS OP
INDIA.

It has been resolved by the Government of

India to require the insertion, in every annual

Administration Eeport, of a separate chapter

on the Archasology of India, under which head-

ing the local Governments and Administration

are requested to notice the condition of works of

art. Petty repairs and measures for the pre-

servation of structures are also bo be dealt with

by the local Governments
j
operations on any

large scale to be referred for consideration to

the Department of Public Works. Casts and

photographs of the most important works of

ancient architecture in India are to be taken.

Men are to be instructed in the art, or modellers

engaged. They will take complete sets of models

of large buildings. A party of ten or twelve,

for example, may be employed upon sueb a

building as the Sanchi Tope, to make casts of

all that it may be deemed desirable to reproduce.

Each party will be placed under the immediate

1
superintendence of some intelligent subordinate

i
of the Public Works Department, to be resident

on the spot, and seeing to the carrying out of

the orders of the superintending officer. The
' moulds or casts will be transmitted to the head-

‘ quarters of the general superintendent, and

I

from these the requisite number of casts will be

prepared and sent to Europe. The subordinate

j

will also take accurate plans and measurements

j

of buildings, and photographers will take views

;

indicated by the superintending officers. Writ-

i ten descriptions will be obtained from competent

persons for publication in England, with illus-

trations from the plans and photographs of de-

' tails taken from the casts. One or two of such

memoirs for each party during the year, it is

I thought, will suffice for the present. Four

I

working parties will be appointed, one in Ma-

dras, one in Bombay, one for Lower Bengal and

Behar, and another for the North-Western and

Central Provinces, at a cost for all of Es. 52,000

per annum.
It is suggested, according to the Bombay

Build&r, that the local Governments might allow

the experiment to be carried on at first under

the charge of the principals of the schools of

art and design at the Presidencies. The name of

Lieut. Cole, E.B., is suggested for the North-

Western Provinces.

Gypsum or plaster of Paris is said to exist in

various parts of India; so that it might not

require, as heretofore, to be imported from

Europe.

POLLUTION OF EITEES COMMISSION.

The new Commisioners have met at Liverpool

in the Council-chamber of the Town-hall, for the

purpose of making arrangements for the pre-

liminary inspection of the basin of the Mersey,

which was broken off by the resignation of

Mr. Eawlinson. The new commissioners are

Sir William Denison, K.C.B., K.E. ; Dr. Edward

Frankland, F.E.S. j
and Mr. John Chalmers

Morton ;
Mr. S. J. Smith being their secretary.

The mayor, several members of the council,

the medical officer of health, and other officials

were present.

Sir W. Denison stated briefly the course the

commissioners intended to take. They would

prefer, he said, to receive information in writing.

They were too apt, if they began to examine a

person, to cross-examine him with regard to their

own opinions, and to try to draw from him

admissions which would serve to support fore-

gone conclusions in the minds of the commis-

sioners. Therefore their object was to get as

much written information as they conld from

persons who were qualified to give it ;
and then,

when they had carefully collated it, they would

come down again into the district and examine

evidence with reference to those particular

matters, and so they proposed to got as clear

and definite opinions as possible, not only with

reference to the causes of the impurities, but the

best mode of getting rid of them and doing as

little injury as possible to the industry of the
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district, having regard to the character of the
evils which arose from the pollution of the water.
^The new commissioners nest inspected the

Liverpool sewerage system
; and nest day, accom-

panied by the principal officials of the corporation,
they inspected the eight sewer outlets into the
Mersey. They also inspected the manure wharfs,
and some of the most crowded and poorest
districts of the town, paying special attention
to the water-closet revolution in progress. The
commissioners will resume their investigation on

^ early day. They made, meanwhile, a similar
inspection of the sewerage system at Birkenhead.
They will next visit Manchester, and then War-
rington, and other places.

MONUMENTAL.
A FULL-LENGTH statue of the late Sir Peter

Fairbairn, mayor of Leeds in 1857-8, and the
father of the present mayor, has been displayed
in that town. The statue, which was obtained
by a voluntary subscription, is the work of Mr.
Noble, the sculptor. It has been erected on a
suitable site in Caledonian-road, not very far
from the Town-hall, in a westerly direction. The
statue, which is in bronze, mounted on a polished
granite pedestal, has cost 1,0001.

^
A wish having been expressed by several

^uential persons connected with the Ward of
Bishopsgate that some permanent memorial
should be raised in that locality to record the
general respect and esteem for the late Alderman
William Taylor Copeland, it has been suggested
that the west window of St. Helen’s Church,
lately restored—to which the late alderman had
recently contributed—should be filled with an
appropriate subject in stained glass, to accord
with the east window. A committee is being
formed in order to take such steps as may be
deemed advisable to carry the proposition into
effect.

About a year ago the executive committee of
the New York Shakspeare Monument Fund
selected a design out of several models which had
been submitted to them. It was then, however,m an unfinished condition, but is now completed!
The statue of Shakspeare is expected to be
finished and erected in Central Park (upon the
foundation where its corner-stone was laid with
appropriate ceremonies four years since), on the
23rd day of April, 1869, which will be the 305th
anniversary of Shakspeare’s birth.

VOTES IN SUPPLY FOE PUBLIC
BUILDINGS.

Upon the vote of 25,0001. being taken for new
wings to Burlington House, Mr. Monk asked if
the blank wall in front was to be removed • but
no direct reply appears to have been given to this
question. Mr. C. Bentinck suggested that the ar-
chitects should be requested to improve the plans
for the new buildings, and that the gateway
might be preserved and set up elsewhere. Mr.
Cowper thought Burlington House should be
superseded by a new building altogether, and
Mr. Layard and others seemed to be much of
the same opinion. Lord J. Manners said in re-
ply that nothing was asked for alterations of
Burlington House proper, and that the Eoyal
Academy had already executed their part of the
contract. The vote was agreed to.
On the vote of 22,0001. being taken towards

the expense of erecting the building for the
University of London, Mr. Layard asked if Vigo-
street would be opened for carriage traffic, and
Lord J. Manners replied that all street improve-
meuts had been handed over to the local authori-
ties. Mr. Cowper said Tigo-street was so narrow
that Its opening was of small importance; and
Lord J. Manners said access to the Eoyal
Academy and the learned societies would be
obtained from Piccadilly. The London Uni-
versity bad made no application for additional

,

means of access.

On the vote of 106,0007. for the purchase of
a Bite for the new Courts of Justice, the Chan-
cellor of the Exchequer said, in reply to ques-
tions, that the Treasury had had doubts whether
the decision of the judges as to the design that
should be selected was to be considered a final
award, and the matter was referred to the
Attorney-General, before whom all parties had
power to appear. The Attorney-General badpveu his opinion within the last day or two,
but be (the Chancellor of the Exchequer) had

not seen it. When it reached him it should be
communicated to the House. As to whether a
new story was to be added to Burlington House,
Lord J. Manners said there had been no altera-
tions in the plans exhibited last year, which
included the erection of an additional story.
In a brief discussion previously to the House

going into comm ittee, Mr. Alderman Lawrence
drew attention to the narrow and insufficient
approaches to the site; and Mr. M. Chambers
commented severely upon the treatment which
the competing architects had received from the
commission, and urged that the site was ill-
chosen and too limited, and that the new build-
ing had better be erected on the Thames Em-
bankment.
On the vote of 44,0007. for the site of the

enlargement of the National Gallery, Lord J.
Manners said, in reply to questions, that the
ground for_ a portion of the site was not yet in
the possession of the Government, and until it
was it would not be advisable for the Govern-
ment to hurry on the selection of an architect
especially after what occurred last year. Two
competitions took place at the same time last
year and came to an untimely end, and in both
eases the Government found themselves in a
difficuU po8ition._ He thought that he would
beet discharge bis duty by giving no positive
answer as to the intentions of the Government
on the subject.

On the vote of 47,9367. for the new buildingsm and about the Houses of Parliament, a
desultory and grumbling discussion took place
on various subjects connected with the Houses of
Parliament, and Mr. B. Osborne said instead of
Messrs. Pugin and Barry quarrelling over who
was the real architect of the building, the wonder
was they did not put the matter aside, or seek to
throw upon the ancestor of eao*h other the odium
of having constructed a building in which there
was not a single usefal or comfortable room.
The transfer of the statues of kings to Westmin-
ster Hall was disapproved of by Sir G. Bowyer
as being out of place because they were dressed
in the style of the George III. era, and not in the
Gothic style; and Mr. Locke retorted that upon
that principle the members were out of place
till they also were dressed in the style of
Eichard II.’s reign.

On the vote of 25,0007., purchase of land for
the New Palace at Westminster and the embank,
ment of the Thames, Sir C. O’Loghlen said he
hoped the noble lord would lose no time in
securing the land, as it was at present covered
with hay and straw yards, to the great danger
(from fire) of the Houses of Parliament. Per-
haps St. Margaret’s Church, which interfered
with the appearance of Westminster Abbey
might be removed there. Lord J. Manners said
that a recommendation to that effect had been
lodged with the commissioners.
The votes were all agreed to.

LAMPLIGHTING BY CLOCEWORK.
An ingenious apparatus for turning on and off

the gas m street or other gas lamps was de-
scnbed by Mr. Stephen Tucker in a paper read
at the Society of Arts on the 13th of May “ On
the various methods of lighting streets by gas
with proposals for the introduction of an im!
proved system.” The apparatus, said Mr.
Tucker, aims at three objects of improvement
to abolish the genus lamplighter, to simul-
taneously light and extinguish the lamps, and to
economise gas.

The Letters Patent (No. 2,435) of Mr. Walter
Thurgar (who is not professionally connected
with gas-engineering, but is a surgeon, at Nor-
wich), sealed the 25th of February last, are for
“Improvements in Apparatus for Regulating
the Supply of Gas to Burners.” The basis of
this invention is the American clock. The cen-
tral spindle of an eight-day clock revolves once
an hour, and has two arms inserted to gear with
48 teeth on an independent plate, which there-
fore makes its revolution in 24 hours. Of these
48 teeth half are inserted on the upper and half
on the under surface of the plate, and so have
more liberty to bear upon the arms of the
spindle. This iudependent plate has 96 cogs in
Its circumference, and its retrogression is thus
prevented every qnarter of an hour by a small
spring-stop, to avoid strain on the mainspring.
In this 96-cogged plate is inserted a spindle,
connected with the enter or dial-plate, which
has two arms, one fixed, one movable. This
movable or adjusting arm is for regulating the

hour atwhich the gas should be lighted or put out
according to the time of year. The dial-plate!
of course, revolves also once in twenty-four
hours, and at the proper time the arm presses
one side of the double cam fixed to the tap in
the vertical gas-pipe. On each side of the tap,
aud connecting, as it were, the perforations, is a
small groove, through which, when the light is
tamed off, sufficient gas escapes to supply a
small blue flame, which continues—though in-
visible—during the day-time. The cam being
pressed toms the tap, and reduces the light to
this blue flame

; and on the other arm coming
round and in contact with the cam, it lowers the
guard, turns on the gas at full, and in effect
lights the lamp. The guard (the sole object of
which IS to protect and hide the small day-
light flame) has perforations for air at the bot-
tom, and is connected by a tube with the plate
on which the loops of the cam act.
One of these patent apparatus has been tried

by Lord John Manners’s orders in an outer pas-
aage of Somerset House

; aud another by order
of the Master of the Mint, Professor Graham,
over the porter’s lodge at the Mint. These
seem to have required amendment, as they
were not strictly regular in the time of il-
lumination. Some obvious objections to the
practical and dependable use of the invention in ^

street-lighting were started in the discussion
i

which followed the reading of the paper. !

" CURIOSITIES OF ART.”

—If yoQ write another article on this sub-
ject, pray note No. 267 (in the Eoyal Academy
Exhibition), “ Mater Purissima,” and 284,
“ Mater Dolorosa.” The artist has represented
them hoth of about the same age. Nearly twenty-
seven years must have elapsed between the
two events. They illustrate twenty-seven years
from maturity,—make a woman, in Oriental
countries, quite old,—indeed, as old as a woman
in England would appear at sixty. C. H.

LECTURES ON SCIENCE AND INDUSTRY.
SiE,—The “ Workmen’s Technical Education

Committee,” appointed at a conference held at
the rooms of the Society of Arts, under the
presidency of the Earl of Lichfield, in March
last, have made arrangements for the delivery
of a course of popular lectures by eminent
scientific men, for the purpose of illustrating
the connection between progress in soientific
knowledge and the prosperity of the national
industry. The lectures will take place twice
a-week, at the Mechanics’ Institute in South-
ampton Buildings, and will commence with a
lecture, on Tuesday evening next, by Professor
R. Kerr, on “Technical Education for the Work-
man from an Architect’s Point of View.” Dr.
W. B. Carpenter, Dr. Lankester, Professor War-
rington Smyth, and the other eminent men
secured, will give their valuable services gra-
tuitously. There will be two courses of four
lectures each

;
the charge for each course being

sixpence, and for admission to a single lecture
threepence. As we are most anxious that the
London artisans should be made fully aware of
these important series of lectures, we shall be
greatly obliged by the insertion of this letter.

Hodgson Pratt, Chairman.
150, Strand. Thomas Paterson, Hon. Sec.

A QUESTION IN RESTORATION.

Sir,—

C

onservatism in architecture is so tho-
roughly ignored in some instances, and in others
carried to snob a ridiculous extent, that I should
like to elicit a decided expression of opinion
upon one point, especially at the present time
for my own guidance; I hope, also, for the
guidance of many others who are counected with
church restorations.

I will premise that I am employed to restore
a church, aud that I find the north aisle a per-
fect specimen of Thirteenth-centnry Gothic, the
windows being rich in geometrical tracery, and
the ball flower used profusely as a decoration j
but I find two exceptions, the centre and western-
most windows, which, although consisting of the
original stones for the jambs and heads (curiously
worked in), are Perpendicular, the old stones
looking sadly out of place, the springing being
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higher than the other windows, additional jamb-

stones having been roogbly worked, and the old

arch stones looking most uncomfortable in their

new four-centred resting-place. As these win-

dows are in a tumble-down condition, am I to

reproduce the tracery, as well as the jambs and

arch, as I find them, copying each stone with its

defective aroj or am I, after having reproduced

the tracery, to inclose it in jambs and head of

Perpendicular character; or am I to put two

new windows, such as I have evidence to prove

were similar to the rest ?

What my own opinion may be is at the present

time immaterial. I know two good authorities

who differ, and can hardly hope, therefore, for

a unanimous verdict
;
but, for the sake of the

younger members of the profession, I dare hope

that you may deem this question of snfficient

importance for discussion in your valuable paper.

M. Underwood.

PLAGUE-STONES.—DEKBY.

According to “ Hutton ” the town of Derby
fell under that severe calamity, the plague, in

1665.

“The town was forsaken; the farmers declinf’d the

Market-place
;
and yraas grew upon the spot on which the

necessaries of life had been sold. To prevent a famine,

the inhabitants erected, a little way out of the town, what
boro the name of the //eadioM Cross, consisting of about
four quadrangular steps, covered in the centre with one
large stone j

the whole near 6 ft. high.

Hither the market people, having their mouths primed
withtobaoco as a preservative, bronght their pro%'iBions,

stood at a distance from their property, and at a greater

from the townspeople, with whom they were to traffic.

The buyer was not suffered to touch any ofthe articles be-

fore purchase
;
but, when the agreement was finished, he

took the goods, and deposited the money in a vessel filled

with vinegar, set for that purpose. A confidence, raised

by neoessity, took place between buyer and seller, which
never existed before or since: the first could not examine
the value of his purchase, nor the second that of his

money."

The Headless Cross has been placed in the

Arboretum, and is in an excellent state of pre-

servation. JA3. J. Eobins.

EOYAL ACADEMY EXHIBITION.

8tu,—

W

ould yon allow me, while thanking yon for your
impartial criticism of my drawing at the Boyal Academy,
to explain that the peculiar form of the ruof, of which
you speak, arises from peculiar requirementa of my
client. I venturo to aek this because I attach weight to

your criticisms, and desire to set myself right with your
readers; and, doing so, am careless of the venomous
remarks with which, for some cause unknown to me,
some cowardly slanderer has continuously for years past
endeavoured to injure my reputation in another journal,

Fbedbeick Walleh.

THE THAMES EMBANKMENT AND
THE BOYS.

Gib,—

W

hile there is much to admire and commend in

the stone (granite) work of the new Thames Embank-
ment, there is one point to which I could have wished
some attention bad been paid beyond what seems to have
been given, viz., the avoidance, as fur os could be, of such
projections with flat tops as give facilities for children to
climb up to and rest upon or slide down by. I saw, a few
days sgo, on going from Westminster Bridge to Lambeth,
at least twenty boys and girls climbing up by the moulding
on the outside of the dado wall of the steps at Stangato,
where the moulding has a flat surface ot 4 in. ; whereas
a weathered top or upper surface would obviate this. 1
am quite aware the former is the more correct, as well as
more elegant shape, but it leads to inconveniences. I saw
the same trespass at the steps on the Westminster side,

but the parties were less in number, Lonpobibbsis,

THE TKADES MOVEMENT.

Bradford.—The operative painters some weeks
ago struck work for an advance of wages—from

5id. to 6d. per hour. The masters resisted the

application on the ground that it was un-

reasonable; and the men, who alleged that an
implied acquiescence had been previously made,
offered to submit the matter to arbitration, bub
their employers refused. The different masters

have now obtained a snpply of hands from
London. The men who struck work have, conse-

quently, started an industrial society (limited),

with, it is said, great promise of success.

Wolverhampton.—A general meeting of the

operative carpenters and joiners has been held

at the Noah’s Ark Inn, for the discussion of

several matters of importance relating to the

trade, not the least of which was the considera-

tion of the subject mooted by the umpire to the

branch, Mr, Kupert Kettle, in the late conference

between the master builders and the men at the

Town-ball, viz., setting apart a day on which to

.celebrate in each year the adoption of the princi-

ples of arbitration for settlement of all questions

arising between the masters and the men. A
unanimous and lively interest was evinced in the

matter by the meeting. After much deliberation,

the following resolution was adopted :

—

“ That this meeting of the Operative Carpenters’ and

Joiners’ Branch ofthe Building Trade views with extreme
gratification the existing cordisdity between the members
thereof and the leading master builders of Wolver-
hampton

;
and, in order to strengthen and confirm such

compact, by drawing the several elements into closer com-
munication, accepts with confidence the idea of the

honoured and respected umpire to the trade, Rupert Kettle,

esq., of a ‘ builders’ day,' and that the workmen’s arbi-

trators be appointed a committee to carryout the necessary

arrangements in order to give due eS’ect to the same."

The course pursued by the master builders in

the late conference was very generally applauded.

A meeting of the operative painters has been

held at the Noah’s Ark Inn, to consider the

desirability of placing the trade on a better foot-

ing than it now occupies in respect to the rest

ofthe building trades. With little or no discus-

sion it was resolved,—” That we solicit the

masters for the sum of Is. advance, and a

reduction of two hours on the Saturday.” It

was afterwards determined that a circular

embodying the resolution should he sent to
' every employer, based upon a circular issued in

May, 1865, when, the chairman remarked, the

trade successfully obtained a rise of 23. a week
by one day’s strike. The wages which the

Wolverhampton painters now receive are 278. a

week. A committee of twelve, composed jointly

of society and non-society men, was then formed,

to represent the whole body in the negotiations

with the masters.

Another Strike of Belgian Workmen.—The
stokers of the iron company of Montigny-sur-

Sambre, near Charleroi, have struck work in

consequence of an intimation of lowering wages.

The workmen were offered five francs per day

instead of six. They declared they would nob

work. The next morning a placard posted on

the walls of the establishment announced an

increase of 5 per cent, on the sum proposed, but

work has not been resumed. No disturbances

have taken place.

PROVINCIAL NEWS.

Ncnocastle-upon-Tyne.—The “Brumell Wing”
of the Ragged and Industrial Schools has been

inaugurated by Sir W, Armstrong, K.C.B. The
original building, which has been twice ex-

tended, was erected from the designs of the late

Mr. Dobson
;
and the present extension has been

designed and carried out by Mr. Thomas Oliver,

at a cost of about 2,0001. Mr. Andrews was the

clerk of the works; and Mr. W. Gibson, of the

Red Barnes, was the sole contractor. The new
wing consists of a commodious boys’ school-

room, with class-room, store-room, and work-

rooms on the ground-floor, and a large boys’

dormitory and reading-room above. In addition

to these extensions, considerable alterations and

additions have been made in the old bnildings.

The dining-room has been enlarged, and the two
school-rooms for boys and girls have been thrown

into one, to be used for a girls’ school only. New
class-rooms and lavatories for the girls are also

provided. Alterations have been made in the

administrative department, and a new sick-ward,

with nurse’s room adjoining, both of which are

cut off from the main premises, and a separate

staircase from the outside, have been provided.

The new wing corresponds in its style of build-

ing with the existing premises. Every care has

been taken to make it dry, warm, cleanly, and

well-ventilated. The interior walls of the school-

room, class-room, dormitory, and reading-rooms

are built in the inside of buff-colonred glazed

bricks, to a height of 5 ft. from the floor
;
and

above this height they are faced with Parian

cement. The ventilation is self-acting, with ad-

ditional resources when required, and is designed

on the “through and through” principle, with

openings opposite : the windows also being ar-

ranged on the same plan. There is a large cubic

quantity of air to each person, and abundance of

light. The warming is by open fireplaces, which
also assist in ventilating the rooms. New
latrines are provided for the boys, and they are

ventilated on the same principle as the rooms

and dormitories. The increased accommodation

which has been provided will admit between 50

and 60 inmates, and about 100 day-scholars in

addition.

HER MAJESTY’S THEATRE.

The foundation stone of her Majesty’s Theatre
was discovered on Wednesday last, whilst re-

moving the foundations. The stone was raised

in the presence of Messrs. Lee & Pain, and in a
cavity in the bed of the stone were found a
guinea, date 1788 ;

half-guinea, date 1789 ; a
shilling, date 1787; a sixpence, date 1787; a
foarpenny-piece, date 1786 ; a threepenny-piece,

date 1772 ; a twopenny-piece, date 1786 ; and a
silver penny.piece, date 1786.

The position of the stone was in the north
wall of the box corridor, on the centre line of
the auditorium, under the opening leading from
the ball to the pit corridor, at a depth of

2 ft. 3 in. below the paving of the hall. The
dimensions of the stone are 2 ft. 1 in. long,

1 ft. 1-4 in. wide, and 1 ft. deep. The inscrip-

tions on the stone are as follow :—On the top

—

“ The first stone of this new theatre was laid on
the 3rd of April, 1790, in the 30th year of the

reign of King George HI., by the Eight Honour-
able John Hobart, Earl of Buckingham.

—

Auctor

pretiosa fadt." On the front—“The King’s

Theatre, in the Haymarket, first built in 1703.”

At right end—"But unfortunately destroyed by
fire on the 17th June, 1789.” On the back

—

“ Prevalebit justitia."

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.

HoTlington.—The old church of Hollington, Sus-
sex, having been found inadequate, a new church,

to be dedicated to Sb. John, has been erected, and
the edifice has been consecrated by the Bishop

of Chichester. In style it is Early English,

slightly departed from. There is an absence of

ornamentation. The nave is fitted with stained

deal open seats, and these will afford accommo-
dation for nearly 500 persons. The church is

built with arches in the north wall, so as to be
readily capable of enlargement. The font is a

present given by the architect of the church,

Mr. E. W. Wyon, of London. Mr. Howell, of

Hastings, has built the edifice. The cost of the

work is said to be about 4,000Z.

Gloucester.—The restoration of the tower of

St. Michael’s Church has been commenced. Mr.
Clutterbuck is the contractor, and the present

contract includes the renovation of the tower up
to the string-course. For this portion of the

restoration sufficient money has been promised,

but further subscriptions will be needed to carry

out the whole of the restoration as designed.

Church Stretton.—About twelve months since

it was determined to thoroughly restore this old

church, and to add a second transept aisle to

the south, opening to the present south transept,

as also to the nave by an arcade. It was at first

determined to allow a gallery, erected by the

late rector, the Rev. R. N. Pemberton, at the

west end of the nave, to remain, but as the work
progressed it became apparent that it would

sadly mar the appearance of the roof, which is a

specimen of Norman building, the other parts

of the church being mostly Gothic. Mr. Pountney

Smith is the architect, and Mr. Pugh, of Hueger-

ford, is the contractor.

T^eatley .—The church here, which was built

and consecrated in 1857, has, at an additional

cost of 6001., been crowned by a spire.

Caldecote.—A\\ Saints’ Church has been con-

secrated. The plan consists of nave and chancel

under one roof (covered with dark red tiles sur-

mounted by a ridge of yellow), intercepted by

transepts of slightly lower elevation. The sepa-

ration of nave and chancel externally is effected

by carrying up the wall of partition above the

roof and making it support a large bell-cote,

capped with stone and finished with a metal

cross, pierced for two bells, from Taylor’s foun-

dry at Loughborough. The entrances are at the

Bonth-wesb and north-west, the porches being

formed within the walls and furnished with

double doors. The west end terminates in an

apaidal baptistery of semicircular form, lighted

by two small windows, painted by Heaton &
Butler, of London, one from the contributions of

the school children, the other given by the

Misses Wilson. The interior length of nave,

including the baptistery, is 78 ft., and of the

chancel, 32 ft. ;
width of nave and chancel, 21 ft.;

length through the transept, 53 ft.
;
height from

floor to ridge of roof, 33 ft. The east wall is

pierced with three round-headed lights, divided

internally by stone shafts with carved capitals,

surmounted by a circular light, a horizontal

band of red, black, and white commencing from
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the wall-p]at0 and rising in an arch which spans

'

the entire window. The temporary glazing is of
^een, yellow, and white. The transepts are !

lighted in a similar manner, two rotind-headed
!

windows beneath a circnlar one. The west gable
i3_ also pierced with a ronnd light. The nave-
windows are single round-headed lights filled
with glass of different tints, arranged in alter-
nate sections of square and diamond panes. The
nave and chancel walls, arches, and window-
heads are relieved, both within and without, by
lines and alternating courses of red, black, and
white, the chamfered edges being formed of
yellow notched bricks, from Stevenage. The
open timber roof of the chancel, though of the
same construction as in the nave, is distin-
guished from it by the addition of colour, the

I

portion above the sanctuary being more olabo-

'

rately decorated and further enriched with
gilding. The chancel walls beneath the win-
dows are plastered and covered with conven-
tional flower-painting in chocolate. The chancel
IS divided from the nave by a low stone screen,
surmounted by light ironwork. The style of the
building is described as Pointed with Roman-
esque modifications, adopted on account of the
material employed, which is white brick, with
red and black for ornamental purposes. The
combination of colour, without being obtrusive,
imparts a general warmth thronghont. The
masonry was executed by ITr. Warren, and the
woodwork by Mr. Bates, both of Stevenage

j
the

ironwork by Mr. Shrivel), of London; and all.
the decoration by Messrs. Heaton & Botler. The

I

contract with Mr. Warren was for l,700i., and
jthe extra work, including the furniture and
i

gifts^is estimated at 5001. The church is built

'

for 2/5 adults, but admitted on the day of con
-

'

secration 400 persons. The bnrial-gronnd was
lowered and levelled almost entirely by the nn-

'

paid labour of the men of the hamlet. The
architect was Jfr. A. W. Blomfield. of London.

St. Martin’s Church has been con-
secrated, on the completion of the chancel, which
has been built to replace the old chancel, which,
in the general rebailding, commenced in 1835’
and completed in 1837, was left, at a level of 7 ft.

jbelow the height of the present structure. From
'

this cause, and from the obstruction of the central

;

tower, It was completely cut off from the nave, *

and was thereby rendered useless. The limited I

space under the tower has hitherto been used
I

for chancel purposes, for which it was unfit, both
I

from want of size and of light. This inconve- '

nient state of things has now been remedied by ^

the building of a spacious chancel, and by open- '

ing out larger arches on the east, west, and
'

north sides of the tower, and giving greater space
for the choir and the greatly enlarged organ

I

which stands in the north transept, havim^ its
'

front in the new north arch. The style chosen ,

for the new work was influenced by that of the
old, and is Late Decorative in character. The
old east window furnished the type for the new
windows generally. The walls are faced with

'

snap flint work, the dressings being of Bath
stone. The roof is covered with Westmoreland
slates, and the parapets are of pierced work,

i

The carving in the interior is the work of Mr. i

Nichols, of Lambeth. The chancel windows are
filled with stained glass by Mr. Wailes, of New-
castle. The chief or east window represents, in
the different compartments, Christ’s entry into
Jerusalem; the Agony in the Garden; Bearing
the Cross; the Betrayal; scene before Pilate;
St. John taking the Virgin home; the Resurrec-
tion

;
and the appearance to Mary in the Gar-

den. The south and north chancel aide windows
contain figures of the twelve Apostles, and there
are groups from the Acts as follow:—The elec-
tion of Matthias, Pentecost, Peter’s sermon on
the day of Pentecost, Peter baptising, Peter and
John healing the lame man, Barnabas laying
UiQ price of his land at the Apostles’ feet,
Peter and John delivered from prison, Peter
and John before the conncil, Peter raising
Dorcas, Peter’s vision, Peter preaching to Cor-
nelius, and the death of James. There are
two other windows having special reference to
St. Martin, in bis military and priestly charac-
ter. As a soldier, the represemalivo tableaux
of St. Martin are—Received as a catechumen

;

dreams of our Lord appearing to him; joined
a cavalry regiment; his baptism; divides his
cloak with a beggar; offers to meet the enemy
armed only with the cross. As a priest, we
have where St. Hilary instructs him

; converts
hi^B mother; elected Bishop of Tours, aged
nfry-five

; burns down pagan temples and sacred
trees; celebrating the Maes; and his death at
the age of eighty. The architect from whose
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designs and under whose superintendence the
additions to the church have been carried out
13 Mr. Henry Woodyer, of Graffham, Guild-
ford. Messrs. Wheeler Brothers, of Rimdino-,
are the contractors. There was no clerk of

The cost of the building is about
b.OUOi. The windows cost 700h The organ
has been restored and rebuilt by Messrs. Walker& bons, of London, and the expense will be
defrayed by subscription. The lamps, brass-
work, ebahee, candelabra, Ac., are provided
by Mr. Hardman, of Birmingham.

DISSENTING CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS,

to the fund. Mr. J. 0. Halliwell, of Tregunter-
road, London, receives these, and also makes
purchases of suitable books, &c.

Sitiindon.— The chief stone of Wesley Chapel
has been laid at New Swindon, by Sir F.

®^-Slieriff of London and Middlesex!
Mr. T. S. Lausdown, Swindon, prepared the
plans of the building, which is based on the
building known as the Barracks. The style of
architecture is Decorated Gothic. The principal
entrance is on the south side, throngh three
doorways, which open into a vestibule 16 ft. by
13 ft., and on either side of this are two towers
which are 66 ft. in height, and containing the
staircases leading to the galleries. The body of
the chapel is 69 ft. 6 in. wide, by 88 ft. long.
The whole of the seats will be of deal, lioht-
stained and varnished. On the western side of

j

the chapel there are two class-rooms, 19 ft. 6 in.
I

by 19 ft. each
;
a deacons’ vestry, 19 ft. 3 in. by

1
15 ft. 3 in.

; also a kitchen, living-room, pantry ^

!

fur the chapel-keeper. The entrance in the
(
High-street will remain unaltered, and will be
used as one of the principal entrances to the

,

chapel, as well as to reach the school, class-
rooms, &c.

;
this will make eight places of in- i

;gre83_and egress, including the two staircases

j

contained m the towers. The walls are lined ^

with Bath stone on the inside. The height from '

floor to ceiling will be about 29 ft. Over the
'

class-room is a school-room, 88 ft. 6 in by 23 ft
'

6 in., and about IS ft. high. There is also one
!end gallery provided, which is reached by the
'

staircases in the towers. The whole of the!
windows to the chapel will be remodelled, to
give an ecclesiastical appearance. The present

'

accommodation is for 1,062. and the building is
!80 arranged that side galleries can be added

''^^aired, which will accommodate about

'

300 additional persons, making a total of 1 352
The whole building will be well lighted’and
ventilated. The works are carried out nnder I

the superintendence of the architect, and Mr. ^

r. Barrett, of the same place, is the contractor.
'

Mi/th.~Tbe foundation-stone of a new chapel
mr the use of the Congregationalista of Blyth
has been laid. The site is in Carlton-street.
I he drawings have been prepared by a member
of the body, and are being carried out under the
superintendence and personal inspection of Mr.
James Darling and Mr. John Wood. The total

,

coat of the building, including lighting, warming '

and ventilation, but exclusive of ground, will be
about 1,600Z. The contractors for the work are :mason and joiner, Mr. James Nairn, of Blyth
with Mr. Wm. White as eub-contractor for joiner
work

; slaters’ work, Messrs. Dawber & Son •
'

ironfounders’ work, Messrs. Walker & Emley’
'

Newcastle; plumbers’ work, Messrs. Henderson
& Thompson. Blyth

; plasterers’ work, Mr. Joseph
Elltott, North Shields; painters aud glaziers’
work, Messrs. T. A. Bowman & Son, Morpeth.

3fan’s Oivn Lauyer .- a Handy-Bonk of the
Principles of Law and Equity. By a Barrister.
Sixth edition. London: Lockwood & Co.

It is said that tho man who is his own lawyer
has a fooj for his client

;
but ” Every Man’s Own

Lawyer” is not every man Ms own lawyer. This
epitome of law and equity must be very useful to
the public generally, and may save many a six-
and-eightpeucG, for the price of one; for the
price IS, appropriately, 6a. 8d. This edition is
not only revised, but supplemented by the sub-
stance of new Acta.

^0dIis Hiaifact.

A Catalogue of the Bonlcs^ Afanuscripts, Worhs of
Art, and Belies, illustrative of the
Life and IVorks of ShaJespeare, and of the His-
to}-y of Stratford-upon-Avon, which are pre-
served in the ShaMpeare Library and iluseum.
London

: printed for the Shakspeare Fund.
1868.

,

Ix the few years which have elapsed since the

I

establishment of the Shakspeare Fund, three of
^

the most important of the objects in view have
I

been nearly completed, and amongst them the

j

formation of the valuable library and museum.
I

I be permanency of this important collection
,
has been carefully secured. The library and
Diuseum have been conveyed to the corporation
ol btratford-npon-Avon upon trust. The cata-
logue has been compiled by Mr. Clarence Hopper.
I resents to the niuseum cud library are of
course still acceptable, as well as subscriptions

A Dictionary of Chemistry and the Allied Branches
of other Sciences. By Hekhy Watts, B.A.
F.R.S., F.C.S., editor of the Journal of the
Chemical Society, assisted by eminent contri-
butors. Part XLY. Water—Zymurgy (com-
pletion). London : Longmans, Green, Reader
& Dyer. 1868.

This valuable and standard work, in five
volumes, is now completed. We Lave so often
spoken of it while in course of issue that all we
need at present do in the way of recommenda-
tion is to announce its completion. We may
here, however, quote a. brief passage from the
concluding number as to a cement of zinc, an
incidental glimpse of which, some time since, in
course of chemical experiments for a purpose
unconnected with cements, led ns to think
it would be preferable to that of magnesium,
recommended by a French chemist, and of which
we lately gave some account, partly from ex-
perimental inquiry of our own :

' When zinc-oiide is boUed with a strong solution o
zine.chlonde in certain proportions, a plastic mass is
obtained, which, after a while, becomes very hard, andmay be used for taking casts. A cement, prepared bv
addiog Spts. zinc-oxide and 1 pt. glass-powder to 60 pts.
of a solution of zinc-chloride of speoifle gravity 1'6—1'6
with 1 pt. of borax dissolved in the smallest possible
quantity of water, is much used in Paris for stoppine
teeth, and for making artificial teeth (Feichtinger, Dinel
pol. J. cl. 78). An oxychloride of zinc, prepared by a*
similar process, may also be used as a paint for wood
paper, stone, or metal. It dries quickly, and is quite freetrom odour. (Sorel.)”

’

Nine years have elapsed since the Dictionary
of Chemistry was began. It has extended consi-
derably beyond the limits originally contem-
plated

; nevertheless, the space has still been
found too narrow for the treatment, as the editor
would have wished, of many important subjects.
Some of these, however, are so valuable that
they have taken rank as classical treatises in
their respective spheres; and.of conrae.soch trea-
tises greatly enhance the merits and the value
of the work. So many changes and advances
have been made in chemistry within the last
nine years, that the editor has found a supple-
ment requisite to bring up many subjeots to
their_ most recent stage of development

;
but

this is uuavoidablo in the publication of any
great work requiring time for its completion.
The editor states, on the whole undertaking, that
he has endeavoured to give some notice of every
compound discovered up to the time of publica-
tion of of each part of the work

; and where
full description was impossible, reference is
given to original sources of information. The
work is an important and valuable contribution
to chemical science and the allied branches of
other sciences of which it treats. The part now
issued contains the title page, and an index and
preface to the fifth volnme.

A School Manual of Health. By Enwm Lax-
KESTER, M.D., P.R.S. Loudon : Groombridge
& Sons, Paternoster-row.

This is an excellent little treatise on the ele-
mentary principles of physiology. Its object is
to supply the elder scholars in onr national and
other schools with an elementary treatise on
those facts which must be known in order to
secure health. It does not enter into minute
details of the structure of the human body, but
treats of such subjects as digestion and its organs,
the natnre of the food, and the elementary and
organic constitution of the human body, the
nature of the blood and its circulatory organs,
the function of respiration, and so on, up to the
cerebral fonctions, the two states of waking and
sleep, and the spiritual natnre of man.
We may quote from what Dr. Lankester says

on the subject of respiration, to show how clearly
and simply, yet scientifically, he inculcates the
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Teat sanitary truths by whose guidance health

lay be assured :

—

“ In order that tho funetjon of respiration ahonld he
arried on properly, it is of the first importanoo that the

ir which is taken into tho hinea should be pure. If there

j a deficiency of oxygen in the sir breathed by a human
leiog, the changes necessary to the production of animal
leat do not take place, and a corruption of the blood
nsues. 'Iheair breathed by human beings is constantly

iable to a deficiency of oxygen, by its corruption during
arious artificial processes of combustion. Thus, in a

oom lighted with gas, tho gas will consume so large a

nantitv of oxygen as to diminish the supply for persons
etuaining in the room. One of tho great drawbacks in

nr present oivilisation is the practice of introducing gas

ato our sitting-rooms, bed-rooms, workshops, and fac-

oriea, without making suflicient arrangements for the

apply of tho oxygen gas consumed by the lights. One
as-light of an ordinary kind consumes daring burning as

luch oxygen as five human beings, and where uo pro-

ision is made for a supply of fresh oxygen, tho air is

aost injnrious to health. lu the same way a largo number
f human beings, congregated in a small room, will con-

umo the oxygen and reudor the air unfit for maintaining
ealihy life.

Not only do the combustion of gas and candles, and the
aspiration of human beings, consume the oxygen of the

ir, but they make it impure by giving off carbonic acid

as. This gas is given off from burning lamps, and
andlea, aud breathing human beings. It is a most
.estructive gas. If a jar of. carbonic acid is collected

rom the horning of lights or fires, or the breathing of ani-

isls, no light can be burned in it, no animal can live in it.

7hen sent forth from the lungs of animals it is instantly

ot rid of in tho operation, and a natural ventilation is

Btablishecl; but when it is confined in rooms, it is

reatlied again and again, and the most disastrous effects

7II0W, When carbonic acid is retained in the blood, it

revents those changes taking place which are necessary
0 health

;
and a variety of diseases are the result. Oue

f tho most common and obvious results of breathing an
tmosphere charged with carbonic acid is the production
f the diseases known as scrofula and consumption. In
hose districts of London and other large towns of Great
Iritain and Ireland, where is the greatest overcrowding,
here scrofulous diseases and consumption are most pre-
alont. Not only are these diseases prevalent in such
laces, but persons exposed to the action of carbonic acid

te much more liable to fevers and other diseases than
hose who obtain a due supply of fresh air. Of so much
mportaiice is fresh air to the health of man, that the
lovernment insists that in every family there should be
00 cabio feet of air for each individual
But the most dangerous contamination of the air is

bat which arises from the difi'usion in it of vegetable and
nimal poisons. When plants and animals are dying or
ead they give off small particles of matter which, enter-
ag the human lungs, pass into the blood and produce
iaeaae. These particles tbongh apparently dead, possess
he power of producing in living particles the same de-
omposing condition in which they themselves are. It is

hus that the particles rising into the air from drains and
ead bodies, may produce iu tbe living body the most
ital and,destroctive diseases. Many forms of fever are
nown to arise from this sonroe alone. Amongst others
lay be mentioned drain fever, which carries off from
fteen to twenty thousand human'persons every year in
Ircat Britain, and which is certainly dependent on the
ntrescent matter of drains being taken into the human
mgs and cariiedinto the blood. The decaying matter of
lants, such as their leaves and stems, in contact with
ater, gives forth an effluvium, known by the name of
iolaria, which produces tbe most violeut and terrible
jvers. The intermittent fever known by the name of
gue is thus produced, and the malarious fevers of sub-
ropical and tropical climates are produced in the same
lanner. Tbe great remedy for these diseases is drainage.

,

J1 putrefying plants and auimals should be got rid of at

ace from near the houses of humau beings. It is the
rst duty of a man who possesses a house to see that all

eoomposing animal and vegetable matter is at once sent
way, or placed at such a distance from the house that no

'

uman being can be injured by its presence. When
eposits of this kind cannot be got rid of, they should be
ieinfecteJ. There are many things commonly sold in
lops for this purpose

;
amongst them we may mention

hloride of lime, carbolic acid, and the permanganate of
}da and potash.
But besides these poisoning particles which are given
fffrom all dead and animal and vegetable bodies,
lere are certain special poisons, which are given off from
ving animal bodies which contaminate the air, :>nd
gainst which too active measures can hardly be ta' cn.
he humau body is subject to certain diseases which, origi-

ating in the blood, produce particles in it which, given
ET from the body, are capable of producing the same dis-
ise. Such diseases are known by the name of small-pox,
larletfover, measles, whooping cough, typhus and typhoid
ivers, and cholera. When persons are attacked with
lese diseases, they are capable of giving off particles into
le air which, when taken up by other bodies, will produce
10 same disease. By proper precautions all these diseases
lay be prevented from propagating themselves in other
srsons. With regard to small-pox, it is found that if

srsous aro vaccioated, they are not capable of receiving
le disease. Hence the duty of all parents to see that
leir children are early v.iccinated, in order to prevent
leir taking this terrible disease. It is certainly a false

otion to suppose that vaccine matter by itself can intro-
Qce any other diseaie than cow-pox into the system,
here do not exist any ready means of preventing the
ther ‘ catching diseases,’ but everybody knows that by
roper precaution they, may bo prevented, and it is now
ae of the first dnlies of human beings, oue to the other,
> take care that by no careless act, the poison of these
iseases should bo conveyed from them to their neigh-
}urs. It is a commou practice, much to be reprehended,
1 send children to school from families where sroall-pox,
larlet fever,, measles, or whooping cough are prevailing,
lUB spreading the poison amongst those who have not been
roviously attacked.
The air being thus easily contaminated and rendered
ijurioua to health and even life, it is of the first import-
ace to secure yresft air, free from carbonic acid gas and
1 organic and poisonous impurities. Iu every house,
tting-room, bed-room, shop, workshop, school, or pobtic
ailding, provision should bo made for the getting rid of
le impure air, aud the letting in of fresh air from without,
tiis 18 done by what is called veritilation. There is a
itural tendency of warm air to ascend, and advantage
lould be taken of this to have ventilators placed at the

top of the room or boilding, so that the warm impure air

may escape. In cold weather fires ventilate rooms, by a
current of warm air ascending the chimney, and the cold,

fresh air rashes into the room to supply its place. In
warm weather rooms should never be shut up. When
there is no other means of ventilation, the top sash of the
window shonld be Ist down, so as to allow of tbe escape of
impure air. All houses should be constructed with holes
and valves, to let the impure air of the rooms out into the
chimneys or into the open air."

Iq this UFeful little manual of health suf-

ficient is said of the structure of the human
body to enable every reader to understand the
operation of the great laws on which the health

and life of human beings depend, and to show
that these are God’s laws, and that Ho will not
suffer them to be broken with impunity.

li^rsrcnaiua:.

Society for the ENCouRiCEjiENT of the
Fine Arts.— The third conversazione of the
season has been held at the gallery of the Society

of British Artists, Mr. Solly, F.R.S., in the chair.

After an introductory address, in which the
chairman dwelt on the soothing influences of
art upon all, and especially upon those engaged
in science, musical performances commenced.
The company was numerous, and presented a
brilliant appearance; music, painting, sculp-

ture,—the marble side by side with tho life,—all

combined to lend a charm to an entertainment
as pleasant to the artist and amateur as encou-
raging to the higher branches of art.

The Metropolitan District Railway and
THE Thames E.mbankment.—At tho last meeting
of the Metropolitan Board of Works,'the Works
and General Purposes Committee presented a
report on the proposals of the Metropolitan
District Railway as to the construction of a solid

embankment between tho Temple and Black-
friars Bridge. A provisional agreement had
been entered into for the construction of a solid

embankment, with a 100 ft. roadway thereon,

from the Temple Gardens to Blackfriars Bridge,
and the company to construct their railway
within the Embankment; the railway company
to commence their works for tho construction of
the railway on the Embankment from West-
minster Bridge to the Temple on the 1st of July
nest, and the other works to bo carried on
simultaneously with tbe works of the Board

;

the railway company to deposit 40,0001. on tbe
1st of July next

;
the payment of the 200,0001.

to be paid to the Board to be spread over throe
years. The report was adopted.

Half-tints in Painting.—The great difficulty

in shading is the management of the half-tints.

Any one can make an extreme shade of black
;

and if the right feeling for half-tints and semi-
tones is not a natural one—something analogous
to that of a good ear for music—it can he to a
great extent acquired, though in some cases it

will demand a much greater amount of practical

experience and observation than in others before
they begin to perceive tbe many varitiea of tone
which are spread npon the surface of an object,

especially if it be an irregular one. But when
we have to add colour in connexion with light

and shade, we go farther into a field of change
and variety that is unbounded. And here is

the test of the painter. It is tbe management
of the minor tones which makes all the differ-

ence between a first-rate artist and a common
country sign-painter. Tbe latter may paint a
red cow sufficiently well to answer the purpose
of giving a title to the village ale-house. We
will grant that he has the ability to make a
tolerable representation of the animal in outline,
but when he attempts to paint it he will do
nothing more than fill up the outline with red,

and darken the parts in shade with black,

because he can see nothing further; but the eye
of the true artist would seize upon the innume-
rable tints spread all over the snrface—tbe
various degrees of colour influenced by the
position and strength of the light, some parts
more brilliant, some more subdued, intermingled
with greys of various hues in every portion

—

added to which are the reflections of colour and
of light amongst the shadows, some warm, some
cold : in short, to name all the changes and
tones that would require his especial attention
oan only be done by him who is able to paint
them. Here, then, is the secret why one painter
is greater than another; and their comparative
excellence is determined by their ability to per-

ceive and represent few or many of the infinite

varities of tones scattered over every object in

nature.

—

Cassell's Nm Popular Educator.

Value or House Property in New York.

—

The rise in the value of real property in the me-
tropolis of America is shown by tbe following
from the New Forfc Times ;—The south corner of
Broadway and Bond-street has been valued
within a life time at 10 dollars : it was sold once
for 250 dollars, then offered for 500 dollars, then
for 2,800 dollars, and in 1839 was again sold for

18,000 dollars. Recently a sewing-machine
company offered 200,000 dollars for it, which
being declined they have leased the premises
for a long term, and are about to open “ the
most magnificent sewing-machine establishm'ent
in the world.” During the past forty years the
property has doubled in value every seven years.
The whole of New York island was once sold for

10 dollars.

The Institution of Civil Engineers.—At the
closing business meeting for the present Session,
hold on Tuesday, the 19th instant, Mr. Charles
Hatton Gregory, president, in the chair, nine
candidates were balloted for and duly elected.

The total number of elections during the Session
1867-68 has been 150, viz. : 45 members, and 105
associates. The register of the institution now
contains the names of 16 honorary members, 611
members, 914 associates, and 123 students, in all

1694, as against 1419 of the various classes at
tho same date last year, including at that time,
20 honorary members, 691 members, 834 asso-

ciates, and 4 graduates. Tho class of students
has been created during the session just con-
eluded, to take the place of the old Graduate
Class, which is now abolished.

The Bishop op London’s Church-building
Fund.—The Bishop of London’s proposal to

raise a million sterling for church building and
other ecclesiastical purposes is not likely, it is

said, to be fully acoomplished. Five of tbe ten
years which were allowed for raising tbe fund
have passed, and less than a third of tho total

amount has bean contributed. A pastoral by
the bishop has been read in all the churches of
his diocese, calling for additional snbsoriptions,

and stating the various objects on which the
money received has been expended. The sum
of 51,500L has been given as stipends for 113
additional clergymen ; 49,OOOJ. have been voted
towards building forty-seven new churches

;

43,0001. for edncational purposes
;
54,000^. for

church and school sites
; and 35,0001. for objects

specified by the donors.

Artists’ General Benevolent Institution.

—

The fifty-third anniversary of this charity was
held on Saturday night, at the Freemasons’
Tavern, Mr. John Duke Coleridge, M.P., in the
chair. It appears from the report of the opera-
tions of the charity for the past year, that the
total income was 1,686Z., of which 9G6Z., were
subscribed at tho last anniversary dinner.
During the year seventy-six applicants were
relieved with the snm of 1,317Z. The charity is

administered with so much economy that an
average of the last six years shows an annual
e.xpendituro of not more than 134Z. The losses

sustained by so many persons in all classes of
society by tbe financial panic of 1866 have for

the present prevented the committee from taking
any further steps to raise a special sum of money
for the endowment of an artists’ orphan home,
aud thus avail themselves of the liberal offer

made to the institution in 1866. The company
present was about 150 in number. Subscrip-
tions to the amount of nearly 800Z. were an-
nounced in the coarse of the evening.

Accident with an Excavating Engine at
Kensington.—A serious accident has occurred
at the Gloucester and Cromwell-roads cutting,

Kensington, where an extension line of the
Metropolitan Railway is in course of construc-
tion. It appears that a steam excavating en-
gine, together with tho necessary implements
and tackle, were fixed at the mouth of a pit, and
the process of delving and bringing up the soil

to the snrface*was being carried on, when, from
some cause or other, the engine, &c., with its

weighty accompaniments, fell over into the pit.

There were three men on the engine at tho
time of its fall, tbe engineer, the stoker, and an
attendant (who were severely injured), and
several labourers or miners were at work below.
As the engine descended the shorings were torn

away, and the whole mass of monld and dJtris

fell to the bottom. Providentially, the men at

work below received the alarm by the crashing

of the timber shoring, the roaring and hissing of
the steam and water, and the sadden blocking

out of tbe light. They all escaped with tho ex-

ception of oue man.
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Alarm of Fire at Buckinghaii Palace.

—

On Friday, in last week, shortly after the arrival
of the Prince and Princess of Wales at the
State ball given by command of the Qaeen, and
whilst the company was still arriving, and the
ball was about to commence, it was found that
from the too great heat of the gas the glass of
an illuminated window cracked and fell to the
floor, and the flame of the gas had commenced
to attack the wooden framework. Fortunately
the contractor and two men were in attend-
ance, and they at once ran to the main and turned
the gas off. The people outside, however, fearing
that the palace would be destroyed, had sent off

for the engines of the Metropolitan Brigade, and
in a very few minutes four or five land-steamers,
with a number of manual machines, arrived at
the entrance to the palace, but, of course, the
services of the firemen were not required.

Liverpool Architectural Society.— The
annual meeting has been held at the Boyal
Institution, Mr. Kilpin in the chair. The fol-

lowing prizes for designs of churches were pre-
sented :—First, Mr. George Smith

; and second,
Mr. W. J. Casson. Tho first prize for figure-
drawing was awarded to Mr. Thomas Medcalfe,
and the second to Mr. H. H. Hermann. The
statement of accounts showed that at the end of
last year there was a balance in hand of upwards
of 101., and there now remained a balance of
51. ISs. 3d. The secretary read the report of the
council, which showed that the society had con-
tinued to increase in numbers, which was a
proof that its influence and status in the town
had not diminished. On the motion of Mr.
Boult, the report was adopted. Mr. J. P. Homer
was unanimously elected president of the society
for the ensuing year; and Messrs. Haigh and
Vale were appointed vice-presidents. The other
officers were appointed, after which it was
agreed that the annual excursion of the Society
should this year be to Gressford and Wrexham.
The chairman then read an address, in the
course of which he alluded to the importance
which ought to be attached to the establishment
of labourers’ dwellings, and made a complaint
as to Liverpool not having a fine-art exhibition,
such as Edinburgh and Glasgow had.

The Kirby IJndeedale Tustulus.— During
April the Rev. Canon Greenwell, of Durham,
and several local arcbmologists, have been
engaged in the full examination of the large
tumulus on Lord Halifax’s estates on the Wold
Bcarp, near Kirby Underdale. The results of
the examination just closed are very curious.
The mound was circular, bub very flat, not
being more than 3 ft. high, with a diameter
of 94 ft. This was due to cultivation, how-
ever. The barrow was both British and Anglo-
Saxon, one over the other. The inner British
barrow was 70 ft. in diameter, and covered only
one burnt interment- in a central grave nearly
7 ft. deep. Except in the discovery of parts
of a British drinking-cup, a green-stone axe,
and a few flints near, on the east, there was
no further trace of the Britons. Upon the
British mound, however, the Anglo-Saxons had
formed a large cemetery, depositing their bodies
upon it in rows 3 ft. apart, and the bodies them-
selves also about 3 ft. apart. These rows all

ran east and west, and the burial upon the sur-
face was shown by the elevated heads on the
east side, and the heads lowest on the west.
The burials exceeded seventy in number. The
great bulk of tho burials were contracted,
many of them very much so, resembling
British interments, and in this disagreeing
with the almost invariable mode of Anglo-
Saxon interment at full length. An immense
number of relics have been found with the
seventy burials. Of these the chief are five iron
swords, forty iron knives (various)

,
some of which

have been in contact with cloth, the impression
remaining on the oxide; twelve iron steels for
sharpening knives, some showing signs of much
use

;
eight necklaces of glass and pot beads, two

with gold pendants, one with silver pendants,
and an ivory one set in silver; twenty bronze
buckles, some of them gilt ; thirty iron buckles,
four bronze boxes (one full of thread of two
kinds), a flint and steel, &c. The special pecu-
liarities of this grand tumulus were—the con-
tracted Anglo-Saxon burials, the absence of
cruciform fibula and spears, the frequency of
bronze boxes, no coffins, &c., and particularly
the finding of skeletons of young men—the
aged ones being invariably those of women.
This is regarded as an indication of frequent
wars having carried off the male population at
an early age.

The Sefton Park Quaxtities.

—

The mem-
bers of the Liverpool Town Council who took
exception to the quantities taken out by Messrs.
Andre & Hornblower, employed Messrs. Mills &
Fletcher to check the quantities, and the result
is a difference, on an amount of over 70,0001.,
of only 181. 3s. 5d. To Messrs. Andre & Horn-
blower’s charge of 1,0001. for taking out the
quantities, there have now been added 3221.,
charged by Messrs. Mills & Fletcher for check-
ing these quantities.

Process for Covering Iron and Steel
WITH Copper without a Battery.—This pro-
cess, duo to Herr Graeger, is described in a
recent number of Dr. Boettger’s Polytechnisches
Notizblatt, according to the Scientific Review for

May. The objects are first well cleaned, and
then painted over with a solution of protochloride
of tin, and immediately afterwards with an
ammoniacal solution of sulphate of copper. The
layer of copper thus produced adheres so firmly
to the iron or steel that the different objects can
be rubbed and polished with fine chalk without
injuring the deposit. The tin solution is prepared
with one part of crystallised chloride of tin, two
parts of water, and two parts of hydrochloric
acid ; the copper solution with one part sulphate
of copper, sixteen parts of water, and ammonia
sufficient to re-dissolve the precipitate formed
when it is added. Zinc and galvanised iron can
be treated, according to Boettger, directly by the
copper solution, without using the tin salt. The
above process may be found useful by gilders, and
for various ornamental purposes.

TENDERS.
For warehouso and stabling. Cross-street, Finsborj,

Mr. H. J. Hammond, architect
Ennor £3,453 0 0
Turner & Sons 3,411 o 0
Macey 3,394 0 0
Bishop 3,392 0 0
Eaton & Chapman 3,166 0 0
Henshaw 3,O60 0 0

For dwelling-house, Hirer, Kent, for Mr, Alfred Kings-
ford, Mr. Howland Hces, jun., architect :

—

Fagg £2,283 0 0
Adcock 2,160 0 0
Tunbridge 1,965 0 0

For the erection of gate-lodge, on the Lincoln-road, for
Mr. James Thorpe. Mr. Charles Baily, architect :

—

Fretwell (accepted) £300 0 0

For the erection of cottage, near malthonses, Newark,
for Mr. William Giistrap. Mr. Charles Daily, architect :

—

Mackenzie & Fretwell (accepted) £204 0 0

For the erection of four warehouses, Monkwell-street,
Wood-street, E.C. Mr. Herbert Ford, architect. Quan-
tities supplied by Messrs. Hovenden & Heath :

—

Ashby & Son £10,656 0 0
Conder & Sons 10,632 0 0
Lawrence & Sons ... 10,632 0 0
Piper A Wheeler ... 10,500 0 0
Turner ft Sons 10,470 0 0
Myers ft Sons 10,443 0 0
King ft Sons 10,360 0 0
Crabb ft Taughan ... 10,296 0 0
Mann 10,176 0 0
Pritchard 10,154 0 0
Henshaw 9,985 0 0
Browne ft Robinson . 9,879 0 0
Brass 9,747 0 0
Webb 8c Sons 9,684 0 0

Stone Front.
...£75 0 0
... 76 0 0
... 150 0 0
... 70 0 0
... 98 0 0
... 65 0 0
... 96 0 0
... 211 0 0
... 70 0 0
... 79 0 0
... 125 0 0
... 98 0 0
... 64 0 0
... 89 0 0

For finishing two houses in Granada-road, Southsea.
Mr. A. D. Dawtay, architect

W ith Pointed With Bay Ont-
Froata. Windows. buildings.

Ward&Son ...£-172 0 0 ...£632 0 0 ... £57 11 4
Backhurst 455 0 0 ... 579 0 0 ... 60 0 0
Morey 4*5 0 0 ... 553 0 0 ... 49 10 0
Burbidge 390 0 0 ... 600 0 0 ... 48 10 0
Blackburn — ... 640 0 0 ... 30 0 0
Bailey — ... 410 0 0 ... —
For new school-rooms, vestries. Ac., Commercial-street

Chapel, Northampton. Mr. T. Hcygato Vernon, architect.
Quantities supplied by Messrs. Mann ft Saunders:—

Berrili.
, £1,399 0 0

Redshaw 1,38 4 0 0
Marsh 1,359 0 0
Watkins 1,200 0 0
Hall ...

. 1,126 0 0
Smith, Brothers 1,116 0 0
Clarke A Heap i,090 0 0
Cosford ft Emery (accepted) ... 1,090 0 0
Chappel 97,4 0 0

For the erection of tiro cottages, near the Comwall-
poad, Hammeramith. Mr. John G. Hall, architect. Quan-
tities not supplied :

—

Beazley £1,100 0 0
Chamberlain, Bros 1,065 0 0
J. ft F. Raynham 924 10 0

For alterations and repairs at tho Prince of Brunswick
Inn, Brunawsick-atreet, Blaokf'riars, for Mr. H. G.
Stranger. Mr. D. Haylcck, architect :

—

Mills
, £540 0 0

Wiuterton 645 0 0
Stone 622 0 0
Harrington 510 0 0
Langmead ft Way (accepted) 493 0 0
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For house and offices at Stoke Newineton. for Mr 1
ATa-.w— P. T

Woodward _ £3,007 0

Colls ft Son 2,900
Browne ft Robinson
Ashby ft Son
Webb ft Sons . .. .

Sewell & Son..

Conder..... 3,573 0

Forn r assembly-rooms at Stoke Newington. Messrsii
ee. architects :— 11Beck ft Lee, architects :

—

Colls ft Son £2,950 0
Woodward 2,730 0
Browne ft Robinson 2,692 0
Hearle 2,687 0
Webb ft Sods 2,666 0
Ashby ft Sons... 2,564 0
Conder 2,472 0

For building five warehouses
Mr. Wimble, architect

Perry
Patman
Kelly, Bros
Hart
Keeble
Wells
Newman ft Mann

Webb ft Sons
Kilby
Abrahams
Scrivener ft White
Henshaw
Morter

1 Finsbury-street, E.C,^

,..£9,997 0 0

9,721 0
9,630 0
9,623 0
9,529 0

9.469 0 0
0 0

9,330
8,937 0 0
8,910 0 0
8,560 0 0
8,123 0 0

For erecting a Congregational church
road. Mr. J. Phelps, arebiteot

Rider
Little

1 the Brixton-|

Dov
Webb ft Sons
Nicholson
Browne ft Robinson ..

Simpson
Gammon
Jackson ft Shaw
Patman ft Co
Adamson
Brass
Higgs
Myers

£11,670 0 0
11,699 0 0
11,660 0 0
11,466 0 0
11,446 0 0
11,160 0 0
10,990 0 0
10,977 0 0
10,960 0 0
10,806 0 0
10,850 0 0
10,849 0 0
10,565 0 0
10,242 0 0

For Kensington sewers. Mr. J. Broadbridge, sur-i
veyor :

—

Ployd £1,900 0 0
Crockett 1,8-47 0 0
Nicholson 1,820 0 0
Bloomfield 1,613 0 0
Good air 1,802 9 0
Whittiek 1,768 0 0W gmore (accepted) 1,695 0 0
Waiuwright 1,630 0 0 1

Falsoner 1,576 0 0
|

Lacey ft Co 1,350 0 0

For bouse at Boand’s Green, for Mr. G. P. Francis, I

Mr. A. Rowland Barker, architect :— 1

Messrs. Brown £1,110 0 0 I

Linzell 993 0 0 I

Messrs. Stringer 986 0 0 1

Pocock 845 0 0 !

Scrivener ft Co 824 0 0 I

For residence at Shepherd’s Bush, for Mr. T. Elborou^ 1

Mr. C. Bradley, architect:— !

Haward, Brothers 3,215 0 0
!

Tubb 1,845 0 0
Longmire ft Burge (accepted)... 1,697 0 0

For alterations to two houses, Islington, Liverpool, for
Mr. John Steward. Messrs. Picion, Chambers, ft Braffier,
architects

Hughes £610 0 0
Callie S06 0 0
Tomkinaon (accepted) 490 0 0

For alterations and additions in forming shop and
offices in Peascod-street, Windsor, for Mr. E. Little,
Mr. W. Simra, architect;

—

Atkins £018 10 0
Snowball 6 I 5 0 0
Eeavell 611 0 0

For the erection of a pair of semi-detached villoe at
Sydenham, for Mr. W. A. Little. Mr. W. Powell, archi-
tect :

—

Jacobs £2,080 0 0
Gorrum 1,950 0 0
Capps 1,9)0 0 0
Waterson 1,750 0 0
Storey 1.672 0 0

For the first portion of road and drains on the B-^llevne
Estate, Sydenham, for Mr. W. A. Little, Mr, W, Powell,
surveyor ;

—

James £743 0 0
Capps 318 10 0
Pearce ft Co 285 0 0
Colson 280 0 0
Green 269 0 0
Lawrence 230 16 0
Clarke 234 0 0
Benthall 225 0 0
Drammond (accepted) 223 8 6
Harrison 2IO 0 0
Cole 199 10 0
Porter 195 0 0
T. Lawrence 166 0 0
Beales 176 0 0

For farm baildings at West Newton, near Duraton, for
[r. J. H. Warre. Mr. J. Houghton Spencer, arebi*
ict:

—

Dinham A £557 0 0
Smith 475 0 0
Giles ft Wanning 434 0 0
Shewbrooks (accepted) 398 0 0
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For additioDS to Bicknollor Tjearage, near Stogumber,
Ibr the Eev. W. Martia Huanybna. Mr. J. Houghton
Spencer, architect

Dinham & Hawkina £436 0 0
Shenbrooka 378 0 0
Pearae 365 0 0
Giles & Manning 355 0 0

For sewerage works at Cranford, Middlesex. Second
jontrect. Mr. Charles Innes, architect :

—

Thirst & Co £777 0 0
Lodge 766 0 8
Mann 745 0 0
Crockett 724 0 0
Adamson A Sons 029 0 8

For erecting three houses at Upper Clapton, for Mr.
faaomb. Mr. Cheston, architect :

—

Wood £4,602 0 0
Ashby 4,409 0 0
Eivett 4,406 0 0
Lewis 4,124 0 0
Myers 4,097 0 0
Ennor 3.837 0 0
Webb A Sons 3,748110 0

For two houses, stabling, and four cottages at Hammer-
imitb. Mr. G. Saunders, architect :

—

Williams £3,380 0 0
Mansell 3,205 0 0
Wilson 3,187 0 0
Adamson 3,133 0 0
Wigmore 3,087 10 0
Chamberlain 3,086 0 0

' For building new warehouse, 02, Coleman>3treet, City,
E.O,, for Mr. F. Walters. Mr. G. J. Loo, architect :

—

Crabb A Vaughan (accepted) ... £1,660 0 0

TO COERESPONDBNTS.
A. W.—J. W.— T. H. V.—B. F.—D. O. A.—J.W.—J. P.
4 V.—Mr. C.—CeUuB.— r>r. M.—J. R.—n, B.—P. W.-J. R.—A. D.

-B. H.—Co!. C.—H. L.—W. T.-G.—D. J. H. (thanki),—Mr. V.—
i. 8.-M. 4 G.—E, A. O.-A. D. D.—An Archltect.-T. Q.—B. H.
Note.—

A

rcblteota who are unwilling (as we are) .that their names
hould not accompany lists of tenders with which they are concemed
oay prerent the omission by sending lists themselyea. We cannot
epcat lists on the ground of such omission.
Wo are compelled to deoUne pointing out hooks and giving

All statements of facta, lists of Tenders, 4c,, must bs accompanied
>y the noma and address of the sender, not necessarily for
lUhlicatloD.

Note—

T

he reeponsiblllfy of signed arliclos, and papers read at
inblic meetings, rests, of course, with the authors.

Advertisements cannot he receivedfor the current
ffceVs issue later than THUEE O’clock D m
m THURSDAY. ^ ’

The Publisher cannot he responsible for Ort-
BiNAL Testimonials left at the Office in reply to
AdA)ertisemonts, and st^-ongly recommends that
Copies only should he sent.

1^^ NOTICE.—All Communications respect-
ing Advertisements, Subscriptions, ^c., should be
addressed to “ The Publisher of the Builder,'’

No. 1, Yorh-street, Covent Garden. All other
Communications should be addjressed to the
^Editor,” and not to the “ Publisher.”

MONOGRAMS of every conceivable (Jeaign,

Drests, Armorial Bearings, &o., in gold or en-
iobed with enamel and gems, have been intro-
laced as decorations for J. W. BENSoN’sWatchee.
By appointment to the Prince of Wales. Old
Bond-street

J Westboarne-grove
j and Ludgate-

lill. See Price-list.

NEW DESIGNS from the Paris Exhibition
lave been introduced into all branches of the
!/lock Department at J. W. Benson’s, Watch
tnd Clock Maker to the Prince of Wales. Old
Bond-street; Westbourne-grove

j and Ludgate-
lill. See Price-list.

DEDICATED TO MASTER BUILDBBS.
Just ptibllshcd, in crown 8ro. price 3s. 6d. cloth,

rilHE GREAT ARCHITECT : His Plan of
I. Salvation in ihe Temple of Dead Stones and Living Stone!

God and Hon.
London: LONGMANS, GREEN, 4 CO. Patemoeter-row,

MR. HASKOLL’a NEW WORK-
Now ready, demy 8vo, price I2g. 6i cloth, with Fourteon Folding

Plates and numerous Woodcuts,TAND and MARINE SURVEYING,
J_J In reference to the Preparation of Plans for Roada and
Railways, Canals, Rivers, Towns. Water Supplies, Docks, and
Harbours

; with Deecrlption and Dao of Surveylug lustrumeuts.
By W. DAVIS HA8KOLL, CX

Also, by ’be e»me Author.

The ENGINEER’S, MINING SURVEYOR’S,
and CONTBA(3TOR'8 FIELD BOOK. Secoi-d Edition, considerably
enlarged, with numerous Cuta.lSino. cloth, price 12e.

“ The boijk Is very hsndy, and the separata tables of stces and
tangents to every mluutc will make It useful for many other pur-
poses, the genuine traverse table ezis'lng all the uime."—Athenaum
EXAMPLES of BRIDGE and VIADUCT

CONSTRUCfTION. Second Edition, much enlarged. With 560
Ettlmntee and 50 large Folding Plates. 4;o. half morocco, price
Sl, 12s. 6d.

“A very valuable v.dume, and may be added usefully to the
library of any you-'g eDgineer."—Buflder.

London : LOCKWOOD 4 CO. 7. Stationers’ Hall-court, E.C.

WHEREAS ifc has come to our knowledge
hat unanthorized persons represent themselves
iS agents for

CHAPPUIS’ PATENT DAYLIGHT
REFLECTORS,

Ve hereby beg to CAUTION the public that
lone are representatives of our firm who do not
Toduco printed forms of orders, nor shall we
old ourselves responsible for the good manu-
icture of Refleebora unless authenticated by our
rade-mark.

P. E. CHAPPUIS & CO.,
!ole Proprietors and Manufacturers of Chappoia'

Patents for Reflecting Light.
No. 69, Fleet-street, April 25, 1868.

Now ready. Second Edition of Pint Volume of

rPHE PRACriCE of ENGINEERING
_JL FIELD-WORK, Rewritten with considerable Additlona, giving

all the latest Improvcmeuls at Home and Abroad.
By W. D. HASKOLL. C.E.

With 43 Plates and numerous Woodcut*. 8vo. 24s. or the lit and 2nd
vole, together 2L 4s.

Publluhere : ATCHLEV 4 CO. 106, Great Russell-etreet, W.C

W EAL E’S SERIES
WORKS ON BUILDING, 4e.

ACOUSTICS of PUBLIC BUILDINGS; or,
the Science of Sound app’led to the Purposes of the Architect and
the Builder. By T, R. B.MITH. M.R.a. a Price Is. 8d.

BLASTING and QUARRYING of STONE,
for Building, 4c. By General Sir JOHN BURQOYNE, Bart. Price
Is. Od.

BRICK and TILE MAKING : Detailed
Account of the Various Processes. By EDWARD DOBSON.

BUILDING. The Art of Building. By
EDWARD DuB30N. Price le.Sd.l

BUILDING ARCHES, PIERS, and BUT-
TRESSES. By W. BLAND. Is, «d.

CARPENTRY and JOINERY, the RUDI-
MENTa of. By Professor ROBISON ond TUOMA3 TREDGOLD.
C.E. Is. 6d.

N.B.— A'las of Pistes lllastratirg flio above, 4>. 6d

COTTAGE BUILDING. By BRUCE ALLEN.
Price 1-,

DOOR LOCKS and IRON SAFES. Their
Construction, ic. By C. TOMLINSON and B. MALLET. 2-. fld.

DRAINAGE of TOWNS and BUILDINGS.
By 0. D. DEUP8KY, GE. 2*.

DWELLING - HOUSES, Erection of, with
Bpeeiflcationi. Ic. 8y P. H BROOKp, 2’, 6d.

FOUNDATIONS and CONCRETE WORK.
By E, DOBSON, C.E. ls.8d.

LIMES, CEMENTS, MORTARS, CON-
CEBTK. MA9TIC.a.4e. By G. R, BURNETT. Is. 6d.

MASONRY and STONE . CUTTING : the
Principles of Ma«onio Pr’jecUon, and their Application to theCon-
sfmctioQ of Curved Wing Walls, Uoiun, Ohliiiue Bridges, and Bomivn
and Onthio Vaulting, 4o. By KUWARU DOBdON. Ss.

QUANTITIES and MEASUREMENTS : How
to Calculate and Take them in Bricklayer*’, Masons', Plaster ei
Plumbers’, Faiotera’, Paperhungers', Gliders’, Smiths’, Carpsntsi
and .Jotnen' Work

:
wllh Rules for Abstracting, .&u. By ALFRED

C. BEATON. Is.

ROOFS. The Principles of Construction in
the Carpentry ane Joinery of Roofs. By Professor ROBISON,
PRICE, and TREDGOLD. With 34 Diagrams. 1«. 6d.

WARMING and VENTILATING. Domestic
and Public Bulldiugs, Mines. Lighthouses, Ships, Ac. ByORARLES
TOMLINsON. 3s.

London and Now Yo' k : VIRTUE & CO.

T AMP-POSTS — Plain and Ornamental
XJ DWARF GAS-PILLARS, Ditto DlltO-

LAMP-BRACKbTS. Ditto Ditto.
LAMP8, in Copp.r.Tin. Iron, aud Brass.
NUMBERS for hTBEET-LAMPB. newly inyented. «
POUNTAINS-Gardeu snd Drinking.

*
GATBS.R.al LINGS, 4c. VASi-S for GARDENS. TERRACES, 4c.

A Book of the newest DESIGNS for these will be forwarded free
on receipt of 3*. 6d. in stamps, which will be allowed on first order.

TURNER 4 AL' KN, Founders aud < ontracton,
201, UPPER THAMES STREET, LONDON.

PERFECTION in BOOKKEEPING.—
BUILDERS and Others desiring areally good system. Can

have a SET of MODELS for BUILDrtRS’ BOOKS, by DOUBLE
ENTRY, to which was awarded the prize offeied la “ The BuM'ler,
No l.lSU, and which has beeu adopted by many large firms. Also
Modified Arrangement by Bltigle Entry, lutuble fur small builders.-
Address, E. A. 4, 8t. Oeorge’s-roed, Regent’s Pork, Loudon.

R
Now ready, price Is.ATING of KAILWAY S.

By EDWARD RYDE, Surveyor.
Belne No- 1, of Coe el-'s Practii-al Ksfemnes Books.
CASSELL, FETTER, 4 QALPIN, Lndga’e-bill. E.C.

SUFFOLK AGRICULTURAL ASaOCfATlON.

PRIZE COTTAGE PLANS,—Copies con-
_1. -taining Plans of 6 Cottages, with 4 drawings of eich, and
speclfiralions, may be had on aupllca'lon to the Secretary, Mr.
ROBERT BOND, 10 Queen-street, Ii'swlch- Price, 4*. each. Free
by post.

Havre exhibition. — June 1st to
October Slst.—A CONSULTING ENGINEER, going over for

an Euglish Company who are exhiliitors, is open to ADVISE or ACT
for other respnmihle parties.—Address, HAVRE, core of DorrelJ 4
Son, 15, Chirlng-croie. 8.W.

'PERSPECTIVES Brawn and ColouredX By Mr. GEORGENATTBE89,
ARCHITECTURAL ARTIST,

No. 3, Lonsdown Cottages, Lansdown-placs, South Lambeth.

^LANS PREPARED, Specifications made
_ out, Quantities carefully Abstracted, Builders' Acconnta ad-
justed. 4c,-Address, SURVEYOR, No. 1, Vlctor-vlilos, Albert-rood,
Croydon, K

IFO CAPITALISTS,—A BUILDER, in aX good country town, within 60 miles of Loudon, is In waut of
a PARTNER, with about 2,00uL capital, to auist him lu carrying on
a very successful ciuntry Building Buxine s. The Partner Is re-
gutred in conse'iuence of the Advertiser’s father having retired from
the business.—For particulars apply to Mr. SALTER, Aichlteot,
Sudbury. SulTolh.

TO BUILDERS, DECORATORS, 4c.

Gilders, thoroughly experienced in House
Work, may be OBTAINED at the House of Call, Marlborough

Inn, Blenheliu-stepr, Oxfurd-street.—Address to the Secretary.

T O EMPLOYERS of CARVERS.—
Information may be had regarding the trade by applying to

the Secretary of the Wood Carvers’ Society.—Address, WSL McCALL,
34, Bbamrock-street, Glasgow,

CORPORATION of FOLKESTONE.—The
Corporation of the Borough of Foikettone give notice, that at

thrir m-eting, to be held on WEDNESDAY, the lOlh day of JUNE.
1868, at the Town Hall, at SIX o’clock p.m. they will be prepared to
appoint a duly ijuallfled person to act as LOCAL SUEVEYHR for the
borough, his eogagement to commence on the lit July, 1868, Such
officer will be required to act as •' Ixjcal Surveyor " and " Inspectorjof
Nulsancee;” not to frllow any business or calling on his own ac-
count, but to devote bis whole a'tenllou to the faithful discharge of
all the duties devolving npon him In bis office ; 1 1 perform all the
dutle* aprertainliig to those ofBc-s under the Uunlclp.il Corporation
Acts, the Folkestone Improveinent Act, and the several Acts lacor-
purated therewith, and any bye-laws, rules, or orders connected
therewith, and under any other Act or Acts in force within the
borough, and to ob-y all the orders of the Corporatlou In oonneziou
with or arising out of such several duties; to take the care and
management of -he Fire Lnglne and iU appninlmeuu

; to prepare
all pbvDs, ep ciflcations, and estimate)

; to know the value of labour
' materials; to take the charge, suoerinlendeuce, and inanoge-
t of the Public Lamps ; to Investigate and report ns to the Coals,

Cuke, or Cinders brought Into the borough and liable to the Coal
Dues

;
to prepare the accotints and certify the expenditure for all la-

bour and materials and all bills (but it will form Uo pirt of the dalles
to pay the i^bjuiers or bills) ; to take the charge, superintendence,
and rnsnagemeut of ail such works oe are now or may hereafter

I within the province and order of the Corporation, and to per-
. _ all duties atlslug out of such several duties aud offices. The

Office to be held durlr-g the pli-asure of the Corporation. Salary 2001.

per annum, payable quarterly. The Corporation will provide an
office wllh coals and gas, stationery, and other ma’erlaU required in
the performance of bU dut ««, but any ass stance whioh be may re-
quire shall be at his own expense. Security to b' given for pei-
T.rmance of the duties—the Officer himself in IDOL and two suietles
in 601. each. Applicants must forward their np,>licatlons and teiU-
monUls addreaied to me. at my Office (under seal), and marked
' App luatlon for Office of Surveyor," at or before FIVE o'clock oB
WEDNESDAY, the lOtb JUNE. 1868. accomp.auiei with a letUr in
their own handwriting, stating their age, aud their present or latest
employment, and containing the names and addiesee* of the pro-
posed sureties. The CorpjraClon do not pledge tbemielvei to make
any appuintment, if the qualifications of the applicants ate nut ap-
toved.—By order of the Corporation,

P-AI.PU THOMAS BROCKMAN, Town Clerk.
Folkestone. ISth May, 1868.

NoTK.— 5f. per annum will be added to the salary for core and
Bupervielou of the Tuwa-bsll andO’S'-es.

pONSTANT EMPLOYMENT for a good
GLAZiEB and CUTTER. Good references indlspeiuable.—

WILUAU N. FROY. Ulus Merchant. Hammertmith, London.

JUNIOR CLERK.—WANTED, by tbe
Advertiser, aged 19. a SITUAITgN as above. Highest refer-
.—Addiets, ALPHA, II, fitowe-road, HammersmUh.

ADVERTISEMENTS.
Now ready. In emblematic Wrapper, elegxntly printed, price

2s. 6d. (postage 2d.}

NSTEUCTIONS ia WOOD CAEVING
. for AMATEURS

;
with Hints on Deslin,

By a LADY.
With I'en Urge Plates,

London : LOCKWOOD 4 CO. 7. Stationer*’ Hall-couil, E C.

D wellings for working
PEOPLE.

The Society for Improviug the ’’ondltion of the Labonriog Classes
havejnet published, at their Office, SI. Exeter-ball. Strand, a Revised
and greatly Eularged Sditlon (Sixth ThouoauJ) ofTHB DVYE1L1N03
of the LABOURING CLASSES; Their ARRANGE rtENT and CON-
STRUCTION: to which is now added, the ESSENTIALS of a
HEALTHY DWELLING, and an Historical Sketch of the SiTurls
made cor extending its Benefits to the Working Population, particu-
larly In the Meiropoli*, and likewise on the Continent. With
numerons Illustrative Flans of existing Model Houses, iboee of the
late Prince Consort and the Rnyiil Windsor Society, os weU as Designs
adapted to Towns and to Rural Districts.

By HENRY ROBERTS. Esq, F.8.A.
Price 7*. cloth,

Aleo. by the same Author, New and Revised Editions of

HOME REFORM;, or, What the Labooring
Classes may do to Improve their Dwellings. An Address to Working
People. Price 3d.

THE PHYSICAL CONDITION of the
liABOURINO CLASSES, Resulting from the State of their Dwell-
lugs, and the Beneficial iLffects of Sanitary Improvements adopted In
England. Price 2d,

Working Drawings, on a large scale, for Labourers’ Cottages. Each
Design, complete on one sheet, price,2s. ; Specification for ditto, la.

;

Bull •t Quant 9, 1". 6l

Published at 61. 6*. now offered for 3f. 13*. 6d.
THE Great pattern book of ornament and

DBCOHATION.

The grammar of ornament.
By OWEN JONES.

Hluatraled by Examnles fr. m various Styles of Ornament.
One Hundred and Twelve Plates.

One Volume imp- rial 4co. extra cloth, gilt edges.
AGENTS WANTED.

B. QUABITCH, 16, Piccadilly, London.

Oxford L0C-’\L board.—

T

he Board
at their meeting to be held at the Town hall. In Oxford, on

TUESDAY, tbe 9th day o( JUNBnext.At ELEVEN o’clock in the
forenoon, will proceed to the APPOINTMENT ofa SURVEYOR, who
will also be the Inspector of Nuisances, in the room uf Mr. J. Golpin,
resigned. The Surveyor will have to provide, at hu own expense, an
assistant inspector subject to the approval of the Boaid. and such
other sufficient stafl'aa shall be requited for tbe etC-deut porformanca
of the two office*. The salary will b-s 320L a yar, vlx. 96«. as sur-

veyor and fiOL oa inspector, and an allowance will be made of 201. a
year towards tbe rent uf an offic-, which mast bs situate In some
central put of the city, to be appruveil by the Board. The aorveyot
will be required to devote tbe whole of his limo to the service of the

Board, and to fulfil tbe dutlee of the twu offices as set forth In the
Bye-Uws uf tbe Boani, and to enter Into a written agreement that he
will on no account whatever undertake any oiber woili. He will also

be subject to such further regulations os tbe Board m.vy from time to
to time see fit to make. App Ications iu writing, with testimonials
aud refermers, are to be delivered (post-free) at the Office of the
Cl-rk to the Boaivi, No. 1a, Saint Oilee-atreet, Oxford, on or before
WEDNESDAY, the 3rd of JUNE next, endorsed *' Application for
Office of Surveyor.

FREDERICK J. MORRELL, Clerk to the Board.
lA, Saint Giles’e, Oxford, 4Uy 12, 1803.

pEQUIRED, a FOREMAN of WORKS,
XVi throroughly experienced, to go out to Shanghai. Wages 16s.
tu 26), (4 to 5 dolion) ptr diem. Ernploymeut guaranteed for Two
years, with free passage out and home. Written appUcaClous, with
BtAteiuent of servlcse and testimonials of qualification, to be for-
warded to tbe Surrvyoi -General of Prisons, 46, Parlisinent-stTeet,
Westminster, S.W.

wANTED.—LIZARD SERPENTINE
. . COMPANY (Limited).—sECREfARY WASTED for the

Loudon Office. A knowledge of the marble trade, aud of tbe Arohi-
tects and Builders in the metropolis indispenjAblc.—Apply, by l-tter,

with full particnlan, and salary required, to Ihe Directors, 24, 3t.

Jaines's-stree t.

w ANTED, a THREE-BRANCH
H,UiD.—Apply to T.BURGK33. 65. Torriano-iveaue, N.W.

TO CARVERS,WANTED, a good FIGURE OAEVEK,—
Address, R. G. P, Office of " The Builder."
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yy ANTED, immediately, an ASSISTANT.
T T c«p»b!e of luMiDrirf work and land lerelHag, and *

dtaugbUmaD qualified to make drswioga from >keMh». A geolle
mau not leea tbaa (birt; >-ean of age preferred.—Addreaa, wllb
teitimonlala. and amount of tnlarj, to MILLICAK & SMITH, Archl-
Ucta. H>.nefalr. Leiceater.

T'l ARCHITECTS, BUILDERS. GENTLEMEN, AND OTHERS.
yTTANTED, by a thoroughly practical Man.
Y Y aBE-ENGAOEMliKTaa FOEEMAN. Clerk of Works, or to

superintend tbe building and repairs on an eiewte. Joiner by trade.
Can draw, make working draw ngi, Ac. Good referencdj.-AddrMs,
A. E, 3. Alien •s-terrace. Camera-square. Chelsea. 8.W.

yYanted, a RE-ENGAGEMENT in
Y ¥ an ARCHlTRCrS or RURVRYOR’.q OFFICE, by a Tounri

Man, sged 20. Has been with a practical surveyor four year?i
Colourist, good writer, aud aco->unUtit, Would ba gla-l of Improve-*
meut. Excellent references.—Address, J. R Ns. 7. Llchfield-street l
Hanley. ’

WANTED, a steady WOKKING FOEE-
T T MAN cf JOINERS. Muat be a good workman, well voder-

stand • ettingont work, pricing same, keeping of time and materlala,
with knowledge of machinery.—Apply, after SIX p.m. 13, Blikbeck-
road. HoinieT-riee. If by letter, state wages required.

TO BUILDERS. CONTRACTORS, Ac.

yyTANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, by
Y Y a thorough BOOK-KEEPER. Is well up in estimating,

measuring, quantily-takliig, and aceouute. Fair draughtsman. Good
references, Sicurity it required. Salary moderate.— .Address, X. Y. Z.
Stracey’s Library. S. Hanover-place. Reiieut’s Park. N.W.

TO ARCHITECT'S ANO BUILDERS.
i

yYanted, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, by an^
Y Y experienced practical Man. Joiner by trade, as CLERK oClWORKS, or GENERAL FOREMAN. Thoroughly understands the

various branches, is a good dnughlsm’ii. and can measure uc all i

works, Good references. Aged 35.—Address. H. S. 19. New Kent-i
road, Southwark."VyrANTED, in the Office of an Architect, a

T V respeetable BOT, who can write a good baud. —Address, H .

G, No. 144, Southampton-row, W.C.

TO RAILWAY AND SEWERAGE CONTRACTORS.
yy/ ANTED, by a pushing and steady Man,
Y Y BRICKWORK, Labour only

; or a berth as Foreman or
Inspector. No objection where.-Addieas, T. G. 3, Herns-pUce, Dul-
wlub-road, Surrey.

TO ENGINEERS, CONTRACTORS, AND OTHERS.
Advertiser, just completing the drain-

1

1 ageof an Important town, Is open to au ENGAGEMENT Ha* 1
had 15 yean upon various classes of public work*, a* agent, engineer i
and ‘ saperintondenL Excellent refecencej.—Addrese. C. E gs’
Brigbt-streot, Biikenhsad.— N.B. No objection toietve abroad - had
experience in tropical climates.

W-^NTED, a MAN to WORK a MOULD-
T T IMG MACHINE— Address. 47, Old-street, 8t. Lake’s

TO PLOMBER3. PAINTERS, 4c.

Wanted, a good THREE-BRANCH
Y Y Hand, for a constancy.—Apply by letter, stating age and

wages required, to H. THOMAS. 79, Upper Whitecross-street, E. C.

TO BUILDERS AND PLUMBERS.
yY^NTED, a SITUATION or JOB, by a
Y Y young Man, A good Plumber and Gaifitter, understands

Bath work, and would not object to flil bis time up with Painting, If
required.-Address, A. B. 47 Gsrrard-street. Isliogton, N.

^HE Advertiser is desirous of a permanent J

J. RE-ENGAGEMENT l a Txmdon Architect's office. Can make 1
finished, working, and detail drawing*, draw perepcclIvA, and Is jaccustomed to th-i g-aeral routine of a flrsl-class London office Can 1

call on any architect before TEN a-JL or afeer wlVE r u.—Address, 1

A. L B. A. Poet-office, GtenvUla-street, Bruiuwlck square. W.C.

TO ARCHITECTS.

Wr-ANTED, in the office of the above, an
T T BNOAQEMENTas ASSISTANT. Accustomed to make plans

and eleralicins fr.m rough akelches. of homes, offices, warebouaes,
Sr. Well up In perspeoUre and Ironwork, and the general routine
Of an office.—Address, A. B. 7, Lawn-terrace, Blaokbealh, S.E.

TO ABCeiTECTS AND BUILDERS.

yYANTED, by aa experienced, practical
Y Y Man, t SITUATION as CLEllK of WlJRKB. or GENERAL

FOREMAN. Has a thorouch knowledge of Ihe v.iious branches.
Can prepare plans and working drawings, measure up work. Uke
out quanlitles, and estimate.—Address, W. W. 41 Grafton-road.
Kentish Town, N.W.

TO PLUMBERS AND BUILDERS.
^pHE Advertiser, who is a good Plumber, is i

L In WANT of a SITUATION a* PLUMBERaad (fA-F£'TER, 1

or ae Threr-hranch Hand. Can do plain xluc-work. Gool reference*
i

if requlr*.!, Wages 6i4. per hour.-Address, J. J. Plumber, 61
Upper Manor.*treet, Kiag's-road, Chelsev

\yANTED, a PERSON of ENERGY,
Y V with B(k'I. to join a thorotigh Practical Man to carry out a

Building Estate sear Loudon. The operation will last fire yearsA large sum can be made.—Apply, by letUr, to A. B. fO, CotUuham-
Toad, Upper Holloway.

TO ARCHITECTS, SURVEYORS, AND BUILDBBS.
yy/" ANTED, by the Advertiser an
Y Y ENGAGEMENT, with either of the above. Good draughts-

man, quantity s rveyor, and eslimalor. Can keep books, and
accustomed to the mauagement of men. Firit-cUss testimonials.
Address, A. 8. B. at Atkinson's Post-office. Liverpool-road, Islington

rr^HE Advertiser is in want of a SITUATION
,

1

J. to Work Planing or Moulding Bachin*, or Dimension Planer.
Addtf»s, 6. E. 32. Brookby'a-walk, Homerton, N.E. ,

WANTED, for a few weeks, an ASSIST-
T Y ANT SURVEYOR, experienced in parish larreya—Address,

slatlug qualiaeatioiif, age, terms, and pceyiuuieLgscemeoU toF W
Post-offlee. CBrlmsford.

TO ARCHITECTS AND BUILDERS.
yYANTED a RE-ENGAGExMENT, by
Y Y a good and rapid DRAUGHTSMAN. WeU up in construc-

tion, working drawings, turvcylng, siieclQcatlona. Ac. Good refer-
euces. Town or country.—AddEess, L. M. N. 9, Havelock-street,
Copenbagon-street. Xsliugton. N.

TO ARCHITECrS, BUILDERS. Ac.^HE Advertiser requires a RE-ENGAGE- !

A. MENT as GENERAL FORRMAN or CLERK of WORKS. 1

Town oroiuiilry. Joiner by trade. Has been with the largest build- 1

log firm in London for tbe la*t three or four yean, a* general ' fore-
1

man. Gowi reference*. Age 37.—Address, R. KINO, 32, Harrieou-
i

street, Gray’s-inn-road.

"yyANTED, for a constancy, a THREE’
Y Y BRANCH Hand, for a Jobbing Shop; must be a good

plumber. One who has a knowledge of gMflt'in? preferred.—
Addrew, stating age, salary require I, and reference to last employer,
to W. CHAPMAN. i’itieh-groTe. Turnharo-green, W,

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.
yYANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, as
Y T GENERAL FOREMAN, to take entlrecbarge of job. Refer-

ence to firm leaving thi« week,—Address, BUILDER'S FOREMAN,
32. Herbert-atreet, New North-road.

TO BDILDSR6 AND OTHERS.
H’^HE Advertiser, thoroughly competent to
_1. KEEP PRIME-COST and GENERAL ACCOtlNrS, seeks an
ENGAGEMENT, either wholly or partlaily. Terms inoderato.—
Address A. L. Boxabel-garden*. Alpha-road. N.W.

TO PAINTERS.
Ty/"ANTED, a Respectable Man as WORK-
T r ING FOREMAN in a Builder's yard in the country, where

only two or three painters are kept. Must be well up In general
Louse painting. Ifu graleer, preferred. As this is a permaneot
eituallijn. none need apply who cannot be well recommended.
Address, staling age, wages required, and ail particulars to 0. 0.
I'ost-ofDce. Faiuhem, Surrey.

TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
yyT’ANTED, by a first-class, energetic Mau,
Y Y who is just finisblDg some extensive works in town, a

SITUATION aa WALKING or GEJSEHAL FOREMAN,—Good refer-
ences.—Address, A. B. 7, Bedfoid-terrace. Church-street, Nottlng-hllL

TO ARCHITECTB.

^HE Advertiser, whose articles are about to
L expire, desires to meet with an ENOAOBMRNT in I.ondob.

Good Tererences. Specimen drawings.-Address, H. 1, Clifton-
terrace, Torquay.TO MANAGERS OF GAS W0P.C9.\yANTED, by the CORPORATION of

DONCASTER, an ENGINEBB and SUPERINTENDENT ofWORKS, with a Ihorongh practical knowledge of the Manufacture of
Gas. Repairs to the Works. Mains, Meters, and Fitliog*, Ac. Satis-
factory references Indispensable, and not more than 3 testimonials
must accompany esch applicatiou. Salary to comineuce at 1501. perannum.—Aipllcatlons to be made in own Inndwriting, stating age.
4c.. not later than THUESDAY. JUNE lltb. 1968, uuder seal, to
the Chairman of the Gas Committee, Oss Works, Djncaater A
personal canvass will disquajlfy any appheanv. I-jqulry aa to

either personally or by letter of Mr. THOMAS

TO PLUMBERS AND BUILDERS.
WANTED, a SITUATION, by a Young
YV Man. who is a thoroughly competent and quick Plumber,

well versed In every branch of the trade. Good references.

—

Address, DAVIES, Plumber, 26, Earl-street, Kensington, W,

DELLHANGER. — WANTED, a SITUA-
L> TION aa BI'LLHANGER. Has been used to firel-claas work.
Good reference'—Address. H. T. K 24, Caledon ian-road, London, N.

TO BUILDERS.

yYANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, by
Y Y a GENERAL FOREMAN. Will be dUengaged nexi wvek.

Flrat-claea references. No objection to country.-Address, ALPHA,
No. 3. Btonea-end, Borongb.

TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS
A OAEPENTEB WANTS a SITaATION.

Jr\, A steady man. If coretaut emp'nyment, Wages 5Jd. per
hour.-Addrese, 406, OlB.-e of " Tbe Builder."

TO ARnHITF.CT^

A THOROUGHLY practical, experienced
..Cji- clerk of WORKS, acouetcmid to Church Building, is open
to a RE-ENGAGEMENT. Town or country. Terms moderate.
Unexceptionable referencte.—Addteee, J, C. 5 Great Clarendon-street,
Bomeia Town, N.W. *

WT'ANTED, JOINERS and STAIRCASE
.iU r.

to take PIECE-WORK.—Address, 403, Offiue of
Tbe Builder. ’

TO PLUMBERS AND BUILDERS.

WT"ANTED, a permanent SITUATION, by
Y T a thoroughly good PLUMBER

;
will have no objection lo

paintlne or glazing when slack. Age 26. Good references.-Addrcjs ,

T. P. WILSON, 134, Brompton -road, Brompton.

\yANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT as
Y I CLERK of Works, General Foreman, or on aa btate, by

a thoroughly practical Man, Good drsughtsmau. quantity sureoyor
and estimator. Can keep books; well up In piecework prioas andmausgemeut of men. Aged 30. Good reference from last employer
Address, W. 0, .kibion-place, Main-street, Higb-gste, Birmlugnam.

TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
\Y-^NTED, by the Advertiser, aged 19, a
TT RE-ENGAGEMENT as JUNIOR CLERK. AsslaUut Book-

keeper. Timekeeper, Ac, Country not objected to. Salary moderate.
Uoexceplionable reference’. -Address, J. 0. T. Messrs. Durley a Son,

TO C.A.RFENrBR3 AND BUILDERS.

A CARPENTER and JOINER (strictly
sober habits). wanU EMPLOYMENT, at the' Bench or

fixing. Thoroughly andanUnds all kla-U of genera! jobbing work,
hliud making, carpet planiug, cabinet repairs, Ac. Wages, 7d. per
hour. Willing to make bUnself generally useful.—Addres’, X. Y. 3,
Ueory Place, Soutbville, South Lambeth.

TO ARCHITECTS, Ac.

yYANTED,by an experienced DRAUGHTS-
Y T M ‘N, an ENG AGE5t ENr. Can pr-pare and fiolsh dr-wlngs

from rough sk-tebes and uia'se out details. Classic style. Has some
knowledge of Gothic and iwr^p-ctive. Salary 30*. per week.-Ad-

\V ANTED, PLASTERING, Piecework, by
T Y a Practical Man, who is well experienced in hiking Plssterlug

or country. Labour ouly.-AudrBts.
489. Ortice ut “ i be Builder

TO BUILDERS, DECORATORS, Ac.

A FIRST-CLASS GRA.INER, WRITER,
and DECORATOR is In WANT of a constant SITUATION,

or Job.—Address, W. FOWLER, 36, Princess stree’, Bigewar e-road.

TO ARCHITECTS.
yyANTED, by an Improver, a RE-
Y V E.S-GAOKMENT la an Office whlcn will offer facilities foradvancement. Impreeuient being tbe chief cousideiatiou Terms

inoderale.-Address . SPK Poil-. ffice. Brutoo. Somerset.

TO ARCHITECTS AND SUBVEYOES.

A DRAUGHTSMAN and GENERAL
2\. ASSISTANT reqnlree an ENGAGEMENT.-Address, E. B, 7,
Albion-villas, Albion-ro.*d, Holloway, N.

yyrANTED a RE-ENGAGEMENT, as
Y V WORKING FOREMANof JOINERS or as Oeneial Out-do-ir

ForeiuA, by a thorough pract cat joiner snd sLil cose band, Age
31-—Well up hi selling oiii a.t kind* of work, snd good
dtuughismau. First class references from L’ndon firms Country
not otijected to,—Addr.aj W. K. 71, Slanhupe stree', Hsinpsicad-
rood N.W.

TO BUILDERS, 4c.yyANTED, by an energetic and steady
YY Man, a BE-ENGaOBMENTss GENERAL FOREMAN ToUke the solecbarge of ajob. Haajn.t Buishod a Large buUding. and

. ®o
present employer. Good refereaceB.-Addres-,

A. a a, Weitou-terraoe, Weymouth.

TO ARCHITECTS AND OTHERS.

A NEAT general DRAUGHTSMAN
Ax Is open to an ENGAGEMENT. Town or country.-AddrH*.
Y. 8, Sbafteihary-tarrace, Warwick-rosd, Ketuiagton.TO BUILDERS AND OTBRSS.

yy/'ANTED, by a Young Married Man, a
YY SITUATION as CLERK and Tl M EKEEPER.—Address.

P. R. 43, Asbiey House, Stieatbaiu-slreet, BloumsDury, W.C.

TO BUILDERS OR MASTER PLUMBERS.

A GOOD PLUMBER wishes to meet with
Ai. a JOB, or CONSTANT PITUATION

;
can turn hi* hand to

oiher brauches if required. Two yeir»’ good reference from preseot
eiuployer. — Addruss, U. B. 3, Gulboorue gardeiia, Kentish New
Town.

WANTED, by an ARTISTIC INTE-
PRACTICAL DRAUGHTSMAN,

an ENGAGEMENT, lo Suparintond or otherwire. wiih a view to
permanency, 'rhoroughiy understanda every branch of art ; alto
Motalc paintti g. Has no objeclioa to travel. Good reference*.
. pecimensand medals shown.—Apply tj J. A. 3, Canlerbury-tenace
CiUjUrbutT-roart, N.

p * o

TO BUILDERS, Ac.

yY-A-NTED, Stairs, Handrails, Sashes and
Y V Frames, and Carcasses, by Piecework, labour onty,-Address,

X. A. Z. Putt-office, Tunbridge Welia, Kent. A BUILDER’S CLEKK, JOINER byAx TRADE, cm have a Permanent Engagement. Bonus rv-
quirad.-apply at Mr. PEVBRAL'd, 268. W*lworih-ro*d.

.
TO BUILDERS.

^yrANTED, by a Young Man, a SITUA-
T Y 1 ION a* CARPENTER- Can paint welL Constant employ-

mentonly. No oljprction to country work.—Apply, A. C. 30, Didon-
stieet, Clarendoti-squaro, N.W.

TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.

yY-ANTED, by a respectable Married Man,
Y V age 30. a SITUATION as CLERK, TIMEKEEPER, or any

place of trust. Hu been three years with bis present employer, and
can give olber flrst-clasi references as to capabilUy, iuteericy, Ac. Is
• illing to make himself generally useful. Salary moderate, having
a rmali income of his uwo.— Address, R. H. No. 11, Braydyil-slreet.
Clusier-i reet. East Greenwich.

TO NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN. AND BUILDERS,

A general foreman, who has com-Ax plete-l bis engagement on a large estate, wishes a similar

TO BUILDERS, Ac.

yAy ANTED, by the Advertiser, aged 22, a
Y Y SITUATION as CLERK, Ac. Can take out quantities, estl-^te. meMure up work. Six years' experience. Good references.-

Aadr.is, C. B.3U7. Edgware-toad, W.

euergeiic, and per.everiug, Higheit references. Aged 32.—AddreM,
404, Office of "The Builder."

yyT^ANTED, by a Young Man, a SITUA-
Y Y TrON as PLUMBER and GASblT PER. Can do patotlng,—

Address, F. W. No. 31, Sua-screet, Woolwich, S.E.

TO ARCHITECTS, SUBVEYOES. AND BUILDERS.

A N ASSISTANT, of experience, is open to
Ax. an ENGAGEMENT, to prepare pUus, specification*, esilmates,
take off quautltlrs, end measure up wurlu.—Address, A. B. care 0
Mr. Wilson, 18, Barougb-r.,a(l, Southwark.

-W-.-W ,

CONTRACTOBS AND OTHB»aWANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT as
Y ? GENERAL FOREMAM, OUr-DOOE FOREMAN, orWORKS. Baa had considerable experience on PublicVoik-. Salary moderate.—Address, H. F. 35, Honuey-toad, Hoi-

TO ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYORS.

\Y-A-NTED, by a Young Man, aged 28, a
Y V SITUATION in an Architect's or Surveyor’s office. He is a

good draaghttmau, and can execu'e models of deelgus iu wo d, -ard
board, or metal, uea'Iy and expeditiously. Unexceptionable reference*
can be given.-Letters addrtMed to M. L. i are of Mr. SHULTZ, 80,
CombUI, E.C. will have Immediate aitontlom

TO ARCHITECTS, SUBVEYOIta, Ac.

A general ASSISTANT is open to an
Ax Immedlat* BNO.^GEMENT, temporary or permsnent. Is a
good and rapid draughumm, well up iu construedou. design,
details, perspective, suireying, Ac and office roulice generally.
Accustomed to superlnten ' works. Bala y moderate. Aged 30.—
Adureu, U. 9, Pm-office. Westoourne-plac*, W.

lyrANTED, by an experienced Man, iust
‘ church, a REENGAOEMEST ea CLEkK ofWORKS, in town or country. Will be duengaged ina week

; la well
up lu ail the branebee of the building trade, end is a guod diaugnis-
tuai). FlTSt-daes references and teslimpjuia’s.—Addiesj, CLERK ofWORKS, New Lhurob, Headley, Newbury.

TO ARCUITE-TS, SURVEYORS, AND ESTATE AGENTS.

yYAI^TED, a SliUATiUN in tbe Offices
Y Y of the above. Is a neat ani quick Draugbtsmau, can

survey, Ac. Salary modcrale.—Address, 4011, Office of “ The Builder,"

TO ARCHITECTS.

A GOOD DRAUGHTSMAN and expedi-
AX tions General A-sUtant Is oow DIlBNGAGBD. Is thoroughly
cuuvenant with the vailoue dnttre of the architeo'ural profession.
Terms for a permanency moJerato.—Addres*. AttCHlCKCr. No.l2.
Suthoiland-piace, B;cleston-t4Utre. South Belgravia. S. W.

TO BUILDERS. Ac.

yy ANTED, by an experienced OUT-DOOR
Y Y FOREMAN (Jouier by trade), a SITUATION to Uke charge

ofajvb. Good reference*.-Aadresr, H. W. 5, Addlngloc-place. York-
ruau, Lambeth, K

yYA-NTED, by the Advertiser (aged 25), a
Y t SITUATION in a Bu'lder's or Coutractoi's Olflc*. Thorough

knowledge of AccouBts, and well up in tbe general office routine.—
Addieee, £. A, H. 79, Cornwall-road, Wealbsurne Park. TO BUILDERS. PLUMBERS, Ac.

A steady Young Mau, age26, is iuWANT
Ax- nf a Cou-tant blTUATiON lu a good Jobbing shop as
PLUMBER or Thiee-Brancb [Hand. Can do Gas-fittlug and plain
Zinc work. In town or couuiry.-Addrese, a C. care of Mr. PuMy,
Stationer, Frogincie-gardenr, High Wycouibr, Bucks.

WANTED, by a thorough PAINTER and
,
Y Y GRAINEk, a SlTUATlO.v. Town or county.-Address, F. 6.

a, Aht-ey-road west, Sr. Jvhn's-wood, Loudon, N.W.

\yrANTED, a SITUATION in a Jobbing
Y" Y Shop In the GABPITiING, Bell-hangliig. and Biaw-fl'.ltbiog

line, by a respectable Young Man.—Addrese, 3L Q. F. 125. Edwaril-
slrret, Brighton, Buasez, .
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JVoburn Abbey and Dunstable Church.

’VERT Friday, thanks to
the consideration of his

Grace the Duke of Bed-
ford, the public are
admitted to Woburn
Abbey, its pictures, its

sculptures, and its

gardens
j and a great

privilege this is, full of
pleasure for those who
know how to see. Dr.
Waagen, in his “ Treasures
of Art in Great Britain,”

describes his visit to

Woburn as ” the most

'

uncomfortable ” of all

that he had had in

England, “ the very
respectable-looking, corpulent
woman, who in her black silk

gown came rustling in much
state ” to meet him, driving
him on from room to room, and
giving him no time to see any-
thing properly, though he bore

a letter to her from Dean Hunt.
Things are differently managed
there now, and the visitor will find

the housekeeper intelligent and
obliging. The number of fine por-

:b that are to be seen in England is certainly
lunding; the three remarkable exhibitions
: have been made in South Kensington are to be
ced only as indicating that fact, not as having
snsted the store. House after house may

'

liisited in all parts of England full of portraits
1 . have never reached London; portraits, too,
i are pictures to be coveted irrespective of
epereon represented. Of how many of the
iraits that are being painted to-day will
urity say that ? Hurry-scurry, slap-dash

;

lentiment, no finish
; the head half painted,

mands a blotch, and the costume nowhere :

) are their characteristics. Some recent
raits at Woburn contrast but badly with the
er works. We should be glad, for example,
18 a better picture there of Earl Russell, onr
I'd John.”

3 are not proposing to write a guide to
•arn,—only a memorandum that may lead
0 of our readers to give themselves a day
Dduring the present bright weather. England
iiad an exceptionally fine May, the May of the
. We cannot always speak with Milton

bust of him will be found amongst the sculpture
here.

A very scholarly and well-written little “ Guide
to Woburn Abbey” (by J. D. Parry, M.A.) was
published some thirty-six years ago, and nowneeds
some revision to meet the alterations that have
been made in the rooms. The writer of it, on
entering the picture-gallery, with justice adapts
Virgil’s words

those who anfTer’d for their country’s good •

Or blameless priests before the altar stood,
:-here souls whose mighty thrill

Wlad Phmbus welcomed on the Aonian hill •

Who life with various arts ennobled then •

And those whose bounty Alls the hearts of men.”

it^he flow’ring who from her green lap tlirows
ithe yellow eowshp and the pale primrose,”

“ Queenly May,
Showering daisies on her way.”

0 can recollect of Mays that were brown,
ifiot green

;
cold, and anything but flowery;

y the May of this year certainly the poets
eboeu justified. Woburn may be reached in a
s of hours from London. The house was
lin 1774, on the site of a Cistercian abbey,
ded in the twelfth centnry. It is a quad-
a.lar edifice, surrounding an open square,
b front " of the period,” having an attached
ment and four three-quarter Ionic columns
3 centre. Henry Holland, who designed
im House and old Drury-lane Theatre, was
ibchitect, if we recollect rightly. A marble

Here they are set forth in their habits as they
lived. After passing through the house, the large
features that fix themselves most strongly on the
mindare theVandycks.theroom full of Canalettos
(and such Canalettos

!), and the collection of
portraits of artists mostly painted by them-
selves,—Rubens, Murillo, Titian, Rembrandt,
Teniers, Tintoretto, Kneller, Paul Veronese, Sir
Joshua Reynolds, and many others. A most
charming specimen of Sir Joshua’s art is that
picture of Elizabeth Marchioness of Tavistock,
mother of the late Duke, crowning a bust of

j

Hymen with flowers, with a black servant in the
background, said to be a portrait of Reynolds’s
own black page. The series of miniatures in
enamel by Bone; Rembrandt’s “Rabbi;” some of
Lambert’s little-known landscapes

; a remarkable
view of the Castle of St. Angelo, Rome, by
Claude Lorraine

; the foreshortened Abel by
Rubens; the “Captain-General of the Spanish
Armada,” attributed to Valasquez

; and Sir
Nicholas Bacon, by Zucohero,—are amongst the
other noteworthy items, together with some first-

rate specimens of the work of Mytens, Cuyp, Cor-
nelius Jansen,and Gavin Hamilton. Amongst the
more modem works in the rooms, Eastlake’s
“ Pilgrims coming in sight of Rome a fine sea-
piece by Callcotb

;
“ The Crown offered to Lady

Jane Grey,” by Leslie
; and a good likeness of

the poet Rogers, by Hayter,—will be remembered.
The pictures are in a capital state of preaerva-
tion

; indeed, some few of them of the Kneller
and Lely period look very much as if in parts
they had been cleaned with fresh paint ! This
should not be allowed.

We ought not to omit to say, in a notice of
Woburn, however brief, that the rooms occupied
by her Majesty the Queen and the late Prince
Consort on the occasion of their visit to the
Abbey in times gone by are maintained pre-
cisely in the state they then were. In another
part of the Abbey we have the cane used by
King Charles II. Posterity would be glad to
find in the rooms to which we have referred
some personal memento of the “Blameless
Prince.”

The gallery of marbles includes a number of
remarkable antique reliefs and the celebrated
Lanti vase, found iu Adrian’s villa at Tivoli,

and purchased of the Lanti family, into whose
possession it had come. This vase, of Parian
marble, is 6 ft. 3 in. in diameter and 6 ft. in
height. Another remarkable antique there, is a
large sculptured marble sarcophagus, brought
from the ruins of Ephesus, and sculptured
with groups setting forth the death of Patro-
clus, the binding of Hector’s body to the
chariot of Achilles, and other cognate inci-

dents. Sawn in pieces, according to the story,

it was built into the wall above the entrance-
gates of the modern Ephesus, whence it was
obtained, after some difllcnltles, by a deter-

mined Englishmen. There is so striking a
difference in the work of the two sides, and such
discrepancy in the mouldings, that a critical

examination is still needed. Near these very
interesting remains is a fine mosaic pavement,
formed out of the fragments of a larger one dis-

covered in 1823 about a mile from Rome. The
design includes a tiger chasing a bull, and some
heads, probably intended for those of river

gods. A small draped head of a Roman lady,
close to the border, is especially charming. This
pavement was put together by the late Sir
Richard Westmacott, who has left here many
specimens of his tasteful skill. Thorwaldsen,
Canova, and Flaxman are also well represented.
We may not, however, stop to speak longer, and
the gardens, the greenhouses, and the quaint
Chinese dairy mast be passed without a word.
We have already said enough to show how
much there is here to justify a visit. The town
has also something to interest, if it be but iu the
fact that some hundreds of cottages of a superior
kind have been built about it by the present
and preceding D ukes. The aspect of it at night is

especially picturesque. Wandering there in the
moonlight, one feels the strength and the value
of Night,

—

“ In her starry shade.
Of dim and solitary loveliness,
We leara the language of another world,”

The silence, were it not for a nightingale, would
be intense ;

—

“ But she supplies the night with mournful strains.
And melaucholy music fills the plains.”

The market-house was rebuilt in 1830, under
Mr. Edward Blore; so, too, was the church
mainly.

A visitor to Woburn,'making Leighton Buzzard
(vice Leighton Seau Desert) his head quarters,
would find many pleasant places about to occupy
a second day. Leighton itself has an old church
and old cross. Stewkley Church is a very in-
teresting, nnmixed Norman building, with good
west front of the usual kind. The tower was
damaged with cement some years ago. More
recently the interior has been repaired and set
right with evident care and good feeling. In
the chancel, which is vaulted and groined, some
little more might have been done, the arch of
the oast window being much disrupted. In
early times, before Britton or Rickman had
begun to work, this was one of the churches
always termed Saxon, but it does not present
any difference from buildings iu England known
to belong to the Norman era. Wing Church
has a Norman arcade, and a polygonal apse,
with narrow pilasters on its outside, and is

altogether a curious building, worth a visit.

There is a large Corinthian monument here,

with sarcophagus, in memory of Sir Robert
Dormer, dated 1652, rather an early period for

such work in England. The roof is flat, with
carved figures at feet of principals, and there is

a chancel screen. A brass, dated 1648, and in-

scribed to “ Honest Old Thomas Cotes,” 13

carious. Wing is one of the places said to have
been forfeited by the Hampdens, in consequence
of a blow received by the Black Prince at Great
Hampden :

—

“ Tring, Wing, and Iringlio©,
Hampden did foregoe.
For striking of a blow."

Mentmore, the mansion built by Paxton for

Baron Rothschild, and illustrated in these pages
at the time, is close by ; and so, too, is Eddles-
borongh Church, with its painted chancel-screen
and lofty cai'ved canopy over the pulpit. There
is a handsome Decorated east window here, and
the spandrels of the nave arcade are painted.
The most important architectural monument,

however, to bo found in the neighbourhood is

Dunstable Priory Church, which has long been
in a sad state of decay. Some years ago money
was raised, and the south aisle, a flue piece of
Norman work, was rebuilt. More recently it

was found that the roof threatened a catastrophe,
and that, unless efforts were made, the exterior

would go to ruin. Subscriptions have been raised,

and, under Mr. G. S. Clarke, the works are now
being pushed on, but cannot be completed with-
out further assistance. The wost front of this

church is remarkably picturesque and striking.

The main entrance, interlaced arches, and other
parts about it are Norman

; the rest of the front

is Early English, suggesting Salisbury and Wells.
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The body of the charch, apparently only the

nave of the original structure, is Norman, of

noble proportions, and ranch of this is now

put into a sound and excellent state. In restor-

ing the clearstory, Perpendicular windows have

been placed within the Norman arches, and,

both being equally new and perfect, the conjunc-

tion is not agi-eeable. The wisdom or otherwise

of this step depends on circumstances with

which we are not folly acquainted. We find no

fault, therefore, but point attention to the mat-

by anything but cultivated oonnoisseurship. But

there are some points on which agreement must

be almost unanimous.
In the selection of his subject the artist, whe-

ther he be painter or poet, has to encounter his

first and main difficulty. This is also the portion

of his task to which, judging from results, he

appears ordinarily to have paid the least atten-

tion,—to have arrived by haphazard. While a

wide difference of style and of subject is open to

the painter, there are certain limits which he

ter as one of those points in restoration that
j

can never overstep with impunity, but which we

demand most careful consideration on the part 1 find him often overstepping in point of fact,

of the architect before decision. An extension The artist, or the portion of the public for whom

for chancel is needed towards the east, and the
|

the artist labours, may prefer this or that walk

opportunity is afforded for making it, if sufficient I of art. He may be accurate, or even ennobling,

money can be raised. The whole county ought ' as a portrait-painter j
ho may photograph nature

to feel interested in the preservation of this ' with the happy pencil of Lmnel ;
he may por-

moat interesting structure, and give willing aid ' tray domestic life with the painful fidelity ol

to the committee who have taken the matter in Faed’s Worn Out;” he may attempt historic

j

composition, a style of work almost entirely
hand.

This Dunstable was probably the Jfajio
j

absent from the walls of the Gallery on the

Vinium of the Komana, and certainly the Dune- present occasion
j
or he may take us into the

stxple of the Saxons. Henry I. chartered it : regions of Fancy and of Romance, in which

be commenced the Priory Church in 1131
;

there is nothing to approach the beauty of the

and it was dedicated in 1213 by Hugh, Bishop
j

“ Fairy Changeling” in last year’s Exhibition

;

of Lincoln. It was in this chnrch that Cranmer
!
but, whatever be the power with which he can

read the sentence of divorce against Queen ' handle his brush in either of these great depart-

Catherine One of the earliest theatrical per- ments of his art, his success—his permanent suc-

formances, “The Miracles of St. Katherine," ! cess—will always be dependent on his adherence

took place in this town,—in 1110. Kings and
,

to certain great canons of his craft which he

Queens have met in it, and great tournaments
;

will not find inscribed on the tablets of the

have been held here. Straw bonnets have kept
,

Academy.
_ _

its name before the world far and wide, and,
;

Taking that department of painting m which

notwithstanding the shrinking of the female
|

photography, or the actual delineation of nature.

head-covering, and the adoption of silk, lace, a
|

has perhaps attained its greatest triumphs, and

rose-leaf or a postage-stamn as the material, in which the artist has thus most closely to con-

here and in manv of the towns and villages
|

tend with the mechanic, there are two or three

around, few of the female part of the labouring pictures now before us which would do credit to

population are to be seen without a mouthful of any school of painting, at any era in the pro-

straws and their hands hard at work, platting, greas of art. Such is “ Christmas Morning,

Going as far to the north of Woburn as 1806,” No. 624, a sea piece, by Brett. It

Dunstable is to the south, Olney, the home of is hard to tell whether most to admire the

the Poet Cowper, is found
;
where he kept his .judgment of the artist in the selection of his

tame hares, and to which he refers so often in
|

scene, or the perfect mastery of his craft by

his letters. But we might run on and on, or ^ which the aspect of the moment is depicted,

right or left, never stopping for want of objects There may be many persons who do nob much

to interest; for all England is sprinkled over
,

care for landscape, others who do not like sea

with instructive memories and beautiful memo- pieces. Let such persons turn to subjects they

rials.

THE CENTENARY EXHIBITION OF THE
ROYAL ACADEMY OF ARTS.

prefer ;
but none the loss may it be said without

fear of contradiction that of its class this

,

picture is a gem of the first water. A man may
\
have been much at sea without having the

!
opportunity to remark the pecnllar swell, and,

;

so to speak, textnre, of the wave here seized and

With more or less delicacy and accuracy of represented by the artist. Having once wit-

taste, more or less education in the practice nessed snob a scene, be knows and admires the

or in the principles of art, or in such a com- truth of the reproduction.
^

It is not readily

mand of technical language as reduces it to the ooncoivable that, by any artist of any school or

level of slang, and more or less palpable or inex- age, a real bit of marine scenery could be more

onsable bias, critics and correspondents of every faithfully and more sncceasfnlly represented,

calibre have opened fire upon the Exhibition of A contrast to the lurid stormy sky, and angry

the Royal Academy for 1863. It is obviously reflecting water of Mr. Brett, is the clear heat

easy to treat a collection of 1,200 pictures and of the desert atmosphere given by Mr. Herbert

scnlptures in almost any style that may snib the
,

in his “ Valley of Moses ” (No. 138). The pnrple

temper of the writer or the taste of the public shadows thrown on the ground by the advancing

which he addresses. The old story of the hand- men and camels denote the early morning hour

some and the deformed leg can never be more at which the landscape is delineated. The great

applicable than in a case of tho kind, In so heat of the day has not yet come on ; but yon

large a number of new works of art it is almost see what it will be. The livid outlines of the

certain that, wherever the exhibition might be distant mountains, fanciful as they may seem to

held, the majority would be below mediocrity, those who have never drunk of the water of the

Eveninthecaseofgreatartistsandofgreatworks Nile, or been wet by the salt spray of the

perfection is but rarely attained. Where per- Mediterranean, are such as are only defined by

fection is absent there is always room for
!
a sub-tropical sunlight. As you gaze quietly,

criticism; and not only so, but if actual per- with half-closed eyes, on the canvas, the at,ill-

fection were attained it would infallibly be ness of the desert life comes upon yon. These

assanlted by psendo criticism. two pictures give us two aspects of Nature under

While it is thus easy to increase tho inharmo- her almost widely opposed conditions, and each

nious Babel of aonnd that is now echoing from is admirable in its way.

the daily and weekly press on the Exhibition of Another very remarkable pictnre, as to the

the current year, it may be more useful, as well merit of which there can be no question, is “ The

as more agreeable, to point out some of those Catapult,” No. 402, by E. J. Poynter. Tho red-

features as to which, we venture to think, edu- hot iron head of the missile weapon is a perfect

cated students of art, unbiassed by prejudice or
|

representation of the metal at the moment when
personal motive, cannot very widely differ.

'
the first scale that follows the removal from the

Whether the average merit of the Exhibition be i famace is just beginning to form. It is not an

higher or lower than in former years, there may
be room for an honest difference of opinion. A
reliable judgment on the subject can only be
arrived at as the result of a careful criticism of

every picture. Again, there are paintings in

which there may at the same time bo much to

admire and much to condemn. There may be
others which, whatever be their intrinsic merit,

strike us chiefly as being either better or worse

than was naturally to have been expected from
their authors. On all three points there is room
for a wide, and yet not uninformed, difference of

taste, as well as for the euqireasion of opinions

which, if they are honestly formed, are dictated

easy subject to paint. The success is perfect.

The whole picture is full of antiquarian research,

no less than of artistic merit; but we point

rather to the feature which is unique, and which

betrays the patient and careful attention which

the artist has devoted to enable him to give the

stamp and impress of truth to an imaginative

work.
Very different in its mode of handling, but

equally remarkable for its truth to nature, is the

lantern in the “Pilgrims to St. Paul’s,” No. 356.

The picture itself is a noble oue, the expression

of the two old shipmates of the great admiral

is admirably conceived and adequately rendered.

The one seems to say,
—“ Ho is gone, his dust isu

here!” the other,—“All of Nelson cannot die ;li

he yet lives.” The gloom of the scene, the plaj[]

of light on the faces, the general effect of the,'

picture, all happily harmonize, but the flame ol

the candle, refracted through two of the glass

plates of the lantern, inclined to one another, is

what we have never before seen thus attempted

in painting. Indistinct, it may be called, bui

you have to shade your eyes to be conviucec

that it is not actually dancing before you. Yoi

do not see the prim, decorons little pyramid o

flame, with its black wick and its blue base, auc

its yellow top, bub a confused, blurred, rednpli

cated image, which has no distinctness except

the distinctness of reality. In the scene yoi

trace the element of sentiment,—a sentimeni

that could nob fail to touch the mind even i

less artistically rendered. In the lantern then

is nothing but a careful study, and scientiffi

reproduction, of a very humble phenomenon
Bnt it is one which more completely impresses oil

the imagination the idea of motion, and thi

reality of combustion, than any representatiol

which we can call to mind. Millais has lightei

his candle as Poynter has red-heated his iron.

It shonld be observed that tho pictures of Mi
Millais are remarkably dependent not only oi

the light, but on the distance at which the;

must be viewed. When seen close they alto

gether lose their due effect. In the crowds

rooms of the Academy this is a great misfortun

to an exhibitor. If you attempt to view hi

productions from the only distance at whio.

they are excellent, so many less careful ot!

servers come between you and the wall thaj

you can only catch a glimpse of a portion at i

time. Probably there is no artist who suffers a

much from having bis works exhibited undej

Bucb circumstances as Mr. Millais.

The human interest which is excited by th

reverent sorrow of tho pilgrims to Nelson’s torn

is tamed in another direction by the charmin

scene of “ Sterne and the French InukeepeB

Daughter” (No. 167), W. P. Frith, R.A. T1

pathognomy of the two faces is admirable. Tl

halfventuring, half teasing aspect of the unwortil

sentimentalist—tho inquiry of “ Have I gone tq

far, or shall I go on ?” which is expressed in hj

face—the character of the month, curved an|

puckered, not by the honest laugh of fun, or eve

the smile of sly badinage, but betraying a sene:

of impropriety that underlies the effort of wi

is admirably balanced by the patient, wear

enforced attention of his lovely listener,—tl

tacit rebuke of her countenance, before^ whic

the jibe of her tormentor would have shrivellet

had his delicacy been anything but the dolioac

of self-love.

Another branch of imaginative portraiture

:

given in the two companion pictures, the “ Matt

Puriesima” and tho “Mater Dolorosa,” by I

Goodull, R.A. So lovely is the first, so delicat

yet majestic in her loveliness, so appropriate ;

the action by which she presses the ofloring t

the Lord to her bosom, so dark is the depth <

those eyes which kindled at the Ave of th

Angel, that we cannot but regret that the arth

should have given his time to the delineation i

the companion pictnre. It is true that tl

“ Mater Dolorosa ” is, evidently, the work of

master, bnt it is, of intention, an unpleasic

work. It is one of those subjects the delineatic

of which can only be excused by the presence <

a strong religious sentiment, or rather sent

mentality, for which, happily, the air <

England’is not healthy or encouraging. Thei

are points of great excellence, no doubt, i

the picture. The contrast of the hues of tl

dross and of tho flesh, the disarrangement of tl

latter overlooked in the deep sorrow; even tl

somewhat too much advanced position^ of tl

wrung hands, demand a respectful verdict fro

the critic. But why present to us so lovely

face, marred and made unlovely by the passit

of sorrow ? Why spoil the portraiture of tl

calm and dreaming virgin mother, by teacbii

us that her beauty could be so withered ai

destroyed. Ic has been remarked, and justly,

'

these pages, that the diflerence of ago betwet

the two epochs selected by the painter has bet

lost sight of. Thirty-three years elapsed fro

the Easter of the Nativity to the Easter of tl

Crncifixion. If tho tradition of the Romii

Cbnroh be adopted so far as to fix the age of tl

Virgin at the earlier festival at fifteen (and th

Mater Purissima must be three or four yeai

older at least), the second scene must be pr

seated by a person of nearly fifty, a period

'

life when, on the borders of the Mediterranean

a woman looks as old as at sixty-five or more

'
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England. Tliia aitnple reflexion shows that the
artist has erred in attempting to contrast the
two phases of one life. In seizing on what is
painful, he has lost very much of what is digni-
™d, and has entirely contradicted possibility.
His i^wer is so great, that it induces a wish
that the second picture had not been exhibited.

^

If we pass from hagiolatry to mythology, it
IS impossible to repress the admiration excited
by Leighton’s “ Nymph of the Shore ” (No. 522).
Not that this is a picture by any means beyond
criticism

; but it is one that charms, not as
being faultless, but in spite of faults. It shows
a great advance in the mastery of his art from
the figure, “ Unrobing for the Bath,” of last

It is a picture involving contradictions,
which, like the charming inconsistencies of the
feminme character itself, perhaps heighten our
imaginative pleasure. Nude with a boldness
rarely ventured on by the painter, it is pure and
delicate. Carefully drawn, there is yet an an-
gu arity in the position of the hip that wars
iwith the line of beauty. The landscape is the
very shore of the Mediterranean, photographed
in living colours? but it is enlivened or deformed
by imaginary dolphins swimming as never fish
wo beg pardon, doipbina are nob fish, aquatic
mammalia—swam, and of the colour of a Rock-mgham teapot. If they are put in for the purpose
of heightening the ideal into the impossible
their presence may be accounted for, not iasti-
aed,—otherwise it is inexplicable in a picture
which, with all its faults, refuses to depart from
:he memory, or to cease to delight the imaeina-
;ion.

°

The Arkdne is open to more disonssion. Not
in the whole, a pleasing picture, but chiefly so
in the ground that death is not a germane Lb.
ect for the pencil. Study, thought, art.ima"ina-
oon are all there. Had she only slept she
von d have been charming. Dead, there is
ouch that grates on the feelings. Why will
-rtists rush into that awful presence that dwarfs
heir genius and chills their hues p
! Another presence,—not that of death, but ofhe Destroyer of doath,-hnB been attempted
nth the myarinhle failure. In the " Disciples
I Emmaus,” No. 288, by 0. W. Cope, the torn
hd especiolly the face of Peter are very noble
Id appropriate. The figure of Peter's Master
lonlded on a well-known Medimval model*
aggests a rebuke to those who rush in where
ogela fear to tread,—the rebuke which with
ardly an exception, they have drawn down on
iieir own heads.
There are some pictures which charm tho

oserver rather by tho ideas which they ann-eest
) the mind than by tho very high merit of°heir
Keoution. They are the works of men who
4ve taken at least the first step towards the
tghest excellence,—the selection and apprecia-
i)u of pictonal incident. Such are the “ Emntv
jeeve, No. 657, by G. D. Leslie, A,, the
iSscape of the Countess of Morton to Paris
Jth Henrietta, infant Daughter of Charles I.

”
L L. Hicks, in which the patrician beauty ofe countess, the struggle between her offended
lide and delicacy and the exigency of the
auation, the rude unchecked admiration of the
fldiers, the angry glance of the disguised noble-
nn, the horror of the chaplain, and the un-
uscious occupation of the party at drill, all

Orphans of Charles I. It
srisbrooke, by J. Hayllnr, is another of theme kind. A greater contrast between a sen-
aent that touches the heart with pathos, and
it which only excites a repulsive fooling-
lanot readily be found than between this fine
[tup and tho next one in the catalogue,—the
ly of Queen Mary, after execution, cast on
? ground before the empty throne. Under the
imer class of pictures must be ranked those of
C Calderon. They are noted for the pleasant
oression which they leave on the mind, rather
n for delicacy of touch or accuracy of finish
mough considerable advance has been mado
ithe artist in these respects. You cannot help
iirmg the hearty laugh of the lady who daudles
iiugly little baby which is to grow up into tho
t-ated Ophelia. You laugh with her at the

wC- V admirable way
twhich the jester paws in the character of a

explain that
lich he only suggests in “ Whither?” But vou
i .n to wish that Mr. Calderon, as well as Mr
iiais, were less fuithful to their models To
ihthe same face so constantly reappear is
nous and wearisome. The aroh look, the well-
!aed month, showing the shapely teeth, which
tees out of all Calderon’s pictures, is very

I
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pleasing lu itself

? but when we see it year after
I

year, in new dress and new scenery, we think
that the artist limits his range in an extremely
disadvantageous manner. The same may be
said of most of the female faces of Millais.
Rosalind and Celia, in drawing whom there isroom for the most charming contrast, are the
same person with different coloured hair. Even
in “ The Sisters” (No. 6), the same face, rather
physiognomicaUy than artistically admirable
again haunts us. If Raffaelle had thus drawn
all hia virgins and saints from a single model,
the world would have become extremely tired of
the performance. Tho “ Rosalind ” is neverthe-
less a delightful work.

In speaking of truthful delineation of nature
we must not omit to mention the “ Chevy ” of
Sir E. Landseer (No. 347), which does every,
thing but bark. In tlie “Rent Day in the
Wilderness —rather a straggling picture—the
dogs are also quite alive. Sant has shown
equal mastery of a nobler subject than the dog—
hia children are almost always charming. We also
call attention to No. 188, “ Custance sent adrift
bytheConatabl6ofAIla,”byP.F.Poolc; No 236

'

Home News,” by G. D. Leslie
? No. 467, “ Sion

'

House, 1553,” by Mrs. E. M. Ward ? and No. 477
In the G^n, Rathfarnan Park,” a remarkablewo^ by F. Walker. “A Fleet Wedding” (No.269)

by E. Crawford, Frith’s scene from “ She Stoons to
Conquer” (No. 310), Burgess’s “ Stolen by Gip-

Tif^ I

“Are Chimney-sweepers
Black f (No. 434), Hodgson’s “ Chinese Ladies
l^ooking at European Curiosities ” (No. 453)
Marks’s" Experimental Gunnery in the Middle
Ages” (No. 494), Nicol’s " Waiting at the Cross
Roads (No. 504), and the same artist’s “ China
Merchant ” (No. 251)yare very lively and faithful
pictures.

After, but not at a very great distance
from, the sea swell of Brett, and the desert

|glow_ of Herbert, we may mention the*
Corinth ” of Mr. H. Johnson, in which the

'

gleam of the distant sun on mountain peaks, seen
I

between the columns of the fallen temple, is n '

real bib of Mediterranean landscape. Liunell’s
'

"English Woodlands” (No. 17), Cole’s “Sun-

^

light lingering on the Autumnal Woods ” (No
'

298), Redgrave’s "Ancestral Woods” (No. 530)
are beautiful bits of English scenery.

"Herod’s Birthday Feast,” No. 520, by E. i

Armitage, if not altogether a pleasing is a power-

'

ful and able work. The outline of the tyrant’s
face has probably been taken from the profiles of

'

the Macedonian kings'? the air of bloated and
'

relaxed inebriation, though repulsive, is mar-
vellously expressive. So is the eagerness with
which every eye is turned upon Salome, evi-
dcntly from the attitude of tho spectators rather
than from her own, at a critical moment of her
display. Tho attention excited iu the expe-
rienced tambourine-player is eminently suc^.
gestive of the skill of the dancer. The only two ex-
ceptions to the general intentness of gaze directed
to the dance are to be found in the evil face of!
Horodias, who is watching not the performance,

!

but the king, and in the snperb contempt with
|which the fine old Jew behind the throne glances
'

on the tipsy youth who shouts as he claps his *

hands. The brown complexion cf Herodias,

,

which has descended to her daughter, is hardly
'

that of a woman who could have established i

such an empire over one of the beauty-loving

'

lUummau kings of a land abounding in female
beauty.

We have loft till the last one of the most
remarkable pictures in the exhibition as being
one as to which, while criticism may have some-
what to condemn, taste finds much to admire.
The wonderful exuberance of detail in “ Made-
line after Prayer,” No. 585, by Macliae, diverts
the eyo from the beauty of tho form and face of
the girl herself. Why an artist should crowd
ms cauvas with such innumerable items of
millinery and upholstery, exquisitely as they are
painted, is only explicable on the idea that he
revels in his command of the brush. Wo have
seen apartments nearly as crowded as is the
scene in which the girl’s bed is made, but it has
been only in the houses of extremely wealthy
Jews, where, with all that money can command,
there usually lingers rather a strong flavour of
the commercial genius. Such would not be the
scene to tempt tho visit of St. Agnes. With a
modest protest, therefore, against the wealth of
embellishment, first as inappropriate in idea, and
then as calling the attention away from the
principal figure, we cannot but speak in the
highest terms of the finish of the whole painting
as well as of the beauty of the figure. If fair
St. Agnes herself had sought a° limner, she,

iMuld not have been more charmingly drawnAnd again, when the eye has become so aeons-'tomed to the detail as to take in merely tho
rich colouring without glancing to the sub-
ordinate forms, the mode in which long acquaint-
ance with the subject, no doubt, led the artist
hirase f to regard it, the objection almost
entirely disappears.

It cannot bs fairly urged that an exhibition
including such works as we have named, andmany other lovely landscapes and agreeable
domestic scenes, is altogether unworthy ofmarkmg the centenary of the Royal Academy.

TECHNICAL EDUCATION FOR THE
WORKING MAN FROM AN ARCHITECT’S

POINT OP VIEW.
Under this title the first of a series of lectures

illustrative of the value of science to industry
(to which reference was mado in our lost) was
delivered by Professor Kerr, of King’s Col-
Rgo, on Tuesday evening last, in the London
Mechanics Institution, Southampton-bnildings
Chancery-lane. The chair was occupied bv

I

Mr. Edward Hall, F.S.A.
^

;

Professor Kerr said that in standing np to
I

address an assembly of working men on the
question of their own education he felt that ho
was addressing those who were earnest in tho

,

cause, and who, without affectation, were bent
on something practical

? and that, therefore he
should best consult their feelings by proceeding
at once to what he proposed to do. In the out°
set, he proposed to divide his lecture into three
parts,—first, to endeavour to describe generally

I

the nature and position of the present move-
,menfcj secondly, to treat the movement from
I

what he called the architect’s point of view with
^

reference to tho working man, apart from the •

architect himself? and, thirdly, to take the
architect’s own point of view. First, then, with
regard to the movement itself, as tending, in this
country, in favour of technical eduoalion. In
his opinion, tho movement had its rise, primarily,m political changes iu the past year. They hud
not met to talk politics

;
but, as a matter of fact,

it was to be borne in mind that last year a verv
important change was made politically in the
enfranchisement of tho working-classes. This
was effected in a very unnsual manner in

I

respect of the change in the position of
!
political parties. It became necessary for

;

the party who had been turned out of power
to endeavour to regain power by some measure

!

of public importance? and, as it seemed to him,
( that which was called a “ cry” in such circum-

I

stances was found to be the question of educa-
tion. But, as education had already been a cry
for many years,

_

it was thought desirable to im-
port into lb a little novelty

? and, therefore, in-
stead of " education” generally, it was “techni-
cal education” that was launched. They had
been led to expect that a great deal of legisla-
Uon would take place in the present session of
Parliament respecting that class of men who had
been suddenly elevated to political importance.
The matter of technical education waa taken up
by the Government Department of Science and
Art, generally identified with the museum at
South Kensington, as regards its special func-
tion for technical education. Science and art,
as a matter for Governmental action, was simply
synonymous with technical education, the pro-
motion of which was the very purpose for which
the South Kensington Sluseum existed. The
Society of Arts was appealed to, but that Society
was now amongst our old-fashioned institutions
It was established origiiallj for broad pnrposes

for the cultivation of science and art at large

;

but its original purpose waa in a great measure
gone, although it was still a very useful society,
and, in a case of this kind the proper court to go
to.

^

The discussions which took place in the
Society of Arts wore characterised by a want of
practical bearing on the subject in qnestion.
The class of persons moat prominently repre-
sented on the occasion was, perhaps, politi-
cians—noblemen and gentlemen of position,
who were present to support the movement
from their own point of view, which was a
political point of view. They looked upon the
people, not as a people to be educated, but as a
people to be worked upon for political pnrposes—purposes, no doubt, entertained with the very
best motives, but guided by a peculiar organisa-
tion of political life. Therefore, although there
was a great deal of common sense in what the
Society of Arts did, it failed exactly to hit tho
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mark. The working classes required that the

question should be dealt with more earnestly and

practically. Of those who attended the dis-

cussions, a portion also were philosophers, some

of them men of great name, who made profound

and eloquent speeches no doubt, but who were

theorists. Their speeches ended in nothing. In

the hard sense of practical life they had no proper

bearing on the subject under discussion.
_

Another

class of persons who took up the subject were

philanthropists. Human charity was not to be

disparaged ;
bub Knglaud had arrived at that

stage in the existence of nations when philan-

thropy with a certain class of persons had become

very much a matter of credit; and certainly, in

the present instance, the speakers indulged only

in vague declamation. Lastly, there was another

class of persons who took up the question

those representing the manufacturing interest.

Gentlemen had come from the Midland^ counties

to represent the manufacturers of their several

localities. These had a much more intelligible

tale to tell, and they told it in plain language

indeed. They looked upon themselves as em-

ployers of what was called labour. They had

a variety of goods on hand for the market
;
they

found that foreign dealers in labour were out-

bidding them in the quality and price of those

goods; and, investigating the matter with

the view of discovering the reason why

they were thus being bid out of the market,

they came to the conclusion that their work-

tools, so to speak, were not good,~tbat the

tools of the foreign workmen were better. They

therefore appealed to somebody to find them

better tools, better workmen, and a better class

of foremen, who should be equally well qualified

with those of their foreign competitors; and

they said, “ If you will supply us with_ these

tools, then we will restore to England its su-

premacy in the market.” The result was that,

in answer to this appeal, only a very vague

purpose was expressed,—a purpose of elevating,

by some means nob clearly defined, the educa-

tional character of the English workman gene-

rally
;
and, when it was considered how the

funds were to be provided for these measures,

the conclusion arrived at was, that these funds

were to be provided out of the taxation of the

country. The practical result of the conference

of the Society of Arts was, that something

was to be done which was called the education

of the working classes technically, and that

this was to be done at the public expense. A
committee was appointed, and that committee

was about to sit on the basis he bad described.

It had become obvious that the artisans them-

selves ought to take the matter into consi-

deration. Seeing that their particular interests

had not been fully represented in the discus-

sions that had taken place on the subject, it

was proposed that they should enter into dis-

cussions of their own. He felt bound to tell

them that he had no great expectations of

practical result from the discussions of the

artisans themselves. Straightforward, honest

speaking, he believed, was always the rule

in the meetings of the artisan class, and

therefore if he should speak at variance with

his audience he had no doubt they would

forgive him. He did not expect much practical

result from the discussions of tho workmen
themselves on account of various circumstances

;

although at the same time he was decidedly in-

dined to support such discussion, believing as

he did that it would bo earnest and unaffected,

and devoid of many distracting elements which

were involved in the discussion by others ; and

if the discussions of the working classes bad no

direct practical efiect, as regarded any public

measure, they could do no harm. On the con-

trary, they must do a great deal of good in the

way of promptings and inducements to individual

exertion. What, then, was meant by the pro-

posal for technical education ? Primarily and

properly, it signified that for vocations more or

less learned a theoretical training in youth

should be provided. However, at tho present

moment, popularly, the question took four

forms, of which that was perhaps only one.

First, there was the education afforded in

science and art in the universities and public

schools of the country. It was said that,

although our higher classes were educated well

in a particular way, they were not educated

well in another particular way—that, whilst on

the Continent science and arc were included in

the ordinary course of education for well-edu-

cated men, here, although not positively ex-

cluded, they were overlooked ; and that there-

fore we were not on an equal footing with our

Continental rivals. There was a general demand

for science and art in the Paris schools. There

they said, “ Let us nob confine the education

of the more humble classes to the three

E.s, good as these are in their way ;

but give us a little of scientific and

artistic knowledge, so that even the common

classes of the community may be possessed of

that intelligence which arises from some ac-

quaintance with these accomplishments.
^

A
third form of the proposed technical education

was, that there should he a better training in

England for professional men, and in this respect

theoretical training was very much behind that

on the Continent. Fourthly, and lastly, there

was that particular form of technical education

more immediately under consideration—technical

education for the artisan. What, then, was this

technical education for the artisan ? It was that

elementary education in youth which should be

brought to bear upon the artisan’s particular

trade, so as to make him, intellectually^ and

theoretically, more powerful and accomplished

than he was at present. In this respect it was

urged that on tho Continent, as iu France and

Germany, the workman acquired a theoretical

education, which was not afforded in England

;

and that if the English workman could be pos-

sessed of that theoretical knowledge which his

foreign rivals enjoyed, more particularly in art-

workmanship, then he would be able to compete

with foreign workmen upon their own ground,

continuing at the same time to excel on English

ground in that peculiar instinct which the English

workman possessed, and which the foreigner did

nob. Then, with regard to the architect’s point

of view; and first, as to the suitableness in the

present instance of the architect’s point of view.

The architect, as chief of the workmen, was not

BO liable, as in the case of other professions, to

lose the sympathies of the class over which he

was placed as director. There was something

which always bound the architect and the work-

men of that profession sincerely and honestly

together. The position of the former was always

recognised by those who were under him,

and there were no disparaging interests be-

tween them. That was a very favourable con-

dition of things for the architect in taking

his particular point of view with regard to the

education of the workman. The architect was

better appreciated by the workman than he was

by the member of Parliament. The discussions

which took place in the House of Commons

were very often considerably wide of the mark.

Certain gentlemen seemed to make it a matter

of great amnsement, not only to disparage, but

to ridicule the architect, whenever occasion

offered; and, to believe those detractors, the

architect in England was a mere ignoramus as

compared with the foreign architect ;
whilst the

buildings of the former were mere rubbish as

compared with those of the latter. There was

a reason for this antagonism among certain

classes in the Legislatnre, as there was a reason

for such antagonism in most other cases. The

architect was possessed of a certain sentiment—

sometimes amiable, sometimes not, but always a

sentiment working out a very good purpose.

There was also a good deal of amateurism ;
and

therefore it was scarcely to be wondered at that

the architect should present an object for dis-

paragement to a certain class of minds. The

architect was no dealer in the market, no specn-

lator, no politician, no philosopher, no philan-

thropist, strictly speaking, and he was no manu-

facturer. He was a mere director of the work,

and practical co-operator with the workman, and

therefore the sympathies of the two had always

been and ever would be preserved, Again, the

architect possessed in his own profession a sin-

gular combination of characteristics. He was at

the same time a man of science, a notary of art,

and a man of business,—a combination to bo

found in no other profession. The architect

was quite as much a man of business as the

engineer, using bricks and mortar in one way as

the engineer did in another, and being associated

with him in the Royal Academy of Arts. His

art was called “ the queen of arts ;
” and, finally,

he was quite as much a man of common sense

and shrewdness in business as the builder. Com-

bining these characteristics, then, the architect

was peculiarly suitable for looking at the subject

in question in a practical point of view.^

technical education of the architect himself

afforded a very good illustration of the technical

education of the working classes. In the ex-

isting contest upon the subject there was one

class of thinkers in favour of what was called

the English system, and there was another in

favour of the Continental system. In the former

case, the workman had to spend four or five years

in passing bis pupilage, in the same way as in

passing apprenticeship. The master did nob i

undertake to explain anything to him, but ho

must have him working upon practical bnsinesa ;

:

and the argument was that if he did not loam i

to transact business he was a fool. That was

the English system, without any hyperbole.

The consequence was that when a young man,

after having served a pupilage in the office of an

architect, when he had at last an opportunity of

commencing business on his own account, he

was chargeable perhaps with being somewhat|

empirical, although those who accused him of

working by the “ rule of thumb,” might have

a good deal to say in his favour. In France,

when the pupil left school at Pans, and was

destined to be an architect, he went into the

workman’s roomtobe under a man who undertook

to teach him, and who carried him through a

regular course of study from beginning to end,

teaching him to draw, to design, and, it might

be, also to construct. At the end of this course

of study, the young man passed a Government

examination : if he did not pass he had to go back

and try again; but, having passed, he was

furnished with a diploma, which served as a

certificate to the public that the man was com-

petent to be entrusted with architectural busi-

ness. All the while he had done no particulai

work at all, and when such a man at last goi

into practice he did so by the aid of the Govern

ment, which employed him, and promoted hiit;

from one position to another—such being thii

way in which professional progress was made iij

France and in Germany. And what was thi

result ? The man was educated—had his min(|

filled with theory,—but was deficient frequentrl

in practice, and was entirely dependent oii

Government patronage. These things poiutei,

to a difference of national character as betwee.j

England on tho one side of the Channel, an

France on the other—a difference which even

Englishman ought to understand.
_

Harrow i

the Channel was, it divided two distinct typEI

of human intelligence which it was questionabli

whether centuries would bring into harmonj

The systems which prevailed here and thet

were radically difierent. On the one side, thor

was what was called paternal government ;
o

the other hand, not paternal bub fraterns

government. Under the paternal governmer

our neighbours had all the advantage to be derive

from systematic action in the mass, to whatevt

purpose the human energy might happen 1

be turned ;
but on our side we bad ever;

thing that was to be derived from mdividu;

opinions
;
and from that personal self-reliano

personal self-confidence, and personal ente

prise which carried Englishmen all over tr

world. The American practice wa8_ precise!

the same as our own. The Americana he

copied the French in many things, but not 3

this. In America everything was fraternc

and a little more so than with ourselves n'

superseding ua in that system, but only carrj

ing it a little further. With regard to tl

results of the two different administrations, i

existing on opposite sides of the Channel, the:

were provided in France schools more or le

free of charge for aU work,—men who cho

to take advantage of them ;
and any workmi

in France might obtain a theoretical educatii

under this paternal system, which made it t.

duty of the Government to find him in ever

thing, as opposed to our own system, accor

ing to which the individual was expected

find everything for himself. The Contmeni

workman was much more theoretical th:

the English : his intellect was, perhaps, me

keen and facile ;
but in instinct was not

practical, and was, in point of fact, compai

tively feeble. The English workman might

empirical, but he generally managed to ma

hia instinct go further m the end than t

foreigner’s intellect. With regard to onr i

glish Department of Science and Art, the il

seum of South Kensington was an instituu

of which England might justly be most pro'

it being, he believed, the beat museum in t

world. It contained a great deal of surfa

matter, but still a great deal of most use

matter not to be found anywhere else; a

yet it was very questionable whether the Sot

Kensington system was at all calculated

succeed in England. The system possesi

powerful friends, but it also possessed cot

derable enemies
;
and the reason of the enm

was to be found in the obvious want of aco

with that English sentiment which lay at
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root of all our operations in this country. There
was a certain paternal character about the De-
partment ; and he was not prepared to say
that it was easy to suggest a better plan

;

but, although not able to suggest an im-
provement, one might perceive a defect; and
it appeared to him that the defect consisted
in this, that there was a certain kind of what
might be called Cmsarism, copied from the Con-
tinental rigime, which was independent of all

matters of government as forming the essentials

of our system. Therefore it was that the South
Kensington Museum, with all its advantages,
should be found not to succeed in this country

;

and if any institution of the kind was devised
so as to be perfectly successful in the matter of
technical education in England, it would have
to be devised so as to fall in with what he had
no objection to being called the prejudices to
which those principally concerned had been
accustomed, and which they were slow to
surrender.*

A FRENCH BIOGRAPHY OF CELEBRATED
ARCHITECTS.f

Tde venerable French architect, the late M.
Alexandre Du Boia, had commenced the pre-
paration of a monument to the memory of the
great, in the form of a grand biographical work,
which was to record the labours and occurrences

I

in the lives of French and foreign architects,
when his death, in his eighty-first year, put an
end to his project. But since that event, which
took place in 1866, the materials he had col-

lected have been placed in the hands of M,
Charles Lucas for completion and publication.
The work will appear in instalments periodi-
cally, and the introductory number, completed
under these auspices, is now before us. After a
modest bow to the public, which, rendered into
writing, runs to the effect that, if left to him-
self, he should not have dared to attempt the
accomplishing such a magnificent scheme, mixed
with expressions of gratification on being called
upon to carry out that which so great a genius
had conceived, M. Lucas commences his task
with the biography of the founder of the work,
for whose memory he entertains the most affec-
tionate reverence. In the ordinary course this
would have been deferred till his name occurred
alphabetically

;
but his continuator, who calls

himself his disciple, asks sympathy for the feel-

ing of filial piety which compels him to place it

before all others.

Alexandre Du Bois was educated first at the
Central School, and subsequently at the Poly-
technic, in Paris, and at an early age obtained
the chair of mathematical professor at I’Ecole
Militaire, which he held for three years. But an
intense admiration of architecture led him to
place himself with MM. Le Bas and Debret,
under whom he studied for some time. He next
obtained a Government appointment, which be
held till 1815, when, in the storms of that
eventful year, he enrolled himself among his
former fellow-pupila of the Polytechnic School,
as one of the defenders of Paris. On the sub-
sidence of this excitement he returned to his
appointment, and superintended the erection of
the ahattoir of Grenelle, having, previous to the
outbreak, directed that of Montmartre. When
the Opera-house was entrusted to M. Debret, he
appointed Du Boia one of his inspectors, and he
seems to have been deputed to arrange the ven-
tilation, heating, and the acoustic and mechanical
requisites of the stage. After a visit of inquiry
to England, he drew up a long report upon the
construction of this work, addressed to the
Minister of the Maison du Roi, in which his
biographer finds striking proof of his wonderful
union of the artistic faculty and scientific exact-
ness. For thirty years after this M. Du Bois
filled the post of Commissaire-Voyer of the first
class to the Prefecture of Police, in which he
exercised beneficial influence upon works relating
to tbe health and salubrity of Paris. From
his private works, which were very numerous,
M. Lucas selects two for especial mention, the
first being the hydraulic problem of the convey-
ance of water to the summit of the Butte-Mont-
martre, and the other the construction of the
first gasworks, which were intended to fight the

• The remainder in our next.
+ Biographie Uniyerselle des Areliitectes Cel^bres, par

Fen Alexandre Du Boia, architecte du goureruement,
membro du Conseil d'Hygi^ne du Departement de la
S^eine, et Charlea Lucas, architecte. Paris, Bureaux,
Rue Roeheehouart, 65. Imprimerio G^ntSrale de Ch.
Lttbure, Rue de Fleurus. ld6S.

Tuileriop, the Opera, and some buildings on the
civil list. His other works were large factories

for different productions, at Batignolles, Paesy,
Saint-Denis, Belleville, the Faubourgs of Paris,

and an industrial citS at Gros-Caillou

;

chateaux, villas, numberless hotels, maisons
loyer, on considerable scales. He is accredited
with especial success in monuments to the dead,
expressing the idea of death, his biographer
relates, in a noble and elevated manner quite
opposite to the fantastical style affected by con-
temporary artists. M. Du Bois lefo a library of
upwards of 20,000 volumes, without counting
innumerable pamphlets, gathered together prin-
cipally to assist him in the literary works
he undertook. Before he died he finished a
“ Bibliographie des Beaiix-Arts et Spccialement de
VArchitecture in three volumes

;
a treatise

upon “ Stdr^om^trie a “Dictionary of Archi-
tecture,” in three volumes ; a treatise upon the
“ Comptabilit^ des Bdtiments," in two volumes;
and commenced the biographies of ancient and
modern architects now under notice.

M. Lucas adds that it is intended to give only
the lives of such architects as have been recog-
nised as eminent either by Government, the
public, or the profession

;
such as the chief

architects of the public administration, the
laureates of the exhibitions, the pensionnaires of
the Academies of France and Rome, and the
members of the Legion of Honour. The selection

of foreign architects will be guided by a similar

rule. A photograph of a medallion designed by
M. Lucas forms the first of tho series of illustra-

tions, On this is represented a tumulus on
which are piled wreaths of immortelles termi-
nating in a summit formed by a pine-apple.

Tradition, carrying a torch in one hand and a
wreath in the other, stands on one side of the
tumulus, and a branch of laurel balances the
composition on tho other. Around runs the
legend, "Ad memoriavi majorum." On the re-

verse are a lamp for tradition, books for science,

a star for inspiration, a pencil for form, com-
passes for measurement, a pen for writings, and
a palm for recompense, neatly grouped. Por-
traits of architects, both ancient and modern,
are promised. As M. Lucas has enjoyed the
assistance and support of several eminent per-

sons, and has been assured of further encourage-
ment as his task proceeds, we doubt not he will

realise tho idea of M. Du Bois, and make a
“golden book” of the glories of tho profession
of architecture.

THE MYSTERY OF LIFE AND ITS ARTS.

On the 13th inst. Mr. John Ruskin delivered a
lecture, under this heading, in the Concert-room
of the Exhibition Palace, Dublin. In the course
of it he said, ten years in the early period of hia

life were devoted to endeavouring to show the
excellence of the works of a man whom he be-
lieved to be the greatest English painter since

Reynolds. He had, then, perfect faith in the
pow*er of every great truth to prevail ultimately,

and to take its right place for usefulness amongst
men. Turner, daring his lifetime, knew better
than he did, and discouraged his views. His
books, however, got talked about, and he began
to hope for victory. The trustees of the National
Gallery commissioned him to arrange 300 ex-

amples of the great painter’s studies in the
Kensington Museum. Accordingly they had
been placed there; bub they were not exhibited,

for the room in which they hung was always
empty. That showed him that ten years of his

life had been practically lost. For that ho did
nob much care; but what ho did care for was
tho (to him) frightful discovery that the most
splendid genius in art might be permitted by
Providence to labour and to perish uselessly

—

that in tho very fineness of it there might be
something rendering it as invisible to ordinary
sight as an Eleusiniau mystery ;—that the glory

of it was porisliablo as well as invisible ;—that
the gift of it might be as snow in summer and
rain in harvest. That was the first mystery of
life to him. Amongst several personal reasons
which caused him to give this prosing lecture in

Ireland, one of the chief was, that in reading it

.

he should be near the beautiful building, now
their Engineers’ School, which was the first

realisation he had the joy to see of the principles

he had been endeavouring to teach, but which,
alas ! was now no more than the richly-designed

monument of one of the most earnest souls that

ever gave itself to the arts—Benjamin Wood-
ward. But it was not in Ireland only that he

received the help of Irish sympathy and Irish
genius, for to another friend of his— Sir Thomas
Deane,—with Mr. Woodward, was entrusted the
building of the Museum at Oxford

;
and the best

details of it were executed by sculptors bom and
trained here, and the finest window in the fa<;ade
was carved from his design by an Irishman.
The work they did together had, however, been
vain. The architecture they sought to introduce
was inconsistent alike with the reckless luxury,
and the deforming mechanism, and the squalid
misery of modern cities. He could tell of other
failures as years went on ; but he would proceed
to speak of the result of these discouragements.
They were aware that the tendency of the minds
of disappointed men was to say that life was a
vanity—that its pleasures could be grasped in
imagination only. The cloud was but a painted
cloud after all. No one had more beautifully
expressed that sentiment than Pope :

—

“ UeaEwhile, Opinion gilds with varying rays
Those painted clouds that beautify our days

;

Each want of happiness by Hope supplied.
And each vacuity of sense by Pride :

These build as fast aa knowledge can destroy

:

In folly’s cap still laughs the bubble joy.
One prospect lost, another still we gain.
And not a vanity is given in vain.”

But the effect of failure on his own mind had
been the reverse of what was described by the
poet. The more disappointing his own life had
been, the more solemn and wonderful it had
become to him. It had become to him no more
a painted cloud, but a terrible and impenetrable
cloud

;
not a mirage, which vanished as he

approached it, but a pillar of darkness which he
was forbidden to draw near

;
for he saw that

both his own failure, and his success in petty
things that seemed worse than failure, arose
from the want of a sulEoiently earnest effort to
understand tbe whole law and meaning of our
life, and to bring it to sufficiently noble ends.
He saw more clearly every day that every
success in arts, as well as in other occupations,
bad come from tbe ruling of all lower purposes,
not by a conviction of the nothingness, but by a
solemn faith in tho glory of human nature, and
in the promise, however dimly apprehended,
that the mortal part of that nature would at
last be swallowed up in immortality, and that,

indeed, the arts themselves never had reached
any vital strength or honour, but iu the effort

to proclaim that immortality. Nothing that he
had ever said was more true, but had been more
misunderstood, than that the arts could not be
right unless their motive was right. Continually
weak painters came to him with their paintings,
and the only answer that he could give them
was, that if they had expended twenty instead
of two years upon their work, they had not
mind or hand to succeed. But let the point be
tested by men who did know their business, who
had the hand and the gift, or might have it, and
these should serve their nation faithfully with
it

;
for it was a greater trust than ships or

armies. Ships and armies might be replaced
if they were lost ; but a great intellect

once abused was a curse to the earth. But
what he meant by saying that the arts should
have a noble motive was that they had never
prospered but when they were devoted to the
proclamation of some divine truth or law.
Yet he had seen that they had always failed in
these proclamations—that poetry, sculpture, and
painting, though only great when they strove to
teach us something about the gods, never had
taught us anything trustworthy about them, but
bad always betrayed their trust, and with these
powers at the full reach of them, become
ministers to party and to passion. He had felt,

also, amazement at the incurable apathy that
was in us, hearers;—that while the wisdom and
rightness of every art and act of life could only
be consistent with a right understanding of the
end of fife, we are all plunged, as it were, in a
languid dream, our eyes heavy and our ears
closed, lest by chance any inspiration or voice
should teach us, and we shonld understand with
our hearts. This intense apathy was the first

great mystery of life that stood in the way of
every perception of every virtue. They bad sent
for him to talk to them about art. The one
thing he had to tell them was, that art ought not
to be talked about. The fact that there was a
talk about it signified that it was ill done, or

could not be done. The highest works of art

were the silent productions of instinct which
the poBsesBOr of it knew to be incommunicable,
and the true critic of it knew to be inexplicable

but through a long process of laborious years.

They were all of them wild with enthusiasm
about the work of Gustave Dore. If he were to
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tell them that that Tvork was wholly bad—bad

'

not by failare, bnt with a droadfal evil, with a
harpy power of pollution, and that as long as
they looked at snch art as that they coold have
no j)erception of any pure or beautiful work,
would they look at Gustavo Dore’e pictures the
less on that account ? Sather more, be fancied.

On the other hand, he could talk to them about
good works of art, bub they would be none the
wiser for that. Art could not, like science, be
communicated in that way. Art was the in-

structive and necessary result of powers which
could only be developed through Buccessive
generations, and which only burst to light
under social conditions of equally slow growth.
Whole eras of history, and the passions of
dead millions were summed up in the exist-
ence of a noble art. If such a noble art
dwelt amongst them they should simply feel it

and rejoice in it, and not care to hear lectures
about it. Sinco it was not amongst them they
had only to go back to the lost place where the
root and stock of it was yet alive. If they were
to go back for germs of national art that had
decayed, they should find a more signal example
in Ireland than in any other European country.
In the tenth century Ireland possessed a school
of illumination which in all essential qnalities
was wholly unrivalled. He knew none that were
equal to it for invention, finish, and refinement.
The lecturer, in continuation, said he had seen
much of the Irish character, and he thought the
form of failure it was most liable to was this,

that being generons, and wholly intending to do
right, it did not attend to the external laws of
right, but thought it must necessarily do right
because it meant to do so ; and then, when it

did wrong without intending to do so, the con-
sequences came upon it, and a sense of innocence
and justice led it further astray than anything
it would have been capable of doing with a good
conscience, ilr. Euskin concluded his lecture
by exhorting his hearers to do useful work as a
means of preparing society for the development
of art. Let them strive to feed, to dress, and
to lodge all those who required such aid. These
were the three first arte. All the fine arts came
after them. In respect of dress, he laid down
that persons ought to dress so that their rank
should be known

5 and the changes of fashion
should bo restricted within certain limits. It
was not by parliamentary measures that they i

would reduce the amount of the distress that ^

was multiplying daily; bnt every one should ask
himself this question, “ How many persons can
I feed, clothe, and put into wholesome roomp
The elevation of the mind of the masses above
that state into which their physical conditions
had reduced them was also an essential pre-
liminary to the future superstructure of art.

BUILDING MATERIALS AND THEIR
DEFECTS.

Ix a letter recently published by “A Metro-
politan Ratepayer,”* the attention of the Board
of Management of the Metropolitan Asylum
District was specially invited to the existence
of very serious defects in building materials now
generally used for the construction of asylums,
hospitals, and other large habitations for the
accommodation of the poor. The object of the
writer, in the first place, was to make those
defects obvious, and then to indicate the eanaes
by which they were produced, so as to enable
the managers of the Metropolitan Asylum
District, in the erection of asylums and hospitals
proposed to be bnilt in various parts of the
fluburbs of London, at the joint expense of the
several metropolitan parishes and unions, to
avoid the committal of errors similar to those
which have been actually productive of very
disastrous consequences to the general health
of the commnnity, and, in many individual
instances, have not only shortened life, but
perverted it from continuous health to a period
of intense suffering. It was to ameliorate the
condition of the lunatic, imbecile, and afflicted
poor, nnder the several forms of parochial
management which had obtained legislative
sanction, that the Poor Law Act of 1867 was
passed, and the special constitution of the Board
of managers was so framed as to represent the
interests of all who were under legal obligation
to provide the money proposed to be thus
expended. The statement made by “ A Metro-
politan Ratepayer” respecting the defects in

• See p. 200, ante.

building materials, which he described, has not
been challenged

;
in fact, those defects have been

virtually admitted by every one practically
conversant with the subject. He, therefore, feels

it to be his duty farther to ventilate the matter,
and suggest how, in his opinion, snch proper
materials as may be required in the formation
of the extensive edifices which the Board of
managers propose to erect at so large an outlay
of public money may be best, easiest, and most
cheaply procured.

After ranch consideration given to the sub-
ject, the writer is most decidedly of opinion that
a large proportion of the pauper inmates of
workhouse infirmaries, schools, and madhouses,
and those who are generally termed able-bodied
paupers, inasmuch as they are capable of per-
forming the ordinary amount of workhouse
labour, are there in consequence of ailments
produced by damp or web brickwork in the habi-
tations they or their parents had previonsly
occupied, and from which the very places they
now reside in are not altogether free. The poor
man’s house is generally built on low ground,
not thoroughly underdrained, and the soil of the
foundation being taken out to a depth of 12 in.

or 15 in., makes a lower trench to become a re-

ceptacle for such water as may run or leak from
waterbutts, sinks, drippings from the roofs, or
rainfalls soaking through the ground

;
water

thus deposited under] the foundation not' only
saturates the brickwork underground, but is

drawn up in many instances 2 ft. or 3 ft. abovo
the surface of the soil upon which the building
rests. Where the guttering of the roof has been
imperfectly executed, or has become in any way
defective, the walla also become saturated down-
wards, and thus get soddened and waterbound,
BO that they are never again perfectly dry.
Damp caused in the manner here described may
be said to originate in malformation of struc-
ture, and not solely from the use of improper or
defective materials, such as tho mixing of saline

I

particles with tho clay of which tho bricks are

I

made, or in the mortar used for the purpose of

j

binding them together. There are thna two

I

sonrees of damp to which the dwellings of the

I

rich as well as those of the poor are too fre-

quently exposed, the latter more especially on
the ground of cheapness.

It may be remarked also that the housas of
the poor are generally built of inferior bricks.
Not that old bricks should be universally con-
demned as useless, for some of them are much
more fit to make a dry building than new bricks
manufactured with brackish water, clay mixed
with sea sand, or moulded with saline materials
dragged from the river channel near to where
the new bricks arc made, or floating up to Lon-
don in leaky barges. But bricks taken from the
flues, kitchens, old drains, cellaring, store-rooms,
and places where hams and meat are salted and
preserved, cookeries and washhonaes, which
form a large proportion of the whole, are mixed
together with certain kinds of new bricks and
worked up into small bnildings, at little cost, to let

on what may be considered low terms, but taking
all oonsequcDces into account are really exor-
bitantly high. Such bnildings, in my opinion,
never will be perfectly dry ; therefore, bricks
which have undergone deterioration in the way
described should not be used in any building
intended for human occupation. Only good, old,

dry, and hard bricks, manufactured of the best
material, should be so employed. All others
should be used to make road bottoms, as they
constitute the best material that can be selected
for such a purpose. If used in that way, it may
be fairly calculated that at the least one-fourth
of the outlay now expended on macadamised
roads would be saved, for it has been well ascer-
tained that a weak bottom makes the wear of
material nnder the surface much greater than is

caused by traffic over a sound bottom. A great
pecuniary saving to the several parishes ol the
metropolis would be the direct result.

The first step which ought to be taken in the
erection of such extensive buildings as are con-
templated by the Asylum Board, is the preparing
a good foundation. The proper drainage of the
land is an essential point which must in no case
be overlooked. Then it would be desirable to
put at least 12 in. of clean gravel or flints,

brought from inland pita into the excavation, so
forming a perfect system of under drainage, and
upon that a substantial layer of concrete. The
sand for mortar should be brought from inland
pits, either carted or by rail. If the sand can-
not be found near to or on the land, half the
proportion of it required might have substituted
for it, clay burned bard and ground with a
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proper quantity of stone lime. Such a mixture
would form a most excellent mortar. If inland
cement cannot be obtained, blue lias lime should
be used for the undergroixud courses, and for
the parapets. Then use for the superstructnro
either stone from inland quarries or close-kiln
burned bricks, slop made or made with inland
sand. If the monld used in making the bricks
be even dusted with river sand, or with sand
coming from pits within a mile of the river, or
swam over any portion of salt water, there
would be danger in using such bricks. As bine
lias lime will ensure greater strength in the
walls of the building than ordinary lime, it is

desirable that it should be nsed as a substitute
for cement wherever necessary.
The demand for bricks having been gradually

increasing during the last fifteen years, and that
in the proportion of 10,000,000 to 1,000,000 for-

merly used, has caused a corresponding increase
in the demand for sand for the purpose of manu-
facture. This material was taken from the
sand-hills on tho shores of tho river, but that
operation was found so to weaken the river-wall
that, for its protection, the Board of Conservancy

I

found it necessary to interfere and prevent sand

I

beiug taken above Woolwich, under pain of fine

and imprisonment, so driving those getting it

j

below that point, and necessarily into brackish

I

water, rendered much more so by the sewerage
' of the metropolis. But, even if the Thames
Conservancy had not enforced this stringent
regulation, it would have been impossible to

I

have obtained a sufficient supply of freshwater
sand for brickmaking purposes from that source.

' Recourse must therefore have been had to other

I

means of obtaining the sand required. As it is

always desirable to obtain a nice smooth face
to the brick, inland sand ground very fine may
be properly used for the purpose. In that part
of the process of brickmaking which is called

I

walk flatting,” the table is dusted with sand
I
to “ flat ” the quantity required in order to fill

the mould, and the clay, as it were, licks up the
sand, so that it will pass easily through the

' mould without sticking. To make each brick

!

shift clean, the mould is also dusted with the
' same sand. If soft Thames sand, “ unwea-

I

thered,” be nsed in both cases, that of itself is

j

snllicient to “pickle” the brick, withont the
barrow-loader dusting the face of it, as he gene-
rally does, with the same material. A uniform

!
effect is produced throughout the whole of the
kiln of bricks thus made; and the only way of

• preventing a deteriorating result is to get inland
sand ground in a mill till equally fine as tho
sand usually employed in making what aro
termed “ grey stocks.” In all such places of the
superstructure as it may be thought necessary
to use cement, it is, ns wo have said, strongly
recommended that blue lias lime be sabstituted.

By duly adopting these suggestions a good,
sound, substantial building will be produced.

A Metropolitan Ratepayer,

ON MODERN FURNITURE.
THE ARCHITECTUBAL ASSOCIATION.

At the ordinary meeting of this society, held
on Friday evening, the 22nd, Mr. Charles L.
Eastlake read a paper on “ Modern Furniture.”

It was, ho said, a subject of considerable inte-

rest, and one in which more than all others
the public showed their bad taste. All kinds of
household furniture had of late years greatly
deteriorated, both with respect to design and
material. This, althooghib might seem strange,
was in a great measure owing to the amount of
competition in trade, in consequence of which
every upholsterer found it absolutely necessary
to be continually introducing new patterns,
however hideous. No one dared now-a-days to

find fault with a lady’s taste
;

if one did so it was
almost an nnpai'donable offence, and yet it was
but too apparent that even in the hichest circles

there was very little really good taste. Mater-
familias furnished her house more after fashion
than in accordance with art, and as long as the
shopman could peranade her that such or such a
material had been supplied shortly before to some
noble lord she at once purchased it, and would
ever after be blind to its faults. This was
much to be regretted

; but it was to no small
extent the effect of art forming little if any part
of a young lady’s education. They were sup-
posed by learning music and other accomplish-
ments to become judges of art

;
whereas it

ought to be a study for them to do so. People,
were, however, at last beginning to realise that
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there was such a thing as good taste in up-
holstery, jewelry, and even in millinery, and
that tho last fashion was not necessarily the
best.

The pi'csent style of household furniture was
utterly devoid of taste, and as a rule hideous in
the extreme. The curves, for instance, in their
chairs and sofas, which were the order of the
day, what could bo more uncomfortable or in-
convenient ? They were not ornamental, and in
many instances made the article almost useless.
The process was called “shaping,” and a very
bad practice it was, and utterly opposed to all

principles of taste. The carving, too, which one
met with on these pieces of furniture, was very
bad, as was also the custom of veneering. A
wood carver might be an artist, but a furniture
carver was a mere machine, and his productions
might be obtained by the yard, or in some in-
stances by the pound. It was lamentable to
notice how the turner’s art had deteriorated

;

indeed, the work of a country wheelwright was
often more artistic, inasmuch as any ornaments
which he added were generally simple, and not
devoid of taste. As a rule, the furniture in tho
hall of a modern house was the best, on account
of its simplicity. The table was usually made
of oak

; and the chairs, since they were not in-
tended to be moved about so much as in a
sitting-room, were more solid and presentable.
Tho furniture, however, in the other rooms
was bad, no apartments being arranged in a
similar style. The dining-room table, which
pulled out as a telescope, was insecure, and
ought not to be tolerated; while the carpets and
paper were invariably ugly, and needed reform.
He had seen some chairs which had been made
in the early part of the seventeenth century

;

they were stuffed with feathers, and still re-
tained their original shape in the seat. Furni-
ture now-a-days scarcely lasted a lifetime, and
soon became shabby and rickety; and tables,
which used to be polished by baud, were now
covered with what was called “French polish,”
in reality a sort of varnish which failed to give
the woodthat dark and massive appearance which
was the characteristic of furniture occasionally
met with in some of the country-houses. It was
astonishing what an amount of articles were
manufactured and sold for old work, often one
panel being deemed sufficient ground for the
formation of a whole sideboard. But on inspec-
tion the difference would bo easily perceived.
The cracks would be found filled with putty and
varnished over; the carving stuck on with glue,
instead of firmly fixed

; and in many respects it
would bo seen that they were greatly inferior to
what_ they were supposed to represent. The
curtains of the present day, he considered, were
made much too long, so that they might be
hitched up on pegs at the sides of the window
resembling incipient engine-buffers. The con-
sequence was, the dust accumulated, and the
material soon wore out. The poles, too, on
which they were hung, or supposed to be
hung,—for often they were merely an imaginary
ornament,—were much too big, and were finished
oil with some huge flower, at once inelegant and
unnatural.

^

Fringe, as Mr. Pugiu had pointed
out, was originally the ends of silk, whioh were
tied into a knot to prevent them unravelling;
bat our modern fringe was twisted in with a

baud, and he hoped that the public would assist
them in the advancemaut of art.

Mr. Eidge quite agreed with what Mr. East-
lake had said with respect to the want of taste
in the public generally

;
but they (the architects)

must endeavour to instil some taste into them,
and point out to them the absurdity of following
fashion when opposed to art. Such was popular
prejudice against tho old style of furniture that
auy one about to be married and wishing to
furnish his house with real taste would have to
do it before the ceremony, as he would never
be allowed to do it afterwards.

In answer to a question, Mr. Eastlake said
that he had suggested a table which would do
away with the necessity of the telescope one. He
proposed to have two bearers, to be pulled out
at each end

; they would be twice as long inside
as out, so that they would bo strong enough to
bear any strain. He considered that an incised
ornament would be the best for wood, but any
of a monumental style should be avoided.
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HOW WE SET THE STEAM TO WOEK.
Wb have robb'd the mine, wo have kindled tho flame.

And lighted the fire so bright;
We have made a prison, the strongest on earth.

To hold in the “ water sprite,"

For the sprite is lazy, and roams abroad,
In the river, the spring, the sea;

Ho will sing, and bubble, and murmnr about.
But never to work will he.

Leave him at large, let him run down-bill,
Let him roam where’er he list.

And he aimlessly rushes to and fro.
Or exhales in logs and mist.

But ice want him to work wherever ice will;
He is strong, and our muscles will save

:

So we fasten him up in an iron box.
And force him to be our slave.

And we light the fire, and torture him well.
Till be kicks and screams like mad

:

“ I will get out of this nasty hole

:

Be quiet
; you hurt mo, lad."

Then out he comes, with a rush and a roar.
In a scalding cataract shower.

“ Very well," quoth we, “ come out if you will,
Provided you yield us power."

Aud we guide him. and turn him, and twist him about,
In a narrow and straiten’d road,

And we make him to pull, and struggle, and shout.
Till he moves the heaviest load.

So he turns tho mill, and works the mine.
And he takes our ships to sea;

He ploughs the land, and ho moves the sand,
Aud he mows the meadow lea.

We found him cold, we have made him hot;
He was slow, and weary, and wet

;

We move him about from place to place.
And we make him pull’ and sweat.

Aha ! old sprite, we have got you now.
And never will let you loose

;

We liave^you enchain’d, and will manage your powers
By tho wheel and the i.

unauited. The carpet, in hia opinion ought to
be a square one, and not fitted into tho corners
of the room,—a system which was opposed to
all economy, and extremely inconvenient in the
case of a removal; while the pattern should be
more m the Eastern style, and not in the weari-
some regularity of the English productions.
There were many matters, too, with respect to
our bed-room furniture, which needed reform.
There should be nothing there to oflend the eye]
bub everything ought to invite repose. The
greab_ “ four-poster” bedstead, surrounded by
curtains which were drawn round the sleeper,
was an absurdity of a past age, and totally at
variance with present ideas of health

; but there
were many things now in use which would seem
equally ridiculous to posterity. Among other
things to be laughed at was the change of fashion
with respect to different woods. At the present
time, everything in a drawing-room was made
oi walnut; a little time since it was all rose-
wood, and before that mahogany. It was a
mistake to suppose that really good furniture
would be more expensive than the present style.
It would be in reality cheaper, and iu every
respect more satisfactory. He was glad to see
that some architects had taken the matter in

Ostens, p. W. Deaue, 40Z.
; A Chilionier,' E. Crowe
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Spring at Burnham Beeches, W.
Luker, 21L; Tho Evening Hour, J. V. Do Fleury 21/ •

Cast Ashore, A. Corbould, 21/, ; A Moorland Stream T J
Banks, 15 gumeas

j The Confluence of the Bure uud the
iare. Great Yarmouth, G. Eaton, 15 guineas; Hay-
luakmg near Henley-on-Thames, the late H. J. Bodding-
ton, 15/. ; Under the Beeches, A. J. Stark, 15/.
Arom the Royal Scottish Aciideniy ,—Shades of Evening,

Fergus More, Glen Sannox, T. Ciark, 63/.; Shopping in
the Fifteenth Century, G. Hay, 60/.; Near Hazlemere,
Surrey, J . Peel, 25/. ; un the Canal, near Wolverhampton.
J. H. Oswald, IM.
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From the Society of British Artists. — On the Way,
between Godalmiug and Shalford, J. Tennant, 160/. ; GoingHome, J. J. Hill, 100/.; Ploughing the Deep, A. Clint,
<6/.; Will TO go to tho Highlands, my Mary? J. Craig
65/.; Peel Castle, Isle of Mau, J. Dauby, flO/. • Crsb-
catehing, South Coast, E. Holmes, 66/. 6a.

j Tantallon,
E. Hayes, SO/.

;
The Ploughman’s Dinner, W. Sharer, 50/ •

Early Wooing, T. Roberts, 45/.
;
Tho Village School-

Winter, G. A. Williams, 40/. ; French Fishing-boats going
to Sea, J. J. Wilson, 40L ; A Scene near St. Asaph, C. L.
Coppard, 35/. ; Tho Alhambra, from the Barranoo'
Granada, Spain, J. Dubbin, 35/.; On the Machuo, j!
Godet, 30/.; A Gipsy Family—Evening, W. Shayer, 30/.;'

From the Society of Painters in Water Co/our*.—Moon-
light—Duck-shooting, C. Branwhite, 35/. ; The Clover-
stack, C. Davidson, 3i'/.

From the /jw/i7u/e of Painters in Wafer Co/ottr*.—View-
looking towards Castel-a-Mare, Bay of Naples, T. L. Row-
botbam, 60 guineas; Lane Scene with Sheep, G. Shalders,
40/.; In the Lledr Valley, J. C. Reed, 3i'/.

; Kilchnni
Castle, Loch Awe, Argyleshire—Efiect after Rain, T. L.
Rowbotham, 16/.

From the General Exhiliiion of Water Colour Fratcinns
Toeing the Mark, J. Lobley, 63/.; Tantallon, G. L. Hull*
60/. ; Luccombe Chine, Isle of Wight, F. Walton, 20/.

SANITAEY DEPUTATION TO
GOVEENMENT.

A LAEGE deputation has waited upon the Duke
of Marlborough, as president of the Privy Coun-
oil ; the Duke of Devonshire, as president of
the Poor-law Board

; and Mr. Gathorno Hardy,
as Home Secretary, to draw attention to im.
portant matters connected with the laws of
health, and other questions. The deputation
was received in the council-chamber of the
Privy Council Office, and was introduced by Mr.
George Clive, M.P.
The ministers present were addressed at

some length by Mr. Clive, Dr. Acland, Mr.
Chadwick, Mr. Acland, Dr. Eamsey, Dr.
Symonds, Dr. Simpson, and Dr. Stewart

;

and by their remarks it was shown that the
deputation represented not only the British
Medical Association, a body of upwards of 4,000
medical men in all the great cities throughout
tho country, and the Social Science Associa-
tion, but well-known gentlemen were also pre-
sent from different parts of the kingdom, in
order to bear testimony to the urgent neces-
sity that exists for the Government at once to
take steps to learn tho complicated and inhar-
monious nature of the present sanitai-y laws,
and to provide for their consolidation.

The Duke of Marlborough acknowledged that
the subject was one of the greatest importance
to the whole country, and said the Government
was fully aware of the inconvenience of the
present system of things. Tho Board of Health
which previously existed was a movable body,
and, it having been dislodged in a very un-
workmanlike manner, ho was obliged to say, its

work had been thrown upon the Privy Council.
This had already arrested the attention of the
Government, whose duty it would no doubt be
bo consider how a central body could be formed
for the administration of tho sanitary laws. He
agreed that there should be a revision aud con-
solidation of the sanitary laws, having special
reference to tho increase of the efficiency of
their administration, both central and local.

Local boards of health did not exist every-
where, and it might be well to make the proper
authorities responsible for the administration of
the sanitary laws. These ends might be attained
by having a complete organisation under one
department. The Government would consider
these things, and would give their best attention
to tho whole subject. Perhaps the Government
would appoint a royal commission.

Lane, Edenbridge, W. 8. Rose, Id/. ; The New Book, Miss
F. E. Thomas, 16 guiueaa

; Suushiuo after a Shower, A. A.
Gleudianuig, IS/.

THE TRADES MOVEMENT.

Wolverhampton .—The stonemasons, who had
not bound themselves by the arbitration agree-
ment, adopted tho old plan, and “struck”
for higher wages

;
and from peculiar circum-

stances, the masters, finding themselves unable
to resist the demand, had to yield to it. Natu-
rally enough, the members of the other branches
were anything bub delighted at this, and it ia

quite possible that some of the men who by
their own act had deprived themselves of taking
advantage of the opportunity, were disposed to
cancel their agreement, aud follow the example
of the stonemasons. Happily, this was not done.
The masters were not ill-disposed in the matter,
the men waited a little longer, and at length
eighteen of the latter and six of the former, with
Mr. Kettle as the general umpire, met and
amicably discussed the matter. After consider-
able deliberation, a convention was arrived at,

by which the wages will be immediately aug-
mented, and the Saturday half-holiday become
the rule ; and this agreement is to hold good for

three years. As Mr. Kettle remarks, this is “ a
great triumph for ax’bitration,” which, it ia to be
hoped, may now be considered to be firmly esta-

blished as a substitute for strikes and locks-out
so far as the building trade at Wolverhampton
is concerned.
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NEW ORGANS.

Malvern .—The inhabitants of the qniet village

of llalvem Wells have long coveted an organ
for their church, and as long ago as 1865, when
Mr. Sims Reeves was staying there for the
benefit of his health, he gave a chamber con-
cert, the proceeds of which were devoted as a
fond towards the purchase of an organ for

St. Peter’s Church. The organ, which has been
built by Nicholson, of Worcester, has now been
opened.

Liverpool .—The new organ in St. Peter’s
Church, Seel-street, built by Messrs. Conacher
& Co., of Huddersfield, has been opened with
Mozart’s twelfth Mass, sung by an excellent

choir. The swell organ has ten stops
5
choir

organ, seven stops; great organ, nine stops.

In the pedal organ there are nine stops. There
are five composition pedals to the organ, and the

ordinary pedals are radiating. The bellows of

the instrument are on the hydraulic principle,

the engines used for the purpose being the in-

vention of Mr. Duncan, the water engineer.

The new organ is in the main gallery at the

west end of the church. The old organ was in

the south gallery.

Yarmouth (Isle of Wight).—The opening of

the new organ supplied to Brook Church by
Messrs. Bevington & Sons, of London, has taken
place. There was a grand choral service. The
instrument, which was shown in the Paris

Exhibition last year, where Messrs. Bevington
& Sons, it is said, gained the only prize for
chancel organs, is built in the Gothic style, with
illuminated speaking-pipes in front, and con-
taining the following stops :—Bourdon, wood,
CCC to CO 16 ft., 13 pipes; open diapason,

metal (G), 8 ft., 47 pipes; stop diapason and
claribel, wood, CC to F 8 ft., 54 pipes

;
dnlciana,

metal, C to P 8 ft., 42 pipes
;
principal, metal,

CC to F 4 ft., 54 pipes
;
total of pipes, 210 ; one

and half octave of German feet pedals. Its

cost was between 801. and 90Z.

Leconfeld .—A new organ has been opened in

the parish church. The instrument, which was
built by Messrs. Forster & Andrews, of Hull,

cost 140J.
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MAXCHESTER TOWN-EALL.

We illaatrftte in owr present nnmber anotiier

3f the designs for Manchester Town-hall sub-

mitted in the ultimate competition,—that sent

n by Mr. John 0. Scott. This design was
placed by the referees second in architectural

merit, and third in point of general merit. We
tiave already reviewed the design, and expressed

a strong opinion of the ability displayed in it.

[n our review we objected to the central arch in

jho entrance porch being elliptical, and sug-

gested the substitution of a stilted semicircle.

Mr. Scott writes that the arch was in reality

meant to be a stilted semicircle, and that the

ippearance alluded to was the effect of indiffer-

3nt drawing.
The estimated cost of carrying out this design

was stated at about 250,0001.

DOBROYD CASTLE.

Mu. John Fielden—as at the laying of the

foundation stone of the castle—ordered to be
provided, at bis expense, a substantial dinner,

with beer, «fec., to celebrate the rearing of

Dobroyd Castle, near Todmorden. The ar-

rangements were made by Mr. W. Glover,

Dlerk of works, at the castle. At the Masons’

Arms, Gauxholme, the entertainment was pre-
^

pared, and it was served up in an empty loom-

1

shed near to the inn. The room was almost

draped with evergreens. The company were
npwards of 240 in number. At the head of the

room was a platform or dais, on which a piano-

forte was placed, and a party from among the

men at the castle sang various glees to enliven

the feast, and a song on the occasion by Mr.
Morgan, one of the joiners, was sung by the
composer. Mr, A. Stansfield, of the masons,
Mr. G. Carpenter, of the carvers

;
Mr. J. Bruor-

ton, clerk to Mr. Davis ; and Mr. J. Pickles,

mason, were the glee party. Two presentations

were made during the evening—one to Mr. W.
Glover, clerk of works, and another to Mr.
Edwin Long, foreman over the masons. The
proceedings were altogether orderly. Mr. W.
Glover was in the chair, assisted by Mr. Davis in

the vice-chair. Two years have now passed
since the first sod of the castle was turned.

During that time 35,000 cubic yards of excava-
tion have been completed for the castle and roads
connected therewith

;
upwards of 6,000 ft. of

drain-pipes have been laid, and more than
1,000,000 bricks have been made and used.

Two quarries have been opened, 120,000 oubio
feet of stone have been taken' from the beds
of these quarries, besides 33,000 ft. for “ metal-
ling” roads; 8,000 ft. of timber, 33 tons of iron,

.and 8,000 ft. of Bath stono, have been nsed in

and upon the castle. No accident of any
moment has occurred. The architect of the
edifice is Mr. James Gibson.

ACCIDENTS.

At the Prince of Brunswick, Brnnswick-street,

Blackfriars-road, an accident has happened from
the fall of a wall and a portion of an arch. It

appears that builders were engaged in erect,

ing a new cellar at this house, and for that
purpose the old arch had to be removed. A
portion of it had been left standing, and four

men, labourers who were engaged to clean the
old bricks, chose to sit under what was left.

Without any notice the wall fell and buried the
men in the ddlris. The men were extricated,

and found to be severely injured.

A disastrous fire has occurred in Limehouse,
on the premises of Messrs. Lloyd & Sons, steam
isaw-mill proprietors and timber merchants,
:St. Ann’s-row, nearly facing Limehouse Church.
The premises were for the most part destroyed,

and the timber in the yard severely damaged by
ifire. Twenty private dwellings were also seriously

liryured by fire and water. The origin of the
fire could not be ascertained. The books, kept
•in one of the Reliance fireproof safes, were all

.saved.

In Queen’s-road (formerly known as Lamb-
lane), about 200 yards from the Miles Platting
•Railway Station, near Manchester, an accident
[has happened resulting in the death of three
[persons, and serious injury of afonrth. Between
[Jessie-street and Bagulet-street, a block of old

chouses which stood with their end to the road,

:was being demolished preparatory to a better

class of houses being raised on their site. The
roofs had been removed, and workmen were
busily engaged taking down the side walls. For
some reason nob ascertained, the gable, which

was anything but a substantial piece of work,

being only one brick thick, and having been
weakened by a flow of water, was allowed to

stand at nearly its full height. The consequence

was, that when the support which the side walls

afforded was withdrawn, the gable gave way,
and, falling outwards, broke down the boarding
which had only been erected a few hours before,

and covered the street to the other side. Three

little children, who were amusing themselves

opposite, were buried in the dJfcns and killed on

the spot, while a man who was passing along

the street was knocked down and one of his lege

injured, besides sustaining other injuries.

TEE ARTISANS AND LABOURERS’
DWELLINGS BILL.

It will not bo this Session that an Artisans’

and Labourers’ Dwellings Act will bo passed,

urgent though the occasion bo, as the Bill has

been referred by the House of Lords to a select

committee, notwithstanding the strenuous en-

deavours made by Lord Chelmsford, who intro-

duced the measure to the House, to obviate this

delay. The ground upon which the decision was
based is that the Bill is crude and unworkable.

Yet it passed through the House of Commons,
and its principles have been approved of by a

select committee of that House already.

Previously to the vote in the House of Lords,

a nomerous deputation, composed of representa-

tives of the various local bodies of the metro-

polis, waited upon the Duke of Marlborough, at

the Privy Council Office, to urge upon the

Government tho increase of taxation which the

Bill will entail upon the metropolitan ratepayers,

and its injustice upon the inhabitants generally.

The minister in reply said, that since he had

received a deputation on this subject some time

ago, several facts had been brought under his

notice and that of others, with more prominent

light. He was bound to say that some of the sani-

tary provisions of the Bill were, in hia opinion, of

considerable importance. At the same time,

facts had been laid before the Government of

equal importance requiring deep consideration.

Those brought before him to-day were not loss

so. The change of the local authority from the

vestries and district Boards to the Metropolitan

Board was one open to very grave question. He
could not conceive, so long as rates were locally

levied, that there was any advantage in spreading

their expenditure over larger areas. Another

fact that struck him as important was the

burden of additional rates which this Bill im-

posed on the poorer classes. It had become
now the custom to impose rates for all manner
of purposes, until they had a number of people

reduced thereby and constantly on the verge of

pauperism,—on a precipice, as it were, ready

to be toppled over. He was doubtful whether,

considering this subject as a matter of political

economy, it was good to allow Boards to buUd,

and not leave it to the ordinary laws of snpply

and demand. Ho thought that, iu a select com-

mittee, whatever was good would be retained,

and an opportunity would be given the deputa-

tion to show what was useless or impracticable

in their opinion.

THE AGRICULTURAL LABOURER.

A PAPER on the condition of the agricultural

labourer has been read before the Society of

Arts, by Mr. J. Bailey Denton, who stated, in the

outset, that he thought it possible that a few

words from a member of the Society who for

many years had directed the operation of a large

number of agricultural labourers, and who neces-

sarily felt a great interest in their welfare, might

have some influenco upon those who are giving

their attention to the means by which their con-

dition may be improved. He then endeavoured

to show that the position of the agricultural

labourer was not so bad as many represented it

to be, though no one could say that it was quite

satisfactory ; but with the profits of farming so

low and uncertain as they were, it would be

acknowledged, he thought, that the only way to

justify an increase of labourers’ wages would be
by rendering the value of the labour given

greater than it now was. Active hands, directed

by superior intelligenco, already obtained wages
above the mean, which he made out to be IGs.

;

and as there was greater scope in agriculture

for the exercise of judgment than perhaps in any
other trade or pursuit in which physical labour

formed so great an element, owing to the diver,

sity of its objects and the casualties which might
affect them, there was no reason, he conceived,

to doubt but that with an increase of know-
ledge on those points which alone could enhance
the value of labour, the earnings of the whole
class might be increased.

On the subject—the notorious subject, we
may say,—of the Dorsetshire labourer, his hire,

and his beer, Mr. Denton stated a case within

his experience, in which Dorsetshire men were
made to compete with Yorkshire and Northum-
berland men. He brought higher priced and
competent men from Northumberland into

Dorset, guaranteeing them IBs. a week instead

of 7a. to da., which their fellow labourers of

Dorset were earning.

“ As soon as the Dorsetshire men knew what the north-
country men were Retting, and saw the character of the
work executed by them, they applied all their energies in

imitation. At first they drank more beer, thinking that
by sneh means they could do more work. They soon saw
their error; and it was both amusing and instructive afc

the same time, to see how etruck they wore -when they
found that tho northern men had for their dinners good
meat and bread, while they were living on bread, tobacco,

and miserable beer or cider. It was by very slow degrees
that the Dorsetshire men reaUsed the truth that butchers’

meat was more Btrengthoniog than bad beer. Eventndly,
by the example afforded them, the ‘ technical education ’

given them by the Northumberland men, and by the effect

of improved food, the despised Dorsetshire men were
enabled to earn as much as their teachers, and it was not
long before I actually removed them into tho North of
England, to compete with Torkahire men in the work they
had learned

;
and the first place at which they were

engaged was Swine, in ilolderaess, where there did not
exist a public-house or a beer-shop in the village !"

* THE BELLS OF THE CHURCH OF
ST. MARY-LE-BOW.

The well-known tower of Bow Church, in

Cheapside—“the most splendid of all Wren’s
steeple compositions,”—contains a celebrated

peal of ten bells, the weight of the tenor being

53 cwb. 22 lb., and its note C.

It appears that when Sir Christopher designed

and built the present church he prepared the

tower for tho reception of twelve bells, but only

eight' were placed. At length “ these got out

of order ;
and in 1758 the citizens petitioned

the vestry ; the tenor bell being ‘ the com-
pletest iu Europe,’ and the other seven very

inferior, they requested to bo allowed, at their

own expense, to recast the seven smaller bells,

and to add two trebles.” This was permitted,

after two celebrated architects had reported

that “ neither such additional weight, nor any
weight that can be put upon the steeple, will

have any greater effect tbau the bells now
placed there.” Accordingly the peal of ten bells

was completed, and first rung on tbo 4th of June,

1762, the anniversary of the birth-day of King
George III.

Having recently surveyed the bells, I give

their several notes, weights, and inscriptions t

—

No. Note. Weight.
owt. qr. lb.

1 ... E ... 8 3 7

2 ... D ... 9 0 2

3 ... C ... 10 1 4
4 ... B ... 13 0 7

6 ... A ... 13 0 24

No. Note. Weight.
cwt. qr. lb.

6 ... G 17 0 11

7 ... F ... 20 2 26
8 ... E ... 24 2 6

9 ... D ... 34 2 6

10 ... C ... 63 0 23

The first, second, third, fourth, fifth, sixth, and

seventh of the peal bear the subjoined inscrip-

tion, or some variety of it :

—

•' Lester and Pack, of London, fecit. William Gibson

and James Piorrepont, Churchwardens, 1762.”

Cn the eighth bell is :

—

“The Et. Rev. Dr. Thomas Newton, Reotor. William
Gibson and James Pierrepont, Churchwardens of

Bow; Thos. and Jno. Stevenson, Churchwardens of

Bt. Pancras Boper Lane, Leater and Pack of

Loudon, fecit. 1763.”

On the ninth we find,

—

“ Lester & Pack, of London, fecit, 1763. Wm. Gibson
aud Jas. Pierrepont, Churchwardens of Bow.
Samuel Blackwell, Esq. gave SOL"

The tenor is inscribed ;

—

“ Samuel Liale, D,D., Rector. Robert Green, Wm
Cannell, Thomas Paris, Jno. Waldron, John Ram
ford. Churchwardens.

Bow Bell, 1669.

Re-cost 1738. Richard Phelps, Thomos Lester,

Londini fecit.

Wt. 63 ; 0 :
22.”

The tenor, or heaviest bell, like tho tenor of

Westminster Abbey, was made during the year

1738, in which Richard Phelps, the master

founder, died. Thomas Lester then succeeded
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to the busiaess, and eubseqaeutly he took
Thomas Pack into partnership : so that all the
bells were cast at the Whitechapel foundry.

It will be obaerred that the tenor, being
named after one of its predecessors, has “Bow
Bell” inscribed npon it; and I may take occa-
sion to remark that, “ in the year 1-169, it was
ordained by a Common Council that the Bow
bell should be rung nightly at nine of the
clock,”—a vestige of the Norman couvre-feu, or
curfew

; and at length it was looked for
anxionsly by “ the young men ’prentices and
others in Cheape,” as the signal for closing the
shops

;
bat the bell being usually rung some-

what late, as it seemed to them, “they made
and set up a rhyme against the clerk,” whose
office was to ring it, as follows :

—

[May 30, 1868.

“ Clarke of the Bow-bell with the yellow lockea,
For thy late tinging thy head bhall have knocks.”

Whereunto the clerk replying, wrote,

—

‘ Children of Cheape, hold yon all still.

For you ahall have the Bow-bell rung at your will.”

But, returning to the peal of bells now in the
tower, I may state that a baud of ringers, con-
sisting of respectable members of the Society
of College Youths, attended by the faithful
steeple-keeper, ascend the tower and give a
performance every monthly Thursday evening.
They also ring on certain festival and joyous
occasions

; and so skilfully are the bells hung,
that even the extremely heavy tenor, when
raised, is generally rung by one man, who, in
common with other able ringers, stands as up-
right as a drill-sergeant.

Everybody has heard of Bow Bells, and many
have well said that the present peal is the finest,
or one of the finest, in Great Britain. I will,
therefore, merely add that, although it can
never be heard with dne effect during the busy
time of the day, the tenor alone is worth going
many miles to hear. It is a magnificent bell,
the grandeur and richness of its tone being truly
charming. Tuomas Walesby.

in progress
; but the obtrusion of solid brick

structures upon this favoured and well inhabited
locality startles the residents, as the 2)ermanence
of the structure would seem to portend a long
continued nuisance and deformity to the drive.
The driftway is of a nearly equable width of
40 ft., besides a footway on the side next the
open Park, and also next the fine terrace ranges
round the circle.

In great public works, such as sewers and
railways, much inconvenience must be suffered
where demolition and subversions are actually
necessary

;
but where only a new sewer of about

half a mile in length is needed in a wide and
fashionable thoroughfare, surely there is no
necessity to erect three little offices in solid
brickwork, when in the immediate vicinity much
better and more suitable apartments might be
had at 10s. a week.

Is there no parish surveyor for this locality ?
or has he no jurisdiction in a case where the
Commissioners of Sewers are omnipotent—if in
reality they are so ? No such solid buildings
have hitherto been imposed upon the Queen’s
highway

; and as there is no occasion for the

'

WIDE TENDERING.
The following were sent in for new roads anc

sewers on the Brockley-lane estate, Forest-hillj
under ilr. Robert Walker :— '

Hammerton £I0,43-1 8 10 1

Oliver & Rowland 6,000 0 0 I

Bidlaroy 6,660 0 0 !

6,495 14 0 !

f6“™ 6,263 19 10
!Moxon 6.160 0 0 I

porter 6,149 0 0
Blaokmore 6,000 0 0 '

Fiaher 4^91(5 q q !

Hama 4,680 0 0 :

.Adamaon & Taylor 4,600 0 0
Clarke 4,587 0 0
Morns 4,599 q q
Strickson 4,509 0 0
Coker,

j an 4,435 10 0
Bloomlield 4,399 0 0
Kuff 4,316 4 10
Hubbard 4,250 0 0
Tinsley 4,250 9 9
Fuzey 4,076 0 0
Osamgton 4,025 0 0
Floyd 3,998 0 0
Turner 3 953 0 0
Brewer & Co 3,655 0 0
vVainwright 3,500 0 0
forjer 3,359 0 0
JacKaon 3,200 0 0

It will scarcely bo believed that these tenders

imposition or nuisance, the influence of the
Builder is sought to shield the public ag.aiost - - ^ —

—

the innovation, as also to protect owners of pro- were all made on the same “ quantities !

perty who have a stake in the neighbourhood
— QU.r.BENS.

SPEAKING TUBES.

SiB-,—In reply to “T. C.,” speaking tubes
according to bis description might be of tin,
zinc, copper, or iron

;
and if for vertical runs

should be 1^^ in., or if for horizontal runs should
be li in. diameter. J. j. p.

GRINDING MONEY.

MUNIFICENCE IN SHEFFIELD.

The^ erection of a block of buildings will
forthwith be commenced at Hanging Water
which is at the end of the new road through
Endoliffe Wood, for the accommodation of forty-
eight poor people. The bnildings will consist of
thirty-six almshouses, the cost of which, aboat
24,0001., will be borne by Mr. Mark Firth, the
Master Cutler. Mr. Firth will provide for the
allowance of Ts. a week each to the single and
10a. a week to the married occupants. The site
will cover two acres of land. The charity will
be open to the poor of all religions denomina-
tions. The plans for the building have been
prepared by Mr. Hill, of Leeds, now of the firm
of Hill & Swann, Sheffield. The design is
Gothic, in the form of a dooble quadrangle, and
the material rock-faced Green Moor stone, with
dressed dormers and quoins. The honses in the
centre wing stand back to back

; those in the
return wings are single. The middle of the
centre wing is ocenpied by a small chapel for
the use of the inmates, from which rises an
ornamental tower. Adjoining the chapel is a
houp for the governor. The building is two
stories high, and each house contains a living-
room 12 ft. square, a bedroom of the same size,
and a cellar, divided for pantry and coals. Gas
and water will be laid on to every house. Stand-
ing in a beautiful neighbourhood, the building
wijl enjoy a warm, sheltered, snnny aspect, well
suited to the residence of the aged and infirm,

NEW BUILDINGS ON PUBLIC
THOROUGHFARES.

On the road forming the outer circle of
Regent’s Park, one of the most beautiful drives
of the metropolis, about half-way between
St. Jobn’s-wood Chapel and Primrose-hill, a new
block of solid brickwork has been erected, which
covers a space of 24 ft. by 10 ft.

; it encroaches
upon the driftway 8 ft., and npon the park side
footway 2 ft.; at present it is carried up to a
height of 8 ft., and is divided into three small
rooms with separate entrances, having a fire-
place and window to each. It is reported that a
new main sewer is to be made on the line from
A venne-road to near Baker-street, and that these
little chambers are intended for the use of
inspectors and pay clerks whilst the works are

•
Tt appears tliat county court judges decide cases

without reference to rule or precedent : what is right
according to one judge is wrong when brought before
another. In the county courts, as in all other la?
courts there is no code or system, and the English people
have still to ask, without receiving a satisfactory answer
Whatislaw? Iheqaeslion of crindine monnv hna

SiE,—Pray publish the fallowing list of tenders
sent in for the first portion of the restoration of
St. Peter’s Church, Great Berkhampatead. Mr.
Butterfield, architect :

—

Cook £1.170 0 0
Thomson 863 0 0
Harn 850 0 0
I<ash & Matthews (accepted) ... 390 0 0

I think it my duty to inform you that the
architect stated to the committee that the last
tender but one was a fair one, but they accepted
the lowest. Will some one explain how these
frightful differences occur ? A. B. C.

law? The question of grinding money has been
many times decided in favour of the workmen. There-

-^*1®
jodge in the case reported in the last issue

ol the Buildtr, shows a manifest unfairness towards the
plaintifl', and an ignorance of the methods of working in
the building trades. In the first place, there is not a man
in the trade that engages himself to work only for a sing
hour. It is well known that the iutroduction of what
c^led the hour system made no difference in the method
of payment. When a workman engages himself to an
employer, ho expects to stop till the job is finished

;
and

there are few employers who would think of discharging
a workman in the middle of the day. AVere it otherwise,
the buildingbusiness would always be in confusion.
The joiner, in relation to the other parts of the build-

ing trade, is in an exceptional position. He is required
to carry a large number of tools to his work, which must
be in working order. To keep them at their proper pitch,
both time and labour are necessary, and therefore it la the
rule of the trade that be should be allowed two hours’
time, or else the pay, when his services are no longer re-
quired

;
and it is for the interest of both parties that the

rule should be maintained. It would be most unjust to
keep a joiuer at work till the last minute, when perhaps
he had been working up old material, and every tool out
of order. A Joihbb.

RAILWAY AUDITS.
Sib,—

W

hen one reads in the columns of the BtdUer of
the sad expoii of the London, Chalham, and Dover
Railway one feels disposed to atk whether it is not time
for the protection of the public from fraud and deception
that the affairs now of railway companies should be sub-

for audimitted to higher tribunals lor auditing their accounts,

•Here are the extraordinary tenders sent iu for the
external painting, and the earpeiiters' work, in repairing
and rehanging sashes, Ac., at the .Mile-end Old Towu Work-
house. Mr. W. Dobson, architect. The quantities were
not supplied :-

Kelloway
"Wallis, Gordon, A Co.
Patten
King
Leverton
Prescott
Eemhy A Mann ...

Norris .

Derby
Britton
Brown (accepted)
Minty

Carjienters'
Work.

.. £84 12 0
Painting.

. £476 12 0

. 322 0 0

. 260 0 0
. 211 0 0
, 206 13 0
. 2>4 0 0
. 195 0 0

175 0
170 0 0
140 0 0

A. Z.

' specimen of wideSib,—

W

ill you insert the following
tendering in the iron trade ?
For boiler, pipes, and fittings for the heating of the

Basingstoke Swimming Bath up to 80 degrees for Mr.
J. Curtis. Mr. G. B. Musselwhite, architect:

"^'allis, Haslam, A Stevens, with
Riddle’s boiler £425 0 0

Temple 129 0 0
Hobbs, with Marriott’s boiler

(accepted) 126 0 0
Soper 82 12 0

TERMS OF CONTRACT.
VIQEBS t>. PBTO.

^8-8 an action (Court of Queen’s Bench) against
Sir Morton Peto by a contractor who had contracted to
carry away the^materials extracted in making the eicava-

•? of tt. control, IhiJhdishonesty, in order to hoodwink the public, who ho.u
been so unmercifully defrauded, and to check the system
of railway contractors living like princes and building
palaces at the expense of shareholders.

“

A StJBSCBIBEB.

HERNE BAY PIER.
Sib,—

S

ome time since hopes were thrown out that this
pier was likely to be restored and opened to the public I
regret to hear that the efl’orts which were being made
have been completely frustrated, and that there are now
less hopes than ever of the pier being made what it ought
to he.—an ornament to the town, instead of a disgrace;
What is the reason? The proprietors are all very

wealthy men, I believe; if so, why are they afraid to
spend a few thousands? and why do they refuse to allow
the townspeople to subscribe towards its restoration ?
If the pier is really to be left in its present disgraceful

hoped that the mermaids will carry it
wholly away one of these nights, and rid the town of so
unsi^^htly^and n8eles8^_ structure, and leave us the neat. useless a structure, and leave
beach ol old times. Would the townspeople and visitors
support or assist in starting a company upon soand nrinci-
ples for construct ing a new pier,- say, one of iron P'Tbere
*® why it would not pay if properly managed.

I for one would lend a helping hand and induce a few
others to help as well. Ons op tbe DxsAPPbiMTBu.

was that tbe plaintiff should be paid at the rate of Is,
per cnbic yard for tbe materials carted and carried away.
The point was as to the meaning of the words “per
cubic ” yard—whether that meant the yard in lilu (i.e., as
thesoiUayin tbe earth or the yard) as it was measured
after excavation, when the materials were loose. The
difference would be enormous—a matter ofsome thousands
of pounds. At the trial, however, the plaintiff failed, the
construction put upon the contract being adverse to him,
evidence being adduced on the part of the defendant
(wbeh was objected to on behalf of the plaintiff, but
received) to show that tbe phrase was understood by^c
tractors in tbe sense opposite to that for which the
plaintiff contended—viz., in the sense that a cubic yard
means a yard of earth as it lies in litu. Upon this con-
Btruetion the plaintiff would already have been paid

; on
the contrary view, he would be entitled to recover some
thousands more. Tbe question was whether the evidence
was admissible, and whether the plaintiff's view of the con-
tract was the right one—that the cubic yard meant tbe
yard of earth as it lay loose after excavation.
The Lord Cbef Justice pronounced the judgment of the

Court m favour of the defendant. Taking the words as
they stood, it might be that the plaintiff’s view would be
right; but taking them in the sense in which they were
understood in the business, according to the finding of the
jnry (upon evidence the Court deemed admissible), the
delendant's view was the right one—that “per cubic
yard ' meant the earth ae it stood before excavation.
The other learned judges concurred.—Judgment for the

defendant,
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PKOVINOIAL NEWS.

Brai/orf.—Mr. T. Salt haa offered 1,0001.

towards tlie erection of a new meclianics insti.

tnte at Bradford, and Mr. H. W. Bipley Ims

ofl'ered over 6001. on condition that an mdiiatnal

muaeum be connected with it.

Knetltm. — The tour cornor-stonea ol a

Temperance Hall and Institote have

bereft The estimated coat of the new >>ndding

is 6601., of which scarcely 3001. had been realised
iO UWV

,
. f. . ,ar,,.nihr.fi(-.nnea.

tower at the south.west corner of the ohnrob.

In this tower a peal of five bells, fnrniahed by

Messrs, Hears & Steinbank, of London have

been placed. The body of the church is bgh ed

bv five triple windows, with trefoil heads, besides

three double windows, and a largo triple one at

the west end. The church is heated by three

Gill Btovea. The root is of open pitch-pine, aa

the seats, and varnished. The tower near the

west end, is about 60 ft. high, with angular

buttresses, terminated with orooketed oo.agonal
.. rt ». I _ ji c — nwH Yvanntflfan nOT-

is 6501., of which scarcely 3001. had been
1 p^Quaclea and foliated finials, and moulded cor-

prior to the ceremony of laymg the
.J ' „ith four gurgoylea on each side. The

The actual coat of the building itself is es
I

j j j (1,3 „avo, from the floor to

at 6001., the remaining tS apel ta 37 ft., and of the chancel 28 ft. The

chase of thegronnd andother necessary p a
building was Mr. John Wright,

Mr. Johnson, of Melton Mowbray,
, Birkenhead. Mr, Henry Fisher supplying the

is the architect; and Mr. Wm. Henry Henson of,o^^
Finedon, is the builder.

gingham, of Liverpool and Birkenhead. The

]rm™a‘togrchibmo™, w^h^
^

costofthe cWh^P’^ehoMs^c?, exMosive of

w‘ift‘thoS°and'there^s ^ Church of St. Miohae^

L';r':;i‘Surtrorin^“r6U
27 ft., and capable of Pp

! Cauntsey and Winterbourne Earls. The new

The edifice will be in the Gothm style of arcbi-
^ ^ J situated iu the parish of Winterbourne

tecture, and is to be built of Emedou rod stone
,

e^d^fice
the borders of the

with Bath stone dressings. The roof wd
,

1
j ^ ^^jab of Dauntsey. It consists of a

open one. The site /tower on the south

Green. The front of Hall faces the so
> and a chancel. The entrance is under the

and is approached from P^'K^ f The tower, which has battlements and finials. and is

the village by a short thoroughfare.
Pernendicular style. On the west side is

structure will not only be a Temperance Ha ,
i P

,, ci-.,;y.r.aDa ipnrlinEr to the
i.:*,,*.™ Tx/Jfli n Lnrn.nstructure win uul uui^r c

but a sort of Mechanics’ Institute, with a library

iQ connexion with it.
, i t j

Matlock Bi-idge.-A new covered market and

an assembly-room have been opened at Matlock

Bridge. The building IB a plain-looking erec-

tion, formed of Derbyshire grit stone. The

market contains twelve shops, and a large bench

rnuniug down the centre will servo for ordi-

nary business pnrposes.
.f

well-eised structure. The architect is Mr Hull

of Northampton ;
and the builder Mr. Askew,

of Matlock. The promoters of the construction

are a limited company. .

New Brighton.—For several months past im

provetnents have been going on at New Brighton,

a watering-place on the Cheshire side of the

Mersey. The latest addition to the attractions

of the place is the erection of a promenade pier.

It is iu connexion with the landing-stage, but

occupies a considerably higher level, and con-

. .

^
1 A vinf rrhvm roflt-.ine-on iron pii

a turret containing a staircase leading to the

upper part of the tower. The nave and aisle

are iu the Perpendicular style, the chancel

is of Early English architecture. The walls are

built entirely of flints taken from the old

churches, and the old mortar was sifted and

used for sand. The dressings are of Bath stone.

All the windows iu the chancel are the old stone-

work, as well as all those in the nave, except the

ones in the south aisle. The west window for-

merly occupied the same position in_ the cburcH

of Winterbourne Earls, and the window noar

the pulpit was the west window m the church ot

Winterbourne Dauntsey. Many of the tiles used

iu the pavement are of the same design as those

found iu the old churches. There are three

lancet windows at the east eud of the church,

which are filled with stained glass, placed there

by Mr. Richard Blake. The right and left win-

dows are filled with grisaille glass, and hf^e two
- ... .., .1 _ Al.,V,n Omfip-ft.occupies a considerably higher level,

/J^ahions with the letters Alpha and Omega,

mats of an embayed platform, resting IHS lathe

lars sunk into the rock. It ^
‘5' o^j^tre light are three medallions, the lower one

and varies in breadth from 70 ft. to

^

Nativity, the middle one the

pagodas have been erected on the
the upper one the Ascension,

which are used aa bazaars.
i
? .ug go/ii side of the chancel, towards the

these two buildings there is a
t ' east is a stained-glass window, representing

tmd a saloon, which can be used
I door. The next window

weather as a covered promenade. Ah
j ojiancel represents Christ opening the

central building is a reserved
’ ^ 1 ^ ga of the blind. ^The next, proceeding west-

rising again higher is a t’Ower, i

_ Vinildinff ' ward contains a representation of Joseph in-

around it. On the flank of the mam S
^ Terpreting Pharaoh’s dream. At the eastern end

two glass wmd-screena have been
’

!
„

P,

^ oel on the north aide, is a stained-

which afford shelter the breeee without omejhance

impediog the view seaward.
Shepherd. The next containB a representation

of Christ’ blessing little children. We are in-~
formed that the architect gave up the window

XTVTOO !
of ffle Gentle Shepherd to Mr. S. Ousso, and has

CEUROH-BUILDING NEWS.
i to place an elegant stamed-glass win-

Fplon.-The Bishop of Chester A- conse-
;

dow in ^another part c_f^

|

crated the new church of St. Maiy at Up n,
’

. Westlake The window given by;

or Over Chnrob, near Birkenhead.
^

The
““J

' tte^vork of Mr. Alexander

edifice, which, including a small
’ (jT^a

' of London, The cost of the undertaking
,

stands at the east end of the vi ag ,
>

^ ^ ^ oOOl. The edifice was designed

1,600 yards of land, has been “CCted at a cost
the diocesan architect ;

and

of 4.,000 i., which sum, exclusive of ahont OOOi. by Mr 1 . v^y^
iedertaken by Mr. Till, of

or SOM. raised by public siibaoription,
a,msey Mr Emery acted as foreman, and

yard, on the north Bide, BchoolB fbi- males and fe-
f

‘ „ (Borset') —The parish church here

Lales are erected, together w tb a sohool-honse
, f ^SL lt consists of chancel, nave

They are built of brick, with atone feemgs. 'The
transepts, round tower with

irchiteotnre of the church is n the
“t the west end! porch on the north

style, and the edifice is built of Stourton P
and vestry on thesonthot theohaucel;

Flaybrick.hill stone. « Au" “

1

tbe d^^^^ Le, measuring within the

oio4 chancel. The latter, of course ‘te ea t
, ^

end of the building, is “ “P™' " P’“
I

’

"ji’ ^ south ;
while the spire reaches an alti-

windows. The body of the church has a cent
^

chancel and nave,

aisle, on each side of which are open benches, tnde ot bull.,

*
- . .... r .. » ..rl.. TTPrSOnfl.

aisle, ou eacn biub vl f
containing sittings for upwards of 300 persons.

These are constructed of pitch-pine, varnished.

On the north side of the building, leading to the

chancel, is the vestry. The choir is near the

reading-desk, at the south-east end of the nave,

and is furnished with an organ, the gift of Mr.

W. Forbes, one of the churchwardens. It was

built by Messrs. Eushworth & Sons, Liverpool.

The entrance to the church is through the beU-

tude oi y*-* lu., luo luui
^

which are of the same height, being 40 ft. froin

the floor. The style is Early English. The east

window is of three lights, and is filled with

stained glass, by Messrs. Clayton & Bell, repre-

sentino' the Ascension. The nave is lighted by

four broad lancet lights, moulded, and adorned

with carved bosses, and there are many of these

adornments in the string-course that runs round

the building. The nave and transepts are fatted

with open benches of varnished deal, and the

floors are paved with Poole tiles. The roofs are

open. The provision for warming is by a patent

stove close by the south transept, and there are

candle brackets which can be placed anywhere

in brass sockets at the ends of the benches.

The internal walls display the same plain ashlar

work as the exterior. Mr. Evans, of Wimborne,

was the architect j
Mr. R. Reynolds, of VVey-

mouth, the builder
;
and Mr. Grassby, of Dor-

Chester, the carver.

Eccleshall.—Tho church here has been re-

opened. The edifice has been restored from the

designs and under the superintendence ot Mn
G. E. Street, of London, architect. The north

aisle has been rebuilt and widened, to compem

sate for the removal of the old gallery, which

blocked up the whole of the tower arch. It was

generally thought by the parishioners that tor a

long time past the curious old tower had been

gradually leaning towards the nave, and was m
danger of falling; but it was soon discovered

there was no real danger,—at all events, all is

considered to be safe now. The crushed stone-

work has been taken out, and the wall rebuilt

with selected stone. The south aisle has been

rebuilt. The wall of this aisle had been propped

up for many generations past by a largo but-

tress, which made the aisle look short to an

observer outside the church. The old roof to

this aisle was lathed and plastered, and had a

large cornice made of plaster, which gave i an

appearance of a large room ceiling. In

this old roof there is an open timber roof, with

boards laid on the top of the rafters, and the

whole of it stained to show the natural gram.

In this aisle there was found in the south wall

(near the east end) a piscina, which has been

built into the wall again in its old position, ihe

south porch has been rebuilt on its original

plan, and many of the old stones put in their

former positions. The north and south aisles to

the tower have been rebuilt on the old founda-

tions, which were discovered during the pro-

gress of the work. These aisles are to be used

—the south one as a baptistery, the north one as

a vestry. The old font has been fixed m the

baptistery. Under the tower there are oak seats

for the girls of the national school, and the

seats in the chancel aisle beside the organ will

be used by the boys of the same school. Ihe

old chancel arch, which was much mutilated, has

been taken out, and a lofty arch with clustered

columns, moulded bases, and carved capitals

inserted. The whole of the east end ot

the chancel is now; the east window, how-

ever is not yet filled with stained glass. Ihe

centre light already put iu is presented by a

family in the neighbourhood, and it is hoped

others will soon follow this example. It ha-s

been executed by Messrs. Claytou & Bell, of

London. The stalls in the chancel, for the use

of the clergy and choristers, are made of oak_

the ends copied from the original stall-ends in

the chancel. The floriated carving, in wood and

stone, has been done by Mr. T. Earp’s men, from

London. The joiners’ work has been done fay

the men of the contractor, Mr. J. P. Cobb, of

Newport. The tiled floors have been done by

men sent by Mr. Godwin, of Lagwardme. ftom

the design of the architect. The church is

heated by a warm-air apparatus, supplied fay

I

Messrs. Smith & Co., of Sheffield. The whole of

the work haa been superintended by Mr. Reelden,

the architect’s clerk of the works, from London.

The organ has been rebuilt and greatly enlarged

I bv Mr F. W. Jardine, of Manchester. The

1

workmen who have beeu engaged in making the

I alterations (upwards of fifty)
_

sat down^^to a

substantial supper at tfie “ Kmg s Arms mn
' after the opening ;

and the old women of the

town and district (numbering 182) were regaled

with tea, plum-cake, &c., at the Town-hall.

C?iesf^r.—The cathedral is in a sad condition,

second only in bareness to the cathedral of

Bangor, and Mr. G. G. Scott has been consulted

abolt its restoration. Mr. Scott estimates the

necessary repairs to the building “
cost 23,6001.; desirable repairs, 7,000!., im-

provements 20,000!.; total, nearly 60,000!

The improvenaents are stated to comprise sto 0

groining for the nave and aisles, restoration of

Se tower and spires, &o. The chaptor-honsa

is not mentioned as likely to undergo the pro-

cess of restoration. The Marquis of Westminster

has sent 2,000!. towards the Eestoration Fund.

It is understood that a county meeting will be

convened at Chester to organise steps for the

proposed restoration, and that the Lord Lieu-

tenLt (Lord Egerton) Earl Grosvenor, M.H.

Sir P. G. Egerton, hart., M.P., and Mr. ToHe-



DISSEJfTDfG CHUECn.BUILDlNG NEWS.
North SMelds - The chief etone of a new
'T '“W liero on theeast Bide of the Borongh-road, and not far fromtte quay. The building will consist of nave,40 ft. long and 26 ft. wide

; chancel, 15 ft. wide

tUTii
external stone stni;turret, west porch and large sacriatp, communi-eating both with street and church.'' In generalarrangements it resembles an English church—

^eD°s „“nW>
‘ely ‘able raised’onSteps, pnests seat in north wall; stone archbetween nave and chancel, and the pulpit placed

be enr 'I'’''
biding is to

S wefi™ “‘'‘orually presenta west gable to Borough-road. The pich, pro-
‘bo lower part ofthe gable, and above this rises the stairltnrret

total ®On*tho’”‘'n““i°™?“'’“‘“‘
'™“

Mial. On the north side of the porch are win-

03 ‘’'f
ohuroh, andover these two lancet lights connected together

of tto"
“ “*0 upper part

l/rvB
° «e-vfoiled window of

^th tanc“3'u^^°n buttresseswith lancet windows between them. Internallv

ba^”™^
“ divided by roofprincipals into four

.
divisions, having moulded collars, raf-

of’ 7 V
®d with wood boarding laid toa trefoiled outline. The height from floor to
® “• The chancel arctos Sstone, resting on corbels with carved caps i-othe font being built into the north iamb The

tan et toh
“--dow of three

’dPod at some time to

newr and 3 betweenpews and the chancel floor are to be laid withencaustic tiles. The seats will be of pine timber
slightly

fl
artificial light

oo®;
bsating, &c. The church willseat 230 adnlts, and the entire cost of buildinv,

1 350! Tto'°“
*“> 'vill be aboSt

1.300I. The contract for masons’, plasterers’and joiners works has been let to Messrs’Campbell & Ooulson; for plumbing, to Messrs.’Twizell
1
for slating, to Mr. Place

; and for iron-founders work, to Messrs, W. H. Walker & Son

bv7Hr"'E“w''K
deen designed

toet“™d®' *^7 ““"d'i.afNortb Shields, archi-

erected
" “"P'd'“‘“dence it will be

S<j.ndorland.~K new United Presbyterian

to3r 'f
'“'““bd in Toward.road,

I

l3 fm P'"'*'. Sunder-land, from the designs and under the snperintendence of Mr. Thomas Oliver, of Newcastlenpou-Tyne, architect. It will be in the Gothicstyle of nrohitectnre, with walling of local lime-stone and sandstone dressings.

desSrn7l3'’“*T ? Ovuiam.-Thedesign of Messrs. John Scott & Son, of Bicker,gate, Carlisle, has been selected for the stainedglass window to be erected in Arthuret Church

Varion,“d'r-'"’^
'“‘d Sir James Graham.Various designs were submitted by stained glassartists in London and Newcastle.^ The wifdow

?nd ‘th^ P'-iddipal compartments,and these wfll be filled with large figures of the

to tfo f dddtrasted colours,

inv^on ‘“‘Sels play-

1'^ suiMto
“Id other musical instruments^ndin suitable positions in the design will beintroduced emblems of the Evangelists Theground-work of the design will be blue, whichwill bo the prevailing colour, but a golden

BDarkr™'“ “ b-gh® Ld
® appearance, while the colours of thelarge figures will give variety of hue. The cost

300!,^
vviudow will be between 200!, and

ere*otod“i''*‘*?i'~'^i,°’‘™u°'’'
wiadew has just beenerected in this church. In the centre of the

th'o twh'’-
biidg of Israel, to whomthe church is dedicated

j on his right are Mosesand Aaron, and on his left Elijah and John theBaptist, representatives of the Law and ProphecyThe figures are placed under canopies on a grou/d

and bands and bosses of colour. This windowwas presented by Mr, John Nicholls, the patronol St. David 8, and was executed by Mr. T WOamm, of Smethwick. ^

SCHOOL-BUILDING NEWS.
Dimmoio.—The new national school buildinghas been publicly opened by the Bishop ofEochester. It stands on a rood of ground on theDnnmow Downs, the gift of the late ViscountMaynard. The materials are rod brick with

“o'*
“‘yta DecoratedGothic of a late date. The principal entrance-door, facing the east, is somewhat of Tudor

toepta?'’’ tS
’"‘“bows on the same front iniceepmg The entrance, facing soath. is a Perpendicular Gothic door, and the Iarg4 windowsfacing south and east are Decorated Gothic. Theground plan is in the form of a *f, the uppercompartment running east and west, in lengthto ft., and that from sonth to north 66 ft each

ptaL" rae’ar;"-
““ ‘bo watplate. The area in superficial feet is 2 457 eiclnaive of a class-room and lobby, with cellara™

underneath. The longest compartment will bethe girls arid infants school, and the other for

the
3“’ TO

““??’'=“blo partition separating

tan mi..
“ “’“bitect IS Mr. Gilbert G. Scott

STAINED GLASS.

Welltnstm CTii,rc!i.-Two stained glass win-

p3h Tn 3- °P “ ‘bo obanfel of theparish church, m memorj of the late ilr WAnsloW’ by his Masonic brethren. MessrsO Connor, of London, were the artists. Theendows are of the same style as the Oliver

Si and fill the'”'
“

“'r
^art of the chan-

ei, and fill the spaces formerly ocoonied bv thn

tl?»”n„ H “7 “"b “b sont^ aisli^, Th^at tathe north aisle contains a full-length fl-nro ofBt. John the Baptist, and that in the south aisle^a similar figure of St. John the EvangelistBoth wmtows have a border composed of the

of toe "Grfd
b®“o>aod3 an oflictr

KnSh ?v 1

^ Masonic Lodge of Shropshire andorth ales, and at the upper corners of eachwindow are the insignia of the rank held by the

nnrftrfT^ Committee byundertaking to fix the windows, and thafalthough a subscriber to the fund, withont

mittfe
' ^ windows, the com-mittee have also presented a massive o-niH

toettdw:^”;”®^ Corp,“Tw?tah
c3™ted to t

““bal is to be

Tha^sS;3em„7anied“^’^“ *= “"'b

I inn 'TU^
lo dn.L-. cruoerC li. fcjcott,

was undertaken by Mr
j

William Franklin, bnilder, Dnnmow
i and the

t

masonry was executed by Mr. A. Haaelgrovothe brickwork by Mr, S. Johnson, the glazingand plumbing by Mr. J, Young, and the gas

The°fre t

'

"'r Enumow.The hcestone came from the quarries of MrOotavins M. Simpson, Great Casterton,

IFiImsIonn—The foundation atone of the newnational sohoota at Wilmslow has been laid by
t ie B.shop of Chester. These schools, the de^sign of which has been approved by toe Bdnoa-

btaeS't^''”’
Oonncil, will com-bine all that is reqmred m a national day-schoolwith facilities and capabilities for pariah or local

S.'ft Stolor;'*"':, ‘‘“js^school.roomto ft. long by 20 ft. wide, IS separated from the

foldin’ "d"''’ '“ti?*
bj 20 ft. wide, byfolding doors, thus making one lame roomcapable of holding 300 persons. Both “of thoserooms have olaaa-iooms adjoining. The infantschool IS 33 ft. long by 30 ft^ widefand is entered

north side of the building. The boys’ porch ison too south side. At the east end of the build!mg IS the master 3 house. The site is a piLe ofglebe land sloping towards the south, and near
with which old building, latelyrestored in the Perpendicular stylo, the newschools have been designed to harmonize. They

to^ehp^ 7“
1

brick, relieved by slight
1° b®® of red m arches, bond, string conrfes

too
r^b®’’® "“‘' be accommodation according tothe Government rognlatioiis for 120 hoys lOOgirls, and 130 infants

i 350 in all. The archi’teotaare Messrs. J. Medland Taylor & Henry Taylor

mastertaton
“’- Tb?- b“®‘ “f the solToolB^aSmaster s konse, mcluding value of site given bvthe incumbent (the Eev. F. H. Copefia eatfmated at 2,500J.

^

[May 30, 1868.

^oolis

^Tnhe n‘1^3" Board, or. tho Sewerage
of the Nistnot and Disposal of ttec Sen-age of

too W,“’y? Bmgathn.B}

&e“’.'=Bo°d"re:ob.!-"-bytht

nort
important part of this re-port IS toe Appendix, in which an account is

fng™»?fl\b®
P“b‘‘°. esperienee in sewage farm,

mir’-fi f-

‘b® PrmO'Ples of tho utilization and

ta [ «
“®"®g® by irrigation. This

IS a subject we have frequently treated of, and

Beade I
6““® recently. Messrs,

if 7, ri,® ,

g'"® ““ interesting review

old
b®®“ i“ this respect, even from

7 “ °‘b®r countries besides
the places referred to areBarkmp Croydon, Oholmsford, Norwood, Bury

Im o iTw®’ E-boborgh, Carlisle, Kngb/Mansfield, Watford, Worthing, &o. The generalsubject of sewage treatment, with a view® to the

Sired TO
“ profit, is also con-

1 7
b® ““ Illustration where, fromtoe oharaoter both of the neighbourhood akd to”

mw «b® °.“® o®."®®®;! "itb good houses and theOther a stiff soil—the difficulties may be sup.

fs^ifexamta
b®®“ ‘b® 8>-®ntet, South Norwood

in? g^^t onooess, toe tenant of

ho l' s°
gr^tifiod with his farm, that

ninsi of to ‘t®
tbe whole ex-pense of the work on the condition of theirgranting him a long lease. Tho farm is 33

10 0003 f“fi™® the sewage of about
10,000 persons, and toe purification seems allthat IS requisite. Forty to fifty, and even sixtytons of ^ass per acre are grown— 15 ft. 7 in01 grass, in fact, are grown in total height in the

drata«““
®?t.t'“8s being taken. The under.

with, and the water, after enriching the landflows immediately into a water-oourso
; and atthe junction the stream from the farm was, saythyoporters, when they saw it, much cleaneVand purer to the eye than that flowing downthe brook. The Norwood example—no* longeran experiment—may very well be quoted as an In-couragement to the authorities of inland towns

snbtarf''
,'‘'.®“.“'t‘0® in connexion with thissubject

; and it is so quoted in Messrs, Eeado

stnST” h
P“”'Pb'®t. ."bioh ought to be well

fud ruturLSZerr*'"""’

Inventor, Dr. James Gate,
M.A.,F.G.8. F.C.S. Bv John Phimjieii. Lon-don : Tweedie, Strand. 1868.

Du. G.tLE is the inventor of the non-exnlosive
gunpowder process whioh wo early brauvhtunder the notioo of onr roadors. He has been
blind since boyhood. Ho is fortunate in havingan ah e biographer, although he is still in life.Mr. Plummer 8 object is to addnoo an enoon-raging example of the power and value of self,help, to those engaged in toe pursuit of know-ledge under difficulties, by showing how per.
severanra and energy can vanquish the moat

“bstacles, converting impediments
into so many stepping-stoues towards snocess.Iho biography is written in an interesting wavand it gives an acoeunt of Dr. Gale’s ?oriona
inventions, especially his method of keeping
gunpowder safely by temporary mixture withue ground glass, for tho prevention of ex-
plosion.

YARIOKUil.
• The Decked.welled Fishing Boat, and Fish-

ones and Fish-market Reform. By Henrv
Dempster. London; Simpkin, Marshall, & Co ”
a he improvement of fish supply to the metropolis
and the country at large, as oui readers know
has for years engaged our occasional attention'
Mr. Dempster has done much to promote this
very desirable object

; and, notwithstanding thenot very attractive form, of dialogue between
himself and others, m which he has written hisbook, it contains much useful suggestion, espe-
cially as regards the enlargemant and improve-ment generally of fishing vessels, and fish-market

« A isalsotreated of.A t impse at the Social Condition of the Work-
ing Classe^ during the early Part of the present
Century

; Trade Strikes; and Trade Unions. By
the Author of the Autobiography of a Beggar.



boT London : Heywood & Oo.” One object of

this antlior is, speating from long experience, to

point ont why strikes have m nine cases out of

ten been failures, from serioM .'='7“™ “
‘‘‘“I

management. Another object is

no combination of men can keep up the ™tae «
labour beyond its power to remunerate the

capitalist f and that a high standard of tabour

miy become in itself a tax upon the working

claTses by forcing up the price of all

necessaries of life. This we have often pointed

out, and that it can only bo dimng the ‘““Bition

from low prices to high in all branches of in-

dustry that some few can

of others. The unhealthy competition between

reckless masters who hove

the claims of their “P]®,”
which regnlate the condnot of fair traders, and

the reaction of such competition on the labour

Market, aro also considered.
,

The chief pimpose

of the author is to give advice to the working

classes.

The New Law Courts—In the Commons,

Mr Pease inquired whether the opinion of her

Majesty’s Attorney- General had been
_

received

ontho legality of the award of the ^
designs for the law courts ;

and what was the

natifro of that opinion, if delivered to the Tre^a-

sury.— Mr. Sclater-Booth, in reply, said the

award had been received, and the Government

felt themselves at liberty to make any appoint-

ment they thought proper.

Sewage Nuisance at Barking.—A memorial,

signed by the vicar, the churchwardens, the

medical men, and most of the inhabitants of

Barkin", has been prepared for presentation to

the Home Secretary, setting forth the gnevous

nuisance and injury ” inflicted on the inhabitajuts

of all the towns below London by the Metro-

politan Main Drainage, and praying for an in-

funotion against the Metropolitan Board
^

of

Worka to restrain that body from discharging

the sewage of London into the river Thames.

BUILDER-

LauydeBothschii-d’sIndusteial Exhibition

The arrangements for the inauguration, by the

Premier, on Whit-Monday, of the industrial exhi-

bition to be held under the auspices of Lady de

Rothschild, in the grounds of Halton Manor

House, near Aylesbury, are now complete, ihe

prize medals offered to successful exhibitors are

valued at 500Z.

A Panic in the Dome Assembly Room,

Brighton.-On Sunday evening before last, a

congregation which assembled in the Pavilion

Dome for short evening services, was thrown

into a state of great alarm, and pposed to some

danger, by a panic originating in the following

cause The large centre chandelier had, it ap-

peared, been undergoing the process of cleaning

during the week, and the work not being quite

finished, some of the strings of lustres were

temporarily fastened in their proper position tor

the evening in question. These lustres are glass

drops, strung together like beads; and in the

course of the service one of the strings came un-

fastened, and the lustres descended in a shower

upon the heads of those who were kneeling be-

neath the chandelier, and who, greatly alarmed

by the falling drops and the rattling of other

pendants, screamed and rushed in terror towards

the doors. Fear spread throughout the congre-

gation, numbering about 2,000 people, who were

moving simultaneously with a view to escape,

when Aldei-man Martin, seeing the cause ot the

alarm, called upon them to resume their seats,

and having explained the trivial character of the

accident, order was restored. Only one entrance

to the room was open, the others being looked ;

and the crush at this point was very great
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The Metropolitan Buildings and Manage-

ment Bill.—There is not the slightest probability

that this Bill will be brought into the House of

Commons during the present session. We should

have expressed onr opinion of it before now ii

there had been.

Aluminium.—It would seem [as we asserted

long agol that so valuable a metal as alum-

inium, distributed (in the form of an oxide)

more generaUy and plentifully over the globe

than iron is, might be procured with no

greater expenditure of labour, time, and money

than iron. To bo sure, we cannot apply the

same crude means to the reduction of alumi-

nium from its base, mother clay, that we can

use in the reduction of iron; and this is just

where scientific knowledge and practical talent

are needed. We want the metal ;
the exigencies

of the times demand its general use. it will

readily combine with other metals, as copper,

iron gold, &c., and with them foi-ms very valua-

ble alloys. Some of its qualities seem to Tecom-

mend the metal or its alloys as a material lor

minting, and others stamp it »-i of vast value in

the arts. What we now need is its production

in sufficient quantities and cheap enough to bo

employed iu the arts .—ScisnUjic American.

The English Church Abroad.—A year since

the foundation of St. Andrew’s Church at Com-

piegno was laid, owing its origin to an English

lady, the Hon. Mrs. Russell Barrington. Its

dedication to divine service took place If^toly in

presence of a large crowd. St. Andrew s Church .

is built in a situation where, fifteen years ago,

there was not a single house, but which is now

dotted with picturesque villas, and the church

adds to the attractiveness of the beautiful avenue

on the borders of which it stands. The vast

influx of English visitors during the last few

years to the various towns on the Mediterranean

shores of France and Northern Italy has called

for a large increase in church accommodation.

There are two English churches at Nice, two at

Cannes, and two at Mentone; one is about to be

erected at Hy^res and one at St. Remo. The

church in the western bay of Mentone was

opened daring the past season, and a gratifying

proof of the feelings of the
_

English visitors

towards the architect, Mr. William Barber, of

Leicester, son of the officiating^ clogyman, has

just been shown in the presentation to him of a

testimonial with a suitable inscription. The

testimonial consisted of a handsome clock, re-

presenting an ecclesiastical building in the Early

Lombard style, and a pair of candelabra to

match. Mr. Barber has since been appointed

architect of the two projected churches referred

to at Hyeres and San Remo.

A New Branch of Industry.—Sheep draw

from the land on which they graze a ponsiderable

quantity of potash, much of which is ultimately

excreted from the skin with the sweat. It was

pointed out by Chevreul that this peculiar potash

compound (“ saint”) forms no less than one-

third of the weight of raw merino wool ;
while,

of ordinary wools, it constitutes about 15 per

cent of the weight of the fresh fleece. As the

" saint” may be extracted by mere immersion

in cold water it is easy for the wool manufac-

turera to produco more or less concentrated

solutions from which the potash may be re-

covered by appropriate treatment. The develop-

ment of this new branch of industry is princi-

pally duo to MM. Maumene and Rogelet, and

tbeir process is probably in operation at moat of

the great seats of wool manufacture in Franco.

The wool manufacturers of Rheims, Elhojuf, and

Formies annually wash tho fleeces of 6,750,000

sheep, and the amount of potash, reckoned as

carbonate, which these fleeces would yield, if all

subjected to the new process, represents a value

of 80,0001. But MM. Maumene and Rogelet

calculate that there are seven times as many

sheep in France as are included m this estimate.

The practical and very obvious moral supplied

by these facts (says the Quarterly) does not yet

appear to have penetrated the mmd of the Bri-

tish farmer.

Duke or Buccleuch’s Compensation.—Judg-

ment has been given for the

in his case against the Board of Works. The

duke will therefore be entitled to the

awarded him by Mr. Pollock as compensation

for the injuiy done to the ducal mansion by

the building of the Thames Embankment, as

well as to 2081. for interest and the costs ot

the preceding trial.

New Peals of Bells.—A peal of six bells

(tenor about 11 cwt.) has just been completed

at Clifton, near York. They were made at the

foundry of Messrs. John Warner & Son. Three

bells recently erected for Sir T. Brown at hia

new church, Sheffield, were made by them also j

and it is intended to increase the ni^ber to

eight bells at a future time._ Messrs. Warners

men are now employed erecting a peal of bells

(tenor about lOj cwt.) at Huuaingore ;
Messrs.

Kirk & Parry, Sleaford, architects.

Royal Horticultural Society.—The great

rhododendron tent in the gardens of the Royal

Horticultural Society at South Kensington was

opened to the public on Wednesday, and, notwith-

standing the fact of its being the_ Derby day,

attracted a large attendance of visitors, ihe

plants this year are supplied, as nsual, by Messrs.

Waterer & Godfrey, and the ground under the

great tent has been entirely re-arranged, under

the superintendence of Mr. John Gibson, o

Battersea Park, and Mr. Eyles, superintendent

of the South Kensington Gardens.

The Noihingham Patent Brick Company

(Luuted).—The new works of this company

have been formally opened in presence of a eon-

siderable number of influential men of business

and other gentlemen. The works are situated

about a mile and a half from the central part of

Nottingham, and in a declivity on the left-hand

I

side of the Carlton-road, where there is plenty

1 of working material within an easy distance,

' and a large quantity on the spot itself. The

kiln, which is a very large one, has been built

according to the designs of Messrs. Hoffmann &

Leighb, of Berlin, who have patented them. The

new company have also availed themselves of

the “Wakefield Grinding Pan” (as it is called^)

and the “ Dry Brick Machine and Diaintegrater,

of Platt, Brother, & Co., of Oldham. As regards

the machinery, which is upon a large scale, the

managers have adopted the latest improvements.

The estimated daily production of bricks will

very shortly be 20,000. Upon the new plan the

clay is at once dog out of the bank, put into

trucks, thence into the grinding-pan, and, in an

almost incredibly short space of time, it is repro-

duced as dry bricks, which are ready for being

wheeled into the kiln, where they may be burned

the same day, instead of after a delay of a month

from the winning of the clay. There is also an

immense saving in the expense of fuel. The

spectators at the opening seemed greatly sur-

prised at the expedition with which the raw and

unprepared clay was converted into complete

and well-shaped bricks.

Mr. Henry Leslie’s Choir. — The present

season of this choir was brought to a -close on

Wednesday night by a concert at St. James a

Hall which fully sustained the high and con-

tinually-advancing reputation and standing it

has obtained in the musical world. It may

safely be said that no finer concerted or choral

singing, nnaccompanied by instruments of any

kind, can be found in the metropolis than that

of the “ Leslie Choir.” The indefatigable eftorba

and thoroughly artistic abilities of the con-

ductor have been well responded to by tho mem-

bers of the choir.

The Wyre • hill Home Mission Schools,

Bewdley. — Old Bewdley, or the “ Bewdley

St. Giles’s,” being greatly in want of reli^oua

ministration, about eight years ago a Misa

Pountney conceived the idea of devoting her

time and energies to the amelioration of her

poor neighbours. Mr. Eyland (the pr^ent

mayor) came a few years since to reside m
Bewdley, and one night, taking a walk up the

steep and ragged cartway, onoe^ the mam
thoronghfaro from Wales, was Burpnaed to hear

the sounds of divine service issuing from an old

dilapidated bnildiug. He gently opened the

door, and was astonished to see a yonng woman,

surrounded by a number of navvies and smock-

frocked labourers on tbeir knees fervently en-

gaged iu prayer. He closed the door, and, as ho

walked away, resolved that if ever he was m a

position to call upon the public for aid to erect

a more suitable room for Miss Pountney a nso.

he would take the first opportunity of doing so.

As soon as Mr. Hyland was appomted mayor he

mentioned the subject of erecting a more snH-

able building for Miss Pountney 8 nae to the

Hector of Hibbesford and Mr. Thomas Bangh, J.P.

These three gentlemen at once formed them-

eelves into a committee for the purpoao
^

ot

carrying ont Mr. Hyland’s idea, the mayor being

appointed chairman, the rector secretary, and

Mr. Baugh treasurer. The result of their appeal

to the public was most encouraging : from the

humble almshouse-women, who subscribed tbeir

pence, to her Majesty the Queen, who subscibed

30 guineas, they appealed to none in vain. Mr.

Thos. Lloyd Roberts, of Crofton Manor-house,

crave the ground for the site of the buddmg, an

Miss Pountney has just had the pleasure ot

laying the corner-stone of a bnildmg that will

lori» perpetuate the memory of her labouis.

ThI mayor handed to Miss Pountney an elegant

silver trowel, bearing the followmg inscription,

“Presented to Miss Pountney, outlaying the

corner-stone ot Wyne-hill Home Mission Snbools,

Bewdley, 18th May, 1868. W. H. f-b-

mayor.” The trowel was the ’

Parry, of Birmingham, the architect for the
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Anotheji Club-house.—Tte committee of thenew club now called the Marlborongh Clnb have

porchased for 18,0001. the freehold property in
Pall-mall known as the British Institution. The
contract for the bnildinpr. which is to be erected
from the designs of Mr. David Brandon, has been
taken by Messrs. Trollope & Sons.

Medal op the Society op Arts.The Conncil of this Society have this year
awarded this medal to Joseph Whitworth ‘‘ for
the invention and mannfactnre of insbrnments ofmeasnrement and nniforra standards by which
the production of machinery has been brought
to a degree of perfection hitherto nnapproached
to the advancement of arts, manufactures, andcommerce.” ’

T.!™ bniMiog new Merket-hon.o al M.rk.l-

Qn.n.ilS.”f“p°p”lied I'“-

?V°'S;U
'El,518 0

^.ghtiDgale
i;3g3 ^

To^‘'TiVv'''-*^
lamp.posta for Mile-end Old

Owen; Ford & Co £150 0
Stephens & Co 1.. n
Haley, Begg. i Co i;;:;:;; 136 6

;
‘2

Jukes, Coulson, & Co. ’

ni 7HaU (accepted) 95 13
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tenbees.
Cmbridce, for

pbedi—
” "mder, atcbiteol. Qn«ntitie» ,up-

«
Honae Verandah.

e“”Uo; ^ S - -
•“= “ °

Beil & Son 1396
Grimson j ‘^gg
Nightingale i;253

I 0
-- . 0
60 0 0

For the erection of boys’ and girls’ schools and tearh^rs'

architect. Quantities not supplied :
'

1,399 0 0 ... S 0 0

®ooslluction ^ sewers and temporary roadwayson an estate adjoining Portobello-road, Notting-bill be
House Investment SociS;(Limiied) Mr. JoBiah Houle, surveyor:—

V. iJliama ^3 gog

3|l54
3,150
3,000

dSS wXr.tchiS-"'’
Harrison
Westmoreland
Urmoon
Roberts & Robertson
Hughes
Chuck
Burroughs & Son
Henshaw
Callie

Black
''

Murphy (accepted).,,,

,

the formation of the roads and sewers, &c. (withkerb 6 in. by 12 in, and circular gullie«), on the Finchlcv
estate ^ St. Pancras Freehold Laud Society. Mr^James W. Potter, architect •

—

... £4,436 18 0

... 4,398 0 0

... 4,380 10 0

... 4,371 10 0

... 4,072 0 0

... 4,052 0 0

... 3,932 10 0
.. 3.929 10 0
.. 3,772 5 0
.. 3.708 10 0
.. 3,619 10 0

0 0

^ghtingale 1^423 p q

For the erection of a new brewery, with copper.house

Crabb"vi^7'***^’
Barrow. Essex, fo? Messrs,

hd.* ^ Davison & Scamell. archi-

Soii^—
supplied by Messrs. R. L. Curtis &

Hart
Carter I"

'

Perry ^"1

Roper
;;;;

Brown (accepted)

..£4,470 0 0

.. 4,261 0 0

.. 3,987 0 0

.. 3,870 0 0

For three small houses at Richmond Surrey •—
Adamson 4 Sons £l,!75 0 0Hookham ggg g 0
Heeeber 937 0 0

Williams
Thirst
Wainwright
Crockett
Burgess ...

P. Porter
Harrison. .

Lean
J. & S. Williams ...,

Goodair
Bloomfield
Faulkner & Cowley !!

Moion
Floyd
J. Porter
Tinsley ...

Nicholson

0 0
2,960 0 0
2,9.10 0 0
2,850 0 0
2,300 0 0
2,778 0 0
2,737 0 0

Mr,L. Bull, architect. Quantities by Mr. 8. J. Thacker •—Hookham (accepted) £3,400 0 0

Separate Estimate
lor Party Wall.
...£83 0 0
... 81 0 0
... 73 0 0
--- 71 0 0

C9 0 0

Frorae ..

Carter
J. Porter & Co
Brewer & Steeeles
Wainwright

. 7.

Dayidson
Hubbard
Torsell
Bloomfield
Coker, juo
Pizzey
Fishers
Tinsley .

Strickson
Turner
Panlutchee
Hugeatt
Killinghack
P. Porter
Chick
Faulkner & Cowley
Floyd
James
Charopneys
Kelly (accepted)

...£2,100 0 0

... 1,655 8 0

... 1,547 0 0

.. 1,623 0 0
... 1,400 0 0
... 1,393 11 8
.. 1,335 0 0
.. 1,341 0 0
.. 1,267 0 0
. 1,216 0 0
. 1,211 8 0
. 1,193 12 0
. 1,191 7 0
. 1,146 14 4

. 1,130 16 8

. 1,109 0 0

. 1,103 2 6

. 1,097 0 0

. 1,081 12 6

. 1,024 6 10
. 1,011 4 0

971 12 6
963 8 0
955 4 0
910 0 0

TO COEEESPONDENTS.
J. T. D.-A. 0. C.- E. p.-c. H. H. -W. V S -C N A _V If W

N.-W. 4 3on..-J & T-
P ' » “5 ^ P- R-J- K.-J. B. 8.-J p -R K -17B.—I. P. P.-J. II,—T. S. W.—W S-T W — T R -m'B.-H. J._H. D. U- 8 . E. O.-J, D. P.-RT_r r _i f
0. B. {we are forced to decline recommending).—Brick walU '(1 w«h"

I

to keep out water hai b ea mentioaed la our pages several timer ItdoM not always soecetd), -Stylus (we cannot carry tbe matterfarther),-J. P. P. (.ancelW),-J, a C. (.he suggesthn L. beenmade before),-B. W. {loot to GwUt’s •' Bacyolopas lU " on the subJecl).-W, B. (next week).-0. P. (it i. not 3 in ^."pir Tbe per!ou;wbo assert it is 27 lo. require to go to school agJlu) -W C fear” «..*- ..

I'”’
*'• (“ m) Ik.l li.lr n.m..should Dot uccoropunV list, of tender. -Ith -hioh tbe. aro conootned

~..lrepeat lists on tbe ground of such omUalon.

! adSwII
poinliog ont books acd giving

i by^the^naT^and '“n’
^ Sbllcatlo^ necessarily for

I
w'ldes. and paper, read at

I

public meetlngf, resla, of course, with the authors.

For taking down and rebuilding two houses, Milton-
Robert Parris,

Ball & Lawrence £079
Hyde 670
B-eeWe 552
Longmire 4 Burge 625
Hookham (accepted)... 62J 0 0

Bayswater.

»

Eeebie
ill® i 2Hookham (accepted) g^g g g

For erecting new farm buildings at Bailey, LlangwriV

Sl'o"T' " “ Mh EhunlCfli:

Owen
g gHankmson & Williams 495 g g

«J 0 0

'.Menos, Seven Sielere’-roed,

teeti-
William Smith, Jrehh

£2,0M 0 0
1,908 0 0

Eaton & Chapman y.' I’sgj g gHearle
1 740 0 n

Brisley (accepted) j/egj g g

'**5 erection of nineteen
n illiam Smith, architect

Dover
Waters
Lewis

TuUy
”

Whittaker !!!!!!.!

Blackmore* Morley
Saunders
Parker

!!!;!!!!!

Muudy '.'.'.'.'.'.y

Davis ’’

West '

Johnson
Shurmer
Harrison 4 Edwards !!!!"

Smith & Simmonds
Goodman
Ward
Rogers 4 EichardV’.’.’.’

Pilcher
Bowler, Brothers
Minty
Grist (accepted)

architect .
—

Smith 4 Simmonds.
Ji-hnson
Worm
Grover
CapriOQ
Wilcox
Hanley
Pearce
Waters
Richards
Schofield
Cole
West
Porter
Blackmore
Parry
Cubiit
Heaysmaa

.. £3,025 0
.. 2.000 0

1,645
1,627
1,600

1,697

houses, Camberwell. Mr,

..£7,665 0

.. 7,650 0
.. 6,716 10
.. 6.650 0
.. 6,687 0
.. 6,530 0
.. 6,380 0

6,34) 0
. 6,3C0 0

.. 6,183 0
6,145 0

.. 6,100 0

.. 6,<'30 0
>• 5,955 0

6,993 0 <

5.960 0 1

For eight houses to be erected in
Camberwell, for Mr. J. H. Macher.
architect:—

Tanner
Faulkner
Wire
Porter
Stephens 4 Co
Jarvis 4 Taylor !!!!!!!!

George .

Easeraan
Grover... .

Blackman 4 Co
Munday
Pearse
Muspratt
Lacey 4 Flaxraan
Smith 4 Co '

Gray
Calterham
W'est (accepted) !!!!!!!!!!

Baxter

1,633
1,523

1,470

the Wyndham-road,
Mr. Robert Parris,

I
_
CHURCH, TURRET, and STABLE CLOCKS.

I

J. W. Bensom, having erected steam-poiver
and improved machinery for olock-makiiig, at
the Manufactory, Ladgate-hili, will be glad to
formsh to clergymen, architects, and conimittees.
Estimates and_ Specifications of every descrip,
tion of Horological Machines, especially cathedral
and public clocks, chiming tunes on any number
ot bells. A descriptive pamphlet on Chnrch
L ocks post free for one stamp. Watch and
g*°ck Maker by Warrant of Appointment to
H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, and maker of the
great clock for the Exhibition, 1862. 25 Old
Bond-atreet, and 33 & 34, LadKato.liill 'e.O
Established 1749.

'

£4,193 0 0
. 3,470 0 0
. 3,411 0 0
, 3,200 0 0
. 3,300 0 0

3,187 0 0
3,175 0 0

, 3,160 0 0
3,150 0 0
2,800 0 0

. 2,872 0 0

. 2.786 0 0
2,638 0 0
2,650 0 0
2,628 0 0
2.597 0 0
2,490 0 0
2,2-10 0 0
2,025 0 0

Polling down and rebuilding Nos. 22 and 23 Noel
street, Oxford-street, for Mr. Thomas Perkins. Mr JMartin, arehitpft.— • "

Bywater
Carter 4 Son. ,

Lancniead 4 Wav

.. £1,350
99o
940

. 6,510
5,496

. 6,311
4,946

. 4.730
4,420

For building Wesleyan Chapel, Brighton, for the Rev
Hoskins. Quantities supplied :—

Stone Wood
Spire. Spire.

..£5,250 ..,£350 ... —
Lheesman 4 Co. (inclusive) — 4,759 £1,600Holloway 4 Son 4,447 ... 203 ... 170
Nightingale 4,441
Dean 4 Dickenson 4 400
Saunders 4^375

4,353
GnSSWdl 4^ggg __ jjgg
Ascorabe 4 Co 4 120 ... 262
Chappell.. 3*944 201

WHEREAS it has come to our knowledo-e
that unauthorized persons represent themselves
as agents for

CHAPPUIS’ PATENT DAYLIGHT
REFLECTORS,

We hereby beg to CAUTION the public that
none are representatives of our firm who do not
produce printed forms of orders, nor shall we
hold ourselves responsible for the good manu-
factors of Reflectors unless anthenticated by our
trade-mark. ^

P. E. CHAPPUIS & CO.,
Sole Proprietors and Manufacturers of Chappuia’

Patents for Reflecting Light.
No. 69, Fleet-street, April 25, 1868.

ADVERTISEMENTS.
CAMDEN TOWN.-To Builder.. CArpenten. Cebine'-mnken

undertakfra, and Oihen,TTR LEREW will SELL by AUCTION
? ^ *“'• Camdeij.road SUtioo. on MONkaVTWELVE for ONE, 1,000 Pine *i.d YeUow PLvvwt ^2^?
and Battea. «0 eanare. of flooring. 8.000 feeV quIrter^.^flsoS

rinrblri'looe*”l^a do'L^
col .lulT 150 d-im

e».lS. CardiDgton-jtreot, Hanjpitead-romJ, N.W.

Ni/W ready, In emblematic Wrapner, elegai
S«. Od. (poiUge 2J.)

'y printed, price
3.. 6d, (poilave 2J )

TNSTRUCTIONS in WOOD CARVINGX for AMATECKS
;
with HInU on Dei n.

By a LADY.
Wth Ten large Pla'e*.

London: LOCKWOOD A CO. 7. BtaUoner.' HaU<ourt. E a

245
280

230

190
193

175
133
133
156

^
Dedicated to master buildersT"

Jttat pnblitbed, in crown 8vo. price 3j fid cLnthrPHE GREAT ARCHITECT : ills Plan of
iod mnd*M7p!°“

*“ Ston*?.

London: LONOMANS, GBEEN.i CO. PaUmoster-ro-

pERFECTION in BOOKKEEPING—
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Gleanings from, French

Gardens.

T 13 not in the Bnnny,

mellow, musky gardens

attached to the grand

old French chateaux

that we must look for

improved modes of gar-

dening. It is where

gardening comes within

the range of commerce,

where fruit and vege-

tables are grown to be

sold, and a fortune

made out of the pro-

cess, that French gar-

deners have made
strides, especially in

rapid rotations of crops

and in economy of

space, that we ought to

examine to see if the

same management will

benefit us. In January,

1867, Mr. Eobinson

visited France, to study

its horticulture for this

purpose. He found, as

we have stated above,

that large private gar-

dens, as a rule, were

not BO well kept or pro-

ductive as those in our

country
;

but that where a supply for the

markets was cultivated we were left far behind.

In city gardening, too, the French take the lead

of us ;
and also in the decoration of apartments

with plants. He has now published his observa-

tions iu an illustrated volume, in which he

details the various processes that have brought

about the remunerative state of things in opera-

tion.* We purpose glancing at a few of these

in which constructive works are called for, leaving

the details of culture to be found on reference

toMr.Eobinson’a very useful, careful, and timely

work.

First, as to fruit. Why are our poaches and

pears so inferior to those grown for us in France ?

Not because there is a slight difference in the

climate, but because every good French fruit-

cultivator does not rely entirely ujjon this ad-

vantage, but takes every means to equalize the

sap, and keeps every tree under control. More-

over, observes Mr. Eobinson, “ there is not a

good fruit-garden in the neighbourhood of Paris

but has its walls protected by a wide temporary

coping, while in numerous cases with us there

is no protection at all, or bub a very imperfect

one. This fact speaks for itself.” We think it

does. If peaches and pears requme this protec-

tion in the more genial climate across the

Channel, how can gardeners hope to grow them

in equal perfection here without it ? With

similar care paid to the fruit many parts of

England and Ireland could grow as fine peaches

as ever were grown in Montrenil, says our

* "Gleanings from French Gardens: comprising an
Account of such Features of French Horticulture as ari

most worthy of Adoption in British Gardens." By W
Eohinson, i’.L.S. London: Frederick Warue & Co
1888.

author emphatically. The construction required

for the cordon system is of the most inexpensive

kind. It is minutely illustrated in the volume

before us. A simple galvanized wire, not thicker

than strong twine, is extended at a height of a

foot from the ground, and supported there by

oak or iron uprights. To this wire the fruit is

trained. By this means in France the apple is

grown as an edging to the quarters in kitchen

and fruit gardens. The term cordou is explained

by a quotation from a letter from M. du Bressil,

who claims to bo the inventor of the mode of

training in question. It is derived, he says,

from the word “cord,” and was applied by him to

trees pruned to consist of a single branch, bear-

ing fruit spurs only : this necessarily has mnch

the appearance of a cord or rope of fruit. He
regretted the long period that must elapse before

a wall could be profitably covered by the larger

form of trees, and invented this mode as a means

of securing a more rapid and early return.

The bilateral cordon or tree on which two

branches are. allowed to grow upon the stem,

and departing from it in opposite directions, our

author recommends as a means of covering the

bottoms of walla, bare spaces between fruit-trees,

or in front of pits, or other spots generally seen

wasted in our gardens. The fine dessert apple, the

Colville Blanche, most suitable for such positions,

sells in Covent-garden forhalf-a-crown, and some-

times throe shiliingB for each fruit. At Yersailles

a border of cordons has been tried ;
that is, three

graduated heights of wire have been raised on

the border before a wall covered with frnib, that

nearest the wall being about 3 fc. high, the

intermediate one 2 ft., and the lowest and

farthest from the wall 1 fc. ; but the shade given

to the fruit on the wall by the highest cordon

Mr. Eobinson considers a disadvantage, and

recommends that the three lines of cordons

should be all 1 ft. from the ground. The wires

for cordons are tightened, and thereby straight-

ened, by a little contrivance, scarcely to be

accounted a “ machine,” as it is called in the

text, known as a raidisseur. It is a small oblong

galvanised iron frame, about 3 iu. long, through

which passes an axle with a hole in it, and the

wire is passed through a hole iu the frame and

then through that in the axle, when it is wound

up and tightened just asaguitar string is wound

round its peg,—only, instead of turning the axle

with the finger and thnmb, a key is used. Mr.

Eobinson strongly advocates the French mode

of wiring all walls destined to grow fruit, as

much neater, cheaper as far as labour is con-

cernod, and much more dnrablo than our mode

of nailing vrith shreds of cloth; and as the

French fruit-growers are supplied by the wire

from this country, we may conclude that it

would be even cheaper to us than it is to them.

A row of strong iron spikes, at equal distances

one above another, driven into the right angle

formed by two walls, is all that is required to

fasten on the wire, and all that is wanted for its

support is that it should be threaded through

iron hooks, which should also bo galvanised,

placed at regular intervals in straight lines. By

this plan there are no holes made in the walls

for insects to havbonr in, and our author esti-

mates that a man may do as much work along a

wall thus wired as he could in six with the old

nail and shred plan.

We perceive Mr. Eobinson advocates “ a now

and cheap method of making garden walls.”

This is the concrete walling. Like the galvanized

wire, our author found it first in use iu Paris, but

on inquiry learned that it was of English origin.

The concrete is placed in position by the use of

two frameworks of boards set np to the size of

the wall required. When ready, the concrete is

thrown into the space between the two snrfaces

of boards, and in twenty-four hours is hardened

sufficiently to admit of their removal, when the

framework is readjusted to form a further length.

In some districts where there are great masses

of clinkers thrown out from furnaces this kind

of wall could, doubtless, be run up at a very

small expense. Our author considers that fruit-

trees could not be in a more excellent position

than upon a wall of this description, smoothly

plastered, and wired as above. “ The temporary

coping taken off after all danger from frost was

past, every leaf would be uuder the refreshing

infiuence of the summer rains, all the advantages

of walls as regards heat would bo obtained, the

syringing engine would not be counteracted by

countless dens offering diy beds and comfortable

breeding-places to the enemies of the gardener

and the fruit-tree, while the appearance of the

wall would be all that could be desired.” The

temporary coping alluded to should be formed of

narrow lengths of tarpaulin nailed on cheap

frames from 6 ft. to 8 fc. long, and about 18 in.

wide. “ The use of such,” continues the author,

“on the walls devoted to the culture of choice

pears, peaches, &c., would result iu a marked

improvement. The temporary coping has a great

advantage in being removable, so that the trees

may get the full benefit of the summer rains

when all danger is past, and not suffer from want

of light near the top of the wall, as they would

if such a wide protecting coping were perma-

nent.” The netting and canvas protections in

use in some English gardens is not, he considers,

to be compared to this. A suggestion is made

that there should be a smaller permanent coping

of slate slabs or concrete strengthened with flat

iron bars running across it ; but neither of these

copings, as shown, would bear a ladder against

it. Nor should we like to guarantee the

stability of concrete walls, of the dimensions

mentioned, 9 in., 7 in., and oven 6 in. thick, and

9 fc. and 12 ft. high, in a gale of wind without

buttress supports at intervals.

There is a French mode of glazing iron

greenhouses specially commended. Instead of

overlapping the panes they are made to meet

evenly, any little interstice there may be being

filled with a particle of putty ; and on the out-

side strips of thin lead-paper are laid over the

junctions. The strip of “ lead-paper,” which is

probably thin lead, is said to have a silveiy ap-

pearance, and to have the effect of sealing the

houses almost hermetically. We are told, too, of

improved fruit-shelves :

—

Instead of beinp confined to wide shekes or benches

lUU, so lO UOUOi.J -..w .. — --

8 arranged along the room—rather narrow, sloping

uelyes—supported by oak uprights. These shares
abelves a
oak shelves—— „ , •!
are wide enough for five rows of pears on each side, and
on such a slope that the pears rise gradually, line after

line, so that the eye could see each fruit with ease, without

handling or disturbing any, and of course this was a great

gain. But the careful constructor bad gone further, by

making the slight concavity upon which each line of pears

rested of two laths, so that the air could flow up between

them. No single fruit was allowed to touch its tellow, and

thus they were in a ver)' much better condition than in the

British fruit-room, where all are frequently packed tight

together, and the good ones often liable to get tainted by

the bad. This was in the pear-room at Baron Rothschild s,

and a more pleasing sight conld not be presented to the

lover of a garden—the successive shelves of splendid fruit

being so arranged that every individual pear could be

examined without touching one."

The French have already made an experiment

in planting railway banks with fruit-trees. Mr.

Robinson went to see eight leagues so planted

along the line from Grotz to Colommiers, on the

Chomin de Fer do I’Est. The fence of galvanized

wire is in operation here, and pear-trees are

trained on it so that their branches cross each

other as in trellia-work. In some parts the fence

is of wood, the planters reckoning that before it

decays the trees will be so firmly intertwined

as to support themselves. Bat only a single line

on each side of the railway was planted, leaving

a large amount of waste apace still, which the

author would have occupied by dwarf trees. He

quotes M. Ballet :
“ It is quite possible and very ad-

vantageous to establish neat hedges of pear-trees

more or less regularly trained. By planting them

rather close together a quick result is obtained.

At first it would be desirable to train the trees,

as shown in the cot (exactly like trellis-work),

BO as to secure a dwarf-spreading tendency, but
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after a time tbey might be allowed to grow like
any common hedge, and even clipped with a
eheara. They should be planted at about 4 ft.

apart.” This eminent French authority re-
commends this arrangement for railway banka
as it will resist the strongest winds. Mr. Robinson
suggests that we should grow figs on the sunny
banks in our sonthern counties

j
and that, in-

stead of planting one continuous fence of fruit-
trees without refei’ence to the soil or situation,
as the French have done in tlicir experiments,
we should consider both and take only the more
desirable spots along the lines at first.

Not only are our sunny railway banks wasted,
except by enterprising railway porters at rural
stations, in tiny plots, but we throw away our
available spaces as though our “tight little
island” was the vast continent of America.
Not only miles of garden walls are left bare, the
low exterior walls of hot-honses left bare, and
groat blank spaces left bare, where there are
fruit-trees grown at distant intervals, whereas
the most skilful cultivators in “ La belle Franco”
arrange their branches alternately, and their
trees so closely, that the branches of one run in
between those of another, making the wall as
green as a meadow

j but we throw away other
opportunities. It seems any one who has a
cave or cellar, old box, tab, or tea-chest, can cul-
tivate mushrooms if he will. Any one with the
smallest garden can have salad all through the
winter, by the use of the same means French
growers take, which is simply to cover their
salads with bell-shaped glasses, beneath which
the lettuce or other salad flourishes in frost or
otherwise, as in a Wardian case. Any one, as
we have seen, may greatly increase the produc-
tiveness of his fruit • garden if he choose to
take the same means French fruit-growers

'

take, and the same trouble. In fine, we might
very materifilly improve our condition in this
respect if we thought well to sot about doing
so. There is no reason why peaches should
not be sold about London streets for the same
price as oranges, or for a halfpenny a-piece,
as in Paris. The peaches sold in Paris are
grown on walls in the neighbourhood

; only
every foot of the wall is utilised, and care is
taken, by the protection described above, that
the crop is not blighted every other season, or
more frequently still, by frost.

The sum and substance of Mr. Robinson’s
book is a reiteration of our lost opportunities,
onr wilful waste of wall-spaces, cur bungling,
expensive, extravagant ways of gardening, all
tending to make fruit a luxury for the wealthy
only,—for those who can drive to Covent-garden
and select it at a cost as high as though it had
been “ guarded by dragons to brighten the gar-
dens of kings.” When he has made our errors
patent, he shows ns how fruit-culture is managed
xn France by those who have attained the most
success in it; and shows also how profitable it
is to them, and how bountiful it is for the public.
But he also draws attention to the superior
appearance of the French public gardens and
the details that have condneed to it. And here,
again, the French have naturalised a production
of Great Biitain, and shown that they can ap-
preciate it, if we cannot. This is the common
Irish ivy. The borders in the private garden of
the Emperor at the Tuileries, as well as the
more public part of the grounds, are all edged
with beautiful dark green glossy bands of the
Irish ivy. It may be seen again in the gardens
of the Louvre, and in the Luxembourg Gardens,
where it is trained to fall in wreaths from tree
to tree in the avenue bordering the long basin of
the fbuntain built by Catherine de Medicis. The
municipality of Paris begrudge no expense in
the purchase of trees and plants, nor in floral
decoration. Mr. Robinson says one ball at the
H6tel de Ville, in the festivities of the past year
coat considerably over 30,000Z. Ten thonsand
plants are sometimes taken there for one even-
ing, in vans furnished with stoves and fl-ft hot-
water pipes. “ As soon as a new road or boule-
vard is made in Paris, in go the trees, and every
one of the millions is as carefully trained and

establishments, with every possible appliance.
There is one for tender plants at Passy, another
for trees and shrubs in the Bois de Boulogne,
and a third for herbaceous plants in the Bois de
Vincennes. The gardens of the State grow their
own supplies. About 3,000,000 of plants are
annually furnished by the first-mentioned propa-
gating establishment for the embellishment of
Paris. Everything is on a large scale. Sixty
men can work at the bench in the potting-shed.
Eighteen iron and glass-house bnildings have
just been completed, and sixty more are ordered.
Then there are numbers of houses 80 ft. and
100 ft. long, filled with one variety of plant,
30,000 being the “opening quantity” for any
novelty. 50,000 enttings of one kind of fuchsia
are inserted at a time. And besides the whole-

remarked shudder that is the usual precursor of
a gust of tempest.
The exact form of this menacing shadow, and

the relation which it bears to the question of the
present size and the future extension of the
French capital, and which thus throws incidental
light on the probable history of our own, is this:—How soon will it be too expensive to live in
Paris ? How soon will the increasing pressure
of rent and municipal impositions force the poor
man, or the man of moderate income, outside of
the enceinte, and beyoud the limits of the ever-
exacting octroi ?

It appears that the Credit Fonder (an institu-
tion which differs from the unfortunate Credit
Mohilier and other enterprises formed for the
purpose of supplying an artificial maternity to

sale numbers of plants grown above ground . weakly speculations, inasmuch as it is supposed
there are thousands of others grown in cases to attach the roots of its prosperity to the very
under the gardens. Wherever stone is taken ‘

soil of France) has entered into treaty with the
out of the ground for building purposes, a rough

! city of Paris to supply funds for the building
prop IS left here and there sufficiently strong to operations of the next decade. . The amount
support the superincnmbent soil, and the quarry ! thus to be furmshed is differently stated by
thus becomes a large cavern, which affords pro- different authorities, all, it would soem to a
tection lor the storing of choice plants. The

,

foreigner, equally worthy of respect. The
arisian gardener s varieties of hardy outdoor

j

Minister who is regarded as the porte-voiz of
plants IB much larger than ours. We do but . the personal Government spoke of 15,500,000?.
little with palms, for instance, though there are (of course we reckon in sterling),
kinds that are quite hardy enough for our A member of the Municipal Administration
climate; nothing with bamboos and bamboo-like in a report at the close of 1867, arrived at
plants, though many spots in the south of Eng- 18,000,000?. A later authority, a councillor of
and and Ireland could grow them well: very State and Government commissioner, rather
itt e with the Yucca, or Adam’s Needle: very exceeded 18,500,000?. But, apart from estimate,
1- le with several fern-like plants that are hardy and at the commencement of the decennial
and yet ornamental : in fine, it is clear that the period over which it was pronoaed to distribute
list of hardy herbaceous, as well as annual plants, ' that expenditure, it seems' that the Credit
sni able for onr public gardens, may be mate-

,
Foncier has already discounted, or advanced

nally extended. While our enterprising and ' money, to the amount of nearly 16,000.000?.
t^teful neighbours

_

have the keenest appre- sterling on the bills, fifres, or bons de d(.d<i;;ration
ciation of the beanties of numerous plants un- drawn on this account on the municipal trea-

u a 1
^ In addition to this, upwards of 2,000,000?.

a out the floral decoration of cemeteries. That sterling have been advanced on similar security
one Idea is the wreath of everlastings. Faded, by the Socidd Gi^ndale, the Cr/ldit Lyonnais,
worn, wan,_ often wet, and rotten, these memo- and the public.
rials, hanging, or lying, or fixed, on every tomb,

j

To repay the advances of the Credit Fonder,
ave a most miserable and depressing effect, which, according to the principles of that Insti-

^Ve respe^ctfully suggest^ to M. Hanssmann that tution, were regarded as a loan—that is to say,
he should take these places in hand, and nob
leave Death to be associated with such ghastly,
dreary, harrowing associations. Mr. Robinson’s
eye8_ are not so dazzled by the remarkable pro-
ductiveness of French gardens, nor by the glories
of the public pleasure-grounds, nor by the taste
displayed in private establishments, but that he
can see the wretched aspect of the cemeteries.
Indeed, his work is written in a fair spirit; and
his strong desire to bring the snperior fruits of
the earth within the means of the million, com-
bined with the pains he has taken to show how
this may be done, entitles ic to our hearty
recommendation.

protected as a pet tree in an English nobleman’s
park.” Each tree is protected with a cast-iron
grating, to keep the ground from becoming hard.
The kinds chosen are the plane, chestnut, large-
leaved elm, the Robinia, Ailanthns, and Paulow-
nia imperialis. Of course the author seizes the
opportunity to press that the Thames Embank-
ment shonld be endowed with these most agree-
able ornaments. The nnrseries in which the
plants, trees, and shrubs are reared for the prin-
cipal gardens and streets, their boulevards, their
river-banks, and radiating avenues, are immense

A LIMIT TO THE ARCHITECTURAL
DEVELOPMENT OF CAPITALS.

There^ is a question which not unfrequently
intrndes itself on the reflection of the architect,
and which, repeatedly cast aside for the con-’
sideration of more practical demands on his
attention, is apt often to recur, despite of its
vague and shado^ nature. It is a question of
which the solution is at present impossible, in
default of sufficient data on which to base the
inquiry. And yet it is one that is not without
influence on the whole course of strnctnral pro-
^ess and of architectural development, for it

involves the elements of durability and of
adaptability, two of the chief considerations in
design. The question is that of the natural or
possible limit to the growth of our great cities.
For how long can they continue to doable their
area within forty years ? By what agencies can
SQch a rate of progress be arrested ? And what
would be the state of stagnation or of decay that
would ensue on the arrest of growth ?

The question is forced on onr consideration at
the present moment by echoes of discontent and
disquiet from the banks of the Seine. Over the
mathematically-drawn streets and wide and
stately boulevards that own M. Hanssmann as
their creator there flits a shadow that seems to
tell of an approaching storm. A shadow of the
same tint, and direction, and origin, is to be
traced in almost every part of the map of
Europe.^ Indeed, the gloom is very i*apidly
closing in

;
the bright points are hourly diminish-

ing in number, in size, and in illumination
; and

the gay streets of the capital of modern civilisa-
tion seem already to be thrilled bv that often

as a sum lent, and to be repaid in its integrity
at a fixed date (thus differing from that national,
never-to-be-repaid subscription, which is also
sardonically termed a loan,) a charge of

2.000.

0001. sterling per annum now weighs on
the city of Paris. This, of course, is only an
item in the account which will some day have
to be summed up of the expenditure of the pre-
sent enterprising Prefect of the Seine. Besides
the bons de ddl^gation, we find ranking against
the ratepayers of the French capital, bonds of
the famous year 1852 for 2,000,000?. sterling

j

from 1855 to 1860, for 8,750,000?. sterling; for

1865, for 12,000,000?. sterling; and the bonds of
the “ Fund of Pablio Works, Paris,” for

4,800,000?. These sums form part of the

80.000.

000?. sterling which have been raised
and, as it is called, borrowed, by the towns,
departments, and commnnes of France, during
the sixteen years’ life of the Second Empire. It
is, therefore, not surprising to find that the an-
nual charge of the d6tdijation bonds presses
somewhat uneasily on the good city, and that
there is a proposition now under consideration
to extend the time for the repayment of this
considerable sum over a period of sixty years,
instead of the ten years stipulated for in the
existing and, as it should seem, somewhat irre-

gular, treaties. The immediate inducement for
this alteration in the character of the respon-
sibility is not slight, being no less than the
saving of an annual sum of 29,000,000 francs,
which has to be defrayed out of the heavy octroi
duties of Paris. But the shape of the change
proposed has been defined, in a line, thus :

—

That the population of Paris, instead of paying

20.000.

000?. sterling within ten years, shall pay
nearly 52,000,000?. sterling in extinction of the
same debt within sixty years. This may be
called paying for a long day with a vengeance.

It may be as well to point out that under the
French laws there does not exist that happy
immunity for the escape from pecuniary incon-
venience that prevails under our own more
liberal institutions. We have seen within the
last week or two the account of the manner in
which the directors of a certain famous under-
taking borrowed 533,000?. from the public in
direct defiance of the law, and in the absence of
any property, of any description whatever, on
which the so-called loan could be legally based.
Had this taken place in Paris, instead of London,
the parties to the transaction would before this
time have been condemned to the repayment.
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from their own private reaonrces, of the entire
principal and interest of which the public had
been thus irregularly eased, and would probably
have been sentenced, into the bargain, to some
such short term of imprisoment as the French
judges are aconstomed to add, by way of salt, to
sentences of pecuniary mulct.
The very id4e mUre or nursing mother of all

credit and finance companies, the child and
sister of 1*0 lower Empire, the Ordddt Mohilier
itself, is even now affording an example of this

wholesome vigour of the French laws. In the
flash and glow of a prosperity too rapid, too
vast, and too dazzling to be thought capable of
reverse, the directors of this great financial
association, with some slight irregularity of pro-
cedure, doubled their capital.

While Fortune smiled, and the run of luck held
good, the fortunate possessors of the new (and
irregular) shares were only too thankful to lay
hold of them. When the aspect of things
changed, and the fairy gold returned to its
original form of withered, or even of poisonous,
leaves, they thought it well to make inquiries,
to take that legal counsel which would have been
spurned in the palmy times of premium. The
consolation and advice given by the men of law,
if we may be allowed to condense them into four
words of vernacular English, were simply, “ Go
at the directors.” At the directors accordingly
the discontented shareholders went, and the
result has been the condemnation of these once
famous capitalists to refund, out of their own
resources, the money paid for these new and
irregular shares. The judgment actually given
by the tribunal at Amiens only covers the sum of
some 2,000Z. for which the action which it decided
was brought, but the decision applies in principle
to the whole sixty millions of francs of the new
issue. The verdict will not be allowed to take
effect without appeal, but the ouly form in which
we have as yet seen any attempt to set aside the
decision has been somewhat in the form of an
appeal ad misericordiam ^ those directors who
acted rather as sleeping partners in the concern
representing that they should not be visited with
the same rigorous measure of retribution as those
who were the guiding spirits and active managers
of the whole enterprise, such as the Messrs.
Pereiro and M. le Dnc de Galliera. To this it is

rejoined that the public know nothing of the
distinction between acting and ornamental
directors, that the appearance of such a name
as that of M, Chevalier was a point that com-
manded public confidence in the management,
and that there can be no excuse from liability
merely on the ground of misfortune.
The law thus laid down, and as yet uncontra-

dicted, by the Tribunal of Commerce at Amiens,
stringent as it is in its operation, is not more so
than our own. To say that the Bench of this
country is as fearless and upright in the dis-
charge of the judicial functions as is that of
France would be a very mild way of stating an
uncontradicted truth. It shows, therefore, a
remarkable difference in the tone and the tem-
per of French and of English shareholders that
the formidable weapons provided by our own
legislature against defaulting or fraudulent direc-
tors should have been allowed hitherto to rust in
desuetude. By the Consolidated Statute Law
of Larceny and other similar offences, any
director, manager, or public officer of any body
corporate or public company guilty of making,
circulating, or publishing any written statement
or account which he shall know to be false in
any material particular, with intent to de-
ceive or defraud any member, shareholder, or
creditor, or to induce any person to become
a shareholder in the company in question,
or to advance money to the same, is made
subject to the penalties of misdemeanour,
and to penal servitude for from three to seven
years, or imprisonment, with or without hard
labour and solitary confinement, for two years.
If, therefore, it should continue to be the case
that the directors of the CT^dit UfobilieT are the
only irregularly-acting trustees who are called
to give a legal account of their stewardship,
there are many men in this country who will
have great reason to felicitate themselves that
their recommendation to the debtor of two hun-
dred talents to take hie bill and sit down
quickly and write fourscore has been rather
commended for its acumen, than rightly re-
warded for its dishonesty, by the great master,
the Public.

It is pretty clear from this example of the
operation of French law, that the bonds, or bans,
or titres, or obligations under whatever name,
that the last sixteen years have been tied round

the neck of the unfortunate residents, who can
obtain no article of household consumption that
has not to pay the charges of the octroi of the
city of Paris, have been tightly tied, and that
nothing but a revolution, of a much more sweep,
ing and convulsive nature than the mere fall of
a dynasty, or exchange of republican for monar-
chical or other form of government, can apply
the sponge to such liabilities. If the present
burden be so great that a delay of fifty years in
the repayment of a portion of the loan absorbed
by the operations of M. Hausmann must be
secured at an ultimate cost of thirty-two millions
sterling,—for such is the result of the statements
on the subject which have been published in this
country,—what must be the intensity of the
pressure ! The great advantages of residing in
a capital, viewed as a centre of business, are
capable of pecuniary evaluation. Against these
are often to be set others which money cannot
readily purchase, especially the greater health
and vigour attainable by sleeping in pure country
air. The railways, while hitherto they have
tended to augment the population of our great
centres of industry by the enormous stimulus
which they have afforded to business of all kinds,
may yet evince a compensating power. As
residence becomes unduly and intolerably expen-
sive, travelling will come in aid, and country
residence, with railway transit to and from a
mere city office, will seriously interfere with the
increase or even the maintenance of the number
of city residents. To some extent this influence
may even be made the subject of calculation and
of prediction. The area available for residence
increases as the squares of distance from the
central point, the rates of fare are fixed and
readily ascertainable, and the probability is that I

the ample returns which have been found to
attend extremely low fares, coupled with proper
accommodation for travellers, will tend to a
general increase of cheapness in travelling
on all lines that carry a heavy frieght of
men going daily to and from their business
avocations in our cities. On the other hand,
the pressure per head of loans and treaties,

such as those to which we have been referring,
and of large and increasing expenditure, anch as
that of our own Board of Works, is capable of
pretty accurate estimate. So long as the addi-
tional coat of the railway journey approaches
the difference in rent, or in tangible and easily
distinguished imposts, in the cost of the city
over the country residence, there will probably
be a sufficient inducement in the feeling which
men have of liking to be on the spot where
they conduct their business at their usual place
of abode. But so soon as the balance turns in
the other direction, and the domestic economist
finds that he is an actual gainer in pocket by
sleeping in country air, the natural advantages
of the latter mode of life will tell as rapidly as
they become familiar. Thus it is far from im-
probable that we may even now bo at no very
great distance from a natural limit to the
increase of Paris, if not of London. Centrali-
sation may still go on, until it becomes so
impracticable, from the sheer impossibility of
discharging all the business that seeks the
capital within any tolerable time, as to enforce
the distribution of different branches or grades
of work to different provincial centres, a mode
of action of which our county courts and re-

vising barristers’ courts afford examples. But,
if our views are correct, the centralisation of
dense, unbroken lines of street and masses of
building is likely, sooner or later, to meet with a
pecuniary check. The first substitute would be
the dotting of a large area of country thickly over
with houses, yet not so thickly as to form streets or
towns. Something of this sort'Js now to be seen
in the neighbourhood of Sydenham, where a
large district is being covered by villa or cottage
residences, each within its own inclosure of
garden or close.

Building in this manner resembles a return to

the arrangement of the great cities of antiquity,

to the Babylon or Nineveh that could afford to

shut its gates and await within its lofty and un-
assailable walls the raising of the siege from the
sheer distress of the assailant, and could do so
because within that formidable barrier there was
cultivated land adequate to supply the food of
the beleaguered inhabitants. In English walled
cities, such as York and Chester, the ecclesiasti-

cal intramural precincts still present the same
feature. A city was not, in earlier times, a
mere mass of houses. It is only by slow degrees
that the cities of our time have assumed that
most unnatural and unhealthy development. So
long as the financial reason operates in that

direction, a reason the force of which maybe
gathered from the fact that, while population iu
cities has been shown to double in forty years,
the money value of land in cities has been
found to double in seven years, or even with
greater rapidity, the increase of block cities may
be counted on. So soon as the rapidly increasing
weight of municipal imposts, under whatever
name they may be known, becomes so heavy
that the safety-valve afforded by railway
travelling comes palpably into play, the in-
crease in the property value will receive a decided
check, and the increase in residential population
will probably be turned into a decrease. The
example of Paris in this respect is thus of the
utmost interest to all who hold, or who have to
do with, house property in London. The great
and pressing want of the metropolis is that unity
of rule and administration of which Paris seems
to have enough and to spare. But with that
consolidation and simplification which a few
years more or less cannot fail to introduce,
consolidation ofjurisdiction, of municipal manage-
ment, of gas supply, of water supply, and of what
may yet remain to be done as to sewage, the
features of a gigantic metropolitan expendi-
ture cannot fail to become more marked and
appreciable. Palaces and halls, on which it may
now seem as though the architect had free
encouragement to lay out what he would, may
then stand empty and uutenanted. It is not
croaking to say this, for a more general distribu-
tion of the increase of population and the
pursuit of the arts of the builder over the whole
country would be a greater good, as far as the
health, the morals, or the happiness of the people
at large are concerned, than the continued
growth of our enormous capitals. It is chiefly,

however, by financial reasons that this change
is likely to be determined.

JOHN BUENET.

John Burnet, the line engraver, whose skill

in using the burin has not been surpassed,
died on the 29th of April last, aged 84. He
was married twice, but on neither occasion was
he happy in his selection. His second wife, by
whom he had no children, was a sad invalid.

She died before him.
Our great engraver was the son of George

Burnet, general surveyor of excise in Scotland,
a man of probity and talent, and Anne Cruik-
shank, his wife, sister to the eminent anatomist,
the friend and associate of John Hunter. The
family came originally from Aberdeen. John
Burnet was born in Edinburgh on the 20th March,
1784. His associates at the Trustees’ Academy
for Design were Sir David Wilkie and Sir
William Allan.

Burnet was the author of the following
works :

—

A TREATISE on PAINTING. la Four Parts. EloB-
trated by 130 Etchings, from celebrated Pictures. .

4to, price H. lOs.

1. ON the EDUCATION of the EYE. 1?. 68.

2. ON COMPOSITION. Sereuth Edition. 15 h.

3. ON LIGHT and SHADE. Sixth Edition. ISs.

4. ON COLOUR. Fifth Edition. U. lls. 6d.
In royal 4to, with Proof Impressions of the Platea on

India Paper, and a portrait of the Author. Price SI. Sa
half-bound morocco, gilt tops.

THE PROGRESS of a PAINTER, dedicated to hi
then young friend, P. Cunningham.

A 4to Edition of SIR JOSHUA REYNOLDS'S DIS
COURSES.

ILLUSTRATIONS of the WORKS of J. M. W
TURNER, R.A.

One of his best works is his noble engraving
from Wilkie's “ Chelsea Pensioners hearing the
Gazette read of the Victory won by Wellington
at Waterloo,” Some of his clever sketches in
oil from the heads of Greenwich pensioners,—
old Trafalgar men,—narrowly escaped the recent
fire at the Opera Honse. The best-preserved are
in the collection of Colonel Francis Cunningham,
who fought under Sir Robert Sale at the terrible

and determined defence of Jelalabad.

The last life which Allan Cunningham wrote
in his “ Lives of British Painters, Sculptors, and
Architects,” was that of James Burnet. James
was four years younger than John, and was only
twenty-eight when he died.

Another principal engraving from the burin o
John Burnet is ” The Blind Fiddler.” We saw in

one of Mr. Burnet’s portfolios Wilkie’s drawing
for the fiddler’s hands; the fingers were in-

imitable in expression and in feeling.

The engraving after Wilkie which Bnme
thought was the best example of his skill with
the graver was " The Letter of Introduction,
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The expression in the action and inquisitiveness

of the dog is inimitable.

The following are some remarks by John
Burnet with reference to his brother James :

—

Diitanees,

Extreme distance oai^ht penerally to "be of the same tint

as the sJry with which it unites, and as it approaches the
middle gronnd the stratas appear interspersed with
tonchea of light and dark, aoch as the lights npon the tops
of the houses, and their shadows. Be particular in mark-
ing the buildings with a firmer line than the trees

;
never

admit colour into your distance when in the direction of
the light: ecnmble a little with purple and grey at the
bottom of your objects, losing their forms at the base.
In a side light the objects are coloured where the light

shines upon them, while the shadows aro all of one tint;
even red is grey in the shadow ; but when the light is

behind you every object is made out with its proper
colour.

Water.

To paint water well the artist must truly have the liquid
pencil of Coyp. It ought, if possible, to bo painted at

once with a full pencil and a quantity of vehicle. The
onlonri reflected in water appear more pleasing, from
their possessing a'rich pulpy substance, and also from their

sweetly melting into each other. Jn pointing water par-
ticular attention should be paid to the place and dis-

tance, as it alters much according to the situation. Ob-
jects near the foreground have their reflections strong
when they touch the object, and often least when they
come to the bottom of the picture; while, on the con-
trary, objects in the distance have their reflections stronger
as they approach towards you. This arises from the
waves conveying the reflection being lorger, and less under
the influence of perspective than where they touch the
distant object.
Keep yonr reflections as flat as possible, as nothing

gives greater firmness to the object, handling it only on
the edges; keep lights flat, and your shadows smooth,
with the space between them touchy, so as to unite them
both. These observations will be sufficient to show you
his strict observanco of the effects iu nature, and his
reasoning upon them. "When viewing collections of pic-
tures it was also his practice to note down any remarks
made upon them at the time. For example, he says,
under a note dated May, 1814, on viewing the pictures
of liichard Wilson at the British Institution,—“I ob-
served some pictures more pleasing than others. Those
which seemed most so were light pictures, with warm
foregrounds falling into a ooiS sty and distance, the
middle-ground mostly in shadow of a purple grey, with
yellow and green touches through it. A piece of blue
drapery in the foreground gives great value. Of all

things, he seems careful to keep a proper balance of hot
and cold colour, and of light and shade, with very little

positive colour, and little of black and white, but always
some of each."

1 find many of the remarks aro too disjointed to be
worked up into anything like a regular series of notes,
tliey being for the most part observations for the guidance
of his own practice in painting. However, what I have
given here may be snificient to give an idea of his mode of
study, as it is not necessary to give a complete treatise on
the art of painting.
- I forget whether I mentioned that he was buried in
Lewisham churchyard. He was anxious to be interred in
the village church of Lee, which forms the background of
many of bis studies

; but, not being a parishioner, it was
not compatible with their rules

; and, as he died on Blaok-
heath, where he was removed for change of air, we buried
him in the adjoining parish. J. Buenbi.
January 15th, 1833.

Ilere is an agreement with Burnet for the
copyright of two pictares by Sir Edwin Land-
seer :

—

"In consideration of the snm of one hundred and
Ci’ty guineas, paid to me according to agreement, I give and
make over the copyrights of two pictures painted bv me,
namely, ‘The Lassie and Sheep,’ and ‘The T\'idovr
Duck,’ together with all profit and emolument arising
from the same, to Mr. John Burnet, his heirs and assigns
for ever. E. Lasdseze.

.
flfarci 14rt, l&ll.

Witness, Jacob BatL.”

There is a capital portrait of Barnet by tbe
late Stephen Poyntz Dnnning, keeper of the
Bourgeois Collection of Pictures at Dulwich. It
is admirably engraved by Charles Fox. Mr.
Burnet’s great friends were tbe Eobieons of
Leytonstone, in Essex. He died at Stoke
Newington.

A HALT AT DIJON.

With Italy in memory, and Italy again within
the scope of designs at starting, it is not easy
even for the idle to linger along the route that
leads to the open transit over Mont Cenis. A
sense of shame at passing by whole provinces
of antique interest without attention is, how-
ever, not to be suppressed, and perhaps has qnite
as much to do as disposition to, of conrso it is

believed, well-earned self-indulgence, in deolaring
a halt at Dijon, where, with bnt cavalier con-
sideration for a contemporary artist, we aro told
in OUT red guide, “ in spite of modem improve-
ments, there remains a good deal within the
town worthy of notice.” So at the ancient
capital of the Dnkes of Burgundy we panso, and
open wide eyes at daybreak for reception of im-
pressions from the seat of potentates, of whom,
somehow, the relaxing historical memory of busy
life finds it a little difficult to think definitely.
In the style and colonr of their ^sociations they
will persist in blending oddly with the charac-
teristics of their beverage that survives them.

Charles the Bold and Philippe, and Jean-
sans-Penr, all aro tinged in the thoughts of
a well-girt traveller, without oven a Maunder
in his portfolio, with sorao hues of pretentions
self-announcement a little in excess of perform-
ance that are reflected from the wine, that lias

merit enough of its own no doubt, but still can
scarcely shako off the imputation that it would
be port if it oould.

There is a fine Burgundian tone, much in har-
mony with these quite uncritical associations,

about tbe two magnificent tombs—dating quite

at the beginning of the fifteenth century— of the
two last-named worthies. They are set up in

the museum, in no doubt more than their original

freshness and completeness; but, glaring as they
are with byper-reetoratiou, there is so much that

is fine about them, and so )nuch that is interest-

ing, and so utterly impossible has it now become
to determine the claims of fifteenth as against
niueteenth century, that it is best to admire the
admirable, give up the reins of our imagination
into the hands of the restoi'er or author, be
pleased we know nob by which, and are only
concerned to analyse the wherefore.
Each duke lies recumbent, with consort beside

him
;
all are repicsented in the manner that was

satisfactory in the Middle Ages and has in truth

a certain juatilication in sentiment, neither dis-

tinctly dead nor living, sleeping or awake ;
all

retain their best good looks, as they appear in

thoir finest apparel and moat dignified array

;

still tho interest they excite speedily declines

before the attractive enrichments of the details

that surround them, aad the liveliness of the
snbeidiary figures, that, disembarrassed of dignity,

seem not even struggling against the pre-

occupations of common existence and every-day
nature.

The deeply-recessed arcades along the sides

of the altar tombs are occupied by a large num-
ber of very elaborate statuettes of friars, sculp-

tured in the round out of alabaster, each in bis

nicho, the friars, no donbt, of the Chartreuse of
Dijon, founded by Philippe, and endowed by him,
providently acting in accordance with the maxim
of Hamlet, that it behoved a potentate who
would not be forgotten after his death to build

cbapels during his lifetime. These little figures
'

are of the greatest variety and difference of ex-

pr^sion and physiognomy, and, if tho heads are
original, may more easily have been portraits

than inventions. As mourners they can scarcely

be said to declare themselves, and are really for

the most part as widely remote from the solemn
as from the grotesque in that interval so much
more roomy that divides the sublime from tbe
ridiculous. The variety of pose and gesture is

;

only equalled by tbe diversity communicated by
invention of folds and monuments, to the simple
cowl and single robe of tho friar. They are
ascribe<l to one Claus Slater, a Dutchman. As
accessories to an almost royal tomb they are out
of harmony, at least accoi^ing to conventional
proprieties of loyalty within a half-century of

the country’s bereavement; otherwise—must we
say ?—as sideboard or cbimneypiece ornaments,
and as welcome subjects individually for the
photographer, they are works that would not
easily iu their kind be matched.

For proper architectural interest Dijon is well
known as preserving various specimens of a
provincialism in Gothic that has been compared
to the relaxations of tbe style, as it diverged or
declined into Tudorism. Such specimens and
their features are unengaging enough, and un-
decided enough, and, indeed, chiefly on that
account unengaging. They seem akin rather to

tho clamsineaes of expiessioa and lapses in

syntax that declare the hopeless ignorance of a
base patois, rather than the vigorous irregu-

larities of strong thought which disdaius re-

straint and will one day dignify itself as an
accepted language of art. We look in here and
there at interiors that invite but little stay in

other repeats, and certainly none by an incon-
gruous admixture of depressed round arches
with pointed, and alternation of depressed
pointed arches with round. The examples may
be passed over hero, relegated to the collections

that the history of every art is bound to under-
take, of styles abortive, and styles artificially or
accidentally suspended in development, or dis-

torted after it.

The one chief architectural interest at Dijon, so
far as an idler on another errand can venture to

claim acceptance for his recommendation, is the
earlier and purer church of Notre Dame. This
is now undergoing reparation to an extent that
is very little short indeed of ro-constrnction,

at least of the interior, and the exterior must bo

taken in hand, and doubtless will be so tbere«

after. The church deserves the most reveren-

tial conservation, and that little less could be
undertaken in this way than is now in progresB

seems pretty clear from the abundant shorings
that are sustaining, no hour too soon, the tower
and various walls that as yet have been scarcely

interfered with. The nave is what wo have
called before now Columnar—that is to say,

columns, in this case round, A,re it^be place

of piers simple or compound
;
the capitals aro

not good, true, or beautiful particularly ; and
the stiff, homed foliage rises to the angles of an
octagonal aboens. This octagon is not regular

;

it shelves forward pecnliarly in front, and on
this projection, as on a corbel, are accommo-
dated the bases of tliree shafts, that spread

above into the diagonal and transverse ribs of

,
the quadripartite vaulting. The choir, or rather

apse, which is dated 1229, is very shallow, and
here the vaulting is supported by shafts that

rise, nob from columns, but from the ground, and
are superposed. The triforium passage has a
lightly-shafted opening bo the church, but is

lighted by a circular window finm without
immediately behind it.

The western front has been compared to Ely

;

above tbe deep triple portals rises the flat wall,

that is relieved above, or differentiated at least,

by two ranges of very tall pillaretted arcades.

Of these the lower has at least tbe excuse of an
opening throngh tho pierced wall, as if for en-

trance from the building into the gallery,

shallow as it may be. The upper pillarets, no
loss, stand free of the wall, nob returning round
tho angle, as neither do those below

;
and here,

to all appearance, they are not snfficieutly

advanced to permit of Btanding-roora behind,

even if the space allowed were accessible, which
to all appearance it is not. The most plausible

defender of the fairness of constructed decora-

tion, who may so often fairly have the best of

the argnment, will bo at fault hero. In such a
glaring case of misapplied casual elaboration as

a means of escaping from the misery of an
imornamented blank wall, the lamp of sacrifice

is lighted in vain
;
it is little more than a gutter-

ing candle burning daylight to disgrace and
wastefulness, and we shall damage better causes

by holding by the palpable abuse. The true glory

of the fa 9ado is in the originally designed and
beautiful porch below. A very spacious central

arch and two considerable aide arches admit
(when they shall nolongerbe blocked up byshoring
timbers) to a porch of two bays in depth, two
compound shafts in front of door-jambs of the

main entrance supporting the elegant vaulting.

The doors are recessed in several orders, with

light shafts of coloured marble and tabernacled

capitals of peculiarly early character. The capi-

tals retain much ancient colour, and iudicationB

of very decided coloured patterns remain within

and without, on walls, shafts, architrave of door

and its soffit, but, on the whole, not very suoceas-

fol in intention. It may, perhaps, be a fact

explained by or illustrating much in the story of

the manifold religious troubles of Burgundy
that, while tbe sculptures of the tympanum and
arohivolts have been carefully and thoroughly

defaced, the Virgin and Child npon the central

door-post, and manifestly coeval with the rest,

are absolutely uninjured.

It is impossible to witness reparations so

capital as here proceeding withont some qualms

as to the chances of lapse in conscientiousness

of adherence to the ancient model. On the con-

sciences of our neighbonrs let the responsibility

lie. For ourselves, well pleased with the prospect

that a noble church will be saved from ruin, and
seeing enough to assure us that the effect of the

restored work will be consistent and expressive,

we really at tbe present time cannot charge our-

selves with the burden of what may be needless

apprehensions. We willingly have faith that

ail the details that were of merely historical

importance, and that may now disappear, havo

been duly recorded for the advantage of history,

while art may be heard upon its own merits,

and replace what was bad (and such things

were even in the glorious thirteenth centnry)

with what is truly and consistently in harmony
with whatever tbe structure contains of tho

better and the best. Ugliness must, it may bo
feared, sometimes be consecrated by historical

associations—may we be visited lightly in this

way at home in England !—and when the conse-

cration can scarcely be made out let us have the

grace to cut boldly, cut deeply, and give both

to Nature and Art a fair chance of rejovencs-

cence and their right fair play. At Dijon at the

present moment, as we have said, our frame of
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miud will really nob admit even, of liability to

lapse into captiousnesB : we see how much that

is done is being admirably executed, and pro-

mises a truly fine effect, and cannot bring

onrsolves to inquire, or to feel ourselves entitled

to inquire, any more how much mischief goes

with it than to trouble ourselves about how the

whole is to bo paid for.

THE FACULTY OF INDUSTEF.

On more than one occasion we have congra-

tulated tho nation on the acquisition of an ex-

traordinary benefaction, and now the particu-

lars of the Whitworth Scholarships for Mechanical

Science are fully made known by a memorandum
signed by the generous donor himself (an epitome

of which we gave in a recent impression) it will

nob be inopportune to add a few words as to the

nso to be made of this noble Foundation.

We may premise that, as was to be expected,

tho memorandum is directed to the arrange-

ments for the proper use of the funds, and in a

few pithy sentences shows just such wide
sympathies and broad views as one would eup-

oso ruling in the breast of tho man who could

evote suoh a considerable portion of his fortune

to such an object. For instance, not only are

all universities and colleges in England, Scot-

land, and Ireland mentioned by name, and all

the more important public schools, as well as

the Society of Arts, and the Department of

Science and Art at South Kensington
j
but

especial provision is made for tho artisan class

in the various towns and cities where mechanical

industry is chiefly required
;
curiously enough,

omitting Manchester itself, though noting Bir-

mingham, Bristol, Swansea aud CardiO’, Halifax

or Huddersfield, Leeds, Northampton, and
Sheffield.

In fact, as if especially to mark the unsecta-

rian nature of the gift, Manchester, “ the seat of

my workshops,” is provided for by having eight

Fsft.’ibitions devoted to the use of Owen College,

aud two exhibitions devoted to its grammar-
school, with no special appropriation of any of tho

Scholarships, to be given in 1869, or subsequently.

The broad basis of the whole scheme is only

limited by tho phrase “ her Majesty’s subjects,”

and so it is open to every one in any part of her

Majesty’s dominions to compete for these re-

wards, whether he reside in the farthest part of

India or the most distant colony.*

How well this contrasts with the too often

close and narrow schemes of former times, when
some limitatation to the founder’s kin, or to re-

fiideuta in his native town, some reservation as

to a particular name, a preference for some form
of education, or even directions as to some par-

ticular dress or manner of living, have gone far

to neutralise the value of a great aud substantial

donation, and even at last called for the positive

interference of tho Legislature to prevent tho

waste and corruption engendered by such mis-
taken limitations ! Although we are admirers of

old customs and forms which may not be
altogether consistent with present usages, we
never see the yellow-stockinged aud capless

youths of Christ’s Hospital without regret
that the spirit rather than the letter of the
founder’s will should bo adhei’cd to, and wishing
that the boys might pursue their studies or
enjoy their pastimes without being obliged to

wear the absurd costume prescribed for them at

a time when it was only the customary dress.

We cannot but believe that the large heart which
originated such a noble charity would be pained
at tho narrow rendering of his meaning which,
with mistaken respect for his memory, modern
generations of governors have given to his

words.

* General Farliculara as to Scholarships,

“II. That file thirty scbolarahipa of lOOi. each should
be'open to all of her Majesty’s sulgccta, whether of the
United Kingdom, India, or the colonies, who do not ex-
ceed the age of twenty-six years, aud bo held either for
two or three years, aa experience may prove to be
desirable; that ten scholarships should be competed for
and awarded in May, 1869, at the nnnuol national exami-
nations in science, provided that a sufficient number of
caudidates prove themselves to be competent,"

General Fartic\dars as to Exhibitions.

“"^II. As the scholarships scheme can only come into
fall operation by degrees, I propose from the fund ulti-
mately available for the scheme at once to create sixty
exhibitions or premiums, of the value of 23?. each, tenable
until April, 1869, and to place them at tho absolute dis-

'

poaal of the governing bodies of the following educational
institutions aud towns, in order that they may award
them to youths under twenty-two years of age, who may
thus be aided to qualify themselves, and must undertake
to compete for tho sehoiarships of 100?. in May, 18C9.’’

Mr. Whitworth has had tho foresight to pre-

vent his name being ultimately made liable to

I ridicule by uuthinking men, in not clogging his

gift with absurd conditions
;
aud in placing it in

the hands of the Committee of Council on

Education he has obtained tho highest guarantee

that his scheme will be administered with due

.regard to the interests of the nation, as well as

to his own individual wishes, and has proved

that his object is the disinterested good of others

rather than the vanity of making a name, or

even the noble desire of “ keeping his memory
green” in future generations.

Another great feature in Mr. Whitworth’s

arrangements is its immediate effect. This is

no deferred gift, to be made use of when not

wanted for other purposes; but it is now, at a
time when there is great demand for mioh

mechanical teaching, that it is offered. The
.suggestion of the inhibitions to be given this

year is, in fact, making use of existing organisa-

tions, developing present resources, calling forth

real, though latent powers, in order to arrange

and encourage thorn for another effort, at a

period not too remote to seem hopeless, nor too

near to prevent any likely candidate from com-

peting.

In fact, tho announcement of the ten scholar-

ships for May, 1869, of 1001. each, tenable for

two or three years, would probably be practically

useless in the majority of cases, were nob pro-

vision made for these sixty Exhibitions this year

(of 231. each), in order to form a body of dis-

ciplined and worthy competitors.*

Every one, except those specially endowed
with a love of study above the ordinary standard,

requires au object to aim at and a stimulus to

exertiou, as well as some information as to his

progress, in order to keep up the spirit necessary

sustained study, and often something more
substantial to encourage, at least, if not to assist

him on tho road to the prize of ultimate success

which he baa in view.

As one of tho proposals embodied in the

memorandum referred to (and it is not the least

advantage of this scheme that, like all that is

really good, it seeks to engage others in the

same good work), it is modestly submitted, as a

snggestion, that “honours in tho nature of

degrees should be conferred by some competent

authority on successful students each year, thus

creating a Faculty of Industry analogous to the

existing faculties of divinity, law, and medicine.”

We are inclined to he of Mr. Whitworth’s

opinion, “ that such honours would he a great

incentive to exertion, end would tend greatly to

promote tho object in view;” aud it is nob without

some longing for a similar Faculty of Fine Art,

actually suggested at University College not

very long ago, that wo read further of the hope

that Government will provide “ the necessary

funds for endowing a sufficient number of pro-

fessors of mechanics throughout the United

Kingdom.”
How much it is now to be regretted that the

architectural voluntary examinations and the

scheme of education supposed to have been

fairly started a short time ago have both fallen

through ! For s uch organisations were of the very

character likely to give vitality aud reality to

such a suggestion, and make use of the impetus

of any forward movement which ought to be ex-

perienced by all “ the Arts ” alike, though in

various degrees. Au important arrangement for

those who have obtained the scholarships is that

as much latitude as possible is to be granted in

the subsequent plan of study proposed by them.

If the student wish to complete his geuei’al educa-

tion instead of continuing his scieutific study ho

may be permitted to do so. He may go to tho

uuiversities or colleges affording scientific or

technical instrucbioc, or he may travel abroad.

“Tho successful artisan should be encouraged to

study theory, and the successful competitor in

theory aided in gettmg admission to machine

shops and other practical establishments.”

A more admirable paragraph than the fore-

going could hardly be penned; but this intention

is further explained in the following additional

memorandum :

—

“ My object in devising the foregoing scheme

has been, while requiring a practical acquaint-,

anco with a low simple tools aa a sine qud non,

to render the competition accessible on fairly

equal terms to the student who combines some
practice with hie theory, and to the artisan who

* One of these Exhibitions of 25?. earh has been placed

at the disposal of the Principal of Liverpool College, and
that gentleman has thrown it open to public competition,

under conditions named in the advertisement which
appeared in our last number.

combines some theoretical knowledge with per*

feotion of workmanship.”
With regard to certain special exhibitions

offered this year to artisans—already mentioned.

—it is pointed out that by connecting them with

tho Science and Art Department under the

minute of tho 21st of December, 1867, the value

of each might be doubled. This in itself shows
a careful consideration of the interests of tho

working classes, which it would bo well for those

to remember who are always quarrelling with

capital, and who so falsely imagine that the

interests of the one are antagonistic to those of

the other class.

Looking, then, to the details of the scheme as

sketched out by Mr. Whitworth’s own hand, we
are impelled, as artists ourselves, claiming a
thorough alliance with tho constructive aud
mechanical arts, to ask if it be not possible to

introduce, say, oven the smallest element of

artistic excellence to tho consideration of the

founder. We strongly hold that as in former

times artistic and mechanical excellence wore

not only closely allied in the execution of

ordinai’y or extraordinary work, but often

united in the same individual (thus often

going hand-in-hand as brother and sister, the

one contributing grace, delicacy, and truth to

the strength and manliness of tho other), so

ought it to be now. We seem to see some signs of

an attempted union, where perhaps least ex-

pected—say in certain improved artistic forms

given to simple engineering works, following

closely after some of the most uncouth produc-

tions of modern times. And, if it ought so to be,

would it not be well to acknowledge tho fact in

some Bubstantial manner, and in a way to be

now decided—perhaps, say, by devoting three

exhibitions this year, viz., tho on© given to

King’s College and the one to University College,

with one of the three devoted to the Science

and Art Department (to be followed by the ofibr

of one of the ten scholarships next year), to the

producer of such special additional proof of

artistic excellence in any of the various branches

of mechanical science chosen as may be decided

upon ?

Perhaps we are looking at this matter from

too prolessional a point of view, from too

limited au area, and may be liable to the charge

of a selfish attempt to secure for Architecture a

share of the prize. Be it so. To the generous

founder it cannot be a source of regret to find

his efforts appreciated, and bis sanction and

encouragement desired for the advancement of

art allied with his special object—mechanical

skill.

We are awai-e that we may be treading on

delicate ground, and that the “ arts cognate ”

to architecture may be considered by some as

an intrusion and an impertinence; but in reality

it is far otherwise, and Architecture, which is so

depeudent upon aud so connected with mecha-

nical science as it is, cannot aflbrd, if she would,

to stand asidewbile tho latter is progressing, and

tbeu quietly bring up tho rear. On the con-

trary, she ought to take tho lead, and, from

higher and more dignified position, point to

objects capable of being reached aud aims

worthy of being attempted by the most mechani-

cal genius. For as far as the devotion of man’s

efforts to the noblest aim of improving and

elevating his fellow man exceeds in value the

application of them to his physical destrnction

(or to the means by which this may be accom-

plished), 80 far does the artistic elevation of

science, which iucludes also all its practical ap-

plication to tho amelioration of the condition of

man’s daily life, exceed the application of

science in all its precision and exactitude to any

of the ordinary branches of mechanical art.

At the same time, we are free to admit that

the proportion of those whom it is desirable to

encourage in this speciality is small, as is the

number of those endowed with artistic powers

small compared with those capable of exercising

or of cultivating in others the exercise of pure

mechanical science.

What we desire to see, then, is an authorita-

tive recognition of the power of art to elevate,

refine, even improve and instruct, the practical

and scientific mind and guide the strong hand of

the mechanic.

As the department charged with the execution

of a portion of the plan is that of Science and

Art at South Kensington; and, moreover, as

the Society of Arts has a share in the matter,

we think it is not too much to ask that they at

least' should make the attempt and consider tho

desirability of the course we recommend. Very

properly, we think, neither the Institution of
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Engioeera nor the Eoyal Institate of Britiah
Architecta, as not being ednoational establish-
ments, has been referred to

;
so that, as far as

we see, nothing professional in either case can
stand in the way of the due appropriation as
may be deemed fit of certain Exhibitions which
may be unapplied.*
The disposition of a certain number is specially

indicated in the memorandum; but it is pro-
vided that any not so applied may be given
by the Science and Art Department to any
other scholastic institution which makes satis-

factory arrangements for affording instruction in
(amongst other things) “ free-hand and mecha-
nical drawing.”
Thus seems distinctly recognised the special

power of representation which an artist or de-
signer possesses and exercises, while there is

no reason why such an artist should not be as
good a hand at the use of mechanical tools, and
as good at geometry and physics, as one who
cannot perceive the beauty of line or appreciate
the excellence of form, or the artistic appro-
priateness of one style of work to another.
When all other circumstances and conditions are
satisfied, let ns hope that an opening will be
made for the speciality of the artistic metal-
workers, for instance, say at Hardman’s (Bir-
mingham), Skidmore’s (Coventry), or Hart’s and
others (of London), who, as mechanics, are at
least worthy to stand beside engine-makers and
others, who do not profess to add taste to the
various excellencies of finished mechanical art.
Let these lead the way for many other similar
classes of workmen who can combine the theories
of art and science and the best workmanship in
both.

BEABWOOD.

SAINT PANGEAS NEW PUBLIC BATHS
AND WASH-HOUSES.

These baths and wash-houses have been
formally opened. They are situated in King-
street, Camden -town. The superintendent’s
residence is over the entrance. There are two
tepid swimming-baths, each 56 ft. by 22 ft. 6 in.,

with sixty dressing - boxes, fitted with dwarf
doors and York atone platforms. The baths are
lined with glazed tiles, and have glazed brick
bottoms, the latter on a pattern made by thense
of Staffordshire bricks in bands, &o. There are
ornamental tile borders to the first-class baths
representing a series of dolphins. A glazed dome
skylight surmounts the swimming-baths, and
there are three gas star-lights over each bath.
Subways run all round under the platforms.
Of private bath rooms on the upper story

there are

—

iBt Cla?s. 2nd Claes.

^The baths are Finch’s porcelain throughout)
with Busby’s patent valves.
The entrance in King’s-mews leads to the

public washhouses. Here are the boiler-house
and engineer’s residence. The public wash-house
is 54 ft. by 27 ft. There are sixty-three wash-
mg compartments of galvanized iron, with cast-
iron tubs for washing and boiling. Hot and cold
water and steam are laid on to each. There is

a hot-air drying. closet, with a separate gal-
vanized-iron horse for each washer suspended
on wheels and iron runners: these were made
by Messrs. J. & F. May, of High Holboru,
There are three wringing-machines, by Manlon
& Alliott. The engineer’s apartments are over
the washhouse entrance, with tank over for
26,000 gallons of water.
The architects were Messrs. Messenger &

Gnndry
; the general contractors Messrs. Manley

& Eogers. The boilers, pipes, &c., were supplied
by the St, Pancras Iron Company; and the iron
work was constructed byMessrs. Head,Wrightson
& Co.

’

A VERY interesting event came off on Saturday
last. At Bearwood, in Berkshire, on the charming
site of the old house formerly there, a fine mansion
is being erected, from the designs of Professor
Kerr, for Mr. John Walter, late member for the
county, and again, we are glad to see, announcing
his intention to stand at the ensuing election.
The building being finished externally, or
nearly so, Mr. Walter on that day entertained
at dinner the whole of the workmen who are

upon it, some 380 in number, as he
had previously done on laying the corner-stone.
Besides Mr. and Mrs. Walter, there were present
Mr. John Delane, Mr. Kerr, Captain Walter, and
several other friends

; and the meeting passed
off in a singularly agreeable and admirable

THE NEW LAW COUETS.
We have reason to believe that tl

ment have appointed Mr. G. E. Strei

to be the architect of the new Courts.

Govern-
A.K.A.,

* This is eopposing that certain ofTere of Exhibitions are
declined or cannot be availed of this year. The number of
exhibitione to be provided as stated is sixty, while there
are sixty-six disposed of in varions ways; therefore it

he expected that a considerable number are not
bkely to be made use of this rear, or these additional ap-
propriations would not have 'been made in the memoran-
dum, nor any further remarks as to others still likely to

nnaDnliAH '• ^be " unapplied.'*

manner; workmen, architect, and employer being
apparently equally pleased with each other. Mr.
Walter made some felicitous addresses, in the
course of which he expressed with emphasis the
hope that the home there being formed would
never become the seat of merely selfish enjoy-
ment, but would be and long remain a centre
of kindly hospitality and social sympathy. The
health of Mr. Kerr was drunk with great warmth,
as was that of the manager of the works, Mr

,

Deacon.
In proposing the health of the architect,

Mr. Walter said that it was from the pernsal
of Mr. Kerr’s book, “The Gentleman’s House,”
he had been led to seek that gentleman’s
assistance. Mr. John Walter,' jun., called on
to reply for “ Posterity,” did so in a capital
speech.

The house is of considerable size and great
commodionsness, and includes a central pictnro-
gallery, round which the other apartments are
disposed, the windows of the chamber-story
opening above its roof. When we mention that
the picture gallery is 70 ft. by 24 ft., the dining-
room 40 ft. by 24 ft., and the drawing-rooms
96 ft. by 26 ft., the scale of the house will

be understood. The style adopted is a free
version of that of the sixteenth century,
the materials being red brick, of peculiarly
good colour, and Mansfield stone,
admirable piece of brickwork
seldom seen. The slating is Westmoreland,
of excellent colour. A tower, some 30 ft.

square at the base, serves as the staircase.
Other towers of smaller size assist the skyline,
and the gables contain sculptured shields aud
foliage. At the garden entrance, of which a
view may be found in tbe present exhibition of
the Eoyal Academy, two figures of considerable
beauty. Night and Morning, modelled, but not
yet put into atone, will form a portion of the
doorway.

It was a worthy act on the part of the
owner of a building which, adorned with the
fine collection of pictures he is known to pos-
sess, is destined to become one of the notable
Homes of England, to let the first exercise of
hospitality within its walls be in favour of those
who have laboured upon it. The spirit shown
on all aides was excellent, and we heartily con-
gratulate those who are concerned in the under-
taking.

At Ascot, on the road to Bearwood, a gabled
house that has been built for Mr. Delane, under
the direction of the same architect, was pointed
out to us. This, also, is of red brick with stone
dressings, and looks very well, from the railway.
The planning is somewhat peculiar, to meet a
special requirement; and we shall takeanoppor-
tunity to make it better known to our readers.

original Yorkshire architect, and continued k
practise in York np to within a few months ot
his death.

In those days architects wore few and fai
between, and he and his partner had a wide
range of practice in the northern counties, being
out sometimes for weeks together visiting theii
works on horseback or driving. In the city oi

York his works were the deanery, some restora-
tions at the minster, St. Peter’s School, now the
School of Art, the Savings Bank, new front tc
Lord Burlington’s Assembly Eooms, Lady Hen-
ley’s Hospital, Lendal and Salem Chapels, and
many private works. In the county his works
included Wakefield Asylum, one of the largest
built at that time, Beverley Court-house and
Gaol, numerous churches, chapels, schools, par-
sonages, and gentlemen’s houses. He was archi-
tect and surveyor to the Earls Fitzwilliam
during three generations, visiting their seat and
estate at Wentworth on an average once a month
for more than 50 years ; and in addition to
enlargements and improvements in the house,
he erected many churches, parsonages, schools,
and lodges on the estate. Among his pupils
now in practice may be named Messrs. Daukes,
of Whitehall-place; Blackett, of Furnival’s-inn

;

Medland, of Gloucester
;
Middleton, of Chelten-

ham; Gilbert, of Nottingham; and his sons, of
Walton-under-Edge and Darlington.

FEOM SCOTLAND.

THE LATE MR. PRITCHETT, AECHITECT.

Ojf the 23rd nib. departed this life Mr.
Pritchett, of York, architect, probably one of
the oldest members of the profession in the
country, being in his 80th year, and having been
in actual practice on his own account for the
long term of 55 years.

Mr. Pritchett was born October 14th, 1788, at
St. Peter’s, near Pembroke, of which parish his
father was the clergyman. He served his articles
with Mr. Medland, of Southwark, and was after-
wards two years iu the office of Mr. Alexander,
at that time architect to several public works.
He was subsequently a short time in the “Bar-
rack Office” under Government, and commenced
practice for himself in London in 1812. After
executing two or three commissions he removed
to York in 1813 to join in partnership Mr.
Watson, who was the successor of Carr, the

Leith.—The new Town-hall has been formally
opened by the magistrates. Tbe edifice is in
Charlotte-street. The new offices have been
constructed from plans prepared by Mr. Simp,
son, burgh assessor. On the basement floor are
placed the detention-rooms, aud rooms for the
accommodation of the detectives and officers of
the police force. The first floor is occupied by
the collector’s offices, burgh officers’ room, and
a room in which are preserved the burgh records.
The provost’s and town clerk’s rooms are placed

.
on the second floor, from which there is a pas-

A more
, sage leadiug to the old building. In the old

have building accommodation is provided for tbe
registrar and sheriff-clerks. The entire cost of
the new building is estimated at 1,6001. Tbe
foundation-stone of the first of a block of houses
about to be erected at Hermitage-place, adjoining
the Links, by the Industrial Co-operative Build,
ing Society, has been laid by Provost Watt.
Eight acres of ground have been acquired, upon
which it is intended to erect a number of work,
iug men’s bouses. According to the plans, the
houses will be of a uniform height of two stories,
and so arranged internally as to conduce to the
comfort and convenience of their occupants.
Each house will have a plot of ground attached
to it

; and the working men, guarding against
the error of their forefathers in building their
domiciles so closely together, intend to make
tbe roadway between the rows of houses fully
60 ft. in width. The occupant of each house, by
the payment of an entrance-fee and of a small
sum at stated intervals, will, in a brief period,
become his own landlord.

Stirling.—Arrangements are nearly completed
for the thorough restoration of the choir and
chancel of the high church. It is intended to
restore the whole fabric according to the style
and character of the restorations effected in the
cases of Glasgow Cathedral and Paisley Abbey.
The improvements connected with the East
Church are calculated to cost upwards of 2,0001.
There have already been 1,6701. subscribed. Of
this latter sum the town conncil have subscribed
2001.; and Mr. John King, of Levernholm, has
given 5001., 3501. of which are to be expended in
the erection of a memorial window. It is anti*
cipated that the Guildry Incorporation are also
to erect a similar window to the memory of John
Cowane, founder of Cowane’s Hospital. The
restoration of the transept is in the hands of a
committee of some of the moat influential in.
habitants, and for which a sufficient sum of money
has been raised, and the work is now being pro
ceeded with. The whole work of restoration is

expected to be completed in the course of the
year.

Paisley .—The Fountain Gardens, a gift of Mr.
Thomas Coats, of Ferguslie, to the townspeople,
have been inaugurated. The grounds extend to
six acres. In the centre of the park or garden
is a fountain with circular basin 58 ft. in dia-
meter. At the entrance to the grounds are two
cottages, one for the superintendent and the
other for ladies.
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OF SOUTHEND ; SANITARY AND
AEOHITEOTDRAL.

"ThelawB of health should be taught to erery child,

from the ragged-school upwards, and tollowed
;
and if we

had preventive physicians—physicians who would keep ua

from getting ill, as well as cure ua when we are ill—we shonld

be a healthier, better, and happier people. The spread of
knowledge on the euliject is of the greatest importance

;

to that we must look for the desired result." *

The recent visit of Prince Arthur to Southend
Las somewhat increased the public interest in

this part of Essex. In 1804 it was visited by
Queen Caroline and the Princess Charlotte, and
by several distinguished families.

Southend consists of an old town and a new
town, and there can be but one opinion as to

which is the healthiest, and moat convenient for

a temporary habitation. The old town formerly
consisted of one long irregular street (and its

additions are quite as irregular), facing the sea.

The new town, called Cliff Town, stands west-

ward
;
the houses are attached in rows, and are

of three classes. The first-class face the sea, and
consist of basement, ground, one and two pair

stories. The other classes form diverging lines,

BO as to have a view of the sea. The houses are

all similar, plain, and neat, with bow windows,
. surmounted by balconies.

The architectural student will not find much
worthy of notice in Southend. The houses in

Cliff Town, although neat and convenient, pre-

sent the appearance of a barrack town more
than anything else. The Congregational church
is an exception, it is Early Decorated, and con-

sists of a nave, south aisle, and a small octagonal
broach spire on an octagonal tower, rising from
a square base. Circular columns separate nave
from aisle with foliated capitals. Boofs are high
pitched and truncated. The church is in all re-

spects similar to our parish churches, except a
peculiarity at the east end

;
in this is an oblong

space boxed in for the minister, and over this is

a polygonal recess for the choir.

The hotels and houses in the old town are
mere brick boxes, with holes cut for windows, so

that at present we have but little architecture

at Southend. The modern church in the old
town, built in 18-1-0, is proposed to be enlarged,
with a tower, &c. A Wesleyan box-chapel exists

already in the Old Town, and a piece of ground
has been taken for a new Wesleyan chapel in
Cliff Town. There is, also, to be a Catholic

church erected here; and among other buildings

an asylum for the Trinity brethren is talked of.

Prettlewell Church, a well-known sea-mark for

navigators, “ the largest and the fairest in the
Rochford hundred,” is a mile and a-half from
Southend. Rickman says that it “ is a hand-
some church, with a fine Perpendicular tower,

having good buttresses, panelled battlements, and
four rich pinnacles.” The church consists of a
nave, south aisle, a large south porch, chancel and
south aisle, and a tower at the west end con-

,

taining six bells. The ceiling of the west end of
|

the nave is flat, the original roof and western
'

arch being ceiled. There are two columns and
two responds between nave and aisle, which are

older than the rest of the chnrch : they are
octagonal, with moulded capitals. The columns
in the east part of the nave are octagonal and
concave; the roof open, of low span, with
moulded tie-beams. Some portions of the old

benches, worm-eaten, remain in the south aisle.

The pulpit stands on the north side by the chan-
cel. The font is original, and has octagonal
concave sides, with sculptures,—the cruci^ion,
roses, heart, &c. : it stands at the west end by
the column, with ohrismatory in a niche in the
column. The windows are four centred, in three
five-foiled lights.

In a north window of the nave, by the chan-
cel, are remains of the entrance to the rood-loft. A
staircase on the east side of the porch-door leads to

a room over the porch. The chancel is separated
from the nave by a fine moulded pointed arch,

springing from semi-octagonal responds. The
east window is blocked up, with an elaborate

modern Qothio altar-piece, containing the Deca-
logue, erected in front of it. In the chancel
floor is a brass, date 1612, in memory of Richard
Cocke and his wife. There is a low window by
the chancel-arch. Several slabs are in the floor,

dates 1737, 1751, 1810, &o. The pews are simi-

lar to horse-boxes, and there are a few mural
monuments, mostly modern. In the vestry is

an oak cheat, elaborately carved and of an early

date.

The tower can be seen for miles, and will be
recollected by many visitors. It is a fine lofty

* "Another Blow for Life.” 1864.

Perpendicular tower, embattled and surmounted
by octagonal embattled turrets, with octagonal
crocheted pinnocles, and stone staircase in south
west angle. Square chequered flintwork may
be seen on the tower and parapets of the body
of the chnrch.
The church has not yet fallen into the hands

of the restorer, consequently is more interesting
to the architect and antiquary. If the edifice

be restored, the mode of treating the two heavy
columns and responds of an earlier date, between
the nave and aisle at the west end, will be a
question. The door in the south doorway of the
church is of oak, and elaborately carved.
Foundations of a former north aisle are visible.

Southchurch, a mile from Southend, consists

of a nave, chancel, south porch, and a tower
with one bell, and a spire. The tower is Norman,
and possesses north and south doorways, plain,

with zigzag mouldings. On the north side of the
nave is a small Norman window by the chancel
arch, and a stone staircase to the rood-loft. An
Early English window on the south side by the
chancel arch contains a double piscina in the win-
dow seat, similar to two cushion capitals hollowed
out. The roof of the nave is a span truncated,
with tie-beams, and octagonal king-posts, with
moulded caps and bases. The seats are modern.
The font is octagonal, modern, ofgood proportion,
with water drain.

There are many old churches within walking
distance, for those who prefer something to

think about, instead of wasting their time in
novel reading, and dreaming at the sea-side.
The churches of Rochford, Rayleigh, Eastwood,
Shoebury (north and south), Wakering (north
and south), Leigh, Hadleigh (and castle), Ben-
fleet, and Thnndersley, contain interesting

points.

The Southend Local Board is of recent forma-
tion, and has much to do

; it meets for two hours
once a week. It has already effected good, and it

is a question whether it would not be well to bor-
row money, and deal effectually with the drainage
of the old town; at present the sewage empties
itself on to the beach. In Cliff Town the sewer
is carried a mile and a quarter into the sea

;
and

the cost has been put upon the rents of the
houses. Of course, the tenants demnr

;
they

will, however, find in the end it is cheaper to

cheat the doctor and the undertaker than to

have to pay them for sickness and death derived
from offensiveopen ditches and fragrant bouquets
in the public tea garden resorts. At low water
the sea recedes a great distance, and leaves many
acres of ground in a muddy and uninteresting
condition. If a sea wall were constructed
towards the end of the pier (in front of the
whole of Southend), a vast quantity of ground
would bo recovered, and Southend much im-
proved. If similar places were treated in this

manner, the quantity of land re-secured wonld
;
be enormous, and the drainage permanently

( improved. The present sea-wall at the bottom
1
of the Cliff affords an agreeable promenade i

when the tide is up ! One great inconvenience

j

in Cliff Town is the absence of shady walks; in

\

sonny weather it is rather more than warm.
The sea, and the proximity to London, are not

[

the only attractions connected with Southend :

[

the walks inland are pleasant, and the country

!
wooded and rural : the botanist will find much

' to repay his search among the wild flowers,

j

The architect is more concerned with sanitary

!

matters than he supposes; the fact is that, in my
1 opinion, be has really more to do with these in-

quiries than those appointed to carry them out.

Data as to deaths are quoted from the Registrar
General’s report : light, air, ventilation, and
drainage, are better understood by the architect

than the medical man; and when the latter does
interfere, he usually does more harm than good.

I
Again, as to the analysis of the water : this may
be obtained from the Board of Health, or the
analytical chemist. Few medical men can accom-
plish this, and if they could they have not the
time. And, again, who knows so well of the con-
struction of dwellings as the architect? If

architects omit to make themselves thoroughly
acquainted with sanitary requirements, they
must not complain if they are not consulted. At
present the architect is looked upon as the man
“ what washes the ceiling.”

Regulations for guiding the cubical contents
of rooms are nob much respected in sea-side

residences. I suppose that keeping the windows
open day and night compensates for small rooms
over-crowded.

Dr. Granville, in 1841, on the Spas of England,
notices a new mineral spring at Hockley, about
seven miles from Southend, and gives an analysis

of the water, by Richard Phillips, F.E.S., who
states that one pint of the water yields,

—

Rrains.
Common salt 11-96
Carbonate of iitne 6-9D
Anhydrous sulphate of magnesia 20'13
Sulphute of lime 1-33

39 31*

This spa was spoken of very highly at the time.
A large Classic building whs erected for it, and
it is still standing, although used for a different

purpose.

The water at Southend is considered good for

some complaints
; it is supplied by the local

waterworks, and derived from springs. It pro-
bably would be improved if all housekeepers
were induced to use filters.

The soil is of a gravelly nature, consequently
very dry.

In conclusion, Southend, at present, is only an
idea. That the place in time will be much re-

sorted to, there is no donbt
;
but, before that can

be expected, the Local Board has much to do.

In the main street there are about forty houses,
and not any sewer, and in a street adjacent there
are nearly as many cesspools as there are houses.
The night-soil generally percolates the gravel.

It would be very important if the Local Board
could push matters forward instead of waiting
for a fever

; and, as regards public buildings, and
other works, we can for the time being only
imagine what they will be in years to come, pro-
vided that exertions be made to keep and render
the place worthy of public esteem.

IV. P. Griffith,

TECHNICAL EDUCATION FOR THE
WORKING KAN FROK AN ARCHITECT’S

POINT OF VIEW.t

Referring next to technical education from
the artisan’s own point of view, Professor Kerr
said he did not think the workman was more
selfish than any other class of the community

;

but there could be no hesitation in saying that
che first question the workman put to himself

. when a scheme of technical education was pro-

posed for adoption in this country, was—“What
advantage is this scheme to bring to the work-
man himself?” It was all very well to talk of
creating a new class of foremen, but what advan-
tage was the workman himself likely to derive
from such a scheme ? Was it to advance his

craft as a matter of merit P Every workman
was naturally proud of his craft, and every
honest man ought to stand by his craft. Although
no other advantages were shown to be obtainable,
if it was shown that the trade of the craftsman
would be advanced in merit, that itself would be
a considerable gain. The object of the movement
certainly was to advance the craft

; by the im-
provement of the workmen and foremen, through

j

the medium of a practical technical education.
The proposal was not to educate them so as to

make them masters
;
the purpose of the present

movement was, to keep the workman as such,
but to raise him as regards the merit of his

workmanship
;
and that was the purpose the

men from Manchester had in view when they
came np to advocate technical education. As to

the question of common primary education, he
himself had found that foremen in a good posi-

tion, and even masters who had been workmen,
wei’e deficient in primary education. There
was not that efficiency there ought to be even
with regard to the three R’s. They could read,

of course, but not so as to employ themselves in

that continual reading which alone was of any
use to the mind. They could write, but not sc
as to be able to express their thoughts with that
precision which was worth anything. They could
reckon up their wages per diem at so much an
hour,butin more extended calculations they were
devoid of that certainty of being right which
they ought to possess. It might, no doubt, be
urged that the long hours and the fatigues of
labour left but little time or disposition fbr cnl-

tivatiug the refinements of education. In this

argument there was a good deal of weight,

coming from the average class of workmen, or

from those under the average whom Providence
might not have favoured with anything in the

shape of particular cleverness ; but at the same
time there could be no doubt that even a stupid

man was not justified in resting all his life in

primitive ignorance; and those who called them-

* Error in excess of about one-tliird of a grain,

t See p. 387, ante,

a
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Helves the advocates of technical edacation

ought distinctl7 to understand that the tech-

nical edncation must have a primary basis of

common edacation upon which to rest ;
and

every enconragement ought to be given to the

working class kindly, handsomely, and liberally,

in every way, to acquire those simple elements

of knowledge they required. Passing from the

question of the three R’s, the lecturer proceeded

to speak of technical education itself; and, re-

ferring to the British Museum and other aids to

technical education, he said he thought it would
be wise policy if the advantages which these

institutions presented were made more generally

and easily available than they were. It was
proposed to distribute the Kensington Museum
more over the metropolis, and to have branch
museums in the country. He thought it must
be admitted that this was a wise meoaure, and
especially in view of the peculiarly practical

character of the English mind. Then, if the

lectures which were given in these museums, and
thepubliclibrarieswere thrown open alittlemore,

great good might result to the public. It was the

misfortune with regard to all libraries that those

in charge of them seemed to look upon the books
as BO many curiosities not to be touched. These,
if they were only more widely thrown open,

would be most important agents in the promotion
of practical education in this country. Next,

a word as to what was called popular science, in

which the recondite or difficult matter was
brought down to the meanest capacity. Among
the speeches delivered at the Society of Arts
conference, one was made by a learned professor

which was rather staggering. Popular science,

according to that speech, was “ the mere
skimmings of the scientific pot.” Well, assuming
this to b^e true, if men of science in its higher
sense had the general contents of the pot, the

humble votaries of popular science need not bo
grudged the skimmings. He (Professor Kerr)
held in his hand one of old John Weale’s rudi-

mentary series of educationary works, and a
more useful set of books was never published in

this country. Weale was dead and gone
;
and

when he started that series of books probably
his first object was bub a bookseller’s—to make
profit—but at the same time he was a shrewd
man, and it was to be supposed his business

motive was to cater for such as the working
classes. If so, he had most admirably succeeded,

and it would have been difficult to start a scheme
of more value than this series of educational

books—albeit “ skimmings of the pot of science.”

Every such eff'ort as this having for its object

the improvement of the people, ought to have
the most kindly encouragement, and, if he
who made two blades of grass grow where only

one grew before, was a benefactor, much more
were the promoters of popular edacation. As to

the question of mutual instruction, he (Professor

Kerr) was not there to speak of his own ante-

cedents ; but, he was free to confess that when
he was sixteen years of age, he was a member of

the mutual instruction class in a Mechanics’ In-

stitution, and he knew of no project yet devised

which was more reliable, practically, in this

country at least, as a means of edacation, than
mutual instruction. Workmen meeting for

mutual instruction were but doing what was
done in higher walks

;
for what did scientific

men of ’the highest rank meet for in the Royal
Society, but for mutual instruction? From the

highest to the lowest level there was something
in the freedom of mutual discussion which could
not be had under more formal auspices. He was
proud to say that one of the most effectual

agencies they possessed in regard to architec-

tural education was a mutual instruction society

amongst young men. With regard to draw-
ing, that was an essential branch of technical

edacation in all art -workmanship,—the very
language in which alone one’s ideas in respect
of form could be expressed. One of the great
advantages of the Continental system over ours
was in the fact that, in so far as the State could
accomplish it, schoolboys were taught drawing

;

and he would impress upon all practical men the
necessity of acquiring that accomplishment at

any expense. Without that no art-workman was
properly qualified for his work. Drawing schools,

he thought, were not sufficiently open in the

evenings to workmen; if they were so, they
could not fail to be of the greatest advantage.
Having spoken of the necessity of learning to

draw, and of the advantage of studying popular
science, of conducting mutual instruction classes,
and so forth, he would now inquire how all this
was to be accomplished. The promoters of this

scheme of technical education said it was to be

done at school. He would remind the meeting
of the old guilds. These were based upon this

very question of technical edncation. They pro-

vided a definite mode of instrnction for the young
men of the craft ; and, a young man having been

so instructed, was protected from the competi-

tion of another young man who did not choose to

go through the proper course. Let it not be sup-

posed that he (the lecturer) was treading on
delicate ground when he asked his audience
whether or not their trades unions could bo
made to serve the purpose of promoting the

education of young men ? As to the internal

organisation of these institutions he did not

know anything, and did not want to know. A
great deal had been said about them lately, and
a good deal to their prejudice

;
but if this matter

of technical edncation could be taken up by the

trades, something might be accomplished which
would cover a multitude of sins. Another point

was the question of State aid. It was to be
observed that the conference of the Society

of Arts came to a conclusion in favour of

State aid, or of providing the funds by means
of rates. Such, however absurd, was the result

arrived at. Now, he had spoken in vain that

night if he had not exhibited his sympathy
with the peculiar character of the English

system of learning business, and with the pe-

culiar system of English government. He had
shown, he thought, his perfect sympathy with
the independence of the English workman as

opposed to the dependence on Government by
the foreigner

;
and he believed and maintained

that the great secret of the Anglo-Saxon as-

cendancy, as it existed all over the world, was
this encouragement of self-reliance and personal

independence and enterprise. When the question

therefore was put, how far they ought to depend
on State aid for technical edacation, he replied :

not at all. They thanked Government for their

museums, but believed at the same time that

if even these museums, in respect of Govern-
ment aid were done away with, private societies

would supply their place. They thanked the
Government for the Department of Science and
Art

;
but until it was brought into more perfect

harmony with the prejudices of the Englishman,
that department would be in vain. Then, if not
npon State aid, upon what would he have them
to rely ? On self-education. There was no
edncation like self-education—what they learnt

at school was but the basis for self-education. If

they left off education when they left school,

how little would they be benefited; but if

they built upon their school education as a
basis the structure might attain to any height
or expansiveness. Ask the Lord Chan-
cellor, the bishop, the philosopher, and others

who had attained to elevated positions, how they
got there, and the answer would be, “ By self-

education.” The man who was determined to
be educated would be educated. That was the
only way in which real intellectual eminence
had ever been attained, whether in exalted or

in humble life. Some complained that they had
not the heart to study, that they had not the
time, and so forth. He knew a man, a fellow

member with himself in that same mutual
instruction class in a mechanics’ institution, who
was a common weaver, who worked hard, reading
all the while a book slung upon the loom, and
he was now one of the most distinguished

philosophers in England. Such instances, more
or less prominent, might be quoted literally by
the hundred. Let this be remembered of what
he (the lecturer) had said to his audience that

night, that for self-education they could neither

be too stupid nor too clever. He would con-

clude by quoting a maxim in point—“ Heaven
helps those who help themselves.”

Mr. Tkoroas Paterson, in moving a vote of thanks to
Professor Kerr for his lecture, concurred with him in

thinking, whatever might be said of State aid, properly
so-called, that they were at least entitled to have greater
facilities afforded them for the acquirement of knowledge
in respect of technical education by having more easy
access to museums, libraries, and the like, which were the
means by which in a great measure their education was
to be acquired. For ms own part, he thought the work
was so large as to demand eve^ energy on their own part,

and on the part of their societies, and at the same time
every effort that could b e made for their advantage on the
part of the State.

Mr. J. F. Dexter, in seconding the vote of thanks, also

expressed his concnrrence as to the desirability of greater
facilities being afforded for the acquirement of knowledge,
and said, with regard to the distribution of museums, that
he did not see why other districts of London ^ould not
be as well provided as the district of South Kensington.
He thought it would be well if the ratepayers themselves
would secure that the libraries, when once started, should
have a fair attendance and be fairly used. In conclusion,

ho thought if the practical suggestions thrown out by
Professor Kerr were carried into effect, Kn^sh work-
men would not be behind their rivals of France or
Germany, or any other country whatever.
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The Chairman (Mr. E. Hall) in conveying to Professor
Kerr the thanks of the meeting, said, it might be in-
teresting to state, upon information in his possession,
that the movement on the part of the leading
trade societies in respect ot technical education
was, perhaps, nearer to accompliahraent than was
generally supposed. He held in his hand one of the
reports of tne Amalgamated SocieUes, in which there
was a letter from Professor Jenkins, of University Col-
lege, expressing the opinion that any seeming deficiency
in intelligence on the part of the English workman as
compared with some of his Continental rivals was really
due, not to inferior intelligence, but to the want of the
means of technical education ; and urging that unless the
men took the work in hand themselves, there was little

hope of their improvement. In reply to this, it was
stated, on behalf of the Amalgamated Societies, that the
subject would receive the serious consideration which its

importance demanded; and matters were looking hope-
ful, some progress having already been made towards the
realisation of those things to which Professor Kerr had
alluded.*

THE CHURCH OF NOTRE DAME DE
FRANCE, LEICESTER SQUARE.

Within the well-known walls, in Leicester,
square, where “ Burford’s Panoramas” were
exhibited for years, a French Catholic Church
(L’Eglise de Notre Dame de France) has been
constructed, in accordance with the system in-

troduced by M. Boileau, architect, and under his

direction. We have already spoken of this

system of construction for vaulted churches,
with ribs of cast and wrought iron, as applied in
the Church Engine (Paris), that of Yesinet
(Seine et Oise), and of Montlu^on (Allier). Its

application in Leicester-square is singular, a
cross church being there formed within the
existing walls of the rotunda

:
galleries sup-

ported on cast-iron ribs occupy the exterior

angles of the nave. In this building the
iron groins have been made to carry the
roof of the rotunda so as to admit of
the removal of the large central pillar of
wood formerly there. The spaces between the
riba are filled in with brickwork cemented.
Other'properties surrounding the building, it has
been found impossible to open more than two
small rose-windows in the walls (which are filled

with stained glass), and ,the lighting is chiefiy

obtained by openings in the roof. A basement
story admits of arrangements for warming and
ventilating the church. The entrance is by a
porch in Leicester-place.

The church now finished, and which is due to
the initiation of M. Faure, French missionary,
will be formally inaugurated on Wednesday, the
10th of June next. Messrs. Wood were the
builders, and the cost has been about 2,000i.

The high-altar, we may add, is a handsome
specimen of terra-cotta work, by Yirebent, of

Toulouse.

NEW CORN WAREHOUSES AT LIYERPOOL
AND BIRKENHEAD.

Nxw warehouses, built by the Mersey Docks
and Harbour Board at Liverpool and Birken-
head for the accommodation of the corn trade of
the Mersey, are nearly completed, and when
finished and at work will, according to our au-
thority, the Lwerpool Journal, be the most per-

fect buildings of the kind in the world. On the
Liverpool side the new warehouses, which are
fireproof throughout, have been built on the site

of the old Waterloo Dock, and comprise three
blocks, forming a quadrangle, within the margin
of which is the corn warehouse dock. The total

length of the buildings is 1,485 ft. by 70 ft. in

width. Besides the quay floor there are five

stores available for storage, and a sixth, which
is appropriated as a maeffinery floor. The ag-
gregate clear internal area, includiog the quay
floor, is llj acres. The height of the building

from the quay to the top of the cornice is 82 ft.

The stores, with the exception of the quay floor,

which is 15 ft. 3 in. high, are 9 ft. 3 in. from the
surface to the underside of girder above. Every
attention has been paid to the relative strength

of each part of the structure, the breaking strain

of the beams and girders being three times the
load they are intended to carry. The total

weight of grain upon the floors when fully

loaded will amount to no less than 77,600 tons.

The clear aggregate storage area of all the floors,

exclusive of the quay and other spaces, is 48,918
square yards, affording storage capacity for

* Other lectures have since been delivered. The first

of the second course, “Iron and Wood,’’ by Professor F.
C. Calvert, will be given on Tuesday evening next, in

Southampton-buUdings. The charge is but nominal.
Working men who are willing to do something more than
talk and complain shoold attend.
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196,000 quarters of grain. Eails are laid within

the warehouses, forming a communication with

the main dock line.

Throughout the building the machinery for

hoisting and distributing the grain is worked by
hydraulic power. There are five self-acting

traversing rocking cranes for raising the grain

in tubs from the hold of the ship. Bach crane

is capable of raising a ton of grain at a time at

the rate of 50 tons per hour, through an ex-

treme distance of 136 ft. Having brought the

grain to the machinery floor at tho top of the

warehouses the cranes discharge it into hoppers,

from which, after being freed from dust, it is

weighed by a single operation in 1-ton lots,

and then transmitted by an ingenious ar-

rangement to any part of the warehouses. This

work of transmission is effected by means of

endless bands, of which there are two running

the entire length of the three stacks of ware-

houses. This system, it is said, has never before

been introduced into England. The bands are

of vulcanised indiarubber, 18 in. wide, and tra-

verse at a speed of about 500 fc. per minute.

They are capable of transmitting grain from end
to end of the warehouses at the rate of 50 tons

per hour. There are shoots for passing grain

from one floor to another, into the holds of

vessels, or into wagons beneath. Besides the

cranes there are eleven hoists for barrels and
sacks, and twenty jiggers for lowering purposes.

The machinery has been supplied by Sir William
Armstrong, llr. G. F. Lyster, the engineer to

tho Mersey Docks and Harbour Board, has de-

signed and superintended tho erection of the

whole of tho building and appliances.

The Birkenhead warehouses are in many re-

spects similar to those on the Liverpool side of

the water, and are fitted up in the same manner.
Their storage capacity is 212,800 qrs, of grain.

They are not fireproof. Like the Liverpool

warehouses, they have been designed by Mr.

Lyster.

THE FEMALE SCHOOL OF AET.

A PINAL appeal is being made to the friends

of the Female School of Art, to raise the sum
of 1,5001,, in aid of the Building Fund of the

School, and to found two scholarships. If this

be done, the maintenance of the school will be
assured without further help from friends. A
/He and fancy fair will be held in the gardens of

tho Eoyal Botanic Society, Eegent’s Park, on
the 25th, 26th, and 27th of Juno. In reply to a

petition to the Eoyal Academy of Arts for aid

towards defraying the debt incurred by purchase
of freehold property and enlargement of school,

Mr. J. P. Knight writes to the superintendent,
" I have the pleasure to inform you, that the
council, fully sympathising in the labours of the
Female School of Art, unanimously voted the
sum of 501. towards the purpose stated in the
said petition.”

A petition for aid will shortly be presented to

several of the City companies, by whom we
trust the strong claims of the school will he
favourably considered.

BEICK SMOKE.

There aie some common brick-kilns at

Swansea which cause much nuisance. Mr. E.
Eawlinson, C.B., and the borough engineer, Mr.
E. Cousins, at the request of the Local Board,
have just now made a report on the subject,

which, as it will probably interest many of our
readers, we print :

—

" Having been requested to report on tho best
known means of consuming smoke, &c., in the
burning of bricks, we visited Messrs. Doulton’s
potteiy kilns, at Lambeth, and Messrs. Hoffman’s
patent brick-kilns, situate at West Brompton.
Ordiuaiy kilns were at first erected at the West
Brompton Metropolitan Eailway Works, but
they were violently objected to by the inhabi-
tants in the neighbourhood. This patent was
then adopted. The clay used is that known as
‘ London clay,’ brought to the works from parts
of the line of railway adjoining. It is a very
heavy clay, and alone is too strong for brick-
making j it is, therefore, mixed with sandy loam,
from one to four or one to five parts, one part
sandy loam to four parts clay.

The clay is not tempered, but is merely cut
down and turned over

5
it is neither ground nor

sorted. The clay, mixed with loam, is filled

into barrows, each barrow containing materials

for fifty bricks, and weighing about 450 lb. j it

is then passed into a png-mill which is in con-
nexion with the dies 1 by a recent arrangement
these dies are lubricated with grease extracted
from soap waste of the woollen manuraotories of
Yorkshire. During winter the moulded bricks

are aired under a shed-roof formed over the
kilns, so that bricks are made all the year round
irrespective of weather. The bricks are sound-
looking, and are very heavy in proportion to their

size : this is in consequence of the character of

the clay,

Hoffman’s patent kiln is built in the form of a
large arched passage of a circular form on plan,

within which the burning of the bricks is carried

on round its circumference. There are twenty-
four entrance doorways, admitting of being
closed with temporarily-built bricks and clay, so

as to retain heat and exclude all entrance of air

by the doorways so built up
;

the circular

chamber consisting of twenty-four compart-
ments, or spaces, with one of these doorways to

each. In the centre of the ring a chimney is

erected about 150 ft. in height, measui-ing at

the base about 16 ft. square, and from each of

the twenty-four compartments of the annular
chamber an underground flue leads into the
ohimuey; each flue has a valve by which its

communication with the chimney can be cut off
j

arrangements are made by which] a damper, or
portcullis, can be inserted, so] as to cut off all

communication between any of the twenty-
four compartments of the ring kiln and the next
ones.

After the kiln has been lighted the fire is

never extinguished, but the burning of new
bricks and the removal of the finished produce
are carried ou by a continuous and regular pro-

cess from day to day. Two of the compartments
on each, side of the kiln have their entrnnee-

doors open, all the rest being closed. By an
arrangemeali of valves (or dampers) in the
branch flues, and the larger damper or port-

cullis in the main flues, air is admitted by
the opeu doors, and has to go round the wLob
circuit of the kiln in order to reach the chimney.
From one of the two open compartments on each
side of the kiln men are teiking out fiuishcd

bricks, and in the other they are building uu-

burnt bricks which are not yet quite dry.

Air entering by these compartments passes

first among brides almost cold, and then goes
forward to warmer bricks, and so on to hotter

and hotter, carrying the heat of the cooling

bricks forward with it until it reaches half-way

round one-half of tho kiln, at which place there

is a final accession of heat from the burning of

a very small quantity of coal-dust, which is

from time to time dropped in through properly-

arranged flues from the top of tho kilu among
the bricks by numerous small oponings,

fux’uished with moveable heads. The hot air,

including the products of combustion, then
passes forward to the bricks, which, by its con-

tinuous current, are being dried and heated,

passing on among them from hot bricks to those
that are less and less so, heating them as it goes
ou to those which are still damp, drying them,
and then passing to the chimney with moisture
in tho form of steam or vapour taken from the
damp bricks. Each day a portcullis is shifted

forward one compartment, and a corresponding
change is made as to the flue which is to com-
municate with the chimney and the air at the
end of its circuit in the annular chamber. The
places where coal-dust ia thrown in are also

advanced one compartment, and so the whole
process goes on.

In the burning of this kiln there is an absence
of all smoke containing sooty particles

;
arising

from tho perfect combustion of the fuel. That
which is discharged from the chimney is steam
or vapour from the drying bricks, mixed with
gases from burning the clay. These gases are

discharged into the air at about 150 fc. Since
the erection of these kilns no complaints have
been made by the inhabitants of the neigh-
bourhood.

Conclusions :
— An examination of Messrs.

Hoffman’s patent brick-kilns has convinced us
that bricks may be moulded, dried, and burned
all the year round, aud with great economy,
as also without sending into the atmo-
sphere black smoke. The patented process
economises heat to a very great extent, and
thereby saves fuel. The mode of feeding the
kilns ensures a combustion of the carbon of the
coal; and as very much less coal is required

than in the rude method of open kiln firing,

local nuisance is in a corresponding degree
lessened, and the gases and vapours produced

are delivered into the surrounding atmosphere
at the elevation of any chimney provided for
such purpose. At Brompton this elevation is

about 150 ft.

Egbert Eawltnsox.
Edward Cousins.

P.S.—The patented method as described is

necessarily costly to establish, and can, we
think, only be recommended whore long con-
tinued use is contemplated. For short periods
of time the great cost of the patented kiln must
prevent their adoption. The nuisance from
ordinary brick-kilns consists of dense smoke and
vapour at the first lighting, and heated gases
and vapour being given off into the surrounding
atmosphere at low elevations 10 ft. or 15 ft.

above the surface.

There are coke -kilns in use where flues of
fire-bricks set dry are formed on the top of such
kilns to connect all the vents with a chimney.
The bricks in these flues become sufficiently

heated to burn all black smoke before it cau
reach the chimney, and so prevent this form of
nuisance, as in the patented kilns. The open
beds and joints amongst tho heated fire-bricks

allows of a due admixture of oxygen with the
carbon, and a transparent gas is the result. We
are not prepared absolutely to recommeud this

method, but only suggest it as a cheaper ex-

pedient than the more costly but perfect mode
by patent.”

HALTON I^DUSTEIAL EXHIBITION.

This Exhibition has been opened by tho Eight
Hon. B. Disraeli, M.P. A large aud fashion-
able assemblage was present, iucludiug the
Premier and Mrs. Disraeli, the Bishop of O-xford,

Miss Burdett Coutts, Baron Meyer do Eoth.s-

child, Sir Anthony de Eothaohild, Mr. N. M.
de Eothschild, M.P., the Ladies Eothschild, and
Misses Eothschild, Mr. Julian Goldamid, M.P.,
and a large number of the clergy and gentry of
the neighbourhood.

The children of the schools of Halton
and Aston Clinton, which are supported
by the Lady de llotlischild, sang, accompanied
by the band of the Grenadier Guards, con-
ducted by Mr. Dauiel Godfrey, “ A Song of
Joyous Greeting,” a chorns specially composed
for the opening of this Exhibition. After the
chorns had been sung, Mr. Disraeli made a
short address from the steps of the Halton
mansion.

“ They had collected together,” ho said,
“ an exhibition of the products and manu-
factures of the district which would well
boar comparison with others of greater pre-

tensions. Of the lace manufacture of the
county, which in later years had vied with
that of the Low Countries, he had seen
specimens exhibited at public exhibitions which
rivalled the productions of Mechlin and Valen-
ciennes. There was also one part of the county
where the manufacture of furniture was carried

on successfully
;
and in working up the beech

woods of the district they carried on a trade
which sent its products not only throughout
England, but to the colonies as well. The em-
broidery which they would see iu the Exhibitiou

was of great merit; and there were many de-

partments of industry which they were about to

visit which could prefer claims to public appro-

bation. There was one thing iu this county
which had made great progress within the past
few years—the improvement of tho dwellings of
the working classes. The silk manufacture was
carried ou aud was flourishing in the county
town of Aylesbury. The silk which they pro-

duced was able to compete succesafully with
that cf French manufacture; aud they not only
supplied themselves, but sent a great deal over
to France, which got made up and was sent

back and exhibited in the shops of Eegent-streeb

as the productions of the French looms. Tho
manufacture was steadily iuoreasing. Ho had
been told that nearly 200 medals would be dis-

tributed that day.”

PULPIT, CHDECH OF ST. MATTHIAS,
STOKE NEWINGTON.

The accompanying engraving represents the

pulpit that has been set up in the Church of St.

Matthias, Stoke Newington. It is of stone, with
marble adjuncts, and was designed by Professor

G. G. Scott. Mr. Farmer executed the work.
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ABERDEEN PUBLIC AND MUNICIPAL
BUILDINGS.

The accommodation in the Connty Conrta at
Aberdeen having become very defective, it was
found necessary to provide additional accom-
modation, and accordingly in the year 1861 it

was resolved to erect a new Court House. De-
signs for this building were obtained from three
architects in competition. Some time having
elapsed, and there being no proper municipal
and county buildings in Aberdeen, it was pro-
posed to take advantage of the opportunity
which the building of a new Court House would
afford, for the erection of municipal county
buildings also; and a scheme was mooted by
which it was proposed to erect one large build-
ing, combining Court House, municipal and
county buildings in one. This scheme it was
ultimately resolved to carry out, and for this
purpose a site was obtained at the west end
of Union-street, the principal street of the
city, and in the very centre of public business.
The site is an irregular one,having frontage both
to Union-street and to Broad-street—a street of
secondary importance—the back of the buildings
looking to the prisons, and to property of an
inferior description. Plains for this enlarged

' building were accordingly procured and are now
' being carried out.

In the building, as arranged, the right-hand
portion to Union-street is to be appropriated for
the use of the Court House and county officials;

the left-hand portion is to be ocenpied by the
town’s officials and police commissioners. Part
of the accommodation in the town’s portion of
the bnildings is to be let as chambers for busi-
ness purposes. The centre of the ground-floor
of the building is occupied by the entrance to
the court-rooms. The entrance is through a
corridor, 60 ft. long by 16 ft. in breadth and
21 ft. high. The walls of the corridor are of
freestone, having a groined roof of the same
material. At the end of the corridor is a broad
staircase, the first flight of which leads to the
conrt-rooma at the back of the building. From
the landing of this flight double flights of stairs,

one on either hand, lead to a large hall, occu-
pying the centre part of the building in the
upper floors, the joint property of the town and
county.

The back portion of the buildings consists only
of two stories

; whereas the front, as will be
seen from the elevation, is four stories in

height.

The style adopted in the building is a variety

of the Scottish architecture of the sixteenth

century. The material used in the erection is

the Aberdeen grey granite.

The tower at the right extremity of the build-
ing is an old structure, faced up about the be-
ginning of this century in the style of Gothic
then in vogue, and with which the architects
have not been allowed to interfere. The princi-

pal feature of the edifice,—the great tower to
the left, at the corner of Union-street and
Broad-street, rises to a height of 185 ft. ; and
through it is the entrance to the portion of the
building occupied by the municipal authorities.

The height of the two principal fronts, to the
parapet, is 64 ft.

The total cost of tho bnilding, when com-
pleted, is estimated at from -18,0001. to 50,0001.

The contractors for tho various departments
are :—For the mason’s work, Mr. George Donald-
son, Aberdeen ; for the wright’s work, Mr. James
Contts, Aberdeen; for the plumber’s work, Messrs.
Charles Middleton & Son, Montrose

;
for the plas-

terer’s work, Mr. Eobert Henderson, Aberdeen ;

and for the slater’s work, Mr. Alexander Adam,
Aberdeen

; and the work is being carried out
under the inspection of Mr. Thomas Sidey, clerk
of the works. Messrs. Peddie & Kinnear aro
the architects.
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CONVERSAZIONE, INSTITUTION OF CIVIL
ENGINEERS.

At this conve’isazione, held on the 26fch nit., a
diamond rock boring machine was exhibited by
Mr. Appleby, which appears to be more simple

in arrangement than that exhibited at the Paris

Exhibition of 18G7, although it bores a hole at

the same speed and of the same diameter and
depth. The boring head consists of a number
of diamonds set in a ring, cutting a cbase of

about l-in., and it takes out a solid core of about

^ in. diameter, the finished size of the hole being
therefore about li in, diameter, which is put

down at a speed of about IJ in. to 2 in. per
minute.
Amongst numerous other improvements and

inventions, Messrs. B'. Moreland & Son, of Old-

street, exhibited an improved method of con-

structing floors for buildings. This system of
flooring consists in fixing wrought-iron girders

at given distances apart on the walls of build-

ings, and then placing between them on their

lower flanges a number of wrought iron bow
and string lattice girders; and on the upper or

curved surface of these laying corrugated iron

throughout the floor. Concrete or other mate-
rial is then laid on the corrugated iron to the
desired form and thickness, and sleepers, joists,

and floor-boards may then be laid on the con-

crete in the ordinary manner. The ceiling joists

are notched or otherwise, fixed on the lower
part of the lattice girder, and are lathed and
plastered in the usual way. The advantages
claimed for this system of flooring are the
adaptability of it to all spans and positions re-

quired in ordinary buildings, particularly in large
spans

j and it is more economical and much
more rigid than floors constructed with rolled

girders : large spans maybe constructed by this

system without the intervention of main girders,

as the wrought-iron girders are made of the
greatest depth possible, being kept close to both
floor boards and ceiling, thereby ensuring the
greatest amount of rigidity and strength, with
the least possible quantity of material.

THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

A MEETING of members was held at the House
in Conduit-street, on Friday, the 8th ult., of

which we have not yet given a notice.

Mr. Hickman, one of the delegates appointed
to represent the Society at the meeting of the
Aiohitectural Alliance, read his report, by
which it appeared that there had been reaUy
no meeting at all, an insuffleient number being
present to constitute a quorum. In consequence
of this fact, be bad no special report to make on
the subject, but he read a letter from Mr. Cham-
berlain, pointing out that the Alliance had at

their former meetings effected some good, and
had transacted some important business. Among
other things, they had adopted the scale of

charges drawn up by the Institute of British

Architects, which had proved an advantage to
the profession generally. In conclusion, he
asked their opinion as to the best method of
securing its future success.

In answer to a question, Mr, Hickman said
that nine or ten delegates were present last

year ready to take part in the proceedings,
but from some accident or other (in consequence,
he believed, of a train not keeping its time) tho
remainder did not arrive until it was too late to
transact any business. He hoped, however,
that four or five other societies would send dele-

gates this year, and, if so, the meeting might be
a success.

Mr. Hidge was very much inclined to question
tho advisability of sending any one to represent
them at the meetings of the Alliance for the
future. As, however, Mr. Hickman had ex-

pressed such a strong opinion in their favour,

he should not take any steps in the matter at

present, unless it was the evident wish of the
meeting that he should do so.

Mr. Roger Smith always had a good opinion
of the object the Alliance was intended to serve.

With regard to the special points raised as to a
scale of charges, there were various opinions on
the subject, but it was caused by the fact that
different charges were made in different parts of
the country. He argued that the Alliance had
done well in adopting the scale of charges
drawn up by the Institute of Architects, and
thought that it ought to be supported, as there
were many other subjects which required the
deliberation of its members. He believed that

|

it would be a mistake to withdraw from it

because the meeting last year had been unsuc-
cessful. All members who attended it should
look to the advantage of their profession j for

they must remember that by raising their pro-

fession they raised themselves.
After a short discussion, it was resolved that

Messrs. Roger Smith, Rickman, Matthews, and
the President should attend as representatives
of the Association at the next meeting of the
Architectural Alliance.

The Chairman read a letter received by the
committee from the Master Builders’ Associa-
tion, requesting them to allow a deputation from
that society to wait npon them. He stated that
an answer had been returned declining the re-

quest, on the ground that it would be putting
the Builders’ Association to considerable expense
for no purpose, as many of the members of the
Architectural Association were students, and
others belonged to the Institute of Architects,
where they would have an opportnnity of hearing
anything wbioh might be advanced by the de-
putation which was to attend that body.

Mr. Roger Smith brought up the report of the
committee appointed by the association to attend
to the department in the Paris Exhibition allotted

to architectural drawings. He expressed him-
self rather disappointed with the result, and said
that the committee had guaranteed a certain sum
in case of emergency, and they had been drawn
npon to the extent of 31. 83. a piece. The exhi-
bition of the drawings included many objects of
merit, but he did not consider that it in any way
adequately represented English architectural art

at the present day. The success ofthe collection,

such as it was, was mainly owing to the exertions
of the committee.

Mr. Matthews then drew attention to a plan
for utilising superfluous beat from ordinary fires,

which elicited a short discussion.

THE NUT FOR PROFESSIONS TO
CRACK.

HI. PAYMENT or OPERATIVES (aND INCIDENTALLY
or doctors).

The Builder is a journal “ for the architect,

engineer, operative, and artist,” and having now,
by your courtesy, had space to consider the
“ Nut” proposed with regard to the two former,
I come to the operative, which has been well
said to be absurdly called a “ class,” being
merely the body of society—its body, as distinct

from limbs, special organs, tumours, ulcers,

clothes, armour, and other excrescences and
appendages.
By “operatives” we understand all those

necessary to a nation’s manual work : conse-
quently all of both the owners (or holders) and
the users (if these be different) of the tools or
capital employed in such work,—idl who claim
such names as builder, brewer, printer, &c.
Now, the first thing operatives seem to need
telling is, that their only right or normal con-
dition is where the possessors and users of this

capital are entirely the same, none either work-
ing with what is not his own, or owning what
another is controlling and using; and that,

thongb this state of things may no more exist

anywhere, or be ever expected to exist rigorously,

than a community without sick people, orphans,
or debts, yet it is the state of equilibrium
towards or from which every society is moving

;

and if moving iou'arcis it, from however great a
distance, is healthy; but if travelling Jrom it,

then, however little removed therefrom, is in

course of dissolution and destruction.

The following, then, will have no reference to

a dissolving community, which no truthteiling

can benefit; but will apply only to operatives

who 'are tending towards, or resolutely intend,

this their normal state. Any who, or rather
any which, are not only toiling on contentedly (?)
npon another’s capital, but increasing and mul-
tiplying on what he may happen to find it

expedient or necessary to pay them, and so
regarding this as the proper, intended condition
of themselves, or their children, or somebody,

—

“ the state of life into which it hath pleased
God to call” somebody,—these I do not include
in the term “operatives.” For how can they
be called so that neither profess nor mean, nor
are meant, ever to supply what is necessary to a
single piece of work—the capital and labour ?

In fact, our language commonly does not call

them either workmen, or even men or women,
but " hands,” by an idiom as yet confined, I

I
believe, to English—a phenomenon, by the way,

that those who speculate on the significaucy of
changes of language in rotten old races would
find worth looking at.

We are to show, then, how any community not
merely dissolving and decaying must needs be
approaching the state of having no more
“ hands,” but all operatives, in the strict sense
of supplying both the requisites of work. It
were easy to show how this process must con-
stantly go on,'and the number of mere “ hands”
grow less and less, in a people holding, believing,

or worshipping what Englishmen profess to
hold, believe, or worship. Bat the difficulty is

to get any English reader to remember, or bear
in mind for one minute, what things ho most
loudly and constantly professes. Most strangers
would take for granted, as to any nation they
visit, that no public words, neither their laws
nor their popular songs, were more intended
than what they utter to their deities in their

temples. This is the kind of material by which
Dean Stanley judges the Russian Dissenters
called Staroviertsi, or “ Old-faith-mon” (pro-

fessedly adhering to the primitive Chi’istianity,

or that of the first fifteen centuries, prior to
all so-called reforms). That singular people
seem of such literal, dull, and prosaic minds as

to suppose, for instance, when they address their

Deity in church (like the Englishman, once a
month) in these terms,—“ Lord, who shall dwell
in Thy tabernacle, or who shall rest upon Tby
holy bill ? He that walketh uprightly, and
worketh justice ; . . . . in whose eyes a vile

person is contemned
;
.... he that pntteth'

not out his money to usury,” &c.,—that literal

material money (such is the gross materialism of
their minds) has to do with getting to heaven !

—

that so spiritnal a thing as religion is concerned
with their daily use of such things as roubles
and kopecks !

* * *

For every trade or craft there is a certain
quote of capital (measurable in money) neces-

sary to each man’s effective employment. It is

not always to be found from what a single or
even ten isolated operatives require

;
but if you

take a hundredth of what just employs 100, or a
thousandth of what employs 1,000 and no more,
you have in each case the same quote. This
sum, which none can ascertain better than
a “ hand, ” of that craft, must be fixedly known by
the whole craft, and it must be settled among
them that whoever has not this head-money (as

tho word “ capital ” rightly means) is no right
workman, but only a “band;” and that to get
this is so essentially a hand’s first duty that, till

it be gotten, no d.eed not contributing thereto is

even harmless. For every hand which, while with-
out this quote of wealth, is making any profit not
to itself, but to another, is so far destructively

working against its owner, craft, and nation.

Now, in a trade that know their head-money,
supposelOOmenworking together. Consequently
there must be among them the capital that

I call 100 head-moneys. But suppose this very
unequally shared, and, for simplicity’s sake, thus:

fifty have none of it, bub are more “ bands
forty-five more havo just what would employ
forty-five, but no more- The remaining five

must, therefore, havo invested fifty-five head-
moneys, and, say, in this proportion : twenty,
fifteen, ten, eight, and two.

First, you have to learn that, as long as this is

so, the entire control and command of the

hundred’s labour must belong to these five. No
others can have any voice; but what relative

voice must each of these have ? If you say
their votes must tell as the above numbers,
though you are very near right (iu figures), you
are wrong enough to ensure your infallible ruin.

They must tell as 19, 14, 9, 7, and 1 ;
for they

rule, observe, not by virtue of their whole capital,

but only of their svjpererogatory capital; other-

wise the 45 common workmen would have each
a vote ; but they are entitled to no voice at all,

as long as none of their capital helps to employ
others, It is absurd to suppose the personal

capital needed by a man’s self can give auy
ruling power. Pei'sonal capital gives him the

privileges of workmanhood, as distinguished

from mere haudhood, bub not a penny of aught

but his supererogatory capital (which we may
call sitper-capital) can give him any rule over

others.

Co-operators must not suppose they can afford,

in any the smallest particular, to adopt the

rough and ready shifts of common thieving com-
panies (limited), which let a large and small

shareholder’s vote count alike, being too busy
with outsiders’ pockets to care for more than
the vaguest shadow of justice among them-

selves. Co-operators have a job like the sub-
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marine cable covering, where any single pin-

hole destroys, and cannot be so small as not to

entail entire min. I read lately of some poor

Lancashire ones elaborating wondrous rules,

whereby a holder of 100 shares was to find the

last ten had only the voting power of the first

two, or somewhat of the sort. Vilest and most
snicidal ochlocracy a mob ever devised ! For
what end do these wise men of the North sup-

pose any man will put capital to another’s labour

but either to direct that labour or to rob him ?

Then, if the last shares in the hundred are not
to have the full directing effect of the first ones,

to whom do they think, except a swindler for

some thieving purpose, will it be worth while to

invest those last ? There are but two possible

motives
5
and to say you will have any penny of

supererogatory capital nob ruling you, is to say it

shall only come to rob you ! So every society

that do not allow each penny of super-capital

(and of none but super-capital) its full and
entire ruling power may be sure their sin will

very soon find them out.

Now, of course all co-operators understand by
this time that an operative can never receive

his just due but in two parts—-one a regulated

daily alloioance that should always be less than
the current employers’ wages, and, indeed,

nnless the latter be grossly and unusually cur-

tailed, must needs be less, and ought never to

be called by the same odious name
;
the other

part uncertain, though always making with the

former more than the current wages, and re-

ceivable only when it is ascertained, by the
periodical balancing of books, at the end of each
quarter, or longer interval. This portion has
been badly and confusingly called “profits,” and
barbarously “bonuses;” but I will call it the

dividends. It is not the only just way, but a
just one and the simplest, to divide these in the

proportions of each man’s receipts of allowance
since the last division, but of course only of
allowance for labour, not sick allowance. Hence,
whatever ratios have been established between
the daily allowance of different classes, the same
will be the ratios between their whole earning,
when working equal times. And observe that the
ruler and manager is entitled both to double
an ordinary allowance, and a double share in

the division. This has been settled last by an
Apostle,—“Let the elders that rule well be
counted worthy of doable honour,” which might
equally have been translated “ a double hono-
rarium, and applies, observe, to worldly busi-

ness; for he adds next, “ especially they who
labour in the word and doctrine;” especially

implying that it also applies to those labouring
in other things. Moreover, that the words
“ double honour ” chiejly involve double pay,
you may know from what our Lord said of the
son whoso Corban was an excuse to “ honour
not his father or his mother,” where nnless
“ honour ” included hard cash there would be no
meaning at all. And, in case you should fancy
this proportion a matter on which Divine views
may vary, like human, with the age, please to

observe, while you nowhere find any other, this

one was exactly the same for the patriarchs.

Among them an eldest son, as inheriting the
rnle of his father’s clan, was to have the mler’a
double share in all things

;
and this was too

settled a point, before Moses’s time, for him to

be ordered even to state it, but only to forbid

any father to alter it for private affection !

The Divine right, then, you see, of the
manager, as long as you, by keeping him so,

imply that he rnlea well, is to double emoluments.
Yen may vote him anything more, but not less ;

and to subordinate rulers or foremen, what excess
you please.

Blit you ask, perhaps, what is the difference,

in this division, between the men who have
their head-money and the “ hands ” that have it

not? Simply, that the former can take their

share, while the latter can only have theirs

credited to them in the books as so much capi-

tal : they can touch nothing but their allowance
till their personal head-money shall be thus
made up.

But a “hand" wants to leave, to emigrate, or
dies

; or a workman with just his head-money or

with any super-capital does so ; what is each
entitled to take away, or his heir to have ?

Take, first, the case of one having his exact
head-money, and dwelling still at hand. He
can require, on the day he leaves you, only the
capital he brought at his entry. In the week
after leaving, or in the next, or the tenth, or
the hundredth week, he can remove whatever he
brought in or earned in the first, or second, or
tenth, or hundredth week after entering. For

the society is entitled to the use of each penny
of hie personal capital for as many days as it

gave him membership. But all super-capital he
takes away on the day of leaving, because he has
exercised the ruling power that each penny
thereof gave, for just as long as that penny has
been invested. Ton see, then, that, whether he
has super-capital or not, it will generally happen,
nnless he brought in his full head-money at
entering, that diff'ereut sums become due to him
only at various times after leaving: yet you
ne^ never make more than one payment. You
will find in all school arithmetics above a century
old (that is, all that were written before the ex-

tinction of the worship of the true God in com-
mercial England) a rule called “ Equation of

Payments,” which is not printed now, because
thieves have no use for it. That rule shows
you on what day to pay any of these sums in a
lump, whether the whole of them, or only those
not removable when the member left.

For example, suppose the head-money fixed

at 251, and that a “ hand,” at his entry, brought
only 15Z. After six weeks there was a quarterly

division, and he was credited 21. 10a. 3d. ; again,

at the next quarter, 61. lls. 7d.
;
at the ne.i't,

51. 148. 4d. : making, beyond his head-money,
41. 108. 2d., but of which he only leaves for

super-capital 21. At the next audit his dividend

is 71. odd, of which be removes all but 11., and
after three weeks he leaves.

Now, at leaving be is entitled to the 151.

wherewith he entered, and the 21. and II. super-

capital :

—

In all £18 0 0
Six weeks later 2 10 3
Thirteen weeks after that 6 11 7
Thirteen weeks after that, the rest

of his head money, or 0 18 2

£28 0 0

Now, to find at what time he may receive the
whole 281., the old arithmetics toll you rightly

to multiply each debt by the time (from any
fixed date before or after) to its becoming due,

and divide the sum of those products by the
sum of debts, thus

—

Weeks after
notice

to leave.

I There are due £18 0 0 which x 1 = £18 0 0

7 „ 2 10 3 ,, X 7 = 17 11 9
20 „ ,, 6 11 7 „ X 20 = 131 11 8
33 „ 0 18 2 „ X 33 = 29 19 6

Divide by sum of debts £28)£297 2 11

10 weeks 4 days.

So that nine weeks four days after leaving is

the time to pay the whole, if he claims none
earlier.

I will now take the case of a mere “ hand ”

leaving without having made up the head-
money. Suppose it 601., and that ho entered
with 101., and was successively credited the fol-

lowing dividends, but leaves or dies without
having attained full membership.

He entered with £10 0 0
7 weeks later was credited 6 2 3

13 weeks after that 0 16 10
13 weeks after that 10 5 4
13 weeks alter that 4 18 I

40 weeks (and leaves) £40 1 C

Now, if he had made 601., you would have
been entitled to use each part thereof forty-six

weeks. But the use of 601. for forty-six weeks
is plainly the same as using -l-Ol. for sixty-nine

weeks (because 60 x 46 = 40 x 69). There-
fore he can only receive the first 101. after

twenty-three weeks from leaving, and each sum
sixty-nine weeks after it was earned. Each is

to be reckoned as earned from the middle (or

thereabouts) of the time in which he was earn-
ing it. Thus :

—
Weeks after

leaving.

23 Becomes due £10 0 0 which x 23 = £230 0 0
27 „ „ 6 2 3 „ X 27 = 138 0 9
37 „ „ 9 16 10 „ X 37 = 364 2 10
50 „ 10 6 4 „ X 60 = 613 6 8
63 „ „ 4 18 1 „ X 63 = 308 19 3

Divide by sum of debts.,. £40 1 G)£l,5.'i4 9 6

38 weeks 6 days.

Therefore thirty-eight weeks six days after leav-

ing he may receive the whole.
Necessarily every co-operative body must

have a doctor to tell them who is sick, and who
entitled to sick allowance, and how much.
Now, in order that he may find it worth while

to attend to these things thoroughly, there is

only one possible mode of paying him, and it is

the simplest possible. He must take nothing
for any visit or any medicine to the members
themselves (I am not speaking of their families),

and he must undertake all this for a fixed un-
. alterable rate of percentage on the company’s
: whole earnings. You must deal with no doctor
who suggests any other base, aad the rate per
cent, once fixed must never vary, be the company
largo or small, growing or dwindling, rich or
poor, healthy or sickly.

Another learned officer has to be paid simi-
larly, only a far less percentage, because ho
may serve as many as 100 or perhaps 1,000
doctors could physic. This is the actuary, who
settles what is just and safe in all the non-opera^
live money matters, as superannuation, widow-
hood, &c. If you had only to do with my
present subject, payment of operatives, he would
not be needed

; for trade has reference only to

pure justice, and a schoolboy can keep your
books as here shown, and any system that gave
a farthing to one man which this gives to

another is mere theft. Questions of degree
come only in the provident or non-trade aflairs.

And for these matters a company, which is one
simple body for work and trade, will yet have to

be divided into several, somewhat thus ;

—
A. Bachelors.
B Married, without children.
C Having 1 or 2 children.
D Having 3, 4, or 5 children.
E Having 6, 7, 8, or 9 children.
F Havingmore than 0 children.

Each of these ought to be so far an iudepen-
dent body as to have separate right to fir their

head-money, and be completely separate in their

provident funds. Hence, if the birth of a child

removes the father out of grade C, and he has
not paid up the additional capital that D have
fixed for their membership, he must bo allowed
to draw no dividends till they shall have made
up that addition.

In fixing all such points they require the
actuary, who must be, like the doctor, their per-
centage partner, at an invariable rate.

E. L. Garbett.

PLAGUE STONES.

I BEG to supply you with some further infor-

mation with reference to plague stones. Daring
the years 1665 and 1666, the little village of
Eyam, in North Derbyshire, was visited by the
plague. To prevent the spread of the disease, it

was agreed by the inhabitants, at the suggestion
of the rector, Mr. Monpesson, that none of the
villagers should pass certain boundaries. At
points on the “ cordon sanitaire ” were placed
troughs, containing water, in which the villagers

placed money, which was exchanged on the
following day by the people of the surrounding
district for bread and other necessaries.

One of these troughs existed within my recol-

lection
;

it was hewn out of a piece of rough
sandstone, and measured about 2 ft. 6 in. cube.

It was broken up some years ago. A well,

called Monpesaon’s well, that was used for the
same purpose, still remains, and is an object of
great interest to persons visiting the neighbour-
hood. For further particulars, see* “Wood’s
History of Eyam.” T. G.

“A QUESTION IN RESTORATION.”

Sir,—I am glad to see the question on this
subject started by Mr. Underwood (p. 378, ante),
because it is very important that some definite
rule should be laid down for the guidance of all

engaged in the important work of church
restoration.

My maxim iu all cases is “ conservation, not
destruction,” being of opinion that every feature
of an ancient building tending to show its history
should be carefully preserved.

Such a rule being admitted, as I believe it

will be by all arobtDologists, to be the correct

one, it follows in the case under consideration
that if Mr. Underwood “ puts in two new windows
such as ” he “ has evidence to prove were similar

to the rest,” he will completely blot out the
page in the history of the church which reads
that two of the thirteenth century windows were
in the fifteenth reconstructed. If, on the other
band, “ he, having reproduced the tracery, en-
closes it in jaumbs and head of Perpendicular
character,” he destroys all record of the in-

teresting fact that the thirteenth century jaumbs
and arch were re-used with the new tracery in

the fifteenth. If, again, he “reproduces the
tracery, as well as jaumbs and arch, as he finds

them, copying each stone with its defective arc,”
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he completely destroys the old work, and the
” sermon in stones ” cannot be read without z

verbal exposition.

I should say, neither “ make new” nor repro-
duce, but carefully reset every stone ofthe old work
that is nob utterly perished

;
and if any are so

muoh perished that they cannot be reset as
they are, cut out and replace the smallest pos-
sible piece that will suffice to make the work fib

again
j

if, however, the work is so utterly gone
that it cannot be reset, re-use at least one or
two of the best pieces of each section, no matter
how decayed, to perpetuate the history, and to
show that you have read it aright, and reproduce
the rest stone for stone, “ defective arc ” and
all.

By adopting this course you not only preserve
the history of the windows, but escape the horns
of a dilemma, and the work will possess a value
in the eyes of all true archmologiats (the only
persons whose opinion is worth consulting)
which no new work or total reproduction, how-
ever careful, could command. By them the
“ defective arc ” (if proved to be historical by a
presence of only two or three old stones), like
the “defective arc” of a leg broken in battle,
will be valued for the history it carries with it.

If the rule I have thus endeavoured to lay
down were universally adopted we should not
have archfoologists detesting the sight of a
“ restored,” which often means a “ destroyed,”
church, and our country would abound with the
records of its own history.

J. P. Pritchett,

Sir,—I have always felt that, to find a proper
solution to such questions in restoration as that
proposed by Mr. Underwood in your issue of
May 23rd, some reconcilation must necessarily be
effected between the views of the mere antiquary
and those of the art-architect. The antiquary
says to the restorer, “ You have no right to take
away from mo what I consider my birthright,

—

the power of examining the history of the works
of my forefathers through their structures,”—

a

moat admirable principle to lay down, but one
that may be easily carried too far. To give an
example,—perhaps an excessive one, but the
excess will only make plainer what I mean :

—

The whole of the inteidor wall-surfaces and
groining of Salisbury Cathedral are coated with
whitewash, which was most probably first ap-
plied to them in the early Puritan days. Through
this whitewash it may be discerned that the
whole of the walls and groininga were painted
in a very exquisite manner, the paintings appa-
rently remaining perfect. Now the antiquary,
to be consistent, must leave the whitewash still

remaining, for the whitewash as much repre-
sents a part of the history of the building as the
lovely colours which it hides. Yet, surely no
antiquary would wish the lazy, fanatic white-
wash to remain, and the diligent, pains-showing
work done by God-fearing men for the glory of
Christ’s Church to be obscured ? Taking this
for granted, where will the antiquary draw his
line, dividing what is to be preserved from what
may bo destroyed ? I think the decision cannot
be left with him alone, who only too often inter-
prets Mr. Ruskin'a golden rule for restorers,
“ Better a crutch than a lost limb,” as forbidding
the excision of a hideous tumour.
Now for the other side of the question. As

in the supposed case given by Mr. Underwood,
the architect says, “ Such and such a part of the
building is in a dilapidated state. The part is

evidently a late insertion, and a careless one
too, and, to my mind, forma an eyesore in the
building. How am I to restore it ? There are
the three usual courses open to me :—1. To
make good and sound the existing features with
new work similar to the old, so far as may be
necessary for stability

; 2. To rebuild it in ac-
cordance with what was evidently the original
design

j
or, 3. To design something of my own

harmonizing with the original work, as far as
may be, but sufficiently differing from the
original to mark it the work of the nine-
teenth century. Which shall I adopt? If I
adopt the first course, I shall be accased of
perpetrating a lie in every new stone I insert.
If I adopt the second method, I shall be soundly
rated for having destroyed “ the most interest-
ing feature in the building,” by robbing the
antiquary of the power of reading the history of
the edifice in its structure. Or, if I am bold
enoogh to use the third course, my presumption
in having dared to think that anything that I
could design was fit company for the “ glorious

work of^ onr forefathers,” will meet with all due
condemnation.”—Happy architect

!

With all deference to more learned opinions
than my own, I cannot but think that, in any
case similar to the one mentioned by Mr. Under-
wood, a little consideration will show us that at
any rate the first of the above methods of “ re-
storation ” onghtnotto be adopted, for it is very
evident that the specimen he cites possesses no
value except antiquarian value, and is in fact a
blot on the architecture of the building

; there-
fore, to put in new work similar to the existing
featnres, is making a sham antiquity, which,
having no value as a thing of beauty, has con-
sequently no value whatever, and is merely the
perpetuation of an eyesore. I would then sub-
mit that the architect, having been loyal and
conservative towards the building under his
hands as far as possible, should at such points
become radical, and boldly cut away the de-
cayed eyesore, heedless of the wails of anti-
quaries and the carpings of critics, who can
easily find fault, but cannot quite so easily advise
what can be done better; taking for bis motto
an extension of Mr. Baskin’s surgical simile

—

better a newly healed scar than an eye-burning
tumour.
Which of the two remaining systems of resto-

ration should now be carried out I must leave
for further consideration.

Charles Noel Armfield.

by them i

sewer, in

statute.

The .

JOHN SPILLER.

Sir,—

I

n the year 1794 died John Spiller, a
pupil of Bacon, the sculptor, a distinguished
student of the Royal Academy, and a sculptor
of great promise. He was only thirty-one years
of age, having been born in 1763. His wife-
said to have been very beautiful—died of the
same disease, consumption, a few months after
him. What a pathetic story have we here

!

What is known of this young and now forgotten
genius ? All that I know from reading is, that
the statue of Charles, which occupied the centre
of the piazza of the Royal Exchange, was the
work of Spiller. The enthusiasm of the young
artist was so great, we are told, that, though
consumption was doing its fatal work, he per-
sisted in labouring at this statae, in spite of
earnest advice to the contrary. He was willing,
he said, to die at the foot of the statue. It was
completed, and raised to its destined site. The
young martyr to his profession gazed upon his
finished work, returned home, and soon was
known no more. The statae escaped at the fire
which occurred on the 10th of January, 1838.
Iri speaking of this gifted sculptor, the elder
D’Israeli says,—“ The energy of his labour and
the strong excitement of his feelings had already
made fatal inroads on hia constitution.” No
mention is made of Spiller in Allan Cunning-
ham’s “ Lives of Painters and Sculptors.” If
any of the readers of the Builder are in posses-
sion of any particulars regarding John Spiller’s
life and labours, and will communicate them, it

would oblige your correspondent, and might be
not without interest to your readers.

S. M. P.

the pariah ofWillesden into the main Entielagh
Paddington pariah, in contravention of the

e for the Metropolitan Board was based as
follows Their engineer reported that the parish of
Willesden, although formerly within the limits of the
Metropolitan Commission of Sewers, and draining
naturally into the main aewcr in queation, was excluded
from the jurisdiction of the Board of Works by the Metro-
polis Local Management Act, 1855, and permission to
drain property into the sewer from the Willesden side has
been invariably refused by the Board. In the present
case part of some of the houses is in the parish of Pad-
dington, and within the Board's jurisdiction, and apart,
in some instances the whole house, is in the parish of Wil-
lesdeo, and beyond the Board’s jurisdiction

;
but tho

entire block forms one compact property. The qnestion
as a whole appeared to the engineer to come under the
general one of the admission of the sewage of outlying
districts into the Metropolitan main drainage system.
The solicitor of the Metropoh'tan Board, referring to

the houses outside the Board's jurisdiction, remarked,
that “it would seem alamentablo defect if nine or ten
houses out of a block of seventeen or eighteen could be
drained that the other seven or eight are not to be."
At a previous hearing of this case defendants admitted

that they bad made the sewer connecting the Willesdeu
honses with the main sewer, but that it was done in igno-
rance; whereupon the magistrate adjourned tho matter,
the defendants m the meanwhile to confer with the Metro-
politan Board.
On Monday, Mr. Fry, for tho Board of Works, said

that no diiBciilty was raised as to the drainage of tlie
houses within the Paddington boimdary into tho main
sewer, but tbe Board had "no power" to allow de-
fendants to drain the houses in Willesden into the main
sower, although they were only a few feet beyond tho
parish boundary. In this case tho Board asked that a
penalty might be inflicted, as a caution to other builders.
Mr. D'Eyncourt, remarked, that outside the area of

the Board of Works’ jurisdiction houses were being built
so rapidly that the outlying suburbs would soon become
large towns. Were they to have no drainage ?
Mr. Lovick, assistant engineer to the Board of Works,

said that was a question for tho inhabitants of those dis-
tricts. The Board had nothing to do with their drainage.
Mr. D'Eyncourt then asked what would be the result if

the builders in suburban places connected the drainage of
the houses with the Metropolitan main drainage.
Mr. Lovick said the Board would summon tSem all, and

press for penalties in every case.
Mr. D’Eyncourt said it was a hard case for tho inha-

bitants of Willesden
;
but their remedy would be to get

an Act of Purliamont if they wished to get their drainage
removed by the main sewers vested in the Board of Works.
Defendants had contravened the statute, and he would
inflict the mitigated penalty of 51,

HERNE BAY PIER.

DISPOSAL OP SNOW IN THE CITY.
Sin,— On dil, tho practical testing of the different plans

proposed is again adjourned until the first week in August
It is to be hoped no further delay will take place, lor if
put ofl' until winter tho carrying ont of the successful
competition will bo parallel with ordering a now fire-engine
when the house is already in flames. Can you inforui me
what is the cause of delay? Is it really press of busi-
ness P A Competitoh.

DRAINAGE OUTSIDE METROPOLITAN
AREA.

IIIPORT.ANT TO SURUBBAN BUILDERS.

;r,—

I

t would be desirable to have a printed list of tho
directors, or mis-direetors, of this undertaking, and to
determine as to their “ legal liability " to keep the pier in
proper repair.

Is the Board of Admiralty or Trinity Board charged
with looking after such structures and exercising a proper
surveillance? Surely a notice to repair should have
emanated from one of those bodies; and the directors
should not have been permitted to hoard iu and shut up
this pier to tbe inhabitants of Ilerne Bay and the public
in general, as they have done for many yearg past, to the
inflnito loss of both. Paplatim.

At the Marylebona Police-conrt, on Monday last, a
case was decided by tho magistrate which is of importance
to builders of houses outside the metropolitan area under
the jurisdiction of the Metropolitan Board of Works, and
is also of interest to iu tending oociipiovs of such dwellings.
By the 2.5th S 26th Vic., c. 102, sec. 61, it ii euaetedi

amongst other things, “that no person shall make or
brancu any sewer or drain, or make any opening into any
sewer vested in the Metropolitan Board of Works ’’ with-
out the previous consent in writing of that Board

; and
“ every person so offending shall for every such offence
forfeit a sura not esceediug 501., and the Board may cut
oQ' the connexion betweeu such draiu and their sewer," ic.
The defendants in this case were Messrs. M'dson k Dale!
of 12, Princes-terraco, Upton-ioad, St. John’s Wood,
builders, and they were summoned by the Metropolitan
Board for having made a sewer from certain houses erected

ARCHITECTURAL PUBLICATION
SOCIETY.

The annual general meeting of the subscribers
of this society was held at the House in Conduit-
street on the 27th ult., Mr. Horace Jones in the
chair.

Mr. Arthur Cates, the honorary secretary, read
the following report :

—

The past year has been devoted by the committee to the
completion of the issue for the 17th year, 1866, and the
second part for that year is now iu course of distribution
to the subscribers. I'his part continues the Text of the
Dictionary as far as the article “ Lead,” the letter K being
therein completed, aud much progress made with the
letter L,— a lurtber considerable portionof which letter is

now in type. On examination of this part, it will be ob-
served that many of the articles have extended to a con-
siderable length, arising either from the importance of the
subject, or from the experience and knowledge of the
writer haviup enabled him to give it fuller development
than had at hrst been considered necessary. As expressed
in a paragraph of a former report, “

it is this freshness of
information which has placed tbe Dictionary in its high
position, and precludes all opportunity for any one to
assert that tho text is a mere compilation from preceding
works of a similar nature."

In confirmation of the position which the committee
again with pleasure confidently assert to have been attained
by the work they refer with satisfaction to lettersli'. ely
received from M. Cesar Daly, the learned editor of the
Jievue Giniral de V Architecture, and from M. Ernest
Vinet, the librarian of tbe “ Ecole Imperialo des Beaux
Arts,” at Baris, which satisfy them that although the
number of foreign subscribers is but few, those copies
which have resched Paris ha e attracted well-merited
attention, and that the work has made for itself a repu-
tation in highly informed aud very critical circles,

M. Duly announces hia inteation of noticing “ The Dic-
tiona.'y ’’ in the i^eo«e,—“ Aoec lou$ let i'.ogeg que merits
Ult ouvraye uutai iufdregaaiit que bitiifait" while
M. Vinet says ;

—

“ Je Hen eggeniieUemenf d enricher une coUeelien quefai
formee des plus beauc oucr<iyes qui se publieiit d Vetranger,
et le Diciioiinaire des Architecles Angluis est da nombre,
Acqudrir ce remarquable ouvruge est dificilt •, il n'estpas
d'Jiu le commerce, et quand U se vend e'est d un prix ires

It had been the intention of the committee to have
during tbe year issued a part of illoatrations with text,
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bat various obstacles prevented the realization of this

wish : not the least has been the di£Bcultj- which evista in

pTocurinR suitable drawings and sketches to form illustra-

tions. This may arise from the fact of the student now
relying much on the subjects produced by photography
rather than on the work of his own pencil, and that naauy
of the best collections of sketches are now reserved for

reproduction in the illustrated sketch-books of architec-

tural societies. This difficulty, and the pressing engage-

ments of the examiner of the illustrations, have prevented

the issue of the plates; but a scries is now in preparation

which will, it is hoped, shortly be ready for issue. The
completion of the letter L will enable the commit-
tee to issue a title-page and table of contents for the

binding of volume iv, of “The Dictnaary,” comprising

the letters H, I, J, K, and L, and thus place that portion

of the work in a more available form.
The committee much regret that the mnniBcent offer of

Mr. T. H. Wyatt, :oiade in 1866, to contribute lOOL
towards the funds of the society, has not led to the

example being followed
;
but however desirable it may be

thus to obtain funds to hasten the progress of “ The
Dictionary," the committee would prefer to rely on the
individnal exertions of the subscribers to extend the list of
members, and thus increase the income at the disposal of

the executive. The expenses of management are nearly
the same for a small or a large income

;
and the addition

of a number of subscribers would enable the committee
to increase the quantity of matter issued in each part,

and thus expeffite the work.
The assistance received from the general body of sub-

soribers (with some remarkable exceptions), does not
encourage the comnuttee to anticipate much aid in this

direction, bat they would observe that a proposal is now
under consideration, by which it is suggested that by an
active and simultaneous exertion on the part of the^re-

|

sent subscribers, which would result in the addition of one
half to their number, it would be possible so to arrange

|

the funds which would thus be placed at the disposal of

:

the conimitteo as to secure the completion of the text, I

without further call on the subacribers, whose payments
|

for past years would probably cover all future expenses,
or nearly so.

]

Considering the prosperous state of the architectural
|

profession, and the considerable increase made in its '

numbers during the last few years, this addition to the
numbers of the subscribers ought to be readily obtained,
and If enconraged to do so by the support of the general

body of subscribers, the committee will endeavour to

mature the scheme, and submit it for consideration.

The audited balance'sbeets show a total receipt for the
seventeenth year, 1866, of 43111. Os. lOd., emd a total ex-

f
enditure of 3981. 7&. 8d., leaving a balance in hand of
31. 138. 2d., to be appropriated to meet outstanding

liabilities for that year; while for the eighteenth year,

18C7, 1781, lOs. has been received, and C2l. 2s. lOd. has
been expended, tbe balance, 1201. 7 b. 2d. being available

towards the cost of the publications for that year now in

hand.

In the discussion which followed, the accounts

and balance-sheets were subjected to close

scrutiny, and the explanations afforded by the
secretary having evidenced the satisfactory

financial position of the Society, the progress of

the “Dictionary ’’and probabilityof its early com-
pletion were discussed, the chairman, Professor

Donaldson, Messrs. C. C. Nelson,©. Hansard, T. M.
Bickman, and others, taking part. The statement
made by the secretary, in reply to tbe inquiries

addressed to him, showed that the only element
required to ensure the speedy completion of the
“ Dictionary,” was the immediate accession of a
sufficient number of new subscribers to place an
ample capital at the disposal of the committee.
The individual interest of each subscriber was
shown to be the introduction of new members,
to meet whoso demands tbe committee had
available a stock of the publications of the past
years sufficient, if all dispo.sed of, to supply
nearly all the capital needed for the completion
of the “ Dictionary of Architecture.”

The report being thereon adopted, it was
moved and carried, that in order to economise
the funds, the printing and circulation of the

report and accounts bo discontinued.

Votes of thanks to the officers and chairman
closed the proceedings.

AECHITECTUEAL SOCIETIES.

The Sheffield Architectural and Archceological

Society.—A number of members of this society,

together with several ladies, have made an agree-

able excursion into Derbyshire. Starting from
the Sheffield School of Art, they drove to Padley
Wood, near Grindleford-bridge, where the whole
party alighted, and crossed the fields to the site

of the ancient Manor House of tho Padleys,

Eyres, and Fitzherberts. The chapel, now the

only part remaining of this once stately mansion,

was inspected, and a paper on it was read by
the Eev. John Stacye, M.A. The visitors

next crossed Burbage Brook by a rustic

bridge, and after a scramble over the rugged
moorland, came by way of Booth’s edge to

“HiggawTor,” which was scaled, even by the

ladies. Descending on the south side, the

famous “Caerswark,” or “ Carlswork,” was next
visited, and here, surrounded by the natural and
artificial fortifications of this singular strong-

hold of the Ancient Britons, tbe party again
listened to Mr. Stacye’s notes

j
after which they

adjourned to Fox House.

Leicester Architectural and Archeological

Society.—At a meeting of this Society, held in

the Town Library, Guildhall, Leicester, tbe Eev.

J. H. Hill in the chair, a paper, contributed by
Mr. Vincent Wing, on Buckminster Church, was
read; after which Mr. James Thompson (local

secretary for the Society of Antiquaries for

Leicestershire) read an account of a recent visit

to Silchester.

Durham and N'orthumberland Architectural

and ArchiEological Society.— The first gene-

ral meeting of the members of this society

was held on the 18th nit. at Cbester-le-Street and

Lumley Castle. The party started from Dur-

ham about ten o’clock in the morning in con-

veyances for Chester-le-Streefc, where they

arrived about eleven o’clock. After inspecting

the parish church at Chester-le-Streot, the com-

pany assembled in the churchyard, when the

Rev. W. Featherstonehaugh read a paper on

Eoman Chester-le-Street. In the discussion

which followed, tho Eev. Mr. Greenwell ex-

pressed his regret that in tbe restoration of

Chester-le-Street old church so little regard had
been paid to retain many of the ancient architec-

tural features of the venerable church. Lumley
Castle was afterwards visited, when a paper was
read by Mr. Lougstaffe, “ On tho Lords of

Lumley.”
Oxford Architectural and Historical Society .

—

A meeting of this society was held in the

Taylor Buildiug on May 20. A lecture on
“ Monasticism ” was given by Mr. Charles Apple-

ton, M.A., who traced its history and described

the various forms which it had assumed at dif-

ferent ages, and discussed the views which had

been beid by recent Listorical writers and philo-

sophers on the subject. The lecture was followed

by some remarks on “The Eecent Discovery of

Wall-paintings on the Apse of Checkeudon
Church,” by Mr. E. G. Bruton. The church is

one of those rare examples of an original apsidal

eastern end, and it was probably built early in

the twelfth century. Mr. Bruton described the

steps by which the paintings were discovered,

and his reasons for thinking they were painted

shortly after the erection of the church. When
complete they consisted of the twelve Apostles,

equally divided, and mnged on either side of

the walls, north and south of the east window j

but the southern half had been reduced to three

or part of four figures in the fifteenth century,

by the insertion of a window. Some parts of

the figure of our Saviour, seated on a throne,

with both hands raised in the act of benediction,

were discovered on the vault, immediately over

the east window. The figures of St. Peter and

St. Paul were arranged north and south of the

east window, and were distinguished by being

placed in panels or niches, while tho others were

not so separated
j
aind to these saints the church

is dedicated.

DAMAGE DUEING THE THUNDEESTOEM.

The recent lightning caused great damage to

house property in the metropolis, and affected

the telegraph wires to a remarkable extent.

The Victoria Tower of the Houses of Parlia-

ment was struck by lightning. The House of

Lords was sitting at the time for the purpose of

hearing appeals. It was ascertained, however,

that no material damage had been sustained.

At Brompton, Little Chelsea, and between the

Fulham-ro^ and South Kensington, at which
places deep cuttings have been made for the

works of the Metropolitan Kailway Extension

and new branch lines, the torrents of rain that

fell inundated the works to the depth of 10 ft.,

notwithstanding that the contractors had wooden
shoots to convey water across the cuttings and
out of the tunnels. It is feared that some of

the new brickwork, which is scarcely dry, will

require to bo rebuilt.

!

It is said that during tho storm there was a

fall of meteoric stones.

A frightful explosion took place at a fog- signal

manufactory in Cherry-lane, Bordesley-green,

Birmingham. The result was the almost entire

destruction of the place in which tho works were
carried on, and two young women employed
there were burnt to death, aud four others so

severely injured that several, if nob all of them,

have since died. The damage to the works is

estimated at nearly 1,0001.

Morville Church, in Shropshire, was struck by
lightning during the storm, and sustained con-

siderable damage. The electric force first struck

the south-west pinnacle of the tower, breaking

it in pieces, and scattering the fragments of

stone iu all directions. One piece, weighing
20 lb., was hurled the full length of the church,

and fell upon the roof at the end of the nave,
breaking the tiles.

A school was struck by lightning at Furze-

hill, Brighton. The building is detached, and
has two chimney stacks on the western side.

Upon one of these is a lightning conductor, and
that one escaped, but the lightning struck the

other stack, a few feet off. It carried away four

long and heavy zinc flues from the top of the

stack, and tore off the slates in two places on
the roof. Descending one of the flues, it tore

out a register stove and displaced a mantel-piece

in an upper room. It went as far as the drawing-

room grate, where it put the fender on one side,

and threw the fire-irons out on to tho floor. The
clerks in the telegraph office at the Brighton,

railway station were compelled to leave the

place. One of the metropolitan police ventured

to enter the office, but was met by a flash of

electricity passing from one instrument to

another. He was partially stunned and
temporarily blinded, and did not recover for a
considerable time.

Illinois papers have accounts of great devasta-

tion, with loss of life, occasioned by a recent

storm there. At Shanghai a church was
destroyed by lightning during divine service.

The hail and wind had broken in the window
lights, and torn out the windows, sashes and all.

Two persons who had succeeded iu getting out

were instantly killed. The building reeled like

a drunken man, bub no one else could get out.

Despair was depicted upon every countenance.

Suddenly the crash came, and with a deafening

sonnd mingled with the shrieks of the pent-up

people 5 timbers, scantling aud all, came down
with a sudden crash upon tho heads of the

congregation. Some had skulls broken
;
others,

arms
;

qthers received internal injuries from

which they can never recover. Nearly all were
more or less injured, A tornado has also

occurred in another part of North America, and

a severe hurricane in the Sandwich Islands.

DEBATE AS TO SITE OP THE NEW LAW
COUETS.

On a motion for the adjournment of the House
of Commons, Mr. B. Cochraue called attention

to the site of tho New Law Courts, and observed

that the subject was one of great importance,

involving as it did an outlay of between two
and three millions of money. The frontage to

the Strand was only 700 ft., and tho depth did

not exceed 550 ft. An additional frontage of

100 ft. was required. The site was surrounded

by most miserable streets, and proper approaches

could nob be made for less than 1,000,0001., iu

addition to the estimated coat of 2,000,0001. for

the buildings. Now, what was the case with

respect to the Thames Embankment ? Between
King’s College, adjoining Somerset House, aud
the Temple, a river frontage might be obtained

of 1,000 ft. with a depth of 700 ft. That site,

which was perhaps unsurpassed in Europe, would
afford sufficient space to accommodate the courts

most advantageously. The purchase of that

site might be effected for 1,000,0001., and the

approaches to it wore already made.
Mr. M. Chambers said he had received in-

formatiou from a man of great experience that

the approaches to the Courts would coat half

as much as the sum expended for the acquisi-

tion of the site. Further, the buildings on the

west and the north, which wore of tho worst

possible description, would have to be cleared

away
;

for, if allowed to remain, they would be

a disgrace to tbe new courts. The buildings on

the east, from Bell-yard to Chancery-lane, would

also have to bo removed, otherwise they would

not be able to get to tbe Courts from Holborn.

In the plans proposed to be adopted,—the in-

ternal by one architect and tho external by
another,—he found in the furmer that their

lordships tbe judges, the counsel, suitors, jurors,

and witnesses, would have to ascend to the

courts, which would be placed as high as the

House of Commons
;
but how they would be

able to mount so high he did not know, ex-

cept they adopted those things called “ lifts,”

It was desirable, before they proceeded further,

to obtain from the authorities information of the

cost of the present site, and how much it would

sell for if thrown into tho market next year, or

in the next two or throe years. He quite

agreed that they might dispose of the present

site for at least the amount they had given for
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but they might, in a few years, when they

had constructed the Courts on the Embankment,
obtain a much larger price for it.

Mr. Cowper said the Embankment site might

be a better one on purely msthetio grounds,

but upon those of economy and convenience the

present site would be far preferable. The pre-

sent site was equi-diatant from both Lincoln’s-

inn and the Temple. The proposed site on the

Embankment would cost at least twice as much
as the site purchased, for the houses in Nor-

folk and Arundel streets would have to be
bought, and, being of a better description, a

largo sum would have to be paid for them. He
knew that some architects had stated that the

Bpace on the Sbr-and site would nob be sufficient
5

but that point would be determined when they

knew how much room the Government would
require for the accommodation to be afforded.

He believed the space would be found to be
amply sufficient, and, therefore, no time should

bo lost in appointing an architect, and com-
mencing the works.

Sir Ci. Bowyer thought it wrong to proceed

with the new building until they had the re-

port of the Judicature Commission, and knew
what coirrts would require accommodation.
Lord J. Manners said that the question of site

had been settled years since, and that not by
one but by repeated Acts of Parliamenc. The
purchase of the land was virtually completed,

and, therefore, he could not agree in raising

the whole question of site again. The total

cost of the ground would be 896,000Z.
j
but to

fix what it might bo worth in ten years would be
to make the wildest of estimates. It had been
said that inconvenience would arise from the

diflerence of level between Carey-street and the

Strand ; but, if he was not mistaken, there

would be a much greater difference of level

between the Strand and the Embankment.
Carey-street would be most convenient to

suitors, and, besides, was close to the Record
Office, which had been built, at an expense of

200,000?., at the back of Chancery-lane. The
land purchased amounted to seven acres,—quite

sufficient, in his judgment, for the erection of all

om- law courts.

ST7RVEYORSHIP OP GRAY’S-INN.

The Benchers of the Ilononrablo Society of
Gray’s Inn have elected as their Surveyor Mr.
Lewis n. Isaacs, of 3, Verulam-buildings. Mr.
Isaacs is Surveyor to the Holborn District
Board of Works. There were fourteen candidates
for the appointment.

COMPETITIONS.

Monmoixih.—The Monmouth Board of Guar-
dians, at an adjourned meeting on the 16th ult.,

selected a design the joint production of Mr. G.
C. Haddon, of Hereford, and Mr. P. B. Payton,
of Bradford, Y'orkshire, submitted in competition,
along with fifteen others, for their proposed new
workhouse. The site is in the Old Hereford-
road, and is described as highly suitable for
the purpose to which it is to be devoted. The
estimated cost of the new buildings is stated at
6,000 ?.

CHURCE-BUILDING NEWS.

Hneinion {Noiiinijhimi).—The new church of

St. Matthias, in the rapidly-grown district of
Sneinton, has been consecrated. The edifice is

erected on land, the gift of Earl Manvers, situ-

ated on the left of Carlton-road, on the rise of

the Mapperley-hills. The architects were Messrs.

Hine & Evans
5 and the builder Mr. J. E. Hall.

It is now more than ten years since plans were
propaved for a building with tower and other

accessories. After these plans had been ap-

proved by the Incorporated Society, it was dis-

covered that the committee were more than
1,000?. short of the sum required to carry them
out, and it then became a question whether
the work should be further delayed, or whether
the architect (Mr. Hine) should be requested to

furnish plans by which the requisite number of
Bittinge (700) could be obtained at a cost of
SjOOOZ. The latter course was adopted. Exter-
nally the building presents nothing very re-

markable. The edifice consists of a nave, 67 ft.

long and 48 ft. wide, with open-timbered roof,

the ridge of which is nearly 50 ft. from the floor;

a chancel, with circular apse of equal height,

32 ft. long and 20 ft. wide
;
and chancel aisles

on either side, ont of which a vestry and organ-

chamber are partitioned off with open screens

;

and a south porch. The division between the

nave and the chancel, and the chancel and

the chancel aisles, is effected by a triple

arcade, with two stone columns, in one of

which the ceremonial stone forms the base. A
fourth arch, rising to a height of 35 ft., divides

the chancel from the apse. The walls through-

out are built of Bulwell stone and lined with red

brick, interspersed with black brick bands and
panellings. The building will provide for up-

wards of 700 on the floor, and the total cost,

including fences, fittings, and architect’s ex-

penses, is about 3,000?. In addition to lancet

windows at either end, the light is admitted
through a range of openings formed in the roof.

The gas-fittings have been executed by Mr.
Rhodes.

Reading.—Tho restoration of St. Lawrence’s
Church has been completed, and the edifice re-

opened, The roofs have been repaired, the

whitewash coatings of centuries removed, ail the

interior stone-work restored, and the plastering

redone. The nave I'oof has been opened and
stained, and the panelling of the aisle ceiling

restored. Tho old flat ceiling of St. John’s

Chapel has given way to a wagon-headed roof,

to admit of the organ being placed in that part

of tho church. The benches, screens, and other

joiner’s works have been executed in oak, and
the aisles are paved with Peak’s tiles in simple

geometric patterns. One of tho south windows
has been filled with stained glass by Messrs.

O’Connor, of London. The subject is “ The
Resurrection of the Just.” Various other im-

provements have been effected. The contract

for the restoration works was taken by Mr.

Henry Lovatt, of Wolverhampton, and carried

ont under his foreman, Mr. Hemy Charlton.

The works have coat about 4,000?. Mr. Joseph

Morns was the architect employed. The
vestry of St. Mary’s parish have resolved to

repair tho roof of the nave of Sb. Mary’s

Church, on a report by Messrs. J. B. Claoy &
Son, at a cost of 400?., to be raised by voluntary

subscriptions.

Aylesbury.—From a statement issued by Arch-

deacon Bickerstetli and the churchwardens of

St. Mary’s parish chnrch it appears that 1,989?.

have been expended on the restorations at the

present time, and that a sum of 400?. requires to

be raised for farther works, exclusive of the

chancel. The cost of restoring the tower and
spire was 1,029?., in place of 750?., the timbers

having been more seriously decayed than was
anticipated.

Moulton.—The parish church at Moulton, in

the county of Lincoln, has just been re-opened

by the Lord Bishop of the diocese, after having

undergone considerable repairs and restoration.

It is one of those large churches for which the

county is famous, and consists of an Early

pointed nave, with north and sonth aisles,

92. ft. by 51 ft., a perpendicular chancel, 48 ft.

by 20 ft., and western tower and spire, about

170 ft. in height. A new south porch takes the

place of a comparatively modern one of poor

design, and a vestry and organ-chamber have
been added at the east end of the north aisle.

The new seats and doors are of English oak
5
the

walls and windows have been restored, and the

roofs repaired and recovered with lead. The
cost of the work has been npwax’ds of 3,000?.,

and to meet this outlay the parish have agreed

to borrow 2,000?., the remainder being raised by
subscriptions. The whole of the works have

' been executed by Mr. W. Brown, of Lynn, under

the direction of the architect, Mr. William Smith,

of John-street, Adelphi.

Wiihersfield (Suffolk).—The church here has

been re-opened after restoration. It was decided

to rebuild the chancel at a cost of 500?., and
enlarge the church by an additional aisle on the

south side, and plans and specifications having
been prepared by Messrs. Clark & Holland, of

Newmarket, architects, the works were under-

taken by Messrs. Mason & Green, of Haverhill,

builders, and the whole of the repairs have been
carried ont. The chancel is entirely new, and
built with flints. The windows are fitted with

coloured glass. The roof is built of open timber

work, stained and varnished. The quoins,

windows, and dressings are of Bath stone, and
the floor is paved with Maw’s encaustic tiles, in

black, red, and buff. Additional sittings are also

erected. The additions to the chnrch consist of

a south aisle and porch, agreeing in style with

the north aisle, and built with flint, to con-espond

with the exterior of the chancel. There is addi-
tional accommodation of upwards of 100 free

sittings. The piei’S and arches to the nave are
made of Bath stone, and the new aisle windows
are filled with cathedral green tinted glass. All

the old walls and stonework have been cleared

of their old dressings and replastered, and tho
whole cost of the work is upwards of 1,200?.

Cramlington.—The new church of St. Nicholas
has been consecrated. The style of architecture

adopted by the architects, Messrs. Austin &
Johnson, is a severe type of Early Pointed, the
details partaking much of the French character.

The chnrch consists of a chancel, 29 ft. by 20 ft.

;

nave, 63 ft. by 22 ft. 6 in.
;
north and south

aisles, porch, vestry, aud organ chamber ; and a
western tower, 72 ft. high. The church will seat

413 persons. The chancel has a three-light

window, placed high up in the east wall, and
filled with stained glass (by "Wailes) representing

. the Crucifixion, the Resurrection, and the Ascen-
sion. Underneath this, there is a reredos, carved,

with a central cross, surronnded by the Evange-
listic symbols. The church is built entirely of

finished stone internally, no plaster being used
on the walls. There are oak stalls and sedilia

in the chancel, which is paved with encaustic

tiles. On each side of the nave there is a
clearstory of sexfoiled circles. One of these

is filled with stained glass, representing the

Prophet Jeremiah. Tho window is the work of
Mr. Cottier, of Glasgow. .The roofs are of open
timber, and tho seats are low and open, and
darkly stained. Besides tho east window, the
two side windows of the chancel and a number
of the lancet windows of the aisles have been
filled by Mr. Wailes

; the two western windows
i

of the aisles by Messrs. Clayton & Bell ;
and two

‘ lancets in the south aisle by Mr. Cottier. The

[

last represent the parable of the Wise and

j

Foolish Virgins. Externally, the church derives

dignity from the tower, which rises considerably

1 above tho nave roof. ’This is of low pitch, form-
! ing a contrast with the more acutely pointed

I

chancel roof. The general contractors for the

j

work were Messrs. Waterson & Stafford, of

Morpeth. Messrs. Walker & Emley, of New-
castle, furnished the iron railing; Mr. Gibson
has done the painting, and Mr. Bailey, of New-
castle, the plumbing. The total cost of the

structure has been about 3,000?.

DISSENTING CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.

Manchester.—The foundation-stone of a new
Wesleyan chapel has been laid in Sussex-street,

Brougbton-road. Tho edifice is built in the

Italian style of architecture, the exterior being

pressed bricks, with facing of Y’orkshire stone.

The length is 79 ft., aud the breadth 53 ft. 6 in.

In the rear of the building are two class-rooms

and the minister’s vestry. The chapel will be
heated with hot water. The pews will bo made
with inclined backs. The windows will be
finished internally with moulded archivolt im-

posts. The front will consist of coupled door-

cases, with pilasters and centre column, having
carved spandrels and ornamental keys. The
entablature will be surmounted by panelled

pedestals, supporting the pilasters and columns

of tho gallery windows, which will have Cor-

inthian capitals. The staircase and side win-

dows are of a plainer description. The angles

of the chapel have French rusticated pilasters.

The front will bo crowned by a pediment, with

cornice, containing a ventilator and the inscrip-

tion stone. The chapel will seat 800 persons,

and cost about 5,O00L Mr. William Wadding,
ton, of Padiham, Burnley, is the architect; and
Mr. Mark Foggett, of Cheetham, contractor.

Bloxhain,— The new Wesleyan chapel hero

has been opened. It is a small Gothic edifice,

built of brick, with bands of Bath stone running

along the walls. The window dressings are also

of Bath stone, and the gables are finished with
copings of the same material. The chapel is

entered by a porch, the floor of which is laid

with Staffordshire pavement. The roof is an open

one, supported by curved ribs and stained wood-

work. At the right-hand side of the building is

the gallery, which is approached by a separate

door. Under the gallery is the school-room,

capable of accommodating 100 scholars. There

are three arches, composed of Parian cement,

in the interior of the chapel—one over the front

of the gallery, and one over each of the two
large windows,— the panes of which are of

ground glass. The building will accommodate

300 people, and was designed by Mr, Thomas
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Garrett, the town snrveyor of Banbnry, who,
with hia brother, Mr. William Garrett, of Blox-
ham, made a gift of the site to the congregation.
The entire work in connexion with the chapel
has been executed by Messrs. Orchard, of Ban-
bnry. The cost, exclusive of the site, will be
about 6001.

Stockport.— New Mount Tabor (Methodist)
Chapel, Wellington-read South, has been opened.
The Classic style has been adopted in the de-
signs. The building is of brick, with stone
dressings; the whole front elevation, however,
is faced with Darley Dale stone. A Corinthian
portico of four columns, approached by a flight
of steps, extending the whole width of the
building, forms the chief feature of the design.
Within the portico are three principal entrances
to the chapel. On each side of the portico are
two tiers of windows, affording light to the
staircase, and enriched with carved and moulded
mposts. The length of the building, internally,
is 73 ft., and the breadth 50 ft. A vestibule,
entered from the portico, extends the whole
width of the front, on ground-floor, having at
the ends staircases to the gallery. The vestibule
communicates with two inner lobbies, and from
thence to the aisles on the ground-floor. At the
rear of the building, on the ground-floor, two
large vestries, minister’s vestry, and a staircase
for the children, communicating with basement,
are arranged. The gallery is the whole length
of the chapel, each side, extending over the
vestibule in front, and the vestries at the back.
The entire height of the chapel, from the
ground-floor to the ceiling, is 34. ft. The accom-
modation is for about 900 persons. Beneath the
chapel, on the basement, there is a school-room,
50 ft. by 44 ft., and 14 ft. high. A kitchen,
store-rooms, rooms for warming apparatus, &c.,
are also provided on the basement. Messrs.
Longson, builders, of this town, were the con-
tractors for the whole of the works ; and Mr.
William Hill, of Leeds, was the architect. The
lighting and ventilation have been executed by
iH. Harlow, Heaton Norris, under the instruc-
tions of Mr. Jacques, the gas-engineer, in this
borough. The painting, staining, and varnish,
ing have been done by Mr. Eobert Chetham.

STAINED GLASS.

St. Mary's, Ealing.—The series of apse windows
begun in 1865 by Mr. Boddington, who designed
and presented them, is now completed, and they
are just put up in the chancel of this church.
They do not all appear from the body of the
church, it being necessary to stand in the chancel
TO see the whole at once. The mosaic principle,
in contradistinction to the mode of treatment of
glass-painting of the Munich school, has been
adhered to by Mr. Boddington. By the absence
of all ornamentation he wishes to give all
the importance to the subject, and by the
pictorial representation of different events in
the life of our Lord to address so many lessons
to the hearts of the beholders. The subjects are
selected so as to lead through a succession of
scenes, from the annunciation of the birth of
Christ to the Ascension, ending with the death
of the first martyr, St. Stephen, and the signal
conversion of St. Paul. These windows have
been presented to the church by Mr. Boddington,
we hear, as a thank offering for the success
attending the reconstruction of St. Mary’s. The
other windows, now in progress by Mr. Bodding-
ton, it IS hoped will ere long be completed : one
of David, over the organ arch, and the other John
the Baptist, over the entrance to the baptistery
are already announced. Two now windows have
recently been put up in the church—the parable
of the Good Samaritan, presented by Mrs.
Atkinson, and four subjects from the Old Testa-
ment placed in the ambulatory by Miss Kelton
by Messrs. Clayton & Bell. All Mr. Boddington’s
designs are executed by Messrs. Heaton, Butler,
& Bayne. The apse windows represent the
Annunciation, the Visitation, the Birth, the
Presentation, the Flight into Egypt, the Eeturn
to Nazareth, the Baptism, the Temptation, the
Call of Peter and Andrew, the Well of Samaria,
the Entry into Jerusalem, the Last Supper, the
Agony in the Garden, the Betrayal by Judas,
the Foot of the Cross, the Descent from the
Cross, the Three Marys, the Sepulchre, the
Angel at the Sepulchre, Christ appearing to
Mary Magdalene, Christ joining the Disciples
^ing to Emmaus, Christ appearing to the HolyWomen, Chmt appearing to St. Thomas, Christ’s
Charge to Peter, the Ascension, the Apostles’

return to Jerusalem, Matthias chosen to replace
Judas, the Holy Ghost descending at Pentecost,
the Stoning of St. Stephen, the Conversion of,
St. ,Panl

; in the traceries above, Angel in
Adoration, the Virgin Mary, Christ Eisen,
St. John the Evangelist, Angel in Adoration.

All Saints Church, Chichester.—'The east win-
dow of this church, which is composed of three
lancets, has just been filled with stained glass in
memory of the late Alderman Gruggen, of Chi-
chester, banker. The subjects are the Agony in
the Garden, the Betrayal, Scourging, Bearing
the Cross, Crucifixion, Entombment, Eesnrrec-
tion, Incredulity of St. Thomas, and the Ascen-
sion. The arrangement of the window is chiefly
medallions on a grisaille background : the sub-
ject of the Crucifixion occupies a prominent part
of the centre opening. At the top of each lancet
is^ an angel bearing a scroll with a text. The
window was designed and executed by Mr.
Baguley, of Newcastle-upon-Tyne, at the cost of

Stretford Church.—A stained-glass window has
been placed in this church, in memory of the
late rector, the Eev. W. E. Brendon. The sub-
ject picture is the Eesurrection of our Lord,
framed by canopy work and foliated ornament,
composed of coloured glass, worked in the
manner prevailing in the Early Gothic style.
The window and brass are from the establish-
ment of Messrs. E. B. Edmundaon & Son, of
Manchester.

PATENTS CONNECTED WITH BUILDING.

Water-closets and Sinks.—X Q. Jeymings.
Dated May 14, 1867.—According to this inven-
tion the patentee arranges water-closets in such
manner that, whilst the excrementitious matters
which the basin may receive, together with the
small quantity of water which the basin holds,
are discharged into a receiver, so as to be appli-
cable for use as a manure, the comparatively
large quantities of water which are used to scour
the basin are kept out of this receiver and
directed away into a sewer or otherwise, as may
be desired, but without mixing with and diluting
the excrementitious matter, which is conse-
quently discharged almost in an undiluted state
into the receiver, whatever be the quantity of
water used to cleanse the pan. For this purpose
the patentee employs a pan with a valve at the
bottom, and when this valve is opened the mat-
ters in the pan press into the manure receiver.
The same act of opening the valve of the pan
also iu the usual way opens a valve for the supply
of the scouring water, and this water-supply
valve is so arranged, as is well understood, as to
remain open for a regulated time. The scour-
ing water is, however, prevented from passing
into the pan so long as the valve of the pan is

closed. The scouring water is admitted and the
excess passes away by a side opening from the
pan, leaving therein only a small quantity of
water, say a depth of half an inch, but more or
less as may be desired, and sufficient to prevent
the adhesion of soil.

Pipes for Ventilating, Heating, and Va-
porising Hothouses, &c.—17. Taylor. Dated
July 20, 1867.—The patentee claims, first, the
application of chambers or passages to pipes for
receiving hot water, &c.,_ so that such chamber
or passage may receive water or other liquid to
be evaporated whilst they at the same time act
as conduit for the passage of air for ventilation,
and thereby moisten as well as heat the air so
supplied for ventilation, whereby hothouses,
malthouses, and other buildings or residences,
may be ventilated, heated, and vaporized, as
described. Secondly, the method of forming the
joints of pipes used in heating hothouses, malt-
houses, and other buildings and residences, as
described.

Ventilators.—X. Hooper, Dated July 20,
1867.—The patentee claims constructing and
arranging or combining the parts of a ventilator,
substantially as described and illustrated,
whereby a series of flaps or doors covering a
corresponding number of openings iu the body
of the ventilator may be simnltaneously raised
or simultaneously lowered, so as to open or close
to the required degree the said openings in the
ventilator.

Construction of the Eoofs of Horticul-
yUSAL AND other BuILDINGS AND STRUCTURES.
17. Simpson ^ 17. Howit. Dated July 24, 1867.
The patentees claim constructing the principals
of the roofs of horticultural and other buildings
and structures hollow instead of solid, and of
tubes, or pipes and sockets, either separately or

in combination, with longitudinal pipes, rods, i

bars, as described.
Moulding Clay for Making Bricks, Tile

&0.—C. H. Murray. Dated Julv25, 1867.—Tb
invention consists in constructing the dies c

apertures in brickmaking machines throng
which the plastic material is delivered wit
movable hollow boxes or vessels provided wit
perforated sides, and supplied with any snitabl
lubricant, which, by exuding through the pei
forations in the boxes, will lubricate the desire
parts.

Hitiscctfitnta:.

Harvesting of Corn in Wet Weather. Thi
Council of the Society of Arts having offeree
the gold medal of the Society and a prize o
fifty gnineas, for the best essay on the harvest'
ing of corn in wet seasons, received twenty
essays, and the gentlemen acting as judges hav(
unanimously recommended the Council to aware
the prize to Mr. W. A. Gibbs, of Gillwell-park
Essex. This award has accordingly been made.

New Workhouse for Clerkenwell Union.—
The local Guardians have resolved that a work-
house, capable of holding at least 500 persons,
be constructed on the Guardians’ Freehold
estate at Highgate, and that a committee oi
seven guardians be appointed to visit the modem-
built workhouses of the metropolis with a view
to the adoption of the most recent improvements
in the construction of the Clerkenwell work-
house.

Italian Opera, Covent Garden. — Mdlle,
Pauline Lucca and Mdlle. Patti continue to
reign here by turns, and with undeviating sne-
cess. Signor Mario assisting each in turn. In
"Les Huguenots,” which will bo presented again
on Monday evening next, Mdlle. Lucca par-
ticularly distinguished herself last week ; and
the opera, as a whole, was given with remark-
able vigour and perfectness. We know of no
other work of the lyric stage that so completely
fills the mind of the spectator and listener.

Wages and Labour.—The executive com-
mittee of the Social Science Association have
resolved to invite the association to appoint a
general committee for the purpose of spreading
information as to the natural laws regulating the
rate of wages and the supply and demand for
labour. Mr. Overend, Q.C., has stated to the
executive committee that, in his opinion, " almost
all the crimes in trade matters originate in igno-
ranee.” It is this ignorance, wherever existing,
which the committee are desirons to remove. A
main object in forming the proposed general
committee is to present to employers, to the
working classes, and to the country generally, a
list of names calculated to inspire confidence in
the • disinterestedness of the promoters of the
object in view, and in their ability to carry on
the work wisely and efficiently

; but the general
committee will not be called upon for more than
superintendence, since, for active exertion, it is
intended to have an executive committee. Up-
wards of forty gentlemen have already expressed
their willingness to serve on the general com-
mittee.

Appointment op Additional Patent Law
Commissioners.—A meeting of the Delegates*
Invention Kight Committee, consisting of dele-
gates from the Inventors’ Institute; the Working
Men’s Technical Education Committee

; tho
Workmen’s International Exhibition Committee

;

the Foremen Engineers’ Association; the Metro-
politan Working Men’s Clubs’ and Inatitntes’
Union; and the Publio Museums’ and Free
Libraries’ Association, representing in the aggre-
gate upwards of 200,000 persons, has been held
at the Offices of the Scientific Review, Cockspnr-
street, to consider the determination recently
arrived at by the Commissioners of Patents to
appoint three additional commissioners. Much
dissatisfaction was expressed at the constitution
of the existing commission, to the inefficient
action of which body the chief evils of the
present objectionable Patent Law system were
ascribed. The conrse adopted by the existing
commissioners, in now seeking to appoint three
additional commissioners, was strongly con-
demned by the speakers, as being objectionable
and inopportune, especially when it was con-
sidered that the whole Patent Law question
must shortly be dealt with by Parliament. A
resolution to that effect was nnanimonsly passed,
and a copy of it was ordered to be forwarded to
the conuaission.
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Society of Arts.—On Wednesday evening a

conversazione was given by this Society at the
Booth Kensington Museum, and Mr. Hawes, the
president for the year, and Lord Henry Lennox
received a large and fashionable company,
imougst whom were many persons eminent in
politics, art, and science.

Provident Institution of Builders’ Fore.
KEN AND Clerks of Works.—The anniversary
iinner on behalf of the funds of this Institution,
vill take place at the Freemasons’ Tavern, on
fVednesday, June 10th next, when Professor
3. G. Scott, will take the chair, and a goodly
nuetcr of friends is hoped for,

°

Park-lane.— The committee appointed to
lonsider and report on the crowded condition of
?ark.lane have agreed to a special report, to the
iffect that in their opinion the inconvenience at
iresent experienced from the overcrowded state

'

f the traffic would be best obviated by opening
ip Hamilton-place as a thoroughfare for public
raffic, with a width of not less than 60 ft. road-
ray, to be obtained by removing the houses and
ther buildings on the eastern side.

A Mill-stone Dressing Machine.—A trial
f a new patent mill stone-dressing machine has
een made at Stowmarket. Mr. Jacobsen, a
leitli merchant, introduced the invention into
his country. While at the last Paris Exhibition,
e entered into a negotiation with the patentee,
rhich ended in Mr. Jacobsen and two Edinburgh
:entlemen obtaining the use of the patent in
rreat Britain and Ireland. The invention is
ttnple. It consists of a “ black diamond,”
imilar to a glazier’s diamond, 6xcd in a spindle,
t small wheel, about 1 in. in diameter, con-
eoted with a frame. The millstone to be ope-
ited on is laid on its side, and by means of a
mall belt or cord, adjusted to a shaft of the mill
laohmery, a rapid revolving motion is given to
le diamond-set spindle, which, with its frame,
I placed on the atone. A man attends' the
larpening machine, and by the hand directs
le longitudinal and lateral movements of the
lamond in its operations. The fine lines it cuts
•e, jt IB said, far more expeditiously and better
recuted than could be accomplished by the
'dinary sharpening by picks, and after a few
mes sharpening, the stone is brought to a per-
otly level face, which is maintained without
ly trouble, as long ns this machine is used,
le manual labour connected with the sharpen-
g of the stones is reduced from 8 hours to
:
hour per atone, and the saving effected, or

'ofit secured, is stated at upwards of 31. 10s.
irweek, in every pair of stones, or 182Z. per
mum. ^

The New Racecourse, Manchester.—The
ise of the old course at Castle Ii-well, which
5 so long been used as the Manchester race-
orse, having expired, its renewal was refused,
id a new course was obtained on the left,
ming from Manchester, of Regent-road, Sal’
•d. The entrances to the course are by way of
'OSB-lane, and Howard-atreet,Bcoles New-road,
d they admit the visitor to a spot at the rear
the grand stand. The extent of the ground
above 100 acres, being 40 acres more than
0 course previously occupied by the Ma'iohes-
’ race committee. The architects of the Grand
and are Messrs. Bird & Son, of Manchester. The
ildings are in the form of a quadrangle and
close an area of about an acre, the entrances
mg from the rear. The principal entrance is
a_ doable porch, from which stairs both on

) right and left lead to the spectators’ gallery,
d there are corridors leading to the paddock!
aing and refreshment rooms and the offices for
) stewards and other functionaries, rooms for
5 jockeys for dressingand weighing, also adjoin
J corridors. The gallery of the stand will
ivenioutly accommodate from 2,500 to 2,700
•sons, all of whom will be under cover,’ the
ole building being roofed

j and there are
'angements for enclosing the front with
ittors when the stand is not in use. There
1 be a stone gallery rising directly from the
adock, which will accommodate 400 spectators,
jvisipn is also made for a second-class stand,
ich it is calculated will accommodate 4,500
ictators. Beneath the stands are booths, to
let to publicans and vendors of refreshments
sre 18 stabling convenience for eighty horses
loose boxes and two-stalled stables. The cost
;he whole of the works, including the grand
od, 18 estimated at 40,0001. The ground has
H laid out by Mr. Doming, C.E., Manchester

j
I the woik carried out by Mr. Edward Roth-
1, of Warrington.

Metropolis Subways Bill.—This Bill has
passed through committee in the House of
Lords.

Fever in Prussia.—In East Prussia typhus
has been so destructive that no fewer than
twenty physicians have died in attending on
patients. The number of other victims is very
variously given, and, it seems, will never be
correctly ascertained.

Monumental.—A Poughkeepsie paper, called
the Eagle, wants the Hudson river lined with
colossal statues. It proposes a statue of Hudson
at the entrance of the highlands, one of Liberty
at Grape Island, one of Washington at West
Point, and one of Fulton at Pollipel’s Island

!

Tribute to a Foreman.—

O

n Saturday last a
meeting of the workmen in the employ of Mr.
J. H. Parsons, numbering upwards of 150, was
held in Castle-street, Leicester-sqnare, to present
to W. Wilkins, their late foreman, on his leaving,

'

^

Royal Academy.—At a meeting of Academi-
clans, held on Tuesday evening last, Mr. Henry
Weekes, R.A., was elected Professor of Sculpture.
At the same time Professor Partridge was le-
elected to the Chair of Anatomy.

Artisans’ and Labourers’ Dwellings Bill.

—

The following peers were named as the select
committee on this Bill;—The Earl of Malmesbury,
the Duke of Somerset, the Duke of Beaufort,
the Earl of Derby, the Earl of Shaftesbury, the
Earl of Carnarvon, the Earl Cardigan, the Earl
of Kimberley, the Bishop of London, the Duke
of Argyll, Lord Foley, Lord Portnian, Lord
Chelmsford, Lord Westbury, Lord Athlumney,
and Lord Penrbyn.

Steam Rollers.—The steam roller made by
Messrs. Moreland & Son, for use in Hyde Park,
has been at work consolidating the new roadway
along Park-lane. A top dressing of gravel and
sand, or hogging, to bind the broken granite,

testimonial, accompanied with a purse of steam roller went ahead,

twenty guineas, as a mark of their esteem for his i

better work in half an hour
impartial conduct towards them durino- a service

four-horse rollers had done during
of nine years. °

|

^ '^bole week. The machine weighs 27 tons, is

I

easily guided, and makes little noise when at
The Improvements in Guildhall. — Mr. work.

Kelday, the chairman of the Guildhall Improve-
I

-0 a

ments Committee, mentioned at a recent Court
1 ARcn^iEOLOGiCAL Association. — At

of Common Council that the window in the
!

“leeting of the British Arcbmological Asso-
Guildhall, to be presented by the Lancashire I

Wednesday evening, the 27th ult.,

committee, would be completed by June 13th,
|

drawings by Mr. Watling from the screens
and that arrangements had been made with the

' churches, were exhibited. Mr. Green-
Earl, of Derby to coma and present the window .

“
’’'irS’

^“8 bulla of Pope Nicholas V..

in a formal way to the corporation.
|

near Glasgow Cathedral. Tho Rev.

n.c.rr.TTieiiA't ^ ,

J- G. Camming produced a cast taken from theGas.—The Uckfield Gas Company have de- 1 head of the Bethnal-greon beadle’s staff and
r -frof

dividend of 10 per cent., with a balance ' bearing a representation of the Blind Beggar
of 118Z. to their reserve fund. The Lewes ( Mr. Bailey showed a very interesting head ofGas Company have agreed to borrow 2,000i. for a pastoral staff, found lately in Smitlifield : this
fl. npw A ..f a nnai t.„.

probably of the twelfth century. Mr.
Gordon Hills produced the money-box and
account-book of the Company of Stationers of
Ludlow. The book commenced in 1669, and
from the entries and references to a former book,
and other matters, it seemed that the Company,
which was in fact a trades nnion, bad been in-
corporated under an Act of the 19tli Henry VIL,
and it was probable the box was as old as this
period. Mr. E. Roberts produced a deed of
surrender of the time of Charles I., which the
jurors of the court bad sigued by marks similar
to masons’ marks. Mr. S. Holt exhibited some
ear-rings and other matters, taken by himself
from a Roman coffin found at Arles. Tho in-
scription on the coffin showed that it contained
the body of a certain Faustina, who had died on
her twentieth birthday, it being also the day of
her marriage. One pair of gold ear-rings were
of an Etruscan type. Mr. Irving read a paper
on the death of the Red Comyu, which led to
discussion.

a new gas-holder. A sum of 2,OOOJ. has already
been expended in the extension of their works.
The company divide 10 per cent, dividend, and
Mr. R. Crosskey at their meeting said they looked
forward to the time when they could reduce the
price of gas and yet pay a good dividend.

The New Buildings at the Clerkenwei.l
House of Detention.—At the Middlesex County
Sessions it has been agreed that the sum of
20,0001. be granted by the Court, to be raised
in the usual manner, towards the cost of erect-
ing the new buildings ac the House of Cor-
rection at Coldbath-fields, according to the
plans sanctioned by the Court at tho November
Session, 1865, in addition to the sum of 65,0001.
already granted by the Court for that purpose.

A Silver Coffin-George I.—The Universal
Magazine, about the beet, except the Gentleman's,
of the last centmy, in a visit to Hanover, with
its ” Windsor” Herenhausen, had tho following
passage:—“The body of George I., who died
here, is interred in a silver" (doubtless meaning
“outer”) “coffin, of admirable workmanship.”
What may bo known now of this coffin ? In the
same it is stated that the number of houses
then in Hanover was 1,200; but I am informed
by a recent visiting friend, that the population
now is above 20,000.—D.

London Omnibuses : Threatened With,
drawal of the Larger Ones.—The public
complaints against the chief omnibus company
of the metropolis for their bad omnibuses are
notorious. With few exceptions the accommoda-
tion is so stinted as to be really indecent

; and
the vehicles are either close and stuffy on the
one hand, or on the other are ventilated from
wide and gaping apertures behind the horses and
drivers, sweeping the foul air from without
through the omnibus like wind through a funnel
along the heads of the passengers, and causing
neuralgic attacks, more especially amongst
elderly people, from which they may suffer for
weeks from a single exposure to such stupid and
ignorant arrangements. There are a few excep-
tions

J some of the omnibuses being large and
roomy, as well as more sensibly arranged as to
ventilation. The company now threaten to with-
draw these few larger ’buses on pretence that
the public avoid them,—a very unlikely thing,
unless there be some special reason, such as a
preference for other companies who have not
given cause of offence to the public. The fact
of three horses being required for these omni-
buses, while the study little herring boxes of the
old sort require only two, though carrying not
far short of the same number of passengers,
seems to be a much more probable explanation
of the threatened withdrawal of the only few
decent vehicles than the actual avoidance of
these latter by the Loudon public.

Technical Education for Engineers.—

A

paper upon Engineering Education was read
by Mr. G. Lauder at a recent meeting of tho
Liverpool Polytechnic Society. He limited en-
gineering education to that knowledge necessary
for a young man to acquire that he may become
a skilled engineer, and pointed out the importance
of a proper elementary education beiug enforced
before a technical education is commenced, de-
precating the introduction of the latter into
common schools as a course which would strike
at the root of all true education, as it might
raise a wonderful superstructure, while it would
cause a life-long regret for the want of a proper
foundation. Having referred to the importance
of the present movement for promoting technical
education in this country, and premised that a
general education and a workshop education
must be the first steps in that direction, the
author of the paper proceeded to enumerate the
scientific subjects to which a young man destined
to become an engineer should direct his atten-
tion. A thorough grounding in mathematics was
indispensable. He regarded pure mechauism as a
connecting link between the geometry of tho
schoolboy and the mechanics of the man. fie
considers the manner in which the mechanical
sciences are taught in most of our colleges, and
treated in most of our scientific book;;, renders
them useless in the education of the engineer;
and says that until Rankine’s ‘ Applied Me-
chanics” was published, in 1858, there was not
a book that could be said to be adapted to the
requirements of engineers. In conclusion, he
referred to the establishment of tho Chair of
Engineering in Owen’s College, Manchester, and
to the munificence of Joseph Whitworth in de-
voting lOOjOOOi. to the provision of thirty scho-
larships.
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The Eoyai Hobticultubal Society.—The
great summer flower-show was opened on Tues-

day at the Society’s grounds, in South Kensing-

ton. The display of flowers was remarkably

flue.

The Railway Tiaduct at Evncorn.—The
girder bridge constructed by the London and

North-Western Railway Company across the

Mersey, at Runcorn, in order to shorten the

route from London to Liverpool, is now near

completion. The bridge is built on four but-

tresses, 167 ft. in height from their foundation,

and has three central spans of 305 ft. each. At
high-water the space from the water level to the

bridge is 75 ft., and at low water 95 ft. Some
minor works on the new junction lino still re-

main to be finished.

The Thames Embajs'kmext.—In reference to

the report that it was not intended to have chains

or other means provided for the rescue of per-

sons who might be in danger of drowning along

the embankment wall, Mr. Raphael Brandon
urges that, if chains were suspended from

one ring to the nezt all along the wall, with a

fall that would leave them in reach of a person

in, say, three or four feet depth of water, they

wonld at all times of the tide prove a valuable

source of safety, and one which it is earnestly

to be hoped the Board of Works will supply.

The Enclosure or Tooting Common.—

A

meeting has been held at Tooting, to assert

and protect the rights of the commoners and
parishioners over the common, and to ascertain

if the recent inclosnre by the lord of the manor
can be justified.” The rector of the parish, the

Rev. Mr. Congreve, presided, and there was a
very large attendance. Resolutions were passed

in accordance with the objects of the meeting,

and a committee was appointed to carry them
out.

Roman Remains at Papcastle.—During the

last six months Papcastle has been the scene of

a considerable amount of excavations, done for

the sewerage and waterworks, in the course of

which very numerous relics of the Roman period

have turned up, many of the smaller and more
interesting of which were purchased and pre-

served by Mr. Henry T. Wake, of Cockermouth.
Among these were a quantity of leather, chiefly

parts of shoes, one of which was a sole covered

with very large-headed nails
;

fragments of

glass ; a steel awl
j
a steel punch, &c. A great

quantity of oak timber was met with, in beams
and boards.

Rosheeville Pier on Fire.

—

Some commo-
tion has been created in Gravesend in conse-

quence of Rosberville Pier suddenly bursting

into flames. A lighted fusee is supposed to have
been thrown down on the pier, and falling

through a crevice in the timbers, set them on
fire. The timbers, which were exceedingly dry,

and coated with pitch and tar, blazed furiously.

Seen from Tilbury half the pier seemed in

flames. The pier sustained much damage before
j

FiREruooE Construction at Compton House,
Liverpool,—This large building is divided into

five fireproof compartments. The brick walls

forming each division are pierced with windows,

for the purpose of lighting the bedrooms, and
those windows are provided with Clark’s steel

shutters ; so that if a fire were to break out in

any one division the adjoining divisions would be

safe, in consequence of the protection of the

shutters. The ceilings of the shop are also fire-

proof, BO that the domestic part of the premises,

which is above, together with the shop which is

below, are considered safe from fires which may
happen in either place. The beams that sustain

For alterations to The Fitzroy, Charlotte-street, Fitzro;

square, for Mr. Charoen. Mr. A. E. Gougb, architect ?

K.eeble £525 0 0
Perkins 493 0 0

For erecting four dwelling-houses and shops in i

Wanstead-road, Essex, Mr. F. G. Widdows, architect

Bayes £4,621 0 0
Palmau 4,545 0 0
Eunor 4,393 0 0

Tully 4,343 0 0
Munday & Hutchinson 4,150 0 0

Chessum 4,080 0 0

Ward 3,906 0 0

Perry (accepted) 3,671 0 0

Alterations to the Marlborough Arms, Chelsea, for M
Wykes. Mr. E. W. Hart, architect

Day £777 0 0

Lawrence & Baugh 676 0 0

Turner & Son 670 0 0

Whittaker 670 0 0

Langmead & Way 660 0 0

KeDey 613 0 0

the fire was extinguished. Strauge to say it is

the fourth time this pier has been on fire, the

previous fires also all occurring at Whitsuntide,

Tube Construction.—In reply to some in-

quirers we are enabled by Messrs. Parr & Strong

the flooring are of iron, and also the joists, which
are placed 2 ft, apart, and filled in with concrete

to the depth of the joists, 9 in., on Fox &
Barrett’s principle. In the event of a fire

occurring in the shop security is given for the

safe exit of every resident to the staircases, of

to say that, in addition to the experiments made
j

which there are three, all of stone. In each

in the great hall of the Strand Hotel Company, I staircase there is a hydrant, and upon each floor

of which we gave a view, a house, composed
|

a hose, the length of each of which would bo
of granite-faced tubes, is now being erected about 200 ft. There is now forming a fire

under their direction at Bickley (near the sta-

tion), and the clerk of works has instructions

to give access and to supply all information upon
the production of private card. The external

walls of the giYmnd-floor are composed in this

brigade of 200 young men employed on the

premises,

Fall of Houses.—At Manchester some time

ago a fire occurred on promises adjoining the

For tbe new Infirmarri Hastings Union. Quanliti

supplied. Mr. Tbomaa Elworthy, architect:

—

Parks £3,694 0 0
Geary 2,632 0 0
Bounie 2,537 0 0

Hughes 2,488 0 0
Jones 2,475 0 0
Eodda 2,438 0 0
Howell 2,389

' *

Wigmii
Tidier, jua. (accepted) .

0 0
2,349 0 0

For roads and sewers on an estate at Penge, for f

London and Suburban Land Company. Messrs, Hamma
& Lambert, architects

Keddin
Wainwright
Benthorn
Oasington
Crockett
Nicholson
Mayo
Bish
Pound
Lawrence

Bloomfield
Hubbard (accepted)

E9,640 0
.. 7,600 0
.. 7,234 0
.. 7,110 0
.. 7,100 0

7,061 0
7,050 0
7,033 0
6,460 0
6,450 0

6,343
6,930 0 0

For repairs, papering, &e., to 31, Finsbnry-sqoa

London, lor KoyaJ Maternity Charily. Messrs. Goult]

Gibbins, architects :

—

Wood £299 0 0

Nightingale 288 0 0

Burton & Moreland 295 0 0
Geddes 285 0 0

2leoi*ed Ttnden from ivio latl Suildert,

Burton & Moreland £172 0 0

Geddes (accepted) 270 0 0

case of tubes', 12 in. long, whilst tbose of the !

firat-Soor are constructed litha.in. tubes. As a
pulled down Whi e excavating for a

specimen of wharf.walling, we may mention one fetation, m order to erect a new bndd.ug, one

at Millwall, opposite the Commercial D„ok of, the end walls of the inu was so mneh under-

ct , i. -n- TT J.V i. u „ mined as to cause it to become unsaie, tnougn
Steam-boat Pier. Here the tubes are also; .,^.11 1. au • a ^ 1.%

^ 3 evidently unknown to tbe occupier; and while
gram e- ace . 1

gixty people were in the concert-

Handel Festival at the Crystal Palace.—
! room, a waiter gave warning that the wall was

The preparations for this great celebration may giving way, and, on examination, it was found
now be said to be complete in all respects. The that a portion of the cellar wall had fallen. Mr.
choms will number in all little short of 3,500. Lyue, the city surveyor, was sent for, and pro-

The entire orchestra will consist of 4,000 per-
1

nonneed the building unsafe for occupation—

a

formers. The preparations for rendering the fortunate circumstance, as the whole gable fell

Great Transept of the Crystal Palace aeons- at twenty minntes after midnight, destroying a
tically perfect have been in active progress for considerable qnantity of the furniture and stock-

many months. The appliances by which this in-trade. No personal injury whatever occurred,

will be accomplished are ready to be fixed in ' A somewhat singular disaster has occurred

their respective places immediately, and in this ' at "Whitehaven. A short while ago the trustees

respect it may be fairly asserted that a surprise ' purchased and removed some dwellings in West
is in store. The Great Transept, the width of Strand, in order to erect apparatus for tbe

which is double the diameter of the dome of St.
' sewerage works on the site ;

and in making the

Paul’s, will be converted into one vast concert- i change they seem to have disturbed the founda-

hall, enclosed on every side, its enormous arched tions of three dwellings, which have since fallen

roof being screened from the sun by external
! down tbe embankment. In falling they struck

For four detached dwelling-houses at Malden, Surrey,

Mr. Charles Blake. Mr. Heury Beak, architect, Qu
titles bj Messrs. Eake £ Bauwell ;

—

With 26 oz.

Hill, Claxton, & Hobbs..
Loo
Parker
Swayne & Sons
Jones
Hall, Bull, & Co
Todd & Saunders
Newman & Maun
Nightingale
Weir
Kegia
Coliiugs
Jarrett (accepted)

Sheet.

£9,234 10 4
8,020 0 0., £8,210

8,137
8,082

7,750 0

7,000
6,950
6,700
6,933

6,614
6,526
0,350 0 0 ,

7,211 14

7,130 0
7,030 0
6,860 0
6,931 9
6.734 0
6,683 12

6,445 0

For house. Coldharbonr-road, Dorking, for Mr. J<

Abel. Mr. T. J. Dibble, architect :-

Lyon &. Dudley
Hamblin
Inkpen
Taylor
Putney

£590 0 0
655 0 0
485 0 0

400 10

cloth coverings. This great expeiiment was
first suggested in the Builder some years ago.

Telocipedes.—The Londoners have not yet
adopted our suggestion to make use of self-

acting vehicles, but the velocipede, according

to the Pall Mall Gazette, is becoming a
formidable rival to the horse in Paris. One
velocipedist (it has been found necessary to in-

vent the word) rolled down the Champs Elysees

the other day in an ” Americaine,” drawn by two
velocipedes, on which were mounted two posti-

lions, or jockies. M. de Yisin, a distinguished

equestrian who rode over the steeple chase

course of tho Bois de Boulogne a fortnight ago
without touching his horse’s bridle, has made a

match with Prince Achille Murat, in which M.
de Yisin on a velocipede backs himself against the

Prince on horseback. M. de Yisin, a few weeks
ago, undertook to travel on a velocipede from
Angers to Paris, and actually [went as far as
Tours, a distance of about fifty-four miles, when
the machine broke.

other three houses, which were reduced to a
wreck almost as complete as that to which the

tumble-down dwellings were in an instant

levelled. The wonder is that none of the

tenants were killed, because the occurrence

was sudden, if not altogether unlooked for. The
furcitnre of tbe poor people, however, has been
destroyed. Men were set to work to prop up
other houses that are also endangered.

TENDERS.
For rebuilding foundry, Nos. 196 and 196, Brick-lane,

for Messrs. Noakes & Bon. Messrs. Tolley it Dale, archi-

tects

Peters £900 0 0

Kiddle 889 0 0

Pritchard 855 0 0
Langmead.... 795 0 0
Marr 669 0 0

For the erection and completion of a row of four

cottages, ‘WnlthBinstow, Essex, for Mrs. Newman. Mr.
George F. Payne, architect:—

•Vickers & Harding (accepted) £990 0 0

For honaes at Tt'estcott, for Mr. Thos. Paine.

J. Dibble, architect:

—

Putney £3,050 0

Inkpen 3,023 11

Hamblin 2,827 0

Lynn 3: Dudley 2,600 0

Mr

For erecting fire-station at Folham, for the Me
politan Board of Works

Wittiek (accepted) £880 0 0

For painters’ work at tbe East London Union Wi
house, Homertou, Middlesex, Messes, Jarvis & t

architects ;

—

King & Son £294 0 0

Mason..... 290 0 0

Godwin 251 0 0

Pickering A Son 240 0
"

Keeps A Son 173 10 0

For alterations to Slone Hall, Oxted, Surrey, for

G. Barker. Messrs. Tolley & Dale, architecis ;
—

Kesterton A Head £475 0 0

Wright 350 0 0

Coleman 275 0 0

Gttlyer A Moon 260 0 0

Wallis......... 2.'6 16 0

..£650

For rebuilding two houses with shops at Port T
West Ham, lor Mr. T. Hearn. Messrs. Tolley A 1
architects :

—

Hedges

Eivett
Smith
Cook
Hunt & Elkington
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Profosed Law Courts.

HE intimation

we wore the

first to give,

that the Go-

vemmentj dis-

regarding the

awards of the

judges of de-

signs for the

New La
Courts, intend

to appoint Mr.

Street sole ar-

chitect of that

work, has
greatly asto-

nished many
of our read-

ers, as well it

might. Ifper-
sisted in, it will have a fatal effect on future
competitions. The chairman of the judges of
design had officially informed the Government
that the judges had decided that Mr. E. M,
Barry s design was the best with regard to con-
venience of plan and internal arrangements

j
and

that gentleman, naturally feeling injured by the
decision which has been come to, has addressed
a letter of remonstrance to the Treasury, con
taining remarks which we feel bound, as well by
our previous observations on this special subject
as by desire to obtain justice in the management
of competitions generally, to endorse and make
known. The conditions of the competition pro-
vide stringently, that excellence of plan and good
internal arrangement are to be prefeiTed to all
other considerations. The conditions state,
that

The chief points to be kept constantly in view, and to
be treated ae to far as they may conflict, all
eonsxderahons oj architectural effect, are the accommoda-
tion to be provided, and the arrangements to bo adopted,
soae, m the greatest degree, to facilitate the despatchand the accurate transaction of the law business of the

carrying out this deeign, the first object
snonld bo to provide ample uninterrupted communication
and accommodation for those who have legitimate busi-
ness in the new building." Further, that the arranae^
merit of the courU and offices is of vital moment: on itmatn/y depends Ihe success or/ailure of their concentration,and If* importance cannot be over-estimaled. For the inte-

%
building and in such a locality, a require-mcnt of the first magnitude, and one having a very import-

ant bearing on the question of arrangement, is abundant
window-light. It will be next to impossible to give toomneh to any of the offices. Almost every room through-
ont the building being devoted to purposes of writing or
reading, will necessarily require the fullest extent of light

V-.
obtained." Again, on pages 8 and 9, “ But

While the question of a sufficiency of light is of very great
importaoco, and must necessarily have influence on the
arrangement of the rooms, a necessity of almost equal
urgency is quiet. In short, that the utmost precautions
be taken, and means provided, by which the quiet of the
courts may be secured. The comparative degrees of quiet
required for the different offices are meant to be indicated
in the schedules thus, q ', q-, qs, signifying respectively

T“'eter, and quietest.” And again, on page 13,dhe cojii-ejuewf working of the whole arrangement depends
in which facilities <f eoi«wi«Kicafion are

offorded."

These extracts will serve to show the spirit
which pervades the conditions thronghont,
laying down the principle to be followed in the
selection of the architect

j and their require-
ments are summed up by the general heading
in the index, ” Utility to be attended to before

effect'*

Who could be prepared to find that the result
of the competition is to disregard them, as if.

they had never been written, and to choose a

design avowedly recommended by a preference
for its elevation alone ?

The Judges of Designs have twice officially

recorded their judgment, in their award, that
“ the design of Mr. Barry is the best in regard to

plan and distribution of the interior’* Two of
their number, Messrs. Shaw and Pownall, who
were specially appointed to advise the Royal
Commission on points of professional detail,

have recorded their opinion, seriatim, on the
several points contained in the instructions to
the competing architects, and have reported in

his favour under more than thirty different

heads. This award will be found set forth in
extenso in our advertising columns through the
solicitude of some friends to the right manage-
ment of competitions, and it will be seen that
by it Mr. Barry’s design is selected as the best
for almost all the courts and most important
offices, and is specially preferred in the all-

important matters of light and air, quiet, accesses,
and general arrangements, which are tho vital

points to be attended to, and for the neglect of
which no exterior, however attractive, would
furnish compensation. Mr, Street’s design is

only specially noticed fonr times; first, as to
condition No. 5, as being inconsistent with the

'

conditions, in the important matter of the size

of the courts, which is stated to be deficient

;

secondly and thirdly, as to area of site and
tramways, on which points it is preferred

; and
fourthly, it is put on an equality with the designs
of seven other competitors, in the provision
made for the Receiver of Wills department.
Mr. Barry says in his letter to the Treasury,

—

drawings, it could not fail to be altogether uu-
satisfactory.

Apart from the question of justice arises that
of style, and we re-assert that it is not by tho
erection of an enormous pile of secular building
in the Strand, in the Medimval style, and accord-
ing to pattern-book, that the architecture of the
nineteenth century is to be advanced. Is there no
one of influence in the House of Commons who
will take up this part of the matter and
endeavour to obtain for it proper consideration ?

We are about commencing works of enormous
magnitude,—the Law Courts, the National Gal-
lery, tho Museum at South Kensington, and
New Public Offices,—involving the expenditure of
millions of money. By these buildings London
may be rendered the finest city in the world, or
we may be rendered the laughing-stock of

Europe. What provision is made against th is

contingency ? Where are we to look for the
controlling power that shall render a sucoessfal

issue probable ?

PORTRAITS AND PORTRAIT PAINTERS
AT KENSINGTON.

"I write in no spirit of hoatility to nay friend Mr.
Street; but it is impossible not to see that my design has
been selected as the best,/or what I have done, in respect

those important points which the competitors were
told were of vital moment. The solid gronnds of the
judgment in my favour are plainly and intelligibly re-
corded, so that all (he world may judge of their import-
ance; while Mr. Street is to be appointed, from an
msthetic preference for his elevation alone, in defiance of
the clearest statement that soch a preference was not to
determine the competition. Moreover, as Mr. Street's
elevation is inconsistent with the plan approved, and can-
not therefore be carried out, he is selected, not for what
he has done, but /or what he may yet do,—a ground upon
which he might ss well have been chosen without any
competition at all.

I have every confidence in Mr. Street’s ability to design
and carry into efiect a building worthy of the nation

;
but

I regret to say that I cannot acquiesce in the justice of
the course proposed to be adopted, as I consider it directly
at variance with the letter and the spirit of tho conditions,

the faith of which I, in common with the other compe-
irs. aC^T-pd] to /ipvota TTIV (..I—.A a.iA

He accor(3ing]y asks, and with justice,

that the Government, on their part, should
abide by their engagement, formally recorded
in a Treasury minute

; that the award of
the judges should be final; and that they
should not turn his success in this competi-
tion into a serious loss and injury, by denying
to him, after a long and trying suspense, his just
reward, and excluding him from all connexion
with this great national work, with which they
have allowed his name to be publicly associated
during more than twelve months.

Personally, we are no more concerned for Mr.
Edward Barry than we are for Mr. Street, whose
recognized ability needs no further words in these
pages than it has often received

; and it is

quite unwillingly that we write what may seem
adverse to his interest. But there are higher
matters at stake than personal regard, and we
are compelled by consideration of these to assert

that if Mr. Street be appointed sole architect of
the Law Courts, and Mr. Barry be refused con-

nexion with the work, it will be an act of injustice

that, like other acts of injustice, will bring
disaster in its train. Mr. Street’s plan is alto-

gether out of the question : no competent judge,

so far as we know, ventures for a moment to

assert that it might be adopted; and as to his

design for the exterior, we consider it to be, with
the exception of a few portions, altogether

unworthy of Mr. Street’s reputation. We do
not hesitate to assert that if the Strand front

were carried into execution as shown in the

Decidedly a naughty satire, a malicious libel,

a practical joke of savage nature, has been
perpetrated by the authorities of the South
Kensington Museum. So delicate has been the
point of the irony that the unsuspeobing public
has overlooked the hidden mischief. And those
who, as being themselves involved in the ridi-

cnle which is to follow, have quietly had their
eyes opened, have had the farther wisdom to
keep their mouths shut. They are like the men
who pay to see some wonder at a fair, and dis-

covering to their cost that the main part of the
cariosity is to be detected in their own credulity,
demurely depart by another door, and tell no
man how they have been taken in. It is only
when some chance connoisseur, or simple and
unlettered student (unlettered with the affixes

of any artistic or learned body), stumbles over
the trap, that the real jest of the contrivers
becomes manifest. Our readers will smile with
ns at the account of such a stumble.
You pass through a long collection of what

are called portraits, upwards of 600 in number,
as to some of which we shall find a word or two
to say. You have noticed among them the
works of one great artist—Gainsborough

; and
you have been, if you have not before arrived
at the conclusion, surprised to find how com-
pletely he is first. If not using the language
and the rigorous olassificatiou of the turf,

you will have assigned the second and third
places to Sir Joshua Reynolds and Sir Thomas
Lawrence, with the feeling that it is in che-
mical knowledge rather than in artistic touch
that the former has chiefly failed. You will also
have occasion to remark how far the peculiar
gift of Sir Thomas, the art of imparting nobility
to his subjects, has been foiled by the naked
strength of many a face which he has depicted.

Passing further down the gallery one begins
to moralise. It is very interesting—immensely
interesting. We are glad we have come again j

how many more are there ? Then we reflect

that the interest is rather historical, or physio-
gnomical, than artistic. After all, mere portraits

are wearisome. If a landscape or two were
interposed, or there were a few more of the
pictures of actors en scene. You feel quite
refreshed by the amusing oomio ruffians of Sir
David Wilkie, which you find labelled “ Daniel
O’Connell, M.P.,” and “King George IV., full

length, heroio size, in Highland costume.” You
wonder how it is that the Rev. Rowland Hill
looks so much more like a jester than does the
Rev. Sydney Smith, and you ponder on the
difference between humour and wit, as evinced
by the two faces. You wonder why the Rev.
Dr. Ruffles should be so much better painted
than any of his fraternity, and feel pleasure in
seeing the good man look like a gentleman, as
he did in the flesh. You wonder at the unscru-
pulous courage which led so many men to be
painted at all. Yon come to the conclusion that,

for illustrating a history, or a collection of bio-

graphies, or for enabling you to present to your
mind the vera effigies of men who played a great
part in their time, and thus enabling you the
better to realise their character, and to under-
stand the parts they played, the Exhibition is of
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great valne, and so will be the series of photo-

graphs. Unceasingly yoa find the mind to bear

in this direction. The idea of art has insensibly

disappeared
;
yon have subsided into the task of

reading a mere catalogne of names, with most,

though not with all, of which yon have some
previous acquaintance, when, on a sudden, you
meet something strange. You start as if you had
a'slap in the face. What is it P You find you are

looking at a PICTURE. Dreary square yards

of more or leas accurate sign-board painting are

suddenly succeeded by the works of real artists.

You look to the Catalogue for expl'anatiou.

You see the words ‘‘ Hans Holbein,” “ Vandyck,”
“ Supplementary Collection.” A greater sur-

prise, or a more marked contrast, it was not in

the power of human managers to present.

We have represented simple fact,—have put
the case actually as it occurred. It is possible

that part of the inferiority of the portraits from
artists later than Gainsborough arises from
chemical reasons. In the works of Reynolds
this is unquestionably the case. Yet few artists

selected by each visitor rather from personal
than from artistic reasons. There are finer

portraits of Wellington and of Nelson than those
now exhibited. The rueful and dreary aspect of
the reverend father of the latter hero suggests
the idea that the boy must have been truly happy
to find himself at sea at twelve years old. The
face of Erskine is one of those that most com-
mand attention, and it is curious to trace how
much younger Gainsborough’s powdered portrait

looks than the later dark-haired likeness by

a memorable lesson of the ill effects of unchecked
power, unbalanced station, and unmeasured
flattery. In the second, Winterhalter’s portrait

of Albert Francis Augustus Charles Emmanuel,
Prince Consort of England, we have one of the

best paintings of the more recent part of the

Exhibition. If it is compared with the two
other pictures by the same artist, it will be seen

to be immeasurably superior, not only as a
happy inspiration, but as a painting. The
tender grace, the modest yet manly pose, the

pictorial beauty of both feature and expression,
|

Lawrence. Lord Eldon, at forty-seven, by Sir

both face and form, represent the happy develop-
I

Thomas Lawrence, is a very fine face, and hia

ment of that most charming infant head an portrait, in his robes as chancellor, has a most
engraving of which is prefixed to her ilujesty’s

i

imposing air of superhuman wisdom, Spencer
memorials of the Prince Consort.

|

Perceval’s posthumous portrait is remarkable.
.Again, we are disposed to think, if the

j

There is much intelligence in the face,—no bad
principle of grouping had been that of the

^

feeling, and yet it is repulsive. It reminds one
character of the subjects, we should have had

,

of a glorified frog. In his “ Sir John Moore,’*

much to interest and to instruct the mind brought Sir Thomas Lawrence makes perhaps his nearest

before the ordinary visitor, for which we now
I
approach to the style of Gainsborough. Poraon’s

have to search the catalogne, and to visit and , deep brow resembles that of Brunei,

re-visit the Gallery. Take the painters, for The most valuable picture in the Exhibition

have given more time, or devoted more expense, I instance. If a bay had been devoted to them
,

(to which we referred in our first article*) is also

to the chemical portion of their art than did Sir
:
how many persons would have lingered there.

,

the oldest. It is called in the catalogue a con-
Joshua. His pictures, as a rule, have so much It would have been well to compare the fine temporary representation of King Richard II.,

grace and truth that their sadly faded state is ! portrait of West, whom we can hardly regard
:
a note which dates it before the close of the

the more to be lamented. His blues were once
j

otherwise thnn as a champion of decadence in
|

fourteenth century. It has been cleaned with

as bright as those of Cornelius Jansen, yet after I art, by Lawrence (No. 17), with that by himself! complete success by Mr. Richmond, among
the lapse of two hundred and thirty years the ' (No. 945), and again with the noble unfinished ' whose numerous crayon drawings will be found

dress of Bridget Cromwell and the scarf of her head, or rather head of the unfinished autograph some of the best of the modern portraits. Tha
sister Mary are as fresh as the colours of picture, of Sir Thomas himself. Again, the , face has an air of dignified repose, and tha

Pemgino himself, while the tints of the Presi-
j

contrast between the marked and somewhat hands, though very ill drawn, are evidently por-

dent are the mere ghosts of departed colours, picturesque features of Joseph Mallord William traits, as faithfully given as the painter’s power
In the work of Sir Thomas Lawrence the injury Turner, R.A., by himself (No. 912), and the would allow. Those who are aware of the re-

oansed by time is less discernible; but the
,

dreary smudge of the same by the same (No. 94), markable indication which is given of the feeble

paintings, in spite of the grandeur of air in some requires explanation. The dates of the two or the over-strained state of the brain, tha

— (see especially bis own unfinished bead),— are ought to be, at least approximately, given. 1 approach towards idiocy on the one band, or

cold and poor when compared to those of the
|

Another group of great interest would have
I
mania on the other, by the articulation of tha

supplementary collection.
,
been composed of architects and engineers. We ' joints, will look with great interest at an illustra-

In comparing and criticising the works of
,

have some of them in proximity,—a very fair
j

cion of this physiological remark in a painting

modern artists, there may be room occasionally
,

likeness of Brunei, hanging under a not good
,
more than 450 years old.

for difi'erence of opinion among impartial and i representation of Robert Stephenson, and near a
j

In ending these remarks we have only to

educated judges of painting. There is certain
!
very rampant idealisation of rough old George,

j

repeat the expression of satisfaction that such a
to be the eager contradiction of party fight. Do

,

We have Sir Charles Barry looking as if with
,

collection of portraits has been brought together,

we see any particularly obnoxious aberration ' prophetic uneasiness across another bay at a
:
For the purposes of the historian and of tha

from the right path, such as the incredible ' plain bat powerful portrait of A. W. Pugin, in a physiognomist, this opportunity of securing tha
“ Symphony in white” of last year, we are sure ; bedizened frame,—an encasing of the artist in

j

represented features of so many historical cha-

to find some equally aberrant critic to hold it up ' heraldic emblems which his own taste would racters is a boon of great value. We wonder if

as an example, not to avoid, but to follow. A , have repudiated for his own picture-frame. I M. Froude would have written his estimate of

certain allowance must be made for the imper-

1

Cockerell, and Wyatt, and other artists in stone
[

King Henry VIII. if he had been familiar with
fection of human nature, aud, allowauoe or not,

1
and iu brick, would have formed a most interest- ! the numerous portraits of the monarch, espe-

the disputes are sure to wax so high that the I ing group. I cially if he had seeu them in a group. And if

artist will, in nine cases out of ten, fail to derive
|

Another group might have been thrown toge-
j

a deeper and more wholesome leasou to living

the benefit which he would obtain Irom true and . ther of those fair, fatally fair, faces, the history
\

painters than the collectors of the Gallery

enlightened criticism, ! of whose owners forms no inconsiderable part thought to impart has been extracted from the

The present instance, then, is as happy as it is
|

of political biography, if not even of political
,

result of their labours, we trust that this also

unusual. If the artist, who docs not shrink history. Here, indeed, the exquisite charm may not be without golden fruit,

to paint a lacly who does not object to be painted
i
of Lely’s “Nell Gwynne” throws other royal

embracing a dog, may rely on the sweet voices
|

favourites into shade; but there is a small —
of his friends when yon ask why he does not use group of very memorable beauties. The two
the brush of the painterof the Eve of St. Agnes, famous Miss Gunnings must not be included

and reply that he prefers his owu, he oaanot make in the group to which we refer. For the

the same answer when you point to the real, furore which they caused, their portraits do
enduring work of Holbein or of Vandyck. The

|

not enable us to account. Their chief charm
instances are rare in which a modern style, ' must have been that of vivacity of manner; for

which it would be altogether euphuistio to call we would undertake to produce a pair of milk-

mediocrity, is exhibited in such close proximity maids who should fully rival, both in features

CO works of undeniably excellent execution. If and in complexion, the very pleasant pictures of

the contrast presented on the walls of South
i

these celebrated beauties now at Kensington.

Kensington do not teach our portrait-painters > An expedition to Langbam, near Milford, the

to reconsider their ways, nothing will. The case birthplace of “ Mistress Gwynn,” would bo likely

is hopeless. They will implicitly reply,—“ Wo
;

to enrich the portfolio of the artist. Whether
do not care for fame, we paint for money.”

j

it be the air, or the wit, or the water which is so

upon the safety of the central dome on the
cathedral came to the conclusion that the work

Touching the catalogue, of course there are favourable to female beauty, may be matter of! was perfectly safe, and that the substructure

DOINGS IN GERMANY.

At Vienna, the new opera-house, begun under
the superintendence of the architect Van der

Null, is now rapidly progressing towards com-
pletion. Professor von Siocarsbnrg has been
nominated architect to the building iu the room
of the former gentleman, whose untimely death

was a loss felt by all lovers of art in the Aus-
trian capital.

At Pcitii, the committee appointed to report

differences of opinion. The little scraps of in-
\
donbt, but this little nook of “ England beyond

formation appear to be rather inserted with i Wales,” certainly produces forms aud faces that

a view of identifying than of explaining the
|

show that, if portraiture is in its decadence
portraits. Thus in No. 1 (the Prince of

|

among us, it is not for want of lovely women to

Wales, afterwards George IV.), we find the
,

paint.

note “scarlet uniform;” in No. 382 (the Prince 1 Among the famous “difficulties” of the Geor-
Consort), “dark uniform.” This is not informa-

1

gian era we have Dorothy Bland, Mrs. Jordan,
tion. Any one who looks at the pictures is , as a brilliant Irish girl, and again iu maturer
struck, iu the very lii-st instance, by the colour

of the uniform. That which we want to know,
and that which it would greatly enhance not
only the interest but the historic value of the
catalogue to have included, is, what uniform is

represented in each instance.

We have named these two pictnres as instances
of the highest merit of the Exhibition. The in-

terest is at once moral, historical, and artistic.

No greater contrast has been presented by any
person in modern history than by these suc-

cessive occupants, not of the Crown, but of the

Castle of Windsor. They are two very beautiful

paintings. The horse in the first may too much
diatraot the attention from the Prince; but the
latter is a noble and a charming figure, and the
face presiots such indications both of delicate
and refined taste, and of intelligence, as to teach

life
}
Mary Darby, afterwards Mrs. Robinson,

the “Perdita” to whom the Piince of Wales
played “ Florizel,” by Gainsborough, by Reynolds
twice, and by Romney; Emma Hart, Lady
Hamilton, the evil genius of Nelson, twice by

Romney, once ironically placed in the posture of

Guido’s Magdalen. Even by the poor work
of the painter the idea of a very beautiful

woman is only partially obaenred. Queen of this

aphroditocracy ranks Maria Anna Smytbe, wife

of Edward Weld, of Lulworth Castle; then of

ThoroasFitzherbertjOf Swinnerton; then, inl785,

of George Prince of Wales, who risked his rever-

sionary crown by his private marriage, after-

wards denied, with a Roman Catholic. The
present portrait is by Gainsborough, that of a

woman of queenly beanty.

The portraits of men of fame and note will

was well qualified to carry its intended weight
of about 2,000 tons. Scarcely a fortnight after,

the whole dome came down “ with a run,” and
work which cost more than 25,0001. is now a
worthless heap of rubbish.

At Franefort, three leading architects of Ger-
many, Messrs. Deuzinger, of Clra

;
Schmidt, of

Vienna
;
and Voigtel, of Cologne ;

having been
called upon to report as to the best means of

restoring the cathedral, partially destroyed by
fire on the 15th of August last, are unanimously
of opinion that all the work up to the crown of

the upper windows of tha tower is safe, that all

above that should be taken down and rebuilt,

and that the tower should be finished, neither

with dome (as before) nor spire, but according to

the original design, with a crown representing

that of Imperial Germany. They further advise

that the damaged roofs should be reconstructed

of iron covered with slate, that the site round
the cathedral should ba cleared of the houses

now built against it, and that the cloisters shown
on the original plan should be executed.

Cologne.—The old gib on the tower, so well

' 3«e p. 2.73, anJe.
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known to all travellers, and the feature of all

views of the cathedral—vide even any Eau-de-
Cologne bottle—has now disappeared. It was
erected shortly before 1524, in which year the
Works were discontinued owing to the Protestant
tendency of the then Archbishop Hermann Y.
Count of Wied, From that time to this it was
only used once, namely, on the 4bh September,
1842, the date on which the works were again
resumed. On that occasion the ancient gib was
nsed to raiee a mighty block of stone, to symbo.
lise the energetic vigour with which it was now
intended to finish this gi’and old church. Pro-
fessor Bliiser has been commissioned with the
execution of a statue of the late King Frederick
William. The figure (on horseback) will be 21 ft.

high, the pedestal 20 ft. making a total of 41 fo.

The king is represented in his coronation robes,
and bare-headed.

At Dresden an English church is being erected
from the plans of Mr. St. Aubyn. The costs
OVA riVtlaA t- - 1 -%r ^ .
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.a.uuyij. j.ije coses tracitions oi

are chiefly, if not entirely borne by Mrs. Goschen,
|

Medimval art
mother of the present member for the City of'
London.

“ diversi artifici Fiamminghi,” traces the spread
of Italian art in Flanders, and commemorates
the leaders of that school, specimens of which
were early brought into this country by moans
of the renowned Corporation of the Merchants
of the Stahlhof or Steleyard, to whom such im-
portant privileges were granted by Henry YII.

j

and who were as ready to protect and support
Flemish artists visiting England, as the Pela-
vicinis Bardis and other great Lombard mer-
chants settled in London were to assist and in-
troduce Italians of adequate ability.
Having now traced, firstly, England’s need of

skilled artists and arbizans at the close of the
fifteenth century, and secondly, the abundance
of contemporary art-talent in Italy, Germany,
and Flanders, we proceed to trace the mission-
aries who were induced to visit us, and propa-
gate the doctrines and practice of the art of the
Renaissance, destined to supersede the waning
traditions of our once admirable school of

ponding change, which only assumed a definite
shape m the early years of the reign of
Henry VIII., which I need scarcely remind you
commenced in the year 1509, at which date the
handsome and accomplished heir to Henry YII.’b
vast accumulated wealth had only attained his
eighteenth year.
The proficiency of Henry YIII. at the period

of hia accession to the throne, in both reading,
writing, and speaking Latin, French, and Italian,
is testified by the foreign ambassadors who then
visited at his court

;
and for a measure at least

of this proficiency he was obviously indebted to
the learned Frenchman Giles da Yadis or
‘‘.^gidius Dewes,” who was employed as Royal
librarian by Henry YIII., as he had been in his
youth by his father. Dewes died in 1535, having
instructed all the Royal Family in his native
language. At Henry’s command he wrote “An
Introductorie for to learn to rede, to pronounce,
and to speak French trnly, compyled for the
Princess Mary.” Thus was Henry specially
qnalified to hold personal intercourse with the
foreigners in whose society he rejoiced to exhibit
his magnificence and rare personal accomplish-
ments. The king and his first great minister
met as upon common ground in their love of

Walpole, in his anecdotes, assures us that two
painters only are mentioned in the reign of
Henry YII, A bald statement is preserved in
fcke registrar’s office at Wells, that one, Holbein, mou tumiBoerON THE FOREIGN ARTISTS EMPLOYED died here in the reign of Henry YII. met as upon common ground in their love of

IN ENGLAND DURING THE SIXTEENTH probably a hmner, and can scarcely
j

display, no less than in their love of learning
CENTURY, AND THEIR INFLUENCE ON ^ relative of the great Holbein of the I

and in their desire to raise Englishmen to at
BRITISH ART.#

I

eneceeding reign. The other painter was the
|

least a level with the natives of those countries,

•nrntKr +La fi *- r i. . i

born at Maubeuge in Haiuault, with whose advanced civilization and cultivationDtnI^G the first few years of the sixteenth
;

and henoe known as Maubeugms, or Mabusius, of the arts of luxury and delight of every kindcentury, the influence of the great Italian school ^abuse, to whom allusion has been already
!
they actively sympathised. Thev vied as it

strongly in Germany, in
^

™ade. By education and talent be was well ' were in giving encouragement alike to literature
O' as Albert Durer, Peter to set a new fashipn in England, since and art. To induce the most learned professorsYiscber, and Jean de Mabuse; but in England

,

Vasari tells ns that “ Giovanni di Mabuse fu to visit this country for the purpose of raisingscarcely at all excepting by transmission through jqassiilprimo Che portasse d’ltalia in Fiandra
j

the standard of classical educatibn. or to take^6 ent^ of the last-named into the service of modo di fare storie piene di figure ignude ' into their service foreign artists capable of re-

V , , i®
poesie.’’ His talents and industry were creating the outward forms of classical art, wereMr. Wornnm,whohas made it a labour of love ' spite of his dissipated habits. The

I
to both objects of almost equal emulation

to test the correctness of all the usually re-
;

anecdote is told of him that when given a suit
|

The following, in addition to Mabuse, appearceived dates which serve as landmarks in the
j

of damask by the Marquis de Yeren, in which to to have been, as far as I have been able to tracechronology of art-history, has stated it as his appear before Charles Y., he sold the cloth, and them, the principal foreign artists and artificersopinion that^this fine artist, indifferently known “^<^6 himself a suit of paper, which passed •- j •

as Jan de M’Abuse, Jan Gossaert, and Johannes t muster even with the emperor for the genuine
Malbodins, was born about 1470—visited this ' article. He painted the celebrated Adam and
wuntry in 1498 or 1499, and died in 1532. To

j

which being hung at Whitehall, gave its
him we shall return almost immediately. I have

j

name to the gallery. In Walpole’s time this
already alluded to the fusion of the practice of i

picture was in the king’s antechamber at St.
various branches of fine arts by the leading

I

'lames’s, and subsequently at Windsor. Walpole
foreign artists of the close of the fifteenth and

!

engraved an interior of a church with some
commencement of the sixteenth centuries, and I figm'es he regards as intended to represent the
would now especially point attention to it as the

’
f.rfi'naAAY,/^ AVI ^ ...n a.l.ji .,

pu»uo attenujuu lo ic as lUe
transcendent quality which fitted the pioneers of
the revival of art for the task of reformers. In

notable cases this quality extended itself
into the form of all but universality. In the
persona of Leonardo da Vinci and Albert Durer,
tho same habits of profound

2)hilosophic inquiry,
combined with the utmost appreciation of me-
chanical dexterity, existed, and induced their
record of studies in every direction. In the
notebooks of the former, preserved at Paris and
Milan, and in those of the latter in the British
Museum, ample evidence is preserved of the
parallel ardour with which these master-minds
devoted themselves to the study of geometry

;

engineering, both civil and military
j
practical

architecture (Albert Durer’s studies of wooden
roofs ore peculiarly interesting)

; human and
comparative anatomy, physiology, and the
science of the laws of proportion, balance and
movement in all things capable either of setting
themselves in motion, or of being set in motion
by others. Not only their private note-books,
but their published works tell the same tale. To
the attention of the architectural student I would
especially commend Albert Durer’s “Under-
weysung der messung mit dem Zirckel und
Richtscheyt” (Nurg., 1525), and hia “ Etlicbe
Underncht zu Befestigung der stett, Schlosz
and flecken,” a very important essay on fortifi-
cation, containing, amongst other matters, a
Hvely prototype of the circular system which
has been so warmly advocated by our distin-
guished fellow, Mr. Pergueson. It is by no means
foreign to our special subject to observe the skill
attained by such great artists in the science of
attack and defence, as expounded in the ad-
mirably illustrated works of Yalturius and
Yegetius, the text-books of the great Condottieri
of the sixteenth century; since we shall find that
one of the most skilful Italian painters who ever
worked in this country died in the service of
Henry YIII., m the exercise of his duties as
magister tormentorum,’’ or devisor of imple-

ments of war. Vasari’s pleasant chapter on the

•From a paper by Mr. M. Digby Wyatt, read at tie

Ar?St ““’m
Institute of Britub

Architects, held on Monday, the 18th of May.

king’s children, Henry and Elizabeth.
The well-known picture of three children,

generally supposed to pourtray the family of
Henry YII. in the royal collection at Windsor, of
which replicas, attributed to Holbein, exist in
the Wilton and other collections, has been lately
identified on good grounds by Mr. G. Soharf,*
as the original picture referred to in Henry
YIII.’s catalogue as “ item a table, with the
pictures of the three children of the Kynge of
Denmarke, with a curtayne of white and yellow
sareenett paned together,” and in that of King
Charles I. as “ item a Whitehall piece, curiously
painted by Mabusius, wherein two men-children
and one woman-child playing with some oranges
in their hands, by a green table; little half-
length figures upon a board in a wooden frame.”
The best evidence, however, that we possess

in this country of the rare talents of Mabnse,
oonsists in the pand picture at Castle Howard,
which some of my hearers may remember to
have seen when exhibited in London at the
British Institution. This is certainly one of the
most masterly pictures of the early Nether-
landish school in existence. It was originally
painted for the Abbey of Grnmmont, and repre-
sents the worship of the Magi. It is rich in
ornamental and quasi-arohitectural accessories,
and although painted apparently before the visit
to Italy, which made him what Vasari and Sand-
rartf have described him, the artist had evi-
dently emancipated himself from Gothic tram-
mels, and had begnn to emulate the change of
manner effected by his honoured friends and
rivals, Lucas Van Leyden and Albert Durer.
Van Mander, who is the best authority, as the
earliest biographer of Flemish artists, records
only the fact of Mabuse’s visit to this country,
and we are left altogether in the dark as to the'
duration of his visit, and the extent of influence
exorcised by him upon English art. All we can
do is to esteem him as the precursor of the im-

• See his “Eamarks on some Portraits from Windsor
Castle, Hampton Court, and Wilton House.”—Archteo-
logia, vol. sssir. p. 24.5.

t t^*ndrart follows 't asari’s very words iu declaring that
Mabuse was one of the first “historien voil naekender
bilder zu roachen, und oUerley Pootereyen durin zu
setszen.”

, IWICPIJJU UlirlBl-a QiiU tlltllioeia

employed in England during the sixteenth cen-
tury, in an approximation to chronological
sequence, and in the order in which I propose
now to, far too briefly, notice their lives and
works

;
dwelling (as is fitting to an architectural

audtenco) upon those who exercised a direct
influence upon architecture, and passing rapidly

I

over those who practised as painters only.

1. Torrigiano.
2. John Maynard, or Meinert.
3. Benedetto da Rovezzano.
4. Antonio Cavallari.

6.

Tinoont, or Vincenzo, Volpe.
6. Anthony, or Antonio, toto dell h'unciata.
7. Bartholomew, or Bartolomeo Penne.
8. Lucas Caruelii.
9. Nicholas Modena, or Hioola da Modena.

10. Ambrose, painter to the Queen of Navarre.
11 . Theodore Boraardi.
12. Antony Bernardi.
13. Lambert Bernardi.
14. Ellis, or Alice Carmillion, “millyner,” otherwise,

probably Elisa Carmillione, Milaneea.
15. Girolamo da I’revizi.

16. Gerard Horneband.
17. Luke Horneband.
18 . Susanna Horneband.
19. Lavinia Teminok.
20. Katharine Maynors, of Antwerp.
21. Harry Maynert, painter, one of the witnesses Sto

Holbein’s will, 1643.
22. Hana Holbein.
23. Anthony Sueeber, armourer.
24. John of Antwerp?, or Antwerp, goldsmith.
2.5. Jan Mustyan, born at Enguien, arras maker.
26. John de Mayne, seal engraver.
27. Richard Atsyll, stone engraver.
28. John of Padua.
29. Johannns Corvus Flandrus.
30. Gervas Flick, Qerberius Fleeciue, Fliccus, or Fliceiie

“ Germ anus.”
31. Guilim Stretea.
32. Sir Antonio Moore.
33. Joost van Cleef (Zotte).
34. Nicholas Lyzarde, or Nicolo Lizardi, d, 1670
35. Lucas de Ileere, b. 1634, d. 1681.
36. Frederico Zucchero, b. 1643, d. 1609.
37. Cornelius Ketel, b. 1543 d. 1604
38. Mark Garrard, b. 1661, d. 1635.
39. Henry Coruolius Vroom, b. 1566, d. 1610.
40. Petruccio Ubaldini, worked in London, 1665.
41. George Hocfuagel.

It appears that Henry VIII. busied himself in
the first year of his reign with the collection of
information as to the probable cost of the Royal
monument projected by his father, and as to the
moat fitting persons to execute it. A memoran-
dum of this nature, docketed in the king’s own
hand, exists in the Record Office, and has been
printed in Mr. Brewer’s most interesting “ Calen-
dar.” It contains various estimates made by
different artificers, all apparently Englishmen,
excepting John Maynard, the painter, whose real
name seems to have been Hans Meinert. Most of
the persons whose names arc mentioned in this
memorandum were subaequently employed, with
the notable addition of the eminent foreigner to
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whom we shall presently refer, and to whom
probably the design of the whole is due, as well

as the execution of the really artistic portions,

ileritorions in their way as several of these

Enghsh art-workmen may have been, it was but

natural that the king should seek to employ for

the effigy, at least, of his father some one of the

great artists of Italy, whose fume had spread

throughout Europe j
and samples of whose rare

talents had been no doubt brought to this

country by the rich Lombard merchants, and by
the Tenetiaus, whose interest it was at the

commencement of his reign to conciliate the

king’s favour, which they could do in no more
graceful way than by anticipating his artistic

necessities. I have already alluded to Henry’s

accomplishments as a linguist, which no doubt
facilitated his acquisitiou of foreign tastes

—

another of his natural endowments, his love of

and ear for mnsic—should also be noted as a

special bond of sympathy between himself and
his cultivated Italian contemporaries.

The king’s early marriage with Catherine of

Arragon may be regarded as another predispos-

ing cause tending to induce Henry to look

abroad for the highest class of artistic talent.

That he was fortunate in the first great master
upon whom he lighted is proved by the rare

merits of the works of Pietro Torrigiano, which
wo are still fortunate enough to reckon amongst
our national art- treasures.

This distinguished artist, who was born at

Florence in 1-170, was taken whilst a youth into

the academy founded by Lorenzo di Medici the

elder, and directed by Bertholdo, a pupil of

Donatello. Among the students were Buon-
arobti, Bustici, Granacci, Niccolo di Domenico
Sazzi, Lorenzo da Credi, and Giuliano Bugiar-

dini, all Florentines; and Baccio da Monte Lupo,
Andea Coutucci, of Monte San-Sovino, and other

strangers. It was whilst they were fellow stu-

dents here that Torrigiano broke Buonarrotti’s

nose with a stone. Torrigiano described to Cel-

lini how it happened ; and we are told in the

autobiography of the latter that Torrigiano and
Michelangelo were copying Masaccio’s frescoes

at the Church of the Carmine together, and
that the latter so bantered and tormented the

former that, unable to endure it, he gave him
a violent blow on the nose, which he would
bear the mark of to the day of his death. Vasari

says, however, that Torrigiano hated Michel-

angelo, and was constantly seeking to injure

him because Michelangelo was superior to him.
Whether that was the case or not, Lorenzo di

Medici was so incensed against Torrigiano

that, if he had not fied from Florence, he would
have been heavily punished. The Pope Alex-

ander VI. employed him, on his arrival in

Rome, on the stucco-work of that part of the

Vatican called the Torre Borgia
;
but, being at-

tracted by the pay and spoil of the soldiers under
the Duke of Valentinois (the Pope’s son), then
in the Romagna, Torrigiano gave np his work,
joined the army, and comported himself bravely.

He then followed Paolo Vitelli in the war against

Pisa, and was with Piero di Medici at the ac-

tion on the Garigliano, where he obtained a
pair of colours and the reputation of a brave
ensign. Disappointed, however, in obtaining

the grade of captain, he returned to his art, and
prepared various small figures in bronze and
marble, which ho sold to Florentine merchants,
together with numerous drawings, all of which
Vasari praises for “ good manner ” and great

boldness of execution. The merchants above-

mentioned invited Ton-igiano to proceed to

England, where, Vasari tells us, and we shall

presently see, that he executed many works.
‘And now,” says his biographer, “did Toni-
giano receive so many rewards and was so

largely remunerated that, had he not been a
most violent, reckless, and ill-conducted person,

he might there have lived a life of ease, and
brought his days to a quiet close.” We have
no knowledge of his reckless or violent conduct
in England, nor in Art is it probable that he bad
a rival

;
still he left England for Spain, after

having executed the monument to Henry VII.

In Spain he executed various works, and gained

great reputation
;

but, quarrelling with the

Duke d’Arcos, to whom he had sold a statue of

the Virgin, ho broke it to pieces with a hammer.
This want of reverence, either for what was
“ sw pecado concebida," or, for what was almost
equally venerated in Spain, a “grandee,” and
perhaps his long stay in apostate England, in-

duced the Inquisition to arrest and imprison
him

; in the prisons of which anti-reforming
institution, at Seville, through indignation and
grief, he is averred to have starved himself to

death, in 1522, but in which it is more probable

he suffered that fate which the nature of his

accusers would indicate as probable. Over the

door of the Sala Capitular, Granada, is a
“ Charity,” by Torrigiano, executed as a sample
of his talent, when ho was at Granada, com-
peting for “ The Sepulchre of the Catholic

Sovereigns,” which was finally executed by
Peralta, of Genoa.

I have not interrupted this hasty narrative

of Torrigiano’s chequered life by dwelling spe-

cially upon the circumstances of his engage-

ments and works in this country, but as that is

what primarily interests ns, I proceed to allude

to them now. Vasari tells us that Pietro made
little figures of marble and bronze for certain

Florentine merchants, by whom it is highly pro-

bable that some specimens of his handicraft

were forwarded to the branches of their firm

settled at London. Amongst such merchants
the great firm of the “ Bardi ” stands conspicu-

ous; and the entry found by Vertue amongst
the records of the Court of Requests, of a cause

tried in 1518 before the Council at the Palace of

Greenwich, and in which the great sculptor ap-

peared as one of the witnesses, is interesting

as identifying the connexion which existed be-

tween him and Pietro di Bardi and Bernardo

Cavalcanti, between whom rested the cause of

strife. Vasari’s words as to the fact that Torri-

giano was not only invited, but brought (eon-

dutto) to this country by the Florentine mer-
chants for whom he had worked at Florence,

are precise
; nor can we doubt that he was hired

for the express object of executing works for the

king, since be began to work for him imme-
diately upon his arrival in this country (in 1515

probably), and one work only of his is extant in

this country which was not executed, either

directly or indirectly, for the Crown. Where,
alas ! are the “ injinite cose di marmo, di bronzo,

e di legno,” which Vasari tells us he wrought
while in the service of “that king,” in competi-

tion with natives of this country, “ to all of

whom he was superior” ?

The original agreement into which he entered

for the execution of the monument to King
Henry VII. and his queen with the executors of

that monarch, is given at full length in Acker-
mann’s “Westminster Abbey” (vol. ii. pp. 140

to 143). It bears date A.D. 1516, and is a most
interesting document. He mnst have worked
with rare diligence, for Stowe tells us that the

tomb was finished in 1519. To describe such a

monument here would of course be superfiaous.

All must alike have recognised how entirely un-

like it must have been to anything done in this

country before its erection. It struck, as it

were, a key-note of an absolutely fresh pitch,

and produced a “great sensation” far and wide

upon all who saw or heard of its grandeur. I

am happy to have been able to procure an excel-

lent cast from it for the Crystal Palace, in which,

from the modelshaving been gilt, as the original

was, and from its being freed from the fine Gothic

screen which surronnds the original, the merits

of Toirigiano’s work may perhaps be even better

studied than in the original. To bring the de-

tails as to architectural style under the reader’s

notice, I reproduce Cottiugham’s view of one

end of this monument. His success in this

work led to the same artist’s employment to
,

execute the monument to Margaret Countess of

Richmond, the mother of Henry VII., the great

foundress of, and benefactress to, several of onr

collegiate institutions. To me, I must confess,

this effigy in bronze has always appeared supe-

rior to those of either Henry VII. or Elizabeth

of York. I am obliged, therefore, to differ alto-

gether from Dr. Waagen, who, strangely enough,

remarks that it is “ so far of inferior merit as

that the head and hands were merely casts from
moulds taken from nature.” That the artist

may have been assisted by such casts is possible,

but, to those who know well what post-mortem
casts look like, the difference between the hea-

venly resignation and sentiment of the Coun-
tess’s head and hands and the rigidity of expres-

sion never wanting in casts taken from corpses

must bo at once apparent. The very perfection

of style with which the bronze is wronght, its

surface, and the beautiful modelling of the dra-

pery might, I think, have redeemed Torrigiano

from such an insinnation.

The one other monument we still possess,

either from the band of Torrigiano or from that

of Benedetto da Rovezzano, but most likely the

former, too little known for its rare merit, is in

terra-cotta, coloured most tastefully and skil-

fully. It is in the chapel of the Rolls Court in

Chancery-lane, and commemorates Dr. John

Young, Master of the Rolls in the reign oi

Henry VIII. He lies, supine, with crossed

hands, and wears a moat dignified expression on
his countenance, which is modelled in masterly

style. Id a recess above bis effigy is a head of

Christ, in the centre, and on each side an angel’s

head, in high relief. Even in Italy I know no
finer coloured terra-cotta head than that of the

Christ. The architectural members of the monu-
ment are of the purest cinque-cento, and, on the

whole, the monument to Dr. John Young is one

of the finest objects of Renaissance art in the

world. Would it were more seen. I naturally

endeavoured to get casts, so as to reproduce it in

facsimile at Sydenham, but am bound to admit

the reasonableness of the pleas upon which the

then Master of the Rolls rested his unwillingness

to grant my prayer. At Strawberry Hill was a

model in stone of the head of Henry VII. in the

agony of death. It is in the great style of

Raffaelle and Michelangelo, and worthy of either.

It may fairly be assumed to have been a study

executed by Torrigiano to show his capacity for

executing the work—his trial-piece, in fact. It

is engraved in Carter’s “ Ancient Painting and
Sculpture.” The question has occasionally been
asked whether Torrigiano had anything to do

with the stone statues in Henry VII.’s Chapel at

Westminster. No one can, I think, believe that

he bad. We are, indeed, told that Robert

Vertue, Robert Jennings, and John Lebons were

the master masons, and they were very probably

some of those maestri di quel jpaese, alluded to

by Vasari, to whom Torrigiano “ showed himself

BO superior.”

That the king was pleased with Torrigiano’s

work is proved by the fact of his going so far as

to sanction the preparation of a draft agree-

ment with Toryaany, as he is called, for the

erection of a monument to himself and Queen

Catherine, at a cost of 2,0001. This draft agree-

ment, dated in 1518, was found in the Chapter-

house at Westminster, amongst the papers of

Cardinal Wolsey, and has been printed in the

“Archaiologia” (vol. xvi. p. 84). Why this

agreement was never carried out does not

appear
j

bat, since both Vasari and Cellini

agree in describing Torrigiano as a proud,

passionate, intractable, and foolish man, as well

as a capital artist, it is probable that the fault

was his own, and that he quarrelled with those

“ bestie di quelli Inglesi,” as he never weai'ied of

describing our countrymen to Cellini. Torri-

giano visited Florence jnst about the date of this

draft, for the purpose of engaging assistance for

this very work
;
for Benvenuto, in his Life, says

that Torrigiano expressly told him that he had

to execute a great work, aZ mio Re, consisting

of, or at any rate involving, grand opere di

bronzo. Cellini did not like Torrigiano’s manners,

and declined to go to England with him, which
perhaps helped to disgust the former with his

commission : anyhow, the affair went off.

The only foreigner who appears to have

worked with Torrigiano was the painter, John
Maynard, or Meinert, of whom little is known
save that he was so employed, and that he was
probably a relative of a certain Harry Maynert,

painter, “of Antwerp,” who appears as one of

the witnesses to Holbein’s will.

This, however, was but an accidental circum-

stance, for Henry’s taste for foreign fashions

was carried into every branch of his establish-

ment, from his serjeant-painters, architects,

sculptors, and masters of engineering and music,

to his cooks and grooms.

The patronage thus afforded to foreigners of

all kinds, did not fail to excite bitter jealousy

and enmity on the part of the city of London;

and ultimately, on the “ evil May-day ” of 1517,

the rising took place which had for its object to

cut to pieces all the strangers in Loudon, in

number from 6,000 to 7,000. There seems little

doubt, indeed, that several of the celebrated

seventy-eight “faults and abases of religion”

complained of in the protestation of the clergy

of the Lower House, presented to Henry in 1536,

derived particular " gravamen ” and unction from

jealousy of foreign practice. The musical

novelties sanctioned by the King in his private

chapel gave great offence in the Church; and

but for his protection of Italian, versus English,

composers and organ-players, he might never

have been told by his clergy that, “ synging and

saying of mass mattins, or evensongs, is but

rorying, howling, wbistelyng, mummying, con-

jurying, and jogeling; and the playing at the

organys a foolish vanity.”

Warned, perhaps, by the temper shown on
“ evil May-day,” Wolsey seems to have hesitated

about entrusting the design of his palaces at
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SaoiptoD Coart and York-placs to foreignors;
and, as far as internal evidence may be trusted,
those buildings would appear to have been based
altogether on English models. Hangings and
furniture he purchased largely on the Continent,
and thereby tended to introdnce new types of
ornament and art-manufactures into this country,
which of course re-acted upon the style of
national architecture. The only decided evi-
dence of Italian art of the sixteenth century
Hampton Court still shows, consists in the terra
cotta roundels, with busts of Hadrian and Traian
built into the towers of the eastern gateway of
Wolsey’s first Court, and others of the same kind
in the adjoining Court. These have been attri-
buted to Luca della Kobbia, and are said by Mr.
Cole (Felix Summerley) to have been given to
the cardinal by Loo X. As they are by no
means like della Eobbia’s work, I doubt the first
assertion, and I am inclined to doubt the second,
partly because Leo X. was no great patron of
della Kobbia’s, partly because as gifts they would
be scarcely valuable enough, and partly because
other similar roundels and terra cottas exist in
contemporary buildings in this country, as,
notably, in the courtyard of St. Donat’s Castle,
Glamorganshire, one of which I engrave. Of
those which once abounded in this country in
Henry VIII.’s possession, and have perished, we
are fortunately provided with sufficiently de-
tailed descriptions to enable us to form a good
idea of their general character.
We are indebted to Mr. Wornnm for having

printed, in the Appendix to his excellent
*'^count of the life and works of Hans Hol-
bein,” copious extracts from the inventory of
art " properties ” preserved in the Palace of
Whitehall, in the year 1547. Other extracts had
been printed previously by Mr. Cole, Mr. Waring,
&c. Amongst those entries are many which
illustrate the general state of such contemporary—as that patronised by the Cardinal at
Hampton Court and elsewhere—very curiously.
In the fijrst place, there is to be noted the fact
that what are called “ pictures ” appear to be
bas-reliefs coloured, and more or less gilt, and
made either of “ erthe,” i.a., majolica (as the
roundels), or of black “towohe,” or touch stone.
In the second place, what we now call pictures
are all called ” tables

;
” and this title is adopted

whether the “table” be an ordinary painting on
wood or canvas, an alto relievo in alabaster or
wood, a hanging in needlework, a plaque in
enamel, a slab of marqueterie, or a specimen of
glass-painting. The subjects of the “tables”
are, with few exceptions, either portraits or
ecclesiastical and devotional themes. In one or
two instances only do “ histories,” taken from
Ovid and other authors so popular with the
masters of the early Italian Renaissance, make
their appearance; and even in those rare in-
stances they seem scarcely yet naturalised and
at their ease, as witness the “ stained cloth with
Phcebus riding in his cart in the air with th’
history of him.” Some of the pictures “ made
of erthe,” may very probably have been the pro-
ductions of Italians either in the king’s or in bis
minister a employ, as they certainly executed
Buch works in their own country, and there is
no reason why they should not have done so
here also.

It was in his noble palaces of Tork-place and
Hampton Court, furnished with all the sumptuous
hangings and adornments which he never seemed
tired of seeking for abroad, that the great cardinal
kept the high state and magnificence described
by Cavendish, which was admired of all foreign-
ers, and was even more royal than that main-
tained by his proud master. Thus sings old
Skelton

:

“ The Kynge’s Coorte
Should hare the excellence
But Hampton Court
Hath the pre-emjnonce

:

And Torke's Place,
With my Lorde’s grace.
To whose magnifyoence
Is all the conflewence."

Probably Benedetto da Eovezzano and other
Italians in Wolsey’s service contributed to pro-
duce this stately “ magnifyoence,” which was so
well understood and methodised in Italy through
men like Bernardo Castiglione, author of the
“ CortigianOj” and was maintained with great
punctilio in the Court of Rome

; which was, no
doubt, the great model followed by one, the
“ ultima Thule,” of whose ambition was to occqdv
the chair of St. Peter.

In the pages of Vasari is to be found the bio-
graphy of the eminent artist last mentioned,
and it is unnecessary, therefore, to do more
here than note that Rovezzano’s works at

Florence, executed before he was tempted to
enter the Cardinal’s service, had earned for him
a first-rate reputation. Those works combined
architecture and sculpture

; and prominently
amongst them are to be remembered the chapel
and shrine for the relics of San Giovanni Gual-
berto, proposed to be attached to the Church of
Santa Trinita at Florence. The chapel which
was added to St. George’s Chapel at Windsor by
the Cardinal, I need scarcely remind you, was
intended to contain his tomb and monument,
and it was to execute this work that Benedetto
da Rovozzano was specially retained. He was
assisted by Antonio Cavallari, and probably
other foreigners

; and worked, as we are told by
Lord Herbert, from about 1524 to 1529. “ The
design whereof (he adds) was so glorious that it
exceeded far that of Henry VII.” After spend-
ing 4,250 ducats upon it, the Cardinal fell under
the displeasure of the King, who, seizing upon
his subject’s palaces and other property, left
him not even the poor “simulacra” he had
destined to commemorate his unprecedented
grandeur.

After the Cardinal’s fall, he wrote from York,
asking the King to let him have his own figure
for his tomb at York, with “ such parts of his
tomb as shall please the King.” He also be-
seeched the King to send Anthony Cavallari, the
gilder of the tomb, back to Antwerp, and to
permit “ Benedict, the carver,” to return to
Italy. The King did neither, but used up the
materials for his own tomb.
The services of Rovezzano were transferred

from the Cardinal to the King, who endeavoured
to adapt much of the work which had been done
for Wolsey for his own monument. This, accord-
ing to Nicholas Charles (Lancaster Herald), who
left behind him the manuscript description of
“ The manner of the Tombe to be made for the
King’s Grace at Windsor,” printed in Speed’s
“History of Britain” (p. 1083), was to be
mainly of copper gilt. Upon two separate altars,
or table-tombs of touchstone, the figures of
Henry VIII. and his Queen, Jane Seymour, were
intended to lie recumbent in their Royal habits,
“ not as death, but as sleeping,” and of the size
of a man and woman, with two angels at the
head of each. “ Upon a high basement between
them, upon which shall be the history of St.
George embossed, shall stand the King on horse-
back in full armour, of the stature of a goodly
man, and a largo horse. Over all, the Image of
God the Father, holding the King’s soul in His
left hand, and His right hand extended in the
act of benediction. 'Thirteen prophets and four
saints, all 5 ft. high, and between each pillars of
serpentine marble. The amount of the carvings—133 statues, and 44 stories, or bas-reliefs.”
Dallaway observes that :

“ In Henry VIII.’s will
(dated 1546) this tomb is specified as ‘an
honourable tomb for our bones to rest in, which
is well onward, and almost made therefore
already.’ ” Had but the King’s successors com-
pleted what was “ so well onward,” England
might have now to boast a Royal monument,
before which those of the Abbaye of St. Denis
might “pale their ineffectual fires.” The bulk
of what was done must have been very great,
since the metal melted down and sold by the
Parliament Commissioners fetched 6202. I am
inclined to fancy it possible that the beautiful
statuette of St. George and the Dragon belong-
ing to Mr. Louis Hutb, which I have engraved,
may have been a study for an equestrian group
for this monument, superseded by the equestrian
statue of Henry, above described.
Poor Benedetto’s eyes were injured by working

in the King’s foundry, and he at length returned
home rich

;
but doomed speedily to lose vision

altogether (in 1550), and to die shortly after-
wards. Of his fellow workman, Cavallari, we
lose sight after the period of Wolsey’s disgrace.
For a notice of the next artist upon our list,

Vincent or Vincenzo Volpe, I am indebted to Mr.
Gongh NioholTs admirable essay “ On the Con-
temporaries and Successors of Holbein,” printed
in the 39th volume of the “ Archmologia.”
After giving extracts from records proving
Volpe’s employment by the King in various
branches of decorative painting, from 1514 to
1530, Mr. Nicholl adds :

“ I think it by no
means improbable that Vincent Volpe may have
been the painter of some of those curious mili-
tary pictures, something between plans and
bird’s-eye views, that are still to be seen on the
walls of Hampton Court. That he was an
eminent artist is praved by the fact of his
receiving wages equal to two-thirda of those
paid to Holbein. Volpe is one of the very few
eminent foreigners of this period who seem to

have escaped the notice of Virtue, Walpole, and
Dallaw’ay, to whom Englishmen have reason to
feel deeply indebted for the preservation of so
much relating to the history of art in this
country, in every way worthy to be had in
remembrance.*

GHOSTS IN PICCADILLY.
“To he told.ihehandiome 'Entrance Qaiev:ay and admired

Advx
Colonitadei at Burlington Moute,"—

“ Cabman, leave me here a little, while as yet ’tis early
morn, •'

At this mansion old and famous, I will rest and yiewthe
form.

'Tis the place, and all around it, as of old, the shadows

“ Stalwart porter, looting gloomy, reclining at the

Dost muse npon the old time, or the future contem-
plate ?’*

The source of all my misery’s to guard a house that’s
haunted

By the ghosts of the departed, who at eve when I’m a
napping,

At my door and at my casement continually are
rapping.

Jostling, pushing, quick they enter, for they’re all in
wondrous haste.

To revisit soeaea so pleasant, where they met the ‘ Man
of Taste.’

With swords, gold lace, and ruffles, and their coats of
brilliant hue.

They lounge about the courtyard—a strange and motley
crew. •'

There s Pope, the Wasp of Twickenham, with Arbuthnot
and Gay,

Bygone times and scenes recalling as arm-in-arm they
stray. •'

Of Handel—mighty master—of his sad and solenm
strain,

Elysian transport to their souls—it thrill'd through
every vein.

Of ‘Burlington's fair palace,’ and its famed ‘delicioufl
meal,’

Horace Walpole, smiling blandly, vows ‘The colonnade,
80 bright.

Was the handiwork of fairies, and they built it in a
night.'

Swilt, who’s rather surly, says, ‘Manners put it up for
sale,

Of its graceful form and beauty, and declared ’twould
be a scandal

To destroy of Art a monument—he’d believe it of a
Vandal.’

That reminds them of the mansion with a smoko-
begrimed wall.

Until Chanticleer, he crows, they vanish somewhat
flutter’d.

And round about the gateway a chorus loud is utter’d

:

‘O Sydney Smirks and Barry I 0 Banks and Ferine*
thorns

!

A worthy task’s before ye, to excel its present form.’

"

x.t

ON TRAPS FOR HOUSE-DRAINS AND
GULLIES.

Tee object of trapping house-drains and
gullies is to prevent the foul air engendered in
the sewers ^and drains from escaping into the
honees and streets. The traps used for this
purpose are of two kinds—namely, flap-traps
and syphon-traps. The original flap-trap was
similar to the old sluice-valve, and consisted of
a door of wood or iron, fitted into a rabbeted
frame, and hinged at top. The original syphon-
trap consisted of a square brick box, with a
stone placed on edge across the centre, and dip*
ping 2 in. or 3 in. below the bottom of the drain.
This was called the “ bricklayers’ trap.” The
flap-traps and syphon-traps so made were
formerly used, either separately or in combina-
tion, for trapping the house-drains. The flaps
were hung sometimes under the inlets, but
chiefly on the outlets

; while the syphons were
placed under the inlets, and on the lines of
the drains, with flaps in addition at the outlets.
The gullies were trapped by fixing flaps only on
the ends of the drains in the sewers. The traps
DOW employed for trapping house-drains and
gullies are made on the principle of the old wood
flap, on that of the old brick box with a dip-
stone, and by a combination of both; and the
practice is to place the syphons under the inlets,

and to hang the flaps on the outlets as hereto-
fore.

• To be continued. t A. J. Bereaford Hope, M.P,
t This ia stolen very freely, you will perceive, from

Tennyson, Pope, and Gay :_8o, although I sign myself very
r>n/.o recognise in me

A Plaqiabx,

reapectfoUy yours, you will at o
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The flap-trap now in nse consists of a
galvanised iron disc, hnng by shackles at top
to, and covering a roniid hole, in a block of
stoneware. This is known as the “ block-flap.”

The same flap is also similarly hung on the end
of a short length of stoneware pipe. There is a
raised rim round the face of the block, and also

round the end of the pipe, with a corresponding
rira round the back of the flap. In the best
made traps these rims are ground so as to form
air-tight seats for the flaps. Many traps, how-
ever, are made with the rims nngronnd. The
action of this trap is very unsatisfactory. It is

operative only while the flap is closed on its seat,

and inoperative each time the flap is forced open
by the drainage behind it endeavouring to escape.
Its action, therefore, is intermittent. Moreover,
while the flap is closed it not only checks the
flow of the drainage, bnt the obstruction it pre-
sents often causes the drain to choke. Fre-
quently bits of stick and rags get between the
flap and its seat, and block it open permanently;
and some of the flaps become furred and eaten
through, or stick fast, by oxidation. While,
therefore, the flap is thus kept open, and each
time that it is opened by the pressure of the
drainage behind it, the sewer-air rnshes up the
drain and escapes into the house. How often
have sickness and death resulted from this cause ?

The flap-trap, therefore, whether used separately,
or in combination with the syphon, is not only
worse than useless, but positively mischievous,
and shonld be abolished. This evil was pointed
out by the writer, in the Builder, many years ago.
It, however, is almost as great as ever. There
are also a vest nnmber of drains the outlets of
which are not trapped at all, and up which the
sewer-air is continually escaping into the bouses.
These drains are, of course, as bad or worse, in
this respect, than those which are supposed to

i

be trapped.
|

The syphon-trap now in nse consists of a stone-
j

ware pipe bent longitudinally. The upper part I

of the bend in the centre dips one or two inches
i

below a straight line drawn from the bottom
of the pipe at the ends, or below the outlet. The

;

water occupying the cavity formed by the bend,
together with the part of the pipe dipping below
the surface of the water, produces the trap.
While, therefore, the water in the bend prevents
the sewer-air from escaping into the drain, and
thence into the external atmosphere, it permits
the free discharge of the drainage through it at
all times without nnsealing the trap. The trap
is stagnant only for a short time, because the

;

drainage coming down the drain displaces that
in the trap. This trap is always in operation,
both as a trap and a drain; and therefore it

only should be need for trapping house-drains
and gullies. The common “ bell-traps,” and all

other traps in which there are partitions dipping
into water in bends below the outlets of the
traps, are only varied forms of what is called
the “syphon-trap.”
The question has often been asked whether

honae-drains should be trapped at the outlets in
the sewers as well as at the inlets in the houses.
To this it may be replied that, inasmuch as the
sewers are partly ventilated by the house-drains,
there can be no doubt that, for the sake of health
and comfort, air commnnication between the
sewers and the honses should be cut off as
effectually as possible. It has also been re-
marked that “ if the drains are trapped at the
outlets as well as at the inlets, how is the foul
air engendered in the drains themselves to be
got rid of, seeing that when the closets are
opened, or water is poured down the inlets,
the drain - air would escape into the
bouses at those points the same as at pre-
sent?” To this it may also bo replied
that the remedy is both easy and simple: thus,
let it be insisted on as part of the construction of
the drain that a ventilating-pipe shall be carried
from or near to the highest part of the drain to
the top of the house, and there communicate
with the atmosphere. The air passing through
the closets and inlets, each time water is poured
down them, would expel the drain-air, which
would escape by the ventilating-pipe. In the
event of the dranght being the reverse way,
which doubtless would be the case in some in-
stances, it would be considerably less objection,
able to receive atmospheric air into the bouse
by this means than sewer-air as at present.
The closet soil-pipe, and also the rain-pipe,
afi'ord a ready means of accomplishing this very
necessary improvement in house-drainage. The
soil and rain pipes should be untrapped at bot-
torn, continued to the tops of the bouses, and
covered with gratings. The joints of the rain-

pipes shonld bo filled with cement, so that air
may not escape at those places. The writer has
adopted this plan in many instances, with suc-
cessful and benefloial results. He would there-
fore recommend that all house-drains should be
effectually trapped, by syphon-traps or otherwise,
at the outlets of the drains in the sewers, or as
near to the sewers as is practicable; and that
from or near to the highest point of the drain a
ventilating pipe shonld he carried to the top of
the house, so as to discharge the drain-air at the
least objectionable point. The Metropolitan
Board, and the local Boards and vestries, have
the power to order this improvement to be car-

ried ont.

Formerly the sewers, after they were cleansed
by hand labour and cartage, accumnlated deposit
until it was necessary to repeat the process again
and again. Cleansing the sewers by flashing is

a similar palliative. The truth is, that resorting
to flushing for beeping the sewers clean is a
proof that the channels are too large and too
wide, and that such sewers are little better than
common cesspools. The motion of a stream is

prodnced by one end of its bed or its surface
being lower than the other, that is, by the force
of gravity; and the velocity varies with the dif-

ference in the forms and areas of the transverse
sections, it being least where the sections are
shallow and wide, and greatest where they are
deep and narrow. The discharges are equal
through the various sections. From this it will

be seen that the utmost impelling power is pro-
duced in a deep narrow section where the velo-

city is quickest. When, therefore, it is considered
that tho removal of decomposing matter from
houses and towns is dependent on the water dis-

charged with tho matter into the drains and
sewers, it is evident that the channels should be
made narrow and smooth in order that the im-
pelling power of the watermay not bo lost. That

'

portion of the matter which is of less specific i

gravity than the water will float, and be carried
away by the current, however slnggiah it may
be

;
while that portion which is heavier will

;

deposit, if the force of the current be insufficient
j

to urge it forward. The maintaining power is
j

proportional to the fall, bnt the impeding influ-
j

ence depends on the extent of the bed in contact
j

with the current compared with its volume. In
.

wide-bottomed sewers, therefore, the impulsion !

of the flow is weakened to such an extent that I

the heavier matter always deposits, but by nar-

1

rowing the channels to a minimum tho flow is
|

augmented sufficiently to prevent deposit. The '

writer found, from observation and experiment
!

in the sewers, that when the currents glided '

from to 2 miles per hour, the velocity was '

ample to cut through and remove deposit, and
also to carry away coarse sand and gravel. He
is confident, therefore, that if the drainage from
the honses were to be collected into narrow and
smooth channels, the currents would be suf-

ficiently powerful to keep tho greater number
of the sewers in the metropolis free from de-
composing deposit without flushing. Had the
money, which has been expended in flushing,
been judiciously applied in rectifying the chan-
nels, the sewers would now be self-cleansing.

Going on, therefore, with tho method of flusbiog
is merely wasting the ratepayers' money. All
that is necessary to be done to make those sewers
self-cleansing which are now obliged to be flushed
is “ to bed stoneware channel tiles along the
inverts, and to fill np the sides with concrete,”
sloping to the channels, and to continue the out-
lets of the house-drains and gullies into them
with stoneware pipes and syphon-traps. This
simple plan was proposed by the writer
twenty-one years ago, and is to be seen in

his evidence before the Metropolitan Sanitary
Commission, 1847. Here is the germ or origin
of the “concrete sewer.” Large-sized “cement
concrete pipes” were also made and laid, under
the direction of the writer, in the open sewers
in tho Surrey and Kent district in 1818 or 18-49.

In some of the old flat-bottomed sewers, and
in others where the levels aro defective, the
inverts shonld be taken ont and new ones formed,
to improved levels, with stoneware blocks and
Portland cement concrete, or brickwork in ce-
ment, underpinning the sidewalls. Either of
the suggest^ plana would almost supersede
flushing, and be found cheap and efficient.

Some years ago it was considered that, if the
sewers could be kept free from decaying matter
by flushing or otherwise, no fonl aJr would be
engendered within them, find no special means
would be required for ventilating them. Dr.
Arnott, however, said, what is the fact, that
nothing can prevent the sewers from being

filled with offensive effluvia, even if there be a
good declivity and a rapid current. Flushing
might lessen the quantity of impure air, bnt
would not free the town from the amount.” The
truth is, that sewage matter, while it is pass-
ing along the sewers, continually evolves
hydrogen and carbonic acid gases. Henoe the
necessity for an effectual system of ventilation.

The sewers are now ventilated partly by
the honse-drains, partly by the gullies, and
partly by the air-shafts in the middle of the
streets. To allow the house-drains, or even the
gullies, near to the houses, to be used for this

purpose is a palpable mistake. Every house-
drain and street-gully in tho metropolis should
be effectually trapped by syphon traps, both at

the outlets iu the sewers and at the inlets in the
houses and streets. The sewers might be venti-
lated by one or all of the following processes
By air-shafts in the middle of the streets, as at
present; by jets of water falling down the air-

shafts; by jets of gas in the air-shafts con-
tinually burning over or under gratings or cul-

lenders containing dry chemical componnds; by
pipes connected with the crowns of the sewers
and carried up the sides of public buildings or the
flank walls of houses

; by lofty chimneys, or posta
in the centre of public urinals, into which tho
impure air might be drawn by fires or fans, and
there heated and burned. A redaction in the
death-rate of the metropolis would result from
the adoption of the above suggestions.

Tho most practical and efficient method of
ventilation would appear to be that by distinct
systems of downcast and upcast shafts. Divid-
ing the metropolis into certain ventilating areas
or districts, the existing air-shafts in each dis-

trict would serve as downcast shafts j and, at a
suitable situation on the line of a sewer in the
district, a pair of air-ducts shonld be formed
bending upwards from the crown of the sewer
to the surface, and then bending over and down-
wards through a fire-chamber placed under the
junction of the air-ducts, with a horizontal pas-
sage leading from the ash-bole to the npeast
shaft. By this method air near the surface of
the streets would be drawn down the air-shafts j

and, with the foul air engendered in the sewers,
would be drawn ont of them and pass through
the furnace downwards. Thus the sewer-air and
the fuel-smoke would be burnt or consumed by
the fire

; the sewer-air, with the prodncts of
combnstion, would together pass into the atmo-
sphere at a high level almost clear and invisible;

and the air-passage between the fire and the
upcast shaft, and the upcast shaft itself, would
never become coated with soot. The supply of

fuel to the furnace, and the discharge of ashes
from the ash-hole, would be by self-acting appli-
ances. All the sewers in each ventilating dis-

trict, which do not now communicate with each
other, should be made to do so : then the foul air

in all the sowers would bo drawn off and burnt.
JOHX PniLLIPS.

WHERE ARE WE GOING TO ?

Such is the title of a popular religious tract;

the intention of its author has evidently been to
arouse serious reflection as to what sort of life

we ore leading, and where it will probably land
us. I wish some able band would write a
“ Where are we going to ? ” in the matter of our
commercial interests. It is a very seriona
question, and there are very many reflecting

minds struck with the idea that we are going
anywhere but to prosperity and settled com-
mercial progress—in fact, that we are going to

—

.the dogs. Not to allow this much, we may at
the same time admit that there are serions signs

of the times not to bo mistaken. Note the state

of public credit as represented by the various
financial or speculating comfyanies ;

mark the
low ebb of morality to which trading is reduced;
observe the shameless impudence of fraudulent

bankrupts, and the almost universal corruption

and misrepresentation (may we say fraud) con-
nected with the reports and accounts of many of

the recently-started limited companies. Worse,
far woi'se, than all, see the deep-seated principle

of antagonism which exists betwixt the vital ele-

ments of all national prceperity, namely, capital

and labonr. Crimes of the most revolting and
inhuman character have been committed and ap-

proved by British workmen in the interests and
by the instigation of their trade unions. Where
are we going to ? What mania is it that has
seized the minds of onr operatives, and is ever
urging them to demand more pay and less work.
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and to enforce these demands by tyrannical and
unjust regulations (called club rules), and by
inhuman cruelties towards their fellow-men ?

That the workman should receive fair remu-
neration for his labour, and that the duration of

it should not extend beyond such reasonable
limits as will allow him time for rest and re-

creation, mental and physical, is most proper,

and every right-minded man will assist in bring-

ing about such a consummation
;
but when the

demands for pay are out of proportion to the
work done, and to the masters’ legitimate and
reasonable profit thereon, when the fictitious

advances so enforced are swallowed up in the
increased price of all necessaries, created by
this very means of everybody “ asking for

more,”—then there is at the root of the whole
matter a principle unsound and dangerous, and
which may fairly lead to the question, “ Where
are we going to ?”

Reader, come with me a little while, and I

will show you where we are going. It is a bright
spring morning

;
the air is sweet and pure, and

iP i.1 L. j ,1. .1 1

her hero in this fever prison ?
" Does he

drink?” I asked.—“No.” “Is ho idle?”

—

“No.” “Is ho cruel?”—“No; but,” said she,

with upturned eyes and a sort of heroic suffering
smile, “ he is on strike.”

Poor innocent sufferers
! you may thank the

Trades Dnion for that idea of liberty which
denies to your bread-winner the right to labour
where, and how, and for how much he pleases ;

which places his impulsive industry on a level

with the sluggish drone
; which sinks all his

desires to rise, and keeps him weighted down to

the club-level; which checks and finally destroys
every aspiration after preferment

;
which keeps

would save a deal of money. Acting on this
principle he had drawn up a scheme, which he
read, and wherein he advocated that all water,
closet and sink drainage should be taken into
cesspools,—a very doubtful scheme. A commu-
nication was received from Messrs. Grover &
Wragge, of London, engineers, suggesting a
plan of drainage, with two sets of pipes in the
same excavation, one for rainfall and the other
for sewage. Ultimately, a committee was ap.
pointed to consider the whole subject of drainage
for the district.

Northvnch .—The Rivers Pollution Commission
have visited Northwioh, and were about to pro*

him, against his better nature and bis free will, I ceed to Congleton, after making preliminary in-
one of a dissipated gang, at enmity with his

|

quiries. In course of a conversation with tho
employers

;
which robs his wife and child of local authorities, Mr. Williams made a ourious

their needful support and their wonted cottage ' statement, that Northwich was fast going down

;

comforts; and which may, and often does, lead and if the streets sunk at their present rate by
a man to confirmed habits of indifference, and

,

Mr. Harrison’s old shop, in loss than five years
r j.-— ;— i..- town would be under the level of the Weaver.

Leamington .—Tho local Board of Health have

finally of dissipation.

Meanwhile, the world wags on somehow or „

. .
- . .

other, and does not sink under its sense of the
[

held a special meeting, with closed doors, to dis-
it seems as if the restored strength and renewed want of the confreres at the Jolly Wagoners.

1
cuss a communication received from Mr. Thomas

activity of nature imparted some of its elasticity
j

The master contends and struggles on as well
j

Heath, of Myton Grange, the plaintiff in the
to ns, we feel eager for our appointed tasks,

j

as he can against his two enemies,—his own , recent Chancery proceedings. It will be recol-
professional or otherwise. We see before us a

|

workpeople and competition
;
and whilst our i lected that the sewage of Leamington is deodo-

hard day s work, and we rejoice in it, as we feel i hero is leaning idly against the well-greased ! rised by the lime process, and the effluent water
the active pulses beat, and as we breathe the

j

door-jambs of the Jolly Waggoners, ship-loads of is discharged into the River Learn, a short dis-
soft, pure, cool air. It is ten o’clock. Here, in

j

rolled iron, and ready-made joiners’ work, and
!
tance above its confluence with the Avon. Mr.

a dingy back street, I take you past the “ Jolly
j

other like things, come rolling in from abroad,
|

Heath resides on the banks of the Avon, and
Waggoners, around the doors of which are

,

and he sees his bread taken from him and his,
|

about four years ago instituted proceedings in
grouped men of all ages, wcaringthe well-known and given to strangers

;
until at last, reduced to

j

Chancery against the Leamington Local Board
dress of English mechanics. They seem listless

|

want and driven to desperation, he and some ' for polluting that river and the Learn with tho
and weary

;
not a few are under the influence of

“ beer and baccy.” Some of them, as they idly
lean against the door-post of the rendezvous seem,
one could suppose, ashamed of their position.
From the open window of the “ front par-
lour” there arises a din of voices engaged in
controversy, and a stream of tobacco-smoke
issues in graceful curls into the street. These,
dear reader, are the noble British workmen, and
at the Jolly Waggoners is their club-room

;
here

they have come day by day for weeks past to idle
away their time in talk and drink, or to receive
the miserable weekly dole which the club pro-
vides for them, for they are on strike. They are
here to vindicate the liberty of the British work-

few others like him begin to think, become mu-
tinous, and the strike is ended just where it

began
;
the men go back to work loaded with

debt, encumbered with loose and idle habits,

town sewage. A long and costly coarse of
litigation ensued. Tho Board was to be re-

strained from discharging any water polluted

,
with sewage into the River Leam, unless and

ashamed of their defeat, and unable to look their I until certain additional works had been executed,
employers fairly in the face. The secretary of
the club flourishes on until another strike brews
up, upon some trifling difference, and he is once
again in bis glory, feeding upon the misfortune
and the folly of his fellow-men, and they cannot
see it; for, heedless as the thrice-burned moth,
they will be led again and again into the flame.
Where are we going to ? There is a complaint
of bad trade, and well there may be. I know of
many thousands of pounds ready to be invested

man to do as he likes, and to compel his fellow- ; in the building branches; but tho holders are
vforkxncu to do as he does. fi?here t.*..18 one young
roan here

; he looks as though he had been
educated for better purposes, and had dreamed
of a more noble destiny than to stand one of an
idle group before a tavern door for days and
weeks

; but he is in the club—he must bo in the
club or there is no work for him—and being in it

unwilling to encounter the annoyances and hin-
drauces met with from workmen and their union
system, and the difficulty there is in getting
work done at all

j
for it is a fact that, for six

days’ time, there is not four days’ real work,
with wages 20 per cent, higher than they were
four years ago. To complain is to be insulted

;Im must do as the club does
; he must parade at

'

to persist is to cause a strike. What I have
the Jolly Waggoners

;
he must smoke and drink

j

herein stated is simple truth, and I commend it
beep his heart up.” Instead of fair pay, to thoughtful perusal; and let every man who

which he could have (and would if he dared), he
must hold out his hand and receive from the
secretary 8s. a week instead of Sfis.

; ho must
drink a part of this, because the Jolly
Waggoners expects it. Poor lad, he took the
drawing prize at the mechanics’ institution three
years ago; he married a wife much younger than
himself

; he has two little ones, and he sees before
him moral degradation by forced contact at the
alehouse with the roughest in the shop, and at
home he meets a wife dejected and heart-sick at
the long strike, which the men are so “ nobly ”

continuing against their employers.
Tho other day I visited the home of a striker.

feels an interest in his country’s future welfare
seriously ask himself, “ Where are we going to?”

J. B.

SEWERAGE AND OTHER SANITARY
MATTERS.

Teddingion .— At a recent special meeting of
the Local Board, the subject of drainage was
especially considered. Some conversation took
place about the schemes proposed by the neigh-
bouring towns, Kingston and Surbiton. Several

T 11 u
^ gentlemen of the Board thought it would prove

in a small back court, approached from the i injurious to the neighbourhood if Kingston were
T... ^ 1? J r. ....... I .T - . ^ O _

including the cleansing of the bed of the River
Leam from the sewage outfall to its confluence

with the Avon. There was delay in carrying out
these works, and Vice-Chancellor Wood held that
the Board had been guilty of contempt of Court.

A sequestration of the town property was acoord-

ingly granted, and it was put in force in August
last. Then an application was made to Vice-
Chancellor Malins, the vacation Vice-Chancellor,

for an extension of the time for the execution of

the works, which was granted. The local Board,

then completed the whole of tho additional

works directed by tho Court, paid the plaintiff’s

costs, and hoped the difficulty had been sur-

mounted. Complaints, however, have since been
made from time to time of the failure of deodo-
rising works

;
and even members of the Board

have called attention to the amount of filth that

was being discharged into the River Leam.
Matters have again come to a crisis, and it will

depend upon the action taken by the local Board
whether the town will be again involved in liti-

gation. The substance of Mr. Heath’s letter is

understood to be—that he affirms the pollution

of the river still continues, and he repeats that

nothing will ever be satisfactory to him but the

entire removal of the sewage outfall from the

river, and the adoption of irrigation. The Board
were allowed fourteen days to decide what they
would do; but in the event of their deter-

mining to adhere to the present unsatisfactory

system of deodorisation, Mr. Heath intimates

that bo shall again institute proceedings in

Chancery against them for polluting the Rivers

Leam and Avon with the town sewage.

Whitehaven.—The sewerage works have beenm in street by an inclined passage 3 ft. wide, I allowed to take its sewage to Ham fields, completed and opened. A sort of temporary
lound two dwellings. Into one of these I

, especially when the wind set in the direction of
j

dam had been erected near the mouth of the
entered. A ^llar-roora about 10 ft. square

i Teddington. Others did not think it would main sewer, thereby impounding the sewage,
termed the habitable part, and into this eating, I prove in the least injurious to them, but they ' After the tunnel and pumping works bad beenrm ing, and sleeping were all compressed. 1 did think that if Kingston tried to get Ham

!
inspected by Mr. Charles Hawkesley, C.E., ac-

Ihe air was stifling, the bed close to the fire, fields for sewage purposes, there was no reason companied by Mr. Thompson, Mr. Doowra (the
t e small cupboard, with eatables, was in a why they, who were situated nearer Ham fields contractor), Mr. Anderson (the clerk of the

works), Mr. Bowman, and others. Mr. iuomp-
son, the only town trustee present, entered the
sewer, and, removing some of the stones by
which the sewage bad been impounded, he de-
clared the works opened. The sewerage tunnel

is 564 yards in length, or, speaking roundly,

about one-third of a mile. It is egg-shaped, and
is about 6 ft. 6 in. in height. Flood-gates shut
out the sea at high water. The tunnel is, for

the most part, formed of a double row of bricks.

A considerable portion towards the centre is

through solid rock, and here the brickwork is

only to the height of thwe or four feet. Con-

nected with the sewerage are centrifugal pumps,
capable of raising 1,000 cubic feet per minute,

and worked by two engines of 26-horso power
each. Under ordinary circumstances these

pumps will not be required, except perhaps two
or three days, or, at most, two or three weeks in

corner closely adjoining a slop- or sink-stone,
which was full of foul water, for which there
was no escape, the outlet being choked up.
Greasy rags and crockery, with other odd things,
littered the floor, and at a small fire sat a woman,
with an infant at her breast. I have made
minute inspections of the poorest districts in
largely-populated towns, but no pen-and-ink
description can convey an adequate impression
of the sickening details of these human (let us
rather say inhuman) dens. I never shall forget
that woman’s face. It was young and fair and
clean,—more, it was trustful and truthful. It was
an honest face

; and as the infant nestled to its
mother’s breast she answered my inquiries with
a simplicity most touching. Why did her bus-
band allow her and her infant to live in such a
place ? Why did he not take her to a proper
dwelling, where she could breathe

;
why leave

than Kingston, should not also carry their

sewage to that spot. In answer to a question
from one of the members, as to what course
Hampton Wick was likely to take, it was said

that very probably it would oppose the Kingston
scheme, unless Kingston consented to take
Hampton Wick with them. Upon this, another
gentleman remarked that Teddington ought to

go where Hampton Wick and Kingston went.
The Clerk said ho saw by the report of the
Hanwell Lunatic Asylum that they disposed of
all their sewage on seven acres of land. The
inmates numbered 2,000, and 500 officei's, which
was more than the present population of Ted-
dington. The Surveyor said he found that they
were living on a natural filter bed, composed of
sand and gravel, and if they determined to

make use of the advantages they possessed they
would find that in filtering their sewage they
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the year. A great portion of the town lies at so

low a level that in the case of a very high tide or

heavy rains there would be a danger of flooding

the lower tenements of the honses. It is to pre-

vent a casnlty like this that it has been found
necessary to incur the cost of constrncting the

pumps, which are so placed that, instead of

passing into the tunnel, the sewage may be
pumped into the harbour.

Sheffield.—Small-pox is very prevalent in Shef-

field. A letter on the subject from Dr. Skinner,

one of the medical officers of the union, was re-

cently read at a meeting of the local guardians.
The disease, he says, is fast spreading. He had
himself alone nineteen cases in hand, in only two
of which there had been previous vaccination.

We may here incidentally mention that the writer
of this notice happened lately to have a letter

from Manchester, in which it was stated that the
writer of the letter and his wife, while resident
at a hotel in Sheffield for a few weeks, had both
been seized with small-pox, of which, however,
they had recovered, and they were glad to get
out of the town.

WOBUEN, DUNSTABLE, AND VICINITIES.

SiE,— Perhaps you will permit one who must
at least have known an interesting district as

well as most living, to offer some experience.

In my humble publication of 1831 (over 300
pages), which you kindly complimented, as

reviewer at that time, was, as you have seen,

considerably more than a mere “ guide to the
Abbey —some history and description of the
“Monastery,” town, and neighbourhood, and
Bussell family.

You have heard, Sir, something of the great
znisfortunes and low estate, for many a year, of
the writer, but may not so well know that it has
been mainly owing to unhappy failures of kind
memorialising friends living and dead, including
Mr. Britton, &c., to obtain a pension from the
high local quarter. The writer’s father (r. a
monument from the destroyed church), having
been parish priest for twenty-three years, and
part of that time “domestic chaplain.” And
himself, besides the above and a 4to on Bed-
ordshire (very much borrowed from), having
published a small work (I-IO pages) on Woburn,
&c., kindly noticed by reviewers fifty years ago,

at—what may be well conceded as not a frequent
age for this kind of effort

—“ eighteen.”

Of the present attractions no doubt one of the
principal will bo the “Sculpture Gallery”
130 ft. long) : altered from a “ greenhouse ” by
a “good” duke (ob. 1839), still respected and
regretted by the inhabitants. The first intro-

ductions were eight central marble shafts (with
capitals added in London), from excavations in,

or near, Borne
; and bold bassi relievi, especially

the “ Hunt of the Calydonian Boar.” There
are now many classic, sepulchral, and votive
nscriptions, torsi, tazzeo, candelabra, &c. Of
modem sculptures, are a very elegant " Cupid
and Psyche,” and “Hero and Leander” (rescued
from the waves), both by Westmacott.

In the picture-gallery (111 ft. long, but nar-
row) is a smedl portrait of Surrey’s “ Fair
Geraldine,” pronounced by Pennant not very
“ fair.” There are many family and other por-
traits in other parts of the house. In the
saloon,—a finely-proportioned room, 27 ft. high,

with carved blue and gold ceiling,—is (or was)
a beautiful “ Christ appearing to Mary,” by
Annibale Carracci (though with scarcely as

pretty a landscape as Meng's, at All Souls’),
and the celebrated “ Baker’s Dream.” Hayter’s
“Trial of Lord William Bussell,” with careful
portraits of the day (several times engraved),
was a “commission” of 1,500Z.,—liberal, but
certainly excellently earned. A feature just
worth mentioning in this house is some bold
sculptured statuary marble chimney-pieces.

Flitcroft (though “Holland” was employed
otherwise) was the architect of the Quadrangle,
which is spacious. He was complimented by
Horace Walpole for his “ St. Giles’s ” Church, in

very similar, and “ St. Olave’s, Southwark,” nob
dissimilar, style.

Lying in four or five parishes, the Park has
the unusual extent of 3,500 acres, with usually

about 1,000 head of deer, good hill and dale
scenery, some fine tress, including isolated

beech, and sufficient water. Some of the neigh-
bouring villages are also picturesque, the princi-
pal object being Hanslape spire (on high
ground), 15 miles distant.

Ampthill, 6 miles distant, is an “ historical ”

and pleasing little town (population about
2,000), whilom celebrated for its “castle,”
abode of two Catherines, at the time of the

pronouncement of divorce,* its site still marked
by an inscription of Horace Walpole’s, for an
Earl of Upper Ossory

j
for its picturesque

old oak-abounding park and extensive neigh-
bouring mins of Houghton House, built almost
certainly by Inigo Jones for the celebrated
Countess of Pembroke. There was a late

rumour that the popular Prince of Teck, with
his amiable consort, were likely to rent the

domain of Ampthill.

Dunstable Church is still the most “ cathed-
ral”-like, except St. Alban’s Abbey, in this part
of England, its remaining north-west tower
indicating to less appreciative visitors a corre-

sponding “ twin” one. As the writer stated in

the Gentleman’ s Magazine long ago, no efforts

are known to have been made to trace the
original “ foundations ” (here not disturbing
churchyard). With the present 120 ft., it was
perhaps not far from 300ft. long

5
but there are

no certain signs of transepts. It is, of course,

occasionally mentioned in the famous “ Chro-
nicle.” Here are many fine modern monuments,
similar to one of a great benefactor hero in Bow
Church, and a very lofty “ Last Supper,” gift of

two sisters, and painted (5001.) by Sir James
Thornhill.t
Houghton Regis, one mile north-east, derived

its name from a palace. The neighbouring
“ Chilterns” are above 200 ft. high, and Bedford,

20 miles distant, can be seen. Dunstable is

famous for educational and almshouse founda-
tions, contrasting happily in the latter with the

exceedingly poor ones—Is. a week each—at

Woburn, which have been before mentioned in

one or two quarters. If some generous and
humane distant benefactor and visitor would
augment those, he might, doubtless, leave a
“ fragrant” memory (though acting from higher
motives) in that small town.

J. D. Parry.

TRADES’
.
UNION CONGRESS AT
MANCHESTER.

A CONGRESS of trades’ councils, federations of

trades, and trade societies generally, assembled
at the Mechanics’ Institute, David street, Port-

land street, Manchester, on Tuesday in last week,
to consider various subjects of interest to the
working classes and trade societies at the present

time. Mr. W. H. Wood, secretary of the Man-
chester and Salford Trades’ Council, which called

the congress, presided, and Mr. Shorrocks acted

as secretary. It was announced that there

were thirty-four delegates present, representing

118,367 trades’ unionists of all the large interests

of the country.

A paper by Mr. G. Potter, of London, on the
necessity for Trades’ Unions, was read. This
paper bad been read at Preston, and adopted
by the Preston Trades’ Council in preference to

two other papers which had been drawn up. It

was regarded by the conference as the best de-

fence of Trades’ Unions that had yet been given.

On Wednesday the conference reassembled.

Mr. Wood, the Chairman, read a paper to show
further the necessity for Trades’ Unions. Mr.
Dewhirst (Bradford Trades’ Council) read one
on “ Regulation of the Hours of Labour.” These
and other papers were followed by discussions on
the respective subjects of the papers. Mr. Booker
(Amalgamated Carpenters) then read a paper on
“ Technical Education,” which was partly dis-

cussed when the conference adjourned.

On Thursday the adjourned discussion on tech-

nical education was resumed. The meeting ulti-

mately gave a vote, which was presumed to be
in favour of the principle of technical education.

• Shakspearo, who probably never saw this spot, though
be roast have passed through Dunstable, makes a great
mistake in speaking of—

Dunstable, tix miles from Ampthill.”

By the nearest cross ro.uie it is about double.
+ It seems to have been much overlooked that Hrnry

VIII. certain^ designed to make this church a Cathedral,
after the Reformation (some apparent confirmation of
great size). On a change of purpose, however, the rest
of the priory church was demolished, leaving the nave for
the narishioners

j
‘‘a clock above the pulpit” (probably

here) had been mentioned in the “Chronicle” about
1400, or earlier. Mr. Steele (about 120 years ago) de-
scribes Five large bells; and the same number occurs in
Willis & Coles’ (little known) County and “Deanery”
lists. Four of these old, and the teuor a “noble”
modern one, 36 cwt., recast near the end of the last

century into eight, tenor 21 cwt. The former small organ
was the second or third in date ((. e,, of the eighteenth
century) in the county.
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but the aentimenfc of the meeting waa not em-
bodied in any definite form.
A paper waa expected to be read on “ The

present Royal Commission on Trade Unions j how
far worthy of the confidence of the trade union
interest,” but a debate on the subject took place
without any paper having been read.

Mr. Potter read a resolution, which he wished
to have an opinion on from the meeting :

—

“ That after a full and deliberate discussion on the Royal
Commission appointed to inquire into the operation of
trades' unions, the delegates assembled in this Congress
are of opinion that the Commission is looked upon up to
the present time with suspicion and disfavour by a majority
of the trades of England, both in regard to its unfair com-
position, and to its one-sided and to a great extent secret
proceedings.”

He could not consent, he said, to wholesale
condemnation.

Ultimately this resolution was adopted, 25
voting for it, and 6 against it.

The Chairman, Mr. W. H. Wood, read a paper
to prove that the limitation of apprentices waa a
necessity. Mr. Potter expressed himself opposed
to the principle. Ultimately the resolntion was
unanimously passed:—“That we urgently re-

commend all trades to adopt the apprenticeship
system, and in all cases to limit the number of
apprentices if found desirable to protect the
interest of any trade or trades.”

On Friday Mr. Davies (masons) read a paper
on the subject of legalisation of trade societies.

The Chairman (Mr. W. H. Wood) then read
another paper on the same subject, written by
Mr. John Keegan, cabinet makers’ secretary,

Dublin
;
and another by Mr, Hutchinson (United

Boilermakers).
The following resolution was then unanimously

carried :

—

“Resolved, that this Congress pledges itself in the
names of the respective societies represented, to aid and
assist the London Committee of Amalgamated Trades in

their landabte efforts to secure the legalisation and pro-
tection of trade funds, and hereby declares its firm deter-
mination to continue the agitation, and to make the sup-
port of this measure a condition for candidates for Parlia-
mentary honours before giving any pledge or vote at the
ensuing election.”

Mr. Kane (malleable ironworkers) opened a
debate upon the effect of trades’ unions on foreign

competition. The meeting, after the debate,
adopted the principles of Mr. Kane’s opening
address by special vote. Mr. Bronfield (Sheffield)

read a paper on “ Trades’ Unions and Political

Economy.”
Mr. C. Barker (letter-press printers) then road

a paper on “ The Factory Acts Extension Bill,

1867 ;
the necessity of compulsory inspection,

and its application to all places where women
and children are employed.” After the reading

of this paper the Congress adjourned.

ARTISTS AND ARABS.*

From Marseilles to Algiers is but a forty-

eight-houra’ journey by steamboat. You step on
board in the late autumn, say, and every hour’s
run brings you nearer to a new summer. When
the voyage is only half accomplished, the sea
that has been wintry sparkles and fiasbes with
a smooth bosom; the son that has been veiled

and distant peers into everything and plays
upon everything with an intense radiance

;
and

by the time the famed “ City of Pirates” is in

sight, the genial atmosphere is sending a thrill

: of satisfaction through every vein. No wonder,
then, that Algiers is spoken of with ecstacy by
most who know its charms. The sunrises are

scented as with mingled odours from orange-

trees and violets ; the sunsets seem to fill the
earth with adoration ; and the Moorish noon is

a long, silent, solemn rapture of sunshine, coff’ee,

and tobacco. Next to seeing the fair city the
French call "lajille du corsair” for ourselves,

we must account it a pleasure to view it through
a painter’s eyes. The litterateur is likely to give

us his personal impressions
;
but the painter de-

scribes with the same simple desire to depict

that be feels when he takes pencil in hand,

subject to no more idiocrasy than his style

renders inevitable. What we lose in word-
power we gain in bare pictorial facta when an
artist takes the trouble to toll ns what he has
seen. Mr. Henry Blackburn has been at these
pains, and has shown us Algiers in much the

same picturesque manner as in former times he
showed us artistic “ bits ” of Spain.

• Artiste and Arabs; or, Sketching in Sunshine. By
Henry Blackbnrn. With numerous illustrations. London;
Sampson Low, Son, & Marston, 1866.
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; After a summer’s sketclimg campaign in the
lOeautiful chesnut-wooded Val d’Aosta and a
supplementary loiter on the north shore of Lago
aifaggioro, Mr. Blackburn and his friends—two
yr three,—tossed up to settle where they would
jTrintor 5 whether it should be in Spain again, or

n Borne, or in Trebizond, Cairo, Tunis, or

ifUgiers. The lot fell upon Algiers, and the next
morning the party set out on its route. His
aocouub of the sea-voyage between Marseilles

and Algiers brings vividly before us the effects

6f the change of clime upon all on board as the
jressel neared the African shore. Bundles of old

)iothiug that had lain about the deck, scarcely
aoticed, unwound themselves, and basked in the
tjenerous sun, goodly specimens of Oriental
.unmanity; dark visages crept out from under
rftrpaulins, from behind boxes, and from other
Out-of-the-way places; till at least double the
aumber of passengers that were visible on start-

mg could be counted on board. The first view
if Algiers that greets the straining eyes of
ahe voyagers, is a low, dark line of coast, with a
oackground of monntaina. This shady, wavy
one gradually turns to a golden shore in the
onnlight, with a single bright sparkle upon it;

lien to “ a little white pyramid or triangle of
ihalk, on a green shore, shelving to the sea;
aext, into an irregular mass of houses, with flat

70ofs, and mosques with ornamented towers and
[mpolas, surrounded and surmounted by grim
brtifications, which are not Moorish;” and then
she French aspect comes into view, with its har-
aour, lighthouse, hotels, and Place. But Mr. Black-
aurn’s business is with the Moorish or picturesque
aspect of the place. After one afternoon passed
n the Place Koyale listening, in company with
^oups of French officers and their wives, Arabs
and Moors, to tho band of the Chasseurs
4’Afrique, noting the arcades and shops around
)n Parisian models,—Orientalized, however, here
and there, with such names as Muatapha over
she doors,—taking count of the intrusion of the
f Haussmaun ” style of architecture, and French
lamoB of the streets departing east and west of
ihe Place, the mingling of the fashions of
ie Follci with the costumes of Arab women and
hildren, the Caliph-like dress of the Moors, tho
lowing robes of the Marabouts and further
llistinctious peculiar to the Jews, and others
i,gain to the Kabyles, we are shown little more
if the French. He takes up his abode in
Joorish quarters, and sees more of the mosques
md their frequenters than he does of the congre-
{ations of the Koman Catholic churches. These
dooriah quarters are in the upper part of the
lOwn approached by narrow, climbing, slippery,
ortuous streets, and here there are “ mysterious,
ookiug old bouses that meet overhead and shut
)Ut the sky ;” open shops, in front of which are
leated embroiderers at work surrounded by heaps
if rich stuffs, or old merchant traders, cross-
egged, calmly smoking; others full of festoons
>f dried fruits, red morocco slippers, or earthen-
varo vessels of quaint forms; Moorish cafes
vhich you may enter without question

; an old
kloorish bath of curious design, innumerable
larved lattices, low doorways studded with
nassive bosses or nails, narrow windows with
'rilles, steps io the steep pavements

;
and ever

.nd anon you encounter large soft masses of
vhite gauze in these narrow streets, which
tro no less than veiled Moorish ladies taking
he air. Among the carious scents of this
lensely-packed quarter, Mr. Blackburn mentions
me that he and his friends were unable to
.0 account for. It was that made by a Moor in
Jranding his donkeys, hebdominally, with his
uonogram. We give a sample of the colonrs
?ith which our author paints this part of Algiers.
' Everything we purchase is odd and quaint,
rregular or curious in some way. Every piece
if embroidery, every remnant of old carpet,
liffers from another in pattern as the leaves on
he trees. There is no repetition, and herein
16 its charm and true value to us. Every
abric differs either in patterns or combination of
lolours. It is something, as we said, unique,

—

ometbing to treasure, something that will not
emind US of the mill.” The Arab quarter has
bs distinct features, too, and is rich in wares for
ale that are artistically valuable, such as
weapons with ornamented hilts, horse-gear of
rondrous workmanship, women’s trinkets, and
iJagreo anklets, beads, corals, and piles of
imilar oharacteristio objects.
There is some little difficulty in getting

Qodels, especially females. Our author tells us
hat it was some days before he could hear of
ny one willing to sit for double the usual remu-
eration. At last be agrees with the father of a

Fatima for two francs an hour, which the houri
considered poor pay. She is a little, fat, married
woman, of thirteen years of age, with small
hands andfeet, and large rolling eyes,made to look
larger still by the aid of henna, phlegmatic, yet
restless, from an artist’s point of view. Here is

her portrait. “ Her costume, when she throws off
her ha'ik (and with it a tradition of the Mahom-
medan faith, that forbids her to show her face to
an unbeliever), is a rich loose crimson jacket,
embroidered with gold, a thin white bodice,
loose silk trowsers reaching to the knee and
fastened round the waist by a magnificent sash
of various colours, red morocco slippers, a pro-
fusion of rings ou her little fingers, and bracelets
and anklets of gold filagree work. Through her
waving black hair are twined strings of coins
and the folds of a silk handkerchief, the hair
falling at the back in plaits below the waist.”
For all this splendour she is not beautiful, nor
scarcely interesting

;
for an expression of “ utter

boredom ” is the only one seen on her coun-
tenanoe. Our author apparently got on better
with a Moorish Jewess, who presented herself
one morning accompanied by her mother, whose
disorderly appearance, dirty shawl, dishevelled
black hair, and bare feet, formed an extra-
ordinary contrast to the queenly picture she
presented when her toilet was completed. Her
dress was more European in its shape than that
of Fatima, having a flowing skirt and square-
out bodice without sleeves, but it resembled hers
in the profusion of broidery, gold ornaments,
armlets, necklaces, and rings. On her head was
a tiara of gold and jewels, and on her feet tiny
velvet embroidered slippers. She was more
tractable than tho other lady, but still un-
manageable with regard to regular attendance.
As. sitters, our author speaks with more satis-
faction of the camels than of either Jewesses or
Moors. These creatures, if fed first, and the
flies kept off them, will “ ait ” almost immoveably
through the live-long day, breaking its monotony
only, occasionally, by a croak. “ We should
like to see,” says Mr. Blackburn, “one or two of
our popular artists, who persist in painting
camels and desert scenes without ever having
been to the East, just sit down here quietly for
one day and paint a camel’s head

;
not flinching

from the work, but mastering the wonderful
texture and shagginess of his thick coat or mane,
its massive beauty, and its infinite gradations of
colour. Such a sitter no portrait-painter ever
had in England.” Always ou the look-out for
pictorial effects, our author sees them where
others would not. He says that colour and con-
trast seem to be felt everywhere to such an
extent that no two Orientals will walk down a
street side-by-side unless tho colours of their
costumes harmonize or blend together. This is,

perhaps, saying too much. We can believe in
rich colourings seen in the streets such as those
afforded by a Negress selling oranges or citrons

;

an Arab boy with red fez or white turban carry,
ing purple fruit in a basket of leaves, though we
cannot follow our author so far as to allow that
these occupations are chosen from a feeling for
colour, as he would assert.
A blemish in the book is the fact that there is

no date to it. We are quite iu the dark as to
how many years ago this winter was spent in
Algiers. That it was not a very recent sojourn
we find both in notes and in the text

; but
on this point there should have been more
definite information. It detracts from the sense
of freshness in the narrative to oome upon
passages such as “ Years elapsed between our
first and last visit to our favourite street, yet
there they were (a row of eighteen Moorish,
gentlemen smoking before a cafd) when we came
again still doing nothing in a row; and oppo-
site to them the merchants who do no trade,
also sitting iu their accustomed places, sur-
rounded by the same old wares.” When the
lapse of years is mentioned only a few pages
from an allusion to a picture exhibited in the
Royal Academy in 1867, which must have been
seen to have furnished the illustration it
afforded, some confusion is created, which is

intensified when we come, farther on, to a note
bearing date 1857. Another blemish is the
choice of subjects for the engravings. Of the
models alluded to the author gives a camel’s
head and a negro, while the characters he
describes more fully he omits. We must submit
that a sketch of Fatima, for instance, would
have been more interesting than that of a bride
of whom we are told nothing, that is furnished
by a French artist. There are groups of aloes
and specimens of palms, besides a storm out
among the tombs and palms and aloes

; but not

many specimens of the workmanship of Moorish
or Arab hands, save patterns of embroidery
reproduced as vignettes. Tho great mosque
rising almost out of the Mediterranean, and an
interior view of the house occupied by the
artists, are tho best samples of Algerine archi-
tecture. This house is in a narrow street, the
white walls of which nearly meet overhead. A
low dark door, with a heavy handle and latch,
gives admission to the open courtyard iu the
centre; aud a narrow staircase iu one corner of
this furnishes access to tho first or principal
floor, which is furnished with an open gal-
lery on its four sides, from which you can
look down upon the courtyard below or
up to the blue sky above. And there is
an upper terrace or housetop from which
the whole town is visible. This is what Mr.
Blackburn says of the accommodatiou :

—“The
arrangement of the rooms I’ound the court-yard,
all opening inwards, is excellent. They are cool
in summer, and warm even on the coldest
nights

; and, although we are iu a noisy and
thickly-populated part of the town, we are
ignorant of what goes on outside, the massive
walls keeping out nearly all sound. The floors
and walls are tiled, so that they can be cleansed
aud cooled by water being thrown over them.
The carpets and ouehions spread about invite
one to the moat loxurions repose. Tables and
chairs are unknown. There is nothing to offend
the eye in shape or form

; nothing to offend the
ear, not even a door to slam Here we
work with the greatest freedom and comfort,
without interruption or any drawbacks that we
can think of. The climate is so equal, warm,
aud pleasant, even in December and January,
that by preference we generally sit on the upper
terrace, where we have the perfection of light,
and are at the same time sufficiently protected
from sun and wind. At night wo sleep almost
in the open air, and need scarcely drop the cur-
tains at the arched doorways of our rooms.
Thero^ are no mosquitoes to trouble us, and
there is certainly no fear of intrusion.” By way
of contrast to this sunny state of things the
author glances to the condition of a friend in
Gower-street at the same season of the year,
with the depressing street, dreary with damp
aud mud and dotted with gaunt lamp-posts,
stretching to the right and left of him, and sums
up with an invitation to all who would study
comfortably to come to Algiers, A large num-
ber of French artists seem to have preceded
Mr. Blackburn. We know, of course, that it was
here Horace Vernet tarried

;
and learn that

other artists of distinction annually study here.
With but a few notable exceptions these French
artists, however, remain closely closeted, “copy-
ing and re-copying fanciful desert scones, such
as camels dying on sandy plains, under a sky of
the heaviest opaque blue, and with cold grey
shadows upon the ground

; drawing imaginary
mauresquea on impossible housetops; aud, iu
short, working more from fancy than from
facts doing, in fine, as flourishing an export
trade as the photographers. Our author does
not begrudge them their pecuniary success, and
speaks very kindly of numberless civilities re-
ceived from them

; but, as his own sympathies
are with open-air studies from the life, camping
out ou mountain tops for the sake of the know-
ledge of a mountain side, aud spending days in
half-deserted cemeteries for the sake of the
aloes, palms, oaoti, shrubs, flowers, and palmet-
tos it contained, he looks with some alight upon
their “pot-boiling” proceedings.
The book gives a clear notion of Algiers.

Not because
_

of any great literary skill, to
which there is no pretence, but by virtue of
the artist’s knack of depicting things as he
sees them, combined with the author’s ac-
ceptance of the superiority of out-door sketch-
ing frorn life,_ carried out in his text. His pro-
minent idea is that we may, if we like, realize
much of our ideal of beauty and happiness in
this world, and that the place to do it in is
Algiers. The “ City of Pirates,” or as the French
call it, the "Diamond set in Emeralds,” he de-
clares, is perfect as a residence for artists

;

cheap, without many taxes, cares, or “distrac-
tions;” and with splendid opportunities for
study of nature, character, the civilization of the
East, as well as of the West, varied costumes,
and a grand arohitecture. But it is the solitary
country in the neighbonrhood of Algiers that he
most strongly recommends. In one excursion
he spent some time in a tent pitched nearly
3,000 ft, above the level of the sea, in the moun-
tain scenery around Medeah. And he made
another sketching excursion among the Djurjura

a
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mountains, where, about sixty miles from Algiers,

at a similar altitude, the French were building a
fortress to protect their colonists, and keep the
Kabyles in check. Some of the Kabyle villages

were still smouldering when his tent was pitched
upon the heights of Beni-Raten. Here the Medi-
terranean was visible, apparently above the
purple hills, and higher than all ai-ound, save a
few snowy peaks, conveying a wonderful sense
of height and distance. In Algiers, there is,

perhaps, a temptation to too much luxurions-
ness, to too much dreaming away of time on
Turkey carpets, on tcvrasses : too much scent of

henna, too, he speaks of, and of too strong a flavour

of coffee and tobacco. But a few months spent
among the mountains brace frame, eye, and
mind alike. The longest journey that he would
suggest to an artist to make in one winter, how-
ever, is to the cedar forests of Temet-el-Had,
because too much travelling is incompatible
with work. These cedars, supposed to be “ the
wildest, and most wonderful to be met with in

any part of the world,” have hitherto only been
sketched by our own countrymen and country-
women, for French artists have not as yet tired

of the luxuries of Algiers. We reiterate that
those who cannot visit this famous city may
make themselves familiar with its aspect by
means of Mr. Blackburn’s volume.

ST. DAVID’S CHURCH, NEATH, WALES.

The town of Neath, containing a population
exceeding 8,000, has been, till recently, sadly

deficient in the matter of church accommoda-
tion. The old parish church, supposed to be the i

ancient garrison or castle chapel, was so smalland >

inferior a structure, that but a small proportion

of the mixed population could avail themselves
of the privilege of church services, and this

evil was still farther increased by the exist-

ence of faculty pews.
During the years 1866-7, a noble effort was

made by the inhabitants to meet the growing
requirements of a rapidly increasing popula-
tion. A central site was given by Mr. Howell
Gwyii, M.P., of Dyffryn, a libera! contributor
to the new church. The Rev. John CTriffichs,

' whose energy is known thronghoufc the princi-

pality, supported by a committee of the prin-

cipal inhabitants, has sncceeded in completing
the new chnrch of St. David, with the sole

exception of the upper portion of the tower
and spire. A fund to complete this feature,

has been raised, headed by a donation of 5001.
from Mr. Nash Vaughan, a liberal chnrchman,
who has largely contributed to this work, in

addition to the erection of a church on his own
estate.

The population of Neath being bi-lingnal, the
rector has determined to devote this as a free
church, open alike to rich and poor, who pre-

fer the English service, the old chnrch being
devoted to Welsh services.

The church has been recently consecrated,
and comprises a nave with aisles, north and
south transepts, the former with an eastern
aisle ; chancel with circular apse, and a tower
on the south side of chancel. A narthex at the
west end extends the entire width of nave, and
there is a porch to the south. The nave is 100 ft.

long by 32 ft. wide, and 39 ft. high to the plate,

and 62 ft. to ridge, and consists of six bays in

length : the easternmost arches, being wider and
higher than the rest, form the crossing of the
transepts.

The arches are formed of concentric rims of
stone and brick, supported alternately by circu-

lar and clustered columns, with moulded bases
and foliated capitals, of an early French type,

under square abaci. The nave is lighted by lofty

clearstory couplet windows. The west window
is formed of four lights, with geometrical
circles in the head, and is moulded internally and
externally.

The aisles have lean-to roofs, and are sup-
ported by stone and brick arches, forming flying

buttresses to the external walla. Each aisle is

13 ft. wide, and 13 ft. high at plate. The bays
are marked by projecting buttresses, carried up
through panelled parapet, and are surmounted
by octagonal pinnacles.

The transepts are 21 ft. wide, and project

10 ft. from the nave, and are 47 ft. high to the

ridge. In the gables are lofty three-light geo-
metrical windows. An arcade filled in with
screenwork, separates the north transept from its

aisle, forming vestries for the clergy and choria-
,

I ters. The tower, which opens into the chancel and
! south transept, forms the organ chamber. The
I chancel is 40 ft. long, 29 ft. wide, and 48 ft. to

,

panelled roof. It is raised three steps above
, the nave, and separated therefrom by a low
stone screen, under a chancel arch, 41 ft. high,
formed of rims of richly moulded atone and
brickwork. The apse is further raised by seven

,
steps, and is lighted by ten couplet windows,
with traceried heads, which form a continuous

' arcade round the apse. A carved atone reredos
fills the space between the altar and the apse
windows.
The two chief entrances are at the west, by

means of an open arcaded narthex, 9 ft. wide,
and the south porch fills the second bay from
the west, and is entered through a lofty arch,
subdivided into two openings. The spandrel
contains a large vesica, in which is carved a re-

presentation of the preaching of St. David. The
tower forms a handsome feature, connecting the
apse with the sonth transept, and is 20 fc.

square, and is carried up without buttresses to

a height of 95 ft., where it terminates in a bat-
tlemented parapet, with angle tourelles, the
spires of which terminate with statues of the
Evangelists. The lower part of the spire forms
an irregular octagon, supporting a stone arcade,
which carries the spire, formed of timber, and
covered with Staffordshire tiles.

The stone employed in the erection of the
church is from the Kidcoed quarry, with bands
of red sandstone, and the dressings throughout
are of Bath stone. The roofs are of fir, covered
with Broseley tiles. Internally the church is

lined with local red bricks, varied with Stafford-

shire blue bricks. The whole area, internally,

is floored with tiles. Open benches provide ac-
commodation for 1,200 worshippers. Messrs.
Hall, of Bristol, furnished the gasfittings, the
nave being lighted by wronght-iron corona?, sus-

pended from the arched principals of the roof,

the chancel, by a large corona and standards
rising from the stone screen.

Haden’s system has been adopted for warm-
ing. Messrs. Gray & Davison have supplied a
powerful organ, at a cost of 4O0L
The general contractors were Messrs. Jones &

Sons, of Gloucester. The architect was Mr.
John Norton. The cost was 7,0001.
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COMPETITIONS.

SloxLgh Church.—The competitive deeigna for

the new parish church of St, Lawrence, to be
erected at Slough, have for some days been
on view in the High-street. There are eleven

Bets of plana, some of which possess considerable

merit. A design which has for a motto an open
book with compass and square has been well

spoken of. So has one marked “In Cruce spes,"

The third favourite is marked with a double

triangle in a circle. The sum to be expended is

10,0001. The committee have called in Mr.
Christian to aid them in the decision.

Alston Parish Church.—The first premium for

improving the parish church of Alston, Cumber-
land, has been awarded to design by Mr. T.

Oliver, architect, Newcastle; the second to Mr.
T. C. Ebdy, architect, Durham. The drawings
are to be submitted to the “ Incorporated Chnrch
Building Society” for final decision.

KOMFOED DEAINAGE COMPETITION.

The award on the competitive plans for these
works has been given in favour of Messrs. Buss
& Minns, Parliament-street, Westminster, and
their plans are about to be carried out under
their directions.

The sewage is to be carried by gravitation on
to land, nearly three miles from the town, and
employed in irrigation. Mr. Beardmore was
employed by the Board as consulting engineer,
and the decision arrived at is in accordance
with his report and recommendation.

SCHOOLS OF ART.

The Nottingham School.—A public meeting for
the distribution of prizes has been held in the
hall of this school. The chairman read the
following

—

CompoA-ative Statement of the ResiiU of thcQovem^
ment Examinations o/1867 and 1868,

class for whom it never was intended, was the
fact that, of the students attending evening
classes of the school since its establishment in

1862, 259 were workers in iron, 109 workers in
wood, 77 bricklayers, plasterers, and masons

j

44 house painters and plumbers ; 52 architects’
apprentices, school-masters, and governesses

;

41 sundry trades
; and 53 school boys and girls

;

making a total of 659. There had thus been
benefited thirty difierent branches of trade, and
no fewer than 445 prizes of different grades, in-

cluding five Queen’s prizes and 105 medals from
the Science and Art Department, had been re-

ceived by the pupils. The committee were
desirous of erecting a better and more suitable
building for the purposes of the school, and
hoped that in time this might be accomplished.
The report concluded by tendering the thanks
of the committee to Mr. Bentley, the master of
the school, for the attention he had manifested.
Since 1861 the number of students was 6,034,
of whom 223 (attending the morning classes)
had paid 7011. for instruction, or about 31. 8s.

each
3
and 832 attending the evening classes had

paid 4491., or 13s. 2d. each. The chairman re-

marked that he had been informed by Mr. Bent-
ley that upwards of 400 drawings, the works of
the students, had been sent up to London

; and
he hoped that many prizes would be awarded to
the Birkenhead competitors.

Subject. 1867 1868
Increase

for
1868

Freehand drawing

—

Ifnmber passed 19 as
Number ot prizes for excel-
lence

Practic"! Geometry

—

Number passed 30 13
Number of prizes for excel-
lence

Perspective

—

Number passed 18 21
Number of prizes for excel-
lence

Model drawing

—

Number passed 34 10
"

Number of prizes for excel-
lence

Mechanical drawing—
Number passed . 4 1

!=

Number of prizes for excel-
lence

J;'uil certificates for having
passed in the first four sub-
lects

I'otal number of papers passed 1-14 207
Total number of prizes for excel-
lence .

Total number of students
examined 300

Total number of successful
arlizBD students

s

Amount ofGoverument Granton
artizans for examinations only £66 £89 £23

PROPOSED PORTRAIT OP MR. TITE, M.P.

At the meeting of the Institute on Monday
evening last, a letter was read from Mr. Tite,
the President, discouraging (in very handsome
terms) a proposal which had been made for the
presentation to him of a testimonial volume, in
acknowledgment of his recent donation of 5001.

to the library. Mr. Kerr remarked that, to put
the matter plainly, it was the feeling of members
that Mr. Tite’s portrait, like the late Ur.
Cockerell’s, ought to be placed in the rooms.
Mr. Marrable supported the proposal, and it was
received with universal approbation as a recom-
mendation to the Council. Not only the libe-

every way, as well as the high

Mr. Rawle, the head-master, addressed the
meeting, or rather the students, encouraging
those who had not won prizes and congratulating
those who had. He called attention to the
vacation prizes oflered for competition, the
number of which was greater than last year’s
and of more value. In all there were twenty,
nine prizes, some of 51. 5?. There was also a
special list of prizes for ladies, who last year, he
said, had worked very pluckily. The subject of
technical instruction concluded the address.

The Birkenhead School.—The annual meeting
of the subscribers and friends of this school has
been held at the Institution, Hamilton-street.
Mr. James Taylor presided, and there was only
a very small attendance. Mr. Hinde, the secre-
tary, read the annual report, which stated that,
in 1865, the Birkenhead School of Art was
established, and, although worked under many
disadvantages, it had been eminently successful,
and had fully contributed its quota to art-
education. The best answer to a statement
publicly made that the school was used by a

completely lifted up. It passed through the
ceilings of both back and front bed-rooms, strip-
ping the plaster off the walls on the staircase,
and afterwards went through the back window.
There were nine persons in the house at the time,
but fortunately they were down-stairs and
received no injury. At about the same time a
large oak tree, a short distance off, was split.

Two seamen belonging to a barque lying off
Rotherhithe were struck by the lightning. One
of the men, who was clasping an iron bar, is

dreadfully injured, having nearly the whole of
one side scorched from head to foot. The other
man remained totally blind for several hours. A
man was killed in the east of London while
combing his hair before a looking-glass.

At Doncaster, a gardener, who was in the
open air, was struck by the lightning, and only
slightly hurt, but the windows of a cottage near
him were broken.

As to the fall of supposed meteoric stones in
Birmingham before alluded to, it appears that
there was an immense number of these stones,
all of very small dimensions, the largest being
I in. in length. They are said to resemble frag-

ments of Rowley ragstone. The most singular
thing connected with them, were they really

meteoric, is the fact that in June, 1858, the
very same thing happened in the same town, also

during a thunderstorm. May they not have been
carried up by an electric whirlwind from some
local ragstone quarry, and showered into the
town on both occasions ? It is scarcely credible
that such an occurrence could in both cases have
taken place in one and the same town had the
fragments been meteoric.

That electric disturbances are more active and
powerful than usual, not only in England bat in
various parts of the world, seems evident from
the events both of last year and this year.

VENTILATION.

PRIZES TO ART-MASTERS.

We are informed that the Lords of the Com-
littee of Council on Education have awarded to
Ir. W. G. Muckley, head master of the Man-

FDRTHER ACCOUNTS OF DAMAGE BY
THE LATE THUNDER-STORM.

The steeple of St. Stephen’s Church, South-
ark, was struck by lightning. The top of the

The ventilation of the Old Men’s Dormitory
in the Truro Union workhouse, Cornwall, is de-
scribed to ns as being very satisfactory. It is at
any rate very simple. The dormitory, containing
forty beds, is one wing of the house, and has
two external walls. Three perforated zinc tubes,
about 3 in. in diameter, open at each end to the
atmosphere, placed at equal distances, pass across
from side to side nearly close np to the coiling,

and thus constant circnlation is kept np, without,
as we are told, any perceptible draught in any
part of the room. The master of the workhouse
says the result is excellent;—“No foul air is to

be found in the dormitory at any time.”

PROPOSED NEW CHURCH IN PARISH
OP ST. PANCRAS, LONDON.

A NEW church of a large size is about to be
commenced forthwith in Kentish Town, on au
elevated and excellent site presented by Christ
Chnrch College, Oxford. Independently of the
site being gratuitous, funds are already pro-
vided,—itis said, about 15,000Z.,—for the erection
of an edifice which would do honour to the parish.

The money has been obtained from the Midland
Railway Company in compensation for the church
in the Euston-road, of which the Rev. Mr.
Andrews was incumbent. This church waa
pulled down in order to form part of the new
station now in progress, and Mr. Andrews will

be the incumbent of the new district in Kentish

The lightning struck the premises of a linen-
aper, in Church-street, Dalston-lane. The

electric current first caught the chimney-stack,
and running down the wall passed through the

!
Town.

conservatory, completely shattering the roof.
|

It is essential, however, that more light ba
During the storm a wooden house in East-

[

thrown upon a part of the subject which interests
street, Bromley, was struck. lu the upper part both architects, builders, and parishioners

;
for it

of the bouse one of the weather-boards was
j

is stated that the vicar has appointed his own
“ considerable distance

; the lightning
.
son to be the architect, who is about to under-

then entered the upper room, where it did some
damage to the fireplace. It then passed to a
lower apartment and through the wall, tearing
off another of the weather-boards. About the
same time the house of a brazier waa struck;
part of the wooden framework over the window
waa destroyed, and many panes of glass broken.
The temporary Congregational Church at

Buckhurst-hill, near Woodford, was struck. It
was instantly in a blaze at the apex of the roof.
Some workmen brought ladders at once and
extiugnished it with water. Three or four houses
on the hill were also struck.

The lightning struck the gable end of a new
bouse in Gladstone-street, Chesterfield. The bricks
were hurled from their places, and the roof was

take this work as his “ first job,” and intends to
provide a builder from Cardiff to execute it with-
out competition.

Nothing is implied against the young archi-

tect, simply because nothing is known about him^
except that be is wholly inexperienced

j
and ia

such an important matter the vicar should surely

even now put him into double harness, to prevent
the possibility of a mess. The late vicar, Canon
Dale, would have appointed Mr. Johnson, who
was the architect of the church pulled down,
and also of the churches in Oakley-square and
Camden-square

;
but some say it would have

been but an appropriate return for the gift of
the site if the vicar had appointed the surveyors
of the College Estate, who by education and
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experience are well qualified to carry out tlie

work with credit. They say “ a man never sees

clearly when he has got the sun in his eyes,”

and it is feared that the worthy vicar’s vision has

been somewhat dazed in this way.

Then, again, are there no builders worthy of

this work in great St. Pancras? Have the

Cubitts, the Mansfields, and many others, shut

np their shops ? The appointment of a Welsh
builder seems a questionable act. Tenders

should be invited in the usual method. The
parishioners have clearly a right to a voice in

this matter, for it was by their subscriptions that

Mr. Andrews’s church was built, and this one is

to be erected identically with the same funds,

returned and increased by the railway company.

THE PURIFICATION OF RIVERS.

HUDDERSFIELD.

The Borough Engineer to the Improvement
Commissioners of Huddersfield, writing to Mr.
Eawlinson, says,

—

“ I thought it might be intereating to you to kuow that

this mer, which, up to the time of the inquiry held by
your commission in Huddersfield, was in so dreudfullv

polluted a state that nothing could live in it, is now so much
unproTed that large quantities of young fish hare been
seen in it within the last few days, and 1 have myself seen
scores of boys fishing at the weir near to the brewery in

Lockwood no later than Saturday last. From inquiries I

have made I understand that large quantities of young
trout hare been seen, as well as numbers of eels. This, 1

think, proves that the inquiry has done some good in in-

ducing, without compnlsioD, parties to keep their refuse

out 01 the streams."

A useful lesson may be learned from this ex-

ample, namely, that to keep solid refuse out of

rivers, will immediately improve the condition

of the river’s bed, and also of the water. The
solids of sewage,—or rather solids washed from
sewers, it is evident, produce a large proportion

of the mischief. At Birmingham the depositing

tanks intercept some 30,000 tons of refuse an-

nually. The Metropolitan Board of Works pass

into the river Thames from their new intercept-

ing sewers (if at a similar rate to Birmingham
in proportion to area and population) not less

than 300,000 tons of solid matter per annum. No
wonder that the river is shoaling at, below, and
above Barking Creek, and also fouling under the

eflfects of such masses of refuse washed from the

metropolitan streets and roads. It will be better

and cheaper to prevent this vast mass of refuse

entering the river, than to suffer from the effects

of pollution and pay for dredging.

THE BELLS OF THE CHURCH OF ST.

SAVIOUR, SOUTHWARK.

Near the south foot of London Bridge stands

the noble and very interesting Church of St.

Saviour—formerly tbeprioryof St. Mary Onvery

—

which ranks first in magnitude among the parish

churches of the metropolis. Its massive tower
contains a grand peal of twelve bells, the weight
of the tenor being 51 i cwb., and its note B.

The following are the respective notes and
weights of the bells :

—

No. Note. Weight,
cwt. qr, lb.

No. Note. Weight,
cwt. qr. lb.

1 . F sharp , 7 1 20 7 ,. G sharp ..13 2 4
2 . B 8 .. F sharp .. 17 1 21

3 . D sharp .730 y .. E .. 19 0 21

4 . . C sharp , 9 0 10 10 .. D sharp 25 3 21

6 . B .10 0 14 ii .. C sharp ..34 1 2

6 . , A sharp .11 0 16 12 .. B

This ebnreh formerly possessed a peal of eight

bells
;
weight of tenor, 46 cwt. 3 qr. 21 lb.

;
bat

in 1735 these were re-cast, with additional

metal, by — Knight, of Winchester-yard, near
the edifice, and made a peal of twelve, which
was first rang by the College Youths, on Saturday
evening, the 2nd of August, in the same year.

The tenth and eleventh of this peal were re-

cast by Messrs. Mears—the former in 1844,
weight 24 cwt. 3 qr. 7 lb.

;
the latter in 1820,

weight 32 cwt. 0 qr. 24 lb.
;
and Messrs. Warner

have lately repaired the gear of some of the

bells.

It should be mentioned that the College Youths
have rung many remarkable peals on these bells,

some of which are recorded on the tablets placed
in the belfry; and that certain members of that

respectable society still ring here on special and
joyous occasions.
A band of ringers also meet in the belfry for

practice on alternate Tuesday evenings.

Thomas Walesbt.

PANIC IN BUILDINGS.

I SAW a notice in the Builder of what threat-

ened to be a serious disaster at Brighton, from

a panic-stmek congregation rnshing to the only

door unlocked, to escape from what they sup-

posed to be a falling building. Though fatal

accidents from falling buildings are rare, panics

from those supposed to be falling are not, and
the danger from them is greatly increased by
the obstinate stupidity so often shown of pro-

viding insufficient channels of egress, or, as in

this case, looking all the doors but one. A very

common fault is having the doors made to open

inwards only; so if there be a rush to escape,

the door may easily be held fast by those striving

to get out. Nothing can well be easier for

architects with brains than to have doors free

from this most dangerous defect at all places

liable to be crowded, such as churches, theatres,

and meeting-halls ;
and it would not be very diffi-

cult, and would be convenient always and of

vital importance in emergencies, if as many
doors opening outwards were provided as there

is room for through the outer walls, by which
the crowds could always quickly depart, while

the risk of a dangerous rush would be almost

entirely prevented. It would be easy so to

fasten such doors as to prevent their being

opened from without, but very easily opened from

within, BO that a crowd frantic from fright could

always escape. P. H. Holland.

SPREAD OF FIRE.

Will you allow me apace iu your columns to

invoke, if I may have that good fortune, the more
earnest attention of your many professional

readers to the losses which take place in this

country by fires of valuable and interesting pro-

perty (relics of the past) owing in great measure
to the nature of our buildings. It seems strange

that whilst men’s minds are so largely devoted
to improvements and inventions, very little—if

any—attempt has been made to so improve on
the principle on which houses are built as to con-

fine fire to the particular region in which it

originates, or even to arrest fire and bring it

under better control. It ocenrs to me that the

present mode of battening is the most destructive

that could be adopted, the spaces between the

battens constituting a series of dues os well as

conductors around each room, carrying fire with
fearful rapidity to the room above, and thence to

the roof. Could not walla be equally well bat-

tened by placing the battens horizontally instead

of perpendicularly and thus checking, if not

absolutely stopping the progress of fire ? Suf-

ficient open spaces might be left for ventilation
;

improvements might also, I should think, be
made in the framework of partitions.

The burning of large mansions with their

valuable collections was occupying my mind,
but street architecture is also of the greatest
importance, and for the latter no such oppor-

tunity ever existed in this country (notwith-

standing the early visit paid us by the Romans)
as the present, when any inexpensive modes of

preventing or checking fire which can be sug-

gested might be incorporated in the code of

rules established by Local Boards and made
compulsory. .^dilis Britannicus.

POSTAL DESPATCH.

The conveniences and comforts of life are

made up in a great degree of trifles
;

so, also, it

is by the careful attention that is now-a-days
given to matters of minute detail that the im-
mense and increasing business of this great
country is kept in motion with snch surprising

regularity. No department of the public service

is perhaps more important, relatively, than the

postal; and it is here that I wonld suggest an
improvement.

Observe the thousands of letters delivered

daily in every large city and town. Notice in

all weathers,—in blinding snow or driving sleet,

in wind and rain, by night and day,—the pa-

tient and ever-civil and cheerful postman (our

modern Mercury) standing at the doors of dwell-

ings with no response to his knock or ring. The
servant is np-atairs or in the cellar, or the in-

mates are from home, and the postman waits.

Legislation has tonched the naming of streets

and the numbering of our doors. Why should it

not touch the postal system, and, by securing

more despatch in the delivery of letters, save
many an anxious waiting, many an unfulfilled

engagement or missed train, because ow Mer-
cury has been “kept out in the cold” by our
thoughtless neighbours ? To save trouble in

head-quarters, I beg to present a draft of my
little bill ; and, if the Postmaster-General wiU
get it pub into due form, and also into practice,

he will deserve still further our thanks
“ IFTiereas much unnecessary delay occurs in

the delivery of letters, and thereby is incurred

by her Majesty’s subjects much inconvenience,

annoyance, and loss : now therefore be it enacted

that on or before the first day of November next,

every inhabitant householder occupying any
dwelling or other premises of the annual rate-

able value of lOL and upwards, shall, in the door

of such dwelling or premises, or near thereto, or

in some equally convenient place, provide, fix,

and maintain a snibable receptacle for letters

;

and every person making default herein shall,

upon information of any postmaster, and proof

and conviction before any magistrate, be liable

to a penalty of five shillmgs per day for every day
during which such default shall continue. Vivut

Reyina, also the Postmaster-General.”
Joseph Beierley.

MUNSTER, WESTPHALIA.

As your valuable paper Las often been the

means of preventing the destruction of works
of art, I write to inform you of an act of bar-

barity about to be perpetrated in this ancient

and interesting city. The magnificent rood-

screen which adorns the cathedral here is, I

regret to state, about to be demolished,—in fact,

a portion of it has already been removed. This

is more surprising, as the people of Munster
have shown a laudable zeal and great taste in

the restoration of many of their churches, and I

cannot but fear that this contemplated destruction

is the result of a false idea that a late Gothic

screen is oat of place in n Romanesque church.

I will make further inquiries, and let you know
the whole history of the matter, should you con-

sider it of sufficient importance for publication.

H. W. Brewer.

P.S.—I have made a careful drawing of the

screen in its present condition.

A QUESTION OF MEASUREMENT.
SjBj—'Will one of jour corresponiioDts point out a good

method of finding the content of a conicat heap of ballast.

I bare already tried Peddie's and Nesbitt's sjBtema, finding

some difierence in the results ?

Dimenaona of Ballast Heap,
ft. in.

Girt at base 132 0
Girt at top 38 0

Height

0

6
A wobeino Max.

A QUESTION CONCERNING SINK TRAPS.

Sib,—

I

belieTe that my difficulty, which I request yotX

to solve, ia shared by most bouseholdera, and that the
information which I ask through your columns may be
useful to many persons who, knowingly or not, are sub-

jected to great fnconveuience and risk through the neglect

or obstinacy of servants with regard to the management
of the scullery eink-drain.

The “ bell-irap" waa invented for the purpose of pre-

venting the effluvium escaping from the drain into the

house, but in consequence of the stupidity or wilfoineas of
servants the grating in the sink is removed, atd the " bell-

trap " gets clogged up
;
that neceaaitates its removal, and

the escape of noxious gases takes pUce. This doubtless is

the cause of the unpleasant amelia which are often noticed

coming from the basement, but for which annoyance the

servants always have a ready excuse in order to hide the

true cause.
Now some bell-traps are fixed immediately under the

grating in the sink, and that is the reason given for not

having the grating fastened down, as the trap gets quickly

filled with aand, Ac., and requires oonetantly clearing.

Would not that difficulty be obviated if tbe bell-trap were

to be fixed under the bricks or stones jost level with the

flooring? It may be useful to call attention to the sub-

ject at this seaeon, as many huusebolders exercise no con-

trol or supervision over their servants in these matters;

and the health and even the life of many individuals may
be jeopardized throngh stupid neglect in such siinple

sanitsTT matters as that upon wliichinowask an opinion,

M. A. B.

WASTE LAND.

giK,—1 wish to be informed whether a local Board has

power to take all waste land in front of property. A
member of our board sajs that all waste land in front of

property once dedicated to the publio becomes pnblio

roperty for ever. As this is causing a deal of trouble

ere, I wish yon to explain the matter. A BpILOEB.
Sigh Crompton, near Oldham.

Look to the Act of Farliament.
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THE BUILDERS’ BENEVOLENT
INSTITUTION.

A GENERAL meeting of the friendB and Bubscribora to
this charitable institution was held at Willis’s Rooms,
King-street, 8t. James's, on Thursday, the 28th ult., for
the purpose of electiog two pensioners on the funds,

—

one male and one female,—from a list of nine candidates.
Mr. W. R. Rogers (president.) occupied the chair, and
expressed bis regret that they were not then able to elect

& greater number, but hoped that the funds would allow
another election iu the present year. The amount of
stock is 11,2981. ISs. 3d. for the Relief Fund, and
2,0201. 43. 6d. for the Building Fund, making a total of
14,2181. 19s. Od.
At the close of the poll the following were declared to

be the successful candidates :

—

G. n. Witehelmnre, 74, St. Peter's-Btreet, Islington,
aged 76 ; and Maria Unwin, 4, Eden-terrace, Bridge-
road, Battersea, aged 67, widow of a builder.

NATIONAL COTTAGE HOSPITAL FOE
CONSUMPTIVE PATIENTS.

The inaugural dinner of a benevolent society,

founded for the reception of consumptive pa-
tients from all parts of the kingdom, on the
separate or cottage principle, has been held at
the City Terminus Hotel, Cannon-street. The
chair v?a8 occupied by Sir Lawrence Peel. The
company present numbered about 100. The
patients will bo scattered through a series of
cottages, or villas, situated near Ventnor, in the
Isle of Wight, in a locality well sheltered from the
prevailing winds. They will be of an orna-
mental character, designed in harmony with the

.

surrounding scenery, constructed upon the
most approved sanitary principles, and sur-

rounded by gardens. The erection of sixteen
cottages is contemplated

; each cottage to
furnish hospital accommodation for six persons

;

and the cost of building will be about 6001. A
piece of land, of over six acres in extent, has
been secured, commanding a fine view of both
land and sea. It is intended, after the pattern
of the Bournemouth Sanatorium, that this

National Cottage Hospital for Consumption and
Diseases of the Chest shall be in part self-sup-
porting. The Ventnor Hospital, as it will be
called, though situated in the Isle of Wight, will
be by no means a local institution, it being de-
signed for the admission and relief of patients
from all parts, and of all denominations

j
and

the pecuniary support obtained being derived
from the whole kingdom, the hospital will be
entitled to be regarded as a national institution.
The plans for four “ cottage hospitals ” have
been accepted, and their construction is to be
immediately commenced. At the meeting the
subscription list was read ; the amount sub-
scribed amounted to over 2,5001.

NOTES IN THE HOUSE OP COMMONS.

Mr. B. Hope called attention to an advertise-
ment of the sale by auction of the colonnade,
frieze, Ac., of Burlington House. Ho contended
that the Government ought to re-erect the
colonnade, and the archway in some of the public
parks. Lord J. Manners said if the hon. gentle-
man would communicate with him privately be
would attend to his views. Mr. D. Griffith
thought a more serious answer should have been
given. Since then the colonnade has been with-
drawn from the sale.

The Thames Embankment (Chelsea) Bill has
been read a third time. Mr. Tite stated that the
Metropolitan Board of Works expected to raise
260,0001. on the further continuance of the coal
and wine duties for six or seven years

; and if

the Government would consent to a small
enlargement of the guarantee it had already
given, there would be no difficulty about the
finance of the work.
A desultory and grumbling discussion took

place in committee of supply, on the vote of
141,6901., to complete the sum ncoeasary for
salaries and expenses of the Department of
Science and Art, and the establiabments con-
nected therewith. Lord E. Montagu explained
that there was a total reduction in the vote for
the present year of 20,6001. Mr. B. Hope said
that doubtless the expenditure of this money was
necessary for the existence of the provincial
schools of art as well as the department at South
Kensington, and whatever might be its faults, be
could not help bearing testimony to the great
energy and zeal displayed by all connected with
the department. What he should like to see was
one central ad ministration, embracing the British
Museum, the Science and Art Department, and

i

the Board of Works. Colonel Sykes said that
7,132,000 persons had visited the Museum since it

was opened, and he believed that by supporting
an institution of that character they were doing
more for the instruction of the people than all

the elementary schools in the country. Lord E.
Montagu, Tu reference to objections made as to

the publication of the art catalogue, said that
the total cost of it would be 8,0001., and the
House had not objected to its publication in con-
nexion with Notes and Queries. As to the South
Kensington Museum, it must not be regarded as
a local but a national institution. The plans of
the Museum had been laid on the table. The
buildings had cost 195,0001., and he knew of no
other building being in contemplation. He did
not believe any one would begrudge Mr. Cole an
addition of 3001. a year, which was proposed.
The vote was agreed to, as were also 6,0631. (to

complete 9,0631.) for the University of London,
and 10,9921. (to complete 15,9921.) for the
National Gallery,

FATAL FALL OF A COENICE IN
SHEFFIELD.

A DEAvy cornice in High-street, Sheffield, nearly
opposite the Poat-offioe, has suddenly fallen,

without any previous appearance of instability,

killing one person, and severely, if not fatally,

injuring others. The cornice belonged to a block
of three houses, erected twenty-seven years ago,
and which had not shown any signs of insecurity
or weakness, although a plate-glass shop-window
had been unaccountably broken, so as to lead to
fear of a settlement of the front wall, bub an
architect could discover no signs of anything
wrong. On examination, it is said, of the
cornice, it was found that the masonry had had
bub a narrow resting-place. There are two
accounts given of the stonework of the coping,
one of which is, that it was 24 in. wide, the wall
itself being only 9 in., the difference—15 in.

—

overhanging the street
; and the other repre-

senting the wall to be 8 in. thick, and the stone-
work 16 in., 8 in. of which overhung the street.

SEWEEAGE AND lEEIGATION AT
HAEEOGATE.

At a recent meeting of the Harrogate Improve-
ment Commission the surveyor’s plans and sec-
tions of the new sewerage of the town were con-
sidered. The report of the surveyor, Mr. J.

Eichardson, embraced a system of sewerage for

the town, together with a scheme for disposing
of the sewage by irrigation. The improvement
district contains 790 acres, of which 264 acres
are already built upon, or likely to be built upon,
and the whole district is well situated for obtain,
ing an efficient system of drainage. The report
recommends that four of the five outfalls should
be abandoned, and the whole of the sewage
collected to one outfall, that of the Coppice,
north of the Cheltenham grounds, and be con-
veyed thence by a sewer through private land,
across Eipon Eoad, into land belonging to the
Duchy of Lancaster, which the Board have
arranged to take under lease from the present
lessee for a term of twenty years. It was
unanimously resolved that the plans be at
once submitted to the consulting engineer
to report thereon. It was stated that although
the estimated cost of the sewerage and irriga-
tion scheme will be 7,0001., the repayment
of the capital borrowed may be extended over
thirty years j and, allowing a very moderate rent
for the land irrigated, the sewerage rate will not
exceed threepence in the pound.

FEOM SCOTLAND.

Particle (nearGlasgoiv).—The foundation-stone
of the free high church has been laid. The
church is situated at the west end of Hamilton-
crescent, Partick. The ground slopes rapidly
towards the south, where the principal entrance
is placed in the basement, and the floor of the
church is approached by two spacious stairs iu
the aisles encircling this end of the building,

which is apsidal in form. Immediately above
this aisle are three large windows, filled with
geometrical tracery, lighting the chnrch. The
style of architecture is early geometrical Gothic.

I There will be no galleries, but provision is made

for their erection hereafter if required. Mean-
time sitting accommodation will be provided for
about 720. The space under the south end
of the church is made available for a prayer
meeting hall, and at either side there is a
session house and ladies’ room. The cost of the
building will be about 4,G00Z. The architect is

Mr. John Honeyman, junr., of Glasgow. The
mason is Mr. A. Coghill

;
and the joiners are

Messrs. William M‘Call & Son. The clerk of
works is Mr. Wm. Kent.
Brechin.—One of those curious subterranean

buildings, named Piets houses, has been dis-
covered at Fitbie, in the parish of Famell, The
building is curvilinear, about 12 ft. long, 5 ft.

wide, and sloping from 4 ft. to 6 ft. deep, on a
floor of red sandstone rock. The side walls are
built of a rude masonry, laid in clay, and there
was a layer of worked (milled) clay on the floor.

The chamber was covered by three boulders, one
of gneiss, about 8 to 9 ft. long and 3 to 4 ft.

broad, weighing nearly two tons ; one about 7 to
4 ft. long by 3 ft. broad, of limestone

; and one
about 5 ft. long by 3 ft, broad, of freestone.
These boulders were laid crosswise. About half
a mile distant are the remains of a large kitchen,
midden. This circumstance has led to the belief

that the neighbourhood had been the seat of a
considerable population in early times. On ex-

cavating the chamber, several remarkable dis.

coveries were made. The floor, laid with clay,

seemed to be strewed with small pieces of char,
coal. Laid on the floor, immediately under the
middle of the central or largest boulder, were the
remains, strange to say, of a classical um or
vase, ornamented on the outside with a beautiful
pattern. The urn was in fragments when found,
but as many have been preserved as will show
its character and the great beauty of the orna-
mental designs which adorn it. From the ap-
pearance of the fractures the vase seems to have
been crushed long ago by the soil which had
dropped in the course of ages through between
the boulders and gradually at last almost filled

up the chamber with a mass of soft earth.

CHUECH-BUILDING NEWS.

Tihherion .—The new church here is nearly
ready for consecration. Mr, Hopkins is the
architect, and Mr. Warner, of Malvern, the
builder, at an estimated cost of 1,040Z, As
before, it only consists of chancel and nave, with
south porch, and wooden belLturret with spiret
at the west end, sloping into the nave roof. Blue
lias stone from Broughton Hackett has been used
for the walls extern^ly, and Bath stone facings;
plain Broseley tiles, without bands or ornamental
ridge tiles, on the steep-pitched roof. The walls
are lined with red brick and bands of blue-and-
wbite ditto

;
and red and black tiles cover the

floor. Early English was the style adopted, and
the windows are all lancet lights—single, double,
treble, and quadruple, with stone moulded rere
arches above them. The east window is a copy
of the old one, being a three-light

;
while that at

the west end has four lights and a circular window
above, being all under one arch. There is but
little carving in the church, and that has been
done by Mr. Boulton, of Cheltenham. Eim-
mington’s hot-air apparatus will give warmth to
the building. Two bells have been re-cast into
one, with the addition of more metal, and the
new bell weighs 8i cwt. This was the work ot

Messrs. Taylor & Co., of Loughborough. The
churchyard has been lowered and the base of the
walls well drained.

NoUinghain,—St. Matthias’s Chnrch, Carlton-
road, has been consecrated. The edifice consists
of a lofty nave 67 ft. long and 48 ft. wide, with
open timbered roof, the ridge of which is nearly
50 ft. from the floor

; a chancel with circular
apse of equal height 32 ft. long and 20 ft.

wide, and chancel aisles on either side, out of
which a vestry and organ ch amber are partitioned

off with open screens and a south porch. The
division between the nave and the chancel and
the chancel aisles is effected by a triple arcade
with two stone columns, in one of which the
ceremonial stone forms the base. A fourth arch,

rising to a height of 35 ft. divides the chancel
from the apse. The walls throughout are built

of Bulwell stone, and lined with red brick inter-

spersed with black brick bands and panellings.

The building will provide for upwards of 700 on
the floor, and the total cost including fences,

fittings, and architect’s expenses, is about 3,000Z.

In addition to Lancet windows at either end, the
light is admitted through a range of openings
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formed in tlie roof. The works have been exe-

cuted by Mr. J. E. Hall, of Nottingham
5
the gas

fittings by Mr. Ehodes, and the decorations by
Mr. J. Marshall. The architect was Mr. Hine.

Arlingliam {Oloucesle^s'kire)

.

—The church has
been re-opened for divine service, after an internal

restoration. The works were carried out by Mr.
J. Meredith, builder, Gloucester, under the direc-

tion of Mr. H. James, architect, Gloucester. The
whole cost of the restoration was 600Z.

Thomton-Hough {Cheshire).—Thenew churchof
All Saints here has been consecrated. The edifice,

with its schools and parsonage, has been built
from designs prepared by Messrs. John Kirk &
Sons, of Huddersfield and Dewsbury, architects,
and under their superintendence. The style of
architecture adopted is Gothic of the thirteenth
century. The plan of the church is cruciform,
having a tower and spire at the south-west comer
about 120 ft. high, with a warming apparatus
under the same. In the upper part of the tower
there is a bell-chamber, and clock with four
dials. At the north-west comer there is a porch
and staircase to the west gallery for children.
The general plan of the church consists of a
nave, transept, organ-chamber, vestry, chancel,
tower, and west porch. The nave is divided
from the chancel and transepts by five arches,
supported by circular columns and corbels sur-
mounted by octagonal abaci, having the bell por-
tions filled in with conventional carving. All
the windows have traceried heads

j
that in the

west gable has five lights, those in the chancel
and transepts have each three lights, and all the
remainder have two lights. The window in the
chancel is of stained glass, representing the
Crucifixion, and has been supplied by Messrs.
Clayton & Bell, of London : all the remaining
windows are of cathedral tinted rolled plate,

with stained margins. All the masonry is of
stone, from the immediate neighbourhood

;
the

wall stones are of red sandstone, and the
dressings are of white ashlar, from Stourton
quarries. The spire is surmounted by a wrought-
iron vane, and each gable has a wrought-iron
finial, all painted and gilded. The roof is con-
stmcted on the open principle. Sittings are
provided for 460 persons—viz., 264 in the nave,
76 in the transepts, 20 in the choir, and 100 in

the gallery. The warming is by hot water. Near
the church, the schools, parsonage, and teachers’

residence have been erected, in the same style

of architecture as the church, and of the same
class of materials, all of which are inclosed by
walls and entrance gateways, surmounted by
ornamental wrought arches and finials, with
lamps suspended therefrom. The church and
echools are fitted up with coronas and brackets
for gas, finished blue and gold, and have been
supplied by Messrs. Lidster& Armitage, of Hud-
dersfield. The cost of the entire erections has
been about 8,500Z., exclusive of the ground and
endowment.

SCHOOL-BUILDING NEWS.

Arnold.—A new school, for the education of
the children of the working classes, has been
opened at Arnold. The building is plain and
unpretending. In the front it is ornamented
with white brick quoins. The doors and windows
are arched in red and white brick, which affords

some relief to the general sameness of its

appearance. It is in the X shape, and, with the
aid of folding doors, can be readily converted into
three separate rooms. Its dimensions are,

—

height 15 ft., length 38 ft., width 14 ft.
;
the

large class-room, height 10 ft., length 15 ft.,

width 12 ft.
;
while the smaller class-room is half

the size of the one just described. The school
has been erected, from plans supplied by Mr. W.
Jackson, architect, Nottingham, by Mr. Worrall,
builder, Arnold, at a cost (including land and
fixtures) of 620Z. Its space will accommodate
195 children, according to the Government
r^uirements. The site is in the centre of the
village.

Saltaire.—Recently a large number of new
erections have been going on at Saltaire, con-
sisting of private dwellings, a number of alms-
houses, and public buildings, some of which are
now completed, and one of them, a large and
elaborate school-room, has just been opened. The
building is situated in the centre of the Victoria
or main road to Saltaire, and is set back from the
road 60 ft. The plan is based upon the system
of instruction recommended by the Committee
of Council on Education, and provides accom-
modation for 750 children. The boys and girls'

Bchool-rooms are placed at opposite ends of the

building. Each room is 80 ft. long and 20 ft.

3 in. wide. Between the wings on the front is a
double colonnade, and in the centre, projecting
forward, is the infants’ school-room, 54 ft. by
24 ft. To each school-room are attached class-

rooms, cloak-rooms with Jennings’s patent tip-up
lavatories, and every convenience. Separate
entrances to the front are formed under each
colonnade. To the back are placed extensive
play-grounds, laid with asphalte, for each division
of the scholars, and large covered play-grounds
are also provided for the children in wet weather.
The boys’ play-ground has the addition of com-
plete gymnastic appliances. The interior of the
school-room is lofty and well lighted and venti-
lated

5 lined with pressed brickwork 3 ft. 6 in.

high, and the windows finished inside with brick.
The whole of the building throughout is heated
with hot water, and is lighted in the evening by
gas pendants from the riba of the ceiling. The
style adopted is Italian in its character. The
wings of the building are terminated by pedi-
ments, the tympana of which are filled by sculp-
tured ornaments under these are three-light
Venetian windows, supported by columns. The
sculpture in the pediments has been executed by
Mr. Milnes, of London. Over the centre com-
partment of the front is a bell turret with figures

of children holding instruments of instruction

over the centre arch. The sides of the schools

are relieved by large two-light windows, sup-
ported by consoles and with shafts, and carved
capitals and pediments over. The base of the
building is in boated and channelled ashlar

;
and

the cornices and window dressiuga throughout
in boated ashlar, with the walla in pitched-faced
work. The architects are Messrs. Lockwood &
Mawson, of Bradford and Loudon.

§ooIis

The Architect's, Engineer's, and Builiing Trades’
Directory : a Business Booh of Referencefor the
various Industries connected with the Arts of
Construction throughout England, Scotland,

'

and Wales. London : Wyman & Sons, Great
Queen-street, W.C.; Wyman, Bros., Calcutta

'

and Allahabad. 1868.

We have here a very remarkable work, and one
that can scarcely fail to prove greatly useful,

not merely to individuals, but to the professions
to which it relates. As the publishers said in
their first prospectus :

—

“ Class literature being now a recognised necessity and
a prominent fact of the age, little apology is reqmred in
presenting the prospectus of a work intended to supply an
admitted want, viz., a Business Directory for the especial
use of the va ions and important professions and trades
identified with the arts of construction in this country.
Unlike the clerical, legal, and medical professions, each
of which has at least one annual record of its members,
the architects and engineers ofEngland possess no general
list of their members or record of their professional
achieremeats. This single fact seems to indicate bow
greatly anch a work as the present is required; it will
therefore, in addition to the usual directory matter, seek
to give—in a form at once very brief but quite intelligible—the salient facts in the professional history of eveir
architect and engineer throughout England, Scotland,
and Wales.”
“The publishers hope to furnish a work which shall

not only be invaluable to all concerned as a mere useful
directory, but shall shortly become a literary monument
of modern triumphs in the domains of art and science as
applied to construction. Such being their aim, the pub-
lishers cannot believe that the architects and engineers of
the present day—uneurolled and almost unrecorded as
they are without some such register—will fail to perceive
the professional value, or to co-operate in the production,
of a work having regard to the promotion of their own
importance and status."

The work consists of five divisions :—1. In-
stitutions, Societies, and Charities. Under this

head is given a list of the principal institutions,

societies, and charities connected with architec-
ture, engineering, the arts and sciences, and the
building trades, including an account of the ob-
jects contemplated by them, and lists of officers

and members from official sources. Large and in-

teresting as this list is, it may beproperlyincreased
in the next edition, some of the provincial archi-
tectural societies being omitted. 2. Architects,
Engineers, Surveyors, Sculptors, &c. This com-
prises, in an alphabetical classification, under pro-
per beads, lists of architects, engineers, surveyors,
sculptors, and others prominently identified with
architecture and engineering throughout nine
hundred cities, towns, and principal places in

England, Scotland, and Wales; and, in most
cases, in addition to the name and address, is

presented a concise record of the salient facts in

the professional career of living architects and
engineers. There are lacunce here to be filled

up, and the whole should be revised hereafter

by a competent hand, so as to preserve a balance
in the accounts. 3. Building-trades’ Directory;
which comprehends in an alphabetical classifica-
tion of trades the names and addresses of con*
tractors, builders, engineers, granite, stone, glass,
slate, brick, iron, and timber merchants, iron
and brass founders, stone and metal workers,
ship-builders, and, in short, the various indus-
tries connected with the arts of construction.
4. Towns and Official Directory. Preceding
each local directory throughout the work will be
found information as to all the various offices,

boards, and public offices connected with engi-
neering and bnilding, sanitary matters, and gas
and water supply, the members of Parliament,
together with an approximate estimate of the
population. The arrangement of this division
will enable persons desirous of communicating
with arobitects, engineers, and the building
trades in any particular town, to find at a glance
the name and address they seek. It furnishes a
classified local building.trades’ directory for each
name and trade referred to elsewhere in the
work, and is of great value. And 5. Notes of
Patents likely to prove of special interest taken
out in tho course of the past year;, the name
and address of the person or persons taking out
each patent ; together with its date and number
on the books at the Office of the Commissioners
of Patents. In addition there is a Trade Ap-
pendix, furnishing a useful collection of trade
lists and business annonneements pertinent to
the subject-matter of the work.
An examination of the book shows that no

fewer than 3,500 persons are referred to in the
professional division

; namely, architects, civil
engineers, surveyors, and sculptors; and that
the trade list contains the addresses of 7,000
builders : the total number of names in the book
is nearly 50,000. About 900 towns are referred
to, and the number of trades included in the
work is about 200.
The publishers may fairly congratnlate them-

selves upon the success which has thus far
attended their enterprise

; for, whatever its

shortcomings, the volume undoubtedly contains
a mass of special information exclusively relating
to architecture and engineering, which fully
justified its production. Only those who hare
ever essayed the compilation of facts to be
gathered from thousands of people located in
hundreds of places, can form any adequate con-
ception of the enormous task comprised within
the limits of this volume; and we hear with
surprise that the work has been scarcely five
months in process of compilation from the com-
mencement to the end.

The binding is artistical and qnaint, but as the
architects named in the book are not Medimval
and do not wear coifs, and tho builders are nob
Egyptians, we do not see any reason why they
should be so represented on the cover.
The Architect’s, Engineer’s, and Building

Trades’ Directory has nothing to do with the
Pharaohs : it is a book of to-day, eminently and
entirely so, and aa sneh we warmly recommend
it to the public in general, and to the readers of
the Builder in particular.

Reports of the {United States) Commissions of
Patents for the years 1863 and 1864. Arts and
Manufactures. 4 vols. Washington : Govern-
ment Printing-office, 1866. Steven’s Ameri-
can Library and Literary Agency, 17, Hen-
riotta-street. Covent Gaiden, London.

It is said that the well-condensed and valuable
abstracts of patents issued by the United States
Government are so profusely circulated, that
there is a joke, in the Yankee style, current in
the States, that the backwoodsmen build book-
hats with them instead of log-huts. The inten-
tion of the Government is liberal and excellent,

and it ought to benefit inventors, and promote
invention throughout the States. Each year’s
reports are given in two portly volumes, one
entirely of illustrations, and the whole forms an
extensive and important record. The letter-

press volume for 1863 consists of 895 pages
octavo

;
and that for 1864 of no less than 1073.

Each volume contains an index of subjects, and
a separate index of names, besides a condensed
abstract of all the patents taken out for the year
indicated. Thns the volume for 1864 begins
with No. 41,047, and ends with No. 45,684; and
there are besides abstracts of re-issnes running
from No. 1,596 to 1,843 ; a list of designs, and
also one of extensions.

The number of applications for patents in

1864 was 6,972, and the number granted, in-
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olnding re-isBiies and designs, 5,020. The num-

ber of expired patents was 1,034!, and the num-

ber extended 48. Of the patents granted, there

w^ero 4,862 to citizens of the United States
;
89

to subjects of Great Britain j
38 to Frenchmen j

and 31 to other foreigners. The mone7 received

on applications for patents, re-issues, &c., was

220,864-76 dols., and for copies and recording

assignments, 20,055-22 dols. The expenditure

for salaries, &c., was 229,868-00 dols. The busi-

ness of the office had increased during the

twenty-eight years ending Slat December, 1863,

from 765 applications filed to 6,972, and from

29,289-08 dols. to 240,919 98 dols. received ; and

from 33,606-98 dols. to 229,868-00 dols. expended.

Iflisallanta.

Tue SuPEnvisioN OF Asylums for the Insane.

We have received from an architect a melan-

choly statement of the cironmatances under
which he (being, as he states, perfectly sane)

,

was confined in an asylum, by means of false

certificates, and half starved. It is not a matter

that we can investigate, however much we may
commiserate

j
and we advise our correspondent

to state his case to one of the medical journals.

The Arundel Society.—The annual meeting
of this Society was held on Tuesday, the 9th

instant, under the presidency of Mr. Austen
Layard, M.P., who made an interesting address.

Mr. Norton, hon. secretary, read the nineteenth

annual report of the council, which showed that

the Society was in a very satisfactory financial

condition. Several members addressed the

meeting
j

and a suggestion that the council

should now look to Spain, as well as Italy, for

subjects, was received with favour.

Totness Church Eestoration.—At a recent

meetiog of the Committee, the Secretary stated

that he had received about 1001. since the last

issue of circulars, making about l,040i. available

for the first section. The secretary was directed

to write to Mr. Gilbert Scott for specifications

in order that advertisements for contracts might

,

be at once issued. 1501. only are now required to

complete the first section of the work. It is to

be hoped that care will be taken not to over-resiore

the very fine stone screen existing in this church,

of which two valuable illastrations were given
in the Architectural Publication Society’s Dic-

tionary, January, 1866. The screen is on the

Iwhole in very good repair, showing some traces

of colour. Even the original doors remain, and
are still in -use. The tower of this church is also

lOne of the best proportioned in Devonshire.

Working Men’s Club and Institute Union.

—

:The sixth annual meeting of this institution

iwas held on Monday last, at Exeter Hall, under
the presidency of the Earl of Carnarvon. The
report stated that the number of working men’s
iclubs and institutes, of the existence of which the
tcouncil are at present aware, is 312. According
to returns received from eighty-five clubs, the
average number of members amounts to 128 to

each club. Of the eighty-five clubs sciding
retarns, fifty-four report themselves as seli'-sup-

tporting, or very nearly so
;
and of these forty

are entirely self-supporting. In these eighty-
-fivB clubs sending returns, there have been 103
.educational classes in operation during the past

iwinter. Twenty-eight clubs report that pro-

evident societies of various kinds have either

:been formed by their members or hold meetings
.at the club. Nearly all state that theyhavehad
ivarious lectures and entertainments during the
six winter months, amounting to 239 lectures and

entertainments for the eighty-five clubs. The
ichairman remarked that one of the great benefits

)Oonferred by working men’s clubs lay in the fact

ithat they stood out as the alternative, so to speak,

land the rivals of the publio-honse and public-

ihonse influence. The adoption of the report was
.anoved and spoken to by Lords Lyttelton and
iLiohfield. The Kev. Mr. Solly took the oppor-
itnuity of explaining that his retirement from
ithe position of honorary secretary was solely

mowing to the fact that his views with regard to

ithe working of the institution were so opposed
I to those entertained by others officially connected
iprith it, that it was undesirable that he should
obold office aoy longer. Various gentlemen
idelivered addresses advocating the claims of the
linstitution. On Tuesday a conference was
eheld, at the Society of Arts, Adelphi, under the
rpreeidency of the Earl of Lichfield. Several
apapers were read, and questions were discussed.

Colliery Explosions. — Having seen in

your paper of the 23rd nit. a correspondent’s

idea of preventing colliery explosions
;
I beg to

suggest that a large “ air-pump worked by steam

power” would, by suction and evacuation, I

think, be sufficient to prevent these great

calamities.—H. E. G.

Railway Statistics.—The Statistical Absh-act

for the United Kingdom, just published, shows
that at the end of 1866, 13,854 miles of lines were
open to the public throughout the kingdom,
9,701 of which were in England and Wales, 2,244

in Scotland, and 1,909 in Ireland, representing a

total paid-up capital of 481,872,1841. sterling.

During the year 238,214,329 passengers (in-

clnding season-ticket holders) were conveyed on
railways in England and Wales, 23,102,936 in

Scotland, and 13,086,630 in Ireland. The total

of traffic receipts in England and Wales was
32,274,869Z.

;
in Scotland, 4,127,131L; and in

Ireland, 1,762,351J., which for the United King-

dom amounts to 2,7541. per mile of railway.

The total of working expenses for the United
Kingdom amounted to 18,811,673i., and the net

receipts to 19,352,681i., or an increase of more
than a million and a half sterling as to the

former, and of more than half a million sterling

as to the latter, in comparison with the previous

year,

Polegate -. A New Town commenced.

—

A. /He
recently took place at Polegate, mainly to com-
memorate the completion of the first score of

houses erected on the estate of Mr. Owen
Puller Meyrick, and situated near the railway

station. This estate comprises about 90 acres

of land, adapted for building purposes
;
and from

its close contiguity to the Polegate station and
its nearness to the favourite watering-places of

Hastings and Eastbourne, there is thought to be
every probability that ere long the site will be
studded with villas and the better class of

houses. The property is marked out in lots,

many of which have already found purchasers.

Roads have been formed by Mr. W. Beeny, the

contractor
j
numerous trees, plants, and flow-ers

have been planted by Mr. Thomas Larkin,

nurseryman
;
and the drainage and water-supply

have been ensured. A spot has been chosen
for a church. The finishing of the first row of

houses on the estate was considered an “ event,”

and hence the rural /^te.

Yorkshire Union of Mechanics’ Institutes,

The thirty-first annual meeting of delegates from
the different institutes in connexion with the
Yorkshire Union has been held in York. The
president, Mr. Edward Baines, M.P., opened the

proceedings by an address, congratulatory on the

flourishing condition of the union. The annual
report entered somewhat largely into the question

of scientific instruction, and expressed the opinion

that mechanics’ institntions may be made the

mediums for imparting the special or technical

education now demanded. The report stated

that an association in Paris, similar in its objects

to these institutes, employs more than 150
teachers. A presentation was made to Mr.
James Hole, one of the secretaries of the Union,
in recognition of his services during twenty
years, consisting of a gold watch and chain, a
purse containing one hundred and five pounds,
together with an illuminated testimonial on
vellum in carved oak frame. Other testimonials

were afterwards presented to Mr. Hole. In the

evening a public meeting was held, presided over

by the Archbishop of York.

Iron Stoves and Fever.—At the last sitting

of the Academy of Sciences at Paris, Dr.

Decaisne sent in a paper on “ The Heating of

Rooms by Cast-iron Stoves,” which, in his

opinion, predisposes to typhus fever. He states

that forty-two cases of that malady which he
has observed in the course of the last ten years

in various communes of the Oise, may be divided

into three classes :—1. The patients who were in

the habit of using cast-iron stoves with scarcely

any ventilation; 2. Those who used the same
with imperfect ventilation

j
and 3. Those who

heated their dwellings by other means. Be-

tween the two former categories the differences

were very slight, the advantages being on the side

of ventilation ; but generally all the patients

belonging to these classes experienced stupefac-

tion, twitching of the tendons, delirium, and
especially nasal and intestinal hcemorrhagia,

while the duration of the disorder itself and the

convalescence lasted much longer than in the

case of those who did not warm their rooms
with cast-iron stoves, and who generally suffered

infinitely less from these symptoms.

Royal Academy Travelling Studentship.

—

Mr. John Humphrey Spanton, to whom the gold
medal was awarded by the Royal Academy in

December last, has been elected travelling

student in architecture for two years.

Whitehall.—The intention has been men-
tioned lately of concentrating the Public Offices

at Whitehall : would it not be wise to look to the

plan of Inigo Jones, which, it was mentioned
some time ago in the Builder, exists in the British

Museum ?—E.

The Church “ Notre Dame de France.”

—

We are informed that the sum expended is

4,000L, instead of 2,000Z. as stated. The archi-

tect wishes it understood (and we do not wonder
that he should so wish) that he had nothing to

do with the design of the entrance-doors.

The Bath and West of England Agricul-

tulal and Art Exhibition,—The Falmouth
Exhibition of the Bath and West of England
Agricultural Society has been opened. Besides

the usual agricultural and horticultural display

there is an exhibition of the works of local artists

and of art manufactures, as well as a South Ken-

sington collection. The local artists are well

represented, and there is a varied display of

articles of taste and utility in the building

devoted to art manufaoborea.

' Electric Ornaments.—Electro-magnetism, it

is said, is now employed to make small butter-

flies flatter tbeir wiags on ball head-dresses, in

Paris. Within the chignon are concealed a

small battery and a minute Rhumkorff coil. On
the bosom may be a brooch, with a head upon

it, the eyes of which turn in all directions.

This, too, is accomplished by the use of a bat-

tery and coil so minute as to be concealed

within the brooch itself. Could not a battery

be applied to make larger butterflies think ?

An Alfred Memorial Hospital foe Sydney.

At a meeting in London of an English committee

for the erection of this hospital, Sir John Young,

hart., in the chair, it was resolved to invite eub-

Boriptions and co-operation from every colonist

in England, and from all connected with the

Australian colonies. A sub-committee was ap-

pointed, consisting of Mr. Moses Joseph, Mr.

William Mort, and Captain Mayne, to conduct

the correspondence, and to receive subscriptions,

&c. A list was opened, and eighteen gentlemen

at once subscribed about 7001.

Battening.—An ingenious [correspondent of

Notes and Queries says, “This word is not in

Hunter’s Hallamshire Glossary ; it appears to be

old Norse— ‘ Bildning, disoiplina, flagellatio,’

which expresses precisely the correction which

the saw-grinders’ union administers to refractory

brethren.” This, however, is quite a mistake :

in the first place rattening is not corporal punish-

ment of any kind : it is simply the destruction

or the theft of machine bands, tools, &o.
5
and

this was sardonically attributed to rats j
hence,

rattening, and not from old Norse.

Fresh Meat from Australia.—Great interest

is, we learn, being taken now in Sydney in a

process for preserving fresh meat known as

Mort’s freezing process, the cold being obtained

by the liquefaction of ammonia. A public meet-

ing has subscribed 3,OOOJ. towards sending to

England a shipload of 260 tons of fresh meat,

which may be expected to arrive this autumn.

It is to consist of choice meat, and to be sold

fresh and sound at fourpenco a pound. Meat

preserved for eleven months by this refrige-

rating process, is said to have been perfectly

fresh when eaten two or three days after

being thawed. It is well known that flesh of the

Mammoth preserved in Siberian ice for many
thousands of years, was eaten and relished by
dogs in our day.

Manufacture of Steel.—A process, which
it is asserted will prove even more impor-

tant than that of Mr. Bessemer, inasmuch

as it is hoped that it will be free from

the objection that the worn metal cannot be

economically re-melted, is now about to be intro-

duced. The invention consists in the use of

machinery by which pig-iron is ground to powder

by a very rapidly-moving cutter. The extreme

friction produces a heat so intense that the iron

is set on fire, and, after scintillating, falls down
a reddish-brown dust. The combustion causes

the superfluous carbon to be got rid of
;
the dust

is then put into a crucible, melted, and when
cooled, is found to be ingots of very good steel.

This process was explained at the recent con-

versazione of the Institution of Civil Engineers.
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The Printebs’ Pension Corporation.—The
Very Reverend Dr. A. P. Stanley, Dean of
Westminster, has kindly consented to preside at
the anniversary festival of that thriving institn-

tion, the Printers* Pension, Almshonse, and
Orphan Asylum Corporation, to be holden early

in July.

Industrial Exhibition in Hants.—An indus-

trial exhibition, recently held at Abbotts Anne,
near Andover) Hants, was opened by the Earl of
Portsmouth. The exhibition, vfhich remained
open a week, occupied the whole of the large
echool-rooros, the reading rooms and mechanics’
institute, and two large tents. There were over
1,0CX) exhibitors.

The New Act on London Improvements.

—

The new Act to farther continue the statutes on
the London coal and wine duties has just been
printed. The Acts are continued till the year
1872. The proceeds of 4d., part of 12d. duty, are
to be applied to complete the Holborn Valley
and other improvements, and afterwards to im-
provements “in or adjacent to the City of
London,” as sanctioned by Parliament.

Bailey Hill (Mold) Explorations. — Sub-
ecriptioD-lista have been exhibited at Messrs.
Pring & Price’s and Mr. Thomas E. Birch’s
establishments, Mold, containing a list of gentle-
men who have formed themselves into a com-
mittee for the purpose of raising funds to explore
the far-famed “ Bailey Hill,” in that town. In
Way last a circular wall, from yards to 4 yards
in thickness, surrounding the top of the mound,
was discovered by Mr. Cain Parry; and it is

believed that there still exist further remains of
the old castle, which is supposed to have stood
there during the Norman period, and been demo-
lished in 1260.

'

Improved Paraffin, or Petroleum Lamps.— !

A New York firm of Patentees, Messrs. Ives &
Co., according to the Mining and Petroleum

‘

Btandard, are selling lamps with considerable
!

improvements. They are of various forms, as
for hanging, bracketing, or standing. The
chimney and shade of the standing or table
lamp, move to the side on a hinge, so as to allow '

the lamp to be lighted, or replenished, without I

separation of the parts, and not even the burner
j

requires to be unscrewed, the oil being inserted
from the filler through a long and slender spout, i

The bracket lamp moves aside by a spring, and
ifl lighted or replenished in a similar way. The
hanging lamp is a balance one, and can readily
be drawn down for lighting or replenishment.

Charges of Conspiracy against Unionist
Workmen. — At the Police-court, -jiverpool,

Andrew Colleen, T. Williams, John Murphy
and James Ball, bricklayers, were brough
up under warrant, charged with conspiring by
unlawful means to impoverish Archibald Parker
in his trade or busiuess, and to restrain the free-

dom of trade. The case arose oat of the strike of
bricklayers in the town, which had put a stop to
the progress of several extensive buildings. A
large edifice is in course of erection at Lime-street
Bailway Station, and inconsequence of the turn-
out of the bricklayers employed there a number
of non-union men worobronght down from London
to take their places. The society men pot into
operation the picketing system at Lime-street,
and this led to the apprehension of the prisoners,

Mr. Parkinson said he was glad to state that an
interview had been held with the unionist com-
mittee, and it had been promised that the picket-
ing system should be abandoned, and that the
non-society men should be allowed to work un-
molested. Under these circumstances he con-
sented to the prisoners being liberated upon
entering into their own I'ecognizances to appear
that day month. These terms being accepted by
the solicitor for the defence, Mr. BaiEcs, the
stipendiary, discharged the prisoners. Since
then, however, Mr. Parkinson has again applied
for warrants against certain operative brick-
layers for picketing. He said that notwith-
standing the promise given that the system
should be discontinued, it was still being
exercised in gross violation of good faith, and
amounting to nearly contempt of court. After
some witnesses bad been examined the warrants
were granted. Nine members of the masons’
union at Sheffield have been committed for trial

at the local assizes on the charge of conspiracy
to prevent Mr. Powell, a builder, from carrying
ou his husineSB, by using threats and intimida-
tion to those who were willing to enter his
employ. The dispute was about dressing stone
at a quany “ in defiance of one of the Society’s
rules.”

No Gas.—The now somewhat singular event
of a large town being lighted with oil has just
occurred at Cambridge. A new gas company
being started, the Improvement Commissioners
granted it a three years’ contract to light the
public streets. An attempt was subsequently
made to buy off this threatened competition,
and the new company suspended its operations
for nearly a month, and at the last moment the
old (ximpany became inexorable. It being im-
possible to get the works ready by the 12th
June, the period when the contract was to com-
mence, oil lamps have been resorted to for the
present.

Eeredos tor Cirencester Church.—A sculp-
tured stone reredos has been put up in Cirences-
ter church. It consists of three large panels,
sculptured in alto relievo, representing the Cru-
cifixion, the Agony in the Garden of Gethse-
mane, and the Resurrection ; and four niches
containing figures of the four Evangelists. In the
centre panel, which contains a representation of
the Crucifixion, there are eight figures. The
panel on the left shows the Agony of our Saviour
in the Garden. The right hand panel con-
tains a representation of the Resurrection of onr
Saviour. The four niches containing figures of
the four Evangelists, St. Matthew, St. Mark, St.

Luke, and St, John, intersect and form a border
to the panels. The canopies are carved, and are
surmounted by fioials. A diaper and a mould-
ing with carved oak foliage terminates the rere-

doa proper ou either side. Receding panels of a
smaller description are attached to each side.

That on the left contains St. John the Baptist
preaching in the wilderness, and the Annuncia-
tion of the Virgin Mary. On the right are re-

,
presentations of the Nativity and Baptism of our
Saviour, These panels contain a number of
objects. A cornice, on the top of which is a
battlement, surmounts the whole. The architec-
tural portion of the work was designed by Mr.
Scott, jun. The sculpture was designed, and
the work executed, by Mr. E. E. Gefflowski,

J

of London.

TENDERS.
For restoring and enlarging Doughty’s Hospital, Uor-

wieh, for the charity trustees. Mr. Jaraes S. Beuest, city
surveyor, architect. Quantities supplied ;

—

Mitchell & Walker £2,409 13
“

Downing
Newham
Gilbert
Hood
Aldoua
Murray
Browne & Bailey,.
Spinks
Welkin & Curtis ...

Nelson
Rice
Webb

1,810 0 0
1,760 16 0
1,599 0 0
1,680 0 0
1.680 0 0
1,520 0 0
1,610 0 0
1,498 18 0
1,490 0 0
1,488 0 0
1,476 0 0
1,457 0 0
1,365 0 0
1,303 13 0

Party VS’sHs.

For Nos. 213 and 214, Upper-street, Islington. Messrs.
W. G. Habershon & Pile, architects

Houses.
Grose
Southcott
Manley & Rogers
Heosbaw
Patman & Fotheringham.
Williams
Forrest
Cowland
Carter & Son

..£1,763
1,093 284
1,693 336
1,675 275
1,475 225
1,418 239
1.366 224
1,360 200
1,205 220

For building No. 60, Old Broad-street
Holland & Hanuen £10,327
Trollope 9,660
Mansoeld 9,800
CuhiLt 9,B60
Jackson k Shaw 9,743
Ashby i Horner 9,700
Ashby & Son 9,647
Lawrence & Sons 9,430 0 0

For seven houses, Praed-etreet, Paddington, for the
Metropolitan Railway Company. Messrs. Wiiball &
Evers, architects. Quantities by Messrs. Pain k Clark

I'Anson £15,820 0 0
Macey 15.543 0 0
Ebbs & Sons 16,191 0 0
Fosters 15,030 0 0
Manley & Rogers 14,987 0 0
Webb & Sons 14,419 0 0

For erecting Wesleyan North End Chapel, with school
and offices in Lovers-lane, Newark-upon-Trent. Mr.
Charles Baily, architect. Revised tenders accepted

i^or Sriekliii/er'i, Masoti't, F/atterer'f, and Staler' t Worlc.
Lane £720 14 0

Carptnier’i, Jotfier'e, Tlvmher^e, Glazier’*, IroTHnonger'g,
and Fainter'* Work.

Henderson £550 6 0

By Mr. Lees for a manaiem for Mr. Harvey, at Rei-
gate:—

HoldsworUi £2,442 0 0
Baggally 2,167 0 0
Deadman, Carpenter, & Grocer 1,784 0 0

[JtTitE 13, 1868.

For rebuilding h^ssrs. Farmtloe & Sons’ warehouses ii

Saint John-street, West Smithfield. Mr. Lewis H. Isaacs
architect. Quantities supplied by Mr, Riddett

.. 0„_ ' ' ' n. . .. ..Sewell* Son £14,639 0 0
Holland k Hannen 14,383 0 0
Macey 14.177 0 0
Rivett 1-4,103 0 0
Phillips 13.987 0 0
Perry k Co 13,689 0 0
Patman k Fotheringham 13,290 0 0
Cooper & Cullum 13,250 0 0
Webb & Son 13,247 0 0
Browne & Robinson (accepted) 12)915 0 0

For survey of district for the Eastbourne Loca
Board

Rowdier & Malples,...
Cook
FuUer
Gotto & Beesley
Walters & Shoplant
Mercer
Staller

Beltis k Garner
Martin
Gregory & Holtaih
Paine
Wrighton
Thomas k Davenhill
Wallis
Coules
Castle & Eve
Bower
Smith
Cochrane
Alexander & Littlewood .

Wood
Col
Merrett
Stewart
Cole
Bate
Purcell
Russ * Minns
Call & Smith
Lea * Walton (accepted)

£875
760
640
600
600
600
475
475
465
440
415

365
160

350
332
130

116

300
294
268
260

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

For the construction of brick and pipe sewers and other]
works for the Eastbourne Local Board :

—

Contract 1.

Prodger ...£1,235 11 3
Williams... 1,(106 6 0
Bloomfield 1,068 0 0
Coker 1,038 9 0
Robson ... 916 18 0

! Heard 837 11 0
I Gooch 936 4 6
Porter 749 11 1
Hayward* 724 3 8
Hounaom

Contract 2.

1,682 17 0
1,654 13 6
1,433 0 0
1,394 15 0
1,4-42 8 8

1,399 2 2

1,297 4 9
1,444 14 9
1,348 16 3
1,348 18 3

Contracts.:

... 680 9 0

... 691 7 8.

... 643 0 0
614 11 0

... 639 9 8
606 16 0

... 566 15 4

... 646 17 11

... 614 11 3
... 651 16 0

* Accepted.

For extension, transepts, and chancel to Emmanue
Church, Clifton, Bristol

Beaven £2,724 0 0
Davis & Son 2,665 0 0
Tlioi 2,623 0 0
Jones 2,650 0 0
Wilkins 2,200 0 0
Diment (accepted) 1,879 0 0

For alterations to the Reliance Asauranee Office, Xing
William-street, City. Mr. Fred. Chancellor, architect.
Quantities by Messrs. Curtis & Son:

—

Rider * Son £1,716 0 0
Mann 1,675 0 0
Hill & Sons (accepted) 1,556 0 0

For building pair of vUlas, for Mr, Morton, on lot 19^
" The Elms,” Ramsgate. Mr. John £, Collett, arcu-
tect .-

—

Nelson (accepted) £1,434 0 0

For enclosing Hailsbam Cattle Market, Sussex, R. K.
Blessley, architect :

—

Crieford £1,016 6 0
Robson 917 4 0
Thompson 875 0 0
Stooestreet 806 5 0

For warehonse. Upper Thames-street, for Messrs. Wal-
ter Macfariane & Co. Quantitiee supplied by Mr. R.
Ovenden Harris ;

—

Piper & Wheeler £3,940 0 .0
Condor 3,709 0 0
Browne & Robinson 3,898 0 0
Brass 3,2-54 0 0
Gammon k Sons (accepted) 3,177 0 0

George Ttuefltt, architect
Brass
Patman
Hensbaw
Bhannan

Williams
Bishop
Dimsdale
Elinor (accepted)

2,394 0
, 2.381 0

2,340 0
2,337 0
2,265 0
2,200 0
2,192 0

For alterations and new front at No. 41, Weatern-roadr
Brighton. Mr. Tuppen, architect:—

Ansoombe & Newnham .....£485 0 0
Lockyer 435 0 0
Bruton 075 0 0
Kemp (accepted) 354 0 0

For rebuilding the Oxford Music Hall, in the New-road,
Brighton. Mr. Tuppen, architect :

—

Lockyer £795 0 0
Anscombe 700 0 0
Dean & Dickerson 055 0 0

For alterations at the Ship Inn, Newhaven. Mr.
Tuppen, architect

Davey L303 0 0
Lower * Simmonds 286 0 0
Boatell 275 8 0
Holloway k Son 199 15 0
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For nddifions to honse at Wiathorpe, near Newark,
Notts, for Miss Ward. Mr. Charles Baily, aroMteot ;

—

Fretwell (accepted) £357 16 0

Wyndham-road, Eight Houtet.—Mr. II. Baxter states

that his tender has been accepted.

TO COREESPON0ENTS.
ye?oeipe<te<.— Can any of yourteadars 'ntorm me where I can ob-

tain paTtienlars ae to Telooipedea f—-J. D. J. We bave noticed lUem

In a Cheap’toe ahop, and alao iu one close to the burnt bnildiug In

lalceater fiiuate.

W. A. h. (with reference to the Whitworth SchoUteblp, Liverpool

Oellege. he ehould apply to the Oolleee as to coodliiona. Mr. Whl(>

worth blmeelf puts no obetacles la the way of any candidate).—

H. W. B.-R. ft Jf,—e. ft Co.—W. J. M —Mr. E.-J. H. S.-B. 0. H,—
Dr. A. O.-J. B.—W. O.—H. H. n.—Mr. S.—B. B.—G. T.-A. ft Co.—
Eev. V. H.-Dr. G-L. A. B.—W, P. G.-81t W. D.-T. P.-A. M.—
J. B.—p. a. a.-u. a-M. a. b.— e. b.-h. b.— c. k. j.—c. ft a—
a-B. ft Bona-L. H. I.-a B. P.-H. B. O.-H. W.—Q. ft V,—
0, J. a,-T. W.— L. O.—Mesera O’C.—T. B.—Q. ft W.—W. ft SOUA—
a. K.-B. K. B.-C. B.-H. B.-J. H.-P. H. B.-8. C.

We are cumptiUed to decline pointing out books and giving

All etatementj of faote. Hats of Tenders, ftc., must be accompanied

>7 the name and address of the seuder, not neceaaatily for

^nblicatlou.

Mors.—The reeponelbllUy of signed articles, and papers read at

public meetings, laela, of oonrse, with the authors.

CHURCH, TURRET, and STABLE CLOCKS.
J. W. Benson, having erected steam-power
ind improved machinery for clock-making, at

the Mannfaotory, Ludgate-hill, will be glad to

furnish to clergymen, architects, and committees,
Estimates and Specifications of every descrip-

bion of Horological Machines, especially cathedral

and public clocks, chiming tnnea on any number
af bells. A descriptive pamphlet on Church
Clocks post free for one stamp. Watch and
Clock Maker by Warrant of Appointment to

E.R.H. the Prince of Wales, and maker of the

2;reat clock for the Exhibition, 1862. 25, Old
Bond-street, and 33 & 34, Ludgate-hill, E.C.

Established 1749.

WHEREAS it has come to our knowledge
that nnauthorized persons represent themselves
as agents for

CHAPPUIS’ PATENT DAYLIGHT
REFLECTORS,

IVe hereby beg to CAUTION the public that
lono are representatives of our firm who do not
produce printed forms of orders, nor shall we
lold ourselves responsible for the good manu-
acture of Reflectors unless authenticated by our
xade-mark.

P. E. CHAPPUIS & CO.,

Sole Proprietors and Manufacturers of Chappuia’
Patents for Reflecting Light.

No. 69, Fleet-street, April 25, 1868.

JUST PATENTED—28. 6d.—The ALEXAN-
DRA FAMILY PRINTING PRESS, fitted with
Types, Ink, Pads, Pricker, Frames, &o. inclnding
every neocssary for printing Invitations, Pro-
grammes, Diaries, Notes, Cards, Labels, and
every description of Printing required in private
life. It is cleanly and simple in operation,
forma an elegant ornament of every-day useful-

ness, and can bo worked with ease by a lady.

Delivered in London, 29. lOd. Packed in wooden
box and booked to any address in the country,
38.—Post-order or stamps to J. & W. MURRAY,

j

21, Little Welbeck-st. Cavendish-sq. London, W.

ADVERTISEMENTS.
HAMMEFSMITH.—Twtlve iicrn of viJuable Freehold I.»nd. S'ljotn-

,
lug Uuumenmllb Bridge, on the Surrey ilde, aud Heaer... Cijw.in.
ft Son's exlenalve Bosp-work', with a nver front^e of about 890
feet, welt deceiving the attention of BuUders and Land Speculators

M*"" TsIsSs. GADSDEN, ELLIS, & SCORER
will SbLL by AUenON, at the MART, 'fokenhouee-yard.

Bank of Bnglaud, on WEDNESDAY. JULY ISth, at TWO, 1q Pif.y
tote, Twelve Acres of veiy v-luuble FREEHOLD BOILbING LAND,
Ji Hammer.mi tb Btidge-ioad.iminediatei; arail.tble for bull ling ou,
lad being divided into amaU lot., highly eligible for builderi aud
ipeculators. There is alio a river froutiige of about 850 feet,
irfatch can at once be turaed to account iu tbe fomuitiou of wharf.,
ii for the erccilou of fiuituiiei or other premise, requiring river
{tontage. the lellray accuuiin detlon to U.mto-nmito Broadway,
If] an impoitiiit feature, as tbe opeulug of tbe bridge up the tlvcr
Ujl-free, iniiUted by the Bill now In Farllament, wHL btlug thie
property into a new position, and rendere It i-pecially dnerviug
notice at this menient.—Purtkulan aud iilane may be obtained iu
due coone tf Me-sie. FXrUER ft FldBER, Sullcltun, Meroliuit
raylore' Hail

; at the Mti t
;
and of Moesrj. Q AD3DEN, ELLIS, ft

BCOBiiJt, 18. Old Broad-iireet.

Valoable Oak and Fir Fencing.—Daitmoulh-roail, Forest-' ill. Kent.

IV/TESSHS. OWEN & t'ON will SELL by
i-vX AUCI ION. eloie to the RAILWAY STATION, on WFDNES-
DAY.JDNK17, ]8ti8, aflWO e’eiook. flOO OAK P0.8rS. J2,0U0 cleft
lak paler, <300 p-lri i-aut lal's, SliO gravel planks. 200 pairs Qr rails,
oak epokes and tt> ck>, a.h felloe., o.k anu aeb plonk, split posts and
deft )all», aud other timber,—Catilcguee of the Auctioneer, Buiut
lab. LiO, and Foreat-bill, Kent.

VTOTICE.
1.1 FOUNDEB

To IRON aud BRASS
_ . _ . - - DEES, ENOINEERS, MACHINISTS, and OTHERS —
fb" LEASEHOLD PHKMiStS m Etou-road, I'lums'ead, t-g.tber
'With the Goo.ivii), S’. Ck-tn-Tn.de, 4c. of ibe l»le Mr. WUllam
Srlmi tead, advrr.ired for Sale by public Auctlou on Tueid-y, June

havelbeiUDJSFOSED UK by Pilvatc Uoutiaot.
BBNBY. a. CHUBUii, Auctioneer.

iS.lSSce,

WlUlain-elTee Woolwich, June 10, it

Just published, Imperial dto. half bound in morocco, 31. 10s.

VILLA AND COTTAGE ARCHITECTURE.
Select Esaniples of Concitry'and Suburban Residences recently erected, with a full descriptive noiice of each building.

Thirty Villas and Cottages, the Works of Nineteen different Architects, are illustrated by Plans, Elevations, and
Sections, tr-gether with occasional Perspective Views and Details. The buildings are folly described, and in nearly
every case a statement of the actual cost is given.

London : BLACKIE «fc SON, 4-1, Paternoster-row.

IN CaANCERT.—"HoTvey v. Chapman."— Miine>'«!it«r, Township
o' Ardwlck.—To,C.ipitalists, Bull Jots, ftc.—Important SJa of Free-
hold MuustoD-houses, Chief Rents, and eligible Building Land.
Id JDIo’b.

pHINNOCK, GALSWORTHY & CHIN-
NOCK Are iD.tructcd to SELL by AOCTION, with the appro-

bUion of the Vico Chancellor Sir John Stuart, the Jndgs to whole
Court this cau-e ie aitecbed. &( the CLAkENCS HOTEL. S .ring-

BUTden*. M.Dcheetrr. on TOPSDAY, the ll3t.h rfayofJJNE.a' FOUR
f-T FIVE pTtcieely, in the afternoon, valuable PRBSUOL')
ESTATES, Buildiog L.nd, aud Chief Reute: compriilng Eagley
Houee, A'dwick. Manchester, with etabllng, oulbuildinge, and gar-
dens, coutalDiiig altogether 4,678 square yards, and fronting the
turi-plke-rnad fiom Sloocport to Hanobeiter, now in the occupa-
tion of Pei jamin Nlchutla. esq oe yearly tmont. at a rental of 1601.

per annum
;
Uptou Hniie-, with staDlliig, outbuildings, aud gardens,

containing al'ogetberS 278. square yard) uf|iaiid, In the occupation of
Somu-I Tui ubnil, esq. ae ye .riy truaut. at 1 iOi. per annum

;
three

Dwelliug-h 'U—B and o itbud-iinge. In Ardwluk-tarraoe, coutaining
elt. gether 1,000 square yanli of land, and prodneing 801. p"r annum j

tlilrty-aix plots af Freehold Bnildlug Land, contalnlog from abuat
600 yards to 1,6110 yards each plot, fronting andlylne between th<
Hyde road, Devi.nililre-slreet. ond tbe Stockport tnropike-road,
wituiu a mile and a ba'f "f ifas Royal Ex-ban ge, MiDCbrsier ; nioe
Freehold Chief-recta, of 6«. 17^. 151. 8*. Sd. ISl. 11*. 8 I. llMls-Sd.
4'!. 7b 231. 7e. 52. ISi. 6d. 111. 7 b. 6d. and 102 IS-, rerpectivelv s<cared
I'poo land situate I,, DoVuueblie street. Hiwurd-etreet.aud Tlvsrlua-
eiieAt, and frui ting the Stockport and Hyde lurnp-ke-roids.— Poi-
tlculars and coo.nttnns uf -ale may be had of Mrssre. P.tRKEB,
ROOKS, ft PaHKERS. Pollol'or., 17. B-dforJ-row, Loudon; of
Messr-. OREGORY, ROWCLIFFES ft RAWLE, SoUclioie, 1. tfert-

f,iid-row. Ia)no.,u : of Mes.ia. EMMETS, WATSON, ft EMMBT,
(loili i’-.'S. 41. Blooiusburiosjaa e, Louduu

;
of Hesare. HUMPHRYS

SMUNBY. Solicitor*. Manon-sur
;

of Dr. SODTHAM, Solicitor,

Manchester
;
of Messrii. PkNNNINOTON ft BBIUOBN, Arohitecte

and Surveyor*. B-vex ch-lnbrrs. Miuiehester; and of Mestre. CHtN-
NOOB. OaLSWoRTHT. ft CHINNOCK, Anctlooeere, 11, Waterloo-
plaod. P-ll-inall, London.—H. F. CHPftCH, Chief Ul-rk.

PIMLICO.— By Order o* the Bxecotore.—To Builderi. Dealeiv, and
Oihers.—A small quantity of scaffold-pole*, ladders, planks, eaud-
bine, and useiul stuff fur is Bricklayer or Builder.

Mr. Ward win sell the above by
AnCTION. In One Lot, on TDE-^rAY, 16th Inst, at

TWELVE o'clock, on the VACANT OROTTNO col'ed BesshMo’-ploce,

ear Quii-ierrisce. Funlicn.— For further p.rrtlcul.irs, apply at hie

Offices, 39, C apham-road-p'ac*, near Kcnulogtou Oburcb, A

TRINDSBUBr, Kent.—To Coolractor*. BfiiMere. and Others.

Messrs. kidwelliSsson -will sell by
AUCTION, on WED.'BSOAT, JUNE 17tb. 1888. at TWO

I.' IiKik precisely, at Hririie etreet Biick-fielila, near Rucbea o', Kent,
600.000 good eonud STOCK and PLACE BRICKS, b dted and sorud.
In couvenisut lots, auu near to water cariUge.—Uotisloguee of the

Am tloui ers, Rochester. Kc t.

London Lands Estate, Reigate.— Sllei for ViUoe, Shope, and for a

'\/f"R. JOHN LEES has been favoured with
XtX iDetruo'lone to LET hy AUCTION, at the WHIIE HART
BOTr-L, Reigate, on FRIDAY, JULY 3rd, ar. THREE for FOUR
O’clock, in lots, the PORTIUN-' of tbe above ESTATE lying between
Loudon-lane mod the R-Jlway.and lutei-eccled by wide and well-made
roads t'lwLlota ibeeeveial pLuta posee-e cuneirierabie frnatsge. Tbe

(hope
;
and from the proxiiuily < f ihe v.wii, sod tbe great tuureoee

uf building, It it belirved ibat a good opei Lng exists for trading pur-
poai'B. One plot (being the only one to be peruiitted) will be tet out
fur a tavern, thus aff-irdl'>g a arst-rste oppcituulty for brewer* aud
oUiera t-} sstablieh a Urge and lucrative ouiiueu.-Pariioutara may
be had of <l. C. M<'>RK16UN, Eeq. Solicitor, Rei*ate; Messia MOR-
RISON ft, HEAD, Solicituis, 28. Poultry, London, B.C.

;
and of

Mr. JOHN LEBo, An Uouear and Eelaie Ageut, Reigate.

VOTES FOB THE COUNTY OF BUCKS -M et eligible Fre*ho1d
Building Land, in sites suUabl- 'or Villoe, wnlch ore much in

riqiiest lathe Dr'gfab-.arbu.d M’uttein Mar'ow Field, Oieal Mar-
low. Bucks, c oee u> thn lulended Marlow RHilway Statioti, and
w.tLlo a lew nilLutee'walk of iho river Tbsines. TO BE SOLD
BY AUCTION, by

Rolls & Lawrence, at the
CROWN HOTEL. MARLOW, on TUESDAY, JUNE 23rd. 1888,

st I « 0 o’clock iu Ihe iiflernouu.TWEi.VB PLOIS of truly valuable
BUILDING LAND, each having a g lod frouloge and a loug d*p'b —
Paiticuiara ai tl Cuuditluns of Salt-, with Plane, tiia, be oVitatnrd of
RALPH aPlCKK, Keq. r-oiicdor, 5. Staple lun, London

;
R- SFIoBB,

Faq. Solicitor ; and of the .tuetioueera Marlow.

IN CHANCERY.—’’ Harvey r. Slack.”-Mtncheeter and Salford, in
the County of Lanoaiter.—To Cnpir.sllstfi, Builders, and others,—
Importoot tale of Valusble FreehJd and Lvaeehold Bslataa.

pHINNOCK, GALSWORTHY, aud
\J CHINNOCK are iustrue'ed to SELL by AUCTION, with the
approbation of the Vi ie-Cbaucelior Sir John Stuart, tbe Judge to
wnose Court this cauee la attoobeil, at the Clarence Hotel, bpilng-
garden*. Manihctor, on TU=aU.AY, JON S 16. at FOUR for FIVE
precieelylnihenftemoon, a valuable FREEHOLD PBOPiETY, in
Fouutaln-stieet, Msnoheiter; co slsliugof the Swan Ian, and the
warehouse a’ljoinlog, uuw pro.luol- g an a inunl lental of £183, and
subject to the payuioQt uf ivo several chief leuti of £3 17s. each par

Also ,1 Freehold DwelHng-bouie and Cellars, altualo in Travli-
etreet, Mtuebeeter, pr duciug £23 8e. per aimum, subject to a chief
rent uf £i I*, pernnuuui.

Alsu 2,149 square i.trda of valuable FreehoM Land, (it Pendleton,
with a b< u-e aud buUdlngs ihetsou, prouuclug £30 pet annum, sub-
ject to a chief rent of £0 7*. 3d. per annum.

Alto a valuable Precu.ild HoU*e aud Csllar No, 17, Cook -street.

Salford, producing £22 Ss. per auunm, surged to a chief rent of 17b. 3d.

^ Also a valusble Frethuld Dweliiiig-hou'e, No. 36, Qravel-lane, Sol-
ford'; Two H'luaea and Shops. luQroeuga'.e, SMford, and. Twenty-four
Freehold Chief Ren’s, aaiuuuUug togeiber to £220 pec anoum oc
thereabunts, and well secured oti property situate in Oravel-lane,
Salford, aforeeaid, iiihject to a chief rsut of £104 per annum.
Alao Four TsIu-ihlH luiproved Leasehold Rents of £45, £22 lie 3(1.

£221i>j. 6d. aud £5 136. 6il well eeeurod upon property in Miller*
sireoC, Manubeeter, aud 708 squa e y.rJs of valuable Leasehold
Laud, lu MiJler-itreet, with six houses sud shops theieoQ. producing
£1,6 per annum ; held fur the rtsidue of a term -T 99 years from
tbe 25cli day at Maich, 1893, at a giuuud reut of £133 7s. 4d., thus
leaving a wall -secured peolit rental of £106 Its. ild. psc aunum.
— FIaus%and particulars wber>of, aud conditions of sate, may be had
gratia uf Mesarr. P.rker, Rouke, ft Paiksrs, Solicitor*, 17. B dford*
row, Louduo

; of Messrs, Gregoiy. Rjwcliffes, ft Rawle, Solleitors,

No. 1, Uedford-i'ow, L>uduu;uf Messrs. Emmetts, Wateun, ft Em-
met, Solicitors, (14, Bioomibiiiy-squarr, London; of Messrs. Hum-
plirye ft Uuuby, S dicipirs, Msucuesier

; uf Dr. Souibaui, Solicitor,

Manchester
;

of Messrs. PeuDioutin ft Bddgeu, Architects aud Snr-
veyora. Es^ex-rbambe-. Mmehester; and uf Meisis. CHINNOCK,
GALSWORTHY, ft CUlNNOuK, AucUon-eis, 11, Walerloo-place,
FaUmall. Louaott.-U.F. CHUitCH. Chief C.erk.

EDMONTON, Middlesea—With posssstl'U, capital Freehold FamUy
Beeldauce, neirly 12 seres of d.iely cimbered. psrk-like Land, lu a
ring (euce, lung frun'age to tbe London-road. tithe and land-tax
free; fiveiuluuies’ walk from statiou, 71 milri from City, eligible

fur buildbig pnrpuse*, aud sp.cislly desarviug the atlenUon of
land societies or ufgeu’lemeu seekiog an estate that may be
raplly r«a>i,ed by the crealiou of grouuil-reuls, the loud being ripo
r,.r

TEwsoN, &
_ FARMER wUl CELL, at the Mart. on TUESDAY, JUNE 23,

WO, In one iof, the old REdlDltNTIAL PROPERTY. Uyda
HuUie : cumiriBliig a sp.cloue family lesldcnce, with 15 bed-rooms,
dining, drawing, moruiug, aud bdiiard room*, library, ouC-cfBcee ;

e’ables, coach-h.:Ua:e, walled garden, peach snd posting house*, con-
servalorjr, vtuery, orcbsid, eUrubberiee, lawus, Uke. and a poilc

eiiclusure, nearly 12 acre*, adorueu with anrnbe and flue old Umber.—
Particulars uf Me,ar<. MGREOi TH. LUO vS, ft MBdEDlTH, 8, New-
sqaaev, LiuCulii’S'iiiu ;

,>( A. i.UEEdE, Esq. Solicitor, Hay, Brtooa-
ehlte; and at 89, Cheapdde.

M

To Englueers, Harbour Mostere, Orntra tors, and Others.—TO BE
tOLD by AUCTION by

j\TR. JAY, on WEDNESDAY, JUNE
XVJL 17th, 38C8, at TUHKB fur FOUR u'cl uk, sa the now lies
alungside Air. W uasbim’s Sbipwiighl Wharf, M>idon, Essex, a very
Capital DREDGER, fltied wl'h a 10-huiie piwec hoiis„atsl high*
pre-sura eDg ue on cost iron bed plaits, verUcal inbulor b qier,
dredging lu-ichin-ry <iu cost iruu fi rune. 16 bucket*, und ladder 21
feet in lon.ih, wit , wiuebee. cliaiua, one nir.aud all utber neceesary
flttli-g». The Dredger hoe been r.cea.ly engaged iu despaniug the
upper port i-f the river BUckwa'er, aud is capab'a • f dtedglng lu
water frum 4 feet 6 inches tu 14 feet, aud fllilug a -15-Mn bojge in 30
minulei.

LEICE3TliR S(JUATE —A valuable Freehold Properly, coveriug au
iuipurt.ut area of 8,220 feet, and specially tuiub'e for a largo
puiillc building or lor first cl uti business estaollshmeuts.

A/fESSHS. DEBENHAM, TEWSON, &
JAJL FARMER (in coiguoctioQ with M's*ra. BOFIIAN ft SON)
will BELL at tbe MART, uu TU >aDA V, JUNE 30. at TWO (auleei

au >cceplai>le i ffsr be p-eviouay in*dv by private contract), the
valuable FRaEROLD PtcOFEUiY, oouipiulug No. 30, Lolorster-

aquare, also Noe. 01 ouo Si, Costle-strest, aud three coitogu in
L;icester-court, the whole f. iiuing uue nudlvlued olouk, hariug a
frouloge lo Leices’.er-squ .re of >b rOt -<4 feat by a depth of about 188
feet, exteui Ing eutireJy through tu Ca.tie-sliee', to which it hu also

a ciuiUar iruuuig-, end ocouprinr a must importaut p wliiou, wUiila
a tew hundred yaids of the Un.riug-ur.r'S Teiminus, axd ou tho
borders uf ibe must fi-rqueul d W.s‘-eud ihrruUshf.iree. Partlculare
of A. DKhW, E q. Soli- iiur 2, Rsymoua's-buiidtiigB, Oraj'e-inn ; of
Messrs. BOF.MAN ft bO.v, 4, C.-tlu-a'rue-, L ic stsr-*quare; aud of
Messrs. DcBE.NUAlf, TEWouN, ft FARMSR, 8J. Uhoopiide.

THIRD BALK.—WEST WORfaiNG, bUSSEX.-l eslrable Freehold
BuLlaiug Riles, oJaple.l fur tbe erection uf hsuda me firsi-cIasB
ms' sloua. v linB, and terrace-, with frontages to ihe SuUth Paroue
aud Ursud B-plauade faclug the sea. Grand Avenue, Ruuudary-rood'
Rbwl.mU's-rosd. Baih-ruad, Maoui-i-uud, 9t. Vaiarlc, aud eej view
in toe illalrujt of Weet Wcrthl-g.

Tl/fESBKS. HIDE & PATCHING will SELL
LtX by AUCTION, at the Wh.sr worthing HOTEL, West
Wurihlug, ou SAlUKDAY, the •27tn of JUNE. 1858, at TWi* o’clock
lu the aflernoDu prrcnely (by order of the Directors of the West
Worthiog luvesiniout Company, Limit- d|, a senes of POUR very
valuable PLOTS of FREttUOLD GtiOUND, i'l twrmty-uiue LoU,
bung the east centre uf tus Company's very comprehensive euheine
for the laving out of the Estate Eacu plot bos ueen cartfuliy sub-
divided into Slice, vsrjuia iu fioutage sud B'le, but so urrsugod as to
admit of easy iitcresss of area by purchoee, should puiuhareis deem

rable r IC do.
West Woribiug has become world-wide in repntation, and ranks

in public estimalluu OS oue of the chief waterlug ptocea of the coaiL
lUiytoraufler

rperu mprov
of pruvtdiug Church accwuimodaiiou, ruid tj secure wnten they biVe
Selected aud set apart u Bits to De offered fur the ereciiou of a cnurch
and beueflee, with exteu-ive gruuuUs in Bath-road, as belug ceutrol
lu posltlou au'l accessible from aq paitr of rbe diarriot,

Tbe whole of tbe Plots are admirably adapte I for tbe erection of
snperior cLss man-luue aud detached ViUoa (much In requisition} for
t.r. act'd properties. The subsoil is good; the water supply both
abuudaut aud pure

;
diaiusge easy

;
title regtalei-ed

;
lsud-i*tx re-

deemed ;
and local taxes very uoiutoul. With these »8V( ral advau-

lages tbty will be suOiuliled tu tbe public fur speculative Or fur an
improving luv.s'in-ut uf cspiial.

Ibe tithe leutcbaige wi'l be apportioned upon each lot, at the
expouse of each re- peutive purchaser. Tue ploti will be soli uuder
the Usual Conditions for the protection of tbe u-ighbounug pr .•

parties, and tlie mutual iutarosts of the vendors aud purchaser*.—
i'nrilculors, ilau*. and conOitioue of >a'e, may be had of hlessra.
BUKuBELL. ti.,licitora, 6, B.uoJ Saoutua.y, Wcstmlusier, S. W.

;
of

BIUHaRli EuMUNDd, Esq. rolicitor, worthuje
;

of UHaRLEj
ELEY. Esq. ai tbeUiuces of the UoinoUny, 3. We<tmlu>t-r.cuam-
bors, Victuiio-.tieet, 8. »v.

;
Sir. C. W. JuHNSuN. RoslJeut hur-

v.yir’e Office, West W.ifthtog ; at West Worthiug Hots!
;
and of

Messrs. HIDE ft PATCHING, Auctioneers hud Estate Agents, High-
ttreetaod Warwiok-aLrett, Woithlug.

CROYDON, with poueesion—Fre.bold VlHa, good Garden, and
Builoiug Laud, iu Gluceater-road, uexr tu East Croydon S.atloa.

Messrs, debeinuam, tewson, &
FARMER will SELL, at tba HART, on THURaDAT,

JULY 2od.at TWO, m lots, HOPE COITA'sE. eevan roocue, good
offices, two couaervaiories, large gaidau ; nud Three Flo'S of ellgioio

Buildiog Laud, haviug fron-aiea uf 40 ft. 40 ft. ami 34 ft. re-pec-
(Ively, by a depth of Irour 100 ft. to 2J0 11.—Particulars of Ueisrs.

BLAKE ft SUE A. Solicitor*, 5. Ai Ibur-atreet East
;
uf A. G. BLAKE.

Eaq. duiiuitor, 23. Oeorge-atreet, Oruy loo ; and at 8), Uheapude.

WOOD-GREEN.-Freehold BuilJiug Lao-I, in a choice position on
tbe eiiiuntit uf the niH, w.ih froutoge tu lUa mam roaJ, and
withlu n few mluules’ wxik uf Alexandra Park aud Wour-giaea
Railway olallun. iu the centre of a ravuutile and r.pidly enlarging
seighbvurhoud.

1\TESSrS. DEBENHAM, TEWSON, &
LtIL farmer will BELL, at the MART, on TUESDAY,
JULT 14, at TWO, NI.eKTEBN PLOTS of valiiabl* FRERHOLO
BUILDING LAND, adjololug the plo.*sure gronndj of Woslbiirj

House, CnitL's-hul. Wood-giean. Threapiolsou tho man roal have
frouiages uf about 45 ft. each, witu depth- averaging 131/ feat. Tho
reeiJue will be set out lu plots uf 31 leet fcoutage each, with an
average depth of 149 feet. The woole will be found auitable for

detached v.llos of the rental value of froiu bOt. to 7UL for which ia

this loeollty there u a great aud coustauUy lucreosiug domaud.—
Cards uf the Auciioueerv.SO, Ch'apddo.

HaCKNRY road, iioa* Shore itch Churou.— fo TUooer Merchant*,
lluiliieis, CabiueLuiakert, fts.

'jY-TR, J. L. stagy hits betfU favoured with
1 T I Inatructlous frum Messrs. Samps m, Biuthers (in cousequenoa
uf a d'stoiution uf partueisnip', to c£ .L by aUurioN, on the
PREMISES, the whole of th-ir valuable uUl carefully selected

BtUUK of .% TIMBER MERCHANT: uouslsLiOg of about lUU.OOl

plank*, deals, aud batieu*, SUo,UjU leet of uioulalwg uf eve>y de.cilp*

tlon. 50,0u0 leet of mithog.uy in I 'g-, pUuka, and boards, thoroughly
seasoned tablu-woo-', 2 OuO .quares of prrpited flooring la all thick-

nesita, lattice work, maich llolug, urns, oak pu.ts, pallug*, die

sqnaies, well-built Van, wogunuei, ao. tru'ly and CiUCks, circnloc

law bench, fly-wheel, and the usaal Item/ of a timber merouant’s

tiade.—Tbe Leoae of 'head excau.ive J’remiae*. wUb stages and
trade i4)pllaucos, will shortly be off-red for Saie at the AUdUon
Mart, of wh ch due no'lce will bo gU6u. 'Ihe remainder of tbe

above Stock will be Sold on j'UBoDAY. JUNElUtb, I8b8, at ELEVEN
forT'd'ELVE o’clock precUely-—On view the a-turoay and Monday
previous ; cataioguee at the Auctioneer’s Office, 19 and 20, Old-aireet*

CAMDEN TgWN.—

T

o BuUder*. Carp*n’e s. Cabinet Mak

ft/I B. LEREw'wilT s’ii'LL'by ACOTION,
IVI un the PKhMI-tEd. Unmdeu-ieirace, i)*ar the Old Eagl*

Taveruaiid U >mdoU Old S' atl-n., N on h- l-udon Ka” ' - -

DAY. JUNE 15111, at TW KLVB f .r ONE o'e o«k, SUU

pi .uk* and do d*. 309 .quare. of flo -i mg. 10,900

feolmah' gauy, 1,090 feet e m bo.
'

d'.a-n slB'lng bat ana, 184 p-nei do
ladders, barrows, S cat. uaiL

MuN-
9 and yellow
leriug, 2 009

boaids, dry cut stuff, SOD
-uidings, 309 scaffold-pole*,

flttmgs, *ld matertots, 3n.

Auctiun Offices, 2 OanUngtoa-iitreet, Hompstead-rood, M.W.;
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THE PEAOTICE of ENOINEEETNG
FIELD WORK.eonUIolnsLAND A HTDEAULTC, HYDRO-

ORAPHIO anH SrBHARlNE. BURYKTINO and LEVEL! INO.
DEEP SEA tOnNI'TNQS. tha TT8B of SURVEYING and LEVEL-
LING I.'.STRUMKNTS, BAROMBTSRS and THERMO-WETfiRS for
Erplori'g LcTaln. a COMPLUTB TBRATUK on SETTING OUT
CURVES, on WATERWORKS, DISTRIBUTION of WATER In
TOWNS. GAUGING STREAMS, SEWERS, SEWAGE, and IRRI-
GATION. By W. D. HASKOLL, C.E.

43 Platoa and nntnorons W'^odcatf. 3 vols. 8ro. SI 44.

Pnblithera, ATCHLET A C 0. 106, Great Rnuell-streit. W.C.

Now ready.

rpHE MONEYS of all NATIONS, with
_1_ tkeir correct Value In Engliah Cnprenoy. Sixcopiei e»nt free
by poet on receipt of two penny itampe.—Addreee, T. ROBERTS *
CO. 8. Crane-contt, Fleet-etieet, London, E.C.

NEW AND REVISED EDITION.
Thle Day, with a new It trodnctioo, with FortalU and numerone

nioetratiODB, medlnm 8ro. 21".

rpHE LIFE of GEORGE STEPHENSON
.Jl. and of hie eon ROBERT STEPHENSON

;
comprising alao a

History ol ,he Inrention and Introduction of the Railway Loco-
motiTc.

By SAMUEL SMILES.
A New Edition, rovieed and enlarged. Forming also the Third

Volame of " Llrea of Engineer*,"
By tbeaame An'hor,

SECOND EDITION—THE HUGUENOTS
in England and Ireland. Sto. 16s.

JOHN MURRAY. Albemarle-etreet.

rpo BUILDERS.-A practical SUR-
£, VEYOR ('ormerly Qene*al Manager in a Loadon Builder's

firm), undertakes a'l BRANCHES of SURVEYING, preparing of
P'an«, Working aid Detail Drawing*, Speciacation*. taking out
Quantiiiee, Ettimatlug, Making ont and Pettifog Bnlldera' Accnmta,
on very reasonable termi.—Addreea. O M. 85. Bolscver-street. W. C. ;

91. Leighton-rnad. Kentish Tnwn
; 12. Tarretl-grore, Laik-hall-Iane,

Clapham
;

1ft, Farm-atreet. Nottirg-hUl.

P<)nsr» limo. cloth gilt, beTel boards, 3a. ; Post free, 3a- 3d.

VESPER SONGS : Poems, chiffly devo-
tional. '• Amongst which will be 'found many ofaiuperior

inlet.”- Obientr.
"Poems ihat will ram reepect for the author from numerous

Kadeie."—/NtAHc Opinion.
Lindeu: W. FREEMAN. 102, Fleet-street.

T

Published at 62. Ss. now offered for 32. Lis. ed.
THE GaEAT PATTERN COOK OF ORNAMENT AND

DECORATION.
HE GRAMMAR of ORNAMENT.

By OWEN JONES.
Dlnatrated by Fxamnles from various Styles of Ornament.

One Hundred and Twelve FUtee.
One Voliune Imp'rial 4to. extra cluth, gilt edges.

AGENTS WANTED.
B. QUAEITCU, 15, Piccadilly. London.

0 use ruoiianen, rare i, in 4to. price 4*. oj.

pXAMPLES of MODERN STEAM, AIR,
I J and GAB ENGINES, of the most approved typ> a, as emp]oy>‘d
for pr.mp ng. for driving machinery, for locomotion, and fc.
tore, minutely and practically deictibed. Jllosirated by woiklog
drawings, and embodying a critical account of all projecteof recent
Improrement In lumscee, boilris, and engines.

By JOHN BOURNE, C.B.
Anthor of a " Treatise on tbe Bteam-engiDe," Ac.

*•* To be contlnned monthly, and completed In twenty-four parte,
price 2s. 6d. each, farming one volame, iilustratea by about 90 Flatei
and about 400 Woodente,

London : LONGMANS, GREEN, A CO. Pafornoeter-row.

rpo builders.—MONEY ADVANCED
J. as the work proceede, by the Buildsra and General Advance
AasoclatioD {Limited).— Partlculirs and forme of appllcatton may be
obt Ined uf the Secretary.—OlScee, 110, Cannon-street.

rro CAPITALISTS.—PARTNERSHIP in
_l BUILDING TRADE.—By the retirement of a Partner in a
well-establLhed Arm In the Metropolis, an eligible oppoitunitv (a
pretent.d 'or tbe eafe INVESTMENT of fr m IS.uOOI. to 20,0002. The
capital will be lecnrtd on the stock-in-trade aud busineas preml'e*.
which are advantageonaly sitnated. The proQts upon the average of
the last three years are each as to afford an adeguste and liberal
return for the ioreatment. A knowledge of the business la deal table,^t not eafential,— Apply, by letter only, to Ueasra. HOLLINGS-
WORTH. TYEf Man, A GREEN. 4, East Indla-avenue, Lsa'lenhall-
BlrecL None but princijala or their solicUora will be treated with.

A
TO ARCHITECTS AND OTHERS.

RCHITECTURAL DRAWINGS
COLOURED for Competition or Exhibition; Perspectives,

rufue, Pkeiehee, or Finished and Working DrBwIugi prepared from
'gh rketchea or li.etroctlcns. First-rate refirences Dom eminent
p^^^'l^rpsa,^ART18T, 6. Symond’a-lnn, Chancory-Une.

CLERK WANTED, at a DECORATOR’S
and UPHOLSTERER'S, One well accustomed to BciUIers’ac-

Muota would be preterred,—Apply by letter to Messrs. C. No. 14,

/ORNAMENTAL DESIGNER.—An expe-
rlenced Per»on required to SET OUT WORK in Stone, Wood.

PERSPECTIVES Drawn and Coloured
By Mr. GEORGENAUTRESS,

ARCHITECTURAL ARTIST,
No. 3, lAuidown Cottsgee, Lansdown-pltce, South Lambeth.

TO BUILDERS, DECORATORS, Ac.

Gilders, thoroughly experienced in House
Work, may be OBTAINED at the House of Cell, Marlborough

Inn. Blenhelm-sleps, Oxford-street.—Address to the Secretary.

T o EMPLOYERS of CARVERS.—
Information may be had regarding the trade by applying to

the Secretary of the Wood Carvers' Society.—Address, WM. McCALL.
34, Shamrock-street, Olaagow.

Hastings highway district.—
APPOINTMENT of DISTRICT SUFiVEYOR.-Persons de-

aiouaof boocmlng CANDIDATES for the OFFICE ofSURVEYOR of
the above dlBirtct are nqueated to forward their APPLICATIONS
for Bueb Office, to be received by me, on or before ibe 15th JULY

Such applications, addrees.d "To tbe Hastlngj Highway
Boeid,” in the handwriting of the patty applying, must
age and bis preeent and previous occnpstlou, and be accouipanled
with tealimonlalB a» to his character aud competency. In addition
to the duties requited bytheHlghway Law. the Surveyor muat per-
form the duties appertaining to the office appearlog bytber.gula-
tlona adopted by (be Board. The district eompiiaee thiriy-lwo
parhhes. lying within the ’’etty Seaslonal dlvlsons of Haatlnga, Eye
and Battle, iu East Snseez, and contains abont 225 miles orbighway.
N.B.—The boroughs of Rye and Haslinizs, and the pariah of BaiUe,
are not included in the "Highway Dlrtiict.” Salary 2452, per
annum, payable quarterly. Tns person appointed must devote hi,
whole lime to tt e duties of the office, aud reside as near as prac-
liveable (subject to the approval of the Board) at the ceLtial part of
the dbtrici. He must give bond with two or more approved

aulborleed Guarantee Society, In the
ed address of tbe proposed sureties, or or me
ated In the appllcati <n for tbe above office.
1 may probably be required

6002. The n
Eooiely, mot
^e party a, oe lecjuireu lo eoier on nis

1

*’^ “* September next The Board reserve tbe power of
dec.iziluv ai.v e... .K- ...n.. B . .-..-n-.*.11 — ' -jopi-vuiorc next, ine rsoaru reserve menet lulug ‘•'J Rfotwal for the otBce.—By order of the Board,
Bye, May 30tb. 1668. H. E. PAINE, Clerk,

qURVEYS MADE, ami PLANS GOT UP,
on the most reasonable terms. Would take an engagement

Served hie articles to a clvi engineer. Well up in Town-work, anl
is a thonughly gool draneht»m»n. The highest references.—Ad-
dress, A. B, C. Pojt-offioe, Kenuington-cro>s, 3.E.

TO ARCHITEfTS.

/COMPETITION DRAWINGS made from
V_y ROUGH SKETCHES. pertpecHves tinted, aud temporary
awletance in every branch of the profe«»lon.—Apply to -M N. ore of
Honsekeeper, Cbandos chambeis, 22. Bucklngham-street, St aud.

Y^T-A-NTED, in the South of England, a
T V Competent and Energetic GENERAL FOREMAN (no others

need apply].—Apply, by letter only, stating tra-Ie, wages required
and references, to J. C. C. care of Davies A Co. Advertising Agents
Finch-lane, Cornhill.

Wf ANTED, in a month’s time, by a steady
VV Bexpfrienced Man. a RE-ENGAGEMENT as SHOP FOREMAN

of JOINERS, or would take Piece Work. Age 33. GTvi references
as to character and -blllty.— Address, VERITAS. Post-office, Brlxlon-
roid, Brixtnn, S.

YYT -A-NTED, in the Establishment of a
T V London Rnllder and Contractor, a thoroughly exoetiencec

PRIME COST CLERK; ranst have filled a •'milar situation.— Address
wi'h references, terms, aud where last enjiigad. No. SOi. Office o:

"The Bnilder.”

YYT'-ANTED, a thoroughly good GRATNER
T \ and WRirKR. for a Permanency, -Apply to SMITH, BRO-

THERS, 28, Gold-street, Northampton.

YYr^^NTED, in a Builder’s Office, a DRAW-
T T TNG CLERK, on a Temporary Engageiueot. Must be well

versed In all branches of architectural drawing—Address, stating
age and salary required. W, C, 81. Robert-street, Chelsea. S. W.

WANTED, a JUNIOR CLERK. — He
T V must write a good hand, and be quick at figures.— Address,

in own handwriting, to B A. care of Brown A Standfast, Adver-
tising Agents, 4. Little Oeorge-street, Westminster Abbey.

YXT-A-NTED, in an Architect’s and Sur-
* T veyor’e Office, a GENERAL ASSISTANT. Jlust be compe-

tent to abetrset and bill quantities. aaJ measure accounts, and bs a
lair dranghtrmiid —Apply, stating references ao-l "alary required, by
letter only, to L. G. care of Davies A Co. Advertising Agents, Fioch-
ane.Comhill.

YYT-ANTED, a practical PLUMBER, one
T T who can fi'l up hlsifme in painting and glazing, aud take

charge of three or fonr men, roaierUle, Ac.—Apply, stating wages
required f^r a perrasnency, and address of last employer, to WM.
HUBBARD. Contnetor. Bast Oerehara. Norfo'k.

TO PLUMBERS.

YYT'A-NTED, by a West-End Firm, a tbo-
T V roughly good PLUMBER, one who has had great ex-

jerleoee in all klnda of repairs and jobbing work. None but those
whose character will bear the strlct-st scrutiny as to bonestv,
sobility, and pumluality, need apoly. 'To a snltable man 'he
situation would be permanent— Address, 750, Office of "The
Buildfr."

Y\JANTED, in the Office of an Architect
T T and Surveyor, a well-qual.Oed GENERAL ASSISTANT.

Must be a good drauebtsman, and accustomed to dllapidstions,—
Address, J. H. S. Messrs. Csiler A Bromley. 23. Royal Exchange.

YYT’ANTED, a SHOP FOREMAN of
T V JOINERS. — Apply (by letter only) to SCRIVENER A

WHITE, Builders, 8, Fittroy-road, Regent's Park.

'yY
anted, in a Builder’s Office, a YOUTH,

would makr himself g"Derally n<eful —Addrsis. "tallng ago and
alary required, W. C. 81, RubeJt itieet, Chelsea. 8.W,

YVANTED, by a CARPENTER and
T T JOINER, permanent EMPLOYMENT, at day or piecework.

Terms moderate. Aged 28.—Address. 778, Office of •' The Builder.”

TO BntLDERB.

YVANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, as
T T GENERAL or SHOP FOR' MAN. Good references. Country

not objected to,— Address, A. B. 113, New Keot-road, 8.E.

TO PLUMBERS AND BUH-DEPS.

YY/^ANTED, by a respectable Young Man,
y> a SITUATION as PLUMBER. No objection to fill up time

in any other branch of ihe business.—Addzess, T. B. 62, nnlon-
street, Pomers-town. N.W.

TO AFCHITECTS.

YYT'ANTED, an ENGAGE MENT, by a really
tV good DRAUGHTSMAN, able In designing, and with a tbo-

rongbly c-mpetent knowledge of construclloD. Age 20 years.—
Address, 700, Office of •' The Bul’der,"

TO MASTER BUILDERS.

YYranted, a SITUATION, as an OUT-
T V DOOR Foreman, or clerk of WORK-S, who has Just

completeda la'ge block of Buildings, Good references.—Address, J.P.
26, OljDD-streeC. Vsnxhall-gsrden".

\\fANTED, by a Young Man, a SITUA-
T V TION as PLUMBER. Can do Gaefitting. Has no ohjec-

;1on to Fainting. Good referercee.-Address, P, B. 17, Llsson-itreet,
Lisiongrove.

TO BUILDERS, tc.

Y^ANTED, by the Advertiser, a SITU-
TT ATION as GENERAL FOREMAN, to Uke charge of a job.

;Csrpeoter by trade.) Barerencei to i.rlnclpal baildsrs In Lendon.—
Address. 703, Offics of" Tbe Bnilder.''

YVANTED, an ENGAGEMENT as
} V CLERK of WORKa, General Poremau, or on an E«Ute. hy

a tborouxbly prscllcal Man.go-rd draughtsman, writ up In acconats,
measuring. Ac.- Address, W. DICKINSON. 34. Gre.k-slreet, Cborl-
toti-on-M»<ilock.

TO PLUMBERS AND OTHERS.

wanted, by a steady Young Man, a
tV constant PlTUATIriN. as THREE-BRANCH HAND,

Willing to make himself generally useful in the trade, Town pre-
ferred. Wages, 7-)d. per hour.-Address, H, H. S, Marcbmoot-street,
Riusell-square.

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.
YTTANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, by
T V aToung Mao. as ESTIJtATOR and ME.ASURER. or Assiet--t Young u.nu, no uo L X JlA C aUli 111 DiAC c x.o, u.
. ditto. Is a thorough bonkkreper, and well up in quantity-

taking. Fair draughtsman. Salary moderate. S-cucItv if required.
R-fcrencea from last empltyera—Address, 0. D. Straeey's Library, 2.
Hanover-place, Eegeat’a-park. N.W.

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.
NTED, by the Advertiser, a RE-
ENGAGEMENT as CLLEK or TIME-KEEPER.-Address,

Straeey's Library, Hanover-place, Park-mat. N.W,

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.
I

T^ANTED, by a thoroughly experienced
i

T T practical Man, a RE-ENGAGEMEN f as WALKING FORE-
MAN, CLERK of WORKS, or to take Cbn-ge of a Job. Is a good;
draugbfamao. estira tor. and measnrer.and can t.ks oat'quantUle*. i

Jolt er by tr-de. Ased 36. Flrst-clnas riferences as to ability, Ac.

—

Addre.'5, A. B. 5. Saxon-road North, Bow.

TO ARCHITECTS AND SlTtVETORK
"VU’ANTED, by a Youth (aged 17) leaving
• V School, and in bis Thlrdl Session at South Keusington. aThlrdl Session at South Keusington. i

SITUATION [in an Office. Is willing to make himself generally
nseful.— Addre**, J. E, Mr. Pawrey, News-agent, 27, Exeter-itreet,
°|

-street, aw.

T^ANTED, by a respectable and well-
T T educated YOUTH, aged 17. a 0ITOATION as JUNIOR—

,
aged 1 , , .. _

CLERK iu a Butldec's Office. Has had y*- '•r
Post-office. Colchester.

s' experience.—Apply

WTANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, as
T T MANAGER, or FOREMAN, of PLUMBERS and PAINTERS.

s. 733, Office of " The Builder.''

TO BUILDERS. PLUMBERS. Ac.

ANTED, by the Advertiser, who is a
T T good PLUMBER, a SITUATION or JOB, piecework or

TO BUILDERS AND ARCHITECTS.

W7"ANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, as
I T MANAGING FOREMAN of WORKS. Clerk of Works, or
General Foreman aud Manager to a Country Builder. Isa tho-

roughly practical man, experienced in the general conducting of
work", measuring, drawing. Ac, Good references as to ability and
character.—Address, A. J. Portsea Cottage, Ordnance-road, Houni-

WANTED, a SITUATION as PLUMBER.
T T No objection to Dll tip time with glazing or painting.—

TO BUILDERS AND MASONS.

YYT'ANTED, by a Young Man, a RE-EN-
YY QAGEMBNT as CLERK. Is acenstomed to monumental

engraving. References.—Address. IL Post-office, Newark, Notts.

wanted, a RE-ENGAGEMENT as
Y Y GENERAL or OUT-DOOR FOREMAN, by a praotica'. Man

[Joiner by trade) aged 40. Pir.t-claas relereuces from present and
former employers No objection to the country.—Address, J. H. M.
15. University-street, Totteubam canrt-road.

TO BUILDERS, CONTRACTORS, AND OTHERS.

YYT'ANTED, by a thoroughly practical and
Y Y steady BRICKLAYER, a SITUATION as FOREMAN; or

Brickwork by the Piece; used to large and difficult J-ibs. Good
reference.—Address, A. B. 54, Norfo'k-road, Eisei-road. lallogton, N.

TO WATER COMPANIES AND GAS WORKS.

YYT"anted, by the Advertiser, a SITUA-
YV TION in a WATER COMPANY or GAS COMPANY as

MAlNand SERVICE LAYtR and r 1 ITER
;
would have no objec-

tion to nndertake the management aud repairs of a small water
Company ; bss a good knowledge ol engine and pumping machinery,
having filled a similar sltuatiou. Can have firit-ciaaa testimonl^
from gas and water coaipanles.-Address, 737, Offics of "The
Builder."

YYT'ANTED, the MANAGEMENT of
Y Y WORKS on an ESTATE or a Situation with a Surveyor,

byaCLEoKof WORKS, aged 32.—Address, B. F. 34, Robert-street,
Uampstead-road, N W.

WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT as
Y Y OUT-DOOR FOREMAN. Carpeut-r by trade. Aged 30.

Good referencea.— J. I* Poet-office. 424, Mi e oud-roed.

TO CARVERS AND STATUARY MASONS.

YYT'ANTED to APPRENTICE, a YOUTH,
Y Y aged 15. A small premium cm be given.—Addrese, with

full particulars, M. L. 123, Upper Keaulugton-Une.

TO ARCHITBCTB AND SURVEYORS.
wanted, by a Young Man, a SITUA-
YY TION u COPYING CLERK. Can produce eprclmeni of

workmanship. Good references.-Addreu, Y. Z. No. 50, Hcnry-
etreet. N.W,

YYT'ANTED, a SITUATION, by a respect-
Y Y able Man, esOBAINBa, MARBLER, and HOUSE GILDER.
40 chlectlon filling up time with other oranchrsof thetrale, or to
Uke cnarge of work.—Address, A. B. 84, Lllllnglon-street, Pimlico,
jondon, S.W.

wanted, a RE-ENGAGEMENT aa
Y Y BUILDER'S CLERK. Town or country. Well scqnslnted

with the office dutler, and to some extent the shop. Aged 34,
Married.—Addrese, B. M. 57, Sklnuer-itreet, Blshopegate, E.U.

TO BUILDERS AND DECORATORS.

YY/^ANTED, a SITUATION, by a Young
Y Y Man. as PAINTER and GILDER. Can shade weU. and

assist In aign-boaid writing. Good references. Address, Q. F. E. 25,
Great Marjlebone-street, W.

TO SION AND QLA33-WRITERS.

\Vr ANTED, by the Advertiser, a
Y Y ellUAilon u GLASS and SIG.-i-BOARD WRITER- No

obJeoUon to fill up bis time at painting,—Address, R. 8. Mr, Pratt,
35, Great Marylebane-itreet. W.

TYT"ANTED, a SITUATION, in the Timber
YV Trad", by a Young Man, aged 27. rither as MANAGER,

TRAVELLER, ir CLERK. UnexcepiLonable reference from flret-

class bouses.—Address, A. Post-office, Grimsby, Lincolnshire.

TO ARCHITECTS.

W'ANTED, by an ASSISTANT, aged 24,
VV a RE-ENGAGEMENT In an Architect's Office. Neat and

rapid draughunuuj.—For terms, Ac. address, A. J. 6, KennlngtoQ*
oval, 8.E.

wanted an ENGAGEMENT by an
YY expeiltnced CLERK of WORKS, or as Slaoager and EsU-

mstor and Draughtsman to a Builder. Has been used to large Jobs
In and near I-ondon. Riferencee to eminent London Architects.—
Address, Cleik of Wotks, at Mr. Pike's, Sutioner, Whitehorse-streel,
Plccsdilly, London, W.

TO BUILDERS AND PLUMBERS.

YAT-A-NTED, by a first-class PLUMBER in
T T all ita branches, a constancy. Has no objection to g.as. Iron

pipe, or zlnc-woik. Age 33, married. | Country preferred.—Address*
015, Office of "The Buiuler.'’
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A TFord of Counsel to the Uxplorers of

Falcstinc.

3 have a word or two

of friendly advioe to

offer to our friende the

Palestine Exploration

Society.

The Builder was the

first journal to set the

example of doing more

in the way of calling

the attention of the

public to the subject

of the survey of Pale-

stine than is involved

in the mere insertion

of letters received

from the officials. We
have done this as feel-

ing a deep and per-

manent interest in a

subject BO especially

cognate to those which

we habitually bring

before our readers.

Even architecture

proper may gain valu-

able illustration from

the investigation of such buildings as the Golden

Gate, and of the characteristic earmarks that

betoken the masonry of Herod and of Solomon.

Archscological questions of extreme interest are

also involved, and, above all, the topography of

the spot which, of all on the surface of our

planet, is marked by the most venerable sanctity,

appeared likely to be redeemed from a condition

of hopeless confusion. It would not have been

either ungraceful or undeserved if our labours to

promote the worthy object of the society,

—

labours which to no inconsiderable extent have

wakened echoes in the oolumus of several of

our contemporaries,—had been referred to with

some expression of gratitude by those interested

in the exploration.

Stimulated by the succosaive appeals which

have been made for its aid, the public has come

forward to such an extent as to obviate the need,

which appeared at one time to be pressing, for

the arrest of the works conducted by Lieut.

Warren. As each new appeal has been made

for contributions, detailed acknowledgements

of the sums received have been published, in such

a manner as to bo satisfactory to each individual

subscriber} but neither from these successive

lists, nor from the statement made, according to

the newspaper reports, at the public meeting,

that the treasurer had something under 2,OOOZ.

in hand, do the actual balance-sheet of the

eociety, and precis of the operations, past and

projected, of the conductors of the enterprise,

oome clearly and fully before the public. The

whole matter is somewhat en Vair. Country

Bubscribers have been hoping to receive more

systematic information in return for their sub-

scriptions, and all the interesting speeches of the

patrons of the enterprise,—of such men as Sir

Henry Kawlinson, Mr. Layard, and the Dean
of Westminster, fail to supply that definite pro-

gramme which it is desirable to have brought

before those interested in the support of the

undertaking.

It would bo well that all the subscribers

should be provided with a block plan of the

localities investigated and to be investigated by

the officers of the survey, together with the

reports which have been printed from time to

time. These, moreover, should be serially

numbered, and all details of work should be so

described as to admit of immediate reference to

the key-plan, so that all persons in any way

accustomed to the use of maps should be enabled

readily to comprehend what has been and still

may be done.

The attention which has been given to a sub-

ject of minor interest, that of the “ complicated

net-work of drains and reservoirs,” which indeed

has been brought before the public in a separate

and entire work, might have been, we venture

to think, better bestowed on those topographical

questions to which all others are subordinate,

and the determination of which is the most im-

portant result to be expected from the labours of

the explorers. We do not undervalue the im-

portance of the determination of the depth of

the south wall of the Haram beneath the present

surface of the rubbish which encumbers the site,

or of the course and mode of junction of the

wall of Ophel to that of the Haram. The latter

are the principal discoveries of value as yet

made with reference to the main object of the

search, the identification of the features exist-

ing before the Christian era. Monkish Jeru-

salem is comparatively uninteresting, our first

aim must be the determination of Scriptural

localities.

We cannot, therefore, but think that Lieut.

Warren undervalued the results of his actual

discoveries, when he spoke at the meeting of the

area of the Haram as containing room for much

more than the site of the Temple and the

Tower of Antonia. “ Space for throe such sites”

as that of the Temple, are the words of the

report.

The first point to decide as to this part of the

investigation, a point which to a certain extent

Lieut. Warren has elucidated, was the true

character of the masonry surrounding the altar-

shaped hill on which the Temple unquestionably

stood. Was it the date of the Crusaders ? in

which case its position would have told us little.

Was it built by Herod ? Did it contain any of

the work of Solomon? For, if this superb

enceinte could be identified with the work of the

builder of the third, still more with that of the

first. Temple, it follows that we have in its

actual dimensions the measurement of the

“Stadium” of Josephus, and that the grand

double square, six stadia in circuit, half of which

contained the Temple, and the other half the

fortress, accurately coincides with this gigantic

walled platform of some 1,800 ft. long by 900 ft.

wide.

The shafts and galleries of Lieut. Warren, in

enabling him to ascertain the depth at which

the southern and the eastern walls of this

quadrangle sprang from the live rock, have

verified the largo dimensions nsed by Josephus.

The investigation of the masonry, and the com-

parison of its characteristics with those of cer-

tain well - known buildings, leave no room to

doubt the presence in these walla of the work

both of Horod and of Solomon himself} and

certitude is thus attained that the altar moun-

tain is not, in its present dimensions, the work

of some unrecorded builder at some unknown

date, but the repaired remains of the original

ciroumvallation raised by the two great Temple-

building kings. The topographical importance ot

this fact is primary, and this is the first definite

result of the survey.

The next point, important in itself, and im-

portant as being that on which all other topo-

graphical qiieations must more or less directly

hinge, is to determine the course of the three

walla of Josephus. There can bo no doubt of

the prime importance of this desideratum. We
have already pointed out that, before gun-

pow'der was available for military demolition, it

was impossible that such buildings as the walls

of ancient Jerusalem should have been destroyed

to below the level of the ground, or even to

below the level of the ddbris caused by the

overthrow of the upper part of the walls them-

selves. These foundations, then, are in esse : to

trace them is the first duty of the topographer.

That once done, there are many questions that

will settle themselves. It is not, for instance?

conceivable that when this first step to a restored

topography of the city besieged by Titus shall

have been taken, we shall find writers con-

tinuing to start with the assumption that a

certain tower is the “Hippiens” of Josephus.

This identification appears to have been arrived

at by the following syllogism :—Josephus says

there was a tower called Hippiens. Here is a

tower. Ergo, here is Hippiens. Unfortunately

for this sort of logic, which people rarely apply

to any subjects but those which are in some

way oonnecfced with Scripture, the dimensions,

no less than the position of the tower in question,

are entirely irreooncileable with the description

given by the great Jewish historian of Hippiens.

The verification of the site of the Holy Sepul-

chre is another of the points closely dependent

on the determination of the course of the walla.

We do not say that positive determination is

thns immediately attainable, but negative is. If

the Church of the Holy Sepulchre, venerated as

such by unbroken tradition from the date of the

appropriately styled “invention” of the cross

by the Empress Helens, be without the wall of

the city,—the wall described by Josephus,—it

does not necessarily follow that the site is the

true one. But if it be within the wall, it is cer-

tain that such will not be the case. This, then,

will be one of the first results of this much-

needed first part of the survey.

The essential condition of the most successful

amount of the exploration is, to bear in mind

what may and what may not be fairly expected

from its prosecution. It is only by an organized

direction of all efforts to attain these primary

ends that waste of time, of money, and

of energy will be avoided. Eesearoh at

Jerusalem will have a totally different re-

sult from research at Thebes, at Nimroud,

or at Pompeii. We shall find no historic

sculptures, no palaces buried under their own

ruins, no indications of the daily life of a popu-

lation suddenly overwhelmed by the volcanic

agency of nature. A few scraps of pottery, a

few bronze nails, an engraved ring, a Hebrew

coin or two, glass fragments of the third

or fonrth century of the Christian era,—such

ai-6 the results that, in the excavation of Jeru-

salem, replace the papyri of the Theban tombs,

the glass, and ivory, and clay, and metal, of the

Assyrian drinkiDg-vessele, aud ornaments, and

domestic utensils, and the clay tablets of their

imperishable, though quaint and humble, do-

mestic records. For the restoration of the

house of Pansa, or for the reopening of the

amphitheatre, we have to be content with the

piercing of long-closed galleries under the courts

of the Temple, aud the opening to the light of

day of enormous stones, which seem to have

been re-cut in the time of Solomon. The severe

style of ornamentation adopted by a people who
were forbidden to reproduce animal forms, may
occasionally make its appearance among the

ruins. There may possibly occur some memorial

of the fifty-six years of Assyrian rule. Sir Henry

Rawlinaou entertained a hope of the disinter-

ment of some Babylonian cylinder or obelisk

containing Nebuchadnezzar’s own account of

his conquest. There is a more historically-

founded hope of the intact preservation of the

places of sepulture of eleven of the kings of tho

House of David in the bowels of Mount Zion }

but it is nob in archmological results that the

survey can be expected to be fruitful.

On the other hand, in the books of Kings,

Chronicles, Ezra, and Nehemiah, we have nume-
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rons details as 'to the topographical features of
Jerusalem, that it will be of the utmost interest
fully to explain. Fewer, but even more interest-
ing allusions, occnr in the first five books of the
New Testament. In the “ Antiquities,” and in the
“ Wars ’ of Josephus, we have the fullest details
preserved in any ancient history of any ancient
city. In the Talmud we have a counterpart of
the Holy City itself,—a mass of recoverable
details hidden under the accumulated rubbish of
centuries. The pick and shovel of the excavator
are the instruments of a new and an indispu-
table exegesis applicable to these important
tests. But the application must be systematic.
It is not by a shaft here and a gallery there,—the
measurement of a reservoir, or the opening ofan
arch, that the light of day will be thrown on
the subject. Isolated and minor discoveries of
this nature are like the feeble ray of light which
is thrown from the candle of a solitary visitor on
the roof or sides of some gigantic cavern, the
shimmer of a torch on the stalactites of
“Peveril’s Hole” in the Peak. We want the full

illumination of the bine lights. We want such a
combined and organised effort to solve the topo-
graphical questions, as shall at once give ns
the true plan of the city described by Josephus,
and taken by Titus. When these historic walls
are once dotted in, not as a guess, but as a con-
tinuous certainty, on the excellent ordnance sur-
vey, each minor detail will find its proper place,
and assume its due relative importance. The
completion of the thorough investigation of the
Haram area,—of its northern and its western
wall, as well as of its honeycomb substructure,
and the tracing of the walls of Herod, and of
Nehemiah, are the objects to which all others
should be madesnbservient.

It is very well to urge the public to support
the work. We have been glad to lend our own
voice to swell the cry for help. We have been
glad to point ont in what widely different por-
tions of the public addressed by the newspaper
press are to be fonnd groupsof differentcbaracter,
each of which claims a peculiar and a special
interest in the exploration of the ancient city.

To that venerable fellowship—perhaps the most
ancient in the world—wider than either of the
forms of monotheistic faith—practical in its

aims and conduct, and bonnd, by a tie never
to be forgotten, to venerate the site of the house
reared without sonnd of “hammer, or axe,
or any tool of iron,”—we were the first to
indicate the propriety of an appeal which is now
beginning to be productive, but which ought
to be, not dimly indicated, but distinctly and
specially made. To the archmologist and the
architect we Lave pointed ont that if the
discoveries probable in their departments of art
are likely to be few, they would be at once
venerable from antiquity and certain in the
indications which they will give.
The clergy of the Church of England have

not been slow to perceive what volnnies of vapid
and erroneous comment may be superseded by a
fewwell-cbosen photographs. The members of the
Dissenting churches, accustomed to find money to
carry ont what they consider to be the true inter-

pretation of the New Testament, only require to
have the nature of the explorations made satisfac-

torily clear to their minds, in order to make sure
that it shall not fail for want of voluntary aid.

But though this urgency is a very good thing
in its way, people are apt to become tired of its

repetition. They want to be satisfied, not only
as to the good faith, but as to the good sense,
with which these contributions are laid out.
They do not so much care to know that this
shaft is 35 fc. deep, and that -Ifi ft., as to under-
stand what is the course definitely proposed
by the person responsible for the direction of
the exploration,—how the monthly progress
carries ont that comprehensive and well-digested
design

;
and, above all bow the main requisite

of the certain restoration of the block plan of the
Jerusalem of the Gospel era—the triplo-walled
city of the great Jewish historian—is steadily
advancing. Whatever additional information
may have been gathered by those subscribers who
had the advantage of hearing the address of Lienfc.
Warren, on the occasion of the meetingatWillis’s
Rooms, we have reason to know that sentiments
such as we have expressed are entertained, and
we think reasonably entertained, by country sub-
scribers. Much Las been done—money has been
forthcoming in good faith—disinterested energy
has been devoted to a worthy end—personal
labour has not been shunned by those of our
countrymen who have been exposed to all the
trials of the climate of Palestine, and all the
toil of labour in the East. What we are anxious

to see is, that all the efforts made and yet to be
made for the exploration of the Holy Land should
bo so directed by competent and practised intelli-

gence, and so subordinated to the requirements
of well-organised method, that we shall, by the
return of the hot weather of 1869, be able to
point out, folly and distinctly, how much more
we know of ancient Jerusalem than we knew in
the spring of 1868.

" I hoped," wrote a country clergyman, who
had sent his eontribation to the exploration fund
in consequence of the statements made in the
Builder, “ that on subscribing my guinea I might
receive any further accounts. It would, I should
think, be worth while to send the letterpress, if

not the etchings also, to subscribers. If I knew
the secretary I should also suggest whether it

would not be worth while to get fifteen or twenty
copies of photographs boldly printed in colours”
(meaning copies of fifteen or twenty photographs)
“ on calico, like those which Elliot Stock lends
ont (a great many sets on different subjects) for
popular lectures. The size of these is 4 fc. by
3 ft. I should bo very willing to give a popular
lecture on the subject, and no doubt many would
do the same, and popular interest would thus
be awakened.”

There is always a delicacy felt in speaking of
“ honorary ” services in any terms than those of
unqualified gratitude. This is one of the great
evils of sneh a method of conducting any im-
portant undertaking. For the want of the voice
of friendly criticism much is often left undone
that might be done with advantage. We are so

lating on our hands, and at this moment encum-
bers our pathway.
How does it occur that Edinburgh should be

tbe^ scene of so many extraordinary and fatal
accidents ? * Now it is an ancient tenement
filled with inhabitants toppling over in the High-
street. Then a fire breaks ont at the basement
of a long stair in the Canongate

; and the poor
inmates, deprived of all egress, precipitate
themselves and their children from the seventh
story windows. Again, the chimney-stalk of a
comparatively new tenement in Duke-street is
blown over, and crashes through the roof, and all
the joisting and flooring of several stories, de-
stroying the lives of four or five people in its
fatal descent. No doubt this accident occurred
during a storm

;
and by certain authorities it may

be assigned to that category of caanalties which
are comprehended under a visitation of Provi-
dence ! It is just possible that the same excuse
will be made for the loss of life arising from the
fall of enormous masses of rock which are every
now and then detached from the cliffs with
which Edinburgh is surrounded. But we must
confess that, in oar opinion, such an excuse
is alike insufficient and unwarrantable. We
have on former occasions been compelled to
animadvert on the negligence and want of fore-
sight on the part of the Edinburgh local autho-
rities ;—particularly, we may state, in regard to
the fall of that ancient tenement in the High-
street which had been undermined in the coarse
of alterations

j
and the destruction by fire of

the Theatre Royal, at which the Dean of Guild,
fully of opinion that a debt of gratitude is due to

j

Mr. Lorimer, was Ulled. We are afraid that we
the energetic man who may be regarded as the ' must continue to hold them responsible in
father of this enterprise, that we wish dia- ' certain other cases which we now proceed to
tinctly to state that any remarks we have made particularise.
have been suggested by the wish to strengthen

|

We shall begin with the storm. Our readers
his hands. We do not see how any competent
person can be expected to devote gratuitously to
such a purpose the time, and thought, and unin-
terrupted attention that are necessary to the
adequate organisation of the enterprise. A cer-
tain degree of vagueness of object is sore thus
to supervene. This becomes quite evident from
the speech of Lieut. Warren, “ The explorers
must be content, he feared,” said that officer,
“ to be baffled and perplexed for a long time to
come before they could bring out Jerusalem as
it was

5 for, startling as it might appear, they
had not yet a single fixed point from which to
commence.”

Considering the great mass of writing,—we
can hardly call it literature,—existing on the
subject of Jerusalem, the wild guesses, and the
impossible assnmptioos that have what is called
“authority” to support them, the perplexity of
Lieut. Warren is moat natural. At the same
time it is an unanswerable proof of the import-
ance of the lino of conduct which we suggest.
A distinct plan of operations should be sketched
out and communicated to the subscribers

j esti-

mates should be attached to the programme, as
in all cases of serious engineering undertakings

;

and it should be understood that the first point to
be carried ont is tbe identification and the snr-
vey of tbe foundations of the ancient walls, and
the consequent delineation of the ground-plan
of the Holy City, as it existed when its streets
were trodden by

—

“ Those blcBsed feet
Whiuh, eighteen hundred years ago, were nailed,
For our salration, to the bitter cross."

LIFE RISKS IN EDINBURGH.

Edinburgh is just now in a vortex of “ move-
ments” of one description or another. Not to
speak of political movements, with which we are
not conversant, there are, to begin, the well-
known annual games, high-jinks or saturnalia
which spring from the decayed embers of the
annuity-tax (church-rate) agitations, and which
this year seem to have exploded with uncommon
violence in crushing tbe laudable attempt to

establish a free public library. In tbe second
place, there is a great social and sanitary
movement set agoing for the purpose of eradi-

eating poverty and extingnishing crime, on the
principles of voluntary association. In the
third place, there is a noble and magnificent
effort being made to reconstruct, at the cost of
100,0001., the ancient and celebrated Medical
Hospital, which has been so long and so
honourably identified with the Edinburgh Medi-
cal School. We purpose devoting some space to
the discussion of these two latter subjects

; but
before doing so wo wish to clear away some
rubbish, so to speak, which has been accumn-

1

will remember that on the 2'lth day of January
a fearful storm raged over a great part of Scot-
land, as well as England, which resulted in
grievous loss of life, in many painful accidents,
and in no small destruction of property. The
fall of the barometer daring tbe previous night
gave warning of some atmospheric change at
band : the sky had become by ten o’clock over-
cast and lowering

;
and by twelve o’clock tbe

tempest had set in. It grew in fury till about
one o’clock, when there occurred in Edinburgh
the saddest of all the incidents of the storm. A
tall chimney-stalk at the back of the residence
of Mr. John Keegan, S.S.C., in Duke-street, was
blown down, and, tumbling through the roof, it

threw down the whole of the back wall of the
honse, five stories in height, burying six inmates
in the ruins. It was found, after digging through
the di^ris, that four persons had been killed. In
the upper part of the house a servant had been
killed and another severely injured

;
further

down, Miss Keegan bad been killed; and of three
clerks at work in the lowest apartment, two
were killed and one narrowly escaped, although
he was extricated almost unhurt. Several other
accidents also occurred in Edinburgh, but for-

tunately in none of them were lives lost. Many
narrow escapes, however, took place from falling
chimney-stalks, cans, and bricks

j and all the
streets were strewed with fragments of masonry,
slates, tiles, and loose mortar.

It was pointed out in our columns at the time,
and we desire to reproduce the argument, that
althongh this gale, or rather storm, was more
than commonly severe, the accidents with which
it has been accompanied are by no means un-
common. Indeed, they are the very reverse.

Every year nnmerons accidents occur from
chimney-pots and decaying roofs in Edinburgh,
both in the Old and tbe New Town

;
and we do

net need to inform our Edinburgh readers that
it does not always require a terrific storm to
produce the fall of a lofty tenement and a de-
struction of human life. It is not easy to ac-
count in a single word for this condition of
things; but one defect in the Edinburgh muni-
cipal administration is very conspicuous—there
is no Building Act in Edinburgh. There seems
to be no proper supervision, inspection, or regula-
tion with regard to buildings in force in the city.

We cannot better describe the Dean of Guild
Court, which is popularly supposed to be en-
trusted with these important duties, than by
comparing it to tbe Court of Border Wardens,
or the man-at-arms in the Lord Mayor’s Show.
It is an institution that has long survived its

usefulness, and ought to be abrogated. There
are, we are aware, a city artbitect in Edinburgh
(Mr. Cousin), a burgh engineer (Mr. Maepber-

“ A Chapter of Accidents" in oar
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son), and last, though not least, a medical officer

of health (Dr, Littlejohn), all men of standiog
and experience in their respective professione.

There could hardly an occasion arise, we should
imagine, in which an official report from either
or all of these burgh officials would have been
of greater value. Yet it is a most extraordinary
thing that no such report ever appeared

j
or, if

it did, it never reached the public through the
ordinary channels of information, or in the re-

ports of the town council proceedings. Indeed,
so far from “ improving on the occasion,” as
the fashion is in certain other matters across the
Tweed, there was a studious, and, as we think,
culpable desire on the part of the authorities to
hush the matter up altogether. The only pro-
fessional, if not authoritative, deliverance the
emergency called forth, as far as we could dis-

cover, was a sort of semi-official article in the
Scotsman, which was partly transferred to our
columns at the time, in which the whole theory
of official responsibility was completely repu-
diated. At the same time the doctrine was laid
down that the common law of property on the
part of the landlord, and the instinct of self-

preservation on the part of the occupier, com-
prehended all the principles necessary to foresee
and provide against such extraordinary and
fatal calamities. We will not stay to point out
the preposterous character of such a defence,
and we have already shown that the highly un-
warrantable statement with regard to the duties
with of the burgh engineer was not in accordance
the local Acts of Parliament, even as compiled by
the very highest local authority on such matters
in Edinburgh,

—

videlicet, the town clerk.*
This curious dogma of the instinct of self-

preservation will, we suspect, be equally at
fault in another class of accidents to which we
must now refer. Edinburgh, we need scarcely
say, is a city of comparative altitudes. Like
ancient Home in this respect, it is built on hills,

although we do not know as to seven hills. At
all events there are plenty of precipitous cliffs

and jutting rocks overhanging the principal
thoroughfares, chiefly composed of a porphyritio
greenstone, sometimes basaltic, as at Samson’s
Kibs, but more commonly conglomerate, as we
see them on the cuttings of the Calton Hill and
Salisbury Crags. The Castle itself is built on a
bluff intrusive igneous rock having a sheer per-
pendicular fall on its western shoulder of 200 ft.

to the lower plateau of Prince’s-street. Prinoe’e-
Btreet, again, is 200 ft. feet above the level of
the sea, while the valley of the Water of Leith
at Dean Bridge is about 120 ft. lower than this.

Just at this point an accident occurred the other
day of which we happen to have mislaid the
account j but it was of this nature. At Randolph
Cliff a portion of rock, estimated at 100 tons
weight, fell one eveningabout seven o’clock into
the pathway below, causing much anxiety and
consternation in the neighbourhood. Fortunately,
no one was passing at the time, so that no
aooidents occurred, and no lives were lost, A
detachment of policemen were sent to guard the
spot until the fallen ddbris was cleared away by
the authorities.

We particularly wish to state that this is not
an isolated nor an uufrequent occurrence. Not
long ago a huge piece of rock became detached
at Salisbury Craigs, which overlooks the beauti-
ful valley of the Queen’s Park, from a height of
400 fc. Down it came, thundering and crashing
into the valley, and alighted among a group of
innocent schoolboys, one of whom was fearfully
injured, and who afterwards, we believe, died in
one of the surgical wards of the Royal Infirmary.
Just suppose this accident to have happened
during a gala day when the park was crowded,
or at a volunteer review ! On another occasion,
we remember, a mass of rock, weighing 50 tons,
beoame detached from the olifis under the south
wall of Edinburgh Castle, and fell into the road-
way of Johnstone-terrace, during the night, with
a noise like thunder. It was fortunate indeed
that this fall did occur during the night, for had
it occurred during the day the loss of life might
have been appalling. Once more : there is a

* Comp. "A Voice from Edinburgh after the Storm,”
p. lia, ante, and “The Dutiee of the Burgh Engineer,

”

p. 216. la this last article u reference is given to the
sections of the local Acts regulating the engineer’s duties,
which certainly do not coincide with the 5eo^*niore’« state-
ment “ that he has other and quite different duties to
perform.”— r»(fethe5i;oisman, February, 1868. Indeed, it
wonld be very carious if he had. But we must own that
the duties of the burgh engineer of Edinburgh seem to be
of rather a eomplicaied character, if we may judge from
the following adveriisement which appeared °in the
same newspaper :

— “ King’s Stables.—Lofts to Let.
Occupied by Messrs. M'Lean & Hope. Rent, 28L—Apply
at Burgh Engineer’s Office, Police-chambers."

brewery, situated under tbe cliffs of the Calton
Hill, which was severely damaged the other day
by a similar accident ; indeed it may, for any-
thing we know to the contrary, be at this

moment as liable to extinction as the ancient
villa of Lucullus (Castel dell’ Novo), which was
buried not long ago under the precipitons cliffs

of Pizzofalcone, near Naples. Now, in the case
of a dreadful catastrophe like this occurring in
Edinburgh, we should like to know who is to

blame. Such a thing may occur it will be ad-
mitted.

“ The oaks of the mountains fall;

The mountains themselves decay with years.”

It has been wisely ordained that rooks of every
desoription shall slowly disintegrate and subside
into soils; and this process of weathering is

always moat apparent after a severe winter, or
rather after a succession of severe frosts. It

may be safely affirmed that there are no special
circumstances which render Edinburgh free of
the operation of such natural laws, or which
absolve her rulers from the guilt of neglecting
them. Naples, it will be allowed, is as beauti-
ful, and, we have no doubt, as well governed a
city as Edinburgh

;
and at Naples there were

seventy lives lost. What security, we again ask,
has Edinburgh against such a dreadful catas-
trophe P We are sorry to answer the question
—there is absolutely none. It is only after the
fatal event has occurred that the activities of the
Edinburgh authorities oome into play. In
such a possible calamity we can imagine the
Lord Provost and the Lord Dean of Guild
actively engaged in digging up the mutilated
corpses of the citizens

; and an able report on
the expense incurred in the operation presented
to the next meeting of the Town Council by the
burgh engineer. It is also possible that a day
of fasting and humiliation might be ordained
by the United Presbyterian churches ; and most
probable that a Bill would be brought into

Parliament by the senior member for Edinbnrgh
to prohibit entirely the sale of spirituous liquors

in Scotland ! And so would the municipal con-
science be satisfied, and once more go to

sleep

!

Seriously speaking, this is a subject which
should at once be seen to. No city in the
empire, if we except the metropolis itself, oan
boast of so many and such eminent scientific

men as Edinburgh
;
and this is a matter which

scieutifio men alone can dispose of. It is need-
less to expect much knowledge, or even much
foresight or discrimination, at the hands of a
corporation which is composed, as we understand,
chiefly of respectable tradesmen. The Lord
Provost Chambers, one might suppose, would
constitute an honourable exception

;
but then

his lordship is often in a minority upon public
questions—as, for example, on a recent occasion
when the offer of the North British Railway was
refused; and Prince’s-street, one of the moat
beautiful esplanades in Europe, was selected for

the site of a vegetable market.
We shall now say a few words about the fires.

Towards the close of last year Edinburgh was
the scene of two or three most disastrons and
calamitous fires

;
in fact, they are more properly

described as conflagrations. It is hardly neces-
sary to say that there was great destruction of
property; we must also tell there were some
severe and more than usually harrowing cases of
the loss of life. The circumstances under which
those fatal occurrences originated show very
little grounds for believing in the wisdom or
public spirit of the Edinburgh local government.
But our readers shall judge. On the 9th day
of September, 1867, there was an explosion,

and consequently a fire, on the premises of a
firework manufacturer in the Canongate, which
eventually turned out to be the most shocking
disaster which it had been our lot for several

years to record. The results wore the death of

five persons, and dangerous injuries to at least

nine others. However alarming this dreadful
explosion was in front, it was in the rear of the
tenement that its terrible effects began soonest
to appear.

Chessel’s-court, notwithstanding its worn and
dilapidated appearance, is still the most spacious
court in the Canongate

;
and the stair leading

to the floors of the tall tenement entered from
the court. By this solitary stair it is possible,

we believe, that such a number as 120 human
beinp had ingress and egress to their separate
domiciles; and this egress was barred by a
terrific flame from the firework-maker’s back
door. No sooner were the inhabitants of the floors

above aware that they were imprisoned than a
scene of terrible agony occurred. Thewomenwere

to be seen at the windows shrieking madly for
help, and wringing their hands with indescriba-
ble anguish and bitterness. It is horrible to
tell, but it is true, that the wretched and mad-
dened mothers at length began to throw their
children over the windows

;
yet up to this

moment there was absolutely no appearance of
the fire-brigade. To collect the fire-brigade in
Edinburgh is a task of some difficulty and re-
search, as the firemen do not attend at the sta-
tions, and are in general occupied with other
professions. It is melancholy to add that there
was no fire-escape. Such an invention at that
time had not penetrated into Scotland, and so
the process of pitching over the children pro-
ceeded. At length help of a better kind began
to arrive. A soldier, a private dragoon of the
Scotch Greys, took command of the crowd. Mr.
R. M. Ballantyne was seen to rush through the
flames. Mr. Slater brought a long ladder from
his yard, and with much exertion and after
some unsuccessful efforts it was raised against
the wall. A sailor immediately climbed up
and began to rescue the terrified inmates.
But the ladder was too short. One good-looking
married woman, named Ferguson, about thirty
years of age, in a paroxysm of frenzy and
despair, leaped from the window to the ground ;

and her body, horribly fractured and mangled,
was in a few moments afterwards transported
through the crowd to the Royal Infirmary.
Other poor women were seen aloft clinging to
the wall, and holding on to the lintels and the
burning window-sills, terrified at the prospect of
the fatal leap. Several of the inmates were
unaccounted for; and some, it was found, were
suffocated or burning inside the walls. But we
will not prolong the agonizing scene. At length
the fire-engines did arrive, but of coarse there
was no water. There is very little of that com-
modity to spare in the old town of Edinburgh,
as we have often pointed out

;
the manufactories

for Tfhich the supply is chiefly reserved, Lie for
the most part at the outskirts of the city. A
feeble pressure, however, was somehow got, and
the engines when once under play did excellent
work. We shall venture to pass by the valorous
exploits of the civic authorities,—the lord provost,
the magistrates, the town councillors, the town
clerk, the lord dean of guild, the burgh engineer,
the superintendent of police,—who all arrived in
due course, and are honourably distinguished in
the newspaper reports. Nevertheless, great
complaints were heard, we understand, at the
Cross of Edinburgh about this period of the
harassing nature of official life. For it must be
recorded that on the following evening the terri-

fied authorities were again startled in their sleep
and aroused from their slumbers by another fire

of still greater magnitude,—also arising from the
combustible materials of another dangerous
trade, which had been long and successfully
carried on by a distinguished councillor now
retired from office,—and occurring in anotherpoor
and densely-populated locality. On this occasion,
although many severe accidents happened,
fortunately no lives were lost

j for the fire-

engines were early on the spot, and there was a
copious supply of water. It is proper to add
that not long afterwards a fire-escape was pro-
cured for the city of Edinburgh—not without
considerable opposition in the town council by
certain wise and honourable members, who still

persisted in maintaining that the best fire-

escape and the highest security that Edinburgh
possessed was the long staircase of stone

!

ON THE FOREIGN ARTISTS EMPLOYED
IN ENGLAND DURING THE SIXTEENTH
CENTURY, AND THEIR INFLUENCE ON
BRITISH ART.*

We now come to an artist of much greater
importance than Volpe, the excellent Florentine
painter and architect, Anthonio, or Toto, dell

Nunziata, in his youth a pupil of Ghirlandaio’s,
and a formidable rival (” uno sprone che del

continuo lo pugneva") to the all-accomplished
Perino dell Yaga. In him we at length meet
with an artist gifted with special talent for

architecture. He, like Torrigiano, and probably
most of the other Italians who entered the ser-

vice of the king, “was taken condotto’’} to

England by some of the Florentine merchants.’^

There (says Vasari, in his “ Life of Perino dell’

Vaga”) Toto executed all his works, “and by
the king of that province for whom he wrought

• By Mr. M. D. Wyatt. See p. 433, ante.
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in architecture (as well as in sculpture and
painting), and for whom he built his principal
palace, was most handsomely rewarded.” The
credit is due to my friend the late Mr. Carpenter,
of the British Museum, of having been the first

to notice this passage, and identify Toto with
the design of Nonesuch. Not only was Nonesuch
the principal palace built by Henry, but it was the
only one he can be really said to have built; and
it was, moreover, ‘bo different from all other
palaces, in England at least, as to have fairly

earned its cognomen. Toto’s earliest education
had specially fitted him for dealing with such an
infinity of allegorical and quasi-pictorial sculp-
ture as that with which we shall find Nonesuch
to have been adorned ; since his father, in whose
" bottega ” he was first brought up, obtained his

|

nickname of “Nunziata” from his annually
furnishing all the quantity of imagery with
which the Feast of the Annunciation was wont
to be set forth in a tangible shape at Florence.
From Mr. Gough Nicholls, who wrote a capital
notice of Nonesuch in the Gentleman's Magazine
in August, 1837, I borrow the following notice
of the edifice :— i

"The original and principal structure was of

,

two stories, the lower being of substantial and
I

well-wrought freestone, and the upper of wood,
j

‘richly adorned and set forth, and garnished
with avariety of statues, pictures (i. e., coloured

'

figures in relief), and other artistic forms of
excellent art and workmanship, and of no small
coat,’* Its roof was covered with blue slate.

In the centre, over the gatehouse to the inner
court, was a clock-turret, and at either end of
the structure, east and west, was a large tower
of five stories high, commanding an extensive

!

prospect. This singnlar building remained in

!

good condition for more than a century ; for it is
'

noticed both by Evelyn and Pepys, in their
diaries in the year 1665, when it was temporarily

'

occupied by the office of the Exchequer daring
the prevalence of the plague in London.* ‘ I

took (says Evelyn) an exact view of the plaster
statues and baa-relievos inserted ’twixt the
timbers and pnnehions of the outside walls of
the court, which must needs have been the work
of some celebrated Italian. I much admired
bow it lasted so well and intire since the time of
Heniy VIIL, exposed as they are to the air, and
pity it is they are not taken out and preserved
in some dry place: a gallery would become them.
There are some mezzo-relievos as big as the life.

The story is of the heathen gods, emblems,
compartments, Ac. The palace consists of two
courts, of which the first is of stone, castle-like
(built in the reign of Elizabeth), by the Lord
Lumley; the other of timber, a Gothic fabric,
but these walls incomparably beautified. I ob-
served that the appearing -timber punchions,
eutrelices, &o.,were all so covered with scales of
slate, that it seemed carved in the wood and
painted, the slate fastened on the timbers in
pretty figures, that has, like a coat of armour,
preserved it from rotting. There stand in the
garden two handsome stone pyramids.’ Pepys
describes the same features as ‘ figures of stories

and good paiuting of Rubens’s or Holbein’s
doing

;
and one great thing is, that moat of the

house is covered,—I mean the posts and quar-
ters in the walls,—with lead, and gilded.’
"In the earliest description of Nonesuch, that

published in Braun’s ‘ Civitiates,’ 1582, it is

stated that Henry VIII. ‘ procured many ex-
cellent artificers, architects, sculptors, and
statnaries, as well Italians, French, and Dutch
as natives, who all applied to the ornament of
this mansion the finest and most curious skill

they possessed in their several arts, embellishing
it within and without with magnificent statues,
some of which vividly represent the antiquities
of Rome, and some surpass them ’—terms which
are echoed by Camden in his ' Britannia,’ who
declares that Nonesuch was ‘ built with so much
splendor and elegance that it stands a monu-
ment of art, and you would think the whole
science of architecture exhausted on this one
building. It has such a profusion of animated
statues and finished pieces of art, rivalling the
monuments of ancient Rome itself, that it justly
receives and maintains its name from them.’
Henry VIII. did not commence the erection

of Nonesuch befbre 1538, for it was in that year
that ho acquired the site, previously called Cud-
dington. It was still unfinished at his death,
and remained so during the reign of Edward YI.,
but in that of Mary it was completed by the
Earl of Arundel, ‘ after the first intent and
meaning of the said king his old maister,’ and

Survey of the ParliAmentary Commiesioners in 1650.

the front quadrangle was afterwards added by
the Earl’s sou-in-law, Lord Lnmley, from whose
hands it reverted to the Crown in 1591 by
exchange for other property.”

Fortunately, we may form a good idea of the
aspect of Nonesuch from early prints, the most
important illustration being the view taken by
George Hoefnagel in 1582, an impression of
which is amongst the choice engravings shown
in the King’s Library of the British Museum.
In whatever capacity Toto may have worked for
the king, in the records ho is always described
as “ paynter,” and he ultimately held the ap-
pointment of " Serjeant paynter.” In the ac-
counts he is always associated with " Bartilmew
Penne ” (Bartolomeo I’enni), another Florentine,
with whom, no doubt, he generally worked.
Much discussion has taken place amongst the
learned as to the identity of this Bartolomeo
Penni with the Laca Penni, brother-in-law to
Perino doll Yaga, mentioned by Vasari as having
entered the service of Henry VIII. In spite of
Vasari, I am inclined to believe that they were
two individuals of the same family, Luca being
in the service of Francis I., and Bartolomeo in
that of Henry \III. Like Inigo Jones subse-
quently, Toto was an ingenious designer of
" masques and entries,” as his father had been
before him.

If Bartolomeo even were Luca, neither is to
be confounded with another Luca, a painter of
Leyden, who came over here with a large
family, tempted by the reports of Henry’s mag-
nificence. At least so says Walpole, whose
error in confusing this Lucas with Cornelius
Hayes, whose name occurs in a list of new year’s
gifts for the thirtieth year of Henry’s reign, in
which mention is made of a silver cup given to
Hans Holbein, made by " Cornelii,” has been
pointed out by Mr. Franks in the " Archmologia,”
vol. xxxi.x., page 8.

We DOW come to an artist whose ability must
have been first-rate—Nicholas of Modena, gene-
rally described in the accounts oa “ kerver.” He
appears to have entered the king’s service in
1537, and to have continued attached to the
Court at any rate as late as the fifth of Ed-
ward VI. (1552). He made the royal effigy (the
“ picture,” as Machyn calls it) which sur-
mounted the king’s coffin at bis death

; and Mr.
Nicholls has unearthed, inter alia, a curious de-
scription of a contemporary work of art as "by
Modeno a feiro picture” (no doubt carving,
the term “picture” being constantly used
to describe basso and alto relievos), “ paynted
of the Frenche King his hoole personage, sett in
a frame of wodde.” This entry has assisted Mr.
Scharf in identifying as by Modeno the beautiful
little figure of Henry VIII. standing on the
capital of an Ionic column, exquisitely carved in
hone stone in very high relief, which formed one
of the greatest of the Strawberry-bill treasures.
It is now in the possession of Mr. Dent, of Sude-
ley Castle. In spite of its diminutive size, Mr.
Scharf recognizes it as one of "the noblest re-
presentations of King Henry in existence.” It

'

once belonged to the Arundel collection, and
i

afterwards to Lady Betty Germaine
;

it bears,
therefore, a good pedigree. From identity of
style Mr. Scharf also attributes to Modeno, a
fine circular medallion of stone in high relief in
the Long Gallery at Hampton Court, which has
been hitherto associated with the name of Tor-
rigiano. I cannot help thinking that the beau-
tiful statuette of St. George and the Dragon
standing on a fine cinque-cento pedestal, carved
in wood and gilt and painted, in the collection of
Mr. Louis Hath, is by the same hand, if not by
Rovezzano (see ante, page 425) or Torrigiano.
Of Ambrose, “paynter to the Queen of

Navarre,” I have been able only to find that on
the 13th of June, 1532, he received some twenty
crowns " for bringing of a picture to the King’s
Grace to Eltham.” It is not probable that such
an artist would have visited this country with-
out desiring and receiving some employment
from so liberal a patron as Henry VIII. boro the
reputation of being throughout Europe

;
but of

what nature any such employment he may have
obtained was, or what status Ambrose himself
occupied as an artist, I have been unable to dis-
cover.

Of not much greater note appear to have been

^

the three Bernardi,—viz., Thodore the father,
and Antony and Lambert his two sons. They
were all brought to England in 1519 by Bishop
Sherburne, and employed by him on several
pictures illustrating the history of the diocese of
Chichester, which in a sadly repainted and muti-
lated form have descended to our days. Dalla-
way considers that the chambers in Condray

House were also painted by them
; and they

were probably amongst the earliest of the deco-
rative painters whose peculiar arabesque work
adorned the architecture of the Renaissance in
England, and set the fashion of the rich coloured
decoration subsequently followed in the great
Elizabethan houses. Purity of style, however
of painted arabesque never seems to have ob-
tained to any great extent in England. The
King’s notion of decorative painting seems to
have been divided between heraldic insignia and
fantastic “imprese” or emblems. He was par-
ticularly fond of ordering the introduction of the
" Kyngea beates,” and the King’s or the Queen’s
“ wordes,” with “knotys” and “ badgys and
the royal vagaries in this way frequently go far
to spoil the designs even of the accomplished
Holbein. He appears, nevertheless, to have
kept some skilful Italian decorative painters
about him

;
and no doubt the miniaturist Ellis,

Alice, or Alye Carmylion Millyner, otherwise
Elisa Carmillione Milanesa, who was in his ser-
vice from 1523 to 1548, was well versed in the
fine decorative style of Northern Italy and the
school of Leonardo and Lulni.

Girolamo da Treviso, by whom the fine altar-
piece representing " the Madonna and Child
enthroned with Saints and Angels,” in our
National Gallery, was painted, and who stands
next upon our list, was born at Treviso, in 1497.
Having failed, as it is related by Vasari, in a
competiuon at Genoa with Perino del Vaga,
about 1530, ho quitted his native coiantry and
entered the service of “bluff Harry,” as a
“ magister tormentorum,” or engineer. He was
killed by a cannon-ball in the year 1514, at the
siege of Boulogne. Henry having failed in in-

ducing Raffaelle to visit England, had to con-
tent himcelf with Trevisano, who was one of the
closest imitators of the great Urbinese, not in

his painting only but in his architectural and
decorative studies as well. His knowledge of
engineering was, however, his special recom-
mendation to the king, and led to his employ-
ment at a large salary and to his most honour-
able entertainment by his master, whom he
delighted with “ aleunc prove d’edijhii ingegnosi
cavati da altri in Toscana o per Italia."

But for his inopportune and early death at the
age of thirty-seven only, Girolamo would probably
have done more for architecture in England than
any of his oontemporaries who practised in this

country. With him closes the list of Italians,

predecessors, contemporaries, and rivals of
Holbein in Eoglaud; and it remains for us now
to trace rapidly natives of other countries who
fall into the same general category. I cannot,
however, but preface my notes on this portion of
my theme by drawing attention to the notable
deficiency of the supply of artists or art-work-
men from France. One can only attribute this

to the combination of several accidents—Istjtbe
greater fame of the Italian schools; 2nd, the
iufiuence of the Italian merchants resident in
London; 3rd, the old tendency of Plomings to
suck the golden eggs of Britain

;
4th, the rivalry

of the merchants of the Steieyard with those
from Italy

j and 5th, the King’s jealousy of
Francis I. and the French.
When Holbein visited England, bringing with

him his letter of introduction from Erasmus to
Sir Thomas More, in probably the year 1526, he
was himself but thirty-two years of age, King
Henry VIII. being four years his senior, and
having occupied the throne since 1509. At tho
date of his arrival, although one John Browne
held the office of serjeant painter to his Majesty,
the really ablest artist resident in this country
appears to have been Luke Hornebolt of Ghent.*
This clever painter’s father, Gerard, and his

sister Susanna, were both residents in England
before the year 1529, and such was the talent of
the lady especially, that Albert Diirer records in

his diary, that when he visited her father in

Antwerp in 1521 :
—"Item. Master Gerard, the

illuminator, bos a little daughter about eighteen
years old, named Susanna, who has illuminated

a little leaf, a Saviour, for which I have given
a florin. It is a great wonder that a woman can
do 80 much.” Guicciardinif is scarcely less

emphatic when he declares " that so excellent

was she in illumination, that the groat King
Henry VIIL, with noble gifts and abundant
provisions, enticed her to England, where she
lived many years in great favour and estimation
with all the Court; and there, finally, she died

• Specioiens of Homebolt'a sbilily may be examined
in the shape of twenty-one drawings of allegorical sub-
jecta added to the collection of the British Museum daring
last year.

t Descriltione di tutti i paeei Basai.
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rich and honoured.” Susanna’s great rival as a

miniaturepainter.in addition to EJizaCartniilione,

already noticed, was Lavinia Teerlinck, daughter

of Simon Benninck, of Antwerp, best known as

Simon of Brnges. Mr. J. G. Nicbolls, in his

admirable essay in the “ Arcbaeologia,” “ On the

Contemporaries and Successors of Holbein,” has

given many interesting particulars touching this

lady, and her ultimately great popularity with

Queen Elizabeth, whom she painted many times,

and from whom she received in return many
valuable presents of gilt plate. She also was
one of Henry VIII.’s importations. Wo hear

further of a very clever female artist in the

same style, one Katherine Maynors, of Antwerp.

She was, no doubt, thoroughly imbued with

Holbeinism, as her brother Harry was one of

his most intimate friends.

The extension of the arts of printing and
engraving diverted these able female artists

from their original vocation, the embellishment

of manuscripts for royal libraxies, and no doubt

induced them to turn their attention to the

delightful practice of miniature portrait paint-

ing. So transcendant is the merit of the finest

miniatures of Henry VIII.’s time, that writers

of art have, nntil quite recently, been willing to

attribute them to no other hand than that of

the immortal Holbein himself. The important
discovery in February, 1861, of that artist’s will

by Mr. W. H. Black,* and the fixture thereby of

the date of his death in 1543,—eleven years

earlier than the date at which it had been pre-

viously believed to have taken place,—have
imposed upon cognoscenti the burden of discover-

ing by whom the works were done, which, clearly

referable to the eleven years in question, had been
previously unhesitatingly ascribed to Holbein.

Among these are many miniatures of the highest

excellence, the merit of the execution of which
must now be restored to their rightful owners

above enumerated—clever descendants of the

great missal painters of Italy and Burgundy.

The conclusion is then forced npon us, that the

same hands which painted the miniatures of

these eleven years must have done those which
exactly correspond with them, and which must
have been completed before Holbein’s death.

Away, then, melts the tradition, which was never

very satisfactory, although universally accepted,

that Holbein was the great founder of our

national school of miniature painting, ultimately

made so illuBtrious by the Hilliards, Olivers, and
Coopers. Fortunately his reputation needs no
borrowed plumes, and there is quite enough left

to prove his just title to the admiration and
estimation in which he ever has been, and must
always be, revered as one of the ablest artists

who ever lived. The artistic quality he possessed

in the highest degree was, I consider, the in-

tensity with which he realised “ form.” Able
master as he was of delineation, what gives the

stamp of enduring truth to his work is the

feeling of assurance his delineation conveys to

the mind of the spectator, that what he has

di-awn from life was the “ vera effigies ” of what
he saw

;
that what he designed could never

be executed with equal propriety in any other

way than as his drawing defined it. There is

never any uncertainty as to his intention or

meaning. What he says was, was,—what ho
says should be, should be. In this precise

conception of pure form, and power of conveying
bis own sense of it to others, be stood upon the
same platform as the great men to whose
uaiversal genius I have already alluded—Albert

Diirer and Leonardo da Vinci. The artist who
possesses in a high degree any such power as that

I have attempted to define, must of necessity

have the requisite aptitude for success in either

painting architectnre, or sculpture, or all three;

since the power in question lies at the root of and
is indispensable to the satisfactory practice of

either or all. Architects will do well to look

earnestly at such reliques as time has spared of

the genius of Diirer, Da Vinci, and especially of

Hans Holbein, since, so far as I know, they were
the best makers of working drawings who ever
lived. Of whatever they drew they gave every
characteristic, and their slightest sketches never
fail to mark essentials and to omit secondaries
of form and expression. How often in archi-

tects’, painters’, and sculptors’ studies is the
reverse the case.

Happily there is no need now to dwell upon
Holbein’s career as a painter, for the excellence

* See the *' Archcologia,” toI. xsxix., in which the
text of the will, and Mr. Black’s, Mr. Niehoila’s, Mr.
Frank’s, and Mr. Scharf’a comments on the altered aspect
thrown by it npon contemporary art history are printed
in exten»o.

of recent memoirs of him, published both at

home and abroad, leave little or nothing nnillus-

trated on that head. His peculiar interest to

us is his genius as a designer, aud the impetus

given by his example and practice in substi-

tuting fresh models of beautiful form for the

feeble mannerisms into which Gothic art had

sunk at the date of bis arrival in this country.

This took place in the year 1526, Holbein being

at that time in his twenty-eighth year. He
came to us from Basle, where he had been prac-

tising designing in all its branches for about ten
j

years. The existence of many works at Basle
j

referrible to this period induced, until compara-

1

lively recently, the not nnnatural supposition

:

that Hans Holbein was a native of that city,
j

The only difficulty which this theory presented
j

was the very great one of discovering from

:

whom he could, if reared at Basle, have received
^

the peculiar education in art which made him a

great master at so early an age as from eighteen I

to twenty. That term may surely bo applied to I

one who united at so early an age, in such a

;

place as Basle, and at almost the beginning of,

the sixteenth century, the followiug qualities :— j

a competent knowledge of the theory and
practice of drawing and painting

;
an unerring '

eye and thoroughly-trained hand; a mastery i

over the rules of composition aud design on the !

best Italian traditions ;
an acquaintance with

the forms and proportions of classical architec-

ture and ornament
;
a thorough technical facility

in applying art to industries demanding specific

design, and a pliant facility which enabled him to

lend himself to each conventional form of design,

as though that particular form had been his

individual specialty. Happily the demonstration

by Dr. Passavant, in 1846, that Holbein had been

reared in Augsburg, from whence, at the age of

about eighteen, he removed with his father to

Basle, “ came to the front” to solve the mystery

of much which appeared inscrutable, aud to ac-

count for Holbein’s having acquired in early

youth that universality of practice which dis-

tinguished his maturity, and which specially

brings him within our notice this evening. I

need scarcely remind you, that as one of the

moat considerable of the old imperial free cities

of Germany, Augsburg shared with Nuremburg
the first extension of commercial and manufac-

turing energy from Italy Northwards and towards
the West. The princely mercantile houses of

the Fuggers and the Welsers rivalled the Bardi

and the Medicis in the vastness of their opera-

tions, and in the encouragement they gave to art

and artists. They brought to Augsburg the

handicrafts as well as the products of Milan,

Florence, Venice, and Genoa, and preceded the

rest of Europe in disseminating the principles

of the application of the types of Renaissance

form to architecture and industrial art. This

was the hot-bed in which the budding genius of

Hans Holbein was forced, and here it was that

he learnt, like the most famous contemporary

Italians, how to apply his dexterity and readiness

in design to every possible theme. In fresco,

oil, stained-glass painting, designing for the early

printers, Froben and Bebelius of Basle, Treschol

of Lyons, and at a later date probably, Pynson
in England, wood-blocks, title-pages, borders

and alphabets, making working drawings for

jewellers, metal workers, weavers, tapestry

workers, wood and stone carvings, and even

for masons and carpenters, he exercised him-

self freely during his residence at Basle, and

so much to the delight of the citizens, that great

efforts were made to recall him even after he
had taken root in this country.

It would be beside my present object to dwell

upon the circamstanees of his life, his friendship

with Erasmus, by whom be w'as introduced to

Sir Thomas More—his employment by Henry
VIII.—and the portraits aud pictures he exe-

cuted for the king and others. My aim is to

recall to youthe evidenceswe are fortunate enough

to still possess of his admirable talents as a

designer. First and foremost amongst such evi-

dences, as exhibitieg the wide range of his

powers, must bo placed the invaluable small

octavo volume of designs, principally for jewel-

lers’ and cutlers’ work, which is preserved

amongst the Sloane MSS. in the British Museum.
This precious little book contains as many as 182

Bubjeobs, mounted upon twenty-niue pieces of

card-board. The designs are for the most part

drawn with a pen with black ink, and then some
slight touches of brown have been put on for the

shadows.
Most of the designs have the ground

blackened, the ornaments being left in white.

Some of the jewels are entirely coloured, and are

often touched up with gold : several of them are
designed for enamelling in high relief.

It ought to be remarked that there are cortaia

circlets with groups of figures in them "or im-

presse” and jewels introduced; these might
possibly be intended for " enseigns” to be worn
in the hat. No one can fail to be struck in

looking over this book with the great use evi-

dently intended to be made of niello, or black

in-lay, an art then exceedingly popular in Italy,

through Maso Finignerra, Peregrino da Cesena,

&o. ; in fact, it is used in nearly every one of the

designs. This, no doubt, was an Augsburg
novelty, borrowed from Italy, and popularised

by Holbein and others
;
indeed much jewelry

of the age shows this peculiarity. Another most
noticeable point in these designs is their entire

and absolute freedom from any trace of Gothic

manner. Holbein no doubt derived great ad-

vantage from the works carried on around him
by the various admirable Italian masters of

ornament, by whom, as we have seen, Henry
had surrounded himself. Many of the objects,

designs for which are contained in the volume
under discussion, were no doubt intended for the

new year’s gifts, with which kings, nobles, and

commoners annually reciprocated expressions of

good-will, and with the particulars of which the

Royal and other accounts of the period are

teeming.
In aU these beautiful designs, and indeed in

all the accessories introduced in his pictures,

the artist has proved his clear practical ac-

quaintance with the technical processes by
which he contemplated the realisation of the

effect he aimed at. Nothing is left vague ;
and

the artisan is, as it were, taken by the hand and

aided by the designer, instead of feeling himself

hampered (as is too often the case in modern
designs) by the impracticability of successfully

rendering the effect of the working drawing by
any process known to either the workman or

the draughtsman.
While rendering all due tribute to the masterly

power of the inventor, justice should also be

done to the executants, who mnst, for the fitting

elaboration of such complex and ambitious de-

signs, involving the combination of ornament

both superficial and chased in the round, with

the human figure nude, aud in vigorous action,

have been craftsmen of no mean skill. Let us

now endeavour to see who some of these were.

The King’s leading goldsmith, by whom, no

doubt, Holbein’s splendid designs for plate were

chiefly e.x6cuted, was " John Anwarpe,” or John of

Antwerp, who was one of the witnesses to his

will, and to whom he died indebted in the sum
of six pounds, no small amount in those days

and in comparison with his own yearly salary

from the King of thirty pounds only. Some of

his other designs for precious arms, &c., may
probably have been wrought by another witness

to bis will, Anbhoney Snecher, “ armerer,” who
is considered by Mr. Franks* to have been one

of the “Almayne” or German arc-workmen

employed at the King’s palace at Greenwich.

Oihers of this band, probably Augsburgers, as

i

Holbein himself was, since they were the best of

all German armourers, whose names have been

I

lost to us, may have executed such objects as

the daggers, &c., I have attempted to describe.

Of other foreigners whose names are recorded

in the traditions of other branches of production,

and who may have worked for the King from

Holbein’s designs, the most worthy mentioned

were Jan Mustyan, a native of Engbien,

Henry VIII.’s arras maker, John de Mayne, his

engraver, and Richard AtsylJ, his precious stone

and cameo cutter.

! It is curious that the high estimate of the

technical powers of Holbein in every depart-

ment, his universal practical aptitude, in fact,

which the scanty relics of bis working drawings,

preserved here and at Basle, vindicate on all

occasions, is corroborated by the epithet applied

to him in an interesting letter from Erasmus iu-

I

troducing him to Peter Hilgidius, wherein he

describes him simply as an " insignis artifex,”

i.e. nob painter, nor architect, nor sculptor, but

simple workman—master of all crafts, the true

magister “artium,” answering to " the maker”

of the Greeks.

In architecture I would not wish to detract

from Holbein’s merit; but we have seen, from

the number of different able Italians employed

by Henry VIII. before the date of Holbein’s

arrival in this country, how much reason there

is to doubt Walpole’s assertion that "the begin-

ning of reformation in building seems owing to

* Discovery of the will of Hans Holbein.
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Holbein.” Of his work, so far as I know, one
specimen only remains, viz., the porch or
‘‘ loggia” at Wilton. I cannot admit this, nor
indeed has it ever been so considered, as beanti-
fol, bnt it is at any rate free from any admixtnre
of Gothic detail. Of the two gates he designed
for the king at Whitehall, now removed, plates
are given in the “ Vetusta Monumenta.” One
of the Whitehall gates was bnilt in glazed bricks,
in different colours, and was decorated with
four large circular medallions of busts in terra-
cotta, possibly the work of Rovezzano, or one of
the other Italians skilled in the processes of
Luca della Robbia and the majolica makers of
Northern Italy. I have already alluded to the
existence of medallions of a somewhat similar
kind at Hampton Court and St. Donat’s Castle,
Glamorganshire, as well as in great quantities in
the king’s private collection.

One can feel but little surprised at the redun-
dancy of these “tables in erthe,” since not only
were many doubtless brought to this country
from Italy, where, at the beginning of the six-
teenth century, the productions of Luca della
Robbia and his successors, as well as those of
the ordinary majolica manufacturers, enjoyed
the highest vogue; bnt it has been recorded
that many Italians, skilled in all the contempo-
rary ceramic processes of their country, quitted
it to practise their art in other parts of Europe.
Thus we know that one of the " Castel Durante”
artists, Guido di Savino, and his two sons, made
majolica at Antwerp during the earliest years of
the centnry.
What further architectnral works Holbein’may

have done can now scarcely be traced. There is,

however, one very important one, which has not
hitherto, so far as I am aware, been ascribed to
him, but which, from internal evidence, I can-
not hesitate to believe must have been executed
from his designs. I refer to the splendid wood-
work of King’s College Chapel, Cambridge. In
its way, it is a model of Renaissance wood-
carving, revealing in every arabesque, and espe-
cially in the ornaments of the lunettes, the pecu-
liarities of classical form as they were first, if I
may use the expression, translated from the
Italian into German by Albert Durer, Altdorffer,
Peter Vischer, and others, including Holbein.
A comparison of this work with the detail shown
upon bis admirable design for a richly and
highly-elaborated chimney-piece, having on it

the arms, &c., of Henry Till., probably executed
for one of his palaces, drawn with the pen, and
washed with Indian ink and colour—from the
collections of Richardson and Horace Walpole

—

now in the print-room of the British Museum,
will at once, I think, serve to establish the
identity between the designers of one and the
other monument.

In judging of the influence exercised on archi-
tecture and the industrial arts, of which archi-
tecture must ever have been and be the foster-
mother, by such men as Holbein and the Italians
of whom mention has been made, it should ever
be remembered that our impressions are derived,
not from all they did, but from the “disjecta
membra” alone of their greatness which time
and tradition have spared to ns.

With Holbein’s death, now clearly ascertained
to have taken place in 1513, perished the last
of the great artists whose talents were trained
on the old Italian system of art-education to
fructify in every field, and to yield fruit of every
variety. From that time forwards,in this country
at least, painters were painters, sculptors sculp-
tors, and architects architects

; but the great
masters of arts, to whom form was everything,
and the medium by which it was to be expressed
a matter of comparative indifference, fade from
the range of historic vision.

No research has yet clearly made out who
“ Johannes de Padua,” the celebrated architect
who mainly took the place of Holbein as
Henry YIII.’s chief engineer, really was. The
earliest document referring to him appears to
be the patent which appointed him “ Devizor of
his Majesty’s Buildings,” in 1541—the year after
Holbein’s death. Mr. Womum, in a note, sup-
plementary to one by Dallaway on the subject,
states the fact that it was in this same year that
Girolamo da Trevigi, the former official architect
to the king, met his death. He hence infers
that Giovanni succeeded to Girolamo. Dallaway
observes that in the above year Henry had com-
pleted his palaces, and " little more could have
been done before his death in 1547.” I think it
wonld be altogether wrong to assume from this
that John of Padua did nothing for the king
before the date of his appointment by patent,
since he would scarcely have obtained his formal

nomination nnless he had already proved his
capabilities to that petulant monarch’s satis-
faction. This view is supported by the terms in
which the king granted him in the same year a
special fee of 2s. per diem. He gives it of his
“ assured knowledge,” as well as “ mere motion,”
and further, “ in considerations boni et fidelis

servitu quod dilectus servicus noster Johannes
de Padua nobis in architectnra, ac alius in re
mnsica inventia impendit ao impendere intendit.”
We thus fiud that he had won upon the king’s
good graces by his musical, no less than by his
architectural skill. Moreover, the works at
Nonsuch were far from being complete at that
date. After the king’s death, Giovanni probably
entered the service of the Protector Somerset,
for whom he carried out the magnificent palace
in the Strand, which was left in a very incom-
plete state when the once all-powerful noble met
his untimely end upon the scaffold.

Beyond his work at Somerset House, which
appears to be well authenticated, I must confess
that much which has been attributed to John of
Padua appears to me apocryphal, and Longleat,
especially, scarcely answers to one’s expectation
of what a regularly-educated Italian architect’s
work was likely to have been. The necessity for
such education began to be seriously felt in
England even before the supposed date of the
commencement of Longleat (1567), since as
early as 1550 John Shute was sent to Italy ex-
pressly to study architecture, by John Dudley
Duke of Northumberland. As Dallaway re-
marks, John Shute, on his return in 1563, pub-
lished the first scientific book on architecture
which appeared in our language. His principal
foreign rival was apparently Theodore Have of
Cleves. He is honourably mentioned in the
annals of Cains College,'Cambridge, as the author
of the pillar and stone erected in Dr. Cains
Court (“ hexa conUsdron ioto solariis decoratum ”),
of exquisite and wonderful workmanship, bear-
ing sixty dials (horologia). He is farther on
stated to have been “ an excellent artist and
celebrated professor of architecture,” and he is

supposed (on, I think, good grounds) to have
been “the architect” to whom Dr. Cains had in
his lifetime prescribed “ the exact model and
pattern ” to which his celebrated Gate of Honour
(completed in 1574, after the doctor’s death)
was " curiously worked ” in “ squared and hard
stone.” I need scarcely recall to my readers
the strict and pure classicality of this interest-
ing specimen of pedantry. It is a singular illus-

tration of the multum in parvo system which
may frequently be found in Flemish work, and
is strictly and perfectly monumental in every
respect except size.

With Have’s work and Caius’s death, with
Shute’s return from Italy and the speedy dis-
semination in England of the general treatises
upon architecture which began to be multiplied
on the Continent after the middle of the six-
teenth centnry, the necessity for the employment
of foreigners in this country as architects and
designers no longer existed, and in their place
there grew up the native school which, headed
by John Thorpe, soon increased: so that before
the end of the century, numerous as the
foreigners may have been who were employed
as painters and in some other branches of art,
none of any great importance beyond those
already alluded to seem to have practised as
general designers or architects. Still, although
not BO practising, many foreigners helped to
maintain the “prestige” with which all the
forms of Renaissance art popular in the other
countries of Europe had come to be regarded in
England. A brief allusion tothe principal amongst
the great family may, therefore, suffice for our
immediate purposes. Those who wish for full
details may be referred to the pages of Walpole
and Dallaway, with the admirable corrections of
Messrs. Franks, Gough Nicholle, and Scharf ina
recent volume (the thirty-ninth) of the “ Ar-
chseologia.” The leading foreign painters to
whom the portraits supposed to have been
painted by Holbein between the year 1543, in
which he has recently been proved to have died,
and the year 1554, in which until recently he
had been supposed to have died, were the three
following : Johannes Corvus of Flanders, Ger-
berius Fleccns—or, as ho is occasionally called,
Gervas Flick, Fliccus, or Fliccius—of Germany,
and Guilim Stretes, a very able artist, whose
principal works may be referred to the reign of
Henry’s successor. From the great care and
accuracy with which personal jewelry, the
patterns of dress and embroideries, and even
architectural bac-kgrounds of Renaissance cha-
racter, were painted by these artists, there can

be no doubt that they were well acquainted with
ornament and decoration

; bnt we remain with-
out evidence of their having ever practised
design, or influenced contemporary architecture
otherwise than as skilful draughtsmen cannot at
any time avoid doing. Their main efforts were
certainly devoted to portraiture, and there was
unquestionably a falling away from the grand
activity in monumental art which distinguished
the whole reign of Henry VIII. Even deco-
rative painting flourished but little under the
auspices of Edward VI.

In Queen Mary’s reign we come to Sir
Antonio More, who was a native of Utrecht and
scholar of Jan Schorel. Originally in the service
of Philip II. of Spain, he was sent to England to
draw Queen Mary’s portrait, which he did in a
very courtier-like manner. At the end of her
reign he followed Philip to Spain, whence ulti-
mately, getting into disgrace, he returned to the
Netherlands, under the patronage of the Duke
of Alva. He is believed to have died in 1573.
He painted in Holbein’s manner, but often neg-
lected to put his name to bis performances.
They are consequently difficult to reooguizo.
He principally painted portraits, but also exe-
cuted some few historical pictures.

In Queen ^Mary’s reign we had another ex-
cellent foreign artist here for a short time, who
was by many of his contemporaries regarded as
rivalling Titian, even as a colourist, in spite of
the strange extravagancies of disposition and
manner which gained him the cognomen of
“ zotte,” or fool. Our hero, Justus van Cleef,
Mr. Womum believes to have died in 1556, and
not in 1536, as has been usually supposed. Van
Mander’s story of the artist’s insanity having
been occasioned by his disappointment at the
failure of his introduction by Antonio More to
Philip II. of Spain when he came to England to
marry Queen Mary, and which event took place
in 1554, furnishes a strong corroboration of the
probability that his death did not occur nntil the
later of the two above-mentioned dates. Donbt
has arjsen as to the nationality of a contemporary
of Van Cleef’s, the Nicholas Lyzarde (probably
Lizardi), who was a leading coart painter from
1547 till his death in 1571.

Lucas de Heere, whose allegorical picture of
Queen Elizabeth at Hampton Court with the
date of 1569, will no doubt be remembered by
my hearers, was born in 1534. His father was
a good sculptor and architect, and ultimately
placed his son under Franz Floris. He became
a good designer, and worked for the tapestry
weavers and glass-painters. I cannot find, how-
ever, that he did anything but paint portraits in

this country.
Although after Lucas de Heere many dis-

tinguished foreign artists worked in England up
to the end of the century—such os Frederigo
Zucchero, a decorative painter of great facility;

Cornelius Ketel, who painted in public with his
feet; and Mark Gerrard, a clever general de-
signer, whose portraits of Queen Elizabeth will

be in your memory; Henry Cornelius Vroom,
who made the cartoons for the Spanish Armada
tapestries burnt in the fire of the Houses of
Parliament; Petruchio Ubaldini, the last of the
illuminators attached to the Court, &c.—it would
profit us little to dwell upon their works or
merits. It is enough for us, as architects, to
note their residence amongst us. Happily, the
rapid formation of the great English school of
architects, to whom we are indebted for the
creation of so many of those beautifully pic-

turesque old buildings which we generally call

Elizabethan, and which Mrs. Hemans had no
donbt in her “mind’s eye” when she so well
apostrophized

—

“ The stately homes of England,
How beautiful they stand

;

Amidst their tall ancestral trees,

O’er all the pleasant land,”

—

released us from dependence upon foreign aid,
*

and kept alive the flame of that lamp of sym-
metry and comeliness in structnre which ulti-

mately, through Jones and Wren, shed its rays
far and wide ; not through England only, but to
every land and clime in which such noble and
right royal architecture as theirs will and must
bo cherished as long as arts may flourish and
mankind endure. •

In conclusion, pardon me if I have dwelt at
too great length upon my theme. You will cer-
tainly do so if I may have succeeded in impart-
ing to you a tithe only of the interest and
enjoyment with which I have tried to live again
through memory with the pioneers who cleared
the way for the onward march of the revival of
Classical architecture in this our native land.
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THE SANITAJIT HISTORY OF CROYDON*
The sanitary measures to which the inhabi-

tants of Croydon were driven in past years, by
ill health and great mortality, complemented, as

they were, by the legal compulsion under which
they were obliged to act in cleansing the local

stream, which their sanitary measures had
fouled, afford altogether a moat instructive sani-

tary history, to which we have often adverted,
and which is likely to form the bey to the dead-
lock into which the sanitary question has got, so

far as regards the disposal of Sewage. Mr.
Latham, the engineer to the Croydon Board of

Health, has given, in his report, recently issued,

a concise sanitary history of Croydon ; and
although this history is nothing new to our
readers, it may be worth while to condense the
particulars by way of refresher to the memory
from Mr. Latham’s report.

The average mortality of Croydon for the
seven years prior to the construction of works
of sewage and water-supply was 23'66 per thou-
sand

; but, in 1848, the year previous to the
adoption of the Public Health Act there, the
mortality had risen to 28T6 per thousand.
In 1848 the population of Croydon was 19,380;
in 1851, 20,355; in 1861, 30,240; and in 1867,
50,765. The rate of mortality for the last
thirteen years (viz., since the Avorks have been
completed and in successful operation, in 1855)
has been only 18‘64 per thousand

;
and the mor-

tality for the past year (1867) only 10-6 per
thousand

;
and without the Union-house, which

contains the aged and infirm from thirteen
parishes, it has been only 14'73 per thousand !

The birth-rate has increased from 29‘1 per thou-
sand before the construction of sanitary works,
to 31‘4 per thousand, on the average of years
since

;
but during the last year it was 34-0 per

thousand. Thus the birth-rate by its increase,
and the death-rate by its decrease, show, beyond
dispute, the great value of sanitary works.
Between the years 1855 and 1867 there has been
a mean population of 37,375 persons living in
Croydon, and the mean saving of life has been a
reduction from 23-66 per thousand to 18-64 per
thousand in thirteen years, or a reduction in the
death rate of 5'02 for every thousand people of
the mean population, which, in^ the thirteen
years, equals 2,439 lives saved.
The benefits that were first conferred by the

execution of sanitary works in Croydon were
purchased at the expense of fouling the river
Wandle, and other streams. The evils arising
from the practice of turning the sewage into the
river, and the serious effect of nine actions or
injunctions, either restraining the Board from
following the practice, or obliging them to make
satisfaction for the damage caused, had the
effect of hastening a remedy which has been
found in the application of the liquid sewage to
land. The difficulties of procuring suitable land
for the purpose have been very great ; but, on
two occasions an opportunity offered, and about
130 acres of freehold land have been bought for

the purpose of securing an outfall in the natural
drainage valley of the district. Other land has
been taken on lease; and the sewage is now
constantly applied both at Beddington and
South Norwood. By a process, therefore, per-
fectly natural, the foul contents of the sewers,
instead of polluting the rivers and streams, the
soil and the wells, are adding vitality and rich-
ness to vegetation, and, at no distant day, will
add materially to the wealth and prosperity of
the parish.

The results of the application of the sewage to
the soil are extraordinary. Large and luxuriant
crops are grown, while the foul streams are con-
verted into comparatively pure water. The fol-

lowing analysis by Dr. Odling, of the effluent
water after pnrifiention by irrigation on the land,
will show the result. It is an analysis of samples
taken every quarter of an hour by the doctor’s
assistants on the 23rd and 24th November, 1867

;

and this was not a very favourable period of the
year for demonstrating the success of the
system.

The sewage at the time was flowing over
30 acres of land, on which it had been con-
tinuously flowing for about two days

; the volume
of sewage passed on to the area in the twenty-
four hours, was 3,274,300 gallons, and the
effluent water, flowing off after purification, was
2,245,200 ; so that 31^ per cent, of the whole

* Report on the Pennsnent Sanilary Works and their
Cost, executed in the Parish of Croydon, under the autho-
rity of the Local Board of Health. By Baldwin Latham,
C.B., Engineer to the Board. Printed by F. Baldiston
-Croydon. 1868.

volume was lost by evaporation and absorption.
As the land was completely saturated prior to the
experiments, it may fairly be taken that 15-75 per
cent., or one-half the entire lose, is due to
evaporation through the plant and from the
water surface. This would tend to condense
any impurities that remain in the effluent water
in the proportion of the reduction of volume. In
the analysis given, the result that would be ob-
tained by condensing the water-supply, is shown
in the second column :

—

i Bewago of . Water supply
Croydon aftc-rj of Croydon,

I purification ' condensed to

I

by irrigation.
I same extent

Nov. 24, 1867.
1

as sewage.
Grains ^ gall.|Graina ^ gall.

Total solid residue 26-180
Mineral matter ...

Volatile matter
Chloride of Sodium
Ammonia ,, , 012
Nitrogen as ammonia ... •032

,, oxides 419 •281

,, organic matter •144 •0023

A comparison between the two columns will
show how nearly the sewage has returned to the
state of the pure water as supplied to the town.
It may be observed, that the total amount of
organic and volatile matter contained in the
effluent water after passing over the land, is less
than the average amount contained in the water
supplied by auy one of the existing London
water companies

;
and, therefore, it may safely

bo laid down that sewage, afeer such purifica-
tiou, is fit to be turned into any stream or
river.

Some doubts have arisen as to the probable
effect of spreading large volumes of sewage over
areas in the immediate vicinity of populous
places

;
but the result, in a sanitary point of

view, of the application of sewage to land, is

equally assuriug; for we find, upon examination,
that Norwood, with its irrigation area close to
the inhabited district, during the three years
that the system has been applied to the land,
has had a mortality of 18-17 per thousand in

1865, 15-13 in 1866, and 14-21 in 1867; while
the same area, but inclusive of more distant
localities, has had, during the same period, the
respective mortalities of 21-26, 20-04, and 16-60

;

BO it appears that, in the rapid growth of the
plant, the assimilation of nitrogenous and car-
bonaceous matter, and the elimination of large
volumes of oxygen by the plant, we have the
antidote for what might have been thought to
prove baneful in its effects.

How much society loses annually by pre-
ventiblo diseases it is impossible fully to estimate,
as health is so essentially connected with the
labours and duties of every-day life. We know
full well that the power of physical ability forms
the basis of every description of labour, whether
bodily or mental, and that the full value of work
cannot be obtained from a sickly, and, therefore,
a feeble popnlation. Those communities, there-
fore, that are in a bad sanitary condition are
great losers. The national prosperity of the
country is impeded by any undue amount of
sickness or loss of human life. If there were no
higher motives, it would be true economy to
spend some of our earnings on sanitary works.
Some estimate of the probable result of the
value of sanitary works can be formed in the
following manner :—Ist. The saving in the cost
of funerals, inclusive of mourning and fees, which
may safely be set down at 51. each. 2nd. The
saving by the escape from sickness, with its cost,
and its loss of labour

;
and it may safely be taken

that, for every life saved by sanitary works,
twenty-five persons escape sickness, and that
£1 per case would represent a moderate value
of the result. 3rd. The value of the labour
saved to the country by prevention of premature
death. For every adult female, 5s. per week,
and for every adult male, lOs. per week, or a
mean of 7s. 6d. per week, may be taken as the
value of labour over and above the cost of
maintenance.
Comparing such savings in Croydon with the

expenditure that has achieved them, we shall see
at a glance the pecuniary benefit resulting from
sanitary operations. Tha total expenditure, as
set forth in the schedules accompanying the
report, for the purchase of freehold lands, public
baths, construction of water-works, sewers, sewer
irrigation works, abattoirs, and genera! improve-
ments of all kinds, has been 196,1351. 6s. 5d.
But, though outlay of this kind is generally
called “ expenditure,” as if, like personal
expenses, it were spent and gone, leaving
nothing in hand in lieu

;
yet, for the above-

mentioned outlay, the more proper name for i*'

,

would be “ investment,” as I shall sboAv here-
after that the parish has in hand permanent
improvements and possessions of n larger amount
of value than the total sum thus expended. But
had the money been all spent without the
acquisition thereby of permanent possessions
in water-works, land, baths, slaughter-houses,
sewers, kerbing, &c., still there would have been
a sufficient quid pro quo, an acquisition of advan-
tages, or, in other words, a saving from losses of
greater amount of value than the outlay. It has
been shown that 2,439 lives have been saved.
Of this number six-tenths, or 1,463, would be
adults, or persons above the age of twenty years,
and probably one-tenth of these would be infirm
from age. By making this deduction we have
still 1,317 lives, in the full vigour of life, saved.
By using the figures before quoted in connexion
with the lives saved, we shall get the money
value of the benefits conferred by the works :

—
2,439 funerals less, at 51. each £12,195 0 0
2,439x25=60,975 cases of sickness

prevented, at 11 60,073 0 0
1,317 value of labour, at 19L 10a.

for t'i years 166,828 5 0

£239,993 6 0

In the short space, therefore, of thirteen years,
a saving in money and labour, exceeding in value
by 25 per cent, the total expenditure for all

purposes, has resulted from the outlay on sani-
tary works. And although it has been here
attempted to put a money value on the expenses
and labour lost by the loss of life, yet this is

exclusive of the value of life itself. But who
shall value the lives ? or who can estimate even
the improved health, in point of enjoyment, of
the living ? These 2,439 persons, saved from the
jaws of death in this parish, are living testimonies
of the great value of the sanitary works that
have been carried out.

It should not be forgotten, too, that the cost of
the various works has principally been spent in
the parish, and additional employment has thus
been given to a large number of parishioners.
The money has been circulated, both directly and
indirectly, among those who will have to pay
the cost of the works. In the winter of 1866,
employment was found for some hundreds of
men out of employ, in pushing on the new public
works

I
and thus a number of men were employed

for the good of the parish, who would otherwise
have been a burden to the ratepayers.
Much misunderstanding exists with regard to

the supposed increase of the rates of the parish,
occasioned by the permanent works. The local
Board’s rates are made twice a year; and, if we
assume that all the monies now secured on both
special and district rates, were to be levied as a
separate rate, the two half-yearly rates of 7^d.
each would pay off the interest and principal in
thirty years. At the end of thirty years from
this time, by the payment half-yearly of 7^d. in
the pound on the rates, the water-works, free-
hold lands, public baths, abattoirs, and every
other property or work of the Board will be free
of any charge.

NOW AND THEN.

Any person who is addicted to the hai-mless
practice of “moralising” may find food for re-
flection in the gradual disappearance which is

now taking place of the most ancient portions
of the metropolis. So imperative are the re-
quirements of commerce that all other con-
siderations have to give way; indeed, if we
continue pulling down at our present rate for a
few years longer, there will not be a carved door-
way or oriel window within the bills of mortality.
Londoners will have little left to them but the
Tower and Westminster Abbey as connecting,
links between the present and the past.

I am induced to make this remark by the
metamorphosis of a favourite old street of mine
in the heart of the City,—a street savouring
somehow of South Sea bubbles and kindred
associations, — I mean Winchester-street, the
thoroughfare conducting from Broad-street to
London-wall. That part of my street debonch-
ing into Loudon-w^j had a certain historic

interest, for it was one of the spots which
escaped the Great Fire, and was an admirable
specimen of Tudor street architecture. There
is not much of it left. A tall, staring, prosaic,
though no doubt useful structure, containing a
range of offices, has taken the place of the tene-
ments where tradesmen cried, “ What d’ye
lack ? ” and where Dick Whittington rose to be
Lord Mayor of London. Other and scarcely less

a
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ancient bnildings liere aro coining down apace
5

barghers’ houses of the good old times when
“ country residences ” were nnthooght of.

These, also, will soon be probably replaced by

gigantic combinations of iron and stone, to be

filled presently from roof to basement with the

busy sons of commerce; but if, dear reader, as

you watch the progress of reconstruction, you

should detect a faint murmuring' sound, put it

down as the groan of an amateur archcoologist

sighing for the days that are gone.

But happily there are not many ancient

quarters where utilitarianism has not found it

necessary to intrude. Which shall we select

for a visit ? From Sir Paul Pindar’s in Bishops-

gato-slreet, to the craziest old tumble-down in

Westminster, the mine is rich and varied. Take,

for instance, the Strand, as the most conspicnous

thoroughfare in which to look for examples of

“ Now and Then.” There yon shall see splendid

modem shops surmounted by venerable old-

world houses, of various styles and dates, the

conjunction presenting, in the majority of cases,

the most incongruous appearance, such as

diamond-panes versus plate-glass, or slender iron

pillars substituted for the huge wooden beams

which sustained the structure in former times.

On nearing Charing-cross the buildings become

more modern. The town residences and grounds

of the nobility being in this direction, the
*' building mania ” was held in check for a while j

but the mightiest magnate must eventually give

way before the popular need, so pleasaunce and

shrubbery liad to make place for shop aud

printing-office, till the sloping banks of the river

vrere covered with streets, marking by their

names the situation of the former domains. As
an instance of this, there are (or were) the four

thoroughfares perpetuating the memory of John
Villiers, Duke of Buckingham. Other streets

remind us of the Dukes of Norfolk, and the Earls

of Arundel, aud so on.

One of the quaintest old corners in London,

and appearing quainter still by compaiison with

its modern neighbour, Victoria-street, is Queen’s-

square, Westminster, where the wood-carvingon

the doorways is a sight for the curious. Indeed,

in all parts of the metropolis having the least

pretension to age this art is both abundantly

and beautifully exhibited. You may spend a

week in inspecting the doorways of the eighteenth

centmy, and then you will have to begin again

to arrive at a true comprehension of the different

styles j
for the earlier the date the more elaborate

the carving. Speaking generally, there are three

separate varieties, viz., the angular, the arched,

and the flat surface supported by ornamental

brackets. These are exclusive of those many
specimens in which the doorway is flush with

the wall of the house. So numerous, however,

are the modes of treatment that this classifica-

tion only gives an idea of the outlines employed ;

the details are multifarious in the extreme.

Among these a very common, though very

singular, conception for such a purpose is a

Gorgon’s head snrronnded by the traditional

vipers. Faces of all sorts are very prevalent,

and sometimes there occur series of figures

joined together by festoons of flowers—a beauti-

ful device. Sometimes figures are altogether

dispensed with, and the entire affair takes the

form of a sort of fluted radius, as in the well-

known house in Sherborne-lane. I do not

remember any of these designs depicting mytho-

logical subjects, probably from the smallness of

the field at command.
If any one will take the trouble to compare

this durable woodwork with the feeble stucco

which modern builders dab on our dwelling,

houses, he cannot help awarding the palm to

the designers of old. There is no “peeling”

here. These old doorways seem nnaflected by
the acids of our London atmosphere

;
every line

and curve remain as perfect os the day they

were traced, in many cases nearly two hundred

years ago. Is thero any reason why we should

not have carved wooden doorways now ? The
ductibility of the material is greatly in its favour,

and enables the workman to arrive at beautiful

results. Of course, if a gentleman can afford

polished granite for his vestibule, by all means
let him have it ; but the next best substitute is

u'ood, in which the orders of architecture can be

easily and lastingly imitated. I am not a timber-

merchant, thongh my observations may seem to

indicate that there is “nothing like wood.”

In the matter of churches our ancestors dis-

played great piety and liberality ;
though it is

happily out of any one’s power to make un-

favourable comparisons between ^ now and
then” in this respect. Yet it would be unjust

not to admire the strong religious feeling which

in those days did duty for church building

societies and modern organization. The gifts,

it is true, were in many instances of a decorative

character—such as altar-pieces, stained glass

windows, or rood-screens ;
still I think that the

many charities and schools connected with our

ancient churches attest that at the bottom of it

all there was a spirit of trno practical Christi-

anity. There is an irresistible romance, too,

about the history of those self-made men in the

olden time. Of course, I am not going to deny

that in onr own day there are many poor boys

who come to London with tbreo halfpence

in their pockets and begin by sweeping waro-

honses and end by becoming heads of firms

;

bnt in the former case there was more elbow-

room : the battle of life was leas feverish, and
society was less artificial. Hence people had
more time to le good. If this proposition bo dis-

puted, I can only ascribe my preference to the
[

halo of distance. Most of the City churches, as

successors of former edifices, date, as every one

knows, from the Great Fire, which, among other

things, made the reputation of that very hard-

working man, Sir Christopher Wren.
Speaking of the public spirit of merchants

and others in former times, it must not bo

omitted to be pointed out that our own age has

been splendidly vindicated from the imputation

of selfishness. A single leading example will

occur to every one’s mind.

Bridging over only from the seventeenth to

the nineteenth century, vast is the difference

between the Loudon of now and the London cf

then. An ancient prophecy foretold its increase

till a period when Highgate-hiU should form its

centre. Whether this prediction will ever be

verified is of small moment to the Londoners of

to-day, who have ample matter for study in the :

comparison of the present and the past of their

huge metropolis.

If many a beautiful legend of our childhood,

crushed by the stern heel of truth, has altered

its character as much as the antipastoral

thoronghfare of Drury-lane, lot us still bo thank-
]

ful that there is before every one of us an exten-

;

sivo sphere of Christian work and usefulness.

Fe-uicis Allen. '

SANITARY MATTERS.

The Application of Town Sewage .—At a re-

cent meeting of the Maidstone Farmers’ Club,

Mr. Thomas Cargill, C.E., delivered a lecture on
“ The application of town sewage to general farm
crops.” Messrs. Bridgland, J. Paine, Wm. Paine,

Stouham, Plomley, Elvy, Chittenden, Waterman,
Day, Wyles, Thos. Reeves, jun., Jesse Killick,

Puuuett, Austin, Killick, Hodgson, Barling, Fos-

ter, Else, Still, Harris, Allfree, G. Chambers,
Wm. Reeves, Thos. Hayes, Bridgland, jun., Mar-
ley, and Fauchon, were present. Mr. Cargill

said in the outset that to the question, “ What
is to done with our sewage ?” there was bnt one

answer, “ Apply it to the land
;
” but to the ques-

tion, “How to apply it ?” or rather, “Howto
apply it in the most economical and remunera-
tive manner,” the answer was not so simple,

owing to the fact that it had not received that

thorough investigation which it demanded, and
which must be accorded to it. Sewage bad
always been considered by us as a nuisance, and
as a thing to be got rid of somehow and some-
where at any price, and men continued to shun
and avoid the evil instead of grappling with it,

until it assumed a character so alarming and
proportions so gigantic that at last self-defence

urged them to adopt measures calculated to

mitigate what was fast becoming a national

scourge. Even at the present time this was the

view entertained most unfortunately by the

majority of Local Boards and Corporate autho-

rities, who, as a rule, have accomplished little or

nothing regarding the disposal of their town
sewage. Sewage must be taken as it came from
tho sewers to impart the greatest benefit to

crops. At Tottenham, Leicester, Birmingham,
and Manchester, various disinfecting and deodo-

rising schemes had been tried, which had all re-

snlted in complete failure. At one place 4s. per

ton were barely obtained for that which was
expected to realize 41., while at Birmingham
scarcely 6d. per ton could be got for the solid

residue left after deodorisation and evaporation.

It must not, however, be understood that in some
instances, as at Beddington, snbaidence tanks

could be altogether dispensed with. From the

facts laid before the meeting, the lecturer said,
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in conclusion, it is manifest that the future sys-

tem of sewage farming will bo a combined one,

and will consist in so proportioning the relative

amounts of grass and arable land as to dispose

of the sewage in tho most effectual manner.
“The Utilization of Seivage Irnjation.”—

A

letter on this subject has been addressed to the
town council of Doncaster, by Mr. J. Hindle, of
that town. In extracting so much matter as he
has clone from tho elaborate papers “ On the
Utilization of Sewage by Irrigation” in late

numbers of the Builder, Mr. J. Iliadlo might
have made some reference to the papers to

wLdcli he was indebted.

LAYING CHIEF STONE OF GATESHEAD
TQWN.HALL, AND SERIOUS ACCIDENT.

The foundation-stone of tho now Town-hall
for Gateshead lias been laid. The style of ai-chi-

tccture will be Italian, treated with some freedom
in the details. The architect is Mr. John John-
stone, of Nowcastle-upon-Tyno

;
the contractor,

Mr. Bulman, of Hexham
3
aud the clerk of the

works, Mr. "W. Bumip, of Gateshead. Tho
bnilding, when completed, will afford accommo-
dation for the mayor and toum. council, and for

the whole of the muoicipal officials, including tho
police, besides a coui-t-ruom for the transaction

of police and county court business, and a music-
hall for the public. There will bo three distinct

entrances from Swiuburne-placo, and tho nume-
rous entrances throughout tho structure have
enabled the architect to completely classify and
isolate the various departments of the corporate

business. Tho principal front of the building

will stand back from West-street some 30 ft. or

: 40 ft. The main floor of tho building may be
. described as consisting of a centre and wings,
: each having its distinct entrance from the front,

but communicating internally by moans of

spacious and well-lighted corridors. The cost of

the edifice will be about 12,OOOZ,

I At the laying of the foundation-stone, accord-

ing to tho local O&scri't'r, from whoso report we
quote, there was an extensive platform erected

' for the accommodation of about 500 persons
parallel with Swinbume-place ; and at a right
angle with it, backing West-street, was a second
wooden gallery for the accommodation of ladies,

of whom there was a fashionable assemblage,
numbering not less than 250. At the north-

west corner, at the angle of tho two platforms,

the stone was laid. Neai* the apparatus were a
' number of stone buttresses and walls newly
built, and from one of those points of supposed
advantage, immediately adjoining the scene of
action, deal planks were placed flatly across at a
height of about 7 fc., so as to connect the
general platform, which was sqpported by 2i in.

deals, driven at intervals of abont 6 fc. or 7 ft.

into tho ground. Across the uprights were
placed planks, chiefly with their edges turned
up, to impart additional strength, aud from tho
main points of the foundation of the fabric thus
reared timber stays were inserted obliquely
from the front to the rear elevation. Tho space
underneath was pai’tially filled up with props, at
distances of 6 ft. or 7 ft. square.

' In tho midst of tho pi-oceeclings a loud creak-

ing noise became audible from Swinbume-place,
and tho general platform was noticed to bo
slightly swaying, and in a moment a terrific

! crash was heard,—the platform had given way
at tho top aud centre, and its occupants were

' thrown into a confused heap below. The
’ pressure ou the platform had forced the

screws out behind, and there being only

a few deals underneath, tho forward prossuro

had had such an eftect that tho timber
after twisting and wrenching had been forced to

snap, and the structure in the centre gave way.
Happily, the ends of the platform remained
firm, otherwise tho result would hare been much
worse. A part of the platform remained stand-

ing, and this is accounted for by the fact that it

was impossible for it to give way in front, as it

rested altogether against tho stonework of the

building, and the occupants of this portion, per-

haps fearing that they might share the fate of

their unfortunate brethren, quickly got down on
to the ground. On making an examination of the

place after the accident, it was at once evident

that the pres.sar8 on the platform must have
been very great, for the wall of the hall against

which the part of the platform which gave way
rested, is broken away. Several of the 3-incli

deals, of which the stand was formed, were
snapped in the centre

3
and the deal which sup-
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ported tlio front of the platform, was not only
broken, but forced out, showing that the prea-

anre must have come from the back, which was
but natural, as all the people would press forward
in their desire to hear the various speakers. On
the platform giving way the centre ends of the

deals fell to the ground, and the other ends re-

mained firm, thus forming, as it wei'e, a hollow

in the shape of the letter V J
to this is

attributed the fact that no lives were lost.

Those who were in tho middle of the platform

fell down heavily, a depth of about a dozen feet,

;

but those at the sides had their falls broken.

Altogether about 500 persons fell down. The
people were all thrown in a heap, and those who
wore uppermost being uninjured soon succeeded

in getting up and arriving safely on to the

ground. Those who were at the bottom were
found generally to be more or leas injured, and
had to be assisted.

The other platform, for the ladies and the cor-

poration, was erected from a plan by ilr. John-
stone, architect, and when finished was care-

fully examined by the mayor and the townhall
committee, who also would have examined the
other platfbrm had it been completed in time.

Certain superstitions individuals attributed the
accident to tho fact that three of the banners
were hoisted in the reverse manner, thus signify-

ing distress, amongst which was the British

Ensign

!

Somebody is, without doubt, to blamo for the
platform not being substantial enough for the

purpose for which it was intended. “ We are

given to understand,” says our authority, " that
Mr. John Johnstone, the architect, is entirely

free from blame, an assertion which we hope
may be correct. The structure of the stand was
most inadequate to the pressure which was
universally expected, a fact which any competent
buiicler ought to have been aware of. We
understand that a special meeting of tho council

will be held on. Monday, when tho matter will be
thoroT^hly investigated.”

This case just affords another proof of what
wo have so often urged, that no such platform
ought to bo allowed to be erected or used except
under competent supervision and certificate of
sufficiency.

THE INSTITUTION OF SUEVEYOES.

The first preliminary meeting of this Institu-

tion was hold on Monday last, at the Westmin-
ster Palace Hotol: Mr. John Clutton, in the
chair. Among the London surveyors were pre-
sent,—Messrs. T. Horsey, T. Chatfield Clarke,

F. & E. Tigers, E. Eyde, E. A. Withall, D. Wat-
ney, F. Chinnock, H. Clutton, J. E. Bonny, J.

Bailey Denton. Of the country surveyors, were
Messrs. C. M. Bidwell, Ely ; T. Huskiuson,
Epperstone, Notts

;
T. S. Woolley, Newark

;
T.

Statter, Knowaley
j &c.

The chairman, after recapitulating the pro-

ceedings already taken, in the formation of a
Provisional Association, shortly stated the objects

of tho Institution, which wei-e,—Ist. To secure
the advancement, and facilitate the acquisition

of that knowledgewhichconstitutes the profession
of a surveyor

;
2nd. To promote the general

interests of the profession and extend its useful-

ness for the public advantage. He said the pro-
posal to establish this institution had met with
very considerable support, and that if all devoted
their best energies to the work they could not
fail to raise the status of the profession and
ensure its advance in the public estimation.

It was then resolved, “ that the institution

be forthwith organized and placed in a position

to commence operations.”

The following gentlemen were chosen by ballot

to be members of the council for the first year,

viz. :

—

Messrs. W. J. Beadel, E. R. Clifton, Henry Crawtor«
E. C. Driver, H. A. Hunt, J. Mathews, E. Ryde, W.
Sturgo, F. Tigers, F. J. Clark, J. Clutton, J. B. Denton,
E. Hall, T. Huakinson, J. Oakley, E. J. Smith, G. Trist.

The honorary secretary, Mr. J. W. Penfold,
read the heads of the bye-laws, which provided
that the institution should consist of three
classes, viz.—Members, Associates, and Honor-
ary Members, with a class of Students at-
tached. Members to be more than twenty-
five years of age, and in practice on their
own account for more than five years, or
members of a firm established upwards of ten
years. Associates to be more than twenty-
one years of age, not necessarily surveyors by
profession, but their pursuits to be such as to

qualify them to concur with surveyors in the
advancement of professional knowledge.
Honorary members to be persons who, by

reason either of their position or eminence in
science and experience, may bo enabled to
render assistance in promoting the objects of
the institution.

The various regulations for election of mem-
bers and officers, the constitution and govern-
ment of the institution, the conduct of meet-
ings, &c., were fully set out. These bye-laws
were adopted

; and, after a vote of thauka to
the chairman and honorary secretary, the meet-
ing separated.

THE TEADES MOVEMENT.

Bi/rmingJiam .—In compliance with the invita-
tion of the council of the local Chamber of Com-
merce, representatives of the Builders’ Asao-
oiation, and of the Stonemasons’ Union, met
in the Exchange - buildings, New-street, to
endeavour to promote an amicable settlement
of the strike. Messrs. Briggs, Creswell, and
Hardwicke represented the employers

j Messrs.
Harding, Hatch, and Bradley, the operative
masons. The principal points in dispute were
discussed in a tone which encouraged the
deputies on both sides to hope that an agree-
ment may be arrived at. The meeting was
adjourned for further conference. The masters
have been endeavouring to introduce non-union
labour; and it is said that, within two or
three days they succeeded in engaging twenty
men, who are carefully guarded from any ap-
proach on the part of the masons on strike.

H-uddersfield .—Tho local Chamber of Com-
merce are taking steps with a view of found-
ing a court for the settlement of trade dis-

putes. A meeting of trades’ delegates held
recently in the town, passed a resolution in
favour of the establishment of a court of arbi-
tration, and the Chamber of Commerce ap-
pointed a suh-oommittee to bring about a
meeting of representatives of employers and
employed, with a view of giving effect to wishes
which seem, to bo entertained on both sides.

PAEIS NEWS.

The buildings on the Champ de Mars have
nearly all disappeared, and the ground is being
levelled

; the only structures upright being the
Commissariat offices, the Creosot shed, the Inter-
national Club, in course of demolition, and one
of the Eastern kiosks. All the ground between
tho Military School and the Palace is to be com-
pletely levelled by the 15th of August next.
The demolitions in the Faubourg Saint-Marcel

for the boulevard of the samename have brought
to light innumerable remains of old Paris, por-
tions of the collegiate church of St. Marcel and
tho parish church of St. Martin, and au immense
quantity of human remains. St. Marcel died in

436, and was buried in a place called Mont
Cetard (Mans Cetanlus), corrupted since into
Mouflbtard, and a chapel was built over his
tomb. Sacked and pillaged by the Normans, it

was rebuilt and enlarged in the eleventh century,
and it was not finally demolished till 1S06. The
Abbe Lebeuf was of opinion that the crypt of
St. Marcel dated from the ninth or tenth century,

i

and the upper church, in its most ancient part,
from the first half of tho eleventh century. The
tower had been built about A.D. 1040. Nothing
remains of this but a Gallo-Eoman bull, a bas-
relief on one of the quoins, now to be seen in the
Museum of Cluny. At the Ecole des Beaux Arts
may be seen some of the capitals of the choir,

The portion recently laid bare appears to bo the
extremity of one of the transepts

j it was covered
with flag stones, in the midst of which we
observed some small trees. There is some talk
of preserving this relic by putting a garden
round it, bordering on the boulevard Arago.
At Montronge the new church of Saint Pierre

is almost terminated, and is shortly expected to
be opened for public service. The tower, of cut
stone from its base to the summit, commands a
magnificent view of all Paris. The last finishing
touch is being given to the ornamentation of the
edifice, and, at the same time, the decoration of
the choir is being terminated.

In the 20th arrondissement, at the south side
of the Place Menilmontant, the church of Notre
Dame de la Croix, commenced three years ago,
and destined to replace the chapel of the ancient
village of Menilmontant, has its rough masonry

completed. It consists of a grand nave, a vast
transept, side aisles resting on columns and
lateral chapels, and covers an area of 37,000
square feet. The steeple, placed over the porch,
is 197 ft. high, and the porch will be ap-
proached by a monumental flight of steps.
One of the most interesting churches of old

Paris, that of Saint-Merry, founded in the ninth
century, and reconstructed under Francois I., is

being restored. Commenced in 1520 to 1530, it
was not terminated till 1612. The successive
architects seem to have adhered to the original
plan, as we remark none of those out-of-the-way
changes so commonly seen in buildings for a
long series of years under construction. The
rich Ornamentation, of the western facade is well
known to all lovers of architecture. The vener-
able crypt, in which the body of Saint-Merry,
who died in A.D. 700, was deposited, has been
restored.

BOATS FOE EAISING SUNKEN VESSELS.

Two new boats for raising sunken vessels
have just been launched,—the Persevdrant and
the Bon^Espoir,—at the Quai de la Marne, La
Villette, Paris. They have been both designed
and constructed by M. Casimir Deschamps.
They are 59 fc. long, 9 ft. 10 in. brood, and
10 ft. 6 in. deep, the burden of each being
250 tons. Commenced on the Ist of October,
1867, they were launched on the 23th of May,
1868, completely finished, masted, and rigged.
What is most extraordinary is that these vessels
of timber, strengthened by iron ribs, covered
externally with iron plates, riveted together, and
coated with Norway tar, were pub together
without the aid of any naval or mechanical
engineer. M. Deschamps made his drawings on
the spot, and executed them himself, aided by
simple Parisian workmen,—oafpenters, joiners,
and smiths. The whole work cost 4,8001,,
whereas in the ports of Havre, Cherbourg, and
Nantes they asked him 6,0001. to 6,4001-
Those boats are oonstructed on a new priu-

ciple. Their rounded forms, which give them
volume and stability, call to mind those of the
steamers which ply directly between London
and Paris. The hull is divided longitudinally
into two parts, containing each thirteen strong
iron plate-lined compartments, which can be
filled with either water or air. Absolutely ah’
and water tight, even under a pressure of five
atmospheres, they remain separated or can be
made to communicate according as is desired.
Two series of tubes, furnished in front of each
chamber, are laid down along theoentre lineof the
deck, and place each chamber in communcation
with the pumps, either for removing the water or
for driving in compressed air. Each chamber
has, moreover, openings, through which the floor

can be seen or a boy can descend. In the
interval between the two rows of chambers, at
certain distances, watertight pits or tubes de-
scend from the deck to the sea, and serve for
the passage of chains to be passed under the
sunken vessel to be raised. The ends of the
chains are to be wound round the very massive
drum of a hoisting engine, worked either by
manual or steam power, and capable of exerting
a power of 25 tons. The interior working por-
tions and accommodations are admirably ar-
ranged. At the fore is the captain’s cabin, 13 ft.

square; in the middle, the watertight air and
water compartments ; at the aft we have the
boilers, engines, of IS-horse power, with Giffard’s

injector, &c., and an American motor of 10-horse
power.
The life of M. Deschamps is a very eventful

one. He was bred up as a sculptor, bub his
ruling passion was the raising of sunken vessels

;

for this he succeeded in creating a small fleet of
lifting-barges

;
but they became the prey of a

storm, and ho lost all. Not discouraged, he
became a simple bargeman, and up to his waist
in water, axe or boat-hook in hand, he worked
as a labourer. Still he thought on his invention.
Friends and capitalists having come forward,
he has now succeeded in constructing these
vessels.

. SoHTffWAEK Bridge. — The Corporation of
London have paid for rent of the Bridge, during
about three years and a half, 18,8681. ; and now
pay for purchase ofthe Bridge, 200,OOOJ.

;
making

a total of 218,8681. The chamberlain has given
cheques to the comptroller for the completion of
this purchase, and the Bridge is now handed
over for tne public use.
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EXCHANGE AND CLUB BUILDINGS,
MIDDLESBROUGH.

In connexion with the illnatrations of these
bnildings already given,* we add a view of the
interior of the Hall. Thia apartment ia abont
120 ft. long, and 60 ft. wide, with a semicircular
end 20 ft. deep. On each side of it are offices.

The hall is partly lighted by openings in the
roof, which are not qaite so obvious in the view
as might be desired.

KEPORTS ON PARIS EXHIBITION BY
MASTERS OF SCHOOLS OF ART.

We mentioned in our last that the first prize

oR'ered by the Committee of Council on Educa-
tion for Reports by Art-Masters or Mistresses on
the Paris Exhibition had been awarded to the

Head-master of the Manchester School. We
have now to add that the second has been
awarded to Mr. Walter Smith, head-master of

the Leeds School of Art (whose report appeared
in our pages) ; and the third to Mr. Dewar
Campbell, master of the Bridport and Dorchester
Schools of Art. The International Exhibition
was visited by 101 art-teachers, of whom twenty-
eight made reports approved by their lordships.

• See pp. 374, 375, ante.

’ ANCIENT EARTHENWARE STOYE IN THE
RATHHAUS, OCHSENFDRTH.

VV^E have several times mentioned in these

pages the very remarkable and interesting

Rathhaus existingatOchsenfurth,nearWarzbnrg.
We mnst remind onr readers that this is a build-

' ing of the latter part of the fifteenth century,

and ia of the greatest value to the historian of
' ancient civil architectnre on account of its having
entirely escaped modernization

j
in fact, both

internally and externally it remains much in the

same condition as it was left by its fifteenth

;

centnry builders. But what is still more

;

remarkable most of the ancient fittings and
I

furniture remain.

i
Our present illustration representa a large

' stove standing in a room in the upper story of

i the Rathhaus. This stove is of large dimensions,
' its entire height being nob less than 9 ft. : it ia

I

placed near to the angle of the room, and the

i
fuel is supplied to it through an opening in the
wall from a passage at the. back of the room.
The materials made use of in itaconstmetion are

green tiles and brown porcelain, both highly
glazed : the plinth upon which it stands is stone.

Ic is probable that this stone is coeval with the

building, which was finished in the year 1499,

or, at any rate, very little later. It is in a very
perfect condition. All the details are beaubifnlly

modelled, and are singularly original in design.

The curious mixture of Italian and Gothic orna-

ments ia very noticeable ;
they are, however, all

used with such judgment and taste that there is

not the least effect of incongruity. Portions of
' the cornice D, and the lower part of the base E,

I

bear a remarkable resemblance to our English

1
Norman work. The atone plinth has the regular

^

" Tudor flower” so conspicuous in Henry VII.’s

,
Chapel, King’s College Chapel, Cambridge, and

,
other late Perpendicular buildings. The cornice

and base, B and C, are nearly Classical
;
and the

tile A is like a piece of Italian Cinque Cento
work. On the whole, it would be difficult to find

such a jumble of styles in one object anywhere
else

;
and what seems singular is the fact that

there is nothing crude or inharmonious in

the design. The lamentable failures we usually

make when we attempt any mixture of the kiud
shows that we are ignorant of the principles on
which the old artists worked. In the Castle of
“ Transnichts,” at Landshut, are several stoves-

of a very similar description to the one at
Ochsenfurth, and they are probably of the same
date.

On another occasion we shall give illustrations-

of the ancient tables and other furniture remain-
ing in the Rathhaus of Ochsenfurth.

EEFEREyCES.
A. Detail of tiles (^reea earthenware).
B. Cornice at the top of stove (^reen).
C. Cornice at base of upper part of stove (green).

D. Cornice of lower portion of stove (green, with
intersecting arches brown).

E. Base of tower portion of stove (green and
brown).
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EAELY BEIOKWOEK.
AllCHITECTUEAL ASSOCIATION.

At a meeting of this Society, held on Friday,
the 5th inst., the Rev. E. L. Cutts, made some
observations on the subject of “ Early Brick-
work.” no said Mr. Gladstone had once re-

marked, that the three great inventors were
those who discovered the oar, the wheel, and the
plough; but he (the lecturer) hoped he might
be allowed to add to these the name of the man
who invented the brick. He was not going into
the whole subject of brickwork, but intended to
coniine himself to England. Now, Britain was
a Roman province for a long time. Many of the
houses were then composed of brick; and as
villas built in this way were very numerous, the
country must have presented a very civilized
aspect. Then came the Saxon invasion, and all

those villas which had been erected were swept
away. Some Roman remains, however, still

remained, and perhaps the best specimens were
to be found at Colchester. There was, he
thought, very little doubt that much of the
earlier Saxon and Norman brickwork was no-
thing more than the remains of the Roman bricks.
Some parts of the monastery of St. Alban’s had
doubtless been erected in this way, the old
brick having been utilised with good taste and
effect. At Brodwell there was a church made
out of these remains,—at least, he thought so,
although some of them might think it was
of Roman origin, in which case it would
be a most interesting structure. At Coggeshall
Abbey there was to be found somo moulded
brickwork. It did not appear that it was
looked down upon as an inferior material,
because effect in the arrangement was a good
deal studied. At Hull there was a good deal
of brickwork, executed daring the sixteenth
century. In the time of Edward III. bricks were
6s. a thousand, and in the time of Richard II.
they were 6s. 8d. for the same number. In the
sixteenth century it became fashionable to use
brick, and many important buildings wero to be
found made of that material. Sometimes the
brickwork was found covered over with plaster
to imitate stone. He thought it was a gx-eat
mistake to use brick in such a building as St.

. James’s Palace, and Queen’s College, Cambridge.
I Stone ought to be employed where it was pos-
f Bible. But how was it that houses built
I of brick in old times looked better than those of
I the present day composed of the same material ?

He thought it was owing in some respect to the
difference in the shape of the bricks, and also of
their colour. A brick house, ifrelieved by trees,
generally looked well. Could they not, by study-
ing effect, render a common brick wall of the
present day more presentable ? Moulding in this
material should be of the simplest possible kind;
it should be merely geometrical, and very plain in
character. He protested against the introduction
of coloured bricks into the facades of theii-

street architecture; be was *afraid, however,
such a protest would bring him into disgrace,
as the custom was very general. They were

,
gradually turning London into a really beautiful

' city, and thus were beginning to use brick
; artistically

;
for instance, All Saints’, Margaret-

I street, amongst others, showed it might be em-
]
ployed with advantage. But the common build-

i ings ought to be more looked after, and by
E studying effect they ought to be able to make a
( common brick bouse not altogether, as it was
I now, an ugly object.

Ml*. Edis did not agree with Mr. Cutts in his
I theory that the Saxon and Norman brickwork
; as handed down to us was made out of the
I ashes of tho Roman remains. He thought it

i had an originality of its own. Modern brick-
’ work had a tendency to get dreadfully dirty in
( cities

; and whether or no it was that, like the
Romans, we were becoming vei’y rich, archi-

i tects found it very difficult to persuade their
I clients to use brickwork, because a good many
I of the houses, and especially those intended for
1 businesses, were built for the sake of show.
The shapes and sizes of the bricks, too, were

' very bad, and capable ofmuch improvement. If,

1 however, members of their profession could only
i obtain good brickwork at reasonable prices, they
\ would endeavour to make more use of it.

Mr. Blashill thought that economy was studied
i in the olden times, and that brickwork was
; used when stonscould not be procured, foritmust
1 be recollected that most of the brickwork was
1 found in the eastern part of England, where
8 stone was very scarce. He did not approve of
I red brick and Bath stone being used together, as
t the contrast was very great, and a very crude

effect was thereby produced. He thought that
the present size of brick was the correct one,
and that any departure from it would increase
the expense.

Mr. G. R. Redgrave differed in opinion from
Mr. Cutts as to the superiority in the colour of
the Roman bricks : he considered they were too
light a shade. He had examined the chimneys
of Hampton Court, and ho believed they wero
not moulded, as the brick boro evident traces of
having been out. With reference to the ancient
bricks which were from time to time discovered,
he believed they were Roman, and that the
Saxons and Normans had adopted them. He
came to tho oonolusion from the fact that the
names of Roman makers had actually been
discovered on some of the existing specimens.

Mr. Edis thought the chimneys at Hampton
Court Palace had been originally moulded, but
had been renewed by cutting.

After some remarks from Mr. Ridge and Mr.
Birch,

Mr. Mathews said he believed that it was owing
to the narrow frontages allotted to houses in cities
of the present day that architects were unable
to produce so good an effect in brickwork as was
to be found in old houses built of the same
material.

Architect-Volunteers,

Before the commencement of tho business, it

was stated that it had been proposed to form a
volunteer company composed of members of this
Association, in conjunction with the corps of the
Artists’ College. Moreover, that the proposal
had now become unfait accompli, about seventy
having been enrolled. The matter was brought
under notice with the view of inducing others
to join : the only expense attendant on their
doing 80 would be an annual subscription of one
guinea.

STEAM HOUSE-FAQADE WASHING
ENGINE.

We learn with reference to this process that,
though it has been patented by a Frenchman,
.the priority and the merit of the invention are
duo to one of our countrymen, employed for
upwards of thirty years on the Eastern Railway
of France. His first experiments were made
upon stones and pieces of sculpture, which were
perfectly cleaned, on being simply exposed for a
few seconds, to a stream of mingled steam and
water from the water-level cook of his locomo-
tive. He afterwards, by means of Giffard’s
injector attached to his engine, cleaned the arch
of a bridge, at Longuoville, on the Eastern Rail-
way. These experiments took place in tho year
1862, four years previous to the date of the
French patent, as is testified by a stamped docu-
ment, signed by fourteen employes of the Eastern
Railway, who were all eye-witnesses of the fact.

We learn that the inventor, who is a poor man,
has gained tho friendly support of wealthier
persons. By their aid he is commencing a suit
to settle the question.

THE NEW DOCK AT NEWPORT.
The ceremony of cutting the first sod of the

new dock at Newport, to be called the Alex-
andra Dock, has been performed by Lady Trede-
gar, in the presence of a great concourse of
people. The oiiginal estimated cost of the
scheme, according to our authority, the Bristol
Times, was about 60O,000Z. The cost of the
moiety of the works commenced will be 240,000J.,
of which about 150,0001. have been subscribed.
The company’s engineer is Mr. James Abemethy.
Vessels will pass from the tideway into the dock
by a " trumpet-mouthed ” entrance, the dimen-
sions of which will be 350 ft. width between the
pier-heads, and 300 ft. between the line of the
river-front and the outer gates, with a depth of
37 ft. of water on average spring tides, or 27 ft.

neap. The length of the outer lock between the
gates is 350 ft., breadth 65 ft., divided by a pair
of intermediate gates, so as to form two locks,

or one groat lock. Tho sills will bo laid 4 ft.

9 in. below those of the old dock, by which
vessels of all classes will be worked in and out
at a much easier stage of the tide. Provision is

made to receive the largest class of vessels and
steamers afloat. Vessels of 1,800 tons, or
steamers of 2,500 tons, drawing 23 ft. of water,
will be enabled to enter or leave these docks
over an average period of three hours on every
tide throughout the year. The outer dock is

proposed to be 350 ft. in length and 550 ft. in
width, having an area of 8? acres. The depth
of water over the ciils wiU be 35 ft. average
spring tides, and 25 ft. neap tides. The inner
lock, communicating between the outer and
inner dock, is to be 350 ft. in length between
gates, and 65 ft. in width, also divided by an
intermediate pair of gates. The inner dock is

to be 2,150 ft. in length and 550 ft. in width,
giving an area of 27 acres, and having a working
depth of 27 ft. of water over dlls. The graving
dock is 350 ft. long and 65 ft. wide, communi-
cating with outer dock. On the north side will
be erected warehouses for bonding import
cargoes. On the west side and north end of the
inner dock will be erected ten staiths for ship-
ment of coal, all on the high level. Lines of
railways will also be constructed all around the
quays, on the low level.

DRAINS, SINKS, AND TRAPS.

One.halp of our annoyances through life

spring from petty causes
; at least, they appear

potty on the inatant; but many of them, when
rigidly examined, are found to be the reverse.
So it is with the annoyance experienced by
“ M. A. B.,” whose servant, by negligently re-
moving the bell-trap grating in the soullery

,

sink, allowed the noxious gases in the drain to
escape into the bouse. This matter looks some-
what petty, but disease and death have often
resulted from this cause. Let me try to men-
tion a remedy for the evil.

The decomposing raattei’S continually dis-
charged into the sowers by the house-drains,
as continually generate carbonic acid and sul-
phuretted hydrogen gases. The former, from
being heavier than common air, accumulates
along the bottoms of the sewers

; while much
of the latter, from being considerably lighter
than atmospheric air, enters the untrapped
drains, and rises to the highest levels, under
the sinks and closets; so that when the sink-
gratings are removed, or the closet-handles are
lifted, the noxious gases escape into the houses
and contaminate or poison the air therein.
Thns, the drains act like the necks of retorts,
and serve to convey the deadly gases engen-
dered in the sewers into the dwellings. Many
poor littlo children, and other near and dear
ones, have been and are being sacrificed by
typhoid and scarlet fevers, and other zymotic
diseases, from inhaling the virulent gases
brought into the houses in the manner I have
pointed out. For the negligence of servants
in nob replacing the bell-trap gratings after
clearing the stoppage in the traps, there is no
excuse, except ignorance of the insidious enemy
they unconsciously permit to invade tho pre-
mises. But as all unpleasant smell points to
disease, that monitor should induce all persons
to be on the alert against the common enemy.
These traps, however, should not be placed in

the sinks at all, but under the paving beneath
them, or under the paving outside the walla in
the areas and yards, where the inlets and traps
generally should be placed if possible, and pipes
should be laid direct from the sinks into the
traps, with fixed gratings in the sinks. But the
best remedy would be to cut off the air-con-
nexion between the sewers and the houses. This
could be done by placing syphon traps at the
outlets of the drains in the side walls of the
sewers, and ventilating pipes shonld be carried
from tho highest points of the drains to the tops
of the houses, so as to conduct the drain-air into
the upper atmosphere, and the several inlets
and olosots shonld bo trapped with syphon traps.
Too much attention cannot be given to the
arrangement and construction of the drains of
houses, BO as to make the falls ^regular, and the
joints of the pipes water-tight

; and if the inlets
be properly trapped, and ventilating pipes carried
from the drains to the tops of the houses, there
would be little or no escape of noxious gases
from them into the dwellings.

Under existing arrangements, however, the
root of tho evil is in the sewers. There an
effectual remedy could and should be applied.

It is lamentable to think that tho sewers of the
metropolis are in no better condition, in regard
to provisions for cleansing, trapping, and venti-

lating, than they were twenty years ago. This
arises from divided authority ; from ignorance or
passivenesB on tho part of those whose duty it

is to study and bring forward improvements

;

or from tho want of a properly-qualified visitor,

or superintending inspector, to advise and plan
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the requiBite improvements in a scientific, syste-

matic, and economic manner.
The main-drainage of the metropolis, which

consists merely in preventing the sewage

from falling into the tidal Thames oppo-

site London, and ponring it into the estnary

below Barking, an “ out-of-the-frying-pan-into-

the-fire” process,—has nothing whatever to do

with this question. In fact, the main drainage

is insignificant compared to the influence the

“ small details” I insist upon have on the health

and comfort of a congregation of 3i- millions of

human beings,—the population of London.
John Pini-Lirs.

Let “M. a. B." do as I have just done—with-

out one. I put a grating to the sink soldered

down
;
below sink in scullery-floor I put a square

lead trough without any trap or grating, the

waste from sink above and from cistern emptying

into this trough, and from which I take a 4-iD.

drain-pipe outside the wall, and then empty

into a brick 12-in. square trough, lined with

asphalte, and having at the bottom a 12 -in.

grating, with the usual square trap, dip-stone,

&0 -, to prevent smell rising from the drains.

At the end of my pipe, which empties into this

trough, I put a hinged flap to prevent the cold

air ascending to scullery. It will thus be seen

that the scullery sink is not connected with the

drains at all, and that, therefore, it is impossible

to get any smell into the house, as that which is

forced through the drains passes into the open

air at once
;
neither does any smell come up the

waste of cistern, which is often the case.

1 believe my plan will answer admirably
;
and

now, if some one can bit upon a similar plan to

prevent our closets being connected with the

drains, although emptying into them, he will do

of which terms more probably refer to the
” lewis ” than to a louvre or lantern-light, as

suggested in the Glossary at the end of the

volume.
The “ Dictionnaire d’Architecture ” of Boland

le Virloys, published in Paris, 1770, p. 14 shows

several forms of instruments for a similar use 5

and in the description of the lewis are given the

technical terms for the middle limb and the side

ones, namely, “louve” for the former, and

“louveteau” for the latter. It is curious that

the former is also the French word for a she-

wolf, and the latter for a wolf’s cub, and these

might have been applied to the machine in token

of the grip, taken by the parts, being similarly

efficacious to that of tho beasts in question.

Could our workmen have taken the term lewis

from the plural of the French “ louve,” through

the three loaves, so to lewis for a plainer sound ?

or does it come down to ns from the terms used

in the earlier centuries

Wy.^tt Papwokth.

TO DETECT THE BED-WAY OP GHANITE.

a deal of good. G. T.

Messrs. Gallichan & Co. advertise “ Cottara’s

patent Effluvium-intercepting Stoneware Trap,”

which has been illustrated in our pages, as

effecting the object required
;
and Mr. Honey-

man, architect, Glasgow, has invented what is

called “The Somerset Trap,” for the same pur-

pose. The subject has been treated of in The

Builder before now, by Mr. Rawlinson and
others.

Sib,—The London sewage has become an in-

tolerable nuisance to the inhabitants lower down
the Thames, and “ Veto is the cry. All float-

ing substances are easily intercepted and sedi-

mentary particles are quickly precipitated, but

the noxious sulphuretted hydrogen baffles our

best men.
Allow me to suggest a remedy to meet the

great requirement. Powerful and continuous

electricity from a few of Cruiksbank’s coil ap-

paratus would liberate all the hydrogen, which,

evolving into a dome, could be burnt through a

tube.

This process is termed recojj?posi<io?i of water.

Thus the vast volume of water would be dis-

charged comparatively innoxious. R. T.

Sir,—In your impression of April 4th there is

a short article on the bed of building stone, in

which the writer says that he does not know the

natural bed of stone when taken from the

quarry
;
and further, that ho never met with a

working mason that could tell more than the

vei'tical and horizontal bed. Being a granite

mason, I would beg to ofier my opinion on the

natural bed of granite. In the first place, I

may state that I believe granite has been formed

by the action of running water, viz., that the

different substances composing granite have
been brought together by the action of water.

You will observe in examining granite minutely

that the particles of mica are all standing in

one direction, viz., vertically before the granite
!

is quarried; and the natural bed of it in the,

rock runs horizontally, and the natural bed of;

our Aberdeenshire granites is the way that it

cuts or splits best,—that is across the vertical

bed or the way the mica lies
;
and the reason of

,

this is that in a rnnning stream tho particles

that are being carried along with the current

are carried on their edges, and not on the flat

side, so that particles such as mica drifting in a

current would come to be deposited exactly as

wo find them in the granite, viz., in a vertical

position, and the natural bed is consequently at

right angles to the mica. I have no doubt but

this theory will account for the beds of other

stone than granites.

George Gellie, Mason.

lazy, extravagant habit of servants, who rarely

sift cinders, would be obviated.

Dr. Aldis last year suggested the plan of port-

able boxes for holding and removing the cinder-

ash : that would certainly be an improvement
upon the ordinary mode of keeping the dnst,

which is generally so impregnated with decaying
matter that the dust-bin is a complete fever-

nest to the dwellers and passers-by.

Perhaps the public may not be generally

aware that mnch of the evil as regards dust-

bins is kept up through the understanding be-

tween the dustmen and domestic servants
;
the

dnst-hole is a ready receptacle for all kinds of

refuse and for heterogeneous commodities of

more value
; the dustmen are feed by the ser-

vants for the removal of what they are too lazy

to dispose of in a legitimate manner, and their

employers of course are taxed accordingly. Oii

the other hand, the dustmen can well afiford au
occasional gratuity to the servants who ” make
the dust good,” not only by neglecting to sife

the cinders but by dropping into the dust-place

sundry large pieces of coal and various other

articles for which the collectors fiud use or seek

customers on tho way to the yard.

Thus, from our ignorance of what is going on
in our own households, we are often contri-

buting, unknowingly, to great social abuses. It

is time that we stirred ourselves to look after

our own affairs in such matters ;
for by our vigi-

lance and determined action in those things

which concern the health of the home, we are

performing, at one and the same time, a duty to

ourselves and our neighbours, and are thereby

contributing what we can as good citizens to

the maintenance of public health. M. A. B.

A QUESTION IN RESTORATION.

DUST-BINS AND DISEASE.

THE MACHINE CALLED “LEWIS.”

A DISCUSSION on the machine called “ the

;

Lewis,” used for lifting large stones, appeared

in your pages in 1662 (vol. xx., pp. 67, 96, 160,

!

and 278). It noticed the generally received

tradition that the form at present in use was
revived by a workman in the reign of Louis XIY.,

\

who occupied the throne of France from 1643 to
,

1715, and that the machine derived its name
from that monarch. It has also been stated that

the name is derived from the French Leris, as in

pont levis, a drawbridge.

The present form was, however, in use as early

as 1567 and 1588, being represented in the wood-

cuts to Bai'baro’s edition of “ Vitruvius,” of the

first date; and in Rumelli’s work, as quoted in

yonr previons pages, of the second date. Hudson
Turner’s work on “ Domestic Architecture,” 1851,

p. 32, states that this machine is called in the

early accounts a “ lowes,” and that it was well

known in the thirteenth century. He does not

give any reference
;
but upon looking into the

“ Fabric Rolls of York Cathedral,” published by
the Surtees Society in 1859, there appear in

pages 12, 27, and 100, under the dates of 1371,

1404, and 1525, the passages “ In xviii lewors
emptis pro fabrica

“

In cordis emptis pro
loners, lOd. ;” and “ Pro viii les loveres, 4s. all

You kindly inserted a few lines for me last

week on the subject of “ Sink-traps.” I have
now to offer a suggestion respecting “ Dust-

bins,” a matter of equal importance as regards

the health of households, and, indeed, of the

public generally. If individnals only suffered

Irom the effects of their own neglect, they might

be left to pay the penalty in their own case, and
that, perhaps, would be the readiest remedy

;

bub it cannot be permitted that those persons

who neglect the observance of the laws of

health in their own dwellings should subject their

neighbours to the risk of infection and disease

from a contaminated atmosphere. I do think it

would be well if it could be made one of the

duties of the sanitary inspector in each locality

to visit the basement of every dwelling-house

occasionally, for the purpose of ascertaining the

condition of the dust-bins, drain-pipes, and

other matters, which are so generally neglected,

! even in the houses situated in the best localities,

j

Bub my special suggestion with regard to

' Qost-bins is intended to prevent the admixture
' of vegetable and animal matter with the cinder-

ash, a very prolific source of fever and diarrhcea

at this season of the year. My plan is, for an

iron grating to be maide to fit the top of the

dust-bin. It should be affixed as a lid, and have

a padlock, to prevent servants from removing it,

excepting at stated times, for the dust to be

taken away by the carts. This would be found

by householders to promote both health and
I economy, and the grating being small, or, rather,
'<

fine enough to allow the dust only to pass

through, the cinders would remain on the top,

!
and could be collected and replaced in the

cinder-scuttle for household purposes
;
thus, the

ArrER reading Mr. Pritchett’s and Mr. Arm-
field’s answers to my queries, I deemed tho

points I had raised were as undecided as ever,

so completely had Mr. Armfield combated Mr.
Pritchett’s arguments. It was with every feel-

ing of reverence for those edifices which have
been left to us by God-fearing, art-loving, and
practising men, that I proposed tho questions I

did. I know how dangerous it is to encourage
restoration through destruction, and am painfully

impressed, upon looking at some so-called resto-

rations, with the fact that many pages of history,

as written in our buildings, have been wiped out

for ever. I am, therefore, thoroughly convinced

that “ conservation, not destrnclion,” must not

only be the motto of the archteologist, but also

of the architect; but, as Mr. Armfield very
forcibly puts it, some line moat be drawn, some
clear definition given of what conservation

means. Patting all questions of art and archceo-

logy on one side, it seems a safe doctrine to

follow that every .ancient building should be left

by us in as sonnd a state as we found it, without

alteration of any kind; bnt where rebuilding

portions or the whole is absolutely necessary,

something more than cutting out or patching is

required. I cannot find that Mr. Pritchett has

by any means disposed of the one matter under
consideration. He says, " If I reproduce the

tracery as well as jaumbs, as I find them, copy-

ing each stone with its defective arc, I shall

completely destroy the old work.” He then

says, “ If, however, the work is so utterly gone
that it cannot be reset, reuse at least one or two
of the best pieces of each section, »io matter how
decayed, to perpetuate the history, and to show
that you have read it aright, and reproduce the

rest, stone for atone, ‘ defective ’ arc and all.”

I have italicised a portion of the above, because

it appears to me to shelve the question, and to

be a complete contradiction of the former pas-

sage quoted
;
for supposing not one stone or por-

tion of a stone can be reused, I must certainly

fall back upon the first but condemned method
of reproducing everything in new work as I

found it, by which means I shall, he says, “ com-
pletely destroy the old work, and the sermon in

stones cannot be read without a verbal expoai-

; tion.” Again, by building in a decayed stone,

I

how do I perpetuate an historical fact? Is it not

natural to suppose such decayed stone will soon

j

drop out, and be entirely lost hundreds of years

! before the new portions ? Then what a “ sham

[

antiquity ” will be left, which “ having no value
' as a thing of beauty has consequently no value

whatever.” Thus truly says Mr. Armfield.

I ask, therefore, if under these circumstances

the most correct reading of conservation would
not be to perpetuate a work of pore art and a
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noble piece of architecture
j for should I not be

as completely blotting out the interesting fact
that such a building was ever completed, as that
it was defaced in the fifteenth century ? An
architect cannot add to his reputation by either
course—he is not called upon to create

:
personal

feeling, apart from his lovo of the beautiful and
venerable, does not enter into the matter

j
but

there are cases, and the one under consideration
I think will be admitted to be one, where art is c s

much entitled to reverence as the fact that a work
cf art was partly defaced in the fifteenth century.

Unless a building is in a dangerous condition
it ought not to bo taken down, but the decayed
parts carefully cut out and new inserted,
“ similar to the old,” so as to prevent the whole
from falling. No scraping or chiselling of the
old portions should be permitted— simply a
breathing of new life into the edifice. And this
course now is generally followed. Bat where
men begin to talk of history and archmology,
seemingly forgetting that a thing of to-day may
be history to-morrow, and in due time have its

archmological interest, it is but right that they
should be asked to “ draw a line ” somewhere.

If art be admitted into the question, short
work can be made of it; for, taking any master-
piece, either in architecture, painting, or sculp-
ture, that has been defaced by additions or
restorations, the course of- action seems clear.
For instance, if an architect were called on to
restore one of the temples of Greece, and that

;

in an Ionic portico be find several Corinthian
capitals surmounting the columns, the columns
having been shortened and adapted, should he
leave them there as an interesting historical
fact ? I do not think any Classic architect would
say yes. But the Greeks were not such Goths
as to do a thing so entirely adverse to all
notions of art propriety. Again, a sculptor,
upon examining a statue of Apollo, finds that
it has been “mended” with a leg, without
anatomy

;
if called upon to restore (if such thing

' can be possible in sculpture) such statue, would
- he preserve the leg in question as his interest-
i ing historical fact? I do not think ho would;
! and^ few archmologists would be bold enough to
: advise such a course, however old such leg
[ might be proved to be. How, therefore, shall
the Hue be drawn, and where ?

M. Undeewood.

of curvatnreB, without adding fifty yards to the ex-
tent

;
whilst it would secure, in its passage through grown

forest timber, what gardeners term the line of beauty.
The proposed road would first strike over an angle of

the park for about 250 yards, crossing the fosse or ha-ha
at the second semilunar projection, or mimio fortilage,
and then he formed continuous along the elevated and open
promenade, and so onward over the bridge, clear of the
magazine. At this'point South of the Serpentine it would
cross direct, or nearly so, by the line already staked out
and railed, off, to Prince’s Gate, at the top of Exhibition-
road. By this arrangement the dusty road along the
flower walk might be abated, and added to the acute
angle of the park, as far as Queen’s Gate, the present iron
raihng being removed, to establish a fence between park
and gardens, and the beautiful Albert Gates re-erected at
a suitable point for access to the memorial monument,
and to hortnlan grounds, which might be made ornate
and suitable to their position.
In return for the use of the road and bridge within the

gardens, a good scope of land, of say, at least, 12 acres,
might be added to the gardens, and to those grounds now
so tastefully planted, which were not long since an un-
sightly barrack.
For the completion of this great public benefit it would

not be necessary to remove more than three old pollard
chesnuts—one of thom decayed, and all decrepit; but I
would recorntnend the removal of the iron railings which
divides the bridge longitudinally, and the laying down of
a paved causeway, 10 ft. wide, on either side, to ailord a
clear promenade and carriage drive, commanding home-
views rarely equalled in any city.
The present temporary public thoroughfare, while it is

tortuous, also interferes with the inner circle of Park'
drive; it descends the hill to nearly water level, and
sweeps round the magazine, reascending to the bridge by
a soft, sandy, and dusty width of waste.
As to the unsightly fosse, its abatement, or the treat-

ment of its rugged precincts, although I might give a pro-
fessional opinion, I leave it to the management which has
shown so much skill and taste in adorning the borders of
Park.lane, and the fairy wilderness between Apsley House
and the Serpentine. JosBPn Rewtos,

HYDE PARK.

The Hyde Park banks of the Serpentine are
c disfignred by numerous dilapidated boards, with
D notices thereon, in more or less ungrammatical
I English, signed by one George Ranger. Could
D not these notices be codified,—expressed in
t terse, good Anglo-Saxon, and fixed to one or
Q more trees where necessary ? The foot entrance
ti to the gardens, opposite Westbourne-street, is
i disgracefully shabby. P, H. B,

NEW ROAD FROM BAYSWATER TO
KENSINGTON.

As some change is now being made in the Park drive
< between the Prince’s and Queen's Gates, opposite the

If new HaU of Science and Arts, and a more direct issue is
ibabont to be given by the Exhibition-road for the route
iilately opened to the public across the Park, it mav not bepiinopportune to saggest, through the Builder, the exne-
di diency of making the road for public traffic shorter and
St at the same time of improving this portion of the Park
slwhich alone has been hitherto neglected.

’

A direct line across the Park, from Victoria Gate Bnva
itfwater-road, to the Exhibition-road, would be but’halfa
aiimile and 100 yards ;

whereas by the present road, which
li’diyerges south-westward along Kensington Gardens flower-
BiWalk, the distance exeeedi one mile.

• The whole range of Park and gardens, from the Marble
.tiArch to the extreme end of Kensington Palace gardens is

miles, the distance being the same on the southern
tiKnightsbridge side : so that a road cut direct from Vic-
totoria-lodge, opposite Westbourne-terrace, to the Eihibi-
liiion-road, would bisect the Park and gardens in two
ifoearly eqnal parts, thus opening to the public the best
•oroute of communication between Paddington and Bays-
'jwater on one side, and Brompton, Chelsea, and South
leEensington on the other.

1 With reference to the two points of oonfinence, it is
lobvious that the two great boulevards of W^estbonrne-

and of the Grand Junction-road
C.Oxford and Cambridge-terraces, 170 ft. wide) are the
nenedia of access on the north side; and that the Exhibi-
Mion-road leads into the Cromwell-road, now extended
maalf a mile westward; and to bo opened aa a boulevard,
wereafter, to Belgravia.
I It would bo requisite to shift the Victoria Gate from the

levest to the east side of the lodge, in order to make the
rsyay straight and continuous from Westbourne-ter-ace •

Bind thence to strike direct for the broad promenade and
Oshe bridge across ihe Berpeniine; than which there can
f le no more beautiful or picturesque drive

;
the deviations

the level being scarcely perceptible, and from the
'irxraigbt line only sufficient to assume the pleasing efiect

THE LECTURES FOR WORKING MEN.
Sib,—

I

attended a lecture delivered at the Mechanics’
Institute, Southampton-buildings, by Professor Calvert,
on Iron,— though not employed in any of the metal
trades, and consequently shall not in my work require so
constant an application of the knowledge I may have
gained. Thinking it may help to induce others like my-
self, for whose benefit the lectures were designed, to atlend
others, I beg leave, through your columns, to express my
hearty thanks for it, and to echo a sentiment ex-
pressed by a speaker, that it was one of the most inte-
resting lectures he had heard

;
(for myself) not altogether

for the scientific truths to be learnt, but for the genuine
love the lecturer seemed to have for his subject, and the
delight ho evidently felt in imparting his knowledge to
others. It would be well if we could say that of all the
teachers in other walks of life. What wo have so often
heard lately was repeated, that we, as a nation, are
behind others in the requisite scientific knowledge bearing
upon our different callings that prevents us from com-
neting with them in the market. If this is true, to
look at the audience and see the small response they were
to the committee’s invitation was rather disheartening
It must never be lost sight of by us that we, the so-called
working portion of the community, living from hand to
moutb, ore more immediately affected by the prosperity
or the reverse of our coontry than any other, so that onr
interest should impel us to moke an effort to acquire the
knowledge we are in need of, and encourage by our
pesence gentlemen JUce Ur. Calvert and others (who, I
briieve, give their services gratuitously) for their generous
efforts to do good. g,

We have received comments on another of the lectures
(Mr. Reed’s), not so flattering, but do not think it neces-
sary to print them.*

(Lafe). Chapter-honse c. 1252
„ West Porch of South Transept o. 1220
„ Crossing and Central Tower (lower

„ c. 123S
„ Two West Doorways of Choir Aisles c. 1240

GEOMSTEICAL PERIOD. A.D. 12'15—A.D. 1316,

(Barli/). Retroehoir, with South Porch c. 1256
(Late). North, South, and East Screens of

Choir c. 1230
,, Easter Sepulchre c. 1200
,, Cloisters and Passage e. 1295
„ Central Tower (upper part) c. 1307

CUBTIinrEAE [decorated] period. A.D. 1316—A.D. 1360.

South iTranaept, South end (upper
part) c, 1323

Parapets of West Front, Nave (south
side) and South Transept c. 1325

Screen in South Aisle ©. 1335
(Late). MonamentinRetrochoir (Burgherah) c. 1336

West Towers (interior of lower stage) o. 1363
Monuments (Bishop Fleming) c. 1-132
West Towers (upper part) c. 1450
West Windows of Nave and Aisles ... c. 1410
Parapet of West Porch of South

Transept c. I-ISO
Screens of Chapels of North and

South Transepts c. 1-130

Chantry Chapel on South side of Re-
trochoir of Bish<m Russell c. 14S0

Chantry Chapel on South side of Ee-
troohoir of Bishop Longland c. 1521

It will thus be seen that every portion of tho
history of English architecture is illnstrated in
this remarkable building, but more especially
that part which beloogs to tho Lancet and
Geometrical periods.

THE STYLES IN LINCOLN CATHEDRAL-
Foe the members of the Lincoln Architectural

Society, who met on Wednesday tho 17th, in the
cathedral, to hear papers read by Precentor
Venables, “ On the Tombs,” and by Mr. Edmnnd
Sharpe, on the building, the latter gentleman
prepared a Guide, in brief, to the cathedral,
which may be useful to others besides those who
were present.

The principal works of the cathedral maybe
classed under the following heads :

—

KOBMAIT TERIOD. A.D. 1066—A.D. 11'45.

Commenced.
(Ka«y). West Front (central part) c. 1076

,, Font
(Late). West Front, Circular Arcade e. 1140

>» ,, LowerpartoftwoWest-
ern Towers o. 1140

>, ,, Central Doorway o. 1143

TBAXSITIOITAL PERIOD. A.D. 1145—A.D. 1100.

(Early). West Front, North and South Door-
ways 0. 1148

LANCET PERIOD [EAELX ENGLISH]. A.D. II 90—1245,
(KaWy). Eastern Transept c. 1190

„ Choir (,[

,, Central Transept (east side) c.' 1200
(Middle). Central Transept (west side) c! 1215

,
Nave, with North and South Chapels o. 1230
West Front, upper part, and North

and South Wings c. 1225

THE ARCHITECTURAL ALLIANCE.

The seventh annual meeting of this associa-
tion is to be held on Thursday, July 2nd, at
No, 8, Montague-streot, Russell-square, London.
The following delegates are appointed to

attend :

—

1. London Architectural Association—T. Roger Smith,
F.I.B.A.

;
Thos. M. Rickman, F.S.A., A.I.B.A, (Secretary

-ro.tem. of the Alliance)
; J. Douglass Mathews, A.I.B.A.:

;. Ph6n6 Spiers, A.I.B.A.
2. Architectural Institute of Scotland— J. D. Peddie.
3. Birmingham Architectural Society—J. H. Chamber-

lain, F.I.B.A. (president of the ADisnee); T. Plevins,
W. Harris.

6.

Liverpool Architectural Society— G. E. Grayson,
H. H. Slatbam, jua.

6. Manchester Architectural Association — Lawrenco
Booth, A.I.U.A; Peter B. AUey, jun.; Alfred Dorbyshire,

7. Northern Architectural Association—R. J. Johnson,
F.I.B.A.

;
Thomas Oliver, F.I.B.A. ; Francis Charl-

ton, C.E.
8. Nottingham Architectural Association—T. C. Hino

(treasurer of the Alliance)
;
Frederick Jackson.

PROTECTION OP WORKWOMEN.

* We are asked to mention that on Tuesday next a
lecture on Mechacical Drawing, showing the methods of
projecting plans and elevations, and the appiicsiion of
geometrical drawing to the work of masons, carpenters,
engineers, metal plate workers, &c., will be given by Mr!
Ellis A. Davidson, master of one of tho science classes in
the City.

We are glad to see the Workshops Act in
force in favour of workwomen. At Marl-
borough street Mr. Studere, milliner and dress-
maker, of No. 9, Bruton-street, has been
summoned before Mr. Knox, by Dr. Aldis, the
medical officer of health for St. George’s, Han-
over-square,—first, for an infringement of the
Workshops Act, by employing certain young
women after half-past four o’clock on Saturday;
and next (a second summons under the Nuisances
Removal Act) for having his house so crowded
as to bo prejudicial to the health of the in-

habitants. Mr. Edward Lewis appeared for the
defendant, and stated that with reference to the
first charge his client wished to plead “ Guilty.”
Dr. Aldis said he had to complain of the de-
fendant employing his young women on Satur-
days beyond the lawful hour, and on other days
with only fifty minutes for meals instead of an
boar and a half. The defendant was convicted
on the 27th ult., and there was a repetition of
the offence on the 30th. Mr. Lewis said that
during the season a vast amount of work was
required to be done, but customers failed to show
a proper amount of consideration towards those
who were required to perform it. Mr. Studere
had not yet been able to perfect certain arrange-
ments which would prevent him from infringing
the law, Mr. Knox said the Act came into

operation on the Ist of January last. He would
make the penalty 403., with an intimation that
it would be 31. in future. The second summons
was then gone into, Mr. Grant, inspector of
nuisances for St, George’s, said on the 20th ult.

he visited the defendant’s house, and, on tho
basement, he found a small cellar, part of the
area, without any fireplace in it. There was a
window about 18 in. square, opening into the
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area, vrhere there was a most offensire dust-bin,

which tainted the air coming into this cellar-

room, in which was a bed (where two women
slept). The room was 74 ft. long, by 8 ft. wide

and 8 ft. high. He cautioned Madame Studere

at the time as to this place. Dr. Aldis said the

place was too small for two persons to sleep in,

and it was underground. There was only a

cubical capacity of 240 ft., whereas, considering

the situation, there ought to be 500 ft. He con-

sidered that persons sleeping in such a place

were poisoning each other. Mr. Knox said

on the assurance that the matter should be

remedied he would not inflict a flne, and only

required payment of costs.

THE HAKDEL FESTIVAL AT THE
CRYSTAL PALACE.

The Handel Festival of 1868 is proceeding

with the greatest satisfaction. All things go so

smoothly that the difficulties overcome are not

thought of. Yet every undertaking holds failure

within it, and who shall tell of the pains taken

and skill shown by Mr. Bowley, by Mr. Grove,

by Mr. Costa, by the Directors generally, to

keep this down and develops success. When the

enormous building has been fitted for the trans-

mission of pure sound, when some 4,000 execu-

tants have been drilied and put quietly and

quickly into their places in the orchestra, when

the solo performers— all great people— are

brought together, and 22,000 listeners have

been induced to spend their money, conveyed

without inconvenience, and seated without

squabble, everything seems so easy that the

resultant success appears a matter of course.

The vast screens which, as suggested by the

Builder some years ago, have been placed at the

junction with the nave, on each side of the

transept, from the crown of the roof down to

within about 20 ft. of the floor, have greatly

improved the acoustic qualities of this mighty

concert-room, and every word uttered by, say,

Madlle. Nilsson, who on Friday astonished and

delighted every one, was heard with distinctness,

by all within the enclosure. The effect of the

choruses, too (the true speciality of the Crystal

Pedace) was immensely increased.*

The chorus from “ Saul,” “ Envy! eldest-born of

hell!” and the first half (only) of the double

chorus from “ Deborah ” were never before sung

with equal effect. *' 0 ruddier than the cherry !”

by Mr. Santley
;
“ Sweet bird, that shunn’st the

noise of folly,” by Made. Lemmens-Shemngton,
Mr. Radcliffe playing the flute accompaniment

;

and “ Sound an alarm,” by Mr. Sims Reeves,

were other great successes. The performance,

as a whole, will long live in the memory of those

who had the good fortune to bear it. On this

Friday, the 19tb, “Israel in Egypt” will be

given, and we advise all lovers of mnsic and

grand effects who may happen to see these

words in time, to go if they can.

THE STATE OF THE ARMORY
IN THE TOWER.

On Saturday last Mr. Plancho, Somerset

Herald, met the members of the Architectural

Association, by invitation, at the Tower of

London, with the view of giving them some
account of the national armory. Before going

round with them Mr. Planche described briefly

the first attempt at scientific arrangement

of the armour in the Tdwer by Sir Samuel
Meyrick, who transformed the chaos into some-

thing like order, but was compelled by the persons

in authority to compromise with a system which
should have been utterly destroyed, and which

still existed, and could not be too strongly pro-

tested against in the name of good taste and the

interests of archaeology. The collection was
entrusted entirely to the control of tho chief store-

keeper for the time being, who, however equal

to the regular official duties of his department,

was not expected to know anything about ancient

arms and armour, and was consequently at the

mercy of dishonest dealers and casual advisers.

In 1858, at the express desire of the late Lord

Herbert of Lea (at that time the Right

Honourable Sidney Herbert, Secretary of State

for War), he (Mr. Planche) drew up a statement

of the errors and confusion existing in the

* These screeDs, which include 2,000 yards of canvas,
were put up by Messrs. Unite, of the Edgeware-road,

armory ;
and pointed out that it was the only

collection of objects of art and antiquity in Eng-

land at the head of which there was neither an

artist nor an antiquary ! That forgeries and

modem imitations had been purchased at large

prices, and were still exhibited to the public at

sixpence per head, while the most rare and

valuable articles were lightly rejected, and

allowed to leave the country. The death^ of

Lord Herbert had prevented the steps being

taken which that eminent and amiable noble-

man had owned were necessary to be taken; and

the same system was allowed to exist to the

injury of the public, who paid annually thousands

of pounds for admission, to the confusion of the

student and the ridicule of the antiquary.

Mr. Planohe then walked through the armory,

describing its moat interesting objects, pointing

out various forgeries and imitations, the defeots

in the chronological arrangements, the absence

of classification, Waterloo cnirasses being

crowded into glass cases with fine examples of

the armour of the 15th century, and ended with

observing that in the very entrance-porch two

fine suits, one of the time of Henry VI. and

another of the reign of Henry VII., had been

placed upon pedestals bearing precisely contrary

inscriptions !

We have before now, on several occasions,

commented in strong terms on tbe unsatis-

factory state of the collection at the Tower, and

insisted on the necessity for the appointment of

a duly qualified person to superintend it. If

this visit of the Architectural Association should

serve to draw public attention to the subject, and

lead the Government to apply to Mr. Planche

himself (a member of the College of Arms, and,

so far as we know, the fittest man in England

for the post), it will have effected great good.

THE LAW COURTS COMPETITION.

In the House of Commons on Monday last

Mr. Waldegrave-LesUe, pursuant to notice,

asked the First Commissioner of Works whether

the statement in the Builder of the 13th of

June, “ that Mr. B. M. Barry, A.R.A., has pro-

tested against the appointment of Mr. Street

as architect of the new Law Courts, on the

ground that such appointment is at variance

with the letter and spirit of the couditiona

of the competition entered into by the archi-

tects, be a correct statement; and whether

such protest was made before or after Mr.

Street’s appointment; and whether the plans

of tho buildings as they are to be erected

by Mr. Street will be exhibited in the library of

the House of Commons.” The reply as to the

correctness of our statement was, of course, in

the affirmative. Further, it was answered that

the plans would not be exhibited again, as they

were not likely to be carried out ;
and that tho

protest was made after the appointment.

We are not surprised to hear that Mr. E. M.
Barry has petitioned Parliament for the ap-

pointment of a select committee to inquire into

the case.

We have received letters from several corre-

spondents impressed with our own conviction

that the reversal of the shameful injustice

threatened is not so important even as a per-

sonal matter as it is in the broader interests of

the public and the profession.

PROVINCIAL NEWS.

Sunderland .—The foundation-stone of a new
workmen’s ball has been laid in Monkwearmouth,

by Sir H. Williamson, bart., M.P. The present

Workmen’s Hall has been found too small, and a

new building has been determined on, a site

being presented by Sir H. Williamson. A stone

bnilding, designed by Messrs. Potts & Son, archi-

tects, will be erected, at an estimated cost of

1,6001. On the basement story will be reading,

smoke, game, and club rooms ;
and in the npper

part a lecture-hall, to hold 600 persons, well

lighted, and 26 ft. in height.

Great Yarmouth .—Tbe new butldings erecting

at the south end of tbe town (near the fish

wharf), for the Trinity Corporation, are now
rapidly approaching completion. The total cost

will be from 6,006Z. to 7,0001. Tbe buildings

comprise a store, 100 ft. in length, by 50 ft. in

width, and 35 ft. in height, in which will be

placed the buoys belonging to the Trinity

Brethren, and suitable machinery for lifting

these sea marks, each of which weighs at least

10 tons. A tramway leads from the stores on to
;

the Trinity wharf. Springing from the roof of I'

the stores is an octagonal tower or observatory.

This “ look-out ” is 75 ft. above the level of the

road, and the ascent is made by means of a

spiral staircase. Tbe tower, which weighs about

7 tons, has been raispd to its position. Adjoining

the stores are a smithy, cooperage, &o. Com-
modious offices are also built for the use of the

various officers attached to the establishment j

and a house has been erected for the superin-

tendent. Close to tbe quay a powerful crane is

in course of erection. The foundations for this

machine are formed of blocks of Yorkshire atone,

varying in weight from 4 to 5 tons each. The

Trinity quay has also been extended 33 ft. Mr.
;

J. J. Bennett, of London, is the contractor.
,

East Retford .—The new markets, Corn Ex- .

change, &c., at Retford, have been formally

thrown open to the public. The frontage shops

have let at high rents, and the stalls and shops

inside have let well. The Coart-house, in which

the Quarter Session and County Court will bo

held, and magisterial business conducted, is com-
modious. Under the townhall is a poult^ market,

with stands for 200 persons. There is also an

open space for a cattle market.

OPENING OF THE NEW DOCK AT
SUNDERLAND.

;

The Hendon Dock, eleven acres in extent,
,

formed by the River Wear Commissioners, in
i

addition to tbe previous dock accommodation, ,

has been opened. The dock has cost about
I

110,0001. It was originally designed to be six :

acres in extent, and when the tenders were sent <

in the lowest of these was found to be double i

the estimate of the engineers, an enormous sum i

having been added for sea risk. Mr. Meik, the

engineer to the Commissioners, advised that

body to undertake the work themselves. This

was done, and it being subsequently determined

to enlarge the dock to eleven acres, thia was
accomplished at the cost of the lowest offer for

the six-acre dock. The Commissioners havo a

total of 75 acres of dock and harbour, and 90

acres of land, all of which havo been formed

out of the sea. The great advantage of the

dock is that vessels may leave their loading

berths and in seven minutes be ofl‘ to sea,

having no long river channel with the difficulties

of river navigation to encounter. The new dock

is of an irregnlar square shape, 830 ft. in length,

from north to south, and an average of 600 ft.

in width from oast to west.

ALTERATIONS AT THE INSTITUTION OP
CIVIL ENGINEERS.

The contract for the additions to and altera-

tions at the Institution of Civil Engineers, has

been let to Messrs. Holland and Hannen. They

have undertaken to complete and deliver the

whole of the bnildings in five months, so as to

be ready for the next session, which will com-

mence in November. In the meanwhile tho

temporary offices of the institution are at No. 1,

Great George-street, Westminster, S.W.

INSTITUTION FOR THE BLIND,
BRADFORD.

The inauguration of this new building took

place on the 3rd inst. It has been erected at tho

cornerof North Parade and Cambridge-street, and

is intended for tho employment and iustruction of

blind work-people. The style of architecture is

plain Gothic, from the designs of Messrs.

Knowles & Wilcock, of Bradford, architects.

The building is four stories in height, and has a

frontage of 60 ft. to North Parade, and 136 ft.

to Cambridge-street. The premises include a

series of large work-rooms for the blind of both

sexes, who are employed in knitting, brush,

basket, and skep making, Ac. On the ground-

floor there are parlour, kitchen, and scullery,

with four bedrooms over the same, for the accom-

modation of tbe resident matron. The upper

rooms are approached by open and separate

staircases, which are of stone. Tbe ground-flooT

also contains a library, with shops and offices

for the sale of articles they manufacture. The

following are the several contractors Messrs.
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J, Burnley & Son, maaona’ and bricklayers’

work; Garfortli & Walmaley, carpenters’ and
joiners’ work; John Seholefield, plumbers’ and
glaziers’ work; Michael Nelson, slaters’ work;
Thos. Cordingley & Sons, plasterers’ work

;
and

Lisbman Lupton, painters’ work. Mr. Abner
Rhodes was clerk of the works. The total cost of
the building, which has been raised by sub*
scriptioD, is 6,533Z.

CmjRCH.BUILDING NEWS.

Melton.—The new parish church has been
consecrated. The site is close by the Horse and
Groom Inn. The architect was Mr. F. Barnes,
of Ipswich, and the contractor Mr. H. Luff,

of Ipswich, whose tender amounted to 2,7001.,

but the total amount was increased by raising

the tower and spire, and other extras. Mr.
Calliogford, of Woodbridge, acted as clerk of
the works. The style is Early Decorated, and
the material is Kentish rag with Bath stone
dressings. The site is surrounded by a battle-

mented wall of the same material, a pair of iron

entrance-gates being placed opposite the south
porch. The church consists cf nave, north aisle,

and chancel, with a tower and a spire of Bath
stone, about 100 ft. high, whilst the organ chapel
to the north and the vestry to the south of the
chancel give the appearance of a transept. The
tower forms the south porch. The original design
contemplated both a north and a south aisle,

that the nave shonld be higher, and that there
should be a clearstory

;
from motives of economy,

however, the south aisle was done away with,
and also the clearstory, and the roof of the nave
is continued, at a more gradual slope, as the
roof of the north aisle. This renders the north
side of the church less attractive than would
have been the case had the original plan been
carried out. The wall of the aisle being neces-
sarily very low, light is admitted by small cir-

icular windows, with foliated stone work, similar
to those at first designed for the clearstory. The
roof is slated, and surmounted by an ornamental
ridge, with stone crosses at the ends.

Coventry.—The chief stones of two churches
have been laid here on the same day, with
masonic ceremonial. The edifices are to be
similar, and to accommodate the same number
of persons at the same cost. The architects for
iboth are Messrs. H. J, Pauli & G. T. Robinson,
land the contractor for both is Mr. H. Lovatt, of
Wolverhampton. The one is to be called All
iSaints’, and the other St. Mark’s. The total
riength of each is about 110 ft., and their internal
breadth about 46 ft., and each will accommodate
1546 persons. Both are in the Geometrical Early
©ecorated style, and built with the local stone,
Having their internal dressings of Bath stone.
kThey consist of nave, aisles, and chancel, each
)ibout 32 ft. long and 20 ft. wide. Here, how-
aver, the similarity ceases, for the one in Far
altoeford-street, which is All Saints’, has gabled
sdslcs, each pierced with a simple single-light
iivindov/, separated by complex buttress, and sur-
ooounted by a simple clearstory. The south side
lias a porch, crowned by a bell gablet

;
and the

e,vest end consists of a complex doorway, having
It large rose-window over it. The other church,
ippposito the new hospital, that is, St. Mark’s,
laas a more advantageous site. This church has
alisles divided iuto bays, by large buttresses,
euerced by two-light traceried windows. Both
ere extremely simple, as the object has been to
)Lbtain the largest amount of accommodation of
lehe best kied, without entrenching too fur on the
tixtremely limited funds of the committee.

Stochton-on-Tccs. — St. James’s Church has
;eeen consecrated. The church occupies a site
an the north side of Portrack-lane, opposite the
oinion workhouse, and adjacent to the cricket-
roronnd. The building is desigued in the Early
re'rench Decorated style of Medimval architec-
trare, consisting of nave, north and south aisles,

lahancel, vestry, organ-chamber, with tower and
linire, at the south-west angle of the nave. The
itittreme external measurements are—nave and
sljales, 73 ft. by 47 ft.

;
chancel, 25 ft. by 20 ft.

tehere is no gallery, but accommodation is pro-
deded for about 560 persons. The building has
leaen so designed and constrncted as to afford
orovision for future enlargement by the addition
’ i north and south transepts, making it of a
locnciform shape, and an extension of the nave;
urns giving, if necessary, at least 180 additional
tutings at a comparatively slight cost and but
tktle inconvenience. Externally, the design
esBaents, on the south side parallel to Portrack-

lane, at the west corner, a square tower rising

60 ft., surmounted by an octagonal lantern
rising 30 ft. more, and "finished with a spire
rising to the total height of 130 ft. from the
ground to the top of the vane. The church-
yard is fenced by a low stone wall, surmounted
by an ornamental railing. The whole has been
designed by Mr. J. P. Pritchett, of Darlington,
and carried out under his superintendence,
assisted by Mr. Law, as resident clerk of the
works. The contract for the building has been
executed by Messrs. J. Simpson & Co., for the
sum of 3,648Z. The carving is by Burstall &
Taylor, of Leeds ; the ironwork by Messrs.
Thomason, of Birmingham; the brasswork by
Messrs. Brown & Downing, of Birmingham

;
and

the cost, including lighting, warming, fencing,
draining, gasfittings, carving, furnishing, pro-
fessional charges, clerk of the works, and all

other expenses, about 4,800Z., exclusive of site.

Willesborough.—The parish church has been
re-opened, after having undergone a restoration
and considerable enlargement, fi’om designs by
Mr. I. Pearson. It is enriched with several
stained-glass windows. The east window, by
Messrs. Clayton & Bell, is the gift of Mrs.
Gregory.

Holdeniy.—The parish church of Holdenby,
popularly known as Holmby, has been re-opened.
The church has been undergoing restoration for

the last twelve or fourteen months, under the
superintendence of Mr. G. G. Scott. It has
been entirely re-roofed, and new open seats
of plain, unvarnished oak had been put in.

The nave and aisles of the church have been
floored with tesselated pavement, red and yellow
tiles being placed alternately. The chancel has
been inlaid with Minton's unglazed tiles, under
the superintendence of the Rev. Lord Alwyne
Compton. The floor within the altar-rails has
been inlaid with glazed tiles. The church has
been generally renovated. The colouring on the
chancel-walls was done by Mr. Lee, of Lutter-
worth, under the superintendence of the Rev.
Mr. Sutton, rector of Theddingworth. Mr.
Thompson, of Peterborough, was the builder
employed for the restoration.

Eye.—The proposed restoration of the church
here has been divided into two portions—the
repairs to the roof (the expense of which has
been estimated at about 7591.), and the substi-

tution of more comfortable and sightly seats
for the existing plain pews, and various other
matters of restoration, the estimated cost being
1,183Z. 4s., making the total sum to be provided
1,9421. 4s. Mr. Colling, of London, is the archi-
tect. Tenders have been received, and the work
will shortly be commenced.

Hargrave. — The Early English church of this

village is now undergoing a restoration, under
the hands of Mr. W. L. Baker, C.E., and archi-

tect, of London. Owing to the extremely dila-

pidated condition of the fabric, much new work
throughout the whole building has been found
absolutely necessary, including the rebuilding of
the tower and spire, these latter, however, being
replaced stone for stone. The plans are said to

have passed the friendly criticism of Mr. Butter-
field, aud have likewise been formally approved
of by a committee of the Northamptonshire
Architectural Society. The contract for the
restoration has been taken by Mr. Henson, of
Finedon, builder. The foundation atone of the
new tower has been laid.

' Hereford.—The chief stone of St. James’s
Church for St. Owen’s parish, has been laid. In
plan the church is cruciform, consisting of nave,
north and south aisles, transepts, chancel, chan-
cel aisles, vestry, with warming crypt under,
and south porch forming the substructure of a
future tower and spire. The total length of the
church over all, is 120 ft.

;
the total width, 80 ft.

;

the height of the nave, 45 ft.
;
and of the

tower and spire, 140 ft. The style of archi-

tecture Bidopted is the Early Geometrical.
The nave is divided, from the aisles by arcades
of four arches on each side, the arches before
the transepts being 20 ft. wide. The chancel
arch is 17 ft. wide and 30 ft. high. The tran-
septs are filled, with four-light windows, the east
and west ends with three-light windows, the
aisles with two-light windows, and the clearstory

is pierced with eight foliated sexfoila. The
walls are being built with native stone, and
faced internally with squared and axed masonry,
random jointed, and relieved with blue stone
bands, vouasoirs, &c. The roofs are to be con-
structed with pitch pine, intended to be left its

natural colour. They will be boarded, covered
with felt, aud slated with green Pembrokeshire
slates. The seats, which are arranged for 600

adults, are also out of pitch pine, varnished over.
The church is being carried out from the designs
and under the superintendence of Mr. Thomas
Nicholson, of this city, the diocesan architect,
and Mr. Gough, of Bishop’s Castle, is the con-
tractor. The walls have already been consider-
ably advanced. The estimated cost of the
edifice, exclusive of the tower and spire is

3,500Z.

Newtown, Wem.—The foundation-stone of the
new church was laid on the 22nd ult. The
building will be in the Early English style, and
consist of nave, chancel, vestry, and south porch.
There will be a bell-turret at the west end. The
material used for the walls and dressings is

Grinshill atone. The roofs will be covered with
Staffordshire tile. The coat, including warming
apparatus aud all fittings, is estimated at 1,170Z.
Accommodation will bo provided for 220 persons.
Mr. E. Haycock, jun., of Shrewsbury, is the
architect; and the contractors are Messrs. Nevett,
of Ironbridge.

Chester.—A meeting has been held to promote
a movement for the restoration of the cathedral.
It was stated that the Ecclesiastical Commis-
sioners had offered to give 10,0001. for the pur-
pose

;
that another 10,000Z. had been promised in

response to circulars; and that the Dean and
Chapter would devote 2,000Z. to the object. At
the meeting Mr. Antrobus, high-sheriff of the
county, presided, and Mr. W. H. Gladstone,
M.P., Lord Egerton of Tatton, Earl Grosvenor,
and other gentlemen, were present. About 600Z.
were promised in letters read.

SCHOOL-BUILDING NEWS.

Morriston (Swansea).—New schools have been
erected and opened here for the district. Mr.
H. H. Vivian, M.P., contributed 1,000Z. towards
the building. Mr. John Humphrey, of Morriston,
was the architect, and the total cost has been
about 3,300Z. The schools are capable of accom-
modating from 1,000 to 1,200 children

; whilst
adjacent are extensive playgrounds and dwelling-
houses for the master and mistress and the prin-
cipal teachers. There has been no attempt at
architectoral display or ornamentation

; but the
whole buildings are lofty and of good general
exterior, the school-rooms being well ventilated.
The whole of the buildings have been erected with
plain native stone, with appropriate dressings.
The roofs, which are high-pitched, are relieved
by a number of gables, and the windows are of
Gothic head ones. Lantern lights are fixed in
each school, and these, as well as the windows,
are made to open for ventilation.

Acton, near Wrexham.—An infant-school, with
mistress’s residence, has recently been built at
this place. The dimensions of the schools are
33 ft. 6 in. by 17 ft., with a porch of suitable
size. The mistress’s house comprises a bay-win-
dowed parlour, a kitchen, and two bedrooms,
with the usual appurtenances. The walls are
almost entirely built with the red bricks made
in the locality, with a few Ruabon stone dress-
ings. Courses of blue Staffordshire bricks are
sparingly introduced. The roofs are covered
with Broseley tiles, banded with some of a darker
shade. There is a bell-turret, covered with oak
shingle, which surmounts the school roof. The
expenses incurred in these buildings have been
defrayed by the family of Sir Robert Cunliffe,

hart., ofActon Park. Mr, Ferrey was tho archi-

tect employed, and the contractor was Mr.
Richard Yates, of Shiffaall.

Great Horton.—The memorial stone of new
congregational schools has been laid here.
Messrs. Pauli & Robinson, of Manchester, are
the architects. The area to be covered is about
550 superficial yards, and the dimensions of the
buildings will be about 120 ft. by 41 ft., the
height from the floor of the lower story to tho
roof ridge being 52 feet. The structure will be
three stories in height on the north-east side,

but only two at the front and on the side facing
the chapel. A feature of tho design is a tower,

80 feet high to the top of the vane. Internally,

on the ground floor, there will be an assembly-
room, 65 ft. by 38 ft., and 16 ft. high, capable of
seating 600 adults, and adapted for concerts,

public meetings, lectures, &c. ; and in the rear a
lecture-room, 36 ft. by 26 ft., to seat 230 adults,

of the same height as the assembly-room.
Above will be the class-rooms, sixteen in num-
ber, averaging 180 superficial feet, and 12 ft.

high, and a room for the superintendent. The
principle of separate class-rooms has been chosen
in view of the results which have attended tho
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adoption of ttat system elsewhere. On the

,

lower ground floor, and underoeath the lecture-

room, will be a class-room, 25 ft. by 20 ft., and

14 ft. high, containing a raised gallery for

infants, while on the same level are two class-

rooms for adults, specially arranged, with fire-

places, &o., for week evening purposes, but avail-

able for the Sunday school. Externally the

building will have dressed wall-stones in regular

course, and the architectural features will be of

hewn or ashlar stone. The works have been let

by contract for 3,000Z., in addition to which 150Z.

to 2001. will be required for warming apparatus.

Add to this the architects’ commission, furnish-

ing, &c., and over 5,0001. will be needed to com-
plete the undertaking.

STAINED GLASS.

St, George's, Neioport .—The memorial window
to the late Bishop of Lichfield, in St. George’s

Church, near Wellington, has been formally

opened. The window is the production of the

Messrs. O’Connor, of London. It is the east

window in the church. Thesnbjects treated are

as follow :—In the lancets, the Agony, Christ

bearing His Cross, the Crucifixion, the Descent,

and the Entombment
;
in the circular lights,

Christ the Lord of all, the Good Shepherd, and
giving His commission to St. Peter, “ Feed my
sheep.”

St. Giles’s, Northampton ,—A memorial win-
dow has been erected in the south chancel aisle

of this church, by Mr. C. Britten, in memory of

a son, who died in February, 1854. The window
is the work of Messrs. Powell, of Whitefriars,

London. The first compartment contains a
representation of Christ raising to life the dead
and only son of the widow of Nain, the part of

the scene depicted by the artist being that

described in Lake vii. 15,—“ And he that was
dead sat up and began to speak. And he
delivered him to his mother.” The second com-
partment contains a representation of Christ

admonishing the youth who said he had observed
all the commandments, in the words of St.

Mark, s. 21.

Bishop’s Castle Church .—A stained-glass me-
morial window has been executed by Messrs.

Done & Davies, of Shrewsbury, for this church.

It consists of two openings with tracery. In the

upper part of the openings are the figures of

St. Matthew and St. Mark, with their emblems,
the Angel and the Lion, each inclosed in a tre-

foil, which forms part of a decorated canopy
nnder which they stand. Beneath them are St.

Luke and St. John, also under canopies, display-

ing their emblems, the Bull and the Eagle,

which form pedestals for the figures above. The
window is surrounded with a narrow border.

The large qnatrefoil in the tracery is filled with

the arms and crest of the donor, surrounded with
foliated ornaments.

goijits Ptccifacl).

Photographic Illustrations to accompany the

Architectural History of Canterbury Cathedn-al.

By the Kev. R. IViLiis, M.A. Selected and
arranged by J. H. Parker, F.SA. Printed by
Jas. Parker & Co. Oxford. For private cir-

culation only.

Mr, Parker is making good use of the facilities

afforded by photography for complete arcbmolo-

gical illustration,—such illustration indeed as

no pencil can afford. The great value of Pro-

fessor Willis’s “ History of Canterbury Cathe-

dral,” founded as it is on the minute account left

by Gervase of the changes made in the building,

is universally admitted : such a series of accu-

rate representations of the various parts as these

photographs give were alone wanting to make it

complete. The difference between the older

parts and the alterations or additions is shown
very strikingly.

Although the complete work as now before us

is marked ” for private circulation only,” we
trust the set of photographs is obtainable by
those who possess the work as originally issued.

Photographs Illustrative of the Archceology of

Rome. Oxford.

We may mention, in connexion with the above,
that Mr. Parker has issued privately a catalogue
of the long series of photographs illustrative of
the Archmology of Rome that has been prepared

under his direction. A fund is being formed to

pursue important excavations in Rome, the

British Archaeological -Society of Rome having

undertaken to act as trustees and apply it, with

the consent and approbation of the Govern-

ment.

The Great Architect: His Plan of Salivation in the

Temple of Bead Stones and Living Stones, God
and Man. London : Longman & Co. 1868.

The “master builders” to whom this work on
“The Great Architect” is dedicated, are no

doubt the clergy—not of the Roman Catholic

persuasion, nor of ritualistic tendencies, who
are denounced in no very measured terms.

Much of the volume, however, relates to the

question of edificial arrangements in churches

;

and, if we mistake not, the author, before the

publication of it, broached the subject in

the Builder, in the end of 1863. His idea

is that the primitive Christians cast aside

all ancient temple arrangements, and simply

adopted the basilican form of edifice as a

meeting-house, with caucelli or low railings

along the edge of a platform, whence the

speakers were to address the meeting. He
therefore finds the origin of the chancel, not in

the vailed holiest place or penetralia of the

temple, but in the screened platform of the

Roman judges; and the symbolism which recon-

verted the chancel into the penetralia of the

temple he regards as a subsequent retrogression

to Pagan ideas.

VARIORUM.
“ On Social Life among the Teutonic Races in

Early Times.” By J. A. Picton, F.S.A. Mr.

Picton here appears to have been expending a

portion of his learned leisure iu an analytical

inquiry into the primitive elements of our mo-
dern civibzation. The subject is a curious one,

and Mr. Picton has made an interesting paper

of it, which was read before the Liverpool

Literary and Philosophical Society in January

last. We give a slight specimen of his mode of

dealing with the subject, from what he says of

the ancient Franks and Alemanni:

—

“ By the Alemaunio code it was not lawful to erect a

huildiiifj more than three stories high without the consent

of the Lanlrihter, or magistrate of the district. A wall

might be built round the court, but not of greater height

than could be reached by a mau sitting on a horse
;
nor

was it allowed to haTe the wall orowued with a battlement

or parapet.*
Bren at this early period the reied question of injury

to light by adjoining uinldings was the subject of legiala-

tion.
“ Und zimmert aiu man ain huse, nn will sin nachgebur

ain hus an in zimmern, so sol erz in der hcehe rihten daz

sin licht niht rerzimmert werde."
‘‘If a man builds a house, and his neighbour builds

another adjoining, the latter shall so carry it up that the

light of the Urst be not injured.”

Then follow directions as to procuring satisfaction.

Connected with this is rather a quaint, but eOective law.
“ If any one sbaU build a boat or anything else wiih an-

other man's timber, the boat shall belong to the man
whose timber has been used."

The king's highway (kungez strsz) was to be 10 ft. wide,

for the alleged reason that two rehicles might pass each

other. The bridges were so narrow that it was necessary

to enact a law that the first comer, whether loaded or

unloaded, should hare the right of way.”

“The Seventeenth Annual Report of the

Amalgamated Society of Engineers, Smiths,

&c.” Printed by Kenny, Camden-road. This

report contains the transactions of the society

from December, 1866, to December, 1867. At
the date to which the report comes down, the

society consisted of 33,325 members, who were
divided into 313 branches, of which 240 were in

England and Wales, 34 in Scotland, 11 in Ire-

land, 14 in the British Colonies, 12 in the United

States, 1 in Constantinople, and 1 in Croix, in

the north of France. The entrance fee to the

society ranges from los. to ?.l. lOs., according to

the age of the candidate, and the subscription

is Is. per week so long as members are in em-
ployment. The total income for the year

amounted to 86,225Z. 23. 7d.
j
but, owing to the

unparalleled depression of trade that prevailed

throughout the year, even this large snm was

not sufficient to meet the expenditure, which

came to a grand total of 99,1051. Ss. 8d. The
12,0001. odd in excess of income required to

make up this sum was drawn from the reserve

fund, which at the end of the year still showed

a balance of 125,2631. 23. 7d. The ont-of-work

donations show a total of 58,243Z. 93. S^d., dis-

tributed under a rule which provides that any

member who shall be thrown out of work under

circumstances satisfactory to the branch to

which he belongs, shall receive 10s. per week

* Jus. Aleman., c. 132.

for fourteen weeks, 78. per week for thirty

weeks, and 63. per week for whatever further

period he may be out of employment. Of this

large snm, it is stated, only 7,000Z. were ex-

pended in supporting members out of employ-
ment through trade disputes. The sick benefit,

which allows lOs. per week for twenty-six weeks,

and 53. per week for any greater length of time

that he may be ill, to any member who, through
sickness or accident, is unable to follow his

ordinary occupation, came to a total of 15,557Z.

I83. Oid. The superannuation benefit of from

78. to 9a. per week, paid to members of upwards
of fifty years, who through old age or infirmity

are unable to obtain the ordinary wages of the

trade, and who have been in the society for

eighteen or more years, amounted to 5,982Z.

IBs. lOd. The funeral benefit, under which the

representatives of a deceased member are en-

titled to 12Z., was 5,282Z. lls. Dd. j
and ten

grants of lOOZ. were, in accordance with one of

the rules of the society, paid to members who
were by accident or disease permanently inca-

pacitated from working at their trade. Apart
from the general fund there is a benevolent fund,

which is replenished from time to time,—gene-
rally about once a year,—by a small levy. From
this fund exceptional cases of distress are re-

lieved upon the recommendation of the branch

to which the distresssed member belongs.

During the year there were 500 grants from it,

ranging from 71. to 2Z. each, and coming to a

total of 2,249Z. “Report on the Sanitary

Condition of the Parish of St. Mary, Islington,

1867.” By Edward Ballard, M.D., Medical

Officer of Health. The year, according to Dr.

Ballard, has been a comparatively healthy one

for Islington. The population was estimated at

200,541 in 1867, and the death-rate was 199'9

per 10,000 living; that of London generally

being 229*8,—a lower rate than during the five

previous years. Small-pox, however, has been
gradually on the increase. Dr. Ballard appends

to his report the results of personal researches

as to the influence of the weather on health, in

which, on some points, he differs from the Regis-

trar. He finds it to be an error to suppose that

sudden changes in temperature, as a rule, are

damaging to public health,—at least, a sudden
change from hot to cold. An increase of atmo-

spheric temperature he finds normally associated

with an increase of general sickness, and a de-

crease with its diminution. A fall of rain,

especially in summer, lessens sickness generally,

and sometimes immediately, while drought aug-

ments it. Weather, however, which lessens

sickness amongst the healthy, tends, Mr. Ballard

says, to hasten the death of those who are sick,

and vice versa.

Ulisttlhtniu.

Manchester Royal Exchange.—The founda-

tions for this building, consisting of two stories

of arched and fireproof cellaring, have been for

some time in active progress, and are now nearly

brought up to the street level. Messrs. Neill &
Sons have executed the work at a schedule of

prices. The contract for the main portion of tho

building above the street, but exclusive of in-

ternal finishing, &o., has just been let in a limited

competition to Messrs. Parker & Son, of Liver-

pool, whose tender was the lowest. Messrs.

Mills & Murgatroyd are the architects.

Brighton Grammar School.—The new build-

ing just opened, which is to be called “ The Pro-

prietary Grammar School, Buckingham-road,”

was designed by Mr. Nunn, architect, and it has

been erected by Mr. Chappell, of Steyning,

whose tender (the lowest) amounted to 2,430Z.

The directors dispensed with the services of a

clerk of the works. On the basement is the

porter’s living-room and bed-room; heating

apparatus ;
open play-ground, 30 ft. by 28 ft.

;

covered play-grounds, 56 ft. by 24 ft. There

are stone staircases throughout the building,

with wrought-iron handrail and balusters. On
the second floor is the entrance-hall and recep-

tion-room, corridor, 35 ft. by 6 ft. ;
schoolroom,

56 ft. by 24 ft., 14 ft. high. Upper floor:

corridor ;
schoplroom, 56 ft. by 24 ft., 18 ft. high ;

class-room, 28 ft. by 12 ft. Both schoolrooms,

corridor, and class-room will be warmed by hot

water. The whole is well lighted and ventilated.

A large piece of ground to the south has not

yet been appropriated, but will be need if the

school should so increase as to render it neces-

sary, of which there appears to be very little

doubt, to build a new wing for school purposes.
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Gas.—The Woodbridge Gaa Company’s share-
tolders are to reoeive 8 per cent, npon their
hares, bub the profits of the year would afford

5^ per cent., leaving 7 per cent, undivided,
’his may be very satisfactory to those interested
a the dividends, bub not to the consumers, and
re understand unless the company rednce their
lesent price it is the determination of several
f their customers to discontinue the use of gas,
,nd to substitute for it paraffin and other lights,

ho same as the Beccles people did, and which
lad the effect of causing a considerable reduc-
ion.

Society of Arts’ Prizes.—The Prince Con-
ort’s prize of twenty-five guineas has been
warded to Robert Greaser Kingston, aged
wenty-one, of the Royal Polytechnic Insti-

ution, gardener, who, in this and the three
receding years, has obtained the following
rst-class certificates:— 1865. Arithmetic—
rst-clasa certificate. 1867. Botany—first-class

ertificate, with first prize, and the Royal Horti-
ultural Society’s prize of 51.

;
floriculture—first-

lass certificate, with first prize, and the Royal
[orticultural Society’s prize of 51. 1868. Che-
listry—first-class certificate, with first prize

;

•nit and vegetable culture—first-class certifi-

ate, with first prize, and the Royal Horticul-
aral Society’s prize of 51. and (together with a
scond-class in mensuration) the Gardener's
'hronicle prize of 31. This is a gardener who
as cultivated more than his garden.

Tenders for the Supply of Water Pipes*
<5-—At the meetiug of the Hereford Improve*
.ent Committee, the tenders for supplying
linch and 8-inch iron pipes and bends for
le intended extension of the water supply
ere opened. There were seven tenders,
z. :—Mr. Spittle (Newport), pipes, 61. 10s.

5

onds, 91. Messrs. Cockrane & Co. (Woodside,
ladlcy), pipes, 51. 7s. 6d.

j bends, 81. lOa. Mr.
: Leybourne (Newport), pipes, 51. 7b. 6d. 5

ends, 71. 7s. 6d. Mr. Jordan (Newport), pipes,
i 5s. ; bends, 71. 15b. Mr. Meredith (Kington),
‘pea, 51. Ss.

; bends, 61. Mr. Abell (Worcester),
ues, 51. lls. Messrs. J. & S. Roberts (West
romwich), pipes, 41. ISs. 6d.

;
bends, 71. lOs.

10 tender of Messrs. Roberts was accepted.
Ir laying the pipes, the tender of Mr. Welsh,
iHereford, was accepted, the pipes being at
t yard, S-inch pipes, 2s. 4id- 5

7-inch, 2s.

;

;nch. Is. 8d. j 3.inch, Is.

&. new London Market.—In a few weeks’
Me King’s-cross Market will be opened to the
Iblic, and the populous districts of west, north-
fc^t, and north London will thence receive sup-
ses of fish, meat, poultry, vegetables, and fruit,
gag’s-cross market covers more than a square
l eof ground, and comprises the following:

—

i. wholesale fish market
j 2. A wholesale meat

krket
j 3. A wholesale poultry market

; 4. A
ilolesale provision market

;
5. A wholesale

Lit and vegetable market; 6 . A spacious
jrered retail market containing about sixty
Islls. As the new market is in close connexion
1 h the Great Northern Railway, and in the
leoediate vicinity of the Midland, Metropolitan
Kcommunication with the Great Western), and
djdon and North Western stations, fish and
t, it, the produce of the great food-pro:' ucing
•icricts of the north, fruit and poultry from the
itinent, and Irish eggs and butter, will reach
dt dealers and consumers three or four hours
eder than they do at the present time.

loEOFosED Tubular Way across Hyde Park.
eaew scheme for a pneumatic tubular way
bibeen submitted to the Metropolitau Board
Works by Mr. Rammall, C.E., who asked
linissiou to convert for that purpose a dis-
I I tuunel-couduit belonging to the Board,
|fcfox*merly known as the Bayswater tunuel’
iT.ir. The conduit crosses the park in a nearly
i:l it coarse from Albion-street, in the Uxbridge-
j. , to Albert Gate, Knightsbridge

; and to
t t its conversion it will be necessary to
ecen and underset the side walls, and put in
»w invert, rendering the greater part of the
iii'ior in Portland cement, by which a sub-
iiuul and durable way would be formed

; the
itit being 8 ft. 9 in., and the width 5 ft. 5 iu.
?(e clear. The increased gauge of tube thus
Dtned would be both high and wide enough
1 carriage more roomy than the ordinary

t t omnibus. The road would be lighted
I9.1B, and have a clear gangway through from
00 end of the tunnel. The carriages would
ipipon a pair of light steel rails of 3 ft. 6 in.

J, to be laid on wooden sleepers embedded
> 13 invert.

Competition Drawings for the Art-TTnion
OF London.—With the permission of the Com-
mittee of Privy Council for Education the
various sets of drawings submitted to the
Council of the Art-Union of Loudon iu reply
to their offered premium, are hung for exhibi-
tion in the South Kensington Museum. They
will be found in the narrow gallery to the left

of the entrance. The award is not yet made.

Haymarket Memorial Tower, Leicester.

—

A dinner in celebration of the completion of the
Haymarket Memorial Tower, Leicester, has taken
place at the George Hotel. The whole of the
workmen employed were invited

; and among
the company present were Mr. W. Kempson (in
the chair), Mr. J. Allen (in the vice-chair), Mr.
Joseph Goddard (the architect), Mr. Barfield
(the contractor), &c. A glee party was present,
and added materially to the enjoyment of the
evening.

Antiquities in Dorset.—Interesting ancient
British remains have jnst been discovered at
Maiden Castle. Whilst some men were excava-
ting on the summit of the mound, for the pur-
pose of forming a pond for sheep, they came
suddenly upon several large pits, regularly con-
structed, from 4 ft. to 10 ft. in depth, and on re-
moving the loose soil fragments of coarse pottery,
a pair of urns, a rude copper ring, several boars’
tusks, sling.stones, and several carved bone
spear heads were discovered.

Ventilation of Sewers.—

A

t the meeting to
bo held this, Friday, the 19th inst., the Metro-
politan Board of Works will consider notice of
motion given by Mr. Cook :

—

“Tbat the question of the ventilation of the sewers
belonging to this Board be referred to a special committee
for consideration, especially to advise the Board as to the
desirability of offering a premium (by public advertise-
ment) for the best practicable plan by which the escape of
injurious gases from the sowers shall be prevented, and at
tile same time the safety of those who work in them be
preserved.”

Opening oy the Palace Hotel, Buxton.

—

The Palace Hotel in Buxton has been formally
“opened.” It is situated on an elevation near
to the railway stations, within easy distance of
the baths, gardens, &c., and stands within its

own private grounds. The architect was Mr.
Henry Currey, of London. The dining and cofl’ee

rooms are each 53 ft. by 30 ft. ; drawing and
reading rooms each 45 ft. by 21 ft. There are
also smoking and billiard rooms. “ The Palace”
and its detached offices,—kitchens, larders, pan-
tries, &c., &c.,—stand on nearly 4,000 square
yards of land.

Scientific Instruction in Foreign Coun-
tries.—In the Commons, Mr. Samuelson asked
the Vice-President of the Committee of Council
on Education what was the cause of the con-
tinned delay in the production of the information
received from our legations abroad on ’scientific
instruction in foreign countries. Lord R.
Montagu said the delay complained of was not
on the part of the translator, but arose" rather
from the immense mass of matter to be trans-
lated. As soon as the translations were prepared
they were forwarded to the Foreign Office, in
which department the responsibility of printing
the papers rested. Lord Stanley said he believed
a large portion of these papers were already in
print. Lord R. Montagu said the reports received
from the secretaries of legation would be laid on
the table at once, leaving the other documents to
follow ns soon as ready. He believed that 260
pages had already been printed.

The Thames Embankment Paving, Light-
ing, &c.—At a recent meeting of the Metropo-
litan Board of Works, the Works Committee
reported that they had considered the matter
ns to the lighting, paving, &c., of the Thames
Embankment by the several parishes coming
into the line of the embankment, and recom-
mended that it is not expedient for the Board
to undertake the same, but that the duty should
devolve on the vestries and local Boards before
mentioned. Mr. Phillips moved an amendment
to the contrary effect. The amendment was
negatived by a large majority, and the recom-
mendation of the committee agreed to. Mr"
Newton moved,

—

“That on tho expiration of twelve momha from the
completion of the Thames Embankment roadway, during
which time the contractors will have to maintain it as a
macadamised road, the Board will (after that period of
experience) again consider the question of how the road-
way should be formed before being handed over to the
commissioners, district boards, and vestries, who will have
hereafter to maintain it."

The resolution was agreed to.

Conversazione of the Institute of Archi-
tects. — The President and Council of the
Institute of British Architects have issued
invitations to a conversazione, to be held on the
1st of July.

Opening of the Abbey Mills Pumping-
Station.—At the last meeting of the Metropoli-
tau Board of Works, a report was brought up
from the Works and General Purposes Com-
mittee, recommending that the works at the
Abbey Mills pumping-station be publicly opened
on or about the 23rd of July next; and that
his Royal Highness the Duke of Edinburgh be
invited to perform the ceremony. The report
was agreed to.

Opening of the Western Entrance to
Manchester Cathedral.— The new tower of
this cathedral is now completed, and formally
opened. The tower on its eastern side opens to
the nave, forming the vestibule, or priucipal
entrance to the church. Above the western
door is a painted memorial-window to the lato
Mr. J. C. Harter, of five lights, divided by a
transom. A band of ornate mouldings runs
underneath the window and is continued along
the two sides, dividing the open portion of the
tower into two stages. The interior of the tower
is of stone, and is completely covered with panel-
work tracery, carved. The tracery of the second
stage on the north and south sides of the tower
is made to assume tho form of a pointed periien-
dicular window similar to that in tho western
face

; and from tho spandrels rises the fan
tracery of tho vaulting, the centre of the vault
being filled with a large circle, within which are
smaller circles filled with tracery, except tho
centre one of all, on which there is a heraldic
device.

The Fall of “Meteoric Stones” in Bir-
MiNGHAM.—Some of the stones collected from
the great thunderstorm on the 29th ult. were
sent to the borough analyst for .examination.
Dr. Hill, in his report, says,—“ They possess
the character, colour, fracture, hardness, specific
gravity (about 3), and the property of being
feebly attracted by the magnet, of basaltic
rock, and are similar to, if nob identical with,
the well-known Rowley rag stone The
proximity of the Rowley rag to us, and the fact
that our streets are made of and mended with it,

add probability to the hypothesis that they have
been carried up from the surface of the earth by
a cyclone, to be showered down at a distance
from the spot whore they were raised. This is

not only plausible, but probable
;
but the hypo-

thesis must nob be accepted without reserve, for
the reason that cases are on record, and appa-
rently well authenticated, of tho fall of inun-
merablo fragments at different times, possessing,
as far as I can learn, exactly the characters of
those which have been submitted to me, and
which are believed by liigh scientific authority
to be aerolites or asteroids.” Tho occurrence,
as we remarked, of such a fall upon two similar
occasions, if not ofeener, iu one and the same
town, and in a locality near to a quarry where
such stones exist, is almost conclusive as to their
origin.

The English Church of St. Andrew,
Compiegne.—The designs for this lately con-
secrated edifice were prepared by Mr. Thorn-
ton Shiells, of Edinburgh, and the execution
of the work was seen to by M. Louis Calla,

of Paris, architect. The church is of Early
English character. The steeple rises at the side
of the church. The nave is of a simple charac-
ter, aud capable of containing about 200 persons.
All the woodwork of the building is open, and is
of red deal, varnished like the benches aud
wainscot of the nave. At tho right hand of tho
choir is the vestry, also wainscoted aud fur-
nished to harmonize with the style of the church.
The windows are decorated with the armorial
bearings of the foundress, Mrs. Russell Barring-
ton, aud of St Andrew on the left—tho place
appointed for the organ and tho singers. Tho
whole interior is in tho English Gothic style.
The tower is octagonal, and terminates by a
St. Andrew’s Cross, with a weathercock of gilt
bronze, bearing in the cars'ing the Royal Lion
of Scotland. A spiral staii’caso conducts to tho
clock and tho belfry. The church stands back a
few feet from the avenue, aud an iron gate or
railing encloses the space. This gate is orna-
mented with four pillars, tho two centre ones
being surmounted by lions, holding shields with
the emblems of St. Andrew. In tho garden are
placed benches of varnished oak of an original
design.
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The Archeology of Freemasonet.—We are

told that a Masonic Archaeological Society has

been establiBhed, in order to elucidate and

popularido the antiqnities and history of Free-

masonry. If taken up by proper hands, advan-

tage could not fail to result.

Safety ix the Mine.—One of your corre-

spondenta suggests that steam power be adopted

to ventilate coal mines. The extensive and in-

tricate labyrinths, sidings, cuttings, drifts, and

cavities in the roofs, where the dangerous gas

accumulates, there being no through draught,

would render his plan ineffectual. The gas

could be easily drawn off if cupola-formed,

or like unto the Thames Tunnel
;

but a

mine is a very different place. My plan of

igniting it by the electric spark every moment
is the only effectual method to secure safety in

the mine. I should like to fix the wires in any

mine in the kingdom that is considered the

most “fiery,” for I feel confident that explosions

will be events of the past.—E. T.

Monumental.—Some time since a proposal

was made to place a marble statue of the ex-

Chancellor of the Exchequer, Mr. Gladstone, in

Bt. George’s Hall, Liverpool, and a considerable

sum of money having been raised, the com-

mission was given to Mr. G. G. Adams, sculptor.

The statue, the execution of which has been

delayed owing to the indisposition of Mr. Adams,

is now near completion. Digging operations

have been commenced in front of the Midland

Station, at Bradford, for the proposed monument
to Eichard Oastler, “ The Factory King.” Upon
observing this fact a correspondent of the local

Ohserver says :
—“ The site is the finest in all

the borongh, if not in Yorkshire j
and, if it must

be occupied by a statue, it is worthy of a noble

subject,—a man whom the nation honours. Such

a man was Cobden, a world-wide patriot. Sneh

a man was not Oastler, a narrow, blatant reviler.

He was the (mposite of Cobden ;—the opponent

of free-trade^and all reform in legislation on

civil and religions matters. Surely, Oastler is

not the man whom Bradford most delighted to

honour.”

TENDERS.
For Union CEapel, Oxford-road, Manchester. Medland

& Taylor, architects. Quantities hy Mr, H. Pinckbeck :

—

•^Clav £9,860 0 0

Neill & Bona 9.6^ 0 0

Foegett 9.568 0 0

Elhs & Hinchliffe 9,550 0 0

For enlargement of Withington Parish Schools, Lanca-

shire. Medland & Taylor, architects :

—

Hoyland £812 10 0

Clark 785 0 0

Dawes 778 0 0

Darnbrongh 738 0 0

For altersHons to the parish schools, in Church-street,

Chelsea. Mr. Josh. Pattisson, surveyor:

—

Thompson £353 0 0

Leggett 308 10 0

Surrey, Brothers 262 0 0

Brass (accepted) 205 0 0

For reseating nave, and forming “ chorus cantomm,’

4c., of Holy Trinity Church, Bolton-le-Moors. Medland

& Taylor, architects :

—

Grundy £978 0 0
Thompson 819 0 0

Clark - 750 0 0

..£2,116

For Wilmalow Parish Schools, Cheshire. Medland 4
Taylor, architects. Quantities by Mr. H. Breary

Thompson
Robinson 4 Son
Havre
Wsrham
Lane

For building a new paraonage-houae, at Brack
Northants, for the Kev. L. H. Thicknesse. Mr. C. Bui

eridge. architect. Quantities supplied by Mr. Tanner
Dover £3,240 0 0

Baker 3,227 0 0

Franklin 3,165 0 0

Kimberley 3,000 0 0
Davis 2,095 0 0

Hedges 2,991 10 0

Selby 2,970 0 0

Orchard 2,897 0 0

Claridge 3,896 0 0

For workshops, New-inn-vard. Tottenham-court-road
for Mr. J. W. Walker. Mr. George Low, architect

Quantities furnished by Mr. Frederick Johnstone
Maryland 4 Sons £2,440 0 0
Beeton .... 2,107 0 0

Saunders 2,100 0 0

Foster.. 2,036 0 0

Scrivener 4 White (accepted)... 1,959 0 0

For rebnildlng Deeplisb Cottage, Rochdale, for Mi
Owen March. Medland 4 Taylor, architects :

—

Grundy £1,165 0 0
Lord 1,124 0 0

For alterations to the Duke of Sussex, Gibson-street

Lambeth, for Mr. Wells. Mr. William Nunn, architect:-

Turner 4 Sons £663 0 0
600 0 0

Mather & Read 670 0 0

Kelly, Brothers 647 0 0

Worm 615 0 0
Hanley 602 0 0

Langme^ 4 Way 480 0 0

For rebuilding the Whitfield Tabernacle, Moorfleldi

Messrs. Searle 4 Son, architects. Quantities supplied

Browne 4 Robinson .

Patman 4 Fotheringhi
Hedges
Ashhy 4 Horner
Perry 4 Co
CoUs 4 Son
Brass
Piper 4 Wheeler
Higgs
Newman 4 Mann ....

Dove, Brothers

..£4,804

.. 4,613 0

.. 4,395 0

.. 4,353 0

.. 4,350 0

.. 4,305 0

.. 4,295 0

.. 4,213 0

.. 4.211 0
4,154 0

.. 4,049 0

For the erection of the new offices at the county coupi

Leeds. Mr. T. C. Sorby, architect ;

—

For rebuilding premises, Windmill-street, Hsymarket.
Mr. John Birch, architect. Quantities supplied

Foxley £1,089 17 0
Potter 4 Son 994 0 0

Manley 4 Rogers 930 0 0

Saunders 890 0 0

Sheppard 805 0 0

Sneezum 792 0 0

Value of Laxu in Liverpool.—An inquiry

was held before Mr. Aston and a special jury, for

the purpose of assessing the compensation to be

paid by the Corporation for a property in Jordan-

street, belonging to Mr, Wilson, and required

for the purpose of making a new street from

Parliament-street to Wapping, under the Act of

1865. Mr, Samnell, barrister (inatmeted by

Messrs. Norris & Sons), appeared for the

claimant; the town dork for the corporation.

The property consists of about 720 square yards

of freehold land, with workshops, sheds, &g.,

upon it, now used as a boat-building yard, and a

portion sublet as a smithy. For the claimant,

Mr. Wordley, architect, was called, who valued

the property at 3,6001., and the usual 10 per

cent, for the property being taken compnlsorily.

Mr. Hornblower and Mr. Wylie agreed. For

the corporation, Mr. Cnlshaw’s valuation was
2,7921., Mr. James Holme’s 2,834L, and Mr.

Scott’s 2,4301., all adding 10 per cent, for com-

pulsory taking. Mr. Samnell and the town

clerk addressed the jury. The assessor summed
up, the jury retired, and, on returning, gave a

verdict for 3,7001.

For erecting cottages, in Wiltahire, for Mir.E.P. Long,

M.P. Mr. John Birch, architect:—

Garland 4 Son ..

Whiteley
Pounder
Thorp
Johnson
Huddleston
Robinson 4 Marshall ..

Boolhman 4 Broomhead .

..£3,197 9 '

6,140 0
6,100 0
6,099 15
6,037 0
4,853 0
4,740 0
4,710

Nicholson 4 Son 4,650 0 0

For building a warehouse, for Mr. White, in Princes

street, Lambeth. Messrs. T. R. Fowler 4 Hill, arch

Chutter
Moultrie
Harding
Tyc 4 Andrew ..

Mallet)
Donley
Tsylor
Reed 531 0 0

Downing 4 Son
Smith 4 Son
Harris
Cnzner
Beizsnt 269 18 0

For alterations and additions to premises, Charter-

honse-lane, Smithfleld. Mr. H. H. Collins, architect:—

Ball 4 Russell £560 0 0

Sale . 475 0 0

King 4 Sons 449 0 0

Shew 435 0 0

For Fire-brigade Station, Old-street-road, Shoreditch,

for the Metropolitan Board of Works :

—

Winship (accepted) £2,176 0 0

For additions to Working Men’s College, Great Ormond
street. Mr. W. Webb, architect

The New Church in Port Vale, Hertford,

The chief-stone of this ediSoe has been laid. It

is intended for the convenience of the inhabi-

tants of the parish of Bengeo in the district of

Port Vale. The new church, which is to be

erected in the Early Decorated style, will contain

sittings for 400 persons, and the contract for

building it has been taken at 3,2001. It is to be

built of Kentish rag, with dressings of Bath
stone. The plan is cruciform, with nave and one

aisle, and when the population has increased and

more room is required, it is contemplated erecting

a second aisle, corresponding with the first. The
chancel has an apse, which will be lighted with

three single light windows, with an additional

window on the south side. The west window is

formed with four-lights, with trefoil heads and

trefoil intersectioDB, with arose window finishing

the top. The spandrels are enriched with

carvings. Near the apex, or gable, there will

be a circular window, with three qnatrefcil

lights, each within a circle. The roof is an open

timbered one. At the north-west angle are two
large ornamental buttresses, with three columns

at the angle, which will carry the corbels, sap-

porting a turret of stone, terminating with a

spire, the entire height being about 70 ft. The
seats will be open.

Sail, Cla$s-roi

Dove, Brothers
Kirk
'VVebb 4 Sons
Roberts
Sawyer
Hill 4 Bons
Piper 4 Wheeler
Myera
JseksoD 4 Shaw
LoDgmlre 4 Barge ...

Mauley 4 Rogers ...

Gammon
Perry 4 Co
Henshaw
SharpingtOD 4 Cole
Kelly, Brothers

I, and Suteum.

Roberts .

Webb 4 Sods
Dove, Brothers
Myers

.

Kirk....
Sawyer
Piper 4 Wheeler
Gammon
Hill 4 Sons
Jackson 4 Shaw
Manley 4 Rogers ...

Longmire 4 Burge ...

Perry 4 Co
Hensbaw
Sharpington 4 Cole

Kelly, Brothers

Minor Etllmalei,

t*4.275 0 0
4,247 0 0
4,176 0 0
4,050 0 0
4,045 0 0
3,981 0 0
3,928 0 0
3,857 0 0
3,850 0 0
3,777 0
3,753 0 0
3,683 0 0
3,669 0 0
3,680 0 0
3,673 0
3,U8 0

. £2,S80 0 0

. 2,814 0 0
2,775 0

. 2,7o6 0
2,751 0 0
2,748 0 0
2.661 0 0
2,660 0 0
2,640 0 0
2,540 0 0
2,495 0 0
2,-177 0 0

. 2,445 0 0

.
2,311 0 0

,
2,323 0 0

, 2,227 0 0

For building a new box-room, at the Royal Medic
Benevolent College, Epsom, for the Council of the Hoy
Medical Benevolent College. Mr. G. Elkington, arcl

tect :— ...
Tarrant £261 0 0

HoUidge.. 269 0 C

Hooker 249 0 0

Eustace (accepted) 201 0 C

For two small cottages, for Mr. John Smith,

Peak, architect :

—

Pollard 4 Bon £301 10

Mason 267 0
Garnett 250 0

Dives 215 0

Bwayne 4 Sons 197 10

Mr.]

For additions to the Male and Female Infirmaries,

the Guildford Union. Mr. Henry Peak, architect

;

Strndwiek £260 16 (

Mason 269 5 (

Dives 233 17 <

Garnett 230 7 (

Loe 193 0 I

Footer 163 0 i

For additions to Blackwell Farmhouse, near Guildfo:

Mr. Henry Peak, architect

Loe (accepted) £519 0 <

For building a wheel tireing furnace, fixing two n

shop-fronts, and sundry repairs to house, at K unham,

the county of Kent. Mr. llithe county of Kent. Mr. Henry M'Calla, architect:—

Beager £583 0

Foord.. 416 0

For five bouses, King-street, Borough, Southwark, for

le trustees of the Borough Market. Messrs. Jarvis 4
Son, architects

Carter 4 Bon ..£2,093

Hart .. 2,C0O

Tarrant .. 2,046

Rider 4 Bon .. 2,034

Henshaw .. 1,990

Marsland A Son .. 1,980

Castle, jun .. 1,974

Baguley (accepted) . .. 1,960

60, Old Broad-tlreel.—iSt. Gregg, architect, wishes

said, with reference to tenders for additions to this hou

given in oar last, that the tender of 9,6171., by Messrs.

Ashby 4 Bons, was accepted. The tenders by Mesa

Holland, Mansfield, 4 Lawrence, not being in aecordai

with instructions or conditions of tendering, were not

gniaed.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Church Clock (atout z;nc, or better itiU, thin aUto jl*b, w(

remedy the evi:).-A Cuuntry OaDUeaian (<re have • good W
of the tub«-pump» from tome who have need them, where

water it near the eurface, and the to'l graveUy, la the L-judotti

the reenlt li not to good) —PetiUlpha (licenia U not rc-joirei

making oat .rlifloer.' bills. At to joining In.l.tute, addretJ the

teeretary).—J. D. M- (too latel.-E, B. P. (m type).— L. Jan. {|

warded) —8. W. A. (we have not t.en the trap loferrtd lo).—E'

N. F.-air. IL-S. U. W.-F. M,-F. C. W.-M. A. B -T, N.-T. J

-Helen. 0.- J. P.-Mr. W, L.-J.- J. F.- J. W.-U, J.-G. JL I

T. C. 8.-Q. B. * fo.-T. H. H.-J. B. P.-T. W.-li. A B.-M. V

J. w.—W. H. F.-J. D. P.-Ura. W.—A. K.-L. W. L-J. W, -

H P—J M.—W. P.-8. * Bon.—B. U 8.—E. T. B.—J. J. I

J. E. H.-C. W. A-B. E.-J. I. B.-E. L. Q.-H. A Co.-J.l

H. L.P.

We are compeiltd to decline pointing out bookj and glv

addreteet.

All eialementt of facte, llrts of Tendere, Ac., must he accomps*

by the name and addreat of the eender, not no:<»»ailly

uublicatlou.

jfoT*.—The retporulblllty of signed ar'lelet, and pipctt read

I

public me^tliige, rc^lt, of ccurte, with the authurt.
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Sacred

Arcliceoloffy.

HEN we consult a

dictionary, the first

thing we require in it

ismethod; thesecond,

correctness ;
and the

third, fulness. If we

cannot find the word

we seek, the fact that

it is correctly given,

and the explanation

full, is of no use to

ns. And supposing

that we can find the

required word easily,

and its definition

is sufficiently full,

neither circumstance

is of much value

if we cannot rely

upon the minute ac-

curacy of the ex-

planation : hence,

the requisites for a

work of a lexico-

graphical character

must always be ar^

ranged in the order

in which wo have sot them down. Most

especially, however, do we require order,

exactness, and amplitude in works intended

for the assistance of advanced scholars.

These three points are not wanting in the

Dictionary of Sacred Archajology we are about

to notice,* although a little elaboration of each

of them in a future edition would be an im-

provement, as we will presently show. The

author is known as a writer on archosological

subjects. In the prosecution of his numerous

works he occasionally met with difficulties which

he never passed over without solving
;
and the

notes made on these occasions, combined with

selections from the stores of facts and illustra-

tions that accrued in the prosecution of his

studies, form the basis of his volume. He takes

an early opportunity to remark,—“ Those who
are experienced in literary Irhour will know that

this volume is no mere compilation of fragment-

ary and disjointed extracts, but has been slowly

and with critical effort, constructed out of a mass

of conflicting evidence, and has been elaborated

as much amid historic monuments and the

archmological wealth of museums as under the

shadow of bookshelves which, perhaps, par-

donable, though somewhat vainglorious, boast,

has the effect of raising our expectations beyond

patient tolerance of contradictions, repetitions,

mistakes, and misplacings, when -they occur.

But it is a world of change. "Once,” said St.

Boniface, “ golden priests used wooden chalices

;

now, on the contrary, wooden priests use golden

chalices.’* It remains to be ascertained whether

the peripatetic mode of compiling a dictionary

is superior to that formerly practised. In tho

present instance, it has certainly produced a

valuable work.

But before we proceed to give our readers a

general idea of the nature of the contents of the

* “Sacred Archasology : a Popular Dictionary of Eccle-
siastical Art and Institutions, from Primitive to Modern
Times." By Mackenzie E. C. Walcott, B.D. London
L. Reeve & Co. 5, Heurietla-street, Covent-garden. 186&

dictionary, we will take leave to suggest some

improvements in its arrangement. Look at the

word “ Church.” Under this heading we are

told of the blending of the Greek kyriake and

Latin dominicum in the German dom kirclie

and Lancastrian church-kirk

;

of the earliest

mention of ohurch property
;
the form of the

original Christian churches; the neglect of

church repairs and cessation of church building

about the year 1000, when the millennium was

supposed to be at hand ;
the restoration of con-

fidence in the eleventh century, and renewal of

church building ;
of the correspondence in the

form of churches, with their nave, choir, and

sanotnary, to tho arrangement of the temple with

its court of the Gentiles, worldly sanctuary, and

Holy of Holies
j
and finally there occurs the

following paragraph:—“Churches are diatin-

guished into various grades—the patriarchal,

primatial, and metropolitan, according to the

rank of their presidents : cathedral, as contain-

ing a bishop’s cathedra or see; collegiate, which

are composed of a chapter and dean ;
conven-

tional, if belonging to a religious community;

abbeys, those under an abbot, or priories, if

governed by a prior
;
minsters, when attached

to a monastery, or of imposing size
;
parochial,

if furnished with a font.” By and by as

page after page flatters over, we come unex-

pectedly upon “ round churches,” further on to

“double churches,” in another place to “forti-

fied churches,” in a fourth to “parish churches.”

We suggest that a reference should be made to

these divisions of tho subject under the first

heading. Concerning fortified churches there is

an error we may correct here. Mr. Walcott says,

“ In Northumberland, churches in the vicinity

of a castle were seldom permitted a tower, lest it

should be occupied by the troublesome moss-

troopers; and pele towers were built along the

coast, at the cost of Furness Abbey." The re-

verse of this is the case in Northnmberland.

The chnrcb nearest to Dunstanborough Castle,

BmbletoUjhas a fine open parapetted Edwardian

tower, and there was, and is now, a second square

strong pele tower close to the church for the vicarj

Bamborough Church, within bow shot of the

stupendous castle, has a strong tower; Edlingham

Chnrcb, situated not further from Edlingham

Castle, has another sturdy tower ; Warkworth

Church has another. Alnwick Church has not

only a strong tower, at the west end, but a

curious look-out turret, at tho south-east angle.

Ancroft church has an Edwardian pele tower,

superimposed upon the original Norman fabric,

as we illustrated in a former number of the

Builder

;

and reference to our columns, where we
have treated at length of Northumbrian castles

and peles, would have shown that the churches

were part of the great Edwardian, and post-Re-

formation system of fortification, against the

Scotch and the moss-troopers for the whole of

the county. To return to the arrangement of the

work, we will take the word “ bell.” The infor-

mation here, again, must be sought under nume-

rous headings, which are all independent of one

another, and unfurnished with references. The

sacring bell is in one place
;
the passing bell in

another
;
the pardon bell in a third

;
and so on

with many other subjects. It is, however, still

more inconvenient to have to seek information

upon a subject under a heading ostensibly

devoted to something else
;

as, for instance, the

presence of candlesticks upon the altar, of which

we find an account under the word “ Gradiu,”

as well as in their more legitimate connexion

with caudles in their proper sequence; or the

occurrence of two churches in one church-yard

enumerated in the paragraph on cemeteries.

This is not so bad, though, as finding a statement

on one page that is contradicted on the next,

becanse though this arrangement may leave us

only haJf-informed, it does not set us wondering

to the exclusion of power to progress with the

subject in hand. Tet such contradictions have

crept in. Among the really plentiful account of

guest-houses, for instance, our author says,

“The Benedictine abbot received at his own
table the guests of superior degree ; the Cister-

cian abbot modestly dined with them in the

hostel, whilst the Clugniac abbot took no notice

of their reception.” On the next page he says,

“ The Clugniac abbot dined with guests in hall.”

In a third place, he says it was the custom of

the Clugniac abbots “ to dine always with the

brethren;” and in a fourth, “the abbot enter-

tained his guests, and any monks whom he

invited, in the hall.” Again, he says, p. 165,

the dress of the Clugniaos “ was a black frock, a

pelisse, a hood of lamb’s wool, red hose, a white

woollen tunic, and black scapular
;
and in choir,

copes of linen
;
in cloister and refectory, a white

pall
;
and in times of labour a white scapular.”

And, p. 166, he says, “ The Clugniaos wore a

pelisse, a frock, and a cowl of scarlet cloth, to

show their readiness to shed their blood for the

sake of Christ.” Another form of inaccuracy

occurs in the mention of wayside chapels, which,

by the bye, is separated from the heading

“ chapel ” by two-thirds of the book. After

stating that these structures were commonly

attached to bridges at the entrance of towns as

at Rochester, Stamford, Blveb, Durham, Exeter,

Newcastle, and London, Mr. Walcott says, “ two

still exist at Castle Barnard and Wakefield, the

latter being of the fourteenth century
;

it has a

remarkable carving of the Resurrection.” In

the first place, the ancient piece of sculpture

thus indicated, with the whole of tho west front

on which it appeared, was taken down twenty

years ago, when the chapel was renewed, and

rebuilt on the margin of a lake in the grounds of

Kettlethorpo Hall, near Wakefield, where it now

forms part of a summer-house, or boat-house

;

and, in the second place, it was not a carving of

the Resurrection, but a series of five alto-relievos

placed in niches beneath canopies. These are,

doubtless, like clerical errors, of which there are

also specimens, trifling matters; but we prefer

to point them out rather than gloss them over,

hoping that by doing so we may conduce to the

exactness of a future edition of what appears

likely to be, saving these and similar drawbacks,

a very useful work.

The subjects treated as sacred archajology

belong to two distinct classes. All religious

buildings and their respective parts and orna-

mentation, including sculpture, paintings, carv-

ings, stained glass, sacred vessels, effigies, gems,

tombs ;
all the fumiture, plate, vestments, hang-

ings, and ornaments of the altar, everything, in

fine, upon which the resources of art have been

lavished for the embellishment of divine service,

are mentioned ;
to these are added a mass of

particulars concerning practices, ritual, tradi-

tion, and customs ;
and lest these may be under-

valued,we enumerate the distiuctioua as given

:

The orders of the sacred ministry, and the office

of minor clerks
;
eoclesiastical dignities, offices,

and ministries in the service of the church

;

religious communities, rules, and conventual ar-

rangementof buildings; distinctionsofthe faithful,

catechumens, and penitents
;
divine service, sacra-

ments, rites and ceremonies in all their details,

their administration and accessories ;
discipline

and ordinances ;
Sundays, festivals, and fasts

;

usages and institutions. In most instances,

however, the two classes of facts are inextricably

interwoven. As every one is a “ parishioner

we select that word as one of general interest

that illustrates this tendency.

“ PariahionerB, in 1260, 1281, and 1305, were required

to find in every church a chalice, principal vestment, a

silt cope for principal feativals, two others for rectors of

the choir on those days; a processional cross, a cross

carried before the dead, a bier, a holy-water vessel, with

salt and bread- osculatory, paschal candlestick, censer,

lantern, and little band-bell (lor preceding the yiatieim)

;

two candlesticks foracolytbs before the gospel; a legendary,

antiphouar, grail, psalter, tropar, ordinal, missal, and

manual - high-altar frontal, three surplices, a pjx, roga-

tioD banners, bells and ropes, a font with lock and key,

chrismatory, images, the image of the patron saint, the

church light (before the altar), the repairs of the nave
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and tower, glass windows, aisles, and chorcliyard fence.

In 1014, parishioners were called the priest’s hynnen, or

byretnen. In 69-t, the only chnrch fornitare expressly
reqoited comprised holy books, bousel, ressels, and mass
vestments. The sovereign is the parishioner of the Arch-
bishop of Canierbnrv.’'

In the pernsal of thia epeoimen of the dic-

tionary a conviction will be felt of the advantage
a work of the kind promises to be. We could
have wished that the authority for the statement
was given, and that it was expressed with a little

more precision, so that we might be informed
whether these requirements from parishioners
were local or general

;
but our author has omitted

references, except to Holy Scripture, he says, for

the, sake of conciseness and with extreme re-

luctance. As some amends for this short-coming,
he gives a list of “ general authorities,” which is

a catalogue of archaeological works, belonging to

several centuries and countries, that is formid-
able enough.
King Richard I. said he would bequeath to the

Black Monks his luxury ; to the Grey his avarice

;

and to the Templars his pride. Interesting ac-

counts are given in the volume before os of these
legatees and their architectural possessions. The
first-mentioned “ held all the cathedrals of the
new foundation in England except Carlisle. The
magnificent churches of Tewkesbury, Battle, Per-
shore, Glastonbury, Tynemouth, Selby, Sher-
borne, Milton, St. Maty’s (York), Crowland,

'

Ramsay, also belonged to them.” Of the build-

ings of the Cistercians, or grey monks, only
one abbey-church, that of Scarborough, re-

mains in use
;

all the others, among them
Buildwas, Jorevalle, Melrose, Byland, Rievaulx,
Ford, Merevale, Boyle, Tintern, Littleshall, Kirk-
stall, and Netley, are in ruins. These brethren,
says otir author, “ erected their abbeys in lovely

:

places, usually well-wooded and watered valleys,

far away from human habitation, and were prin-
cipally noted by their success as graziers, shep-
herds, and farmers. The short choir, the
transeptal aisle, divided into certain chapels,
the low central tower, the grisaille glass in the
windows, the solitary bell, the absence of tesse-
lated pavements, pictures, mural colour and
many lights in their churches, the almost invari- '

able arrangement of the conventual buildings,

'

with the dormitory at the eastern side of the
cloister, communicating with the transept by
a flight of stairs ; the refectory set at right
angles to the cloister

j
the chapter-house divided

into aisles, except at Margam in Wales, are un-
failing notes of the houses of the order.” The
absence of an eastern lady-chapel is also pointed
out as observable in the chnrches of these
brethren ; the edifice was dedicated to St. Mary

;

no chapel was, hence, required for her especial
service. Of the remains of the buildings of the
brotherhood, to whom King Richard declared he
would bequeath his pride, there is not so much
account. Sir Walter Scott, whom we may
aooredit with having searched every kind of
memorial of this order with great industry and
acumen, seeing the large part the brotherhood
played upon bis marvellous canvas, says the
establishments of the Knight Templars were
called Preceptories, and the title of those who
presided in the order was Preceptor; as the
principal Knights of St. John were termed Com-
manders, and their bouses Commanderies, al-

though the terms were sometimes used inter-

changeably. Mr. Walcott, however, alludes to

no such distinction :

—

“ Commatdery {commenda, a bpneQce), or prpceptory
(^aeeplio, a first share). A cell of the Templars and
Uospitallers for oollecting demesne-rents, and a home for
veteran members of those orders

;
the president paid him-

self first his own pension, and then scconntea for the
residue. These houses remain at Stringfleld, CHbburn (or
Chibbnm?), and Worcester."

The strong point of the book is that which is

built upon the author’s acquaintance with the
writings of the early fathers of the church. It

is the learning of the library rather than a
knowledge of practical construction, that we
may call his shield and his defence. His histo-

ries of the litanies, the liturgies, the kyrio
elison, the mass, the martyrologies, all customs
in connexion with the services, feasts, fasts, the
use of insignia and articles of costume are
admirable. It is pleasant to see renewed upon
a modem page the pithy, incisive, and decisive
wisdom of men whose impressions upon their
fellow-men are felt nearly a thousand years after
the conclusion of their labours. Hear King
Edward :

“ Ceremonies be no workers nor works
of salvation, but only ontward signs and tokens,
to put us in remembrance of things of higher
perfection,” Hear, also, what the faitbfnl said
of images :

" Eusebius mentions a statne of our
Lord erected by the woman who was healed (St.

Matt. ix. 20). Tertullian speaks of etchings of
the Good Shepherd on glasses, such as are pre- :

served still in the Vatican
;
and St. Gregory, of*

Nazianzum, Pope Damascus, and St. Augustine,
j

frequently allude to paintings and sculptures as

common in their time. St. Basil says that by
‘ the beauty of the image the eyes are raised to

the fairer vision of the archetype and St.

Gregory of Nyssa declared that he never passed
-the inscriptions of images without tears, and
regarded them as efficacious in stirring the I

heart and elevating it to virtue ; whilst Bede
i

calls them ‘the living history of divine history;’

and Beleth, ‘ the literature of the laity.’ ” But
although these pure souls could see only the

means of attracting attention to the highest
things in these representations, there have been
from the earliest times those who have dissented

from their use. We read that Epiphatiius, see-

ing a chnrch at Anabathla lighted up, approached
it and was about to enter, when he found a
“ cnrtain-veil,” painted with the image of Christ

or of a saint, drawn before the doors, whereupon
he desired the churchwardens to remove it on
the ground that it represented the human form,

and gave them another veil. .As aids to the dis-

semination of information concerning Scriptural

facts, “ images,” in their broadest sense, have
' been considered useful by the most pious and
simple of teachers. “ In paintings on walls,”

says Gregory, “ they who cannot read books can
read that which in books they are unable.” Mr.

,
Walcott pursues this subject through its laby-

' rinths with much research. He gives, too, an
interesting account of emblems. We quote part

' of his notice of the transitions in the representa-
tion of the Lamb :

—

I

“ In very old eepnlcbrea the lamb stands on a hill, amid
the fonr rivers of Paradise, or on the Baptist’s hand. It

sometimes carries a milk-pail and crook, to represent the
Good Shepherd. In tlie fifteenth century it is nimbed.

.
In the fonrth century its head is crowned with the cross
and monoffram. In the sixth century it bears a spear,
the emblem of wisdom, ending in a cross

;
or appears,

bleeding from five wounds, in a chalice. At last it is

girdled with a gold zone of power and jostico (Is, li. 6),
bears the banner-cross of the Besorrection, or treads
upon a serpent (Rev. iviii. 14). At length, in the eighth

I

and ninth oenturies, it lies on a throne amid angels and
saints, as in the Apocalyptic vision. When fixed to a

' cross it formed the crucifix of the Primitive Church, and,
therefore, was afterwards added as the reverse of an actual

,

crucifix, as on the sfational cross of Velletri. In 692, the
Council in Trullo ordered the image of the Saviour to be
substituted for the lamb.”

j

Another feature of interest is the notice of the
behaviour of congregations during the perform-

^ ance of divine worship. Mr. Walcott reminds us
that “ murmuring ” was once a common mode of

expressing approval or displeasnre in the course

I

of the service. Bishop Barnet and Bishop Spratt

I were both murmured at when preaching at St.
‘ Margaret’s, Westminster, to the delight of the

first, who eat down and enjoyed the manife-ata-
' tion, rubbing his face with his handkerchief the

while
;
and to the annoyance of the latter. At

;

Hereford, every person arriving late in choir was
thus hummed at. This was, doubtless, the last

j

vestige of the primitive custom of applauding
and clapping hands deprecated by St. Chrysos-

j

tom and St. Jerome. The former of these censors
says the custom took the place of the Greek

I

acclamation of the orator by bis audience. The
|

j

latter snys,—“ In chnrch, at the tombs of the

j

martyrs, the amen, like the heavenly thunder,

I

booms again.” St. Justin tells us the people
. cried out amen after the Holy Communion; and

I

other early authorities frequently refer to this

1
custom. By the reign of Queen Anne, the prac-

I

tieo of expressing sentiments by murmarring

i

was not quite obselete. A witty preacher, at.

St. Mary’s, Cambridge, addressed Lis congrega-
tion as “ Hum et hissijni auditores.” Elsewhere,
in Mr. Walcott’s work, wo read people used to

cross their legs when the Gospel from the first

chapter of St. John was read
;
and to rise when

the Lord’s Prayer was read in the second lesson.

As early as the sixth centnry, the congrega-
tion stood while the Epistle was read, as
well as during the reading of the Gospel. All

who value precedent will be gratified with a
perusal of Mr. Walcott’s work. Ancient usage,

with regard to candlesticks on altars, floral

decorations, banners, and all proceedings and
circumstaneea connected with chnrch arrange-

ments, will be found treated at large. The Pope,
who directed the Cistercian abbots to buy up
every specimen of English embroidery they eontd

obtain, said, “ England is our garden of pleasure
and delight

;
its treasure is inexhanstible, where

much is, thence much may be taken.” In the
same way we feel there is so much in this

dictionary of sacred archajology that much can

bo taken from it by most students with great

advantage to themselves. Take the floral decora-

tion of churches at Christmas, Easter, and Whit-
: snntide as a sample. This class of embellishment,
' if undertaken without proper guidance and due
' feeling, is often ill-done. Mr. Walcott gives early

precedents, and a list of the sacred flora suited
for this purpose :

—

"George Herbert had his chnrch,'on'feativals, ' strewed
and BtHck with boughs,' and perfumed with incense;
flowers and ivy, on Whit Sunday, adorn St. Mary’s Red-
oliffc, which is strewn with rushes, like the cathedral on
Mayor’s day. At Christmas, Easter, and Whitsnntide

I churches were always decked with evergreens (Is. lx. 13 •

St. Matt. xxi. 8) ; box, holly, ivy, and rushes, no donbt in
memory of the Gardener of the Resurrection (St. John
XX. 15), the second Adam, who keeps the paradise of the
departed, and also in anticipation of the renewal of all

things (Solomon’s Song ii. 11-13) ; birch and broom were
used on St. John the Baptist’s day. St. Jerome says that
Repotisn shadowed tho basilica and martyrdoms with
divers flowers, foliage, and tendrils of the vines. 8t,
Severns decked the church walls with lilies

;
and For-

tunatus speaks of crowns and pendant garkinds. St.
Paulinus alludes to the same custom

;
and Prudeutius, who

also describes the lamps hanging by ropes, aud their
quivering, glittering light cast on the ceifisgs, says,
picturesquely :

—

* With flowers the pavement strew.
The doors with garlands wreathe ;

Before its day the year shall bloom anew

;

And purple spring in winter breathe.’ "

The list of sacred flowers is a cariosity. We
can, however, only refer our readers to it, Wa
pass on to mention what appears to be a little

confusion of terms on our anthor’s part. He
does not seem to be clear as to the distinctions

between a reredoa, retable, frontal, and super-
frontal. Thus, he speaks of the celebrated
Westminster retable as a frontal, saying, at

the same time, it was more correctly described

ns a tabula picture or table. " The true

frontal, like the modern antepane, or ante-
pendinm, and the ancient pall, was a hanging
of embroidery,—a drapery of the colour of tho
festival The snper-froutal, called the
reredos, at Durham (13S1), and the super-altar,

by Matthew Paris, hung at the back of the altar

as a dorsal The frontal was the fringed

upper covering, or parafront, hanging over the
frontal or suffront of an altar.” The earliest

retable he describes as moveable, and sot on the
altar, to contain relics at certain times

;
and

when, at the beginning of the twelfth century,
it became a fixed appendage, ho speaks of it as a
mere xipright slab of stone, masking a littlo

shrine behind it. M. Tiollet-le-Duc, however,
specially cites the Westminster retable as one
notnnworthy of mention by the side of the famous
pala d’oro of the church of St. Mark, Venice.
Mr. Walcott says, before the fourteenth century
no candles or crosses were permitted to be per-
manently set on altars, but were invariably
brought in by two acolyths when mass was to be
said, aud that the next step was to bring in, in

the same way, portable retablea or diptychs

;

“ and then, in the fifteenth centnry, the contre-

retablo appeared, a wainscoted decoration above
an altar, designed to receive tho altar-piece or

retable.” We do not see why the Westminster
retable should be given as an example of a
frontal.

Kot to close a book with blame when there is

much to admire, we torn to the author’s account
of the diptychs mentioned above. Long before
the name was given to a painting or carving
that folded together it represented two tablets

,

joined together, on which were inscribed the

i

names of benefactors and worthies of the church,
the living on one tablet, the dead on the other.

When from the accumulation of names, which
evontnally included those of the magistracy,
clergy, saints, martyrs, confessors, and the
faithful dead, rnoro leaves were added, they
were enclosed iu two ivory tablets as a cover.

These lists were “read out by the deacon during
the Holy Communion from the fourth century,
until the names became too numerous for recital,

I

and only a general commemoration by St.
I Aogustin was made. The use of the diptych, if

! not of apostolical date, is to be traced to the

;
second century. St. Cyprian allndes to it in the

. third. The practice was coutinned until the
' twelfth century in the Western chnrch, and nntil

j

the fifteenth in the Greek. It is clear, however,

that a Book of Life stood on the altar of Durham
and St. Alban’s until the Reformation; and
even in the seventeenth ceutnry, at Chichester,

SS. Wilfred and Richard were commemorated,
and a list of benefactors set up in a public place

in the cathedral.” Tho reading of these names
of the dead must have been a solemn scene, as
the deacon stood at the foot of the altar and
the celebrant cried, “ 0 Lord and Master, our

God, grant these souls rest in Thy holy taber-

nacles,” in the bushed assembly. The author

adds, " Sometimes names were erased, and
heretics in this way retorted on Catholics. So
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Theocloret attributes the reconciliation of the
churches to the restoration of St. ChryBoatom’s
name upon the diptychs of Constantinople
thirty-five years after his death.” With this

sample of the class of information in the work
we must content onraelvea. Mr. Walcott esti-

mates his undertaking in Lord Bacon’s words as
“ a thing of exceeding great weight, not to be
compassed without vast labour j” and this

valuation we will not attempt to controvert.

OPENING OF THE NEW CONGEE-
GATIONAL COLLEGE, NOTTINGHAM.
Tee new Congregational College or Institute,

just completed on the Forest-road, has been
formally opened. The college has been erected
for the purpose of training young men as
clergymen of the Independent denomination.
The style of the structure is Gothic of the
fourteenth century, and the materials are red
bricks with stone dressings. The inside of
the building contains on the ground-floor a
large entrance-hall, staircase, reception-room,
a large class-room, and library. The second
story is occupied by the lecture-hall, which
is 60 ft. by 30 ft., with open-timbered roof.
The houses of the tutors are situated at either
end of the building. The front of the erec-
tion has been “ broken up,” and the Gothic
windows are doubly recessed. Bands of black
bricks are carried at intervals along the brick-
work. A porch stands out at the entrance to
the main building, and on the other side there
are traceried windows, above which runs a band
of ornamental brickwork, and above all are

,

formed five upper windows. The centre of these
is a large three-light traceried window, running
into a gable, which forms the central feature of
the building. The bigh-pitched roof is sur-
mounted by a bell-turret of ornamental design.
The structure is situated on an eminence. The
architect was Mr. R. C. Sutton, of Bromley
House, whose design was selected by the com-

,

miltee out of a large number sent in for compe-
tition. The builders were Messrs. Bell & Wood,
and the contract for the woodwork was executed
by Messrs. Stevenson & Weston. The total cost
of the building, without the laud, has amounted,
including extras and furnishing, to 5,4001.

SOMETHING OF SOSA.

Few are the travellers who linger at Susa,
unless to sleep through the interval between the
arrival of train and departure of diligence for
the Mont Cenis pass, or to sit, sulky or sorrow-
ful, through the hours of half-lit darkness before
the train that was missed by the late diligence
has its work taken up by a sucoessor next in
order. Post-bags and travellers have alike to
wait, and anxious correspondents, and all may
freely^ indulge in the ill-conditioned solamen
miseris of having companions in discomfort.
Until the mountain is pierced by the tunnel, or
the post-bags assert their consequence more
importunately, such contingencies must occur
upon the Turin line. Not even the high summit
railway can be expected to bo absolutely punc-
tual,—may its arrival at all be iu every case a
certainty ! The works go on with a resolution
that declares that success is intended and posi-
tively counted on

;
and now pushes on rapidly

with ordinary appliances of the steam-horse,
and now betakes itself again to its higher cen-
tral third rent, to grapple with seemingly im-
possible gradiwits. Shielding arches of massive
work show where encumbering, not to sav de-
molishing, avalanches are provided against; and
long after the ascending diligence may flatter
itself that it has shaken oft' its presumptuous
rival, it is found dogging it pertinaciously again,
like “the hound of spring upon winter’s traces,”
and only nightfall makes it uncertain whether
the new power has yet attacked the last steep
height, which alone, after wo have been climb-
ing for half a day, is dignified by the muleteers
with the title of “ the mountain.” In the mean
time a single perverse rut in the icy road makes
all the diS'erence in effective punctuality of ar-
rival, though not much ia the interest or plea-
santness of the journey. With the happy
unconsciousness of travellers who have never
met with an accident, and who regard such
events uuconsoiously with the feeling avowed by
the philosopher who noticed that fatal accidents
always had a way of bofalliug somebody else,

—

we looked down all the afternoon from coupe,
and even from banquette, at the most desperate
precipices. Quite at ease in our wraps, and
comforted with a carpeted foot-warmer, a certain
sense occurred sometimes of the riskiness of a
railway that, always running on the outer side

of the road, would afford its travellers a sheer
look over. None of us disturbed ourselves at the
lurching of the cumbrous vehicle, nor even at the
excited exclamations and instructions of the
guard, who, silting just behind the driver, was
as peremptory iu his constant interferences as a
Channel pilot might be with the captain on the
bridge of a steamer. Picturesqueneas, there-

fore, and not peril, colours the scene, wheu, at
a turn in the rood, whex’e a welcome chance is

given to the foremost travellers of looking back
at the long train of sledges behind, it becomes
apparent that, for ten minutes, all the noise and
cracking of whips exerted upon fourteen mules
has only given the ponderous box a twist, some-
times one way aometimes another, upon an axial

point, bub never moved it an inch in advance.
Of course power is brought up from behind, and
of course we go on again all right

;
but we come

to the place where baggage and bags and tra-

vellers have again to be transferred to the dili-

gences, full one hour late. This ia done at last

iu the midst of a wilderness of moon-lit snow,
over a road of ice, crackling, if not tripping up,

at every step. The rapid descent undoes in

minutes the ascent of hours, but travellers un-
easy about further progress are by this time
resigned to the necessity of interrupting the
journey from Liverpool to Palermo by a regular
night’s rest

j
and guards, who fretted before at

every instant of delay, seem restored to a happy
frame of mind now that the race is fairly lost.

Happier, as well as luckier, for the moment,
are they who have predetei mined to make a
pause at Susa, and wiser also, it may be, if their

errand does not make any lingering an idleness,

are they to take a day or two to survey the
scenery by which the steeper Italian side of the
Alps breaks up and iuterposes some ranges and
slopes of intermediate horror and loveliness be-

fore consenting to be lost entirely in the level

plain of Lombardy. It is well worth while to

familiarize the mind with the characteristics of

both slopes of the great mountain barrier before
pressing hurridly on. Even if such impressions

I
could bo realized in a moment, and after a single

i excursion at a single glance, they will either

prove but transitory or will interfere and intrude
upon the next series of interesting impresaions
too suddenly succeeding them. Is this the self-

deceiving argument of an idler ? Tho truth will

be found on trial of Hesiod’s maxim, and appre-
ciated no less by the artistic than by his ex-

emplar of
*' The sordid soul,

How much tho half ia greater than the vliole.”

Doubtless all this is more easily said by one who
is nob unfamiliar with much of Italy already,—
not so easily adopted on a first visit,—with the
whole peuinsulastretohing out iu all novelty, and
attracting most forcibly to its more inteiestiog

points. Tho suggestion of the interest of

suspended travel at Susa may, then, bo left to

take its chance with those who are returning,
and who may think it nob time thrown away to

explore its beauties and its monuments while
awuitiug the chance of making up a party and
superseding diligences by a vettura.

The characteristics of the ecenery may be
sought on the walls of water-culonr exhibitions,

or at the Academy, more fitly than in this place,

which has more claim to monumental notices.

The cathedral of San Giusto, and the wonderfully
preserved Roman arch, are the principal, it may
be said only, mouumeubs of interest, but both.
W’orthy of considerablo attention. The cathedral

.

and its bell-tower are iu true Lombui'd style.

What we should call its west front— though
here, iu fact, its northern, for ecclesiastical

Orientation is but lightly regarded in Italy,

ia strangely made continuous with the
Medimval city wall, built appparcutly on
earlier foundations. The city gate abuts upon
it on the other side, flanked by towers, now
dilapidated

j
and tho road which leaves the city

through it, and skirts tho flank of the church in

passing to it, is tho Game that once led direct to

the steep ascent still spanned at a liltlo distance
by the Roman arch. Road and arch ai-e now
within an enclosure, but tho keys are at hand,
according to a conspicuous notice, and the cu^tode
is obliging and indulgent. The, so to speak,
western entrance of the cathedral is now built

up—has lung been— and the front has been
brought flush with the city-wull by the demoli-

tion of an advanced porch usual in the style, of
which the ruined attachments are still uuoblite-
ruted. The church is not remarkable among
Lombard churches; and still, it is impossible to
visit it without interest here, on the threshold
of Lombardy, or to dwell on it without pleasure.
There is a certain simplicity and sobriety about
the design of these architects that is very
engaging, rescued, as it is, by a sufticieut indi-

cation of originality and inventive resource
from taxation for meagre poverty. The exterior
cornice has the usual enrichment of interlacing
arcades in relief, very neatly finished iu brick,

and under the raking cornice. At the end the
straightening lines of the arches are at right
angles to the slope, but kept well to the vertical,

and with excellent effect. Within the openings
from nave to aisles are round arches, of good
proportions, inclining to the tall, through the
wall that ia pierced above with the small win-
dows that suffice for illumination in Italy. These
openings have an arch of second order, and a
slight shaft rising in the centre of each pier.

The vaulting is quadripartite
; but only the piers

at the extremities of the nave, west and oast,

have shafts on their face rising to the spring of

tho arch. This arch by the crossing ia pointed,
and harmonizes with the converging archivolta

of the apse.

The first conclusion is, that this eastern arch
and the apse are of later date than the general
round-arched nave. It may be so

;
yet tbe de-

tails scarcely declare decisively, or even equivo-
cally, for such a view

;
aud if it be correct, they

must have been inserted within the original shell

j

of the primary struotui-e, which declares itself

from without as homogeneous from foundation
' to cornice, and from one end to the other. There
is a difference of the same kind iu tho same

I

position in a church of considerable elegance at

j

Arena, and of tho same apparent uniformity in

j

general design. The question—unless it has

^

been critically settled already—may stand over
: for illustration by more accessible examples,

i
At Susa, stnictural inquiry in tbe iuterior has

I

been rendered difficult by the painting in dis-

I

temper of every portion. Every surface at least

has been covered with patterns, and in great
,
variety

;
yet even when buflled by them as

I
arcLmologiets, wo may give a word of candid

i

praise to the artist. The shafts, with well-

judged efiect, have been left plain, aud tho tone
of tho whole ia sober, for all its lavish diversity,

harmonious in itself, and liaj-monizing with the
purpose and diguity of the occasion.

Enough has been said, perhaps, to attract

some other visitor to further scrutiny than even
' an idler had time for, with the Roman arch still

;
to bo examined. One other notice such successor

I may be thankful for. On the side doors by which

I

tbe church is at present entered are two bronze

j

pej’forated plates of Mediaival execution—of
prie-Medimval. They seem once to have been

I

fitted with rings; at present, on the modernized

i

doors, they are high up, and attached as

I

ornaments. The diameter of each ia about
. 11 in. The centre of one ia a bull’s head,
with distinct teeth, perforated oyes, and the
single large bead is coutinued on each side

I to two small bodies curled round, with com-
plete legs and intwined tail. Be would bo rash
who would say whether tho bead on the other is

wolf or mere chimajia, and whether the more
freely executed little animals on either side aro
cubs or tiger-oats, or what not. The central
heads each protrude to form a Lose iu the centre
of a foliated border, excellent subjects for pho-
tography, an art not fluurishiug as yet at Susa.
It is curious to see in these grotesquely-treated
heads a revival of the very same conventionali-
tios in the expression of tho curls on a bull’s

forehead or the niano of u lioness that meet us
on early Greek coins aud busts, on the lions of
the Lyciuu room at the British Museum, and on
the bas-reliefs of Assyria.

The campanile has ihe same general character
that pervtidfcs so many examples in Italy of

every degree of the secondary enrichments that

culminate iu the colossal mosaic of Giotto’s

tower at Florence. Furgusson has remarked on
tho propriety with, which the openings advance
arithmetically, sometimes from one to fom’ in

regular order, from below upwards. The success

of this depends on a muuagemunt that ia not
always forthcoming. Where the outlines of tho

structure aro kept, as they usually are, to the
true vertical, these ever-widening openings have
an inevitable tendency to an appearance of a
fan-like spreading that conflicts with the im-
pression of verticality. Where walls so lofty

have no inward incline, not only is this un-
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pleaaisg conflict nncompenBated, but the expres-

sion of lightening of load towards the eumTiiit

lacks the confirmation that would be given by

the implied redaction of the thickness of the

walls towards the top. The beautiful structure

of Giotto does not vindicate itself thoroughly

against this criticism. What will be the result

in case—as those who have lived to see the pro-

gress of Cologne Cathedral may well anticipate

—it should ever be completed according to

traditional design it is not easy to conjecture.

Bobert Browning, vaies sacer, has predicted that

it will still spring up its

—

“ full fifty braccia,

Complefing Florence, as Flotence Italy.’’

Meantime, we are sensible of a certain ten-

dency to incongruous cumbrousness above the

highest and most open light, and a certain

excess of unaccounted-for dead solidity in the

unpierced height between the top of so generous

a window and that of the cornice. The spires

and spirets that now cover the tower of San
Giusto at Susa are, of course, modern in design

as in execution. “ In one of the chapels,” says

our guide book,—an old companion, doubtless,

dated 1858,—“ is a curious Mediseval bronze

group of onr Lady of Rocca Melone, with St.

George and Bonifacio Rotari, a Crusader of the

twelfth century.” This is, in fact, an engraved

brass, of very perfect preservation
;
but that

it has been thought worth the trouble to

scrape off the armorial bearings from the

shields, and of fine execntion and florid design.

It is of a size to be lifted in the hands, and of a

style altogether to ronse painful regrets for the

absence of tracing-paper and beelball.

Reversing the order of chronology as it

appears in the books, bat following that by
which we most advantageously quit onr own
standing-place in history to mount upwards to

the past, we quit the monaments of feudalism,

and of that well-knit ecclesiastical system that,

dating earlier, had contests and compromises so

remarkable with the feudal instincts, we torn

our backs upon the Porta di San Ginsto to

mount the slope to the celebrated, but too little

visited Roman Arch of Susa. “ From the Marble
Arch to the Marble Arch,” wo exclaim, as we
approach it, so similar is it in general aspect to

our neighbour in Hyde Park, and so well pre-

served,— time only having conferred on the

material that rich golden bne that never

can be hoped for as a glory to be given by
the atmosphere of London. The finest view
of the arch is from the road above it when
the campanile of San Giusto is seen to the right,

and beyond, for back-ground, the glorious dis-

tances of mountain slopes,—not too lofty to be
dotted with villages, and flushing into the tender

greens of an Italian spring. It is difficnlt to

think that the gate was ever used for common
passage and entrance into the city, so sharp are

the angles of the lower basement stones. Some
traces of Roman construction behind intimate

that it was rather erected in the dignified posi-

tion which its English antetype held and baa

lost, of connexion with a residence on the same
site where later stood the palace of the Countess

Adelaide.
Antiquaries have recovered the inscription on

the Attic sufficiently to establish that it was
erected about B.C. 8

,
in honour of Augustas, by

one of the chiefs of those Alpine tribes whom
it was one of his latest personal military occu-

pations to snbjngate or pacificate. Julius Cotins,

son of Donnns, who called himself a king, suc-

ceeds as prefect, and by this erection acknow-
ledges his gratitude to the irresistible power that

deigned to make use of him in his reduced con-

dition,—a condition, after all, that must have
been of no slight importance to admit of the

execution of such a work. The funds being
given, there is little to astonish ns in a monu-
ment so comparatively pare in taste having been
erected by such a personage on the eastern foot

of the Alps, when we remember how thoroughly

classical in style and meritorions in execution is

the coinage of our own Cunobelin, a contempo-
rary. ” The general proportions,” said Woods,
‘‘ are not unpleaeingj” but this praise is scarcely

positive enough for proportions that are indeed

particularly pleasing,—the general proportions,

that is, of the etrncture with reference to void

opening, solid supports, depth, mass, and general
outline. By rough measurements under difficnl-

ties, the depth of the single passage (5'48

metres) seems to be somewhat less than the
open width (5'80 metres), as that again is still

more in excess of the joint width of the supports
on either side (2 58 metres each). The efect is

given very decidedly of a passage much wider

than deep, and well in excess of the supporting

jambs.
The structure rests upon two oblong bases of

rougher material, but very massive blocks that

project some foot all ronnd, within archway as

without, beyond the proper plinth and base

monldings. Extending from front to back at

outer sides of these bases extends on either side

a long and high (6’43 by 1'28 dia.) pedestal with

base moulding of Roman type, bat well and

boldly drawn and preserved by having been long

covered with earth. The better comice of this

pedestal is less well preserved, bat quite re-

coverable. These long pedestals project beyond

the face of the structure at each end, aud show

as the proper pedestals of four fluted Corinthian

colnmns engaged one at each angle 3 the bases

of the columns are on plinths that are returned

along the outside, bnt finish against the front.

To the four columns thus engaged is given their

proper entablature, with sculptured frieze running

all round, and above the cornice is an oblong

attic of corresponding plan, and about equal

height, in three courses of which the two upper

bore the inscription : no trace of a superior

cornice, which must have existed, as proved by

the preservation of the inscription, now re-

mains.
The architrave of the order has its projection

necessarily governed by the degree of engage-

ment of the capitals, and advances not only

beyond the face of the wall, but beyond the band

of the arcbivolt of the arch, which is just in con-

tact with it at the centre.

The fascias of the arcbivolt descend directly

upon the very thin and carved abacus of an

angle, pilasters of which the base moulding is

very simple, both faces plain and undated, and
the flat honeysuckle enrichment of the capital

very fairly elegant. The level of this abacus is

about the middle of the exalted engaged colnmns;

there are no mouldings under the archway, bnt

the lower vonssoirs project about an inch from

the plane wall, aud thus mark the line of

spring.

The solidity of the stmeture is complete,

palpable, and very wonderful : it need not bo

said that no mortar is employed, and the joints

are very fine. These have, as nanal, been

attacked at the points of bond for the sake of

metal cramps, but without affecting the general

pertinacious cohesion of the mass. There is not

a trace of an open joint discoverable either from

settlement, failure of materials, or shift from

earthquakes. Some semblance of openings along

the entablature are seen to be clearly due to
|

constant percolation of water in places where

the cornice has been violently damaged.
j

This permanence is readily acconnted for by 1

the aerions simplicity of tho construction. The
|

marble employed is very hard, and in very large

blocks
5
the masonry work is perfect in its order

and execntion. Up as high as to the third

vonssoir the courses of masonry run through

with continuous horizontal joints. Thus, of the

plain wall of the interior of tho arch, the four

lowest conrses correspond in height with, and

:

' are continued round into the course comprising

I

both plinth and base moulding, the two courses

of the die, the course of the comice of pedestal.

Above these the base and lowest drum of the

column are carved ont of a block that is con-

tinued in the ashlar, at a height that runs

throngh and so upwards. The capital of the

pilaster, again, is part of a course that becomes
1 at the angle a drum of the column, and a joint

! runs even throngh the Corinthian capitals at
' mid height. The two lower vonssoirs, of which
the joints have bnt moderate inclination, are

part of atones of the horizontal course,—those

above become distinct. The central vonssoirs

of the vault from front to back are three only,

tho next line on each aide has four, and then

come, as it seems, three again.

The predominant effect of the Roman arch at

Susa, then,—probably the best preserved Roman
work in the entire peninsula,—is satisfactoriness

inrespectofgeneral proportion and ofconspicuous
solidity, especially when seen from the angle,

so that the bond of the continnous flank pedestal

can be appreciated. Its points of weakness
are,— First, a want of proper architectural ex-

pression of the articniation that sbonld unite the

system of colnmns and entablature with the

pilaster-borne arch
5
its walls and spandrels that

seem rather housed within it than either its

true core or outgrowth. The columns assert

themselves as independent of the general sop-

ports in determining the projection of the archi-

trave, but the architrave is dependent for sap-
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port on the arcbivolt and ashlar below, mani-

festly, but with suppressed acknowledgment.

True, that the continnousnesa of horizontal

joints corrects the sense of primary disjunction

to some extent, but covertly ;
and if recognised,

only to protest against a neglect that it insuf-

ficiently makes np for.

The architrave by its projection—see it at

what time of day we will—throws a dark shadow

that interferes with the lines of the arcbivolt,

while the contrast of the uncompensated corves

of this inevitably cause the horizontal lines to

appear to sag.

Variona differences occur in the details and

style of execntion of the several capitals, and

the lower torus of one of the bases is exception-

ally as freely relieved from the plinth as those at

Tivoli.

The sculptured sacrifices on the frieze are

rnde enough. An enormoos bull, as high as the

priests who lead it to sacrifice, is even less re-

markable than a BOW that follows of equal height,

and which an acolyte has to strain himself pain-

fully to grasp by the ear with one hand, by the

tail with the other. On the other hand, the

oavalry-men and horses have the proportions of

veritable pigmies
;
and yet the general scheme,

sequence, and distribution, are really very fair.

And so enough of Susa,—the Segnsinm of the

ancients.

MAIDSTONE MUSEUM.

The county town of Kent, nestling snugly in

its verdant valley, with the winding Medway
watering its skirts, and margined by gently-

sloping and luxuriantly-clad hills, presents a

very pleasant picture.

“ Around the nurturing dBle, embosom’d deep.

Contrasted bUls extend their circling sweep

;

Like battlements upresr'd, on every side
__

To screen its crops, and fence its flowery pnde.

A notable place in its way is Maidstone. Few

towns not metropolitan, have so varied a history.

It fills a prominent page, not only in the chro-

nicies of Kent, but in the annals of England.

It was at Maidstone that the disaffected Sir

Thomas "Wyatt hatched his memorable insur-

rection in 1554, which threatened such dire

disaster to the British crown, had it succeeded.

For this daring escapade Wyatt was executed in

London, while three of his followers, Sir Henry

Isley, Thomas laley his brother, and Walter

Mantle, squire, met with a like fate at Maid-

stone. Mary showed her displeasure with the

condnet of the inhabitants on that occasion by

disfranchising them. The picturesque ruins of

Allington Castle, the ancestral seat of the

Wyatts, stands on the bank of the Medway,

about two miles from Maidstone, and not far

from the famous Kit’s Coty House—hardest oi

antiquarian nuts, that nobody yet has been able

to crack. In 1648 the town was stormed by

the Parliamentarians, under Fairfax, who cer-

tainly did not show much mercy to the unlucky

inhabitants. They have been peaceful and

patriotic ever since. In ancient times the city

of the Medway was a place of great ecclesias-

tical importance. As early as the reign of King

John the Archbishop of Canterbnry had a palace

here, rebuilt in 1350 by Archbishop Ufford. There

is an old palace here now, rod-roofed and ivy-

covered, an object of interest to antiquaries.

! The church of All Saints, known as “ The Pil-

I
grims’ Chapel,” is close by, and for centuries

its polpit was occupied by the most celebrated

pulpit orators of their day from_ far and near.

Indeed, to have preached at Maidstone at one

time conferred a distinction, of which divines so

honoured were not a little proud, and those luss

fortunate were not a little jealous. All Saints

was rebuilt in Richard II.’s time, and is one of

the largest parochial edifices in the kingdom.

It is 227 ft. in length and 91 ft. wide. ^Its

steeple was destroyed by lightning in 1^30.

Ultimately the place settled down into an ordi-

nary country town, easy-going, and quietly

prosperous. At the beginning of the century,

the popnlation was about 6
,
000

,
it is now about

23,000, which is satisfactory enough. The

Maidstone of to-day is noted for a special gin,

which it brews, and for its manufacture of

paper. The latter was begun in 1808. We also

bear of the town periodically in connexion with

the assizes, and the “ good old institution of

banging ” (the county jail erected in 1818, at

a cost of nearly 200,
0001 . is a model prison)

;

but it is chiefly known to ns, of course, for its

hops. The first English hops were raised here

in the time of Henry Till., and Maidstone is
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now the first hop-market in the kingdom. It is

the Maidstone of the past, however, that will

afford moat interest to the antiquary. The re-

mains and traces are plentiful. The quaint,
fantastically carved, gable-fronted timber bouses,
one meets with all along the High-street, and
Stone-street, in Week-street, and St. Faith’s-
green, recall the old days veiy vividly. There
are one or two long-roomed, wide-windowed, low-
roofed, quadrangular inns built of wood, looking
like miniature Tabard inns. And doubtless they,
too, have had their local Chaucers, and their

Canterbury tales, “told in the twilight” over
beakers of ale at the hostelry’s comfortable
board. It is a pity that no really good local

guide-book exists to tell us something of the
history of the antique houses in Maidstone

—

numerous enough even now to cast an air of two
centuries agono over the place. Not often do
we see so many bits of old domestic architecture
as one finds here. We wish to say a few words
about one of these picturesque structures which
has been converted into a library and museum
of antiquities. It is Eomothing unique in its

way, and merits a word of description.
Adjoining St. Faith’s-green already alluded

to, and in the street of that name, stands the
Manor House of Chillington, anciently part of
the possessions of the well-known family of
Cobham, of Cobham, of Kent. John de Gobham,
as we read, procured a charter of free warren
for the manor, in the seventeenth year of the
reign of Edward III. The present house is a
large, irregularly built mansion, dating from
about the time of Elizabeth, though some por-
tions may be older, and others more recent.
Similar family residences are to be met with
throughout the country.

“ The oaken wainscot richly graced
With gay festoons of mimic flowers

j

The armorial bearings, now defaced
;

All speak of proud and long-past hoars.

The ceiling, quaintly carved and groin’d.
With pendent pediments reversed,

A bygone age recalls to mind
Whose glories song hath oft rehearsed,”

There is the courtyard in front, and the ter-

raced garden grounds behind. After passing
throngh many hands, and experiencing a variety
of vicissitudes, the building, about half a cen-
tury ago, became the property of Mr. William
Charles, of Maidstone, who occupied part
of it as a residence, and carried on a felt

manufactory, as we understand, in another
part. It descended to this gentleman’s
son, Thomas Charles, a physician and enthn-
siastic antiquary. By his will, dated 1855, he
bequeathed a valuable collection of books and
antiquities upon trust for permanent preserva-
tion in his native town. At his death the Corpo-
ration purchased the mansion, and thus was
founded “The Charles Museum.” The collection
has been largely added to since, chiefly through
the liberality of Mr. Randall, a local banker,
and executor of the donor, and Mr. Edward
Pretty, F.S.A., the first appointed curator of the
museum. It is well displayed, and carefully
arranged in four rooms. No handbook of the
museum has as yet been prepared. In the
absence of such help, all we can pretend to do is

to note some of the leading features of the
collection gathered during a brief visit. On the

I ground-floor is the library, consisting of upwards
I of 4,000 volumes, with tables and chairs for the
I accommodation of readers. It is rich in works
I of local history, topography, and antiquities, as
a country library should be. We also observed
a complete set of the Oentleman’s Magazine,
and in a glass case are exhibited several manu-

: script works and specimens of early printing,
k Among these may be mentioned an illuminated
: miniatufe of St. Martin dividing his cloak with
i the beggar, from a grand choral book, date
about 1300 j a MS. illuminated Bible (the Vul-

:

gate), written about 1216, with very ancient
I binding; a MS. Book of Prayers of the latter
i:part of the thirteenth century; and a good copy
I of “The Ship of Fools,” printed at Friburg in
1498. There is a German Lutheran Bible, with

I engravings, by Godfrey Leigel (Wittemberg,
;1551), and original binding; the Bishops’ Bible,
; having Cranmer’s prologue, 1572 ; and a Geneva
r or Breeches Bible—a copy of the edition printed
: in London in 1603. The furniture of the library
: is appropriate, high-backed baronial-looking old
:oak chairs, carved, and tables to match; also a
'(beautifully-carved charter-ohest of the same
amaterial. These ancient relics, we believe,
^formerly belonged to different families in the
(icounty. Their presence here is an acquisition,
i A plaster statue of her Majesty, and a portrait

in oil, by Mr. E. Pretty, of the Founder, are
among the other objects which adorn this room.
In another apartment we noticed a bust of the
late Prince Consort, and a large equestrian
statue (plaster) of Lady Godiva, by Thomas, the
latter presented by the sculptor’s widow. This
statue occupies one end of what we may term
the picture-gallery, a long, narrow corridor, on
the second floor. The pictures include oil paint-
ings, water-colour drawings, and engravings.
As works of art many of them are really in-

teresting. We can only catalogue' a very few.
A small oil painting of the Hutch fleet coming
up the Medway in 1667, is carious. The name
of the artist we failed to learn. There is a
painting by Scott, of “ Old London Bridge pre-

vious to the Removal of the Buildings in 1762,”
and showing the Traitor’s Gate and Nonsuch
House

; another represents “ The Morning after

the Siege of Gibraltar.” The artist is James
Jeffreys, jun. “ A Drowsy Sot,” is a clever
characteristic sketch by Rowlandson. One or
two landscapes bear the names of Fred. Lee and
Shalders, evidently early specimens of those
artists

; and there are some good portraits by
S. Drummond, A.R.A. To come across here a
copy of one of Sohalken’s works, by W.
Shipley, the founder of the Society of Arts,
was an agreeable surprise. The fact is inte-

resting and the picture worth noting. “ Maid-
stone Market, 1623,” and “ The Fish Market,
Maidstone, 1780,” are valuable as local sketches.
We may state that the old cross, an octa-
gonal structure, removed about fifty years
ago, was latterly used as a fish market.
Formerly it was called the Corn Cross, but
oeased to be the com market after the year
1608. Among the portraits is a noteworthy
one of Dean Piers, Bishop of Peterborough,
afterwards of Wells. It is dated 1623, but the
artist’s name is unknown. There is a lady by
Sir Joshua, and a series of portraits of William
Woollett, the eminent engraver. Specially in-

teresting is one engraved by Sherwin. Woollett
was a native of Maidstone, where he was born
27th August, 1735. He died in May, 1785. A
series of plates, framed and glazed, of Hogarth’s
“ Marriage h. la Mode,” and “ Idleness and In-

dnstry,” also hang on the walls. In the various
cases distributed over the rooms, we found a
good display of geological specimens, fossil

flora, Roman remains and Saxon antiquities

discovered in different parts of the country
;
a

lot of glass articles found in earthenware vessels

at the Roman Cemetery, at Lockham Wood;
specimens of Samian potterware, of old china,
and of majolica of Genoa manufactnre, 1750.
The mnsenm contains besides a very large num-
ber of curiosities of a miscellaneous kind, Let
us give a few specimen bricks. Here we have a
mummy in a wonderful state of preservation.

We jocularly asked our kind cicerone,—“Who’s
your thin friend ?” He could only reply,

—

“ Perchance that very hand, now pinion'd flat,

Has hob-a-nobb'd with Pharaoh, glass to glass;
Or dropp’d a halfpenny in Homer'skat,
Or doii'd thine own to let Queen Dido pass.

Or held, by Solomon’s own invitation,

A torch at the great Temple's dedication.”

We passed on (strange and suggestive transi-

tion) to a cane-bottomed chair which was occu-
pied daily by Napoleon in his prison home at

St. Helena. This relic was bought at the sale

of the great captain’s effects by Sir Hudson
Lowe’s chaplain. It was presented to the
museum by the benevolent banker aforesaid.

Then, we come to a lock of Napoleon’s hair,

which, be it remarked, is of a light colour, and
duly authenticated; a copy of the Maidstone
Mercury of 27th May, 1725, being the 25th
issue of that print; an old sedan chair; bits of
old oak carving, and blocks of old stone carving

;

an ancient cedar chest of the seventeenth cen-

tury; a Chinese razor; a piece of lava from
Mount Vesuvius

;
an oval metal watch, by

Grinkin, two centuries old
;
a silver cross taken

at the Battle of the Alma; a relic of the Royal
George; and a model of Nelson’s coffin. Un-
considered trifles these, and yet how fall of
interest to the dwellers in a country town

!

We mention one more object, and end
this broker's catalogue. An old fly-leaf

gives “ a short but concise account of Eliza
and Mary Chulkhurst, who were born, joined
together by the hips and shoulders, in the
year of our Lord, 1100, at Biddenden, in the
county of Kent, commonly called the “ Bidden-
den Maids.” There is a woodcut of Eliza and
Mary, who lived in this bond of union for thirty-

fonr years, “ when one of them fell ill and died.

The surviving one was advised to be separated

from the body of her deceased sister by dissec-
tion, but she absolutely refused the separation,
by saying these words,— ' As we came together,
we will also go together,’ and in the space of
almost six hours after her sister’s decease, she
was taken ill and died.” This case of lusus
natural is well known to medical men. The
great importance of local museums for the pur-
poses of art-education, and industrial training,
is now generally acknowledged, provided always
that the objects collected are capable of impart-
ing instruction,—and instruction too of a recrea-
tive kind, as they are in this instance. The
many objects of interest in the Maidstone
Museum, we are glad to hear, attract large
numbers of visitors from the surrounding
country

; and although the institution is as yet
only in its infancy, there can be no doubt that it

will exercise an important influence on the
future history of the town. What is wanted to
make this a model country museum, is an intel-

ligent curator, who has information and enthu-
siasm enough to appreciate the object for which
it was founded.

OLD ST. PAUL’S CATHEDRAL, LONDON.

A FEW condensed notes concerning our former
magnificent Gothic cathedral, St. Paul’s, may
not prove uninteresting to some of your readers,
if only as a reminder. The first chnrch dedi-
cated in London to St. Paul was built in the
time of Bishop Mellitus, by Ethelbert, King of
Kent, A.D. 603, on the former site, in ail proba-
bility, of a heathen temple, dedicated to Diana.
In A.D. 625, Erkenwald, the fourth Bishop of
London (who was afterwards canonized, and
had a glorious shrine erected to his memory),
expended large sums on this church, and pro-
cured many privileges for it. Our Saxon kings,
Athelstan, Edgar, and Edward the Confessor,
were all benefactors to the fabric in various
ways. Our trustworthy authority, Dugdale, the
chief historian of old St. Panl’s, mentions that in
the year 1075 the cathedral was held in great
esteem, Maurice then holding the see of London.
But during the Conqueror’s reign a terrific fire

occurred in the City, and the ancient edifice was
burnt down. In 1083, however, measures were
taken to raise the cathedral out of its ashes, and
Bishop Maurice began (to use the words of
Dugdale) “ the foundations of a most magni-
ficent pile, namely, all the body of the church,
with the N. and S. cross ailes. So stately and
beautiful was it, that it was worthily numbered
among the most famous buildings, the vaults or
undercroft being of such extent, and the upper
structure so large, that it was sufficient to con-
tain a great number of people.” Richard de
Beanmeis succeeded Maurice in the episcopate,

and was so very zealous in his work of love that
he voluntarily bestowed all his revenue on the
new cathedral, and managed to support himself
and bis family by other means. Robert de
Sigillo was the next bishop, and it seems by this

time “ the body of the church and the cross ailes

were finished.”

The choir, however, after its completion, was
not thought sufficiently beautiful, and was
accordingly pulled down, as also was the steeple,

according to Dugdale. The rebuilding of the
latter was completed in 1221, and the former in

1240. It seems very probable that an Early
English clearstory and vault were added to the
nave in 1255, as Dugdale mentions that the roof

of the structure was then “ made new or sub-
stantially repaired.” The choir was lengthened
ont eight bays, and the Church of St. Faith
constructed uncler this new part in the year
1256. The principal portions of the work would
appear to have been completed in 1283. Among
the numerous benefactors to the cathedr^
during all these years may be mentioned Henry
Lacy, Earl of Lincoln; Bishop Baldok; Roger
de Wullham, a canon of the cathedral; Sir John
Pulteney

;
and many others. In 1332 the

cloisters and chapter-house were commenced.
At the east end of the churchyard stood a
detached bell-tower, to which reference is first

made in Henry I.’s reign, and which held four

immense bells. St. Paul’s Cross appears to have
been built, A.D. 1370, by Godric, Abbot of
Peterborough. Shiryngton’s Chapel and the
charnel-house were detached buildings in the

chnrchyard, but were pulled down in the first

year of Edward I.’s reign.

Pardon Church-haugh consisted of a chapel
with a large and fine cloister, sitnated on the
north side of the cathedral

;
bnt this also was

unfortunately destroyed in the year 1549. The
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spire (of timber, covered with lead) was nearly
destroyed by fire, and the roofs of the church
entirely burnt, in 14-li. The latter were all

repaired by the year 1556; but nothing was
done to replace the steeple until 1G20, when an
attempt to procnre funds for that work was set

on foot; but not till 1G83 was the rebuilding
really commenced, under the direction of Inigo
Jones, who also, as is well known, constructed
the western portico of the nave, much ad-
mired at the time. Bat everything came to a
standstill in 1642, when the Commonwealth was
established, and the whole cathedral was suffered
to lapse into a deplorable state of decay and
neglect. At the Restoration, however, in 1663,
the repairs of the church were begun again in

good earnest; but the Great Fire of London put
a stop to everything by destroying the cathedral

;

and though an attempt was afterwards made to
j

patch up and restore it, this was of no avail, as
j

the building was found to be in so weakened
and ruinons a condition as to be quite unfit for 1

proper reparation. It was then determined to
'

build a new cathedral.

Such is a brief outline of some of the principal
points in the history of Old St. Paul’s. I will
now proceed to review some of its striking
features. One of the most conspicuous of these
was its immense length, about 596 ft. (these
dimensions include the end walls), that is 66 ft.

longer than Winchester Cathedral. The length,
690 ft., given in Dngdale’s History (p. 17),
together with other measurements of the heights,
&c., appears to be incorrect in comparison with
Hollar’s Plates.

I believe the fine characteristic of twelve bays
|

to both nave and choir to be unique, as far as
|

regards English cathedrals : the perspective
'

effect must in consequence have been grand.
According to Timbs (see his recent work “London I

and Westminster, &c., vol. i., p. 261), there was
‘

at any rate one western tower; “ the southern
tower at the west end of Old St. Paul’s, called
the Lollards’ Tower, was used as the bishop’s
prison for heretics, and was the scene of at least
one foul and midnight murder, perpetrated in the
month of December, 1514, on a respectable
citizen, &c.” Now, curiously enough, Dugdale

[

nowhere mentions this in his history, as one
.

wonld expect, snppoaing that such a tower or
towers ever existed. The two-storied cloisters,

|

enclosing the Chapter-house, which is octagonal

!

externally but circular within (very similar, ^

therefore, in plan to that at Worcester, but of
later date), are remarkable, and, I believe, unique.
There was a crypt under the Chapter-house as
at Wells and Westniinater.

Mr. Scott, ill his recent Academy lectures,

'

alludes to the circular triforium windows shown
in Hollar’s views, about which he is in doubt
whether they were originally designed or not;^
but similar examples are to be found in the nave
of Waltham Abbey Church. With regard to the
vaulting of the cathedral, some believe that it

was originally executed in wood, and it wonld
appear to be represented so in Hollar’s views.
Many of your readers are, no doubt, acquainted
with the curious painting of Old St. Paul’s, in
the possession of the Society of Antiquaries, of
the time of James I., and therefore anterior to
Hollar’s engravings. It seems to be executed

;

on a wood panel, and is a kind of bird’s-eye

'

view of the cathedral, but differs in a few points I

from the plates published by Hollar. For in-
j

stance, in this painting Early English or i

Decorated pinnacles and flying buttresses are

'

shown to tho nave, which did not exist when
Dugdale published his book. The span (about
38 ft.) of the nave mnsb have been wider than
that of any of our existing Norman cathedrals.
The central tower was clearly never used for
bolls, as there was a detached clochier in the
churchyard, as previously mentioned. The
Normau transept appears not to have been
entirely rebuilt in tho Early English style, but
to have been partially preserved. Although all

Hollar’s external views show the cathedral of the
same height throughout

j
yet a careful examina-

tion ofthe internal views leads me to be tolerably
certain that the choir was loftier than the nave.
One reason for this may have been tho height

to which the floor of the choir was raised above
that of the body of the church. This would
most probably necessitate the former being
heightened to give it proper importance. The
magnificent feature, the eastern elaborately-
traceried rose-window is unusual for an English
cathedral (Durham, I believe, possessing the
only example of such). It does not seem clear
whether the spandrels formed between the ex-
terior of the circle and the enclosing square

were pierced and glazed or were merely stone
panels. It is true they are perforated in the
case of the transeptal rose-windows in Westmin-
ster Abbey

j
but then these were altered in the

fifteenth century.
“ St. Paul’s/’ quaintly observes Fuller, “may

be called the mother-church indeed, having one
babe in her body (St. Faith’s) and another in
her arm.g (St. Gregory) Tho latter was situated
on the south side of the nave at the western
end of the cathedral. Another striking feature
in Old St. Paul’s must not be forgotten,—the
pinnacles and flying buttresses attached to the
lower part of the tower. I cannot help fancying
these were not parts of the original design, but
were added during the progress of the building
to strengthen the tower walla. The flying but-
tresses passing through the clearstories at Glon-
oestor and Salisbury are contrivances of a like

purpose; bub at Old St. Paul’s they are very
much more accentuated. The piers, according
to Hollar’s views, are certainly small, consider-
ing the interaal diameter of the tower, which
was about 44 ft.

As Mr. Beroaford Hope, referring to our sub-
ject, has said,—“Its noble length, the solemn

I Norman of its nave, the developed and rich

j

Gothic of its choir, the majesty of proportion

I

with which the English system of a square ejist
' end was carried out, must have made it more
like Ely Cathedral than any other of our known
great churches.’’ E. B, F.

THE INSTITUTION OF SURVEYORS.

This institution, of which we spoke in our
last, is established

—

_

“ 1. To aoenre tbe advancement and facilitate the acqui-
sition of that knowledge which constitutes tbe profession
of a sarveyor, viz,, the art of determining the value of
ail descriptions of landed and Louse property, and of the
various interests therein; the practice of managiog and
developing estates; and the science of admeasuring and
delineating the physical features of the earth. And, 2. To
promote tbe general interests of the profession, and to
maintain and extend its usefulness for the public advan-
tage.”

The institution consists of three classes, viz.,

—members, associates, and honorary members,
with a class of students attached.
A member must bo more than twenty-five

years of age, and have acquired a practical
knowh;dge of surveying in one or other of its

branches as above d.'fioed, and so practised on
his own account for moro than five years

;
or be

a member of a firm of surveyors established
upwards of ten years.

An associate must be more tban twenty-one
years of age, not necessarily a snrvoyor by pro-
fession, but his pursuits must bo such as to
qualify him to concur with surveyors in the
advancement of professional knowledge.
With tho view of forming a libraty and col-

lection, all members and associates are expected,
within twelve months after their election, to
deliver to tho ocuncll an original paper on some
subject connected with tho profession, or to
make a donation to tho library or collection.

At the ordinary general meetings original com-
munications are read on some professional
subject, and their merits fully and freely dis-
cussed.

LINCOLN DIOCESAN ARCHITECTURAL
SOCIETY.

The annual meeting of this society took place
at Lincoln, on Wednesday and Thursday in last

week
;
and, although the architectural features

of tho cathedral have been described, again and
again, by the numerous authors on the subject;
interesting, and, in some respects, original de-
scriptions of the building and its accessories
were given by tho gentlemen who took an active
part in the society’s proceedings. The pro-
gramme commenced with divine service in the
cathedral, immediately after which the Rev.
Precentor Venables lectured on “ Tho Tombs in
the Church.”
The attendance of members of the society and

their friends was large.

The party then proceeded to tho Coonty
Assembly-rooms, where Mr. Edmond Sharpe de-
livered a preliminary lecture on “ The Architec-
tural Features of tlie Cathedral.”

la the afccrijoon, a large number of the mem-
bers of the society visited tbe following places
of interest in the city, their architectural features
being explained by the Ven. Archdeacon Trol-
lope :—The churches of St. Peter-at-Gowts, St.

Mary-le-Wigford, St. Benedict, and St. Petor-at-
Arches, St. Mary’s Conduit, aud tho High
Bridge,

The evening meeting was held in the County
Assembly-rooms, under the presidency of the
Bishop of the diocese. There was a large at-
tendance of members and friends.

The chairman opened tbe proceedings with a
speech, and then called upon Archdeacon Trollope
to read his paper on “The Ermine-street.”
Mr. Gambier Parry then read a paper on

“ Polychromy.”
On Thursday morning an excursion was made

to Stow, the church at which place was described

;

and in the afternoon such places of interest in the
city as were omitted on the previous day were
visited. The public dinner took place in the
County Assembly-rooms, and this was followed
by tbe evening meeting, when a paper on “ King
Stephen’s Battle of Lincoln ” was read by the
Rev. J. Green.

DINNER OP THE PROVIDENT
INSTITUTION OF BUILDERS’ FOREMEN

AND CLERKS OF WORKS.

The members and friends of this Institution

celebrated their twenty-sixth anniversary, by
a publio dinner, at the Freemasons’ Tavern,
on Wednesday, June 10th. Professor G. G. Scott,

R.A., presided, and was supported by Mr. Digby
Wyatt, Mr. W. J. Gardiner, Mr. John S. Lee,
Governor Mr. G. Plucknett, Mr. W. T. Robinson,

Mr. Macey, Mr. Earle, Messrs. Jackson & Shaw,
and others.

The Chairmangavetbe usual loyal toasts, which
were enthusiastically responded to, followed by
that of the Army, Navy, and Volunteers ; Capt.

Gardiner responding on behalf of the Volunteers.

The Chairman, in proposing the toast of the
evening, “ Success to tho Provident Institution

of Builders’ Foremen and Clerks of Works,”
directed attention to the necessity of all eligible

men supporting such an' institution while youth
j

and prosperity were theirs, so preparing for
I

the possible hour of adversity, accident, or in-

firmity, that all are liable to, particularly tho
class belonging to this Institution, who, to use
his own words, “carry their lives in their hands.”
The Chairman also spoke to the general ability,

zeal, and fidelity which the dorks of works and
builders’ foremen brought to the assistance of
architects and engineers in the superintendence

and execution of their buildings, and strongly

recommended tbe objects of the Institution as
worthy of support.

The governor, Mr. Plucknett, replied on behalf

of the Institution.

The secretary, Mr. J. Lucas, read the list of
donations, headed by one from the chairman for

twenty-five guineas, and amounting in all to over
2001.

Mr. Wyatt replied for tho architects and
engineers

; Mr. Macey for tbe builders
;
and after

some appropriate remarks from other gentlemen,
and Mr. Kay's reply for the stewards, the chair-

man left tho room, and the company dispersed.

NEW KNITTING WORSTED WORKS AT
WAKEFIELD.

SEVER4L of the Wakefield manufacturers have
just completed, or are in process of complet-
ing, new business premises. Messrs. Marriott

have extensive premises. Messrs. Lee have
also just completed new works. The same may
be said of Messrs. Barker & Co., of Thornes, and
of Messrs. Goldthorp, who, like Messrs. Lee, are

located at the bottom of Westgate. The works
of both are on the south side of Westgate, and
the Chald, or Ings Beck, bounds one side of

Messrs. Lee’s premises on the side next Halliley’s-

yard. Part of their bnsiness is, indeed, con-

ducted on the opposite side of the beck in Chald
mill ; but it is in tho manufactory on the east

side of the beck that the new buildings have
been erected, though these, indeed, are only par-

tially finished. There are yet to be anew chimney
and warehouses, hue the manufactory as it

stands is complete in all its parts. The new
buildings at present consist of an immense shed
and a dyebouse, which abuts on the Ings-
road. The shed and engine-house are built from
tho designs of Messrs. Lockwood & Mawson, of

Bradford
; and the dyebouse from the designs of

Mr. Hamerton, of Wakefield, architect. The
masonry in the shed has been executed by Mr.
Binns, of Wakefield; the iron and millwright
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work by SleBBrs. Teall; the carpenters’ work by
Mr.Boothlllingwoith.ofBradford; the plumbing

by Mr. Keighley, of Bradford
3
the slating by

Mr. Hill, of Bradford} and the painting by Mr.

Briggs, of Bradford. In the dye-works the

masonry was done by Messrs. Fiower, and the

carpentry by Messrs. Squire. The new shed

(that part of it where the preparing and spinning

is carried on) covers an ai'ea of about 4,500

square yards, and where the washing and

blending is done, of about 1,500 square feet.

Tho engine-house is in the Italian style. The
approach from the outside is by a flight of stops,

with ornamental palisades. The engine-house is

lighted by large windows, and the walls and roof

panelled in wood, and painted. The floor is in

ornamental tiles
;
and out of this the engines,

which are architectural in design and propor-

tions, rise.

Messrs. Goldthorp’s premises are extensive,

and the mill which they have recently built

greatly extends their power of production. It is

four stories in height. The architect is Mr.

Watson, of Wakefield ; tho masonry was done by
Mr. Samuel Green ; the joiners’ work by Mr. J.

Goldthorp
5

Messrs. Teall have furnished the

ironwork} and Mr. T. Howden the new engines.

The new buildings are chiefly in the shed form
;

and in the older parts of the manufactory, as

well as in the new, there is that oonseoutiveness

of arrangement in the fixing of the machinery
which is a noticeable feature at Messrs. Leo’s.

On the engine-room of these works, like that

already noticed, some cost has been lavished.

The roof is panelled, and (as at Messrs. Lee’s)

immense iron bars run across immediately under
thereof andrest on the walls, and,when the engine
requires repairing, these bars are ready to help

in slinging up tlie parts which have to be lifted.

Tho new shed for drawing, preparing, and
spinning is a large room. It is lofty, and the

roof is in the shed form, in ridges, and the light

is admitted from a northern aspect. The roof is

delicately painted in light colours. There is to

be a dining-room for the workpeople. In external

appearance, Mr. Barker has made of Holmefield

a mansion, architecturally considered, and it is

the same with tho new shed at Thornes. It is

of brick, showing a series of windows
;
and the

red brickwork is contrasted wfth bricks of other

colours. The shod is flanked by low towers.

On the Denby Dale road front there is orna-

mental palisading, in accordance with the

general style of the building. On the river

side the building accords with the decorated

architecture of the railway bridge over the

Calder. The architects are Messrs, Lock-
wood & Mawson, of Bradford. The masonry
has been done by Messrs. Latham & Son, of

Wakefield
;
the carpentry by Mr. John Jubb, of

Thornes
;
the plumbing by Mias Drake, of Wake-

field
;
the slating by Mr. Ilill, of Wakefield } the

painting by Messrs. Briggs & Mensfortb, of

Bradford
} the plastering by Mr. Tattersall, of

Wakefield; and tho ironwork by Messrs. Bradley
& Craven, of Wakefield.

VALUATION OF ST. GEORGE’S,
HANOVER SQUARE.

The vestry of this pariah has at length deter-

j mined to have a revaluation of the whole of the

]
property in the parish made for the purpose of

I the poor-rate, and in accordance with the Act
: 6 & 7 William IV., cop. 96, and Mr. Charles Lee
’ has been appointed to make the same in time
' for the next rate. The parish has not been
valued throughout for many years.

THE LIBRARY AND MUSEUM OF THE
COMMISSIONERS OF PATENTS.

Attention is directed by the Council of

the Public Museums and Free Libraries

Association to the want of proper accom-
I modation for the museum and the public

! library of the Commissioners of Patents. A
:
question has been asked with respect to those

i institutions by Mi-. Layard, M.P., in tho House
I of Commons

;
and the attention of Lord John

Manners, M.P., has been called to the serious

inaccuracy of the reply on the part of the
' Government. It is proposed, however, not to

limit the action of the council to the little that
1 may or may not bo dono or said in Parliament,
1 but to convene, by circulai-, a meeting of those

I
professional and working men who are warmly

interested in an immediate settleineut of the

Patent ]\Iuseum and Library upon a satisfac-

tory basis. Tho report to Parliament for

1865 very distinctly points out that the build-

ing at present devoted to the purposes of the

Patent Office, is not now, nor can it ever he

made to be, suitable for the requirements of

the office. The new library rooms, opened

April, 1867, though they are as spacious as it

was possible to make them in so small a build-

ing, are already completely filled with books.

Those making use of the two collections have

also reason to complain of their separation,

—

the one being within the city of London and tho

other at South Kensington. The appeals which

have been made for the erection of suitable

buildings have always kept in view the de-

sirability, not to say the necessity, of placing

the library and the museum under one roof.

This is not a case where want of funds can bo
pleaded as an excuse. The surplus income of

the Patent Office for 1866 was no less than

45,000Z.

THE MARGATE DEATH-RATE.

A PAMPHLET by Mr. E. Mottley has been pub-

lished by Mr. T. H. Keble, at Margate, titled

“ Statistical Examination of the Margate Death-

rate for the five years 1863-1867, by order of the

Council of the Borough.” In this report the

author says at tho outset, the heavy and con-

tiuually increasing death-rate of thelsleof Thanet
having caused the Registrar-General to ask,

“ Why is the mortality of the Isle of Thanet,

including Ramsgate and Margate, still 23 ?” It is

the object of this report to answer the question so

prominently advanced by the eminent authority
!

at the bead of the registration of the kingdom, I

so far as it relates to the town of Margate, and
j

at the same time to rectify the reports so
j

industriously circulated that the death-rate of

Margate is the heaviest of all the health resorts I

in the kingdom.
|

Mr. Mottley, amongst other statistics into
|

which he enters in order to prove his case,
|

gives the following table of the mortality of the
|

town and sub-district of Margate for the five

years 1863-67 :

—

— Besidente. VisitOTS. Hospitals. Total.

873 265 177 1.315

Amual ATfirage 174 63 35 263

or 17 to 1,000 resident. This, he remarks, is
j

Dr. Farr’s standard of normal health. In the i

following table the mortality of Margate is
'

compared with the general mortality of England '

and Wales :— I

—
i England. Margate.

General Mortality 23 17

33

Consumption
1

26 17

Respiratory Organs
1

31

SANITARY MATTERS.

Health of 8t. Ma'>'ylehone. — The monthly
report for May, of Dr. Whitmore, the medical

officer of health for the parish of St. Marylebone,

has been issued. The mortality for the jwriod

was equivalent to an annual death-rate of 22’6

per thousand of the living population, and was
less than the mortality of the previous month,

but slightly in excess of the corresponding month
of last year. But tho most fatal of all diseases

during the month was phthisis, to which no less

than ffity deaths were attributed, showing that

in every seven persons who died, one of them
fell a victim to this ruthless malady. Referring

to the sickness table, the returns from eleven

charitable institutions in the parish give no less

than 875 new oases of diarrhoea. The reporter

says ho is utterly at a loss to understand

,

the cause of such a large amount of sickness

from this disease at this early period of the year.

It appears to prevail chiefly amongst infants and
very young children. Happily the mortality

from it is not at present large. Has nob the dry-

ness of tho season something to do with it? It

is to be hoped it is not ominous of the coming of

virulent cholera in the autumn. Diarrhoea is

apt to usher in cholera, and it is known that the

driest summers are nob the healthiest. Great

attention should be paid to cleansing operations.

Sanitary work in Marylebone during the month
has progressed satisfactorily. An additional duty
recently imposed upon tho inspectors ofnuisances

is the disinfecting of houses in which sickness

from small-pox, measles, fever, and scarlatina is

known to exist.

Whitechapel. — The report, by Mr. Liddle,

medical officer of health for the Whitechapel

district, for the quarter ending 28th March,

1868, has been printed. It states that during

the quarter there were registered in the White-
chapel district the deaths of 657 persons, ofwhom
380 were males and 277 females. Daring the

same period, the births were 703, viz., 360 males
and 34-3 females. In the corresponding quarter

of the previous year the births were 744 and the

deaths 629. Epidemic diseases had been fatal

to 89, small-pox occasioned 8 deaths, measles 15,

scarlet-fever 9, diphtheria 3, whooping-cough 18,

diarrhoea 7, and fever 29. A great increase had
taken place in the number of deaths from fever,

viz. 29 against 8, while the deaths from small-

pox had diminished from 16 to 8. The mortality

of children under 5 years of age was 231. This

is 36‘0 per cent, of tho total mortality. In the

Artillery sub-district the proportion of deaths of

children to the total mortality was 50‘0 per

cent., and in the Spitalfields sub-district it was
60 0 per cent. A good deal of sanitary work
had been done in the district during tho three

mouths ending with March.

THE NEW LAW COURTS.

The Marquis of Salisbury, pursuant to notice,

in the House of Lords, asked if it was true that

the Government had rejected the design for the

New Law Coarts which was recommended by
the professional judges and . the judges of

designs, as the best for plan and internal an-ange-

ments, and had adopted the design which was
recommended for elevation only ;

and further, if

the competitors were instructed that utility and
convenient arrangement were to be preferred to

architectural effect. If counter influence, he
said, was powerful enough to set aside the re-

sults of a public competition, it could not bo

expected that gentlemen of eminence and
reputation in their profession would ever

again compete for public employment. He most
earnestly deprecated the decision which had
been arrived at, and hoped it was not too late to

alter it.

The Lord Chancellor, as president of the

commission, said that in the first place the

Government had rejected no design, and it had
accepted no design. His lordship, having stated

the plan on which the commissioners originally

proceeded, and bow they had resolved to reject

tho idea of unlimited competition, explained

their selection of the five judges of designs,

namely, Chief Justice Cockburn, Sir Roundell

Palmer, Mr. Gladstone, Sir William Stirling

Maxwell, and Mr. Cowper, who were to bo

assisted by two professional architects—Mr.

Shaw and Mr, Pownall. A distinct condition

iu the terms of competition was that each

plan was to become the absolute property

of the commissioners. It was, however,

quite a mistake to suppose that the object

of this competition was tho selection of a

pai’ticular design—the object was to test the

relative superiority of the architects. The
result was that tho judges could not agree

as to any one plan being the best, but they

selected two, and made their award in favour of

the combination. The other architects, however,

objected to that, declaring that they had only

been called upon to compete against single plans ;

and, upon reference to the Attorney-General, he
decided in their favour, and i-nled that the award
of the judges was invalid. The whole proceed-

ing, therefore, had come to an end. It was
under these circumstances, therefore, that a

single architect had been selected. Curiously

enough, there had been a similar miscarriage as

regarded the design for the now National Gal-

lery, Mr. Street had been selected as the archi-

tect for the law courts, and Mr. Barry for the

National Gallery.

Lord Stradbroke expressed tbo opinion that

Mr. Barry had not been fairly dealt with.

Lord Redesdale reprobated generally the

manner in which matters relating to our public

buildings were regulated.

Lord Overstoue earnestly hoped that the

erection of the National Gallery was not going

to be treated as a secondary affair.
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Lord Cranwortli offered his testimony that

'

Mr. Barry, when originally invited to compete
for the Law Conrts, was given clearly to under-

stand that his design was to have reference to

the internal arrangements of the building. He
qoite concurred in the opinion that not one of

the competing architects had any legal rights

;

but, primd facie, he should say, Mr. Barry ought

to have got the Law Courts and Mr. Street the

National Gallery.

The Earl of Harrowby hoped that in the

interests of the public the Government would
not select as the architect of the new Law
Conrts the gentleman whose design evinced the

least ability in respect of what were laid down
as the material points to be attended to. In his

opinion the subject ought to be re-opened for

consideration. He also thought that, if possible,

the question of the site of the new buildings

ought to be reconsidered.

The Earl of Carnarvon entreated the Govern-

ment to reconsider a most ill-advised decision.

He held that, once the conditions of the compe-
tition had been laid down, they ought to have
been rigidly adhered to.

The Lord Chancellor, in explanation, re-

minded their lordships that the essential con-

dition was, that the design to be selected must
combine superior excellence, both as regards the

interior and the exterior. There was no con-

dition limiting the superiority to the internal

arrangements.
The Marqnis of Salisbury reiterated the

charge that Mr. Barry had been most unfairly

dealt with.

ACCIDENTS.

Mr. Paine has held an inquiry at St. Bartholo-
mew’s Hospital relative to the death of a painter,

who was killed by the fall of a “ cradle ”

BDspended in front of a house. It appeared that
the deceased was employed in painting the front of

30, Noble-street, and be and another man stood
in a cradle suspended from the fourth floor by
means of ropes 15 ft. long. The ropes broke,
and the deceased was precipitated to the ground,
receiving fatal injuries. It appeared that the

ropes had been in nse nearly six years, and Mr.

Leyster deposed that a rope of that kind should

last nine years. A practical man on the jury,

however, dissented from this view, and said that

the rope which broke was so rotten from age that

the strands, instead of supporting half a hundred-
weight, gave way under the pressure of a pound.
The danger consequent upon the use of such
ropes concerned not only the men in the cradles,

but the public walking on the pavement under-
neath. The jury retnmed a verdict of “Acci-
dental death,’’ and added that there was great
neglect on the part of the master in not providing
proper ropes.

The whole of the floors of No. 92, Whitechapel,
Liverpool, in the occupation of a colour merchant,
have suddenly given way. The clerks and others

engaged on the premises had just left for dinner,

or serious loss of life must have resulted. The
floors were over-weighted by the mass of goods
stored on them. While the walls and roof were
left standing with no apparent injury done to

them, there was a blank open space from base-

ment to roof. The damage is estimated at

1,500L

THE ACCIDENT AT GATESHEAD
TOWN-HALL.

At a special meeting of the members of the
Gateshead Corporation, a long discnssion took
place on the subject of the accident by the fall

of one of the platforms at the laying of the
foundation-stone of the new Town-hall ; from
which it appears that the architect, Mr. John-
stone, sketched ont a plan for the platforms,

with steps to break the pressure; that the ladies’

platform, which withstood the pressure, was car-

ried out on that plan
;
that the managing sub-

committee, with the mayor personally at the

head of it, altered the architect’s plan for the
gentlemen’s platform, in his absence, on business

at Hexham, by ordering it to be made with a
sloping floor, whereby, as the architect insists,

the pressure on the front was increased, and the
snpportsforthestepped planrendered insufficient;

that the sub-committee altered the supports of
the stepped ladies’ platform, which, in his view,
did not need such alteration, but left the sup-
ports of the platform which they altered un-
Strengthened

j
and that the result was the fall of

the platform. There was a good deal of mutual
recrimination

;
but of course, in a meeting of his

masters, the architect got the worst of it
;
even

the mayor, who personally ordered the altera-

tions, holding the architect to be responsible

!

The architect, however, appears not to have
informed either the committee or the mayor
that he did not approve of the alterations,

although he told the builder of the platform,

Mr. Bell, that he woulrl have nothing to do with
it, as the sub-committee had intermeddled with

his plans, and altered them in a way he did not

approve of; and that if they went on with the

work it mast be under the instrnctiona given by
the sub-committee.

REPUTED FALL OF PSEUDO METEORIC
STONES IN BIRMINGHAM.

The stones reported to have fallen were found
on the surface immediately after the occurrence
of very heavy rain (a thunder shower). Rowley
rag-stone is largely used to make the roads of

the district. The fragments found, and sup-

posed to have fallen from the clonds or atmo-
sphere, looked like fragments of Rowley rag-

stone, and under test proved, as we have already

said, to be of similar composition.

Heavy rain disintegrates the surface of a road,

and the large round drops of a thunder shower
strike with ranch mechanical force, and would
cause small fragments of stone like those found
to rebound, and in falling look as if they came
from the clonds. It is not necessary to bring in

cyclones, aerolites, or asteroids, unless it is

quite settled that no other natural but more
simple means will acconnt for the phenomena
obserred. The exceptionally heavy rain did, no
doubt, loosen and wash out small fragments of

Rowley rag-stone.

BIRMINGHAM.
The plans of Mr. Edward Holmes, of this

town, for the erection of cow lairs, pig dormi-

tories, and other improvements to Smithfield

Market, Birmingham, which were submitted in

limited competition, having been selected by the

Markets and Fairs Committee of the Corpora-

tion of the Borough of Birmingham, were ap-

proved by the Town Council at their last meet-
ing. The same committee have also selected a
design by the same architect for a new fish-

market, to be erected on a site opposite to the

Market-hall in Bell-street. The report on those

plans has been referred back to the committee,

with a view to consider and report upon the

adaptability of a site which is considered more
suitable on acconnt of its proximity to the

central railway station.

FROM IRELAND.

DulUn .—The filthy state of the river Liffey

from which a most dreadful stench arises in the

summer-time, when the tide is low, has been
long a real “grievance” to the citizens; bat
the corporation, whose duty it is to cleanse it,

have hitherto turned a deaf ear to the loud com-
plaints on the subject. At last, however, a

pressure has been pat on the town council which
they cannot resist, and something is now to be
done to remedy the evil. At a special meeting
of the corporation a letter was read from the

Lord Chief Justice to the Irish Government,
complaining, on the part of the judges of the law
courts, of the pestilential condition of the Liffey

at the present period. Dr. Thomas Hughes,
sanitary officer of the troops in Dublin, wrote
on the same subject to the assistant quarter-

master-general, and this letter was also read at

the corporation meeting. A lengthened discns-

sion took place on these letters being read, and
it was moved that Mr. Bazalgette’s and Mr.
Neville’s plan for sewage be carried ont, and
that an application be made to her Majesty’s

Government for assistance. It was finally re-

solved that the Government should be requested

to examine the various plans for the drainage of

the city submitted to the corporation, and select

the best.

Belfast .—The enlargement of the Imperial

Hotel has now been completed. The architects

employed were Messrs. Sherry & Hughes, and
Mr. W. B. M’Master was the contractor. Mr.

Jury, according to the Newsletter, has expended
upwards of 2,000L in these improvements. They
consist of two new stories, giving an addition

of twenty-four rooms to the hotel accommoda-
tion, and increasing the total number to eighty.

Tne Imperial is now capable of affording first-

class accommodation to one hundred guests,

exclusive of domestics, for whom ten extra

rooms have been erected. Although this hotel

is situated in the centre of the town, there

is an extensive view from the upper win-
dows.

PENALTY FOR NOT EMPLOYING
A COMPETENT ARCHITECT.

Moore v. Denton Shipney .—This action, tried

in the Second Court of Exchequer, was brought
by the widow of a bricklayer against the two
defendants to recover damages for the death of
her husband, which was caused by their alleged

negligence. The defendants pleaded “ Not
Guilty.”

It appeared that, in February last, the de-

fendant Shipney, a pnblican at Finchley, em-
ployed a carpenter to design a building, and
employed the defendant Denton, a builder, to

carry out the design. In the course of the

exeention of the work a wall fell and killed the

deceased, a working bricklayer.

The defence was that neither of the defend-

ants was liable, inasmuch as Shipney had only

employed Denton, who had employed the de-

ceased, and Denton was merely engaged in car-

rying out the design of an architect.

The jury, after having retired, found a verdict

against both defendants, on the ground that

Shipney had employed an unskilful person to

design the building, and that Denton was guilty

of negligence in endeavouring to carry out a
design which he must have known to be faulty.

They assessed the damages at 650Z., to be appor-

tioned thus :—200Z. to the widow, and 4501. to

be divided among her six children.

WESTMINSTEIi ABBEY AND THE METRO-
POLITAN BUILDING ACT.

At the Westminster police station last week,
Mr. Poole, mason, and Mr. Tyler, builder,

appeared by their counsel to receive the judg-

ment of the court in a summons taken out

against them by Mr. James Tolley, district sur-

veyor.

The facts have already been stated. Two summonses
were taken out by the district surveyor of the district of

8t. Margaret, 8t. John, and of the close of the collegiate

church of St. Peter, Westminster, complaining that the

defendants respectively, the builders engaged in doing
certain work in a building within the close of the colle-

giate church of St. Peter, Westminster, did neglect to

S
;v6 to the complainant, as such district surveyor, two
ays before such work was commenced, due notice in

writing stating the situation, &c., of the building, &c.,

and the particulars of such proposed work, Ac. These
summonses were taken out under the 3Sthand4l8t sec-

tions of the Metropolitan Building Act, which make it

imperative on a builder to give such a notice, and impose
a penalty not exceeding 201. for neglecting to do so. The
building under consideration is Westminster Abbey, and
the question is whether that building comes within the

operation of the Metropolitan Building Act. The de-

fendants, or rather the Dean and Chapter of the Abbey,
who, in fact, resist the application, contend that the

abbey is, by the Gth section of the Act, exempt from its

operation, as being either “one of her Majesty’s royal

palaces" or a “ building employed for her Majesty's use
or service."
Mr. Arnold delivered judgment. In conclusion he

said—At whatever time and in whatever manner the

Crown may have acquired its present rights with regard
to the Treasury or Pyi Chamber, there seems no doubt
that at this time that portion of the abbey is employed
for her Majesty's use or service, and it woiUd appear not

to he an inconsequential argument to say, if an integral

part of a building is employed for the use or service of

the Crown, that the whole fcuilding is so employed. But
I think this argnment will not hold good if pressed a little

further. The Pyx Chamber is not merely employed for

the use of her Majesty ; it is in the actual and exclusive

ocenpation of the Crown, and it would certainly be a false

argument that the whole abbey was in the exclusive occu-

pation of the Crown, becaose a portion of it was so. I

have felt bound, therefore, to come to the conclnsion tb&t

Westminster Abbey is not exempt from the operations of

the Metropolitaa Building Act, either as a royal palace or

88 a building employed for her Majesty's use or service,

and consequently that the defendants were bound to give

the notice required by section 36 ;
and having failed to do

so, have incurred the penalty under section 41 : but as the

case has been brought into Court solely for the purpose
of raising an important and curious question oi law, I

consider that a nominal penalty of Is. in each case will be
sufficient, and for the same reason I do not make an order

as to costs. 1 am glad to see that under section 10 fa
power is given the defendants to appeal to any of the

superior courts of Westminster, and they will of course
exercise it in the manner pointed out by section 107.

The defendants gave notice that they should

appeal.
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« THE INFLUENCE OF EASTERN ON
WESTERN ART AS SEEN IN THE ART
RESULTS OF THE CRUSADES.”

At the last moetiog of tlie ArcliitectTiral

Association (19th inst.),* Mr. Thomas Weils

read a paper on this subject. Having briefly

alluded to a paper which he had read before the

Association a year ago, and which treated of

Eastern influence as exerted through Constan-

tinople, he observed that their attention would

that evening be confined to the fourth section

relating to the Crusades. He quoted an observa-

tion made by Mr. Waring in bis “ Notes on

Decorative Art,” showing that the innate genius

of the Norman race was so potent in guiding the

instruments at hand, that we might date from

the early period of the Crusades the commence-

ment of a European style of decorative art dis-

tinct from that of the Byzantine, although in

many features referable to it. Of this Mediseval

Renaissance there were two principal phases.

Until the early part of the twelfth century, the

Norman and Byzantine influences were seen

gradually prevailing, and during the same period

the Crusades were commenced. The second

phase of this Renaissance was of much larger

duration and importance
;
and chiefly to its con-

sideration he invited their attention that

evening.

In the twelfth century a formidable opposition

political in spirit, against the Papacy, arose in

Christendom
;
but whether much of this revo-

lutionary sentiment was or was not attributable

to the experiences ofthe Crusades, this much was
certain, that the general discontent was shared

by many of tho Crusaders, and especially by the

Templars, tho great builders of the age. He
then alluded to tho Armenian style of architec-

ture, which had been treated by Mr. Ferguason,

whose description of the cathedral of Ani, near

Kars, was quoted as typical of that style. The
Palace of Tigranes, at Diabeker (in the south-

west corner of Armenia, Ani being in the north-

east), was also noticed as the supposed work of

the Sassanian architects, who were either its

builders or their successors, and a description

was given of the great Tak Kezrah at Ctesiphon.

Noticing' the observation by Ducange, in his

work on “ Christian Constantinople,” that

the Emperor Theophilns built a palace on

the Asiatic shore of the Bosphorus, which
palace was remarkable for its arches of unusual

construction, and for its mathematical tracery,

Mr. Wells observed that it was remarkable

that mathematical traceiy should be men-
tioned in connexion with that building

;
for,

although it was generally admitted that geo-

metry was introduced into Europe by the

Mahommedan Arabs, yet there were very few,

if indeed any, existing examples of Saracenic

geometrical tracery. But, apart from the sug-

gestive inquiry into the previous history of

mathematical tracery, it would seem from
Ducange’s early mention of it that, in addition

to the principal elements of Western Pointed

architecture having at an early date been in

general use in the East (as was shown by the

existence of ruins of the style of the cathedral

at Ani), one of the most notable of its minor
characteristics,—viz., geometrical tracery,—was
likewise known there some four centuries before

it came into general use in Europe. Mr. Wells
remarked that it was not always necessary to

the adoption of Eastern forms for service in the

Christian West that they should have been
found originally accompanied by a Christian

warranty. As an example of this, he noticed

the existence of the church at Souillac, in Aqui-

taine, about 100 miles due east of Bordeaux,

which was in the form of a perfect mosque, a
• sketch of whioh he exhibited, pointing out that

it conveyed a fair idea of the general impression

received by visitors on entering the grand

mosque of the Sultan at Cairo.

As evidence in support of his general argu-

ment, that Eastern influence had been produced

by minor . architectnral details, the lecturer

instanced the cathedral of Tarragona, in Cata-

lonia, seventy miles south of Barcelona. On tho

abaci of its columns and on the lintels of its

doorways was the symbol of the Greek tau (r)

it was also in the form of the Greek patriarchs’

croziers. The Greek tan (r), as a Christian

symbol, was also noticed, on the authority of

Sir Gardner Wilkinson, to be in use at Elkargeh

in the greater oasis (in Upper Egypt, parallel

with Thebes), where there are some Christian

tombs and a church, which form a necropolis,

and among the inscriptions on the stnccoed walls

is the sacred tan, the Egyptian symbol of the

generative and creative power of the Deity,

adopted by those early Christians instead of the

simple cross. Accessory pilasters and niches

show these symbols to have been of the

Christian era. The Cathedral at Serida, also

in Catalonia, was next noticed, the general

character ofthe building being LombardicRoman-
^uo. Mr. Wells then adduced examples of tho

very instructive manner of the change from the

early forms of the Romanesque of the West to

the Pointed style which followed, the word
Romanesque being used in a geographical rather

than in a teobnical sense, quoting as one of the

earliest examples in England the employment of

the pointed arch in the choir at Canterbury, at

some time between 1179 and 1184 ;
whilst, in

1220, the Pointed style had so far advanced that

Salisbury Cathedral was commenced in it. The
lecturer stated, that in referring at so much
length the development of the Pointed Gothic
style to the Crusades, he was but connecting the

greatest intellectual, or perhaps, more correctly

speaking, physical prodnet of the time, with its

greatest physical disturbance. Combating an
argument which had been advanced against

Gothic architecture having been introduced

from the East, he said that the absence of the

Crusading spirit being found together with the

complete absence of the Pointed Gothic style,

taken with the converse fact of tho presence of

that style in all countries where that spirit was
a power, showed the true cause of the dearth of

Pointed ^architecture in Eastern Europe, viz.,

that the spirit of that architecture was a pro-

duct of the Crusades. General evidence, how-
ever, did not warrant them in drawing the

ooncluaiou that had the Crusades never been
preached, the Pointed arch would, in tho West,
have been only exceptionally used

;
but there

could be little doubt, from the evidence afforded

by architecture, that Eastern influence received

an exceptional impulse from the Crusades.

Mr. Wells concluded by touching briefly upon
the armour and costumes worn by the Crusaders,

and also upon the subject of stained glass.

FROM SCOTLAND.

* On this occasion the election of officers for the
ensuing session (186S-68) was proceeded with, and the
following gentlemenwere chosen :—President : Mr.William
White, F.8.A. Tice-presidenta : Mr. Kidge and Mr. T. H.
Watson. Committee: Mr. Carpenter

;
Mr. C. Henman,

Mr. H. Jarvis, jnn.; Mr. H. W. Lonsdale; Mr.
Perry; Mr. Plnmhe; Mr. Spiers; Mr. Tarver,
Aldridge; and Mr. G. R. Redgrave. Hon. Secretaries;
Mr. Mathews and Mr. Quilter, Curators and Librarians

;

Messrs. G, Birch, R. Armstrong, and T, £. Monday,

Edinht/rgh . —A new agricultural hall and
auction mart has been erected in Valleyfield-

street, Leven-street. The bnilding cost between
5,0001. and 6,OOOZ. The front of the building to

Valleyfield-street is 187 ft. long, and is in the

Renaissance style. It is divided into nine com-

partments by rustic pilasters. Over the centre

and widest compartment is a pediment, sur-

mounted by an ornamental chimney-stalk, while

nnder is a large three-light arched window, with

centre key-stones and moulded cups at the

springing of the arches. In the narrowest com-
partments, at each side of the centre, are the

entrances for the public and those connected
with the hall. In the west division is a large

arched doorway for the stock. Along the whole
length of the building there is a moulded comice
and blocking coarse returned at the projection

of the rustic pilasters. The building contains

120 stalls, and is capable of holding 260 cattle

and about 1,800 sheep, the surface it covers

being between 15,000 and 16,000 square feet.

Leith .—It is fully expected that the new
docks will be ready for opening in time for the

antnmn trade of the port. According to the

engineer’s report, the works will be in snch a for-

ward state as to admit of the inauguration

taking place about the end of August. A re-

quest, according to the Scotsman,, is about to be
made by the Dock and Harbour Commissioners
to the Queen, to perform the opening ceremony.

Glasgow.—The foundation stone of a new
bnilding in Elgin-atreet for the Gorbals Youths’
School has been laid by the Lord Provost. The
building, the architect of which is Mr. John
Honeyman, jun., is in the Italian style, and will

have accommodation for from 800 to 1,000
scholars. There will bo eight principal apart-

ments, four of which will each be 40 ft. long by
30 ft. broad, and all of them will have a height

of ceiling of 16 ft.

Paisley.—The central fountain in the Fountain

Gardena, already noticed as having been lately

inaugurated, is Franeo-Italian in character, and
rises from a basin of some 60 ft. in diameter to

an altitude of about 30 ft. Its upper basins,

four in number, are supported upon a centre

shaft, having a moulded and ornamental circular

base, divided into sections by four tmsBes or

buttresses, which, rising in a series of curves,

form a prominent featnre. Besides giving cha-

racter to the outline of tbe under portion of the

fountain, the trusses are arranged to support a

number of figures. The first basin, 12 ft.

diameter, is quatrefoil in form, each foil project-

ing over one of the trusses. It is enriched with
a pendant ornament, which forms a canopy over

the figures, and a cresting on the rim of the

basin, which is introduced alternately with
shields bearing masks of the sea-horse throwing
out streams of water. From this basin rises a
circular floriated base, with fluted shaft and
decorated capital, bearing the second basin,

ornamented with representations of tbe rush

and other aquatic plants in relief. The diameter

of the basin is about 7 ft. Inside rest four

dolphins dispersing streams of water into the

lower basin. The third basin, 4 ft. in diameter,

representing leaves of an aquatic plant, is sup-

ported upon a circular column, well defined in

outline, and enriched with crystals and a
floriated capital. From this basin a coronet of

water is thrown up from numerous hidden jets.

Above rises the fourth basin, 2 ft. 6 in.

diameter, fluted and otherwise ornamented,
supported on a stem of ferns, rushes,

and water-lilies.- Herons .in various posi-

tions are grouped about tho base. The
whole terminates at a height of 28 ft. with

a cluster of aquatic plants, from which jets

of water are thrown to an additional height of

about 30 ft. The large basin which encloses the

whole is cast in imitation of huge blocks of rock

thrown together. Four ground fountains are

placed in other parts of tho gardens, and are

arranged to throw water to a considerable

height. The decorations of the central fountain

and of the iron gateways, lamps, and railings are

of an elaborate character. The main fountain at

the base is toned with deep sombre tints, appro-

priate to iron structures, and gradually rises into

a series of variegated bronzes, that bring out the

respective ornamental parts of the structure.

The gates, railings, and lamps have been all

painted a sombre brown ; but all of them, as

well as the fountain, have been relieved with
gilding. The workers of Messrs. George Smith
& Co., of the Sun Foundry, Glasgow, who were
the builders of the fountains, and constructors

of the gates, railings, verandahs, flower-stands,

chairs, seats, and general ornamental ironwork
of the grounds, have had a holiday, for the pur-

pose of visiting these gardens, in the decoration

of which they have had so large a share. The
workers and friends, amounting to about 600
persons, went from Glasgow per special train, pro-

vided by their employers. They were accom-
panied by the band of the Glasgow Blind Asylum,
and by Messrs. George and Gibson Smith, two of

the partners
j
Mr. Horgan, the representative of

the firm in Dublin
;
Mr. James Deas, C.E., of

the Edinburgh and Glasgow branch of the North
British Railway; and a large number of other

friends.

Atran,—A correspondent of the Scotsman calls

attention to the fact, that the shaft of a cross

which for centuries marked the point’ whence
Robert Bruce and his followers left Arran has

lately been removed, and used in the construc-

tion, in the neighbourhood, of a dry stone dyke.

WORKS IN IRON.*

Although entirely a Trade Book issued by
Messrs. Handyside for their own special advan-
tage, this pretty little volume will be found of

considerable use to others in designing and in

making estimates of the cost of works in iron.

The book treats of three classes of works:

—

firstly, constructive iron, work, snch as roofs,

buildings, and bridges
;
secondly, steam-engines

and foundry work; and thirdly, ironwork of a

specially ornamental character. The number
of works executed by the firm in question is re-

markable, and many of them are shown by
photographs and wood engravings. We give

two of the latter; one representing the Winter

*“ Works in IrOD.” By Andrew Handysid*? & Co. IBns-
trated by Photographs. London : E. 4 P. N. Spon, 48,

Cliaring-erosa. 1868.
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IRON CONSERVATORY NEAR LONDON.

Garden occnpyitig the central quadrangle of
the new Infirmary at Leeds, as already
mentioned by ua

j
and the other a con-

servatory recently erected by Messrs. Handy-
side, near London, for Mr. Henry Bessemer,
from the design of Messrs. Banks & Barry,
architects. This is one of the most elaborately
ornamental iron bnildings yet constructed, and,
with the exception of the ribs in the dome, is

entirely of cast iron. The conservatory is rec-

tangnlar, and from tho square framework a cir-

cular dome rises to a height of 40 ft. The
columns are light and elegant, with ornamental
capitals 5 and the arches, brackets, and other
main parts of the stmetnre are of light pierced
work. A building of this kind affords great
scope for colour decoration.

Concerning Conservatories they say,

—

" Considerable iinpnlse was given to the mannfactnre of
bnildi^s of this kind bj the successful erection of the
large Exhibition Palace, in 1851, in Hyde Park, but for
some years before that time Andrew Haodyside & Co.
had constructed conservatories mainly of iron and glass
for noblemen and gentlemen in dilTerent parts of the

I

country. Cast iron is particularly adapted for such work,
!

and the slight columns and elegant arched spandrels
obtained in this material aSbrd great scope for orna-
mental design. The photographic frontispiece shows the
conservatory in the gardens of the Royal Horticultural

I

SocietT, at South Kensington, which is tho largest work
of its kind yet constructed by Andrew Hsndyside St Co. I

It was made by them in 1860, from the designs of the late I

Captain Fowke, E,E., and is probablv one of the largest
j

and finest conservatories in tne world. It is 265 ft. long, I

96 ft. wide, and 75 ft. high in the central aisle. Its frame- I

work is of cast iron, and tho roof of wrought iron, tho
[

main semi-circnlar ribs of the latter being pierced. The
building is remarkable for the extreme lightness of its

construction, and the very simplicity of its outline offers
manifest opportunities to the gardener for decoration by
means of climbing and trailing plants. The total weight
of iron is 226 tone. The cost of the ironwork of such a
building (without erection) would be about 3,610?.”

The Leeds Winter Garden is, with the excep-
tion of the lattice girders over the columns and
in the clearstory, entirely of cast iron. It is

151 ft. long, 63 ft. wide, and 60 ft. high. The
constmetion of this building is peculiar, in-

volving no “ thrust ” npon the walls
; the main

roof, which is really carried by the four comer
rafters, having its thrust taken by the parallelo-
gram of lattice girders connecting the heads of
the twelve columns. The weight of ironwork is

about 150 tons. The sash frames for glazing are
of wood. The framework of such a bnilding as
this, inclnding the wooden skylight bars, de-
livered ready for erection anywhere in Great
Britain, wonld cost abont 3,000Z.
The nsefulness of the book will certainly be

made obvions by what we have said.

WoEKiNG Men’s College. — The snmmer
conversazione will be held on this Friday evening,
the 26th. The College choir will contribnte to
the social pleasures of the evening.

LEEDS INFIRMAEY, WINTER GARDEN.
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WAEEHOUSE, SOUTHWAKK NEW STREET. Mr. Wimble, Architect.
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WABEHOUSE, SOUTHWAEK NEW
STREET.

Tins building has been erected for Messrs.

Peter Lawson & Son, of Edinburgh, for the con-
venience of their London business. It covers

an area of 3,700 superficial feet, and has a base-
ment, ground, and five upper floors,, and has
been constructed to carry 3 cwt. per foot super-

ficial on each floor, warehouses for seed being
often loaded to that extent.

The top floor, as sample room, is lighted by
skylights, at an angle of 75 degrees, and, facing

the north, is at all times free from the sun’s

rays.

The front is carried out in bright stock-brick
facings

3
the cornice and dressings np to the first

floor are of Bath 'stone; and all the window-
heads, strings, and parapets above are of Ran-
some’s patent stone.

The turret (the top of which is curtailed in

the view) is of Bath stone, supported on a
granite shaft, with carved corbel and cap, and
is covered with copper, laid diagonally, and sup-
ported by a wrongbt-iron finial, 11-1 ft. from the
pavement.

The work has been executed from the designs
of Mr. Wimble, architect. The contractor for

the building was Mr. Killby, of Limehouse

;

Messrs. Cottam & Co., of Winsley-street, Oxford-
street, supplying the ironwork.

SALISBURY RESTORATIONS AND
UNHISTORIC HISTORY.

Sir,—The disenssion on “a question of re-

storation” was by no means exliaiisted by Mr.
Pritchett and Mr. Armfield on p. 415. The
latter is not quito correct in saying “ the whole
of the walls and groinings” of Salisbury Cathe-
dral interior ” were pointed in a very exquisite
manner and still less that the whitewash
“ was most probably first applied in early Puri-

tan days.” Those “ early Puritans,” so long
dead, have very convenient broad shoulders. I

will subjoin an account written while those
decorations were perfect, as my own grandfather
saw them also. It is from the only decently
good description of that building in existence,

—

that by Francis Price, ” author of the Conypleat
Carpenter,” in 1753. Those by Sir Christopher
Wren, and in the present century, are some of

the most worthless or m’sehiovous collections of
blunders any monnment has suffered from; and
the later edition of Price (which stands in the
British Museum reading-room) omits this and
other of his most valuable matter. He was a
very Willis of his day,—a model of the historical

critic of a building,—and after inferring truly all

its relative dates, be says, p. 53 ;

—

"As a fnr(her proof of all these aasertions, I beg that
the choir may be taken notice of; for it is plain at sight
that both the sides and ceiling were at first adorned with
the pa,inting in crayons, the sides with certain scrollwork,
the ceiling with pusona famous in Scripture, and labels
coming out of their mouths, and orer the altar with per-
sons performing diffrrent works of agriculture, suitable
to the several seasons of the year. What I infer from
these is, that the choir and eastern cross of the church
was so painted before the arches [the two straining
arches with inverts over them, of Edward I. date] were
erected, or the beam fired across the choir. Nay, there
is some of the psinling upon the east side of the grand
arch [tower arch], which proves the choir to have been
lioished [painted] before the grand arches were carved
into roses or flowers; which was doubtless done when
that vaulting was added [the square of late and bad
fifteenth-century vaulting shutting out the tower,—the
sole piece of vaulting not original, and the most mischie-
vous addition every way the building has ever bad]. The
upper pillars of the eastern cross have been cut away, to
let down the beams that were formerly fixed there; nor
are those parts painted. Besides this, the fractured parts
of the walls of the choir, and its crossing, are still visible,
and not closed up, as they must needs have been had not
the paiotine been first done. [This proves the painting
older than the commencement of the heavy stories of the
tower, one at least of which was complete by the second
dedication, in 1280.] There is yet another circumstance
observable that, whenever the arches were erected in this
cross, the workmen have been very careful how they
defaced the original painting, which, though its colours
are entire, tcill he moved off by the tlighteei touch [alas for
De-Wyattizers !], which makes me call itcrayons."

'What convenient broad ehoiildere have those
” early Puritans ” truly ! Hit ’em, they have no
friends ! Most convenient for us percentagers :

when fashion changes at the rate it does now,
verily I scarce know how we should get on
without them !

Now, then, come to a book of the great cen-
tury,—Dodsworth’s ” History and Description,
&c.,” 1814.

" But perhaps at no time since the foundation
have more efi'ectual improvements been made

;

than by Bishop Barrington, who now fills the

see of Durham, and of whose taste and munifi-

cence it is needless to speak.” The expenses
were paid by pulling down the campanile (coiival

with the church) and selling its bells and mate-
rials. Britton hasnotasyllablo of these grand and
most" effectual” improvements! The nine years
of Barrington’s episcopate are despatched in six

lines, and, for aught that his readers can learn,

there might never have been a campanile, nor
the groat Wyatt ever have been " let loose upon
Salisbury.” Such is "history” in the great
civilised age. We must therefore recur to
Dodsworth:

—

"Among the cfTorta of a wretched taste, which in

attempting to ornament, had deformed the edifice, were
various paintings on the vaultings of the choir and
eastern transept. These were erroneously considered as
coeval with the building, and consequently highly
admired by those who regard the mere antiquity of an
object as a sufiicient title to admiration. But on a close
inspection they were found to conceal lines drawn in
imitation of brickwork, like those which then remained on
the ceiling of the nave and principal transept, and may
still bo traced in the chapter-house and cloister. Their
antiquity therefor© was much less remote than was gene-
rally supposed. [If Salisbury and the ‘‘architect”
between them contained neither the taste to know "ex-
quisite” decorations from "wretched," nor the wits to
infer like Price, did neither the bishop’s, chapter's, nor
any library contain his little book F] Drawings of these
were made for the Society of Antiquaries. [I know a
century not required to make "drawings” ofwhat it de-
stroys, that would not make in such a case even photo-
graphs.] Mr. Wyatt judiciously coloured the arches and
ribs of the choir like the original stone, and contrasted the
ceiling and walls with a lighter tint, which gives every part
its due eO'ect (!). Since his time, the same plan has been
carried into execution in the nave and principal transept,
and the building may be considered as presenting nearly
the same appearance as when left by the original archi-
tect.”— Pp. 183-4.

But in vain do I copy these things : their
lessons will not reach the time that needs them,
but glance off effectless from tbe preparers, as
Mr. Ruskin says, of an England " without a
ruin and without a monument,” in which a race,

without discourse before or after, " may dispose
itself to eat and to drink and to die.” 'Would
to God that our art monuments were portable
enough, tbe land of shopkeepers impoverished
enough, and America grown rich enough, to do
as the same adviser would have Manchester do
with Verona, buy and export some frag-
ments ere the hoof of Per-centage has trampled
out all

!

You see, then, " history in stone,” or in white-
wash, is liable to become, like this to Mr. Arm-
field, unhistorie

;
and so, not history at all: as

wo all agree, the very Pentateuch would not be,
were it what the " Bishop of Numbers” fancies.
The statement about the whole of the walls and
groinings must also be thus modified. Figure
subjects were confined, it seems, to the vaultings
of the choir and east transept, and there is no
evidence of wall-painting beyond the same limits
(all east of the tower), nor of its wholly covering
more than the east wall with its “exquisite”,
scrollwork. Many living remember similar
scrolls branching from the bosses of the remain,
ing vaults, but their general surface only masoned
with red lines on white, and some say with a
few medallions. The building was of a rare
class as to colour decoration, neither depending
wholly on the opaque painting, ns Italian and
Southern Gothic, nor wholly on the glass, as do
Chartres, Bourges, York, and did Rheims and
most northern thirteenth-century work, as built.

At the Sainte Chapelle, the stone painting, if

authoritative (which I doubt), is totally thrown
away. Salisbury had no fully-coloured windows,
probably none with figures, and very little posi-
tive or intentional colour in them, especially the
clearstory, for the lower windows are (as in all

English works) excessive in relation to the clear-

story, hot less so here and in 'Westminster than
in any other English church. The coloured glass
was valued as gems among the rest, which by
its unintended, but now seemingly inimitable,
mottling of all kinds of sea-greens and dull

purples, excluded half or more of the light that
now enters

;
but even then it was a light build-

ing, as Westminster Chapter-house was, and
most be again if wall paintings are to tell.

Mr. Armfield’s protest against the antiquary’s
claim to have such things as Temple Bar or
Burlington colonnades left him as "history”
does not go half far enough. I utterly deny
that they are history more than the last plates
of " Lo Follet.” " History in Stone,’ ’ or in wood,
clay, metal, ceases in a race when their palace
and cottage begin to be in different styles

; or,

as Mr. Ruskin says, " any stone • cutting or
joinery, or pottery, or smith’s work, to be so
debased in character as to be utterly uncon-
nected with the finer branches of the same art.”

There are conntries, as Japan and India, where
all material works are history, down to this day,

their arts being, as Mr. Fergusson says, " though
effete, yet not insane;” but as we come west-
ward to Turkey, Russia, Belgium, France, art-

history ceases earlier and earlier, not necessarily

at the “ Renaissance,” often later, but in

England earlier—as early as the fourteenth

century ; and there are our colonies and America
with not a stone of such history, nor the re-

motest apparent chance of ever having any.
The terms neit; and youny are so misapplied that
they are actually the only lands with no traces

of youth. We have been young, and now we
are old

;
but America knows only age and decre-

pitude,—born therein, if you can call it a birth,

and never having seen the stage in which stone
history is possible.

I deny even tbe right claimed for more than
chief and first-rate works of the native art’s

decline, to more than careful photographic im-
mortality on paper. Wykeham’s, and the royal

works of the fifteenth century, and Wolsey’a,

are history; but not such things as St.John’s
Gate, Clerkenwell, or the above-named square
of groining that spoils the interior of Salis-

bury Cathedral. They are only so far history

as to deserve, before being swept away, well

photographing; which even things as late os

Northumberland House deserve, but seemingly
have little chance of getting.

It is only when we get back to Edward II.,

the age of Ely St. Mary^s Church, for instance,

that moulded stones are sacred ; and before 1300
universally so ;

and the breaker down of any
carved work with axes and hammers, a national

enemy, whose name must be sought out and
duly made to stink, entirely apart from “ early

Puritans.”

Poor Salisbury! As one "munificent” bishop,

you see, cost her, all her unique, " exquisite,”

and historic painting, so has the monumenting
of another cost all her sculpture ! Observe, it

always takes a great London man of taste to

destroy these things. The local artificers have
a certain innate feeling, that refuses the job,

however good for trade ! Mr. Osmond, the Salis-

bury sculptor, was the sole preserver of the

Chapter-house frieze to the end of the late

bishop’s life. I know that he was constantly

urged, but could never be persuaded to lift up
tool upon it, and his lordship had an odd scruple

against superseding local by strange artificers.

But, alas! great men must be monnmented.
He died just as the Sydenham Palace, and its

Panathenaio horses alternating bay and grey,

bay and grey, were all the rage. Salisbary
shopkeepers resolved Pharaoh’s chariots and his

horsemen should be equally smart, "in memory
of” their excellent bishop. They forgot that

at Sydenham it was not the Phidian works
themselves, but casts they saw coloured. Their
toy was to England, not what the casta were to
Sydenham, but what the very Phidian frieze had
been to Greece !—tbe chief scnlpture of our oom-
pletest, or, rather, only complete monnment of
the national arts. 'What odds ? It was tbe
handiest, cheapest ground for what they wanted,
a showy monument (of paint) to an excellent

bishop
;
though such grdund must bo made

nineteenth-century workmanship (for there was
all Genesis and Exodus; and the Creation, and
other scenes with the Deity figured, had been
purged by the careful hands of the real Puritans

of what they held a breach of the Command-
ment). But had not another century saved us

the designing ? What odds whether your
bandy thirteenth century’s own work be left

in existence or not ? A Londoner, of course,

was sent for, and the 170 ft. of shabbied old

carving (but convenient design) soon disap-

peared
;
yielding said Londoner, I suppose, due

per-centage on the outlay of axes and hammers.
And so, if Longfellow, or any American, asks
there after the sculptures of the Parthenon ofhis
forefathers, he most be told, the Salisbary shop-
keepers of 1860, finding it theirs, nob England’s,

and having a munificent bishop to monument
(with paint), found tbe said frieze’s place the
cheapest for it. Now, I call it monstrous that
the whims of the hour, in a place like Salisbury,

should thus have power to disinherit the great

Anglo-Sa^on race throughout the world, for all

time.

The real danger, you see, has now become, that

however short may be the remaining term of

Lord Bishops and the like among us, they will be
found, with this religion of Per-centage, to have
lasted just too long, by a few years, to leave

(between them and their monumenting) any of

England’s artistic history at all. Salisbury’s

losses are strangely typical of England’s at largo.

In the new frieze there,—which, by the way, has
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not more than half the 'figures the old one gave
me the impression of containing

;
nor that any

engraving, from Dagdale to Britton, gives the
idea of,—the shovpman says three bits of figures

only are original, and notably the head of Ham
mocking his father. Yes, truly, Ham’s will be
found the only head, when this poor drunken old

nineteenth-century John Bull awakes too late

from his wine (if ho ever does), and perceives
what his younger son,—whose name is Per-
centager,—hath done to him !

E. L. Gakbett.

WEST IJsDIES PACKET STATION.

I SAW a paragraph in the Standard the other
day to the effect that the Government had selected

the central packet station in the West Indies, and
had adopted “ "Virgin Gorda” as the most eligible.

This is to be exceedingly regretted, as I feel

confident that if thoroughly inquired into it

would be found less eligible than many other
islands.

It possesses a tolerably good harbour, but the
island is rocky, barren, and unproductive. It is

in too close proximity to the island of St. Thomas,
and is quite as much exposed to the action of
hurricanes and earthquakes as that island, which
a more southern island would not be so much
exposed to.

I think the West India Mail Company will find

to their cost, by a falling off in their trade, if it

has not already occurred, that a more sonthern
point of rendezvous in the West Indies would be
attended with less danger and risks, as travellers
will prefer the Prench line of steamers that are
not open to these objections. B. B.

THE MADRAS IRRIGATION.

Sib,—It is satisfactory to find that this

neglected matter is beginning to attract atten-

tion at home, as will be seen by the occasional
letters which have appeared in the daily papers.

India is blessed with a productive soil, and
the benefits which a well-designed system of
irrigation will confer on that country cannot be
meaanred by tonnage. The average rainfall in

the Presidency is 25 in. annually. Surely it

requires no great engineering skill to bring a
portion of this water within reach of the culti-

vators of the land, where the gradients are
favourable.

The Madras irrigation has been a complete
failure. A large portion of the labour spent on
public works in India is pure waste. Surely the
enterprisers should not be so fatally blind to

their own interests as to entrust great and im-
portant works to a lot of speculative adven-
turers, instead of treating with contractors of
position.

The promoters should insist upon all contrac-
tors sending qualified engineers and inspectors
to India, instead of sending out draughtsmen
and highway surveyors

;
for, to spend money

broad-cast and in a careless way is an easy
matter

j to spend it with economy and skill is

really quite a different affair
;
and, although we

do not rejoice in the worship of Buddha or
Krishna, or other exalted deities, we ought to

let the natives of the sunny East understand
that we are not low barbarians, by leaving
useful land»marks of our occupation.

PlEKSE AeTHVB.

CHANCEL SCREENS.

Sir,—In your notice of “The Great AroLi-
tect

” the opinion is expressed that its dedication
to

" master builders” refers to a certain section
of the clergy. The “wise master builders”
appealed to by the Apostle Paul, wero the great
body of Christians through all ages, cognisant
of their inherent dignity as “ kings and priests,”
and willing to do the work of building them-
selves up into “ living temples.”

Ministers were appointed, not to do the work
for others, but to exhort all to do it for them-
selves : the clergy, therefore, have no e.v q^icio
claim to be “master builders.”

You, no doubt inadvertently, use the term
“screened platform” as synonymous with railed
platform. The distinction between the two
phrases is most important,—the one being the

vailing to conceal a presumed mystery
;

the
other, an expedient to pi'eveut accidents.
The late A. "W. Pugin wrote his book on

“ Chancel Screens ” with the avowed object of
trying to prove that it was the custom from the
beginning to put “ screens ” in front of chancels.
" I cannot,” he says, “ impress too strongly on
the minds of my readers that the very vitals of
CathoHo architecture are assailed by the oppo-
nents of screens." To establish this point he
did not hesitate to compromise his reputation as

an honest man, as he was told in your columns,
by asserting the primitive antiquity of screened
chancels, no such thing being known till after

the ninth century. To illustrate his assertion,

he gives a plate with the title “Elevation of;

Screen of Old St. Peter’s Churoh at Rome,” the i

said screen having been inserted about 1.100

1

years after the erection of the church
;
the plan

of which shows the old real chancel behind the
modern mock one.

“ Real Protestants,” states Mr. Pugin, " have
always built rooms for their worship,” an axiom
which proves them to have been in accordance
with primitive Christians, who never built any-
thing else for nine hundred years

; a basilica

being simply an open meeting-hall.
We are entering into the gi-eat struggle of

adverse principles, in which, as I have long pre-
dicted, this question of church arrangement will

be a leading object of attack and defence. The
aim of my little book is to place ou record the
indisputable fact that the very stones of Rome
bear witness against her pretensions.

The Althok.

have received from Mr. J. Pi'iohard, Llaudaff,
a strong testimonial in favour of the young
architect, the vicar’s son, who is to design
the church, and of the builder fi’om Wales, who
is to carry out the design without competi.
tion, but we are obliged to decline inserting
it except as an advertisement. The facts
remain as, stated.

COMPETITION PLANS.
THE WALWORTH-COMMON ESTATE.

I 'B'ESPicrrcLLT beg leave to offer a auggeetion to the
guardians who bare now to decide on the respective merits
of the above plans, to avail themselves of the assistance of
a professional man of high standing aud character to enable
them to come to a correct conclusion in their selection for
the benefit of the parish.

1 know several competitors share the same opinion, and
I dare say the entire number would a,;ree to the above :

at all events, it will help greatly to remove erroneous
impressions, OxE op xhb Ncubbb.

We have received two other letters to the same
effect.

CONTENTS OP CONICAL HEAP OF
BALLAST.

Sib,—

A

llowme to give vonr correspondert, “A Work-
ing Man," the following rules for finding the contents of
a conical heap of ballast:—
Find the areas of the two ends, and extract the square

root of their product ; add this to the areas, and multiply
by one-third of the perpendicular heiglit.

Another rule is to dvide the difference of the two cubes
of the diameters of the two ends by the diff'erence of the
two diameters

;
multiply by -TSSi and by a third of the

perpendicular height, which will give the solid contents.
JOSUH E. Hatnes.

PROPOSED NEW CHURCH, ST. PANCEAS.
Sib,—

I

n your impression of June I3th, a correspondent
informs youofacbnrgb about to be built in Kentish-town,
and that the son of the Rev. Mr. Champneys, the vicar,
had been appointed by him architect to carry out the ’

works. I beg to inform you I was requested to attend a •

committee meeting for building this church, February !

2l8t, 18C5, the Rev. Canon Dale in the chair. I'he Rev. Mr. !

Champneys, vicar of 8t. Pancras, I believe was there;
the Rev. Mr. Andrews, the incumbent, and other gentle-
men, being present. I was at that meeting formally ap-
pointed architect to the church, parsonage, and schools,
proposed to be built out of a fund of 12,5f)0/., to be
realized by the sale of the site to the Midland Railway
Company of the former Church of 8t. Luke, King’s-cross,
which had been erected from my design.
Some time after I attended, by the request of the Rev.

Mr. Andrews, at Kentish Tc-wn, to inspect and survey a
site proposed to be given by one of the colleges for the
new church

;
present, the Rev. Canon Dale, the Rev. Mr.

Champneys, the Rev. Mr. Andrews, the surveyor to the
College estate, and myself, when I believe it was found
necessary; to obtain an Act of Parliament to dispose
of the funds obtained from the sale of the former
district Church of St. Luke, King’s • cross, to another
district in the same parish : everything regarding myself
remained in abeyance until ibis Act of Parliament was ob-
tained, which received the Royal as.^ent May 29th last. I
was now expecting to receive instructions to proceed with
the designs for the new church, and the first notification
I learnt to the contrary was that contained in your jour-
nal of the 13th instant

;
ard, on inquiring of tho Rev. Mr.

Andrews, I find your statement to be correct, that the
vicar has appointed his son to be the architect, after being
one of the committee previously to appoint myself, and
without having the courtesy to give me any information
or reason for removing my name.

John Jonsaox, Architect.

THE POOR MAN’S MEAT IN LONDON.

A NEW view of the Foreign Cattle-markefc

scheme is giyen under this title by the Daily
News. In an interesting article on the animal
food of the London poor, the writer points out
how the placing of the proposed market at
Dagenham, or elsewhere onfc of town, would
react on the supply to the poor of thoir portion
of the meat-market supply. We give an ab-
stract ;

—

“The quantity of butcher’s meat consumed by tho
poorer classes of the metropolis is considerably greater
than is usually supposed. It must not, however, bo
hastily assumed that this meat is eaten in the shape of
beef, pork, or mutton ; on the contrary, large numbers of
the poor have been lleah-eatera for years, without onca
enjoying, unless at rare intervals, the luxury of a bit of
beef or mutton. The meat used by them is procured
wholly from what is technically tero.ed the ‘ ofl'al ’ of
slaughtered animals, and which forms a most important
feature of the metropolitan dead-meat trade, its sale
generally constituting the principal source from whence
the profits of the wholesale butcher are derived. The
offal consists of the bead, tail, kidneys, heart, tongne,
liver, skirt, and similar portions of the animal, the feet
generally going with the skin or hide. The estimated
value of the olTul per animal is about SOs. for a bullock,
and from lOs. to ISs. for a sheep. The offal, when fresh,
generally forms in poor neighbourhoods the most saleable
portion of the animal.
When it is remembered that in 1867 no less than

265,764 head of oxen, and 1,472,000 sheep, forming a
total of 1,737,754 animals, exclusive of calves and swme,
were disposed of in the metropolitan market, some
adequate idea may be formed of the magnitude which the
trade in animal offal has attained, and the important
position occupied by it in the domestic economy of the
pnor. Anything which may tend to increase the price of
the commoner descriptions of offal must inevetably press
with terrible severity on the humbler classes. Yet the
possibility of this has been almost wholly overlooked by
tho advocates of the new Metropolitan Foreign Cattle
Market. The Duke of Hicbmoud, in answer to a question
by Mr. Hope 8cott, declared that ‘ be knew nothing
about offal

j
and yet he was very anxious for the estab-

liabment of tbe proposed market. He bad looked at the
question from one point of view only. It has been shown
couclnaively in the evidence taken before tho Metro-
politan Foreign Cattle Market Committee that the com-
pulsory slaughter of foreign animals at Dagenham,
instead of in tbe present localities, will most certainly lead
in various ways to a complete withdrawal of a Urge por-
tion of auimal offal from tbe different metropolitan retail

markets; the cost of carriage and tbe deterioration of
quality occasioned by the time and mode of transit from
Dageuham to the retail shops being more than sufficient

to absorb the profit of the dealers.

In fact, everything tends to prove that the animals must
be slaughtered ns near as possible to the piece where the
meat is to be retailed. If compulsory slaughter is to be
insisted upon, the site proposed for tbe Islington al/uttoira

is far preferable to that at Dagenham ; but in either case
the poor will become the sufferers. If we are to have
public abattoirt, they must be in different localities, as in
Paris, otherwise the price of meat will rise above the reach
of the humbler classes, who are already much dissatisfied
with the manner in which they have been treated by tho
abolition of the compound householder system. The
establiehment of the proposed Metropolitan Foreign
Cattle Maiket wonld be like pouring oil upon fire. It
would prove a dangerous eipenment."

PROVINCIAL NEWS.

In reply to observations under this head-
ing, in our issue of the 13th instant,* wc

Litgivardine .—A tnonnmental tomb has jnst

been erected here, by Mr. Thomas Lewis Webb,
of Hagley, to tho memory of his deceased wife.

Tbe site selected is adjacent to the large vault
of the Freeman family, near the pathway on the
Tidnor side of the churchyard. The tomb is

formed of a base of worked Aberdeen grey
granite, 9 ft. 6 in. long by 6 ft. wide, surmounted
by a plinth of red Peterhead granite, chamfered
on the edge and highly polished. The ledger, or

splayed top is of the same material, and the

height of the whole is 2 ft. 6 in. Tho ironwork
by which the tomb is protected is in the Egyp-
tian style. Ten standards, of proportionate

height, and surmounted by fiambeanx torches,

carry the bar rail, which is of the cable coil

pattern.

Penrith .—The new market-house at Penrith
is now almost completed. The new builjing
may be adapted to any purposes, such as lec-

tures, concerts, or public meetings. It is a large
brick building of peculiar shape, but that has
been caused by tbe whole of the available space
being built upon. The roof is of glass and slate,

with fifteen ventilators, and the side windows
can also be easily raised to admit of more fresh
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air when required. The roof is supported by
fitroDg iron pillars, and accommodation has been
provided for both buyer and seller. It can be
lighted from horizontal lines of gas jets. The
now building occupies about 700 square yards
of surface, and the roof and sides contain up-
wards of 1,500 ft. of glass. The architect was
Mr. Stewart, of Carlisle, and the contractors

were,—for tho masonry, Messrs. T. & G. Dixon,
Penrith

j plumbing, plastering, painting, and
glazing, Mr. Relton, Penrith; carpenter’s work,
Mr, Pollock, Penrith

;
gas-fittings, Mr. Porter,

Penrith
; and for the castings, Mr. D. Clarke,

Carlisle. It has been estimated that the total

cost of the building will be about 1,0001., but we
understand that some of the “extras” are
heavy.

AECHITECTURE : UNIVERSITY COLLEGE,
LONDON.

At the recent distribution of prizes, the
following were awarded ;

—

In Architecture, Professor Haycer Lewis.

—

Fine Art, First Year’s Course : Prize, Arthur
Hill, of Cork. Certificates, 2ud, C. R. Griffiths,

of^London; 3rd, P, H. Reed, of London. Second
Year’s Course : Donaldson Silver Medal, Arthur
Hill, of Cork; 2nd prize, C. R. Griffiths, of
London

; Certificate, 3rd, F. H. Reed, of Loudon.
Construction, First Year’s Coxme : George Dun-
can, of London

;
Certificates, 2ud, C. R. Griffiths,

of London; 3rd, J. Wallace Duncan, of London.
Second Year’s Course

:

Donaldson Silver Medal,
George Duncan, of London

; 2ud prize, C. R.
Griffiths, of London

; Certificate, 3rd, J. Wallace
Duncan, of London.

In Civil Engineering, Professor Fleeming
Jenkin.—Prize, Leslie C. Hill, of London;
Certificate, 2ud, W. H. Johnson, of London.

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.
CarZisZe.—The chief stone of St. Mary’s new

Parish Church has been laid. The site is that
formerly occupied by tho Black Swan Inn, near
tho Cathedral-cloae. Mr. Ewan Christian, of
London, is the architect. The design is intended
to harmonise as much as possible with the
cathedral. The edifice will consist of a nave
and transept, with a polygonal apse at the east
end, and north and south aisles. Tho entire
length of the building will be about 95 ft., and
its breadth about 60i ft. The apse will have a
radius of 15^ fc., and will be 31 fc. across, the
whole depth of tho chancel being 36 ft. The
walls will be built of red stone throughout, from
Newbiggin quarries, the character of tho external
walling being similai’ to that adopted in St.
John’s Church, namely, rock-faced rubble; while
the masonry around the windows will be dressed.
The arcades dividing the nave from the aisles
will consist of three pointed arches, of which
the pillars will be of black Hilkenuy marble,
with moulded and carved base and caps, and the
arches will be formed alternately of red and
white stone, with white stone bands. Above
these arclies a lofty clearstory will be constructed,
with double-light lancet windows on each side,
with black marble shafts and arches of red and
white stone. There will be three windows on
the south side lighting the south aisle, and one
triple-light lancet window on the north side, the
position in which the church is placed with
regard to surruundiug property rendering it im-
possible for tho architect to make the north side
the same ns the south. The apse of the east
end will contain seven single-light tracery win-
dows, to which me placed marble shafts sup-
porting the internal arches, and above these
other marble shafts supporting the carved and
moulded ribs of the I'oof. These windows will
bo filled with stained glass at the expense of
Mr. Losh. The chief feature in the west end of
the church will be a large window, 25 ft. high
from tho cill to the spring of the arch, and
having an openiug 14 ft. wide. This will be
divided into four lights by three mullions, and
the top of the window will be filled with tracery
and geometrical design. The nave and chancel
will be covered with burrel-shaped roofs, which
will be plastered, but the main timbers will be
moulded and cai ried round on the under side of
tho ceiling. Tho aisles will be covered with
open-framed timber roofs. Tho church will be
provided throughout with open seats, \s’hieh will
accommodatu about GOO people. The roof will
be covered with Westmoreland slates. The

contractor is Mr. George Black, joiner, of Car-
lisle, the estimate amounting to about 4,S52Z.

The execution of the masonry w'ork has been
undertaken by Messrs. C. & J. Armstrong, of
Carlisle, builders.

Bournemouth.— The chief stone of Holy
Trinity Church has been laid by the Lord-
Lieutenant of Dorset. The site is in Madeira-
vale. Messrs. Cory & Ferguson, of Carlisle, are
the architects. The design of the proposed new
edifice, which will bo built of brick, is that of
Lombardy, the “ great brick country,” at the
same time introducing such features as may
render it suitable for onr own climate. The
church will comprise nave, aisles with shallow
transepts, and an apsidal chancel with small
aisles. There will be a Galilean porch extend-
ing entirely across the west front, and connected
with the tower by a corridor. It is proposed to

build the church of red brick, slightly brought
out in the most salient points with moulded
brick, and terra-cotta introduced in the shafts of
the western porch and orders of the main door,
way of the tower. The interior is to be lined

with buff bricks, if they can be procured of good
colour, relieved with red brick string-courses
and hood-mouldings, with spaces left to be filled

up with string-courses of majolica tiles
;
whilst

in the circular panels, and in the spandrels of
the arches of tho main arcade, will be fitted

subjects in Venetian mosaic. It was originally
intended to have a gold ground for this mosaic
work, but the idea has been altered. The roof
of the nave is to be barrel-vaulted, in wood,
carried by laminated principals tied with
wrougbt-iron ties, and lined with varnished
wood. On the outside, the roof will be covered
with the ordinary russet-coloured tiles. The
church as at present designed will, when com-
plete, afford accommodation to 1,031 adults, and
it is intended that 350 sittiogs shall be free.

Without the north aisle and transept accommo-
dation would bo provided for 802 adults. It is

proposed to build at present the nave, chancel,
south transept and aisle, vestry, and cellar for

heating apparatus, with temporary porches over
the west doors.

Kempston (Bedford).—The church of St. John
tho Evangelist has been consecrated. Tho new
edifice is situated in the district of Up End.
Tho site, which has a fall of about 6 ft. to the
maiu road, and is very picturesque, was given
by the late Mr. Littledale. The ground plan of
the building (which is in the style prevailing
toward the close of tho thirteenth century), com-
prises nave, south porch, ringing chamber, chan-
cel, vestry, and organ chamber. The materials
used throughout for masonry are the local lime-

stone from the quarry of Mr. Mitchell; the iron-

stone bands from Wellingborough
;

and the
quoins, Btring-courses, plinths, and dressings
generally arc of Bath stone. The internal sur-

faces of the walling are rendered in ordinary
plaster. The nave is 70 fc. long, 25 ft. 6 in. in

width, 21 fc. and 40 ft. high to the wall plate

and apex of roof respectively. This portion of
the work has been designed to allow the subse-
quent additions of north and south aisles, the
discharging arches of the arcades for which have
been constructed in the masonry of the present
walls. The nave is divided into five bays, and
is lighted on the north aide by five and on the
south side by four two-light windows with lancet
and circular openings : a smaller window is in-

troduced over the ridge of tho roof of the south
porch. The west windows form a gronp of three
lancets, with a rose of six foils in the upper
stage. The west windows, fitted with painted
glass by Mr. Wailes, ot Newcastle, form a memo-
rial to cho late Mr. Littledale, of Kempston. The
side windows have been glazed with cathedral
glass, in quarries slightly tinted. The benches
in the nave are open and moveable ; executed in

deal slightly stained and varnished
; seats for

children are placed at the west end. Accommo-
dation is provided for 270 adults, aud about 100
children. The south porch is open roofed in oak,
with front truss aud coupled rafters. The bell-

turret is carried up from the buttresses in the
form of a cross on plan. The turret is arranged
to carry three bells

;
one only, at present has

been cast and raised by Messrs. Meara & Stain-
bank, of Whitechapel. The chancel is 33 ft.

Jong, 18 ft. wide, 17 fc. high to the wall plate.

The east end is apsidal, with an approach of five

steps from the nave, and is lighted by three
lancet windows in tho octagon faces

j
the centre

light is carried up into a dormer; these open-
ings have been fitted with painted glass by
Messrs. Clayton & Bel), of Loudon. The works
connected with tho erection of tho building have

been executed by Messrs. Winn & Foster. The
committee decided to dispense with tho services
of a clerk of the works. The architect was Mr.
Robert Palgrave, of London.
Farnham Royal.—The parish church has been

re-opened by the Bishop of Oxford. Except a
portion of the chancel it has been entirely
rebuilt. The cost of restoration was estimated
at about 2,200Z., and of this sum more than
1,600Z. have been raised, leaving a balance of
some 600Z. still required. Tho church has been
erected by Mr. Pope, of Dover, from the designs
of Messrs. Nesfield, of London, architects.

Dinedor (Herefordshire).—The parish church
has been restored and re-opened. The restora-
tions have been under the direction of Mr. F. R.
Kempson, of Hereford, architect

;
and have been

executed by Mr. J. Stone, of Fownhope, builder.
The work of restoration included the entire re-
building of the nave, chancel, and porch, on the
site of aud in the same form as the old edifice,

with the addition of an organ chamber and
vestry on the north side of the chancel. The
architectural features of tho old church have, as
far as practicable, been preserved, and the old
materials used in the re-building of the edifice,

the masonry being relieved with Bath stone
buttresses, copings, and dressings of the windows.
The outer walls are of stone from a quarry in

the immediate neighbourhood, lined in the
interior with stone of a delicate grey colour from
the quarry of Sir E. P. S. Stanhope, bart., at
Ballingham. The roof, which is of wood, is

entirely new, the construction being shown,
being open from within with plaster between the
rafters. Tho seats are open benches of pine
wood, with sloping backs. Light is afforded in

the nave by two couplet windows on the south
side, and a couplet and a lancet on the north
side; and in tho chancel by two windows on the
south side, aud by a triplet in the east end. The
passages between the seats are paved with tiles

from the manufactory of Mr. W. Godwin, of
Withiugton, and there is affixed in the church a
heating apparatus by Messrs. Rimmington. The
porch is executed in pitch pine on a stone base.
The tower has not been rebuilt; the masonry
has, however, been cleaned of whitewash, the
joints raked out and pointed, and new belfry

windovi's have also been inserted. The roof has
been re-slated. The carving is the work of
Messrs. Pearney, of Gloucester. The style of
architecture of the church is Early English. Tho
cost of the whole work was 700Z.

St. Helier’s (Jersey).—Tho town church has
been restored under tho direction of Mr. John
Elliott, architect. The sum voted for the restora-

tions by tho parish authorities was 4,530Z., and
the actual cost was 4,501Z. The edifice has been
re-powed in oak, the stonework restored; a new
transept bnilt and the nave extended, and various

other works done, painted windows inserted, &o.
Tho contractor was Mr. Westway

j
and the clerk

of works Mr. Frank Le Sueur.

Heme Boaj.—The new chancel of Christ Church
has been consecrated. The architects of the
work wore Messrs. George & Yaughan, of Lon-
don, who, in designing the additions to the
existing nondescript structure, had first to con-

sider the stylo most appropriate for the new
work. The church, formerly one wide room
with flat ceiling aud low-pitched roof, was,
nevertheless, Gothic in its windows and details,

and being of brick, it was decided that the brick

Gothic of Northern Italy would best harmonize
with the old building. This style was adopted

as requiring no great amount of carving or orna-

ment, trusting mainly to its proportions for

effect. The east wall of the church has been
taken down and rebuilt, 7 ft. being added
to the length of the nave. To the north of the
chancel is the organ-chamber, with a wide arch
to the chancel and a similar one to the nave.
Seating for a considerable number is provided by
the addition of north and south transepts, which
are connected with the church by arches having
each a span of 22 ft. These transepts are

lighted by rose windows. The walls of the

church internally show tho brickwork, which is

relieved by the introduction of occasional

coloured bands, and by stone voussoirs in the

arches. The capitals of tho shafts are of various

designs in natural flowers. These, and all the

internal stonework, are of Caen stone; while
externally Bath stone is employed. The archi-

tects’ gift to the church is a pulpit of Caen stone.

As stained glass was not attainable, the archi-

tects have made a departure from the vernacular

diamond lights by the introduction of geometrical

forms in three shades of cathedral glass. The
flat portion of the old plaster ceiling, which has
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long been in a dangerons condition, has been
knocked away and the main timber of the roof
exposed, arched stmts being inserted above the
tie-beams

; the rafters are covered with board-
ing, and the whole is stained to match the new
work. The work has been carried oat by Mr.
Adams, of Herne Bay, builder. The additions
already made, including sundry changes to the
original building, have been executed at a coat of
about 2,500L, of which not quite 1,800J. have at
present been raised. It is hoped that this and
farther funds may be placed at the disposal of
the incumbent and the committee, to enable
them to complete the work, by the erection of
the tower and re-seating of the old portion of the
edifice.

Am^lcforth .—The church of Ampleforth, in
Yorkshire, has been almost entirely rebuilt, and
is now re-opened. The restoration, costing about
1,2001., has been effected from plans by Mr.
Heeley, of Bradford, architect.

DISSENTING CHUKCH-BUILDING NEWS.

Altercliffe (Sheffield).—The foundation-stone of conuiauoix
-. Methodist New Connexion Chapel, which is ' expenditure, inclusive of site, &c., will be about

of white stone. The principal entrance faces
the Market-place, and will be entirely of stone,
with enriched mouldings, carved caps, and
polished marble shafts, the npper part above
being finished as a tower, with lancet windows,
and the roof carried well up. Next to the tower
will be a small gable, filled in with a wheel
window in plate tracery, the remainder of the
side elevation being occupied with three-light
windows under one pointed arch, which will
show itself inside as well as oat. The interior
will have somewhat the effect of nave and aisles,

the roof being supported partially upon iron
columns with foliated capitals, the centre bay or
nave being 25J ft, wide, aisles, 9 ft. 9 in., the
end finishing with a semi-circular apse the full

width and height, and the roof timbers, spring-
ing from shafts on stone corbels, concentrating to
the centre, the roof timbers being ornamented,
and the entire ceiling of the nave boarded and
finished in various shades of stain varnished.
The windows throughout are to be glazed with
cathedral glass, a narrow margin of white or
colourless glass running round, and those in the
apse a little more enriohed. There will be
accommodation for 500 persona on the ground-
floor and 200 in the gallery. The total estimated

about to be erected in Shortridge-streeb, Atter- 4,0001.
been laid by Mrs. Firth, the wife of

j

Middlesbrough.—A new chapel has been opened
Mr. Mark Firth, the Master Cutler. The arcbi- : in Miltou-atreet, in connexion with the United
tects are Messrs. HiU & Swann, of Leeds. The ' Free Methodists. The chapel, which is called
building will be in the Gothic style, and it will Paradise Chapel, has been built from desi^-ns
be capable of accommodating 450 adults. The ' furnished by Mr. Hunter, a local architect, and
external walla will be faced with red brick and is in the Gothic style. It is built of white brick
Btone dressings. _ 'IJe extreme length of the with stone dressings, and archings and courses
^apel externally is 72 ft., and the width 41 ft, of red and coloured brick to relieve. The body
On the basement, a pchool-room, 46 ft. by 38 ft., of the chapel contains 300 sittings of deal, open
two class-rooms, and a kitchen will be arranged.

' and stained. The coat of the whole, inclusive of
In the lobby, to the left of the vestibule, there laud, has been l,200i. The vestry and schools
will be a tower surmounted by a spire elated ' are underneath the chapel,
with party-coloured slates, and relieved by four I

dormer windows with spirelets. The roof of the
[

chapel will be open, with arched rib-biudings,
and the timbers will be stained aud varnished.
The whole of the pew framing and internal
joiners’ work will also be stained and varnished.
The total cost of the building, exclusive of the
cost of the site, will be about 2,100Z.

Ilkley.—The chief stone of the Ehyddings-
road Congregational Church has been laid. The
churoh is situated on the new terrace to be called
“ the Grove,” and is within two minutes’ walk
of the railway-station. It is to be in the
Decorated style. The front will face the east,
and the vestries and school will be in the rear.
The principal entrance, with canopied heading
and a five-light window above it, will lead into a
vestibule faced with stone. To the left will be
an octagonal tower, with slated roof and finial

j

and to the left, at the junction of the Rhyddings-
road and the Grove, will be a tower and spire,
rising to the height of 120 ft. The windows at
the sides, of two lights, are set in gables, which
break the roof-line. The interior of the church
will bo divided into nave and side aisles by iron
columns. The pews will be open, 34 in. wide,
with low leaning backs, and cushioned. The
whole of the woodwork is to be of pitch pine.
The glazing will bo of cathedral glass, with
coloured margins. In the chancel will be the
reredoB, and above it a wheel window. The
dimensions of the interior will be 64 ft. by 42 ft.,

the extreme length 79 ft., and the accommoda-
tion in the area and an end gallery 444 sittings,
allowing 20 in. for each person. By the addition
of aide galleries, 200 more persons can be ac-
commodated at a very small expense, increasing
the number of sittings to 644. The school, which
is nearly finished, and will be opened for Divine
worship in the course of a few weeks, is 50 ft.

long by 22 ft. broad, with two class-rooms at the
end, beyond which will be a chapel-keeper’s
house. The cost of the church, school, aud
land is expected to be about 5,000Z. Mr. J. P.
Prichett, of Darlington, is the architect; Mr. R.
Law the clerk of the works, and the followino
are the contractors for the works :—Masons’,
Messrs. T. T. & W. Freeman, Otley

; slaters and
plasterers’, Mr. J. Tattersall, Bradford

; joiners’,
Messrs. John Ives & Son, Shipley

;
plumbers and

glaziers’, Mr. L. Bannister, of Pudsey
;
painters’,

Mr. Henry Mitchell, of Huddersfield
j iron-

workers’, Messrs. Walker & Son, Newcastle

;

carvers’, Messrs. Burstall & Taylor, Leeds
;
and

the warming apparatus was provided by Messrs.
G. Haden & Son, of Trowbridge.

Rugby.—The chief stone of a new Wesleyan
chapel has been laid here. The style of the chapel
is Gothic, of the Early Pointed Period, carried
out in red bricks, with black bands, and dressings

“ O.v the Pollution of Rivers of the Kingdom.
Circulated by the Council of the Fisheries Pre-
servation Association, 23, Lower Seymour-street,
Portman-square.” The purpose of this pamph-
let is to point attention to the enormous magni-
tude of the evil, and the urgent necessity, in the
interest of the public health and the fisheries,

for its suppression by immediate legislative

enactment, as evidenced by extracts from the
reports of successive Royal Commissions, Com-
mittees of both Houses of Parliament, Inspectors
of Salmon Fisheries, Medical Officers of the
Privy Council, Registrar General, &c., presented
or returned to Parliament between 1855 and
1868. The Fisheries Preservation Association is

an influential society, under the presidency of
the Duke of Northumberland, and the Vice-Pre-
sidency of Lord de Blaquiere. The Journal of
the Historical and Archa;ological Association of'
Ireland; originally founded as the Kilkenny
Aroheoological Society in 1849. Vol. I, Third
series, No. 1, January, 1868. It is not to be
wondered at that so extensive and successful an
Association as the Kilkenny Archteological
should become national in name as in extension.
Its Transactions are published by McGlashan &
Gill, Upper Sackville-atreet, Dublin, The num-
ber before us is as usual an interesting one,
and is well illustrated by very good engravings.
The most important papers in it are one on an
Ogham Chamber, at Drumloghan, by Mr. Wil-
liams, of Dungarvan; and another on a class of
Cromleacs, for which the name “ Primary ” is

proposed, by Mr. G. V. Du Noyer, district officer

of the Geological Survey of Ireland. As bearin'^
out ideas urged in the Builder, and opposed by
some Irish archceologists, we may quote a pas-
sage from Mr. Williams’s paper on the newly-
discovered Ogham cave.

“The total absence of human remains here will seriously
affect, if, indeed, it do not completely upset, the theory
of the tepalchral character of this class of structures, not-
withstanding the aecidtntal circumstance of the presence
of such remains in the solitary instance of the Dunioe
care. The promised New Zealand srchjeologist, having
tioished bis sketches of the ruins of 6t. Paid's, may, per-
chance, happen to visit Kilkenny, and would probably
find abundance of human remains within the precincts of
the sacred ruins of St. Canice's

j
but should he thence

conclude that it was originally a great mansoleum, would
he not err ? Christians jn every age, actuated by feelings
which we can readily understand, have longed to be
buried near the shrines at which they worshipped during
life; and, as there is nothing new under the sun, it

can be hardy doubted that the Pagans of old would
desire to have their remains deposited in places connected
with religious worship, and to which the odour of sanctity
attached."

What is remarkable in reference to Druidical

practices, it appears that a broad circular fence
or rampart, coeval with the Ogham chamber,
passed directly over the roof of it. This external
ring or rampart is concentric with an elliptical
enclosure about a third of the extent^ and tradi-
tionally believed to have been an ancient ceme-
tery, but “ long disused, except for the inter-
ment of nnbaptised children, suicides, and others
not considered entitled to burial in oonaecrated
ground.” The Druidical allusions in the Taliesin
records to “ramparts” and“ enclosures” over
which tho “light-bounding steed of Hu,” the
Druidical God, was said to leap, aro well known.
Mr. Williams states his own unhesitating belief
that “this great external ring was an open-air
Pagan temple.” “St. David’s: its Early
History andPresent State.” By auEcclesioIogisb.
London: Bemrose & Sons, Paternoster-row. The
cathedral of St. David is, ofcourse, the chiefobject
described in this little guide to St. David’s : it

is illustrated by a few engravings, the only merit
of which is that they are copied from rongh
scratches by a/ac-smiZe process, which has thus
its demerits as well as its merits, since by the
usual processes perhaps some improvement
would have been made on the very poor original
drawings. “ Examples of Modern Steam, Air,
and Gas Engines of the most recent approved
Types.” By John Bourne, C.E. Part I. Long-
mans & Co. These examples of the most recent
and approved types of engiues are designed for
the use of experienced engineers. The work is

intended to give minute aud practical descrip-
tions of engines for pumping, driving machinery,
locomotion, and agriculture, and will be accom-
pauied by working drawings, and embody a
critical account of all projects of recent im-
provements in furnaces and boilers, as well as
engines. The whole will appear in twenty-fonr
monthly parts, and form one volume quarto
illustrated by about fifty plates aud 400 wood-
cats.

Value of Property in Mancbester. — At a
sale last week by Messrs. Chinnock, Galsworthy,
«Se Chinnock, of the numerous properties sold by
direction of the Court of Chancery, in the causes
of Hervey v. Chapman and Hervey v. Slack, land
in Fountain-street, with the Swan Inn, sold at
the rate of about 24Z, per yard, or upwards of
120,000Z. per acre.

Cutting Glass by Hot Am.—According to
Les Mondes, the use of hot air, or gas, for
catting glass, is an invention, already utilized
by the Crystal Company of Balcarat. The
hot gas issues from a pointed or flattened
tube, and is driven directly upon tke goblet or
other object to be cut, which is placed in close
proximity to the tube, and made to revolve
upon its axis. A narrow circle of heated glass
is thus formed upon the object in question,
which being damped immediately afterwards,
causes the glass to divide with extreme neatness
at the part thus heated. The operation is more
rapid and effectual, wo are told, than any means
hitherto employed for this purpose.

The Ladies’ Sanitary Association. — The
annual public meeting of this admirable associa-
tion took place on the 12th iost., at tho Hanover-
square Rooms, the Earl of Shaftesbury presiding.
The report (which was read by Dr. B. W. Richard-
son) stated that the funds had increased during
the past year beyond those of any previous year.
Fifty-three essays had been sent in competition
for the prize of lOOZ., offered by the society for

the best essay on vaccination, the majority of
the writers being medical practitioners, and the
successful competitor being Mr. Edward Ballard,
medical officer of health of the Islington district.

The financial statement showed that the receipts

amounted to 1,372Z., and the expenditure to

1,358Z., leaving a balance of 14Z. The Earl of
Carnarvon proposed the adoption of the report,

expressing his cordial approval ot the objects

and operations of the society, especially in re-

gard to the establishment of branch associations

abroad, and the circulation of tracts diffusing

important information upon the laws relating to

the maintenance of human health by preventive
means. The Rev. J. B. Owen seconded the pro-

position, which was agreed to. The meeting was
also addressed by the Hon. L. Stanley, the Rev.
Mr. Rowsell, Mr. Godwin, Mr. Edwin Chadwick,
Dr. Richardson, Dr. Aldia, and by the chairman ;

and various resolutions were adopted in further-

ance of the objects of tho association.
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jEVEYOR FOR OXFORD. — Mr. Clarko, the

Rant borough surveyor of Portsmouth, has

i elected surveyor for Oxford. There were

inty-one candidates. Great credit has been

n to Mr. Clarke for his conduct during the

;ros8 of the main-drainage vForks in Ports*

itb.

EELS FOR St. Chad’s Church, Middles-

R.—A peal of bells has been presented to

Chad’s, Middlesmoor, by a daughter of the

Mr. Horner Reynard, of Holgreen, West

kshire, as a memorial of the late Mr. Simon

ner, merchant, of Hull, the last of a family

I known in the Dale. They are a maiden peal,

were cast by Messrs. Blews & Sons, of Bir-

gham, May 19th, 1868. Weight of the peal,

ns 10 cwt. The opening of the peal took place

a some festivities on the 11th inst.

'ew Tenders for Thames Embankment.—At

last meeting of the Metropolitan Board of

rks, the Board received tenders for the con-

iction of that portion of the embankment
rth) between the eastern end of the Inner

iple and Blackfriara-bridge. They were as

)ws :—Messrs. Hill & Keddle, 179,0001.

;

mas E. Ridley, 173,5001. ;
Messrs. Eckera &

les, 159,600Z.
;

Messrs. Jennings & Co.,

,000^. ;
Messrs. T. Pearson, 144,OOOZ.

;

isrs. Thos. Doewra & Son, 142,000Z.
;
Kelk,

ring Bros., & Lucas, 127,OOOZ.
;
W. Webster,

,500Z. The tender of Mr. Webster was
jpted.

xPLOsioN IN A Theatre.—A serious ex-

lion of gas has occurred at the Theatre

al, Preston. The stage foot-lights are sup-

d with oxyhydrogen, and this dangerous

ture of gases is kept in bags provided

jially for the purpose on one side of the stage,

b previously to the commencement of the per-

nance, a man named Catterall and some
jrs were engaged in preparing for the ignition

he foot-lights by arranging the gas-bags, &o.,

in one of them suddenly exploded. Catterall

blown some distance, his clothes were torn,

several places, and he was considerably

ken and cub about the chin and face.

. Fir Plantation on Fire.—The wooded hill

)rd, on the other side of Kessock Ferry from
erness, recently caught fire. About 400

5S were planted with Scotch firs. The fire

;inated amongst the brushwood, and in an
r’s time it had traversed a distance of nearly
’ a mile, and mounted to the summit of the

The flames passed through amongst the

;e and whins with such rapidity as to a cer-

i extent to save the timber of the grown
IS; bub the bark and branches are all

ikened and scorched. The fire extended over

ub 100 acres. It was not expected that it

lid be thoroughly mastered until a heavy
wer of rain fell.

tABOUREEs’ Cottages.—Mr. Lancashire, at

dinner of the Hants and Berks Agricultural

iety’s show, urged that there was needed a

jh better class of cottages on farms, espe-

ly for the superior labourers whom a farmer
} uses steam machinery and improved imple-

its requires. Such men must be, to a certain

enb, meobanical engineers, and they will not
oontonb with the ramshackled, comfortless

ces of mere shelter which farm labourers

e had, in many instances, to pub up with.

3 farmer could not be asked to erect per.

aenf buildings, but he is entitled to ask that

investment in machinery, implements, and
lure shall be backed np by his landlord, and
per bouses be provided on his farm for the

1, in accordance with the altered circum-

aces of the times.

’he Royal Albert Asylum at Lancaster.

—

0 chief stone of a new asylum for idiots of

1 six northern counties of England has been
i with Masonic ceremonial by the Earl of

•land, as Grand Master. Upwards of 40,000Z.

(the 60,OOOZ. necessary for the erection of the

dee have been already contributed. The site

1^ plot of land containing 67 acres, lying 150 R.
)ve sea-level, and about a mile south of
acaster, and has been purchased at a cost

)10,000Z. As the whole of the necessary
ids have not as yet been raised, it has been
.med desirable, and the contracts have recently
u let, to erect the building so as to accom-
liate 500 inmates, at a cost of 42,900Z. It

I be erected so as to admit of easy and inex-

aive enlargement. The building has been
xgned in the Gothic style of architecture
tpted to modern requirements.

British Arch/EOLogical Association.—The

annual congress will be held this year at Ciren-

cester, commencing on the 3rd of August.

Ventilation through Street Windows.—An
obvious plan of improving the ventilation of

dining-rooms, drawing-rooms, and bed-rooms in

this hot weather, without drawing np the

blinds, is suggested, or rather re-suggested, in

the Morning Post ;
—“ Fix the roller of your blind

on the upper sash of your window, and then when

the sash is pulied down an open space is left

above for the free current of air, and yet the

lower part of the window is protected from the

scrutiny of outsiders.”

Sculpture.—We have seen with much plea-

sure a group in marble, recently executed at

South Kensington, by Professor Jerichau. It is

titled, ‘‘ The Bathers Surprised,” and represents

two startled girls on the ground clasping each

other for mutual protection. The pose is good,

and the countenances are admirable. The lower

limbs of the elder girl would have borne a little

greater development. Some years ago, as we
have heard, the Princess Alexandra of Denmark
saw the design in Copenhagen, and, liking it,

said when I am rich I will have it produced for

me in marble. The promise was not forgotten,

and the group we have seen is the property of

H.E.H. the Princess of Wales.

Model Lodging - houses, St. Thomas’s,

Oxford.—New buildings for the labouring classes

are in the course of erection in St. Thomas’s

parish, Oxford. In this district were the most

dilapidated courts and the poorest of the popula-

tion. The first block is now complete, and con-

sists of thirty sets of dwellings, each a complete

house in itself. They are approached by four

staircases, and all of them have a sitting-room,

one, two, or three bed-rooms, a scullery, a water-

closet, a coal place, and a larder. They have a

distinctwater service unconnected with the closet

snpply, and a shaft runs from each scullery, into

which dust and other refuse may be swept. The
new buildings have been visited by the Prince of

Wales, who, it is well known, has paid great

attention to the question of the dwellings of tho

labouring classes, as bis father, the late Prince

Consort had done, and has erected a large number
of admirable cottages on the Sandringham estate.

The Prince of Denmark and M. de Bulow were

with the Prince.

The Great Trellis Bridge at Runcorn.

—

This bridge, on the new railway which is to

shorten the north-western route between London
and Liverpool, has been successfully tested.

The contract for tho construction of the line was
given to Messrs. Brassey & Ogilvie, and the most
difficult part of the undertaking—that of carry,

ing the bridge over the Mersey—was given by

them to Messrs. Coohrane, Grove, & Co., who
appointed Mr. John P. Ashton to superintend the

execution of the work. Mr, W. Baker, C.E.,

chief engineer of the London and North-Western

Railway Company, designed the bridge
j
and

Mr. S. B. Wells, as resident engineer, exercised

a general supervision over the whole work. It

is a trellis-girder bridge, and is close upon

I,000 ft. long, supported upon piers, at an alti-

tude of 75 ft. above high water-mark, so as to

allow vessels of considerable tonnage to pass

underneath. It is divided into three lengths of

327 ft. each, the extremities of the girders rest-

ing on lofty atone piers, two of which rise from

the bed of the river, and the other two being

situated near to, though not actually upon, the

shore. There is a clear space from pier to pier

of 305 ft., over which the mass stretches. The
piers are faced with Yorkshire stone, the body

consisting of red brick, and each one is crowned

with a small battlemented tower. On each side

of the girder-bridge are several arches which

carry the railway over tho remaining portion of

the river. There are three of these arches on

the Cheshii-e side and five on the Lancashire

side, each having a span of 60 ft. These are

succeeded on each side the river by a long

viaduct, and that again by an embankment, with

an inclination of about 1 in 120, until the level

of the line at Ditton and Aston respectively is

reached. Altogether, independent of the girder

bridge, there are ninety-seven arches, sixty-five

being on the Lancashire side and thirty-two on

the Cheshire side. Those which form the viaduct

have a span of 40 ft. The river arches are built

of yellow brick, and the remainder of darker

coloured materials. The width of the bridge is

38 ft., measured to the outside of the girders
j

it is 25 ft. between the girders, and there is a

footpath 6 ft. wide on each side.

Malicious Damage to Bolton New Parish
Church.—On Tuesday a labourer, named John
Smith, was apprehended by the Bolton borough

police, under the following circumstances :
—

During Monday night or early on Tuesday morn-
ing it was discovered that the new parish church,

which is being erected by Mr. Peter Ormrod, at

a cost of about 40,000Z., had been seriously

damaged, several portions of the buttresses and
mnllions at the north and south transept win-

dows, a large quantity of shafting belonging to

the north piers of the chancel, and the abacus of

two capites for the piers, each weighing about

15 cwt., bad been smashed with a hammer.
These portions will require to be replaced, and

the capitals are rendered useless. Tho only

reason that can be assigned for the commission

of the outrage is maliciousness.

Discovery or Abbey Vaults.—An interest-

ing discovery has just been made in Belgium,

A portion of the flooring of the stables at the

military school of Namur gave way beneath

the feet of the horses, precipitating them into a

chasm about 10 fo. deep. On the rubbish being

cleared away, some of the pupils descended with

torches, and found subterranean passages branch-

ing off in various directions, and which proved

to be the vaults of the former abbey of Sc.

Jacques of Caudenberg. An exploration in tho

direction of the King’s palace brought to light

the place of burial of the clergy, and in a more

remote corner was found a mausoleum, bearing

the date 1481, and a Latin inscription, showing

that the monument had been raised to the

memory of the Archduke Francis, infant son of

the Emperor Maximilian and Mario de Bour-

gogne. The leaden coffin containing tho body

was at the foot of the mausoleum, which was of

white marble.

Society for the Encouragement of the Fine

Arts. — The fourth conversazione under the

auspices of this society was held at the gallery

of the Architectural Exhibition, in Conduic-

street, Regent-street, Mr. F. Y. Hurlstone, one

of the vice-presidents, officiating as chairman
;

the company being seated, rather than engaged

in the more accustomed process of promenading,

and a programme of music being selected for

performance on the occasion. Mr. Hurlstone, in

addressing a few observations to the company at

the opening of the proceedings, stated that the

rise and progress of the fine arts in modern days

had shown the neoeasiby for reviving that union

of the various departments of art which existed

in earlier times. The object of the present

society therefore was to comprehend, in a con-

nected form, the whole of the fine arts, under

circumstances which should be useful, alike to

professors and amateurs. The scheme of tho

society, as far as it has already been developed,

includes lectures on all branches of the fine arts,

discussions upon questions of art, and more

especially contemporary art, conversazioni, exhi-

bitions of works of art, and_ performances of

vocal and instrumental music
5
and the pro-

moters have found that the combination they

desired to establish is happily receiving general

approval and encooragement.

The Handel Festival.—A comparison be-

tween tho numbers of persons who visited the

Crystal Palace at the last Handel Festival, in

1865, and those who have attended the present

meeting, may help to some estimate as to which

was the most successful of the two. Subjoined

is the official statement :

—

1865.

Eehearaal 15,420

First jay 13,677

Beconcl day 14,916

Third day 15,-122

Total 69,434

1868.

RehearsBl 13,697

First day 19,217

Second day 21,550

Third day 23,101

Total 82,465

In 1857, the experimental trial, the aggregate

numbers were only 38,114 5
in 1859—the first

real Handel Festival, in commemoration of the

100th anniversary of the composer’s death—they

were 81,319; and in 1862, the year of tho In-

ternational Exhibition, when it was first resolved

to make the Handel Festivals in the Palace

triennial, 67,567—the absorbing interest ci’eated

by the International Exhibition satisfactorily

accounting for the considerable difference be-

tween 1859 and 1862. Tho second triennial

meeting—that of 1865—looked at simply from

the point of view of numbers, represented a

decadence, although, regarded in an artistic

sense, it greatly surpassed any of the three

previous festivals. A more wonderful series of

performances was never listened to, eiiher in

England or elsewhere.
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Diaiionds,—A paper to the Paris Academy of
Sciences on the artificial prodnction of black,
colourless, and coloured diamonds has been sent
in by M. Saiz. If a current of chlorine, he
Bays, be made to pass through cast-iron, when
in a state of fusion, perchloride of iron is formed,
which disappears by evaporation, leaving the
carbon of the metal at liberty, in a crystallised
state. It is notable that Sir Humphrey Davy
believed that the carbon of diamonds contains a
trace or tincture of chlorine, or some other
halogen.

Liverpool Architectural Sqciett. — The
annual excursion of this society will take place
on this Saturday, the 27th inst. At Wrexham
conveyances will be provided which will take
the party round some of the finest points of’ the
neighbouring conntry, and through Wynnstay
Park, where the house will be open for inspec-
tion, returning to Wrexham in time to visit the

A Co-OrERATIVE JIaeket at Kenkington.

—

An Act has been obtained for a new general
market for the south of London, at the junction
of the Brixton and Clapham roads, at St. Mark’s
Church, Kennington, to be conducted on co-
operative principles, so far as the subscribers
are concerned. There will be seventy-five shops,
to be let to all sorts of tradesmen, in regulated
proportions, on condition of supplying their
goods to the subscribers at certain prices and
discounts, and under supervision as to adultera-
tion, <£c. The association will supply stabling
and a parcels delivery system on a fixed tariff.

The market will be in the form of a covered
arcade, and new thoroughfare between the
Clapham and the Brixton roads.

Lectures ox tue Value of Science to
Industry.—A lecture cn mechanical drawing,
showing the methods of projecting plans and
elevations, and the application of geometrical

parish church (recently restored). The society drawing to the work of masons, carpenters,
offers to its student members a prize of 2 guineas engineers, and metal plate-workers (as pre-
fer the best set of drawings, from actual mea- ' viously notified in these pages), was given by
aurement, of the pulpit and reredos in the Mr. E. A, Davidson, on Tuesday evening last, at
Unitarian church in Hope-street. Mr. Boult the London Mechanics’ Institute. There was a
offers a set of photographs, from sculpture sab-

'

good deal of ability in the lecturer’s demonstra-
jects. in the Exchange News-rooms, as a second tion of the subject, by the aid of models, ae
prize

j
and Mr. H. H. Vale offers a prize of where he showed how much work'might be saved

2 guineas for the best short essay on “ The in catting a hole in a plate-iron'pipe, by know-
Application of Gothic Principles of Design to ledge of the form to be delineated on the plate
Modem Street Architecture.” before rolling, and so on

j but on the matter of

Wr-w vw, .c..,,. TT., .. T i. 1. /I ir elevations, and sections he was scarcely soNew Emwassy Houses.—In the Commons, Mr. clear ’ j—

j

rm..,..,! ..

®reotion of house and premises, Golder’s Gre
FmchW-road. Messrs. Mayhew & Calder, axchiteote:

Dudu
Lawrence ft Baugh ,,

Turner & Sons
Rider ft Son
Coleman
Longmire ft Burge ...

Jackson ft Shaw
Ennor
Eaton & Chapman ..

Piper ft Wheeler
Carter ..

King ft Sons
Mather ft Reed

..£5,341 0 0
-1,659 0 0
4,693 0 0
4,693 0 0

4,4/2

4,373
4,307
4,254 0 0
3,933 0 0

Por work above the street level, Manchester Royal 3
change. Messrs. Mills ft Murgatroyd, architecta:—

Holme ft NicoU £89,92 i 0 0
Parnell ft Son 80,763 0 0
Clay 84,979 0 0
Thompson 83,917 0 0
Patteaon Brothers 81,340 0 0
Neill ft Sons 78,890 0 0
Southern 77,100 0 0
Parker ft Co. (accepted) 76,820 0 0

For the erection of a Wesleyan chapel, Kaburn,
John Tarrmg, architect. Quantities supplied

Browne ft Robinson £7,385 0 0
Myers ft Sons 7,110 0 0
Dove Brothers 6,875 0 0
HiU&Sons 6^721 0 0
Nott ft Co 6,830 0 0
Higgs 6,333 0 0
Eracher ft Son 6,304 0 0
Hilby 6,273 0 0
Maun 0,235 0 0
Saunders 6,980 0 0
Bishop 6,975 0 0

r? • Cl “x r'Zi"’ might have been desired. The lectnresMonk asked the PoreM-n Secretary whether the have not been attended by large andienoea, and

Theraiia hj?
Emba^y House at hare loft tho committee, we are sorry to bear,

1 herapia had been set aside 5 and if so, whether out of pocket.
^

it was the intention of the Government to have
new plans prepared upon the basis of the esti- Value or Land, C.aelisle.—At a recent sale
mate already submitted to Parliament. Mr. S. of the Subtle House and Newby estates, together
Booth replied that two plans bad been sent home ^^th varioos other properties in Carlisle; Lot 1
by Colonel Gordon, one of wliicb, as being the belonged to Mr. G. Thompson, of Suttlo House,
cheaper, was adopted. Mr. Otway asked the called Raflies-lane field, contain-
Socrotary to the Treasory who was responsible ^“8^ 39p., which went for 1401. Lot 2
for the large excess over the estimate given for consisted of two fields called North Head and
the repairs of the Embassy at Constantinople. South Head Closes, containing together 7a. 2r.

Mr. S. Booth said that no officer of the Royal ®P'> '"'bich sold for 5001. Lot 3 consisted of
Engineers could bo held responsible for the Close, East Roadside field, and two other

j

works at the Embassy. He supposed the hon.
i

containing together 11a. Ir. 39p., which
'

gentleman alluded to the withdrawal of the .

Lot 4 was Suttle House, and 12a.

'

clerk of the works from Constantinople. No f'’* ®P' which sold for 1,2101. Lot 5
doubt the expenditure at that time was under ' contained West, Well, and Barn Closes, together
the control of the officer of works, through their

j

^ which sold for 7G01. Lots 6 and 7
agent at Constantinople, but he was not prepared

;

combined, and contained West and Near
to say there was now any excess over the Mosses, and the remaining portion of
estimates.

|

Newby estate, in all 95a. 2r. 37p., which sold

_ ^ !

foi" 3,9601. Lot 8 was a little garden, contain-
The Great Last Window of the Guild- ing 17p. of land, and sold for 131., or at the rate

London.—The chairman, and several of 5001. an acre. Lot 9 was the Park Head, or

For the Tolunteer drill shed and sergeants’ housi
K-R.V., Tunbridge Wells. Mr. John Montier,
tect ;

—

Smith ft Eoadley £1,290 17 6
Coker, jun 1,18G 0 0
Strange ft Sous 1,124 10 0
Haintaond i,0S0 0 0
Grover i,076 17 0
Wuimfrith 997 10 0
Walker gao 2 0
Ferigoe 929 18 6
Mercer ft Cumdeld (accepted) 914 11 6

For lionse, olBccs, and stables, to be erected at H«
ward's HeatJi, Jbr Mr. Thomas Bannister. Quantit
supplied by ilr. Henry W. Broadbridge

House and
olllces.

Rowland ft Aldridge £1,190 0 0
Hall 1,170 0 0
Fuller 8: Longley ... 1,120 0 0
Stanbridee 1,090 0 0
Godsmark 1,090 0 0
Raunett 2,095 0 0

Stables.
..£416 0 0
.. 415 0 0

405 0 0
.. 380 10 0
,. 370 0 0
. 290 0 0

members of the special committee appointed by
the Common Cooucil to superintend the works
connected with the restoration of the Guildhall,
recently held a meeting for the purpose of view-
ing the stained-glass window which has just
been erected at the eastern end of the Guildhall,
and which was presented to the Corporation by
the operatives of the cotton-manufacturing dis-
tricts, as a memorial of the exertions of the
Mansion House Relief Committee during the
distress in those districts in the years 1862-65.
Tho amount, which was raised for the purpose in

Whamfell estate, containing 132a. Ir. 25p.,
which sold for 1,2601,

Safety’ Laaips.—Since the Davy lamp, which
gives but a faint light, is not perfectly secure
against the dangers of explosion by firedamp,
the English Government ofiered 4,0001. for the
invention of a lamp burning wuhont contact
with the external air. Two young students of
the Paris Polytechnic, MM. H. Liaute and L.
Denoyel, have invented a lamp which carries
within it the requisite supply of gas. In-, .. .... 41........X .... pui lU

.1-1 ... ..

pennyanbscription8,exceededl,0001. Thewindow tbis lamp, a man, m the costume of a

is described as of fifteenth-century character '

descended with it into the sluice opposite

being inaccordauce with that of the stonework. It
denth of 8 ft.: the la-mr. hnmed

is 31 ft. from sill to apex, and 36 ft. 3 in. in width.
The window is divided into throe unequal por-
tions, triply chevise. The central, and more
important division, is of five lights in width, in
two tiers. The lower series of five lights is
devoted to a representation of King Alfred re-
building the City of Loudon, the figure of the
king being in the middle light. The upper tier,
in like manner, represents William the Conqueror
granting the charter of the City of London, the
figure of the king being central, as in the lower
tier. The document in the hands of the king is
an exact copy of the actual charter now exi jting,
in the possession of the Corporation. In the
tracery openings of the central division of the
window are represented the arms of the City
companies. In the side wings in each of the two
lights, with traceries, are represented respec-
tively the figures for London of Sir Richard
Whittington aud Sir Thomas Gresham; and for
Lancashire those of John of Gaunt, Earl of
Leicester, aud Sir Thomas Stanley. Above, in
the tracery, is introduced the personal heraldry
of each figure. Lord Derby has expressed his
regret that the state of his health prevents him
from inaugurating the window, and the Chancellor

the Mint, to the depth of 8 ft.
; the lamp burned

beneath the water, aud with it, at the distance
of two yards from him, the diver was able to in-
scribe, with a diamond, on a piece of glass, the
date and hour of the experiment. The lamp
burned for three-quarters of an hour in the
water, and when it was hauled to the surface it

was still burning, and the flame as bright as
ever. It has been made by M. Deleuil, con-
structor to the Polytechnic. Several members
of the Institute, pupils of tho Polytechnic, as
well as several journalists, were present at the
experiment.

TENDERS.
For building new public-house, iu nersehell-atreet,

Porest-hiU, for Messrs. Day ft Noakes. Mr. Robt. Walker,
architect

:

W’iUiams £1,147 0 0
Tarrant 1,133 0 0
Macers 1,(170 0 0
Kilby 1,074 0 0
I'nlley 1,<I58 0 0
Stoner i,i'5o 0 0
Eustace (accepted) 1,C39 0 0

is to do it. The day is not yet fixed.

For works, St. Marylebone Almshouses. Mr. C. Eales,
architect:—

Mitcheuer ftSOrt 0 0
Clark ft Mannock 297 0 0

' Pbaw
, 231 0 0

,
Harris 220 15 0

For rehuilding No. 1, Wood-street, Chcapside, wi
Portland stone front. Mr. Herbert Ford, architM
Quantities supplied by Messrs. Hovenden ft Heath—

Webb ft Sons £3,743 0 o’
Lawrence ft Sons 3,732 0 0
Ashby ft Sons 3,733 0 0
Myers ft Sons 3,712 0 0
Browne ft Robinson 3,637 0 0
Henshaw 3,570 0 0
Conder 3,509 0 0
Pipa ft Wheeler 3,386 0 0
Pntchard 3,313 0 0
Brass (accepted) 3,274 0 0

For a block of buildings for the working clasee
French-alley, Goswell-s treet. Mr. J. M. M'CuUoo
architect :

—

BtockweU £964 17 0
Dove Brothers 895 0 0
Wills (accepted) 838 0 0

For the erection of newfuotoiT, Kentish Town. Messr
George ft Vaughan, architects :

—

Ashby ft Sons £1,22Y 0 0
Newmann ft Mann 1,194 0 0
Kelley Brothers 1,197 0 0
K, Mann 1,176 0 0
King ft Sons 1,140 0 0
Mauley ft Rogers 1,097 0 0

For alterations, additions, oflkes, &c. to Town-hai
Woolwich

Vickery £197 q q
Lonegan 175 0 0
Williams 152 19 0
Bloom 150 0 0
Woodford 138 0 0

For remoTingmud from ornamental waters at Lam
Abbey, Sidcup, for Mr. R. Bousdeld

Drummond (accepted) £300 0 0

For premises. Plough-court, Lombard-street. Mr. J
Ebeneaer Saunders, architect. Quantities supplied b
Messrs. Osborn ft Russell:—

Little £6,838 0 0
Lawrence & Sons ... 6,202 0 0
Gammon ft Sons ... 6,137 0 0
Webb ft Sons 5,990 0 0
Myers & Sons 6,975 0 0

Extra for cellasi

in front,

...£327 0

... 334 0

... 403 0 0
... 310 0 0
... 306 0 0

For the Longdon and Eldcrsficld Drainage :—
Webb ft Wintle £7,127 0 0
Leach ft Co 0,974 0 0
Lee & Meredith o,3a9 0 0
Wood ft Edwards G,'A7 0 0
Lean 6,100 0 0
Hiion 6,337 16 6
Jackson ft Co 6J)7i 19 0
Btrixon 6,055 0 0
A bed & Co 4,fla3 0 0
Davies 4,2'39 2 0
Mills ft Watson 3,821 0 0
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For making rosd at Iligh-strcet, Sydenham, for Mr.
yton. Mr. F. Inman Sharp, surveyor;

—

Dramtnond (accepted) £310 0 0

?or the erection of an hotol and four houses, at Penge,
rrey. Mr. Henry McCalia, architect. Quantities
'Dished by Messrs. Leaning & NicoU :

—

Fish £5,528 0 0
Leadbettor 6,045 0 0
Elliogham 4,681 0 0
Little -1,658 0 0
Browne Sc, Robinson 4,693 0 0
Kilby .. 4,493 0 0
King & Sons 4,350 0 0

For alterations and additions at No. 12, Highbury-
BBcent, for Wm. Garrett, esq. Mr. \Vm. Smith, arohi-

!t :

—

Bradlay £776 0 0

Hearle 747 0 0

Brisley 725 0 0

Blackmore & Morley (accepted) 700 0 0

For Building Saint Mary’s Church, Mislloy, Essex.

SBsrs. Wadmore & Baker, architects. Quantities by
jssrs. Goodman & Vinall

Cost of Church, Add for spire.

£5,809 9 0 ,,..£1,238 0 0
lansileld & Price 5,620 0 0 . .. 850 0 0
latman & Fotheringhsm 6,650 0 0 . 850 0 0
ove, Brothers 6,6''0 0 0 . .. 820 0 0
ibbons 6,300 0 0 . .. 1,040 0 0
tyers & Sons 6.250 0 0 . .. 785 y 0
rimes 6,209 0 0 .... 1,066 0 0
anndecs & Son 4,950 0 0 , 970 0 0
uff 3,361 0 0 ,... 1,028 U 0
•awkins 4,367 0 0 , 789 0 0
.oUand 4,322 0 0 . 789 0 0

TO COBRESPONDENTS.
T. T,—Mesars. B.-J. N.—II. M.— C, M.—E. O. B.-J. B. P.—
Ssii. a—K. R.—8. & Co.—T. W.-E. T. B.-J. M.—J. O.— 3. 4 W.
i. W. a-M. H.-L. * N.-B. a.—R. T. B.—B. B,-F. R, W.—J. D.
•P. A.- J. T.— C. E. I.-D. K. * 8on.-H. W. A.-E. B.-J. G.—
-J. P.—M. « B.— 0. V.-E. U.-Dr. O.-G. W.— I. E. S.—W. i X.
»ot L.— J. J.—J. B.—H. F.—C. L.—W. H. B—F. A. K.—H. L>.—
V.—K. T.— Metars. T.— J. L.—U, B.—Mr. WcC.—L. & W.—T. W.
we iball be glad to eee the Imp).—A. & Co. (In due time),-tV. II.

melt week).- J. U. (ditto).

'e are compelled to decline poinUag oat books and giving

II statements of facta, lists of Tenders, he., mast be socompanied
.'the name and address of the sender, not neoeasariJy for
Jlcation.

lOTB.—The reaponslblllly of lignod articles, and pipers read at
.'die meetings, rests, of cenne, with the anthers.

cAdA)ei'tisements cannot he receivedfor the ciwrmt
iek’s issue later than THESE o’clock p.m., I

'TBURSDAT.

IThe Publisher cannot he responsible for Ofii-

iNAE Testtmokials lift at the Ofice in reply to

dvertisements, and strongly recommends that

liPiES ONLY should be sent.

NOTICE.—All Convmunications respect-

/] Advertisements, Subscriptions, ^c., should be

rdressecZ to “ The Publisher of the Builder,”

'. 1, York’Street, Covent Gardeyi. All other

immunications should be addressed to the

lUditor,” amd NOT to the “ Publisher.”

CHURCH, TURRET, and STABLE CLOCKS.
\ W. Benson, haviDg erected steam-power
d improved machinery for clock-making, at

1 Manufactoiy, Lurlgate-hill, will be glad to

imiah to clergymen, architects, and committees,
itimates and Specifications of every desorip-

1® of Horological Machines, especially cathedral

^ public clocks, chiming tunes on any number
b bells. A descriptive pamphlet on Church
;l)cks post free for one stamp. Watch end
;l>ck Maker by Warrant of Appointment to
R.n. the Prince of Wales, and maker of the
itiat clock for the Exhibition, 1862. 25, Old
(ind-streec, and 33 & Si, Lucigate-hill, E.C.
ibablished 17-1'9.

UUST PATENTED—2g. Gd.—The ALEXAN-
i;A FAMILY PRINTING PRESS, fitted with
xpes, Ink, Pads, Pricker, Frames, &c. including

rery necessary for printing Invitations, Pro-
tammes, Diaries, Notes, Cai'ds, Labels, and
rary description of Printing required in private
. '. It is cleanly and simple in operation,

rma an elegant ornament of every-day useful-

B,is, and can be worked with eaae by a lady,

ulivered in London, 23. lOd. Packed in wooden
tc and booked to any address in the country,—Post-order or stamps to J. & W. MURRAY,
L Little Welheck-st. Cavendish-sq. London, W.

ADVERTISEMENTS.
To BrickmoVer? aud Coutraotor*.

[MESSRS. COOPKK will S.ELL by AUC-
LI. TICN, at (he AUCIlON JIART, St. Maigarefs-stTeet, C»a-
unory. ou t-AlDBIJAY, the lllh of JULi

. 18C8, M THBEK uVlwuk
p, precieily, in Lu'p, FinY-aWO AtRVS of fii-st-rate BRICK
llRTH, at frwalrclitfe, Kent, lying by the wateraiiiu. Easy aud im-
uiiate watBr.fatili'go to Loi dun can be obtained. Biicka are
;iR made Ota the noJoining land and In the loe&lily.— For furihrr
iiilcnlHrs ai.d condiilon* or Bole, apiiy to MtfsfB. CALLAWAY A
ILRLEV, boliclturs

; or to Nett re. COOPER, Auctioneers t nd land
'jceyois, Canterbury.

Just published. Imperial 4to. half bound in morocco, 3L lOs,

VILLA AND COTTAGE ARCHITECTURE.
Select Examples of Country and Suburban Residences recently erected, with a full descriptive notice of each building.

Thirty Villas and Cottages, the Works of Nineteen different Architects, are illustrated by Plans, Elevations, and
Sections, together with occasional Perspective Views and Details, The buildings are fully described, and in nearly
every case a statement oi the actual cost is given,

London : BLACKIE & SON, 44, Pafcornoster-row.

HOLBOEN VALLEY IMPROVEMENTS.-The entire Plant of Mr
Henry Harme, Railway Carrier aud Agent to tho Great Western
Railway Couipsny.-TO BK SOLD by AUCTION, by

1\TR. J. S. GOWER, on the PREMISES,
J_Vi the ANGEL INN YARD, Farringdon-at-eet, City. THURS-
DAY, JULY 2nd, at TWELVE oVlook, F RTY young, powerful,
active CAhTorVAN MORSES- 23 vans and wsgous (well built and
light), single and double van harness, tarpanllns, ch.ft-maebine, by
botse power, baml trollies, and other eCf.cts. In consequence of the
Oorporatiou of .London having taken the premises for the Holborn
Valley Improvements, On view two days prior. Catalogues ou the
Preniieee, and of ‘he Auctioneer, at his Repository, Bacbic.su.

TO BUILDERS, DECORATORS, 4c.

ILDERS, thoroughly experienced in House
VX" Work, may be OBTAINED at the House of Call, Marlborough
Inn, Bleuheim-ateps, Uxfurd-streeu—Address to the Secretary.

]\fANCHESTER .—PERSPECTIVES
JAX DRAWN and COLOURED, by a first-class Draughtsman.—
Ad.jress, 14, Mulbuiy-strect, Huime.

TO AGENTS AND TRAVELLERS.

PLUE LIAS LIME. — WANTED, an
1 J AGENT, Id London, for the Sale of one of the best Blue Llaa
Limrs In the kingdom. The ra ikers are prepared to supply (0 any
extent. Must have bad considerable expeiieucs in the tr^e, with
good connexliin. A liberal salary with coumUrlou will be given.
References and testimonials required.—Address, by letter, X. Y. Z.
Mr, Cilbb's L braiy, 40, Westboume-grove, W.

THURSDAY NEXT.—Courts of Justice ConoautruUou (Site) Act,

—

Western Section.—El-venth Sale of Building Materials.

A/TESSKS. GLASIER and SONS are
i_VX favoured with instructions from the Commiisloneis of Hor
M.vjoHly's Works Br.d Fubllc Buildings to SELL by ADCa'ION, on
the Premises, on THURSDAY next, July 2, at 12 for 1. In lots, the
BUILDING Materials of six h«'Uaes, l? to 21, Ca-ey street, and D,
New Boswell Court, comprising about ttOO.OOO capital stock bricks,
plain tiles, timber lu roof,, doors and doors, sashes aud frames, stone
pai Ing, oapiUl iron door aud several tons ot lesvl.—May be viewed
the day prior and muraiog uf sale, and catalogues bad at the otBce
of Her Majesty's Work*, JSc. 12, Whltehall-plaoe

; on the Premises
;

and of the Auctioneers, -11, Charing Croaa.

POROUGH of LEICESTER.—WANTED,
1 F an INSPECTOR of LABOUR, competent to undertake the
Superintendence of from 80 to lUO Workmen In Paving, Culvorting,
Boad-mnklng, and General Out-door Employment. Age of Inspector
not to exceed 40 years. Wages 32. per week.—Appllcatlona, with
testimonials, to be forwarded to the Office of the Local Board,'Silver-
street, Leicester, on ot before THUR-JDAY, 2iid ot JULY next,
addressed to the Chairman of the'Uigbway and Sewerage Cuminittee,
By order. SAMUEL STONE, Town Clerk.
LeiceeUr, SOlh of June, I3S3.rPHE PRACTIOE of ENGINEERING

X. FIELD WORK, oontalnlog LAND & HYDRAULIC. HYDRO-
GRAPHIC and SI'BMAKINE, SDRYEYINO aud LEVELl ING.
DEEP SEA rODNUlbOS. th« USB of SURVEYING and LEVBI,-
LING loSTRUMBNTd. BAROMETERS anil THERMOMETERS f.ir

Exploring Levels, a COMPLBTE TBEATI^K on PETTING OUT
CURVES, on WATERWORKS, DISTRIBUTION of WATER In
TOWNS. GAUGING STREAM-r, SEWKhS, SEWAGE, and IRRI-
GATION. By W. D UA8KOLI,C,E

42 Plates and numerous Woodcuts. 2 vola Svo. H
Publishers, ATCHLF.Y h tO, 100, Great Riiasell-street, W.C.

OOD MASONS may have permanent
VX EMPLOYMENT at the Slone Quarries, Doultlng.near Shepton
Mailelt.—Apply to Mr. STAGG, tbe Furemau.

PRIME COST.—WANTED, in a Builder
1 and Controc'di's Ofllne, in London, a thoroughly effleisnt

PRlME-COSt' CLERK. Must have been employed in a similar
Capacity.—Address, stating terms, references, and last engagement,
No. CD, Office of" The Bnlldcr."

PERFECTION in BOOKKEEPING.—
1 BUILDERS and Others desiring areally good system, can
have a 8E1' of MOD'.LS for BUILDERS’ BOORS, by DOUBLE
ENTRY, to which w.os awarded the prize offeied iu " The Builder,”
No. 1 180, and which bos been adopted by many large drurs. Also a
Modified Arrnugement by Single Entry, suitable fur small bulldera,

—

Address, E. A. 4, St. George's-road, Regent’s Park, London.

TRAVELLER WANTED for the SALE
JL of STONE.— He must have a good oounsxlon amongst builden

of standing, aud be prepared to give refereoces.—ParLlucUar> and
terms to be sent, by letter, to R. H. D. Office of "The Bulldvr,”

\X7’ANTED, a Person of energy, with 500i.
vV to 1.000(. to JOIN a thoruugb praoticalmau to CARRY OUT

a BUILDING ESTATE near Loiidou. The operation wilt lost five
years. A large sum cau be ma te,—Apply, by letter, to A. B. 30,
Cotlentum-road, Upper Holloway.

Medium ISmn. cloth, 5s. ; roan, Ss. Od.

DROOKES’S (R.) General GAZETTEER;
_U or, C'mp odious Geogr.ipbloal Dictionary, containing descrip-
tluua] of tvety Country in the known Woi Id, the Cillee, Towns,
People, Productions, Events, Ac. wiih numerous Maps. A new
edlliuc, carefully revised and corrected to the latest date.

By J. A. SMITH, Esq.
Anther of “ A Treaiise on the Hiiuilure of Matter," Ac,
London : WILLIAM 1 EGO, Parroras-laue, Cheapelde, E.C.

"X^ANTED, immediately, by a London
T T Firm, a competent BUILDER'S CLERK. Must be a good

and rapid peumao, quick at figures, aud competeut to keep prime-
cost acconnta. Oone others u-ed epply.—Address, with full particu-
lars as to age, aalary required, aud references, to W. Lsurel-vUUs,
Blockatock-laue, Fiiisbury-park, N.nWELLINGS FOR WORKING

Xy PEOPLE.
The Society for Improving the ''ondition of the Labouring Clauses

have just pul.lisheil, at tbelr Office, 21, Excter-hidl, Strand, a Revised
aud greatly Eulargril Rdltloo (.sixth ThousaiM) ufTHE DWB1LLN03
of the LABOURING CLAPSES : Their ARRANOEkENT and CON-
BTKUCTION; to which Is now added, the ESSENTIALS of a
HEALTHY DWELLINO, and an Hi-t„rical Sketch of the Effort#
made lor extending Its Beiufi'a to the Working Poiiulallon, particu-
larly in the Metropoll-, and llkewlae on the Contiueut. With
numerous Illnatiativa Plans of existing Model Houses, those of the
late Prince Consort and the Royal Windsor UocleCy, as well as Deslgus
adopted to Towns and to Rural Disirtcts.

By HENRY ROBERTS, Esq. F,3,A,
Price 7". cloth.

Also, by the same Author, New and Revised Editions of

HOME REFORM
;

or, What the Labouring
Claoses may do to Improve their DwelUnga. An Address to Working
People, Price 3'!.

THE PHYSICAL CONDITION of the
LABOUMNG CLASSES, RfPUltlng frrm the Stole of their Dwell-
Ings, aud the Beneduloi affeute of Baultary fiapruvements adopted In
England. Pries 2d.

Working Drawings, on a large scale, for Labonrers' Cottages. Each
Da-ign, comiilste ou cue sheet, pr!ce,3s. ; Speciflcatlon for ditto, la.

Bills of Quautitieu D. 3(1.

"XirANTED, TWO or THREE competent
T V REIt BRICK MOULDERS.-Apply by letter, with torras

required, and other partloalara, to Mr, WAITR, Manager of Mr.
Bulloway-a Brickfield, near Welliogtou C.'Itsge, Berks.

AXT" ANTED, immediately, an active expe-
V V rienced YARD FORBMAJt, wi'h good character, at a Lime

and Cement Wharf.—Apply st 34, Wharf road, Citf-roa-', N.

TO PLUMBERS.
’VIT'ANTED, for a constancy, in tbe country,
T V a good PLUliBER, well up in all bi-auchrs of tbe trade.

Good references Indiepeueaolo.—Addtew, No. 1)87, Office of “The
Builder."

WT”ANTED, in a Builder’s Office, an ex-
t¥ perienced PRIME-COST Cl ERK ;

»Ua a Juulot Clerk.—
Addrees, staling particulars, to A. 5. 81, AuUert-street, Chelsea, S.W.

WANTED, a GENERAL FOREMAN, to
T Y Take Charge of a Building lu Course of Erection. Must be

thoiongbiy pushing and euergetiu. One having filled a similar situ-

ation pKferred.— Address, stating age and all particulars, to 981,

COLOUR.
Just published, demy 4to. 30s. an entirely new Work, with

coloured Piates and Dissr^ms,

rpHE PRINCIPLES of the SCIENCE of
B COLOUR, concisely ttstid, to Aid and Promote their Useful

Application in the Urcor.i'tv* Art*.

By WILLIAM BENSON, Architect.
chapman 4 Hall. 193, Piccadilly,

TO BRIOKLAYER9.

VIT"ANTED, an energetic sober MAN, well
Y T up in all branolies, ami able to turn his band to plaate'lng

and slating, for a co'-stonvy —Apply, between 8 and 10 a.m. No. 131,

High stree:. Not ing-hilL

TO PLUMBERS. PAINTERS, 4c.

l/tT’ANTED, an intelligent, trustworthy Per-
Y Y son to umlerlake tbe MANAGEMENT of * BUSI.'IE^S for a

Widow, in a healthy ui'ighbourho..d. Beferenoes required.—Address,
Mrs. P. ISRADdHAW, Weldon. Wonsfo d.

Jnst Publiehed.WORKS in IRON.
VV By ANDREW H.ANIIYSIDE 4 CO.

Britannia Irouwoiks, Dutby. aud S3, Walbrook, London.
The Bo'k contains Descriptions of Irou Bridg.s, RooD and Build-

ing-. etfam-engiues, Hydrsullc and other M'-chines, Coiiairuotive suil
Deoora'ive Ironwork tor Buildings, Conseiva'oriea. and Winter Gar-
dens

;
Gates and Pit’ars, Oroauiental Ironwork, with Esllinates of

Cost. Iliu-* rate! by TEN FOIL -PAGE PHOTOGRAPHS and
TBIElY ENQKAVINQS. Price I64.

E. 4 F. N. STON, 48. Cbaring'crcss.
A ohrap Edition of the above Bi'Ok, without Photographs, is now

ready. Price 2s. 6J.

TO ABCHII’ECTS.

XITANTED, by the Advertiser, who is good
YY at maUing finished and working drawings, 'avlng a com-

petent knowieege of oouslructioii. detail, 4o. an UNOaQEMBNT.
Salary strictly muderaie. IteCvrcUcei gaud.-Address, AIph.%, 10,

Grove-place, Brompion, S.W.

VYLANTED, the MANAGEMENT of
Y Y WORKS on a nobleni.tii’s nr a buiUiug e’lat", by an

fxpotienced AKCHnEviT aud SUHVKYOK. W-uld devote the
whole or a poitiou of his time. Unexcrptlonable referunces.—
Address, ARCHU'CLT, 202, >«ray’s-iuu road.

Publish'd at 51, 61. now r.(r,>red for 31. 13i. Od.
THE Gi,BAT PAITLRN BOOK OF ORNAMENT AND

DF,CORAriON.

rpHE GRAMMAR of ORNAMENT.X By OWEN JONES.
Ulustr.tled by Examnles fr m various Mtyles of Ornament.

One BUbdreil and Twelve Plates.

One Volume imp rial 4to. extra cloth, gUt edges.
AGENTS WANTF.O.

B. QUARlTCH, 15. PlccadUly, London.

WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, as
Y Y FOREMAN, of a Country Shop, or to take the entire oharga

of a Job, by a Young Mau (u Julb'-r), with gO' d le'eroDCs.—-Address,
M. L. Mrs. MttrllauelTs, H'gh-Dtrrut, R-'igate, Surrey.

TO BUILDERS, CONTRACl'ORS, AND OrHEBB.

WTANTED, by an energetic and thorough
Y Y hnslDesH Y'ouvg .Man, a nE-lNGAGEM-yf a- E'TIM.ATOR

anil MEaSUREH, or Assisraut ditto. Ii alhorwugh bj k-keeper,

and Well up in quaut ty-takiug. Fair lirtugbtimau. Salary mode-
raf. Stouriiy if reiiulred. Re ereners troin lust eniployers.-
Address, a D. Stracrj’e Library, 2. Hvoovrr-plaoe, Regeui’s Park.

TO ARCHITECTS.

PARTNERSHIP.—Wanted, hj a firstrX d-8 DRAUGHTSMAN, a SITUATION as MANAGER in an
Arclii'ect’s lifllce, with a view of ultiuiately lurcbriiug a Share in
ihe biisluo B. ilefereuces Ur au tmiueiit orcLUeiri.-Aadress, 0. £.
Office of “The liullder.” TO rCNTRACTORS AND SAW-MILL PROPRIETORS.

PERSPECTIVES Drawn aud Coloured
X P.yMr, REOROENAT1RE39.

ARCHITECTURAL ARTIST,
No, 3, Lansdown Cott»ge.^ Lansdown-plucs, South Lambeth,

WANTED, a SITUATION, ns MILL
YY SAWYER, Vvitical, Circular, or R.ck Bench. Good

shariwner. by macuiua ot bM d. Steady workmou. Wages U 23.

per week.—Address, T. T. 8. 41, Gibson-sueet, Lumbit'i, Lmdon, S.

Towu or country.

TO BUILDERS. 4o.

XITANTED, by the Advertiser, aged 22,

YV a SITUATION as BUILDER'S CLERK, io. C»a Uke out

quaiitlti-'s. eetlmate, measure up work, 4c. Six y ars’ experience

Good referouem.—AdOtees, C. B. 31, Suvherland-street, WalworUl-
rood, 3.E.

pRICKMAKING MANAGER.—
1 J WANTED, by the Advertiser, a .‘-ITUATION in the above
oapauUy. Hy sid.iry or per thousand. Thoroughly uudontauds the
workiug of all the principal btickmaking machines, Firdt-claas
lelerences.-Addle' B, B, M. Office of "The Builder,”
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TO BX7IL015RP. *c.

\17'ANTED, a SITUATION, as CLERK,
*

r in « BTiilHfr’8 in the country. Feren yeer*' eipe-
rleoce.—AddrtM, NE10, Poel-offije, Spring-st

wanted, a SITUATION, as GENERAL
T V FOREMAN to » Builder. He* h*d good eTperience. nnd... 1 good ejper
1 produce good teetimouiala of ability,— Addreu, BUILDER,

1, ArociK-rood
,
Rydeohiun.

TO MASTER BUILDERS, PAINTERS. Ac.

'll/”ANTED, by a Man, aged 30, a SITUA-
T T TION ae LEADING HAND in a country Ann. Is psr'ectly- - — , j perfectly

acquainted with all brsncbes of the trade; can work at p luting,
paperDartglng, grolnlog, writing, plumbing, aud all other branchei
required In a country firm. — Addreaa, C. H. 11. Si. Ano'»-road,
Stepu ey.

TO NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, AND OWNERS OF BUILDING
ESTATES.

TX/"ANTED, immediately, an ENGAGE-
T » MENT, by an energetic nnd perteyering G“NERAL FORE-

MAN, of great practical knowledge and experience in routine and
detail of ell branches In the butl'lcg trade ; accustomed to wood-
work! g mscbiuery

;
carpent-r and J.Muer by trade

;
been seren

years general foreman. The beet of references from lo-it and form*r
employers. Wages modeea*e —Address, 44. OfOce of "The Builder."

TO JOBBING MASTERS.

"WANTED, by a CARPENTER, a RE-
» T RNOAGEMEST os GENERAL JOBBING HAND

;
is a good

TO BUILDERS.

"WT"ANTED, by the Advertiser, a RE-
T T ENGAGEMENT es FOREMAN of WORKS. Gootl refer-

A'ldrers, F. G. 30. Swloton-street, W.C.

TO ARCHITECTS, Stc.

"ANTED, by a first-class ASSISTANT,
a RF-ENGAGEMENr. Is a good general draugh'eman end

c colouris*.—A smalt salary only reriaired. The best refereocis
glTen.—Address, No. 40, Office of The Bui'der."

TO PLUMBERS AND BUUDBRS.
WANTED, a permanent SITUATION, by
T V e flrsl-elMs PLUMBER ani GASFnTER, who 1« wllUug to

e hod.-Aldress. J. W. 2

TO MASTER PLUMBERS, BUILDF.R.S. Ac.

Wanted, employment, by a good
tV THREE-BRANfH HAND. Useful is a gisfliter. Good

reference*,— Address, G. W. 38, Stafford-streeb, 8t. Marylebone-rood.

TO PLUMBERS AND AGENTS.
"^^ANTED, by a steady handy MAN,
I f married, aged 37, a constant SITUATION in a General Job-. . - 1, aged 37, a constant SITUATION in a General Job-

bing Shop, where be is required to torn hU baud to the geueral
braoebe-, or to take charge and to do the general repairs of kenlle-
men’s bouse prop*rty. Good reference from last place.—Address,
G. O, Nc. 1, North-street, Bockcburcb-lane, Cuoimetcisl-road, St.
Oeoree’s-ln-th'-Bott.

TyANTED, by an efBciont Workman,
T V DECORATIVE and PLAIN PAPER HANGING. Piece

wotk.--A<idreaB, B. A. S, St. James's terraoe, Roman-road, Barns-

TO BUILDERS AND DECORATORS.

W-^NTED, a SITQATION, by a Young
IT Man, ai PAINTER. Is a good cak graiuer and writer. Hts-. .. „ k graiuer
n in businriB ten years, and boa k good knowledge of the bueloe.

.

eiallr.—Address, PAINIEE, 39, Medwsy-slreet, Hor»eferiy-road,

TO ARCHITECTS.

W-^NTED, an ENGAGEMENT (London
T T preferred) os ASSISTANT In an ARCHITECT’a OFFICE, by

a OentleRjao
;
well np in the gener<l runlJne of effloe work. In

clnding peripectlre drawings. A moderate salary expected.-Apply
toQ. B. 11, Oerrard-street. N.

TO BUILDERS, IRONMONGERS. AND CONTRACTORS.
"VyANTED, by a good practical GAS, HOT
T T WATER, and General IRON-PIPE FITTER, WOUK In the

abore, or would bare no objection to take a
findb a own tijols for Ihe same. Can lay mains for water or go*, No
objection in Iheconoiry, or to go abroad. Con be well recommended.
Address to H. H. 2. Ingram-court, Fen burch-stre'-t, Loudon, E.C.

AV/ANTED, a SITUATION, as General

Hampsteod-road, N.W.

TO TIMBER MERCHANTS AND SAW-MILL PROPRIETORS.

W-^NTED, a SITUATION as CLERK or
T y COLLECTOR. Has bad six years' experience in a very ex-. . — 1 years' experience in a eery

tensive Loudon firm; can take the sole control of ledger*, stock
books, Ac. do. The best of referen-es as to eba'oe'er and ability,
and security If required.—Addrees, C. J. E. 5, ^oes-etreet, Islington,

"YyANTED, by a highly respectable Young
y y Man. a SITUATION as TIMEKEEPER or COLLECTOR, or

Biidge-rood, Pimlico.

a Permanent SITUATION as
Vy BRICELAYLR, and to make him elf generally nseful.

Wages not porilcular. Town or country.—Acldresi. T. B. 1, Cure-
m^Bt-eotUges. Smith-street, Commerelal-rood, Peckhsra, Loudon.

TO BUILDERS, PLDMBER3, A

TYT"ANTED, by the Advertiser, who is a
y y goed PLUMBER, a SITUATION or JOB, piecework or

I TBREK-tiRANCH HAND. Good references
reqolred^Ad^rees, A. Z. cate of Mr. Telton, 37, Beresford-stree'

TO WHARFINGERS, BRICKMAK8E8, Ac.

\yANTED, a SITUATION as Confidential
T T CLERK or ASSISTANT MANAGER. Aged 27. Good

acconntan', c'rresp'niieot, and quick at figures. Well up in btii
field work, oUo coal, lime, sUte, and pipe tiade. Over three yea
la t situation os above, nrst-class character, tefereuc>e gutrai
If required,—Adoress, D. B. core of Mr, J. Grey, 11. Catlow-iO
Morniuglou-crescent, Camdsu-town.

TO BUILDERS.

"XyANTED, a SITUATION, by a practicalVV . -
- Ibwough know-y V ULA8S-CUTTKR and GLAZIER,

ledge of house palnllnc, and well-accustomed to onc-dour~
ship—App'y to 8. W. 38, Wick'ow-stree', KligS Crois-tood, W.C.

\yANTED, an ENGAGEMENT as
y T FOREMAN of MASONS (sged 38), over Docks, Sea-walls, and

TO PLUMBERS AND BUILDERS.
ANTED, by a First-class PLUMBER, a

OfflcIof'^^SBX“r" P«ftmd.-Addr«..No. 28.

TO BUILDBRS AND CARPENTERS.
WANTED, b7 a Young Man, IMPROVE-
yy MENT in the CARPENTERING. Wsgea not so much an

TO ENOIHEERS, BUILDERS, AND OTHER?.

TX/ANTED, by a respectable YOUTH.
y V ag»d 17, a SITUA’TIf'N a» CLERK or DRAUGHTSMAN. Has

had nearly three years' experience in an Eogiueei’s Office.—Address,
J. 8. 22, Virlan-road. Victoria Park. N.S-

TO GAS COMPANIES.WANTED, by the Advertiser, a SITUA-
TION os SKCR'bTART and MANAGER, or either singly.

Well ecqualiited with the manufacture and distiibuilon of gas, main,
and service laying, exteneion*. Good experience In acconols. Good
tss’laioaials and referencee.—Address, C. S. Gas Works, Abingdon,

WANTED, by a practical and experienced
first class CLERK of WORKS, a BE-F.NGAGBM EST. Hlehest

refero'-eve.—Addre s, D. D. 3, Eden-tarraoe, BtHge-rood, Batter-

TO TIMBF.R MERCHANTS, *c.WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT as
TAUD FOREMAN ir a a»le«-yard or Saw-mill. Good refer-

ences —Address, 73, Office of " The BuTder.”

"XyANTED, by an experienced SHOP
y y FOREMAN of ‘JOINERS, a RE ENOAOEMENl'- Well

verserl In Gothic and first -class church work. Cm set out auv
description of work, and superintend any nneober of m*p. Highest
Tefereiicr* to character and ahlllty b'th in London and country.
Aged 37.—Addles*, If. S. Post-offlee, Oosporl, Hants.

"XyANTED, by a Young Man. a SITUA-
yy TION 05 COPVrNO and TR'CING CLERK. Oiod reter-

qitired. Aged 23. Salary IL—Address, Y. S

WANTED, a SITUATION, as FORE-
MAN ofCARPENTEBS.orasOenerkl Foreman to a Builder,MAN ofCARPENTEBS.oraiOenerkl Foreman loa Biiildei.

to Take Charge of a Budn-s*. Good reference*, C mnlry pra-
erred.-Apply to C- H. L. P.^e'-offi 'e, Fast Cowe*. I*l8 of Wight.

TO BCILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.
"XyANTRD, by an experienced FOREMAN
y y ofBRICKLAYERS.aRE-KNGAOBMENTM FOREMAN or

TO MASONS AND BUILDERS.
WANTED, a SITUATION, as FORE-
tV MAN of MASONS. Well np In all kinds of moaoury, Has

' and a half refer.

WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT as
yy WORKING FOREMAN of JOI.NERS. or a* Geoenl Out-

door Foreman, by a thoroughly practical Joiner and S'alrcase Hand,
aged 31. Uaed to piecework and machinery. First-cUss reference
from Inst employer. Country not objected to.—Address, H. K. 18,
Bstb-p ace. Church-street. Isllngtin

"XX/ANTED, by a CLERK of WORKS of
y y much experience In London Workt. »n ENOAGEMENr. '

A J.in'r
; knows all hrsnehe*. can Uke out quantities, make work-

1

a quantity Surveyor, or is Macager to a Builder.—Address, 928, Office
of ' The Builder."

WfANTED, EMPLOYMENT, by a very
y y good SURVEYOR nnd LEVBLLF.R and Pirsl-cUs.
DRAUGHTSMAN. Good character. — Address, H. D. P„sl-offlee,
Upper Parliament-street, Liverpool.

TO GENTLEMEN, BUILDFBS. AND OTHKBB.
"XyANTED, a SITUATION, by a CAR-
yy PESTER and JOIN SB, a steady man, aged 82. Well

experienced. Just finished a large Job. Work by the piece or day.
Wages no ohjiot for a constancy. Six years' good leferencaa.—
Addte-s, W. D. 26, Fritli-stieet. Soho.

TO BUILDERS.
TYTANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT as
vy GENERAL FOREMAN. Csipenter by Irod*. Good refor-

ences. No objection to country.—Address. A. B. 113, Ntw Kent-
rood, 8.E.

TO BUILDEBS, CONTRACTORS, *c.

TX/ANTED, by the Advertiser, aged 24, a
y V RB-ENGAGEMKNT os BOOK-KEEPER. Is thorougbly i

convenant with tne routine of k btiildet's office, and con uiiatat 1

estimating. Undeniable referencee.-Address, W. B. 82, Cleveland-
i

street. Filsroy-tquare.
,

wanted, a CLERK of WORKS, for^
y y Main Drainage and Sewersge. Falnry. 31. per week — 1

Applications, with teslliaonials or referencee, and itating age, Ac. to '

be addressed to the Chairman of the Sewerage C‘mmltle«, and to ^
delivered at the Town-hall, Wolve'hatnpton. at or before Five o'clock
In the afternoon of Tuesday, the 30tb tuit

^X/ANTED, by a Young Man, a Constant
y y SITUATION OS PAINTER and GLAZIER. H*i a slight

knowledge of Plnmhiog. Wogee net much ebject. Good references.—
Address. F. M. 8. 112. Central-street, St. Luke’s. i

WANTED, a SITUATION of TRUST, by
yy the Advertiier. Hai hod five years’ experience in a time,

cement, slate, and stone o.ercbants' office, both In the buying and
selling

;
Is also a good arconutant.—Addrers, A. B. Mr. Trencbard'e,

Higb-rtreet, Uxbridge.

TO NOBLEMEN AND GENTLEMEN.
xxrANTED, a SITUATION, to SUPER-
y V INTEND the ERECTION sud REPAIRS of Bnlldloge on

an Estate. Has filled a similar allnailon before. Good references.—
Address W. H. 3, Osboine-terraoe. Balhain, Snney.

\VrANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT as
y Y FOREMAN PLUEBER or THREE-BRANCH HAND. Is

a good plomber. le*d aud sssb glsx'er, and gosfltler. sod is thoroughly
aeaaslut*d with all branches of the trade.—Address, W. 2, Dot-
tiidgo's, balcony, E*st-road, N.

TX7ANTED, by a JOBBING BRICK-
y y LAYER, CoLsUnt EMPLOYMENT. Ured to all kinds of

jobbing and ocher work, and will make blmoelf generally useful.
Wages 21i per week—Address, H. E. 8. Cbailes-strect, Blockfriars-
rowl, London.

TO WRITERS AND GRAINRR3.
\\/ANTED, to APPRENriCE a YOUTH,
y y aged 15 years, to iha above trade.-Address, itating terms

and all partienUri, W. H. U. 83, Milton-screet, Ftusbnry.

TO BUILDERS, DECORATORS, Ac.

WANTED, by an artistic INTERIOR
y V DKCORATORsud practical DRAUGHTSMAN, au ESQAOK-
MENT, to supecluiend or otberwis-, with k view lo periaaueucy.
TfawruughJy nmlerstands every b anch of krt. kls} M'ta’c piluciog
Good leferrnces. epeclm-ns knd medmls shown.—Apply toJ. A. 3,
Ckuteibory-ierrace, Cmterbn-y-rokd, N.

TO SURVEYORS, 4e.

YyANTED, by the Advertiser, of six years’
y y experience, a 811UAT10N in the Office of the above. Ojod

draugblsmao. Fmt cloas teiUmvnlals.—Addieoa, A. D. 12, Albert-
qoaie, Clapbom-tood, S.

TO ARCHITBCra AND SURVEYORS.
TXTAN TED, an ENGAGEMENT, in
y T London, os a JUNIOR A'S'STANT. Artlclrs havsjnsl

expired. A good draughtiman. nnderttandr quantities. Highest
reference*. Salary imslL—Address, C. K. 2. Qaeen-square, Blooms-
bnry.

TO ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYOR?.
\Xr ANTED, an ENGAGEMENT a?
y y IMPROVER In tho offices of the ab.we Neat and quick

draughtsman. Can survey, Ac.—Address, 4.C51, Offl:e of "Ths
Builder."

TO BUILDEBS AND LANDOWNERS.
WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT as
y y FOREM AN. or Charge ota Job or an B'late. by an experienced

Han (Carpenter). Well versed in preparing and working drawings,
ind mea'urlng up work, Testimonials produced as to oblllty.—
Address. M. 0. 78, LllUngton-street. Pimlico, 8.W.

TO ARCeiTECTS AND SURVEYORS.
TX/ANTED, by a Young Man, an EN-
y y OAGEME.VT m JUNIOR ASSISfAN'T. Can survey. Ac.

Good references.—Addiess, K. A. Portland Lodge, Alkins-rood,
Clapbam-r«rk, B,

TO ARCHITECTS AND BUILOER?.WANTED, an ENGASEMENT, as
T y CLERK of WORKS or GENERAL FOREM.AN, by an ci-

peiieoeed and thoroughly qnillfl d Man-—Addreos. H. K 20 Queen-
etreel.Brompton-roa). B.W.

WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, by
y y an eirerienced BUILDER’S CLERK, with a thorough know-

ledge of hookk-e'iinj. Can true* or copy driwlngs maaiure uo work.
Ac. O.iod chaikcter and references.—Address, ALPHA, 60. Avenue-
load, Camb^rwelL

^HE Advertiser (a builder’s son), aged 21,
JL b.tving a good piaotical knowledge of the trade, and quick kt
acronnt*, wishes to ENGA ?B »i h k BUILDER for k term, -and
with a premium, ks ASSISTANT, In any cip*clt» where a good In-
sight of the trade would be obtained generally.-Addres*. A. B. Hr.
H. Grove, Peascod-street, Wind»or.

^HE Advertiser -will shortly be DIS-
1 ENGAGED, and Is deslroni of meeting with another APPOINT-
MENT as MANAGING CLEhK or otherwise. Thorouihly under-
stand* the practical routloe of an Archit-ct. Bnilder, or Cnntroctork
Office, setting out works, maklug detail drawing*, msMuring up
work, 4c.—Address, SURVEYOR, Post-office, Croydon. Surrey.

TO AHCHlTECrS, ENGINEERS. AND SURVEYORS.
"pHE Advertiser, who has had 20 years’
1. experience, wlsbi-s for an ENGAGRMB.NT (La doors or ou'l.

Tuit completed superintending one of the largest building* in
!*0QdoD. Oool dranghtsmau, quantity aud land surveyor, and
eveller. Good rrfereDcee. Salary moderate, as a permsaenoy Is

soogbC for.—Address, 4,052, Office of " The Builder.''

^IMBER,—A Gentleman, aged 30, twenty
J_ years in the limber trade, for the Imt four wl h a flTn that
lO* msde very rapid progre'S, li opui ti a RE-ENGaQEUENT, os
TRAVELLER. Has a larg* couoexioB with yards and the best
milder*. Can rhow a gooil reluru. with hardly aoy bvl debts. Very
enei'getioand fdendly with cast -m-r*. Bo-t referrncr* cinmsndvd
rom present employers. SsUry r-iqulred, not less than 2501. pec
annum, and wee’tly expense* —Address, TIMBER, csra of Mesirs.
Dawson A Sena. 121. Cinuon -street, City, B C.

TO BDILDFH8, Ac.

^HE Advertiser, aged 20, wants a RE-EN-
J.. GAGBMBNT. Can trace, colour, copy drawiogs, knowledge

of drawing, square dlmenstors, measure up work, plain and orno-
men'al wii'log. Salary moderate. Excellent references,—Address,
Y. Z. Post-office, Faversbam, Kent.

"pHE Advertiser wishes for a SITUATION
1. in an Architect's Office. Isa good drau;htsman and olonr'st,

Would give a few month*, as be has not been In pravtlca for some
lime.—Address, C F. B. Post-office, H arlinglon, MiUdljaex,

TO ARCHirECrS.

SITUATION WANTED by a good
lO DRAUGHTSMAN, experienced In the whole Office aud Out-
door woik. Well up In constTuetlon. Just cmcluded an eighteen
montbk' engagement os DraucliUman npon the works of a large

public building In London. Moderate Jsalary.—Address, No, 4.<KS,

Jffico of "The Builder.
••

TO BUILDERS AND CGNTRACTORS.
PLASTERING WANTED, by an expe-
1 rlenced practical Mon. Labour only.—Address, No. 72, Office

of •' The Builder.”

PJIPLOYMENT WANTED, by a Young
Ui Man. who ho* a good knowl-dgo of graining. No objection to

fill up bis lime in painting.-Address, R. W, 2, Uayes-p'.oce, LisS in-

grove.

TO CHURCH FURNISHERS AND DECOE.ATOR?.

A YOUNG MAN, of good education and
AjL ocenstomed to business, withes for an ENGAGEMENT os
SHOPMAN in the above. Can give fir*t-clsss referen'er,—Address.
B. 7, Belle Vue-vlUas, Seven Blsten-road, Holloway, N.

TO BUILDEBS. CONTR ACTORS. An,

A STEADY, practical FOREMAN of
Xi. BBICKLAYERS. having just completed his Job. is in want
ofa RE-ENQAOBMENT. )a well up lu sll kinds of fancy brickwork
Bos carried out several jsbe lo an-I out nf Lu id-n Go id rererenoei.

—Addrese, A. B. at Mr. McLeod’s, No. 30, Osorge-street, Great Siilfolk-

stree', Southwark Bridge-rood.

TO BRICKHAKEIIS.

A PERSON who has had great experience
A\- irt the Brickmaklng iu all its brani hes, offers to give IN-
STRUCTION. where it is wanted. In any kind of MATERIAL that
will make BBIlKS, parli mUrly In the Burning. Har studied the
art aud science oTit both in open ki’ne and close clamping and horn-
ing them t) tbeir proper colonr, aud a quick return without any
loss

;
that is to say, burieor shufi-, fur the turn of 5f. If no improve-

ment, no charge. To view fields, Irsvelliug exprnses paid.— AddreH,
394, Office of •• The Builder."

TO PLUMBER.? AND BUILDEKR.

A N Experienced PLUMBER is in want of
Ai. EMPLOYMENT.—Address, J. R. 18 M.rkham- t ejt, Cholsok.

A FOREMAN of WORKS WANTS a
Ax BE ENGAGEMENT. Is k practical JIan. eiperlencod In

the general conducting and carrying uut of work*. Alsi setting out

,

measuring up, Ac. Good references from Isst and former engigw
meats. Moderate wages required. Town or country. Is a carpenter
kud Joiner by trade.—Address, A. J. Poiiaea Cuttaget, Orduanoe-
rokd. Honnolow.

A N ARCHITECT’S ASSISTANT requires
Xi. an ENGAGEMENT in Town, either temporary or permanent.
References, Ac,—Address, W. 830, City road, Islington, E.C.
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ESS to onr surprise

than our regret, we

hear that, up to

this time, the finan-

cial results of the

National Exhibition

of Works of Art

in Leeds are not

satisfactory. The

number of visitors

is comparatively

small : the crowds

have not yet begun

to flow into the

town from other

quarters
;
and the

people of Leeds

themselves are

somewhat apathe-

tic on the*8ubjeot. The
committee, as we thought

at the time, put too high

a price on the season

tickets
;

and, by thus

keeping people out of

the building on the open-

ing day, created a large

amount of dissatisfac-

tion, which has spread

and grown. Men who had each given two or

three hundred pounds towards the erection of

the Infirmary, when they found that they could

not attend tho ceremony with wife and daughter

without paying fifteen guineas equally with

those who had given nothing, or go themselves

without a five-guinea ticket each, were soured,

and declined to go at all,—and, moreover, have

grumbled ever since. Let us hope, however,

that this feeling is passing away, and that all

will avail themselves of the means of instruc-

tive enjoyment now within their reach. The

collection is one of great interest and value, and

to all, in the North especially, affords an oppor-

tunity to see, without difficulty, fine works of

art that may not soon occur again. Amongst

the works of the old masters exhibited,

—

Italian, Spanish, German, and Flemish,—are

many of the greatest beauty and value,—pictures

each worth a journey to see
j
and the collection

of ancient drawings is also one of great interest.

The catalogue rightly observes that nothing

gives a more conclusive evidence of tho artistic

ability and knowledge of the painter than those

sketches and drawings which have been done

off-hand from the subject or model which he

wished to note or to study. They are invari-

ably forcible and truthful, and have ever been

in high esteem with all admirers of art. A
distinction should be made between those

sketches which are merely notes of particular

objects that struck the artist’s fancy, as seen

in many of the present examples by L. da Vinci,

and those more or less finished studies made for

the arrangement or completion of a large work,

such as are most of Rafiaelle’s j whilst another

series consist of the study of the work itself io

chalk, completely carried out on a small scale to

serve as a model for tho large and finished

painting. The attention paid by the old masters

to this system of study was, no doubt, one of

the main reasons of ihoir success in works on a

large scale, and bhe studies themselves have

value and importance which place them

amongst the most treasured remains of the

different masters that the amateur possesses.

In the collection of works by deceased Britisb

painters, Eeynolds and Gainsborough reign

supreme. Some works by Etty, Turner, Mul-

ready, Roberts, and Philip appear here
;
but

others by tho same men will be found in the

Gallery of Living British Painters. This con-

tains a large number of beautiful works, and

well represents tho present position of the art.

The drawiogs in Water Colours by British artists

are also an admirable collection :

—

“ Tbie is a school of art, in a {^eat measure distin-

guished bj different characteristics, as well in style as in

practice, from any other, and is one in which we haye
taken the lead over other nations. Although practised to

a certain degree by the early painters of Europe in the

fifteenth or siiteenth century, for sketches and studies,

and carried out with no slight amount of finish by the
painters of the Dutch school in the seventeenth century,

yet it is, as au art, essentially one of English origin and
growth, and in which we have produced the greatest

masters, of whom excellent examples will be seen in the

present collection, commencing from the simpler style of

Sandby, Girtin, Barrett, Varley, &c., through the system
founded by Turner, to the large and highly-tiniahed works
of living artists, in which every appbance for effect is

freely used, and vrilh a success and power which silence

the opposition of those who advocate the older system, and
object to the present extensive employment of body,
colour.”

In the Museum of Ornamental Art some of

the early works are exciting wonder and admi-

ration. Tho illuminated MSS., the carvings,

enamels, metal-work, and porcelain include rare

objects. We shall hope to hear soon of a larger

number of visitors, and that there is no longer

any doubt as to the financial success of the

undertaking. Let the working-men look to it

as well as the gentry. Workmen, by their

representatives, have lately expressed their

opinion that the want of publto museums of

works of ornamental art is a bar to their pro-

;

gress, and leaves them at a disadvantage in

competition with the men of other nations who
^

have such collections to resort to. Let the
|

working-men of the North now show that they are I

ready, even at some little personal aaonfioe, to
]

take the utmost advantage of museums when
j

they are provided for them.
|

Leeds is full of life; improved thoroughfares

are being formed, and new buildings are rising

in all dii'eobions. A few days ago the Church

Institute, designed in the style of the fourteenth

century by Messrs. Adams & Kelly, was opened.

It is of brick with stone dressings and coloured

bands, and has cost about 4,0001. In the base-

ment the greater part of the space is occupied

by wine-cellars, and the remainder is devoted to

the purposes of a sitting-room and kitchen for

the use of tho librarian ,’jand a large kitchen

fitted up with boilers and other appliances likely

to be called into requisition when tea-meetings

and soirees are held. On the ground-floor there

are the library and reading-room, together with

rooms for the clergy and^secretary. The first-

floor consists of a leoture-hall, 69 ft. by 48 ft.,

council-room, and two class-rooms. On the

floor above, the librarian’s bed-rooms and some
store-rooms have been placed. Mr. Edward
Boothman has done the brickwork, and Messrs.

Pounder have executed tho stonework. Stained

glass has been supplied by Messrs. Lavers,

Barrand, & Wostlake, and gasfittings have been

put up by Messrs. Skidmore & Co.

The great bank recently finished from tho

designs of Mr. Scott, Mr. Perkin being tho

resident architect, so to speak, and mainly

responsible for the interior arrangements, is an

ornament to the town. Red brick, with stone

dressings, are the materials used ; Italian Gothic

is the style employed. Mr. Perkin, we may add,

has done much in tho shape of ohurches round

about Leeds. In the borough itself, by the way,

there are now no fewer than forty-four churches.

With reference to the exterior of the bank a

question has been raised which is worth a

thought. In tho brick string-courses an incised

ornament has been cut by hand in sihi. Now,
some say this is surely a mistake. Brick is a

moulded material, and might as well have been

moulded with the required ornament in it, of

course with great saving of expense. Others,

however, are found who defend the course taken

on the ground that greater sharpness and vigour

have been thereby obtained. Any how, the

effect produced is very agreeable. The building

is a credit to all concerned.

The new Northern Hotel now in course of

completion under the direction of Mr. Hadfield,

—

Italian Gothic,—is a good, substantial, not to say

handsome, structure. A building opposite to it,

to be let out in chambers, with ronnd and

pointed arches, brick and stone like nearly all

the new buildings, is bizarre in the extreme.

The Cloth Hall, fiaished this year, is a poor

thing; presenting a long straight sky-line, with

olock-tnrret in the centre. Tho improvement

in the architecture of Leeds within the last six

years is, nevertheless, remarkable. Every shop

or warehouse that is now built makes an attempt

at style. The great enemy to all this is smoke,

which in about four years renders brick and stone

the same colour, and takes from the work all

chance of giving pleasure. Surely there is power

to prevent this injury if the corporation would

pub it in force. That any furnace not conaum-

ing its own smoke should be permitted in

Leeds, the centre of the machine trade, is more

than discreditable: it is stupid. Many of the

manufacturers require no compulsion to do the

wise thing. In the remarkable establishment of

Messrs. Greenwood & Batley, whence all the

Governments in the world are supplied with the

maohines and tools for making weapons of

offence, there is a furnace at work that consumes

nearly the whole of its smoke, and so, too,

effects a considerable saving in coals. We were

not surprised to learn that Messrs. Greenwood &
Batley had received plenty of medals marked

Honoris causa.

Of course few of our readers who visit Leeds

will fail to see Bolton Abbey and bridge, Kirk-

stall Abbey (Norman in style, and piotureeque

in appearance) ;
Brimham Rocks (including tho

Druid’s Coffin, the Baboon’s head, and tho Pul-

pit Rook)
;

Harrogate, the Healthy
j
Knares-

borougb, with its castle, bridge, rocks, wood, and

river; Ripon Cathedral, now nearly restored;

and Fountains Abbey at Studley.

“ From streams and Bpriogs, which Nature here contriveB,

The name of Focktains this sweet place derives.”

A sweet place, indeed : the ruins, since the

excavations made by the late Earl de Grey, are

more extensive than those of any other abbey

we remember. We have made two or three

small sketches, to convey some idea of its

character,*— one, showing the nave and south

aisle of the church
;
another, a view of part of the

abbey from Robin Hood’s Well ; and the third, the

lady-chapel, which extends north and south be-

yond the choir, at the oast end,—a second tran-

sept, as it were. The line of the choir is carried

on through the lady-chapel by two arches on each

side, supported in each case on a lofty clnstered

column, seen in the view. The small columns

which surrounded the octagon pillar remaining

have disappeared. The efl'eot of this part of the

building must have been very beautiful. The
large window seen at the end, or, rather, side, of

thelady-chapeljWasaPerpendicularinterpolation.

The nave is Transition Norman. At the west end

of that also a Perpendicular window was intro-

duced, the date of which appears above it outside

in archaic numerals. The guide-book sold on the

spot says,
—“ The large window in the west end of

the nave was put in during the abbacy of

Darneton, and may be looked upon as tte last

work of any importance, with the exception of

the tower, added to the place. Above this

window, on the outside, is a rude representation

of a bird, bolding a cross, and resting on a tun,

ooiijectored to be a pun upon the name of

* Soc p. 400.
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Tlinrston, i.e., a thrush upon a tun. A scroll

behind the bird bears the word and date,

—

Been, 1494.” Surely the more obvious pun is

on the name of the abbot by whom the altera-

tion was made,—Dem-tun. Bern, by the way,
is an obsolete word (from the Saion), meaning
sad, mournful :

—

” The birds of ill presage this luckless chance foretold,
Bj dernfull noise.”

But it is unnecessary to look farther fora mean-
ing. The remainder of this front is of twelfth-
century work.

Fountains is truly a wonderfully fine ruin, and
the grounds of Studley (through which it is

approached), with their mile-long avenue and
Bipon Cathedral at the end of it, the river Skell
widened out to a lake, the laurel bank, and mag-
nificent trees, contribute to form a whole rarely
surpassed. A Norwegian spruce, 134 ft. in
height, and a splendid beech, 60 ft. to the first

leaf, are noteworthy items in the grounds. The
remains of the Abbey include the Norman
Chapter-house, the cloisters, the refectory with
readers’ gallery, the Abbot’s house, the ancient
bridge, and the mill and forge. The artist, the
lover of nature, and the archmologist will hlike
find matter to delight in a visit to Fountains
Abbey.

EXAMPLES OP RECENT
VILLA RESIDENCES AND COTTAGES.*
Messrs. Blackie have now completed the

issue of a work commenced by them some time
ago, consisting of examples of villas and cot-
tages recently executed in various parts of the
kingdom by different architects. On the ap-
pearance of the first few parts we made favour-
able mention of the undertaking, and have now
but to indicate the manner in which it has been
brought to a close. Nineteen firms have con-
tributed examples of villa residences and cot-
tages erected under their care. Three of these
belong to Edinburgh, six to London, four to
Glasgow, four to Manchester, and two to Notting-
ham. There are thirty honsea, in all, illus-

trated.

Among the villas represented are two that
have been designed and built by architects for
their own occupation. In these we have oppor-
tunity of seeing the plotting out of the greatest
amount of accommodation in a given space j the
adoption of varions cunning contrivances to
secure comfort, combined with an artistic eye to
effect and a determination to avoid the miseries
of bad construction. All this, it may bo urged,
should always be found in the design of an
architect, whether be is building for himself or
an employer

;
but it must be remembered that,

in nine cases out of ten, a client requires an
architect to embody his ideas, not to sup-
plant them with a novel design to which
his mind is a stranger. Those who resolve
to build, generally ponder over the project for

some time beforehand, and in that period re-

volve in their minds somewhat of the aspect
their house is to present ; still more of the
accommodation it is to contain, and arrange
with even more precision the plotting out of the
ground-plan. When the architect is consulted,
these previously-formed ideas are imparted to

him as part of his instructions, and, generally
speaking, it is the amount of skill and taste with
whioh he is able to place these on paper that is

the criterion in the client’s mind of his ability

to undertake the superintendence of the execu-
tion of the project. A tangible presentation on
paper of the crude ideas of the client, polished
and articulated with trained skill, is, we may
repeat, more acceptable than a fresh set of ideas
on the same subject, starting from a different

point of view, nine times out of ten. But when
an architect builds for himself, he is unfettered
in the matter of instructions. He has still, to
be sure, fetters

; such as cost, prospect, and
site; but these he would have to contend with
as well as the predilections presented to him for

embodiment if employed to build for another. The
firstof these villashas been designed by Mr. Banks,
of the firm of Banks & Barry, for his own occu-
pation, and built at Dulwich Wood Park, to the
west of the north end of the Crystal Palace.
The treatment is quiet, composed, reticent, and
finished. The eye receives from it an impres-
sion of rest, invitation, and elegant cosiness. A

ViBa and Cottage Architeoture. Select Esamples of
Cotmtrv and Suburban Besidencea recently erected by
Tanona Architects.” London : Blaokie A Son, Patemos-
ter-row

j Olaegow; and Bdinburgb,

Tudor porch hospitably shelters those who wish
to enter. The entrance-door opens into a small
square hall, which in its turn gives access to an
inner hall or corridor, running at right angles
from it, from which the staircases and different

rooms are entered. One staircase departs up-
stairs, a second conducts downwards, for owing
to the deep dip in the site, there is a basement
floor, which, although out of sight from the
entrance, is level with a kitchen court or yard
in the rear. On the basement floor are the
kitchen, 13 ft. by 13 ft.

j
scullery, 10 ft. by

7 ft. 3 in.
;

larder, coal - cellar, beer-cellar,

wine-cellar, china and dry store closet
;

a
W.C., duet receptacle, a furnace-room to heat
the conservatory above

; a small work-room,
10 ft. 6 in. by 6 ft. 5 everything, in fine, required
to rejoice the heart of a model housekeeper; and
a billiard-room, 20 ft. by 16 ft. The two last

mentioned are cut off from the kitchen depart-
ment, by a door in the passage leading to that
side of the house in which the offices are grouped
together; and all are 11 ft. 4 in. high. On the
ground floor are three good rooms, and a green-
house, with steps leading out of it down to the
garden. The dining-room and drawing-room are
of the same dimensions, 20 ft. by 14 ft., only

by a gas-stove. The house stands on an angle
formed by the junction of a road and a lane, and
its most distinctive feature,—a double window
on the angle of the first floor,—was designed to
take advantage of the double prospect this
circumstance afforded. The extension of Lon-
don has, since the completion of this house,
nearly nentralised this advantage. Additional
size is contrived for the kitchen by a projection
with a lean-to roof, the whole width of which is

occupied by windows, to insure an ample supply
of light,—a commodity that is often scarce in

London kitchens. A glass-covered way leads
from the house to the back garden, and, unad-
visedly, we must submit, to a combined bath-
room and W.C., and also gives access to the
kitchen. Opposite to the kitchen door in this

covered way is a back door leading into the lane.

It is built of brick. The fronts are faced with
washed stocks, with bands and window-arches
of red bricks

;
and those employed in the rest of

the house are common stocks. The roof is

slated
; and all the gutters are external iron

eaves gutters with external downpipes,—an
arrangement that has prevented any wot from
coming in at any point. The woodwork is of
Baltio fir and yellow deal, varnished without

one lies across the ground plan, and the other : being previously stained. The hearths and
along it, and both look out upon the fine prospect

,

skirtings, like the floor of the hall, are of orna-
of the winding Thames, seen from the back of the mental tiles, and the dining-room and drawing-
house. The third room, which is the study,

j

room fire-places are “coved” with the same
14 ft. by 10 ft. 6 in., is in the front of the house.

!

cleanly contrivance. Both architects give a
On the floor above these are four bedrooms, none ' second villa, iu the neighbourhood of their own
less than 14 ft. long, one 15 ft. 6 in., and a bath- designed by them, in which the leading charac-
room

;
and in the attic are four more rooms, ' teristica of their respective modes of treatment

lighted by dormers that must command a lovely recur.

view, and a cistern and closet. All this accoramo-
;

We next turn to one of the Scottish reai-

dation is packed upon a ground space of 38 ft.
,

dences. This is a house called Holmwood, de-

by 33 fD. The front elevation may be described signed by Messrs. A. & G. Thomson, Glasgow,
as having two gables, separated from each other and built on the top of the steep bank of a bend
by a receding centre, which contains the single

I

of the river Cart, about three miles south of that
mullioned windows that light the staircase on ' city. It illustrates, in a remarkable way, the
two stories, and is surmounted by a small dormer, difference between London and Glasgow prices.

The right-hand gable end contains the porch and
!

Here we have a handsome residence, built in an
door, and on the floor above one of the bedroom

;

adaptation of the Greek style, with stone walls
windows ; the left-hand gable end has the study 2 ft. thick, and, where required, stone partitions

window on the ground floor and a bedroom of the same thickuess, covering a site 70 ft. in
window above. The apices of the gables have frontage by 95 ft. in depth, containing three
narrow slits. There are overhanging eaves and spacious day rooms, seveu bedrooms, and two
ornamental barge-boards. The west elevation

j

dressing-rooms large enough to be furnished
contains the windows of the principal apart-

1
with beds, besides a capital set of kitchen

ments. Here is another slightly advanced gable appointments, with laundry and washhouse, and
end, occupying nearly one half of the elevation,

!

a very large quantity of ornamentation, for

which contains a three-lighted window on the 2,6081. 43. lid. Instead of the usual cubical

basement, another on the ground floor with i
mass, or centre with two wings, these architects

transomed mullions, and a double-lighted window
j

have arranged their building to consist of
on the upper floor, besides a slit in the apex. A

,

several masses 8,nd several heights. There is

two-storied bay extends from the basement to ' no basement. The dining-room is only one
light the billiard-room and dining-room on the story in height

;
the kitchen is also one-storied;

floor above it
;
and over this is a double light to hut the greater part of the building is two

a bedroom, and a dormer on the roof. Dividing
these two parts, gable end and bay, rise three
single-light windows, one on each floor. The
greenhouse is placed on the south side of the
house; and below it is a door leading into the
furnace-room. On the north side there is a
flight of steps down to a door on the basement
story. The four external walla are built of
Lowestoft bricks, the inner walls of common
bricks, some of the partitions of 4i-iQ. brick on
the ground-floor, and the rest of timber quar-
tering, as are all above stairs. The windows,
dressings, string-courses, and door-jambs are of
Box ground stone, Bath. The roof is covered
with chocolate-red coloured Broseley tiles, placed
in alternate bands of three escaloped and six

plain, and the ridge has an ornamental tile

cresting. Baltic timber and deals have been used
for most of tbo woodwork, except the stairs,

which are of American pitch-pine, with wainscot
balusters and handrails. The cost of this house
was 2,0991., including gasfitting and oak framing
to garden and gates, bnt excluding the orna-

mental painting, which was not executed till two
years after the house was finished, and then coat

300Z. The merit of this design consists in its

repose, the provision for an orderly performance
of domestic duties, its sanitary arrangements,
and the amount of residential accommodation,
viz.; three reception-rooms, besides the billiard-

room, eight bedrooms and a bath-room, conserva-
tory, and set of kitchen offices, in small compass.
The second bouse, erected by an architect for

his own residence, is on a smaller scale, being
built upon an area of 28 ft. by 25 ft., and costing
bnt 705Z. Its owner is Mr. George Trnefitt, and
its situation is in the neighbourhood of Camdeu-
road, Holloway. Here we have no basement
story, and only two day-rooms and four bed-
rooms, besides the offices. There is a porch,

however, and a conservatory, which is heated

stories high, and this is surmounted by a
circular lantern which lights the staircase.

In the front elevation there is the recessed

entrance-doorway nearly in the centre, at
the top of a flight of steps, with a square-hoaded
window of the same height on either side of it,

the one lighting the vestibule, the other a re-

tiring-room
;
the dining-room with ornamental

stone piers clear of the window to the right of
this central group, all one story high ; and to the
left of the doorway is a two-storied group of
building, consisting of a parlour on the ground-
floor 18 ft. 6 in. by 17 ft., with a semioircular
window, 10 ft. 8 in. in diameter, with columns
standing clear of it all round, and a drawing-
room above, 25 ft. by 17 ft., to which the flat roof
of the projection serves as a balcony. Surmount-
ing this, though recessed from the front elevation,

is the circular lantern, which, as we have men-
tioned, lights the staircase, and in the rear is a
wing, giving on to the dining-room and looking

over its roof, containing six bed-rooms. In the
extreme rear, but adjoining the main group,
though famished with a distinct roof, like all the

rest of a low-pitch, covered with slates, with very
broad overhanging eaves carried on ornamental
cast-iron brackets, is the kitchen lighted with a
range of five windows, placed somewhat high,

below which, in the interior, stands the
dresser. Away from the building, bat indicated

in the perspective, is a group of coach-house,

stable, coachman’s-house, greenhouse, cowhouse,
(fee., which cost an additional 1,0091. lOs. 6d. A
great point in this design is the completeness of
the details. The retiring-room, for instance, is

furnished with hot and cold water, a looking-

glass, sofa, clothes-pegs, and a water-closet
opening out of it, lighted from the vestibule.

The dining-room is provided with a recess for the
sideboard and a serving-way from the butler’s

pantry, where there are communioationa both
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with the kitchen and acnllery, with the former
by means of a hot closet, and with the latter by
means of lifting-sashes. The store-closet is fitted
with dresser, drawers, and shelves. The kitchen
is partly snrronnded with low lean-tos containing
places for coals, roots, and a larder. It is a
drawback to the general nicety of completeness
to find five bed-chambers, or three bed-chambers,
and two dressing-rooms accordingly as they
might be required, on the gi-onnd-floor. The
materials employed are irregularly coursed
rubble freestone from Giffnock quarry, a mile
distant from the site; a course of Caithness
flagging to prevent damp rising

;
Quebec red-

pine and St. John’s yellow-pine
; brick for some

of the partitions
; a cast-iron bressumer carries

the wall over the opening between the parlour
and its semicircular window

; and encaustic tiles
for vestibule and hall. We quote the descrip-
tion of the ornamentation of the drawing-
room :

—

An enriched akirtine, or dado, 20 in, in height in
wood, 18 carried round three aides of the room • between
the window-lighta, also at the sides of the doors and fire-
place, and at intervals round the room, are placed anuare
colonnettes, aurmonnted by a frieze, all of yellow pine
Tarnished, enriched with anthemions in mahogany. Six
of the spaces between the colonnettes are further enriched
by pmntcd and gilded ornamentation; and the panels
thus formed are filled with paintings, by H. CameronA R.S.A., iOnstrating Tennyson's ‘Idylls of the Eing.‘
Itie centres of the aides are occopied, in one case, by the
fire-place, which has a white marble mantel-piece, having
gut incised ornament, and a mirror over it

j
end in the

other case by the piano, over which is a mirror
; whUat at

the end opposite the window is another large mirror with
a decorated marble slab in front supported by chimerm.’'

We pass on to notice one of Mr. Ewan
Christian’s rectories, that of Goldhanger, Essex.
This house was built upwards of sixteen years
ago at a cost of 2,0001., the contractor averring
that he had under-estimated it by 20C'l. This is
given as a plain substantial house, intended to
last for generations, in which excellence of mate-
rial and workmanship have been considered before
ornamentation, in deference to the atriugent law
of ecclesiastical dilapidations. It is situated in
a flat marshy district, in consequence of which
circumstance the main body is raised about

ft. above the highest part of the site, and
terraces are formed on three sides of it. It is

built, in the Domestic Tudor style, of red bricks,
with the window openings and mullions and the
arches and jambs of the west Iront of Caen
stone, the heads and sills only in the other
fronts being of stone. The copings are likewise
of Caen stone

j the plinth of Yorkshire stone.
The roof is covered with plain red tiles, relieved
with courses of ornamental tiles and ridge tiles.
There is a basement sunk below part of the
house, containing an ample supply of cellarage
for beer, wine, potatoes, a larder, a dairy, and a
furnace-room to the greenhouse, and an attic to
part of it, containing two bedrooms, lighted by
dormers, and a place for lumber. On the ground
floor an open vestibule, in which the entrance
door is placed, a hall with dining-room and
drawing-room opening out of it, a large con-
servatory, 21 ft. square, so placed with reference
to these two rooms that they may all be thrown
into a suite

; the principal staircase, study, w.c.,
butler’s pantry, back-staircase, housekeeper’s-
I'oom, store-room, kitchen, cook’s pantry, scullery,
fitted to serve also as a brewhouse and bakery,
coal, wood, and ash places, and servants’ w.c.s.
Above stairs are seven bedchambers and two
dressing-rooms, besides those mentioned in the
attio, and a housemaid’s closet. Mr. Christian
also contributes a parsonage-house at Friday
Bridge. There is a curate’s house also shown,
designed by Mr. Walker, and built at Gotham,
Nottinghamshire. This is built entirely of com-
mon bricks, which in this locality are better
than they are in some places, except bands and
crosses of blue Staflbrdshire bricks placed
ornamentally, and it covers an area of
32 ft. square. The plan is very compact and
original. The entrance-door opens into a small
passage, beyond which is an octagonal hall, in
the centre of the house. The doors of drawing
and dining rooms open right and left out of the
passage

;
those of the study and kitchen out of the

octagonal hall, in which is a third door opening
to^ a space under the stairs, which communicates
with the larder. There is a decorated conserva-
tory beyond the study, which opens out ofit.
As the octagonal hall takes an angle off the
drawing-room, and a window placed in the angle
facing the junction of a street and lane, cuts off
another, a bookcase is placed ooraerways to
make the room symmetrical. The dining-room is
square, because the angle cut off by the octa-
gonal hall is not shown

j for that end of the room
is partitioned off to form closets, one being a

glass-closet in the dining-room, and the other,
opening on the other side into the kitchen, a
brush-closet. There are four bed-rooms on the
upper floor, a lavatory, w.o., linen-closet, and
housemaid’s closet. The chimney-stacks here
are a feature, for they are arranged to have no
“pockets,” every part of the interior being
occupied by flues, or fire-place, or both. This
admits of some corbelling on the exterior, which,
with a stone shaft, 6 in. in diameter, with a base
and neck-moulding and foliated capital, placed
to carry the angle of the building cut away by
the window mentioned in the drawing-room, is
about the only external ornamentation, except
that afforded by the ingenious management of
the brickwork. The contract for this house was
329Z. 10a.

;
but, with the addition of a tesselated

pavement for the ball, forming a w.c., cesspit,
and drain, an ornamental fence wall, 80 lineal
feet, and entrance-gate, the cost of the con-
servatory, a rain-water cistern, a wash-house,
and a few trifles not allowed for in the contract,
the price ultimately became 5031. Ts. lid. To
prevent the rise of damp, a layer of boiled tar
and finely-washed Trent sand one-eighth of an
inch thick was laid on the course of bricks form-
ing the top of the external plinth.
The Manchester designs are Rosebank Villa,

by Messrs. Speakman & Charlesworth
; a double

villa, by Mr. E. Walters
; and the Sycamores,

by Messrs. Pauli & Ayliffe. The first of these
is a brick-built Italian villa, with a Gothic roof,
covering 61 ft. by 35 ft., not including any of the
out-buildings and projections, containing three
reception-rooms, seven bed-rooms, a bath-room,
a smoking-room, and a set ofkitchen ofilces, and
finished with so much completeness as to include
a lightning conductor for 2,833Z. 12s. 4d. Mr.
Walters’s is a group of four villas, two and two
of them being built back and back, so as to look,
at a distance, as one house of considerable size.
The two blocks are connected by a length of
walling only. They were built in 1852 for
8,000Z. or 2,0001. a-piece. For this sum there is

an accommodation, consisting of three day-
rooms, eight beds, allowing two for the nursery;
two dressing-rooms and a bath-room, besides the
usual kitchen offices, grouped upon an area of
about 53 ft. square. The style of the exterior of
these houses is also Italian, with high-pitched
roofs. The Sycamores is a snbatantial-looking,
and at the same time tasteful red-brick house, of
modernised domestic treatment, curious for con-
taining within it seven distinct levels of floors to
fib in and contrive three day-rooms, six bed-
rooms, and dressing-room, and set of kitchen
cfiices, on an area of 60 ft. by 50 ft., exclusive of
the ground occupied by the conservatory.
None of the clever Scottish architects have

represented the national style. Their cottages
are miniature Italian villas in too “rural” a
style to compensate for the loss of the picturesque
features that combinations of those given in
some of the rare specimens of ancient Scottish
buildings would have afforded. That they can
retain some national features we perceive in the
drawings of “ Strath Cottage, Dumbarton,” by
Mr. Rochead, where there is a servant’s box-bed
shown built up in the kitchen like aoloseb. We
could see this piece of retention dismissed with
satisfaction. The style of this cottage, however,
is less antagonistic to the character of the sur-
rounding scenery and associations than some.
It is built of freestone, with a little Jacobean
detail, and covered with Highland slates. There
are three day-rooms, four bed-rooms, two dressing-
rooms, bath, kitchen, scullery, &c. The cost
was 8841. Is. 4d. A second cottage, by the same
architect, erected atGovau, Renfrewshire, in the
Tudor style, and costing a similar sum, is a re-
markably happy composition. A cottage by
Mr. Baird, erected at Roseneath, Dumbarton,
shire, as a residence for the parish schoolmaster,
at a cost of 5541. 8s. 8d., would combine har-
moniously and unpretentiously with any land-
scape, which is more than can bo said of a rural
Italian villa, built by him in the southern out-
skirts of Glasgow.
A somewhat fussy cottage omee,half-timbered,

with porch and conservatory constructed of fir,

built in Essex, by Mr. Kendal, costing 1,830Z.
;
a

quiet modem detached house at Grantham, built
by Messrs. Hine & Evans, costing 1,650Z.

; and a
gabled and mullioned Yorkshire farm-house, plea-
sant, grey, and sedate-looking, as though Time and
it had already some acquaintance, built in 1856,
by Mr. Lamb, at Blubberhonses, near Bolton, in-
comparably superior to the square white boxes
with square openings for windows, and another
to match for a door in the centre of them, now
frequently affected, are further varieties of

buildings shown in this practical volume. The
last mentioned, unlike every other example, has
neither closet, cupboard, nor cellar. Neither is
there a dairy shown. The kitchen, though, is
admirably light and capacious, as all should be,
but more especially so where it is still the
custom of the country for the farmer’s family
and his domestics to take their meals tocrether
in it.

_

This is a volume that those about to build
villa-residences or cottages may usefully study.
The combined wit of nineteen architects can
scarcely fail to furnish information that it
will be a gain to them to acquire, and perhaps
prevent them from being added to the list of
those who if they set about building again would
do so differently. Builders engaged in erecting
such residences for sale will also find in it many
valuable suggestions. There is an introductory
preface, drawing attention to some of the build-
ing contrivances and structural arrangements
that are most novel, such as different methods
of using hollow bricks without interference with
the bond, and modifications of sliding sashes,
amongst which is one in which the lower sash
descends in the same way that window-shutters
are sometimes constructed to do. The great
difference between London and country prices
in some parts, the rise even in some towns, and
the difference in London prices compared to
those when many of the houses illustrated were
built, is also pointed out. The present differ-
ence between London and Yorkshire or Scottish
prices is estimated at 25 per cent. The owner
of Worcester Lodge estimates the rise on London
prices since his house was built to bo nearly
30 per cent. ; other architects have, however,
quoted it at 15 per cent. In Southampton and
its neighbourhood the rise is estimated as being
fully 10 per cent. Architects’ charges, too, are
touched upon, and treated fairly :

—

“ These are a upiform per contage {6 per cent.) oa the
cost of the building, where the coat exceeds Bach an
amount as l,O00L, where trarelling expenses have not to
be added, where several designs have not been made,
where materials of a former boilding have not been used,
and where the architect does not act as the surveyor or
measnrer, taking the quantities of materials and work
ftom the drawings and specifications for the builder’s use
in estimating. The raeBsuring-surveyor'a charge usually
comes in as part of the cost of the building; and in Lon-
don, as indeed in many of the chief towns, it is considered
most desirable that the 'surveyor' and the architect
should be different individuals. There remain, therefore
to be added to the amounts stated asbaUding coat notleas
than 6 per cent, upon each, as well as the travelling and
other extras, being arcbitect'a expenses, if any. Also,
shonld the services of a clerk of works be deemed neces-
sary to secure a closeness of superintendence beyond what
an architect will be bound to afford, and which may bo
true economy, even where the cost of a house falls within
the limits kept in view in this publication, the weekly
stipend will have to be paid by the owner of the building,
although the clerk of works will act as the deputy or sub-
ordinate of the architect. In the case of a cost below
1,000/., the reader may consider the professional charges
as having been matter of special agreement; for most
architects would consider themselTCa ill paid at the rate
mentioned for houses of the different classes below the
1,000/. cost.*'

Cobbefct could not bave given a clearer expo-
sition of a vexed question.

‘ THE TRIUMPH OF CHRISTIANITY.”

Angry controversy bristles up at the sound
of the name of Gustave Doro. The works
of the most prolific artist of our time afford
ample scope for criticism and for contest.
In almost every human production exists a
greater or less proportion of what is objection-
able, however it may be blended with what is
admirable. An artist, therefore, whose enume-
rated works some years ago amounted to thou-
sands, must have furnished materials for a whole
library of attack, as, on the other hand, he may
have offered a basis for a cyclopsedia of praise.
M. Doro has sbovra within the last month
that he possesses two qualities which English-
men are wont to treat with respect,—unexam-
pled industry and unflinching pluck.

Certain writers who have sneered, and with
some justice, at the “ tricks ” of this “ clever
book illustrator,” must bave rubbed their eyes
at the boldness with which he has appealed to
the judgment of the British public. When our
streets are crowded with the busy life of the
London season, and when all our exhibitions are
open, M. Dore invades the West-End and opens an
exhibition of his own. Thirty-four paintings, in
very different styles of art, cover the walls of the
German Gallery in Bond-street, all produced, we
are told, within a few years. There can be no valid
reMon for refusing to this collection the same
fair and impartial examination that we should
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devote to a gallery of equal magnitude contain-

ing tie works not of one, bat of numerous

artists.

There are four or five landscapes which,

viewed from the proper distance, are actual

transcripts of nature. *' ilorning and Evening

in the Alps,” and the ” Effect of Sunset on the

Summit of Mountains,” give representations of

gloom, and mist, and glancing mountain pesiks

that ai’e familiar to the Alpine traveller, and

that a knowledge of our own lake district, or of

the ScJotch or Irish mountain scenery, will pre

pare the visitor to admire. The “ High Lake in

the Alps (Valais) ” is another of those coloured

photographs of the sublime solitudes of nature.

In the illustration of “ Vivien,” the head of

Merlin is the same as in the original sketches,

a painful sense of weakness unfitting him to be

the representative of the mighty but genial

wizard of song and romance. The faoe of

Vivien, on the other hand, is a great advance on

any former delineation of the repulsive charac-

ter which it has pleased Mr. Tennyson to draw,

the steady cat-like glance which she fixes on the

magician being highly characteristic. But the

length of her arms, and the size of her hands,

are not to be endured.

Over the “ Scenes from the Inferno”of Dante wo
should be content to draw the sponge of oblivion.

The “Ascentof the Matterhorn” is rather fittedfor

an artist’s portfolio than for an exhibition-room.

The “ Christ bound to the Column” is only a less

painful failure than are almost invariably the

of Michelangelo, or at least the method oftreating

that aweful subject which has become conven-

tional among Italian artists. On a more minute
examination the resemblance proves to be illu-

sory, and the student of the picture becomes
aware that ho is in presence of an entirely

original design. It is unnecessary here to enter

into any discussion of the merits of allegoric

painting in general. It is only intended to

describe or to explain the present work of M.
Dore.

The scene of the picture, instead of being

laid, as usual in similar cases, in the region of

the clouds immediately above the earth, is fixed

in the higher or more distant regions of space,

the earth being visible, as a planet, at such a
profound depth below, aa to have apparently

shrunken to the dimensions of the moon when
viewed from the terrestrial surface. Thus the

motive, or text, of the painting may be appro-

priately sought in the words—" I saw Satan as

lightning fall from heaven.” The upper part of

the picture is occupied by “ a globe of circular

light,” as Milton expresses the angelic vision,

consisting of a halo or glory of angels, surround-

ing Christ, bearing a symbolic cross. Two of

the heavenly ministers are distinguished in the

foregronnd, who may be taken to represent

Counsel and Execution, or the angels of Light

and of Power. The whole celestial hierarchy

are unarmed, excepting with the sword of truth

and the buckler of faith, and their white and
flowing garments denote [purity. The emblems

tainly, and the barge probably, would have over-

turned.

Bat courtesy is due to the industrious and
remarkable artist who has thus cast himself on
the verdict of our public opinion,—a courtesy

which, whilst it docs not exclnde an honest

criticism, must gladly bow to the great merits

of a man who, old in the number of his produc-

tions, is young in years, and young in the power
and faculty of improvement.

modern, and most of the ancient, attempts to of Hope are designedly absent from a scene

depict the divine sufferer. Isaiah and Jonah which tolls of hope fulfilled. Central and

might have been left in Paris without diminish-
^

predominating by size in the lower part

iiig the attractions of the gallery. of the picture is a figure which may be re-

The door of a Spanish Cathedral, garnished I garded as the genius of Paganism, the dragon

by the nsual fringe of disgusting beggars, and of the Apocalypse, or the Author of Evil

lighted up by the grace of the Spanish devotees,
\

himself. His gilded horns recall that worship

is a very accurate and correct bit of work. The
|

of animal forms which prevailed in early super-

effect of the painted windows in Seville Cathe-
!
stitions. The employment of the artifices of

dral lights up an interior which contains a row ' idolatry, under every changing form, to augment

of Spanish women, one of whom, in a velvet

dress, is singularly graceful. Still more charm-
ing is a figure in the “ Fortune-teller,” where the

sly leer of the old woman’s eye, and the pose and
aspect of the hulking vagabonds around are

tinted by a brush dipped deep in local colour.

Apart from these pictures, and from the larger,

and, as we should call it, half-finished, painting

which gives name to the exhibition, are five or

six specimens of a new style of work. They have
not, or have only in the faces, the finish of fresco,

but they have all the breadth which is peculiar

to a style which it appears to be impossible to

transplant in healthy and vigorous vitality to our

climate. A question arises, which time alone

oan answer, as to the durabilty of this style. If

it be durable as far as the endurance of the pig-

the wealth and importance of the priesthood, is

indicated by the golden collar which hangs out

in such clear relief against the abyss. The ever-

varying phases of idolatry and of hagiolatry

are indicated by the play of the prismatic

colours on the dragon wings and scales of the

great enemy of spiritual religion, and in the

consciousness of defeat expressed by his counten-

ance and attitude may ^ seen a memorial of

the words “ Woe to the inhabiters of the earth

and of the sea, for the devil is oome down to you,

having great wrath, because he knoweth that he

hath power but for a short time.”

Around and below the central dragon-winrred

ON LINCOLN CATHEDRAL.*

The Architectural History of Lincoln Cathe-

dral has been already very ably and completely

described by two most competent persons,

namely. Professor Willis and the Rev. Ayliffe

Poole. I am not aware that Professor Willis’s

remarks, delivered at the meeting of the Royal

Archroological Institute, at Lincoln, in 1848,

have ever been published, or made available in

any form to readers. Mr. Poole’s were printed,

together with a valuable appendix, comprising

all the historical data bearing on the cathedral

and connected with the see, in the volume of

this Society’s Transactions for 1857.

Mr. Poole’s review of the building was bMod
chiefly upon information derived from the light

which this collection of historical facts threw

upon the subject. It is in every respect a very

interesting treatise. When, then, the com-

mittee of this Society did. me the honour to in-

vite me to lecture, I had to consider from what

new point of view the subject could be again pre-

sented in an acceptable form.

It appears to me that I shall best serve the

objects of this Society, which no doubt are oon-

tinually to enlarge the circle of those who interest

themselves in the noble series ofmonuments that

contain the history of our national architecture,

by endeavouring to draw from the building

before us a few practical hints on the subject of

church architecture generally, and by pointing

out the excellent illustrations which different

parts of the structnre offer, of the several periods

of this interesting history ;
and in doing this I

intend craving the indulgence ofthe more learned,

to address myself more particnlariy to those

whose knowledge of the subject is less advanced,

and who consequently stand in greater need of

help and guidance in their studies.

Now, in order to render what I have to say

useful, or indeed intelligible, to this portion of

my audience, it is necessary that I should ex-

plain the few technical terras which I intend to

use 5
and here I may remark, by way of paren-

thesis, that the fewer technical terms a lecturer
Genius, the whole pantheon of African, Asiario,

and European mythology falls m helpless terror

and confusion, and with that rapid motion that * uses to a mixed audience the better

;

ment is concerned, it must certainly attract and is characteristic of the figures of M. Dore. To
|

more obvious and self-explanatory these terms

retain an nnnsual amount of the dirt that revels in
!
the left of the spectator the Norse gods are are the better.)

such an atmosphere as that of London. Against ' feeding in the distance: Thor, and Odin, and
|

It is jnst twenty years ago, at the^meeting, in

both dangers we should wish to see how the pro -

1

Friga, from whom our Saxon ancestors named ' ' " " - • ’ i t r,t-

dnotion, not of water-glazing bnt of actual glass, I the days of the week, are flying in terror. Be-

cau be made available without interfering with low them are the representatives of the ancient

the effect of the painting. The propriety of this

inquiry will be obvious from the remark that the

walls, and some other portions of the back-

ground in these paintings, parts of the drapery

(as well as the tree in the “Yivien”), seem
to have been thrown on the canvas in the

manner in which plasterers apply rough cast to

a wall. The buildings are actually rougher to

the touch than is real dressed stonework. But
there is no denying the powerful effect that is

produced. The walls in the Gitana ” and the

Pialtery-player are actual pieces of illusion.

There is a family of peasants which most people

seem to prefer, because the greater finish is

more in accordance with their experience of oil

painting, bnt the faces of the old and young
women knitting, life size, in one of these

rough pictures are admirable, and the others

only fail to please because the faces of the

sitters are low, repulsive, or common place.

The fault is in the selection, not in the exe-

cution. The “Gitana,” though cursed with
an ugly baby, has a face worthy of Murillo him-

British worship,—the Druids with their golden

sickles and their wreaths of sacred oak-leaves.

To the right, Diana and Venus, Apollo in his

quadriga, vine-wreathed Bacchus, and the whole

population of the classical Olympus, may be
distinguished by their well-known attributes.

The great Roman Jove himself is upborne by

the very person of the dragon, grasping his

ambrosial locks in dismay, and, as it were, dis-

cbai^ing his boltless thunder unawares. Behind

him is a figure of Juno, his sister and his wife,

and their father, Satura, stretches forth his

straight-shafted scythe in vain. The head

of Mercury, marked by the Oaduceus, calls

attention below. The gods of ancient Egypt,

Osiris and Isis, and the sacred bull Apis, with

either the sphynx orthe cat-god PashtorBubastis,

are falling to the left. On the corresponding

part of the picture are shown Nimrod and the

Assyrian gods. The winged bulls of Babylon

and Nineveh, lift their wings and stretch out

their paws in quaint and utter dismay. The
crown of Jupiter has fallen from his head; and

self, and a tempting little dangling foot, as to i far below the earth, shrouded in light, awaits

which Mr. Dord seems to have committ^ the
! the inroad of the host oast down from Heaven,

rare fault (as far as he is concerned) of having
j

We are no blind admirers of M. Dor6. We
had it washed before he drew it. have taken the liberty, before now, to point out

The largest picture in the exhibition, some 1 some of his most palpable faults; as instances of

10 ft. to 11 ft., by 6 ft. to 7 ft., we should call
j

which, in the present exhibition, we may refer

little more than a sketch, though a sketch ofgreat
I

to the ignorance of the laws of flotation dis-

power. Its chief defect is want of finish
;

its
j

played in the poei&ion of the cradle of the infant

chief merit is life and motion. It takes a long I Moses, impossibly shelved on a shoal in the Nile

period to get it well on the retina. ^ under the imaginative canopy of the angelic

The “Triumph of Christianity” at the first 1 wings; and in that of the bier or barge which
glance recalls tothe mind the “ Last Judgment”

1
conveys the corpse of Elaine. The cradle cer.

fact, of the Royal Archmological Institute at

Lincoln, in July, 1848, that I read in this room

a paper on certain parts of Lincoln Cathedral,

which formed the basis of a work that I subse-

quently published, in which I proposed whatwas

then a new division and nomenclature of the

styles of English architecture. As this termi-

nology is the one which I intend to use here in

the classification of the different works of

Lincoln Cathedral, it is necessary that I should

briefly explain it.

There is one division of the architecture of

Europe on which all are agreed, that, namely,

which separates the buildings of the Middle

Ages into two classes, the first comprising all

those buildings that were erected during the

prevalence of the circular arch
;
and the second,

those that were erected during the prevalence

of the pointed arch. These two classes have

been by common consent called Romanesque and

Gothic.

Of English Romanesque buildings we have,

again, two kinds, those which were
^

erected

before and after the Conquest, and which may
therefore be conveniently called Saxon and

Norman.
Of the buildings constructed during the

Gothic period the most natural division is that

which is indicated by the several changes of

form, through which that prominent feature of

every Meditoval building, the window, passed

during that time.

For the first half-century after the complete

adoption in all jjarts of buildings of the

pointed arch the lancet window was alone

* Bvllr. Edmund-Sharpe, read at the meeting of the

Lincomshire IHocesHn Arcbitectnral Society, June 17th.
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used ; daring the next half-century, or there-

abonts, the geometrical window, or that in

the tracery of which that simplest of all geo-

metrical figures—the circle—prevailed, was alone

used. During the next haJf-centary, the window-
heads were characterised by that peculiarly

English feature, flowing tracery, in which the

ogee, or curve of contra-flexure, was conspicuous j

and during the last or fourth period of Gothic

art, straight lines, both horizontal and vertical,

formed the leading lines of the tracery of

windows.
I proposed, then, in the work to which I have

alluded, to call these four periods of Gothic art,

respectively, Lancet, Geometrical, Curvilinear,

and Rectilinear,—terms which may be accepted

as fulfllling the condition already laid down, and
as being sufficiently self-explanatory.

Bub there remains to be noticed a period

during which a large number of buildings were
erected, of great importance and great origi-

nality, to the characteristic features of which
attention has not, even yet, perhaps, been suffi-

ciently directed; I mean those that were erected

during that prolonged straggle carried on be-

tween these two rival principles, the circular

and the pointed form of arch
;
in fact, during

the interval that occurred between the first ap-
pearance of the pointed arch and the final dis-

appearance of the circular arch. To this interval

I gave the name of the Transitional period, a
term that has become now almost universally

adopted, as applied to these buildings.

Wo have thus seven periods of the history of

church architecture in Great Britain, to the
duration of which I ventured to assign, twenty
years ago, the following limits, which subse-

quent experience and study have not, in the
meantime, led me in any respect to alter.

Saxon Period
A.D. A.D.

— 1066
Norman Period 1066 — 1145
Transitional Period.. 1145 — 1190
Lancet Period 1190 — 1245
Geometrical Period.. 1245 — 1315
Curvilinear Period... 1315 — 1360
Kectilmear Period . .

.

1360 — 1500

I have now only three other technical terms to

define in order to enable me to at once enter,

without further explanation, upon the considera-

tion of Lincoln Cathedral.
Almost all the great cathedral and conven-

tional churches of this country are divisible in

their entire length into three parts, forming the
three branches of the Latin cross, — namely,
choir, transepts, and nave.
They are also generally divisible laterally into

three portions,—namely, choir or nave, and north
and south aisles.

Vertically, also, this tripartite division is again
found

j
the entire elevation of the main interior

walls being usually divided into three portions
or stories, separated and defined by horizontal
string-courses.

These three stories I have named—I. the
ground story; II, the blind story, from its being
usually dark, and opening into the roof of the
side-aisle; and III. the clearstory,—terms which
also sufficiently explain themselves.
Now, it will strike every one who looks down

the nave of a Medicoval building, that it consists
of a number of exactly similar compartments,
placed side by side and tied together by the
horizontal lines or string-courses which separate
their three stories. The same remark applies as
well to the outsid* of these buildings.

For the purpose, then, of comparing the archi-

tecture of one structure with that of another,
with a view to trace the progress of the art of

building through the Middle Ages, it will be
sufficient ifwe take one or two of these compart-
ments and place such a representation of what
may be called the 'main idea of a building, side

by side with two similar compartments of
another, or of several other buildings.

Time will not permit me to lay before yon in

detail the characteristic features which distin-

guish these six periods of Christian architecture
from one another. They are, however, suffi-

ciently obvious to all who have paid any atten-
tion to the subject.

And now let us proceed to consider how Lin-
coln Cathedral serves to illustrate the history of
church architecture

; to which of its several
periods its different parts belong

;
and how far

we may be able, by its works, to trace the pro-
gress of Christian art in this country during the
Middle Ages.

Professor Willis was the first to apply colour
to the ground-plans of churches, for the purpose

of indicating the different periods of their con-;

ebruction. He applied his colours indiscrimi-

nately, and simply with a view to distinguish

one part of a building from another. It appeared

to me, some time ago, that this use of colour

might be carried a point further; and, in fact,

made much more useful, by attaching a fixed

signification to the employment of different

colours, and by causing a specific colour al-

ways to represent a specific period of architec-

ture ; and it. occurred to me that no better basis

could be taken for such an application of colour

than the prismatic spectrum itself, which, in a

twofold sense, is peculiarly adapted to represent

the gradual progress of art in the buildings of

the Middle Ages; first, because, as in church

architecture, that progress was so regular and so

gradual as to be almost imperceptible, and to

render it difficult for us to draw any exact line

of demarkation between the buildings of one
style and those of another, or to enable us to say,

for example, where Norman art ends, and whore
English art begins

;
so in the prismatic spec-

trum it is difficult to say where one colour ends

and where another begins. T«t, inasmuch as

we are obliged, for descriptive purposes, to call

certain portions of this blended whole blue,

green, yellow, and red, so are we, for the same
reason, under the necessity of selecting and
characterising in the same manner certain por-

tions of the history of this continuous art, and
of designating those parts by some such specific

terms as those above proposed.

And, in the second place, this adaptation of

the prismatic spectrum to our wants in this

respect appears to me to be a peculiarly happy
one, inasmuch as our national architecture,

rising out of the deep gloom of debased Pagan
art in the dark age of barbarous invasion, is

thus fitly represented as brightening gradually

into the glory and refulgence of Christian art in

the Geometrical period of the thirteenth cen-

tury, and as deepening again in its descent

through the tliree following centuries, iuto the

dark age of Pagan revival in the seventeenth.

I have therefore already for some time, for my
own purposes, mado use of the following selec-

tion of colours to indicate, on the ground plans

of churches, the particular dates of the construc-
tion of their different parts ; and I think I can
safely recommend it as a convenient one for

general use.
A.D. A.D.

Norman 1066 — 1145 ... Black.
Transitional 1145 — 1190 ... Blue.

Lancet 1190 — 1245 ... Green.
Geometrical 1245 — 1315 ... Yellow.
Curvilinear 1315 — 1360 ... Orange.
Rectilinear 1360 — 1500 ... Crimson.

The ground-plan of Lincoln Cathedral behind
me, and the elevation of its grand west front,

above it, are coloured after this fashion; and
ycu will see at once that every one of the six

periods of English architecture is more or less

represented in both.

Norman Period.

Eoi’ all speculations as to the character and
extent of the first Norman cathedral erected at
Lincoln by Remigius, the first Norman bishop,
I must refer you to Mr. Poole’s treatise. What is

certain is, that, with the exception of what re-

mains of it at the west end, it has altogether
disappeared. This fragment, however, is of the
highest interest. It has been respected and
preserved by all subsequent builders, and still

forms an integral and very important portion
of the west front. The outline of its simple and
unadorned masonry is easily to be traced on the
west elevation, and its massive proportions are

as clearly visible on the plan.

That we see in what is left the entire breadth
of the west front of the original church of
Remigius, commenced probably about 1070,
there is no doubt whatever. How this design
was terminated above and on the north atid

south sides, is a matter of speculation. I think,

however, that the soliition of this problem is not
so difficult a one as might at first sight be sup-
posed. We have not time to enter upon it here
to-day

;
but, if I am correct in the supposition

which I have formed, and which involves the
existence originally of a single western tower in

place of the two western towers which actually
exist, the opinion which Professor Willis and
Mr. Poole appear to entertain, that these towers
were built either in restoration or in continuance
of Bishop Hemigius’s design, is incorrect.

That these two towers, and other works to be
noticed at the west end, were built after the

|

second fire, which is recorded as having con-

sumed the entire church in 1141, there is little

or no doubt. They exhibit, up to the top of

their third story, in all their ornamental details,

the characteristic features of the very date.

They were flanked on the north and south sides

with richly ornamented projecting gables, which
still remain; and on their west side also with

gables of probably similar design, which have
been removed. But the weather-mouldings of

these gables, still to be seen under the roof of

the later work of the Lancet period, reveals to

us the singular fact that the apex of both of

these gables, which corresponded with the

centres of the two large circular side arches of

the west front of Remigius, were not in the

centres of the two towers, which latter were
not, in fact, placed symmetrically with the

earlier work of the west front.

How these and other discrepancies of this

second Norman design, which could not have

been in harmony with that of the first, behind
which it stood, were reconciled, we have no
present moans of knowing

;
but we may natu-

rally conclude that they furnished the reasons

which induced the gifted architect who marked
these irregularities, and combined the works of

these difierent periods into one harmonious
whole, to erect, towards the close of the Lancet

Period, the noble west front or screen, which
still remains to us as it left his hands.

Besides these two western towers, built at the

very close of the Norman period, two other

works of this date remain in the west front.

The first is the circular arcade immediately

above the plain walling of Remigius’s front on

each side of the central arch; the second is the

great western doorway of the nave, which ex-

hibits, in the five richly ornamented orders of its

circular archway, the lateab features of the

period to which it belongs.

Transitional Period.

Closely following the last-mentioned work, but

of clearly defined Transitional character, are the

two other western doorways
;
those, namely, of

the north and south aisles of the nave, that on
the north side being of slightly earlier character

than that of the south side ;
the limits of time

within which all the three doorways were de-

signed and built probably not exceedingten years.

These two later doorways are amongst the

most interesting and valuable remains of the

entire structure. Although to be reckoned

amongst the earliest works of the Transitional

period, they contain not\)ne of the charaoteriatio

features which distinguish the works of the

Normans, either iu this country or in their own

;

nor does their ornamentation resemble that of

works of any other country of Europe of the

same date. They prove to us, in fact, along

with numerous other similar works in all parts

of the kingdom, the existence in England, at

this time, of a school of native artists who were

not only completely emancipated from those

influences which had governed the designs of

buildings for the previous eighty years of

Norman rule in this country, but who were able

to design and to carry out their works with an

originality of thought, a fertility of invention,

and a perfection of execution, which most justly

entitle them to our especial notice, as well as to

separate classification. AUhough they were in

reality the earliest works of English design,

properly so called, in the country, we are

unable to call them “ Early English,” from

the fact that this term has been applied

to, and generally received as indicating, the

works of the subsequent or Lancet period

;

neither, although belonging to that period in

which the Pointed arch was first used in this

country, can we call them "First-Pointed;” first,

because that designation was also intended to

apply to the works of the Lancet period; and,

secondly, because in this really First-Pointed

period the whole of the arches of decoration are

usually circular, as indued are those of the

doorways in question. Until, then, we are sup-

plied with a better term I shall continue to ap-

ply to them and to similar works that denomina-

tive expression which so aptly characterises the

transitional nature of those intermediate works

which were constructed during the prevalence

of both forms of arch (used, as the latter were,

simultaneously, but discriminately, in the same
building), and which occupied, iu point of time,

the latter half of the twelfth century.

Lancet Pft’iod.

We have no work in the kingdom of genuine

Lancet character to which we can attribute an
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earlier date than the eastern transept and the
choir of Lincoln Cathedral. We know, from
undoubted documentary testimony, that ‘they

were commenced about the year 1190 by Bishop
Hugh de Grenoble, and were on the point of

completion at his death in the year 1200. The
dignified simplicity of the whole of this work,
and the vigorous boldness which marks the
design of all its details, its simply clustered

piers, the single vaulting shaft descending in

their front in an unbroken line from the clear-

story to the floor, their spreading capitals and
projecting foliage, the bold sweep of their over-
hanging bands and circular bases, the deeply-
moulded pier arches and vaulting ribs, and the
tall single Lancet windows

; above all, the
largeness of treatment and the vigorous origi-

nality of conception with which the entire
design has been conceived and executed,
demand our highest admiration, and place this

grand work clearly at the head, as well in point
of time as of excellence, of the works of the
Lancet period.

It is not to be wondered at that so noble an
example should be rapidly followed by works
designed in the same spirit. Within the next
ten years several important buildings of similar
character were begun ; and even before the
commencement of the thirteenth century this

new fashion of building, the second charac-
teristic type of English art in church architec-
ture, had become firmly established in this
country.*

A PAEISH STATUE.

A STATUE of the late Richard Cobden,
chiselled out of Sicilian maible by Messrs. Wills,
has been set up in High-street, St. Pancras, a
good site, where several roads converge, and on
Saturday last it was formally opened. The
committee met first in the vestry-hall, where,
some 301. being needed to meet the total cost,

—

about 3203., if we understood rightly,—this was
gathered in small sums, and gave a twopenny,
halfpenny character to the opening proceedings
that, truth to say, was not removed by what
followed. The crowd that had gathered round the
site was certainly the shabbiest crowd we have
looked on for some time, and on the platform
there was scarcely a face known out of the
parish. The borough members, Mr. Harvey
Lewis and Mr. Thomas Chambers, were there,
of course, and did we^what they bad to do.
But the statesman ^ment and the artistic

element were other'v^e conspicuous by their
absence. The statu^is very unpicturesque, not
to say disagreeable.* Cobden, as we remember
him, was a grave, earnest, and somewhat straight,
haired man : the cnrly whiskers and thoughtless
head here presented do not recall him to us. The
pedestal, too, is coarse and common.

If the energetic coroner who was present had
impannelled a jury of artists from some of the
neighbouring studios to sib upon the marble
body, the verdict could scarcely have been any
other than “ Found Murdered.” We regret
greatly to have to speak thus. The notion was
a good one,—highly creditable to the gentlemen
who conceived it and have worked to carry it

out
} but they have not taken proper advice,

and the result is not satisfactory. The metro-
polis has yet to call on art to do proper homage
to the memory of Richard Cobden.

ROYAL BOX, CRYSTAL PALACE.

The aspect of the new Royal Box in the
Crystal Palace on Saturday last deserves a line

of record and a line of praise. Externally it is,

as we have before said, by far the best thing of
the kind that has been done in the palace for
some time : elegance, dignity, and propriety
distinguish it. Within it is a model of comfort,
and, as it was fitted up on Saturday, of tasteful

decoration also. The ante-room into which the
box, or rather the boxes, open is a fine apart-
ment, in arrangement something like the old
Music Court. On the occasion in question, when
the Prince of Wales and some of his Royal
Highness’s more intimate friends including the
Di^e and Duchess of Sutherland, the Duke and
Duchess of Manchester, Earl Granville, the
Marquis of Hartington, and others, entertained
the Crown Prince of Denmark, and his Royal
Highness Prince Edward of Saxe Weimar at

• To be coDtioued.

dinner in the intervals of the f^te that was
going on within the Palace, flowers lined the
walls and steps, while on one side appeared
an illuminated landscape, and on the other,

within an arbour, was seen a sculptured
nymph beneath a cascade of water under
coloured lights. Well carpeted and well
lighted, the effect of the whole was exceedingly
satisfactory. The whole credit 'of the design
and arrangement is due, we believe, to Mr.
Wilkinson, one of Mr. Bowley’s principal aides

in the building.

The remarkable popularity of the Prince of

Wales was strikingly shown on this occasion.

On the party returning to the front of the boxes
after dinner, when “ God Bless the Prince of
Wales” had been sung with great, spirit by Mr.
Cummings and the choir, the vast* audience and
the occupants of the orchestra rose and cheered
again and again, the ladies waving their hand-
kerchiefs tumultuously. The effect, as seen
from the box, under a blaze of light, was fine

in the extreme.
The fireworks on this occasion were particu-

larly good. If we had not known that Dr.
Price, inspired by seeing what is done in Rome
in this way, had been bringing his chemical
knowledge to bear upon the subject, we
should have supposed them the work of a
descendant of that eminent pyrotechnist not
long dead who, delighted by the inscription on
the tomb of the composer Purcell,

—

“He is gone where alone his melodies can be exceeded;'’

arranged that over his own grave should be
written,

—

“He is gone where alone his fireworks can be exceeded.”

Joking apart, however, the fSie was a great
success.

A NATIONAL SYSTEM OF IRRIGATION.

A PETITION toParliament on this subject is being
signed in many parts of the country by land-

owners, farmers, bankers, merchants, and others,

showing that the present drought throughout
the country is creating anxiety, and^that its

effect upon the grass, clover, and permanent
pasture and green crops is likely to be very
serious, and productive of great national loss ;

that the Government “ agricultural returns ”

for 1867 show that the extent of land under
grass, clover, and permanent pastnre and green
crops exceeds 32 millions of acres, wtile that
nnder corn crops does not reach twelve millions

;

that the petitioners believe a national system of

irrigation to be practicable over a great'.extent,

if not the whole, of this large area, and that if

established it would very greatly increase the
production of the country, steady prices, and
relieve the minds of the public from the alarm-
ing apprehension which the recurrence of such
droughts as the present occasion, while il might
be made to subserve the further purpose of pre-
venting great damage from floods; that in

countries where national systems of irrigation

have been adopted the results have been very
beneficial, and other countries are following the
example. The petitioners therefor© pray that
inquiry be made as to the practicability of

eBtablishing a system of national irrigation.

THE TRADES MOVEMENT.

Wolverhampton.—Masters and men have de-

cided upon the 13bh of July as the date of the
builders' demonstration to celebrate the adoption
in this trade in Wolverhampton of arbitration in

the place of strikes and locks-ont. There will

be a procession from St. Jamee’s-sqaare to the
Exchange, where, at one o’clock, there will be a

dinner. After that there will be a fdte and tea
in the grounds of Mr. Kettle, the founder of the
builders’ courts of arbitration; the day’s fes-

tivities being wound up by a ball in the Ex-
change.

Liverpool .—The four unionist bricklayers who
were chained before the Liverpool Stipendiary,

some weeks ago, with “ picketing,” but who
were remanded, have surrendered to their re-

cognisances. Mr. Parkinson, who appeared on
behalf of the masters, stated that there were
now abont 250 non-society men at work, and he
was happy to say that they had not been
molested or intimidated. The union had done
all they could to prevent picketing, and be
would ask that the prisoners might be die-

charged. Mr. Pemberton, on behalf of the men

and the union, gave a pledge that they would
take the advice that he had given them, viz.,

that there should be no more picketing. The
prisoners were consequently discharged.
A numerously attended meeting of workmen
has been held to take into consideration the
trade disputes. Explanations were given by
men connected with the Bricklayers’ Union of

the circumstances under which the dispute in

the building trade had arisen, and a representa-

tive of the boot and shoe trade stated the oauae
of the strike in that branch of business, and
addresses upon the relations of capital and
labour were delivered. A resolution expressive

of deep regret at the struggles now existing, and
pledging the meeting to afford those engaged in

them moral and pecuniary support, was unaui-
moualy agreed to. The bricklayers on strike

have, it is said, formed a co-operative associa-

tion.

Taunton .—The master builders of Taunton
have issued a notice in which they refuse to
advance the wages of the bricklayers, as re-

quested, and for which they are now on strike.

The men ask for 8d. per day extra, which would
make 48. per week. Masters refuse upon the
grounds that at the prices at which their present

contracts are taken they could not afford the in-

crease, and also that the manner in which the
work is now executed by men who call them-
selves “ society men” is so unsatisfactory that
it calls aloud for amendment. They also threaten
that unless a very great improvement take place
both in quality and quantity of work performed
by the bricklayers, they will look out for men
more skilled and efficient.

Crieff.—The operative joiners, after being out
for a week, have returned to their work at their

former wages. The advance asked was 28. 6d.

a week, which the employers unanimously re-

fused to give.

TREES AND SHRUBS AND SEATS FOR
CROWDED STREETS.

The vegetable creation consists chiefly of
carbonic acid gas which it has absorbed from the
atmosphere. The organs of trees, shrubs, and
plants, imbibe air during the day, while the light

of the sun is most active and vivifying, and at
night their functions in this respect are largely

suspended. They take in and retain the carbonio
acid gas as their food, and return the oxygen gas
pare to the air.

There is always more carbonic acid gas in the
air in dry than in web weather, and more of it

present during hard frosty weather, because the
soil, which is at those times leas absorbent,
imbibes it less freely. There is also more
carbonic acid gas in the atmosphere of urban or
town districts than of suburban or country
districts; and more of it in the higher than in

the lower strata of the air near the ground in the
latter districts. This is owing to the large culti-

vation there of trees, shrubs, and plants, which
absorb this gas from the air near the surface.

This fact shows that the atmosphere ofcrowded
streets in cities and towns could be relieved of a
great portion of the deleterions gases it contains
if rows of trees and shrubs were to be placed
along the lines of the footway kerbs, along the
cab stands, and round public urinals. They
would be no more obstructive to traffic than the
lamp and other posts are ; and a short seat for

two, here and there, by a lamp, or a post, or a
tree, would be a boon to many% weary traveller.

The trees and the shrubs would not only absorb
much of the carbonic acid gas in the air, but
they would also seize aud appropriate much of
the noxious gases thrown into it by the breathing
of animals, the combustion of fuel, the exhala-

tions from the sewers, and the pest-stratum
formed by the escape of gas from the pipes under
the streets. While the trees and shrubs were
absorbing these noxious gases they would be at

the same time exhaling pure life-giving oxygen
gas, and thus they would tend to equilibrate the

air, or to preserve its salubrity.

A few minutes’ rest uuder the shade of a tree

when one is tired is as refreshing as a drink of

water when one is thirsty. The Builder did
much to promote drinking-fountains, will it urge
the placing of trees and shrubs and seats in

crowded streets ?* The improvements now going
on along High Holbom to the City, and at other
places, afford excellent opportunities for doing
what I propose should be done.

John Phillips.

We have oftco done so.—Ed.
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A CONTRAST ; OK HOW MECHANICAL
STUDY IS FOSTERED IN FRANCE AND
IN ENGLAND.
“ They manage these things better in France,”

is a hackneyed phrase which most thorough-

going Englishmen are fonder of quoting when
some opportunity of contradicting it presents

itself than at other times. Yet there are occa-

sions when no thoughtful traveller can avoid

regretting that institutions which he has seen

in active working on the Continent have not

their parallels in this country, or have those

parallels ^hampered by that clumsy or pedantic

inefficiency which is painfully obvious in much of

our official work at all times, but is made
now and then doubly clear by contrast.

A comparison of one of the pnblic establish-

ments of Paris with what most closely corre-

sponds to it in this country is about to occupy

our attention for a moment, and wo hope to

show that such comparison is neither uninstruc-

tive nor ill-timed
;
and that in the case now under

consideration an institution following the Paris

model would not be extremely difficult, nor its

execution so problematical or unlikely as, for

instance, the idea of our remodelling London
afcer the fashion of M. Haussmann must always

prove should it ever be proposed for our accept-

ance.

A visitor to Paris, whether his taste leads

him to seek out what little still remains of the

monuments of the Mediaeval city or whether he

prefers to study the scientific work of the

present generation and to investigate the

practical side of French civilization, will be sure

to betake^bimself to the Conservatoire des Arts et

Metiers.
* Here he will find standing a portion of

the buildings of the Koyal Priory of St. Martin-in-

the-Fields (Saint Martin des Champs), a founda-

tion dating back to the year 1060. Occupying the

venerable and very beautiful buildings still left,

together with certain more modern galleries ad-

joining, which themselves stand upon ground
formerly covered by portions of the Priory, he

will find books, models, and specimens of the

scientific inventions, the arts, and the manufac-

tures of the most modern age of Prance,

together with all the machinery of classes,

lectnres, students, and the various appliances of

modern scientific study.

The buildings of the Conservatoire occupy a

frontage of something like 600 ft.
;
hub the most

important parts of the structure enjoy the

advantage of being remote from the noise of

any public thoroughfare. The modern part of

the establishment presents on the principal floor

a range of galleries, nob far, if at all, short of

8u0 ft. in length, with almost the same amount
of space on the floor below, appropriated to a

musenm and to spacious ranges of offices, with

lecture theatres, residences for officers, and other

administrative buildings appended. Conneoted

with these galleries is the very beautiful

thirteenth-century refectory, a bnilding about

38 ft. wide by 1G8 ft. long, and very lofty, divided

in its length into eight bays. This has been
restored, and in this noble hall the library is

installed. Not far off stands the church of the

priory. Of this building the fifteenth-century

nave has been very extensively repaired,—iu

fact, rebuilt in part,—and is occupied, in strange

contrast to its original appropriation, by spooL-

raens of hydraulic machinery. The apse, which

till recently had been little meddled with in the

way of restoration or appropriation to modern
purposes, is an uncommonly beautiful specimen

of ti*ansitional Romanesque work.

There is something more than ordinarily

striking in this blending of the best workman-
ship of the past with the best work of the

present ; but if we have allowed ourselves to

dwell upon it at present, it is because this cir-

cumstance is not only striking,—it is eminently

suggestive. Science is the glory of modern

Europe, jnst as much as architecture and the

ooguate arts were of Medimval; and if we
would do the best that we can in that race for

supremacy in the arts of peace upon which wo
are now embarked, we shall strain every nerve

to excel in the practical cultivation of science.

We need now, more than ever before, to train

our artificers and our engineers to the same
pitch of individual and collective skill which, as

the best buildings of the Middle Ages fully

show, was so uniformly kept up among the

masons, and carvers, and architects of the best

period of tho Middle Ages. It is to aid in

eficcting this object that the Paris Consei-vatoire

.is established.

Of the collections forming the museum, lodged

in the galleries we have described, the following

is a brief summary :—Hydraulic, optical, and
acoustical scientific instruments, specimens of

the arts of reproduction, i.e., typography, litho-

graphy, photography, &c.j ceramiework, chemical
products, models of the art of construction,

models of apparatus for heating and lighting,

weights and measures, lathes, tools, textile

fabrics, agricnltural implements and products,

models illustrative of geometrical mechanics and
of descriptive geometry, models of machinery
and constructions relative to railways, models of

machinery, motive power, engines of various

sorts, machines for various purposes of manu-
facture

;
ancient and modern globes, maps, and

reliefmaps
5
apparatus for experiments in physical

science, electricity, galvanism, sound, &c.
;
speci-

mens of horology ; and a variety of machines,

especially hydraulic machines, in motion. Of
these varied groups of objects, the very extensive

collections of models of machinery, most of them
to the same scale, and excellently well placed

and lighted, and easily approached, are eminently

instructive and suggestive
;
while many of the

collections of actual instruments or machines
contain individual specimens of skill or patience

famous in the history of science, and having an

historical interest quite apart from their value

as links in a chain of scientific steps.

If the galleries are richly filled, tho noble

library of scientific books equally claims our ad-

miration. Appended to this library is a collec-

tion of drawings to scale of all the most valuable

and most recent machines manufactured, avail-

able for purposes of study to inventors, me-

chanics, and others.

Fifteen professorships are attached to the

Conservatoire, and the classes and lectures in-

clude a certain number of public gratuitous

courses of evening lectures ou subjects upon

which it is considered desirable that some
degree of scientific training should be readily

accessible to those who cannot afford to pay for

the instruction they need.

Such, in some of its features, is the Conser-

vatoire des Arts et Metiers—a noble group of

buildings, to house a rich museum and useful

public library
;
and a staff of professors, includ-

ing many of the best-known names in science

in their several branches. This machinery is de-

voted to the promotion of the scientific educa-

tion of tho rising race of French engineers,

machinists, and artificers, or, in short, to what
we are beginning to know by the title—not,

perhaps, strictly correct, but now w'oll under-

stood—of technical education.

Where shall we turn to find an establishment

of an analogous character in England ? There

exists such an establishment, and it is with the

hope of possibly aiding to win for it that very

moderate degree of encouragernent, or at least

of forbearance, on the part of the Government,

which it needs to render it prosperous, that we
have drawn this parallel. We allude to the

museum and library of her Majesty’s Commis-
sioners of Patents.

The Patent Museum and Library contain

between them the germs—nay, not merely the

germs, bub most of the materials—of an institu-

Hon as useful, as complete, and as famous as

the Paris Conservatoire, but present every pos-

sible contrast in their situation, the mode of

their display, and the degree of support afforded

by the Government to their more fortunate rival

across the Channel. The library and the

musenm are, for example, separated by a
distance of from two to three miles,—the former

being housed in the recently-added upper story

of a building in Chancery-lane, devoted to the

other purposes of the Commissioners of Patents,

and in a good position for its purpose ;
the latter

being tolerated rather than taken care of in a

forgotten and still lingering fragment of the old

“boilers” building at South Kensington.

The museum has been formed mainly through

the exertions of the present able clerk to the

Commissioners of Patents (Professor Woodcroft)
and to no inconsiderable extent, we under-

stand, the nucleus of it was provided by his

private collection of models and other objects

valuable to students of mechanics. It now in-

eludes the most interesting objects known in the

arohmology of mechanics, if such a word exists.

The “ Rocket,” Stephenson’s successful effort,

which established the locomotive in its position as

the iron horse, furnished new, and, till then, im-

possiblere sources forcommerce. Earlier still is the

first complete engine of Bolton & Watt, showing
the dawn of that revolution iu which the intro-

duction of the locomotive was the most im-

portant step. The earliest steam-engine, too,

ever used on a steam-boat, is to be found in this

museum ; also the old wooden printing-press of

Franklin’s day, presented by Messrs. Wyman.
These, and many other such venerable monu-
ments of our mechanical triumphs, are there

themselves
; and by their sides are numbers of

the most exquisite and elaborate models, showing
how the same leading principles have been ap-

plied, elaborated, and carried to their further

results in all the infinite mechanical wonders
which British ingenuity has produced for the

railway and the steamship, the spindle and the

loom, the factory, and even tho farm.

This collection is housed so badly, that it can
be seen only with the greatest inconvenience

;

and yet, notwithstanding its remote situation, at

South Kensington, and tho great disadvantages

under which it can alone be studied, it has been
visited during the space of about eleven years

that it has been open, by more than a million

and a quarter of persons.

The Patent Library, situated as we have stated

in the heart of London, is an eminently practical

institution in its scope and intention. It con-

tains printed copies of all the specifications of

' patented inventions, together with the elaborate

: indices, abstracts, and other guides which tho

[

commissioners have caused to be prepared for

the service of students, inventors, and others.

A Reference Library upon all subjects con-

nected with science and the industrial and fine

arts was proposed to be collected round this

nucleus, and perfectly free and unrestricted

access to be given to all who desired to consult

it. As far as it has been possible, this plan has

been carried out. The library contains now
about 50,000 volumes, selected with judgment

;

and it includes almost all the scientific periodi-

cals. The access is, and always has been, per-

fectly free to every person applying and enter-

ing his name in a book, and the readers number
about 16,000 annually.

The new room, though recently constructed,

is full, or very nearly so, and any large increase

of books would render it necessary to do what
had to be done for long previous to this room
being built,—keep the books least often wanted
in packages in adjoining stores, whence they

were fetched when wanted.
These institutions ought never to have been

placed apart
;
they ought to be brought together,

to be well housed, and to bo fostered by liberal

grants
;
nor is it necessary for this purpose to

expend the ordinary revenue of the country.

The annual surplus from the fees and stamps
paid on patents amounts to from 40,0001. to

50,0001. a year. It was the intention of the

Legislature when last the patent law was the

subject of legal enactment, that so much of this

surplus as was needed should be available for

purposes such as those of the patent museum ;

and should this intention ever be loyally carried

out, an extremely short time would suffice to

convert these two divided and cramped iustitu-

tions into branches of a noble establishment

equally fitted with the Paris Conservatoire to

minister to the education of those upon whom
England depends for her future greatness.

The country is gradually awaking to the

necessity that our artisans should be instructed

in at least the elements of such sciences as bear

upon the arts they practise, and that those who
are to guide and direct them should be men of

the highest scientific culture attainable. Yet
no better provision than what we have described

has yet been made for supplying reference books

and models to our students of mechauics. Wo
have repeatedly pointed out in this journal the

need of appliances to forward the great and
pressing work of technical education. We re-

cognise the great services to the cause of decora-

tive art rendered by the Science and Art Depart-

ment, and the solid advantages given to a

limited extent by the Government School of

Mines. We were among the first to point out

the value of Mr. Whitworth’s noble and oppor-

tune establishment of scholarships ;
but all these

things are not enough ; we want more and more
complete means and appliances, and we con-

sider that nothing could tend more to this end
than tho uniting of the musenm and library of

the Commissioners of Patents, and the so com-
pleting them to the fall scope of their original

intention, that they should serve as a great store-

house of knowledge for all students of science,

inventors, and artificers ;
and, in fact, that they

should render the same services to science which

the British Museum does to literature.

A society, the list of vice-presidents and
supporters of which includes a large number
of well-known names in the scientific and

a
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literary world, has been lately formed for pro-
moting the public education in a way sufficiently

indicated by its title of “ Public Museums and
Free Libraries .Association.” The object of this

society is to promote the establishment of
museums and libraries wherever possible, and it

has turned its attention to the institutions
which we have just been considering, and pro-

poses to urge on Government the importance of
establishing these valuable creations of the
Commissioners of Patents on a basis worthy of
their great national importance. There can be
no question that this object is one that falls

legitimately within the scope of the Public
Museums and Free Libraries Association, and
that their action, if properly supported by
public opinion, cannot fail to have great weight
with the Government. The readers of this
journal are few of them without a direct interest
in this question. None of them,—no English-
man, indeed,—is without a strong interest in
the progress of means of scientific education j

and we trust that a fitting response will not be
wanting to any appeal that may be made to the
public voice on the general question of fostering
our institutions for scientific culture, and especi-
ally on the specific point now being agitated
for the uniting and completing the museum and
the library of the Commissioners of Patents.

LAND AND MARINE SURVEYING.

The out-door labours of an engineer give
scope for the application of the exact sciences,
and require a large amount of technical know-
ledge and experience. It is to be regretted that
the ordinary course of office education offers
little chance of the young architect becoming
acquainted with the duties of the engineer, but
to duly qualify himself for future professional
success, the conscientious student will gladly
learn all he can of engineering practice. The
works of the surveyor and engineer precede
those of the architect,—the ground is prepared,
roads are made, the river pent within a safe
channel, the sea controlled, before the edifice is

raised
j and yet the engineer and architect are

so dependent the one upon the other, that it is

a question whether the two should not more
often be found combined in the same person.
At all events, the architectural pupil should
embrace every opportunity of acquiring the
theory of engineering practice, and exercise
himself in such out-door exemplifications thereof
as circumstances permit. The elementary pro-
ceedings necessary for surveys of lands, taking
of levels, and many other simple practical opera-
tions may be practised with advantage, and after
thus obtaining an insight into the use of the
various instruments employed, the student will
be encouraged to perfect himself in working out
more elaborate and difficult problems.

Leisure time may generally be found for this :

*' where there’s a will there’s a way and there
must be, we hope, few articled pnpils but who
at some time or other during their term can find
an opportunity of outdoor practice and of indoor
study of the simpler processes of engineering
fieldwork.

Perhaps no craft possesses so many well-
digested elucidatory works suited to the student,
to say nothing of the scientific and technical
treatises written for the experienced professor,
as are provided for the engineer. The necessi-
ties of our enormous towns make a constant call
upon the services of the profession, and although
railway mismanagement seems for a time to
have arrested employment of engineers in one
particular branch, there is yet so much to be
done by these “ pioneers of civilization,” as to
serve as an encouragement to many clever young
fellows to take up the theodolite and the transit,
and to qualify themselves to compete for the
prizes held out.

Throe books by the same author now npon
otir table, show that publishers, at all events, be-
lieve in the steadiness of the demand for practi-
cal engineering literature. These are “The
Practice of Engineering Field Work,” vol. i.,

8vo., price 248. London: Atchley & Co.'j the
second volume of the same, by same publishers,
1868, price 203.'; and ” Land and Marine Survey-
ing.” Lockwood & Co. 1868 each by W.
Davis Haskoll, civil engineer, and author of
many previous works on subjects connected with
his profession.

The two volumes published by Atchley & Co.
80 nearly cover the same ground as the “ Land
and Marine Surveying” of Lock-wood & Co.,

that it seems hard to understand why separate
works were written. Each commences with de-
finitions of different kinds of land surveys; de-
scriptions of the 100 ft. and the Gunter chain,
the foreign variations thereof; directions how to
proceed to use them, &c., and so through the
various stages of out-door and of office work,
nsing almost identical illustrations, and enforc-
ing the same well-digested rules for practical
guidance in almost the same words.

So throughont the entire volumes, excepting
that the last-named book (“Land and Marine
Surveying”) is more systematically written,
and, if it be “ a twice-told tale,” is yet so well
told, and hath so much of pith and marrow in it,

that we must suppose the difi'erenb publishers
were understood to reach different circles of
readers, or else how could the two almost twin
books aimnltaneonsly appear ?

Each work abounds with useful hints. The
following is worth attention:

—

“ Many years ago, the writer was assistant to a gentle-
man who wae engaged on a very extensive survey, on
which one base hue measured upwards of seven miles. A
tirttigTit-edge (?) was purposely made for laying down this
base, which was on mounted paper, and strained on a
large board. When we came to lilJ in the survey, a great
number of lines were run from, to, or through this base •

and on plotting the work we were verymuch annoyed an^
surprised, for great pains had been taken, to find that
many of these lines plotted too short or too long ; many
of them were chained over again, without finding any de-
fects to account for the cause of our annoyance. At last
the guilty one was suspected

;
a long piece of fine strong

silk was procured, slightly waxed, and strained from end
to end of the base, which was then discovered to be in
many places as much as ten and fifteen links out of the
straight liue, and accounted for apparent errors in the
field work."—TSe J^ractice of Engineering Field Work,
vol. i., p. 19.

Ergo, test your straight-edge before using it;
the simplest way being to place one against
another and hold against the light, when the
defects can be seen and corrected.
On page 24 of the same volume is a descrip-

tion of a home-made heliotrope. We would
suggest as an improvement upon the author’s
swinging bit of mirror an American modification,
which consists of a moveable cap, on which are
two hemispheres 'of cut glass (like a decanter-
stopper) silvered between. The reflected rays
from this are visible at great distances, and
the cap is strong and easily carried in the
pocket.

The value of large gronnd-plans, in which the
lines of survey are set out to a large scale, is

very properly insisted on
; and the author tnily

says that, although costly, the expense will in the
long-run be an economy. The description of the
various instruments used by engineers, which
completes the first volume, is clear and satis-
factory, and the illustrations are sufficient for
the purpose. In the letter-press a little con-
fusion is occasionally created by not making the
references to the illustrations at the end of the
book distinct from those that occur in the pages.
The price of this volume, 243., is startling; and
that of the second volume, a thin octavo of
184 pages, 208., is still more inexplicable.
The second volume is devoted to the subjects

of water-supply, sewers, and irrigation, with, at
the last, apparently to make the bulk of the
volume somewhat more imposing, a supple-
mentary chapter on “Traverse Surveying.” The
remarks on water-supply and the kindred topics
of sewage and iirigation are well collected and
valuable. The author has no hobby to ride

;

and when he expresses an opinion, does so with
force and with well-applied reasoniug. His
references to statistics and ascertained facts are
always fairly made

; and his testimony against
the present ignorant waste of sewage matter is

given in the strongest terms.
The remarks on organic matters causing im-

purities in rivers we would gladly, but for their
length, transfer to our pages ; the reader is

therefore referred to the work itself, pages 21
to 30. Following these are some useful facts
relative to the comparative value of hard and
soft waters. Contrary to popular opinion, our
author correctly gives the balance of recom-
mendation to the former.
The well-known works at Croydon and Edin-

burgh are of course described, and the subjects
of constant and intermittent water-supply are
discussed at full length. At page 128 he says :

“ We will now venture to make a few observa-
tions as to the present state of the outfalls at
Barking Creek, because we believe that the
whole of the question of the disposal of the Lon-
don sewage will again demand the attention of
the engineering profession and then gives the
pith of all the evidence that has been collected
upon this most important subject,—one full of
difficulties. This portion of the work concludes

with well-put ar^ments for the more frequent
employment of irrigation as a means of in-
creasing the wealth of our island.
Land and Marine Suiriieying is a most useful

and well-arranged book for the aid of a student.
It contains all the practical directions of the
two volumes previously reviewed, omitting the
remarks on sewage, water-supply, &c. The
table of contents gives exactly the character of
the volume, and we can strongly recommend it
as a carefully, written and valuable text-book.

WORCESTER ARCHITECTURAL
SOCIETY.

The first excursion for the present season of
this society was to Redditch and the neighbour,
hood. The weather was excellent. The party
started by train at half-past nine in the morning,
arriving^ at Redditch in about an hour, and the
places visited, a monster omnibus from Birming-
ham and several other carriages being engaged
for the purpose, were Redditch, Headless-oross,
Ipsley, Besley, and Alvechuroh.
At Redditch the party were very kindly re-

ceived by Mr. R. S. Bartleet, who showed them
over his extensive manufactory for needles, fish-
hooks, &c., describing and illustrating all the
various processes used in the trade. Then the
company were taken to Mr. Bartleet’s house and
gardens, where they inspected many relics of the
ancient Bordesley Abbey, including tiles, frag-
ments of foundations, windows, doorways, &c.,
preserved by Mr. Bartleet during a recent exca-
vation, and of which he has published an in-
teresting account. After visiting the site of the
abbey, where Mr. Bartleet described the ground-
plan and the other features of the spot, the ex-
cursionists returned to his mansion, where a
substantial luncheon had been spread, and all
were thoroughly refreshed. Then they took to
the carriages and sped away to the various
churches of the places already mentioned, which
were briefly described by Mr. J. S. Walker. After
one of the most agreeable rides possible, the party
arrived at the last halting-place for the day,
namely, Archdeacon Sandford’s retreat at Alve-
churoh. They visited the Church of St. Lawrence,
and, on leaving it, they were hospitably enter-
tained by Archdeacon Sandford and Lady
Erskine, and after remaining for a time at the
rectory, and wandering about the grounds which
surround it, the party proceeded leisurely to the
railway-station, and returned to Worcester.

SIR DAVID WILKIE.
WBITTEN BY TUE LATE JOHN BUBNET.

With much enthusiasm for, and but little
knowledge of, art, Wilkie went to Edinburgh in
his sixteenth year to pursue his studies in the
Trustees’ Academy. This establishment (for
good sometimes comes from evil) arose ont of
forfeitures for rebellion in the years 1715 and
1745 ; and though the sum, like that allotted for
the Kirk of Scotland out of the plunder of the
ancient Church, was scarcely sufficient to keep
breath in a body which it should have animated
with life, it awakened the slumbering spirit of
the country. The aim of the institution was to
improve the elegance of our manufactures

; and
the directors invited students from all profes-
sions in which taste had a share to come and
study in their school of design. A succession of
professors, who loved and excelled in painting,
gradually extended the original plan. Runci-
man, scarcely inferior to Fuseli, came with the
influence of his enthusiasm ; David Allan suc-
ceeded, who brought from Rome some know-
ledge of Italian art

j and both still loved to evoke
characteristic scenes for Scottish song and
domestic story. In short, the forerunners of
Wilkie raised the fame of the school in the
elegant as well as the useful. On the death of
the master, who followed Allan, the Trustees,
deceived by sketches which Wood, one of the
candidates, did not himself draw, made him
master, but presently resented the fraud by dis-
placing him and electing John Graham, a man
of probity as well as talent, in his stead. The
new master, who had studied at Rome and in
London, took an enlarged view of the duties of
his station

; and, though he continued to lend
manufactures the aid of art, and render more
graceful the leaves and buds and blossoms and
the tracery from the looms of Glasgow and
Dunfermline, he gradually introduced art of a
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higher reach, and directed the stadents to draw
both from the flat and the ronnd, from statues

as well as from pictures. To this for a time the

selfish and short-sighted objected, for they failed

to see that he who could successfully draw the

unity and proportions, the poetical geometry,

of the human figure, could draw anything.

Graham used, it is said, to relate, after Wilkie

rose to eminence, how ho was surprised one
morning by a call from a sedate lad with a low
voice and a country air, who presented a letter

from the Earl of Leren requesting that the

bearer, the son of a neighbouring clergyman,

might be admitted to the benefits of the institu-

tion. He produced the drawing of a shepherd’s

dog, and sketches of men’s heads, which the

professor saw at a glance were not copied from
pictures, and was surprised to find that David—
for this was Wilkie himself—had drawn them
from living nature in that wide academy, the

world, and chiefly from the heads of the members
of his father’s congregation. In the art of draw-
ing he was, indeed, far behind others of the

students in whose ranks the professor imme-
diately placed him ; but he surpassed them all

in comprehending the character of whatever ho
drew ;

indeed, as one of his comrades said,

Wilkie would draw nothing till he understood it,

and when he seized the meaning he proceeded
to draw it on stndionsly and slowly, saying that

the meanest figure in the smallest group had a
meaning and a character, which it was evident
all great painters observed. Artists who have
since risen into eminence were in the same class

with him. Allan the second—for Scotland has
had two distinguished artists of that name

—

made room in the class for Wilkie, and went
abroad. John Burnet (destined to aid in dilfasing

the fame of his fellow-students to the uttermost

ends of the earth), together with Thomson, since

dead (the brother of George Thomson, secretary

to the Institution, and the editor of “ The
Melodies of Scotland,” and correspondent of
Burns),—these three were regarded soon as the

ablest of Graham’s pupils : Burnet for quietness

of tints
j
Thomson for what was called historical

loftiness
;
and Wilkie for original observation.

One of the first drawings which Sir David made
was a Niobe, in red and white chalks, still pre-

served
;
the second a man’s foot, of which one

of the elders of Cults remarked, when his atten-

tion was called to it, "A fit ? It’s mair like a
flute than a foot 3

” the third, and this was done
out of school, a shepherd’s dog, which, during
the first vacation, he carried to the castle of the
Earl of Leven, nor did he hesitate to own, when,
long afterwards, he happened to meet the Hon.
Leslie Melville, how his heart beat when he ap-
proached the gate. He occupied very humble
apartmeuts in Rose-street, in keeping with the
condition of a minister who had eight children

and a stipend of 1151. a year; and in keeping,

too, with the perfect modesty and good sense

always as conspicuous as the genius of Wilkie.

The time of study in the Trustees’ School was
in the morning from ten to twelve, when the
mind is nnjaded with the business of the day,

and the eye fresh : to this some of the masters,

whose apprentices were students, objected, as

it tended to unsettle the young mind for the
soberer duties, and at last—but that was long
after—the study-time was fixed for the evening,
thus bringing to a work of genius a body
fatigued and spirit blunted by a work of the
hand. This suited the selfish feelings of busi-

ness
5
but Wilkie, heedless of all but the studies

of art, laboured on. Of a frame too delicate for

the boisterous amusements and laborious wit of
the younger citizens of Edinburgh, he watched
the idle groups in the streets and the market-
places, shoemakers at their task, masons at

their toil, ploughmen between the stilts of the
plough, and all the postures which crafts or

professions put men or women into, and found
a difierence in all. He made nature his Ostade,
and his Teniers, and Carse, a Scottish painter,

with a fine tone of colour, was his Rembrandt,
for neither Fife nor the Lothians had one of
those artists, though the critics found both in

him, when his first pictures burst on their sight.

The nearest point of his approach was, Carse
had seen a Teniers, and ho had seen a Carse.
Next to the contemplation of nature he loved the
works of David Allau, and as Raffaeile was
traced to Perugino, so was David the second
supposed to be descended from David the first,

and Wilkie borrowed some of Allan’s attitudes,
but the one was all propriety, and the other
never stumbled upon it even by accident.
Wilkie’s early study of heads for portraiture

—

his skill in representing individual character

—his art in catching Nature in her grotesque
mood when she was all negligence, was the
origin of his great success in the subjects of
domestic or familiar life.

Graham loved historical painting, and had
painted several successfal pictures. His “Mur-
der of David Rizzio,” “Chevy Chase,” and the
“ Burial of General Frazer,” particularly the
last, were meat to Wilkie’s mind, and he kept
a print of it in his study. The professor re-

presented the value of the higher studies to

the Trustees, and was allowed to choose sub-
jects in which the ablest students might exer-
cise their talents in oil colour, and stimulate
ambition by premiums. The first runners iu

this race were Thomson, Burnet, and Wilkie,
and they were directed to find their subjects
for themselves in the tragedy of “ Macbeth.”
The picture of Burnet was the sinking of the
cauldron

; that of Thomson, the scene where
Banquo is murdered on the skirts of the forest;

and that of Wilkie, the interior of Macduff’s
castle, where Lady Macduff defends her little

on^s from the murderers. The landscape show-
ing the torches of Banquo flashing through the
glades of the forest, was the chief attraction in
the work of Thomson; the mingled supernatural
light and darkness in which the cauldron sank
into the earth, the most expressive in that of
Burnet

3
the fine expression on the face of young

Macduff is still remembered in that of Wilkie.
Thomson obtained the prize, though, with some,
not the praise; and some were not slow in im-
puting his success to his brother, the secretary,
who influenced, they alleged, the distribution.

Wilkie, if disappointed, did not show it, but
bore it with a modest tranquillity

;
and so far

did his gentle manners and after fame touch
the fancy of the secretary that in letters still

extant to the minister of Cnlts ho forgets the
name of Graham altogether, and speaks of
David as hia noblest student, and how he laid,

under him, the sure foundation of hia fame.

BELLHOUSE’S SAFETY APPARATUS
FOR HOISTS.

Ti£E greatly increased nse of hoists and
colliery cages renders more and more important
the invention of means of preventing accidents
with them. Bellhouse’s apparatus appears
calculated greatly to increase their safety.

The following is the arrangement of it. Upon
a strong wrought-iron pin secured to a wrought-
iron fixing (which in its turn is bolted to the
cross pieces of the chair or cage) is bang a
weighted lever, one extremity of which is con-
nected to the suspending chain or rope by means
of a clip, which is attached firmly to both;
whilst the other extremity is, after passing over
the wronght-iron pin, jointed into a wedge or
inclined plane, and terminates in a sharpened
point. The wedge is made to fit the conductors,
so that in the case of corner guides these wedges
are V shape on the face, in side conductors they
are flat, in both cases they are serrated. When
the suspension ropes or chains break, the
weighted levers fall some 3 in. lower, wbicb
lifts the wedge by forcing the sharp end of the
lever into the conductor. The cage is meanwhile
moving downwards, but the wedge having been
stopped it follows that a thicker part of the wedge
must be between the pin and the conductor, and
the heavier the cage the more will the pin bo
forced on to the thick part of the wedge

; so that
the greater the weight to be stopped the greater
is the pressure on each wedge by which it is again
transmitted to the conductors. This is a feature
peculiarly its own. It is the weight of the cage
itself which, with the momentum, supplies the
power to stop it

;
the weights and springs merely

move, or rather set in motion, the wedges, which
are instantly fastened by coming into contact
with the conductors : this first action does not
stop the cage, but merely places the wedges in
such a position that the cage must stop itself.

By these means the greatest simplicity, is pre-
served, and consequently the liability to get out
of order is materially lessened. By employing
wedges against the conductors, the tendency to
break is reduced to a mere nothing, and the
injury to the conductors, which in most arrange-
ments is very great, is here only nominal, owing
to the large bearing surface of wedges as com-
pared with forks, spikes, or excentrics. No rack
is required; and as there are so few joints, and
in those few the metals working together being
made purposely different, prevent liability to
rust or to become fast from disuse.

The weight of this apparatus is very trifling,

and the cost is said to be moderate. Au
arrangement is attached in mills, warehouses,
hotels, and hospitals, which enables the catches
to be instantly brought into action by any one
in the cage; in the event of the strap which
drives the gearing breaking or slipping, or over-
weighting of the cage, or even of the break not
acting with sufficient promptitude; so that when-
ever the descent is too rapid for safety, a chain
overhead, hanging in easy reach, may be pulled,
and the stoppage effected iustautly.

LECTURE ON EPITAPHS.

A LECTURE on epitaphs was recently delivered
by the Rev. E. C. Lewis, of Rochdale, in Mac-
clesfield. The lecture was both interesting and
amusing

;
its more sombre features being relieved

by an enlargement on the lighter and more
humorous or even absurd phases of the subject.

A cruel epitaph on a doctor runs :

—

“ Here lies the corpae of Dr. Chard,
Who filled the half of thia churchyard.”

At Oakham, 1738, on a wood-cutter :

—

“ The Lord saw good, I was lopping off wood.
And down fell from the tree

;

I met with a check, aod broke my neck.
And 80 death lopp’d off me.”

The following is an epitaph on a man who was
too poor to be buried with his relations in the
Church of Kingsbridge :

—
“ Hero lie I, at the chancel door j

Here lie I, because I’m poor;
The further in, (he more to pay:
Here I lie as warm as they.”

In an Irish village churchyard :

—

“ Here lies the body of Mary Quin,
Who was BO very pure within.
She broke her outward shell of skin,
And hatched heraelf a oherubin.”

There is a humorous epitaph in a churchyard
in Wales, on the grave of au organ-blower,
thus :

—

“ Under this atone lies Meredith Morgan,
Who blew the bellows of our church-organ

;

Tobacco he hated,—to emoke most unwilling,
Yet never BO pleased as when pipes he was filling.

No reflection on him for rude speech could be cast,
Though he gave our old organist many a blast.

No puffer was he,
Tho' a capital blower,
Ho could fill double G,
And now lies a note lower.”

Our readers may recollect of a Yankee epi.

taph on a husband by his disconsolate widow,
who stated in it that she still carried on the
tripe-and-trotter shop round the corner : the
following, on the other hand, looks as if it were
intended to damage the sale of Cheltenham
waters :

—

" Here Ilio and my three daughters,
All from drinking the Cheitenham waters

;

While, if we had kept to the Epsom salts,

W'o should not now be in these here vaults.”

Many epitaphs are, no doubt, not merely “only
fit for Punch" but never appeared in any
churchyard

;
and wo may very fittingly sum np

the present selection with one from Tunch
itself :

—

“ On a Locomotive : Written by the sole survivor of a
deplorable accident (no blame to be attached to any ser-

vants of the company) :

—

Collisions four
Or five she bore,

Tho signals were in vain

;

Grown old and rusted,
Her biler busted,

And smash’d the excursion train.

Her eud was pieces.”

ACCIDENTS.

Manchestor,—A. fatal accident has occurred at
the Flixton cotton mill. The mill, which is

eighteen windows in length and three stories in
height, has only been built about three years.
Last Christmas a massive iron cistern, supported
by iron beams, was built on the top of the cen-
tral portion of the mill. The rooms below this

cistern were used as heald and bobbin rooms,
the ground-floor being used as a stable. The
cistern had only been half filled with water
during the week, and was for the first time
quite filled when it broke, by it own weight, the
supporting iron beams, and crashed through into
the stable, completely destroying the floors of the
heald and bobbin rooms. Some 300 persons
were employed in the mill at the time, and the
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noise of the crash sent them mnniog oat of the

bailding. Two men were in the stable. They
were both got out alive, but one was so injured

that he died in an hour and a half. The other
man received a severe blow on the back by the
falling iron, but it is considered that the injury

will not prove dangerous. At the inquest it was
given in evidence that the tank was made and
erected by Sir. Robert Hall, of Bury. It was
supported by five cast-iron beams, and rested on
the walls on three sides. The ends of the beams
rested on two walla. The building over which
the tanks was fixed was not exactly square, and
the beams were of different lengths. Four of

the beams had broken, and one was still resting

on the walls, which had not given way. The
tank was calculated to hold 8,050 gallons of

water. The weight of the tank and beams was
over nine tons. Mr. Hall was called, and said

he could not account for the accident. His son
and one of his men had superintended the work,
but hia son was not there that day owing to his

nervous temperament having been so much
affected in consequence of the accident. He
thought the tank was 4 ft. deep,* perhaps 13 ft.

wide, and 18 ft. long. He believed the beams
were sufficiently strong. They had made and
fixed tanks for twenty years, and had never
known one to give way before. Ultimately a
verdict of “ accidental death” was returned.

Uook-Norton .—A man had just finished some
repairs at the bottom of a deep well at Park
Farm, and had ascended some 20 ft. on his re-

turn to the surface, when the walling began to

give way beneath him. A moment or two more,
and the whole of the stonework and surrounding
earth had fallen in, burying him under at least

30 ft. of earth and stones. At the mouth of the
well appeared a great chasm, of perhaps 12 fc.

diameter, and the earth, &c., that had fallen in,

reached to within about 12 ft. or 15 ft. of the
j

surface. Digging out the well was commenced i

at once, and throughout the whole day untiring I

efforts were made to recover, as was imagined, '

the body of the unfortunate man. To the sur-

prise and delight of the workmen, his voice was
at last heard, earnestly entreating them to be
quick, for that he thought he could not last

much longer ! He was brought up at last alive

to the surface, and is now progressing as favour-

ably as possible. No bones are broken, and the
internal injuries, it is hoped, are not much. He
was protected by a very large stone, which
rested on a stout bar which had been thrown
across the well to strengthen the masonry. He
seems to have been supplied with air from a

wooden tube, belonging to a pump which was fed

from the wellj this tube fortunately broke just

opposite where be lay.

Crieff.—At a hydropathic establishment in the

course of erection on the rising ground on the

north side of Crieff, ten masons were in the act

of carrying a large stone along a gangway, when
the planks broke, and all the men, with the

exception of one who clung to a beam, were
thrown, to the ground. All were more or less

injured, but three of them were seriously braised.

SANITARY PROGRESS IN THE LAKE
DISTRICT.

The tourists’ season will soon commence, and
many persons will be pleased to learn that great

improvements have been made in the English

lake district. UntU very recently a warm bath
could not be obtained at any town in the moun-
tain part of Cumberland ; neither did there

exist either main-sewerage, house-drainage, or a
public water-supply in any one of the lake towns
or villages. Keswick has set the example, and we
trust all the other places will follow. Keswick
has been sewered and drained, and receives an
abundant supply of soft and pure water from
Skiddaw side: there is railway accommodation,
a fine new Station Hotel, with the Royal Oak,
the Queen’s, as also the Lodore and Borrowdale
Hotels, having warm and shower bath accommo-
dation with other sanitary arrangements and
conveniences of the most approved kind. The
Builder has more than once pointed ont the

glaring sanitary defects in the lake towns, and
remonstrated with the inhabitants on their

apparent apathy. It is bnt fair, therefore, we
should notice the improvements which have been
effected, and we venture to promise an abund-
ant repayment for the costa incurred. Penrith
and Cockermouth have each been sewered,
drained, and provided with public supplies of

soft, pure, and wholesome water.

FOUNTAINS ABBEY, YORKSHIRE.

View of the Abhet/ Church from Bohin Hood's Well,

The Lady Chapel, fSee p. ^1, anle.
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THE TIOTOE-EMMAHTJEL GAILEEY,
MILAN.

Not Jong ago, this fine new gallery, constmcted
in Milan, by an English company, was illos-

trated and described in onr pages.* We now
give a view of the entrance to one end of the
gallery, embracing a view of the monument to
Leonardo da Yinci, It will be observed that
the external end of the gallery is not at right
angles with its axis, and that an arrangement
wasneeessary to produce symmetryand regularity
within. The ornamentation is rich and elegant.

TEE WIDENING OF PAEK LANE.
In answer to Mr. Goddard, in the House of

Commons, Lord J. Manners detailed the steps
taken by the Board of Works with a view to
improve the approaches to Park-lane. At the
present moment there was no scheme, and until
further proceedings had been taken it would be
quite impossible for the Board of Works or any
other body to widen Park-lane. A recommenda-
tion had been made that the east side of Park-
lane should be pulled down; but the whole
matter would no doubt be carefully considered
before next session.

At the last meeting of the Metropolitan Board
of Works, the chairman drew the attention of

I the Board to what had taken place in the House
of Commons in reference to this question. The
Board, he said, had made application to the
Government, asking that a surveyor should be

i sent down to make arrangements for the opening
up of Park-lane, but they refused to entertain
the question. The next thing the Board did

I was to consider the opening of Hamilton-place,
' when they met with the most determined oppo-
sition on the part of the Commissioner of Woods

, and Forests. They then had no course left, to
) them but to open Park-lane itself, and in the
consideration of the public interest, which they
?were bound to attend to. If they had attempted
ito open Park-lane on the opposite side, they
would only have had a 60-ft. roadway instead of
lone 70 ft. or 80 ft. A strong opposition was
1 offered to this proposition of the Board for the
widening of Park-lane, and the consequence was
ithat the bill was thrown out, and now the com-
imittee of the House of Commons recommended
ithat the Board should go back to Hamilton.
Iplace. What were they, as a public Board, to
(do when driven about from one thing to another
lin this way ? After some further discussion the
[Subject was referred to the works and general
[purposes committee.

The Piccadilly end of Park-lane cannot
(be equalled in the “ West-ends” of all Europe
)for inconvenience, all things considered : it is

narrower now, as the Moi-ning Post remarks,
Ithan when it was only known as “ the lane
leading to the gallows.” Could not the plan
some time since suggested in the Builder be
ereconsidered, with the view of its adoption, as
hthe easiest way out of the difficulty ?

FROM IRELAND.
Dublin .—A plan for increasing the width of

aCarlisle Bridge has been designed by Mr.
Geoghegan, architect. It could be carried into
(execution, it is said, without disturbing the pre-
;sent bridge, and would not coat half the amount
Iwhioh would be required to erect a new bridge.
[Mr. Geoghegan proposes to allow the present
roridge to remain, removing the parapets, and
extending the width to that of Sackville-street,
5L63 ft., and reducing the roadway to a perfect
'(evel, the centre arch only having to be altered,
iihe stone voussoirs being replaced by cast metal
eoeams, arranged so that the water and gas pipes
may pass between the beams in the depth of the
eiew crown, the extensions each side being sup-
3t)orted on hollow cylinders sunk down to a solid
K)ed, and filled with concrete, the roadway being
maintained on cast metal arched beams and iron
olates, filled in with road metalling. The fa<?ade8
caoing the river on each side would be of orna-
mental metalwork, concentric with the arches of
lie present bridge, the whole forming to all ap-
?£earance a new and ornamental structure. The
did bridge may remain undisturbed until the
lateral extensions are completed.
1 Belfast .—The foundation-stone of a projected

* 8e(5 pp. 297-299, anft,

Masonic hall has been laid with Masonic cere-
monial. The site is central, occupying a con-
siderable portion of one side of Arthur-square
and Ann-street. It is approached from Corn-
market, Arthur-street, Castle-lane, and Ann-
street, and there is an open space in front which
will show the dimensions and general character
of the building. The architects are Messrs.
Lanyon, Lynn, & Lanyon

; and the builder is

Mr. McKeown. The cost is estimated at 8,000Z.
The building will consist of a ground, first,

second, and third floors, with a total street
frontage of 170 ft.—100 ft. in Arthur-square, and
70ft. in Ann-street. On the gi’onnd floor there
will be six capacious shops and a suite of apart-
ments for the caretaker. On the first floor will
be a large and small dining-hall, a billiard-room,
and a committee-room. The arrangements on
the second-floor will be somewhat similar to
those on the first, and it is intended that this
floor shall be devoted to the purposes of a
Masonic club. The third floor will be used
solely for the purposes of Masonry, and will con-
sist of one large hall, 42 ft. 6 in. by 26 ft., and
18 ft. high, for the meetings of the Blue and
other symbolic lodges

; a smaller hall, 30 ft. by
20 ft., same height, which may be used for the
Royal Arch Chapters. There will also be
another hall, 30 ft. long by 18 ft. 6 in. wide, and
same height, for the purposes of an encampment
of the High Prince Masons, and also for their
chapters. Each of these rooms will be provided
with an entrance-porch and ante-room. On the
same floor is a small room for the paraphernalia
connected with the various degrees. The design
is in the Early French style. The lower portion
of the exterior, from the ground-line to the level
of the windows, will be executed in C(X)kstown
sandstone, and the remainder of the building in
white brick. The quoins, corbel moulding,
string courses, and all the other dressings, will
be of sandstone.

THE CANTERBURY SEWERAGE.
The main drainage and sewerage works have

been handed over by Mr. Pilbrow, the engineer
to the local Board. The report presented by
him shows that the house connexions only are
now required, and these must depend upon an
efficient water-supply to make Canterbury a
thoroughly-drained city. The total cost has
been 13,1571., which is considerably within the
estimate.

The total quantity of sewers laid, of all classes,
is about thirteen miles, together with about
fifty-four large inspection - shafts, seventy - six
flushing-shafts, 100 ventilating-shafts, and cross-
ing the river at five different places. The outfall
works, or sewage deodorizing tanka and filters
are said to be now satisfactory

; but the nearly
submerged state of the land below the city, and
the boggy character of the soil, rendered this
portion of the works more costly and difficult
than was anticipated.

The principle upon which the system of sewers
is laid down is the “ Separating System” (and
which Mr. Pilbrow claims to have originated in
1850). All surface and storm waters are ex-
cluded, so that the sewers are for the exclusive
purpose of carrying away from the houses and
city the sewage proper, the vehicle for conveying
and forcing this through them being the arti°
ficial daily and hourly supply of water to each
and every house.

The most of the sewers laid in the city are of
stoneware pipe of Messrs, Doulton & Co.’s
manufacture, ranging in size from 8 in. to 18 in.
in diameter, and of the kind known as ” coned
and rebated pipes,” originally devised by the
engineer, and always specified by him. The
sewage from these is eventually collected into a
main brick sewer of oval shape, measuring 3 ft,

by 2 ft., built of 4^ work in Portland cement,
and rendered with the same.
From this sewer the sewage is emptied after

traversing the Broad-Oak-lane, about a mile and
a quarter from the city, into the sewage-house,
which is a plain rectangular building of brick,
the greater part of it being below the surface. It
is 160 ft. long by 60 ft. wide internally, and divided
longitudinally into three compartments, the
centre one comprising the filter and charcoal
rooms, the former 120 ft. by 19 ft., the latter
39 ft. 3 in. by 19 ft,, and situated on the ground
level. The compartments on each side consist
of the subsiding tanks, which collectively run
the whole length of the building, the brick par-
titions with iron strainers on the top acting as

weirs. The sewage on entering the building ia
received in a pit, and made to pass into the first
tank through an aperture at the bottom of the
partition, thus keeping all solid matter down at
once as much as possible. As each tank is
filled the liquid passes over the several weirs,
and eventually into the filter-house, which con-
tains two sets of filters 3 ft. apart, two in each
set, at different levels, 2 ft. apart, 120 ft. long,
2 ft. wide, and 2 ft. high. The sides of the
filters are cast as gratings, the openings | wide
and bars f.

The sewage-water after passing laterally
through two filters filled with charcoal (one set
being in operation while the tanks on the other
side are being cleared of deposit) finally flows
as clear, it is said, as inodorous water down the
24-in. outlet pipe to the river below Fordwich, a
further distance of 11 mile passing twice in its
course through iron pipes laid under the bed of
the river Stour.
The execution of the works has been attended

with some discoveries and findings of consider-
able antiquarian interest. We may mention the
Roman tesselated pavement referred to in a
letter in onr number for May 23rd, but which
was broken up in removing. The engineer,
however, had luckily had it photographed and
an accurate key for colouring it taken (by hia
assistant, Mr. W. H. Fox), and has since pre-
sented the Society of Antiquaries (London)
and the Kent Arohmological Society with
coloured photographs of each.

Other portions of Roman pavement were
found in different parts of the city, as also
remains of the ancient city walls constructed by
the Romans. The engineer is preparing a plan
of the city to show the position of this and
other interesting features.
The whole of the works have been designed

and carried out under the personal supervision
of Mr. J. Pilbrow. Messrs. Good & Hukens
acted as clerks of the works. Messrs. Dowell
& Tyler, of London, were the contractors for the
construction of the brick sewer ; and Messrs,
Dickinson & Oliver, of London, for the sewage-
house and pipe-laying. The pipes were found
by the Local Board.

LIGHT AND AIR : IMPORTANT
JUDGMENT.

The case of Horsley v. Leak, decided by Vice-
Chancellor Malins on the 22n(3 ultimo, appears
to be of more than usual interest as a practical
test of the law on this frequently perplexing
subject. From a full report in the Yorkshire
Gazette we extract the following portions :

—

“ This bill was filed to restrain the alleged obstractioa
of the plaintiff’s light and air, in Coney-street, in the city
of York. It appeared that the plaintiff and the defend-
ants derived their title from the same vendor, the plaintiff
being aeon-maker, and the defendants, Messrs. Leak &,
Thorp, drapers. The land on which the respective houses
stood had originally formed portions of the site on which
the well-known George Hotel had stood, and the defend-
ants had contemplated building on a yard or space front-
ing the plaintiff’s house, which, it was sworn, if carried
out according to the plans, would materially obstruct the
light and air, especially those of the engranng and finish-
ing rooms. The case came on originally as a motion for
an injunction to restrain the alleged obstructions, when,
by arrangement, it was agreed that the case should come
on upon motion for decree, and a reference was directed
to Professor Kerr, to examiue and report on the obaCmo-
tion of the intended building. The professor had made
his report, suggesting two lines of building, which may be
called the upper and the lower. By the former sufficient
light would be secured to the plaintiff to be serviceable
for domestic and other pu^oses : and by the latter, prac-
tically, the whole light which he had before he woulcfstill
enjoy.”

In explanation of these “ two lines of building,”
we are enabled to quote from the referee's
report, ” The average elevation of the old sky-
line would be very little more than 20 degrees
above the horizon. It also appears that the
elevation of the intended new buildings of the
defendants would rise up to about the45th degree.
In precise measurement I estimate the original
arc of exposed sky to have been on an average
36 degrees vertically, and the obstruction by the
intended new buildings to be about 24 degrees
thereof, leaving only 12 degrees still to remain
expoBe(3. Upon these data I have to answer the
question, ‘ Whether the proposed new buildings
of the defendants will materially diminish,
obstruct, or prejudicially affect the passage or
access of such light as passed or had access to’ *
the window formerly. If these words were to
be taken to mean that the whole of the former
light-yielding sky-surface ought to be preserved.

Terms of Oidet as agreed by coonsel.
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it cannot be disputed that a large and material

portion thereof would not be presorTed ;
bat if

it is rather to be understood that the defend-

ants’ new buildings may possibly be permitted

to a certain extent to encroach upon that former

extent of sky-surface, but only so far as not to

diminish materially the serriceableness of the

window for purposes of ordinary occupation and

work within the room, then I am of opinion that

the said new buildings may be permitted to rise

to a considerable degree above the old sky-line

without the plaintiff suffering any sort of practical

injury in carrying on his business or otherwise.

As regards the precise height to which the new
buildings ought to be confined, I need scarcely

point out, that if the priuclple of preserving the

whole of the old sky-surface were laid down, the

limit of about 23 degrees above the horizon”

(illustrative drawings being referred to) “ would

obviously be a fair average, which would render

it necessary to cut down the new buildings to

the line ® x; but if the other principle of pre-

serving only the serviceableness of the window
for occupation and work be laid down, then my
opinion, after very careful consideration, is that,

so long as the new sky-line to bo formed by the

summit of the new buildings does not reach

above the summit of the new wall called E iu

the evidence, as seen from the window, the

efficiency of the window for purposes of ordinary

occupation and work within the room (which is a

small one) will not be found to be materially inter-

fered with, and the line s (drawn from the head

of the window through the top of the wall E)

would be the limit to which it would on this

account be necessary, in my opinion, to cut

down the new building.”

The Vice-Chancellor, in delirering jadgmeut, said,—
These questions, with regard to light, are about the most
embarrassing questions that come before the Court. In

the present case it appears that it does not depend on the

question of the antiquitj of the light, but is a question

between two adjoining proprietors claiming under one
common vendor, and the plaintiff rests his right upon a

grant contained in his deed. The whole of the property
in question— that which is held by the plaintiff', and that

which is held by the defendants—is an old hotel, called

the George Inn, in 'i’ork. That having, it appears in the

year 1866, in consequence, I suppose, of the establishment

of railways, become an nnprofltable concern as au hotel,

it is offered to public competition at sale by auction in

four lots. None of the lots were sold at the sale, but the

day after the sale the plaintiff became the purchaser of

the most northern lot, namely lot 4, and subsequently

adapted it for the purposes of his business of a gunmaker.
As to the remainiug lota, bow they were occupied does not
appear, but they appear to have remained unsold until the

year 1866, when they were again put up in three lots,

being, I suppose, the same lots as described in the par-

ticulars of sale of 1856, and were bought by the defend-

ants. The defendants, who are carrying on the business

of linen drapers, and, I suppose, on a large scale, desired

to enlarge their premises, 1 presume to pull down the

old buildings altogether and erect uew buildings, and have
as much space as they could get, end they proceeded to

build on that vacant space of ground, against building

on which there was certainly no prohibition whateverin
the plaintifl'’s conveyance. I'd erect buildings of some
kind it is perfectly clear they were entitled; but it is also,

I think, quite clear, that they were not entitled to erect

such buildings on that vacant space of ground as would
derogate from the grant to the plaintiff, that grant being

of ” all lights," which means the eitating li^ts. Now,
as regards the grant to the plaintiff, I take it, the effect

of a grant of all lights, meaning the existing lights, was

to put the plaintiff (whether these were ancient lighta is

not now material) as between bimself and his then

vendor, and, consequently, as between himself and all

persona who, by snbsequent title, derived a title from the

vendor in the situation of grantee of the lights, having

the same rights against the vendor as if they had been
ancient lights. I am, therefore, of opinion that the de-

fendants were entitled to erect some buildings. I am
also of opinion that they were not entitled to erect such

buildings as would derogate from the grant to the plaiu-

tiff. There seemed to be great uncertainty as to what the

defendants could do ;
and then, from this correspondence,

which has been read, it appears that, in the month of

Angust. the defendants made a communication to the

plaintiff to the effect that they wonld be willing to abide

ny the decision of any independent architect to be ap-

pointed between them, half the expenses of which they

were ready to bear. The plaintiff gives an answer, which
certainly amounts to this,—that he contended then, as he
continued most unqucstii^nsbly to contend up to the day
of the filing of the bill, that they had no right to build on
the vacant space. He contested the right altogether.

The plainliffis proved to be entirely wrong in that part of

his contention. On the other hand, the defendants having

made an offer, which I think the plaintiff' wotld have done
well to have acceded to iu August, at the time this dispute

was going on, they gave np that reasonable course, aud
employed an architect to prepare plans for them to erect

a building on this vacant piece of ground to the height, in

round numbers, as I recoUect as nearly as may be ol 15 ft.,

and they insisted on going on with that buildiug. That

led to the institution of the suit. The then existing plan

would have given the defendants twenty bed-rooms at the

back of their shops ;
but they are now willing, in conse-

quence of Professor Kerr’s report, to submit to the line

recommended by him, which wonld cut down their build-

ing from twenty bed.rooms to fourteen. The result of all

this, therefore, is that the plaintiff has been entirely wrong
so far as he has contended that they were not entitled to

build at all, and the defendants have been equally wrong
so far as they have contended they were entitled to carry

their buildings to any height whatever. The matter
coming before the Court in April, feeling myself much
embarrassed by the evidence on both sides, I referred it

to a gentleman, whose name was acceptable to both
parties, namely. Professor Kerr, of King’s College, to ex-

amine the premises, and not by way, of course, of de-

ciding anything, but simply to report to the Court

what in bis opinion ought to be done. He has made
a report which I think is very satisfactory, because he

has made a recommendation which both parties bare
Bccepted, which in the result comes to this, that the

buildings, instead of being carried to the height of

45 ft. shoold be carried to the height of 35 ft. only
j
that

is, the defendants are satisfied to diminish their building

10 ft., and the plaintiff has said that he is content to

sequiesce in that (the line 22). Under these circura-

stances it has been contended on the one hand by the

plaintiff that the defendants ought to pay the costs, and,

on the other hand, it has been vigoronsly contended that

the plaintiff ought to pay the costa. But it being con-

sidered that both parties are wrong, and that both parties

eoi.tended for more than they were entitled to, I think

the justice of the case would be met by saying that each

party should bear his own costs. Therefore the sobstance

of the decree wiU be—The defendants, undertaking not to

erect any building beyond the height of the line 22 in the

plan in the report of Professor Kerr; and the plaintiff

being satisfied that a building of no greater height should

be erected, there will be an order in the terms of the

prayer of the bill, against the defendants. Each party

pays his own costs, and the costs of Professor Kerr to be
paid by the plaintiff and the defendants in equal shares.

WHERE ARE WE GOING TO ?

Sir,—In perusing the article so lieaded in the

Builder, it gave rise to thoughts mingled with

sadness and reproach. I have dotted them down
ns they presented themselves, and send them to

you. If you find anything worth notice do
with them as may seem best. I have a vivid

recollection of living in a honse where there were
many children, all very healthy and full of animal

spirits. Neither the father nor mother had the

least conception of proper parental authority :

consequently the children ran wild, and the

poor woman was continually complaining of

their waywardness and ingratitude. It never

once suggested itself to her that the greater

part of the fault probably lay with herself.

In making a comparison of society and
its complaints against trades’ unions with the

woman and her children you will bear in mind
it only has reference to the absence of properly

exercised authority, and the consequent dis-

obedience of the children. Whenever any
startling effect presents itself in relation with

the physical laws it is known there must be a
cause ; if new, men bend their minds to find it

out. Canse and efi'ect in the moral laws work with

the same unerring certainty, bat through not pre-

senting themselves so suddenly and startlingly,

their connexion is not always so apparent. I

will endeavour to form a chain to connect the

canse of the formation of trade uuions and the

effects we see. The cases I shall name came under

my own observation, being at work with the

trowel at the places. Of course they will be but

the type of a system generally practised where

it could be done. Some eighteen years ago I

worked for a task-master who used to do most

of Messrs. Lock & Nesham’s large contracts.

At that time we were building Wandsworth
Prison : wo used to tumble iu from 1,500 to

2,000 bricks in ten hours per man : still the

cry was, ” More ! More !” Every mean advan-

tage was taken of the men, who were compelled

to do the woi'k in each a manner that any man
with the least conception of what was right

mast rebel against it. The men had a fair price for

their work; but, besides providing for themselves,

it cost much to buy those whose duty it was to

see the work was done properly.

The next scene is the North Kent Railway
;

the same sub-contractor; principal contractor,

Mr. Little. On a summer’s morning at daybreak,

as the occasion required, might be seen a gang

of labourers wheeling bricks into the spandrels

of the arches (they used to build them solid,

or were supposed to do so at that time) and tip-

ping them in the same as they would rubbish into

a hole. When they got to a certain height brick-

layers came and levelled them down, and paved a

course or two on the top in the proper way be-

fore the ordinary time of coming to work. The
inspectors had got so fat by gratnities, eating

and drinking, &c., that they could see nothing of

that sort. As many as 20,000 or 30,000 bricks

have been put away iu a morning in that manner.

If it were wanted to be done in the day-time

those that should have looked after it were taken

off to the public-house, when of course they did

not see it. I myself was told by the man’s own
brother, that he got 1

,
000 Z. out of the work on

that line—labour only.

No doubt the same evil influences have been

at work in other branches of industry (thongh

not in that form), leading men, as it did in the

circle in which I moved, to see the necessity of

organization to resist the system.

I think I have shown causes sufficient in them-

selves to call up a spirit of antagonism, and induce

men to combine to give it effect. In these opera-

tions what has led, then, to produce such fruits as

wesee ? During the great lock-out in the building

trades a deputation waited on the Home Secre-

tary, Sir Cornewall Lewis (Sir Morton Peto was
spokesman—shrewd man!), to ask for the inter-

ference of Government. After enumerating the

many concessions in the shape of leaving off at

four o’clock on Saturday, and the rise of wages,

&c., he said they felt bound to resist any further

demands. The Home Secretary asked under

what circumstances those advances were made ?

Sir Morton replied, when the men struck for

them. That is where the worst evils in con-

nexion with trade unions spring from. If a con-

cession is just, and can be granted when asked

for, give it; but if wrong, it becomes ten times

more so if granted under the pressure of a

strike.

Do not infer from what I have said in refer-

ence to piece-work that I condemn it,-—I see no
objection to that with honest supervision ;—or

that I have any sympathy with trade unions in

their operations ;
but believing there are causes

that bring them into existence, and the evil

effects that follow, I have endeavoured to point

out a few; and, if right, let all in society who
should set an example of right and duty done

take it to themselves and work it oat in their

lives, and then the cry of the strong against the

weak would cease, and we should not have to

ask, with anxious minds,
Where are we going to ?

MORE THINGS WORTH KNOWING.

I. Why are not the names of streets painted

on the lamps instead of being stuck up high on

the wall, where, when night comes on and they

are most needed, they cannot be seen ? Or a

stencil plate bung inside would do.

3.

Why do not o?vners of house property have
their chimney-stacks occasionally looked to ?

Life is not safe in some parts of London during

a gale.

3. Why, when there is a trap-door in the roof

to facilitate escape from fire, do lodgers allow

the householder to keep the necessary ladder

down in the back yard for the purpose of eleva-

ting bis clothes-line ? This is more often the

case than many would think.

4. Why are Thames steam-boats allowed to

carry as many passengers as can crowd on board,

to the peril of those persona’ lives ? Take, as a

sample, any boat returning from Battersea-park

on a fine summer Sunday evening.

5. Why, as the cry is still “ more bridges,”

does not some one start the idea of bridge

bazaars ? The rents wonld pay for their erect-

tion, and they must become thoroughfares for

traffic, toll free. Why not have a bridge flab-

market ?

6 . Why are our new bridges being built.with-

out seats on them ?

7. Why, as attempts are sometimes made to

upset a train by placing impediments on the

line, is not something fitted to engines that

would chip even a sixpence off the metals if it

were there ? Present precautions are insufficient.

8 . Why are paupers clothed in so absurd a

style ? Does Mr. Bumble mean it as a de-

terrent ?

9. Why are not the Volunteers enrolled as

permanent “special constables” ?

10. Why do not all artisans begin their day’s

work at six a.m., and have two hours a day,—

a

day a week !—to recreate themselves, more than

they get now ? A factories’ doctor once said to

the writer of these queries, " It is between six

and eight o’clock in the evening that you

mechanics get old.”

II. Why is not every lift to a miue-shaft fitted

with a self-acting apparatus which, directly the

tackle breaks, shall throw out projections to

clutch the sides of the shafts, and thereby

pf070iit it smashing itself at the bottom aud

killing its contents ?

12. Why are not those men who drill monkeys

on tables in the streets until their poor little

lives are not worth having, ptiuiahed by the

Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Aui-

mals ?

13. Why are not the long-ago-anggested sub-

ways, or overhead footpaths at busy crossing*,

commenced before more lives are lost ?

14. Why not have life-lines and buoys handily

placed along the Thamt-s Embankment (say,

under the trees we hope to see there), for while
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boys will climb, aod women will lean over tbe

river wall witli children in their arms, some*

thing of the kind is necessary ? The suggested

festoons of chain would only bo serviceable to

those close in at the side.

15. Why not remove the gate by Tavistock-

square and a few baildings by Glare-market and
Drury-lane that want removing, and so have a

direct road from Hampstead Heath to the

Embankment ?

16. Why is the Cobden Memorial, in High-

street, Camden-town, put up the wrong way ?

Sir Robert Peel might as well turn his back on
Cheapside.

17. Why does not somebody keep a sharper

eye on speculative builders in new localities ?

Judging by some carcasses, it is a wonder that

many houses do not collapse under their own
weight.

18. Why does not the Government at once

take steps towards working the railways itself?

After the lamentable show of inefficiency in the

arrangements for the late Windsor Review, no

more argument is required to show why the

item of conveyance should be under the direct

control of the War-office.

19. Why are boats let out on the Thames to

little boys too weak to manage them and too

thoughtless to sit still?

20. Why are “muzzled” dogs’ mouths sealed

up with a tight binding-strap, so as almost to

prevent them breathing ? Would not a wire-

work nose-cap be cooler and less irksome to

them ?

21. Why do butchers always drive so fast ?

Do they aud Hansom cabmen think it proper to

turn corners ou one wheel ? J. G.

BOTANIC GARDENS : CONSERVATORY
ADDITIONS.

Application baa been made to the Fellows of

the Botanic Society by the Council to raise

3,6001. in order to enlarge the conservatory and
provide a covered way to it from the road to tbe
north side. A conservatory ought to be a part

and parcel of the decorative embellishments of

a pleasure-ground, and we see how the Govern-
ment, usually BO parsimonious in such matters,

have erected very elegant conservatories at

Kew. The present conservatory at the Botanic
Gardens is already most unsightly, and un-
worthy its position as the culminating point at

the end of the broad long-walk. But the outlay

is to go to increase this mass of ugliness in the
same taste. I am no advocate for useless showj
but disposition of mass and variety of outline

need not necessarily involve increase of cost. I

think it would be more judicious in the Council,

if they have not the spirit to employ an architect

of taste, to invite designs and tenders from
.other tradesmen in that class of ironwork,
.stating the amount the Council are prepared to

lexpend and the additional accommodation
required, and I am convinced they will have a
much more sightly and possibly more extensive
•erection than that shown by the model in the
)COUnoil-room of the Botanic Gardens. Messrs.
Handyside’s trade-hook on “ Works in Iron,”
reviewed ia your last number, shows what can
)be done for comparatively little money.

Thos. L. Donaldson.

ADULTERATION OF LABOUR.

Sib,—

H

as not the time arrived when this

(question should be taken into consideration. Is

it not notorious that the expenditure of thou-

isands of pounds is in abeyance, on account of

itbe disgraceful manner in which works of deco-

iration and repair are now executed. Do the

(workmen give a fair day’s work for a fair day’s

swages ? it is notorious that when a job is to be
(executed, it is done in a most indolent man-
caer, to the great inconvenience of the houae-
)holder, who of (bourse has in the end to pay the
Kmaster builder or employer. Talk of the adulte-
(?ation of food, it is nothing to what the holders
r>f house property have to submit to. My con-
ioention ia, that ample work is to bo found, if the
(workmen would do justice to their employers,
Bind enable them to execute the work they could
btbtain, if it were not put off indefinitely, in con-
Kiequonce of the difficulty in getting rid of the
ovorkmcn when once they commence a iob.

W. H. B.

ANTILL’S PATENT STENCH TRAP.

OuB attention has been called to a stench-trap

invented and patented by a working man, J.

Antill (Merton-road, Wandsworth), which has

this advantage, that the grating may be taken off

to clean it out without thereby admitting bad air

from the drain. The section shows its con-

struction, The principle is old enough; the
novelty ia in application. A builder writes that

he has had one of these in use for some time,

and finds it answer well.

LOLLARDS’ TOWER.

Sir,—The Lollards’ Tower is mentioned in

Mackyn’s Diary, a°. 1555. “ The xx. day of

September was cared from Nugatt [Newgate]
unto the Dollar stowre serten men;” and a®.

1556, “ the XX. day of October was delivered

out of the Lowlar Towre alle the heretykes that

came out of Essex,” &o. Lowe’s Survey also

notices that the southern bell-tower at the west
end of St. Paul’s Cathedral was so called. The
northern tower, near the Bishop of London’s

house, was attached “ to the use of the same
palace ; the other, towards the south, is called

the Lollards’ Tower, and hath been used as the
bishop’s prison for such as were detected for

opinions in religion contrary to the faith of the

Church.” In the “ Churches of London,” by
George Godwin, P.S.A., and John Britton, a

note states that “in 1514 Richard Hunn was
hung in a tower at the S.W. corner of the church
for heresy” (p. 17).

Mackenzie E. C. Walcott, B.D.

WAGES IN THE UNITED STATES.

Sir,—It may interest some of your readers

if you like to publish the following paragraph,
which I copy from a letter dated 30th May,
1868, just received from a friend who returne<i

from London to Chicago, Illinois, last Novem-
ber, and is now actively engageii with a part-

ner in erecting several houses aa their joint

property, on a plot of suburban land, lately

purchased for 5,000 dollars. The wages for

skilled workmen may be easily reckoned by
allowing 5 dollars to the pound sterling.

W. H. Espenett.

He writes as follows :

—

“ You will say, why do we take off our coats

and do our own work ? Bricklayers are getting

5 dollars a day ;
masons 4 dollars

;
carpenters,

painters, &o., 3 dollars. No man will touch a
hod or a spade as labourer for less than
2 dollars a day. My partner and I yesterday

hauled with our team 10,000 feet of boards to

a planing-mill ; it would have cost us 10 dollars

to have employed two other men to do it.

When a man makes 5 dollars a day, he can
afibrd to bury his gentility, particularly if his

gentOity would only starve him.”

%* Paper currency must, we suppose, be

allowed for.

MAIDSTONE MUSEUM.

Sib,—With reference to the interesting notice

of the Maidstone Museum, in your last number,
permit me to send a few supplementary remarks
as to the past and present condition of the

museum. The late excellent curator, who had
been the personal friend of Dr. Charles, the

founder of the museum, was advanced in life be-

fore he accepted tbe office, and, during his latter

years his memory failed him a good deal. The
present onrator, therefore, on succeeding, had
not only to reduce to some order the original

collection, but to incorporate and (jatalogue the

extensive and valuable bequests of his prede-

oessor. This he has at length completed, and

he has likewise prepared, for the use of the

visitors and readers, a catalogue of the library.

He is also engaged on a catalogue of the anti-

quities, &o. These he hopes to get printed
;
but,

as the Corporation have only a limited sum at

their disposal for the improvement of tho

museum, time must be allowed for all you wish

to be done.
It ia due to the Corporation to state that they

seem fully alive to the importance of their trust

;

and that they give as much encouragement as is

in their power to the recommendations of their

curator for making the museum what I hope in

a few years it will become—a model museum.
The old Manor-house had been sold in por-

tions, and that of which the Corporation became
possessed was tbe centre and back premises and
garden. They have very recently (partly through

the liberality of the gentleman referred to by
you) purchased another portion of the bouse, and

at this time the builders are engaged in making
the alterations necessary for the enlargement of

the museum. One of these will consist of a new
library, adequate to the proper arrangement of

all the books, many of which are at present use-

less for want of room. Another apartment will

give space for a collection of curiosities, which
has been presented by a gentleman connected

with tbe town by family ties. These alterations

will involve an outlay of many hundred pounds ;

and I think that Maidstone may fairly be con-

gratulated on having a Corporation of intelligence

and public spirit, by all strangers who visit its

museum, and who ascertain how much has

been eS'ected in a few years with limited means.
A London Visitor.

LEIGHTON (“BUZZARD”) AND VICINITY.

Sib,—This subject was included in your notice

of “ Woburn Abbey and Vicinity.” * You even

recommended the spot—farmore generallyknown
now by “railway” connexion than (as many
other things) would have been dreamt of half a

century ago,—as a desirable “ standing ground ”

for excursions within a moderate circle.

Its adjunct of “Beau Desert" has long been

known, apart from any local “ merit,” as being

without proof. The origin is believed to have

been from a family named “Bozart,” or
“ Busart,” connected with the place. But I am
unable now to give the date. Probably about

1350.

Doubts, since Lyson’s time, have been thrown

as to this having been the " Lygean-Burgh" oi

the Saxon Chronicle, A.D. 671, one of “four

towns” taken from the “ Brit- Welsh” (for this

seems a natural interpretation of “ Brit-TVeolas”

by Cuthwulf, after a victory at Bcdicanford

(Bedford). In the writer’s very humble opinion

probability is on the side of this, as it was the first

place of probable importance on the undoubted
line of route.

But “that as it may,” there ia no doubt that

from the considerable details in “ Doomsday
Book,” 500 years afterwards, it was then a place

of no trifling repute. The tolls of its market
(still the largest for a considerable distance),

being then “ 71.” per annum, a very considerable

sum for that date. It is now the second parish

in extent, 8,000 acres, to Luton (16,000), in its

county, and has a much more unusual feature in

this part of the kingdom, four ancient Chapels of

Ease; one of them, Stanbridge, a small three-

aisled “ church,” possessing also a peal of five

good bells, and having, though a hamlet, given

name to a “Half Hundred,” three or four

parishes, in “ Doomsday Book.”
The population, about 3,500, with the ham-

lets, in 1801, is supposed to be now about, or

upwards of, 7,000. The neighbouring parish, or

(Bucks) “railway suburb” of Linslade, from
100 then, has between 1,500 and 2,000. The
first modern move in the prosperity of Leighton

was the “ Grand Junction Canal,” sixty years

ago
;
a great boon in the supply and price of

coals.

The “Cross,” a “market” one (the only other

in that (jounty being at Steventon), was perhaps

built about 1400; and has certainly small claims

to beauty. The church is a tolerably spacious

and neat, though plain, cruciform building, show-

ing to much advantage to railway travellers. Its

best feature is the clearstory (Mr. Rickman says

“ plastered,”) with double-windowed bays. A
superior and perfect row of stalls is on either

side of the chancel. The spire is 192 ft. high,

• See p. 366, ante,
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and the loftieet within a large circuit, perhaps
of forty miles ; Olney, 185 ft., approaching
nearest.

Here also, as at Dunstable and Ampthill
(before alluded to),* are good almshouses.

Eight founded, besides other acts, including an
augmentation of the poor vicarage, by Matthew
Wilks, a simple “ Squire,” some 250 years ago, the

favoured inmates of which receive now eight

aldllings a week each, besides some fuel and
clothing.

An a^dditional church, of moderate pretensions,

has been erected for the town; also one long
before at Linslade. The “ Com Exchange,” in

Boman style, is equal to a larger place.

Distress from the unhappily little use now
made (it is hoped slightly increasing) of “ Straw
plait” bonnets, on which the public were appealed
to in the Builder last year, extends to Leighton
and farther.

Wing (Bucks) has, also, a lofty and imposing
tower window. Here was a grand tenor of six

weighing 33 owt., re-cast lately to 30 cwt. only.

(Leighton has the best, though not quite heaviest,

peal of eight in Beds : tenor 26 cwt.)

Stewkeley Church (engraved, I think, both in

Grose and Lyeons), which I once saw, very long
ago, appears, except that it has one transept,

most resembling Iffley, Oxford. Somefi76 miles
north of Leighton is Bow, Brickbill Church Hill,

very nearly 700 ft. high, and seen below
Northampton (an “ Ordnance survey ” station, I

was told, about 1800). Bletchley Church (from
a very out-of-the-way village, now a still more
important railway station), and Fenny Stratford

Chapel, both connected with Browne Willis,

deserve the notice of the antiquary.

J. D. Paiiry.

CONTENTS OF CONICAL HEAP OF
BALLAST.

Youe correspondent, Mr. Haynes, has given
correct rules in this case; but I think an altera-
tion in the formula as below might make it

less troublesome in practice,

—

(<C‘+'cP + d\V) X -yssi X -| = s

or, in words, add together the square of each
diameter, and the product of the diameters,
and multiply the sum by *7854 and by a third of
the perpendicnlar height. Jos. A. Davies.

BUILDEBS AND DISTBICT SUBYEYOES.
Sir,—

I

forward the annexed, thinking you
may print it in your paper. If builders who do
not pay till they are summoned become known
to the district surveyors, it may save trouble.

N. E. J.

At the Wflndswortli police court, June 23th, 1969 be-
fore Mr. H. S. Selfe, Mr. George GodboU, King’a.road,
Chelsea, waa Bununoned for non-payment of the sum of
hi. 58. doe by him to the dirtrict suryeror for the district
of Central Lambeth and part of Battersea for his fees in
respect of a certain building of which he the said George
GodboU was the builder. Ordered to pay the som of
6i, 6b., with 12b. 6d. for coats, forthwith.

THE WALWOBTH-COMMON ESTATE.
8i^—Will you kindly allow me to endorse the opinion

of “One of the Number," in your last week's Builder
that the Guardians should appoint a professional man, of
high standing and character, to report upon the plana P It
appears to me quite unreaeonable to expect that without
such assistance, they will be able to arrive at a just and
satisfactory oonclitsion. I would also beg to submit other
auggesbons, which I think should be taken into considera-
tion, either by the Guardians or by the gentleman who
may he appointed as aforesaid.

1. That all plane not strictly adhering to the “Xnstme-
tions should be put out of the competition If they
should be more suitable plans than the others, let the
competition he decided regardless of them, and the
Gnardians afterwards adopt such one of them as may
prove the best.

^

2. That those plans which disregard the laws for the
better local management of the metropolis in having only
one entrance to some of the streets be also set aside.

3. That in considering the relative merits of the designs
the plan for laying out the land should be the first con-
sideration, and the elevations of the buildings the next,
as these may be varied ad infinitum.
k That in escalating the income to be derived from

the e^ate (which is doubtless a subject of importance)
care should be taken not to give the sole premrence to
ine amount of frontage regardless of the space left open
” K

gardens, or yards for ventilation.
£>. ihat short streets enclosing square blocks of build-

* Bee p. 420, ante.

ings, with plots of but little depth, must be very objection-
able on the score of health.

6. That courts, alleys, and small plots must be very
detrimental to the health and respectability of the neigh-
bourhood, and calculated to iacrea^e the poor-rates aud
reduce the frontage value.

7. That right-angled streets aud plots are usually most
advantageous and economicaL

Aeotheb Coupeiiios.

POBTABLE GAS-STOVES.
Sib,—

T

he advant^es of gas-stoves, especially in warm
weather, are too obvious to require any comment. Where
there is gas laid in a house, tney can easily he made use
of

;
but there are many houses, both in town and country,

into which gas has not been introduced, and there they
are unavailable, unless an apparatus is attached to them
for generating gas. This can be easily done, as is shown
by the great variety of portable gas-lamps for lighting
purposes now manufaetured; but fhave not been able to
find any gas-stoves with such apparatus, and I will feel
much obliged if you, or any of your correspondents, would
inform me where an article of the kind can be had.
Spirit-lamps answer the purpose pretty well; but they
are too expensive for general use; and, besides, they do
not admit of the flame being regulated according to the
degree of beat required. I have spoken about this to gas-
engiueers, but none of them appeared to see the import-
ance of it, though I feel satisfied that if a thing of the
kind, not too expensive, were to be brought out, ii would
command a very large sale, A Lodged.

LINCOLN AND NOTTINGHAM DISTRICT
SCHOOLS.

8tB,--AB there is at present a competition advertised
emanating from Lincolnshire, it may interest your readers
to know bow a similar thing has been managed there.
The Lincoln and Nottingham Union Schools were adver-

tised, and several plana submitted, ranging in estimate
from 12,OOOZ. to 23,(WOE* The committee met, and, I be-
lieve, rejected all the "high-priced" plans; that is, not
the most elaborate ones, but those whose authors had
given what they believed to be the real coat. No test,
as I hear, was taken, but the superficial feat of each de-
sign I append below, as sent in a printed list to me

Super, feet. Estimate.
Cooke 9,176 ...jE23,000 0 0
Giles & Biven 6,014 ... 19,900 0 0
Peyton & Co 8,490 ... 19,5‘)0 0 0
Hendiay 4 Kingchurch 3,681 ... 18,650 0 0
Lee 11,562 ... 12,000 0 0
Peek 8,764 ... 12,000 0 0

Out of this list the committee selected the design of
Mr. Peck, covering 8,764 ft. super., and to cost—every-
thing being of tbo best description—12,0001.

I may mention that heights and spaces for beds, 4c.,
are in all the designs alike, so that a comparison is easy,
and a notion may be formed that about I Jd. per cubic foot
is the calculation of the supposed cost.
Some of your readers may perhaps know something of

the value of buildings of this kind, and will give their
opinions on the subject. I would, with your permission,
ask them to do so, believing that the time has come when
architects may fairly ask from fellow competitors a fair
and proper estimate of the designs they submit. I trust
you will aid this object. A CoaPBTiiOK.

“ SINK TRAPS.”

Yora correspondent “M. A. B.," in your issue of the
13th ult., complains of the inefflciency of the bell-trap

;

this I have for some time also found to be a great objec-
tion in house-drainage, in which I have had much expe-
rience, and have been Jed to adopt another principle (and
do away with the bell-trap where practicable), vir., in
connecting the waste-pipe from slopstone with the branch
drains, to fix an ordinary S syohon outside the building,
and allow the waste-pipe to dip into the syphon, which
being much larger (say 3 in. to 4 in. diameter) than the
ordinary bell-trap, we invariably find that they seldom or
never choke up, and the syphon being placed ontside the
boilding is easy of access should it ever be necessary to
examine it.

The above method has the great advantage of economy
over the other, as we can have the syphon fixed complete
for la. 9d. each. '

j, B.

THE PROPOSED NEW LAW COURTS.
Mb. Goldssiid, in the House of Commons, called at-

tention to the recent appointment of architects for the
Dew Law Courts, and especially to the claims ofMr. Barry
to the apnointment, and moved that a select committee be
appointed to inquire into the subject.
Mr. Gladstone said that to appoint 'a committee would

be to recommence from the begioning an operation which
bad been extremely laborious and complicated, and there
would be less chance of arriving at a more satisfactory
conclusion than that which had been already come to. The
only prudent course would be to leave the matter in the
hands of the Government, for them to act upon their owu
responsibility.

Mr. Lowe thought it would be an unwise course to
incur a large expenditure by a renewed inquiry into this
subject, though at the same time he believed the Govern-
ment had missed their way, and had not arrived at the
conclusion which they onght to have done. They had set
aside the fact that ilr. Barry's plan was the best in re-
gard to its internal accommodation, and they had given
the work to an architect whose plan the judges had re-
ported possessed the least merits in that respect.

Sir E. Palmer, as one of the judges, said that while
there could not be any doubt that it was a main and lead-
ing point that they should attend to the internal uses for
which the building was intended, yet they certainly did
not think they were to pay attention to this point alone.
They considered that where the internal arrangements
clawed with architectural effect, they were in that case
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to give a preference to the former ; but it would have been
a great injustice to judge the plans merely upon the simple
point of their internal arrangements. Though Mr. Barry's
plw was the best iu this respect, yet unlessithad been also
the beat in other respects how conild they recommend it for
absolute adoption ? As to the point before them, it was a
fallacy to suppose that the Government were to be bound
by the opiniou of the judges, who had failed to make any
seleotion of a plan as judges.
Mr. Hope did not think any good would be attained by

appointing the committee asked for.

Mr. Tite thought that the two architects who bad been
bracketed together might have had the building entrusted
to them jointly. He did not think the building could be
placed on the site that had been prepared for it, and he
suggested that the Chancery Courts should be placed on
the site, and that the Law Courts should be placed ou the
Thames Embankment, Mr. Street being entrusted with
the erection of one, and Mr. Biirry with the other.
Mr. Powell hoped that whatever they did they would

not have the court in two divisiotis,

Mr. TVinterbotham believed that the difficulty had
arisen by adding Messrs. Shaw and Pownall to the five
judges already appointed. Messrs. Shaw and Pownall
were added at the request of the London architects from
a trades union feeling against Mr. Waterhouse, who came
from another part of the country, and whom they wished
to exclude. He supported the refereuce to a select com-
mittee.
Mr. Childers hoped the suggestion of having two courts

would Dot be listened to.

After a few words from Mr. C. Bentinck,
Mr. Pease said Mr. Street had only proved himself ft

successful architect of churches.
Mr. M. Chambers thought, as no two members were

agreed upon tbis subject, the best thing would be to refer
the matter to a select committee.
Lord J. Maunera said the proposal of the hou. member

for Honiton (Mr. Ooldsmid) was a very large one, for he
desired a committee to inquire into the recent appoint-
ment of architects to proposed new buildings in the metro-
polis. It must be evident that no such inquiry as that
could be carried on with satisfaction at the present period
of the session. W'hen the judges could not make any
award, the contract between the architects and the
Government was st^ an end ; and if they had thought fit

they might have called for a new competition. They con-
sidered, however, that it would be unwise to pursae that
course, and accordingly they endeavoured to come to a
decision which in the main should be fair, and at the same
time give security to the country and the profession that
a proper boilding would be erected. He reminded the
House that a petition had been presented from the judge
and officials of the Divorce and Probate Court, stating
that although they were to occupy one-fifth of the new
building, yet the arrangements for them were of a moat
inefficient character in Mr. Barb’s plan. Therefore, if

the Government had appointed Mr. Barry to be architect
of the interior and Mr. Street to be arehiteot of the ex-
terior, tbis result would have followed

;
Mr. Street would

have been able to carry out his own design, while Mr.
Barry would have had the mortification of finding that his
plan for the interior would have to bo materially altered
before it would give satisfaction to one importaut branch
of the new courts. To re-open this subject after the deci-
sion of the Government would only make the complica-
tions worse.
The motion of Mr. Qoldsmid waa negatiyed by a'majority

of 90 to 45.

A PREMATURE DEATH.
Tni Sydney Morning Herald, of May Ist, records at

some length the melancholy death, at the age of 29, of
Mr. Thomas Duckett, late a pupil of Mr. Thornycroft, and
a young sculptor of great promise, who, haring completed
his studies and made the journey to Hume, was preparing
for the contest in the grand arena, when he was recom-
mended by bis medical adviser to visit the Australian
Colonies lor the purpose of averting consumption. But
the voyage was taken in vain. During his absence his
young wife died, and two little ones are left orphans.

In Sydney the deceased artist has left several works
which are highly spoken of, such as those of the "Angels
of Death and Mercy" for the gats of the Haslem Creek
Cemetery, 4c. The numerous sketches and statuette
groups which he has left behind exhibit much delicacy of
taste and clever composition, and it is to be hoped soma
of the latter may be rendered in bronze or Parian for the
benefit of the children. His amiable disposition secured
him many friends, and be was fullowod to his final resting-

place by some of the principal literary men and officials

iu Sydney.

TEE “OWNERSHIP” OF ST. PAUL’S,
CAMDEN-SQUARE.

Iw the Court of Common Pleas (sittings in Banco,
before Mr. Justice Willes and Mr. Justice Byles), the
Vestry of St. Panoras (Appellant) p. Thomas (Kespon-
dent). The facts of tbis case were these The respondent,
the Kev. A. E. G. Thomas, was incumbent of the church
of 8t. Paul, Camden-square, and the Vestry of St. Fancras
summoned him before Mr. Barker at Clerkenwell Police-
court to show cause why he should not pay 6931. 68. lOd.,

the estimated cost of making a new road and footway
round tho land on which his church stood. The question
of the respondent’s liability depended upon whether be
was " owner ” of the church and land within the meaning
of the Act of Parliament. The churches in the parish of
St. Puncras are under the management of a board of
trustees, and these gentlemen received the pew-rents of
the respondent's cburcli, and paid him bis stipend out of
the amount so received. On the one hand, it waa said
that the legal estate was in the respondent

; bat, on the
other band, it was contended that the possession of the
legal estate did not necessarily imply an ownership within
the meauing of the statute. The Metropolis Local
Management Act defined the "owner” as the person
who received the rack-rent. The appellants said that the
respondent was entitled to vote for a member of Parlia-
ment in respect of bis interest in the church; but to this

he replied that he claimed to vote not as the owner of the
land, but in respect of his iuterest m the benefice. Mr.
Barker, after hearing the parties, decided in favour of the
respondent, and dismissed the summons. The qnestion
DOW raised for their lordships was, whether he was right
in h'S decision. The court held that the respondent was
not liable, and they dismissed the appeal.
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J?ITARY REGULATIONS FOR WORK-
SHOPS AND WORK-PLACES.

The Sanitary Committee of the Islington

stry have issued a notice, under the advice of

; Ballard, their medical officer of health, a

rtion of which we may usefully reprint :

—

“SANITARY ACT, 1866, AND WORKSHOPS’
REGULATION ACT, 1867.

Tbe following are among tho more important re-

temente of tbo above Acts, which are applicable to

iik places not under the ope:ation of the Factory Acts,

is the duty of the Vestry to see that they are observed

this parish. ^ , , ,

1. Work-rooms and work-places must be kept

aly condition. _ „ ,

1. They must be well and effectually ventilated, so as

t to endanger the health of the persons employed

^he Medioal Offioer of Health will regard any work-

jm as not sufficiently ventilated in which an unpleasant

animal odour is perceptible, or in which the tempera-

fe is found materially to exceed that of the external air

the warmer months, or 60° in the colder months of the

h llo overcrowding of workrooms is permitted j
that is

say, the number or persons working m any room must

it be so great as to endanger their health,

phe Medical Officer of Health will regard any work-

om to be overcrowded, in which for the number of per-

ns employed therein a sufficient ventilation as above

acribed cannot be constantly maintained without ex-

sure of tho work-people to dangerous draughts ;
also

tyroom in which a floor-space of at least 36 superfloial

It cannot be allotted to each person, or in which the

ibical space of the room is such as that at least 300

iical feet of air are not allowed for each person,

ifhe superficial floor space of a room is found by
iltiplying its length by its breadth; and the cubical

aoe of a room by multiplying the result of this by its

tmht.

Mr example:—A room 25 ft. long and 15 ft. wiae =
5 ft. of floor space, may (if properly ventilated) be
icupiod by ten work-people, provided that it is not less

I in 8 ft. in height = cubical capacity of 3,000 ft. If lees

ilD this in height, the floor space must be proportionally

eger, or the number of occupants reduced.]

[An infringement of any of the above throe regulations

II render the master or mistress liable to prosecution

ader the Iflth section of the Sanitary Act, 1866, and the

nisancoa Removal Act.”

THE CONSTRUCTION AND FITTING-UP
( OF METROPOLITAN WORKHOUSES.

[ The Poor-Law Board have juat issued a circa-

.r letter informiug the Guardians of the Poor in

:ondon, that they have prepared instructions

or the guidance of architects in the construe-

non of workhouses and workhouse infirmaries,

ehese inatructions are intended “ as a general

mide to the architect employed by the Guar-

mans, and are not designed nnduly to fetter his

idscretion in the preparation of plana for the

nynsideration of the Guardians, or to apply to

every detail connected with the construction of

0 iie workhouses but the Poor-Law Board say

ahat “ they will generally be guided by these

sttatructions when considering plans which may
I ;6 submitted them for their approval.” With
gsgard to the fittings, the circular says :

—

" It appears to the Board to be desirable that there

otould be a nearer approach to uniformity in the mode in

lii'iuoh workhouses ore furnished, and they are of opinion

shat whilst for the ordinary wards only a few conveniences,

idnd those of a simple character, are required, the sick

irrarda sbotUd be more carefully furnished, and all the

iciccessary medical appliances supplied. It is tbe duty of

lehe medical officer, under the regulations of the Board,
icpggcst tho number of articles that may he required from
Clime to time, and they do not doubt the Guardians will

[>uly consider such suggestions, or that they will be made
; uy the medical officer with all reasonable discretion aud
iitnth due regard to economy.”

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.

. Arnold.—^Tho church of Arnold, a village in

vilotts, has been closed for some time past for

jeveneral restoration and improvement, and is now
tre-opened. Tho restoration has been at present

)utrat partial, as there yet remain the chancel and

wpoTch and other parts in an incomplete state.

fhChe work has been carried out under the manage-

nnoent of Mr. Henry Carrey, of London, the

irorobitect for the new St. Thomas’s Hospital,

Hand of Mr. S. Dutton Walker, of Nottingham,

irarchitect. Owing to a dispute with the con-

itractor, and other difficulties, the work has been

rmore than two years in progress. Amongst
jtbther difficulties with which the architects had

:oto contend was the inseeure state of tho arcades,

irlwhich were at least 10 in. out of the perpen-

iidicular, and which upon examination were found

loto be absolutely without any solid foundation,

jTowing to original faulty conacruction, aud to the

DTnumberlcss burials which bad taken place. Saw-
pgrooves were cut in the stonework of the in.

dclining piers, and tbe whole arcade was heeled

over until it had attained a perpendicular line
;

,

and this was done without crack or flaw, every

pier being underpinned with a solid foundation.

The whole of the stonework and tracery of tho

exterior of the building has been repaired, the

gallery at the west end have been cleared away,

new benches have been placed in the nave and

aisles, new floors laid, the windows re-glazed,

new roofs constructed, &c.

Gretton .—The church hero has been rebuilt

and ro-opened. It is situated close to the high

road between Winchoomb and Tewkesbui’y. Its

tower aud spire, which rise to the height of

about 100 ft., are visible from most parts of the

surrounding country, and may bo discerned even

so far off as Malvern. The plan of tho church

consists of nave, chancel, south transept, tower

(the lower part forming a porch), and a vestry

on tho north side of tho chancel, from which it

is separated by an arch. The design is De-

corated, the walling being constructed of Guiting

stone, with Bath stone dressings. The spire is

wholly of the latter material, and tho roofs are

covered with Staffordshu-o tiles. The tower ad-

joins the transept, and is square at the base : at

the bellry stage it diminishes to an octagon,

which form it preserves to tho top. The win-

dows are in part single lights, and in part

coupled. Three of these windows are filled

with stained glass, by Messrs. Hardman, and it

is contemplated to fill tbe remainder also in liko

manner. In the gable of the transept is a rose

window, consisting of a series of circles with

trefoil cusps, arranged round a central circle,

also cusped, the whole being comprised in an

outer circumscribing circle. Of similar charac-

ter, though differently treated, is the west

window, which is a large composition of four

lights, under a pointed head, and having lofty

jamb mouldings. In this window, as well as in

those of tho apse, chancel arch, and principal

doorway, aro introduced shafts of various,

coloured atone. The roofs throughout are open-

and differ in design in the several parts of the

building. In the chancel the principals spring

from stono corbels, carved as augols bearing

shields, and picked out in gold and colours.

The seats in tho nave aud transept are of deal,

those in tho chancel are of oak, as are also tho

pulpit and desk. The floors are paved through-

out with tiles, plain and encaustic, in various

patterns designed by the architect, and the

chancel is lighted by a brass corona. A medal

has been struck as a memento, and presented

by Mrs. Dent to those who have been most

engaged in carrying out the work. It bears on

one side a view, in relief, of the church, and on

tho other an inscription. Mr. J. Drayton Wyatt,

of London, was the architect, and Messrs. Collins

& Collis, of Tewkesbury, wore the builders.

Clifton (Bristol).—The new church, dedicated

to All Saints, has been consecrated. It will,

when completed, be one of the largest in the

city, taking the place, so far as extent and

solidity of construction go, between churches of

an ordinary size aud a cathedral. When finished

it will accommodate 1,200. At present, how-

ever, the structure consists of only a portion of

the original design. Tho whole design, when

carried out, will cost somewhere about 20,0001.

The plans were made by Mr. G. E. Street, wbo

has designed the structure in the transition

period (Gothic). For some time the work was

left in abeyance. The chancel, with its aide

aisles, the vestries adjoining, and the pillars of

Mansfield stone supporting the nave, were

erected, and the foundation of tho whole build-

ing built up to a certain height. Recently a

temporary nave, for the accommodation of about

5u0 persons, and constructed so as not to inter-

fere with the erection of tbe original design over

it, has been formed of stonework, inside the

pillars cf the original design. The pillars sup-

porting the arches and the chancel are formed

of alternate bands of Pennant, red sandstone,

and freestone. Tho whole of tho chancel is

paved with Minton’s tiles.

Sed|7eberrou’.—For some months 'past the

parish church of Sodgeberrow has been closed

during tbe progress of extensive works of

restoration and decoration, which have been

carried out at the sole expense of Mrs. Barber,

widow of the late rector of the parish, as a me-

morial of whom the work was initiated. The
church consists of nave and chancel only, the

nave terminating at its western end in an octa-

gon tower, surmounted by a spire of about equal

height, and TKvehing an entire altitude of 10-1 ft.

The exterior works of the present restoration

comprised the rebuilding of abont two-thirds of

this spire, which has been fitted with Newell’s

lightning conductor, carried through the vane,

and a galvanised iron cross, the entire recon-

struction of the roof, and the rebuilding from

the window-heads upwards of the exterior walls.

Entrance to the interior is obtained through a

porch, in keeping Yvith the rest of the edifice.

The roof is an open ribbed one of English oak.

The seats are uniform and open, with pierced

backs and carved ends. The floor is of English

oak, tbe nave and chancel being paved with

Minton’s red and black encaustic tiles, interlaced

with stone bands. The nave and chancel are

divided by a carved oak rood-screen, , filled in

with tracery. Most of the windows throughout

the church have been, and the rest are, we under-

stand, in due course to be, filled in with painted

glass, painted by Mrs. Barber herself. The
works have been carried out at a cost of up-

wards of 2,OOOJ. The architect employed was
Mr. W. Butterfield.

Bletcldey .—The parish church of St. Mary has

been restored and re-opened. The whole of tho

exterior has been restored in Ancaster and Bath

stone. The interior has also been restored, the

inernatatiou of brickwork and other materials

nsed in the “chnrchwardening” process having

been removed. The most conspicuous alteration

is in the chancel, all the windows in which, toge-

ther with the doorway, have been altered so as

to harmonize with the original character of the

building. In the east side is a five-light traoeried

window, with trefoils and quatrefoils in the head.

There is a reredos, consisting of a canopied

centre panel, surmounted by a floriated cross,

and two narrow side panels of Painswick stone,

with carved caps and bases, and Mansfield red

shafts. In front is a detached cross of Mans-

field stone, carved, backed by a painting of

radiated nimbus in the centre panel, the side

panels being diapered, with an angel in the

centre beneath the cusping. The chancel is

fitted with return stalls of carved oak. The
ceiling of the ohancel, “painted,” says Lips-

comb, “ with extravagant expense, but little

taste,” representing tho twelve Apostles, has

been preserved, partly in deference to the

memory of Browne Willis, and partly on finan-

cial grounds. The body of the church has been

fitted with oak seats, and a paving of wood
blocks under the seats, the other portions of

the floor being covered with Minton’s tilos and

the old paving. The old tower had fallen into

a state of dilapidation which was almost

dangerons. The “ four handsome pinnacles

of the angles,” commemorated
.
by Lipscomb,

have been removed, as out of character with

the rest of the building. The clearstory win-

dows and parapets have been entirely renewed.

The whole of the work has been executed

(under the superintendence of the architect,

Mr. W. White), by the contractor, Mr. Kim-

berly, of Banbury ;
the carving was done by

Mr. 8. Allen. Tho entire cost has been 2, 3001.

The chancel has been restored by the rector,

at a cost of 6601. An organ, designed by the

Rev. W. G. Corker, of Fenny Stratford, and

built by Mr. T. Atherton, Leighton Buzzard,

has been placed in the north aisle.

Linibury.—The new district church of Lim-

bury-cum-Biscot, by Luton, has been conse-

crated by the Bishop of Ely. The chnrch, which

has been built at the sole coat of Mr. John S.

Crawley, consists of a nave 58 ft. by 26 ft., a

chancel 36 ft. by 20 ft., a north chanoel aisle

16 ft. by 10 ft., divided from the chancel by a

double arch, supported on a polished marble

pillar, an organ-chamber, a sacristy, a north

porch, a double bell-cobe, and a warming crypt.

The style is Decorated. The walls, which are

3 ft. and 4 ft. thick, are faced inside and out

with light-coloured bricks, relieved with others

of a deeper tone, aud cased with chalk. All the

dressed work is out of freestone. The roofs are

open-framed of pitch pine, covered with heavy

green slates, and aro boarded and felted. The

benches are also of pitch pine. The aisles are

laid with encaustic tiles, and the chancel-hall

below the windows is faced with similar tiles

supplied by Mr. Godwin, of Hereford. The

pulpit and font are carved, the former diapered.

An oak screen separates the chancel from the

nave, and the chancel is fitted with stone

sedilia, piscina, and credence. The church was

erected by Mr. Gough, of Bishop’s Castle, builder,

from the designs and under the superintendence

of Mr. T. Nicholson, of Hereford, the diocesan

architect.
i.

Curhar, Derbyshire. — All Samts Chnrch,

Curbar, has been consecrated. The church is a

Gothic structure, which has been erected by the

exertions of tbe Rev. J. Stookdale, the incum-
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bent of Baslow The ediBce is completed and I Whitby stone, and the walling of Bradford setsopened at a cost of from 1,800!. to 2,000!. There in thin beds. The side being®to the street is the
Btill remain to be bmlt a paraonaee and schoola, Drincinal front. ,•= o
Btill remain to be built a parsonage and schools,
towards which there is a sum of 200J. or 300Z.
in hand. The Duke of Rutland gave the site.

The architect ia Mr. A. Salvin, jnn., of London;
and the builder Mr. Ashwell, of London.
Bebington.—Die Bishop of Chester has con-

eecrated the Church of England portion of the
new cemetery at Bebington. The cemetery is

situated about the centre of the parish, some
500 yards from Old Chester-road, on the south
side of Eock-Iane, which leads to Higher Beb-
ington. There is a main entrance from Rock-
lane, and a drive, 2-1 ft. wide, leading to the
chapel, which is erected on the crest of the
ground forming the main entrance. On either
side, about 100 yards inside the ground, and the
same distance apart, facing each other, are the
Nonconformist and Roman Catholic chapels, the
Nonconformist being on the left hand side when
yon enter.

Neath.—We are requested to state that the
gas-fittings of St. David’s Church were provided
by Messrs. Hale & Sons, of Bristol—not Hall, as
misprinted.

DISSENTING CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS,
lAndley .—The new Wesleyan chapel, which

is now nearly completed, was recently opened.
It has been designed in the Geometric style,
by Mr. George Woodhouse, of Bolton. The
principal fa9ade faces East-street. It is set back
some 30 ft. from the causeway. The approach
is flagged with sawn flags. This front has two
side and one central entrance-door openings,
each having a flight of three steps to the
threshold. The ground-floor story has a frontage
of 60 ft. To the left, with its west and south
front, is the tower, 13 ft. square on plan. Above
the foundations of this tower, which have been
sunk below the workings of an old quarry, is a
base course, 2 ft. 6 in. deep, the upper part of
which is splayed and moulded. The whole is
crowned with a light ornamental cornice on the
four sides. The principal decorative feature in
the front is the large four-light window. It is
22 ft. high and 11 ft. wide. The whole of the
windows are glazed with selected rolled glass,
in diamond quarries, with coloured borders,
executed by Messrs. Edmundson, of Manchester.
The outer walls throughout are built of pitch-
faced wall-stones from the Elland-edge quarries.
The roof is a steep Gothic pitch, rising 30 ft. high
from the square. The roofs are all boarded and
covered with felt, on the top of which are laid
the slates, in blue and green bands. The ridge
has an ornamental ridge-cresting, set in cement.
The following contractors have executed the
several works .-—Masons’ work, Messrs. Thos. &
Geo. Rhodes; joiner and carpenters’, Robert
Whiteley

;
plasterer’s, I. Jowitt

;
plumber’s,

H. Garton
;

painter’s, John Brook
; slaters’,

Goodwin & Sons
; gasfittings, J. W. Dovery,

of Manchester. Accommodation is provided for
650, and the cost of the whole works, not
including architect’s commission, is expected to
be abont3,600Z.

York .—The new Baptist church has been
opened for divine worship. The edifice is
Bitnated in Priory-street, Micklegato, and will
accommodate about 700 persons. The building
stands with its side to Priory-street. The style
is the Early Decorated. The plan consists of a
nave and aisles, with transepts. The extreme
length of the nave is 78 ft.; the width, 24 ft.

6 in.; height to the eaves above the clearstory,
32 ft. 6 in., and to the collar beam of roof (where
it is ceiled) 44 ft. 6 in. The extreme width is
44 ft. between the aisle walla, and 49 ft. 6 in.
across the transepts. The arcade below the
clearstory is of brick, with plaster mouldings,
and supported upon cast-iron columns, with
foliated capitals. A gallery has been erected
over the aisles and across the ends over the
vestibules. The front of the galleries is in
pitch pine, with Quebec pine panels in the lower
part, and ornamental ironwork in the upper part,
the framing being relieved with ornamental
chamfering. The iron columns supporting the
arcade divide the gallery front into bays, as they
are seen the entire height. The seats are all
open benches, with ornamental ends. Behind
the church, with its end to the street, is a

40 ft. by 21 ft., ministers’ vestry,
lobby and staircase to schoolroom, which is 45 ft.

V
timber work of the roof of both

cfinrch and school is exposed to view. The
extenor is faced with stone, the dressings in

_— _
— oiuo wciug Lu tuu aurcoi. la Lue

principal front. There is a tower at the entrance
corner towards Micklegate, containing one of the
staircases to galleries. The tower itself is to
the top of the parapet 54 ft., and to the top of
the pinnacles 61 ft. It is covered with a high-
pitched roof of ornamental slating, having iron
cresting on the ridge. The architect was Mr. W.
Peachey, of Darlington. The contractors for the
several works were for the brick and atone work,
Messrs. C. Bowman & Co.

;
plastering, Mr. Croft

;

slating, Mr.T.P. Wood; carpenter andjoiner’s,
Bellerby; plumbing, gasfitting, and

glazing, Mr. J. Dickinson
;
painting, Mr. Poulter;

smith andironfoundBr’8,Mr.Bousfield; andwarm-
mg, Messrs. J. Longbottom & Co. The cost,
including everything bub school fittings, was
3,538Z., and the total cost, including the land,
about 5,000Z. This does not include the cost of
the organ (nearly 200Z.), erected by Mr. Posbill,
organ builder, of York.

ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH BUILDING
NEWS.

Longton .—The corner-stone of a new church
has been laid here in the presence of Dr. Ulla-
thorne, Roman Catholic Bishop of Birmingham.
The site of the now building is Heathcote-road,
a short distance from the existing edifice. The
new church will be in the Early French Deco-
rated style of Gothic architecture, and will
accommodate 1,000 persons. It will be erected
of Stafi'ordsbire red brick, with Bath stone and
Hollington stone dressings. It will be a parallelo-
gram in form, the nave being 138 ft. long by
36 ft. wide, with two aisles 110 ft. long by 14 ft.
wide. The external height of the building is to
be 78 ft. The nave will terminate in a penta-
gonal apse, and will be divided from the aisles
by nine equilateral arches resting upon columns
17 ft. high, formed of Mansfield and Painswick
stone. The sanctuary is to be raised 4 ft. above
the body of the church, at the end of which will
be placed a reredos, made of Caen stone, with
marble columns in various colours, and cappings
of the same material, the gift of a private bene-
factor. The sides of the sanctuary will be lined
with polished oak stalls, and the pavement will
be laid with Miuton’a encaustic tiles. The roof
over the sanctuary is to be formed with a con-
centric groin. The’rest of the sanctuary will be
covered with a timber roof decorated. The nave
is to be divided into eight compartments by
framed and moulded principals, with painted and
gilt iron roses at the several junctions. The
same will be divided and sub-divided with framed
and moulded ribs, the intervening spaces being
filled with plaster, which will also eventually be
decorated. The organ-loft will be placed at the
west end, and supported by a stone arch extend-
ing the entire width of the nave. Above the
organ will be placed a western rosette window
18 ft. in diameter. The roofs will be covered
with green and purple slates in various devices.
Attached to the church are to be extensive
sacristies, and also a presbyter for three priests.
The plans further contemplate a south-west
tower and spire. Independently of the site,
the cost of the work already contracted for is
about 5,0001. ; this being exclusive of fittings,
carving, and the contemplated tower and spire.
The architect is Mr. E. W. Pugin, of Ramsgate

;

and the builder is Mr. Geo. Heveningham, of
Wolverhampton.

the Widow’s Son, Christ blessing Little Childi
and, in the centre, our Lord raising Lazar
The detail of the window is grisaille, the subj
in the centre being snrmonnted by a canopy,
was designed and executed by Mr. Baguley
Newcastle-on-Tyne. The east window of
same church is in hand, by the same artist,
the Rev. E, M. Benson, of Cowley, and t
shortly be erected.

Abbey Church, Cambridge.— One of the w
dows of this church has been filled with stair
glass in memory of the late Mrs. Preston, w
of Mr. T. Preston, of the Abbey. The cen
opening is filled with the Cruoifixion, and i

Saviour is surrounded with an aureole a
glory, on a blue and rnby ground -work; 1

latter representing heaven and the former ear
In the trefoil above is an angel holding t

emblem of the Trinity; at the base is the Ian
an emblem of our Saviour, with ornamen
work.^ The left-hand opening contains t

Nativity
;
the right, the Baptism. The wh<

are under Early canopies. At the base of t
outer subjects is the Alpha and the Omej
surrounded with ornamental gronnd-work.
the trefoil above there are angels holding scrol
The artist engaged was Mr. Constable,
Warwick.
Kimbolton Church .—A stained-glass wiDd{

froni Messrs. Avery (fe Sons, London, repi
senting the Resurrection of our Lord, and t
appearance of the Angel to the Marys at t'

Tomb, has been placed in one of the wi
dows on the south side of the church. Tt
window is erected to the memory of the Re
T. Ainsworth, the late vicar.

Bulkington Church, near Nuneaton.—There h:
been recently fixed in this church, by Mesar
Holland & Son, of Warwick, a stained-gla
memorial window containing the subjects
Healing the Sick and Raising Lazarus to Lil
surmounted by canopies in a floriated trea
ment containing figures of Faith and Hop
angel in tracery holding a scroll, with tl
words, " Faith is the substanoe of things hops
for.” An inscription is placed at the foot of tl
window.

SCHOOL-BUILDING NEWS.

STAINED GLASS.

St. MichaeVs, Worcester.—The chancel win-
dow of Sb. Michael’s Church, Worcester, has
been filled with stained glass by Messrs. Done
& Davies, of Shrewsbury. The design was
chosen and executed under the direction of Mr.
H, Bennett, who presented the window to the
church. The subject, which occupies the three

, openings of the window, is the Crucifixion. In
the upper part of the centre opening is our
Saviour on the Cross, looking towards the peni-
tent thief, who is in the side opening on His
right hand, the impenitent thief being in the
aide opening on Bis left. At the foot of the
cross are Mary Magdalene and His mother.

St. John’s, Cowley .—A stained-glass memorial
window of three lights has just been placed in
this church. The subjects are the Marriage at
^Cana, the Man at the Pool of Bethesda, Raising

CarZZon (Nottingham).—The chief stone of i

national schools for Carlton has been laid. W
completed they will accommodate 400 child)
The schools will be situated almost in the cei
of the village. There will be three rooms, 5C
by 20 ft. each, the class-rooms behind. Mes
Goddard & Son, Lincoln, the architects,

j
pose to erect the bnildings in the Tudor st
The builders are Messrs. Key & Cave, Carltor

Stratford, Essex .—New schoola are now
course of erection in the district of St. P{
Stratford. They are being built of stocks w
red brick dressings. The contract has b
taken by Mr. James Rivett, of Stratford, builc
for 2,493Z. Mr. Henry Ough is the arohit<
and the building is being erected nnder
superintendence. The foundation-stone was Is

on the 6th instant, by Mrs. T. Fowel Buxt
whose family have been great benefactors to I

district. St. Paul's district contains more tl

10,000 inhabitants, principally mecbanics a
labonrers, without any schools

; and it is fear
from the great difficulty experienced in maki
up the present deficiency of 500Z, it will
necessary to postpone the erection of the bo
and girls’ school.

Prittlewell (Chelmsford).—‘Yhe new natioi
schools recently erected are now open. I
building, which is Ecclesiastical in style,
situated at the south end of the church, and
in keeping with its architecture and gene:
character. The architects were Messrs. We
ham & Blake, of Westminster, and their desig
have been carried out by Mr. Carter, of Roc
ford, builder, at a cost of 1,500Z. The sohoi
room, which can be divided by a tempora
partition into boys’ and girls’ rooms, is 54
long by 24 ft. wide, and will accommodate 1.

children. The benches have been construct
nnder the superintendence of Mr. Edmunds,
London. In their ordinary position each forr
a bench with a lean-to behind, bnt the back c!

be opened so as to form a level desk for readin
and by touching a spring this becomes a writin,
desk sloping at an angle of 45 degrees, while 1

joining two benches together with the desks
the level position a table is formed, 10 ft. loi

by 4 ft. wide, with seats on each side. Ope:
ing from the schoolroom is a class-room, 18 1

square, which is also intended for readings, co)
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certs, and other parochial purposes, and is pro-

vided with a moveable platform suitable for such
occasions. Adjoining the schools is a residence

for the master and mistress, the style being
uniform with that of the school buildings.

Chester .—The Bishop Graham MemorialRagged
School, in Princess-street, is now completed and
opened. The building has been designed by Mr.
W. M. Boden, of Chester, architect

;
and Mr.

Edwin Harrison was the builder. The elevation

presents a porch with two doors, divided by a
shaft of slate, with carved stone capital. Above
the doorway is a statue (executed by a Chester
artist, Mr. Griffiths) of the late diocesan, Dr.
Graham, as a tribute to whose memory this

school has been erected.

^lisx'ellanca.

Memorial Tablets.—At the annual meeting
3f the Society of Arts, it was stated that leave
aas been obtained to affix tablets on the former
residences of Benjamin Franklin, Sir Joshua
Reynolds, Lord Nelson, and James Barry, but
;hat the progress in fixing these aud others had
Deen delayed by experiments in the.manufac-
juring, which Messrs. Minton, Hollins, & Co.
lave been making.

Electric Organ.—An electric organ, which
vill shortly be opened by Mr. Glenn Wesley, is

)eing built by Bryceson Brothers & Co. for
Christ Church, Camberwell. This organ is to
)e placed in a chamber on the south side of the
ihancel above the vestry, but the organist will
it on the opposite side amongst the choir, some
10 ft. distant from the organ. The electric
ystem is forthwith to be applied to the organ in
It. Michael’s, Cornhill, Messrs. Bryceson’s con-
tact having been accepted for the entire recon-
itrnction of this large organ. The manuals will
le placed at a distance of 30 ft. from the instru-
nent. Various pressures of wind and other
mprovements will also be introduced.

Crops from London Sewage.—At the usual
neeting of the Metropolitan Board of Works,
he chairman said he had received a letter from
Jr. Hope, of the Essex Reclamation Society, in
eferenco to the effects of sewage manure ap-
died to the land. In this letter Mr. Hone
aid,

—

*' Herewith I have the honour to send duplicate speci-
jena of the samples of our crops, which wo are eihihiting
t the show of the Essex A^icultural Society this day.
ome of the samples are quite unprecedented. The
trople of wheat is grown on a piece of lend which bore
le same crop last season. The oats, which are perhaps
le most extraordinary ever seen, liaye been produced by
16 imexhausted manure left on the land by the application
4,000 tons of sewage per acre last year to a piece of

ind from which we got last season 71 tons of grass per
are. This is a conclusive refutation of those enemies
)ho pretend that sewage farming exhausts the land. I
mst that these samples will be interesting to the Board.”

come specimens of wheat, barley, oats, potatoes,
iid strawberries accompanied this letter, and
rere of extraordinary size and quality.

? The Marquis Townshend’s Scheme for
’IPRoving the Government of the Metro-
DLis.—A Bill has been presented to the House
L’ Lords by the Marquis Townshend, “ to provide
ugulations for the government of the metropolis
certain matters.” This Bill has been made

iifficiently comprehensive to bring within its
pope a variety of minor bub more or less
laportant matters which have not hitherto been
emed of sufficient importance to be dealt with
F specific legislation. He proposes to make it

^enal offence to drop fruit-peel on a footway
j or

ri ride across a thoroughfare at a greater speed
ran six miles an hour. Other persons to be sab-
toted to a penalty, not exceeding 40s., to be
Jtposed upon the foregoing offenders are persons
lihibiting or distribnting pamphlets relating to
rseases

j women who place themselves outside
h houses for the purpose of cleaning the win-
vswsj and persons who place flowerpots, &o.,
etside their houses without securing them,
'sossing-sweepers not employed by the guardians
;hthe district in which they ply their calling are
«ba put down, and a decided nuisance these
:gggarB are. Another object of the Bill is to
ipipel all stall-keepers to take out licenses,
leher clauses impose penalties for retaining dead
lidies in rooms occupied by living persona for
rare than twenty-four hours, and for conveyin'^
b hackney carriages persons suffering from
Jceotious disease. Some of the clauses are not
yy clear in purpose, and others may nob meet
bih universal approval, but the intention
leaerally is good and useful.

ANewDve from Gas Refuse.—Anew golden-
yellow dyo, called dinitro-naphthyl, has been
obtained from the naphthaline of gasworks, by
treating a solution of muriate of naphtbylamin
and nitrate of potash with nitric acid.

London’s Din.—Sir ; The intolerable noise
caused by the wheels of vehicles on the London
stones is distressingly painful to manyj sleep is

often broken by the rushing of midnight cabs
and lumbering carts. With the view of silencing
this turmoil and ceaseless din, I beg to propose
as an experiment to twirl the wheel in a pan of
hot thick glate, so as to coat the iron tire, then '

roll along the ground strewn with sand or fine

gravel : it hardens quickly, and adheres
tenaciously, if not wet or dirty. Any uniform
thickness can be insured by a fixed scraper

j
the

composition can be purchased at 23. fid. per can.
It is gntta-percha and india-rubber dissolved by
naphtha. The horse’s hoofs and shoes might
receive a covering with advantage.—R. T.

M. Musabd's Stables.— The Paris papers
give the following description of the mews be-
longing to M. Musard, of musical fame :—The
visitor enters beneath a vast ports coc/icre into a
vestibule entirely surrounded by glass, whence,
without the trouble of moving from his divan,
the master of the establishment can survey his

equine property. On the right are eleven loose
boxes, at present nutenanted, as monsieur or
madamo are at their chateau in Normandy. On
the left are the coach-houses containing the
town carriages,—that is, Victorias, landaus,
coaches, barouches, &c.,—all eight springs. The
harness-rooms next occupy your attention : to
reach them you pass the stalls belonging to
M. Musard’s saddle-horses, which are built round
a court, the central ornaments of which are
three marble fountains. The names of twelve
of these fortunate animals are recorded. I spare
yon the recital, but beg to assert that carpets
extend tho whole length of the stalls, within
which the animals are allowed to repose on
ordinary straw.

The Improvement of Glasgow.—At a meet-
ing of the Glasgow town council, in their

capacity as City Improvement Trustees, held in

Glasgow last week, some details were given with
regard to the operations of the trustees for the
improvement of the city. The committee
reported that the loans obtained by the trustees
amounted to 263,0023., while the assessments
received were in all 64,7283. Tho committee
were still 200,0003. below the sum which the
trustees authorized them to borrow. The total

purchases of property amounted to 291,3073.,
and the whole expenditure to 274,2113. A con-
siderable nnmberof houses had been taken down
in the old parts of the city, with a view to open
up densely populated and unhealthy localities,

and the work of demolition was still proceeding.
On the other hand, the committee had made
arrangements for the erection of four blocks of
dwelling-houses for the working-classes, and were
prepared to proceed at once with a block capable
of accommodating about 200 persons. It was
hoped that when these houses were erected
private builders would come forward aud provide
for tho displaced population, in which case the
committee did nob propose to proceed further in

this direction.

A Sanmtary Department for India.—At a
recent meeting of the health section of the
Social Science Association a paper on the neces-
sity of establishing a department for public
health in connexion with the Government of
ludia was read by Mr. W. C. Bonnerjee, in
which ho pointed out the extremely unsatisfac-
tory state of India from a sanitary point of
view. Both in cities and in the provinces people
die by thousands from preventible disease. In
the provinces, he said, there is no drainage, nor
even the open-air drains as in towns. No death-
rate is kept, but it is known to all the world
that the percentage of deaths in India is far

above the common. There being no officer to
advise the Governor-General in sanitary affaire,

the recommendations of enbordinate medical
officers are not properly considered, and medical
officers fear being considered “pushing men.”
He thought that India would improve in matters
of sanitation if there were created a department
to look after the public health, and he snbmitted
a plan for the consideration of tho Association,
which was, that there should be a central board
of health in the different provinces, with local

boards] all over the country, the presidents of
the central boards to be members of the council
of the governors.

The Survey of City Property.— An officer
is about to be appointed by the corporation of
London to make periodical and systematical sur-
veys of the City property. The salary attached
to the new office will be 4003. per annum.

Demolitions in the Strand.—Several of the
houses on the north side of the Strand, lying
between Wellington-street and Catherine-street,
are closed, prior to demolition, for the purposes
of the new circus which is to bo erected there.
The building known as the Strand Music Hall is

to be in a great measure rebuilt.

Infant Mortality at Liverpool.—Ata recent
meeting of the local health committee, the chair-
man remarked that there was one curious feature
connected with the medical officer’s report, to
which ho wished to call attention. The number
of deaths of children under five years of age was
50 per cent, of the total mortality, aud it varied
little from that every week. It was very
extraordinary that the average should be so
steady, but he had observed for a long time that
tho rate kept at 50 per cent.

Stanground Cross.—There has been erected
in the grounds of Stanground Vicarage an early
cross, which had been doing duty as a footway
over a narrow water-course in tho village.
Before the Conquest there was a church at
Sianground, and the existence of the latter

ornament raises the question among ecclesio-
logists whether the cross recently discovered
may not have been erected before the time of
William I. It is in fair preservation, and the
thanks of the antiquary are due to the Rev. R.
Cory for preserving this relic.

The Inauguration of the Luther Monu-
ment.—The inauguration of the Luther monu-
ment attracted to the small town of Worms
sufficient visitors to fill a large capital. As
many as 90,000 people were present, who, of
course, could not be lodged in the town, and had
to seek shelter as well as they could in the
villages of the neighbourhood. Besides the
Kings of Prussia and Wnrtemberg, and several
of the minor German Protestant princes, about
2,000 clergymen had arrived from all parts of
Germany and Switzerland.and even from Prance,
England, and America. The festivities were
rather of a serious than a gay character.

Society for Improving the Condition of
the Labouring Classes.—The annual meeting
has been held at Willis’s Rooms, St. James’s,
under tho presidency of the Earl of Shaflesbury.
The report presented a favourable account of
the success attending the various model lodging,
houses belonging to the society, as well as
several renovated dwelling-houses in different
parts of the metropolis. The report was
adopted, and addresses were given by the Right
Hon. W. F. Cowper, the Hon. A. Kinnaird, Mr.
Dimsdale, the Rev. Canon Niabet, &c. The
gold medal awarded to the society at the Paris
Exhibition was presented to the president.

Illuminating Gas has many impurities, of
which perhaps the most objectionable is sulphur.
Some tests have recently been made by Mr.
Valentin, of tho Royal College of Chemistry, to
ascertain the amount of this noxious substance
evolved in the combustion of given quantities of
the gas supplied by various companies

; and it

has followed that the purest samples give as
much as from 20 to 30 grains of sulphur for
every 100 cubic feet consumed. An ordinary
fish-tail jet may be said to burn 5 cubic feet an
hour. Prom this and an inspection of his gas
bills, a consumer may compute tho quantity of
brimstone that he diffuses through the atmo-
sphere of his house in the course of a year.

Society for the Encouragement of the
Pine Arts.—At the last meeting of this Society
on Thursday—Mr, Samuel Carter Hall in the
chair—Mr. Wyke Bayliss delivered the last lec-

ture of the season, “ On Certain Effects of Reli-
gion on Art.” He showed that for good or evil
religion and art have always been associated
together, and in the refined idealism of Classic,
the devotional character of Mediaeval, the broad
human sympathies of modern art, he traced the
influences of the dominant religions under which
these schools existed, Mr. Bayliss contended
that Greek art, in its eclecticism, limited itself to

few bat grand types of human beauty; that
Medimval art added new types in heroism or
saintly virtue ; and that it remained for the
modern schools to show that the theme of art
shonld be as limitless as is the splendour of the
creation.
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PoBTEAiT OF BROUGHAit. — A remarkable

portrait of Lord Brougham, life-size, is given in

the British ^Vorkman for July, price one penny.

It is wonderfully like him as he appeared lately,

and a capital specimen of wood engraving for

the million.

The Tower of St. Mart Somerset CnuRcn,

Upper Thames Street.—Mr. Bentinck, in the

Commons, asked the Government whether they

would obtain, by purchase or otherwise, the mate-

rials of the tower of St. Mary Somerset Church,

Upper Thames-street, advertised for sale by
tender, with a view to the re-erection of the

tower in some fitting locality. In reply, however.

Lord J. Manners said he thought the Govern-

ment would not be justified in asking Parliament

for the money for the re-erection of the tower

referred to.

The Bradford Supply of Water.—A season

of nnuaual drought has seriously diminished the

store of water in the Stubden Reservoir, from
which two-thirds of the supply for the high-level

district are drawn. The waterworks committee
at length decided to limit the supply from the

high-level service to one day per week, com-
mencing with the following day, when notices to

this eflTect were extensively posted, and naturally

created no little consternation throughout the

district afi’ected, which includes, besides the

high-level parts of the borough, Thornton, North
Bierley, Wibsey, Gomersal, Birstal, Tong, Tyersal,

Pudsey, and Eccleahill.

Birmingham Architectural Society.— The
annual meeting of this society was held on
Thursday, the 25th of June ; the president, Mr.
John J. Bateman, in the chair. The report of

the council showed that during the past session

six papers had been read upon various subjects i

of interest, and that the present number of pro- '

fessional members is thirty-seven. Votes of

thanks were awarded to the returning officers

for their services, and the following gentlemen
were elected officers for the ensuing year :

—

President, Mr. A. B. Pbipson
;

vice-president, '

Mr. T. Thomason ;
treasurer, Mr. J. J. Bate-

man J
hon. secretsiry, Mr. B. Corser.

The Peel Statue in New Palace-yard.

—

Lord Elcbo, in the Commons, moved that in the

opinion of the House the Peel statue ought to be
removed from Palace-yard. No one, he re-

marked, could say with truth that this statue

was an ornament to the metropolis. It ought to

be broken up and melted, and a better statue of

Sir Robert Peel obtained, as this one was a dis-

grace to the memory of that great man. Mr.
Beresford Hope said the friends of Baron Maro-
chetti ought to have it put out of the way.
There should be a first-class minister, with full

control over all matters of art in the metropolis.

Mr. Cardwell said the original statue was ob-

jected to by Sir C. Barry, as being too large for

the site, and Baron Marochetti had made this

one at his own cost, and obtained Sir C. Barry’s

consent to its erection on the present site.

Other members expressed their opinion, and
Lord John Manners said that, after the public

faith had been pledged to the original sub-

scribers to erect this statue, a very strong case

ought to be made out before the House sanc-

tioned a violation of the pledge. Lord Elcho’s

motion was agreed to by a majority of 182

to 71.

Masters and Workmen.—The House of Lords,

at one of its recent judicial sittings, gave judg-

ment in the case of Weir v. Merry, which was a .

Scotch appeal raising the question of the

!

liability of masters to their workmen for in-

juries sustained by the latter in the performance
of their duties. The Lord Chancellor, in giving
judgment (in which Lord Cranworth, Lord
Westbury, Lord Chelmsford, and Lord Colonsay
concurred) said that the liability or nonliability

of a master to his workmen could not, in his

opinion, depend on the question whether the
author of the accident was or was not the fellow-

workman, in any technical sense, of the sufferer.

The duty of an employer, who did not take part

himself in the work, consisted only in providing

competent persons to do it, supplied with proper
materials

;
that done, his liability ceased, and

the fact that an injory had been caused, as in

this case, by the act of a person who had been
formerly, but was no longer, in the service of the

master, but who had been selected as fully com-
petent, would not have the effect of making the
master liable

}
though this person and the

injured man conld not be technically described
as fellow-workmen in a common employment.

The Art-Union of London Premium.—The
premium of 2001., offered by the Council of the

Art-Union of London, for the beat set of designs

illustrative of some English literary work or

period of history, has been awarded to Mr. Henry
C. Selous, for a series of drawings illustrating the

romance “ Hereward,”

Sea Walls.—Where a man buys laud below
the level of high water, and which could bo daily

covered by the overflow of sea-water, were it nob

prevented by the obstacle of a sea-wall, the pur-

chaser has notice, and is thereby made aware
that by law, unless for some custom, or unless

some special contract exists exempting him, he
is liable to contribute to its repair. The Master
of the Rolls thus held in the case of Morland v.

Cook—a suit instituted by the proprietors of

certain land within the parish and level of

Broomhill, in Romney parish, in the counties of

Sussex and Kent, to compel the defendants to

contribute towards the repair ofa sea-wall formed
on the southern extremity of the parish, to ex-

clude the inroads of the sea.

New Warehouses at Boston, Massachus-
SETTS.—The Donahoe buildings, on Franklin and
Hawley streets, Boston, are in the French
Renaissance style, for which| the Boston streets

are noted. The two facades of the block on the

two streets above named have together a front-

age of 175 ft., with a height of 65 ft. above
side-walks. This height is subdivided into four

stories, all of which are faced with white granite

from the quarries of Concord, New Hampshire,
with the mouldings and other enrichments
selected from the latest Paris structures by
Visconti and other architects who have received

tho patronage of the Emperor Napoleon. The
stonework of the facades is crowned by a double

two-story roof. The building has been designed

and superintended by Messrs. Gridley J. F.

Bryant & Louis P. Rogers, architects. The
mechanical execution of the various works has
been carried out by Messrs. John W. Leighton j

Granite Railway Company (0. E. Shelden,

agent) j George W. & F. Smith ; Carlisle &
Cummings

;
ifYancis Richards

;
C. Parker &

Son
;
Dnffey & Hartnell ; and Obis Tnffes.

TENDERS.
For rebuilding the Star Inn, Reading, for Mesare. Lan^-

ton. Burrows, & Co. Messrs. W. & J. T. Brown, archi-

tects :

—

Wheeler, Brothers (accepted) ..,£500 0 0

For the erection of a house in the Downs, Park-road,
Hackney Downs, N.E. Messrs. Shaw & Torkington,

architects :

—

H. E. & A. E. Abery (accepted) £670 0 0

For the conversion of three railway arches at the

Surr^ end of the Cannon-street railway bridge, into a

t. juesars. soaw & lorsingcoQ arcoiiecia

H. E. & A. E. Abery £670 13 0
Eawlina 633 0 0
A. & J. Smith 630 0 0
Lewis 476 0 0
Goslin 460 0 0
Holmes (accepted) 420 0 0

For the erection of new farm-buildings at Spring Farm,
Bulpban, near Tilbury, Essex, for Mr. J, Mitchell. Messrs.
Shaw & Torkington. architects :

—

Lewis £51.5 0 0
Turner .... 633 15 2
Blake 380 0 0
Horscrofl 380 0 0
Larkin (accepted) 280 10 0

Accepted for the erection of a brewery for Messrs.
Bentley & Shaw, Huddersfield. Messrs. Davison &
ScameU, architects :

—

^xeavators, Ericklayert, Zlaion’*, ifc.. Work,
Mollinaon, Bremmar, & Oledhill £2,520 0 0

Carptntera, Jointri, and Ironmongers' Work.
Rusoworth £362 0 0

Ironfounders and Smiths’ Work.
Harrison & Bedford £1,600 0 0

Flumlers and Glaziers' Work.
Taylor & Co £147 0 0

Slaters’ Work.
Goodwin A Son £127 9 0

Painters' Work.
Brighouse £48 10 0

Plasterer^ Work,
Longbottom £7 5 0

Messrs. Standing & Marten. Mr. Hiscocks, architect.

Quantities by Mr. Shrubaole :

—

Wardle & Baker £2,300 0 0
WUtins 2.46-i 0 0
Blackburn 2,400 0 0

Soper 2,365 0 0
Harrison & Edwards 2,360 0 0
Richards 2,315 0 0

Hosegood & Covey 2,160 0 0

Warr 1,050 0 0
Pierce...., 1,786 0 0
Minty (accepted) 1,648 0 0

For new school and addition to the Baptist chapel, Nev
Swindon, WUts. Mr. Thos. 8. Lansdowne, architects

—

Drew £1,606 0 0
Walters 1,487 17 0
Beaven & Son 1,262 8 0
Barrett .. 1,219 9 6
Sheppard 1,200 0 0

For new roads and drains, Morden, Surrey, for Mr. B,

Garth, Mr. Charles Bowes, surveyor
Ho. 1 contract. Ho. 2 contract.

Doggett £2,254 19 8 ...£1,933 6 10
Topell 2,244 19 8 ... 1,923 10 4
Holmes 3,277 0 0 ... 1,749 10 0
Bloomfield 2,250 0 0 ... 1,868 10 0
Clarke* 2,221 10 0 ... 1,897 0 0
Goodair 2,213 0 0 ... 1,802 10 0
Blackman 2,237 10 0 ... 1,772 10 0
Heal 2,210 10 0 ... 1,7S0 0 0
Osentor&Co.t ... 2,083 0 0 ... 1,882 0 0
Pezzey 2,140 0 0 .., 1,790 10 0
Rough 2,160 0 0 ... 1,610 0 0
Coker, jun 1,823 0 0 ... 1,344 0 0

• Accepted for No. 3 contract (conditionally).

f Accepted for Ho. 1 contract.

For memorial synagogue, Chatham. Mr. H. H. Collins

architect ;

—

Nayler (accepted) £4,000 0 0

For model farm-buildings,
architect:

—

Shobrook & Bon
Harvey
Goss
Pollard & Son
Gibson
Call & Pethick

Cutsey. Mr. J. Watson

£5,267 0 0
6,178 0 0
6,100 0 0
4,900 0 0
4,800 16 0
4,800 0 0

For building warehouse for Messrs. Turner, Nott, I

Strong, West Bute Dock, CardilT. Mr. J. Hartland
architect. Quantities supplied

Eassie i Co £2,394 0 0
Webb, Brothers 2,390 0 0
Cooper & Day 2,325 0 0
Lock .... 2,281 0 0
Shepton 2,290 0 0

Seager (accepted) 2,200 0 0

For labonrers’ cottages, at Biufield, Berks, for Mj
P. H. Ciutchley. Mr. Jos. Morris, architect ;

—

Plan A per pair. Plan B per pair.

Bryand £320 15 0 £343 16 0

Sheppard 317 0 0 ...... 377 0 0
Higgs 316 0 0 363 0 0
Allaway 305 0 0 356 0 0
Lawrence* 294 10 0 340 10 0

* Accepted : two pairs to be built on plan A,

For bowse on the Redlands Estate. Reading, for M:
Holder. Mr. Joseph Morris, architect

Oldfield £443 0 0

Goodey
Dunn
Smith —
Simonds
May (accepted) ,

For stablinp at Messrs. Brown’s brewery, Reading. Mi
Joseph Morris, architect ;

—

White £214 15 0

May (accepted) 213 19 0

For the erection of the Sheerneas public rooms. Mosst
Jeffery & Skilier, architects;

—

Contract No. 1. Contract Ho. 2

For hall and oflSces. Tower.
Hell £5,299 0 0 £320 0 0

Jefferye 4,444 0 0 310 0 0
Haylar 4,337 0 0 267 5 0

Muller 4,218 0 0 354 15 0
Dover & Co 4,066 0 0 367 0 0

For rebuilding premises in Milton-strcet, Cripplegat
for Mr. J. H. Mackie. Mr. Parris, architect. Quant
ties W Mr. Shrubaole :

—

Heaysman & Cockrell (accepted) ... £1,427 0 0

For the construction of sewers on the Ashbumha
Estate, for T. B. Simpson, esq. Mr. H. Currey, arc!

tect :

—

George £6,350 19 0
Nicholson 4,680 0 0
Robinson 4,600 0 0
Thirst 4,625 0 0
Dickenson & Oliver 4,300 0 0
Wigmore 3,65') 0 0

Moson. 3,260 0 0

Whittiek (accepted) 3,097 0 0

Longdon and Eldersfleld drainage, Mr. T. Curie

Hereford, engineer.—The tender of Mr. William Field,

Shrewsbury, for 5,1331. 2b. 2d., has been accepted. K
Thomas Brassey, Westminster, surety.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

R. B,—8. P.— C.AP.— J. 0.— S. * L,—Meurs. B.— J. P.—B. C. H
T. 8. L.- J. 9. S.—a. T.—A Lodger.— R. D.—D. * 8.— J. A R—B. C

a P. H.—J. M.— E. If. B.— J. M. 3.— vr. C. T.—Comtoiit Rcadu

F. B.—W. D.—M. W.—l. C. W.— T. M.—A. A. L. (corUln ooni

mnit be gone throogb and rerUin examloationa paued).—A. Z. (

judgment by Mr. Kooi in the cue of SavUle Hottre, Lsicester-tins

reported at the time In the Builder).

We are compelled to decline pointing out books and glvi

eddreasea.

AU atatements of facts, lists ot Tenders, Ac., mast be accompan!
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week's issue later than THREE o’clock p.n

on THURSDAY.
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Stiburhan Growth of

London and Subtcr-

han Railway Ac-

commodation.

SUBJECT has lately

been brought promi-

nently under public

uotioe which is of great

importance in relation

to the growth and in-

crease of the metropolis.

We have ourselves not

unfrequently called at-

tention to the steady

and rapid pace at which

this increase proceeds, a

rate which, if unchecked,

will demand shelter

within the limits of the

London of A.D. 1900 for

from six to seven mil-

lions of inhabitants.

With inoreaseofsizewe now see coincident trans-

formation of character. The old nucleus of this

immense group of parishes, cities, and boroughs,

the City of London Itself, is becoming more and

more the o£ice of the world. Stately buildings

replace the ugly and cramped houses of the

Georgian era, and these buildings are almost

entirely parcelled out in offices. The City lives

out of town. And not only the wealthier but the

poorer inmates of these lofty rooms by day,

escape to a comparatively less dense neighbour-

hood to snatch their few hours of sleep, and to

bring up their numerous families.

In this architectural and social transformation

of the central part of London the railways have
had no small share. It is evident to those who
have given due attention to the subject that no
traffic pays like a metropolitan traffic. The
powerful engines and well-managed trains of the

underground railway conduct a constant stream
of human life to and fro (without any apparent
diminution of the crowds that fill the streets),

that resemble only the march of an enormous
army. While the interior traffic of the metro-
polis assumes such commanding dimensions, the
suburban traffic is hardly less important. For
the constant circulation of the former is substi-

tuted the steady tidal flow of the other part of
the same great system. To reach the business

centre from eight to eleven, to leave it from four

to eight or even later, is the daily habit of a
large mass of persons, who have become accus-

tomed to arrange the whole routine of their

business life on the assumption that a decent and
reasonably paid service will be continued by the
different railways.

To catch and to convey this steady and in-

creasing stream has been, for many years, the
great object of railway rivalry. A third line was
created to snatch a portion of the wealth for

which the Brighton and the South-Eastern
Companies were flying at each other’s throats.

Nothing was too much to attract the public.

Lofty and costly stations, so far in advance of
the requirements of the traffic that they must
be regarded rather as advertisements in brick,

and glass, and iron, than as the provision made
by public carriers for the accommodation of their

customers, fwm the most prominent objects to

be seen from London and from AVestminster
|

Bridges. Duplicate bridges of gigantic propor-

tions span the Thames. Acre after acre of

London has been denuded of its ancient roofing.

And so headlong has been the race that the rival

claimants, for instance, have found themselves

not only out of breath, but out of pocket. Huin

came to stare them in the face.

Then succeeded that which took place in the

good old days of the road. When the coach

proprietors had come to the end of their tether

iu their efforts to ruin one another, it was their

wont to combine. Up, then, went the fares

which, in the attempt to underbid one another,

had sunk almost, or (in one instance) altogether,

to zero. The late rivals, now partners, charged

their own prices
;
and it was only the posei-

bility that some “ outsider ” might be tempted
,

to come in for a share of the harvest (exactly as

'

did the London, Chatham, and Dover Company),

'

that kept the charges of the newly-combined
j

opponents within limits. They had raced, at
j

each other’s coat, to catch the public. They now
strove to make the public pay for their losses.

Within certain limits this kind of thing is quite

consistent with our national peculiarities. These

limits, to a certain extent, imposed themselves.

The capital necessary to set np a stage-coach

was not out of the reach of many a man with a

turn for sporting. Any particularly “ close ”

road would bo likely to attract some of this float-

ing capital. Private enterprise had offered cer-

tain facilities to the public. When those facili-

ties were restricted, private enterprise might

always be invoked to repeat its original effort.

But when, instead of hundreds of pounds laid

out on horse-flesh or in coaches it became a

question of millions invested in railways, the

good old rule of leaving wrong to right itself

ceased to be applicable. It was no longer a ques-

tiou of private enterprise
;
for, thongh tho money

invested in the new carrying business was that

of individual proprietors, tho conduct of the con-

cern was by a corporation, and tho powers of

each corporation were given by ad hoc legislation.

In the earliest legislation on the subject some

idea of justice was apparent. There was a

desire to proteofc the public, an uninformed

desire, it is true, but still one evinced ander the

now exploded impression that Parliament was
responsible for its proceedings. There was

also, in the second place, au Idea that the new
property which thus, with no small amount of

speculative courage and of professional skill,

had been created under tho incitbatiou of

the Legislature, should be protected from

wanton assault. Thus men grew up, and went

on, to plan the steady course of their daily lives

on the strength of one or two assumptions

the unpardonable folly of which is now apparent.

First, they thought that Parliament would pro-

tect the public, and that in granting to certain

individuals large powex's, in tho exercise of which
all the earlier means of conducting the traffic of

the country would be destroyed, provision would
!

be made to insure a wise and fair use of those ’

powers. Secondly, men took for granted that

when difficulties had been incurred, property

had been purchased aud created, and the carry-

ing trade had been placed on a now footing,

'

such property would be protected from wanton

attack. Thirdly, they thought that, certain

laws having been passed on certain conditions,

those conditions would be adhered to by the

corporations, aud would be enforced or respected

by Parliament. In each of these three assump-

tions we reckoned miserably without our host.

The least amount of public convenience was at-

tained at the cost of an expenditure of which it

is little to say that the half was unnecessary.

No care or industry was allowed to count os a

defence against wanton attack. The problem

how to spend most money with the least ad-

vantage to the public at present, and iu such a

manner as to render future improvement all

but impossible, was worked out by our railway

legislators with full and unexampled success.

Even this was not all. First, having thrown

clean away ten shillings out of every pound they

spent, in order to injure their neighbours, then

having ceased to fight from sheer exhaustion,

these great corporate malefactors, so soon as they

met in truce, agreed on one point alone. They
decided to kill the goose that laid their golden

eggs, and they came to Parliament to hold the

neck of the bird while they did so. The House
of Commons gaily and instantly assented. Had
it not the mission to take a grand leap in the

dark—and could it be bothered by trumpery

questions of public faith or utility ? The men
who objected to have their fares doubled on them
were probably non-eleotore. Even if they were
electors, were not the chairmen of the railway

companies M.P.s ? Who could care for the

inconvenienoe of printers’ devils and those low

sort of people when it was a question of passing

a Bill supported by honourable members. So

the House of Commons readily gave power to

the companies to reverse all former bargains, and
to make the public pay through the nose for the

wasteful squandering of an intemeolne feud.

It was a characteristic way of making things

The House of Lords had a little more scruple

:

not inaccessible to the foroe of the argument,

that money was wanting, and was only to be

squeezed out of the public, it yet scrupled to

hand over the whole South-Eastern traffic of the

metropolis, with its suburbs, and with the world

at large, to the unchecked power of persons who
had shown such utter want of oonsideration for

the public interests, or of wise cultivation of

their own. The small end of the wedge their

lordships admitted, but they scrnpled to show the

perfect indifference to the need of the people,

proper to the people’s House.

The subject is one on which it may indeed be

pardonable to use the language of ironry, for it

is the only refuge from that of shame and of

anger. It shows a miserable inefficiency in our

boasted institutions, that the vital interests of

thousands should be thus exposed to the sport of

any greedy assailant. Omitting any farther re-

ference to the earlier stages of an inconsistent

and discreditable legislation, let us look at the

vested interests that have sprang up around

even the present ill-conducted union of the

South-Eastern systems of railway. Even while

the only reason for a Brighton ti’ain starting at

any fixed hour was that a Dover train started

at the same time. New Cross grew into a suc-

cursal of the city. Croydon became as Clapbam
or as Camberwell, The deuse population of

middle London spread itself out to breathe along

the Kent and Surrey lines. Discouraged,

as far as possible, by railway mismanage-

ment, the true friends aud supporters of

railway traffic swelled the dividends in spite

of the directors. What might have been

done had a wise attention to the wants of tho

public, and thus to the true interests of the

shareholders, been paid by the several Boards,

let the returns of the Metroplitan Railway

indicate. Bat even as it is, thriving and growing

colonies have sprung up all along these ill-

managed lines, which the directors cannot

uproot without the aid of Parliament. It is not

their fault. They have done all they could to

drive the smaller occupiers of house-room back

into the crowded city. They threaten, if refused

their new powers, to do still more to spite their

own shareholders.

Once and again has it been pointed out that

the evil state of the South-Eastern Railways is

to be amended, not by the application of the

prinoiple of protection, but of that of free

trade. Let the managers set themselves to

develop their traffic according to the rules of

common sense aud of railway experience. Let

them economise in tho distribution of trains. Let

them conduct the traffic so as at once to salt the
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convenience of the public and to avoid that dnpH-
cation of every item of expense which is the pccu-
iar feature of the district. In spite of the large

sums laid oat on the stations, the arrangement of

the tangle of lines between New-cross, London
Bridge, Cannon-street, and Charing-cross is such
aa to leave no element of danger and disturbance

out of play. All depends on the accurate use of
a complex system of signals. Every train runs
over the line of other trains. Every passenger
(almost every passenger) from Charing-cross to

London-bridge is sent to Cannon-street by the
way. In other words, except in the few trains

that run direct, every passenger carried from
Charing-cross to London-bridge, or vice versa, is

so carried at a double expense. If it pays to

take a third-class passenger in this awkward
fashion for twopence, it would pay aa well to

take him in half the time for a penny.
We might speak of the neglect of mechanical

law which is evinced in the unnecessary weight,
and rigid atrncture, of the engines and car-

riages. Into this subject, however, it is impos-
sible to enter in a few words. It is a question
of great pecuniary importance to the share-

holders. But the jumble of up and down lines

on the same level is a question of life and death
to the public. To avoid a constant choking,
which is not always avoided, great expense and
considerable danger are daily incurred in the
working of this group of railways,—unnecessary
expense, and unnecessary danger. It is probable
that some frightful accident will some day give

weight to the remonstrances which we do not
now for the first time utter.

To all honseholders, residents, or proprietors

of London, the subject is one of direct and
lively interest. Ihe method of suburban exten-
sion is intimately connected with the mode in

which Parliament enforces the faith of con-
tracts, or hands over the poorer classes who
earn their bread in London to the short-sighted

greediness of the railway companies. Nothing
can be more unsatisfactory than tho manner in

which the advocates of the latter bodies have
conducted themselves when driven to appear in

print. Qaestions of justice to the poorer (but

yet the more valuable) customers, who have
fixed their humble suburban dwellings in re-

liance on Parliamentary faith, and on fair and
ungrasping arrangements for their accommoda-
tion, have been entirely ignored. “I have made
a most extravagant outlay. I am out of pocket.

Therefore the public must pay.” Such is the

argument of the embodied railway interest.
“ Other people have gained something by our
expenditure. Land has risen in value near our
stations, and people have been indecent enough
to sell land at this increased valne, or to buy
it in hopes of a still further rise; therefore we
shall double our fares,” was another argu-
ment. Public faith, adherence to contracts

on the strength of which Acts of Parlia-

ment had been obtained, convenience of

customers, wise development of traffic by
giving facilities of travel at low cost, —
acknowledgment of eiTor in past contests,

—

all these things were entirely ignored. The
applications to Parliament, and still more the

letters of the applicants, have taught the public

that nothing whatever is to be expected from

the directors, except what they are compelled to

do, and that the contentious and ungenerous
spirit which has long regulated the relations

of board with board may be expected for the

future to preside over those which subsist be-

tween carrier and customer.

Secondly, if neither kindness nor true pru-

dence can be expected of the boards, it is clear

that still less can any aid be looked for from
Parliament. But for one or two public-spirited

membersof the House of Lords the measure which
the chairman of one of the companies described

in the columns of the Times as an application to

Parliament to allow of the rediiction of fairs,

would by this time have been law. Owners and
occnpiers must watch future applications to

Parliament for themselves.

Thirdly, and even more important than the

convenience of the colonies along the Kentish

lines, or than the future traffic returns of the

companies, is the architectural question,—the

mode in which the future development of

London will be influenced by the greater or

smaller amount of good faith and good sense

shown by the managers of the South Eastern lines.

The present tendency of building is to expand
along the coarse of their railways, not in dense
lines of streets, but in villa or even cottage resi-

dences, each fornisbed with a breathing-ground
in the way of garden or paddock. Of all the

forms of that great evil, agglomeration of habi-

tations, this is the least obnoxious. Again, the
physical features of the ground, the lofty hills

which catch the breezes from the Channel, the

chalky and sandy soil, the fact that the preva-

lent winds carry off the products of vitality and
of combustion to the open country, instead of

pouring them on to the already asphyxiated
town, are all arguments in favour of that

method of suburban growth which can only be
checked by the blindness or by the greediness of

the railway companies.
There is no room to doubt that had the

Amalgamation Bill been passed (for it is childish

to speak of its being passed and not acted upon
by its promoters) the first result would have been
to force back into London ibself a dense popula-

tion which has just escaped from its confinement.

The next result would have been to check the

wholesome and rational style of building which
is now dotting over the district between Camber-
well and Croydon. The third would as surely

have been the covering, with regular lines of

unbroken street, of that wide flat sweep of

meadow land between Bayswater and Kilbnrn,

and even Hampstead, which is now the only inlet

by which fresh western and north - western
breezes can enter to ventilate the metropolis.

With the level district about Kensal-green turned
into a manufactory of smoke and of carbonic

acid, and covered by that alternation of lofty

bouses, and of dense small streets, crowded with
shops and with mews, which characterizes the
Bayswater quarter, the more habitable part of

London will be reduced to a state of permanent
gloom and stagnation such as that which now
prevails in the most unhealthy neighbourhoods.
The Narth-Western, the Midland, the Great
Western lines will thrive at the expense of those

south of the Thames. London will extend to

Slough, to Stanmore, and to Elstree, and we
shall bo advancing rapidly towards the fulfil-

ment of the old prediction which spoke of High-
gate-bill as the future centre of the metropolis.

EESERVOIRS AND WATER SUPPLY.

A C0RRESP0NDE>'CE has appeared in the lead-

ing London papers on the subject of the reali-

zation of the snrplns water of rivers and brooks

of this country, for the uses of the population

situated on their respective drainage areas, and
a claim has been put forward for certain per-

sona as the originators or discoverers of that

provident and useful system of storing up the

redundant waters as near the rainfall as pos-

sible, so that an ample supply of good and pore
water may be obtained at all seasons for the

sopply of the inhabitants; and it is snggested
that a large debt of gratitude is due to those
far-seeing and discerning men for having made
the discovery, and sketched out a scheme that

may be put into a practicable shape, and so

lead to a good and matured plan to eflect

this very necessary and desirable object.

To show how futile and upon what slender

grounds these claims are propounded, we may
observe, that to collect and impound water in

rainy seasons as proposed, is of very ancient

origin. In Eastern and all tropical countries

water has been collected and stored in reser-

voirs from a very remote period
;
and perhaps

in this place it may be interesting to draw
attention to a few examples of these ancient

works used for storing water for the supply of

large populations.

The Romans, in the acme of their glory and
the zenith of their greatness, bestowed consider-

able attention on the water-supply of towns
that came within their dominion; and it is said

that at one period they had no less than twenty
aqueducts for the sopply of the city of Rome,
and so abundant was the supply, that Strabo

remarked that “ whole rivers flowed through
the streets of Rome.”
Many of their aqueducts took their supply of

water from springs and streams situated many
miles from Rome

;
the number of reservoirs

situated at various points, to store up and keep
the water pure and oool, exceeded 1,300 ;

and
the supply of water at one period amonnted to

fifty million cubic feet, while the population of

^lome at that time was about one million ; the
quantity was therefore equal|to 50 cubic feet per

head of the population.

This water being procured from elevated

springs and streams was conveyed through their

particularly strong and enduring aqueducts of

masonry, many of which are now in existence,

having endured the wear and tear of oentaries,

to covered reservoirs
;
so the water was at all

times deliciously pare and cool
;
and even this

system of protecting the water from exposure is

handed down to us from tradition.

But although the Romans conatruoted no large

impounding reservoirs at their ancient city

strictly of the kind alluded to, they left many
important examples in those countries that

became subject to their domination ; and we
may instance Constantinople, by way of example,

as affording a clear and lucid type of their prac-

tical knowledge of the mode of obtaining water

from gathering grounds and impounding it in

large reservoirs, and thus delivering it by means
of their favourite aqueducts, and other means,
to supply the inhabitants.

The site upon which the city of Constanti-

nople is erected is very remarkable, and sur-

passes in many respects that of any other city

in the world. It is erected on a triangular

peninsula composed of seven hills, and two of

its sides are washed by the seas of Marmora
and the Golden Horn, and besides having a
considerable elevation in parts, it is surrounded
with views and prospects of the most beautiful

and enchanting character, and scenes of the
most picturesque grandeur.

Constantinople was originally supplied by
means of water collected from the roofs of

houses, and stored up in reservoirs beneath
them

;
but tho quantity of water so collected was

found insufficient for the wants of the Turks,

whose peculiar religion requires frequent abla-

tions
;
besides, it became impure from various

causes, which rendered the water unfit for use.

Fortunately another source presented itself to

the enterprising Romans, from which a profusion

of water could be obtained for the sopply of the

city, and this source was situated on a range of

mountains to the north of the city, and bordering

on the Black Sea. As the frequent rainfall on
this mountain range produced a large supply of

water, and numerous streams flowed down the

valleys and ravines, the idea occurred to construct

mounds at certain elevations across these valleys

to intercept the different descending streams so

as to impound and preserve the water for the

supply of the city.

Six large almost triangular-shaped reservoirs

are there formed, some of great depth and ca-

pacity, and the mounds erected to dam up the

water are of great breadth and height, and being

faced with white marble finely sculptured in the

Oriental style, they exhibit a bold and magnificent

appearance ;
and these sources of supply are

religiously guarded and preserved, and heavy
penalties inflicted for injuring or improperly ab-

stracting the water.

The aqueducts that supply the city are four

in number, and constructed on the well-known

Roman system : one of the structures is

440 ft. long, and 107 ft. high, with a double tier

of arches, one over the other, supported at in-

tervals with strong buttresses ; at others the

valleys are crossed by means of “aouterazi,” or

water towers. The water descends a lead pipe

affixed to the tower on one side and asoenda on
the other, and at the top of the tower is a small

basin to permit’ the escape of the air from the

conduit, so as to relieve the pressure on the pipes.

A capacious reservoir contiguous to Constan-

tinople, receives the water from the impounding
reservoirs and distributes it gradually over the

city, through the various conduits, for the supply

of the Seraglio of the Sultan, as well as the

numerous fountains that usefully adorn the dif-

ferent parts of the city.

To show the extent and magnitude of ancient

reservoirs,we may mention the Imperial reservoir

at Constantinople, said to have been built by
Justinian, the ruins of which now remain in a
very perfect state.

The reservoir is 336 ft. long, 1S2 ft. broad,

and 40 ft. 9 in. high
;
the sides, arches, and

roof are all of brick, covered with tarrass ; and

the roof is supported by 336 marble columns,

the capitals of which were of the Corinthian

order of architecture; the intercolumniation is

12 ft., and each column is 40 ft. 9 in. high, and
they stand in regular ranges, twelve in one

direction and twenty-eight in another.

Over the abacus of every pillar is placed a

large stone, which forms the bed course which
supports the arches that spring from the tops of

the columns, and which form the vault or roof.

This is a very remarkable and interesting

reservoir or cistern
;
its mode of construction is

on a large and magnificent scale, such as usually

characterizes the works of the wealthy and
luxurious Romans, and stands out in strong
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contrast to the constractions of the present age,
which are commonplace and rude in comparison.
We do not desire to imitate them in boldness of
design and splendour of execution, bat rest our*
selves satisfied with roughly hewing our works
out of the commonest material.

In Spain and Portugal are many remains of
Homan works of equal interest carried out in a
similarly bold and comprehensive scale, evidently
showing that that enlightened and enterprising
people were far advanced in the knowledge of
the laws that govern health and sanitary science,
and a study of their remarkable works affords us
good examples and precedents, and doubtless
will do to remote generations, when many of our
modern erections shall have crumbled away to
their original dust.

In all tropical countries, particularly the East,
it has for generations been the cnstom to store
up water for the use of the population, and for
irrigating the land for the purposes of agricul-
ture

; and one stupendous reservoir in that won-
derful country (India), we may mention, is of

stone, 6 ft. to 12 ft. long. These run into pon-
derous wells immediately above the weir, which
regulates the escape of the water. Each layer
of the work is kept in its place by frequent
insertion, endwise, of long ties of hewn stone,
whose extremities project beyond the face of the
work with an enlarged head, so as to prevent
the courses being forced out of their places.
The projecting heads of these ties are carved

with elephants’ heads and other devices, some-
what resembling the extremities of Gothic
corbels.

The front embankment of this reservoir has
been estimated to contain 7,744,000 cubic yards
of stone, and the cost to have been, for that
portion of the work, above 870,0001. sterling.
At some unknown period a breach was effected

in the embankment about 200 ft. long and 100 ft.

broad, which injnred the efficiency of the works,
and which was never repaired

; and this remark-
able reservoir is thereby rendered perfectly

Having qnoted a few examples of remarkable
extraordinary extent; it is situated at Hussein ancient reservoirs, we will now call attention to
Segnr, Se<mnd6rabad, Deccan, and was made, it i a few of the extraordinary works of this kind in
IS supposed, about the middle of the sixteenth

j

this eonntry. It was the establishment of the
century.

^

canal system that first drew the attention of
It covers ^ area of abont 2^ superficial square

j

engineers more particularly to the execution of
miles, or 1,760 acres in extent. Its principal

j

reservoirs on a large scale as receptacles for
embankment is upwards of 1 mile long, 30 ft. to storing water, and these were nsnally formed by
40 ft. broad at top, at the deepest part, and ' choosing a suitable site in deep and narrow
^adnally narrows^ towards each end of the em-

: valleys or ravines, generally above the level of
bankment, and it is 72 ft. high. The fore slope the summit of the canal it was intended to
IS 1 to 1, rear slope, 2 to 1, and the face of the serve; so that a regular supply of water could
inner slope is pitched with large blocks of be obtained at all times and seasons for the pas-

...
I

sago of boats, and also to supply the locks con-
Ihe level of high wateris maintained at 12 ft. strncted for the purpose of transferring the boats

below the top level of the bank. There are from one level to another,
many other works of a similar character in that

I
Many of these reservoirs are of considerable

very extensive and interesting country, which
|

extent and executed most substantially and with
cannot be referred to in the limits of this paper,

j

considerable engineering ability and skill, and
In the course of the recent expedition to

!

several of them are placed in situations where
Abyssinia, Aden was visited, and some interest-

,

the geological formation is not well adapted for
ing tanks examined there, which are objects of them, on rock, or porous strata, or other objec-
archmological attraction. On the face of the ' tionable sites, but, still, the best that could bo
steep rocks, wherever there are any channels for ! selected in point of level to afford the supply of
the rainwater to find its way to the plain below,

' water required.
are erections which appear like fortifications, but ' If we cnrsotily examine the sections of country
are m ^ality tanka for water.

.

I over which our canal system has been carried,
At the bead of the plain is a circle of bills

j

our readers will be able to appreciate a few of
which surround Aden, and a ravine descends

!

the difficulties our old canal ^engineers had to
therefrom

; and here are very extensive and
j

contend with in the execution of such works

;

massive tanks, built of very solid masonry, very
j

and as these have been ably surmounted with
deep, ^d are lined with a white cement. They

I
substantial and enduring works by their indo-

are said to be large enough to contain water for I mitable energy and perseverance, it redounds
Aden for two years, but we understand they con-

j

more to their honour and fame, and no failures
million gallons.^

^

are recorded, or even hinted at, to tarnish them,
Ibeae tanks are of extreme antiquity, and were

j

which cannot be said to be the case in the
only discovered three or four years ago. They I present day, as several of our important works
were completely covered up with the d^ris

I
are stated to be not quite free from aerions

brought down by the heavy rains of ages past,
j

defects. In running our eye over the sections
and their existence was unknown or unsus- of the respective canals at that time forming
pected.

They have been cleared out with g^eat labour,
and were found to be in as perfect condition as
when they left the builders’ hands, which is sup-
posed to be about the sixth or seventh centnry.

It is quite a mystery by whom these tanks
were built

;
but it is supposed to have been by

the Egyptians, who at one time possessed a very
extensive territory, and in that case these tanks
were not improbably contemporaneous with their
celebrated Pyramids. The discovery of these
tanks is most important, both on account of the
shipping calling there, and the garrison, as rain
only falls at Aden once in every four or five years,
and then it comes down in such torrents as to
fill the tanks in a very short period. Another
interesting and ancient tank was found some
time ago in the Island of Ceylon, it is called the
Pathavie Tank, but it is now in ruins. It was
discovered in the great central forest of the
Wanny, about seventy miles north of Trin-
comalee, and twenty-five miles from the sea.

It is considered the largest as well as the moat
perfect of the extraordinary works of this island,
and which possesses about thirty of these im-
mense tanks, and from 600 to 700 others of
smaller capacity, scattered about the island,
many of which are repairable.
The Pathavie Tank occupies the basin of a

broad and shallow valley, about twelve to fifteen
miles long, with a breadth varying from six to
ten miles.

The embankment by which the waters were
accnmnlated within this area is nearly seven
miles long, 300 ft. broad at the base, tapering to
20 ft. at the top, and upwards of 60 ft. high,
formed throughout its whole length by layers of
.squared stones.

One of the existing sluices consists of hewn

main arteries for the traffic of the country,
taking the one from Liverpool, by way of Bir-
mingham, to the river Thames at Limehonse, a
distance of 262 miles, we cross four summit
levels,—first at Harecastle, 420 ft. above low.
water at Liverpool

; another at Knowle, 380 ft.

above low-water; another at Braunston, 365 ft.

above low-water; and another at Trinq, 395ft.
above low-water at Liverpool, and the Thames, of
course. To supply these summit levels there
are series of reservoirs and locks on the line, to
pass the boats up and down the inclines.
On this line of canal there are some very in-

teresting examples of reservoirs, and amongst
them I may mention those of the Grand Junction
Canal Company. These are situated at the fol-

lowing places, and of the capacity and depth
ennmerated below :

—

Daventry 7,205lock8of water,.. 36 ft. deep.
Drayton 1^337 .. 9.R ..

Marsworth 994
Stanhope End 2,296
Triag 1,016
Wilston (old) 1,413
Wileton (new) 1,413
"Weston 1,856

Each lock is computed to contain 9,000 cubic
feet of water, so that the largest of these reser-
voirs (Daventry) would be capable of holding
64,845,000 cubic feet of water, and the whole
series of reservoirs 167,770,000 cubic feet, for
the supply of this particular canal.

But the highest of these reservoirs (Marsworth)
is 31 ft. below the summit level at Tring, and
the water has to be pumped up to supply that
level, and also as there are various levels, to
pump the water from one reservoir to another,
as a very small supply only is received from the
springs and other sources in the vicinity, the
summit level requires to be kept regularly sup-

plied to meet the demand required by the lock
for each boat, as it carries a lock of water (viz.

9,000 cubic feet) in descending to the lower levels.

The date of the execution of these works
varies from 1793 to 1795.

Another important line of navigation is from
the River Severn at Bristol, by way of Devizes,
to the River Thames at London Bridge, a
distance of 178 miles ; and on this line we cross
only one summit, at Grafton, which is 474 ft.

above the level of the English Channel. This
line is principally supplied from rivers, and the
date of the first Act is 1794.
The aqneducts, bridges, tunnels, and works

of this canal are of superior construction and
excellent workmanship, the frnits of a master
mind, the late John Rennie, C.E.
Another important line of navigation proceeds

between the ports of Liverpool, (5oole, and Hull,
making a distance of about 159 miles; in this
distance one summit level is crossed near Stan-
field, which is 600 ft. above the level of low
water at Liverpool and Hull.
The water for the supply of this line of canal

is taken from the rivers and brooks in the
vicinity of it, and forced np by means of pump-
ing machinery to the summit levels, from whence
it is locked down to the Duke of Bridgewater’s
Canal one way and the Aire and Calder naviga-
tion the other. The date of the first Act for this
work is 1794.

On many of the canals there are other interest-
ing reservoir works: on the Barnsley Canal the
Hiendley Reservoir is 127 acres in extent, and
has a depth of 40 ft. of water, and this is sup-
plied by means of pumping from the long level
when full, and is returned to the canal in
droughty seasons. The date of the Act for this
canal is 1793.

The Birmingham system of canals is also of
considerable magnitude, conneotiog the town of
Birmingham with the South Staffordshire coal-
fields and the rivers Trent and Mersey. The
works that have been executed on this line of
canal by the late Messrs. Telford & Walker are
of the heaviest description.

The supply of water is obtained for lockage
from many of the old coal works, raised by
steam-power, and there are service reservoirs at
Smethwick and near Oldbury; and these being
found inefficient to supply their extended works,
another reservoir was made at Rotten Park, near
Birmingham, by the late Mr. Telford : it was
constructed of 80 acres in extent and 45 ft.

deep, and to supply this reservoir a feeder was
carried from the Oldbury Reservoir to connect
them together, contouring the country over ridge
and dingle in such a manner as to intercept all
the flood-waters of the county, and to conduct
it to the great reservoir at Rotten Park. The
date of these works was about 1824.
On the Birmingham and Liverpool Junction

Canal there are also extensive reservoirs, one of
fifty acres at Belvide, and another at Knighton
of fifty acres, to supply the lockage of that
canal, but their main supply is derived from the
Birmingham Canal summit, with which it is con-
nected near Tettenhall.

The Cromford Canal is supplied chiefly from
feeders at the Cromford end, and also by reser-
voirs near the Butterly Iron Works of fifty acres
in extent, containing when full 2,800 locks of
water, or 25,000,000 cubic feet ; besides, there
are two other reservoirs of twenty acres and
fifteen acres in extent respectively, one of which
is situated at the eastern end of the great
tunnel, and another where the Pinxton branch
commences; besides, the summit level of the
canal, which is foorteen miles in length, acts
also as a reservoir in consequence of being made
of 1 ft. extra depth of water than is required for
the traffic, and this would supply 2,117,600 cubic
feet of water. The date of this canal is about
the year 1790.

The Ellesmere and Chester Canals are also an
extensive system of canals connecting the Mersey
with the Dee, and the Montgomeryshire Canal in
Wales with snodry branches. It takes its supply
of water from a natural reservoir, the Bala Lake,
by means of a feeder carried up from the cele-
brated Pontycysylte Aqueduct to Llandyssilio.
This supply of water not only affords lockage
down to the Dee and Mersey, but also in the
other direction towards the Birmingham and
Liverpool Junction Canal.

In consequence of the quantity of water
snpplied from Bala Lake being in excess of
the amount required for lockage, a very fine and
interesting reservoir was formed at Hurleston,
in Cheshire, for the purpose of collecting the
surplus water of the upper pond locks, and
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snpplying^ the lower in times of scarcity
j
the

area cf this reservoir is twenty-four acres, and
the greatest depth 40 ft., and its cost was said

to be 31,200i. The date of this work was 1830.

The English and Bristol Channel canal carried

ont in 1825, has also some very interesting re-

servoirs ; the canal itself is 90 ft. wide, and 15 ft.

deep. It is supplied from several reservoirs

in the Are valley, near Seaborough, covering a
surface of 217 a. 3 r.; and another in the same
valley at Winsham, a third at the upper end of

the valley of the Yarty, near Hilhaven bridge, of

105 a. in extent
;
and another at the Bidge of

16i a. The two last mentioned reservoirs are
connected together by a cut of 6i miles long, and
from the Ilidge reservoir to the canal the feeder
is 3^ miles long.

The Forth and Clyde canal is also another im-
portant undertaking; it is 35 miles long, and its

summit level is about 155 ft. above low water on
the Clyde, and it affoids a passage for vessels

drawing 10 ft. of water from the Irish sea to the

German Ocean. Its summit level is supplied
with water from reservoirs, one of which is at

Kilmananmuirof 70 a. in extent, and 22 ft. deep;
and another at Kilsyth of 50 a. in extent, and
24 ft. depth of water. The date of the first Act
for this work is 1768.

The Nottingham canal, made in 1802, although
a short line of 15 miles, and is connected with
the Crornford canal and the river Trent, has a
large reservoir at Amworth, with a self-re-

gulating sluice whereby 3,000 cubic feet of water
per hour, or 72,000 cubic feet per day, is allowed
to the Erewash canal and certain mills on the
line, reserving sufficient for their own wants.
In addition to those reservoirs above-men-

tinned, we may state there are several others :

one on the Carlisle canal, one on the Croydon,

:

two on the Dearne and Dove, one on the !

Dudley (Cradley Pool), one on the Hud-
1

dersfield, containing 20,000 locks of water, or

180 million of cnbic feet, one at Darnall, and two
others on the Sheffield canal, of 32^ acres in ex-

tent; one on the Stourbridge canal, at Pensnet
Chase, of 12 acres area

;
two large reservoirs at

Earlswood, on the line of the Stratford-on-Avon
canal; one on the Trent and Mersey canal, at

Knypersley. The Grantham canal has two
reservoirs, one of 20 acres extent at Denton, and
the other of 60 acres at Kuipton. On the Leeds
and Liverpool canals, near Fowlbridge tunnel,

there is a reservoir of 104 acres in extent, con-
taining 32,400,000 cubic feet

; the Peak Forest
canal has two large reservoirs, the Todds Brook,
containing 47,412,270 cubic feet, and the Combs
reservoir, containing 54,289,000 cubic feet. The
Macclesfield canal has two reservoirs, the Sut-

ton, containing 12,817,000 cubic feet, and the
Bosley reservoir, containing 64,266,399 cubic
feet ; these latter were recommended to supply
Manchester with water, before the present
water-works were laid out and made, and would
certainly supply very pure water.

Besides the examples above given, there are

many others situated in different parts of the
country of equal extent and interest, but we
believe we have enumerated many of the princi-

pal reservoirs, and the constroction of several of

them dates back to the latter end of the last

century, so that the idea of conserving and
using the water for the supply of canals, irriga-

tion works, mills, &c., dates back to a very
remote period

;
and many of these works are of

great extent and large capacity, much greater

than are generally adopted for the supply of oar
towns

;
and it is idle to suppose that the idea is

a modem one, or that any one person can
reasonably claim the merit of their invention.

In the seme way as the water is collected

and the rainfall economised for the uses above
mentioned, it may be collected on the respective
water-sheds of our rivers, and used either for

the proper water supply of the inhabitants, to

irrigate the land for agricultural purposes in dry
seasons, or to aid the navigation of rivers where
navigable, or to assist in cleansing and pnrifying
them by flushing, until legislative measures can
be generally adopted to prevent their being
fouled by the sewage of towns, villages, mann-
factories, or other improper means.
And in this place we may observe, that we

have drawn attention more particularly to those
vast stores of water supply situated in different

parts of the country, as a few examples out of

the many that exist for the supply of our system
of cauals as a means of transit for goods, Ac.,

that are daily growing obsolete and into disuse,
occasioned by the rapid and more certain system
of railway locomotion

;
and as the former be-

comes abandoned or broken op, it assumes a

question of serious import whether we ought not
to avail ourselves, where practicable, of this vast

system of storage of water collected in the
country, and not used, or only partially, as a
preliminary measure, and in aid of the one pro-

pounded for rendering available the complete
rainfall produced upon the drainage areas of onr
respective rivers and their tributaries for the
proper supply of our growing population in times
of drought and scarcity.

As it is likely that legislation will be pro-

tracted in consequence of the time required in

the examination of the state of the rivers, hold-

ing inquiries, and reporting on the state of the

same, and then to found a measure thereupon,

would it not be advisable to pass a short Act, so

as to put a peremptory stoppage on the present

system of fouling our rivers, and to force upon
the authorities of towns the absolute necessity

of applying an immediate remedy to this mon-
ster grievance ?

The passing of the Thames Conservancy Act
is one of the best measures that has emanated
from Parliament for many years past

;
and we

understand by instructions given to the official

staff, that it is intended to be carried out to the

letter and spirit of the Act; and this is as it

should be. After well-considered and matured
measures have passed the Legislature, they
ought to be carried out in all their integrity, and
nut left, like many of our health and sanitary

Acts, to bo carried out only so far as agreeable
and pleasant to the ruling magnates.

If the rainfall on the water-sheds of our
rivers is to be collected and utilized, as proposed
in a former part of our journal, some strong and
efficient measures must be adopted to dispose of

the sewage refuse of onr towns, otherwise our
water-supply will continue to be contaminated
as hitherto with the sewage. The great object

should be to collect the water as pure and as
near the rainfall as possible, and to pass the

sewage beneath the soil, so that it cannot appear
again npon the surface, except as supernataut

water, purified by its filtration through the

upper strata, depositing the whole of its varied

fertilising matter in the soil as food for

vegetation.

in tropical conntrios where scarcity of water
frequently exists, every drop is carefully col-

lected and stored up for periods of scarcity
;
and

it is quite an unacconutable anomaly that in a

country like ours, blessed with copious rainfall

at frequent intervals, and droughts are few and
far between, that the cry should be anywhere,
“ Water, water, and not a drop to drink,” that

millions of gallons shoold be allowed to flow

back to the great ocean unstored or nnutilized

while any living creatnre should stand in need,

at any season or period, of this indispensable

and vital element of life.

We think we have shown satisfactorily that

the very useful adjuncts to our water supply,

reservoirs, are of rather ancient origin, and that

it has been a woik of time and of close study of

many clear beads to arrive at the present stage

of knowledge possessed by professional men on
this subject; but as the data on the proper con-

struction of reservoirs, as we observed in our
article on “ Water Supply,” is not very well

anderstood, and different formula are used by
emiueut practitioners in the construction of such
works, we have an idea that in a future article

we may draw attention to these differences

and discrepancies, examine into the methods
adopted in ancient works and those of onr old

engineers, so that we may deduce therefrom a

data and theory founded on practice and experi-

ence that may serve as a guide in the fnture.

CEDAR AND ITS RELATIONS.*

Ix pointing out some of the practical pur-

poses to which cedar is applicable, we must, of

course, give the first place to carpentery. Such
uses in ancient times were confined to the Ori-

ental nations
;
and in our own times, with the

exception of Japan and some of the islands of

the Indian Archipelago, to the continent of

America. The boundless forests of the Amazon
and the Mississippi supply, as we have seen,

much larger scantlings of the limber than could

ever have been obtained from Lebanon. Never-

theless it is to Lebanon we mast go back for

the highest illustrations of its original and most
magnificent applications to the purposes ol

bnilding.

* See p. SSa, onfe.
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Sir Christopher Wren had a ouriona hypo-
thesis with regard to the construction of the
Temple of Dagon by the Philistines. This woa
probably a quadrangular pile of buildings,

having a court in their ceatre
;
but he conceived

to himself a vast roof of cedar beams resting at

one end upon the walls, and centering at the
other upon one short architrave that united two
cedar pillars in the middle. Such a method of

conatrnotion would doubtless render the cele-

brated feat and dying effort of Samaou intelligi-

ble; but this view, as we have said, was merely
an hypothesis. It is to the minute and graphic

account which is furnished by the sacred histo-

rian respecting the building of Solomon’s Tem-
ple that we must look for the earliest authentic

account of the carpentry of this valuable timber.*

We need not recapitulate the details of that

ancient and honourable contract which Solomon
made with the King of Tyre. Let us call atten-

tion to one or two of its features which are still

worth the attention of our modern political

economists. In the first place, the wise monarch
makes no attempt to conceal the want of
“technical education” on the part of his own
subjects. “For thou knowest that there is not

among us any that have skill to hew timber like

onto the Sidonians.” At the same time, although

the pastoral tribes of Israel could not hew timber,

they had plenty of corn and oil, which they were
willing to exchange for this architectoral skill.

In order to see that this exchange was equitable,

agreeable, and profitable to both parties, let ua

simply note the result. “And there was peace

between Hiram and Solomon ;
and they two

made a league together.” Is there anything, we
should like to ask the question, so antiquated in

this simple but sacred principle of those ancient

Syrian monarchies that the governments of

modern Europe and America could not find it

: their interest to act upon it ? In the second

place, although Solomon did not set his subjects

up as skilled artisans equal to those of Tyre
and Bidon, he made no difficulty about supplying

a host of inferior labourers, “three score and
ten thousaud that bare burdens, and four score

thousand hewers in the mountains.” This is a

lesson in the division and suborcUnation of
labour that might be usefully taken to heart by
onr Irish fellow-subjects, when contrasting with
their own passionate and heated imagination

the comparative merits of the condition of
England and that of Ireland. Once more, we
are told that Hiram delivered the timber and
8tone*work in a finished state

;

“ so that there

was neither hammer, nor axe, nor tool of iron

heard in the house while it was bnilding.”

The circumstances, in fact, were these. The
river Adonis was in the vicinity of the forest of

Lebanon, and discbai^ed itself into the Mediter-

ranean Sea near Biblos. Accordingly Hiram
conld transport the timbers all squared, and not

only cot to scantling, but cut so as to occupy

the place each timber was to occupy in the

building. Prom Biblos those rafts might easily

be sent down the coast, and landed at Joppa,
the nearest port to Jernsalem. On this most
singnlar circumstance we will only remark that

Solomon, with all his wisdom, would not have

been able to do such a thing—at all events, in

England,—in the nineteenth century. Our wise

carpenters, bricklayers, and stonemasons have
far too much good sense to permit their timbers

to be worked in the forest, their stones at the

quarry, or their bricks in the field, even although

it can be demonstrated that the builder would
obtain a better article, save mnoh time and the

cost of transporting superfluous materials.

Whether they are wiser in their generation than

Solomon is a question which we will not stay to

determine.t
To proceed. The roof of Solomon’s Temple

was constrncted with beams and boards of cedar,

as well as the lining or panelling of the walls,

and even the foundations. We must always re-

member, however, that the Eastern customs of

construction respecting the roof are very dif-

ferent from our own. We construct onr ceilings

with plaster, and our floors with wood. They,

on the other hand, construct their floors of

plaster or painted tiles, and their ceilings of

wood. As to foundations of timber, these, of

course, are only possible in a dry, porous, sandy
soil, such as that of Palestine. We need nob

dwell on the cedar omamente of the Temple >

indeed, the whole timber used, even to the most
minnte finishing or decoration of that celebrated

• 1 Kings, T. Ti.
;
oomp. 2 Chrocicles, i.

t TVe cunnot call to meaiorj— it is curious—a passage
of anv modern political economist wherein these impor-
tant 8.'ripturai illustrations occur.
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Temple, was composed of cedar. The altar

was of cedar overlaid with gold, the oracle
was of cedar, “and the cedar of the house within
was carved with gourds and open flowers: * all

was of cedar; there was no stone seen.”
Cedar timber, thus so lavishly used by David

and Solomon in their buildings, was also, we
read, used in the second temple rebuilt under
Zernbbabel. The timber employed was cedar
from Lebanon.f Cedar is also said by Josephus
to have been used by Herod in constructing the
roof of his temple. And the roofof the Eotunda
of the Church of the Holy Sepulchre at Jeroaalem
is said to have been of cedar, and that of the
Church of the Virgin at Bethlehem to have been
of cedar or cypress. J Nor was the use of this
famous tree always confined to the purposes of
house building; it was sometimes employed, we
are told, even in shipbuilding. The Prophet
Ezekiel tellsus (xxvii. 5) in that valuable historical
account of the ancient Phcenician commerce

—

then at the period of its greatest prosperity
(B.C. 600)—that the Tyrian shipbuilders con-
structed their shipboards of the fir trees of Senir,
and their masts of the cedars of’Lebanon.

It should always be remembered, however, in
speaking of the cedars of Lebanon used in build-
ing by the ancient Jews—particularly when
beams, pillars, or ceiling.boards are mentioned

—

that it is extremely probable the wood of more
than one tree was employed. The generic
name, indeed, of the tree was nsed. But under
that name (Pinus Cedi-us) were also (as Dr.
Boyle has shown) § comprehended the Cedrus
deodnra, the yew (Tams Baccata?), and the
Scotch_ pine (Pinus Sylvestris). The latter
tree might have furnished the material of the
ships masts mentioned by Ezekiel, which recent
commentators consider was the case.

In our day the chief consumption of cedar for
building purposes lies in the States of South
America. There is a species of Cyprus called
white cedar in the Brazilian territories, which is

valuable timber
; and in Bermuda and other

islands of the West Indies a brown quality of
wood is much employed. The tree gives the
name to a range of hills called the Cedar Moun-

'

tains, in Cape Colony, which supply the town-
ship of Clan Willans and its neighbourhood
with planks for building. It is very little known
in Africa, although the cedar of Algiers is com-
pact, very durable, and said to be susceptible of
a high polish. But the Japanese employ a spe-
cies of cedar, which, however, Thiinberg de-
scribes as a kind of oyprus,—a beantifnl wood
that lasts long without decay,—in building
bridges, houses, and even ships,

|j
Cedar is now

seldom employed in England or the Continent
for building purposes, although there is a species
indigenous to Spain and the sooth of Prance,
which possesses many of the essential requisites.
Indeed, there seems to be as great a difference
between the various qualities of oedar as there
is between the Scotch fir and the Norwegian
pine; and it is obvious that the ordinary tables
of strengths of materials must be grossly defec-
tive when they speak of cedar as representing a
constant quantity, as most of thorn do. The
fact is, in many of its physical qualities, parti-
cularly in its powers of resisting strain or com-
pression, it is much inferior to the most ordinary
descriptieq of yellow pine. It is seldom fine-
grained or sufficiently compact to take a high
polish, and the green timber is extremely prone
to crack and rend in the process of drying. Its
colour, indeed, is varied, and often beaatifnl,
and its capacity for being easily worked is very
groat. But it possesses one simple featnre which
distinguishes it and gives it a value above all
other trees of the pine tribe, and that is the
important quality of durability.

Pliny tells us that the durability of cedar was
proved by the duration of the cedar roof of the
Temple of Diana at Ephesns, which had lasted
400 years

j and at Utica, the beams of a temple
of Apollo, constructed however of Numidian
cedar, lasted 400 years.^ It was on this account—propter (sternitatum—tha.t Vitruvius recom-
mended it to be employed in the oonstruotion of
temples and other public buildings, and particu-
larly in the formation of statues to the immortal

* See Mrs. Jamesou’a “ lUustratione of Sacred Art,"
p. 128. '

t Ezra, iii. 7 ; 1 Eedras, ir. 48, 53.
t VuU Willi^8’8“ Holy City,” ii. 202, andotherautho-

“7 Dr. Smith, “ Dictionary of the Bible,” art.

§ See hia eicelleut and exhanstive article on the enbject
Kitto’e Dictionary,” edited by Dr. Lindsey

Alexander. Vo),

II
See Tredgold's ” Prinoipl

other Applications.

5[ Hiet. Nat., b. v.

under “Cedar” for

gods.* It is not so much prized for those sacred
or ecclesiastical purposes in the present day
hut that is not owing, as wo shall see, to its pro-
perties of durability.

This unrivalled quality is undoubtedly owing
to the essential oil of its resin. The wood, cones,
bark, and even the leaves of the beat species of
cedar are saturated with resin, of a peculiar and
powerfully aromatic odour, a slightly bitter

taste, and a rich yellowish brown colour. It

renders the timber proof against the attacks
both of the worm and the moth. This cedar
resin, which is sometimes called cedrin, flows
spontaneously from the trunk upon inoision. It

somewhat resembles mastic, and was often nsed
by the ancients, along with other aromatic gums
and resins, in the embalming of the dead. It

was burnt as a perfume at the funeral pyre
; it

was also nsed in certain diseases as a medicine.
It is proper to mention, however, that Pliny,

to whom we are indebted for these facts, com-
prebends under this name the leaser cedar
(oxycedrus), or Phcenician juniper, which is still

common on Lebanon, and the resin of which is

also aromatic. Cedar oil, a kind of turpentine,
was likewise prepared from the wood, and was
applied to the rolls of papyrus in order to pre-

serve them. Hence the celebrated sentence
attributed to Persius, that in order to deserve
fame one should leave words which were worthy
of being preserved in cedar ! The resin or oil of
cedar are almost unknown in the present day. We
wish it were otherwise; for in that case we might
present a striking contrast to some (most, indeed)
of the modern chemical processes of the destruc-
tive distillation of resin. The essential oil of
cedar, wo may add, belongs to a family of hydro
carbons which are all celebrated for their anti-
septic properties. The oil of juniper, the oil of
cloves, the oil of nnfcmeg, and some others, be-
long to the same family,—of which, however,
the most perfect chemic^ typs is the essential
oil of bitter almonds.
The next important purpose to which the

timber of oedar is applied most come under the
wide category of interior decoration. Bat to

whatever extent it may have been applied in this

direction in eastern countries, it oannot be said
to have taken root in Europe. For wainscot or
panelling it cannot be compared for a single
moment with oak, or even in certain re-
spects with red pine. The fact is, being
a very porous wood, it is liable to absorb
moisture, and so become extremely sensible
to changes of temperature; in other words, to

split and crack. Although it is very easily cut,
it does not preserve its form when cub; and
besides, we are half of Mr. Huskin’s opinion, that
carving in cedar is too easy to be valuable.
Some of the American river steamers, we are
informed, have their large and handsome saloons
fitted up with cedar, carved and heavily gilded

;

but even here it cannot compete with mahogany.
Certain Medimval Greek churches, as we learn
from the ecclesiastical historians, bad their rood
screens, and sometimes their altars, oonstrocted
of this material

;
bnt it was seldom or never

employed for the sediliaor other internal fittings.

The best example we remember to have heard of
with regard to the application of cedar to interior
decoration, was a very handsome library, fitf-.ed

np in the Cinqoe-cento style by the late King
ot Bavaria

j
but whether the material was

derived from Lebanon or from South America
we do nob at this moment recollect. No doubt
bub for this purpose cedar is a highly useful and
proper material. Book-shelves constructed of
cedar would have the very same conservative
influence on books that Eussian leather binding
exercises, and their common effect springs from
the same cause—in each case the antiseptic
properties of the oil. Besides, as we have seen,
there is the antiquity of the practice to recom-
mend it. If the ancients kept their writings in

cabinets of cedar, why should we moderns nob
follow their example with regard to our books ?

We must not overlook entirely, in our cursory
survey of the subject, the tablets of cedar men-
tioned by Vitruvius. These consisted of wax
tabula), that were written upon with a stylus,
and which were furnished with timber backs
and raised mouldings on the front edge, either
composed of citron or of cedar. The wood
tablet used by the prophet Isaiah (iii. 22) signifies
perfume boxes. In Hebrew it is literally “Houses
of the soul or breath.” Many Eastern women
still wear an ornament composed of cedar,
resembling a honse or temple, containing a

Vitrnv., lib. ii., 0. la the time of Vitrovius the tim-
ber {egdrua) was principally obtained from Crete, Africa,
and tove parlt ofHt/rui.

small image, obviously at once a symbol of
purity and of devotion.

If we wished to institute a comparison dero-
gatory to our modem sentiment, we most refer
to the very popular application of cedar to the
manufacture of cigar-boxes. The boxes in which
Havannah cigars are usually imported consist,

however, of a very common tree, a native of the
West Indies, known in the trade as Barbadoes
cedar. It reaches often to the height of 80 ft.,

audits trunk is remarkable for its circumference.
The cones, bark, and leaves have a bad smell,
resembling that of assafeetida

; but the wood has
a rather agreeable fragrance. Enormons quan-
tities of the timber are annnally consnm^ in
the form of cigar-boxes and light packing-cases,
and it is sometimes used in Franco and Germany
in making the cheaper sorts of blacklead-pencils.
This tree (Cedrrea odorala) is so common and
plentifnl in the West Indies that it is nsed for
the most ordinary domestic pnrposea, such as
shingles

;
and it has been even applied by the

natives to the construction of their canoes.
The next and probably the most important

modern application of cedar we shall notice is

that of furniture. And here the same principles,
of which we have already spoken, will govern
the extent of its consumption. It will not make
a good chair; bat it will make an excellent
work-box or dressing-case. It could never, we
think, snpersede mahogany as a table or a side-
board; but it will make a splendid wardrobe
and the best of all book-cases. It must always
be remembered that the value of cedar resides
in its virtue of resistance to the parasites which
infest other timber, its general antiseptic pro-
perties, its pleasant odonr, and its light agree-
able tone of colour. We understand that Messrs.
Morrison, of Edinburgh, under the direction
ot Lord Lindsay, have ingenionsly contrived
a description of wardrobes in which the best
features of mahogany, rosewood, or walnut
are combined with an interior skeleton of Florida
cedar, thus uniting the properties of both woods
in the same article of furnitnre, and we can
easily imagine that the conception is a sound
one. The lining of wardrobes and drawers with
cedar, however, is of old date in Scotland.
As a material for furniture, per se, Florida
cedar is by no means the best. That which is

imported from the Northern States, although
pcssessing less perfume, is harder, more suscep-
tible of polish, and capable of standing greater
tear and wear. This species of timber is also
the beat adapted for the cases of pianofortes,
although we cannot admit that cedar is the best,
or even one of the best, forms of timber for this
trying purpose. Some of the finest specimens
of cedar that can be applied to furniture or such
like purposes may be seen in the museum at
Kew Gardens

;
and we may add that we saw in

the Paris Exhibition several highly creditable
examples of light oedar bedroom furniture, for
which purposes we think it will be found highly
suitable.* Its chief consumption at this moment,
however, consists in the lining and interior
fittings of drawers, wardrobes, sideboards, and
tables; in which respect it is, owing to its low
price and abundance, gradually superseding oak
and oven black birch. As we have said, it will
never stand comparison by itself with mahogany
or black oak for dining-room furniture, or with
rosewood or walnut in that of the drawing-
room. But in the library and the bedroom there
are grounds for believing that cedar furniture
will gradually obtain a principal place.

The last and certaioly not the least important
application of cedar is that of its use in the
manufacture of black-lead pencils.

On this head we shall be brief. Some years
ago, we described at great length the whole pro-
cess of the pencil miinufacture in Cumberland;
and to that volume we must refer the reader
who cares to pursue the subject minutely. We
shall just state here that its adaptation to pencils
is threefold. First, its freedom of manufacture;
secondly, its pleasant perfume; and lastly, its

property of easy cutting along with the lead.
Keswick pencils are mostly the produce of
Florida cedar; and the kind which is best suited
for the purpose is the free, quick-grown wood;
there is a harder sort of slower growth, which,
however, is more fitted for the purposes of fur-

niture. Those who are in the habit of catting
good pencils will know bettor than we can de-
scribe the feelings of impatience and disgust
which one cannot avoid on coming across a piece
of hard cedar in the pencil-stick! The red

• 8ino« this artiole waa in type, Sir Wm. Maxwell
Btirlia^ tella os that bis library at Kelris lined aadehelved
with planks of cedar.
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cedar, 80 well known in the pencil trade some
Jive-and-twenty years ago, was chiefly derived

from the Virginian cedar, which is in fact a

jnniper {Juniperus Virginina). Like the cedar,

these junipers are distinguished for their resinous

qualities, and have been also applied to furniture

and other purposes }
but its cMef consumption

was in pencils.

We began this article with a description of the

cedars of Lebanon, and we conclude by once

more eipressing the hope that these splendid

historical trees will not be allowed to become
extinct. Here, after all, resides the poetry

of the subject. There are other woods, such

as Spanish mahogany and walnut, which are

more beautiful in their colour. There are

some, too, such as rosewood and sandalwood,

which are possessed of a stronger fragrance

and a more agreeable perfume. But no other

tree carries back our associations to the time

when Solomon, in all his glory, ruled the de-

stinies of Israel
;
and no other was thought fit

to be applied to the sacred pnrposes of the

Temple altar and the covering of the cherubim.

LETTERS BY SIR THOMAS LAWRENCE.

The following hitherto unpublished letters

addressed by Sir Thomas Lawrence to Mr. Penry

Williams will interest many of our readers, not

merely by their references to men and incidents,

but by the advice and criticism they include :

—

" Russell-square, August 31, 1867.

Dea£ SiE,—You have not been absent from my
thoughts, although my too numerous engage-
ments and professional labours have prevented
my sooner writing to you. I received with the

greatest pleasure the little sketches* that you
sent to me by my friend, Mr. Camucoini, which
are touched with your usual taste, delicacy, and
truth. They will be always retained by me,
as evidence equally of your talents and of your
thoughtful remembrance of me. I shall most
sincerely rejoice to hear of your continued health

and the sucoessful prosecution of your studies.

You inform me that you have been making
sketches of the peasantry—their costumes, &c.,

&c. You are right in keeping up this attention

to the human figure, since it will not only be of

great advantage in the introduction of it in your
landscapes, but, from the increased difficulty of

its study, it will exceedingly enlarge your power
of copying inanimate nature. The best histo-

rical painters have always been painters of good
landscape

;
and perhaps there are examples in

Titian of a greater style in that department of

art than can be found in Nicok) or Gasper. I

would add Claude, but that he is so exclusively

devoted to the beautiful (or to that species of

grandeur that is united to it) as not properly to

have place in the comparison. The chief direc-

tion of your studies, however, will be landscape
j

and I have no fear of your interpreting my
advice into abandonment of it for any other.

I am now about to ask you to employ your

genius on it for me, and on such a scale as your
Windclifl’ drawing. If the evenings are still

of the same beautiful serenity that I remember,
will you give one of their happiest effects to a

general view from the front terrace of San
Pietro, in Montorio ? I used often to drive up
there for the delighted admiration which the

grand expansion of that scenery so constantly ex-

cited. It reminded me of Milton’s fine descrip-

tion of Rome in the ‘ Paradise Regained.’ A
faithful delineation of that scene, touched with

your usual finishing and pure taste, would be
much valued by me, and, I need not say, pos-

sessed by me for your own price. Do not,

however, let me fetter you by this commission,

nor, above all, break in on the rational happiness

of your stay at Rome. Be free as air in your
choice of subject, so that you employ your talent,

and do not lose this spring-time of your life,

which, from your present residence, will here-

after appear its happiest epoch.

I am rejoiced to learn that you have for your
companion young Mr. Theed : he left England
with great promise, and a regard has followed

him from the esteem and respect in which his

father was held by us. Give my kind remem-
brance to him.
You will probably have been introduced to Mr.

Eastlake, whose admirable picturef was so justly

•Two small drawings done tn a letter, views of Claude’s
bouse and BaiTaelle'a villa at Borne,

t Greek subject of Spartan yontb.

admired in our late Exhibition. Pray offer him
the inquiries of my high esteem and regard,

and cultivate as much as you can (without

intrusive freedom) his advice and friendship.

To my friend, Mr. Pietro Camucoini, I beg you
will not fail to offer my beat thanks for his kind
friendly letter. I do not want you to tell him
that I consider him as one of the most amiable

and estimable men that I have ever known, but

I privately tell it to you for your guidance and
advantage, as I know you can safely trust to

his judgment, and have perfect confidence in his

worth, whatever be the subject of your applica-

tion to him.
Pray, if you have time to write again, inform

me if Mr. Metz is still living and in health.

Believe me always, dear Sir,

Your very faithful servant,

Thos. Lawrexce.”

“Russell-square, March 9, 1829.

My dear Sir,— I have received and read your
welcome letter with great pleasure, and shall

carefully attend to your wishes respecting the

exhibition of the picture you are sending for

Mr. Bailey, and the having it properly framed;
the drawings I shall give to Mr. Robson,
shonld anything prevent your sisters calling for

them.
I trust I need not tell yon how sincerely I

rejoice in yonr success, and in the good ttiste

and liberality of my countrymen
;
but, hitherto,

you have ' won your own spurs by your own
valonr,’ however the kindness of friendship may
have cheered you in the contest. Think no ex-

planation to me necessary for change in yonr
choice of subject, provided it be advance in

character
;
for the painting of your figures last

year convinced of yonr increasing ability in the
study of the human figure, and, unless yon
attempt the higher dramatic or epic style of

composition, you already walk in perfect safety,

and need fear no pit-fall in your path. I am
j

anxious to see the picture you are now sending,
j

of which I heard last night a very favourable
opinion from Mr. Turner.

[

You give me sincere pleasure in still con-

1

sideriug Mr. Bailey as your first friend, in your !

own selection of the purchasers of your pictures. 1

Neither can it be undeligbtful to you to send
down the best efforts of a genius that is now

!

generally acknowledged, to that private and
humbler scene where it was first nurtured and
advanced. There were many competitors for

your little picture of the ‘ Youthful Italian

Lovers
;

’ bat having your own authority for

considering it to be Mr. Bailey’s, I carefully

retained it for him. Beautiful as your drawing
of the same subject was, I preferred the

picture.

I am well acquainted with the talents and
intelligence of Mr. Havell, from my own know-
ledge of his works and the report of his friends.

Your tour to Naples must have been rendered
both pleasanter and more improving by auch
companionship. If, indeed, you now go to com-
plete those sketches which were but slightly

traced with him, and add to them the colour and
effects of Nature, yonr tour with a man of such
known taste and knowledge of composition,

I
whether beautifnl or grand, will have been all

I

gain, and the benefit be lasting.

I
You inform me that you have not forgotten

! my own commission, which I took the liberty to

j

offer you, of a drawing of Rome from San Pietro
: in Montorio. Yon will oblige me much by exe-

j

outing it for me. Your powers are now in tbeir

I

yonthfnl vigour, and there is a truth, delicacy,
' and refinement in your drawings that, except in
' our greatest artist, I have seen in no other.

From my own recollection, a snn-set or evening

is the finest moment for that glorious scene.

You have so many commissions of importance
that I hardly venture to press others on you.

There is a gentleman, however, who is desirous

of having two small pictures by you, about the

size of the “ Boy and Girl,” at your own price

and subject. He is not in the circles of fashion,

but known to almost all our artists by bis liberal

patronage and gentlemanly conduct,—his name
is Vernon. Let me know that you undertake
them for him.

I shall not fail to give your remembrance, with
your thanks, to Mr. Callcot, who will be much
gratified by the report of your success. You are

fortunate in having still the society of Mr. East-

lake, an advantage that cannot be too highly

appreciated. I am mnch pleased with your
account of Mr. Uwins. He very greatly obliged

me by sending me some interesting sketches

from Urbino, that birthplace of the prince of
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painters
;
they are drawn with a Raffaelleaque

simplicity and taste. I shall hare to write to

you again in a day or two, on the receipt of your
picture.

In the meantime believe me to remain, with

my best regards to Mr. Pietro Cammuocini
(which I particularly beg you to communicate).

My dear Sir,

Your very faithful friend,

Thos. Lawrence.”

“ Rassell-square, March 27, 1829.

My dear Sir,—-I have the pleasure to tell

you that your picture and the drawings are

safely arrived ; I have ordered a frame for the

former, and the latter are now either with Mr.
Robson, or gone from him to your sister.

Your drawings will doubtless be much ad-

mired, but I prefer your picture, which I think

very beautiful
;
you have rendered an incident in

nature,—a peasant woman suckling her child

(which, though it ought always to be hallowed,

is yet sometimes unpleasing in itself, and often

grossly represented) ,—with a delicacy and affec-

tion that make it deeply interesting and pathetic ;

and yon have likewise given that essential in

such subjects—beauty. The composition and
colour of the picture are exceedingly good, and
altogether make it a decided advance on your
popular little picture of last year.

I have little to add of other criticism, except

to notice a trifle of defect. You have taken great

pains with your principal figure, and the eyes

are as well drawn as the other features of her

sweet countenance
;
but in the two boys, the

one on the ass, and the other accosting him, the

eyes are two dark blots, and ill-formed. Let

this carelessness be soon impossible to you.

Besides the incorrectuess, it is a check to the

interest of the work, or the incident, however
trifling, when there is meant to be communica-
tion between the figures.

In that sweet little work, too, of last year,

the boy was not looking quite iu the girl’s face.

Be at the pains often to draw that feature. I

can quote you high authority for it
;

I have a
sheet of eyes drawn by Michelangelo for some
young Penry Williams, whose genius had excited

the friendly effort.

The fault equally exists in one of your draw-
ings,—in the child just beginning to walk ; and
there, by-the-by, you have a little failed, for the

child is not pretty, nor have the features the

delicate form of infantile character.

Try now to get something of more precious

character of surface iu your skies and distance.

Don’t be content with insipid, fair, Roman paint-

ing (this between ourselves) j Claude’s, 'tie true,

are all softness, but we have been too long accus-

tomed to see them touched with the expression

of the pencil to be content with tbeir tame and
spiritless representations. ’Tis the same with

your distances
;
they are very accurate, of true

and sweet hnes, but you do not scumble enough,

nor give that finer zest of pencilling that is so

exquisite in the first works of Claude and Turner.

One thing I see is very much against you, viz.,

the coarseness of your canvas, which no quantity
of colour could well subdue.

Your sister has jnst sent me yonr letter with
the description of the picture, which I shall

direct to be inserted in the catalogue. I have
nob yet written to Mr. Bailey. This picture, I

am to understand, is his
;
but pray tell me what

would be yonr price for another of the same sort

of subject and size ? I mean yonr general price

to any visitor of yonr study. I am now going to

ask a trifling attention from yon which may not

be without its use. Never write a letter home
without adding to its date the place of your

residence at Rome. Letters are mislaid, your

friends may be old, and their memory of the

numbers and names of streets be rapidly decay-

ing
;
whereas, if one only of the former is pre-

served, the direction is found wbich some
intended patron may be soliciting at that

moment, or which may be wanting to the

direction of some letter. The Duke of Wel-

lington never writes a note but with scrupulous

attention to this little form. Besides, the habit

of doing one thing leads to application of it in

another, and the peculiar danger to wliich talent

and genins are exposed, is irregular desultory

thought and neglect of method—of that love of

order which is essential to respectability and
happiness. I fear you will think my letter and
lecture too long, but their extension springs

from sincere regard, and an esteem that will

always leave me, my dear sir,

Your faithful servant,

Thos. Lawrence.”
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ST. MARY'S NEW (E.O.) CHURCH, KENSINGTON. Plan ,f Church and of S.sidencc a,IJ^inhuj.

[See p. 511.

ST. MARY’S NEW (R.C.) CHURCH,
KENSINGTON, MIDDLESEX.

We illnstrafce this week the new Catbolic
Church of St. Mary, which is being erected on
a site adjoining Newland-terrace, in the High-
street, Kensington, from the designs of Messrs.
Goldie & Child, architects.

The style of the new church is that of
the earlier part of the thirteenth oentary, with
the introduction' of Geometrical tracery in the
apse and principal fa<^ade. This will face the
high road, and will comprise a great central
doorway under a moulded and carved arch
spanning the deep recess formed by the pro-
jection of the buttresses, and carried by polished
granite shafts with moulded bases and foliated

capitals, the whole being surmounted by a light

arcade forming a parapet, and bearing effigies of
the Virgin Mary carrying the Saviour, with at-

tendant angels on either side, and above this

will rise the window lighting the nave, and com-
|

posed of sis lights, with a rose of as many lights,
’

cusped, in the head. The gable will contain a
!

triple-lancet window, above which, at the apex, !

will rise a cross of suitable design.
j

The aisles are lighted from the principal '

facade, by two-light windows, having a rose in
j

the head of each, while the apices of the but-
tresses are crowned with carved statues of .

angels.

The central portal will display a broad arch of
foliage carved on marble shafts, enriched with
encaustic tiles and inlayswith a moulded base and
foliated cornice. The entrance is divided into

'

two, by a central shaft carrying the lintel, the I

ends of which rest on foliated corbels springing ;

1 from the jambs. The tympanum will contain
I

; a large seated effigy of our Lord in majesty, at-
j

I tended by adoring angels, the intervening spaces
'

I being filled in with foliage, which will be, I

: throughout the church, of the severe conventional
1

I type, consistent with the stylo.

Entering the church, the dimensions will be
! striking. The entire length will measure 143 ft.,

' of which 33 ft. will be devoted to the choir and
I sanctuary. The width of the nave will be 30 ft.,

I and the total width of nave and aisles 58 ft.

' The internal height of the nave will be 65 ft.

' The nave will be separated from the aisles by a
1 lofty arcade of six bays, carried on cylindrical i

; shafts of polished granite, already fixed, with
I moulded bases and bands and foliated

,

capitals.

. Above this runs an arcade, carried by shafts of
t torra-cotta, with moulded caps and bases, stop-

J pingbetween the pilasters which carry thedeeply-
r recessed clearstory arcade, which is lighted by
8 single lancet windows. The aisles will be lighted '

t by cinque- foiled rose-windows, and have recesses
0 of confessionals and side altars.

The sanctuary will be raised 4 ft. above the
1 nave, and will be reached by six steps leading
t to the choir, and two more into the sacrarium.
TThis portion of the church will be divided from
t the nave by a moulded arch, springing from
fi foliated and moulded corbels, and will consist of
3..nine bays, whereof seven will form the apse, all

’ lighted by two-lighfc windows, having a seven-

i

lobed circle in the head of each.
The roof of the nave will be a continuous

barrel vault of timber, with a moulded king-
post and tie-beam to each principal. The sanc-
tuary and two lateral chapels will be groined,
and the organ will be placed in a gallery at the
western end of the church, carried on six granite
shafts, banded, and with moulded caps and
foliated caps. At the entrance to the sanctuary
will rise, on the exterior, a \ohj fleclie, covered
with lead, and bearing on its apex a rich vane
and cross, at a height of 130 ft. from the ground.
At the rear of the church will be a residence for
the clergy, suitable in style and arrangements to
the rest of the edifice, and communicating with
the sacristies behind the high altar. The fouu-

I

dations, which are very extensive, have been
; executed by Mr. Simpson, builder, of Totten-

I

ham-conrb-road. The foundation-stone, bearing
I
a suitable inscription and containing the usual

‘

deposit, was laid with ceremony on the 14th of
May last.

ON LINCOLN CATHEDRAL.*

Eon those who desire to study the progress of
style through the Lancet period, Lincoln Cathe-
dral presents the amplest opportunities. We
can trace the hand of the designer of Bishop
Hugh’s works, in coutinnation ,of that of the
choir, along the east walls of the great tran-
septs, as well in those of the east aisles as in
the upper parts of the building

; we can trace
even the gradual slackening of the work, and
its absolute cessation iu the north and south
wall.s of these transepts. Here a pause of many
years must have occurred, probably whilst the
crossing and central tower wore rising, which,
however, fell from insufficiency of some kind,
per insolentiam artificia, in the year 1239.
Meanwhile Bishop Hugh, having been canonized,
became the patron saint of Lincoln

j
the odour

of sanctity attached to his memory attracted
crowds of the faithful to the cathedral, and
the contributions, which flowed in largely, per-
mitted the rapid prosecution of the works,
which, judging from internal evidence alone,

must have been resumed about 1216, and car-
ried out without intermission in the course of
the next twenty years. These later works of
the Lancet period comprise, — 1. The central
transept (west side). ’2. Nave and aisles, with
north and south chapels. 3. West front, with
north and south pinnacled turrets. 4. Chapter-
house. 5. West porch of south transept. G.

The crossing and lower part of the central
tower (rebuilt)

; and, 7. The two western door-
ways of the choir aisles. They were constructed
probably in the order above given, and show,
with the exception of the two last-named, but
slight differences of style in their details.

With regard to the Chapter-house there exists

a singular discrepancy between the internal

* By Mr. Edmund Sharpe. See p. 484, ojite.

evidence afforded by the character of its work
and the external evidence of documentary his-
tory. We are told by Giraldus Cambrenais, ou
the authority of Wharton, that Bishop Hugh
built the “ Capitulum,” a term which can only
correctly be interpreted “ chapter-house.” Pro-
fessor Willis, feeling convinced that the work
was of later date, endeavoured to explain away
the difficulty by arguing that the word “ cfipitu-
Ittm" meant, in this case, “caput ecclesice,” the
head, or east end of the church.

It is always unfortunate when, as is some-
times the case, antagonism arises between the
internal evidence furnished by the building
itself, and the external evidence of contempora-
neous history. In the earlier days of arcbmolo-
gical study the tendency was to discredit the
former and to accept the latter

j
iu these days

the results of strict analytical investigation and
comparison of the minor details of the buildings
of the Middle Ages dispose us to place much
more reliance upon this species of internal evi-
dence than on even the most unequivocal assei -

tions of ecclesiastical historians. The inductive
reasoning based on the former appears to be
safer than the possibly hearsay testimony of the
latter.

Without, then, contendiog for, or, indeed,
accepting, Professor Willis’s interpretation of
the word ” capitulum,” as used by Giruldus
Cambrensis, I have no hesitation in asserting
that the stonemasons who executed the work of
the Chapter-house of Lincoln Cathedral did uoc
live in Bishop Hugh’s time, but twenty or thirty
years later.*

The two latest of this second group of Lancet
works, namely, the west porch of the south
transept, or Galilee porch, as it is usually called,
and the two doorways situated at the west end
of the choir aisles, exhibit much greater elegance
of treatment and delicacy of execution than the
others. Of these two works, the former may be
advantageously compared with a similar work,
similarly named, at the west end of Ely Cathe-
dral, which belongs to the earlier, as this porch
does to the latest part of the Lancet period

;

whilst the exquisite carved work and capitals of
the former correspond closely with those of the
elegant work of contemporaneous date at the
east end of the choir of the same cathedral,
which was commenced by Bishop Northwold in
1235.

Before quitting the work of the Lancet period,
it may be well to notice an opinion which has
prevailed, and which is due, I believe, to Pro-
fessor Willis, who discovered that the name of
Bishop Hugh’s architect was Geoffrey de Noiers,

* In a paper which was read at Lincoln by the Rev. J

.

Dymock, on “The Doeiunentary History of Lincoln
Cathedral,” the day foUowiae that on which Mr. Sharpe's
lecture was delivered, the dimculty above referred to was
completely solved by the fact announced by Mr. Dymock,
that, on reference to the oiiginal text of Giraldus Cam-
brensis, be had discovered that the passage in question
had been erroneously transcribed and printed by Whar-
ton, the real word in the MS. being plainly and legibly
written, not '‘capitulum," but “ capUium," which can-
not otherwise be interpreted than as signifying the head
or east end of the church,

a
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to the effect that the design of the east transept

and choir -of Lmcotn Oathedral is of French

origin. The only feature, however, in this work

which at all resembles French work of this date

is the pier capital of the choir, which, with its

double row of stiff foliage, and four attendant

shaft capitals, all attached to the same block, is

not nnlike those of Chartres and Soissons. But

we have in the pier capitals of the presbyterj’

of Chichester Cathedral, designed and con-

strncted only a few years earlier, at the close of

the Transitional period, the very idea, in genuine

English workmanship, of which these Lincoln

capitals are the Lancet version, and to which,

with their detached shafts, they bear a much
stronger resemblance than to the capitals of any
French cathedral with which I am acquainted.

In all other respects, in the general onfcline of

the design, and in all its minor details of mould-

ings and carved work, there is no resemblance

whatever between the work of Geoffrey de Noiers

and that of French buildings of corresponding

date.

Geometrical Fet'iod.

The introduction of Tracery in the middle of

the thirteenth century caused a rapid and com-

plete change in the appearance of bnildings : it

arose from the practice of perforating in various

ways the spandrels of arches, and the solid stone-

work lying between tho heads of contiguous

lancet windows. Of this practice, and its pro-

gress through the Lancet period, wo have excel-

lent examples in Lincoln Cathedral. In the

plain circles, trefoils, and quatrefoils, with

which the solid stonework above the sub-

arches of the blind story of tho choir and
early transept of Bishop Hogh is perforated,

,

we see an early and a somewhat clumsy effort
j

to relievo this blank space. In the nave three

foiled openings more completely ocenpy it; and
in the noble wheel-window of the north transept,

so entirely is the large plate of stonework, which
fills the circle, pierced, that but small portions

of solid stone remain between the circnlar

voids.

To call this a traceried window, however,

would be a mistake : the principle of tracery,

which consists in the conversion of the whole of

these intervening portions of stonework into

moulded bars, is wanting. This is the invention,

then, which, applied in circular forma to the
j

windows of the sncceeding period, forms its chief

;

characteriatio.
|

1. Of the noble series of monumental works
j

which were constructed in England during the
[

Geometrical period, ono of the earliest, and cor-
j

tainly one of the finest, is the presbytery of

!

Lincoln Cathedral. Designed, as we know it
[

to have been, about the year 125C, at the
,

exact moment when Gothic architecture in its
|

chief forms, its sculpture, its carved and
1

moulded work, had reached its highest develop-

1

ment, it exhibits in every part a refinement
j

and elegance, as well as a delicacy of finish in i

its minutest details, to which it would be difficult I

to find a parallel in the whole range of Gothic

art. To attempt to describe to you its varied

beauties in the short space of time at our dis-

posal, would be a vain effort.

I cannot, however, pass over without notice

its chief and most characteristic feature, its

glorious east window of eight lights, confessedly

ihe finest of its kind in the kingdom, which,

occupying as it does the entire east end on the

inside, and worked out as it is with a wealth of

deeply-moulded detail of surpassing excellence,

may be looked upon as the crowning work of

the singularly beautiful building of which it

forms the termination, and the chief ornament.

This building, commenced, as it is reasonable

to suppose, immediately after the granting of

the Royal permission to remove the city wall, in

order to allow its construction in 1256, was so

far finished in 12S2, that Bishop Hugh’s shrine

was transferred into it in that year.

Among the remaining works of the Geo-

metrical period may be noticed,

—

2. The stone screens of the choir on the east,

north, and south sides. They were probably all

commenced soon after the completion of the pres-

bytery. One of them, on the north side, has on its

aisle front an arcade of circular foliated tracery so

exactly similar to that of the aisle arcade of the

navo of York Minster, and is finished with

straight canopies carrying mouldings, crockets,

and finials so identically the same, that it is

scarcely possible to suppose that they were not
designed by the same band.

3. An Easter sepulchre on the north side of
the choir, with figures and carved work of great

excellence, belongs also to this later Geometrical

work.
4. It was viot Tintil iiie middlo of the Geo-

metrical period thn.t the stone-cao'vers of the

Middle Ages began first to imitate in their;

works the foliage of nature. The period is thus

divisible, almost equally, into two portions,

Early and Late j
during the earlier of which the

carved work was of conventional design, and

doring the later in imitation of natural forms.

In the presbytery the capitals, not only of the

piers, but of all the host of minor shafts, carry

foliage of the most elegant conventional type,

consisting of curled leaves of the most varied

outline, but all designed in the same spirit. In

the passage leading from the north-eastern tran-

sept to the cloisters, and in the cloisters them-

selves, we have an opportunity of contrasting

the new fashion of carving, introduced about the

years 12S0—1290, with the old ; the capitals of

all the shafts, of the tracery of these two later

Geometrioal works, having natural foliage only,

chiefly in imitation of the oak and the vine*leaf.

So much as remains of this cloister is in other

respects an interesting example of the works of

the second half of the Geometrical period.

5. Whether the central tower, of which tho

two lower stories remain, was ever carried

higher, we have no record, and no present means
of knowing : what is certain is, that its noble

upper storj', belonging to the latter part of the

Geometrical period, must Lave been commenced
about the year 1306. It is justly reckoned one

of the finest central towers in the kingdom, and
groups as grandly with the two smaller western

towers’ as the central spire of Liobfiold Cathe-

dral does with the two subordinate western

spires of that building.
J

Curvilinear Period,
j

1. Whether or not all may be disposed to
I

agree that the progress of art from the point

,

at which we have now arrived was in a down-
ward direction, and that the decay into which
church architecture fell, at the close of the

Rectilinear period, dates, in its earliest begin-

nings, from the time when natural foliage was
introduced into the ornamentation of buildings,

and flowing tracery into their windows, it can-

not be denied that, in one respect, tho builders

of the two latest periods surpassed their pre-

decessors. The graceful finish of the upper

wails and gables of by far the greater part of our

cathedral and parish churches, of whatever date,

is due to the panelled and pierced parapets, and
crocheted pinnacles of the Curvilinear and

i

Rectilinear periods. Of this we have notable

examples at Lincoln j the earliest of which
occurs in the panelled parapet of the west
front, which crowns so appropriately the earlier

work below. To the same date belongs the

flowing pierced parapet of the south clearstory

of the nave, with its Curvilinear pinnacles mark-
ing the limits of each compartment. Following

this parapet westwards we arrive at the west

wall of the south transept, along which this

open parapet of flowing tracery is still con-

tinued.

2. The chief work of this period, however,

was the remodelling of the south front of the

south transept. This work consists of a large

circular window, corresponding with the rose

window of the north transept, and filled with

flowing tracery of Flamboyant character, of a

large five-light window above, and of a pierced

parapet of flowing tracery on the gable.

3. It is not improbable that this work is dne

to the Burghersh family, one of whose members
was Bishop of Lincoln from 1320 to 1340,

daring the time, in fact, that it mast have been
executed. This supposition is confirmed by tho

circumstance that a chantry belonging to this

family was founded at the east end of the north

aisle of the presbytery, one side of which was
formed of the tombs of Lord Burghersh, the

founder, who died in 1356, and of his brother,

the bishop, who died in 1340. They are both

interesting monuments.
4. The last works of this period were the two

canopied tombs at the east end of the presby-

tery, under the last pier-arch on the south side.

They are, although late, of very elegant work-

manship, and were probably erected during the

lifetime of Lord Cantilnpe, by whom the ad-

joining chantry is said to have been founded,

but who did not die until 1372.

One of the most elaborate and admirable

screens of any kind that exist, designed in this

style, is to be seen in this cathedral under the

east arch of the crossing, and serves at present

as the organ screen. It is stated by Wild to

have been constructed in the year 1775 ;
but it

is scarcely credible that so excellent a work is

due to a period when Gothic architecture was so

Tittle understood B®d appreciated. It is probable
that it is a very and aaourate restoration
of an existing work of undoubtedly great merit,

and that the greater part of what we see

belongs really to the earlier part eff the Curvi-
linear period. It deserves atteorive ettndy.

Rectilinear Period.

1. Strongly resembling the CantTlupe tomb, is

the arcading of the interior of the ground story

of the two western towers, with its elaborate

vaulting
;
and to the same early date probably

belongs the interior of the west doorw^.
2. The upper part of the west iowers was,

no doubt, the next work executed. They are

plain, but well proportioned.

3. The insertion of the west window of the
nave and north and south aisles followed ;

and
the construction of the canopied work, above the
west doorway, with its row of kingly statues, is

of the same date.

-4. The west porch of the south transept

received in this period its richly - panelled

parapet ; and the airy lightness of the sky-

outline of the central tower is due to its pierced

Rectilinear parapet, constructed probably about
the same timo.

5. The three last works remaining to be
described belong all to the latter part of this

period. They are the chantry chapels of Bishop
Fleming, who died A.D. 1432

;
of Bishop Russell,

who died A.D. 1480
;
and of Bishop Longland,

who died A.D. 1521. Tho two last named are

,

excellent examples of this kind of sepulchral

I

oratories, which were often erected by the prelates

I

themselves during their lifetime.

I In the transepts are several screens ofexceUent
Rectilinear design

;
and the stall-work of the

J

choir, executed in the early part of the period, is

I amongst the best in the kingdom.

PARIS.

In the interior of thenew Opera-housetheworks
of decoration advance slowly but steadily, and it

will be many months before they assume a com-
prehensible form. The iron ribs of the dome are

in place : it will have a very flat and eitfonci ap-

,

pearance, especially as the base from which it

rises, though apparently of some consequence

i as seen in the elevation, cannot be perceived ex-

I

cept from afar. The ornamentation of this base

cannot, tasteful as it may be, appear at a great

distance ; and, as all cats are grey in the dark,

so all details of ornamentation, good or bad, are

equal in artistic merit when viewed from afai-.

The term dome is a misnomer here, as, in all

cases, this feature should dominate over the rest

of the building, whereas in this building it is

completely masked, from the north side, by the

roof. It is a pity, also, that the site on which
the new opera stands cannot permit of its being

at all seen from the line of the Rne de la Paix

and the Place Yenddme. The clearance for the

new Place de I’Opera and the new street from

the Palais Royal to lead to it has been under-

taken on a scale which is truly appalling.

Looking at this vast plain of d6Ms, from the

Opera-house, one would imagine that Baron
“House-manie” intended to demolish every thing

between the “noble” building and the river.

The new street, it is said, is to be the most
magnificent in Europe, and of course in the

world, and a profitable speculation for the Tille

de Paris, &c. The facade of the Opera is not

yet completely uncovered
;

the same hoard-

ing that we saw la«t year is still in its place,

with this improvement, that it has been de-

corated with a coat of slate-coloured paint, and

the unsightly placards and street bills have been
removed totally.

At the comer of the Rue de la Chanssee
d’Antin the new Theatre du Vaudeville is in a

forward state, and the planked hoarding, which
sheathes it from top to bottom, is disappearing

piece by piece, and the cupola of the auditorinm

is terminated, as are also the floors of the first

fonr galleries.

From a return sent by the municipal autho-

rities of Paris to tho Commission of the Budget,

it appears that since 1853 the population of the

town has doubled ; but they forget to say that

the area of Paris at that epoch was only 3,222

hectares (hectare equal toaboat2 Nacres), whereas
since the annexation of the new eight arrondisse-

ments the area is 7,802 hectares. The number
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of hoaaes demolished during the last fifteen years

is pat down at 20,000, and the new honses built

45,000. The 25,000, representing the surplus

of the construction over the demolition, give a

surplus of 110,000 apartments, and it is esti-

mated by the authorities that there exist in

Paris 80,000 lodgings, the rents of which are

leas than 500f. (20i.) per annum.
Seven bridges are now in construction over the

Seine below Paris
;
two below the park of

Neuilly, three below Clichy, across the two Isles

dos Ravagenrs, and two below Saint Ouen.

These will permit the Parisians to locate them-

selves on the verdant hills of the rivs gauche,

from Courbevoie to Genevillers.

The Ambassador of Russia has forwarded to

the Prefect of the Seine a marble bust of the

Emperor of Russia, presented by him as a

souvenir of the soiree he passed at the Hotel de

Ville, June 8th, 1867. It has been placed in the

gallery of sovereigns, containing the busts of

those who since 1853 have honoured the H6tel

de Ville with their presence. There are twelve

already there : those of the Queen of England,

Prince Albert, Victor Emmanuel, the late Dom
Pedro of Portugal, Dom Luis I. of Portugal, the

Queen of Portugal, the late King Maximilian of

Bavaria, the Sultan, the Emperor of Austria, the

King of Prussia, the King of the Belgians, and
the Queen of the Belgians.

Notwithstanding the protest made to the

Prefect of the Seine, sign^ by 2,500 inhabitants

of the arrondissements of the town of Sens
against diverting their river, the Vanne, for the

purpose of supplying Paris with more water, the

reservoirs of Montrouge were commenced on the

29th ult. This colossal structure, placed between
MontsourisPark and the riding-school, is bounded
on the south by the Avenue Reille, on the east

by the Avenue de Montaouris, on the west by
the Rue de la Tombe Issoire, and on the north, at

some distance, by the Boulevard du Transit- It

will be of two stories high, built entirely out of

the ground, and will contain 305 millions of

litres (123 for the higher quarters of tho left

bank, and 182 for the low quarters of the left

and part of the right bank). It has been decided

that the Palace of the Bardo (Bey of Tunis), as

yet standing on the Champ de Mars, shall be
re-erected at the Montsouris Park. All the

materials purchased by the administration are

to be made use of, and the present rubble base-

ment replaced by one of ashlar.

We mentioned some time ago that the Bi&vre
river was to be diverted into the collecting sewer
of the left; bank, and to cross the Seine by a

gigantic iron syphon-tube, near the Pont de
I’Alma. This is being carried out, and tho

immense pieces of tube may be seen on the

banks of the river. The barge carrying the

dredging apparatus and the immense diving-

bell is moored close to the left bank, and the

workmen go down by relays and work at their

ease, as the depth is not very great. Only one
of tho arches of the bridge is at present available

for navigation.

THE SANITARY STATE OF BARRACKS.

Following up what we did some years ago,

the Lancet has sent sanitary commissioners to

examine several of the metropolitan barracks

and that at Windsor. The barracks of the

Household Cavalry at Knightsbridge they con-

demn as unfit for either officers, men, or horses.

The whole place is redolent of horses and horse-

manure, the buildings benig huddled together,

and the litter thrown out directly under the

windows of the barrack-rooma. The mess-rooms

of the privates have been taken from them for

regimental offices, and they are now compelled

to take their meals in their bed-rooms. The

married men and their children are lodged in

the most shameful manner. They have no supply

of water, no water-closet, no domestic conveni-

ences whatever. They are worse off than they

would be in a workhouse or a prison. The
managers of the Zoological Gardens would be

execrated if they kept their auimals in such an

unhappy state. There appears to be an almost

total neglect of sanitary laws : bad ventilation,

offensive urinals, disgnsting privies, untrapped

drains, and badly ventilated barrack-rooms. In

the hospital the bath for the 6 ft. troopers is

4 ft. 2 in. long! Extraordinary pains appear to

have been taken to secure ventilation and pure

air by complicated tubes over the gas-burners,

louvre openings near the ceilings, Sheringbam
valves and Galton stoves, to the utter neglect of

the simpler, but far more efficient, expedient of

making a sufficient number of windows opening
at the top. The Commissioners recommend
that this barrack should be at once rebuilt.

Great fault is found with the situation,

arrangement, construction, and ventilation of the

barrack-rooms to the Regent’s Park Barracks,
which have neither lavatories, urinals, nor
latrines close at hand. The troopers eat, drink,

and sleep in the same rooms. The married
quarters are still more emphatically condemned.
The single apartment allotted to a man, wife,

and three or four children, has no domestic con-

veniences of any kind, and absolutely no venti-

lation. It appears that the hospital has been
repeatedly condemned, but as often patched np
at considerable coat. Half the building is again
in the hands of the engineers for repairs, which
will be equally misplaced. The water-supply is

intermittent, and the commissioners deem it in-

credible that the War Department should be
guilty of such a piece of economy at the risk of

tho health and lives of the men in such a costly

establishment. The sanitary condition of the
men is good, which seems owing mainly to the

extraordinary sanitary precantiona carried out,

not at the expense of the Government, but of
themselves. Three men are employed to flush

tho drains, urinals, latrines, &c., daily, and to

sprinkle them with disinfecting powder. The
labour, expense, and supervision bestowed are
worthy of the highest commendation, but do not
justify the postponement of more permanent
reforms. The commissioners recommend the
removal of the barracks to a more appropriate
site, and the sale of the valuable land and build-

ings to defray some portion of the cost.

Of the Windsor Cavalry Barracks, reputed to

be the chef d'cewvre of the military bugineers,

complaint is made that the barrack, although
constructed for half a regiment, is now forced to

contain a whole one. Horses worth several

hundred guineas each have so little room that it

is dangerous to pass behind them. The barrack-
rooms are more spacious. Here, also, as in the
other barracks, the meals are eaten in the sloep-

ing-rooma. At the end of each room, and ap-
proached by a short corridor, are the lavatory and
urinal, fitted up with tho latest patents. But
the misfortune is that they are continually out of

order. There was not a single urinal which did

not stink abominably, and the floor of nearly
every lavatory might reasonably be called a lake,

from leakage from the pipes. In one instance

tho thoughtful ingenuity of the corporal has
placed a pair of heavy boots for those who desire

to wade across without wetting their feet. The
water-closets appear to yield an excellent an-

nuity to their ingenious inventors. Those, for

example, in the officers' quarters have never been
in working order for a fortnight together since

they were put up. There is an insufficient supply
of water : not a drop in any of the taps

;
and this

is said to be of almost daily occurrence. Cases
of scarlatina have been constant in the portion of

the barrack set apart for families since April

last, and one of the married sergeants is now
in hospital. Any day it may extend to the
troopers’ quarters. The state of the water supply
is simply disgraceful. Many of the tanks are
nearly always empty. There is not enough for

ordinary cleanliness, much less for flushing

drains and watering roads. The hospital is

spoken of in terms of almost unqualified appro-
bation. The wards are lofty, light, and well
ventilated ; the floors and furniture exquisitely

clean
;
the walls panelled shoulder high, and

decorated with prints. A protest is entered

against the employment of complicated sanitary

machinery without proper skilled supervision.

In conclusion, the Lancet commissioners express

their belief that simple arrangements and day-

light are the best remedies for dirt and filth, and
that a proper sanitary state can only be main-
tained', where large numbers of men are congre-

gated together, by making care and trouble

obviously necessary.

In the House of Commons, since this last

report was published. Sir John Pakington made
a very unsatisfactory reply to a question which
Colonel Leslie put to him with reference to the
odious condition of the Windsor cavalry barracks.

Sir John spoke of the failure of certain modern
inventions for the promotion of cleanliness.

Nobody doubts that these inventions sometimes
fail and often get out of order, but that surely is

no reason why matters should be made worse
by gross neglect. So much complaint bad been
made on this subject, that last winter Sir John
appointed a medical officer and an engineer to go
through the various barracks of the country and

report on their condition. These gentlemen have
not made their report

;
but why have they not ?

and why, too, should it be necessary to appoint

a commission of inquiry in order to insure in

any barrack common respect for the laws of

decency ? Then, again, Sir John states, that

during the last ten years the conntry had spent

a quarter of a million in providing suitable

quarters for married soldiers. Nobody doubts
that the money has been spent

j
but it is not the

less certain that the work of refoi’ra has not

been satisfactorily accomplished.

STEAM CULTIVATION.

A LECTURE was delivered by Professor Cole-

man, of Estrick, York, upon the application of

machinery to agriculture, at Brayton Hall, tho

mansion of Sir Wilfrid Lawson, on rent-day, to

his tenant farmers and the gentlemen con-

nected with the Wigton Farmers’ Club. About
150 sat down to dinner in a large farm
building fitted np for the purpose, and the com-

pany afterwards adjourned to another room to

hear the lecture. Having sketched the history

of steam cultivation, Mr. Coleman said the ques-

tion they had to consider was how small farms

of one to three hundred acres could have the

benefit of steam cultivation. There could be no
doubt that tho double engine system was the

best. If they had the land drained, capital, and
the co-operation of the landlord willing to re-

move obstacles in this direction, the farmer

would be justified in purchasing a double cylin-

der engine, and he would never regret it. Tho
reason why steam cultivation had progressed so

little was, that landlords would not support

tenants in their enterprises. They were told to

use steam as an auxiliary to horses, and he be-

lieved it was a beneficial and practical thing, and
well worthy of consideration. He believed the

time was coming when small farmers would
come in for tho benefits of steam cultivation.

He did not suppose they had much faith in steam
cultivation companies. They had nothing of the

kind started. In the northern part of Shropshire,

however, there was a company with more than
eighty farmers on the books, who regularly

looked for the steam plough, and were extremely

disappointed if they did not get it. What had
been done in Shropshire might be done in Cum-
berland. Let landlords and tenants combine,

and they would find it answer the purpose.

There had been disappointment felt that they

had not more reliable information with regard to

steam cultivation, but they must bear in mind
that the whole thing was in its infancy. It was
only within five or six years that machinery at

all approaching practical form had been in use,

and sufficient time had not elapsed for the col-

lection of facts
;
moreover, farmers had no time

or taste for collecting facts. It was all to be got

at by general impressions. In many instances

they were told absolutely that the crops had in-

creased. The roots had undoubtedly been bene-

fited in strong soils. As great a success had
been achieved with regard to reaping and mow-
ing by machinery as with regard to steam culti-

vation. He contended that a farmer’s education

was not complete unless he had acquired a

practical knowledge of the management of

machinery.

MEMORIAL OF THE LATE DOWAGER
COUNTESS OF ELLESMERE,

AT WALKDEN MOOR, MANCHESTER.
This monument is. to the memory of Harriet

Dowager Countess of Ellesmere, who died iu

1866. She was widow of the first and grand-
mother of the present earl. Her good works
among the labouring population and others on
the estate will long be remembered, and tho
memoidal which forms the subject of our illustra-

tion is Intended to commemorate them.
Walkden Moor, the site of the monument, is

near Worsley, the seat of the Earls of Ellesmere,

and in the middle of the colliery district included

in their extensive property.

About fifty designs were submitted for the

monument in answer to an invitation by adver-

tisement. Mr. G. E. Street was consulted by
the committee, and their final decision was made
in accordance with hie opinion.

The architect whose design was accepted, and
is now being carried out as shown in the ac-

companying illustration, is Mr. T. G. Jackson,

of London, Fellow of Wadham College, Oxford.
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MEMOBIAL OP
THE LATE P. W. PAIRHOLT.

A HANDSOME mural “ brass,” let Into a slab of

black marble has been prepared for this purpose
by Mr. J. G. Waller, and is about to be fixed up in

the church of Stratford-upon-Avon. It is thus

inscribed :—“ FrederickWilliam Fairholt, F.S.A.,

artist and author, bequeathed his Shakespearean
collections to the town of Stratford-upon-Avon.

He died April 3, 1866, and was buried at

Brompton. This tablet is erected to his me-
mory by his friend and executor C. E. Smith.”
Above this there are three small crocketed cano-

pies with a shaft at each side. Within the

centre is the letter F, crossed with a pen and
pencil. The foliage used is artistical, and the

effect of the whole unpretentious and good.
The remark will not be out of place here, that

Mr. Fairholt, by the disposition he made of his

property, which was not large, has benefited the
public to a much greater extent than is done by
the mojority of persons who die with ten times
the amount of money at their disposal.

COMMITTEE ON LABOUR AND WAGES.

The Social Science Association have ap-

pointed a committee for the purpose of spread-

ing information as to the natural laws regu-

lating the rate of wages and the supply and
demand for labour. A great want of informa-

tion exists as to the nature and operation of

these laws. Mr. Overend, Q.C., has stated to the

executive committee that, in his opinion, “ almost
all the crimes in trade matters originate in

ignorance.” It is this ignorance, wherever exist-

ing, which the association desire to remove. In
forming the committee they have sought to pre-

sent to employers, to the working classes, and to

the country generally, a list of names calculated

to inspire confidence in the disinterestedness of

the promoters of the object in view and in their

ability to carry on the work wisely and effi-

ciently.

Besides spreading abroad information on the
laws which regulate wages, an attempt will be
made to induce employers to avail themselves of
the last amendment of the law of partnership,

which enables them, without risk, to pay their

work-people, in part, by granting them a share
in the profits, so as to give them in some degree
the interests and feelings of proprietors

j and
also to promote amicable conferences between
operatives and their employers, such as have so

long been in successful use at Nottingham and
elsewhere.

We are enabled to give a list of the com-
mittee r—Messrs. Edward Akroyd, M.P.

;
Rev.

Samnel Bache
;
Arnold Barnchson

;
T.B.L. Baker;

Thomas Barnes, M.P. ; James Beal ; Thomas
Begga ;

Adam Black
; C. H. Bracebridge

;

Thomas Brassey, jun.
;
Thomas Briggs ; H. C.

Briggs; Samuel Browu; the Right Hon. H.
Austin Bruce, M.P.

j
Charles Buxton, M.P.

;
Sir

T. F. Buxton, barb, M.P. ; Nathaniel Caine;
David Chadwick

;
Edwin Chadwick, C.B.

;
F. S.

Corrance, M.P.
;
Samnel Courtauld ; Right Hon.

William Cowper, M.P. ; Rev. R. W. Dale;
W. T. S. Daniel, Q.C. ; the Hon. George Den-
man, Q.C., M.P.

;
Sir Wentworth Dilke, bart.,

M.P. ; George Dixon, M.P.
;
Earl Ducie ; Lord

Dufferin and Clandeboye
;
Andrew Edgar, LL.D.;

William Ewart, M.P.
;
William Fairbairn, LL.D.,

F.R.S.; Professor Fawcett, M.P. ; H. W. Free-

land; George Godwin, F.E.S.; Sir Francis H.
Goldsmid, bart., M.P. ; Julian Goldsmid, M.P.

;

Walford Greatorex ;
E. 0. Greening; Right Hon.

Russell Gurney, Q.C., M-P. ; Thomas Hare

;

G. Woodyatt Hastings
;
William Hawes

; Charles

Hawkins; Edwin Hill; Frederic Hill; M. D.
Hill, Q.C. ; W. B. Hodgson, LL.D.

;
Lord Hough-

ton
;

John Howell; Thomas Hughes, M.P.

;

J. R. Jeffrey
;
Thomas Jessop

;
Professor Stan-

ley Jevons; Hon. Arthur Kinnaird, M.P.;

W. C. Leny
;
Right Hon. the Earl of Lichfield

;

Darnton Lupton; Lord Lyttelton; J. McClelland;
Horace Mann

;
Hugh Mason

;
Samuel Morley

;

Walter Morrison, M.P.
;
J. W. Murland

;
Charles

Neste, M.P.
;
William Newmarch, F.R.S. ; W.

Overend, Q.C. ; Charles Paget
; Rev. Mark

Pattison; Professor Lyon Playfair
;
John Plum-

mer; Edmund Potter, F.R.S., M.P.
;
Hodgson

Pratt; Robert Rawlinson, C.B.
; Earl Russell,

K.G. ;
Arthur Ryland

; W. Lucas Sargant

;

Russell Scott; William Shaen; Sir J. Kay
Shuttleworth, bart. ;

Robert Slater
; Rev. S. A.

Steinthal
;
Robert Stuart, Q.C. ; Colonel Sykes,

F.R.S., M.P.; P. A. Taylor, M.P.; J. Pitt

Taylor; Seymour Teulon; William Tite, F.R.S.,

M.P. ; R. R. Torrens ; H. S. Tremenheere
; Sir

Walter C. Trevelyan, bart. ; E. Carlton Tufnell;

Sir Harry Vemey, M.P.
;
Thomas Webster, Q.C.,

F.R.S.
;
T. W. Weguelin, M.P. ; Sir J. Eardley

Wilmot, bart. ; his Excellency M. Van de Weyer
;

Professor John Wilson.

The meeting whereat this committee was ap-

pointed was presided over by the Right Hon.W.E.
Gladstone, M.P. The speakers were (in the order

of their speaking) Sir John Kay Shuttleworth, Mr.
Godwin, Mr. Ludlow, Mr. Applegarth, Mr. Neate,
Mr. G.W. Hastings, Mr. Dering, Mr. John Ruakin,
Mr. Hare, Mr. Mundella, Mr. Thos. Hughes, M.P.,

and Mr. Taylor.

A PEW THOUGHTS ON STRIKES, TRADES
UNIONS, LABOUR, AND CAPITAL.

Sir,—At no time in the history of our country
has the relation of employer and employed been
more unsatisfactory, or the war between capital

and labour been more deadly. The harmony
which once existed between the contending
parties is gone, and a new order of things is in

existence. The hewers of wood and the drawers
of water believe they are unfairly dealt with by
the upper and employing classes, and are by
combination fighting for a larger reward for

their labour. Although this movement is more
noticeable among those who receive weekly
wages, there is not any doubt but that the move-
ment has extended to every class of society.

: Any one who can for a short time cast aside

class prejudices, and impartially view the present
state of things, must come to the conclusion

that the working classes are not alone in an
uDsatisfaotory condition, but that the body
politic is almost rotten to the core.

As the condition of the labouring classes is

largely influenced by the actions of the classes

above them, I think it may be fairly assumed
that the agitations which have for some time
characterised them are, after all, but a reflex of
the selfishness of the other classes. In looking

around we see that political life, as represented
by the ruling parties, is out of joint. Principle,

which ought to be the guiding star, is cast

to the winds,—one section trying to outbid the
other. Their only aim seems to be place,

and the distribution of State loaves and fishes,

whilst great social and educational measures
are neglected, to the nation’s injury and
loss. Can it be wondered at, that under this

low state of morality, the workmen should make
demands which are, in many instances, injurious

to their class ? The present state of the nation
is more unsatisfactory than it has been for a long
time. The registrar’s returns state there is a
large increase in pauperism, and a decrease of
trade, whilst local taxation is also on the in-

crease. These are matters which afiect all

classes, and if a change do not soon take place,

must bring disaster and ruin to every portion of
the community. The workmen seeing the appa-
rent prosperity, and that a rise takes place in

various articles in daily use, demand a higher
price for their article—labour; and looking at it

from their point of view, there seems nothing
wrong in that demand. Nevertheless, I have
often thought the members of trade societies

place too much reliance on their unions to gain
whatever demands they may in their ignorance
or wisdom think fit to make. Their places of
meeting are not fitted for a calm consideration
of the important subjects brought before them;
and under the excitement of Boniface’s adulte-

rations, they are ready for war upon any real or

imaginary issue. Often the boast is made that

a thorough union of the working classes would
accomplish any desire, forgetting that there is a
Limit to the price of every commodity, and that
by raising its price to a fiotitions valne, they
in the end do an injury to themselves, and
society soon finds other means to supply its

wants ; or else there is an infiux of outsiders

into their trade or trades which m paid so much
better than others, so a corresponding fall takes
place, and the last condition of that class is

worse than its first. Society in the aggregate is

generally left out of account by the unionists,

and they act as though there were no opposing
force to their demands. What I more particu-

larly find fault with is their rashness in not cal-

culating the effect that a rise of wages creates.

Often a strike takes place, and society is plunged
into a wages war by the crotchets of a few in-

dividuals, without the slightest prospect of a
successful result

; and even if it happens that

success is by some chance with the operatives,

it is but the prelude to a general rising of other
trades. As war between two countries on a
great continent excites the passions of all others,

a wages war is no exception, but causes a general
commotion and a general rise in all commodities
consumed by them. If not at once apparent in

the price, the difference is made np by adultera-

tion
;
and, on the whole, the apparent gain is a

loss. It also appears to me that the workmen
cannot by their strikes interfere with or limit

the employer’s profits, and, therefore, they can-
not affect his position in the relations which he
before had with his men. The employer would
still have the same amount of capital in his

business, and his interest or profit on his capital

would remain; but it wouldaffect the workman, as
the enhanced cost of the article to the consumer
would restrict the demand, whilst he received
less for his money ; and his income in many in-

stances being fixed, a less quantity would be
produced and a less number of labourers re-

quired. Those thrown out would have to seek
other employment, or be a burden to their

society. Sach appears to me to be the effect of
a continual agitation for a rise in wages. Al-
though it is an imperfect sketch, it might be
enlarged

; but I think it is borne out by the
experience of the past few years and in the
reports of the great trade societies.

Another fallacy of the unionists I will touch
upon. At the Manchester conference, it was
assumed by the whole of the delegates that the
low remuneration of slop-workers and others
was due to their not having a union. The dele-

gates forgot that the value of slop-work and
other easily learnt trades, which require no
mental and but little physical energy, is fixed by
society, or, as some have it, by the law of supply
and demand

;
and it is self-evident to every one

who has passed a moment’s rational reflection

on it that all departments of labour which are
easily acquired will always be badly remunerated,
and all the unions in existence cannot for even a
short period alter what is a natural law. I am
not one of those who are blind to the advantages
of association, or want to abolish trades unions ;

but I think, in spite of all the leaders claim for

them, their action has not been always beneficial

to the workers, and that great improvements are
needed to make them really advantageous to
society. Being disappointed of a ticket for the
meeting on Saturday at the rooms of the Society
of Arts, I jotted down a few thoughts as my con-
tribation, and have sent them to you, sir, thinking
that they may not be out of place in the
columns of the Suilder. Jack Plane.

RIVER POLLUTIONS.
the river THAMES.

In the third report by the Rivers’ Pollution

Commission, that on the Aire and Colder, it is

stated that rivers are pollnted and obstructed

by semifluids and solids, to the extent of bun-
dreds of thousands of tons annually. The fluids,

consisting of town and house sewage, as also of

dye.refuse and waste washing and scouring
water; the solids being fumaoe-ashes, founda-
tion - material, sludge from reservoirs, road
scrapings, and every other kind of refuse

in a solid form, thrown away by a large popu-
lation. Whatever restrictions Parliament may
put on river pollutions in general, we think
that the casting in of solids and of sludge, will

be prohibited. The solids and sludge may be
abstracted, both from sewage and from waste
dye-water, and experiment has shown that
even the colouring matter of black dye can
be taken out by mere liming and mecha-
nical filtration, either through furnace ashes or
through Needham’s press. Solids and sludge
are extracted from sewage by liming and sub-
sidence in several places, and with most bene-
ficial effects to the adjoining streams, as the
volume and weight of sludge abstracted shows.
London, by some means, appears to have escaped
the obligation of removing sediment and sludge
from its sewage before discharging it into the
Thames, hence the regret now as to blocking
this river at Barking, both above and below this

point. The Metropolitan Board surely form a
strange notion of their duties if they think that

the purifioation of the Thames is effected by
what they have done and by what they are
doing. A writer in the Engineer (July 3rd)
states that “ about 1,338 tons of solid filth finds

its way into the river at Barking daily this

makes no less than 488,370 tons of solid filth
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aonnally. This weight and volume may probably

be in excess, and the terms, “ solid Jilth,” a little

confusing. The statement as to volume .and

weight may, however, not be far from the mark.
If the Metropolitan Board is compelled (as it

ought to be) to remove the solids and sludge of

sewage, there probably will be not much leas

than 300,000 tons of sludge to abstract and deal

with annually. At Birmingham, the corporation

of that town has to deal with upwards of 30,000
tons of sludge per annum, and the work is im-
perfectly performed. London may be set down
at ten times the population of Birmingham, and
if the weight of sewage-sludge is also ten
times greater, there will be some 300,000
tons per annum to be removed. This vast body
of sludge has, however, been sent year by year
through the Barking sewer mouths into the
unfortunate river Thames, which was to have
been purified by the very costly operations of

the Metropolitan Board. What is the meaning
of this pollution ? What is it capable of doing ?

300,000 tons of sludge would form a bank
having a cross-sectional area of one yard, or

9 square feet, 170^ miles in length, or it would
form a lake of sludge of sixty-two acres in area
and one yard in depth; or it would coat both
banks of the Thames with sewage-mud 20
miles long, 17 yards wide, and 9 io. thick.

It is not assumed that fooling of the Thames
in this form and to this extent actually takes
place; as that which is soluble of this sludge in

the tidal water is scoured up
;
and, with the

estuary and river mud, oscillates about; but
some of the foul sewage-matter coats the margin
of the river both above and below the point of
discharge, just as Sir G. Gurney stated would be
the case. Those who navigate the river find

foul banks of sewage-matter, and the engineer
to the Thames conservators complains of the
obstruction caused to shipping; those who work
on the river, and also those who live on both
banks in the vicinity of the outfalls also com-
plain loudly of the stench they have to endure.
Are these to be all the results of the Metropoli-

tan Main Drainage Works, which have cost

some four millions of pounds sterling ?

COMPETITIONS.

Basingstoke mechanics’ Institute.—The com-
mittee having received eighteen designs, have
selected one which was found to be the joint

production of Messrs. Messenger & Gundry and
Mr. W. Seymour, of London.

Slough Church.—The committee have made
their final choice of the plans for the new parish
church. The plans selected are those of Messrs.
F. & H. Francis, of London, whose motto in the
competition was “ In Domino conjido.” The
tower is at the south-west angle. The principal

entrance is by a south porch. The church will

accommodate 1,200 persons, and it will cost

about 10,0001. The site is between Mackenzie-
Btreet and the Stoke-road, near the railway sta-

tion.

THE KINESCOPE,
A NEW PHOTOGEAPHICAL BIJOU.

MM. L.\kglois & Angiees, of No. ll, Eae de
Castiglione, Paris, have constructed a clever little

apparatus, to which they have given the name of
kinescope, showing objects in relief and in motion.

To show them in relief does not require couples
of dissymmetric photographs, as those used in

this apparatus are microscopic, and each of the
photographs is separately shown in relief. The
movement consists only of two different positions

of the subject, the first and the last, without
passing through the intermediate positions, so

that two images only are necessary. The
apparatus, thns amazingly simplified, is con-

tained in a small oval locket, the greatest length
being about ^ in., and the two photo-microscopic

cylinders are placed in the centre of and perpendi-
cular to the face of the hreloque. They represent

the same object in two positions, and the effect

of change of position is obtained by a very
simple mechanism. The two photomicroscopic
cylinders are placed in a vertical guide, sur-

rounded by an india-rubber membrane, on which
rests a vertical pin, terminated by a small button
on the top of the locket. For instance, in the
locket we examined, on looking through the
central apertnre, the normal state of the
apparatus shows a little child holding in its out-
stretched hand an india-rubber ball, which be

contemplates with evident pleasure, the head
being bent towards it. But, if the button be
pressed down with the finger, the force exerted

on the caoutchouc changes the relative position of
the cylinders, and, the first image disappearing,
the second image is brought to view, showing
the ball thrown op into the air, while the head
is thrown back to watch the movement of the
projectile. If the motion of the finger be rapid
enough, the images succeed each other instan-

taneously; and, owing to the persistence of

images on the retina, the illusion of the child

tossing up the ball is perfect. Thus, by this

veiy ingenious idea can be produced the effect

of a distant or departed friend appearing full of
life.

FEOM AUSTEALIA.

Melbourne.— St. Patrick’s (R. C.) Cathedral,
in course of erection on Eastern-hill, is making
progress. The whole plan of the cathedral
comprises nave, transepts, and choir, with aisles

to each on both sides. The choir has an apsidal

end, and five chapels open out from the aisle

which surrounds it. There are to be two towers
with spires, each 220 ft. in height, at the south-
west end of nave, and a lantern tower and spire,

330 ft. in height, at the intersection of the nave
and transepts. The extreme length of the
church inside is to be 345 ft., and to e-xtend

across the whole Eeserve to Albert-street. The
width inside of nave and aisles is 76 ft. The
inside length of the transepts is 160 ft., and
the height to the ridge of the roof is 93 fc. The
design proposes remodelling the present house
for the bishop, to form part of the grammar-
school buildings, and includes a plan for a new
house for the bishop, with chapter-house, sacris-

ties, cloisters, &o. Comprehensive as is the
design, it is only intended to complete it by in-

stalments, and at present the works only of the
nave and aisles, with the two western towers,
have been commenced. The nave and one aisle

are now roofed in, and nearly completed, and the

stone vaulting of the second aisle is making
rapid progress, so that, in all probability, this

part of the church will be completed in four or

five mouths
;
and, when it is completed, the

transepts and central towers will be commenced
as the next instalment. The fittings inside are

all temporary. One of the towers is up, ready
to receive the spire, and the other is complete to

the floor of the upper belfry. Some of the
bells have been hung in the eastern tower. The
stained glass in the principal window of the
nave is by Messrs. Hardman, of Birmingham.
The subject is the Ascension of our Lord. The
works of the cathedral have been carried out,

under the superintendence of Mr. Denny, by
Mr. Young, the contractor, who has recently

executed the Independent church in Collins-

street. The architect is Mr. Wardell, now in-

spector-general of public works.

The City Council has begun to move in the
matter of sewerage, and there has been an
interview between the Sewerage Committee and
the Commissioner of Public Works. They went
to look after a special grant of 200,0001., made
for Melbourne sewerage in 1853. The Commis-
sioner of Public Works replied that nearly six

times that amount had since been spent in sup-
plying Melbourne with watet'; and he implied

that to mention the 200,0001. at this time of

day was somewhat cool. In the mean time Dr.
Girdlestone, the health officer, is keeping the
Health Committee up to their work, and there

is to be a coup upon those sources of pollution

the cesspools which drain into the streets and
the unmade lanes, and especially upon an open
sewer which drains from the hospital into

SwanstoD-Btreet.

The place called the Western Market, where
some bluestone ruins have been an eyesore

for a long time to the architectural appear-

ance of the west portion of Collins -street,

is now turned to account as a site for a
pile of buildings in course of erection, which,
when finished, will form a block having a front-

age of 230 ft. on CoUins-street, 300 fc. on
William-street, 230 ft. on Little Fiinders-street,

and 300 ft. on Market-street, arranged for

twenty-eight large and distinct places of busi-

ness. The Anglo-Italian style of architecture

has been adopted. In each of the four respec-

tive facades there is a central pile with wings of

increased heights to that of the remainder, and
to these there are groups of coupled Eomau
Doric columns, support^ upon panelled and
moulded stylobates, and surmounted by the

usual Eomau Doric entablature. The windows
in both stories are circular-headed, those on
the ground story having rusticated piers and
arched heads

;
and the others will be finished

with archivolts, imposts, and enriched kev-
stones. The entablature over these is of the
Ionic order, with a baluatraded parapet with
moulded piers and blockings, and each pier
finished with an enriched finial. The whole has
been designed and is being carried out under the
superintendence of Mr. John M. Barry, archi-
tect. The Australian News, which keeps its

readers well posted in illustrations of new build-

ings, gives an engraved view of the buildings.

The City Council have ratified a contract for

the construction of a portion of the new cattle and
sheep market, at Flomington. Designs had been
called for and premiums awarded for two ap-
proved plans. But neither plan was adopted,
from their uusuitability in some respects to the
views of the Corporation, and the city surveyor
was accordingly instructed to execute a design
embodying such portions of the premium plans
as were considered most adapted to the extent
of the ground and the requirements of the cattle
salesmen. This plan has, for convenience, beei’

subdivided, and the first portion of the work
about to be undertaken has been let to Messrs.
Plant & Parker at 9,3991. The market com-
mittee of the City Council determined to use red
gum for posts, and that only of the very best
quality procurable. The contract embraces the
erection of delivery and cattle yards and calf-

pens, and will cover about nine acres. There
will be no less than 340 gates required for ad-
mission to the drafting and cattle yards, and
calf-pens. There is a considerable amount of
levelling to be done, and the yards are to be
pitched throughout. The present contract is

for the accommodation of cattle and calves, and,
as soon as the work is finished, the old sheep-
pens will be entirely remodelled at a farther cost,

which will increase the expenditure by some-
thing like 20,0001., making the gross outlay upon
the whole yards little short of 30,0001.

FEOM lEELAND.

Cork .—On the last day of the period fi.xed for

raising the sum of 12,0001. required to complete
and open the cathedral for divine service, there
was a large meeting held in the Protestant Hall,

the Bishop of Cork being in the chair. The
Eev. Mr. Gregg stated how the collection stood.

They had collected 9,4011., and there was con-
sequently a deficiency of 2,6001. He then an-
nounced amid enthusiastic cheering that Mr.
Francis’ Wyse, of the city of Cork, and lately

connected with the famous distillery, desired

him to say that he had noticed the mauuer in

which all classes had contributed towards the
work, and that he would make up the deficiency.

The whole amount was thus subscribed as
promised, and the work proceeds with all pos-
sible speed.

PEOVINCIAL NEWS.

Doncaster.—The building recently completed
fjr the Doncaster Infirmary and General Dis-

pensary has been formally opened by the mayor
and the Eev. J. Campion. There are altogether

five wards,—one male accident ward, two male
medical wards, and two female medical wards,
which are constructed to contain twenty-five

beds. There is also accommodation for two
nurses. The full complement of beds, however,
has not been fitted up, twelve being thought
sufficient for present requirements. The beds
are fitted up in a style precisely similar to that

adopted at Manchester, and are provided to

meet the necessities of different cases, some
with spring mattresses, some with hair mat-
tresses, and others with flock beds. The venti-

lation is all by the windows, the result of the

inquiries made by a committee appointed in

connexion with the Leeds Infirmary to investi-

gate the subject, being to the effect that window-
ventilation was upon the whole the most reliable

and the best. The majority of the windows are

louvres, being divided into four sections, which
work on a lever, and are opened by a vertical

rod. They open so that the air enters in an
upward directiou, intended to prevent draughts
being felt by the occupants of the beds below.

The blinds, a patent of Messrs. Gardner & Son,
Glasgow, are constructed of thin strips of wood,
and while requiring no washing, which seems to
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be regarded as an advantage, are durable. There

is no fever ward.
RitigwooH.—The new corn exchange at Eing*

wood, Hants, has been opened. It is in the

Italian style of architecture, and occupies a

position in the centre of the town. It was de-

signed by Mr. Thomas Henry Wyatt, of London,
architect. The front of the structure towards

the street is three stories in height, part of the

upper story being arranged in the curved roof.

The building is entered through a stone archway
of 7 ft. clear opening. The exterior of the arch-

way has cinctured three-quarter columns, aud a

atone cornice over same, projecting and forming

a balcony, which is enclosed with a wrought iron

railing. The central part of the building over

the doorway has a semicircular-headed window,
the opening of which is broken xip by the wood-
work of the frame. The general facing material

is red brick, and all the dressings are executed

in Bath stone. The exchange hall is 72 ft. long,

and 37 ft. 6 in. wide. It baa an open-framed
timber roof, with glass to the uppor portion.

The sides of the hall are relieved by the intro-

duction of red brick piers or buttresses. The
general facing of the interior is yellow brick, red

work being nsed in the arches, imposts, &o. The
west side has semicircular-headed windows, aud
the east side wall is occupied by blanks corre-

sponding in outline with the windows on the

opposite side, at the end of the hall. The balcony
or platform is about 19 ft. by 9 ft. At the top

of the grand staircase, and entered from a
spacious landing, is a large room over the lower
offices and corridor

;
this is a room 40 ft. by

19 ft,, and 14 ft. high, and is, we believe, to be
used for magisterial and other purposes. The
rooms in the upper portion of the exchange are

arranged as bedrooms in connexion with the

1 White Bart Hotel adjoining. The building of

. the exchange and the whole of the work in cou-

: nexion therewith has been carried out by the

! firm of Joseph Bull & Sons, of Southampton,
1 and no clerk of the works has been employed.

MONUMENTAL.
The FoXmeTslonMcmorials.—It is finally settled

.1 that the inauguration of the Palmerstcn memo-
1 rials at Eomsey shall take place ou Tuesday,
ti July 21. A special service will take place, and
i a sermon be preached by the Bishop of London.
4 At the termination of the service a procession

!

R will be re-formed and proceed to the raarket-

p place, when the statue will be uncovered, and
i an inaugnral address be delivered by one of the

l£ late Lord Palmerston’s colleagues. The park
a. and grounds at Broadlands will be thrown open,

land the band of the Koyal Marine Artillery will

p perform there. In the evening the vicar will

il illuminate the western window of the abbey.

The Jones Memorial at Sandhurst.—A new
ttmonument is about to be erected in the chapel of

tithe Military College at Sandhurst in memory of

tithe late Lieut.-General Sir Harry Jones, G.C.B.,

ffwho was long the governor of the college. The
irmonumeut, which is the work of Mr. Gaffin, of
LLondon, is of white Carrara marble upon a black
giground. At the top are carved the old Ordnance
aiarms and a field officer’s sword, and at the
bebottom, on the plinth, his family arms, &c. The
M central part, or table, is surrounded by a carved
^iwreath of oak-leaves, bearing the names of the
ij..maay engagements in which he had served, and
;bthe inscription.

COEN HAEVE8TING IN WET
WEATHEE.

The present season is suggestive of anything
tiibut wet corn sheaves; but an experiment which
ahas been tried at Gilwell Park, near London,
depends in no way npon a rainy sky or a given

jlday for its importance. Mr. G. Gibbs, who
reresides at Gilwell Park, has just succeeded
Rtumongst twenty competitors in winning the prize

i*;ibfl'ered by the Society of Arts for the best practical

Ifssssay on the question how to harvest corn in wet
keseasons

; and on the occasion referred to he
Pamvited a party to witness the apparatus at work,
^lais described by the Gardener’s Chronicle, the
loiot breath of a steam-engine diverted from its

rardinary exit is driven, by means of a blower,
utnto a cavity underneath an artificial floor of
htheet-iron, which floor is crocketed with hollow
ipipright cones or funnels, open at the apex, and
ilalaced at such intervals as to allow the wet
heheaves to be stocked npon them, as close as may

bo, to receive the drying blast up through their

centres, from the funnels on which they stand.

Of course the chamber is closed as soon as the

sheaves are thus disposed within it ;
and the heat

inside is soon considerable, absorbing every

particle of moistore, and allowing the stocking

process to be quickly repeated upon another

wagon or cart-load of sheaves—that is, wet

—

fresh from the field. For the treatment of damp,
or half-made hay, a simpler plan is adopted,.the

bay being merely shaken before the drying blast

of the engine, the effect of which in rapidly

driving off every particle of moisture caused

some surprise among those present.

OPEEA AND STAGE.

Iloyal Italian Opera, Covent-garden.—Gounod’s
“ Eomeo e GiuHetta” goes remarkably well at

the Eoyal Italian Opera House, and has given a
triumph to Madlle. Patti especially. We cannot
agree, however, with those critics who have said

that the acting of this lady in the part (good as

it is) is equal to her singing. There was a want
of elegance in her movements at times which
might with ease be remedied, and this would
greatly increase the spectator’s pleasure. Of
her singing no one word of qualification need be
said : it was unexceptionable from beginning to

end. Signor Mario played and sang his part on
Monday evening charmingly. Signor Biigagiolo,

as Friar Lavyrence, Signor Cotogni as Mercutio,

I

Neri-Baraldi as Tyhalt, Petit as Capulct, and

j

Mudlle. Locatelli as the page, all deserve more

j

than a word of praise. The scenery is admirable

:

j

we must particularly notice the ball-room, a

j

Venetian interior with a wealth of carvings,

marbles, inlays, and colourings, and the gardens

[

and terrace at night.

I

The Princess’s Theatre.—It is much to be

I
regretted, in the present dearth of talent, that bo

j

graceful, touching, and, on occasion, powerful an

j

actress as Miss Kate Seville is should be so often
' absent from the London stage. A new version
I of Mosenthal’s “ Deborah,” titled “ Euth,” gives

,

her, in the part we have known as Leah, .scope

I

for the display of her abilities. It was fully

!
taken advantage of, and secured her the hearty

I and unanimous applause of the house. She was

j

exceedingly well supported by Mr. J. G. Shore,

j

certainly one of the cleverest and most versatile

! actors on the stage. An actor new to London,
Mr. Allerton, is playing Hamlet here with
considerable intelligence and art

;
Mr. Shore

making an excellent Horatio,

CONVEESAZrONE OF THE INSTITUTE
OF AECHITECTS.

The conversazione of the Eoyal Institute of

Architects was held at the House, in Conduit-

street, on Wednesday evening, the let of July.

The rooms and approaches were painted and
decorated on the occasion, large numbers of

flowers lending their aid with pictures and
models to form a sparkling ensemhle. The
principal contributors were the president (Mr.

Tite, M.P.), who received the guests, Professor

Donaldson, Mr. F. Leighton, E.A., and Mr.
Sandys, whose picture of Medea, an elaborately

finished work, attracted considerable attention.

Mrs. Marrablo contributed some fine Indian

jewelry. Amongst these present, about 600 in

number, were Professors Scott & Donaldson,
Drs. Bird, Druitt, Barlow, Oppert, Dickson,
Sir Bartle Frere, Colonel Sykes, M.P., Messrs.

Beresford Hope, M.P., B. M. Ward, B.A., E.

Smirke, T. H. Wyatt, E. Corbould, Charles

Maybew, Vaux, H. Baber, B. Ferrey, Slater,

W. P. Griffith, F. Cockerell, G. Traefitt,

F. M. Brown, Critchett, Pugin, Marcus Stone,

Chas. Martin, Wybnrd, M. D. Wyatt, West-
oott, Woodward, C. Fowler, W. Cave Thomas,
G. Mair, Grantham, Dunnage, L. Wyon, H.
Eoberts, E. Halt, Walter Severn, Worthington,
Gordon Hills, A. Donaldson, E. B. Lamb, W.
Papworth, Collnian, A. Moseley, F. Marrable,

Allom, Hiscocka, Darbyshire, Edmeston, Spiers,

Hakewill, Lameir, Blashfield, I’Anson, Barges,
Houlo, Eoger Smith, D. Brandon, W. White,

H. Oliver, Lewin, J. Norton, C. Eastlake, Tam,
J. Thomson, H. Shaw, Sidney Godwin, G.

Godwin, &c., &o.

There were also many ladies. The band of

the Coldstream Guards played during the

evening in the Architectural Exhibition gallery,

which was open for the occasion.

CONFEEENCB OF INSTITUTIONS AT
THE SOCIETY OF AETS.

The seventeenth annual conference between
the Council of the Society of Arts and the re-

presentatives of the Institutions in Union anti

Local Educational Boards was held on Friday,

the 19bhult.,at twelve o’ clock, noon. Mr. William

Hawes, F.G.S., chairman of the Council, pre-

sided.

The Secretary having read the annual report

of the Council,

The Chairman invited discussion upon the

report, and also upon the programme of ex-

aminations for the ensuing year, as well as upon
a list of subjects which had been suggested.

The only resolutions formally agreed to in

course of the discussions were the following:

—

'
‘ That tbia conference, havind heard a atatement of Mr.

Curwen’s plan for a eystem of prizes and certificates in

elementary musical composition in connexion with the
Tonic Sol-fa School, beg to recommend them for the adop-
tion of the council.”

‘‘ That this oonferenoe, agreeing with the Metric Com-
mittee of the British Association for the AdTancement of
Science in the importance of diffusing information on the

metric system of weights and measures, highly commends
the proposal to institute a prize to be given to the esmdi-

date who exhibits the greatest knowledge of the principles

and practice of the same, and commends the subject to

the earnest attention of the council.”
“ That the council be requested to enter into communi-

cation with the Government, with the universities, and
with such other bodies concerned in public education as it

may seem expedient, with a view to ascertain how far it is

possible to combine the various examinations that are now
m use, and to render them more generally useful in

promoting the general and technical education of the

people.”

The Chairman said the last four questions ou
the list, Nos. 6, 7, 8, and 9, appeared to form

one class, and they were, therefore, considered

together, but no formal resolution as to them
I was agreed to. The conference, however, was
agreed as to the desirability of opening museums
and galleries in the evenings. There was a

difference of opinion as to Sunday afternoons.

The council have announced in the Journal of the

Society of Arts that a discussion having taken

place on the subject of workmen’s holidays at the

conference of representatives, the council would
be much obliged to any manufacturer or other

employer of labour who, having tried the plan of

allowing his workmen to take their holidays at

once, rather than piecemeal, would communicate
his experience to the secretary.

SUFFOLK PEIZE COTTAGES, 1867.

AGEICULTUEAL ASSOCIATION, IPSWICH.

The Suffolk Agricultural Society have pub-

lished the plans for a double cottage to which
they awarded their ofiered premiums of 251. and

151., as well as four other of the plans. They give,

also, a general specification and particulars of

cost. For 43. the publication may be obtained
;

and though we do not discover anything par-

ticularly new in the plans, many will find the

purchase a good investment. The committee

give the following hints :

—

•' Employ a tradesman to whom you can with confidence
advance, if necessary, iOl., in order that materiala may be
purchased with ready-money. Give your orders in Sep-
tember, so that the builder may prepare all woodwork,
and do such brickwork as weather will permit, and when
wages are the lowest. If stones and sand are plentiful,

before deciding to build of brick, inquire as to concrete
lump, which the committee are assured by a gentleman,’
who has used it extensively, makes a stronger and drier

work at half the coat of brickwork, thus effecting a

saving of about 20L in a double cottage. By brick-on-

edge boUow work a considerable saving in brick is

effected. By pan-tiling instead of slating about 8L is

gained.”

PEEMIUMS OP THE INSTITUTION OF
CIVIL ENGINEEES.

The Council of the Institution of Civil Engi-
neers have just awarded the following premiums
for original communications submitted to the

Institution, and read at the ordinary meetings

during the sessions 1867-68.

1. A Telford Medal, and a Telford Premium, in books,
to 6. Higgin, for his paper, ” Irrigation in Spain, chiefly

in reference to the Construction of the Hensres and the

Esla Canals in that country.”

3. A Telford Medal, and a Telford Premium, in books,

to C. P. Sandberg, for his paper “ On the Manufacture and
Wear of Raila.”

3. A Telford Medal, and a Telford Premium, in books,

to Lieut.-Colonel O'Connell, R.E., for his paper ” On the

Relation of the Fresh Water Floods of Rivers to theAreas
and Physical Features of their Basins.”

4. A Telford Medal, and a Telford Premium, in books,

* Mr. J. T. Clarke, Newmarket; see letter in Roya!
Agricultural Journal, vol. ixiv., part 2.
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to W. "Wilson, for his " Description oF tbe'Victoris Bridge
on the line of the Tictoiia Station and Pimlico Railway

6. A Telford Medal and a Telford Premium, in books,
to C. Douglas Fox, for his paper “ On New Hallways at
Battersea

; with the "Widening of the Tictoria Bridge and
Approaches to the "Victoria Station."

9.

A Telford Medal and a Telford Preminm, in books,
to J. Wolfe Barry, for his paper “On the City Terminus
Bitension of the Charing Cross Railway."

*1

.

A Watt Medal to Edwin Clark, for his paper " On
Engineering Philosophy : the Durability of Materials."

8. A Telford Medal to "W". Jarvis McAlpine, for his paper
*'On the Snpporting Power of Piles

; and on the Pneu-
matic Process for Sinking Iron Columns, as practised in
America."

9. A Telford Premium, in books, to T. Login, for his
paper “On the Benetits of Irrigation in India; and on
the proper Construction of Irrigating Canals."

10. A Telford Preminm, in books, to AUau Wilson, for
his paper “ On Irrigation in India."

11. A Telford Preminm, in books, to Wilfrid Airy, for

^ paper “On the Experimental Determination of the
Strains on the Suapension Ties of a Bowstring Girder "

12. The Manby Premium, in books, to A. C. Howden,
for his paper “On Floods in the Nerbndda Valley; with
Remarks on Monsoon Floods in India generally.”

’

CIRENOESTEE CONGRESS
OF THE BRITISH ARCHEOLOGICAL

ASSOCIATION.

The proceedings of the Coogrees will be as
follows :

—

Monday, Angvtt 10. — At Cirencester. — Inaugural
flddreaa of the president (Earl Bathurst) at 3-30 p.m,, at
the Assembly Rooms.—Examination of the church and
town-ball.—Dinner at the Awembly Rooms.
IWfiay.—At Cirencester.—Inspection of the antiqui-

bes of the town, under the guidance ofMr. John Braven-
aef-—At 11 o’clock the Roman Amphitheatre.—Visit to
the Roman Wall at Watermoor, the tessellated pavement
at Mr. Brewin's and the pavement at the Berlon.—Roman
capitals and antiquities in the Abbey grounds.—Luncheon
at 2‘30.—Then to the Museum of “ Corinium Antioui-
ties."

^

ITednesdav.—"Excursion to Eanbuiw Rings.— Maisey
Hampton Church and Fairford Church.—Lunch at Fair-
ford.—Visit to Bibury Church.
T^ursdoy.—Excursion to Trewsbury camp.—Akeman-

etreet.—Crndwell Church. — Malmsbury Abbey Church
and Cross, and Aibelstan’s Hail. — Charlton Park.

—

Ancient stones at Kemble, and visit to the Agricultural
College of Cirencester.

|

Friday.—Excursion to Daglingworth Church.—Dunts- '

bourne Rouse.— Eikstone Church.—Lunch at Birdlip Hill. I

—Return by Brimpsheld Church and Castle, Miserden '

Church, and Edgworth.
i

fiflfarday.—Visit to the newly-discovered Roman villa at
|Chedworth.—Return to Fosabridge to lunch.—Examioa-
!

bon of Chedworth Church.—Calmsden Wayside Cross, I

and North Cemey Church. i

Evening meetings each day (except Monday), at the '

Assembly Rooms, lor the reading of papers and discas-
eione.

SEWERING WOLVERHAMPTON.
A WORK of great importance to the borongb of

Wolrerbampton has been formally begun by Al-
derman Hawkesford, the chairman of the sewage

|

committee of the corporation, laying, at the
i

Antberlsy Junction, certain of the masonry neces-
!

sary to the carrying oat of the system of sewerage
i

by which that town is henceforth to be drained, at i

an estimated coat of 40,0001. The whole of the
I

sewage of the borough is to be taken into one
ontfall. For utilisation, the Barohurst Estate
of Mr. Hellier, consisting of somewhat over
283 acres, was bought for 28,0001. ; and two
fields, comprising over nine acres, were pur- '

chased on the west side of the canal, and imme-
diately adjoining the Shrewsbury Railway, for
the purpose of constructing the outfall sewer
and filter-beds, and as a communication between
the canal and the Barnhurst Estate. The nine
acres were an addition to the work opon which
the 40,0(K)L were estimated, and the price of
“The Barnhurst” is not included in that larger
snm. But there is every reason to conclude
that when the estate has been brought fairly
nnder irrigation, the rent will be sufficient to
meet the outlay under that head.

RAILWAY MATTERS.

The two last girders of the viaduct across
the Solway Firth, which forms the chief
engineering work on the Solway Junction
Railway, have been laid by Mr. Brogden, of
Olveratone, the chairman of the directors, in the
presence of the engineers and leading promoters
of the undertaking. The bridge is 1,940 yards
in length, and, with its sea embankments at each
end, forms a road across the sea nearly two miles
in length. About 1,800 tons of wrougbt-iron and
2,900 tons of cast-iron have been used iu its con-
struction. The bridge is formed npon iron piles

• H»a previoosly recsived a Telford MetJal.

screwed and driven into the subsoil. The founda-
tions proved better than had been anticipated,
and the work is said to be one of great solidity.

This railway bridge will form a new connecting
link between England and Scotland, and will
provide a short route for the rich iron ore of
Cumberland to the Scottish iron masters.
An Act has just passed through Parliament for

the making of a tramway in the town of Street.
This is the first instance where Parliament has
sanctioned the construction of a tramway along
a high road, and is, therefore, considered an im-
portant precedent. The cost of making it, as
estimated by the engineer, Mr. Hamilton Fulton,
is 3,8001. per mile. By its completion all the
material facilities of a railway will be secured,
and if sneh tramways can be generally con-
structed throughout the country for the sum
estimated by Mr. Fulton, they will probably be
adopted, and so save a considerable outlay in
horse-power and in the expense of the wear and
tear of the road, and doubtless will become
valuable feeders to the railways.

A Mr. Kerr, of Edinburgh, has invented a
reflector for a locomotive, by means of which the
engineer is able to see the rear of his train, the
conductor, and all who are either getting on or
off, without moving from his seat. It can be
arranged for any length of train by simply
changing the angle of reflection. It has been
tried on the Jeffersonville-road, and pronounced
to be a success in every respect.

A NEW PLAN FOR STATING ADDRESSES.

Sir,—If the following plan were adopted, as
it might be, all over the world, it would save
much trouble and inconvenience with regard to
communication between persons living at differ-

ent parts of a town, country, or the world.
It is simply to mark, in towns, on all streets

running east and west, or nearly so, the minutes
and seconds of longitude; in those running
north and south, of latitude, in their regular
succession, from one to sixty, and upon each
door a figure representing the number of thirds
of latitude and longitude.

In the open country, the degrees and minutes
would suffice in their proper places, and the
latitude or longitude, in degrees, minutes, se-
conds, and thirds, on every guide-post or mile-
stone. This would soon be learned and easily

understood, and would make it much easier for
letter-carriers and others to find their way in
large towns; besides which it would educate
the people in the science of geography much
better than half the books written on that sub-
ject.

In London the figures would run in regular
succession from Bow to Tyburn; and wherever
a person’s address might be : for example,

6' 31" 15'" W.

51' 3' 9" 45"' N.

it would be perfectly easy to trace it out with-
out asking the way, or requiring the name of
the street or the number of the house.
A second of latitude is about 101 ft., and of

longitude about 62 fc., in the parallel of London.
Walter Scargill.

BLOOD PRODIGIES.

Sometimes, daring the hottest weather of
Midsummer, bread, paste, meat, &c., and a few
other substances, are liable to become suddenly
covered with a vivid carmine stain, exactly re-
sembling arterial blood. Only a day or two ago,
a pot of paste made for me iu the evening be-
came, during the night, coated with this brilliant
crimson parasite

; once or twice before I have
observed it daring the hottest days of July, and
each previous time on bread, first appearing as
a blood-red spot, and rapidly spreading over a
large surface. I have tried to cultivate it, bub
without success, as it appears to require some
peculiar state of the atmosphere, moist air at
once destroying it. It may probably have been
observed by other readers of the Builder ; if so,
it may be at once known by its vivid crimson
hue. Its growth is very rapid, and its occurrence
most capricious : it is of great interest, as
affording in itself a clear explanation of the
many apparently well-authenticated insbances of
“ bleeding hosts,” and of wafers used at the
sacrifice of the Mass being suddenly blood-
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stained or transformed into real flesh and blood.
The persecution of the Jews in the thirteenth
century, at Botil, near Frankfort, when 10,000
were murdered, is said to have been caused by
some Jews " torturing ” a host till it bled. The
plant itself is little understood, and is at times
referred to as an alga, or water-plant, but it
probably belongs to the fungus tribe.

Every reader of the Builder must have observed
claret-coloured gelatinous patches near old walls
in damp places

;
they look very nasty, are seldom

bright in colour, and have been compared to
the dregs of port wine : these patches often
grow on the ground near walls, creep up the
mortar and adhere to the bricks, and look like a
coating of dirty red jelly. To this plant many
old writers referred when describing omens of
fearful presage in blood issuing from the ground,
trickling down walls, &c. It is a common alga
(Palmella cnientus).

Allied to the latter are the large lumps of
quivering green jelly (Nostoc commune), which
are sometimes strewed in sneh abundance along
paths and grassy roadsides iu the autumn, and
of which no traces were to be seen an hour or so
before. They come up after showers, often in
abundance, and in large trembling stiol^ masses.
Country-folk call them ” fallen stars” (!), and
more aptly, “ witches’ butter.” W. G. S.

THAMES EMBANKMENT STOCK-
TAKING.

Sir,—The following is suggestive.
Southern Embankment. — From Gun-House-

alley, near Vauxhall Bridge, to Westminster
Bridge.—Of this contract 136,0001. remain to be
done. The progress during the twelve months
ending June 30, 1868, was 43,2201.

Northern Embankment, Contract No. 1.—From
Westminster Bridge to Somerset Honse.—Of this

contract 65,0001. remain to be done. The pro-
gress during the twelve months ending June 30,
1868, was 68,8001.

Northern Embankment, Contract No. 2 .—From
Somerset House to east end of Temple Gardens.
This contract is finished.

Northern Embankment, Contract No. 3.—From
east end of Temple Gardens to Blackfriars
Bridge.—This contract was let on June 19 to

the gentleman who has the Southern Embank-
ment contract. It is to be finished in a year.
Amount of contract 126,5001. Jasper.

LONGDON AND ELDERSFIELD
DRAINAGE.

Sib,

—

Can yon inform me why the Lorgdon and Elders-
field drainage contract hae been given to a Mr. Field, when
such name did not appear in the list of those who
tendered, as quoted in your pablioation of 27th of June
lASt. Ohx who Tbndsbbs.

” ENGINEERING FIELD WORK.”
We are much obliged for your notice of oar book by

W. D. HaskoU, but wish to remark that “ Engineering
Field Work,” vol. i., jnst published, ia a second edition
of that work, pnblished by as in 1858, revised and re-
written, with some parts, that are not now required,
omitted, and new matter added. We think it onghi to be
known that while we were piepariog this second edition,
Mr. Lockwood published bis work on “ Land and Marine
Surveying." We are induced to mention this Irom your
8a;mg, the almost twin books simultaneonsly appeared.
Of course ours was the first book, from having, as we
before said, been published (that is, the first edition) ten
years ago ; so if there u any copying done by the author.
It must have been done from our book into "Land and
Marine Surveying.” We cannot help adding, if our posi-
tions had been reverted, and Mr. BasRoU had brought this
work to us, we would not have published it, knowing he
had already written a work on the subject, which work
was pubbshed by us ten years ago (1858).

Atchlet & Co.

UNAUTHORISED GAS COMPANIES.
ViCB-CHAifCELLOB Malixs has decided a point of con-

siderable importance afiectiog water and gas companies.
The matter arose out of the proceedings oC" two rival gas
companies at Cambridge, and the principal question was,
whether one of those companies, haviog no Act of Parlia-
ment, could be restrained by injunocion from opening
streets and roads for the purpose of laying down pipea
and mains. The feature oi the case, however, was the ex-
pression of the Vice-Chancellor's strong dissent tro.n the
decision of Lord Chancellor Cranworth and Lord Justice
Turner in a well-known case, The Attorney-General v. The
Sheffield Gas Company, which case, the Vice-Chancellor
said, was cited before £im about once a fortnight. He was
surprised that two learned judges should have oome to the
conolosion shat the genera) gntifgi ted license e^roised hj
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,a nnftuthorieed company to break up tba streets of a

^est tonu iike Sheffield vrae uot such a nuisance as called

Or tbe interference of that Court. It was afterwards

)roTOd by a decision in the Court of Queen's Dench that

t was a nuisance, yet that decision of the two learned

Fudges was held to be tbe law in all andlogous cases. He
the Vice-Chancellor) was glad to hare an opportunity of

iipreasing his atioug dissent from that decision, and his

kssent to the opinion of Lord Justice Knight Bruoe, who
litfered from the opinion of his two learned brethren. So

ar as the matter before him was concerned, in so far as

;he Sheffield cose apf^lied to it, the matter was orerruled

)y a recent decision in the Court of Queen’s Bench, and

le therefore warned the defendant company that they

sere committing a nuisance and could not proceed with

heir works without au Act of Parliament. Ho should,

ifter the bill bad been amended to meet a collateral point,

'rant au injunction against the defendant company.

ELECTEO-TELEGRAPHIC PROGRESS.

The Atlantic Telegraph promises, shonld no
iisaster occur, to become one of the most remu-
aerative undertakings of modern times. At the

•econt meeting of the shareholders a dividend at

ihe rate of 8 per cent, for the nine months ending
iprii last was declared, and from tbe statement of

ilr. Cyrus B'ield it is likely that an increased diyi*

lend will be declared at the next meeting. The
receipts under the reduced tariffare more by lOOJ.

i day than they were previously, and it is pro-

sable that a further reduction will shortly take

>lace. Under the 25Z. tariff the receipts were
505Z. per day; under the 101. they were 579Z.

;

ind under the five guineas, 693J. Mr. Field

itated that the company was in a position to do
jix times the amount of business it is now doing
without adding a shilling to the expense.

Towards the close of the banquet given to

Mr. Field, it was announced that telegraphic

[one might almost say magical) messages ad-

ireesed to the chairman (the Duke of Argyll)

liad just been received from America, in response

;o two of those sent by his grace daring the
wening ;

—

“ From H. Seward, in tbe name of his Excellency
Andrew Johnson, President of the United States, Wash-
ngton.—Your salutations to the President ironi the
)anqueting-hall at Willis's have been received. The
iinnor-hour hero has not arrived : it is only live o'clock

;

he BUD is yet two hours high. When the dinner-hour
iktrives the president will accept yonr pledge of honour to
Dnr distinguished countrymen, Cyrus W. Field, and will

jordially respond to your Highland aspiration for per-
petual union between the two naliuns,”

From Mr. Cyrus I'ield’a daughter, in acknow-
ledgment of the duke’s congratulations :

—

"New York, 4'6 p.m.—I thank you most sincerely for
the kind words you have spoken of my father, causing
me to feel that we are friends, although our acquaiutsuce
is thus made across the sea and in a moment of time,"

From San Francisco the following telegram
was despatched to Mr. Cyrus Field :

—

"The Governor of California presents his oompliments
sad congratulations."

The Governor of Oregon telegraphed as fol-

lows :

—

" The people of Oregon salnte you as the world’s bene-
iactor, and ofl'er you their hand across iho waters as a
token of their high appreciation of the services which you
lave rendered to mankind. Let our kindest wishes in
rour behalf be our representative at your meeting.’'

Tho Governor- General of Cuba also forwarded
a reply to the Duke of Argyll.

METROPOLITAN BUILDING ACT AND
1 EXEMPTIONS CLAIMED BY RAILWAY
( COMPANIES.

j District Surveyor ofKensington v. Kelk, Waring,

Y Lucas .—Professor Donaldson, as district sur-

imyor, summoned the defendants, under clause xlL,

irbr neglecting to give notice of underpinning the
dxternal wall of 18, Cromwell-place, which they
were carr ying out in connexion with the retaining

ayall of the Underground Metropolitan Railway
olompany, at the distance of about 2 yards from
i(he said retaining wall-
' The defendants pleaded that they were con-
‘araotors under the railway company, and con-
iqequeubly exempt under Part 1 of the Building
cLct; that they had purchased the premises in

jenestion
;
and that the Act of tbe Company,

ipap- Ixxxv,, of 1867, sec. 22, gave them powers to
O'-nderpin houses and buildings within 100 ft. of
leheir railways.

1 The district surveyor, in reply, contended
aahat it was not sufficient that tbe premises in

neaestion should belong to, but should bo used
)r>r the purposes of the railway company, which
idld not appear to be tbe case, as a mere building
peperation could nos be so interpreted

; and he
QOQoted the case of Tolley v. the same parties, as

reported iu the Builder of February 8th, 1868,

and decided by Mr. Arnold against the de-

fendants. In regard to the power of under-

pinning granted by the Act of 1867, it would be
seen that in the preamble the following words
occur :

—

" Arid whereas it has been found, in the coastmotion of
the railways under the powers of the Acts already ob-
tained by tbe company, that in many instances the works
of the company interfere, or threaten to interfere, with
the stability of the buildings, which are not necestari/ for
tkepurposeg of the compani/, and the safely of which might
be easily secured without permanent interference with tbe
occupation thereof) and it is expedient that the powers
hereinafter contained should be granted to the company
for securing the stability of such buildings, subject, never-
theless, to the restrictions hereinafter also contained."

Therefore as these premises were purchased for

merely enabling the company to carry out their

works, by underpinning this building, which, in

the words of tho preamble, was " not necessary

for the purposes of the company,” the exemption
clause did not apply to this case

;
and to consti-

tute their exemption, the boildings must not

only belong to, but be used for the purposes of the

Railway.
The magistrate, Mr. Self, held that the

defendants ought to have given notice.

MAREZZO MARBLE.

The entrance-hall of the Ilouse of the Society

of Arts, in the Adelphi, has been lined from

floor to ceiling, including skirting, wall-covering,

and cornice, with this new material, Marezzo
Marble. It is somewhat similar in appearance to

Scagliola, as we have had occasion to observe

when describing it on a previous occasion, but its

application appears to be more extensive : it

takes a good polish, and is said to be moderate

in cost.

Its basis is cement. The manufacture of the

material in the form of slabs is simple. The
veining of the stone intended to be represented

is carefully copied on a sheet of glass, and of

course dried. On this prepared surface is poured

the cement, coloured to the tint required; and
the whole, when dry, is removed from the glass,

and polished in the usual way. The markings
extend some depth, for if the surface be chipped

they are still apparent in the substance of the

material.

The decoration at the Society of Arts con-

sists of panels of violet vein, with Bardiglio

mouldings bordered by rich antique jasper, and
with Egyptian green skirtings. The soffit of the

arched doorway to the left of tho entraoce is

executed in one piece, representing a beautiful

formation of Bardiglio marble. The chimney-

piece and ornamentation for the clock are in-

cluded. The eflect of the whole harmonizes

with tbe Mosaic pavement, and the result is

a very handsome apartment. We are disposed

to think that some of the combinations of colour

might have been more happily made, but that

does not affect in any way the capabilities of the

material.

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.

Easton .—The chief corner-stone of a new
church (St. Gabriel’s), at Upper Easton, has

been laid. The site of the new building is close

to Messrs. Leonard & Boult’s colliery. It is

intended to accommodate about 700 people. It

will consist of a nave, transepts, and chancel, and
will be built chiefly of bricks. The original cost

was estimated at 2,100^., bnt after the founda-

tion had been dug it was discovered that the

ground had been previously worked, and it was
found necessary to build foundation walls of

18 ft. to 20 ft. in depth. The consequence is

that the original estimate has been increased by
about 4003.

Batheaston .—A vestry meeting has been held

at Batheaston, tho vicar presiding, when a report

was presented from the church restoration com-
mittee announcing the completion of the work,

and stating that a sum of upwards of 1,9003. had
been raised towards the enlargement, reseating,

lighting, &c., of the church, and that after pay-

ing all expenses a small balance remained in the

bands of tbe treasurer. A subsoription is now
being raised under the auspices of Mrs. Rogers
for the p,,. '‘se of purchasing a new font.

Slrmthani .— I'he chief-stone of the new church
of St. Peter and u . Paul, Leigham-road, has been

laid. Tho church, to built of coloured brick

with Bath stone dressings, is from the designs of

Mr. R. W. Drew. The length will be 80 ft., and

the breadth 52 ft. ; and the seats, 870 in number*
will all be free. The cost is estimated at 4,000?.

From its elevated position the new church will

form a noticeable addition to the buildings which
dot the hill. The tower will not be built with
the first contract, and the church is planned SO
as to be capable of extension. Messrs. Perry,
of Stratford, are the contractors; and Mr. J.

Meadows clerk of the works.
CUfton (Derbyshire).—The foundation-stone of

the chancel of Clifton churoh has been laid. At
a vestry meeting held in the spring, it was re-

solved that, to make a chancel, an apse should
be added at the east end of the church, and also

that a vestry and organ-ohamber should be built

on the north side near the apse. Suitable de-
signs having been provided by Messrs. Slater &
Carpenter, of London, architects, Mr. W. Thor-
ley, of Ellastone, was selected to be the builder.

The proposed alterations, when completed, will

afford an increased number of sittings for the
congregation.

Bvrumngham.—The foundation stone of St.

Anne’s Churoh, Cato-street, Nechells, has been
laid. The building is oblong on plan, and con-

sists of nave, a small chancel, and north, south,

and west galleries. The principal elevation is

in Oato-street, where there will be a west gable,

in which aro three large lancet windows. There
is also provision for a spire, to be built hereafter.

A centre doorway from Cato-street opens into
the body of the church, and there are side

entrances leading to the galleries. The walls

will be built entirely of brickwork, no stone
being used in the church excepting for the steps

and the font. The roof over the body of the
church is of one span, the timbers being exposed
to view. The building will be covered with
tiles, and the church will be plastered inside.

The entire cost, including galleries, will be
2,1773., and the building will afl’ord accommoda-
tion to 810 adults. Mr. J. A. Chatwin is the
architect, and Mr. J. Briley the builder.

Faailet/.—The parish church of Yaxley, about
two miles to tbe west of Eye, between Ipswicb
and Norwich, has been re-opened, after having
undergone a restoration. The repair of the
chancel devolved upon Sir E. C. Kerrison, the lay

impropriator, and he determined to pull down
and rebuild it. The tower has not been touched
externally, and several cracks may be seen. The
north wall of the nave is brick, and has been
stuccoed, but in several places the plaster has
fallen. The roof of tho nave is of lead, and in
the restoration nothing appears to have been
done to it. The ceiling of the porch is groined,
aud has been restored. Both north and south
walls of the chancel have been rebuilt of flint,

with white stone dressings, but the east wall has
been left. In the nave the walls have been re-

plastered, the columns cleaned
;

for the pews
solid oak benches, with carved poppy - head
ends, have been substituted ; the windows have
been touched up, and the stonework of the two-
light east window of the aisle restored. The
nave is lighted by two clearstory windows, as
well as by those in the south aisle. Here, as,

indeed, throughout, the flooring is new, the pas-

sages being paved with Minton's encaustic tiles,

those in the nave and aisle plain red, but in the
chancel a pattern is formed. In both the north
and south walls are two new two-light windows,
filled with cathedral glass, with an edging of

blue. The roof is of oak and is open, the prin-

cipals springing from stone corbels. Mr. Black-

burn, of London, was the architect
;
Mr. Ramp-

ling, of Eye, the builder; Mr. Vine, of Eye, did

the stonework; Mr. Neale, of Eye, the plumbing
and glazing; and Mr. Frost, of Watton, was the
wood carver. The total cost of the restorations

is said to be about 1,0003.

Enderby. — The church here, having been
almost entirely rebuilt on an enlarged scale, has
been consecrated and re-opened for Divine
service. The edifice has been almost entirely

rebuilt at the sole expense of Mr. Brook. The
designs and plans for the building were pro-

vided by Mr. E. Birchnall, of Leeds, and he has
adapted tho style of tbe ancient church to the ex-

tended requirements. The contract for the build-

ing was takeu by Mr. J. Firn, of Leicester. The
church now consists of a nave of five bays, with

side aisles, and a chancel of three bays. There

is also a vestry added to the chancel, and an
organ-chamber adjoining it. The windows are

of geometrical form, with tracery, and are filled

with different coloured glass. The roof is sup-

ported by clustered columns, with moulded arches

in Bath stoue and red coloured labels of Alton

atone. The chancel window, which is of stained

glass, contains the following subjects:—"The
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Nativity,” " The Entombment,’' and “ The
Ascension of Christ.” The tracery is filled with
cherubim and seraphim in the act of adoration,
the Agnus Dei being the centre subject. The
roof and seats are of deal. The tower, which as
yet has undergone bub little alteration in the
exterior, but which it is now intended completely
to restore, has been considerably altered in the
interior. The tower-arch has been restored, and
a small stained-glass window, with the figure of
St. John the Baptist, and the beheading of St.
John, as the subjects, has been placed there in-

stead of the door, which origin^ly opened into
the tower. A new peal of five bellahas been
famished, cast by Mr. Taylor, of Lou^borough.
The stone work has been executed by Mr. Firn ;

the woodwork by Messrs. Taylor & Son, Thur-
laston; and the plumbing and gas-fitting by Mr.
Alfred Adams, of Littlethorpe. The restoration
of the church will cost over 5,0001.

Seal.—The new church on Seal Chart, erected
at the expense of Mr. Horace Wilkinson, has
been consecrated. The edifice is situated in the
vicinity of a road leading in the direction of Seal
Chart on the one hand, and Stone-street, &c., on
the other. Mr. Constable was the builder of the
church and a school connected with it.

St. Deny’s, Southampton.—The new church at
St. Deny’s has been consecrated by the Bishop
of Mauritius. The structure has been built in
the Early English style, from designs furnished
by Mr. Gilbert Scott, and the work has been
carried out by Mr. Futcher, of Salisbury. The
church is constructed of red brick, with Bath
stone dressings. At present there is a nave,
with chancel at the eastern end of a circular
form, a north aisle, and north chancel, and

;

doubtless the structure will remain in this con- i

dition till its enlargement is absolutely neces-
sary, when a south aisle and chancel will be
added. The contract for the work, as it exists
at present, is about 5,0001. The church, we
understand, will accommodate some 700 persons.
The pews are of stained deal. The roof is also
of stained wood. The principals supporting the
roof rest on brackets, carved with designs charac-
teristic of the style ofarchiteoture. The windows '

are plain quarry lights, but are arcaded. The
doorSj also are arcaded. An anonymous donor
offered to contribute 3,4001. towards the struo-
ture if an additional 3,0001. could be raised,

j

1,0001. more are still required.
;

Clifton, Bristol.—We are asked to say that^the
[chancel of All Saints’ is paved with tiles supplied I

by Mr. Godwin, of Lugwardine
;
not Minton’s,

|

as stated.
I

windows were designed and executed by Messrs.
John Scott & Son, stained glass manufacturers,
Carlisle. Each window is composed of one large
panel, and contains in the centre a pictorial
representation of an incident in sacred history,
BQiTOQnded by a rose border on an azure and
ruby ground. The subject of the left window is

the raising of Jairus’s daughter. The window-
on the right side of the apse contains a delinea-
tion of the youthful Saviour disputing with the
doctors in the temple. The west window is large,
and if it were also filled with stained glass, the
strong light which streams through it would be
softened, and a more pleasing eft'ect would be
produced. Two of the three stained glass win-
dows in the chancel have been presented to the
church by Mr. Nelson, of Mnrrell-hill House, and
the third by Mrs. Nelson.

SCHOOL-BUILDING NEWS.

STAINED GLASS.

Stockport. — The corner-stone of Wesleyan
day and Sunday schools, in the southern part
of the town, has been laid. The building
consists of three wdngs. The first, which is at
the corner of Brentnall-strect, its external
dimensions being 74 ft. by 40 ft., is two stories
high. The lower story is divided into numerous
class-rooms, fitted up with galleries; the upper
story being all one room, 25 ft. high, lighted at
the sides by a large three-light transome win-
dow, and at each end by large seven-light
transome windows, and fitted up with large
galleries extending across the room. The second
wing, which is adjoining and facing Wellington-
road, 30 ft. by 17 ft., consists of the principal
entrance vestibule, with a stone staircase for
access to the large rooms above, with infante*
class-room adjoining. The third wing is also
two stories high, its external dimensions being

,

43 ft. by 25 ft., the lower story of which is to be
i

used for the infanta and the upper story as a

;

lecture-room. The ground-floor of the school is I

elevated 4 ft. higher than the path. The style
j

of architecture will be Tudor Gothic, faced

'

round the principal elevations with bricks, em-
bellished with stone quoins, mullions, and tran-
somes, with moulded and sunk tracery heads.
The principal gable of the wing will have a large
projecting window, 20 fc. wide and 38 ft. high,
the other elevations being carried out in a
similar way. The contractors are Messrs. T. &
W. Meadows, Heaton Norris ; the architect is Mr.
T. H. Allen, Stockport; and the probable cost
of the buildings (including the fixtures, &c., and
the land) will be about 3,6001.

artificers (40,167) employed in constructing and repairing
the roUing.Btock

;
the porters (25,381), the plate-layers

(12,901), guards and brakesmen (6,799), firemen (5,266)
and engine-driTere (6,171). Bnt besides the emphvit
directly engaged in the working and maintenance of rail-
ways, large numbers of workmen are also occopied in the
manufacture of locomotives and rolling-stock, and in
providing the requisite materials lor the permanent way.
Thus, the consumption of rails alone averages nearly
4M,000 tons a year in the United Kingdom alone; while
the replacing of decayed sleepers requires about 10,000
acres of forest to be cut down annually and sawn into
sleepers. Taking the various railway workmen into
acconnt, with their families, it will be found that they
represent a total of about three-quarters of a million
persons, or about one in fifty of our population, who are
dependenton raUwaya fortheir subsistence.
While the practical working of railways has, on the

whole, been ao^satisfactory, the case has been very dif-
ferent as regards their direction and financial manage-
ment. The men employed in the working of railways make
it their business to learn it, and, being responsible, they
are nnder the necessity of taking pains to do it well;
whereas the men who govern and direct them are prac-
tically irresponsible, and may possess no quaiiHcation
whatever for the office excepting only the holding of so
much stock. The consequence has been mneb blundering
on the part ofthese amstenrs, and great loss on ihepart of
the public. Indeed, what between the confused, contra-
dioto^, and often nnjnst legislation of Parliament, on the
one band, and the carelessness or incompetency of
director#, or the other Toon., onnn fl 1the other, many once flourishing concerns
have been thrown into a state of utter coniuaion and
muddle, until railway government has become a bv-word
of reproach.
And this state of things will probably continue until the

fatal defect of Government By Boards— an extremely
limited responsibility, or no responsibility at all— has been
rectified by the appointment, as in France, of executives
consisting of a few men of special ability and trained
administrative skill, personally responsible to their con-
stituents for the due performance of their respective
functions. But the discussion of this subject wo^d
require a treatise, whereas we are now but writing a
preface.

Whatever may be said of the financial mismanagement
of railways, there can be no doubt as to the great benefits
conferred by them on the public wherever made. Even
those railways which have exhibited the most ‘ frightfol
examples’ of echeming and financinp, so soon as placed
in the hands of practical men to work, have been found to
prove of unquestionable public convenience and utility.
And notwithstanding all the faults and imperfections that
are alleged against railways have been admitted, we think
that they must, nevertheless, be recognised as by far the
most Venable means of commuuieation between men and
nations that has yet been given to the world,”

Metal Work Trade-Book.

Messks. j. Batciiff & Sons, of Birmingbain,
have issaed a catalogue of their “ Mediaeval Art
Metal-Work,” and claim to bring into greater
use than others do the services of the sculptor
and the chaser to assist in producing -works
of the character peculiar to the twelfth century.
With much that is clever and original in the
designs, they are for the most part not Mediaeval
in character. They are too spiky, and where
not too spiky too “ pretty,” They had better
put away the word Media'val, and let their
designs stand on their own merit.,—which is

considerable.

B. C, Church, Teignmouth, Devon.—A stained-
glass window was placed in this church a few
days ago, at the instance of Captain Keating,
and containing in the centre opening the Cruci-

'

fixion, and at the sides the figures of St. John ^

and the Virgin Mary, upon diapered ground-
j

work. In the tracery are the I. H. S. and oma-

!

menta. The work was executed by Messrs.
Holland & Son, of Warwick.

Blidu'orth Church.—This church, which has
for some time possessed a stained-glass window
of the Nativity, the gift of Colonel Welfitt, has
been further provided with one emblematical of
practical Christian charity. It has been exe-
cuted by M. M. Mar^cbal, of Metz.

Wilford Church (Nottinghani).— The move-
ment for erecting a window in this church to
the memory of Henry Kirke White has, under
the management of Mr. Davies, the rector, pro-
ceeded satisfactorily. A design for a stained-
glass window, to be placed in the south side of
the church, has been prepared by Messrs. A. A
W. H, O’Connor, of London. The design, which
is in two compartments, gives a representation
(why we do not know) of the Star of Bethlehem

;

one compartment shows the Virgin and Child,
and the other the Wise Men making their Offer-
ings. Along the top of the window are figures
of angels. The window is to be placed in the
church in September next.

KimboUon Church,—We are requested to state
that Messrs. Lavers, Barraud, & Westlake pro-
duced the window already announced as having
been placed in this church.

St. James's, Carlisle.—The decoration of the
chancel of this church has now been completed,
the small windows on each side of the apse
having been filled with stained glass, correspond-
ing in form and colouring with the window at
the east end of the chancel which was put in
previously to the opening of the chnrch. The

^oolis

T7ie Life of Oeorge Stephenson and of his Son,
Robe'i’t Stephenson ; comprising also a History

of the Locomotive. By Samuel Smiles. New
edition, revised and enlarged. London.
Murray.

This fresh edition of Mr. Smiles’s capital volume
on the Stephensons includes a new preface, in
which the author gives a review of the progress
of railways and railway traffic since the appear-
ance of the volume in its original form ten years
ago. As the author regards the present edition
as probably the final one, he has taken pains to
render it, by careful amendment and revision,

worthy of public acceptance. It includes a
history of the railway locomotive in its earlier

stages, uniform with the early history of the
steam-eugine, given in vol, iv. of ” Lives of the
Engineers,” and a fuller memoir than had yet
appeared of Eichard Trevithick, with a por-
trait of him. The volume contains an alternative
title-page, as ” Lives of the Engineers,” vol. iii.

We may quote a passage from the conclusion
of the preface, to show the number of persons
now employed on railways in the United King-
dom, and the author’s -views of the present and
prospective state of railway management ;

—

" A few words in conclusion as to the number ofmen
emplojed in working end maintaining railways. Accord-
mg to Mr. Mills, 166,047 men and officers were employed
in the working of 13,289mile8 open in the United Kingdom
in 1866, besides 63,923 employed on lines then under con-
struction. The most nnmerons body of workmen is that
of the labourers (81,284) employed in the maintenance of
the permanent way. Being mostly picked men from the
labouring class of the adjoining districts, they are paid
considerably higher wages; and hence one of the direct
effects of railways on the labonring population (besides
affording them greater facilities lor locomotion) has been
to raise the staodard of wages of ordinary labour at least

2<. per week in all the districts into which they have
penetrated. The workmen next in number is that' of the

VAEIOEUM.

Mr. C. Eoach Smith’s “Collectanea Antiqua”
(Parts III. and IV., vol. vi.), contains besides
the biography of the late F. W. Fairholt already
referred to, notices of the late Dawson Turner
and Hudson Gurney. It is certainly sad.tbat men
like these should pass away, and be so soon lost
sight of as they are. Some relative or friend
should supplement what Mr. Smith, without
special materials at command, has well and kindly
written. The numbers of the “Collectanea”
before ns are altogether good ones. Ber-
nard Quaritch’s “ General Catalogue of Books,
arranged in classes,” 1868 (15, Piccadilly), is a
portly volume of 1,130 pages, and contains the
titles of many books of which it is desirable to
know the whereabouts. The Popular Science
Review for July contains some very iuteresting
papers, especially one on “ The Study of Chemi-
cal Geology,” by David Forbes, F.R.S.

; one on
“Animals between Birds and Reptiles,” by Pro-
fessor Hnxley

;
and one on '• The Great Eclipse

of August 17th of this Year,” by R. A. Proctor,
F.R.A.S. “Iron Ship Building.” 'VVith

practical illustrations. By John Grantham,
C.E., &o. Fifth edition, with supplement and
index. London : Virtue & Co. 1868. This is

an enlarged edition of an elaborately illustrated

work, consisting mainly of engravings. The sup-
plement traces the progress made in iron ship-
building up to the present time. “ Observa-
tions and Suggestions on the Railways of the
United Kingdom.” By F. B. : Causton & Sons,
47, Eastcheap. The chief object of this pamphlet
is to show how the railways may be immediately
rendered more serviceable and beneficial to the
public generally than they now are, and much
more remunerative to their proprietors. This,
the author rightly thinks, would be done simply
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bj low fares and charges, say *' for second-class

to a rate of one penny for every five miles, and
of third-class to one halfpenny for every five

miles for goods and parcels also the rates to

be largely reduced,—parcels under 14 lb. say,

for one penny each, and proportionally for

greater weights. Bub why should not first-

class passenger fares be also reduced ? Second
and third class carriages ought to be im-
proved and made more safe, as by means
of cheap stuffing or cushioning. Why should
the less wealthy classes be less safely conveyed
than the more wealthy, or why should they be
thus forced to pay more than they can afford ?

Passengers who can afibrd first-class tickets

ire nob so placed under the screw to force

higher fares ont of them, although they can as
i class far better afford it.

Barnsley.—At a recent meeting of the local

Board of Guardians the clerk read a letter from
:he Poor-law Board on the subject of the work-
louse hospital accommodation, recommending
ihe guardians to take into consideration as early
is practicable the erection of an entirely new
nfirmary, detached from the main building. A
iommittee was appointed to take the matter
nto consideration, with power to consult an
irchitect and report to a future meeting of the
loard.

Presentation to Bishop Selwyn.—A few old
few Zealand colonists, resident in England,
lave presented to the Bishop of Lichfield, who
las now sailed for New Zealand, a pastoral
taff. The staff, executed by Messrs. Cox
E Son, of London, is of massive silver, with
he top crocheted and jewelled, the knop below
he crook pinnacled and chased, and the stem of
olished ebony with silver bulb and base. An
ddress was read to the bishop on behalf of the
onors by Archdeacon Paul, prebendary of
lincoln.

Improvements in High Holrobn.—The cross-
Dg from Gray’s Inn-road to the south side of
lolborn having been rendered highly dangerons
o pedestrians since the removal of Middle-row,
,nd consequent widening of the carriage-road
Dr the increased traffic, the Metropolitan Board
if Works have caused a cast-iron gas-lamp
illar to be erected in High Holborn, at its

motion with tho carriage-road of Gray’s Inn-
Dad. The pavement around the pillar is raised,
D as to afford a place of refnge to persons
rossing

;
this is also inclosed with iron posts, in

rder to prevent carriages from being driven on
ae raised pavement. At the Holborn viaduct
wkmen are actively engaged in filling up the
ollows between the arches with gravel dredged
•om the river, and dry brick rubbish, so as to
)rm a solid foundation, preparatory to being
aved with cubic blocks of granite. At the
'eetern terminus of the viaduct a pillar is to be
rected with brackets, each supporting a lantern
ith four burners. The place in which the
liar is to stand is of large diameter, perfectly
roular, and is intended to afford a place of
ifety to foot-passengers crossing the main
aoroughfare.

General Builders’ A ssociation.—The annual
leetirg of this Association was held in St.
leorgo’s Hal), Bradford. Mr. Whiteley pre-
Ided. The secretary read the reports of sub-
Dmmittees on the subjects of working rules, the
atablishment of a builders’ fire insurance, the
malgamation of the labour registration offices

stablished by the Association in various towns,d those of the free labour registration of
ondon, and other matters. A lengthy discns-
on arose on the proposition to approve the
Driving rules drawn np by the sub-committee
ppoiuted for that purpose. The first of these
lies provides that payment by the hour shall be
lopted by all members of the Association on
ad after the Ist May, 1869, and that due notice
r this be given to the operatives. Others of the
lies provide that a court of arbitration between
nployers and employed be formed, and that the
de^ restricting the use of worked stone be
boHshed. A very strong feeling in favour of
le adoption of the rules was manifested, but it

as finally resolved that the report of the snb-
immittee be referred to the branch associa-
ms, and that they send delegates to the
iptember meeting, with power to vote upon
e question.

“The Song of the Shirt.”—The sitting

female figure by Mr. Marshall Wood, which
under this title attracted deserved attention in

the Paris International Exhibition, is now on
view in the gallery belonging to Messrs. H.
Graves & Co., Pall-mall, and will well repay a visit.

The attenuated form, and the care-worn face of
the poor shirtmaker are represented with grace
as well as touching truth.

Bark-cutting Machine.—In an article on the
Sawmill at Cummertrees, the Annan Observer,
says :

—
“ The most serviceable improvement that

has been introduced into their works by Messrs.
Matthews & Boyd, is the bark-cutting machine,
invented by Mr. Jonathan Thompson, engineer,
Penrith, which can, with only three men to

attend it, do the work of forty men and sixty
women in the ordinary way by hand.”

Eire on the Moors.—By the fire in York-
shire nearly 4,000 acres of moorland have been
left black and desolate, with probably scarcely a
living bird, or animal, or vegetable, excepting
the largest trees, over the wide expanse. The
grouse and rabbits which abound on these moors
have been destroyed, and sheep grazing thereon
have in some instances perished. A fire some-
what similar has been burning for the last few
days on Chat Moss. The fire has passed over a
considerable area.

The Great Dome at Washington. — The
dome of the Capitol at Washington is the most
ambitious structure in America. It is 108 ft.

higher than the Washington monument at Balti-
more, 68 ft. higher than that of Bunker Hill, and
28 ft. higher than the Trinity Church spire at

New York. It is the only considerable dome of
iron in the world. It is a vast hollow sphere of
iron, weighing 8,200,000 lb. Directly over your
head is a figure in bronze, “ America,” weighing
14,985 lb.

—

Neiu York Observer.

The Art Treasures of Wales.—An Exhibi-
tion of Works of Art is being got up at Ruthin,
Denbighshire, North Wales, to commence on
the 4th of August, and remain open to the
public for a month. Mr. Cornwallis West, of
Ruthin Castle, is an active promoter of the nu-
dertaking

;
while Mr. Chaffers, the collector, is

principal superintendent. Tho promoters, who
in the new townball at Ruthin have a very con-
venient set of apartments for the proper display
of the collection, are very sangnine of snccess.

Brougham and Bismaiik.—It is said that the
charming chdteau inhabited by the late Lord
Brougham at Cannes, is to become the residence
of no less a personage than the statesman Herr
von Bismark. The story goes that General
Bulow, who had just concluded a bargain in the
name of the illustrious minister, set to reading
the famous distich of Ovid inscribed on the
colonnade :

—

" loyeni portum
;
spea et fortana valete

;

Sat me luaiatia, ludite nunc alios."

A young gentleman who accompanied him
asked, waggishly, if this was to become the
motto of the Prussian minister.

The Holy Sepulchre.—A letter from Jem-
salem in the Moniteur says :

—“ The works for
the reconstruction of the cupola of the Holy
Sepulchre, which have been carried on with
extreme rapidity, appear to be approaching
their termination. At the end of last year the
iron ribs were completed, and tho lantern placed
on the summit. Au idea could then be formed
of the elegant proportions of the new dome.
The previous edifice, being too flat, had a heavy
appearance. The present cupola, being about
6 I'c. higher, and surmounted with a cross, rises

more conspicuously above the surrounding
buildings.”

The Birmingham Workhouse Schools.—At
a recent meeting of the local guardians, Mr.
Biddle said the Poor Law Board’s architect and
medical examiner of plans had conceded all that
the guardians asked in reference to the work-
bouse schools, except that they wished the build-
ing to be a little wider and longer.—Mr. Haw-
ley : And to have a large bath, to teach the
boys to swim.—The architects (Messrs. Martin
& Chamberlain) reported that they had had two
interviews with Dr. Smith, the medical examiner
of plans, and Mr. Savage, the architect to the
Poor Law Board, with reference to the plans of
the proposed new schools for 300 boys. Mr.
Hawley moved that the plans, modified in the
manner indicated in the report, be sent to the
Poor Law Board for their seal. This was
agreed to.

Clean Roads.—R.T. writes ;
—“It is computed

that three-fourths of the dirt on the London
stones arise from horse-dung, either as pulve-
rized dust or mud. It causes much damage and
annoyance, ill-health, andophthalmia. To remedy
the above, I would hook a wire basket with
hinged front on the vehicle immediately behind
the animal, so that the upward motion of the
tail would open the front (by moans of a thong
fixed to the crupper) to receive the droppings,
to be emptied into parish receptacles if neces-
sary. AU shop sweepings ought to be thrown
into the dust-bin. I hope no squeamisher will

expect an apology for this dealing with Nature.”

The Proposed Paxton Memorial at Leigh-
TON Buzzard.—The members of the Leighton
Buzzard Working Men’s Mutual Improvement
Society have had a meeting at the Cedars, the
residence of Mr. J. D. Bassett, where they pre-
sented an address to Lord Charles J. F. Russell,

advocating his lordship’s suggestion, made at the
inauguration of the recent industrial exhibition,

to establish in this town an educational and
popular institute, to be associated with the name
of the late Sir Joseph Paxton, as we have before
mentioned. It was resolved in course of the
proceedings, “that the proposed memorial shall

be called ‘ The Paxton Institute,’ and shall be
devoted to the advantage of the working-classes
and the inhabitants of the locality generally.”

A committee was appointed to carry into effect

the proposed Paxton Institute.

Public Museums and Libraries.—A meeting
has been held at the Society of Arts for the
purpose of urging upon the Government “ the
duty of placing upon a footing worthy of
national institutions the public museum of in-

ventions and free scientific library connected
with the Patent Office.” The objects of the
association by which the meeting was convened
are the opening of tho national collections on
week-day evenings, and the promotion of the
adoption of the Free Libraries and Museums
Act. Professor Leone Levi occupied the chair,

and was supported by a considerable number of
gentlemen interested in promoting the extension
of public museums and libraries. Appropriate
resolutions were agreed to, including one autho-
rizing the Chairman to petition Parliament
throQgh Mr. Layard and Lord Lichfield.

The Liverpool Architectural Society at
Wy'nnstay.—The annual excursion of the Liver-
pool Architectural and Archieologioal Society
took place on Saturday, Wrexham and the
neighbouring locality of Wynnstay being the
scene of the Society’s visit. There were about
thirty in the party. After their visit to Wynn-
stay they partook of dinner at the Wynnstay
Arms Hotel, Wrexham. The chair was occupied
by Mr. F. Horner, the president, and the vice-
chair by Mr. William Hay, one of the vice-
presidents

;
and the company included the

Mayor of Wrexham, Mr. Walker. Afterwards
the party visited the pariah church of Wrexham,
and several ascended the tower, from the summit
of which a most extensive view of the surround-
ing country is obtained. Shortly before ten
o’clock the visitors left the Wrexham station,
and returned by rail to Liverpool.

The Cost of the New Workhouse for
SouTH.AMPTON.—At a recent meeting of the local
Guardians, a letter was read from the Poor Law
Board ae to the letter of the Guardians forward-
ing a statement to show the manner in which the
18,8001. borrowed by the Guardians for the
erection of the new workhouse had been ex-
pended, and also a statement showing the pur-
poses for which the further sum of 7,0001. was
required. The estimated cost of 4,6891. for
extra works seemed to the Poor Law Board to
be rather large, being nearly 23 per cent, on the
amount of the original contract. Before deter-
mining what further amount they should
authorise the Guardians to borrow, they re-
quested some general particulars of the several
items. The Deputy-President thought that the
Poor Law Board were not warranted in asking
for such information, and that the architect
should not be called upon to go into an explana-
tion of detail in matters which should rest for
the present entirely with himself and the builder.

A committee, however, was appointed to con-
sider the letter, and to furnish the information
required by the Poor Law Board. The architect
mentioned that there had been matters in con-
nexion with the foundations of the workhouse
building that could not be foreseen, and which
had tended very considerably to raise the ex-
penses which had been incurred for extras.
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Engineeh of New Works tor St. Pancras
Gcahdiams.—The guardians of St. Pancraa have
elected Mr. S. Tinney for the office of resident

engineer and clerk of the works, at the Leaves-
den Schools, at a salary of 300Z., with house,
coal, and gas.

SovTH Kensinoto.n Museum.—The number of

visitors during the week ending the 4th of July,

was, on Monday, Tuesday, and Saturday, free,

14,755 ;
on Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday

(admission, 6d.), 3,806; National Portrait Exhi*
bition, by payment, 2,089 : total, 20,650.

Architectural and Archeological Society
OF Durham and Northumberland.—The second
general meeting of this Society has been held at

Dunstanborough, Bamburgb, and neighbour-
hood. The committee met at Alnwick at an
early hour, and drove vtd Eock and Eennington
(visiting the churches en route) to Embleton.
The ruins of Dunstanborough Castle were then
visited. A pleasant drive along the coast brought
the committee to North Sunderland and Bam-
bni^h, where the oastle and churches were

\

inspected. After staying all night at Belford,

the committee drove to Old Bewick, by Chatton
and Chillingham, where the old chapel and old
British camp were visited by the party and
described by Mr. Greenwell. The committee
dined with Mr. Langlands and several friends at
Old Bewick. They returned to Alnwick by way
of Eglingham, and reached Newcastle at a late

,

honr after a most pleasant excursion. <

Metropolitan Drinking Fount.un Asso-

|

CIATION,—The annual meeting of the members
I

and supporters of this useful association has
j

been held in St. James’s Hall. The chair was '

taken by the Hon. F. Byog. Mr. John Lee sub-
mitted the report from the committee. It ex -

1

pressed a hope that the generous support the i

association had hitherto received would not fail
i

it until public free supplies of water for man and
j

beast were placed in all the leading thorough-
fares of the metropolis. The association had
now 117 fountains and 99 troughs under its care

|

and supervision, and although they were spread i

over an area of something like 100 square miles,
and were exposed to all the injury which thought-
less mischief, wilful malice, aud unavoidable acci-

dent could indict upon them, yet so efficiently had
!

the supervision been carried out that at thepre-

1

sent time there was not a single one out of repair,
i

The total amount received during the year had
'

been 3,6491., but of that sum no less than 1,34UZ.

bad been contributed for memorial fountains of
special designs, and on special sites chosen by
the donors. The report complained that in the
establishment of caitle-trougha the society had

'

not received that amount of support they had a
right to expect from the Society for the Preven-
tion of Cruelty to Animals, which had offered

,

simply a sum of 101. for each trough, which was
only equivalent to one year’s maintenance. Eight
fonntains and thirty-five troughs had been

'

erected during the year. ‘

Mr. Longfellow.— Mr. John Watkins, of
Parliament-street, has made some excellent

photographic portraits of this distinguished
poet. On Tuesday last, Mr. Longfellow sat to

Mr. E. Goodwyn Lewis for a crayon portrait.

The Debts of the Metropolitan Board of
Works. — The total amount borrowed up
to January last was 8,073,0001,, of which
1,520,6332. 68. 8d, have been repaid, leaving the
sum of 6,552,3662. ISs. 4d. still outstanding.
The rates of interest at which the money has
been borrowed vary from 3^ to 4^ per cent.

The Opening of the Abbey Mills Pumping
Station of the Metropolitan Drainage
Works.—It was announced at the last meeting
of the Metropolitan Board of Works that, as the
Duke of Edinburgh could not open the Abbey
Mills Station, there would be no public opening
and no invitation to members of Parliament.

Death of the Inventor of the Reaping
Machine.—Mr. John Common, of Denwick, near
Alnwick, has recently died, in the Gist year of
his age. He is held to be entitled to renown for
his many useful inventions and improvements in
agricultural implements, especially for the
American Reaper, of which he is known as the
original inventor.

Proposed Removal of Billingsgate Market.
A proposal is now before the Corporation of the
City of London for the removal of this ancient
market to some central part of the City, where
it can be brought in direct communication with
various railroads. The Markets Committee of
the Common Council have reported that the
most eligible situation would be in connexion with
Farringdon Market, or some spot adjoining or
near the new Meat and Poultry Market at
Smithfield.

The proposed New Asylum in Warwick-
shire FOR Idiots.—The committee appointed at
the last sessions to consider the question of
founding a new Asylum for Idiots has presented
to the Court of Quarter Sessions for the county
plans aud estimate for the new building, which
had been prepared under the guidance of Dr. 1

Parsey, the medical superintendent of the county
[

asylum. The estimate was 10,CK)02. The pur-

!

chase of the land had been completed for 1,5002.
i

The committee recommended that the plans
should be forthwith forwarded to the Commis-
sioners in Lunacy for approval. The report was
received and adopted. The site of the new
building is close to the present asylum at
Hatton.!

The Bath and Bristol Colliery Partner- '

SHIP, Limited.—The prospectus of this company
,

states that at Twerton, about two miles from
Bath, ten miles from Bristol, and 108 miles fromj
London, a colliery bas been opened on the
Bomersetshire coal-field, and the present lessees,

Messrs. F. & D. Brown, have expended thereon
about 10,0002. Seams of coal, seven in number,
and of the aggregate thickness of 26 ft., have
been discovered, and, to a great extent, placed
in order for mining, removal, and sale. The
colliery is entirely free fVom fire-damp, and
suffers little or nothing from water. It admits,
therefore, of being worked with safety and
economy. The colliery is neai- the Rennet and
Avon Canal, and half a mile from the Great
Western Railway. It is convenient for the
supply of Bristol and Bath, and there is only one
colliery nearer the metropolis. The proprietors
desire to complete and extend the works by the
addition of a second shaft, and other arrange-
ments, for effecting with greater economy large
and profitabie deliveries of coal. These objects
it is thought may be best obtained through the
instrumentality of a small limited paitnership.
The partners would have to provide a capital of
26,0002. On this capital it is calcnlated that a
net annual profit would be earned of 16,9202.,
enabling a dividend to be paid of 30 per cent.,

and leaving a sum for reserve, improvements,
and extensions. The proposed capital of the
company is 35,0002. This is probably the first

partnership under the Limited Liability Act
brought out for public paiticipAtion without any
board of directors, solicitor, i:c.

Hyde Park and Finsbury Park.— In reply
to questions in the House of Commons, Lord J.

Manners said that it was not proposed to cat
down any more trees of the slightest importance
in the present year for the purpose of making a
drive in Hyde Park to the north of the Albert
Memorial. It was only proposed this year to

make the drive at the south side of the Albert
Memorial, to rebuild the lodge at the other side

of the Qoeen’s-gate, aud also to carry the drive
from the Serpentine straight across to the Exhi-
bition-road. Next year it would be necessary to

propose a farther vote for relaying the grounds
to the north of the Albert Memorial, on which
occasion explanations wonld be given of the in-

tentions of the Government. As to Finsbnry
Park, Mr. Tite said that the Finsbury Park Act
dated ten years buck, at which time the Govern-
ment of the day undertook to defr^ half the
cost of the park. In consequence of the opposi-
tion and rejection of the first vote of 50,0002.

towards the expense of the park, the Board had
an extremeiy difficult duty thrown upon them,
for they had not only to pay the original outlay
but also to maintain the park. The Board, there-

fore, decided, instead of purchasing 230 acres, to

purchase 130
;
and they were now enclosing the

ground at a cost up to the present of 94,0002.,

but which would exceed 100,0002. before the
work was completed. With the view ofdiminish-
ing the cost to the ratepayers, the Board had re-

solved to lay out a portion of the land for building
purposes, without, however, damaging the larger
area of the park, which amounted to 110 acres.

TENDERS.
For alterations snd additions to a detached bonse at

Stamford-htU. Mr. Herbert Ford, arohitect. (No
quantities) :

—

Huywurth £7' 3 n 0
Kent . 0 0
Lewis tJ{52 0 u
Crabb A Vaughan 6bl u y
Freedy i. bon 0 0

For alterations and additions to bouse No. 2-i'i, Bla<^
friars-road. Mr. George Perry, architect

Pa'inan & Fotheringham £1,225 0 0
Axford 1,175 0 0
Oadsby 1,016 0 0
Bishop 993 0 0
Bamt'ord 970 0 0
Langmead i Way 970 0 0
Macey (accepted) 949 0 0

For a lodge at Frith, Kent. Mr. Herbert Ford, arch:
tect. (No quantities) :

—

Kelph £187 5 0
Grumbrell 180 0 0
Willis 167 0 0
Catchpole (accepted) 164 0 0

For alterations to Star Life Assorance Office, Moorgatt
street, City :

—

Weeltes £3,600 0 0
Dove 2.960 0 0
Cletnmens 2,900 0 0
Bennett 2,880 0 0
Clough 2,875 0 0
Nixon 2,795 0 0
Colls 2,650 0 0

For villa at Lower Sydenham, for Mr. G. Sully :

—

Merritt & Abhby (accepted) £446 0 0

For new chance!, spire, roofs, Ac., and restoring St
Mary’s Churoh, Wurkworlh, ftorthamptonshire. Mi
0. M. Driver, architect. Quantities by Mr. R. O. Harris

Jackson A Shaw £4,180 0 0
Orchard 3,888 0 0
Kimberly .. 3,790 0 0
Davis, Brothers 3,693 0 0
Franklin A Son 3,450 0 0

For additions to Grove Hall Lunatic Asylum. Messrs
Tolley A Dale, architects :

—

Fawcett . £2,419 0 0
Eivett 1,873 0 0
Perry A Co 1,707 0 0
Pritchard 1,697 0 0
Abraham 1,698 0 0
HUl, Keddall, A Waldram 1,668 0 0
Hedges (accepted) 1,696 0 0

For alterations, Ac., to premises, Southwark-stieet
Mr. N. B. Joseph, architect:—

Conder £503 0 0
Hill A Keddel 482 0 0
King A Sons 453 10 0
Newman A Maun 4u3 0 0

For Sandy National schools, Beds. Messrs. Wm, O
Habershon A Pita, architects :

—

Cowlaod £1,990 0 0
Pattiusons 1,900 0 0
Carter A Son 1,870 0 0
Cunvin 1,737 0 0
Twolvetreea 1,678 0 0
Field 1,595 0 0

For alterations and additions to the vicarage-house
Mucking, Essex. Mr. Charles lanes, architect:

—

Carter A Sons £949 0 0
Place 895 0 0
Rivett 893 0 0
Blake 795 0 0
Davey 769 0 0
LiUeystone 730 0 0

For villa residence. 8t. Peter’s-road, Croydon, Mr
Brooks, architect ;

—

Heushaw £2,178 0 0
Goodwin 2,049 0 0
HoUedge 1,925 0 0
Laugmead A Way 1,760 0 0
Wells .... 1,744 0 0
Cowland 1,690 0 0

For country house at Wantage, Berks, for Mr. F. F,

Bullock. Mr. J. P, Spencer, architect, QuantitiA
supplied :

—

Briant £3,213 0 0
Dover A Co 3,000 0 0
Nigblingaie 2,727 0 0

For altwations and additions to 19, Great Windmill
street, for Mrs. Kemp. Messrs. Glazier A Sun, architects

Corbett .. £256 0 0
Nightingale 227 0 0
Batchelor 177 0 0

For national schools, Hurst Pierpoint, Sussex, Messrs
Goulty A Gibbins. arehiteots :

—

Stanbridge £2,309 0 0
Lockyer . 2,106 0 0
Chappell 2,075 0 0
Cheesman 2,o70 0 0
Howell..,. 2,<>68 0 0
Kirk 1,970 0 0
Nash A Co 1,962 0 0
Nigblingaie 1,883 0 0
Hall A Co 1,670 0 0
Holland (accepted) 1,667 0 0
Wadey.... 1,643 0 0

For the erection, above basement, of house, for Dr
Edward Davies, in Grosvenor-roaj, Wrexham. Mr.
Edward Jones, architect

Samuels £2,350 0 0
Owens 2,200 0 6
Rogers 2,155 0 0
Rogers (with alteration)* 2,110 0 0

* Accepted.

For two brick bridges and four iron and brick bridges,

S
reposed to be built at Goldings, near Hertford. Mr,
ohn B. Badock, architect and engineer:

—

FleeiANewey £10,696 12 6
Dixon 9,180 0 0
Floyd 7,400 0 0
Crampton 7,230 0 0
bbaw, Head, A Co 7,110 0 0
Gooch 0,8»9 0 0
Clarke 6,698 0 0
Jackson 6,158 0 0
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Alleyn's College of

Gods Gift, Dulwich.

EW buildings, exten-

sive and handsome,

are being erected

for Dulwich College,

and it may be hoped

that the Institution

is about to be re-

organized. A mag-

nificent future is be-

fore it if proper ad-

vantage be taken of

circumstances. The
10,0001. invested by
the “ poor player "

for the purposes of

chapel chynke, by the banksyde neere Wyu-
chester House,” is a pleasant one.

Alleyn acquired by his marriage a property in

Sussex, which he disposed of in 1596 for 3,0001.

He withdrew from the stage for about a year

(1598-9), and lived in retirement at the house of

a friend (The Brill, Lewes) in Sussex. He then

resumed his position among the foremost players.

At a city pageant on the 15th of March, 1603,

in honour of King James’s visit, Alleyn, attired

as Genius, recited a congratulatory address to

his majesty. Dekker reports (1604) that his

speech was delivered with “ excellent action, and
a well-tunde, audible voice.”

In 1604, Alleyn and Henslowe purchased

from Sir W. Stuart, for 4501., the patent office

of master of the king’s games of bears, bulls,

and dogs.” The speculation seems to have
turned out a good one. Alleyn was the chief, if

not the sole proprietor of the Fortune Theatre,

between Golden-lane and Whitecross-street. The
property became a source of much trouble to

Dulwich College in after years, but in Alleyn’s

time it appears to have proved a very remunera-

tive speculation. It was commenced in 1600, and
opened for representations in 1602. He was
now a prosperous, yet withal a very thrifty man.
Between 1606 and 1611 he bought numerous

education and
! estates, most of them copyholds of the manor of

charityhave become * Dulwich.

many hundreds of' Alleyn appears to have taken up his residence

thousands, and will in Dulwich in 1607. He occupied the Manor
continue to aug-

! House, afterwards called the Court House, an
ment enormously. I old-fushioned stuccoed residence, which is still

Eightly applied,
j

tenanted. He now resolved to found and endow
what an immense

i in his own lifetime an institution like the Charter
amount of advan-

j
House, for the reception of aged pensioners and

tagemaybeobtained
( the nurture and education of orphan boys. He

from it. That Dul-
|

began his building in 1613, and completed it

wioh College baa early in 1617, on a plan which he appears to have
heretofore fulfilled

I originated, and in the development of which he
its mission, few will

i was assisted by Benson, his builder. The speci-

be found to assert,
j

fication for Benson’s work is still preserved.

Two very valuable with memoranda showing payments made to

papers, recently
j

him as the work progressed. Heusljwe died in

published in Mac~
\
1616, and his wife in 1617, and their property

millan’s Magazine,
\ fell to Alleyn in right of his wife. This of course

give the story of the foundation in a pleasant
j
added to available resources for setting the

form, and help us to some facts. Edward college going. Much tedious negotiation ensued
Alleyn, the founder of Dulwich College, was

!
with Lord Chancellor Bacon and the officers of

born on the Ist of September, 1566, in the parish
\ the Star Chamber, before Alleyn could secure

of St. Botolph, Bishopsgate, where his father, a
[
the royal authorization of his scheme,

gentleman by birth, followed the calling of an The Letters Patent of King James, dated June
“ innholder.” The Pye, near Devonshire-square, 21at, 1619, at last empowered Alleyn to found the
was the name of the inn, and there Edward College cf God’s Gift at Dulwich, to endure for
Alleyn first saw the light. His father died ever, for the maintenance of poor men, women,
when our hero was only four years old. His

|

and children, and the education of poor children
;

mother contracted a second marriage with an
|

the college to consist of a master, warden, four
actor named Browne, At an early age Alleyn fellows, six poor brethren, six poor sisters, and
manifested a great aptitude and liking for his

,

twelve poor scholars
j the Archbishop of Canter-

stepfather’s calling, and was initiated while still I bury to be visitor thereof. On September 13ch,
in his early teens into the mysteries of the stage,

He rose rapidly to eminence in his profession.

Heywood calls him inimitable, and the beet of

actors. Sir Richard Baker’s Chronicle tells ns

that Alleyn and Burbage were “ two such actors

as no age must ever look to see the like.”

Like Shakspeare and other players of the

time, Alleyn early became a part-owner in

theatrical property. He acquired a partnership

with Henslowe, in the Rose Theatre, at Bank-
side, in close proximity to the Globe, where
Shakspeare a few years earlier first assumed the

buskin. In 1592 he married Henslowe’s step-

daughter. Henslowe’s Diary (Dulwich manu-
scripts), gives the date of the wedding in the

following terms :
— “ Edward Alen was married

unto Jone Woodward the 22 daye of October,

1592, in the iiij and thirtieyeare of the Queene’s
Ma'*' Rayne, elizabeth, by the grace of god of

Ingland, france, and larland, defender of the
fayth.”

The picture afforded by existing documents of

the domestic life of Alleyn, his wife, her mother,
and Henslowe, at their home ” harde by the

1619, he formally established the college by an
inangural ceremony, followed by a banquet.

His diary-record of the event runs as follows :

—

“ Thay first haard a sermon, and after the instrument
of creacion was by me read, and after an anthem, they
went to dinner.”

Inigo Jones is mentioned as amongst the guests

on the occasion.

By deed dated .April 24ch, 1620, Edward
Alleyn conveyed the lands specified in his

Letters Patent to the sole use of the members
of the corporation which he had established. A
second statute provides for a large addition to

the members. The original statutes are now
superseded by the scheme of 1857, so that it is

unnecessary to speak here of their unwise pro-

visions.

The founder’s preference for the four p.arishes

named by him as those from which the poor

scholars and brethren and sisters should be

selected, was based on his perception of the

doctrine that property has its duties as well as

its rights. He owned theatres and houses in

Sc. Saviour's and Sc. Luke’s; his patrimonial

estate was in St. Botolph’s ; and he had ac-

quired by purchase the whole lordship of Dul-

wich, in the parish of Camberwell.

The old buildings are capacious, having regard

to the limited numbers they were built for, and

comprise a chapel, dining-hall, parlour, library,

school-room, kitchen, and appurtenances. They
occupy three sides of a square. In the rooms,

corridors, and staircases of the college are

numerous pictures and portraits bequeathed

sixty years after the founder’s time, by Cart-

wright, the actor, as well as pictures left by the

founder himself, his own full-length portrait, and

portraits of later date. These are distinct from

the collection forming the well-known picture

gallery, which is a modern supplement to Dulwich

College.

Alleyn’s first wife died in June, 1623. Ho
soon after married Constance, daughter of the

well-known Dr. Donne, Dean of St. Paul’s. The
marriage is recorded in the parish register of

Camberwell Old Church in the following terms :

“Married, December 3rd, 1623, Edward Alleyn,

Esq., to Mrs. Constance Donn.” Alleyn, who
was older by six years than his father-in-law.

Dr. Donne, lived leas than three years after hia

second marriage. The date of his will is 13th

November, 1626. He died on the 25th of the

same month (though his gravestone erroneously

!

states the 2l8t), aud was buried in accordance
' with that clause of his will which runs

—

!

“ ily body I will to the earth from whence it came,
without any vain funeral pomp or show, to be interred in

tho quire of that chapel which God of Hia goodaesB hath
caused me to erect."

A polished black marble slab lies over his re-

mains in the College chapel, bearing the in-

scription :

—

” Here Lyetii the Bonis of Edward Alletit, Esq.
THE FoVNDKR of THIS ChVBCH AND COLLEGE, WHO DiED
the IWEHTY.FiaST DaY OF EOVB. A.D. 1626, iETAT. 61.”

All who cherish the memory of Alleyn, aud

of the good old times in which he played so well

hia earthly part, would rejoice to see au earlier

stone, and a memorial of Joan Alleyn formerly

in the chapel, restored to the light of day. They
should be dear to Dulwich as memorials of that

old English worthy to whom the place owes so

much.

Tho original College buildings, according

to Mactnillan, soon proved wanting in stability.

Serious dilapidations, entailing heavy expendi-

ture for renovation, mark the whole history of

the College. Within a dozeu years of the

founder’s death the steeple fell, and occasioned

an outlay which swamped the salaries of all

the higher officials, and necessitated a partial

suspension of other ordinary expenditure for half

a year. Not long afeer, the whole east wing fell

down, and part of the other.

In 1667 other portions of the college fell down.

Tho chapel register tells as, under date May 28th,

1703, “The colledge porch with y* treasury

chamber, &c., tumbled to y® ground.” In 1740

the east wing was so dilapidated as to necessi-

tate rebuilding. From 1812 to 1833 the expen-

diture on repairs and restorations exceeded

22,0001. In more recent years, up to 1866, the

outlay under the same head has been propor-

tionately heavy.

In 1857 the Charity Commission gave Dulwich

anew scheme, and pensioned off the members of

the dissolved corporation.

The range of instruction now embraces

the usual English subjects, with Latin,

Greek, modern langnages, mathematics, physios,

mechanics, ehemisiry, and natural sciences.

At present only one modern language (French)

is taught, aud science is postponed untU the

new buildings are ready to receive tho boys,

now crowded into a set of inconvenient rooms in

the old college. It seemed at one time that suit-

able buildings could be only hoped for, but never

seen, by the present generation. Mr. Rogers,

chairman of the governors, when laying the

foundation-stone of the new schools, on the 26th
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June, 1866, stated that the money paid by tlie

two railway companies, whose lines intersect the
estate, had put the College thirty years in ad-
vance of what would otherwise have been its

positi<m.

Of the new schools, now nearly completed, we
give aview and plans.* The main buildings are
of four stories, and comprise residences for the
nnder-maater of the Upper School, and the head-
master of the Lower School, besides libraiy,

board-room, &c. : a detached bouse will be built

for the master of the college. One wing takes
the Upper School, the other the Lower; both
communicate by a cloister with the central hall,

for collective gatherings, such as speech-day
celebrations.

They are intended to ful6l the intentions of
the Act of Beconstitntion of the charity of 1858
so far as the educational part of the scheme
goes. The acreage appropriated for the school
buildings, oflScial residences, administration
ofilces, with play-grounds and play-fields for

both schools, is 25 acres. A further area of
20 acres is reserved adjacent, to be hereafter
appropriated for boarding-houses or other college
requirements as may ba found desirable. The
precincts are thus about 45 acres,—equal, we
believe, to those of any public school in Eng-
land.

The new buildings are designed to provide
accommodation for 600 boys, equally divided
between the upper and lower schools for edu-
cation on the class-room system and according
to the “curriculum” provided by the Act of
Parliament.

Foundation scholars, who will be clothed, fed,

and educated free of all cost to their parents or
guardians, will be accommodated to the number
of twenty-four in the upper school and thirty-
two iu the lower school. The various usual ap-
pendages to great schools are also provided, such
as libraries, reading-rooms, day-rooms, bath-
rooms, and so on, with hat and coat rooms and
lavatories, of course. The buildings are dis-

posed so as to keep the upper school complete
in the south wing and the lower school in the
north wing, while the central mass of building
(connected by the play cloisters with each wing)
will contain the great hall, library, lecture-

theatre, laboratorj', &c., which are for the
common use of both upper and lower schools.

The governors have been enabled to build the
new college buildings at the present time in

consequence of having received large sums in

compensation for laud taken by several railways
traversing the estate, and being permitted by the
Charity Commissioners so to apply these sums.
But for these circumstances they conld have
raised the funds only by sinking their annual
rental to snch an extent as would have been
liable to cripple the immediate efficiency of the
schools when built. As it is, this special fund
will provide the cost cf building, and rental

(which is on the increase) will provide means
for carrying out the scheme liberally and well.

Let us hope this will be done.

The estate which forms the rich endowment
of the College consists of about 1,400 acres of as
beautiful and attractive land for building as is to

be found within five miles of London, and is being
occupied with villa residences of a superior
kind, pains being taken to preserve its present
beauty while developing its resources in this

respect.

The income in the founder’s time was 8001.

jier annum ! The last year’s income from rental

of Dulwich estate was about 13,0001., of which
about 4,500Z. were absorbed by life annuities to

the members of the late corporation, in accord-
ance with the Act of Parliament, leaving 8,500h
if not more, available for the educational branch,
the eleemosynary branch, and general estate and
administration expenses.

The governors have founded two scholarships
of 60Z. a year each, and propose largely to add
to these as their expected resources will gradually
allow. An income of at least 20,0001. a year
may be plainly seen in the middle distance.

It is probable the report of the Public Schools
Commissioners which refers to Dulwich, will

result in some important charges both affecting

the division of the school into upper and lower
schools, with different capitations

;
and also ag

to the appropriation of some parts of the build-

ing in a different manner to that at first intended,
and in relation to which fim intention they
have been designed. All this, however, is at
present unsettled.

The four parishes of St. Botolph, Bisbopa-

• See pp. 630, 531.

gate; St. Luke, Old-street j St. Saviour,
Southwark; St. Giles, Camberwell, equally par-
ticipate in all the benefits of the foundation;
but it is anticipated that ample room will re-

main for scholars from all parts of the country
as at our other English public schools. The
plans also will admit of enlargement should it

ever be found necessary.
The governing body consists of nineteen

governors, of whom eleven are appointed for life

by the Crown, and the remaining eight are

made up by two governors from each of the

above parishes, who are elected by the vestries

for a terra of seven years.

The new buildings, which are from the de-

signs of Mr. Charles Barry (the architect and
surveyor to the governors), are approaching
completion under his personal superintendenee.
The style is Korthern Italian of the thirteenth

century, of which beautiful examples are seen at

Milan, Verona, Parma, Pavia, &c. The materials

are almost exclusively brick and terra-cotta of

various colours
;
the use of which latter material

has been of late ranch studied, aud the manu-
facture for building purposes brought to con-

siderable perfection. The roofs are covered with
Taylor’s patent dull red tiles, gloss tiles being
inserted where light is required.

The wliole building will be of fireproof con-
stmetioD, substantial aud good, with only suffi-

cient ornament to be appropriate to its position

and objects, and the important rank it is hoped
that Dulwich College will take in future times.

The contract for the buildings (exclusive of
finishings, flMinga, &c.) has been taken by Mr.
Downs, of Union- street, Southwark (whose
tender was the lowest sent), at 62,0001.

?
aud the

fittings, finisbings, &c., will cost an additional

ISjUOOl. The present contract does not include

a school chapel, for which, however, an appro-
priate positiou in the general plan is reserved,

and which will, it is hoped, be commenced ere

very long.

Class-rooms provide about 12^ ft. floor per
boy, 250 cubic feet per boy, aud are about 15 ft.

in height.

The terra-cotta work is being executed by
Mr. J. M. Blashfield, of Smmford. A paper on
this interesting subject was read by Mr. Barry
at the Royal Institute of British Architects;

part of which we print in our present number.
A few lines concerning Dulwich Picture Gal-

lery will bo in place. One Noel Desenfans, a
picture-dealer residing in London, had been
commissioned to form a collection of pictures

;

for Stanislaus, king of Poland, and had bought
many iu consequence. Political changes pre-

vented the fulfilment of his commission, aud
when he died he left all the pictures he had iu

consequence acquired to his intimate friend Sir

Francis Bourgeois, R.A., a Londoner, though of
foreign extraction. Bourgeois det.erminod on
bequeathing them to the country, and, according
to the story, asked John Philip Kemble where
he should build a gallory to contain them.
Kemble, an actor, suggested Alleyn’s College at
Dulwich, and the advice was taken. The pre-

sent gallery attached to the college was built

from the designs of Sir John Soane, in 1812.

Bourgeois, reserving a life interest to Mrs. Des-
enfans, left 2,0001. towards the building, and
10,0001., the interest of which was to meet cur-

rent expenses. Mrs. Desenfans gave up her life

interest, and left 4,000Z. in addition. The be-

quests having been invested when the Funds
were very low, are now represented by a total

of 17,5001. Consols. We heard with pleasure at

the last “speech-day” that it is in contempla-
tion to establish an Art-School near the Gallery,

the pupils of which may get their general educa-
tion at the college with the other boys.

LONDON : ITS CHARITABLE AGENCIES
AND WANTS.*

Whbr energetic, pious, charitable people
arrive iu London from villages, or other small

spheres, where they have been accustomed to

see much of their poorer neighbours, visit them,
advise them, sometimes relieve any pressing

wants that unmerited misfortune may have
brought to them, sometimes entertain them, and
more frequently assist in educating their chil-

dren, they generally find themselves unable to

continue this branch of well-doing. They would

* London : Pom© Account of its Growth, Cbaritabla
Agencies, and Wants. Bj Charles B. P. Bosanquet, il.A.,

Burrister-at-Iaw. London : Hatcliard & Co. PiecadjUy.

IdSl

often like to treat the dismal bouses of the slums
as they have been accustomed to regard the
cottages of their coruitry quarters, bat they do
not know how to begin, or bow their attempt
might be received. This difficulty was felt, a
few years ago, by a youug barrister, among
others, who, however, surmounted it, and has
now recorded his experiences for the benefit of
those in a like position. He points out a few
ways in which it is easy for the new comer to

London to help the poor, and gives information

of some of the most prominent existing agencies,

to the end that they may place themselves

in communication with them if they think pro-

per. His work is not intended to supersede such
parochial machinery as may be already in ex-

istence, but rather to supplement it with in-

formation concerning the more general charities

available for the deserving poor. Iu the eourse
of visiting it is frequently the case that some
families never require pecuniary aid ;

bnt these

may be materially assisted by advice of various

kinds, letters of recommendation, information in

cases of sickness, where to obtain surgical ap-

pliances gratuitously, and other help that the

well-informed are able to give the uninformed.

The work is quick with suggestions to laymen of

the modes in which they may make themselves

useful to tboir fellow-creatores. Its pages dis-

close, too, that there are amnDg us numbers of

professional men who have not yet learnt to

believe in the efficacy of conipoundiug by money
for personal service, aud who, undisturbed by
the distractions of the great metropolis, spend
their leisure among the poor, consoling, sympa-
thising, helping, and teaching.

Mr. Bosanquet informs us that when be first

came to live in London he used to tell persons

who begged of him in the streets to go to their

clergyman, or to some one who knew them,—not

to come to one who know nothing of them. This

was under the supposition that there was as

much intercourse between the rich and poor in

London as there is in villiiges, and that there

could be no really deserving parsons without a
friend better ofl' than themselves to whom they

conld go for advice and help. But he soon found

that respectable persons might be reduced to

beggary and starvation without auy such aseiat-

aiice being available. To make the inadequacy

of the existing systems clear, he gives an account

of the growth of London in the days of yore, and
in the present century ;

of the church-building

movements previous to 1856
;
of those snbsequent

to that date ;
and of the principal charities. Tho

Society for the Promotion of Christian Knowledge

is the oldest in London. It was founded in

1698. The first district visiting society was
founded in 1812, and now nearly every parish

has rits society, chiefly composed, however, of

ladies. The number of these is too frequently

iusufficiout. The author tells of one parish in

the south of Loudon divided into twenty-eight

districts, twenty-seven of which were hopelessly

vacant, and the twenty-eighth undertaken by
the clergyman’s wife. In 1835 the first paid

agency was introduced by the London City

Mission. This association divides the metropolis

into districts containing about 500 poor families,

and appoints an agent to vjsit from house to

bouse, who is either under the superintendence

of the clergyman of the pariah, or of a non-

conforming minister, or ofa layman. There are

351 of these missionaries now at work. Then
comes the Bible Society, with its 230 Bible-

women. Ragged schools, refuges, reformatories,

services in theatres, are next touched upon. The
Pure Literature Society is another attempt at

improvement. Some young barristers, who re-

gretted the class of publication most eagerly

bought up by the working-classes, combined to

help forward a more wholesome kind of mental

fare, and to assist in establishing libraries in

connexionwithworking men’s clubs, hospitals, and

other iuatitutioua. There are two other societies

that visit and relieve the poor, tho Metropolitan

Visiting and Relief Association, and the Society

for the Relief of Distress ;
and, besides these,

there is the Mendicity Society, whose begging-

letter department is one of the curiosities of

London. With all this, there is great need of

much more. “ In some places,” says Mr.

Bosanquet, “ tho poor are over-attended to.

whilst in others they are allowed to starve in

soul and body. There is no sufficient under-

standing between tho different agencies, and,

consequently, there is a want of system, and

thoroughness, in the way the work is done.” He
calls for an undenominational organization, when
it would be less frequently the case that one

cholera patient should have three bottles of
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brandy and bis nejct-door neigbbour none, than

it has aometimea been. We are told by a clergy-

man that there was only one family in his dis-

trict that kept a cook, and that was his own
j

and another clergyman is qnoted who stated

there was not a 'family in his district whom he
conld ask for a shilling, and not a family who
would not be glad to accept one from him 5

while

in sonae parishes there are so few poor that they

run a risk of being spoilt with too much atten-

tion, and in others there is actually no employ-

ment for willing workers, nor use for contribu-

tions. Organization and distribution of forces

and funds are clearly wanted.
People who doze away their Sunday afternoons

will be startled to hear bow these few leisure

moments are seized by ardent spirits, who have
worked as hard as the dozers have throughout

the week, to go about and do good. It is on
Sundays, it is argued, that the poor are left

most to themselves, and a little unofficial visiting

with reading or conversation with them in their

homes has been found welcome in quarters

hitherto considered unapproachable. The infirm

ward of a VYorkhouse, where many of "Che In-

mates ca'nnot attend chapol, is a place where a
little attention of this kind is sure to be appre-
ciated. Schools, too, afford ample scope for

great working powers. Some of the ragged-
schools have been founded and aro worked
exclusively by young professional men. Mr.
Bosanquet gives an account of the families in a
cul de sac among whom he first broke gronnd.
It requires an effort, he admits, to make ac-
quaintance with strangers, but when effected
the result is sure to be satisfactory. How the
first plunge, as 'ho calls it, was made in his

instance the reader must ascertain by reference
to his volume.
We pass on to remind our readers what has been

done for London by the dwellings improvement
associations towards making up for the arrears of
two centuries. Tb^'e are eight of these societies
at work, and much private effort has been made
in this direction, foremost among which must be
recognised the munificence of Mr. Peabody and
Miss Coutts. The overcrowding and other in-
sufficient santtaiy arrangements that first

attracted attention in the reign of Queen Eliza-
beth, and had been gradually getting worse and
worse as the people settled down again after the
Great Fire and time passed by, were first

grappled by the Society for Improving the Con-
dition of the Labouring Ciasees, who about the
year 1844 began to build a range of improved
houses at Bagnigge Wells. In 1847 a lodging-
house for single men in George-street was.
opened by the late Prince Consort, which is now
always full. Another single man’s lodging-
honse, formed out of three old houses in Charles-
street, is also always full, and brings in a not
return averaging 12 per cent,

j but hero the
society has only a short lease, and no sinking
fund has been provided. In 1850 the model
building for families in Streatbam-street was
finished, whiob contains fifty-four tenements,
which are muoli sought after by respectable
mechanics. This brings in 4^ per oent. This
society has also improved old houses in Tyn-
dall’s-buildiiigs and Wild-court, Drury-Iane.
Altogether it provides accommodation for 350
families and for 258 single men. It issues a
quarterly publication called the “ Labourer’s
Friend.” The Metropolitan Association began to
build in 1845, and its first block, for 110 families,
in Old St. Paucras-road, was opened in 1847. This
is now paying 6 per cent. The Soho-chambers,
taken on lease and fitted up as lodgings for
single men, have never filled well, and are still

a loss to the association
; neither have the

Metropolitan-chambers, built in 1849 atMile-end,
for 234 single men, paid well

5 but ninety-six
cottages, built at Penge, near the Crystal
Palace

; Gatliff-buildings, near Chelsea Bridge
;

and Ingestre-buildings, near Golden. square, are
more popular. Owing to the experiments of
this society taking the direction of providing
for single men, whose requirements have since
been considered by the Common Lodging-house
Act, their operations do not appear to have been
so successful as they have been in reality, for
L per cent, has been the average interest paid to
the shareholders until quite recently, when it

has advanced to 3^-. The St. George’s, Hanover-
square, Parochial Association for Improving the
Dwellings of the Labouring Classes, was the
next to take the field. The capital consists of
donations. It owns two buildings, on© in Gros-
venor-mews, W’ich thirty-two tenements of two
rooms each, poriJhased for 8,200L, and another
in GrosvcBor Market, contuining forty-seven

tenements. The Marylebone Assoomtion, also

local, composed of sharehoklors, began by paying

1 per cent., and is now.payii^ 3i per oeuc. This

'Society is considered by our author to have been
more successful than any other in keeping and
improving the people whom it found in occupa-

tion of the old houses which it purchased. Gray’s-

buildings, Duke • street, Manobester - square,

twenty-one houses, densely packed with poor

Irish people, have been taken in hand, and are

still let out iu single rooms, at about 2s. fid. a

week, after their remodelling. Experience of

this class of tenant -ehows that it is unwise to

lay water on to the upper floors, for the sink is

sure to get stopped up by misuse, and disaster

ensue. A new block, in Lisson-grove, belonging

to this association provides for 418 families, in

single and double rooms, at 2s. and 3s. 9d. per

week. The Strand Buildings Company, 1857,

owns but one pile of dwellings, in which the

tenants pay 4s. to 00. fid. a week, for two rooms.

The Central London Dwellings Improvement
Company, of which our author is one of the

hon. seos., was formed, in 1861, by gentlemen
most of whom belonged to Linooln’s-inn, who
wished to see for themselves whether it was not

possible to provide good accommodation for

small tenants without loss. So far this company
has purchased three freehold properties and one
long leasehold, all in the neighbourhood of

Drury-lane, thoroughly cleaned and repaired

them, and let them out again, often to the same
tenants they found in them, in single rooms, in

‘'rooms and slips”—that is, with a portion of
the room partitioned off—and in two rooms.
About 180 families are comfortably housed by
them, aud their dividend varies between 3 and 4
per cent. The London Labourers’ Dwelling
Society has paid 6 per cent, from the first. Its

promoters had some experience upon which to

base their oijcrations. They were shareholders
in the very successful Cottage Improvement
Society at Hastings, and simply applied the plan
they found answered well in the country’ to

London, under the same auspices. They purchased
bouses in St. Georgo’s-in-the-Kast to begin with
which brought a dividend at the end of the first

half-year. Subsequently they purchased houses
in the east of London aud iu Lambeth, and they
aro BOW covering part of the famous Tanxhall
Gardens with hnuses built in flats, and furnished
with every necessary appliiinee for the family of
A mechanic. At present the society houses 215
families, some of whom pay 78. aud 83. a-week

5

others Is. fid. for a single room; and others,

oeoupying a whole bouse at ISs. per week, are

allowed to take lodgers. The next company
that appeared upon the ground was the Im-
proved Industrial Dwellings Company, Limited,
1863. This owes its existence to the example of
Sir Sydney W'aberlow, who built a block, con-
taining twenty tenements, to the north-west of
the railway station, and strongly advocated an
-extension of the experiment. The net profit of
his block is said to exceed 8 per cent. The
company formed with a view of multiplying his

class of buildings has blocks in Old St. Panoras-
road, in Wapptog, and Southwark, which pro-

vide homes for 376 families at rents varying
from 78. fid. to 4s. fid., ueatly plastered and
papered, furnished with sink, scullery, aud
closet, aud supplemented with a drying-ground
on the flat roof; but these only bring in a divi-

deud of 5 per cent. They have, too, additional
property in Farringdon-road, containing 168
tenements and 12 shops. This company is the
last of the metropolitan associatious who have
as yet made much progress. The Lambeth
Association has a pile of dwellings, with exter-

nal galleries, that is seen from the South-
Western Railway

;
but it has nob made much

way. Miss Coutts’s Columbia-square, and Mr.
Peabody’s still more recent gifts, aro fresh in

everybody’s recollection. And yet with the

combined efforts of these open-handed givers,

not so many families have been provided for as
have been turned out of small bouses in the last

ten years, under Parliamentary powers, to effect

improvements of other kinds. “ improved
dwellings of different kinds have been provided,
on the closest calculation I can make,” soy^ Mr.
Bosanquet, “ for 3,600 families 3 it is obvious that,

though this is not an moonsiderable result in
itself, it is quite out of proportion to the wants
of a city containing 3,000,000 inhabitants, the
majority of whom, of course, are mechanics,
labourers, or irregular poor.” Our author sug-
gests that a commission should be appointed to

asoerhiia the bi?st motie by which overcrowding
mey be ofiboLaaHy dimioished. He also suggests

that meohautoe -should be encouraged to build

themselveB houses in the blocks we have been

mentioning, as they are assisted to do by build-

ing societies in the suburbs.

It is disheartening to find that small tenants

will not always second the efforts that disin-

terested people make iu their behalf. Their

drains are constantly getting stopped np through

their gross carelessness, such as would warrant

the dismissal of any servant from a respectable

house. Pieces of flannel, rags, green stuff, are

constantly found in thorn, and even a hammer
and a spoon have been found to bo the cause of

their obstruction. As there never will be a day

when people will voluntarily visit the houses of

the poor to clean their drains for them, it is

very essential that they should be instructed in

this simple matter when the rooms are let to

them
; and perhaps it would be well if it were

clearly understood that oareleasness in this re-

spect would be the just oanso of notice to quit.

Owing to this disregard and the frequent

changes of the very poor, it is not cousklered

safe to calculate on clearing more than 50 per

cent, of the nominal weekly rent of rooms in

the lowest class of house properly in London.
“ Repairs aud rates, collection, bad debts, and

empty rooms swallow np the other half. If any

but the simplest and strongest tittingS'are put

into such bouses, they are a permaaent source

of expense.”

The modes in which poor relief is administered

in Elberfield, in Paris, in New York, aud amongst
the Jews in London, are shown as, in some .par-

ticulars, affording useful information. In con-

elusion, Mr. Bosanquet gives extracts from the

papers of an association of which he is lay-

secretary, formed since his book was{»lanned,

for the organisation of the efforts of lay-holpers

for the diocese of London, in which Sunday
work, eveniug work, day work, and general work
are laid out for the tvcceptance of the eager sonls

anxious to give tlieir persorKil services to the

poor. Ho advocates the appropriation ofa fixed

proportion of a man’s income to religious and
charitable purposes, and urges that all should be
ready to give and glad to distribute. If the

squalor of London were found .iu a village some
one would be sure to take tlie matter up. The
size of Londou should be no discouragement, for

the number of workers is also large. Mr. Bosau-
quet recommends new-comers nob to take teo

much in baud when fresii to their work, but to

ohoose whatever branuh they feel most fitted

for, and make themselves musters of it
;
and ho

reminds people not able to visit the poor that

they c<in still exercise consideration on their be-

half, and materially improve matters by such
simple means as ordering work in slack seasons,

and any necessary reptiirs and renovations to

property to be done when possible in the winter.

His work, as we have said, abounds in Bugges-

tiona for the profitable use of spare time, aud is

written in a commendable spirit.

ON TERRA COTTA, ESPECIALLY AS
USED IN THE NEW BUILDINGS FOR

DULWICH COLLEGE.*

,
I)‘’ffirculty in Use of Terra-cotta.

It is but fair to point out some of the dis-

advantages in the use of this material that do
certainly exist, and cause much vexation at times

to the aTOhitect. Of these, perhaps, the most
embarrassing is the arrangement necessary to

have the terra-cotta blocks made and ready on
the ground almost before the rest of the work is

begun, in order to work in when wanted as the
bricklayers progress. At times this is found im-
possible, and annoying delays in the general
work take place, for which clients will be apt to
blame their architect. The lesson, of course, to

be learnt from this is, to carefully mature the

design at the outset, instead of our contenting

ourselves, as we now too often do, with a mere
sketch of what is intended, with the hope and
intention of working in parts as time goes on and
the work proceeds. I am not sure that archi-

tects ought to object to this, since it must pro-

duce decision of thought and precision of detail,

which may be an advantage in an educational

point of view, and is a serious corrective to

indolence of thought in design.

There is some considerable extra labour in the
office put on the architect by the use of terra-

cotta, arising from the necessity of making all

* From u Paper by Mr. Chas. Barry read at the Institute
of Aretiitocts, June aiud.
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fnll-Bized detail drawings full l-12tb larger than
the work is to finish, in order to allow for its

contraction, which I have already said is in that
proportion. I have found it necessary, there-

fore, to make two drawings for all such parts:
one made with the usual 12-in. scale, for the
use of the general contractor, the calculation of

bending courses of the breaks, and the like
j
the

other made with a special scale, 13 in. in length,

but divided into twelve parts, representing
inches

;
and with this scale making all drawings

(full size) which were to be issued to Mr.
Slashfield.

Another disadvantage is, of course, the risk in
making and burning, which has been adverted
to, the annoying result being sometimes that all

the pieces of a large window or door are perfect
except a few, but these few being equally essen-
tial with the rest, the work must stop till new
blocks in lien of the defective ones are made,— a
matter generally of several weeks, or a temporary
block must be put in and replaced with the
proper one when ready.

Next, there is the difficulty (which is, indeed,
only a maker’s difficulty) of burning blocks
which are to constitute jambs, strings, and con-
tinuons features, so as to be perfectly true and
correct in the mouldings. That this is only a
maker’s difficulty and will be got rid of, if the
nse of terra-cotta in England receives the en-
couragement that it seems to me to deserve, I

cannot doubt; the marked improvement that
has taken place in this respect in the work sent
up now to Dulwich, compared with that at
first sent, is a complete proof of this. At the

|

same time let it be remembered that the joints
;

and surface of adjacent blocks can be brought

!

into truth after being set, by rubbing down with
sharp sand and water

; nor if the ware is pro-
perly made, homogeneous thronghont its mass
and well burnt, is there any risk from rubbing
down of getting a less lasting weather surface.
I found this process of rubbing down much
needed with the first work sent to Dulwich;
but as I had contracted with Mr. Blashfield to

fix his work himself, true and correct, the ex-
pense thus caused to him, without repayment,
produced such increased care in the making,
drying, and burning, that little or no such rub-
bing down is now needed. The same remark 1

may be made as to the lines and arrises of
mouldings made in lengths ; there is no reason

*

for their having a ronnd or concave edge
;
but

to prevent it, certain precautions must be taken
before the work is burnt, and it is only neces-
sary for architects who use terra-cotta to let the
makers know that they will not pass defective in

'

this and some other respects, to ensure that per-
fection in line, surface, mitres, and the like,

which is necessary to good effect. Here, how-
ever, I would say that, of course these risks are
much reduced if the size of the blocks is not
great, and all idea of imitating the large blocks
which are to be had in stone is given. There is

j

no difficulty in this
;
and, indeed, it is a question- i

able taste to attempt it, even if it were easily

practicable, inasmuch as a pecnliar distinctive !

effect arising from the size of its pieces may, I

and should, perhaps, be preserved, and make

!

at once evident to a spectator that he is looking
at a terra-cotta building, no less than is now the

i

case with a stone or a brick one.

Cost of Terra-cotta Work.

I will now touch on that question of so much
interest and importance to architects, viz., that
of cost

:

and in doing so, I think it right to say
that although I shall mention some actual facts

by way of examples which, as far as they go, are
highly satisfactory, yet, in my opinion, the cost
of terra-cotta would be largely reduced, if it be-
came, as I hope it may become, a material far

more largely employed in this country than it

has been. The items which make up the cost of
terra-cotta are, of course, in the first place, the
clay or clays used, and their necessary weather-
ing, mixing, and duly amalgamating

;
and in

this part of the process greater experience will

lead to greater certainty, as to the best mixtures
with reference to colour, homogeneity, equality of

contraction, power to resist weather, and me-
chanical strain, and hence some of the economy
to which I have alluded may arise with greater
demand for the work. Next there is the manual
labour of working the clay into forms required,
which I am sure, from my own observation, may
be much reduced and superseded by mechanical
appliances, if the cost of machinery can be in-

curred. Next there is the air drying, the time
this process takes, and the shed space required
for extensive works. Next the masons’ work.
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vFhile the material is hard and dry, but not bnrnt,
to make the blocks or mouldings true and square
in their arrises, &c. Next the coat of kilns and
their wear and tear, and the cost of fuel. In
each or all of these items in the manufacture, we
cannot doubt that more economical an-ange-
ments might be made than those now found in

terra-cotta manufactories
;
but as all such ap-

pliances and machinery are in the first instance
costly, it becomes essential that the manufac-
turer should clearly see such a probable demand
by architects and the public for his work as may
justify him in the outlay necessary. At the
same time, with all these drawbacks, the
economy of terra-cotta, as compared with stone,

is great. Speaking in general terms, I think I

may say that taking cube for cube as fixed in a
building, terra-cotta costs a little less than the
soft stones, as Bath, Caen, &c., while, as regards
Portland, the average difference would be about
35 to 40 per cent. The greatest economy is to

be found when there is much work either in

under-cutting of mouldings (which cost nothing
extra in terra-cotta over ordinary mouldings) and
in artistic modelled work; when, as I have
already said, under-cutting and almost full re-

lief of features is as cheaply produced as low
relief. In these cases the economy is often
several hundred per cent, over hard stone.

Plain strings, friezes, and plinths cost compara-
tively more in terra-cotta than other and more
enriched works in the material. To give the
members of the Institute some useful facts, I

will mention that the ground-floor windows at
Dnlwich, shown in the drawing exhibited, have
been made and fixed complete for 191. each

;
their

cost in Bath stone would have been 201., and in

Portland 281.

The principal floor windows, which are of
rather elaborate design, have been fixed com-
plete for 411. each. They would cost in Bath
stone 571., and in Portland 861. This cost in-

cludes the modelling the busts in bigh relief,

which are all different, and represent from care-
fully sought nut authorities where they can be
found, men of literature, science, and art, philoso-

phers and sages of antiquity. There are also
the Muses, and a few fancifnl and original female
heads taken from the most familiar characters
of Shakespeare. These windows do not come,
with all their work, to more than Ss. 6d. a foot

enbe. The second-floor windows have been
fixed complete for 101. each ; they would have
cost in Bath stone 191., and in Portland 281. lOs.

The cornice will be seen to be richly treated,
the whole is terra-cotta, save only the corona,
which is formed of a slab of Portland stone,

bonding right through the wall. When this was
designed I did not know so much of the qualities
of terra-cotta as I do now, or of its transverse
strength; but in a future case I should not hesi-
tate to make these slabs in terra-cotta. The
cost per foot run of this cornice, which is 15 in.

projection and 4 ft. high (exclusive of the stone
corona), fixed complete, is 303. a foot run. In
Bath stone it could not be done for less than
SOs., and in Portland 120s. per foot run.

A double-sided moulded coping, suitable for

balustrades, walls, &c., 14 in. wide and 9 in.

bigh, costa in terra-cotta about 2s. a foot. It

would cost in Portland 3s. 9d. to 48. The cost
of terra-cotta for garden balustrades, vases,
terminals, and the like may be stated to be
between that of cement and stone

;
for instance,

a bust, heroic size, can be modelled as an
original work in terra-cotta, and completed for

lOZ. or 121. A statue life-size for 25Z. Balu-
strades of ornamental character, with base and
capping complete, for 12s. to ISs. per foot mu.
The cost of the open parapet to the railway
viaduct of the Brighton Railway Company in
Dulwich was, exclusive of vase and coping, only
5s. a foot run of a thickness of 6 in.

I have referred to solid terra-cotta blocks, and
those made hollow with an average thickness
of 2 in. of material. The specimens in the
room will explain what I mean. There is no
physical difficulty in producing solid terra-cotta,

and using it as cube-stone ; the only difficulty

being the long time such blocks, if of large size,

take to dry thoroughly and equally throughout
their mass, and to be thoroughly burnt in the
kiln. In almost all cases no consideration of

strength renders this use of solid blocks neces-
sary, as the strength of hollow-filled blocks is

very great, and qoite sufficient in nearly all

cases. I shall advert to this part of my subject

again
;
but meanwhile, as we are upon coat, I

will say that solid terra-cotta blocks can be
made in ordinary colours at about 3s. 6d. a cube
foot. If the blocks are made hollow and filled
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in with broken terra-cotta or brick in Roman
cement, the cost may be stated at Ss. Id. a cube
foot

; these pieces include all ordinary face-work
in monldings, panels, &c. The relative cost

taken in the same way would be about Ss. Gd.

for Bath atone, and 9s. for Portland stone.

In this place I may properly say a word as to

the filling in referred to. This, it is found,
should always be done with good Roman cement,
and not Portland, lias, or other cements, which
all contain more or less lime in a free state.

Particles of lime may be found in a latent state

in nearly all the ordinary Portland cements.
These particles do not slack or expand for a long
time after the cement baa apparently set; and
when they do in a confined space, such as a
hollow terra-cotta block, they do so with e.xpan-

sive force enough to crack a block several inches
thick. Roman cement does not seem liable to

this, and may, I think, be safely used : also

pozzuolana, thoroughly slacked lime, and clean
sand. It requires about one peck of sand and
one peck of cement to made solid a cube foot

of terra-cotta with a thickness of 2 in. of that
material. These hollow blocks so filled in may
be very thoroughly and economically bonded
together in the most solid way by pieces of gal-

vanised hoop-iron being turned into the hollows
of adjoining blocks before the cement filling is

run in.

In the work at Dulwich college it will be seen,

on reference to the section on the wall, that I

have used these filled-in blocks bonded into the
walls just as atone would be used

;
and I think

this is the only legitimate way in which to em-
ploy the material, and give it its trne value as a
building material. Mr. Scott, in one of his

works, calls terra-cotta “ the highest develop-

ment of brick.” As sneb it should, I think, be
used, bonding into the work as brick does, but
in proportion to the size of brick or block em-
ployed. In some works recently executed this

has not always been done, and terra-cotta has
been pub on as face slabs, or filled in to brick
openings, like a wood sash or door frame would
be, and nob bonded at all. I have endeavoured
to obtain information from actual sectional mea-
surement of how the terra-cotta was treated in

this respect by the old Italian architects, but
without any definite success. All the published

works show external profiles and views, but
never, as far as I can find, the section. I bo-

lieve myself that the old architects, like our-

selves, sometimes bonded in and sometimes did

not, and that the instances of the first method
remain to ns for our instruction, while the others
have become more or less ruinous.

Strength of Terra-cotta as a B^iilding Material,

The next part of my subject will be the
strength of good terra-cotta as compared with

that of atones in ordinary use. At my request

Mr. Blashfield has had a series of interesting

experiments made by Mr. Kirkaldy, of The
Grove, Southwark, whose special attention for

some years has been given to testing the strength
of materials of all kinds with a degree of precision

and philosophical nicety that render his results

most useful and perfectly reliable. The follow-

ing table will show the results, and will, I am
sure, convince architects that we have here a
very trustworthy material ;

—

Portlanfl stone stood a crushing strain of,.. 283 tons.
Bath „ „ ... 83 „
Terra-cotta block of similar aise, as abo-re

seen 4-12 ,,

A good hard stock brick has also been
tested (Exp. No. 710J of the usual size,

about 9 in. by 4^ in. by 3 in. and stood 17 „
A terra-cotta block (Exp. No. 871), nearly

the same size, or 12 in. by 4 in. by 3 in.

stood a strainof 125 ,,

The experiments have been made with different

shaped pieces of terra-cotta, some of them solid,

some hollow but left empty, and some with the

hollow blocks filled in, as I have done at Dul-
wich, with brick and Roman cement. The result

of experiments shows that the filling in doubles

the strength of the hollow blocks, as the one
showed signs of cracking with a strain of forty-

two tons to the square foot, and the other
required eighty-six tons to produce the effect.

In these two experiments, I should mention
that the ware was li in. thick only, while the
thickness of that naed at Dulwich is always
2 in.

The first experiment showed that a solid 12-in.

cnbe of terra-cotta will not show a crack until

a crushing strain is applied of 442 tons to the
square foot; and to crush a hexagon stable-floor

brick 4 in. diameter and 2^ in. thick required

no less than 855 tons. Mr. Blashfield informs me
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that the terra-cotta of the specimens here expe-
rimented upon is a composition of clays from
Cornwal], Devon, Poole, and Northampton,
bended together and mixed with ground-glass,
felspar, Lynn sand, and pulverized terra-cotta
fragments. Before leaving the experiments, it

may be remarked that the clays which are
technically termed “ fire clays,” and resist the
largest amount of heat, are the weakest against
a crushing or transverse strain, and those which
flnx or run at a less heat are the strongest.
The pieces expermented on, which were hollow,
were filled with Roman cement twenty-seven
days before the trial. With a longer time, the
cement would have been more completely hard-
ened, and a greater pressure would have been
resisted, but this was done to represent roughly
what would actually be the case in the progress
of a building.

General Remarks on other Qualities of Terra-cotta.

The relative absorption of terra-cotta and
stone, such as Bath stone, as a measure of
possible decay, is also interesting. It has been
found to be very considerably less, but I have
not had the time (as I had intended) to test the
proportions accurately, not only as compared
with Bath, but with Portland and other stones.
When it was subject of debate with Mr. Page,

whether stone paving or terra-cotta tiles should
be used for the footways of Westminster Bridge,
he was anxious to teat its wearing capabilities
for foot traffic, and had an experiment tried by
grinding together with sharp sand and water a
terra-cotta tile 12 in. square and a similar piece
of York atone. The friction was continued for
five hours, at the end of which it was found that
the terra-cotta tile had lost 1-16 in. of thickness,
while the York stone had lost i in. The cost of
such tiles as those of which this pavement is

composed can now be stated at 7^6. a square
foot, exclusive of coat of laying. The tiles for
Westminster Bridge were made and pressed by
hand

; they have stood the wear of six or seven
years in as busy a thoroughfare as any in Lon-
don, with no very serious wear. If made now,
they would, however, be pressed by machinery,
and be much harder and more durable.

It is necessary here to caution my hearers
that all that has been said is of course only
applicable to terra-cotta in the proper sense of
the word; that is, a “body” composed of such
materials as have been above enumerated, very
carefully mixed and blended, and very carefully
burnt, with a proper regard for the greater or
less amount of firing which experience teaches is

required for different “bodies.” Some mate-
rials, I am informed, are offered as “ terra-
cotta” in the market which are nothing but
clay and common sand. Such compositions will I

not bear, without great distortion, the necessary
firing heat, and are consequently soft on surface,
with little transverse strength, and not durable.
This ware, of coarse, has the specious advan-
tage of being much cheaper, and therefore
architects should be very careful to test the
terra-cotta of any particular maker before
deciding to use it, if they do not wish the sur-
face of their work in a few years’ time to flake
off like bad brick.

There has recently been discovered at Wat-
combe, in Devonshire, some very excellent terra-
cotta clay nearly pure from all foreign matter.
The ware made from this, without any mixture
of other substances, is said more nearly to
resemble the best Italian terra-cotta than any
other. It belongs to Mr. Allen, of Watcombe, a
gentleman of scientific knowledge, who has spent
some time and made many experiments upon it,

and it has been analysed by Dr. Percy, at the
laboratory attached to the Museum in Jermyn-
street.

It has not yet been largely introduced into
the market, but as it is found in an enormous
mass not far from the surface, and as it is con-
sidered that it can be put on board ship at
Watcombe for about Ss. a ton, no doubt it will

receive the attention its merits may deserve.
There is, no doubt, much more interest taken

in this material quite recently than for a long
time previously. Among former instances of its

use I may advert to the statues, panels, relievi,

capitals, friezes at Buckingham Palace, which
were executed by Croggon. Rossi executed the
statues, aotefixm, pateraj, &o., at St. Pancras
Church, at a cost, by the way, of 12,0001. Bubb
made the bassi relievi in the fsgade of the Opera
House in the Haymarket; Messrs. Cubitt a great
deal of ornamental terra-cotta work to the Lon-
don and North-Western railway station at
Broad-street, City, They have also done work

in cornices and strings at Darlesbon Hall ; and
some terra-cotta work at Columbia Market, lately

erected for Miss Burdett Coutts by Mr. Darby-
shire. Mr. Blanchard has done several large
works recently, among them the Charing-cross
and City terminus hotels, the Star and Garter
Hotel, and nearly all the terra-cotta work at

South Kensington; he also executed a large
number of garden works for my late father, as
well as the capitals to the Corinthian columns of

the facade at Cliefden House, near Maidenhead.
Mr. Blashfield has executed considerable works
for India in public and private buildings at
Bombay and Moorshedabad, also for buildings in

New Zealand
;
while at home, he has done the

work at the Duke of Cornwall Hotel, Plymouth,
for Mr. Hayward, architect; the Sun Fire-office,

Charing-cross, for Mr. 0. Freeman, architect

;

Hall and Allen’s new warehouse, St. Paul’s-

churchyard, for Mr. R. Tress, architect; the
townhall, Farnham

;
some work at Castle Ashby

'

and the New India Office, for Mr. Digby Wyatt

;

Holy Trinity Church, Barking ; sundry parapets,

'

panels, &C/, for the viaduct in Dulwich, of Lon -

1

don, Brighton, and South Coast railway
;
and the

works at New Dulwich College, under my own
)

direction, are also among his recent works.
For gravestones and sepulchral monuments in

the open air terra-cotta seems peculiarly suit-

able, as it is fondly hoped by relatives that these
memorials from the living of the dead shall re-

main unchanged for ever. In terra-cotta there
would be no falling off of decorations, no oblite-

ration of inscriptions as we now see is the case
with the stone monuments in our churchyards
and cemeteries.

The following rough and no doubt very imper-
fect list of some of the best moulded brick re-

mains in England will have some interest, and
can no doubt be largely added to. It shows
that a considerable development of the use of
this material took place in the Eastern counties,

possibly from the abundance of clay and compa-
rative scarcity of building stone in those coun-
ties. I have endeavoured to fix the dates to

these works as well as I could from Butler,

Smith, and the “ Baronial Halls ” of England.

Date.
Little 'Wenhain Hall, SutFolk about 1260
Osburfih Hall, Norfolk Reign of Edward lY.
Eton College

,, Henry VI.
West Stowe Hall, Blackburn,

Suffolk „ Henry YU.
Nether Hall. Essex
Tati erahall Castle about 1455
Blickling Hall, South Erpinghan),
Norfolk Reign of Henrv.YIII.

Giffard'sHslI, near Bibury, Suffolk ,, do.
East Baahum Hall, Suffolk ,, do.
Wolterton Hall, near East
Basham ,, do.

Hatnpion Coort Palace ,, do.
Oxhead Hall, Sonth Erpingbam,
Norfolk ,, Elizabeth.

Holland House about 1607

The growth of interest in making terra-cotta

is perhaps represented in an encouraging way,
when I name that in the International Exhibi-
tion of 1851, only eighteen exhibitors were re-

presented, while that nnmber was more than
doubled in 1862, and I believe a still larger

number presented themselves at the Parish
Exhibition of last year.

There need bo no jealonsy or fear on the part
of masons that, if terra-cotta be largely substi-

tuted for stone, their trade will be injured. It

is but a new material for them with only this

peculiarity, that their work with it lies in the
manufactory when the clay is in a rather hard
dry state. Then they can work mouldings,
mitres, &o., in it with ease and perfect truth,

—

then stone-carvers may add their work of taste

and fancy in a material soft and plastic enough
to give them free scope, but to become as their

bands leave it, by being then bnrnt, an im-
perishable work. In the building, also, terra-

cotta should always be fixed by a mason, and
not an ordinary bricklayer.

I have now touched, I believe, on all the more
important points connected with the subject I

had in view, viz., the wider introduction of terra-

cotta for architectural works than for many
years past has been the case, and can only hope
the patience of my audience has not been quite
exhausted. Much might of course be said of
the application of such a material for decorative

purposes, simply such as diaper wall enrich-

ments, balustrades, terminals, bases, statues,

fountains, garden edgings, and other matters
connected with garden architecture where no
great qualities of strength or wear are necessary,

though the indifference of cotta to weather, and
especially to frost, makes it particularly valuable
for these purposes and far superior to any stone,

while its cheapness is a further recommenda-
tion. For internal decoration its capabdities of
being made in a great variety of colours, any of
which can be enamelled and blended with por-
tions gilt, silvered, or bronzed, make it pecu-
liarly suitable

;
in short, I may repeat the re-

mark made at the commencement of this paper,
and say we have here a material which, for

stractnral, decorative, and many useful pur-
poses, has not received from us the study and
attention it deserves, nor so much as it has re-

ceived in past ages of the world. If architects

could be now led to give this study, and try to

introduce terra-cotta generally into their works,
the manufacturers would be encouraged to spend
money in producing a material which would be
unequalled. Such encouragement was given
thirty or forty years to the different kinds of
stucco and cement, and with important results

in this respect
; but, after all that has been done

and discovered, that material is but a perishable
one after all, needing constant painting to pre-

' serve it, and subject to many other inconveni-

I

ences. Terra-cotta, on the other hand, when
well manufactured and burnt, is practically

i
everlasting and unchanging in its effect artisti-

!
cally, and it may be, in some ages to come, when

!

our stone and stucco buildings may have become
i

ruinous or altogether disappeared, that, as in

I

ill India, as in America, so the terra-

I

cotta works of England may remain as one of
those “ landmarks of the civilisation of man-
kind ” in England to which Sir Charles Lyell

alludes.

PICTURES PURCHASED BY THE
ART-UNION OF LONDON.

The following are amongst the principal works
selected by the prizeholders of 1868 since our
first statement :

—

From the Royal Academy.—The Head of the
Glen, G. E. Bering, 2001.

;
Rustic Gallantry, C.

Landseer, R.A., 1501.
;
Under the Willows, W.

Field, 601.
;
The Musical Genius, E. Opie, 401.

;

Sunshine, J. H. S. Mann, 311. lOs.
;
Look, here’s

Punch, T. K. Pelham, 301. ; The Baths of Cara-
calla, Rome, E. H. Fahey, 201. ;

The Evening
Hour, J. V. De Fleory, 201.

;
Haymaking near

Henley, late H. J. Boddington, 151. ;
Cast Ashore,

A.Corbould, 151. ;
The Confluence of the Bure and

the Yare, Yarmouth, G. Eaton, 151. ; In the
Island of Capri, D. W. Deane, 151. ; A Moorland
Stream, T. J. Banks, 151.

From the Society of British Artists.—“About
Nelson scene on board a Yarmouth lugger,

T. Roberts, 751.; Pembroke Castle, A. Clint,

501.; The Grand Canal, &c., Venice, W. Henry,
501.; Eswadodnan, near Land’s End, H. K.
Taylor, 451.; A Lesson iu Lace-making, H.
King, 451.

;
Junction of the Moselle and Rhine,

Mrs. P. Phillips, 451.; The Dogana and Ducal
Palace, Venice, J. B. Pyne, 401.; “Now came
still Evening on,” &c., W. Gosling, 401. ;

Au-
tumnal Morning, Lledr Valley, R. Harwood, 401.

;

Tan-y-Ralt, North Wales, A. Panton, 401. ;
Off

Folkestone, J. E. Meadows, 351. ;
Entrance to a

Dutch River, J. J. Wilson, 351.
;

“ In Ruins now,”
&c.,R.H.Wood, 301.; Girl Knitting, E. J. Cobbetfc,

301.
;
The Farmyard, H. B. Gray, 251. ; View of

Lacraal, Norway, A. Duncan, 251. s The Path
through the Wood, G. Wells, 251.

;
Rochester

—

Winter Evening, G. A. Williams, 251. ;
Cookham

on Thames, W. Williams, 211.
; A Farm near

Ongar, Essex, E. L. Meadows, 171. 10a. ; Barnard
Castle, Durham, E. W. Robinson, 15 guineas;
Elaine, Miss E. Perry, 151.

;
On the East Oeb-

meut, Dartmoor, H. Moore, 201. ; The Penmaen
Maur Monataius, A. J. Woolmer, 151.

From the Society of Painters in Water-colours.

Maple, Durham Loch, W. Evans, of Eton, 351.

;

Cartoon Gallery, Knole, Kent, J. Nash, 261. Ss.

From the Institute of Painters in Water-colours.

Harvest, J. Absolon, 521. 10a.
;
Desenzano, Lago

di Gardn, North Italy, C. Vacher, 501.
;
Piazetta

of St. Mark, Venice, W. Telbin, 401.; Arundel
Castle, J. Fahey, 15 guineas.

FREspoES IN THE RoBiNG-BOOM.—Mr. Cowper
asked in the Hoxise of Commons when the public

would be admitted to see the frescoes painted

by Mr. Dyce in the Queen’s robing-room in the

Houses of Parliament. Lord J. Manners said

that he believed the frescoes referred to were
quite fit to be inspected by the public; he was
not able to state precisely how soon the room
would be opened, but he trusted it would be
ready very shortly.
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THE DEAN OEMETEKY, EDINBDBGH.
We were never much in love with Scotch

burying-groanda : we mei;n, in lore with their
architecture

5 for there is many a little kiik-
yard with its venerable firs and yews, underneath
whose abode

—

“ Bach in bis narrw (*eU for ever laid.

The rude fotel'atbezs of the hamlet sleep,”

and where their descendants smoke their pipes
and exchange their mulls of a Sunday as they
discuss the past week’s news during the half-
hour preceding the minister’s arrival in his
Geneva gown and bands, inexpressibly dear to
ns, owing either to its associations or to its

picturesque or quiet, secluded situation. But a
Scotch churchyard is not, per se,

“ a thing of
beanty indeed, there is too often about it

much that is in execrable taste and even repul-
sive, the burial vaults (where there are such)
being ordinarily enclosures guarded by unseemly
walls and a rusty iron gate, or encased in iron
rods, end filled with ronb grass and nettles,

growing as they list.* The Glasgow Necropolis
and the I>oaiL Oemetery in Edinburgh, hem'ever,
are exceptions to the general mlej and some
description of the latter and the sepulchral
monuments it contains will, it is trusted, prove
acceptable to tl>e readers of the Builder. I

This cemetery bae been in existence for little
j

more than twenty years, the wood and shrub-
i

bery, however, being of much older date. It is
!

charmingly sitaaced, overhanging, as it does, the
j

precipitous bank of the Water of Leith, oppo- I

site the little village nf -the. l>ean, au ancient
suburb now almost absorbed in the city. It is

beautifully wooded with venerable oaks, syca-
mores, elms, firs, birches, willo^vs, yews, and
hollies, some of the latter of which have attained
a height of 30 ft,, as well as with younger
laburnums, lilacs, hawthorns, mountain asbes,
and foreign pines. Tho greatest care is be-
stowed upon the trees and ornaraental shrubs,
the turf is smoothly shaven, the parterres are
trimly kept and well stocked with flowers, and
the whole place is resonant, from morn till

j

dewy eve, with the melody of song-birds-t
I

Moeey ivied walls support the terraces over-
j

hanging the river, to whose very edge the wood '

descends. Over beyond the north wall rise the
'

turrets and ogjee roofs of Stewart’s Hospital,

:

while behind the gi-and natural screen formed
j

on the west boundary by a row of sycamores >

and willows appear the two open lantern tur-

rets of the Orphan Hospited. Standing on the
upper terrace, you may get through the trees
charming glimpses of the grand old Castle rock,
the General Assembly’s spire, the dome of St.
George’s, with Arthur’s Seat forming the back-
ground of the picture. The sylvan beauty and
peaceful seclusion of the situation cannot be
surpassed; and, indeed, nnless the recollection
of some near and dear one buried there dims
the eye, there is no pleasanter spot than the
Dean Cemetery.

j

Till the year 1645, upon this charming spot
stood the House of Dean, the baronial residence
.of an old and proud, bur now extinct Scottish
family, tbe Nesbics of Dean. The mansion
dated from the end of the sixteenth century,

!

and is said to have served Sir Walter Sc-ott as a
prototype for Tully-Veolan House, the residence
of the borons of Bradwardine, in his novel of
Waverley. Many of the pieces of sculpture in

basso-relievo which surmounted the windows
and doors of the old mansiou are now let into
the walls of the cemetery. Two of these are
especially remarkable. On one of them, which
occupied the upper port of a pointed arch, is

represented a judge upon a throne, with a lamb
in hie arms. Hie loft hand holds a drawn BWc.rd,
and his right a pair of scales. “ Two lions ram-
pant stand on either side, as if contending liti-

gants for the poor lamb; the ono resting his
fore paw on the eword, and the other placing bis
paw in one of the scales.” On tho other piece
of sculptore, which formed the pediment of a
dormer window, a man is seen armed with a
stout pole, with a hook at the end, by which be
grasps ic. A goat is muuicg towards him, as if

butting at him, while a bear seizes it (ibegoar)
by the waist with its teeth, and another is lying

• Prior to the pawing of the ^nafoniy Act in 1833,
most of the graves of the Letter classes were fenced in iu
this unsightly way in order to protect them from desecra-
hon,-»hjch tho frcoiiiti people have alwavs held in erwt
horror.

''

t An amitient American essayist has recently thrownom the suggestion that it were good to scoop <'mt uf the
tombstonea oaviiies eo *e to cutcb end retain the rain, ana
thQi mdnee the birds to come and ning c>er the fc-rirres.

dead beyond. Mr. Daniel Wilson, the anti-
quary, supposes that the first-mentioned basso-
relievo, as it has the Hopes’ arms sculptured
beneath it, may refer to a family alliance with
the Great Lord Advocate, though the key to
the ingenious allegory has perished with tho last
of their race.”*

Apart from its historical associatious, its

natural beauty, and that of many of its monu-
ments, there is much interest attached to this

necropolis. Considering how short a period it

has been in existence, and how prevalent is the
desire to be buried with one’s fathers, it is sur-
prising how large a nnmber of iliustrious dead
lie there interred. Many of the brightest
ornaments of Edinburgh society in the early
part of this century—men distinguished and
world-known in the battle-field, and in the more
peaceful fields of art, philosophy, literature, law,
and medicine, there repose peacefully side by
side. In the north-west corner, where we are
almost tempted to say that “ lawyers most do
congregate,” lie Francis Lord Jeffrey, the cele-
brated critic of the Edinburgh Review

;

Henry
or rather Harry Cockburn, the author of the
' Memorials of his Time and their brother
judges of the Court of Session, Lords Ruther-

\

ford and Hunrlyside. There, too, t^re deposited i

I

the remains of Thomas Thomson, jurisconsult
[

I

and antiquary. A red granite obelisk marks
j

[

the resting-place of John Wilson, professor of
[

' moral philosophy in the University of Edinburgh, ^

but better known as the accomplished editor of

!

Blackwood

;

while close to it, and marked by a '

white marble monument surmounted by a 1

foliated cross, is the grave of his scarcely
|

less talented son-in-law, William Edmoudstone
Aytoun, author of ” Bothwell,” the “ Lays of
the Scottish Cavaliers,” and many humorous
contributions to Blackwood. A cenotaph of free-

stone in memory of that other John Wilson, of
Scottish vocalists facile princeps, who died and
was bulled at Quebec, stands close to his name-
sake’s monument. A mural monument aud
medallion placed against the north wall marks
the spot where lie the remains of the author of
“The Constitution of Man,” George Combe

; |

while close to it is the grave of the kind and
genial John Burt, president of the Royal College
of Physicians of Edinburgh. Among others
buried hero may be mentioned Lord Murray

;

the gentle naturalist, Edward Forbes; Professor
Fleming, known from his works on natural 1

science; the great limner. Sir William Allan,!
president of the Royal Scottish Academy; the

[

architect who did so much to beautify Edin-

;

burgh, although his buildings are not all fault- 1

less, William Playfair
; and Robert Reid, Crown

j

Architect for Scotland. A lofty cenotaph in the !

form of an obelisk keeps green the memory of'

the colonel, oflicers, and men who perished in
*

Bulgaria and the Crimea, or fell in action
during the campaign of 1854-55.

|

There is perhaps nothing more surprising to
jany one acquainted with the genera! character-
j

istics of Scotch graveyards than the marked dis-

similarity between the mooumentel erections in

such and those in the Dean. Not a srngte
“ thro’-stane” is to be fonnd. Tho headstone
with its chernbim with trumpeters’ cheeks and

|

expanded wings, has disappeared. We donbt
j

if you could discover either sculptured skeleton,
j

death’s-head, cross-bones, or hour-glass. Those
,

more pretentious tombstones which were orna-
I

mented with pillars and pilasters, pediments and
j

flying buttresses, so as to resemble a dormer
j

window of the French Renaissance period, and
of which the Greyfriars’ cbnrchyard contains so

:

many examples, are altogether unrepresented.
|

But, in place of these, what an endless variety
of sepulchral monuments have we not got

! j

Egyptian obelisks and pyramids of stone and '

granite
; Grecian cyclostyle and peristyle

j

temples
; columns of the five orders, broken and

junbroken, with doves and butterflies about to
I

take flight from them; sarcophagi; “ storied
i

nrns and animated busts,” set on pillar or
j

pedestal
;

statues of sorrowing matrons and
|

virgins, and of sjmpathising angels; crosses of

'

every description, the plain, the wheel, the
Ruuic, the crosslct, the decorated

;
altar tombs

;

long tapering coffin-stones coped en dos d'dme;
ornamental chains hung on pall pillars

; bronze
and iron railings imitating natural foliage ;

mural monnmonte—Mediteval, Decorated, Flam-
boyant—in some mstanoes forming niches con-
tftiuiiig eculptnre, or Loldiog slabs of marble or

of polished granite for inscriptioDs, or for bronze

• “ Mentcrals of Edinburgh,” by Daniel Wikon, vol. ii.

p. 1A5.
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or stone medallion portraits
;
in others forming

arcades, with details belonging to the moat
ornate period of the Decorated style.

And, if such has been the improvement in
the taste which has erected these outward sym-
bols of affection and regret, so also has there
been a marked improvement in the tone and
style of the inscriptions. If there be much
“ sculptured marble,” there is, at any rate, no
“ pompons lay ” nor maudlin sentiment. No
child will be tempted in the Dean Cemetery, by
the continued recurrence of fulsome praise of
the departed, to inquire of its mother where
they bury the wicked people. Such inflated

inscriptions, as are bat too common in every
place of sepulture a century old, find no place
there. We know only of one exception, which
we ahull afterwards quote, as the Latinity has
been often admired. Ordinarily the inscription
records nothing more than the name and age of
the deceased, with the date of his or her death,
and perhaps some suggestive or consolatory
text of Holy Scripture. Byron, who in one of
his early poems says,

—
“ My epitaph shall be

my name alone,” elsewhere observes that a
name and a date ere all that are required above
one’s grave,—and we agree with him. Lob us be
thankful that the occupation of the epitaph-
writer is gone ; and, as we wish ill to no one,
let us hope, as we believe, that he is more
profitably employed writing poetical puffs of
Jewish-made clothing or Parr’s Life Pills. Con-
spionous, too, by their absence, are heraldic
shields and coats of arms. It seems as if it were
that those who have raised monuments to their

departed friends were anxious only to indicate
the spot where they lie buried, and to leave tberr

fame, when such exists, to be perpetuated by
their own good works,—those

" Eool^irintB on the sands of time :

Footprints, which perhaps aaother,
Sailing o’er life’s solemn maio,
Some forlorn and shipwreck'd brother.
Seeing, may take heart ag;ua,”

We shall now offer some general observationa
on the styles of the monumental erections of the
Dean, and direct particular attention to a few of
the more noteworthy. Perhaps the obelisk is

more numerously represented than any other
kind of sepulchral monument. The material
most frequently employed is polished Peterhead
granite, either grey or red

; but there are
many examples executed in freestone and
marble. In nearly every instance the dictum
of most writers, that obelisks should never be
placed on pedestals, has been disregarded. For
our part, w© agree with the authorities that the
doing 80 is an error ofjudgment. It were much
better to do, as did the Egyptians, elevate them
on a cubical die narrower at the top than the
bottom, with twoor three steps under it. Where
the greater part of an erection increases in

width as it approaches the ground, the eye
travelling downwards should not be unpleasantly
arrested, as it is by the perpendicular lines of a
pedestal. Let any one visiting the Dean con-
trast with its obelisks the gmcefnl and easy
manner in which, as it were, some of the Rnnre
crosses (take, for example, that erected in

memory of William Ambrose Moreland) rise from
the ground. The cross in question is a very
effective one. It is about 20 ft. in height, the
material being Peterhead granite highly polished.
The shaft, which is surmounted by an 6pen-
wheel cross, is a quadrangular prism, diminish-
ing upwards

;
and has its north face divided

into throe compartments, or panels, filled with
sculptured hieroglyphics. It is placed on a
block, or die, which with convex sides, is broader
at bottom than attop. Underneath it are three
steps, and the whole rests on a large slab. The
die, the shaft, and the cross are of red granite,

while the steps are of grey. Ou tho north face
of the die the inscription is chiselled out in such
a way as to leave the letters red while the
ground is grey. The whole reminds one forcibly

of the Iona crosses.

To return to the obelisks, our sculptors would
do well to imitate the Egyptians, who, as Pro-
fessor Donaldson has pointed out, made the face
of each side of the obelisk convex with the effect

of rendering the light much softer upon the
surface and the sbades less crude. The
pyramidions of some of the obelisks are orna-
mented in very questionable tiiste with a sculp-
tured chaplet, or wreath of flowers, set as
angularly aud janntily as the light Huzzar
balances his forage-cap upon his head.
The 'Egyptiaii •Pyramidfi do not admit of imi-

tation on u small scale. It is the -vast size of
these structures rising from the level sands of
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n extensive flat country, and the notion or idea

f almost superhuman power and energy which

hey are calculated to suggest, coupled with

heir known antiquity, which give them their in-

Brefft. In themselves they are not beautiful,

tccordingly the writer cannot approve of the

aste which induced the late Lord Rutherford, a

listingnishecl and most accomplished lawyer and

ndge, no doubt, to erect in memory of his wife,

1,
pyramid, which is probably not more than

.2 ft. high. Built of blocks of red granite,

vhich required teams of horses to transport

hem to the cemetery, it has yet the appearance

)f a model, and that on the smallest scale pos-

lible, intended for no other purpose than to illus-

;rate a lecturer’s description of the Pyramids,

[t stands near the west wall upon a large sand-

stone base or plinth. In its east face there is a

square-beaded opening fitted with a bronze door,

an which are medallion portraits of his lordship

and his wife, with an inscription underneath.

The door has the effect of farther dwarfing the

size of the monument. We promised to give the

inscription, and hero it is - —

Sophia Frarciec®
Uiori

I/eRidcrit-issima?

Contra Votara S’lporstens

McDPens Fosuit

Aoilreas Euiherford
Et Si hi

M. D. C. C. C. L. 1 1.

The Latinity is good enough, and has been

nuch praised ;
but we fancy wo remomber

•eadiog something very much like the words

sefore, when at school.

The Dean Cemetery contains several good

jxamples of sepnlchral monuments, which ai'e

made in imitation of the long narrow tapering

atone coffins of the thirteenth and fourteenth

SQut.uriee, with the covers coped mdosd'dne,

and ornamented with crosses. There is one

monument of this description especially worthy

of attention,, namely, that erected in memory of

James Murray, of Wick, his wife, and son, who

perished in the wreck of the Rotjal Charter in

1859. The coffin, which is mounted on a massive

slab of stone with good mouldings, is of polished

red granite, picked or hollowed out on the top,

like the matrix for a brass in the shape of a

cross. Jiourde. At the head of the cofijn-stone,

and between two lovely hawthorns, rises a

pediment-shaped canopy, containing a pointed

trifoHated arched recess with hood-mould and

side pillars, with polished grey granite shafts.

In the upper part of the recess there is the

figure of an angel in white marble, and beneath

the angel a red granite panel, which contains the

inscription. The sides of the pediment are

enriched with crockets, and the apex crowned

with a wheel cross, the wheel of which is orna-

mented with the dog-tooth moulding. Besides

these, there are other horizontal tombstones made

in imitation of those which prevailed during the

second half of the fifteenth century, having the

form of a cross, and when seen from above pre-

senting the appearance of a church’s roof.

Sometimes two such are placed alongside of one

another to cover two graves,—that of husband

and wife. Thex-e are examples, too, of hori-

,

zoutal gravestones made like the covers of the

sarcophagi, which were in vogue from the fifth

to the tenth centuries.

Table or altar tombs are not nnfrequent,

ornamented with panelling, medallions, and

otherwise. That of Lord Jeffrey, erected out of

the surplus funds subaoribed by the public for

the execution of the marble statue of bis lord-

ship in the Parliament House, is of fine Binny

freestone. It is elevated on three steps. A
stone medallion portrait occupies the centre of

a panel inserted in the die which faces the

nearest footpath. Another good altar-tomb is

that (by J. McEwen, sculptor) of Adam Mercer,

F.R.C.S. It is surrounded by pall pillars

and intermediate panels of iron rail-work.

The tomb of Sir John Peter Grant, of Rothie-

murcus, is another good example. Upon the

adjacent wall, in a white marble panel, which is

lot into a slab of white sandstone, an angel holds

a scroll, with the name of the deceased and the

date of his death.

Many of the mural monuments are in the

shape of pedimental canopied recesses or of

blank arcading, which are often highly deco-

rated. Among others we may notice the monu-

ment to William Anderson, of Cleadon. The
pediment, which is carried on columns with

highly ornate capitals and bases, has foliated

drip-stones, nn extremely rich fioial, and inter-

mediate rows of the ball-flower ornament placed

in a hollow moulding. Within the recess is a

pointed arch, springing from elegant pillars, and

containing a slab of white marble-, in the upper

part of which is a small trefoiled panel, with the

monogram IHS.
The bnrying-gronnd of Findlay Anderson is

marked by an arcade of three pointed arches,

recessed nnder a low-browed arch, which springs

from the upper part of buttresses at either side

of the structure. Above all there is a lean-tsD atone

roof, beneath the eaves of which is a hollow

moulding, ornamented with the ball-flower.

The openings in the arcade are occupied by

slabs of white marble, intended for the reception

of inscriptions. The shafts of the columns of

the arcade are divided by cinctures.

Very eonspicuons is the monument erected by

his widow in memory of James Buchanan, the

founder of the “ Buchanan Institution ” in Glas-

gow.* This is a Greek choragic monument, in

the style of that of Lysicrates at Athens, com-

monly called the Lantern of Diogenes. It is

an open cyclostyle of seven composite pillars.

Here we take farewell of the Dean, a ceme-

tery where, to quote the language of a writer in

Blackwood, describing the kind of last resting-

place he should wish to find,—“ a friend may

freely come and cheat his fancy, and give

breathing to his affection, without having to

seek sexton or beadle for key, and a permission

to be paid for. Hot too gay for sorrow, nor too

sad for love; but where there may be an in-

dwelling sanctity that may hallow both ;
whence

sorrow might receive comfort and love trust

;

where there is a sweet green shade for the tales

of the young, and a lingering Bunshine upon

many a sod to rest the aged as they sit. . . -

Such is a scene of peace. Here the living may

hope to “ sleep with their fathers.”

WATER-COLOUR PAINTING.

The ancient adage, Ars longa, must be taken

with a qualification. It is perhaps only strictly

true in one sense. Art is tardy in growth : it is

long in arriving at perfection. If viewed in

another light, we must contest the truth of the

apothegm. Art is not long minded in the sense

of memory: it is not permanent in the produc-

tion of excellence. The most lamentable short-

coming connected with the art of painting, for

instance, is the total loss and oblivion of many

of its greatest discoveries and most valuable

traditions. When chemical sueness has once been

attained we have a right to expect it to be per-

manent. Strange stories are told of the jealousy

with which Titian regarded the secret of his

colouring; but the fact that the colours of

Perugino, to say nothing of feebler colourists,

are now in any carefully preserved works of

that great master bright and fresh, while those

of Reynolds, probably the most anxious esperi-

mentalist iu colour of any English artist, more

generally faded to the hue of blotting-paper, is

anything bat satisfactory.

While oil painting is still so far involved in

mystery that modern artists are unable to repro-

1 dace the permanent tones of the Early Italian

1 masters, it may not be any great matter of

wonder that water-colonr should be entirely

en Vair. Yet it does strike one as unaccountable,

on a visit to the Water-Colonr Exhibitions, not

only that a new style of oolonring should have

come into vogue within the last quarter of a

century, but rather that there should be attempts

at so many different styles, and that artists in

this branch of study should not rather command

their labours, by deciding what were the true

qualities of this medium, and in what manner

those qualities are most successfully developed.

This, which is a mere matter of the mechanics,

or rather the physics, of art, is independent of

those subtler qualities of grace, and truth,

and sense of light and colour, in which the

distinctive individual peculiarity of the artist

lies. If a student in water-colour were to visit

the exhibitions with the view of learning from

the counsel of the best masters how to practise

the art, he would be likely to come away more

puzzled than enlightened.

Jn some cases you see such an evident resolve

to deal with water-colours as with oil, that you

are at a loss to know why the artist adopted the

more perishable medium. He may reply that

be trusts to the protection of glass, but the

answer will be that any one who knows what bo

• Mrs. Buchanan, it is worth recortiiop, has recently
^

suhscrib.-d the niuniUc'nt sum of towarda the

erection of the new Medical Hospital in Edinburgh.
|

is about, and who has an oil painting worth pre-

serving, will do the same. It is almost incredible

that any artist or amateur who has observed

how mneh the exposuj-e of a painting for even

the term of a single season in the crowded rooms

of the Royal Academy acts upon the freshness

of its tint should not consider the giving of a

picture to be a far more essential requisite than

a gilded frame.

The old- idea of a water-colour drawing, that

of a rapidly-drawn permanent sketch of scenery,

preserving the freshness and contrast of colour,

but holding the same position in landscape that

crayon does in portraiture, and not intending to

compote with the more patient toil of the painter

in oils, we fear mast be held to be exploded.

On the contrary, in the use of water-colours (and,

in a very noticeable instance indeed in that of

oils) there becomes apparent an actual retnm

towards one of the features, long held to be bar-

barous, of Egyptian or Assyrian art._ Our

limners do not, indeed, engrave or relieve m
marble, and then colour their work, but they oc-

casionally lay on relief and colour at the same

time, and produce a surface which, whatever it

may be, is not either smooth or level.

It mav be true that an artist has the right not

only to select the medium most obedient to his

touch, but to deal with that medium so as to

produce the effect which bo desires. Genius

has a prescriptive claim to a certain freedom

from rule
;
but the question will arise whether

genius would nob produce something more

' worthy of its powers by adherence to tliM by

departure from the traditions of art. In finish-

ing paintings with an irregular or relieved sur-

face, for instance, there must in the first

instance be found a greater liability to injury,

and a less probable durability of work. Then

the point of view from which the picture can bo

seen with satisfaction will be more restricted.

If instead of a work which is more or less

admirable from distinct points, and under

different lights, you obtain one which is- only

properly visible at one distance and in one light,

you have, pro tanto, an inferior productimi.

Yon regret that the time and the talent devoted

to the latter were nob bestowed upon the former.

One word may be added as to the pest, trouble,

and annoyance of all the exhibitions of the

season,—namely, the catalogue. It is hard to

look at these productions in any light except that

of an imposition on the public. The informat ion

which they afford is the minimum, the price at

which they are charged is the maximum. In

these days of cheap literature the extortion of

sixpence for a bare list of 300 pictures, or of _a

shilling for one of four times the numliCT, is

sheer imposition. It is a method of raising a

tax on the public under a false pretence. To

those persons who are the moat likely to a

memorandum of the contents of the exhibition

the catalogue is xiseless, unless profusely an-

notated in pencil during their tour round the

rooms. To find any individual work, or to visit

consecutively the works of any individual artist,

by means of the catalogues, is a matter of

extreme difficulty and annoyance. The pnn-

ciple of the nnmbering is often more mex-

plicable than that which has guided the positaon

of the pictures. Frequently number and posibioft

seem entirely unconnected. Then, occasionally

we find some favoured artist occupying a com-

paratively large space, by dint of a poetic quota-

tion
;
while in the majority of instances there is

nothing to direct the attention of the visitor to

the idea, embodied in the painting. A list

of works and authors is, of course, mdispen-

sable. Such a list should he famished to every

visitor as a part of the consideration for the en-

trance fee. If a more detailed catalogue is pre-

pared, which would be often very serviceable; ib

should be guided by some principles of explana-

tion or of description, os in the case of the Por-

trait Exhibition at South Kensington, in which,

however, we have taken occasion to point out

certain shortcomings. But every artist^ who

exhibits shonld make a point of doing justice at

once to himself and to the public by attaching

to the frame of his picture a small piece of

gilded wood, on which title, and signature, antr

any essential brief description, shonld be legibly

printed in black. The constant and moat

annoying distraction cf the attention from pic

ture to number, from number to page of the

catalogue, then to the title, and then to the

artist’s name, which is the source of so much

weariness and fatigue to any conscientious-

visitor, would thus be avoided. You would not

be exposed to the risk of missing the very picture

you came to see. or of being guided iff your
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attention by the density of the crowds which
render inTisible the more popular paintings. The
mjuBtioe, involuntary injustice, let ns hope, of
hanging committees would be thus, to some
extent, counterbalanced.
To this requisite, which no artist, and no

connoisseur can deny to be extremely desirable
there is one sole objection. It is not that of the
cost to the artist, for that would be amply re.
paid by the additional publicity which woold
thus be given to his work and his name. Ninety,nme people out of a hundred, on being shown a
picture, mquire what does it represent, and whom

them this information, and the
picture fails to take hold of the attention suffi-
ciently to effect a lodgement in the memory.
Expect them to put these questions three bun-
ared, or twelve hundred times to a catalogueMd you must be unaware of the normal limit ofhuman patience. The one objection is, if we
allow the pictures to tell their own story, people
mil not buy our shilling catalogue. That is the
true cause of the continuance of a barbarous
custom, injurious to artists, extortionate, weari-
some, and unjust to the public. We hope that
our artists will make a stand—that they willenounce for themselves their own names and
their own subjects, and that they will refuse to !

lose a considerable part of the benefit which I

they might derive from a public exhibition, byhaving the due exposition of their names and
'

designs stifled for the sole sake of selling a few
bald pages of names at sixpence or a shillino- a
bundle. °

MANCHESTER CITY POLICE AND
SESSIONS COURTS.

The foundation-stone of the new City Policeand Sessions Courts has been laid by the Mayor
of Manchester (Mr. Robert Neill). The site ofthe new building is in MinshnU-street, Bloom-
street, and was formerly used by the pavin.^ de-partment of the corporation. The style of the
building wUl be that type of the Pointed Gothic
of which examples abound in Florence. Siena
Pisa, Verona, and other cities of the north of
Italy. At the angle of Minshull-street and
Bloom-street will be placed a clock-tower, the
TOurta, four m number, occupying the central
portion of the block of buildings, surrounded by
offices and corridors, which, it is hoped will
prevent the noise and bustle of the adjoiuino
streets from being heard in the courts them°
selves. The basement or cellar is raised 6 fc
above the footpath in the street, in order to give
the opportunity of effectually lighting and
ventilating the various rooms and passages,
especially those connected with the cells for
prisoners. The floor of the basement is 8 ftbelow the footpath, so that the entire story willbe 14 fc. m height. A broad corridor or passage
15 ft. wide, extending along the back of the
building, 14 ft. high, and two shorter passages
at right angles with the main corridor, give
access to the cells, which are of varions s&es.About half of the cells are placed under the
pol^-courts, and the remainder under the Court
of Quarter Sessions. It is proposed to provide
each cell with a water-closet and lavatory
screened off m the corner of the cell, the mate-
rials ^ed being, as far as possible, non-absorbeut
and the apparatus self-acting. The windows in
the passage will be large and numerous, glazed
on the inside with obscnred plate-glass of great
strength, and protected outside by wrought-iron
bars similar to those recently fixed at the City
Gaol and police-stations.
The main entrance into the building, for the

use of the magistrates and persons officially
connected with the courts, is in Minshull-streetm the centre of the fu9ade. A spacious porch
and vestibule give access to' the principal stair-
case, at the foot of which is the porter’s lodire
and inquiry office. A small room for the
governor of the Ci^y Gaol is on the right of the
entrance. The frontage to Minshull-street may
be let off wholly or in part for offices. The
remamder of the ground-floor is occupied by the
halls for the public, for witnesses, and rooms for
prisoners awaiting trial. In the centre of the
building is a large open area, 43 fc. wide, with
entrance for the police-van to drive into the
mterior court, and a large yard for the use of
tile police. This open area diyides the building
into two portions, separating the part appro-
priated to the police-courts from the sessious
side of the building. It will be closed at the

HaEr
^ important aid to

light and TentUatioc.

The large halls for the general public on each
side are 84 ft. by 28 ft., exclusive of the com-
partments for witnesses, solicitors, court offices,
stairs,_ &c., which are screened off by glazed
partitions. That on the police-conrt side is
entered from Bloom-street, in the centre. The
witnesses’ rooms, male and female, have private
accesses on each side of the general entrance,
and also a door from the large hall. Each of
these rooms is about 16 ft. by 11 ft. 6 in., and
will be open to the general hall above the glazed
partition, which will reach about 8 ft. above the
ground.
The object in the arrangement of the courts

nas been to concentrate, as far as possible, the
business of the eonrt, and to bring the prisoner,
the witness, and the jury, the barristers, &c., as
near to the bench as possible. The warming
and ventilation of the courts is a subject towhich especial consideration has been given
and provision is made in the construction of the
court walls for passing heated air from the base-
ment, through a series of cavities or flues, into
the courts. Air-duets, in suitable places, will
convey the supply of fresh air to such positions
in the courts as may be desirable to secure a

I

and constant change in the atmosphere
I of the court. A heating.chamber and boiler-
flouse are provided in the cellar, and a large
channel for fresh air is constructed under the

,
former room, to convey fresh outer air to the

,

heating.chamber, which, after being warmed,
passes into the court or courts at the time in
use. The extraction of the vitiated air from
the courts will be provided for in various
ways.

' „J^®^5'oindation8 are being executed by Mr.
^ -^Qdenshaw, under the direction

of Mr. Thomas Worthington, of Manchesterwho IS the architect of the building.
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came off. The occasion was made a general
holiday throughout the building trade there,
the masters having closed their shops for the
purpose.

Birmingham.—The master builders say they
ave now a sufficient nnmber of non-society men

to carry on all their works. The matters in dis-
pute with the union men were the worked stone
question, piecework, and sub-contracting. On
these, and all other questions, the non-society
men accept the masters’ rules. They have been
engaged for twelve months certain.

THE TRADES MOVEMENT.
^ee Labour Associafion.—Colonel Maude and

a deputation from the Free Labour Registration
Association, London, have attended a meeting
of manufacturers, merchants, and others in theMayors Parlour, Town Hall, Manchester, and
^plained the objects of this association. Mr
H. Isicbolls was in the chair. Colonel Maude
gave a history of the foundation, objects, and
progress of the association, from which it ap-
peared that through it, ic was attempted to
afford to those men not in connexion with any
trade anion the real advantages of a union
without any of its drawbacks; that is to say itwas not only a benefit society, but a registration
society, by which means men received supportwhen in need, and when out of work might
ascertain where work was to be had. By the
rules provision was also made for the prevention
and settlement of disputes between the men
and their employers by means of conciliation
and arbitration. Each workman undertook not
to interfere m any way with another workmanm any contract ho might make with bis master.
Already the association, whose head office was
in London, had established branches in Liver-
pool and other large towns, and the number of
members in the society was 13,000. In reply to
questions, Colonel Maude said the association
had received very limited support, and it had
been placed m an unfortunate position in conse-
quence of its only having been brought before
the_ public in times of strikes and disputes
Owing to that it was looked upon as an organi
sation formed to help the masters. Nothing
however, was further from the truth, it being
for the benefit of those who wished to be free
workmen.

Wolverhampton. — The success which has
attended the adoption of the principles of arbi-
tration upon the method of Mr. Rupert Kettle,
was celebrated in Wolverhampton, on Monday
? ^ jubilant fashion.
Arbitration is practised in this town by the car-
penters, the plasterers, and the bricklayers, bat
not yet by the masons and the labourers. Mr
Kettle had remembered with much pleasure the
annual holidays of the operatives of the French
towns, and at the last arbitration meetiu-r he
suggested that some such yearly holiday should
take place m Wolverhampton, masters and men,
and their_ families, cordially fraternising during
the festmties. The suggestion was taken up,
and on Monday “ the first annual demoustrationm commemoration of the adoption of the prin.
ciples of arbitration as a medium for the settle-
ment of trade disputes,” as the bills termed it

TRADE SOCIETIES AND COMBINATIONS
OF WORKMEN.

The Bill introduced by Sir Thomas Fowell
Buxton and Mr. Richard Young to repeal and
amend the laws relating to trade societies and
tne combination of workmen has been issued
The preamble recites the Acts 6 Geo. iv. cap

129, and 22 Viet., cap. 34; which by clause 1
are repealed.

Clause 3 provides that,

—

Passing of this Act, if anj person
violence to the person or property, orV thethreat of such violence, or by the threat of the commis-Sion of any offence punishable by statute, force or endea-vour to force any journeyman, manufacturer, workman

apprentice, or other person hired or employed in anymanufacture, trade, or business, to depart from his hiring

same shall be finished, or prevent or endeavour to preventby such means any journeyman, manufacturer, workman,
apprentice, or other person, not being hired or emplovedfrom hinng himself to, or accepting work or employmentIrom any person or persons

; or it any person shall use oremploy violence to the person or property, or the threat
ot such violence, or the threat of the commission of anyottence punishable by statute for the purpose of enforeineany person to belong to any club or association, or to coa-tribute to any common fund, or to pay any fine or

I

penalty, or on account of his not belooeiug to any narti-
cu.ar club or association, or not having contributed orhaving refused to contribute to any common fund or to

cnmnwl/"®
or penalty, or on account of his not havingcomplied or refused to comply with any rules, orders, re-plations, or resolutions made to obtain an advance or toreduce the rate of wages, or to lessen or alter the hours of

"a”®,®*' of work, or to re-BUiate tlie mode of carrying on any manufacture, trade urbusiness, or the management thereof; or if any person
shall, by violence to the person or property, or by the

Sv ’ u''
commission ofany offence punishable by statute, force or endeavour tolorce any manufacturer or person carrying on any tradeor business to make any alteration iu his mode of reuu-

5°“'^“oting. or carrying on such manu-facture, trade, or business, or to limit the number of his
apprentices, or the number and description of his journey-men, workmen, or servants; every person so offeudingbeing convicted thereof, shall be imprisoned for any term

hMd'labour'"^
calendar months, with or without.

Clause 4 enacts that a mere combination for
trade purposes shall not be deemed a con-
spiracy.

Clause 7 provides for the legality of trade
,

societies established for the purpose of raising
funds for the mutual relief and maintenance of
their members, wives, &c., during sneh time as
the members thereof shall be unemployed

;
pro-

vided that no Bach society ahall be deemed' to be
established for an unlawful purpose by reason of
Its being subject to rules, or of its imposing
penalties of a restrictive character respecting
the terms upon, or the mode in which, or per-
sons with or by whom any trade-work shall bo
done, except such rnles as are or shall bo
declared to be illegal.

Clause 8 provides for the punishment of
officers of trades unions found guilty of em-
bezzlement.

The Act is to be cited as “ The Trades
Societies Act, 1868.”

AN EPITAPH IN KENSAL GREEN
CEMETERY.

_

Among the more recently erected monumentsm Kensal-green Cemetery is a marble bust of or
to Mr. Sam Collins, who was, we believe, a
great music-hall favourite a few years ago. The
bust and pedestal are very well executed, and
the monument altogether is in good taste, except
the inscription, and that is—woll, very carious
to say the least. Here it is— *

” A loving buaband and a faithful friend
Ever the first a helping hand to lend

‘

FareweU! good-natured, honest-hearted Samuntu we meet belore the great ' I am.' "

This, we presume, is the effusion of some
comic brother of Sam's. Wo thought that
this style Qt epitaph had died out with the last
century,
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BERKHAMPSTEAD CASTLE.

The Castle of Berkhampstead stands in the
parish of Berkhampstoad St. Peter, in the
county of B!ertford, and, geologically, upon the
lower chalk. Its position is in a chalky bottom,
on the left bank of the Bolborne rivulet. Bo*
tween the stream and the castle the gronnd is

naturally low and marshy, but it is now traversed
by the Grand Junction Canal and the London
and North-Western Railway, which, vrith the
water-coarse and the turnpike-road, separate the
castle from the town.
To the east and north-east of the castle the

ground rises steeply towards
'
Whitehill and

Berkhampstead Common. To the west and
north-west it rises more gradually towards
Berkhampstead-place. Between the two, to-

wards the north, is a combe or nearly dry valley,

occupied by the old park, called the Berkhamp-
stcad estate, and in this valley stands the castle,

about 400 yards from its termination in the
river.

The constituent parts of the castle are a
mound

5
an inner enceinte or ward

; an inner
ditch ; a second enceinte ; a second ditch

; a
third enceinte, enveloping the northern half
only ; a ravelin upon the west face

; and a third
or exterior ditch, also confined to the northern
half of the work.
The mound is wholly artificial. It is conical,

about 60 fo, high and 40 ft. diameter at the top,

having steep sides and a wet ditch round three-
fourths of its circumference. Its top was crowned
with a circular shell of wall, about 8 ft. thick,

of which the foundations only remain. Up its

southern side is a curtain wall, much ruined,
and about 8 ft. thick. This commences at the
ground level at the top of the mound, and runs
into a fragment of the encemte wall of the inner
ward. It evidently connected this wall with the
shell tower, and was probably, as at Tamworth,
parapeted on either face of its rampart walk. It

was not continued down the further side of the
mound, which was not a part of the enceinte,
but a citadel placed outside it, and connected
with it only by a single wall.

Probably the ditch of the mound was originally
continued all round it, and simply traversed by
the wall. Much of the ditch between the mound
and the inner ward is filled up, probably very
recently, as the works are now in progress, the
object being to connect the level sward of
the enceinte with the mound for pleasure
purposes.

The inner ward is an oval space, about 500 ft.

north and sonth by 300 ft. east and west. It is

encircled by a wall about 7 ft. thick, and now
about 20 ft. high, and which may have been
4 fc. to 5 ft. higher. Traces of the crenella-
tions are visible. This wall is broken down in
parts, but nearly three fourths of it remain.
The northern, or end opposite to the monnd, is

concave, the ditch of the mound having been
rnn into it. There is a fragment of a mural
tower on the west face, much mutilated and
apparently rectangular. In the east face are
two openings, one of which may have been a
postern. In the north-east quarter a cross-wall
seems to have belonged to a domestic building,
The gap for the main gatewnyis at the sonth end.
There are no traces of towers there, and there
do not appear, judging from the wall, ever to
have been any. The interior terre-plein, or
platform, is level, no terrace against the wall,
and no trace of a bank against which the wall
could have been built. Outside the wall is a
space of about 5 ft. broad, beyond which the
ground falls sharply towards the wet ditch.

The inner ditch is carried quite round both
mound and inner ward wall, being in plan an
unbroken oval. It is deep and everywhere wet,
and in parts it opens ont into a pool. This is

the case where it gave off the ditch, embracing
the monnd, now in part filled up, and in the
south - eastern quarter, where its overflow
escapes into the river.

Outside, and forming the counterscarp of
this ditch, is the second or middle enceinte.
This is a steep and narrow bank, carrying a
walk of about 8 ft. broad, having about aji equal
slope inwards towards the inner ditch, and out-
wards towards the outer. For about its northern
two-thirds this bank is very uniform, bub at the
south-west quarter it swells into a small
mound or cavalier, about 22 ft. in diameter at
top and about 20 fc. high, close to which the
land has been cut away to effect amodern entry.
Opposite to this, on the south-east quarter, is an-
other rather larger monnd, about 30 ft, across
and 25 fc. high} and at this point the bank

makes a loop outwards, which somewhat destroys
the symmetry of its plan. These two mounds
are evidently intended to flank the extremities
of the outer bank.

This middle bank is perforated by a modern
culvert at its southern part, by which the waters
of the inner ditch escape

;
and a few yards east

of this the bank is crossed by two parallel walls,

12 ft. apart, and which evidently belonged to
the outside of the main entrance.
The second or middle ditch, also deep and

wet, envelopes the middle bank very regularly.
At present it is wanting on the south side, for a
short distance, having been filled up and con-
verted into a road when the raUway was
constructed.

Outside this ditch is the third or outer enceinte,
a steep bank, which forms the counterscarp
of the middle ditch, and envelopes rather more
than the northern half of the castle. It is

about 10 ft. broad above, and is strengthened
outside by eight bastions, also of earth, placed
at distances of from 60 ft, to 150 ft., and each,
at top, abont 30 ft. broad by 40 ft. projection,

and rounded. The five best marked of these,
being steep and about 20 ft. high, lie to the north-
west. A small streamlet coming in from the
north then cuts the line, and to the east of this,

covering the north-east and east faces, the bknk
is continued for about 580 ft., strengthened by
three bastions, which, however, are low, and
have nothing of the sharpness of the others.
These latter three have scarcely any ditch, but
the other five have at their feet a ditch, which,
even now, is boggy, and no doubt was once a
formidable defence. South of this outer bank,
and ranging with it so as to cover the west face
of the castle, is an earthwork of very doubtful
character. Its lines are rectangular, it has a
ditch, and it much resembles the early ravelins
which were common in the fifteenth century, and
not unknown in the fourteenth and thirteenth.

Connected with its ditch is a pond, which
appears to have been a mill-pond and fieh-stew.
No doubt all these extensive ditches were turned
to account, and fed the mill which is known to
have been attached to the castle.

Berkhampstead is altogether a very striking
and a very peculiar fortification. The mound
was no donbb a Saxon castle, and, as was not un-
common, had its own defences. The inner enceinte,
though not, as is usual, encircled by a bank, was
encircled by a steep slope and ditch, which, with
a palisade, would have been a very sufficient

defence in Saxon times. These probably were
the whole of the Sason works, and within them
may well have been held the famous Council of
Berkhampstead in 697. The two outer works
seem to be later. The outer certainly, from its

bastions, must be later than the Conquest, and
the middle bank is far too slight in its construc-
tion and too sharply preserved to be of remote
antiquity. But it is remarkable that there is no
trace of any other than the inner enceinte wall,
and it is pretty evident that there never was any
other. The earthworks, except the mound,
would not have carried a wall, and had such
been built it would have been liable to be
mined and overthrown with very little trouble.
E?idently these banks were crested with pali-
sades, and probably careful cutting into them
would show braces of the stakes.

Further, it is singular that though there is a
second and a third line of defence, there is no
middle or outer ward. These lines of defence
inolnde ditches only, and not the space which,
however {narrow, was always lefb between the
walls of Norman castles for the assembling their
defenders. Here the garrison of the two outer
lines must have been drawn up in line close in

rear of the stockade, with but room to pass be-

tween it and the ditoh in their rear.

It should be mentioned that an earthwork,
oomposod of bank and ditch, and known locally

as Grimsdyke, traverses the high road above the
town, and there are several barrows in the im-
mediate neighbourhood. The Berkhampstead.
earthworks are quite peculiar, but the neighbour-
hood is rather rich in military earthworks of a
circular character, among which, to the south
and west, may be mentioned Bushwood, Haw-
ridge. Cliolesbnry, and, at a greater distance,
Kimble.
The masonry that remains is all of chalk

flint rubble, bathed in a pure white mortar, and
probably faced with coarse flints, picked if not
squared. Here and there parts of the face re-

main. This work may be Norman, or it may
be later, though probably not much. The ab-
sence of towers is remarkable. There is no ashlar
at .all. This, no doubt, was removed when

Berkhampstead-place was built, but there
could not have been very much of it.

Berkhampstead was a seat of the Kings of
Mercia, and the place of a council of magnates
in 697, summoned by Wightred, king of Kent,
and, at the time of the Confessor, it belonged to
Edmar, a thane of Earl Harold. It was evi-

dently a strong place, for when the Con-
queror gave it to his’ brother Robert, Earl
of Mortaigne, amongst tho vassals there was a
certain “ Fossarius,” whose duty must have been
to clean the castle ditches. Robert is said
to have fortified it with a double ditch and
rampart, and he held it at Domesday. More-
over, under the Conqueror, it was expanded into
a very extensive honour, of which it was the
caput. The manor is named, but not the castle,

in Domesday.
The castle seems to have been held by King

Stephen and by John with the earldom of Corn-
wall. It had suffered in Stephen’s wars, and John
gave it, 1206, to Geoffrey Fitzpiers, Earl of Essex,
who rebuilt or restored it, and may have erected
the present walls. Prince Louis laid siege to
and obtained it in 1226. The attack was from the
north side, and it held ont for a considerable time.

Richard earl of Cornwall and king of the
Romans, brother to Henry III., held it. He
wrote to his brother from hence in 1261, and
died here in 1271-2, as did hia wife Isabel
Mareschal in 1239. His son Edmund had the
castle, town, and halimote. In 1299 the castle

was returned as yielding no rental ; but the
millpool and the castle ditches let for the fishing
at 20s. per annum. There was then a water-
mill and a park with deer. It was a part of
the dower of lilargaret of France, the second
wife of Edward I., who died 1317. Edward II.

gave it, with the earldom of Cornwall, to Gaves-
ton

; and to Prince Edward, as duke of Cornwall,
came the castle, manor, vill, park, and honour
of Berkhampstead, the lands of which extended
into Herts, Bucks, and Northamptonshire. By
Edward III. it was ordered to be put in order
for the residence of John of France, and the
Black Prince was here not long before his

death. It was also used by the favourite of
Richard IL, Robert de Vere, Marquis of Dublin,
who had licence to inhabit it. Here, also, died
Cicely Nevill, the mother of Edward IV.
Queen Elizabeth leased it to Sir Edward

Carey, whose grandson employed its material to

build Berkhampstead-place, since which it has
been leased to various persons, and was finally

sold to the Egertons, the owners of the adjacent
park of Ashridge. C.

1868.

FROM IRELAND.

Dublin.—Premises, with frontage to Middle
Abbey-street and rear to Princes-street, have
been in part rebuilt or remodelled and altered
respectively for the Nation, and Weekly News
journals, Mr. Alexander M. Sullivao, T.C., pro-
prietor. The facade to the former street is of
Italian character, with cement ground-floor
piers and entablature, the superstmoture of
brick, with cement decorations. Mr. Lyons,
architect

;
Mr. Meade, builder. Messrs. Ross &

Murray executed all the works in connexion with
boiler, engine, and other machinery, gasfitting, &o.

A large buildiog of its kind has been erected
at Lower Sheriff-street, with frontages of 60 ft.

and 40 ft. respectively, for Mr. W. Meagher, T.C.,
wine and spirit merchant, &c. The height to
apex of roof (which is high-pitched and orna-
mented with cresting from Sun Foundry,
Glasgow) exceeds 50 ft. The architect was Mr.
Lyons. Messrs. Clark & Co. fitted up the lower
portion of the establishment with their self-

coiliug steel shutters.

St. Paul’s Church, Glenageary, has been con-
secrated. The church is built on ground given
by Lords Longford and De Veaci, the lords of
the soil. It was erected in accordance with the
bequest of the late Miss Shannon, in order to
provide for the spiritual wants of the Protestants
of the surrounding locality. The foundation-
stone was laid some time since by Lord Long,
ford. The church is in a commanding situation.

There are sittings for a considerable number of
persons.

Belfast. — Tho foundation-stone of a new
Orange hall has been laid in the famed Sandy,
row, Belfast, by the now noted Mr. William
Johnston, of Ballykilbeg. The proceedings were
witnessed by a large crowd of artisans and
labourers, amongst whom they excited con-
siderablo interest.

a
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SCHOOLS or AET.

The Noitin-ghani School.—The results of the
national medal contest amongst the students of
all the Schools of Art in the United Kingdom
have just been made known. The Nottingham
School has again this year taken the lead of all

the provincial schools of art in the kingdom.
The schools (to the unmber of 117) compete for

ten gold medals, twenty silver medals, and fifty

bronze medals
j in all eighty medals, or one-tenth

of the entire number. Nottingham obtained one
gold medal, one silver medal, six bronze medals,
and two Queen’s prizes; total, ten awards. This
year Nottingham and London are equal, each
having obtained silver medals, Edinburgh this

year having obtained the gold medal for this

Bubjeob. Only one other provincial school
(Dublin) has this year, along with Nottingham,
obtained a gold medal for original designs. The
Mayor of Nottingham’s silver medal for the best
original designs for lace has been awarded to
George Broadhead, a lace draughter, in the esta-
blishment of Messrs. Ward & Cope, who also
obtained the gold medal, both being for designs
for lace curtains.

The Stoke and Fenton School .—The awards
made by the Science and Art Department to this
school on the works submitted for the annual
examination, were as fellow :—National compe-
tition, one silver medal, four bronze medals;
free scholarships for one year, the Science and
Art Department paying their fees, have been
awarded to nine students for advanced works ;

book prizes were awarded to five students. In
addition to the above, twenty-seven students
passed in the art examination in March last, of
whom seven took prizes for excellent papers.

The Dorchester School .—There is said to be a
marked success in the progress of this school
under the direction of Mr. Dewar Campbell, and
it may now be regarded as one of the permanent
educational institutions of the town. The result
of the inspection of the year’s work by the De-
partment of Science and Art at South Kensing-
ton, whither some 600 speoimens of the pupils’
drawings, paintings, &c., had been forwarded, is

that prizes have been awarded to Mr. Joseph
Dibbeu, builders’ foreman; to a coach painter,
lin the evening class; and to another student in
the afternoon class. Mr. Dibbon is also recom-
mended to a free studentship in tho school during
•the next year.

FROM AUSTRALIA.

Sandridge (Melioume).—The Wesleyan church
was recently completed and opened. It is de-
jsigued in the Early English style of the thirteenth
isentury, and consists of nave, north and south
transepts, chancel, vestries, porches, &c. The
tnave is 64 ft. long aud 33 ft. wide, the transepts
i3ach 25 ft. by 23 ft. The chancel for choir,
rprgan, &c., is 23 ft. by 31 ft. 6 in. The main
jcoofs are open to the ridge, the height from floor
yo ridge in nave being 44 ft., and in transepts
0)6 fr. The nave is lighted by a large Gothic-
eieaded window of four bays with stained-glass
loorders in the east gable. Each of the transepts
nas a similar window, though smaller, having
finly three bays : the chnroh is also lighted by
a.raall diamond-paned windows between the but-
eiresses. The west gable is surmounted with an
".'Ctagonal belt-turret. The turret and spire are
If Point Ventinet freestone and bluestone inter-
linixed, which, for greater strength and resistance,
i cramped throughout with iron, cement also

eieing used for building instead of the ordinary
loiortar. All the main walls are built of blue-
x)bone, in snecked rabble work

;
the windows aud

oooors with white moulded brick dressings, as
IsJso the corbels, string mouldings, &c., the
rcrohes being red and white brick alternately,
hfhe church is seated for 530 persons, but pro-
iaision has been left in the wails by stone corbels,
C.C., for the erection of two galleries capable of
jujntuiuing 200 more. The total cost of the entire
;rtructure is 2,200J. Tho first portion, consisting
i a part of the nave only, was erected in 1861.
hehe architect was Mr. William Elsdou, engineer
> t) the Melbourne and Hobson’s Buy Railway
crnompaiiy.

S St. Kilda .—The new public market at St. Kilda
I.U8 been opened. The buildings, which face
ikikerman-street, consist of a centre avenue
10)0 ft. long and 20 ft. wide, and two smaller
nvisious on either aide for vehicles, 14 ft. wide.
USallurat .—The Ballarat Gas Company have
cl-clared a dividend of 6 per cent, on the last
ill'Jf-year’s business. The company have promised

to reduce the price of gas to 16s. 3d. the thousand
cubic feet.

Geelong .—The Mechanics’ Institute, Geelong,
has been completed. The reading-room, which
is said to contrast favonrably with those of
Melbourne or Ballarat, is well furnished with the
leading colonial, European, and American news-
papers, magazines, reviews, Ac. The entire
building covers an area of 130 ft. by 54 ft., and
comprises hall

; lecture-room, 50 ft. by 30 ft.

;

reading-room, 46 ft. by 20 ft.
;

library, 30 ft. by
20 ft.

; three class•rooms, secretary’s office, and
j

private apartments. The upper story, which is

the most recent addition, contains the lecture-
room and two class-rooms. The front, facing
Ryrie-street, presents a combination of Italian
and Grecian styles. The total cost of the edifice

is 5,600Z. The paper already named gives a good
view of this building, as well as of others, in the
same issue which contains the illustration already
referred to.

on the north side of the line. The cellar was
used for lumber, and it is said tbat there was a
quantity of straw in it at the time, which had
been ignited by a spark from the engine of a
goods train which passed shortly before.

A aerioue conflagration has just occurred at
Auerbach, in the Oberpfalz, Bavaria. More than
two hundred buildings, a hundred of them
dwelling-houses, were consumed. Three men
met their deaths, and three others were severely
injured. At Kuppenheim, near Rastadt, in
Baden, twenty-five dwellings, with nearly every-
thing they contained, have become the prey of
the flames. The church was partially burnt, and
the bells fell inside. One child was stifled, aud
a fireman lost his arm. The disaster is attri-

bated to children playing with matches.

THE PROPOSED RAILWAY TUNNEL
BETWEEN SCOTLAND AND IRELAND.

HARVESTING IN WET WEATHER,

In an essay on this subject, Mr. E. Eddisou
says,—“I have dried corn in a room into which
hot air was forced by a blowing-machine, and
on a small scale I have tried the drying of the
ears cut off close to the straw ; but I have no
present intention of repeating the experiment,
the cost being too great.” He describes the
principle of corn-drying adopted by Mr. Gibbs,
of which we have already spoken. It consists
of forcing currents of hot air into a chamber in
which wheat-sheaves are placed, the chamber
being made with two compartments, so that one
may be emptied and refilled while the other is
“ baking.”

The blowing of sheaves through a slanting
spout on the stack, after being dried, is also
alluded to.

Mr. Gibbs obtains his hot air in this way :

—

“ We fouQd an old S-horse portable steam-engine, with
the chimney oli‘; and an iron fan, of ft. diameter and
24 ft. wide, in a sheet-iron case, was placed close to the
opened smoke-box, drawing in the hot air, and delivering
it between iho two bottoms of the drying chamber. To
intercept sparks a screen of malt-kiln wire is placed
between tho fan case aud the smoke box. The engine
drives the fan by means of a belt ofl’ the fly-wheel

;
and,

working at only 10 lb. pressure of steam, drove the fan
with a speed of about 600 revolutions per minute. To
avoid smoke, anthracite coal or coke is used. It is evident
that by simply increasing the velocity of the fan to double
or treble (by working at a high pressure of sleamj, double
or treble tho volume of warm air may be injected iuto the
chamber, aud thus either tho thirty-two sheaves be dried
in a shorter time, or a larger number of sheaves be dried
in the same time."

Boilers can be constructed purposely for this

work
;
indeed, upright boilers (as those of Woods

& Cocksedge) are already iu use, which have no
|

tubes at all. while other boilers (as some of|

Taxford’s) have flues and tubes too—either con-
struction proniisiug safety iu this air-heating
process. It is predicted that this novelty of
desiccation will be the fashion, if need be,

by next harvest. Any building of brick walls,
lined inside with galvanized sheet-irou, is pre-
cisely adapted for keeping in the heat. Ample
apertures for egress of the damp air must be
provided. The engines are in the farmer’s
hands in readiness, and a fun is one of the
simplest pieces of machinery to make, buy, or
keep iu order.

ACCIDENTS.

A HAN has been buried alive near the Lou'»-b-

borough-road station of the Metropolitan Exten-
sion Railway, where a number of new streets are
being constructed. A very large and deep
excavation had been made, for the purpose of
procuring a supply of sand for mortar, and a man
was engaged in getting up the sand and gravel.

He incautiously began to dig under tho perpendi-
cular side of the excavation, and although
cautioned of his danger, he did not desist. The
man that cautioned him went away, and in about
ten minutes it was noticed that he was nowhere
to bo seen. The side of the cutting had fallen
in, and completely buried him. A number of
workmen immediately set about the removal of
the fallen earth, nud he was eventually got out
still alive, but fearfully injured. His thighs were
broken in several places, and his cbeac nearly
crushed iu. He was removed to tho hospital in
a hopeless state.

The railway offices at Daiisie Station on the
North British line have been burned to the
ground. It is supposed the fire originated iu a
cellar below the ticket office, which was situated

Mr. L. Livingston Mac.\ssey, C.E., and Mr.
William Scott, C.E., a Fellow of the Royal
Scottish Society of Arts, have just published

I

a report on the proposed railway tunnel be-
tween Scotland and Ireland. This project is,

' of course, a different one from that of an em-
. bankraent recently proposed in the House of
! Commons by a member of the bar, as a
I

panacea for all the ills of Ireland. In the
; tunnel scheme the tunnel extends from Cushon-
dun, Antrim, under the sea, north-easterly,

I descending with a uniform gradient of 1 iu 60

j

for about a milo and a quarter, when it intersects

I

a projection of sand-bank on which would be
,

placed a ventilating shaft. The tunnel then
I proceeds duo north-east, keeping nearly parallel

I to the bottom of the chanuel, and about 50 ft.

I
below it, having tho gradients of 1 in 60 and
1 in 82, to the lowest point in its course, which

j

is about five miles from tho Irish laud. It then

j

begins to ascend with gradients varying from

I

1 iu 100 to 1 in 700, being still parallel to the
i bottom, when the land on the Scotch side is

j

reached at Leak’s Point, with a gradient of
1 iu 60. Here would bo another ventilating
shaft of similar dimensions to that on the Irish

side. The tunnel would bo then continued
through the head of the Mull of Cantyre to

I

Glenstroue, where theentrance would be located,

j

The total length under water would be fourteen

j

miles and three furlongs. The material would

j

be chiefly sandstone and brick. The bore would

I

be mainly through mica shale. The total cost,

I

including two connecting railways, is estimated
at 4,224,4901. The estimate of probable traffic

I

is set down at 12,6991. 7s. 6d., and the dividend
I at 5 per cent.

WORKMEN’S HALL, HITCHIN.

A Workmen’s Hall has been erected in Braud-
eti’eet, Hitchiu, under the superintendence of
Mr. James Shilcock, architect. The total cost,

including site, has been about 2,0001., furnished

by Messrs. Sharpies, Tuke, Seebohm, and A. aud
W. Ransom. The hall is intended generally for

behoof of the working men of the town, aud will

be used for meetings, entertainments, cl.isses,

and whatever else is deemed conducive to the
combined amusement aud iuatruction of the
members. We believe the donors retain the
control of the structure, but furnish it rent-free

to the members, who will have to pay some
small subscription. It is intended, if possible,

that the institution shall be self-supporting, with
the exception that there shall be no rent to pay.
The other disbursenienta need be but small.

There is no financial difficulty to be appre-
hended

; nor will the experiment fail of success-

if it should prove that the working men of the-

town show a readiness to appreciate aud enjoy
the means provided, with a view to their physical
enjoyment and their intellectual advancement.
The large hall, round which a gallery runs, will

accommodate about 350 persons: there is a
small platform at the upper end, and both floor

and gallery are provided with comfortable seats.

Above this hall is another lofty chamber, which
will probably be used as a class-room, wheu the

projects of the donors are more fully developed.

There are news-rooms, supplied with a fair

selection of newspapers and periodicals
;
a game-

room, fitted with a bagatelle-table aud conveni-

ences for playing chess and draughts—gambling
being of course rigidly forbidden; and there is

a kiud of retiring-room, where men who want to

study or avoid the talk of the common rooms,
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may read or meditate without boisterous or dis-

tracting interruptions. Outside there is a lava-

tory, plentifully supplied with soap and water;
and every necessary convenience is sopplied on

the premises. Tea, coffee, and plain eatables

are provided, at a cheap tariff; and smoking will

be permitted in some of the apartments. The
place, as regards accommodation, will be “ a
pnblic-hoose without the beer.”

MAIDSTONE MUSEUM.

A CORRESPONDENT writes to US from Maidstone
in reference to our notice of the local museum
there. He wishes to say that " since the death of
Mr. Pretty, the late curator, the contents of the
museum have been in such a phase of transition

that the getting out of a catalogue has been
impossible,” and that “what has been done and
is doing to restore the place is owing not a little

to the agitation of the present curator, backed
up certainly by the liberality and influence of
Mr. Randall.” We did state that the collection

had been largely added to through the liberality

of the latter gentleman, the executor of the
founder of the museum. A large number of
the objects in the museum have been pre-

sented by private individuals, whose names
are attached to tlieir gifts. All we intended
was to note the more interesting features of the
collection, giving the names of the principal

benefactors of the institution. We willingly

make the correction that “ the Pilgrims’ Chapel
was the Newark edifice now known as Bt.

Peter’s Church, not All Saints,” as was stated
in our account.

PROTECT THE POLICE.

Sir,—

A

s many of the improvements of the
day, in regard to building, &o., have sprung
into existence through your able advocacy, I

trust I may be pardoned for venturing to suggest
another.

On the three days of the “ Handel Festival,”

at the Crystal Palace, it was painful to witness
the sufferings of the police, who were exposed
for many hours to the terrific influence of a
broiling sun (the thermometer being 100°). It

occurred to me at the time, as it doubtless
would to other individuals, that an avenue of

plane trees on each side of the road would not
only afford shelter to these poor fellows while
on duty in front of the Palace, but would con-
siderably add to the beauty of the building
itself. R. p. N.

*#* We can scarcely imagine any objection

to this very sensible proposition.

CRUSHING WEIGHT : WROUGHT AND
CAST IRON.

THE AECHITECTURAL DICTIONARY.

A CORRESPONDENT, signing “ T. M.,” writes,

—

“Will yon allow me to call attention to the
article ‘ Crashing Weight’ in the Dictionary of
the Architectural Publication Society, and to

ask which of the two tables therein nunjbored
I. and III. is the least likely to mislead in

seeking to learn whether a cast or a wrought
iron column will bear the greatest crushing
weight ? By the first table wo are told that the
breaking weight of a wroiight-iron column is

nearly three-fourths greater than that of the
cast-iron column ; while by the third table we
are informed that a cast-iron column will bear
as a safe load twice as much as a wrought-iron
column. Wrought-iron being generally con-
sidered a safer material to trust than cast-iron

makes these tables still more perplexing; in

fact, breaking weight of Table I. for cast-iron

is very little over safe load of Table III. for the
same material.”

No donbt if “ G. R. B.,” the writer of the
article, were in a state of health that would
permit him to attend to the question, the seem-
ing discrepancy would be readily explained.

Table I. appears to have been made by himself
from the formulso given in the text, which can
be worked oot by onr correspondent

; and the
writer says on p. 169, that “ Table I. is to be
used only ns an approximation to truth under
the conditions hei-eafter mentioned,” showing
the care with which it has been drawn np.
Table HI. is prepared from Morin, as stated in

the article, and has probably been worked out
from the results of earlier experiments. Our
correspondent might usefnlly refer to the
Builder for 1857, p. 321, for remarks made by
“ G. R. B.” himself, “ on the unsatisfactory

character of the recorded observations upon the
subject of crushing weights.”

We opened some works of reference on the
subject with the following result. Gregory,
Mathematics for Practical Men,” 1862, p. 380,

says, “ The strength of a column of cast-iron of

given dimensions being 1,000, the strength of a
column of wrought-iron of the same dimensions
would be 1,745 j of cast-steel, 2,518 ;

of Dantzio
oak, 108 8 ; and of red deal, 7S'5.” Hurst,
“ Architectural Hand-book,” p. 22, gives, cast-

iron, 100; wrongbt-iron, 79; steel, 180; English
oak, 18; and red pine, 15.

With reference to the observation that
“wrought-iron is generally considered a safer

material to trust than cast-iron,” we must
direct our correspondent’s attention to the state-

ment that “ Engineers assume in practice that
wrought-iron may be safely submitted to a com-
pressive strain of 4 tons, and cast-iron of 6 tons,”

in Hurst, p. 209.

THE STORAGE OF WATER.
RESERVOIRS AND WATER SUPPLY.

Sir,—

T

he following extract from a letter

which I received some years ago from Sir Arthur
Cotton may, perhaps, be useful to your readers.

J. R. C. C. Godsman, C.E.
“ I am, of course, very ignorant of the nature

of the rivers of England, and of that of the sur-

face of the country they drain, but I am greatly
surprised that iu all the papers 1 have seen on
river navigation there I have never seen any in-

vestigation of the question of improving it by
storing up water iu the winter in tanks. This
is, I believe, one of the modes adopted in Russia

:

though from the account I have seen of it I

should suppose that it had been very imperfectly
carried out, yet it seems to have answered to a
considerable extent.

In Madras I usually consider that a project

which does not, on a rough examination, ofl'er a
prospect of giving 1,000 cubic yards of water a
year for every rupee of capital expended, mav
be thrown aside,—not because water is uo”t

worth purchasing at that rate, but because there
are innumerable situations in which it can be
obtained without a greater expense. Allowing
for the difference in the value of money there
and in England—about six to one—on the one
band, and our clumsy way of executing earth-
work entirely by human labour on the other,

which may double the coat as compared with
such work in England, the above rate of one
rupee per 1,000 cubic yards wonld be equivalent
to 68. for that quantity in England, or more than
3,000 cubic yards per 11.

I cajinot but think, however, that in England,
but particularly in Wales, where there are good
basins, and the land is less in value, water might
be retained at the rate of at least 6,000 cubic
yards per 11. If this, or anything like it, be the
case, could not running rivers be improved as to

their navigation by simply storing waters to-

wards the source of their feeders ?

For instance, in your report on the Severn*
it is stated that in a very dry summer the quan-
tity of water passing down the Severn was only

3.000.

000 cubic yards a day : I should suppose
that to prevent the quantity falling below

9.000.

000 cubic yards per day would not re-

quire more than 300,000,000 cubic yards for the
whole summer, which at 5,000 cubic yards per
II. would cost about 60,0001. It appears that
200,0001. have already been expended in the
four’ weirs and locks before constructed, and
that 50,0001. more was required. It would
therefore seem that if water could bo stored at
less than II. per 1,000 cubic yards, it would be
incomparably better to provide for the summer
droughts in this way than by means of weirs,

as being a mode entirely free from the vast ob-
jections to which weirs are liable

; indeed, all

objects would be promoted at once by thus
regulating the flow of waters in the rivers.

All this is, of course, little more than a guess
on my part

;
and yet, after so many years’ at-

ceution to the subject of storiog water, I cannot
thiuk that there are not rivers iu England where
tanks might be used with advantage.”

* Report to the Adoiiralty apoo the Improvement of
the Severn Navigation. Brioted hy order of the tiooso
of Commons, lltk Aagnst, 1348.

REMOVAL OF LARGE TREES.

At Neasham Hall, Durham, the seat of Mr.
James Cook80n,vast improvements were made in

the park scenery by the transplantation of full-

grown trees from ranges and hedge rows, so as
to open, out vistas, and to form sylvan groups.
Mr. Newton, who about two years back com-
menced the landscape gardening there, adopted
a new method of raising up and withdrawing
some of tho most umbrageous and ornamental
denizens of the forest, and in locating them in

positions, snitable for effect, as viewed from the
mansion, or other parts of the grounds. A hedge-
row of 100 years growth, little tributary to

adornment of a park, in this instance furnished

fine samples of arborage, which were sucoessfnlly

transplanted, and now, iu the second year, are

in a flonriahing condition. An oak, measuring
54 in. girt, and spanning a diameter of 36 ft.,

was taken up with a ball of earth weighing
10 tons

;
a sycamore, 35 ft. high, spreading over

a diameter of 44 ft., weighing with bole and
mass, 16 tons. Another sycamore larger still,

and weighing 17 tons, were, together with
various others, drawn over a loose and soft sur-

face, and successfully planted.

As to the modus operandi, Mr. Newton had a
frame constructed simply of two pieces of tim-

ber, 12 ft. long, connected by two other pieces of

6 ft., to which, being secured by bolts, was
attached a strong triangular frame of iron,

having also bolts. This framework could be
separated and placed under the tree.

In the first place, the soil was dug away and
the road formed

;
and the two longer timbers

were inserted under the ball, one on each side :

tunnelling under the ball was then commenced ;

planks, shod with iron, were laid down, and
rollers laid under the framework for the whole

to rnn on. By means of a builder’s crab, a double

block pulley, and the strength of eight men, the

trees were drawn up tho incline on to the level,

the rollers working out and being replaced, as

in the action of a common mangle : thns each

tree was carried the required dis&ance, without

losing any appreciable quantity of earth
;
thence

a descent was made to the site on which the

tree was to stand.

Earlier in the spring, previonsly to removal,

the soil had been dng ont around the block, in

trenches about 5 ft. or 6 ft. deep, leaving a

nearly square ball of earth
;

and on this pre-

paratory process depends the success of trans-

plantation, for whilst the tree stands in situ for

the season, it becomes partially disconnected and
prepared.

On replantation, new fibres will spring in the

prepared mould, and if done sufiiciently early in

the season, and before germination, the vigour

of the tree seems to be scarcely affected.

An idea of tlie extent of operations at

Nesham Park may be gleaned from the fact that

some 25,000 yards of soil were removed for the

purpose of opening out a view towards the river

Tees. Some of the richest earth was need to

make a kitchen garden, and to improve the

park and ornamental grounds, whilst the

coarser material was employed in the constrno-

tion of terraces! T. H. H.

NEW LAW COURTS.

Sib,—

A

s the retnrn Uaid before Parliament
' does not contain all tho correspondence, I shall

feel obliged if you will publish tlie enclosed

letter, which wonld not have been necessary if

the letter referred to had been printed.

Edward M. Barry.

“21, Ahinadot5-Btreet, 2!)tli Jane, 18B9.

Sir,—I have just seen the ParliaineEtary papers pre-

senied to the House of Continons in reply to the mocion
of Mr. Bentinck on the subject of the new Law Courts.

Mr, Street’s memorandum calls for no remark from me,
except that I feel bound to point out that he relies

entirely upon the reports of Departments Committees and
others, who were not the judges, but only the professioual

advisers of the judges; while I rest my claim on the

reports of ihejudget ihtmteltts, whose deeUion the com-

S
etitora were informed would be treated as 'Jinal' by
[er Majesty's Government, and on the faith of which

promise I in common with the other competitors agreed

to enter the competition.

I take this opportunity of calling yonr attention to the.

DO doubt, sccidental omission from the return of several

letters respecting the award of the judges, which have an
important bearing on the facts of trie case.

I aliudeparticularly to a letter from me to the Right
Hon. the Earl of Derbv, the then First Lord of the

Treasury, dated 20th of .Tannary, 1803; a letter from mo
to the Right Hon. Q. W. Hunt, then Secretary to the

Treasury, dated 2fith of February, 1863; and some letMts

from Mr. Street written about the asmo time.—I am, &o.,
(cigned) Edwa&d M. Babbx.

G. Sclater Booth, Beq., Jtf.P."
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PHIZES OFFERED BY THE PLASTERERS’
COMPANY.

Tim following are the results of the com-
petition for the prizes of the Plasterers’ Com-
pany. There were fifteen competitors for the
frieze and twenty-two for the design for centre
ornament of coiling, all of which will bo on
public Tiew in a few days, together with the
other works of the schools of art throughout the
kingdom at South Kensington.
The Company will make an annual grant so
"" as it is beneficial to the plasterers’ art,loni

For a model in plaster snitablo for the ornamentation
of a frieze; an original composition in the Italian Renais-
sance style

;
size, 24 in. long by 13 in. wide, to be de-

signed sod modelled by the competitor. Gained bv A.
Gibbons for the best, 8i. Pa., of South Kensington School,
formerly three years in Cirencester School. George Jupp
eeoond beat, 51. 68., Bt. Martin’s School.
For an original design for a centre ornament for a

ceiling, in any style capable of being produced in plaster;
the design to be shaded in relief, either in chalk or
monochrome, and drawn to scale, together with a por-
tion of detail of full sizo on an imperial sheet. Gamed
by — Maekfuiess for the best, 71. 78., South Kensiuetun
School. — McPinn second best, 41., Exeter School.

BUTCHERS’ MEAT.
Sir,

—

^This is a universal subject, and there-
fore one that is, I think, cognate to the Builder.
May I be allowed to make a suggestion ?
Butchers never put on their bills the price per
pound which they have charged for the meat

;

they say

—

Beef lOli 11s. 9|d.

thetr fellow men. have had to onoounter an amount of
igDorance, prejudice, ami opposition, that, when viewed
by the light ot science, is absolutely astounding."
Now, sir, I feel certain that not one of your readers

would be 80 blind to bis own interest, that ho would not, if
he found an injustice done him, do all in his power to pre-
vent it being continued to bis disadvantage. Considering
I am placed in this position, and having a remedy in my
power, I intend carrying it out, but trust this appeal to
common sense will have its effect, and not force me to go
too far with it, us I am a builder, a descendant of four
geuerafiona, and it is not at all my wish to strike a blow
Ih.at must be serious’y felt in the building trade, which is
already so much crippled.
As a proof ot what I have stated, I wish to mention

that a party, including Lord Grey and ten other noblemen,
visited my factory last week, for the purpose of witnessing
the mixing of concrete, the working of the apparatus,
strength of concrete, and stability of a 9-in. concrete wall,
which had only been built one month, and had not
acquired one-fourth its strength. Although at this disad-
TuutBge, the specimen stood the test of successive blows
with a massive sledge-hammer, used by a powerful young
man, who completely exhausted his strength in the
operation, hut with little effect

; and Lord Grey and the

°i
expressed themael?e3 quite satisfied, after

the first few blows, of the test. Although their own
builders had condemned the principle, they were so
satisfied with the result that I received orders for two sets
of apparatus at once, and further orders are promised, in
proof of which and of the truth of the above statement I
enclose you their letter to me.
My clients expressed an opinion that they had a difli-

onlty to overcome with their builders, which was, their
otijection to my system in connexion with their own work

;

but to get over tho difficulty, I have sent them men to
work the apparatus at a stated salary, so that the
builders’ profits will fall into ray clients’ pockets, instead
of their own, showing that tho builder is injuring his own
interests in hia endeavours to injure mine

;
and should I

still find their oppoeition continued after this appeal, I
must, for my owu interests, supply my customera with all
joiners’ work made by machinery; and to show that I am
in a position to do this, it would be well for builders to
visit my factory (by appointment) for tho purpose, ns
noblemen have done.
The moulds being made mathematically tree, and all

and Materfamilias has to flod oat for herself the e'?' ""f. ““'J?.*?
gsosii, Hie™ i> not tho ka.t dim-

• - -- cutty an aeudiDg all joiners work reedy to fix in its place.
I wish it to be distinctly understood by your numerous

renders and the building trade generally, that I have not
written this with the least spirit of intimidation, but more
as it security for my own interests, which I feel

price per pound. Now, if they were to put upon
their accounts the rate per pound, the above bill

would be furnished thus :

—

Beef, 101b. Uoz., ai 13(1. per 16....113. 9Jd.
and Materfamilias would at a glance perceive
how she had been fleeced. My suggestion is,

that butchers be compelled by law to place
clearly upon their bills the price per pound. The
Builder has done wonders in increasing the com-
forts of the Euglish home : will it help ns now to
get cheap meat, for cheap food is of the very
first importance to England ?

A Hungry Body.

STONE ROADWAYS.
Sin, —A writer in the Builder complains of the in-

tolerable noise caused by vehicles, and suggests a remedy
but, whether praoiionble or not, 1 will leave for others to
judge. Yet I think an improvement can be made in tho
method of paving to lessen the noise and other evils.

Griinite stands better than all other materials yet
tried, therefore it is evident it is only the right method
oi preparing the proper material to its requirements
that 13 wanted to remedy existing evils, and produce
safety, comfort, permanency, and economy. This I
propose to do by forming a series of sets out of a
block of granite (or other suitable material), say from
BIX to eighteen seta combined, tha division of each
set to be eff’eoted by drilling or boring holes about in
diameter to any desired depth, sufficiently close to each
bther to admit of being opened alternatety, or where
thought proper (which can easily be done witha tool made
Sxpressly h.r the purpose), so as to give perfect and secure
.ootbold tor horses

;
and, tha stone being properly pre-

pared, presents an even surface, affording the same easy
ind already run for wheels as a stone tramway. 'Whilst uii-
i.ike the ordinary paving sets, it wiU not be liable to sink
[Vt places to form a wavy appearance, but should stand at
:east SIX times longer than any sets yet in use

;
and, as the

Unlling or boring of holes readily admiu of beiu<» done by
oachinery, the cost would not far exceed the present

S
stem per yard. It is also adapted for crossings, where
st trials could be made with advantage.

Jams Lhacock.

the same position would not do
;
and as a proof of

this I shall only be too glad to assist any builder to the
extent of my power when he has to carry out my system,
so that wo may work amioably together. J. Tall.

BUILDING WITH CONCRETE.
i SiE,—Notwithstanding the numerous letters that have
pppeartd in your valuable journal, in favour of Portland
Dement concrete construction, together with the prize
iflsay on concrete, for which you yourself received a
loeaal so far back ns the year 1636,* and my publication
J ^,000 copies of live editions, “ On the Construction of
ii.uildiiigs in Portland Cement Concrete’’ (in which, at
'Bge 36, I challenge all men of practical experience to
loniraoiot any part of my pamphlet), notwithstanding
ehe Metropohtau Board, after two years' due and carefiu
lonsideratioo, have sanctioned the use of this material in
Hall construction throughout the metropolitan area (a
srge building, 72 ft. by 6U ft. by 75 ft. high, being now
elected by Mr. H. Goodwin, in Great Guildford-srreet,
nhnlbwark), 1 still find the builders, in the face of these
tsets, determined to bo my enemies, and in repressing mv
lielings cannot but apply the words of Mr. George
nonnings, Irum the BuUaer of May 2nd :

l“From tho earliest times, all who have dared to earn their
isead by abstract thought, or have tried to promote the
ilialth and comfort, or oiherwiae improve the condition of

A QUESTION ABOUT A LEAD PIPE.
Sib,—

A

bout fifteen months since we had fixed in
mansion certain lead pipes to convey the water from
large cistern on the roof of the house to the basement, for
the purpose of flushing the drains, Ac.
One of the pipes (4 in. diameter, and 6 lb. to the foot)

was placed in the angle of a wall from the top of the house
to the bottom, and was enclosed by a wood casing. Upon
examining this pipe tho other day, it was found to be
nearly closed up in several places, as if some great force
had been applied to it

;
at one or two places it was almost

fiat. Three months since one portion of the pipe, which is
now very much flattened, was quite round.
Wo shall /eel much obliged if any of your readers will

inform us whether this could bo caused by any action of
the water, or defect in the casting, or in tho material. We
cannot think it has been done wilfully. It. A K.

Mr. number, a civil engineer and surveyor, valued the
plaintiff’s services at sixteen guineas.
Mr. Alfred Newmau valued the services at twenty

guineas.
Mr. A. R. Merrall, employed by the Copyhold Com-

missioners, valued his services at fifteen guineas.
It appeared in the first instance Mr. Driver, of White-

hall, and Mr. H, Sowdeu, had been consulted by tho
defendant with reference to making out his claim. They
advised that a iocal surveyor should be called in to assist
*od the plaintiff was selected as such local surveyor.

’

The Judge, in summing up, told the jury that the
simple question was, whether they were of opinion that
251. was a sufficient remuneration for the plaintiff: if they
thought that it was, then they should return a verdict for
the defendant

; if not, then they should give a verdict for
the plaintiff for such further sum as they thought proper.
The plaintiff could only recover such an amount as the
jury on the evidence before them should consider a suffi-
cient remuneration. The Judge said he considered that a
percentage charge on the amount of a verdict was a most
objectionable baais, as tending to influence the evidence
to be given.

The jury found for the plaintiff for 17^. fis. beyond the
251. paid into court, being at the rate of 39^., and three
guineas as a witness on the compensation inquiry.

WATER TANKS.
Sis,—I shall be greatly obliged if you will allow me to

ask some of your readers to assist a charitable institution
with answers to the following questions :—Wanted, a tank
for drinking-water. We have a kind of room, the contents
of which are upwards of 2,000 cubic feet, lined with deal,
and perfectly water-tight.

Can it be used as it is, without rotting the wood, for a
reasonable number of years ? If not, what is the best and
cheapest way of making it answer its new purpose P

lyQUIBBB.

' .* Prize Essay on the Nature and Prapeities of Con-
tete. Bv George Godwin. Printed in vol. i. of “ Trans-
Jclions ot the Institute of Architect."

‘

RECOVERY OF SURVEYORS’ CHARGES.
DEAN V. GERMAN, IN COURT OF COMMON PLEAS,

GUILDHALL,

Tills was an action by the plaintiff, an auctioneer and
estate agent, at the Grove, Stratford, to recover 136f. ISs.
for his services in making plans, estimates, &c., for the
purpose of a claim in respect of 2a. 3r. of land at Bow, re-
quired by the North London Railway Company. The
defendant was the freeholder of the land. The claim first

settled was for 8,548i,, on the basis of its being building
land; that was then altered to 14,000^., on the basis ©fits
being land applicable to factories. It was assessed by the
compensation jury at 6,150f. The plaiatifl'’8 claim was

per cent, on the amount of tho verdict. The defendant
had paid 26/. into court in satisfaction of the claim. The
claim was made out according to Ryde’s scale, but on
vebat principle that was based did not appear.

Ilia Lordship said thejury would have to decide whether
that was a reasonable scale according to the services ren-
dered in this case.

Mr. Ebenezer Saunders, Mr. Marsh, and Mr. Bonny,
surveyors, were culled to support the claim.
For the defence this was termed an excessive claim, and

25/. was said to be a fair remuneration.
Mr. Henry Sowden, surveyor, who hod been ooncerned

as surveyor in support of tne plaintiff's claim, was exa.
mined. Ho bad been allowed by the taxing master, 39/,,
and five guineas for a plan

;
and he said that ten guineas

was an ample remuneration for the pleintiii’ according to
what be himself had received.
Mr. Hewitt, surveyor, valued the plaintiff’s services at

twenty guineas.

THE MARCIAN WATER FOR ROME.
We are glad to learn that the works for con*

Teying water to Rome are being proceeded with
satisfactorily. We showed some tijne since how
greatly the restoration of the Marcian aqneduot
was required for the higher districts where
water fit for drinking is not now to be had. The
correspondent of the Mominj Post writes,

—

“ Rome is now increasing in size and population, and
quite a new quarter is springing up on the Quiiinal and
Esquiline hills, on account of the construction of the
Central Railway Station, opposite the Baths of Diocletian.
To give pore, fresh, salubrious water to these aud the
other elevated districts of tho city is a noble undertaking,
and has been nobly assumed by the same benefactor to
whom Rome is indebted for the invaluable blessing of
light—Mr. James Shepherd, the director of the Anglo-
Roman Gas Company. In spite of all sorts of diffloulties,
snd prejudices, and petty hostilities, Mr. Shepherd has
succeeded in carrying bis scheme straight through, and it

must be admitted that the Pope, personally, has been a
good friend to it from the outset, and continues to take a
great interest in its completion. A few words will suffice
with regard to the history of the springs which are now to
be restored to public use in Romo. The Marcian water
was 30 called because it was brought into Rome from
springs in the upper valley of the Anio, thirty-three miles
distant from the city, on an aqueduct whose winding course
was sixty miles long, the work having been executed by
the Republican Prietor, Quintus Marcius Rex, in the year
C08 from the foundation of Rome. The restoration of this
ancient monument, or tho substitution of a modern one
still more efficacious, being looked on as a complete myth
by the languid modern Romans, aud many absurd or
malicious reports having been spread respecting the
validity of the company established for the execution of
the Government concession, I resolved to go up thevalley
ol the Anio without delay, to inspect the progress of the
works and the reality of their proximate completion. In
this trip, which I had the pleasure of pe forming some
days ago in company with Mr. aud Mrs. Shepherd and
some gentlemen connected with the enterprise, I was as
much surprised as delighted at the forward condition of
the works, and tho judicious mode of their treatment.
"With the exception of the Glasgow waterworks, I do not
know of any in Europe that can compete in importano©
with these.”

The wkolo line will include thirty-two tuunela,
the total length of which will be about tan and
a half chilometres, the remainder of the conrse
oonsiating of masonry construotiona above
ground. That part of the lino which traverses
the territory of Tivoli is hardly commenced,
many ciroumstancea having occurred to delay
its execution. The constructions above ground
are being advanced simultaneously at a great
number of points—long lines of aqueduct
extending from one tunnel to another, and form-
ing striking objects to contemplate from the ad-
joining road, from which the line is never at a very
great distance. One of the finest of these con-
structions will be the aqueduct of fifty-seven
lofty arches stretching across the valley and
torrent at the foot of the steep eminence on
which is situated the little town of Cantolupo.

All along the line considerable depots have
been established of stone, puzzuolana,and building
materials, which have been fortunately discovered
in great abundance, for the most part in situ.
Tho engineer is M. Berger.

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.
Camberwell .—Christ Church has been con-

secrated and opened for divine service. The
style of the building is baaed upon the Early
French Gothic, having a tower and spire

rising to the height of 140 ft. Accommo-
dation is provided for 1,200 persons. The
church has been built at a cost of about
6,0001., iucluding tower and all extras. Tho
contractors were Messrs. Dove Brothers; the
foreman of works representing them was Mr.
Buck, there being no clerk of worts engaged.
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The glazing is of rolled cathedral gla?3, of three

or four tints, intermixed with white crown

ballions, the Jeadwork forming various patterns

to suit the windows. The carving tbronghout

has been executed by Sansotn ; the ornamental

tiling in chancel by Godwin, of Lngwardine ;
the

ornamental ironwork, from the architect's de-

signs, by Messrs. Hart & Son
;
the marble-work

was executed by W. H. Burke & Co. The
architect was Mr. Bassett Keeling.

Walsall.— St. Peter’s Church, Walsall, has

been re-opened for divine service after being

closed for several weeks for the purpose of being

restored and decorated. The work of restoring

the edidee was undertaken by Mr. G. B. Nichols,

architect. West Bromwich. The whole of the

grnnnd-floor pews have been swept away and

open pews aubstitnted, with plain bench ends of

pitch pine, the divisions being of red pine stained

and varnished. The aisle floors are paved with

red, bnff, and bine quarries. The chancel has

been divested of the wood panelling, cast-iron

railing, and the east-iron window, and a stained

glass window has been put up representing the

patron saint, by Mr. T. W. Cam, of Smethwick,

which is the gift of Mr. Butler, one of the church-

wardens. The floor is now paved with Minton’s

tiles, and a new railing put up, which is of oak,

supported on four wrought - iron standards,

Worthivg .—On the 10th, St. George’s Church,

of which we have given a view in a previous

number, was consecrated by the Bishop of

Chichester, before a large congregatiou. It is

at present only partly built, the tower, spire, and

transepts being left for a future time. Mr.

George Truefitt is the architect, and Mr. Long-

hurst. of Worthing and Hastings, the builder;

the glazing and gasfitting having been done by
Messrs. Cook & Son. The walls of the edifice

are externally of stone, and infernally of brick,

with a space between. The tile borders and

chancel paving were presented by Mr. E. P.

Daniell, a gentleman well known in Worthing

English oak and Savannah pitch pine, inlaid

with various coloured woods, enriched with
gilding. The chancel pavement is composed of

crimson marbles, enriched with encaustics, and
the communion rail is of brass. The sides of

the chancel are filled with Riga oak, with carved
and moulded backs and tracing panels, the arm-
lets being adorned with quaint representations

of curious animals. The altar is placed some
4 ft. above the level of the nave, and is executed

in Carrara, Sicilian, Sienna, and Devonshire

marbles, and Caen stone. The reredos extends

across the whole width of the chancel, on which

are ranged angels in the attitude of adoration.

and the fo^t was presented by a lady in the On the tabernacle four carved angels, with up-

town. At the luncheon which followed the lifted hands, support a jewelled silver gilt crown

architect’s health was drunk. which forms the canopy. On the front of the

altar is carved the “ Annunciation,” and on
either side of the tabernacles are groups repre-

senting the life of our Lord. The chancel is

lighted with eleven two-light tracery windows,
which are filled with stained glass. This portion

persons. The whole of the work has been

carried out, at a cost of 16,0001., from the de-

signs of Mr. E. Welby Pugin, by Mr. Glaister, of

Liverpool.

DISSENTING CHUKCH-BUILDING NEWS,

Leii-es .—The foundation-stone of a now Pres- of the work has been executed by Messrs. Powell

byterian church, to be called the Hamilton & Hardman, of Birmingham. Below the window

English Presbyterian Church, has been laid, in sills is a carved comice, from which are sus-

Market-street. Mr. W. F. Poulton, of Beading, pended hangings of crimson velvet. Externally

is the architect, and the contract has been taken ' the church is erected in Stourton free-stone, with

by Mr. J. W. Sawyer, of Dulwich. The church
,

dressings and walling of Yorkshire parpoint.

....--t, , will be in the Lombardia style of architecture, Behind the de Trafford chantry rises the gableted

executed by Mr. Job Edwards, of Wednesbury
; and will include a chapel capable of accommo- roof of the chancel. The nave and aisles are

this, with the railing to the pulpit, is presented ' dating 300, a school-room, class-room, sessions-
,

comparatively plain. There is seating accommo-

by the architect. The organ, which formerly
! house, and vestry. The interior dimensions of dation, exclusive of the gallery, for about 400

stood in the front gallery, has been removed these will be: chapel, 58 ft. by 33 ft.; school-

within the arch of the tower. The contractors
^

room and class-room, 46 ft. by 1 9 ft.
;
sessions-

were Messrs. J. & T. Taylor, of Walsall. The ' house, 21 ft. by 16 ft.
;
aud vestry, 16 ft. by 10 ft.

decorations have been executed, under the
|

The front elevation, including a bell-tnrret, is

direction of the architect, by Mr. Arthur Gee, of' 54 ft. The entrance ia in the centre, and will

Stafford, decorator.
,
consist of three doorways, separated by columns,

Wentivortli .—The parish church of Wentworth,
J

and surmounted by round arches. The principal

Cambridgeshire, has been re-opened after repara- i window is also in the front, and is divided into

tion both internally and externally, at a coat of 1 five semicircnlar lights of equal dimensions,

over 1,0001. The chancel had previously been
|
The materials to be employed are red brick and

partially rebuilt, and its floor laid with Minton’s ' Bath stone dressings. The cost of the boilding,

tiles, at the expense of the late Dean of Ely, who
i
including the site, will be about 2,5001., of which

also re-seated the body of the church with open
,
sum I,3u0l. have been already raised, and 3001.

benches, and now the rest of the church has been
j

are promised by the Presbyterian Church Build-

rebuilt, the tower restored, and its windows ' ing Committee.

renewed with stone, and a new porch snbstituted
j

Brighton.— The foundation-stone of a new
in the place of a very decayed one of wood. The

^

Wesleyan chapel has been laid, in Norfolk-road.

plaster ceiling of the nave has given way to an
,
The contractor for the erection of the building is

open timber roof, snpported on corbels of carved
;
Mr. John Chappell, of Steyning and Brighton ;

stone ;
an arch of stone now divides nave from

|
the architect is Mr. C. A. Ellison, of Liverpool

;

chancel, an Early English window fills the east
' and the work is being carried out under the im-

'

gazetteer merely, but two; for there is a snper-

end of the chancel, and a reredos of atone, ' mediate superintendence of Mr. Arthur Loader, fcetal gazetteer of nearly 100 pages, called a

gooks ^ttcifactr.

A General Gazetteer in Miniature. By R.

Brookes, M.D., and A. G. Findlay, F.E.G.S.

New edition corrected to the last date. By
J. A. SitiTH, editor of “ Joyce’s Scientific

Dialogues,” &c. London : W. Tegg. 1868.

Brookes’s was a good old gazetteer
;

but a

good old gazetteer may be a bad new one unless

it be really and thoroughly “ corrected to the

latest date.” We are sorry we cannot say

much in favour of this edition of “ Brookes’s

Gazetteer.” In the first place, it is not one

painted nnder the direction of Mr. F. Preedy, the

architect, who furnished the designs for the whole

work, which was carried out by Messrs. Freeman,

of Ely, bnilders.

of Brighton. supplement, appended in separate alphabetic

arrangement, instead of being incDrporated with

the original, even although something like one

half of it consists, not of new headings (which,

Northampton.—The foundation-stone of a new
Baptist chapel, in Grafton-street, has been laid.

„ The architect ia Mr. Ingman, of Northampton,
, _ . .

Hampnett.—The parish church has been re- and the builders are Messrs. Clark & Heap. In however, wonld have been no proper excuse)

opened, after restoration, for divine service. ' the spring of this year the building fund was con-
;
bot merely of information additional to that

Mr. Street was the architect employed to snrvey • sidered large enough to justify the old chapel^ given under headings already entered in the body

the building and furnish plans for its restoration,
,
being taken down and the new chapel being com-

j

of the Gazetteer, ns ia somewhat awkwardly

in accordance with which the work has been ' menced, and tenders were advertised for, in ac-
|

announced at the head of the aoppleineut. Nor

carried out. On the restoration about 650i. ' cordance with the plan furnished by Mr. Ingman. ' is this additional information by any means alto-

have been expended.
j

Messrs. Clark & Heap’s tender, at 1,236?., was ' gether new. Thus, under the head of L'>ndon

Market Drayton.—The new cemetery has been ' accepted. The purchase of the ground and old in the supplement, the occurrence of the plague

consecrated by Bishop Trower, acting for the chapel, with two cottages, was 6001., making a in 1665 is announced, together with a considerable

Bishop of Lichfield. The building consists of total estimated cost of 1,8361. Towards this 'amount of information of similar antiquity,

two stone chapels, surmounted by a spire. The
,

sum 9171. have been received. The foundation- Then, again, a great mass of the less out-ot-date

stone, with the exception of the dressings, was • stone of the new echool-room was laid on Easter '

statistics, instead of being digested and properly

excavated by Messrs. Brassey & Field, in catting ' Monday,
the Wellington and Market Drayton Railway,

which runs close past. Mr. C. Wright, of Not-

tingham, was the builder, and the designs were
supplied by Messrs. Clarke, of Notcingham,

architects. The chapels and lodge will coat

abont 1,2001., not including the stone. The

ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH-BUILDING
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placed under the respective headings, either

in the main gazetteer or in the supplement,

ia stuck in at the end, all together, as an

appendix. The result of this may be conceived by

all who turn up the Gazetteer for information

under any one heading. Thus, while, in the

Barton-on-Inoell.—The new church which has appendix, we find that the population of Berlin

land, of which there is about four acres, cost '
recently been erected here, at the sole expense in 1858 was 438,961, weare told, nnder “ Berlin,

abont 1,0001.
;

of Sir Humphrey de Trafford, bart., of Trafford id the main body of the Gazetteer, that ‘‘ the

Kelsall.—The church at Kelsall, dedicated to
j

Park, has been formally opened. The edifice ia population is 236,830, or nearly one-half l<’ss in

St. Philip, was consecrated by the Bishop of dedicated to All Saints. It ia designed in the 1868 than it was in 1858! Apart from these

Chester, on the 9th instant. The church, which Geometric English Gothic style, in harmony serions defects, we find the information given to

has been bnilt chiefly at the expense and through
,

with the family chantry founded by Sir be otherwise very unsatisfactory. For example,

the exertions of Colonel Tomkinson, of the Wil- i Humphrey and Lady Annette de Trafford, and nnder ” London ” we find that Westminster

lingtons, and members of his family, was com-
j

erected at a cost of 3,0001. Attached to the Bridge “ is being removed,” and Blackfriars is

game is a presbytery for the rector, and there to be removed.” The Parliament Honsps are

are also sacristies and cloisters. The church, “now erected;” but the Metropolitan Under-

which is 140 ft. in length and 54 ft. in width, ground Railway seems tohave asyetno existence,

principally consists of a nave, in which the any more than other metropolitan bnes, al'hongh

whole of the benches are placed, the aisles being Hoes terminating in the metropolis (not all of

pleted abont seven years since ; but there being .

then difficulties in the way of the conveyance of

the site, and other preliminaries to consecration

(which have since been overcome) it was opened
for divine service by licence granted by the late

Bishop Graham. The building, which is a small

structure, is fitted up with open benches, capable

of affording accommodation for 180 adults and
80 children. The church is in the Early Gothic

style of architecture of the thirteenth century,

and consists of nave, chancel, sacristy, and
organ recess on the north side of the chancel,

together with bell-gable constructed over the
chancel-arch. The architect was Mr. Thomas
Bower, jun., of Nantwicb, and the work has
been principally executed by local workmen.

little more than cloisters, and a chancel 40 ft. in

length, having a width of 20 ft. The nave

opens into aisles with seven moulded arches,

which, together with the supporting columns,

are formed of Runcorn red and Painswick white

stone, alternately, with carved capitals inter-

vening. From these spring rectangular arches,

supporting the aisle roofs, which terminate on

responds against the aisle walls, where they are

again intersected by the arches over the win-

dows. The roof of the nave is composed of

them) are noticed. Nothing has as yet been

done with the Thames Embankment ;
and as for

the new sewerage works, they are not worth

mentioning. The Clyde at Glasgow is still an

insignificant stream, notwithstanding the con-

version of it into a first-class river ;
so that

though “ the river is navigable for vessels of

eight feet of water as far as the bridge,” the

larger vessels stop at Port Glasgow or Greenock,

at the mouth of the river, to unload.” We regret

to be severe on any well-intended work, but
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really there ie no excoee for treating the public

o a stale hash of this sort. Who is really to

alamo for it is not so clear ; it does not neccs-

tarily follow that the editor named is so, although

le has made himself responsible for all short-

ijomiiigs.

riritish Jfosses ; their Homes, Aspect’:, Structure,

• and Uses; with a Figure of each Species. By
F. E. Trii'P. Bell & Daldy.

ifiiE number of students of cryptogammic botany

n this country is so limited, that publishers arc

often deterred from producing works like the

uandsome volume before us, the work of a lady,

Ivhich affords a capital introduction to the study

'•f British mosses. It is illustrated with an

aslaborate engraving and brief scientific descrip-

tion of each species, and as it gives a key to the

'genera, cannot fail to be of real use to amateurs.

1 It is beautifully printed on toned paper, and
loonnd in green and gold; the plates are well

ctohed and singularly faithful to nature. Some,
jiowever, represent herbarium specimens, and
iihe subjects are lavishly spread over more plates

lihau appear necessary. Nearly all the recent

•tryological additions to our flora are to be found
n the work. The author’s name is not given

liter the specific name in the descriptions : this

ffversight should be remedied in a future edition,

I.S the name of the founder of a species is quite

t.8 important as the specific name itself, and
jtbould on no account be omitted from a scientific

)oook.

We mnst compliment Miss Tripp on the pro-

unction of so good a book, and trust her ability

iind enterprise will be rewarded.

YARIORUM.
‘ " The Eoyal Guide to the London Charities,

irar 1868-9. By Herbert Fry. Sixth annual
lidition. London : H. Ilnrdwicke.” We have
Irlready borne witness to the value of this ex-

araordinary list of London Charities. We have
imerely to add that, as time passes, Mr. Herbert
r‘Vy is able to extend it, and to remove such
'c.ccidental errors as may have crept in. Men-
I'ion of the book is appropriate in our present
iDUmber, wherein we have spoken of the
abaritable wants and short-comings of London.

-Sbakspeare for a shilling ! Longfellow

nr a shilling! both issued by F. Warne
: Co., under the heading “ The Cbandos

lallassics.” Of all the compliments tendered

1

0

Mr. Longlellow during his brief visit to

oijondon (and we have heard of a few), the

itdmirable poet will probably find none greater

liihnn this expression of a belief that his admirers
la England are sufficiently numerous to make
jibis shilling edition pay. It is printed with
irirgo clear type, contains recent poems, and
oionsists of 628 pages. Messrs. Routledge,

'hrho also have issued a shilling “ Shakspeare,”

aiave given additional value to it by printing on
bibe title page “ Edited by Charles Knight.”
Itdessrs. Longman, Green, & Co. have published
lelacaoliiy’s two fine essays, “Milton” and
i Machiavelli,” in clear type lor sixpence. Cheap
Bind good.

UltsieltaKtE.

“ Cleopatra’s Needle.” — Once more the

Ofuggestion gets abroad that we should bring
rorom Alexandria the obelisk that belongs to us.

lolome years ago we gave an estimate of the cost

f if doing this, by one who was willing to under-
slake the work.

; New Shoreham Church.—The efforts made to

esestore this interesting edifice have been brooght

oo a standstill, and the work now rests entirely

tiviih the parishioners. The cost of restoration is

s;iBtimated at between 9,000i. and 10,0001.
;
and

.li large sura has been promised by gentlemen of

bfhe county and others interested in the propo-

ihidon
;
but their subscriptions are to be forth-

ocoming only on condition that the church is re-

tu;tored, not merely repaired; also that the

'snarishioners will lend some aid. It appears that

•,3!,3001. are required from the latter
;
and the

luOommittee recommend, as the only mode of

tiaising this sum, that a special rate be made
imnder a special Act of Parliament, which gives

hdiem the power, and the rate thus made mort-
lagaged for a term of years. It is said that this

aeuetbod has been adopted with great success in

lanany parishes.
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International Arcileological Congress.

—

The International Congress of Archmology and

History, organised by the Society of Rhenish

Antiquaries, will be held at Bonn, in September

next. It will open on the 14th and close on the

21st. The Prince of Prussia is the honorary

president. A list of questions for discussion

has been primed.

Experiments on Explosive Mixtures.— We
notice that “a course of experiments on gun-

powder and other explosive mixtures, is about to

commence at Woolwich, under the direction of

the Ordnance Select Committee.” We would

remind the authorities and others interested in

this subject, of the article “ Explosions of Gun-

powder Stores” printed in the Builder of 1865,

p. 760, which contains a valuable collection of

facts on the subject not before brought together.

New Pier at Moeecamue.—A new pier is

about to be constructed at Morecambe. The
length will be 950 ft., and the general width

20 It. At the entrance the width will be about

40 ft., and here a refreshment-room and offices

will be erected. At intervals there will be re-

cesses, whore sitting accommodation will be

provided
;
and at the pier-head,—which will be

130 ft. long and 40 ft. in width,—there will be re-

freshment and retiring rooms, and facilities to

enable visitors to get on board boats or steamers.

The pier is the property of the company, and

the cost will be 9,0001. or 10,0001.

Improved Dwellings tor the Working
Classes of Salford.—At a meeting of gentle-

men interested in the project for obtaining im-

proved dwellings for the working classes of Sal-

ford, articles of association (as a “limited” com-

pany) have been signed, and ordered to be for-

warded to London for registration. The articles

provide that the Board shall not consist of fewer

than five, or more than seven gentlemen, and

five were appointed, namely, the mayor (Mr. H.

D. Pochin), Mr. Oliver Heywood, Alderman
Cawley, Mr. Henry Russell Greg, and Alderman

Davies. Subscriptions to the amount of 8,COOL

have been received, and the intention is to pur-

chase property in the worst part of Salford, and

replace it with property of au improved descrip-

tion.

Restoration of Chester Cathedral.—The
Deau has succeeded in obtaining promises of

subscriptions to the extent of about ll,500{., in

addition to the 10,0001. assigned to this purpose

by the Ecclesiastical Commissioners before the

county meeting, when this subscribed sum was

made over by him to the committee then ap-

pointed “ to co-operate with the Dean and

Chapter” in this undertaking, and “ to act on

behalf of the subscribers to the restoration fund.”

The committee held their first meeting in the

Chapter-room on Wednesday, the 10th of June,

when additional subscriptions to the amount of

about 90Ul. were announced. Ou the 24th of

June it appeared that further subscriptions to

the amount of about 1,2001. had been received,

thus making the sum raised since the county

meeting about 2,1003. The work of restoration

was actually begun before the county meeting,

the 10,0003. assigned by the commissioners being

already at the disposal of the Dean and Chapter.

The stone employed is from the Runcorn quarries,

and all the evidence which has been obtained,

according to our authority, the Chester Courant,

tends to show that it is excellent, both in dura-

bility and in facility of working. It is, of course,

red in colour, but of a lighter tint than that used

iu the original construction of the cathedral, and
which seems to have been taken from the

quarries within the city itself. Sheds have been

erected in St. Oswald’s churchyard, a plan

having previously been made, so that each tomb-

stone can be replaced in its original position;

and the masons have been for some timeatw'ork

on the stones intended for the buttresses near

the east end. The state of the walls in this part

of the Cathedral was found on examination to

be even more perilous than had been supposed.

The present work is in the hands of Mr. Huswell,

of Cheater, who, like bis father before him, has

already had much to do with the stone-work of

the Cathedral. Each portion of the woik is

priced under the direction of the architect, and
is under the inepeciion of Mr. Frater, the clerk

of the works
;
and it is understood that if satis-

faction be given, successive portions of the choir

will be restored on this method. However, it is

the wish of the Dean and Chapter to place the

nave and southern transept iu the bauds of a
contractor. For this purpose a considerable

accession to the funds must be made.

Look to your Coin Deposits.—The Northern

Whig states that all the coins, documents. &c.,

deposited according to custom in a cavity in the

foundation-stone of the Orange Hall, in Sandy-

row, Belfast, which had been laid on Saturday

week, were on that night, or early next morning,

carried off by some thief, and have not since

been heard of.

The West London School of Art.—The
prizes to successful students are to be presented

in the theatre of the Geological Museum, on
this, Saturday evening, the 18th inst. by Mr.

Beresford Hope, M.P. The success of this

school has been considerable. Though the

latest established of the ten metropolitan Schools

of Art, it is teaching more than a fourth of the

entire number of artizans (1750), taught in the

whole of the London schools !

Holborn Viaduct.—With reference to the

Holborn Valley improvement, Mr. Haywood, the

engineer, states that, since his last report, the

works to the churchyard of St. Sepulchre’s have

been completed. The whole of the houses be-

tween that churchyard and Snow-hill had been

removed, and the works of the viaduct at that

spot bad been resumed, and were being actively

pushed 00 . The three public staircases at the

angles of the Farringdon-street bridge had been

carried up to some height, and the stonework

had been prepared and was ready for fixing.

Some of the granite for the abutments had
arrived, and the rest was shortly expected.

The subway sewer and vaults in the western

approach street between Ilatton-gardeu and
Holborn had been completed, and the pavement
of the street at that spot was now being laid.

The pavement of the circus was also approach-

ing completion.

The Race to the North Pole.—After wo
have tried for the best part of a century to reach

this goal or wiu this race, we give in just as

others, benefitting by our experience, are starting

for the winning-post. The French expedition,

according to a statement in the Monitextr, may
now be considered as certain of being under-

taken. The delay has hitherto been occasioned

by the want of funds, which the subscriptions

entered into have not yet brought up to the re-

quired standard. Owing to the activity of M,
Gustave Lambert, sub-committees have been,

formed in all the departments of France, thus

making the expedition a national uudertaking.

When the necessary amount is subscribed, mea-
sures will be immediately taken for the purchase

and equipment of a ship. The departure of the

I
German and Swedish expeditions for the same
destination will in no way diminish either the

chances of success or the importance of the

French expedition, and it will only act as an in-

centive to the starting of that expedition.

Houses of Legislature.—The cubical con-

tents of the Senate Chamber at Paris are

240,000 ft. : it has 208 seats for members, and

430 seats in all. The Chamber of the Corps

Legislatif has 277,000 cubic feet of space, 372

seats for members, and 712 seats in all. The
cubical oontents of the House of Lords at

Berlin are 83,000 ft. : seats for members, 278

:

total seats, 471. House of Representatives at
' Berlin, 200,000 ft. : seats for members, 416 :

' total seats, 827. The cubical contents of the

House of Lords at Florence are 255,-100 ft. :

members’ seats, 372 ; total seats, 787. Chamber
of Deputies, 467,000 ft. : members’ seats, 493

:

total seats, 944. At Washington the cubical

contents of the Senate Chamber are 244,000 ft.

:

members’ seats, 88 : total seats, 876. House of

Representatives, 409,000 ft. : members’ seats,

312 : total seats, 1,312. At London the cubical

contents of the House of Lords are 173,000 ft.

:

members’ seats, 270 : total seats, 466. The pre-

sent House of Commons of the United Kingdom
is 68 It. long by 44 ft. wide on the floor ;

on the

gallery level, 83 ft. by 45 ft.
;
height, -44 ft.

;

cubical contents, 127,000 ft. : members’ seats,

428 : total seats, 691. The new house now
proposed by Mr. Barry would be 63 ft. by 63 ft.

on the floor
;
74 ft. by 71 ft. on the galleiy level

;

height, 39 ft.; cubical contents, 154,300 fc.

;

members’ seats, 569 : total seats, 899. The
cubical contents would be leas than those of

any other of the popular Chambers above

named ;
but in the number of members’ seats

it would exceed them all; and in the total

number of seats it would exceed Paris and
Berlin, but be exceeded by Florence and Wash-
ingtoD. It would be shorter than any of these

Houses of Commons. The House of Repre-

sentatives at Washington is 112 ft. by 74 fc.
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Hastings Sewerage.—The new intercepting
Hewer for Hastings is now complete, and the
event is to be celebrated by a dinner on Monday,
the 27th inat.

Leeds Exhibition.—The visitors in the week
ending Saturday, the Hth inst., numbered, by
season tickets, 5,787 ; by payment, 18,243

j

total, 24,030.

Victoria Station and PiiiLico Baieway Com-
pany.— The half-yearly meeting of this company
has been held. The adoption of the report was
carried nnanimonsly, and a dividend for the last

half year, at the rate of per cent., was de-

clared.

The Pimlico Carpenters’ and Joiners’
Classes.—In connexion with these classes, a
public meeting on the snbject of Technical
Education is to be held on this Friday, the I7ih
iust., in St. Gabriel’s Schools, Pimlico. Earl
Granville, it is stated, will take part in the pro-
ceedings.

Gift to Barningham Church, Yorkshire.

—

Mr. Augustus Sussex Milbank, a godson of the
late Duke of Sussex, has presented an illuminated
corona with four lamps, enriched with ruby and
crystal settings, to this church. It bears the
inscription in Medieoval characters, “ Given by
Snssex Milbank, 1868.” There accompany it

two lamps for the reading-desk of corresponding
pattern. The whole are from the manufaotory
of Messrs. Hart Son, of London. The only
other chandelier in the church was given by an
ancestor of Mr. Milbank 130 years ago.

The Abchjjological Institute Congress.

—

Lancaster has been fixed upon this year for the '

annual congress of the Royal Arcbmological
Institute of Great Britain and Ireland. The
inaugural meeting takes place on the 28th inst.,

'

and the congress will sit until August 4th. I

Colonel Wilson Patten, M.P., Cbanctllor of the
!

Dnchy of Lancaster, is the president, and the 1

programme of the week’s procseedings has been
thus arranged :—On Tuesday, July 28, the in-

,

augural meeting will be held in Lancaster

'

Castle, and on the same day the principal objects
ofantiquarian interest will be visited. A recep-
tion will be held by the mayor of Lancaster in

the evening. On Wednesday morning there will
I

be a meeting of sections and an excursion to
Heysham. Papers will be read in the evening.

!

On Thursday the great excursion will be to

Dalton Castle, Peel Castle, and Furness Abbey,
where a lecture will bo delivered and the ruius
be described by Mr. E. Sharpe. The mayor of
Barrow-in-Furness gives a d^jetlner. On Friday

i

there is again a meeting of sections and more
j

excursions, and so again on Saturday several
'

excursions to localities of intci'est in the neigh-
bonrhood are proposed. On Monday, Angust 3,

there will be an excnrsion to Bolton Abbey,

!

Bardon Tower, and Shepton Castle; and on
Tuesday the final meeting will be held, and
papers will be read in the sections. Exonrsions
are also projected to visit the Art Treasures
Exhibition at Leeds in the course of the week.

Proposed Drinking Fountain, &c., for
Lewes.—A meeting has been held at Lowes to
take into consideration the proposal to erect a
drinking-fountain in srono central part of the
town, and supplemental troughs for cattle. Mr.
Crosskey said he introduced tho question at a
recent meeting of the Market Committee, and
the general feeling seemed to he against having
drinking-troughs for cattle. In the first place,

there was an objection raised that there wonid
be a chance of spreading the foot and mouth
disease, if healthy animals drank at the same
place as those which might be diseased. One
would be sufficient to propagate disease : one
calf brought the cattle plague into this district.

Another objection was that the cattle would
not drink

; and it was further alleged that the
owners would not let them do so, bccanse
bullocks did not look so well in the market after
a good drinx of water. Besides all this, it was
stated to be positively iDjurioua to cattle to
drink after having been driven. Mr. Do Putron
said another objection held by some is that
calves will only drink mnddy water; bat if so,

they had better provide muddy water than
nothing at all. Mr. Parsons did not think that
the drinking-fonntains would propagate disease.

He mentioned as a fact that separate flocks

coming to the fairs in the neighbonrhood were
placed in the same fields withont any objection
that snch a course would be likely to spread
disease. After some discussion a committee
was formed, consisting of the gentlemen present
at the meeting, the residents in the vicinity of
the spot where the fountain is proposed to be
placed, and gentlemen of the town who transact
business in the market.

“ Lettf-bs by Sir Thomas Lawrence,”—The
first of the letters given in our last number
(p. 506, ante) was dated, by a misprint, 1867.
It should be 1827, as the two following letters

wonid serve to iudicate.

St. Pancras New Infirmary.—Tho Poor-law
Board have given their sanction to the plans for

the St. Pancras New Infirmary at Higbgate, and
have empowered tho guardians to raise a loan of

40,0001. for building the same.

Royal Gallery of Illustration. — A piece
by Mr. F. C. Burnnud, the author of “ A Yacht-
ing Cruise,” under the title of “ Inquire
Within,” will be performed for the first time on
Monday next. Mr. and Mrs. German Reed, Mr.
John Parry, and Mias Annio Sinclaire, will take
part in it.

South Kensington Museum.— The visitors

during the week ending the 11th July amounted
on Monday, Tuesday, and Saturday, free, to

29,302 ; on Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday
(admission 6d.), 3,248; to National Portrait
Exhibition, by payment, 1,935 j

making the large

total of 34,485.

Organ for Glasgow Cathedral.—A move-
ment has just begun in Glasgow for getting an
organ of the largest size into the cathedral. The
sum of 3,0001. is spoken of as necessary. An
nnsnccessful attempt was lately made by the
Rev. Dr. Cunningham to introduce an organ
into his church at Crieff.

A Church struck at Brighton.—At Brighton
the recent storm raged at intervals, and the
lightning struck the tower of Sc. Peter’s Cburoh.
One of the pinriacles was completely shattered,
and a considerable portion of the lead roof tom
up and displaced, some of the rubbish being
forced down into ihe belfry and clook-tower,

Barn.ird C.vstle.—At a meeting held in the
Witbam Testimonial, the Rev. F. Brown, M.A.,
vicar, in the chair, it has been resolved that
Mr. Pritchett, of Darlington, architect, shall be
associated with Mr. Haswell, architeot, in making
a preliminary survey, and report, upon the state

of the fabric. The subscriptions amount to

1,360L

Want of Lunatic Asylum Accommodation.

—

The annual report of the Commissioners in

Lunacy deals with the want of asylum accom-
modation which now exists in different parts of
the country. Middlesex, Lancashire, and York-
shire are described ns having been for some
time conspicuous for their lack of proper institu-

tions for the reception of the insane poor.

The Surveyobship of the Holborn District
Board.-—The Holborn Board of Works have
rejected a motion brought against their sur-

veyor, Mr. Isaacs, for accepting the additional

post of surveyor to tho Hon. Society of Gray’s-

inn, in contravention of their regulations for-

bidding private practice. They have also, on
the recommendation of a committee, rescinded

the prohibitory resolution, which has been in

force eleven years. The motive adduced on the

part of the Board was that they did not wish to

oramp a young man of fine abilities, and one in

whom they had full confidence. The motion
was carried by thirty-two votes against eleven.

I

lEKBEES.
For additions, 4c. to tbe distillery, Whiteorosa-street.

ilr. A. Davis, ardiitect
ilamsay JB381 0 0
Henderson 4 Cairns 377 0 0
King 4 Sons 353 0 0

For building lodge and entrance gates to tbe grounds
of the Warehousemen and Clerks’ Schools, at Russell-hil],
near Croydon. Mr. James L. Pedley, architect

Ereeza 4 Co £168 0 0
Hearle 157 0 0
Ward (accepted) 415 0 0

For alterations and repairs at 62 and 53, ilargsret-
street, CavendiBh-sqaare, for Mr. William S. Oard. Mr.
Chas, Sredley, architect

Longmire 4 Burge £377 0 0
Haward, Brothers 840 0 0
Hyde 792 0 0
Brown (accepted) 775 0 0

For various reparations to the parish chnrch of Christ
Church, Newgate-street, E.C. Mr. H. H. Collins, archi-
tect ;

—

Pitcher <C-iS7 10 0
Shaw 366 0 0

[Jtoy 18, 1868.

For n villa rcEidenco in Tufuell Park, Holloway. Mr.
George Truefltt, archiieot ;

—

Carter (accepted) £1,250 0 0

For the Tufnell Artne, Tufnell Park, for Mr. Page,
Mr. Georgs Truefltt, architect:—

Exclusive of the bricks.
Heath, jun. (accepted) £1,400 0 0

For alterations and repairs to Honse, No. 9, Neav
Quebec-S'reer, Portman-square, for Mr. Adea. Mr. C.
Crapp, architect

Bteit £312 0 0
Taylor 229 0 0
Godden 4 Webb 225 0 0
Waters 221 0 0
Cohen 215 0 0
King (accept^) 300 0 0
Minty, Brothers 190 0 0

For new church, St. Mary’s, Strood, near Kochesber.
Mr. A. W. Blomfield, M.A., architeot :

—

Brown 4 Eubinson £6,675 0 0
Vaughan 0,452 0 0
Stump . 6,446 0 0
Wallis 6,3.56 0 0
Hill 4 Sons ; 6,328 0 0
Wheeler 6,300 0 0
Anscomb 6,393 0 0
Foord & Sons (accepted) 6,683 0 0
Futoher (withurawn ou account

ofan error) 6,C99 0 0

For alterations, Holloway-road. Quantities prepared
and snpplieil by Mr. Wagstaff, architect :

—
Wiltshire * Sons £810 0 0
Lacey 777 0 0
Williams & Sou (accepted) 777 0 0

For New Wesleyan Chapel, Ealing,
and C. Jones, architects. Quantities

Bro#n
Myers 4 Son
Adamson
Kilby
Chamberlin
Dove, Brothers
Higgs ..

Saunders
Uyo
Hm

Meesrs. J. Tarring
lupplied :

—

£6,950 0 0
, 6,189 0 0

C,l4l 0 0
, 6,0&9 0 0
. 0,040 0 0

6,009 0 0
6,862 0 0

. 6,840 0 0
5.769 0 0

. 5,670 0 0

For New Congregaiional Chureb, Hanwell, Middiesex,
Mr. O. Jones, architect. Quantities by Messrs. Bichard-
Bon 4 Waghorn :

—

Waters £1,833 0 0
Adamson 1,793 0 0
Myers 4 Son 1,789 0 0
Nyo 1,690 0 0
Hanson ],04O 0 0
Gibson, Brothers 1,630 0 0

For the erection of a public-house, shop, and premises^
Lower-street, Deal, for Messrs. Hills 4 Son, brewers.
Mr. Edward W. Fry, architect

Kceutaiort, lirieklayert, ilatont, SlaUn, and
Flasterert iVork.

W. 4G.Denne £S90 0 0

CarptiUert, Joiners, and Ironmongeri' Work.
Wise £450 0 0 '

Flumbera, Glaziers, and Fuinlers’ n'ork. i

Friend £208 10 0

Smi/hs, Bellhangers, and Oai-JUters' Work.
Christian £150 9 6

For tbe erection df
road. New Barnet,
titles supplied

Bamberg
Twelvetfees ...

Burte
Glewer

,

Layley

a pair of villa residences, Victoria-
Mr. J. Ssrgeaut, architect. Quan-i

Cl,100 0 0
899 0 0
836 0 0
831 0 0
3i7 12 G
327 0 0

For honse and oilioes, Bromley, Kent, for Mr. J. A.
Alsop. Mr. C. K. Driver, architeot.. Quantities supplied
by Mr. E. O. Harris :

—

Gammon & Sons £1,907 0 0
Amend 1,937 0 0
Payne 4 Balding 1,935 0 t)

Nixon 1,855 0 0
Perry .. 1,834 0 0
Taylor 1,797 0 0
Nutt 4 Co 1,759 0 0

For the restoration of St. Mary's, Frensham, Sarrey.
Mr. John M. K. Hahn, architect. Quantities furniahM
by Mr. J. Barnett :

—

Duke £3.136 7 2
Marden 1,646 0 0
Goddard & Son 1,594 0 0
Birch 1,692 0 0

For alterations, &c., at the Holborn Viadnet Hotel, for
Mr. Simpkins. Messrs. Maybew 4 Calder, architects :

—

For general Works.

Eonor £839 10 0
Boastead 4 Son 82l 0 0
Tamer 4 Son 800 0 0
Curtis 777 10 0
Eaton 4 Chapman* 760 0 0

For Feicterer's Works.

Browning* 117 0 0

For Oaa Fittings.

Comyn, Ching, & Co.*^ 88 0 0

• Accepted.

The Publisher cannot be responsible for Ori-
ginal Testimonials left at the Offi'Ce in reply to

Advertisements, and strongly recommerids that

Copies only should be sent.
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Advertisemmis caniwt ie r«cevt«d'for the current

'"eh’s issue later than THKEE o’clock, p.m.,
' THURSDAY.

notice.—

A

ll Communications respect-

.] Advertisements, Subsenri/ptions, §/'c., should be

fd/ressed to ^^The PubUsher of the Builder-,”'

1, York-street, Covent Garden. All other

^nvmwnioations should bo addressei to the

UditorP and not to the “ Publisher.'’

TO COliKESPONDKNTS.
C. C. H. — H.1— J. w. — 0. J. — D. * B.—J. r.. a.—E. E,—H. O.—
r. F.-E. H- B.-J. a— A- Architeot.—a 8.—J. M. iL—L. St Co.

•P.— B. — 0. D, — N. * K. — J. B. — J. C. Q/—J. M, i— 8. JL II.—

i. 0. C G. —An old tinhscribcr. — Mf»re. F. — D. 4 B. H. — C. 8.

—

-._w. W.— K. 8. — C. B. — A. J.— T. It — A. H.—R. B.—Shsrpum
" — G. T. (send list iu fnture ; not single niune).—

>. (apply to Secrelary, 17, Parllameul-slreet, S.W.)

.'e ore compelled to decline pointing ant books and. giving

‘veets.

ill etslemente of facta, U«ts of Tendera. 4c.. mutt beaccotapanied

the name and addrew of tbe eeoder, not ne;euaril7 for

lUoattou.

xrm—The leeponelblll^y of eigoed arMclea, and paper* read at

:11c meetings, lesta, of cenrae, a* Itb tbe antbora.

ADVERTISE IVIENTS.

TirmNOBOUENB. KENT.-WATBR-LANE BRICKFIELDS.
Xo BullUrrs, Coutruotoia, and Ulbeia.

TESSRS. JACKSON & BaSSETT will

L SELL by. ADfiTIflN. on TUBSDAY, tbe 28‘di day of JULY.
I, In the above BRICli''rEl.Di, at ELEVEN for TWELVE
uck at noon, aboat QUO BRb KA. cooeistii'g of grey atocka,

zles, place, Ac. airled and bolted in lota eul'able to tne require-

Its and couvaoisiice of puroh o-er . Tiie said Sel.is are situated

aiii tec minutes’ walk of the L ndon. Cbitbam, aud Dover Rall-
Stallou at SttUughuurua. and Ut dote proximity to vater-exx-

Particulara. isltb catalogusi and coaduions of sals, miy be
I on and after tbe 23rd day of JtILY. 1813, of tbe Anutioueers,

ilDshouroe,

' NEW BARNET, Herta—Eligible Freeb ddBul'ding Lanl.

/TR. ‘WHITTINGHAM is instructed to

JL HELL by AUCITON. at tlie RAILWAY HOTEL. Barnet, on
bSDAY. JOLT 2B h.lBfiS, at SIX for f*EVEN in the Evening, in

',Bllgl)iIu FltEEuOLL) BUILI'ING LAND.fioa of ei’be. and land-

v.radesmsd. altnats in tbe netv road levdlng from Leicester-ro.id,

led AbboU road, wltbln a few minutes’ walk of tbe Barnet
linu iiu Ibe Great No’ them Railway. The MctropoPtin Dailway
wge tbe jifijpetty witbin balf an houi's ride of tbe City, and
Ass It very -’e'irabU (or persons wisbiug to reside a abort distance

D town. Nine-teutbs of tbe purebnae-m ney may remain on
grtgage or ciutract at G pur cant, bo be ptld In nine years by erjual

.(t>va ly lu>talmeuls. but the whole ur any pare of tbe btUuce
If be [Mid oB'at any timi without uulloe—Faiiiculara, plans and
dlilnus of tale may b« obtained ten days before Ibt sale, at tbe

(wot Hotel and Hallway Tavi-rn, New Bamot; ofbl-aara. RDS-
.,L A DAVtHS. 69, Colriuau-street F..C.; of the Auctioneer. 14
.nga c-stiert, E.C.

;
of Mr. SToKOE, oo tbe Bs'Jits

;
and at the

MB. HASKOLL’S NEW WORK.
Now Beadj, Demy 8yq., with 14 Folding Plates and numerous Woodcuts, Price 12b. 6d. Cloth,

LAND AND MARINE SURVEYING,
In refdrenCB to the Preparation of Pians for Roads and Railways, Canals, Rivera, Towaa’ Water Supplies, Doala,

and Harboora. With Deacriptioa and Use of Burveying InstwiiDonts.

By W. DATI9 HASKOLL, C.E. Author of “ The Engineer’s, Mining Surveyor’a, and Contractor's Field Boot,’’

and “ExAmplea of Bridge and Viaduct Conetruction.”

Thefollowinyfamourable Op'tnionii have already le»» protwtitced Jtpet* Mr. JlaeltolVs-Nevy Woidd

"BtflLDEB "July lA. 1868.— Land and Marine Surveying’ is a r will not get some go'xl ideas from it
;
bntibU Indlipeasable to the

moat useful and well-arniuged houk for the aid cf a B'udent. . . .1 yonop o*Hotltliin“T.'’

Wo can el roualw raccnitnend It as a osirefnliy-wrllben and valuable " Iw INING JODRN-AL,” May 5. 1888.—" A voluuks wbtcb cannot

texthboolc."
I

faUtoproyeoflhea’mit,practlc.luttiUy. . . . It, Is one which

•' BKOINEER." Jane 19, 18*1:—" So far aa Ihe general goLup of
i
may be safely teouinmendeJ to oil studauts who •-

tbe work Is CDUCjined, It 1* much snjiwlnr to either of Us p>«d«- !• e'eau o^l expert,

oeisnni (' The Prsctlce of Bngiueering Field Wch,' S vols.) : the let-

Hgib t fall to be a r

....«,v.o. one ft' m thi' < ibaustlve manner in

.. Mr, Hi’kolr hu p'oc'd his long experience at the disposal of

aders, there will beacuLirhbe no excuse for the cunuiiaiut that.

J priwtilionera ate at a oieirivanlage, tlirnujh lh> wegleclof

r by tl

X CODtractocs, Bnilders, Omnibus and Cab Proprletots, aod Otberef
reUolTiiic ver» Ux^e Pi'emUe-.

I
R, J. L. toTACY bits been favoured with

luslruclloaa to BE' L b AUCTION, at tbs NEW AUCTION
r,HT, T-.ke'.hou«e-yard, Lotbbary. on TUESDAY, AUGUST g'-b,

i8. Ibe LEA-iB of tbuao Vrry dedrabiS ana very extensive PRB-
known as Me’srs. i-ajni’Son Broth-r»' Timber Yard, ne.sr

jndtlcb Church, Willi eutrauues In Hsokuey-road aud Kliicilaud-

id. cuverl’jg an ti.es of Mxiut 10 Ui'O lr1u>'''‘feet, possessing thenght
ifour autrouces iu Uackcey-rosd oud Kingsloud-toad ; with tbe

y and exlouslva stsgrs, itieds. suib lue, saw-pit.', 4
1. as now

ried aud iu use. The abovo aligibl- property is held for a terra,

ch iHtpire* li» 1886, »e a Dotnloal rent. The property Is thorougbl y
'ibed aud puaseenes two excellent wells of water,—For pUns aa d
Hcol'ars. nppir to Messrs. TAYLOP. 4 JACQUEF, Solielton, 30.

u-aueet-road, Ac.

ffURRAY’S FOREIGN HANDBOOKS
UL TRAVEL TALK. 3s. BJ.

Birth Germany and the hhine. loa.

rUTfl GERMANY' AND THE TYROL. lOs.

riTZERLAND AND THE ALPS. 10b.

A.ANCE AND THE PYRENEES-. 133.

R:RSICA AND SARDINIA. 43.

H.H18 AND ITS ENVIRONS, 3a. 8d.
BIRTH ITALY AND VENICE. 12s.

NNTRAL ITALY AND FLORENCE. 10s.

M’ME AND ITS KNVIRONS. 9a.

ODTU ITALY AND NAPLES. 10s.

OILY AND PALERMO. 138.

R ETUGAL and LISBON. 9a.

I^YPT AND TBE NILE. ISs.

IIRIA AND PALESTINE, iis.

d'MBAY AND MADRAS. 248.

MURRAY’S KNAPSACK GUIDES.
THE TYROL. 6s.

NORWAY. 6s.

flilURRAY’S ENGLISH HANDBOOKS.
'DIDEBN LONDON. 38. 6d.

MNT AND SUSSEX. lOe.

RIRREI, HANTS, AND ISLE OF WIGHT. 10a.

kiRKS, BUCKS, AND OXON. 78. Cd.

i.'.LTS, DORSET’, AND SOMERSET. 7s. 6d.
V{VON AND COrfNWALL. 10a.

OlOUCESTEE, HEREFORD, AND WORCESTER,
•.s. 6d.
iR'RTH AND SOUTH WALES. 12s.

R;HBY, STAFFORD. LEICESTER, AND NOTTS.
'h'RKSHIKE, 123.

RIRdAM AND NORTHUMBERLAND. 9a.

ISISTMORLAND AND CUMBBRLAND. 6s.

)I0TLAND, 9s.

ilELAND. 13s.

^lOATHEDRAL TOUR OF ENGLAND.
CIUTHERN CATHEDRALS. 3 vols. 243.
jlSI’ERN CATHEDRALS. 18s.

:s3STKttN CATHEDKAL8. 16a.

JOHN MURRAY, 'Albermarle-street.

'DHE PKACTIOB of ENGINEERING
FIBLD WuHK.eouteli’li.g LAND 4 HYDRAULIC. HYDRO-

tfAPUIO and SIIBMAKIMS, BURVeYING aud LEVEL' ING.
IPRP BEA tOUNtilPOa. the USK of hURVEYINO and LEVEL-
a.lO.IotirilUjUlMTjv BAIUlVRl'llRS auo TilJittitOMKTAES fox

I'jori.g Levrle, a COMILEIB TKKATT-li ou SETl’INQ OUT
UhVKb. on WATEhWilhKS. DitSIKlBOTlON of WAl'JSR lu
*'«b8. GAUGING &T14LAJU SttWJihB, SBWaGE, .10.(1 If.Ei-
RiIlOH. Bj W. It HASlitll,., U.E

48 PI. tea and niiuieruus W''odcuu. 3 vola. Svo. St 4>.

^Publubera, ATCULKi' 4 lO. 10(i, Great Buenell-atreet, W.C.

London: LOCKWOOD & CD. 7, Stationers’ Hall-conrfc, E.C.

T AMP-POSTS— Plain and Ornamental
I' J DWARF QAa-PILLAEg. Ditto DUto.
^T.AMP.BKACKr.TS. Ditto Ditti.

LAMPS, lA Copp-r.TIn, Iren, and Brau.
KUilBKBh for (•Tit.BEI-LAMPft. newly Invented.
FOUNTAINS—6«bdru and Drinking.
GATES. BalLlNG't. Ac. Va8* 8 for 0 ARDESB. TBRRA088, 4e.

A Book of Ihe ueweat DUSIO^^ fox tbue will be furworded free

ou lOiWipt of 3a- 6d. iu rtarape, whioh wlU be allowed on first oxdar.

TURNER 4 ALi F.N. Foniiders.and Contiootora,

SOI. UPPER TBAWEs 8TKBEr, LONDON.

CONCILIATION AND ARBITRATION COURTS.
Jntt Publiahed, In Oue Volnme. Demy Octavo, containing upwards

ol 400 I'ngea, PrieoSa 6'.

HANDYBOOK of the LAW RELATIVE
to MASTSttS.WOBKMEN. SERVANTS, and APPRENTICES,

lu all Trades and Occupatioue, wita Notes < f Decided Cxaea iu Bug-
Und. ScoUiind. and Ireland, and on. Appendix of Ac's of ParlUtiieut.

containing, among ntlieia, "Toe Araltrattoa Act” of 1824. and
•' Connells of Co'icillation Act," and " Moaters and Be-vauts Act " of

1667 ;
tegetbiT w.th Forms of Pr ice»dluga and Procedure, to enable

Mu'tera and Wurkmeu to i stabilsb Conrta of Conelli ttlou and Arbl-
txnilon, and to uarry r-n th*> eame.
By ALEXANDER UaCDoNALD. Bolloltor, G’aagow, Member of

the Fo'-u'ry of Hrocurfttom. Qieen-iclc.

WILLIAM MACKENZIE : 17, Pn'ernneter-row, Loudon, Edinburgh,
Dublin, luid Gtasgow.

DR. EEIMANN'3 HANDBOOK OF ANlLINa
Now ready, lu 8vo with Flv. Woodcuts, price lOi. 6J,

ON ANILINE and its LEKIVATIVES :

a Treatise on the Manufacture of Aoiline aud Aniline
Colours.

By M. BBISLANN, Ph.D. L.A.M.
To which Is appended tbe Report o’l tbe C -louring Matters derived

fr^in Coal Tar abowu at tbe French Exhibition of 1867 by Di. Hof-
mann and Meaers. De Imire and Girard.

Revised aud editrd by WILLIAM CROOKES, F.Q.a.

London : LONGMANS, GREEN, 4 CO. PatenunUr-row,

NICHOLAS LAKE,
SURVEYOR.

_ _ .... urks measured op.
builders' accouota' -djiietol. Rillway cimp-nsatinn clatnja arranged,

OFFICES, 1. ADELAID&PLaCoI, LONDuN-BRIUGE, E.O.

A ROHITECT and consulting S

T\. Dills of quantities iM:cur>kio'y prepar.d.

PERSPECTIVES Drawn and Coloured
By Mr. GEORGE NATTRES3,

ARCHITECTURAL ARTIST,
No. 3, LausdowD Cottages, Lansdowa-pUea, South Lambeth.

TO ARCHITHCrS AND SDRVvYOBS.

PARTNERSHIP.—The Advertuer is de-
alromof an FNGAGEMENt with an Aschitect, wl‘h n view

to obtA'nlug a ahare In bU pmctlre, UIgbeat roLrunce. will bs given

and requlteo.—Addrew, 420, OiBce of “ The BuLldar."

APPOINTMBNT of a SURVEYOR.

—

The SL S ivlonr’a District Board of Works hereby give notice,

thUa VAGANOV having occurred Id tbe oBlceof UURVEVUlt to tbe

Board, tbe Special Coraro'ttee (to whom It is refarreil to select

SEYKN of the Candldnt>a (or tbe appointm-ntby the Board of one
ofthvin) will meet on WEDNESDAY, the 39th JULY instant, at

ELEVEN u’olOL-k in tbe forenoon predevly, to receive APPLIOA-
TtONS from persons destTjns of ohtainiug the Api’Olntturni. It U
required that Candidates shall be Prof-au >ual Suev-yors willing to

devote the whole of their tim* to the duties of the nfllce. Tbe salary

will be soul, per annum -Farttcuiars os to tbe dntiee and hours of

attendaure can be lucertainel ou application at the Office of the

Board.-Byordei of the Board,
HERBERT STURMY, Clerk.

Office.’. Kmerisn-eir'ot. Bankslde. SouthwArh, 8.E.

8th July, 1868.

Architectural profession.—
WANTED, an ARCHITECTURAL PUPIL, in SwltxerUnd.

P.rminm required HOI. and lOUl. per anuuin (or three years. He
will b« received into the family of a Swles Architec- of distirictlon,

where he w^uld also Uarn French. Tbe vill-s it cbanu'ngly situated

on the banks of tbe lake of Nenchatel.-Adirees X. V. Y. Poste
Ees’ante. Neuchatel.

Borough of Halifax.—

T

he Corpora-
tion of Halifax are In WANT of a BOROUGH ENGiNBGB

.111(1 SUKVeVOR.—

T

be Borough of Halifax is a municipal boniugn,
aud the couooll are ais-’ the Lo -al Board of H.allb utid-r the public

Health Acts; population, 57,0Ufl; annual rateable value, 172,00UI.

The Borough Engineer and durvoyor will he xecjnlred lo reside In

Halifax, ai d hl» duties will be to direct the malnteDanca of the

atreetoaud falglwasr, luanage tbe waterworks, lay out and euperlo-

leud Ibe coussructlou of tbe t iwu’s drainage and street luiprove-

rueuts within the borough ;
prepare eurveys and plans of bnildlug».

4c. (.om tune to timn req-'ired, be responsible for tbe survey of tbe

borough, aud perform the dQ'.lBS defined in the particulars of duties

oblaluabie at tbe Town Clerk's Office, Tuwnball, HaUf.x, The
eiigiiieeting staff of the corptraiion cou-dste of an eogtneeror snr.

vryor-ln.cbief. ouuduor aesiatant and draughtsman, and a g<i engi-

neer. Tbe th^a latter offlcos are filled up. Salary, 4001. par an-

num.—Appllcailcns, eiatiug'age and acquirements, to be sent In to

ths Town Oleik. Halifax, on or bef.re the J5th d.sy of JULY, 1868.

iQ.krked " Borough Er ,1 .ear and Surveyor.”— By nrdar,

Townhall, Halifax, July 3, 1888. J . E. NuRElS. Town Clark.

pLERK. — WANTED, a CLERK, ac-
\_y quaiu’ed with drawing, and convermot with the building
trade.— Particulars, fall, addressed, 399, Office of “ Tbe Builder,’’

TO BUILDERS. DECORATORS, 4c.

Gilders, thoroughly experienced in House
Wurte, may be OBTAIN ED at the House of Call. Marlborough

Xun, Blenbeim-steps, Oxfurd-street.—Addreae te tbs Secretary.

T3UPIL.—Au Architect and District Sur-
|. veyor. having CUy aid Wrs'-End uffices, ie(uuitei a weU-

educated gootlemanly Youtti as PUPIL. Pfeioiuiu required,—
Address, iu flist iusLaiics, VSRAX care of Mr. Barker, News Agent,
Ihrogmorton-strret, E.C.

Good masons may have PERMA-
N ENT EMPLOYMENT at the tsione yuarrUs, DoalUng. near

ShrptanMullfiL

HTdham highway district,
HERTS-NoUea Is hereby given, that the Highway. B-'ard

fi.rthe above district require the SERVI E’ of a coiupewn'. SUE-
VEY'iR of the H OHWaYS. Salary 175J. per amunj. Mlleag?

about 160. Tbe Su'voyoc will have to devote his whole time, and to

give security for 250(, by the bond of himself and one sucaty,^ bs

will be required to enter up>o his office f.rthwlth a'ter being

appointed, and to perform all the dotles incident Ihvrsto. Peraorw

app'yliig for tbs appaiulment ehouid have bod exparhnoe lu tbe

uiujagemeut end rrp xlr of rooda, and in. woi ke and aocotmts con-

nected 'beiewl'h.—Applications in tbe handwritiug of appUeante,

sts'lDg ago aiul preaeiit nr Isjst ocoupsUon, tube aaut to lue, at my
offloe. Much H-*dt>«m. H»ris (fn?e of expanse), not InWr than 3rd

AUGUST next, Kocompaoied by tw-Um -UlslB of a recent date. The
Board will, at Ihalr raee iiiir on FRIDAY, tbe 7ih AUGUST next,

examine the appllcaltoiis, and will then make a selection of euch as

appear to be most oUgible. Shortly arterwarUs notice wdl be given

to the parties eeleoto i, requirlug ibeit personal atton-lauee before

the Hoaid at their next following ratetlng.

JNO. MOTT ItlUHAEDSON, Clerk to the Board.

Dated lllh July, 1861.

rilO TOWN SURVEYORS. — The Local
I Board of n-alih for >li- District of Worthing are desirous of

engaging the BkRVI- E3of an Expsiiouced and Pracilc-vl Man to act

as TOWN SURVEYOR lu room of Mr. Bll'e, lataly deceased. Besidea

the ordinary du'les of a surveyor to a town p need nn lef the L-'cal

Government Act and the Pnbllo Health Act. tbe charge of ih" groyns

and sea-defences wM b-. within his duties
;
also the luBpeoto-staip of

nniaaucee, coiumon lodglng-b use-, a<id sJaughUrhontes. He w.ll bo

required to devoto bU wuole time to tbe service of tbs Local Board,

and not engage In a<<y private business. Salary, ISO! per annum.
Tbe strictest Inquiries will bi

dldatei. Applications, V
'

signed, oj
- ' - -- -

IS aa to the capobiliti i of the Can-
under-

Lh'a 'xi.t day Ol JULY lustaat,

WILLIAM VEMRALL, Clerk to the Local Board.

Worthing. Srh July. 186A

rivwo or THREE JOINERS WANTED.
JL Wages 711. per hour. None but good, active workuntanaed.

A) j'-iy. Cunstaut euiployniaut If suitable —Audres). QdG. BARKER.
Builder. Chlngtoru, near Woodford, B>sex.

ri^O CONTRACTORS and OTHERS.—
JI WANTED, a PER3GN or FIRM to eater Into a CONTRALT
to WORK UI-;Ma1TTE IRON MINiio in the West of England, and

to raise aud d* Ivor i^'U therefrom. Liberal arraiiftinieuta will be

mode with a suitable party.—Addteee, HBUAIXTU, AdvertUement

TO STONE CARVERS.

TTSrANTED, fiistrclass aTONE CARVERS,
VV for th« New Town-haQ, Chaster. None need apply who

have not been accuiiomed to h-iril stnue.—Addross, C. W. UaRKI-
80N, Aiohiteotnral btona Carver, 178, Great Bmnswlck-street,

Duolln.

WANTED, at a Cement, Lime, Brick, and
Tile Wharf, a FOREMAN ;

able to write a good, quick baud,

and ready at aociuuu. Ho would be required to reoldo on the pre-

mises. A mar.lrd man without ramlly would bs p-efterred.—Address.

X. y. stoliug age, salary r«qUir«<l. last etnployot, *0. care of

Mr. hjdeijljam, ri»li n«r. Bdgoware-road. W.

WANTED, by a Builder, a CLKKK, for

WoBK3, Accounts, aud Plans to aa Batata lu London, xa-

qnlred tor office and out-ooit work, with aisistanua of geusral

fureiurm. Audress giving foil pwllculars aa to hours of attendance

and salary, to A. H. It, caie of ilo-ert. Biaks & Hnghei, boHuiiors, 3.

Lothbury, K.C. —
ANTED, a WORKING SHOP FORE-

T V MAN of JGI sBBS.—Appiy by letter, sU'lug wages required,

mid wliero lost employed, al No. 221. CamUerwell.ro td.

WANTED, a FORBMaN, for a large

Gothic Church. None ii.ed npp’y imlesa prepared with Ur.l-

oUts references, aud having suiifrluicn-ted Apply

pet letter, to A, B. Mllt'e Lluiatr. Uppet-atre.t. leiliigt-ra. a.

WANTED, a steady, experienced CLERK
used to the gen-tnl dnuos of au Aicbitoot and Survejor’B,

Office. Oue willing to make bis cuipluyer’e liitotest hia own, and

other wlsacompatent, may uiteet with a FKaMaN iSNT dirUAJ’CGN.-
Addrets, atailog qtttdificatlous, age, expern

DISTKICI' SORVtsyoR. care ot Jir. Ba
mc.rtoD-sireet, E.C.

lorj Newi’ Agent. Xhrog-

w-ANTED, in a Builder’aOffice, a JUNIOR
CLERK, oue who uouersuiuds tbe uatuL routine i}f ^e

office, good p-ma»u, and quick and ac. urate at Qgurva-Apply, by

letter, stating age, qualilioaliou, aun salary rwinlied, to A. A.
'

of Mr. Huxbtoagh, 9, Aldgate. E.C.

xo PLUMdBES, Ac.

a good THREE-BRANCH
a cansiouuy. Must uaderstau-i ga« and xlnc

Ler.qnired.-Ai)ply tj W. W. JOliNSO.V, 3S,

WANTED, a BUILDER'S CLERK. One
Who can keep books by double entry. A middle-aged man

pieferred. Wilt have to fimJ ««umy. Fxelerwuce will be gitura to

oue who has been employtMl lu a bid ders uffire where a good tt^a

hai linen duns.- Apply, stauug salary leqnired, to H. P. B-iLl » lo.

Contractors’ aud Builders' dteaiii Joinery Works, Newpirt. Mau«

TO AUCUITECTtJ, te.

W ANTED, an AROHITEOTn.
ASSISTANT. Having not long completed his artlclei in an

eminent L udou office, desires tj meet w.la oU HNGaULJIKNT.
Salary moderate. No urjooiiou to the country.—Addre.s, 413,. Office

of '•The f)Uilde^V|

\\/ ANTED, an expdrienced BUILDER’S
VV CLEKK aud AI.COUMANT. Age not to exceed Forty

Applicatluus and tesilmouiais to be loiwaidod to B. Mr. Thomaa,

News Agent, 3, Earls-stieot, Kensington, W,
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TO LAND AGENTS AND SURVEYORS.

- YV^ANTED. a RE-ENGAGEMENT in
’ ^

1

Ynwn, at HEAD ASSISTANT. Is a correct and rapid sor-
veynr, leveller, and draoghtamau. Understands drainage and road-
making. Can prepare a llrhosraph on stone or transfer paper, draw

- blids-eye views nf tslale*. and flulsh same In watei -colour. Good
0 reference-.—Address, E M. Waver'ey Hou-e, Totteubsm. N.

TO BUILDERS AND CONTBAOTORS.

-
practical FOEE-

T V MAN of BRICKLAYFRS, a RB-ENG AOEMENF ss FORE-
> MAN or TLERKof wOKKS. Uude-sia ids d-awlog weU and setring

Cottage, Knight’i-hm, Lower Norwood.***'
****

by the Advertiser, a SITUA-
V T TION, as BUILDER'S CLERK, 4c. Can measoro up work,

take out quantities, eaiimate, «c Six year*’ experience. Good re-
lereuces.— Address, A, a C. 26. Weit.street. Briebtoo.

TO CONFRACTOES AND BUILDERS.

YY/" A N T E D, by a practical, energetic
V y Bricklayer, a EE ENGAGEHESF, as GENERAL FORE-MAN

J
or Take Work, labour only, Understands drawlogs and

OBuulod^'tfteT'at. “n
SPELLING. 39.

WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, as
y
V FOREMAN of WORKS, by a practical man (Carpenter and

Joiner by tradel. Haa bat considerable experience lu the msnave-
m-ut of works, setting out, measuring up, working dnwiuir-. 4c
Good testimoulals as to ability, Moderate salary.—Addres-, A. J.’
Poruea Cottag»s, Ordnance-rood. Hounslow. Townoe country.

W-^NTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, as
V V GENERAL FOREMAN, or tbe Charge of a Job. A carpenter

bv trade. First-class reforeuc-a-Address, F. J. 4. HarUand-place.
High-itreei, Camden-towu. N. W.

^

W-^NTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, as
V T CLERK of WORKS.—Address, A. B. 33, CastL-street East

Oxfojd-street. '

TO EUILDEB3-

iYYANTED, a SITUATION, as FORE-
1
VV -Man orCLERKofWORKS by a th roughly p-aclical man

Carpenter by trade. Av*d 3L Wall aciUalnted with all kinds of

1

TO MASTER PAINFERS AND DECORATOBa i’

!

yY^ANTEU, by a respectable Young Man, a
y

T consUnt SITUATION as PAINTER. WRITER, audGKAINEK-Address, 0. B. 6a Lyulham-street, Upper Westbunrne '

iYV"ANTED, by a respectable Man, a'
1

* t constant BIFUATION as Plain and Decorative PAPER- '

1
Hanger. Would tlU up time with gralulog or painimg. Being ^

,

well up in measurement, es'lmatei, and accounts, would have no
i

olj-^tion to manage a businu-s. or t.ke charge of wo-k. Country
!

in-eferrwl.— Addr—s, K M 1112. Great Suff dk street. Burjuuh. S.B . !

TO BRICKMAKERS, WHARFINGERS. 4c.
!

^ SITUATION, as Assistant
VV MANAGER or Confldeutial Clerk. Ag-it 27. W«11 up1q

hrickfleld work, aisoj lime, sla’e, aod pipe iraiie. AcoouuUut. '

rorTCTpnndint quick at flguie*, and thuroueh bnsiuess man. '

Cbaracter, references, 4c.—Address, A. Z. 11, Cariow-stroet. Camden-
'

town.
1

\Y7ANTED,a JOB,or permanent ENGAGE-
i

V T UBNT, by a Om-c'ass plain aud decorative paparnaueer.
1

Would fill up lime at panllog, *c. Piecework or oiberwlso—

1

Addr--»«, R. 91, langford-roa'I, Keiirisb Town. London N W 1

TO BUILUKRS AND HOUSE DECORATORS.

YVAbiTED, by a VVRITER and experienced
V V HOUSE nKCORATOR, au ENGAGEMEM as FOREMaN

of PAINTERS. Well up In sr|Ua-li.g dimeoiloni. aud all office
duties.—First-da'B lefeience.—Addreos, M. M. 85, Trafalgac-streot
Walwott'.-ruad, S.E.

TO BUILDERS AND OTHERR
YVANTED, an energetic Young Man, with
VV a small capital, lo JOIN the Advertiser In BOILDING

OPERATIONS and WORKING a large BEICKYABO. Pirtt-cloea
references tei^lred.-App'y (by leUerl to Mesars, GADSDEN, 23.

TO ARCHITECTS AND BUILDER&
W"-A-NTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, as
V V GENERAL FOREMAN or CLKHK of WORKS. Joiner by

^l****t nr''*i*w'rh^8°^~'''*'*”**’
Sooth-

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTOBB,
® steady, energetic Man,

VV an ENGAGEMENT as FOREMAN. Cat^nter and Jot. er
bytrada Accustomed to all branches, uudersiauda msosorlugup
wuik. keeping aoc ouuts, -eitingout wu'lr, m-klng woiklng drawlogs.
4c. (lo ornear town prefeired). Good reference*, Agtel 28.—Address,
W.A. 27, Uollmgtuu-sueet, Avenue-road, Camberwell.

TO BUIc-DERS, ROAD MAKERS. AND CONTRACTORS.

YY/ ANTED, by a first-class practical Man,
V V a Carriage-way Pavior. Street Mason, Gr.q-U Dresser (wood

bricks. Dutch clinkers, or tiles), to TAKE WORK by the PIKCB.
Labour only. G.od tearim'-nlais aud roieieiicev.—Address, JAMES
CKUTCHLBY, 7. Jomes-place, Nor.b-street. Poplar.

TO GLASS STAINERS, 4c.

WrANTED, by a Competent Workman, a
VV SITUATION as CUTFER aud FRET LEAD OLAZIB*

Wtges not so much an ohje-t os a coui'ancy. Has al.o been used to
fixing. 4c.—Address, J. J 34, Bassoell-»treet, Llveipool.

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.

YYTANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT as
VV FOREMAN or CLBRK of WORKS (Joiner). Well under-

stands building mattets. Two years lu a.t .Ituali-n. Could
manage a bu iueso. Would not object lo good piecework, Ifperina-
uent. Country preferred. Befereuces first-cUas.-Addeess, FORE-
MAN. PiMt-office, &Uike-on-Treni.

TO BKLLHANOERS, OA8FJTTBR8. AND BRASS FINISHERSW ANTED, a SITUATION as
V V IJIPR’ VEtt to the above.-Address, H. F. 73. Weldale-

street. Readlug, Berkshire.

TO BUILUBRh, 4c.

rpHE Advertiser, aged 20, wants a RE-EN-
_1_ OaOBMENI'. Can Irsce, colour, cipy drawing*, kuowledg--

mriiial wriiing. S.laiy moderate. Hxcellont lelertnces.-Addreos,
Y. Z. Posi-offici), Favenbam, Kent.

TO BUILDERS. PAINTERS, AND DECORATdES.^HE Advertiser WAJS’i'S a CONSTANT
_L PLACEosafliat-class PAINIEB and GILDER. Is usefol a'
pnperbaii,lug, graining, and gUzmg. Has bad cUarge of good JvU
KeferrijCe If 1 equiieo —Addr.s*. H B 29, Berwick.aireet, Plmlion.

TO BUILDERS AN 1 CONTRACTORS.
rr^HE Advertiser, FOREMAN of PLAS-
J_ TERER8, having nearly comple’el a very extensive Brit-claa-

J.-b, Is oiHrn t- neat l.T a .imiLr *NO«GEililST.—AQdrtts. S. W.
'Ihs Hairvw Tavein, Borough Moikei, S.tu

[July 18, 1868.

^ TO Pr.AETEEEBS.
lirANTED, FOUR steady, good WORK-

7 _ _
MEN^or iL Country Jub.—Apply to M? WaLKEE, Builder

"Y^ANTED, from Michaelmas next, a Mar-
I » ried Man. aa Reeldcnt CLERK of ibe WORKS, upon rqEatRte in Beeex. He mtut be thoroughly couipetrnt to «i

all uarpenter’e and brickUyer’e w>rk, aud have bad eipet
gleam sawing machinery. Houae and eardeu rent free,
aouuli will be reqoited.—Application tj be made, in t
B'ance, by letter, autlng ealary, to Ueun. KOCKOLDt
HB’Rle AgenU. 4e. Saffron Walden, Ks ex

YVanted
T T aetlve PEB

TO BOILDER’3 AJrSTSTANTS.

“*“ ^ capable oT preparing working drawings,
nnanittia*, and meisnrlng up work.—Apply, a-aUng extei
ncRtlona, previous engagements, and salary required, to BUILDEK

'rs. J. Tierney 4 Son. 21. E len.qnay, Dublin.

by a. sober, energetic Young
-vl.. S5 • bITTTATION as HEAD FOREMAN. -
SiH ^15* Man at a Cement or Terra Cotta Manufactory A see

.1 .
Plaelerer by trade. UnexcepUenabla reference

Adoress, 338. Office of The Bnllder.''

___ , ,
TO CAHPtNTEES AND BDILDERS.

\irANTED, by a LAD, to AKTIOLE him-
EDILiND

TO ARCHITECrS.WANTED, a SITDATION, as JUNIOR

AN'' SUEVBTOES.
T’EMPORA.RY assistance eiveu afc

writes a good haud.—Arldreas. No. 777. Office of " The Bul'der."
‘

T
TO BDiLDER3 AND CONTRACTORS.

HE Advertiser seeks an ENGAGEMENT
with an Oid-e«t»bltBbed London Ptrm. as OtJT-DOOK orUKNERAL MANAOER. with a view to P»rine„hln or Share the

"P^S'ds of twenty yrara’ oracHcal exp-rlance iabolldlng and survrying. estimating. So. DneicepUonable refereucea.
Addregg, 34<, Office of " The Builder ”

TO ARCHITBCTS. BURVEYORS CONTR.Cr. Ra, 4c
'I 'HE Advertiser wishes an ENGAGEMENT
1 . asCLBEKof WORKS, or otherwise Well np in taking out

quantities, ni-asuring np work-, estimating, and prime rast-
acenatomed to work' tig drawings and setting out work ; nodaratauds’
laud aurveylng and IsvelllDg.—Addreaa, W. 8. Hop and Malt fc-
change. Bitougb, 8.B.

-• w-T- .
™ RNGINEEE8 . Sc.

A\/^ANTED, a SITUATION in a CIVIL
.
' J

ENOINEER'S or SURVEYOR’S OPFICB. by a Yonng ManAged 30. Salary not so much an rreiect as emnlnamanr iSh—
M. J. S. McCALLUM. '3, Wynrhmi sqnarv, Plymouth. oVon.

TO BUILDhRS AND C0*;TRACT0R3
TifANTED, a EE - BNGAGBMENI
.

experleoced GENERAL FOREMAN, a carpen'
trade

. s^p, or to Uke the entire rharge of a J.,b, who ia thoroughly
First.dais refereacr-Aoriraas, J, D_ Qfflce of '

’ Tho BuUder.”

T.") ARCHITECTS.^HE Advertiser is desirous of a POSI-
-l. TION of TRUST, in the Office of an Architect. Is compelent

la design, speclflcatlons, and practical coi.struotlm. aud gnod

CMtlemo^°'e
preferred.—Address, C. Y. 2. Post-odlcB, New-

T)LaSTERING wanted.—

L

abour only.
_1_ Town or country. Good reference.—Addreu. A B. SOa. auiI-

(^RAINING and MARBLING.—A good
Orainer, Marbler, and Plain Writer (fmm 'h- conutry? who

has had charge of Loudon jobs, requires EaPbOY.MEIl' Can do
glaring a<in • aperhaoglng. ToCi a’-talner. Unexceptionable re-
jerences given.—Addrees, ORAIVER. 175, Walworlh-ruad.

TO PLUMBERS AND BUILDERS.

A YOUNG MAN, having just completed
the Plnmber’s work In a very large hoapltil, la ouou fo- aRE-RNQAOEMENT as PLU.MBER. Perfectly uadpr.taocis every

,he trade, and has uo objection to town or country. Oo d
from^ present emplovers. — Addres', suiing wages, to

No. 1128 fiffica - The K

WANTED, by an e:

T^,Jz7-,JS‘
by trade, a RE-ENUAQEUENT iWALKING FOREMAN, or to taka Charge of a Job.draughumanj can estimate aud measure up work,lefereocw.-Aildress, W. p. Post-office. Edmoad-road. VI,

TO AECUITKUTS AND SDRVEY’OBS.Wanted, anENGAGEMENT in London
.J. o..worklog, detail, and

' “ilu ihe general reuil
sas reforencea. Modej

< of an office, including per

-TTv® PUBLIC COMPANIES, AND OTHERSW a SITUA-
) CAKPENTEH

audi mskiug all kinds of wheelb4.,u-.. ,,uc
ludi of builders’ plant, 4c. where be could hiiiev..— . ij—

. ;e of ! Tngwlib him.—Addro

WHBELWRIOHT. Under-
stepa, and all
Is too, aged IS,

A

A.

TO ARCHITECTS.

YOUNG gentleman of education,
pnesPFtlng general knowledge, and a good draneht-raan, ia

la of entatlug the OPFICK of an established ARCHlfEGT ii, a
own or oity. with a view to Partnerahip iu one or two yean —
IS, first, Z. 2, Z. Poat.offlce, Wolverham pton.

TO WRITERS AJfD OBAINER°.
THOROUGHLY good WORKMAN
may hear of EMPLOY-ME.Nr, by applying to J. W. 4, North-

ARCHITECT’S ASSISTANT, well
up In the preparation of compelltion, woiklng and detail

rough aud aui.bed iketebet, 4c. with a fair kuowledgi of

"W-A-NTED. by the Advertiser, a RE-EN-
T T GAGEUENTas FORERAN of BklPK I.a VBn-i raK.—

TO BUILDERS, 4c.

A YOUNG Man, aged 21, requires a RE-
ENOAOEUEMT. Can tr«'e, cipv, and colour drawlogs, 4e.

budding.-Address. Y. PotC-offlce,ViuceQt.s)tuire, Weai

-w-w-r . a.
BUILDERS AND CONTRACrORS.WANTED, by Two practical BRICK-

T T LAYERS, PIECEWORK. U.ed to railway and ail olhe:

W/^-^NTED, by a respectable married Man,
« BlTUATiON as SIoBiKEEPER. TIME or GATEI SIoBiKEEPER. TIME or GATE

are In Jaat employ as builder’s storekeeper.—
"

, City.; Uacclesfleld-stiest NurtI

‘YYTANTED, by a respectable and steady
T f Yonng Mau.a OlTUATION as CAEtfNrBK and JOI.aBR
a gentlrmau'

maLe.,1 place.
Bradlvy's. place, Hampstead. N.W.

n »Bylafa, or any per-

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACrORS,
WTANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT as
T V OENSKAL FOREMAN to take entire CH A ROE of a JO B

P BUILUEB’S FOREMAN,

ANTED, a SITUATION, in town or
^“PBOVEE in PLUMBING, PAINTING, and

Havr^* M*iddl^*"*
**-~'^'*'^®**' B- at Mr. Langtou's, Angel-lane,

TO BUILDERS DtCOEATORS.

YV anted, a permanent SITUATION,
T T In or near London, as FAlNTBH aud DECORATOR. Can

iMie 'iTn^n W Address. G. P. 47. .Mi^yleboue-

WANTED, EMPLOYMENT, as JOB-
,
V T BING PLUMBER, ZINC WORKER, and GASFITTEEL

ARCHITECTS AND BUILDERS.

YY/ anted, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, by
tl n*

a first-clw rapid DRAUGHTSMAN, well np in construe-
, working and dri

quauliliev. Good references, 'iuwi
0, H.VcItck-atreet, Cupeuhagea.strt

veying, spetiacaCiuti
tuuutry.—Addreos,

TO ARCHITBCTS AND BUILDhRS.

V V anted, by an expvrienced Man, an
WORKS or GENERALFOREMAN. Would not oijeot to ibe couoiry. Good refereucea-

Addrifa.E. M. Post-office, IbO, Brouiptou-pucc, Brumpton-road,

Wanted, by an experienced CLERK of
TT WORKS, an KSGAORMhNT. llelerences to emlneul

London atchiUcu. At preaeut lilaeugaged.-AclJres* A B US
bUnbope-itrevt, Regent’. Park, Louaou, N.W.

• •

TO MAS! ER PLUMBERS AND BUILDERS.
wanted, a fclTUATluN, or a JOB, by
TV a good PLUMBRR and Gosatier, who under.Und. bis

all lu I
lu painting, lu or nea
d stTvet, PiinlkOpS.W.

TO BUILDERS.

YY/ anted, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, by
r general foreman. Goed refa,

_

a.I.I,...

TO ARCHirKCTS, 4o.

A SUPERIOR and expeditious Draughts-
man. Derigner. and ''olturi-t is In WaNT of au EffOAGS-

MENF. Uudrra'aods every kmd of perspective, working drawiuv-,
snd details, nd hu a perfect knowledge uf Gothic.-address 423.
Office of "The Builder.”

A CONSTANCY. —A thoroughly com-
petent respectable JOI*fBR Is required In a irood country

IS-, 4M, Office uf ”Tbe Builder.’

i, snd fliat elsu
SNT. Toe highest
rk-road, 8.E.

DRAUGHTSMAN is io WANT of KKPLOY-

A
fO ARrHITECTS, BURVEYOLS, 4c.

N ARCHITECT, of extensive practical
_ experletcs In the mauag-ment of worksand lu nffl.es, asoun
quick coustiucCive draught-man, tp-ciBcaciou w Iwr, and care-
le-lguer, U open lo au ENGAGEMENT, temporary or oih rwi-r
uoderato letmi-AddrcM. ABCHITEUr, Caro ot Mr. Crump «'

pect-terrace. Bil'e ses-rise, >-.W.

THOROUGHLY practical and experi-

broad, wishes a R<-RNGA«KME*NTaa AG^EN r'c*L«RK°rf WimtCS*
r GBSERaL Foreman. *w-ll up in all the branen-sof bmlJiug
nd Cuniracting. Ref-rencet arst-ela-a. Aged 40.—Audro-e, f. R. D.
04 . Bishopegate street Wltbuut, City.

TO ARCHITBCTS, 4c.

GOOD DRAUGHTS VIAN and expe-
. ditfoui General Assis’ant is DISENGAGED. A fair cutuurist,
tretive draugblamau, and designer, iborougbly versed lu cumpe-
1 work and ’h" usual duties of an office. J owu or oouu'n

—

ers. ARCHirECr. 36. Deubigti-trect. WarW'ik-,.|U-ire. B.W.

TO AR''HITECT3 AND BUBVEVORS.
DRAUGHTSMAN, aged 24, desires an

.
ENGAOBMKNT. Accustomed to ibe usual office rouilue, aud

ig to be eeuerally uuiful.—Adoreas, X. Y. Atkluscu's Newacauer
cy, 40, King Wiilum-street, City.

TO AECHITBCTA

An ASSISTAJST is desirous of meetincr
with a RE-E.SGaGBMENT. Neat draugoisman. p.rspeotiv”

id deta-U. Haa rums knowledge of land -urveylug. i'uiVu or
luuliy.—address. W, 127,Duwabam-road, lallugtuu, N.

A
TO ARCHITtCl'S, SUitVEYOBS, *c.

JUNIOR DRaUGHiSMaN requires a
IP ir.arx’rcarj par leofT «... ....-a tj.. xBK-BNGAGEMENT. To'
luce In lUc offica of au archliecc
sud workii g drawings for geuera
tlou to a small e-ol-ry aic.iuuieuct
—Audrtos, G. S. 171, Oiouc««l«r-r

A
TO BUILDERS AND DECORATORS.GOOD PAPEttHA.NG£>R WANTS

TMFLOYUE.VT. Paeoewurk.-Addrees, W. B. 10. Claituo-
Keuultigt.)U Oval. 8 . E.

gentleman, having extensive LIME
L QUARRIbSonbUtstau,bide<iiuu-orauvcuaiiug with bliu-elf
tRt.NBK w.th a c.piUi of a 'Out lO.uOOL to aa.i>c In Ibeir de-
pmeul. He offeis a balf-.bare In lue concern, aud wicigua aaM
luliuntu prodt ut lo p«. ceut.—Apply Ly letter, to W. H. 0 R-i.
1 of Mea i». i'aik 4 Follock, Sclicltcr., (53, Uucolu’a-uin dalds,
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Asylums for ike Imbecile Foot of the

Metropolitan District.

UR readers will

remember that at

the begiDuing of

the present year

the Board acting

for the Metro-

politan Asylum
District offered

premiums for the

best designs that

might bo sub-

mitted for two

proposed asylums

for the Imbecile

Poor : one to be

erected in Leaves-

denWoodside,near

Watford, Herts
j

and the other in

Caterham, near

Croydon, Surrey.

We gave at the

time some parti-

culars of the de-

signs sent in,

and stated that

a design by

Messrs. J. Giles &
Biven had been

selected, and
would be carried

out at both places

with merely such

differences as

might be enforced

by differences in

the sites. This design we now illustrate by a view

of the buildings, a block plan showing the general

arrangement of them, and plans drawn to a

larger scale of the administrative portion, the

Dormitories, and the Infirmary.*

These asylums being the first of their kind

that will be erected under the new arrange-

ments, a full description of the intended buildings

will interest many of our readers, and for this,

where the engravings are insufficient, we shall go

to the designers’ own statements.

The small plan shows that the central admi-

nistrative block extends from the south front,

facing the road to the lower part of the ground

northwards. The south front is occupied by the

medical and official department, the centre by

the stores department, the extreme north by the

laundry and engineer’s department, to obviate

nuisanco from steam and the necessarily offen-

sive exhalations. The corridor to these build-

ings has a fall of about 1 in 30, to meet the

natural fall of the ground, without resorting to

steps.

From the central kitchen, right and left, are

corridors (10 ft. wide), with the workrooms of the

females and the workshops of the males each

on their respective sides, occupying the space

which forms the connecting link between the

administrative department and the blocks on

either side, and convenient of access from both.

The entire width between these is 110 ft., giving

space for the erection of the chapel without in-

terfering with the free passage of air.

• See pp. 660, 561,

At right angles with this corridor, north and
south, on either side, extend the corridors con-

necting the blocks. These are 8 ft. wide, one

story high, and fireproof, both sides having

windows, with tops opening, so as to admit of

the free passage of air through them. By this

means each block is entirely isolated. The in-

firmary block occupies the south end of each

corridor, and next these, on either side, are

placed the steward’s and matron’s houses. It

has been thought better in each case to give a

small detached hoose at a distance from these

central offices, than apartments immediately

adjoining them. Practically, these officials spend

a certain number of hours each day at their

business, and after that time it is thought equally

convenient and more agreeable to be somewhat
removed from the scenes of their duties, but

within call if required by the head attendants.

There are on the female side five general

blocks, each for 160, and one infirmary block for

60 patients. This gives 860. On the male aide

are three blocks of 160 each, and a shorter one

for 110. These, with the infirmary block, give

650. This shorter block can, if required, be
extended to the general size, and will accommo-
date 50 more.

The extreme length of the corridors from the

kitchen to the most distant blocks is 180 yards

on the female, and 138 on the male side.

The detached infirmary, for infections diseases,

is placed in the rear, north of all the buildings,

so that the prevailing winds which blow south-

west would not pass from it to the other build-

ings.

The chapel is placed on the left of the ad-

ministrative block, rather than in front of it (as

at first seemed its best position), because it is

believed that a large detached chapel in front of

the entrance to such a building must have a

gloomy effect, and practically throw into shadow

that to which it should be but an accessory.

The engineer’s house is on the right, within

easy reach of the boiler and engine-houses, and

those parts of the building likely to require his

attention. The chaplain’s house is on the right

of the main body of the buildings, and near the

main road. Both those have private access to

their houses without passing the asylum grounds.

Adminisirative or Central Block.

This being the great centre — the store-

house—the manufactory of everything con-

sumed by so great a number of people, it is of

the highest importance to its economical work-
ing, that every apartment within it shall be

neither so unnecessarily large as to cause waste
in building and require extra labour and attend-

ance, nor so small as to impede the due and
proper execution of each attendant’s work.

There are fireproof corridors to every part of

the building
;
every apartment, it is claimed,

can be reached without passing through any

other
; each is accessible both from the male and

female sides, and all food, stores, clean linen,

&o., can be obtained for their respective patients’

blocks without either sex of attendants tres-

passing on the department of the other.

Male and female departments of attendants

are separated day and night by the door across

the centre corridor, and that across the corridor

by the female’s visiting-room.

In the front and centre of the main building is

what for convenience of examination we may call

The Official and Medical Department.

Here is the piincipal entrance-hall, on one

side of which are placed the board-room, waiting-

room, clerks’ offices, &c., and on the other the

medical superintendent’s residence, ahouse com-

plete in itself, having bed-rooms on the floor

above, in addition to the three reception-rooms,

kitchen, scullery, &c. On the right is the

board -room with retiring-room and offices,

and the apartments of the medical assistants

on the floor above them. It is also near the

head attendant’s offices and the visiting-rooms

of both sexes.

From each side of the entrance-hall branch

two corridors, one to the male, the other to the

female side of the buildings, thus giving from

this point a separation of sexes both as regards

patients and attendants.

On the outer side of these corridors are placed

the visiting rooms for patients, with separate

entrance, overlooked by the head attendant’s

office adjoining in each case. Here commences the

Attendants' Department,

male and female, on either side. These en-

trances are for all the subordinate officers, as

well as the visitors to patients : thus no person

can enter or leave the building without being

seen by the head attendant on duty. On each

side, and under the head attendant’s supervi-

sion, are the staircases leading to the attendants’

dormitories of each sex.

The centre of the administrative department

BLOCK PLAN :
LEAVESDEN ASYLUM.
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is occupied by the geaeral store, large enough
for separation of the different kinds of stores, and
with small stores leading out of it. The steward’s
office is in the centre. On one side is a large
open court, into which all carts containing beer,

flour, or stores can be taken and unloaded under
the eye of the steward and his attendants.
Beyond this is the bakehouse, with scullery, &c.,

attached, and this extends to the line formed by
the intersecting corridor.

The kitchen is 50 ft. by 45 ft., by 25 ft.

high, with throngh ventilation and light above,
large enough to cook for fully 2,000 persons if

necessary. The scullery adjoins the kitchen,
and is 50 ft. by 25 ft., by 22 ft. high. Adjoining
are the cook’s larder and dairy, and a meat store
is placed on the left conveniently near, in which
all meat will be received and weighed before
entering the kitchen to he cooked. Near these
are cooks’ store and kitchen servants’ room, and,
on the opposite side, a coal store for kitchen and
the general daily distribution.

Outside the corridors, which enclose the
kitchen, and in the north angle formed by these
and the intersecting corridor leading to the
patients’ blocks, on the male side are work-
shops, and on the female side the work-room,
with the matron’s offict-s and store, and the
workmistresaes’ apartments and stores adjoin-
ing. Beyond these, and near the boiler-house,
on both sides, are the bath-houses for both
sexes, each containing twelve baths, with dress-
ing-rooms and W.C.

The Laund^-y Department.

The linen, conveyed by trucks from the
patients’ blocks, will be brought into the
“receiving rooms,” passed into the “wash-
houses” for either sex, and washed and dried
either in the grounds or on the steam-horses,
thence passed into the laundry, and folded,
mangled, or ironed, as may be necessary. It

will then be passed into the delivering-room,
and there sorted and given out at the slides to
trucks in the lobby.

It is calculated that about eighty female
patients will be required to assist in the laundry,
and, as great loss of time and inconvenience
would arise if these were compelled to return to

their respective blocks for their meals, a hall for
dining has been placed close to the laundry,
with a servants’ mess-room, adjoining. Close
by the laundry is

The Engineers' Department.

This is kept distinct in itself, and is entered
from the yard only. This position of the boiler
and engine houses and their attendant work-
shops is, for convenience of supplying steam to
the kitchen and scullery, bath-houses, laundry,
machinery-room, drying-horses, &c., and it will
be seen that economy of heat, and necessarilly
fuel and labour, will be effected by its position
being central between these apartments. It
will also be seen that the infirmary patients’
blocks of both sexes have their baths supplied
from these boilers, one boiler-house thus sup-
plying the entire establishment without waste of

centre. Each division has an attendants’ room,
a lobby for the patients’ clothes at night (it

being very undesirable for these to remain in
the dormitory), a linen store, and a spacions
lavatory.

Each attendants’ room has a window giving
supervision of each division of forty patients.
The windows of the dormitories, twelve on

each side, are opposite each other
;

they are
3 ft. wide and 4 ft. from the floor. In all cases
they come between the beds, and not over them.
There are also windows at each end, giving
throngh, dii-ect ventilation to the staircase of
each block.

Injirmary Blochs.

These blocks are in each case of three floors

;

each floor being in its internal arrangements
alike, it being assumed that the ground floor

would be occupied by the very infirm or epilep-
tic patients, whom it would bo undesirable and
almost impossible to take np and down stairs.

Should this not be the case, the ground floor

could be used as a day-room for the sixty
patients

; although beds are shown over the
entire floor of the wards, the end of each might
be need as a day-room for patients becoming
convalescent, and separated by a screen or par-
tition from the other portion if required.
Each ward has three fireplaces, the windows

are opposite each other, and within 3 ft. of the
ground, it being more cheerful fur the sick to
see out of them. On each of the three floors are
placed rooms for excitable patients—four in
number. These are approached direct from the
staircase, and have a lobby between the dormi-
tory and them, so that noise may not unnoy the
sick.

With reference to ventilation and heating, all
the corridors connecting the blocks have win-
dows on both sides of their entire length, and
those in the administrative block are lighted and
ventilated above and, at intervals, at the sides.
Open fireplaces are employed generally

throughout the buildings, and wherever gas is

used it will be made the means of carrying off
the vitiated air by means of galvanized iron
tubes in the thickness of the floors, connected
with the spare ventilating flues from the various
rooms.

In order to keep up unceasing movement
of the air in the upper part of the ward, the
whole of the windows, twenty-four in number,
in each dormitory have a portion of their height,
about 2 fc., working on a swivel, so as to open to
any desired inclination. The top of this swivel-
light is conatrncted as a cast-iron hopper-shaped
frame, glazed in front and ends, hot left open
about 2 in. wide at the top, the opening being
covered with fine wire gauze. The lower por-
tion of all the windows will also be constructed
so that the middle part, about 1 ft. in width
from top to bottom, can be unlocked and turned
upon a centre, and thus a flood of pure air be
admitted when desired.

In addition to this, air-bricks are built into
the wall at intervals, at the level of the ceilin'

THE SCANDAL OF LEICESTER
SQUARE.

Liberty is a grand word. Unfortunately it is
one of those which involve much difficulty when
definition is attempted. People are apt to at-
tach very diflerent meanings to the phrase.
King James VI. of Scotland and I. of England
defined a free king as a king who was free to
make his subjects do what he chose. And many
people even now hold that their own right to
liberty includes the power to incommode their
neighbours.

We have had recently brought before our
courts ofjustice an instance of the respect shown
by the law, and we may add by the police autho-
rities of the metropolis, for the liberty claimed
by an individual to perpetuate a publio naisance
for his own pleasure. In no other part of the
civilised world would such a degree of liberty
have been successfully asserted. We must be
pardoned if wo think that it is an instance of
the truth of the adage that there may be too
much of a good thiug.

The condition of the enclosure of Loicester-
square has long been a scandal to those who
have any regard for the proper maintenance of
our publio monuments, and for the dignity or
even for the decency of the metropolis of
Great Britain, The disgraceful condition of
this enclosure has long been a subject of
ridicule, of gibing, and of shame. One of
those spots which, by a happy prevision on
the part of those who could form little anti-
cipation as to the value of any open breathing-
plaoo in the enormous mass of houses that is so
rapidly spreading over the counties of Middlesex,
of Surrey, and of Kent, has been left available
for a public garden, is converted, by the wrong-
headednesa of the proprietor, into a public
nuisance. The happy situation, at the break
and bifurcation, or rather trifurcation, of one of
the great westorn lines of thoroughfare is espe-
cially appropriate for one of those oases of
verdure and c-f flowers which the art of the
gardener can so readily produce. The less said

about some of the architectural surroundings,
perhaps, the better. But where building of
any description covers in a dense mass,—a large

area,—the value of open space in an aesthetic

no less than in a sanitary point of view is very
great. The central portion of Leicester-square,

if surrounded by a graceful railing and laid out
and tended as an ornamental garden, would be
a greater addition to the beauty of the neigh-

bourhood than the architect alone could offer.

The effect on the jaded passenger of a peep,
in the midst of his daily cares, at the bright

colours and graceful forms of vegetation so rarely

broughtbeforehim, is not to bereadily over-valued;
and the influence on the health of any particular

locality, and thus, indeed, on the whole great
system of localities that we call London, of a
well-tended and healthy pleasance, is of no slight

importance. To retain, in the place which might
be occupied by ench a centre of pleasure and of

with fine zinc gauze covering the inside, and a
''

advantage, a neglected incloaure, ragged and
sloping lip projecting about 6 in. from the wall, ' disreputable from rank weeds and overgrown

3 also is placed the water-tower, with
^

to give an upward current to the air and pre- • grass, surrounded by a shabby palisade, only
the smoke-shaft from the boiler within it. This . vent down-draught. In order to disperse the

\

designed to keep the publio oat of a spot which
tower will rise to a height of 65 ft., and have

,

stratum of foul gases, which is found to bo about ought to be adorned by the effigy of the Dog
a cistern at the top containing 30,000 gallons, for

j

the level of what may be called the hed line, or
!

in the Manger, is a moral offence. It is in
the supply of water in case of fire in any block

;

a^nt 2 fc. from the floor, there are a series of i England alone that it would not soon be made
or part of the building—an efficient supplj' until : hit and miss gratings, lined with fine gauze, and ' plain that it was a legal offence. The doctrine
the engine could be got to Fire-cocks, with I com mnnicating, by means of galvanized iron that individual whim should not be allowed to

se, will be on the staircases of each ’ horizontal tubes in the floors, with fLAnrTtora.vhose, wiU be on the staircases of each ’ horizontal tubes in the floors, with the outer air.and at other parts of the buildings, by
[

The fireplaces are entirely of firebrick backmeans of which, if kept right, any portion could and sides
;
and in order more effectually to dis-

be deluged with water in a few minutes. , tribute the heat in the wards and save fire-

Patients' General Blocks.
[places, a principle is adopted which has been

nr * 1,,, ...i,- i. r I

found to answer extremely well. A flue conveys

""“n I

chaojber at the back and sidesthe mterseotmg corridor, all are, with the excep.
|

of the Breplaoe, where it ie warmed, aod parsedtion of the infirmaiy block, precisely alike. by a pipe built in the wall to midway between

fo™he?at!entf°10^V'w

^

™ “ ciherrirto
loi the patients, 105 ft. by 36 ft and 14 ft. high, the single patients’ rooms near infirmaries, lava-with windows on the north side 6 ft. from the tories, clothes lobbies, linen.cbests, and fBT*nnnn nt nvi r.nrl. ..U.. I , . . .

'
.ground of day-room, on the south aide within

3 ft., and with a large bay on that side also.
The designs differ from the plan fol-

lowed in modern infirmary pavilion blocks of
placing all the W.C.s and lavatories at the end
farthest from the connecting corridor. It is
essential that the class of persons here should
be, with the least possible labour to attendants,
constantly watched, and this could never be the
case with these places far removed from the
centre of supervision.
Each of the two dormitory floors is alike, and

accommodates eighty patients on a floor, divided
by an iron partition and iron columns in the

and staircases, where by means of a hit-and-
miss grating it is let out.

The cost of each asylum, as now altered, is

esti.i-ated at about 85,000J.
It will be seen that the whole of the buildings

are of a plain, substantial character. No stone
is used except in cills and door-steps. In the
windows circular heads have been avoided, as
entailing expense.
In the wards and elsewhere all the sashes are

of cast iron.

The insides of the wards, corridors, stair-

interfere with the public welfare, is admitted
elsewhere as an axiom. It is admitted to a cer-

tain extent in England, bub the limits of that
admission are not only narrow, but capricious.

If the owner of Leicester-square, not content
with the pleasure of maintaining an eyesore in

the face of his fellow townsmen, were to pro-
mise himself the further pleasure of establishing

a nose-sore, or of offending either of the other
senses, we should lay hold of him as the perpe-

trator of a nuisance. If he were to think the
spot appropriate for a lay-stall, and were to in-

vite that large and useful fraternity who exer-

cise the odorous calling of nightmen, to empty,
provisionally, some of their enormous mud-arks
in the disputed area j

if he were to found on it

soap works, or a vitriol manufactory, or a pow-
der magazine, or a bombproof building for the
testing of gun-barrels, or an oil-mill, or a fire-

woiks establishment, the worthy magistrates to
whom the neighbours would rnsh for redress
would speedily find a method of convincing the
eccentric proprietor that he could not, under the
circumstanceR, do what he liked with his own.

cases, &c., will be of brick, with neat joint, and , But so long as the aggression ou taste and
coloured a light green or grey colour,

|
decency is passive, the public is passive too. It
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is difficult to see the logical line which we draw
in the matter.

If a company that purposed to burrow amid
the sewers and cellars from Euston-sqaare or

from Paddington to Charing Cross had put
Leicester-squaro in the schedule of its bill,

Parliament would have handed over the rights

of Mr. Tulk to the invaders without the smallest

Boruple of hesitation. Pur any purpose of a

commercial character that demands a legislative

sanction, the power to help oneself freely to

one’s neighbour’s property is freely accorded. If

a whole town full of poor lodgers were to be
turned out of house and home in order to allow

a little breathing space around a railway station,

a magnificent approach, or a mere open area, to

be bnilt on or no as the engineers and architects

should afterwards think fit. Parliament would
say with alacrity, “Take your Bill.” It is only

if the comfort, the health, and we may almost

say the assthetio education, of a large number of

persons who form no corporate or commercial
entity are concerned that the law dispensers and
the law makers frown, and say “ Private rights

must be respected.” In other words, as against

inroads for the purposes of making money,
private rights have but a very shadowy force,

while as against public welfare they are un-

assailable,

Nor is the state of the enclosure in question
purely a passive nuisance. Neglected vegeta-

tion is a Boui'ce of ill-health, and to leave such a
squalid spot in the midst of a great population

amounts at least to an offence against sanitary

prudence. And there is another point of view
which should not bo altogether ignored. Our
neighbours find it to be a crime of no small

magnitude to excite to “ hatred and contempt”
of the Government. As to the individual appli-

cation of this role, in many instances of press

and other ofi'ences, we have nothing to say. We
are not on the jury. We do not take fire so

rapidly at the luoifer-match of a penny, or even
of a threepenny, jonrnal, as do our friends on the
banks of the Seine, and we have no wish to

interfere in their domestic difficulties. But the

principle itself must be held to be involved in the
very existence of any State government. Exciting
to hatred and contempt is the commencement
of that form of political aggression which onr
laws (rudely, it may be) denominate trea-

son. Now while it would be absurd to speak
(in language which would have found an
echo within the last century) of the treasonable

disrespect shown to departed majesty in the
mangled and crutohborne state of what was onee
an equestrian effigy in this unfortunate square,

it is impossible to deny that the infiuence which
such neglect tends to exert is unwholesome.
While monarchy is an English institution, it

should not bo allowable to present the effigy of

an English monarch as an object for popular
scorn. However indisposed we may feel to pre-

vent the proprietor of Leicester-square from
exciting “hatred and contempt” against him-
self, we have right to forbid him to do so with
reference to the representation of an august
personage which has so unfortunately fallen into

such irreverent hands. It is probable that legis-

lation may be silent on the subject, as the case
was one which those grave and decorous ancos-
tora to whom we owe the traditions of our
common law could never have imagined to be
possible. But we may be pretty sure what
would have been the sort of summary justice
measured out, at those periods of our history to
which we look back for precedents, to the person
who should have prostituted his freehold ground
to the public display of such an outrage on
loyalty, as well as on decency, as the nondescript
royal effigy in question.

The Metropolitan Board of Works have laid

siege to Mr. Tulk, the proprietor of the area of
the square. That individual has set them at
defiance, beaten them hollow, and no doubt
laughs them to scorn. Our brief is for the
public. It seems that the machinery of legisla-

tion has been set in motion in behalf of the
Board, and that such is the increasingly cum-
bersome and awkward state of the mechanism
that it has broken down by its own weight. In
1863 was passed an Act of Parliament, called
26 Victoria, cap. 13, “for the protection of cer-
tain garden or ornamental grounds in cities and
boroughs.” The express object of this Act, as may
be gathei’ed from its title, purported to be a means
of dealingwith such cases as that towhichwerefer.
It has long been matter of public notoriety
that the result of our peculiar method of legis-

lation has been to make laws which none but
lawyers could understand. That, of coarse, is

bat natural and proper, if the object of legisla-

tion be (as we suppose it confessedly is), the

encouragement and multiplication of barristers

and attorneys. But 26 Victoria has gone be-

yond that time-hallowed obscurity. It defies not
only English grammar, English idiom, and Eng-
lish lay understanding, but legal acumen itself,

The obstructive spirit that has inspired the

owner of Leicester-square most have revelled in

the consultations amid wbioh the famous Act
was framed. The Lord Chief Justice gave up
the attempt to attribute to it any intelligible

meaning. Public journalists have taken the

trouble to count more than 600 words wbioh the
inditers of this model law have crammed, or

rather pitch-forked, into a single sentence. The
result of this triumphant legislation is, that Mr.
Tulk, without attempting to show that he had
kept his incloaure in proper order, or avoided
that “ neglect ” which it was the object of the

Act to prevent, is entirely untouched by the
enactment. The most flagrant instance of ne-

glect which could have been present to the
contemplation of the authors of the act is quite
untouched by its provisions. Is it worthy of a
great nation to allow the highest of all social

functions, that of determination and amendment
of the law, to bo thus miserably trifled with ?

Leicester-square is only one out of the many
instances in wbioh the architectural beauty ami
piclorial grandeur of the metropolis are destroyed
by the loud-voiced self-assertion of private bad
taste. It is time that this should be put a stop
to. For those who regard architecture as merely
a trade, which enables a speculator to stow
away so many human beings, like rabbits in

hutches, in the smallest pos.siblo space, and for

the least possible cost, it may be all very well to

ignore questions of taste. To those who attri-

bute to architecture the higher functions of
inscribing in noble edifices the successive phases
of national history, and of educating the taste

of mankind by an admixture of the noble with
the useful, the subject is one of no trifling

importance. It is, in car opinion, a positive

injury to the young to bring them up in close

contact with the hideous. Bad taste is an out-
ward expreseion of an ill-informed or distorted
mental vision. Pure and perfect t;isto is

the gift of comparatively few, and, even
when originally present, is never independent
of culture. To know how a certain object

has been most satisfactorily attained is

necessary to the fair development of the artistic

faculty. It is thus that stately buildings, truth-

ful and striking sculpture, fine paintings, have
been at all times regarded by the wisest states-

men as important elements in national educa-
tion. It is as recognising the importance of this

branch of culture that we have collected a na-
tional gallery, not unworthy of the name, but
we have boused it in an ill-adapted home,
and we are about to build a new edifice, in

which, we venture to hope, there may be a series

of galleries in which the chefs d'ceuvre that we
possess or may acquire may be seen without in-

terfering with one another. But what is the use
of encouraging our youth to admire the works
of Raffuello or Correggio within doors, while we
condemu them to the view of caricature statues of
Kings William III. and IV. without ? How can
we expect any result but ridicule if we say one
minnte, “Look ! it was thus that Vandyck and
Holbein drew the men and the women of their
day,” while we tacitly add—" and it is thus that
we do honour to the victor of Waterloo and to

the minister who piloted the vessel of the State
through the dangers of the Corn-law question.”

We exhibit one on the top of a fine gateway, in the
gnise of the most gigantic scarecrow that dis-

%nre3 any European capital. We fix, in the most
unsuitable spot that can be selected, such a
grisly caricature of the other that even the

House of Commons revolts at the outrage.

Better to revert to window-tax architecture,

to tea-garden Corinthian, and chuichwarden
Guthic

;
better to attempt nothing higher in

street architecture than a wall pierced with
glazed rectangular holes at regular distances,

than, while cultivating taste at one moment,
continue the most ingenious ontrages on its best
established canons at another.

It is altogether unworthy of our position
among civilized nations that matters like these
should be left to ohance, or to what may be
worse than chance,—private caprice, or the ex-

travagances of the nnedacat:-d dilctta/nte. We
are alone, among civibzed nations, in this ex-

pression of our contempt for art, that wo have
not thought it worthy of administrative atten-

tion. In all other European states of any

magnitude some department of the Government
concerns itself with the gnidauce of the art

education of the people. In one instance it is

committed to a minister of public instmotion

;

in another, it may be superintended by n
minister of public works. In no two instances

are the arrangements identical, but nowhere
except in this country, is the subject actually

ignored or neglected. It is impossible for an
educated taste to become prevalent without
some degree of guidance and direction from
those who are competent to guide and to

direct. lo is (what many politicians hold to be
the worst offonoe) positive waste of public money
to buy pictures and build galleries while we lend
the same emphatic solemnity of sanction to the

worst ontbreak of rampant bad taste that we do
to the finest remnants of ancient art. Contrast
the economibal value, in its influence on the

education of the youth of the metropolis, of

the outlay on a Raftaelle, a picture which it

demands a certain degree of education (as well

as a position and light, which are at present

denied it) to admire, with that of the application

of a similar snm to the expenses of a department
of fine art, the permanent bead of which might,

as a non-political adviser of the ministry, be in a

position to put a veto on the invasion of the best

sites of the metropolis by statue-erecting Goths !

The noble structures erected and now erecting in

London can never produce their proper effect,

whether on the admiration of strangers, or on

the habitual feeling of the inhabitants, while

they are flanked by abortions which defy the

simplest laws of decent good taste.

COMMITTEE ON TECHNICAL
EDUCATION.

At a meeting held at the Society of Arts on

Tuesday last, Mr. W. Hawes in the chair, the

committee on Technical Education received and
adopted a report drawn up by a sub-committee,

appointed by them on February 26th. The
closing portions of the report, which bring toge-

ther the recommendations of the committee, are

as follow :

—

Young workmen living frequently as lodgers

in the houses of married workmen have now few

facilities for study, and we believe that the

creation of lodging-houses for these unmarried

men, in connexion with evening classes syste-

matically arranged, would greatly assist young
workmen in their studies. Thus each man might

have his own furnished room as a bedroom and

study. Meals might be provided in common
halls at a small expense; and regular evening

classes might be held, the attendance at which

should be a necessary condition of residence. A
library, reading-room, and mnseum would com-

plete the establishment, which would thus offer

to onr workmen something analogous to the

collegiate life of our great universities. Noto-

riously vicious conduct would be followed by ex-

pulsion, and students who failed to pass satis-

factory examinations would also lose the privi-

lege of residence. The classes might also be

open to married men and other non-residents, on

the payment of sufficient fees. Gratuitous in-

struction and board might be given to a certain

number of men in the form of scholarships and

exhibitions, and certificates should be granted

to all who pass good examinations. Some por-

tion, if not all, of the funds required for an ex-

perimental college of this kind could be provided

by taking advajitage of the “ Act to enable the

Public Works Loan Commissioners to make ad-

vances towards the erection of dwellings for the

labouring classes.”

It appears that workmen are beginning to

organise evening classes for themselves, ap-

pointing their own teachers and framing their

own rales and terms of admission. Thus the

trade union of Amalgamated Carpenters and

Joiners have succeeded in establishing large

classes both in London and Manchester. The
chief difficulty met with by these men has been

in finding suitable rooms for these classes.

These efforts are especially worthy of eucouri^e-

ment, and the form of encouragement which

would least interfere with the independence and

self-reliance of the men would be assistance in

finding meeting-rooms, either by paying the

rent or by the erection of suitable buildings. It

would indeed be lamentable if a movement of

this kind were stinted in growth from the mere
want of suitable places in which instruction

could be given. Mechanics’ institutions might

offer accommodation in some oases, and grants
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might also be made by Government through
the department at South Kensington. Suitable
guaranteeB that the rooms would not be used for

improper purposes could easily be devised.
Here the Sub-Committee would call attention

to the great necessity there is for sailors’ insti.

tntes in the colonial and Indian ports, in many
of which there are always from one to three thou-
sand officers and seamen needing a building
where their leisure time may be spent in self-

culture, and where the proposed instructors
could hold their classes.

In conclnsion, the following series of resolu-
tions express the recommendations of your
committee as respects the action of the govern-
ment of existing colleges or universities and of
the leading men in each profession or business
considered by the committee. An expansion of
each of these resolntions has already been given,
and should the wording of any one resolution
appear ambiguous, tbe meaning attached to
that resolntion is to be gathered from what has
been said above ;

—

It is desirable that Government should encou-
rage systematic scientific instruction by the fol-

lowing measures :

—

1. By adopting the recommendations of the
Schools Inquiry Commission, for the introduction
of the teaching of natural science into all

secondary schools, and for establishing new
science schools of the first grade, which schools
shonld be on all points on a footing of equality
with the endowed classical schools. .

2. By co-operating with universities and col-

leges in holding examinations, which are, or may
be, ‘’established for the purpose of conferring
certificates or diplomas in connexion with syste-
matic studies, intended to educate civil engineers,
mechanical engineers, officers of tbe mercantile
marine, metallurgists, miners, naval architects,
and marine engineers, architects, merchants,
chemists, and agriculturists.

3. By giving some official value to those cer-
tificates or diplomas, sneh as allowing certain
diplomas to represent a given number of marks
in competitive examinations.

4. By putting at the disposal of the leading
colleges which give methodical conrses of scien-
tific instrnction, and diplomas of recognised
value, a limited number of nominations annually.

5. By assisting old and new endowments
where local subscriptions or donations prove the
value set on the instrnction proposed or given.

6. By instituting night classes for workmen in
connexion with all new scientific endowments,
with access to a library.

7. By providing free libraries suitable for the
use of the students in night classes generally.

8. By providing suitable meeting-rooms for
night classes organised among workmen, for the
purpose of obtaining scientific instruction.

9. By according liberal prizes to workmen for
excellence in mechanical drawing.

10. By taking steps to extend and improve
primary education.

It is desirable that colleges should encourage
systematic scientific instruc ion by the following
measures

1. By instituting methodical conrses of scien-
tific teaching, adapted to students intending to
enter a profession or business among those which
have been enumerated above.

2. By the establishment of diplomas, corre-
sponding to the several conrses of study in con-
jnnetion with Government, and with the leading
institotes belonging to each profession.

3. By the establishment of fellowships and
scholarships in connexion with those diplomas.

It is desirable that the leading civil and me-
chanical engineers, architects, merchants, ship-
owners, chemists, manufacturers, and agricul-
turists, should encourage systematic scientific
instruction by the following measures :

—

1. By the creation of scholarships and fellow-
ships in connexion with those schools and col-

leges where methodical conrses of instruction
are given.

2. By co-operating in the examinations for

diplomas.

3. By giving a practical value to those
diplomas, such as would be evinced by a reduc-
tion of premiums to intending pupils holding
such diplomas, and by attaching weight to the
poBsesaioD of a diploma when choosing among
candidates for employment.

4. By granting distinct privileges, in connexion
with the professional institutes, to all holders of
recognised diplomas.

^

We here repeat the resolntions already quoted
in order that all the formal resolutions may be
found together :

—

[July 25, 1868.

For tbe purposes of discussion, technical educa-
tion should be deemed to exclude the manual
instruction in arts and manufactures which is

given in the workshop.
That the term “ technical education ” is under-

stood by the sub-committee to mean general
instruction in those sciences, the principles of

which are applicable to various employments of
life.

That technical instruction, as defined above,
shonld not, as a rule, be given in separate pro-
fessional institutions, bat in institutions esta-
blished for general edneation.

That, with a view to the development of a
system of scientific education, it is desirable that
schools be established having for their main
object the teaching of science as a mental dis-

cipline. These science schools shonld prepare
some yonths for the higher conrses of a college,

and .other less ambitious pupils for their pro-
fessional pupilage.

That the subject of secondary instruction
having been reported upon ably and deliberately
by the Schools Inquiry Commission, the com-
mittee do not feel it necessary to enter into the
details of this subject, while they desire em-
phatically to express their opinion of the neces-
sity for the introduction of scientific teaching in

all secondary schools.

That it is desirable that the higher soientifio

instruction should be tested by public examina-
tion, and that the proficiency of persons who
pass these examinations should be certified by
diploma.

That the preparation for the businesses con-
sidered by the committee is not sufficient until
due scientific instruction has been followed by
practical pupilage in efficient works.
The committee recommend employers of

labour and others in the habit of taking pupils,
apprentices, and clerks, to give the preference
as far as possible, to those adducing evidence of
the possession of adequate instruction in the
sciences applicable respectively to their pro-
fessions or occupations.

Tour committee have reserved for separate
consideration the technical education of those
who are producers of works of fine or decorative
art, or directors of art mannfactares, under-
standing by that last term manufactures in which
beauty or ornament is one of the chief objects
aimed at.

It is necessary to bear in mind that for the
production of works of an msthetio character,
scientific principles occupy a subordinate
position, while a knowledge of the details of
execution is desirable for those who design or
gnide the work of others. Moreover, it most be
borne in mind that the taste of those to whom
works of beauty appeal, is far more fluctuating
than the demand for productions in which
utility is alone considered.

Tour committee are of opinion that one of the
first conditions of progress is the cultivation of
artistic knowledge and taste in all classes of
society.

With this object in view, no less than with a
view to the technical edneation of the art-work-
man, provision should be made for the teaching
of drawing in all schools, primary and secondary,
as a branch of general education, in order to
train the eye and hand, and in order to cultivate

habits of observation. It is essential that draw-
ing shonld be part of the regular school course,
and not an extra lesson; and, further, that it

should be taught intelligently, not from mere
copies, hot from real objects.

The art-workman needs, in addition to a power
of freehand drawing, an acquaintance with geo-
metrical drawing, in order that he may be able
to exeente work correctly, in accordance with
the designs of the artist who directs him.

For artists, designers, and directors of art

manufactures, the education should be a liberal

one, in order that they may understand the
feelings of those on whom they desire to make
an impression. Their education should also be,

to some extent, scientific, in order that they may
have a knowledge of the properties of the mate-
rials they employ, and be able to adapt those
materials to the structure of the objects pro-

duced, and those objects to the uses for which
they are intended.

The recommendation already made with refer-

ence to other professions, namely, that the
period of pupilage, or the earlier stages of prac-

tice, should be preceded by a special attention

to those branches of knowledge which have a
direct relation to their art, applies to tbe tech-

nical edneation of those who are concerned with
artistic work. In this case that knowledge

should include not only scientific principles, but
also a history of the various forms in which,
prior to any scientific theory, some of the noblest
conceptions have found their expression in works
of art.

It is therefore desirable, both for the artist

workmen and for those engaged in the highest
branches of art, that opportunity shonld be given
by access to museums and to evening classes, for

the study both of the theory and history of art.

Tour Committee are of opinion that the
Universities may render great service to the
technical education of those engaged in artistic

pursuits, by the recognition of art as an element
in general education, and by professorial lec-

tures. Some steps in this direction have been
taken, by the regulations attaching importance
to drawing in the Local Examinations

; but yonr
Committee would gladly see the practice carried
further, and applied to the higher stages of
academical education. They cannot doubt that
the study of works of ancient and modem art
would have a tendency, in connexion with litera-

ture, to diffuse culture throughout the nation,

and to raise the standard of technical education.

SCIENCE OF COLOUE.*

On a subject so attractive as colour, upon
which of late so much has been written that is

valuable, and excites the wish for more, and so
much merely repeated from questionable autho-
rity, and apparently serving no useful purpose
in art, it is a pleasure to meet with something
original, in which thought and labour have not
been spared, and the truth of Nature alone is

sought.

The book before us is a work of much re-

search, and seems to promise useful results. To
give an idea of the contents, wo will touch upon
some of the more salient points in the order in

which they present themselves.

In tbe chapter on “ The Prismatic Colours and
their continnons Combinations,” the colours of
the pure spectrum are described as “ seen at
once to constitute three conspicuous bands,”
red, green, and blue, though really changing
gradually from one into another : the colours
produced by combining parcels of the prismatic
rays are thus detailed :

—

" The BtroDgeat red and green and bine are obtained by
throwing together all the rays in which these colours
respectively predominate, and excluding the rest. The
strongest yellow is produced by combining the red and
green rays, and excluding tbe blue

; the etrongest sea-
green by combining tbe green and blue rays, and exclud-
ing tbe red j the strongest pink by combining the red and
blue rays, and eiclnding the green. When part only of
the third band is excluded, the resulting colour is brighter
but paler, until when all are included the pure white of
the solar light is obtained."

After mentioning some neat experiments to
prove these results, and showing that the colonrs
of all natnral objects whatsoever are combina-
tions of those of the prismatic rays, the follow-
ing striking proposition is laid down ;

—

" In every case the best colours are produced by rays
which belong to some one continuous portion of the spec-
trum, beginning either at the one extremity or at the other,
or at some intermediate point; or (in the case of crimsons,
pinks, and pnrples) by two such portions, one at one end
and the other at the other, all thrown together in their
full intensity, while the rest of the rays are totally extin-
guished.”

It follows from this that

—

“ The best natural colonrs are inferior to those which
may be produced by artificial combinations of the pris-
matic rays, since there is no substance which tranamirs,
without diminution, all the rays of any one portion of the
spectrum, and totally absorbs or extinguisbes all the
rest."

Sneh being the case, it is very interesting to

learn that, by one simple experiment, we may
produce at once “ not only tbe prismatic colours
in tbeir greatest possible purity, merging into

darkness, but also the colours of all possible

parcels of continuous prismatic rays, forming an
ensemble of the loveliest colours the eyes can
behold.” This is done by obtaining the spectrum
of an angular space of white upon a black
ground, in conjunction with a similar space of
black on a white gronnd

;
and the effect is

elucidated by an explanation and scheme of the
colonrs of the resulting spectrnm, accompanying
a diagram of the angular spaces. Such a spec-
trum may be used, our author suggests, “ as a
natural standard or exemplar of colours, pro-

duceable with perfect truth in everyplace under

• Principles of the Science of Colour, concisely stated,
to aid and promote their useful application in the decora-
tive arts. By William Benson, architect. (Chapman &
HaU.)
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the Bun, and univerBally applicable, for every
oolonr in natnre must be some shade of a colour
inolnded in it.”

The next chapter recommends some further
experiments with the prism, as novel in their

application as the last, by which the prismatic
colours, and their various combinations, may be
seen in juxtaposition with their complementary
colonrs. We are inclined to think that these
experiments, simple and almost obvious as they
are, constitute one of the most useful parts of
the work. It is usual to suppose that red and
green, yellow and purple, blue and orange, are
complementary to each other

; but here we see,

by Nature’s unerring pencil, that red is comple-
mentary to the sum of the blue and green rays,

which our author designates sea-green
;
yellow

to blue 5 green to pink. The experiments re-
ferred to are merely to look through the prism
at a band of white upon a black ground, con-
tinuous with a band of black upon white

5 and
at an edge of white against black continuous
with an edge of black against white. It seems
impossible for the most strenuous advocate of
the conventional lists of complementary colonrs,
met with in almost all treatises on colour, to
deny that material corrections are required in
the common doctrine on this essential point.
Another interesting use of these experiments

is the exhibition of complementary colours
equally luminous

3 and the distinction between
a perfect complementary and a colour comple-
mentary only in hue, the former exhibiting in
general the strongest possible contrasts.
The utility of such experiments with the

prism, when properly understood, in educating
the eye to a direct appreciation of colour, is ob-
vious. They need, however, more precise direc-
tions how to use the prism, which is rather
difficult for a learner to compass without in-
strnction.

We may next notice some remarks on “ in-
termediate colours,” or those which lie in a
direct gradation between two given colours.
The mixture of pigments does not in general
give true results. Rotation has been practised,
but is not convenient. About a century ago
Lambert, a German philosopher, used the simple
and beautiful method of reflecting one of the
colonrs by a slip of polished glass upon that
part of the glass through which the other colour
was seen. Here we have Lambert’s method re-
commended and illustrated with an easy mode
of finding that position of the eye in which

I equal proportions of the two colonrs are com-
bined. It is needless to show how useful to
artists, as well as to learners, such simple
means of testing the correctness of gradations
and contrasts of colour may be. .Applying the
glass to the coloured diagram accompanying the
description, some common delusions are at once
dispelled. A neutral grey, for instance, instead
of green, is seen to be intermediate between
blue and yellow

5 and olive green, the shade of
yellow, intermediate between red and green.

In the chapter on the primary and secondary
colours, the view maintained by Professor Max-
well in the “ Transactions of the Royal Society
for 1860” is advocated. Mr. Maxwell’s experi-
ments on the prismatic colours have never

I excited amongst practical men the attention
they deserve. They consisted of most careful
and trustworthy observations, by which he dis-
tinctly proved that certain red, green, and blue
rays of the solar spectrum so far excelled their

: intermediate rays in depth of colour, that by
1 merely mixing them the colours of these inter-
imediate rays could be produced in their proper
I depth 5 from which, of coarse, the natural deduc-
tion is, that red, green, and blue

“ Are simple elementary or primary senaations of
;oolour, and tbat the hues of all the intervening prismatic
:oolour8 are compound, caused by some two of these
iBeasations being excited at once in excess of the third.
<ror nothing can be more probable than that each simple
^aensation is produced with greatest power by rays of some
sparticular period of undulation,* and with less and less
power, the greater the difference of the periods if so,
It may well be supposed that those prismatic rays which
ihave the greatest depth of colour, that is, the red, green,
;andblue rays, are those by which the simple sensations
are severally most strongly excited, each in equal excess,
or very nearly so, over the other two sensations.”

^

We need hardly say that this question of the
simple senaations of colour lies at the root of all

: correct theory and rules of practice. With re-
1 Bpeot to the theory that they are red, yellow,
land blue, now almost universally taught, both in
lOur country and on the Continent, Mr. Benson

• The different kinds of homogeneous light, or prismatic
I rays, are distinguished by the length of the etherial undu-
lations or waves, in which, according to the now accepted
tundulatory theory, all light consists.

roundly asserts (in his preface) that it is “un-
supported by a single rational experiment]” and
in page 14, that

“ That theory is entirely subverted, not only by the
researches above mentioned on the prismatic colours, but
by all scientific experiments on the mixture of colours,
which show that red and green, yellow and purple, and
blue and orange, aro not complementary to each other.”

We commend this question to the special con-
sideration of those who direct the instruction
given in the schools of design in the theory and
practice of colour. If any reasons can be stated
against the new, and in support of the hitherto
accepted doctrine, let them be stated

3 but if the
new doctrine be true, we cannot be too prompt
in accepting it. The truth of Nature must be
superior to groundless theory, as a foundation
for all rules of practice.

We cannot leave this part of the subject with-
out noticing another novelty, which strikes us
as true and useful,—the doctrine of the double
brightness of the full secondary colonrs. Hitherto
the brilliant colours which Mr. Benson desig-
nates pink and sea-green have been almost
neglected] in this work they both class with
yellow, as the true secondaries, all of which
onght to be as bright as the whole of the rays of
their two respective oomponents can make them.
Why should the secondary formed by adding
red to blue be the darkest of colours ? There
are bright strong colours of this hue in some
flowers, as in the petunia, and it glows with
matchless beauty in the solation of permanga-
nate of potash, though we cannot, perhaps,
imitate it well by pigments. As for sea-green,
we cannot wonder at its being overlooked, since
it very rarely occurs in nature, and there seems
to be no pigment but the fading verdigris that
represents it well

;
but this is no reason why it

should be omitted in the theory of colour.

Mr. Benson groups together the three pri-

maries and the three secondaries, together with
blaok and white, as the eight principal colours.

The double coloured diagram, showing the re-

lations of these principal colours by the sup-
posed addition of the primaries upon black, and
by their supposed subtraction from white, each
in three partly overlapping circles, deserves
notice. It would be a good test of the relative

merits of the two theories of primary and com-
plementary colonrs, in an msthetic point of view,
to compare other diagrams formed on the like

plan, with red, yellow, and blue for the primaries,
and green, purple, and orange for their com-
plementary secondaries.

The observations made in chap. vi. on the
qualities of colours, the definition of richness or
strength of hue, the distinctions between the
depth, the clearness, the darkness, and the
brightness of colours, the reasons why some
colours may excel in depth and others in clear-

ness, and the attempt to vindicate their com-
parative merits in these respects, will be found
worthy the study of all who delight in colour.

But here again we are led into doctrine which
is entirely opposed to the theory introduced by
the ingenious Field concerning chromatic
equivalents. Mr. Benson thinks the results he
alludes to

“ May lead to rules concerning tbe proportions in which
colours may neutralize each other more reliable than
those which Field so hastily laid down from his ex-
periments on the superposition of colonred glasses or
solutions, the results of which he totally misunderstood,
since the thicknesses of the coloured substances upon
which he experimented, indicated anything rather than
the quantities of the respective colours in the transmitted
light.”

Field, in his “ Chromatography,” maintained
that the full red, yellow, and blue neutralized
each other in the proportions of five red, three
yellow, and eight blue. Mr. Hay, in the third

edition of his “ Laws of Harmonious Colouring ”

(1836), said that Field has proved in the most
satisfactory manner that yellow, red, and blue

are as three, five, and eight. In his beautiful

work called “ The Nomenclature of Colours ”

(1846), he g^vGS a different estimate of the
relative powers of the best pigments, for he
asserts

—

“ It will be found that taking the purest powdered pig-
ments that art can produce, and mixing them in the pro-
portions of one yellow, two red, three blue, of equal in-

tensity, a cool grey, such as is produced by mixture of
black and white, will be the result.”

Now, by using the slip of glass as recom-
mended in this work, it is easy bo see that the
colours of our most powerful yellow and blue
pigments, as king’s yellow and Cobalt blue,

neutralise each other in about equal proportions
without ary red 3 so, also, do those of our deepest
and clearest, as French blue and lemon yellow.

, How can these facts be reconciled with the con-

clusion of Field or Hay ? Can the latter be sup-
ported by any experiments more trustworthythan
the mixture of pigments, or the superposition
of coloured transparencies, the fallacy of which
is now universally understood ? Why continue
to repeat a doctrine that is contrary to fact,

and can only puzzle or mislead? We commend
this matter, also, to the consideration of the De-
partment of Science and Art.
The description and use of what Mr. Benson

has called “the natural system of colours” is

perhaps the most striking and attractive part
of the work. Hitherto no scheme has been used
which would find a place for all possible com-
binations of three primary sensations of colour,

so tbat all direct gradations may be represented
by straight lines] but, by the aid of the simple
geometrical figure of a cube, this is perfectly

effected, and the value of the idea is imme-
diately evident in the facility it affords for con-
ceiving and forming all sorts of gradations and
contrasts, and harmonious arrangements of
colour. The construction of the colour-cube is

thus described (and the method may, of course,
be applied to any three primary colours we may
choose to adopt) :

—

“A point most be taken to represent zero, or black, the
absence of all light, and three lines drawn from it at right
angles with each other, in which and in all parallel co-
ordinates red, green, and blue respectively must be sup-
posed to increase in intensity from nothing npwartls.
Those intensities of red, green, and blue which together
constitute white must be snpposed to be equal, and will
be represented by equal distances in the three rectangular
directions. The outer extremities of such three equal
lines will therefore be the places of full red, full green,
and full blue, in some given intensity of white, and the
lines themselves will contain the gradations from black up
to those three colours. If, then, the cube of which the
same lines would form three edges, be completed, it would
obviously contain a place for every possible combination
of red, green, and blue, from black, in which all three are
nil, up to white, in which all three are of full intensity;
and the number of distinct combinations would, of course,
be the cube of whatever number of steps are taken from
black up to a full primaiy, both included.
The corner of the cufie opposite to black woold be full

white; the corners opposite to red, green, and blue
would be sea-green, pink, and yellow. The central point
would be a neutral grey. The three sides which adjoin to
the corner of black would respectively contain all those
colours in which there is no red, no green, and no blue;
while the opposite three which adjoin to the corner of
white would contain all those which have full red, full

green, and 'full blue. Thus the six sides may be dJs-
linguished by the primary which is absent, or fully pre-
sent in each; and the twelve edges, being lines of which
each is common to two sides, by the two primaries, of
which each contains nothing or all.”

Thetliree diameters terminating in themiddles
of the opposite sides are designated primary
axes, “ because in them there is a change of one
primary only.” The six terminating in the
middle of the opposite edges are called second-
ary axes, “ because there is in them an equal
change in two primaries, either in the same or
in contrary directions.” The four joining the
opposite corners are in like manner termed
tertiary axes, as having an equal change in all

three primaries, “ either all in the same direc-

tion, or two in the same, and the third in the
contrary direction.”

In every plane section of the onbe the colours
must vary according to simple laws of gradation
in every direction, forming some peculiar natural
harmony of colonr. But those only which are
perpendicular to the thirteen axes above men-
tioned are represented in colonrs, taking only
one colour between each pair of the principal
colours, which makes twenty-seven in all. In
this way the same twenty-seven colours are
arranged in thirteen different ways, grouped in

each in a variety of natural harmonies of colour,

the effect of which is very striking, notwith-
standing the admitted imperfection in hue and
inequality in strength of the pigments used.

In the first coloured plate, for example, we
have nine groups, of nine colours each (being
the sections perpendicnlar to the primary axes).
The best idea of the nature of these composi-
tions will be given, perhaps, by detailing the
colours of the first set ;

—

Colours containvig full Red.

Yellow. Light Yellow. White.
Yellow-red. Light Red. Light Pink,
Red. Pink-red. Pink.

Colours containing half the full Red.

Yellow-green. Light Green. Light Sea-green.

Dark Yellow. Gray. Light Blue.

Dark Red. Dark Pink. Pink-blue.

Colours containing no Red.

Green. Sea-green Green. Sea-green.

Dark Green. Dark Sea-green. Sea-green Blue.
Black. Dark Blue. Blue.

It will be seen that, in each set, the perfect
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complementaries are fonnd at equal distances io

opposite directions from the central grey
;
also

that the central colour in each group gives the
general tone of the group.

In the remaining coloured plates there are six

more groups of nine colours
;

four of seven
5

twenty of six
;
and the same number of three;

all distinguished by their peculiar harmonies :

some complementary to each other, and some
more nearly related. But the great point of the
system is, that it is suggestive of endless varia-

tions. Not only may the sections themselves be
varied, but they may be wholly or partially

combined symmetrically in endlessly varied
ways, to aid which four plates are given, indi-

cating nnmerons natnral ways of combining
the single groups. We look for a striking effect

on all sorts of colour designs, when the prin-

ciple here introduced becomes known j for it is

not unlikely that, in this idea of sections of the
colonr-cnbe, we have a key to the infinite na-
tural harmonies of colour.

It should be added, that the coloured plates
and diagrams have been coloured by hand, the
number of the different colours, and the manner
in which they are arranged, probably rendering
the application of printing diflicult. This is to

be regretted. In the choice of pigments (a list

of which is given), the object seems to have been
to take the best of each colour compatible with
pertnnnence, and to avoid mixtures as much as
possible.

As supply usually follows demand, one good
result to be hoped for from an advance in the
science of colour, is the further improvement of
pigments. Of late years, some admirable pig-

ments have been introduced, several of which
are used with great advantage in this book ; but
there is room for more, especially for one capable
of powerfully absorbing the red, and reflecting
the blue and the green rays. The chemist who
discovers a permanent pigment of this kind will j

confer a boon upon art. The deficiency mars the
beanty of those harmonies in which the full sea-

green ought to enter.

In the remainder of the work there are several
points on which we should like to dwell, but
space compels ns to close. The chapter on the
ocular modifications of colours (under which
term Mr. Benson treats in a comprehensive and
accurate manner of the effects known as “acci-
dental colonra,” and “ simnitaneons and succes-
sive contrast “) deserves particular notice

;
also

that on the harmony of colours, in which many
Bnbjects for interesting dieenssion are com-
pressed, and some new consideratione advanced.
The treatise conclndes with a notice of those
two distinct peculiarities of vision, “ diebrom-
ism ” and “ defective colour-vision,’’ neither of
which is uncommon, though many persons
affected by them are quite ignorant of the cause
of the perplexity they feel about colours.

TERRA COTTA.*

The first employment of burnt clay was pro-

'

bably for articles of domestic use 5 and the
knowledge obtained in making water-bottles
would soon lead to its use for the making of
bricks, tiles, and other articles. Tbe mounds of
Nineveh and Babylon contain bricks with in-

scriptions more neatly made and of larger size
than those in present use. Many of the bricks
found by Mr. Layard were enamelled. The
Egyptians made small figures of terra-cotta
covered with inscriptions, and having an enamel
supposed to be silicate of copper. The finest
terra-cottas were probably executed about 400
years B.C., and the examples of this period,
which are in the British Museum, testify to the
durability of well-burnt clay. Probably some
of the friezes, with mouldings and bas-reliefs,
in the Mnseum, are of mnoh earlier date”
Pliny, in his thirty-fifth book, gives a long
chapter to the art of pottery, and mentions the
names of many great sculptors who wrought
statues in clay, and also the cities famous for
pottery.

The knowledge of every description of pottery
possessed by the Romans spread with their con-
quests, and Germany, Spaiu, Ganl, and Britain
retain fine examples of brickwork and tile and
mosaic floors. From the remains of Roman
potteries met with in England there can belittle
doubt that pottery was a most important manu-
jetnre here some sixteen centuries past. From
Peterborough westward, along the valley of the

Bj Mr. C Barry. From paper nectioaed in our laat.

Nene, remains of Roman potteries extend for

several miles. At Castor, in Northamptonshire,
a kiln and a quantity of potter’s tools were
discovered, also moulded arch and hypocanst
bricks.

The people of Lombardy and other states in

Italy, mentioned by Pliny as famous for pottery,
seem always to have preserved the knowledge
of making terra-cotta for architectural purposes

;

and it is now in North Italy we find the most
beautiful architectural terra-cottas. The elabo-
rate terra-cotta enrichments of the now gallery
at Milan, called the “ Galleria Vittorio Em-
manueli,” have been well exeented by Boni, of
Milan, from the designs of Signor Mengoni,
architect.

The enamelled terra-cottas of Lucca della
Robbia, in the fifteenth century, aided the intro-

duction of the new style of ware called Raffaelle,
which was brought to great perfection about the
sixteenth century at Posaro, Urbino, Gubbio,
Faenza, and Castle Durante. In the sixteenth
century, Bernard Palissy painted tiles for walls
and floors, and coated them with a thick enamel.
Pottery was made at Miijorca by the Moors about
the twelfth oentory; and the Moors, who became
for a time masters of Spain, spread the know-
ledge of making ornamental and enamelled tiles

j

probably the monks, who were the great con-
servators of the arts during several centuries,

owed their knowledge of making encaustic tiles to

the Moors. It is said that the Pisans introduced
Moorish tiles for church decoration about the
twelfth century, at which time the making of
terra-cotta began to revive for architectural work
in Italy.

From the time of the downfall of Roman
power in England until about tbe thirteenth
century, there are few evidences of brick being
used in important buildings in England, except
such bricks os were taken from the ruins of
Roman works, as at St. Alban’s Abbey and other
places

J
and it does not appear that brick became

again a favourite material for public works in

this country until about the fourteenth or
fifteenth century. The brickwork of Little
Wenham Hall, Suflblk, is one of the earliest

specimens : it is supposed to have been built
about 1260.
The introduction of the Tudor style gave an

impetus to the use of brick, moulded brick, and
terra-cotta ornaments. During the fifteenth and
sixteenth centuries many large mansions were
erected in England of brick, having moulded
brick cornices and terra-cotta ornaments. It

is said that Trevigi and Holbein introduced
moulded bricks and terra-cotta towards the end
of the Tndor period.

Daring tbe seventeenth and eighteenth cen-
turies many choice pieces of brickwork were
executed, and in many parts of London mould-
ings and cornices of this date still exist. Towards
the close of the seventeenth centnry, the stone-
ware potteries of Staffordshire began to be
established

j and about the middle of the
eighteenth centnry plaster of Paris moulds began
to be used by the Staffordshire manufactnrers,
and Wedgwood began his career in the making
of terra-cotta vases and other wares. About
1750 the manufacture of stoneware was making
progress at Lambeth

; and about 1790 works
were established at this place for making terra-
cotta architectural details, statues, and vases, by
a lady of tbe name of Coade. These works
occupied a large space of ground in Pedlars’
Acre, Lambeth, near to the wharf of Messrs.
Eastwoods. They were first known as Coade’s,
then Coade & Sealey’s, then Croggon’s, and lastly

as Routledge «6: Lucas’s. They were closed, on the
retirement of Routledge & Lncas from them,
about twenty years since, and tbe moulds, models,
implements, &c., were sold by Messrs. Rushworth
& Jarvis.

The enterprise and good taste exhibited
at these works were of the greatest value
to tbe plastic arts. It is said Flaxman was
employed on some of the models for these works,
bat it is certain that Bacon, Rossi, Bubb,
Panzetta, and other leading sculptors who ranked
high in the profession at the commencement of
the present century, were employed at Coado’s.
The terra-cotta made at Coade’s was of a warm
stone colour, and its durability can be tested by
very nnmerous specimens spread over England.
The bas-relief representing the death of Nelson,
at Greenwich Hospital, was exeented by Bacon
at Coade’s. Tbe frieze, the capitals, tbe trophies,
and statues in the older part of Buckingham
Palace were made there, and although tbe stone-
work on all sides shows great signs of decay, and
the portion lost built has been painted several
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times, the terra-cotta Corinthian capitals are as
sharp as when they left the kiln.

Croggon, successor to Coade, had a show-
room on the north side of the New-road, a little

eastward to Tottenham-oonrt-road, and erected
a terra-cotta front, part of which may stOI be
seen with the paint which was put upon it after
he retired from the premises peeling off the
terra-cotta, and leaving it fresh and clean.
About the commencement of the present

century other manufacturers began to establish
themselves in competition with Coade, among
whom was Van Spangen, a Dutchman, who
established the firm of Van Spangen, Powell, &
Co., at Bow, about 1820. Van Spangen made
ornamental moulded panels, keystones, rustic

quoins, statues, tomb-stones, &o. His works
were broken up about forty years since, and a
large number of his models and moulds were
purchased by the late Mr. Felix Austen, of the
New-road, who was then commencing the use of
Portland cement (first patented by Aspdin &
Beverley, of Wakefield), combined with broken
stone, pounded tile, and coarse sand, for forming
what he termed artificial stone.

Also, about this time, Rossi and Babb, who had
been employed at Coade’s works, began to
manufacture terra-cotta for themselves. Rossi
executed the large statues, the antifizm, the
architrave enrichments, and the capitals for
St. Pancrae Church, New-road. Bubb executed
the bas-relief in front of the Opera-house in

the Haymarket, and many of the statues which
ornament the terraces in Regent’s Park. Mr.
Bubb was unfortunate in his business, and
Brown, the marble mason, of University-street,

took his premises and kiln, and it is perhaps still

in existence. Brown made a few terra-cotta

articles, but soon abandoned the business.
About 1815, Charles Carter, of Dean-street,

j

Oxford-street, who was connected with Parker &
' Wyatt, the first makers of what is called Roman
cement, made a few architectural ornaments in

terra-cotta, and also red incised tiles, and inlaid

them with Roman cement to work with stone
incised quarries inlaid with Roman cement.
When Carter retired from his business, many of
his things fell into the hands of Parker & Wyatt,
and it was from seeing these suggestions of
Carter’s as to floor and wall tiles, that led Blash-
field (who had become connected with the house
of Parker & Wyatt) to inlay tiles with cement,
and to make his first experiments in mosaic
pavements, and this led to an acquaintance be-
tween him and Herbert Minton, and was the
main origin of the sort of mosaic pavement, or
Minton’s tiles, which, beginning with him, are
now so commonly manufactured and used.
In 1836, Sir Frederick Fowke, of Leicester,

made some very good terra-cotta vases, which
were spoken of in a Parliamentary report of this

period.

In 1839, Biashfiold employed Bubb to make
experiments at Canford, for Sir John Gnest, on
Lord de Manley’s clays, for making terra-cotta
for use in building model cottages, and a small
quantity of moulded bricks, tiles, and ornaments
were made at that place, from sketohes made by
my father, and worked out in his office by my-
self. Babb’s health failing, Blashfield gave up
the attempt to establish works in Dorsetshire,

but continued to employ Bubb, who modelled a
statue of Pomona for him for the late Sir Wil-
liam Middleton, of Shmbland Park, Norfolk.

About 1845, Herbert Minton executed copies
of the Medici and Borghese vases, in buff terra-

cotta with a thin glaze, from moulds furnished
by Blashfield. Messrs. Cubitt, the builders,

erected a kiln at their works in Gray’s-inn-road
about this date, to make architectural terra
cotta.

After tbe breaking np of Coade’s works by
Routledge & Lucas, several makers of torra-ootta

sprang up. Moulded bricks were made at Glas-
gow, Tunstall, Ewell, Ladyshare at Worcester,
and other places. Mr. Pnlham, of Broxbonme,
also began to make architectural works, and Mr.
Blanchard, at Lambeth, who made specimens for

the Exhibition of 1851, os did Messrs. Donlton,
of Lambeth, and several other persons. Tbe
Earl of Leicester also made about this time
some moulded bricks, ch'mney-shafts, and other
architectural pieces, from drawings by Mr.
Bodger, formerly in Mr. Pennethome’a office.

Blanchard Las executed nearly the whole of
the architectural terra-cotta work for tbe new
buildings at the South Kensington Museum, and
numerous other large works.

Blashfield began to make terra-cotta at Mill

Wall in 1848, and at Stamford in 1858. Previous
to 1848, he made terra-cottas oocasionally by
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way of experiment, as in 1839 wten he employed
Bubh, but did not enter fully into the merits of

the subject until about twenty years since.

When the governors of Dulwich College

entrusted the works of their new college to me,
without interference as to style or material (but

only that inevitable trammel as to cost to which
wo architects must perforce submit) I felt that

my old dream of long ago might be realized, and
I have endeavoured to produce a building almost

wholly in terra-cotta of varied colours, and
striven to embody therein something of the

stateliness, and at the same time elegance and
fancy in details of these old specimens. As a
maiden essay, of course it is full of defects and
shortcomings, to which no one is more alive

than myself, but if it should help to lead others

of my professional brethren with larger opportu-

nities and richer exchequer to draw upon, to

carry on the employment of terra-cotta in Eng-
land, it will have served as useful a purpose as

I could have hoped.
Terra-cotta, as my audience know, is a term

usually applied to artistic works made of coarse

clay or a coarser material than that used for fine

earthenware or porcelain
;

it is generally of red
or buff colour, but can have introduced into it

by chemical materials other colours, and archi-

tects will readily appreciate at once the oppor-
tunity thus afforded of decorating in colour their

works, in accordance with their own taste, with
a material that shall endure as long as the
fabric itself, with which their names are to be
identified. As terra-cotta also admits of being
glazed, a farther opportnnity for architectural
decoration is presented for use.

The materials used are the clays of Cornwall,
. Dorset, and Northamptonshire — Lynn sand
ground glass—China-stone—felspar and flint

—

also broken terra-cotta or burnt ware, pulverised.
I For very light porous articles fossil bone is used
. with terra-cotta. The variation of colour in

I white, buff, and red terra-cottas is due to the
clays ; other colouis, such as black, grey, green,
blue, &c., are obtained by the admixture of

: mineral colours with clays and other substances
; forming the body of the ware.

The whole of the clay and other materials are
' reduced by grinding them to powder of neces-
I sary fineness to suit the size aud description of
’ ware intended to be made. For fine ware, it is

necessary to, what is termed, slip or wash these
bodies together and evaporate a part of the

; water by means of a slip kiln. For large coarse
; ware, it is sufficient to mix the proper quantity
. of each substance together in powder, and after

. adding a given quantity of water, knead or pug
; it in a mill

j and, to insure thoroughly blending
: all the bodies in the clayey paste, the operation
; of pugging should be repeated at least twice.
I Great care should bo taken in blending clays, so
I that they are thorooghly mixed, or from unequal
; contraction in the clays the ware may crack.

The “body” or terra-cotta clay is better for

1 being laid by for some days after it leaves the
I slip kiln, or the mil), before it is used. After
I the clay is prepared by the mill or by the slip

I kiln, it should be well beaten with an iron bar,
! and “ wedged.” The latter process consists of

I catting a large lump of clay, many times
: asnnder with a wire, and then throwing or
• slapping down the piece cut on to the lump of
: clay from which it was taken off. This opera-
tion of wedging properly performed removes the

; air from the clay.

Olay thus prepared can be used by a sculptor
i for modelling a statne, or by a mason for run-
[ ning a moulding with a template. When the
r statne stiffens, it may be cut asunder with a
< wire and hollowed out ; the parts can then be
I luted together, and the statue gradually finished

and dried. After the statue is dry, the sculp-

t tor may dress it with the chisel, and' correct

: any faults which have arisen in the drying.
. A moulding run by a template may bo made
s solid if not much thicker than a brick

;
or it

i may be on its under side hollowed out
j
or it

! may be run on a saddle. The moulding can
: be mitred and cut into lengths, and squared
! at the ends. When the moulding is quite dry,

it may be rubbed with a piece of grit stone,
) and finally finished by a mason. The statue
1 and the moulding may then be placed in a
i kiln and burnt, with very little chance of
1 warping or twisting.

Bassi relievi of large size may be modelled by
3 a sculptor on a wooden ground, and treated in

this way with perfect safety. The large bassi re-

lievi for the Wedgwood Institute are modelled in
clay, sent in a frame of wood, with a cover, from
Stamford to the schools at Kensington, and re-

tnrned oomple e from the modellers to be burnt

at Stamford.
J

' '

When the same form of design has to be re-

peated more than once or twice, it is desirable

for economy, to make a model, and fram that a
plaster mould, and impress the clay into the

plaster mould, the size of the object determining
the thickness of the clay. For architectural

work, the smaller the pieces, or the nearer the

pieces approach to the size of a large brick, the

more economical will be the work. At the same
time there is no practical difficulty or objection

to using terra-cotta in large pieces. These are

then made hollow for the purpose of insuring

equal hardness and contraction throughout, and
if used, as at Dulwich, bonded into the walls as

stone would be, they are filled at the work with
fragments of terra-cotta in Roman cement.
Although this has been done in this case, I am
not at all sure that it is essential, as the trans-

verse strength, even of the hollow blocks form-
ing projections of cornices, strings, and the like,

is very great, and I believe sufficient.

When moulds are used, and the clay has re-

mained in them, say, for a piece of cornice equal

to a cubic foot, about one hour, the mould may
be removed : the plaster being porous, will have
absorbed in this time n part of the water from
the clay. The piece is then allowed to get

tolerably hard and stiff, and the seams of the

monld are removed. If the work is to be re-

lieved, a modeller or mason will now undercut
the work. It must be carefully watched in dry-

ing, so that all parts gradually dry at the same
time, or it will crack or twist. The destruction

of terra-cotta is far greater in drying than burn-

ing. Ornamental work that warps in drying is

generally worthless
;
plain work, if it warps only,

aud does not orack, may be dressed and rubbed
by a mason before it is burnt, and brought to a
true surface.

The contraction in drying is about f in. to

J in. to the foot, aud about | in. to i in. in

burning, or a total of 1 in. to 1^ in. to the foot.

The fineness of the body and the colour of the

clay has much to do with the contraction.

Terra-cotta of large size should be well pro-

tected from the violent action of the fire in the

process of burning, and to effect this for large

ware it is better entirely to muffle the inside of

the kiln. A little more coal is consumed in a

kiln having a muffle lining of brickwork 3 in.

thick throughout, but the ware is more uniformly

burnt, and it is never discoloured by the sulphur

from the coals. Mr. Blashfield has, I understand,

patented ench a kiln.

To thoroughly burn a kiln containing some 25
tons of hollow terra-cotta ware in. to 2 in. thick,

will consume 20 tons of coal. To burn 20 tons

of terra-cotta tiles thoroughly, the tiles being

12 in. by 12 in. by 2 in. thick, aud packed closely

in the kiln, will take 20 tons of coal,—weight of

coal for weight of terra-cotta tiles when burnt.

The tiles being subject to a pressure of 25 tons

when moist, the particles are brought close to-

gether, and the fire does not so readily get

through the body as it does through hand-
pressed work.

Besides the above described risk in drying,

there is also a risk in burning and cooling ; first,

from the muffle lining of the kiln sometimes
giving way and exposing the ware to the violence

of the flames from the furnace-holes, or from the

kiln drawing in cold air from chinks and cracks

in the process of cooling.

Having now described in general terms the

mode of manufacture adopted, which, I should

say, is taken from the practice of Mr. Blashfield,

of Stamford, who has contracted for all the work
at Dulwich College, and at whose factory and
modelling-shops I have therefore been a frequent

visitor, I would wish to point out some of the

advantages which recommend terra-cotta as a
building material to architects, in addition to its

economy, of which I shall speak presently. Fore-

most among its advantages is the facility it

affords to architects to see actually full size any
of the more ornamental portions of their design,

inaemneh as the material actually bnilD in is the

same as that modelled. There is no necessity,

as in the case where stone is used for sneh pur-

poses, to make a model in clay, then two casts

in plaster—one in taglio and one in the round

—

with all the necessary imperfections which at-

tend so mechanical a process; and theu, when
the model is thus produced, to take the chance
of a mason (who is not the artist whoso mind
was embodied in the original model) being able

to reproduce in a non-plastic material the de-

sign and delicacies of such model. In terra-

cotta clay, on the other hand, the actual work

which is afterwards to be burnt and take its

place in the building is the model itself, and
bears the impress at once of the mind of the
designer and the skill and knowledge of the
modelling artist. It can bo studied, improved,
or modified, and, when quite satisfactory, burnt;
and I would submit that a far better reflex of
the personality of the architect will thus bo
found in a building than can ordinarily be the
case. Again, except when there is much repe-
tition, no moulds are of course used, so that
bassi relievi, enriched panels, friezes, sonlp-

ture of animals, foliage, or figures made in

terra-cotta, and used in a building, cannot
be copied; they are aud must remain the
sole originals, and thus have a greater value to

the artist or architectural student than when it

is possible to find the same composition placed
in the different buildings in, perhaps, totally dif-

ferent positions aud circumstances from those in

respect of which it was originally designed.

Next, I would point out the opportunity it

gives fur brilliant effects of light and shade by
the facility of what in masonry would be under-
cutting, but iu terra-cotta is the application of
separately modelled pieces of the material super-
imposed over the recessed parts while all are iu

a plastic state, aud then the whole being burnt
together into one homogeneous mass. I need
not enlarge on the enormous economy in propor-
tion to effect produced that this gives over work
in stone.

Again, there is the opportunity of heightening
the effect of a design by the use of terra-cotta

blocks of delicately varied harmonious tints.

Those most easily available for building pur-
poses are buff, of various shades, from gold
colour to nearly brown

;
a light neutral tint, or

grey ;
and any tint of red, from the plainest to

the deepest. To these may be added many
other colours produced by chemical materials

mixed with the clay, but, of course, somewhat
increasing its cost. Add to the above the facility

for enamelling or glazing the surface, thus

heightening the colour of any particular parts,

and it will be seen that a chance is given to the

architect who desires and will take the trouble

to design in colour, which is not possible with
other materials, unless at a fabulous cost, and
even then, as when marbles are used, retaining

their eS'ect for only a few years.

Next, there is its indestructibility and free-

dom from decay by the action of the weather
;

whereas in England, and especially in the
metropolis or other large towns, the effect of the
weather and the acid gases the atmosphere con-

tains soon disintegrates any soft stones, and a
little later has a like effect even oq hard ones,

or marble, producing laminated surface, moul-
dering edges, and discoloration. With terra-

cotta the reverse is the case. The acid gases in

the air have no effect
;
the deposited dirt or soot

washes off with the first heavy shower, and the
work comes out again as pure and distinct as at

the first. If it be said that this is perhaps not
always desirable, and that a certain amount of
decay adds to the picturesque effect of a build-

ing, I think it may fairly be replied that, if so, it

is rather an evidence of the carelessness or de-

fects of the design, if it be improved by such
adventitious aids, the greater or less extent of

the effect of which must be quite uncertain, de-

pendent on local circumstances, and no creation,

at any rate of the architect’s mind, whereas his

knowledge that aa in form so in colour any
creation of hia fancy will bo handed down un-

changed for centuries as it comes from him, will

tend more than any stimulus to that tender

carefulness of design which all architects ought
to possess aud foster, which will give them
credit, and delight the taste of those who come
after them.

WESTMINSTER ABBEY AND ST.

MARGARET’S CHURCH.
Allusions having been frequently made to

this not unsightly church, recommending its re-

moval, in order to clear the view of Henry VII.’s

Chapel, it may not be amiss to direct attention to

the other side of the Abbey, which is crowded in,

aud concealed by, lofty walls and buildings,

clustered together in the roost incongruous

mauner. At the present moment there are

iu the city several churches under process

of demolition, because while the resident

population has dwindled away, the sites were
wanted for business, or for the clearance of

thronged thoroughfares
;
but thefurore for demo-

lition ought not to be encouraged, unless in cases
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of pnblio expediency or necessity j and it must
be also taken into account, that this important
space borderiog the Houses of Parliament and
the Abbey which has been so lately adorned at

great expense, would be again thrown into con-
fusion for another year at least.

A glance at the confused and blinded con-
dition of the extensive Abbey precincts on
the southward and most ancient side, will at

once disclose the necessity of opening out these
inexplicable labyrinths of confusion.

The works now in progress upon the Chapter-
house, that most venerable monument of art,

demonstrate the necessity for clearances on this

now unknown side, to show off the majesty of
the cathedral. The interior of this ancient
octangular adjunct to the Abbey has a span of
60 ft. Seven flying buttresses have been recon-
structed

5 some of which had been built in as

partial walls to private houses,—one in Poets’-

comer, and others connected with the crazy and
hideous old red brick bouses and offices of the
canons.

When it is considered that the enclosed pre-

cincts of the abbey, including its schools, refec-

tories, cloisters, and adjuncts, represent an area
of eleven acres, and that the space (humorously)
called the Dean’s-garden alone (surrounded by
buildings) contains over two acres—the whole
enclosed by lofty walls 3 ft. in thickness

5
that a

narrow way (College-street) bounds it in nearly

a direct line from Victoria-street to the Victoria

Tower, and the river bank
;
and that all the

adjacent property, including the wide reach of

Tothill-fields, belongs to the Dean and Chapter,
the wonder is that the spirit of an improving
age has not formed a grand thoroughfare to

Hillbank and Palace-yard
j
thus opening out the

glories of the Abbey, and conferring a value upon
hoarded and muffled spaces dedicated now to
cloisters and canons’ lodges, as formerly to the
chambering and pious exercises of cowled priests

and friars.

Soon after the first dawn of Christianity in

these islands, so early as the sixth century, a
monastery took station here, and authenticated
history names Orthbright as the first Canon,
A.D. 604. Doubtless they had chapels, refecto-

ries, and dormitories
j
but the oldest founda-

tions, as skilfully traced by Mr. Scott (who, in

his researches after architectural evidences,

actually found concealed under planks, masonry,
and rubbish, the original accounts of disburse-

ments on the chapter-house, cloisters, halls, &c.),

were those erected in the reign of Henry III.,

between 1245 and 1269
;
and although a church

had been built by Edward the Confessor, who
reigned from 1042 to 1066, but little can be
traced of those primitive foundations save that
within the outer circle of the chapter-house an
additional wall, 5 ft. thick, reduces the size of
the crypt or basement story to the extent of

10 ft. in the diameter, and this was decidedly
the original foundation.

Some of the most ancient and beautiful of the

cloisters and cellars are ascribed to Abbot
Litlington, but it is doubtful, from the mixed
character of style, whether these were not
founded in earlier times, and built over and
transformed by him between the years 1376 and
1386.

It is clear that the nave of the Abbey was
partly rebuilt under a commission from Henry V.
A.D. 1413, issued to Whityngton, the celebrated
Lord Mayor, and Bichard Harowden, the abbot

;

and in succeeding reigns, additions and renova-

tions were occasionally superadded
s

the main
restorations having been effected by Sir Christo-

pher Wren, after the Great Fire of London in

1666, and whilst St. Paul’s Cathedral was in

process of construction; so that there is an in-

volvement of many styles throughout the struc-

ture.

As our great national fane, venerable for

its antiquity, consecrated for over 1,000 years
by the devotion of kings, prelates, and succes-
sive generations, this grand pile ought to be
thrown open and disencumbered of the paltry

lanes and mean tenements of its southern vicin-

age. The motley abodes of six canons and of

the dean, raised in shapeless masses of red
brick upon the cloisters and arches of primitive
days, ought to be cleared away, and those
cloisters, arches, gateways, and vaults trans-

ferred to the care of the architect who is now
BO ably conserving the remains of the chapter-
house.

There is ample space along the dean’s garden,
with frontage to Great College-street, for the
erection of six canons’ mansions and a deanery

;

there is room to widen the street by 20 ft., and

to leave an open garden in the interval towards
the Abbey, leaving the cloisters and other rem-
nants of antiquity to be suitably roofed in—in-

troducing plantation, verdure, and open aspect
where such treasures are now sealed up.
What can be seen of the chapter-house when

renovated ? or of the perfect south side of the
Abbey without such clearance ? But there are
other points to be considered,—the completion
of the grand plan of alentours for the Houses of
Parliament. This can yet be secured by open-
ing out from Victoria-street a nearly straight line

southward, through College-street to the river

bank, thus forming a noble and more direct

route, clear of Dean's-yard, to Victoria-tower.
Thus a fine causeway might be secured from

the West-End and the Victoria Station to the
House of Lords, commencing at Strutton Ground,
on an angle of frontage as yet unoccupied

;

in

continuation, along the north side of Old Pye-
street (a wretched remnant of squalid pauper
domiciles)

;
theuce cutting across three or four

equally valueless tenements, and slick into

College-street, at back of the school.

The modernization and laying out of College-
street, the new arrangement of college and of
canons’ houses, the conservation of the Broad
Sanctuary, and all the hallowed precincts, are of

course left to the pious care of the Dean and
Chapter.

As in all oases of improved thoroughfares in

good parts of town or city, the new and more
suitable houses would help to pay

;
but the utilisa-

tion of valuable space and the modern adaptation
of valuable sites to better uses, must result in

dignifying a long-neglected quarter of the town
which, in its present condition, is a blot on the
House of_Peers and a discredit to the metropolis.

QUESTIONS AND REPLIES IN THE
HOUSE OF COMMONS.

New Law Courts.—Mr. Alderman Lawrence
asked the First Commissioner of Works whether
notices would be served during the autumn on
the owners of houses in Holywell-street, and
also on the owners of houses in the line of a new
street from the Strand to Lincoln’s-inn-fields, in

order that a Bill might be brought in during the
next session of Parliament, to provide approaches
to the site of the New Courts of Justice by the
removal of Holywell-street and the formation of
a new street from the Strand to Lincoln’s-inn-

fielcla. In reply Lord John Manners said the
commission had made no recommendations for

the purchase of that property for the purpose of
making an entrance to the New Law Courts.
However desirable such a proceeding might be
as a metropolitan improvement, her Majesty’s
Government had no intention to bring in a Bill

to carry the suggestion into effect. The Aider-
man then asked whether it was the intention of
her Majesty’s Government to give notices for

the purpose of securing any approach to the New
Law Coarts : to which Lord J. Manners replied
that the subject was under consideration.

Park-Zone.—Mr. Gregory wished to know from
the bon. member for Bath whether the Board of
Works were going to pull down the public-houses
on the eastern side of Park-lane, since the pro-
posal to widen the lane through Hamilton-place
had been rejected. In reply, Mr. Tite said that
the proposals to pass through the Park and
to relieve the traffic by widening Hamilton-place
had both been proposed, discussed, and rejected

within the last few years. It was proposed in

1866 to poll down Gloucester House, and to find

the means required in the proceeds of the coal
duties; but the Bills, introdneed in 1866 and
1867, were ultimately withdrawn. This year
another Bill was introduced, with the approval
of the Government, but the proposal to poll
down Gloucester House was unanimously re-

jected by the committee. They were thus again
thrown back. The suggested pulling down of
the poblic-hoDses was under consideration, as

was also a fresh proposal to widen Hamilton-
place, and he hoped to be able next session to
bring in a Bill on the subject.

Regent's Park.—In reply to Mr. H. Lewis, the
First Commissioner of Works, Lord J. Manners,
said the works in the enclosure of Regent’s
Park were completed, aud the water would be
introdneed almost immediately. The reason of
the delay was the recent discovery of a defect
in a drain, and the water could not be let in

until the defect was remedied, which was now
being done. It was not intended to cover the

bottoin of the lake with cement.

Mr. Canning's Statue.—Lord Stratbeden in-
quired what steps it was proposed to take with
a view to replace on a fitting site the statue of
the late Mr. Canning. He advocated a site a
little in the rear of the original position of the
statue. Such arrangement, he added, would be
satisfactory to the late statesman’s family. The
Earl of Malmesbury said he was moat anxious
to place the statue in a suitable position, bub
it was very difficult to please every one. The
present site had been selected in obedience to
the wish of the House of Commons, and no re-

monstrances against it had been received from
the family of Mr. Canning. Lord Stratford de
Redcliffe said he would prefer the site suggested
by Lord Stratbeden. He regretted that the
Lord Privy Seal could not hold out any hopes of
removal.

The Embassy-House at Thcrapia.—Mr. Monk
asked the Secretary to the Treasury whether he
would lay upon the table of the House the esti-

mate, founded upon the plan of Colonel Gordon,
which was selected by her Majesty’s Govern-
ment for the new Embassy-house at Therapia;
and whether the contract had been entered into
for the erection of that house. Mr. Sclater-
Booth was unable to lay upon the table the
estimates and plans referred to, because, although
the estimate would not exceed 10

,
0001 ., the plan

had been materially altered. Colonel Gordon
had left Constantinople, and the gentleman now
in charge of the building was the Briush Con-
sul at Constantinople. He believed the in-

terests of economy would be best consulted by
leaving the matter in bis hands. Everything
had been done to insure that the work should be
carried out economically.

THE POST-OFFICE AND THE
TELEGRAPHS.

The select committee on this bill have agreed

j

to the following special report :

—

" Your committee have considered the several matters

I

which they were specially instructed to inquire into, and
; are of opinion,— !. That it is not desirable that the trans-

^

mission of messages for the public should become a legal

I

monopoly in the Post-olEce. 2. That it should be left to
the discretion of the Postmaster-general, with the consent
of the Treasury, to make special agreements for the
transmission of certain classes of messages at reduced
rates; but that any such special agreeement should ho
laid upon the table of the Bouse of Commons as soon as
conveniently may be. 3, That security should be taken
for insuring the secrecy of messages transmitted through
the Post-office, by m^ing the violation of suoh secrecy
punishable as a misdemeanour. 4 That the special cir-
cumstances at present attending the working of those
submarine cables which the Postmaster-general may
acquire, make it desirable that provision should be made
for the working of them by leasing the same, in the first

instance, to a company or companies
;
copies of any such

lease to be laid before Parliament ; but it mav ultimately
be found expedient that the Post-office should itself work
such cables.’’

The select committee also report that they
have considered the bill and taken evidence
thereon, which they have agreed to report to
the House

; and they have also gone throngh
the bill and made amendments thereunto.
The committee resolved, that persons in the

employment of companies, and not engaged by
Government nnder the new regulations, should
receive compensation if they had had an engage-
ment of seven years, and are in receipt of a
salary of 75Z. In the clause referring to news-
paper contracts, words were inserted including
clubs, exchanges, and news-rooms. No news-
paper is to have priority in reception of news car

favour in rates.

The committee scheduled agreements between
the Postmaster-general and the following com-
panies :—The GreatWestern, the South-Western,
the London, Chatham, and Dover, the South-
Eastern, the North-Eastern, the Bristol and
Exeter, the North British, and the Caledonian
Railway

;
and between the following telegraph

companies :—The Submarine, Reuter’s, the At-
lantic and Anglo-American, and the Universal
Private Telegraph (Limited). This concluded the
labours of the committee.

The late Mr. Clephan, Architect, Stock-
ton.—We hear with regret of the death of Mr.
William Clephan, architect, Stockton. He had
won the respect of a large circle of friends, and
his death will be more especially felt by the
members of the mechanics’ institute, with which
he had been connected since its organization.

He took a great interest in horticulture and the
fine arts.
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IMPKOYEMENIS IN CAMBRIDGE AND
CAMBBIDGESHIEE.

THE^cliapel of St. John’s College, according
I to the local Chronicle, will be completed and
I opened in May next. The decorators, Messrs.
I Clayton & Bell, of London, are by their men
! hard at work

3 the marble shafcs aro all fixed,

; and so are the open doors. The carving is

: nearly finished. The floor is not yet laid, and
I the windows are not yet filled in with stained

i
glass. Mr. Scott’s design is being carried oat
by the contractors, Messrs. Jackson & Shaw,

; and their representatives. Messrs. Clayton &
. Bell are also decorating the college-hall.

Master of Trinity College Second Court will

I be ready for the occupants of the seventy rooms
i in October. The rooms, which are all engaged,
are in a very fo^^vard state, and are being fitted

1 up. The doors are stained (oak), the walls

[ covered with paper 5 the staircases will be
1 lighted with gas, and the water supplied by the
' Waterworks Company. Each set of rooms con-
: sists of keeping and bed room, with gyp-room,
f the latter fitted up with every convenience.
' The contractors for the building aro Messrs.
I Smith & Co., and the works are being superin-
I tended by Mr. J. Nicholls, with the aid of Mr.
i Kencher (clerk) and other assistants.

At Caius College, the alteration is of an
( extensive character. The college authorities
1 have resolved upon building an entirely new
i court, the architect engaged being Mr. Water-
1 house, from whose designs Messrs. Trollope &
1 Son are working and making rapid progress,
1 with the aid of their clerk, Mr. Tift. The style
I of architecture is the French Jacobean, with
( Castleton-ashlar stone and Ancaator dressings.
" The building will be three stories high, consist-

i ing of about sixty seta of rooms, which will bo
i lofty, well ventilated, and suitably fitted up.
’ The height of the court will be 55 ft., and the
( extent in Trinity-street 210 ft. The main on-
t trance will be from King’s-parade, under a
t tower, 106 ft. in height. Over the gateway will
I be figures, representing the founders of the
( college. To carry out this extensive alteration

I
part of the Fellows’ garden will have to be

t taken in, but the gates of “ Honour” and
'• “Humility” will be retained. In addition to
! the building of the new court, the contractors
i aro engaged to almost rebuild the chapel, which
j is to have two towers. The interior is to
1 undergo extensive alterations, including the
; erection of an organ-gallery, now screen, new
r oommunion-table, and the repaving of the floor.

I The chapel will be heated with hot water.
[ Under the rooms of the new court will be wine-
' cellars for the use of the Master aud Fellows.
I The whole will cost something over 20,0002.

In the town there are a new assembly and
5 other rooms at the Guildhall, and a new Corn
E Exchange is spoken of. The “ felt want” now
i demanding attention, according to our authority
:'the Chronicle, is the improvement of the river
E Cam, its present condition being a hindrance to
Jthe University in their aquatic exercises.

In the county there are uot many improve-
[1 ments. It is in contemplation, however, to
j build a middle-class county school. At the Ely
I militia dep6t there are to be built twelve houses
( for sergeants and an hospital for the men. The
;
gas inspectors, on the part of the pariah of

I Cottenham, have advertised for tenders for
i) lighting the streets, roads, &c., of Cottenham
V with gas.

P PRIZE MEETING OP THE WEST-LONDON
SCHOOL OP ART.

The annual prize-meeting of this school was
t hold in the theatre of the Geological Museum,
1 Jermyn-street, on Saturday evening last. The
: chair was occupied by Mr. Beresford Hope, M.P.
tithe president of the school. The theatre was
c crowded. This is essentially an artisan school,
i and is teaching more than a fourth of the entire
1 number of artisans (1,750) taught in the whole
)iof the ten London schools.

The President expressed his deep regret that
Ithe drawings of the successful students could
i( not^ be there exhibited

; he said such an ex-
1 hibition would have redounded to the credit of
i this school, which he described as the young and
Jivigorous chick of the South Kensington esta-
3 blishment, which he termed the “ old hen.” He
iisaid he had in his possession a statement of what
ii this school bad done, and, comparing its woi'k to
;lthe work done by older establishments; but he
eJ fihould refrain from quoting these figures, as

they might seem to create an antagonism be-
tween these art classes, and he was desirous
that the whole of the classes throughout the
country should pull together. The importance
of the work done by the West-London classes
was shown by the fact that in 1867 there were
455 students, of whom 67 were draughtsmen
and designers, 45 decorators, &o., 41 wood,
stone, and ivory carvers, 9 modellers, 27 glass
painters, 11 papier-mache workers, 18 gold-
smiths, &c., 23 engravers and dieainkers, 16 metal
workers, 21 cabinetmakers, 31 upholsterers, 9
musical instrument makers, 43 carpenters and
joiners, 14 machinists, 4 masons, 18 salesmen and
clerks, and 23 teachers, with 35 miscellaneous.
Remarking that he did not much like papier-
macho, as being often an imitation work, he went
on to say that there were here a vast number of
persons who were evidently studying art in
order to advance them in their daily labour

;

while, at the same time, there was a leavening
of others, such as clerks and salesmen, who
were evidently studying art for art’s own sake,
and for the advancement of their own moral
and intellectual nature. Art, he said, had be-
come a necessity of the day ; and even if we
went to a tavern to take our food, we found, in
place of the sanded floor, the brown painted
walls, and the coarse deal table of a few years
ago, a carpeted apartment with decorated walls
aud a neatly and cleanly covered table, with
mahogany and polished chairs to sit upon, in
place of the rough “forma” of bygone times.
He adduced the ornamented railway refresh-
ment rooms as another instance of the advance
of refinement. Then he took the example of
the general apartments and the furniture placed
in them, and said that the cultivation of art
gave the people a taste in the choice of their
carpets and other household garniture, and this
art-taste, too, could be exercised by women in
their choice of bonnets, dresses, and even in
the putting on of the crinoline. In passing, he
congratulated those of the gentler sex present
upon the discarding of the latter article from
their costume; but he deprecated, amid some
laughter, the “ bathing-dress style” of attire
now adopted by the sex. He proceeded to say
that, in whatever they adorned or disfigured
themselves, they were exercising a good taste
or bad taste. It was of no use people describing
themselves as “ good plain people,” and saying
they left taste to painters and others connected
with art, for they could not bo “ good plain
people” without all turning Quakers; and, be-
sides, there was a closer connexion between
the cultivation of an art-taste and the advance-
ment of the moral qualities than many people
were ready to acknowledge. Ho urged that
producers generally were now working up to a
higher art-taste than they used a generation—a- result he looked upon as coming from
those great Exhibitions which were now voted
“ a bore,” but had really done this work in
making the consumer look for a better dess of
articles, and encouraging the producer to supply
them.
The prizes having been distributed by the

chairman,
Mr. Ruakiu said he had been struck by the

youth of those who had gained prizes. They
had all the world before them where to choose.
With the immense advantages now before
them, they might look forward, not only to
honour, but to founding a school. They should
recollect that if they were told to deny them-
selves, to do everything that was unpleasant,
aud to go through all sorts of hard exercise, the
end of it was to please themselves and other
people

;
for, unless their works of art were

enjoyed by themselves, they would never be
enjoyed by anybody else. The great object that
workers in art ought to have in view was to
make their work faultless. In fact, they had no
business to have it anything else but faultless.
All they did they should do earnestly. The pre-
sident’s expression of regret that he had not a
third hand with which to shake in giving triple
prizes, reminded him of Prudentia with three
heads, looking every way. The old statues were
very difficult to draw, bat they meant a good
deal, and he thought this virtue of prudence
was nob enough insisted upon in our lectures on
morality or art. He sometimes found he had
done a great deal of mischief by what he had
said and written, and he did not know that he
had done more mischief than by those speeches
and writings for which he had been most flat-
tered, because he found that they led the stu-
dents always to dwell too much upon what was
exciting in art. The studentshouldrecollect that

all excellence in art was based on drawing. He
ought to get a mastery of pure outline. Refer-
ring to the mimber of salesmen who had joined
the school, Mr. Ruskin said he supposed sales-

men were men concerned generally in the sale
of decorative works who ought to know what
they should recommend to the public, bub it

struck him that, with respect to that, there was
rather too much influence at present exercised
upon the mind of the public by salesmen, and
too little by the artist, and that the artist was
rather too much in the power of those who
recommended his work. Students in art ought
not to be ambitious of obtaining a recommenda-
tion of their works in early life ; they ought to
exercise self-denial in their endeavours to achieve
excellence. In the beginning they might have
to live on bread and water, but in the end they
would live on ambrosia. In conclusion, Mr.
Raskin wished all of the students success, and
congratulated them on having an admirable
master.

Mr. Digby Wyatt briefly referred to the satis-

factory progress of the students of the school, a
circumstance not leas gratifying to the students
themselves than to the masters, who had devoted
so much time and attention to its management
aud control. It was a gratifying feature of the
school that the young people who had taken the
prizes were all more or less connected with the
technical arts of the country. It was this con-
nexion of art with technical industry that was
the great want of the present day. A few years
ago England was sadly behind some of the coun-
tries of Europe. We had made great progress
lately, and no more successful combination of
the two—the artistic and tho practical—could be
found than in the beautiful works produced by
Mr. Peter Graham, and exhibited by hia firm at
the great exhibitions in London and Paris. The
more his example was followed the more secure
would be the industrial position of this country,
aud the wider-spread would be the roots and
branches of its future prosperity and greatness.

Mr. Peter Graham dwelt on the importance,
in a commercial point of view, of greater atten-
tion to the studies connected with art and indus-
try. England had powerful competitors in every
part of the world, and the only way to make that
competition successful was to unite as com-
pletely as possible the study of art with techni-
cal industry. He proposed a vote of thanks to
Mr. Hope for hia attendance.
This vote was carried unanimously, as also a

vote to Mr. Macdonald Clarke, the master, and
the other officers of the school.

.

BUCKS ARCHITECTURAL AND AECH^-
OLOGICAL SOCIETY.

The annual excursion of this society has
taken place. The members and their friends
were conveyed by a Great Western special train
to Windsor, at single fares, and on its aixival the
Castle was tho first point of attraction. Mr.
Woodward, the librarian, by desire of her Majesty,
mot the numerous company in the hall, and,
after an introductory address aa to date and
elevations of the building, conducted them over
the older portions of the interior, and the library,
explaining every object of interest, more par-
ticularly the illuminations, charters, &o. Mr.
Parker, of Oxford, then gave an interesting
account of the exterior of the Round Tower,
the Wolaey aud St. George’s Chapels. The con-
struction of the latter was then explained, Mr.
Parker dwelling more particularly on the beau-
tiful stone vaulting and fan tracery of the nave
and choir, the difficulty of the work, and how
superior it was to the vaulting of Continental
churches he had visited. The deauery was then
inspected, then the cloisters, and, lastly, the WoU
sey Chapel. The visitors then loft forEton College,
where they partook of luncheon, liberally pro-
vided by the Rev. Mr. Marriott. They after-
wards inspected the college buildings, including
the library, where they were welcomed by Dr.
Goodford, the provost, who showed and explained
some of the most valuable works. Service in
the college chapel was held at 3 p.m.; after
which Mr. Parker gave a description of the
building in its old and restored state. The
annual meeting then took place in the college
hall, Archdeacon Bickersteth, V.P., in tho chair.
Many new members joined. Dr. Goodford read
a paper giving a history of the college from its
foundation. The Rev. Mr. Marriott also read
one on Vestments. The company (about eighty)
then partook ofa repast at the provost’s residence.

' a
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1. 1. Porch and Entrance
HaU.

2. Porter.
3. Stnd;?.

4. Waiting-room.
6. Staircase to medical

oiiicera'-rooms.

6. Under-clerk's office.

7. Clerk’s office.

6. Board-room,
9. Kitchen.

10. Drawing room.
11. Dining-room.
12. Larder.
13. China.
14. Entrance.
16. Water-closet.

16. Laratory.
17. Scullery.

18. Female waiting-room.

19. Male waiting-room.
20. Dispensary.
21. Wine store.

22. Stores.

23. Ale and porter stores.

24. Genera! stores.

25. Female Tisitors' and
attendants' entrance.

26. Male visitors' and at-

tendants’ entrance,

27. Male atteodauta' stair-

28. Covered passage to

chapel.
' 29. Stairs to cellars,

j

30. Beer-room.
31 , Female attendants’

staircase.

33. Head attendant's

office.

33. Head attendant's liv-

ing-room.
31. Open court for deliver-

ing stores.

35. Eakehonse,
I 36. Ovens.
I 37. Lobby.

38. Gateway for carts.

{

39. Female attendant’s

I

mess room.
I 40. Male attendants’ mess-

I

room.
41. Mac and basket makers'

room.
: 42. Workmistress’s sitting-

I room.

I

-43. Workmistress's bed-

I

room.

I

44. Macron’s office.

45. Matron’s stores.

46. Female work-room.
47. Upholsterer’s shop.

48. Shoemaker's shop.

49. Eitoheu servants -room.
60. Cook’s store.

61. Tailors’ shop.
62. Male bath-house.

63. Female bath-house.

64. Dressing-room.
55. Uncooked meat-stores.

66. Coal-shed.
67. Dairy.
58. Open court,

59. Vegetable-store.

60. Laundry attendants’
mess-room.

61. Laundry dining-hall.
62. Plumbers and painters’

shop.
63. Carpenters' shop.
64. Smiths' shop.
66. Boiler-honae.
66. Engine-house.
67. Clerk of works.
68. Water-tower.
69. Female sorting and de-

livering-room.
70. Male sorting and de-

liveriDg-room.
71. Washing machinery-

room.
72. Officers and attendants’

separate laundry.
73. C-als.
74. Drying-horse.
75. Beceiving-rooms.
76. Laucdry.
77. Female washhouse.
78. Male washhouse.
79. Female foul washhouse,
60. Male foul washhouse.
81. Corridor.
82. Hatch.
83. Stewards' offices.

84. Closet,
65. Boad.
80. Yard.
87. Drying-ground,

Plan of Dormitory "Flovrt,

1. Dormitory,
2. Landing.
3. Attendants' room.
4. Linen-store,
6. Patients' clothes at

night.

6. Lavatory.
7. Brooms and sinks.

8. Water-closet.
9. Lobby.

10. Fireproof roof of corri-

dor.

11. To open for escape in

case of fire.

12. Coals.

13. Shoot,

Plan qf Wardt,

1. Thirty Beds.
2. Table.
3. Attendants' room.
4. Scullery.
6. Staircase.

6. Landing.
7. Lobby.
8. Excitable patients'

room,
9. Brooms and sinks.

10. Water-closet.
11. Bath-room.
12. Ward linen-store.

13. Lift.

14. Sink.

15. Fireproof roof to corri-

dor.

SCALE Of EECT

ASYLUM FOE IMBECILE POOE.
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' TECHNICAL EDUCATION FOE AETISANS.

A MEETING was held at the School-room of St.

• Gabriel’s and St. Saviour’s, Pimlico, on Friday
c evening, July I7th, to inaugurate the formation
' of a school for technical education. The Eev.

B. Belcher, M.A., was in the chair.

Letters of apology for absence, but highly ap-

proving of the object of the meeting, were read

from Mr. J. Stnart Mill, Mr. Godwin, Professor

Jenkin, and others. Earl Granville addressed

the vrorkmen, and passed a very gratifying en-

I comium on the operatives generally who reported
I on the Paris Exhibition of 1862, and said he hoped
I all encouragement would be given to this and
1 kindred societies working for this end. The
. Amalgamated Carpenters and Joiners of London
i and Manchester are the pioneers in this move-
I ment, and they have every hope that the arcbi-

1 tectnral profession and builders generally will

(
give them their encouragement and support by

I donations of books, drawings, &c., for self-

i instruction.

THE ATMOSPHERE AND VENTILATION.

It is a generally received opinion that the
( ocean of air that surrounds the earth on all

f sides extends from the surface upwards to a
I height of about fifty miles, which is equal to one-
f eightieth of the earth’s semi-diameter. It is not,

1 however, of uniform density throughout
;

for

1 barometrical observations prove that one-third
I of its total quantity is contained within one mile
i in height from the level of the sea, nearly one-
1 half within two miles, and nearly two-thirds

' within five miles. If it were everywhere of the
8 same density as at the surface tho whole would
I bo contained within this last height; but in

t that case the physical conditions of the world
'i would be very different from what they are.

The form of the outer surface of the aerial ocean
i is no doubt spheroidal, like that of the earth, but
t much flatter, owing to centrifugal force and the

g great rarefaction produced by the vertical rays
t, of the sun at the equator. The air is an ex-

t tremcly mobile, transparent, and elastic fluid

;

T very dilatible by beat, contractible by cold,com-

p presaible by pressure, and expansible by re-

n moving pressure. It revolves with the earth,

8' accompanies the earth in its orbit round the sun
;

s end, like all material substances within the in-

fi fluence of the earth’s attraction, is obedient to

tl the law of gravity. Hence it exerts pressure on
& all bodies, and transmits that pressure equally

ii in all directions. Its pressure is equal to 15 lb.

0 on every square inch of surface at the level of

t! the sea,—that being the weight of a column of
n mercury 1 in. square and 30 in. in height, which
t the air balances, and by which its pressure is

n measured. The pressure, however, is variable,

0 owing to variations of temperature, humidity,
a and elasticity, which causes the column of mer-
c cury to vary in height from 31 in. to 28 in. The
n mean pressure, therefore, is 29^ in., or 14f lb.

p per square inch. Water is 13^ times lighter

tlthan mercury, consequently the pressure of the
a air supports a column of water 33| ft. in

h height. For this reason water cannot be
n raised by the common pump, or by the
8j syphon, higher than 33J ft. Hence the total
IT weight of the air is equal to that of a stratum
of of mercury 30 in. in height, or of water 33j ft.

in in height, covering the whole surface of the
e[ earth above the level of the sea. The exact
IE rate of decrease of pressure or density of the air

a; as we ascend is not known; bnt it has been
fo found to decrease very nearly in geometrical
pi progression as the height above the sea-level

ininoreases in arithmetical progression. Thus at
tithe height of 3'-i2 miles the pressure is lb.

oion the square inch, just half what it is at the
fliBurface level with the sea; at GBl miles it is

3,3| lb., or one-fourth ; and so on, the pressure
didecreasing for each succeeding 3'42 miles
oione-half what it was at tho preceding eleva-
te tion.

The air grows not only less dense as we
8!ascend, but colder and drier. Its greatest tern-

peperature, like its greatest pressure, is at the
Besea-level; bat the temperature gradually dimi.
mnisbes thence nearly at the rate of 1° for every
33334 ft. At great elevations cold is so intense
ttthat frost is perpetual, and moisture falls not as
rarain, but as snow. For this reason high moun-
tatain summits are always capped with snow, and
ththe valleys are filled with glaciers, which gradu-
allally gravitate to the plains below, where the
W£warmer air melts them, and the issuing streams
(nifijrnj besotiful blue lakes and jichl© riyers. Thus

the glaciers of the Alps are the springs of the
Rhine, the Rhone, and the Danube.
At all places on the earth’s surface, and at all

heights above it, the atmosphere is composed of
20‘80 parts by volume of oxygen, and 79T2
parts of nitrogen, beside four parts in ten thou-
sand of carbonic acid, and also of carburetted
hydrogen. It contains besides a small quantity
of aqueons vapour, with traces of ammonia,
hydrochloric and nitric acids, sulphuretted
hydrogen, and other substances. Although the
air is constantly moving, and its temperature
and elasticity are always changing, yet there is

no appreciable difference in the relative propor-

tions of its essential elements—oxygen and
nitrogen. The quantity, however, of aqueous
vapour, carbonic acid, and other extraneous
substances varies considerably at different places
according to circumstances. Common air being
I'OOO, the specific gravity of oxygen is 1-111,

and of nitrogen 0 972. Oxygen, therefore, is

heavier and nitrogen lighter than atmospheric
air. Oxygen is the most important substance
in nature. It constitutes not only one-fifth of
the air, but eight-ninths of all the water on the
globe, and perhaps about one-tbird of the whole
solid matter of the globe itself. It is the vital

principle of animal and vegetable life, and also

of fire; indeed, neither animals nor vegetables
could exist, nor fire burn, but for a very short
time, in air that did not contain a proper propor-
tion of oxygen. It vivifies our bodies, gives

redness to the blood, supports the flame of life,

and paints the bloom of the rose on the cheek
of the fair.

The atmosphere possesses the valnable pro-

perty of admitting light, and of dispersing and
reflecting it in all directions. Were it not for

this property, objects out of direct sunshine
would be invisible, shadows wonld be deep
black, apartments and places into whioh the
direct rays of the sun did not enter would be in

darkness, and the stars would be visible all day.
By the reflective power of the air, however, all

objects, in whatever position, have light thrown
upon them

;
and they in turn, by reflecting the

light they receive, are rendered visible, and
produce impressions of their forms and colours
on the eyes. The moisture in tho air, together
with the light of the sun’s rays reflected through
it, is the cause of the beautiful azure of the
heavenly canopy above ns, and of the rich
emerald of the verdant carpet beneath us. The
blue of the sky, as seen from the lower parts of
the earth, assumes a deeper hue, approaching to

blue-black, the higher we ascend. Hence, from
the top of a mountain, the milky-way appears
like a silvery flame, and the stars shine with
greater brilliancy, and far more numerous, than
at lower elevations.

The aqueons vapour in the air is invisible,

and is derived from the evaporation of water.
It is much lighter than common air, its weight
being to that of air as 5 to 8. It is also very
elastic, but that varies with the temperature.
There is more moisture in the air in summer than
in winter, and more in warm than in cold
climates. When the air is so completely saturated
that evaporation ceases, a fall of the barometer,
a fall of the thermometer, and a fall of rain are
often associated phenomena. Dew is formed
when the objects on which it deposits are cooler
than the surrounding air, and so causes a con-
densation of its moisture. Thus dew contracts
on a leaf or a flower, moisture precipitates on a
tumbler filled with cold water, and perspiration
streams down windows and walls, because the
objects are cooler than the air in contact with
them, and its moisture is condensed accordingly.
In the absence of rain or dew vegetation is sus-

tained by the moisture it imbibes from the air.

Thus in tropical districts, where for months
together there is no rain or perceptible dew,
many trees and plants preserve their verdure by
drawing water from tho atmosphere. The quan-
tity of moisture in the air has great influence on
the spirits and health of man. When the air is

too dry it absorbs moisture from the lungs and
akin

;
and when it is too moist it prevents due

evaporation of vapour from the body : hence an
excessively dry or moist air is equally injurious
to health. The most healthy hygrometric condi-
tion of the air is when the dew-point ranges
from 10® to 20° below the temperature of the
air.

The whole body of the atmosphere is put in
motion by excessive heat in tho region of the
equator, and excessive cold in the regions of the
poles. Thus the powerful heat of the vertical
rays of the sun round the equator dilates the
air, and causes it to ascend to a great height,

whence it divides and flows off, as upper cur
rents, towards the poles

;
and the intense cold

in the polar regions contracts the air, and causes
it to descend to the earth, whence it flows off, as
lower currents, towards the equator. The cur-

rents do not follow the directions of the meri-
dians, but are converted by the rotation of the
earth, and the gradual increase of rotatory
velocity from the poles to the equator into ob-
lique currents, which cross each other, or the
npper ones follow the reverse directions of tho
lower. By this grand system of ventilation the
warm vitiated air engendered on all parts of the
earth is drawn into the npper atmosphere where
it is purified and dispersed, and returned cool,

fresh, and clear to maintain the world as a fit

habitation for man.
The atmosphere contains many secrets, me-

chanical and chemical, electrical and vital

:

hence it is a vast field for research. Its func-

tions are various and wonderful, beautiful to

contemplate, and profitable for meditation. It

is the distributor of heat and also of light; is

the great laboratory in which we pass our lives

;

and it presses on oar bodies with a weight of
fifteen tons

; yet wo see and feel it not. By its

means light comes to the eyes, sound to the
ears, and odour to the nostrils. It draws up
from tho sea the vapour which descends as snow
on the mountain, rain on the land, and dew on
the flowers. Its refractive power prodnees tho
morning aurora and the evening twilight

;
tints

the clouds and the mountain tops with crimson,
purple, and gold

;
and lifts the disc of the glori-

ous sun above the horizon before he has risen

and after he has set. When quiescent it scarcely
stirs the lightest leaf, and renders a fluid surface
like a mirror

;
when gently agitated it fans the

sun’s rays, and wafts the fleets of nations round
the world

;
and when ronsed to fury it nproots

trees, levels baildiogs, ploughs furrows in the
sea, and smites the stoutest ships to pieces as if

they wore toys.

Four-fifths of the air we breathe are nitrogen,

whose chief use appears to be to dilute the
oxygen, and restrain its vital energy. The
remaining one-fifth is oxygen, more than one-

half of which is absorbed by the blood to

nourish and sustain the body. The blood sets

out from the left side of the heart, circulates

through the system, and returns again to the
right side every few minutes from birth to death.

The outgoing blood is of a bright red colour

charged with oxygen imbibed from the lungs by
inhalation. In its passage through the system
the oxygen, which is life, is given out by the
blood to the body

;
and carbonic acid, which is

death, is taken in by the blood from the body.
The incoming blood is of a dark purple colour

charged with carbonic acid, which, together
with all the nitrogen, are exhaled by the lungs.

The remaining oxygen is combined with hydro-
gen, and forms aqueous vapour, whioh is expired
partly by the lungs and partly by the skin. The
exhaled air, therefore, is extremely deleterious,

and very injurious to health if breathed again.

The emanations from the skin are copious, and
consist of vapour charged with carbonic, acetic,

and phosphoric acids, with muriate of soda and
other peculiarly odorous substances. Hence the
necessity for frequent ablation and change of
clothing, so as to keep the pores of tho skin
open and in healthy action. We rid ourselves
of liquid and solid refuse by drains and other-

wise, avoid the dirty and the diseased, object to

wear a garment worn by another, remove im-
purities from our food, and refuse to drink from
a oup pressed by the lips of a friend

; yet in our
dwellings and in our public places of resort we
continually draw into our lungs the offensive

effluvia emitted from the lungs, skin, and clothes,

not only of ourselves and friends, but of the
promiscuous crowd.
The temperature of the air we respire is nearly

the same as that of the blood, which is 98°

;

and it is much lighter than common air. Hence
it always rises over our heads to the highest

part of the rooms, whence it would escape
into the external air if an opening into a pipe
or a flue were there to enable it to do so

;
bub

as there is no such provision, and it cannot
get away, it soon loses its levity, descends, and
contaminates the whole of the air in the rooms
until it becomes so vitiated as to be unfit for

respiration. This simple law of ascension of

heated or light air like a balloon to an elevation

where its density is equal to that of the upper
atmosphere points out that we should remove
at the ceilings the rarefied air which is con-

stantly rising there from the exhalations of our
lungs and skin, and also from the candles,
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lamps, and gas which we burn. Thoosands of

people are shut up by day as well as by night in

small rooms without any supply of air or venti-

lation other than what comes in or goes ont at

the chinks of doors, windows, and fire-places.

The wonder is, not that there are headaches, pale

faces, and sickness, bnt that people can exist at

all in such rooms. Those who work in close

rooms without ventilation are more prone to

consumption than those who work out of doors.

The former breathe a foul heated air over and
over again

;
while the latter breathe air more

pure, and always changing. Under such condi-
tions deaths from consumption in men are more
numerous than in women ; and this disease is

more prevalent in men and women who work in

company in crowded workshops than in those
who work singly in their own apartments, be-

cause in the former the air is saturated with
moisture, is warmer, and more foul and stagnant.

In ill-ventilated workrooms men strip to the
skin, to enable them to bear the beat, which is

intense, and almost stifiing. Continuous breath-
ing of polluted air, both in rooms and in work-
shops, causes lassitude of mind and body, and a
resort to Btimnlauts, resnlting in habits of in-

temperance. Badly ventilated houses produce
virulent diseases, which raise the death-rate j

yet hundreds of honscs are built yearly without
any provision for ventilation. The lowest death-
rate is 11 per 1,000, and the highest, 45 per
1,000. The lowest is inevitable, and arises from
inherent natural diseases

; bnt death-rates from
11 per 1,000 to 45 per 1,000 are referable to

zymotic diseases caused by defective sanitary
arrangements. The death-rate of the metropolis
is 24 per 1,000 3 but if honaes, drains, and sewers
were properly ventilated, the drains and sewers
trapped, and the sewers made self-cleansing, the
people would become more healthy, hardy, and
happy, and the death-rate would be reduced
probably to 18 per 1,000. We see and feel what
the all-bountiful Creator has done for us in ven-
tilating our bodies by the respiratory apparatus
of the Inngs and the circolation of the blood

;

and also in ventilating the world by the respira-

tory apparatus of equatorial heat and polar cold
and the circulation of the air : why, therefore,

do not we apply the same principles in venti-

lating our houses, and drains, and sewers ? This
subject is an extremely important one, and_it is

to be hoped that it will shortly receive more
attention practically than has hitherto been
accorded to it. How to do it is known 3 and it

wonld be done if the Metropolitan Board of

Works, and the local boards and vestries, were
to take it in hand, not piecemeal, but upon a

well -organized system for the whole of the
metropolis. Until it is done the poor will be-

come poorer, the parish rates will be made
liigher, and the death-rate will be increased.

We have moch to learn in regard to the con-
stituents and properties of the atmosphere, and
in regard to arranging pipes and fines, so as to

produce motion in the air, in order to thoroughly
ventilate houses. Only few honses, besides large

mansions and public buildings, are built with
any special appliaoces for ventilation. We
either never consider ventilation as at all neces-

sary, or suppose that so long as there is a door,

and a window, and a chimney, nothing more is

needed. Every room, however, in which we
live, work, and sleep should be provided with
means for removing the vitiated air in or near
the ceiling, and for admitting fresh atmospheric
air near the fioor. This is the essential prin.

ciple of ventilation. Ventilating pipes could

bo carried from ceilings down to the fire-

places, and terminate in the ash-pits close

under the ^es. The heat of the fires would
draw the unwholesome air at tho ceilings into

the ash-pits, whence it would pass through the
fires and up the smoke-flues

3
and if the ash-

pits were closed by doors, the underside of the
fires would be supplied with air from the ceil-

ings instead of from the floors. This method,
however, would be inoperative in the direction

required in summer, or when fires were not burn-
ing. The products of combustion from gas-jets

could be carried off in the same manner
3 and

also by placing funnels over the gas-jets flush

with the ceilings, with pipes leading from them
either into the chimneys or into the outer air.

But chimney-flues afford the readiest and most
practicable method for ventilation. Whether
fires are burning or not, there are bat few flues
in which tho draught is not upwards. By some
means an upward suction is established, probably
by the temperature of the flues being somewhat
higher than the external air, or than the rooms

;

or by the wind passing across their tops aiding

the draught. Bo it as it may, a light held at

the upper edge of the fire-place or smoke open-
ing is invariably towards the flue. If therefore
an inverted funnel be fixed flash with the
ceiling, with a pipe leading from it into the
chimney, the air at the ceiling would be drawn
into the funnel, along the pipe, and up the fine,

like the air near the floor passing into the fire-

place. By this method a vast number of existing

rooms could be easily and cheaply ventilated.

This process is somewhat similar to Dr. Arnott’s
chimney-valve, which communicates with a fine

below the ceiling. The hot vitiated air, saturated
with moisture, produced by breathing, and by
burning candles, lamps, and gas, rises direct to

the ceiling, whence it must descend to get into
the valve. When, however, it begins to descend,
it has lost its levity, and in consequence much
of it sinks below the valve, and, mixing with the
air in the room, deteriorates it. But by placing
a funnel flush with the ceiling, with a pipe
leading from it into the chimney, tho noxious
air passes away at once. Occasional out-

draughts from the flue into the room would be
less frequent by the pipe and funnel away from
the flue in the centre of the room than by the
valve close to the flue. The pipe must not be
taken from the funnel into tho outer air, as the
fire, when there is one, would draw air through
the pipe into the room and down from the
ceiling into itself, like it draws air through
a window' when the top sash is palled down.
The fnnnel could be covered with a perforated
ornamental flower screwed to it, the upper side
of the flower being clear of the ceiling; or a
domelet of perforated zinc conkl bo placed in
the funnel convex downwards. This would be
much cheaper, and look nearly as well.

It would, however, be far better, while houses
are being built, to construct ventilating pipes
alongside the flues, or in combination with them.
There should also be an arrangement of funnels
in the ceilings, with pipes leading into tho ven-
tilating pipes. The heat of the fines would
rarefy the air in the ventilating pipes, and so
induce upward currents, which would mate-
rially assist in drawing the vitiated air out of
the rooms and fresh air into them. Pipes have
long since entirely superseded brick drains, and
why should not pipes supersede brick flues, not
only in larger, bat in smallar class houses ? By
a judicious arraugement of pipes for flues and
ventilation—round inside for the flues, and square
outside of the thickness of the walls, with the
intervening spaces for ventilation

; or square,
with a dividing partition, one part for smoke,
and the other for air—much of the room now
occupied by the jambs and breasts of chim-
neys wonld be saved. Ceilings are usually
made horizontal, but they soon become convex
by shrinkage. For purposes of ventilation, how-
ever, they ahonld be made as concave as possible
from tho cornices, with tho highest point in the
middle, where the funnels should be placed.
Then the warm vitiated air on arriving at the
ceilings would glide upwards to the funnels, and
pass through them into the ventilating pipes, and
thus a constant interchange of air in the rooms
would be established. The outward currents
from the ceilings would in most cases produce
sufficient inward currents of fresh air through all

the present points of ingress without requiring
special apertures for its admittance. Still, how-
ever, one or more fresh-air openings could be

' placed at some convenient point in the floor or
the skirting opposite tho chimney.
No air will produce fire and light but oxygen 5

and both are extinguished immediately they are
deprived of this gas. Respiration and com-
bustion have the same effect,—the one kindles
the body, the other the fire

5
and the one keeps

the body, and the other the fire, burning and
alive so long as each is supplied with food or
fuel. All substances bum with greater brilliancy

in pure oxygen than in common air. A flickering

taper, or any burning substance, plunged into
oxygen burets into a brilliant flame, and burns
with sneh splendour that the eye can scarcely
bear the glare of the light, and the heat is in-

tense. Improper application of air to burning
fuel and gas produces imperfect combustion,
waste of the carbon and hydrogen, and pollution
of the air. Hence the more perfect we can con-
sume coal and gas, the more heat and light we
obtain therefrom, the less are the deleterious
products from the combustion, and the less waste
or loss in a money point of view. Great im-
provements have been made in stoves of late

years, bat the best of them are far from perfect.

The fire-boxes should bo arranged so that the
fires can consume the carbon in the fuel without

smoke if possible
j
then the atmosphere would

be less vitiated with the products of combustion

;

and a greater quantity of heat would be radiated
into the apartments with much less consump.
tion of fuel. Gas-burners should also be made
to emit the gas from very fine holes, or very fine

tubes, arranged close to each other ; then the
gas-jets issuing from the holes or tubes would be
surrounded and fed with oxygen, or completely
oxygenized 3 the united flame would be nearly
white, and very brilliant

;
only a small quantity

of sulphur would be evolved
;
and there wonld be

considerably more light with the same expense
of gas. That burner is best and the moat
economical which consumes the gas, not with a
dull yellow flame, bat with a brilliaut white light.

JoHx Phillips,

CEDAR FOR CABINETS.

The writer of the article on Cedar, in a recent
number of the Builder, when recommending the
wood as a lining for drawers, should not have
omitted to caution his readers against employing
it whore 'geological specimens are to be stored.

The aromatic resin deposits itself upon all de<
scriptious of minerals, and ruins them so far aa
appearance is concerned. When I was in Rome
some years ago, I made a collection of pieces of
variously coloured marbles, small portions of the
marble veneering on the ancient interior wall-

facings, and brought them to England as
souvenirs of the difierent buildings. These in

,

the first instance I kept in a large cedar box,

i

made on purpose to hold them. One day I read
in the columns of tho Builder that geological

specimens must on no account be kept in

drawers lined with cedar, as the wood deposits

a sticky resin,” «&o. Of coarse I went at once
to look at my marbles, and found them covered
with nasty glutinous spots, quite destroying tho
beauty of such things as the delicate perishable
petrified mud from the Palls of Terni, though,
no doubt, the gum could be rubbed off from
smooth surfaces. R.

“ THE ADULTERATION OF LABOUR.”

Pbay do not let the ” Adulteration of Labour”
pass away. That short passage, and the capital
“ case in point ” immediately preceding it, the
account of bad work on the railways, are moat
valuable for tho good of the country’s credit.

From the wretched rubbish usually put on oar
doors and windows, in the way of fastenings that
will not fasten,—and that make one mentally
swear any number of times in a day—to the pier

of Chichester Cathedral, and the damaged Man-
chester cottons, all is rottenness and sham. The
disgrace to our country is a thousand times worse
than one’s own suffering by it. H.

A MEDIEVAL SKETCH-BOOK.
The accompanying outlines are copied from

a MS. in the Royal collection in the British

Museum, and form a unique example of an
artist’s sketches in the Middle Ages. They are

made in pale colour in the margins of aChroniole
of Geoffrey of Monmouth, of the early pai-t of

the fourteenth century, and ocenpy a middle
place between the careful drawings of Willars
de Honecourt and the freer etchings of Speed in

1610. Although we cannot readily trace any
definite identity between the originals and the
architectural monuments now existing, they are
of extreme value, being of beautiful design and
suggestive for modern designs. In London,
however, we may, perhaps, trace considerable

likeness to the great churches of Westminster
Abbey, St. Mary Overy, and old St. Paul’s. Tho
other cities illustrated are Canterbury, Ebrauc.
(York), Chichester, Gloucester, Caerleon, and
Rome, and the towns of Leicester and Colchester

also are represented. The accessories of castles

and walls I have omitted, as they are of the con-

ventional type familiar to all conversant with
ancient MSS. A cross, a mural ornament, and
the head of Edward II. (?), will attract atten-

tion from their grace, force, or symmetry. There
are also very clever sketches of heraldic shields,

with coats of arms, small figures, and a battle

piece full of vigour. The architect will at once
bo able to fix on the Early English triplet, or

Early Decorated form of tracery, the double
portal, the leaded spires, the crocheted canopy,
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the gable with its triagonnl window, and the

foliated doorway, and be pleased to see in these

tho germs of some of thoso exquisite elevations

which modern talent seeks to rival and, as yet,

cannot surpass. The seals of the period throw

an illustrative light upon these very curious and
interesting sketches of an English architect

made five centuries ago.

Mackenzie E. C. Walcott, B.D.

Although interesting, wo do not think it

I necessary to publish tho sketches.

CRUSHING WEIGHT : WROUGHT
AND CAST IRON.

The apparent contradiction pointed out in the

•Builder for July 18 (p. 534) in the statements

made by various authorities as to the relative

strength of wrought and cast iron columns ia

entirely owing to the confounding together of

two distinct problems. The pillars experimented
on by Mr. Eaton Hodgkinson (see Phil. Trans,

for 1840 and 1857) had a length of not less than
30 diameters, in which the resistance to crush-

ing does not come into play, the pillars being
broken by bending; and it is in these only that

wrougbt-iron bears a greater weight than cast-

iron, the formulm being

—

W I
Crushing strength in tons of

VY = 4--
C cast-iron pillar.

^3'o5

W“134 Ditto ditto wrought-iron ditto,

both pillars being solid.

If wo put d=4 in., and Z= 10 ft. the cast-iron
'

will break with 126 tons, and the wrought with
194 tons.

When a pillar has its length less than 30
diameters, but more than 10 diameters, it yields

partly by bending and partly by crushing; and
when the length is less than 10 diameters, its

full crushing strength comes into play.

The crushing strength of cast iron is 49 tons

per square inch of section, while that of wrought
iron is 18 tons

;
so that for short pillars cast

iron is much stronger than wrought.
Hence it is necessary to consider tho mode in

which the material is t-o be applied before we
can decide whether cast or wrought iron is to be
preferred. E. Wtndhait Taen.

Tub Iblloving tahlo from Rankine’s " Applied Meoha-
sics,” Bhowiog tbat tho comparative strength of cast and
wrought iron columns varies as the proportion oflength
to diameter ia greater or less, may be of some use to your
correepondeut ‘‘ T. M.”

It appears from the table that when the length is about
twenty.six and a half times the diameter, the strength per
sectional inch is equal, in cast and wrought iron

;
but

when the proportion of length to diameter increases,
wrought-iron offers the greatest amount of resistance, and
cast-iron when the proportion diminishes.

Leng:th 1 1 1 1

Diameter 10 20 20-4 30 40

Wrooglit 34,840 31,705 29,330 27,700 23,480

M'S t-

.2 ft.

Cast 84,000 40,000 29,230 21,620 16,000

Charles Bihd,

ABOUT A LEAD PIPE.

Sir,—

^

lu your last issue, “N. & K.” ask for

information regarding the cause of a lead pipe

(4 in. in diameter, and 6 lb. to the foot) having
become in some plaoes almost flat.

The pipe is used to convey water from a cis-

tern on the roof of a mansion to the basement, a
height of probably more than 30 ft.; the valve
or sluice for cutting off the water is perhaps in

the cistern, or somewhere at the fepof the pipe.

If so, the flattening of the pipe may be at once
explained

; for if the valve or sluice be closed

when water is rushing down the pipe a vacuum
will be formed within it, and an unbalanced
atmospheric pressure equal to perhaps 14 lb. on
every square inch be brought upon the outside

;

and this often repeated with great suddenness
would pretty certainly crush such a pipe.

If the stop-valve be not at or near the top of

the pipe my explanation fails, and “ N. & K.”
aboold give all details of the arrangement.

C. n. H.

—A question was asked by " N. & K.” in your im-
pressjon of the 18th instant, relative to the flattening of a
leaden pipe, I bavo met with the aame thing, and it was

supposed by the parties to whom it belonged to have been
done wilfully, but on examination I fouud the following
to be tho cause :—In this case it was a 4-iDch waste, made
of lead. 6 lb. to the foot superBcial, \vith a standing pipe
and brass washer of the same size, viz. •l-inch. in the cistern.
Now, when the cistern was quite foil, and the stand lifted

for the purpose of discharge, the water sank rapidly until
the cistern was about halfempty, when a whirlpool formed
jnst over the orifice in the cistern, the air passing rapidly
through into the pipe below. Now, it does occur some-
times that this whirlpool closes, while a large portion of
the wateris still in the tank. Then it does not pass into
the pipe BO fast as that which is in the pipe passes out.
The consequence is a partial vacuum is formed, and the
atmospheric pressure on the outside causes the pipe to
collapse. I prevented a recurrence of this by simply
soldering a small pipe, or an air-pipe (sav f inch) into
the waste pipe below the cistern, and carried it over the
top of the cistern (elsewhere would do, so that dt was
above the water line). I applied this ten years ago, and
the flattening has not happened since.

I may add that, if the water is discharged from the
tank by means of a valve or a cock of the same size as the
pipe, tho sudden closing of the same be^re the whole
of the pipe is empty would cause the damage, and the
sanio remedy would prevent it. E, A. 8.

“LAND AND MARINE SURVEYING” AND
“ENGINEERING FIELD WORK.”

SiE,—We observe in your issue of the llth instant a

letter from Messrs. Atchley & Co. referring to your notice
of the above works, and we rely upon your courtesy to

alliiw us also a few lines on the subject.

When Mr. Haskoll brought ue the MS. of our book,
“ Land and Marino Surveving,” we know nothing of the

work previously published
j and being assured that the

now work was entirely original, we considered—and do
consider—that gentleman's character quite a sufficient

guarantee of the truth of the statement, without troubling
ourselves with any examination of his previous works.
Since the appearance of Messrs. Atchley's letter we have
had an interviow with the author, and he reiterates most
positively bis assurance that every word of our book ia

original, and that so far from copying from “ Engineering
Field Work" be never once while writing ” Land and
Marine Surveying " looked into that volume.
We scarcely think it worth while commenting on Messrs.

Atchley’s ludicrous doctrine that, a man Laving once
written upon a certain subject, no publisher ia justified

afterwards in publishing another work by him on the same
subject, even after long years of additional experience and
observation. Were snob a rule to prevail men of scientific

attainments and literary skill would often be precluded
from laying before the public the results of their some-
times life-long labours, and many of the finest soientifio

works in our language would never have seen the light.

Xocxwoon & Co.

With this the correspondence must end.

FREE LABOUR v. TRADES UNIONS.

Sin,—Trades tmionrsts consider that it is right for men
of all trades to combine: let them ask themselves the
question what the result would be if the farmers through-
out the country entered into a powerful combination and
(being supported by the importers of corn) doubled the
present price of bread.

It is said on all aides that joiners, masons, bricksetters,

plasterers, painters, ic., perform only half or two-thirds
the work for a day's wages that they formerly did,

although their remuneration is now 26 to 30 percent,
higher than previous to the alteration in the corn laws.

Why ia there not to be free trade in English labour as

well as in corn, cattle, coffee, tea, sugar, rice, Ac. ?

Were these necessaries of life produced under the rules

of trades unions, the cost would be so exorbitant that

nine-tenths of the world would die of sturvation.

It is a matter of little consequence to the public
whether the sawgriuders of Sheflield get 5l. or os. for a
day's wages; but the present coat of bollding enhances
the rent of every description of dwelling, and thus affects

all classes of society.
There are thousands of hoys anxious to become joiners,

masons, bricksetters, plasterers, painters, &c.
;
but the

rules of the unions prevent them entering these several

callings. The poor rates are th'ia immensely increased, and
many of the working-classes driven (of necessity) to obtain

a living by dishonest means.
' Pbo Boifo Publico.

CONCRETE BUILDINGS.

Sib,—

C

an any of yonr readers, who have practically

tested the merits of the new system of building by Port-

land cement concrete, inform me to wbat degree a con-

crete building is sensible to contraciion snd expansion P

TO CLEAN STONE.

Sir,—

C

an any of your readers inform me what will

clean and preserte a soft sandstone similar to the stone

quarried at Attleborough, Warwickshire ? G. J.

LOWER FARES PRACTICABLE.

Sib,—

A

farthing a ton per mile gives a profit on the con-

veyance of coals and other minerals, requiring porterage,

cranes and other machinery, booking, warehousing, and
watching; whereas passeugers deliver themselves to and
from the carriages, so compenssting fur extra carriage-

room and insurance. A ton of men, women, and children

I reckon twenty, so they cost one-twentieth of fifty

farthings each ] Approximating gradually from present

rates thitherward, there are surely obtainable increasing

profits as each succBssive reduction becomes established

and known. W.W.

THE ARCHEOLOGY OF FREEMASONRY,
IlAnwG read a paragraph in your valuable periodical to

the efl'eot, that “a Masonic Archreological Society has
been established in order to elucidate the antiquities and
history of Freemasonry,” I should be glad to have some
further informaliou relative to the society, tho inaugura-
tion of which does not surprise me, as I have been aware
that recent Masonic inveatitiations have led to the re-
discovery of the lost science of symbolism, by means
whereof a rich mine of hitherto occult knowledge has been
revealed. W, N. Ceawtobb.

WORKMEN AND THE PORTRAIT
EXHIBITION.

We have received an earnest request to sub-
mit the following appeal:

—

“ To the Authorities at Soxdh Kensington.

On behalf of the class to which I belong, I

humbly solicit permission to view the portraits

at South Kensington. The charge, 2s. (with

catalogue), is a very serious matter to moat of
us. It means the price of eight dinners, I oan
assnro you.

The slack time is approaching (personally

and for my own trade it has set in) when we
shall have plenty of leisure on our hands: but
the money ?

I have an idea that I should like fully to note
the contrast as to style, colouring, &o, (vide

Builder, a week or two ago), between the works
of the present century and the supplemental
collection.

Neither of the previous collections was seen

by most of us for the reason stated above : and
the time ? Can you give us any facilities as to

evening or Saturday ? Only a Tailor.”

We solicit consideration for this request, and
would suggest that the Exhibition shonld be
opened on Saturdays at 2d.

CASES UNDER THE METROPOLITAN
BUILDINGS ACT,

Caution to Builders .—On the 17th instant, at

Clerkenwell Police Court, Mr. Frederick James
Gribble, of Marquis-road, Camden Town, ap-

peared in answer to two summonses taken out

by Mr. Henry Baker, district surveyor of St.

Panoraa. First, for erecting three honses in

York-road, having wooden overhanging roofs,

for which the approval of the Metropolitan

Board had not been obtained
;

and also for

omitting to render or parget the outside face of

the chimneys, as required by Section 20. The
surveyor having pi’oved tho case, the defendant

was ordered to comply with his requisitions.

Secondly, for neglecting to give notice of three

other honsee, adjoining the last. The defendant

argued that, because the houses were exposed

to view, and must be seen by the surveyor, the

notice was unnecessary. He, the builder, had
not attended to the remonstrance of the sur-

veyor, nor had he obeyed the first summons of

the magistrate. After a patient hearing, he was
convicted in the penalty of 408., and 428. costs

to the surveyor for loss of time, in addition.

CEURCH-BUILDING NEWS.

Stottesdon .—The Church of St. Mary, which
has been in a great measure rebuilt, has been
re-opened for divine service. The work of re-

storation included the replacing of the north

aroade in an upright position, rebuilding the
' north wall, and building a new south arcade
between the nave and aisle. New roofs bavo
also been put over the nave and chancel. The
original heights of these roofs have been re-

stored, the removal of the chancel arch having
led to the lowering of the old nave roof. The

j

western gallery has been removed, and the whole

of the fittings renewed. The architect, under
whose Buperintendenee the works have been

carried out, was Mr. Blashill, of London.

Lutterworth .—The whole of the workmen em-
ployed in tho restoration of Loire Church have

been treated to supper at the Hind Hotel, when
upwards of 100 sat down in a large booth,

specially erected for the occasion. The chair

was taken by Captain Richardson, the son of the

rector of Leire. Mr. J. Law presided at one

table
;
the vice-chairs were filled by Mr. G. Law

and Mr. King. The contractors are Messrs. J.

& G. Law and Mr. King. Mr. Smith is the

architect ;
and the other tradesmen connected
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with the work are Messrs. Ade, Buswell, and
Henley.

Swaffham Pnor.—Varions improvements have
been reported of late in this village, the new read'
ing-room being the most recent example. The
principal featnre of the parish, the Church of Sb.

Cyriac, has not been neglected. For some weeks
past it has been closed for repairs. It is now re-

opened. The entire building has been cleaned,
painted, and repaired. A memorial window to
the late Col. Allix has been placed in the south
transept by his son, the present proprietor of
Swaffham House

;
who has also presented, in

conjunction with Mrs. Roberts, &c., two brass
" corona) " for the nave, and a pair of antique
" Glastonbury chairs ” for the chancel. The
vicar has also given a carved oak lectern for the
lessons

; and the screen and curtains have been
removed from the southern transept, as they
impeded the view of the new window. The
work has been done by Messrs. Adams & Danby,
of Swaffham, and Mr. E. Danby, of Burwell.

Walton .—Within the last ten or twelve years
Walton Church has undergone much restoration.
The building is dedicated to St. Mary, and is in
the Early English style. When it was built
some five centuries or more ago a good deal of

having side and west galleries, with a wide open
chancel 20 ft. deep, separated by the chancel
arch, supported upon detached stone shafts,
having enriched caps. The sides of the chancel
are also divided from small side spaces opening
into the nave by arches, thus giving a view of
the chancel from all parts of the nave, and side
galleries. The principal entrance in the west
front is by the large porch 20 ft. by 10 ft., and
from this to the nave by two sets of folding
doors. The galleries are entered by separate
doorways and staircases. The roofs are of open
framed principals, resting on the outer walls, but
also supported by light iron columns springing
from those supporting the galleries. The seats
consist of open benches, the whole of the wood-
work being stained and varnished. The west
front of the church and side porches are con-
structed of Torkshire shoddies and Stoarton
stone dressings, picked bricks with stone dress-
ings being employed for the remainder of the
edifice. On the north of the doorway are a bell-

tower and a spire rising about 90 ft.

Worcester.—The estimated cost of the proposed
restorations of St. Andrew’s Church will be about
2,0001., and the architect is Mr. W. J. Hopkins.
Parishioners have already promised subscriptions

Jv
^ of; to over 300Z., the entire sum subscribed being

the Suffolk coast, was used in its construction, now 4571., by less than a score of individuals,
and though this material may be manufactured

,
It may, therefore, be hoped that this ancient

into an article for cementing together stones of church will not be long suffered to remain in its
a harder nature, it is not well suited for con-

1

present dilapidated condition. All the sittings
Btmcting the walls of a building : exposed to

j

will be free and unappropriated. More than a
the action of the atmosphere it crumbles away,

[

quarter of the amount required can scarcely be
and hence Walton Church, as years rolled on, hoped to be raised in the parish,
became very much dilapidated. Of the tower,
there remained only one or two masses of stone
a few feet high, and covered with ivy

; the west
end of the nave was entirely lost, and the
chancel and south aisle were in a shaky con-
dition. Some ten years ago the south aisle and
vestry were restored, the nave newly fitted with
benches, a carved pulpit and reading-desk put
up, and new windows were inserted in the north
w^l of the nave, the cost of the restorations
being about 8001. Since then the accommoda-
tion afforded by the church was found inadequate
to the requirements of the parish, and it was
determined to enlarge the church by rebuilding
the western portion of the nave, which was
vvholly gone, and at the same time the restora-
tion of the chancel was undertaken. The work
was finished in the spring of the present year,
but there was no formal re-opening. The re-
stored portion of the nave, as described by the
Suffolk Chronicle, stands upon the old founda-
tions, but is much more artistic and sightly than
the old part of the building; the new walls are
faced with fiint, and the buttresses have white
stone dressings, whilst the old walls are of
cement-stone with here and there bricks and
stones of a harder nature, and are supported by
heavy plain brick buttresses. The roof of the
new part of the nave has a higher pitch than
that of the more ancient, so that there are now
three gradations,—the western portion of the
nave, the old nave, and the chancel. There is a
three-light west window. In the chancel is a
stained-glass east window, put in by Mrs. Boby,
Walton Hall, in memory of the late Mr. Boby;
the east end has been rebuilt of red brick.
Internally there is also a good deal of variety.
The chancel is lighted only by the east window.
There were formerly two windows in the north
wall, but these have been blocked up. The roof
of this part of the chnrch is hammer-beam, that
in the old part of the nave is plastered with
some heavy beams running across, whilst the
restored portion of the nave has an open-wagon
roof, and that of the aisle is similar. The walls
throughout have been touched up

; the chnrch is
uniformly benched and paved. The cost of the
restoration of the nave was about 4501., which
has^ been almost entirely raised among the
parishioners, who also contributed to the chancel
restoration, the roof of that part of the church
being restored by Mr. Richards, the lay impro-
priator of the tithes. Mr. C. Woolnongh, Wal-
ton, was the contractor. A piece of land a little
over a quarter of an acre in extent, adjoining
the north side of the old churchyard, has been
added to the burial-ground, the total cost,
including walling in, being upwards of 2001.
This addition has just been consecrated.
Zrtmpool.—The new church of St. Paul, erected

on the north shore, Liverpool, the foundation-
stone of which was laid a little more than a year
since, was consecrated by the Bishop of Chester.
Ihe style is Geometric. The architects were
Messra. Culshaw & Sumner. The plan of the
church consists of a nave about 70 ft. by 50 fc..

DISSENTING CHURCH-BHILDING NEWS.

Stockport .—The chief stone of the new Bap-
tist chapel in Greek-street has been laid. The
edifice has been designed in the Romanesque
style. The plan is nearly a square, the extreme
external dimensions being 70 ft. by 65i fc.

There were difficulties in the ground to overcome.
The chapel will be built of red brick, the string-
courses, bands, and cornices being in the same
material. The porch, circular windows, and
pinnacles will be in stone from the Hollington
Quarries. The dimensions of the chapel will be
internally 61 ft. by 53 ft., and 28 ft. to the ceil-

ing. The organ-gallery is separated from the
chapel by an arcade resting on columns, with
carved capitals of Darley Dale stone. The ves-
tries are placed beneath this gallery and behind
the pulpit, separated from the chapol by a
wooden screen. They will be contiguous to each
other, 80 that on occasions they may be used as
one room by removing the folding partitions.
The baptistery will be under the platform, and
vrill be lined with white tiles. The principal
entrance to the chapel will be from Greek-street
through a triple porch, which will form the
principal feature to the front. The whole will
be in stone, with clustered columns. Other fea-
tures of the exterior are the circular windows,
which will be filled in with stone tracery of geo-
metricaldesign,aud the pinnacles, which will have
columns with sloping stone roofs. As the build-
ing is covered by a single-span roof, the turrets
break up the extreme width of the gables.
Separate access is gained to the vestries and
organ-gallery from the front facing the Armory,
the stairs being placed in the angle, which has
been rounded off and covered with a turret roof.

The pews are to be moulded deal, and arranged
on the ground-floor in a circular form round the
pulpit. The galleries will be on three sides of
the chapel, and will have an ornamental iron
railing in front. Ventilation will be secured
through ornamental centre flowers in the ceiling.

The total accommodation will be 1,000. It is

proposed to heat the building with Haden’s
patent apparatus, and the gas light fittings will

be of sun-burners. The architects for the build-
ing are Messrs. W. G. Haberahou & Pite, of
London

;
and the contractors Messrs. Pattinson,

of Rushington, Lincolnshire.

Braintree and Boefeiny.—-The new Wesleyan
chapel has been opened for public worship. It
is arranged with three rows of open benches in

the length, divided by passages on each side,

approached from two porches at the end next
the high road. At the opposite end is the plat-
form, with a recess arched as high as the ceiling,

and a transept extends on either side. At the
back is a vestry and class-room, entered from
the ground of the minister's house. The roof of
the main building is in one span, the principal
timbers being wrought and varnished, with a

flat ceiling of plaster half way up the rafters,
the inner part of the roof being used for ventila-
tion. A gallery extends across the end opposite
the roof. The exterior is faced with red bricks,
relieved with black band and arches, the win-
dows and other finishings being of Bath stone
of Early English design. A stone arch and
gable at the junction of the roads form a porch
common to one of the lower entrances and to
the staircase to the gallery, which is placed in
a tower finished with a spire covered with slates
and surmounted by a vane. In the basement
is a place for a furnace suitable for warming
either by hot water or hot air. The ground
story contains 320 sittings, and there are fifty-

six in the gallery, besides sixty- four children’s.
The gallery could be extended along the sides
and in the transepts, hy which 146 additional
sittings may be obtained. The coat of the
building, exclusive of the land, has been about
1,4001. Mr. Frederick Barnes, of Ipswich, was
the architect; and Messrs. Parmenter, of Brain-
tree, were the builders.

Hbrellanea.
Testimonial.

—

At the annual dinner given by
the firm of R. W. Kennard & Co., of Upper
Thames-street, to their employds, the manager
of the establishment, Mr. Joseph Crowther, re-
ceived from the clerks, &o., a testimonial written
on vellum, and illuminated by Mr. Leftwich, ono
who for many years was with him in the esta-
blishment. In return, a photographic portrait
of Mr. Crowther was presented to each of those
who signed the testimonial. Mr. Crowther haa
been fifty years in the same employment.

"R.attening” in London.—Under this title

the following letter from Messrs. Bunnett
& Co. has been sent us :— Sir,—We have
received a threatening notice, of which the
following is a copy. We leave it to speak for
itself.—Tour obedient servants,

Bunnett & Company (Limited).
New-cross Works, Deptford, Kent, July 20.

‘'Messrs. Bunnett k Co. (Limited).—Gentlemen,—We
have to inform you that a resolution has been passed con-
demning the system of piecework as most obnoiioua to
trades unions ; and after the enstting month, should yon
attempt to deviate from the tenor of this intimation, you
must bear the consequences.—Tours respectfully,
From the General Secret Committee, July 15.'*

Crops from the London Sewage.—At the
usual meeting of the Metropolitan Board of
Works the chairman said he had received a letter

in reference to the effects of sewage manure :

—

“ Herewith I have the honour to send duplicate speci-
mens of the samples of our crops, which we are exhibiting
at the show of the Essex Agricultural Society this day.
Some of the samples are quite unprecedented. The sample
of wheat is grown on a piece of land which bore the same
crop last season. The oats, which are perhaps the most
extraordinary ever seen, have been produced by the
unexhausted manure left on the land by the application of
4,000 tons of sewage per acre last year to a piece of land,
from which we got last season seventy-one tons of grass
per acre. Tbia is a conclusive refutation to those enemies
who pretend that sewage farming exhausts the land."

Some specimens of wheat, barley, oats, potatoes,
and strawberries accompanied this letter, and
were of extraordinary size and quality.

The Railway Whistle Nuis.ance. — The
Londoners are begmuing to find out that our an-
ticipations as to this growing and insufferable
nuisance were correct. The Athenceum says :

—

"We trust power will soon be obtained to cheek the
monstrous abuse of the whistles of locomotives, especially
at termini. Since the removal into the metropolis of
these vast starting-places there is no spot out of hearing
of those discordant instruments; and because of them, in
the invaded neighbourhoods, there is absolutely no silence.
Placed in the hands of men who care for little beyond
their own practice, almost nothing for the senses or rest
of their neighbours, they are wantonly abused. Is there,
beyond the habit of making the sounds of these things
frightful, any reason for their being so dreadfully ahnlJ
and painful to tbe ear ? A signal is a signal, we suppose,
and as likely to be effective il it were made melodious as
it is now, wheu discordant. Military signals receive
attention, although they are given by musical notes, aud
not by hideous shrieks and terrible screams. As it

'

some locomotives signal hoarsely aud, comparatively
speaking, pleasantly. Why not have two whistles to each
engine, one to be heard afar, tbe other near, and both
melodious ? As they are now arranged these instruments
are made to shriek in ten thousand ears in order that a
pointsman ten yards off may take warning.''

In reckless and never-ceasing disregard of the
public comfort we think no metropolitan railway
can excel the Great Northern in respect of this

truly monatrons nuisance. If the Holloway
district was ever inhabited by the monsters of
the Saurian order the hideons noises of the
present era must closely resemble the acoustic
horrors of that dreadful time.
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“Dust hoy!”—Reader, did you ever inhale

le hreoze from a duat-cart when the contents
f the basket are tipped over ? Eyes, nose,

louth, and clothes suffer. Further trials and
anoyances would cease if housekeepers would
amp their dust with a few pails of water the

ay previous to its removal.—R. T,

The Albert Park at Middlesbrough.—This
ark is to be opened early next mouth by Prince
rthur, who has been deputed by the Queen to

Eoiate at the ceremony, in her name. At one
me hopes wore entertained that the Queen her-

ilf, or at all events, the Prince of Wales, would
»ve opened the park. The proceedings will

institute an event in the history of the iron

letropolis of the north. Middlesbrough is the
"8t of the northern towns—with the exception
' Sunderland—to inaugurate a People’s Park on
large scale.

A Substitute for Hay and Straw, — A
Country Rector” writes to the Standard ;

—

It may not be generally known that the water
eed (udora) which is choking up our rivers and
reams in all parts of the country might be
rned to good account. It needs only to bo
ked out of the water and dried in the sun. Its

ent then becomes sweet and pleasant. My
rse eats it, and appears to like it, and it also

ikes very good litter for the stable. With the
oepect before us of hay and straw at a high
io5, those who have a supply of the udora near
hand would do well to dry a large quantity of
for the coming winter.”

Abattoirs and the Transit of Animals.

—

i influential deputation from the Royal Society
’ the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, headed
the Earl of Harrowby, as president, has had
interview with the Duke of Marlborough,
rd President of the Privy Council, urging
on the Government the importance of esta-
shiug by law public abattoirs similar to those
be found in the principal cities of Europe

j

i the necessity for legislative measures for the
itection of animals daring their transit from
ce to place by steamboats and railways. The
ke of Marlborough said it was manifest that
oe remedy must shortly be provided,

Slectro-Iron Deposits.—The Scienti^cRevieui
Busses at considerable length the new scheme
jroducing, or rather depositing, iron by elec-
jity, which has occupied the attention of
inch and German experimenters for several
nths. There is a great desire to keep it a
iret; hut the process is supposed to be analo-
UB to the electrotype. The iron so produced is

t nitrogenous, bub pure. It will withstand the
lion of hydrochloric acid or sulphuric acid in
> cold, and will, therefore, not rust in the open
. It is of a clear grey colour, and takes a fine
IbIi. With a weak current of a single Daniell
I, iron two millimetres thick is easily deposited
i fortnight.

"he Pollution of Rivers.—A case has been
ird at Abingdon Assizes, in which Mr, H. P.
it, of Donniugton-grove, was plaintiff, and
Bars. Granville & Plumb, proprietors of the
ipor Paper-mills, were defendants. The
nsel for the defendants in this case consented
submit to a verdict for plaintiff for -iOs.

lagoB and costs, to give an undertaking not
lollube the water in future, and to close a
chway complained of forthwith. The ques-
i involved was whether the owners and
apiers of land bordering on a river shall only
lenefited by the water of that stream at the
late of the owner or owners of a paper-mill
,ated on its banks. The trial was one of
it, and therefore heavy damages could not be
irtainod.

'ANiTARY Report on St. George’s, Hanover-
IKE.—The annual report ofthe medical officer

aealth (Dr. Aldis) has been printed. Esti-
dog the population of the parish at 91,500,
gross death-rate for the year ending March

li was 19'5 per 1,000 living, but deducting
deaths of non-parishioners at St. George’s
ipital (300), the death-rate was only 16’7 per
)0. The rate varies greatly in sub-districts,
richer quarters being very low, and the
rer much higher than the average. In the
' model lodging-house, Gatliff’s-buildings,
ited by the Marquis of Westminster, the
th-rate was more than 30 per 1,000 in ten
iths. This is supposed to be attributable
fly to the state of health of the new lodgers
n the building was opened, and partly to the
'holesomeness of new buildings, erected on
ind once marshy.

Lincoln Cathedral.—The timber gangway
which for the last twelve months has formed a
temporary bridge between tbo western towers of
this cathedral, has been removed. The eight
pinnacles of the western towers have now been
renewed. The whole of the works have been
carried out without accident to life or limb.

Cheltenham Sewage Irrigation.—A report
of the local Sewage and Drainage Committee on
the best means of carrying out the principle of
irrigation recommended by Mr. Bateman, has
been made to the local board. In this report,
and basing on an appended report by the
borongh surveyor, Mr. D. J. Hnmpbris, the com-
mittee recommended the conveyance of the
sewage from the Hatberley tank to Hayden,
where land can be obtained for irrigating pur-
poses, and further on to land at the Barrow
with the same view. The estimated cost of the
works, exclusive of extension of the sewer to the
Barrow, is 7,0001., and inclusive thereof 8,500f.
The cost of tbo land at Hayden, if purchased,
would be 10,5001., and of fifty acres at the
Barrow 4,0001.

Establishment for Nurses.—At a recent
meeting of the governors of the Middlesex
Hospital, it was resolved to erect a suitable
building in connexion with the hospital as a
residence for women to be trained and educated
as nurses for the sick in hospitals and private
families. It is intended that the building shall
afford accommodation for sixty-six pupils, each
being provided with a separate apartment.
There will be a refectory, laundry, bath-room,
and every accommodation for a model building.
The sum required to carry out this object is

calculated to be about 6,000L, towards which
the Marquis of Westminster has contributed
the handsome donation of 1,0001. Twelve go-
vernors gave at the meeting 100 guineas each,
and smaller sums, amounting to 3001. were
also subscribed, making a total of over 2,5001.
subscribed in a few days towards the promotion
of this very important establishment.

Ozone.—This remarkable substance has lately

been the subject of numerous researches. It
has been shown by Dr. Scharr, of Borne, that
ozone, as well as substances impregnated with
it, will kill animalcules with certainty and ra-
pidity} and, as recent researches seem to place
it beyond a doubt that most epidemics, and
cholera among the number, are owing to micro-
Boaria, great hopes are entertained of its being
possible to use ozone in hospitals as a disin-

fectant
J and, perhaps, to extend its use still

further. As might have been foreseen, however,
from its being a very active form of oxygon, it

exercises an irritating action on the respiratory
organs, a drawback which must necessarily re-
duce its application to sanitary purposes within
narrow limits, except in a condensed form, such
as chemists know the permanganates of alkalis,

or Condy’s fluid, to be. In this form, indeed,
ozone is already largely used in hospitals as a
disinfectant, and also internally, as what we
may call a sanitary condiment.

Competition tor a Statue in France.

—

Never was so great a fiasco experienced by the
French as that which has just greeted the com-
petition for the statue of Ingres, to be erected
at Montauban, says the Paris correspondent of
the Birmingham Journal. Thirty-six models had
been sent for approval. The sight was hideous.
Thirty-six varieties of the same ugliness. Every
character of vulgarity had been essayed by the
artists. The man was ugly enough in nature,
but even his worst enemies could not deny that
he was the Belvedere Apollo compared to the
majority of these reproductions of himself. The
good, honest, unpoetioal mattor-of-fact painter
is in one case threatening the heavens with his
maul stick, in another tearing the few hairs
which remain upon his bald head in his

search after inspiration. He bonds his brow to

earth, he raises it to the clouds, he pinches hia
underlip, he presses his forefinger upon hia nose.
The jury have declined to accept any one of the
hideous attempts, and the competition is to be
re-opened at a future period. The consequence
of this egregious failnre has been a deluge of
lamentations on the decay of art in France,
which bears oat the terrible denunciations made
by Alexandre Dumas Fils in the preface to the
last edition of his works, wherein he declares
that under the Second Empire France is behold-
ing her laurels disappear one by one, and that
where she has stood first for many generations
even in the realms of art, she is being fast con-
signed to the second place.

International Trials of Reaping and
Mowing Machines at Berlin. — At this con-
test, one of the largest and most important ever
held, and for which more than forty machines
by the chief English, American, and Continental
makers were entered for competition, after ela-
borate trials extending over several days, the
first and highest prize offered, viz., the prize of
200 thalers and a gold medal, was awarded to
Samuelson & Co.’s self-raking reaper; the prize
of 50 thalers and a silver medal to Samuelson &
Co.’s grass mowing machine

j
the prize of 50

thalers to Samuelson & Co.’s “Eclipse Reaper.”
One-half the total money prizes offered and a
gold and silver medal were awarded to Samuel-
son & Co.’s machines.

Trades Arbitr.ation Case at Leeds.—Mr.
Rupert Kettle, judge of the County Courts of
Worcestershire, who, as our readers are aware,
has organized a system of Courts of Arbitration
at Wolverhampton and Coventry, has attended
at Leeds as arbitrator in a dispute which had
arisen between the master carpenters and joiners
and their workmen respecting the rates of wages
and the hours of labour. The views of both
parties were placed before the arbitrator, and
the result was that the men are to receive an
advance of id. per hour in their wages, but that
the demand for the reduction of the hours of
labour was abandoned. It was agreed to ap-
point a court of arbitration to settle disputes
that may arise during the next two years, and
Mr. Jowitt was selected as the gentleman who
is to be invited as umpire.

Monument to Sir James Brooke.— A com-
mittee, strengthened by the highest names, has
been formed to promote the erection in West-
minster Abbey of a monument in honour of the
late Rajah of Sarawak, Sir James Brooke. Rajah
Brooke sacrificed a considerable fortune to plant
a society, governed by humane laws, on the
shores of a barbarous island, whose centre has
never even yet been explored. He gained solid

advantages for England ; he praotically effected
the cession of Labuan, which, as an outpost, an
emporium, and a steamer station, is rising in
importance every year

;
he swept the paths of

commerce in that part of the world, so long
encumbered by piracy ; he, virtually, added a
bishopric to the episcopate of Great Britain

;

and through hia exertions trade in those waters
has marvellously increased.

Water Supply.—The new waterworks for

Carlisle have been completed. The reservoir
had bo be enlarged one-half, when it was found
that the dimensions at first contemplated were
insufficient

j
the embankments had to bo ex-

tended and strengthened; rockwork required
to be excavated, the existence of which had
never been anticipated; and various other un-
foreseen expenses have been found necessary
daring the progress of the works ; so that the
contract has been exceeded to the extent of
2.0001. or 3,0001., and altogether, instead of some
5.0001. or *6,0001., a sum of 10,0001. has been
added to the cost of the undertaking. Owing
to the present dry weather, the inhabitants of
Keswick are to be put upon short allowance of
water. The mountain rivulets are, in many
cases dry and the rivers Derwent and Greta
are fast becoming mere brooks.

Blackpool.—The new Assembly and Concert
Rooms at Blackpool, erected by a limited liability

company composed principally of Manchester
gentlemen, have just been opened. The building
occupies a site at the junction of Talbot-road and
Clifoon-sbreet. It stands upon a raised terrace
of triangular form, the apex of the triangle,
fronting the sea, being crowned with an octagonal
tower. At the base of the triangle is a spacious
arcade, in which shops are situated, and from
which visitors enter the Assembly Room by the
principal staircase. The principal room (omitting
the orchestra) is 74 ft. long by 38 fc. wide, and
has galleries on two sides and at the lower end.
The ceiling is lofty and panelled

;
and is furnished

with three large domes, from which sun-lights

are suspended. The stage (in the construction
of which provision has been made for scenery, so
as to afford facilities for theatrical performances)
is commodious. From the terrace in Talbot-

road is a staircase, to be used principally as a
means of access to the reading-room, which is

36 ft. in diameter. In immediate contiguity are
billiard-rooms, photographic-rooms, &c. From
the last-mentioned staircase access is also gained
to the galleries of the Assembly Room, and the
body of the hall. The entire cost of the building

is about 9,000Z.
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Nett Chubch in Dikan.—

T

he fonndation-

sbone of the EogliBh Church at Diaan, in Brit-

tany, will be laid on the 28ch instant. This

will be the first Anglican chnrch ever built in

Brittany.

Chubch Bells Destroted bt Fire.—Bryn-

hill Chnrch, Maidenhead, tock fire the other day,

and before the flames could be extinguished two
bells were melted, and two others fell from their

positions on to the lower arch of the tower. The
damage done is estimated at 5001. or 600Z.

The Old Louvre.—We mentioned some time
ago the discovery of the foundations of the

donjon tower of the ancient Louvre. To record

the plan of the tower, it has been laid in black

and white aspbalte, except where the old build-

ing lies beneath the pavement of the present

court, in which case granite has been used to

represent the foundation of the old building.

Extensive Fires.—Park Wood, near Sheffield,

has been fired wilfully by boys, and another
plantation, near Hollow Meadows, in the same
part of the country, has been accidentally fired,

and many trees destroyed. At Retford there

have been alarming fires in corn-fields
;
and near

Wrexham, the surface of a whole mountain,
called Vrondeg, has been burning for a week or
more.

“Marezzo Marble.”—M. Gueltou, concerned
in the production of this material, is anxious it

should be known that ” the nature of the manu-
facture by which these marble imitations are
produced, so far from being a simple result, re-

presents the labour of many years’ incessant
Study of the mineralogical formation of the
finest marbles that have oome under his obser-
vation.”

Statues for the Thaices Embank'ment.

—

The new Thames Embankment being regarded
as an excellent site for statues and drinking,
fountains and similar architectural ornamenta-
tions, it is intended to remove several statues
now inappropriately placed, and locate them
along the range of the grand river esplanade.
Noble’s statne of Sir James Outram is to be
placed, we hear, on the orabankraent, near the
Houses of Parliament. It will probably be fol-

lowed by a statue of Sir James Brooke. We
hope our advice as to trees to shade the embank-
ment walks will not be forgotten.

Co-operative Homes and Sanitary Pro-

gress IN Italy.—At Genoa a large buildiug

is being erected on the oo-operative principle,

by working men, for the residence of fifty-four

of their families. English co-operators are back-

ward in this associated home movement, the

object of which is to obtain comfort and economy
in bed and board. At the laying of the first

stone of the building for the Genoa community.
Professor Cabella delivered an address on the

dignity and virtue of labour, showing how, by

prudence, even the poor man can build his own
house, and expressing noble aspirations after

perpetualimprovement. Signor Cabella’s address

has been translated by Mr. Henry Roberta, F.S. A.,

whose pioneering efforts to improve the dwellings

of the labouring classes, which commenced in

England in 184:4, have had a wide-spread
influence in many foreign countries. When at

Genoa, in 1856, Mr. Roberts was told by its

chief magistrate that the municipality there had
been put to an expense of 500,0001. sterling during

the recent attack of cholera, mainly in relieving

those of the population who live in narrow streets

and filthy dwellings
;
and he added—

“

I can now,
from experience, confirm what is stated in the

publications you formerly gave me, as to the

heavy expense which may be incurred in conse-

quence of a defective sanitary state.” The
corporation, or municipality, has recently, at

their own cost, converted a large pile of old

buildings into convenient and heathy dwellings

for working people.

TENDEES.
For Haddenham Gas Works, as per advertiseinent.

Mr. David Oldfield, en^imeer to the CompaDj :

—

Contract No 1.

Chandler & Son £512 0 0
Porter it Co -139 0 0
Feast (accepted) 390 0 0

Contract No. 2.

Edmendson £690 0 0
Penny 61t 0 0
Chandler A Son 614 0 0
Jlewton & Chambers 600 0 0
Hastings 497 15 0
Monk 496 0 0
Cutler 495 0 0
Anlt 467 10 0
Porter & Co 439 0 0
Holmes 400 0 0
Marriott 390 0 0
Laidlaw & Son (accepted) 314 0 0

Eotal Italian Opera.—“II Domino Nero,”
the first Italian version of Anber’s sparkling
and well-known “ Domino Noir,” was produced
on Tuesday evening last, Madame Lemmens-
Sherrington sustaining the part of the heroine,
M. Nandin that of Horace, and Signor Ciampi
Oil Perez. The latter sang the “ Deo gratias”
BO well that a repetition was insisted on.
Madame Sherrington was agreeable throughout,
though towards the close of the opera the work
of the season made itself obvious. Signors
Neri-Baraldi and Tagliafico and Mile. Locatelli
contributed to a fairly effective ensemble.

Railways and the Value of Land.—The in-

creased value given to land by railways is illus-

trated by Mr. Watkin, M,P., who, as chairman
of the South-Eastern Company, states that at
Hastings a piece of land for which, a few years
ago, nobody would give 1,0001., is 'now worth
30,000i. j that, at Redhill, a piece of land which
the company bought for 361. the acre, has been
sold at 1,8661. the acre

j
and that a park

(Brickley) near another station, and containing
700 acres, which fetched no more than 50,0001,

a few years ago, has since been sold for 120,0001.,
and could not now be had for less than 300,0001.
In short, through these influences, land at first-

class stations has risen iu value from 200 to

1,000 per cent.

Templar’s Sash-fastener.

—

A large propor-
tion of the sash-fasteuiugs used are mere rubbish,
soon breaking or otherwise getting out of order.
Even when fairly made they have some inherent
defects, to meet which Templar’s Saeh-fastener
has been patented. The inventor claiml for it,

and with some justice, thefollowingadvantages:

—

It is self-faetening : a servant, in closing the
window, involuntarily fastens it also: it allows
the window to be a little open, if wished, and
still fast,—a very valuable quality : it cannot be
opened with a knife from the outside, like or-
dinary fasteners : the dropping of the top sash
does not interfere with the action of this fastener
as it does with others : and it effectnally prevents
rattling with the wind. We may add that it is
simple, and that there is no spring to rust or to
get out of order.

For the erection of a parsonage-honse, Winster, Derby-
abire, for the Rev. H. Miloes. Mr. B. Rollinfioi], archi-
tect. Quantities supplied :

—

Gregory A Fryer (accepted) ... £1,209 0 0

For the erection of a bouse, Ac., in connexion with the
Roman Catholic Church, Chesterfield, Derbyshire, for the
Rev. H. Birch. Mr. 8. RoUinson, architect

Heathcote A Son (accepted) £800 0 0

For the erection of a soda water manufactory, with
stabling, at Camberwell, for Mr. T. A. Taylor. Mr. Joseph
8. Moye, architect

Walton £4,990 0 0
Stoner 4,850 0 0
Sapwell 4,849 0 0
Fish 4,730 0 0
Blott 4.600 0 0
Eustace 4,464 0 0
Higgs 4,431 0 0
Grover 4,388 0 0
Foster 4,031 0 0

For the erection of a villa residence, at Bletchingley,
Surrey (exclusive of local stone), for Mr. W. D. Howard,
Mr. Joseph Moye, architect :

—

Ball £2,050 0 0
Fish 1,903 0 0
Walton 1,736 0 0
Barnes 1,725 0 0
Taylor A Clear 1,690 0 0
Grover (accepted) 1,656 0 0

For additions to Xa Sainte Union Boarding House,
Highgate-rise. Messrs. Goldie A Child, architects.

Quantities supplied by Mr. James Schofield :

—

Uaildi-B. ritttos..

Simpson £4,732 ...£462 ..,£228
I'Anson 4,374 ... 360 ... 160
Jackson A Shaw 4,278 ... 420 ... 225
Roberts 4,275 ... 347 ... 160
K.iDg A Son 4,190 ... 390 ... 200
Longmire A Burge 4,163 ... 820 ... 235
Hill, Keddell, A Waldram... 4,070 ... 376 ... 200
Conder 4,048 ... 376 ... 176

For residence for Mr. J. Cano, si Sutton, Surrey, M>.
Thomas, architect. Quantities supplied

Best £1,691 0 0
Cowland 1,390 0 0
nightingale 1,343 0 0
Thompson 1,340 0 0
King 1,195 0 0

For alterations and additions to honse, 28, Museum-
street, for Express Milk Company (Limited). Mr. Tre-
heame, architect. Quantities supplied :

—

West £579 10 0
Walton 689 0 0
Patman A Fotheringhsm 668 0 0

Macey 565 0 0
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For the erection of a girls’ school, Ac., at Sta
Derbyshire, for his Grace the Duke of Dovonshire.1
8. Bollinson, architect :

—

Marriott A Sons (accepted) £618 0 0<

For the erection of a new
Bromley, for the United Free
ipplied

chapel, in Devon’s'

Methodists, Quk

Aldous
Stevens
Wardle
Cobeldick
Shurman
Girling
Heath
Gregar
Winship
Watts
Stains A Sou
Manley A Rogers ...

Atherton A Latter...
Hedges
Harrison
Brittan
Holford
Nightingale
Wigmore
Abraham
Shetiield

Scrivener A White...
Turner
Mundy
Foale
Pearce

. £2,877
. 2,758
. 2,7<‘0

. 2,650

. 2,640

. 2.581 1

. 2,560

. 2,559

. 2,541

. 2,620

2,490
2,475

2,463
2,459
2,465

0 0 130 (I

2,425
2,4’i0

2,396
2,389
2,297

0 0 60 (i

2,247 0 0 100 <

For the erection of a warehouse, at Baukside, fcj

L. Lazarus. Mr. N. 8. Joseph, architect :

—

King A Bods (accepted) £1,660 0 Oj

For the erection of a store-house, Frogmore Bre!

High Wycombe, Mr. Charles Carter, architect :—

i

Spicer .£1,312 14 01

Corby 1,296 0 01

Keavell 1,257 0 0!

Woodbridge (accepted) 1,228 0 0i

For Middle-Class Schools, Cowper-street, Fin(

Mr. E. N. Clifton, architect :

—

Downes
Cubitt
HuUanclA Hannen....
Webb A Sons
Hensbaw
Browne A Robinson .,

Conder
Piper A Co
Ashby

.. £19,097
18,000
18,484
17,863
17,660
17.436
17,400

17,

16,890
16,780
16,787

For Willson’s Wharf, Tooley-street. Messrs. Si

A Stock, arehiteots. Quantities supplied by Mr.

Hart
Wills .

Thompson
Coleman
Hill, Keddell, A Waldram ..

Holland A Go
Monday
Browne A Robinson
Brass
Adamson
Webb A Son
Conder
Rider A Bon

25,760 0 01

23,180 0 0

For bridge and roads, at Stratford, for the Carpe
Company. Messrs. Pocock, Corfe, A Parker, archi

Quantities not supplied
Bridge. 1

Moreland A Son... £1,676 U 0 ...

Rivett 1,493 0 0 ,..£237 C

Hill.KeddeU,AWaldram 1,480 0 0 ... 26

F. A F. J. Wood 1,463 0 0 ... 25

Hedges 1,292 0 0 ... 29

For Baptist Chapel, Charles - street, Ooswell
Messrs. Finch Hill A Paraire, architects. Quai
fuxnisbed by Mr. Barnett

Garrod fi

Carter A Sons
Keeble
Higgs
Hill, Keddell, A Waldram.
Browne A Robinson
Hart
Dove, Brothers
Hill A Sons

..£4,987 0 0
4.870 0 0

.. 4,834 0 0

.. 4,622 0 0

.. 3.990 0 0

.. 3,974 0 0

.. 3,962 0 0 D

.. 3,920 0 0

.. 3,860 0 0

For parsonage-house of St. Andrew’s, Bethnal-gree

Rev. Chas. Kirton. Mr. Benjamin White, arch

Quantities supplied by Mr. Longmore
Browne A Robinson...
Perry A Co
Rivett
Hedges
Hill, Keddell, A Waldram...
Killby
Ashby A Horner
Hearle

..£1,669 0 0
1,600 0 0
1,653 0 0
l.fr^ 0 0
1,485 0 0
1,469 0 0

For villa residence, at Tulse-hill. Mr. J. D. Ha
architect. Quantities supplied by Mr. C. H. Gough

*

Myers .

Dove, Brothers
Hensbaw
Smith
Coleman
Gammon
Hill, Keddell, A Waldram,..
Colls A Son
Downs
Hiega
Piper A Wheeler

..£2,653 0 0
2,465 0 0
2,388 0 0
2,374 0 0
2,285 0 0
2,257 0 0
2,263 0 0
2,200 0 0
2,196 0 0
2,163 0 0
2,160 0 0

For the erection of villa residences. Mr. Jose
Moye, architect

SapweU £8,700 0 0
Grover (accepted) 7,950 0 0
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For Tilla, at Caterham, for Mr. Dossetor, Mr. Tie-
me, architect :

—

” Colls (accepted) ..£930 0 0

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
J, C.-B. M t Co.—H. O.-C- C.—A. Z.-H. K. & W.—
a—W. & Sons.—ileosrs. D.—H. G.—D. O.— A, B.—P. F.—Mo
B. A Co.- A. M,—H. B.-a. R.~Col. H,—F. T. M.— P. E. W.—
M.-1T, N. 0,-W. W. 7..-E. A. e.-c. B.-Col. M.-J. B.—A. D.-

, 4 H.—O. G.—J. n.—J. T. D.—Toung Archlteot (should be taken
)par»llfl wI<lth).-J. U. (term* are viviaWe) J. P. (It would not
i4D lUemble a plated ehi];,).

7e are compelled to decline pointing ont booka and glTing

All rtalemnnts o( facta, lists of Tenden, Ac,, must be accompanied
' ibe name and addiees of the eeuder, not neceasaril; for
iHlostloo.

5oT«,—Tbe responsibility of signed articles, and papers read at
AUcmestlngs, rests, of eonrse, with the anthon.

ADVERTISEMENTS.
WiBOATR, Middlesex.—A highly-lniportant Property, known
Bearer Ball, compriiltiga flraf-olaaa Manalon and upward* of
»aei of beantifnlly-tluioered gmunds, occupylog an elevated ai
«nmaDdii.g position In this muuh-sdmlred district, belna about
alls from Southgate Station ou ihe QriatNorlhBin Bailway, The
orsttalnsto and fiocu town at all hours during the day, wbl-
OKopy from 15 to 25 luluutss. It is a eo wUhlu an ea*y drive ..gbc luilss of the City or West-end, and le especially adapted to a
aobisii an, banker, ni-rchant, or geuUvmnn of fortnne, who*o
Beqari l attendance In L-.ndou Is ueceuacy

DEBEN H AM, ' TEWSON, &
FARMER are favoured with in tructiona to BELL by

UCTIUN. ou TDKSDAY. the 11th AUOCBTncst. at TWO n-olock
tlie MART, Ibe mu*t choice PttEEHObDKESIBENTlAL ESTATE,’

MT^, HASKOLL'S NEW WORK.
Now Readf, Demy Svo., with li Folding Plates and numerous Woodcuts, Price 12s. 6d. Cloth,

LAND AND MARINE SURVEYING,
In referenoo to the Ptopmtion of Pl>n» for Hoed, aed Railway., Canal., Riyor., Town.’ Water Supplies, Dock.,

and Harboura. With Description and Use of Surveying Instruments.
By W. DAVIS HASKOLL, C.E. Author of “The Engineer’s, Mining Surveyor’s, and Contractor’s Field Boob ”

ana “Examples of Brtdge and Viaduct Construction.’’
*,* The/ollotoifi!/favourable Opinione have already been pronounced upon Mr. Haekoirt Asw Work

" BUILDER *' July 14, 1868.—" ' Land and Marine Surveying ’ i* a
•’"ful and well-arr*uged bOt-k for the aid of a stuilent, . .

rongly recommend it a* a caiefully-wrilten and valoableWe

*1 ERQUIEER," June 19, 1663.—** Se far is the grnt-ral get-np of
|

the work is oonoeined. It U much superior to eiiier of it* pi^e-
i

cessors (' Th» PrsoUce of Engineering Field Work,' 2 vole.) : the let- '

tering and figuring <l the plans annexed to It are clear and lutel-
ligible,_ and its moderate priue will uot fall to be a recomaiaa- -

; but It is Indispensable to the

do-tlou.
' COLLIERY GUARDIAN, " May 9,

found a useful one to men of experience,

will rot gat some good ideas from it

;

yonng p'actiiiooer.”
' WINING JOURNAL," May 5, 1863 .

—

“

A volnme which cannot
fail to prove of the uliuQ-tprocticsl utility. . . . It U one which
may be safely recommended to all studente who aspire to become
clean and expert Burveyore; and frt-m the •xhaustlve manner In
which Mr. Eaekoll has plaod ble long experlenre at the disposal ofbU readers, there will heaceforih be no exonse for the c-mplamt that
young practitioner* are at a di,advantage, tbrr-ugh the neglect of
their Benlors to point out the importance of minute detail", sinca

lodily supply the deficiency by the study of the volume
.

—"Ibe wotk will be Ik _

hare are few such who now under oonslderatTon.'

LoDflon ; LOCKWOOD & CO. 7, Stationers’ Hall-court, E.C.

Beaver Hal
leestat", uud ' n the north and west
fitatiuii to the plclarssqiie vl'l-ge

epertICA are In Ibe bands of gantlemi
vole tbrm to building purpnees : (but
• creaeiit charming, quiet, ami rural
ni will be preserved The maasi-'D hai' Li
Kdoukii-g very baautiful pleasurs-grounils,
nber and ihiubs. It is -ppro.iched by a handsome oarriage-

>y from the road, from wl
wommodacion requisite
the fitting, threugh.ut

he beautiful rural road^oi
of Boutbgate, The a.IjoTnli
0 Kho are uut at all likely 1

there 1* eve- y piobabillty ti-i

cha-Hcter of tua neigUbonr-
imposing elevation

‘, stand* WflJ

^Oblc

fed!-'
Ke of the
nral form.itloa of which I

.1 beauty to

Ith lodge-)

jnplstei
a'* or gentleman's m»n»l<
appropriate to the iaipt
y ebarmtug grouiii's, the

vyrtlticHv-, and art ba, given adoltli
Mehoaa on’y be fniiyai-pfeolat d by actual InspecUon. The pai Il-
ls grounds are boldly sloping ana very finely timbered, at

'

eetpointan ornamental sheet of water adda to the piemres
««ter of the prope t.y. The kitchen gtr-'ens are extensive

“fuili.west are extremely
There are cspltal vln«rie», a conserva'ory, also range* of^g houses and pit., The oulbuildirige are uiwt coinplate. -

' pteuilsesai'B pleuilfully supplied with pure
" —^npa'iou of the owner, and

. — grouni
itsr. The entire
SSMlon will be given oi. w.,-.., w. .uo nuiouase.—raremitb. C. * e. TAHOUuDlN, Sotieltor*, J, Vlotorla-etreet,

-
80, Cheapalde, who will forwa.„
-iso Issue cord* to iview, without

n of the purchase.-Particular*

by post on applici
property can

stock and remaining Plant of a Builder relluquhhuig

i/TR. J. A. SMITH, having let the Premisea.IX It Instructed by Mr. Dvaven to BELL by AUCTION at thJ
and WORKcHOPd, No. 1. SbaftekUnry-road. KIng-stteel.

L MONDAY, AUOOSr
at TWELAE for ONE uclock. the Genuine BTOUJf and
compnsiug 9lx Caip-uter’e Benches, lathe, sasbei andBW, quantity of useful timoerlu cut, mortar andscsffold board)

i«liDgplanks,shoit8Csff.ld-p le*, laildere and borruiVB. scaffold
dS' struts and putlogs, several stacks of firewood, prime oak bu- btWeta n.arly new and stroug j-built carta, ospltal van tw
•liig carts, spring truck, sundry n-eful ironwork, and ml'scelleiiBou^.-May be vlewel Che SaTDkUAY precediug, from TEN IiIIR„*i.,.v r..,.-,™,- I...) „ ....

Qj jjj,. J ^
IITH, Auctioneer, Hammersmith, Y
WEVMOui'H.L'To Buil'lo

TE. MILLLDGE will SELL by ATJO-
rx TION, at his GENERAL BALE ROOMS. No. 74. St. Thomas

tMiute.

eet, WeymouiU, ou Fhl AY. AUQUSl' 7th.
iMk in the afternoon, subject to such conditious
odBrtd, the following ellg ble BUILDING fPOTti.

U
-ISiook*. and wiU be Sold in the following

All those 7 SpoU of Land iltunte at the weet end of fb«
being Nos. 1. 9, 3, 4, 5. 6, slid ?. ou the map and elluato

. -urtjice, w-tb a ftoutage of J8i /eet 3 iuehee by 83 feet
.0, 7 h-ving two froutages.

Cbarles-.treof. being

dJi dMp^’
“ frontage of 1S9 feet by

Charlcs-atreet, being
of 32 feet by 81 feet deep.

^
rol A All tkose 4 Spots of i,sud eiiuate In t ruwnlow .frsat /-.ssf

lilfl tochsTdLp' feet by

Land sllciateln Cbelm.ford-street (west
Nos. 105, 166, 167. 108, 169. and 170, with a frontage of

fi -
b 'Uchrs by 75 reel 0 lucheti deep.

f lAutl situate in Raneisgh-tatrace. being
with a frouiBge of 197 fi-et 8 iuthea by au
r. bwi a.wi..- i_o frout'gea.

in lUuBiagb.'ertaiM, bring

bSSO. !9l, vaa.aud 323,
fage ofW feet deep. No. 22
hi 7. All those 5 bpoli of i s
. 268, 259, 260, 261, and 282, with a frontage r f 101 fe
sn average drplh of 93 feet. N-. 258 having two f.oiitagts.
Ct8. Al that remarulng part of the Triangular Spot of Landate at the louihem entrance of the Park Estate, being No "73

•‘fid 'theM in King stiver, of 84 feet, divided into llfiaeu building spots alofwhi.bmoy be seen at the Ajctloueer'a Office.

”
Weymouth^*'^'^"’

74, St. Thomas-

^yulylHh', 1808.

il'A'l'B, Hyde, isio of wighi.—
ihold, tithe iree. and l.mH-t.v
if an iuuefi-aaible

HOUaK
ttUdlng PropiTiy, f
rtlb tha auvantagt
Vlstry Act); oompilsiiig aOO
mbertd perk latid, whh ple<
llghtfolly situate at 8r. John'i
trtlon of that uharmlug and f.i

lurch, and within a few minut
luniled by raads, aud a.-julU8 the Apley Tower, Aplay Part and
s Johns Park reeitleuies aud grounds, anil Is thus in the

I

^ A Scod xe-ldfiiitial ucigbbourhood. Tha land is nf a^g ohsracter, and commands extoueive views of SuiiheadM Bolant. Bus and w.ster are laid on. and there are“ ^0^ dridning by meai.a of existing sewera. Thus
' • - - - -

• Padding

Just pablished, Imperial 4to. half bound in morocco, 3^ lOs

VILLA AND COTTAGE ARCHITECTURE.
Select Erampleg of Country and Suburban Residences rocently erected, with a full descriptive notice of each baUding,

Thirty Villas and Cottages, the Works of Nineteen different Architects, ar' illustrated by Plans, Elevations, and
Seotiors, together with occasional Perspective Views and Details, The bnilduigs are fully described, and in nearlT
every case a statement of the actual cost is given.

London : BLACKIE & SON, -li, Paternoster-row.

PRINCIPLES OF THE SCIENCE OP COLOUR.
An entirely new aud comprehensive Work, on true scientific principles, with carefully-coloured Illustrations of tho

principal Earinonies of the NATURAL SYSTEM OF COLOURS.
By WILLIAM BENSON, Architect.

Demy -Ito. Price SOs.

London : CHAPMAN & HALL, 193, Piccadilly, W.

A T the BALTIC SALE-ROOM, Southaea
XTi. House, Thieaduawlle street, ou W1£DNE8DaT, 5th AUGUST,
a*. TWO o’clock.

5i'0 Loads of Foreign and Colsoial Timber.
100,1109 Pieces ditto diU'j Deals ami Battens.

And other Wood Go'-ds
n. FREEMAN A L'O. Brukera,

3, Crooked-iane. CancoB-jtreet, ELO.

FRSPECTIVES Drawn and Coloured
By Mr. OEORO E NATTRB88.

ARCHITECTURAL ARTIST,
No. 3, Lsnsi'own Cottagae. Lansdowo-plixa. ftoulb Lambeth.

jV/TESSRS. JACKSON & BaSSETT will
i»X SELL by AUCriON, on TUBaDAT. the 28>Ji day of JULY.
1868, la the above BRIUKPIRLDS. at KLk'VBN for TWELVE
u'clork at Dvon, abont 600 000 BHU SS. coneiitiiig of grey st-ioks,
gr.zzlee, place, 4c. sorted and bolted in lota luliable to the reqolre-
meuis and couvoDleuce of purch.iier . The said fields ore situated
wuhin tan mlnutee’ walk of the L ndon, Ch-ithain. a'-d Dover Rail-
way Station at Slttii gbouroe, and in close proximity to watar-csr-
rlage.—PaitlceUre. with catalogues and condlttoos of sale, may be
bod. on and after the SSrd <lay of JULY, 1608, of the Auctioneers,
Sit Ingbourne.

C108E TO THE 01X7.-80,090 SQUARE FEET.
To Contractors, Buildem, Omnibus aud Cab Proprietors, and. Othere

tcqulrlns very large FremUea.

IX/TR. J. L. STACy has been favoured with
-Lvi instmotlons to SBl-L b ' AUCTION, at the NEW AUCTION
MAItT, Tukeiibousc.yard, Lotbbuty, on TUESDAY. AUuUoT 4tli,

1868, the LEASE of those very desirable and very extensive PR £.
MlsE.4 known os Ueisrs. Sampson Brothers' ‘limber Yard, near
Shoreditch Churi-li, with eutraui-rs in Hockuay-road and Kingalaiid-

of aiiout 30 000 squsre feet, possessing the right
of four eutrsucee In Hackoey-road aud KlngaUnd-roail
Iblty and extensive etigrs. abeds, atab tnv. aaw-pit", A-i, a.* now
erected luid la uee. The above eligibl- property i* held for a term,
which expires in 1680 at a nominal rent. The property Is tbnriyuglily
drained, and possesses two excellent wells of water.—For plans and

apply to Uessrv. TAYLOR A JACQUET. Bollcltors
'

20,01d-elroBt'«t, Finsbury, aud at the Auctioneer's OtSees

pjSKFECTION in BOOKKEKPING.—
X. BUILDERS aud Othera desiring a really good system. )MD
have a SET of MOUkLS for BUILDKH8' BOOhU. by DOUBLE
ENTRY, to which wm awarded (be prise offaied In " The Builder,"
No 1.130, and which has been adopted by (uai.y laigu firms. Also a
HodlBed Arrangement by Pii-gle Entry, auitahle for small builderi.—
Adtixeae, E. A. 4, St. Oeorge's-road, Rt-gditl’a Park, Loudon.

GANOT’S PHYSICS. BY PROFESSOR ATKINSON.
In pvist 8vo. wlih I'oKured Plate and U68 Woodcute, 15*.

The Third Edition, revi-eU and enlarg'd,

pLEMENTARY TREAT! -Eod PHYSICS,
I J Experimental ami Applied, for the Use of OuUegesauil Schools

Expt

Applied,
iiitigi aiiu Guitcu ii-oul Ootiot’s " aioin
Aurhor's aanctiou) by E, ATKINSON,
ilmeiitaL Boienee. R.M. Coll. Sandhurst.
London: LONGMANS, QI.EEN, 4 CO. Patemo*tar-t

illeges

3e Phys|(|Uo’’ (wtih
D. F.C.S. Prof, of

pr.iporty otfe—
iTaument. Theielsalso
4 estate, formerly occupied by ih
vry cajiablHiy fur a gentleman 's

ranliisiUuiigu, and, in the eve
park or recreation ground, for
Ited, the bouse cifiild be used in

dvBn'»ge--u»ly

y oppiiituulty ful ,

‘ luus and spacious mansion
^n family, and poetessing
- - — itjia well adapted

ofRyde requiring'
uitably
-d the

It of\hB to

wbloh this estate 'is ou
connexion tuerewlth.

git^es conid be »lvBn'»ge--u»ly 1st utt Immediate possei&ion.

phtSSRS. DRIVER & CO. are instructedL to offer lor BALE by AUCTION, a> the Town-hoJl, Rjde onAUQUSTO.ai ONEforlWO precisely in loU ,unless
ionsly dispoerd of by private coniracl), tbefoieguiug valuableBHOi-D PEOPBRTV. It will bo . tferrd In the first liislaDCe In
lot. sud If not I o sold, then at tho ssuie time and placs in smaller
-Msot fvith In the parliunJar* of hale.—Particulars aud olans
be bad 01 W. P, LOW, &.q. tSo'icltor, 67, Wimiiole-aliiret, W •

. B. BILD, Esq. West Cuwes
; and of Messrs. DRIVER * CO

eyors. Loud Agents, and Aui.tioiieera, 4, Whitehall, London

Just publisbeii. 8vo. olobb, with illustrations, 5s.

QCIOGRaPHY
;

or, RADIAL PROJEC-
kJ TItiN of SHADOWS.
By E. CAMPBELL PUCKETT, Ph. D. Head Master of the Bath

The prluoiples governing the prijEotton of Shadows, os shown in
psrepcc'lve representations : being a Treatise upon the Bcieuce of
Shadows, together with that of Urfieotious Comprised In twenty
Ussons ; intended ae a text-book for Art lUBi-ructioo,

London : CH >PMAN4 HALL. 193. PlciwdiHy.

Ahohitectckal competition
DRAW1NG3. ARTI8TIU TINTING, DR-IONS. PBRSPEC-

i IVE OUTLINRa, and )- KNERAL IiRaUGHTcMANaHIP. executoll
bv Hrssra J. LIDDELL 4 JitsBPU NASH, Jim. at their own OlOoee.
No- 13, Yurk-,-hambera, Aii-lpht, Londi-n, W.O,

A COMPETENT ARCHITECT’S AS-
BlBTANr, well up In const uction, detail and working

drawings, perap^cliv *, Ac. and SiixuBtoiiied tea general Lraotica.
desiret an ENGAGEMENT.—Address. BETA, care of Gray, Stationer,
141. Peutonviile-roail.

WANTED in an Engineer's Office,
here Steam, Hut W-ter, end Ooe Hngiueeringis undertakeD«

sn acl4ve, iutelllgent Youog Edaii, thoroughly coaipetent to keep
account of Wi-rkmen’s time, and hand into the counting-hoose on
accurate description of work done ; also to Issue and enter ma^
rials,-Apply, by letter only, etatlug age, salary required (paid
weekly) and references, to AuAMd 4 SON, Marlborough Works. 41.
Mar.haU-atr*ei. W.

.is
OOD MA-'hONS may have PERMA-

V.T N KNT BSIPLOYMENT at the Stone Quorilee, Doulting, neat
Shepteu Mallet.

Hadham highway district,
HERTS,—Notice is hereby given, that the Highway Board

bribe above district require tbs BERVI' B* of a cotupewn' 8UR-
VEY)’R of (he HiGHWAYi. Salary 1751. jier auuum. Mileage
abiiui 100. The Surveyor will have to devote his whole lime, and to
give security for 2502. by the bond of biiaself and one surety, smd hs
will be ie<iulri»d to enter upon his offlco f -rtnwUh after being
appointed, aud Co perform all the duties lacldent thereto. Persona
applying for the appAutm-nt should have boil experirnco In tha
management aud repslr of roade, aud lu woik-fand acconnta con-
neoled 'lierewlrb.—Appticatlona In tho handwrltiug of applicants,
Btatiug age aud preseut or Iset occnpition, tube eeot to me, at my
office. Much Hadham, Herts (free nf exp-mte), not later than Srd
AUGUST next, accompanied by testim-nUls of a reoeut dite. The
Board will, al lhair mee.loR on FRIDAY, tho 7th AUGUST next,
examine the applications, and will then make n selection of such as
apiiear to be moat eligible. Shortly afterwards notice will be given
to the pan lea aeleote-J, requiring their personal attendance ^fors
the Boaid at their next following meeting.

JNO. MOTT KICHAEDSON, Clerk to the Board.
Dated 14tb July, 1663.

JUNIOR CLERK WANTED, in
ei's Pffloa. Mu*l write a good baud
drawing* quickly.-Apply to A. B

Curtain-rood, Shoreditch.

BuUd-
. . .. trace anil
Ur. Felgate. 55,

ML REIUANN'S HANDBOOK OF ANILINE.
Now ready, in 6vo- with Five IVoouuut*, price 10). «d.

rVN ANILINE and its DERIVATIVES;
a Treatise on the Manufacture of Aniline and Aniline

By M. RBIMANN, Ph-D. L.A.U.
To which is appended the Report ou the C -louring Matters derived
fr. m Cosl Tar shown at the French HxhlblMon of 1017 by Dr. Hof-mann and Messrs. Ue Ijilreaud Girard.

KevUed aud nlited by WILLIAM CROOKES. F R8
London : LONGMANS, GREEN, 4 CO. i’atomoster-row.

NICHOLAS LAKE,
A RCHITECT and consulting SURVEYOR.

Bills of quantities accurately prepartel, works measured up
builders’ occoante •I'justed. R-dIway Comppasatlon claims arranged

OFFICEd, 1, ADKLAIDE-PLaOS, LoNDoN-BRIDGE EU

A RCHITECTURAL PROFESSION.-
WANTED, an ABCHTIRCTURAL PUPIL, in Swiizi-rlin

)OPLAR UNION.—To ARCHITECTS.—
The B> ard of Ouardlaiis of the Poplar Union are desirous of

‘ivlng APPLICATIONS fiom p>*rfioas c mpeteut and wUUng to
peilorm tbs untli:^ of ARCHIPr.CC In Altering and Enlarging
the Workhouse at Fopl.vr, the ptTlicuUr* nf which may be ascer-
tained in my Office between the hours of TEN a.m anil FOUR p.m,
daily. The remuneiatiou fur the a- rv-ces of the Architect sha'l be at
'-he rate of 4 per cent ou the outlay, which is t-i Include all expensaa
if prrpatlng plana aud Bji^clflc-.UouB, and for attending bofore the
Qardiaos and the Poor Law Board v

pn-psrsupervis
the tatl<factlon of Ibe
ate to be forwarded to i

after which a seliction t

shall receive due notice
quent date.- By order.

until the whole are |compIeted tu
Ouardin&a.—Applications an-l ta-minonUle
w not Uter th^i the -lOth of JULY Instant,
I'l be mv'e. and those only who are selected
0 attend a meeting of the Buard on a eubse*

FOREMAN.—WANTED, in a large
town In the MulUnd Counties, a thoTOUgbly efficient SHOP

Foreman of joiners, well up in Uothlc work, and competent to
-i..-,. .. J working drawli.gs and measure np raateriol*.—

rpRAVELLER ill the TIMDER TRADE.—X WANTED, a TRAVELLER with a ea'e aud profitable Londoa
couDexloii. Such a one is ufL-red a veiy coiarortable siiuriion and A
liberal salary.—Cuniiuuuicatious In confidence Co D. Z. 82. Wal-
brook, B.C.

''pRAVELLER.—WANTED, a GENTLE-
X. MAN. to OBTAIN ORDERS for BUILDING MATERIALS to

nstante, Neuchatel,

ii^ .'602. and 1002. peranuumfor three Vears^^e
into the family of a Swiss Arohitec- of Olsttnclion,

I also Larn Ifreoch. The villa U cbarminsly situated
-v the lake of Neuvhatel.-Addraas X. Y.Y. Posts

WVANTED, immediately, an energetic
VV WORKING FOREMAN of BRI> KL.tYBRd, for a country
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WANTED, an experienced BUILDER’S
TT CLERK »nd ACCOUMANT. Age not to excwd Forty

TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.

ANTED, au energetic Young Man, witb
T V » small caplUI. to JOIN the Advertiser In BHILDING

OPF,HATIONB and WORKING a largs BRICKYARD. First-olaw
references reqnfred.—App’y (by letter) to Messrs. GADSDEN, 2S
Bedford-row, W.C.

TO PLUMBERS.

WT^ANTED, immediately, several good
T T HANDS. Wages, 7d. per boor.—Apply to the FOREMAN,_ . . —Apply tc

w rarrlaite Works, Great Western RUlway, Swindon
;

LOVATT, Contractor, Wolrerhainptoo.

WANTED,aCEMENTSTONE BURNER.
T I He mast be tboroagbly and practically acquainted with tbe. . oe tboroagbly and practically acquainted w

burning of cement stone.-Apply. stating qnslifloat'ons sod pay r.

qutred, 'o the AJoiiral Sapermtendeut of Portsmouth Dockyard.

WrANTED, a thoroughly practical, ener-
T T getic, GENERAL FOREMAN, to take CHARGE of a JOB

In tbe Soalb of England, Also a WORKING FOREMAN of CAB-
Pi'NrBRS. Mart be a good fixer.—Address, staling age, refeteaces,
and wages required, to A. B, Z. care of DAVIES & CO, Advertising
Agents, Plncb-Iaoe, CornbllL

W ANTED, a TIME and STORE-
KEBPEK. by a London Building Firm.—Address, ststing. . KEEPER, by a London Building Firm.—Address, ststing

full particulars as to qaalification, age. salary required, and where
'. employed, to A, B. C. Mr. Boxbrough, 9, Aldgate, B.O,

TO PLUMBERS. AGENTS, 4o.

W/’ANTED, by a steady. Handy Man,
T V aged 97, s constant SITUATION, as a THREE BRANCH

HAND, or to do the gmetal work io ajabbiugtbjp, Oeotlemon’s
private property not objected to. Unexcep louable referrncei can
be bad.—Address, H. 6. 10, Waiter-street, Stepney, Loudon.

TO SCRVETOBS, BUILDERS. AND OTHERS
W/'ANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT as
TT GENERAL ASSISTANT. Is a fair JranghUm in

;
can takeJrangbtsm i

ilf genersJiy u-efjl. Agei . .

Nuttiogham-atceet, Maryie-

TO BUILDERS, PLUMBERS. AND OTHERS.WANTED, a SITUATION, by a steady,
sober Man, ss a good prsc'ical PLUMBER, Glazier, a^d

Decorator.—Atldreis, w. w. No, 28. North-row, North Audley-etreet,
Gro-venor-square, London.

WANTED, a SITUATION, for a Youth
T I who has jnst trft ecbool, in a Timber.merchml's Office
heCity.—Address, A. B. 101, PacktQgtoo.etreat, Islioglon, N.

TO PLUMBERS AND8UILDER3.
NTED, by a respectable, steady Young
Man, a SITUATION as PLUMBER. Good referencei.-A^
Office of •• The Bailder.

'

TO ARCHITFCrS.
WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT as
T T CLERK of WOEK^. Age 46. Carpenter by trade. Town

TO BUILDERS.

W7^ANTED, by a Young Man, a SITUA-
T T nON as Ladder, Barrow, Trestle, and Stepmaker. Can do

WANTED, an ENGAGEMENT as
T V FOREM.AN ef MASONS or CLERK of WORKS, aged 36.

over dock', sea-walls, and fortifications
;

has bad fifteen years’
experience

;
can make working drawings.—Address. 461, Office of

•' Ihe Builder."

WANTED, a SITUATION, in the Timber
trade, by a Young Man of thorough experience. Aged 27

First-class references.—Ad'lress, X. Y. Z Post-office, Grimsby.

TO ARCHITECTS, 4c.

Y^ANTED, by a Young Man, a SITUA-
T T TIONasJl'NfOR ASSISTANT. Specimen drawings, refer-

s, 4e.-AddrdM, M. 13 a, RedLioo-s<

TO BUILDERS AND SAW-MILL MASTERS.WANTED, a SITUATION, by an expe-
rienced Circular Sawyer and Saw Sharpener. First-claat

references.—Address, J, A 1*5. Wals ill-street, Wolverhampton.

Y^ANTED, by a practical London CLERK
T V of WORKS, a KE-ENOAQEMPNr, or as Boildet's General

Foreman. Good references. Ten years with last employe
versed in drainage. Locality no object.—Address, C. H- ft
New Castle Emlyu, South Wales.

wanted, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, by an
T T experienced CLERK of WORK^. or a permanent eng-ge.

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS,

TO BUILDERS AND PLUMBERS.

W ANTED, by a Young Man, a SITUA-
TION as PHIMBEB, or Thre»-branch Hand.-Addross,

n K. 4. CotUiiharo-road, Grove-road. Holloway, N.

TyANTED, by a steady, energetic Man, an ~\JT ANTED, by a steady, respectable
w’<

2!^3A-EMBNT m FOEEMAN, or to Manage a SmiU W PLUMBEE, Ae. thoroushly acquainted with ail the leading- . .. .0 Manage
Borluesa. Has been accustomed to all branches. Carpenler nod
Joluer by trade. Well up Ih tetUng ont work, keepiog
messnnng up work, 4c. Good rofero-'ces, Aged23.—W. A
Bollliigtou-Hreeti Avenae-toad, CamberweUL

TO BUILDERS AND DECORATORS.

\y ANTED, a permanent SITUATION, in
T T or near London, aa PAINTER, DECORATOR, GRAINER,

4c. Tboroagbly understands the business In all Its branches. —
Addrrpi, No. .'.26, Office of - The Builder."

TO MONUMENTAL MASONS AND BUILDERS.

Ty ANTED, a RE-ENGaGEMENT
T T as WORKING FOBEMAN MASON. Hss a good knowledge

of omsmeotal and decorative church-work, In bard and soft etone.
Thoroagbly couverraut with drawings. Good re'ereuce glveu.

—

Address. W. care of S. Robinson, Stamp Office, Stockport, Chester.

W/'ANTED, by a Young Man, a SITUA-
T T TION, as PLU-MBERaod plain ZINC-WORKER, or a JOP,

. . PLUMBEB, 4e. thoroughly acquainted with all the leading
branches, a coiisMat SITUATION, Plevewoik, or Charge of a largs
Job. Good references If required No eijectlou to Town or country.
Address, staling wngea. to W. M. 6S, Napiei.itreet, Hoxton.

TO ARCHITECTS, SURVEYORS, AND OTHERS.TyANTED, by the Advertiser, a RE-EN-
T T GAGEMENT u CLERK Of WORKS. General Foremin, or

MaLSg--r un sD Bsinte. Fift-en years' «zi
estimate, and lake ont quantities.-Addiess, with L
11, Cbonmert-grove, Peckham, S.B,

TO BUILDERS, DECORATORS. 4o.

TyANTED, by an ARTIST, Interior Deco-
Y Y rater, and Designer, sn ENGAGEMENT as FOREMAN, or

otberwise. Wrll np at every branch of art
;
also Mosaic F.inl

Good referencee. Specimens and medals thowu,—Apply by Je

J. A. 3, Canteibnry-tecrace, Canterbnry-road, N.

TO BUILDERS AND OlHBRS.

ANTED, by a thoroughly efficient and
getic Shop Foreman of Joiners, a RE-ENGAGEMENT

either as bHOr' or GENERAL FOREMAN, Is a good draugblsman,
^to accustomed to machinery. Aged 39.—Address, A. B. 126, Wax-
wick-»reet, Plmlloo, B.W.

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.

yANTED, by the Advertiser, a RE-EN-
GAGEMENT as BOOK-KEEPER ani GENERAL CLERK.

Has held reepoualble alluatluus in three of tbe largest London
building firms, from whom he can b*ve excellent references. Is
willing to take tbe entire eba-ge of the books and to aseist in i

mating.-Addiess, W. H, Mr. Stansfleld's Library. Peckham, B. F.

TO BUILDERS. CONTRACfORS, 4-.WANTED, by the Advertiser, a RE-EN-
GAGEMENT aa BOOK KEEPER and GENERAL CLERK.

Thoroughly couversaut with tbe roatiue of a builder’s office, and can
aailit at estimating. Has been with some of the mist eminent
London bul'deis, from wbum be can have excellent rote
Address, A. H. Post-office, Woodford-green, Essex.

TO ARCHITECTS.TyANTED, by a competent DRAUGHTS-
Y T MAN, who Is good at deslgULUg, and who thoronghly under-

stand construction and details, an ^OAbkUENT. Sc , ,

moderate. References good.—Address, H. A. 10, Grove-place, Bromp-

W"ARCHITECT’S ASSISTANT, acciuiomed to compctliion.
perspec'ive, detail and working drawings, 4c.au ENOaoEMENI
Town or country —Address, ALPHA, care of Hanu, btationer, 268
Giay’s-lnn-ioad, W.C.

W-A-I^TED, a SITUATION, as WORK-
Y Y INQ FOBEMAN, or to take Charge of a Job, Town or

—Address, J. T. 29, Fonionby-

W-^NTED, an ENGAGEMENT, by a
Y Y flrst-dais BUILDER’S SURVEYOR, DRAUGHTSMAN.

LSTIUATOR. and MEASURER, or si bU PEKIN I'EN'DENT .

WuRKB. Refeteucet to London builders and aichitecla. A Joluei
by trade.—Address, 499. Office of " Iho Builder."

Tyanted, by an ARCHITECT’S ASSIST-
T T ANT, having not IcDg compieUd bis aiticles In au emtueui.

London office, an ENu’AOEMhNT. balaiy moderate. No obJecUon
to the country,—Address, 428, office «f The BoUd-r.'*

W/'ANTED, by an experienced CLERK of
TY works, an ENGAOF.UENT. References to eminent

London arcbltrcls. At preaeut disengaged.—Addreai, A, B. 148,

Btanhope-street, Regent's Park, London, N.W,

TO BUILDERS, RO-AD MAKF.RO, AND CONTRACTORS.

W7 ANTED, by a first-class practical Man,
V V a Cardsge-way Pavior, Street Mason. Grm'te Dresser (wood,

brick*. Dutch clinkers, or tiles), to TAKE Wt'RK by the PIKCR,
Labour only. Good testimonials and references.-Addres*, JAMBS
CROTCBLEY, 7, Jamei-place, Norih-itreet, Poplar.

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.

W/'ANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT as
YV FOREMAN or CLERK of WORKS (Joiner). We)l under-

stands building lustterv. Two years In 'a,t sltnati-n. Could
manage a bn-ineea Would notnbject to good piecework, if perma-
nent. Country preferred. References flrit-class.— Address, FORE-
MAN, Post-office, Stoke-on-Trenr.

TO BUILDERS AND OTHBES.

WFANTED, EMPLOYMENT, by a young
Y T Man, CARPENTER and JOINER, also us>d to SUIrcaslng.

Constancy principal object. —Addiess, H. J, 3, Plnn’s-terrace, Church-
road, Batierses.

TO ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYORS.

W/'ANTED, a SITUATION, as JUNIOR
TY CLERK. Aged 20. Hss been In preient iltu.atlon 3^ ye

m

corying and treeing drawings. Will b*re a first-class recommenda-
Uon.- Address, 805. Office of The Builder.”

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.YyANTED, by an experienced Man, a
Y V bricklayer, a SITUATiON as FOBEMAN of such, or to take

tbs entire Charge of a Job, having heeo accusiomsd to same
;
or is

willing to take Work by Ibe Rod or otberwise. Good reference.—
Address, T. M'D. 163, Lower EeuDiagtoo-lane.

TO STONEMASONS.
YyANTED, by a youog Man, who has had
Y T three years’ experieuee, a SITUATION as IMPROVER.-

Address, J. 0. Crown and Anchor. 36, King-street, Long-acre, W.C.

TO BUILDERS.

W/'ANTED, a SITUATION, as GENERAL
YV or SHOP FOREMAN, by an experit-Dced Man. Good refer-

ences.— Address. X, Y. Post-office, Brompton-rosd,

TO IRONMONGERS, BUILDERS, 4a

W/'ANTED, a SITUATION, Job, or Piece-
Y V work, as BELL-HANGER, GAB and HOT-WATER FITrEB,

Well op in bath and close range work, knows the general routine of

Jobbing (hop. Good plumber, zinc worker, brass fiuisber, 4c.—
Addres*, Z A. 81. Ctspham Park-road, Clapbam Common B.

TO MASTER PLUMBERS, BUILDERS, AND OTHERS.

\yANTED, by the Advertiser, Constant
\ V EMPLOYMENT, ss PLUMBER or Three-branch Hand. Can

da plain zinc work. Town or country.—Address, J. H. No. 8, Half
Moon scroll, Blshopsgate, London.

YY/'ANTED, by a thoroughly practical
Y V Man. a SITUATiON as FOREMAN of PAINTERS, or to take

Uhargeof Job. Cau fill np time plumDing or gasfittlng.—Addiess,
No. tfl. Office of " The Builder."

TO BUILDERS, PLUMBEBS, 4a
W/'ANTED, by the Advertiser, who is a
\V good Plumber, a SITUATION or Job. Piecework or fiber-

wise, or aa Three-Branch Hand.—Address to A. Z. 37, Berseford-

street, Walwuitb, 8.B.

TO ARCHITRCTS AND BUILDERS.

VyANTED, a RE - ENGAGEMENT as
YV GENERAL FOREMAN or CLERK of WORKS, by a tho-

roughly practical M io, well acquelnied wich all kinds of bullolugs,

''arpenUr, 4a by trade. Good references.-Address, Q. L. 67, Cbeap-
side. City.

TO ARCHITECTS AND BUILDERS.

W-^^^TED, a situation as JUNIOR
YY ABSIBTANT. Neat draughtsman and gold coluurlst.

—

Additss, D. T. 18, ShBibome-Blreet, Blandford-S'iusre, N.W.
_ | _

TO ARCHITECTS.

^ competent DRAUGB
T T MAN, an tNOAQBMENT, In a Loudon Office.-At

B. E. care of J. T. JACKMAN, Eeq. AlcWteOt, 84. Soho-s.

TO BRICK MANDFACrUBERS,^HE Advertiser is preparid to take
R, MANAGEMENT of a BRICKYARD, where the prop

would like to introduce all kinds of ornamental bricks of vi
colours, adapted for stiiugcou-ses, corbels, wln-Jow*. So. Ha-
consldorable experience. Nelghbouihood of London prefer
Addreu, 11, Albert terrace, Bainsburr-'osd Isllogion .

TO MASTER BCILDSRB.
UPHE Executors of a Master Builder whA recommend a Young Man. aged 19, aa APPEENTICI
Bricklayer, and accustomed to the mtoagemeot of acoounta
dress, A. B No. 3. Brent-street, Hendon. Middlesex,

”

TO ARCHirS'TS AND GENTLEMEN BCILDERS.
fT^HE Advertiser, practically acquainted i

JL the Building lias, wishes to meet with a Geotlemsi
REQUIRES the SERVICES of aconfidoutlal Mao, to carry ou
Buililiug Scheme. No objection to Join In building.—Ad
R. E. F. care of Messrs, Roe 4 Cooper, Post-office, Old Brompl

^HE Advertiser is desirous of meeting ^

L an ENGAGEMENT. Town or country. Is fully accus
to the routine of office duties, fair colour.st, and perspevUva.
claw referauces from eminent Londoa and provluclal arch
Terms not so much an object.—Address. J. H. 6, Easlbjurne-ta
Paddiugton, W.

TO BUILDERS AND CONtRAOTOBS.
PLASTERING WANTED, labour
J_ tnaterials or labour only. Town or count y. Firs
reference.-Address, J, F. M. Victoria Llbraiy, Victor .a-gtove S.

Keniington.

PVENING EMPLOYMENT.—A cor
,l_i tent BUILDER'S CLERK undertakes to KEEP Ihe Bi
aud make up accounts, 4c. or to give oeeaiional asstsuuce.
term^addro.a, 5u8, Office of " The Builder."

TO ARCHITECTS, 4c.

A GOOD DRAUGHTS VIAN’ and e:
AY. dltlouaGeneralAsais'ant is DISENGAGED. Afalreotc
perspective draughtsman, and desigupf, Ihomughly versed In c<

tltion work aud ‘he usual duties of an office. Town or couu
AddreiB, ABCHirECT, 36, Deubigh-alreet, Warwlck-sc,uare. B.V

TO ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYORS,

A JUNIOR DRALGHi’SMAN wishe,
AY. an ENGAGEMENT. Has served his articles with a oc
Architect, and been -ngaged In a Urge oroviucial Builder’ll
Understands quAUtlliee. Higheit references. Salary a secoi
ci-nsideration for a permanency.— Addeexs, C. K. 2, Queeo-st

A THOROUGHLY accomplished ARC
AY TECl’S asSiSIANT, who hai been u.ed to the managi
of an office, to drsiguiug, and to making complete sets of w-

and detail drawing*, la open to a Ceoipoiaiy ENGAGEi
First-class perspectives in peucU, peu and tnk, or colour.-Au
P. P. P. 10 i, Pa-l-mall East.

A GOOD PLUMBER wishes to meet
AY a JOB or a CONSTANCY. Uuder.taudi fitting up iron
'or bath woik, and can otherwite turu hi* baal|lf te<ialied to

orauches. Thiee years' references from present employers. N
ectlon to tbe country.—Address, W. H. No. 2'i, BouCham-s
Weitbonrne Park.

TO BUILDERS
A FIRST-CLASS ZiNCWORKER,
J\ can be well recommended, 1< open to a Job. Cau fix cl

baths, 4c. Has his own kit of tools. Will Cake the work by Ih

or per hour.—Addiess, M. A. 21. Pe jibcoke-coad, Kilsuru Park,

TO CIVIL ENGINEER.*, AND RAILWAY, W.ATkR, AN
DBAINAOE WORKS CONl R ACroES.

A YOUNG gentleman, who has sei
AY. his Arliclet with a Civil EDglu>-er, and has since (three
ag„) been engaged with sn Architect of Qrst-ratr pracilo, is <je>

ot meeiing with an ENGAGEMENT with au E'-OINBEnor
TRACTOR of good practice. No ohjecti m to going abroad. Sa
lecooJary cousideratlun —For particulars, ac. a|>ply by leCi

HOPE, care of Mr. Chaa. Morton, Inspector (the Mancbeais
poratluLi), PolUrd-atreet, Manchester.

A THOROUGHLY energetic, experiet
AY Msn requires a BE-ENGAGE.Mil.S r as GSNBBAL F
MAN, CLERK of WORKS, or Charge of o Job

i
accu.b>m:d to s

out working and detail drawiugs, measuring up. taktug off

iitiea, accounts, 4c, Good references. — Address, A J. Pc
Cottage, OrJnanccro. d, Hounslow,

TO BUILDERS, 4c.

A FOREMAN, accustomed to take
AY. entire charge of buDdiogs, WANTS an ENGAGEMEN
well up in the leading branches of tbe trad^, and cau meoau
walk.—Address, 482, Office of "The Builder."

TO BCILDERS, 4c.

A THOROUGHLY practical Man wan
AY. RE ENGAGEMENT aa CLERK, FOEEMAN. or any si

capacity. tSalary moderate.—Address, A79, LarkbaU-Une, Clap

A CLERK of WORKS is open to a RE-
AY GAGEMENT, or as General Foremau, or to take chare
Job. Is ihoiuugbly efficient aud energetic, a g-iod ar.>ughc
and well up in Gothic work. Carpenter aud Joner by trade, A|
Testimonials fiist-class.—Address, F, 20, WiUuim-atreeC, HIgh-s
Ringi,land, N.B.

TO BUILDERS.

A WELL-EDUCATED YOUTH, 18 y
AY. of age (son of a sorveyor), desDes an ENOAOBMENl',
Office, as JUNIOR CLERK. Is a .good penman, quick at acc<

and can trace and tint drawings neatly.-Address, aLPUA
SCamfurd-street, S.E.

TO AECHITBCTB.

A gentleman, of some years’ ex
AY enc', requires a EE-ENOAGEMBNT sa JUNIOR A83IB
Address, ARCHITECT, Post-office, Portland.

A THOROUGHLY experienced BuD
AY FOREMAN (Joiner by trade) is open to an ENGAGEME
GENERAL FOREMAN or CLERK uf WORKS. Firat-class

Newnbam, Gloucestershire.

TO BUILDERS, AECHITBCra, A - D OTHERS.

A carpenter and JOINER, aged
AY (minled) WANTS an RNGAGEMENT at tbe b°NC
hierk or AuuUut, or Bnperlnteud ou a Gentleman’a Estate
set out and measure wotk, prepare plans, Iboroushty conv
witb office routine, bouse agency, 4o. ; a prize med-UiUt for i

Address, JOINER, 33. MorviU-sircet. Ttedrgar-road Norib,
Loudon, N.E.

A RESPECTABLE YOUNG MAN, i

23 years, requires an KNOAGEME-iT as ClBEK. 1

KbEPER, or any situation of tiUai, In a WOulesale or Recall

mouger’a eslablunuieut. Good references,—Address, A. B, 3, M
Cottages, Kennlngton-icad, 3.H.
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Memorials of Old London and Old London

Lfef

HE Corporation of

London has joet made
a delightsome gift to

the pablio. It has

placed the early ar-

chives of the City of

London in the hands

of Mr. H. T. Kiley for

selection, translation,

and publication of all

passages that give

any presentment of London in the thirteenth,

fourteenth, and fifteenth centuries, or any details

of London life in those times ;
and in so doing

this august body has made the public free, as it

were, for ever, of some of its choicest posses-

sions. The Corporation has opened the City

gates, and invited the public into old London,

the London of the Plantagenets
;
of Wat Tyler

and Walworth
; of Geoffrey Chaucer

5
the Lon-

don of Queen Eleanor, of Queen Isabel, of Queen
Philippa

;
of the Fair Maid of Kent

5
the Lon-

don of Dick Whittington, paved with gold, in

truth, if not literally.

Let us enter gratefully, observantly, corre-

sponsively. It is the reign of Edward 1. Each
city gate is kept by two sergeants, “ skilful men
and fluent of speech,” who carefully note, all

day, who passes in and out, so that no harm
shall befall the City. At the ringing of curfew

every gate is shut and secured : all the taverns,

too, for tho sale of wine and ale are closed at

this signal
j and no one is allowed to go abont

tho streets or ways after this hour. The skilful

sergeants betake themselves to their lodgings,

which are either within the gates or close by;

and then into the silent and deserted streets

tnrn six of the most “competent” men of every

ward to watch and guard their district through-

out the hours of the night. All the boats on the

river are moored on the City side at night
j the

sergeants of Billingsgate and Queen Hythe take

note of the name of every one of them
;
and

each of these officers has a boat of his own, and
provides four men to gnard the river by night,

on both sides of tho bridge. You can hear the

lapping of the water, as though the black shadows
upon it aro sighing to be free; for no one is

allowed to cross the Thames by night.

But when we enter it is noon. There are little

boxes, or stands, in the streets for the sale of

wares, piles of timber lie here and there, and
pigs stray about; but these inconveniences are

not to be endured after “ Monday next,” so we
will not dwell upon them. Here is a knot of

men at work clearing the water-course of Wall-

* Memorials of London and Loudon Life in the Thir-
teenth, Fourteenth, and Fifteenth Centuries. Being a
series of extracts, local, social, and political, from the
early archives of the City of London, A.D. 1276—1419.
Selected, translated, and edited by Henry Thomas Riley,
M.A. of Corpna Christi College, Cambridge

;
and of the

Inner Temple, Barrister-at-Law. Pnblished by order of
the Corporation of London, under the superintendence
of the Library Committee. London: Longmans, Green,
& Co. 1868.

brook
;
and close by them an alderman is pass-

ing, accompanied by two of the best men in his

ward, on a house-to-house visitation and survey

of the hostries, or hostels, in his ward, so that

he may be informed of the exact number, quality,

and calling of every person in his division of

the City, of twelve years of age and upwards.

In sight, at the same time, is a female wearing

a hood and cape furred with minever, who re-

gards, somewhat contemptuously, a woman of a

lower grade, who has also draped herself in a

similar garment; and she is evidently deter-

mining to move heaven and earth in her alder-

manic circle to get an enactment made that

regratresses, or women who sell wares by retail,

and servants should be limited to the use

of Iamb-skin and rabbit-skin decorations for

their hoods. There is a little crowd opposite

the church of St. Martin. We peep between the

elbows or over the heads of the throng, and see

that “ one Matilda, wife of Henry le Coffenr,”

coming from West Chepe, has fallen upon the

pavement and broken her arm. The little crowd

declares that she is drunk, but, nevertheless, she

is carried tenderly to her husband’s house to

languish and die. The men who cai’ry her and

the mixed group that accompany them talk of

other accidents that have recently occurred as

they go. They tell how, on the Eve of Sb. John,

a man was found lying drowned in the Foss

under the City wall, near the Tower, Portsoken,

and his coat of russet picked up on the ground

close by, and suggest that ho went to bathe

there without knowing how deep the water was,

and sank never to rise. No one know his name,

or whence he came. Adam Schot’s case is called

to mind. He was the servant of Ponce de More,

and climbing np a pear-tree in the garden of,

one Laurence, in the pariah of Sb. Michael,

Paternoster Chirche, for the purpose of gathering

pears, a branch broke beneath his weight, and,

falling to the ground, his body was almost burst

asunder. He died three days afterwards, and

the pear-tree was appraised at five shillings

;

and Ponce de More and the next-door neighbours

on both sides were attached by sureties. Then

they tell how John de Hancrete was burnt to

death a few nights before, through taking a

lighted candle with him to his straw bed, and

falling asleep before he extinguished it ; how
Henry de Flegge was drowned when be took his

horse to water in tho dock of the ward of Castle

Baynard
;
how John Fuetard was killed by John

le Clerk when playing together at “ tiles,” by

an accidental blow on the side of his head
;
and

how other deaths bad occurred by misadventure

all within a fow weeks. As the little sympa-

thising procession turns into the ward of

Anterkin de Auvergne, where Henry le Cuffeur

lives, wo lose sight of it. There is another

crowd before the doors of the Church of St Paul.

Let us see what is the matter here. One Walter

Bacunhas takensanctuarywithinthe church. The
coroner of our Lord the King, William le Maze-

liner, accompanied by the warden of the city of

London, John le Breton, John de Banquelle,

Baroncin, and other trustworthy persons, has

come to demand the reason why he has done so.

The refugee confronts the magnates. He is a

forlorn, repentant parish priest, who confesses

that he has stolen sixteen silver dishes that be-

long to Sir Baroncin. Passing from the curiosity

of this scene of humiliation into the streets, we
note the stations, or stands, for stalls, clustering

round the high cross of Chepe and the broken

cross, all kept by women, the pent-houses,

haut-paces, and signs. Some of the pent-houses

are so low and project so much as to obstruct the

roadway for people on horseback; the haut-paces,

or rooms built on pillars, have their disadvantages

too, for the spaces below them serve as harbour-

age for idle persons
;
and we feel that both in-

ventions will have to be swept away. Here is

the house of Eoger Brewere. It is known as

the “ Maiden en la Hope ” (the Maiden in the

Hoop). Here is the tenement known as “ Hor-

shed,” and “ Sarazineshed,” that Peter Panelore

and two others bestowed upon the chantry in. tho

chapel of St. Mary, near the Guildhall. Here
is a hostel with the sign of a lion on a hoop. In

Estchepe there is the “Belle on the Hope” (made
famous not long after this as tho hostel where
William Frenkysshe passed himself off as the

son of the Earl of Ormond upon John Tylneye,

of the county of Norfolk, and induced him to

part with “ divers lands ” and other good things

upon tho nnderstandirg that hia little daughter

Katherine, then seven years of age, should some
day be his countess

;
for which magnificent lie

the said William was put in the pillory for three

hours, with a whetstone hanging from his neck,

and then cast into Newgate until he could

satisfy the deluded John). We observe among
the signs less graceful combinations with the

hoc^ than the maiden and the belle. Here is

“ Le Walssheman sur leHoope;” and here are

the “ Kay aur le Hoopo ” and the “ Sterre on tho

Hoope.” In Chepo wc recognise the seed-

lings of future high-storied piles in the selds,

or silds, warehouses, or bazaars, which are

used for the stowage of goods, and sometimes

as centres for the sale of particular wares. They
are lot out in rooms furnished with aumbries

and chests secured with looks, as well as in

shops, to different merchants. This large eeld

in Westoheape, in the Mercery, belongs to the

Lady Eoisia of Coventre. Ten melters, or

chandlers, have selds in Chepe; and they are

much disturbed because they have all received

notice to remove the merchandizes touching

their trade from them, and provide themselves
,

with premises elsewhere. This is the Spiceiy.

In Frydoy-strete stands the tanners’ eeld, where

the tanners transact all their basiness. Foreign

tanners coming to sell their hides pay one

penny for every ten sold ; and a pretty clamour

the owner, Adam Lovekyn, is making, bcoauso

he has heard one of his trade has been selling

hides in secret at his hostel
;
and another has

presumed to sell some in the street, instead of

in the seld, whereby he is twopence short. In

the ward of Brade-strete a knot of men are look-

ing anxiously at an elm growing by London-wall,

near Bieshopesgate, and prophesying that it is

too old and dry to last long, and that if it be

not taken down it will be the worse for the

shops of Roger Poyntel opposite.

Mr. Riley has not confined his pen to the ex-

tracts from the Edwardian archives that show
US these things. In a careful and elaborate in-

troduction, he draws attention to arrays of facts

that could only have been made by one who
has been over the whole field, and systema-

tically grouped his gleanings. The topography

of old London he traces. He has gathered

together mention of all tho old gates, streets,

lanes, and wards, so that we are able to see

somewhat of the localities of the homes whence

the citizens flocked to Westminster, to see the

coronation of Edward I., and his brave and

tender' queen, Alianor. He has grouped the

surnames in classes, adding to those derived

from trades many that have escaped other col-

lectors. Among names from trades are Henry

the Wympler, wimple-maker
; William the

Oynter, meltcr of grease, or chandler
; Andrew

the Horsmonger
;
John the Marberer, sculptor

perhaps
;

Simon the Fannere ; Richard the

Frufcer ; Geoffrey the Brochere, spit-maker.

Then we read of oystermongers, knyfsmyths,

malemongere, sellers of mails or travelling bags,

chalicers, otemongers, bredemongesteres, and

other old names for trades we should scarcely

recognise in their early gnise bub for the

trauelator’s identification. There were some

people called “peters,” who brought fish

to the City, and were ordered to stand in

Chepe with their fish, and nowhere else. Again

Mr. Riley points out that Saxon Christian names

had disappeared from the face of the City with
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but very few exceptions, although three centuries
had not elapsed since the Conquest; the king
upon the throne bore the almost solitary Saxon
name that had survived through the interval.
He says, " The name most in favour with the
Loudon population was undoubtedly that of John,
and probably those of William and Thomas held
the second and third places. In the list of the
first common council chosen for the City, A.D.
1347, 133 in number, we find thirty-four members
with that name, seventeen called ‘William,’ fifteen
‘Thomas,’ ten ‘Richard,’ eight ‘Robert,’ and
eight ‘ Henry in the whole list not one Edward
or Edmund, or other Saxon or Christian name,
Radulf (or Ralph) excepted, ig to be found.”’
Among the women-folk Johanna, or Joan, was
the favourite name, and Cristina the next in
approval. Only the rich took upon themselves
to coll their daughters Mary. While this familiar
appellation was thug esteemed, Isabel, llatilda,
Juliana, Aleson (Alice), Lucy, Petronilla, then
rendered Pemel and Parnel, Agnes, Idonia, and
Avice were common. In the nine treasured
volumes consulted by our author only Godiyeva
(Godiva) recalled to him that a race of fair
Saxon women had ever lived on the soil. He
has found several clues that lead to fresh informa-
tion concerning the three names, either of which
would have made any city famous, and all of
which belong to London and these old times
Chaucer, Walworth, and Whittington.
Chaucer was the French term then in use for

shoemaker. This name is mentioned nearly a
score of times in the old City books, beginning
with Stephen, a chancer, who wag a surety for
William de Clay, in 1281, including Richard le
Chaucer, vintner, identified as the father of our
early poet, and ending with Thomas Chaucer,
chief butler to Henry IV, and coroner ex officio
in 1403, one of the two sons of Geoffery Chaucer.
And besides these glimpses of the poet and his
ancestors, there is the copy of a lease granted
by the mayor, aldermen, and commonalty of
London to the immortal Geoffrey, of ” the whole
of the dwelling-house above the gate of Algate,
with the rooms built over, and a certain cellar
beneath, the same gate, on the sonth side of
that gate, and the appurtenances thereof,” for
life, in which the poet undertakes to occupy it
himself, and keep it in repair ‘‘ for the whole life of
him.” The mayor makes a reservation of right to
enter the said rooms in time of defence of the
city, and to order and dispose of them as may be
deemed expedient at that time. This was in ‘‘ the
forty-eighth year of the reign of King Edward,
after the Conquest the Third.” The name of Wal-
worth does not occur till an entry is made, in
1368, that the subsequently famous Sir William
was elected alderman of Bridge Ward. ‘‘ He
had been,” says our authority, ” apprentice and
probably manager of the business of John
Lovekyn, stock fishmonger, and until then had
to all appearance taken no part in City m.atters.”
In 1370 he was sheriff, at which time the City
was in great excitement, expecting an attack
from a multitude of armed men then in certain
galleys lying cff the Foreland of Tenet (the
North Foreland), and forty men-at-aims and
sixty archers kept watch at night between the
Tower of London and Bjllyngeegate

; which
watch, by agreement, was kept by the Drapers
and Tailors on Tuesdays, the Mercers and
Apothecaries on Wednesdays, the Fishmongers
and Butchers on Thursdays, the Pelterers and
Vintners on Fridays, the Goldsmiths and Sadlers
on Saturdays, the Ironmongers, Armourers,
and Cutlers on Sundays, and the Sawyers,
Spurriers, Bowyers, and Girdlers on Mondays,
much to the hebdomadal discomfort, doubtless, of
every tradesman’s house in the City. There is
an entry, dated 1374, of the fact that William
Walworth was then elected Mayor. As a tempo-
rary enactment was made disallowing aldermen
from serving two years in succession, he was
superseded in 1377 and re-eleoted in 1378;
again superseded in 1379 and re-elected in 138o!
William Walworth does not seem to have spent
his days in peace. In the month of June in the
third year after the accession of the young
king with whom his name was ever after-
wards to be associated, one Alice, wife of
Robert Godrich, came to his house, in the parish
of St. Michael, Crooked-lane, and there “ did
horribly raise the hue and cry upon the said
William,” declaring he was a thief, and had on-
justly disinherited her of 201. value of land yearly
and cast her husband into prison. He prosecuted
her for this slander

; but when he heard she was
sentenced to the pillory, called the " thewe,”
there to stand for an hour with a whetstone
hung from her neck, as well as to pay him forty
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pounds for the damage done by her slander, his
indignation was succeeded by mercy, and mercy
by pity. He presented himself before the Court,
“ begging and entreating the Mayor and Aider-
men that the punishment of the pillory might
be remitted to the same Alice; upon which, at
his request, such punishment cf the pillory was
remitted. And as to the sum of money so ad-
judged to the said William, he asked that
payment thereof might be put in respite,
during the good behaviour of the same
Alice, and that she might be released from
prison, and accordingly at such request she was
released.” All the more sunny and pleasant did
Crooked-lane look that June evening as the
brave William wended his way homewards after
his forgiveness and intercession, we may be
sore; and mute was the tongue that had reviled
him, we may be sure too. There is an account
uf the part he played in the insurrection of Wat
Tyler in the June of the following year, which
was written, says the City scribs, that this
most wondrous and hitherto unheard-of predigy
that ever happened in the City of London might
not be unknown to those to come. There are
some facta in it .that have not been given in
other accounts. When the king rode out from
the Tower to ‘‘ Mileende,” to meet the countless
companies of Commoners from Kent and Essex,
the Princess Johanna, his mother, accompanied
him in a chariot, besides the knights, squires,
and citizens on horseback usually mentioned.
And after “the most renowned man” had
killed “ Walter Tylere,” in Smithfield, this
account says that he so defended himself
that ‘‘ he departed from thence unhnrt and
rode on with our Lord the King and his
people towards a field near to the spring that is

called Whittewellebeche
; in which place, while

the whole of the infuriated multitude in warlike
manner was makmg ready against our lord the
king and his people, refusing to treat of peace
except on condition that they should first have
the head of the said mayor, the mayor himself,
who had gone into the City at the instance of
oar lord the kiug, in the apace of half an hour
sent and led forth therefrom so great a force of
citizen warriors in aid of his lord the king, that
the whole multitude of madmen was surrounded
and hemmed in, and not one of them would have
escaped if our lord the king had not commanded
them to be gone.” The first mention of the
mayor after he was knighted on the field, on this
occasion, beneath the king’s standard, occurs
within a month in a grant of lease to build a
hautpas, or halpace, to Sir Robert Knolles and
Constance his wife. The mayor, aldermen, and
commonalty of London gave the said Messire
Robert and ” Custanco” his wife leave to make a
hautpas, 14 ft. high, extending from the west
side of their house to another one belonging to
them on the east of it, for which privilege they
were to give the chamberlain of the Guildhall a
red rose, every year, at the feaat of St. John, and
in witness whereof the common seal of the City
was set to the letters patent, Messire William
Walworth©, knight, being then mayor. This Sir
Robert was one of the brave knights who figure
upon the pages of Froissart.

Dick Whittington was a London citizen when
Walworth thus distinguished himself. The first

mention of his name occurs in 1379, in a list of
contributors to a City loan. His fortune was
then, we presume, but in the coarse of being
made, as he lent but five marks, as did about four-
fifths of the subscribers; whereas the Mayor,
John Philipot, lent lOL, and William Walworth
51. We next catch sight of him in the City
streets, as one of the eight common councilmen
for Coleman-street Ward. Nine years after his
loan of five marks he is named as surety to the
chamberlain for the sum of 101. towards the
cost of defending the City. By this time he
figures as one of the twenty-four most substantial
commoners in the City. In 1393 he was chosen
alderman of Broad-street Ward; and the mayor
selected him for sheriff in the same year. When
Adam Bamme went the way of all flesh daring his
mayoralty, the king decreed, with the assent and
adviceofhis council, that his well-beloved Richard
Whityngtone should be mayor and escheator
until the accustomed day of the next election

;

and when that day came, he was, by common
consent, elected mayor for the following year,
1398. We may trace out some of the business
that occupied his thoughts and filled his remem-
brance. In this year of office new ordinances
were made for the leather-sellers full of restric-

tions
; John Sewall was imprisoned in the gaol

of Newgate for saying to Richard Hawtyn, inthe
church of St. Martin-le-Grand, that there had

been neither peace nor love in England since the
king reigned

; new ordinances were made for the
hurers, who had then fallen into the habit of
sending “their apprentices and journeymen, as
well children of tender age as others, down to
the water of Thames and other exposed places,
and amid horrible tempests, frosts, and snows, to
the very great scandal of the good folks of the
said trade,” to scour "cappes” or “hurea,” and
were no longer to be permitted to do any “ scour-
ing ” out of their own houses, nor to work on any
feast-day or upon the “ Eve of an Eve,” nor on
any Saturday after the last peal of vespers

; and
a mart was opened for the sale of broad-cloths
on the site of the present Bankruptcy Court and
Guildhall Buildings, for which ordinances were
also made. A thrill of horror went through
the City on the murder of one of its wealthy
citizens, who was treacheroosly slain at Win-
chester, as set down in a valuation of the
precious stones and plate fonnd in his shop
on Cornhill, appraised at 600Z. Ss. 6d. In 1406
Richard was again elected mayor. The details
of this election are given with great minuteness,
tho selection being attributed to divine inspira-
tion, and a mass of the Holy Spirit for the
guidance of elections in future years was
ordered to be performed annually in the chapel
of the Guildhall. In 1411, Richard Wbityng-
tone, citizen and mercer of London, granted a
piece of land for the rebuilding of the church of
St. Michael, then “ too small, frail, and ruin-

ous.” But this prosperity, public spirit, and
liberality did not save him from detractors. As
in the case of William Walworth, the tongue
that said the bitterest things against him most
openly was that of a woman. His slanderess
was Johanna Hert, who came before the mayor,
recorder, and sheriffs, and declared that she Lad
often defamed Richard, saying he owed her very
large sums of money, and detained goods and
jewels of hers to the value of many thousand
marks, all of which statements were false, the
fact being that the accounts between them were
strictly balanced, and if any difference remained
she owed more to the same Richard than ha
owed to her. Whether she was sentenced to the
pillory, like the mad-epeeched Alice Godrich, does
not appear, as the record abruptly ends with
the declaration of her falsehood. There was
another king upon the throne, when the famous
voices of the bells came true, and Whittington
was thrice Lord Mayor of London, Henry V.
had captured Harfleur, and had fonght the battle

of Agincourt; the building of the new Guildhall

bad progressed; various improvements had been
made in the City; the halpaces at St. Martin-
le-grand removed, the little postern in the City
wall newly built up, the City moor laid out in

gardens, the banks of the fosse at Walbroke
piled, the watercourse at Oystergate diverted

and put into better condition, and several other

steps made in sanitary matters. By this time
an order was in force which forbade the grant-
ing of the dwelling-houses above the City gates
to any persons in consequence of the damage
the gates, walls, and fosses anstained when they
were occupied. The Plantagenet writings the
Corporation hag placed before ns show us that
these old days were busy times. The people
were nob always in holiday dress, hanging out
gay draperies from their windows as demonstra-
tions of joy, attending mass, feasting, or wait-

ing about in great crowds to see triumphal
returns of princes from foreign victories.

The butchers and fish-curers seem to have
been always filling the kennels with blood
and filth, the brewers always drawing water
from the pipes of the public conduits for

their brewing, the hurers always scouring
in the streets, the strumpets industriously

aping the dress and especially the furs of honest
women, the cap-makers never proof against the
temptation to make caps contrary to the mode
stipulated and often doomed to see them burnt
in Chepe in consequence; the men in most other

trades, too, prone to break the stringent rules and
sure to be pilloried or otherwise punished for so

doing
; for enactments relating to these offences

have been repeated over and over again at
intervals. There seem, too, to have been a
longing and determination to extend the hours
of business which were always being jealously

reduced to a minimum
;

frequent attempts to

buy and sell in other places besides those
arbitrarily appointed

;
a natural taste for giving

bad measure and short lengths, and adultera-

tion, that was always being weeded out ; an
inkling afe-er Sunday trading, first indulged in

by the barbers of London, but severely reproved
by the Archbishop of Canterbnry

j
an intention
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to Bell putrid fish, flesh, and fowl that was
rigorously punished as often as detected

}
an

irrepressible craving to curse and slander the

aldermen, which sometimes, in a fainter degree,

extended to the mayor; a desire to strip and
bathe in the fosses that was not allowed to be
gratified

;
a habit of throwing dirty water from

the windows instead of bringing it down to the
ground below and putting it into the kennel

;

some drunkenness
;
a little child-stealing ; but

among the most substantial reputable people an
abhorrence of all wrong-doing ; for there are

references to all these things. For the rest, the
citizens seem to have come and gone, concreted
and dispersed as incessantly then as they do
now. This pervading presentment of active life,

industry, swift passing to and fro, laying np of
treasures and parting with them, is artistically

and truthfully indicated in the following passage
by Mr. Riley :

—

“So far as the details ofmiddle-class and lowlife, in those
times, passed within the walls of acity, are concerned, hardly
a feature perhaps can be saggested that in these pages
is not, in some way or other, incidentally brought under
notice. Among the more prominent may be mentioned,

—

the rules and usages of various trades and crafts, surgery
being included in the latter, and the province mainly of
the barbers

;
inventories of personal property of every de-

scription, from jewelry and plate down to pots and pans,
kettles and old clothes

;
the stocks of the City shops

; the
tackle of shipping; the munitions of war; the roofings of
houses; the supply of fuel; tho regulations of the
markets ; tho fees of the clergy

;
the times for curfew

;

setting the watch
;
the dangers of the night

j the rates of
wages; the tricks of trade; the devices for protection
then as stark-mad, to aU appearance, on the side of tho
master, as it is now on the aide of the man; the impos-
tures of soothsayers and professors of the magic art; and
the arts and frauds of the mendicants, swindlers, and
sharpers, with as largo aper-centage of whom the streets
of London were probably then beset as they are at the
present day."

Everywhere it is not so much the great ones of
the land that we see before us as the mass of the
people. When King Edward sends word of his

victory over the Scots at Falkeld, it is not the
moat knightly monarch we see so plainly as the
citizens who receive the intelligence, and give
203. to the tired messenger. When Queen Isabel

sends word of the birth of her first son at Wind-
sor, it is not tho proud young royal mother we
see so well as the civic circle who rejoiced upon
the occasion, carolling, and passing through the
City with, a great glare of torches and blaze
of trumpets, and wbo on the Wednesday follow-

ing gave Jobn do Phalaise, the queen’s tailor,

who brought tho letter, ten pounds sterling, and
a cup of silver, weighing 32 ounces, wliich pre-

sent tho same John sent back on the Thursday,
deeming it too small. We do not see so much
of the Black Prince, notwithstanding there is a
somewhat specious letter from him shown ns, as
we do of the excited crowd that went out to

greet him on his return from France. In the
same way we are impressed more with the pro-

cession of the mayor and citizens to Westmin-
ster, on foot, to retnrn thanks in the glorious

abbey, after the battle of Agincourt, rather
than with the fact that the queen was there too

rejoicing. The “ Memorials” are of the people
and for the people. Often is the prince indebted
to the people in these pages. Four times the
royal jewels were sent to the City as security

for largo loans ; and several times munificent
presents were bought by the City magnates and
presented to royalty. A present to the Black
Prince consisted of hundredweights of silver

plate, of which the inventory is given. Doubt-
less the princes were brave soldiers, mighty
leaders, and magnificent representatives of
authority. So were the citizens brave, mighty,
and magnificent, too; and tho corporation, espe-
cially, a grand, dignified, just-dealing, generous
body.

Here is a specification of one of the timber
houses built in the reign of Edward II.

—

2 Edward II. A.D. 1308. Letter-book c., fol.

xevi. (Latin) ;

—

“Simon de Canterbury, carpenter, came before tho
lilayor and Aldermen on the Saturday next after the
Feast of St. Martin, Bishop [llfh of November], in the
second year of the reign of lung Edward, son of King
Edward, and acknowledged that he would make, at bis own
proper charges, down to the locks, for William de
HnDi.;tone, pelterer, before the Feast of Easter then next
ensuing, a hall and a room with a chimney, and one larder
between the said hall and room

;
and one sollar [sun-

parlour, or upper room] over the room and larder; also
one oriole [probably bay-window] at the end of the hall,

beyond the high bench, and one step with an oriole
[porch ?] from the ground to the door of the hall afore-
said, outside of that ball

;
and two enclosures as cellars,

opposite to each other, beneath thehall
;
and one enclosure

for a sewer, with two pipes leading to the same sewer
;
and

one stable [space left for dimensions which are not given],
in length, between the said hall and the old kitchen, and
12 ft. in width, with a sollar above such stable, and a
garret above the sollar aforesaid

; and at one end of such
sollar there is to be a kitchen with a chimney, and there
is to be an oriole between the said hall and the old

chamber, 8 ft. in width. And if he shall not do so then
he admits, &c.
And the said William de Hanigtone acknowledged that

he was bound to pay to Simon before mentioned, for the
work aforesaid, the sum of GL 5s. 4d. sterling, half a
hundred of Eastern marten skins, fur for a woman's hood,
value five shillings, and fur for a robe of him, the said
Simon, Ac."

Did the honest Simon's true-love, or dame,
look with favour upon the fur for her hood thus
bargained for, and with kindness upon the donor,

who gave his labour, skill, and timber for it ?

And was Dame Hanigtone content with her

summer-parlour, her new kitchen and cool larder?

Was the view from the bay-windows that which
charmed or vexed her ? Could she see the pro-

oesaions of the mayor, aldermen, and com-
monalty from them ? Did she see the mes-
senger ride away with a present from the City

of a thousand marks for the king, in aid of his

war in Scotland ? Did she hear the proclama-
tion that the tailors should not scour furs in

Chepe ? Or see William de Croton in the pillory,

for pretending to be one of the City sergeants,

and stopping the carts of Richolda & Mabel,
bakeresses, of Stratford, and exacting lOd. from
them by this false pretence ? Could she see the
people bathing in the fosses of the Tower, or in

the other fosses near the Tower, or in the

Thames, and was she as vexed with them as the
king was, and declare she would have them put
to death, as be did ?

Here is the agreement of Adam le Plastrer

for plastering the hall of John de Bretagne, Earl
of Richmond, grandson of Henry III., dated
A.D. 1317:—
" Know all men that I, Adam le Plastrer, citizen of

Loudon, am held bound end obligated to Sir John de
Bretagne, Earl of Richmond, to find plaster of Paris, at
my own proper charges, good and sullioient, without
default, proper for the hall of tho said earl

;
aud also that

I will competently, at my own proper charges, plaster
aud complete the said hall, aud will repair the walls of the
same with the said plaster, well and befitt ngly within and
without; as also the tcwels, to tho summit, in such man-
ner as befits the repair of the hall aforesaid ; and ihis I

will do for 2-1 pounds sterling, which our Lord the said

Earl has paid to me beforehand. Faithfully to perform
the wliich work within eight weeks from the day of the
Holv Trinity next ensuing; Ido bind myself and all my
goo^s, moveable and immoveable, namely, my lands,

houses, and tenements, within the city of London being,
to distress on part of any bailiff of onr Lord the King,
Ac., into whoso bands soever the same may have come,
for enforcing observance of all and singular the premises.
In testimony whereof, Ac. Given at London, on the
Thursday next, before the feast of Pentecost, in the lOth

year of ilie reign of King Edward, son of King Edward.”

Did Adam get bis prepaid task accomplished
in time ? Did tho earl’s mother, the Lady
Beatrix, busy herself and maidens with tapestry

to cover the newly plastered walls of the prin-

cipal rooms ? Or did the earl purchase for bis

renovated ball the piece of cloth eight ells long
and six ells wide, which Aleyse Darcy em-
broidered, with divers works in gold and silk,

after she bad finished one of a similar descrip-

tion for the Earl of Lincoln, as described in the
transcript of a quit claim about this time ?

Reluctantly, we confine ourselves to one more
extract. Mr. Riley has drawn attention to an
acknowledgment which contains a distinct

allusion to the materials used for varnish-paint-

ing upon canvas, more than a century before the

time of John Tan Eyck, who is often accredited

with its invention.

“ On Friday, the Eve of .St. Botolph [17 June], in the

12th year of the reign ofKing Edward [the First], Nicholas
Bacun, painter, acknowledged that he was bound to Hugh
Motun [the City chamberlain], in the sum of 20 shillings,

for cinople [a green colour], vermilion and canvas, var.

nish and verdigris
;
the same to be paid to the same Hugh

or his certain attorney, 10 shillings' at the Feast of 8t.

Bartholomew [24 August], and 10 shillings at the Feast of

St. Michael [29 Sept.], without further delay."

Throughout the volume, Mr. Riley has trans-

lated wesfera jand mestier trade and crafe, in

preference to “ mystery.” He states that as

these words aro derived from the Latin minis-

terium, a serving to, and are not in any way
connected with mysterium, a secret, this render-

ing is less likely to mislead the purely English

reader than the use of the old - fashioned

word “ mystery ” or “mistery.”

We have referred to the new works at the

Guildhall. There are three memoranda relating

to them. From these we gather that the build-

ing now standing, which is situated a little to the

west of the former structure, was commenced in

the mayoralty of Thomas Knolles, a.d. 1410, and
that three years afterwards the funds were
exhausted

;
upon which a council was held in

the upper chamber of the Guildhall, and various

fees aud fines allotted for the support of the

work for the next six years. Every apprentice,

male and female, on entrance, was to pay 28. 6d.,

aud 38. 4d. more at the close of the apprentice-

ship
;

for every deed that was enrolled an. extra

fee was to be charged for the good of the work
j

every will, every letter patent, was to pay a fee

over and above the usual charge; several finea

and amercements were also appointed to be set
apart for this purpose

;
and a 100 marks sterling

out of the revenues of London Bridge were to be
given for six years towards the prosecution of
the works. This was in the year in which
Henry IV. was succeeded by Henry V. The
next entry was made in the fii’st year of the
reign of the last-mentioned monarch, setting

forth that the two carts belonging to Henry
Cook, carter, were not to be taken by the sherifia

for any other work, as they were engaged upon
the service of the new work at the Guildhall.

The last notice of this building is dated in the
seventh year of the same king, when an enact-
ment was made that tho duty for scavage, or
showing of goods, should be applied to the
funds

;
and that Thomas Pike should contribute

to the new work three years’ arrears due from
him. When Edward III. was re-building West-
minster Palace so many workmen and labourers

withdrew from his works that he issued a pro-

clamation that no one was to employ them
under penalty of being sent to the Tower

;
but

no difficulty with the men is recorded to have
taken place here. This smooth-sailing was,
perhaps, due to the observance of certain articles

drawn up by the trade, which we are about to

notice.

About three years after the “ strike ” at West-
minster the Corporation took the masons in

hand. Solid, hard-handed, slow-thinking men
they were, not particular about such trifles as
tho way their names were spelt, or whether they
had any surnames at all; though not clumsy;
very precise over the way they did their work,
and determined that no one should do it in any
other fashion. The mason hewers set them-
selves against the light masons and setters, and
their disputes seem to have been very frequent
and tiresome, when the mayor undertook to in-

vestigate their case. He attributed their dis-

sentioDS to the fact that their trade was not
regulated “by the government of folks of tbeir

trade,” and agreed to receive twelve of tbeir

representatives, who should draw up a code of

articles by which, for the future, it should be
ordered and ruled. Six masons on behalf of the
hewers, and six on behalf of the light masons
and setters attended this conference. The regula-

tions, which wero drawn up in Norman-French,
were briefly these:—Every man might work in

any branch of the trade if skilful at it;

“good-folks” were to be chosen and sworn
to see that no mason undertook work that

he was not able to do, under penalty of fine and
expulsion. No one was to take work in gross

(wholesale or by contract) if he had not ability

to complete it in a proper manner. He who did

undertake such work in gross was to take with
him to the employer six, or four, ancient men of

the trade to testify that ho was able to perform
it, and take upon themselves the responsibility

of finishing it if he should prove unable to do so.

No one was to set an apprentice or journeyman
to work, except in presence of bis master, before

he was perfectly instructed. No one was to take

an apprentice for less than seven years. The
masters that were chosen to superintend the

trade were to oversee that those who worked by
the day took for their hire what their work was
worth, and asked no outrageous pay. If any
objected to be ruled by these persons his name
was to be reported to the mayor, who, with the
consent of the aldermen and sheriffs, would
imprison or otherwise punish him, “ that so
other rebels may take example by him, to be
ruled by the good folks of their trade;” and,

finally, no one was to take the apprentice or
journeyman of another, to his prejudice or
damage, until the expiration of their term, under
penalty of half a mark for each conviction.

We close this recording volume in the same
mood as that in which these Edwardian masons
must have left the conference, much gratified

with the wide courtesy and wise consideration of

the corporation.

Improvement of Park - lane.—In reply to

Mr. Labouchere, in the Commons, Colonel Hogg
has intimated that the Metropolitan Board of

Works have referred the subject of widening
Park-lane to tbeir surveyor, and they hope to be
able, provided tho expense is not too great, to

carry out as far as possible the recommenda-
tions of the committee of the House on the

subject.
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KESERYOIES AlsD WATEH SUPPLY.
In a former number of our journal* yro pro-

mised to revert to the subject of the collecting
and storage of water on a large and oomprchen-
sive scale, in sound and well-constructed reser-
voirs. so that the future water supply of our
largely increasing population might be placed on
a sure and permanent basis, and that we should
not continue on the present short-sighted system
working just as it were from hand to mouth, os
appears so self-evident to all those who have
observed and investigated the subject

; and the
present moment seems to ns the proper time
for drawing public attention more particu-
larly to this important question, as the short-
ness and inefficient character of the supply
are being felt in many of our populous
places and these difficulties will continue to
arise unless we have the spirit, the enterprise,
and determination to grapple with the subject,
and to place it at once on a broader, more
general, and permanent basis.
As wo are just now investigating the subject

matter of the water supply of towns and the
pollution of rivers by means of royal commis-
sions, the time is very opportune for pressing
this momentous question home,—momentous as
far as the wants and necessities of our towns
and rural populations are concerned, as in the
present day, with all our boasted advantages of
superior culture and civilization, we lack many
of the conveniences and sanitary provisions
ancient leading nations Jiad placed for the ad-
vantages of their populatious, and ours scarcely
merit the appellations so freely bestowed in
laudation of the enterprise, the pioneering prin-
ciple, and the prestige of the Anglo-Saxon.
The necessity for a thorough investigation

into the system of the general water supply of
the country is now beginning to force itself upon
public attention, as every year application is
being made to Parliament to extend and amend
Acts for the water supply of our large and
populous towns, attended with the heavy ex-
penses usual on such occasions, and the session
EOw just ending has had many such applica-
tions, which an earlier comprehensive, prolimi-
nary, and exhaustive inquiry would have ren-
dered unnecessary, and thus much of this firr-

ther expenditure would have been saved.
In the absence of railway speculations, and

the utter want of spirit or confidence in the
money market, complete panic, chaos, and
prostration have fallen on those enterprising
individuals who usually profit so largely by the
various schemes which the ease or gullibility
of John Bull enabled them to float upon the
capitalists of the country in the shape of
“ limited liability,” and this collapse may turn
their speculative theories into more social chan-
nels, and water supply works and similar works
may t^o the place of railways. The manner
in which the information was obtained from
the provinces by the Water Supply Com-
mission relative to the present or future water
supply of the respective localities does not
appear to have been very good, and the
information obtained will doubtless turn out to
be one-sided and cx parte

;

the usual plan
appears to be to summon the local surveyor or
engineer, and two or three other officials, through
which channels of information it is supposed
will bo elicited pure and unadulterated streams
of knowledge bearing upon the sanitary state
and conditions of the respective towns they
represent, and the principle of calling opposing
parties has not been entertained, so that the
Commission could sepaiate the wheat from the
chaff, and thus from the happy medium draw
their well-considered conclusions.
We dare say that when the report appears

the town authorities will not have omitted
the opportunity to paint everything couJe^tr
de rose, as was the wont to do previously to
1845, until the indefatigable Chadwick, fol-
lowed up by the “ Health of Towns Commis-
sion ” and the Builder, rooted out and exposed
the barbarous abominations of our towns, which
so astonished and shocked the nation at large,
and which educated and prepared them for that
large measure of sanitary reform which culmi-
nated in the Public Health and other cleansing
and purifying Acts. The necessity of an ample
supply of water in all seasons to every place is^w considered to be so generally necessary,
that few will venture to dispute the point when
argued publicly or on public grounds

; and yet it
Irequently happens there are found water com-

• See p. 603, ante.

panics, and even Boards of Health, who act
precisely on the contrary principle, and who
endeavour to reduce or stint the supply, and
place difficulties in the way of the public
obtaining it, even where that necessary of life

exists in comparative abundance. Their main
object appears to be, to see how small a quantity
of water will supply a population, or how great
a pecuniary benefit may be derived from water
eked and doled out as if the drops of water were
veritable bits of money, to bo applied upon the
closest and most niggardly scale, and to the
fewest possible individuals, forgetting that the
leading, vital, and ruling principles of the pre-
sent day are free trade, low fares on railways,
low rates of water supply, and other sanitary
arrangements compatible with the utmost effi-

ciency of the works and the public benefit.
Having prefaced our remarks on reservoirs

with these few general observations, we will
now proceed to introduce the question of site

and other subject matter incidental to the
proper construction of such works.

The Site.—Great care and judgment are neces-
sary in the selection of a site for a reservoir.
The first point to be considered is the situation

;

that is, if the locality is convenient and suitable
in all respects for the proposed works, and has
a sufficient extent of area of gathering-ground
draining towards it, to keep it at all times well
and regularly supplied with water; and this capa-
bility of supply must be ascertained by a series
of meteorological observations on the rainfall, by
ganging from time to time the various streams
that intersect the drainage area, and by careful
admeasurements and caloulations of the extent
of the area and the average amount of the water
produced by the rainfall, springs, &o., during a
len^hened period of time, and particularly
during dry seasons.

This very necessary information is not at all

times sufficiently sought after and attended to.
The sites frequently selected are in deep and
narrow valleys, generally high above the summit
level of the district to be supplied, so as to
enable the water to flow by its own gravitation
to the houses of the consumers; and reservoirs
are generally formed by throwing an earthen
dam or one of masonry across the narrowest
part ot the valley, so as to impound the water
in the readiest, most secure, and efficient way.
The object to be obtained in this case is to

collect the largest volume of water, and at the
same time to present the smallest area of
evaporating surface, and at the least amount of
cost for the construction of the works.
The injurious action of the atmosphere on

still and shallow water has induced the con-
struction of reservoirs with great depths of
water, and with necessarily deep embankments
to hold it up. These afibrd the least possible
space for the action of the atmosphere, either
for evaporation or for impurities, and this has
led to the making of many reservoirs of large
capacity as regards depth, the embankments of
which have been carried up, it appears, in many
cases to the very verge of, if not beyond the limit
of safety, and requiring the utmost skill, expe-
rience, and judgment of the engineer in their
construction.

Another point to be considered is as to
the desirability of the situation. The stratum
over the area of the proposed reservoir should
be a close, clayey, retentive earth, so as to re-
quire as little puddle lining as possible, and also
a sound and impermeable foundation is required
for the seat of the embankment, to carry the
weight of the superincumbent earth forming it,

and one that is free from any faults, springs,
soaks, &c., not liable to slip from any peculiarity
of the geological formation or dip of the strata,
from compressibility, or any other cause.
And this, of course, leads us to the absolute

necessity of a strict and thorough geological
survey of the strata of earth over the whole
area of the proposed reservoir, and more par-
ticularly of the seat of the embankment

; and
boring, therefore, must be resorted to, carefully
made, and strictly examined, and the results
thoroughly investigated and tested.
We have had so many reservoirs fail, as we

presume, from a neglect of these very necessary
preliminary inquiries, this essential elementary
knowledge, that the wonder is that it should
have escaped the critical investigation of those
discerning men from whom the design of the
works emanated. And it may not be considered
invidious if we enumerate a few of those works
where failures of more or less magnitude have
taken place, in some places attended with most
serious consequences, as critical allusions and

investigations of failures are often attended
with advantages to future works. The places
alluded to are Manchester, Bradford, Oldham,.
Sheffield, Dublin, and some other places of lesser
note and importance.

The Dcsign.~A suitable and efficient sito
having been secured, another important question
is the^design, as it is equally important as the
selection of a sound and watertight stratum : the
shaping of the structure, and apportioning the
respective parts so that they shall be more than
fnlly equal to the pressures and strains that
may be bronght to bear, are important elements
to be considered, and to make ample allowances
for.

The section of a dam-head should depend
entirely upon the depth and weight of water it

has to hold np and sustain
; that is, supposing all

other conditions of site, foundations, strata, &c.^
are perfect and unobjectionable ; and to resist
that weight of water resting against the banks
there must be more than an equivalent weight
of earth to resist or counterbalance it.

For instance, the vertical pressure of water on
the bottom of a reservoir per square foot is
equal to 62-5 Ib. multiplied by the depth of water,
and this for 100 ft. deep is equal to 02,500 lb.

per square foot of the surface.

But the horizontal pressure against the dam-
head is equal to 31*25 lb. multiplied by the
square of the depth of water, and this for 100 ft.

would be 322,500 lb., and this pressure eon-
tinues to increase as the square of the depth.
And to sustain and resist this pressure a bank

must consist of a weight of earth equal to at
least double the weight of water, and the fore-

bank, or the part in front of the puddle should be
of sufficient strength alone to resist the fluid

pressure. The water is supposed to be coincident
with the top ofthe embankment, and this strength
is necessary, as in case of the contraction of the
clay of the puddle there would be a separation of
the clay from the earth, and therefore the fore-
bank alone would have to sustain the presence
of the fluid.

Having cursorily examined this part of the
question we will now proceed to view the prin-
ciple as carried out in practice, and for this pur-
pose will select one of the most successful works
of the late Mr. Telford, viz., the Rotten Park
Reservoir, belonging to the Birmingham Canal
Navigation.

The dam-head is 50 ft. deep (depth of water
45 ft.)

; width of top bank, 20 ft. ; base, 270 ft.

}

inner slope, 3 to 1 ; outer slope, 2 to 1
;
puddle,

15 ft. at base, 6 ft. at top. 8o, if we apply a
rough rule, the width of the top of the embank-
ment is two-fifths of the depth, and with the
given slopes making the base about 5i times
more than the depth. If wo apply the rule
above mentioned to this embankment, multiply
31-25 by the square of the depth, and the hori-

zontal pressure is 63-281 lb,, while the weight of
the embankment in front of the puddle would
be 486,400 Ib., and the weight of water resting
upon it 196,840 Ib., or considerably less than one-
half of the weight of the bank.
Now, if we apply this rule to the Bradfield

Reservoir, by way of elucidation as we proceed,
which was of the following dimensions : depth
of bank, 95 ft. ; width of top bank, 12 ft.

;
base,

500 ft.
;
slopes, 24 to 1 ;

the weight of the bank
to resist pressure was 1,241.600 lb.

;
weight of

water pressing against the fore slopes, calculated
as before mentioned, 638,270 lb. ; horizontal
pressure of water, 282,031 lb.

So the weight of the Bradfield embankment
was less than double the pressure of water rest-

ing upon it, while the Rotten Park Reservoir was
considerably in excess of that quantity

;
and this,

coupled with the loose, porous character of the
earth composing the bank, which permitted the
water to soak into and penetrate it, by which
means the equilibrium was destroyed, and ib

absolutely failed from sheer inability to support
and resist the hydraulic pressure to -n-hich it was
subject; while, on the other hand, the Rotten
Park Reservoir bank was firmly and solidly

constructed of good terracioua clay, which did

not permit any infiltration or soakage of any
kind.

The top width of the Bradfield bank should
have been 40 ft. wide ; base, 540 ft. The same
fatality attended the Bilberry Reservoir, which
proved itself of insufficient strength. Its dimen-
sions were as follows : bank, 96 ft. deep

;
width

of top bank, 16 ft.
;
base, 496 ft.

;
and if wo

apply the same rules, it would be found that the
top width of the bank should have been 38 ft

.

;

the base, 518 ft,, instead of the former dimen-
sions. And if these dam-heads had been con-
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structed of tbo dimensions given, of proper

material, and in a substantial and workmanlike

manner, the melancholy catastrophe at those

places would not have occurred ;
the public

would have been spared the heartrending shock,

and the profession the obloquy that inevitably

falls upon all, as well as thoso personally con-

eemod.
It is always good policy in designing and lay-

ing out engineering works, particularly when
water has to bo dealt with, to err on the side of

safety ; one bad better spend a little extra

money, and place the strength of the works
beyond the possibility of failure, than to calculate,

theoretically and experimentally, upon so fine a

principle of probabilities, that the slightest ad-

ditional weight or accident will turn the scale

against you. Hughes, in the “ Treatise on Water-
works,” states that at the couapensation reservoir

at Longdendale, the embankment is 27 ft. wide at

top, and, as the water is 90 ft. deep, it is too

nan'ow to support so vast a weight of water, and
should have been at le.'iat 36 ft. wide. On the
other hand, at the Bound Wood reservoir, Dublin,

laid out by another eminent engineer, the depth
of the dam-head is 60 ft., width of top bank
30 ft., and this might have been safely reduced
to 24 ft., and is as much in excess of proper
width as the other is deficient. Nevertheless,
at Bound Wood there have been leakage and
failures, and these probably arose from somo over-

sight in not thoroughly examining the geological

strata of the base of the dam, or the area which
is covered by the water of the reservoir, but it

has not been exposed to landslips, as was the
case at Longdendale, and which occasioned at

one time much anxiety and expense, so much so

as to require a conference of engineors to

elucidate the mystery, and to point out a remedy.
If we direct our attention to the various
hydraulic works or tables that are published,
they afford ns very little trustworthy or correct
data to govern us in the constniction of such
works. Molesworth, in his tables, gives the fol-

lowing formula for dam-heads :

—

Width at top in high dams, 7 ft. to 20 ft.

Width at top in low dams = the height.
Breast slopes 3 to 1, and 2 to 1.

Height aboTO snrfac© of water, 3 ft. 6 in.

For masonry dams the formula is as follows :

—

Width at bottom = height x 0‘7

Width at middle = do. x 0'5

W’idthattop = do. x 0'3

And those arbitrary dimensions are given ivith-

out reference to the height of the dam, the
depth of water, or other trustworthy data.
The “ Engineer and Contractor’s Pocket-

book ” gives the vertical pressure of water on
the bottom of the reservoir (62-5 by the depth),
and the horizontal pressure against the dam
(31-25 by square of the depth)

; and it is further
stated that it is usual to make the embankments
at top from 15 ft. to 30 ft. wide, the latter dimen-
sion would be about the width for a reservoir
60 ft. deep, the inside slopes to be 3 to 1, outside
2 to 1, and the top of the dam to be from 5 ft.

to 8 ft. above top water. It further states,

usually but not always, a puddle wall is made in
the centre of the embankment to within 2 ft. or
3 ft. of the top, which should be from 5 ft. to

8 ft. wide at the top of the puddle, and slope
down with a batter of 2^ in. per foot vertical.
For dams executed in masonry, the thickness at
bottom should be 7-10th8 of the height, 5-lOths
at mean height, and 3-10bh8 at top

;
and

although they are very particular in giving the
exact proportions in dams of masonry, yet in
dams of earthwork no defined theory appears to
them applicable, otherwise than a general
mathematical ono. This information is derived
from the “ Aide-Memoire,” where it first ap-
peared.

Cresy, in his “ Encyoloprodia of Engineering,”
touches very lightly and generally on the sub-
joot; and in “Telford’s Memorandum-Book”
a formula is given for calculating the pressure
on the whole side or bank of a reservoir or tank
say 18 ft. long and 6 ft. deep.

Thus 2-3rds of 6 (being the centre of pressure)
is 4: then 4 x 62-5 = 250 lb., being the mean
pressure on each square foot of the plane, and
the length 18 x 6 = 108 square feet x again
by 250 = 27,000 lb., the pressure against the
whole area.

But after giving ns the pressure of water
against the embankment, he gives us no formula
for an earthen embankment to support and
resist the pressure; and the divergence of
practice, and different opinions of professional
men, render the question difficult to comprehend
and to thoroughly understand.

Hughes, on Water-works, who gives us some
details of water-works construction and the

dimensions of a few reservoir works, mentions

two or throe of this country, but affords but

little information on that subject, and such that

cannot be of much service to the practical man.

Dwyer, on Hydraulics, affords us no informa-

tion as to tbo construction of earthen dams
j

but at pago 177 he gives us a formula to calcu-

late the pressure of water, which is follows

:

Multiply the sectional area by half the alti-

tude, and by 624, the product is the pressure in

pounds. But without giving us any definite pro-

portions for dams, he observes all gates, sluices,

banks, &c., should he strengthened in proportion

to their section. The centre of pressuro being

at one-thu’d the altitude of the dam, to this

point the additional support should be applied

to enable them to withstand the hydrostatic

pressure.

In Beadmore’s very useful tables there arc no

alluBions made to either earthen or masonry

dams
;

and although much of what appears

there is very good and trustworthy in other

respects, still it appears to us incomplete with-

out this necessary information.

Jamieson (or rather, say, Turnbull), in his

“ Mechanics of Fluids,” p. 191, gives forraulm

for computing the strength of earthen embank-

ments to reservoirs, in which he goes very much
into detail, and it is very complicated and prolix,

and would occupy too much of our space for us

to transpose it, and we must content ourselves

by drawing attention and referring to it.

But although in the above works wo find little

information to assist the practical man, we find

somo good sound knowledge in a little work of

Wealo’s Series, by Mr. Wiggins, F.G.S., on “ Sea

Embankments.” He says, " The weight of

embankments is of the utmost importance, first,

to counterbalance the weight of tbo sea-water

against it, that weight being augmented by the

winds, &c., to a considerable extent.”

This condition of weight is so important that,

in some cases of light material, the safety of

the banks depends on it, and a bank must bo

rendered weighty in proportion, either by en-

larging its bulk or by more weighty material, or

stone laid on the lighter material. The force of

sea-water pressing against a bank will be in the

compound ratio of its depth and its velocity.

Every attempt to reduce these to calculation

will be in some degree nugatory, becauso one

may at times greatly exceed the other ; but they

often act in combination, and the bank must
therefore be superior to their greatest united

force.

The weight of sea-water is 64i lb. per cubic

foot, and the weight of earth about 14 ton per

cubic yard, or 125 lb. to the cubic foot. We
may, therefore, safely take the weight of the

materials usually employed in sea banka to be

nearly equal bo double the actual weight of the

quiescent water they have to sustain, because

the resisting power of the dead weight of earthy

and stony matter is greatly augmented by its

cohesion, and by the weight of water which

rests upon the surface, which also tends to its

support.

But this difference of weight in favour of

earthy matter is not considered in practice

sufficient for absolute security, and accordingly

it is usual to increase the substance and weight

of the bank by additions to its thickness at the

apex, so as to raise it to nearly double the

utmost weight that can be brought to bear upon

it, and to place this additional substance in the

strongest form. The same natural laws that

govern a sea bank act also to a certain extent

on reservoir banks, except that sea-water is

slightly heavier than pure water, and the action

of the wind much is greater.

In India, where they have carried out some

very extensive reservoir works, they have a very

simple practical formula which they use for heavy

embankments, which is as follows :—Multiply the

extreme depth of the dam-head by five, and that

added to the width of the top bank gives the base.

For instance, if an embankment wore 85 ft. deep,

that multiplied by 5 ’*= 425 ft. + 30 ft., width

of top bank, equal to 455 ft. base. The front

slopes 1 to 1 or 1 to 14, and 2 or 3 to 1 in the

rear. The earth that usually composed it was
clayey and generally adhesive earth. In this

case there is an arbitrary width of top given,

but that we have endeavoured to show should

be regulated by tbe depth of the reservoir and

the weight and pressure of water upon the

bank, and the slopes we think should be re-

versed.

Workmanship .—But let a reservoir be ever so

skilfully and well designed and laid out, and the

site however carefully selected, it amounts to

very little, and is almost labour in vain, if the

works are not properly executed aud put together,

of good and suitable materials and workmanship,

and the whole substantially construoted and

formed.
The seat of the dam-head is also an important

subject for consideration. It should not be laid

on sloping ground, but formed on level places

or bonchings, and connected with water-tight

strata; in the same way up the sloping sides of

a valley, it should be benobed in aud well con-

nected with the substrata after the whole of the

soil has been stripped off. In forming and
raising the banks it should bo laid on in lifts or

courses of not less than 1 ft., or exceeding 3 ft.

in thickness, over the whole width of the base

of the embankment, inclining a little from the

outer side towards the puddle-wall or centre,

and each layer should bo properly spread and
thoroughly consolidated either by means of

punning or by carting over it with tbree-wheeled

carts, or other means. Embankments either

formed of barrows or tramways are always

liable to bo loose, porous, and unconsolidated, and
require the utmost attention in laying the earth

on, or mechanical means must bo adopted to

render it solid and compact, as also time allowed

for the earthwork to find a solid basis from its

own insistent weight and gravity. No large

stones should bo used in the structure of the

banks, aud large lumps of earth, clay, &o., should

bo broken up, so that every part may become firm

and compact.
No deep or heavy embankment ought to be

completed at once ;
it ought to bo formed and

raised in a series of stages, and be left a time

exposed to the action of the weather, for

a winter at least, as embankments hurriedly

and loosely put together sink more or less for

several years after construction, of which we
have full evidence in the large number of railway

and canal embankments that have sunk and

required raising, during the canal and railway

era, aud from which cause many serious aooi-

dents have occurred.

As a case in point we may mention a

serious accident that recently took placo

on a Cambrian railway, by which means a

locomotive engine and train of cairiagos were

precipitated into a rivor, attended with loss of

life ;
and this was occasioned by a loose and

unconsolidated embankment, one that had re-

cently been constructed and put hurriedly and

loosely together, as is too generally the case in

such works. The streams where the accident

occurred are iu that district where the Severn

takes its rise, and had been recently very much
swollen from heavy rains, and this was impro-

perly dammed up by a railway bridge of insuffi-

cient water-way to take the accumulated water

;

tbe consequence was, tbo mass of water

rising against the orabaukmont soaked into and

pouctratod it so much, that with its great

body and weight it upset and made a breach in

it to effect a passage, and by this means the

flood was reduced.

As this district was well known to be subject

to floods, care should have been taken to have

put in a bridge of sufficient capacity in the

waterway, and the embankment ought to have

been constructed in such a manner as to resist

the weight and pressure of the accumulated

waters,—in fact, as carefully and substantially as

a well-constructed reservoir embankment ought

to be.

Whore railway embankments are exposed to

the action of water precisely tbo same system

is required in construction, consolidation, aud

protection (except the puddle), as a reservoir

embankment ;
and when the constructors fail to

carry out that principle, then we shall be likely

to bear of serious catastrophes similar to that

which took place on the Cambrian llailway.

The puddle wall, composed of well-tempered

clay and other ingredients, is also another

indispensable adjunct to reservoir works; but

upon the strength of this there is some differ-

ence of opinion. Telford, Walker, and other

old, and most of our present hydraulic engi-

neers, prefer using it in the centre of the

embankment, but in many of tbe modern works

they are not made of that thickness, strength,

and consistency as were formerly adopted.

Telford’s puddle wall at tlie Kobten Park

Reservoir for a 50-ft. bank was 15 ft. thick at

the base, tapering up to 6 ft. at the top ;
while

tbo Bradfield Beaervoir puddle wall was 4 ft.

thick at tbe top, increasing H in. in thickness

for every foot of depth, making the thickness
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of the puddle 15 ft. 10 in. at the base for ao
embankment 95 ft. deep : this, like the bank
itself, was considerably too thin and weak, which
was proved to the satisfaction of every an-
prejndiced observer.
The paddle of the Bilberry Eeservoir was also

16 ft. thick at the base only, tapering to 8 ft.

at the top, with a depth of bank equal to 96 ft.

;

and this also proved its inherent weakness, and
is another striking instance of defective work.

It is also of the first importance that the
paddle wall shoald be thoronghly connected
with a water-tight stratum under the seat of
the bank : in the instance of Bradfield it is said
the engineer sank to a depth of 60 ft. below the
seat of the bank to secure that object, bat they
appeared to be so much troubled with springs,
requiring a powerful steam-engine to keep down
the water, that it is probable no good and
efficient connection was formed with the water-
tight strata.

There is also a difference of opinion amongst
engineei's as to the beet and most proper method
of constructing reservoir embankments. Some
advocate the construction of them without the
central wall of paddled clay, and their plan is
to carry up the bank in lifts or layers of reten-
tive clay or alluvial earth, carefully put together.
On the other hand, and on the contrary, many
still consider the puddle-wall an essential ele-
ment in their perfect and water-tight construc-
tion.

Mr. Thom, of Glasgow, appears to have been one
of the first to adopt the former practice

j and this,
we believe, is much adopted in the North, and
may be termed, par excellence, the Scottish
system.
The method of execnting the works is as fol-

lows : — The embankments are constructed
usually with slopes of 3 to 1, and the ground is
excavated for the seat of the bank until they
reach a firm and water-tight stratum, and upon
this is formed the bank, spread in alternate
layers of puddled peat or alluvial earth

; and
generally these layers are mixed and beaten
well with wooden dumpers until they are tho-
roughly consolidated and firmly united together.
The inner slopes are then covered with pnddle,
made of tempered clay mixed with small gravel
or furnace cinders, so as to prevent the possi-
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the lifts cannot be too thin, if we are to consider
only the thorough consolidation of the bank

; hut
as less than the depth above mentioned wonld be
attended with inconvenience in conducting the
work, and considerable additional expense, it
would add materially and unnecessarily, we
think, to the otherwise very costly character of
modem water-works.
We dare say it will be remembered that on

the occasion of the serious calamity that
occurred at Bradfield, near Sheffield, exception
was taken not only to the design of the
new Sheffield Reservoir embankments, but also
to the manner of constrncting them. The
lifts, or layers, were from 6 ft. to 9 ft. in thick-
ness, and the whole earthwork was being con-
structed and put together as loosely and care-
lessly as it was possible to do it, tipped from
tram wagons, and brought into the bank with
tramways,—in fact, similar to the modem
system of making railway embankments.
And that system even for railways is very

faulty and open to grave objection, as is well
known to railway engineers and contractors,
and also to directors

j
for railway embank-

ments hurriedly and carelessly put together
continue settling and sinking some years after
construction, and are often the cause of serious
and calamitous accidents, with their attendant
costly consequences to the shareholders. But
in reservoir works, such loosely-constructed and
hurried works are exceedingly risky, and doubly
disastrous, as water in its action, contrary to
the rolling stock of railways, presses every way,
inciduooaly permeates, and will certainly find a
vent or weak place, if any exist

; and if a failure
take place, its consequences are not confined to
its immediate locality, as with a railway, but, like
the Bradfield devastation, sweeps everything be-
fore it for miles, the impetuous and overwhelm-
ing torrent topples over houses and bridges,
roots up immense trees, and carries onward in
its headlong career a hecatomb of precious lives,
with all their imperfections on their heads, to
eternity.

ON FOREIGN ARTISTS EMPLOYED IN
ENGLAND DURING THE SIXTEENTH
CENTURY, AND THEIR INFLUENCE
ON BRITISH ART.
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bility of rats or other vermin from penetrating
into the embankment, and thus causing it to
leak.

In contradistinction, and by way of com-
parison, we may mention one made on the
principle of the old canal engineers, and
by a worthy lieutenant of Telford

; and althongh
it is of a somewhat lighter system of con-
Btmetion than previously laid down in this
paper, yet the work was so carefully executed,
and of such sound and durable materials,
that it has stood remarkably well, and is an
enduring monument of engineering skill.
The reservoir we allude to is situated at

Harlestou, Cheshire, and belongs to the Elles-
mere and Chester system of canals. The em
bankment is of the following dimensions : 40 ft
deep, 10 ft. wide at top, and 210 ft. at the base
mner slope, 3 to 1 j onter slope, 2 to 1. Puddle
wall, 10 ft. thick at base, tapering to 4 ft. at the
top. The inner slope of this bank was lined
4 ft. thick of clay, laid on in courses 12 in. thick.
The Inmps of clay were carefully chopped small,
and afterwards soundly punned, so as to form
a compact and water-tight covering.
The embankment itself was chiefly composed

of clay (the celebrated Cheshire clay—not the
most trustworthy material), laid on in regular
lifts or layers, of not more than 4 ft. 6 in. in
thickness, and these lifts were continued all
over the length and breadth of the embank-
ment, and each lift was completed before another
was commenced.

All large lumps of clay or other earth were
carefully chopped and broken, and afterwards
thoroughly punned and made as solid as pos-
Bible, which was a work of considerable labour
and expense

; but it was attended with marked
advantage, as it formed a perfectly solid bank,
requiring little or no repair since its construc-
tion, which took place in the year 1830.

Although this embankment, like many more of
the reservoir works attached to our canal system,
has been attended with signal success, notwith-
stendiog the thickness of the lifts, we think the
bfts of greater thickness than desirable to form
impact and solid banks, or for the deep em-
bankments of the reservoirs of our modern
waterworks

; we consider lifts of 2 ft. or 3 ft. in
thiclmees ample for the purpose, to ensure
Bound, water-tight, and durable work ; indeed,

SURREY ARCHAEOLOGICAL SOCIETY.
The annual excursion of the members of this

Archaeological Society has taken place. Dorking
was the rendezvous for starting. About 170
members and friends assembled to celebrate the
society’s popular “outing.” The first place
selected for a visit was Milton Court. The baild-
iog is in the Elizabethan style of architecture,
and the chief item of attraction is the grand
staircase. Mr. Charles explained the points of
interest connected with the building. Ou leaving
Milton the company were next conducted to
Wootton Church, where the duty of describing the
various points of interest was undertaken by the
Rev. E. Evelyn, the Rector, in the absence of
Mr. Bailey, who was prevented from readings
paper on the subject. Upon leaving the church
the Rev. Mr. Evelyn kindly invited the company
to partake of luncheon at the rectory.

^

“ Oakwood Chapel” was the next place men-
tioned in the programme, but to go there, owing
to the distance, was found impracticable, and the
excursionists next enjoyed a delightful drive
through a magnificently wooded country to
Anstiebury Camp, near Leith Hill. Mr. W.Pocook
“did the descriptive.” The company next took
conveyance back to Dorking to visit the museum
at Pippbrook House, the residence of Major Burt.
Leaving Pippbrook Honse, the party visited the
new chancel in Dorking Church, and wended
their way to Sondes Place Farm, where they
were entertained at the expense of Mr. George
Cubitt, M.P. Unfortunately, a prior engagement
in Ireland prevented Mr. Cubitt being present.
About twenty new members were proposed

and declared elected.

AsTiquiTiES OF Abyssinia. — The German
traveller Rohlfs haa arrived at Bremen on his
return from Abyssinia, where he filled the office
of interpreter to the English expeditionary
corps. After the taking of Magdala he went
alone to Lallibala, the holy city of the country,
which has not been visited by any European for
more than three centuries (?) . He found there nine
Christian churches of the primitive Byzantine
style of architecture, all monoliths, that is to
say, each hollowed out of one enormous block of
stone, and richly ornamented. In afterwards
passing by Axum he discovered that the last of
the obelisks still standing in that place is in a
state of almost complete ruin,

The paper on this subject, read by Mr. Digby
Wyatt, at the Institute of Architects, and printed,
for the most part in our columns,* gave rise to
a discussion at another meeting of the Insti-
tute, which was carried on with ability and
useful results. We confine ourselves in noticing
it to the observations of three or four of the
speakers who touched principles.

Mr. E. C. Robins read the following remarks
on the paper : — It is with great diffidence
that I venture to express very hastily the
thoughts to which my perusal of Mr. Wyatt’s
paper has given rise. There is something espe*
cially refreshing and invigorating in the un-
hesitating adhesion of snch a man as Mr. Wyatt
to principles not now particularly popular. One
is carried back to the days of one’s pupilage^
when the absolute divinity of Grecian architec-
ture was a leading article of professional faith,
and the Roman art of the Augustan age its only
rival for supremacy. Mr. Wyatt boldly appears,
not as the apologist, but as the champion of the
much-abused Renaissance style of art, and the
recorder of the histories of those men to whom
he says we owe “ the rapid formation of the
great English School of Architects, to whom we
are indebted for the creation of the so-called
Elizabethan, and who kept alive the flame of
that lamp of symmetry and comeliness of struo-
ture which ultimately, through Jones and Wren-
shed its rays far and wide, not through England
only, but to every land and clime iu which such
noble and right royal architecture as theirs will
and must be cherished as long as arts may
flourish and mankind endure.” The foreign
source of the stream of art thus overflowing
country is indicated in the title of the paper

;

still Mr. Wyatt is at some pains to show the
national character of this new development of
the arts here. He gives it as his opinion that
English Gothic art was iu its decrepitude, that
Renaissance was in its prime, and that the re-
sult of their association was “ the birth of an
entirely new phase of art,” culminating in the
triumphant ascendancy of foreign ideas, and the
revival and permanent establishment of classi-
cality. The philosophical remarks at the open-
ing of the paper and dispersed throughout it

do not appear to be the logical consequence
of reasoning upon the facts, but rather the
statement of the premises of an argument
attempted to be supported by facts, but which
the facts collected fail to sustain, and in many
cases seem to contradict. Thus, English Gothic
art is stated to be in its decrepitude at a time
when Beauchamp Chapel, Eton College Chapel,
St. George’s Chapel, Windsor, Bath Abbey,
Henry VII.’s Chapel, and King’s College,
Cambridge, were the embodiments of the "tech-
nic, msthetic, and phonetic” condition of the
arts of this country; buildings which Mr. Wyati
acknowledges “ were of remarkable merit in
technical execution, as well as in grace and
beauty of design,” and he does not point to any
subsequent works of equal extent at all com-
parable with them. The Wars of tho Roses
sufficiently account for the decline in some of
the industrial arts, in sculpture, painting, and
jewelry; bub they do not seem to have re-
tarded the conception and execution of the
great works before mentioned

;
and the decrepi-

tude of English Gothic art would not seem to have
existed until premature old age resulted from
the neglect of it by Church and State. And
who was accountable for this but Henry VIII.
himself, who introduced foreign elements of
design against the will of his people, which led
to the popular rising desoribed by Mr. Wyatt,
which was put down by brute force only, but
which Btill found vent in the ballads of the
time ? This prince, instead of nourishing native
art, patronized foreigners of all descriptions, and
the native art force, having reached such a
culminating point of excellence as evidenced by
the buildiogs referred to—which, admitting all

their fanita, have nothing like them in the
world— was crushed out of it by disappointment
and discredit, and want of encouragement from
either churchmen or statesmen. And from that
time to the present foreign fashions have been
preferred to native worth.

“ With the development of the principles of
the Reformation, men naturally refused to put

' See pp. 423 and 443, anft.
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new wine into old bottles,” says Mr. Wyatt

;

“ and the country, beginning with Royalty, and
proceeding through the chief nobles and succes-
eive Ministers of State, ripened for that inocnla-

_
tion of noyelty from abroad which, as we shall

have occasion to see, rapidly supplanted the old
systems of progress by spontaneous internal
national combustion.”
What ! is it a thing for which we have any

reason to be congratulated that the “inoculation
of novelty from abroad should supplant the old
systems of progress?” Does Mr. Wyatt doubt
that those principles were sound and true ? Was
not the distinctive character of the arts as they
existed in this country at the period, its national
glory, as the exponent of its individuality and
the outcome of the religious aspirations of its

people P Did it not possess the charm of native
beauty, in common with other distinct styles of
art, tho intrinsic worth of which aro just in the
same proportion that they were the expression
of the necessities of the originators, their earnest
craving to worthily represent their ideal of
beauty or magnificence, their desire to exhibit
their fear of the gods, honour to the king, and
respect to themselves ? Is it not illogical to
assert that such inoculation by force from with-
out was the result of “spontaneous internal 1

national combustion ? ” Surely it was not the I

love of the profane arts introduced by foreigners
that made them flourish

; they never were
popular till generations of apathy had passed j

it was owing to the patronage of the influential
few—the King and his Conrt. Was not the
Elizabethan style provoked by the lingering love
of the people for its own forms of art and its

determination to engraft upon the foreign taste
all of English feeling that it could ?—a final

protest against tho imputation of decrepitude.
The life of art was not in the importations from
abroad

; what of life remained was indigenous
to the soil. The absurd incongruities of Non-
such Palace found no popular sympathy, any
more than the Brighton Pavilion. And once let
loose^ by the wiser policy and purer taste of tho
Cardinal, tho native arts revelled in the pleasan-

'

tries of Hampton Court, of which old Skelton
sings :

—

“ The Kynge's Court
Should have the excellence

;

But Hampton Court
Hath the pre-emynence.'*

English art died no natural death, was suffered
to reach no decrepitude, bub was tortured and
finally strangled by that same egotistical prince
whom Mr. Wyatt delights to honour—who sacri-
ficed so many other “graces” to his lust. Bat
Mr. Wyatt does not seem to see the caustic wit
that suggested the placing of the “ hoole per-
sonage” of Henry VIII. on the curling locks of
the capital of an Ionic column. .Again, is it fair
to the spirit of the reformed religion to say that
the new wine was put into now bottles because
the old were not trustworthy, when in fact it

was enshrined in those very forms of art dedi-
cated to tho special service of the still unre-
formed religion ? Rather, was it not indicative
of the incongruities of the age, whereby the
suppression of bigotry was made tho business of
an impure prince ? Yet Mr. Wyatt would ratify
the spurious title of “ Defender of the Faith,”
and add the equally well-deserved title of “ Re-
generator of the Arts.” Whatever the genius of
the foreign artiste, however great their technical
skill in tho details of the arts of sculpture and
painting and industries of the period, there was
no heart, no love, no noble ideal. The old
Church had corrupted itself and was despised

j

the new was made despicable by its supporters,
was wounded in the house of its friends

;
and the

result was that no religious aspirations inspired
the age, either here or abroad, and forms of art
naturally partook of the learning of the schools,
“Renascence” intellectualism, as Mr. Matthew
Arnold writes it,—and heathen mythology was
the accepted storehouse of symbolism

;
a state

of things well reflected in the pages of Raskin,
who says in his fourth Edinburgh Lecture :

—
“The world has had a trinity of ages,—the

classical age, extending to the fall of the Roman
empire

;
the medioeval age, extending to the

close of the fifteenth century; the modem age,
thenceforward to our own times; a change
taking place about the time of Raffuelle in the
spirit of Roman Catholics and Protestants both,
a change which consisted in the denial of their
religious belief as heretofore expressed in the
outward things of life. Thus, before the revival
of classic art the very furniture of the king’s
house was made .to confess his Christianity : it

may be imperfect and impure Christianity, but,

snch as it might be, it was all that men had
then to live and die by

;
and there was nob a

pane of glass in their windows nor a pallet by
their bedside that did not profess and proclaim
it. Since that period the decoration has con-
sisted of Cupids and Graces, Floras, Dianas,
Jupiters, Junoa, &c., as if we were born heathens

;

BO that the great broad fact which distinguishes
modern art from mediaeval is this,—that all

ancient art was religious, and all modern art
profane.”

“ Freedom and hope,” says Fergnason, in his
“ True Principles of Beanty in Art,” “ aro the
first two principles of greatness in art as in
everything else; and servility and despair of
doing better than has been done before must
cramp the noblest genius and hide the highest
aim.”

It has been well said that if there is one word
by which an artist or critic may be tested,—

a

single term in which all truth in art and all

virtue in action might be summed up, in which
we could find all the essence of a mind or the
purpose of a life,—it should be the term Ideal.
The reception of this term in all its consequences,
or, on the other hand, its utter rejection, at
once determines what an artist is in his ends and
aims. To have no ideal is to have nothing to
strive for or hope after. The ideal should be the
end and aim of the fine arts, as distinct from
engineering. It was Coleridge who said that a
“ picture was an intermediate something be-
tween a thought and a thing.” The thought
and the thing stand respectively for the ontward
world of matter and the inner world of mind.
The thing or object is received and taken from
visible natnre into the inner mind of the artist,

and there, being elaborated and combined with
his individual idiosyncrasy of thought and feel-
ing, comes forth a second time into actual
existence under the new and created form of
art. The primary, the raw material is natnre

;

the forming, however, is mind
;
and the ultimate

product, art. Nature enters into the mind a
fact, a reality, and issues forth a picture, a
poem, an ideality. To the nature around him
the artist adds his own nature,

“ And ihtis it h that native air
Mind informs with visions fair.”

“ Within the pale
We stand, and in that form and face
behold

What mind can make where Nature’s self
would fail.”

In an estimate of the conditions under which
the “ creation of an entirely new phase of art

”

is possible, why does Mr. Wyatt ignore the effect
of tho absence of any noble ideal in the influence
of foreign artists on British art ? All true de.
velopment is from within and thence without,
inward enlightenment expressing itself in out-
ward form; and all true and noble art is an
outward and visible sign of an inward and
spiritual gift or grace. Take the life of Tor-
regiano, “ tho first great Italian master upon
whom the king most fortunately alighted,” says I

Mr. Wyatt, and consider for a moment what
great development of art in its highest range
may be expected from tho mental laboratory of
one who begins life by breaking the nose of
Michelangelo (whom ho always hated, says
Vasari, because he was snperlor to himself),
who was afterwards employed by Pope Alex-
ander at the Vatican, but whom he speedily
left for the army because the pay and spoil at-

tracted him. Disappointed of the promotion he
coveted, he returned to his art, which for itself

he had no love, and worked in bronze and in
marble such things as his sordid mind could con-
ceive and his facile fingers embody. It needed
little purity of soul to please the voluptuous
Harry ; so he was invited to England, lured by
the better pay

; but here this ill-conditioned
man, the pioneer of the mercenary artists who'
followed him for the same good pay, was soon
obliged to leave for Spain, where he got into
trouble for smashing a figure of the Virgin, for
whose purity he can have had no reverence, no
heart to portray

;
and art can have consequently

suffered little loss by the demolition. Yet it is

to such a man and to such men that tho students
of the nineteenth century are bidden as to a
festival of good things. But I believe it to be
as true to-day as twenty years ago when Fergus-
son uttered it :

—

“ One of the most fundamental rules of art is that sordid
minds cannot express elevation, the impure cannot ex-
press purity, or the vulgar mind elegance : if we want
lofty, pure, and elegant art we must go to minds where
those feelings exist; for all arts are tho reflexofthein-
dividnai or Ibe nation practising them, and the improve-
ment must come from within, either from more sedulous
cultivation of purity and the higher emotions, or by a

more honest and straightforward mode of expression than
has hitherto been adopted. On the other hand, wo may
feel perfectly certain that all that is bad in the individual
or the nation will come out in their art, however much
they may attempt to disguise it by foreign costumes or
plumes borrowed from those who were artists not only
in form bnt inspirit. Art must come from the heart, end
can only come from thence.”

We do not want artists to give us a picture of
what natnre is only (that Torregiano and others
like him may do), bnt what they think of nature
(and who cares for the thoughts of such a man
as he ?). The mere copying of nature is not the
ultimate end of art. Man has to infuse some-
thing of himself into the picture or building. It
is the artist or me

;
acting on the Not me. We

do not want a dwarfed and caricatured na-
turalism, but an inspired literalism. What seems
most required to effect a revivification of tho arts
at any period of their decline is inspiration, be-
sides that which may be learnt at schools

;
and

this is often the fruit of honest labour and of
pure thought.*

I hope I have made clear the points on which
I am chiefly disappointed in Mr. Wyatt’s other-
wise remarkable paper, which opens a new page
in the history of art. At the same time let me
say that I greatly sympathise with Mr. Wyatt’s
cosmopolitanism, and would desire to steer clear,

as he has done, of the error of those whose pre-
conceived preference for some particular style or

I
phase of art, blinds them to the beauty of others

;

I

but I should wish to avoid latitadinarianism. To
: more accurately define my moaning, I cannot do
better than quote, in oonclnsion, the following
contrast between Grecian and Gothic art, sent
to me in a letter from my friend the Rev. G. B.
Porteons, who thus sums up their powers and
limitations :

—
“In sculpture one sees nothing so flue as the Greek re-

mains. It is a shame that the idolater should have stood
nearer to nature and have wrestled more triumphantly
with her veiled angel than tho sculptors of any Christian
age. The only Christian sculpture of profound merit is to
be found in tho general stylo and execution of the

1 cathedral. Here, indeed, is something which, in uniting
beauty and perfection, stands far above the graceful temple
of the Greek or the more massive structure of the Egyptian,
and is calculated by its general efFeot to lead the soul into
states where the imprisoned loveliness within the soul
itself can burst its fetters and execute the behest of the
Divine Original. In classical oivilizationamongthe Greeks
we had liner architecture than has ever been seen since.
The sons of Hellas, a national incarnation of intellect, the
grand anatar of genius, the light-bringers of the world,
were real architects

; as real as uoreligious men could be.
Let tbeir archaic sculpture give the lirst response; and
next, is not their architecture clear, tinished, and fault-
less ? Is not tho symbolic character of Greek architecture
a reflection of well-defined ideas, though of miserably
dormant afifectious ? Is not the very completeness of
Grecian architecture symbolical of a mind habituated to
ideas well formed, which it effectually grasps, while yet
ignorant of those aspirations which ascend heavenward to
the unlimited vastitudes ,of the 'infieite and the eternal,
of which a Gothic cathedral is so befitting and so mag-
nificent an expression ? The Parthenon is thought mani-
fested in marble

;
York Minster is faith reflected in stone.

One is the product of intellect
;
the other is the offspring

of the moral sentiments. The first is an idea
; tho last is

a prayer. Artists designed the former, but saints must
I

have conceived the latter.”

j

Professor Donaldson.—If I understand Mr.

j

Digby Wyatt’s paper aright, and the intention
with which he has written it, I should say that
it was not to justify the introduction of a new
style of art, nor to condemn the old one, which
really seemed to have exhausted itself; but
merely to follow out and to give us the history
of the artistic training of the mind, which
eventually produced the invention or adoption of
a new style of art altogether. I think Mr.
Wyatt was quite justified in saying that Gothic
art at that time was in a state of decadence,
because, if we only look at the exterior of
Henry VII.’b Chapel, we must own that there
was then great degradation of taste; and there
is no one who has studied Gothic or Mediaaval
art but must acknowledge that, at that time, it

was not worthy of continuing its career. There
is a difference when we consider the vaulting of
the chapel itself, because that was rather the
scientific work of the mason than the artistic
combination of the architect. The structural
skill with which the vaulting is arranged is such
as to surpass almost any previous combination
of a like nature

;
and, in 2)oint of art, there is

exquisite beauty. But the exterior of Henry
VII.’s Chapel altogether certainly shows that
art had arrived at a very low ebb in point of
baste. We are much indebted to Mr. Wyatt for
going through the analytical study of the de-
velopment of the new style of art in this country,
following it through all its phases, and pointing
out to whom we may attribute the introduction of

• Tho recognition, appreciation, and interpenetration
of the “true stylea." Surely it is the union of strength
and beauty, not theaaaociation ofdecrepitude and pedantry
to which we should look for the “birth of au entirely new
phase ofart."

a
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this new style, and the various steps hy which
we arrived at its transition in the sixteenth

century. Now, we must recollect what had
led to this. The whole of the Continent had
been in commotion for a century previously, not

merely politically, but in a certain artistic and
literary sense, in consequence of the Greeks

having been driven out of Constantinople and
having taken refuge in Italy. The study of

claaeio literature was revived throngh them, and
began to resume its great dimensions and pro-

portions, for it had been altogether lost. When
it was reverted to again, it naturally induced
the study of architecture and of sculpture of the

Classic period, and of pictorial representations,

few only, however, of which then remained, as
in the Baths of Titus

; and it was this that led

the Italian mind into a new train of ideas,

weary with the incongruous buildings of the
pseudo-Gothic stamp in that country. These
were most barbaric productions—mixtures of all

kinds of sentiment borrowed from the North,
and from Germany especially

;
the incongruous

remnants of old buildings, pnt together as chance
might direct, and without any rule of art

j
pro-

ducing masses of buildinga of a certain imposing
size, with occasional graceful chance-combina-
tions, but, as works of art, incomplete ;—I say,

dissatisfied with this state of things, the Italians

wanted to have some fixed laws of art which
should do away with these incongruities and
these janing principles of design, which should
elevate art upon the same principles as classio

literature, based on coherent forms and well-

nnderstood principles. Such was the case upon
the Continent, the Italian mind being then very
vigorous and powerful j in fact, I mayday the
Italians at that period were the first nation in

the world,—in Europe certainly. They were
brilliant in their imagination, eloquent with all

the burning emphasis of a most impassioned
language; they were enthusiastic in all they
undertook, regardless of personal consequences

;

imbued with a deep love of the arts, pictorial

and musical ; they were inspired, for they had a
natural rich store of invention and originality of
ideas, not without deep and erudite investigation

of the secrets of nature and the more obvious
beauties of the animal and vegetable world 5

devoting their lives to the pursuits they followed.

Such were the people who took the lead through,
out all Europe, and, therefore, all Europe natur-
ally followed them. The other European peoples

were not endowed to the same extent with the

same qualities; they were not possessed of the
like rare faculties, and, therefore, feeling the
influence of such superior minds, they instinc-

tively yielded to their impnlse. Now, Eng-
land conld not stand alone : she must be ac-

tuated hy like feelings; and, naturally enough,
she followed in the wake. We know the intimate
relations which existed between Erancis I. and
Henry VIII., and the inflncnce which the French
king had in those days upon onrs, and of which
the interview on the Field of Gold between the
two mouarchs at Calais is a proof. It appears
to me, therefore, that it was impossible—alto-

gether impossible—for England to remain behind
the nations of the Continent, retaining its

Mediaeval propensities and preferences
; bat it

was obliged to adopt the new taste prevalent
throughout Europe. Now it is the investigation

i

of that, and of the process of the teaching of 1

the English mind for the introduction of that
new class of art which Mr. Digby Wyatt has
sought to bring before us. We know that in

onr universities Erasmus, Bncer, and other intel-

ligent foreigners were induced to come here to

teach the classic languages and the philosophy
of the Continent. In like manner, for the pro-
motion of art Holbein was brought over with
the able artists who have been mentioned by
Mr. Wyatt in his paper, and whose various works
Lave been described to ns with so much discri-

mination as to their relative merits. I think,
therefore, that it is extremely instructive to us
that our friend should have pursued the subject
so far, and should have investigated what was
hitherto to a certain degree quite a mystery and
an unknown subject, I believe, to nearly all of us
—at least, I myself was not aware of the minute
history of the art of that period. We knew that
Holbein came over here and influenced the arts
of this conntry ; and in regard to architecture,
we have an instance near us, at Hampton Court,
of the graceful architecture he had introduced.
We knew he erected a gateway at Whitehall

;

but how these and other pictorial influences
came to bear upon architecture we could hardly
see or understand. Now, I was alluding to the
power of the Italian mind

; and our attention
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has been drawn by Mr. Wyatt to the circum-
stauce that Leonardo da Vinci, Holbein, and
Albert Dnrer had impressed upon the men of

the period the necessity of the study of mathe-
matics and of the mastery of drawing the human
figure. These were the two grand elements
upon which all art should bo founded, and they
were themselves very eminent in possessing

these great acquirements. There was this mis-

fortune, however, that painters did not satisfy

themselves with being painters
;
sculptors were

not content with being sculptors
;

nor were
architects] always satisfied with being archi-

tects alone; but they mixed up and practised

other arts, as we know by the productions of

the various artists alluded to by Mr. Wyatt in

his paper. That was a misfortune. I think
that architecture particularly has suffered by
the innovations introduced by painters and
sculptors

;
and in this respect it seems to me

no greater injury was ever done to onr art than
by Michelangelo himself and by Bernini. They
destroyed the purity of taste, iutroduciug capri-

cious varieties and all sorts of distortions and
contortions in architecture, by which it was
degraded mateiially. It is only men like Alberti,

Vignola, Palladio, and others, purely architects,

who have vindicated architecture as an art

independently of all others. We can perceive,

with respect to our buildings of the early period
of the reformation of art, that they were very
much influenced by not being undertaken by
architects alone, but by painters. We see at Fon-
tainebleau that the Italians, who came there not
as architects but as painters, introduced every
caprice they could think of, and produced a
great medley

;
and although some good pictu-

resque groupings were realized, to_ say that it is

good architecture is nob the fact.

Now, I hope Mr. Wyatt will pardon me if I

attempt to follow out the architecture of that
period, in illustration of onr subject, by one par-
ticular instance, and that is in a building at

Liveden, Northamptonshire, of which there is a
plan and perspective view on the wall, taken by
myself years ago. I will_ read an extract from
a letter from Mr. Selby, a gentleman who lives

in the neighbourhood,—that is, at Pilton, near
Oundle, in Northamptonshire, and is well
acquainted with the traditionary history of that
bnilding.

“ The bnilding was erected, or perhaps I should say
commenced, by Sir Thomas Tresham, who was knighted
by Queen Elizabeth at Kenilworth Castle in his eighteenth
year. This gentleman, who appears to hare travelled in
Italy, and to have been an architect of very great taste,
built several other houses, &c., in the county of Northamp-
ton, viz., the Hall at Bushton, and a triangular entrance
lodge, a beautiful work (both these are near to Eothwell).
The house now belongs to Clarke Thornhill, esq. He also
placed a rich screen in the church of Geddingtoo. Another
specimen of his skill, the Market-house in the old town
just spoken of (Eothwell), is still remaining but shamefully
neglected. There is a print of this in Baker's * County
History.’ It was commenced in 1677, and appears to have
been taken down and rebuilt in au open space near the
church. It is two stories high, and to each story there is

an order, the lower one being Doric with an inscription in
the frieze, and the upper one Ionic with panels containing
coats of arms on shields. There are semicircular openings
below, and above are the usual Elizabethan windows with
mnUjons and transoms at mid height. It was preserved
from absolute destruction by purchase from the surplus of
a fund raised in 1827 by a few individnala." {Baker.)
” Liveden itself,” Mr. Selby continues to say, ‘'was most
likely never finished with a roof, although the naked floors
were laid and continued in the building, then going to
ruin, until the Parliamentary wars, when they were cut
out by Major Butler, who had the commaud of some
troops on that aide, and conveyed to Oundle and re-used,
as stated by Bridges in his history of the connty.”

Now this Liveden, gentlemen, as you see, is in

the form of a Greek cross, and it has central

pavilions at the end of the arms. There is a
kind of podinm base, and the sur-base is quite a
Gothic monlding. The die of the podinm con-
sists of a range of panels with shields in them,
and occasional apertnres for windows; then above
that rises a Doric order, not of colnmns but of
plain walla, but there is a frieze and cornice with
triglyphs constituting the first order : then above
that is, I suppose, an Ionic cornice, the frieze of
which bears an inscription, some of the letters of

which still remain and may be seen upon the
view exhibited on the wall. The detail of the
podium is also shown in a small sketch which I

took at the time I visited it. Now my informant
goes on to say :

—

” Old Liveden was another fine mangion of the family
of Tresham, and stood about one-third of a mile from what
is called locally the ‘new build.' There were two very
handsome mteways to the old house. One was long since
removed (deetroyed) and the other was removed about
ten years since and re-erected at Farmingwood's Hall
(Lord Lyfden's seat). There is a fair copper-plate en-
graving of the * old build,' as it is called, in a work styled
The Antiquarian Itinerary,’ published from 1815 to 1818,

in the seventh volume. It is there spoken of under the
title of ‘leaden old Bee!,’ which with the whole of the
letter-press descriptions of it is a tissue of error. There

is no account of the Livedens in Baker's * County History,’ t
as all this side of the county unfortunately escaped his l|
attention, whilst his power an^ means remained,”

So far Mr. Selby. 1

I wish to call your attention to this as a beau. !|

tifol instance of the Renaissance, quite equal ,r

to anything to be found in France and Italy. If
we had some artists, or if the Government would iR

take up the work, as is done in Franco, and 11

send competent draughtsmen through the conn- 11

try, and instead of making a collection of
higgledy-piggledy bric-a-brac things, like many li

authors put together in their books; if the pure jl

only were to be chosen, then we should find that {

this country produced fine works of art, and li

that that period was one which might be imitated li

in its spirit with great success at the present |

time. It is very desirable for us that art should I

be vindicated from the great trash, which has j

been published as indicative of that period. My I

own idea is this, that as we had then bat few il

;

competent architects and artists, the builders or i

,

masons who were employed made designs, which t|i

they had not the capacity properly to conceive ; f

they made bnildings of a certain size with par- i

ticular feelings and sentiments of Renaissance, :i

but they were carried out without true taste; I

and it is under the obloquy of these buildings ;l

that we now suffer as to the reputation of that 1

style. I would also call attention in that period ij

to the sepulchral monaments, such quantities of 1

which exist even in the churches of the metro- i
polis. There are some beautiful compositions of il

this kind in Westminster Abbey, and also in the J

church of St. Saviour, Southwark, and Ash- it

bourne, in Staffordshire; but throughout the i
whole country you will find monuments in the IJ

churches of exquisite design, great simplicity of ’

taste, and beauty of invention. Immense sums iC

of money were expended upon them, both in

regard to the materials of which they were com- a

posed, the alabaster and various marbles that 4
were employed, and to the workmanship. Cer- M

tainly they are very fine productions, and jl

onght not to be allowed to pass away, nor to bo I

BO unknown generally as they are at present.
Professor Kerr.— I think we have scarcely

recognised as we ought to do the remarks
of Mr. Robins, which seem to me to afford

a very good illustration of a bad kind of criticism,
very common now-a-days. An accomplished
gentleman, like Mr. Digby Wyatt, comes before B

ns and reads a communication, which, like him- 1

self, is brimful of knowledge
;
and another gentle- tl

man takes leave to criticise it in what is, I hopo I

I may say, without being at all offensive, the B

least elevated style of criticism that can be f

adopted in such circumstances. The first ques- i

tion submitted to us by Mr. Robins was whether t

Mr. Digby Wyatt had not said something diare- i

spectful of Gothic architecture. This is the (:

invariable opening cry raised by a certain sort of «

persons now-a-days whenever any subject of
high-class critical bearing is mooted. Having |

thus begun, Mr. Robins next proceeded to deal 6

with tho critical question on its merits, and I

again he adopted the ordinary manner of the {i

moment—that is to say, he took the fashionable U

sentimental view of the question. I may be per- i

mitted to say that I am certainly surprised to

find a gentleman of Mr. Robins’s practical and
(|

sensible position in the profession quoting such 1

a writer as Mr. Raskin against the arguments of I

Mr. Wyatt. What we have had so often laid
(

before us we have had repeated once more to- I

night— that in the Middle Ages architecture {

flourished in consequence of the enthuaiastio 1

sentimentality in the people at large. I, for I

one, never could see anything but the greatest I

absurdity in such an idea. I believe that the I

merits of Gothic architecture, often great and I

often small, were in those old times altogether 5

unconnected with such sentimentality in any i

shape. There may have been something of
|

the kind amongst some of the clergy, and
there may have been an enthusiastic religious

feeling, more or less general, amongst some of

the laity, according to occasional circamstances

;

but as for there being anything like a continuous
romanticism in the heart of the people at large,

of such a kind and of such intensity as to ex-

hibit itself in the details of architectural design,

I can only say that I think there cannot by any
possibility be a greater fallacy propounded, or
anything more subversive of the trne principles

of artistic criticism. I am anxions that Mr. I

Robins should nob think that I am opposing him
!

boo severely, but it is seldom that we have this ;

particular argument of hia laid before us in a 1

way so favourable for its refutation. Having,
1

then, fallaciously appealed to oar sense of re-
j
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gpect for Gothic architecture through our sup-
posed veneration for the imaginary sentiiaen-
taliem of the Middle Ages, Mr. Kobina next
proceeded to exhibit another kind of error, which
is too prevalent at the present time. He intro-
duced as the great cause of architectural change
an individual ruler in the State. Now, no such
individual ruler has ever in the history of archi-
tecture, as a matter of fact, exorcised any such
influence in a practical way. In the present
instance he assumes that King Henry Till, was
the individual cause of a certain change of archi-
tectural style

i and then, to prove the character
of that change, he holds up to us the character
nP 4-U/, 1,;^^ i.:_ _• .. . .™..
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tion of a baildling like King’s College, Cam.
bridge, was one of the grandest in all the
country

j but I doubt whether any good judge of
art, comparing a bay of its length with a corre-
sponding bay from Lincoln, Salisbury, or West-
minster, would not at once realise how greatafall-
mg-offhad taken place inthescience ofproportion,
and the just conception of a general harmony
of parts. Who, examining carefully the sections
of the mouldings, the forms of the different
complements which make up the whole architec-
ture of Henry VIL’s chapel, would be found to
say that they are one-half as good as corre-
aponding featnrea taken from good models eren
of Middio Pninfed roravL- 0 T -i t

new works op the board of
WORKS.

———— up I/a/ ua Ui. __ _

“
““a

King ^fWdlo'iototedToTkr Hence iTy'lnnHenry Till, married six wives
; but if, instead

, think with proprietv that hnd fhoof aix, tie number had been aiaty. an’eh a cir. century ayaterg^ne^n by sponSLoua comenmatance can bare had no mfluenee upon bastion alone, its " deerep^tuL ” would harearchitecture. On the contrary, if this king ' merged into “ aeuiliiv "
*

exeroisea any influence at all upon art, it would ' quent novelty, by an unerring cycle of revowSrbo m the capacity of one who was a moat aocom-
: wants and aupplies, waa abaofntely demanded in

S the c b ““We it to tep ^ace “troou0 the case he was a man who did a great deal temporary revolutions abroad • and had that

fS
a man whose true position in

,

change and novelty been arbitrarily withheld IOf England as apart
;

believe it would Lve been ceTt^^
fn eI ^ beginning

^

national art. In its earliest architecture aftL
rd^^-f

^^f'®°®'”y/®cogmsed. Certainly, as the creation of the First Pointed style we recoeregards literature and the arts, he was one of the nise the greatest ideal excellence in FncrinTifmost accomplished men in Europe
; and as such In the reigns of the first two Edwnrda vn fi d

£S2i55
world Mr.Btb;VpL:Z^'prirDTnt.d”^^

Eobina. They come before na to illuatrate a the onward march is in a aoale of regSlaraSvery important period of architectural history in nniuterrnpted decleuaion. I feel therffore thatthia country, and they do it by means of the re- I am perfLly juatified in sayTng\hat nS
“

Sa anfh
“f “ Wars of the Eoaes,” architeetnre wa™n a ihir

*“Mr
I State of decrepitude, beoanse it had fallen atep

th^ghM^ Eei- T^'b®
Wtneately, said a|. I by atep, from earlier ’evcellence to actual feeble?

Sasofier? i vet f rtb f^ "‘I That is clearly shown by the falling^ inTrolessor Kerr, I yet feel that a few words are the spiritual forms of old religions art with littleSw d ?b f “’"‘J’"'' mannerism to take its |laoe^by the waSmculpated. In the first place, it is to be clearly of power to draw the human figure ofto under

Btvlr aZ mbit
commend one

|

stand perspective, and the deficiency in kmow-

lenciM hi it ? ™ not T I
ledge of classical literature: in fact, the country

nrltirw-niria ^’i i. ?
0-^''Ocate of one set of had been declining in intelligence and intellec-priuoiples only, or that 1 recognize truth, justice, tual aotivity—a certain advauoo in the forms of

“faith’’ t"-w„‘rk.“%?-“-°?!f
of 'poetical expression being perhaps eveeptrd-forlaith or works. It is m the nature of at least a century. There had been a long seriesthe estimate of cosmopolitan principles that a

;

of wars, and the whole laud was in if feebletrue artist shouH bo read He must show him- and exhausted state
; and uulesTw? had had

nenry VIII., with an'aetive, fnll-birded.ttag
/’VAnof V ^ n ^ inn -vnnn/w _ i- V .... ®

— ——uv.vb, tva rvoii tiB nuerai,—practica
as well aa enthuaiaatic and poetical. It is per-
fectly true, on the one hand, that one of the
highest forms of art is the idealj but because
that IS so_^ it is no reason why we are to insist
upon the limitation of the external forms of all
art to those conventional types which, transcend-mg what is natural, can fully embody the ideal.
When we look at the beantiful productions of
Gothic architecture, painting, and sculpture
they frequently inspire that sort of sentiment
which reflects very often pure devotional feel-
ings. At the same time, becanse we admire
that, are we to say that no country is to go on in
the study of anatomical, geometrical, or mathe-

application to the
establishment of other types of art ? To do so
would be to neglect adding aU the graces that
science may bring to art altogether. It is one
of the strongest points in all successful art to
observe the essentially practical and technical
basis upon which the artist most build, and by
means of his command over which he can alone
clothe his conceptions with fitting form. It
frequently occurs that a great artist sets up the
typo of a certain form of pure beauty. It is
admired, repeated, and adopted as the vernacnlar
ot his contemporaries, who, while aiming at re-
production, involuntarily modify it. By this
common spontaneous system of progress those
who at first admired ultimately get down, as it
Were, to a blunted sense in the enjoyment of it*
and the type gradually becomes effete. So it is
that decrepitude often affects styles which
begiDDing in purity, are not, as it were, fed on
or refreshed by change resulting from the asso-
ciation of fresh external elements with those
npon which the great artist first created his
Ideal type. In my paper I took great care to
flistingnish between the falling-off in the
fifteenth century in the art portion of architeo-
ure and its technical part. I stated that
there was never a period in Gothic architecture
ffhen the technical branches of masonry, in
ranltmg and interpenetration especially, attained
kO greater excellence. There were first-rate
masons m every part of the land. The concep-

^ , __ — DHUllii
constitution, young and with a fresh set of sym-
pathies, I believe the country would have gone
on dropping and dropping, and, as far as arohi-
tecture was concerned, would have come almost
te a state of annihilation. If we had remainedm Ignorance of such men as Michelangelo,
Titian, Leonardo da Vinci, Raffuelle, whose power
no critic has been able to impugn satisfactorily,
I think that we should in point of art have de-
veloped downwards till we had reached insig-
nificance. I consider, therefore, that we are
greatly indebted to Henry Till, for what he did
in this respect, and indeed in many others.
There is one other point in which a little con-
fusion of ideas seemed to prevail in Mr. Robins’s
mind. He appears to think that beantiful pro-
ductions in art mnst necessarily be the produc-
tions of men of beantiful lives. That is entirely
a mistake. Whoever is acquainted with the
literature of the Greeks, or the Renaissance, or
Medieeval literature, will find that at the very
time the concretions, which we call embodi-
ments of beauty, were given to the world, the
men by whom they were produced were fre-
quently given up to indulgence of vices and
evil passions, and even refinements of sin and
crime were rife. It cannot, therefore, bo said
that one period, whatever its art may have
been, was much more virtuous than another.
The great distinction I believe to be this, that
generally speaking the individual may be what
he likes? it is general voluptuousness in a
country which is apt to produce degeneration
in art. You may go as far as that, but to go
further is, I think, unsound. In conclusion
allow me to thank yon for the patience with
which you have listened to me, and believe me
that in collecting these materials my object has
been solely to put certain facts together and to
lay them before you, without claiming merits for
reformers simply because they were modifiers of
pre-existing conditions of art. It is for you to
make such deductions from the facts I lay before
you as you may see fit. Believe me I desire to do
injustice to no style of art nor set of artists, be
they Goths or be they Greeks.

The Thames Embankment footway, between
Westminster Bridge and the Temple, was for-
mally opened on Thursday morning, the 30th of
July. The members of the Board and their
TJBitors afterwards proceeded to Abbey Mill,
and inspected the pumping-station which has
been erected there. Sir John Thwaites (chair-man of the Board), Earl Grosvenor, Lord
John Manners, the Hon. W. Cowper, Mr.
W. Tite, M.P., Mr. Alderman Lawrence, Mr.
yrton, M.P., Mr. Bazalgette (the engineer)

and many others were present. We confine
ourselves for the moment to a few particu-
lars ofiieial|y furnished. The pavod footway
next the river, from Westminster Bridge to
the Temple on the northern embankment
together with the Westminster Steam-boat
Pier, opened on Thursday, is to be 20 ft. wide
with approaches to Villiers-street, Wellington’
street, and Essex-street, Strand. The roadway
will be 100 ft. wide, mcluding both footpaths,
but it IB not to bo formed until after the Metro-
politan District Railway Company shall have
completed their railway, which will for a con-
siderable length pass under the new road. The
embankment road will be continued by a new
street which is about to be formed from Black-
friars Bridge to the Mansion House.
About 37 acres of land have been reclaimed

from the mud-banks of the river by the embank-
ment, and will be laid out in approaches, orna-
mental grounds and gardens, as soon as the
railway works have sufficiently advanced to
admit of the execution of such works. It is
expected that the embankment and railway will
be completed within a year from the present
time.

As to the Abbey Mills pumping station, all
the sewage on the south side of the Thames,
and the sewage of a portion of the north side
have to be lifted, and for this purpose there are
four pumping stations, two on each side of the
river. Of those on the south side one is situated
at Deptford Creek of 500 nominal horse-power,
and the other at the Crossness outfall, also of
500 nominal horse-power? the latter was opened
by the Prince of Wales in April, 1865.
Of those on the north side, the largest and

most important is the Abbey Mills Station, near
to Bow, in the north-east district of London. It
is of 1,140 nominal horse-power.
The Abbey Mills pumps will lift the sewage of

Acton, Hammersmith, Fulham, Shepherd’s Bush,
Kensington, Brompton, Pimlico, Westminster’
the City, Whitechapel, Stepney, Mile-end, Wap.
ping, Limehouee, Bow, and Poplar, representing
an area of 25 square miles, a height of 36 ft.
from the low-level to the high-level sewers,
whence it will flow on by the side of the high-
level gravitating sewers to the northern or
Barking outfall, and thus it is there are no pumps
at the northern as at the southern outfall.

_

This station covers an area of seven acres
divided into two portions by the northern outfall
sewer, which passes diagonally across it on an
embankment raised about 17 ft. above the sur-
face.

On the south-west side of the embankment
stand the engine and boiler-houses and chimney,
shafts, together with the coal stores and wharf
for landing coals and other materials from Abbey
Creek. On the north-east side of the embank-
ment are the cottages for the workmen employed
on the works, and a reservoir for storage of water
to supply the boilers, and condensing water for
the engines.

The engine and boiler-houses form one bnild-
ing, the engine-house being arranged on a plan
in the shape of a cross, and the boiler-houses
forming two wings extending north-west and
south-east of the north-eastern arm of the cross
The extreme dimensions of the bnilding taken
across two of the arms is 142 ft. 6 in., the width
of _each arm being 47 ft. 6 in. Each of the two
bofler-houaes measures 100 ft. in length by 62 ft.
in width

?
and there is a workshop situate between

the two measuring 49 ft. 6 in. by 33 ft. The
engine-house consists of four stories in height,
two of which are below and two above the sur-
face of the ground, the height of the two lower
stories being 38 ft., and that of the two above
ground measured from the engine-room floor to
the apex of the roof being 62 ft.

At the intersection of the four arms of the
cross the building is covered by a cupola of an
ornamental character, rising to a height of 110 ft.
from the engine-room floor, and at each of the
internal angles of the cross rises a turret, in
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which ia formed a circular ataircaae giving acceaa

to the several floors of the building.

The boiler-houses are of one atory above the

finished ground level, the boilers and stoking-

floor being below that level, the total height

from stoke-hole floor to apex of roof being 33 ft.

The workshop between the two boiler-houses is

a few feet higher, the roof being a curb roof, and
that of the boiler-houses a ridge-and-furrow

roof.

The style of building adopted is mixed, and
the decoration consists of coloured bricks, en-

caustic tiles, and stone dressings, carved work
being introduced at the caps of piers and
columns.
The drum of the dome, which is octagonal on

plan, is supported by four wronght-iron ribs,

springing from the walls of the cross at their

intersection, the angles of the pyramidal roof

below the drum running into and intersecting

fonr of the eight sides of the drum. Imme-
diately above the point of intersection the octa-

gon is reduced by a splay, from which rises the
lantern, also octagonal, each side being pierced
with a lat^e light, flanked by columns support-

ing arches over the lights. Above this story

rises the slated roof, which is high-pitched, and
,

is enriched at about mid-height by an orna-
,

mental creating, and surmounted at its apex

with a lofty vane. 1

The chimney shafts, of which there are two,
j

one on each side of the engine-house, are 209 ft.

in height from the finished surface, and 8 ft.
,

internal diameter throughout. They are ex-

ternally octagonal on plan, rising from a square
I

battered base. They correspond in style with
[

the main bnilding, and are similarly enriched
i

with coloured bricks and atone dressings, and are
'

capped at the top by an ornamental cast-iron

roof, pierced with openings for the egfresa of the
j

smoke. The foundations of brickwork and con-
|

Crete extend to a depth of 35 ft. below the

finished surface.

The engines are eight in number, each of

142-hor8e power, and are arranged in pairs, each

arm of the building containing one pair, placed

parallel to each other lengthwise of the arms,

having the fly-wheels at the entrance end, and the

cylinders at the inner end of the arm, so that the

eight steam cylinders are arranged symmetrically

round the centre of the building under the

dome.
The reservoir for the storage and purification

of the water for the use of the boilers and for

condensing purposes is situated on the opposite

side of the embankment of the Northern Outfall

Sewer. It is constructed mainly of concrete, is

18i ft. in depth, and covers an area of about one

acre, which is divided into three compartments,

each compartment being used in turn as a

settling pond, and containing about one million

gallons J
there are inlet pipes to bring water

from the creek, and outlet pipes to convey the

water to the supplementary reservoir under the

engine-room and above the pump-well, from

which it ia taken direct to the boilers and to the

cold-water cisterns around the condensers.

The cottages for the workmen are eight in

number, arranged in pairs, each containing five

rooms, and are fitted with every reasonable con-

venience j
the house for the superintendent of

the works, and which is sitnat^ on the other

side of the Outfall Sewer, and near the entrance

to the works, is more commodious, and fitted up

in better style.

THE BUILDER [Ato. 1, 1868570
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THE CASTLE OP MEOKLEKBUEG
SOHWEEIil, NOETH QEEMANY.

In the account we gave with a view of the

recently completed ducal residence of Mecklen-
burg Schwerin, at the commencement of our

present volume,* we promised an illustration of

the principal staircase which leads from the
ground floor to the state floor. This we now
publish, also a plan of the ediflco, showing arrange-

ment of the rooms. The steps are of polished

black Belgian marble, each in one piece. They rest

for about an inch one on the other, and at both
ends on cast-iron pillars. These cast-iron pillars

are supported in the centre of the stairs by six

cast-iron candelabra columns with square pedes-
tals, standing one above another. The outer
ring of these pillars rests on cast-iron shelves,

which are attached to the sandstone pillars of
the gallery, rising one above another. The
railings are of cast-iron, the filigree ornaments
being of oast zinc. The pillars rising, in the
design, through all the floors, are square in

the ground-floor and entresol, octagonal in the
main floor, and round in the state floor and
fourth floor, and are worked in all parts with
their ornaments, arches, and cornices of Saxon
sandstone, the natural colour of the stone
being visible. The balustrades between these
pillars and columns of the gallery are of polished
dark-red marble

j the cornices on the same again
of sandstone. The iron ribs of the staircase
candelabra-pillars, railings, and filigree orna-
ments are gilt in aU visible parts. The ceilings

of the galleries are vaulted and tinted, the floors

are laid out in variously-coloured marbles.
The walls in the galleries are stuccoed, have the
sandstone colour, and are divided into squares
by coloured lines. Tho pillars with their

capitals, in the galleries as well as the main
cornice under the cupola, are executed in

stucco
5 the cupola, itself vaulted with white

stone, is painted partly in grey and partly in

various colours. The staircase receives light

during the day partly from above, but mostly
through the windows on each gallery looking
towards the yard. At night it is lighted with
gas in gilt chandeliers.

NEW SEWERAGE WORKS AT HASTINGS.

The completion of the main intercepting sewer
of the new drainage woiks at Hastings, was
celebrated by a dinner to the contractor, Mr.
John Howell, given at the Queen’s Hotel, on
Monday last. Virtually this completion, so far

as it goes, may be taken as that of the sewerage
of the whole borough

; as St. Leonard’s proper,
the western wing of the frontage, has had its

similar system at work for some months past.

The modics operandi adopted by both places may
be described as the tank system, tho whole of
the sewage being conducted by a main inter-

cepting drain to a deposit tank, whence it is

discharged at such period of the tide as is

favourable to carrying it clear away from the
town.

At St. Leonard’s this is at high water, when
the set of the tide is westward. At Hastings,
the discharge at low water leaves the flowing
tide some four or five hours to carry tho out-

pourings to the eastward, where it meets the
outflow of the River Bother, and is dispersed

to sea.

The intercepting sewer of the Hastings system
extends from the Ajchway (the western extremity
of the Local Board district) to Ecclesbourne,
where the whole of the sewage of the district

(with the exception of a very small portion which
is drained into the St. Leonard’s sewers) is

discharged into the sea from the tank by gravi-

tation, at low water. The point of discharge is

about SOO ft. into the sea, and opposite Eccles-

'

bonrno Valley. The original sewer remains
from the Archway to the centre of Warrior-
square, and at the latter point, where there has
hitherto been one of those obnoxious outlets into

the sea, the new intercepting sewer commences.
From that spot to the Albert Memorial the size

of the sewer is 4 ft. by 2 ft. 9 in., egg shape, and
has a fall of about 7 ft. per mile. From the
Albert Memorial tbe sewer passes along WelHng-
ton-place, through Castle-street, along Pelham-
place and East-parade, to the Bourne, the size up
to that point being 5 ft. by 3 ft. 6 in., also egg
shape. There are four branch sewers from
George-street, &o., 2 ft. 6 in, by 1 ft. 8 in., egg

• See pp. 9 to 11, ante.

shape, with self-acting tide flaps complete. From
the Bourne to the East Groyne the size of the
sewer is 5 ft. 6 in. by 4 ft., egg shape. The fall

from the Albert Memorial to the East Groyne is

4 ft. per mile, and the water of the natural

streams running through Warrior-square and
Priory is used for flushing power, so as to prevent
any deposit in the sewer. The new tank which
has been constructed near the East Groyne as a
receptacle for the sewage, will contain about
1,500,000 gallons, and previously to the scheme
being adopted it was ascertained that the
greatest gangings of sewage, in dry weather,
taken at the three outlets, did not exceed 600,000
gallons in twelve hours, leaving 900,000 gallons

for slight rains. The bottom of the tank is about
5 ft. 6 in. above low water at neap tides, and
2 ft. 6 in. below the invert of the sewer. From
tbe tank a 4-ft. cast-iron pipe runs out to the
point already mentioned, 800 ft. into the sea,

with a fall of from 8 ft. to 10 per mile. This
will discharge 1,000,000 gallons per hour, and
therefore the tank, when full, can be discharged
in one hour and a half.

As a matter of fact, the whole contents of tho
tank, with thirty-six hours’ sewage (in very dry
weather), was discharged on Monday in tho pre-

sence of several of tho principal inhabitants and
representatives of the press, in about an hour,
As all the offensive outlets which have so long
been allowed to pollute tbe bathing of this

favourite watering-place and induce illness, are
now stopped, its visitors may depend on clean
bathing in a pure sea.

The works connected with the scheme have
been carried out by Mr. John Howell, assisted by
his attentive and judicious foreman, Mr. H. Butler,
many years with Myers & Co. The amount of
contract (which did not include the new groyne)
was 25,640Z. There were five other tenders for

the work, the highest (from a London firm) being
49,850Z., and the lowest (from Mr. A. H. Fer-
nandez, of Tunbridge Wells), being 26,699Z.

The only part of the work which is not quite
complete is the fixing of some few of the 4-fb.

cast-iron pipes, by which the sewage is dis-

charged from the tank. These pipes can only
be fixed at tbe lowest tides, but the small portion
of tbe work that remains in hand is now being
completed with all possible speed, and its being
unfinished has no injurious effect on the working
of the scheme. Hastings has undoubtedly set
an example which other towns would do well to
follow. The importance of tbe undertaking
cannot bo over-estimated, and highly beneficial

results may reasonably be expected to follow tbe
large outlay which has been incurred. The
proposal for celebrating the completion of the
work by a public demonstration originated with
Mr. Curling Hope, of Robertson-street, who,
with a commendable degree of public spirit,

brought the subject before some of his fellow-

townsmen, and, with their co-operation, took
judicious steps for carrying it out. Tbe arrange-
ments were made quite independently of any ac-

tion on the part of the authorities of the town,
and may be considered a compliment to the
contractor and a testimony on the part of in-

fluential inhabitants that they fully approve of
the mode in which the work has been carried

out.

We need scarcely tell our readers that we view
the works at Hastings as, after all, only pre-

paratory, not final. The sewage must be utilised,

not emptied into the sea.

MUSEUMS OF TRADE AND INDUSTRY.

The subject of Museums of Trade and Industry
was discussed at a meeting convened by the
Public Museums and Free Libraries Association,

in the Assembly-room of tbe Metropolitan Club,

20, Piccadilly, on Thursday, July 23rd. Mr. John
Holms, D.L., presided.

The proceedings commenced with tbe read-
ing of a paper by Mr. W. H. Ablett, formerly
of Coventry and Macclesfield. They all had
heard, he said, a good deal of the subject of
technical education latterly, and while some
even disagreed as to the precise meaning of

the terms, they could not have failed to notioe
the absence of practical suggestions, and the
want of unanimity that prevailed on the sub-
ject. He appeared before them to advocate a
definite plan in aid of technical education, to

form its supplement, and be the connecting link

between theory and practical application in

manufactures, in the founding of museums of
trade patterns and industrial examples. This

was with him no new subject, born of the erigen-
cies of the hour. For seven years past he had
pointed out its necessity having seen many of
our textile manufactures (which alone he pro-
fessed to understand) slowly but surely dis-

placed by foreign productions, owing to the
want of a little extra knowledge on the part of
our workmen. Persons with only a superficial

knowledge of manufactures were struck with
the great lack of invention and power to stimu-
late improvements, combined with an awkward
unwillingness to depart from old - fashioned
methods, that characterised not alone the
managers of factories, but also tbe masters
in many branches of English manufacture.
That Englishmen wore inventive, no one could
deny; and that much ingenuity and mecha-
nical skill was often manifested by entirely
uninstruefced workmen, was equally plain. In
every manufacturing town tbroughout tbe king,
dom there lay scattered about, amongst the
working population, examples of attempts at

something new in tbe shape of inventions or
improvements, which were never brought under
the observation of those who could practically

apply them, from the simple fact that there was
no system through which those attempts could
come to the knowlege of the interested, excepting
by chance or at rare intervals. Industrial Exhi-
bitions amongst the workmen gave ample proof
of the manufacturing ingenuity of the working
population

;
but such exhibitions could exercise

no boneficialinfiuence upon manufacturing educa-
tion, so to speak, and only served to show at
times in a grotesque manner the singular mis-
direction the chances of life cast a mEin’s lot in,

as compared with the course whither his real

bent or inclination would seem to lead him. He
did not for a moment deny that in some branches
of trade we still excelled foreign producers. An
Englishman would ordinarily do far more work,
and bring a more continuous and indomitable
energy to a given task, than would a foreigner.

But it was not there the weakness lay : it was
to be found in defective knowledge of matters of

taste and arrangement, and absence of that
quickness of apprehension and that fertility of
expedient, that were brought into active life only

by education, and continuously sustained by daily

observation. Who that recollected that we were
the nation that produced such meu as Shakspeai-e,

BacoD,Milton, and Newton intherealmsofthought
and imagination, down to our modem school of

practical engineers, could consider that we must
be necessarily behind the rest of the world ?

What was now wanted was the wider diffusion of
intelligence in the constantly recurring opera-
tions of every-day life, by which not only might
the skill and talent of the workman be increased,

but the mind of the workman become enlarged
as to the object and application of his work, its

comparative excellence or defects, &c. No
means to this end existed other than those

chance opportunities that failure sometimes
developed

;
but if such museums as were advo-

cated were established, the germ of a good
thought might be perfected instead of dying
away, and ideas would bo suggested by other
objects so as to form a complete whole of what
otherwise would remain, perhaps, unutilized

j

not only would the eye be educated in matters
of taste, but trade knowledge of almost every
description could be gathered from this compa-
ratively simple and inexpensive expedient, out
of which further advantages would naturally

spring. Wejhad already to our bands all the
outward macliinery of a complete system. Wa
bad a science and art department, established

for the art-education of the people, at South
Kensington, in connexion with which the first

collection of patterns and examples might well

be formed to serve as a model for those pro-

vincial towns that would bo disposed to adopt
the plan. The standard of manufacturing
skill and design would speedily be raised

by such collections. They would have an
influence upon taste, and positively assist a
man in tbe commercial pursuit by which he
gained a livelihood, enabling him to see what
methods of production were pursued in this and
other countries; how an article was started in

a loom, or how an object of metal was cast,

—

placing him, in short, in a position to compete
in the markets of the world. Of course, the de-

tails and minutise of these museums must be
left to local or municipal management, and one
would, perhaps, differ very widely from another.

Ho would suggest, however, the adoption of soma
arrangement, under which a working man who
had produced an invention or a new pattern

could exhibit it, with his name and address
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attached, with a view to arousing the emulative
spirit of the working classes, and to gather to-

gether in one focus the latent intelligence of a
district. Masters could then often find inge-
nious workmen, and the workmen, too, find

masters who would take up and successfully
work their inventions. The general idea of a
museum was that it enshrined the past ; and,
as time rolled on, the collection that would
accumulate would show, in a very interesting
manner, the yearly progress of manufacturing
and inventive skill. But it was not in that
light that it wotild become most valuable, but
in teaching men the practical business of their
every-day lives, giving to each workman an
idea, and perhaps eliciting one from him, which
another workman would amplify. Working
men must be specially interested in such a
plan. Most valuable inventions and improve-
ments were made by them, but the advan-
tages reaped from these were often enjoyed
exclusively by others. Failing to get any
one to take up an invention, a workman might
exhibit it in the local museum; and the pub-
licity thus given would furnish a positive title

to remuneration, which few manufacturers
would have the courage to refuse, did they adopt
it without due acknowledgment, Hitherto,
England had competed solely with the Conti-
nent, and America was at one time one of our
largest customers for goods. Latterly, the high
duties there imposed acted almost as a pro-
hibition against British importations, and an im-
mense impetus had been given to native manu-
lactnres. Let America get into full swing, and

sidered by many persona to have out-grown their
just proportions, the proper determination and
level of these expedients seemed to be indicated
in the resolving of these efforts into final and
permanent museums of trade and industry, to be
established in all manufacturing centres, which
would afford opportunities for the study and ob-
servation of the best examples of the kind of
manufactnre suitable to each district, and furnish
an aid to technical education that conld not by
other means be obtained

; as every clever manu-
facturing expedient in practical working would
here be displayed, and could be readily utilized :

in short, the museums would form the best de-
scriptive supplement to technical instruction
which it would be possible to devise, and if gene-
rally established throughont the kingdom would
serve to mark an epoch in English manufacturing
greatness.

THE PREVENTION OF DISEASES.

The tenth annual report of the medical officer

of the Privy Council is, like its predecessors, a
document of great interest. The volume is of
considerable size, and includes a series of mis-
celianeoua inquiries and reports, one being
specially devoted to the geographical distribU'

tion and ethnological relations of conenmption.
In regard to vaccination we learn that a new

system of visitation, inspection of districts, and
gratuities for successful operations, has been in
force during the year.

The^ occasional inquiries” of the Privy
the active ingenuity of their skilful people be-

j

Council this year have extended to the out-
come fully developed, backed further by her

j

breaks of fever at Winfcerton, Terling, and Guild-
boundless resources in minerals, cotton, agri- ford. All these were cases such as have again

^ ’ mid np-flin Hppt> ronnrfpd nn no “ ill {/ina .-.fcultural produce, and coal—the latter alone ex-
ceeding by thirty times our own—and we would
have another powerful competitor, whose exer-
tions we yet scarcely felt, although the interest-
ing statistical report sent by the Birmingham
Chamber of Commerce to Lord Robert Montagu,
exhibited our trans-Atlantic cousins as extensive
manufacturers and exporters of such goods as
wood-handled spades aud shovels, hoes, axes,
coopers’ tools, nails, pumps, agricultural im-
plements, sewing-machines, revolving pistols
and breech-loading muskets, clocks, gas-fittings,
weighing-machines, machines for domestic pur-
poses, and a great number of what were termed
“ American notions.” To meet these contin-
gencies it was plain that we must call up all

our own labour-power, and educate it purposely
to the general advantage of the commonweal.
From the elements within us, the capital and

energy of our merchants and traders, the in-

domitahle perseverance and endurance of our

aud again been reported on as “ illustrations of
excremental poisoning.” “ This filthiest chapter
in the history of our pestilences,” says Mr.
Simon, ” is one which I would gladly consider
myself excused from re-opening on the present
occasion.” At Winterton there was disgraceful
neglect, though the town four years previously
had adopted the Local Government Act. At
Guildford the water-supply was poisoned by
sewage. At Terling the epidemic was due to
conditions of local filth which existed under
definite legal responsibility. The nuisance
authority of the place (the Board of Guardians
of the Witham Union) had grossly neglected its

duty. In the space of two months a larger pro-
portion of the population were killed by the
filth-fever than ought to have died from all

causes in two years. Mr. Simon suggests that
if each person who suffered under these circum-
stances could recover his compensation from the
rates, the local authorities would perhaps learn

artisans, who were naturally industrious and :
2- sharp practical way that sanitary neglect

skilful, there was room to build up a grander
|

mistaken parsimony. So, too, he hints
and finer England in the future than ever '

that, as regards commercial water-companies
existed in the past. There seemed to be some-
thing in the peculiar character of Englishmen
that they never did their best until some strong
opposition was brought to bear upon them

; then
the combative and persevering spirit of the
nation was brought out, and great improvement
often followed after a temporary collapse. Thus,
upon first going to war with a foreign nation,
we had often experienced a reverse, which, in-

stead of acting |as a discouragement, seemed to
infuse new fire and spirit, with stern determina-
tion to conquer, into our management and coun-
cils

J
so that the check received in the first place

ultimately proved to be a fortunate spar and
incentive, leading to ultimate triumph. The

and the like, certain sorts of malfeasance should
involve liability to pay pecuniary damages to
injured persona. He thinks that in this point of
view the sanitary rights of the public are but
very imperfectly secured, and that explicit legis-

lation in the matter is greatly to be desired.

NEW BUILDINGS IN KEIGHLET,
YORKSHIRE.

Mechanics' Institute and School of Art.

The erection of a large building, for the joint

accommodation of the Mechanics’ Institute and
plan of establishing Trade Museums would have

'

School of Art, has just been commenced at
a very wide application, for there was not a ! Keighley.
single branch of industry tbronghont the country

j

On the ground or principal floor the Institute
that would not be considerably benefited by its

|

will have its more important rooms ; consisting
adoption. Even in the mining districts, a of reading-room (at the south-west angle of the
museum would be desirable. The classification

|
building), 33 ft. by 20 ft.; conversation-room,

of the various ores, enlivened by the beautiful
j

28 ft. by 18 ft.
;
library, 33 ft. by 18 ft.

;
also

stalactites that abound, would form a vei-y in-
1

patents room, pence bank, and secretary’s office,
teresting collection, to which might be added I The lecture-hall—a large apartment, 87 ft. by
models of machinery, and of all appliances used 44 ft., and with a wagon-headed and panelled
in mining. In the seaport towns, boats, anchors, ^ and boarded ceiling—will be common both to
cordage, sails, models of vessels, and marine
engines, might be well represented; and these
would become in time depositories of curiosities
brought from abroad,—though this was the least
useful aspect in which to regard the subject,
unless they considered the great probability that
useful fibres would be brought with other speci-
mens, opening out new branches of indnstry.

_

While the mere workmen’s Industrial Exhibi-
tions, however worthy of encouragement on cer-
tain grounds, conld have no abiding influence
upon routine manufactures, and, on the other
band, the International Exhibitions were con-

the Institute and School of Art, and will seat
about 700 people.

On the upper floor the school of art will

be located, and will have an exhibition-room,
46 ft. by 22 ft.; mechanical room, 28 ft.

by 18 ft.
I

painting-room, 30 ft. by 18 ft.

;

modelling room, 33 ft. by 20 ft. ; casting
room, master’s room, and retiring-rooms and
lavatories for each sex. The lighting of the
painting-room will be to the north, and of the
exhibition-room from the top. From the land-

ing of the principal staircase leading up to this

flat or story a gallery opens out into the lecture-
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hall before mentioned, giving accommodation for
about 100 persons.
The whole of the basement story (which, frour

the nature of the site, will be clear of the ground
on all sides) is occupied by a range of classi-
roome, ten in number, and some of them of very
large size; also by a tea-room, 50 fo. by 18 ft.,

and a residence for the hall-keeper. Separate
entrances to this story are provided on the
plans.

The building is so arranged that the Mechanics’’
Institute, the school of art, and the lecture-
hall may be in operation at the same time, and
yet not interfere with each other.

Externally the building will be in the Gothic
stylo, built of stone, and with ashlar quoins and
dressings.

The principal entrance will be under a tower
(rising to the height of nearly 100 fc.).

The contracts for the erection have been
chiefly taken by Keighley contractors, and the
estimated cost with the land is about 12,0001.
The architects are Messrs. Lockwood & Mawson.

Baths and IFasWiouses.

The erection of baths and washhouses for the
township has just been commenced by the
Board of Health, under the same architects.
The accommodation provided will consist of a
central office, with separate entrances and
waiting-rooms on either side of the baths

;
two

men’s tepid swimming-baths (first and second
class), each 60 ft. by 30 ft., with open-framod
timber roofs and top lights; four first and nine
second class men’s slipper baths. On the
upper floor and approached from either entrance
(so as to be used by either sex on different days)

,

will be a suite of Turkish baths, with a first
and second class tepidarium, frigidarium, and
calidarium complete to each.
The washhouse will comprise thirty double

wash-tubs, each supplied with steam and hot
and cold water, and with drying closets, and all
requisite appliances to correspond. An engine
and chimney, and a suitable residence for the
attendant in charge, will complete the arrange-
ments.

The building is Gothic in style, and the large
inside baths will be treated to correspond. Tho
contractors are wholly Keighley men

; and tho
cost, exclusive of the ground, will be about
7,0001.

THE GUILDHALL, LONDON.
We described some weeks ago the window,

executed by Messrs. Clayton & Bell, which has
been set np in the Guildhall by the operatives of
Lancashire. We may repeat that the window is

divided vorticallyby two main mullious into three
sections, the central division being subdivided
into five lights, the sides into two each. The
couplet division on the north side contains
figures of Lancastrian worthies, and in tho
similar division on the south side are introduced
worthies of the City. The subject of the lower
tier of the central portion of the window is
illustrative of the rebuilding of the City by
Alfred the Great, that of the upper tier being-
devoted to the snbjectof the grant of tho charter
to the City of London by William I. In both
cases the figures of the kings occupy tho central
light, the figure of the Conqueror being shown in
the act of presenting the charter, which has
been reproduced in the glass from the original
in possession of the corporation. The two figures
in the side division on the north side are full-

length portraits of Sir Richard Whittington and
Sir Thomas Gresham

;
those on the south side

being of John of Gaunt (Duke of Lancaster) and
Sir Thomas Stanley. Whittington, by the way,
bolds a skull instead of his better known
insignium, a cat. At the base of the window
runs the following inscription ;

—
“ The grateful memorial of the operatives of Lancashire

and the cotton manafacturiog districts to the Mansion
House Belief Committee, who, as almoners of a world's
benevolence, distributed to them more than 600,C0IL
during the cotton famine, 1862-6, namely, "William Cubitt,
Lord Msyor, William James Kiehmond Cotton, Charles
Barber, wilUam Morley, John Armitage, G. Howes,
Francis Lycett, and Stauros Dilberoglue

;
with Lord

Mayors William Anderson Rose, ’William Lawrence,
"W’arren Stormes Hale

;
and Joseph Gibbs, Secretary."

The window has a certain tameness. The
figures of the worthies in the side divisions are
larger than those of the kings in the central
groups

;
and the feet of many of the figures are

obtrusively large. Nevertheless, it is a very
handsome and interesting work. The ugly glass

in the west window should be removed at once
;

its vulgarity is now more than ever apparent.
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TLe costly work, upon which the Corporation
of London have been engaged for nearly five

years, in Guildhall, is now approaching comple-
tion. From first to last in that time the Court
of Common Council will have expended upwards
of SOjOOOJ. upon the undertaking, the finishing
stroke to which is being given by the erection of
a carved oak screen, and a da'is at the eastern
end of the hall, at a cost, included in that sum,
of 2,400h The anbject of the restoration was
first mooted in the Common Council in July,

1862, on a recommendation, which was adopted,
of the City Lands Committee that the then roof
of the Guildhall, which was flat and unsightly,
and to which we had often objected, should be
replaced by an open roof, in accordance with
the original architectnre of the hall. In May,
1865, in addition to grants previously made, the
Court voted 1,200Z. for the erection of a lantern
and spire to the roof, and authorised the addi-
tional expenditure of 4,800Z. odd in rebuilding
four of the turrets of the ball and two of the
pinnacles, and 3,080Z. in restoring and re-
pairing the internal stonework of the tracery
under the windows. The Minstrels’ Gallery,
constructed of oak at the western end of the
building, has cost 1,2001.

5 and the construction
of staircases in the turrets to afford access to it

280h The necessary works for lighting and
warming the building have cost upwards of
2,430h The repairing of the hall and other
incidental works Lave involved an outlay of
l,358h odd, and the lowering the monuments of
Nelson, Wellington, Beekford, Pitt, and Chatham,
which had become necessary, about 470?. The
contractors from the first have been Messrs.
Myers, and the works have been executed from
designs by Mr. Horaco Jones, the City archi-
tect.

THF PALMERSTON MEMORIALS AT
ROMSEY.

These memorials have now been inaugurated.
The day was kept as a holiday in tho town.
Earl Granville and other members of both
Honses of Parliament were present, but neither
Lord Russell nor Mr. Gladstone was there.
Tho statue occupies the exact centre of the

market-place. A solid bed of concrete furnis
the resting-place for the statue. In digging out
for the concrete some of the brickwork was dis-
covered which, nearly fifty years ago, formed
part of the then town-hall and market-house.
On the concrete a few rows of bricks are laid,
and on these a large piece of granite rests, sur-
mounted by another piece, somewhat smaller.
Both these pieces are rough at the sides. Next
comes a flat piece of polished marble, bevelled
at the sides. On this is a shaft of the same
material, equally highly polished. On the front
of this shaft, facing the Hundred, is merely the
word,

—

“ Palueestox.’'

And on the opposite side are the words,

—

“ Born, 17B4
;

Died, 1665.''

This is all the inscription the statue bears.
The shaft is surmounted by another piece of
scolloped marble, which gives the pedestal a
complete appearance. The figure is a bronze
one, about 9 ft. high, and has been cast from
the purest gun-motal that could be found, by
Messrs. Prince & Co., of Southwark, from a
mould prepared by Mr. Noble. The right hand
is slightly extended and open to a considerable
extent. The countenance or likeness is con-
sidered to bo good.

^

The triplet of lancets, also erected as a memo-
rial of the statesman, in the west end of the
Abbey Church, is of great size, the centre light
being 39 ft. by 5 ft. 7 in., and the two side lights
36 ft. 6 in. by 4 ft. 2 in. each. The window has
been designed by Messrs. Clayton & Bell, to
exemplify the idea of Government descending
from heaven to earth. In the upper portion of the
three windows is a representation of the highest
idea of rule—the Lord Jesus Christ sitting on
the throne of glory, surrounded by adoring saints
and angels. Below are three subjects from the
New Testament, showing acts of power and
teaching

j namely, our Lord feeding 5,000, the
Sermon on the Mount, and the Tribute Money.
Below these, again, are three subjects from the
Old Testament, illustrative of power and govern-
nent; namely, Joseph distributing Corn in
^gypt. the Judgment of Solomon, and Daniel as
ruler. In the lower tier are figures showino-
Ulegorioally three modes of action in which on

earthly ruler may beneficially exercise his
power :— 1. In preserving peace and plenty

;
2.

In making war in defence of his country and of
a right cause

5 3. In breaking fetters and libe-
rating captives

5 and at the bottom are the
heraldic bearings of Lord Palmerston, and the
following inscription :

—“ In memory of Viscount
Palmerston : obiit 1865.” Beneath each of the
Scripture subjects is a descriptive Latin text. In
an areading dividing the subjects horizontally
are demi-figores of patriarchs, prophets, kings,
apostles, and saints.

HEALTH OF GUILDFORD, SURREY.

A RESIDEXT in Guildford writes to us,—It is

reported here that the fever has broken out
very badly at Guildford again. It will be recol-
lected Dr. Buchanan was sent down from the
Privy Council Office to investigate the probable
cause of the last outbreak, and which was con-
sidered to be caused by the quality of the water
supplied to the town, and remedial measures
were supposed to have been taken.

I do not know what they will call the cause
of the outbreak now. Can it be the great heat,
evaporating the sewage which for ages has been
saturating the soil and the underlying chalk.

Guildford is not drained. The sewage runs
into cesspools, and probably filters through them
to a considerable extent. There is a drain runs
down some of the streets to take the rainfall
from the street gullies, and I have heard some
house-drains have been connected to it. There
are a good many cellars in some parts of Guild-
ford, and if they are not well ventilated and
drained it does not improve the sanitary con-
dition of the place, especially if the soil around
the cellar be saturated with sewage.

I think it is likely there may be another
official inquiry as to the cause of tho outbreak.
I do not think fever has ever been absent from
the village of Compton, near Guildford, since
June, 1867

j
and no doubt defective sanitary

arrangements are the cause. At Dunstable,
Beds, it is usual to turn the night-soil and sewage
into the cesspools, and dig a fresh one every
time the old one gets filled up,—consequently
low fever is very prevalent in the town.

NEITHER LIGHT NOR SOUND EXCEPT
TO EYES AND EARS.

Having read your review of Mr. Benson’s
“Principles of the Science of Colour,” which Isoon
hope to have the pleasure of reading, I am still

impressed with the belief that considerable mis-
conception regarding the theory of colour arises
from not pushing our present advanced physical
and physiological theories of light and sound to
their ultimate conclusions, or it would be per-
ceived that all differences in musical notes and
colours are fundamentally due to quantitative or
proportional difterences. The proximate cause
of every colour, according to received theory, is,

externally to the sentient being, an undulation of
aceitain length and velocity, nothing more,

—

' just as the cause of a musical sound in the ear is

proximately a certain mechanical vibration of
the air. Notes and colours are the efl'ects of
these on, and modified by, living organs

j there
is neither light nor sound independently of eyes
and ears: if there be, we have yet to find the
true theories of music and colour, for vibrations
would clearly not then be the proximate causes
they are now considered : the vulgar error lies

in supposing colour to inhere in the vibrations
themselves, and that it has the same objective
existence that it appears to sense. No received
physical theory does this. Vibrating force, then,
is the real and sole primary of colour, and it is

its variations which fundamentally produce all

differences of colour : fundamentally these are
differences of degree only, and not of kind.
Primaries, secondaries, and tertiaries are verbal
distinctions given to tho phenomena produced
by these mechanical vibrations in ns. We do
not say that these verbal distinctions are use-
less, so long as it is remembered that no colour
is radically difl’erent from another, but that the
difference is only a difference of measure.
On the subject of compensation, it appears to

me that the largest generalization is the best,
for fortunately every colour sensation can be
tested, and its true compensation be found, by
experimenting with the eye. But the old error
creeps in here, and the compensating colours

are discoursed upon in treatises, as if they had
objective existence.

The great law of compensation which per-
vades nature is this :—Let

0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7—8—9. 10, 11, 12, 13,

14, 15, 16,

represent the limits of a scale of variation, then
we have these compensating pairs, starting from
the mean or central eight 9 : 7, 10 : 6, 11 : 5,
12 : 4, 13 : 3, 14 : 2, 15 : 1, 16 : 0; the sum
and the mean of every pair beiug the same.
The law may be expressed more intelligibly
thus :—Any aberration from a mean state must
be compensated by a corresponding one of an
equal but opposite kind, which shall re-establish
the mean or balanced state.

I believe that colour is the result of a dis-
turbance of the mean state of solar vibration by
the prism, or other means.

W. Cave Thomas.

THE GREAT PYRAMID AND LINCOLN’S-
INN-FIELDS.

It is commonly reported that the area of
Lincoln’s-inn-fields is tho same as that of the

base of the Great Pyramid of Giza ; but until

Colonel Vyse dug down to the base of that most
ancient of structures and found the casing stones,

no very accurate account of its dimensions could
be given, and, consequently, no very accurate
comparison could be made between its area and
that of Lincolu’s-inn-fields.

I enclose the dimensions of the exterior of the
Great Pyramid as measured by the engineer
Perring, for Colonel Vyse, with an outline in red
ink of the figure of Lincoln’s-inn-fields, and a
scale of feet as given in the “ Plan of tho
parishes Bloomsbury and St. Giles-in-the-fields,

surveyed by J. G. Mair, esq., M.R.I.B.A.”
Drawn to tho same scale, in black ink, is an
outline of the base of the Great Pyramid of Giza,

of which the superficial area is 583,696 ft., and
of Lineolu’s-inn-fields 511,116 ft., which leaves
an excess in favour of the Pyramid of Giza of
72,580 ft.

If one side of the base of the Great Pyramid of
Giza be placed against the wall of the honses on
the north side of Lincoln’s-inn-fields, the corner
touching the garden wall of Lincoln’s-inn on the
east side of the area

;
the opposite line of the

base of the pyramid will exceed the Fields by a
parallelogram containing 72,580 superficial feet;

no insignifioant property when the new law
courts are built.

Present base of Great Former base, Sc.
Prramid of Giza 7-10 ft. 70-1 ft.

Height 150 n. 9 in -180 ft. 9 in.

Diagonal 663 ft. 3 in 611ft.

You will perceive by these measures that

about 10 ft. of the crust of the pyramid have
been removed from each face, and ibis work of
demolition is still going on

;
for a rude kind of

vase, for pouuding the indigo plant in, is made
of blocks about 3 ft. high and 2 ft. wide by an
Arab mason, whose shop used to be, at the time
of the Prussian mission, on the south side of the
monument. Joseph Bonomi.

THE BELLS OF THE CHURCH OF ST.

MARTIN-IN-THE-FIELDS.

The steeple of St. Martin’s Church is furnished
with, a fine peal of twelve bells in the key D, the
weight of the teuor being 32 cwt. There is also
a Priest’s bell in the steeple.

The bells are severally inscribed as follows :

—

1. Cast by A. R. 1768.
2. E. Hart and W. Chapman, churchwardens. T. R.

1770.
3. Cast by A. H. 1758.

4. [Glory to God in the highest], and on earth peace.
1726.

6.

Peace on earth, and good will towards men. 1725.
6. Abraham Rudhall cast all of us. 1735.
7. Prosperity to all England, 1726.
8. Peace and good neighbourhood, 1725.
9. Prosperity to the parish of St. Martin-in-the-Fields,

1726.
10. Fear God and honour the Emg. 1725.’
11. John Walker and John Sawcer, churcbwarJeos.

1725.
13. Rev. R. Pearce, D.D., vicar.

Walter Turner and W. House, churchwardens. 1726.

Priest’s Bell. A. R. 1725.

The old church, which was taken down in

1720, had a peal of six bells. The present
edifice, by Gibbs, was consecrated on the 24th
of October, 1726, and according to an item in
the account of Mr. Walter Turner, ohurch-
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warden, whose name appears on the tenor, the

cost of the present peal of bells, allowing for

the metal of the old one, was 1,2641. 18a. 3d.

These bells were cast by Abraham Budball, a

celebrated founder, in 1725-6. But the first,

second, and third having been subsequently

cracked, were recast in the years indicated by
the respective inscriptions.

“ In the year 1684 Abraham Rudhall, of the

city of Gloucester, brought the art of bell-

founding to great perfection.” His descendants

in succession continued the business, and from a
list published by them—about the end of the

last century—a copy of which is now before me,
it appears that they had then cast no less than

4,521 church bells. The peals of St. Dunstan’s-

in-the-East, St. Bride’s, London, and St. Mar-
tin’s, Westminster, are in the number.
And here I may observe, that the Eudhafis

were evidently good “ Church and State people.”

Their bells generally bear some such epigraphs

as the following :
— “ God prosper the Church

of England

“

Prosperity to the Church and
Queen;” “Free from rebellion: God save the

King “ Peace and good neighbourhood
" God preserve our Church and State.”

The belfry, or ringers’ chamber, at St. Mar-
tin’s, is one of the most spacious and conve-

nient known to me, while the staircase lead-

ing to it is so admirably arranged, that one
can ascend and descend without soiling a coat.

This is a matter to which architects of future

churches might do well to direct their attention.

By the way, I should mention that, owing to the

constant attention of the active steeple-keeper,

Mr. Morris, the belfry is also in excellent con-

dition.

Many remarkable performances have been
given here, some of which are recorded on the
tablets placed on the walls of the belfry.

Certain members of the Cumberland Society,

who are accomplished ringers, meet in this

belfry for practice on the firet and third Friday
in every month.

Before concluding I cannot refrain from
making a remark with a view to set at rest the
following story, which long went the round of

our newspapers, &c., and which has been re-

produced in England, France, and Germany
during the last few years. A -writer in the
Champion, of June 3rd, 1742, says :

—

estate from west to east.” Two of the selected plans do
not strictly comply with that part of the instrnctions.

The one receiving fireiprize has the principal roads on
one of his plans only 42, 46, and 50 Ji. tcide, end on the
second plan only 60 ft.

The one receiving second prise has the principal road
only 46 ft. wide, and in other parts 60 ft. wide (although
marked in several places on his plan 66 ft,)

;
and the one

receiving third prize has interfered with tho workhonse
gronnd

; but bis general design is good, and is really the
only one of the threo deserving a prize. All the plana

selected interfere with the stone-yard
;
and the plan re-

ceiving second prize shuts np Boundary-lane, which has
been a public road for twenty or thirty years.

I can give you other instances, particularly with regard
to the arrangement of the other roads and the bailing
sites.

The plans recefwn^ first prize show the largest number
of sites, but their frontages are only 15 ft. to 16 ft., and
many of them are fronting the main roads ;

many are only
13 ft. wide (although stated by the authors in their re-

port, that none are intended to be less than 16 fit.). Like-
wise they also contain sites which are only 36 ft., 40 ft.,

and 45 ft. deep, and are arranged quite regardless of uni-

formity, ventilation, and sanitary arrangements, as re-

quired by the instructions.

Jans receiiriny second prize have six courts, from
ft. wide, with sites 42 ft. to 46 ft. deep

;
also

sites for bouses fronting the main road not 40 ft. deep.
A lane, 600 ft. long, 20 ft. wide, with flfty-six houses iu-

troduced, which have no fore courts, and many meaaaring
only 30 ft. and 40 ft. deep. So much for sanitary arrange-
ments !

Plans A, C, and D, all interfere with the workhouse
baildings.

So much for the selection, whilst several of the rejected
plans have strictly complied with the instructions, and con-
tain nearly as many sites, with frontages of 18 ft. to 20 ft.,

and depths not leas than 56 ft. to 60 ft.

I thiuk I have said enough to show the folly of a profes-
sional man, a stranger to the members of tbe Board,
attempting bond fide to compete under such circum-
stances, and to devote time and labour only to find him-
self stultiiled in such a decision as the one arrived at.

If the plans had all been sent in under mottoes, and bad
been examined and decided upon, u-i/lt tht assistance of
a professional man, as ntggeeted both in the Builder and to

the guardians themselves, there would have been a very
difTerent result ; at any rate, tho unsuccessful candidates
would, I am sure, have been better satisfied than they
are likely to be.

It just comes to this, that the guardians have issued in-

structions which they have not abided by, in their decision,

as they have so far altered their views as to but a number
of gentlemen, whose time might have been much better
employed, into an extremely false position.

As the plans are to be open for inspection at the Wal-
worth Testrr Mi» iceek, I fearlessly refer the rate-payers
of the parish, or any professional gentleman, to tbe plans
selected, and beg that they will compare them with the re-
jected ones, and the facts stated in this letter.

If the guardians have decided in error of the measnre-
ments here referred- to, let them, in justice to the other
competitors, and for tho sake of future competition, re-
examine and reconsider all the plans vith professional aid,

and a “ true verdict give '' according to merit.
Fbeobbick a. Klein.

quite right, and have begun to move in the matter. They
have invited every house-owner in the town to connect his

“midden” with the common sewer, and to send in the
bill to them, to which great objections appear to have
been raised.

That, sir, appears to bo tho estimate they have f-'rmed
of their responsibility. Liverpool Is forty years behind
London in this. Another cause of the great mortality is

undoubtedly the drinking customs of the place. I never
saw or heard of a town with so many public-houaea and
beer-shops in if, some of them, no doubt, selling good
liquor and being well conducted, but many of them low
and poisonous, both physically and mormly. At least

two-tmr^ of these houses might bo closed with great
advantage to tho public,

I wish, sir, that you could be induced again to visit this

city, ana that your powerful pen might be used to strike
“ Another Blow for Life." and bring some people to their

senses. I, for one, shall certainly relbse to expose the

health of my family to such risks as I have mentioned by
living in the town. Cannot something bo done to help

those who are obliged to remain here ? E. G.

ME. SAMUELSON’S EDUCATIONAL
COMMITTEE.

Tbe Select Committee, moved for by Mr,

Samoelson, and appointed “ To inquire into tbe

Provisions for giving Instruction in Theoretical

and Applied Science to the Industrial Classes”

have issued their report, which results in tho fol-

lowing among other conclusions :

—

That adult science classes, though of great use to

artisans, to foremen, aud to the smaller^ manufacturers,

“Nell Gwyn, player, left a handsome income yearly to
St. Martin’s, on condition that on every Thursday evening
in tho year there should be six men employed for tho
space of one hour in ringing, for which they were to have
a roasted shoulder of mutton and ten shillings for beer

;

but this legacy is of late diverted some other way, and no
such allowance is now given.”

Now, as a correspondent, who published a
copy of Nell Gwynne’s will with a codicil in the
Athenccum of the 26th of January, 1833, justly
observes,—“No authority, beyond report, ap-
pears for this assertion.” And from inquiries
which I have made it may safely be said that
the story is altogether false.

Thomas Walesby.

THE WALWORTH-COMMON ESTATE
COMPETITION.

The Walworth-Common Estate competition
has ended in the premiums being awarded as
follows, viz.

1. Messrs. McMurdie & Rust, A. Wright, and
J. P, Rolfe.

2. Messrs. H. Jarvis & Son.
3. Mr. J. T. Lepard.

etion requiring costly bnildinga and l^ora-
e aupportedhy fees aJone, without aid from
the Iqilowing sources; namely, the State,

THE ARTISANS’ DWELLINGS ACT.

Mr. Torrens thus explains the provisions of

the Artisans’ Dwellings Bill—a measure which
has now become law :

—

The duty ofinspecting abodes unfit for human habita-
tion is still laid npon the officer of health

; and the inde-
pendence of that officer is fortified by his being made
irremovable without the consent of tbe Government. A
competent surveyor is to be required to say whether the
dwelling is capable of being made wholesome by any and by
what'repairs, or whether it must be pulled down and rebuilt.
In either case the owner of the property is to have the
option of doing the necessary work. If he declines, the
vestry in the metropolis (or the corporation elsewhere) is

empowered and directed to have the repairing or rebuild-
ing properly done; and, in case of neglect or delay, appeal
may be made by the ratepayers to the Secretary of State
for an order compelling the local authority to do its duty.
The money is to be obtained from the Public Works Loan
Commissioners, at 4 per cent., as originally proposed in
the Bill as it left the Commons; but, instead of the com-
pulsory purchase of the premises and its re-aale at the end
of five years, the Lords have preferred to give us a com-
pulsory mortgage until the loan from the Treasury shall
be paid oiT.

cannot provide all the scientific instruction which those

should possess who are responsible for the conduct of im-

portant industrial undertBKings. That all whose necessi-

ties do not oblige them to leave school before the age of

fourteen, should receive instruction in the elements of

science as part of their general education.
That the re-organisation of secondary instruction and

tbe introduction of a larger amount of scientific teaching

into secondary schools are urgently required, and ought to

receive the immediate consideration of Farbament and of

the conntry.
That It is desirable that certain endowed schools shoulil

be selected in favourable situations for the purpose of

being reconstituted as science schools, having m view the

special requirements of the district ;
such schools to be

rendered available to the surrounding districts, by_ the

establishment of exhibitions open to public competition;

so that the children of every grade may bo able to nse
from the lowest to the highest school.

That superior colleges of science, aud schools for special

scientific mslrnetion =“

torics, cannot be sup'

one or more of the following ... , ...
the localities, and endowments or other benefactions.

That such colleges and special schools are most likely to

be succesaful if ostMilished in centres of industry.

That some slight addition to the emolnments of science

teachers would probably tend materially to promote the

establishment and permanence of elementary science

That the provisions of tho Public Libraries and Mu-
seums Act should be altered so as to enable public bodies

to levy a slightly increased rate for scientific purposes.

That the masters of trainiog colleges for the_ teachers

of elementary schools should give special attention to the

instruction of those teachers in theoretic^ and applied

science, where snob instruction does not exist already.

That teachers in elementary day schools should be paid

on results for teaching science to the older scholars, in

the same way as payment is now made for drawing in such

schools. That the educatiou of higher science teachers

shonld be encouraged by the granting of degrees, in

science at Oxford and Cambridge as at other Universities,

and by the opening of a greater number of fellowships to

distinction in natural science as well as in literature and

mathematical and moral science.

That a more intimate connexion between the various

Goverument institutions for scientific instruction in Lon-
don would increase the elliciency of each of these institu-

tions, and that their conatilntion and management aud their

future relations to each other require further considera-

tion,”

LIVERPOOL BY A NEW INHABITANT.

Sib,—

A

s.an onsuccessful competitor, I feel at some dis-

advantage in making any remarks on the decision lately
arrived at by the Poor-Law Guardians; but, iu justice to
myself and a great number of my fellow competitors, I
must protest against the utter inconsistency an(I absurdity
of that decision, and the injustice that is done to a body
of gentlemen who have devoted much time and labour to

the preparations of the plans, which the result shows
might just as well have been spared.
The facts are, that tbe three prises offered by tho guar-

dians for the beet plans have all been awarded to competi-
tors are connected scith the parish. To this I could
make no objection, if the plans selected trere tn accordance
with the instructions of the guardians themselves, as

printed and circulated amongst the competitors, or that
they possessed snperior merit to those plans which have
adhered to the instrnctions.

On reference to the selected plans (especially the firstand
second prizes), it will be seen that they are entirely at

variance with the instructions in several important par-
ticulars ; whilst I and many of my professional brethren
who sent in plans imagining that the instructions were
given bona fide, and that the points I allude to were ’of

importance, have taken especial pains to adapt our de-
signs to the supposed requirements of the guaroians.

It was distinctly stated that “ the gnardiana require two
good roads from 66 ft. to 60 ft. in rndth, to intersect the

Bib,—

I

n an article in your journal recently, it is stated
that the mortality of infants under five years of age i

Liverpool is equal to 50 per cent. By the registrar’^

weekly return just published, we find that the death-rate
of the population there is over 33 per 1,000, and by general
consent tnis city is a most unhealthy one at all tunes, but
ipecially at this season of the year.
There appear to me to be two causes for this, tho first

and principal of which is the want of proper sanitary
arrangements. Water is here in abundance, and laid on
every day, and all day at a high pressure

; but—and it will
scarcely "be believed— it is only within a short time, I am
told some two years at most, that water-closets have been
introduced into the town, and even now only into the best
houses. The great majority of the hooaes have in their

back yards privy and an ash and garbage pit combined,
called in tbe vernacular a “midden.” These middens are
usually allowed to become foil before they are emptied,
which generally takes from two to three months; and
as they are quite uncovered, their contents seethe and
bake in the sun during that time, fouling the atmoephere
with poisonous gases, quickly producing in the strongest
men cholera, choleraic diarrheea, low fever, and other
similar diseases, which in the weak mostly end in death.
Another result of this state of things is, that flies are

produced in such abundance that they are like the plague
m Egypt; they enter the houses, and may be killed and
carried away by the shovelful, and in the courts and
alleys they rise like a cloud. The corooration have
recently become aware that this state of things is not

THE TRADES MOVEMENT.

licdt&ninQ in Sirmingham.^A. notice, ifc appears

was recently posted np thronghout the town an-

nouncing,

—

“ That on Wednesday last some evil-disposed person

malicionsly cut one strand ofalarge rope used for hoisting

heavy blocks of stone at the new Birmingham and Midland

Bank now in course of erection in Stephenson-placo, with

intent to cause injury to the workmen, and that the act

was providentially discovered in time to prevent any injury

being done.”

Had this not been detected before the raising of

the stone there is said to be little doubt that

the men beneath must have been fearfully

crushed. The stonemasons now employed at the

building are non-society men, who have supplied

the place of the society men at present on strike.

The Binningham Stonemasons' Strike .—The

Birmingham masons have published a letter,

addressed to the public, giving a resumd of the

causes that have led to the existing strike. In

relation to the worked stone rule, which is the

main point of dispute, the letter justifies the

proposed rule. It says :

—

“ Supposing the master builders of Birmingham had

all the stone worked in tbe quarries, what would becoJM

of the greatest portion of the masons now required in the

town ? They would be compelled to breakup their homes,

and take up their abode in the vicinity oi the quarries,

thus debarring themselves of all those privileges they can
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•Tail IbernselTcs of in the town, such as the noble inati-
Mtes, the Fine Arta Gallery, and other available aonrces
of education, which are the principal means of lifting men
firm the deerading position of serfs, and making them
become good artisans and respected members of society.
Andnot only themselveswould be debarred those privileges,
hot it would be the means of keeping their children in that
state of ignorance which the seliish and sordid-minded
portion of the community would like to see. The builders
no not let the pablio know that we do not object to the
stone being seabbled out to skeleton moulds at the quarry.
The wages are lower in those districts, and they could get
the stone worked in its green, sappy state, at a little less
cost. The old custom of our trade to work the stone at
the building affords more time for it to become seasoned,
and enables the architect or clerk of the works to better
jndge of the quality of the material, and to guard against
all rents and shakes, which could not be so weU detected
after being worked at the quarries and exposed to the
atmosphere and dirt in its transit to the building. In the
end, our worked stone rule would prove the most eco-
nomical and advantageous to the public."

Thc“Rattcning” Case inLondon.—In reference
to thiB case the Worcester herald says,

—

“Mr. Potter took upon himself the responsibility of
Rating that trades societies do not object to piecework •

mat the societies name the minimum price of labour • and
fiirthcr, that the mere fact of a man being a member of a
society constitutes a guarantee that ho is au efHcient
wortoan Mr. Gladstone will now see that Mr. Potter
Bud the delegates were deceiving him. The men them-
lelyes are now openly denouncing piecework, and threat-
ening their employers with the horrors of the rattening
system unless they accept a labour tariff dictated by only
pno party to a contract supposed to be entered into for
(be production oi mutual advautagea to aU concerned.
Ur. Potter informed Mr, Gladstone that payment by piece
was impracticable in some trades, and he may be right •

tint in most trades it is the fair system, we might almost
say the only fair system. But it is not becauw payment
by piece may be impracticable under exceptional circnm-
itances, that the trades unionists object to it. The ob-
IMtion to piecework is really because it infringes upon
ho great end and aim of the unioniste-the enforcement
)i a nnuorm rate of wages fixed without regard to the
aapaoity of the mdiyidual worker. Nay, more, it has
been arjmed by experienced writers on the qaestion, that« an able worker will make more money than a careless

“ao, it is to the interest of the unBldlful
tot the societies actually look; if not, why do they

e®
P'ceework system ? SkiUed workmen havi

aothing to fear from its adoption. How can mere mem-Wrsbip constitute the guarantee for which an employer oflabour has a right to look? Do caudidates for admission

lviiu«
esnraination, or submit their

» n ^ committee of experienced work-

nemf
^“0"^ a mmi is admitted a

society without reference to his
opacity, upon his fi^nishirg proof that he has served a

n requirements
the payment of subscriptions supersede

dl considerations of workmanlike capacity.''

jet US hope that these cases of “rattening”
vjll be repudiated by the majority of the trade
ocieties, and that philosopbera and philan-
bropista will be left to carry out their good
ntentions, and so unite the interests of capital
ind labour that all remembrance of disputes
tetweeu employers and employed may bo lost in
. complete restoration of mutual goodwill and
aubual confidence.

THE PROPOSED LAW COURTS.
A roRMAL protest against tho injustice of

ho award as to the appointment of the ar-
ihitect of the proposed Law Courts has been
orwarded by Mr. E. M. Barry to the Treasury,
n requesting our attention to it Mr. Barry
ays,—" It seems to me that the question
f a just or unjust termination of so impor-
uit a competitioo possesses an interest and
ivolres a warning to the profession at large
0 less than to myself.” We thiuk so too,
s_ we hare already said, and shonld feel aur-
rised but for past experiences that the pro-
SBsion as a body have not uttered a strong pro-
38t against the decision that has been arrived
b. If Mr. Street had been treated as Mr. Barry
as been treated, we should say precisely the
vme thing. The strongest evidence was borne
) the correctness of onr views by the late Lord
ranworth, who signed the conditions as Lord
hancellor, under whose auspices they were
sued thus signed to the competitors, and whose
athority respecting them cannot therefore be
ispnted. His Lordship stated

—

“ It was due from him to Mr. Barry to say that ho was
iifectly nght in representing that the instructions givenmm were to attend almost exclusively to matters of
teraal accommodation, convenience, and arrangement
was due to Mr. Barry to remind their lordships of the
•ominenoe given to all questions of internal arrangement
rtma/ucjs It would certainly seem that Mr. Street should
1 the architect of the National Gallery, and that Mr
irry ought to construct the Courts of Law."

Mr. Bany in his protest says :

—

“Tho conditiona provide, (1), that the architect who
au acquit himself the best shall be appointed- thevmt out, (2), that, in deciding who is the best, ‘ utility is
he preferred to effect,' and good internal arrangeraeuts
au be considered paramount, ‘superseding so far as
ey may conflict Ml considerations of architectural
ect

; and they further provide, (3), that the decision ou
580 points of the judges appointed by the Government
ill be ‘ final.'

With reference to any claims of other competitors,
and the remarks to my prejudice, contained in Mr.
Street's recent memorandum, I think it right to repeat
emphatically that such claims and remarks are based
entirely on departmental reports by committees and
others who were not ike judge*, but only some of their
professional advisers, and that I rest my claims on the de-
cision arrived at bg fhejudges themselvei, with the opinions
of all their advisers before them, that ‘ Mr. Barry's design
is the best in regard to yAan, and the dUtribvHon of the
interior.’ This decision we were promised should be final,
and it ia not necessary for me to defend it. I may, how-

Qv®*"’
illustrating it, the separate report ofMessrs,

ahaw and Pownall assigning to me a preference under forty-
one heads against three in favour of Mr. Street,'and indod-
mg in the former every one of those points which the com-
petitors were told were of vital importance, such as light,
air, quiet, accesses, staircases, general arrangement, &c.
This report in no way supersedes, though it serves to ex-
plain, the decision of the judges, by showing in detail the
views entertained by tho two professional judges who may
be supposed to have especial qualifications.
Few non-professional persons can have a just idea of

the amount of time, labour, and anxious study I have
fo^d it necessary to bestow on tliis work, so as to pro-
vide conveniently and satisfactorily for the vast extent of
accommodation required, tho printed details of which ex-
tend over cighty-tbree foolscap pages, and include sixty-
six schedules, with twenty-four courts, and more than
1,000 rooms. ....

1 did not hesitate to incur the anxious labour of this
competition to tho detriment of my private engagements,
because I relied implicitly on her Majesty’s Government
to cany out strictly and equitably the promises which they
had made in order to obtain my designs, and because I
felt sure that they would recognise the moral claims as
well as the legal rights of the competitors. It did net
occur to me as possible that tho Government could allow
me to BO devote myself, and, after having received from
me aJl I had to give (viz. my designs), and being thus in
possession of all the advantages of the contract between
us, would declare that they do not on their part consider
themselves bound to keep their engagements, on the faith
ofwhich my designs were furnished, but hold themselves
free to disregard the decision of the judges, which they
promised should bo final, and to make any appointment
they may think proper as if the conditions had never been
written and issued under the auspices of a Royal Com-
mission, with tho signature of tho Lord Chancellor (Lord
Cranworth), fonuaDy attached to them."

The course which has been taken is not only
highly injurious and unfair to Mr. Barry, but ia

calculated to have a moat prejudicial effect on
the public interest; for it ia difficult to see how,
in tho event of future competitions, it will be
possible for architects again to repose confidence
in the just and equitable adherence of the
Government to tho conditious prescribed by
themselves, and agreed to by the competitors as
a contract between the two parties. Is it yet
too late to obtain justice ?

HARBOURS AND DOCKYARDS.

JIejiobanda by Lieutonant-Colonel Clarke,
R.E., director of works, have been issued among
the Parliamentary papers, explanatory of vote 11
of the navy estimates. From these memoranda
we make a few extracts, first remarking that the
votes asked for Deptford, Woolwich, and Sheer-
uess Dockyards are, looking to the proposed
eventual suppression of those establishments,
limited to such sums as are requinite for the
maintainence of the existing structures, and
for the effective and economic completion of the
current work on the building, repair, and fitting
of ships, until the new works at Chatham are
sufficiently advanced to admit of those services
being undertaken at that yard :

—

Chatham Extension.

My eslimato of January, I860, for the exeontion of the
works approved ^Parliament in oonnoxion with the exten-
siou of Cbatbaiu Dockyard, amounted to l,750,OC0L, to be
reduced in proportion as convicts are more or less em-
ployed. The farther experience we have had in dealing
(as we have been doing) with a treacherous and uncertain
soil, leads me to hope that it is correct. Up to this date
640,0001. have been expended, of which 265,OOOL Lave been
paid for the supply of plant and material for the employ-
ment during the last year of from 700 to 1,100 convicts,
whose labours are supplemented .and led by from 250 to
360 free artificers and labourers..

Portsmouth Extension.

The Admiralty did not obtain final possession of the
site for this work till 1S6G, aud the first contract was lot
from April Ist, 1867, the necessary preliminary work of
making anew boundary wall having been done in the interim.
Arrangements for tho yield of not less than 20,000,000
bricks a year bv convict labour have also been made, and
that number will this year be produced. Five hundred and
seventy convicts are employed in briekmaiing : the re-
mainder, being artificers, are occupied in preparing plant
and in making and repairing tools, &e. Their labour
has been supplemented by twenty steam-engines, applied
to brick machines, pile-engines, mills, lifts, &o.

Eevonpori and Eegham,

At Devonport and Keyham the proposed expenditure
this year ia confined to what ia required for additional
machinery and the current charges for the elBcient work-
iog and maintenance of tho establishment.

Mauliotoliiie.

Tho Irish Government, sinoe November, 1867, bavin"
increased the number of convicts from 270 to 460 men"
with 100 free artificers and labonrers, these works are now
making better progress. Tenders have been invited, and
sre under consideration, for the construction by contract
of the eastern wall and embankment. The expenditure so

far incurred amounts to 26,0007. (including 6007. for the
p^chase of Eat Island, wliicli was private property), of
which 7,0007. have been for plant, as steam travellers, steam
pile engines, pumps, &c., and 13,0007. for timber and
material, 5,0007. for the wages of free mechanics, and

for superintendence. Workshops, stone-cutting
sheds, and overhead travellers have been erected, and the
requisite raOs laid down. By a timber viaduct, 2,600 ft,

I have connected Haulbowline with Spike
Island, to avoid the difficulties and danger of bringing the
prisoners to the works in boats.

Portland.

For Portland harbour, which may now be regarded as
the head-quarters of the Channel fleet, and which will
probably become, in time of war, tho point of departure
and rendezvous for our fleet when tateng the sea against
an enemy, rapid and most efficient coaling arrangements
are wanting, and a sum in the current year amounting to
2,0007. has been taken for commencing them.

Marine Bairacis.

The extension of and sanitary improvements to tho
several marine barracks, which have of late years required
large votes, are now approaching completion, aud tho sum
asked for this year is limited to 15,4007., the principal item
being 3,0007. towards the erection of quarters for married
marine soldiers, and 5,0007. towards the additional accom-
modation for officers and men at Plymouth.

G7iro77a>'.

At Gibraitar convicts only are employed, and the sum
taken is limited to the amount sufficient to provide plant
and a small number of free artificers for the further pro-
gress of the mole on tho east side of the Naval Harbour.
A mole has also been proposed on the north side, but the
details have not yet been prepared.

CASES UNDER BUILDING ACT.

Clerltenwell Police Court.—On Friday, the
24th instant, Mr. Albert N. Bryett, builder,

of 116, St. James-road, Holloway, attended at
this court to answer a complaint preferred
against him by Mr. John Turner, district sur-

veyor of the eastern division of Islington, for

erecting a building at the rear of No. 36, Grove-
road, without first having given two days’ notice
to him, as required by the SSth^section of the
Metropolitan Building Act.

This case bad been adjourned on two previoos occa-
sions, to enable the defendant to receive a reply from the
Metropolitan Board of Works, to a complaint he had
made m reference to the proceedings takeu by the dis-

trict surveyor in respect to the said building.
Mr. Joseph E. Turner appeared for the district sor-

veyor, and Mr. Ricketts for the defendant. It appeared
that on the 23rd of April, 1867, notice was given by Mr.
Bryett, of his intention to erect six houses, shops, and
adoitions in the Grove-road. Tho size of each of the pro-
posed buildings given in the notice was equivalent to an
area of 640 superficial feet. In November lost the roof of
the house. No. 36, Grove-road, was covered in, and tho
building as then carried out, was found to contaiu an area
of 956 superficial feet. In the month of January last the
district surveyor had occasion to visit the premises, when
the bouse was occupied, and an oven had been erected by
another builder

;
and on the 27th of April, 1868, he dis-

covered the bnildiag in question begun at the rear of the
bouse, and for which he required notice, which had not
been given. The sections relied upon by the solicitor for
the (fistrict surveyor, were the 9th, 27th, 38th, 49tb,
41st, &c.
On the part of the defendant, it was contended that

works were going on from time to time on this and the
other houses included in the original notice, and that even
at the present time all the houses were not thoroughly
finished, and that the building in question was simply a
coal cellar, of about 7 ft. high, aud wae included in the
description of “additions” contained in the original

notice of the houses, He also contended, that although
this house was “covered in" at the time stated, yet as
the remaining houses, for which notice bad been given,
were not in such a ffirward state, this house could not bo
considered to be completely finished, and that according
to one of the interpretation clauses of the Act, the term
“urea” of a building was not to include “ attached build-
ings,” tbe height ofwhich did not exceed the height of the
ground story.
Tbe magistrate (Mr. Barker) decided that as the house

was proved to have been covered in at the time stated, and
taking into consideration that the area given in tho notice
for the bouses was considerably exceeded, although tho
other houses might not have been completed at the same
time as No. 36, Grove-road, yet to all intents and purposes
each house, although included in one notice, must be con-
sidered as a separate building; the rules of tho Act
applied to each individually, and the work complained of
having been commenced after the roof of toe bouse
No. 36, Grove-road, had been covered in, noUce should
have been given to the district surveyor. He should, there-
fore, impose a nominal penalty of 5s., and award 27. 28.

costs.

Mr. Ricketts stated he was instructed to ask for a case,
which was granted.
The district surveyor’s solicitor informed the magistrate

that the decision of the Metropolitan Board of Works ou
the complaint made by Mr. Bryett was ia accordance with
his (the magistrate’s} decision.

The Proposed New Mechanics’ Institute at
Bradford.—The contract by which the Cor-
poration of Bradford dispose of 1,000 yards of

land at the corner of Bowling-green and Tyrrel-

atreet, at tho price of 121. lOs. per yard, for the
erection of a new bailding in place of the
present Mechanics’ Institate, has been con-
cluded. Messrs, Andrews, Son, & Popper, archi-

tects, Bradford, have been selected to prepare
the designs.
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MONUMENTAL.
In the Honse of Commons, Mr. Roe-

buck, after making some remarks very eulo-

gistic of the late Lord Brougham, asked the

Premier whether it was the intention of the
Government to erect a monument in West-
minster Abbey to the memory of that illustrious

man. Sir G. Bowyer said he hoped that hig

lordship’s remains would be brought from
Cannes and deposited in the abbey. Other
members spoke, including Mr. Gladstone, and
Mr. Disraeli said that the Government were
considering the best means of doing honour to

the memory both of Lord Brougham and of Pro-
fessor Faraday, and explained that the delay
had been occasioned by the lamentable decline
in this country of the sculptor’s art. It has
been determined by the subscribers to the
original fund for the memorial of the late Lord
Holland in Westminster Abbey to devote the
sum remaining, which amounts to about 2,600Z.,

to the erection of a statue of his lordship on a
site offered by Lady Holland on the south side
of Holland Park, adjoining the Kensington-
road.

FROM SCOTLAIJD.

Edinburgh.— The foundation-stone of the
first Established Church which has been built in
Edinburgh since the Disruption in 1843, has just
been laid. The edifice, named the West Coates
Church, is intended to supply a want which the
increase of population in the western part of the
city has created, and its provision is the result of
public subscriptions. There are already two
Free Churches in the district—the Rosebnm
Church, built some time ago at a cost of 4,000Z.

j

and Free St. George’s in Stafford-street. The
estimated cost of the structure is 7,5001. Of
this sum rather less than 2,0001. only remain to
be collected, the public subscriptions amounting
already to 3,0001., and a donation of 2,5001. being
contributed by Donaldson’s Hospital, for accom-
modation to be afforded in the church for the
inmates of that institution. The site of the
church is on a piece of ground belonging to
Heriot’s Hospital, adjoining the east corner of
the Donaldson’s Hospital ground, but separated
from it by a road leading to the proposed feuing
ground, and by a belt of plantation. The edifice
is being built according to plans by Mr. Bryce,
architect. It is of freestone, in the later style
of Pointed Gothic, and to some extent will be
cruciform in plan. The centre portion or nave
is allotted to the general congregation

; and the
two aisles, with the galleries in the aisles, are to
be appropriated by the inmates of Donaldson’s
Hospital. The church will be entered from the
Coatbridge road, and exit doors from the galleries
will be provided on either side for the general
congregation. The entrances to the transepts
are provided for by octagon turrets with stair-
cases. Towards the front the structure is

gabled
;
and there will be a spire and tower

rising to the height of 130 ft. The tower is in
three stories, the first story being lighted by a
traceried window, and the upper stories by
triplet lancet windows. The spire is pierced by
two stories of spire-light windows, and is

surmounted by an ornamented finial and vane.
The roof is in a single span, framed with main
couplets. The seats are not to be enclosed with
doors, but are to have open bench ends, and they
will be wider than the seats nsually are in
Presbyterian churches. The pulpit is to be
placed at the north gable, and behind it will be
a vestiy and other accommodation. The pulpit
and platform in front of it will be panelled, as
will also a portion of the wall behind. 'This
north wall will be lighted by a rose window
immediately above the pulpit, and by two side
windows. The church will accommodate 900
persons

; and the estimate of the total cost of the
building already given includes all outside woik.

Perth .—A grand Masonic demonstration has
taken place at Perth, upon the occasion of lay-
ing the foundation-stone of Messrs. John Shields
& Company’s new power-loom weaving factory.
The buildings, now in course of erection, are
situated on the property of the Earl of Kinnoul,
at Balhonsie, a short distance to the north of the
Perth Cavahy Barracks. When completed, the
factory buildings will cover upwards of five acres
of ground, and contain 400 looms, as also
refreshment and reading rooms for the workers,
and the usual necessary adjuncts to so large an
establishment. The total cost of the erection of
the factory wUl be about 20,0001.

Dumfries .—The foundation-stone of a new
United Presbyterian Church has been laid at

Waterbeck, near Keitbbridge, Dumfries. The
church, which will accommodate 381 sitters, will

be in the Early English Gothic style, and will be
formed of nave and transepts. The site is a
short distance to the north-east of the present
church. A manse is also in course of erection.
The sites and the whole of the atone required
for the buildings have been given free of charge.
The cost besides is estimated at 1,8681.

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.

Hale, near Fa/rnham .— Hale Church, built
about twenty years ago, in the Norman style,

and which had a north aisle added to it in 1861,
has recently been again enlarged by the prolon-
gation of the chancel, and by a chancel aisle. A
western porch has likewise been built. Messrs.
Goddard & Son, of Farnham, were the builders

;

and Mr. Ferrey, the architect.

Ashwell, Herts .— St. Mary’s Church has been
re-opened. The successive efforts at restora-

tion made during the incumbency of the present
rector have been directed towards beautifying
the interior without destroying the original

Gothic character of the building, and these are
now completed; though a large expenditure is

necessary to repair and arrest the ravages of
time upon the work done by the Freemasons of
the thirteenth century. Soon after the appoint-
ment of the present incumbent, the Rev. H. W.
Hodgson, he set to work to restore the chancel,
and this was effected for 3301. Subsequently
the rector’s father (Mr. C. Hodgson) restored
the south porch at a cost of 1201., hoping that
this might lead to some more extensive improve-
ments. The churchwarden (the late Mr. John
Sale) about the same time paved the whole of
the nave with York stone, and not long ago a
painted window was placed at the east end of
the south aisle by Mr. C. Tinling, to the memory
of bis wife. During the past year still further
alterations have been made. Supported by his

parishioners and other friends, the rector has
been enabled to place an organ in the church, at

a cost of about 4001. Under the advice of Mr.
Shilcock, of Hitchin, architect, they removed all

the old pews, substituting open seats, which have
been made by Mr. Seymour, of Hitchin. The
expenditure for this and some extras is estimated
at 4001. In addition to this Mrs. Hodgson has
presented the parish with a stone teredos, the
centre panel of which contains a sculptured
representation of the Lord’s Supper, from the
painting of Leonardo da Vinci : the design was
furnished by Mr. A. Ashpitel, architect; and the
stonework was executed by Mr. James Chap-
man, Lambeth-road. The cost was 801.

Tunstall .—The new cemetery,'which has been
prepared for the town of Tunstall, or rather the
Episcopal portion of it, has been consecrated by
the Bishop of Gibraltar. The site of the new
burial-ground is at Clay Hills. It is on- the slope

of a hill on the west side of the town, and close

to some large ironworks in the valley below.
The cemetery is enclosed at present by a light

iron fence, and has been laid out by Mr. Mat-
thews, of Milton, from designs prepared by
Mr. R. Dain, architect, Burslem, the walks and
drainage being done by Messrs. Smith, Hanley
and Newcastle. The extent of the cemetery is

about seven acres, the land having been pur-
chased from Messrs. Williamson and Mrs. Clive,

at a cost of between 3,0001. and 4,0001. The
chapels are not to be erected until time has been
allowed for the subsidence of the ground from
mining operations. About half the ground has
been set apart for the burial of persons according
to the rites of the Church of England.

Lichfield .—The foundation-stone of a memo-
rial church to the Right Rev. John Lonsdale,

D.D., late Bishop of Lichfield, is to be laid

in the cathedral city, by the Right Hon. the Earl
of Lichfield, the lord-lieutenant of the county of

Stafford, assisted by the Right Worshipful G. S.

Tudor, D.G.P.M., and the principal grand lodge
of Freemasons of Staffordshire. After the cere-

mony there will be a public luncheon at the
Guildhall, under the presidency of the Earl of

Lichfield.

Ivegill .—The newly-erected church at Ivegill

has been consecrated by the Bishop of Carlisle.

The church is called Christ Church, and has
been built at the sole expense of the Rev. A. E.
Hutton, of Stockdalewath, the incumbent of the
chapelry, from the designs of Mr. R. J. Withers,

of London, who superintended the work. It is a

small edifice, and outwardly presents few atti
tive architectural features. It has, however, i

advantage of being very pleasantly situat
The church, which is Geometric, and capabla
holding 116 persons, consists of a nave a

chancel, south porch, vestry, and heating chti

bers underneath, and at the west end rise-

bell spirelet of white shawk stone pierced
|

three louvres. The interior is decorated. 6.

windows in the nave and chancel are filled w!
stained glass, by Mr. A. O’Conner, of Londi
The east window has three lights, and is fill

with a representation of the Last Supper,
the small round lights above are delineaj

angels adoring, and the lamb and flag. T
lower part of each panel is filled with tracei

The two west windows, both of which have b
lights, contain pictures of the Evangelists ai

the four major Prophets, Isaiah, JeremM
Ezekiel, and Daniel. The reredos is of oab,i

nine panelled compartments. Six contain,
I

zinc panels, illuminated, the Ten Comniaii
ments. These are the workmanship of S
Creighton and Mr. Scott, of Carlisle. The pul]

and font are of stone. These, as well as ti

general details of the church, have been exeent;

from designs furnished by the architect. Tj

contractors for the building of the church w(j

Messrs. Robert Hope and George Little, of d!

ston. The church is faced with white shaii

stone, but is chiefly built of Ivegill stone fre

the quarries of Mr. Thomas Nelson, of Penrii

who gave the stone not only for the church, b
also for the parsonage-house now in course
erection near the edifice.

Montgomery .—The works in the parish ebure
which have been in progress during the last fo

or five months, are now nearly complete. Th
include the restoration of the Perpendicular w€
window, which was in a very dilapidated ai

dangerous state. The whole of the stone wo
has been removed and replaced by new work,
exact facsimile of the original, and filled wi
cathedral tinted glass. In addition to this, tl

roof timbers of the nave, which are of oak, ha-

been cleansed of the coat of colour with whii

they were covered, and scraped and oiled. Tl
roof is of open work, both in the west end of tl

nave, and in the chancel, with a wagon roof iu tl

east end or intervening portion of the nave, tl

intersections of the woodwork of the latter havii

coloured bosses, which have been restored ai

recoloured. The red sandstone quoins of tl

windows of the nave, the north transept, and tl

Lymore Chapel, and the stonework of the o

west door, have been scraped, repointed, and r

stored. The Earl of Powis has alone borne tl

expenses attendant on the works in the inter!

of the Lymore Chapel, including the removi
underbuilding, and restoration of the pillars ai

arches, which separate it from the nave. Tl

exterior of the chapel has also recently been r

stored at the cost of his lordship. In cleansii

the interior of the walls of this chapel, from tl

whitewash with which they were covered,
curious old painting was discovered, representir

the Resurrection
; and it is still exposed, i

this chapel, which contains a piscina and sms
hagioscope window, the only existing remains
its former nee as such are two very old r

cumbent male figures in armour, but witboi

record of either name or date, and a monumei
to Sir Richard Herbert, and his wife, the paren
of Lord Herbert, of Chirbury, and Georj
Herbert, the poet and divine. The whole of tl

works have been carried out by Mr. Morgan,
Llandinam, under the superintendence of M
Edward Haycock, junior, of Shrewsbury, who
Lord Powis had previously employed in the r

storation of the exterior of the Lymore Chapel.

Eungerford .—The foundation-stone of a chap
of ease to the parent church of Hungerford hi

been laid at Eddington. The site, an elevate

one, on the east side of the turnpike road leadii

to Hungerford and Newtown, had been presentt

by Mr. W. Honywood, of Chilton Lodge. M
Thomas Wooldridge was the contractor. Tl

edifice is erected in the Gothic style of archite

ture from the design of Mr. A. W. Blomfield,

London, the material being coloured brick wil

Bath stone dressing. The length of the buildir

is 84 ft., and the width 37 ft., and it consists i

chancel, nave, and south aisle, the latter beii

divided by stone pillars, with carved capita

and brick arches. There are open benches >

stained deal, affording acjcommodation for 2'

persons, but on an arrangement with chairs, tl

building would comfortably contain a congreg
tion of nearly 350. The east window is painte

the subject being “ The Ascension;” it was h

serted as a memorial of the late Mr. Michel
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In the chancel are other windows of painted
glass, whilst the body of the church is lighted
by seven windows with mullions and tracery.
The main roof is open-work, and plain

; that of
the chancel, however, is decorated with emblems
of Ihe Passion. In the cLancel are stalls for
the clergy and the choir, and the flooring con-
sists of Minton’s tiles.

§00lis gictibctr.

On Aniline and its Derivatives. By M. Eiemann
P.D., &c. With an appendix. Revised and
edited by William Chookes, P.R.S., &o.
London : Longmans, Green, & Co. 1868.

This is a practical treatise on themanufactnreof
aniline and aniline colours. It relates entirely
to the actual state of the manufacture as adopted
on a commercial scale, and to the apparatus
in use in manufactories. Such being the
case, and although the book is a valuable and
mteresting one to chemists and manufacturers,
it scarcely admits of quotation here, curious and
interesting to all though the subject of the
beautiful colours and dyes got from coal tar be.
The appendix contains the report on the colour-
ing matters derived from coal tar, shown at the
French Exhibition, 1867, by Dr. A. W. Hofmann,
F.R.S. There is also a useful index to the
volume.

UlisccKanca.

Monmouth Workhouse Competition.— Strong
statements are made, even by one of the guai^
djans, impugning the decision in this competi-
tion. Some of the competitors, wo are told,
have sent in a claim for compensation.

Mouideks and theie Eegi-latioks.—At the
Barnsley County Court, George Holden, a
moulder at the Thornclifie Iron Works, sought
to recover the sum of 31. 23. lid. from
Messrs. Newton & Chambers. It appeared that
the amount claimed had been stopped by the de-
fendants from the plaintiff’s wages, in conse-
quence of his casting some 18-m. pipes over a
given weight. The plaintiff contended that it
was not usual to deduct anything from pipes of
that size

; whilst, on the other hand, the manager
produced the books to show that it had been a
rule at the works for forty years. The judge
gave a verdict for 17s., which was admitted.

The Sewerage and Water Supply of
Gibbaltak.—

T

he works of the main outfall are
finished, and the house drainage is being begun.
The works for_ conveying the water from the
Inundation” into the town are making rapid

progress. During the operation of driving a
tunnel from the Landport ditch towards the
Inundation, fresh water has been encounteredm abundance soaking thi'ough from numerous
springs. An estimate of the amount of these
soakages, both in the tunnel and in another open
cutting connected with the same works, has been
made, and it is found to yield 1,436 gallons per
hour. If it should prove that this stream is
continuous, the great problem of tho water supply
of Gibraltar will be solved, and incalculable
advantages must accrue to the whole commnuity.
All theories of the geological conditions of the
Rock, according to the local Chronicle, seem to
point to the existence of a large system of
internal watersheds.

A Receipt for tour Letters.—M. Replovsky,
deacon of the Russian church at Stutgard, has
presented to the Post-ofBce of administration of
St. Petersburg a letter-box, organized in such a
way that the person who deposits a letter in if

receives immediately a ticket showing the year,
month, and day of the act. A commission ap-
pointed to examine the invention has found it

perfectly practical and well suited for the object
proposed.

Memorial of Talfourd.-—A memorial tablet,
executed on British plate-glass of large dimen-
sions, has been placed in the Philanthropic Loilge,
No. 9, in the town of Reading, to the memory
of the late Judge Noon Talfourd, who was a great
supporter of the institution. The memorial
consists of the arms, crest, and motto of the
deceased judge, within an elaborate border. The
work is the production of Mr. Thomas Mills,
of Londuu, who has just filled the east, west, and
south chancel windows, for the church of Pltch-
cott, near Aylesbury, with stained glass. From
the same factory were lately shipped fourteen
stained-glass windows, for the church of the
Holy Trinity, Port Elizabeth, Cape Town, con-
sisting of figures, emblems, and geometrical
patterns, in the stylo of the fourteenth century.

Architects and the “Royal Engineers.”—
A few young men are wanted to serve in H.M.’b
Royal Engineers, and so bills are stuck about
Dovonport, showing to what trades they mast
have been brought up. The bill ends thus
“ Men of the followiog trades are required in limited

numbers only, such as,

—

Shoemakers, height, 5ft. 6ia,
Fitters ditto.
Surveyors ditto.
Clerks ditto.
Architects ditto.
Painters ditto.

Rate of pay. from 3s. 6d. to 7a. ed. per diem, according
to grade and qualilicatious of trade.”

This is rather good news for the rising genera-
tion of architects. They now know, and it is

not the first time it has been announced in a
similar way, that such of them as measure not
less than 5 ft. 6 in. may get, in her Majesty’s
service, from 38. 6d. to 78. 6d. per day, according
to qualifications

5 provided always that there are
not too many of them striving for the post.
This is certainly encouraging.

Preservation of Butchers’ Meat.—It seems
that Dr. Dewar’s patented process for preserving
fresh meat, by moans of sulphurous acid, was
successfully tried in Abyssinia. At a public
meeting, not long since, in Sydney, resolutions
were passed to raise 9,000h or lO.OOOh, in order
to aid a projector in his first experiment for the
supply of the English market with Australian
meat; and there is said to be every prospect of
300 tons of beef and mutton being soon
despatched. Wo are told that a gentleman in
Sydney has discovered a ready and harmless
means of freezing the meat. Gases liquefied by
pressure absorb an immense quantity of heat,
or_ create an intense cold, when released from
this condition. Such gases are introduced be-
tween the outer and inner cases of a double
cylinder, and (by their release, we presume) the
temperature of the inner cylinder can thus be
rednoed to 100“ below zero. Within the inner
cylinder the meat is packed, and therefore it
never comes in contact with the gas at all. Inuover uumuH lu uoubacu witn tu6 eas atr an. In ^.,4. t i -in
twelve hours, it is said, 100 tons® of meat may

Wimbledon Local Board.—The Wimbledon
Local Board have elected Mr. Chas. Bird, C.E.,
to the office of surveyor, vice Mr. Bryceson, who
has resigned.

Water.—Sir : During this hot weather pumps
in and about London are besieged for the cool
refreshing water in the wells. I would caution
people not to drink this water, for I have no doubt
that sewage percolates into the wells from adjoin-
ing sewers and drains. The gravel beds through
which tho sewage passes may remove tha
mechanical, but certainly not the chemical
impurities. Some years ago people were seized
with cholera from drinking water from wells and
cisterns polluted with sewage. Housekeepors
should also thoroughly wash out and clean tha
house-cisterns, which generally contain a mnddy
deposit from the water supply. People are often
seized with diarrhcea from drinking water drawn
from foul cisterns.—J. P.

Curious Discovery op a Fire.—The inmates
of Barlow Hall, near Selby, a large old-fashioned
house, were recently aroused from their slumbers
by tho discharge of firearms, evidently inside tha
house. The master of the house, a Mr. Bailey,
aud his servants at once proceeded downstairs,
when they found the kitchen in flames. An
alarm was given, and the neighbours reudering
every assistance, the fire was confined to that
portion of the house. On an examination being
made it was fonnd that a beam in the chimney
had been ignited, probably the evening before,
and the fire had communicated with other por-
tions of the house, including a closet containing
three loaded guns. Theao were discharged on
becoming heated : hence the discovery of the fire.

Improvement of Workington Harbour.—

I

n
accordance with a plan prepared by Mr. Rendall,
engineer, the trustees of the harbour of Work*
iugton, with the consent of Lord Lonsdale, have
commeuced a work which has long been greatly
needed, namely, the improvement of the en-
trance channel to their harbour. For a great
length of time, owing to the accumulation of
gravel on the south side, the channel has been
so narrow as to render its navigation dangerous,
and during storms almost impossible. Tho old
pier is to be extended 60 ft. The extension of
John’s Pier is not at present contemplated, bub
in order to arrest the travelling beach, three
groins are to be put up to the westward ofJohn’s
Pier. Workmen are also engaged at low water
in deepening the entrance to the Lonsdale Dock.

The New Law Courts.—In reply to Mr. Alder-
man Lawrence, the Chancellor of tho Exchequer
has stated that the plana of tho New Law
Courts will be settled by the Treasury, with
the consent of the Commissioners. With regard
to the funds, the Act of Parliament provides
that 200,000i. be voted in consideration of tha
surrender by the Government of the buildings
by the aide of Westminster Hall now occupied
by the Law Courts; l,000,000i. were to be con-
tributed from the surplus interest fund of the
Suitors’ Fee Fund; and the rest was to come
out of a fund to be provided by fees paid by
suitors, other than those in the Court of Chan-
cery, extending over a period of fifty years. He
could not say whether the contracts would bo
submitted to Parliament, as the final plaus had

thus be completely frozen.

Sanitary Report on Marylebone. -

Twenty-one Houses Burnt Down.—A couple
of very destructive fires took place in Devon-

The LiTE Me. Hassnei, Sculptor.—Bichard Uas been iaa“eij. As compSed withS &^h^o?thatehe“roofs“whS^in"hf e*° ’"’““'''"'d™Hassall_wa,_ born on his father’s farnr, near rate of Jane last year Je dnd in the present ^Utfafe
return an meroase of 2-8 per 1,000, and which is

, bouses were burnt down, moat of the furniture
destroyed

^ none of it inBured. At Ool-

Leek. He inclined more to art than agriculture •

and at the age of twenty-five entered the Mac-
clesfield School of Art, where he made pro-
gress, gained medallions and ultimately became
an art pupil teacher. Leaving the school at
thirty, for two years he devoted himself to wood-
carving, stone-cutting, and sculpture. Maccles-
field had a poor appreciation for such business,
and insufficient patronage drove him nearly to
the verge of despair. Two years and a half a^o,

head designer and sculptor of the South
Kensington Museum died—a man of great
ability— and Mr. Hassall was sent for to
strengthen the staff there; where he gained the
esteem of all who knew him, and his prodnetions
were considered of great promise. Last week
he died, just as he might have hoped to make
his mark. Another designer and modeller

; B i

ele/crhoUBCB fen ^ preyTo theX^B;
1,217 new CUBCB of this disease, whilst in the which were increased by a large quantity of oilssame month last year they were only 615.

|

and spirits lodged in the house where the con
trpke out. The tinder-like roofs of spresent time is attributed, first, to high

temperature
;

secondly, to rapid decomposi-
tion of animal and vegetable matter conse-
quent thereon

;
thirdly, to sleeping in over-

crowded and ill-ventilated rooms nnder such a
temperature; fourthly, to an unusual quantity
of unsound frnit

j
and, lastly, to utter disre^'ard

of all care in diet aud personal cleanliness amono-
the poor population. To these causes the exfcr^-

ordinary dryness of the season ought especially
to have been added, as rain is requisite to wash
away the decomposing matter of a hot season,

(of South Kensington), Mr. Gibbons, was un- 1
The shameful state of the dustbins of some of

fortunately drowned a few days ago. the better class of houses is adverted to.

whole row of houses were in a blaze at once, and
the fire brigade had no chance of extinguishing
the flames. Water was obtained from the town
lake, but it proved inadequate to the occasion.
There was no time to save the furniture, aud in
one or two instances the inmates barely escaped
with their lives. There had not been so great a
fire in Collumpton since the disastrous calamity
of twenty-five years ago, when, also in tho
month of July, 151 houses were destroyed, the
fire originating in a flash of lightning. How the
fire on Saturday and Sunday originated is a
mystery. The total damage caused is estimated
at 5,000i.
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SociETT OF Gray’s Ixn.

—

The whole of the
property of the Honourable Society of Gray’s
Inn is now undergoing an external repair, under
the new surveyor, ilr. Lewis K. Isaacs. The
contractors for the works are Hessrs. J. Simpson
& Son.

Longton Cottage Hospita-l.—This hospital

has been inaugurated, lb has been bnilb at a
cost of between 6001. and 700Z., about 1301. of

which have been contributed by the working
classes. Nnmerons gifts of forniture and other
necessaries for a hospital have been made, and
the institution will now soon be in complete
working order. The new building is erected near
the mission schools at Mount Pleasant. It has a
very neat exterior, whilst inside its appearance
is cheerful and comfortable. Besides eleven
bedrooms on the first-floor, there are, on the
gronnd-floor, the sick wards, surgery, bathrooms,
icehouse, and other accommodation, which will

be farther developed according to the require-

ments of the town. At present accommodation
is provided for four men, four women, and a
number of children, and the patients will be
attended by skilled nnrses, and the best medical
skill in Longton.

TENDERS.
For the erection of residence and warehouse. Belvedere-

road, Lambeth, for Mosers. Bartram, Thomas, & Front.

Adams & Sons ..

Newman & Mann....,
King A Sons
Scrivener & White .

Front

.. £1,753 0 0

.. 1,696 0 0
.. 1,530 0 0

1,6U 0 0
939 0 0

For the erection of a workhonee and ontbuildings, Ac.,
at Llanerchymedd, for the gnardiaiia of the Anglesey
Union, Mr. H. G. Thomas, architect :

—

Griffiths £2,216 10 0
Chester (accepted) 1,925 0 0

For the erection of the Connty Coart and offices,
Cheltenham. Mr. T, C. Sorby, architect :

—

Billings & Sons (accepted) £6,3u0 0 0

For bnilding a house in Newton-road, Faversham, for
Mr, T. Gillett. Mr. B. Adkins, architect ;

—

Creed £1,-113 0 0
Brattle & Shoebridge 1,326 0 0
Epps 1,223 6 0
Austin 1,193 0 0
Sollitt 1,130 0 0
Shmbsole (accepted) 1,039 0 0

For house at Caterham. Mr. P. Webb, architect

•

Wells £3,095 0 0
Colls & Son 3,631 0 0
Ward
Foster
Turner
Sharpingtoi

2,531
2,573
2,649

2,497
2,-139 0 0

For villa residence at Walton-on-Ihames. Me
Bacon & Bell, architects :

—

Jackson & 8baw £3,085 0 0
Patman A Fotheringham 3,903 0 0
Nicholson 2,930 0 0
Francis 2,910 0 0
Higgs 2,933 0 0
Sharpington A Cole 3,877 0 0

For the erection of warehouse. Vine-street, Miuoriea.
Mr. B. Tress, architect

Johnson £1,040 0 0
Bhaw 1,018 0 0
Newman A Mann 996 0 0
Ramsey 973 0 0
Brewster 951 0 0
Sewell A Son 933 0 0
King A Sons 936 0 0
Cohen 910 0 0

For alterations and additions to 122, Pall Mall. Mr.
H. H. Collins, architect

Shaw £346 0 0
Sale 843 0 0
Ball A Russell 695 0 0

c 63, Newgate-street. Mr. J.For rebnilding Nos. {

Coe, architect:

—

Turner A Sons £3,087 0 0
M'Crae 3,850 0 0
Morter 2,743 0 0
King A Eons 3,536 0 0

For a warehouse in Cloth-fair, Smithfiold. Messrs.
Haywood A Blaahill, architects. Quantities supplied by
Mr. D. Cubitt Nichols

Clemeuce £1,4S7 0 0
Eunor 1,309 0 0
Beeton 1,2h7 0 0
Scrivener & White 1,269 0 0
Tally 1,255 0 0
Newman A Mann 1,336 0 0
Hill, Keddell, A Waldram 1,225 0 0
King A Sons 1,161 0 0

For alterations aud additions to premises, Hampstead-
road, for Mr. John Oetzmaun, Mr. C. Bales, archi-
tect

Corsman £3,700 0 0
•Bywaters 3,663 0 0
Fish 3,513 0 0
Clark A Co S.Ai'O 0 0
Manley A Eoger3..._ 3,287 0 0
Mann 3,275 0 0
Scrivener A White 3,ii27 0 0
Kelly Brothers (accepted) 3,974 0 0

Accepted, for the erection of a villa residence at Ches-
terfield, Derbyshire, for Mr. G. Naish. Mr. 8. RoUinson,
architect. Qnantities'supplied :

—

Mason’$, ^c., Work,
Austin £-438 0 0

/oiner'i, ij-c., Work, ,

Ellis 277 0 0
S!aier'» Work.

Marjerrison 37 7 6

JPlumlter’s, Work.
Gothard 110 0 0

Flatierer'i Work,
Roper 03 0 0

Smilh'i Work.
Oliver A Co 23 0 0

Faintet^s Work.
Slack 19 10 0

Accepted, for the erection of school, Ac., at Whalley,
Derbyshire, for the Rev. T. C. Hills. Mr. 3. RoUinson,
architect

Matont', 4'c. TUorit.

Wragg A Dearnley £200 0 0
Joiner’#, i^c., Work.

Langley 190 0 0
Slaier'g Work,

Marjerrison 30 0 0

For building two shops and stabling, High-street,
Bhadwell, for Mr. Wood. Mr. C. Duneb, architect :

—

Newman A Mann £1,790 0 0
Macey 1,789 0 0
Kilbey 1,771 0 0
Prichard 1,717 0 0
Johnson 1,695 0 0
Eivett 1,692 0 0
Ennor 1,629 0 0
Hearle 1,487 0 0

For additions and alterations to the Homs and Chequers
public-honse, for Messrs. Taylor A Walker. Mr. C. Donch,
architect ;

—

Eivett £983 0 0
Johnson 855 0 0
Morter 793 0 0
Kilbey 756 0 0
Hearle 739 0 0

For new infirmary and casual wards, Ac., at Wands-
worth and Clapham Union. Messrs. Beeston, Son, A
Brereton, architects. Quantities supplied by Mr. James
Barnett 1

—

Patman A Fotheringham £43,205 0 0
Mansfield, Price, A Co 42,551 0 0
Perry A Co 42,179 0 0
Higgs 40,718 0 0
Ashby A Sons 40,670 0 0
Macey .... 40,593 0 0
Browne A Robinson 40,600 0 0
Kirk A Parry 40,500 0 0
Downs 40,196 0 0
Piper A Wheeler 39,940 0 0
Rider A Sons 39,79i‘) 0 0
AvissASons 39,407 0 0
Easton Brothers 39,200 0 0
Nicholson 39,163 0 0
Adamson A Son 38,897 0 0
Myeis A Son 38,3o7 0 0

For alterations and repairs to three houses, Noa. 136,
137, A 138, Sloane-street, Chelsea, and building three
stables at rear, for Messrs. Roopo. Messrs, H. Jarvis A
Son, architects

Hart £4,687 0 0
Higgs ...... 4,520 0 0
Macey 4,302 0 0
Henshaw.. -1,190 0 0
Turrell Brothers 4,121 0 0
Tarrant 4,000 0 0
Thompson 3,920 0 0
Richardson 3,66i 0 0

For draining an estate at East Greenwich, for Mr. Coles
Child. Mr. Thomas Dinwiddy, architect :

—
Pearson £630 0 0
Disney 610 10 0
Nunn 557 15 0
Featherstono 602 0 0
Nowlan (accepted)' -198 0 0

For new shop-front, for Mr. U.vU, Swindon. Mr. T. 8.
Lansdown, architect ;

—

Lovatt £253 10 4
Barrett (accepted) 213 8 8

For the erection of four honses in the Ladbrofce-road,
Nolting-hill, for Mr. T. H. Scarborough. Messrs, E.
Haborsbon, Brock, A Webb, architeots :

—

Manley A Rogers £4,200 0 0
Temple A Foster 3,900 0 0
Rnskin 3,800 0 0
Macera 3,614 0 0
Mildwater 3,316 0 0
Johnson 3,220 0 0

For works at Fittleworth Rectory, for the Rev. Mr,
Cattley. Messrs. Waring A Nicholson, architects .—

King £413 0 0
Nightingale 359 0 0
Habbing 348 0 0

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

A. II. L.-W. B. F.-F. A. K.-C D.—J, R-J. J.-C. L-J. D. W.
—V. 8.—H. B. a W.-J. C.—E.-T. C.-C. J.—8. L,—A Com-
pelilor.—Oco or the Competitor#.— J. I.—B. A.— 8. & C.—T. B. W.—
T L. D.—21. W.—J. G.—T. W.—capt. T.—K. k Son#.—E. G.-J. D.—
J. B.-E. O. T.-O. S.A.-T. a8.-J. T.-AM.—Mr. S.-A.&A. F.—
H. J. P.—8. B.—P.-G. C. IL— P. W.—T. E.- L S.-C.
(most do bis own lauu).

—

J. T, D. (thsokr. Kot desireu)

We ore cumpelled to decUne poinLlug out booke ssd giving

sddieun.
All stAtemenb of lUU of Tendere, kc., must be sccompiuiled

by tbs name and addreit* of tbe sender, not nercesaiily for

pQblicatlou.

Nora.—Tbn re.-ponilbUity of si(meil •rtleles, and pupcfl lesd at

I public meellngs, tcite, of course, »Ub the authors.

Adveriisements cannot he receivedfor the airrew
weelds issue later than THREE O’clock B.m..
on THURSDAY. ‘

NOTICE.—All Communications respect-

ing Advertisements, Subscriptions, ^c., should hi

addressed to “ The Publisher of the Builder”
No. 1, York-street, Covent Garden. All other

Commv/nications should he addressed to the

“Editor” and not to th^ "Publisher,”

ADVERTISEMENTS.

KELLY’S PRACTICAL BUILDERS’
PRICE-BOOK :

or, Bafe Guido t« the Valuation of all kli.d»

of Artificers’ Werk j
with Modem PracMc* of Measariog, aad a-i

Abstract of tke New Building Act tor Begnlating tee Construction

ofBuUdingi. Revised and Corrected by New CalcuUtioM upon the

nresentvJoe of JIateilals and Labour. Arranged by an ArcUitoct of

emineace, aeslsUd by severs! eiperienoed Measuemg Sur^yora.

niusirated and exemplified by Steel Kugraviiigs and Bumerous W o-d-

oaU. Royal 8vo. price Se. neatly liound.
,u

I^don : PublUbed byT. KELLY. PsUmooter-row ; 8IMPKIN *
MARSHALL ;

and may be had of all Booksellew-

Of whom may be had. new Kditious in Quarto, of the following

Practical Arcblteotural Works

1 PETER NICHOLSON’S PRACTICAL
CARPENTRY. JOINERY, and CABINS MAKING. Revl^ t^

TRKDGOLU ' being a new and complete System of Lines, for the

Hub of Workman, founded on Geometrical and Meobauieal Princt-

nlM Ten Pa“u at 3a or in boards, 30.. ; containing upward, of 120

H».-l Pl«tM and numerens Woodcut Disgtaios.

2 PETER NICHOLSON’S PRACTICAL
MASONRY. BRICKL.\YINQ.aiid PLASTERING (revise*! byTBp-
Gnr ni both nlaln and ornamental ;

containing a new aud complete

'j’fl.^t'^foTitone-outttng. for Use of Workmen ; the

Formation ofMorUn.Cemeuts.Coucrete, to which U ^d^ a variety

of"“w i^ilens forMuralTablets, Tombs. Gravestones for CemeWnas,

4c *'^d a Description of the v«io« Maten^e employed lOQ

Part# at 3s. or in bosjds, 30a. ;
containing upwards of Ninety 8le<l

Plates, and numerous Woodcuts. mt
3. TEEDGOLD and NICHOLSON S Theore-

ical and Practical Treatise on the FIVE ORDERS of ARCHITEC-

TURE • containing plain and simple Rules for Drawing and ^-eat-

ing the’ra in the purest style, luclu^ng an Historiral

Gothic Architecture. Eluatrated by ?“*
Engravings, executed by Artists of first-rate Won^ Including name-

rciu Diagrami. 4e. Twelve Parto at 3.- or te^aids, Ma

4.

DESIGNS for COTTAGE and VILLA
ARCHITECTURE, containing Plans. Election#. Sections, P^pei^

live Views, and Details, for the Erection of Cottages and ' ih^ By

3. n. BROOK9. Architect. Beautifully

Direction for Building, and tee estimated coat of each edifice. Twelve

Parts at 3j. or in Iwards, 39s.

5.

DESIGNS for PUBLIC BUILDINGS, con.

Blstlng nf Plans, Elevations, Sections, Pempective View# and DdUil*

of Oiurche*. Uhipels. Schools. Almshonses.Ga-# Works, Markets, and

other Bnlldinzs for public purposes. By 8. H. BROOKS, Architect.

B-au'-ifallv engraved on steel. Ten Parts a*. 3j. or 323- b^r^

6.

The HOUSE DEOOEATOK ond PAINT-
ER’B GUIDE, containing a Series of Dreigns for Decorating Apirt-

ments with taste, and suited to the various Styles of Aroblterture.

By II. W. end A. ARROWSUITH, House Decorators to Her Msjraty.

Ten Part# at 3s. or in lioards, 39a.

7.

The HOUSE PAINTER, or DEOOBA-
TOR'S COMPANION, containing a complete Treatiso on tbs Art of

Hooee Palntlug, Graining, and Marbling, Including the Origin of

Colour, the Laws of Harmonious Colourinr. the Manuthoture of Pig-

mentaiOUi, Varnishes, 4c. By W. IL HIGGINS, Kw^. Accompanied

by actual Specimens of Hand-brash Graining and Marbling. Tea
Pute at 8i. or la boards. S2s.

The ENGINEERS’ and MECHANICS’
ENCYCLOP.EOIA : a new and enlarged Edition, e-impreheinllng

Practical lUustrations of the Machinery and Pr.>oe«BOs emoloyei in

every Detcrlpllon of Manufacture of (ho British Empire. Illint'R>vd

by upwards of 2.000 Wood Engraviopi. ByLTTKE HSitBERr, LtiU

Engiueer, 4c. The rapid progress of Beohauloal Scienee has deve-

loped many of the important facta since the first piiWlca'lon.in ISw,

of the Encyclopmdia. The inventions and discoveries recently lu uln

have engaged the eeduloua attention of the Editor
;
fur. as the valua

of each was leoted by experiment, a description was aocotdlngly pre-

pared. By *he Selection of now articles, and care in the rovlalmi of

old ones, this edition he# now become tystematically enriihed
; »

that it may be received as fully and faithfully exprw'ioj ' the e*'***

tng itele of Engineering and Mechanism, ailapted to the wants ox

®aactlcal Men." In two large 8vo. vole, cloth lettered, price SOa

PROFESSIONAL PAPERS on INDIAN
ENGINEERING.

Edited by Major J. G. MEDLEY, R.E. Assoc. Inst. C.E.
And Pnbliahed Quarterly, at the Thomason C.E. College, Itoorkee,

East Indies.
Each Quarterly Number contains 100 pages, with several Illustns-

tlona Specimens can be seen at Messrs. SMITH, ELDER. 4 CO.'S.
65, CornhUl, lasndon, where inbscribeis' names will be teueived.
The 1st and 3nd Volnmee (comprising Nine Quarterly nuiubeti), are

ready. Prise of either, 33e. neatly bound in cloth.

CROP RETURNS. 1868.

rpHE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE of
X SATURDAY, AUGU8T 1, eoniaiia full particular# of tho
STATE of the CROPS throughout the Country.

Order of any Newsvendor. A flingle Copy lent for Six Stamp#.
Office for Advertisements, 41, Weii'.ngton-itieet, Btrand, W.U.

ILLUSTRATED LECTURES, by the Rev.
X CHARLES BOUTBLL, M.A.

1. THE EXPLORATION of PALE3TINE.-Thie Lecture, sud Its

numerous large original Illustratious, have the express sanction of
the anthoritlei of the " Palestine Explorailon Fasd."

2. HERALDRY, Historical and Popular.
All particular# on applicailon by letter (pie paid) to WILLIAM

BOUTELU Etq, (who baa undertaken to conduct his hrottiei’s Uc-
anangemeats), 15, The Villas, Erttb, Kent.

On Wednesday next. In One Volnme, Sro. with about 240 Illn.tra
tioD', engraved on Steel aud Wood, crice 18*. cloth,

Lathes and turning, simple,
Antomatic, and Ornamenlal.

By W. HENRY NORTHCOTT.
London : LONGMANS, GREEN, CO. Patecnoster-row.

Just published, 8vo, cloth, with lllinlratioas, 5a,

SCIOGRAPHY ;
or, RADIAL PROJEC-

TION ofSHADOWB.
By R. CAMPBELL PUCKETT, Ph. D. Head Master of the Bath

School of Art.

Tbe principles governing the projection of Shadows, a# <bnwn hi
panpeettve reprwentetioTie : be og a Treatise ni«n tbe heieues of
Bbsdows, together with that of RcficCtlai.t Couipriien iix iweaty
lessons ;

intended es a text-book for Art InstTOction.

Loudon : CUaPMANA HALL. 103, Puc.idilly.

NICHOLAS LAKE,
A RCHITECT and consulting SURVEYOR,

JrX- BlUe of quantities accurately preparrd, works meamred up.

\ SI’PtVEYOE, of many years’ staDciiog.
-sTX would be happy to mike ABRAN’JEME.'fTd with Aichiiacti

T.ke ool Queullues, Ac.— X. 9, Cyudnii-alreei. Regeu t airtc’, W.
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The Future ArcJdtec-

} tural Ranh of London
among European Cit ies.

cipal stractnre. The future density of city

habitations was unforeseen when such edifices
as Gloucester Cathedral, Cheater Cathedral, or
York Minster, arose as the visible centres of the
Christian worship of the surronuding country.
The noble towers and happy position of York
still enable that cathedral to impress the imagi*
nation, even of the traveller who flies by in the
railway-train, with a sense of grandeur and of
beauty. But if we compare the case where a
collegiate or abbey church of imposing dimen-
sions stands in a neighbonrhood as yet free
from the fury of building, with those in which
the mass of population has cinctured the eccle.

the adoption of a new style of metropolitan
architecture.

It is true that in the nineteenth, as well as in
the seventeenth century, London owes much to
the destroyer. The fire that consumed the old
Houses of Parliament not only made room for
the Palace of Westminster, but rendered it

necessary seriously to consider the subject. We
cannot but feel, notwithstanding the argument
that a loftier palace would have tended to dwarf
the Abbey, that it is a subject of irretrievable re-
gret that Sir C. Barry’s beautiful structure was
not based at least 8 or 10 ft. above the present
level. But this regret, even if ill founded, should

I L I T AR Y
reasons avow-

edly and pro-

perly guide
the conduct of

the general.

The physician

acknowledges
no rules for his

prescriptions

that are not de-

rived from his

knowledge of

therapeutics.

The lawyer, the

financier, the

man of any spe-

cial science, is

The architect must

siastical glebe with a dense array of crowding be a powerful reason for a careful and adequate

bound by technical rule,

ail to take his proper position as one of the
directing influences of society so long as it is the
habit of the day to settle architectural questions
by any other than architectural reasons.

A very important instance of the truth of this
view is now attracting public attention. The
subject of the site of the new Law Courts has
been twice brought before the House of Com-
mons. In the discussions that have occurred,
and in the more lengthened and detailed argu-
ment on the subject that is offered to the readers
of tho public journals, the prime question, the
architectural one, has been treated as a matter
of minor importance. Convenience, not of the
public, but of certain owners of property

j

economy, which is not true but only apparent;
and, above all, the dislike entertained by nine
people out of ten to getting out of a groove, how-
ever casual may be tho causes which placed them
in it, have been allowed to exercise as much or
more influence as the prime consideration of ob-
taining the best architectural site for a noble
public building on which we are preparing to
expend millions of money in the hope of its

endurance for centuries.

In all architectural works worthy of the name,
the choice of site is the primary consideration.
For the most part tho exigencies of civilization
limit the architect in this respect. The position
of military structures is generally indicated by
Nature herself. The pass to be commanded, or
the wide extent of champaign to be dominated,
at once determined the feudal builder where to
fix the tower of his chiXteau. Around these
natural fortalices the humbler tenements of the
peasant grouped themselves for protection.

Paths originally selected by cattle, either from
their easy slope or from some of those capri-
cious causes that mock tho subsequent inquirer
become crooked but well-worn roads. Subse-
quent fences add permanence to these vagaries
of rustic stratigraphy. Cottages and houses
rank themselves in the line of the hedge

; until
at length a purposeless and unintelligible maze,
such as the ground-plan of the city of Norwich,
confounds the engineer and drives the architect
to despair.

Our great cathedral builders for the most
part had a start in time over the casual
tenements which slowly became consolidated
into streets. A fair close surrounded the prin-

houses, we shall obtain a better idea of the care
of the great church builders in selecting the
locality for their work than we may be ordinarily
apt to take. Sometimes, indeed, in the troublous
times of civil war, the need of security led
to the abandonment of the original site, as in
the case of Sarum. St. Alban’s Abbey, Ripon
Minster, Ely Cathedral, Malvern and Tewkes-
bury Abbeys, may be pointed to as instances of
the manner in which the grand form of the
church, in the idea and purpose of the architect,

stood out, dominant and impressive, towering
as far above the humbler roofs of the subservient
citizens as the inflexible dogma which it sym-
bolized did above the feeble and uninformed
groping of private judgment.

Sometimes the absolute magnitude of the
building was such as to crush all competition.
Such is the case with St. Peter’s. Sometimes a
happy chance has led to tho selection of an un-
rivalled sice, in an architectural point of view,
in despite of economical or political considera-
tions. Such was the case with some of tho
magnificent ecclesiastioo-palatial structures on
which the Portuguese kings lavished their enor-

mous wealth. Such was the case with the un-
rivalled Superga, a church and conventual
quadrangle on a lofty hill overlooking Turin, but
from which, in certain states of the clear Italian

atmosphere, the Duomo of Milan can be dis-

tinctly seen. The Duke of Savoy, reconnoiter-

ing from this elevated point the linos in which
the French army lay round the gallant little ducal
capital of Turin, made a vow to build a church
on that identical spot, in honour of the Virgin, if

victory attended the battle on which he then
and there decided. The lover of architecture has
reason to rejoice at the defeat of the French
king. The somewhat coarse and rough masonry
of the Superga is no drawback to the effect of
the noble perspective.

The dense and squalid mass of the London
of the Stuart kings,—that London in which the

Oriental plague had established its power,—was
happily swept from the soil by the Great Fire of
1066. To that destructive agent we owe the
churches of Wren, the width and comparative
convenience of the streets that we are now finding

too narrow for our traffic, and that noble cathe-
dral which has the defect of wanting space from
which to be seen.

If to the genius of Wren, and to the happy
fatality of conflagration, we owe the chief arohi-

tectural beauty of seventeenth-century London,
of a London that will soon be almost as much a

thing of the past as ancient and historic Paris

already is, we may attribute the stately mag-
nificence which is promised, not indistinctly, for

the future, in no small degree, to the impulse
given to civilization by a rude Northumbrian
labourer, who, at nineteen years of age, could

neither write nor read. The patient, resolute,

inspired toil of George Stephenson originated

that practical union of the rail and the locomo-

tive engine which first linked the suburbs of
London with Liverpool, with Bristol, with Fal-

mouth, with Newcastle, and with Edinburgh,
and which then, spanning the Thames, burrow-
ing under Islington, and finally marching boldly

through the very “ City ” itself, has enforced

consideration of the all-important question of
site for our future public edifices.

The great stimnlus that was given to the art
and practice of the builder by the construction
of our railways has had an influence on our
street architecture which has been as great
indirectly as directly. Those who remember
what were our public works forty years ago, our
canal bridges, our wooden slip roofs, our hotel,

or, rather, tavern accommodation for the stage-
coach traveller, may well hold that the Thames
Embankment would have been untouched bub
for the pioneership of the school of Stephenson
and of Brunei. Pestilence again threatened the
city from the insufferable manner in which we
had polluted our noble stream. We were thus
driven to lay out four orfive millions on draina'^e

works, which, incomplete and temporary as they
must remain so long as the estuary is made the
ultimate receptacle for the wasted chemical
wealth which the land demands, have yet
enabled a few straggling salmon to make their

way above the bridges. As the Thames again
becomes practicable as a water thoroughfare, and
as we are devoting such large sums to the
purification of the water, and to the removal of

the fecular mud banks, the question of the
elevations that are to rise within the embank,
ment walls assumes primary importance. The
architectural rank of London among European
capitals will principally depend on the use we
make of the building sites adjacent to the Thames
Embankment.

We have now resolved on an architectural

development of our public buildings of great
magnitude. Four several works, each of primary
importance, have been confided to as many
distinguished architects. Having provided a
palace for our Legislature, we are about to com-
plete the palatial accommodation for our ad-

ministration. Our disgraceful want of a gallery

in which our great pictorial wealth may receive

the first requisite for its due use, a place in

which it can be seen, is about to be remedied.

The aesthetic purposes to which South Kensing-
ton is devoted are to receive further pecuniary
support. The formation of a national home for

the archaeological and architectural relics now
committed to the cellars of Bloomsbury cannot
be long delayed

j
and we have already expended

more than three-quarters of a million sterling in

clearing away a rookery that surrounded the
ancient City boundary near the Temple, with
the purpose of providing a site for worthy Courts

of Justice.

To these five admitted requirements a sixth

must be added, in the shape of a natural history

museum. The state of our galleries of stuffed

animals in the British Museum is humiliating

to the naturalist, who is aware how far we are,

in this important educational respect, in arrear

of even secondary capitals on the Continent. It

is, in our opinion, indubitable that the require-

ments of the library, or raiher libraries proper

of the British Museum, with the addition of the

print-room, and, possibly, or perhaps temporarily,

of the Geological Museum, a less expansive edu-

cational department than that demanded for or-

ganic forms, will require the whole available space

in Bloomsbury. The localities of the Government
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Offices, and of the educational show-rooms and
museums, may be left without present ques-

tion. It remains to consider, on the one hand,

the use to make of the finest architectural site

in London, and on the other the architectural

requirements of the Courts of Law, the National

Galleries for paintings, for sculpture, and for

annual expositions, and the Archmological

Galleries.

Into the determination of a question of this

magnitude extraneous arguments should not be
allowed to enter. The convenience of site is one
of the elements of architectural fitness

5 but this

convenience is that of the general public, not
that of any small section of the inhabitants of
London. To allow the fact that the owners of
the tumble-down pigeon-houses that now let at

such fabulous rents in the neighbourhood of

Lincoln’s Inn have a vested interest in keeping
the Courts of Justice in an inferior locality,

would be at once disgraceful and absurd. The
chamber of counsel must be near to the Courts
of Law, although the most eminent men have
long contrived to appear, or at least to be paid

for their appearance, at the same hour at West-
minster and at Guildhall. The question of con-

venience to the bar is neither more nor less than
the question which presents itself to every
householder when he thinks of moving; not
less, that is to say, in one sense, but actually less,

inasmuch as the removal of the furniture of a
single room is more easy than that of the furni-

ture of a house. The barrister will have to re-

move his library to new chambers, as he does,

perhaps, every five years, without any motive of

greatly increased convenience, and his interest

in the locality of the Law Courts is at an end.
As to the solicitors, they are, as it is, scattered

all over London. A certain number of respect-

able firms colonise Lincoln’s-inn-fields. These
gentlemen consult counsel at their chambers.
They may now diversify their walks from Stone-
buildings to King’s Bench-walk. To say that

it would be any inconvenience to them to have
the bar grouped in convenient chambers near
the courts iu which they practise is not for a

moment to be urged. There remains, then, the
sole fact, that if the Law Courts are fixed a
quarter of a mile to the south of Carey-street,

the rent of a few sots of ill-bnilt chambers may
be lowered.

We are by no means asserting that the obtained
bite for the Law Courts should be given up, and
that a site should be obtained for them next the
Thames Embankment. There are many and
grave difficulties in the way : it must involve a
large extra expenditure and considerable delay.

It must not be supposed, as some writers on
the subject appear to have done, that there is a

site on the Thames Embankment ready to hand.
This is an entire mistake. There is a frontage,
and little more : the site must be bought, and
would have to include all the houses between
King’s College and the Temple, one way, and
between the Strand and the river the other.

All we ask is, that the question should be fairly

inquired into. Will the game be worth the
candle? Are the advantages of the site suffi-

cient to overweigh the objections ? And in

making this inquiry it must not be forgotten
that to render the already obtained site suffi-

cient, and to provide fitting frontages and proper
accesses, more land to the west and to the north
must be purcliased.

Convenience of access on either side, by
street, by river, by underground railway, will

certainly be commanded by the river site ; and
for architectural magnificence neither the Saiute
Chapelle, the Institut, nor the completed
Louvre of the Second Empire, would boast a
nobler site, by the comparatively feeble tide of
the Seine, than that which is obtainable by the
banks of the Thames. To all persons interested
in the dignity and iu the prospects of architee-
tnre in this country the subject is one of pri-

mary interest.

It is to undervalue questions of this nature
to consider them as of interest to the architect
and to the man of taste alone

;
still more inap-

propriate is it to attempt to solve them without
attributing doe weight to msthetic considera-
tions. Persons are not, for the most part, more
highly respected by their neighbours than they
are by themselves. The stately magnificence of
a capital city is one of the elements of national
prestige, and therefore of national power and
influence. The architectural beauty of Paris is

not the least of the claims of the French nation
to rank their capital as the metropolis of civili-
sation. An uuusnal combination of circum-
stances now allows us to do for London, if not
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what Augustus did for Rome, yet at all events
more than it often falls to the lot of any single

sovereign to see effected in a populous capital.

We have fresh and noble sites freely offered to

the architect in the very centre of population.

Wo have buildings of the first magnitude and
importance to erect, and the erection of which
has been resolved on. In a time of peace the
nation is prepared to pay adequately for the

construction of the courts of justice, of adminis-

tration, of art, and of education. Commercial
public works, of a magnitude unrivalled since the
days of imperial Rome, if not since those of the

proudest Egyptian dynasty, are educating our

workmen, from the lowest to the highest, to a
style of craftsmanship entirely unknown in this

country at the commencement of the present
century. Private wealth, nnder the stimulus

already given to good taste, is replacing the dead
walls and unmeaning windows of the Georgian
style of street building, the poorest and least

picturesque that was ever common in any
civilised nation, by not altogether unsuccessful

efforts to create a Victorian London. To what
ever part of the metropolis we turn wo find

efforts, or designs, for improvement. If in the

character and in the site of the buildings which
must crown and characterise the whole structural

renovation of the era we fail to be guided by
true architectural reason, if we allow private

interest, uneducated dabbling with artistic and
soientifio questions, or peddling crotchet, to

decide or to interfere with the decision, we shall

do an injury to our children as well as to our-

selves. It is to bo hoped that the opportunity

for making the architectural aspect of London
worthy of the capital of the richest nation in

the world, and worthy of the most populous city

of Europe, will not bo lost or misused. Such
occasions as the present once lost never recur.

THE ARCHiEOLOGICAL INSTITUTE AT
LANCASTER.

On the 28th nit., the annual meeting of the

Royal Arcbmological Institute of Great Britain

and Ireland commenced at Lancaster. The
Mayor (Mr. T. Storey) and Corporation of Lan-
caster presented an address to the president and
members of the Institute, in which they ex-

pressed their congratulation on the meeting
being held in the capital of the County Pala-

tine.

Lord Talbot de Malabide, in responding, said

it had always appeared to him that of all the

public bodies of this country upon whom it was
incumbent to show its regard for the preserva-

tion of ancient monuments, there was none upon
whom that duty devolved more than on ancient

corporations. Although there were glaring ex-

ceptions, yet the majority of these bodies seemed
impressed with their responsibility in this

matter. At one time, in the frenzy of the

moment, several ancient corporations disposed
of many of their most curions heirlooms, merely
for the paltry sum which the molten metal
would afford them. He believed many of them
had been ashamed of what they had done, and
in some instances they had done their best to

restore, by imitation, the monuments of which
they had lost the originals. He trusted that

nothing of that sort had been done in Lancaster.

His lordship then went on to say that it was
essential to appoint a president for the year, and
that he had much pleasure in resigning his

office in favour of his friend Colonel the Right
Hon. Wilson-Patten, M.P.
The newly-installed President then addressed

the meeting, and some other speeches followed.

A pleasant week was spent; but Archmology
played second fiddle to Pic-nic. The papers
were few, and certainly not all of striking merit.

Amongst those read on Wednesday was one by
Dr. H. Barber on

—

Fre-Historic Remains of Furness.

He commenced by remarking that the evi-

dences of the ossific caverns were amongst those

which carry man farthest back into the regions

of time. The traces of man’s existence in this

country at very early periods, when Europe was
passing through the " fluviatile drift ” period of

the world’s geological history, was shown iu the

reliquary caves, such as are met with at Capes-
head and Kirkhead. He then proceeded to give

a description of the Kiikhead cave, and the very
interesting remains which had been discovered

in it. The Capeshead cave is of larger dimen-

sions in a limestone rock, which projects at the

point where the estuary of tho Leven opens out
upon the Ulverstone Sands. The cave was much
disturbed during the formation of the "Over-
sands” railway, several yards of the rock at the
entrance having been blasted away. The Duke
of Devonshire caused the cave to be cleared to a
great extent, but nothing of importance was
discovered, the work, unfortunately for the
interests of archaeological science, not having
been conducted under the direction and imme-
diate supervision of any one accustomed to such
an undertaking. The floor of the cave consists

of fine decomposed granite sand, about two or

three feet deep, and sufficient evidences of

human habitation had been discovered to lead

us to hope that at no very distant time the cave
will be systematically and thoroughly examined.

Other caves are to be found in the neighbour-

hood of the village of Scules, in Low Furness,

one of which, at Scales Hugga, has been de-

Bcibed by Mr. Close. Several hut circles, or

camps, are to bo seen in this district, the princi-

pal one being that known as the “ Stone-wall,”

at TJrawick, but of their original design and use
we are unable to form more than an imaginative

conjecture. Other encampments of a eimilar

nature are to be seen at Foula, on the Holme-
bach estate; at Birkrigg; at Coloash, near

Grizebeck
; the Beacon, near Netbleslaok, <tc.

The paper then treated npon tho “ sepulchral

circles,” which differ slightly from tho hut circle

in having the circle of stones, or walls of earth

of which they are constructed, unbroken, while

in the hut circle there is a sort of entrance to

the circle, generally on the oast side. One of

these circles exists at BIrliugs, and is known by
the name of the “Druidical Temple,” which,

however, is evidently a misnomer. Other sepul-

chral circles are also to be met with at Knappa-

than, on Kirby Moor, and a remarkable one at

Swineshead.
The Chairman (Lord Talbot) gave a short

account of some pre-historic remains found in

Spain, which bore a close analogy to similar

things found in this country.

On Wednesday evening a discussion was
raised touching the

Value of the Form of the Arch

in settling dates, on a paper road by tho Rev.

J. S. Petit, on “ Cai-tmel Priory Church,” a

building recently restored. Tho rev. gentleman

exhibited some water-colour drawings of the

church and its ai’chitectural details, and de-

scribed the features of the building, which

presented a singular mixture of the Norman
and Early English stylo. Arches placed oppo-

site to each other were found to be one Norman,

with round heads, and the other Pointed
;
and

yet, from their position, they must have been

raised at or about the same time. The capri-

cious employment of the round and pointed

arch was, Mr. Petit observed, one of the remark-

able features of the building. The tower also

presented an unique feature in the church, there

being a second tower within the first, surrounded

by a wall, and supported by i^illars so slender as

to appear highly dangerous. The whole church

was regarded by the rev. lecturer as a good bub

perplexing example of Gothic architecture. The
priory was founded in 1188.

The Chairman (Mr. J. H. Parker) desired to

call attention to the fact that they must not

consider the form of the arch as a guide to the

ago of a building. That form was commonly a

matter of convenience. People were too apt to

think, if they found a round-headed arch, it

must be one of the twelfth century, and that, if

it was Pointed, it must be of the thirteenth

century. Now, he could show them round-

headed doorways of all periods, where it was
convenient to make thorn. The form of tho

arch w'as, in fact, no guide to tho date. They
must look to the mouldings and tracery.

Mr. E. Sharpe protested against the chair-

man’s dictum as to the form of the arch being

no guide to the date of the building. It was

true, he said, that they might find exceptions

:

they knew that one swallow did not make a

summer; but unquestionably for the first thou-

sand years of the Christian era tho round arch

was used, and for the last thousand years the

pointed arch was used. That was the general

guide to go by; but there was a period inter-

vening when the round arch had to give way to

the pointed, and this transitional period was

interesting as being the grave of the early form,

the Romanesque, and the cradle of the later,

the Gothic. That transitional period was one

to which he had paid particular attention. He
had visited more buildings of that period, per-
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haps, than any other indiYidual, with the object
to determine, if possible, the qnestion why the
circular arch was abandoned, and the pointed
arch introduced, and he had come to this con-
clusion—that the cause of tho change was that
the circular arch had a certain amount of weak-
ness, which he explained as arising from the
imperfect wedge-shape of the stones used in the
round arch. The builders saw this tendency to
weakness, and so they put a point to the top of
the arch. They found in France, and indeed all

over continental Europe, that tho pointed arch
was used invariably in the early buildings of
the Transitional period on the main arches of a
building—he would call these the arches of con-
struction; but the arches of decoration—the
doorways and arcades—wore circular. For the
first twenty-two years ofthe Transitional period

—

which lasted only about forty-five years—the
arches of construction were pointed, and the
arches of decoration were circular

; he would
guarantee this on his reputation as an archaeolo-
gist. It was not desirable that they should
ignore that fact, but they should publish it for
the benefit of all students. At the end of tho
Transitional period there was some confusion,
and an apparent inclination to return to the old
style; but up to the middle of the twelfth cen-
tury tho buildings were constructed according
to tho fashion of tho Normans

; after that period
new ideas arose.

Thursday was tho first great excursion-day
and included Furness Abbey and Piel Castlo. At

Piel Castle,

Mr. Parker having collected his audience to-
gether within the walls of the inner bailey,
offered a few remarks on the building, which he
said was built in the reign of Edwai-d III., about
the middle of the fourteenth century, by the
abbey of Furness. There were two baileys or
courts, the outer one for the protection of the
cattle, and the inner for the use of the in-
habitants. The chapel was on the second fioor
of the keep. It was, however, merely a sacra-
rium, a small space sufficient for the accommo-
dation of a priest and an altar, the congregation
bmng assembled in an adjoining apartment,
which was used for secular purposes at other
times, and which was separated by a screen
capable of withdrawal. The main building was
divided into two long chambers, which were
again subdivided. In answer to Lord Talbot de
Malahide, Mr. Parker said there were no doubt
three stories to the building, and in many of
these castles the upper chambers were the chief
apartments. Portcnllis grooves were found at
the entrance, This, Mr. Parker maintained, was
a very ancient system of fortification, for it had
been found |in use at Pompeii, in the walls of
Rome, and in the Etruscan cities. He denied
that this kind of fortification was Saracenic, but
said it had been adopted by the Saracens with
modifications, though existing much earlier than
the time of the Saracens. Our medimval castles
were copies of castles of the third and fourth
centuries, and they were copies of still earlier
originals.

On
Furness Ahley

Mr. Sharpe discoursed. The first part of Mr.
Sharpe’s address was devoted to tho progress of
trothio architecture generally, the steps of such
progress being likened by him to tho blended
colours of tho prismatic spectrum, tho dark
background of tho celestial phenomena repre-
senting tho gloomy period of heathen darkness,
which, as the light of Christianity dawned,
became illuminated with the various colours of
the spectrum, Mr. Sharpe proceeded to apply
his general principles to the history of the abbey
^idat whose remains his hearers were assembled.
Ho mentioned the historical fact of ihe early Cis-
terclaus having broken away from the parent in-
stitution m France, for tho desirable purpose of
amending the laxity that had crept into the prac-
tices of tho old BenedioLine foundations, which

p
observed, was really the first act

of that remedial coui-so which terminated in the
groat Reformation of the time of Henry VIII.
and his immediate successors. With the settled
purpose of establishing a system of more prac-
tical piety, the Cistercians multiplied their
mundations by hundreds, and this abbey at
I'urness was not the least magnificent of the
wonderful fabrics their devotion had from time
to time erected. Mr. Sharpe s.md he had visited
nearly all the abbeys of the order on the Con-
tinent, and he found invariably that one common
rule prevailed, and that rule was the adoption of

an improved style of architecture, from which
all florid ornamentation likely to lead to super-
stitions or idolatrous practices was to be ex-
cluded. What gave the lecture the chief local
interest was the fact mentioned by Mr Sharpe
of hiB attendance at that spot in 1850, when the
Archmologioal Institute was last at Lancaster,
and of his then having conceived the idea that
the remains of important portions of the abbey
lay buried beneath the soil of the adjacent field
or orchard, and of his having suggested excava-
tions, which tho liberality of the Duke of Devon-
shire carried into effect through Mr. Ramsden, the
result being the discovery of the vast hospitium
which constituted so important a portion of the
abbey.

At the dl^je'C^ncr which followed the visit, the
Duke of Devonshire, replying to his “ health,”
said if it was a privilege to be the owner of so
venerable a ruin as that which they had just
visited, he felt it was a privilege by no means
exempt from duties and responsibilities. He
considered it imperatively binding on him that
he should hand down to those who followed him
this memorial of the past unimpaired. Ho con-
sidered it to be his duty to take every precau-
tion that he could against the ravages of time,
and those dilapidations and decays to which such
ruins were exposed, as well as against those
injuries which might inadvertently be caused by
visitors. Ho said ” inadvertently,” because ho
felt certain that no person would inflict wilful
injury on such memorials of the past. Amongst
the thousands who visited the abbey every year
he felt proud that they were so well able to
appreciate the architectural glories as well as
the historical associations of the place as to
refrain from injuring it.

_

On Friday Mr. Parker gave some brief par-
ticulars of his recent investigations in Rome, of
which we have published a fuller account. Mr,
Parker said that a great deal more had been
done in this woik lately than had ever been done
before, and ho proceeded to give a rapid sketch
of tho discoveries that had boon made by the
Government of Rome, by private individuals,
and by arcbmologists themselves. Among these
was a discovery made by the Pontifical Govern-
ment on the banks of the Tiber, namely, the
original marble wharf in the lower part of the
port of Romo, where the marble was landed.
Excavations made hero had been followed by
great success. They found steps leading down
to the water, which, instead of being level,
were sloping, taking a 2ig.zag form up the cliff.

They were paved with tiles of the Roman Em-
pire. A little trick had been played, however,
in reference to these tiles, of which ho as an
archmologist complained. Some of the tiles
had been broken or lost, and had been replaced
with others from elsewhere. This was certainly
managed very ingeniously; but he (Mr. Parker)
would rather such tricks were not attempted.
He had detected the attempt by discovering the
real date of the substituted tiles. Tho whole
was in excellent preservation, and tended to

auco from the Romans themselves, and the only
bit of Rome from which ho had been excluded
was under the care of tho agent of the French
Government.
The week was wound up with an excursion

to objects of autiquarian interest north of
Lancaster, viz,, Berwick Hall, Levens Hall,
Sizergh Hall, aud Kendal. Leaving Lancaster
by train, they proceeded to Borwick Hall, a fine
old building in the Elizabethan style, about ten
miles off. It is supposed to have been built iu
1561, and, within three-quarters of a mile from
it, there arc tho remains of a Roman dock, from
which it is inferred that tho sea, althongh now
many miles distant, flowed within a mile of tho
hall during the occupation of this country by tho
Romans. It is now the property of the Martin
family, of Capernwray, and is only partially oc-
cupied. It contains, in addition to a fine wain-
scoted hall and a guard-room, an oratory, and
a confessional, of which tho railings are still in
existence. The principal bed-room is that in
which Charles II. slept, in August, 1051, when
on his way with his army to Worcester. The
soldiers, to the number of 10,000, encamped in
a meadow below tho house. James 11. also once
rested hero on his way to Scotland. Leaving
Borwick, the excursionists proceeded to Miln-
thorpe by train, and from thence by carriage to
Levens Hall, the seat of the Hon. Lady Howard.
This interesting old building, with its gabled
roofs and square-headed windows, is a picturesque
mansion of Elizabeth’s time, aud in the fine hall
there are some decided features characteristic
of that period. There is abundant evidence that
tliQ^ hall once formed one of the towers with
which tho border country was so thickly studded.
The next place visited was Sizergh Hall, about
four miles Irom Kendal. It has for a long series
of years boon in the possession of the Strickland
family, and Mrs. Strickland was present to re-
ceive the visitors. It contains a chamber
which is said to have been for some time
ocenpied by Catherine Parr. The general
features of the architecture are Elizabethan.
At Kendal a paper by Mr. Crowther on
the chnrcli was read. The church is now
and has been for the last twenty years under
restoration. Mr. Crowtbor, in his paper, ob-
served that it possessed tho peculiarity of
having four aisles co-extensive with the nave and
chancel. The entire length, east and west, was
110 ft., aud tho width 103 ft., including an area
exceeded by few parish churches in the king-
dom.^ It was built in tho fifteenth century,
ranging from about 1440 to the close of the cen*
tury. The foundation of an earlier structure on
the same site had been found. This church
appeared to have been of the Early English
period. As far as the details could be ascer-
tained, they had been copied in the restorations
which commenced in 1850. In the eastern
column of the south ai'cado of the cbaucel was
an arched recess which had been supposed to be
a piscina, but research had been made, and no
outlet for water could be discovered, and no

of tho Tiber, perhaps twenty or thirty years
after its construction, which buried tho landing-
place, and that the marble wharf had been
moved to tho site of the then salt wharf, which
had in its turn been moved higher up. He put

inundation drain beneath. Mr. Crowther, therefore came
of tho liber, nerhans twent.v nr fLirtv to the conclusion that it was not a piscina but a

credence table. It had been restored.
Other excursions wore made and meetings

held on Monday and Tuesday following. We
^ i. ,-L fi 4. I.
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to mention that a clock was
the date at the first century of the Christian presented to the Rev. E. Hill as an acknow-
era An enormoas nnmber-200 or 300-large lodgment of the Bervice he had rendered to themarble slabs were found, bo that the diBOeveiy membere in arranging their oicnrsiona for awaa a prolltahle one m a pecuniary point of great number et years, a very poor testimonial
Jiew. They had been carried to tho Vatican by the way, for tho long given aid Mr Beres
for security. The Tiber was subject to great ford Hope presented the gift with humour and
fluctuations. Notwiihstinding the state of feeling,
their polity, the Romans were still going on
with their excavations, and were making fresh
discoveries every day. In making a new street
at tho foot of the Quiriual, they came across a
fine mosaic pavement, and made out a plan of a
portion of a palace, but could not go far on
account of gardens intei’vemng. Then, in
making another road on the banks of tho Tiber,
they hit on the line of an old subterranean road,
of which the Romans were rather fond. Then
in making tho now fortifications in the Aventine*
they came on a house of the first century

; but
they would not allow him to examine it, although
be saw enough to satisfy him of its date. Mr.
Parker then proceeded in detail to describe tho
discoveries that had been made under tho direc-
tion of the Arcbmological Association. These
included the tracing out of the walla of the city
of Rome, which was as distinct from Rome ns
the city of London was from Loudon. They
made the apace inclosed smaller than it used to
be considered. Ho had received every assist-

THE ARTISANS’ DWELLINGS ACT.

Amongst tho measures which received the
Royal Assent on the last day of the session, was
tho Bill introduced by Mr. Torrens, one of the
members for Finsbury, having for its object
to provide better dwellings for artisans aud
labourers. The following correct analysis of
its contents will, no doubt, bo welcome to our
readers.

Tho object of the Act, as set forth in the pre-
amble, is " to make provision for taking down
or improving dwellings occupied by working
men and their families which are unfit for
human habitation, aud for the building and
maintenance of better dwellings for such persons
instead thereof.” The Act states the

2fiaceB iu
which it is to be put in force, and provides that
no place is to be included the population of
which, according to the census for the time being
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in force, ia less than 10,000. The Act extends

to Ireland and Scotland.

If in any place to which the Act applies there

ia no officer of health, the local authority, with
the approval of the Secretary of State, is to

appoint such an officer forthwith, and pay him a

salary out of the local rate. The power of re-

moval is, subject to the same approval, vested

in the same authority. If this officer find any
premises in a state dangerous to health, so as to

be unfit for human habitation, he is to report the

fact to the local authority. This report ia to be
in writing, and is to be referred to a surveyor or

engineer, who shall examine and report the
cause of the evil, and point out the remedy

;

stating whether the evil can be remedied by
structural alterations, or whether the building

or any part ought to be demolished. The local

authority is to give copies of both reports to the

owner of the property, with notice of a time and
place for the consideration thereof. The owner
may attend and state his objections, if any, to

the reports, or either of them, including an
objection that the works onght to be done at the

expense of some other person, or at the public

expense. The local authority shall make an
order in writing, subject to appeal. If the

order be one overruling the objections, the

local authority, if deemed necessary, shall

cause to be prepared a plan and specification of

the works and an estimate of the cost. The
clerk of the local authority is to give notice to

the owner that the plan and estimate are ready,

and the owner may inspect and transcribe same
without charge. The owner may state objections

to plan or estimate within three weeks, and ia

to attend at a time and place fixed by the local

authority, to sustain such objections
;
and if

he show that his objection is good, the plan or

estimate shall be amended. An appeal from the
local anthority lies to Quarter Sessions, bnt the

appellant must give notice in writing of appeal
within one month after the making of the order
appealed from. He must state in writing the

grounds of the appeal, and enter into security

to try the appeal and to abide by the order of

the court appealed to, paying such costs as may
be awarded. If there be nob time for the notice

mentioned above, the appeal is to be made to

the following quarter sessions. At the hearing

at quarter sessions the grounds of appeal are to

be strictly confined to those seb forth in the
notice. The Court may, at the request of either

party, state a case for the opinion of a superior

court. No work is to be done under any order
pending the proseention of any appeal. If the
point on which the owner relies be that he is

not responsible for the state of the premises, he
must give notice of his appeal, and of the

notice may be left, addressed to the owner, with
some occupier, or, if there be not an occupier,

the notice may be put up on some conspicuous

part of the premises. The owner on whom the

local authority shall have imposed, in the first

instance, the duty of executing the work shall

commence sneh work within two months from
receiving the order, and shall proceed diligently

to complete the same in conformity with the

specification to the satisfaction of the surveyor

or engineer appointed by the local authority.

If he should fail to do so, then the owner next

in order shall be required to execute the said

works, and, in case of his default, the remaining
owners in their order. If all make default, then
the local authority may order the premises to be

shut up or demolished, or may execute the work
in conformity with the specification. In this

last case the expenses, with 4 per cent, interest,

'

are to be charged as a charge having priority

over all other incnmbranccs, the local authority

being invested with all ^the powers conferred by
law upon mortgagees.

If the requirements of the order involve the

total demolition of the premises, the owner shall

within three months after service of the order

proceed to take down and remove the premises,

and if he fail to do so, the local anthority shall

take them down, sell the materials, and, after

deducting the expense, pay over the balance, if

any, to the owner. If the premises be at the

time subject to any tenancy from year to year,

or for a year or any less term, the local authority

ia to give notice to every tenant, stating the
time at which such tenancy shall be terminated.

Nothing in the Act is to prejudice the rights of

any owner respecting the breach of any cove-

nant made with him by a tenant
; BO that if an

owner be obliged under this Act to take posses-

sion in order to comply with an order, his entry

shall not affect his right to avail himself

of any breach which may have occurred
prior to his taking possession. If the order

be that the premises only require improvement,
the owner (including the owner of the first

estate of inheritance), may take down the pre-

mises ; but in such case (and also in the event

of the owner desiring to retain the site,) no
house injurious to health shall be erected on any
part of the site. If such a house be erected, the

local authority may order the owner to abate or

alter it, and in case of disobedience may do so

at the owner’s expense. If there be two or

more owners, one of them may apply to two
justices should the others neglect or refuse to

join in obeying an order, and the justices may
empower such one of the owners to take pos-

session of the premises, and do all such works as

may be necessary in conformity with the order

grounds thereof, to the person or pariah alleged
i
which may Lave been made. When an owner

by him to be liable, and such person or parish
j

has completed required works, he shall bo
may appear and be heard against their alleged entitled, on producing accounts and vouchers, to

liability. If the local authority shall decide ! an order, charging tho premises with an annuity
that Btich other person, or such parish, is liable,

[

at the rate of 61 . for every lOOi. expended, pay-
they shall send copies of the reports to such

|

able for thirty years. Such a charging order is

person or parish, and shall appoint a time for

hearing such parties. When all the parties are
'

before them they shall make such order as they
deem just, and the order shall be subject to ap-

peal, as in the case stated above.

WTienever four or more householders living in

or near to any street shall, in writing, represent

to the officer of health, that in or near that

street any premises are in a state dangerous to

health, BO as to be unfit for human habitation,

he is bound to inspect tho premises and report

thereon ; but even if no sneh representation

be made, he is not excused from inspecting the

premises and reporting thereon. If tbo local

anthority shall refuse or shall neglect for three

months to take any steps to put the Act in force,

the householders who signed the representation

may address the secretary of state, who may
compel the local anthority to proceed. When
the order of the local authority is served on the

owner, he must, within three months (or, in case

of appeal, within one month after the appeal shall

have been beard and decided upon) signify to the

local anthority whether ho is willing to execute
the required works, and where two or more shall

so signify, then the right of effecting the works
shall be given to the person whose ownership is

earliest in title. Notice by the local authority
shall be served on the owner or an inmate of

his place of residence or of business, if such
place of residence or of business be within the
district of such local authority

;
otherwise

notice may be sent in a registered letter,

addressed to the owner, wherever he may reside
or have his place of business. If the owner’s
residence or place of business cannot be found the

to have precedence over all incumbrances except
qnitrents, tithe-rent charges, and charges created

by the advance of public money, and shall be re-

coverable as if it were a rent charge under deed.

Clauses (into the details of which we need not
enter, as they contain legal technicalities,) are

inserted, providing for the registration and
assignment of such charges.

Ail expenses incurred by the local authority

iu carrying out the Act, shall bo defrayed by
them out of a special local rate, not exceeding
2d. in the pound, in any one year. The Pnblic
Works Loan Commissioners are empowered to

lend, and the local authority may borrow from
them, such sums as may be required for the pur-

poses of the Act, but the amount of each loan

must be sanctioned by the Lords of the Treasury.

Notices to a local authority to be deemed law-

fully served if delivered to the clerk of such
local authority, or left at his office with some
person employed there by him. Notices by any
local authority are to be signed by the clerk of

such local authority. If any person obstruct

the officer of health, or other person acting under
this statute, the ofl’ender shall forfeit a sum not
exceeding twenty pounds. If tho occupier pre-

vent the owner, or if the owner or occupier
prevent the officer of health, or hia workmen,
from carrying into effect the provisions of the

Act after due notice given, a justice of the peace
may make an order requiring such person so
obstructing to permit tho officer of health, or the

local authority, or authorized workmen, to do all

things requisite for carrying the Act into tffect
j

and if, at the expiration of ten days after the

•service of such order, the occupier or owner shall
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fail to comply with it, every person so offending

shall, for every day during which the failure con-

tinues, forfeit a sum not exceeding twenty
pounds. Daring non-compliance by the occu-

pier the owner, unless assenting, ia not to be
liable to any fine. A local authority may ap-
pear before a judge by the clerk, and a company
or body corporate by any member of their Board
of management. The concluding portion of tho

Act points out the statutes under which the

penalties may be'recovered, the verbal alterations

to be made for the purpose of adapting the Act
to Scotland or to Ireland, and also regulates the

jurisdiction of magistrates. Respecting this last

point, it will be enough here to obsei’vo that

powers vested in “two justices” maybe exer-

cised in the City of London by the Lord Mayor
or any alderman

;
in the metropolis outside the

city by a metropolitan police magistrate ;
and

throughout England by a stipendiary magistrate

sitting at a police-court or other duly appointed
place.

Schedules are attached to tho Aot, pointing

out the places to which it refers, the description

of the local anthority, and the source from which
the local rate is to be levied. Forms are also

added of the orders and notices to be adopted iu

carrying the Act into operation.

THE PUBLIC HEALTH AND THE WATER
SUPPLIES.

" Sweet are the uses of adversity.” So wrote

the immortal bard, and so is it. If all were calm

aud sunshine, should we not sink into the

lethe of luxury aud indolent ease ? As storms

purify and cool the heated, stifling air, so the

trials of adversity brace up the energies and
speed the currents of action in the truly noble.

Difficulties, trials, and obstructions are the

truest tests of heroism. Not less national than
individual is the application of this principle.

The Crimean war, for instance, found us un-

prepai’ed, unnerved, nnarmoured for the fight 5

and not until some sad reverses had roused the

spirit of the brave, did the full force of bis

nationality show itself. The lion had slept, and
had received some ugly blows ere he was fairly

awakened and had put on his strength. Sweet
were the uses of adversity in tho Cotton Famine
also. The bare fact was this :—300,000 persons

were without work, without bread ; for what
were the few loaves and fishes of charity

(freely provided as they were),—what were they
“ amongst so many ?” There was a problem to

be solved, and out of that difficulty there arose

the most wonderful and practical organization of

diversified yet unified laboor which this country

has ever seen
;
solving tho problem for future time

how the calamity of a labour panic may be turned

into a blessing. Like the otherwise destructive

!
mountain torrent, curbed and directed in

its downward course, is held in restraint, and bid

[

to work for man, so tho dangerous force of an

j

unemployed population was guided and con-

I trolled until it expended itself in public works,

I

which are a monument of perseverance under
I difficulties, a triumph of the force of discipline

and wise direction, and are aud will be a blessing

to thousands who have not yet seen their first

day. All honour to the gallant hero of Magdaln
and to bis officers and men, who in a strange

land made a way for themselves under unex-

ampled natural impediments, and thundered at

the door of the barbaric chief, bidding him, iu

the name of England, let his captives free.

Honour also to that more peaceful general who
arrayed an army of workers and directed their

endeavours in besieging the citadels of dirt and
the ramparts of disease, who everywhere aiding,

encouraging, reviewing, and cheering np the

drooping spirits of his troops, taught them to

earn a solid victory over unexampled impedi-

ments. Sweet indeed were the uses of that ad-

versity. Thousands of homes were saved from

ruin, and blessed with the reward of honest

labour, instead of the pauper’s dole. Towns
aud villages, which filth and neglect had so

overgrown that nothing in the way of ordinary

effort could have coped with it, or ever have

worked up the sad arrears of years of neglect

;

bat the army of workers came down upon them,

and a transformation so substantial, so satisfac-

tory, ensued that none bat those who shared in

the campaign can really estimate the blessings

of that calamity, tho sweet uses of that adver-

sity. What barriers of red tape and formalism

were broken down
;
wbat inequalities were

levelled J what fosses of exclusiveness were
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filled up ; wliafc bridges of human sympathy
were builtj what channels of love and charity
were opened up, none can ever tell. To the
heroes who generalled the forces and fought the
battle of our Lancashire adversity be honour :

peaceful laurels will ever deck the brows of those
true patriots, whether it be the general who
organized, the noble earl who presided, or the
artisan who toiled. Again the sweet uses of
adversity do not less appear when we are periodi-
cally awakened by the dread sound of “ cholera.”
It is the trumpet-tongued messenger bidding us
arise, set our bouse in order, and look up our
weapons of defence.

The unprecedented heat and drought at present
experienced are calculated to produce most
disastrous ravages upon the public health.
There are very few towns in Lancashire or Tori-
shire where the water supply is not a source of
anxious inquiry, affording in many cases good
grounds for serious alarm. Already the drought
has shut up many works, and thrown numbers
of people out of employment

; the farmers are
at their wits’ end for needful supplies, and cattle
are suffering greatly and have died in numbers.
In rural places especially, domestic supplies are
most stinted in quantity and doubtful in quality

;

poor persons having to be up at daybreak to
travel far distances and to wait sometimes for
hours for the small driblet at the well or road-
side trough. So King Cholera finds us wanting
onr best weapon of defence. The want of a
proper supply of water is telling week by week
upon the public health. Then, again, the condi.
tion of the rivers through and near the manu-
facturing towns is positively indescribable

j there
are no words in onr present vocabulary which
can convey, in many cases, the true ideaof their
pestilent state. In quantity a minimum, in
filthiness a maximum; these streams (bah!)
heated by manufacturing processes, nndcr a
tropical sun, receiving as they do, for the
most part, the filth, liquid and solid, of a
million inhabitants, they are more like deadly,
slimy, giant snakes wriggling their slow and
tortuous courses throngh the towns they infest
or besmearing the landscape with their muddy

,

trail, and emitting snch odonrs as man cannot
live in. Once fair and free, the haunts of the
“ speckled trout,” these streams gladdened the
village and the town, and gave a freshness to the
lawn of the mansion and a sunbeam of rainbow
colour as they dashed over the mill-wheel. Now
they bear in their courses the curse of man’s dis-
obedience in sinning against nature. We are
learning in this our strait the value of pure
water; we may have to feel this even more
keenly yet. Nevertheless, the uses of this ad-
versity will be “ sweet ” if it lead to an earnest
searohing into the whole question of our water
supply and onr rivers pollution. To increase the
imponndage of the floods of wet seasons so as to
provide more amply for every want, whether
domestic, sanitary, or trade (and this last has
now become of vast importance in the districts
of Lancashire and Yorkshire), and to learn the
true value of onr servant water, who, after doing
all the good he can for us, and receiving even our
abuse and filth in return, will, if we let him, fer-
tilize our fields and renew his own purity, bright-
ness, and freshness in thevery effort itself, coming
out of his many labours and services for the
benefit of man, like an angel of goodness again
to flow on to bless and bless again, ever renewing
his jouth and freshness as the sun.

Practically our towns are too limited in their
water supply to meet contingencies : we must
have more, more. The supply has not increased
in an equal ratio to the demand

; the require-
ments of civilized life are very different from
those of twenty years ago. For our personal
comfort we must have our bath; he who cannot
afford this luxury will have his “tub” and his
sponge : the good housewife is more prodigal of
water; she is more profuse in her washing and
swilling, her rnbbing and scrubbing. Our gar-
den must be watered; we cannot do without
the now accepted convenience of the W.C., and
this last is a great drain upon onr water supply,
and a fertile source of abuse and waste. The
appliances of modern times have altogether
altered the state of things. The India-mbber hose
and the high-pressure, for instance, enable the
plentiful washing of windows, watering of gar-
dens, washing of carriages, courts, and yards, (ic.,
without labour, where formerly the bucket and
the can had to be carried, and did duty much
less easily, far less efficiently. Then, again, on
sanitary and public grounds. We must have
our parks and pleasure-grounds, with artificial
lakes and fountains

;
our baths, washhouses, and

lavatories. We must have an ample supply fur
flashing sewers, street watering, drinking foun-
tains, extinguishing fires, and what not. How
needful now the flushing of sewers and the plen-
tiful watering of ttreets, loth which are impos-
sible at the very time they are most needed. Last,
not least, come the requirements of trade, vital
necessity, to be kept moving. The streams
which once sufficed to furnish the motive
power, or to supply the needful wants of
trade, are now, for the most part, inadequate
or inappropriate,—inadequate from their small
quantity, inappropriate by reason of their con-
tamination. For most of the extensive manu-
factories recently erected new and independent
supplies have to be found, and not a few resort
to the water companies and pay by meter. The
quantities thus supplied for trade purposes alone
in such places as Leeds, Manchester, Bradford,
Halifax, Sheffield, and like places is astonishing,
and in times of severe drought, as at present,
the companies are in a strait, and have to resort
to every expedient to maintain the trade supply

;

for when that fails, as it has done now in many
places, the works must stand, workpeople are
thrown out of employment, and the company’s
revenue is seriously impaired. There is, there-
fore, a temptation to continue the supply for
trade purposes to such a point as to jeopardise
the domestic and sanitary wants. In a vital
necessary like water there onght not to be this
hair-splitting,—this fine adjustment of wants
and supplies,—this too frequent trying to see
how little we can exist upon. It ought to be
dealt out with no niggardly band, even super-
fluity and waste itself (though all waste is to be
condemned)

;
yet in the case of water even the

waste itself is not all loss, as the quantity ex-
pended goes to flush the sewers and to dilute
the streams, overcharged, as they mostly are,
with foul matter.
The reports from all parts of the country con-

firm the statements herein made. Hundreds of
men and horses are employed in bringing water
from all available sources. One town in Lanca-
shire has had its only reservoir dry for a month
past, and the inhabitants have to do as they can.
At daybreak, in many places, there are throng-
ings and pushings, and even contests of an un-
pleasant nature, for preference of access to the
coveted drop

;
and a policeman at one point is

stationed to secure fair-play amongst the strug-
gling throng. At Bradford, Yorkshire, a large
portion of the borough is without supply. Many
of the Lancashire reservoirs present nearly a
dry bed, and the little water yet remaining in
them is shallow, exposed to intense heat, apt to
wash up muddy deposits which are now exposed
and dry. Cattle and sheep have suffered greatly,
and even the salmon now are giving in. The
Eiver Eibble, justly famed for its salmon, is

much polluted with sewage, and its volume is

now so reduced that, I am informed, many sal-
mon have died; others, exhausted and “weary
of life,” have committed suicide by lying in the
shoals and allowing themselves to be captured at
leisure. These are the victims of pollution and
drought. Thus our food supply is reduced.
But the consideration of the subject in all its

bearings, ever so briefly, would lead me beyond
reasonable limits in your valuable space ; I con-
clude, therefore, with a few general remarks, just
as they rise uppermost to the mind.

In dealing with future water supplies there
must be no narrow and limited view

; more
comprehensive areas must be embraced, and
groups of towns must be included in one scheme.
The watersheds of entire districts must be con-
served, and more equal distribution secured for
present and prospective wants. There are needed
some equitable clauses to prevent the strong
robbing the weak, so that when powerful compa-
nies or corporations pounce upon watersheds,
distant, perhaps, twenty miles, they shall be
compelled to make more ample and efiectual pro-
vision for present and future wants ofthose whose
district they invade; and should Conservancy
Boards he formed (as, indeed, they onght to be),
no Water Bill should pass until such Board has’
reported upon it in all its details.

But how can the companies increase their
storage, expand their works, double the supply,
and do all this, seeing that with their present
works, conducted with the utmost economy, they
cannot realize, on the average, more than say
6 per cent, upon their invested capital ? The
remedy is this : the charges for supply of water
must be increased, and I do not think there
would be found one dissentient out of every fifty
consnmere. The persons most likely to feel the
pressure would be the operative class ; but as

present prices for water supply of cottages are
not more on the average than about 2d. per
week, even if these charges were increased one-
third, or 33 per cent., it would not be any percep-
tible burden even to the poorest, and yet in the
aggregate it would amount to an immense sum.

Other classes of dwellings might be charged
proportionately, and I shonld not doubt that
chat there would be, upon reflection, a ready
acquiescence, and an acknowledgment that the
water was well worth all that was charged. In
the case of corporations, of course, any leakage
in the water-rate would come out of the general
pockets : so it is as broad as it is long. In either
case the article consumed must be paid for, aud
no article is so well worth its value as water,
particularly if it be good.
The charges for trade might remain as they

are, on the graduated scales, as, if the quantity
were forthcoming, the increased consumption
which would result would amply repay the
companies.
We must have more water, and we must pay

for it a fair, nay, a remunerative price, so as to
induce and encourage the investment of capital
in its collection aud storage. There is abund-
ance of water in the country for every want

:

all we require is, reservoirs to put it into. We
want more big bottles, out of which, in the
droughty time of hay-making and harvest, we
may draw abundance to satisfy every “ thirsty
soul.”

As to our rivers pollution, it will take a long
time to convince the public of the folly and waste
of the present system. There is no panacea for
it : every place has its peculiar circumstances
and special conditions, but the time is not very
far distant when there will be no more
need to prohibit the throwing of sewage
into rivers than there is now to renew
the special clanses which not long ago were
necessary to prevent gas companies from
throwing, stealthily, their gas tar into adjacent
streams

; whereas^thia same tar is now in its
crude state worth" about 21. per ton, and in its
varied manipulations furnishes the daintiest tints
for the robe of the most fashionable belle. The
study of the utilization of waste products reveals
wonders. How much longer shall the torrent
flood destroy and the barren drought desolate ?

How much longer shall the hungry earth lie

agape for the refuse of our cities, and onr once
bright rivers be turned into cesspools ? How
long this will continue we know not. But this
we do believe that a future generation will, from
very necessity, learn to store and utilize every
scrap of waste, every gallon of fertilizing liquid,
turning that which is our present adversity to
sweet and beneficial uses,—our present difficulty
into a triumph. Joseph Brierlet.

THE EEAL AND THE IDEAL OF
AECniTECTUEE.*

Those of us who have adopted arohifcectnre
as a profession from a sense of its power on our
imagination, can remember, as I can aver, the
changed impressions on onr minds produced by
first acquaintance with the practical business of
preparing designs for execution, a descent, as it
were, from poetry to prose, the reaction from
which is in many cases a slow process, but which
must be attained ere freedom of design can be
accomplished

; and the counteraction to which
should be constantly encouraged in the student
by exercise in abstract design, apart from the
mere practical work by which he acquires his
technical education. The real in architecture
must, to the architect, include, with their
external forme, not only all that belongs to the
special uses of his buildings, but their conse-
quent necessary modes of construction, and the
materials requisite or available for that end

;
and

great is the difficulty of preserving amid these
matters of practical and mechanical import, the
due impression of his artistic aim, aud of securing
with full attention to the former all that truly
bears on the last, which seems constantly in
danger of being overborne aud drowned among
the varied details of mere physical requirements.
I wish to be understood as in no degree holding
that the ideal can be severed from the real in any
works of true architecture, but I use the terms
in their common, popularly received sense

;
and

taken thus, the real of onr art must of necessity
present itself very differently to at least the three

• From a paper by Mr. H. P. Homer, road before the
Manchester Architectural Aesociation.
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classes I have hinted at, more specifically—the
architect, the proprietor, and the public.

To the architect the technical and constructive
elements of practical design must be ever present
as the tools or instruments by which he must
accomplish what his imagination has conceived.
There must be always a tendency in this con-
structive element of his work, to jar more or less

with that exercise of the ideal powers of the
mind, so essential to be kept in constant and
living exercise if true architecture is to be the
result of the artist’s labour: and to prevent
injury from this source to that province of mental
exercise, on which I shall enlarge hereafter, the
architect should, I think, aim from the first at
the adoption of such a constructive system as
shall, throughout his works, have a constant
reference to the final effect which ho desires
them to produce. There are, of course, nume-
rous obstacles meeting the imaginative designer
in his endeavours to pursue such a system ;—the
kind of materials at his command

; requirements
of economy general or special

;
the restrictions

of local or general enactments
; and the habit of

mind too often induced, either by early education
or later practice (the latter fostered by the
modem demands for rapid production), of
pursuing a routine method both in the choice
and use of the materials. Much care and self-

management are needful to save the architect
from getting into a species of “ bathos ”

of design
throngh these but too fully experienced causes;
and the simple manner in which some construc-
tive difficulties can be overcome by modem appli-
ances of an engineeringrather than architectural
character, affords a too frequent temptation to
adopt the easy and ready, as distingnished from
the traly artistic, in architectural construction.
I would not be thought of as opposed to the due
application of such contrivances in metallic con-
struction as modern engineering has brought
into use, but there are valid objections to certain
modes of applying them in connexion with
architectural art which should not, and, by the
true artist, cannot be ignored. It will not be
denied that an essential characteristic of good
architecture is that self-eastaining repose which
results from due appreciation, by the designer,
of the appearance as well as the reality of
balanced gravitation. Arched construction,

'

duly abutted, gives the highest combination, I

doubtless, of the actual and apparent in this re-

1

spect
5
but where trabeate style or construction I

is adopted, short bearings, massive proportions,
]

and an excess even in real and apparent over-

'

plus of material strength, are essential for pro- i

ducing this effect of architectural repose. Now,
1

to this same effect, the use of extended bear-
*

ings gained by the application of iron, is dis -

1

tinctly opposed, and the more so, the more
[

studiously the actual means of support are
jmasked or concealed. The mere knowledge that ^

iron or other tenacious metal can alone render
such bearings safe, leads even the least practised
critic to the conclusion that in such cases it

must be present, and the concealment causes
in this, os iu all other such cases, a feeling of
dissatisfaction, and of a certain littleness, not to

'

say meanness of treatment. Far better would
it be boldly and openly to declare the presence '

of your sustaining metal, whether of strongly

'

braced cast-iron, or lighter and simpler wrought;
and BO showing it, to make its necessary form '

conducive to your architectural effect, and its
‘

surfaces the recipients of suitable decoration.
I

Thus much for an example combining an
illustration ofmy meaning in respect of material ,

'

economical, and habitual impediments to pure
and true treatment of architectural design, to
which, had I time and space, I might add in-
stances of the manner in which personal tastes
and preferences on the part of clients, oppose
themselves to the free exercise of his art by the
architect whose skill is called into exercise on
their behalf. I must, however, myself econo-
mise my materials, and now briefly touch on the
realistic aspect of arobitecturo as it concerns
those personally interested iu it as owners or
proprietors, whether in a public or private sense
of those terms.

Unfortunately for both architecture and archi-
tects, a large proportion of those for whose com-
fort, enjoyment, or advantage the art is to be
called into exercise, care little, and really
understand less of what is meant by the term
architecture, and confonnd it either with mere
building of the commonest utilitarian kind, or
with the mere surface decoration which stucco
or paint can cheaply and rapidly add to the sur-
iMG of such work. By clients such as these,
though often requiring structures of a scale and

class which should demand full exercise of an
architect’s power of design, the merely useful
is alone seen as their own aim, and in so far, and
in 60 for only, as the works produced suit their
needs in respect of accommodation in space and
convenience in communication, do they believe
that architectural art is present

; and vainly
bestowed, inasmuch as the inmates are con-
cerned, are all the nice studies of vista, efi'eot,

proportion, and snccoeeion of parts, which the
anxious archicect has lavished on the, perhaps,
costly edifice which is to be coupled with his
name and skill in art while its parts shall hold
together. The merely everyday uses of common
life are the real of architecture to such posses-
sors of its examples, and their unappreciative
acquiescence in its simple fitness falls cold on
the senses of the lowly estimated, though per-
haps, highly-paid artist.

I hold it vain to attempt the task of defining
how much instinctive feeling, association, or
education may have to do, individually or gene-
rally, with the acknowledged power of architeo-
tore on the human miud

j and I proceed to
express, weakly and imperfectly it must be, my
own view of what through all these channels
carries this force of ideal impression deep into
thousands of differently disposed and variously I

cultivated minds.
This source of the power of architecture as an

art of imagination rests I am convinced in its

consonance with those laws of effect, infinite in
the variety of their results, which the Creator
has impressed on the material universe, and
specifically for us on the surface of the globe
which we inhabit.

Form, light (with its complement, shade), and
colour are the material sources of all those
enchanting landscapes with which this world
can gladden the eye of him who seeks such pure
enjoyment. Form, light, and colour give archi-
tecture, as I have said, place and power among
the arts. Contrast, proportion, and gradation
in form,—alike in the mountain, the headland,
the islet, and the cathedral,—arrest the eye and
interest the mind. Why, we can scarcely tell, but I

so it is, and often with overwhelming force.
Light, shadow, half light, reflexion, alike mark
out, define, and enrich the broken cliff, the
waving forest, the palace front, and the village
spire

;
and colour no less, in its endless harmo-

nies, gives life and vividness alike to natural and
architectural objects.

The limits within which this strong and close
analogy between nature aucl architecture can be
said to prevail must vary as widely as can the
objects of architectural production

; and the
actual ideal may range from rustic simplicity,
comfort, elegance, throngh the wholo scale of
the beautiful, the grand, the magnificent, and
the sublime.

In each class of the architect’s works, under
these many forms of the ideal, must the degree
in which the elements of form, light, and colour
contribute to his effects, vary, and interchange

;

and seldom as it falls to the lot of any of us to
have the opportunity of achieving what can be
placed in the categoryof the grand or the sublime,
yet such opportunities do, at long intervals,
occur for our profession

; and happy may that
man esteem himself in his generation who
leaves behind him on the surface of this troubled
globe something which is hailed by his fellow-
beings as a gem in the midst of its monotony,
and as calculated to call that least cultivated,
yet, perhaps most essentially characteristic
element of his high place in creation,—his ima-
gination,—into full and happy exercise, raising
him for the moment above the common-place
interests of speeding time, and leading him, even
throngh a material source, to recognise his
alliance with that which is surely superior to
time in its essence, though decreed to perish
with it in its substance.

I class architecture most nearly with music
among the arte in respect of its directly elevating
power upon the human mind ; and it will bo fre-

quently found that the intellect most awake to
the power of the one is sensitive also to the
other; though I think observation will prove
that insensibility to architectnral impressions is

a lees common defect than indifference to those
of music, the latter arising apparently from a
not infrequent absolute deficiency in the organi-
zation, I mean of brain rather than of ear, con-
cerned in conveying these impressions to the
mind. Architecture is in its associations of
wider interest to the greater portion of mankind
than the art of music

;
bnt though many profess-

ing the latter art will be found skilled in its

execution and even clever in its technical

arrangements, without any feeling, or very Kttle,
for its higher forms of imaginative power, I
hardly think you could find indifierence to grand
effects in architecture in any one who could
enter into, and lose himself for the time in
the “disembodied” flow of a fugue of Bach’s,
the sublime transitions and cadences of a
chorus by Handel, or the pathetic and heart,
searching strains of one of Beethoven’s great
symphonies.

I dare not permit myself to pursue this capti-
vating theme of the analogies of the arts, hut I
feel sure that scope exists for the production of
a work of immense interest to any one who
would devote time to illustrate the connexion of
the arts as Mrs. Somerville has that of the
sciences, and Mr. Grove of physical forces.

Briefly to notice some of the forma of the ideal
I have enumerated, I should say that, in respect
to that essential element of an Englishman’s
home,—that untranslateable word of his social
yocabnlary, comfort,—the architect, who mast
in many cases have this ideal most frequently of
all proposed to him in his practice, will find that
gentle play of light and shade, and a very re-
stricted and chastened use of sober colour, with

^

little dependence on the higher and stronger
I effects of architectural form will best assist him
in securing its effect. The structures to which
the epithet mostly applies are not large in scale,
and all strong and forcible effects of form pro-
duce on a small scale an impression of move-
ment and unrest which does by no means attach
to the same when applied to buildings on a great
scale.

Elegance or grace,—the characteristic which
attaches strictly to structures connected with
the lighter scenes of human life and its intel-

lectual recreations,—would be in a measure
wearisome, if markedly pervading the whole
domestic range of a dwelling-house, however
finished in style; but in the detached concert-
room, the saloon, the theatre for the most part;
yes, and the ball-room,—externally and inter-

nally,—this may be sought and secured. Greater
play of form in small masses, less contrast by
effect of light and shadow, and more and livelier

employment of colour, will be found, I think, to
conduce to this end ; and, in contrast with the
quieter effects of comfort and home feeling, the
application of this style of effect may often
prove most happy and artistically nseful as ap-
plied to the parts of domestic or, as in the
clnb-boose, of leas private buOdings, which are
to be devoted to snch uses as I have alluded to.

Beauty, the next step below the grand, is

surely not a result to be ob-tained in architecture
without the expenditure of long and anxious
study in design, and no less anxious experiment
in respect of detail. Independence of scale is a
characteristic of this high and captivating cha-
racter of art, and, though applicable to a great
extent even to large structures of certain classes,

yet in those of moderate scale it seems best to
commend itself to our love and admiration.
Here, form, in some of its moat recondite re-

lations,—chiaroscuro in its most subtle effects,

and every variety of harmonious colouring,

—

may, according to the varying circamstanees of
the design, be called to his aid by the architect

as means to secure his end.
Form,— effective rather by gradation and pro-

portion than by contrast,—and effect of light,

rather diffused than concentrated, seem appro-
priate to impressions of architectnral beauty;
while, in the use of colour, let the artist beware
that only as applied to beautiful forma can this

be othetwise than at least semi-barbarons
;
and

let him look at and take warning by the alas !

too many examples in modem English stme-
tures, where, in the desire to fall in with a pre-

valent bnt passing fashion, the architect has
marred a perhaps otherwise meritorious design
by the use of strongly-contrasted and oven
coarse colonr, applied in hard and graceless

forms, and sometimes with a force of crude
opposition sufficient to overbear and destroy all

that the really architectural features of Lis work
had to offer of beauty or of grace.

Grandeur of effect, unlike beanty, must, as

the term implies, enlist large scale among its

constituent elements. Here, strong contrasts
and bold gradations of form find place, forcible

and concentrated effects of light and shade,
whSe colonr again falls into comparative abey-
ance, and where employed must be made strictly

ancillary to the bolder effects dependent on form
and chiaroscuro, as in deepening the effect of
purposely-shadowed parts of a design by its

retiring shades of purple or violet, or bringing
into prominence what it is sought to press on
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tlie eye by distinct but yet mellow tints of a
warmer character, and pointedly by the studied
nse of gold in an unburnished form of etching.

But here must be avoided, save in. the smallest

measure, the use of the primaries,—red, yellow,

or blue,—or their negative and positive neutrals,

—black and white.

Buildings of much grandeur of general elFeot,

both of ancient and modern erection, might be
cited, which, through injudicious application of

a so-called bold—but really coarse—style of

coloured decoration, applied sometimes under
the misused term of “ restoration," have been
robbed of their dignity ; and if raised by their

innate power of form and chiaroscuro above the
danger of becoming vulgar, have been at least

brought so near to the common-place that their

admirers would be happy to see them thrown
back almost into their former state of neglect,

rather than made to flaunt in plumage foreign

to their real character and true eff'eot.

Feeble and trivial treatment of colour, how-
ever, in connexion with such structures, such as

rather comes, in fact, within the range of the
"elegant” in coloured decoration, is scarcely
less out of place than the coarseness I would
denounce; and hence arises the necessity of the
most careful and repeated trials of parts, and
not very small parts either, of such added de-
coration before it is decided to apply it in any
fixed form to the whole. It is singular how
slight a variation of tint will, when applied on a
great scale, entirely alter (and perhaps mar) an
interior efleot. I have always admired the care-

fully chosen tint of thin dead wash which is used
for the large surfaces of the interior of York
Minster. It is such as to give a pearly grey hue
to the further portions, while moderately and
happily warm immediately under tho eye. Par-
don me for descanting on tho merits of white-
wash for the nonce, but I am speaking of a
building in which form is the pre-eminent ele-

ment of efi’ect. Once, when I was in the cathe-
dral, I found the north transept alone com-
pletely re-coloured, but the work there begin-
ning again do novo. On inquiry I found
that, on the application of the colour in
the transept, aud its drying down to its

normal tone, it was found that too large a pro-
portion of yellow, though very little, had been
used in mixing the huge quantity of colour
required for the whole interior, aud on the
discovery of this, which was palpable when
attention was directed to it, the whole was
destroyed, and a new tint prepared which
resumed the old aerial effect, while compara-
tive vulgarity in a measure at least must have
attended the use of the slightly warmer tint.

Our cathedrals aud great churches come
strictly within the range of this characteristic
of grandeur in their good examples

; and here I
would say a word as to the effect of stained glass,
cither old or of modern application.

Little of the old, but far too much of the
modern, is of a crudity in colour tending rather
to lower than to enhance the architecture it is

asaooiated with, and this from three principal
causes : one, ignorance of or indifierence to the
character of stained glass in decoration, viz.,

its due flatness of treatment as distinguished
from picture-making or relief by shadow, a treat-
ment demanded for its true effect as for that of
Iresco, but even in greater measure

;
secondly,

the neglect of the principle of dealing almost
entirely with secondary and tertiary tints and
hues, rather than with primary colours

; and,
lastly,—alas!—by the descent of this style of
work from an art, as which it was treated but a
few years back by WiQement, Pugin, and a few
more, to the level of a mere trade, in which
dealing takes place by tho square foot, and
wearisome repetitions of gaudy medallions, and
ill-drawn and ludicrously anatomized saints aud
prophets appear in all parts of the kingdom,
garnished with glaring borders by the foot lineal,
and solid masses of blue and red glass, one would
think, by the cube.

New Law Couets.—In reply to Lord Denman,
in the House of Lords, the Lord Chancellor
stated that the Commissioners under the Courts
of Justice Building Act had not as yet recom-
mended auy definite plan to the Government,
aud therefore the Lords of the Treasury had not
as yet adopted or approved of auy contract in
relation to the building. The Commissioners,
however, had agreed upon a draft-letter to the
Treasury, which was to accompany sketches of
certain floor plans that Lad been approved of.

THE MEYRICK COLLECTION.

We were in hopes that the remarkable educa-
tional museum of armour and other works made
by the late Sir Samuel Meyrick, and left by him
in Goodrich Court, Hereford, would be obtained
for the nation, but this now seems doubtful. An
offer was made to the present owner to purchase
it for a foreign country, and there seemed a
probability of its leaving the country. At the
instance, we believe, of the Department of Art
Mr. Plancho reported on it, advising the pur-
chase

;
and afterwards Mr. Vaux, of the British

Museum, did the same thing. The Government,
however, declined to move in the matter. We
mast express a strong hope that something may
yet be done to render the collection available

for public instruction and recreation.

IPSWICH FINE ARTS AND INDUSTRIAL
EXHIBITION.

An Industrial and Fine Arts Exhibition has
been opened at Ipswich, in the new Assembly
Rooms. The upper room is occupied by pictures,

sculpture, and other art-works, and curiosities

;

and the lower room is devoted to machinery and
industrial works generally, including a great

vai’iety of models, a model organ, cofBu con-

ductor, aquaria, fine things in sewing machines,
horizontal steam engine, &c., forming a varied

and entertaining collection. The committee of

the Working Men’s College have been active

organizers of this exhibition. That soit-vejiirs of

the event might be preserved a private subscrip-

tion has been entered into for the purpose
of raising a small fund for the purchase of

medals (both silver and bronze). The competi-
tion has been circumscribed, and wo believe the

rule pursued was that the author, artist, or

manufacturer of any particular work intimating
his intention of exhibiting for competition, was
allowed to do so.

The judges in the art department were Mr.
Cochrane, of tho Norwich School of Art, and
Mr. W. P. Ribbans

;
for woodwork, Mr. H.

Brinsmoad and Mr. H. Singleton
;

for iron

goods, Mr. J. Hammond and Mr. J. Hawes
;
and

miscellaneous, Mr. T. S. Gowing, Mr. B. Rix,

and Mr. J. R. Ridley.

The exhibition was formally opened on Thurs-
day in last week. At two o’clock, tho mayor
(Mr. J. P. Cobbold), tho deputy-mayor (Mr. R.
C. Ransome), the magistrates, aldermen, mem-
bers of the town council, attended by the town
servants, tho principal (Dr. Christian) and
members of the council of the Working Men’s
College, the exhibitors, and other inhabitants

of tho town assembled in the Sessions Court
at the Town-hall, and thence walked in pro-

cession to the Assembly-rooms, and opened
the exhibition.

THE WALWORTH-COMMON ESTATE
COMPETITION PLANS.

We are requested to insert the following com-
munication addressed to the guardians of the
poor of the parish of St. Mary Newington,
Surrey :

—

" London, August 3, 1868.

Gentlemen,—With reference to the following

advertisement, which appeared in the Builder of

April -i, 1868, viz.:

—

‘To Surveyors and Architects.— Walworth Common
Estates.—The Guardians of the Poor of the Parish of Bt.

Mary Newington, Surrey, are desirous of receiving Plans
for laying out. the above estate, of about -15 acres, in new
roads aud streets, for the erection of private houses and
shops. Premiums for Ike best plans will be given as fol-

lows ;—For the first, 100 guineas; second, 75 guineas;
third, 60 guineas.—Further particulars and copy of in-

structions may be seen at the dork's olUce, as under,
between ten and four. The plans must he sent in tome
on or before the 1st day of J nne next.—By order,

Josei'h Buegess, Clerk.
Vestry Hall, Walworth, March 26, 1863;’

—

We the nuderaigned competitors beg to state,

that having sent in plana and designs for laying

out the above estate, in accordance with such
advertisement, in the manner required by the

printed instructions issued to us, we do hereby
strongly protest against the decision lately

arrived at by you, on the grounds of its being
both inconsistent with the spirit of your adver-

tisement and printed instructions, and most
uujusb to us. We complain that you have
awarded premiums (especially the two first) for

plans which are noc iu accordance with those

printed instructions, and also do not comprise
the sanitary arrangements which are required

by the Metropolitan Building Act, whilst many
of the rejected plans have fully complied with
the instructions, and are in accordance with the

Act. We arc also not satisfied with the third

premium awarded.
We therefore respectfully call upon you to

appoint a professional gentleman of high stand-

ing and character to act as arbitrator, and de-

cide upon the merits of all the plans sent in ;

and we further suggest that we may be allowed
separately to explain our plans and designs

before such professional man, and wo shall then

be perfectly satisfied with his decision. Await-
ing your reply.

We are, gentlemen,
Yonr obedient servants,

H. M. Bubton, 14, Spring.gardens.

TnosiAS Edward Knightley, 106, Cannon-
street, E.C.

Banister Fletcher, 7, Guilford - street,

Russell-square.

Frederick A. Klein, C.E., 110, Cannon-
street, E.C.

Lee & Walton, 6, Great College-street,

Westminster.
Arthur C. Pain, C.E., 7, Pailiament-street,

S.W.
A. A. Freeman, 25, St. Aubyn’s-road, Upper

Norwood.
Thomas Jewell, 2, Cottage-green, Cam-

berwell.

Richard Hopton, 2, Stanstoad-road, Forest-

bill.

Wm. H. Rawlings, l.Welton-terrace, Palace-

road, Upper Norwood.
A. G. Hennell, 22, Southampton-buildiugB,

Chancery-lane.
Ward & Usjll, 10, King-street, Soho, W.
W. B. Moi'fATT, King-Street, Whitehall.”

*** We have before us a large number of

letters, many of them not from competitors, to

the effect of the above protest. Wo trust the

guardians may even yet find themselves able to

do justice to those who trusted to their honour.

The selections are manifestly not in accordance

with the Instructions.*

HUMEWOOD, COUNTY WICKLOW,
IRELAND.

Illustrations are given in our present number
of a mansion in the course of erection at Hume-
wood, Ireland, for Mr. W. W. Fitzwilliam Dick,

M.P. for the county of Wicklow. It stands in

a commanding position, well surrounded with

rich woods and mountain scenery.

The walls are entirely of granite, and the

roofs are covered with tiles. The kitchen oflloes

are in the basement, a few feet below the

ground level, giving considerable elevation to

the ground floor, which is approached by a
stone staircase from a vaulted hall about 40 ft.

in height. This hall forms the base of the

tower.

The fittings of the interior aro being con-

structed of various coloured woods, the staircase

being iu oak. Provision is made in various

ways for defensive purposes, if necessary. The
house being intended chiefly for a short summer
residence, provision has been made for a system
of warming and ventilation throughont during

the time that it will be unoccupied. The whole
of the basement is vaulted in brick. The ceil-

ings and floors over the dining-room, drawing-
room, &c., are supported by massive oak beams,
and finished with cornices of wood. The kitchen

is open to the I'oof, and well separated from the

habitable part of the house. There is a lift for

coals and luggage from the bottom to the top of

the house, aud dinner is to be served by a
traversing wagon, passing up the stairs to the

serving-room. The windows of the hall and
staircase and the upper portions of those of

the living-rooms will be filled with stained glass,

containing the armorial bearings, &c., of the

family, Mr. Dick having a fine folio illustrating

the heraldic history of the family from the

earliest times.

The contract is being carried out by Mr. Kim-
berley, of Banbury, from designs by Mr. William

White, F.S.A.

* Wo have received, but too late for present considera-

tion, commiioications from the authors of the plans to

which the firet aud tho third premiums have been
a^tarded.
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PEIZES AT THE “ ECOLE CENTEALE
D’AECHITECTUEE.”

Last November vre published an account of
he opening for the -winter session of the Paris
Scole Centrale d’Architecture, which took place
mder the presidency of Mr. Ilenry Cole, C.B.,
rho delivered an address to the students, and
included by putting at their disposal a prize, to
)B awarded, upon the votes of the students them-
lelves, to the student who could make the best
Irawiiig of the human figure. The first election
las recently taken place, and it may be interest-
ng to our readers to see the following account
f the award made by the students, which we
le enabled to give from the official announce-
aent.

“ Ecole Centrale d’Architecture.

Eeport of the Election for the ‘ Prix Cole.’
The students of the first class assembled in

he amphitheatre of the school on Thursday, the
Ith of June, 1868, at five o’clock, and proceeded
0 the election of a holder of the ‘Pris Cole.’

these there were 12 cwt. and 4 cwt. respectively,
and with them are used common earth, charcoal,
coke, blood, and other ingredients in small
quantities. After being mixed with water they
are pumped gradually into the sewage as it flows
to a large tank in which tho settling takes place.
The sediment is afterwards taken up and poured
into the flowing sewage five or six times over,
and still proves efi’ectual as a precipitator, and
acts much more rapidly than the lime process at
present in use. The result, we are assured, is,

that over 80 per cent, of the ammonia in the
sewage is extracted, and a manure produced
which is worth fully 31. 10s. a ton, while the
water flowing off is clear and apparently tho-
roughly purified.

TEADES UNIONS AND STEIEES.

At the half-yearly meeting of the Birmingham
- — ,

Chamber of Commerce, a report was read, in
xero were twenty-four voters present. The I

^hioh it was said, in relation to “ Trades Unions
jhutineers were composed of the commissioners, Strikes”
nd M. H. Gautier was nominated the president,
le declared that, in conformity with precedents,
he elected candidate must at least poll half tho
otal votes plus one.
Upon the first scrutiny the votes were re-

Ordecl thus :

—

M, Charbonuier 11 votes.
M. Ezetkowski 5
M. Hillard 3

”

M. Sauvestre 2
”

M. Taudin 2 plus one.

No candidate having polled half the votes
Jus one, a fresh poll took place between MM.
Jharbonnier and Ezetkowski, each to poll as
aany votes as possible. A fresh roll call showed
hat twenty-three voters were present.
The result of this last poll was as follows

M. Ezetkowski 12 votes.
M. Charbonnier 10 plus one.

The award of the ‘ Prix Cole ’ was accordingly
lade to M. Ezetkowski, born in 1845, at JulJac
Jorrcze).”

The director, M. Emile Trelat, expresses in a
smmnnication his gratification that, although
le majority of tho masters’ votes were accorded
\ Mr. Charbonnier, the students, nevertheless,

nobly and independently by electing
I, Ezetkowski.

UTILIZATION OP SEWAGE.
A SERIES of experiments with the contents of

le Leicester sewage have been going on at
le works in tbe Abbey Meadow, conducted by
T. Sillars and Mr. G. Wigner, of London. The
rocess is that which has been already tried at
ottenham, and the results are those described
‘xBUQineering of the 3rd ult. :

Tottenham, -wbicL were conducted

11
commenced in a tank boldine 6,000

Uona. The necessary quantity of chemicals, disaoWed in
ont 8 eallona of water, having been put in, the tank
la JUJcd with sewage; tho pump caused sufficient agita-m to mix the ingredients thoroughly. The sewage (a
ry black sample) was immediately deodorised, and in
enty minutes a sample drawn from a tap nearly at the
ttomof tbe tank was 80 cleat that filtering seemed to
almost unnecessary. 4,700 gallons of this water were
n off, and tbe tank filled again without removing tho
liment. This also was completely clarified in less than
enty minutes. The tank having been filled and precipi-
;ed eight times, the trial was so far deemed satisfactory,

“ It is impossible to deny tho right of working men to
combine for their.own just interest. The part of wisdom
is to do all that can be done by persuasion and enlighten-
ment to induce trades unions to keep their action within
tho limits of faimees and justice, as the only conduct that
can be permanently successful. Yonr council considered
that the stonemasons' strike in this town, which began in
April last, and imfortunately still continues, was aproper
occasion to try if any good could be done towards effecting
a settlement between employers and their workmen by
conciliation. In ordertootl’era Board of Conciliation that
should bo as unexceptionable as possible to the workmen as
well 89 the masters, your councQ arranged with the trades
council of this town, that three deputies from their body
should join with three members ofyour council in offering
themselves as a joint committee of conciliation between
the parties in difference. The stonemasons on strike and
the master builders were invited each to send three
deputies to meet this joint committee in the council-room
of yonr chamber. This offer was readily accepted. Some
meetings were held, your council regret to say without
success hitherto

;
but as these meetings may possibly be

renewed, your council abstain from further statement.
This attempt was the more readily made by your council
from the hope that it might open up the way to some per-
manent council of conciliation, to which employers and
their workmen might apply in their differences, before
resorting to actual hostihty."

The threatened “ 'Rattening ” in, London.—We
are -written to by Mr. W. Allan, the general
secretary of the Amalgamated Society of Engi-
neers, disclaiming all connexion, on tho part of
his society, with secret committees, or with the
anonymous letter sent to Messrs. Bunnett, and
others, threatening “ consequences ” if they
allow piecework in their business.

ELECTEIC SAFETY LOCK.

MM. Duv£ and Leiiaire, Paris, two young
mechanicians, have invented a new system of
safety-lock. Tho key of the proprietor can open
the lock without ringing the bells (placed in
the apartment, anywhero about the house, or at
any distant locality)

j
but if a false key be intro-

duced, a “jemmy,” or any piece of metal, the
bells are set going as long as the piece is applied.
This is effected by the disposal of the several
tumblers with regard to a small lever which com-
pletes the battery circuit when elevated. When
all the tumblers are lifted simultaneously, as by
the master key, the lever is not raised and no
alarm is given

j
but if one, or two, or three be

lifted, tbe alarm lover is raised and the ringing
takes place. If the burglar, knowing the
mechanism of the lock, try to force the lock

d the water having been drained closely off, tho rosiduo
' ^7 ^^7 usual burglars’ instruments,

lounted to about 200 gallons of thick black mud, with OS soon as the metal is attempted to be wedded
in the ringing commences.

“

attilicial_ manure in appearance, and containing 2-37 satety-lock oan be applied to all doors Or
Tho oi- fastenings without distinction. The acting agent

of alarm is a feeble current of electricity pro-
duced by a small battery of two elements. The
pile used is that of Leclanche (small model),
with peroxyde of manganese and a single liquid,

which does not require touching for several
months, and then even a little water is all that
is necessary to replace that lost by evaporation.
Tho master-key is protected by an insulating

substance, so that when introduced it establishes
no contact, nor does it raise the alarm lever when
the tumblers are lifted. Now, supposing a
burglar to have a dozen or so isolated keys, he
could introduce any one of them silently, but
on his attempting to turn it, the wards nob being
those of the master-key, the alarm would be
continuously given and put an end to his experi-
ments, so that he could not try one key after
another.

rceut. of ammonia. The auaiysis of the water shows
ithttlemore organic impurity than in the Tottenham
-ter supply, and lar less than in the river Lea at Totten-
m. 66 lb. of the new compound, dissolved in 69 gallons
iwater, were used to precipitate this quantity (nearly
000 gallons) of sewage. The cost is estimated at 18a^
’ 100,000 gallons.

^
tank, holding 36,000 gallons, was next pre-

fed, and the sewage allowed to flow in by gra-vitatiou at
1 rate of about 1,000 gallons per minute, the aohitimi
liung in at the same time from two small tubs. Fifteen
nutes alter the tank was filled the mud had subsided,
1 tne water was clear, free from odour, and almost
teless. Ihe greater portion of the imparity remaining
^nia water was common salt.”

At the Leicester works the process has been
aducted on a much larger scale, and Mr.
:gner considers with even greater success.
L Monday 1,728,000 gallons of sewage were
Hb^-wfith, the precipitating compound being
5d in the quantity of a little over a ton, the
Ik of which -was chiefly clay and alum. Of

THE SCIENCE OF COLOUE.
I HAVE read with much interest and very con-

siderable surprise, yonr notice of the work of
Mr. Benson on the science of colour.

I have endeavoured to procure the work, but
Messrs. Chapman «&; Hall say they have it not,
therefore I can only reason upon what is com-
municated in your article.

The author, as the reviewer remarks, roundly
asserts that all our present theories on the laws
of harmony of colour are entirely wrong

; conse-
quently that Newton, Brewster, Goethe, Field,
and Chovreuil are all quite mistaken, and that
their old theories must be replaced by Mr. Ben-
son’s “ Natural System of Colours.”

I have read through this article very carefully,
and more than once, but I fail to discover any
reasons or arguments proving these assertions.
I do not perceive why red, green, and blue should
be considered the simple elementary or primary
sensations of colour. I think a theory very
defective which ignores yellow except when com-
bined with blue as green. Does the author
really mean that blue, red, and yellow are not
tho primaries ? We are aconstomed to call
them so because they cannot be compounded of
other colours. But he maintains that this
system is a delusion, and is unsupported by a
single rational experiment,” adding that “ that
theory is entirely subverted, nob only by his re-
searches on prismatic colours, but by all scientific
experiments on the mixture of colours, which
show that red and green, yellow and purple,
and blue and orange, are not complementary to
each other.

This is a subject so well known and so easily
to be experimented on that I cannot understand
how the author can venture to dispute ifc. It
appears to me that he has been carried away by
enthusiasm at tho result of his experiments with
the prism, to make [assertions which a careful
consideration of the facts cannot justify.

Most brilliant, interesting, and beautiful are
combinations of colour brought into play by the
use of a good prism

; but they are swayed by a
variety of subtle influences of shade, light,
form, and colour.

I take a sheet of note-paper, and, looking at it

through the prism, the top edge is fringed with
scarlet red shading to pure yellow j then follows
the pure white of the paper, and at the bottom
edge is violet shading upwards to clear blue.
Taking another piece of paper, and holding it

near the first sheet, I bring the violet ray at the
bottom edge against tho scarlet ray on the first

sheet, and the scarlet becomes soft rosy pink.
On the centre of the white paper I place a black
object 5 on this the violet and blue rays radiate
at top, and the red and yellow at bottom, thus
reversing the previous colours. Again, I turn
the prism on a grass-plat (alas ! it is very dry)

j

the colouring is that of a brilliant opal, yellow
predominating with light pencillings of blue,
green, and red. Where the grass abuts on a
pavement there is a well-defined fringe of deep
yellow, then red, violet, blue, and blue-green,
each a distinct ribbon of colour

; then there is

an interval of white, and again belts of yellow,
pure rose-oolonr, and violet-blue. I instance
these experiments to show how various are the
combinations given by the prism, and that there
is nothing in them upsetting the theory that
red, yellow, and blue are tho primary colours, or
that green, purple, and orange are their com-
plementaries.

No definite proportion can bo fixed for the due
mixture of manufactured colours to form neutral
grey, that must always be regulated by the tints
of the actual colours, and also their chemioal
composition; but taking light chrome, carmine
red, and good light ultramarine blue, I have
found that the average proportion of three, five,

and eight will form a good grey.
I have no donbfc that the work of Mr. Benson

will give very instructive suggestions on tbe
various harmonies of colours

;
but when he

declares that all our present received theories
are decidedly wrong, he must bring stronger
proof to convince us.

I quite agree with you that it is pleasant to
meet with something original in which thought
and labour have nob been spared; but asserting
that the truth of nature must be superior to

groundless theory, is simply a phrase : it does not
prove that theory to be groundless. I am not

aware that sea-green and rosy-pink have been
overlooked in combinations of colonrs, or that
those colours should have a special influence on
the theory. I offer these remarks for considera-

tion. John G. Grace.
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THE AKT AND SCIENCE
DEPARTMENT,

As a means of stimulating a
branch of industry specially avail-

able for the employment of edu-
cated females, the Lords of the

Committee of Conncil on Education
offer prizes for fans painted by
female students in any school of
art connected with the Science i

and Art Department, viz. :—One !

prize of 51.', two prizes of dl.
;

each, Gl. ; three prizes of 21. each,

CL
;

five prizes of IL each, 61.

The decoration is limited to foliage,

or flowers, or these conjoined with
landscape vignettes.

With regard to the Whitworth
Scholarships, it maybe useful if

we say that competitors in the
schools and night-classes, for the
Whitworth lOOZ. Scholarships will

be required to produce a certifi-

cate of having passed in the ability

to draw outlines like the annexed
either enlarged or reduced in size

from a copy. The examinations
are held at any school of art or

night-class in the United Kingdom
during the month of May, 1869,
or, if specially required, in a science
school.

The fifteenth annual report of
the Department states that the
system of science and art instruc-

tion has reached 10,230 individuals
in science, and 105,529 individuals
in art. The students at the school
of naval architecture numbered
44, at the school of mines 13
regular and 102 occasional, and
at the college of chemistry 121 .

At the evening lectures there was
a total attendance of 2,207. The
total number of persona who have
received direct instruction as stu-

dents, or by means of lectures, in

connexion with the Science and
Art Department, is about 123,500,
being an increase of over 10,000 in

1866. The attendance at the mu-
seums and collections under the
superintendence of the department
in London, Dublin, and Edinburgh
has been 1,305,374, showing a total

increase of 152,374, or 13'2 per
cent, on the numbers of the pre-
ceding year, which were 1,153,091.
The expenditure of the D.;part-

ment during the financial year
1866-7, exclusive of the cost of the
geological survey, was 152,856Z.
ISs. Id., while in 1867-8 it was
179,9501. 63 . Id., showing an in-

crease of 27,093Z. 83 . The committee say,

—

“ We can confidently report that at no period
since the establishment of the Department baa
its influence in promoting the knowledge of
science and art, especially among the industrial
classes, been so widely extended or its beneficial
results 80 marked as during the past year.”

Our correspondents on the subject of the
National Portrait Exhibition will doubtless have
noticed that the collection may now be seen free
on Mondays, Tuesdays, and Saturdays, and for

6d. each person on Wednesdays, Thursdays, and
Fridays. The exhibition will close on the 22nd,
before which such of our readers as have not
seen it should make a point of visiting the
gallery.

SHEFFIELD ARCHITECTURAL AND
ARCHEOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

FREEHAND DRAWING EXERCISES.

The fourth excursion of the members of
this society has taken place. Starting from
the School of Art, a large party of ladies and
gentlemen drove by way of Dronfield and
Chesterfield to Hardwick, arriving there about
one o’clock. After partaking of luncheon,
the party proceeded first to examine the Old
Hall, now in ruins. Mr. Haslam, the under
steward of his Grace the Duke of Devonshire,
acting as guide, explained the different parts of
the building, and pointed out objects particularly
worthy of notice. From the Old Hall the party
repaired to the present mansion, whore, by per-
mission of his grace, who is patron of the society,
they visited more than is usually shown to

visitors. After admiring the prospect from the
roof, the party were entertained with refresh-

ments before leaving the Hall. After being
conducted by Mr. Haslam through the gardens
and stable buildings, the party repaired to the
inn, where an. interesting account of the Old
Hall was read on the lawn by Mr. W. White, jun.

After tea, the party returned to Sheffield.

PROVINCIAL NEWS.

Ely .—A scheme is on foot to erect in Ely a

public building which shall contain a museum,
library, and large room for lectures, meetings,

concerts, &o. A site has been obtained ad-

joining the Shire-ball
; and a design of the in-

tended building prepared by Mr. Freeman, of

Ely. The expense is estimated at about 1,600Z.

Already 650Z. of the required sum have been ob-

tained.

Epv-'orth .—A large public room has long been
wanted at Epworth. The teetotalers determined
to erect a building to be made available for

lectures and other public purposes, and have
succeeded. The committee purchased a site in

High-street, in the centre of the town, and only

a short distance from the Market-place. The
foundation stone, or rather the two corner stones,

have just been laid.

Bradford .—A sum of 12,000Z. is to be raised

for a new mechanics’ institute building, and to

convert the institute into a people’s college for

Bradford.

Masham IlaU.— This hall, the residence of

Mr. James Cookson, standing on a picturesque
bend of the Tees, near Darlington, has been
recently entirely remodelled and greatly en-
larged. As altered it presents an Elizabethan
group, the central portion being three stories in

height, with bay windows carried the entire

height, and crowned with a cornice and open
parapet, griffins, &c. Attached are conservatories
and stabling, dairy, &c. The principal feature

in the interior is the main staircase, which is

executed entirely iu wainscot oak, and lighted
from the ceiling. The ceiling is panelled, and the

ribs are moulded and relieved with foliage, the
intersections of the ribs being marked by carved
pendants. The works have been carried out by
Messrs. Sbafeoe & Barry, contractors, of York,
Mr. G. Crathorne acting as clerk of works; and
the architect is Mr. John Ross, of Darlington.

SIDMOUTE.

There has been a marked difference iu the
temperature of London and that of Sou'.h Devon
during the last month. Thos, while the tempera-
ture of London was 93’, that of Sidmouth was
only 76% or 17® leas. The highest and lowest
minimum readiogswere 66° and 54° resppctively.*

There was generally sufficient wind through the

day to prevent lassitude, and the mornings and
evenings were delightfully cooled by the sea and

* The air along the south coast is kept cool in summer
and warm iu winter by the nearly equable temperature of

the adjacent sea, which is coatinnaUy receiviug warmth
from the golf stream.
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ud broezes, and the heavy dews. Great as this

ivantagc has been to Sidmonth, it is as nothing
jmpared to the remarkable absence of sickness
id disease, the town never having been more
jaltby. This may be partly attributable to the
rainago works execnted some time ago, and
sacribed in the Builder on the 4th of April last.

A stained glass window, by Ward & Hughes,
iS recently been placed in the parish chnroh to

le memory of Miss Bacon, granddaughter of

ihn Bacon, the sculptor, who carved the heads
1 the key stones in front of Somerset House,
ader Sir W. Chambers. He also executed other
trved work about the same building, and good
ork some of it is. The west window, by the
imo artists, was erected by her Majesty to the
emory of her father, the late Duke of Kent,
ho died here January 23rd, 1S20.

WORK IN THE HOT WEATHER.

It would be well were contractors, builders, and
her great employers of labour, to be considerate
[their men in so sultry and dry a season as the
Iraordinary one now in progress. They might
Itain the same amount of labour, and indeed
ore, by allowing them to drop work during the
•eatest heat of the day, working early and late
make it up. The mon would be thankful, and
0 masters would have more or better work
me. Sunstroke has been unusually prevalent
is season, both in this and in other countries,

id working in the sun is dangerous. Wo have
en a very good practice adopted by gardeners
id others to protect their heads,—namely, the
acing in their hats or caps of a large moist
if, such as ofrhubarb or cabbage. A moistened
lindkerchief, however, may do. The Indian
actice of wrapping the hat over with a white
3th, we observe, is being adopted by ’bus
ivers and conductors. While we are having
mething not far short of the dry and sultry
at of an Indian summer, it seems that in India
ey are making a trial of the moist and pleasant
mmer of England,

THE THAMES EMBANKMENT.
“ A Londoner” writes,—I have just had the
aasure of a walk along the northern Thames
nbankment. I observed that between West-
mster and Hnngerford Bridges a high wall of
ick and stone is being erected, to divide the
ibaukment roadway from the surplus land
xt the shore. I was under the impression
it the formation of ornamental gardens was
utemplated on this surplus land, and, if so, a
jh enclosure wall cannot be necessary. What
)ity that so much rubbish should have been
Dugbt on to the embankment, which will
ve to be taken away in the formation of the
•Iway.

FRIGHTFUL ACCIDENT
' AT A MANCHESTER MUSIC-HALL.
On Friday night in last week a large
flience assembled in Lang’s Music-hall, Man-
sster, and during the entertainment an alarm
fire was raised. A fearful panic ensued, and
the crush which followed twenty-four lives or
ire were lost, and thirteen other persons were
ire or less seriously injured. The building,
JOse proper title is the Trafford Arms, is in
^ occupation of Mr. D. R. Davies. The prin-
al portion consists of a theatre, with pit,
jhestra, and two galleries. At the time
eady named a performance was in progress
the benefit of a Mr. & Mrs. Clifford, duettisls.
e amusement of the moment was a sack race
itho stage, to see which a number of men and
'B in the pit stood upon the front benches,
b benches creaked as if giving way

;
several

'8 caught hold of a gas-pendant to save them-
ves from falling, and the pendant broke off
their hands. The smell of the escaping gas
. some one to cry “ Fire,” and instantly the
Renee in every part of the house rushed to
1 only two staircases on either side of the
Iding, in a mad effort to escape. Mr. Clifford
:uted to them from the stage that there was
: cause for alarm, but no one heeded him.
3 crush upon the staircases was such as
tbreak the iron balustrades and the iron-
ted stairs themselves, and the victims of
false alarm fell in heaps to the bottom,

while some jumped through the windows.
As quickly as possible help was rendered
in removing the dead and dying in cabs to the
Royal Infirmary. There it was ascertained that
the number of the killed was twenty-three, all

men, most of them young, and that eleven men
and two women were injured. The injuries were
for the most part internal. There ought to be a
general and stringent law passed to enforce the
provision of sufficient means of exit from every
place of public resort. On this we have often
insisted, and the case which has now occurred
only adds one more to scores of such cases
whiuh show the necessity for legislation on the
subject. The widest possible means of egress,
with doors opening outwards, ought to bo com-
pulsory.

BEHAVIOUR IN A PANIC.

Sir,—

I

n a panic at a theatre, church, meeting
hall, or in any place where numbers of people
are assembled, what is the best course to
pursue ? Others have written to the newspapers
making their suggestions, will yon kindly allow
me to make mine ? When you find yourself in a
crowd, on a staircase or elsewhere, the great
thing is to do what very few would think of
doing, namely, to push back. The space in front
is full, gain a second or so by pushing back, and
those in front will escape, then those behind can
come on. In the Grand Stand at Goodwood,
during the races are kept boards (about 3 ft. by
2 fb.), mounted ou poles, on which boards are
painted iu laige characters the words, “ A
Surgeon wanted.” If an accident happens to a
jockey, or if any person is taken ill, men are at

once sent round in the crowd within the
enclosure, with tlieso hoards held ou high, and a
surgeon is immediately found. Now, would it

not be a good thing to have boards of a similar

character in our theatres, &c., for use in emer-
gencies, on which boards should be largely

printed, “Do not push forioard, but pxtsh back ?"

Those who could not see the boards might have
the same words conveyed to them by means of a
common sea speaking-trumpet. W.

THE LAW COURTS COMPETITION.

Sir,—

I

am no lawyer, or I should be able to

answer the question which I wish to put.

In this country it is our boast that all men
are equal before the law,—that the rights of in-

dividuals are sacred as against the Government,
as well as against any other assailants,—and
that contracts, if not respected, can be enforced.

The fair and temperate letter of Mr. Barry
leads me therefore to inquire whether ho cannot
obtain either a maudanius for his own appoint-
ment as architect to the Courts of Law, under
terms of the contract of which he performed his

part, or an injunction against the employment of
any other architect.

The question of the departure by the Govern-
ment from its own conditions is one of too much
importance to professional men to be left to the

decision of administrative caprice. Where there

is a wrong, wo are taught to believe, an English-

man has a remedy. F. E. C.

DECORATIONS.

Sir,—Might it not prove a source of much
improvement to young men in the several

Schools of Art, to give them as a subject for

prizes to form decorative designs for the orna-

mentation of the halls and the several parts of

the room in which they are engaged, as the
ceilings, &c., or even designs for rooms generally ?

Even as regards the walls of schools, those most
proficient might be employed in decorating the

several parts of the rooms. This would give
them a facility and freedom in drawing, colours,

(to., even to designing furniture, &c.

A Subscriber.

FELLING TREES.

Sib,

—

you or any of your correspondents inform
me whether any maebine has been inrentod for felling

trees, which would ohviafe “Heart-shake,” and where
such is procurable ? I shall feel much indebted to you for
this information. It. V. Storev.

Calcutta,

THE LAST OF AN OLD MANSION.
Sib,—

S

ome years ago you published some notices ofmine
on the antiquities of Beaumaris and its neighbourhood.
One of them in a very short time will be lost, and before
it disappears I would suggest that it would be worth while
for some one to have detailed drawings and good photo-
graphs made of it. I refer to the old town mansion of the
Bulkeley family, till lately divided into several small tene-
ments, but now in the last stage of dilapidation, and about
to bo taken down. It is of the latest style of Gothic,

—

partly timber, partly of stone,—and may have been built
early in tbe sixteenth century. There are Elizabethan
additions, and some of the ornamental plaster-work of
this period is very good and elaborate in design. Itcon-
tains a fine hall, with a cove over the dais, an arched oak
roof, beneath which, at the level of the collar beams, a very
elaborate ceiling with pendants has been added. A
minstrels’ gallery and screen remain at the lower end of
the hall, bat filled in with iatfa and plaster. Attheupoer
end of the hall is a large drawing-room, with a good ceil-
ing, with bosses, &c. The hall and drawing-room arc
sixteenth century. In the roof is a g.illery containing a
fine fireplace, on which colour and gilding are still to be
traced.

I have in vain tried to get tbe local photographers to
take some views of the place

;
and it would be a matter of

great regret if the remnant of this once fine building
(which seems scarcely known to antiquaries) were allowed
to be removed without some memorial of its details having
been preserved. Even as a matter of profit, photographs
ought to sell well among the visitors of the place and of
the neighbouring watering-places

;
as Llandudno, &o.

E. W. Cox.

A CAMBRIDGE THOUGHT.
Fair are the lawns by Camus, reverend stream,
'Whose waters quiver'd in the blinding ray
As o’er the cycloid arch we look our way

'Where those fall limes invite the noontide dream
;

Nor less it pleased iu thoughtful mood to stray
Through cloister’d courts, or where the summer glow
Lit up the fading grace of Inigo,

Or own tbo Tudor fane’s majestic sway :

Yet seem these antique halls and quiet trees
Things of the Fust, while Fancy on tbe breezo
Brings sounds that ill consort with learned ease :

—

Loud calls the Age, the trumpet sings to strife,

The leaders beckon, all the plain is rife

With hosts that onward press to brighter, stronger life.

H. H. B.

GREENOCK DOCKS.
Sib,—

O

n the Slst of March last competition plans were
to be sent in for the above docks. I duly sent in the plans
under a motto, in nccordanco with the instructions, but
have heard nothing of the result, although I have looked
carefully through your weekly numbers.

If the trustees are going to Parliament for further
powers, it is time they selected some plans as the basis of
their operations

;
and if they arc not, it is full time that

the competitors were informed of the result of their
Isbonrs. C. E.

LEAD PIPES AND AIR.

Bin,—The question of the flattening of lead pipes can
be resolved as your last correspondent mentioned. A
current of water, through even a horizontal pipe, with
only 18 in. of head, is auUicient to d-uic in air to such an
amount that, by a small pipe fixed at right angles to the
flow-tube, and an india-rubber tube, M. Bourdon, known
as an inventor of barometers and gauges, works the
models of hia new engine by vacuum so produced. I spent
some hours with him a few days ago, and he assured me
that, although he had patented the system iu 1857, atill it

was always a wonder to him how it acted. The horizontal
tube he uses is about a foot long, a little trumpet-monthed,
and playing into a waste trough, and the tube to which he
attaches the caoutchouc conductor of the vacuum is

about in. long at right angles, as I said above.
However, I think the flattening of water-pipes, say of

•1 in. diameter, must be gradual, as tbe pressure is not very
groat, even for an atuiosphero of 3i ft.

;
but lead is soft, and

the continual bearing of the burden will cause it to yield.
If holes are bored with small sir-pipes, at intervals near
the bottom of the pipe, say 0 or 8 ft. from the ground, the
exhaust will be preveuted. If the air-holes are too uear
the top, the water will run over, unless the diameterof tho
pipe be so great as to make it a blowing-machine as used
in many country districts. Dna Pans.

REPUDIATION OP A CONTRACT.
In a case tried at tbe Lancaster Summer Assizes, Hol-

den and Another p. Maguire, Mr, Holker, Q-C., and Mr.
Edwards appeared for the plainiiff, and Mr. Quain, Q.C.,
and Mr. Gorst, M.P., for the defendant.
The plaintilTs, Messrs. Holden & Clegg, were builders,

carrying on business at Accrington, and tho defendant,
Mr. Maguire, a Roman Catholic priest, also residing at
Accrington, and the action arose outof a contract entered
into by him with the plaintiff's to build a Roman Catholic
chapel. The plaintifl’s tendered for the erection of tho
chapel, and sent in their tender, which amounted to
6,3331. Some delay took pl.sce, the defendant then being
desirous to build a presbytery, and was anxious to bavo
the contract taken by tho same pirly that obtained the
contract to build the chapel, and the plaintiffs agreed to
build the presbytery at t&e same schedule of prices they
bad tendered for tbe cbapel. On the 26tb January, 1867,
the plaintiffs tendered to erect the presbytery for the sum
of l,60Cf., tho time for receiving the tenders having been
enlarged. Their tender was accepted, and on the 8lh of
February, 1867, they wrote to Mr. Maguire to know if

one of the architects was there, as they had kept Mr.
Ellis (a workman well skilled in Gothic work, whom they
had engaged upon the suggestion of Mr. Maguiro) wait-

ing to commence the work.
Tho plaintills not only engaged Mr, Ellis, bat they
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built a workshop, erected a steani-engine and boiler, and
Lad all in readiness to commence work, when another
dela^ took place in consequence of the title to the land
prorine detective, and they were told that they must not
proceed with the work till the question was settled and
other land procured. Land was procured on the 12th of
February. The plaintiffs wrote to Messrs. Wilson &
Nichols, the architects, who, in reply, sent word that they
must wait. They did wait, bat to no effect. On the 20tb
May, Mr. Wilson came over, and the plaintiffs were intro-
duced to him as the contractors for the work, and then
for the first time Mr. Wilson said something about bonds-
men. They at first objected, as nothing of the kind had
been previously hinted at, but eventually they gave the
names of parsons willing to become bondsmen, and with
those names Mr. Maguire eipressed himself .'satisfied.
On the 6th of June Mr. Wilson sent a letter to the plain-
tiffs, expressing his doubt as to their capability to per-
form the work, aud the result was that he took away the
contract from them and gave it to another person.
Upon the suggestion of Mr. Quain, it was agreed to

limit the inquiry to the question whether there was a
contract or not.
During the examination of the witnesses it transpired

that after the tenders had been sent to Mr. Bell, an
architect, they were opened by the defendant, who at once
accepted that of the plaintiffs, and desired Mr. Bell to
inform the plaintiffs, and to signify to the other parties,
the fact that the contract bad been disposed of. In order
that he might not be troubled with any further inquiries.
The jury, without any hesitation, gave a verdict for the

plaintiffs, the amount of damage to be settled by re-
ference.

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.

TorTi .—Until within abont a year ago the
Church of St. Michael, Spurriergate, in this city,

contained high square pews, covered with green
baize. The edifice was also damp and dirty,

and was principally lighted by windows on the
south-east side. These features were con-
sidered sufficiently objectionable to induce the
parishioners, at a meeting held in the vestry, to I

pass a resolution substituting for the pews re-

1

ferred to stalls of a modem pattern, at an esti-

mated cost of about 3501. The work has been
carried out under the superintendence of Messrs.
Atkinson, architects. The contractors were
Mr. Dennison, for the pnlpit, reading-desk, and

;

repewing; Mr. Dodsworth, for wood-staining;
and Mr. Keswick, for the masonry. After the
improvements had been commenced an offer was
made to rebuild the north-west wall, and to
place in it two windows,—an offer which was of
course readily accepted by the parishioners for
the sake of the great improvement that would
be effected. The whole of the old pews in the
church were removed, and the floor relaid with
concrete. The dampness has consequently been
got rid of, and the whole of the interior of the
building has undergone a thorough cleaning.
The expense of rebuilding the north-west wall,
and inserting the four-light windows therein,
will be borne by the sheriff (Mr. J. Day, jnn.),

Mr. Edward Day, Mr. Wood, of Spurriergate;
and Mr. Sanderson, of Low Ousegate. These
windows (which have been supplied by Messrs.
Hodgson, of York) are filled in with cathedral
quarries and ornamental stained loaf borders.
The two middle compartments in each contain

'

subjects in stained glass. They are memorial

'

windows. In the one is a representation of the
|

offerings of the wise men after the birth of I

Christ, and in the other the descent from the
cross. The two compartments in the other win-

'

dow, to the memory of Mr. Edward Day, are
occupied with figures of Martha and Christ.
The cost of the wall and windows has been 1901.
The charch will now accommodate about 400
persons.

Birmingham.—The new Church of St. Nicolas,
to which has been appropriated a district taken
from the parish of St. Stephen, has been con-
secrated by the Bishop of Worcester. The total
cost of the building has been abont 3,5001. Of
this sum the Eyland Trustees gave 2,0001. ; the
representatives of the late Mr. H. Elkmgton,
1,0001. ; Mr. P. Elkington, tho site (7p0 square
yards of very suitable land), besides 5001. for a
parsonage ; and the Church Building Society, a
grant of 1501. The total length of the edifice is

105 ft., and the total breadth 57 ft., measuring
from the outside of the walls. The church con-
sists of a nave, two aisles, chancel, organ-chapel,
and vestry. As the church is closely surrounded
on three sides by buildings, a lofty clearstory
has been placed over the nave arches, by which
means abundance of light is obtained in every
part of the interior. The design of the church
is studiously plain: very little which can be
called “ ornament ” is to be seen in any part of
it

;
but effect has been gained by the general

proportion of the parts, and particularly by the
unusual height of the whole building. The
whole of the sittings in the church are free.
There are no galleries. The number of sittings
is 600. The architects were Messrs. Martin &

Chamberlain
;
and the contractors, Messrs. Webb,

of Hockley.

Banbury .—The Banbury people have just
declined an offer of 1,OOOZ. from the vicar’s
father, and 500Z. from Mr. Hunt, a local brewer,
towards rebuilding the chancel and improving
the organ of the parish church, fearing, we sup-
pose, that they should be called'upou to find the
remainder of the total sum required.

Bletchley (Biicks).—The old parish church of
Bletchley, which has been restored under the
direction of Mr. W. White, has been re-opened for

divine service. Neeirly the whole of tho stone-
work had been repaired in brickwork and
cement, involving the renewal of the greater
portion of it. The chancel is chorally arranged
with return stalls in carved oak, and there is a
canopied reredos behind the altar.

Brighouse.—The foundation-stone of a new
church has been laid at Brighouse, by the
Venerable Archdeacon Mnsgrave, of Halifax,
who laid the foundation-stone of the existing
church thirty-eight years ago. The new church
is to be in the Gothic style of architecture, will

accommodate 500 persons, aud cost abont 3,6001.

Messrs. Mallinaon & Barker, of Halifax, are the
architects.

Liveiyool.—The foundation-stone of a new '

church, to be called St. Nathaniel’s Church, for

the Windsor district, Toxteth Park, has been
laid. The site of the church has been chosen in

Oliver-street, occupying a central position in the
midst of a dense population. Tho cost of the
edifice complete will be about 3,6001., accommo-
dation being provided for about 750. The con-
tractor for the works, which will be completed
by March next year, is Mr. William Murphy, the
architect being Mr. David Walker, of Liverpool.

lAchfieW.—Tho Lonsdale Memorial Chm'ch,
the chief stone of which was recently laid, as
already announced, is intended to take the place
of the old body of St. Mary’s, which was in a
sadly dilapidated state, and which was far from
being in nnison with the tower and spire, built
some dozen years ago to tho memory of the
Rev. H. G. Lonsdale, another member of the
Lonsdale family, and which still remains, to
form a part of the new structui-e. Ihe style is

to be Gothic, of the Geometrical Decorated
variety, and the building will comprise a nave,
north and south aisles, a chancel, an organ-loft
on one side, and a vestry on the other, and a
Dyott chapel over a vault belonging to the
family. The materials to be used in the erection,

both inside and out, will be polished stone. An
east window, with seven lights, is to be con-
strncted, as a memorial of the late bishop, and
there will be six windows in each aisle, the two
at the east end being four-light and the others
three. It will contain a polished stone circular

j

pnlpit, a reredos of Devonshire marble, and
'

the chanccl-stalls, altar-rails, reading-desk and
!

lectern, pillar-caps, and other parts of the ^

building will be carved. The roof will be of
timber and open, and the building will be fitted

up with Haden’s warming apparatus. The
architect is Mr. J. W. Fowler, of Louth, late of
Lichfield; and tho builders are Messrs. Crutchlow

!

& Ward, Uttoieter. The clerk of the works is
'

Mr. Matthewson, Lichfield. The cost will be
j

about 8,000Z.
j

DISSENTING CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.
|

Noncich .—The memorial and corner stones of
a new Mission Chapel for the Wesleyan Metho-
dists have been laid in Ber-street. The chapel,

'

which is to accommodate about 400 people, is

to be built of white brick, with schoolrooms
under. Mr. Aldous, of St. Stephen’s, is the I

contractor, Mr. Boardman the architect. I

Normanton .—The chief stone of a new Wes-
j

leyan chapel has been laid hero. The site of:

the projected chapel is in Woodhouse-lane,
in the centre of the new town of Normanton.
The building will be of red bricks, with white
brick arches, strings, and cornices, also stone
dressings. The inside dimensions are 42 ft. long
by 33 ft. wide, and the edifice is capable of
seating 200 persons. A vestry, 12 ft. by 12 fc.,

is attached at tho rear. Tho roof inside

will show tho framing, which will be wrought,
stained, and varnished, and externally it will

be covered with blue slates. Tho interior,

pews, benches, communion platform, reading-
desk, and other fittings, will be of red de^,
stained and varnished. The building, the front

of which faces the high road, stands back from
the line of road about 13 ft. A dwarf brick

wall, stone coping, and ornamental iron railings
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and gates will encloso the site. Mr. Willian
Watson, of Wakefield, is the architect, and th
contract has been taken for the whole of th
works by Mr. Henry Gibson, of Normanton
builder, for 473Z. 10s.

Wickham .—Tho foundation stone of aWesley a:

chapel at Wickham has been laid. The site i

a little to tho west of the village. The chapel
including vestry, will be 45 ft. long by 28 ff

wide, and will have an open roof, tho timber
being varnished. The style of architecture i

plain Gothic. Seats will be provided for 20C
and tho total cost is estimated at 500Z. The plai
and specifications have been furnished gratui
tously by Mr. Thomas March, of Blaydon Bank
and were designed by Mr. J. E. S. Vardy, archi
tect, Newcastle. The contractors are—For th«

mason, plaster, and slate work, Mr. Willian
Nicholson, Leadgate

j
for the joiner work, Mr

R. Smith, Winlaton; and for the painting anc
glazier work, Mr. C. Robson, Winlaton. ji

Ormskirk.—The foundation stone of a chapejj
and schools in connexion with the Wesleyajj
Methodist body, has been laid at Burscougl
Bridge, near Ormskirk. The building is to ba
cruciform, but the nave only will be used for tb(
congregation, the transepts and chancel being
•appropriated as schools, and for tho purposes o
festivities until the congregation require the
entire building for their use. Tho nave wil
measure 46 ft. by 36 ft., the transepts, 42 ft

6 in. by 18 ft., and the chancel, 16 ft. by 8 ft

The entire cost of the building will be aboni
950Z. Tho architect is Mr. Thomas Bridge
jun., and the builder Mr. Thomas Bridge, sen.

Tunstall ,—The present Wesleyan chapel at

Goldenbill, erected in 1822, and subsequently
enlarged, being found inconvenient and toe
small for the rapidly-increasing population, the
Wesleyans have for some time past been con-
templating the erection of new and more com-
modious premises. This object is now being
accomplished. A suitable plot of land centrally
situated in High-street, the main thoroughfare;
baa been selected, and the premises will include
school and chapol. The building will be erected
from the plans and designs of Mr. Roberts, o
Trentham, the contractor being Mr. John Gros
venor, of Bradley-green. The plans include £

school underneath the chapel, which will be
5 ft. above the level of the road, aud approached
by steps. It will be a plain structure, the front
being of red brick, with stone dreBsings. The
interior of the chapel will bo 63 ft. by 45 ft., and
the height to the ceiling will be 30 ft. The
schoolroom will be of the same length and
width, the height from the ground-floor to thel
ceiling being 13 ft. The seats in tho chapel willjj

bo open, and the woodwork stained and var-|i

i

nished. The singers’ gallery will he at theM
back of the pulpit over the vestries. The cosbj
is expected to be about 2,2001., including thel
price of tho landl,

Buttershaw (Bradjoi'd).—The foundation-stone
of a new Congregational Church for t.Lia place
has been laid, by the Mayor of Bradford. The
site of the building is close to tho Bradford and
Halifax road, on the north side, on rising groand||
which is becoming thickly populated, and over-|
looking a vast trsict of country. Buttershaw isj
a thriving hamlet adjoining Shelf. The archi -

1

tect of the new chapel is Mr. J. P. Pritchett, of
Darlington. Tho building will consist of a Gothic
nave and choir, with accommodation for 450
people on the ground-floor and in an end gallery,

and there will be provision left for the erection
of side galleries, so as to increase tho accommo-
dation to 600. There will be a tower and spire
rising to a height of 90 ft., and a large central
doorway with three-light window over; at the
sides there will be single-light windows. Inter-

nally, the scats will be all open, with low, slant-

ing backs, of wood stained oak colour. The
roof will he open, with curved braces. The
windows will be cathedral stained, of tinted

|

glass in lead quarries. The passages and vesti -

1

bale will be laid with mosaic tiles. The chapol

)

will bo lighted with star-lights, and heated with
Haden’s heating apparatus.

Bunhury.— 'The memorial stones of a now
Wesleyan chapel Lave been laid. The plans of

Hr. J. B. Bottle, of Great Yarmouth, architect,

were adopted
;
and Mr. Livesloy, of Tarporley,

builder, has undertaken the building, the con-

tract for which is 8251,, and the extras may in-

crease that to 9001. or upwards. The new
chapel will be 70 ft. long by 33 ft. wide, with a i

clear space of 6 ft. around it, and a good frontage i

to the Spnrstow road at the end of Lower Bun-
bury. 'The materials used in the constructien

will be red and white brick, with stone facings,
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jhe gabled front having buttresses with carved
3tono capitals, and a narthox, or porch, with
prindow on either side. In the gable will be a
jircular window, improved by oblique arcade
»bove, and the apex of the front will be sur-
mounted by an iron finial. In the interior the
jpen seats will be of Baltic timber, stained and
varnished, and will afford accommodation for

ibout 250 persons, while there will be a school
md vestry, and out-offices in the rear.

ROilAN CATHOLIC CHURCH-BUILDING
NEWS.

Riclimooid {Yorkshire). — The new Church
)f Saints Joseph and Francis Xavier, has
leeu opened for divine service. It stands
m the site of the old Catholic schools,

lear the end of the town. It is Early Deco-
ated. The plan shows nave, aisles, and
ihancel. There is one lateral porch, and to the
tout is a large porch or atrium, such as existed
n certain well-known churches in Yorkshire,
rountains, Byland, &c. A bell-turret rises at
ho end of this atrium, giving access to an organ-
[allciy within the church. The capitals of the
lolumns supporting the arches of the nave are
11 sculptured. The roofs are of framed timbers,
hat of the nave being arched. Three windows
erminato the chancel or apse, one of which is

Hied with stained glass. Below these windows
3 the high altar, all carved in Caen stone, with
Qarble columns, The chancel is paved with a
aosaic pavement, and separated from the nave
ly a communion-rail of metal. At either ter-

Qination of the aisles are chapels, which will

lereafter be appropriately fitted up. Confes-
ionals in one aisle, and the baptistery in the
ther, with a commodious sacristy, complete the
ilan. It is intended to erect convenient schools
lejond the church, of simple character, but in
:eeping with the latter. The Priory of our Lady
?as begun some years ago, but is only now being
ompleted by the erection of its most important
sature—its chapel—and an extensive wing. All
he works have been erected and carried out
rom the plans of Mr. George Goldie, architect,
dth local materials, and by local contractors.
Ir. Naylor has executed the caiqjonters’ and
liners’ work of the church

;
Mr. Smith has done

30 stone work ; and Mr. Garbutt has undertaken
he whole of the convent work. For the sculp-
ire, stained glass, tiles, &c., the services of
lessrs. East, of London

5 Wailea, of Newcastle

;

law, of Brosoley, &c., have been employed. We
nderstand that about 3,0001. is its coat, inclusive
f fittings. It will afford seated accommodation
)! 500 persona, exclaaivo of the organ-gallery
ed standing room.

§ojjIiS lUrciijctt.

Frazer's Magazine for August contains a paper
a “ Trades Unionism in th.j City and Mayfair,”
1 which trades unions are defended, though
srtain abuses are admitted. “ Good or bad,”
owever, says the writer, “they do only what is

one by every mercantile firm, every joint stock
)mpnny, every political club, every religious
!Ct, every church, and every family. If they
and condemned, so does society too

j
and the

loice lies between—nob unionism and non-
nioniom, but—unionism and the most extreme
irm of socialism.” If the non-unionist cannot
jmpete with the unionist, he say.^i, he must get
it of the way. Inns of Court, the medical
•culLy, and such like bodies are adduced as
aions of quite as exclusive and tyrannical a
iture as trades unions, although they do not
merate Broadheads or Ratteners. Broad-
ag for August completes the first volume,
id shows that this new international is

Jtting on successfully. It contains a paper
1 “ The American Literati at Home,” in which
e have some particulars of Longfellow’s home
Cambridge, Massachusetts. Broadway is

jout to appear in a new series, at a shilling
onthly instead of sixpence. Cassell’s Popu-
r Educator, new edition, revised,ha3 reached its
nth part. Part 3rd of Bourne’s “Examples
Modern Steam, Air, and Gas Engines of the

oat recent and approved Types” (Longmans), of
hich we lately spoke, has now been issued.
le Quarterly includes a paper on “ Indian
lilways,” which should have the effect of
creasing the confidence in them already shown
’ the public as means of investment. A

Life of Garrick and a paper on Proverbs in
the same part are very amusing reading.

Hemover Square, a magazine of copy-
right music, edited by Lindsay Sloper (Ash-
down & Parry), is now in its tenth number,
which contains two pieces for the piano-forte,

a song by F. Stanislaus (the words by Shak-
epeare), and a charming ballad by Virginia
Gabriel. Several single pieces of music have
reached us. We select for mention “ The Rock-
hurst Galop,” by E. Hill (Lamborn Cock, Addi
son, & Co.). This is a capital dance-tune
original, spirited, and with time well marked
If this be the production of a very young com-
poser, as we understand it is, we shall see more
of the notes of E. Hill, and find them readily
exchangeable for cash.

mbtelfaiuii.
BfiiTisn Museum.—A scandal in the coin de-

partment of the British Museum is being talked
of, and one of the officers of that department,
bearing a well-known name, has lost bis appoint-
ment, we hoar.

Newspapee Peess Fund.—The half-yearly
meeting of this fund has been held at the offices,

2-i, Cooil-streot, Strand,—Mr. C. L. Gruneisen
in the chair. The report, which was adopted,
stated that the committee regarded the progress
of the institution as highly assuring. In their
last report they spoke with confidence of a large
prospective increase in the number of members :

this anticipation has been realized by an acces-
sion of 30 new members, showing in the aggre-
gate an enrolment of 240 j of whom 162 are
resident in London, and the remaining 78 in the
country. The grants during the past year
amounted to 1651. The annual dinner, which
took place at Willis’s Rooms on the 6th of June,
was in all respects a signal success. The dona-
tions amounted to 1,0101. 19a. The investments,
balance at the bankers’, and donations receivable,
exclusive of the annual income from members’
subscriptions, amounted to 4,741Z. on the 30th
of June.

Laying the Foundation Stone op the New
Islington Wokkuouse.—On Saturday afternoon
last, the ceremony of laying the foundation-
stone of tho new Islington Workhouse at Hollo-
way took place. The proceedings were of a
private character. The site selected is opposite
the West London Union Workhouse, and com-
mands a fine view of the surrounding country.
The inmates will be classified, and the building
is to be fitted throughout with every modern
appliance to promote the comfort of the inmates.
Tho edifice will present an extensive front, and
although rather more useful than ornamental, it

will be relieved by the employment of bands of
variegated brick. A cupola will crown the struc-

ture. The wings of the building will be used

—

one as a Board-room, and the other as a casual
ward. The whole will be erected from the
designs of Mr. R. H. Barden, by Messrs. Nntt &
Co. Mr. Alfred M. Lewis is the clerk of the
works. It will be capable of accommodating
1,000 persons, and its cost will be about 76,0001.

Biemingham School of Aet.—The following
students of the Birmingham School of Art have
been successful in the examinations held by the
Science and Art Department in May last, in the
following subjects ; amongst others :

—

Engineering Braiving

;

District Surveyobships.—At an examination
held by the Institute of British Architects on
Thursday and Friday last, the following gentle-
men were nominated for certifiiiates of com-
petency :—Mr. Arthur Allom, Mr. R. C. James,
and Mr. L. W. Ridge.

L. Avis, Ist class.

A. W. Brown, 1st class.

W. G. Causer, Ist class.

T. Cox, Ist class.

J. Ellis, 1st class.

G. Glydon, Ist class.

T. Gray, Ist class.

H. Lewis, 1st class.

C. E. Petford, Ist class.

W. H. Robins, Ist class.

W. D. Stableford, lat class.

A. Betton, Znd class.

H. C. Buckley, 2nd class.

H. Butler, 2nd class.

G. Eykyn, 2nd class.

D. Forbes, 2nd class.

Building Constmetion

W. G. Causer, 1st class,

.1. D. Dunn, Ist class.

C. E. Petford, 1st class.

A. Readincr, 1st class.

^y. H. Robins, Ist class.

A. Betton, 2nci class.

H. C. Buckley, 2nd class.

T. Cox, 2ud class.

R. Holliday, 2nd class.

T. Phipps, 2nd class.

A. Reading, 2nd class.

J. T. Waldron, 2nd class.

G. W. Whitehouse, 2nd
class.

W. Bushnell, 3rd class.

F. Exans, 3rd class.

J. Fellowes, 3rd class.

J. Hill, 3rd class.

T. Morgan, 3rd class.

F. Shaw, 3rd class.

W. Stocks, 3rd class.

W. H. Brookes, 4th class.

E. Baker, 5tb class.

W. Daria, 2nd class.
T. Gray, 2nd class.
T. Phipps, 2nd class.

J. T. \Valdron, 2nd doss.
R. Rankin, 3rd class.

J. Tliorneloe, 3rd elasss,

W'. J. Trigg, 3rd class,

J. Dainty, 5ih class.

Prizes are awarded to all who pass in the Ist,

2nd, and 3rd Classes.

The Public Parks.—At the request of Mr.
Alderman Lawrence, in the Commons, the First

° Commissioner of Works has promised that, for

the convenience of foreigners and other visitors

^

to London, he will cause at each of the park-

l’

gates tho name of the gate to be written legibly
and conspicuously.

Westminster Abbey and Working Men.

—

The Dean of Westminster conducted a party of
working men over the abbey, and afterwards
entertained them at tea at the Deanery, on
Friday. The visit was organized in accordance
with a suggestion made by Dr. Stanley, on the

part of the Working Men’s Club and Institute

Union, a society of which he is one of the vice-

presidents.

The Fire in Finsbury.—Great damage to

adjoining premises has been done by the fire in

two timber-yards in Paul-street, Finsbury. It

appears that no fewer than eighteen houses were
more or less injured. There is something very
absurd in the fact that so much care is taken by
the Building Act that no piece of timber in the

boilding of any one of these or other houses

shall come within 4 in. of the face of the wall ;

while, adjoining closely to their walls, there may
be a whole timber-yard, with timboi’ piled up
against the walls themselves.

The Oxford City Surveyor.—On the ap-

pointment, from amongst seventy-one candi-

dates, of Mr. T. C. Clarke, assistant engineer of

the borough of Portsmouth, to the surveyorship

of the city of Oxford, the Portsmouth town
council passed a resolution to the effect “ that a
testimonial nnder the common seal be given to

Mr. Clarke, expressing the high sense this Board
entertains of his ability, zeal, and industry, aa

evinced by him in the performance of his duties,

and particularly in respect of the main drainage

works, which have been carried out during the

three years and a half for which he held his

appointment, and for some months of which he
had sole charge.”

Harrison’s Improved Parallel Ruler.

—

Tho parallel ruler patented by Mr. Harrison

will be found useful. The first idea of the

inventor was merely to give a facility for ruling

parallel lines at known distance apart, the

width of the opening being regulated by lines

drawn on the ruler, and this it does. There

are different scales for this purpose at tho four

pivots of the cross-bars. The ruler is also

marked so as to sot out angles of any number of

degrees by ruling along the ruler and along the

cross-bar. The angle subtended at the eye by
distant objects might by this also be roughly

estimated. Cross-hatching or diaper would be

readily drawn at any required angle, and pro-

bably in making perspective drawings the

instrument would be found advantageous. In

the business of a litliographic draughtsman it

will be found useful, as well as by wood-engravers

and brass-plate engravers. This ruler is to bo

obtained of Messrs. Reeves & Sons, Cheapside.

Churchyards as Recreation Grounds.

—

A crowded meeting has been held at St. John’s

Vestry-hall, Horselydown, to discuss the pro-

priety of throwing open the pariah churchyards

as recreation-grounds. The rector (Rev. T. H.
Tarlton) explained that he had been stupidly

misrepresented when it bad been reported in

some local paper that he thought the church-

yard a good place for old people to smoke their

pipes in. What he desired to see was a place

with pleasant walks, green turf, flower-beds,

and flowering shrubs, to afford grateful retire-

ment occasionally from the noise and bustle of

daily toil to hardworking folk 3 a place where
children might be sent to breathe fresh air ex-

empt from the dangers of the street traffic. Mr,

Fielding promised a cart-load of chrysanthe-

mums and pompones; Mr. Hart proffered to

keep and stock one flower-bed
3
Mr. Sleo two

ornamental garden-chairs, the churchwardens
four more, and other gentlemen two more. It

was resolved to open the churchyard as soon aa

possible, to gradually adorn it, without needless,

or indeed any, desecration
3
to keep it for the

express use an hour or so daily of the inmates

of the workhouse at its side, and appoint two
custodians to prevent boisterous or unseemly
behaviour.
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Dreaotui- Accident on a French Race.
COURSE.

—

A terrible accident occnrred lately at

Amiens races. One of the stands fell, roof and
all. About fifty people came to the ground
with the debris. Two pereons were killed on
the spot, and there were other caaaalties.

Essex Ahch.eological Society.—The annual
general meeting of this society has been held at
Brentwood, an excursion in that neighbonrhood
having been arranged by the conncil, including
the inspection of East Horndon Church, Little

Warley Hall and Church, and the ancient Chapel
of St. Thomas of Canterbury, Brentwood.

Fall op a Cornice. — Last week a serious
accident occurred to five men who were engaged
on a scaffold in forming a cornice round a new
block of houses building in the fields between the
Notting-hill station and the Harrow-road, Pad-

Fever at Sydeniloi.—We hear of a very
prevalent fever in the older parts of Sydenham,
where the drainage and water supply call for
attention. This should be inquired into at
once.

dington. The weight of the material caused the
work of the cornice to give way, which, in its

fall, broke away the scaffold and precipitated the
men from the height of 40 ft. to the ground.
The sufferers, all of whom were seriously in-

jured, were conveyed to St. Mary’s Hospital.

Peckhasi-rye.

—

The South London Press states
that the manorial rights over Peckham-rye,
Goose-green, and Nunhead-common, have this

week been bought by the parish of Camberwell
for 1,0001. Chairs for public accommodation
will at once be placed on the grounds, and the
inhabitants are now considering the propriety of
asking for a few flowers

;
bat seeing that the

The Atlantic Cables.—The announcement
that the Atlantic cable of 1866 has failed will be
received with general regret. The fact has been
notified to the Secretary of the Stock Exchange
by SirR. Glass, chairman of the Anglo-American
Telegraph Company. The second cable still

maintains the communication between the
American continent and Europe.

Ash, and Mountain Ash.—It has recently
been remarked that the specimen blocks of ash
and mountain ash exhibited in the collection of
British woods at the Agricultural Show, Leices-
ter, showed a marked distinction in character.
The so-called “niounfaw” ash is no ash at all,

nor in the remotest way allied to the ash tribe.

As the “mountain-ash” or “rowan-tree” be-
longs to the rose family, it is a matter of small
surprise that it diS’ers in character from the
ash.—W. G. S.

Abyssinian Photographs.— Lord Napier,!
Magdala, favoured Mr. John Watkins, of Par;
ment-street, with sittings for a variety of phq
graphs on Tuesday last. Consul Cameron, v
is slowly recovering from the serious illn

caused by his long imprisonment, has also sat
Mr. Watkins

; thus completing the artist’s ser
of portraits of the whole of the rescued Abys
nian captives, with that of their galh
deliverer.

Proposed new Infirmary for Kidderminster.
It has been resolved at a meeting of the sub-
scribera to the Kidderminster Infirmary, to

endeavour to procure funds for the erection of a
new building for twenty to twenty-four beds for

the Infirmary, which Mr. Baker, the borough
architect, estimates will cost 3,5001. Mr. I.

Brinton promised 500Z.
5
the Bishop of Worces

vestry contains members who advocate cutting
|

ter, 1001.
j
and the Rev. G. D. Boyle, 501. A

down a fine grove of trees elsewhere, because in ' resolution was agreed to empowering the corn-
winter the drippings from their branches keep 1 mittee to select a suitable site, to collect sab-
the road damp, they are by no means certain of ^ scriptions, and to report to a future meeting,
getting them.

j
_ _

I Cottage Hospital at Newmarket. — Dr.
Attack on a Forem.v.n.

—

In tho Clerkenwell ! Gray, of Newmarket, is calling the attention of
Police-court, Richard Reilly, a labourer, was ! tho public of this town and neighbourhood to
brought up on a warrant, and charged before ' tho advisability of establishing a cottage hos-
Mr. Barker with committing a violent assault on pital, urging that Newmarket is a place pecu-
Henry Skoins, a foreman of bricklayers at the liarly in need of such an establishment, the
Imperial Gas Works, York-road, King’s-cross, nearest hospitals being fonrteen and thirteen
Skoins complained to the defendant and the miles diaiani. beino" nt-, HurTr oofi

Institution of Mechanical Engineers.
The annual meeting of the members of tl

society has been held at Leeds, in the Philoi
phical Hall. The chair was occupied by 1;

Joshua Whitworth. There was a numerous r

tendance of members. Mr. Thomas Greenwo.
(Messrs. Greenwood & Batley, machinists, Leec
read the first paper, which was on “ The Box
Cartridge.” A short discussion ensued on t

paper. Mr, John Fernie, of Leeds, then read
paper ** On the Application ofMachinery to Cos
cutting.” A discussion followed. Subsequent
it was announced that the proprietors of tl

West Yorkshire Coal and Iron Company’s j
would be glad to see the members of the societ

and show them not only the coal-cutting m
chines at work, but also the shale oil works ai

brickmaking machinery on the same estate.

TENDEES.
For villa residence, coach-honao, and stabling at Loug

ton Park, for Mr. Joseph Eooke. Mr. A. Bridgma
architect:

—

Bennett £2,330 0 0
Johnson 1,293 0 0
Keepence 1,250 0 0
Bask 1,180 0 0
Pavitt (accepted) 1,050 0 0

gang of labourers of which he formed part of
their not doing work enough, and the defendant
hit him twice with the hod. After that the de-
fendant hit him on the breast, and followed this

up by striking him on the face with his fist, and
kicked him on tho knee. The complainant said
he had been ill, and spitting blood ever since.

Mr. Barker ordered the defendant to pay a fine

of 21. lOs., or in default one month’s impriton-
ment with hard labour in the House of Correc-
tion.

Panic on the Brighton West Pier.

—

There

miles distant, being at Bury St. Edmund’s and
Cambridge, whilst the town is surrounded by 1

numerous populous villages, to which such an '

institution would prove an inestimable blessing.
:

It is suggested that a public meeting be called
j

For a pair of semi-detacbed villas at Croydon, Siirrc;

for Mr. J. C. Shackletun. Mr. George Low, architec
Quantities furnished by Mr. Fred. Johnstone

Case £2,525 0 0
Colls & Son 2,369 0 0
Fol’ard 2,345 0 0
Beeton (accepted) 2,045 0 0

to consider the matter.

Technical Education.

—

An evening class for

working men, in connexion with the Science and
Art Department, for the study of practical.

For new factory, Glengall Wharf, Old Kent-road.
y. Buckland, architect:

—

Aldred £3,340 0 0
Browne 4 Robiuson 7,920 0 0
Colls 7,870 0 0
Myers 4 Sons 7,089 0 0
Lawrenc 4 Sons 6,832 0 0
King 4 Son 6,486 0 0

M

For the erection of the Portmadoo British School
plain, and solid geometry, mechanical and ma- boys', girls’, and infant schools, two class-rooms, ao

chine drawing, and building construction, was Grates not included. Mr. Owe
*1- ,

M. Roberts, architect:—
established at the commencement of last winter,

... at St. John’s Schools, Waterloo-read, the teachers ^

has been a fortunate escape here from a calamity
;

being Mr. C. F. Dorrell, Mr. W. Buabridge, and
equal to that at Manchester. Tbo West Pier

i
Mr. S. Annia, all holding certificates from the i

was crowded with about 5,000 people, and a Science and Art Department. About twenty-

'

large proportion of them were on the outer ' five students speedily joined the class, and of
“head” listening to the band. A squall of

,

this number nineteen presented themselves as ' u.-i -
w-ind caused tho head to sway and vibrate a ' candidates at the examinations held under the Wesleyau Chapel. ’ Mr^ John Tarring, architect
little, when a knot of women took the alarm, direction of the Science and Art Department in

j

fiunr. * « a

and raised the cry that tho pier was falling, the month of May last. The results of the (

Tho great body of the promenaders at once aminations may be regarded as successful.

WL Lloyd £I,2S3
Jones & Co 1,286
Grillilh 1,253
Jones 4 Roberts 1,168
Robert Lloyd 1,115
Roberts 4 Williams (accepted) 1,100
Davies 4 Son 1,100

rushed for the shore, and the stamping and
running caused the structure to sway in a really
alarming way. Fortunately, the pier-master at
the first indication of alarm, threw all the gates
open, and thus the immense crowd escaped with
scant, if any, hurt, except to wearing apparel.
The secretary to the pier company states that
the pier is quite secure. It provides for deflec-

tion as itself a security.

Street Tramways for Liverpool.—The first

Act of Parliament, authorising the construction
of street tramways on a scale sufficient to test
their adaptability for the omnibus traffic of large
cities and towns, has received the royal assent.
The Act empowers the company to lay down and
work a line of tramway running from north to
south of the borough of Liverpool, passing
through crowded and in some instances narrow
streets, with a loop line in the centre of the
town, enabling carriages using the tramway to
reach the Exchange. The Act now passed was
the third introduced for the purpose in three
aneoessive sessioDS. The two previous bills were
thrown out through the opposition of the omnibus
proprietors, aided by the London and North-
Western Railway, which for some occult reason
employed the funds of the shareholders to pre-
vent an improvement in the internal traffic of

Liverpool. We hope the company will lose no
time in getting their system at work, as improved
omnibus accommodation and the relief of our
crowded streets, especially in London, are now
matters of great moment.

Daaa 4 Sons...
Sulman
Hill & Sons ,

Saunders ....

Hall...

bburmur ....
Venetian Glass.

—

As the art of glass-making
was introduced into modern Europe by the
Venetians, Mr. Herries, her Majesty’s Secretary ' ,

alterations to shop
. u... uiojoQL.j a kjcoiottny f

Black Lioa-itrset, Brightor

of Embassy and Legation at Flo’renoe, in h/a
report just issued, has furnished some statistics *"'*• -

relating to the production of Venetian glass.

He states that, besides discovering the art of
rendering glass colourless by means of manga-
nese, the Venetians also enjoyed the monopoly
of mirrors, the silvering of which was a secret
long kept from other countries. These mirrors,
however, have now lost their reputation, as
foreign competitors 'produce larger plates.

Glass beads are still made in considerable
quantities for exportation. Venetian enamels
have always been famons, and among the picu-
liar productions of Venice may be reckoned the
beautiful composition called aventurine, ihe
secret of which is said to be in the possession of
a single manufacturer. The great glass-works
are at Murano, one of the islands of the Lagoon.
The number of persons employed in glass-

making at Murano and Venice is 5,000, of whom
one-third are men and two-thirds women and
children. The annual coat of the Bubstances
employed in tho manufacture is estimated at
7,000,000fr. In the East there is a constant
demand for beads and other articles known a?
“ cooterie.” There are six glass-works in Turin,

three in Genoa, five in Milan, thirteen in

Florence, eleven in Naples, and twenty ii,

Venice. These fifty-eight works produce article-

of the annual value of I0,276,725fr,

tecta :

—

Paraons £713
Chappell 681
Cbeeaman 4 Co. (accepted) 668 0 0

For the erection of seven houses, Fulham. Mr
Lake, architect:

—

Pitts £1,030 0 0
Henahaw 3,915 0 0
King 4 Sons 3,810 0 0
Mann 3,312 0 0
Thompson 3,080 0 0
White 3,154 o 0
Sharp 3,050 0 0
Wills 2,039 0 0

bparrow
Emery 4 Co...
Wilson
Gum

Johnson
Pett
Merritt 4 Ashby
Wise
Reeve
Easman 4 Cockerell .

.. £4,056 0 0
3,500 0 0

,. 3,300 0 0
3.000 0 0

.. 2.670 0 0

.. 2,600 0 0

.. 2,179 0 0

.. 2,070 0 0

.. 1,856 0 0

.. 1,725 0 0
.. 1,570 0 0
.. 1,610 0 0
.. 1,435 0 0

For repairing houses Noa. 9 to 16, Northampton-rov
and 7, Exmouth-sireei, Clerkenwell, lur Mr. W. A. Higgi
Mr, W. Siiiilb, architect :—

Crab 4 Vaughan £-489 0 0
Fletcher 4 Caughey 430 0 0
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British Arckaological Association in

Cirencester.

IRENCESTER calla for

archeological investi-

gation, and in it the
British Archeological

Association have com-
menced their congress
under very agreeable

auspices, and with fair

hopes that good may
result from their meet-
ing. The Association

inclades a number of

staunch, hard-working
antiquaries, who go out
on these occasions,

making no great pre-

tence, but determined
to do all in their power
to get and give infor-

mation. The President
for the present congress

is the Earl Bathurst,
who opened the week on Monday, the lObh, with
an address, as he observed, to the unlearned,
desiring to incite fresh minds to give attention
to the subject. This Association, the President
said, was formed in 1843 to investigate the

I
customs and arts of our forefathers

; and when
the Association commenced its labours there
were scarcely any local museums in the country,
and the British Museum had then no particular
place assigned for the custody of national relics.
Speaking in the county of Gloucester, he could
not, while on this subject, pass over the name of
a distinguished local antiquary, Samuel Lysons, I

who was born at Rodmaston, not far from Ciren-
cester. Hewaa keeper of the archivesoftheTower

j

, of London, and he wrote first on the antiquities ^

1 of the county of Gloucester, and secondly on
I the Roman remains found at Kenchester

: be

J

was also one of the editors of ilagna Britan-
H nica, and by his deep research and personal

labours did much in the cause. He (Lord

J
Bathurst) knew him personally in early life.
The town of Cirencester, in which they were

1 assembled, was the Corinium of the Romans,
i It was a very general thoroughfare, with roads
• branching out in different directions

;
and was no

: doubt a great military station. Pour great
I Roman roads met at Cirencester,—!, the Fosse

j

: 2, Akeman-streetj 3, Aplin-street
; 4, Ermine-’

street. These roads would be described in detail
in papers to be read on the subject of ancient

. Corinium
j but, in addition to these roads, they

had other antiquities of the Roman era. There
I was an elliptical area called the bull-ring, evi-
dently the remains of an amphitheatre, and the

: Roman burial-place was situated in the suburbs
1 of Cirencester-Watermoor. They had now in
that town a museum built by the late Lord
Bathurst, in which a variety of antiquities had

I been deposited. Quite lately a curious acrostic
I had been found, which had been placed in the
I museum. Amongst the most interesting relics
1 which time had spared were the tesselated pave-
I ments. One of these was descriptive of Orpheus
charming the birds and beasts. This was at the

i Barton Farm. Another was found in digging a
drain in Dyer-street, and this was deposited in

1 the museum. A vast number of coins, chiefly
of the reign ofConstantins, had also been dug up

5

aud, although a oollection of coins might ap-
pear to be uninteresting to many, yet they had
Addison for an authority that coins told a story
much quicker than books, and Pope had adopted
the same view. Proceeding to topics of more
recent date, the President went on to say that,
in the opinion of the townsmen, the abbey
church of that town held as high a position in
Cirencester as did St. Peter’s in Rome. He
would not anticipate the details which would be
given in describing it by others, but, after a few
passing words on the study of architecture, he
noticed that one of the places to be visited
was Malmesbury Abbey, a grand ruin. An-
other was Fairford Church, renowned for its

'

painted glass. This glass was captured in a
ship that was bound for Rome, by Captain
Tame, who built the church purposely for it.

The newly-discovered villa of Chedworth was a
disoovery particularly interesting, not only by
reason of its romantic situation, but because it

gave them an insight into the mode of country
life of the ancient Roman nobleman. In con-
clusion, the President said that, although arch-
ffiology did not possess the all-absorbing inte-
rest of the turf and the chase, it had an interest
of its own, and did not tend to ruin. And
surely the student who pored over ancient re-
mains of Greece and Rome, or visited the edi-
fices which the piety of his ancestors had raised
in honour of his Creator, could not be said to
pass his time unprofitably.

It would be easy of course to show the speaker
that archmologists are never better pleased
than when engaged on the turf, investigating
earthworks, in full chase of a promising church
seen across country, 'or thoroughly engaged in
the examination of a ruin.

At the conclusion of the address Mr. Godwin,
as the senior vice-president present, expressed
the gratification which he and his brother mem-
bers felt at visiting Cirencester. It was impos-
sible to come to Cirencester, or “ Cisseter,” as
it was locally called, without receiving instruc-
tion ; it was full of associations and full of re-
mains. The Roman pavements there showed
such a remarkable degree of excellence as to
make ns not only envious of the work, but
ashamed of some of our own. The amount of
art displayed in them was remarkable, and the

I

endurance of the work was more so. Here
were pavements which, after_\having done their
work centuries ago, were as perfect as when they
were first made, while many of the modern pave-
ments in this country were already destroyed.
They were making attempts to turn art into this
and similar channels, and he hoped they would
eventually succeed. The speaker referred to the
valuable results which had been attained through
the means of archmological associations, and
congratulated Cirencester on having long pos-
sessed individuals,—Mr. Buckman, Mr. New-
march, Mr. Mullins, and others,—who kept alive
an interest in the antiquities of the town.
Mr. Canon Powell (once perpetual curate, but

now, by recent Act of Parliament, vicar, of
Cirencester) then invited tlie members to follow
him to the well-known south porch of the parish
church, and concerning which Leland writes,
“ One Alice Aveling, aunt to Bishop Ruthal by
the mother side, gave an hundreth markes to
the building of the right goodly porch of the
paroch chiroh, and Rntballes mother and others
oontributid to the performance of it.”

In 1671 Bishop Nicholson sealed his grant of
this ” vice ” (parvise ?) for public uses. Mr.
Powell gave some particulars, and a discussion
ensued on the often opened question of its

use, and as to what a parvise really is. There
is no doubt that the term ‘‘parvise” (para-
dzsus) belongs to an open space in front
or near a church; at Chichester we have still

the “paradise,” and in France the open space near
a church is constantly called the parvis still.

Nevertheless, it is equally certain that the term

has been locally applied to the room often found
over the church-porch. Indeed, the "paradise”
chamber is not uncommon in old buildings.
Canon Powell then led hie audience into the

church, and gave a very full description of it

.

Mr. Niblett, M.A., supplementing it, and Mr!
Planche directing attention to the brasses. The
church, dedicated to St. John, is among the finest
Perpendicular churches in the kingdom. The
building extended over a long series of years, and
isyet carried out consistently in one uniform style.
Over the great window in the tower is a shield of
the royal arms, in which the arms of France are
borne in a way which has been disused since the
reign of Henry IV., thus establishing that the
tower is not of later date than 1416, while there
is documentary evidence that the nave was not
finished till the time of John Blake, the last
abbot, and the south porch was the last portion
of the fabric. The plan is a chancel with north
aisle and north chapel, nave and aisles, with
western tower and south porch. The nave is

75 ft. long, divided into six bays, and is 74 ft.

wide across the aisles. Of the five chapels, that
of St. Catherine is the most curious. It is on
the north side, between the chancel and St.
Mary’s Chapel. The date, 1508, is to be seen
on the roof. Over a niche in the south wall is

a mural painting of the martyrdom of St.
Catherine. The walls of St. Mary’s Chapel were
also once covered with wall-paintings, portions of
which have come to light. One was a represen-
tation of Purgatory. In the Trinity Chapel are
some fine brasses. Three represent William
Prelatte and his two wives, the former in plate-
armour. The date is 1462.

A transition column on the south side of the
church, partly built into the later work, stands
on what seems to be the base of a Roman column
(the mouldings very good), the front portion of
which, being exposed, was cut into a fresh form
by the twelfth-century men, to suit the column
they were then erecting.

There was a dinner in the evening, at which
Lord Bathurst presided genially. Mr. Newmarch,
in proposing the health of “ The Vice-Presidents,”
made some references to the signs of certain
public-houses in Cirencester. One was “ Bishop
Blaize,” who was the patron of the wool trade of
the town, Cirencester being formerly the great
mart of the district around. The derivation of
this sign had been attributed to many causes.
It had been supposed to be the "Bishop ablaze,”
perhaps a martyr; and, a bush being a Gloucester,
shire sign for a house of entertainment, it had
been supposed to mean a “ bush ablaze,” or a
“burning bush.” There was another public-
house which, when he was a boy, he remembered
was called the " General Wolff,” and which
referred to the time when Wolft’ was quartered
in the town enlisting recruits. It was not
generally known that Hogarth once resided in
Cirencester, and he (the speaker) had a painting
by Hogarth, which was a panel in the Ram Inn
there.

Mr. Thomas Wright, M.A., and another vice-

president, responded.

Mr. Gordon Hills, in proposing “ The Local
Committee,” acknowledged the kind co-opera-
tion and assistance that had been afforded by
that body. With regard to the Abbey Church,
which they had visited that afternoon, and where
the exigences of time and dinner did not permit
them to linger so long as they could have wished,
it was a glorious church

; but what a far more
glorious abbey must once have stood on nearly
the same site ! William of Worcester had given
them the dimensions of both edifices, and they
could portray with considerable accuracy the
size of the old abbey

; and if they compared the
dimensions of the old Abbey Church with the
parish church they would see the superiority of
the former church. It was only by looking back
in that way, and thinking of what had been, and
reproducing it in the mind, that they could
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understand of what importance the town was
in former days.

Sir S. Cary, Mr. Bowly, and other gentlemen

spoke, Mr. G. R. Wright closing the proceedings

with humorous thanks for the “ health ” of “ The
Ladies,” his syren^sisters.

On Tuesday morning an early meeting was
held in the Assembly-room, to hear

Ur. T. C. Brown, of Cirencester, read a paper
on “The Ancient Plan of the Roman City

Corinium,” illustrated by a map showing the

particular sites to be afterwards visited. Mr.
Brown said he believed it to be the Coriniwn
Ihibonorum. As Roman history was silent re-

specting this ancient city, he suggested that it

took its name from the camp on the river, i,c.,

the river Churn, which runs by Cirencester, and

become a Corinium of later times, but not the

Corinium of Ptolemy. Ho had no desire to

disparage the antiquity of the place, but, after

all, truth was truth, and that was what they

wished to arrive at.

Everything said by Ur. Black on a question

of this kind is entitled to the fullest considera-

tion, but to substantiate his position some
stronger arguments will be necessary than those

that were then brought forward.

The Rev. Prebendary Scarth and Ur. Thomas
Wright, who spoke in the course of the discus-

sion, wore not prepared to accept Ur. Black’s

views. With reference to the raising of the soil,

it was mentioned that at Uriconiom (Wroseter)

there were 8 ft. or 10 ft. of earth ; in the old city,

at Bath, 16 ft. ;
and in another place, only 2 ft.

“ ceastre,” easily rendered “ Ciren-cestcr.” They ' This the speaker accounted for by STipposing

might believe it was a British town belonging to that in the more thinly populated places the

the Dobuni, and hence called Corinium Dubono -
' accumulation would not be so great as in those

rum. The city proper was surrounded by a wall
,

more thickly populated. At Gloucester a horse-

of stone (the stonework had been found re- ‘ shoe bad been found at a depth of 12 ft.

peatedly, but was now covered with soil), having !
The party then proceeded to the pavement at

a ditch without. He was sorry to say that the Barton, Oakley Park, under the guidance of

ancient and modern Vandals had destroyed many Ur. John Bravender; and afterwards to St.

parts of the wall. The area within the wall,

including the modern town, was about 400
acres. It was a perfect flat—an expanded por-

tion of the valley of the Chnm, which runs from

John’s Hospital in Gloucester-street, by the

bridge across the fields to Hospital-gate, Abbey-
grounds; then by Golden Farm-road, along the

Roman walltoWatermoor'; then to some remains

the seven springs on the npper Cotswolds, and ; in the nursery, and to !Mr. Brewin’s pavement in

formed the head of the Thames. Some 3 ft. or
j

Quern’s-lano. It was shown that the pavement at

4 ft. under the soil was a deep gravel bed, ini the Barton was suffering considerably from damp,
which constantly flowed an underground river, and Ur. Gordon Hills, Ur. Godwin, and others

In this gravel bed the Romans dug wells, which ' having offered suggestions for its preservation,

they walled with cut stone, and which formed
J

Lord Bathurst said he would not fail to avail him-

the bulk of the wells of the modem town. In
j

self of what had been said. The pavement at the

deepening a well of his own, a portion of a ' Barton has Orpheus in the central circle, with a

Roman pitcher was found bnilt into the wall.

There was a good example of the Roman well at

Ur. Brewin’s Roman villa. No sooner did the
Romans occupy this site than they began to

fortify it by a wall, and then built common
houses for the soldiers, better ones for the cen-
luriong, and villas for the officers. ,The
streets of the modern town, they might pre-
sume, were the streets of the Roman city.

They accorded with the Roman town in being
narrow, in having those curious centres
formed by three ways meeting, and in crooked
arrangements that promoted defence. Without
these streets, villas were built, as shown by the
tesselated pavements discovered, and when first

opened the warm-air baths were seen. The
greatness of the Roman city might bo judged of,

nob only by the largeness of the area within the
walls, but also by its connexion Tvitb the great
Roman roads—one to Gloucester, another to

Bath, a third to Stow and the north, another to

Newbury and the south coast. Throughout all

this area, and without the wolls, Roman remains
were found whenever the ground was opened

;

coins in all parts, from Claudius, a.d. 42, to

Valentinian, A.D. 424; millstones ofblack basalt
from a town on the Rhine, others of conglome-
rate from the new red sandstone of the Forest
of Dean

;
Samian and other pottery, bricks and

concrete—specimens of all of which they would
find in the museum. Having pointed out the
sites whore these were found, Mr. Brown men-
tioned that the level of the present soil within
the Roman walls was raised 4 ft. to G fc. Whence
was this addition derived ? In the suburbs of the
city now called the Querns was the place of

quarries. There the Romans dug stone, and of the
rubbish formed an amphitheatre.

Mr. Godwin (in the chair), when inviting

discussion, suggested that a systemt tic recom.
mencement of researches, under the snporin.

tendence of a committee, should be undertaken.
As to the raised level, it might be partly
accounted for by the fall of roofs of the Roman
houses and other ddbris.

Mr. W. H. Black did not consider this to be
the Corinium of Ptolemy. He believed it was of
later date, and, after duly weighing the matter,
he thought North Cerney, which was also on
the Chum, was the locality of Corinium.
Nothing was more likely than that after the
first conquest certain situations became of more
importance than others first settled. A number
of military roads converged here; but these
military roads were the youngest instead of the
oldest roads in existc-nce, except the modern
roads made by Act of Parliament. The military

roads sprung from the roads of Julius ra3s<ar,

having a perfect bt ginning and ending. He
thought there could be no doubt that this was a
Roman city of respectable antiquity, but that it

could not be identified with the Roman Corinium.
The great roads converging here would neces-
sitate the rise of a city which might have

tion in saying they had, in his opinion, no refer-

ence to Christianity, aa had been believed by
many. He also pointed to two bases of Roman
columns which had mouldings, though on a
smaller scale, nearly identical with that now in

Cirencester Church, proving conclusively the

Roman origin of the latter.

In the evening papers were read. Mr. Roberts

descanted “ On the places visited during the day,’ ’

it being a customary proceeding to narrate the

principal incidents, in order ,to give an oppor-

tunity for renewing, under more convenient

circumstances, discussions of interest which the

economy of time had caused to be cut short in

the field. After this Mr. Dillon Croker read an

account of the “ Cotswold and its Popular

Customs.” The most interesting part of

this paper was the history and reminiscencea

of the Dover sports. It appears from the
“ Annalia Dubrensia,” a very rare collection

of commendatory verses upon “ the yearely

celebration of Mr. Robert Dover’s Olympick

games npon Cotswold Hills (London, 1636),”

that these sports, so common in tlA Middle

Ages, consisted of wrestling, leaping, pitching

the bar, handling the pike, dancing of women,
hunting, and coursing. In this book there is a

portrait of Dover on horseback, dressed in a suit

of the fashion in vogue in the time of James I.,

and a dedication of the complimentary poems by

his friend Matthew Wallbancke, for whom they

wore printed by Robert Raworth. Amongst tho

contributors of these laudatory lays were Michael

Drayton and Ben Jonson. The games continued

until about three years ago, when the licence

introduced into them by the railway labourers on

the line then in construction caused an end to be

put to them.
The chief contribution was a paper by Mr.

W. F. Holt, on the remarkable Painted Glass

in Fairford Church, and tho Connexion with it

of Albert Durer. Mr. Niblett, M.A.,_ followed

with some supplementary remarks pointing out

specialties in tho Fairford windows. He said

he had spent four weeks in examining tho

details, and had been unable to discover any

monogram. The nearest approach to one was

the letter A on the sword of an Amalekito.

The Rev. Mr. Joyce, as the representative of his

father-in-law,theVicar of Fairford, explained that

the vicar bad done everything he could to pre-

serve the windows. As to Mr. Holt s theory of tho

authorship of the windows, he (Mr. Joyce) had

taken a great deal of trouble in examining tho

works of Durer, and, though he was aware thero

was a general likeness, he was nnablo to satisfy

his mind that these windows were Dorer’s. If

they were, they must have been executed at a

very early sge. If Ifr. Holt could conviuco

them that these were the work of Albert Durer,

the Arcbreological Association at_ Cirencester

would have made a great conquest in art.

Mr. Holt’s paper is so interesting, and the

issue involved so important, that we print it iu

fall, and with this must end for the present our

account of what the British Archmological

Association are doing in Cirencester.

circle of birds around it, and then an outer circle

of beasts. It is figured in Messrs. Buckman &
Nowmaroh’s "Illustrations of the Remains of

Roman Art in Cirencester,” but the engraving

gives no idea of the harmony of colour and
elegance of pose observable in the original.

The visitors were entertained by the president

with InncheoD, two or three hearty speeches

being made ;
and then they went to examine the

bull-ring, or so-called Roman amphitheatre, when
a discussion ensued to which we shall recur.

They also wenttotheQnems. The term Querns

has been thought by some to owe its deriva-

tion to the fact that there were here quarries,

locally called Quarrs or Quarns
j

hut others

find it in the quaims, or burial - places on

the spot. Skeletons and ancient coffins have

been found thero. It is an interesting circum.

stance that the exceptionally dry weather has

made evident here within the last few days, for

the first time in the memory of man, that the

foundations of a nearly square building, some
36 ft. square, are below the turf. Tho founda'

tions are distinctly marked by the dryness of the

turf above, and ought to be staked out on the

surface, so that the knowledge might be pre-

served. Prebendary Scarth thought it not

likely that the building here indicated was for

the bnrning of bodies.

The two portions of composite capitals put

together and standing in tho abbey grounds

have always been described as having formed
part of one building. We can scarcely view the

two pieces as of the same period. The lower

part, acanthus leaves, is of purer design than

the npper part, which includes a boldly-sculp-

tured head on each of the four faces. The dia-

meter of the top of tho column to which the

lower part belonged wag 2 ft., indicating a

structure of considerable importance. We
should prefer to see the two pieces sepa-

rately preserved, as together they form a di?pro-

portioned capital, and do injustice to the Roman.
We may see from the upper part the licence the

Romans allowed themselves in their capitals.

Many of the best remains in Cirencester were
discovered in the tract of ground known as the

Leauses. A visit was paid to the mnaenm,
where Professor Church gave a description of

the system of arrangement, and a general ac-

count of its contents, the greater part of which

were local and mostly Roman. He described a

process of his own for preserving iron an-

tiquities and frescoes from decay. It consists

of boiling the iron articles in solid paraffin

(paraffin candles), and painting the frescoes

with the same material.
j

of the nineteenth century, when every talented

Mr. Roberts congratulated the town on tho
j

work of art is discussed or criticised with the

especial value of the museum by reason of its i utmost minuteness, the treasures of Fairford

being purely of local antiquities. He also re-
1
Church still remain in obscuriiy, and, for any

ferred to the twoRoman tiles which are impressed
j

practical advantage hitherto derived from them,

with the letters I. H. S., and about which there might almost as well have never existed.

had been considerable discussion in London.

Now that he had seen the tiles, he had nohesita- • By ilr. Ilenry F. Holt.

THE PAINTED GLASS IN FAIRFORD
CHURCH, AND ALBERT DURER.*

Ix introducing to notice the painted glass

windows in Fairford Church I do not purpose

entering into any detail upon either the anti-

quity, progress, or decadence of that particnlar

branch of art, but to occupy the time allotted

me in closely keeping to the subject under con-

sideration, and thereby endeavour to create, and

maintain, throughout my observations, that in-

terest which the importance of the subject un-

questionably demands.

As an abstract fact, it is singularly disappoint-

ing that such wonderful productions should have

hitherto remained without a historian, whereby

their infinence on art has necessarily been ren-

dered nugatory, and they have been permitted

to remain utterly unrecognised.

Whence can this apathy to such glorions works

have arisen ? How is the neglectful silence of

370 years to be accounted for? Whatever the

reason, the fact remains that in the second half
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With tiiig preliminary reproach, which I feel
top just to be either repressed or concealed, I
will now attempt to deal with the subject.

Before, however, entering on any point con-
nected with the authorship or merits of the win-
dows of Tairford Church, which will be the sub-
ject of an excursion, at which I hope to have
the honour of usurping, for the nonce, the
functions of the highly respected and pains-
taking cicerone of the church, Mr. W. Beale,
and playing showman for the day, it will be
well, for the benefit of those present who may be
unacquainted with the windows, to shortly de-
scribe them.
The windows are twenty-eight in number, the

majority being divided into several compart-
ments.
The subjects are taken from the Old and New

Testaments and the Apocryphal Gospel, and are
all, with two exceptions, to be found in the
Biblia Pauperum,” in the " Speculum Huma-

nm Salvationis,” two of the beat know'n early
repertories of popular Scripture biatorioal wood-
cuts.

The subjects from the Old Testament arc but
four, comprising ;

—

1. The Templfttion of Evo.
2. The Lord oppeariaff to Moses in a fiery bush whilst he
o

'he flock of Jethro.

r sign vouchsafed to Gideon, and
1. The Queen of Sheba’s visit to Ring Solomon.

subjects from the Apocryphal Gospel and
the New destament include the principal events
in the life of the Virgin and of her Divine Son,
and represent

—

of Joachim and Anne at the Golden

2. The Birth of the Tirgin.
3. The Presentation of the Tirgin.
4. The Marriage of the Virgin.

6.

The Annunciation.
6. The Nativity.
7. The Adoration of the Magi.
8. The Purification of the Virgin, and Presentation of

‘he Infant Jesus in the Temple.
0. The Flight into Egypt, with the Massacre of the

TA
‘“the distance.

T,
with the Doctors in the Temnle

11. The Assumption of the Virgin.

These are succeeded by
12 . Christ’s Entry into Jerusalem.
13. Christ in the Garden of Olives.
14. Pilate washing his Hands.
16. The Scourging of Christ.
16. Christ bearing His Cross.

Crocifliion—between two malefactors.
18. The Descent from the Cross.
19. The Entombment.

!? ^ca^enly Host vanquishing the Evil Spirits.

nl' i!)®
Descent of Christ into Limbo.

^

II
appearing to the Virgin after His Resurrection.

23. The Transfiguration of our Lord.

2-

i. Christ appearing to Mary Magdalen, Mary tho Mother
of James, and S^ome. in the Garden—and in tho
background the three holy women, and the Aii'-el
at the Sepulchre.

oa'
Disciples at Emrnaus.

«PP'‘i*riug to His Disciples.
27. Tlie Incredulity of Thomas.

OA a-!*®
^'racwlous Draught of Fishes,

29. ihe Ascension.
30, The Descent of the Holy Ghost.

Then follow

—

ll' -Apostles, and

3-

. Ihe I our Primitive Fathers of tho Church.

Above them are

—

^^IngeS^^
Protectors of the Church, surmounted by

Opposite them are

—

31- The Four Evangelists, and
35. The Twelve Prophets.

Above whom are

—

^Y Church, surmounted by

37. hi large window in the west represents, in nil its
a wJLl grandeur, the Last Judgment.

Oneitler side of this is a window, both much
damaged, and comprising {inter alia)

38, David silling in judgment on the Amaloldte for

3», Iwo
40. Sampson slaying the Lion.
41. The Judgment of Solomon.
4-. Sampson slaying the Philistines, &c.. Ac.

In the higher lights are small figures aa I

gi^aille comprising tlie Virgin and Child, Pro-
'

pdete. Saints, Angels (most of them bearing
emblems of the Passion)

; and in two windows
ostrich feathers, with the ” Ich Dien,” from

the cognizance of the Prince of Wales.
Ihe subject of these windows is otherwise in-

ta^ortant”'’
“ Particular exoMdiDglj-

f
™‘ere8t of the windows is two-

lold. There is first their intrinsic merit as pic-
tures, for they belong to the period and style of
glass-pamtmg in which the mere decorative
eflect of coloured glass was, if not subordinated,

reconciled to its capability of conveying noble
design. There is next their interest in con-
nexion with the history of the great artist
Albert Durer, of Nuremberg, to whom I believe
they may safely bo ascribed, and a most im-
portant period of whose artistic life and develop,
ment, if I am correct in my ascription of them
to him, they occupy and explain.
But the special importance of calling the at-

tention of the British ArchiBological Associa-
tion to them at this moment arises from a
mortal danger to which they are exposed, and
from which I trust and believe we may hope to
rescue them. I mean the imminent peril, the
deadly risk, of restoration.

When those of you who do not know these
windows come to see them, you will, I think,
understand the grounds of artistic merit and art
history on which I claim for them the most
respectful attention. You will, I believe, find
them, in spite of damage and decay, one of the
most—if I trusted my own impression I should
say the most—interesting series of painted win-
dows in England of the later stylo, in which
considerations of design as well as colour oecu
pied the glass-painter’s thoughts.
On the point of art history I think I shall ho

able to satisfy you that the early and quasi-
traditional ascription of them to Albert Barer is
borne out to demonstration by internal evidence,
and if BO, that they supply a gap in his late his-

I

tory, and explain some points of keen contro-
versy and material interest in tho earlier stage
of his career.

Lastly—on the point of danger—of the immi-
nent need that if these windows are to be pre-
served some steps should be taken to make their
value known, with the view of preserving them
from the sad fate of ignorant and incompetent
restoration, I shall be able to satisfy you only
too completely when, on our visit to Fairford
Church, I show you a certain head of our Saviour,
two particular prophets, and, alas ! more grievous
by far, the whole upper part of a west window,
representing the heavenly section of the Last
Judgment, tho ruin of which may bo measured
by comparison with the lower half, still, happily
safe from the tender mercies of the restorer

j

but, as the worthy parish clerk lately informed
me with much satisfaction, likely very shortly to
pass through that fiery ordeal,—a worse con-
demnation, as I think ocular demonstration will
satisfy yon, than any of tho condemned are
represented as undergoing in tho picture. Tho
only place I should propose for such restorers
would certainly be in the very hottest corners of
the Fairford Inferno.
The earliest mention in print of these win-

dowa ascribes them to “Albert Durell, an emi-
nent Italian master.” At a later date better-
informed describersjumped tothe conclusion that
this Albert Durell must have been Albert Durer.
But,^ strange to say, when this was first printed
in 1778, and repeated more than once by com-
pilers and copyists in the next ten years, the
ascription was pooh-poohed by Bigland in 1791,
and since has not been re-adventured. Even
Winston, the latest and highest authority on
gluss-pamting, who gives considorablo attention
and high praise to the windows, nowhere so
much as hints at the artist. I appear here,
therefore, in the character of a new and inde-
pendent claimant on behalf of Durer, and as the
first who has subjected the windows to thorongh
examination and detailed comparison with
Durer’s works in justification of the claim. The
study of Durer’s life and labours has been the
occupation of my leisure for ten years past, and
I may, thereforo, without vanity, claim to bo
specially qualified for such an inquiry, and able
to give it a more exact importance in connexion
wirh the painter’s development than has been
hitherto thought of. If I am right in my con-
clusions, these windows are a conspicuous and
sole surviving record of a class of labours which
occupied Durer in his transition from artistic
youth to manhood, and must have been the pre-
paration for that passage from his work as a
wood designer and wood engraver, or fen-m-
Schneider to his later and greater labours as a
painter, in the years between 1-19-1—when he
came back from his apprenticeship tour and
married— and 1506, when we have his first
grand picture, the “ F^te do Kosaire,” painted at
\ emce, and now at Prague. In the interval his
sole hitherto recorded works are the series
of the Apocalypse on wood, the Adam and Eve,
and a few other copper-plate engravings, and
some half-dozen pictures, of which four were
portraits. Before this time we know of him
first as the goldsmith’s clever and hard-working

j

son, next as appentice to Michael Wohlgemuth
whom I maintain to have been no painter, but a“ furmschneider,” which business only Albert
Durer practised under him, working principally
for the great Naremburg printer and pubUsher,
ms own godfather, Antony Koburger. Under
Wohlgemuth he wrought as a paid apprentice
lor three years. Then came his " wanderschaft,”
uring which he never loft the empire, but con-

imed his peregrinations to a circle of towns and
cities, of which Colmar was the furthest removed
rom Nuremburg, during which time beseems to
have worked merely—as far as wo know—as a
formschneider.” At the conclusion of his
wanderschaft” he returned to Nuremburg, a

youth of twenty-three, married Agnes Frey, a
fair maiden of fifteen, with a decent dot of 900
gulden, and settled down to work for himself
and family as a “ formschneider ” in the town
vvhere he bad served his apprenticeship. From
that time until he visited Venice in 1506, by the
kindly help of Bilibald Pirkhoymer, the cele-
brated patrician of Nuremburg, who lent him
money for his journey and subsistence abroad, he
was working at Nuremburg

j but the list of his
recognised works is altogether insufficient to
account for his time during the interval at the
end of which he bursts upon us as a great
painter.

_

My belief is that during this period he
was training his mind, hand, and eye to large
compositions in colour, mainly by the medium of
glasB-paiiiting

5
and that in the Fairford windows

we have the only extant remains of his mastery
in that art. Not only had his authorahip of these
windows—once apparently a tradition-dropped
into oblivion, but the place of this kind of work
in the history of his art and life has never been •

ascertained or insisted upon, and in this rrepect
I venture to claim originality as well as interest
for my present statement.

Everybody who knows anything of art history
knows that Nuremburg was one of the great
seats of German glass-painting in the early part
of the sixteenth century; but a preliminary
question which will suggest itself to most minds
IS, Do we know from independent sources of
Albert^ Durer as a glass-painter ? I answer,
“ les.” We have a series of twenty windows in
the Church of the Temple, at Paris, described by
Lenoir in^ bis well-known work on glass-paint-
ing, representing much the same subjects as
those of Fairford, but unhappily destroyed
during the Revolution. There are, in addition,
windows described also by Lenoir at Passy
which probably have shared the same fate!
There was a famous series occupying the windows
of the monastery church at Hirschau, in Upper
Bavaria, representing the principal events in the
lives of the Virgin and the Saviour, which, from
their description, must have been very much the
same as the Fairford windows, but destroyed by
the French in the wars of the Palatinate in
1685. This evidence is sufficient to support tho
attribution I now contend for. But it is remark-
able that, either owing to the deatrnotion of
these continental examples, or to ignorance of
Durer’s biographers, the fact of his occupation
in this way, which, from the dimensions of even
the works I have mentioned, must have covered
several years, has never been even referred to.
Ihe fact that Albert Durer did paint glass

being established by independent testimony,
wholly irrespective of the Fairford windows,
bow do I connect those windows with him ?

First, tradition associates his name with
them.

Next, the history of the rebuilding of the
church is consistent with the fact.

Thirdly, the internal evidence deduoible
from comparison of the Fairford windows with
Albert Durer’s own youthful work is, as I main-
tain, and hope to satisfy you, absolutely conelu-
Bive,—if any such conolusivenoss bo obtainable
from internal evidence.

First, the name of Albert Durell appears in
the first printed account of tho windows by Sir
Robert Atkyns, in 1712.

It is said that an account of the pictures was
engrossed on a vellum roll and deposited in the
church chest. That roll bad long been lost when
Atkyns wrote, but a copy on paper was supposed
to exist—a something probably drawn np by the
then parish clerk for his own use. Any so-called
imprint of or extract from this imaginary paper
copy, however, is untrustworthy, from errors of
description

; and if it ever existed it had long
before its disappearance become grossly corrupt

But, secondly, the facts of the rebuilding of
the church, and the legend associated with it, are
eminently consistent with the ascription to
Durer.
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The chnrch was began in 1498 by John Tame,
thewell-knovra and wealthy cloth manufacturer in

the time of Henry VII., from whom he purchased

the manor of Fairford. The story runs that

John Tame, shortly after the expedition to

Boulogne, in October, 1492, took a ship on its

way from some port in the Pays Bas, and

bound to Borne, which had on board the glass

of the Fairford windows
j
that he brought both

the glass and the workmen into England, and
rebuilt the church at Fairford to receive the

glass, which was fixed soon after 1500.

This legend is pregnant with inconsistencies

and improbabilities.

In the first place, John Tame did not pur-

chase the manor until 1498, six years after the

siege of Boulogne.
Next, England was at peace both with the

Pope and the Pays Bas at this time, and John

Tame would hardly have ventured on an act of

piracy on a ship of hie own—and his Majesty’s

—

good friends and customers, the Flemings, and
especially of the goods or property belonging to

the Holy Father, King Henry’s spiritual protector,

Pope Alexander VI.
In the next place, painted glass, at this time

“ a drug,” as Winston (who repeats the story

contemptuously) goes so far as to call it, was
certainly by no means so uncommon or difBcult

to arrive at that a man should build a church

to accommodate a set of painted windows, and
that, if he had been so eccentric, a set of win-

dows painted for Borne should have been found

to fit a church constructed, as I believe our

worthy secretary Mr. Roberta will tell you, on

the familiar principles and proportions of the

English Perpendicular of the period, which is

perfectly unlike any contemporary church archi-

tecture of the Continent.

In the next place, though it may be super-

flous to waste an argument on the point, the

windows contain the ostrich feathers and ” Ich

Dien” of the Prince of Wales, in honour of

Prince Arthur, or Prince Henry, afterwards

Henry VIII.

But, though the story is clearly a myth, it pro-

bably, like most other myths, conceals a truth,

viz., that John Tame, who, as the money-
making clothier to a money-making king, might
well have had reasons for what the Irish call

“making his soul,” and would very naturally

resort, as one of the best means to this end, to

re-edificating and beautifying the church of his

newly-acquired manor; casting about for the

richest decorations possible for that edifice,

should have betaken him to his Low- Country
agents to procure him one of the best sets of

painted windows procurable on the Continent at

the seat of that industry.

The Fuggers, the Rothschilds and Barings in

one of that day, we know had branches of their

Augsburg house at Antwerp and Nuremburg.
We know that Albert Durer was acquainted

with them, and that they were even among his

most active patrons for a series of years. What
more likely than that they should have handed
over their English correspondent’s order to

Albert Durer, then, as we know, practising the

art of a glass-painter, among other branches of

the painter’s craft,— that the ship with the

glass should have come over, chartered by John

Tame, to Gloucester, then a shipping port, with

art-workmen on board to superintend its fixing ?

Here, I believe, is the germ of truth in the story

of the prize, with its freight of glass and its

prisoners.

What seems to me a curious incidental cor-

roboration of the aid of foreign art-workmen in

putting up the windows—in itself a most natural

circumstance—is to be found in some interesting

wall-paintings brought to light when the church

was restored about fifteen years since, and still

visible on the chancel arch of Fairford. Others

may be discovered h|ilf efiaced on the piers of

the central towers, with a good deal of diaper

and foliage work in distemper. The two figures

—angels—still clearly visible, have great grace

and beauty, but are distinctly in the German
style of drawing and colour, quite unlike any
English work of the period. It is much to be

regretted that in deference to the very suscep-

tible anti-ritualistic prejudices of the Fairford

congregation, other figures, particularly a large

one on the north wall, were carefully scraped

off. But it seems to me clear that these paint-

ings were the work of the foreigners who came
over to put up the glass.

Thus, then, I think I have made out that the
facts known of the case, and the moat probable
explanation of the legend, are consistent with
Durer’s claim to the windows.

I now come to the test of the case—the ques-

tion how far the internal evidence confirms the

probabilities. Here I must ask you to follow

two distinct lines of proof, one of which involves

no theory of my own, the other implying a view

of my own, founded on long and widely-extended

inquiries, as to the connexion of Albert Durer

with a set of publications with which his name
has not hitherto been associated.

My first line of proof all may follow, and put

to the test of their artistic judgments.

Examination of the Fairford windows will, I

believe, satisfy those who have made a study of

German art that both design and execution fix

them to the Franconian school. Their merit

forbids our attributing them to any but one of

the greatest masters of that school. If they are

not Albert Durer’s, I know no one of power to

produce such designs but Martin Schbn, and he

is not known to have designed for glass windows.

Besides, these figures are wanting in a certain

elongation, or what I may almost call feminine

quality of grace, which is characteristic of

Schbn, added to which, he died some years be-

fore John Tame acquired the manor of Fairford.

Failing him, I am at a loss to name a master

whose extant pictures warrant the assumption

to him of such masterly productions, except

Durer.
At first sight of these windows, with the im-

pression of Durer’s works on wood and copper

fresh in the mind, there seems a breadth in the

Fairford draperies, and an absence of irregula-

rity and small broken turns and folds, which

appear unlike Durer’s style. But when we com-

pare the windows with his pictures we shall find

a close resemblance. The undoubted pictures

of Durer are large in their treatment of drapery.

Besides, the colour disguises a good deal of

small and broken work, which in the woodcuts

and copper-plates is much more apparent. And
Albert Durer, who in all he did shows such

peculiar appreciation of the distinctive require-

ments of different materials and methods, must
have felt that glass-painting required that broad

and more masculine treatment of masses, tone,

and colour which we see in the windows.

Minute examination of details bears out the

impression left by the general character of the

heads, draperies, actions, and arrangements.

The treatment of the hair and beard is essen-

tially that of Durer. It is the singular careful-

ness and precision in the drawing detail—
foliage, plants, animals, arms, jewelry, plate,

and ornaments of dress. The angels through-

out, both those in colour and those in grisaille,

are to my mind distinctively “ Dureresque.”

The peculiar escutcheons which the angels hold,

and the tablet hung on the wall in the ” Annun-
ciation,” are exactly Durer’s, who had a fashion

of his own in such things. Single male and
female figures in costume and action—as, e.g.,

the young woman holding doves in the ” Pre-

sentation in the Temple,” the figure with a

round fur bat in the same picture, the two
figures in the much dilapidated “ Judgment of

Solomon,” the virgins throughout, and St. Ann
in the “ Birth of the Virgin”—are to my mind
equally conclusive of the band of Durer. And I

may say the same of the whole series of the

prophets and apostles. Lastly, the lettering of

the scrolls over the heads of the prophets and
apostles is in my opinion a very strong ground
for identifying this work with Durer. I would
also claim (under correction) as a special inven-

tion of Durer, found in his noble sketch of the

“Crucifixion” at Basle, and in the Fairford

design of the same subject, the presence of the

angel and demon receiving the souls of the peni-

tent and impenitent thieves. I am aware that

this incident has been resorted to by other

painters, but I have found no example of it in

German engraving or illuminations, or in pic-

tures at all within DureFs reach. I will say the

same of the lily and the sword issuing from the

Christ in the “Judgment-seat” — the one

directed to the Virgin, the other to the John

the Baptist—emblems, the one of mercy, the

other of Justice, which I believe to be of Durer’s

invention, and a modification of the two swords

in the “ Biblia Pauperum.”
The lettering, which is a peculiar feature of

these Fairford windows—noted by Winston—is

in the identical character invented by Durer,

and still known to printers as “ Albert Durer’s

Alphabet.” He published a tract in his volume

of “ Geometrical Essays ” on this very alphabet.

I have a scroll traced from that which appears

on the picture of one of the prophets in Fairford

Church, and one made by a young friend of my
own from the letters in Albert Durer’s own

tract : comparing the same words, I find them
to be, with two slight exceptions, the use of a

final letter, identical, and I now submit them
to you.

Of these proofs, immeasurably the strongest,

but one which it is impossible to put upon paper,

is that derived from the general character of the

windows, when studied as a whole. They abound

in figures, details of treatment, heads, head,

dresses, costumes, groups, selection and arrange*

ment of incident, which recall the recognised

works of the master, and the general result of

my own careful examination of the windows is

to leave the authorship a matter, to me, past

dispute.

I have reserved to the close of my paper an

argument which I may call my private and

peculiar property, for it turns on a view which

has never yet been publicly propounded, and it

is pretty safe to be sharply contested. This is

the belief that Albert Durer was largely con-

cerned in the designing and engraving on wood
of the cuts in the earliest set of German books

containing Scriptural designs, viz., the “ Block

Books,” comprising the “ Biblia Pauperum,” the

“ Speculum Humanm Salvationis,” as well as the

Nurembicrg Chronicle and the Schatzbehalter,

All of these which have colophons giving

them a local habitation, and a publisher’s

name, were issued from the press of Anthony
Koberger, the greatest Nuremburg printer, and

Durer’s godfather, and all that bear a date

range within the time that Albert Durer was

apprenticed to Wohlgemuth, the “ form*

Schneider” employed by Koberger.

To keep my argument clear, let me ask you

to admit for a moment that Albert Durer was

the author of these woodcuts. There is found

in them, only in them, and only between 1-190

and 1500,—the time within which the designing

the Fairford windows must fall,—several pecu-

liar forms of nimbi of the Divinity. By the

kindness of our esteemed member Mr. Tenis-

wood I am enabled to produce to you a variety

of examples of those nimbi, enlarged from

the Nuremburg Chronicle and the Schatzhe-

halter. You will find these nimbi,—unique, re-

member,—never occurring except in this set of

books, and within this narrow interval of dates,

repeatedly in the Fairford window. I know no

other example of it in this country. If there

be none, I maintain that it connects these win-

dows with the designer of these woodcuts.

Hence the importance of my view that the

designer was Albert Durer. I may say that I

had arrived at this conclusion years before I

ever saw the Fairford windows. The Nurem-

burg nimbus, therefore, as I may call it, came

upon me, when 1 found it at Fairford, with all

the force of a clinching blow. But if indivi-

dually the nimbus was the strongest link be-

tween the set of early book-cuts and the Fair-

ford windows, it was only one of a large number

of similar links. I cannot here go into the

detail which satisfies me either that the designer

of the “ Biblia Pauperum ” and the “ Speculum

Humance Salvationis” and the designer of the

Fairford windows were one and the same, and if

not, that the artist who designed the windows

was satisfied to borrow the designs of the rude

cots in question, which I venture to declare, in

all the highest artistic essentials of design, are

of the noblest quality. It seems to me easier to

conceive the same artistic mind expressing its

thought by help of the same ideas conveyed on

the wood-block, swiftly, rudely, and with the

least possible expenditure of time and labour,

but, in the costly crystal and gorgeous oxides of

the glass-painter, laying under contribution a

time, a care, and a laborious skill worthy at once

of the noble material and the lofty and beauti-

ful thought.

Whatever the mode of connexion be between

the Fairford windows and the woodcuts from

the “Speculum” and “Biblia Pauperum,”

they cannot be disconnected. Though the books

came first, books and windows were the work

of the same epoch, and if not of the same

hand, then the mind that designed the windows

drew upon the woodcuts. I firmly believe the

hand that cut the blocks designed the windows,

and that the rise in style is accounted for by

the growth in years, and the requirements of

material.

Note, however, that the identification of these

windows as the work of Albert Durer does

not require nimbus or Nuremburg Chronicle

in any theory of mine. It must rest, in the

long run, and I think may safely be left to rest,

on proof which will be patent and sufficient for

all who study the windows, and have learnt to
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recognise the style of Dnrer from works admitted
by all to behis, and bearing his familiar monogram.

To me, that monogram needs not to be in-
scribed anywhere on that noble range of windows
in Fairford Chnrch. The painter has left on
them the still more conclusive mark of his great
mind and master hand. Not a sqnare inch of
the original work still remaining in its signifi-
cance and its earnestness, its beauty of senti-
ment or its brilliancy of colour, but I read
written on it, as if in his own symmetric cha-
racters, “Albrecot Dureb.”

RAILWAY FARES AND MANAGEMENT.
At present the newspapers are filled with

letters complaining of the conduct of the rail-
way companies south of the Thames, in raising
the fares o( the passenger traffic. A case of
grievance is clearly made out, and it becomes a
public question of no slight importance. If
anything could show the desirability of Govern-
ment interference it is a case like this. We are
continually discussing the necessity for making
better provision for the people in the shape of
dwellings and lodgings, and certainly one means
will be that of encouraging suburban residences

5but these will depend almost entirely upon the
facilities of access. What encouragement is
there for persons to employ their capital in
building, or for derks and other classes of
employ(^s to move into residences upon our lines
of railway, if at any time, without notice and
tor no apparent or sufficient reason, the fares
are to be raised 50 per cent. ? The fares are
operating seriously upon building operations and
upon the selling and letting of property.
The question is a very serious one, and ought

to be taken up by the shareholders of the three
companies, whose managers have brought upon
them so much odium within the last three

m-L eventually
tall. The whole case as affects these companies
18 a very simple one. There has been immense
extravagance and waste arising from a senseless
competition

; there have been other sources of
waste, and the consequences are that they are
unable to pay a sufficient dividend, and maintain
the working of the lines. They attempt by
raising the fares to make good some of this loss
losing sight of the fact that they are breaking
faith with those who have been induced to reside
within reach of their lines. There is no good
reason why they should not be at liberty to revise
their fares at any time, but many reasons why
they should not advance them upon mere caprice
and beyond the fair average charged by other
Imes. If they have lost money by foolish and
profitless speculations they must bear the loss,
and not expect the public to recoup, and in such
a contest the public will in the long run have the
best of it. In the meantime much angry feeling
IS elicited, and much inconvenience sustained
by large numbers of persons of restricted means.
But the case is even worse than this. Weknow that there has been a rivalry between the

Brighton and the South-Eastern, and one folly
wising out of it was the construction of the line

South-Eastern from New Beckenham to
Addificombe, a line that has never paid one half
of Its working expenses, and is less likely now to
do so than ever. There has also been a rivalry
between the South-Eastern and the London
Chatham, and Dover. The lines do not work in
unison, and thus the passengers by the Mid
Kent are subjected to great annoyance. This
state of things has existed for some time, and
at last tho companies sought for parliamentary
powers to amalgamate. Provisional arrange-
ments were concluded, and they at once made
an advance upon the fares, but the Sooth-
Eastern did not make any alteration so as to im.
prove their service. The pubhc, seeing this,
took the question up, and made such represen-
tations to Lord Redesdale that the company
hopeless of carrying it, withdrew the bill. It is
said that Mr. Watkin has expressed his deter-
mination to serve the public out. Such a de-
termination is something worse than folly, for
it perpetrates the irijustioe of punishing those
who took no part in the opposition, for the faults
ot those who did. It is bad diplomacy, because
it renders the feelings of the opposition more
inveterate. The opposition arose from men who
had no personal feeling towards Mr. Watkin
and who did not know him. It would have
been easier for them to put up with the loss and
the incouveaience, but they took it up on public
grounds.

_

The question, then, occurs, whether it is
right to place iu the power of men capable of
harbouring such petty resentments such im-
mense interests as those involved in the manage-
ment of our great railways. The interests of
the shareholders may be left to themselves, bnt
there are thousands of the public who are
affected by it. The matter is mneh too grave
a one to be trifled with, or dismissed by official
haughtiness or contempt. It will be for the
interests of all concerned that the question be-
tween the companies and the public be dis-
cussed in a calm and business-like spirit. It is
to be hoped that at the next meeting of the
shareholders of the South-Easteru, which takes
place on the 27th, Mr. Watkin, with the con-
currence of the Board of Directors, will offer
such explanations as will carry with them the
assurance that the case of the passengers will
be looked into and redressed.
Having destroyed thousands of the dwellings

of the poor within metropolitan bounds, and in.
duced many builders to erect new ones on the
skirts of their railways, and persona of restricted
means to remove to these suburban dwellings,
some of the more eager of the railway managers
having thus entrapped their prey, think to bene-
fit their interests by raising the fares. There
never was a more foolish delusion. One would
have thought that the history of the penny
postage, the gaa movement, and the more en-
lightened tactics of trade suggested by these
movements, would have convinced these rail-
way directors that it is by lowering prices within
certain extensive limits, and not by raising them,
that most money is made

j but no general ex-
perience can moke any impression on some
boards until they specially try the experiment
anew for themselves,* and this some of the
metropolitan railway directors are now doing.
The mischief is, however, that they can on^
play this trick once and away, because they will
thus check suburban building speculations so
completely that a return to cheaper fares will
be of no avail in restoring confidence so long as
the railways continue under that sorb of manage-
mont which has already proved itself to be
utterly incompetent. As we have said, how-
ever, perhaps it is all for the beat, since itmay hasten the revolution in railway affairs
which is pending.

LETTERS BY SIR DAVID WILKIE.
In connexion with some notes on Wilkie, by

the late John Burnet, recently given in our
pages, the following hitherto unpublished letters
from Wilkie to the late Mr. Raimbach, tho
engraver, will be found interesting.
Raimbach lived at 10, Warren-street, Pitzroy-

square.

Wilkie painted Raimbach's portrait unknown
to him. On the Ist of January, 1819, he sent it
to him as a new year’s present.

" Kensington, December 2, 1319.# * * * Haydon has been telling me, on
the authority of a gentleman he met with at
Mr. Hamilton’s, who had just arrived from
Florence, that Chantrey had really met with a
most wonderful adventure. He was attacked
between Rome and Naples by banditti, who
carried him to the monntams (and they say
blindfolded him). They offered him his ran-
som for a hundred guineas, which he paid by a
cheqneon his bankers at Rome 5 and on being
assured that his bankers had paid it into their
banker*

s

bands in Rome, they set him at liberty
He told them he was a statuary

5 but it is sup-
posed that was greatly in his favour, for a!
statuary in Italy is considered a very poor
fellow. Haydon says nothing was mentioned
about Jackson, and on my relating the story
yesterday at the Royal Academy, I found this
circumstance rather confirmed the truth of it,

for one of the members told me that by the last
accounts from Jackson, he was at Florence, and
had parted from Chantrey. Haydon says I may
depend upon the truth of it. * # * *

David Wilkie.”

“Kensington, September 6th, 1820.
Mt dear Sir,—

T

he destination of my picture
(‘ Reading a Will ’) is, I am happy to say, settled
for the present. His Majesty (George IV.) has
signified his pleasure ‘that Mr. Brook Taylor
should not urge the relinquishment of the picture
unless the King of Bavaria should upon an
inspection not find the work so good as the
desenption of it led him to expect.’ This, of

course, sets me entirely at liberty to deliver it
over to the Bavarian Minister.
As I wish to be prepared on the delivery of

the picture with some definite request respecting
the engraving of it, your advice will be of ns^
IU order that some plan may be suggested to
suit the circumstances of the case, and at the
same time render the engraving of it practicable.
The picture is still with me. * # * #

David Wilkie.”

“Kensington, May lOtb, 1822.
* * My request to have a railing

round my picture (‘ Reading the Gazette of the
Battle of Waterloo ’) met with some shilly-shally,
ing kind of opposition [from Royal Academy*]
until the grievance should be more apparent. I
went, however, to town yesterday, and from
what I saw determined on writing to Sii- Thomas
Lawrence, and declared the picture to be in
imminent danger; upon which a council is not
only called, but Sir Thomas went himself to the
Royal Academy this morning before eight o’clock
and had the railing put up. The council will
meet, I suppose, to approve to-morrow morning,

David Wilkie.”

“ Rome, Posto Restante,
January 10th, 1826.

My DEAR Sir,—After parting from yon in
Paris, we proceeded day by day with tho
Vetturiuo, jogging on slowly towards the south,
east frontier,—a journey monotonous, but not
without adventures. Aquarrel took place between
two Frenchmen one night at supper with ns,
which next morning after we started cost one of
them his life. On the eleventh day, we descended
in the Canton de Vand, in presence of the Alps,
and entered Geneva. Here, meeting my friend
Poppfer, introduction and hospitality were not
wanting, and we passed four days most agreeably
in true native Geneva society ; the good Audeoud
alone I was not permitted to see

3 a violent fever
had lately attacked his weak and mutilated
frame, and, though better, could see no one, and
those acquainted with him forbade even the
leaving a card as too exciting for him.
We parted from Lawrence at Vevay, pro*

ceeded np the Valais, and crossed by that wonder
of wonders the route of Mount Simplon, whence
in a short space wo found ourselves in the gay
and classical scenes of Italy, with all the asso.
ciatious of its former greatness and present
interesting decay before us. Art being my
object, as it would be yours, the “Last Supper,’*
of Leonardo da Vinci, drew my attention at
Milan. Time, however, with this has been even
more nnspring than is his wont. A shadow
only remains of this once great work, and that
so faint that even the substance of the original
paint has become a question,—whether fresco,
tempera, or oil

j but to show the immortality of
mind, when such a thing is to be found in a
picture, over the frail material with which it is
embodied, this masterpiece in its very ruin has
been revived in the admirable engraving of
Morghen, and seems yet destined to enjoy a
wide posthumous existence, long after the walls of
the Dominican refectory have crumbled into dust.
From Milan, by Pavia, we passed to Genoa, a

splendid city without, bnt loathsome within,
where a few, and but a few, pictures rewarded
the search ; thence by the coast of the Mediter.
raneau, along the tops of the Apennines, to
Pisa, where the falling tower and the Campo
Santo court attention, the latter presenting upon
it8

_

walls a series of the early efforts before
painting reached its maturity, evincing at once
the lowness of its infancy with the high and
spiritual aim which even from that it attained
its growth. From thence we passed to Leghorn
to see my brother’s partner, and on to Florence!
Here Phillips and Hilton soon joined me, from

Venice, and our conjoined researches from
gallery to palazzo, and from chiesa to convent;
among the early, the matured, and the latter
masters, found full occupation for a month. One
object with me here, thongh defeated, was to
see and converse with the venerable Raphael
Morghen. His bottegha, for such bis studio
partly is, is a resort of many travellers, who bny
at first hand impressions of his works, which
numerous and exhausted as the plates must be!
he still sells, in tolerable, though grey, condition •

and, besides this continuing source of wealth
is said to be a man of considerable substance.

’

Prom Florence, our next resting-place was to
be the Imperial City itself, and six days by Vet-
turino was to bring us in sight. We chose tho
unfrequented road through Sienna, celebrated for

Mr, Eaimbacli’B inseition.
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the purest Tuscan, as Lochabar is for the purest

Gaelic,—I suppose from its inaccessibility to

Btrangera. Here, through -wiklness, desolation,

and volcanic sterility, over barren hills and fetid

valleys, the climate cold and wintry, reversing

all that Claude has painted or that poets have
described, we drove along; and at last, passing

the extended and swelling, but pestilential Cam-
pagna, we entered Rome, where, putting up,

fatigued as we were, we hurried over intricate

streets and muddy Tiber, and before twilight

found ourselves in the expansive interior of

8t. Peter’s, where even the most extravagant of

our expectations were realised. I felt now, that

after my fatigues, after all the sorrow and sick-

ness with which I have been afflicted, a great

event was now accomplished,—I was now in

Rome, and one of the brightest dreams of my
youth come to pass.

The labours of Michelangelo and Raffnelle

antique remains and local associations of this

enduring place, you may believe that time does

not hang heavily. The English society, too, are

so numerous, and at such a distance from Eng-
land lay so completely aside their national re-

serve, that as a stranger I never felt more at

home
;
and having full leisure and no immediate

care or anxiety, and with strength and even the

appearance of health, and most excellent spirits,

1 may say the present is a time of most satis-

factory enjoyment. Yet still I have not much to

boast of: time is left to do everything with my
complaint

; I have given up medicine, and
would almost give up the doctors too, for any
good they can do; still I am not worse than 1

was when I left you in Paris.

My sister has informed me you had been to

Kensington after your return from France, and

ST. MARY AND ST. NICOLAS COLLEGE,
LANCING.

On the 28bh of July the first stone of the new
chapel, the ultimate cost of which will not be
far short of 200,0001., was laid by the bishop of

the diocese, with great ceremonial, and the new
dining-hall of the college was opened, after being
many years in course of erection, under Mr.
Slater and Mr. R. Herbert Carpenter.

The college, as already completed, comprises

dormitory, school-rooms, library, and masters*

houses, forming three sides of a quadrangle,

about 150 ft. square, with cloisters all round it.

The new hall joins the greater part of the fourth

side, and the ante-hall and offices join the north-

ern end of it. The chapel stands at right angles

to the hall, forming the north side of a still

larger quadrangle, of which the fellows’ and
The

she stated, much to my satisfaction, your having
dined with the Baron Gerard at liis villa at

:

provost’s house will form the south side,

have since been the chief objects of my study. Auteuil, iu company of our worthy president, I eastern side of this quad is open, and, the
By far the most intellectual, they make other

|

&c., &c. I wished yon should see the Baron,
j

college being on the slope of the Downs, the
works appear limited

;
and though high in all

j

assured as I was you would be well received. I
;
view from this point extends over the sea from

that is great, are still an example, and a noble
j

think such a party must have been gratifying to
” ’ ~ ' ' ' ' ~ - • — . -

example, too, of how the accessories of r. work you. As we are now old friends, may I state a
suggestion upon this ? — namely, considering

that it is not every artist that is so qualified for

general society as you are, should you not iu

London go more into society than you do? Some
people feel this as a duty to their profession : it

would relieve and not hurt your studies, and
might, as you could improve it, be of service to

your family. This is taking a liberty with you,

but it arises from my respect for qualities to

which I look up, more than any other feeling,

may be treated with most advantage. No style

can be so pure as to be above learning from
them, nor so low and humble as not to gain even
in its own way by their contemplation. They
have that without which the Tenus and the
Apollo would lose their value, and with which
the mean forms of Ostade and Rembrandt
become instructive and sublime—namely, expres-

sion and sentiment. To some of the younger
artists here, however, I fiud they are a stumbling-
block,—things to be admired, but not to be
imitated, and less to be copied than any flat,

empty piece of Venetian colouring that comes
in their way. The effect of these works upon
the unlearned public at large deserves attention.

Eresco, when old, gets dull and dry, and cannot
be repaired or refreshed like oil ; their impres-
sion, therefore, upon the common eye is not
Btriking, and many people acknowledge this

who, show them a new print from Raffaelle or

Michelangelo, would bo delighted. Vividness is

perhaps necessary to make any work generally

impressive, and suppose these, fresh as they
were at first, and as I have seen some recent

frescoes, I believe they would be the moat beaU'

tiful things imaginable,—popular, beyond o

doubt, as it is upon record they were so.

In modern art, Rome is the school for all

other countries, though opposite styles are here
to be found snited to each. In painting, the
Italians and French are alike followers of David.
The English students, excepting Lane, whose
picture has not yet been seen by human eye,

are chiefly occupied with subjects of Roman
costumes ; but the Germans, for devotedness
more like a sect than a school, have attracted
much attention by their novel experiment of

copying the masters and precursors of Raffaelle

—

not Raffaelle himself—in hopes that passing
over the same course, they will arrive at his

excellence. They have also revived the art of

fresco, which, as they manage it better than
they do oil, proves it at least as easy ; and
though their system scarcely admits of origi-

nality, it yet has so much of expression, and
discards so much of what is merctricions,

that I wish their feeling were infused a little

into ourselves. Their names are Shnorr, Feght,
Schadow, and Overbeck. Shnorr takes the
lead, has married a Catholic, and changed bis

religion, to feel more devoutly the scriptural

subjects of his art. Bub it is sculpture here
that is the great object of attention and en-

couragement. The number of these artists

multiply by every day’s further kuowledge of
Rome : the chisel and mallet are heard in every
corner. Amidst such competition great talents
have, and are still, rising. True it is, that
seeing at all hands statues and groups arising
with almost faultless form and in pure Greek
taste, one’s notions of the difficulty of imitating
the antique, and even one’s respect for the
antique itself, is somewhat diminished; but
knowledge of the figure and correct form will

not of itself make high art. Canova had much
more than this or he never would have impressed
as he has done. He added grace and intelli-

gence
; and although his taste, adored as it was,

is passing away, and Thorwaldsen, with more
severity, more style, but with lees expression,
has risen iu his place, a blank is still left

:

draperies prevail over flesh, and flesh over feature,
and sculpture will, like painting, become mere
decoration, if the e-xpression of the inward man
does not occupy some share of its attention.
Vith objects passing around one, with all the

Beachey Head to the Isle of Wight. Besides

these two quads, the eouthern wing of an upper
or western quadrangle is now completed.

It is intended to bnild tbe chapel on a very

largo and magnificent scale, to serve as a place

of worship for the three great Sussex schools on
all grand gatherings of the college.

The plan consists of an apsidal choir, 170 ft.

long (inside) and 30 ft. wide, with an ante-

chapel of the same width, and 45 ft. long, north

and south aisles, north-western and north-

eastern towers, and a great campanile at tbe

and rest in mental is as necessary as in bodily sonth-west angle, 350 ft. high. The whole length

occupations. : is divided into twelve bays (including the ante-

And now, my dear sir, give my kindest re-, chapel), with a five-sided apse. The arcades

gards to Mrs. Raimbacb, and to all the young
' have clustered oolurans. Above this is a tri-

people, not forgetting little David : they will i forium stage, of richly-moulded lancet arches on

recollect, I doubt not, our meeting in the Louvre clustered piers. This triforium is continued

and as at such a distance one likes to hear of round the apse, and pierced as windows. Tbe
our friends and what they are doing, may I ask

j

clearstory has large two-light windows, and the

you to favour me with a letter to tell me all the whole length is groined. The height from the

news;—how the published plate goes on, how
[

choir floor to the underside of the groining will

you proceed with your more serious labours, and i be 87 ft. The aisles have two-light windows,

what you think can be done next to carry on the ' and are also groined. The flying buttresses on

war. My own large plate of the will, from the ' the south side are double, a cloister extending

little I have heard from Barnet, appears to have ' along the southern wall of the aisle. In the

told. I only now subjoin the following little pinnacles of the lower rank are a series ofniches,

commission, referring somewhat to business, and Tlie upper pinnacles are more severe in type,

subscribe myself, dear sir, yours very truly,
^

The general composition of the buttresses is

David Wilkie.”
\ followed for those of the apse, which are of great

,, . . * M 1000 i projection, as the ground falls nearly 30 ft. from

.... T-h n ^ n wert to The total height of the apse to... « The Dnke of Well,ogton called
; f ,50 Qn

aw6ek aB0^ ^.th B0me fneaae,toeeemyp.etare,
a tower, of the aamo

Gaeotto of Waterloo. He reqarated to see all ^ ^he clearstory
my engrav.ogs

;
accord,Egly I brOEght h,m aid

ooEtiaaed roaod the three sides,
h,s party ,nto the parlour, and they aU seemed

, jaaterE. The upper part of
much amused uud pleased w,th hem.

; parapets has richly-
uriDg e as wee avo e m my neig - niches and fifares, and a short spire

hours to see my proture, of whom 362 hare seoE
above. An apse is formed at the

,t; my hoEse, ,E coEscquenc^ has ^en hke a openiEg ont of the east
crye a,r. .

. tower. These will form tho chapels
“ Kensington, Nov. 28, 1823.

j

of St. Mary and St. Nicolas.
# # # * The letter of M. Audeond, which

]

The great entrance is at the west end, from a

yon have been so kind as to transcribe for me,
|

cloister communicating with the secular build-

I have perused with great interest, and feel ings. This cloister is of three stories, the upper

highly flattered, as you will no doubt feel also one ranging in height with the triforium stage,

with me, at tbe announcement of the handsome the middle stage being used as muniment rooms,

compliment conferred upon us by the Society of
' &c. A great rose-window will complete the

Arts at Geneva. When the diplomas, of which west front.

M. Audeoud says he had got charge, with the The south-west tower will be about 350 ft. in

official letter from the secretary to you, shall height. The belfry stage baa on each face two

arrive, it will then be proper for us to return our windows, of two lancet-lights in each, with

formal acknowledgments to tbe society. But, richly-clustered monials. Octagonal turrets run

in the mean lime, should you think it proper to
:
up at each angle, and are terminated with rich

write to M. Audeoud, do oblige mo by present-
'

pinnacles. The height to the top of the parapet

ing my best regards to him, with my acknow- of tbe square portion of the tower will be about

menta for the honour I have received, which, 200 ft. Above this point it becomes octeigonal,

whatever may be tho opinion the members of
,

with large pedimented windows on each face,

the society may be pleased to entertain of the
|

surmounted by alow spire of stone. The octagon

works he submitted to them, could not have
,

is intended to serve as a chapel of St. Nicolas,

been conferred upon an entire stranger unless and will have in it a powerful light, supplied by

with the assistance of his very favourable re-
.
the Trinity House,—for the great height of this

commendation. I hope to have the pleasure of

seeing you before long, to confer about this very

handsome testimony in favour of our joint

labours, when we shall consider in what way
our acknowledgments arc to be made.

David Wilkie.”

Abt-Dnion of London.—The pictures selected

by the prizeholders,—the names of the chief of

them wo have already given,—will now be found

in the gallery of the Institute of Painters in

Water Colour, Pall-mall. The exhibition will

remain open until the 2dth lost.

tower will cause it to be one of the most

prominent objects on the south coast.

Beneath the chapel will be a crypt 20 ft. high,

divided into three spans in the width of tho

choir, until the ascent to the altar begins, when
the crypt below will rise to 30 ft., and be vaulted

ill one span to form a chapel. The I'oundation

already put in exceeds 20 ft. in depth, the

solid chalk being at that depth below the sur-

face. The stone laid forms a portion of a jamb
of one of the arches of the north aisle of the

crypt.

The choir will have stalls for about 450

persons, the ants-chapel and aisles being in-

tended to be used only at great gatherings. The
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altar is raised froni tlio clioir floor by four
flights of steps.

The whole will be faced inside and outside
with stone, and groined with chalk, and the
roofs covered with lead.

The hall is built of flint, with Caen stone
dressings. There is a lower and an upper
hall. It is divided into eleven bays by massive
buttresses

;
the upper, or hall proper (the lower

being used as a breakfast-room), is lighted by
two traceried windows in each bay. A richly,
moulded cornice extends the whole length of
the outside and inside. On this are bnilt great
dormers of stone, of a Burgundian type. They
are of two lights, with traceried heads, with
rich buttresses, and pinnacles on each side, and
snrmonnted by acute crocketted gables, and
filled in with sunk tracery. There are five
dormers on the east side, and four on tho west,
the other bnildings abutting against the hall
here.

_

The dimensions of the hall are 101 ft.

long (inside), 38 ft. wide, and 70 ft. high, or nearly
100 ft., including the lower hall. The roof has
great arched and moulded ribs, with curved wiud
braces. The ante-hall has a gallery over it,

opening into the hall by three arches, resting on
polished red granite columns. The ante-hall
and gallery are 40 ft. by 28 ft., and of nearly
the same height as tho hall. A lofty lantern of
oak, partly covered with lead, with a shingle
spire, is erected in the centre of the roof of the
hall.

The dais is raised two steps above the general
floor. The wall behind the high table is
panelled with oak to a height of 18 ft. The
panels are in three heights, with carved bands
between, with a richly carved and bracketed
cove and cornice above. In each of tho square
divisions of the cove between the brackets are
traceried panels with shields. In front of tho
panelling are figures, 4 ft. high, of the patrons,
SS. Mary and Nicolas. This portion of the
work is executed by Mr. Forsyth.
The hall is approached by a fine staircase of

stone, groined over, divided into three double
bays, resting on clustered columns. These and
the ribs are of stone, the filling-in of chalk.
The northern end is lighted by two great tra-
ceried windows. The same staircase is con-
tinued down to form the grand approach to the
chapel cloisters. A great oriel lights the ante-
hall on the south side, richly panelled and
carved. The fellows’ common-room, serving-
rooms, and stairs open out on the north side.
The whole of the windows are intended to be

filled with glass by Messrs, Clayton & Boll, some
of which are immediately to be inserted.

TKADE TKOUBLES AND THE COURT
OF CHANCERY.

A WEEK memorable in the annals of trades
unions, by the attempt ofsome secret conspirators
to overawe masters into the abandonment of
piecework, has been made more remarkable by
the judgment of Vice-Chancellor Malins, that
the Courts of Equity are under the duty of con-
sidering whether, in any given case, they will
stop trades iinionista from intercepting the
labour of their j^rother workmen. Considering
the two operations as contemporary movements
of opposite camps, the first thought does not
suggest that they look much in the order of
conciliation; but as the darkest hour of the
night is the nearest to tho morning, and the
worst stago of tho fever must be that which
begins the cure, it is just possible that the ex-
tremes thus made for us may give that com-
mencement of reconciliation which in so many
trades seems almost the only alternative be-
tween us and the confiscation, on one side
of our industry, and on the other of our
capital.

^

A short time ago nothing was less foreseen on
either side than that the formidable machinery
of the Court of Chancery would be brought in
to play a part in these trade troubles of onrs.
It was a resource that did not enter into the
estimates of either party to the campaign. But
the fait is now accompli, and we may be sure
that the step, once taken, will not be retraced.
The Court of Chancery is celebrated as having
never let slip a good opportunity of extending
its jurisdiction, or, having once extended it, ot
rolinqnishing its hold. It exists, indeed, less by
law than by this tendency in its institution

;

and, having once assumed the province of pro-
tecting property in reference to whatever labour
may be open to its competition, it is not likely

to fail of obtaining a predominating control
over all the proceedings by which certain
sections of workmen seek to limit the industrial
operations of their neighbours. “ If it shall bo
held,” said the Vice-Chancellor, “ that these
proceedings are illegal, and if it be found that
the court has jurisdiction to restrain them, I

believe it will be found to be one of the most
beneficial jurisdictions this court has ever exer-
cised.” In other words, the justification of the
interference is measured by its beneficence.
When the illegality is not statutory, or requires
speedier treatment than the common law affords,
the remedy becomes an affair of equity. This
was the original basis of all the jurisdiction of
the Court of Chancery, and under the changing
circumstances of society it is held to have new
causes of interference wherever there are equal
grounds of injury to sustain an application.
The importance of the new resource lies

exactly in that crushing potency which, in the
interest of poverty, society has always tended to
deprecate in these courts. We may reasonably
enough complain that a machine of a thousand
horse-power is set in motion to crash a butterfly
or a wasp; but the fact remains that the but-
terfly or waep is crushed. Once grant that the
extent of injury sufl'ered by an employer entitles
him to the assietance of the court, it follows
that there cau be no means left of resisting the
power. It is a maxim that tho hardness of any
individual case most not stop the operation of
law, and the sure ruin that wonld reach any
workman visited by an injunction would bo con-
sidered only the just punishment of the wrong
which had provoked it.

But, as in Samson’s^ ‘'devonrer” was found
“ food,” and in his “ strong ” was found “ sweet-
ness,” this new chapter, so full of unpleasant
menace in the history of our trade organisations,
has also its side of hopefulness and promise. In
tho proportion in which the now machinery will
be crushing to workmen must it be expensive
to employers

;
and the many arguments that

already exist for conciliation may thus acquire
the aid of another—the strongest—frorn the
arsenal of tho opposition. It may be found, as
with nations, that the expense of the war will
be the best security for peace. lu proportion as
the conaeqnences are discovered to be growing
every day more serious, all parties may be
disposed to recoil from the causes which provoke
them.

It is certain that all our other agencies have
been singularly infelicitous in helping us to the
required consummation. As when “chaos um-
pire sat,” they have only “ more embroiled the
fray.” Up to this time, as far as we have been
able to reach a conclusion, even the influence of
our remedy of remedies — the trades unions
themselves—has been no better than the disease.
It would be mere prejudice to say that they have
not at times usefully interfered in the relations
between men and employers

; but the question
is not whether they have done good, but how
much, and at what expense ? We want the esti-

mate of the wi'ong side of their influence. We
know where we are as to the amount of employ-
ment and the extent of onr industrial resources.
Can any one tell us how much work has not
been done through them,—how much realized
convenience and commodity have been lost
through them,—how much individual comfort
and public ornament have been missed through
them,— how much additional groundwork to
new action and new enterprise has been socri-
ficed for ever through them ? Can figures set
out the uufavourable difference they have made
in England alone in thff aggregate of received
wages during tho last quarter of a century ?

Above all, is it possible to estimate iu money, or,
indeed, in any form that shall realize the truth,
the extent of their inflaenco on the progress of
good workmanship,—the development of what-
ever is solid, original, enterprising, and artistic in
the industrial genius of the trades ?

We can only reach our best inference by using
Qsourmeasure the difference between an industry
working free and an industry working in fetters.
It is easy to sec that for our ingenuity and
genius to work under less than the utmost free-
dom consistent with fair play and order is to
confiscate a corresponding proportion of our re-
sources and productiveness. The natural and
irresistible tendency of all the men who form
these private corporations is to subordinate the
requirements of the trade to the convenience of a
limited number of traders, and to insist on
working other men’s establishments for their
own advantage under regulations that have
little or nothing to do with public good, private

justice, or the development of art and industry.
When a largo manufactory is brought under
their dictation, tho true principle of management
and the true principle of development are gone
at the same instant. The laws of nature will, of
ooufae, still work, but, instead of being aided,
they are weakened, crossed, circumvented,
checked, stunted, circumscribed, and crippled.
Jealousy, apprehension, restraint, and limita-
tion are of the essence of the mob empire that
is forced over them

;
and there can be no har-

mony possible except on the basis of rules which,
never more than questionably good and par-
tially applicable, introduce a tyranny exactly
where freedom is most required. The wages
are kept up under certain inflexible conditions
that confiscate progress in the future and shut
out all equity and liberality of arrangemeuts in
the present; and it is twenty to one if the
dictators permit any inequality of remuneration
according to inequality of skill or industry, or
tolerate any work or mode of payment suited to
the emergencies of a changing business, or suffer
any kind of employment varying with the re-
quirements of an extended enterprise, or allow
any expansion of indnstry that is not in keeping
with their own iudividu^ interests or conveni-
ence.

The pretext of things is often one, the reason
another

;
and we can only understand a ratio^iala

in trades unions by looking upon them as
tho successors of those trade guilds of India
and Egypt which formed part of the police
system necessary to jealous and tyrannical go-
vernments. Workmen were made slaves to one
another under drivers of their own choice. Tlie
chiefs checked the masters to please the men,
and sacrificed tho men to please the masters,
and there was everywhere the sirbordination
under responsible leaders dear to the heart of
despotism. The check may be important still to
those not vitally interested in the prosperity of
the trades. It may give even some useful
securities for social order; but wo must still

object to sacrifice to it everything which guaran-
tees that development of industrial enterprise
and genius which ought to be making this the
most brilliant iu the epochs of human advance-
ment.

NEW LAMP LATELY ERECTED IN
HOLBORN.

The lamp which has just been erected by tho
Metropolitan Board of Works in Uolborn,
near Gray’s-inn-lane, on the site of the old
Middle-row (lately removed by the Metropolitan
Board of Works), has an octangular base, and
four engaged shafts with moulded bases and
moulded and foliated caps, forming a snrbaso,
from which rises a central column of shafts
banded together, with a foliated and crested cap,
out of which spring enriched scroll arms or
brackets for four lamps

;
a fifth and centre lamp

rises from the junction of the brackets, by a con-
tinuation of the centre column. Flowers and
leaves spring from the junctions of the brackets
with the centre shaft. Each lamp has four
burners, with reflectors, arranged in a novel
manner, and has ornamental creatines and
fiuials.

The principal dimensions are as follows,
viz. Height from pavement to top of finial of
npper lamp, 24 ft.

; to centre of lower lamps,
16 ft.

;
diameter of base, 3 ft, 2 in.

;
diameter

lower shaft, lOJ in.
;
diameter, central column,

7 in,
; distance from centre to centre of lower

lamps, 6 ft. in.
;
diameter of lamps, 1 fc. 7 in. ;

height of lamps, 2 fc. 6 in.

The lamp stands on a paved “ sanctuary,” oval
in form, with guard-posts, with granite spur-
stones, &c.
The whole of tho work, with the exception of

the paving, has been executed in cast iron, by
Messrs. Walter Macfarlane & Co., from the
designs of Mr. Charles H. Driver, architect, at a
cost (for the lamp alone) of 991.

International Working Men’s Congress at
Brussels.—There is to be a congress of the
International Working Men’s Association at
Brussels on the 6ch September. The subjects to
be discussed include the following :—Reduction
of the hours of labour; the influence of machi-
nery in the hands of capitalists; landed pro-
perty

;
education of the working classes

; credit
institutions

;
social emancipation by means of

co-operation, &c.
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(EW OFFICES FOB THE LONDON DOCK
OOMPANT.

Our engraving shows the entrance front of

he new offices which have been recently erected

Dr the London Dock Company in Leadenhall-

breet : the material is stone. Mr. E. N. Clifcon

ras the architect, and Messrs. Brass & Co. were
(16 builders.

KEKT ARCH.^OLOGICAL SOCIETY.

Okr of the most snccessful annual gatherings

hat the Kent Archceological Society has had
ince its formation ten years ago ,wa8 lately

aangurated in Canterbury. Occasion was taken

y the Dean to direct attention to an arrange-

oent come to some years ago, whereby it was
iroposed to fill the niches outside the main
mtninco to the cathedral with statues of cele-

irities ;
and from a circular he has issued it

eems that thirty-one out of fifty-six figures

ontemplated have been erected
;
and that, in

ddition to these, the Queen has lately signified

ler intention of presenting the figures of herself

lud the Prince Consort.

The preliminary meeting took place, by per-

j

oission of the Dean and Chapter, in the new
;

hapd and library. This apartment has only
leen just completed by the builders, Messrs,
lasken & Godden, of Canterbury. Earl Am-
lerst, president of the society, occupied the
ihair, and amongst the company were Lord
Pitzwalter, Sir Walter James, Sir Walter Stir-

ing, tho Dean of Canterbury, Archdeacon
larrison, Canons Blakesley, Robertson, and
Hone, &o., besides about 100 ladies.

The Rev. Canon Robertson read the report of

ho committee of management, which was
adopted, and various new members were
Jeoted.

The President then called upon Professor

Villis to give a lecture on the ancient monas-
ery of Christ Church, which in olden times
mrronnded the cathedral. The professor

lommenced by saying that in 1845 he had
uade very extensive researches in connexion
nth the Cathedral of Canterbury, and had been
Jlowed every liberty, by the dean and chapter
Ind those residing in the precincts, to inves-

igate every portion of it, take measurements,
irepare plans, &o., perhaps beyond that ever
efore extended to any other individual. lie

nentioned that the subject ofhis discourse would
>e published in the forthcoming volume of the

society, and that several of the plans he now
ised for the purposes of explanation were litho-

j

graphic proofs prepared for the work. Speaking
lirectly upon the subject. Professor Willis said

le had been enabled] to satisfactorily decide on
:he uses of many buildings which hitherto, on
sees complete investigation, had been assigned

o purposes for which they were not intended,

for instance, what was called the baptistry was
n fact the great tower to which water was in-

troduced from the north side, and from which
io various lavatories of the monks were sup-

olied. By reference to that remarkable and in-

'leresting work, “The Rites of Durham,” which
vas written by one of the monks, and which
aontained a minute description of the whole
routine of their daily lives, tho whole plan was
rendered plain and comprehensible. There were
ffie carefully-contrived passages by which the

holy fathers could pass to their diurnal and
Qoctnmal services in the cathedral dryshod,

aarpets and wood-flooring being unknown in

ohose times ; there were “ the studious cloisters

pale,” where the more educated pored over
incient manuscripts, or instructed the novices,

)r where the less instructed could think over
oheir past faults and repeat their “ Ave Marias ”

uid “ Pater nosters.” For these purposes the

aouth alley of the cloisters was always inclosed,

while the other three sides were generally left

open. In hia researches he had been able to

make out quite distinctly the four hostels which
were always provided for guests in large houses
)f this kind. The one for the ecclesiastics was
it the east end of the cathedral, and near it, on
ohe north side, that of the nobles, both being
)5los6 to the more holy parts of the monastic
loile. The question-hall for the middle classes,

she merchants, and well-to-do was at a consider-
ilble distance; while that of the pauper class

was close by the entrance, and as far off as pos-
jiible, not only from the holier portions of the
iailding, but from the other classes of society,
ifhe ecclesiastics and nobles were all under the
imre of the prior in this case, or the abbot at

other places
;
while the middle class and poor

Lad each officers appointed respectively to take
care of them. Professor Willis then, by means
of drawings, laid before the audience, explained
all the details of the ground-plan which he had
prepared, and proposed to accompany the mem-
bers over the cathedral close, and point out the
particular localities of the building he had de-

scribed.

Thanks were voted to Professor Willis, and
the numerous party then accompanied him
around the cathedral, and listened to a disqui-

sition in elucidation of the lecture previously
delivered.

In the afternoon the members of the society

and their friends, to the number of about 200,
dined iu the Music-hall, St. Margaret-street.
The proceedings terminated shortly after-

wards, and the archmologisfcs reassembled at the
Deanery, where they were regaled by the hospi-

tality of the Dean and Mrs. Alford. A party was
then formed, nnder the direction of Mr. G. Faus-
sett, the hon. sec., who conducted them over the
cathedral by moonlight. As tho archmologists
were grouped in the nave, and were admiring
the effects of light and shade, the choir sang the
anthem of Handel, “ There were Shepherds,”
and the “ Hallelujah.”

On Friday morning, after divine service at the
cathedral, a large party met at [St. Augustine’s
College, over which they were conducted by tho
Rev. the Warden, who pointed out all the portions
of the building that belonged to the ancient abbey
before the present college was founded by Mr.
Beresford Hope, M.P. The party then went to

the ancient church of St. Martin, founded by
Queen Bertha or Etholburga, the wife of Ethel-

bert, King of Kent. Next they proceeded, under
the direction of Alderman Brent, F.R.A.S., by
way of the Dane John, along the city walls, and
by the ancient mound, to the ruins of the
Norman castle, near the gasworks; thence to

I

the Hospital for Poor Priests, now the police-
' station, and thence across the river to the

I

refectory of tho Grey Friars, built over another
branch of the Stour

;
and to Eastbridge Hoa-

I
pita], on King’s Bridge. After evening service

' at the cathedral the party was conducted over
the edifice by the Dean, the inspection having
special reference to the visit of Erasmus.

TRUSTS FOR EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES
IN LONDON.

The Schools Inquiry Commission have pub-
lished their tenth volume. This relates to tho
London division, which comprises the cities of

London and Westminster, and parts of the conn-

tics of Middlesex, Surrey, and Kent, within the
metropolitan district as defined by tho Registrar-

General. The population was computed in the

Census of 1861 at 2,803,989. From the intro-

ductory summary we get the following facta :

—

The total number of endowed grammar schools

included in the metropolitan division, exclusive

of the Charter House, Merchant Taylors’, St.

Paul’s, and Westminster Schools, which were
reported on by tho Nine Schools Commissioners
of 18G1, is 24. To these may be added the
foundation of Sb. Lawrence, Jewry, which is

applied in the form of exhibitions only.

Among these twenty-five foundations are three

which support schools having each an upper
and lower department. These are Christ’s

Hospital, Sb. Oiave’s Southwark, and Dulwich
College, on each of which specific recommenda-
tions by the commissioners will be found in the

fifth chapter of their report.

The aggregate gross income of these founda-

tions, some of which are applicable in part to

other purposes besides the support of the schools,

has been already computed in vol. i. at 97,7081.

per annum.
The net annual income, after payment of all

charges on account of repairs, rates, taxes, and
insurance in connexion with the property and
school-buildings, is estimated at 55,1891., besides

1,0891. for exhibitions.

The greater part of the income is derived from
the foundation of Christ’s Hospital, whose net
income from endowment is 42,0001. per annum,
leavingl3,1891., or, including exhibitions, 14,2781.,

for the aggregate income of the remaining foun-

dations.

In the case of one foundation at least (Dul-

wich) the prospective increase in the revenue is

80 great that no safe estimate can be formed of

its future income.
Of these 25 schools, besides Christ’s Hospital

and the foundation of St. Lawrence, Jewry,
some are classical, with 1,417 scholars; nine are
semi-clasaical, with 1,159 scholars; four are non-
classical, with 577 scholars

; two are elemen-
tary, with 88 scholars; one is in abeyance; and
tho other two are united with other primary
schools.

The net annual income of the four schools
already named, which were reported on by the
Nine Schools Commissioners, is about 19,0001.,
besides above 7,0001. for exhibitions.

The not annual income of endowments applied
to the secondary instruction of girls (exclusive

of Christ’s Hospital) appears to be about 2,0001.

Hence the aggregate net income of the endow-
ments for secondary education in the metropolis
may be set down at 84,0001. per annum.

’There is also a large number of endowments
connected with the primary instruction of the

poor. Ten of these foundations have gross in-

comes of 1,0001. a year each and npwards.
They are the Royal Asylum of St. Anne’s
Society (1,1371.), Lady Holies’ School (1,3771.),

Reeve’s School (1,1641,), the Grey Coat Hospital

(2,7361.), Emmanuel Hospital (3,1181.), Ban-
croft’s Hospital (4,5891.), Raine’s School (1,3211.),

Aske’s Hospital (4,8001.), Newcomen’s School

(1,6561.), Roan’s Schools (1,0001.). Thirteen
others have gross incomes between 5001. and
1,0001. each. Our information is not so com-
plete as to enable ns to form a very precise

estimate of the net annual income of these
charities ; but their t/ross annual income amounts
to abont 45,0001. A large proportion of this is

applied in the form of clothing and maintenance
of boys and girls, and part also for other non-
educational purposes, as almshouses.

After every allowance has been made, it may
safely be affirmed that the net income of tho
trusts for educational purposes in London (in-

cluding 42,0001. belonging to Christ’s Hospital)

exceeds 100,0001. per annum.

MIDDLESBROUGH PARK,

The new park at Middlesbrough has beenopened
by Prince Arthur. It is to be called the Albert

Park, in memory of the late Prince Consort, who
was of same nationality as the donor. It

comprises upwards of seventy-two acres of land,

purchased about two years ago by Mr. Bolckow,
with the view of presenting it to the inhabitants

of hia adopted town as a place of rational and
healthful recreation. It is about half a mile

from the southern extremity of the town, and
has already been planted by its donor and other

gentlemen residing in the neighbourhood. The
walks are well planned and laid out, and there is

an avenue of Wellingtonias in the park. There
are two large pieces of ornamental water, one
covering nearly four acres at the eastern extre-

mity, the other covering an area of one acre near

the western entrance. A cricket-ground has

been laid out, and a bowling-green has also been
constructed. There is a circular piece of ground
in the centre of the park which is reserved for

statuary, and on three sides of the park land is

to bo appropriated to the erection of villa resi-

dences.

FROM PARIS.

The remains of tho fire which took place in

the eastern pavilion of the Halles Centrales on
the 10th ult. have not yet been cleared away.
The burned substances, such as meat, grease,

butter, eggs, cheese, &c., under No. 12 Pavilion,

exhaled such a pestilential odour that the work-
men employed in removing the debris had to

stop work until some barrels of disinfecting

substance, furnished by the Compagnie Richer

(Vidanges), had been applied. On inquiring of

the inhabitants living on the spot, most of

whom have some dealings at the Halles, we
ascertain that there is no building so well

supplied with water as that portion of the

Halles, especially in the pavilion neighbouring

to that of the fire,—viz., the fish-market, where
there is an enormous tank for live fish, which
supplies three borne-fountains incessantly during

working hours. Now, they inform ns that,

when the first alarm was given, the pompiers

arrived ;
but they had not the key of the water,

as the keeper had gone home. When the key

was fetched it was too late. The heat must
have been equal to that of a Bunsen’s blow-pipe

when the iron-work gave way.

Cast and wrought iron ai-e very unsafe mate-
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rials to depend npon for conatrnotions in which
extremely inflaminable bydrocarbonaceoua sub-
stances are stored. The only really fireproof
building seems to be one constructed of thick
walls and arches of refractory bricks like a blast
furnace. As to avoid storing highly infiammable
materials, it is impossible

5 for the world must
be supplied with butter, oils, bacon, spirits, &c.

;

but the evil can be much lessened, m case of
fire, if these substances are kept in a number of
separate fire-brick arched casements, so that
they might burn out without injuring the con-
tents of the neighbouring arches. Wrought-
iron shows weakness and loses its tenacity at a
common red heat: it does not melt, but it
bncldes up and faints away; steel rafters melt
readily, as also do oast supports at a white
heat.

On the 22Qd nit., at half-past three p.m.,
another fire, of a more destructive character,
took place in an oil-cloth factory, situated in the
Rne du Transit, between the Vaugirard Station
and the Tour Malakoff. Six houses were also
destroyed. The burning oils and essences flowed
in a stream, like lava, for 1,600 ft., setting fire

’

to everything in its course, and causing, while it

;

blazed as high as the first story, an immense!
cloud of smoke, which appeared to cover half

!

Paris, and was perceived from the Boulevard
des Capucines. The stream caught hold of a

'

lamp.post, melted the gas-pipe (of lead), and set
fire to the gas. It was turned into a quarry,
and pat out with sand just as it was about to
leap into the main sewer, in which are placed
the gas-mains ! In the whole experience of the
fire staff in Paris they never met with such a
cataclysm.

Excavations are being made in front of the
iNew Opera at the corners of the Roe de la Paix,
the Rue de Reaumur and the Avenue Napoleon,
the new street leading to the Theatre Fran^ais
at the Palais Royal, for the magnificent hotels
to match those which border the Opera-

All the facades of the Place Vend6me are
being scraped clean. Our readers are aware
that this -place was built after Mansard’s designs.
Completed in 1701, it was then called the Place
des Conquetes, and contained an equestrian
s^tue of Louis XV. in the centre. When, in
1/92, this latter was destroyed, the square was
called La Place des Piques (rather symboli-
cally)- The present column, constructed with
1,200 bronze guns taken from enemies, was com
pleted in 1810, under the directions of the archi
tects Lepere and Gondoin.
The scaffolding and hoarding which covered

the new Vaudeville Theatre, at the corner oftbe
Boulevard des Capucines and the Rue de la
Chanssee d’Antin, have been removed nearly com-
pletely

; the new building is tastefully decorated
with appropriate statues, garlands, medallions,
and other ornaments, and bears the name
Vavdethle, in large gold letters on a slab of
marble. It is a rotonde bnilding, and seems to
be well suited to the site.

An experiment of great interest, in a topogra-
phical point of view, has jast been made by
M. Tonrnachon, the photographer, better known
by the name of Nadar, with the captive balloon
at the Hyppodrome. At a height of 300 metres
(984 ft.) he succeeded, in spite of the rotatory
motion of the aerostat, in obtaining several
photographic proofs, successively taken, repre-
senting most accurately the panorama of Paris.
This is an important step in a strategic as
well as in a geodesic point of view.
The western facade of the Palais de Justice

has been completed
; much remains to be done

for the general group in the shape of demoli-
tions of the old structures of the Prefecture and
the formation of a well-planted esplanade on the
site of the Place Dauphine, opposite Henry
IV.’s statue. On the quay, the conciergerie
towers, of trist memory, have been pointed and
consolidated

; how the new law courts will be
dovetailed into these venerable relics we do not
know, but we can only express a hope that the
latter will be carefnlly preserved.
The new organ at Notre Dame, by Cavaille-

Coll, with 6,000 pipes (Leeds has 6,150) is worked
by six pairs of pumps, giving an enormous re-
serve of compressed air of 1,000 cubic feet. The
filling of the church, upwards of 405 ft. long,
with the majestic and sometimes awe-striking
sound, making the whole mass tremble in the
deep tones, requires the aid of a mechanical
force which would, perhaps, be more in its place
in an iron foundry. Still, the control, by elec-
ncity, is snch that no unpleasant jarring meets
tne ear, especially with a good organist.
From the official reports we learn that the latter
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expropriation juries gave i

’
’

id in Pifor the value of laud in Paris :—Ist arrondisse-
ment (Palais Royal), 500f. the square m&tre;
2nd arr. (Bourse), 500f. ; 3rd. arr. (Temple),
260f.

; 4th arr. (H6tel de Ville), 295f. ; 5th arr.
(Pantheon), 183f. 33c.; 6th arr. (Luxembourg),
147f. 50c.; 7th arr. (Palais-Bourbon), 300f.

;

8th arr. (filyaee), 224f.
; 9th arr. (Opera), 470f.

;

loth arr. (Enclos St. Laurent), 3S7f. 50c.; 11th
arr. (Popincourt), 124f. 30o. ; 12th arr. (Neuilly),
35f.

; 13th arr. (Gobelins), 52f. 55c.; 14th arr.
(Observatoire), 38f. 37c. ; 15th arr. (Vaugirard),
46f. 42c.

; 16th arr. (Passy), 46f. 85c. ; 17th arr.
(Batignolles-Mon^eau), 87f. 50c.

; 18th arr. (La
Chapelle), 60f. 63c.; 19th arr. (Buttes-Chau-
mont), 39f. 60c.; 20th arr. (llenilmontant).
28f. 40c.

ST. PAUL’S, OLD BRENTFORD.
The new church of St. Paul, Old Brentford,

the first stone of which was laid by the Princess
Mary of Teck, was consecrated by the Bishop of
London on the 30th ultimo. The church is a
structure in the Decorated style, and con-
sists of nave, north and south aisles, chancel,
organ chamber, south porch, and vestry, and is

^

fitted with everything requisite for the proper
celebration of divine service. The tower and

;

spire will occnpy a position on the south-west
I

angle of the nave
; it is at present only carried

J

up about 20 ft., but will ultimately have an
I

elevation of abont 140 ft. The church is faced

I

externally with Kentish ragstone, with Bath
stone dressings, the interior being of brick,
worked in pattern. The piers and arches to
nave, windows, strings, corbels, and other
internal details are of Bath stone. The carving,
of which there is a considerable quantity, is
chiefly naturalistic. The east wall is decorated
with a costly reredos, the gift of two ladies,
formed partly of Caen stone, variona coloured
marbles, and alabaster. The choir stalls, priest
desks, sedilia, and lectern are of wainscot. The
pulpit is partly of stone, the upper portion
being of alabaster, with green serpentine polished
shafts, and carved wainscot panels. The light-
ing is by Hart, being by coronm suspended over
nave arches, two handsome brass standards being
placed within the altar rails. The chancel is
paved with Minton’s tiles, and the passages in
nave and aisles with red and black Staffordshire
tiles. A recessed arch on south side of chancel,
fitted with white marble slab, will be used as a
credence table. The altar rail is of brass on
ornamental scroll standards, and is fitted with a
telescope slide. The carving throughout, and the
various fittings, such as pulpit, desks, choir
stalls, &c., have been executed from the archi-
tect’s designs by Mr. Anatey, of St. John’a-wood.
Mr. Nye, of Ealing, was the contractor for the
works

; air. Farmer, the clerk of works. The
church will accommodate about 700 persona on
the ground floor; and the cost, exclusive of tower
and spire and special gifts, will be about 6,000Z.
Messrs. Francis are the architects.

built, which will contain an interesting Hbr
of theological works, left to the parish
a former benefactor, A remarkable feature
the tower is the internal ringers’ stair, placet
the north-west angle. It is of oak, octago
in plan, excellently carved, and moulded v
couplet lights and perforated tracery. It wo
appear to be early fifteenth-century work,
remarkable sepulchral monument (somew!
like an Italian “cippus”), thought to be
Saxon date, was found imbedded in the wall
the old north aisle. It slightly resemblej
headstone, having a semicircular top, is scu
tnred on both sides, and has a Latin inscript
on it. Two recumbent monumental effigies

seventeenth century), elaborately coloured,
longing to the Brook family, stood in the forn
chancel, and have been preserved from inju
The walls of the new church are built of fli

with Bath stone quoins and dressings. The n
is covered with local tiles. The church is

present seated with chairs, but open benches,
accommodate about 600 persons (when sufficie
funds are forthcoming), are to be introduce
The chancel has a panelled roof, with mould
riba and cusps, and carved paterm. The pulp
carved of Bath stone, with foliated panels a
cornice, is placed on a low base of the grey rn
stone from the old building. Among the pri
cipal contributors to the rebuilding have be
Mr. Melville Portal, Dr. Hempsted, &c. T1
coat has been a little under 3,0001. ; and tl

works have been carried out by Messrs. Godda
& Son, of Farnham, builders, from the desig
of the architect, Mr. Ferrey, F.S.A.

RAILWAY MATTEBS.

WHITCHURCH CHURCH, HANTS.
This church has recently been re-opened, the

greater portion of it (the tower only excepted)
having been rebuilt on an enlarged scale. The
old church consisted of a nave, with north and
south lean-to aisles, south porch, chancel, and a
west tower. That part of the building pulled
down was in a dilapidated and neglected condi-
tion, most hideously galleried up, and damp in
consequence of the floor level being much lower
than the external ground. The only objects of
any architectnral interest about it were the north
nave arches (of the Perpendicular period)

; those
also on the south side (of Early English date),
and a massive tie-beam oak roof (which was,
however, concealed by a flat whitewashed ceil-
ing). Externally the tower possessed no feature
whatever of beauty, being rough, stuccoed over,
with quasi-Italian doortvay and belfry windows.
It has now been heightened, strengthened by
buttresses, and surmounted by a lofty spire,
covered with cleft oak shingles (characteristic
of the district). The new church comprises a
nave of same span as the old one, but one bay
longer. The ancient colnmns and arches have
been rebuilt in the same position as before, and
the roof cleared of whitewash, and opened ont.
There are north and south span roof aisles, a
well-proportioned chancel, and an open south
porch constructed of oak. A vestry has been

The traffic receipts of railways in the Uni
Kingdom amounted, for the week ending July
on 13,287 miles, to 820,6961., and for the c
responding week of last year, on 12,998 mil
to 809,5331., showing an increase of 2S9 mi
and of 11,1631.

It appears from a report of Mr. Juland Danve
lately published, that the length of railways oj:

in India was increased during the last year
3,943 miles by the completion of 349 miles. Thi
are 1,665 miles now in course of constructic
and various proposals for extending the railvv

system are under consideration. Materials to t

amount of 333,329 tons have been sent out fre

this country, at a cost of 3,827,4201, The wh(
expenditure in this country during tbe ye
was about 4,000,0001. In India it was abo

3.000.

0001. Upwards of 9,000,0001. hare be
added to the capital of the railways, making ti

whole amount that has been raised up to t

Slst of March last 76,579,0001., of whl
75,071,6001. have been expended. The gro
receipts for the year ending the 30th June, 181]

were 4,875,1121. as compared with 4,537,231
of the previous year. The working expens
were 2,537,8121. and 2,225,4951. respective!
The net receipts in 1867 were 2,337.3001. ai
2,304,o34i. in 1866. In 1867 the number
passengers was 13,746,354, of whom 13,071,9{
were third class. In 1866 the total number wi
12.867.000.

THE NEW DOCK AT BOULOGNE.

The floating dock at Boulogne has been ope:
to all descriptions of shipping, if towed by
steam-tug attached to it, since the Isfc insts
It will take some months before the accessoi
of the dock are completely finished. At
inauguration the presence of the Emperor
expected. The floating dock at Boulogne 'i

commenced in 1859, and has thus been n
years in course of completion. The total c
has been a little under 300,0001.
The basin now opened for shipping occupie

superficies of more than 17 acres, with a qu
wall frontage of 3,600 ft., and a superficial qi
space of over 2113,000 square feet for the stow{
of goods. It is of irregular shape, and abi
1,300 ft. in greatest length and 630 fc. in gre
est breadth. It is excavated to a uniform de;
of abont 30 ft. below bigh-water spring tid
and is intended to contain a depth of from 20
to 25 ft. of water. It is entered directly fn
the Channel between, the piers of Boulog
harbour, making ingress and egress easy at
times through a lock with two sets of gates,
constructed as to admit the largest vessels, I

generally intended to act as a half-tide las
and to accommodate several vessels of medit
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tonnage at a time. Tte lock or half-tide basin

is 325 ft. in length and 68 ft. in breadth, with a

depth over the oill of the gates of 29 ft. at high-

water spring tides, and 23 ft. at high-water neap
tides.

The opening of this new dock marks an im-

portant improvement in the facilities presented

to navigation by the harbours on the north coast

of France. Rails in connexion with the station

of the Chemin de fer du Nord run along the

margin of the bassin, enabling vessels to dis-

charge direct into the railway wagons without

transshipment
j
and it is intended before the

close of the year to provide cranes and all the

most improved appliances to facilitate the load-

ing and unloading of vessels.

ST. PANGEAS NEW RELIEF OFFICES.

The new relief office and dispensary, the first

erected under the provisions of the new Act, and
the first of a series of four intended to be erected

in the parish of St. Pancras, are situated in the

midst of a poor population in Compton-place,
one of a series of courts enclosed by the houses
in Compton-street, Hunter-street, and Leigh-
street. The rooms are all on the ground-floor.

The site is of the form of the letter L, the long
arm of which has a double series of rooms, and
the short arm a single series, chiefly occupied by
the porter’s apartments. Immediately opposite
the principal entrance and hall is the general
waiting-room, the superficial area of which is

upwards of GOO square feet, lit by continuous
lantern skylights in the open roof. The glazed
aide panels of the lanterns are hung on pivots,

and are made to simultaneously open and close

for ventilation. It is heated by a large open
fire-stove surrounded by warm - air chambers,
through which the fresh Uir is made to pass. At
the north end of the room are exit doors leading
to separate men’s and women’s latrines, &c.,

and to the fuel store.

On the east side are a series of doors admitting
to the committee-room and to the doctors’ con-
sulting-rooms. At the south end is the entrance
to the dispensary and relieving officer’s room,
bread-room, &o. Adjoining the dispensary, and
entered only from it, is a drog-room fitted with
small range, sink, and shelves. Adjoining the
relief office, and entered only from it, is a store-

room, constructed so as to answer the purpose
of a strong room also. Separate conveniences
are provided for the officers and porters. The
passage leading to the porters’ rooms forms an
exit from the relief-office without necessitating
a return to the waiting-room or entrance-hall.
All the rooms are very lofty, being open to the
roof, and the underside ofthe rafters ceiled. The
side walls are 12 ft. in height from the floor. All
the fireplaces are fitted with Woloh's patent ven-
tilating stoves, which admit of fresh air from
without being passed through the warm-air
chamber at the back of each into the rooms
through hit-or-miss ventilators over the chim-
neypieces.

The contract was taken by Messrs. Scrivener
& White, at the sum of 1,3411. Mr. E. C. Robins
was the architect.

THE SCIENCE OF COLOUR.

SiE,—I am glad that Mr. Grace’s remarks were
made without book. He will find that I by no
means assert that ‘'all our present theories on
the laws of the harmony of colour are entirely

wrong,” and that I advance nothing contrary

to Newton. It is the list usually given of

primary and secondary colours which I maintain
to be erroneous, as all trustworthy experiments
prove it to be. Several of these I have men-
tioned in my treatise,—as, for instance, the
following two :

—

I. Lay a narrow stripe of paper, part white,

and part covered with the brightest yellow
pigment, in the sunshine, across a dark cavity :

the prismatic spectrum of the yellow part will

contain the same red and green as appear in

the spectrum of the white part.

II. Lay a circular spot of the brightest cobalt

blue on a neutral grey ground, at a little distance
from a similar spot of the brightest king’s yellow :

hold a slip of clean polished glass vertically in

the middle, so as to reflect the yellow spot from
that part of the glass through which the blue is

seen. Thus we obtain different mixtures of the
coloured lights given out by the two spots, and

as the eye is moved higher and higher the result-

ing colour passes from blue to yellow through

grey, but never shows the least tendency towards

green.

These and many other experiments prove that

if red and blue are primary colours, yellow is a

secondary colour, and complementary to blue.

The doctrine that there are three primary

colours, and that those three are red, green, and

blue, is supported by the accurate experiments

of Professor Maxwell, detailed in the Philoso-

pjdcal Transactions for 1860. I have never

heard of any experiments in support of the red,

yellow, and blue theory, other than those of the

mixture of pigments, or superposition of coloured

glasses, the untrustiness of which is evident,

because those substances are coloured only by
virtue of their destroying light

j
and, being all

more or less transpai'ent, they must, in over-

lying, interfere with each other’s proper colours.

I hope that when Mr. Grace has had the

opportunity of trying some experiments calcu-

culated to give true results, he will see that the

new doctrine is not without experimental sup-

port, and will do me the justice of saying so. I

have not the least doubt that the correction of

our principles will be of essential service in the

use of all rules for beautiful and harmonious
compositions of colour. W. Benson.

Sia,—According to Mr. Benson’s work on the
“ Science of Colour,” which you noticed a week
or two since, yellow, if I understand rightly, is

no longer to be classed as a primary colour, and
green is to be considered as a primary in its

stead. Now, as you say, “ if the new doctrine

be true, we cannot be too prompt in accepting

it;” but before doing so we really must be told

what yellow is. By the theory of Mr. Benson it

appears to be literally " nowhere.” We find it

classed under “colours containing full red;"

but what if it contained no red, as it often does ?

for if it contained red it would be orange.

What is that colour which will turn blue into

green ?—is it a primary or a secondary ? If it is

a secondary or compound colour, of what is it

composed ? We are told by Mr. Benson that
“ the strongest yellow is produced by com-
bining the red and the green rays, and excluding

the blue ;” bub without blue we could have no
green, and the yellow ray would remain.

With Mr. Grace, I must say that I was con-

siderably surprised with this new theory. I

have tried the prism, as Mr. Grace mentions,

upon a sheet of note-paper, and I find it pre-

cisely as he describes it. The yellow ray is dis-

tinctly visible at the top of the paper, and there

is no green to be seen, which appears to be due
to the white paper separating the yellow and
bine rays, the red and yellow being at the top,

and the blue and a tinge of red at the bottom,

and when the black object is introduced in the

centre the colours are reversed. But green is

formed immediately upon allowing the yellow to

approach the blue ray. Let us see how other

greens are formed in nature. How is sky

green formed ? Sky green is to be seen on a

fine evening, just before sunset, in the clear sky

near the horizon, and it is one of the most
lovely and delicate greens which can bo con-

ceived. It is formed by seeing the blue sky
through the yellow rays of the setting sun.

The sky itself is not more green than it has been
all day; it is simply the medium through which
it is seen making it, to our vision, appear green.

How is green formed in vegetation ? It ap-

pears to me to be entirely due to the blue ray in

the atmosphere, which apparently forms a blue

colouring matter under the outer surface of the

leaf, but which is altered by the yellow colour of

the sap and the outside covering of the leaf into

green. If we, for instance, take a fully-de-

veloped ivy-leaf, the upper side is of a dark

bluish green, while the under side is of a light

vellow green. Gut off a portion of the upper
surface with a sharp penknife, and we shall find

the colouring matter under is of a darker and
still bluer green than the surface, showing that

the colouring matter is modified and made yel-

lower by the upper surface or covering, from
which it is reasonable to assume that the blue is

communicated to the yellow sap by the blue ray

of the atmosphere ; for the under side, which is

less exposed to the light, is far less blue than
the upper. The blue also is received by the

plant gradually, as the young leaves are always
of a yellow green, and they become bluer only

by degrees. If the plant is excluded from the

light altogether, it loses nearly all its blue and
becomes yellow. >Yhen the sap ceases to flow

through the leaves, and they decay, as in autumn,
the blue is abstracted from them, they become
yellow, red, or reddish brown, according to the

nature of the original colour or the further

browning influence of the sun. The great fact,

however, is, that the blue is gone and the yellow

remains. The rays of the summer sun have
drawn away the colour imparted by the blue

cold ray of spring, nntil at last, the sun’s

rays becoming redder and more powerful to-

wards autumn, they will turn the cold blue

green of the wheat into the yellow and golden
grain of our harvest fields.

This appears to me to show clearly enough
that green is a compound colour, and that yel-

low is a primary. James K. Colling.

THE PRISMATIC COLOURS AND
HOW TO SEE THEM.

As reference has recently been made in your
columns by Mr. Grace and others to the colours

produced by the prism, perhaps the following

capital method (accidentally found out by me a
few weeks ago) of seeing the prismatic colours

to perfection may be considered worth a place

in the Builder. I am not sure that it is entirely

new, but it is quite now to me, and may be so

to many others.

The usual method of observing prismatic

colours is by looking at any object through a
piism, or by observing the rays projected by a
prism on to a surface ; by each method all the

prismatic colours are displayed at once in small

patches, and it is not easy to observe the exact

shades of the primitive colours, because they

are interfered with by the secondaries ; now, by
the following method the rays may be, as it

were, separated,—one colom' only seen at a
time, and that, too, in a large mass.

If, then, instead of looking at the colours

throagh a prism, the prismatic colours be
directed, one at a time, from a prism (by a

second party) directly into the pupil of the

spectator’s eye, the effect to the party operated

upon is, that he sees the whole apartment in one
perfect blaze of the colour directed into his eye

;

as the successive rays are thrown one after the

other on to the eye, the effect is most magni-
ficent. It is very dazzling from a small prism
when the sunlight is not very strong. I have
not tried it with a very large prism in fall sun-

light, but words are altogether inadequate to

describe the splendour of the separate colours

of the prism as seen by these means.
W. G. S.

A PROPOS DES BOTTES,

Since the railroad to Florence has been
established, people of all grades and opinions

have visited that famons city, and contemplated

the treasures of art in its palaces and churches,

while every Englishman returns to his country
extolling the beauty of the celebrated statue

of the Yenns de Medicis, Notwitbstancling

this tribute of praise,—this just acknowledg-
ment of the perfection of its proportions, on
which the excellence of this celebrated work
mainly depends,—the shoemaker is still per-

mitted to inflict on our wives and daughters the
narrow misshapen shoe of the last century.

If, Mr. Editor, you regard the subject of suffi-

cient importance in an artistic or sanitary point

of view to publish the following dimeuBions,

taken from a very excellent cast of the Yenus
de Medicis in the Museum of Sir John Soane, it

would enable any lady, in the possession of a
foot-ruler and a modicum of arithmetic, to aseex’-

tain for herself what should be the exact length

and width of the sole of her shoe, and at the

same time convince her of the truth of the above
statement respecting the narrow, misshapen shoe

which the wily shoemaker has hitherto persuaded

her to accept.

As the Venus de Medicis stands, she measures
exactly 4 ft. 11 in.

;
but, as she leans forward,

and is poised more on one leg than on the other,

3 in., it is calculated, must be added to the 4 ft.

11 in. in estimating her height in the perfectly

erect position. This would make her 5 ft. 2 in.

in height. Now, as her foot is exactly 9 in. long,

it is rather more than one-seventh of her entire

height.* The greatest width of her foot is 3i in.,

and this would be a mere fraction more than

* Vitravius Bays the foot is one-sixth of the entire

height of the man: but the finest statues of antiquity

make the foot a fittle more than one-seTenth.
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y

therefore, be confidently asserted that anything
leas than these dimensions for the sole of the
shoe of a woman of 5 fc. 2 in. in height will not
only be ont of proportion, bnt that it will occa-
sion discomfort and inconyenience, and that
anything much less will produce considerable
pain, and ultimate irremediable deformity of
the foot. It may also be observed that high
heels to boots or shoes will greatly add to the
misfortunes the foot is subjected to, by producing
ankylosis of the tarsus,—in plain English, a
growing together of the bones of the instep, of
course not without its concomitant evils.

Joseph Boxoiri.

KENSINGTON SICK ASYLUM.—PAYMENT
TO ARCHITECTS.

Sir,—Has your attention been called to recent
proceedings in Middlesex for the erection of sick
asylums with respect to the remuneration of
their architects? And, also, have you noted what
was done in this respect at the last county meet-
ing of Middlesex magistrates, as to a proposed; -

scale for the payment of any architects em-

'

xpnwtuo, auu jiuiu uiieoH lie woniu
select such as gave the greatest amount of
building frontage together with the greatest
average depth

; a minimum depth of 50 ft. being
taken.

I think, air, by some such method the best
plans wonld be secured, and all the parties
would be satisfied. A Looker On.

SILICATE PAINT.

1 “L attention waa directed to a
letter which appeared in your colurana recommending
Bjhcate of potash as the basis of a paint or dresaine for
atones. Il TOur correspondent wiU kindly inform me how
to mate a black paint with the silicate. I should becreativ

PniLFP GmW.

THE THAMES EMBANKMENT.
At the last meeting of the Metropolitan Board

ot Works the following report of Mr. Bazalgette
engineer of the Board, respecting the Thames
Embankment, was read :

conveying to the late president
iiliam K. Rogers, Esq., their unanimoos thanks for hi

kind and energetic efforts to increase the prosperity of th
inst^tlltinn n1)n/lA n...-k Xi 1.

^ * -. .. .

r - — K'-—'- vxiw.ia iw luurease cne prosperity ot t

^great ^thanks, more especially 1

.X.-.....X.V 11
,
iixxuuc, oaa great tDanvs _ _

bia having ohtatnod the large donation of 1001. each froi
ten firms; and the directors take this opportunity othanking those gentlemen fur their generous and libera
contributions.
The investment of these and all donations to the relie

lund la Croverament securities constitutes a solid fouuda
tiou lor the future of the Builders’ Benevolent Institu-
tion.

Mr. Joseph Bird expressed his gratification at the verj
satisfactory report which had been rendered, andmovet
that It bo adopted and printed.
The motion, having been seconded, was nuanimousli

earned. ^

Mr. George Plucknctt proposed that the thanks of th«
meeting be given to the patrons of the inslitution, anc
that the names of the following gentlemen be added tc
their number, they being the teu firms who gave a donatioi
of 1001. each at the annual dinner in October last : A. Z,

Mr. William Webster
;
Mr. John

Eelk, M.F. ; Mr. C. J.F.eake; Messrs. Lucas Brothers •

Messrs. Laurence Brothers; Messrs. Holland & Han-
nen; Messrs. Wm. Cubitt & Co.

;
Messrs. George Myers

« Sons; and Messrs. George Smith &. Co.
Mr. T. Stirling having seconded the resolution, it was

put and earned.

X
moved aresolutionexpressivoofthanks

to thepresident (Mr. W. R. Rogers) for his very- beneficial
services during the past year, and said that they had met
together that Oay for the purpose of receiving the twenty-
orst annual report. The society had c ^nie of age, and he

DenarfmoTif c • n a e,
I

3'®®^ of its minority

Tht ^TW,’ over by so good a parent. While in

^
® Emb^kment, Contract

;
'ts swaddling clothes dilBcirlies occurred, but it wa;vvestminster and WatHrInn Rpi/Irfoo • uleftRinff fn *Kof .

X.VX-X. xxxx uuo ^./ayiuciiu ui any arcmteciB em-
' Au

^XXM.XX xxxxxx x.i.oi.xn^vioii ui twu BUCU aaviums aoouc I Tirineinaltv fkS «pi=k; V xt. xi'’ ,
oeing

wT7 7 S'7 I S'’"“’’/•Asay a word as to the terms of the competition. P*®” and the Adelphi landing-stairs, the filliog-in and
Six architects have been asked to send a desiem „;T:!._‘’?_?^xP

— ' ' *’ ’ '

- j _ ..wx— X..X XV. XXXV. uvimo vi Lxio (.uiiipeuiiiuu.
I

f ii- i
xi-xci,.ui ittuuiug-stairs, me niling-in and

Six architects have been asked to send a desim
! °f x-^®

«moval of some
for tire eick esyta at Keneiogtoo. but,
how improper the conditions were, and that they works executed, including 3,OOOL lo’r the mate-
are such that no member of the Institute is at • about46l,000L, aitnougn it was the conclusion of his year
liberty (morally, of course, I mean) to accept in the past month. cSL^^nT^I* ‘ betweS^ i

interest of the inabitutic
the lace of the published scale of the Institute,

,

®'‘‘dR®®nd®astern end oftbeTempl’eGardens With the i

heart, and be hoped that its benefits \v(
out of the six applied to only two have accepted.

;

some of the ornamental carv-
;

be extended. He thoucht that there shouL

i»i oenittr, ttiiu w .UIQ QO 80 again.
Mr. Thomas Cozens was happy to second the resolutioi

of a vote of thanks to the prceident, for never presiden
had done greater good than he had done.
Mr . J . Bird put the resolution, which was passed will

one accord.

Mr. Rogers, in retnrniDg thanks, said thai
although it was the conclusion of his year o

llQ altn X.X ../-XT ? J.-l.-i*
\ - J J .p xxxv,cu_, lAx aooept lu me pasi moniti. Contract

tue lace ot the published scale of the Institute,
,

Bndge and eastern end of the lempie trardeDs. With the
i

luuu ua ueueuts wouK
out of the six applied to only two have accepted.

;

ornamental carv- !
be extended. He thought that there should b

Mr. Currey, Mr VVorthington, Mr.Wyatt, and,arf’c?mpWra^tcS%;?SmT^^^^^^ relaxation in_ endeavours to obtain sup
—x. _x ..^xLxxxugLoii, ojxr. uyam, anu are complete, at ft cost approximatVlv”of 2y^^r”r?n* I

relaxation in endeavours to obtain si
Messrs. Banka & Barry have declined. The • No. 3, between Temple Gardens aud“ BlMkiSara society’^ interest and welfare.
Middlesex magistrates propose a vet lower

fu*"
is fast progressing:] The various officers were next t-licted, whe:

Middlesex magistrates propose a yet lower
scale. I think something like this

6 per cent, first £1,000.
4 „ up to £10,000.

,, aiteE

No commission at aU is to be given for any

nT-^ •

’ “““ oiacairiara

riinn'?"nno*(hi'..,r7?' .'u*
‘“>9 work is fast progressing;

j

vanouB uuiuers were next ekcteo, wne:
about 600 feet in length^^Mho !

complimentary votes were passed, p irticularl-
dredged down to the clay and properly^puddkd ^The •

I’i°cknett, the treasurer; and Mr. J. Bird
preliminary works is 2

.
600L At the West- kon. secretary to the annual ball, which wa

rooms, andTe officers tLreonfSrpierir^^^^ 1

the fauds. Thos,— v.v.-^*xxx.,v,.v,xx CLU Oii la tu ue given lor any S'fder bridges, or gangways for access thereto are nearlv
replied, and expressed thei

excess over original estimate: this is to be ' P^wic- Similar
1

®®“tinned adherence totbeinstitution,Mr.Georei
taken into consideration by the court in October,

i
loo, an^the '¥empFe ^^ers

Trollope, on the motion of Mr. Plucknett, wa
Meanwhile the matter is serious, and ought to pa^ed footway exmnding'^from WP«t®

' received as president for the eusuini
Temple pier is completed and open !

ye8.r.

formeeffrom vmie^.'tree'^From the w 1 1

o^^selves offer Mr. Rogers a word 0
Bridge, and from Essci-street. An open deal fenee^'^s I

Service he has doU'
erected along the entire line of footway but bv a recent the Institution.
declaration of the Works, Ac.. Commi ttVe, thisUco wfiishortly be close boarded, in order the more effectuallv to
pr^oteet the several properties abutting upon the embank-

receive attention. F. R. I. B. A.

THE WALWORTH COMMON ESTATE.

Sir,—I am glad to see that the rebuilding of,
this estate, consisting of about forty-five acres,

j

A report was brought up from the Works andm the midst of our vast metropolis, is deservingly I
General Purposes Committee, submittinu a planattracting some attention. of the nronoapH xi5_attracting some attention.

The plans, as laid ont by the various compe-
titors, provides for about three miles of new
houses

5 and it is most important, not only to
the rate-payers of St. Mary, Newington, and the
inhabitants of the immediate neighbourhood,
but also to the public at large, that suitable pro-
vision should be made for the health and comfort
of those families who will have to occupy, at no
distant date, these proposed new streets, which

,

if intended more especially for the poor, should
then more especially be healthy.
The majority of the competing architects for

laying out the estate affirm that this provision
for health has been disregarded in the plana
selected for execution and premiated by the
guardians; and that a narrow view of £. s. d.,
arising from over-crowding the estate with the
greatest possible number of miserable dwellings,
baa blinded a more liberal and broader view of
getting a truer value from the land, by allowing
a little more breathing-space, and so really
securing in the end a greater prosperity.

_

The subject then suggests, I think, two ques-
tions :

—

Ist. Is it to the true interest of the ratepayers
and the inhabitants that either of the three
premiated plans, as shown to them, should bo
carried out in all its integrity ?

If not, such plan should be at once rejected.
2nd. Do the premiated plans comply with the

instructions issued by the guardians ?
The competitors say no; and they ask (appa-

rently with justice) that an arbitrator may be
appointed to decide.
He would no doubt commence by rejecting all

plans which have not complied with the instruc-
tions

; and would probably include amongst
them those showing a less building depth than

Ultsicdlaiua.

nrTkr™“'''T° ''''‘““‘“'“'.“““"’‘''"’sapl™ TeCHN-ICAL EdUCATIOS IN GaTESHEAD.-

and thrZtmih77nT” ?B'‘r“n ''««'!= of Gateshead entered clas

L the conrtrneH^ ^ta seientiflo instmetioo, conducted at tl

lineof thr^r ?
7’’° ’>'‘>”2 the; National Schools, during the winter evening,

L Snefen of ^Boarrh
‘‘“t t^ommittee was formed, and classes were con

Tkx
Board be given to the same. ' menced under the tnition of Mr. James Ma

fbleto oSTnlh™®
‘hat they had not been

:
Galium, an engineer in tho office of the E^e

from*7l? Commissioners. Mr. MacOallnm ha

frZ tie
and i taken a distinguished degree in the uXersi?

BtrSt Stranr ™s'”h«d
7“

“f
' “f «aBgow, and was, on the Hector's applieatioi

?f4ter 7b;tG,o
™ recognised by the Science and Art Departmen

weT ef ’
1

® aaaa'atata the as a duly qnalided mstructor in an[ of th

That in arrv slf\7“'’‘fk“'^ “ T" branches ofLenee contemplated by the d'par,

f
apptaaahes would

;

ment. The classes were conducted on Tuesda
The Board and Thniaday evenings from the beginninreadjourned for holidays.

THE BUILDERS’ BENEVOLENT
INSTITUTION.

x..^. x.xx,w xxx.xA.xtxA gcuctai UJL:ai,lllg OI
the friends and subscribers to the above charity
was held on Thursday (30th ult.) at Willis’s
Rooms, King-street, Sc. James’s, for the purpose
of receiving the directors’ report for the past
year, the election of officers, and other business
connected with the institution. Mr. W. R.
Rogers (president) officiated in the chair.

The chainnan having briefly opened the proceedinire.
Ihe seeretarv read the report, which slated that a

satisfactory addition had been made to the funded stock,
l,5_o/. J9s. 3d. having been purchased for Ihe relief
fund and 107f. Ss. for the building fund. The amount

198. 4d. stock for the relief fund,
-x- 2,0391. lOs. 9d. for the building fund, being a total

Three per Cent. Consofi.
Ihe directors again venture to solicit the friends and

supporters of the charity to increase their kind efforta,
and endeavour to obtain amongst their coDnexiooe addi-
tiomU annual subscribers to enable them at the ensuing

X.XX— .X XX XX X X.X. xxj X.?X.AJXAAqO lAUUA tUO UeyjQlJlUj
of November to the early part of May. ^
that date Captain Campbell, the Govemmei
inspector of science schools, held an examinatic
of twenty-four of the students, who, havir
made twenty-five attendances and upwards, wei
willing to present themselves. The results t

the examiualioQ have been just made piibliTvrr ixx. A c A , ,

1'“® examination have been just made pub

J?rLr '‘I
oflThe subjects of examination were practic

le friends and subscribers to the above charitv I plane, and descriptive geometry; mechaui

AAXAX1.AA oAiliuai suoicriuers lO cnaDie them at the ensuing
He wonW then select the plans with the best ““

JLXXXXXXX., XAXXX4 XXX.XIX.X A^At T ^ JJCUAUCLJJ'
,

IllCCMUliU;

and machine drawing; building constructior
and theoretical mechanics. In the first of thei

objects three students presented themselves :

whom on© obtained a let class and two a 3i

class. In the second object twenty-two wei
examined: of whom four obtained a 2ud clas
five a third class, seven a 4Lh class, two a 5t

class, and four failed. In the third subject or
obtained a 3rd class and one a 5th class : n
failures. In the fourth subject, of the two ei

amined both obtained a 4th class. The succesi
ful students are all artisans or apprentices. C
the twenty-five students nineteen were buccobi
ful. One passed in four subjects, and one i

three. Thirteen “Queen’s prizes” were ac
judged to the students, and six certificates <

merit.
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Directing Posts.—The Chelmsford Chronicle

ipeaks of a directiog post intended to be used

[There required in the Cheltnsford Highway
District. It was designed by Mr. Frank 'Whit-

more, the snrveyor to the Board. It is made of

iron, with Sated colnmn, the inscription being

in relief on a green glazed ground, which seldom
reqnires painting. The eontraotore are Messrs.

Whitmore & Binyon, Wickham Market.

Camberwell CuuRcn.—The scaffolding fixed

long ago to the steeple of St. Giles’s, Camberwell,

remains there through some parish squabble,

and the work is not finished. The builder de-

Blinos removing it until he is paid. I know that

the ropes must be decayed, for it is two years

aincc I first saw the wretched job; hundreds of

poles will come rattling down some day, and the

ohurcli will be poleaxed, and perhaps people

^o.-T.

Muscular Christians.—On Sunday, the 2nd
instant, between twelve and one o’clock, the

church service at Wiggington, in Bedfordshire,

was suddenly interrupted by an old dame
rushing into the church, and without ceremony
crying out that the clergyman’s hedge was on
fire, and a neighbouring rick was in danger of

being burnt. No sooner was the alarm given
than the church was quickly emptied of the male
portion of the congregation, who set to work at

once to extinguish the fire. Foremost amongst
the workers was the clergyman himself, the
Bev. Mr. Mason, who wielded a heavy axe and
cut a gap in the hedge, which helped to stop

the lire. The rick remained uninjured
;

and
after the fire was extinguished the clergyman
returned with his flock to the church and finished

tho service : next day he regaled the whole of

the workers.

CoMPEiVSATiON Case.—On the 11th, the case
of “ The Emanuel Hospital u. the Metropolitan
District Railway” was finally disposed of by
tMr. H. Toogood, deputy high bailiff of West-

,

iminster, and a special jury. The claim was
about 21,0001. for a piece of land in the rear of

Emanuel Hospital, Victoria-street, whicli was
(required for the inner circle of the railway,

fhe Corporation of the City of London were the
governors of the charity, which was founded by
uady Dacro in the reign of Queen Elizabeth,

;59i. Besides the support of old men and
romen, a number of boys and girls were edu-
cated, and as “ educational purposes” were pro-
minent in tho present time, the land was vain-

l.hlo, and conld. be utilised to a great extent,

•ilr. Lloyd and Mr. Thrnpp were for the City of
liondonj Mr. Hawkins, Q.C., and Mr. Stretten

or the railway company. Several surveyors
‘vere called for the company, and said tho value
if the land required was about 8,0001. The
iividence on tho other side, by equally respect,

l.ble men, was that the value was from 20,0001.

0 22,0001. They differed as to the mode of

iitiliaing the property. The jury eventually

sasessed the value of the land at 10,4751., and
ehey received three gnineas • ach.

? South - West London Science Classes.

—

Amongst the results of tho Science Examinations
I'f tho Science and Art Department of the Com-
itoittee of Coirncil on Education, South Kensing-
QOn Museum, may he named:—BuiZcZinj Con-
struction.—Queen’s Prize, 1st class.—W. Bailey,

I. Coles, W. Pye. Queen’s Prize, 2nd class.

—

Idilas Bachelor, G. Jackson, W. Lawrence, J.

ijlaylor, W. Wenham, H. White. Queen’s Prize,

drd class.— R. Bailey, F, W. Bailer, H. J. Cad-
;k6ll, C. Carter, J. Chivers, A. Everett, A. Grint,

J. Humphreys, W. Jeraros, E. Johnson, J. Line,

V. Twissell, E. Walters, F. Wilford. Honour-
ilble mention. — T. Chivers. Passed—G. Bird,

. I. Jordan, R. Young. Zfechanical Drawing .

—

Queen’s Prize, Sod class.—W. Bailey, C. Hum-
uhrey, James Line, G. Thwaites, W. Wenham.
iijaeeu’a Prize, 3rd class.—C. Carter, G. Jackson,

V. Jeraras, E. Johnson, W. Lawrence, W. Pye,
Taylor, W. Walker, F. Wilford. Honourable

eaention.—R, Bailey, F. Bailer, G. Bird, J.Watkins,
1. Schofield, E. Walters, A. White, R. Young,
i^assecl.—Alg. Chapman, A. Chapman, J. Chivers,
I’. Chivers, A, Everett, II. Jordan, T. Jones, W.
^'wissell, Theo(3ore Winks. Local Prizes (Chel-

aea).-—Sir C. Wentworth Dilke’s Prizes.—let,

i>rizR, value 51., H. Coles
;
2nd prize, value 31.,

tohn Taylor
;
3rd prize, value 21., H. White. Mr.

.
W.Bickertou’s Prizes.—Ist prize, Benj. Aston;

idnd prize, H. Brown. Five prizes value 11. each,
b W. Bailey, W. Pye, C. Humphery, T. Winks,
1. Roberts. Five prizes value 10s. each. G.
c'ackson, W. Wenham, W. Bwens, 0. Caiter
dad F. Wilford, W. Alleo and T. Jones.

A Millennium in Hungary.—The Hungarians
propose to erect a colossal obelisk on one of

their vast plains, in order to commemorate the

thousandth anniversary of the foundation of the

kingdom of Hungary. Some prefer a national

pantheon on the mountain which overlooks their

capital.

The Broken Atlantic Cable.— The tests

seem to show that the fault lies at about eighty

miles from Newfoundland, in water not exceed-

ing, if it reaches, 100 fathoms in depth, and that

the interruption of communication is so com-
plete as to put it almost beyond doubt that the

injury has been caused by the grounding of an
iceberg. Communication will, it is expected, be
restored in less than a month

;
bnt meanwhile

the other cable is fully equal to the work
required of it.

Competition Designs for Warehouses and
Offices for the Liverpool Financial Associa-

tion.—We understand the association have
selected the design “ Nota bene” for the first

premium of 1001., and the design marked with

the device of a triple tau within a circle for the

second premium of 501. The former is by a
London architect, and the latter is a design sent

in jointly by Mr. Brattau, architect, Birken-

head and Liverpool, and Mr. Shakeshafc, Liver-

pool, There were sixteen competitors.

Church Bells and their Uses in Hawaii.

—

Tho natives of Kona, Hawaii, have recently

raised a new bell upon a tower, which they have
erected, attached to one of their churches.

The first use which they made of their new
bell was to toll forty-eight funeral strokes in

honour of the burial of some old conch-shells

which had been blown for the past forty-eight

years for the purpose of assembling the people

to church, and which were buried with due
solemnity. In a few years those coneh-shells

would Lave ranked among the choicest his-

torical relics of tho natives.

Infectious Lodgings. — It ought to be
generally known by sea-side and other lodging-

house keepers that letting lodgings which have
been occupied by lodgers afflicted with con-

tagious diseases before the said lodgings have
been effectually purified is now an offence

punishable by law. The Sanitary Act of 1866
("Viet. 29 and 30, c. 90, secs. 33 and 39) pro-

vides that,

—

“ If any person knowingly lets any house, room, or
part of a house, in which any person suffering from any
dangerous infectious disorder lias been, to any other
person, without having such house, room, or part of a
house, and all articles therein liable to retain infection,
disinfected to the eatisfaction of a qualified medical
practitioner, as testified by a certificate given by him,
such person shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding 20L
For toe purposes of this provision the keeper of an inn
shall he deemed to let a part of a bouse to any person
admitted as a gnest into snch inn,"

The Catastrophe at the Yictoria Music
Hall, Manchester.

—

A resolution, adopted by
the trustees of the Manchester Royal Infirmary,

urging the city council to appoint a public officer

to examine all places of public amusement, nud
eppecially to report in cases where the means of

egress are defective, was read at the last meeting
of the council by the town clerk. In moving that
the matter be referred to the general purposes
committee, it was observed that during the last

season an alarm of fire was raised at one of Mr.
Hallo’s concerts in the Free Trade Hall, and that
in consequence of the alarm Mr. Tozer was
directed to report as to the means of egress
afforded by the hall in the event of any sudden
panic occurring. He did so, and a copy of the
report was sent to the directors of the hall; but
they bad not the courtesy even to acknowledge
its receipt, and no other action was taken in

consequence. The motion was adopted. The
jury at the coroner’s inquest in this case pro-

nounced as follows :

—

“The jury are uuosimoualy of opinion that the atair-

OBso and handrails were quite insufficient for the egress of
such large audiences usually assembled there, and that
suitable alterations should be at once made for the safety

of such as visit this place of amusement, and that the
lighting should be so constructed as to prevent the gas
being interfered with. The jory further recommend that
power be given by Parliament for the appointment of a
qualified officer by the corporation to inspect theatres,
music-halls, and similar places of public resort, and that
no licences be granted for public entertainments to the
proprietors or public lessees of such buildings without
the production of a certificate from such officer that the
means of egress are sufficient for the number of people
they profess to accommodate."

The foreman added that the jury wished that

young people should only bo admitted to snch
places with greater discretion than appeared to

have been displayed in this instance. Yerdict,

Accidental death."

Tuam Cathedral.—The restoration of this

cathedral is progressing. The Misses Cooper, of

Mackree Castle, have presented the entire fit-

tings and stalls for the choir. The carvings

were brought by the late Mr. Cooper from
abroad, and are considered among the most rare

and remarkable specimens of art. Within tho

cathedral will also be preserved the arch, tho

celebrated remains of Early Irish architecture,

which led into the little chancel of a church
built in the twelfth century.

Consecration of St. Mary’s, Charterhouse,
Golden-lane.—On Saturday afternoon the new
Church of St. Mary, Charterhouse, Playhouse-
yard, Golden-lane, was consecrated by tho
Bishop of London. Tho edifice is one of those

ordinary church structures which are being
erected in the diocese of London in connexion

with the Bishop’s Fund, in which the very

smallest possible space is made available for tho

very largest number of people who like to come.

The church is a very large one, and is placed in

the middle of a very dense and destitute part of

London. It will accommodate nearly 1,000

people.

Drinking Fountains.— It may show bow
useful such fountains are to state that the num-
ber ofpersons who drank at the fountain erected

by the United Kingdom Temperance and Gene-

ral Provident Institution on Loudon-bridge, from
seven o’clock in tho morning of August 5th to

seven o’clock in tho morning of August 6th,

1868, was 5,710. The fountain was built by
and is now under tho care of the Metropolitan

Free Drinking Fountains Association. The
Duke of Sutherland has had fixed at the entrance

to Trentham Park, Newcastle-under-Lyne, for

the use of the public, a commodious drinking

fountain, supplied with pure spring water, with
three metal cups, so that three persons can. be
accommodated at the same time. The late

Duke ordered tho drinking fountain at the

porter’s lodge to be put up for tho use of total

abstainers twenty-seven years ago. There is

an opinion that this is one of the earliest public

drinking fountains for the use of the general

public.

The Solar Eclipse.—On the 18th instant the

eclipse of the sun so much talked of by men of

science will take place; and in various parts of

the world, where it will be well seen, though not so

in this country, parties of astronomers and others

will be on tho watch for its interesting phe-

nomena. From the favourable position of the

earth and moon,thiawill be avery complete eclipse,

as the sun will be at about its greatestdistanco and
its least apparent diameter, while the moon will

be at nearly its least distance and its greatest

apparent diameter. The red flaming appear-

ances round the black lunar disc will be specially

watched. These are believed to be really of the

nature of flames, and connected with the sun ;

but we have an idea that they may be refractions

of roseate clouds on the borders of the farther

hemisphere of the moon, which may have both

air and water—both atmosphere and clouds—on
that side, although the centrifugal force of its

movement may prevent either from remaining

in the hemisphere presented towards us. If

there be any depth of atmosphere, however
shallow, at the edges ofthe disc, such a refraction

as wo have indicated would certainly be possible.

MarGxVTE.—

A

t a recent general meeting of

the corporation a discussion arose upon the state

of the harbour, originating from an application

to sewer some promises into the King-street

drain. Tho application was sti'ongly opposed by
Alderman Price, and also by Mr. Keble, the

mayor, and another member, on the ground that

tho drain deposited in the harbour all the sew-

age matter, and at low tide this quite poisoned

the atmosphere, and had been the cause of

visitors leaving the town. By granting the ap-

plication the council would only increase the

nuisance, and still farther injure the towu. lu

proof that there were real grounds for the com-
plaint, a letter was subsequently read from

Mr. Reeve, of the York Hotel, complaining of

tho nuisance arising from decayed seaweed, &c.,

lying in the harbour, which, it was said, had
made his family ill; and asking the council to

take steps to remedy the evil. The council,

however, adopted a curious mode of procedure.

They determined by a majority of votes to grant

the application to sewer into King-street drain,

and afterwards instructed the sanitary inspector

to take the necessary steps under the advice of

the town clerk, against the Pier and Harbour
Board to abate the nuisance.
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The Eivers Pollution CoiiMissioN and the

Liverpool Water Supply.—The other day the
Commiesion inquired at Chorley into the polln-

tion of the river Yarrow. A calico printeretated
his opinion that the pollution of the river was
mainly attributable to the impounding of the
water of the district by the Liverpool Corpora-
tion. Sir William Denison said he was surprised
that the Liverpool Corporation bad been allowed
to have the water 3 but that, with other matters,
should have their attention,

TENDERS.
For the constrncfion of sewage task at Moss Hall,

Finchley, N. Mr. Stephen Hickson, sarreyor :

—

Flitch 4 Caugbley £417 0 0
Evans 385 0 0
Wills 375 0 0
King & Sons 860 0 0
Wells 334 0 0
Faulkner & Cowley 326 0 0
Goodair 315 0 0
Bloomfield 298 0 0
Eglington & PauJocei 266 0 0

Twickenham Economic JfusEUM.—A party of
workmen, members of the St. James’s and Soho
Working Men’s Club, accompanied by Mr.
Dexter, the secretary of the Public Museums
and Free Libraries Association, paid a two hours’
visit to the Museum of Domestic and Sanitary
Economy, at Twickenham, on Saturday after-
noon 3 Mr. Thomas Twining, to whose benevo-
lence the public are indebted for this unique
collection, paying the greater portion of the
cost of the visit. The same club has just re-

ceived a gift of more than 480 volumes of
valnable books from Captain the Hon. R. W.
Grosvenor, M.P.

Suburban Village and General Dwellings
Company (Limited).—An extraordinary general
meeting of this company was held at the Guild-
ball Tavern, on Monday evening, Mr. C. Palmer,
a shareholder, in the chair. The report of the
shareholders’ committee was read, from which it

appeared that the petition to wind np the com-
pany had been dismissed, and that throngh Mr.
W. G. Habershon the estate at Longhboroogh-
park had been secured, with the addition of a
road at the farther end, rendering it as desirable
an estate as could be procured for the purposes
of the company. Four new directors, viz.,

Messrs. W. G. Habershon, Basil Woodd Smith,
J. Faithful Fortiscue, and C. J. Cooke were
unanimously elected.

Opening of King’s Cross Market.—The
new market adjoining to the Great Korthem and
Midland railways, at King’s Cross, has been
opened. It stands in the centre of a triangle of
ground, at one comer of which is the station of
the Great Northern Railway, with a siding to
shunt the produce of its line into the stores of
the market’s wholesale department. By this
line thousands of tons offish have hitherto been
brought from Grimsby and Hull, and then carted
to Billingsgate at an expense of extra carriage,
loss, and delay by transit. But now the supplies
of fish, meat, vegetables, garden produce, and
general provisions will be at once sold wholesale,
and offered fresh and undamaged in the adjoin-
iug retail department. The gates of the new
Midland station are nearly opposite the market
entrance, whilst at the other corner of the
triangle is the Metropolitan station, with its

incessant traffic to almost every part of the
city and suburbs. The building has been erected
under the direction of Mr. Jethrol Robinson, the
bnilder. The roof is so constructed as to admit
only the north light, and thns shade and coolness
are to be secured. There are to be daily auctions
of produce. The entrance at present is from the
Old St. Pancras-road, where a large iron foundry
used to stand.

A Good Time Coming.—At the close of the
ceremony of “capping” the medical graduates
of the University of Edinburgh, Sir James Young
Simpson delivered an address, in the course of
which he said :

—“It may be, that the day will
yet come when our hygienic condition and laws
shall have been changed by State legislation, so
as to forbid all communicable diseases from
being communicated, and remove all causes of
sickness that are removable 5 when the rapidly-
increasing length of human life shall begin to
fulfil that ancient prophecy, ‘ the child shall die
an hundred years old 5

’ when there shall have
been achieved, too, advances in other walks of
life far beyond our present state of progress

;

when houses shall be built and many other kinds
of work performed by machineiy, and not by
human hands alone

; when the crops in these
islands shall be increased five or ten fold, and
abundance of human food provided for our in-
creased popnlation by onr fields being irrigated
by that waste organic refuse of our towns which
we now recklessly run off" into onr rivers and
seas

3 when man shall have invented means of
calling down rain at will

5 when he shall have
gained cheaper and better motive powers than
steam

3 and when he shall travel from continent
to continent by submarine railways, or by flying
and balooning through the air.”

For the erection of a public-house, St. Andrew's-road,
Fastings. Messrs. Toysej, JelTerr, & Skiller, archi-
tects :

—

Tidier 909 0 0
Longhurst 899 7 6
Sacre 895 0 0
Parks 665 0 0
Eussell 813 0 0
Howell SIO 0 0
Bourne (accepted) 780 0 0

For Hither Green-lane, Kent. Messrs. Tillotts &
Chamberlain, architects :

—

E^iddle £-342 10 0
Pritchard 323 0 0
Grady 228 10 0

Eebuilding 78; Cheapside, for Mr. Bradshaw. Mr. F.
Johnstone, architect. Quantities supplied

Henshaw £1,428 0 0
.Axford 1,290 0 0
K'llby l,2S4 0 0

Alterations and additions to Frith House, Walton, for
Mr. A. Holford. Mr, F. J. Dibble, architect. Quantities
supplied by Messrs. Birdseye 4 Stoner :

—

Pntncy £3,090 0 0
Axfurd 4 Whillier 2,852 0 0
Goddard 4 Son 2,777 0 0
Eillby 2,730 0 0
Hamblin 2,460 0 0

78 0 0
70 10 0

For additions and repairs to the rectory-house, bnild-
ngs, and chancel of church at Stow-Maries, Essex. Mr.
Fredk. P. Walters, architect :

—

Killby £1,176 0 0
Saunders l,ioo 0 0

For the erection of three shops, Hereford-road, Kings-
land, for Messrs. Mann, Crossman, 4 Paulin. Messrs. !

Hammock 4 Lambert, architects:—
Webb (accepted) £1,495 0 0

For alterations to No. 60, Porchester-terrace, Bays
water. Messrs. Hammack 4 Lambert, architects:—

Eajment 4 Son (accepted) £3,116 0 0

For Ticarage-house, Hernhill, near Farersham, Kent
Messrs. Newman 4 Billing, archtects. Quantities no
supplied :—

Whiting £],J45 0 0
Judge 1,413 16 0
Epps 1,250 0 0
SJirubsole 1,243 7 6

For house, Thatcham, Berks, for Rev. H. Martin.
Messrs. Newman 4 Billing, architects. Quantities not
supplied :

—

Elliott £2,645 0 0
Wells 2,590 0 0
AUoway (too late) 2,560 0 0
W’beeler 2,361 0 0

Adams £750 0
Drummond (accepted) 743 10

Sum offered for pulling down the British Institution
Blackheath :— ’

Blount £300 0 0

Drummond (accepted) 109 0 0

For making roads for Mr. E. Walker, King’s Anns-

Hales £1,C95 10 0
Drummond 1,095 6 0
Egbnton 916 0 0
Hawkes 880 0 0
Hubbard 891 8 6
Briscoe 677 0 0
Harris 775 0 0
Tonge 642 2 0
Strickland 620 0 0
Hobbs 695 0 0
Pizzey 670 0 0

For new church, Btamber Mill, near Etourbridgt
Thomas Smith, architect:

—

G. 4 F. Higham £3,015 0
Stockton 4 Co 2,517 7 '

Nelson 2,347 0 1

Ife 2,316 0 (

Chapman 1,650

Mr.

0 !

For works to the Brighton Riding School, for the
Brighton Corporation :—

Goringe £820 0 0
Anscombe 4 Co 675 0 0
Loader 6.60 0 0
Nightingale
ObT«
Lockyer
Dean 4 Dickinson ..

Chappell
Cheeseman

0 0
0 0

650 0 0

For erecting a new school for boys and girls, master's-
bouse, boundary walls, 4c., for the parish of St. Helen,
Abingdon, Berks. Mr. Edwin Dolby, architect. Quan-
tities by Mr. J. Crawley:

—

Nightingale £2,685 0 0
Clandge 2,185 0 0
Thomas 4 Dicks 1,980 0 0
Bowler ],662 0 0

[Aug. 15, 1868.

_^Fo_r alterations and additions to Frince's-atreet Chapel
Nowich. Mr. Edward Boardman, architect

'

Stearman 4 Spinks £2,225 0 0
Lacey 2,107 0 0
Balls 2.098 0 0
Murray 2,051 10 0
Brown 4 Bailey 2,036 0 0
Hiee 1,996 16 0
Harrison 1,996 0 0
Downing 1,989 0 0

For lodge and receiving-wards at Leytonetone, Essex,
for the Guardians of Bethnal Green. Mr. William Man-
dy, architect. Quantities supplied by architect:—

Read
Cook
Read 4 Son
Forrest
Dyer
F. 4 F. J. Wood
Arber
Hill 4 Co
Eonor
Mundy 4 Hatchinson ...

Perry 4 Co
Eivett
Hodaon
King 4 Sons (accepted)

..£2,397
2,393 0
2,267 0
2,216 0

2,156 0
2,142 0
2,105 0
2,076 0
2,050 0
2,020 0
1,990 0
1,963 0
1,960 0

For building laundry, 4c
,
at the City London Union

Workhouse, Bow-road. Mr. J. E. Saunders, archi-
tect :

—

Farbnr £946 0 01

Young 4 Son
Adamson
Foale
W’ebb 4 Son
Saby 4 Sou
Turner
W'ood
Scholer
Staines
Crabb 4 Co
Hodges
W'atts
Wicks 4 Co
Marritt 4 Ashby..,
Perry

For the erection of a warehouse and new crane, Step-
ney, for Mr. D. L. White, after allowing for old materiaTs.
Mr. H. Ongh, architect. Quantities by Messrs. Curtis 4

Wardle 4 Baker
Staines 4 Son
Dudley
Crabb'4 Taughan .....

Shurmup
Ennor
Kirk
Morter
Rivett
Hedges
Cubitt 4 Sons
Marritt 4 Ashby
Nightingale
Tm
Anscombe
Foale
Hearle
Wicks, Bangs, 4 Co. .,

Johnstone, Brothers ..

..£2,776 0
. 2,638 0
,. 2,600 0

2,650 0
2,534 0
2,600 0
2,403 0
2,483 0
2,480 0
2,439 0
2,418 0
2,389 0

2,287

2,216
2,193

For the erection of coacb-honae and stables, Hanbnry
Lodge, Brizton Hill, for Mr. John Dnnn. Mr. Henry
Loxton, architect;

—

Baxter (accepted) £206 0 0

For the erection of a detached residence at Dalwioh,
Mr. W’. Sim, architect. Quantities supplied ;

—

Ebbs 4 Co £2,070 0 0
Dove, Brothers 2,040 0 0
Fish 2,000 0 0
Maeey 1,825 0 0

For Leavesden Asyli
architects. The quantities
Young :—

Messrs. John Giles 4 Biven,
snpplied by Mr. D. W\

Thomas 4 Son
Piper 4 Co
Ennor
Newman 4 Mann
Horsman
W. 4 J. Webb
Webster
Myers 4 Sons
Warburton, Brothers

.

Killby_

Nightingal
Cbappell ,Chappell
Wagstalf 4 Son ..

Perry 4 Co
Hill, Keddel, 4 Waldram

,

Kirk 4 Parry
Hart
Nixon 4 Sons
Kirk
Gammon 4 Sons
King 4 Sons
Henshaw
Nicholson (accepted)

Tender. Extra of
Facing.

£90,150
. £10,400

89,696 . 10,000
88,790 . 12,340

, 86,478 . 12,385
90,923 . 7,934
88,200 . 9,000
95,000

, 87,659 . 6,875
87,308 7,000
87,430 , 6,169
87,900 6,500
81,386 11,336
88,625 3,341
83,400 8,460
82,900 . 8,200

78,787 11,113
84,350 3,500
84,337 3.100
81,600 4,987
83,226 . 2,847
81,860 3,990
80,995 3,350
79,650 . 4,250

For the erection of a new passenger station at Bow, for
the North London Railway Company :

—

Crockett £24,500 0 0
Myers 22,463 0 0
Dane 4 Sons 22,350 0 0
Mansfield 4 Price 22,048 0 0
Abrams 21,698 0 0
Dickenson 4 Oliver 21,660 0 0
Perry 4 Co 21,287 0 0
Hill, Keddell, 4 Waldram 20,695 0 0
Oxford 20,675 0 0
Scrivener 4 W'hite 20,650 0 0
Palmer 20,250 0 0
Watts 20,200 0 0
Wicks, Bangs, 4 Co 19,4-15 0 0
Hedges (accepted) 19,400 0 0
Nightingale 14,667 0 0
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laihvays Strangled and Railways Devdoped.

EOPLE say that some
kinds of grass spread

and flonrisli all the more
for ill-usage. Trampled
beneath the hoof, nib-

bled and bitten to the

stump, the hardy plant

clings with yet more
tenacious grasp to the

soil, and sends down
its countless rootlets in

search of the moisture

which may enable it to

repair its losses. Even
in a season like that of

the remarkable July of

1868, when so much of

ourunirrigated pasturage

has been unable to sup-

port the usual attacks of

hungry cattle, from the

effects of the yet fierce

rage of the sun, we know
that but a few days of

steady rain are required

in order to reclothe the

landscape with verdure.

A vitality like that of the grass of the field

attaches to the industrial growth of a great

people. This vitality is not the only point in

common between natural and political develop-

•jnent. The analogy is so close that it can hardly

be mere coincidence. A certain degree of free-

dom and hard usage seems to bo as necessary

to the sturdy growth of manufacturing and
productive enterprise as to that of the vegetable

pasture on which so much of our sustenance

depends. The process of forcing is alike un-

Batisfactory in either case. Industry does not

thrive under glass. On the contrary, there is

ample evidence that the attempt to protect, to

[direct, and to foster the employment of labonr

by artificial means only results in unhealthy and
unstable development. Remove legislative ob-

stacles, remove prejudice, remove ignorance, and
(industry only asks to be let alone. Allow the
sun to shine and the rain to full, and the indus-
trial harvest is sure.

In no description of industrial undertakiog has
the truth of this view become so strikingly

jevidont as in railways. We have had ample
I
illustration of the ill effects of an attempt to

force prosperity. It is refreshing to be able to

contrast with the long tale of mismanagement
and misfortune even a single instance of more
prudent conduct. The change that has come
over the circumstances of one of the most

’ notoriously unfortunate of English railways, under
the care of one able and disinterested con-
troller, is the strongest proof of the immense
inherent vitality of the system of locomotive

communication that has yet come to light.

Railway chairmen and managers, like financiers

on a more imposing scale, are often apt to take
to themselves credit for a prosperity with which
they have in truth but little to do. The honour
which they have, on memorable occasions,

claimed or received, may remind us of the
remark of Sheridan when the share of the
Prince Regent, in the great events of 1814 and
1815, was being discussed :

“ What he most
prides himself on is the late abundant harvest.”

Bnt the plain straightforward account of the

result of sis months of his stewardship which

the Marquis of Salisbury has laid before the

shareholders of the Great Eastern is not thus

to be explained away. The stagnation of enter-

prise, and the disquiet produced in men’s

minds by the immense armaments of the

military powers, have produced a natural

effect on the general receipts of railways. In

the week ending August let, 1868, the gross

receipts of fourteen principal railways show a

falling off of more than li per cent, as compared

with the corresponding week in the preceding

year. And this diminished receipt has been

earned by the working of a length of lines

exceeding that of the former period by more
than 2 per cent. The juxtaposition of these

two statements tells heavily against the share-

holders. In the face of this general depression,

the present management of the Great Eastern

has secured an increase of something like

15 per cent, in the net profits of the half-year.

Of this large increase, the main part, in the

opinion of the noble chairman, was due to

a genuine increase of traffic. There had been
no increase in the suburban fares to any con-

siderable extent. In some particular instances,

where the fares had been disproportionately

low, they had been raised ; but the wise general

principle of the management had been, that

residential traffic onght to be respected. Lord

Salisbury carefully guarded himself against being

thought to refer to any other lines; but the

contrast between this prudent and honest con-

duct, and that which is rapidly emptying the

houses on the Sydenham hills, is as marked in

its principles as in its results. It is only to the

impulse given by a competent head, who looked

to the improvement of an actual pro-

perty rather than to the profits derivable on
the Stock Exchange, that we can attribute the

actual state ofthings. Fifty-two thousand pounds

of increased revenue had been earned without

a farthing of increased expenditure. Nor was
this all. Such had been the care of the officers

of the company that, in consequence of the

diminution in the number of accidents, there had
been an actual decrease in expenditure. No
less than fifteen thousand ponnds had been

saved as compensation for accidents. There had
been further a large diminution (5,6791. for the

half-year) in the 6on.d._/ide working expenses; and

in renewal of working stock, and substitution

of new for old iron rails, an expenditure of

17,0001. had been incurred and paid out of

revenue, which under the prevalent system of

“ making things pleasant ” would have been

hung, as an additional charge to “ capital,”

around the neck of the helpless shareholder.

We call particular attention to the saving in

the item of compensation. It is, as Lord Salis-

bury remarks, an unalloyed benefit, and one

which relieves the public as completely as it

does the shareholders. But why should the con-

tingency of such a charge be left to weigh npon
the company ? Why should not each company

become, as in other departments of commercial

enterprise, their own insurers ? It is true that

vigilant care, good selection of officers, prompt

and efficient discipline, and, above all, substan-

tial encouragement for good conduct, form the

most desirable elements of insurance against ac-

cidents, for which no money can adequately

compensate the sufferers. But this is not

all. We can conceive of no reason why
a company, first taking every proper and

possible precaution against accident, should

not further secure themselves against any un-

certainty of claim in the event of accidents

taking place. This sum of 15,0001. is not given

as the total amount of compensation paid in the

preceding half-year, but as the saving effected

in this one item in the course of six months. It

represents the insurance of 1,800,000 passengers

at twopence apiece. Why should not the

company combine a definite system of insurance

with their fares? If it pays an independent

company to insure passengers, for long and
short journeys alike, at the respective charges of

threepence, twopence, and a penny, for first,

second, and third class passengers, how much
better would it pay a company carrying on the

traffic of a district to do so on their own
behalf! If the additional pence were added to

the fares it might be done by so proportioning

the risk to the length of the journey as to

make the increase almost insensible. But it

would probably pay to grant a definite insured

compensation without any increase of fares at

all. If every passenger was informed, on the

face of his ticket, that a certain sum was in-

sured in case of his injury, from causes beyond

his own control, while travelling by virtue of

that ticket, and that the journey was under-

taken on no other condition, the company being

no further responsible unless the passenger chose

to insure for a higher sum, the great element

of legal squabble would be eliminated. On tho

one hand, the care and vigilance of all the ser-

vants of the company would be stimulated by

the presence of a definite responsibility, which

they ought to have a direct interest in avoiding.

On the other hand, the social position, wealth,

or public utility of any suft'erer of actual injury

could no longer be brought forward as an argu-

ment that the company should pay to him a

heavier fine for personal damage than it could

be called on to pay to the poorer or more un-

friended individual who shared his misfortune.

We venture to suggest that the chairman,

who has shown us so admirably what six

months can effect, will take this question of in-

surance into consideration. If he introduce the

system on the Great Eastern, not only will

future dividends be swelled, but the share-

holders of other lines, and the travellers on

other districts, will not be slow to follow the

example set by that which was, for so long a

time, the most unfortunate of English railways.

We cannot bnt contrast the good news thus

sent from the City Terminus Hotel with the

chorus of discontent, anger, and deserved indig-

nation which swells louder and louder from the

South-Eastern district. It will, no doubt, be

fresh in the memory of our readers that we per-

mitted ourselves to make certain predictions

on this subject : of these, we regret to say,

every day announces some new accomplishment.

I

It is nearly twelve months* since we pointed out

I

what was required for the proper management

of railway policy and railway traffic. To those

remarks Lord Salisbury’s speech on the 7th of

August gives a clear and faithful echo. More

recently^ we called attention to the effect on the

suburban growth of London which the short-

sighted and unscmpnlons policy of the directors

of the South-Eastern system of lines was calcu-

lated to produce. The verification of our fears

was almost immediate. A rise of fares, which

may be called either vindictive or suicidal, was

effected the moment that Parliament, against

the consistent opposition of Lord Redesdale, had

assented to an increase of the maximum rates.

This increase has not been merely a return to

fares established when there was not the urgent

fear of competition which led to a reduction, pos-

sibly too great, but it has been a general aug-

mentation to an extent ranging from 20 to 75

per centi, that can only be considered as a breach

of faith with residential travellers. As against

the public, the South-Eastern directors—we
speak not of one line alone, but of the group of

lines—have assumed an attitude of open and

contemptuous hostility. We do not think that

this is their chief blunder. In our opinion their

policy cannot pay. Cost of transit to or

from the metropolis has become an outlay

which is so closely connected with rent that

• See Tol. xxT., p. 653. t See p- 601, a%tc.
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the two items of expenditure must be classed

and considered together. So much per quarter

for rent and taxes, so much for railway ticket,

is the cost of a house at Sydenham as compared
with one elsewhere. Stability of outlay is a

matter of the last importance to persons of

limited income. Landlords are prevented, partly

by agreement, partly by a due sense of their

own interest, from capricious and undue increase

in the rent they demand. If that portion of the

annual expenditure which goes into the coffers of

the railway company is made the subject of rash
experiment, landlords will be the ultimate, as
tenants are the immediate, sufferers. We hear
already from the house-agents that the empty
houses in this healthy and agreeable suburb are

numbered by hundreds. This means the arrest

of the builder. Lodgers are making off in swarms,
and a desolation which will be felt in the divi-

dends of the ill-managed railway companies
seems to be in coarse of active accomplishment
in this ill-used district.

The improved state of affairs in the Eastern
Counties, which the Marquis of Salisbury has
made public, leads us to supplement the remarks
we formerly made on the influence exerted by
the management of the different great railway
lines on the suburban development of London.
There can be no doubt that, in the possession

of stations at London Bridge, at Cannon-
street, at Ludgate-hill, and at Charing-croas,

the South-Eastern lines possess an enormous
advantage over all other railways—an advantage
which, by their arrangement of up and down
lines, they have done their best to neutralise.

The access to the Eastern Counties terminus is

simply detestable. For residential traffic it is

one of the worst of any metropolitan line. What
may be the arrangements referred to by Lord
Salisbury as pending with reference to metro-
politan extension, time will show. But while the
liability which has been incurred in this respect
has hung like an incubus on the prospects of
the Great Eastern, it cannot be doubted that
any reasonable mode of bringing the Shoreditch
terminus within readier reach of the Bank of
England would be an enormous advantage to

the traffic of the line. Suburban extension,
driven from Surrey and from Kent, would freely

take place along the highway into Essex, if the
great disadvantage of the starting-point were re-

moved. The Great Eastern is singular in this

disadvantage; for although the Great Western
has not yet pushed its terminus further than the
spot selected by Brunei for his noble station, it

is in connexion, though not in what may be
called organic connexion, with the heart of
London by means of the Metropolitan. Euston-
square, not a very central station, was not the
first terminns of the London and North-Western

;

and the I'esidential traffic on this lino is at a mini-
mum as compared with that commanded by more
accessible termini. Still the London and North-
Western has its feeders independent of Euston-
sqnare, and from the neighbourhood of Camden
Town to Willesden and Kensal-green the rail-

way service is becoming more and more adopted.
The terminus of the Eastern Counties line alone
remains where it was fixed in 1835, without aid

from interosculating lines. This has been, there
can be no doubt, a serious injury to the share-
holders. The stream of direct traffic is enor-
mous. The eastern portion of London is served
not inadequately by the Shoreditch station. But
the due development of the species of traffic

which Mr. Watkinandhis friends are doing their

best to drive from the lines under their control

will never take place on the Eastern line until
some better arrangement is made for pouring it

into the very heart of the City.

It may be thought that these remarks are of
more immediate value to the shareholders on the
lines, of which v^'e have thus compared the
management and the prospects, than to our
general readers. We do not share that opinion.
To all those who are interested in building, whe-
ther as constructors or architects, the matter is of

primary importance. In all that description of
building enterprise which is to any extent
speculative, even within the most legitimate
bounds, the investigation of the circumstances
which control the future development of cities

and towns is of the highest importance. In the
paralysis which has fallen on our engineering
enterprise, inquiry as to the proper method of
developing the traffic of a district is of no less

importance. Sooner or later the engineer will

again be at work, to carry out the great necessity
of the day, the supply of the readiest means of
intercourse between district and district. When
the public becomes convinced that, under the

guidance of the most ordinary prudence, it is

remunerative to provide for the wants of the

future, enterprise will reawaken. While the

old spirit of vindictive strife, or of grasping

speculation, presides over the councils of a rail-

way system, the shareholders will suffer, the

local interests will suffer, and the future develop-

ment of the country will be, to that extent,

checked. While a wise and energetic manage-
ment develops the true sources of income the

reverse will take place. To earn fifty-two

thousand pounds more, by an expenditure of

nearly sir thousand less, is nob discounting the

future (the usual habit of railway directors), but

making amends for the follies of the past by the

best use of the present. It is an indication, and
something more than an indication, that a
prosperity equal to that which we so rashly

tampered with in 1845 is yet in store for the
railways of this country, if only we do not
continue to repel it. The natural increase

of the population alone will add ten per cent,

to our traffic returns in ten years. But the

increase of the travelling tendency of the

population has been and will continue to be
immensely greater than that of the population

itself. There are no signs that this increase

is likely to be checked. The falling off that

has coincided with so much financial distress

has been comparatively small. Every fresh

facility that is offered to communication, whether
it be a railway through the Alps, a canal through
an isthmus, or a cable under the ocean, pours a
fresh stream of traffic on the English lines. The
ultimate development of the railway system is as

I

yet nnapproached. The light branch lines, which

I

the ill-advised standing orders of Parliament
( as yet prohibit, will be demanded, sooner or

L later, by the necessity of the case, and by the good

I

sense of the public. It can hardly be thought too

[

sanguine an estimate of the future to anticipate

that this natural completion of tho railway system
will add as much to the actual resources of the

country as our 14,000 miles of trunk lines have
already allowed us to do. On the one hand, we
have the demands of common sense, the re-

sults of experience, and the fair prospects of the

future; on the other, we have the resistance

offered by the rnthless, selfish, gambling spirit

which has thrown away so many millions that

might have been remuneratively employed. It

is important for all practical men to have clear,

definite, and accurate ideas on this important
subject.

THE THORNET ISLAND CAMPO SANTO.

The facile pen of the very reverend historian

of Westminster Abbey has made to the public,

in the columns of the daily press, an appeal ou
a subject not unfamiliar to our readers. It is

not because the project of a Campo Santo, to be
constructed at Westminster, in the form of a
cloistered enclosure connected with the old con-
ventual bnildings, has been indicated in our
columns, that we shall he found silent when the
official guardian of the Minster, and representa-

tive of the mitred abbots of the spot, becomes
the advocate of the scheme. The idea is not
only one worthy of the associations and of the
history of the locality, but is to a certain extent a
necessary consequence of the architectural move-
ment now actually in progress. With the entire

area from the Church of St. Martin and the

north side of Trafalgar-square to tho Palace of

the Legislature rebuilt or rebuilding, it is im-

possible that the mean and dingy tenements
that DOW squat beneath the shadows of the

Victoria Tower should bo allowed long to remain
as they are, or should be reconstructed under
any supervision but such as shall bring the new
structures into harmony with the Palace and the

Abbey.
The Dean of Westminster speaks of a con-

nexion between the proposed new cloister and
Poets’-comer, and refers to the restoration of the

chapter-bouse as affording facilities to the archi-

tect for this purpose. It would be interesting

to observe how it is proposed to deal with the
exigencies of this hallowed spot in a mode at

once structurally and msthetically satisfactory.

A difficulty here presents itself to the casual

observer. To say the least, the position of the

pier which supports one of the new flying but-

tresses of the chapter-house comes into very
inelegant juxtaposition with one of the but-

tresses of the Abbey. A collection of nooks and
comers is apparent, with which no small

amount of architectural skill is required satis-

factorily to deal. It is always easy in such;
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circumstances to criticise,—easier to do b

perhaps, than to suggest improvements
;
but ti

present aspect of the buildings is not such i

would have satisCed either the founders or iJ

restorers of the Abbey, still less the founders >

that noble chapel which, if of an inferior sty

of architecture, is still the very central foatui

of the spot. Had a cloistered approach fro

Abingdon-street been designed in connexit

with the restoration of the chapter-hous
means might have been devised for avoiding r

inelegance which we can only consider as teii

porary. To work bit by bit was the pl<

adopted by the great builders of our cathedrd

and minsters, and by this expedient alone wd
the purses of the founders and enlargers of t;

religious edifices enabled to arrive at the impc

ing gmndenr of their completed works. B
the partial progress was that of execution rath

than of design. In any modification or combin
tion of original work the additions wereplanni
on a well-digested scheme, however slowly th
scheme may have been carried out. One bishi

or abbot might build a nave, bis successor mig
raise the transepts, or even, as at Exeter, pieil

bold arches through the walls of the twin towd
when he lengthened the main axis of the buii

ing, and then raise a tower to a commandi'
height, for the adequate support of which t

original foundations were laid ; but an origit

design, or a development of the original desi.i

in harmony with its idea, has always presid!

over such serial work, when it has been develc

ment and not patchwork.
In the present state of the restoration of t:

chapter-house this harmony is by no mea;

visible. We speak with all reserve of the pla

ofa distinguished architect, when the conceptL

of their ensemile is only arrived at from h

otherwise unexplained forms that issue from t

labours of the mason. Had the flying buttn

to which we more particularly allude be

situated in a similar position with regard i

the chapels of a cathedral in Italy, or in any
the great stone-building countries, to that whi

it occupies iu Westminster, we should have be;

sure that it was only one of those tempora
piers which the masons of those regions i

rapidly erect, and that, the roof of the chapti.

house completed, the thrust of that particulj

angle would have been met by the impositii

of perpendicular weight, or by some other (!

vice known to the cunning of such builders

those of Gloucester Cathedral, and that the pie

and awkwardly-situated pier would have thi

been removed. As it is, we can only express

hope that tho plan of the architect is not yet i

vealed to the bystander, and that it is not i

tended that tho worshipper or the visitor shoe

reach the north-eastern entrance of Poet

corner by threading a zigzag course betwe

blocks of stonework and receding angles, tb

would unavoidably become receptacles

nuisances.

The very word of Campo Santo carries ba
the memory to the graceful cloisters at Pii

famous for the fine frescoes of the monas'

Orcagna. Cloisters are not foreign to Wei

minster. To the south of the abbey we ha

the ancient cloistered arcade of the form

monks, well worthy of the most reverent j
efficient restoration. Across the great line

thoroughfare we have on example of a me
successful treatment of the same architectm

feature. In the cloistered arcade bounding t

former Old Palace-yard we have, indeed,

effect not contemplated by the architect. T
weeping of moisture (probably from concre

above) through the stone voussoirs of tho gutt<

in question has enernsted them with quai

patterns of the salts of lime or of magnes

The effect at the present time is that of cloud

and variegated marble ;
and the observer wl

in a vain attempt to obtain some point of vie

from which the aspect of the Peel statue (t

cently erected with its back to all comers w
enter the railed courtyard of Westminster Ha
may look anything but hideous, will be stru'

by the fantastic and undesigned beauty th

imparted to the otherwise beautiful perspecti^

Of any comprehensive and successful meth

of dealing with the requirements of the euviro

of Westminster Abbey, there can be no dou

that the element of cloistral arcades must for

an important feature. We are not now offerii

a design, or suggesting a finished plan : that

the duty of the architects to whom the tret

ment of the subject may be entrusted. T
cloister suggested by Dean Stanley is to t

south, not to the north, of the Abbey. B
it becomes almost daily more evident thj
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whatever may bo the work of the rebuilder,

that of the demoUeher must be unsparing. The
site now in course of clearance and of re-

arrangement extends from the Victoria Tower
to Leicester-square. Little by little, with more
or less forethought, all mean, paltry, and in-

congruous building over that area is doomed to

destruction.

The point which is, at the present stage of the

affair, most important to consider, is that of a
wise, comprehensive, provident plan. Details,

even details of the first magnitude, may be filled

in year by year, decade after decade, or even
century after century. But unless the fore-

shadowing of the magnificent ensemble which, if

England does justice to her history and to her
future, will hereafter group around the tombs of
our kings, be grasped in time, it is possible that
partial work may be so conducted as to stand in

the way of the future whole. Such are the
statues and drinking-fountains that spring up
like mushrooms, each from its own independent
stem, without any systematic arrangement or
actual unity of idea. Such are the diagonal roads
constructed across a spot where either a plain,

unbroken area, or a turfed lawn, broken only by
chapels, monuments, or other erections in har-
mony with the same, should stretch from the
Abbey to the rear of Great George-street. The
j;reat point which we are anxious to urge is the
cause of development against cobbling. It is

the long-thoughted prevision of the founders of
our cathedrals that we are anxious to see substi-

tuted for the results of a catch-party act.

This prevision is evinced by Dean Stanley.
The Abbey," he tells us, " is not yet filled.”

'Yet “ the space allotted in the Abbey to the graves
and monuments of illnstrions men is yearly be-
•coming more and more narrow.” “ We must
look forward to the future.” The idea, there-
fore, of providing a spot, not for the entombment,
'bnt for the worthy memorial of great men, is

one that may be almost called instinctive. Our
climate demands vertical shelter for statues.

Even the noble material of bronze is surely, if

slowly, corroded by exposure in the streets of
London. Marble, or stone of any kind, rapidly
passes from the state of portraiture to that of

•scarecrow-ism. St. Paul’s is invaded in a man-
ner which we must be pardoned for questioning
in more than one instance, and St. Paul’s will
xever rank in the minds of Englishmen as the
equivalent of Westminster. We cannot, there-
fore, regard the question of the Campo Santo of
Thorney Island as either a fancy or a crotchet.
We look at it as one of those things which, well
or ill considered, the future will certainly bring
forth. And if such bo the case, the time for con-
Bidering it is the present. We have our hand
"to the work. Demolition on one part, building
on the other, is active and energetic. The nation
is feeling after some certain guidance in the
matter of taste. Recourse to the services of
private members to compel from so inadequate
a tribunal as the Ilouse of Commons the con-
'demnation of an enormity erected by supplies is

altogether unworthy of a civilised people. What
would the architectural glories of Italy or of
Germany have been if such judges had sat upon
the questions of the safety of the Campanile of
Tisa or the position of the Horses of the San
before the palace of the Bourbon kings ? Haste,
and party feud, and rampant dilettantism, arc
all active in their opposition to the arcbitectm-al
ennoblement of London. The present oppor-
tunity is unique. We do not urge that it should
be hastily or rapidly exhausted. Bnt it is im-
possible for us to be too careful that it should
not be thrown away. With the land area from
'Trafalgar-square to Westminster so covered as
to harmoniso with the waterside elevation be-
tween the bridges, London will present a nucleus
of architectural splendour nob unworthy ’of
the Victorian age.

New Act on the Regulation of Railways.

—

The Act to amend the law relating to railways
'(30 and 31 Victoria, cap. 119) has jnst been
printed. There are forty-six sections in the Act.
Railway companies are to be liable during sea-
transit as carriers. They are when required to
furnish particulars of charges for goods. After
"the Isb of April next communication between the
passengers and the company’s servants is to be
•provided uuder a penalty not exceeding 101. for
each case of default. Any passenger who makes
use of the means of communication without
reasonable and sufficient cause shall be liable for
each offence to a penalty not exceeding 51.

THE FAIRFOED GLASS AND ALBERT
DUREE.

’

We ended our notice last week of the doings
of the British Archcoological Association in
Cirencester with the reading of the paper on
the Painted Glass in Fairford Church, by Mr.
Holt.* On the following day (the 12lh) the
places visited included Fairford Church, and
we purposely keep separate this portion of the
proceedings.

Mr. Holt, in face of the windows, repeated
and strengthened his statement at great length.
We can give but portions of his statement. He
said he believed that Albert Darer received the
order from John Tame to execute the windows
according to certain dimensions furnished by
the architect. He selected his subjects from the
Old Testament, the Apocryphal Gospels, and
the New Testament. The first window was a
representation of the Temptation of Eve, The
peculiarity of this picture was essentially that
of Durer. Up to the time of Durer nobody,—at
least of the German school,—had ever repre-
sented the serpent of the peculiar form given to

it here. The foliage of every leaf was finished
in a marvellous manner, aud the whole of the
detail of the subject was worked out with
wondrous precision, the greatest care being
bestowed upon every portion. Nothing was
passed over in a slovenly spirit, but everything
appeared as if the artist had thrown his whole
soul into the work. As ho (Mr. Holt) had
stated on the previous evening, he laid claim on
behalf of Albert Durer to his being the person who
produced the block-books then exhibited. That
claim he knew would be most strenuously op-
posed. The error as to the authorship of that
book arose thus. A certain print, known as “ St.

Christopher,” bears date 1423, and the argument
was that the state of art displayed in that ” St.

Christopher” under the date of 1423 showed
a decided superiority of intellect and execution
when compared with the engravings in the
block-book, and hence the date of the block-
book must have been 1380 or 1400. In fact, the
literati could fix its date at any year from 1380
to 1420. Now, he had had the misfortune to
dispute that date, and a great deal of obloquy
had been cast upon hitu in consequence; but
believing his objection to be valid, he had the
courage to adhere to it, and still did so. He
fearlessly declared the date of that " St. Christo-
pher” to be a forgery, and that the print was, in

fact, executed by Albert Durer himself, at Col-
mar, in 1493. The manner in which that
forgery was committed was a starting-point
which must be well understood. By a stroke of
the pencil the clever dealer at Buxheim, where
Heinken got the print, added seventy years to
the date. By one movement of the hand he
converted mccccxciiiintomccccxxiii. It must be
borne in mind that no second copy of the ” St.

Christopher” was known to exist. He (Mr. Holt)
contended that the print was executed by Durer
himself at Colmar, at the time he was on a visit

to the brothers of Martin Schon, who resided
there. In the multitude of representations of
St. Christopher there was only this and one
other which had two doggrel lines in Latin
underneath them

;
aud this engraving was exe-

cuted upon paper exactly similar to and bearing
the same water-mark as that used by Albert
Durer in 1493. The only other artist who ever
produced a St. Christopher with the Latin lines

was a friend of Durer, and copied from Durer’s
work. The block-books were executed by Albert
Durer in 1494 or 1493 at the latest. In almost
every instance the block-book was the founda-
tion from which Albert Durer derived his design
for these windows. The first subject in the
windows was the Temptation of Eve; and the
question would arise how far the slightest

originality could be claimed for Durer if he
executed the windows aud not the block-book.
Between the window and the block-book
there was the smallest conceivable variation

in treatment, but in spirit they were identical.

One very distinctive ground on which bo claimed
Durer as the painter of the lights in the window
just examined was, that they represented scenes
which no other German ever painted until some
years after 1500. He was bound to acknowledge
that the subject was very differently treated by
Durer himself in the year 1510. In the picture
of the Birth of the Virgin were some very dis-

tinguishing marks of Durer’s work. One was to

be found in the shape of the bed, the arrange-
ment of the canopy, and the tucking np of the

* See p. 599, ante.

curtains into the form of chandeliers covered
with baize. In that instance he borrowed from
Martin Schon, who was the first artist who pro-
duced that species of bed with the curtains so
looped up. He (Mr. Holt) had made a very-

careful search at the British Museum, aud,
through the kindness of Mr. Reed, had every
facility offered to him ; but nowhere until the
time of Martin Schon could he find the same
arrangement of the canopy and curtains. In
the pictnre of the Birth of the Saviour, in the
next window, the Virgin was a very fine type,
marvellously left ns, of Albert Durer’s work.
Those who knew the type which he had adopted
for his Virgin would not disagree with him (Mr.
Holt) in ascribing the present figure to Albert
Durer. One of the attendants was handing to
the Virgin the Babe, which was a bambino
wrapped up in swaddling clothes, and the
mother was in the act of receiving it with her
right hand. The type of the dress was essen-
tially that of Nnremburg, and the mode in
which the details were treated was peculiar to
Durer. He would ask the visitors to lament
with him that small portions of the glass belong-
ing to other pictures had been inserted at wrong
places for the mere purpose of filling np. The
very charming picture of the Presentation of
the Virgin was the first known representation
of that subject by Albert Durer. In this case
the nimbus had been slightly damaged. In one
window there was a figure which might repre-
sent St. Christopher, but he (Mr. Holt) could not
speak positively on the point, because it occupied
a different position from that in which St,
Christopher was usually placed in Roman
Catholic churches

; but it was impossible not to
identify the figure as one of Albert Dnrer’s. It
was in the frontispiece ofthe “BibliaPauperum;’*
but, as Durer was not apprenticed to the wood-
engraving, that book remained without date or
plaoe or printer’s name, as the publication of
engravings by a man who was not entitled by
apprenticeship to produce them would, ifknown,
have involved heavy penalties. It was errone-
ously believed that there were guilds of painters
and other trades at Nnremburg at that time

;

but everything was regulated by the municipal
council. The only thing that was free was art

;

but printing was then a trade. It had njt then
been emancipated from the province of trade,
and dignified as a professional art. In the
“Marriage of the Virgin,” the persons repre-
sented were Mary, Joseph, the high priest,

and an attendant. The hair of the Virgin was
such as no hand but Durer’s had ever
attempted up to his time. There was scarcely
any representation of the Virgin which he
did not attempt. The head, in this instance,

conld belong to no earthly creature but Durer,
bnt there was an instance in which it was
made use of in 1510. In the marriage picture
there were farther touches of the apprenticed
goldsmith, namely, in the bond and the finish of
the chain. It was in the details that we must;
look for Albert Durer. It was in the marvellous
minutice that this great artist was to be found.
When the peculiar condition of the Virgin at
the time of her marriage was remembered,
those who had an artistic soul could not help
being struck by the glorious style of the
composition as displayed in the folds of
the drapery, and the whole arrangement of
the scene. The description of this picture
given in the supposed manuscript of Sir
Edmund Tame was as follows:—“Next is

Joseph and Mary going to be contracted.
There is [sic] the contractor and the witnesses
to the contract.” The Annunciation window was
the finest of the series. Martin Schon was the
source from which Albert Durer derived his
inspiration for that particular window. Martin
Schon was Durer’s idol. He was a very cele-
brated painter at Colmar, and he might be said
to be the greatest engraver on copper that had
lived up to that period. Martin Schon and Albert
Dorer’s father were very old friends ; and it did
not require a great stretch of the imagination
to conceive that as Martin Schon produced his

engravings they would somehow find their way
to Nuremburg and come into the hands of

young Dnrer. The studies of Albert Durer were
founded on the works of Martin Schon, who had
treated the Annunciation in a manner similar to

that which characterised this window, with tha

exception that Schon had placed his Virgin in a
standing posture. There were farther traces of

the goldsmith. None but a practised hand could

have given due effect to the chain. The hair,

again, was such as no hand but hia had ever
previously produced.
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Mr. Niblett called attention to an inscribed

tablet at the back of the bed in the painting.

Mr. Holt said that no other artist but Durer
used that tablet. He would show it in a dozen
instances from the Nuremhurg Chroniclo. In the

next painting (the Visit of the Wise Men to

Christ) was another type of Durer. There was
the first marked nimbus to the Babe. Nobody
used that but Durer. He thoroughly believed
all he had been stating. Every little detail in

those windows could be identified with Durer.
There was the Nuremburg treatment of the
trees. It was not everybody who had adopted
that style, common as it seemed. Some of the
Flemish artists adopted it 150 years after

Durer’a days; but then they were all mad on
copying him. He formed the model for imita-
tion, and did to this hour. The next subject

was the .Adoration. There, again, the gold-
smith’s work was most elaborately done. All

this work was entirely sui generis, and its mar-
vellous detail compelled admiration. The cos-

tume was the Nuremburg costume of the period.

Here, again, was the nimbus of Albert Durer.
It was seen a little more prononc^ in another
picture. The horse’s head was a remarkable
typo of Durer, He was not at that time cele-

brated for animal painting; but the head bore
unmistakable traces of the hand of the master.
The Star of Bethlehem was not to be found in

the picture. In the Presentation of the Infant

Saviour and Purification of the Virgin the
characteristic nimbus occurred. It was used
by nobody but Durer, and by him only for

ten years—between 1490 and 1500. The
woman with the doves could not be mis-
taken by anybody who had studied his works.
Neither this nor the treatment of Joseph
could be imputed to any one else. The archi-

tecture of the Temple and the form of the
altar were essentially the composition of Durer,
and formed a very fine production. This paint-

ing could not be sufiBciently admired. It was,
perhaps, one of the finest in the church ; and
here, again, the influence of Martin Schiin was
shown. Martin Schon was the first artist who
depicted an angel in the tree pressing down the
branches to enable Joseph to gather the fruit.

He (Mr. Holt) did not at all object to his words
being taken down by any one in the church. No
one prior to Martin Schon had so represented
that subject. He was absolutely the first who
introduced the angel into the branches of the
tree. Albert Durer adopted that idea. The
difference between Schdn’s engraving of that
subject and Durer’s representation was that the
former made the Virgin and the Child on the
donkey, while Durer represented the donkey
grazing. He (Mr. Holt) had never seen that
mode of treatment by anybody either before or
since Durer. The handling of the subject was
very remarkable, and again marked the style of
Durer. What could be more exquisitely pen-
cilled than the foliage and grass? Every leaf,

would bear a careful examination through a

'

magnifying glass. The whole production was
perfection in painting. The next picture, which
was the Assumption of the Virgin, was one of
the finest in the church. The Virgin was stand-
ing on the moon, which was supported by an
angel kneeling. Over her bead was a crown
borne by two angels, which were of the Durer
type, beyond all doubt. The crown was one of

those marvellous crowns painted by Durer, and
by him alone, This was one of the finest types
ofthe Virgin which he had ever seen, and it was
truly nnfortnnate that the face should have been
damaged. The treatment of this snbject was
Dnreresqne to the last degree. The figure of the
Almighty was German, and nnlike anything he
had seen elsewhere. In the next window (the
search for the child Jeans) was a very re-
markable nimbus. All the nimbi here employed
were of the pattern invented by Albert Durer.
The picture contained a carious type of Nurem-
bnrg furniture. It was what was called a
linen-fold. The composition of that painting he
recommended particularly to notice. Every de-
tail reminded one of Durer, and of no one else.

This was true also of the figures above and
around the painting. Nowhere could there be
found any one who represented those figures in
the same way, and to no one else could they be
attributed. They represented emblems of the
Passion. This window was the finest in the
church. In the east window there were, as he
(Mr. Holt) had stated last night, some distinctive
characters, the pnre invention of Albert Durer,
and which none before him ever attempted,
and which no one in painting had ever at-
tempted since. The cross of the Saviour was

made of worked wood, which appeared to have
been planed or sawn. The trees on which the
malefactors were crucified were of wood in its

natural rough state. From the head of the
penitent thief there issued a small white body,
emblematic of his soul, which was conveyed to

the Paradise which the Saviour promised
j
and

on the other side, from the head of the other
malefactor, there was issuing a black body,
emblematic of the blackness of his sin. These
bodies would be scarcely seen or comprehended
unless specially pointed out ; but, fortunately,

we had a drawing by Albert Durer himself,

signed in 1514, in which the Saviour was repre-

sented as crucified on the worked wood, while
the thieves were on the rough wood ; and here
were a white child, emblematic of purity, and a
black child, emblematic of sin, issuing from the
heads of the repentant and the unrepentant
sinners. Now, considering, as he should strongly
contend,thatAlbert Dnrerexeentedthesewindows
somewhere about the year 1500, and that he did
not make that drawing until 1514, and that he
had never been in England at all, we must con-
clude one of two things—either that ho was a
vile plagiarist, or that ho was the inventor of
these devices. The treatment of the subject in

the two cases was identical. The Virgin Mary
was represented as being supported by John.
The richness of the drapings was essentially

Durer’s
;
and one would swear to the horses

being Dnrer’s, and nobody else’s. Nobody in

painting ever indulged in the angles and points,

in the folds of the dresses, as did Dnrer. The
angels in this picture were the true type of
Albert Dnrer’s work. The whole composition of
the picture was so essentially that which was
set forth in the drawing which was indisputably

Dnrer’s that it wonld be almost a waste of time
to contend against the authenticity of this pic-

ture as Dnrer’s production fourteen years before
he made the drawing. The nimbi corresponded,
and the treatment was the same in both.

The more these windows were stadied—which
he hoped they would be by everybody—the more
certainly would the student be convinced that
in these pictures Fairford possessed a treasure

which all the world might envy ; and that there
did not exist in all England, except on a very
small scale indeed, any other windows to be
compared with these as specimens of German
art. The moment the existence of these win-

dows became known to the Continent, be would
venture to say that Fairford wonld see in one
week more foreign faces than she had ever seen
since the time of William the Conqueror. The
next window was a very fine one, and really

merited all the attention which could be given

to it, both for its composition and its execution
and completeness. Everything in the picture

was of the true Durer type. In the painting of

the Transfiguration of our Lord the whole sub-
ject was properly treated. The hair exhibited a
brilliant l?ttle bit of Durer’s work. The detail

was very nice, and the arrangement of the dra-

pery and the angular folds were such as no other

artist whom he (Mr. Holt) could recall had ever

ventured upon. These were perfect types of
what was met with at the period in the country
about Nuremburg. Attention mnst be called

to the representations of St. Dorothy and the
Virgin and Child. What conld be sweeter little

statuettes than those ? It was impossible to

imagine anything better executed or more
beantiful in taste. In the representation of onr
Saviour with the disciples on the way to

Emmaus there was a head which he (Mr. Holt)

need not say was not by Albert Durer. Scarcely
could he point to a more melancholy instance

of the improper interference of restorers than
the presence of that head. Could anything be
more successful as a type of vulgarity ? The
cup represented in the next picture was a
Nnrembnrg cup, which anybody acquainted
with Nuremburg customs could swear to with-

out hesitation. The furniture here introduced
was furniture of the latter part of the fifteenth

or the beginning of the sixteenth century. The
whole of the costume was as well marked as could

be desired. This picture, again, exhibited seve-

ral unmistakable characteristics of Albert Durer.
The small figures at the top were charming.
Nobody else ever represented upraised wings in

the manner in which Durer depicted them. In
the picture of the Draught of Fishes the altera-

tions by other hands were very striking. In one
of the new portions the light was represented as
on both sides of the figure, while in the original

portion by Dnrer the light fell on one side of

the figures, and the other side was in shadow,
as it ought to be. In the Descent of the Holy

Ghost the dove was represented with another
kind of nimbus, or an aureole. Here again was
the characteristic angularity of Albert Durer.
This was the last of the pictorial subjects. The
next windows contained the figures of the twelve
Apostles. They were grand to the last degree-
marvels of art and position, exhibiting in the

j

mode in which they were detailed a knowledge i

of the fundamental principles of art which conld
|

not fail to very materially improve the science of
|

painting if the modern school conld have the be-
|

nefit of these pictures. They were real treasures,

and were needlessly and even cruelly withheld
from that admiration to which they were entitled,

and the rising generation of artists were being
deprived of treasures which they wonld find

invaluable for their contemplation, study, and
instruction. In one of the windows was a Prinoe
of Wales’s feather, which would dispose of the
notion that the paintings were ever intended for

the Pope. The upper portion of the large west
window consisted of all new glass. In this

restoration the church had received a parcel of
what he might call the sheerest rubbish in

exchange for the genuine article. It had been
suggested that the artist who restored the
window had simply cleansed the old glass and
restored it to its pristine beauty; but it was
evident that all the glass in the upper part of

the window was “Brummagem," while that in the
lower part was glass of Nnrembnrg. About
that, two opinions could not exist. The artist of

Birmingham had, perhaps, done his best, and
executed the task entrusted to him to the best

of his ability. He (Mr. Holt) did not intend to

cast the smallest blame on anybody breathing.

On the contrary, he was willing to believe, and
did most firmly believe, that those who entrusted

the glass to the artist for the purpose of being
cleaned really believed that it would bo returned

to them with increased beauty. Instead of that,

they had simply been miserably doped, having
had returned to them new glass of 4d. a yard in

value; and the real Nuremburg was gone. He
could only say that he hoped that not four-and-

twenty honrs wonld be allowed to elapse before

a special messenger was sent off to Birmingham,
to make sure of the recovery of all the old glass.

Let them hope and trust that it was not actually

destroyed, and that, with money, art and talent

might be found to replace a great portion of it.

He conld hardly im.agine that the persons who
put in the new glass would break up the old.

No doubt they had arranged it, and copied it to

the beat of their ability; but here was the
result. He appealed to the British Archmo-
logical Association to lose no time in announcing
to Europe the treasure which existed hero, and
of which all the world had a right to be prond.

They should invite co-operation in all quarters to

secure the best talent to restore the pictures

with the original glass.

In reply to the Rev. Mr. Joyce, Mr. Holt said

that, with the exception of tho top row, the
upper portion of the west window was all new.
Tho old glass was almost always in small pieces,

while the new material was in largo pieces.

The blue circle was all new, except in small por-

tions at the top. A portion of the window repre-
sented St. Michael weighing the good and bad,
according to a enrioua old German legend. He
might mention, though it was a bold declaration

to make,—bat he was sure he was right,—that

Albert Durer was the first to treat the subject Ox

the Last Judgment as it was here depicted. In the
“ Biblia Panperom” ho introduced two swords,

one on each side of the Saviour; but in a sub-

sequent representation he removed one of the
swords, so as to introduce Mercy as well as

Judgment. In the group on the left there was
a perfect revelling of ideas. Many mistakes had
been made in the explanation of that representa-

tion ; bnt, to these, their own absurdity should

be a Bufficienb answer. In the representations

of the twelve Apostles there were farther speci-

mens of Birmingham work. No doubt the re-

storers had done their beet; but was the result

satisfactory ? Would it be well to send any
more pictures to Birmingham ? He believed

not. It must be perfectly aboard to expect

Fairford to do what was needful in order to re-

store the original glass and to rearrange tho
misplaced portions. The task would place too

heavy a burden upon the clergy and landed
gentlemen of the parish, and hence the move-
ment most be a national one. The question
which he wished to bring fairly and broadly
before the association was this,—Have we, or

have we not, such a monument of art here that

no words can be found to express adequately its

real value ? If we had, let ns all be of one mind.
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and animated by one spirit, to do houonr to the

immortal artist who produced it, and to take

care that everything possible should be done,

and done perfectly, that the whole force of influ-

ence of the Archffiological Association might be

evinced by the vigour with which they under-

took the work.
On examining the west window of the south

aisle, the Bev. Mr. Joyce observed a character,

having the appearance of an ornamental capital

A, located on the blade and near the hilt of an

executioner’s sword, which formed a figure in the

picture. The attention of Mr. Holt was called

to this mark.
Mr. Holt said it appeared to be something

more than an A. There was a cross stroke at the

top, which would form it into the monogram A
(AT). This recalled to his mind that on the
preceding evening Mr. Niblett mentioned that

Albert Barer sometimes signed himself Albert
Thurcr, and hence he might write his initials as
A.T.

,
Mr. Niblett said that it was not unusual to put

a letter on the blade of an executioner’s sword.
Mr. Holt, in reply, said that it had just been

i suggested to him by a friend that, in conse-
quence of its being a usual practice to put a

fcharacter on the sword-blade, Albert Barer
might have taken advantage of the custom for

the purpose of recording his own initials.

Mr. Boberts, in a brief description of Fairford
Church, said that it consisted of a nave with
males and a chancel with aisles. It was all late,

and of a style which he was in the habit of
calling " Bebased Perpendicular.” A great por-

tion bad been restored, and therefore it had be-
come to some extent even more debased than it

was at the date of its erection. It was said to have
been erected in 1-198. The Guildhall of the City
of London, in the restoration of which be had
been concerned, was built in 1499. It happened
that this church was a little more debased in

the upper part than the Guildhall, but in the lower
part it was a little purer. Therefore it was ex-

ceedingly probable that 1498 was the date of most
of the lower portion of the church. The upper
part and outside seemed slightly more debased
than the Guildhall. Probably the building
was completed in 1500, as two or three years
would have been a sufficient time for the
building of the edifice, with the amount of

money which John Tamo had at his command.
The old wall-paintings in the upper part of the
nave were of a more exalted character than the
style of the edifice, and reminded him very much
of paintings of an earlier date. They were of a

i similar character to those in the chapter-house
1 at Westminster Abbey, which were attributed

. to foreign artists. That would bear out Mr.
[ Holt’s theory that these wall-paintings were

;
produced by the workmen who came over with
Albert Burer’s glass.

Mr. Niblett said that the date of the founder’s
: tomb, in the chapel at the north, was 1471.

Mr. Boberts, after further examination, stated
L that the date of 1471, which Mr. Niblett bad
D ascribed to the death of John Tame, referred to

t the death of his wife. John Tame was described
D as having died in 1500.

Touching Mr. Holt’s supposition that Albert
I Durer was the author of the woodcuts in the
“'“Biblia Pauperum” and tbo “Speculum Hu*
D. manae Salvationis,” Mr. H. Noel Humphreys
V writes as follows ;

—

“Mr. Holt coneentrafes his rmarks upon the ‘Biblia
I Pauperum’ ami the ‘ Speculum Humanic Salvationis’ in
t the following passage :—After stating that he has a final

I and conclusive argument to adduce, be sajs that argu-
t ment is ‘the belief that Albert Durer was largely con-
c cerued in the designing and engraving on wood of the cuts
i in the earliest set of German books containing Scriptural
c designs—viz., the “ block-books,” comprising the " Biblia
1 Pauperum,” the “Speculum Humanse Salvationis," &c.’
' Now, it IS utterly impossible that Albert Durer should
1 have been engaged either in the designing or cutting of
l the earliest block-books, inasmuch as they were executed
I not only before he was born, bnt in all probability before
i his father was born. A well-known copy of the first

( edition of the ‘ Biblia Pauperum,’ still in its original bied-
i ing, contains a date which clearly proves that the work of
1 the binder was performed between the years 1420 and
1 1430, and as Albert Durer’s father came to settle in
I Nuremburg as a young adventurer in 1455, ho was pro-
t bably not bom in 1425, nor even in 1430. It is to bo ob-
( served also that the first editions of the famous ‘Biblia
1 Pauperum ’ were printed, on one side of the paper only,
i with a distemper mk, the impression being produced by
I rubbing at the back, which at once stamps them as the
» work of an epoch long anterior to that of Durer. The
1 latest edition of the ‘Biblia Pauperum’ which I have
5 seen was issued full half a century later. It is printed in

{ printers’ ink, atler the invention of the printing-press,
t and bears a printed date—1470 ! Yet even this edition
' was printed one year before the birth of Albert Durer,
» which happened in 1471. The latest date that can possibly
I be assigned to the first edition of the ' Speculnm Humanse

Salvationis’ is about 1410, and it was probably produced
full ten years earlier. Like the ‘ Biblia Pauperum,’ it is

printed on one aide of the paper only, sullicieuily provitg

that it belongs to a pretypographic period.

It is unnecessary to add that these works a-o without

any colophon, date, or printer’s name, and that the en-

tire character of their illustrations is as distinct as pos-

sible from that exhibited in the cuts of the Jfurembiirg

Chronicle, with which they are grouped by Mr. Holi.

Tbat work did not appear till 1493, and it is possible that

Albert Durer may actually have exercised his ’prentice

hand on some of its illustrations, as ingeniously suggested

by Mr. Holt; his master, Wohlgemuth, having been the

chief designer or engraver of the ents with which that

work is so profusely erabelliBhed. But neither that cir-

cumstance nor the form of the nimbus employed by tbe

artists who were engaged on the Nuremliirg Chronicle

(which was, in fact, a form in common use) proves any-

thing whatever as to whether or not Albert Durer was

the designer or painter of the windows at Fairford.”*

STONE ANB IBON MANUFACTUBES ON
THE THAMES.

On Friday, the 14tli last., a nameroua party of

members and associates of the Society of Ecgi-

neera, under the direction and guidance of Mr. B.

Latham, C.E., president of the society, Mr.

Perry F. Norsey, auditor, and Mr. Harris, secre-

tary, visited the shops and yards of the Thames
Iron Works Company at Millwall, and the

Patent Concrete Stone Company’s factory at

East Greenwich, on the opposite bank of the

river. A remarkable contrast was presented by
the state of affairs at the two establishments

:

the condition of some of the great works and

yards on each side of the river was also sug-

gestive of reflections far from cheerful. At
the Thames Iron Works, although a large num-
ber of hands are employed—some 800 or up-

wards—it was sufficiently evident that only a

fraction of the work of which the establishment

is capable is in course of execution. Bulling of

metal to various forms, and forging of various

kinds, with divers other manipulative processes,

were in active progress, and there is evidence

that some little is still doing in shipbuilding on

the Thames
;
bub it was melancholy to note that

the splendid engine workshops of the company,
containing one of the finest assemblages of tools

and tool machines in the world, was swept and
garnished, tonantless and silent. Cheerless,

|

also, it was to note, on both sides of the river,

tbe empty building slips and tbo smokeless
|

chimneys. Apart from the question of the rate i

of wages paid to artificers on the Clyde, the

Tees, and tbe Tyne, as compared with the Thames,

it may be feared that the difi'erential margin in

tbe price of coal on the southern, as compared

with the northern rivers, is fatal to a reasonable

hope of a revival, to any great extent, of either

iron shipbuilding on the Thames or any other

branch of manufacturing industry involving a

considerable consumption of tbe maiu power-

producer— coal. Buring the last few years the

average price of coal delivered in London has

advanced fully Ss. per ton, including the best

household qualities
;

the relative price of

* In reply to this, Mr. Holt says, amongstotber things,

“ I confess I am neither surprised nor touched by any of

his remarks. When he mentions that which be calls ‘a

well-known copy of the first edition of the “ Biblia Pan-

pernm,” still in its original binding, and which contains a

date which clearly proves that the work of the binder was
perfoimed between 1420.and 1430,’ I reply that one of two

things must exist—cither the date is false, or a copy of the

Biblia Pauperum’ has been purposely bound in tbe covers

of an old manuscript, so as to give it tbe appearance of an

antiquity which did not really belong to it.

‘II. N. H.' must forgive me when I state that, as a

general rule, I am an utter disbeliever in dates of ‘ literarj-

or artistic rarities’ prior to 1600, and that such incredulity

is one of the results of my investigations, wherein the

instances I have met with in the falsification of dates are

both numerous and startling, satisfying me that however
‘ ingenious fraud ’ may be supposed to distinguish itself iu

the nineteenth century, it was equally remarkable in the

fifteenth century, and practised whenever opportunity

promised a reward.
Earnestly desiring to avoid unnecessarily occupying

your valuable space, I will, instead ol now combating in

detail the views expressed by ‘ H. N. H.,’ at once proceed

to mention those which I believe to be some of the funda-

mental facts upon which my new theory is based, and upon
a satisfactory solution of which must ultimately depend
the value or the absurdity of my views.

First, I venture to insist that printing preceded engrav-

ing, and, cousequently, that no engraving existed prior to

1410—DO, not even the ‘ playing-cards.'

Secondly, as the most perfect justification of my dis-

belief in early dates, I denounce the date upon Lord
Spencer’s ‘ Bt. Christopher of 1433,’ so implicitly believed

to this moment to he tbe earliest known woodcut with a

date, to be a forgery, and tbat the true date is 1493. I

further say that this forgery was eff’ected by altering the

‘c’ of the ‘ic’ into an ‘i,’ by which simple process

seventy years was forthwith added to its date
j
and I also

declare that the 8t. Christopher in question was executed

by Albert Durer at Colmar in 1423, on the occasion of

his visit to the brothers of Martin Bchon.
Thirdly, I challenge all literature to mention a single

instance in which the existence of a copy of the ‘Biblia

Pauperum ' can be proved prior to 1485.”

smitliery, boiler, or furnace coal is, of course,

considerably more. The railways already, it is

admitted, carry more coal than is consistent

with the safe conduct of their other traffic ; and
although additional railway-lines to London
from the Northern and Midland coalfields may
be constructed in tbe future, it is unlikely that

any reduction of rate in the price from such a
cause will be made for a good many years to

come. To this reason—the comparatively high

rate paid for freight or carriage of the heavy
raw materials, coal and iron, which are staple

articles of consumption in the shipbuilding

yards—may be attributed, in a great degree,

the languid condition of the Thames works.

Hence it is, probably, that the recently-completed

works of Messrs. Maudsley & Co., at East

Greenwich, can scarcely be said to have com-
menced business ; and hence also, probably, or

for a cognate reason, the fact that the fine

new works of the Messrs. Bessemer BrotherSy

which have been erected in tbe same locality,

have not commenced business at all, although

they appear to have been almost, if not quite,

complete for above twelve months. It is satis-

factory to turn from these works—Messrs.

Mandsley’s and Messrs. Bessemer’s—to others

in their immediate vicinity, which exhibit a

more healthy state of activity. On the one

hand, the Telegraph Construction Company are

shipping the Malta and Alexandria cable, of

about 972 miles in length, and expect to get the

whole on board by the first week in September.

Tbe ScandeWa is now in the river loading, and

will take about 800 miles of the main cable.

The Cldlton will follow -with the remainder of

the cable and the shore ends. Both vessels are

chartered and specially fitted by the company
with the necessary iron tanks and other

appliances.

The works of the Patent Concrete Stone Com-
pany are close by, and exhibit in their apparent

activity and prosperity a contrast, not only as

compared with some of the works in their neigh-

bonrhood, but as compared with their own state

little more than twelve months ago. Then the

works were very palpably new, barely finished,

partially occopied, and evidently capable ofturn-

ing out a much larger amount of work than ap-

peared to be in progress. Now everything is

shaken into its proper place, all is working

smoothly, and the full resources of the works

I
are in requisition in the execution of tbe orders

in Land. A marvellous change has passed

upon the appearance of the spacious yard. At
its inner end a considerable space of what was
but a short time since a pestilent marsh is

converted into a fruitful vegetable and flower

garden, containing numerous and varied samples

of highly successful culture. Appropriately

placed at the end of the buildings where the

process of manufacture commences are great

piles of sand of various qualities,— beautiful

small, sharp shingle from Bridport, brought as

ballast
;
a finer description of sand from Har-

wich ;
and a large heap of fine and dazzlingly

white “ silver sand ” from Maidstone. In other

parts of the yard are great stores of the other

materials used in the manufacture,—piles of

flints from Kent, and of a better sort from

Bieppe
;
casks of caustic soda, and of chloride of

calcium. At the outer end of the works towards

the river, as sent out after passing the finishing

process, are great piles of goods, all made to

order, including some thousands of massive cor-

bels for the pi'incipal cornices of St. Thomas’s

Hospital, and of balusters for the same build-

ings. Notably also among the finished work are

great numbers of grindstones of all sizes up to

6 ft. diameter by 14 in. thick, and of rice mill-

stones. In these—the grindstones in particular—

the company now do a large business, sending

out occasionally 10 and 12 tons weight in a

w’eek. Ah many as 500 stones were recently

despatched, in execution of a single order, to the

Victorian railways.

The rationale of Mr. Frederick Bansome’s

process of manufacturing stone has been de-

scribed in previous numbers of the Builder
,
and

need not be here repeated. The successive

improvements he has introduced, as the result

of much watchful observation, patient labour,

and untiring perseverance, have been duly re-

corded. His earlier practice of hardening the

stone by kiln-burning was admittedly defective,

and it was not until ho elaborated the chemical

process of moulding his material with silicate

of soda, or flint dissolved iu caustic soda,

and then saturating the moulded articles in

chloride of calcium, that his theory oonld be

accepted as sound. In theory he did attain
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perfection at that stage, bat it was foand that

important improvements in practice were still

necessary, and these are in coarse of applica-

tion. The remarkable novelty and special im-

provement in Mr. Ransome’s process, to which
the attention of the visiting engineers was
directed, and which we have to record, is the

mode adopted for accelerating the action of the

chloride of calcinm npon the silicate of soda in

the interstices of the stone. By the method
formerly adopted of external drenching of the

pieces as cast, with the chloride, and their sub-

seqnent immersion for saturation in a bath filled

with the same agent, much time was consiimed,

especially with the larger castings. The nnmber
of orders, and their magnitude, which came in

upon the company speedily forced npon the

managers the alternatives either to refuse
orders, or to increase and quicken, if pos-
sible, their means of production. The pressure
thus brought to bear has operated admirably in

a farther improvement of this process
j
and the

latest expedient employed to carry it to the per-

fection desired is to clear the way for the
binding agent— the chloride of calcium—by
placing the piece to be acted on in an airtight

'

receiver, immersing it in the bath, applying the

air-pump for exhaustion of the air in the in-

terstices of the block, and thns facilitating the
rush of the chloride to fill the vacuum which
nature abhors. The saving of time by this ex-
haust process, as compared with the ordinary
soaking, is as about 40 to 1

3 the chemical action
by the rapid process is also much more com-
plete and satisfactory than by the slower. The

'

only further improvements in the works that

suggested themselves to visitors were their

enlargement, and divers mechanical appliances,

not essentially, although commercially, of im-

portance, for the more rapid movement and
manipulation of the materials employed in the

manufacture.
In the elaboration of this invention, Frederick

Ransome, like George Stephenson, groped long

comparatively in the dark, and laboured hard

and meritoriously to get into the light, which
he has now done, even to the perfect day.

Stephenson had important assistance in the

latter part of his career from his well-educated

and accomplished son Robert. Mr. Ransome
also may be congratulated on having such

an efficient co-labourer as his son Ernest,

manager of the works, and between them it

need not be doubted that all that yet may
be necessary to make this invention a com-
plete commercial success will

^
be supplied by

father and son, and their staffi.

Returning Water for the Regent’s Canal.
In consequence of the drought, the Regent's

Canal Company have been seriously threatened

with a failure of their water supply. Mr. Sykes

has been employed by them (in conjunction with

Messrs. Easton & Amos) in pnmping the water
back over their nine lowest locks, employing for

the purpose nine large centrifugal pumps, driven

by portable steam engines. This is a somewhat
novel application of pumping power.

THE ROMAN AMPHITHEATRE AT
CIRENCESTER.

We spoke in onr last of the discussion that

ensued at Cirencester, amongst the members of ;

the British Archmological Association, touching 1

the correctness of the opinion that what is

popularly called the Ball - ring is in truth a.

Roman amphitheatre 5 and we have now
gathered together the observations that were
made on the snbject both then and afterwards.

Mr. T. C. Brown, being requested to point out

its features, said ho would first call their atten-

tion to the city within the walls. They would
find that the ancient city was buried several feet

below the surface. He would ask them how the

present level was raised. If they looked onward,

they would see numerous quarries, extending far

beyond where they stood. From these quarries

the stractures of the ancient town had been

taken, and in course of ages by dilapidations
' had caused the rise. He suggested that it was
;
the practice of the Romans to have games and
other amusements in amphitheatres outside their

cities
3
and he asked. What more likely place to be

selected for such a purpose than the waste ground
of a quarry ? He repudiated the design which
was before them being called an accident 3 it

must be clear to everybody who knew what
practical quarrying was that it could not happen
that one should be left in the form which this

presented. He pointed out a gap which he
thought might have been an inlet for the beasts

and gladiators who were to furnish sport for the

assembled people. He had recently made a
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section of one of the banks, bat found no stones
or steps, such as had been found in similar
amphitheatres in foreign countries. This, how-

.

ever, did not alter his opinion as to its being an
amphitheatre, as he reflected that in this cold
climate it would not be comfortable to be sitting

on stone seats. He thought, therefore, that the
seating must have been of wood, which in the
course of centuries had perished.

Mr. Black said he should like to ask two
questions before expressing an opinion. First,

in examining the structure of these hills, did it

appear that the soil was solid or only detached ?

Secondly, had there ever been a section cut
across the arena P

Mr. Brown answered the second question flrst,

that the arena had never to his knowledge been
opened

;
and as to the first question, that the

soil consisted of oolitic rock, that there was
little loose stuff, although occasionally banks of

clay were found. Cuttings in other mounds by
Mr. Lawrence had discovered several coins,
lachrynim, pottery, and some stone coffins.

Mr. E. Boberts said be believed it was no
amphitheatre at all, bnt simply an uncallowing,
as it is now called,—throwing the rubbish of the
quarry to the nearest convenient spot. There
were several other mounds in close proximity,
having nearly similar formation, and in this in-

stance, so far as excavations had gone, no evi-

dence of any structure had been discovered.

Mr. Turner said he believed it was a Roman
encampment, and nothing more. There were
many instances of Roman encampments pre-
cisely similar, and he believed that this was
one.
The Rev. Prebendary Scarth thought no one

who had seen the amphitheatre at Treves
could doubt that what they saw before them
was of Roman origin. It was not fair, how-
ever, to judge of the amphitheatres in Eng-
land at Roman stations by those on the
Continent. He instanced several Roman sta-

tions in this country where there are similar
amphitheatres to the present which arc not
doubted. At Dorchester there was one—the
arena elliptical. Silchester the same. At
Old Sarum, up hill to Charterhouse and
Mendip, ancient Roman stations, perfect as

the day when they were abandoned by the
Romans, there were amphitheatres similar but
smaller. Ilchester in the time of the Foss,
amphitheatre smaller but similar. He multi-
plied instances, and denied that they were
natural formations. We might as well say that
the barrows on the Wiltshire downs were natural
formations.

Mr. Godwin said their opinion should be
determined by experiment. Farther investiga-

tion should take place, and sections should be
made. It was quite possible that, although origi-

nally a quarry, it might have been adapted to the
purposes of an amphitheatre.

Earl Bathurst, being appealed to for permis-
sion to do the work, replied that if the congress
were generally of opinion that it was desirable

to make the excavation be would have no hesi-

tation in allowing it.

The Rev. J. G. Joyce, of Stratfieldsaye, Hants,
being asked to [speak, said, having had three
years’ experience in excavating the interesting

site at Silchester, he had no doubt in his own
mind of this being an amphitheatre, and he felt

sure that if they made the proposed excavations
they would find some trace of the facing of the
seats and the stonework, which would have
been placed to prevent the earth falling in. No
steps had been found at Silchester.

Mr. Richard Mailings, referring to the term
“ Bull-ring,” said it might not be nninterest-

ing to some persons to know how the amphi-
theatre came to be designated by its present

'

name. Late in the seventeenth century, or early
in the eighteenth century, a society was raised
in Cirencester in favour of the Pretender, called

the “Jacobite Club ” of which club he had now the
honour to be a member. Their meetings were
held at an inn called the Bull, and there was
upon record an entry stating that a sum of

money was voted for the purchase of a “ bull.”

That bull was doubtless baited in the amphi-
theatre, which had since been called the "Ball-
ring.”

Professor Buckman, on another occasion,
speaking of the antiquities of Cirencester gene-
rally, said there had been some little discussion

about the amphitheatre, or" Boll-ring,” as it was
called. Now, he had made a minute examina-
tion some years ago, and had excavated a sec-

tion. There he had found fragments of pottery
end some coins, the date of which he could

not remember, bnt he had no difficulty in pro-
nouncing it to be really what it was called, an
amphitheatre. It was highly probable that it

was originally a quarry, from which they ob-
tained stone for the erection of Coriuium, but
they had doubtless without much difficulty con-
verted it into an amphitheatre.

Since the examination, Messrs. Bravender &
Son, surveyors, have kindly enabled us to
engrave a plan and section of the amphitheatre,
and have favoured us with the following dimen-
sions with reference to it :

—

From A to B, 320 feet.

From 0 to D, 200 feet.
From A to 0, 60 feet.

From D to B, 60 feet.
From the summit at E to P, 66 feet.
From F to G, 129 feet.
From C to the aummit at H, 86 feet.

On first examining these remains we were
not impressed with the correctness of the
generally received opinion : the nature of the
ground around, where almost similar mounds
abound, the appearances at the two entrances,
the asserted absence of any stonework what-
ever, and onr recollections of Dorchester and Sil-
chester rendered us unwilling to accept at once
the assertion that we were looking on a Roman
amphitheatre. Further examination and con-
sideration have, however, entirely dispelled
our doubts, and satisfied us of the correctness of
this belief. That stonework has been found
there would seem to be proved by a passage
from Rudder’s “ History of Gloucestershire,”
published in the year 1779. Rudder, who was a
native of Cirencester, says,

—

"There are two avennea to thia area (east andweat),
and on the north side, also, is another straight approach
between two atone walla, lately diacoverea by people
digging for atone.”

This statement, however, does more : it shows a
striking similarity between this amphitheatre
and that discovered at Richborough, and de-
scribed by Mr. C. Roach Smith in his volume on
" The Antiquities of Richborough, Reculver, and
Lymne, in Kent.” Here, where an oval wall
forming the enolosnro of the arena was found,
there is also, besides two other entrances, an
avenue on the north side between two side
walls remaining, 9 ft. apart, the intermediate
space having been covered with a hard
pavement. The dimensions of the arena also
agree, the longer diameter measuring, like
that at Cirencester, exactly 200 ft.* The
shorter diameter at Richborough measures 166 ft.

The long diameter at Dorchester is said to be
219 ft. (138 ft. the shorter), and that at Caer-
leon 220 ft. The arena at Trbves is 219 ft. the
longest way, 155 ft. the other; and that at
Tintiniac, figured in Montfaucon’s “ Antiquite
Expliqnce,” tom. iii. p. 2, and quoted by Mr.
C. R. Smith, 200 feet by 150 feet.

We must reiterate the desire expressed on the
ground that the amphitheatre should be investi-
gated under proper and careful direction,

f

WIDE STREETS AND SHADE TREES,

There are sites in our city where the plan-
tation of fine trees would not only prove a solace
to inhabitants and passengers, but would contri-
bute largely to the architectural aspect of neigh-
bouring buildings. In Trafalgar-square a few
tubs have been lately placed, with cropped bay
shrubs. These bits of formal verdure give
universal satisfaction. It is after the old fashion
of orange tubs in the Tuileries and in the court
of the Palais Royal. How magical would be
the effect if only a dozen planes of twenty years’
growth were planted,—three at either end, and
six ranging in front of the National Gallery

!

The fountains would look all the better, the
buildings none the worse.

Many of the London streets are wider than
than those in Paris, where trees are ranged so
as to afford rest on seats, and shade to fatigued
passengers. Except a few yards of Piccadilly
and the Brompton-road (through the crescent),
and also on the splendid thoroughfare of the
Grand Junction-road (Oxford and Cambridge
terraces), we have no timber trees to solace the

• Thia dimension at Cirencester has been called by
Messrs. Buebraan & Newmarch 1-18 ft., but we conclude
Messrs. Bravender are correct.

t. We Lave devoted so much space to two of the sub-
jects treated of durinc the Cirencester congress that we
must postpone the continuation of onr ontline of the
whole proceedings until our next issue. We may mention
that a good report of the doings of the week, with several
of the papers in full, ill be found in the Wilie Standard.

wayfarer. It may not be amiss to state that,
before Piccadilly was widened by a strip from
the Green Park, an article in the Builder led to
the saving of the thirteen trees at present bor-
dering the footway and cab-stand.
And now, as to the grand boulevards of Oxford

and Cambridge terraces, which are 172 ft, wide
from house to house, the writer would point out
to^ the inhabitants the vast improvement that
might be made by removing the iron railings of
the inclosures on the sides next the terraces, and
the widening of those drift-ways which have
scarce room for two carriages to pass, and which
have, in the centre of each terrace, an unsightly
railed semicircle for teams to turn. All this
might be obviated by gravelling a width of 6 ft.

or 8 ft. up to the tree range, which might thus
be thrown open and kept in decent order at little

expense. Along the central route, which is
60 ft. wide and paved on either side, the railings
and gates might stand as at present.

In the fine range of Westboume-terrace, which
is 100 ft. wide from area to area railing (the
areas counting 20 ft. more from front to front),
there are also strips of plantation, with double
rows of heavy Portland cement balustrades.
This causeway, about half a mile long, might
advantageously be treated in the same manner,
and planted with shady trees.

Along the Cromwell-road, which is 90 ft.

wide, rows of poplars have been planted
;
bub

these want the grace of the wide-spreading
lime, plane, or sycamore

;
and, if in continuation,

along the Brompton-road (north side) trees were
planted where they had been before growing, it
would be a great boon to pedestrians, particu-
larly in this portion of the line, which from
opposite Brompton Church measures 90 ft.

across.

Formerly in forming streets, no regard was-
shown to allineation : the longest. Oxford-street
and Holborn, discovers great divergence of
width, the mean of the former being 60 ft. from
house to house

;
Holborn being in some parts

50 ft., in others 100 ft. : the intervals between
Gray’s and Furnival’s Inns measure over 100 ft.

The Strand also discovers great inequalities,
being, opposite Holywell range, under 40 ft., and
at Somerset House over 100 ft. Again, in
Whitohall and Parliament-street, there is a great
diversity of width, which, opposite to the
Treasury, and across to the railings of Montagu
House, measures 134 ft. (exclusive of the grounds
railed in), bub the proposed demolitions in
Parliament-street will doubtless secure the con-
tinuation of suitable latitude to the terminal
vista at the Cathedral.

Par from being a default, these varieties of
width in great leading thoroughfares are an ad-
vantage

; and where the style of architecture is

varied, give effect and character. Somerset
House ought not to form part of a range equably
storied up to a continuous sky-line of cornice

—

that is the fault of Portland-place and numerous
Russellian squares, and is no recommendation to
the boulevards of new rectilinear Paris.

If the Strand goes on improving in equal ratio
to the bye-laues of the City, it will be, so soon as
Holywell-row and the Temple Bar incubus are
removed, an incomparably fine boulevard

; and
St. Clement’s Danes and the beautiful St. Mary’s,
will lend grace and dignity to the range. It
will then only remain to sweep away the un-
sightly and restrictive iron barrier around St.
Paul’s, throw open a noble piazza there,
give a continuous street on the north side of the
Cathedral, and thus make straight the way which
the church ought to be the last to obstruct.
As to plantation on the way-side, it might be

rash at the present juncture to prescribe planes,
lindens, or poplars, although trees bring shade
and a healthy atmosphere. Open the straits
first, ornamentation will come after.

THE SEWAGE FOR THE SOIL.

The long undecided question, what to do with
our sewage, is gradually resolving itself into a
satisfactory solution of the problem.
At Warwick, about two years ago, the corpora-

tion received complaints from several laud-
owners and residents in the district respecting
the pollution of the Avon with the town sewage,
and proceedings in Chancery were threatened.
Instead of embarking in costly and useless liti-

gation, the corporation frankly admitted the
evil, asked for time to devise remedial measures,
and forthwith vigorously commenced operations.
It was decided to take the town sewage out of

a
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the river and apply it to the land, and for this

pnrpose a farm of 109 acres, sitnated on the

Longbridge-road, was rented from Lord Dormer.

At a total cost of about 8,0001., the necessary

buildings and machinery have been erected, and

the flow of the town sewage has now been

diverted from the river to the farm. The results

of the new system far exceed the expectations

of its most sanguine promoters. Although the

land bad only been irrigated for three weeks,

there was already a good crop of rye-grass, 7 in.

or 8 in. high; and, notwithstanding the very

unfavourable condition of the weather, no in-

convenience has been occasioned by any smells

arising from the farm. The green and flourish-

ing appearance of the fields contrasted most

favourably with the parched condition of the

adjoining pastures. It is stated that the go-

verning body have received a very liberal offer

from a resident in the town to take the farm for

twelve months, at a good rent. The Warwick

council, by their energy and prudence, have

apparently avoided litigation, and created a new
source of revenue, to the easement of the rate-

payers at large.

At Rngeley, the works connected with the

thorough sewerage of the town are now com-

pleted, after six months’ labour. The work has

been carried out by the local board, under the

immediate direction of the resident engineer,

Mr. Bonney ;
and in place of the whole sewage

of the town being discharged either into the

brook or the canal, it is now carried to the Moor

Farm, a distance of nearly half a mile from the

town, by means of large iron tabes, laid 6 ft.

under the surface of the canal (a sufficient depth

to drain every cellar in the place), which take

all the refnse matter from every street and conrt

into the main culvert. All the drains have an

inclination sufficient to clear themselves, but, to

do away with the possibility of choking, there

are nine or ten points at which the brook can be

suddenly turned into them to flush and clean

them ont.

At Leicester the experiments already noticed

by ns are believed to prove that a compound has

been invented which has only to be well stirred

np in the abominable torrents which stream

from every large town, in order to precipitate

the organic and inorganic matter which the

waters hold in solution, without any deteriora-

tion of their value as agricultural manure.

Hitherto this has been the chief difficulty with

inventors and chemists. The cost of solidifying

the sewage without ruining it as a manure has

rendered every application of it to the soil,

except in the immediate neighbourhood of towns,

practically impossible. The inventors of this

new process, taking the first hint, as it is said,

from certain regulations of tho Levitical code,

mix animal charcoal with blood, clay, and alnm,

and they have been pumping this “ABC com-

pound,” as they call it, into the streams dis-

charged by the culverts of the well-drained

town of Leicester. The result is reported as

wonderfnl. The water, as discharged by the

culverts, contains 189 grains of organic and
inorganic matters in the imperial gallon. After

being mixed with the new composition it con-

tains only 57 grains per gallon, of which only

14 grains are organic, the London drinking-

water containing as much as 8^ grains of the

same. The residuum is then dried by simple

evaporation, and on a chemical analysis of its

elements, when thus dried, it is said to be worth

about 4:1. per ton. The coat of the composition and

of its application for the production of one ton of

this dry manure is less than 308., and the quan-

tity which can thus be produced at Leicester

alone would be worth about 17Z. daily. We offer

no opinion.

By the interposition of the Court of Chancery
the Banbury authorities have been compelled

to prevent their sewage from defiling the river

Cherwell. Besides poisoning the river, it killed

the fish, injured the cattle, and serionsly aff'ected

the health and prosperity of the people who lived

below the outfall. Perchloride of iron, carbolic

acid, and other chemicals failed to prevent the

nuisance. At last 135 acres of land were taken

on lease, as a sort of disinfecting area, over which
the sewage was to pass before entering the

stream. The land was levelled and laid ont like

water meadows, with open trenches. By means
of a steam-engine the sewage was pumped into

an elevated tank, and thence flowed over the
fields by gravitation. Already the results are
remarkable. The sewage of a population exceed-
ing 10,000 has been poured over these acres, and
it would seem that if the land had not been
underlaid in some parts with drain-pipes, very

little of the fluid would have reached the river

at all. As it is, the effluent water has been per-

fectly pure, and daring the last six weeks the

thirsty soil has absorbed so much of the fluid

that scarcely a drop has been left to go into the

river. Of course all nnisance is at an end. The
sewage, too, thna produces a substautial return.

The local board of health pay 41. 101. an acre

for the land. On eighteen acres they have

grown a crop of oats realising 198Z. by public

auction. On thirty-five acres they have grown
Italian rye-grass, prodncing np to the 12fch of

July, 379L, being at the rate of 101. Ifls. 8d.

per acre, with more crops to follow. The re-

mainder of the farm is mowing grass, and

hitherto the proceeds of the several sales (of

all kinds) have been close upon 1,000Z. It does

not appear that all the mowing grass has

been subject to irrigation, and the difference

is very largely in favour of the sewage-grown

crops. The Banbury ratepayers, we are told,

" begin to feel easy in their minds.’

By degrees we are finding out what sewage is

capable of doing. In the present season ex-

cellent potatoes have been grown in sand trans-

ferred from the Maplin and irrigated with London
sewage at Barking. While sea-sand may thus

be made fruitful, sewage is found equally avail-

able for the Btiffest clay. Town sewage, it is

fonnd, will grow anything, from a bed of straw-

berries to a field of wheat. But it will not im-

prove the fisheries ;
and, as a nation with a

limited area, we cannot afford to take nutriment

from the land and cast it into the sea.

PRINCESS’S THEATRE.

Mu. Geoege Vining and Mr. Boncicault to-

gether have achieved another great popular

success, under the title of “ After Dark,” Mr.

Boncicault writing tho piece, and Mr. Vining

prodncing it in the way by which alone it could

succeed, and acting in it very finely indeed. Like

the “ Streets of London,” it depends greatly for

lengthened popularity on the excellent way in

which known sites and buildings, such as the

Victoria Station ;
Blackfriars Bridge, on cratches,

with St. Paul’s by night ; a suburban villa and

its lilac-filled garden
;

and the Underground

Railway, are set forth ;
but the piece is of itself

exceedingly interesting, with two or three very

powerful situations, and is remarkably well

acted tbronghont. Mr. Walter Lacy, Mr. Domi-

nick Murray, Mr. Montague, and Miss Rose

Leclercq are made for their respective parts.

Incident succeeds incident with wonderfnl ra-

pidity, all consecutive and all working to a

climax, and the spectator has little time or de-

sire to attempt to criticise till tho curtain finally

falls. To Mr. F. Lloyd and his assistant, Mr.

W. Hann, great praise is doe. The painting of

“London by Night” is particularly charming,

and the passage of a locomotive and train across

the stage in the Underground Railway is a

marvel of mechanical contrivance. “ After

Dark ” is one of those pieces that all playgoers

will feel themselves obliged to see.

FIRES.

This has been an unprecedented season for

fires, most of them arising from the extraordinary

dryness of the summer. Fields, woods, moors,

and even hill and mountain surfaces have

been burnt from the slightest causes, sneh

as waste matches, locomotive sparks, &o.

Houses, and even towns, have been destroyed

by fire. From all parts of the Continent and

from America comes the story of forests on fire.

The ravages in Russia appear to be most exten-

sive, and the flames were making progress in the

direction of St. Peterabnrg. The trains on the

Nicholas Railway ran through a district of 200

versts enveloped in smoke and flame. A fire, on

the 28th July, destroyed nearly the entire of the

town of Bestroesk, in Russia : nearly 800 houses

have fallen a prey to the flames. The town of

Vytegra, in the government of Olonez, Central

Russia, has just narrowly escaped destruction by

a fire which broke out in a forest, in the centre

of which it is situated. The disaster was caused

by some haymakers, who had lighted a fire for

cooking in a field, and the grass and timber,

being nnnsoally dry from the long drought, burnt

with great rapidity. London has not escaped

from fires of considerable magnitude. A great

fire has occurred in the Borough, in the vicinity

of King-street. It originated in wooden pre-

mises oocnpied partly by a carpenter. After

destroying varions workshops and stables, it

spread to adjoining hop warehouses, and dwell-

ings in various courts and alleys running into

Chapman’s-yard. At one time fifteen houses

were on fire. Many poor families have lost

everything belonging to them. At London
Bridge station a fire has occurred, which at

one time threatened disastrous consequences.

It originated in the vaults under the platform,

where there are oil stores and lamp rooms.

Considerable damage was done. The cause is

said to have been spontaneous ignition. The
Huddersfield goods station of thej Lancashire

and Yorkshire and Great Northern Railway

Companies, at Huddersfield, has been wholly

destroyed by fire. The fire originated in a

quantity of greasy material in the form of shoddy.

The Friars’ Goose Chemical Works, Gateshead,

the property of the Jarrow Chemical Company,
have been destroyed. The loss of property is

estimated at 100,000Z., and 500 persons will

be thrown ont of employment. Four men were
injured by the fall of the roof, and were severely

burned besides. Two policemen also were hurt.

The fire is believed to have been spontaneous.

Extensive fires have taken place at Uxbridge,

origin unknown.
Since what we have said was in type other

fires have occurred in London,— one in the

workhouse of St. George’s, Hanover-square,

situated in the Fulham-road. The over-heating

of a hot-air pipe in the laundry drying-room

seems to have set that portion of the premises

in flames, and the fire next communicated to the

adjoining mangling and ironing rooms. The
firemen and salvors were unable to get the fire

extinguished until the drying-room was burnt

ont, and the raangling-room and ironing-rooms

severely damaged by fire and water. The infirm

ward overhead is also damaged, and the contents

as well, by fire, water, and removal. The damage
was confined to the south wing.

NortJnimherland House, Strand.—On Wednes-
day night aboat one-third of this building was
destroyed by fire. Fortunately the historical

part of the edifice was not touched. The fire

broke out in the ball-room, forming the wing of

the mansion on the west side of the garden front,

and which was erected about seventy or eighty

years ago. A noble S6vres vase, about 3 ft.

high, and valued at 10,OO0Z., was broken to

pieces ;
bat we are glad to be able to say that the

pictures are safe, except being damaged, chiefly

by water, not, it is thought, irremediably. Even
US to the vase, it may perhaps be reatorable.

ACCIDENTS.

The KiUQ's-crcss Accideni.—An inquest has

been held on the body of Benjamin Thresher,

who was killed at the King’s-cross works of the

Great Northern Railway through the falling of

an iron girder, weighing fourteen or fifteen tons.

The accident was caused by the giving way of a
crab which was being used to raise the girder.

Mr. Cliff, the contractor, and his men, contended

that the crab was of a size and calculated

strength ample for the work required of it, and
that, in fact, it had done heavier work before.

The jury were ofopinion that it was totally inade-

quate for the work pnt upon it, and an adjourn-

ment was therefore agreed to for the purpose of

obtaining the opinion of Captain Tyler, the

Government Inspector of Railways. At a subse-

quent sitting of the court Captain Tyler’s report

was read. It stated that one of the teeth of the

intermediate wheel of the crab had evidently

given way on a previous occasion, and the

detached part had been fixed in its place again

by an iron stud being pnt through it and the

wheel. This had snapped off when the weight

of the girder was pnt npon it, and the total

destruction of the crab and the falling of the

girder had followed as natnral consequences.

The accident would not have occurred bat for

the flaw. Mr. Cliff said the crab in question

must have been part of a new plant he bad
bought. He never knew of the flaw till after

the accident. Brown, the foreman, denied all

previona knowledge of tho flaw, although the

iron stud was very large and very apparent.

The jury returned a verdict of accidental death,

but appended an opinion “ that sufficient care

and skill had not been displayed in the super-

vision and inspection of the machinery.”

Fall of a Building at Warrington .—A man
was killed and another seriously injured by an
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accident which haa taken place in Silrer-atreet,

Town’a-end, Warrington. A number of work-
men had been engaged in removing an old
building, to clear the site for the erection of a
Wesleyan chapel. During a shower the work-
men, some five or six in number, sought shelter
in the lower portion of the building. Suddenly
a crash was beard, and on the neighbours repair-

ing to the spot they found that the floors and roof
had fallen in and buried the workmen. They
were extricated without loss of time; but one of
them had been killed on the spot, while a
second man had sustained very serious injuries.

Scaffold Accident at Wearmouth Bridge .

—

While the painting of Wearmouth Bridge was
being carried on the men worked on scaffolding
suspended from the bridge. Whilst at work at
the west side, fortunately not ’over the river,

they commenced “ skylarking,” and suddenly
the frail scaffolding of two narrow planks
“ canted,” and they were thrown off. They fell

to the ground beneath, a depth of about 25 ft.

They were severely shaken, but, fortunately,
were not seriously injured.

ROYAL CONVENTION FOR
THE EXCHANGE OF WORKS OF ART

FOR THE PEOPLE.

During the Paris Exhibition a convention was
entered into by several princes of the reigning
families of Europe, whereby they agreed mutually
to assist the museums of Europe in procuring
casts and copies of national objects for the pro-
motion of art.

Throughout the world every country possesses
fine historical monuments of art of its own, which
can easily be reproduced by casts, electrotypes,
photographs, and other processes, without the
slightest damage to the originals. This is the
course of operations suggested :

—

1. Each country to form its own commission
according to its own views for obtaining such
reproductions as it may desire for its own
museums.

2. The commissions of each country to cor-
respond with one another, and send information
of what reproductions each causes to be made,
so that every country, if disposed, may take
advantage of the labours of other countries at a
moderate cost.

3. Each country to arrange for making ex-
changes of objects which it desires.

The following princes have already signed
the convention : — Albert Edward, Prince of
Wales; Alfred, Duke of Edinburgh; Frederick

j

William, Crown Prince of Prussia
; Louis, Prince

of Hesse; Albert, Prince Royal of Saxony;
Prince Napoleon (Jerome) ; Philippe, Comte de
Flandrc

;
the Cesarevitch; Nicolas, Duo de

Leuchtenberg
; Oscar, Prince of Sweden and

Norway ; Humbert, Prince Royal of Italy

;

Amadeus, Duke of Aosta; Charles-Louis, Arch-
duke of Austria; Rainer, Archduke of Austria

;

Frederick, Crown Prince of Denmark.
We view this remarkable convention with

the greatest satisfaction : it promises much
more than is at first sight obvious

;
and we are

truly glad to be able to regard his Royal
Highness the Prince of Wales as the originator
and main promoter of so admirable an under-
taking.

THE NEW HOTEL AT LIME-STREET
STATION, LIVERPOOL.

The great hotel now in course of construction
by Messrs. Haigli & Co., of Liverpool, for the
London and North-Western Company, in con-
nexion with their station in Lime-street, will,

when completed, be one of the largest establish-
ments of the kind in the country. The style of
architecture adopted is of a mixed nature, par-
taking of the palatial character. The Lime-
street facade, which forms the principal eleva-
tion, is 298 ft. in length, stretching the entire
distance between Gloucester-street and Lord
Nelson-street. The unusually bighaltitnde of this,

the main elevation, imparts to it a commanding
appearance. The height to the top of the main
cornice is 81 ft. 3 in., there being five stories
from the ground floor to the cornice, above which
again there are rooms formed in the roof, lighted
by pediment-headed dormers. The elevation is

rendered still more striking in its character and
proportions by fonr towers, two being in the
centre, immediately over the nmin entrance to
the hotel, and flanked by two other towers at the

north and south sides respectively. The central
towers, which aro carried up to a considerable
height above the main cornice, form the principal
feature in the elevation. The height of these two
towers from the main cornice to the top of the
vane is 76 ft., making their entire height, from
the ground floor to the apex, 157 ft., an altitude
higher than that of most of the spires of the
local churches. At each corner there aro pin-
nacles corbelled out from the main body of the
towers. The lower portion of these towers will
be set apart as sleeping-rooms

; and, there being
three flights of this class of apartments, that por-
tion of the building consisting of the central
elevation will show eight stories. The two
towers at the north and south ends respectively
are 61 ft. above the main cornice, their entire
altitude being thus 142 ft. above the ground
floor of the hotel. They are formed by a high-
pitched roof, surmounted by a square platform,
the latter being surrounded by ornamental iron
railing. The roof of the Lime-street elevation,
which rises to a considerable height, is Gothic
in character, the apex being surmounted by
iron railings, harmonising with those at the top
of the north and south towers. The central por-
tion of the structure beneath the towers forms a
special feature in the elevation, being much
more prominent than those portions on the north
and Bonth sides. At each end, under the two
outside flanking towers, there is an oriel window,
two stories in height, supported on arch carved
corbels. The ground-floor windows, facing Lime-
street, which are sixteen in number, there being
eight on each side of the main central entrance
to the hotel, are circular headed, whilst those in
the upper stories are divided into bays, with
square pilasters and caps, from which spring
circular-moulded arches. The main entrance to
the hotel from Lime-street is in the centre, im-
mediately under the towers. From this entrance
a glass roof, supported by ornamental iron
columns, will extend across the footpath of the

,

street to the boundary of the carriage-way.
As regards the interior arrangements of the

hotel, our authority, the Albion, states that, from
the basement to the roof of the building, the
architect in his plans appears steadily to have
kept in view the utilisation of every yard of
space at his disposal. The whole of the culinary
and domestic arrangements of the hotel will be
conducted in the basement, which haa been so
planned as amply to provide}for the several de-
partments of management. Tliese plans include
the kitchens, larders, store-rooms, wine and
beer cellars, linen-rooms, luggage-rooms, cook-
ing apparatus, with steam-boilers and other
requisites, together with a large ice-houae and a
great variety of minor apartments. The ser-
vants’ dormitories, both male and female, will
also be in the basement, a portion of which has
been specially set apart for this purpose. Pass-
ing through the vestibule on the ground-floor, a
spacious hall is approached, from which corri-
dors run north and south, communicating with a
spacious coffee-room, reading-room, ladies’ coffee-

room, several dining-rooms, billiard-room, and
a number of sitting-rooms. By asoending a
grand staircase from the large hall on the
gronnd floor, the private sitting-rooms and [bed-
rooms in the upper stories are approached. The
upper stories consist of upwards of 200 bed-
rooms, in addition to a large number of spacious
sitting-rooms for private families and others,

besides an endless number of bath-rooms, closets,

and other conveniences. The upper portion of
the hotel will be reached by a hydraulic "

lift,”

the apparatus for working which will be in the
basement of the building. The hotel communi-
cates direct with the railway station.

In the construction of the Lime-street facade,
as well as those facing Lord Nelson-street and
Gloucester-street, a stone resembling that at the
municipal offices in Dale-street will be used,
whilst the frontage inside the railway station
will consist of white brick. Messrs. Haigh &
Co., the contractors for the erection of this im-
mense structure, are proceeding with energy. It

is only a few months since they commenced the
undertaking; and, although the removal of the
railway facade in Lime-street formed part of the
contract, it has not only been cleared away, but
the basement is already in a forward state, the,
stonework facing Lime-street being above the
street-level. Messrs. Haigh have undertaken
to complete the building and hand it over to the
company in the course of two years. The archi-
tect of the hotel is Mr. Alfred Waterhouse.
We may here state that the enormous new

roof, the largest in the world, now being con-
structed over the Lime-street station by Messrs.

George Thomson & Co., contractors (Lieut.-Col.
Thomson), is being rapidly carried forward. It
consists of a roof of one span, the principals
stretching across the station to the extent of
214 ft. of a segmentary span each, is 75 ft. in
height from the level of the rails to the apex,
and when completed will be 385 ft. in length.
It will be supported by eleven principals, 35 ft.

apart, above which is the roof itself, which is

ornamental and well ventilated. Two of the
principals, with the iron framework securing
them, have been completed. The roof will be
covered with Welch blue slate.

SHOP ARCHITECTURE IN BRADFORD.
A PILE of buildings to be erected in that por-

tion of Westgate, Bradford, recently widened,
extending from Southgate to Godwin-street, has
been just commenced. The buildings are in-
tended to be used as a drapery establishment.
The style selected is the French Renaissance,
and the architects are Messrs. Andrews, Son, &

,

Pepper. The area to be covered is 550 square
yards, with a frontage to Westgate, including
the angles at Godwin-street and Southgate, of
120 ft., and a frontage of 66 ft. to the latter
street. The foundation has been hewn out of
the rock. The building will be four stories in
height, the top story lighted with dormer win-
dows, and will measure 50 ft. from the ground
to the parapet, towers rising at the angles 20 ft.

above, and the ontline being broken with angle
chimney-stacks. The principal feature of the
front (of basted work, and built of Idle stone,
with cleansed mouldings) is a decorated window
over the central entrance to the premises,
crowned with a pediment. The windows of the
shop, filled in with plate-glass, will be secured
at night with iron revolving shutters. The shop,
entered by a wide central doorway in Westgate,
is 15 ft. in height. All complaint on the part of
customers that they cannot properly see the
goods is obviated by the light ponred down on
the back of the shop from a well-light, 45 ft.

high and 13 ft. diameter. An office, placed on
the mezzanine floor, will enable the principal to
command at a glance a view of the entire gronnd
floor. The building will cost several thousand
pounds. Other premises are in course of erec-
tion in Godwin-street, but they are plain in
design. Alterations are in progress at the corner
of Well-street and Market-street, nearly opposite
the Midland Station, where a frontage of 117 ft.

will be secured to the beat thoroughfare in the
town, extending from Well-streec round the
corner into Market-street. The architects men-
tioned are superintending the work.

ANIMAL FOOD : ITS PRESERVATION
AND ITS WASTE.

The following mode of preserving meat in the
hottest weather is given by a correspondent of
the Times, who has tried it with success with
the thermometer at 135°. The meat should be
placed in a wooden box on a metal grating
about 3 in. from the bottom. Under this grat-
ing should be burnt about an inch of sulphur
stick as often as a joint is put in, the lid being
immediately closed. It is convenient to have a
sliding bottom to the box for facility of cleaning
when necessary. The meat is perfectly good at
the end of a week, and entirely free from un-
pleasantness of any kind.

This seems essentially to be the same as Dr.
Dewar’s sulphurous acid process, the fumes of
burning sulphur being just that acid.

While saving processes are thus progressing,
it is curious to note how waste for want of them
proceeds in Australia. At the “ boiling-down”
establishment of the Messrs. Winter Brothers,
at Colbinabbin Station, Victoria, the sheep are
collected in yards adjoining the wool-scouring
shed, killed and taken into the shed attached to

the dip, and then skinned and cleaned and hnng
up on hooks till the vat is ready to receive them.
So soon as the vat is to be filled a number of
hands are employed in chopping them into three

or four pieces, and throwing them in. The vat
is 11 ft. high, and holds 300 wethers or 400
ewes, and 1,000 of these are stewed by steam
from a 40-horBe power engine in forty-eight

hours. When the fat haa been all extracted it

is drawn by taps in the side of the vat into

large 500-gallon coolers. The gravy rnna from
a tap in the bottom of the vat into a reservoir
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prepared for it, and is afterwards given as food

to pigs, who loxnriate on what would be a
great blessing for the poor in some of the large

and popnlons cities in the old country. All the

hones and shreds of moat that remain are drawn
ont and carted away to the same omnivorous

herd. The bones are made so soft as to break

in pieces in band, the marrow being completely

melted out of them. Casks are filled from the

coolers, and sent by train to Melbourne.

ANCIENT GRAVESTONE IN CHURCH-
YARD AT MOOSBURG, BAVARIA.

The interesting little town of Mooaburg, be-

tween Landshut and Munich, contains many
objects worthy of notice. The minster is a noble
Romanesque building of the very earliest kind.

The interior bears a strong resemblance to the
oldest portions of St. Alban’s Abbey. The choir,

which is not earlier than the fifteenth century,

contains one of the most magnificent high altars

in Germany. The reredos, carved in wood, is

60 ft. high, and adorned with statues varying
from 2 ft. 6 in. to 8 ft. in height. The whole is

richly painted and gilt, and contains pictures by
the elder Holbein. The date of this magnificent

work is 1426. There are a splendid set of stalls

and several fine fifteenth and sixteenth century

monuments. Near the minster is another church
containing a singular western gallery, and
just outside one of the gates is a small Roman-
esque church, surrounded by a very old cemetery.
Two or three of the gravestones are ancient.
The best is the one of which we give a sketch.
It is carved ont of a slab of red marble. On
one side is a representation of the Annunciation,

and on the other an inscription, which is so de-

faced by time as to be nearly illegible.

The whole of the carving is in very low
relief, but the drapery is well represented,

though very angular in its folds, as is the

case with all late German sculpture. At-

tached to this monument (and, in fact, to

nearly every other in this cemetery) is a

benitier for holding holy water, and an
asper<7^s brush chained to the gravestone.

,

The upper portion of the monument has been
modernised, and it is difficult to guess bow it

originally terminated. Very probably it had a

“rood” and attendant figures.

Ancient churchyard monuments are very

rarely to be met with, and we know of few other

specimens.
Two or three monnmental inscriptions, exe-

cuted in brick, are let into the walla of the

Cemetery of the Holy Blood at Landshut, and
thei'B are one or two old tombs in the ceme-

teries at Nuremburg and Saltzburg.

DUNSTABLE: ITS CHURCH AND
NEIGHBOURHOOD.

Not long ago, writing of Woburn and its

neighbonrhood, we spoke of the ancient chnrch
at Dunstable and its interesting west front.*

This we now illustrate, and would speak of it a
little more at length.

The “ Dunstable Chartulary ” (Harl. 1885)
contains on one leaf the beginning of the
celebrated “Annals of Dunstable” down to

I

A.D. 552 : it is written in a thirteenth-century

hand, probably thecompilerisown. Preserved also

among the Cotton MSS. in the British Museum
is the continuation or single MS. folio on parch-
ment of the Annals (Annales Prioratus de
Dnustaplia), marked Tiberius A. 10: the hand-
writing is the same to the middle of the year
1210 ;

then various hands are employed : after

the year 1221 the entries in each year were
probably made during the course of, or at the
end of, the year itself. The Annals begin at
A.D. 1, and the early entries are very curious,

but, of course, are of no historical value : for

instance, the first entry is, A.D. 1, "Adam lisg-ue

ad Nativitatem Christi," &o . ; and again (after a
lapse), A.D. 33, " Chnstus crucifixczis est octavo

Ealendas Aprilis," &o. Coming to A.D. 606, we
have (bnt always in Latin) St. Paul’s Church
in London built;” and A.D. 1074, “ Survey of
England by William I. and A.D. 1135,
“ Dunstable Priory founded.” The MS. was
very much injured by the fire in the Cotton
Library in 1731, but it has been repaired with
great care and skill. The earlier portion of the

chronicle down to the year 1201, when it becomes
original, is very brief. The author of this valuable

historical work was Richard de Morins, prior of

the monastery from 1202 to his death in 1242.

Referring to the chronicle, we have “ Richard de
Morins made prior of Dunstable, and sent to

Rome by the king on July 25, 1203.” Under
date 1203, we have “ The lordship of Houghton
given to this priory, and a three days’ fair in

Slay.” (This fair in the month of May is held in

the town to this day.) It is, however, very

strange that Richard de Morins (beginning his

chronicle in 1210) gives no account of the

fonndation of the priory, founded as it was in

honour of St. Peter for Augustinian cauons

towards the end of the reign of Henry I. It wasSee p. 385, ante.
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certainly nofc founded earlier than the middle of

1131, because Robert de Bethune, Bishop of

Hereford, who is one of the witnesses to the

foundation charter, was consecrated on Jane 28,

1131. Keeping still to the chronicle, we have,

under date A.D. 1207, “Altars dedicated at

Dunstable j” under A.D. 1208 mention is made
of marriages and churchings taking place at the

' church doors, and of a sermon being preached

1

to the people outside the church, the “poms
benedictus ” and holy water being given to

them there, and oil mixed with the chrism at

baptism by the Pope’s especial licence. A.D.
1210, a vision of two Jews announcing the

: advent of Antichrist, seen by the prior
;
A.D.

' 1211, a red rainbow seen
;
A.D. 1212, miracles

' at Dunstable
j
A.D. 1213, the town burnt. During

' this same year (1213), and on the feast of St.

I

Luke, the church was dedicated by Bishop

j

Hugh II. of Lincoln. Altars in it were dedi-

I

cated by Robert, Bishop of Lismore, in 1219,

I
and by Hugh, Bishop of Ely, in 1231. In the

;

great storm of June, 1222, which did so much
I mischief through the country, the roof of the

presbytery and two towers of the west front of
the church fell. In 1228 St. Mary’s Chapel was
founded in the Canons’ Cemetery. It was
pulled down in 1324, being then in mins, and
built up again from its foundations. In 1250
the inner gate within the court was built j a new

I
dormitory in 1251, as the old one was in a
dangerous state; and a new stable in 1257, on
the fall of the old one. In 1273 the body of the

' church was restored at the cost of the parish-

t ionors ; new bells were given in 1277 ; a new
body to the bakehouse and brewhouse wall were

I built in 1282; a clock was placed over the “pnl-
pitum” or choir-screen in 1283. In 1289 the

I

parishioners finished two pinnacles on the north
front of the church, and restored the stone roof,

! then in a ruinous condition, of the north porch.
• The great cross and many saints’ efBgies were
I

repainted in 1293. During the plague of 1349
the parishioners gave a now bell, and the prior

• covered the belfry with lead. The reference to
the two towers of the west front is very interest-

ing, as at the present day there remains only
the lower portion of the north-west tower. We
believe, however, that the architect now engaged
discovered remains indicating the position of the

I Bonth-wesb tower some years ago, an account of
which was then published in the Builder. At tho
present day there are no traces whatever of the
two pinnacles on the north front. The other
references to the roof of presbytery, the Canons’
Cemetery, the court, inner gate, dormitory,
stables, bakehouse, brewhouse, and many other
buildings and ornaments are of interest and
value to the architect and antiquary.

Dunstable Chnrcb is a fine specimen of

Herman and Early English 'architecture
;

but
three centuries ago tho building was cut down
in all its parts, and only a portion of the nave
was left, of which tho triforium was made a
clearstory, and it was covered with a florid

Tudor roof. The structure, as it now stands, is

in many respects perfectly unique, and is made
up of Gothic work, ranging from the twelfth to
the fifteenth centnry. It is the principal
ecclesiastical building in the county of Bed-
ford. The whole structure appears to have
been built upon a very expensive and mag-
nificent plan, and was originally in the form
of a cross, with a bell-tower in the centre,
supported by four lofty arches, parts of which,
belonging to the eastern pillars, still remain.
It is said that Henry VIII. intended to have
made it a cathedral, and to erect it into a
see, of which Dr. Day was to have been the
first bishop. Upon the design being abandoned,
a considerable part of the priory church was
pulled down, and all that remains at present
are the nave and two side aisles, a length of
about 120 ft. The inside is chiefly Norman, and
nndonbtedly part of the original structure. Most
of the windows are of a later date than the
building itself. The east end is crossed by a
flat wall, and the two nearest arches on each
side form the present choir. A beautiful stone
screen of four pointed arches, with clustered
columns, ranges over the west door inside.

The west front, of which we give a view, is

one of the most singular pieces of work in the
country. The great Norman door, with its semi-
oval arch and rich sculpture, was at one time a
magnificent piece of work : now it is a mere
wreck. The outer mouldings are zig-zag work

;

tho next, angels and foliage in alternate ovals;
the third, beasts’ heads and foliage; the fourth,
the signs of the zodiac, &c., Pisces and Capri-
corn no long time ago being still there. The sill

is formed of an old coffin of Purbeck marble.

Tb e whole of this work is (or was) undercut in the

most remarkable manner, and was in much better

condition some fifty or sixty years ago than it

now is, if wo may believe one of the oldest in-

habitants, who recently said to ns,—“ Ah ! sir,

ou should have seen the door when I was a
oy, and old Bob Eggleton was parish clerk. The

carving was better then, bat sparrows used
to build their nests in the carving, and we
boys used to go and throw large stones

at the ornaments, and whack the sparrows
out. Then we often picked up a bit of a

bird’s wing or a beast’s bead carved in stone.

As fast as we knocked one lot of sparrows out,

they built again in the next ornaments
; so we

used to go and whack them out again." This

process of “whacking out” appears to have
been carried on till there is now hardly a frag-

ment of the original sculpture unmutilated to be
seen. At this time the church was infested

with jackdaws, starliugs, owls, and bats
;
but

their nesting-holes have since been filled up.

The lesser doorway, of Early English work, is

in much better condition as regards the enrich-

ments, bub is nevertheless in a sad state of decay.

The junction of the Norman and Early English
work on the west front is very remarkable, and
the character of the Norman ornament is almost
unique in England. Above these doorways are

seven niohes for statues the figures are all gone,
bat the pedestals remain. Above these is a second
tier of open arcading loading to the bell-tower.

Perhaps the primary use of this outer gallery

was for the priest to ring tho sanctns-bell when
the Trisagium was said, so that all persons,

within and without the church, on hearing it

might fall down on their knees in reverence of
the elevated Host. The niches at the lower part
of the north-west tower were formerly filled with
statues, portions of which still remain. In the
interior are a few tiles and memorial brasses.

Of the latter many have been removed from
their slabs and totally lost; and, as the original

east end of the church has entirely vanished,

the most costly and beautiful probably went with
the building. In the north aisle is a slab which,
though much worn, has undoubted traces of
having been ornamented with a brass of great
beauty, to the memory of an ecclesiastic. The
size of the stone is about 10 ft. by 4 ft. Two
other stones, which evidently were placed to

commemorate departed priests, are to be seen :

the largest is at the west entrance, just within
the church

;
the smallest is placed xuiihout the

church, near to the belfry:door. It was split some
years since by the clapper of a bell, which flew

out of the belfry as it was being rung, and fell

on the stone. The brasses are both gone. Some
years ago we copied the following inscription

from a slab in the nave ;

—

“ We now thoT art not lost, bat sent before
Thy frendes all lefte thy absence to deploarej
Nor can thy Tertyes ever be for sotten,
Thovght in the grave thy corpse be ded and rotter,
For yel longed envye to the word mrst tell

That as thov liveat thov dyest, and that was well,’’

Bat the following is much more curious :

—

“ ITic TTU/iam aiii quern sociaoil et Alice,
ifarnore eui duro conctusit moro gen»r-ali».

Ter tree, bit guinoi, hsc natotferfur habere ;

Ter tponiot binot Deiu hit clement miserere

which may be rendered, “One general fate

has enclosed here, under hard marble, William
Mnlso, and Alice his wife. She is reported to

have had three times three and twice five chil-

dren by two husbands, the Lord being merciful

to commiserate.” Many other inscriptions are
of great interest, most of them dated.
The Priory Church is noted for its bells, and

they bear the following inscriptions :

—

Ist Bell. “ "While thus we join in cheerful round.
May love and loyalty abound.”

2nd Bell. “ Peace and good neighbourhood.”
3rd Bell. “ Music is medicine to the mind."
4th Bell. “All ye who join with hands, yonr hearts

unite

;

Bo shall our tuneful tongues combine to
laud the nuptial rite.”

5th Bell. “ Wm. Coles & Wm. Eames, churchwardens,
1776,"

6th Bell. “ Although I am both light and small,

I will be heard above you all.”

7th Bell. “ If you have a judicious ear,
You’ll own my voice is aweet and clear."

8th Bell. No inscription.

Sanctus Bell. " Ave Maria, gracia libi."

Three bells especially deserve notice—let,

“ The incumbent induction bell,” rung the last

time on June let, 1844', when the Rev. F. Hose,
M.A., the present rector, entered upon the
living

;
2nd, “ The pancake bell,” formerly the

confessional bell, always rung on Shrove Tues-
day ;

and, 3rd, “ The passing bell,” which
announces the death of townsfolk.

A gorgeous ceremonial attended the consecra-
tion of the “ sanctus bell.” First of all, tho bell

was suspended from a scaffold, having a tem-
porary altar erected near it, adorned with cruci-

fix, candlestick, and pix. Around the bell were
boys with white surplices, silver crosses, and
elevated lanterns. After the cure had read a
long declaration, various prayers were read, and
an attendant priest laved the bell with a bunch
of myrrh dipped in holy water

;
a ribbon was

then tied round the clapper, the bell was
anointed with oil by the curate, and under it

various powders of powerful odours were burnt.
Making use of the ribbon, the enre struck the
bell three times with the clapper, and afterwards
a lady, probably Matilda, daughter of Malcolm,
King of Scotland, who was the godmother of tho
bell, if we may so speak, struck it in like manner.
The clapper was then wrapped np in a napkin,
the inside of the bell again fumigated and
anointed, after which the whole party adjourned
to celebrate Mass. In 1837 a man in a state of
intoxication ascended to the belfry (when the
bells were set perpendicularly for ringing), and
went recklessly amongst them, the consequence
being that one of the bells fell from its upright
position, and crushed him to death against the
wall.

A large number of interesting coins, in gold
and silver, and other antiquities, have been
found near the church and in the neighbourhood
at different times. Amongst an immense number
of Roman and other coins, we may mention one
of Augustus Caesar, B.C. 30; of Tiberias, of
Trajan, Vespasian; a quantity of coins of Anto-
ninus and Constantine; of Claudius Cmsar,
Otho, Adrian, Commodns; one of Probns, who
reigned six years (rise of Manichean heresy)

;
and

many others unknown. Of the English series, a
silver coin of Henry I., the founder, discovered

between the stones of the old south wall of the
church, near the vestry door; a coin of
Henry III., three of Edward I., Edward III.,

Henry VII.
;
a shilling of Elizabeth ; a coin of

Charles I., one of the finest and most remarkable
of the English series (it is the work of Raw-
lings, whose initials appear on the wall of the
city of Oxford, on the obverse of the coin) ; a
Charles I. shilling

;
and many others of various

dates. An impression of the common seal of the
priory, somewhat imperfect, is attached to the
acknowledgment of supremacy in 1534, to be
seen in the chapter-house at Westminster. It

represents St, Peter with his keys, seated, and
the legend round him is, “ Sigil ecclie soi Petri

de Dvnestaple.”

Dunstable has always been noted for its old
miracle plays, for its grand tournaments, and for

its visits from kings and queens. Hallam, in his
“ Literature of Europe,” says the earliest mention
of miracle plays has reference to England.
Geoft'rey, afterwards Abbot of St. Alban’s,

whilst teaching a school at Dunstable, inaugu-
rated one of these shows on the story of St.

Catherine. This was within the first twenty
years of the twelfth century. Roscoe thinks
there is reason to conjecture that the miracle

play acted at Dunstable was in “ dumbshoe.”
Warton, however, in vol. i., “Desaart,” says
Geoffrey was a Norman, his scholars were the
actors, the performance took place in A.D. 1110,
and he borrowed the copes from tho sacrist of

the neighbouring abbey of St. Alban’s to dress
the characters.

Leaving for the present the more modem his-

tory of the church and neighbourhood, we will

glance at its most ancient remains. The original

inhabitants of the locality upon which Dunstable
now stands were a people called Cassii, who
spread themselves sparingly over the counties
of Beds, Bucks, and Herts, and proved to be
no mean combatants with the powers of Rome.
In the immediate neighbourhood of Dunstable
are large ranges of steep chalky downs, and
perhaps there is no part of our land where the
relics of the earlier inhabitants can be better

studied. Contiguous to the roads by these

downs are the evidences of the aboriginal

British stations, consisting of simple holes for

residences formed in the chalk, with numerous
tumuli. On the north-west of Dunstable, and
about a mile and a half from the town, is an
ancient Roman road, 25 ft. broad., in the moat
perfect condition. On one part of the downs,
close to Dunstable, are five large tumuli, known
as the “ five knolls,” with several circular and
oblong excavations. This spot is one of the

earliest British stations. Close to these knolls

is Parscomb Pit, an immense hollow, whose
sides still exhibit many remains of the an-

cient primmval dwellings. At the bottom is
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an earthen platform, supposed to be a work of the

Boman period, thrown up for the purpose of

exhibiting gladiatorial feats; the neighbouriog

hills wonld afford to thousands of spectators full

views of the sports below. A group of primeval

dwellings may be seen near the base of a hill on

the road to Luton, averaging 8 fc. in diameter

and 3 ft. deep. On the south-west side of Dun-
stable is an enormous earthwork, known as

“Maiden-bower,” 25,000 ft. in circnmference.

It consists ofa single vallum thrown up from the
external surface at an angle of 45°, from 8 ft. to

14 ft. high
;
and it is not improbable that origin-

ally a stockade was planted on its summit, com-
posed of branches of trees intertwined. There
are now no remains of a fosse. On the north-

west side there is a gradual descent to the

meadows below, where are the remains of

mounds of earth, encircling the small streams
which issue from the base of the chalk downs,

and may possibly have been intended for fish-

ponds, or as reservoirs or dams. It seems a
natural inference that sncb small springs wonld
be thus embanked to insure an abcndant supply

of water for the Cassii and their cattle. About
two miles north-west from Dunstable, at Tot-

tenhoe, is a lofty precipitous hill, with a summit
of ramparted earthwork. It is in such a com-
manding position that, if defended by resolute

men, it must have been impregnable. It con-

sists of a lofty keep in the centre, with a. vallum
round its base, and a larger one of irregular form
a short distance from it ; on the summit of the
hill are ridges of masonry placed in layers npon
each other without mortar. Two Celtic coins

and other antiquities have been found near.

Close to Leagrave, three miles from Dunstable,

is a fosse very deep and broad, describing a
circle of 8,200 ft. This is probably the tree

site of Lygoanburgb, one ofthe four British towns
which fell into the hands of the Saxons A.D.
580. In the immediate neighbonrhood traces of

a hard-fought battle have been turned up in the

shape of pieces of armour, spear-heads, and other

weapons and armour, the entire valley, fields,

and gravel-pits abounding with hum an skeletons.

King Henry I. kept the town of Dunstable in

his own hands until 1131, when he granted it,

with all its rights and privileges, to the Priory

of Black Canons, or Augostine Friars, placed

at Dunstable by permission of Pope Eugenios
HI. The king kept Christmas, 1123, with great

splendour at his residence near the priory, re-

ceiving at that time an embassy from the Earl

of Anjou. Henry I. kept Christmas here again

in 1132
;
and his successor, King Stephen, in

1137. In the year 1215 (one year before bis

death) we find King John at Dunstable ; in

124-7 Henry III., bis queen, Eleanor of Provence,

and his family, visited the priory. In 1265 we
find Henry III. and his queen, with Cardinal

Attaboni, again at Dunstable; and once more,
in 1267, with Richard, King of Germany. In

1275, and again in 1276, Edward I. visited

Dunstable. In the " Annales Prioratns de Dun-
staplia” we now find accounts of grand tourna-

ments held here, one in 1279, two in 1280, and
another in 1289, all in the reign of Edward I.

In 1290 the corpse of Queen Eleanor remained
one night at the priory. At the spot where it

rested in the market-place was erected one of

the series of Eleanor crosses. It stood for 370
years, but there is not a fragment remaining

now. The cross was erected the same year

(1290) by John de Bello, a native of Battle. In

1293 there was another tournament, and a large

bell was set up by the lepers.

In 1341 King Edward HI. and bis queen
were at Dunstable, to be present at another
tournament of great splendour, in commemora-
tion of the victory over the French, in which
two hundred vessels were taken, and thirty

thousand men destroyed. In 1457 we find

Henry VI. and Queen Margaret at Dunstable.
On May 23, 1553, Archbishop Cranmer here
publicly divorced Katherine, the unfortunate

queen of Henry YITI., in the Virgin Chapel.

Queen Katherine was then residing at Ampthill
Park, a few miles from Dunstable. In 1572
Queen Elizabeth visited Dunstable, and was
entertained with pageants. Our present Queen
has also visited the town.

We are indebted for a great deal of the in-

formation here produced, regarding the ancient

church and neighbourhood of Dunstable, to the

Latin reproduction of the “Annales Prioratns

de Dunstaplia,” by Henry Eichard Luard, M.A.,
and to the “ Dnnstaplelogia ” of Lambom,
added to onr own knowledge of the whole
neighbonrhood.
Of late years we have visited the town and ad.

joining pastures and woodlands for its natural

history and geological treasures, in which it is as

rich as in historical antiquities. The butcher-

bird or shrike wo have often seen. Its carious

work in the way of fixing cockchafers and
beetles on the spines of hawthorn and other

prickly bashes is observable. Tbe kingfisher,

too, one of the loveliest of British birds, is

not nncommon near some waterconrsea by the

town. Amongst other birds may be men-
tioned the great barn-owl, golden-crest, the

wren, fieldfare, golden plover, bittern, curlew,

red-shank, grosbeak, skna-gull, and many others.

Of rare and enrions plants there is an abund-

ance
;
some of the neighbouring chalk hills pro-

duce tbe splendid pasque-anemone in profu-

sion I
the chalky plantations and hills give birth

to a great variety of orchids. Here we have
found the bee, the fly, the frog, gnat, butter-

fly, and birds’-nest orchids
;
the different species

of epipactis, — orchis mascula, maculata, ustu-

lata, latifolia, and many others. In Tottenhoe

mead grow the grass of Parnassus, the butter-

wort, and adder’s-tongue ; at Keusworth, the

green hellebore. The fungus tribe is repre-

sented by some of the greatest varieties ;
they

may be found by tbe diligent searcher by the

leafy roadsides in October,— one fine scarlet

boletus, especially, has been found there, and
described elsewhere by Mr. Worthington Smith
(B. rubvnKS, W. G. S), new to science, and which
has never been fonnd anywhtt'6 else. Of the

abundant fossils from the chalk, one at least is

quite unique.

The road between Dunstable and Leighton

Buzzard is in one part remarkable. Originally

the road (which diverges from the old Roman
road) went right over the hill, and was so fear-

fully steep that it was next to impossible to get

wagons and coaches over it. Then a road was
made to the left of present cutting (less steep),

but it is now grass-grown and disused. The
road now used has a steep catting through the

solid chalk, perhaps 130 ft. deep, the dtfbris being

taken northward to fill np the valley and make
the road good nearer Hockliffe. The cutting

was, one severe winter, filled with drifted snow,
and the road stopped for many days : it was at

last carted away. Considering that this road

was made some half-century ago, before railway

times, it must be regarded as a brave under-
taking.

From these few remarks it will be seen what
historical and natural history riches are pos-

sessed by Dunstable. Returning for a ‘mo-
ment to the church, the rector, the Rev.
Frederick Hose, M. A., writes,—“ There is danger
of the present contract being suspended for the

want of funds to cover the newly-restored in-

ternal stonework with the new roof.” The
external west front cannot be touched, from
the same cause, although it is perfectly

unique, and “a grammar of architecture in

itself.” What is now doing will be well done;
but it is only a portion of much that ought
to be undertaken at once. An appeal has been
published to lovers of church architecture, and
to those who take an especial interest in main-
taining our ancient national edifices, for funds to

aid in the restoration now being carried out

under tbe superintendence of Mr. Geo. Somers
Clarke. Large sums have been already sub-

scribed by the rector and townsfolk, more than
one person having given 200Z. for that purpose.

Let ns hope that the good work will not be
stopped for want of a little money to carry on
the restoration of such an interesting national

monument.

PARLIAMENTARY PAPERS FOR
WORKING MEN.

The Working Men’s Club and Institute Union
have taken steps to obtain copies of important

parliamentary papers, as they appear, in order

to form a permanent “Parliamentary Library,”

and to place them at the service of the institu-

tions wtdeh it is their object to aid and establish.

They particularly desire that artisans who are

members of clubs in London should have access

to these papers. By the assistance of some
members of both Houses of Parliament, they

have already collected several documents of this

kind, and on every Monday evening their offices

will be open from eight to ten p.m., when the

member of any London club who is not in arrear

with his subscription, may, under certain condi-

tions, borrow any paper, or refer to it at the

office. The council of the above society rightly

believe that the means of access to important

;
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“ Blue Books ” will be of great service to all who
take an intelligent and an active interest in pub-
lic affairs. They believe that the discussion and
treatment of all public questions would be far .

more satisfactory, because more accurate, if

those taking part in them had the means of '

ascertaining the facts which can only be found i

in these reports. It is not creditable that the •

metropolis should not contain a single library of i

reference of this kind, and tbe “Union” have
|

increased their claims to pnblio support by this
;

sensible step. Clubs in the conntry, subscribing
|

five shillings a year to the circulating library of i

the society, will be entitled to borrow copies of
j

these publications, os well as thirty volumes of
|

general literature every three months. To form
|

a library of such works as are not generally
|

accessible to working men, and to circulate them
j

to clubs threughout the country, at a mere nomi-
|

nal charge, is an undertaking which the council
I

are very anxious to carry out. Persons may do
|

good by supplying this library with copies of
i

suitable books.

PARTNERSHIPS OP INDUSTRY.

At a recent meeting for discussion held at 150,
Strand, under the auspices of the Working Men’s
Club and Institute Union, tbe value of indus-

trial partnerships veas considered, the question

being whether there was evidence that a system
of division of profits between master and work-
men in a trading concern conld be maintained,

so as to conduce to the welfare alike of workmen
and capitalists. The discussion was opened by
Mr. E. Hail, F.S.A., a member of tbe council of

the Union, who has given much attention to the

subject in France. Mr. Hall’s observations went
to show that the question between the trades

unionists and others in the previous discussion

was left in a most unsatisfactory state, and had
not resulted in showing how the great mass of

the poor, or lower working class, were to be pro-

vided for; but that there were measures of pal-

liation which might end in being remedial, and
as to the value of the immediate introduction of
which there was ample evidence, such as he had
to offer. After a brief reference to arbitration

and conciliation, which he distinguished from
one another, saying that the value of measures
aiming at the former was doubtful, whilst the
feasibleness of conciliation was completely pro-

ven (as by the fact that the majority of cases

before the Conseils des Prud’honnnes were settled

not judicially), be spoke of tbe principle of

co-operation between workmen, and contrasted

it with that of competition, quoting from a
m^moire by Blanqui, read in 1846 before the

Academy of Moral and political Sciences of the

French Institute, and from later expressions of

opinion. Considering, however, that co-opera-

tive undertakings amongst workmen alone were
impracticable iu the large majority of cases, be-

cause some amount of accumulated saving or

capital was necessary at first, be inferred that
the chief means of promoting the interests of
tbe working classes, and tbe consumer with
the capitalist also, for some time to come,
must be looked for in associations baaed on
the principle of a division of profits between
the master and the workmen. The question be-

fore them was,—Was there evidence that such
associations conld be maintained P He was pro-

vided with evidence, derived from the existence

of one such partnership since the year 1842 ; and
that association was now contributing to the
solution, not only of the question that was then
prominent, bnt to that of other questions among
the most important of the time. In that trading

concern, the honse-painting establishment of M.
Leolaire in Paris, not one of the conditions pre-

dicted as operating to the destruction of part-

nership relations between a master and his work-
men bad ever troubled tbe harmony between M.
Leclaire and his subordinates.* As to manage-
ment, the point on which it bad been predicted

that such partnerships must break down, there

was no lack of it; whilst M. Leclaire, in answer
to Mr. Hall, with reference to the assertion that

such concerns could not get through periods of

commercial disaster, had said he could not ima-

gine why they should do so less successfully than
partnerships of the old kind. Whilst there was
no lack of management in M. Leclaire’s case,

there was no concealment of the state of the

common business and property; and Mr. Hall

• A full account of this establishment, and of the system
pursued, was giren in tbe Builder some years ago, at a

time when the possible value of such partnerships was less

generally admitted than it is now.
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mentioned another partnership, similar to that

of the Maison Leclaire, wheroin there was a pro-

vision for examination of the books by repre-

sentatives elected by the workmen. The resnlta

in M. Leclaire’s establishment were briefly these,

as the chief;—1. Entire freedom since 1842

from strikes
;
2. A partition of the profits, in

two equal parts, between M. Leclaire and an
associate of his on the one hand, and the work-

men on the other band
5 3. The maintenance of

a provident society for cases of sickness and acci-

dent, old age, widowhood, and orphanhood; 4,

Diminished sickness, from the nature of the
house-painter’s occupation, by the nse of methods
that had been tried in this country, following M.
Leclaire, but had been here abandoned

;
5. Supe-

rior execution of the work, and opportunity given
to the public to test the execution

;
6. Improved

demeanour of the workmen, of which there was
the highest testimony; and 7. Education of ap-
prentices and others in the craft, with courses of
lectures and social r(iunions, tending to render
permanent the relations, and to secure the
advantage of all. There were, however, the
speaker urged, more extended results possible

from co-operation than were immediately dedu-
cible from what had been said of the success of

a single trading establishment. In France M.
Leclaire looked to one of the most important
spheres of co-operation as in connexion with
agriculture

; and ho was already actively engaged
in the promotion of one such undertaking in the
commune of Herblay, near Paris, of which he
was maire.

The meeting was subsequently addressed by
Mr. Lloyd Jones, Mr. Charles Hole, Mr. Lilwall,

and several workmen, most of the speakers look-
ing forward to a change of the relations between
the labourer and tho capitalist as inevitable.

The discussion will be resumed on the last Thurs-
day in this month.

TEBAT TO THE WORKMEN AT
THE ABBEY MILLS PUMPING STATION.

I
From Monday to Thursday of the previous

i week the members of the several vestries and
district Boards of the metropolis had visited the
Abbey Mills Sewage Pumping Station, on the
invitation of the Metropolitan Board of Works.
On Friday in last week another class of visitors

inspected the works, Mr. Webster, the contrac-
tor for them, having invited a number of friends,

and also the various classes of bis workpeople
1 engaged iu rearing the works, their wives and
t families, to inspect them. The premises having

been thrown open to those invited, and the
steam-engines and other parts of the works in-

. spected, the company then proceeded to a large
! tent provided for the purpose, where Mr. New-
) ton, the chairman of the Main Drainage Com-
\ mittee of tho Metropolitan Board of Works, and

f
other members of the Board sab down at a ci'oss

table at the side of Mr. Webster, the visitors

being in front, and the several classes of labour-
ers, excavators, carpenters, bricklayers, masons,
paiuters, &c., being ranged at tables at each side,

and provided with a substantial meal. At the
I conclusion of the repast Mr. Newton remarked
that the object of their meeting was to give the
workmen engaged on that great work a treat,

and also do honour to Mr. Cooper, who was the
resident engineer, and tho representative of Mr.
Bazalgette, who had taken such an important
part in carrying out the works. Mr. Webster
said it was a proud day for him to see a thousand
happy faces around him, some of which he had
known for twenty years. He acknowledged the
valuable services rendered to him by Messrs.
Jennings and Powell, and also Mr. Halkin, tbe
artist. Afterwards the tables were removed,
and dancing and singing were enjoyed.

TAYLOR’S BRIDGE COMPETITION,
CAMBERWELL,

Thebe were forty-two sets of designs sent in,

in response to tbe advertisements offering pre-
miums of21Z. and lOZ. 10s. The vestry selected
as the four best “ Audentea fortuna juvat,”
estimated cost 2,100Z.

;
“Pontifex” (No. 2),

2,412Z. ; “Datur Digniori,” 2,450Z. ; and “Vox
Vectis,” 1,496Z. After the selection had been
thus made, but previous to the motto envelopes
being opened, a competitor (“Pontifex”) ad-
dressed a letter to the chairman of the Purposes
Committee on the subject of his estimate, and,
not content with signing himself “Pontifex,” he

added his official address. On the occasion of

the final decision by the vestry it was moved
“ That ' Pontifex ’ should be excluded from the
competition,” or “ that he should bo placed third

in merit.” This occasioned a sharp discussion,

bub on its being shown that there were tivo

“Pontifexes” in competition the motion was
withdrawn. The vestry then decided that the
designs of “Andentes fortuna juvat” and
“Pontifex No. 2 ” should bo the premiated sets,

and on the envelopes being opened it was found
that the authors were Mr. J. Dredge, 10, Buck-
ingham-street. Strand, and Mr. J. W. Smith, 7,

Westminster-chambers, Victoria-street. It was
also then seen that Mr. Smith was the “Ponti-
fex” who so narrowly escaped exclusion.

PRIZES TO ART-MASTERS.

The Lords of the Committee of Council on
Education having, by a minute dated the 3rd of

January, 1868, offered prizes—viz., one sum of

50Z., three sums of 401., five sums of 30Z., ten
sums of 20Z., and twenty sums oflOZ.—to the
head-masters of tho schools of art in the United
Kingdom in which the general amount of work,
considered with reference to tbe number of

students under instruction, should be found, after

the examinations, to be most satisfactory; and
having had the results of tbe recent examina-
tions laid before them, have awarded tho above
prizes as follows :

—

Chag. D. Hodder, Edinburgh £50
J. S. Bawle, Nottingham 40
J, P. Bacon, Stoke-on-Trent 40
Edwin Lyne, Dublin 40
D. W. Raimbach, Birmingham 30
Fdw. R. Taylor, Lincoln 30
W. G-. Mucklcy, Manchester 30
C. M. Clarke, West London 30
Louisa Gann, Bloomsbury 30
W. L. Cuspy, St. Martin's 20
Susan A. Ashworth, Edinburgh 20
Joseph Kennedy, Kidderminster 20
John Bparkes, Lambeth 20
Robert Greenlees, Glasgow 20
John Anderson, Coventry 20
Herbert Gilbert, Lancaster 20
V’alter Smith, Leeds 20
George Ryles, Warminster 20
B. F. Mills, Spitalfields 20
James Ford, Alacclesfield 10
J. S. Qoepel, Frome 10
John N. Smith, Bristol 10
F. M. Black, Kilmarnock 10
W. II. Sonnes, ShefTield 10
Samuel Elton, Darlington 10
James Carter, Hanlev 10
F. F. Ilosford, Llanelly 10
William Stewart, Paiafey 10
Alesr. Macdonald. Oxford 10
W. II. Stopfiird, Halifax 10
W. C Way, Newcastle-on-Tyno 10
John Parker, St. Thomas Charterhouse .. 10
W. J. Baker, Southampton 10
.7, B. Birkmyer, Exeter 10
Robert Cochrane, Norwich 10
Edwin Chandler, Hull 10
W. T. Griflilbs, Ipswich 10
John Finnie, Liverpool (South District),.. 10
H. C. Puckett, Bath 10

ANOTHER “CAMBRIDGE THOUGHT.”
Alas ! that feet by "reedy Cam” that stray
Shoold gladly turn to strife’s unhallowed way !

Alas ! that eyes which scan these classic meads
Hail Discord’s promise in h'r scatter’d seeds !

That ears which 'ueath the lofty Tudor vault

Drink in high music, still are so at fault

To deem the trumpet “ sings’’ which shrieks to scorn
Old Wiadom’sutteranecs—vain to warn !

Not such the lore on Cam's still margin taught.
Ilesr some few truths with long experience fraught.
Old Time old Error for new Truth shall see

;

Hard reasoning makes the black seem white—not Je ;

The many’s tyranny is still the worst

;

Who feej the bubble, Change— shall feel it burst.
Sexioe mox Sbkex.

MONUMENTAL.

The Clyde Sfaiue.—A statue of Lord Clyde,

erected by public subscription of the citizens of

Glasgow, has been publicly unveiled in George-
squaro, in that city, in presence of a large con-
course of spectators. Sir James Campbel), on
bebalf of the statue committee, formally handed
over tbe monument to the city corporation, and
the Lord Provost, in a few suitable remarks,
accepted the trust. Tbe statue, which has been
executed by Foley, occupies a site close by that
of Flaxman’s Sir John Moore. It represents
Lord Clyde in a military undress, standing erect
with left foot advanced. The left hand, grasp-
ing a telescope, rests on the stump of a palm-
tree, while the right, hanging by the side, holds

a sort of velvet cap, encircled with an Indian
veil.

Statve of the late King of the Belgians, at

Antwerp.—This statue has been inaugurated with
great rejoicings. Leopold I. is on horseback,

and in the act of saluting, Tbe monument is of

bronze, and is the work of Joseph Geefs. The
pedestal is of blue stone, the stone of Belgium.
Four inscriptions are engraved on it ; the first

reads thus :
“ The commerce and population of

Antwerp to Leopold, the First King of Inde-

pendent Belgium. Voted, 1856; erected, 1868.”

Monument to Archdeacon Phelps at Reading .

—

A mural tablet in memory of the late Arch-
deacon Phelps has just been erected in Grey
Friars Church, Reading. The tablet is fixed to

the south wall of the nave, aud is supported on
stone corbels. The general feature is a foliated

arch, resting on two dark marble columns, and
enclosing a panel of white marble bearing tbe

inscription. The monument is executed in red

Mansfield stone, and is designed to harmonise in

style and character with the architecture of the

church. The tablet was designed by Mr. Wood-
man, architect, and tbe work has been executed

by Messrs. Wheeler, all of Reading.

THE ELEVATIONS ON THE HOLBORN
VIADUCT.

It has been stated in the Times that the utmost

freedom and variety are to be allowed in the

architecture of the buildings about to be erected

on[the line of tbe Holborn Viaduct : there appears

to be an impression that this will scarcely turn

out to bo so practically. A “Lover of Variety,”

writing to us, says,—“I have felt bound to in-

quire particularly as to the facts. The conditions

(printed) bind the lessee to submit an elevation

within two months for the approval of the com-
mittee. He is to make any modification that

the City architect may direct; and if no eleva-

tion is submitted the City architect is to make
one, to which tbe lessee must build. If one

party take a portion only of a block, ho is to

agree with bis neighbour, as to tbe elevation,

and tbe City architect is to approve or direct an
elevation of bis own to be adopted by all of

them, so as to secure uniformity. Tbe blocks

are very long indeed, as a rule. I am perfectly

satisfied that the intention is not to permit

variety, as pleasingly depicted in the Times

article, but to hedge the matter round with such

restrictions as will produce uniformity, and that

of the design prepared already. The conditions

may be seen by any one at the architect’s office,

Guildhall. As to their practical operation, there

are more than one architect already who could

tell you a story.”—We shall hops to find that

nuiformity will be avoided.

THE nCLBORN VIADUCT AND ITS
PRCGRESS.

Sir,—In July, 1865, tenders were sent in for

the City architect, Mr. Horace Jones’s, plan for

tho Holborn Viaduct. The lowest was that of

Messrs. Myers, and tbe work was, nnder very

heavy penalties, to be completed in nine months
from the order to commence. Amount of Messrs.

Myers’s tender, 239,53VZ.

In May, 1866, tenders were sent in for the

engineer to the Commissioners of Sewers, Mr.
William Haywood’s, design for the Holborn

Viaduct. This design did not include the

bridge over Farringdon-street (which Mr. Jones’s

did). The lowest tender was that of Messrs.

Hill & Keddell, 99,837Z. This tender was ac-

cepted, aud on Monday, June 4th, 1866, tbe

j

work was commenced.

I

Tbe plan of the bridge across Farringdon-

I

street was settled in the Court of Common
Council, on December Cth, 1866. Its cost

(afterwards ascertained) is to be under 15,000L

The ironwork only of the bridge is to be by
Messrs. Cochrane, Grove, & Co., of Woodside
Ironworks, near Dudley.

So, sir, we see that the carrying out of Mr.

Jones’s plan would have cost, in round figures,

240,0001.
;
the carrying out of Mr. Haywood’s,

admittedly inferior, will be 115,000Z. These are

the constructional costs of the two schemes.

But Mr. Jones’s viaduct would have been

finished and open for traffic (and the ground iu

a relettable state) in the middle of 1866—nine

months after commencement. When Mr. Hay-
wood’s will bo finished Heaven only knows. It

has already been twenty-six months in band.

In a report of Mr. Joseph Cubitt, who was
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consulted in the matter by the Improvement
Committee, of which Mr. Deputy Fry is chair-

man, Mr. Cubitt says that “a reasonable time

for the completion of the viaduct would be

fifteen months from the date of the order to

proceed.” This report was received by the Im-

provement Committee on December 19th, 1865.

The great excuse is that the stone for the

bridge is not ready. I will make no remark on
the unwisdom of selecting an unprocurable stone

for a work which required to be done rapidly.

But assuredly there is much more of the viaduct

besides the bridge to finish.

Nor will I intrude on your space by quoting

from the reports which have from time to time
been made to the Corporation and to others as

to the immense yearly loss which was infiicted

on the public by old Holborn-hill when in its

integrity, though I have some of the reports

before me. Of course tho annual loss now is

much greater.

Some day I shall be glad to be allowed to

describe the street which is to “ wander” from

Bartlett’s-buildings to Ludgate Yalley-oirous.

Gresham-street is crooked enough, but this

street—bah I Jaspee,

RAILWAYS AND THE PUBLIC.

TuE article in the last number of the Builder

under the head of “ Railway Fares and Manage-
ment ” induces me to address you the accom-
panying remarks. It is now about four months
ago that you were good enough to notice a
pamphlet * I had published on the subject, and
since then events have occun'ed which I think

render what I then considered advisable (viz.,

the transferring the whole system of railways in

the United Kingdom to the State) now an
urgent necessity. Not that the attempt lately

made by the southern railways to impose upon
their daily customers when once the directors

imagined they had fairly caught them in a trap

needs the interference of Government, for I fully

believe the inhabitants in those districts will be
equal to the occasion, and be able to bring the

companies to their senses, but that the possible

recurrence of such a course would retard, and
in fact altogether prevent, the suburban building

schemes which were just commencing to effect

60 much good for London and other over-

crowded cities. This would of course recoil upon
the shareholders, who would ultimately be
ruined

;
that is their own affair, but the evil

done to the community at large by such im-
politic, I might almost say dishonest, measures
must in future be guarded against by the State.

The only way that this can be effected is, that

all the railways should be united under one
management. Without this no considerable sav-

ing can be made, and the system cannot be
developed as it ought to be; no Boards repre-

senting different, and in many cases conflicting,

interests, can ever be made to work for the public

benefit. The interests are national, and the

management, to be effective, must be national

also.

The scheme I have briefly sketched out in my
pamphlet would prove equally advantageous to

the shareholders, the travelling public, and the

community at large. RAru.iEL Bkandon.

THE INFLUENCE OF FOREIGN ARTISTS
ON BRITISH ART.

Youe publication of the discussion of this sub-

ject at the Institute of Architects, so far as it

referred to principles, gives me the opportunity,

which I embrace, of replying to some of the re-

marks of the speakers who followed me.
I think Professor Donaldson correctly states

that the leading object which Mr. Wyatt seemed
to have in view was this,

—“ To follow out and
to give ns the history of the artistic training

of the mind, which eventually produced the in-

vention or adoption of a new style of art alto-

gether.” It did not appear to me that he suc-

ceeded in doing so much as this, and in particular

that the assertion he made at the outset respect-

ing the “decrepitude” of the Perpendicular
period of English architecture, as compared with
subsequent efforts, was unwarrantable, and,
though unintentionally, yet really a falsification

of the facts of the case. So far from this, I ven-
tured to assert, and beg now to repeat, that no sub-

sequent style in England ever attained to such a

“vigorous manhood;” at the same time I am,
of course, aware that, judged from a purely

artistic point of view, the earlier periods of

English Gothic architecture were more elegant

and refined, but they had their counterparts on
the Continent, whereas the Perpendicular style

is unique, and is nowhere else to be found.

“It is carious to obserre,” says Fergnsson in his

“History of Architecture,” “how different the course of
events was in Franco. While Saxon oommoa sense was
gradually coming to the surface in this country, and
curbing every fancy for which a good economic reason
could not be given, the Celtic fancy of our neighbours
broke loose iu all the playful vagaries of the Flamboyant
style.”

The glory of this age of art was its independence
of all the world, its self-reliance, and carelessness

of its own architectural precedents, with all their

numberless claims of matchless beauty;—its

strong and manly persistence in working out its

owu ideas of beauty of form and colour, and
modes of expression and impression. Granting
every defect to exist which our more recent

culture has alone enabled us to detect growing
out of, and incidental to, the technical excellence

of its marvellona masonry and carpentry; indi-

viduality never was more clearly stamped upon
the architecture of this country than at that very

period which Professor Donaldson and Mr. Wyatt
agree to consider the period of its ^culminating

decrepitude.

The recognition of this historical fact was the

chief justification of its employment in the new
Houses of Parliament. We had nothing else we
could equally claim as a natioual style of art.

Is there any subsequent style that would bear

the same arcbcoological investigation and yield

snch rich acclimated fruits, while admitting of

the introduction of all the science of the nine-

teenth century ? Will Sir Christopher Wreu’s
Abbey towers bear a moment’s comparison ? and
however sublime his reproduction of Italian

architecture undoubtedly is in St. Paul’s Cathe-
dral, it is Italian still, and cannot be said to be
more original or vigorous than Sir Charles

Barry’s reproduction of English architecture in

the palace ofWestminster, which alone is English
still. The problem of eccleaiasticising Roman
art had been already worked out in Italy, while

Barry had to secularize Medimval art and adapt
it to a building of the most complex character of

modern times. Barry resuscitated a neglected

but national “ true style." Wren produced an
English version of an Italian rendering of a
Roman prototype. Therefore I still think I

am justified in expressing the opinion that as a

matter of fact there is no sufficient evidence given

,

that the architecture of the period in question

was in a “state of decrepitude” or that the

architecture of Jones and Wren has greater

claims to be considered as having attained to a
“ vigorous manhood.” The peculiarities of the
style, more especially as they affected fenestra-

tion, are thus admirably summed up in that truly

philosophical and rigidly impartial history of

Fergusson’s before quoted, which peculiarities

should have commended it to those who cannot

believe in “ sentimentality in any shape.”

“ It may not be quite clear whether William of Wyke-
ham (1366-1404) invented perpendicular tracery

; but
certain it is that the admiration excited by bis works iu
this style at Winchester, Oxford, and elsewhere gave a
death-blow to the Decorated forms previously in fashion.

AlihoUBh every lover of true art must regret the change,
there was a great deal to be said in favour of the new
style. It was pre-eminently constructive and reasonable.
Nothing in a masonic point of view could be better than
the straight lines running through from bottom to top of

the window, strengthened by transoms where requisite

for support, and doubled in the upper division. The
ornaments, too, were all appropriate, and, externally at

least, thewhole harmonised perfectly with the lines of the
budding. Internally, the architects were more studious
to prepare forms suitable by their dimensions and
arrangements for the display of painted glass than to
spend much thought on the form of the frames them-
selves. The poetry of tracery was gone, but it was not in

this respect that we miss the poetic feeling of earlier

days. The mason was gradually taking the guidance of
the work out of the bonds of the educated dasses, and
applying the square and the rale to replace the poetic
inspirations of enthusiasts and the delicate imaginings
by which they were expressed."

What Wren achieved, however, was an example
of the faithful following of a noble ideal trmmph-
ing over the Darrowneas of the times in which
he lived, and the debased state of the arts in this

conntry which had resulted from Henry’s intro-

duction of the imitative styles and patronage of

foreign artists in the sixteenth century. The
Great Fire of London gave the occasion, and
enabled Wren to rise to be the greatest architect

of his age
;
and, considering the difficulties he

overcame, “right royal” is a happy appellation

by which to designate his achievements. Of his

works we have good reason to be proud, and

need nothing but his own monument over his

tomb to vindicate his power. If Henry had
patronised Englishmen, giving them all the

means of self-improvement he had himself en-

joyed, what might they not have achieved ? In-

stead of this, he ignored their existence, and
fostered foreigners, introducing a system of art-

larceny as demoralising as it was vain. Till then

art had developed for good or ill from one native

phase to another. Thereafter it was made a

matter of merchandise, and was bought and sold

ready made, and borrowed plumes were accounted

more valuable than native worth. The power
was there, independent thought and technical

excellence ;
it needed only opportunity and time

to farther develop itself as Imowledge increased.

Henry was too impatient, and killed the goose

to get the golden eggs all at once. The follow-

ing title of an Act which received the royal

assent in the thirty-first year of his reign does

notsaymneh for the liberality of his mind,—“An
Act for abolishing diversity of opinions, &o.”

Mr. Wyatt reiterates an apparent truth when
he says that “embodiments of beauty were given

to the world by men given up to vices and
evil passions

;
” but bis statement of an apparent

fact is beside my argument. I do not deny

that bad men have produced splendid specimens

of art ; but I affirm that they cannot reach the

highest. I believe that their works would have

been nobler, auhlimer, diviner, nearer to nature,

and sweeter to observers, had they been executed

under higher ideas or ideals, and that no art de-

serving the epithet of a new creation is possible

that denies the necessity or ignores the influence

of the exercise of the noblest part of our nature,

of which it should be the visible expression. But

this seems to me so obvious, and is, to a certain

extent, admitted by Mr. Wyatt, that I need not

add another word in reply to Professor Kerr, who
“ takes leave to criticise in what is (I hope, I

may say, without being at all offensive) not the

most elevated style of criticism that can be

adoped under the circumstances.”
Edwaed C. Robins.

A LONDON WANT.

With some reason a correspondent, “ J. T. D.,”

writes,—A mania for theatre-building seems to

have set in, and capitalists are found willing to

speculate largely in this very doubtfully profit-

able field of enterprise. Meanwhile, those who
have the means of supplying something London
positively needs, and which fairly' managed
could scarce fail to pay,—a good hall or several

halls for lectures and meetings in the heart of

the metropolis and the more dense and demon-
strative of the outlying boroughs, such as South-

wark and Lambeth and the great East-end,

—

make no effort iu the right direction. Could not

you point to the neglect with a view to its being

remedied ?

THE SCIENCE OF COLOUR.

Since I wrote the letter you were good
enough to insert in tlie Builder of the 8th inst.

I have obtained Mr. Benson’s book, which I

have read through carefully. It well deserves

perusal, being a very interesting work, contain-

ing much subject for consideration, and many
coloured diagrams, illustrating his natural

theory of colour. But though I admire the in-

genuity and ability with which this book is

composed, I more strongly than ever contest its

correctness. I do not believe that blue, green,

and red are the primary or fundamental colours

of light. I am not convinced by any of the ex-

periments. On the contrary, I cite this strong

illustration. If yon look through a prism on a

page of the coloured diagrams on a black

ground, you will perceive a strong reflection of

blue above every example. If yon look at the

same examples on a white ground, you will see

a reflection of deep yellow over each. Thus,

yellow is to white what blue is to black. How
can you ignore yellow and retain blue as a

primary ?

I lay no claim to a philosopbioal knowledge

of the subject, but I have the opinion that light

emanates from electric action; that the positive

pole is represented by yellow deepening to

orange and red, and the negative by blue inten-

sifying to violet.

As to the experiments made by a piece of

plate-glass bringing the reflection of one colour

upon another, I consider them most interestingRailwsjB and the Public."
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and moBt inconclnsive. It ia true that if yon
reflect the yellow upon the bine you prodnoe a
grey tone, but that ia probably caused by the
opacity of the yellow shading, and not com-
mingling with the blue; a deep blue, on the
other hand, seema to have little power when re-

flected on the yellow, and altera it but slightly.

I will not attempt to enter further on this

subject at present, it would take up too much
space in your valuable paper

; but I have felt

bound to respond to the appeal of Mr. Benson in

your last number. John G. Ceace.

SEA-WATER FOR TOWNS.

A CORRESPONDENT—J. P. Wadmore—repeats a
suggestion before now made in our pages :

—

Reading the paper in your last number on the
insufficient and defective state of our water
supplies, in all places, but chiefly in our large

towns and manufacturing districts, reveals a
state of things 'in this our nineteenth century
which, with all our luxuries, shows a want of one
of the first necessities of our existence.

It has often occurred to me, and must have
done so frequently to others, that much of this

waste might be saved, and the health of many
of our towns greatly improved, by the use of sea-

icater, where practicable. For instance, baths
and washhouses, when used for the purpose of
ablution, and in the case of road and street

watering, flushing of sewers, and other kindred
purposes. There are of course many places
where the levels would be an insuperable objec-

tion to its adaptation, but in others ordinary
hydraulic appliances might be made available

for its transit; and a stationary engine-house,
at intervals, calculated according to heights and
distances would, either with a canal or iron
pipes, be all that was necessary to insure an
abundant supply.

With respect to the metropolis, it would not
bo necessary to go further than Herne Bay, and
in Liverpool a less distance would suffice ; and
a reservoir on Shooter’s-hill, Hampstead, or
other spots, would have sufficient elevation
for the supply of the greater portion of our
groat city.

With regard to the expense, I do not conceive
that it would be more than any of our similar
works, and might form a fit and proper object
for the Metropolitan Board of Works to carry
out, seeing that it would be greatly for the
common good, aud, in a sanitary point of view,
of incalculable benefit to all classes, whether
rich or poor.

THE BELLS OF ST. BRIDE’S, FLEET-
STREET.

The beautiful steeple of the Church of St*

Bride—or St. Bridget—by Sir Christopher Wreni
contains a melodions peal of twelve bells in D,
the weight of the largest bell, or tenor, being
28 cwt.

These bells, as intimated in my former paper
on the peal at St. Martin’s, were cast by
Abraham Rudhall, of Gloucester, and they re-

spectively bear the following inscriptions :

—

1. Prosperity to all our benefactors. A.E. 1719.
2. Prosperity to all our benefactors. A.R. 1719.
3. Michael Evans, Preb. of \V estminster, and Vicar of

8t. Bride’s. 1710.

4. A.E. 1710.

6.

John Bockinp, Thomas Colbom, Churchwardens.
8. K. fecit, 1736.

6. Abraham Page and Phillip Eobinson, Common
Couucilmen. 8.K. fecit, 1736.

7. Abraham Eudhall, bell-founder. 1710.
8. Peace and good neighbourhood. God save the

Church and Queen.
9. Prosperity to all our benefactors, A.E. 1710.

10. Abraham Budha'.l, of Gloucester.
11. Prosperity to England. Mr. John Grainger, Mr.

John Hathaway, churchwardens. Mr. Andrew
Badgate, Mr. John Jackson,

12. A.K. 1710.

The bells Nos. 3 to 12, forming a peal often,
were made in 1710, and Nos. 1 and 2, making a
peal of twelve, were cast in 1719.

The fifth and sixth bells were re-cast in 1736,
by Samuel Knight, of London, founder of the
grand peal at St. Saviour’s, Southwark.
As I have said, the first and second bells of

the present peal of twelve were cast in 1719, I
may add that “ they were purchased with the
joint subscriptions of the ‘College Youths’ and
‘ London Scholars,’ — afterwards, ‘ Cumber-
lands,’—for their own practice, and were kept
BBCnred from the use of other ringing societies

some time afterwards by means of a chain affixed

to each bell.”

On the walls of the belfry are four tablets, on
which are recorded certain exploits of the “ Col-
lege Youths ” and " Cumberlands.”
The present ringers, who are members of the

Cumberland Society, attend for practice every
alternate Tuesday evening, the faithful steeple-

keeper, Mr. John Cox, being the conductor.

Thomas Walesby.

WALWORTH COMMON ESTATE
COMPETITION.

Sir,—In your paper of the 8th instant you
inserted a letter sent to the guardians by the
unsuccessful competitors, protesting against their
award, premiums having been given to plans
which in several important points did not comply
with their printed instructions, and, at the same
time, asking them to appoint a professional man
to go through the plana and decide on the merits.

Enclosed I send the reply received from the
clerk to the Board, and, as it is evident that any
further appeal to them on moral or equitable
grounds would he utterly useless, the only course
left open to us is to take such legal steps to
enforce a fair adjustment of our claims as we
may be advised. A. G. Hennell.

The clerk, in reply, forwards the following:

—

Resolution :
“ That the Board have already de-

cided the question, and see no reason to re-

open it.”

Sir,—

N

o donbt in competitionB of this kind one or two
competitors will be dissatisiied with the result, and will vent
themselves through the columns of a newspaper, and after
which no future notice is taken. But when au entire body

((f compeiitore complain of a great injustice being done to
them, and expose it by every means in their power, and by
a formal protest pnbliabed in many journals calling upon
the Board of guardians to do them justice by re-consider-
ing their decision, and pointing out to them their mistake,
it becomes a very different matter indeed, and the public, as
well as the profession, cannot shut their eyes to such facts,

and naturally will look for a satisfactory explunatiou.
But what has been the result p The guardians of

St. Mary's, Newington, have refused to give these gentle-
men any satisfaction beyond telling them “the matter is

decided."
I would ask, is this the proper course for apublic Board

to adopt? and are they at liberty to induce, by adver-
tisement andprinted instructions, a number of professional
genHemen to expend two months of their lime, and
money, in getting up plans for an honest competition, to

find that the only two plans out of twenty-two sent in
which have not complied with those instructions, and
are pronounced of inferior merit, are the ones to which
the principal premiums are awarded, and then to be told
“ the matter is decided ?"

Is there no redress for such injustice ? Are the rate-
payers aware of this fact ? and do they agree with the
selection mado by the guardians (which has been pro-
nounced by every one who saw the plans to be most out-
rageous) P I cannot believe it. E. F.

COLOUR BLINDNESS.
Can you or any of your correspondents inform me

whether there is any remedy for what is termed “ colour
blindness ?” In my case I cannot, with confidence, dis-

tinguish some greens from browns or drabs, although
when they are all together I can see the diti'erence, but
not apart. Is there any artificial means of producing the
elTeoc of gas or candle light upon green ? If so I could tell

a green at once by its bluish hue. I can, without the
least difijculty, distinguish every other colour, whether
compound or primitive. If you could give me any ini'or-

matiou on this diflieuliy you would greatly oblige
A Decobativb .Abtist.

THE GRASS IN THE PARKS.

Sir,—

I

am anxious your useful journal should draw the

public attention to the state of the ornamental grass in

the parks. Great pains and expense were expended in

making the garden in Hyde Paik, between the Marble
Arch and Stanhope Gate. The grass, which makes so

good a contrast to the fiowers when kept green and close,

has a very dull brown appearance, not from the great heat,

but from the carelessness of those who have the charge
of it. When watering the flower-borders, the men water

the riblion borders with a watering-pot, treading daily on
the same spot. The consequence is that the grass is

entirely worn away. There is a long hose used daily on
some of the beds—why could it not be used here? On
the opposite side of the road, the old reservoir was made
a quasi-ornamental garden, with sloping grass sides. To
protect this bank, iron railings were placed, but children

now make this a playground, and the principal amusement
seems to be to nm up and down the bank till nearly all the
grass has disappeared. Again, the new fountain, erected

by a well-intending Parsee, has plots of grass at each
angle, equally protected by iron railing; but this is

tempting to get over; consequently, from the children
playing on the plots, the grass has disappeared. Nothing
is prettier than a nicely-kept garden; but nothing is

more unsightly thau au uncared-for one. If the expense
of maintaining these gardens in a proper condition is too
great, let them be done away with, and let the fiowers
aud ornamental grass be reduced to such dimensions as

funds will allow. A new hobby Las sprung up on the
south side, which is most carefully tended; but do not
let the old love be neglected when, with a little pains, wo
might gain an ornament. Let us not look on slovenliness.

THE PROPOSED MORTUARY, ST. MARY-
LEBONE.

The following is tlie official description of tliis

establishment, as furnished to the vestry of St.

Marylebone by its chief surveyor, Mr. T. Ganl
Browning :

—

“ The style of the building is to be very plain Egyptian,
,

28 ft. long, 19 ft. wide, and 17 ft. high, the walls of brick-
work stuccoed, and the floor of stone, covered in by an
iron roof, which will have the centre part only filled in
with rough glass. The other portion of roof, measuring

: nearly three-l'onrths of the whole area, will be covered in
with slates, boarding, and felt.

For the purpose of admitting fresh air to the floor level,
there will be a trench the whole length on each side of the
building, covered with an iron grating; each trench will
have five communications with the external atmosphere
by means of air-bricks.

For the escape of vitiated air there will be an opening
at least 3 in, wide all round the eaves of the roof, and the
upper part will be entirely open, but protected from rain
by means of a projecting frame glazed with rough glass,
and kept sufficiently high to admit of a very free escape of
any impure air which may ascend into the upper part of
the roof."

CONSPIRACY AND INTIMIDATION BY
MASONS.

Tub first sentence on “ picketing” has been pronounced
on three of the Sheffield masons, charged by their em-
ployer, Mr. James Powell, with conspiracy and intimida-
tion. This was the case tried at the Midland Circuit, in

the Crown Court, Leeds, before Mr. Justice Lusb, in
which John Sheridan, Isaac Morton, John Morton, Henry
HinehciilTe, James Butler, Alfred Staley, Joseph Arm-
strong, and Daniel Sanderson were indicted for unlawfully
conspiring together to injure James Powell in his trade
of a mason and builder, by molesting, obstructing, and
using threats and intimidation to such workmen as might
be willing to be employed, and also with prejudicing, in-

juring, aud oppressing James Powell in his trade, and
preventing certain workmen from continuing to work for
him at Sheffield, on the 16th of April, and on other dates.

The indictment contained twenty-five counts, varying the
statement of the uffence.

For the prosecution it was stated that Mr. James Powell
had contracted to build a house at Sheffield, and had a
quarry about six miles from the site of the building. Ho
found it more convenient to dress the stone at the quarry
than to carry it to the building in the rough, and there
chip and dress it. On the first day he attempted to carry
out this plan two of the defendants, Sheridan and Isaac
Morton, came to see him, and informed him that the
coarse that he was pursuing was contrary to their code of
rules. He replied that their rules were nothing to him, and
he should pursue his own course. Sheridan said there
was a builder who had refused to act according to the rules,

and he bad become a ruined man, and was obliged to leave
that part of the country. He added that he did not mean
this as an intimidation. The following day Mr, Powell's
men struck. He told them that unless they returned to
work before the following Monday be should find others
to do the work. He then sent to London for workmen,
and eight men came. They were to come to work the
following morning. They did not come. They had been
spoken to, and advised not to work for Mr. Powell, as it

was a “black" job. There was a club held at the Dog
and Partridge public-house, where the men from London
were invited to go, and where they went, and were advised
not to work, and persuaded to leave the town, and re
oeived a few shillings to enable them to leave. On the
road from the lodgings of the London men to the bnilding
there were men standing as pickets, and there were often
small crowds of men standing about and shouting, “ Bah

!

black sheep]” but these ceased as soon as Mr. Powell
looked round. The eight men all left Sheffield without
doing any work. Mr. Powell afterwards procured three
others from London. They went to work the first day,
bat the following day they also were persuaded to go.

Large placards were posted about the town, which was
a “ Notice to Stonemasons," advising masons not to work
with Mr. Powell, as he had broken one of the rules. Ad-
vertisements were also put into two Sheffield newspapers
to the same effect.

It appeared that there was a rule of the Masons’ Union
that piecework should not be done, and the defendants
appeared to think that the having the work done at the
building instead of at the quarry would he in the naturo
of piecework.
At the close of the case for the prosecution Mr. Sey-

moor, Q.C., submitted that there was no evidence of a
conspiracy to do an unlawful act.

Hia Lordship said there was a question for the jury if

men put themselves in a road and shouted for the purpose
of making others think they would be molested : the ques-
tion for the jury is quo animo the act was done. It must
be by some threat or intimidation—that is, by some work-
ing upon the feara of the party.
Mr. Fitzjames Stephen, Q.C., submitted that there was

no evidence of an agreement to do an unlawful act. The
presence of the men at the club and the advice they gave
was lawful, and so was giving the money. So also were
the placard and the advertisements. "VYith respect to
shoQtiug on the road, no one was present at the tune ex-

cept Hinchcliffe.

His Lordship still thought the case ought to go to the
jury, but he thought there was no evidence of any threat

or intimidation to the master. The case would therefore

be confined to intimidating or molesting the workmen.
Mr. Seymour, Q.C., having addressed the jury for the

defendants,
Tho Judge summed up the law and the facts with

great care, and the jury found three of the men-^Ajm-
strong, Hinchcliffe, and Sanderson—guilty of intimi-

dation. Ou pronouncing sentence, the Judge said,—My
learned colleague and myself have considered the circum-
stances of yonr case with a view of determining what sen-

tence we ought to pass upon you, and we have come to

the conclusion that we cannot deal with you as ho (Mr.
Baron Bramwell) dealt with the prisoners whom he tried

at the Old Bailey some time ago for the same offence. The
question of picketing came then for the first time before a
criminal court—its legal quality had not previously been
declared—and at the close of a long trial the defendants
and the other members of the union to which they be-

longed expressed themselves satisfied that they had com-
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mittad a breacli of the law. Moreover, thej saw they
could not adopt the practice of picketing, so as to be of
any use to themselves, without vi'duting the law, aud they
therefore gave an assurance that the practice should be
diacontiDUed for the future; and upon that ground it was
that my learned colleague felt Jiimself justitiod in dis-

charging them without passing any seatence at all, merely
getting them to enter into their own recognisances to
appear for judgment when called upon. You (to the
deiendants) have deliberatelv. and with knowledge of
the case to which I have jnst been alluding, attempted to
practice picketing ; and you have done it, according to the
finding of the jury, upon which I must act, by means of
intimidation and annoyance, and therefore brought your-
selves within the criminal law. I can readily believe what
was stated by your counsel, that you took legal advice be-
fore you so acted, and that you intended to keep your-
selves within the limits of the law. But I cannot sympa-
thise with persons who, for the purpose of iujuriug
another, intended to go to the verge of the law, and
happen to be betrayed beyond it. I hope this will be a
warning to you and others not to enter upon apraetiee so
perilous, because you cannot say how far yon may be led
beyond the point marked out for yourselves. I feel bound
to pass a sentence upon you in order to deter others from
following your example, and to teach jou and others that
the law, while it will protect you to the full in the enjoy-
ment of your rights, will also compel you to respect the
rights of others. The sentence upon each of you is, that
yon be imprisoned for four calendar months.

CASES UNDER METROPOLITAN
BUILDING ACT.

NOTICE TO DISTRICT SURVEYOR.

On tbe 31st ultimo, at the Clerkcnwell Police-court,
Mr. Comber, one of the partners in the firm of Messrs.
John Nutt & Co., the contractors for the erection of
Islington new workhouse, appeared in answer to a com-
plaint preferred against them by Mr. John Turner, the
district surveyor of the eastern division of Islington,
nnder the Metropolitan Buildings Act, for that they ha<l

not given him a proper and suillcient notice, under the
:

3Sth section of the said Act, whereby he was unable to
carryout the duties of his ollice in reference to public !

buildings.
IMr. Joseph Turner, solicitor, in stating the case on i

behalf of the district surveyor, said that the district sur-
[

veyor had written to Messrs. Nutt A Co. in reference to
!

the insufUciency of information given in the notice, and
requesting them to submit the drawings and plans of the
proposed work for his approval, and bad also laid the case
before the auperintending architect of the Metropolitan
Board of Works, who had communicated to Messrs. Nutt

;

&Co. that the usual practice of builders was to give thej
district surveyor, in such cases as this, copies of the plans,
Ac., and that as they had still failed to supply that infur-
mation, and the bunding was in course of erection, be,
the district surveyor, therefore deemed it necessary to
take these proceedings, and contended that tbe notice
given by Messrs. Nutt was not a sufficient notice, inas-
much as "the area, height, Ac., of the proposed build-
ing or buildings " were not given, and that consequently
it was impossible for the district surveyor to approve of
the construction thereof, as required by tbe 30th section
of the Act, which provides that “ every public building,
including the walls, roofs, floors, galleries, and staircases
shall be constructed in such manner as approved by the
district surveyor."
The notice given was then put in.

Mr. Cumber, on tbe part of Messrs. Xutt, admitted the
insufficiency of the notice, but submitted they could give
no further information, as the plans aud drawings were
not in their hands, and the architect to the builUing bad
prohibited any copies being made of them. An adjourn-
ment was agreed to, at the suggestion of the magistrate
(Mr. Barker), to enable the defendants to supply the
necessary information and particulars.
At tbe adjourned hearing of the case, on the 14th inat.,

it was stated bj[ the aolicilor that some further particu-
lars had been given to the district surveyor of the build-
ings in coarse of erection, but that these were not suffi-

cient to enable him to approve or otherwise of the coa-
atruction of the buildings. Mr. Cumber said Messrs,

jNutt had written to the Board of Guardians, acquainting
them of these proceedings, and requesting that copies of
tbe plans might be forwarded to tbe district surveyor, and
that the district surveyor had been informed the plans
might be inspected at the clerk of the works' office ou the
ground, and that they had never before been required to
furnish such plans, Ac.
Mr. Barker expressed his sense of the hardship it was

upon Messrs. Nutt to have to supply particulars, Ac.,
which they had not received from the architect, and that
he should have arranged by this lime to give the informa-
tion neceseary for the district surveyor, and he decided the
notice was not sufficient, aud imposed a penalty of bl.,

and 2a, costa.

PROVINCIAL NEWS,

Framlingliam (Sufolk). — Tho people’s hall

here, which, with its staircase, turret, &c., forms
a conepicaous object cu entering tho town from
the railway, has lately been tipened. It com-
prises large hall, reading and committee rooms,
and other conveniences. Tbe works have been
executed under Mr. Sugden, of Leek, arcliitect,

by Mr. Bedwell, of Brandeston, near Wickham
Market.

Zeek (Staffordshire).—Tbe guardians of the
Leek union have decided on tbe erectioJof male
and female fever and convalescent wards, with
nurses’ rooms, baths, &c., in connexion with tbe
union workhouse at Leek. The arrangements of
the proposed new buildings include such provi-
sions as the experience in hospital construction
of late years has shown to be indispensable in
such buildings. Mr. Sugden, of Leek, is tbe
architect.

Neivnhayn.—The Severn Bank Hotel, Newn-
ham, has been opened. The building consiots,

on the ground floor, of a vestibule hall and
corridor, from which access is obtained to a

series of rooms devoted to what is called the

“service” of tbe hotel—viz., bar, manager,
porter, still-room, larder, china pantry, stair-

cases, &c.
;
and down a few steps are a spacious

kitchen, scullery, cook’s pantry, larder, and coal

and wood stores, &c. For the visitors thero is a
coffee-room, 40 ft. by 22 ft., and a commercial
and smoking room, with a billiard-room. A
balcony runs round the river front, from which
are obtained views of the Severn and surround-
ing scenery. There is a roomy staircase to tbe
first and second floors, and ou the first are three

large sitting-rooms, each communicating with
bedrooms, aud four other bedrooms, with bath-
room conveniences, housemaids’ closet, &o. The
next floor contains ten bedrooms. The eleva-

tions are executed in red brick, with Bath stone
dressings. The grounds are only partially laid

out, but it is intended to form terraces. The
building is fitted up with hot and cold water on
every floor, and gas. The contract for the works
was taken by Mr. J. Coleman, of Cbaxhill, builder.

The architect under whose superintendence the

works have been carried out is Mr. A. W.
Maberly, of Gloucester.

Scarborough.—The commissioners of the piers

and harbour of Scarborough have received

twenty-three plans from engineers for the pro-

posed extension of the harbour. The following
list shows the names of tbe competitors, with
the estimates of cost oftheir respective schemes :

Cubitt, Westminster, 22,COOL and 25,000L

;

Cox, Westminster, 5,-l'S2Z.
j
Whitaker, Lambeth,

IGjOOOZ. and 21,OOOZ.
;
Shelford & Robinson,

Westminster, 16,752Z.
j

Haughton, London,
45,1801. aud 19,8851. j A. Scott, London, 14,484Z. j

Forrest, Westminster, 23,511Z.
;
M. Scott, West-

minster, 19,00(Z. and 25,OOUZ.
J
Pain, West-

minster, 16,972Z. J J. E. Dowson, Scarborough,
7,700Z. and 18,G20Z. J ilenslowe, Lynn, 35,016Z.

;

VVise, London, 25,000Z. ; Casebourne, West Hart-
lepool, 11,34SZ.

;
West, Boxmoore, 52,41GZ.

;

Cooper, Leeds, 30,203Z. ; Lang, Manobeater,
28,000Z., 40,0001., and 52,OOOZ.

;
Doull, West-

minster, 30,000Z. 5 J. D. Climie, Scarborough,
15,228Z.; J. Austin, Scarborough, 17,135Z.} Nisbet,

Sunderland, 7,500Z. and 9,500Z. ; W. Climie,

Scarborough, 14,4G0Z. ; Redman, Westminster,
18,000Z. and 24,0001. ;

Lintock, Liverpool, 14,600Z.

With but two or three exceptions, the several

schemes do not differ very widely as to the pro-

posal in the main, which was to erect a new
pier to the west of the present western pier, tho
latter and the island pier to be removed.

Great Yarmouth.—The Octagonal Tower at the

Trinity Works, rising to the height of 7 5 ft., is

now completed, and, from its position at the
south end of the town, forms a conspicuous
object. The view from the summit is extensive.

The contractor was Mr. Bennett, and Mr.
Williams superintended the works.

Hohju-ell.—The corner-stone of tho new wing
of the Girls’ Orphanage at Pautasaph, near
Holywell, has been laid by Lady Clare Feilding.

The new buildings are from the designs of

Mr. Edmund Kirby, architect, Liverpool.

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.

East Achlam.—The ancient parish church of

East Acklam, dedicated to St. John the Baptist,

having become very dilapidated through age,

was some time ago palled down and a new edifice

has been erected on tho same site, and was
lately opened for divine worship. In style of

architecture the new church is Early English.

It consists of a nave and chancel and western
tower. The porch is on the south side of the

nave, and the vestry is on the north side of tbe

chancel. The roof is high pitched and open
timbered, and covered in with grey slates. The
nave is fitted up with open seats of deal wood
stained and varnished, and they are provided
with book boards. Tho stalls in the chancel are

of oak, and so are the pulpit, lectern, and read-

ing-desk, the former standing at the entrance
to the chancel on the north side, and the two
latter on the opposite side. The altar-rail of oak
is supported by iron standards, aud underneath
the east window is the reredos, which is com-
posed of encaustic tiles of various patterns, and
in the centre is a cross. This is the work of

Messrs. Maw & Co., of Broseley, in Shropshire.

Tbe new structure has cost about 1,250Z. The
whole of the stone and sand which have been

used in the erection of the new church were
gratuitously given by the Crown from tho estate
in the parish belonging to the Woods and Forests.
Tbe extreme inside length of the church from
the east wall of the chancel to the west wall
under the tower, is about 80 ft., the width of the
nave is 25 ft., and the breadth of the chancel
20 ft.

5
the height from the floor to the apex of

the roof being nearly 40 ft. The windows have
all trefoil heads, and are filled in with cathedral
glass, and have coloured margins. The east
window is of three lights, that in the centre
being much larger than the side lights. The
west window is of two lights, and those in the
side-walls of the chancel and nave are lancets,

and also of two lights each. The font, which ia

of Caen stone, is situated between the porch and
the tower on the south side of the nave. The
flooring is laid down with coloured tiles.

iromersZey.—The ancient church at Womers-
ley, after being closed for twelve months, during
which time it has been restored, has been re-
opened for divine worship. Mr. Crossland, of
Leeds, a pupil of Mr, Scott’s, has carried out
the restoration. The entire flooring has been
lowered about a foot, the previously buried bases
of the pillars brought to light, and the defaced
and almost obliterated capitals restored. The
whole interior of the building, which is a mixture
of the Norman and Early English styles, and
appears to have been built in the thirteenth
century, during the transitionary period of
architecture between the Norman and English,
has been so scraped and renovated os to con-
siderably lighten the appearance of tho dull and
heavy masonry. Various unsightly objects, in
the shape of an ugly gallery and high-backed
pews, have been removed, the latter being re-

placed with the more modern open sittings, aud
re-arranged so as to increase the accommodation
of tho building,—seats being now provided for

about 230 persons. A number of old round
Venetian windows in the chancel, south aisle,

aud transept have also shared a similar fate,

and the light is now admitted through some
Decorated ones, in which, however, the general
style of the architecture of the building ia

carried out. In addition to this the chancel haa
been improved by a stained glass window, by
Hardman, which has been put in by the Hon.
Stanhope Hawke. The subject chosen for illu-

mination is the Resurrection of our Lord, which
forms tbe centre, and on one side is a repre-
sentation of His appearance to Thomas, and on
the other of His appearance to Mary Magdalen.
Another stained glass window, by Gibbs, but not
yet completed, presented by Lady Louisa Cator,
is also to be put in at the opposite end of the
church. An organ, costing upwards of 200Z.,

aud entirely paid for by the parishioners and
their friends, haa taken the place of the Icsa

pretending harmonium. This has been built by
Mr. Brindley, of Sheffield, and is placed in a
side chapel. The screen-case is constructed to
suit the church, and the front pipes aro
decorated.

Weymouth.— Sfc. John’s Church has been
enlarged. The nave has been prolonged 15 ft.,

and the transepts extended 6 ft., besides being
made double the original width and divided by
arcades. The chancel has received an extra

length of 9 ft., and a chancel chapel has been
added, also a porch facing the Preston road,

while on the opposite side have been built

vestries for the clergy aud choir, and also an
organ chamber. The enlargement has secured
accommodation forabout 320 persona. Mr. Dodson
was tbe contractor. Tho enlargement has given
an opportunity to various benefactors to beautify

tbe church by memorial windows inserted in

the chancel and transepts, in addition to the two
windows placed in the east and west ends of the
edifice, the former by Captain Hawkins, and the

latter by tbe present incumbent. The windows
in the north and south sides of the chancel have
been bestowed by Mr. W. Thompson. The
northern represents tho meeting of the Saviour
and Mary Magdalen in the garden. Tbe southern
portrays thethrec women going to tbe sepulchre,

after the Lord’s resurrection, and being met by
the angel, who addresses them, “Why seek ya
the living among the dead ?” These windows
were executed by Messrs. Ward & Hughes, of

Soho, the makers also of the western window.
Dr. Smith haa also placed two windows in the
south transept. One of these represents the
pi'incipal personages of tho Te Deum. Tho other

window has for its subject the 4th chapter of
Revelations—St. John beholding the throne of
God in heaven, with the four-and-twenty elders

worshipping, and the seven lamps of fire burn-
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ing. Iq the north chancel a stained window
symbolises the raising of Lazarus from the dead.

The other window remains unfilled, except by
rough glass. The last-named stained window
was supplied by Lavers & Barraud, of London,
The reredoB has been backed with Portland

etone, and will shortly be illuminated with the

commandments, &c. Tbo chancel aisle is

distinguished by moulded shafts, the only occur-

rence of this class of sculpture throughout the

church. The choir stalls in the chancel are of

plain oak, with carved poppy-leaves at the ends.

The organ has been removed to the chamber on
the side opposite where it formerly stood. The
chancel has been raised 3 ft., and the space
within the communion-rails 18 in. A new chancel
arch has also been built, with the capitals carved
with, foliage. The church has been plastered

throughout, the roof cleaned, and the pews re-

vamished.
Liverpool.— The foundation-stone of a new

church, to be called St. Nathaniel’s Church, for

the Windsor district, Toxteth Park, has been
laid. The site of the church has been cliosen in

Oliver-street, occupying a central position in the
midst of a dense population. The site is irregular

in shape, being bounded on three of its sides by
Pine, Grove, Oliver, and Dinorben streets, in

consequence of which the architect’s arrange-
ment of plan has been somewhat restricted.

The general form of the building is that of a
nave and aisle church, with western tower,
chancel transepts, and large circular chancel
apse, the whole width of nave. One of the
transepts is devoted to children’s seats, and
the other to the organ - chamber and vestry,

Ac. The nave and aisles are divided by an
arcade of four arches, which support a lofty

clearstory. The roof of the church will be
constructed in the form of a barrel vault,

without tie-beams, and is designed for painted
"decorations at a future period. The seats,

one-half of which are to be free and nnap-
propriated, will be of open benches. The struc-

ture is intended to be built entirely of brick, no
plasterwhatever beingused. The tower aud slated

spire will be carried to a height of 110 ft., and
will form a prominent object from the surround-
ing neighbourhood. The style of the edifice is

twelfth-century Gothic, partaking much of the
character of the brick erections of Northern
Italy, and dependent for effect rather upon pro-

portion and simplicity of detail than ornamenta-
tion. The cost of the edifice complete will be
about 3,6001., accommodation being provided for

about 750. The contractor for the works, which
will be completed by March next year, is Mr.
William Murphy, the architect being Mr. David
Walker, Liverpool.

Hidme .—The foundation-stone of St. Stephen’s
Church, Gloncester-place, Hulme, has been laid

by the Earl of EUeainere. Since the schools and
master’s house were built, a parsonage has also
been erected on the adjoining plot of ground.
The group of buildings is now being completed
by the church, which is rising on the site at the
corner of Glouceater-placo and the City-road. Its

plan is simple, consisting of a broad nave of three
bays or arches in length

j
aisles, which are carried

on round the west end of the nave
;
a chancel, the

full width of the nave; chancel aisles; organ-
chamber ; vestries, &o. The roofs of nave and
chanoel are on the same level, and the pcint
where they meet is marked by a belfry or fleche,

that will rise to a height of 86 ft. from the
ground. The chancel is turned towards the city

road. The wall, to a height of about 18 ft., will

be unpierced by window, door, or any opening,
but will be relieved by a brick arcade. The
chanoel window is of large dimensions, being
about 30 ft. high by 15 ft. wide. The chancel
gable will be about three times as high as the
two-storied houses adjoining. The architects are
Messrs. Medland Taylor and Henry Taylor.

Kildale, in Cleveland .
—The Church of St.

Cuthbert, at Kildale, in Cleveland, has been re-
built, and re-opened for divine service. The old
fabric, now demolished and supplanted by the
present structure, was very old and dilapidated.
At first it was thought that it might be restored
aud enlarged, and, as it consisted only of a nave
and chancel, that a north aisle might be added,
and some portions of the chancel repaired. Mr.
G. F. Jones, of York, architect, received instruc-
tions to this extent merely, but he found that
the walls were so dilapidated, and the structure
generally so decayed, that any attempt to patch
it up would be a waste of money. Shortly after
plans and drawings were prepared for a new
edifice the arrangements were completed for the
building of the new church, whose style of archi-

.

lecture is that of the Early Geometric. The
stone of which it is erected was obtained
gratuitously from a quarry on the estate of the
second son of Captain Turton, of Larpool Hall,

the quarry being about two miles distant from
Kildale. The church is built of pitched faced
walling and chiselled dressings, and the stone is

of a durable character. The church consists of
a nave, chancel, and north aisle, the entire inside

length from east to west being 81 ft. The nave
is 4‘1 ft. long by 19 ft. in width, and the space
between the floor and the central part of the
roof is 29 ft, The north aisle is the same length
as the navo (4-1 ft.), and its width is 10 ft., the
extreme inside breadth of nave and aislo together

being 31 ft. The chanoel is in length 26 ft., by
15 ft. in width, the height to the apex of the
roof being less by 3 ft. than that of the nave

—

namely, 26 ft. On the north side of the chancel
there is an organ chamber and a small robing
closet. The tower, which stands at the west
end of the nave, is 66 ft. in height to the apex
of the slanting roof. The chancel floor is laid

down with Malkiu & Co.’s encaustic tiles. The
floor of the nave consists of dressed flags. The
roofs of the chancel, nave, and north aislo are
open timbered and boarded, and they are covered
in with Westmoreland slates. The seats in the
church areopen, and of deal wood, stained and var-

I nished.the ends being of pitch pine. The seats i)

I

the chancel and at the east end of the north aisle

are of oak, and also the pulpit and reading-desk,

j

The east window is of three lights, and Geo-
metrical in character. Those in the chancel are

cusped lancets, and the lights in the north aisle

are also lancets. The windows in the south wall

are of three lights, and the whole are tilled iu

with cathedral glass and stained margin, with
the exception of the two-light window in the

west wall underneath the tower. This window
. is filled iu with stained glass of Early Geometric
I pattern, and the tracery is a simple quatrefoil,

;
also of Geometric design. The architect, Mr. G.

I

E. Jones, has presented this window. Messrs.

I

Hodgson, of York, have completed the filling iu

;
of the windows throughout, and Mr. Cole, of

York, has executed the carved work of the church
iuternally and externally. The present structure
is larger than its predecessor, but only accom-
modatea about 200 persons. The expense in-

curred has been about 2,0001. The tower of the
church has been rebuilt by subscription.

DISSENTING CHUKCH-BUILDING NEWS.

Caine (inits).—The Free Church here, which
has been reared and completed iu something leas

than twelve months, has been opened for divine
service. Mr. Stent, of Warminster, was the
architect. It stands iu the centre of the town,
in a somewhat confiued situation, in Church-
street—the site formerly occupied by the old

Bear Inn. The style is Early English. The
extreme length of the building inside is 91 ft.

(the chanoel being 21 ft.), the width 37 ft., and
sufficient accommodation is provided for seating
a congregation of 420 persons, or more, if re-

quired. All the sittings are open, and half of
them will be unappropriated—for the use of the
poor. The nave terminates with a circular

chancel, lighted by six lancet windows, filled in

with stained glass of a quiet design
;
and a

tracery west window, of suitable stained glass,

modifies the lighting of the church, which, in

other respects, is lighted with tinted cathedral
glass. The roof throughout is of open wood-
work. The entrance is by one doorway in the
centre of the frontage, and through a doorway
on the north-west angle of the church. Another
door at the north end also admits to the build-

ing, near the vestry aud organ-chamber. The
walls are built of native stone, with Bor dress-

ings, the interior being faced with Farley stono.

The church is heated by Messrs. Haden & Sous’

hot-air apparatus ; and the stained-glass windows
are by Horwood, Brothers, of Frome. Messrs.
Light & Smith, of Chippenham, were the eon-
tractors; aud the whole cost (including the
schools in the rear) has been 5,006i.

Sheffield.—A new Wesleyan Chapel is about
to be built at Ran Moor, Sheffield, from designs
by Mr. John D. Webster, architect, Sheffield,

which were selected in a limited competition.
Accommodation is provided for 300 or more
adults, with a gallery for children .

J?oss.—The new Congregational Church has
been so far completed as to admit of being
opened for divine service. The church is erected
on a new site in the Gloucester-road, the old

chapol in Kyrle-street having been disposed of.

It is erected in the Middle Decorated style of
architecture, aud consists of a projecting porch-
entrance, carried on coupled columns, having
foliated and decorated capitals ; a lobby in which
the stairs to the gallery lie right and left; a
nave and two aisles

;
and an apsidal recess for

the pulpit. The lobby is separated from tha
chapel by a wooden screen of open Gothic work,
filled with fluted plate-glass. There are side

and end galleries, in the front of which is open
geometrical ironwork, with moulded cappings,
which will be coloured in maroon and gold, and
backed with crimson cloth. The roof, which is

of very high pitch, is open arcuated, boarded and
ceiled, octagonal in form, with arched ribs

;
it is

carried on cast-iron pillars from the floor of the
chapel, having wrought-iron hammered foliated

capitals, and forms five bays in length and three
in width. The apse is opposite to the entrance,
aud contains seven single-light trefoil-headed

windows, which are filled with stained glass, the
gift of Mr. Walwyn, of Boss. The chapel is lighted

on each side by three three-light and one two-
light windows 14 ft. high and 6 ft. wide, divided
by trausonis, and having geometrical tracery of

varied designs. At the end fronting the street

is a five-light window, 20 ft. high aud 10 ft.

wide, with geometrical head, aud filled with
stained glass, by Harwood, of Newport, the gift

of the architect, The floor of the chapel is

boarded, and the whole of the seats are open
benches with sloping backs, aud will bo stained

and varnished, as is also the roof and pulpit.

The whole of the ironwork, which is by Cormell,
of Cheltenham, and the capitals of the pillars

will bo similarly coloured to the front of the
galleries. The roof is covered with parti-

coloured slates—green aud purple—and the
gables will bo capped with wrought-iron finials

decorated in colour and gold. The windows
have drip-stone terminations carved. The iute-

rior length of the chapel is 60 ft., including the
apse aud lobby, and is 37 ft. 6 in. wide, clear of
tbe walls. From the floor-line to the wall-plate

is 21 ft., and the pitch of tbe roof is 28 ft., thus
giving a total height of 49 ft. On either side of
the apse there are minister’s aud deacons’ ves-

tries, the dimensions of the former being 12 ft.

by 7 ft., and of the latter 13 ft. by 12 ft. Under-
neath the chapel are school-room, class-rooms,
and ladies’ vestry, approached from the street by
an open door-way and steps on the south-side of
the building. The school-room will accommo-
date about 250 children, and is 37 ft. 6 in. by 25 ft.

The class-rooms are 15 ft. by 12 ft., and the
ladies’ vestry 11 ft. 6 in. by 12 ft. The height
of these rooms on the basement-floor is 12 ft.

There are all other conveniences on this floor,

including a boiler-room, 10 ft. by 10 ft., in which
is placed the warming apparatus, by Bright, of
Carmarthen, for heating the clinpel iu winter.
The open space on either side of tbe porch will

be enclosed with iron palisading. The building,

which will accommodate about '400 persons, is

constructed of local and Forest stone, from tha
contractor’s own quarry, with Bath stone dress-

ings. The contract was 1,6001. ; but there are
certain extras which will bring up the amount
to about 1,7001. or 1,7501. Mr. Darke, of Cin-
deiTord, is the contractor

; and the architect is

Mr, B. Lawrence, of Newport.

STAINED GLASS.

Lincoln Cathedral .—A stained-glass window is

in course of erection in this cathedral to the
memory of the late Chancellor Bird. The
medallions represent God’s revedation under
three dispensations— Life in Christ, Out of Sin
and Death, Through Substitution aud Sacrifice.

The two cinquefoils contain representations of
St. Peter aud St. Paul, and the three largo lights,

which contain three medallions, aro devoted to

the following subjects :—The Expulsion from
Paradise, the Sacrifice of Abel, the Translation

of Enoch, the Tower of Babel, the Sacrifice of
Abraham, the Translation of Elijah, the Adora-
tion, Gethsemane, aud the Supper at Emmaus.
The window, which is the gift of Mr. Samuel
Hanaon, of Loudon, is the work of a Nuromburg
firm.

Loversall Church .—A stained-glass window,
which has been purchased by subscription by
numerous friends, in memory of the late Mr.
Simpson, of Loversall, has just been placed in the
chancel of Loversall Church. The window is by
Messrs. Ward & Hughes.

Whitchurch Church,—Messrs. Ward & Hughes,
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of Solio-square, have recently completed in this

old chnrch a window, which haa been erected

by their anrviving children to the memory of

the late Mr. and Mrs. Chnrton. The architec-

ture of the edifice is of the Soman type 5
and a

semicircular-headed window, measuring 22 ft.

6 in. by 8 ft., on the south side, has been filled

with painted glass of the sixteenth-century

character, treated with large-sized figures, the

costumes of which are executed with a view of

representing the Biblical period. There are two
subjects ; that above the gallery is the “ Meeting
of Jacob and Joseph in Egypt the subject

below is the “Death-bed of Jacob.” The orna-

mental portion is characteristic, and a jewelled

border surrounds the whole.

SCHOOL-BIJILDING NEWS.

Chelmsford .—The new London-road Indepen-

dent Sunday-schools have been opened, in con-

nexion with the New-road chapel. These schools

have been erected opposite the Cloisters, by Mr.

Gozzett, of Woodham Walter, builder, from

designs by Mr. C. Pertwee, of Chelmsford,

architect. The building is of white brick, re-

lieved with yellow bands and niches, the win-

dow and door-openings having circular heads,

and the general character of the architecture

being Bomanesque. On the ground-floor is a

Bchool-room, 70 ft. by 30 ft., capable of accom-
modating 400 children, and 100 in a gallery at

the end. Opening out of this room are five

class-rooms for boys, each affording space for

twelve to fifteen scholars
;
also a senior class-

room for about .twenty persons. At the end of

the Bchool-room are two class-rooms for girls,

and an infant school-room, 22 ft. by 14 ft., for

100 children
3
also a kitchen or heating-appara-

tus room, and other conveniences. A stone

staircase at the end of the school-room near the

girls’ entrance, leads to four girls’ class-rooms

upstairs, accommodating from twelve to fifteen

in each room. All these rooms open dheot into

the gallery. The large room is 21 ft. high to

plate, and about 28 ft. in centre, and has a semi-

open roof with arched trusses, the timbers being
stained and varnished. All the rooms are lined

round 4 ft. in height with dado boarding, and
are fitted up with proper seats, benches, and
hat-rails. The whole will be heated in winter

with warm air, upon the plan of Mr. Allaway, of

Manchester, engineer. The class-rooms will be
lighted with starlight burners, and the large

Bcbool-room by three corona gaslights. The
stonework has been executed by Mr. Wray, and
the painting, &c., by Mr. H. Tanner. The total

cost, including purchase of site, haa been
2,5121.

Tynemouth.—The chief stone of Tynemouth
Priory National Schools has been laid by the

Duke of Northumberland. The site is at the
north end of the village. Their cost will be
2,0001., and a deficiency of 5001. remains to be
raised. The schools are designed by Messrs.

Austin & Johnson, of Newcastle, in the Early
Pointed style of architecture. Considerable

progress has been made in their erection. The
present arrangement of the ground-floor is T-
shaped, comprising a large room, 48 fc. by 25 ft.,

to be used for girls and infants 5
and, at right

angles to this, a boys’ school, 51 ft. by 19 ft.,

with class-rooms, lavatories, &c. It is intended
hereafter to erect a room for the girls similar

to that of the boys’, and so to bring the building

into the form of the letter H. The boys’ school

and class-rooms are lighted by windows with
geometrical tracery, and by plain lancets

5
the

large room by lancet windows, with rose windows
above them, treated as dormers. A spirelet,

containing a bell, will be placed on the roof.

The arrangements for heating and ventilation

will be complete. The buildings are of local

sandstone, with bands of red stone from Pen-
rith. The site contEuns an area of an acre, and
was presented by the Duke of Northumberland.
It will be surrounded by appropriate wall and
iron railing, and is bounded on three sides by
new roads in course of formation on this part of
his Grace’s estate. The contractors for the
several works are Messrs. T. Alexander, mason

5

J. & W. Lowrey, carpenters
5

T. Sanderson &
Co., slaters

3
Wilkinson & Co., plasterers 3

Mather & Armstrong, plumbers
5
Donkin, iron-

founder; and Kichardson & Co., painters.
Ratlinghoj>e .—The foundation-stone of a new

district school has been laid here. Mr. Smalman
Smith, of Stourbridge, prepared the plans, and
Mr. T. Cooke, builder, of Crifden, is carrying

them cut. The building is arranged to accom-
modate thirty children, and there will be a mas-
ter’s house, with parlour, sitting-room, and
three bed-rooms, &c. The whole is built of

stone, from the Stiperstones range, and local

brick. The bell-turret will be covered with
bright red tiles, and the roofs with blue and
purple slates. It is proposed to introduce some
stained glass into the windows of the school-

room, the work of a member of the Scott family.

There will be a bronze bell, which will occupy
the turret. The cost of the building will be
about 4001. At a comparatively short distance

from the school a new parsonage-house is to be
erected, of which Mr. Smalman Smith is also the

architect. It will be built of the materials ofthe

locality, viz., selected Norbury stone, and local

brick inside. The walls of the upper floor will

be of brick externally, arcaded with white Staf-

fordshire bricks. The roof will be of tiles. The
cost will be about 1,6003.

Louth,—The foundation-stone of the new
building for the Grammar School of Bang
Edward VI., Louth, has been laid. The site of

the new building, now in course of erection, is

at the back of the old school, which is still

standing. The school proper is to be built quite

back to the boundary-wall of the playground

:

the old school will then be pulled down, so that

there will be a considerable open space in front

of the now building, which will front School-

house-lane. Several blocks of old buildings, at

the corner of School-house-lane and fronting

Gospel-gate, have been taken down, and the

Bede-houaes are being erected where they stood.

§0oIiS

A Treatise on Lathes and Turning. By W. H.
Noktiicott. London : LongmanB,5 Green, &
Co. 1868.

Tee treatise under notice contains a good deal

of practical information as to plain turning in

all its simpler and less expensive forms, as well

as on the more elaborate work of advanced
practisers of the art. The volume is confined to

turning as it exists, and does not deal with it

historically. Indeed, the author thinks that any
historical disquisition on an art which is essen-

tially modem, would be useless
;
and almost all

he says on this subject is that doubtless the

modern lathe may have originated in the ancient

potter’s wheel, and that whether the crude

principle were derived from the ancient Greek
or the aboriginal savage is a matter of little or

no moment to us.

VAEIOfiUM.
“ Eleventh Report of the Vestry of the Parish

of Chelsea. 1866-7.” Printed by Bell, 133,

King’s-road, Chelsea. 1868. This voluminous
report has been printed under the authority of;

the vestry. The volume comprises upwards of

400 pages octavo; but the report proper fills

only about fifty of these pages, all the rest being

an Appendix, containing documents of various

kinds, statistical tables, correspondence, &c.

There is nothing calling here for special remark.

Tee Chartee-house.—The project for widen-

ing Wilderness-row from Goswell-street to St.

John-street, involving the use of land appertain-

ing to the Charter-house estate, is about to be
carried out.

Lynn Dock.— The Government have con-

sented to advance the 20,0003. authorised to be

raised on debentures in aid of the share-capital

of this scheme. The advance is made under the

provisions of an Act of Parliament for the pro-

motion of such public works, and on the recom-
mendation of Mr. Kendal, C.E., who has in-

spected them on behalf of the Admiralty, and
reported favourably of them. It is intended (and

the contracting parties have agreed) to vary the

original design for the dock, by making the slope

of the sides steeper, and facing them with con-

crete blocks, instead of concrete laid on the

slopes. The estimated additional cost is 2,2003.,

and the effect will be to give an additional acre

of water area, besides more space for warehouses,

&c. The works are making considerable pro-

gress.

The Electric Organ.—The electric organ from
Her Majesty’s Opera, Drury-lane, is being erected
at the Polytechnic Instituticn, above the pro-
scenium in the great theatre. Messrs. Bryceson
have to construct a large and powerful electric

organ to suit the requirements of Her Majesty’s
Opera, Haymarket, now being rebuilt after the
fire, and which will be re-opened next season.

One Result of High Pares.—On Saturday
last Messrs. Richardson, Slade, & Ellson enter-

tained the whole of the men in their employ, at
Caterham. A long day of fifteen hours was
passed in the pleasantest manner, in the plea-

santest part of Surrey. Owing to the rise in

railway fares, the journey to and fro was made
by road, which proved much more agreeable,

and was cheaper than the same journey by rail.

Dangerous state of a Suspension Bridge at
Chester.

—

The suspension bridge across the
Dee, and leading to Queen’s Park, has been
found to be defective, and not safe in its present
state. Messrs. Bryan Johnson, engineer, and
Richard Davies, city surveyor, have examined it,

and they say in their report,

—

*' The snspenaion chains are fastened direct to the arch-
castings and colnmn heads, and there is no provision
made for anj moTcment of the chains which mar arise
from either expansion and contraction bj the weather, or
by the swinging motion produced by people passing over
it. In consequence of the above omission the upper por-
tions of the columns hare gradually given way, and now
lean towards the river, wbOe the lower halves of the
colnmna being in connexion with the roadway are still

upright. We applied a plumb-line to the colnmns, and
found some of them as much as in. out of the perpen-
dicular, and none less than 'l\ in. We recommend that
these two points be at onco put right, and this can be
done without much trouble. We also wish to record our
opinion that at no time should a great number of people
be allowed on the bridge at the same time."

Mr. Mallison, of Mancbeater, the owner of the

bridge, has been written to, and bis earliest

attention requested. As this is a bridge much
used by the Chester public, meantime the police

have instructions to prevent crowding upon it.

Rust’s Material for Decorative Purfoses.

—

A company is being formed to bring into use
Mr. Jesse Rust’s “ manufacture of a material for

decorative purposes, by melting glass and sand
together in a furnace, with the addition of
metallic oxides, and moulding the same iuto the
requisite forms." The promoters claim that it

is an almost indestructible material, which, while
lending itself gracefully to every form of moral
ornamentation, provides a substance for mosaic
flooring, which must tend to introduce more
generally among us that form of pavement. It

is stated that the material can be sold Is. a yard
cheaper than coloured clay tiles, and yet produce
a profit of 50 per cent, to the manufacturers at

even the present working expenses.

The profit to be made on the polished material will

appear from the following figures. The price of a 9-inch
boss in polished granite ranges from 23s. to 25b.; in

polished marble, from 18 b. to ^s. In the patent material
a 9-iQch boss, as hard as granite, and with all the ap-
pearance of marble, can be manufactnred at a cost of 6 b.,

which includes the present extravagant item of 3s. for
polishing, which charge, in the event of complete wot he
being established, could be reduced to one half. A
9-iiicb boss therefore of the patent material sold at
128. 6d. would show the enormous profit of 160 per cent,

on the present cost of manufacture."

The Sussex Aechaological Society.—This
year the Sussex Archieologioal Society visited

Rotherfield and Mayfield. It rained the whole
day, and the meeting was by no means so

numerous as it would otherwise have been. At
Rotherfield Church Mr. Mark Antony Lower
read a paper on Rotherfield. Mr. Durrant
Cooper pointed out various alterations which
had from time to time been made in the edifice 5

and the company then went to Mayfield, about

three miles from Rotherfield. The church was
first visited, and afterwards Mayfield Palace.

In the great hall of this building Mr. Durrant
Cooper read a paper on the “ Antiquities and
Archreology of Mayfield.” It was originally

intended to visit and inspect the ancient houses

in the town ; but the rain ruled it otherwise,

and the majority of the party proceeded at once

to the school-room, where several relics of

antiquity, lent for the occasion, were viewed.

The general meeting for business was held in

the school-room, and was presided over by the

Rev. E. Turner, of Maresfield. Four new mem-
bers were elected. The dinner took place in the

society’s marquee, which was erected in the

grounds adjoining the parsonage. About 230
tickets had been taken ;

but very little over

half of that number sat down. Umbrellas had

to be resorted to for protection even under the

canvas of the marquee. Lord Colchester pre-

sided.
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Tlic Sospitah of the World.*

HERE is little that

need now be said

to the readers of

the Builder on the

snbject of hospital-

building
;

and we
might perhaps com-

plain that the ad-

van tagederiyedfrom

our labours by the

I
1 } mother of this last book on hospi-

frSJ tala is scarcely admitted as it

should be. However, we will let

that pass. The book comprises a recital of the

requisites of hospitals in construction and appli-

ances
;

an inquiry into the best mode of ad-

ministration of such charitable institutions
j
a

considerable amount of information relating to

special hospitals, such as those devoted to

convalescents, lying-in patients, incurables,

lunatics, consumptive patients, children’s hos-

pitals, eye, fever, military, lock, Samaritan,
orthopsodic hospitals, those in tents, marquees,
and huts

; notices of hospices and workhouse
infirmaries

; a chapter on dispensaries
;

a report
upon the plans in continental cities for the relief

of patients at their homes
; and brief descrip-

tions of about 200 institutions in Europe, Asia,
and America. The ground-plans of about fifty

hospitals are given.

If we would realize the wide importance of
perfection of hospital accommodation, we must
bear in mind that 170 deaths out of every 1,000
in London take place in hospitals. It is difiicult

for the mind to grasp the misery of 12,000 deaths

in the metropolitan institutions as the average
amount. Yet 12,000 times those in authority
in the various hospitals of London give quiet

instructions that the cold, still form that has
then ceased from suffering should be removed,
and the bed whence it is taken made up afresh

for another patient. In England and Wales, in

853 institutions, where there were 154,602

inmates in 18G7, there were 32,437 who closed

their eyes for ever in them. The greatest sani-

tary precautions and most complete sanitary

contrivances, doubtless, could not have saved all

these lives, but we may take it for granted they

would have considerably augmented the crowd
of convalescents that went away rejoicing.

What these precautions and contrivances should

be it is the aim of Dr. Oppert to show
} the

system of relief, however, occupying scarcely a

secondary place in his work. He gives the pre-

ference to the pavilion plan. Speaking of the

exterior of a hospital, these are our author’s

views :

—

“Whatever,” he says, “may be the style of archi-
tecture—Gothic, Italian, or mixed—I should not object to
a fine clock-tower and an ample porch. The chimneys
need not look ugly, and narrow entrance-doors can be
avoided. The architect ought to dispense with arched
windows. A little stained glass in the chapel is not very
expensive. Simple iron railings may surround the building
at some distance, and there need not be an entrance looking
like a triumphal arch. The material of winch the walls
are built should be good bricks, and the architect may
avail himself of Portland stone and terra-cotta.”

He adopts the arrangements now usually

approved. The offices for administration and

the sleeping-rooms of officials and nurses should

* “ Hospitals, Infirmaries, and Dispensaries : their Con-
struction, Interior Arrangement, and Management, with
Descriptions of existing Institutions, md Remarks on the
present System of aflbrding Medical Relief to the Sick
Poor." By P. Oppert, M.D., L.R.O.P.L. London: John
Churchill & Sons, New Burlipgton-street. 1867.

be separated as much as possible from the
wards. He would have no hospital more than
two stories high, as the vitiated air ascends. The
kitthen should be a separate building, connected
with the main building only by a corridor, so

that no smell of cooking should pervade the
house. The wash-house and the dead-house
should be alike detached. The water-supply
should be abundant and good. The staircase

should be stone, and wide enough to admit of
carrying up the patients conveniently. Linen-
shoots of earthenware should be provided close

to all wards. About thirty beds, or a few more or

a few less, he considers the most suitable number
in award. The basins in lavatories should be of
glazed earthenware, and those that are emptied
by tilting are preferable to those furnished with
plugs. Waterclosets should be everywhere pro-

vided instead of latrines. Knobs that are

pressed by the finger, to admit hot or cold

water into the lavatories, are more desirable

than taps. The bath and lavatories he places in

one apartment, divided from a ward by a
ventilated passage-way, and the sink, urinals, and
waterclosets in a corresponding one exactly op-

posite to it. The bedsteads should be iron, painted

a cheerful-looking colour, and on castors, except

in the surgical wards. They should be of a con-

venient height, for though a low bedstead is pre-

ferable for a patient given to fall out of bed, it is

a serious inconvenience to those attending him.

Dr. Oppert mentions the case of the surgeons
who attended the wounded during the July fights

in Brussels, 1830, and who, owing to constantly

stooping over the low beds, were hardly able to

keep upright when walking. The best mattress

is a spring one covered with horsehair at least

2 in. thick. There should be a head-shelf, foot-

board, a rope with a hand-grasp, a chair, and a
marble-topped side-table to every bed

5
and a

low screen paiuted a dark green colour at hand
to be used when needed. A long table with a

marble top should be in the centre of the ward*
and a sideboard and a few easy chairs should not

be wanting. Gas, with ventilating pipes to carry

off the foul air, is the best means of lighting.

With regard to warming. Dr. Oppert’s sym-
pathies appear to be with the continental stove

rather than with the open chimney and fireplace.

The German stove is used in the hospitals of

Russia and North Germany. This is formed of

clay and claytilea, and, although capable of being

made ornamental, is generally found to be any-

thing but beautiful in these buildings, where the

cost is a consideration. He says, if large, they

interfere with the ventilation, for the air does

not circulate in the recesses in which they stand,

nor in the space between them and the wall

.

nevertheless, they seem indispensable in climates

north of the 64th degree, as there are no other

means for heating the wards so gradually^

thoroughly, and retenbively. Iron stoves are

smaller and less expensive, bat the heat is not

maintained for so long a timej they are useful

however, where it is an object to obtain beat

quickly fora short period. In the Berlin Charite

hospital the stoves are placed in the wall dividing

the wards from the corridors, whereby one stove

serves both apartments
; but this plan our author

opposes, as a waste of surface heat upon the in-

tersecting walls. He speaks well of the re-

modelled fire-grate made of brick grates in an

iron stove, where the air is supplied from behind

the grate, and the smoke is directed into a

chimney without a register. There is an air-

chamber behind this grate communicating with

the outer world, whence, after the air is heated,

it is carried up a shaft and dispersed in a ward
by means of a louvre. The expense of these, 30Z.,

is the chief objection. The French calorifores

are iron stoves surrounded with brick mantels,

whence the hot air in the intermediate space

ascends through apertures to the ceiling. In

the great Parisian hospital Lariboisiere the

heating and ventilation are combined. There

are two systems in use, both of which work
well. On the female side water is heated in a
boiler, whence pipes convey it to a reservoir or
tank, from which it is conducted to the several

floors, and back again to the boiler. The pipes
pass through four stoves on each floor.

“ The venfilation is cansed bj the heat of the reservoir
to whioh all the foal-air channels lead. The reservoir,
containing several divisions, forms a large surface, from
which heat is thrown out. The foul air ascends through
the channels formed by these divisions, and ultimately
escapes by a chimney. Fresh air continually replaces the
impure, being admitted through channels which end in the
outer walls, and communicate with the stoves. The follow-
ing is the second system, the system Grouvelle-Thotnas-
Lawrence. There are four stoves fiUed with water in each
ward; this water is heated by steam pipes from a boiler
in the cellar, each pavilion having its ownboUer. The
ventilation is by forcing in or injecting the air. An air-
shaft, higher than the chapel, communicates with a ceUar,
where a fan is placed. This fan or ventilator has four
wings or blades, bent to an angle, and revolves very
quickly, viz., 4^0 times a minute

j
it is set in motion by

steam power. It draws the air from the shaft and forces
or injects it into a channel, which takes it to the wards.
The air passes through the stoves in the wards, and from
their forty-eight apertures and some openings in the floor-
ing it moves op to the ceiling with a considerable force,
and replaces the fonl air at the ceiling, which finds its way
ont through apertures near the floor.”

Notwithstanding this care and expenditure,

Lariboisiere has nearly the highest death-rate of

any of the Parisian hospitals
j
and, although it

is urged that one-third of the patients are

tuberculous, and a large proportion hope-

lessly sick when admitted, it is certain the

expectations based on theoretical calculations

have not been fulfilled. We believe that

operations are less successfal where artificial

systems of ventilation aro in use than where a

sweetening of the air is relied upon from the

opening of doors and windows.

Without a proper amount of cubic space per

patient the best methods of ventilation would

not be sufficient. Medical men are frequently

pressed by architects to state the amount they

consider adequate.

The author of the present book, after giving

the composition of pure air, allowing for the

carbonic acid exhaling from the lungs and skin,

and the watery vapour lost by the body, giving

the results of various experiments made by
German philosophers, comes to the following

conclusion :

—

“ Taking into consideration all the impurities caused
from spittoons, bedding, poultices, infusions, bathing, &c.,
Pouniet thinks the sick require about double the quantity
of air that would be considered necessary for healthy
people; this would be 30 or 40 cubic metres per bed per
hour. But 40 cubic metres will be insulBcient when
patients suffer from gangrene or typhoid fever, especiaUy
when the temperature is high. A much larger supply is

then desirable, the amount of which I scarcely can state
in figures.”

We may add that 60 cubic metres (2,100 ft.)

are considered necessary in Lariboisiere. Our

author sums up bis tenets concerning ventilation

in nine dogmas, to which we refer those em-

ployed in hospital construction or management.

We have described and illustrated before now
the workhouse infirmary of the Chorlton Union.

It consists of five oblong blocks or pavilions,

100 ft. apart, connected at the southern end by

a long arcaded corridor, which forms the means

of communication. Each pavilion is three stories

high } and the ward on each floor is 124 ft. long

and 24 ft. wide, and has beds for thirty-two

patients. Each ward is approached from the

south end by a spacious staircase, and all are

alike provided with a nurse’s room, 12 ft. by

lift.
;
a scullery, 12 ft. by 10 ft.

; a watercloset for

the nurses, and a hoist at the south end
j
and

in two small projecting wings, at the north end,

with two waterclosets for the patients, a sink for

cleansing the bed-pans, a closet for brushes, &c.,

baths, lavatories, dust-shoot, and foul-linen

shoot. The cubic space per patient is 1,350 ft.

The height of the wards is 14 ft. 6 in., 14 ft.,

and 15 ft. There are various contrivances to

admit the outer air. The long sides of the walls

of the wards have a series of windows, divided

into three, facing one another, 4 ft. 8 in. wide,

and extending from 2 ft. 9 in. above the floor to

the ceiling. We have already illustrated these

tyindovrs.
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There is a loovre over the door from the stair-

case, and a swivel window at tho opposite

or balcony end of the ward, by means of which

a cnrrent of fresh air can be obtained withoot

opening either door or windows. At various

points there are air-shafts running up the walls

which discharge themselves above the roof level j

as well as a number of small air grids built in

the walls close to the ceilings. The floors are

provided with hit-and-miss gratings, with gal-

vanized iron horizontal tubes to conduct fresh air

to the foot of the beds when required. The
windows of the top wards do not reach the ceil-

ings, as the upper floors are partly in the roofs.

To compensate for this difl'erence ^berc are large

revolving ventilators on the ridges. The lighting

is by gas. Three snspended rings of burners,

with a funnel-shaped cowl, terminating in an
iron flue communicating with a shaft in the

wall, are placed in each ward. The warming is

effected by open fire-brick fireplaces. An iron

hood partly closes the npper part of the opening,

which is furnished with a hit-and-miss grating,

which can be opened when the fires are burning
brightly, to admit of a stratum of air being
drawn off up the chimney. The drainage is kept

outside the buildings, and in the three principal

chimney-stacks of each pavilion a drain-venti-

two central conrts, divided from one another by
a central block, in which the kitchen and some
private wards for patients who pay are s.tnated.

In this building the lower wards have stows,

famished with hollow columns of cast iron,

which ascend through tho three floors. These
columns are covered in the upper wards with

glazed tiles, leaving ornamental apertnres

through which the warmed air passes. Besides

this arrangement, there was an elaborate system
of channels for foul air leading to the stoves on
the ground-floor, and air-towers with air-chan-

nels between them and the wards, and other

air-channels running through tho roof, which
branched off with smaller ones, communicating
with the space between the iron columns and
the tile mantels. But this scheme proved a

failure, for tho foul air often remained stagnant

in the channels, and sometimes came back again

into the wards. The apertnres have since been
closed, and the stoves treated as caloriferes.

There is a system of ventilation in use at the

Aushulfe Krankenhaus, iluuich, which Dr.

Oppert thus describes :

—

" There are calorifiires in the wards, composed of an
inner stove of cast iron, a brick mantel, and a movable
top made of tin

j
the latter has a largo aperture. The

outer air is admitted into the intermediite space from the

floor in the usual wsy. There are foul-air channels leading
latirg aue iB bmlt nnconnected with iiny other, thrUrS
but placed between two smoke-flues, so that the wards, an upper and a lower one, and either may be

their heat may assist in forming an upward enr- i

closed by a valve. There is an anemometer placed in each

rent. Oharcoal.boreB are placed on the tops of
I

these drain-ventilatiDg flues to destroy the gases.
[

economical system, but I doubt if it will be quite sat^s-

Dr. Oppert mentions as a defect that the inmates !
factory, because the draft will not be strong mongh in the

cornplain of eold and BomotimoB catch coU.
|

^”‘7
which tact he attributes to a draught from tho i the roof.”

top of the windows straight down to the beds. I

American hospitals resemble those of England The Vienna General Hospital is built round

both in construction and administration. The nine square courts, most of which are laid

Boston Free Hospital is on the pavilion plan, is ,

out as gardens, with fountains in them 5 three

two floors high, and affords ample cubic space, i
thousand patients can be accommodated here

At one end of each ward are rooms for the nurse in ninety-three wards; and there are four

and a separation-room, and at the other the ' amphitheatres, two dispensaries, three labora-

batbs and waterclosets. The peculiarity of this
,

tories, two large kitchens, washhouse, several

plan is, that tho six pavilions are distributed
^

ice-pits, besides the officers’ apartments and

round a centre, as though they were tho arms of offices. The floors of the wards ai'e of red brick,

a cross, and the connecting corridors are curved, ' There is no artificial ventilation and no water-

and radiate from the centre. The Hammond closets. Unless a recent change has been made,

Hospital, on the Chesapeake Bay, consists of six- says the author, there are night-stools in the cor-

teen pavilions placed in a circle, the centre of 1

ners of wards, standing behind curtains! No
which is occupied by tho administrative build-

,

small-pox patients are received. Every patient

ings. Tho Philadelphia temporary hospital was either pays for himself or is paid for by the

also on the pavilion plan. The wards, some of municipality or parish. First-class patients pay

which contained forty-eight beds, were one story
,

-Is. 4d. ;
second, fls. 5

third, lOd. per day. Out

high, and built of wood. 214 temporary hospitals, of every hundred patients who find shelter here,

containing 134,000 beds, were erected in the thirteen or fourteen do not recover, despite the

space of four months in the course of the late
'

gardens and fountains. In the Hospital Ku-

war. dolph-Stiftung, built by the Emperor of Austria,

Indian hospitals present very different fea- in commemoration of the birth of his eldest son,

tures. The oolnmns of the Builder have from a combination of tho pavilion and corridor system

time to time furnished descriptions of hospitals has been tried. Its construction occupied more
in various parts of tho world, and some of these than four years. In the centre is a court 180 ft.

are reproduced in the present work. The ao- by 330 ft. laid out as a garden. Around this

count of the European hospital in Bombay will run two-storied lines of building over ground

be thus familiar to onr renders. In East India floors, except on the east side, where the hall

the native or military hospitals are mere sheds, is only one story high. From this quadrangle

famished with mats instead of beds. The project three pavilions, containing sick-wards,

patients dress their own food according to the a fourth set apart for the administration and

manner prescribed by their religion, contenting dispensary, and two others fitted up with baths

themselves with receiving medicine only at the and waterclosets. The pavilions project 84fD., and

hands of the authorities. In eonsequenco of are 126 ft. apart from one another. The cubic

this arrangement, hospital cookery is lamentably space per patient is 1,430 ft. The windows are

neglected. IVith but one or two exceptions, double and 10 ft. high, two-thirds of this height

states the author, upon tho authority of Dr.
j

opening like doors, and the top third is mov-
Gordon, there is not at the present day a cook-

j

able, and can be made to incline inwards by a

ing range in any regimental hospital. The ' screw and toothed wheel, which fixes both the

cooking-place is the ground, and the rice is outer and inner portion at the same time. Dr.

baked in the cinders. Corresponding with this

shortooming is the fact that one matron is con-
sidered able to nurse the invalids of a battalion.

Tho famous pavilion hospital of Bordeaux, the
first built upon the principles laid down by the
Paris Academy, is outlined, as is the scarcely
less celebrated institution in Brussels. Of the
German hospitals he gives no attractive report.

They are often of great extent and ancient
origin, but the construction is nearly always
defective. The corridor system is most in vogue.
The Bethanien hospital, Berlin, founded in 1847,
is on this plan. So is the Katholisches Kran-
kenhans. So, too, is the principal portion of tho
Charite hospital, where 1,-100 patients are re-

ceived. In the Summer Lazarcth, a detached
block, there are two floors over a cellar or base-
ment, and several of the rooms in the basement
are used to live in. There is an anatomical
school in connexion with this institution, for
which there is every accommodation. Tho new
Charite, Berlin, is built in the form of a horse-
shoe. The Allgemaioe Krankenhans, Munich,
for 500 patients, is an oblong building, having

Bohm’s calorif^res are used for heating, and gas,

with ventilated globes, is employed for lighting.

The Italian hospitals, which are nearly all of

Mediaaval origin, and attended bymonks and nuns

as nurses, have frequently been convents in the

first instance, and are therefore bub defective

buildings as hospitals. The classification of the

patients is very imperfect. The Ospedale di Sta.

Maria Nuova, Florence, was founded in 1289,

and by the addition of wing after wing is still

available. There are about fifty wards in it, and
1,200 patients. At Geneva is another large

ancient ospedale, constructed round courts.

At Mantua the Austrians Lave built a hospital,

which the author calls notorious for its un-

healthiness. The grand hospital at Milan was
formerly considered a model. We examined it

personally a few years ago, and could not endorse

that opinion.

It was opened in the year 1 106, and can contain nearly

3,400 patients, but the usual number is under 2,500. It

is sitnated close to a thoroughfare, and a canal runs at its

hack, the water of which moves a liour-mill, used to grind

corn for the inmates. The buildings are one story high,

except in the centre, where we find two floors. The
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buildings stand aronnd square yards, the principal ona
being much larger than the others. The pnnciptd wards
form a cross, in the centre of which is a cnpols, with an
altar beneath it, where divine service is performed daily,

in sight of the patients. These wards have corridors on
both sides, which are not so lofty as the ceilings of the
wards, and consequently there is plenty of room for win-
dows above these passages. The height of these wards
is between 30 ft. and 40 ft. at the highest point

;
the ceilinge

are vaulted, the floors covered with red bricks or flags, this

being preferred for coolness. The outside wards ara
nothing but spacious corridors. The latrines arc at one
end, and theless said about them the better. There is no
warming apparatus, hot small portable stoves for charcoal

:

they are rarely used, the climate being so mild. The
windows are used for ventilation. The cubic space for

each patient is more than 2,C00 ft.

We have to add to this picture of an Italian

hospital, in which Mediseval devotional intensity

pervades everything from the ooustruction to

the attendance, that there are six establish-

ments in connexion with this, devoted to special

forms of human infirmity, five of which were
once convents, Naples has a hospital, called

Della Pace, that was originally a palace. It has
one ward 300 ft. long and 130 ft. wide, with
handsome columns supporting the arched ceil-

ing. The Ospedale San Luigi di Gonzaga, in

Turin, built for the dwelling of a nobleman, is in

the form of a St. Andrew’s cross. There is a

chapel in the centre; from this depart four arms,

or blocks, two stories high, each of which con-

tains a long ward, with a corridor on each side

of it. There are openings in the wall over each

bed, through which food and medicines can be

passed without entering the ward. Another
opening serves for a sink. The latrines have
marble seats, and are supplied with water. Six

large fires in the cellars are supposed to venti-

late the wards at night. All tho additional

accommodation for the physicians, dispensary,

offices, dead-house, &c., are placed in blocks to

the right and left of the Sfc. Andrew’s cross thus

occupied by the wards. This is an interesting

example.
The Russian hospitals are palatial in their

appearance. They are three and four stories

high, and placed in large gardens. The wards
are heated, for the most part, by Russian stoves,

which make the air very dry, though the clay

stoves used in North Germany are sometimes
seen

;
and some wards have open fireplaces in

addition. Tho bad corridor plan is most general.

A large lying-in hospital is ou tho point of being

closed on account of its defects
;
and as lunatic

asylums are in course of rc-organization all over

the country, we may infer that a future survey

of Russian hospitals will bo more profitable than

any now undertaken would be.

A few particulars of a Swiss hospital must
close our notice of Dr. Oppert's book. The
Zurich hospital shows the pavilion system in

a modified form. The front, consisting of a

centre three stories high, and two wings two

stories high, is 589 fc. long. The central pavi-

lion contains all the accommodation for the

service, administration, and instruction
;

the

females are on one side of this, and tho males on
the other. There are five wards on each floor

in each wing, and between each ward there is a

nurse’s room
;
on each floor all these wards and

rooms open into one long corridor. The cubic

space is ample. The bedsteads are of wood, aud
placed along the walls, instead of tho usual

material and disposition. Something like the

aroma of Swiss forests and a vision of Swiss

lakes and mountains come to us when we read

that the windows open on little balconies. There

are tile-stoves forwarmingin the central building,

and hot-water pipes in the wiogs. The last are

placed iu coils near the walls, and, surrounded

by perforated plates, have much the appearance

of stoves. The doors, which open into the corri-

dor, have casements instead of panels in their

lower parts, for the purpose of admitting fresh

air when desired, without opening the whole

door.

The strong point of Dr. Oppert’s book is that

a large number of plans are therein brought

together; the weak one is, that the bad and

good are not sufficiently discriminated.

Memoeul PoBinAJT.—The working men of

Durham have subscribed for a portrait of the

Very Rev. Geo. Waddington, D.D., Dean of

Durham, to be placed in the Durham County
Hospital, to which the dem has been a great

benefactor. The portrait was painted by Mr,
Clement Burlison, a Durham artist, and it has

been placed in the principal convalescent ward
of the hospital. The presentation ceremonial

has just taken place.
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SAVASrS IN NORWICH.
The prooeedingB of the British Association

for the Advancement of Science have been so
fully reported, far and wide, that our readers
will probably thank ua for confining ourselves to
brief notices of some few of the papers on sub-
jects oftenest treated of in our journal. The
address of Dr. Hooker, the president, was full

of brave and thoughtful statements, which have,
of conrae, provoked criticism, and will continue
to do BO. A B an example of the views held by
the advanced thinkers of the Congress, we give
the peroration of Professor Tyndall’s inaugural
address as president of the Mathematical and
Physical Sciences Section.

Matcrialisvi.

“ In affirming that the growth of the body is

mechanical, and that thonght, as exercised by ue,
has its correlative in the physics of the brain, I
think the position of the ‘materialist’ is stated
as far as that position is a tenable one. I think
the materialist will be able, finally, to maintain
this position against all attacks

5 but I do not
think, as the human mind is at present consti-
tuted, that he can pass beyond it. I do not
think ho is entitled to say that his molecular
groupings and his molecular motions explain
everything. In reality, they explain nothing.
Tho utmost he can affirm is the association of
two classes of phenomena, of whose real bond of
union he is in absolute ignorance. The problem
of the connexion of body and soul is as insoluble
in its modern form as it was in the pre-scientific
ages. Phosphorns is known to enter into the
composition of the human brain, and a courageous
writer has exclaimed, in his trenchant German,
* Olmo Phosphor kein Gedanke.' That may or mav
not be the case; bat even if wo knew it to be
tho case, the knowledge wonld not lighten our
darkness. On both sides of the zone here assigned
to the materialist he is equally helpless. If you
ask him whence is this ‘matter’ of which we
have been discoursing, who or what divided it

into molecules, who or what improssed upon
them this necessity of running into organic
forms, he baa no answer. Science also is mute in
reply to these questions. Bnt if the materialist is
confounded and science rendered dumb, who else
is entitled to answer ? To whom has the secret
been revealed ? Let us lower our heads and
acknowledge our ignorance one and all. Perhaps
the mystery may resolve itself into knowledge at
some future day. The process of things npon
this earth has been one of amelioration. It is a
long way from the Iguanodon and his contempo-
raries to the president and members of the
British Aascciation

;
and whether we regard the

improvement from the scientific or from the
theological point of view, as the result of pro-
gressive development or as the result of succes-
sive exhibitions of creative energy, neither view
entitles ua to assume that man’s present facul-
ties cud the series—that the process of ameliora-
tion stops at him. A time may, therefore, come
when this ultra-scientific region by which wearo
now enfolded may offer itself to terrestrial, if,

not to human iuvestigation. Two-thirds of the
'

rays emitted by tho sun fail to arouse in tho eye
the sense of vision. The rays exist, but the
visual organ requisite for their translation into
light does not exist. And so from this region of
darkness and mystery which surrounds ua rays
may now be darting which require bnt the
development of the proper intellectual organs to
translate them into knowledge ns far surpassing
ours as ours does that of tho wallowing reptiles
which once held possession of the planet. Mean-
while^ the mystery is not without its uses. It
certainly may bo made a power in the human
Bonl

;
but it is a power which baa feeling, not

knowledge, for its base. It may be, and will bo,
and wo hope is turned to account, both in steady-
ing and strengthening theiutellect, and in rescuing
man from that littleness to which, in the struggle
for existence, or for precedence in the world, he
is continually prone.”
The Kev. Canon Girdlestone read a paper

on,—

The Condition of the A'jHcultural Labourer,
especially in the West of Enyland,.

The Eev. Canon observed that the progress of
manufactnre, so far from lessening, had rather
increased the value of laud. Fortunes made in
manufactures were generally invested in land,
and Great Britain retained, and was likely
always to retain, its character as an agricultural
country. Landowners occupied the highest posi-
tions and enjoyed the greatest social privileges.

Public opinion, the reform of universities and
public schools, the facility for foreign travel, and
the admixture of the manufacturing classes with
the old landed proprietors, had much raised the
character and improved the tone of the latter.

Still, especially in tho West of England, there
were many of the old school remaining who re-

sisted all progress. The race of farmers was
ranch improved, but not so much in the West of
England as elsewhere. The land was also much
improved; a larger area was brought into culti-

vation, and each acre was made to yield more.
In this respect also, in the West of England,
there was less improvement than elsewhere.
Nowhere had the improvement of the agricul-

tural labourer kept pace with that of the land-
owner, the farmer, and the land itself. In the
West of England the condition of the labourer
was very little different, and, in some respects,
it was worse than it used to be. Wages were
low, while fuel and provisions were dear, and the
poor-rate was so administered as to qnench every
feeling of independence. In tho West of England
an agricultural labourer had till lately only 73.

or 83. a week, and now only 8s. or Os. Unites
he was a horsekeeper or a shepherd, he had
to pay out of this Is. to la. 6d. a week
for house-rent, and provide food, clothing,

medical attendance, fuel, and every other neces-
sary for himself, wife, and family. He paid a high
rent for potato ground, and fuel he seldom got, ex-
cept at tho cost of many hours of hard work. He
had three pints or two quarts of cider a day, and
he had a portion of his wages often paid in grist,

which when grist was dear was an advantage,
but otherwise a loss to him. He was often nob
allowed to keep a pig or poultry, lest he should
steal food for them from his master. He worked
nominally ten or ten hours and a half a day,
with an hour and a half deducted for meals.
He was almost always, however, kept a much
longer time than this, and was seldom paid any-
thing for overtime, except by bread and cheese
in harvest time. Women got 7d. or 8d. per day
for out-door work, with a quart of cider, and
boys email sums in proportion. The men break-
fasted before they left home on “ tea-kettle
broth,” which consisted of bread and water with
a little milk if (which was not often the case) it

could bo got. For luncheon and dinner, which
they took with them, they had coarse bread and
a little bard, dry, skira-milk cheese, at 3d. per lb.

For supper, on their return home, they had
potatoes or cabbage, with a very small slice of
bacon sometimes to give a flavour. Butchers’
meat they seldom saw, except it was given to
them. They were unable to lay by anything,
and few comparatively belonged to benefit
societies. They were long-lived, but even in
their prime feeble, and at the age of 50 they
were often crippled with rheumatism, the result
of poor living, sour cider, a damp climate, bal'd
work, and anxiety combined. There remained
nothing for them bnt parish pay and the union.
There were many exceptions to this general rule,
often even in contiguons parishes, owing to the
presence of an intelligent resident landowner, or
the immediate neighbourhood of a largo town,
mines, or manufactures. The wages of the
agricultural labourer were always higher in tho
neighbourhood of towns, mines, and manufactures.
The condition of the agricultural labourer varied,
indeed, greatly in difft-rent parts of England

;
bat

the fact that in agricultural districts the poor-rate
was very high, that there were more marks than
signatures in tho roarringo registers, that
recruits from the same districts were seldom
able to read or write, that our prisons were filled

from tbe same districts, and the general con.
viction that agricultural labourers wore wholly
unfit to be trusted with tho franchise, were real

and reliable evidences of the low condition of
this class of men. That which was really re-

quired for the agricultural labourer was, in one
word, “independence.” At present ho was the
mostdependent of any class of labourers. In order
to change this—firstly, good wages were required
in proportion to quantity and quality of work,
bnt always, in the case of an able-bodied and
industrious man, enough to keep him and his
family, with a margin for insurance against old
age or sickness

; secondly, well drained aud
ventilated houses, with at least three bedrooms
and all other appliances for decency, with a pro-
vision also against taking in lodgers, such bouses
to be in tho control of the landowner rather than
the farmer

;
thirdly, greater facilities for educa-

tion should be afforded; fourthly, all “mops”
and hiring-fairs should be abolished, and a good
system ofregistrationahould begenerally adopted
and made known through tho instrumentality of

the penny papers throughout the country
;

fifthly, agricultural labourers’ unions of a strictly

protective character, and well guarded against
intimidation, to either employers or fellow-work-
men, might be formed with advantage—tbe whole
system of unions was not to be condemned because
of outrages committed by a few; sixthly, there
should be legislationin favour of tho agricultural
labourers, especially as regai-ds education, and
the administration of the Poor Law by a central
board of disinterested officers, instead of by a
local board of landowners and farmers. Legisla-
tion BO far had done less for the agricultural
labourers than for any other class, although
landowners and farmers had a special pecuniary
interest in the improvement of the rural work-
man. The outspoken language of this paper
provoked frequently excited interruptions of
dissent.

Mr. F. S. Corrance, M.P., read a paper on

The Social Condition of the Wage Class.

He traced at considerable length the rise of a
great wage-paid class, and the industrial trans-
formation of the North of England, and then
proceeded to inquire whether tho Poor-law legis-

lation for thirty years had been successful. The
last thirty years had been a time of peace, of
free trade, of nnequallod increase of wealth, of
unparalleled emigration

; but the expenditure in

poor relief had increased in 1867 to 6,959,8101.,
u8 compared with 6,317,255i. in 1831, the popu-
lation of England and Wales being 21,100,000 in

1867, as compared with 11,322,000 in 1834. Was,
then, pauperism extirpated ? Had the rates de-
creased ? Were the Poor-laws abolished ? He
feared that these questions could nob be an-
swered in the affirmative. Ou the contrary, tho
system had taken firm bold of men’s minds, and
as a vested interest it claimed its place. It was
an important source of patronage and place, and
tho management charges were daily on the in-

crease, having been 596,1621. in 1853, 696,0981.
in 1863, and 730,7041. in 1867, showing an in-

crease in fourteen years of 13-1,5421. Morally
speaking, what men had tho present -system
reclaimed ? Whom had it made more provident ?

What encouragement or assistance did it hold
out ? It acted by repression, it pauperized, it

exacted a hard and rigid test. Poor-laws might
satisfy a present requirement, but they could
not cure pauperism. Taught self-dependence,
and with self-interest prescribed as the great rule
of life, the working classes set to work accordiug
to their light, and applied the doctrine to some
remarkable effects. The number of friendly
societies bad now reached 24,800, with 3,000,000
members, and 20,000,0001. of assets in hand.
At the close of 1866 the number of depositors
iu savings banks amounted to 2,1-19,761, and the
deposits to 4-1,495,8061. All these facts seemed
to him clearly to indicate the necessity of
authority to guide and direct the efforts made,
and to protect tho weak. All that was ever
urged against friendly societies tended to such
a point ; they wore sometimes the speculations
of clever knaves, or wore conducted for the
benefit of a public-house. lie considered that
medical clubs were a great advanoe upon the
medical assistance afforded by the Poor-law
Board. The objects embraced under the co-
operative associations were multiple, bub they
might bo divided into at least three classes,

—

societies for the transfer of goods or merchan-
dise, societies of credit, and societies of produc-
tion, building societies coming under the latter
head. Even in agriculture co-operation had
been tried with a fair amount of success. That
such a system could or would over supplant
scientifio agriculture, aided by machinery, need
not be dreamt of. As regards trades unions,
considered purely as such, if under a new sense
of power and liberty ignorant or half-informed
men hud acted upon a doctrine which learned
men had sanctioned—that of self-interest—it was
not to them alone that blame was to be attached.
These men were bad economists

; they were
reckless except of present gain. Their morality
was nob the morality of the upper classes

; but
these things did not grow up in a night—they
followed as darkness followed light. They wonld
pass away, but the dawn might not be yet.

Upon tbe whole tho Poor Law had failed, and
an increasing pauperism and a vicious code of
social laws were no safe or pleasant features.

Was there no gentler code which we could
suggest more in accordance with social economy
and the Christianity wo professed ?

Very great interest was excited by these two
papers, and the discussions were long and valu-
able. We may, perhaps, return to thorn.
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The Pecuniary Results of Prison Labour. Science and Abyssinia.

On this subject Sir J. Bowring read a paper.

He said the objections to making prison labour

profitable might be mainly grouped together

under four heads : first, that prison discipline

should be simply deterrent ;
secondly, that to

teach a convict a trade was to place him in a

better position than the honest man outside the

prison; thirdly, that prison labour would be put

unfairly in competition with honest labour
;

fourthly, that in agricultural counties the teach-

ing prisoners other trades would lead to a scarcity
|

of agricultural labour and to a rise in wages, to
,

the detriment of the agricultural interest. As
|

regards drunkenness, which was the main source
j

of crime, Sir John characterised it as the great

Christian vice, or one which professedly Christian

nations exhibited in its most offensive and
dangerous form. As regards the argument that

prison discipline should be deterrent, the policy

of appealing to the hopes as well ns to the fears

of convicts might be advantageously adopted.

Again, in few instances could convict labour be

so productive as prison labour, since all social

influences and stimuli were wanting while the
.

improved appliances so usefully introduced in

manufactories were also not within the reach of

the convict. If convicts, too, had been at work
in the open market, would they not have brought

their competition to bear upon the price of labour
.

and products ? After all, convicts were “ in-door

servants ”—whowere bound to give their services

to those who provided for them. As to the

objection that teaching convicts a trade would
injuriously affect the agricultural labour market,

was the apparent desire to obtain gaol birds

among the rural peasantry creditable ? Was not

the elimination of convicts from any occupation

or interest an advantage ? The economical

aspects of the question were, however, of less

importance than its moral aspects. A gaol

might be made a reformatory school, and by
beneficentinfluences facultiesmight be developed,

the existence of which might not be at all

suspected. The prisoner ought, indeed, to bo

made the confederate and not the foe of society,

a supporter of the law and not the breaker of it;

and prison labour wap,he contended, a great influ-

ence which might be enlisted to conduce to this

result. Sir J. Bowring proceeded to cite statistics

to show the excellent results which had followed

the introduction of prison labour at Wakefield,

Taunton, and elsewheie. The Indian prisons,

were made more than self-supporting by prison

labour, while the re-committals were small.

The experience acquired in American prisons

was to the same effect. In Massachusetts some
of the products of the prisoners carried off

prizes at the Paris Exhibition, and purchases

were made by the King of Prussia and the

Emperor of the French. At Wakefield the earn-

ings of the prisoners in 1867 were 7,384b
;
and

the whole of the trade capital which belonged

to the Government, amounting to 10,000b, had
been repaid. The average earnings of each

prisoner were, in 1864, 41. 12a. 6d.
;
in 1867 they

were- 7b 43. 7d. In the Salford prison the net

earnings were 3,3G9b, being an average of

51. 188. lOd. per prisoner. At Bradford, in the

five years ending 1857, the profits derived from

the results of industrial labour introduced in the

county prison by the present governor, since his

appointment in April, 1853 (and which had been

conducted without any aid from the county-

rates) were 9851. ;
in the five years ending 1862,

1,357b ;
and in the five years ending 1867,

2,506b Including work done in and about the

prison, for which no charge was made to the

county and other receipts, the total profits on

prison labour for the past fifteen years were esti-

mated at 9,61Sb As regards the Massachusetts

prison, the nut profits to the state of prison

labour in 1867 were 22,345 dollars, while for

1868 it was ettimated that the total profit

would rise to 25,000 dollars. The re-committals

of prisoners in Massachusetts were also relatively

moderate.

Mr. J. Wyatt, of Bedford, Sir Willoughby

Jones, Mr. Bracebridge, and other gentlemen

took part in a short discussion which followed,

the general tendency of the opinions expressed

beii.g in concurrence with the paper of Sir John

Bow ring. Sir Willoughby Jones, however, re-

marked that, as our prisons were at present con-

structed, the system of reproductive convict

labour could only be applied to a limited number
of prisoners. In the Norfolk county prison the
treadmill was now reserved for strong able-

bodied convicts, while the weaker were kept to

1 emunerative occupation.

In the course of a paper on the geography of

the Abyssinian expedition, Mr. G. R. Markham,
the Government geographer of the expedition,

said the remarkable passes from the coast to the

highlands of Abyssinia have been thoroughly

explored, the mountain chains forming the water-

shed of a vast region have been examined, and

the numerous sources of the great fertilising

tributaries of the Nile have been accurately

surveyed. Besides the observations I have taken,

that most zealous and indefatigable of quarter-

master-generals, Colonel Phayre, has completed

a rough but useful survey of the whole country

traversed. Dr. Cooke, notwithstanding severe

.

illness, has done much valuable meteorological
|

work
;
and the officers of the Indian trigonome-

,

trical survey have completed the mapping of the

eastern portion of the Abyssinian highlands.

.

But, important as the geographical results of

the expedition have been, our science is not the

only one that will be enriched by it. Mr. Bland-

ford, who, from his intimate knowledge of the

analogous formations in the Deccan, was pecu-

liarly well qualified for the work, has found the

geology of this part of Abyssinia to be exceed-

,

ingly interesting—so interesting that he resolved

to be amongst the last to quit Abyssinian soil.

He has also added to our knowledge of the

zoology of the country, and ascertained the

existence of four distinct zones into which the

fauna is divided. Mr. Jesse, who was sent out

by the Zoological Society, and several officers,

have also made large collections of skins, both of

birds and mammals. The botany had been

already thoroughly worked out by M. Schimper,

the Nestor of King Theodore’s captives. The

country on the line of march also presents many
points of antiquarian interest. The ruins of the

Greek emporium at Adulis, on the coast, and of

Koheito, at the head of the Deganta pass, offer a

field of research of no common interest to the

archteologist as throwing light on the ancient

intercourse between the Axumite kingdom and

the Egypt of the Ptolemies. The cave church

at Dongola, [the curious ruin at Azula, and the

famous caverns of Lalibela, illustrate the lute

period when one of the most aucient Christian

churches was established in Abyssinia. Nor
can it be said that nothing of antiquarian value

was to be obtained worth taking away, when
several thousand MS. parchment folios were

found in the library of King Theodoroa, and a

golden chalice, belonging to Saltan Segved, a

king who flourished in the sixteenth century,

were amongst the plunder of Magdala. The
main objects of the Abyssinian expedition have

been gained. The men of science who accom-

pauied the expedition have not returned empty-
handed, and there are few regions on the globe

where so much could be found to repay inquiry.

The Broads of Fast Norfolk

was the title of a paper by Mr. R. B. Gran-

tham, C.E., and had reference to water-supply,

storage, and drainage. These broads, or lakes,

he said, were not commonly found in the same
geological formations in England. As an in-

|

stance of utilizing the waters of these broads,

and also of improving lands affected by them,

he referred to the Great Yarmouth Waterworks

Company, taking water from Ormesby, Rollesby,

and Filby Broads (possessing together an area of

from 400 to 500 acres), and supplying the town
of Yarmouth and its neighbourhood ; and the

cases of improvement of land by drainage as

carried out at Martham, Somerton, and Winter-

ton, and Beccles, and other places about to be

constituted drainage districts. To show the
’ origin of the broads, he described the geology of
' those portions of the country in which they are

situated, and from this and certain historical

facts he deduced the conclusion that the eastern

valleys of Norfolk were formerly branches of a

wide estuary, and that the present rivers and

broads are the remains of that large body of

water. He then proceeded to refer to the val-

leys of the rivers Bure, Yare, and Waveney, and

their tributaries, the combined water-sheds of

which extend over parts of Norfolk and Suffolk,

and embrace an area of 1,210 square miles, or

774,400 acres. The Bure and the Yare together

drain more than half Norfolk, the Waveney only

a small portion, but a large part of Suffolk. In

Ormesby Broad, on the north side of the Bure,

the surface of the water is 2 ft. or 3 ft. above

the high water of the Bure at the sluices at the

end of Muckfleet. It is said to be 20 ft. deep in

some places, which would make its bottom con-

siderably lower than low water in the sea. Pro-

bably the bottoms of many other broads may be

below the level of the sea, which may be ac-

counted for by depressions and upheavings of

the formation. River-beds are not unfrequently

lower than the low water of the sea, and this

occurs far up their courses away from the sea.

In some cases this may be traced to the force of

the currents deepening them, but in the broads

there are no currents or other disturbances

to cause an excavation of the bottom. The
Broads are supplied by streams running intothem
from minor valleys and springs which rise in the

formations, to which they form catchment basins

or reservoirs, and are no doubt performing a

moat important and useful part in the economy

of water supply by detaining superabundant

quantities of water from storms and continuous

wet weather; and they prevent inundations in

the lower parts of the country by affording time,

where the inclination in the main valley is slight

and the velocity naturally alow, for floods to pass

off at each successive low tide. With regard to

the scour of the river Yare, Mr. Grantham was
of opinion that it would be moat desirable to

deepen the whole of Breydon Water and impound
a larger body of back water, and thereby further

increase the scour at the bar. Passing to the

subject of drainage in connexion with the broads,

Mr. Grantham did not recommend their conver-

sion into agricultural land, considering the great

importance of keeping them as reservoirs, parti-

cularly those of large areas, in which the water

would continue good and wbolesome. The land

to be acquired by draining the broads, if that

were possible, would amount to 2,500 acres,

which is a trifling quantity as compared with

that which may bo retained round about them,

or with the quantities which might be improved

in many other parts of the county. The drain-

age he would recommend was that of the

marshes and swamps, which were mostly caused

by the broads and the rivers in connexion with

them. Most of the lands he had seen in this

state would be highly productive and profitable

if they could be deprived of the surplus water

and so maintained. At the same time he would

secure the means of using the water for irriga-

tion, if necessary. This conversion of tho

marshes into profitable and remunerative land

need not interfere with the impounding and

storing the water in the broads. By the im-

provement of so much land a large amount of

additional permanent employment would be

given to the population, and the healthiness of

the localities would bo increased. Although

large bodies of water might be objected to, he

did not consider them so injurious as the miasma
arising from the evaporation and exhalation

from the decaying of the vegetation of large

tracts of marshes, which is the ctief cause of

fever and ague in the tropics and other similarly

circumstanced countries and districts.

We must end, for the present, with a brief

notice of what Mr. Jas. Fergusson said

On Buddhist Architecture.

The discourse was delivered at an evening

meeting in the Drill-hall, and was listened to

with great attention, which is more than can be

said of the audiences on some other occasions.

His subject being an Indian one, was conse-

quently a subject upon which much ignorance

existed in England, and he was enabled to give

a great amount of information which had the

charm of novelty. He first referred to the

foundation of the Buddhist faith by a native

* prince named Sukya Mune, or Buddha, several

centuries before the Christian era. This prince

abandoned all his worldly comforts and pos-

sessions, chose an ascetic life, and for fifty years

lived under trees and taught the doctrines he

wished to disseminate, viz., kindness to animals

and to all living things, and, above all, brotherly

love and kindness to all men. But it was not

till 300 years after his death that Asoka made it

the State religion, and was said to have con-

verted all India to the faith ;
and it was still 600

years later thatNagarjuna established ministers

and gave Buddhism a clergy, and from that

time it spread over Burmah, Siam, into China,

all over Thibet, and the greater part of Asia. A
very remarkable fact, however, was that, although

Buddhism was still tho religion prevailing over a

great part of Asia, there was not now to bo found

a single Buddhist in India, the land of its birth.

Having given an elaborate description of the

monuments of Sauchi and Amravati as examples

of the strnctures raised in honour of Buddhist

saints, the lecturer went on to refer to the details

of the architecture of several periods, the sculp-

ture proving b<^yond all doubt that tree and
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aerpcnt worship, which was the religion of India
previous to the introduction of Buddhism, had
again gradually crept into the new faith. Tree
and serpent worship, he observed, had at some
period or other prevailed all over the world, and
doubtless the frequent reference to trees and
serpents contained in the Holy Scriptures was in

some way connected with this practice. Trees
and serpents also held a high place in all the
mythological fables; and his opinion was, that
if this subject were thoroughly looked into they
would arrive at an amount of ethnological and
religions knowledge now quite unsuspected. All
over the steppes of Asia, throughout Scandinavia,
and in this country, wherever they found these
rude tumuli, they found traces of the same race
that erected similar monuments in India; and
though ho did nob say that people came over
from India and taught the people of this country
to erect Stonehenge, nor that they had any con-
nexion with the people of India, yet there was
this great underlying stratum of population, who
cropped up in Europe and other parts of the
world as well as in Asia, and wherever they
came to the surface their monuments were similar
in character, and all more or less applied to the
same purpose. Originallyfunereal, theygradually
became temples and relic shrines

; but they were
all monumeuts of one great people, and all ex-
pressed more or less distinctly one idea. He
was convinced that when this subject was fully
investigated they would have a very interesting
picture of a people who were now only known
by their rude monuments all over the globe.

SUMMER DIARRHOHA IN LARGE TOWNS.

We are rather too much in the habit ofregard-
ing as inevitable and unavoidable certain violent
fluctuations in our national death-rate, looking
upon them as the natural result of the season,
and the alternations of temperature in our uncer-
tain climate. It is beyond denial that in winter
the duration of life of the nation, but more espe-
cially of that portion living in large towns, rises
and fails in almost unvarying sympathy with the
mercury in our thermometers

; but we have yet to
learn how much the loss of life through the
various diseases of the lungs, which ensues di-
rectly the temperature falls to the freezing point,
may be lessened when the social and sanitary
condition of our town populations shall have
been raised to a very different standard from
that which is now in force. So with the summer
season, it is only necessary to point to the pre-
sent season as a striking example of what may
be observed in a series of years, that continued
high temperatures and a rainfall far below the
average have always produced an excessive mor-
tality in the shape of an epidemic of summer
diarrheea. In cold wet summers there is little

or no mortality from this cause. The year 1860
is perhaps the strongest example of such a sea-
son, and in that year the deaths from diarrhoea
in England and Wales were less by something
like 10,000 than the average number.
Summer diarrheea seldom becomes epidemic

in England until the middle or end of July; but
this year it appeared in the middle of June, pro-
duced without doubt by the excessive and unusual
temperature. In London the deaths from diar-
rhoea rose from 31 in. the second week of June,
to 66 and 171 in the last two weeks, and had in-

creased to -1-12 in the last week of July ; since
which the numbers have declined to 384, 291,
and 215, in the three weeks ending Saturday,
15th instant. These numbers are exclusive of a
weekly average of 30 deaths in the eight weeks
ending 15th instant, which have been referred to
cholera and choleraic diarrheea, many of which
are doubtless only severe cases of diarrheea.
The Registrar General’s weekly return has

recently published the mortality from diarrheea
in several other large English towns besides
London, and it will be interesting to compare
the relative fatality of this sum mer scourge of
large towns, in the metropolis and in the provin-
cial towns. For the purpose of comparison we
will use the returns for the four weeks ending
the 15th instant. The ten towns below are those
for which weekly returns of mortality are pub-
lished, and they are arranged in the order of
their annual death-rate per 1,000 from diarrheea,
in the four weeks above mentioned.

Aunual rate per 1,000
in foor weeks.

Newcastle-upon-Tyne 4-4
Bi'istol 5-4
London 6'7
Bradford 0'4

Annual rate per 1,000
in four weeks.

Liverpool lO'S
Manchester and Salford lUl
ShelBeld ll-l
Hull .. 11-7
Leeds 13'2

Birmingham 16'7

From the above table it will appear that
although the prevalence of diarrhoea in London
in the past four weeks has raised the deaths by
about 300 per week, the mortality from this

complaint in proportion to population has been
much more excessive in all the large provin-
cial towns, except in Newcastle and Bristol.

Although to some extent the fatality of an
epidemic may be taken as a test of the general
sanitary condition of any community, the above
figures, if well considered, will show that some
exceptional causes must be found to account for

three towns like Hull, Leeds, and Birmingham,
whose death-rates have recently been so satis-

factory, suffering so severely from this summer
diarrheea.

The experience of cholera epidemics has taught
us the first importance of an abundant and pure
water supply, and the severe penalties which the
absence of this necessary has entailed on different

town populations
; it is, therefore, natural to con-

sider that the excessive fatality of diarrheea in a
town so generally healthy as Birmingham, at

least throws some suspicion upon the quantity
and quality of the water supply of that town.
This high mortality, moreover, recals to mind
the fact that Birmingham is still without a
medical officer of health, who in such a time as
the present is especially necessary to organise
an effective distribution of preventive medicine,
and to secure as far as possible the instruction

of the poorer classes in the necessity for prompt
attention in the earlier stages of the complaint.

Another important duty of a medical officer is to

use every possible precaution against the sale of
frnib and other perishable articles of food in a
condition unfit and poisonous for consumption.
The low death-rate from diarrheea in New-

castle is in a great measnre due to the greatly

improved sanitary condition of the town, but has
been, doubtless considerably influenced by the
more moderate temperature which has prevailed

in this northerly town. In Bristol and London
the sanitary arrangements, although still admit-
ting of improvement, are in a more satisfactory

condition than in most other towns, and to this

may he attributed the smaller proportional fata-

lity of diarrhoja. The fatal prevalence of all

kinds of zymotic disease in both Manchester and
Sheffield discloses a sanitary condition which ex-

plains the high death-rate from diarrheea.

It is to be hoped that greater sanitary acti-

vity, favoured by the recent lower temperature
and heavy rains, will so far reduce the fatality

of the epidemic, that the death-rate of 1868 will

still remain one of the lowest on record.

The present mortality, however, should stimu-
late the efforts of all sanitary reformers to devise

such precautions as will offer a greater security

to our infant-town populations, from this annual
scourge of diarrheea.

THE CIRENCESTER ARCHuEOLOGICAL
CONGRESS.

On the 12th inst., when the Fairford windows
were visited, as already related,* the day’s

excursions included visits to the churches of
Ampney Crucis, Maysey Hampton, and Bibury,
Mr. E. Roberts, F.S.A., the hon, sec., undertaking
their exposition.

At Ampney Crucis,

the vicar, the Rev. Mr. Brewster, gave an
account of the accidental discovery of the bead of
the cross, and Mr. Planche stated that the figure

in armour was of the date of Henry VI., about
1430-40. Mr. Black considered that the base
was originally an engineering landmark of the
Romans. Mr. Roberts, in the course of his

remarks, said that the interest in Ampney Crucis
had hitherto centred in its cross, but that its

story, like the history of Gloucestershire, still

remained to be told. Since Rudder wrote, now
nearly a century since, vast strides have been
made in the system of researches, and enormous
amounts of materials have been gained. There
is no archffiologioal society in the county, and pro-

bably in consequence much has been lost sight of

or failed to be recorded
;
but the more generally

diffused love of antiquities baa led to inquiries,
and it is desirable that the history of this and
other places, scarcely touched on by Rudder and
Atkins, should be more fully written. As regards
Ampney Crucis, the materials are few.

At the time of Domesday survey the manor of
Ampney Crncis was held by the abbey of Tewkes-
bury, which continued in possession until the
dissolution.

Downameney and Quennington appear to have
been places visited annually by Edward 1. ; and
each year, except those occupied by his French
and Welsh wars, viz., about five years, he
remained from three to twenty-nine days.
Edward II. also lodged at Downameney in 1826,
preferring either Gloucester or Cirencester when
on his journeys hither.

As regards the cross and church, the work on
“ The Crosses of Gloucester,” by Pooley, has
views of it os well as descriptions. Tho date
of the cross appears to be about 1430, and it is

particularly interesting from having its upper
part nearly perfect. The church has some re-

mains of the Norman period. The chancel arch
of that date is well preserved, and the doorway
to the rood-loft remains.

Bihury.

The manor of Becheberie, or Bibury, is one of
those the history of which commences with
“ Domesday Book.” Mr. Roberts mentioned
some curious benefactions recorded.

1. Hugh Westwood gave by will in 1559 for

four of the most impotent and poor men of
Bibury for maintenance, clothing, and filing, and
who are lodged in his almshouse, a rent charge
producing 181.

2. John Smither gave by will, in 1621, lOZ.

vested in the churchwardens, being borrowed
for the use of the church thirty years before, for

four widows in Bibury if possible,

3. Thomas Tawney gave by will, in 1676, 50Z.

(lent to the church in 1751) for the use of the
poor.

It appears, therefore, that sums of money
were borrowed from parishioners for the use of
the church, and remained a rent charge upon
the parish.

The church consists of a nave 75 ft. 6 in. by
22 ft. 6 in., being slightly narrower at the west
end ; a south aisle, about half the length of the
nave, and 13 ft. 6 in. wide; and a north aisle

the whole length
; a chancel 44 ft. by 15 ft., a

west tower, and a sonth porch.

“This church may be appropriately described
as an unknown treasure. It baa been said
repeatedly to have a very curious history if

only it could be made out. In the absence
of perfect records, we are driven to read its

history in its walls. Undoubtedly, then, the
fonndation was Saxon, and many parts remain
to show its size and construction. The nave
is large, and the construction shows that
the Saxon church was limited to nave and
chancel. The latter, however, was not of the
same shape or size that it now is, having been
shorter, and terminated in an apse. The chancel
opening bears every appearance of being the
original size. The nave has been lengthened
westward from the five arcades inserted in the
Saxon walla, on the north side, of Transition or
late Norman date

; while the arcades on the
south side are of a later date.

At the west end on the south side are three

lancet windows, one being at a lower level than
the others, with a circular or eyelet-hole window
over it, splayed inside and out, precisely similar

to those discovered at Framingham Earl, in

Norfolk, and others which I have before pointed
out in that district. I understand that Mr.
Scott, who restored this church, considered this

window to be Saxon. Now, although there is

much of Saxon in this structure, I believe this

window to be of tho earliest Norman period. It

is in a very peculiar position, and appears to me
to have lighted a former loft. In the north
aisle I must call your attention to the small piers

or buttresses which are peculiar to Saxon wor k
though in this instanoe it varies from the ordi-

nary type, and seems to have been serionsly

restored. I have made inquiries of Mr. Scott,

bat I cannot ascertain what was done there.

The chancel, as I have said, was lengthened,

bub still at an early date, the eastern aumbries

being always an evidence of early times. There

are as many as eight aumbries altogether, and
two pisoinse, both with shelves. Five of the

aumbries have been closed by doors.

Externally there are two carvings, one of

Late Saxon scrollwork, and the other of Early

Norman ;
one built into the wall of the chancelSee pp. 598, 616, and 613, anle.
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and, as otir member, Hr. Irvine, thints, marking
tbe end of the Sason work ; the other is at the
south doorway.”

Ilichard of Cirencester.

At the evening meeting, Mr. Levien, M.A., read
a paper on “Literary Forgeries,” with remarks on
Ilichard of Cirencester, and his writings. After
some introductory observations, he referred to

numerous notable literary forgeries, commencing
with those of Ireland in the beginning of the pre-

sent century, and including the Byron and Shelley
forgeries. He then came to the work alleged to

have been written by Ilichard of Cirencester,
bat which was a forgery. Ilichard of Cirencester
was a monk of the Benedictine order, who lived
between the middle and the end of the fonr-

teenth century, dying at Westminster between
1400 and 14(i2, The work “ De situ Britannim,”
put forth as emanating from the polished brain
of Ilichard of Cirencester, was proved to have
been written by Charles Julias Bertram, a
Copenhagen professor. The f.ibrication had
been detected by Mr. Woodward, and by this

imposition a number of valuable books written
on the authority of these fabricated volumes had
been vitiated. In these days, said Mr. Levien,
when my lords and honourable gentlemen, with
that deep erudition which they individually and
collectively possess, sit on parliamentary benches,
and after having themselves doubtless mastered
all the arcana of the most abtruso of the ologies,

look down serenely like the gods in “ Lucretius”
upon those less happy mortals who are struggling
np the steep paths of learning that lead to their
empyreal heights, and are laying down laws
with respect to competitive examinations, com-
pulsory education, and the various other methods
of torture which tliey invent for the purpose of
bringing lees enlightened folks up to their own
intellectual standard, they may perhaps allow
an outsider to remind them that oven they
themselves, the Civil Service Examiners, the
Council Office, the “experts,” and the learned
societies are not infallible, but that when such
base metal as Bertram Cirencester, or Cirencester
Bertram, has been allowed for so many years to
pass current amoug us, it may fairly ba aaked
gitis examindbit ipsos examinatores ?

Mr. Gordon llills mentioned, on the authority
of Mr. Freeland, M.P. for Chichester, a remark-
able case of historic forgery, or mistranslation,
of an Arabic MS.

Mr. Black pointed out at some length his rea-
sons for disbelieving the historical work attri-

buted to Richard of Cirencester. lie, with
many others, amongst whom was bis friend Sir
Richard Hoare, were at one time in favour of
the work, but no one conversant with the writing
of the period at which this was supposed to have
been written could for one moment be deceived
by it. It was, in bis opinion, a base fabrication,
which had tended to throw into disrepute the
“ Antonine Itinerary,” which has since beou
found, in the distances and measurements, to be
as correct as Bertram’s is incorrect.

On Thursday, the 13tb, the Association went
by the Roman-road, Akeman-atreeb, to the source
ot the Thames. Upon this spot, which is known
as “ Thames Head,” seven springs rise

;
but, in

consequence of a pumping-engine situated at a
short distance from it, and which supplies the
Thames and Severn Canal with water, the basin
was at this time quite dry, and had been so for
some weeks previous to this visit. Before the
construction of the canal a copions stream flowed
from this spot. At an evening meeting after-

wards, Mr. G. R. Wright read a paper on the
origin of the name Thames. The chief place
visited during the day was

—

Malmsbury Ahbey,

where Mr. Gordon Hills gave, in Lis usual sound
clear manner, a full account of tho buildings.
In the course of his remarks, Mr. Hills directed
attention to the fact that three of the flying
buttresses on the south side were in a moat
perilous condition, and said the effect of a wet
season or frost upon them might bo exceedingly
disastrous to the only remaining portion of the
ancient fabric. 1,0001. spent upon tbe boilding
now prevent its destruction.
On Friday, tbe excursion was to Dagling-

worth, Duntsboumo Rouse, and Elkstone,
under the guidance of Mr. Thoa. Blashill.
Before examining the church at Daglingworth
the party were conducted to the ruins of a
fifteenth-century building, now partly roofless
and partly converted into cottages, and which
has been locally considered as the remains of a
branch house of tho nunnery of GodsJow, in

Oxfordshire. It was stated that an architect
had oven fixed the position of the refectory and
some other portions of the monastic edifice. Mr.
Blashill showed from extracts from the register

of the property belonging to the nunnery, which
is deposited in the Bodleian Library, that they
held only the advowson of the living, and pointed
out the strong presumption that this was the
ancient manor-house. There is a large porch,
with a handsome archway and angle buttresses.

Within tho porch is a recess on the right for a
staircase, and over it appears to have been an
oratory

; a window with a recess, like that of a
piscina, but without the usual drain, still re-

maining on the east-side wall. The porch is

near the centre of tho Bouthern side of the main
building, which measures about 54 ft. by 19 ft.,

and contains remains of good fireplaces, win-
dows, and doorways, from which the original

design might be traced. A deed, of tbe date of

Philip and Mary, which was afterwards produced
by Mr. Mailings, proved to be a lease of the manor-
house and dovecot, and confirmed the concluaion
already arrived at as to its history.

The church of Daglingworth appears in tbe
ordinary catalogues of Anglo-Saxon buildings,
and it certainly possesses several of the charac-
teristics usually considered to belong to that
early period. Until its enlargement, within
tho last few years, it consisted of a fifteenth-

century tower, a nave, having a crippled semi-
circular arch thrown over it between tbe porch
and the western end, and a chancel. The
western face of tho wall above the arch in tbe
nave had an altar, standing on two small Norman
columns, with scalloped capitals, and projecting
from the wall at the level of the wall-plate. A
rough oak roof, of more recent construction than
the trussed rafter roof of the rest of the nave,
covers this portion. The walls also are thicker,

althongh they form a straight line on the outer
face. Mr. Blashill pointed out that this must
have been the ancient tower, with a cbapel on
the first fioor. Much of tho ancient work was
lost in adding an aisle and vestry on the north
side ; bub all the old angles have what is known
as “long and short” work, with a rebate run
down at about 6 in. from tho angle, dearly
defining tho timber-like construction. Possibly
tho plaster with which many early churches
were covered stopped against this rebate. There
is a narrow semicircular chancel-arch and a
narrow south doorway. Each has splayed and
square strings, to act as capitals, with a flat bead
decoration in the chancel, and a flat platted
ornament in the porch doorway. Very small,

narrow, round-headed windows, with wide inner I

splays, did exist thronghont the church, one or

two of wliich can be clearly traced, and a small
stone, with two semicircular-headed piercings,

of pre-Norman character, was clearly made out
from a few remains of inverted letters to be
part of a Roman altar, Mr. Prebendary Searth
and the Rev. Mr. Joyce having arrived inde-
pendently at the same reading of the inscription.
The masonry generally is decidedly of a better
description than is usual even in early Norman '

work,—so good, indeed, as to throw strong

'

doubts upon the early date put down for the
building. There is, however, no doubt as to the
extremely early character of some sculptured
panels which were found built np in the chancel-
arch. They represent Christ seated

; the Crnci-
fixion, in which are two Roman soldiers, one
having a spear and the otherhaving a sponge upon
a reed and a vessel for vinegar

;
and St. Peter,

with the keys. The moustache on the figure of

our Lord, the tunic in which ho is dressed, the
knotted girdle, the large heads of all the figures,

and, as Mr. Gordon Hills pointed out, the un-
crossed position of the feet in tho Crucifixion,

all show Suxon workmanship. The visit of
the British Arohmological Association is likely
to lead to the complete examination and
illustration of the architecture of this in-

teresting building.

The Church of Elhstone

is of tbe class of Norman structure, remains of
which exist at ISley, Kilpeck, Shobdon, Stewkley,
and other places, and are dated early in the
latter half of the twulfth century. In this case
tho influence of the work at Malmsbury Abbey is

clearly visible. There is a good doorway with
the beak-head ornament, a rich chancel arch,
two vaulted compartments in the chancel, the
ribs in the eastern one meeting in four grotesque
heads. The east end is square, and over tbe
whole of tho chancel is a room which appears to
have been mnch higher in tho last century, and
is fitted 03 a dove-cot. The nests are composed

of portions from the old parts of the chnrch j >

one piece of sculpture with a scale ornament ap-
pears Roman in character (it is near the Roman
road known as Irmin-street, and there are Roman
villas in the neighbourhood), bnt possibly tbe
whole of the fittings of the dove-cot might prove,
if carefully examined, to have been added since
the Reformation. The eaves of the nave have
grotesque corbels, as is usual in these twelfth- t

century buildings.

The buildings visited, though small, were of H

iuteresting character, and, thoogh the day was ii

showery, the view from Birdlip-hill over the vale 4

of the Severn was magnificent. The line of the i|

Irmin-street running straight as an arrow on (

Gloucester, whose town was a fine feature in the i

view, the distant view of May-hill, the range of 1

the Malverns, and tho rich valley with isolated |

hills, altogether mado np a scene of beauty
j

English in character, but rare even in England.
[

In the evening amongst the papers read was i

one by Mr. J. R. Blanche, Somerset Herald, on
j

The Norman Earls of Gloucester,

wherein he argued in favour of the existence i

of an Earl of Gloncester (a William Fitz-Eustace)
[

previous to Robert the Consul
;
and, referring to

|

the errors committed and perpetuated by persons I

who did not sufficiently understand tbe subjects I

discussed by them, went on to remark,—“ My
j

amiable friend, tho late Thomas Haynes Bayly, !

in one of his pleasant Songs of Society, said

‘ It’s a pity whan charming women
|

Talk of thinga which they don’t understand.’

j

Without, by any means, endorsing this opinion, |

I do not hesitate to assert that it is a much |

greater pity when sensible men commit the same |

imprudence. A right honourable senator, who
deservedly enjoys a high reputation for general
knowledge and remarkable oratorical powers,,
not long ago, stated at a public meeting that he
believed something useful was to bo learnt from
the study of every science—except that of
heraldry. Here was an undoubtedly sensible
man talking of what he did not understand, and
it is tho more to be lamented because bo was
unnecessarily giving the weight of his great
opinion to a very silly prejudice, which I am happy
to say is becoming rapidly destroyed by tho proof
constantly afforded of the exceeding value of
heraldry to the student of our National Antiqui-
ties, whether historical, genealogical, or artistic.

In conclusion, I must beg you to understand
that, while arguing in favour of tbe existence ofa
Norman Earl of Gloucester previous to Robert the
Consul, I am not backing up a favourite theory,
or interested in anything beyond arriving at tho
truth. Had my inquiry resulted in an adverse
conviction, I should have stated it with equal
satisfaction. The great object of sneb a society
as ours, and our strongest claim to your support,
is the establishment of facts by the critical ex-

amination of statements repeated without ques-
tion by writer after writer until error becomes
so venerable from antiquity and the sanction of

' apparent authority, that the arohmologist who
would destroy it is accused of sacrilege and
twitted with being untrue to his order. At the
same time it is bis duty to respect tradition,

which is so frequently founded on fact, however
distorted

;
and carefolly to preserve every frag-

ment of local history which is not contradicted
by official record or opposed to common sense.
Such a fragment I consider Dr. Powell’s note on
tbe Battle of Cardifi'; and while by no means
insisting on the accuracy of every particular, I
venture to think that, disentangled of the obvious
misconceptions which have hitherto mystified
and disfigured it, the ‘ plain unvarnished tale ’

is not unworthy of further investigation by the
antiquaries of Gloucestershire.”

We are not pretending to mention all that was
done and said, and must pass on to the veiy in-

teresting visit paid to the site of tbe newly-
discovered Roman villa at

ChedivoHh,

where the area of the discoveries was pointed
out, and, by the aid of a plan, the situations of
the different apartments, baths, hypocausts, &c.,

were traced by the Rev. Prebendary Searth, Mr.
Grover, and Professor Buckman. Tbe villa is

situated on the Great Foss-road, about eight
miles from Cirencester, and sixteen from Glouces-
ter, on the small river Colne. The buildings form
three sides of a square, and the property belongs
to the Earl of Eldon, with whose sanction exca-
vations have been made by Mr. J. Fairer, and
tbe site traced out, or the greater part of iL A
large quantity of Roman relics have been dis-
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covered, all of whicb, with a few exceptions that

have been carried off to London, have been de-

posited in a mnsenm erected on the spot fortheir

reception. We have before now referred to this

villa in connexion with the interesting fact that

the Roman remains display Christian symbols.

Prebendary Scarth read a paper descriptive

of the discovery, and showed that, although

much of the villa had been brought to light,

the whole had not been disclosed : fresh founda-

tions of walls were being constantly found.

There were undoubted proofs that the villa had
been destroyed by fire, and the discovery of 257
coins, mostly of the Roman period, enabled them
to fix pretty accurately the date of its destruc-

tion. No Saxon coins had been found. The
position of Chedworth was marked on the map
of Roman Britain in Monumenta Bistorica, but
it was not mentioned in Horsley’s map. Mr.
Scarth proceeded to describe the general plan of

the villa, which appeared to be divided into two
parts, one the residence of the owner, the other

allotted to the servants of the farm, which was
generally attached to these rural villas. A per-

fect Roman villa, according to Columella, con-

tained three parts :—1. The villa urbana, or

owner’s residence. 2. The villa rustica, or

residence of the bailiff. 3. The villa fructuaria,

or barns or storehouses. The peculiar situa-

tion of that at Chedworth had led to its

preservation. It was situated on the declivity

of a hill, and after destruction bad probably
been left until the underwood had hid it

from view, and gradually covered up the re-

mains. This would account for so much good
masonry being left undisturbed. The pavements
were very perfect and of a high order of merit,

and probably were executed by the same artists
|

who had laid down those found in and around
|

Cirencester. One of these,—viz., that adjoining

the principal bath,—had already been drawn and
described by Mr. Grover

;
but there was another

in the same line of building equally worthy of

note, containing the figures of a dance some-
what resembling our present waltz. The writer
went on to describe the finding of the Christian

emblems, but we are tempted in lieu of following

him to avail ourselves of information furnished
some little time ago by the Rev. S. Lysons, who
wos present when the monogram was discovered.

We give it under a separate heading. Suffice it

to add, that tho British Arcbcoological Asso-
ciation have spent their week in Cirencester
with singularly good effect.

ROMAN REMAINS AT CHEDWORTH.*

To the accident of a lost ferrot we are indebted
for the discovery of one of the most interesting

Roman or Romano-British villas existing in this

country. The under-keeper, in thrusting his

arm into a rabbit burrow to pull out the recreant
animal, at the same time drew out a number of
tesserm, which being submitted to the inspection
of those who understood such matters were at

once pronounced to be of Roman type, indicating
the existence of a pavement at that spot. Farther
search proved the correctness of the suspicion,

and fortunately Mr. James Parrer, being a man
of scientific pursuits, was not one who would
allow the suggestion to remain without
further inquiry. It is interesting, not only as
revealing to us a work of art of the times when
the Romans held sway in this country, but still

more so from the historio fragments which may
be collected from hence, and which, when pieced
in with history and tradition, help to restore a
link which was well nigh obliterated, in conse-
quence of the loss of that historio literature

which I cannot help thinking we must have
once possessed. It is well known that in the
second invasion of this island by tho Emperor
Claudins, the Romans, after a rapid march across
the country, advanced with comparatively little

opposition on the pait of tho Britons as far as tho
county of Gloucester, then inhabited by a people
by some historians called the Boduni, by others
called the Dobuni, according as might be the
auricular perception of the pronunciation of their

name by those who recorded it. History also

tells us that some of the British princes were
favourable, rather than otherwise, to the Romans,
and others were soon conquered into obedience.
History, such as we have it, relates that
Arviragus, king of this country, a king whose
name Ls recorded by Juvenal, mado terms with
the omperor, and was permitted to retain pos-

* See above.

session of his kingdom
;
that this king having

reigned honourably forty-four years, and having
during that time visited Rome, returned to bis

kingdom, and was eventually buried at Gloucester.

At this time Vespasian, father of Titus, the con-

queror of Jerusalem, was lieutenant of the em-
peror in Britain, and to him British historians

attribute the foundation of the town of Ciren-

cester, or, rather, its conversion from a British

.
settlement, called Caer Corin, then the capital

of the Dobuni, into a Roman fortress, with the

Romanised British name of Corinum. Dis-

coveries in that town give reason to believe

that there is every probability of the truth of

the tradition. Its Roman occupation, its Roman
walls are unquestionable, and why should not

Vespasian, who Roman history tells ns was in

Britain at that period, have transformed it from

a British settlement into a Roman town ? Bat
to return to Arviragus. He is nob only said to

have been king of this country, but also to have
been a Christian, one of the earliest British

Christians. Bigland, the county historian, tells

us that in this very parish, within a mile of this

Roman villa, about the year 1760, the vestiges

of a Roman bath were discovered at Listercomb-

bottom ; there were a spring and other necessary

appendages. Moat of the bricks of which it was
bnilt were legibly marked ARVIRI, describing,

probably, says Bigland, by connected initials, the

titles of the legion which was stationed here.

But, as I cannot discover in these letters any
Roman legion, in Britain or elsewhere, in any
way corresponding with them, and as they do
form the very legend upon the coins attributed

to Arviragus, I was most anxious, on the dis-

covery of this interesting villa, to ascertain

I

whether any other evidence might be found con-

I

necting this place with the traditionary British
' king which, might in any way confirm the story

of his Christianity.

From our early chroniclers wo learn that the
Emperor Claudius made friends of some of the

|

British princes, and left them in charge of the

governments they had previously held, as the

kings of Oude and Delhi, and other rajahs, have
been loft by our Government in India. This

view is confirmed by the Roman historians

Tacitus and Xiphillium
;
and we read in Juvenal

that Arviragus was still at his government in

the reign of Domitian, in which there is nothing
|

inconsistent, considering tho great length attri- i

bated to his reign by all the chroniclers. Arvi- •

rogus then, being king of the Dobuni, of which
Corinium (Cirencester) was the capital, one is

nob surprised to find the bricks discovered at

that city also inscribed with the same mark of

ARVIRI. Several of these exist in the Cirences-

ter Museum. Whether or not that sovereign
j

had at so early a period exacted a tax on bricks,

'

and had them stamped with his legend, we can -

1

nut now say. They must have got their revenue '

from something, and therefore such a suggestion
,

has nothing impossible or improbable that I am
^

aware of in it. That both the Romans and
Britons imposed taxes upon their people is un-

1

questionable. The British coins marked taxio '

have been considered by some writers as signify-
[

ing that they were used for paying the taxes,
j

The British word tasy undoubtedly means a

task, an imposition, or tax. I see no reason

why we should he more surprised to see the

sovereign’s name upon these bricks than to see

V. R. (our own sovereign’s mark) upon any
exciseahle article. The Romans had a tax upon
salt, and tho Emperor Vespasian, the founder

of Cirencester (so says Suetonius), imposed a
tax upon wine

;
a tax upon eatables was im-

posed by Caligula, and why nob on bricks ? I

may remark tliat the pigs of lead of the Roman
times, of which there are several specimens in

the British Museum, invariably have the mark of

the emperor in whose reign they were moulded.

It would be interesting to know whether any
bricks of the Roman times with tho legend of

Arviri are discovered in any other county. Mr.

Farrer kindly invited me to visit this place

during the progress of the excavations ; and at

the time when the workmen arrived at the

foundation-stone of the principal entrance of the

villa, knowing the custom of most nations to

inscribe the foundation-stone with some emblem
of their faith,—the Egyptians with the Scarabmus,

the Jews with the ineffable name, &c.,—I caused
the workmen to turn up tho stone, when, to my
great interest and delight, I discovered the

Christian monogram, the two first letters of

the name of Christ, evidently marking that

the builder of that villa was a Christian. This
monogram was precisely of tho character of

those seen on the coins of the Emperor Maguentius

and his brother Decentius, who—Britons by
their parentage, as wo read in Zonarus—reigned
A.D. 350. This type, however, I find on the
Christian tombs, in the catacombs of Rome,
reaching back to the times of Hadrian, who com*
menced his reign in 116 A.D., if not indeed, to a
remoter period, and is, I believe, as old as the
Apostolic times. This was not, however, the only
specimen of the monogram : on farther research
1 found no lees than four other instances of it.

It has been the prevailing opinion that the
monogi'am originated in the time of Constantine
the Great, bub my own reading, confirmed by
Signor Erasmo Pistolesi, on the Vatican at Rome,
shows that Constantine only adopted a symbol
well known among Christians from the earliest

period of Christianity. But the historic chain
does not cease here. I received a letter from
Mr. Farrer, informing mo that a sculptured atone

had been found, with letters inscribed on it,

requesting me to examine it on my next visit.

On baring the stone washed, I found the letters

PRASIATA, which is the abbreviation of Prasia-

tagus, as ARVIRI is of Arviragus. Here we
have the name of another British king, known
in history as the sovereign of the Iceni, who
made his will, dividing his property in favour of

the Roman Emperor Nero and his own two
daughters. Praaitagus, Praaiatagus, or Prasia-

togus, as his namo is variously written, was
the husband of the celebrated Boadicea, also

called Bouduca, and Bonidicea, and Voadica,

according to the phonetic perceptions of the

historians who record it. {She was tho queen
who revolted against the Romans for taking

rather more than the lion’s share under her

hasband’s will.

I think I have read somewhere that Boadicea

was daughter of Arviragus, though I cannot find

tho passage. It is, however, probable that she

had something to do with this county, for tho

coins bearing her legend, “ Bodvo,” according to

Akerman, are not found out of the confines of

Oxfordshire and Gloucestershire.

The traces of the early British Christianity,

which are so decidedly asserted both by heathen

and patriotic writers, have been hitherto hut
scantily discovered. Yet every year is producing

more specimens. I am inclined to think that

they have not been sought after, and when found

have been overlooked or not understood. In the

present instance the probability is that, had I

not been present and searching for these evi-

dences, the stones would have been thrown away
with the rest of the rubbish and lost. Tho same

,

monogram is found in mosaic on one of the

pavements at Frarapton, in Dorsetshire. Nor
does it argue against the Christianity of the

possessors of these residences that the Christian

emblems are found mixed up with Ihose of

the heathen gods and goddesses, because no
doubt intermajriages between heatben and
Christians at that period must have been very

frequent. Moreover, during the four hundred
years’ residence of the Romans in this country

there must have been many changes of occu-

pants of these villas, having different religions

views. Bat I have remarked at ibis villa the

singular absence for the most part of heathen
emblems.

I have remarked, too, upon the existence of a
chamber or building having an apse, presenting

every appearance of a bapistery, of an octagonal

form, which would scarcely, I think, have served

the purpose of a bath, there being already two
other bath establishments for the villa in another

locality. In the corner of this building was an
altar, but I failed to discover any heathen
emblems about it. Whether this building was
a baptistery is, of course, a matter of consider-

able question 5 but, if it was not, what was it ?

It was scarcely a bath,—it is not deep enough

:

besides, there are other baths in sufficiency;

neither was it a well, for the same reason

;

nor a reservoir for the supply of the baths, for

either of the large baths would exhaust four

times as much as this contains
;
besides, a well

or reservoir would not have required so grand a
building. And then, what about the altar in

the corner of the building, and the space occu-

pied by the apse ? This space would give room
for the witnesses of the baptismal ceremony, who
by standing in that position would face nearly

or quite due east. Again, just over the altar

are three peculiar niches. These are very

remarkable, as possibly saggesting a Ti'initariau

worship. These circumstances, at any rate, de-

serve much consideration. Whether all these

circninstances united together may carry any
weight in confirmation of some of the traditions

of our early historians is for leaders to judge.
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A MANCHESTER WAREHOUSE.

The coincidence, however, of the legend of

Arviri and Prasiata, with the recnrrence of the

Christian monogram, are carions and interesting,

because, whether or not my theories will hold
water, there is no doubt as to the Christianity

of the bailders of this villa. And when we know
how comparatively rare is the discovery of

Christian emblems in the Roman or Eomano-
British excavations in this country, notwith-
standing the strong and indubitable records

to the fact of its early Christianity, wo must
treasure up every discovery of this sort and make
notes of them, that they may be had in remem-
brance

; and I trust that I have only to call the
attention of my brother antiquaries to the im-
portance of these facta, which to some may
appear trifles, but which are to others so many
stones crying out to the troth of fragmentary
history, and as snch serve to elucidate our views,

as the terebratulm and other miuute shells mark
the zones of the geologist, and the pistils and
stamina serve to mark the genua and species of

the flowers of the botanist.

I content myself with bringing before yon the

peculiar features of this discovery, being the
second only in Great Britain which bears the
evidence of the Christian faith of its bailders

;

and without in any way wishing to force ray own
views npon others, I throw out these snggestions

that they may be followed ont by any npon whom
they may make an impression, and whose oppor-
tunities may enable them to note and preserve

every Christian record.

A MANCHESTER W.IREHOUSE.
MESSRS. A. COLLIE & CO.’s

We give, by way of illustration this week, a
view from the south-east and a plan of the prin-

cipal floors of a warehouse recently erected in

Manchester, for Messrs. Alexander Collie & Co.,

by Messrs. Mills & Mnrgatroyd, architects. The
bnilding is intended for the conduct of an exten-
sive shipping business. It covers about 2,200
yards superficial of land, in a central situation

between the principal railway stations of the
city. It is five stories high above the level of
the street (measuring about 70 ft. from the
flags to the top of the attic), and has two
stories as cellars below the street level.

It is externally faced with Barley Dale stone.
The doorway is cased with red granite. Three

of the fronts are disengaged
;
on the fourth side

is a loading gateway passing through the site,

for the admission of carts delivering and receiv-

ing goods. The gateway is the whole height
of the building, with loading-doors into it from
each floor, and is covered at the top with glass.

The cranes are so arranged as to admit of

many lurries being loaded at the same time, and
in all states of the weather.

The centre of the warehouse is lighted by a
well or space 30 ft. long, and 20 ft. wide,
pierced throngb each floor, and covered at the
roof-level with a handsome skylight. The well

and the outside walls beneath the windows are
snrronnded with mahogany counters. In the
lower cellar the machinery is fixed, comprising
two 30-horao engines, two iO-horse boilers, toge-

ther with the gearing and the hydranlio pnnjps
connected with the packing presses. By this

arrangement all parts of the machinery, shaft-

ing, and driving bands are fully exposed, and
can be kept clean or repaired without the usnal
inconvenience of lifting the flooring or palling

some portion of the walls down. The driving-

shafts, &c., are supported chiefly on standards
fixed to the lower cellar-floor, not to the walls

:

thus greater steadiness in the working is ob-

tained, and no vibration in tbe building. The
machinery is so adjusted to the engine as to admit
of any part being thrown out of gear at pleasure

without impeding tbe action of the rest, and
thus economy of power is effected.

The upper cellar is devoted erclnsively to pack-
ing by powerful hydraulic presses, arranged
round the sides of the packing-room. The whole
of the hoists, cranes, pumps, &c. are worked by
steam from the boilers, which are placed under
the loading gate way, on a level with the lower
cellar.

On each floor are arranged conntiag-housea
for tbe different departments, with all the neces-

sary conveniences, in the form of lavatories,

&o. The beating of the warehouse is by steam,
and ventilation is provided for by constructed air-

shafts. The principal floor is about 17 ft. above
the level of the street, and contains, in addition

to the warerooms, the chief counting-honse and
private offices.

It may be interesting to some of our readers
to know that the quantity of pieces of goods
alone such a warehonse can receive, examine,
pack, and prepare for shipment, is practically

almost without limit. 5,000,000 pieces, equal to

100,000 bales, weighing 16,CW0 tons, can easily

be prepared and disposed of to different parts of
the world in one year. The length of this nnm-
ber of pieces would be upwards of 200,000,000
yards, or equal to more than fonr times the cir-

cumference of the globe. The floors ofnecessity
have to be constructed with great strength,
being weighted frequently up to about cwt. to

the square foot of flooring.

The contractors for the bnilding were Messrs.
Robert Neill & Sons, and for the engines and
machinery, Messrs. E. T. Bellhouse & Co., all of
Martchestor.

REFERENCES.
A. Main entrance and staircase to offices.

13 B. Side entrances and stairs to warerooms.
G C C. Cartwajs, with cranes for loading and nn-

loadlng.
D D. Lifts.

E. Ares, for light.

F P. Openings throngb floors, for light.

G. Connting-house, 80 ft. b/ 33. ft.

H. Cashier.
1. 1. Private offices.

E. Corridor thereto.
L. Strong-rooro.
M. Private dressing-room, lavatory, Ac.

N N. Clerks’ lavatory, Ac.
0. Warehousemen’s ditto.

FINSBURY DISTRICT SCHOOLS
COMPETITION.

Eighteen designs were submitted in competi-
tion for these new bnildings, from which the

Committee of Management selected eight aa
most snitable, viz., tbe designs of Messrs. Bur-
gess & Co., C. H. Cooke, — Dinnage, F. E.
Fowler, Joseph James, William Lee, F. Peck,
and Henry Saxon Snell. These were ultimately

cut down to three,—Mr. Peck obtaining the first

preminm, with an estimate of 18,0001.
;
Mr.

Joseph James the second preminm, with an
estimate of 21,0001. j

and Mr. William Lee the

third premium, with an estimate of the same
amoant, viz., 21,0001.

The Carlisle Statue at Carlisle.—At a
meeting in Carlisle of the subscribers to the
Cumberland Memorial of the late Earl of Car-
lisle, it was resolved that Mr. Foley, R.A., be
engaged as sculptor, and that the statue should
be placed on the moat at Brampton. There is a
snui of 7001. available for the purpose.
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THE SOIEHCB OF OOLOUE.

I AM nofc surprised at tlio hesitation of your
correspondents, Mr. Grace and Mr. Colling, in

accepting "wbat is to me evidently the only true
theory of colour. I started myself with the same
prepossession in favour of the doctrine that red,
yellow, and blue were the simple or primary
sensations of colour, and that their comple-
mentaries were green, purple, and orange. I

began with endeavours to ascertain by rotation
of coloured discs and other means the correct
hues of these six important colours, and spent
much time to little purpose, for nothing would
come according to the theory

; red and green
would always make a dull yellow or olive green,
yellow and purple would make a dull red, orange
and blue would make a dull purplish hue, while
blue and yellow would always most provokingly
produce a neutral grey.

Then, again, I endeavoured to find out what
could be the meaning of the doctrine that red,
yellow, and blue would neutralise each other
in the proportion of 5, 3, and 8, and what w’aa
the ground on which it rested

5
for it seemed

natural to suppose that if white was a sensa-
tion compounded of those three sensations, then
the intensity in which they existed in white
ought to be regarded as equal. Having with
some difficulty procured a copy of Field’s work,
my faith in the doctrine was somewhat staggered
by finding that the only ground stated was that
the thicknesses of certain coloured solutions,
which, when superposed, transmitted a neutral
light, were proportionate to 5, 3, and 8. Field
seems not only to have disregarded a fact which
is obvious to the eye, and was lucidly explained
by Sir Isaac Newton two centuries ago, in bis
answer to Hooke, that the colours of solutions
and other transparent bodies vary in hue as well
as in darkness with the thickness of the bodies
that produce them, because these bodies ex-
tinguish the differently-coloured rays at different
rates, but also to have committed the amazing
oversight of supposing that the quantity of the
colour transmitted was some way proportionate
to the thickness of the solution. And on no better
ground, it seems, this very equivocal doctrine has
been ever since accepted by artists almost with-
out examination or question.

I wondered, too, why yellow was the brightest
of all colours, since orange and green, which
were supposed to contain the red and bine of the
full white, in addition to the yellow, ought to be
Btill brighter; and why purple, which contained
two primaries combined, must bo darker than
either of them separately. Is it possible, I
thought, that red and blue light produce a
mutually darkening effect on each other, and
all illumination depends on the yellow ? But
if so, how is it that white is brighter than
yellow P

It would be tedious to mention the absurdities
and inconsistencies that naturally arise in follow-
ing out a false theory. I will only add that after
many vain attempts to produce anything like a
perfect and harmonious system of colours upon
the red, yellow, and bine theory, I was surprised
to find a passage in Dr. Thomas Young’s lectures
maintainiug that green, and not yellow, is the
simple sensation, and afterwards met with Pro-
fessor James Clerk Maxwell’s account of hia ex-
periments, which confirm that opinion by
proving distinctly (what, indeed, the unaided
eye, when once attention is called to the
fact, immediately recognizes) that of all the
colours of the prismatic rays which compound
the sensation of white, the red, green, and blue
are the deepest, or most nearly pure

; so mnch
excelling the rest in this respect, that their
mixtures are capable of producing all the inter-
mediate colours with the depth they possess in
the spectrum. As this doctrine perfectly agrees
with all the results I had obtained, both by
mixing coloured lights, and by presenting
coloured surfaces to the eye in such rapid
succession that the sensation excited by one had
not faded before that excited by another had
been produced, I had now little difficulty in
accepting it, especially as it quickly appeared to
me_ to give results far more harmonious and
satisfactory to the eye than those deduced from
the other doctrine. And as all carefully con-
sidered experiments with the prism, both in
analysing the colours of pigments (such as that
mentioned in my fotmer letter), and in obtaining
the colours of combinations of the prismatic rays
(such as those tried by Mr. Grace when he viewed
white and black spaces through the prism), per-
fectly agree with the new theory, I make bold
to assert that it is impossible for any reasonable

man who knows the facts to withhold his assent
from it.

I ahonld like here to call special attention to
a very simple and satisfactory experiment,
which is perhaps more instructive than any
other single experiment, except that of obtaining
the spectrum of a brilliant white line. I shall
assume that the reader is acquainted with and
admits the foundation-doctrine of all that is

known about light and colour : I mean Newton’s
great optical discovery that the white solar
light is a mixtirre of an infinite number of
different kinds of rays, all differently refrangi-
ble, and all distinguished by the peculiar sensa-
tion of colour which they produce in the eye

5

and that the prismatic spectrum of a line of
such light is nothing else but a series of similar
lines adjoining each other so as to fill a rectan-
gular space, varying in colour from the red of
the least refrangible ray to the violet of the
most refrangible ray, throngh all the series of
the prismatic colours, which to all persons of
ordinary triehromic vision at once arrange them-
selves in three conspicuous bands of red, green,
and bine : the orange, yellow, and yellow-green
which lie between the best red and green
rays, and the mixtures of green and bine
which lie between the best green and bine rays,
being (in the pure spectrum of a narrow stripe

of white) almost lost, on a general view, in the
,

superior strength of those three predominant
colours. I will also assume that the reader ad-
mits that the several rays, when mingled, each
produce their proper effect on tlie eye, and that
the resnlting sensation is therefore a compound
of the several sensations proper to the compo-
nent rays. Without these premisses no explana-
tion can be given of the phenomena of light and
colour, or of the particular experiment I propose
to notice here, which is moat easily performed in
the following way.
Take two rectangular pieces of white paper,

with clean edges (half-sheeta of note-paper will

do)
;
support them over a dark cavity so that

they touch at one comer, the right-hand edge of
one piece being in a line with the left-hand edge
of the other, and the bottom or near edge of
one in a lino with the top or far edge of the
other

; and let the paper itself be strongly illu-

minated. Now, holding a prism parallel with
and at a moderate height above the line formed
by the top and bottom edges that meet, view
the spectra of the two white spaces. A charm-
ing assemblage of colours appears, arranged in
the following order :

—

WHITE,
Pale greenish yellow,

YELLOW,
Orange,
SCAELBT,
Park red,

BLACK,

BLACK,
Park violet blue,

BLUE,
Seagreen-blue,
SEAGBEEir,

Pale seagreen,
WHITE

.

The opposite colours are perfectly comple-
mentary to each other, each containing exactly
what the other wants to make up the full white
of the paper

; for if one of the white spaces is

pushed laterally so that its spectrum is added
on to the spectrum of the other white space, the
two instantly neutralise each other, and white
alone appears through the prism where the
colours appeared before.

But bow are these colours produced ? Simply
by adding together successively larger and larger
portions of the pure prismatic rays, beginning at
the red end on one side, and less and leas portions
beginning at the violet end on the other side.

For the prism merely displaces rectangular
spaces of the different prismatic colours (which
without it are all seen together in the white),
according to the refrangibility of those coloured
rays, and the colours appear in the space be-
tween the greatest and least displacement on
each side. This will be best seen if we distin-

guish the several prismatic rays by different

letters, as by a for the extreme red, 6 for the
next red nearer to orange, c for the next, and so
on, down to f for the extreme violet. We can
then show tho formation of these colours as
follows :

—

a+b+c+d+e+f
a + b-i-c + d + e

a + b + c + d
a + b + e

a + b

mi.

mu.
f

c +/
rf 4- e -i-/

c + e +/
i + c -f- d + e

a-t-6+e-i-d-fe >rf
By producing at the side a simple spectrum

from a white stripe in the line of the top and
bottom edges which meet, it is easy to see what
prismatic rays are combined to form any given
colour in either of tliese two compound spectra;
and it will be found, on the one hand, that the

addition of all the green rays to all the red makes
the best yellow; and that the further addition
of the blue rays converts that yellow to white;
and, on the other hand, that the addition of the
green rays to the blue makes the best sea-green,
which the further addition of the red converts into
white.

This single expei’iment shows conclusively,
without a possibility of mistake, the nature of
all those colours which are formed by combining
the rays of different portions of the spectrum be-
ginning at one end or the other, and also places
those which are perfectly complementary in
juxtaposition with each other

; and it seems im-
possible to avoid tho conclusion that the best
yellow is -opposite and complementary to the
best blue that can be presented to the eye, and
the best red or scarlet opposite and comple-
mentary to the best sea-green; tho colours pro-
duced by adding together continuous parcels of
the prismatic rays being tho best of their kinds
that are possible. In like manner, by looking
through the prism at a stripe of white (about a
quarter of an inch wide) on a black ground, con-
tinuous with a similar stripe of black on a white
ground, and properly adjusting the distance of
the prism, the best possible green may be seen in
juxtaposition with its complementary pink.

If any confirmation is asked for as to the truth
of these being complementary colours, besides
that afforded by sucb experiments as those men-
tioned in my former letter, out out some cii'cles

of white card-board, and having painted opposite
halves of each with the pigments which best
represent them, such as the brightest scarlet ver-
milion and verdigris, the brightest cobalt blue
and king’s yellow, the deepest emerald green
and brightest rose madder (the latter should be
toned with a slight mixture of cobalt, as it is

not usually sufficiently blue), pierce their centres
with small pieces of wood, tapered, and set them
spinning. If the colours are laid on in proper
strength, all the three teetotums will exhibit
the same neutral grey.'

I am obliged to Mr. Grace for the commenda-
tion which he so liberally awards to my treatise
in bis last letter, and am glad that my attempt
to elucidate this inviting subject should be so
candidly discussed

; bat I think that further
consideration would lead him to abandon such
crude and shadowy views of the nature of light
and colours as were maintained by Goilthe in
Germany, and by Field and Hay in England,
who, with all their merits in other respects,
were no philosophers. They are merely delu-
sions which Newton put out of tho domain of
science two centuries ago, as that marvellous
monument of genius, his treatise on optics, con-
clusively shows. However opaque tho substance
may be which reflects yellow light, the light
itself cannot be opaque

;
rays of all colours cross

in all directions without interference.
The first part of Mr. Golling’s letter, in your

number for August 15, is, I think, answered by
the experiment proposed and explained in this
letter, and in my treatise; but he makes one
observation which requires remark. He says,
“ But green is immediately formed by allowing
tho yellow to approach the blue ray.” A little

consideration of the nature of the experiment
will show that green appears when the white
space is so narrow, or is viewed at such a dis-
tance, that the red in its spectrum no longer
overlaps the green : so that it is, in fact, formed
by subtracting the red from the yellow. Hence
the green is darker than the yellow was, not
lighter, as it would be if produced by adding the
blue to tho yellow.

I need not enlarge upon the natural phenomena
which Mr. Golling next endeavours (though but
lamely) to account for on the supposition that
yellow and blue make green, and then uses
as arguments to prove that doctrine. The colours
of the sky, which vary from blue, through pale
sea-green, to the glowing hues of sunset, have
never, so far as I know, been fully and satis-

factorily accounted for. Contrary opinions have
been maintained by those most capable of
judging. It may, however, bo safely said that
the sky-green is not formed by seeing blue sky
through the yellow rays of the setting sun, since

if those rays could possibly constitute a medium
which would act like a wash of gamboge over a
blue surface, the green they would so produce
would be darker than the sky-blue, instead of
brighter, as sky-green is. But, in fact, as we
find by many direct and unexceptionable experi-
ments that yellow and blue lights thrown to-

gether into the eye produce the sensation of
white and not of green, the real cause must be
other than that suggested by your correspondent-
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Mr. Colling seema also under a mistake as to

the nature of the colour of the greens of vege-
tation. Whether dark, as in ivy, or light, as in

a blade of fi'esh grass, if analysed with a prism
they are all seen to be yellow-greens, scarcely

ever exhibiting even the pure prismatic green,
which is of the hue of the pigment called

emerald green, much leas containing an excess
of blue, as he seems to suppose

j
in fact, a large

part of the light they reflect or transmit to the
eje is red, and a very small part blue. Of
this he may easily convince himself, by com-
paring the spectra of leaves with the spectrum
of white light, by a method similar to that pro-
posed for analysing the colour of king’s yellow
in my former letter.

The height of the sun makes a considerable
difference in the solar spectrum; the atmosphere,
or the aqueous vapour in it, absorbing some rays
jnore than others. The extreme violet and red
rays can only be seen when the sun is high and
bright. Change of season cannot reasonably be
supposed to produce any direct efi’ect on the
solar light which reaches us, so that the expres-

sions which Hr. Colling uses, “ the blue cold

ray of spring,” and “the sun’s rays becoming
redder and more powerful in autumn,” have, I

fear, nothing in nature to justify them. The
suq’s light, in our latitude, is obviously more
powerful in Hay than in September

;
and it

differs but imperceptibly in colour at midday,
all the year round.
The admitted importance of right views on a

subject on which such diflerence of opinion
exists, will I hope be a sufficient apology for

this long communication. W. Benson.
P.S.—I have omitted to notice the circum-

stance mentioned by Mr. Grace that all the
coloured spots on a black ground in ray diagrams,
when viewed through the prism, exhibit strong
traces of blue. All ought to do so j

except those
which belong to the group of colours containing
no blue, and the traces of blue can hardly be said

to be strong in these. Scarcely any blue comes
from the spots of Indian lake, vermilion, cadmium,
and king’s yellow

; very little from the spots of

emerald green and viridian, not more than the
red on their opposite side. But very strong
traces of green and of red may be noticed on the
opposite aides of the king’s yellow and cadmium,
though somewhat less green in the latter, red
and green being essential to the constitution of

those colours. Whatever blue is in them arises

from the imperfection of the pigments, and from
the white supeificial reflection. The yellow seen
q,ver the coloured spots on the white ground
comes, of course, from the white ground, as
may be seen by its being strongest over the
black spot.

THE FAIBFOED WINDOWS.
It is proposed to form a committee, with the

co-operation of the Vicar of Fairfurd, and of the
inhabitants of the district, for the purpose of
making complete and faithful records and illustra-

tions of the Fairford glass, the au'horship of

which has been ascribed to Albert Durer, and
towards conserving what must be considered
masterpieces by whomsoever executed.

THE LATE HE. GEORGE ROWDEN
BURNELL.

The death of Hr. George R. Burnell, known as

the writer of several scientific works, and which
occurred at his residence in Kensington Garden-
terrace, on the 23rd of July last, in his fifty-

fourth year, should not pass unrecorded. His
attainments were numerous. He bad an exten-
sive knowledge of languages, and had resided in

America, France, and Belgium, besides visiting

Spain and Sardinia.

About seven years of his life were spent in

France, during which time he was engaged on
the Paris and Rouen Railway, and as superin-
tending architect of the Havre Docks. On the
cry being raised of “La. Francepour les Fran^ais’’
in 1848, he returned to England. Though he
executed several works both here and abroad,
his bent was decidedly literary. Ho contributed
several articles to the Builder early in his
career, especially on roofs. In 1857 he wrote a
rudimentary work on “Limes and Cements;”
in 1861, “ The Annual Retrospect of Engineering
and Architectnre.” He edited “ The Builder’s
and Contractor’s Price-book ” and “The Engi-
neer’s and Architect's Pocket-book.” He was

connected, too, with the Journal of GasUglding
for many years, and wrote several papers for

the Institution of Civil Engineers, for which he
received prizes : he was the author of many
articles in Brande’s “Dictionary of Science,”
and in the “ Dictionary of Architectnre,” pub-
lished by the Architectural Publication Society,

especially one on the word “Abattoir.”
Hr. Burnell was a relative of Mr. W. Tite, H.P.,

and at bis suggestion was made a member of

the Government committee^ appointed to inquire
as to the preservation of the stone of the Houses
of Parliament,—a committee, By the way, that
sat long, published a useful report, and never
received the slightest acknowledgment of its

services.

Mr. Burnell endured previously to his decease
a long and painful illness.

WORDS OF WARNING FROM WORTH.

A Sussex Antiquary says it is stated that
Worth Church, one of the few Saxon buildings
remaining to us, is to be restored, and hopes it

is in good hands, and will be rightly cared for.

Our correspondent continues, — “ The ugly
gallery, I am told, is to be taken away, and
something done to the spire; and the archway
of the south transept, which is wider at bottom
than at top, is to be made upright ! Surely that
will not do, will it ? Had it not much better be

I

left alone ? The south transept, it seems, belongs
to Rowfant, and the parish must, under penalty
of forfeiture, repew it ; which is to be done by

I

substituting open seats. The north transept is

j

to be opened out into the church again.”

j

We participate in the writer’s anxious desire
that nothing damaging should be done, and shall

,
be glad to learn that the superintendence of the
work is in proper hands.

THE EPIDEMIC AT GUILDFORD.

Since we drew attention to the sanitary con-
dition of Guildford the epidemic has somewhat de-

'

dined. From June Ist it has attacked more than
400 persons, and there have been twenty-two
deaths. Besides the fever, diarrhoea has also been
unusually prevalent, and several cases of English
cholera have occurred, as well as Liphtheria.
The fever has attacked all classes, and in some
cases it has been rapidly fatal : the chief
inspector of the county constabulary died within
forty-eight hours of the commencement of the
attack. No endeavour has been made by the
local authorities to check the progress of the
epidemic. The local Board is most blameable
for not taking measures even to ascertain the
presence, or watch the progress, of so fatal a
disease, far less to arrest it in the way pre-
scribed by the Sanitary Act.

METHODIST NEW COLLEGE, BELFAST.

This new college has been opened. It is

situated cn an elevated site at University-road,

in the vicinity of the Botanic Gardena. The
building is 200 ft. in length from east to west,

by 170 ft. from north to south. On tho students’

side are thirty-two rooms for thirty-six students
(nearly all in separate apartments), average size,

16 ft. by 10 ft.
;
two large class-rooms, 22 ft. by

16 ft. average
; a library, 38 ft. by 18 ft. 6 in.,

and 14 ft. high. On the boys’ side are three
dormitories, average size 50 ft. by 25 ft., lofty

and well lighted, affording accommodation for

eighty boys as boarders. Two of these dor-

mitories are so arranged as to give each boy a
separate chamber or “cubicle,” of convenient
size, BO as to secure, to a great extent, the privacy
and comfort of a separate room. There are

three masters’ rooms, in immediate connexion
with the dormitories. There is a library, or

reading-room, for the boys, 36 ft. by 18 ft. ; four

class-rooms, average size 30 ft. by 18 ft.
;
school-

room, 55 ft. by 27 ft., and 20 ft. high, giving
accommodation to 100 day boys, in addition to

the boardera. There are common to both de-

partments, a public lecture-hall, 55 ft. by 27 ft.

;

dining-hall, 50 ft. by 22 ft. There is a separate
infirmary, or hospital, distinct from either de-

partment. Water-closets, baths, and lavatories,

with hot and cold water laid on, are provided
for each department. The principal staircases

.
are of stone, and careful provision made against

fire. The corridors and rooms are well warmed i

and ventilated throughout. There are three
I

residences—for the principal, head master, and
theological tutor respectively. The boys’ play-
ground is of ample extent, and is to have a
large covered space for exercise in wet weather,
with gymnasium and ball-court.

The cooking-ranges for the principal kitchen,
as well as all the other kitchens throughout the
building, are by Flavel, of Leamington. These
were specially selected by tho building com-
mittee from the agents, Messrs. Richard Patterson
& Co., Belfast, who held the contracts for the
entire cooking apparatus, gas-pipes, and electric

bells. The builder was Mr. Henry, of Belfast

;

and the architect, Mr. Wm. Fogarty, of Dublin.

CESSPOOLS IN RAMSGATE.
A COBRESPONDENT,—Mr. Tliomas Hall,—writes

thus :—Happening to stay this week at the
crowded watering-place Ramsgate, I was thun-
derstruck at the extraordinary sanitary arrange-
ment, or rather disarrangement, of tho town. I

was informed that each house is supplied with
an immensely largo cesspool, which is supposed I

to be emptied every three years. Over this is '

placed the water-closet seat, without either trap
|

or water laid on. The one at the house I was '

staying at had not, I was assured, been emptied
for over nine years; and, being constructed as '

above described, there arose a continual odcur I '

should nob like to sniff for long.

THE NEW TRENT BRIDGE.

On Tuesday morning last the Bridge Committee
met at tho public offices to receive the tenders,
and to determine upon the contracts for the new
bridge over the Trent. Tenders were required
to be delivered before ten o’clock in the morning,
and forty-two by that time were received. The
range in the estimates was very considerable, as
will be seen from the following list

;
and many

of the first firms in the country were compe-
titors. The works are divided into two con-
tracts

;
No. 1 being for the general builders’

brick and stone work; and No. 2 for the cast

and wrought iron work. Tho names and amounts
are as follow :

—

No. 1 CONTRACT.
Dennett & Company, Noltingbam £21,C50 0 0
Lapish Knowles, ahipley, Leeds 20,100 0 0
Sbaw, Head, &. Company, London and
Stockton 18,386 0 0

Worcester Engine Works Company,
Worcester 18,343 10 0

London Engiueering and Iron Ship
Buildiog Company, Poplar, E 17,600 0 0

Hewitson & Dagleisb, Lancaster 15.965 14 10
Henry Jackson, Loudon 15,600 0 0
Benton & Woodiwiss, Derby and GloBSop 14,837 0 0
E. V. Ponsonby, Shellield 13,189 0 0
Cbarks Verityj Doncaster 12,672 0 0

No. 2 CONTRACT.
E. V. Ponsonby, Bhefiield 14,614 0 0
Darlastou Bridge and Kootlog Company 12,000 0 0
Cochrane, Grove, & Company, Dudley 11,637 0 0
Pail bairn Engineering Company, Man-

chester 11,500 0 0
Thames Ironworks Company, BlackwaJl 10,900 0 0
Worcester Engine Company 10,6.9 10 0
Close, Ayre, & Nicholson, Pork 10,431 0 0
London Engineering and Sbip-buOding
Company 10,200 0 0

Haywood, Derby Id,000 0 0
Leeds Railway Plant Company 9,945 0 0
Phillips A Company, Lonaon 0,800 0 0
Ciill' A Company, Bradford 0,663 0 0
Butterley Company, Allreton 9,075 0 0
Gunson A Company, Leicester 9,614 0 0
Handyside A Company, Derby 9,294 0 0
North Statlordsbire Engineering Co. ... 9,113 0 0
S. Katclifie A Company, Doncaster 8,830 0 0
BentonA Woodiwiss, iieroyanaijiosBop 3,519 11 11
Wm. Kiehards A Company, Leicester... 8,467 0 0
Butler A Pitt, Leeds 8,436 11 0
Sbaw, Head, A Company, London and

Stockton 8,250 0 0
Horseley Company, Tipton 8,2 J0 0 0
Eastwood, Swingler, A Company, Derby 7,197 0 0
6med.ey A Company, Belper 7,072 8 0

Noa. Iand2 CONTRACTS TOGETHER.
Worcester Engine Company 28,952 0 0
E. V. Ponsonby, Shellield 28,105 0 0
London Engineering Company 27,800 0 0
J. Phillips, Westminster 27,493 0 0
Tbomas Rumble, London 27,125 0 0
Sbaw, Head, A Company, London and
Stockton 26,636 0 0

BentonA U'oodiwiss.DerbyandGloaaop 23,356 0 0
Cliff A Company, Bradford 22,338 0 0

After consideration, the Bridge Committee
unanimously accepted the tender of Messrs.
Benton & Woodiwiss, of Derby aod Glossop, for

the stone, brick, and other work of Contract
No. 1, amounting to 14,8371. ;

and the tender of
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Messrs. Audrew Handyside & Co., of Derby, for

the ironwork of Contract No. 2, amounting to

9,291L—the total sum being 24,131l. The esti-

mates of Mr. Tarbotton, the engineer of the
bridge, delivered to the committee for the cor-

responding -works, were as follow Contract
No. 1, 15,OOOZ.

j
Contract No. 2, 9,500Z. ; total,

24,500L
It will be seen by referring to the list, that

the lowest tenders for the two contracts, added
together, amounted to 19,744Z., and the highest
tenders, so added, amounted to 36,5641.

RAILWAY MATTERS.

Tire inhabitants of Plaistow are displeased
with the want of early and late trains by the
Tilbury and Southend Railway, and have sent a
memorial to the directors on the subject. It is

urged that if greater facilities were aflbrded for

reaching the City and returning from it, the
vicinity would become more populous, and the
railway profits be increased.

A farmer has got a verdict against the Lanca-
shire and Yorkshire Railway Company for 1341,,

damages for the destruction of a straw-stack by
firing from sparks, or rather a live coal, from
the funnel of one of their locomotives.
Mr. G. Remington proposes the construction

of a railway from the South-Eastern Railway at
Appledore to the towu of Lydd, a descending
gradient of 1 to 70 for 3^ miles to Dungeness,
where the level of the railway-tunnel intended to

pass under the English Channel would be 240 ft.

below the level of low-water spring tides
;
from

the latter level the line was to rise at the rate of

1 in 3,795 for about 7 miles, then a descending
gradient at the rate of 1 in 1,200 for about 8
miles to the centre shaft, and thence another
descending gradient of 1 in 3,265 for 11 miles to

Capo Grisnez; from this point rising gradients
of 1 in 70 and 1 in 81 to join the French railways.
The height of the tunnel would be 30 ft. from
the Soffit of the arch to the centre of the invert,
leaving a clear headway of 20 ft. for the trains.

The space between the rails and the invert would
be occupied by a spacious sewor, running aloug
the central line of the tunnel, and on each side of

it two air-tunnels for the purpose of providing
ventilation. The width of the tunnel was to

bo 25 ft. It was proposed to carry the tunnel
through the Wealdon formation, consisting of
very strong clay, beds of freestone, and fresh-

water limestone all the way. The estimated
cost of the works, allowing 638,OOOZ. for contin-
gencies, was 7,000,000Z. The probable income
of the railway was estimated by Mr. Remington
at 1,625,900Z. per annum, the working at

650,3601., and the net profit at 975,5‘IOZ.

FREE LABOUR REGISTRATION SOCIETY.

Tjje Committee of the Free LabourRegistration
Society have presented their first report. They
Bay that during six months they have provided
permanent employment for upwards of 1,000
workmen in various trades, “thus showing an
average of more than 150,0007. a year, as the
wages obtained for members.” Bearing in mind
the industrial depression under which the country
boa been and still is suffering, the committee
think that this fact will be received with satis-

faction. The society and the principles it advo-
cates are, it is stated, making steady progress
in the confidence of all classes of operatives.

The names, ages, addresses, and references as to
character and ability of upwards of 14,000 non-
union workmen have been np to the present
time registered in the books of the society.

Complaint is made that while workmen have not
been slow to avail themselves of the advantages
held out by the society, employers of labour have
not evinced an equal alacrity. “ This,” the
committee say, “ is no doubt partly to be
accounted for by the depressed state of the
labour market, but it is also in a great measure
caused by the unwise practice,nowtoo prevalent,
of leaving all arrangements with the men to
foremen aud others, who are, in many cases, the
unscrupulous adherents of trades unions. Con-
biliation aud arbitration being the chief features
of this society, it is sought to promote these
objects by bringing masters and men more cor-

dially and trustingly face to face.” The benefit
olub is making, on the whole, satisfactory pro-
gress; and it is hoped that the time is not far

distant when its operations will be very largely

extended. The committee say they believe that

one example of a sound society like theirs in

full operation will ultimately be of greater use
than the exposure of the false grounds of any
number of other societies. To the report are
appended several letters from employers, speak-
ing in the highest terms of the society’s opera-

tions, and praising the good character and effi-

ciency of the men sent by them. A Loudon
master builder writes (and his letter is a speci-

men of many others) :
—“ I can testify that your

society is working an under-current of good
which all employers are feeling the benefit of,

though they may not openly acknowledge it, and
I do hope they will respond to your appeal and
support you liberally-”

THE NEW LAW OF COMPENSATIONS.

In the New Regulation of Railways Act an
alteration has been made as to the law of com-
pensation for lands purchased or injuriously

affected by railways, and which amendment, if

adopted, will materially change the practice in

“compensation cases.” By the 4l8fc section

(3l8t and 32nd of Victoria, cap. 119), it is de-

clared that, whenever, in the case of any lauds

purchased or taken otherwise than by agree-
ment for the purpose of any public railway, any
question of compensation in respect thereof, or

any question of compensation in respect of lands
injuriously affected by the execution of the
works of any public railway, is, under the pro-

vision of the Lauda Clauses Cousolidation Act,

1845, to be settled by the verdict of a jury em-
panelled and summoned as in that Act men-
tioned ;

the company or the party entitled to the

compensation m^y at any time before the issuing

by the company to the sheriff as by that Act
directed, apply to a judge of any one of the
superior Courts of Common Law at Westiniu-

ater, who shall, if he think fit, make an order

for trial of tho question in one of the superior

courts upon such terms and in such manner as

to him seem fit, and the question between the
parties to be stated in an issue to bo settled in

case of difference by tho Judge, or as he directs
;

and such issue may be entered for trial and tried

accordingly in the same manner as an issue

joined in an ordinary action, at such place as the

judge directs, and the proceedings to be under
the control of the Court as an ordinary action.

Furthermore, it is provided that whenever a
company is called upon or liable under the Act
mentioned to issue its wari-aut to the sheriff'

in the case of any disputed compensation, aud
the company obtains a judge’s order, the obtain-

ing of the same and notice thereof to the oppo-
site party is to be a satisfaction of the company’s
duty in respect of the issue of the warrant. The
verdict of the jury aud the judgment of the
Court upon the issue, as regards costs, &c., to be
entitled to the same effect as if the verdict had
been obtained before the sheriff on a warrant
issued by the company under the recited Act.

The provisions as to compensation cases have
immediate operation.

A "MIDDLE ROW” IN THE CITY.

SiK,—It book thirty years of agitation to

abolish “Middle-row;” but they are erecting

another in the City at the present time !

Walking down Cheapside the other day, I be-

held another Middle-row in process of forma-

tion. Would you allow me, in the Builder, to

put on record a protest against such a monstrous

absurdity. It seems almost incredible that such

an idea as leaving twenty or thirty houses be-

tween Cheapside, Bucklerabury, the Poultry, and
the Mansion House could be seriously enter-

tained
;
but let everybody go aud bo convinced

of the fact.

Another City matter. Can any individual

give a reason why the south side of Newgate-
street was not widened instead of the north

side ? (The improvements at Christ’s Hospital,

I suppose, did begin it.) Suppose this to have
been done, and the ground that lay waste at the

west end of Cheapside (it used to be said for the

purpose of making an opening into St. Paul’s

Churchyard from St. Martiu’s-lo-Grand), not

built on, then have set the houses back from the

Post-office to the first or second lane in Cheap-
aide, and we should have had it and Newgate-
street one thoroughfare, with a very slight devia-

tion. Only a Tailoe.

A CHALLENGE TO BUILDERS OF
CONCRETE HOUSES.

Sir,—

I

have long taken deep iaterest in the
question of concrete for building, and have been
at some considerable trouble to arrive at a fair

decision as to its merits. Of the capability of
the material I have no doubt : my hesitation

rests solely on the economy of construction.

Now, to adopt Mr. Tail’s motto, “ An ounce of
fact is worth a ton of theory,” I beg through
you to place this practical teat for those who
have faith in the patentee’s assertion, that con-
crete “ is only half the cost of brickwork.” I

require four ordinary six-roomed houses erected.
I will find all tho materials on the ground at the
price named in Mr. Tail’s pamphlet, and will

agree to pay for the work performed at the
highest price he names, viz., 2$. 6d. per yard ;

further, I will undertake to pay 40 per cent, of

the cost of the apparatus for one house, which is

estimated at 757.

The party who undertakes tho work may or

may not contract for the carpentry, as he may
prefer.

Should any doubt arise as to the work being
properly dune, I shall be happy to abide by your
decision, for which, of course, I should be pleased

to pay. G. C. J.

THE VENUS DE MEDICIS AND “LA
BELLE TAILLE RONDE.”

All the dimensions of the healthy adult torso

of the human body are greater from side to side

than from front to back
;
therefore the epithets

"helle" and “ro7icZe” in tho above-quoted
dictum, as applied to the “ taille," waist, are

utterly inadmissible. The smallest diameter of
the waist, or that from front to back, of the

Venus de Medicis is 7i in.
;
and the larger

diameter is 9J in.

If now an oval be struck, having for its larger

diameter 9i in., aud for its smaller 7^ in., the
periphery or circumference of this oval will

measure 27 in.; that is, for all practical purposes,

three-sevenths of 5 ft. 2 in., the height of the

Venus de Medicis in the perfectly erect position.

If, therefore, any lady, knowing lier height, would
take tho trouble to divide it into seven equal
parts, throe of those parts ought to be, according
to that universally acknowledged standard of
beauty, the exact circumference of her waist or

the naturally smallest part of the torso. It may
also be confidently asserted, as in the case of the
shoe (see Buildei-, August 15tb, “ Apropos des
Buttes”), that anything less than three-sevenths

of her height fur tho circumference of the dress

of that part of the body, will not only be out of

proportion, but will occasion discomfort and
inconvenience, and if much less will produce
considerable pain and ultimate irremediable

deformity not without its concomitant evils,

which are fully described, by competent autho-

rities, under the word “ Corset,” in tho Penny
Cyclo^xxdia. Joseph Bonomi.

“PARVISE.”

Touching tho discussion at Cirencester the
other day, on the meaning of this term aud the
use of the building erected on the south side of
Cirencester Church,* Mr. Thomas Wright, M.A.,
writes :

—

“ On my return I looked up that question of the parvis.
Parueians, the word in Mediajval Latin, is a mere corrup-
tion of tho Greek word for paradise. It is explained hy
the Greek lexicographer, Ilesychius, as the place iu the
locality for walking about. It was the place before the
Greek temples where the philosophers walked and dis-

coursed. It appears that in the early Greek churches it

was usually planted with trees, and hence it gained the
name of paradise. In Mediceval times all sorts of business
was transacted in the parvis. The scholars in the univer-
sity of Paris sometimes held disputations there, and it

was the common place for the consul' ation of laivyers. I

can easily understand bow in Cirencester it has been the
place of meeting of the municipality to discuss the affairs

of the town; and that that worthy lady, Alice Avening,
might have thought it a public service to erect a building
on the spot to keep the mnnicipal authorities out of the
rain. The only difficulty I have with it is, that there
appears to be no authority for calling it a parvis (pro-

nounced of course, rightly, parvee, but in English it was
probably called parvis). But in the registers read by Mr,
Black, which must of course have given the name as

known at that lime (since which we must suppose such a
corruption of parvis must have taken place), it is called

the ‘vice,' and, as vice meant a newel or winding stair-

case, it was the word for it. It may be that the name may
have arisen from such a staircase having been the origin^
access to the room in which we met nod talked,—notning
to do with parloir.’'

• See p. 507, ante.
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SASITAKT STATE OE STAFPOED.

TYe have received from thoae on whom we
can rely statements as to evil and dangerous
conditions existing at Stafford, which call for the
immediate attention ofthe authorities. Amongst
other things, the drainage is very defective.

Dr. Day, writing on the same subject in a local

paper, says,

—

“To my mind it is plain that if a balance were stracfe
between the amount that would be required for the
drainage of Stafford, and the saving that would be effected
by such drainage, iu human life, human tickneu, torrow,
and *uJf'er%Kg,—iiOT forgetting the before-mentioned ‘poor
rafei ’ — a comparatively limited period would be suf-
ficient to clear off any debt itmight be found necessary, in
the first instance, to incur. I know that there are some

;

f
eraons in the town who comfort themselves with the
elief that because the general death-rate of Stafford is a

fraction or so below the average death-rate of all England
(this being about 23 in the 1,000 per annum), therefore
the health of the borough must be good ; but surely they
do not know, or, if they do know, they ignore, the circum-
stance of the Registrar-General having expressed the
opinion that all death-rates exceeding 18 or IT in the 1,000
arite from prevtniihlt cause*,—yet further, they should
bear in mind that even if the town be healthy, accordhuj
to thtir idta, there can be no good reason why it should
not be rendered more healthy, if it bo practicable ta make
it 80.”

CHURCn POLTCHEOMT.
Sib,—

C

an your readers give me any information on
Pulvchromy ? Among the hills and vales of Cumber-
land and WeslmorelanJ there is great room for improve-
ment in church decoration, and very small means to pay
for any such improvement

; we cannot raise money for
carvings, sculpture, ic., but anything that would be
effective, chnrch-like, durable, and easy of execution, as
well as cheap, would do much for the bare walls of our
churches, especially in chancels, and tend to render what
are iu appearance little better than bams now, something
more like houses of prayer and praise. Your kind inser-
tion of this will be a great favour to many down here.

E. C. H.

DAilP DRIVING TnROUGH BRICK WALLS
IN EXPOSED SITUATIONS.

Bib,—

I

have tried a remedy suggested some time ago in
the BitUdfr, of carefully oovering the wall with mottled
Boap dissolved in water, and, in twenty-four hours after,
laying on a coat of alum dissolved on the coating of soap,
but I fonnd that the bricks, which were red, obtained a
very decided tinge of blue when they had received the first

wash of the soap, which was in no way removed when the
alum was applied. The unsightly appearance given to the
building quite precludes our using this remedy. If a-.y of
your readers liave in their experience found out anything
else that will keep damp from driving into or through
walls already and will inform the profession through
your valuable paper, they wiD, I am sure, confer a great
benefit to the public, and to Uxilixabiax.

THE CIEENCESER AirPHITHEATRE.
Sib,—

O

n looking at the Roman amphitheatre, at Ciren-
cester again, I think the shortest diameter was oric<iialfy
130/1., and not VlOft , Khich it mtaturet note. I think the
soil has slipped down the slope on both sides a little, and
thus rendered the distance across somewhat less than it

was when nsed as an amphitheatre.
This has not occurred with thelongest diameter, because

there was no bank at the extremities.

Jonx BaaviyEBB.

THE GATESHEAD PLATFORII ACCIDENT.
Thb coroner for Chester Ward of the county of Dur-

ham, has held an adjoured inquest, at Gateshead, rela-
tive to the death of James Barnet, seventy years of age,
formerly an agent, who died on the 11th of August from
injuries received on the 11th of June by the fall of the
gentleman’s platform at the ceremony of laying the foun-
dation-stone of the new Town-hall.
Ihe Coroner, in opening the business, said that it had

been proved that the platform did fall ; that Mr. Barnet,

!

who was upon it, received injury; and that be died in con-
BCquence. Their inquiry would have reference to the
cause of the disaster. They would have to ascertain who
drew the plans, who gave the instructions, and who built
and who inspected the platform.
Mr. John Johnstone, the architect for the new Town-

hall buildings at Gateshead, deposed that on the 3rd of
June last he undertook to get two platforms erected for
persons to view the ceremony of laying the fonndation-
Btone at the request of the Town-hnll Sub-committee,
which consisted of the Mayor (Mr. R. S. b'ewall), Mr.
Aid. B'gger, Mr. Aid. Johnson, Mr. Redmajne, and Mr.
B. Frazer. After viewing the ground, Ihe sites were
arranged, and on Friday, the 5th of June, be called upon
Mr. Bell (who had contracted with Mr. Bulmau fur the
joiner work), and told Jiim to prepare the timber and have
it sent over to start work on Monday, the Sth. He saw
John Mason (Mr. Bell's foremau), and made a sketch on
a bench of a plan of how he wanted the platform erected,
so as to guide him in selecting ibe different lengths. On
"Wednesdav, 10th June, he (Mr. Johnstone) had occasion
to go to l^ezbam to assist in the laying of a foundation-
stone there; and before he went (on Tuesday evening)
he gave particular instructions to Mr. Bell and his fore-
man (Mr. Mason) that the gentleman's platform was to
be erected in strict accordance with the ladies’ platform,
adding that the former was to be an elongation of the
latter. He also asked Mr. Burnup, clerk of the works, to
see to matters generally whilst he was awav. On Thurs-
day morning, when he returned from Hexham, he was

astonished to find it bad been erected on a different plan
from that which he had prescribed, and remonstrated with
Mr. Mason on the subject, and the answer which be
received was, that the sub-committee bad been there on
Wednesday, the 10th (the day that he, Mr. Johnstone,
was away), and had given orders through Mr. Dumup,
clerk of the works, to that effect. Mr. Burnup had given
orders that the gentlemen’s platform was to be erected on
the plan of an inclined plane, instead of with steps. He
told Mr. Mason that he was astonished at so great a
change having been made in the plan, and that he could
not then be responsible for the work

;
and further, that he

might finish the platform according to the instructions
which he had received from the sub-committee, and that
he (Mr. Johnstone) could not take any further interest in

it, or words to that effect. He considered that the mayor
had some practical skill, and that the other gentlemen who
acted with him had a knowledge of those matters. He did
not examine the platform, and, having every confidence
in the builders, allowed two of his own clerks and his step-
son to go upon it during the ceremony. His own business
caused him to be engaged in another part. He did not
give any formal notice to the mayor ot declining the re-

sponsibility ; he did not consider it his duty to do so, as
he had never received any notice of the change that was
made in bis plans either verbally or by letter. The pres-
sure on the platform constructed on an incline plane
would be forward, and the strut springing from the foot of
the upright at the back would lose its service, unless there
was one placed in the opposite direction, or the joists or
uprights in the front of the platform, near the level part,
were sufficiently strong. He saw no supports to resiatthe
forwardpressure under the open space near the foundation-
stone. It would have been safer to have bad a strut with
a heel forward to counteract the pressure in that direc-
tion. The platform seemed to have given way at the open
space, as the wall was displaced upon which it bad abutted.
On a graduated stepped platform the pressure was ver-
tical, but on an incline plane platform is was forward

; on
the first, only two persona could move; on the last, the
entire number of spectators might, by a surging motion,
be pressed forward without the power of resistance. The
gentlemen's platform was built to contain about 600
people.
The Coroner inquired how many persons were upon the

platform when it fell, and Mr. Elliott, the chief constable,
who said he was experienced in judging of numbers,
replied 200. The point was disputed, others saying 300.
The witness being further examined, stated that he felt

very indignant on finding that his plan had been altered,
ami that he had been interfered with, but did not express
bis annoyance or objection to the jnayor on Thursday
morning when he saw him on the ground. He had full

confideuce in the practical skill of the mayor aud members
of the sub.commiltee, and therefore did not complain to
them or the town-clerk. He considered that there were
six heads against his, and be must have been in error.
Moreover it was (as the Coroner had remarked) a dis-

agreeable thing for him to find fault with his employers.
Had bis plan not been entirely superseded he might have
giveu notice to resign. In that particular case, which
referred to the voluntary erection of a temporary plat-

form, for which he was to have no remuneration, and with
regard to which he had not received formal notice of
alteration, he did not think it necessary to give formally
notice of being relieved of his responsibility. He did not,
on the other hand, receive any formal notice from the
mayor that his plan had been altered. There was no bad
feeling between himself and the mayor.
Mr. J. Mason, joiner, of Cambridge-street, Newcastle,

and foreman to Mr. George Bell, builder, of the Gates-
head Town Hall, said he bad received instructions from
Mr. Burnup, clerk of the works, to construct the gentle-
men’s platlorm on the aftemooa of Wednesday, the 10th
June. He was to make it on an easy slope from 2 ft. to

2 ft. 6 in., from back to front, and it was to be dealed or
planked over instead of stepped. Nothing was said about
struts or anything else. Jtr. Johnstone gave them direc-
tions on Tuesday night, before he went to Hexham, that
they were to erect tile gentlemen’s on the same principle
as the ladies’ platform, and drew them out a chalk plau to

j

convey tbe idea. Tho gentlemen’s platform was altered
j

in plan to an incline instead of a gallery. The planks were I

placed across the joists, every other one being fastened !

with four 6-ineh clipped nails; he preferred those which
j

were wrought. He put the strut in at the back of his '

own accord, because be was afraid of the platform going
in that direction. He considered tbe platform on an incline

not so strong as the gulleried one. The uprights in tho
front of the platform—where it fell—were 4 ft. apart

; but
the alternate ones were not let into the ground.
A Juryman : That accounts for the accident.
The Coroner ; Why were they not let into the ground ?

Witness: Because of the stones. The alterations caused
me to be hurried. Had the platform been constructed on
Mr. Johnstone’s plan I should not have becu so hurried,
as the steps for the gallery were all cut.

Mr. William Burnup, clerk of tbe works, said ho did
not receive any instructions from Mr. Johnstone, tho
architect, about the erection of the platform, nor did he
interfere in any way with the exception of making known
the orders of the sub-committee at two o’clock on Wed-
nesday afternoon.
Mr. George Bell, builder, Westgate-bill, Newcastle, was

the sub-conirsctor under Mr. Bullman, for the erection of
the Gateshead New Town-hall, and Mr. Mason was bis
foreman. He was employed by Mr. Johnstone to erect
the platforms m the first instance. The only instructions
that bo received with referenoe to the gentlemen’s plat-

form were from Mr. Burnup, at half-past seven on Wed-
nesday night. He told him that tho sub-committee had
been on the ground and bad altered the plau of the gen-
tlemen's platform altogether. He (witnessl said “Very
well, they know best what they want," and Mr. Burnup
replied, “I do not know what Mr. Johnstone will say
when he comes back," and witness said, “Never mind
Mr. Johnstone, you carry the inslriictioDS of the sub-
committee ont.’’ Ha said they had likewise given in-

structions to strengthen tbe ladies’ platform, and be said,
“ Well, by all means do it." He believed be asked Mr.
Mason if the borough engineer had looked at it, and he
replied that he knew nothing of the borough engineer.
The mayor had tbe character of being a scientific man,
and he thought that he knew something about the matter.
He thought, also, that tbe borough engineer would have
insnected the work us the surveyor for tbe borough of
Newcastle inspected the stands, Ac

,
on the Town Moor.

The Cjroner: If you had not considered some one
would bare inspected it you would have spoken about tbe
matter ?

Witness : Tcs ; I dare say to Mr. Johnstone. The timber
used was good. I told Mr. Johnstone that they hud altered
his plan, and he said, “Who the devil did that?”
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The Coroner : If a building yon were building was t|

altered in yoor absence by your employers, what plan
t

would you adopt ? ;

"Witness : I should askmy employers wby they alteredit-

)

Tbe Coroner : Would you have gone further ? S

Witness : That would depend on circumstances. Mr.
j

Johnstone is a very good-tempered fellow, or he would have-

1

gone to his employers and said, “ I cannot be repoaaible."
j

I ehould have done that. They (his employers) should I

have sent some notice to him about havmg altered his I

plans.
The Mayor explained that tho borough surveyor (Mr I

Borrie) ha'd nothing to do with the Town-hall buildings.

Witness then said he considered the step plan the safest,,

as the people were standing at ease in that case, whilst on-

an incline, with their toes downwards, they were pressing-

forward. The people could be more densely packed on an
incline than on a stepped platform.
Mr. Robert Stirling Newall said he was mayor of Gates-

head and one of the sub-committee appointed to make
arrangements for the laying of the foundation-stone of the
Gateshead New Town- hall. He suggested that the level of
the platform should be lowered, and that planks should bo-

placed on the alope. The suggestion was thought to be a
good one.
The Coroner : By whom ?

The Mayor : Tho members of the snb-committoe, and it

(the suggestion) was therefore adopted. No orders were

f

liven about uprights, rafters, or struts. The order was to
eave out the wedges and to lay the planks on the rafters.
The slope was to be 2 ft. C in. instead of 6 ft., as Mr.
Johnstone’s scheme would have carried out. Mr. Aid.
Johnson said to tho joiuer, “Now, mind you make it

strong enough; make it more than strong, aud no onewill
find it out; but if you make it too weak, every one will
have reason to comp'iain.” The man said be would attend
to it They made some alterations by way of strengthen-
ing the ladies' platform, and so rendered it the com*
mittee’s rather than Mr. Johnstone’s.
The Coroner : Was the other platform which you altered

the committee’s rather than Mr. Johnstone's ?

The Mayor; Yes; so far as tbe altering it from the
steps to the incline plane was concerned. This was the
committee’s recommendation. According to engineer’s
calculations, 70 lb. pressure is allowed on a platform per
square foot: the forward thrust is iu proportion to the
angle of the rise, aud by lowering the platform to 2 ft. 8 iu.

from 6 ft., wo lessened the thrust in exactly the same pro-
portion.
Mr. Johnstone stated that the pressure was so great

that the accident dislodged 15 tons of masonry.
The Coroner said that ho need not go through the whole

of the evidence, as much of it did not relate to tho in-
quiry. There were many engineering points which would
not bear at all npon their verdict. It became them now
to ascertain by whose neglect or want of caution it fell.

He thought that, to get rid of the responsibility on either

part, there ought to have been some remark made by one-

of the members of the sub-comoiiltee to Mr. Johnstone
that they had altered his plan. Mr. Johnstone’s atten-
tion onght to have been called to that alteration. He (Che
coroner) thought that Mr. Johnstone, for his own sake,—
finding that the platform had been altered,—should have
made some allusion to it, aud, if he thought fit, relieved

;

himself of the responsibility. The construction of the
platform, however, was aUowed to go on without any per-
son iaspecting it. Every one had come to the oonclusion
that there was nothing to support the forward pressure,
and that a strut should have been placed in the contrary
direction to the one from tho foot of the uprights at

the back. They had heard all the evidence
;
and, as many

of them wore builders, they would thorongbly understand
the nature of the work. The man’s death was caused by
tbe fall of the platform, and it was for them to Eay who
was to blame.
The jurj'men retired, and returned after an absence of

one hour aud three-quarters with the following verdict:

—

“ "VVe find that James Barnet died on the 11 lb of August
of pyaemia, caused by injury to his foot by the falling of
the platform at Gateshead on the 11th of Juno last; that

I

the falling of tbe platform was cansed by the want of

[

proper struts at the open part against tfie foundation-

I

atone; that Mr. Johnstone, tbe architect, could not give
! up bis responsibility without first naming the fact to tbe

j

sub-committee when he was on tho platform on Thursday^
' that the sub-committee were equally to blame lor altenog
the plan in the absence of tbe architect, and their not see-
ing that the platform was properly inspected,"
The Coroner remarked that no recommendation was

made about platforms or such structures being inspected
in future. Their verdict, however, implied a want of pro-
per inspection.

CHURCH-EUILDING NEWS.

Berdon (Essex).—Tbe parish church here has
been re-opened, after restoration under the direc*

i

tion of tbe diocesan architect, Mr. Joseph Clarke. ;

Tbe chancel has been almost entirely rebuilt. A
considerable quantity of the old stone carving
baa been preserved. The number of sittings has
been largely increased. The whole work baa
been completed at a cost of nearly 1,900J.

Stockton Heath.—The new church here has
been consecrated by the Bishop of Chester. Tho
ediBce is in the Geometrical style, from the de-
signs of Mr. E. G. Paley, of Lancaster. It con-

sists at present of a navo and south aisle, both
75 ft. long, and a north transept IG ft. by 16 ft.,

with an organ chamber and vestry. The chancel

is 32 ft. by 25 ft. The exterior of the walls is

of Runcorn stone, the interior of white bricks,

the roof and pewiog of Baltic timber, the doom
of oak. Tbe edifice has eight stained windows,
executed by various artists. The large east

window, by Messrs. Clayton & Bell, is tbe gift of

Mrs. G. Greenall, of Walton Hall, and illns-

trates the principal events in the history of our
Lord’s Passion. The two smaller chancel win-

dows are the gift of Miss Forde, of Stockton
Heath Parsonage, and represent the incidents

which took place at Bethany, and on the taom«
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«Dg of the Resurrection. These were executed
by Clayton & Bell, as were also the windows in

the north transept, and that at the east end of
the aisle. The subject of the former is the
Transfiguration, the gift of Mr. G. Greenall,
M.P. The latter is a memorial window, erected
by Mrs. Payne, of Bath. In the west are two
windows in a different style and more glowing
•colours, that in the nave, by Messrs. Heaton &
Butler, the gift of Messrs. Greenall & Whitley,
•of Wilderspool, representing the Adoration of
the Magi, the Disputation in the Temple, and
the Entry into Jerusalem, with a medallion of

the incredulity of St. Thomas. The baptistry
contains a memorial window, erected by the Rev.
W. and Mrs. Hayes, in remembrance of an infant
son. The subjects are, tho Good Shepherd,
the Passage through the Red Sea, the Presenta-
iion in the Temple, Christ blessing little Child-
•ren, and His own Baptism by the Baptist in

Jordan. These subjects have been rendered by
Messrs. Gibbs & Co.

Frintcn (Essex).—The parish church of St.

Mary, which has been recently restored, has
been re-opened for divine service. The building
had from long neglect fallen into decay, and
tho roof was in danger of falling through, when
funds were subscribed, and tho church thoroughly
restored, under the direction of the architect,
Mr. Henry Stone, of London. The interior
fittings, pulpit, reading-desk, and benches, are
all entirely new, and of stained deal, most of
them the gift of private individuals. Mr. Joseph
Orimes, of Colchester, was the builder employed.

Maidstone.—The first instalment of the im-
firovements so long contemplated in St. Philip’s
•Church has been commenced. The alterations
to bo carried out at present consist of additional
accommodation being furnished for 200 persons,
the rebuilding of the chancel arch, the forma-
tion of another aisle, and fitting up the church
with a complete warming and ventilating appa-
ratus. Tho contract for the alterations has been
taken by Mr. Yaughan. Mr. Stephens is the
architect.

Eyavi .—The chief corner-stone of the now
north aisle, chancel aisle, and vestry of the
parish church has been laid. The new aisle
will be called the “ Mompesson Memorial Aisle,”
in memory of the Rev. W. Mompesson, rector of
Eyam, during the plague of 1G66. The church
was discovered to be, when touched, in a far
worse condition than was at first supposed, and
a, large amount of funds will be required for its

complete repair. The committee have entered
into a contract to rebuild almost the whole of
tho north aisle of the church at a cost of about
i,300Z., but they were recommended by their
architect, Mr. G. E. Street, of London, not to
proceed with the other part, including the nave,
south aisle, and some alterations to tho tower,
nntil additional funds had been provided. It is

calculated that 1,200Z. are yet required to do
what is absolutely needed, for which sum a
renewed appeal has just been issued by the
committee. Messrs. Melland & Son, of Bamford,
are the builders employed.

MatlocTiBatli .—The chief-stone of a new church
has been laid at Scarthin. The church, owing

|

to the natui*e of tho site, is necessarily irregular I

in form : it consists mainly of a nave, with small
hexagonal chancel

; also a north transept and
ministers’ vestry, underneath which will be
placed tho hot-wator apparatus. The style of
architecture is Early English of the fifteenth

century
;
the front to the road, which will be

built of Yorkshire “parpoints” with Matlock
i

etouo dressings, and single lancet - headed

;

windows on either side. The entrance, over
I

which there is a bell turret, is approached by a
flight of steps, protected by a slated porch. The

'

interior will be fitted up with open benches,
which, together with the roof timbers, will be
stained and varnished. Hartley’s diamond
church glass will be used for the windows, but
it is contemplated hereafter to fill in several with
stained glass. The building is being erected
from the designs of Mr. John A. Wyatt, of Man-
chester, who is the architect for the large Hydro-
pathic Establishment now in progress at Matlock
Bath. The contract for the entire works has
been undertaken by Messrs. Walker, of Wirks-
worth. The church will have 150 seats (all

-rec), and the entire cost, including internal
decorations and purchase of land, will be about
i,300Z.

Lani7fon.— The mother church at Church
Langton has been restored. At Tnr Langton a
^aew church has been built, and the old one
pnlled down, with the exception of a window
imd doorway, which aro left up as memorials of

the old church. The church at Thorpe Langton
has now been restored, or, at least, is under
restoration, though it has been re-opened for
divine service. The church consists of a tower
and spire, a nave of three bays, and has a north
and south aisle, with one row of seats in each. The
nave, from the tower to the east end of the
chancel, is of one width and height, and there is

no chancel-arch to break the view from the west
to the east end. The wood screen between the
nave and the chancel has been restored, bat the
boarding baa been carried too high, and will be
altered. The top panel will be filled with open
tracery instead of the tracery being pat upon
boards. The top of the screen* is embattled,
with stencilled border, and in the panels there is

tracery. There are oak stalls in the chancel,
carved, and the floor is laid with Whetston’s
encaustic tiles. The east window is filled with
stained glass. The window is divided into four
parts. The first is the Adoration,—at the foot
the words ” Unto us a child is born the second
is the Crucifixion,—the words “ Woman, behold
thy Son j” the third is the Ascension, and the
words “ I go to prepare a place for you the
fourth is the Spirit of God descending in the
form of a dove, and tho words “ This is my
beloved Son.” Tho window is a memorial one.
The church and chancel have been newly roofed.
The spandrels are filled with open cut tracery,
and there aro large bosses of flowers at the
centre of the beams. The seats, of deal, var-
nished, are open. The pulpit is a Jacobin or
twelfch-centnry pulpit, and has been restored
by Mr. Loveday. The font has been restored by
Mr. Stanyon. The walls have been cleared of
their plaster, and the stonework re-poiuted, as
well as the arches. The porch has been removed
from the south to the north side of the church,
and here a new one has been erected. The
exterior of the church has also been restored
where necessary, and new coping put on, A dry
stone wall has been built to the yard attached to
the church. The architect for these restorations
has been Mr. J. Goddard, of Leicester. The
work has been carried out by the contractors,
Mr. Stanyon, of Market ITarborougb, the stone-
work, and Mr. Loveday, of Kibworth, tho wood-
work.

New Theatre Royal, Croydon.—There is

now almost completed, and will be opened
forthwith at Croydon, a compact and comfortable
theatre. It is built after the style of the Amphi-
theatre in Holborn,

The Liverpool and Birkenhead Dock
Works,—The report of Mr. Lyster, the engineer
to the Mersey Docks Board, has been issued. It

appears that during the year ending June 2-itb,

18G8, the expenditure upon new works under the
Act of 18G3, on the Liverpool side of the Mersey,
has been 86,2381. ITs. ; repairs and maintenance,
70,G81Z. 15s. The total expenditure was
168,8581. ISs. Id. On the Birkenhead side of

the river there has been expended on new
works, under the Acts of 1858, 1860, and 1866,
GG.OO'IZ. 7s. lOd. ; on works for the improvement
and preservation of the estate, 131,6061. 123.

;

on repairs and maintenance, i9,725Z. 13s. 2d .

;

total expenditure, 220,23GZ. ISs, The works
include the new iron dock and warehouses on
the Liverpool side, and on the Birkenhead side

tho new iron warehouses and canal dock, and
the new observatory on Bidston-hill.

Telegraphic Progress.—A project is on foot

in California to establish a telegraph line from
thence to China and Japan.——A special report

in connexion with the Electric Telegraphs Bill

has just appeared. A summary shows there aro

1,280 miles of line and 4,226 miles of wire under
a term of agreement with railway companies of

from one to five years
j 3,988 miles of line and

20,308 of wire under a term of agreement of

from six to ten years
; 3,211^ miles of line and

13,397 of wire under a term of agreement of

from eleven to twenty years
; 340^ miles of line

and 1,247 of wire under a term of agreement of

from twenty-one to thirty years
; and •1,650 miles

of line and 1,556 of wire with a term of agree-

ment of from thirty-one to ninety-nine years,

—

making a total of 13,470 miles of line and 54,744
of wire under various terms of agreement
between the telegraph and railway companies,
the average duration of these agreements being

26^ years per mile of Hue, and 25J years per
mile of wire.

Byculla Church, India.—Mr. J. Scott, stained
glass manufacturer, Carlisle, has jnst completed
a stained glass window for the church of Byculla,
in India. Its dimensions are 14 ft. by 9 ft., and
it is divided into six lights, the whole of which
are filled with grisaille work. Near the top of
the centre light is a wreath surrounding the
arms of Spencer Compton, in whose memory the
window is to be placed in the church.

Joseph not a Carpenter.—When the British
Archaeological Association were inspecting the
gallery of paintings at Charlton House, attention
being called to the picture of Joseph working as
a carpenter, assisted by the child Jesus, Mr.
Black said he wished that Joseph had been repre-
sented in his proper businesa as a mason, the
original term used signifying architect, builder, or
mason, and not carpenter. The term carpenter,
he urged, was undoubtedly an error, as in the
climes where Joseph dwelt no wood was used in

the erection of the structures of their houses,

but stone only.

Fine Arts Exhibition at Norwich.—Tho
first exhibition of the Norwich Fine Arts Asso-

j

eiation, established for promoting tho arts of
painting and sculpture, for reviving the Norwich

[

school of landscape painting, and to provide a

I

gallery of art for Norwich, has been opened in

j

the Artists’ Room, Exchange-street, a room that

j

is by no means adapted for the display of so

j

large a collection as is now within its walla
;
bub

!
unfortunately the committee bad no choice, as

I every other room in the city was engaged for

I
the British Association. The collection seems

I

to inclnde, amongst a number of very indifferent

ones, a few good pictures.

South Staffordshire Industrial and Fine
Arts Exhibition.—It has been determined to

! hold, during tho spring and summer of 1869, at

Wolverhampton, an industrial and fine arts exhi-

bition, under the auspices of the committees and
supporters of tho Wolverhampton School of

Fraetical Art, aud of the South Staffordshire

Educational Association. There has been no

I

difficulty in finding guarantors. The minimnta
fund was fixed at 2,000Z., and the liability was
limited to lOZ. from each guarantor, the object

being to produce a wider interest in the exhibi-

tion than by allowing any one to guarantee a

larger sum. Tho proposed site for the exhibition

is Molyneux House and grounds, in the Waterloo-
road. The out-buildings could be made useful,

and there is space for the erection of annexes.

The Lhproy-ed Industrial Dwellings Con-
PANY.—The tenth half-yearly meeting of the

shareholders will be held at the Cannon-street

terminus Hotel, this Friday, August 28th. In
addition to the 50,OOOZ. in lOOZ. shares already

allotted, 43,250Z. have been subscribed in 25L
shares, making the total subscribed capital

93,250Z., of which 4,900Z. have come in since

the date of the last report. The directors pro-

pose that the nsaal dividend, at the rate of 5

per cent, per annum, shall be declared payable

out of this sum, which will amount to about

1,824Z. Is. 5d., and that the balance of 526Z.

! IGs. 9d. be carried forward.

I The properties heleueing to tho company at preaeab
completed and occupied are as follow

Cobdea Buildings, King’s Cross-
road 20 Tenements.

Nelson Buildings, Bridge-street,

Greenwich 40 „
Tower Buildings, Brewhouse-lane

High-street, \Vapping CO ,,

Stanley BuUdings.OldSt. Pancras-
roaJ, King’s Cross 104 ,,

Palmerston Buildings, City Gar-
den-row, City-road 72 „

Cromwell Buildings, Bed Cross-

street, Boutbwark 21 ,,

Derby Buildings, Britannia-street
and 'VVicklow-Btreet, King’s
Cross-road 168 ,,

To... «{ J™'.™;..,
Boildings in course of erection at

Willow-street, and at tho Beth-
nal Green estate, to be com-
pleted this year 190

673

The Ebury-street site will accommodate about lOO more
families, so that tho total number of teuements built and
projected by the company at Ibis date is about 773. These
will allbrd decent, comfortable homes to about as many
separate families, or to 3,b90 persons, reckoning five to

each family.*

•The Corporation of London have also erected 168

tenements in Farringdon-road ;
and the Higbgate Im-

proved Indnstrial Dwellings Company have built sixty

tenements at Higbgate. Ihese, added to the original 105

at Langbourne Buildings, built by Sir Sydney Waterlow,
make up the total number of dwellings built aud pro-

jected upon the plan adopted by the company to 821, with
accommodation for say 4,100 persons,
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Birmingoam Architectural Society.—This
society having determined upon an annoal visit

to some place of interest to the profession, on
Toeaday, the 18th, inado their first excursion to

Oxford. Several architects and gentlemen of
that city joined the party, and added to the plea-

sure of the day by description of the following

buildings visited :—Christ Church, chapter-
house, cathedral, hall, &o. j Magdalen College,

All Souls College, New College, and MerWn
College; the Bodleian Library, University
Museum, and Exeter and Baliol College chapels.
The party then adjourned to the Eandolph Hotel,
where they dined.

Taylor’s Bridge Competition : Camberwell.
Mr. T. W. Smith wishes ns to say that the letter

he wrote on the subject of his estimate was ad-
dressed to the vestry, through the vestry clerk,

and not to the chairman, as stated
;
and that he

“ put the address at the top mechanically, as it

were, and without for one moment supposing
that my name could be discovered by searching
in the original applications for'particulars

j
and I

do not see what advantage it could be even were
my name known, for until the decision was made
known, I was utterly unacquainted with even
the names of the vestrymen.” We willingly

give his explanation, but the fact remains.

Fall op Part or a House in Golden-square.
On Tuesday morning consternation was caused
in Marshall-street, Golden-square, by the fall of
the greater part of a house there. Several houses
in the above-named street have recently been
pulled down by Messrs. Patrick, contractors, for
the purpose of erecting some warehouses for
Messrs. Metzler, and about the time stated the
party-wall of the house, No. 23, which had ad-
’oined those pulled down, fell with a heavy
crash, leaving the interiors of the whole of the
rooms, and the inmates, some of whom were in
bed, exposed. Fortunately the occupants of the
different rooms sustained no bodily injury.

Corn Exchange, Wareham.—At a recent
meeting of the corporation of the borough,
a requisition was read from sixty - one
farmers, corn-factors, millers, and dealers,
attending the Wareham markets, drawing
attention to the necessity for a corn - ex-
change. It was resolved, unanimously, that the
town-clerk write to the requisitionists saying
that the corporation will be happy (o facilitate

the providing a corn-exchange, and that they
are making further inquiry as to their power to
dispose of some property for the purpose. The
site which was suggested as most desirable was
that of some premises, half-way up West-street,
called “Chaffin’s Living.”

Presentation to a Manager of Works.

—

On Saturday, the 22nd, a watch and chain and
a purse containing ten guineas were presented to

Mr. Clabrongh, manager of the Bristol City
Hotel Works, by the men under him, as a mark
of esteem. A dinner was held at the St. John’s
Porter-house, Stonobridge, at which a large
number of the men attended. Mr. Ponsford,
who presided, in proposing the health of Mr.
Clabrough, expressed his pleasure that the feel-

ing of antagonism which at one time existed
between employers and employed was dying out,

and that a new state of things was fast coming
into existence. At one time questions of mutual
benefit could not be discussed by them wiih
comfort or satisfaction, but now it was felt that
differences might easily be adjusted by mutual
arrangement. With regard to their esteemed
manager, he was sure that there was but one
feeling throoghout the whole of the works.
Mr. J. Bool then made the presentation on behalf
of the workmen, and said that such conduct as
had characterised Mr. Clabrough’s dealings with
workmen in this city would do much to promote
a better state of feeling than that which at
present existed between employers and employed.
Mr. Clabrongh, in returning thanks, said that
when he and bis employers, Messrs. Warbnrton,
came there they were supposed by many to be
antagonistic to all tradesmen and all trade
laws—they were supposed, in fact, to be
foreigners. Complaints had been made that
“ stuff” had been used in the building on which
they were employed that had been brought from
other places; but the fact was they got it all

from there. In Bristol there were firms that
advertised in the Builder and other papers offer-

ing to supply joiners’ work all the world over.
If Bristol could not compete with other towns
why should not other towns supply them ? But
it was well known that Bristol could compete if

it would.

Oundle Church on Fire.—On the morning
of Sunday a fire broke out in the tower and spire

of the parish church of Oundle, Northampton.
The peal of bells (the finest in the whole county)
suffered much, the first, second, third, and tenor
being cracked

; one of them, through the heat,

being literally broken in two. The fire is attri-

buted to spoutaueouB combustion, originating in

a platform filled with sawdust, which when the
church was restored was placed there to deaden
the sound of the bells on the ringers. The
whole framework of the belfry was in a blaze

;

the falling of the clock-weight on the third bell

caused the beam to snap and the bell to break.

Fires.—A paraffine oil and wax factory has
been burnt down in the Wick-road, Hackney-
wick. The men bad imprudently used a naked
lighted candle, which set fire to the vapour from
the oil. The building was destroyed, and adjoin-

ing premises were damaged. A large sugar
refinery at Greenock has been burnt. 'The

damage is estimated at 30,0001. The refinery

was only erected about five years ago.

Shepbeard’s hotel, at Cairo, has bien destroyed
by fire. The alarm was given by an explosion

in a store closet containing paraffine or “gaz”
candles and other combustibles. Keamil Pasha’s
house and the new hotel, which has coat

120,0001., and is not yet completed, ran great
risk from the fire. Although fires are rare in

Cairo, there had been one on each of the nine
preceding days.

The Hereford Workhouse Improvements.

—

At a recent meeting of the local Board of guar-
dians, Mr. T. Davies endeavoured to obtain the

authority of the Board to the front centre of the

workhouse being raised, so as to be in accord-
ance with the new wings, at an outlay not ex-

ceeding 2001. ; and accordingly moved that the
architect, Mr. Chick, be instructed to prepare
plans, and to take steps to obtain the sanction
of the Poor-Law Board to the same, so that the
alteration may be made in the spring. Mr.
Parry moved as an amendment, “ That the con-

sideration of the whole subject be deferred till

the ensuing spring and Mr. Apperley another
amendment,—“ That the original proposition be
rejected entirely and this last motion was
agreed to by a majority of 17 to 11 for Mr. Parry’s
amendment, and two for the original motion.

TENDERS.
For a 75-qaarler malting and stores, at Koyeton

Railway Station, for Messrs, Phillips, Brothers. Messrs.
Nash St Son, architects

Gibbon ; £3,950 0 0
Whittaker 3,950 0 0
Ounson (accepted) 3,018 0 0

For pulling down Upper Circus Lodge, Royal-hill, and
building new boose and shop, at Greenwich, for Mr.
Edwin ShalloEs. Mr. Henry Roberts, architect. Quan-
tities not supplied

Including Old
Materids.

Hoare & Postlethwaito £960 0 0
Ware 865 0 0
Fena (accepted) 660 0 0

For a new Baptist Chapel, Mill-street, Bedford. Mr,
John Usher, architect. Quantities supnlied :

—

H. J. Dover & Co.* £3,371 0 0
Wild* Smith* 3,040 0 0
Winn i Foster 2,961 0 0
Spencer 2,953 0 0
Haynes 2,801 13 0
Dickens 2,730 16 0
Cunvin 2.593 0 0
Hull S Smith 2,665 0 0
* Old materials, about 2501., not deducted.

For bouse and conservatory, for Mr. W. II. Toomer, at
Twyford. Mr. W. Allen Diion, architect. Quantities
supplied

Staines £1,386 0 0
Laurance 3,174 0 0
Manley St Rogers 3,167 0 0
Mann 3,145 0 0
Eaton A Chapman (accepted) ... 3,060 0 0

For alterations and additions to premises, sitnated in
Silver-street, Bedford, for Mr. H. Peacock. Mr. John
Usher, architect:

—

Haynes £660 7 0
Harrison 683 0 0
Dickens 473 0 0

For alterations and additions to premises, Bury-street
Aldgate :

—
King & Sods £1,015 0 0
Henshaw 942 0 0
Dawes 880 0 0
Ball Sc Russell 823 0 0
Stewart S Bennett 670 0 0

For alterations in the interior arrangements of the
Warehousemen and Clerks' Schools, at Kussell-hiil, near
Croydon. Mr. James L. Pedley, architect:

—

Breeze & Emmett £343 0 0
Ward (accepted) 287 0 0
llearle p 0

For new lodge to Congregational Chnrch, Blackheatb.t
Mr, J. £. Saunders, architect. Quantities supplied-.— t

Little £578 0 0 '

Larke 676 0 0
Colls & Sons 675 0 0
Jerrard 604 0 0
Staines 4 Son 613 0 0
Perry 483 0 0

,

For new Baptist Chapel, Potter’s, Bar. Mr. W, Allen
Dixon, architect:

—

Garrud (accepted) £717 0 0

For cemetery buildings, at Fulham, Middlesex, for the
Hammersmith Burial Board. Mr. George Saunders,
architect. Quantities by Mr. Sbrubsole :

—

Butt & Son .. £2,899 0 0
Wilson 2,850 0 0
Chamberlain, Brothers 2,830 0 0
Messrs. Williams 2,760 0 0
Wigmore 2,749 10 0
Cowland 2,540 0 0
Palmer 2,400 0 0
Staines & Son 2,378 0 0
Nightingale 2,240 0 0
Crabb & Vaughan 2,194 0 0

For alterations to No. 148, Camberwell-road, and the
erection of three cottages, for Mr. J. H. Maebu. Mr.
Parris, architect. Quantities supplied by Mr. Shrub-
sole ;

—

George £945
Mann 840
Banham 825
Dunstan 811
Bottomley 799
Capron 798
Watkins 730
Eedditch 728
Soden 720
Falkner 690
Blacknaore & Motley 650
Foster 649
Gibbs 4 Son 675
W'est 675
Llewellyn 663
Pearce 660
Shirley 548
Baxter (accepted) 495

0 0 !

0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0

!

For alterations aud additions to the Gibraltar Tavern,
St. George’s-road, Southwark :—

Nightingale £063 0 0
Wills 853 0 0
Reed 724 0 0
Linfield A Son 714 0 0
Pitcher 675 0 0
Falkner 629 0 0
Watkins 695 0 0
Gammon 4 Sods 690 0 0
Chutter 669 0 0
Cubitt 435 0 0

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
"Bedford Cottle,'' noavoidabl; postponed.

A 8ub*eriber.-F. R.—H B.—T. H.—Dr. P.—W. R.-O, A 0.— I

J. E. C.— B. C.—K. A Sous.—B. L. W.—Durham.—W. B — Metert. B.—
C. A. U.-H. H. B.-B. P. B.-Dr. R.—B. B.-W. A. D.-II 8.-J. B.—
W. Brothen.— B. A.—C. A Son— J. U.-G. 0—W. E. B.-T. W, B.—
P. A.-A. D,-M. P.-Z.-8. S.-II. W,—J. L.-J. P. (tend remainder. .

Number of hoot.-i mutt be erroDeont).—M. Brotberi (St'.ings have
been menlijued).—R. A B. (tball have early attention).— X. Y. X.
(ahottid bare the whole queetlon of the ventl'atlon of the room con-
sidered on the spot).

We are compelled to decline pointing ont books and giving
adilreiBee.

A'i itatementt of facti, Ilita of Tenders, Ac., miut be accompanied
by the name and oddieu of the tender, not ne.:eetarily for
pnbllcatiOD.

Note.—

T

he retpontlbiUty 'of signed ortlclee, and papers read at
public meetings, rests, of course, with the authors.

NOTICE.—All Communications respect-

ing Advertisements, Subscriptions, ^"c., should be
addressed to “ The Publisher of the Builder”
No. 1, Tork-street, Covent Garden. All other
Communications should be addressed to the
“Editor" and not to the “ Publisher."

ADVERTISEMENTS.

PERFECTION in BOOKKEEPING.—
BUILDBBS and Othen desiring a really good lystem can

have a BET o' MODELS for BUILDSRB' BOOKS, by DOUBLB
ENTRY, to which was awarded the prlxe offeied In ' The Ba'lder,"
No. 1,180, and which hat been adopted by many large Qroia. AUo a
Modified Arrangement by Single Entry, suitable fur small builden.—
Address, E. A. 4, St. Oeorge't road, Regent's Park, London.

TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
VTEGLECTED BOOKS POSTED and
1 1 BALANCED, Drawiugs, E.timates, and Accounts preptred,

and work measared, by the Advertiser, who has had great experience,
especially with lotiicate aud neglected a'.couuts, and Is the winner
of a prize for Bnlld-re' Bookk-eping. aud Sub editor of a well-known
Price-Book. Terms r^onable.—Address, E. E. A. 4, St. Qeo-ge's-

I, Primrose-hill, N.W.

An ARCHITECT, whose time is not wholly
rccupied, U williog to undertake the MAKING of WOKKINQ

DkaWINOS for Arobitecu from roogb aketche*, at bis own offl e, at
a reasonable charge.— Adoreu, 030, Office of "The Builder.”

AN ARTIST, haviDg an extensive Practice
in Ecclesiastical and other Mural FIgari Painting, aliO In de-

.uiug for Buiined Glisa. Mosaic, Ac. wishes to meet with PUPILS
sirons of studying there Branches of Art. None but (ludenU
^.rably versed in drawing the figure need apply.—Address, H. H.
rilauds KnockhoU, n-ar Sevenoak*.

NICHOLAS LAKE,
A RCHITECT and consulting SURVEYOR.AA Bills of qnanllciea accurately prepared, works measured up.

DAVEY, PLASTERER, who was on a jol
at Woodrord in 1846, sending his address to W. N. Office 01

" i'he Builder,” msy hear of a JOB.
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conveyance. But neither this usual French
tyranny over unfortunate railway travellers, nor
the interruption of the line itself, comes under
the head of casualties special to the Mont Cenis
line. The misfortune has overtaken the road
with even more disastrous effect than that pro-
duced on the railway. Unless it be asserted
that the vibration of the engine has hastened
the detachment of the slip (which, if the case,
can have only been a question of time), the cause
of the displacement has nothing to do with rail-

way locomotion any more than with the old
traffic by diligence. -It is a danger peculiar to
the locality, as might be that arising from a
snow-drift or an avalanche, and might beset the
pedestrian or equestrian traveller with as much
peril as the railway passenger.

The question, therefore, of the applicability of
the system introduced by Mr. Fell, or of any
other method of surmounting steep gradients,
or piercing mountain passes, is only incidentally

touched by the occurrence of the Mont Cenis
slip. All engineers know the peculiar dangers
that attend the passage of mountain chains.
That which is novel to our experience is the
method of so applying tractive force as to enable
us to overcome the resistance offered by the
power of gravitation to the ascent of lofty

heights, while at the same time we adopt the
same meansfor obviating the resistance of friction

least thirty-three

passengers.

The latter acci-

dent, which ap-

peals to the Eng-
slish public with that irresistible eloquence which.
Din our country, always echoes from the tomb,
pappears in the first instance unaccountable.
'aPart of a luggage train is said to have become
edetached from the locomotive, and to have run
odown an incline, on which the Irish mail, rush-
Q^g up at the rate of forty miles per hour, came
oSnto collision with the trucks. Notwithstanding
lithe fact that this part of the line was on a curve,
lit seems inexplicable that such a collision should
aiave occurred. What could have been the
aaature of the look-out kept by the engine-
rilriver ?

. The shook is said to have exploded a quan-
Itdty of petroleum, placed on one of the trucks at
hshe end of the luggage-train. This statement is
Dbnly intelligible in one way. The shook of the
olullision may have started the vessels contain-
ing the inflammable material, and thrown some

the escaping contents into the fire-box of the
engine. Ihe combustion of the remainder of
leie cargo would be inevitable.

\ We have no wish to dwell on a catastrophe
:ahat will tingle in the ears of every one that
laears of it, and that is being diaonssed at
iDOnsiderable length before a coroner’s jury,
b is one of those events which bear on the
aaanagement of traffic, but which have nothing
o do with the construction of a railway. With
leie Mont Cenis slip the case is reversed.
J Judging from the imperfect accounts that have
Ip yet reached us, it seems that an dbovlement,

land-slip, caused by violent rain, carried
|T9vay both road and railway, interrupting abao-
jtetely the passage of diligences, and allowing
ilvily of an interrupted service for the locomo-
lore route (even if that be nob now stopped),
iirereat complaints are made that the officials,

:cecen the worst of Continental railway ser.
mints, give no warning to the passengers,
.'lich as might allow them to halt at a
iicace where shelter could be found, or to
I.r3race their steps to an unbroken line of

PERIOD of un-

nsual immunity
from accidents to

railway travellers

has just been ter-

minated by the

occurrence of two
disasters of almost

unprecedented
magnitude. The
Mont Cenis sur-

face-line has been
closed, and partly

carried away by
a landslip; and the

Chester and Holy-

head Railway has
[

that have led to the improved travelling of the
been the scene of a i

last third of a century. The resistance offered

collision involving to going up hill, as far as actual lifting of load
an explosion of

j

is concerned, can be diminished by no human
petroleum, and

[

skill ; we can only apply adequate power to life

causing the in-
j

the load. The resistance offered by friction to
stant death of at

|

the passage of the diligence or the wagon we
' have reduced, by the introduction of the surface
line, to the 7 lb. or 8 lb. per ton common to the
more level lines of railway.

The great object which has to be carried out
by the various and successive improvements in

internal communication which have taken place
since the middle of the eighteenth century may
be stated in one word as the diminution of fric-

tion. The substitution of a water surface for a
land route, in the case of inland navigation,

—

the prevention of the deep ruts and water-logged
boles that rendered our highways all but im-
passable in winter before the time ofMacAdam,

—

the introduction of steel springs for carriages,

—

the placing of cast-iron plates to bear the wheels
of the small mineral trucks of the tramways,

—

the iron railway introduced by Stephenson,—the

subsequent step of “ fishing ” the rails,—the ap-

plication of steel instead of iron,—and the high
finish now attained both in locomotives and in

some of onr carriages,—are all so many steps in

the reduction of running friction. Without
now analysing this general expression into its

constituent elements, it may be considered that

a pull of seven or eight pounds weight on a well-

ordered railway is more effective than that of a
horse, or even of a team, under the ordinary

circumstances of the winter road traffic of

1760.

The carter, or the coachman, before the date

of Macadam, had indeed the knowledge that a
hill was an element of difficulty. Then the op-

position. to progress arising from bad roads with

which he had to contend was such that a gentle

ascent, where the road naturally drained itself,

was often preferable to a level route, where the

drainage was bad. Distance, in barbarous

countries, is measured rather by time than by
space,—by hours rather than by leagues,—and
the general travel-worthiness of a road was re-

garded as a question of experience, depending
on soil, on undulations of the ground, on amount
of mending required and lately effected, on
the character of the coach - master or of

the whip, rather than as a simply scientific

matter.

But when once it became evident how much
mastery over distance was to be attained by the

use of a rigid support for the wheels of heavily,
laden vehicles, more exact views as to the theory
of locomotion followed as a matter of conrse.
Thus it was constantly present to the mind of
George Stephenson, in every step of his career,
that while the engineer would almost annihilate
friction, he was unable to elude the force of
gravitation. Let him produce a road and a
carriage by means of which the force of a child
would effect far more than that of the finest

team on the old mail routes, on a level,—the
level was a sine qua non condition for the faU
development of the advantage of the new sys-
tem. Let the rigid road rise at the rate only of
1 in 300, a rise all but imperceptible to the
stage-coachman, and the powei’ required for

propulsion must be doubled. In fact, by re-

ducing running friction to a minimum, the
difficulty of ascent appeared, relatively, to be
raised to a maximum. If friction could have
been so far done away with that a wagon could
have been propelled by a touch, still the slightest

ascent involved the need of a power adequate to

lift the load in the air to the exact height

attained by the summit of the incline.

With this unquestionable fact clearly in view,

it was the object of the engineers of the school

of Stephenson to reduce gradients, as they were
called, to a minimum, and rather to wait upon
nature, by following the circuitous course of a
river valley, than to force nature, by the con-

struction of lines made as the crow flies,

involving not only heavier earth-works, but
also steeper gradients, than those of a valley

route.

Of the mechanical truth of the principle

always insisted on by Stephenson there can he
no question. But locomotion, although depend-
ent on mechanics, is not simply a mechanical

question. Locality goes for much. In the

actual configuration of the surface of a coontry
certain differences of level exist, and, ronghly
speaking, have to be accepted and provided for.

To surmount an unavoidable hill, even though
you have the advantage of running easily down
again, is a positive loss of power and source of

cost. But to carry a traffic from London to

Birmingham it is necessary, sooner or later,

to raise the weight carried from the level

of tho Thames to that of New-street or the

Bull Ring. There is no avoiding the actual

rise.

Thus in selecting river valleys, in following

the courses of canals, in excavating and tunnel-

ling so as to reduce intermediate sommita, much
may be done to economise tractive power. But
no care, and no ontlay, will reduce the cost

due to the actual difference of level between
termini. The cost of working a line may be
indefinitely increased, but that power adequate
to overcome that further dead weight of gravi-

tation must be produced there can be no donbt

at all.

With this question of unavoidable cost of

going up-hill, put it in the best manner you can,

has often been blended an entirely different

consideration. It is that of the application of

power. Tho first circumstance on which tho

possible speed of railway travelling depends is,

that the adhesion of the driving-wheel to the

rail is sufficient to allow of the propulsion of

the train. When it came to be a question of

climbing it was feared that this adhesion would
not suffice. It was proposed, and indeed carried

out, by Mr. Robert Stephenson, that the inclines

of one in seventy-five and one in sixty-six on the

extension from Camden Town to Enston-square

should be worked by a stationary engine. It

was only experience that decided that loco-

motive power was available, as well as more
convenient, over these inclines. At the Lickey

incline, near Bromsgrovo, another case where
the natural features of the country refused to

be coaxed by the engineer, an incline of one in

thirty-two was worked by locomotives from the
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very opening of the Birmingham and Gloucester

Eailway. The past summer has seen the solu-

tion of the same problem on the Mont Cenis

pass. As far as the application of locomotive

power is concerned, it is now certain that

inclines of one in forty, one in thirty, and even

more, are perfectly manageable. The question,

then, reduces itself to one of expense.

Were a group of lines, differing in their

gradients, or, at all events, differing in the

amounts of actual lifting woik that has to be
accomplished in the transit of each convoy, to

resemble each other in every other element of

working cost, it would be possible to ascertain

from the 'accounts, if properly kept, what was
the different amount of summit level to be sur-

mounted iu each case. From the psesent state

of the returns made to the half-yearly meetings

of the various companies, cumbrous and volu-

minous as many of them are, it is impossible to

arrive at any such definite result. But looking

forward to the time when uniformity of manage-
ment, of accounts, and of dividend, shall result

from an efficient central control of the railways

of the United Kingdom, we are justified in

expecting that a direct correspondence between
the coat of locomotive power and the character

of the grading of a line will be found in-

variably to exist.

Clear perception as to what amount of economy
is, and what is not, attainable by the employ-
ment of rigid bearing surfaces for roads under-

lies the solution of that important queslion as to

street railways, and branch or supplementary
lines, which is now commencing to attract the

attention of the public. To the short-sighted

proceedings of the directors of the South-Eastern

railways we shall, no doubt, owe an earlier

practical insight into this subject than could

otherwise have been anticipated.

In fact, we see in almost every part of the
country lines of streets forming themselves near
and around the stations of our varioos railways,

or parallel to their course. That which must
follow is the arrangement of railways, tramways,

or anti-friction roads of some kind, parallel to

the direction of our streets. IVhen we once dis-

tinctly understand what can and what cannot bo
effected by the reduction of friction, we shall

hasten to grasp the advantages which are to be
derived from the introduction of street railways.

The most remarkable part of tho matter is, that

we have drawn so little practical inference from

the information which we have actually acquired.

How long is it since lines of rail have been laid

through the docks at Liverpool ? How slow and
tentative have been the arguments for running
first-class carriages alongside, or even on the

decks, of the steamers for Dublin, Calais,

Brazil ? Tho saving of time, of expense, of

annoyance, of everything worth saving, that

arises from a prolongation of a line of rails to

the very end of a journey, instead of condemning
all descriptions ol passengers to a eupplementaiy
cab, or omnibus, or carriage, is at least equal to

that which is effected by the substitution of a

good pier, alongside of which a steamer can
moor, and from which the passengers can step

on board, for an open and crazy boat.

As the supplement, or rather complement, to

the existing system of English railways, the

introduction of light branches, and ot street

rail or tram ways can only be a question of

time. What is less certain, but highly important,

is, the further questk^n of how far light street

railways, worked by horse power, or, perhaps, by
light locomotives,—engine and carriages being
made of steel, and designed for passenger traffio

alone,—may be available to check such a public

injustice as that now in course of perpetration

•by the directors of the Sonth-Eastern lines.

Speaking with due reserve, and without any
wish to give value to the patent of Mr. A., or to

the project of Mr. B., we think that such a check
is attainable. The next Parliament would feel,

it is probable, compelled to authorise a scheme
for which the capital was found by aggrieved
residents acting in self-defence. The cost, if we
take such experience as is to be gleaned abroad,

would not exceed from 3,C00Z. to 4,0C0i. per mile,

for the Grnndsett and Hamar line, of thirty miles

on a 3 ft. 6 in. gauge, was opened in 1864 at a
cost, including rolling stock and stations, of

3,0001. per mile. We call the attention of those

of our friends who are smarting under the recent

inflictions of railway penalties to this subject.

Mr. Watkin and his brother directors may yet
prove to be benefactors to their countrymen, as
the means of introducing, in spite of themselves,
light suburban passenger railways into the out-
skirts of the metropolis.

WATER SUPPLY, SEWAGE, IRRIGATION,
AND NAVIGATION.

In the pages of the daily papers there have
appearedlately articles upon the subjects of water

supply, sewage, irrigation, and navigation, from

the pens respectively of Sir John Rennie, C.E.,

and Mr. W. B. Adams, C.E., treating very ably of

the above impoitant subjects ;
and, following as

they do in the wake of the Builder, and of

Mr. Bailey Denton, whose arguments they fully

corroborate, it is sincerely to be hoped that

as we have succeeded in arousing a feeling

of strong interest and ardent sympathy iu

the cause, and have enlisted the services of

some shrewd and sound thinkers upon the sub-

ject, it will bo pursued with energy and deter-

mination, until a satisfactoT-y result has been
produced alike beneficial to all the very im-

portant interests involved. Wo trust this

momentous question may not bo allowed to

lag or drop again until it has been practically

solved, and placed in that clear and unerring

light that public opinion may fully understand

the question, and thus by these means our future

legislators may be educated, trained, and induced

to develop a perfect remedy by imperial legisla-

tion.

The long period of drought through which we
are now passing has extended over an interval of

nearly three moiiibs (except in a few isolated

cases of rainfall, or thunderstorms in a few
instances). From Manchester, Halifax, Sheffield,

Bradford, and many' other places the wail is

(or water ; and even in those places where it was
supposed the supply was skilfully arranged and
carefully calculated to be full and ample for all

times and seasons, the hope has not been verified.

This last season has aroused the fears aud
anxieties of the denizens of our cities and
towns, and the population of tho country

generally, lest a total failure should take place j

and it has already produced a disastrous and
damaging effect on vegetation, except to one

cereal crop, which is fine and superabundant,

evidently thriving beet in a dry season
j
and

this will serve iu some measure to counter-

balance the loss to the country in the lamentable

failure of other produce. Our barley and oat

fields look stunted and thin, and our turnip fields

are comparatively bare ; so that, doubtless,

though we may have a cheap loaf, the price of

meat and other necessaries of life will be
comparatively high, unk-sa the markets of the

country are equilibrated by importations of those

articles of consumption from other parts.

This extraordinary dry season, with all its

serious consequences, ought to arouse the

energies and sympathies of our Government,
our legislators, land-holdere, agriculturists, and
our town populations generally, to this very

important subject—perhaps end of the most
important subjects of the day and hour j and
that this partial privation of this very necessary

element of life in animated nature and the

vegetable world may be the means of working a

large amount of public goed, by directing

earnest attention more particularly to it, with

the view of enlisting the national sympathies

in that direction, leading to a large and compre-
hensive measure that will prove an effectual

remedy to this state of things. It is an admitted

fact, and patent to all, that in every part of this

country we have at some period of the year

copious supplies of rainfall, yielding a super-

abundance of water to replenish onr rivers,

brooks, and springs ; and we ought, as a matter

of right and duty, studying the national welfare,

to utilise and economise these blessings so

bountifully showered down upon us, and to make
proper and ample provision in the rainy season,

by storing np cur surplus water, that will fully

and at all times carry us over a dry season, so

that neither man nor animals, nor even vegetation

should perish for the want of copious supplies of

this vital and indispensable element of existence.

In the case of our water-supply we fail to

exercise that far-seeing and provident principle

which is usually thought to distinguish the race

of Anglo-Saxons, and which peculiarity exalts

them above the ordinary run of nations
j
and as

our common country becomes more dense and
thickly populated, and egriculture is made to

yield manifold crops under the pressure of a

scientific mode of culture, the rainfall of the

country must, as a matter of necessity, be
collected and utilised, at any rate, so far as it is

required for the proper water-supply of the

population, for the purpose of irrigating the

land, and to keep open and in proper order our

various navigations.

It is perfectly astonishing how rapidly agri- r

cultural produce springs up and grows in tropi- t

cal countries in those periods of the rainy

season that are alternately showery and sunshine: o

the copious down-pour of rain and the heat of !o

the sun between the showers force vegetation x
80 rapidly, that it may almost be said to be seen

to grow
J
and the sowing of the seed, the growth, i

the maturity, and the gathering of the crop, are ii

a work of only a few weeks, and such crops that ^
would gladden the hearts of our husbandmen ; c

while, on the contrary with us, the various pro- p
grosses described are spread over the best part of b

the year, and the result is at all times a matter
p

of speculation, grave anxieties, and doubts.

Iu those tropical countries where maize forms b
the staff of life, tho yield from cultivation is t

marvellous, one grain of maize producing from
p

400 to 800 fold, if the situation be favourable to
p

its growth, aud it is well supplied with water, b

either from rainfall or irrigation. The latter k

will more than double the crop. I

In countries which we have known, maize U
grows to a height of from 10 ft. to 14 ft., and b
from the time of sowing the seed to gathering in 4

the harvest there is a period of only about six b

weeks : it shows plainly and incontestably what an |l

incentive to growth and production a plentiful II

supply of water is, whether in the shape of con-

tinuous showers or irrigation, and, with the all- I

powerful rays of a tropical sun, the earth yields k

forth her increase in great and surpassing

abundance.
But even the production of that useful cereal, b

maize, is excelled in those countries by another M

tropical plant called the "plantain,” which is 1:

wonderfully luxuriant
3
and next to maize forms b

the principal food of the people. /

The stem is soft, herbaceous, 15 ft. or 20 ft. n

high, with leaves often C ft. long and nearly 2 ft. 1

broad. The frnit is about 1 iu. in diameter, and i

8 in. or 9 in. long, and it grows in clnsters.

When ripe it is filled with a pulp of a luscious, d

sweet taste, somewhat resembling ripe apples, s

Its yield is enormous. From a single acre it
^

is calculated to produce a quantity equal to tho E

crop of 133 acres of wheat, or 44 acres of

potatoes. .

And these are cases in point of what may be I

done on a fruitful soil, with plenty of sun, and fl

an ample supply of water for irrigating pur- I

poses.

This year we have had a taste of a tropical I

sun and heat, but we unhappily lack the liquid (i

and invigorating element to render the visitation fl

a blessing, and an advantage to agriculture, r

Let us picture to ourselves what would have been I

the result if the rain-falls of last winter had (

been collected and stored up on the drainage
;

area of all our rivers, and our lands had been t

laid out scientifically for the purposes of irriga- I

tion, the produce of all kinds would have been
^

manifold, splendid, and magnificent, and such t

only as those who have observed such remark- (

able circumstances in those highly - favoured
|

lands above mentioned, where the vegetable
j

productions are extraordinary and wonderful, |

are able to appreciate.

In India and other tropical countries a scarcity i

of rainfall or a comparatively dry season means a I

shortness or I'ailure of the crc)p 3
and if a copious I

supply of the vital element is so necessary there

to infuse life and vigour into plants, it is equally

necessary with us in many seasons, aud particu-

larly in this just elapsing, as our agriculturists

look tamely but anxiously on while tho scorching

rays of a i>owerfol sun wither and parch up their

precious and costly crops, and they are quite

helpless to avert the calamitous result.

Uur system of agriculture appears to be open

to considerable amendment and improvement,

such as are capable of meeting all the require-

ments and necessities occasioned by the change-

able character of tho climate. In certain sea-

sons under-drainage is necessary to render the

soil dry, and to carry off the surplus water that

would otherwise injure vegetation, which, in a

dry season, would be of very questionable

advantage, if not a positive injury 3
aud in

dry seasons we ought to he prepared wiih a

sound, practical system of irrigation, that would

supply the deficiency arising from a lack of rain-

fall
3
aud if the sewage of our towns, which is

now to a considerable extent thrown into our

rivers and wasted, is not fully equal to supply

the necessary amount of the aliment necessary

for the food of plants, the rainfall of the district

stored up should be resorted to, to support vege-

tation in a healthy state, and to aid in the in-

crease of the productions of the soil, so essential

to the wants of a largely increasing population.
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There is one subject to which Sir John Rennie
' draws particular attention in. the case of the

River Thames, and that is the deposit of the
I solid part of the London sewage in the navi-

I

gable channel of the river at its outfall, and
thereby causing an accumulation of raud-beinke

; injurious to the navigation.
This is certainly an evil, but we apprehend it

: is only of a temporary character, as it cannot
I be supposed that so large a quantity of valuable
j manure can be thus so ruthlessly thrown to
\ waste, particularly as its value and the necessity
I for its use to agriculture is now coming to be
1 understood

j but even the deposit there is

I better than when discharged into the river,
i as formerly practised, poisoning most barba-
r rously the very atmosphere we breathed. It is

r rather a difficult matter, no doubt, in the present
E state of the question, to devise a practicable
s scheme, and hastily solve the problem to deal
3 satisfactorily with so large a volume of sewage;
b but the day is surely not far distant, as so many
s skilful, enterprising, and energetic men are tnrn-
u ing their attention to this much-vexed question,
p when the sewage will be applied to its only
li legitimate uses as a valuable manure, although
D many may doubt whether land is always in a
c condition fit to receive it; that is, when crops
a are about maturing, when the earth is already
ij saturated with moisture, or under times of frost,
as the sewage will never cease to flow, and

I means must be devised at those times to purify
u and otherwise utilize it, so as to prevent it fur-
1 ther injuring our rivers and brooks. But plana
1} appear to be now the subject of experiment,^
IT which may lead to some practical result.

Though there are difficulties attending it,

ithey are snch as may be grappled and dealt
If with, as may be evidenced at many places in
ithe country on a small scale; and although the
Jiprogress to mature successful plans has been
lOBomewhat slow since the question was first
nmooted, we hope soon to see it brought to an
aearly issue in a well-considered and practical
cmeasuro, alike beneficial to the welfare of our
Ltoickly populated cities and towns and the general
Dintereat of agriculture. Science is making
arapid strides in the improvement of agricultural
munplementg. We now have the aid of all-
rcpowerful steam and machinery to assist in
ajathering in the crops more efficiently and expe-
iitiously than by the old system of manual
lUabour : this harvest, in consequence, we have
oaot heard a complaint made of the scarcity of
labour

; and science is now ready with other
omportanc aids to augment the productions of
i^e soil for the benefit of man. Let us, there-
)i4>re, at once avail ourselves of her wise and
;itble teachings, and endeavour to profit as largely
I IS possible by her grand discoveries.
1 It is quite idle to suppose, and unworthy of
Qinr national character, that the very material of
IKll others that our agriculturists require to
i^pleniah and invigorate the soil should be
irbrown to waste, and thus made to defile
ime precious water of our rivers, spreading
sliaease and misery through the country in-
«iead of life, health, and plenty ; material

^o°ld at the present time have been
lehe salvation of many crops, and great wealth
lend happiness to the industrious husbandmoo,
i4id have absolutely made the difference between
lobundaoce, plenty, and cheapness, and shortness,
acarcity, and dearness. We ardently hope that
) 0

^

time will be lost in applying a remedy to
liuis anomalous state of things, and removing
liais foul blot from our national escutcheon,
i As the poet says, it is a pleasant contem-
aiation

—

“ To scatter plenty o’er a smilinK land,
And read Us biatory in a nation’a eyes."

lehe area within the rock-bound margin of our
tittle island is so limited, and our population in-
creases eo rapidly (notwithstanding the draw-
icicks of colonial emigration), that if means can
I a devised to grow more blades of corn on cnlti-
Mated laud, and make our large tracts of wastes
idid barren sands to blossom like the ro? e by the
leaeans pointed out, it would be a difficult matter
j

I estimato the amount of benefit the nation
puonld derive from it ; and those men who aid in
ijiy way in solving the difficulty, and triumph-
g g over it, will be as worthy of all honour, and
:eieir names will be as rightly inscribed on the
illtllB of fame as those who devote their lives
‘d.d talents to adorn the councils of the nation
'vwho dazzle with their loro and eloquence.

*

ITiThe subject of the navigation of our rivers and
;itia]als is also of the greatest importance, and
p.r rain-fall should be conserved for the purpose

of aiding the snpply of water to them in periods
of drought,

In a former article we drew attention to the
efforts made by our old canal engineers to supply
canals at the early period of their history, as it

was then of the utmost importance that those
great arteries of the country should be kept open
to traffic at all times and seasons, and we give
them credit to a considerable extent in having
succeeded in doing so ; but the abstraction of
the water for our town wants from the sources
through which they obtained it, has absorbed to
some extent their principal sources of supply
without affording them an adequate equivalent;
and on these grounds we ought to store up oar
rain-fall in winter and spring, to keep open and
in proper action these important channels of
communication, as well as to aid in replenishing
and renewing the continuous flow of the water
in rivers and canals.
As the weather we have had for some months

past has been of a tropical character, there is

little doubt we shall have a rainy season of some
length, and during that period it is to be appre-
hended we may be visited with epidemic and
endemic diseases, as at those times in the tropics
a heavy visitation of sickness usually follows the
change in the season. Let na, therefore, hope
that the authorities of our cities and towns will
see that their houses are pub in order, so that,
should these expectations be unhappily realized,
wo may be in a condition to ward offthe evil con-
sequences, or at any rate to mitigate them so far
as human care and foresight can accomplish it.

The work will be incomplete so long as they
cast a valuable fertilizer of the soil to waste,
robbing our lands of their proper natural ali-
ment, defiling the most beautiful objects in our
picturesque scenery.

PETROLEUM AND LEGISLATION FOR IT.

Tue heartrending disaster which occurred at
Abergele on Thursday, August 20th, by which
thirty-three persona were ushered into eternity,
naturally leads us to inquire concerning the
nature of the substance which prodneed snch
dreadful destruction of human life. Petroleum
is met with at Inniskillin, Canada West, Ken-
hawa in Virginia, Scotsville, Ky., Oil Creek in
Venango Co., Pennsylvania, Duck Creek in
Monroe Co., Ohio, and Liverpool, Ohio. It was
formerly collected and sold by the Seneca and
other Indians, and is hence called Seneca or
Genesee oil. It is also found in Burmah. In
1862 about nine millions of gallons of petroleum
oil were imported from the United States; of
this large quantity nearly half came to England.
In 1866 the yield was so large from the States
that it was actually in excess of the demand.
A district of Scotland west of Edinburgh goes
by the name of the “ Scottish Petrolia.” This
consists of oil-bearing shale, and is so valuable
that a piece of land before worth 2,000L is now
worth 200,000i. These bleak upland farms have
been found to be mines of wealth, and villages
will spring into towns.

Petroleum (Greek Tnrpu, a rock, and (Xa'iov,

oil) is a mineral substance very like naphtha,com-
posed of a number of hydrocarbons. Geologists
consider it to be a product of the bituminous
shale, which attains in America enormous ex-
tent and thickness; in Michigan a thickness of
‘1,900 ft. Others regard it as a product of the
distillation of subterranean coal-beds, and con-
ceive the cavities of the upper strata serve as
receivers to the vast coal retorts below ; from
such cavities the condensed vapour may be
supposed to filter through the soil sometimes
to much lower ground than its source,
i. e. on the principle of an artesian well.
Dr. Mantell says, “ It appears probable
that petroleum has originated from the
coniferous trees whose remains have contributed
so largely to the formation of coal

; and that the
mineral oil is nothing more than the turpentine
oil of the pines of former ages : not only the
wood, but also large accumulations of the needle-
like leaves of the pines, may have contributed
to this process. We thus have the satisfaction
of obtaining, after the lapse of thousands of
years, information as to the intimate composi-
tions of those ancient forests of the period of the
great coal-formation, whose eomparison with the
present vegetation of our globe is a subject of
so much interest. The mineral oil may be ranked
with amber, succinite, and other similar bodies
which occur in the strata. The springs of petro-
leum do not seem to depend upon combustion,

as baa been supposed, but to be simply the effect
of subterranean heat. According to the informa-
tion we now possess, it is nob necessary that
strata should be of very great depth beneath the
surface to acquire a temperature equal to the
boiling point of water or mineral oil. In such a
position the oil must have suffered a slow distil-
lation, and have found its way to the surface

;

or have so impregnated a portion of the earth as
to form springs or wells.”

Mr. SoDstadt says it is scarcely possible to
bore deeply anywhere near the Ohio river with-
out striking a source of the oil. Nor, judging by
analogy, does there appear to be any likelihood
of these wells failing for hundreds of years.
When petroleum is distilled at a low heat

benzine is obtained. This is alight and very com-
bustible fluid, too dangerous to be used for illu-

minating purposes, but very useful for cleaning
fabrics from grease spots. The next substance
obtained is paraffine (French, from Latin parum,
little, and affinis, allied), so named for its resist-
ance to combine with an alkali. This is also called
Belmontine oil, from Belmont, one of Messrs. Price
& Co.’s manufactories. A lubricating oil used
for machinery is also obtained by farther distil-
lation, and also Belmontine, a solid substance of a
She trauslucent white colour, which makes beau-
tiful-looking candles at a small cost. The stearic
acid in these candles possesses a high illumi-
nating power, and thus with a finer wick we get
a brighter light than ten of the nearly obsolete
“dips” used to give us. Dr. Stenhouse has
shown that paraffine is the best water-proofing
agent that we possess.

Petroleum oil is not nearly so dangerous as
turpentine oil. It will not explode unless mixed
with three or four times its bulk of atmospheric
air. Paraffine oil caunot be ignited under a
temperature of 140® Fahrenheit.
Petroleum is said to have been used for lamps

in Ohio as early as 1819. The first well at Oil
Creek, Pennsylvania, was sunk in 1859, and a tax
was laid upon tho oil in the United States in
July, ise-i.

The legislation on tho subject in England is

contained in two Acts, passed in 1862 and 1868;
and of these measures the following is a carefully
condensed summary :

—

The Act of 1862 recites the expediency of
providing for the safe-keeping of petroleum and
certain products thereof that are dangerous to
life and property from their properties of giving
off inflammable vapours at low temperatures.
The Act provides that petroleum shall include
any product thereof that gives off an luflam-
mable vapour at a temperature of less than
100® Fahrenheit. It will be seen belowthat the
Act of 1868 is much wider in its operation, and
includes many substances not products of petro-
leum. Under the Act of 1862, every vessel carry-
ing petroleum, or entering any harbour within
the United Kingdom, is to conform to any regu-
lations mado by the harbour authorities as to
tho place at which she is to be moored. Dis-
obedience entails a penalty of 20Z. a day. The
vessel may bo removed to a safe place at the
expense of the owner or master. The provision
in the Act of 1862 respecting the storage of
petroleum has been repealed by the Act of last
session. The latter Act provides that, from the
Ist of February, 1869, no petrolenm shall be
kept, otherwise than for private use, within fifty

yards of a dwelling-house or of a building in
which goods are stored, except in pursuance of
a licence given in accordance with the Act of
1862. Conditions which may seem expedient to
the local authority may be annexed to any such
licence as to the mode of storage, the nature of the
goods with which petroleum may be stored, the
testing of petroleum, and generally as to its safe-
keeping. Petroleum kept in contravention of the
law shall be forfeited, and, in addition thereto,
the occupier of the place in which such petro-
leum is kept shall be liable to a penalty not
exceeding 202. per day during the time the
petrolenm is illegally kept. Under the Act of
1868, the interpretation of the word “petroleum”
is extended to mean all rock oil, Rangoon oil,

Burmah oil and any product of them, and also

any oil made from petroleum, coal, schist, shale,

peat, or other bituminous substance and any
product of them that gives off an inflammable
vapour at a temperature of less than 100°

Fahrenheit.

The licences which are referred to above, may
be granted in the City of London by the Court
of Lord Mayor and Aldermen

; in the metropolis
outside the City, by the Metropolitan Board of
Works

;
in English and Irish boroughs, by the

council
;
in Scotland, by town councils, or police
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commissioners, or county jnstices of the peace,

according to circumstances; in any harbour, by

the harbour authority
;
in places in Eogland or

Ireland, not boroughs, by local trustees or

improvement commissioners, or by justices

assembled in petty sessions. Licences are valid

if signed by two or more of the persons con-

stituting the local authority, or executed as

other licences are executed by the same autho-

rity. They may be granted for a limited time,

and there may be conditions annexed as to re-

moval or otherwise, which the local authority

thinks necessary fbr diminishing the risk of

damage from explosion or fire. If the licence be

refused, or be granted on unsatisfactory condi-

tions, the applicant may demand a certificate of

the grounds of refusal, or of attaching snch con-

ditions, and he may memorialise the Secretary

of State, or (if in Ireland) Lord Lieutenant,

who may make inquiry; and, should he think

proper, may grant the licence in the manner
prayed for. Of all forfeitures and penalties half

is to go to the crown and half to the informer,

unless such informer be a servant of the person

informed against, in which case the informer’s

half shall be applied in such manner, and to such

other purposes as the convicting justices may
think fit. Respecting Scotland there is a pro-

vision for imprisonment for a period not ex-

ceeding three months, if the penalties be not

the first distillation is a thick, dark-coloured

liquid, and the first step towards its purifica-

tion, consists in simple distillation, which, ob-

serves Mr. Tegetmeier, is performed in large iron

stills, weighing as much as five tons each. In

these the oil is distilled, there being left in the

still a mass of bright shining hard coke, which is

nearly as possible pure carbon. The oil is then

mixed with oil of vitriol, and after having been

allowed to rest, is distilled again, and separated

into four portions, naphtha, paraffine oil, lubri-

cating oil, and solid paraffine.

Colonel Julius Adams, of New York, made
experiments on the use of petroleum as fuel in

combination with steam, for the heating of

steam-boilers. The advantage of the oil as a

fuel for marine engines have been thus stated :

—

“ Rapidity with which steam may be raised,

reduced dimensions of boiler and furnace below

that required for coal,—the continuous firing

effected by feeding the fuel through a pipe into

the furnace, thereby preventing the great loss of

heat in the furnace every time a fresh supply of

coal is thrown on, and the rush of cold air upon

the opening of the furnace-doors,—the freedom

from smoke, cinder, ash, or refuse of any kind,

which in coal reaches from 7 per cent, to 16 per

cent, of the whole amonnt. In the ability to

command a forced fire almost instantly, without

forced draught, which under some circum-

paid. The clause respecting Scotland says i
stances at sea, is of vital importance.

.AT- ? Ai-- T»ri f i Viii QQg nf final.nothing about the informer receiving half, but

leaves the half which is not for the crown to

be disposed ofas the magistrates direct. Petro-

lenm may bo searched for in the same man-
ner as, under the Gunpowder Act of 1860, gun-

powder may be searched for; and all the pro-

visions of the Gunpowder Act relating to

searches are to be incorporated with the Petro-

leum Acts.

In order to protect the public against explo-

sions, it is enacted by the recent statute that,

from the 1st February, 1869, no person is to sell,

or expose for sale, for use within the United
Kingdom, any description of petroleum which
gives off an inflammable vapour at a temperature

of less than 100° Fahrenheit, unless the bottle

or vessel containing such petroleum shall have

attached thereto a label with the following words,

in legible characters: “Great care must be

taken in bringing any light near to the contents

of this vessel, as they give off an inflammable

vapour at a temperature of less than 100° of

Fahrenheit’s thermometer.” Any person acting

in contravention of this provision is to be liable

for each offence to a penalty of not exceeding 51.

Inspectors of weights and measures are em
powered by the late Act, at all reasonable times

to inspect and test all petroleum kept, offered,

or exposed for sale; and if it shall bo found

under circumstances infringing the law it may
be seized, and, upon conviction, forfeited. The
inspector is to retain a sample, and the offender

is to be liable to a penalty not exceeding 51. If,

however, the accused shall claim to have a fur-

ther teat made on his behalf, the magistrate

hearing the case shall call before him the public

analyst, or, if there be no each officer in the dis-

trict, some other person having competent chemi-

cal knowledge, who shall test the sample aud

give evidence of the result. The analyst is to be

paid a sum not less than 2b. Gd. nor more than

10s. 6d., and in case of conviction the offender

is to pay the cost of the analysis. All offences

under the petroleum Acts may be tried as police

offences, by any magistrate acting nnder any
general or local police Act.

There is a schedule annexed to the new Act
containing, in minute scientific detail, iustruc-

tions as to the mode of testing petroleum in

order to find out at what temperature it gives off

inflammable vapour.

Paraffine was discovered by Reicbenbach, in

coal, wood, and tar, in 1830; and Dr. Lyon
Playfair directed the attention of Mr. Young,
some years ago, to a thick, dark-colonrcd, oily

liquid, oozing from the roof of an old coal-mine

in Derbyshire. He found it was a kind of

mineral naphtha, purified it, and a factory was
established

;
but as the oil soon ceased it was

discontinued. Mr. Young then tried experi-

ments on the coal, from which he considered

that the oil must have been distilled, and he
found that coal distilled at a low temperature,

yielded a considerable amonnt of gas, and no tar

at all, but in their place a large amonnt of

vapour, which could be readily condensed into an
oil, i.e., into paraffine oil. A factory was esta-

blished, and the process patented in 1850, at
Bathgate, near Edinburgh, which now employs
more than 600 men. The crude oil procured by

pensing with the numerous class of coal-heavers,

stokers, &c., and all the inconvenience of raising

clinkers and ash from the furnace-rooms
;
and,

finally, the diminished space occupied in the

storage of the fuel.”

Experiments were afterwards made at Wool-

wich, conducted by Mr. Ricbardson. His report

informs us that lib. of oil will evaporate about

double the weight of water which lib. of coal,

burnt in the ordinary way, would evaporate. If

the price of the oil is materially reduced the

substance may come into use for engines instead

of coal. Mr. Richardson says :

—

“ The experiments at Woolwich were neces-

sarily commenced with the best and more
expensive petroleums. Nothing was known of

their properties as fuels
;
the result has proved

that those which contain spirit and burning oil

are not so well suited for fuel as those from

which they have been extracted ;
bub until a

method was arrived at of getting rid of the

smoke no others could be used. The smoke was

mastered by simply decomposing a little water-

vapour, carbonizing and horning the gases. The
heavy oils, as they are termed,—those from

which the spirit and bnniing oil have been

extracted,—are about the consistency of gas-

tar. Their market-price is at present 51. per

ton. When we remember that the gas-tar is

the same as the heavy oil, only in a more con-

centrated form, and that it can be obtained in

any quantity at 18s. per ton, cheapness would

be the result of an enlarged manufacture.”

Petroleum oil has been used for fuel in a

steam fire-eugine in Boston, U.S. It does not,

like other fuel, clog the exhaust-pipes. lu this

instance the engine gained 30 percent, of water-

pressure in excess of any other machine on the

gronnd.
A large per-centage of petroleum may be dis-

tilled from pitch, bub the process is expensive,

and the smell of the oil so procured very offen-

sive; so that petroleum obtained from it is not

likely to come into competition with that which

comes up from the ground in a liquid state. The
Pitch Lake, in the Island of Trinidad, is one of

the most extraordinary phenomena of the vol-

canic kind in the world. Curiously enough the

vegetation around is very rich, and the pitch ap-

pears to give a deeper tint of green to the plants.

The lake is about a mile and a half in circum-

ference, and except in the wet season a person

may walk on the solid pitch for a considerable

distance from the edge. It is a bituminous

quicksand, and in some places an oily snbstance

oozes up when the foot is pub down. A stout

polo will disappear, when planted in the asphalt,

in the course of a quarter of an hour
;
so it is as

well for persona to take the policeman's advice,

and keep “ moving on.” Natural channels intersect

the lake in all directions, filled with the clearest

fresh water. Fish have been found in these

streams. There is certainly a communication

between the lake and the sea, for marked poles

have been thrust into the lake and engnlphed,

and in the course of a few days afterwards they

have been picked up on the seashore. Mr. Row-
sell says it is probable that the Pitch Lake
may at any time belie the experience of the

inhabitants, and show itself in the terrible shape

of an active discharging volcano, having a crater

a mile and a half in circumference, full of the

most destructive and ruthless agents it is pos-

sible to imagine. There is, in feet, nothing to

show that there is not a slumbering volcanic

agency which at any time may bring destruction

on the island. In Canada the deposits of asphal-

tum or mineral pitch are called gam-beds.
^

A
cubic foot of this, it is said, represents the effusion

of 60 to 80 cubic feet of lubricating oil, and from

100 to 120 ft. of illuminatiug oil. 'This might

perhaps be made available for engines. Some
of the best oil-wells in Canada are sunk on or

near these gum-beds. Apropos of oil, the

Athenmim, some time ago, stated that at Biiren,

a Swiss village which tourists will remember

when walking up the valley of the Suhr, the

inhabitants have begun to manufacture oil from

chafers. The process was initiated by two men,

who having noticed that a chafer looked greasy

when squeezed, thought that the grease might

be useful for the wheels of their cars. They

caught a number of chafers, subjected them to

pressure, and obtained a quantity of greasy

fluid, which after a few days became clear aud

yellow, and on trial was found to burn brilliantly*

with an agreeable odour. Forthwith there was

a general chase after the chafers by the villagers,

of which the results are said to exceed their

expectations.

The paraffine oil surpasses every light in bril-

liancy combined with economy. One gallon of

paraffine oil is equal in illuminating power to one

gallon and a fourth of the best petroleum oil, or

to 26 lb. of wax candles, and to 36 lb. of ordi-

nary tallow candles; so that as Mr. Tegetmeier

remarks, one pennyworth of paraffine oil is equi-

valent in light-producing power to 11b. of com-

mon candles. Here is therefore another instance

out of many in which science has benefited the

working classes. In many a cottage, instead of

a dirty-looking “dip” giving a poor light, we
J

see a neat lamp fed with this oil at half the cost ji

of the former, with many times its illuminating i

power. And in all sections of the middle classes

the beautiful paraffine candles have taken the

place of the commoner sorts. In the matter of

light, the progi-ess effected in this generation

contrasts most Burprisiugly with the aggregate

of the progress effected in all previous genera-

tions put together since the earliest dawn of

authentic history. A writer in the Spectator a

short time ago, drew attention to this fact, point-

j

ing out that the lamps and torches which illumi.|

nated Belshazzar’s feast were probably just as 1

brilliant, and framed out of nearly the same'

materials as those which shone upon the splendid

fetes of Versailles, when Marie Antoinette pre-

sided over them, or those of the Tuileries during

the imperial magnificence of the First Napolecm.

Pine-wood oil, and perhaps wax, lighted the

banquet-halls of the wealthiest nobles, alike inf

the 18th century before Christ, and in the 18th I

centnry after Christ. There was little diS'erence

except in finish of workmanship and elegance of (

design—little if any advance, we mean, in the

illuminating power, or in the source whence that

power was drawn—between the lamps used in

the days of the Pyramids, the days of the Coli-:

seum, and the days of Kensington Palace. Fifty

years ago, that is, we burnt the same articles,

and got about tbo same amount of light from

them, as we did 5,000 years ago. Now we use

gas of which each burner is equal to fifteen or

twenty candles ;
or when we wish for more, can

have recourse to the electric light or analogous

inventions, which are fifty-fold more brilliant

and far-reaching than even the brightest gas.

SAVANS IN NORWICH.

Returning to the papers read by Canon

Girdlestone and Mr. Corrance on

The Condition of the Agricultural Zahourer,

noticed in our account of proceedings by the

British Association for Science,* we add some

of the observations made during the animated

disenasions that followed.

Professor Leone Levi said : The subject with

which these papers dealt applied to two-thirds

of the population of the country, and to some of

its largest interests, for be believed that the

income of tbo working classes amounted to

400,000,0001., and that of the agricnltu^l

labourers might be taken at 60,000,0001. He

sympathised with a great deal that bad been

' See p. 635, anU,
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brought forward by Canon Girdlestone, but at
the same time ho thought that there were other
circumstances than those which had been re*
ferred to that ought to be taken into considera-
tion. The labour of the agriculturist was a
very healthy one, and the labourers were long-
lived, so that they received wages for many
years

; whereas the working man of Sheffield,
although be might get from 21. to 31. a week,
could not look forward to the enjoyment of those
wages for a period of more than twenty years,
at the end of which__ time he left a widow and
probably a family. ' Therefore, if the Sheffield
workman received more wages, his position was
not thereby improved, because the agricultural
labourer continued to live longer and to support
his family for a moi’e extended period. Upon a
broad view he did not think that wages paid in
the country were unfairly low. They were
certainly better now than they were some years
ago. To his mind it was not by strikes that
wages were to be improved. For if labour was
suspended there could be no wages, and the
result was diminished capital or reduced wealth.
•Consequently, strikes were rather a hinderance
than a stimulus to the progress of wages,
although in some isolated cases a temporary
improvement might be obtained by resorting to
such questionable means. If the individual
members of the working classes, instead of
studying the improvement of their homes and

’

morals, began to engage in politics and formed
societies for defending their political rights, he
thought they would rather lose than gain by
their efforts. In respect to co-operation, by
means of unions, he thought that though these
might be a useful medium for those who attained
a certain amount of education, it was hardly a
system that could bo resorted to at the present
moment with any great advantage to the work-
ing classes. If this country were to keep pari
passu with other countries, all anxious to make
progress, and ready to make the greatest sacri-
fices in accomplishing that object, it must go
forward and not backward in this question of
education. Another point was that it was im-
portant for the working classes to concede they
were responsible to society generally for the
manner in which they filled up their time,
wasted their opportunities, and lost the chances
which were seldom given to them more than
once.

A member said he thought it was a discredit
to the country that the principal buildings in
our towns should be the gaols, workhouses, and
lunatic asylums

;
and he was of opinion that if

•they were removed into the country, and their
inmates set to work in their immediate neigh-
bourhood, it would be a vast improvement on
the present system. With regard to the question
cf co-operation, he instanced the case of Hr.
Briggs’s colliers, who were allowed a share in the
profits of their labour, and stated that the
system had been found to work with great
success.

Dr. E. Crisp offered a suggestion to the effect
that reading-rooms, and places where the agri-
cultural labourers might assemble for pur-
poses of recreation and instruction, should be
established for rural districts. He also recora-
mended the adoption of the co-operative prin-
ciple, as already carried out in the co-operative
stores of London and other large towns.

Dr. Farr, thought it was quite right that they
•should take into account the duration of the
agricultural labourer’s life, and they ought like-
wise to consider the expense to which he was
put, and the fact that if he were to get into an
urban district, although he might receive more
wages, the difference in his expenses would
probably be such as to render him no better off'

for the change. It had been said by Mr. Hodgson
that there was nothing so fallacious as figures,
except facts. The fallacy of facts generally con-
sisted in this, that an exceptional fact was taken
and considered as an illustration applicable to
the general state of things. He could not help
thinking that the facts presented by Canon
•Girdlestone to some extent belonged to the class
•of exceptional facts j consequently they could
have no general application. He trusted that
•the consideration of this question would take
some really practical and tangible form, and
that some resolution might be adopted that
would have this effect.

Mr. H. E. Blyth expressed his regret that there
should exist in any part of the country a class of
men of whom such a picture could be drawu as
that which had been placed before the associa-
tion by Canon Girdlestone. He should not call
io question the data from which the rev. canon

had drawn his paper, inasmuch as be had had no
opportunity of visiting North Devon, and of
finding for himself the actual condition there of
the landlords, farmers, and labourers. But he
must humbly protest, in the name of the Norfolk
men, against the application of such an illustra-
tion to the condition of the agricultural labourers
of this county. They had not heard that legisla-
tion had done anything for the improvement of
the people, and that education was defective;
but no system had been suggested which was
likely to settle the question satisfactorily. Edu-
cation was undoubtedly a subject deserving of
the most serious attention, particularly by those
who filled the situation of masters and em-
ployers. With regard to the condition of the
agricultural labourer in this country, he was
sorry to say, from an experience of fifty years as
a master, that the labourers did not set so high
a value upon character as formerly, and that the
masters were more lax than they used to be
in considering the character of those whom they

Speaking as a farmer, he regretted
to say that the agricultural population was not
progressing as it ought to do, either in a social,
moral, or economical point of view. But with
regard to economy, if the employers spoke of the
want of it among the labouring class, could they
point to those in their own sphere as examples
worthy of imitation ? The employers ought to
endeavour to set an example which the lower
classes might be expected to follow. They
ought, first of all, to train up those who had to
get their living Ijy the sweat of their brow in
such a way that they might fulfil their duty in
the condition of life in which they were placed,
and, ultimately, withont or in spite of legislation,
emerge therefrom, or improve their present con-
dition.

Mr. C. S. Bead, M.P., in a paper on recent im-
provements in Norfolk farming, afterwards read
by him, said on this same subject :—The wages
of the agricultural labourer in the last ten years,
have been raised by nearly two shillings per
week, and it is quite certain the men will not per-
form the same amount of work on this increased
pay. This is easily proved by comparing the
price of piecework with what it was a few years
ago, but as the agricultural labourer has already
formed the subject of two separate papers, I will
not venture any further remarks on the subject.
Yon, Mr. President, said that, in your opinion,
one great reason for the unsatisfactory condition
of the labouring population was their ignorance
oi political econo7?iy, and the chief hope you had
of any improvement was their being taught the
gronnd-work of this great science. In that I
most cordially agree, for I protest against the
partial application of scientifio theories to agri-
culture. Hitherto political science has been ap-
plied only 80 far as it favours the consumer. You
have exposed our agricultural produce to the
competition of the cheap labour of the world,
and to successfully hold our own we must have
cheap labour too. In my small way I have done
what I can to improve the condition of the
agricultural labourer, and though I am ignorant
of science, I believe my ideas are closely allied
to sound political economy. I contend that the
price of labour must in a great measure depend
on supply and demand. In seasons of great
mercantile activity our young labourers migrate
by scores and hundreds to the north and to
London, without the aid of any registration
societies

;
for our great employers of labour have

agents all over the country always looking out
for strong active hands. Even our old labourers
are not ignorant of the rate of wages paid else-
where, but they know that high wages invariably
mean longer hours, more work, and expensive
living. Political economy would also tell the
agricultural labourers that the way to raise their
condition is not by combining together to do as
little work as they can in a day, but to improve
the quality of their work, and so earn more
wages. I believe that every young agricultural
labourer has the means of acquiring the moat
perfect independence; bathe must learn to rely
on his own industry, skill, and frugality, and
not upon charity, an easy-going master, or the
parish, for his support.
A committee was appointed to consider whe-

ther any steps should bo taken to improve the
condition of the agricultural labourer, and to
report to the next meeting of the association.

Physical Sciences.

In the Mathematical and Physical Science
Section, Colonel Strange read a paper “ On the
Necessity for State Intervention to Secure the
Progress of Physical Science.” The author

stated, that knowledge, of whatever kind, was
promoted principally in three ways,—viz., by
teaching, by education, and by exhibition.
Unless the young were instructed, nnless tho
workers advanced beyond what they learnt when
young, and unless the world was reminded of
what had been done, and of what remained to
be achieved, knowledge must languish. The
provision, such as it jvas, which had been made
in England to meet these three main require*
menta had grown up casually with the progress
of society, and was not equally complete in all
branches of knowledge. In literature extensive
provision was made for instruction in our private
and public schools and in our universities, while
the fine arts were lees cared for. They formed
as yet no avowed part of general education in
England. Neither music, painting, nor sculp-
ture was taught systematically in our schools,
nor encouraged warmly in our universities. Tho
provision made in onr academies for its exten-
sion was meagre in the extreme—from no fault,
perhaps, of the professors or the system, but
chiefly from the fact that this requirement was
provided almost wholly from private, and, there-
fore, inadequate, resources. Art was better, if
not perfectly, provided for; but that onr pic-
tures, statues, and music were seldom good was
due to our imperfect means of teaching and of
extension. The conviction long held by thinkers
and workers in science that a knowledge of the
products and the phenomena of the material
universe should form a large part of the educa-
tion of its inhabitants seemed at last to have
dawned on society generally. It was one of the
opinions of the day that scientific was at
least of equal value with classic lore, that it
must be infused early and freely into the minds
of even children, and that it must be recognised
in universities as.an essential branch of a liberal
education, sharing the honours and privileges
heretofore too largely absorbed by Greek, Latin,
and logic. Colonel Strange proposed the founda-
tion of a national institution expressly for the
practical advancement of scientific research
apart from education—an institution for workers
as distinguished from learners. Such an insti-
tution implied a building or buildings planned
with a view to modern scientific requirements,
of which the chief wore ample space, absolute
stability, and perfect command of light and
temperature. It seemed indispensable that such
an institution, being maintained at the public
expense, should be as accessible as possible to
the scientific public.

TT’afer Poioer.

Mr. T. Login, C.E., read a paper on " Tho
Abrading and Transporting Power of Water.”
After referring to the importance of water as an
agent in adapting the world to a condition suit-
able for the habitation of man, the author
observed that the power derivable from water,
and tho resistance of water to bodies passing
through it, had been well investigated; but of
the transporting power of water at different
velocities very little was known. In illastration
of this fact he spoke of the great controversy
now going on between Sir Arthur Cotton and
Sir Proby Cautley, two of the greatest engi-
neers India had ever produced, with reference to
the great Ganges Canal, and observed that on
the correct settlement of this dispute great in-
terest depended. Not only was it a subject for
the philosopher to study, but for the politician,
the philanthropist, and Christian, as the future
prosperity of the great continent was bound up
in it. Having entered into a minute account of
observations taken in India with reference to
the slope required to transport the earthy mat-
ters held in suspension, and prevent the canals
from silting up, he arrived at the following con-
elusions :—That the transporting power of water
must depend to some extent on tho nature of
the earthy matters to be transported

; that
water containing large quantities of such matters
required greater slope than those containing
small

,

quantities, and that without a sufficient

slope the earthy matters became deposited on.

the bed of the stream; that any obstruction in
a silt-bearing stream will at once cause a de-
posit, which, if allowed to accumulate, will
eventually cause an alteration in the course of
the cuiTent ; that water containing no such
matter would continually deepen its bed bad
not nature provided that at certain seasons the
rivers flowed under both conditions, and so pre-
served the balance. These observations led to
the deduction that the slope of every canal in-

tended for irrigation purposes should depend
upon the velocity of tho stream, the amount of
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earthy matter held in euapension, and the cha-
racter of Buch matter.

ProfeBSor Rankine observed upon the necessity
that existed for greater attention being paid to

irrigation in this country. Any one who
travelled through the country within the last

few weeks must have seen land where vegetation
had been dried np, althongh in many cases there
was an abundant supply of water within a few
yards, which, however, was not available for

want of the means of applying it. He suggested
the appointment of a committee to investigate
the power of water in transporting matters of

different kinds, which distinction had not pre-

viously been known to science. Mr. Vignoles
agreed in the desirability of irrigation, which
was more especially valuable in Italy, Spain,
and other countries, but in England he thought
there was not uniformly such a scarcity of water
as would render necessary any extensive works
of the kind.

Patent Monopoly as affecting Progress

was treated of by Mr. Dircks, C.E. The author
alluded to early State papers and scientific

literature as recording secret and also patented
inventions, thus distinguishing two classes of

inventions, the former including inventions
which two often never come to light, the latter

those open to public use. He nest distinguished
patents as a monopoly in an indiWdnal property,
—an otherwise secret invention,—one to which
the possessor has an inalienable right. Noticing
the obnoxious system that prevailed in the reign
of Elizabeth, he traced the progress of improve-
ment in the patent laws from James I. to the
present period, freely admitting the importance
of those reforms, and the possibility of carrying
them still further. Regarding the so-called
“ frivolous patents,” he considered they formed
a very insignificant portion of the large numbers
of patents granted annnally, and likewise that
it was nest to impossible to distinguish between
great and small inventions in reference to prac-
tical manufacturing operations, very small
matters frequently engaging a large amount of
labour and capital. Tracing the progress of
patents from the one to six obtained annually
during several reigns to the 3,COO or 1,000
annnally granted at present, he concluded that
a case of improvement and encouragement in

science and manufactures was thus clearly made
ont, enumerating at the same time a variety of
entirely new and most important chemical and
mechanical manufactures, and recording the
names of many distinguished patentees whose
operations had no better protection than the old,

expensive, and very defective patent laws that
existed to the end of September, 1852.
A paper by Mr. Bell Galloway “ On Inventors

and Inventions,” was read by the secretary. The
author stated that for some years past foreign
nations had offered great inducement to inven-
tors and skilled workmen to leave England, and,
as the result, much of the engineering and other
branches of manufacture was now being done in

foreign countries. With a view to prevent the
continuance of this state of things he suggested
the creation of a special fund to develop im-
portant and approved inventions, and that the
association should ask for the whole of the
balance of the money which has arisen from the
working of the patent law, now amounting to a
million sterling, as the nucleus of a fund for this

purpose.

In the discussion which followed, Mr. Bram-
well condemned the proposal of the author of
the last paper. He denied that the fund accumu-
lated amounted to anything like a million sterling,
and said that sneh a proposal as that of Mr.
Galloway would be a most prolific source of jobs,
and the people who had to dispense the rewards
would be amongst the most abused people to be
met with in the country.

Capital and Labour,

Mr. Samuel Brown, in bis inaugural address
as president of the Economic Science Section,
referred to the relation of wages to capital as a
subject of vital importance in maintaining the
position of this country in its competition abroad
as well as with its peace and prosperity at home.
He said, the opinion that labour and capital must
be in antagonism, each trying to subdne the
other to its own terms—an opinion which can only
be entertained in ignorance of their relative
functions—is becoming gradoally undermined

;

and the earnest efforts of some of the most
practical and enlightened employers cf labour,
aided by the increased intelligence and better
feeling produced by couciliation, on the working

classes, have allowed some important experi-
ments to be fairly tried to reconcile the two
opposing foes, and to bring them into harmonious
working together. A most influential general
committee has been formed under the auspices
of the National Association for the Promotion
of Social Science ; and in a meeting at which
the Eight Hon. W. E. Gladstone presided, the
question was debated, and certain general prin-
ciples laid down for the course of proceeding.
But the work to be accomplished is of the most
laborious character. It is to be hoped, at any
rate, that the clumsy and barbarous system of

strikes and locks-out which destroy both the
small savings of the workman and the capital

out of which he hopes to increase his wages, and
which keep np a perpetual source of irritation

and ill-feeling, will be abolished as an insensate
and reckless process. Trades unions are con-
tended for by some as nsefnl and effective, if not

ANTIQUITIES OF CORNWALL.
Early Christian Symbols.

At the recent meeting in Cirencester, Mr. J.

W. Grover read some “ Observations on Relics
of Ancient Cornwall,” which carried on the
subject opened by the Roman remains at Ched-
worth,—namely, the occurrence of Christian
symbols on works of very early character,—

a

point of extreme interest. We print the greater

portion of Mr. Grover’s paper:

—

My object, he said, is not to bring before you
any new discovery, bat rather to draw attention

to such points of archmological interest as
occurred very forcibly to mo during a few days’

stay in Cornwall last year
;
and I trust those

who may have already investigated the subject

of early Cornish antiquities will forgive me if I

should happen to repeat what they already
know

;
whilst those who have not had the oppor-

carried on to the iujnry of the trade, or to the ! tunity of looking into the history of that ancient
detriment of the nation, and provided the mem-

j

conntry will feel more interest in doing so, when
hers pursue their own objects without undue

!

I say that it clearly exhibits signs of very early
coercion of others. But without coercion and

1

Christianity,—of an earlier character, and of a
oppression how can they fulfil their objects? date perhaps as old, if not older, than that which
The limitation of times of labour, the depression we find marks of in the Roman villa of Ched-
of the sober, indnstrions, and most skilful work- worth. Indeed, I mnst say that the general
men to an average level of the more idle and subject of early Christianity in Cornwall, in
unskilful, the exclnsion of apprentices, and the

,
Roman times, seems to me to help us materially

dire effects in other banches of the trade or
,

in oar contemplation of the marks which are
manufacture in which without wishing to strike found at Chedwortb, and in a very few other
themselves, the workmen are dependent on the parts of Britain, as mentioned in my late paper
continued labour of others who will not work, ' in the “ British Archmological Journal” on
naturally drive capital away into other countries

;

“ Pre-Augnstine Christianity in Britain.” Coin-
or other trades, and thus leave the infatuated i wall is, indeed, a land of mystery ; it seems to
workman with worse prospects of success than

j

have been the head quarters of Dmidism in its

when be began the strike. The president sug -

1

most advanced stage of development. Except
gested as a powerful mode of co-operation, be-

j

Brittany itself, I know no land more rich in all

cause it appeals more directly to the self-interest those precious relics of ancient heathenism,
of the working classes, industrial partnerships in

!
which we know by the names of Meni-herion,

which the masters and workmen may unite
i
monoliths, tnmnli, karns, circles, &o,,—clearly

together, by the adoption of which he believed - all of Eastern origin, and such as may still

the greater part of the diflicnlties between
|

be seen in the valleys of Anti - Lebanon,
labour and production would vanish. The '

and amongst the countries of the old

proper rate of bonus for labour mnst, no
!

Chaldean. When Christianity first dawned upon
doubt, depend on the proportion which the

j

Cornwall the people were devoted to this

labour bears to the other costs of prodnc'
tion, and of bringing the article to market.
Mr. Brown thus concluded :—In social science
and political economy statistics may be con-
sidered the collection of experiments by the
results of which we observe the hidden workings
of the laws which regulate the social condition
of man and his progress in civilization. The
growth and decay of population, the freedom
of capital and the rights of labour, the duty

Druidism, a religion which seems to have
been a singular combination of the worship of
many deities with a supreme belief in the one
God. The Druid adored the sun, moon, and
stars, and all the sublime works of nature

—

rocks, trees, torrents, oaks— to which worship
Cornwall was peculiarly conducive. That it was
Christian when the Saxon invaded it, is proved
by the fact of the inhabitants having purchased
permission from the invaders to exercise the

of voluntary or enforced education, the extent of, Christian religion (Kudborne Chron., lib. 2,

Government interference in labonr or manu- !
chap. 1 ;

also Hiit. Mcy. fVinton. Angl. Sax., 1,

factnres, the competition of prices, the true: 187). That Cornish Christianity, like that of
principles of commerce, the most effectual Wales, was of Eastern origin is shown by the

' Passover having been kept on the same day as

that on which the Jews held it, and contrary to

the Chnrch of Rome. The Cornish continued
independent in matters of religion till A.D. 905 j

the Saxons then held a synod, whereat sundry
provisions were made to recover them from their

“errors”—that is, their “ refnsing to acknow-
ledge the Papal authority.” (liapin. Bist., vol. 1,

p. 112.) And Usher says {Hist. Brit. Antiq.,

p. 1152) that they would no more communicate

means of suppression or prevention of crime,
the theory of taxation and national loans, and
mulcitndea of similar questions, are all governed
by subtle laws affecting the free will of man,
checked and kept in place by similar actions in

others, of which we catch a glimpse sometimes
by their irregular action in enforced or abnormal
conditions, and sometimes by our having dis-

covered and acted in harmony with the natural
law which governs them. But as society is per-
petually changing, what we have discovered and with the Saxons than with Pagans, accounting
thought to be truth seems frequently inadequate 1

that of themselves and of the Welsh the only
to account for the new phenomena presented.

I

true Christianity. I believe it is generally

It is only by extending our observations from '
admitted that the religion of the Nazarene waa

the narrow sphere of a single country or a single ' generally favourably received by the Drnids;
class to all countries and all classes, by a uniform and it is also known that before its advent they
collection of statistics, as is now being done by

,

were acenstomed to venerate the cross in the
all the Governments in Europe, by noting differ- 1

form of the tau. One solitary instance of this

euces as well as analogies, and confessing and form remains— in a single upright stone

—

correcting errors and comparing the operation
\

upon which is an inscription :
—“ Cirusius hie

of the same causes under various conditions of
,

jacet, Cunou'ori jiZius.” Mr. Edward Lbnyd fires

interference, that we shall throw light on the
many unsolved problems of social and political

economy which modern civilization presents.

Abeugavenny Town-hall and Markets Co3t-

PETiTiON.—The commissioners met on Friday,
28th nit., and decided to give the first premium,
50Z., to Messrs. Wilson & Willcox, of Bath

j
the

second, 20Z., to Mr. Haddon, of Hereford
j
and

the third, lOZ., to the local competitor, Mr.
Nevill. There were sixteen competitors. Each
of the commissioners was furnished with a
tabular paper, npon which were arranged the
various requirements of the competition, and as

each competitor fulfilled or failed in the par-

ticular requirement under consideration there

waa accorded or nob a mark against his name.
The woik will be commenced at once.

the date of this relic in the fifth or sixth

century
;
Mr. Moyle places it in the fourth or

fifth. No reason is given why it should nob bo
even earlier. Druidism was of Eastern origin,

—

and there seems good reason to suppose

that it continued its connexion with the East
by some remote channel, probably Africa,

throughout the Roman dominion. Could
Eastern Christianity have passed along the same
channel ? The tan cross was an Egyptian em-
blem, and is called the crux ansata the key of

the Nile, and was thonght to be the emblem of

life. St. Anthony, who was an Egyptian saint,

is shown with it in the Middle Ages. It was
also the all-potent sign of the Knights Templars.

Mr. Syer Cuming, in a paper read before the

British Archmological Association, June, 1867,
draws attention to the fact of its still being in

use among the Celtic nations, and exhibits a
specimen obtained from a Kantarc peasant in
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Ireland, who could give no farther account of it

than that it was a favourite form among “ cer-

tain people” in County Cork. Sir J. Gardner
Wilkinson has a passage in his “ Ancient Egyp-
tians” (Ed. 1854-1-277) so singularly applicable

to this Cornish stone that I give it :
—“ The

origin of the tau I cannot precisely determine
j

but this curious fact is connected with it in later

times, that the early Christians of Egypt adopted
it in lieu of the cross, which was afterwards
substituted for it, prefixing it to inscriptions in

the same manner as the cross in later times, and
numerous inscriptions headed by the ‘ tau ’ are

preserved to the present day in early Christian

sepulchres at the great Oasis.” Plato, who lived

four centuries before the Christian era, advo-
cated an idea of the Trinity, and expressed an
opinion that the form of the second person of it

was stamped upon the universe in the form of a
cross (see “ Justin Martyr ad Timeneum,” p. 3G).

St. Augustine even goes so far as to say that it

was by means of the Platonic philosophy that he
was enabled properly to understand the doctrine
of the Trinity. Certainly the j cross is an
excellent symbol of the mysterious three in one.

Montfaucon, I believe, and several other autho-
rities are of opinion that the earliest cross was
that of the t (tau). Mr. Broughton supposes
that this was the shape of the cross upon which
our Lord suffered. The Samai’itans, long before
Christianity, are proved to have used the same
figure. Another singular feature connected with
this subject is that the Egyptian -p attd d, which
were iuterchangable letters, both conveyed the
same idea of the Trinity, or three in one co-

equal, the d being A.
The ancient church of Perranzabuloe, so well

known, will soon become a matter of history,

for a recent visit shows that exposure is working
its rapid annihilation

j
and not a hand is stretched

forth to preserve this interesting memorial of
the long-forgotten past. There are, however,
several remains of ancient chapels in West Corn-
wall, which appear to deserve the equal honours
of extreme antiquity. One of these is the
venerable oratory of St. Gothian on the eastern
side of St. Ive’s Bay, which, from the rndeness
and gaunt character of its masonry, belongs
clearly to the earliest ages. No cement is used
at all, and no mouldings of any sort are found.
Around it many skeletons are buried. At Perth
Curnow, near Sb. Levan Church, on the southern
coast of the Land’s End district, are the ruins of
another of these ancient oratories or chapels.
Strange to say, this relic of primitive faith

stands upon a tumulus, under which a sepulchral
urn was found a few years ago. One of the
most satisfactory evidences of the very early
date of these rude sti’uotures is to be found at the
stormy promontory of Cape Cornwall, which is

called by Borlase the Promontory of Heleous,
the eon of Priam, who is said to have come over
with the renowned Brutus. The edifice I allude
to is called Parc au Chapel, and resembles Per-
ranzabuloe. Near it, and proving its remote
antiquity, was found a small stone bearing the
famous monogram, the Chi Rho. In the same
district another example of this is found at St.

Philiack. I attach importance to the preseace
of this holy seal, which we find also at Ched-
worth, because several antiquaries have, as

usual, endeavoured to disprove the great age
of Perranzabuloe, and would assign it to

the eleventh or twelfth century. Certainly,

as far as it is individually concerned, there
is no absolute proof of its being built in

one century more than another, but there
is universal tradition, and that is backed up
by the general appearance and character of
the work, which is clearly nob Mediaeval. When
to this comes to be added the early Christian
seal in close proximity to a similar structure
near at hand, the evidence acquires weight.
Vestiges of these small rude oratories may be
traced in many parts of the Welsh coast, and, as
I have before stated, the Cambrian antiquaries
give an almost apostolic foundation to many of

their churches and monasteries, so mnch so that
one is fain to doubt. Montalemberb, in his
“ Monks of the West,” a work which in spite of

the beauty of its composition is, in my opinion,
very likely to damage the cause of pre-Augus-
tine faith—BO mightily does the fabling zeal take
the place of historical fact,—states that Niniau
(A.D. 370-94), built a little stone church on the
peninsular of Galloway, called Candida Casa, or
Whitehoru. He also informs us that modern
research has discovered and registered as many
aa ninety churches, whose origin dates from the
time of Colnmba—as many as fifty-three being
still traced in Scotland. These rude relics of

early piety very much resemble the ruins of

Perranzabuloe. It would not be fair to quit

Cornwall without a further brief notice of those

remarkable stone crosses which the traveller

meets at every turn, and of which so little to the

purpose has really been said by the learned.

Who were the pious masons who chiselled

them ? The Rev. W. W. Haslam, an excellent

Cornish antiquarian, attributes them to the early

Christian converts of Britain. I think he is right,

although it is important to observe that the cha-

racter of them differs very greatly, some being the
work of men in later ages, who improved upon
the .ideas of their forefathers, and by degrees

introduced the figure of the crucified Redeemer.
The earliest forms are those of the Greek cross.

Perhaps the Tau stone which I have described

may be taken to be the very earliest, and marks
the Eastern character of the whole. Some of

them partake of the lofty taper outline of the
Egyptian obelisk, and, like it, are covered with
quaint markings and mysterious Eastern.devices.

The explanation of them appears to me to be
this :—The Draid, before his conversion, was
wont to erect stone meni-herion

;
you see them

all over Cornwall. They are bat rude prototypes
of the stone crosses which succeeded them, and
to which the convert transferred his allegiance

and his symbolical ideas. This, I think, may be
taken as proved by the fact of their being found
only in the counties where Druid remains abound,
and it was a very natural transition of idea.

They abound on tbe entire western coast, as far

north as Angus, where they are very numerous,
but of a type later thau the Cornish examples.
Hallowed relics of the long-forgotten past! how
eloquently, yet how silently, do you tell of a
rude but pious age! It is very important to

remember what Didron says (p. 376) on the
subject of the Greek and Latin cross :

—‘‘ These
types were not at first specially confined, the

one to the Greek, the other to the Latin church;
they were originally common to both countries,

and were admitted iuditierently by both.”

Again,—“ Still, the most ancient Greek sculp-

tures at Athens, in the Morea, in Macedonia,
and in Constantinople, contain crosses with
branches of unequal length. That primary type
must, therefore, have been known and practised

n Greece. As to tbe second, the cross with
equal branches, it is the most commonly adopted
by the Greek Church.” lu Cornwall we have
the four forms,—the Greeh, the Latin, and the Tau
cross, as well as the Chi Rho. The two latter

symbols are undoubtedly of the Roman period,

the two former, very probably, belong to the
same age, but not necessarily

;
one remarkable

fact, however, remains to be noticed, and that

is, the presence of sculptured figures in tunics,

with the arms outstret.-hed, both upon some
Latin and Greek crosses : this clearly is the first

idea of the crucifix, although according to Didron,

p. 259, this emblem was very nnusual in the

sixth century, and is there mentioned as a novel

representation by Gregory of Tours. We are,

however, told of a little image which placed

itself miraculously upon the cross e.xecubed by an
artist named Mark, a contemporary of Diocletian

era, A.D. 300, which represented not the cruci-

fied Saviour, but Emmanuel (see ” Labbe Con-
cilium Colleotio Maxima,” vol. 7, col. 768,

second Council of Nios). Images or representa-

tions of our Saviour upon tbe cross were un-

known in the early Christian catacombs. I

believe it is correctly maintained that to the

impure sect of Egyptian Gnostics, we must at-

tribute the early introduction of little images of

our Lord. These statues were made of gold or

silver, after the heathen pattern of those of

Pythagoras, Plato, and Aristotle, who were all

hononred with a similar kind of worship,—if we
can believe St. Irconens and St, Epiphanius.

We know that the Emperor Alexander Severus

placed amongst his Lares figures of Christ and
Abraham opposite those of Urphens and Apol-

lonius. Everything, says Didron, countenances

the opinion that ” from the commencement of

the third century images of Christ were in

circulation among the faithful—at least among
those of the lower order — and particularly

in Rome, where Gnosticism had made many
proselytes;”—and, he might have added, Corn-

wall. The Rev. W. Baslam attributes these

figured crosses to the Roman epoch, and he
draws attention to one in tbe parish of St.

Buryan, three miles from theLand’s End, situated

one mile from Churchtown, in a corner of the

road running down to some ancient ruins called

the “ Sanctuary.” He thinks tbe character of

this relic is Byzantine and massive, and resem-
bles the few illustiutiouB which remain of early

crosses at Constantinople. He tells us, more-
over, that the human figure was carved on
crosses in the time of Constantine, and he quotes
a passage from Lactantius in proof,—I think not
very conclusively. Gretzer tells us that the
crucifix was in use at the time of Tertullian, but
where he obtains his authority is not stated.

There are some crosses in Cornwall which repre-

sent the human figure in a manner which would
lead to belief of its having been added at a later

period. At the churchyard, Sancreed, is a very
ornamental example, about 6 ft. high: on the
side it shows a triangular pattern very common
in British jewellery and earthenware

;
on the face

is shown a vase, and what appears to me to be the
reed. I would name one illustration of perhaps
the earliest and primary form of the Greek
Cross, as found in Cornwall

;
it bears the inscrip-

tion Isniocus Vitalis Filins Torrici; in its exe-

cution there is not the least deviation from the

Roman capitals, two names of the person buried

are also given : this is a feature which marks
tbe Roman character of the work, the cross at

the top is within a circle ;
Borlase is surprised

to find it on a piece of Roman work
;
he there-

fore assnmes without any reason that it must
have been cut at a later period. We may, in

fact, trace the various forms of the cross
;
from

its stern primitive outline to the many florid

examples, which were clearly executed in times
verging on the Norman Conquest. The Tan of

the Druid being converted into a symbol of

Christianity, as used on the Nile ; then comes
the Chi Rho of the times of Constantine and his

predecessors, tbe Greek and Latin forms follow-

ing on promiscuously through the Middle Ages.

CAIUS GABRIEL CIBBER, OR CIBERT,
SCULPTOR.

The father of Colley Cibber was Cains Gabriel

Cibber, or Cibert
j
he was born in the year

1630, and died in the year 1700.

In the marriage register of St. Giles’s-in-the-

Fields, London, I had the good fortune to dis-

cover the following entry, now for the first time

in print ;

—

" L. L. 1670. Nov. 24. Caius Gabriel Cibhert

u'id’’' [widowei-'], and Jane Colley, spinster.’’*

Future historians of the stage, and future

writers of lives of actors, will doubtless refer to

the columns of the Ruilder for the fact I now
bring to light.f

The following extracts are taken from the

accounts of the paymaster of the Royal Works at

Hampton Court, in King William III.’s reign.

The Earl of Portland (William’s favourite Ben-

tinck) was superintendent of the works at

Hampton Court ;

—
Caius Gabriel Cibber, carver, for a great

Vnuze of white marble, enrichtwith divers orna-

ments, with a pedestal of Portland stone, also

enricht, 2341. More for a great marble Urne,

with divers base relieves and figures, 5211. 12b.

In both, 7551. 12s.”

—

Works at Hampton Court,

1689—1696.^
‘‘ Gabriel Cibber, statuary, for two coats of arms

in Portland stone, several statues and figures in

metal, and for carriage of the statues and other

charges, 5301.” — Works at Hampton Court,

1691-4.
” Gabriel Cibber, statnary, for insculpting the

relievi on the timpan of the great frontispiece

v/ich iconological figures, and for several journeys

of himself and men to look after tlie perform-

ance, 4001.”— lUorfcs at Hampton Court, April

1st, 1691, to March 31st, 1696.

I come now to the works at Kensington
Palace ;

—

” Gabriel Cibber, statuary, for four great

flower-pots of Portland stone, richly carved,

• Walpole writes :
—“ I can only find that he [[the

sculptor] was twice married." The register quoted above
confirms wbat Walpole believed to bo the case. L. L, has

some reference to a marriage by lice}ice.

t The will of the widow ot Samuel Cooper, the cele-

brated miuiature painter (died 167Z), contains the follow-

ing entries, now first published :

—

“To my nephew and godson, Alexander Pope, my
painted china dish, with a silver foot, and a dish to set it

iu, and, after my sister Elizabeth Turner's decease, all iny

books, pictures, aud medals set in gold.

To my cousin John iloahins, niy husband's portait in

crayons, and all my husband's limninga that shall lie with

me at the time of my decease. Also Sir Peter Lilly's

picture in oil.” [I wonder much where this can be.]

“ My funeral expenses, and tbe monument over my
grave, not to exceed 50J.'’ [Cooper's monument, in old

St. Faneras Churcb, London, was crowned by a palette

andbrushes.]

J This noble vase was removed from Hampton Court to

Windsor by King George IV.
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187Z. 10a.”— TUbr^rs at Kensington Palace, October
1st, 1691, to March 31sf, 1696.
The second wife of our acnlptor was the

daaghter of William Colley, Esq., of Glasson, in
the county of Rutland, great-grandfather of Sir
Anthony Colley.*

At a sale at Sothehy & Wilkinson’s, November
27tb, 1861, forty-four drawings for sepulchral
monuments by Cibber were sold for the insig-
nificant sum of 11. 3a.

The Triton Fountain, at Chatsworth, was
made in 1688 by our great statuary.

f

Peter Cunninghast,

WORKMEN’S REPORTS ON THE PARIS
EXHIBITION.

During the continuance of the Paris Inter-
national Exhibition a few members of the
“ Working Men’s Club and Institute Union ” (an
ngly title that should be changed as soon as

varnish can be applied with a brush so as to pat a gloss
on it, as it protects the work from dirt and dost which
w'oald otherwise so eat into the fine and delicate parts
that it could not be removed. Much must in this case
depend on the knowledge and skill of the polisher."

The same writer has n lofty notion of the ad-
vantages enjoyed by French workmen. He
says :

—

“I sum np the causes of our decline in trade in this
fact, that as workmen we are not encouraged to elevate or
improve onraelves, nor are we treated as men who bold
responsible positions in the world. We are only ‘me-
chanics’ in the common application of the term. No
attractions of a rational, reuning, elevating nature are
generonaly offered to us. We need look no further for sn
answer to the question as applied to my own trade, in
which BO much knowledge and appreciation of art design
and skill are necessary, ‘ where Contiuental workmen

cceasfuUy compete with British industry, is it due to
superior manipulative skill, or to the adaption of some
labour-saving process and more efficient machinery.' It
must be evident to every Ihouglitful observer that their
superiority is largely due to their training and education.
Higher aspirations are created, better tastes and improved
habits are formed. These imbibed in early childhood are
afterwards practically exercised in manhood. The work-
man unites the love of art and the culture of refined taste
with the pursuit of his calling in the workshop. This,

possible), who thought it ijnpor&.t that meaaa I Xi.
SOOUJU be devised for enabling British workmen

|

adopted and brought to bear on us and on our children in
to visit the Exhibition and manufactories iu I . -Across the Channel no obstruc-

Paris, at a cost which would enablo a large
' <li« proE.™ of the

• IV j. j 1 <• 1 °
i

workman, there every encouragementnumber to enjoy that advantage, formed them-
\

the Government, which concerns itself

1 him by

.
- . w -

, , ...ej industry in
selves into a committee to effect this object. A

,

workshops, improved dwellings for the people, end
report shows that upwards of 3,200 'persoes

'

"““‘'’if
“

“'L
‘'™ -

—

nTratla/l flaovnorai f 4.V i av ruhogpowers iH Iranco find their truest policy to be toavailed themselves of the arrangements thus 1 look to the welfare of the working class-the creators and
made; and that, including the delegates who ' of the nation's wealth."

went to Paris under the auspices of the Society ' — - . -

of Arts, 700 British artisans were enabled to
Well-informed or ill-informed as the reporters

may be, we fully endorse Mr. Hodgson Pratt’s

v.s.ls as nsefu as fhe healthy moolal stimelDS which the insight

S Oii;" into the social and industrial condition of fhetion ot giving prizes for reports on the branches PronoL • * *1 • j c
of industry which the visitors severally repre '

®
seated. A fund of 48Z. was raised for this pnr-
pose and for the printing of such of the reports

Mr. Dexter, who has edited it, explains how
it was that the guarantors were called upon toas might be found worthy of publication.’ On

I

lu

the reoomnendation of Mr. Austen H. Layard,
'

M.P., the Committee of Council on Education i . .v .

nrado a liberal grant to this prize fund, on the ! VX'“...“a“u"eoiys’’E' XorriSaX
condition that copies of the reports should be 112 men per week for five months

;
and if that anticipa-

distributed gratuitously to a certain number of realised, and the beds thus paid for in
V V. . ..... * advanf-A RnA alcvuv-o V.aan 1 aa ' ' ’

required thicknesses. They are made of wrought
iron, and have an arrangement for connecting
with saw-tillers and cotters; they are suspended
by suitable chains, links, &c., supported and work-
ing into grooved pullies, fitted with adjustment
so as to regulate the speed of the saws according
to the quality and character of the stone, also
a proper arrangement for removing the frames
entirely up out of blocks of stone. The motion
of the saw-frames is horizontal.
The planing and moulding machine has two

tool-boxes, carrying where necessary four tools,
and is so constructed thatthe tools cut both in and
out travel of machin e. The planing and mould
ing, therefore, can be carried on at the same
time, either together or separately, and two or
three pieces of stone may be operated upon in
one machine. The tool-holders are arranged so
as to receive the cutters according to any re-
quired design.

The surfacing or rubbing machine consists of
a cast-iron bed-frame, having a revolving top of
9 ft. diameter (it may be larger), the metal in
which is very carefully selected and prepared.
Proper arrangements are made in the framing,
so that the upper surface of revolving plate can
be easily adjusted. A small crab-winch is fitted
to the framing for shifting and removing stones
from the table. This seems a particularly useful
machine.
The power for driving these machines and a

circular-saw rope feeding-bench is supplied by
a 12-hor6e power engine.
The manager of the works where these have

been set up (Mr. Pyle) speaks highly of them
as the result of his experience, and considers
the saving effected fully 60 per cent., as compared
with the results of baud-labour. It seems clear
that for large operations this machinery may be-

used with advantage.

public institutions.
advance had always been occupied, no loss would have
accrued. The slight chargee made by the committee to theAs might have been expected (considering eicursioniata over and above thefr ontlay would have

what was being done by the Society of Arts),
|

®^^red all tho expenses for advertisements, printing,
.-i.*. jij __i. .- - . V I

office, 4c. However, the result in nnint of i'nfit wna il.arthe committee did not receive a very large

!

nnmber of papers, and the volume published is
'

a small one.j It consists of the following
reports :

—

By Thomas Xirkby,

By P. EasmuBsen, Lon-

By Henry Major, Not-

By A. T.

1. “ Pottery and Porcolain.”
Trentham.

2. “ Gold and Silver Work.’
don.

3. “Educational Appliances,
tingbam.

4. “ Maps and Educational Appliances."
Greenwood, Congleton.

6.

“ Preparation of Leather.” By Alfred Heswell,
Bermondsey.

6. “ Watebmsking.” By J. E. Bradshaw.
7. “ Iron, China, and Ceramic Ware." By John Ean-

dall, Salop.
8. “ Cabinetwork." By H. D. Hand, Salford.
9. “ Cabinetmuking and tho Woods employed in it.”

By C. A. Hooper, London.
10. “ Cabinetwork.” By Thos. Paterson, London.
11. “ Tools and Machinery for the Manofaelure ol

Steel and Iron." By Percy A. Sangninette, Chatham.
12. “ Brickwork and Concrete Building." By — Simp-

son.
Appendices t—Report of the Paris Excursion Com.

mittee; Conditions of the Prize Competition; Bough
Notes and Eeminiscencea of the Committee’s Work,

We quote a paragraph from Mr. Hooper’s re-

port on “Cabinet Making.” Touching polish-
ing

“ The process of polishing should have some notice in
& report upon wood. The niceness of the grain displayed
to so much advantage in screens, where ‘ feathers' and
‘curls’ of every design are produced, would not ex-
hibit half their beauty were it not for the labour and skill
of the polisher. But hero there is too often the fault of
hurry, and -what we call ‘scamping’ the work. Polish-
ing, to stand in wear, should never be hurried. Without
entering into the secrets of the tradel may add that it

ought to be repeated at certain intervals, so that the
grain may be well filled in before it be finished off, or it

will soon expose its deficiency in wear. A piece of good
work well polished will always show to the beat advantage
and will increase in beauty and richness by useif properly
attended to. Where there is carving, and the lingers of
the polisher cannot apply the rubber, a thin coat of

- — point of fact was that,
nile the committee had to engage a great amount of extra

accommodation in August, to the extent eometimes of 2'-0
beds a week, in the two last months of the season a -very
largo number of their 112 beds were every week unoc-
cupied."

Hence the deficiency.

* Lysons'a Environs of Loudon (St. George' s-in-the-
East), it. 437.

+ See the late accomplished Duke of Devonshire’s
“ Handbook of Chatsworth," privately printed by the
duke a little before his death. Three days before the
duke died I had a note of invitation from Sir Joseph
Paxton, written at the request of the duke, that I thouJd
arrange and catalogue his portraits at Chatsworth and
Hardwick.

J “ Modern Indnstries : a Series of Reports on Indus-
try and Manufactures as represented in the Paris Eiposi-
rion in 1867.” By Twelve British Workmen, visiting
k’aris under the auspices of the Paris Excursion Com-
mittee. London: Macmillan .Sc Co., 1863,

THE TWO BRIDGES.*
“ God’s blessing on the arcbitects who build
The bridges 'cross deep rivers and abysses,
Else ali impassable to human feet."

Longfxllo-w.
1849.

I STOOD in London, on Westminster Bridge,
Old Labellye’s camel-bridge, with bump awry
A balf built palace creeps up on one ridge.
Vast fragrant mud-banks greet the nose and eye.
On either bank what can sad Taste descry
But dreary, doleful roofs, eyesores a buudred,
A miser mass and wretched rookery ?
8o that, for ages. Seine-bred minds have wonder'd
How sane John Bull could e'er have so insanely
blunder'd.

1868.

Again upon Westminster Bridge I stand.
The unrivall’d span of many-bridged Page,
A joy of Art for every coming age.
Where, now, a stately path margins the Strand,
And, in the mind's eye, structures may be scauu'd.
Fitting such site (all slimy late, and slobbery).
By grateful labour hewn — by genius plann'd*.
I'otbid it, Art ! that interloping jobbery
Lay on this golden chance the hand of greed and
robbery 1 jj.

STONE-WORKING MACHINERY.

Messrs. Rotheroe & Bastin are now sending
oat machinery which has the effect of cheapen-
ing very considerably the production of' good
masonry. We have examined the machines as
set up for Messrs. Holland & Hannen, behind
the fine houses they are erecting at Grosvenor-
gardens, on the Marqnis of Westminster’s estate.
These are three in number, and are respectively
for sawing, surfacing, and moulding stone. The
saw-frames are each capable of taking in blocks
measuring 9 ft. one way, 7 ft. the other, and
4 ft. 6 in. thick, and cutting them into any

• Suggested by Ihe eesay in the Builder, p. 581, ante,
on “The Future Aicbitectural Hank of London among
European Cities."

SMOKE PREVENTION AT HANLEY.

An inquiry into the subject of tho prevention of
smoke, directed by the Secretary of State, has
been held at Hanley, in pursuance of a requisitiort
by a large number of the principal inhabitants.
The inquiry was held in the townhall, before
Mr. R. Rawlinson, C.B. At an adjourned meeting,
Mr. M'Mahon said since the commissioner last
sat, the town council had done all that he then
suggested. They had appointed a smoke in-
spector, who had made and recorded a great
nnmber of facts repecting the smoke produced
in the borough. The council, acting on his
report, had served notices upon a number of
manufacturers, and in six cases, these notices
not having had the desired effect, summonses
had been issued. The Act left the decision of
cases of this kind entirely in the hands of the
magistrates. 'The commissioner said he was
qnite prepared to admit that time most be
allowed to the town council. Nothing would
be required from them which was unreason-
able, impracticable, or opposed to common
sense. It might take weeks or months to make
all the alterations required. He believed that
the necessary reform would be one of slow
growth, and be hoped the council would
proceed in a conciliatory spirit, and that good-
will would be displayed on both sides. The
law required the local authority to see that no
one carried on his business ignorantly or wil-
fully to the injury of his neighbour, but the
law did not require any man to do that which
was scientifically impossible. To show whab
might be done, he mentioned that since Lord
Derby’s Act came into operation for preventing
nuisance from alkali works, and limiting the
escape of vapours to 5 per cent., there were
some manufacturers who did not allow 1 per
cent, to escape, and the average was mucir
less than 5 per cent. After further procedure,
including a good deal of evidence on the sub-
ject in question, the commissioner said he
thought the course taken would be the means
of doing good, and had no doubt that in future
generations, when the varions processes of
manufacture had been bronght to a degree of
perfection which could not yet be claimed for
them, people would look back with wonder at
the evils and nuisances which had to be endured.
He had no doubt that a large proportion of the
smoke nuisance might be prevented, and if

gentlemen would set to work and do what onght
to be done in this matter they would not only
set a good example to the country, but would
render it nuneceesary for the Secretary of State
to interfere.
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LEICESTERSHIRE ARCHITECTURAL AND
ARCHJSOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

The general annual meeting of this society
was held this year at Kegworth. The members
and their friends asBembled at the Mechanics’
Institate, and proceeded thence to the church,
at which the Litany was read by the Eev. Jos!
Clarke, M.A., rector of the place. After service
Mr. M. H. Bloxam descanted upon the archi-
tectural features of the church.
The inspection having been concluded, the

party proceeded to the musenm of antiquities
and other objects of interest, which were arranged
in the school-room of the village. In the after-
noon a party visited Kingston Church. At six
o’clock a dinner took place at the Flying Horse,
at which the Rev. J. Clarke presided.
At half-past seven in the evening a public

meeting was held in the Mechanics’ Institute,
which was completely crowded on the occasion!
The chair was occupied by the rector.
The chairman, in opening the proceedings,

read a note from the Yen. Archdeacon Fearon,
regretting that he could not be present, on
account of the death of the Bishop of Peter-
borough. He then read a paper, entitled “Me-
morials of Kegworth.”.

Mr. Bloxam then proceeded to read a paper,
“ On some Discoveries made in the Progi'ess of
the Restoration of Lutterworth

;
” and the Rev.

E. Tower one entitled " Richard Fowke’s Journey
to Freeston Shore, illustrative of Social Life
amongst the Middle Classes at the Commence-
ment of this Century.”

Mr. Thompson not being present, owing to ill-
health, a paper annonnced by him, “ On the
Objects of the Leicestershire Architectural and
Archmological Society,” was not given, bat in
lieu of it Mr. North read a short paper on the
same subject.

A vote of thanks was unanimously accorded
by the meeting to the society for coming to
meet at Kegworth, and a hope was expressed
that at no distant date they would come
again.

The excursion took place the following day.A good deal of rain had fallen in the night, but
the morning proved remarkably fine and the
party enjoyed an extremely pleasant drive
through a varied country. The next stage was
Biinney, and the company successively visited
the churches of Wysall, Willoughby, Wymes-
wold, Rempstone, Costock or Cortlingstock,
East Leake, and West Leake

j Mr. Bloxam
making occasional remarks as they went
along. The party then returned to Kegworth,
and there separated.

pied a Tory respectable position amonn the
schools of the country.

The Bridport School.—This school is conducted
by the same master as the Dorchester school.
The second session has been commenced, on
which occasion the various works of the most
meritorious students were exhibited in the
lecture-room of the Literary and Scientific
lnstitute._ The prizes were distributed by Mr.
T.^ A. Mitchell, M.P., and the room was filled
with not only students, bnt most of the leading
gentry of the town and neighbourhood.

CONGRESS OP GERMAN ARCHITECTS
AND ENGINEERS.

The following is the programme for the
fifteenth annual meeting which this year
assembles at Hamburg, as we advised our
readers some time ago. August 31st, first Con.
versazione in a pavilion specially erected in the
centre of the “Alster” Basin. September Ist,
Sessions, general and in sections, after which
visits to the principal objects of interest in the
city

5^
then a steam trip down the Elbe. In the

evening a special representation at one of the
theatres. September 2Dd, Breakfast at the
Zoological Gardens; at ten a meeting in the
Arts Gallery; at two p.m. inspection of the new
mail steamship Cimbria, and trip down to
Blankenese, where dinner will be provided. In
the evening second conversazione, concert, and
fireworks. September 3rd, toLubeck and back.
September 4th, Sessions during the morning and
the last conversazione in the evening. For
those who can remain a few days longer, various
excursions to Kiel, Heligoland, &c., have been
organized.

SCHOOLS OF ART.

The Dorchester School—The first public meet-
ing for the distribution of prizes in connexion
with this school has been held. The meeting
was convened at the Shire-hall, and was attended
by a large company of the friends and sup-
porters of the institution. The attempt to
establish a school for promoting a love and taste
for the fine arts in Dorchester has been attended
v?ith gratifying success. The chair was occu-
pied_ by Mr. John Ployer, M.P. for Dorset, and
president of the aohool. The prize drawings privates, a non-commissioned offloers’ rooi

ThepS“o°S;1he“^^^^

PROVINCIAL NEWS.
Bochestei' and Chatham.—The whole of the

alterations and improvements ordered by the
corporation to be carried out at the Guildhall
having been completed, the building, together
with the couDcil-chamber adjoining, have both
been re-opened, after being closed for several
months. The carved ceiling has been entirely
restored, while the whole of the fall-length por-
traits of the ancient city worthies on the walls,
including Sir Godfrey Kneller's portrait of King
William HI., recently valued at 800 guineas,
have all been restored. The interior of the hall
IS lighted by a series of sun-ligbt burners in the
centre of the ceiling. The whole of the altera-
tions and improvements have been carried out
nuder the superintendence of Mr. H. Andrews
the corporation surveyor.

’

Bwry.—The laying of the corner-stone of the
castle and armoury of the drill-hall now in
course of erection at Bury, for the 8th Lanca-
shire Rifle Volunteers, was made the occasion of
great rejoicing in that town. The estimated
cost of the whole will amount to between 2,500Z.
and 3,0001., and up to the present time 1,8001.
have been subscribed. The building is erected
on the site of the old Bury Castle, and will con-
sist of a large drill-hall, a strong room for the
safe custody of arms, a guard-room, an orderly,
room, a reading-room and meeting-room for the
privates, a non-commissioned officers’ room, and

the Grey Monument on the north-east. The
work, as a whole, has come to be designated the
St. John’s-lane Improvements.” The new

bmldiDg for Messrs. Angus & Co, situated
on the north-east of the Savings Bank,
oMupies an area of 3,000 square yards.
here are also

^

600 square yards adjoining,
which can be bnilt upon when necessary. It is
three stories in height. At the rear are three
floors, one above another, each having an area of
90 ft. m length and 45 ft. in width. The upper
story will be used as a mannfuctory, and the
other two as warehouses. The front shops will
be used for the India-rubber and gntta pereba
bosmess of Messrs. Angus & Co., and the upper
stories will be let chiefly for office purposes. Not
far from the building are large tannery works,
formerly belonging to Alderman Sillick, and here
the firm are about to erect extensive machinery
for the manufacture of hose belts. The facade
of the building is about 90 ft. in length. The
style of architecture is French Gothic. Over the
principal entrance is a carved ball’s head—the
crest of the firm. The stone of which the build-mg consists was obtained from the Widcopen and
Brunton quarries. The architect was Mr. Gibson
Kyle; Mr. Curry did the carviog; Mr. W. Rob-
son was the builder; Messrs. J. & W. Lowrey
had the contract for the carpenter work

;
the

gumber was Mr. Watson, of the High Bridge;
Mr. Richardson, Clayton-street, did the painting
and decorating; and Mr. Charlton was tho
plasterer.

FROM SCOTLAND.

- UUK.L ouwurugwiuent.
Me said ; We have not achieved, I believe, any
very brilliant success, but we have achieved at
least as much as we expected, and perhaps
almost as much as we could have hoped for. Iam informed that the classes have been very
fairly attended. That designed especially for
operatives has not been so fully attended as we
could have wished, but still there has been a
tolerable attendance even in that class, and Iam informed that the results of their studies
and their works are of a very satisfactory de-
scription. Mr. Dewar Campbell, the master of
the school, said there were very few of the
students, possibly none, who fell short of the
average; and there were many whose talents
raised them above the level of mediocrity
There were some few who might attain to any
point of excellence which their ambition pro-
posed to them

; but which their perseverance in
study must second. In reference to the Govern-

I ment awards, he thought that when the annual
: report reached them they would find they occu-

been made use of for drilling in. The head-
quarters have been completed as far as the first
story. Messrs. Farrer & Slyam, of Manchester
and Bury, are the architects

; and Mr. John Hall
the bnilder of the head-quarters.
Newcastle-upon.Tjne.—The new premises of

Messrs. George Angus & Co., leather and gutta-
percha manufacturers and merchants, situated
in Grainger-street West, a new street that pro-
mises to add to the architectural features of
Newcastle, have been formally opened by the
mayor (Mr. H. Angus) in the presence of a large
assemblage. Grainger-street West is to take
the place of a wretched and dilapidated street
known as St. John’s-lane, extending from the
Bigg Market to Westgate-street. This new
street constitutes a part of the much-needed im-
provements projected by the corporation, and it
is contemplated by the original designs to pro-
seente the work of improvement until an almost
straight and wide thoroughfare stretches between
the Central Railway station on the south-west and i

Edinburgh.—The alterations and improve-
ments in the Antiquarian Mnseum of the Royal
Institution, which have been in progress since
the opening of the year, are being pushed for-
ward.

^

The floor has been lowered 2 ft. 8 in., to
Playfair’s original design, and the effect of this
alteration, according to the Scotsman, isamarked
improvement in the appearance of the hall. The
joinering work is now finished, and the curator
18 engaged in re-arranging the collection. The
heavy upright cases have all been let down from
their old position against the walls by means of
pnlleys, and are now on the new floor. The
building operations in connexion with the new
market in Prince’s-street are progressing with
rapidity. The bulk of the mason work is now
nearly finished, the only remaining portion of
the rubble bnilding yet to do beiug the walls at
tho south-west end of the area to be occupied by
the market. The ashlar coping and pavement,
&c., in Prince’s-Btreet, probably will not be laid
nntil the early part of next year, as it is desirable
that the embankment put in behind the heavy
retaining wall should be as much consolidated as
possible previously, in order to prevent sub-
sidence. The old building known as Trotter’s
Warerooms is about to be removed.

Portohello.—The road-steamer has been at
work here almost daily. It has run at a high
speed over the wet soft sand of the seashore as
far as Joppa, and then, wheeling round, returned
at a still higher speed. It ran with great ease
and perfect steadiness eight and ten miles per
hour. The indiarubber wheel-tires run over
sand, whether_ wet and soft or dry and loose,
with equal facility, making only the merest trace
of a track, scarcely ever so deep as one inch,
and generally not exceeding half that depth!
This power of running over loose sand is one*
which, it is believed, will give Mr. Thomson’s
invention great value in many countries where
the roads are often little better than mere
tracks covered with sand or earth; and such
vehicles, we may add, may yet be the true
'ships of the desert,” when the camel is
set aside as out of date and antiquated, as
he looks.

Glasgow. — The foundation stone of a new
bnilding in connexion with the Glasgow Indos-
trial Schools now being erected at Mossbink,
near Hogganfield, about three miles from the
city, has been laid with Masonic ceremonial. The
Industrial Schools originated in the Ragged
Schools, established some twenty-one years ago.
At present there are fully 500 children in the
inatitntion. Additional accommodation being
required, the directors purchased the farm of
Mossbauk, consisting of 13 acres, at a cost of
900Z. The building is to be of red, white, and
black brick, 240 ft. in length, and three stories
in height, with a spire, and will contain about
one thousand children. The foundation atone
was laid by the Earl of Dalhousie, Grand Master
Mason of Scotland.
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Plan of Siahles and Coach-hovse, EersTiam Lodge, Walton.

STABLES, WALTON, SURBEY.

NEW MODES or CONSTRUCTION.

Many ingeniona efforts are being made to

bring again into nae tbe principles of building

in concrete with a view to economy and strength,

to some of which modea we have already drawn

attention. In oar present nnmber we give illaa-

trations of some new stablea and ontbnildinga

recently erected at Hersham Lodge, Walton,

Surrey, for Mr. B. Barton, upon a plan which

seeks to overcome the disadvantage of a rough

external surface by the use of a facing block
;
a

detail of the working of which we annex. These

angle facings are 12 in. long made in pairs,

separable by a blow, and are used as blocks to

any thickness of wall} the interspace being

filled up by the labourers with concrete, course

by course. With liTne-concrete it would be

necessary to guard against the effects of its ex-

pansion in setting. Using cement, the archi-

CONCRETE AND FACING BLOCKS : DETAILS OF CONSTRUCTION.
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teote say no inconvenience of this kind was
' found.

We understand from the architects that the
cost is from 81. 10s. to 91. 15s. per rod, reduced

j

according to the facilities of getting gravel or
burnt ballast. The thicker the walls the greater
the saving.

These blocks were obtained at the Broomhall
Tile Company’s wharf at 45a. per 1,000. The
roof is covered with patent tiles from the same
firm.*

A few points in the detail of the building are,
perhaps, worthy of notico.

Tho coach-house doors aro fitted with Messrs.
Clark’s patent revolving shutters in lien of
folding gates; the other external doors are sus-
pended and slide upon a bar against the wall.
A ventilatoi', constructed iu wood, with plate-
glass louvres and top, provides for lighting as
well as ventilating the stable. The internal
fittings are all of wrought-iron from the St.
Pancras Iron Works, and the building generally
is fitted up in a very complete manner.

Messrs. Walford, Donkin, & Evill were the
architects; Mr. Ingram was the bnilder. The
total cost will be about 1,0001.

COURTS OF CONCILIATION AND
ARBITRATION.

The manufacturers and operatives of the
Staffordshire potteries have just formed a court
of conciliation and arbitration for the settlement
of disputes in the pottery trade, consisting of
ten employers and ten workmen. The operative
members of the court were appointed at a large
and enthusiastic meeting of potters at tho town-
hall, Hanley, at which Mr. J. Ashford Wise, for-
merly M.P. for Stafford, presided. Mr. Wise
said he anticipated the happiest results from
the adoption ot the principle of conciliation and
arbitration. Courts of conciliation, he said,
existed in ancient Greece and Rome, and had
been in operation since 1803 in France, whero
there were eighty boards of conciliation and
arbitration. In the last few years no less than
174,487 trade disputes had been settled by the
lesser court, which consisted of four members
leaving nearly 10.000 for the decision of the
larger or Arbitration Board

;
but when it was

found that these 10,000 cases could not be
settled by the court of conciliation, 4,569 were
withdrawn, and only 5,178 went before the
higher tribunal. These courts worked well in
Belgium, but had been most successful in Den-
mark and Norway, where the principle had been
applied not only to trade purposes, but to a
settlement of differences in private life. Three
years before the establishment of these courts

. there were 25,000 cases for tho lawyers, but in
the year following their formation there were

' but 9,000. The time had come for legislation
I on this qnestion in England, and then submis-
• Sion on one side and dictation on the other must

nation all messages of a railway company in any
way relating to the business of the company in

tho United Kingdom free of charge. All matters
of difference between the Postmaster-General
and railway companies are to be settled by arbi-
tration. There are provisions iu the statute to
enable the Postmaster to acquire the right of
way over canals. It is constituted a misde-
meanour in any person having official duties to
disclose or to intercept messages. In the sche-
dule annexed to the Act, thirteen agreements
with railways and telegraph companies are re-

ferred to, subject to the approbation of Parlia-
ment; and it declares it to be expedient that
agreements should be made with other railways
set forth, including the metropolitan districts.

Three months’ notice is to be given by the Post-
master-General to the companies. By the
statute the Postmaster-General, with the appro-
bation of the Treasury, can purchase the under-
takings of telegraph companies.

AMERICAN ANTIQUITIES.

We are told of some discoveries recently
made by railway surveyors on the bank's
of the Little Colorado river, in the ten-itory
of Arizona

; walls of buildings still 8 ft. or
9 ft. high, irrigating canals, and the ruins of
a castle, of which the walls are still 30 ft.

high. The ruined buildings are of hewn stone.
A paper recently read at a meeting of the Ameri-
can Association for the Advancement of Science,
held in Chicago, on the “ Geological Evidences of
Man’s Antiquity in theUnited States,” maintained
that fonr American races preceded the red man :

first, the monnd-builders; second, a race in the
territory now called Wisconsin

; third, a warlike
race in the region south of Lakes Ontario and
Erie

;
and, fourth, a religious people in Mexico.

Pottery, arrow-heads, A'c., have been found, the
writer said, in coujunction with and beneath the
mastodon and megutherium. While Dr. Hooker
has been drawing public attention to a race who
erect dolmens, &c., in India, Mr. Squiers has
been photographing ancient dolmens in Pern !

The sitting posture in which the dead were
anciently placed in Mexico and elsewhere in
America, too, is interesting in connexion with
tho ancient “ old world ” races who also buried
their dead in a sitting posture.

THE TELEGRAPH ACT.
The statute passed on the day of the proro-

rgntion to enab'e Her Maiesty’s Postmaster-
liGeneral to acquire, work, and maintain electric-
iltelegraphs, is an important measure. In twenty,
ifonr sections the preamble is worked out. The
DUniform rate, subject to regulation, of messages
htbronghont the United Kingdom, and without
pfegard to distance, is to be not exceeding Is. for
Lthe first twenty words, and not exceeding 3d. for
aeach additional five words, or part of five words,
llhe Postmaster-General is now authorized, with
bche cooeent of the Treasury, " out of any moneys
pbvhich may be from time to time appropriated
py Act of Parliament, and put at his disposal
5rbr that purpose, to purchase for the purposes of
bihis Act the whole or such parts as he shall
bihink fit of the undertaking of any company.”
'efelegraph companies are empowered to sell their
sendertaking, under certain conditions specified,
;il?ith a provision as to the appointments of their
srervants by the Government, or compensation by
way of annuity. The Postmaster-General is to
Dtnter into coutraets with certain railway com-
auanies mentioned in the Act, and very specific
irdrections are given as to such acquisition. The
osostmaster-Gencral is to transmit to their desti-

• Of these tiles, which cost 61. Es. per 1,000, the com-
many eay, 185 cover ICO ft. superficial; 2,COO of them
fi^eich about 2 toes. Proper ridge and hip tiles form part
lb the ftrraDcenient.

THE REMAINS OP WILLIAM RUFUS IN
WINCHESTER CATHEDRAL.

It being very desirable to remove tbe Rufus
sarcophagus from its inconvenient position, be-
tween the north and south doors of the choir and
near the altar, the dean and chapter resolved to
do so if the sarcophagus were found to contain
no human remains, as was believed to be the
case. It was, therefore, opened, but the almost
entire skeleton of a man of about 5 ft. 9 in.

in height was found in it ; so that in all proba-
bility the legend that Cromwell’s soldiers ab-
stracted the bones to throw them at the windows
is untrue. The authorities, therefore, have re-
solved to allow the sarcophagus to remain where
it is, unless it can be established that its present
position is not its original one, as is also be-
lieved. Besides the bones, the sarcophagus
contained fragments of corroded lead, a few
morsels of gold tissue, and a tmquoise stone,
probably tbe remains of a ring, and a small
ivory carving. The tomb had seemingly been
rifled of a lead coffio, gold embroidered cloth,
&c., but the skeleton is thought to be that of
Rufus.

relieved by ornamental sinkings in the stone-
work

;
above this, each side of the tomb is

divided into four panels, and each end into two
panels, by polished granite columns and stone
caps and bosses, carved with conventional foliage.

These columns, caps, and bosses support a series
of intersecting arches. The angles of tbe tomb
have octagonal shafts. The whole is surmounted
by a moulded cornice, in which is introduced the
tooth ornament. Tbe top stone is in one piece, and
over 10 ft. long and 4 ft. wide. The whole of the
work was executed in the stone-yard of the firm
established by the late Mr. Joseph Bull.
Memorial of Alexander III, of Scotland .—

A

public meeting has been held in the Town-hall,
Burntisland, Fifeshire, for the purpose of con-
sidering the propriety of erecting a memorial of
Alexander III. Mr. Roger Sinclair Aytoun,
M.P., occupied tbe chair. Mr. George Seton,
Advocate, Ediaburgh, moved, and it was unani-
monely resolved :

—“That a tablet, Celtic cross,
or cairn, be erected to the memory of Alex-
ander III., on the ‘King’s Rook,’ between
Burntisland and Kingborn, being the spot to
which the body and horse of the king are
believed to have rolled after falling over the
cliffs above.” A committee was appointed to
carry out tho object of the meeting. A design,
in tho form of a Celtic cross, has been prepared
for tho committee by Mr. M’Giashan, sculptor.
Were Scotsmen to erect a series of statues or
other memorials of their old kings, as Parliament
has done of old English kings at Westminster
Palace, good and well; but it seems an odd
movement this, to commemorate one of the old
Scottish kings who is already better remembered
than others who perhaps better deserve remem-
brance.

Statue of Napoleon I. at Grenoble ,—The new
statue, on the Place d’Armes, has been inaugu-
rated in the presence of the troops forming the
garrison and of an immense concourse of the
population. Senator Larrabit, who had arrived
expressly from Paris, presided. In the evening
there was a grand banquet, and fireworks fol-

lowed.

FROM IRELAND.

Belfast .—The foundation-stone of the new
Wesleyan chapel, Coote-bill, has been laid. The
site chosen for the new building is about mid-
way on tho left down Bridge-street, and opposite
the old building. It is an oblong building, 54 ft.

in length by 31 ft. in breadth. The architect is

Mr. Hallam, of Rockcorry. It is designed to
accommodate about 250. It will contain two
aisles, without either gallery or pulpit : for the
latter there will be a raised dais or platform.
The old preaching-bouee will be converted into a
school-house in connexion with the chapel; and
it is also in contemplation to build a residence
for Iho minister.

MONUMENTAL.

Statue of Duke of Cximberland in Cavendish-
square.—This equestrian statue, which stands
upon its stone pedestal in the centre of the
enclosure, and which was erected in 1770, has
become so dilapidated that it is about to be
taken down to be recast.

Tomb in Southampton Cemetery.— A. tomb has
just been erected in memory of the late Mr.
Councillor Bull, from tho design of Mr. C. A.
Monday, of SoutbanqDton, architect. Tbe style
is Gothic, of the latter part of thirteenth century.
The memorial is arranged for a family tomb.
Above the base, the whole of the work except
the columns is executed in Portland stone.
Above the York stone base is a stone plinth,

INDIAN AND CELTIC MONUMENTS.

Sir,—In reading a notice of Mr. Fergusson’s
paperon “Buddhist Architecture” in the Builder
of the 29th ult., and a paper on “ The Tinnevelly
Pearl Fishery,” by Mr. Markham, as well as other
papers relating to India, I have observed an
identity in sound and meaning of many words
both in tbe Indian and Gaelic or Celtic lan-
guages. Mr. Markham in his paper on "“The
Pearl Fishery of Tinnevelly,” read before the
Society of Arts, says,—“ The head-quarters of
tbe fishery were then, and, indeed, from tbe
days of Ptolemy to the seventeenth century,
continued to be, at Choyle, or Coyl, or Sael, as
Baibosa has it, literally ‘the temple.’” Here
we have the word choyl, or coyl, almost iden-
tical in sound and perfectly identical in mean-
ing with the Gaelic word kille, or kil, a church or
temple, the i having the long sound as in kine.
This word kille, or kil, forms the prefix to the
names of many places in Ireland, Scotland,
and Wales. If we give ch the soft sound in
the word choyl, it will sound nearly like sael,

as Barbosa has it, wbioh word saol sounds very
much like gael, by giving g its soft sound, or
that ofj; BO that the Choyltio, Gaeltic, Saeltic,

Keltic, and Celtic people originally meant a
temple-going or church-going people. Take,
again, the word Brahmin or Brahmane, as tho
French spell it. I he first syllable Brah is evi-
dently identical in sound with tbe Gaelic word
Bragh, which means ever, or everlasting, and
the word mane signifies spirit; so that the
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ootnpoTind word Brahmin or Brahmane literally

means “ everlasting spirit.”

Mr. Fergnsson states in his paper that “ he

did not say that people came over from India

and taught the people of this country to erect

Stonehenge, nor that they had any connexion

with the people of India
;
yet there was this

great underlying stratum of population, who
cropped up in Europe and other parts of the

world as well as in Asia, and wherever they

came to the surface their monuments were
similar in character, and all more or less applied

to the same purpose. Originally funereal, they

gradually became temples and relic shrines
5
but

they were all monuments of one great people,

and all expressed more or lees distinctly one

idea. He was convinced that when this subject

was folly investigated they would have a very

interesting picture of a people who were now
only known by their rude monuments all over

the globe.”

The subject here referred to by Mr. Fergnsson

is certainly a moat interesting one for investi-

gation, and may—considering our present and
future relations with India—prove most useful

and profitable. I am quite convinced that a
knowledge of the Gaelic, Celtic, or old Irish

language, together with a knowledge of the

structure of what are called Druidical altars and
temples, will be found to facilitate the investi-

gation. For instance, near Leeds there is a
Druidical altar called “ Brimbam Bocks,” the

structure of which resembles Stonehenge. Apart
from any ideas that may be suggested by the

structure of Brimbam Rocks, the very name
afi’ords evidence of the most convincing kind,

that those who placed these Rocks in position

held one and the same religion with the Indian

worshippers of the god Brimha. This god is not

to be confounded with another god worshipped

in India called Brahma or Bramha. Brimha,

according to Indian theology, is the only eternal,

omnipotent, and self-existent god. Having been

solitary and alone in the universe, he resolved

within himself to create a goddess, who, in the

process of time, laid three eggs, from which the

three gods Brahma, Vishnu, and Siva were
developed. E. Nugekt, C.E.

THE SCIENCE OF COLOUR.

I HAVE read through, several times with care,

Mr. Benson’s long letter in the last number of

the Builder, in support of bis theory on colour,

but I only become more mystified instead of

being enlightened. For I am informed that
“ bine and yellow would always most provokingly

produce a neutral grey.” (Mr. Benson must
have used very bad colours.) That green added

to red makes yellow, and that, by adding blue,

yellow is converted into white ! Really I must
confess that I do not understand this

j
and if

Mr. Benson were not an earnest observer, as I

have every reason to believe he is, I should be
tempted to say that it was simply ridiculous.

In Mr. Benson’s own experiment, which be

says answers the first part of my letter, although

I fail to see how, if his papers are looked at

diagonally with the prism, the yellow ray will be

brought across the blue at the corner where the

papers touch, and a brilliant green is the result;

showing, as I said in my former letter, that

“ green is immediately formed by allowing the

yellow to approach the bine ray.” Indeed, Mr.

Benson himself shows this is the case, when he

says “ that green appears when the white space

is so narrow that the red in its spectrum no

longer overlaps the green.” Just so
;
but the

yellow which comes next the red overlaps the

blue and forms green. This is easily seen by
widening the white line until you separate the

yellow from the blue, when you have no longer

any green.

As to my other illustrations upon the forma-

tion of green in nature, Mr. Benson simply

shirks them, and fails either to explain or con-

trovert them. He says that, if sky-green were
formed as I say it is, it “ would be darker than

the sky-blue.” How does Mr. Benson know
that it is not ? We cannot see the bine which is

beyond except through the yellow medium,
therefore we cannot compare the one with the

other to know which is lightest or darkest.

It is a very simple phenomenon, and very

easily accounted for, in the same way that the
more homely one may be of bringing a piece of

bine paper under the infiuence of candle-light,

when every one will exclaim that the paper is

green, and not blue.

Again, I am told that I “ am under a mistake
as to the nature of the colour of the greens of

vegetation.” But I beg to say that Mr. Benson
wholly misunderstands my illustration, the object

of which is simply to show that green is a
secondary colour and not a primary. I assert as

a fact, that the foliage in the bad, before it is

exposed to the atmosphere, is yellow, that it be-

comes of a greenish hne when it first bursts

forth, and that it gradually becomes greener and
greener, until it assumss, when fully developed, a
dark blue green, all of which is gradually brought
about by the chemical addition of hlue, in some
way, from the atmosphere, added to the normal
yellow colour of the plant;—that the leaf again

loses the hlue, and falls in autumn, as in the

case of the willow, 1/eHow; thus illustrating, by
the aid of nature, that green is a compound
colour formed of blue and yellow

;
and to deny it

Mr. Benson might as well deny that two and
two make four. As to the nature of greens,

whether they are yellow greens, or that “ the
light they reflect or transmit to the eye is red,”

is altogether beside the question. The variety

of greens in nature is something positively won-
derful.

Respecting the blue, the actinio or chemical
ray, which is mostly in excess in spring, the
yellow in summer, and the red, or ripening ray
in autumn, that requires no observation of mine,
as it is now well understood by all botanists, and
that the sun’s rays differ very perceptibly ac-

cording to the moisture or dryness of the atmo-
sphere. It is a question whether what we call

white light exists at all
;
probably the term is

only comparative, and that we view everything,
more or less, through a coloured medium ac-

cording to circumstances.

James K. Collixg.

CHURCH POLYCHROMY.

Youe correspondent “ R. C. H.” evidently

wants information as to distemper colouring,

for I believe there is no other kind of decoration

which can. be produced at so little cost. All he
would require for this would be, say, for a dado
round a chancel, half a pail of whiting (whiting

and size), a potfnl of weak size, a pail of clean
water, half a dozen pots, a piece of board, a
straight-edge, a few painters’ tools and fitches,

and the requisite dry-groundcolours. Ho would
have his pattern, and should cut his stencil-

plates out of cartridge-paper and then oil them.
To mix the colours be should put a quantity of

the whiting into his pot, and make it of a proper
consistency to work with by adding clean water

;

then put in his dry colours. He should try his

colours on a board, allowing them to dry before
judging of the tints. He will understand one
colour may be put over another without the
under one showing through. If he wants liis

colours to be their full depth of tint he must
mix them with the size-water only, and the part

on which these colours are to be put must be
previously distempered white. I should be
pleased to contribute a pattern or any further

information to “ R. C. H.,” or any one with the

same worthy object in view as that of decorating
hie chnrch. P. R. M.

LIFE IN LIVERPOOL.

Since the publication of my former letter

in your journal, the mortality in this town of

Liverpool has increased from the then rate of

33 5 to 36'4 per 1,000 , and this, too, although

the heat of the weather had very sensibly

diminished. The deaths have actually exceeded
the births by thirty—one-tenth of the whole
number nearly. How is this ? Compare it

with London, In London, in the same period,

the deaths, according to the Registrar-General’s

return, were 24 per 1,000, and the births have
exceeded the deaths by more than one-third of

the whole number. This comparison is very
damaging to Liverpool.

I have endeavoured in my former letter to

point out two of the causes of this fearful state

of things, and as since then I have sufi'ered

severely in my own health and in that of my
wife and children, it is with all the greater

reason I feel the necessity of some alteration.

The existence of the large number of middens
in the town is undoubtedly the cause of a great

deal of disease and death. I have endeavoured

to ascertain why these places exist, and I am
told that there is an overwhelming interest in
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the town-council which prevents their conversion

into closets. The sanitary reformers were strong

enough some time ago to carry a law compelling
the builders of all new houses to provide water-
closets to them; but all then-existing middens
are still emptied by nightmen, and the contents
carted into the country for farm manure. And
it sometimes happens that the removal to the
country does not take place at once. It is always
carried out and deposited on the pavement, ready

to be put into carta ; but the carts do not always

come, and the filth remains till the next night,

and perhaps till the morning following. I enclose

an instance of this. The efibcb is moat sickening.

I can account for its continuance only by saying,

as I believe, that the great bulk of the people

here are excessively ignorant of the first prin-

ciples of sanitary science.

With regard to the second cause I mentioned,

the drinking customs of the inhabitants, I shall

quote a few figures. I believe the population

of Liverpool is something over half a million.

These are supplied with intoxicating drinks from
2,500 licensed houses, or one house to about

200 persons, men, women, and children. To
show that these houses are used I shall quote

the records of Monday last, l7th inst., which

say that there were no fewer than 278 persons

in custody, 53 of these charged with felony, and
the remainder with assaults aud with being

drunk and disorderly. Aud this, recollect, is for

Liverpool only, and does not include Birkenhead.

Is any comment necessary ?

I have lieard and read in newspapers that there

was free trade in intoxicating liquors in Liver-

pool,—that licences were granted to any person

who had the required accommodation. That,

however, is not the case now, though it may
have been so formerly. An instance of this has

occurred within my own knowledge lately in

which the owner of a corner house in a great

thoroughfare has had it fitted up in a most
expensive manner for the retail spirit, wine, and
beer trade. Ho has been refused a spirit licence,

and his house is now open as a wine and beer

shop only.

Sir, it appears to me conclusive that a great

number of people here die of poison. The
system is poisoned by the immoderate use of

bad liquor, and they live and sleep in crowded
neighbourhoods, where each house has a midden

seething and fuming in its rear, giving off

poisonous gases, which, acting on the already

weakened system, produce some kind of zymotic

disease. This again is fed by more liquor taken

as a remedy, which goes on till a doctor is called

in, who generally finds the disease has reached

a stage beyond his control.

And I say crowded neighbourhoods advisedly,

for there are districts in Liverpool which beat

London hollow in that respect, and which, if

the law were properly carried out, would not

exist.

There is one other circumstance which appears

to me to be at least a proximate cause of

mortality. I mean the existence of numerous
burial societies.

These societies undertake to pay a certain

sum at death, say 61., on condition that a weekly

subscription of, say 2d., be made to them. And
they are very considerate, for they will not trou-

ble you to bring them the money, but they

employ collectors to call on the members for

their twopences, which they do with a regularity

which reminds a Londoner of the tallyman ; and,

indeed, his business partakes somewhat of that

character, for he is paid usually by a percentage

of some 25 per cent, on what he collects. And
as these men pass from house to house, and find

one recently come to be inhabited, they call and
introduce themselves with, “ Would you like to

join the Burial Society, sir ?” Such a

circumstance is within my own experience. And
this applies to every member of the family,

though only a day old.

Imagine the effect produced by the regular

appearance of this collector upon tie members of

a family, especially if they be poor and ignorant,

as is often the case. They would be forcibly re-

minded of death every time be called. For what

reason does he come but that he may receive a

small payment which is to secure a large sum to

them at the death of one of their number? And
it is within my own knowle^e that parents

whose natural feelings have *been blunted by

drink, and want, and care, have ceased to pro*

vide wholesome sustenance for their children

when well, and proper nourishment and nursing

when they fell sick, and have come to look upon

the death of one of their children as a blessing,

as a means whereby their empty pockets may
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filled
; a means perfectly legal because

flaw seldom reaches them, and they know
lers do the same. Is it nob notorious that,

;h and low, children are looked upon as a
isance

;
and that, while the rich succeed in

wenting them coming into the world, the poor,

a skilfully, succeed in sending them out of it ?

lierwise, how is it that 103 children, under five

irs of age, have died of diarrhoea in one week
this town ? I would not have it supposed
it I object to the principle of life-assurance;

b assuredly it should be confined to the bread-
oners of the family. Wherever else it is

plied, it offers a direct premium on death,
lich abundant evidence proves is in these days
b neglected. E. G.

ROTECTION OF BRICK WALLS FROM
RAIN.

A COBRESPONDENT, “ II.,” WritCB thuS :
—

‘In answer to ‘Utilitarian’s’ letter in your
pression of the 29Lh ult., requesting infor-

ition as to the best method of preventing
mp driving through brick walls in exposed
nations, 1 beg to inform him that the best
nedy he can have is the patent solution mann-
itnred by Messrs. R. Gay Co., of Alton,
ints, which I find answers the pnrpose ad-
rably, and renders walls quite impervious to

listure, whilst the composition itself is not
20ted by extreme heat or cold.”

We know nothing of the merits of this solu-

n, and we leave onr usual course in thus
pertising it. The writer of the note, however,
Ids a public appointment, and may be sup-
jed to speak what he knows. The evil in

Bstion is so large and universal, the request
a remedy so constant, that we shall be glad
confirmatory evidence if the solution be tried.

30, to know whether or not it is applicable to
ine walls.

VALUE OF LAND AT MARGATE.

A CORRESPONDENT writes,—Tho corporation of
irgato bought, on a late occasion, an old tum-
f-down property known as ” Pott’s Property,”
Ring-street, with a view to widen the thorough-
e. They gave 630J. for the land, some 40 ft.

lare, inclusive of the two old shops thereupon,
d have again sold the site by public auction,
e condition of the sale being that the pnr-
aser should pull down and clear the existing
uses by the Slst December next, and give up
strip of the entire frontage, 8 ft. wide at one
d, and 5 ft. wide at the other, for the purpose
sutioned. The result of the sale shows that
j Town Council estimate the value, and pay
‘ the land they thus obtain for street improve-
mts, at a figure seemingly out of all proportion
the demands of the borough, or to the wealth
tho ratepayers.

The case may be stated thus :—The council

y for the entire property 630L, and sell off" the
required portion for 3701.

;
thus paying for the

dening of the street 260i.

Now the piece or strip of land thus obtained
’ the widening of the street at a coat of 2601.,
equal to 221 square feet, and so costs about
,8201. per acre. Verily, there must be more
mey than land at Margate.

“A DRUIDICAL RACE IN INDIA.”

Sir,—Under this title the attention of the pub-
iis drawn, for the first time, as it is imagined,
ithe fact, adduced by Dr. Hooker in his address
ithe British Association at Norwich, that there
a race in India who still practise observances
ih Bs have been usually attributed in this

intry to the Druids. In 1864, however, a
[gular fact of this very kind was first brought
ler general notice by me in the Builder, with
ereuoe to the religious observances of an
Jian tribe inhabiting the Sub-Himalayas,
Or, Hooker, in bis address, thus speaks of the
aid-like structures which ho has seen in

lia :

—

(It will no doubt surprise many here to bo told that
oe exists within 300 miles of the British capital of India
bribe of Bemi-savages who habitually erect dolmens,
nares, cysts, and cromlechs, almost as gigantic in their
oortions and very similar in appearance and construe-
1 to the so-called Druidical remains of Western
I
ope; and what is still more curious, though described
^figured nearly a quarter of a century ago by Colonel

Tulc, the eminent Oriental geographer, they are scarcely
alluded to in the modern literature of pre-historic monu-
ments, except by Sir J. Lubbock. In the Bengal .4«iat«c
Journal for 181* you will And Colonel Yule’s description of
the Ehasia people of East Bengal, an Indo-Chinese race.
Dr. Thomson and I dwelt for some months among the
Khasia people, now eighteen years ago, and found Colonel
Yule’s account to be correct m all particulars. The undo-
latory eminences ofthe country, some -1,000/i. to e.OOO/L
above the level of the sea, are doited with groups of huge
unpolished squared pillars, and tabular slabs, supported
on three or four rude piers. In one spot, buried in a sand-
grove, we found a nearly complete circle of menhirs, the
tallest of which was 30 It. out of the ground, 6 feet broad,
and 2 ft. 8 in. thick; and in iiront of each was a dolmen or
cromlech of proportionately gigantic pieces of rock, while
tho largest slab hitherto measured is 33 ft. high, 15 ft.

broad, and 3 It. thick. Several that we saw had been very
recently erected, and we were informed that every year
some are put up, but not in tho rainy season, which we
spent in the country. The method of removing the blocks
is by cutting grooves, along which fires are lit, and into
which, when heated, cold water is run, which oanses the
rock to fissure along the groove; the lever and rope are
the only mechanical aids used in transporting and erecting
the blocks. The objects of theirerection are various,—se-
pulture,—marking spots where public events had occurred,
4o. It is a curious fact that the Ehaaian word for a stone,

—

‘ man,’ as commonly occurs in the names of their villages
and places, as that of man, maen, and men does in those
of Brittany, Wales, Cornwall, &c. : thus mansmai signi-
fies in Khasia the atone of oath

;
mamloo, the stone of

salt; manllong, tho grassy stone; and just as in Wales
per mcen matir signifies the bill of the big stone

;
and in

Brittany a mcenbyr is a standing stone : and a dolmen, a
table-stone, &c. The establiabment of a British canton-
ment among them renders it important that the inquiry
into their origin, language, beliefs, customs, &e., should
be followed up without delay. This will now bo done,
thanks to your representations, and I cannot doubt but
that it will throw great light upon that obscure and im-
portant branch of prehistoric archteology, the megalichian
monuments of Western Europe.”

The passage ia the Builder of 1864, to which
I have referred, is as follows :

—

“ Oracles are even now (or were lately) in full force in

the Sub-Himalayas. In the Asiatic Journal of Bengal,
vol. xviii. p. 730, is a curious account, by Mr. B. II. Hodg-
son, of an ‘incantation,’ as be calls it, named tho bam-
boo festival of the Bodos, which was then still actually
ordered, annually, by the Rsjsh of Sikkim, for the pur-
pose of predicting the prospects of the harvest I In this
modern incantation, thirteen priests (a devil's dozen)
dance and chant with a monotonous invocation of a few
brief syllables and chorus, round another—a central
priest,—called the Deoda, in whom the God or the Oracle
is to be manifested. Each of the thirteen holds a bamboo
pole iu bis hand. The chant and whirling dance gradu-
ally become fast and furious, till, suddenly, all the thir-
teen poles are concenirated to the one common centre qf the
circle, into a. pavilion form, above the head of the central
Deoda, who immediately goes off in what Mr. Hodgson
calls an ‘ affected lit,' but which a little more know-
ledge of what he was speakiog of would have, no doubt,
induced him to think was probably a real fit—of entrance-
ment, during tho continuance of which the Oracle,—the
God-possessed or God-given man, the Deoda,—in tho en-
circled centre, was doubtless consulted by the surrounding
priests. Even to the ‘ pavilion’ there is, in all this, some-
thing peculiarly and impressively Drtiidical.”

The quotation occurs in a letter ” On circular

Rock-marks and other Symbols” in the Builder
of 2nd July, 1864. John E, Dove.

OVERCROWDING IN NEW YORK.

A resident thus writes of the dwellings inba-

bited by the poor in the more unhealthy parts of
New York :

—

“ The ordinary way in which tenement houses in New
York are built is as follows : ‘A lot' is 25 ft. by 100 ft., and
on this are erected two buildings, seven or eight stories

high—one at the front of the lot and one at the rear

—

each 25 It. by *0 ft., and separated by a court 20 ft. wide.
Through each house, in the centre, runs a hall 3 ft. wide,
and the space on each side of this, which is 40 ft. by 11 ft.,

is divided into four rooms, each 10 ft. by 11 ft. The room
which fronts the street and the one which looks into the
court have windows

:
the two middle rooms are lighted

and ventilated only by the door which opens into the hall.

Thus, npon this lot of 25 ft. by 100 ft. are crowded 128
apartments; and in each of these generally dwells a I

family, although in some cases one lamily contrives to
'

pay for two rooms, in one of which the cooking, washing, '

and eating are done, while the other is the sleeping apart-
ment. The rooms are about 7 ft. high, and to get Iresh

air into them or foul air out of them is impossible. It

is only in the best of these houses that one family has even
one room to itself. In many of them, two and sometimes
three families occupy the same deu, and occasionally take
‘ boarders ’ besides : so that in a single house of this size '

BOO men, women, and children eat and sleep. As misery
loves coropuny, the greater number of these fearful places '

are crowded together in the same quarter of the city ; and i

in the same localities are hundreds of slaughter-houses,
stables, tanneries, soap factories, and all sorts of similar

j

nuisances, continually poisoning the air with the most
j

noisome vapours. 1 he moral influences of these neigh- i

bourhoods are as bad as their material surroundings, and I

here are the vilest brothels, the lowest shebeens, and the
most beastly dance-houses. In the Fourth Ward of New
York, a locality where a large amount of mercantile anci
manufacturing business is done, the populaliun is crowded
into the worst kind of ‘tenement’ houses, and an ex-
amination made of 300 of them showed that the inmates
had only about 100 cubic feet of air-apaco for each in-

dividual, when 700 ft. is the least quantity in which a per-
son can exist without detriment to his health. The in-
etiiable consequences follow. Ail sorts of zymotic dis-

eases prevail in these quarters : the children die off with
fearful rapidity; and the death-rate is often as high as
1 in 20, while in other portions of the city it is as low as
1 in 60. There is one curious fact which I have observed
in my wanderings through the quarters ol which I have

spoken. I did not find any Scottish people there, and on
consulting the police and Board of Health records, I saw
that while every other nationality under heaven was to be
found in the Fourth and Sixth Wards, there was scarcely
a Scotsman there, unless he was conducting some bust-
ness as an agent. I found one item in my researches
giving the census of 69 tenement houses inhabited by
382 families. There were 2 Welsh people, 7 Portuguese,
9 English, 10 Americans, 12 French, 39 Africaos, 188
Italians, 189 Poles, 218 Germans, and 812 Irish. And
these figures give a pretty good idea of all that part of
New York which lies between the Battery and Oanal
street, and from which the heaviest Democratic majorities
are given.”

INTERCOLONIAL SOCIETY.
SiH,—A daily contemporary, in a recent leading article,

announces ‘‘that there had been held, with little parade
or ostentation, the first meeting of tho above-named
society, which is intended to supply a conspicuous want
in our colonial system, and that its aims are so eminently
useful that the wonder ia they were not attained long
ago.”
Ia reference to this subject, will you kindly allow me

space in your valuable periodical to record that, some five
years since, I felt the need of a society having for its

objecls the establishment of an Intercolonial Club-house,
in some central position, say the banks of the Thames,
where colonists might rendezvous and enjoy a temporary
home, which should combine not only dormitories, but a
museum for the exposition of specimens of colonial pro-
ducts, natural and artificial, as well as a repository for re-
cords of colonial statistics, books, maps, &c., either
reference or purchase

;
thus centralizing tho vast colonial

interests of tne empire npon the same principle that now
leads to the ceutralization of the Governmentdepartmenta
and of the Courts of Law.

Entertaining these views I committed them to writing,
and had printed copies circulated among colonists, in-
cluding ex-colonial governors, but they were so lukewarm
in the matter that 1 suflered it to drop; the revival, how-
ever, of the project under the favourable circumstances
narrated is most gratifying. W. N. Cbxufobd.

PUBLIC BUILDINGS AND DISTRICT
SURVEYORS.

At tbe Marylebone Police Court, on the 27th
ult., Mr. D’Eynconrb was eugagecl for several
hours in hearing a case, the decision of which
affects three theatres now erecting in London.

The “Marylebone” theatre in New Church-street,
Edgware-road, is now undergoing alterations prior toils
being re-opened as the “ Koyal Alfred.” Mr. Peebles,
the disirict surveyor of the northern division ofMaryle-
bone, acting under the provisions of the Metropolitan
Building Act, visited the premises, and noticing that tho
builder, Mr. Samuel Simpson, did not carry out the works
in accordance, as the surveyor thought, with the rules laid
down in the Act of Parliament, he gave him notice of tho
alterations and additions which he required to be made.
The builder paid no attention, nor did he appeal to the
Metropolitan Board, but, according to the district sur-
veyor’s evidence, he proceeded with the work with extra
speed. Under these circumstances the district surveyor
took ont a summons against the builder under the Build-
ing Act, for that he “ did do certain things contrary to
certain rules of the said Act; to wit, did construct the
floors of corridors leading to the boxes upon the first gal-
lery, and also the floor at back of said gallery, with com-
bustible materials; and did omit to do certain tbiags re-
quired to be done by the said Act; to wit, to construct
the said floors with atone or other fire-proof material as
required by sec. 22.”

Id the course of a long discussion as to what was meant
by the term “ corridor,” and a reference to dictionaries
on the subject, the case was simplified by the defendant
stating that he bad not obeyed tho notice from tbe district

surveyor for several reasons. The following are some of
them :

—

Ist. Tho theatre was not essentially different from what
it bad been before the slteratiou, except that new mate-
rial was used, tbe old having become so rotten that it was
unlikely that the Lord Chamberlain would rc-licenae
tho theatre unleee it were removed. The interior ar-
rangements of the former theatre having been approved
by the Chamberlain, all that was necessary for him was to
get tbe Chamberlain's licence again. In cross-examina-
tion he said that the stage had been shortened, and the
auditorium thereby enlarged. Under the new manage-
ment the theatre would hold about 200 more persons,

I

Mr. D’Eyncourt said he was strongly of opinion that the
Lord Chamberlain's licence did not apply to the question as

' to the materials to be usediu the construction of a theatre.
Defendant said it did. For instance, if he deposited plans
approved of by the district surveyor, but which did not
meet with the approval of the Chamberlain, he (the
builder) would have to alter those plans before he
could get a licence. Mr. D'Eyncourt asked to be shown
any section which exempted llieatres from the operations

'of tho Metropolis Building Act. Plaintiff said there was
,

no exei^iion for theatres.
' 2Ld. Defendant said be bad bnilt the Queen’s and Hol-
I

born theatres, and there were surveyors in those districts

I

as well as in Marylebone. They bad not objected to the
1
mode in which those buildings had been constructed,

I

though it was precisely the same as in the present case.

I

He was also building the Gaiety Theatre, and no d fRculty
was made by tbe district surveyor there. Mr. D'Eyn-
court observed that one object contemplated by the Act
was the safety of the public during fire; aud to say that

Mr. Peebles ought nut to take certain action because two
other district surveyors had not thought proper to do so,

was DO proof that Mr. Peebles was wrong.
3rd. Defendant said the plans were approved of by tho

official at tho Metropolitan Board who acted on behalf of
the superintending architect; but it was contended by
plaintiff that this was not an approval by the Metropoli-
tan Board, who were not now sitting.

Mr. D'Eyncourt said that he considered this to he a new
building, aud that it came under the operation of the
Building Act. He believed plaintiff had made out his case,

and tbe necessary alterations must be made in accordance
with the district surveyor’s notice.
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OHUEOH-BUILIIIKQ NEWS.
Barnet.—Trinity Charcli, Barnet, has been

consecrated. It was opened so long ago as the
beginning of 1865 nnder license. The chnrch
was erected from the designs of Hr. Ewan
Christian, and consists of a nave, north and sonth
aisles, and apsidal chancel, with aisles

;
the

BOQthern aisle, which is need for the organ, has
the vestry behind. The walls thronghout are of
brick, with stone dressings. The nave roof is

ceiled with a barrel vault, with moulded ribs,
tie-beams, and king-posts. In the aisles the
whole of the timbers are exposed to view, and
stained and varnished. The roof of the chancel
is similar to that of the nave, both being adapted
for decoration. The roofs externally are covered
with slate; and the bell-cot, which is conatrncted
of timber in connexion with the chancel arch, is

Mansfield stone bands. These aisles have each
a three-light window at the east end. Between
the nave and the chancel is a moulded and
carved arch, springing from carved corbels, on
which stand black polished Devonshire marble
columns. The east window has five lights, with
deeply-moulded jambs and traceried heads. Be-
tween the chancel and its aisles, and also
between it and the nave, are low Painswick-
stone screens. The floor of the chancel is laid

with Godwin’s figured encaustic tiles
;
the floors

of the nave and aisles and transepts and tower
and porch are of Godwin’s plain red tiles. The
outer walls are faced with Painswick stone ashlar.
The walls are built in diagonal-range stonework,
pointed with dark mortar. The external dress-
ings are of Bradford-on-Avon stone, obtained
from the quarries of Eogers & EolHns. The en^
trance porch has a deeply-moulded arch, sup'

covered with oak shingles, and is surmounted by
|

ported by blue Pennant stone columns, supplied
a vane. The interior is fitted with open benches

|

by Mr. P. Greenway, of Downend, near Bristol,
of stained deal, afl'ording accommodation for

^

wbo also furnished the large columns of the
about 420 persons. The passages generally are ! interior arcading. The roofs are covered with
paved with red and black quarry tiles, and the

, Broseley coloured tiles, laid in alternate courses,
floors of the chancel and communion space are

!
The material employed throughout is chiefly

laid with Minton’s tiles—the latter being of ( native stone, and the architecture is Early
encaustic patterns. Messrs. Dove, Brothers,

j

Gothic, of thirteenth century. Save for those
were the bnilders, and the amonnt paid for their

! we shall mention presently, the windows are
work was 2,9961. 48. 6d.

j

filled with cathedral-glass in tinted patterns.
Siroiid.—The new church at Stroud has been All the internal fittings are of English oak, and

opened for divine service.
_

Various plans for the have been twice varnished. The oak sittings
restoration were, we believe, obtained

; and, are open. They will accommodate about 1,200
among others, Mr. Gilbert Scott sent in a de- persons. The painted windows are seven in
sign. Ultimately, Messrs. Wilson & Wilcox, of number. One in the tower, by Ward & Hughes,
London and Bath, were appointed the archi- represents Christ Blessing Little Children, and
tects, and Messrs. Wall & Hook, of Brimscomb, the cost of it has been collected by children of
the bnilders. Under their direction the old : the town. The chancel-window, by Heaton,
church, excepting the tower and spire, was razed

,

Butler, & Bayne, has five large lights, four of
to the ground. Of the 7,0001. required when them with double subjects, reDresentiu*^ the
the stone was laid, more than 5,0001. had been Annunciation, Visit of the Wise Mon, the
promised: the general subscriptions realised Appearance of the Angels, the Flight into
^out 4,0001., and the remainder came from the Egypt, the Addressing of the Disciples, the
Warnefoid Trustees, the Stroud Feoffees, the Crucifixion (the large centre light), the Reaur-
Diocesan Society, and the Incorporated Society, rcction, the Ascension, and other incidents in
Save in regard to the spire, the rebuilding has ' the Saviour’s life

;
and the tracery is filled with

been complete. The new building is cruciform,
i
flowers and emblematical devices. The south

and comprises nave, north and south aisles, north
j

chancel-aisle window baa three lights, illus-
and south transepts, chancel, north and south 1 trating the Parable of the Talents, by Lavers &
chancel aisles, south porch, and vestry on the

!
Barraud, and given by Mrs. Charles Stanton,

south side of the chancel aisle. The tower and . The north transept window is given by Mr.
spire are at the west end of the nave, end the

|

Sidney Biddell and family, and chiefly illustrates
belfrv is divided from tlie Tin.vA W nn nnoT> imn tv™ t_ ii,. j.belfry is divided from the nave by an open iron
screen. There ore eight bells. The chief en-
trances are through the south porch and under
the tower : there are also entrances on the east
side of the north transept and through the
vestry. The length of the nave is 77 ft.

;
its

width, 23 ft. 3 in.
;
and its height from the floor

to the wall-plate, 33 ft.
; and to the apex of the

roof, 43 ft. The north and south aisles are, of
course, the same length : the north aisle is 18 ft.

3 in. wide
; the south, 16 ft.

;
and the height

is—to the wall.plate, 19 ft. ; and to the apex of
the roof, 32 ft. The north and south transepts
are

Christ rewarding the just. In the tracery are
angels and praying children bearing scrolls. The
south-transept window contains large figures of
the Evangelists. The window in the north aisle
is given by Mrs. Cubitt, and that in the south
aisle by Mrs. Hill, of tbo Thropp.

Tickhill .—The Parish Church of Tickhill, after
being restored and cleansed, has been re-opened
for divine worship. The entire cleansing and
restoration of the church was done by Mr.
Athron, of Doncaster. The first week’s work,
which consisted in scraping off a thick enamel
of whitewash was performed freely by a number

.

ft. long and 19 fc. wide : the height of
,

of men in the village, and in three months the
the side walls is 26 ft.; that to the apex of the work was completed, the whole interior present-
roof, 42 ft. The length of the chancel is 29 ft;.

; ing a renovated appearance. Such of the windows
the breadth, 23 ft. 3 in.

;
and the height— to the i and pillars as needed it were restored, and the

cornice, 26 ft.
;
and to the apex of the roof, 43 ft. i walls, &o., cleansed and stuccoed. A new rerodos.

The chancel aisles are_2S_ ft. long; the width of designed by Mr. Goddard, of Lincoln, and con
the north aisle is 18 ft. 3 in.; that of the
Boutb, 16 fc.

; and the height of the wall is 18 ft.

;

and that to the apex of the roof, 31 ft. The nave
is divided from its aisles by an arcade of five

arches on each side. The columns are of blue
Bristol Pennant stone, with carved Painswick
stone capitals, from which the arches rise. The
arches are also executed in Painswick stone, with
moulded heads. There are twelve clearstory
windows on each side, and they have blue Pen-
nant columns, with moulded and carved caps, to
correspond with those of the arcading below.
The roof of the nave is of English oak. The
whole of the roofs are circular-headed. Under-
Death the tiles is a layer of Croggon’s patent
asphalt. The nave aisles are lighted—the north
aisle with four two-light vi'iudows in the north
wall, and one three-light window at the west
end; the sonth with three two-light windows in
the south wall, and one three-light window at
the west end. The north and south transepts
have each a large four-light window
gables, and also a three-ligbt window

strocted of stone, alabaster, and slate, was placed
in the chancel. By the liberality of Mr. B. H.
Brooksbank, the organ, which entirely bid the
west window, was rebuilt and removed to the
Laughton Chapel. The restoration of this in-

strument was done by Mr. Meacock, of Doncaster.
The front pipes have been decorated by Mr. J.

Hawley.

DISSENTING CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.

Ailihourne, Derhyshire.—The chapel of the
Countess of Huntingdon’s connexion at this

place, is about to be restored and enlarged, and
the schools rebuilt. Messrs. Stonier Brothers,
of Eocester, have contracted for the works,
which are to be carried out under the direction
of Mr. Sugden, architect, of Leek.

Barrow-in-FiLmess .—A Presbyterian chnrch,
costing some 1,4001., and calculated to hold 350

the
i

persons, has been formally opened. The Messrs,
the east

|

Hay, of Liverpool, were the architects.

lighted by tbirty-seven windows, and there wi
also be a gallery. The estimated cost is 4,0001
of which one-balf has been contributed. M
Walter Lethbridge is the contractor, and
getting on with the work. The foundation-stoi
has just been laid.

Brighton .—A new church, unconnected wit
the Established Church, has been opened her
for divine service by Dr. Cnmming, It is coi
stiucted of iron, upon the plans and under tl

superintendence of Messrs. Hemming, of Londoi
and is said to be, with one exception—that of
chnrch at Cheltenham, built by the same firm-
the largest iron structure of the kind in the kinc
dom. It provides for and accommodates a coi
gregation of 1,500 persons ; and on the occasion c

its opening contrived to include within its wall
some 150 more. The church is situated at thewes
side of Brighton, between the Western-road am
the sea, close to Waterloo-street. It is GoLhi
in its general stylo and formation, with a centr
aisle and two side aisles, standing east and wesl
with an eastern chancel, in which is place
the communion-table. It is highly decorated
recourse has been largely had to both stronj
colours and gilding. It is thickly carpeted ii

addition throughout, and the open pews ar
cushioned in scarlet.

Knighton. — The new Wesleyan Chapel, a
Cefninion, in the Knighton circuit, the founda
tion-stone of which was laid in April, has beei
dedicated to divine worship. The edifice wai
built by Mr. Pugh, of Bishop’s Castle. It is ii

the Norman stylo of architecture.

Whitby.— A. new Congregational Church, al

West Cliffe, Whitby, has been opened foi

divine worship. The edifice was designee
by Mr. J. P. Pritchett, of Darlington, ane
is in the Geometrical style. It consists oJ

nave and aisles. Accommodation is provided
for 950 adults on the ground floor and galleries
in seats which are open and have low slant-
ing backs, all of pitch pine, varnished. The
contracts amounted to 3,300J., exclusive of warm-
ing apparatus, gas-fittings, and famishing;
which, with professional charges and sundries,
will bring up the total to about 4,000Z.

SCHOOL-BUILDING NEWS.

and west walls, all with moulded jambs and
[

Blyniouih.—A Presbyterian church has been
traceried h^ds. The north and south chancel

i commenced here, which will accommodate 1,200
aisles are divided from the chancel by two arches persons. The architect, Mr. J. L. Hodge, of
on each side, snpnorted bv moulded Painswick ; Plvmonth. Basi Hpalo-npH tlio ImiliUnn. in rViotacb side, supported by moulded Painswick Plymouth, has designed the bnilding in the
BtonebaseSjbeneathfonrcluster.d redDevonshire Italian style of architecture, and it will be of
marble columns for each centre, and two for each
respond. From the carved capitals spring the
arches, which are deeply moulded, with red

limestone, obtained from Pomphlete and the
West Hoe Quarries, faced with Portland stone.
It will be 100 ft. by 55 ft., and about 50 ft. high, lof a gravel walk, with cither turf or flower-

TTorcesfer.—The new building for Queen Eliza-,

beth's Grammar School has been formallyl
opened. It is situated in the Tything, to wbichi
it presents its chief elevation. An unsightly
row of cottages has been removed to make way
for the new building. The material is Tewkes-'
bury brick, with Bath stone facings and dressings,
and the style is Elizabethan. There are on the
west side, facing the street, three three-light
square-headed windows, and a large five-light
pointed window at the north and south ends.
These windows have stone mullions and tran-
soms. Above each window is an ornamental
square and circular step gable, with a ventilating
slit or opening in each

; and the steeply-pitched
roof is surmounted in the centre by au octagonal
lantern-light or bell-turret, covered with lead,
which also acta as a ventilator; a crown and
weather-vane on its top. In a niche, canopied,
over the central window of the front, is a statue
of Queen Elizabeth, designed by Mr. Perkins,
the architect, and executed by Mr. Boulton. The
statue represents her Majesty crowned and hold-
ing the sceptre and orb. The porch by which
the school is entered is at the north-west angle,
and is composed of variegated bricks and free-

stone, and over the door is an ornamental gable
coutainiug a sculptured shield with the royal;
arms, and the initials '‘E. E." (Elizabeth Kegina).
The floor of the porch is covered with Godwin’s
encanatio tiles. The great school-room, which is

about 44 ft. in height to the apex of the roof,

50 ft. long, and 27 ft. 6 in. wide, has an open roof,

hammer-beamed, resting on stono corbels. This
room is lined with white bricks, varied with red
and black, has a boarded floor, is warmed by a
large open fireplace, and is provided with a clock.
At the north end of the school a passage leads into

a class-room, also into lavatories, robing-rooms,
hat and cloak rooms, waterclosets, urinals, »S:c.,

the offices of the masters being distinct from
those of the boys

;
and at the rear are coal

stores, with two fives courts and playground.
The school and grounds are eurronuded by a
high fence, that of the front towards the street

and aides being an ornamental railing, with stono
piers. Between the front railing and the fa<;'ade

of the school is a distance of 27 ft., consisting
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border. The entire cost will be about l,G00l.

The architect was Mr. Perkins, and the builders

were Messrs. CoUins & Callis, of Tewkesbury.
Darlaston .—The first stone of new schools

intended to be erected in connexion with the

parish church of St. Lawrence, Darlaston, has

been laid by Mrs. S. Mills, of Darlaston House.

The design is Gothic. The building will be
130 ft. in length and 68 fc. in width, and
designed to accommodate 500 children, and will

stand upon 2,040 square yards of land, valued

at 306i., the gift of Mr. J. A. Dorsett, of Wood-
ville, Brotnsgrove. It is estimated to cost

2,430J. The architect is Mr. A. F. Brevitt, jun.,

and the builder Mr. J. Wilkes, both of Darlaston.

Hurstpierpoint .—The first stone of new parish

schools has been laid. The schools, of which
Messrs. Goulty & Gibbins are the architects, are

to be a Gothie building of red brick, and will

comprise boys’ and girls’ schools, each 46 ft. by
17 ft.

;
and infant school, 45 ft. by 17 fc.

;
and a

master’s house. The building is to cost l,867h
Mr. F, Hollands is the builder employed.

Crane Accident in Manchester.—An acci-

dent, unfortunately attended with loss of life,

has occurred at the works of Messrs. Bowden &
Edwards, builders. Brook-street, Manchester.
The owners were fixing a large boiler, weighing
7 tons, by means of two travelling cranes, calcu-

lated to move respectively 8 and 4 tons. Four-
teen men were engaged in the work

;
and just

as they were putting the boiler in its place, and
when it was raised 3 ft. from the ground, the

gangtree broke which supported the two cranes,

and they both fell, breaking into several pieces.

Seven of the men were knocked down and
severely injured. One of them died on the way
to the infirmary. The larger crane was a new
one, but the smaller one had been in use fourteen
or fifteen years, and the woodwork was much
decayed, which was the cause of the accident.

The BiRMiNGiiAir Workhouse Schools.—The
Birmingham guardians are again in a difficulty

about the workhouse schools. The Poor Law
Board decline to sanction the plans lately

adopted, unless with modifications so extensive

as greatly to enhance the cost. The guardians
will not agree to some of these modifications.

Neither do they revert to their original resolu-

tion to build completely separate schools, and so

leave the workhouse free to its proper inmates,

at the same time giving the children the means
of escape from the miserable influences of
pauper association. All the objections of the
Poor Law Board, as the local journal notes, tend
in this direction

;
and perhaps the Poor Law

Board may ultimately insist upon the original
plans being carried out. It would be cheaper in

the end, as well as more beneficial to the
children.

A Steep Eailway.—A somewhat strange ac-
count of the railway to the summit of Mount
Washington, New Hampshire, has reached this

country. The station, at the starting-point, is

2,700 ft. above the level of the sea
;
and the road,

when complete, will be two miles and 260 rods
long, rising, it is said, in that instance, 3,600 ft.

to the Tip-Top House, which is 6,300 ft. above
the level of the sea. The average grade of the
track is 1,280 ft. to the mile, but in some parts

of the line the grade is increased to 1,760 fc. to

the mile, or 1 ft. in every 3 ft. On this

portion of the road the workmen, notwithstand-
ing the sharp spikes in their shoes to prevent
them from falling, conld only build 25 ft. per
day. The track consists of three rails, the one
in the middle being of wrought iron, with cogs
or pins corresponding to cogs in the driving,

wheel. The train consists of the locomotive with
a tender and one passenger car. The locomo-
tive of 35-horBO power is built with its boiler

suspended, so that it is always level ; it weighs
four tons, and pushes the train up before it.

The driving-wheel is 18 in. in diameter. There
is a similar cog-wheel on the tender, aud another
on the passenger-car, each strong enough to bold
the entire train. Friction rollers, running under
the edges of the middle rail, hold the train down
upon the track. The ascent from the starting

point to the second station, 5,300 ft. above the
level of the sea, was accomplished in one hour
and twenty minutes, including two stoppages
for water. The descent occupied thirty-eight

minutes.

St. Stephen’s, Walbrook.—We are asked in

more than one quarter to call public attention

to a contemplated alteration in the position of

the organ here, calculated some say, who know
exactly what is proposed, to damage materially

the efi^ect of the interior as well as of the organ.

The Musical Standard says the alteration will

be a perfectly useless aud wanton architectural

innovation.

The New Channel Docks, Bristol.—There
has been commenced at Avonmouth an under-

taking which, it is hoped, will greatly benefit the

trade and add to the prosperity of the city of

Bristol; namely, Channel docks, for the accom-
modation of ocean-going steamers. The present

docks are only calculated for vessels of moderate
tonnage. The dock and adjoining premises are

to occupy 70 acres of land. The dock is to be
1,400 ft. long by 500 ft. wide, and the lake will

cover an area of 16 acres. The lock will admit
any vessel second to the Great Eastem, being
450 ft. in length by 85 ft. in width. The vessels,

having taken their berths, will have facilities for

discharging their cargoes into warehouses or

railway trucks. There is to be a tramway which
will connect the docks with the Port and Pier

Railway, and an important feature of the under-
taking is the Junction Railway, extending from
the present line to the three great local railways.

Mr. Lawrence has the contract.

Curious Identification of Stolen Tools.

—

At the Llanelly Petty Sessions a mason, living

at Swansea, was charged by a carpenter, of the
Brea, Llanelly, with having stolen some of bis

tools. Prisoner bad in his possession a rnle, which
was oneofthearticles named previously as having
been stolen. A small brass plate, about three-

eighths ofan inch wide, was let into the rule which
prisoner had in his possession, upon which the
owner’s name had been engraved. Other articles

answering to the description given by the owner
were found in the prisoner’s possession, except
that they were nob stamped with his name as
described. It was found on examination that
names had been scraped or cut out of the various
articles, and on the exact places at which prose-
cutor said they had been stamped. Captain
Cross, the magistrate, suggested that if the tools

were dipped in boiling water the names would
become quite intelligible atjain. The experiment,
was tried, and on each article, says our autho-

rity, the Cambrian, the name of the prosecutor,

exactly corresponding with the stamp he pro-

duced, became readable. The prisoner was
committed for trial, The curious fact here
so ingeniously made use of reminds one of the
puzzling Chinese mystery of silver plate which
shows on one side what is chased or otherwise
represented on the other.

Alterations at Carlisle Gaol.—The altera-

tions of Carlisle gaol, in accordance with the
requirements of the Prisons Act, are making
rapid progress. There are 112 cells for males,
arranged in two rows and in three stories. All
the doors on each flab open into long corridors,

which in the case of the upper stories are narrow
galleries, so that the whole building is open
from floor to roof with the galleries of the first

and second floors projecting on each side. The
cells are all flagged aud have arched roofs. In
the day time each cell is lighted by a square
window strongly grated and guarded, and at

night it is so illuminated by gas that the light-

ing apparatus is beyond the control of the
prisoner. A cavity is made in the wall near
each door, in which the gas-light will be placed.

The inner side will be fitted with plate-glass,

and on the outer side will be placed a good
reflector to throw forward and diffuse the light

in the cell. The water supply, like the gas, is

also beyond the control of the prisoner. A
brass water-nozzle will project into each cell,

and at a certain hour, at which the water will

be turned on, the gong will sound for washing.
The prisoner must then draw his supply. At
certain times, too, the supply for drinking will

be turned on. In a cupboard will be con-
veniences, inclnding a utensil upon the earth-

closet principle, which has been substituted for

the more costly system of water-closets for night
use. The cost of water-closets as at first planned
in each cell would have been about ten guineas
each ; whereas the whole of the furniture, under
the plan adopted, will not, it is expected, cost

more than 21. for each cell. Whether the one
be as good as the other is auotber question.

The whole building will_, be heated with Gill’s

stoves, and preparations ‘’’re now being made for

laying the flues.

The Associated Carpenters and Joiners
OF Scotland.—The sixth annual demonstration
of this association baa taken place at Edinburgh,
in the Corn Exchange, Grassmarket. When all

had assembled the large building was completely
filled, upwards of 3,000 being present—the excur-
sionists having been joined by about 800 of the
trade from Edinburgh aud Leith. The addresses
were chiefly on the advantages of social gather-
ings amongst the working classes, and advocated
the cause of union, not for the purpose of aggres-
sion, but for the maintenance of rights.

Damages for Pollution of a Stream.—lathe
case, Scarisbrick v. Ormskirk Local Board of
Health, the plaintiff. Lady Scarisbrick, owner of
extensive estates in the neighbourhood of Orma-
kirk, sought to recover damages from the Board
of Health of Ormskirk for causing a nuisance
by polluting a stream which, running through a
portion of the plaintiff’s property, communi-
cates with the lake in Scarisbrick Park. A
verdict for 1,0001. was taken by consent, to be
reduced to the nominal sum of 403. if the
nuisance eoinplained of was abated. There
were several other terms agreed to.

Lake Dwellings in Scotland.—Interesting

researches have been recently made on the Loch
of Forfar. The existence of a crannog or lake

dwelling on this lake has long been known, bat
its thorough examination has only now been
made. The causeway was found to consist of a
ridge of stones and marl, stretching across to

the west end of the loch. On the north side

there bad been a row of piles, on the top of

which were transverse piles, generally about 5 ft.

below the surface of the ground. The exa-

mination led to the inference that the inhabit-

ants were similar in their modes of life to those

who erected the lake-dwellings in Switzerland.

Buried Alive in Lambeth.—The Lambeth
Waterworks Company have lately opened a
trench at Surbiton, Ibr the purpose of laying

down a 30-inch service-pipe. Several workmen
were engaged, and as they progressed the trench

was filled in. The works were carried on under
the contract of Messrs. Aird & Son, aud the
superintendence of an engineer of the water
company’s selection, and an inspector provided
by the contractor. The works had reached
Maple-road, nearly opposite the Antelope Tavern,
when there was a slip of earth, entirely burying
a man named Dymond, and partially covering

up two others, one of whom was embedded to

his middle. Dymond was extricated alive, and
taken to the Westminster Hospital, where ho
afterwards died. The men at work complained
amongst themselves that the struts and shoring
were insnfficient, as it was light earth, the open-
ing having been previously made for a similar

purpose. They, however, made no formal com-
plaint. An inquest was held upon Dymond,
and the jury found a verdict of “ Accidental

death,” but requested Mr. Trotman,the manager
under the contractor, to act with greater care

for the future. Mr. Trotman said the request of
the jnry was almost unnecessary, for great care

was taken, but for the future the shoring and
timber work should be particularly attended to.

Discovery of a Roman Oven at Winterton.

—

An interesting antiquarian discovery has been
made in digging for sand, about half a mile
west of the Roman road at Winterton, in a field

about half a mile east of the Roman tesselated

pavements. By the falling of a portion of the
side of the pit there was exposed what appears
to be a rudely-conatrncted oven, made by sinking

a circular cavity, about 6 ft. deep and 6 ft.

diameter at the top, becoming narrower towards
the bottom, so as to be, in fact, an inverted cone.

From the centre of the floor rises a pillar, 1 fc. 9 in.

in height, and widening from 1 fc. diameter
at the bottom to 1 ft. 10 in. at the top, which
pillar widens suddenly so as to form a sort of
mushroom-head, continuous in structure with
the clay or mud floor and walla just described.

A shallow groove runs all round the inside of the
oven, a little above the top of the pillar, aud
broken pieces of blue Roman pottery are laid

across from the pillar to the side of the basin, so

as to cover in a sort of circnlar flue. Over
these has been spread a thin coat of clay, similar

to the rest of the lining, so that the upper story,

so to speak, is a shallow pit, about 3} fc. diameter

and fc. deep. It may be that this was used
for baking bread or other cooking operations, and
that it was heated by a fire in the flue beneath.

This upper part was filled with earth, plaster,

broken Roman pottery, &c., and the flue with
black ashes and Romau potsherds.
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Fires in London.—Within forty-eight honrs
last week no fewer than twelve fires took place
in the London district. How much longer shall
we bnild houses as if expressly to burn ?

Co-operative Congress.—At a meeting held
at the offices of the Agricultural and Horticnl.
tnral Association, to determine the time and
place for holding a congress of the representa-
tives of co-operative societies, partnerships of
industiy, trade unions, &c., it was resolved that
the meeting shall take place in London, in the
early part of February, 1869. Resolutions were
passed to the efFecb that invitations be issued to
co-operative societies, at home and abroad, and
the friends of the movement generally, and a
list of questions for discussions by the congress
was drawn up.

A Roman Catholic Church is about to be
erected in Tork-road, Battersea. It is to be of
brick, with windows and other dressings of
moulded brick, in the style of the thirteenth
century. Mr. Charles A. Buckler is the archi-
tect, and Mr. B. E. Nightingale is the contractor.

Islington New "WoRKnousE.—At the last
meeting of the Islington Board of Guardians,
some strange statements were made as to im-
proper materials and proceedings in erecting
the new workhouse, and by a series of resolu-
tions the clerk of the works was placed in a
wrong position in respect of the architect. The
contractors should be either exonerated from the
charges made, or requested to walk off the
ground at once.

Egress prom Overturned Railwat-Car-
EiAGEs. — A proposal has been revived that
there should be openings or hatchways in

'

the roofs of railway - carriages, so that if

overturned the passengers could readily get
out by opening these hatchways or roof-doors.
The difficulty of keeping out rain would be an !

objection : however watertight such hatchways '

might be when made, they would be liable to i

become defective. It is difficult to keep even
j

skylights watertight. Perhaps a lining of elastic
'

indiarubber along the edge of the hatchway
|

pressing on the roof-edge where they met might
[

aid in keeping the whole watertight, the over -

1

lapping and all other arrangements being as
carefully planned as possible.

Balance Weight Sig.vals.—Mr. F. N. Gis-
borne proposes to apply his ship and mine sig-
nals to hotels, hospitals, and houses. The prin-
ciple is simple. The apparatus consists essentially
of a balance-chain, working around indented
pulleys, each pulley being placed in the centre
of a dial, and furnished with an index, the con-
nexion being so made that neither of the pointers
can move without all the others adopting a pre-
cisely similar course. In the mining signals the
dial is lettered “ men,” “ np,” “stop,” “down,”
“men,” respectively, and whenever either one
of the pointers is directed to say “up” the
engine-room bell gives the proper signal, and
every pointer in the connexion is at the same
instant turned to “ up ” also—in fact, the dials
may be lettered to suit any kind of wording
that may be considered necessary. As the
weights at either end exactly balance each other,
the index has no tendency to return to any zero,
but remains at whatever point it may be set.

The apparatus is self-adjusting, and transmits
signals steadily, but little power being required
to move it. The pointers and transmitting
handles of every communicator and indicator can
be quickly adjusted to the centre of a common
order by simply turning the outside binding
screw, which holds them in position. Any
ordinary mechanic can fit it j and the cost price
is said to be small, and the fitting inexpensive.
Mr. Jerram, of Great Queen-street, Westminster,
engineer, has undertaken the introduction of the
mining signals.

Bradford Bye-laws and Town Improve-
ments.—Mr. Dewhurst, one of the borough
magistrates of Bradford, is erecting an arcaded
market for the benefit of a district where such a
market is needed

5
and the corporation, who have

an interest in patting down all markets but their
;

own, have been attempting to stop the erection '

of the new market by various dodges, under pre-

'

tence of the plans being inconsistent with the
'

bye-laws. Six successive plana were prepared

'

by the architects, Messrs. Lockwood & Mawson,
but each time the requirements were only ex-
tended, — as, for example, in regard to the
breadth of the street, and the arcading. One
bye-law stated that “ Every new street, not being
s carriage-road, shall be laid out and formed at
least 2‘1 ft. wide, and there shall he one entrance,
at least, to every such street, of the full width
thereof, and open from the ground upxeards.’’ As
to the breadth of the street, the local Board, in
the face of their own bye-law insisted, suc-
oessively, on 36 ft., and even 42 ft., to which the
plans were actually altered. Mr. Dewhurst
being advised that “open from the ground” in
the bye-law as it stood referred to the entrance
and not to the street

j and, being prepared with
the evidence of various architects and others to
the effect that ventilation, drainage, width, &c.,
were adequately provided for, at last proceeded
with his market in defiance of the corporation,
who cited him before the local magistrates

;
but

they have just dismissed the case, after full and
repeated hearing.

The Colosseum in the Regent’s Park.—It
would be a matter for regret if the Colosseum

I

were pulled down. Can nothing be done to
prevent this ? London is greatly in need of
large and appropriate halls and meeting-places.
It seems a pity to sacrifice a fine building of its

I

kind easily convertible for such a purpose. A
:
correspondent, Mr. Roumieu, suggests that it

should be made to take the specimens of Archi-

j

tecture and Sculpture of the British Museum,

j

but we are not quite prepared to adopt this

I

suggestion.

j

Technical Instruction for Workmen.

—

I

The Working Men’s Club and Institute Union
have obtained the authority of the Science and
Art Department to engage the services of Mr.
J. C. Buckmaster for the purpose of holding a
series of meetings at the difierent workmen’s
clubs in London, at which he will explain the

I

conditions under which the Department grants
aid in the formation of science classes. The
first of these meetings was held on the 25th
ult., at the club called “ The Bedford Institute,”
for workmen, in Wheeler-street, Spitalfields.

Mr. Buckmaster gave a very clear statement of
the great facilities afforded by the Department
for the establishment of such classes. Those
present were evidently not aware of the very
small outlay necessary to provide systematic
instruction in such subjects as applied mechanics,
mathematics, machine-drawing, geometry, che-
mistry, &c., or of the valuable rewards given
for proficiency.

The Masters and Workmen Act.—An im-
portant case under the Masters and Workmen
Act of 1867 was heard recently at the county
magistrates’ office in Liverpool. Messrs. J. G,
& Robert Martin, builders, complained by infor-

mation that two hod-carriers, named Stephen
Wood and James Dignan, whom they had em-
ployed at 22s. per week, had struck work about
one o’clock on Thursday, the 20th August, at
some houses in coarse of erection in Edge-laue,
and so brought to a stand the bricklayers en-
gaged in building the houses. The bench ordered
the prisoners to pay respectively Ss. and 7s. as
their share of the loss thus sustained by their
employers, in having to pay men who were stand-
ing idle—trade rules not allowing any one but
recognised hod-carriers to carry bricks to the
“ setters ”—and to forfeit half their week’s wages.
The judgment was designated a lenient one for

the sake of example, and to show workmen the
power of the new Act in compelling them to ful-

fll their labour contract.

Tramway Rails.—A report from the Liver-
pool borough engineer to the Health Committee
of the town council, on models of sections of the
rails proposed to be laid down by the Tramway
Company, has been made. The reporter de-
scribes the crescent rail and the corrugated rail.

A crescent rail was laid in Castle-street, and re-

mained there nearly two years. This rail was
only 3 in. wide, and was not considered
to be of the best form to insure safety and pre-
vent obstruction. The corrugated rail was then
submitted to the committee. This rail was
also only 3 in. wide, and was 'consequently
deficient in stability. It was, however, a decided
improvement on the crescent rail, and the
engineer recommends it on condition that it

be broadened to 4 in.j and the top of the
groove eased by being rounded, so as to prevent
its becoming dangerous to horses. This rail, if

thus altered, he considers, would be superior to
any yet in use. It is 1 in. wider than that
snbmitted to and approved of by Parliament.
The object of the increase in width is to admit
of the use of sleepers strong enough for stability

and for the security of the rail fastenings, and
to be so covered by the rail that the paving may
abnt closely upon it on each side.

[Sept. 5, 1868.

Liverpool Sewage Utilization Company.

—

At the half-yearly meeting, held in the Town-
hall, Liverpool, Mr. Robert Neilson presiding,
the report stated that the requisite amount of
subscriptions for the work had been paid ; that
arrangements had been made at Blundellsands,
north of Liverpool, for arable and other land on
which to apply the sewage

;
that a contract had

been entered into by Mr. Daglish for the supply
of steam pumping apparatus capable of lilting

500,000 gallons per day
j and that plans had been

adopted for the construction of the intercepting
sewer. The report was adopted.

TENDERS.
For rebuilding warehouse, Bury-street, St. Alary-axe,

Mr. H. n. Collins, architect ;

—

King & Sons £1,015 0 0
Henshaw 0I2 0 0
Dawes 880 0 0
YVall & Russell 822 0 0
Stuart & Bennett 670 0 0

For pair of villa residences at Ealing, for Mr. Bowden.
Mr. Marks, architect :

—

Keeble £3,170 0 0
Foxley 2, HO 0 0
Hyde 2,t85 10 0

For completing four housea in Nutfield-road, East Dul-
wich, for Mr. Manning. Mr. Edgar Aldous, architect.
Quantities not supplied

Ring (accepted) £355 0 0

For completing a pair of houses at Croydon, for Miss
Banks. Mr. Edgar Aldous, architect. Quantities supplied
by the architect :

—

Dennis (accepted) £485 0 0

For roads and sewers on the estate of the Land Com-
pany of London, Limited, at Sbootup-hill-lane, Uaiup-
Btead. Mr. H. (i. Haywood, surveyor. Quantities sup-
plied :

—

Ennor £3,015 0 0
Mowlem & Co 3,714 0 0
Hill, Keddell, & Waldram ...... 3,707 0 0
Nicholson 3,470 0 0
Pound 3,410 0 0
Blomfield 3,145 0 0
Clark 3,i‘97 0 0
Porter (accepted) 2,700 0 0

For the erection of a detached residence at Faversham,
Kent, for Mr. J. A. Anderson, Mr. B. Adkins, architect.
Quantities not supplied ;

—

Whiting £2,280 0 0
Sollitt (accepted) 2,i 75 0 0
Sbrubsoie (withdrawn) 1,998 0 0

For a pair of semi-detached residences at Hounslow, for
[r. Cooper. Quantities not supplied:

—

Phillips .'. £883 0 0
Kiaa 878 0 0
Hanson ( 860 0 0

For pullins down and rebuilding sbon and warebousea
for Mr. J. B. Hopkins, Angel-street, Carditf. Mr. J.
Hartland, architect. Quantities supplied

Price £060 0 0
Michelmoro 949 0 0
Sbepton 940 0 0
Jones, Bros 890 0 0
Lock 8S9 0 0
Seager 800 0 0

For additional factories in Lower Kennington-lsue, for
the Patent Silvering Company, Limited, Mr. A. Nicker-
son, architect :

—

Ellis £1,800 0 0
Clemenee 1,641 0 0
Henshaw 1,618 0 0
Newman & Mann 1,550 0 0
Macey (accepted) 1,477 0 0

For first portion of new buildings
Paddington Workhouse. Mr. I'hos.

tect. Quantities supplied
Adamson £1,386 0
Lovett 4,280 0
YVigmore 4,130 0
Temple & Forster 4,100 0
Nutt A Co 4,100 0
Butt A Bon 4,090 0
Crockett 4,036 0
Till 3,947 0
Lee A Gregory 3,892 0
Elbs A Bon 3,892 0
Wicks A Bangs 3,887 0
Mann 3,795 0
Higgs 3,774 0
Cooper A Cullum 3,690 0
Merrit A Ashby 3,635 0
Palmer 3,600 0
Foalo 3,4u0 0

Wigmore
Webster

....£95,000

.... 95,000
0
0

0
0

Webb A Sons .... 92,804 0 0
Myers A 80ns .... 92,700 0 0
Hill, KeddeU,A Waldram „ .... 90,765 0 0
Pollard .... 89,893 0 0
Kirk .... 89,753 0 0
Blackmore A Motley .... 89,500 0 0
Anscombe....... S9.2u0 0
Fuller A Longley .... 89,139 0 0
Eyder A Son .... 88,119 0 0
Gammon A Bona .... 87,887 0 0
Kirk A Parry .... 87,600 0 0
Howard .... 85,9C0 0 0
Chappell .... 63,677 0 0
Shearbum .... 81,729 0 0
Knight 79,645 0 0
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For building stables, 4c., at Welliugton-vilUs, Brighton,
for Mr. H. Tester. Quantities supplied. Messrs. Goulty
& Gibbins, nrchiteeta:—

Cheesotnan £n01 0 0
Hall 497 0 0
Hash 471 0 0
Lockyer (accepted) 4-10 0 0

For paTiBg and burning for Irrigation Works, for
Harrow Locid Board of Health. Mr. A. H. Jacob, engi-
neer;— Per Acre.

Wright & Co £20 0 0
Mold 12 17 6
Anres 12 0 0
Reeves & Smith 9 0 0
Pearson 8 0 0
Lovett 6 15 0
Parker 6 14 8
HaudaLl 6 6 0
Leach 6 0 0
Lawrence 6 18 0
Jewell & Co 6 0 0
Hill 6 0 0
Sheer 4 17 6
Bean 4 15 0
Jarman 4 10 0
Barnes, HassaU, & Co. (accepted).., 3 13 4

TO COERESPONDENTS.
Author of No. B-E. M.-J, T.—A. 8.—W. L. 3.—J. K. C.—W. W. G.

—E. A.-F. B, M.-J. B.—M. & M.-B.A.—A. M.—H. 0. B.-I.H.—
W. B.-E. II.-H- H. 8.-A.W. e,—J. D.R,—G. K.-E. N.—0. M.-
D. M.—J. C.—H. M,—W. O. B.—K. W. 8.-A Knteker.—
G. 8.—W. F. H.-J. H.—W. 4 W.—G. W.-J, J.—A. N.-D.
& O'*.—D C. N.—T. K. P.—A. P. (too late for pteaa).

We are compelled to decllue pointing out books and giving
addressee.

AH statements of facts, lists of Tenders, Ac,, must be accompanied
bj the name and address of the sender, not necessarily for

publication.

Note.—

T

he responsibility !of signed articlee, and papers read
public meetings, rests, of course, with the authors.

Ad/vertisements cannot be receivedfor the Gurrent
weeVs issue later than THUEE o’clock p.m.,
on THURSDAY.

The FubUsher carmot be responsible for Oni.
GiNAL Testimonials left at the Office in reply to

AdveHisements, and strongly recommends that
Copies only should be sent.

NOTICE,—All Coinmunications respect-

ing Advertisements, Subscriptions, ^c., should be

addressed to “ The Publisher of the Builder,"

No. 1, Torlc-street, Covent Garden. All other

Communications should be addressed to th,6

“Editor," and not fo the “ Publisher."

PROFESSIONAL PAPERS on INDIAN
JL engineering.

F.di»ed by Major J.G. MtDLKY. B.B. Assoc. Inst C.E.

And Published Quarterly, at the Thomason C.E. College, Roorkee,
Ea.«t Indies.

Each Qotirteily Number contains ICO page*, with several Illustra-

tions. Specimens can bo seen at Messrs. SMITH, BI.GKR, & CO.U
65. Cornhlll, London, where snbscribeni' names will be received.

The Isl and 2nd Tolumes (comprising Nine Quarterly numbers), are
now ready. Price of either, J2s. neatly bouud in cloth.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

KELLY’S PEAOTIOAL BUILDEKS’
PUlf.'R-BOOK i

or, B-ife Guide le the Valuation of all kiud)

orAaifleers-Work; with the Modem PracUce of Measuring, and au

Abstract of the New Building Act for B^^ulating the toLstructl^n

of Buildings. Revised and Corrected by New Calculations upon the

nreieiitVaiue of Materials and Labour. Arranged by au Architsct of

emincMce, oss'sted by i«»eriil oxpTleiiced Meajuriiig Suri^yors.

lllustratelaud exempllfled by SleH RngravlngsaudnumerousWood-

’'L^udo^^f PuimhVd'^by^ltTELLYrPatornoafer row
;
STMPKIN 4

MAllbHALL !
acd may bo h«l of all BookselUn.

Of whom way ho hod, new

1 rETER^'^MCriOLSON’S *' PRACTICAL
CAnPKNTBY. JOINERY, and CABINET MAKING Revised by

Sm Tou^ParU at 3s. or in Ixiards, 3i>>.
;
coutainliig upwards ofm

^..loa and UUWITOUS WiioJcut DisgrAins,

2 PETEK NICHOESO;:'S PRACTICAL
trurain r.Acl.oA V.O T-R.l. ir.

"f' TREDGOMand NICHOLSON'S Theore.
u the FIVE ORDERS Of ARCIIITEC-

•ous uiserKUia se. i wcive ^ .l. .. ... ... — -n boards, 36a.

4. DESIGNS for COTTAGE and VILLA
ARrHlTECTDBE.conUinlng Plans. Elevations, Sections. Perspec-

tive Views and Detail*, for the Erection of Cotu^es and \ lllas. By

8. H- BROOKS, Architect. Beantifully eiigmved on steel, with

Direction for Bulldiug, and the estimated coat of each ediflCB. Twelve

"‘'s.’DVsiGNS for PUBLIC BUILDINGS, con.

slsting of Plans. Elevations. SsMloos, Perspective Views and Details

of Churches. I'h ipeU. School*. Almihousea, Gas Works. Markets, ami
Ollier Bulldiug* for public purpose*. By 3 H. BROOKS, Architect.

E au". fuHv engrived on steel. Ten Part* at 3*. or 3Ss. boarda

6. The HOUSE DECORATOR and PAINT-
r.R'd GDIDE, cQiitainlng a Series of Designs for Decorating Apart-

inrnta with taste, and suited to the vaiioiis Style* of Architecture.

By H. W. and A. ARROWSMITH, Uunse Decorators to Her Majesty.

Ti.-u Parts at 3*. or In boards, 32*.

7. The HOUSE PAINTER, or DECORA-
TOR’S COMPANION, containing a complste Treatise on the Art of

House Paiutmg, Graining, and Mvrbllng. includiug the Origin of

Col rar.the Laws of Hatmculf'iu Colouring, the ManufoctureofPlg-
lueuts.Oils, VamlBhee,4c. By W, M. HIGGINS, Esq. Accompanied
by actual Biiecimena of Hand-brush Oruining and Marbling. Teu
Parts at 3?. or lu boa'd*. Sas.

The ENGINEERS’ and MECHANICS’
ESCYCLOP^IOIA: a new and enlarged FMition, comprehending
Practical Illuatrations of the Machinery and Procesae* einuloyed in

every De'criplion of Manufacture of the BriU*h Empire. Illmtratril

by upwards of 2.000 Wood Engraving*. By LUKE HERBERT, Civil

Engineer, Ac. The rapid progres* of Mechanical Bulenee has deve-

loped many of the important feoU since the first publication, in 1335,

of the Encycloiim'Ma. The invention* and discoveries recently m'*de

have engaged the sedulous atteution of the R-iitor ; for, os the value

of each was tested hy experiment, a descnpliou wa* accordingly pre-

pared. By the s-leolion of new article*, and care in the revision of

old ones, this edition ha* now become systsiuaticaily enriched
;

so

that U may be received a* fully and faithfully expressing •' the exist-

log state of Engineering and Meebauism, adapted to the wants of

“tactical Men.” In two large 8vo. vola. cloth lettered, price 30s.

riYHE PRACTICAL MECHANIC’S
X JOURNAL for 8F.PTEMBP.B. Price Is. With Plate En-
graving of “Sellers 4 Co.’e American Planing Machine,” and Fifty
Wood Engravinge.

Boiler-plate Balloon Building
;
The 8wedi*h Be-heating Futnace

;

On some Point* of Practice lu Iron Fonndiug
;
On the Cbeuiical

History and Reactions involved in Betting and Hardening of Port-
land and other Cements

;
Notes on the Comparison of Gunpowders

;

Bobtuson’s Improvements in Boosting Jacks
;
The Bichoideou Pro-

Kecent Palenta : Treatment of Jute—Jama* Baird
j
Armour Plates

—F. M Smith; Petro'eum Ships-J. H. Bnilth
;
Sewing M.-chlnes-

Martln Sainoelfon
;
Trealiiie Skins-J, L. R lessler

;
Firo-atm*—Ja*.

KeiT
; Spinning Machlnety-James Baton; Uhtaiulng Artificial

Light—Joshua Kidd.
Law Report*. Reviews of Book*, Mechanic’s Library, Corre-

sprndence. Scientific Societies, Monthly Notes, List of KateBta, 4c.
Ixmdon ; LONGMANS. Paterno*ter-row

;
Editors' Offices (Office

for Patents). 47. Lincoln '*-Ijm-fleld«.

Just published,

TYR. RUMSEY on the EDUCATIONAL
IJ ASPECTS of STATE MEDICINE, price *ixrence

;
aim, on

STATE MEDICINE in GRIiAT BRITAIN and IRELAND, price one
shilling and sixpence.

London: W. BIDOWAT,169, Plccadiny, W.

Crown 8vo. cloth, 7*. fid,

TYREWSTER’S (SIR DAVID) LETTERS
J.3 ON NATURAL ilAOlC. With Introdnctcry Chapters on the
Being sod Pocultie* <if Man, and the latest additional Phenomena of
Natural Magic.

By J. A. 851ITH, Author of a Treatise on the Structure of
Watfer. 4o. 4c.

London : WILLIAM TEOG, Pancm*-'ane, Chespsida.

Now ready, 32mo, roan, prica 3*. fid.

TTNIVERSAL CURVE TABLES
vj FOB nANQINQ

RAH,WAY CURVES.
Apt>lic*hle '0 All

UNITS of MEAHUREMENT and ALL RADII.
ByJiibEPH LOUfu GALLOTT. C.E.

WILLIS, SOTHEBAN, 4 CO. 42. Uhariog-cros* (near the
Admiralty).

1 NICHOLAS LAKE,
1 A RCHITECT and consulting SURVEYOR.
1

Jr\. Bills of qnautliies sccurale'y prepared, work* measured up.
hnllders'orcouuts *dja*t«<l. Riilway uumpennitinu i-lalin* arranged

OFFICES, 1, ADELAlDE-PLACti, LONDON-BEIDGE, E.C.

PERSPECTIVES, Competition and Work-
,

.1. ing Drawing*, Bills of Quanlltl'S, Designs and Trae ngs
' PREPARED, Olid temporary Aesls'aoce of every kind rendered to
ArchitecU, EiigiD'ers, aud Biillders in the hs*t m.uiiier and on

' moderate term*.—Apply to M N. care of Honsekeeper, 22, Bucklng-
hiun-ftreet. Strand. Pupli* Wanted.

COMPETITIONS, WORKING DRAW-
V--' INOS. DESIGNS, Ac. undertaken on the *horte*t notice.
Ferspedivn outlined and coloured.—Address, Z, A. care of House-
keeper. No. I, Lo'ig-acre, W.

TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.

A N experienceci AKCflITifiCT and SUR-
/~Y VEYOK. prepares every de*crlp'lon of working aud other
plan* for all classes of building. Bills of quantities prepared and
works measure,! up on moderate terms.-Address. M. A. 64, TUeo-
hald’s-road, W.C.

TNDIAN ENGINEERING EXAMINA-
J TIONS.—A CIVIL ENGINEER and SURVEYOR la prepared to
give Practical INSTttUCriGN io bURVEVING. Levelling, and
Betting out Bailwey Curves, by a simple process

;
also the use to

loetrumsniB, to any Oentlsmtn about to pnceed to ludls, on very
rtaaouableterma.—Addrois, 1*9. Office of ' The Builder.”

]\/rETROPOLITAN BOARD of WORKS.
LYX FIRE-BRIGADE STATION. HACKNEY.—To Builder* and
Coutroctors.-Billsof QusDtleie* for these Work* can be obtaiurd,
on application to Mr. J. W. FORGE, Surveyor, 516, Mlle-aud-road, B,

T^VENING DRAWING CLASSES. —
I 'J Practical Instruction in Mechanical, Architectural, Perepective,

aud Ornamental Drawing, and Geometry by Mr. WILLIAM DAV Y

,

lit the LONDON MECHANICS' INSTITUTION. 29. Boulhatnpto ti-

bnUding*, Uulborn. Bren tugs of atteudaucs MONDAY and FRIDAY,
from Eight to Ten. 'Term* Members of the lustitutfon, 4*. ; nou-
membere, 6*. per quarter. New quarter now commeoclng.

A RCHITEOTURAL PARTNERSHIP.—
A\_ A GENTLEMAN, of considerable exp-rleuce a* an Architect
and Sorveyor, is desirous of PURCHASING a PARTNERiHIP. In
an old-established practice.— Address, statiug amouut of average
yearly returns, and of capital requlraJ, to 8. No. 6, Bicbmoud-
lerrace, Clapbam-rood.—N. B. None but prlncip il* treated with.

PARTNERSHIP.—AnexperienceciMANA-
X OEBand ESTIMATING CLBKK is auxi',us to JOIN a respect-
able FIRM as WORKING PARI NER. la willing to put down 6002.
the remaining buiu, with interest, to be paid from the profits auuu-
ally. Town not objected to, but c mutry preferred.—Address, CO .4-

FIDENCE, 23. Oilliugbam-slreet, Piiulico, S.W,

OARTNERSHIP.—The senior Partner in a
1_ flrst-elasa bueiness is letirlug, and desires to introduce a
Oentiemiin to take his position. The business U a high das* one,
and returns 15,0002. a year. Net profile of half-abare 1,1002. a year.
It presents on excellent opening for an Architect aud Accuniant, os
there is an estate ageucy attached. About 6 0002. required.—Apply
to Mr. HOLMES, Aecuuntaut, 48. Pateruostec-row.

TO ARCHITECTB.

A N experienced, accurate, and practical
J\ DBaDUH'ISMaN, accustomed to design, Gothic sod Classic,

wl'b a thorough kuuwiedge of perspective, and some preteueions to
Colour, seeas au ENGAGEMENT. Hemui.eratlun moderate, io con-
siderallou of a respectable provincial or country office, SECOND-
HAND BOOKS Tu BE DISPOSED OF:— N-i. 1. The first ten j ears
cf the Arvhitectuial Puhltcailon Society, 1848 2 to 1357-6, incluilve

;

also. Papers read at the Ihl, of Brili.h Architects for fourteen years,
1853-4 to IS-id-?. inclusive

; both In paper covers, for lOi. Ills, Ho. 2.

Couey’s Ecclesiastical Edifices of the UlJeu lliije, 2 vols, fol, strong
bf, mor. top gilt. 241 pi- ;

ditto. Foreign Carhedtali, Ac. hf. mor. gilt,

fol. 32 pi. folded ;
ditffi, Contiu'-ntai Ar< liitectnie, uf. mor. gilt, 2S vi-

and 5U vignettes, f,ir 6f. 10s No. 3 Britton’s A: chiteotu<al Antt-
i|UUteB, 6 Vols. bf. mor. top gilt, for 61. Ss. No. 4. Pugin’s Specimens
2 vols. bds

;
uitto, Example , 3 Vuls. cl. 42. ISs. No. 5. Muyensg,'

Pittorcsijue, 2 vols. foi. strong l.f. mor, top gilt, 180 pi. 42. No. 6,

Rondeiei, L'Art de Batir, 1812, 4 vols. in 0 buok^, paper cover
;
Bree's

Railway Practice, 1st senes, 3rd ediiiou, 4’o. cl, 70 pl. ; Ryde’i
General Text-book, and Semple on Biidge Building, 42 Ha— Adsress,
QUOAD HOC, Mr. T. Meyer, SO, Dock-street, Newport. Moumouih-
bhire.

A RTICLED PUPIL.—WANTED, in the
Xjl Office of an Arrhitectnral Surveyor, a reapectable well-edn-
catert Tonlb, who la quick at figures. Good r-fer*nce* and a mode-
derate premium required.—Address, SURVEYOR, at Mr. Smith's,
Sbttioner, 11, Duke-street, Adelphl.

TO PARENTS AND GUARDIAN-3.

An architect and ENGINEER, of
23 years' practice, has a VAGAN CY’ fir a PUPIL, in a City

OlDce, whore an Immediate opportunity ofTera for studying »ll ihe
branches of the prof-uion ;

also the F rench. Germau, and Italian
languages spoken by the Principal. Fee requited.—Address, H. U.R.
No. 17, Royal Exchange, E.C.

TO BUILDERS, DECORATORS, Ac.

Gilders, thoroughly experienced in House
Work, Decorative Futulture, aud Gilding in all Ite hranches,

maybe OBTAINED at the House of Call, Marlborough Inn. Blenhelm-
teps. Oxford-street.—Address to the Secretary.

Pupil.—

a

good opportunity now presents
lUetf for R well-educated YOUTH, to enter the Office of a

CIVIL ENGINEER and SURVEYOR, for about Ihr.e year*. Ha
would have every chance of obtalnlug a thoiough knowledge of the
pr.ifesaion, »• he wou'd receive instruction direct from the prinelp.al.

Prem um, 1502.—Address, ALPHA, Messrs, Dorreli ASon, 15, Charing-
crose, aw.

WANTED, a Young Man capable of
taking CHARGE of a BUILDER’S YARD aud BRICK-

FIELD dnriug the Proprietor’s abteuce. Must have a knowleilge of
accounts and builder*’ material.—Address, W. R. Mr. Fostei'*,31 and
33, High-strB>t. Peckham.

W ANTED, an experienced GLASS-
PAINTFR scciistomed to Modern Work and Kinboedug.-

Apply to R. B. EDMUND30N A SON, Staiued-Olass, Works, Man-
Chester.

TO SURYEYORS AND ARf'HITEClS.

'WT’ANTED, a respectable Person who has a
T V good practical KNOWLKDGE of SURVEYING and ARCHI-

TECTURE.—Address, M. Post-office, Newcastle, Statlordsblre.

WANTED, in Shropshire, a steady, ener-
getic, and thoroughly practical WORKING FOrlE'lAN to

superintend the Erection of a Homestead. The high-st refereuceo
a* to ability and character wilt be required.-Add'ess, stating wages
required, Ac. to A. EoPLBY, Contractor, Evesham.

WA
> > E

NTED, a sharp, active L.4.D, in a
BUILDER'S OFFICE.-Apply at 33. Y'lctoria-street, Weet-

TO HOT-WATRR FITTERS.

WANTED, a good WORKMAN, one who
T T ha* been used to Horticultural work preferred. Reference*

TO PLUMBERS.
WANTED, a THREE-BRANCH HAND.
VV Apply at 32, Bmh-lane, B.C.

TO ARCmrECTURAL MODELLERS.
ANTED, a good SHOP HAND. Must

T Y be a good m^eller, and be able to assist in making estimat s
from drawings.—Address, A. C. care of H. France, No. 5, BLiUtsr-
Btreet, E.C.

TO PARENTS AND GUARDIANS.
ANTED, a PUPIL, in an Architectural

T V Burveyoi’s Office. A thorough knowledge of .ha Pror-saion
guaranteed, iloderate pcemlnm. — Addres*, 78, Office of *' The
Buildar,”

W ANTED, immediately, several good
HAEU-STONE MABONB : a Winter’s Job.—Apply to Mr. J

MOORE, Bnl der. No-th Walsham, Norfolk. N.B. Not a strike.

TO DRAUGHTSMEN.
"XX^ANTED, for a large CABINET and
T T UPHOLSTERY ESTABLISHMENT, a prsoiicat DESIGNER.

Ma*t have a thorough knowledge of the business, and b° .a: -usLiiued

to leaking woiklug drawing*, 4c.—Apply, by letter, s’s’ing experi-
ence. 4o. to Messrs. HENRY OGDEN 4 CO. Deausgate, Manchester

TO PLUMBERS AND PAINTERS,W ANTED, a thorough PLUMBER,
Painter, and Olosier, one used to Iron pipes pref-rred. None

but steady meu need lapply by letter, Btat'iij wage* and where lost

employed, to T. T. Mr. Jones, Post-otfice, Putney.

TO ARCHITECTS AND BDfLDER?.

VILANTED, by an efficient DRAUGHTS-
Y* V MAN, an immediate ENGAGEMENT, In either of the above

Offices. Cau take and Iny down jplaos, get out detail and working
drawings, 4c. No ohjaclluu to the oountry.—Addcesi, N. Q. care of
W. Nuuu, esq. Architect, 25, College-hill, City.

WANTED, by a practical Mtn, STAIRS
or GENERAL JOINER’S WORK. Town or country. Labour

only.—Address, BATEMAN, 24, Taristock-terrace, Portobslla-road,
Notting-bUI, W.O.

WANTED, by a first-class BRICKLAYER,
who li j ist ftuishiag a larg* j ob, BRICKWORK, POIN PING,

Ac. Good references.—Address, J. B, 1, Cbesnut-terrace, Hyde-grove-
Ratternea, 8.

WANTED, a SITUATION, as BRASS
FINISHER and GASFITTER. Used to plain pattern making

Address, C. H. 18, Notsan-street, Middlesex Hospital.

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.WANTED, PLASTERING (Piecework),
by a p-actical Man, in the habit of taking plastering to any

amonnt. No oijrctlou to the country. Labour only.—Addnss,
Oifioe of "The Builder.”

WANTED, an immediate ENGAGE-
MENT, by au efficient ASSIdTANT. who has h.d the eipa-

rience of good London aud provincial Office*. Uudeistauds Guthio
and Italian, detail, perspective, levelling. 4c. Terms strictly mod^
rate.—Address. W, F. F. 3, Maloolm-street, Cambridge.

TO BUILDERS AND CONTBACl'ORB.WANTED, by an experienced Man, a
BRICKLAYER, a SITUATION as FOREMAN of each, or to

take Charge of a JOH, having been accustomed tu same, or is willing

to lake V'ork by the rod or otherwise. Good reference.—Address,

M'D. 3U. FauQve-street, Kennington Park, S.E,

TO MASTER BUILDERS.

WANTED, by a First-class STAIRCASE
Y T HAND, a 811UATION. to Superintend sny qnauiity sf

Slalrose and Hand-rail Work, by the piece or oth«rwi*e. Would fill

up time at other Joinery if regulreJ. Wages 9d. per hour.—Addreat,
W. B. 65. Brandou-sticet. Walworth.

TO STONE MASONS.WANTED, by the Groby Granite Company
(Limited), TWO GOOD WOKKMfN. Constant Employment

and libenl wages giveD.—Apply tu the Manager, Mr. J. WRIQUI
Oioby, near Leicester,
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WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT as
Y Y CLERK of WORKS, BOOK. TIME, or STORE KEEPER, by

an energetic Youog Man (agrd 23). of nine J ear*’ experience.) Good
knowledge of accounta aud public worka generally. Can be well
recommended.-Addreaa. B. F. 93. Great Suffolk-elreel. Borough, S.E

1 TO PLUMBERS, BUILDERS, 4.'.

^
W^^TED, EMPLOYMENT, bya compe-
YY tent PLUMBER, wbo ia thorongh'y verted In gaafltting,

hot-waler work, A'.
;
or to do the Krpaire, 4c. on a Noblemau’a

eiUte. SAtlfactory tefereocet.—AdJrtet, A. B. No. 31. Fmket-atreet,
Kinplaodroaii.N.E

.
TO BUILDERS.

W^-ANTED, by a respectable Youth, aged
Y Y 17, a SITUATION u IMPROVER to the BRICKLAYING.

£I\s hod aome experience Waeea not to moch an objectas a tuiCable
tltu.tlion.—Addreaa, A. B. 170, Drury-iane, W.C.

W/'-A.NTED, by the Advertiser, a SITUA-
Y T TION to WORK PLANING or MOULDING M.ACHINE,

or General, Jo.ner, and fill up time at bench.-Addreaa. W. R 8,
Great Camoridge-itreet, Hackney-road. N.E.

TO MANUFACTURERS.
WANTED, an ENGAGEMENT, by a
Y Y prac'lcal Man, wbo haa a good knowledge of atovea an!

raugee, gaafittiog*, hoi.war.er apparatua. bith work, arailha’ and
plumber*' work, alao a correct bookk-yprr and draughiaman —
Addreaa, C. D. 54. Moiray-afreet. City-road, K.C.

TO PLUMBERS AND BUILDERS.
\\J ANTED, bv a thorough, good Plumber, a
Y V SnUATION aa PLU.MBER and QtSFITFER. Candohot-

water work, well up In bath and c'oaet work. A good J'>bbitig *hop
P"'''tf*<'-~Xpply H. C. 69, C*uljrbury-road, Kllburn Park, near the

!
TO PLUMBERS AND BUILDERS. 1

Vv -A.NTED, by the Advertiser, aged 24, a
1

YY SITUATION na PLUilBBR. Gaafitte', ami Plain Zing-
'

'
Riidiiuc-atreet, Klng'i-road,

j

:^\/'ANTED, by two JOINERS, just com-
1

;

Y V pietlng sj.ib, to T-AKB WORK by the PIECE or Houiea to
1Fiuiah. lAbour Only. Good r-fereucex—Addteae V H J 36
'

1

Cireuceater-acreet. Harrow-road, Paddington.
'

'
I

WANTED, by the Atlvcrliser, a SITUA- '

,
Y V TION aa CLERK, or to M in*ge a 1108106*11. Far been five

'

yeara In a bnlldet’aabdcontractor’aOfflca.—AdUre*a. C. P. 18. Chatlea-
itreet, St. John’* Wood, London, N.W.

i

TO BUILDERS AND CONFR.ACFORS. 1TVANTED, a EE - ENGAGEMENT
I

_
Y Y *B TIMEKEEPER and BOOKKEKPER, by a Man who haa 1

jn.t completed bit Bervtcea at a Urge country Job. Fir*t clai* lejti-
inonUIi—Addteaj, A. B, No. 6, Paik-«treet, Llmehome, Loudon.

WTANTED, a EE-ENGAGEMENT by a
Y Y goivl and competent DRAUGHTSMAN. In an Arehltect’i or

Bailder’a Otfice. la wtll up in oou*tiuction and detail diawtue*
epecificotiOLi. lurveying. and qu*ntitl-A Good teatlmonlalj Town '

01 country.-Addreaa, M. N. P. Poat-olllce, Yoik-road, King'a croai.

TO BRIi’KMAKBRS AND OTHERS.
YAJANTED, by a IVIau, of many years'
Y Y practical eipetieoce, a SITUATION a» .MANAGER of a
BRICKFIELD, or lo Takeat per Tbuniand. Ho« worked Clayton’a
machine*. No objection to go abroad.—Addr.a-, H. M. care of Mr.
TtuUy, Baker, Beusbara-pUce, Beulah-road, Thornton Heath
Croydon.

TO PLUMBERS, LANDLORDS. AGENTS. 4c.

WT’ANTKD, by aa experienced JOBBING
YV PLUMBER, PAlNreR,4c. orasaThree-braneb Hand mvr-

“ C'’“*tant SirOATIO.V to do the GENERAL
REPAIRS of an HoTATE or House Property. Haa held a almilar
altuation, lUnexceptiouable tefarenev.-Addreia, G L A North-
tueet, Backchurch-Une, St Oeorge’.-ln-tbe-Eait.

TO BUILDERS AND SURVEYORS,
Y^ANTED, by a practical Builder, aged 33,
V V a SITUATION, aa MANAGER or ASSISTANT. Hiecarrted

cut exteuilvo contracta, and U thoroughly experienced in every i

branch of ifae trade, and c«n deelgu, preiare drawing*, and eati-
inatea.— Addrua*, A. B. 26, Albion-ViUiira, Daliton.

1

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS. 1

W^ANTED, by a CLERK, who has iust .
V V rerved hia arllcle*. ao E.S'QAOEME.vr. Hlghetl refereiicra ^

as to conipelency and rcapecUbiliiy.-Addreaa, A. B, 80, Warwick
"

atreet. Pirn ico, 8- W.

10 BUILDERS AND PLUMBERS,
YTT ANTED, by a respectable Man, a E

Y Y SITUATION aa good PLUMBErc. Haa no objection to fill ^
np hl« time in ga»fiHlng or painting if required.—Addreaa. T. 0
No. 8, Abbey-alrcet, Beruiuiideey,

TO BUILDERS.

'YYT’ANTED, by an experienced, good trades-
f V man (Joiner by trade), a RB-BNOAOBMENT as SHOP. ^

GENERAL, or WALKING FOREMAN, or Charge of a good Job, iu
town or country. Unexceptionable referencea from last employer. ^

and S^veyori. — Address, A. H. 121, Waidonr-stieet, Oxfoid-

YA/'ANTED, by a thoroughly Practical Man, .

Y Y joiner by trade, a RE.ENUAgE.'HENT as OkNEEaL ^

FOREMAN or CLERK of WORKS. Twelve years- experience, with
good reference from laat employer. Aged 35 yean.—Address, E. B -

6, Battereea Park-terrace.

TO ENGINEERS.

wanted, a situation by a Young ,VV Mail, aged 22. good turner and fitter, to look after EnginS
and do Repair. Well up to hU work.—Addreaa, G. P. 11, Suard-
road, Peckbam, London.

ri'^HE Advertiser, who is a firsLcIass Draughts- i

_L man, desires EMPLOYMENT, permarent or temporary
Sii'iry required very moderate.-AdJre**, A. K, B. 70. OtfordToad.
Barmbury, N.

TO ENGINEERS, RAILWAY CONTRACTORS, BUILDERS, ie. T

fl'^HE Adveitiser, a practical PAVlOK, late
.1. foreman for flfieen year* to tbe Vealry of 8t. Marvlebone
wishes to lake FOOTand CakRIaOB PAVING and STgNK DRESS-
ING by the PIECE, labotu ouly, at leaaoLable ebargrt. Unexcep-
tionable rtfereLCea given.—Apply by letter to R. PRaFT. 2. Hai- r
court-street, hL Marylebone.

^PHE Advertiser, accustomed to preparei General, Detail, and Petvpeciive Drawings, BUIa of ^titu^alea,
end acquainted with Land Surveviug, desires a BITCATION m a
good oQl.:e.—AdJrea*. U. E. S, 17, Wlltou-ioad, Dalsiou, N B.

HE Advertiser, aged 25, requires an
. 1 ENGAGEMENT, in an Arcbitect'i Olfice. la a neat dranghte-
lu.ii, has had experience in an architecL’a olflCB. and at the bench.
Will aocep'. any ailnatlou woeie pvrseverauce may lead to advauce-
tuvut.—Addree*, 101. OSes of "The Builder.” J

[Sept. 5, 1868.

TO IRONMONGERS. BUILDERS, AND OTHERS.
T\7ANTED, a SITUATION as GENERAL
T I SMITH UDd HOT-WATER FITTER.—Addreis, U H. H.Btd-

t, Covent Garden, W.C.

w TO PLUMBERS AND BUILDERS.

to fill Dp time .paintlog o

w 3 ARCHITECTS, CONTRACTORS, 4o.

— relinquithed * bailneet of hU own) tome 1
APPOINTMENT a. MANAGER. AGENT. orlN.SPECTOR of WORK^•

• e*. Mr. JAMES B.iCOLWILL. Mwarp. Patman &
" '

I, Rulldera. fiS.Tbeobald'a-roAd.

S’ practical and experienced
J'.i,

ENG'KEEEandMILLWKIQHT. a SITUATION FORE-MAN or MANAGER in Engloeerinc Wcrka or Mllla. Haa been
engaged the Uat twelve jeara in manufriclnriDg powerful cutton
preaaea and alenin machinery. Fliit^lau t-atimoulaU a* to ability,
cnaracter, ic.—Addreaa, C. T.C. 5, John-etreet, Pentooville-hlll, N.

TO PLUMBERS BUILDERS. AND OTHERS.
AA- ANTED, by the Advertiser, a constant
ttFC PI

Cb.%rge of Work, aa PLUM-
BEB. Plain

.

ing not objected to
I ranelie*. Good rt ei

PLU.MBEB, 63, Napa

TLorongl.iy uiideratiud^ all the
nee. |C.;' ntry Irtteca to tUU letmi.
•atieet, Hoxlou, N.

ANTED, by the Advertiser, aged 34, a
»T conatant SirUATIO.V. I» a flrtt-cla«s paperU tiirer and de-

corator. williog to fill up
to ability If required .—

I

well-eloee, ClerkenweU.

TO BRICK MAKERS AND RAILWAY CONFEACTORS.

YV ANTED, by a thoroughly practic
"

J.
BRICKMAKEli, a SITUATION aa MaNAOER or FOJMAN. Daa had tbe entire tnau-geineut of exleurive w.itka for ao

fourteen y.nra making for the Loudou uiarket; a ao forcontraetc
Aged 411. Good rerereocea.-AddreM, C. Y. ctre of Ur OiboCmeaemoDg-T, 54. Whltcomb-tlteet, Pall-mall E.

“ARCPACrUEERS.
I’HE Advertiser, who is practically ac-
1_ qUMnte-l with the eom'ruction of machinery, an l h« athorooeh knowledge of mtcbanical princlplea, ia aniiom to obtain« ENO.^GEMKNT, where bla great experience in preparing draw-ing and working out the dcUUa for original michinery would

render bla aervicea moat valnable to Inventnra, euglneara and to ana-
facturen Referencea ex’endiug over many y..ar«.—Apply by letter,
to R. F. care of Hobba. Hart. 4 Co. 76, Cbeapaldo. 1/rndon. R C

TO ARCHITECTS.^HE Advertiser, having just completed a
_L provincial engagement, la deairona of obtaining a RE. ENG AQB-
.Md.sT. Neal dranghieman (pcrapecllve and d«talli).—AddreM 5.006.
OlDce of "The Builder.”

• • i

TO MASTER BUILDERS.^HE Advertiser, having just completed a
-L large job in town, l« open to a RE-KNOAGBME.Nr aa FORE-
MAN. <n the Job or IWalklngi Carpenter by Irrile. 8*tl»f«i rory
references.— Addrear. \V. F. B. Mr. Bcclea'a, Uaitley’a Mvrble Worka,

TO ARCHirKCTS AND SURVEYORS.
IT^HE Advertiser is desirous of meeting with
J. an ARCHITECT who requires a JUNIOR PaRTNEr”toaaaiat

108. Office of ' The Builder

_
TO ARCHITECTS AND BUILDERS,

PLASTERING and MODELLING
.1. WANTED. Piece-work, by a thoroughly practical Man of great
experience

;
or a Slluatijn aa Working Forem.u. Quod reference.—

Mr. H. Poat-otflee, Clapham Old Town.

PAINTER, GLAZIER, OAK GRAINER-
.L *c. by a Young Man.-Addreaa, S. S. Mr. Uurrell. Printer
Clare, Suffolk.

w TO BUILIlEBS, CONTEACTOES. AND OTHERS.

. . EMPLOYMENT ai
himaelf oaeful. H a jiut a>

Add'eae. A. Y, ca-e of Mr.
Bilgbtun, Sna>ex.

IMPROVER at the bent
lived hia time, and can
S. Uaiman, Library,

I

TO fTAIRCASE BUILDERS

YV ANTED, by the Advertiser, TWELVE
MONTHS- WORK aa IMPROVER to theSTAIRCASE and HANDRAIL WORK, W«gei not ao much an

object .8 flrat-claaa work.-Addreaa, J. UaLp, Juu. Vi.to la-road
Snitou, Suney.

'Y\7’
ANTED, by an energetic Man, a RE-EN-

’

tn
** POREUAN of BRiA KLAYKB8._ Welt up °l-

PPOINTMENT aa above. Adverti-er, beatdea having » perfect
ledge of tbe bualueaa, ia agood accountant and correap.-ndeut.

References of the blgheat atandiug.—Addtesi, COMPASS, So, Regent.

TO ARCHITECTS.
Tj'^NGAGEMENT required by the Adver-
. I J

_
tlaer. Perved three yetra with an architect and four yean

pradiratly with a builder. Aged SI. ExcolUnt refarenoea.—Addreae.
PETRA, P.at-office, Ferry-bill, Durham .

^LERKSHIP (Timber-yard) WANTED, by
V_y a Young Man, aged 3d. with eight ysar«' experience.—AdJreae,
’ Omeeof “Tbe Bnl'der."

TO BUILDERS.—W. SELLS,

TO BUILDERS.

Y\/ ANTED, by the Advertiser, a SITUA-
TT TlONarTJlltKEKPERandCLERK. Fill up time at bench,

five years’ experience. Town p eferrem-Addnsa, W. F. C. ” IhoGrernu an.” High Town, Luton.

wANTED, a EE-ENGAGEMENT as
CLERK Of WORKS. orOeLe-al Foreman, or to Take charge

field-terrace, Fulham, 6.W.

-TT'T -ayrr-TM^®
BCIl-DEKS AND OTHERS.

Y\/ ANTED, by the Advertiser, a quantity
T Y tf PIPEWORK of Painting, Ol.iiog. Graining. Paper-

ANTED, an ENGAGEMENT as
FOEEllAN of MAfaONS over Docke. Sca-walli and BrMeei

or inipector of Worka. Age 36. Mu had fiftean yeara' practical

Otb.»’7'"Th“B“u**
detail Q»awUig,.-Addt«a,6b83,

BUILDERS AND DECORATORS.

Y\' ANTED, by the Advertiser, a constant
IT SITUATION In a Country Mbs. at a fiiat-claaa WRITER

TO BUILDERS AND CONFEACTORS.

\\/ ANTED, .a KE-ENGAGEMENT, bv a
. V OUT-DOOR FOREMAN, carpeiiler and jolnjr by

B n London buildcra. Aged 3i.-Addreaa
B. R /4, Bax’er-road, Eaaex-road, Bali'a-poud.

-m-TT- . air,'*'®
ARCHITECFB AND SURVEYORS.

Yv bya good generalASSISTANT,
TT a BE-ENGAG6MENT. Good reference.-Addreaa, £. T

40, Foley-atreet, Portland place, W.

TO BUILDF.RS, ROAD MAKERS, AND CONFRACTORS.

Y\'
ANTED, by a first-class practical Man,

V* J
• C»iriage-w.y Pavlor. street Maaou. Granite Dreater (wood,bncke, Dutch cilukera, or tiles), to TAKE WuRK by the PIECE
eV

““d rer«reDcea.-Addreaa, jAMEoLRLTCHLhT, Jamee-pUce, North atreet. Poplar.

l\rANTED, HAND-P.AILING or STAIR.S,
T Y I'y the PIEcE; with or without material T OLIVERL Alma alreet, New North-road, laU of Meaaia. Henahaw’a, Buiideir.'

WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, by
Y Y an ifScient BUILDER'S CLERK, aged 24, accuatomed to the

___ TO BUILDERS AND CONTRiCTOBS.
V\, ANTED, a PE - ENGAGEMENT, as
I Y flRNFRar. Ffirrirw 1 V- ..i.. .

^ -bepbetdera-walk. City-toad.
'

— ,
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.

\V ANTED, by an experieuced Carpenter
T T wd Joiner, »< me CARCASdba l-i FINIaU, or otw Pitce

YYfANTED, a EE-ENGAGEMENT, by a
t flmcla,a FOREMAN of 3IAB0NS. Well up In fr,.i».i-

A. Z. Pcat-fcllice, Canterbury, Kent.
, ciasa teatluionlala.—App y,

ad, Holloway.iN.

A GENTLEMAN, well educated, a good
.irV dranghUmin. and nine years In the building trade, dealrea a
tiTTTTiTincf „ CLERK of the WORKS. 24 yearn oliL-Addrea*.

TO BUILDER?.

A YOUNG MAN (ARCHITECT by pro-
feaaion) would be glad to meet with a SITUATION In the

A FIKST-RATEBUILDER’SSURVEYOR
Jlx. would be glad of occasional EMPLOYMENT in QUANTITIKS,
EsllMATlNQ, or ACCOUNTS, on moderate leruii,—Addreaa, W. B.
2. BJllott-road, Moatyn-road, Brlxion.

TO BUILDERS OR MASTER PLUMBBRS.
A THOROUGH GOOD PLUMBER
t\. wlahea to meet with a JOB or Camitint SITUATION. Cm
e highly recommended from bla late employert, and can turn hia
and to other branch^—Addreee. W. W. 26. SmiUsm-alracl, Upper
Featbonrue Park, K-oaal.road. W.

3 ARCaiTKuTS.

TO PLUMBERS. 4c.

TO ABCaiTECT.i

aiy. 3ila. per week. Fiiai-clm
Braiiaford, Derby.

A
TO RAILWAY CONTRACTTORS. 4a

RESPECTABLE Young Man, aged
_ M, ia In WANTof aSIFUATIONou a RAILWAY, as TIME;
bPER. or anything where trust andcoufidenue would be required,
a good prumin and quick at figure*. Would not obj.ot to go
oad — Addreaa, U. M. 31, Bcaabgrougb-plaee, Vauxhall-oridgc-

TO ABCHITEI.T3 AND SURVEYORS.

A THOROUGHLY competent GENERAL
_ ASSISTANT of 15 yearx' experlruoe reqalrea a RE KNOAQi-

i-nt of an If required High
imer’s Library, Camden-road, N.W

ARCHITECTURAL ASSISTANT,

A RESPECTABLE Young Man desires an
XJl ENOAOBMENT aa IMPROVER in a good Jolnet'. Shop. Aged

It Mr. Woodward, Upper Ciaptou, N.E.

TO ARCaiTElTS.
A N ASSISTANT requires a RE-ENGAGE-

A\. MENT, Good and neat Draughtiinan, Ac.—Add.eaa, 303S>

TO CARPENTERS AND BUILDBBS.

A respectable YouDg Man, aged 22,
J:\. .'wiaheato ARTICLE blmaelffora term oftbrer or lour yeara.
oLEjiKN the CaKPENI'ER a

ilum pRd. With good tefeieuc

TO BDILDEIIS AND PLUMBERS.

A YOUNG Man, a practical PLUMBER,
ZI.SC-WOKKER, Ac. U in WANT of a conatant SHOP.-

' \. B. J. ilK.'-NAttl*, 10, Chdret.-paaaage, Co*uceiy-l»ue.

TO CARPENTERS, BUILDERS, 4c.

A YOUNG Man, used to the Bench and
Jnbb n.-, ia in w.xnt of EMPLOYMENT, furuia moderate.—
I, J. B. Ill, Little CaiUsie-atreet, Edgware-io
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to execute tlie ornaments of the state apart-

ments. We cannot reject the testimony of the

epitaph in Heanor Church, which would never

have claimed the carvings at Chatsworth as the

work of Watson if they had been executed by

Gibbons :

—

VOL. XXVL—No. 1336.

Derbyshire.*

CAN assure you,” wrote

Lord Byron, “ there are

things in Derbyshire as

noble as Greece or Swit-

zerland.” And “He that

has seen Dovedale has

no need to visit the

Highlands,” said Dr.

Johnson, rapturously.

There would be no need

to indorse these opinions

if they related to un-

known land, and there

must be still less occa-

sion when they are ex-

pressed in relation to

places the artist’s pencil,

the engraver’s burin,

and the pen of the

ready writer, have made
familiar to every one.

We have, moreover, only

recently, given our

readers a series of “ Out

and About” sketches of
i

the principal places ofj

interest in Derbyshire.!

;

But we have now to notice two new guides, one

if which sets out to conduct us through four

" Wataon is gone, wlioso skilful art display’d

To the very life whatever uature made :

View but his woodrons works ia Chatsworth Hall,

"Which are so gazed at and admired hr all.

You'll say 'ti^ pity he should hidden be,

And nothing said to revive his memory.
My mouroful friends, forbear your tears,

For I shall rise when Christ appears.”

Honour to whom honour is due. Mr. Hicklin

says further ;

—

“ Lord Orford was misinformed when he spoke ofWatson
as a pupil of Gibbons, who assisted him chiefly at Chats-

wortb. It appears that he worked under Young, and
afterwards on his own account : hia price for daywork was
39. lf>d. a day. It is on record that his grandson, Mr.
White Watson, of Bakeweli, stated that he was a pupil of
Mr. Charles Oakey, carver in the parish of 8t. Martin’s-
in-the-flelds, Loudon. There is some of his work in that
portion of the State apartments which is now the library,

for which he was paid, in 1703, ll-U. for ornaments ofthe
great frieze over the doors, cyphers, coronets, &c. He
carved also twenty-two head.s, for the galleries in the inner
courts

;
and for which, and six vases, he was paid 1072. 10s.

;

in 1704 he was paid 1122. 163. for similar work.”

The auditor’s accounts show that some cases

of carved work, statues, and pictures came from

London during the progress of the works, the

carriage of which cost 111. 15s. ; but there is

no other entry on them that can possibly be con-

strued into any indication that Gibbons was

employed. We quote Mr. Hicklin again :

—

“ The name of Thomas Young, who was certainly during
three years the principal carver in wood, is not mentioned
by Lord Orford, nor those of Lobb, Davies, or Lanscroon

j

the latter, or a person of that name, is mentioned as a

painter. The slight mention that is made of Watson ia

erroneous. It is remarkabie that no writer, before Lord
Orford published his ‘ Anecdotes of Fainting,’ ever spoke
of the works of Gibbons at Chatsworth. Dr. Leigh, who
gave a particular description of Chatsworth in 1700, soon
after all the principal apartments were finished, speaks
of the works of Verno, but makes no mention of Gibbons ;

nor does Dr. Kennet, when describing Chatsworth in

his ‘ Memoirs of the Family of Cavendish.’ J. Mackay,
whoj published ‘A Tour through England’ (the result of
actual observation) in 1724, quotes heigh, and makes no
mention of Gibbons, which seems to intimate that the
carving was not then shown as his work."

Until there is evidence that the auditor has

couuties, and the other limits our wanderings to

\ radios of a few miles ronnd Matlock Bath

;

and in the course of this pleasant task we may
have to go over the ground concerning which

Byron and Johnson wrote in these glowing

terms. We do not intend to follow onr Murray

through Derbyshire, Notts, Leicester, and Staf-

tford, but rather to walk through the principal

seats in the first-mentioned county with the two

guides in hand, comparing one with the other.

We take Chatsworth first. Bright and spark-

ding it rises before us, a white stone palace with

iwings and towers and terraces on a green

DSmooth site of sward. This same sward is part

'of a fine deer park some eleven miles in circum-

Terence, and through it, at a little distance

ebefore the palace, winds the river Derwent. The
rfirst view is so peaceful that it is difficult

)bo realise there could have been a “year of

isorrow” here, though we know, iu truth, there

ahas been, and more than one. We pass swiftly

iihrough the corridor that leads to the great

aiall, shining with polished Derbyshire marbles,

mnd thence to the chapel, where are some of the

lolever wood carvings that are never to be

3torgotten by those who have once seen them.

VWe come to a standstill here, because we wish

OXD ask Mr. Murray why ho ascribes these

aoarvings to Grinling Gibbons, without, however,

irbringing forward any proof that they are his

vovork. In this matter he simply follows Walpole,

[quoting the paragraph from his “Anecdotes of

i'tPainting” that have misled so many. Mr. Hick-

iain, the author of the more strictly local guide,

iroroperly assigns the work to Samuel Watson,

Tbvbo, jointly with Lobb and Davies, was engaged

• • “ Handbook for Travelers in Derbysbire, Notling-
unamshire, Leicestershire, and Staffordshire.” London:
Ii'fohn Murray, Albemurle-street. 1888.

’ ” Bemroae's Guide to Matlock, Bakeweli, Chatsworth,
SiJaddon Hall, &o.” By John Hicklin. London; Bem-
as’ose & Sons, 21, Paternoster-rowj Irongate, Derby; and
hahe Library, Matlock.

t t Yol. xxiii. pp. 017,*637, 659, and €69.

curiously overlooked Gibbons, from the fact,

perhaps, that his work may have been included

in some contractor’s estimate, or that the cases

mentioned above actually contained work from

his hand, we must couclude that it was the

imagination of Lord Orford that brought him

to Chatsworth, and transferred to him the credit

that is dne to Young, Watson, and other members

of the same staff. We must add, that Mr.

Murray quotes the epitaph on Watson in his

notice of Heanor Church.

Wo turn to Haddon Hall. All is grey and

quiet here. There is a river flowing through

the meads around, but it is not the same stream

that Chatsworth looks upon. It ia the Wye.

Grey, sedate, full of shadows, but sunshiny

withal, is the deserted hall of the Vernons.

An impression of enchantment pervades the

place. The gazer feels, as the guide conducts

him from chamber to chamber, that the opening

of the next door may usher him into the presence

of the company that thronged the place three

centuries ago. But there are no footfalls, no

voices, no clattering of horses’ hoofs in the

courts without, no baying of dogs : all is still

;

although there are the antique pewter-platters

looking as though they were only used yester-

day. Hanging on the wall, in the first room

entered, are huge jackboots, spurs, a leather

doublet, a hunting-horn, a matchlock, as though

their owner were close at hand
j
and here is the

oaken cradle in which once lay and crowed the

first Duke of Rutland. Nothing ia stirring save

the foliage without
;
nothing altering its out-

lines bub the slow shadows. Mr. Hicklin men-

tions, on the authority of rumour only, we per-

ceive, that Mrs. Radcliffe frequently spent the

night here when writing her “ Mysteries of

Udolpho,” and desirous of intensifying her

powers of descriptive romance. Both guides take

as through the building in the same way as that

oursned by the custodian of the keys. Here are

the low entrance-gates, withtheirwell-worn steps,

the chaplain’s room, and the chapel, with its open

timber roof, mnsio-gallery, and long oaken

benches. Coming back into the grey courtyard

again, we are ushered into the banqueting-hall,

where we may see how a great dinner was
served and partaken of in the days of yorej see

the raised floor where the lord sat, with hia

principal guests above the salt, while hia

dependants ranged themselves on either side

of the table below the salt; the iron hook

in the wall to which a man’s wrist was tied,

while cold water was poured down his sleeve, if

he would not conform to the rules of the house

;

the hatch through which the trenchers were

handed; the broad shelf on the half-door or

hatch of the kitchen close by, on which the

cooks placed their dishes, whence the serving-

men could carry them up a sloping passage to

the hall, and place them on the table. Further

on, opening out of a passage from the banquet-

ting-hall, is the oak-panelled dining-room, some

of the knotted carvings of which we figured in

these pages, with its chimney-piece inscribed

“Drcbc©ob nnh fjonor tfjeS-gng,” and fine oriel j

and after ascending the grand staircase we are

shown the large, light, empty drawing-room

above this, which is hung with tapestry, though

otherwise unfurnished
;
and the long oak-panelled

and oak-floored gallery, which extends along the

south front of the hall for 109 ft. 9 in., and haa

a recess, as large as a modem chamber, 15 ft.

by 12 ft., in the centre of the south side ;
thence

to the ante-room of the state bedchamber, where

behind the tapestry are folding-doors opening on

the steps of the upper garden terrace, and then

into the chief sleeping-apartment, the walla of

which are also covered with tapestry, and in

which stands the state-bed, the green velvet

curtains of which are believed to have been

embroidered by the wife of Sir Robert Manners,

in the reign of Henry VI.

At Hardwick we lose one’ of our guides. Mr.

Murray alone shows us through the great glazed

hall the Countess of Shrewsbury built. He
says, without much enthusiasm for its Elizabe-

than character, “it is still habitable, but desti-

tute of all comfort, and very little suited for a

dwelling of the present time,though the duke now

and then stays here.” Walpole has served again

for an opinion and description of this wondrous

place, and it comes off but poorly under the hands

of the new guide. Especially among the very in-

teresting and historically valuable portraits, we
missed mention of Holbein’s great drawing of

Henry VIII. Enller has said that “ an ounce of

mirth, with the same degree of grace, will serve

God more than a pound of sorrow.” In the same

spirit we feel an ounce of appreciation in the

art-world, with the same degree of discrimina-

tion, is of more service than a pound of cool

description.

Mr. ilurray has introduced into his volume

the local sayings and customs of the counties he

describes. Some of these are quaint, others

humorous ;
all are curious. Among the sayings

I we may quote that of the people of Market

Harborough. This town has no lands apper-

taining to it, a circumstance the residents indi-

cate by saying, “ A goose will eat all the grass

that grows in Harborough Field.” The ficti-

tious common in question is also used as a terror

for children ;
—“ I’ll throw you into Harborongh

field.” At Groby, where the Queen ofEdwardlV.

lived happily as the wife of Sir John Grey, there

is a mere of 40 acres extent lying before the old

house, called Sfcewardshury. There are two

sayings relating to this pool. If great impro-

bability is to be expressed, it is common to

say, “Then, I’ll thatch Groby Pool with pan-

cakes and if a death has taken place, that no

one regrets, people say “ There is many a wet eye

in Groby Pool” for it. In the neighbourhood of

Belvoir Castle, there is a weather-saying that

runs, “If Sever hatha cap, you churls of the
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vale look to this.” At Sileby there is a legend
of a giant who took three tremendoas leaps,

which resulted in hia death. Starting at Mount
Sorrel, where he is supposed to hare mounted
bis sorrehhorso, he leapt to a place called Wan-
lip (one leap). He then leapt a second mile,
coming to the earth with so much force as to burst
himself and his horse, ataplacecalled Birstall; and
after that misfortune, contrived to take a third
leap,’the spot atwhichhealightedbeinghis burial-
place, Belgrave. This tradition is alluded to in the
saying, “He leaps like the Bell-giant or Devil
of Mount Sorrel.” At Lockington, which is at
the extreme of the northern angle of the shire,
when it is desirable to get rid of any importunate
person, it is common to say, “ Put up your pipes,
and go to Lockington Weike.” At Billesdon,
which is a small irregularly-built Leicestershire
village, there is a saying, “ In and out like Bil-
lesdon.” Derbyshire has a geographical saying
too. Codnor Park, now celebrated for its iron-
works, was once the ancient seat of the family of
Zouchea. The ruins of their castle consisting of
some of the round towers that fortified the court-
yard, with fragments of wallins, pierced with
windows and doorways, are still standing. There
was a moat, and there is still a pond in front
of the relic, concerning which it is said,

—

“ When Codenor’B pond runs dry,
The loides may say good bye.”

Among the local enrions customs is that
which was kept up for 1-10 years at Hilton Hall.
On the first day of the year the lord of the
manor of Essington brought a goose to the hall

daughter’s daughter hath gob a daughter.”
Another natural curiosity we must pick out for
mention out of thij region of curiosities of a
different character. At Roche Abbey there was
informer times the form ofa crucifix roughly indi-
cated by nature on a limestone rock. This is thus
mentioned by Hunter:—“A natural phenomenon,
heightened possibly by art, might contribute to
induce the monks to make choice of this spot.
Among the fantastic forms of the limestone
rock was discovered something which bore the
resemblance of our Saviour on the cross. This
natural image was held in high reverence, and
devotees came on pilgrimage to our Saviour of
the Rock. This fact is mentioned in the return
made by Cromwell’s visitors of the religious
houses preparatory to their dissolution.” The
neighbourhood of Buxton, Matlock Bath, and
the Peak is the grand region for natural curio-
sities, in the shape of waters, wells, and caverns.
The fame of its waters brought visitors to
Buxton as early as the reign of Queen Elizabeth.
Pour times was Mary Queen of Scots taken
there by her custodian, the Earl of Shrewsbury

;

and thither went the Earl of Leicester and Lord
Burleigh. Macaulay tolls us, “England, however,
was not in the seventeenth century destitute of
watering-places. The gentry of Derbysliire and
of the neighbouring counties repaired to Buxton,
where they were crowded into low wooden sheds,
and regaled with oatcake and with a viand which
the hosts called mutton, but which the guests
strongly suspected to be dog.” The accommo-
dation for the goodly company is thus differently
described by the Elizabethan physician, Dr.

and drove it three times ronrd the Are, after
;
Jones, „ho pablished a treatise npon the WeU

which he earned it to the table and received a ’ of Bnckston iu 1572 •
^

dish of it for his own use. This droll proceeding '

j - •

was only discontinued when the manors came
tinder one lord. At Walsall, there is an annual amries
adult scramble

; for here a custom exists of
throwing out apples and nuts from the Town-
hall, on St. Clement’s day, to be scrambled for

by the people. Happy are the boys that are
bom in Walsall ! At Wichnor, the same custom

“ Joyninge to the chiefe springe betwene the river and
the bathe, is a very goodly house, foure sqnaxe, foure
stories hye, so well compacto with houses of ollice beneath
and above and round about, with a great charahre and
other goodly lodgings to the number of"”

•

ther with those near Edinburgh, in sanitary and agricultural
discussions. The canal water, after depositing all its
more valuable contents upon the laud, runs ofi' through
the bottom of the valley in a stream as clear as crystal
and full of trout, though angling is forbidden. The do-
main of Clipstone exhibits a specimen of good farming,
and is well worth a visit from all who are interoated in
agricultural improvementa.’’

There is a group of attractions near this place*
all duly pointed out in the Hand-book, and which
should be borne in mind. It comprises the
“ Beautiful Gothic archway, called the Duke’s
Polly,” serving for a school, and adorned with
statues of the geni of the neighbouring foresfcj

Robin Hood, Little John, Maid Marian, Allan a
Dale, Friar Tuck, Cceur deLion, and King John;
Birkland Forest, where the partridge has been
hunted with the hawk within the memory of
man

;

” the Major Oak, 30 ft. in cirenmferenoe;
in which seven people have dined at onoe

;
Robin'

Hood’s Larder, a hollow tree, in which a dozen
people can stand upright, and in which a noted
sheep-stealer nsed to hang up the carcasses of:

the sheep
; the rubblo remains of King John’s

Palace; the Parliament Oak under whioli Ed-
ward I. held a great council in 1292 ; and the
picturesque forest-village and church of Edwin-
stowo.

TEE CATHEDRAL OF TROYES.

The Emperor has putTroyes into men’s mouths,
and tourists and travellers who are turuing their
faces homewards, either from SwitzerlEind or
from beyond the Alps, with still a reserve of time
for the intermediate “ few days at Paris,” will do
wisely to trench on their reserve for an inter-

mediate day or two at that same Troyes. There
is no city on the line of that long day’s journey
from Basle to Paris that will so well reward the

'• thlTiTis Bud
' of architecture, the student of its devolop-

will be a bewty to Iteholde, aud very uotablo for the
;

uient, or the votary of the general arts, to each
honorable and worabipfull t^t shall ueede to repaire

: and all of whom architecture is almost equally

that has prevailed at Danmow wos once in use,
;
and obimaej. for f,i., .o .,.0

&ud a wooden flitch of bacon still bangs in the
|

gannenies in the bathes syda, and other Dccessaryes most
hall. In this case it was John of Gaunt who «^®ceDt.”

instituted the custom by arranging that the
owner of the hall should hold the tenure in
virtue of his keeping a flitch of bacon always
ready for any married pair who had been married
a year and a day and would take the following
oath :—“ Hear ye. Sir Philip de Somerville, lord
of Wichenor, mayntennor aud gyver of this

baconno
;

I, A. B., sitho I wedded my wife, and
sithc I bad her in my kepyng and at my wylle

|

tvhan she shuld bav^taken^ller To^se7h6'’s\arteTa8yde^^
by a year and a day after our marriage I would therwith she fell and hnrto hur bake, she atili

nothaveohanged for none other, fairer ne fouler,

niandment, wryltea to me by yf L. in restreyninge all
resorte to this plase

;
nether doth she see norr is seene

to any more than to hur owne pepell and suche aa I ap.
pojnt to atende."

thither, aa also for other. Tea, the porest shall have! i i .i. _j ? j • j-tr ^

•

lodgings aud beds hard by for their uses only. The baths
' bad, or indifferent, m

also sfi beutifled with seats rotmd about, defended from I
progress or in decay, simple or sophisticated,

to ayre your
[

provided it ministers, as it may under any one
of these conditions,—as it does under each in

The unfortunate Mary may have been a patient
of Dr. Jones’s, for she was at Buxton, with the
chary leave of Elizabeth, in 1573, 1576, and
1580. In this last-mentioned visit she met with
an accident. The Earl of Shrewsbury, writing
to Lord Burleigh at that date, says :

—

“I cam heddar to Buxtons w‘ my charge tho 28 of
July. Sbe^bad a hard© begjynnenge of her jorney; for

rioher ne poorer, &c. And if the said B. were
sole and I sole, I would take her to be my wyfe
before all the wymen of the world. So help me
God and all fleshes !” Before the bacon was
conferred upon the happy man, it was carried a

,
journey out of the county of Staff.ird, with some
farther ceremonial. At Ashford, besides the
custom of ringing the curfew, they keep up the

The last time the earl’s royal charge visited
Buxton was in 1582.
Among the minor architectural curiosities of

this pai-t of England pointed out are the Saxon

turn at Troyes,—to picturesque effect. There is

interest at Belfort, there is instruction to bo
found at Langres, where the cathedral alone re-

pays a halt; but a first halt at Troyes is likely

to induce a resolution to make a second. So
numerous are its churches, and happily most of
them may be found just at this present time,

—

and even the cathedral to a great extent,—with
all the testimonies of their history uneffaced by
restoration, either in the best taste or the worst.
The history is much the same here as else-

where, if here its annals in some chapters seem
to be written a little more distinctly than usual.

In general summary it may seem but a very old
story indeed. Designs overmatched in daring
the means of complete execution within reason-

able time
5
fashion changed meanwhile or tho

directing influence was transferred to other
hands. The self-assertion of each successor

much rarer one of ringing the pancake-bell on ^ crypt at Repton
;
a curious oak pew at Breedon '

merciless here as elsewhere, and work

Shrove-Tneaday. At Lyme Hall, the property i
Church, shut in at the top and sides so as to

carried on according to the new taste, and

of one familv for nnwarda of five opntnripfl t.Lpro I
seclude its ocounants from the rest of ths non. I

°
of one family for upwards of five centuries, there I

seclude its occupants from tho rest of the con-
was a oustom once observed of driving all the >

gregation
; a monument in Denby Church, of

deer in the park to the front of the hall and
j

work, inlaid with gold; the crooked
then causing them all to take to the water in ' of Chesterfield; the octagonal church at
one body. In this park are preserved a herd of
the wild white cattle considered indigenous. In
the hall, which is an antique place cased with a
modem exterior, we may add, there is a curious
bedstead with a canopy of carved black wood,
which is shown as that in which the Black
Prince slept when on a visit to Lyme. Tho
Tissington custom of well-dressing with flowers
arranged in devices has been before mentioned
in these pages, as well as that of hanging paper
garlands in churches in memory of young people,
versified by the Swan of Lichfield :

—

“ Now, the low bwins with paper parJands hung,
In memory of some village youth or maid.

Draw the soft tear, from thrill'd remembrance
sprung

:

How oft my childhood mark’d that tribute paid !’’

Botr there is a leaa-known custom in vogue at
Castleton, where it is usual for the ringers to
hang a garland on one of the pinnacles of the
tower of the church on the 29th day of May,
and leave it there for the year.
There is a remarkable case of longevity

cbronicled in the Hand-book as having occurred
at King’s Bromley, where there wag an oldwom^ who saw six generations before she died,
all living at once; and so cculd say, “Rise,
daughter, and go to thy daughter, for thy

Stoney Middleton, where is the lover’s leap, of
100 ft. depth, taken by a young woman “crossed
in love,” who was not killed, as it is supposed
she wished to be, but miserably lamed for life;

many inscribed bells, as that at Eyara, on which
is written, ‘ Jesva bee our spede some stained
glass

; several articles of ancient furniture, pre-
served at different seats, as state-beds; the doa-
a-dos figures on the marble monument in Kel-
ham Church

; and similar notable objects, nearly
as vexatious to miss as some of the ancient seats
and churches.

The sanitary experiment at Clipstone is de-
scribed as worth visiting. We quote the con-
densed account of it :

—

“A road on the right leads to Clipstone, 3 miles from
Mansfield, an estate of the Duke of Portland. It runs by
the aide of a canal of irrigation, formed by tlie duke at an
expense of 80,000/., and called the Duke's'Flood Dyke, by
which the stream ofthemanor, augmented by the sewerage
[sewage] and washings of the town of Mansfield, is distri-
buted by minor cuts, tiled drains, and sluice-gates, along
the slopes below it, and has converted a previously barren
valley, whose sides were a rabbit warren, overgrown with
heath and gorse, and its bottom a swamp, producing has-
socks sod rushes, into a most productive tract of meadow
and pasture land, yielding three crops of grass annually,
The river is diverted near the vale head and led along the
hill side, and the bottom has been drained. The cans!
extends to near Ollerton, about 7 miles from Mansfield,
the latter portion being applied to the lands of Earl Man-
vers. These famous meadows have been often quoted, toge-

in unsparing disregard of tho con-
gruous. Where the tranBitione are less violent,

and especially when they are towards improve-
ment, we may designate them honourably aa
developments, albeit it may seem that a struc-

ture completed in a single though inferior style

were better than a hybrid, whereof one-half is

insulted by contemptuous disregard and the
other only notably disgraced by unworthy asso-

ciation. Here at Troyes the story of transitions

is continued well down to the days of the.

Renaissance, and the architectural catena is so
unbroken that it seems clear enough that
the men who put Roman facades to Gothic
churches were no foirngn intruders, but
true and native sons of the fathers who
bad attached Gothic facades to Romanesque
naves. It was clearly open to these later men
to cite the precedent, and claim to be at least aa

good—if they had not the Sthenelcan confidence
to “ boast to be far better than their sires.”

They scarcely justified either pretension,—these
later men,—certainly not at Troyes, only ap-
proximately elsewhere in France. But of the

pretension itself they left no doubt. They
turned to work in a revived style indeed, but
with a resolution, while so working, to produce
results similar to nothing that had ever existed

before ; aud in this at least they succeeded
where there was, perchance a little too often, no
other success to boast of. Few nations can rival
the French, it may be safely sqid, in the arts of
peace, no leas than of war, in conciliating large-
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ness of design with a taste for detail : daring is

the attempt to combine qualifications that seem
so often hopelessly incompatible. The greatest

results are only to be obtained by forcing them
into union, and there is glory even in a splendid

failure—“ Magnis tamen cxcidit ausis,"—but woe
to him who can do no more than overwhelm
elegant and ingenious detail by clumsiness of

general mass, or who degrades nobility of mag-
nitude and generosity of scale into a mere acer-

vation of paltrinesses. The architects who
built at Troyes just at the crisis when the revul-

sion of taste came on, could not but prove them-
selves the sons of their immediate fathers. The
tendency to the overdone and the fantastic that

was rapidly choking the genius of the traditional

style could not but reappear in the new adop-

tion, and very extraordinary indeed are some of

the new productions in which its survival is ex-

hibited. The traveller who cares not to tarry

may see an example, close to the railway station,

of a Eenaissance facade applied to an elder

Gothic church
;

elsewhere within the city we
find works still more portentous

;
occasionally

Gothic tracery has been removed from windows
that are refilled with combinations of pilasters

and dwarfed entablatures and flattened circles.

In the fa^.ade of the cathedral itself. Gothic and
Benaisaance work were going on concurrently,

: and even low down about the piers of towers
: and doorways it is impossible to divide the

j schools and epochs by any horizontal lino, or
I clear vertical section

j
if tho right hand sup-

1
plied the Gothic frame, the left seems to have

i been ready to fill it in with Classic details; and
: the cusps and foils of the panels have but the
I same relief as the sculptured grotesques of min-

;

gled foliage and mythological forma, that are
• niched within and below them. Better than this

it was that the new stylo should strike for entire

independence : it was not long in doing so

;

; and at the little village of St. Andre, near
' Troyes, the church of tho patron saint has an
I elaborate double portal, in which the self-asser-

i tion of the intrusive style is complete.
At this moment, however, we are concerned

t to point out the interest that lies in tracing

1 the history of the transition to Classicism in

I architecture, and the seat of a fund of mate-
I rials for the history at Troyes. Tho subject has
I many analogies to the investigation—so iute-

I resting, and yet of such tantalizing difficulty—of

t tho more immediate stages of transition between
c one otherwise well-marked geological period and
: another : tho architect has probably a better

1 hope of completing his theory than tho geologist,

I but only on the condition of taking timely note
c of monumental records that are liable to in-

c creasingly rapid obliteration year by year.

The transition—the impulse to transition

—

c came forth from the conntry which abounded
1 most in classical remains. Its course was
I moulded there by individual genius

;
and in

]
passing to neighbouring countries there was the

i additional influence of the circumstances of

t transport, and those of reception. History is

1 here caught, or seems to be caught, copying her
( old exercises—repeating herself.

It is now well understood that the Gothic
1 ( Church is a Bomanesqne Church translated into

I ! a new architectural dialect in which the expres-

[

s sions of pointed arches supersede the round.
'

1 Reaction came on some three or fonr centuries
jc after: tho Pointed style—wondrously developed
I s since its first emancipation from a Eonnd style

—

It was even destined to he translated back into a
r round style. There was a more vigorous forma-

i t tive energy at work in the first case than in tho

I

s second. There are incongruous mixtures, doubt-
1 less, of the Bound and the Pointed in abundance,

' \ variously superposed and interposed, as of even
I I trabeation with arcuation

;
but the spirit of inno-

\ vation was uncompromising and unhampered :

: i it had no prejudices of its own—at least at

I

f first—and had no mercy on those of its prede-

i

c cessor. There was thus no detail in the old

E style that was not held to be open to most
' 8 searching modification, and every novel exigence
I- \ was met, for the most part, hy novel adjustment,
ii 1 nob by an evasion out of tenderness for the

i c capacities of an imposed system. And so it was
1; t that this earlier transition had such a healthy

j

d development, and that the architecture that re-
I' B suited was to its antecedent in the relation that

I a a highly bred racer is to a well-conditioned road-
ii B ster. The identity of species is unquestionable,

I I but the breed and the training ofgenerations have
. i introduced differences before which even such an

ii identity becomes of secondary importance. But
' when the time came that the transformed
' I Bomanesque was to be retransformed into

Boman, the reconquering Boman appeared with

an authority that hampered both adjustment

and invention, even- when they seemed to be
most free. The idea of the Order and its ele-

ments had an imposing dignity that was nob to

be trifled with. The changes that even men of

decided genius ventured to make in these were
but slight and inorganic as compared with the

entire recasting by which a Bomanesque was
converted into a Gothic archivolt,—a pilaster

into a buttress. Boman architecture, at its

very best, was an attempt to unite Italian ar-

cuation with the trabeative principle of Greece;

an attempt which never was organically com-
pleted,—a crudity to the last, and falling as

rotting on the bough rather than as over-ripe, or

ripe in any sense. The more truly artistic

genius of the Goth succeeded where the Boman
failed, and showed by what mutual adaptations

the two systems could alone be, and might most
happily be, co-operative and harmonious : the

revulsion to the Boman system involved a
liability to forfeit all the advantages of a solu-

tion already obtained, to resume an abandoned
yoke. Architectural invention was cowed by
the habit of the time that ranged the dicta of

Vitruvius with tho renown of Cicero, and, in

awe of the rediscovered genius of antiquity,

had still to learn to distinguish the degrees of

its hierarchy.

So it is that the tyranny of Borne, of which
tho architectural, even as the political type, is

the Boman triumphal arch, came back upon us,

and oppresses us to this day, but never was
heavier than in the earliest generations of its

revival. Palladio then took the outline of tho

facade of Lombard churches, and gained glory

from men by changing what was in itself an
harmonions and original composition into one

that was original only, and, as men should all

have seen, neither harmonious in itself, nor even

in the lower sense of being in accordance with

ancient art, unless in the adoption of its faults.

In many of tho Kenaisaance palaces of Venice
we see the same manifest principle of substitut-

ing Classic details for lledimval, while the

Medimval distribution of elevation as well as of

interior is, in all the most important respects,

unchanged. The transition in this form often

commands considerable admiration in parts,

though as a whole it can scarcely eflect more
than dignity in palpable masquerade.
The proportion of Medimval mind that still

survives unsufl’ooated below this unnatural skin

varies very considerably, Thus, to the west of

the Alps the force of innovation was constantly

checked by traditional attachment to the high-

pitched roof as a beauty, if it were not, indeed,

by traditional belief that, having been so uni-

versal and BO customary, it hiust be a necessity ;

and thus the Palatial, and even the ordinary

Domestic, architecture of France, from the time

of Francis I. downwards, retained above its

Classic details a feature that, more than any
other allowed by the Gothic, is at odds with the

genius as with the practice of the ancients.

At Troyes instances occur of that most uncul-

tured form of transition, when new features and
details are intermixed incongruously with the

old, or when new profiles are applied to old pro-

portions
;
shafts, for example, being turned into

abnormal Ionic columns, and a member is thus

produced that is neither new nor old, proscribed

both in the under and the upper world.

Matters mend somewhat when the ancient

model is still the basis of design, with only so

much adjustment applied to it,—it would usually

be correct to say only so much violence done to

it,—as enables it to be clothed with a tolerably

self-consistent drapery of classicism. The pro-

cess, if carried out with bold and inventive

genius, might result in something so truly effec-

tive, expressive, and self-consistent as to disdain

tho qualifying term Transition, and be a term of

transition in a better sense, a conclusive and
proper Style.

Should failure ensue instead, there remains

an impending punishment, and this comes with

the accession of the dynasty of fastidious purity.

The demand under such a dispensation is for

copies pure and simple, literal repetitions of

things once right, but only when left in their

right places, and that even apart from trans-

ference of local relations, can impossibly be
literally exact, while they are under penalty to

be at least not better. Of th is form of the revival

there is at least nothing to be seen at Troyes,

and it is not here that we recognize as we pass

along her ancient streets reproductions of por-

tals or porticoes from " the books,” nob even of

a single column that would be acknowledged in

schemes of the five orders. The enormous tower
added in the sixteenth century to the church of

Ste. Madeleine is a most portentous, and yet in

some respects historically, and as a warning artis-

tically, instructive example. A more monstrous
hybrid was surely scarcely ever compounded
than has been born of this graft of classicism

upon Gothic design; badly designed columns,
neither pure as revivals nor desirable as novel-

ties and variations, standing tier above tier on
stages of buttresses, bub “Talk we nob of it,

—

look and pass along,” and pass we scarce can
better than to the better and antique Gothic

church to which has been added such strange

disfigurement.

The Church of St. Urbain usually engrosses

whatever attention can bo bestowed on the

smaller churches of Troyes; but after repeated
visits to both it was La Madeleine that proved lo

have the strongestholdon thefeelings. So.Urbain
is dated 1262 ; the enrichments of its style are

lavished on the exterior, while the interior. is

comparatively plain, and, sooth to say, and not

merely by contrast, a little cold. La Madeleine
includes whatever is most ancient in the eccle-

siastical architecture of this ancient city, from

pure Bomanesque to tho developed Gothic

that corresponds, if it may not rather be
called identical with, our Early English, and,

indeed, in several stages of its development.

Here the exterior architecture is comparatively

uncared for and uniuteresling. Tho eastern end.

was reconstructed in a still later stylo, but is nob

so unsparingly out of harmony ns th© celebrated

jub^ or rood-screen of 1508-17, beautiful as it is.

This is well engraved by Fergusson (-103), bub

the figure introduced somewhat exaggerates its

scale.

The nave is remarkably short, consisting but

of a single system of sexpartite vaulting pre-

cisely like the transepts. The western wall

seems certainly original, and to preclude the

supposition that tho design is in this respect

incomplete. The plan represents probably an
earlier Bomanesque church, of which the re-

mains are seen in several piers and columns,

with capitals rude enough in execution, but that

from technical accuracy in distribution have

claim to be called, if not Corinthian, Corinthiau-

esque. The nave has double aisles opening into

the pairs of arches of the transept
;
and much

as the various piers have been altered, usually

to a very bad style, there are remains enough to

prove that this distribution also was original.

The north transept, with the crossing, is the

most unaltered portion of all of the church in

its original Gothic state. A triforium arcade

surmounts a string-course that is only slightly

separated from the mouldings of the large

pointed arch below, and is included under
another more important string-course that runs

fairly into union with the capitals of tho shafts

that carry vaulting ribs and avchivolts of tho

crossing. This is so far consistent with Early

English practice, as we see it at Lincoln or Lich-

field; but the tendency to loftiness could not be

so prematurely checked in France, and the

aspiring energy which presently carried tho

vaulting shafts as high as tho shaft capitals of

clearstory windows, asserts itself here, though

in less conclusive fashion. Tall lancet-headed

clearstory windows rise upon the striug-courso

—a group of five, graduated from the higher

central are at the north end, — and the

main archivolts and the transverse ribs are

stilted before they turn, almost as high as

to the level of the springing of the lancet-

arches. There are various indications of the

extent to which the combination of vaulting

and window arches was tentative, in want of

correspondence between corresponding compart-

ments. The diagonal vaulting rib of the north

transept springs from a shaftlet superposed upon
the tall shaft in tho angle rising from floor to

clearstory base, and takes a curve that has much
appearance of being a true semicircle; to har-

monize the transverse ribs of smaller span with

an arch of such height was a necessity that thus

early leads before onr eyes to the invention of

something much resembling the four-centred

arch of latest Gothic. This was a groat advance

upon the unrefined form of a blunt oval which is

given to the line of nook moulding over th e clear-

story windows on the north side of transept.

Simplicity and dignity, too, were no doubt ad-

vanced by the change that so soon became uni-

versal to quadripartite vaulting ;
but a little

longer perseverance in the earlier system might

not have been unfavourable to richness and
mnltiplicity of exercised embellishment.

On the northern wall of this transept the tri-



foriom,—the blindstory arcade,—cooBists of a
series of round arches ngainst the wall divided
by a group of imperforate shafts carrying the
roll mouldings of pointed arches. The clearstory
lancets descend on shafts sufficiently detached
to admit of passage.

Only the first bay east of the crossing remains
unaltered

j
the clearstory window here has a bold

Bplayed arch filling the groin
; a roll nook mould-

ing springing from a slim Corinthian pillaret;
the abacus of the pillaret is enriched with that
dog-tooth moulding to which the heart of the
lover of Early English always warms

; it is re-
tnrned horizontally across the splay, where it

rises in the nook till it crosses the face of the
wall again horizontally to the point of spring of
the lancet roll moulding.
Very happy feeling for gradation is shown in

the clustered shafts and the archivolts and
diagonal ribs that spring from them at the great
crossing. In their general abacus we have
examples of those processes of modification that
seem to have gone on concurrently at every
architectural centre. The angular abacus that
receives a diagonal rib, is turned from a
feeling of harmony, in the diagonal direc-
tion; but only to substitute other discords
by its acute and awkward angles with the
sides of the adjoining abacas that are left
parallel to a transverse springing. In one
instance, at least, this difficulty also is corrected,
the angles of the abacus being cut off, to the great
gain of sweetness of transition. This was one of
those cardinal changes that when fully appre-
ciated—it begins sometimes with abacus, some-
times in the group of plinths—carried forward a
style to its correctest form, if sometimes also on
its way to sophistication. It marks the great line
of transition in the series of bays of West-
minster Abbey.
Beyond the first bay of the choir we come

upon absolute reconstruction, and here ensues
a change of the same intention that governed so
many alterations of the older cathedrals. In the
interest of masculine expression the necessity
was recognized of conferring very decided
predominance upon one division of a bay over
either of the other two, and, indeed, over the
other two together. The transformation of cur
Norman cathedrals was effected on this plan.
In the Madeleine at Troyes, as at Winchester,
the later architect obliterated the triforium in
order to give a larger share of the unchangeable
total height to the pier arches. It is true that
at Winchester a certain trace of triforium is

left, but the mouldings of the clearstory window
are so carried down as in effect to absorb it.

The pier ai'ch now becomes a term of sufficient
importance to follow in the harmonious sequence
of gradation that links the proportions of arches
of nave, of transept, of severey, of pier, of
window openings. The loftier arches of choir
and apse are thus undoubted improvements,

—

beautiful as was the sacrificed triforium,—and
nothing can be better than the vista that is

managed to the magnificent painted windows
beyond

; but the mouldings of these loftier
arches are not good, and they die poorly into
the plain cylindrical piers without abacus or
capital.

The vitraux of the Madeleine,—nine or ten
large painted glass windows, in perfect preser-
vation,—the church is enclosed towards the
east—date in the fifteenth and sixteenth cen-
tury. They will attract and detain long the
attention even of those who may not be without
awe of authority or unapprehensive of manifest-
ing interest and admiration that would get
them into trouble with critics of the speciality.
Let the qnaintness but not the beauty of the
subject of the Creation be inferred from the in-
scription written below it:

—

*' Comment aprSa cie! et terre,
Et toot mi en eon maylieu fiie]
Fnet faict noetre premier pWe
En bel imaige [*»c] de dien.
Comment il le laat refaire
Trompe de malin esprit
Par eacrilice et prier®
De noetre aienr Jesus Christ.

"

Fiiially, then, as regards the architecture of
this really beautiful,—I speak of the interior,

—

interesting, and venerable structure. The style

of its early Gothic appears in a remarkably un-
settled state, and its tentative deviations for

good and ill are as noteworthy as numerous.
There is inconsistency, incoherence enough in
the older portions, not only in the attachment of
the Gothic to the earlier Eomanesque, but even
later, beyond even what may be palliated as due
to the free manipulation of a confessedly elastic
style; but the germs of dignified development

are strong around us,—in the masterly applica-
tion of the dog-tooth moulding in various scales
and modifications, the firm yet flexible treat-
ment of the vaulting, the free modification of
ribs in section, and of the abacus both in section
and plan, of the capital both in proportion and
ornament.

Hoardings and enclosures indicate that care is

being taken of some portions that are in more or
leas ofjeopardy from age or failure, and repara-
tion will probably ensue. The condition of the
bnilding, however, is at present moat favourable
for pursuing into further particulars that study
of its history that is due to its artistic excellence
no less than to its antiquity.

GENEEALISATION IN ART.

The celebrated dictum of Hobbes, that “ words
are the counters of wise men, but the money of
fools,” has a double force in its first statement

;

for, while no wise man would accept any word
as more than the symbol or concentrated ex-
pression of a factor an idea

; on the other hand,
no one who thinks at all can be blind to the re-
markable significance often attaching to a single
word, especially when such word is either abso-
lutely new, or has been brought into use to an
unprecedented extent. Among such words,
which may be said to stand as landmarks of the
advance of the tide of human thought, there is

none more noteworthy at present, and none
certainly which represents a larger and more
important modification of thought and associa-
tion than that somewhat clumsy polysyllable
“generalisation.” This word, along with its

verbal compounds, meets us constantly in the
pages of the foremost thinkers of the day, more
particularly in those works which are devoted to,

or connected with, natural science—from politi-

cal economy to the Darwinian theory : every-
where we are exhorted to generalise our ideas,
to generalise our information, &c., and the most
important of recent historical works (that of'

Buckle) was nothing bnt an attempt to comprise
under one vast generalisation the whole history
and theory of art, science, and literature. There
mast be a reason for the constant use of a word
which a little while ago was rarely met with in
books ; it must evidently stand for some general
and widely spread change in our ideas and our
way of viewing things

; and it may be worth
while for those to whom art is something more
than a mere plaything, or than a means of
making a living, to consider for a moment what
it is which this word generalisation symbolises,
and what is its hewing both on the theory of
art in general, and on the practice of the par-
ticular branch of art which they are interested
in cultivating or encouraging.
The word “generalisation,” then, seems to be

the concrete expression for a remarkable and
unmistakable tendency, among thinking minds
of the present day, to regard every fact and
study every phenomenon, not merely in itself,

but in its relation to larger groups of facts, and,
finally, to one great law imagined as pervading
all nature, and of which isolated facts are merely
so many different expressions. Of course the
principle of this is nothing new

;
for the very

process of reasoning consists, as all logicians
know, of the reference of any particular state-
ment to a general one, with which it does or
does not agree. But the tendency to this broad
view of facts in their relation to a general law
certainly has possessed the minds of men in this
generation to a greater extent than it has ever
done before

5 and there can be little doubt that
this is in the main the result of the scientific
theories and discoveries of the day. Sciences
which, when in their infancy, were only groping
after elementary facta peculiar to each, and having
apparently no connexion with one another,
have gradually widened their borders till they
have overlapped each other; and it has become
evident that what were formerly supposed to be
totally distinct branches of study, are, in fact,

so much interdependent, that the one cannot be
adequately comprehended without some know-
ledge of the other

; and thus, while science was
formerly, and in her elementary studies is still,

concerned, mainly in studying the differences
of things, in her higher forms she is almost

,

entirely concerned with their resemblances and
with the capability which they possess of re-

solving themselves into expressions of a single
law.

Although the steps by which this compara-
tively commanding position of modem science

has been attained are inaccessible to the
majority, it is impossible that such views can
exist, and be constantly before the minds of
those who write our best and moat thoughtful
books, without in the end infinencing a great
number of their readers

; indeed, there are pro-
bably many whose tone of mind and habit of
thought have been modified, even unknown to
themselves, by their inevitable contact with such
ideas in their passage through life; and though
it cannot be denied that some of the leading
apostles of generalisation (as Buckle, and in a
leaser degree Comte) have been carried away
by the splendid prospect which it seemed to
open to them, into speculations baseless and
visionary when regarded from our present stand-
point, and that their theories would lead to an
uodae neglect of the claim of individual lives on
our sympathy and attention; yet it is evident
that this spirit of modern science, as it becomes
diffused in society, most have the tendency to
widen and enlarge men’s ideas, to break down
class and sectarian barriers, and, above all, to
give to each man a more due idea of the relative
value of hia own particular occupation or
pursuit, as a part of the great work of the
world.

It is chiefly, perhaps, we may say only,
in this last-mentioned view of the subject
that we discern its significance in relation
to the art-development of the present day ; a
significance which it is all the more im-
portant to insist upon because just now art
seems, of all the occupations which are engaging
modern intellect, to be the one least penetrated
or touched by this enlarged and comprehensive
spirit,—to be, in fact, in opposition (in its

popular forms at least) to the genuine feeling of
the age, as exhibited in the ranks of the fore-

most intellect of our time. This is the more
remarkable, since the history of the great
artistic epochs of the world shows us art or
poetry as pre-eminently the generalising influ-

ence,—the power which deals not wiih parts
but with wholes, which concerna itself with those
broad associations of ideas and feelings which
can only have full play when the disturbing
influences of minor details and facts are left out
of consideration. At periods when geology and
social science were unimagined, and before
astronomy had emerged from what Comte
would call its theological stage, the Greeks
were generalising all the principles of beauty
discernible in nature into those types of archi-
tectural and sculptural design, which have been
surpassed certainly in intensity of expression,
but never in perfection and completeness

j
and

under the hands of Raffaelle and some of
his compeers arose the same broad and simple
style of artistic expression, seizing upon the
essential points which connect pictorial imagery
with mental ideas, content to neglect all those
minutim which, because they did not farther,

would on that account probably detract from,
the main expression of the work ; so that in

their period art seems to stand as the one clear
and comprehensible light, in a time shadowed by
much moral, social, and scientific anomaly. In
the present day the reverse seems to be the
case ; art and scieuce have changed places.
While we are gaining year by year those clearer
lights on scientific and social subjects which
enable ua to connect the former with the latter,

and to regard them as in a great degree diflerent

aspects of the working of one great law; there
has certainly been no period when so much
attentiou has been directed to, and so much
energy expended in, artistic production of one
kind or another, combined with such a want of
certainty as to the object to be attaiced or
the means of attaining it, and such a want
of perception of the coherence of the various
forms of art, and of the existence of broad
principles which are common to them all.

Take, for instance, painting, the most popular
branch of art just now, and the one whose results

are most easily compared side by side. The
walls of our exhibitions are covered with what
seem the productions of a dozen different periods
and countries

; so little evidence is there of any
unity of purpose or principle, or any concurrence
of opinion as to what art really is or what is

required of it. And this want of generalisation

is for the most part as apparent in single

pictures as in the contemplation of the whole as

a collection. For what is called generalisation

in science is in the main the same thing, or at

least springs from the same general causes as
those which induce what is called “ breadth” in

art,—a quality which can scarcely be otherwise
defined, but which was once well understood,
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the main characteristic thereof being the recog-
nition of a leading motive in a work of art, and
the subordination of all details in the execution
to the one end of emphasizing and clearly ex-

pressing that motive. This, it will readily be
seen, is completely analogous to that peculiarity

of modern scientific investigation and thought
before described. But the majority of artists at

present seem absorbed entirely in painting
detail

;
detail of clothing, detail of anatomy,

detail of flowers, trees, or still life, with much
labour and accuracy, but in a mechanical pur-
poseless manner,—a state of things which is

exactly reflected in the greater part, indeed
almost the whole, of the poetical and architec-
tural art ofthe day, if indeed these latter deserve
the name of art. So that it has come to pass
that art in our day is not, what in its two
greatest epochs, those of the Greek sculptors
and the Benaissance painters, it certainly was,
the expression of the highest intellect of the
•day. On the contrary, the greatest minds now
and recently amongst us, immersed in the great
studies and results to which modern science,
with her broad and coherent methods, has been
leading them, have rather turned their backs
upon modern art, even as Horatius turned from
the Tuscan army, “ as not deigning ” to be-
stow serious regard on studies which seem to

move by no rule and to be directed to no fixed

goal.

These considerations may the more fitly be
dwelt upon in the.se pages, since the conditions of
architecture in a peculiar degree demand that,
in its highest forms of expression, it should be
the result of a wide and thoughtful generalisa-
tion j both from the peculiar position which it

holds with regard to the other arts, and from the
nature of the resources from which its own in-

dividual power is derived. Viewed in relation

to the others, architecture may be called em-
phatically the generalising art. Its possibility
of connexion with the other plastic arts, which
are all susceptible of being used as attendants
upon it, giving definite expression to its various
parts, renders it absolutely necessary that archi-
tecture should be in harmony with, and form a
kind of concentrated expression of, the artistic
feeling and principles of its time (supposing
these to have a_ definite and ascertained direc-
tion), in order to produce a harmonious unity of
expression, and to appear as the natural centre
round which the other plastic arts range them-
selves, and to which they owe their appearance
of connexion and union for one grand end. And
architecture being thus connected on all hands
with other more definite though narrower forms
of artistic expression, it is evident how neces-
sary to its practitioners is that comprehensive
view of the general art-principles and practice of
their day, which will enable them to meet the
practitioners of the other branches of art on com-
mon ground, and so to design the great monu-
ments of their own art that these latter may
appear as the proper and fitting background for
the sculpture and painting which will always
form their best decoration, and that such added
decorations may appear to be only the more
concentrated expression in detail of the same
feeling which has been shadowed forth more
broadly, though indefinitely, by the building
itself.

But if we come to consider the problem of
architectural design, per se, apart from any
oonsideraticn of relation to the arts which ac-
company it, it is still more evident how neces-
sary to its successful accomplishment is the
study of general principles of beauty, as distin-

guished from the mere selection and reproduc-
tion of beautiful forms from nature. Much of
the merit of the painter and sculptor consists
in the fidelity with which they reproduce and
copy in their respective materials the colour
aud forms of natural objects

;
and though no

small industry and labour, combined with
natural aptitude of hand and eye, are neces-
sary to arrive at any real success even in this
mechanical branch of the art, still it is a
result which (given the requisite aptitude) can
be attained by labour, without any great mental
exercise or power of thought

; and while it is

admitted that no picture or statue can take rank
as very high art which exhibits merely snccess-
fnl imitation unaccompanied by intellectual

expression, yet even the successful imitation of
nature is a power in itself, productive of pleasure
to the beholder

; while the fact that the sculptor
or painter has to express his feelings through the
medinm of forms already made to his band, no
departure from which can be tolerated, certainly
eimplifiea his path very much, and stands

him instead of a great deal of philosophising as

to the true principles of beauty in form and
colour.

But with the architect such philosophising
would seem to be almost a necessity, if he would
penetrate the mystery of his art, and give to it all

the expression and power of which it is in reality,

in its highest forms, capable. He has no “ life
”

class to attend, no model from which to copy
direct, no forms of beauty around him, the mere
faithful transcript of which will be sufficient to
make his name honourably known among his

brethren. He cannot, like the landscape-painter,
collect during a summer tour boundless resources
of colour and effect from the mere woods, and
hills, and streams before him, which seem wait-

ing there to yield their beauty up to the ready
canvas and the practised pencil

;
the moat that

be can do in this way is to make a sketching-
tour among the ruins of buildings erected long
ago for different purposes from those which his

own day requires of him, and by workmen pos-
sessed of ideas of beauty quite distinct from
those which would recommend themselves
to the leading intellects now around him,
even as their knowledge of construction and
economy of material was based upon con-
siderations widely different from the careful

calcnlatioDB of the modern engineer. This,
however, is left him, and to this resource he
commonly betakes himself, for it is the last bar-
rier which divides him from the labour of
original thought. It is well if he have a mind
sufficiently educated to enable'him to trace the
principles which are exhibited in the works
before him, to perceive the relation between the
end aimed at aud the means used to attain to it,

and thus to read the works of his ancestors even
as characters in history should be read, not

'

merely with regard to what they actually did in
!

the circumstances in which they were placed,

but with regard also to what they, being the
same men, would do \inder present circum-
stances, could they have experience thereof. But
the probability is, that there is little enough of
this spirit in the architectural tourist, and that
he comes back with his note-book filled with in-

coherently collected details, which are forthwith
reproduced, with little alteration, in his works,
where they tell the tale of his recent wander-
ings, and indicate what region of architectural
remains ho has last been groping amongst.
What is really necessary to deliver him from this

Slough of Despond is that education of mind
which will lead to the habit of thought which
we have called generalisation. The architect,

having no definite forms to copy from, even in

ornamenting his building (unless he commit the
absurdity of reproducing in rigid stone or iron

forma of which every line tells that they were
originally created in a soft and yielding material),
much less in its general aspect and plan, is called

upon to generalise from the natural facta and
incidents of beanty around him

j to observe
what one quality is common to a number of
beautiful impressions, either in Nature or in the
sister arts, and then to prodnee a design display-

ing that essential quality in a form suited to the
material with which he has to deal

5 to give the
essence of beauty, so to speak, without its acci-

dents ; BO that where, for instance, a floral orna-
ment may seem a proper and desirable accessory
to the expression of a building, we may see there

no partial attempt at copying the vegetable pro-

ductions of nature, but rather a well-considered

form, sufficiently rigid not to appear in danger
of being crushed by the superstructure, not out
of keeping with the necessarily rigid lines of the
building, and exhibiting not the accidental form
of one particular growth of nature, but recalling

the principle of growth which runs through all.

So a column or support (as in that splendid in-

stance ofgeneralisation, the Greek Doric column),

while free from all such absurdity as the copying
of the limb of man or animal, will yet exhibit

the same principle of form and balance which is

exhibited in nature whenever strength is re-

quired. These are but isolated instances of the
principle which should govern all relations be-

tween natural objects and architectural design
;

but even to rightly comprehend this principle,

much more to rightly practise it, an intellectual

education is required very different and very
much beyond that which is attainable, and is

considered sufficient, by most architectural

students in the present day
5
and we propose in

continuing the subject, to consider what are the
defects in our architectural education suggested
by this view of the necessity of generalisation

in architecture, and how such defects may be
in any degree remedied.

THE LAUNCH OF THE "BERMUDA,”
The Talmud has preserved a tradition that

the giants, who watched the shipwright labours
of the patriarch Noah with the same incredulous
dislike with which they received his oral warn-
ings, were'wont to ask, with jibes and scoffs, how
the great ship was to be brought to the water.
The world may have grown wiser during the 4,500
years, or more, that have elapsed since the date so
memorable as an era to the builder, but it has
not become so absolutely wise bub that the ques-
tions, aud even the laughter, of the antediluvian
sceptics have found more than one echo within
the last dozen years. The refusal, on the
first day’s trial, of the floating-dock Bermuda to
float, or to stir from the spot on which the enor-
mous mass of 9,000 tons of iron plate has been
riveted together, shows that onr constructors
have failed fully to profit by the lessons of the
Northzimierland or the Great Eastern, to say
nothing of the humbler voice of counsel and of
warning which has sounded from onr own pages.
The last century has witnessed so signal an

advance in the condition of the country, in so
far as that condition can be affected by the
knowledge and by the labours of the engineer,
that we are apt to overlook our failures, or to
count the cost of that habitual procedure by rule
of thumb which may, without exaggeration, be
said to have increased the expense of our publio
works by at least 30 per cent. It has been in
works carried on avowedly at the public cost
that this waste has been most enormous, attain-

ing its evil maximum in the management, or
rather the mis-mauagement, of our dockyards.
But in all instances where the money of share-
holders, or of sleeping partners of any kind, has

' to be expended, we are apt to find wasteful, or
!
ill-considered, expenditure rather the rule than
the exception.

When we consider the state of England a
century since, we are entitled to take an honest
pride in the results of the subsequent labours of
our self-taught engineers. Onr roads may be
said to date from 1745. The reclamation of our
fens, the erection of lighthouses, the formation
of docks and harbours, the canal system, the
railway system, all date within three genera-
tions. Since the days of our great-grandfathers
we have not only covered our island and its

coasts with these noble and usefnl works, but,

which is more, we have produced the men who
have not only carried them out, bub have
originated them.

It is only a thing of yesterday that engineering
should so far take its station among practical
sciences as that an expensive and highly-cultured
education should bethought requisite forthe engi-

neer
J
and oven at this moment it is rather for the

military, than for the civil, engineer that such a
training is viewed as absolutely essential. But
the men to whom we owe the origination of
English engineering (since the skill which moved
the mighty blocks of Avebury and of Stone-
henge has passed away, leaving no record but
that of the blocks themselves) were nob, for the
moat part, educated men. Ronnie, the archi-

tect and builder of London Bridge, of South-
wark Bridge, of Waterloo Bridge, was a self-

taught millwright. Smeaton, the builder of the
Eddystone Lighthouse, commenced life as a
maker of mathematical instruments. Telford,
author of the Menai Suspension Bridge, and of
the Chester and Holyhead road, was a working
mason. George Stephenson was a colliery

labourer.

One marked distinction has very generally ob-
tained between the works of these self-formed
engineers, and those of the more cultured and
highly-educated men who have replaced them.
The workmen have advanced step by step. They
have foreseen practical difficulties, and they have
provided for those temporary stages of the work
which the theoretic engineer is sometimes too
apt to overlook. Thus, in the designs of Rennie
for his great bridges, the construction of the
centring appears to have occupied as much of
the care of the designer as the elevation of the
structure itself. The engineer of the London
and Birmingham, and of the Great Western
Railways, when they issued their drawings and
specifications for publio tender, left the centres

of their bridges entirely undescribed. They
were to be at the risk, and after the designs, of

the contractors.

This neglect of minute attention to any detail,

even to those of temporary and subsidiary work,
has been illustrated by not a few great engi-

neering mishaps. It is hardly fair to the
memory of Mr. Brunei to class the launch of the
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Great Eastern with that of the Ncrthum'berland.
Those who had the advantage of personal in-

timacy with the engineer of the Great Eastern
ship are aware of the remarkable and untiring
patience with which he was aecustomed to pon-
der over every step of his bold and original pro-
jects. This care had not been wanting in plan-
ning the launch of the Great Eastern. The
enormous length of the vessel, as compared with
the width of the river, led the great engineer to
decide on a sideways launch. The displace-
ment of so great a mass in a lateral direction, is

attended by less impetus than the vessel natu-
rally acquires in running headlong down sloping
*'way8,” and, where there is not room for the
full swing of the floating body, the motion in the
river, in the former case, would be more under
the control of the engineer. At the same time
there arose danger from the want of experience
as to this method of launch. It was this very
want of experience with which the profound
meditation of Brunei enabled him in so many in-
stances to dispense. Isor is there any reason to
doubt that the launch of the Great Eastern
would have been a perfect success, but for a
circumstance almost entirely independent of
the mechanical conditions of the problem. It
was not the mechanic who was at fault : it was
the policeman. The river, at the time fixed for
the launch, was covered with boats of every size.
All attempts to keejj the public at such a
distance as regard for their safety demanded
were set at nought, and the full surge that
would have attended tho unchecked launch
would have caused the submergence of many
of these foolhardy trespassers, and, very possi-
bly, would have involved a great loss of life.

It was to prevent this that Mr. Brunei, when
the great mass was, in accordance with his
prevision, fairly nnder way, gave orders to
check its accelerating speed. The check acted
as a terrible blow on the whole of the subjacent
structure. The inclination of the “ways” was
disturbed, for the mass of the vessel was driven
upon the piling as if by a gigantic fall. The
result was natural and unavoidable, but it is to
bo attributed to Brunei’s care for the careless
spectators, and not to any miscalculation as to
the mode of launch, or the power requisite to
start the enormous fabric over the “ ways.”
In the Northumierland the case was entirely

difierent. A mechanical error of great magni-
tude was committed, as we pointed out at the
time, in the structure of the ways. Two sepa-
rate inclinations were adopted, the result being
the interposition of an angle, or in fact a hill, in
the line of descent of the vessel, the consequence
of which it might have been easy to forsee.

In the present case the failure which threat-
ened to be even more complete, is happily over-
come. The vessel which did not move at all on
the first day has been safely launched on tho
second. It is always unpleasant to be com-
pelled to add one’s voice to the chorus of dis-
content and of blame which misfortune is cer-
tain to raise

; and it is a pleasure when the
i

warning voice of the public writer has to dwell
I

on what might have been, rather than on what
actually was, a, great misfortune. Still the
failure to start in the first instance the great
weight of tho Bermuda is in itself highly
suggestive.

An inference of especial interest, not to
marine but to terrestial builders, is deducible
from former failures, as well as from the recent
hitch. The Thames is not the best locality for
building enormous iron ships. We say nothing
for the moment of the labour question, of the
blight which the shortsighted selfishness of the
shipwrights has brought upon East London, of
tho wasteful absurdity of dividing our Govern-
ment dockyards into so many dissonant and dis-
tant fractions. But the point to which we refer
is the fact that, in this great haven and high-
way of commerce there is no room for the re-
quirements of the builder of a leviathan fleet.

There can be no doubt that the launch of an
iron vessel of the size of the Great Eastern or of
the Bermuda, even if conducted on the most
well-ordered design and with the most uninter-
rupted success, is an operation of great cost as
well as of considerable risk. To some extent,

!

indeed, cost and risk may be considered
as counterbalancing one another, and such
an arrangement as puts risk -out of the
question must be attended by an original
outlay of a very heavy character. It is true
that risk has occasionally proved more costly
than the steps taken to avoid it; but, leaving
this out of the question, the provision of proper I

ways” and the whole expense of the launch,

form no trilling item in the total cost of the
vessels of which we speak.
There is no adequate reason why this cost or

this risk should be encountered. In the crowded
Thames it is difficult—perhaps it is impossible

—

to avoid the necessity
; bnt remove the scene of

the labours of the ship-builder, and the difficulty
entirely vanishes. There is no reason why a
large ii-on vessel should have to be launched at
all. The Great Eastern or the Bcrvmda might
each have been at this moment afloat without
undergoing that costly and hazardous process;
and if either of them had been designed by a
man of the patient forethought of a practical
man like Hennie, it is probable that the difficulty
would have been eluded.

In the case of the Great Eastern it is within
our knowledge that a proposition was made to
Mr. Brunei which would have entirely avoided
the trouble and cost of the launch. It was con-
sidered by him for more than a fortnight, and
was then declined on tho sole ground that he
wished to be able to give such constant personal
attention to the construction of his favourite
vessel as he could do only if she were built
within a short distance of London. The pro-
position made was to build her in Milford Haven,
which, at that time. Lad just been linked to the
capital by the South Wales Railway.

In Milford Haven is to be found a vast natural
dock, adequateto contain the navies of the world.
Sheltered nooks, with deep water close in shore,
tempt the builder of a Leviathan to establish his
forges on the banks. Nothing would be more
simple than to construct such a vessel afloat,
either by launching the bottom, when the sides
had been carried only so high as to secure
flotation, or by constructing tho entire work on
a properly prepared gridiron. The bottom once
buoyant,the raising of the sides would be a simple
and easy task, and the vessel, thus built afloat,
would never have to be launched. The money
value of the suggestion is not its only merit.
Certitude would, by this means, be substituted
for enormous hazard, and the influence of high
tides would no longer have to be depended on.
Tho subject is eminently practical; so are

our remarks. It is not the education or the
ability of any individual engineer or ship-
buildtr with which we have to do; it is the pro-

1

tection of the public against that needless loss
of money which has converted so many of onr i

public works into private misfortunes, instead
|of unmingled benefits. The writer in pages like
'

our own ocenpies a position entirely, difierent

!

from that of the political journalist. Tlie latter
!

is an essayist, of more or less learning and

'

ability, on the topics of the day, whose task it

is to treat of each as it arises from a special
point of view. Amongst politicians, men of the
tongue or of the pen, he lives and acts as a
politician. He engages in the current warfare,
as if from a border fortress, or conspicuous
watch-tower, but as one taking no uninterested
part in the fray. With the writer on scientific
or_ on practical subjects, the case is different.
His aim is truth. He may, as all men are liable
to self-deception, be turned from his course by
crotchet, by imperfect knowledge of his subject,
or even, perhaps, by personal dislike of those
of whom he criticises, not the character, but the
works. But any such aberration must be the
exception rather than the rule. The common
elements of disturbance, from personal causes,
that affect tho political writer, are all but un-
known to the Ecientifio journalist. He does not
take up the pon to comment on Mr. A.’s speech,
or Mr. B.’s pamphlet, or fill bis columns by
endorsement of the arguments of bis friends, or
demolition of those of his foes. His writings
ought to be, and often are, rather the reports of
a consulting engineer on some subject of current
importance, than the explanation of the lecturer,
or the pleading of the advocate.
But the more fully the scientific writer attains

to the fulfilment of hia self-imposed task, the
more disquiet does he feel that his labours too
often miss that direct mark of recognition that
would await them if they assumed the form of a
professional report. They reach, it is true, a far
more extended audience than does the former
production. Not only a large number of our own
readers, but those of the principal daily papers,
for example, had under their eyes onr former
remarks on the misfortune of the Northumber-
land. That which we are anxious to make clear
is, the grave responsibility that must attach to
all professional men who are deaf both to the
teaching of experience and to the voice of edu-
cated warning. We hope to see many more iron
vessels of great size and weight constructed.

[Sept. 12, 1866.

For a time, but we believe for a limited time
only, we shall be building heavily-plated ships of
war. The epoch of enormous merchant-vessels
is only at its dawn. The Great Eastern was
intended but as a feeler towards the construc-
tion of vessels of a thonsand feet in length, or
even more. Anything like a return of public
confidence will be sure to warm into life a pro.
ject for an enormons Channel ferry-boat, in the
first-class carriage run easily on board of which
the traveller may pass from England to Franc®
in unbroken slumber, contemptuous of eea-
eicknees. In all cases where enormons weights
are to be set afloat, we call upon the designers
to remember the lessons for which HuglimQ,
publicly or privately, has already paid so
dear. We hold that the next engineer whoshaH
fail to slide harmlessly and cheaply into th®
water 9,000 tons of iron which he has had such
costly lessons not to pile together on dry land,
will be responsible for the damage. What is it

to lay down the finest lines, to calculate most
exactly the displacement, to proportion th©
engine power to the intended speed, to carry
into iron existence the creations of the drawing
board, if the step between the arsenal and th®
ocean has to be bridged at a cost of a tenth or of
a fifth of the vessel ? Why should the certainty
of an outlay of thousands of pounds, and th®
risk of ten times the amount, be blindly anti
obstinately encountered ?

It is possible that the vested interests of the
owners of large ship-building yards may oppoar
to bo endangered by this view. We do not
think this is the case. We have ample expe-

I

perience in similar matters. All such experieno®
tells ns that those who shut their eyes to the im-
portance of admitted scientific truth will ulti-

mately come by the worst. In any invention
that has diminished human labour, there iiu®

been a division of interest between those who
expected to be in some way inconvenienced by tho
change, and those who took the tide at the flow-
It wa3 thus on the one hand that the most enter-
prising coach-owners came to the front in earjy
railway enterprise. It is thus, on the other hand,
that the farmer who depends on horse culture, is
distanced by hia neighbour who uses the steam
plough.

Those ship-builders who hold that, in order to
avail themselves without further trouble of th®
costly conveniences of their ovsTi yards, they will
run the risk of having to push into the water
nine or ten thousand tons of iron in the lump,
which they might have floated a ton at a time,
will find themselves distanced by those who cal-

culate betimes that it will pay them better to
erect a temporary, or even a permanent estab-
lishment, on the shore of some available creckT;
and who, after their first proof of succees, will
find future work accumulate on them unsought.
But engineers should not wait for the education
of ship-builders

j they should insist on the con-
strnction of vessels afloat. Considerations of
individual convenience should not be allowed t®
weigh in such matters, against adherence to tho
laws of mechanics. We are said to have passed the
days of miracle, although the wonderful works
of contemporary science are such as to dwarf
many of those labonrs which the superstition of
the past attributed to a superhuman origin. But
our^ship-builders have no right to follow, in this
respect, the example of the dilnvian patriarch.
If they persist, after this third warning, in bnilci-

ing floating iron castles on dry land, they will
deserve the satire of the lookers on. And if this
satire be expressed in legal phraseology, and its
point be impressed on the subjects of the jok©
by the officers of the law, the general comment
on the judgment will bo the memorable verdict,
” Served him right.”

While the builder of the Bermuda is entitled
to adduce, in reply to any criticisms on his plans
for launching Lie noble work, the fact that she
is actually afloat, he deserves more unqualified
praise for the skilful application of the method
of weighting by water ballast, the introduction
of which by Mr. Brunei into the double shell of
the Great Eastern provoked the comment that
the engineer had emnlatcd an organic structure.
The combination of an enter and an inner iron
skin, a series of cellular compartments, and
an apparatus for introducing or extracting air
or water, is one capable of a very high
degree of delicacy and efficiency. It may be
noted that the plan of pnmping water into the
upper compartments, and at the same time
admitting the access of the external water into
the lower ones by gravitation, would give a double
efficacy to every stroke of the pistons. The
axtraolion of air, however, coupled with th®
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admission of water, will probably prove tbs most
available means of dealing with the distribution

of water ballast. The idea of building a large

ship to serve as a dock for smaller vessels, a dock

to bo constructed in our own waters, and tagged

to her destination in dependencies where labour

is costly and scarce, is one of no small merit.

We wish God speed to the Bermuda, and a safe

arrival at her destination.

BRISTOL AND CLIFTON;.

The first of the now rondways to be con-

structed by the Bristol Board of Health,

—

namely, one running from Maudlin*stneet to

Park-row,—has been opened by the mayor- It

is called Perry-road after the name of the

Chairman of the Streets’ Improvement Com-
mittee, to whom the carrying out of this

and other intended improvements in the means
of communication has been referred. At an

entertainment given afterwards by Mr. Perry

to those who wore concerned, that gentleman

said the new road they had passed over that

day, though it would be one of the greatest boons

to the city, by reason of the easy access it would
give to Clifton, would bo done at this cost :—

a

man rated at 1001. would have to pay something
like 2s. 6d., while the poor man, rated at lOh,

would pay about 3d. a year, for the next thirty

years. Ho did think that no one, he he poor or

rich, would begrudge paying that amount for

60 great an advantage. The improvement, as

they saw, was quite in its infancy} it was but

part of a great scheme. Park-row would be'

widened, to the same width as the new road,

from the new Uioronghfare to the Drill-

hall
;

and JIaudlin-streeb •would be widened
to the same extent from the eutranoe to the

DOW road to the Infirmary; and ultimately

the thoroughfare would be carried through,

though not at the same width, to Stobe’s-croft,

so that the inhabitants of the east end of Bristol

would bo able to ascend to the heights of Clifton

by a veiy easy access. There were many other

matters contemplated : the committee had not

confined themselves to the improvement of one
locality.

Hr. Alderman Proctor, in replying for the

Improvement Committee, incidentally contrasted

the new road with Steep-street, which was once

the main road to the city. The honse there

which now stood back was cub avray to let

coaches pass when they were first intro-

duced.
The City Hotel, which is being erected on

the site of the old “ White Lion ” aud “ White
Hart,” in Broad-street, is making rapid pro-

gress. The builders are to have an extra 5001.

if the building be ready fCr the furniture by the

31st of October. The hotel has a frontage of

110 ft., and it runs back a distance of 136 ft.

The front entrance steps, in Broad-street, lead

to the vestibule or lobby, 28 ft. by 11 fc., and
from this an arcaded hall runs the extent of the

building to the billiard-room. To the left of the

hall, after entering, is the commercial-room,

60^ ft. by 27 ft. Opposite this, to the right of

the hall, are the coftee-room and olub-room,

42 ft. by 27 ft., aud 36 ft. by 22 ft. respectively.

Up-stairs there are upwards of 100 sitting-rooms

and bed-rooms. There will be a range of shops.

' one story high, in front of the building in Broad-

I street, with kitchen beneath each. The shops

will be covered in with iron aud glass. Character

is given to the upper part of the main building by
a bold cornice, the soffit of which is slightly re-

lieved with colour, having' beneath it a loggia or

open gallery, the front of which is formed with
freestone pillars and carved capitals.

New buildings are being carried up in Clifton

with marvellous rapidity; in some cases indeed

with BO much rapidity that they do not get

strength enough in their progress to remain up,

notwithstanding the bracing air of tbft downs.
Walkers in Clyde-road, Woolcott Paris, on the*

Ist of this month saw a pair of what ane called

semi-detached villas partly roofed in, with, bow
windows and everything pretty, but when they

passed next morning they found in their place
' only a heap of dusty rubbish,—gold pieces to-

' day and only dried leaves to-morrow, as in the

fairy tale. It seems that the front wall of the

left-hand house fell first, then the front of the

adjoining house, and then the flank walls of

both as far as the partition wall dividing the

front rooms from the back. A local paper gives

; as the most feasible reason for tbe fall that the

I stone was dug on the spot in close proximity

to the walls, and that there was a good deal

of heavy blasting to get out stone on the

previous day. Judging, however, from the walla

that can still be seen, we should say that very

heavy blasting was not requisite to produce the

disaster; the workmanship is very bad. More-
over, the bow-window of one house adjoined tbe

bow-window of the next, and they ran in so

closely to the party-wall that there was probably

but little strength at the junction to catry the

bressummer which supported the wall above. As
to the pnrty-wall itself, it did not run through

on the upper fioors, but appears to have butted

against the bnlf-brick partition wall that goes

from side to side through the two houses.

When we add that this half-brick wall is made
to carry the floor-joists- of the back rooms, and
is bulged and twisted in all dii'ections, we shall

trusses of tbe Nawab Nizam’s palace at Moor-
shedabad. The screens are each about 67 ft.

long, and in the central or highest part about

7 ft. high. Their mean thickness is about 6 in.

Reverting to the roof and the management
displayed in its construction, it should be stated

that the cope of the balnstrade, which was the

original finish at the top, was inadequate to bear
the weight of the superstructure that had to be
erected. Mr. Wyatt served two purposes, to give

extra strength aud also finish by the expedient

he employed of erecting a strong cast-iron

framework behind the balustrade, and resting

upon the top of the-solid wall. This raised iron

wall plate, which furnishes a base for the roof,

stands 20 in. above the finished stonework. This

contrivance enabled, the workmen tO'Oonatruct

the roof by traveljibg scaffolding, without the

have said enough to show that the parts of the
|

necessity for poles raised. from below, excepting

houses which remain should be carefully
|

at the ends, at which the terraces afforded ready

examined, if not taken down. We know the difii-
;

facilities, furnishing as they do a solid fiooD-from

cultiesthab officers find in the discharge of their

dirties, or we might, in the interest of the public,

hare something sharp to say to tbe district sur-

veyor. Had the fall taken place in the daytime,

instead of at night, there would probably have
been loss of life to deplore.

COMPLETION OF THE INDIAN COURT.

tbe top of the second story to the roof.

The double ties that connect the feet of the

principals of the roof are covered with casttriron

perforated plates of ornamental design, with

turned up edges showing about in. thick.

The rolled plates of tha- principals—the real

binders^aro 4^ in. deep. Tbe upper plataapro-

jeeb over these at each side about 3 in,, and
the whole produces a good' effect in giving the

idea of a bound ceiling, the panels being as many
skylights, instead of plaster as in an ordinary

ceiling.

The colouring of the metal is pale bine, cream
colour, dark red, and flat gold, and with the neutral
or air tint, in which the metal work above the ceil-

ing is coloured, which does nob in any degree at-

tract the eye, produces exactly the result designed.

Ix the Builder of October 2Gth, 1867, an illus-

trated description was given of tbe inner quad-

rangle at the now India Offices, Westminster.

The reader might have noticed incidentally the

remarkable variety of materials employed in the

building for decorative purposes, a variety
, _

unknown in pi’actice comparatively few years .
The framing, so to speak, of this great panelled

ago. Tbe floor of the court is of tiles, laid ceiling-oorresponds, longitudinally and laterally,

to a pattern, and has parapets of Portland stone, with the dividing columns and bays in the in-

The main portion of the walling, plain and ' terior of-the court, the decorated girders being

decorative, is of Portland stone. The Doric carried over from column to column in each

columns which face the piers dividing the bays

of the ground story and first story are of Peter-

head red granite, with red Mansfield capitals.

The dividing columns of the second floor are of

dark grey Aberdeen granite (now, we believe,

worked out), with dark grey Dean Forest stone

capitals. In addition to these materials there

direction, single, or coupled as the case may be,

in the corresponding girders and columns.

Trusses of open iron work, and designed in har-

mony with the other portions of the ceiling, fill

the spaces between the top of the balustrade

and the girders above. Large pendants, also of

open iron work, are suspended at the intersec-

are majolica and mosaic friezes and pateras,
j

tions of the girders, and the alternate panels

and tesselated floors and ceilings in the loggias,
j

have centre ornaments fixed upon rods crossed

In our notice we remarked that the Indian

Court had served an important use in connexion

with the reception of the Sultan. The result

suggested the idea that it might bo well to roof

in the quadrangle, which has now been done

with success.

The view given in the number of the Builder

above referred to showed the finish according to

the original design, by a balustrade round the

four sides of the quadrangle at the top, leaving

the entire area open to the sky. The after-

thought to cover the court by a permanent roof

presented a somewhat difficult problem. The
whole of tbe daylight to bo obtained bad to be

received from the sky-opening, which is 80 ft.

above the floor of the yard ; it was therefore

essential that the minimum of opaque surface

should be presented, and to this end iron as the

bearing agent, and glass as tbe medium for

light, were the only materials that commended
themselves for use. The covering of an area

115 ft. long, with a span of 60 ft., would have

necessitated the use, had the roof been con-

structed of timber, of a large aggregate of light-

obscuring surface, and divers broad stripes of

shadow, which the use of iron obviates.

The roof consists of principals springing from

above the tops of the columns in tbe interior,

which are carried up from the basement to the

crowning balustrade. It is louvred, and has six

laps on each side, each about 8 in. open for ven-

tilation, with 18 in. of lap. The space between

the principals is filled in with iron astragals

placed at 18 in. between centres, and resting on

horizontal angle irons at top and bottonr. The
ends of the roof are fluislied with pavilions, the

eaves of which only descend to about half the

depth of the sides. To compensate for the shorter

slope of the roof and to complete the finish at

tbe ends of tbe court, Mr. Digby Wyatt, under

whom the work has been done, has designed a

pair of trnneated sci’cens, in the Renaissance

style, in Hansome’s patent concrete stone. These
screens, which are highly enriched, are probably

the best specimens of their productions that the

company has as yet tamed out, not excepting

the great capitals for the University of Calcutta,

which were some 4^ ft. in diameter, and as

much in height
;

or tbe_, capitals, finials, and

diagonally in the spaces. The angles at the in-

tersections are enriched throughout with open

iron ornaments.

THE (R.C.) CATHEDRAL OF
ST. MAC CARTHAIN, MONAGHAN.

The ancient diocese of Clogher was founded

in the fifth century by St. Patrick, who ap-

pointed his disciple, St. Mao Carthain, its first

bishop. Clogher was chosen, say the antiquaries,

by the national apostle, in order that “ the dis-

ciple might not be too near the metropolitan see

of Armagh for familiarity, nor too distant for

friendly intercourse.” During several centuries

the now comparatively obscure town of Clogher,

in the county of Tyrone, maintained the dignity of

an episcopal city. By the Act of Parliament which
suppressed ten biahopricks in 1838, the see of

Clogher became united to that of Armagh in the

ecclesiaatical government of the Established

Chnroh. Other circumstances caused the re-

moval of the residence of the Roman Catholic

bishop to the more populous town of Monaghan,
the capital of the county of the same name. Here
tbe late Bishop Mac Nally commenced, in 1862,

the cathedral of which the annexed illustrations

show the plan and south-east view. Dr. Mao
Nally did little more than lay the fonndations.

His successor. Bishop Donnelly, has continued

the work with unabated zeal. The material of

which the cathedral is built is bard grey sand-

stone from the immediate neighbonrbood, re-

lieved by dressings, mullions, aud tracery of

sandstone of a warmer tone. The building is

can’ied out from tbe designs and under the

superintendence of Mr. J. J. M'Cartby, R.H.A.,

architect, by Mr. John Farrell, clerk of the

works.

IxcEEASED Park Expenditure in Liverpool.

At the last meeting of the Liverpool Town
Conucil, it was resolved that an additional

snm of 150,0001., as provided by the Act of

1865, should bo borrowed, for the purpose of

improving the public parka of Liverpool.
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THE FIFTEENTH CONGRESS OF
GERMAN ARCHITECTS AND ENGINEERS.
In our last nnmber we gave the programme

ofthe annnal meeting of architects and engineers,
which, as we stated, was to take place this year
at Hamburg. A temporary tastily-decorated
pavilion* had been erected on piles in the centre
of the handsome ornamental piece of water, the
“ Inner Alster,” and this was the general
rendezvous of about 2,000 architects and en-
gineers on the evening of the Slat of
August. Of course much small-beer was
consumed on the occasion, but it must have
proved an interesting evening to those who
had — as most of these gentlemen have —
studied at the Polytechnic schools of Berlin,
Hanover, Carlsruhe, Munich, and Stntgard, to
see faces again which they had probably not
met since the days when, arrayed in diverse-
coloured “ corps ”

caps, they used to hear the
some lectures, or went on sketching tours under
the same professor. The following morning the
first general meeting was opened by the presi-
dent, Mr. F. G. Stammann, architect, of Ham-
burg. He welcomed the strangers to his ancient
Eanse Town, and regretted the unavoidable
absence of several leading men of the council,
such as Director Karmarsch from Hanover,
Mr. Engert, Mr. Theophilus Hansen, and Mr. Fr.
Schmidt of Vienna

} Mr. ^
G. Semper of Zuriob,

and Messrs. Wiebe and H. Strack of Berlin.
Ho then read the list of members of the council
deceased since their last meeting, all standing
up whilst the short list was being read. They
were Maack of Hamburg, Siccard von Siccards-
burg of Vienna, and Stiller of Berlin. This and
other business closed the first general meeting,
and the visitors then dispersed in order to visit
the various sights of the city. The quays in
progress of construction at the harbour and the
preliminary works for the new railway bridge
across the Elbe attracted considerable attention.
The evening again brought all the members
together at a special representation at one of
the theatres.

The second day, September 2nd, after break-
fast at the Zoological Gardens, was chiefly
devoted to the reading of papers, followed by
discussions, in which many of the leading men
of Germany took part. The discussions in the
architectural sections included a paper by Dr.
Heinzerling “ OnH^sthotic Design,'’ and one by
Professor von Ritgen, “ On the Wartburg in the
Thuringian Forest,” lately restored by him, with
discussions on both subjects. Two important sub-

,

jects were referred to committees to be reported
upon, namely, “Professional charges ” and “ Com-
petitions.” To tho former of these we propose
to return another day

; the latter was decided
: as follows : that the Institute of Architects at
. Berlin should be requested to publish all boTid-

, fide competitions, and that advertisements
I emanating from other sources should be disre-

I

’garded. This is a decision which we in England
1 might reflect on with advantage.

The following gentlemen read papers in the
1 sections for civil engineers :—Mr. Hoffmann,
( C.E., “ On Economical Construction of Railway
1 Bridges;” Professor Baumeister, of Carlsruhe, on
t the History of Bridges and Aqueducts;” Mr,

1

Kijpcke, C.E., also, “ On Bridge Constrnction
I Mr. Haack, C.E., “ On the Quays and Works
c connected with the new Harbour at Hamburg
I Mr. Plath, of Hamburg, on what he calls “The
\ Water Plague,” or infusorim clinging to ships.

For the 3rd of September an excursion had
h been arranged to the interesting old city of
ILubeck, which was reached by ten a.m.

I

I Tickets of four difierent colours bad been
III issued to the members, and, on arrival, they
1 1 mustered under small flags corresponding in
jc colour with their tickets. By this simple
jc contrivance, the otherwise unwieldy number
lo of sight-seers was sub-divided, and visited every
Ip point of interest, but in difierent order, so that

I

ll they never met, and therefore never obstructed
I peach other. To describe what they saw would
jbbe to transcribe from Murray or Bradshaw.
IlLnbeck, as well as Bremen, has its “ Eaths-
hkeller,” with the twelve Apostles, or huge vats
loiof Rhenish wine, some so old that both taste
laiand colour have departed long ago; and we are
jBiBpecially told that this, not the least curions of
j ttthe sights of Lubeck, was by no means forgotten.

-

parilitm wm built with conaent of the autho-

a'®®'
condition that it should bo removed immediately

Ufafter the Conprees. It ia mow to remain until after the
IfleatiTities in honour of the King of Praasia who ia ex-

to visit Hamburg, on his return from a tour in
-olstein and other new provinces of hia extended do-

nmninions.

The 4th of September was the last day of the
congress, and was chiefly occupied in committee
meetings and in tho final general meeting, iu
which Dr. Stammann reviewed the proceedings,
of the various sections, and then brought the
business part of the congress to a close. In the
evening a conversazione united all for the last
time; and although it was announced that plea-
sure trips to Heligoland and to Kiel had been
arranged for those who could or would remain a
few days longer, the great majority left the next
day for their various homes.

NOTES FROM SIENA.

Il is satisfactory to find that, notwithstanding
the present somewhat anti-ecclesiastical tenden-
cies dominant in the political and social temper
of Italy, all due care is taken for the dignity,
decorum, and restoration of great religious
monuments. A sojourn at Siena has afforded
the writer the opportunity of inspecting and ad-
miring works now in progress

j
for the most

esteemed local sculptors have been engaged
in this fine old city, still so decidedly
Mediaeval. On the facade of the glorious
Duomo, the statues of prophets, by Jacopo
della Quercia (hia first works executed in
marble), are now being, or have already been,
restored by two native artists—Sarrocebi, a pupil
of Dupre, and Maccari. Other statues and
emblems, by three pupils of Niccolo Pisano,
named Goro, Donato, and Lapo, are, so far as
restoration is required, to be in the same manner
retouched ; and a half-length statue of an
ancient king is now in the studio of Sarrocchi, to
be renewed for the same church-front. Two of
the emblems of confederate cities are already
finished, the one (an ox) completely renewed,
the other (a horse) renovated on the antique
original. Della Quercia’s majestic statues, on
the summits of the two pilasters flanking
the chief portal, are, we are glad to see, still

preserved in their integrity, though somewhat
worn and much discoloured. For the upper
parts of the facade, around and above the great
circular window, have been commissioned to the
same Sienese artists, twenty-four statues, in

full or half lengths, of the saints and kings of.

the Old Testament. The celebrated intarsio
pavement of the interior is never shown to
the public, in those portions tho most prized,
except on a few high feast days; but private
views are obtainable, when, for a cioerone’s
fee, the boarding that protects those admirable
specimens of inlaid marble -work will be
removed. We had the pleasure of seeing every-
thing, in this way, and have only to regret
the much damaged condition of several among
these beautiful tarsia, especially those on the
landing-places of the stairs external to the
Duomo and the Baptistery, or 8an Oiova7inif and
the two that strikingly illustrate, in groups, the
parables of “The Blind leading the Blind,” and
“ The Moat and the Beam,” both of date about
1433 ; also the “ Seven Ages,” small but
admirable figures, by Antonio Federighi, 1475;
and the “ Death of Absolom,” by Pietro del
Minella, 1447,—all more or less injured. Of the
ten sibyls, in the aisles, a series commenced
1481, each figure by a different artist, three are
now being restored, and, so far as we could judge
from what is already done, with intelligence.

We understand that it is the intention to aocom-
plish much more for the benefit of this noble
churchjbotbinside and outside, where repairs may
be found requisite and means are not wanting.
There is, happily, no occasion for any modern
touches to the sculptures of the famous pulpit,
by Niccolo Pisano (1266), which stands in its

rich originality and exquisite elaboration intact,

reverenced by time, as by man, to this day.
The total renovation of the Fonte Gaja, on the

principal piazza of Siena, has been going on for

several years, and is now so near to completion
that nothing but the figures of the emblematic
wolf (representing this city) to be placed on
different pedestals, advancing into the water, are
still wanting. It is well known that the sculptures
on this fountain, commenced in 1413, gave a new
name to the successful artist, so that thenceforth
Jacopo della Quercia became locally celebrated
as “Jacopo della Fontana.” But time and
rigours of climate have dealt hardly with his
admirable chef d'cewvre. It has been necessary
to remove all the marble panels on which his
reliefs are executed

;
and the above-named artist,

Sarrocchi, has had the commission for copying
tho entire series,—the Virgin and Child, enthroned

in the central compartment, eight personified
Virtues, all being female figures seated, under
arched niches, and on the wings that project
laterally, the Creation of Adam and the Expul-
sion from Paradise. In careful execution tho
copies seem to us praiseworthy

;
the ornate details

or pilasters between the niches, graceful
;
but,

in the state in which we have seen the originals,
we find it scarcely possible, without opportunity
of immediately confronting them with Sarrocchi’s
works, to decide as to the modern artist’s fidelity
to the spirit or style of the great master, Siena’s
pride in tho fifteenth century. It ia consolatory
to know that, in their sadly-mutilated condition,
his reliefs for the fountain will be, at all events,
preserved for posterity, being now deposited in
the Communal Palace, there, we understand, to
remain. Judging from what wo have seen on
the piazza, we might observe the inequality of
merit in these sculptures, the somewhat heavy,
though dignified character of the Madonna’s
form, and the comparative coarseness of the
Adam and Eve, both too fleshy for grace, in the
group of the Expulsion. Other things noticeable
in the achievements of modern art, within or
near to this city, might well repay the visitor for
stopping to inspect them.

PAY IN THE PUBLIC WORKS DEPART.
MENT, INDIA.

The civil engineers in the employ of tho
Government of India have

jast now,we believe, for

the second time, tendered a memorial to tho
Governor-General regarding the smaller rates of
pay they receive when holding places of exactly
the same responsibility as military officers. To
understand the question, it is necessary to go
back awhile, and look into the history of the
Indian Public Works Department. In the early
days of the East-India Company frequent ware
left little funds for the improvement of the
country. Roads were made to facilitate the
movements of troops ; barracks were the chief
public buildings

;
all such works were under the

Military Board, as it was termed,—a body of
four members, consisting of the chief engineer,
the commandant of artillery, the commissary-
general of the army, a stipendiary member with
a secretary. These, besides attending to the
public works, had to control the commissariat
stud and other departments of the army

; and
this continued till the business to be done
became so extensive that the arrears broke
down the system. Thus up to about 1853 the
public works were a purely military department,
about half the officers composing it being trained
military engineers, and the other half officers

taken from the cavalry or the line regiments
with or without an examination in surveying
and the native languages. The departmental
rules they followed were those of a compilation
entitled the “ Barrack Masters’ Assistant.’*

When Lord Dalhousie commenced civil works
on a large scale it was clearly seen that the
Military Board was an ineffective means of
direction, and its powers were transferred to
the Secretariat, whilst the entire organization of
the Public Works Department was remodelled.
But it still coubinued to be supplied exclusively
from military sources with engineers. India lias

all along had a civil service, and the civilians, as
they are termed, have filled almost every
description of office,—^judge, magistrate, opium
agent, collector of the revenue,—but none of
the scientific ones. The reason is obvious
enough. The latter have always had small
salaries attached to them, and therefore
offered no very attractive career as far as
emoluments were concerned. Why science
should of necessity bo rated so low is a matter
not easily justified. The effect was to throw
them into the hands ofthe army. The company
used to maintain for each native regiment an
establishment of some twenty-three officers,

whilst the duties of the service in time of peace
could in reality be carried on by half that num-
ber. The remainder were encouraged to acquire
Hindustani or some other of the vernacular
languages, and leave their regiments for civil

employment ; in fact, it was the prospect of ob-
taining this transfer that led yonng men of any
ability into the Native Military Service at all.

For in itself the purely regimental life in time
of peace was monotonous, and to an active mind
disgusting to the last degree. Everything was
settled by regulation, and if not fond of sport
or of idleness, there was nothing to be done bub
drag out existence, creeping out of doors late in
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the evening, and indoors early in the forenoon,

keeping well out of tbe way of the snn, and
longiog for the coming round of leave

time or retirement. Promotion was by seni-

ority and excessively slow. A captaincy had
often to be awaited fifteen years, and mean-
time the lieutenant was drawing what his

brother civilian, now a collector on nearly

3,000 rupees a year, got when studying the lan-

guages upon first coming out to this country,

or something like 3001. a year. It w.is, in

consequence, a great matter to escape from the

insipid and unprofitable life of a native garrison

to situations of responsibility and independence.
Ko one conld quit his regiment without passing
an examination in languages ; but once through
this, it was seldom any further qualification was
exacted. But to secure tho most eligible and
best-paid appointments it was necessary to have
what was called " interest that is, to be re-

lated or known to men in power. Officers who
had interest would never go into such a depart-

ment as the public works, so the selection was
thus far narrowed

j
and as it was in no way

better paid than departments in which the

work was lighter, it is unlikely to have had
the pick. The corps of engineers having

tbe matter to consider at present. In a general

way there seems no reason for tbe two classes

of chief engineer to receive the same, and the

civil executive engineer to receive 25 per cent,

less than the military executive engineer. The
higher, or military scale, does not appear an
excessively liberal one. If 2,500 rupees a month
be divided by two, since a rupee and a shilling

are in their respective countries practically

synonymous—they change rupees for shillings

in the shops in the presidency towns of India

—

1,5001. a year is not a great deal for the few at

the very head of their profession. Nor is a

salary of 1,250 rupees in the same way to be

taken as representing an income of 7501. a year

more than enough for an executive engineer

who has been long enough in the service to rise

to the first grade of executive engineer, and so

on down the list. Tbe Government of India

conld end the whole business by merely declaring

the maximum for military officers to be that for

civil engineers. To do so would only be to

adequately remunerate a body equally meri-

torious with the civil service. But the Indian

Government is still ruled by prejudices of long

standing, and, on grounds it does not relish very

much making public, will probably do its utmost
no option, were employed as a matter of

j

to maintain tbe difi'erenee. That the way officials

course, and seldom or never allowed to select ' in India are classed and paid is arbitrary in the

another line. The rest of the department . extreme is sufficiently well known to those con-

was filled, it may be presumed, chiefly from ' nected with the East. The civil service proper,

yellow, and that by adding bine yellow is con.

verted to white. It is the simple truth of

nature, and so clear that if after this Mr. Colling

writes any more to the contrary, I shall be
tempted to think, in return, that if he is an
earnest student in the science of colour, he must
be but a dull one.

The mean of two given colours, or that pro-

per to the sum of half the two coloured lights,

we may correctly obtain by the method of rota-

tion, or by using a piece of glass as recommended
in my treatise and former letters. Let the

colours be those of the best pigments, and I do
uot think better can be found than scarlet ver-

milion, emerald green, king’s yellow, and the

powder of cobalt blue, laid on with tbe least

quantity of gum in the water, that will make it

adhere to the paper. The results perfectly agree

with those obtained by adding the prismatic

rays
;
that is, tbe vermilion and emerald green

give a shade of yellow, of the mean brightness

of those pigments, and the king’s yellow and
cobalt blue give a shade of white of their mean
brightness, or a neutral grey, about half way
between black and white. If Mr. Colling has a

piece of Iceland spar, which gives two images of

an object each half its proper brightness, and
will lay small round spots of the colours to be

mixed side by side on a neutral ground, and
view them through the spar in such a position

that one image of each shall overlap and be seen

the cavalry and infantry officers, who could not
;
styled the Covenanted Service, has all its leave

j

together, be will see the same result,

get in elsewhere. There was one great prin-
'
aud pension rules on the most liberal possible The third point, the colour common to two

ciple adhered to in remunerating officers with-
j

footing. The Uucovenanted Service, comprising
|

given colours, is found by the mixture of two

drawn from regiments for civil duty. They re- judges of the High Courts of Justiciary, educa-
j

transparent pigments j or the superposition of

ceived a civil salary in addition to the pay of tional inspectors, engineers, legal functionaries, coloured glasses or solutions, against white

;

their rank. When military promotion was very surveyors, and others, are mostly under rules and this, in tho usual erroneous theory of

slow, this enabled tho company to secure tbe framed to suit the native Indians, working in
|

colours, seems to be regarded in general as the

services of good men at a most moderate figure, their own country and a congenial climate, which :
sura, or at least as the mean, of tbe two colonrs.

A consolidated salary of the same amount would read as harsh to a European as those of the i
I had thought this mistake too well known, and

never have had the appearance of a staff salary, Covenanted Service read generous. Of civil too generally admitted, to need explanation ^en
these terms being respectively used in India to engineers there are two divisions also—the .

in a popular treatise; but Mr. Ceiling’s eudea-

denote whether a salary takes regard or not of never-ending covenanted and uncovenanted— ' vour to explain the production of sky-green by

military rank and pay. But a staff salary was and the covenanted are not allowed the benefit the blue sky being seen through a yellow

readily sought. That mode of payment, how- of covenanted, but are related to the harshuess medium, and of the green of leaves by tho

ever, was hard on rising merit. A young officer of the uncovenanted rules in all points uot pro-
!
ture of blue and yellow colouring matters, and

of ability, had he been in the civil service, might vided for in their covenants. If the Government
j

then to defend the usual theory by such illim-

monnt the ladder very quickly, and be as well
, of India will not do away with such anomalous trations, proves that he is not aware of the

off as men of twice bis standing in seniority
;
but distinctions, it should explain to the public

it could not be so with the recipient of a staff

salary, for his deserts could nob accelerate his

military advancement, and what he could add to

his salary by them was trifling. In 18C1 the whole
scheme of military promotion in the company’s
army was altered. Instead of attaining higher

military rank by seniority, it was reached by
length of service. A lieutenant of twelve years’

service became captain, and a captain twenty
years in tbe army became major. The alteration

vastly increased the number of officers of field

rank, and many who would have been captains

for years found themselves majors and colonels.

Tbe change told curiously on the Public Works
Department. Qualifications are by necessity

more attended to than seniority in posting to the

different grades, and a captain who is a talented

and experienced engineer may be chief engineer

while an infantry colonel may be in the lowest

grade of executive engineer. Yet the sub-

ordinate would receive the most pay of the two
under the regnlations formerly in force. This

was an inequality too glaring to be passed over,

and in 1865 a maximum scale was fixed, and
above this no military officer, whatever his rank,

could draw.
The staff salary principle was, as far as pos-

sible, retained, and officers of no particular army
standing might draw less than the maiimum.
The subject of complaint by the civil engineers

may now be easily comprehended, if we give the

maximum salaries fixed for military officers side

by side with the maximum salaries given to

civil engineers holding exactly the same ap-

pointments and performing precisely the same
duties:-

satisfaction why it is they are expedient.

THE SCIENCE OF COLOUR.

I AM sorry that my attempts to define and
defend what I believe to be the true theory of

colour have been unsuccessful with Mr. Colling.

Part of the mystification he complains of seems

to arise from his nob distinguishing three things

that are difl'erent,—namely (1), the colour which
is the sum of two given colours

; (2) the colour

fallacy involved, or quite overlooks the fact that

his illustrations (even if the supposed causes are

admitted), are but other iustancea of what is

better seen when washes of gamboge and Prus-

sian blue are laid on white paper. The yellow

pigment most powerfully absorbs or extinguishes

the blue rays, and very freely admits the passage

of the red and of tho green, as may be seen by
analysing its colour by tbe prism : the blue,

especially if it be of a sea-greenish hue, like

a moderately thick indigo or Prussian blue,

most powerfully extinguishes the red, and admits

a considerable quantity of the green rays. Thus
the green rays penetrate both pigments toge-

ther, down to the reflecting surface below andwhich is the mean of two given colours; (3) the

colour which is common to both of two given
;

back again, more freely than the rest, and reach-

colours.
‘ "" ifE.

2nd
3rd

Sogioeer. Military.

Chief, 1st class Ks. 2,t00
^ ’ 2,0C0

1,850
1,800
1,650
1,650
1,360

1,250
900
750

Superintending, 1st class 1st grade

» 2nd ,, 2nd ,,

„ 2Dd 1st ..

,, 2nd
Executive, Ist grade

„ 2nd „
» 3rd „ .

„ 4th „ ..

2nd

Civil.

...Es. 2,500

... 2,000
1,760

... 1,600

... 1,400
1,200
l,0f-0

900
760

The memorial does not confine itself to this

disparity, but enters into questions of military

rank, still further influencing tbe maximum
scale, which would be too much complicating

The sum of two colours is obtained when we
add together the whole of the two coloured

lights; as, for instance, when we collect all the

rays of the red and green portions of the

spectrum, without any of the blue rays, and
obtain thereby the brightest yellow which it is

possible to obtain. This may be done by throw-

ing together the red and green portions of a
sunbeam which has passed through a prism upon
a white screen, which will reflect them together

to the eye
;
but the experiment requires the aid

of some optical appliances, and is not easy for

an nnskilled observer to perform. The same
thing is much more easily done in the method
pointed out in my last letter, the rationale of

which I there fully explained, as it is not

apparent at first sight. If Mr. Colling will give

himself the trouble of a little more study he

cannot fail to see that the modification of tbe

experiment which he suggests gives no other

result than what I stated. It is not correct to

say that the green is formed by allowing the

yellow to approach the blue ray; the truth is

that the yellow disappears where the red rays

are not added to the green. He must remember
that the purer the spectrum (the narrower the

line of white from which it is made) the deeper

is the green, and the less conspicuous the yellow

;

while the bright yellow only appears where the

white space is so wide that its red spectrnm

overlaps its green
;
and that if it is made still

wider, or, which is the same thing, brought

nearer to the prism, white appears where the

same overlaps the blue spectrum also. When
these things are seen it will not be thought

ridiculous to say that green added to red makes

ing the eye, excite their proper sensation with-

out complication with the red and blue rays

which overpowered them in the separate pig-

ments. Thus the green, supposed to be created

by the mixture of blue and yellow, is in reality

merely filtered out ;
and tbe purer the colour of

the blue pigment is, the less is the residuum,

aud the darker the resulting green. When a
surface, blue by daylight, is viewed by candle-

light, which is deficient in blue rays, its colour

is of course modified in like manner on the same
principles.

I hope I have made my meaning sufficiently

clear; but unless Mr. Colling patiently experi-

ment for himself, and study the subject till he

clearly understands the results of the experi-

ments, I have no hope of convincing him. He
has wrapped the veil of a false theory about bis

eyes, and holds it fast at present ;
and this

makes him suppose that a fallacy, obvious to an
unprejudiced mind, is a self- evident truth which

it is as absurd to deny as “ that two and two
make four.”

One remark I would make on the last sentence

of Mr. Colling’s letter,
—“ It is a question whether

what we call white light exists at all; probably

the term is only comparative, and that we view

everything more or less through a coloured

medium, according to circumstances.” Assuredly

no simple or homogeneous light exists which

produces the sensation of white; but when we
look at a piece of chalk illuminated by the

common light of day, and in tbe normal state

of the eye, we can hardly question that the sen-

sation of white we receive is excited by a certain

mixture of rays which may therefore be cor-

rectly called white light, even though the same
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object illnminated by the yellow ligbtof acandle,
or Been by an eye which is affected by a pre-
dominance of some non-white combination of
luminous rays, may not then appear white. In
truth, white in all its shades is more easily and
correctly determined by the eye than any other
colour, probably because, all the three simple
sensations being equally excited in it, the eye is

not distracted in viewing a white surface by a
greater sensibility for one of those sensations
than for another. W. Benson.

Pew of your readers can have failed to see
with interest your notice of Mr. Benson’s inves-
tigations on this subject, the animated contro-
versy of which it has been the occasion, and the
author’s calm and logical defence of views that
seem to some too heretical to deserve patient
and candid examination.

I have little desire to enter into the contest,
and shall, therefore, not trouble you with any
expression of my own opinion on a matter which
is purely one of experiment and induction; but
I think such of your readers as may be disposed
to look at a new theory in your own im-
partial spirit, may like to see the inclosed ex-
tract from Sir John Herschell’s “ Familiar
Lectures on Scientific Subjects,” as showing
the conclusions of that eminent observer.

Chas. E. Conder.
"The coDsideration of theae facta has girea rise to a

peculation which, if not deraonatrable, haa at least a high
degree of plauaibility, and which, at all events, baa never
yet been dinproved,—viz., that there ia no tral connexion
between colour and refrangiliUtij, but that there exiat
three inherently distinct tpeciet of light, each competent
per le to excite the aenaatiou of one of three yi-imaru
eo/onr», by whose mixture all compound tints are pro-
duced, white consisting of their totality, and black being
the exponent of their entire absence

;
that, moreover, each

of them baa a apeotrum of ita own, over the whole length
of which it ia distributed according to its own peculiar
law qf inteniiitg, and from whose superposition on the
same ground results the prismatic spectrum, coloured as
we see it.” * * • * *

"In this view of the subject, the prismatic colours, with
the eroeption of the extreme red, are all more or less
mixed tints; and this agrees well with its general aspect,
in which the red and indigo-blue are the only full and
pure tints, the green being by no means a saturated or
full green, and the violet having a strong dash of purplish
red in it.

^

The three primary colonra assumed in the above figure
are red, green, and blue, each in its highest degree of
purity and KTidibtfian

; for it will be readily apprehended
that while the admixture of any one, in however small a
proportion, will produce a rich though a mixed tint, that
of both the others tends to dilution. The only three
colours which answer all the experimental conditions, are
these three. This may seem contrary to the experience
of the artist, who, from his habitual practice in mixing the
colours he uses (ail of them without exception compound
tints) would name yellow, in place of green, as the inter-
mediate primary. The reason is obvious. In all the
yellows which ho nses there is a largo admixture of red
with green, and in all hie bJues more or less green. When
mixed, then, there is sure to be a preponderance of green,
while the red goes to neutralize a portion of the other two’
and so to dilute the outstanding green. On the other
hand, the direct mixture of the priamutie yellow and blue,
in whatever proportiona, can nohow be made to produce
green, as Professor Maxwell’s, M. Helmholz’s, and my
own experiments have distinctly proved

; while that of
the prismatic green and red does produce yellow.”

' LOCKING EAILWAY CARRIAGE DOORS.
This practice generally conduces to the safety

I, of passengers, that is, if one door only of each
compartment is locked, the door on the “ six

1
foot” (or middle of the line) side. Bab of course

I
there are occasions, and the Abergele catastrophe

' 'was one of them, when tho power immediately
1

• to open the locked door is all-important. Allow
1 me to suggest that in each compartment of all

I
passenger carriages, a door-key should be hung

t np in a glass locked case. On an extreme emer-

!

1
gency the glass could be broken, and the key

I

1 taken out and used. But it should be a criminal
1 ( offence to break this glass without sufficient
I ( excuse. Passenger.

I

MARGATE AND RAMSGATE.
I

I

Permit me to inquire again through your
ji ( columns whether the town councils of these
i|

I
places have had a return of the number of

il I houses in which cesspools, or fever-pits, exist;
tl a and the number to which there are proper
*1 d drains and water-supply. It is my belief that a

D much more intimate connexion exists between
I t the wells and the cesspools from their contiguity
! t than is at all desirable. Until the whole system
I oof drainage and water supply has been com-
ppletely remodelled, neither place can be deemed

Ulito fulfil sanitary conditions.

A Surveyor,
Holding a Public Appointment.

“JOSEPH NOT A CARPENTER.”
Sir,

—

lu your paper of 29Lh ult. it is stated iu
a paragraph under the above heading that
" when the British Archcoological Association
were inspecting the gallery of paintings at
Charlton House, attention being called to the
picture of Joseph working as a carpenter,
assisted by the child Jesus, Mr. Black said he
wished that Joseph had been I’epresented in his
proper business as a mason, the original term
used signifying architect, builder, or mason, and
not carpenter. The term carpenter, he urged,
was undoubtedly an error, as in the climes
where Joseph dwelt no wood was used in the
erection of the structures of their houses, but
stone only.”

Now, without in any way calling in question
the merits of Mr. Black as a Greek scholar, I

am inclined to believe that in the present
instance the authorised version of the New
Testament gives the proper translation of the
word in question, it being a fact, as well authen.
ticated as any fact connected with the history of
Jesus and His relatives can really be held to be,
that Joseph was not a mason, but a worker in

wood, and that ho had nothing to do with
building operations.

Justyn Martyr says that Joseph was a carpen-
ter, and that Jesus assisted him in his business,
which consisted in “ making ploughs and yokes
for oxen ;” while the “ Gospel of the Infancy of
our Saviour” says that “Joseph took Him
[Jesus] along with him to all the places where
he was sent for to do business, to make gates,
and milk-pails, and sieves, and trunks.”

W. M.

LIGHT WANTED !

Sir,—Why did not the authorities place the
now lamp in Holborn, 3 ft. to the eastward of its

present situation, to throw the light up Gray’s-
iun-road ? Why do guardians of the poor, after
erecting schools for the children, employ pauper
attendants, for the sake of a miserable and short-
sighted economy? B.

DAMP DRIVING THROUGH BRICK WALLS
IN EXPOSED SITUATIONS.

^

Sir,—I have found two coats of raw linseed
oil a perfect remedy against the above. See
that the pointing is good. Apply the oil when
the walls are dry. A little Venetian red, in dry
powder, added to the oil, improves tho colour of
the bricks. Cost, about 3d, per yard.

T. R. Y.

WHITEWASH ON STONE.
Sir,—

W

ill any of your readers kindly inform me of a
method of freeinp a rubble stone wall from many coatings
of whitewash otherwise than by the tedious and very in-
efi'eotual process of scraping? I, H. S.

HERNE BAY.
Pbehaps it wonld be difficult to name a place where by

a judicious expenditure of capital so mocli could be ac-
complished. The town is half a ruin

; houses incomplete,
never finished

;
skeleton frames of houses,—in fact, some

are dangerous from tho timber supports having perished,
and this ia a matter requiring the attention of the local
board. A number of sheltered retreats want construct-
ing towards the railway

;
a band-house, similar to that in

Regent’s Park
;
a reading-room

;
and, above all, a market-

place. Everything is very dear; fish supply nil; and
Wliitstable and Eaversbam are the depots from which sup-
plies are drawn. The water supply is very defective and
deficient.

Surely the on dit is not true that tho ruiuous pier is to
be allowed to remain for two years as at present, and that
then the London, Chatham, and Dover Railway Company
either pull down or rebuild ? Nemo.

CHURCH POLYCHROMY.
OnsBBViNG a letter in your columns signed "K. C. H. ”

and asking for information on polychromy, as an effective
and cheap way of imparting a warm and cheerful tone
to church-wslls, I beg to say that I have just had some
work of that kind executed in my church, at a very
moderate cost, and with extremely satisfactory results.
I have had a reredoa painted iu distemper, with an effect
very similar to that of Minton’s richest encauslio tiles
and my walls decorated with a dozen boldly. written texts •

the whole for the cost of 151. My texts are written in
very legible characters, 6 in. in height; and, with the addi-
tion of a bold border of a simple pattern, they constitute
'•a ornamental, as well as an edifying, addition to the

-n . -n
James Fbasbe.

Vfton liectory, Seadtng.

ELECTRICAL PIANO.

M. Speiss, electrical instruoient maker afc

Sumiswald, Switzerland, has invented an excel-
lently combined electric piano, which can be set
in movement either in the ordinary way or by
means of a battery, giving a current of elec-
tricity which acta upon a most ingenious me-
chanical arrangement. Thus any airs can be
played automatically. They are written by
means of a contrivance on a band of paper
similar to those on a Jacquart loom.

^

The apparatus as it stands consists of two
different sections, which can be separated from
each other at a considerable distance. The first
portion or controlling agent is a mechanism of
clock-work, the uniform motion of which can be
modified at will, which passes a roll of strong
paper from one cylinder to another. Between
these two the paper is stretL'hed against a brass
roller put in contact with one of the wires of an
electric battery. Above these three rollers there
is a small keyboard, the hammers of which, of very
thin brass, are in communication with the other
pole of the electric battery. Tho band of paper
prevents the passage of the electiucity except
where it is pierced with holes of different lengths
corresponding to the notes of the air to be played
on the piano

;
the neatness of execution, and the

rapid “fingering,” are most astonishing: although
the battery which performed before our eyes and
ears was only composed of thirty-six elements of
Daniel’s, the force of the piano was fully equal
to that exerted by a good player.
Each of the hammers of the piano can be set

in movement in two different ways; one, by
means of the ordinary touch of the pianist;
another, by a small vertical rod of wood, which
can lift the lever and strike the note when it ia

lifted upwards. In the execution of the music
this traction is effected by electro-magnets, equal
iu number to the notes, which are set in motion
as soon as the small copper or brass hammers
connected with them come opposite to the holes
iu the governing paper-roll, and establish a
current. Thus, every note marked by a hole in
the paper-roll sets to work and animates an
electro-magnetic coil, which raises the wooden
lever and makes the note speak. Other details
of contrivance work the pedals

; and buffers so as
to give the necessary intonation to the inatru-
ment have been adapted.

THE NORTH OXFORDSHIRE ARCHiEO-
LOGICAL SOCIETY.

This Society had, on the 24th ult., another of
their pleasant gatherings. The churches visited
were St. Leonard’s, Ensham

; St. Michael’s,
Stanton Harcourtj St. Mary’s, Cogges; St.
Mary’s, Witney; and St. Kenelm’s, Minster
Lovell

; three of these cruciform, with a tower
in the centre; the other two without transepts,
but not without aisles, and with a tower at the
east end of north aisle. The party were met at
Ensham by the vicar, the Rev. W. G. Bricknell,
and at once led to the church, and thence to the
old abbey, the vicar being the leader of the
party. Stanton Harcourt was next visited, and
the incumbent was tbe guide through the church
and the old manor-house. Thence the party
went to Witney and afterwards to Cogges,through
the fields, receiving attention from the incum-
bent and his family. Returning to Witney, and
having lunched, the party visited the church,
after which they proceeded to Minster Lovell
Church and tho priory ruins. Retnrhing to
Witney, a visit was paid to tho Museum, under
the guidance of Mr. Perdue and a clergyman.

THE PAIRFORD WINDOWS
COMMITTEE.

At a special council of the British Archeo-
logical Association on Thursday, the 3rd, Mr.
Godwin, V.P., presiding, the following were
appointed a committee for ensuring the illustra-
tion and preservation of these windows ••—Earl
Bathurst, president of the association; the vice-
presidents, officers, and conneii of the associa-
tion ; the Rev. D. T. Rice, M.A., vicar of
Fail-ford; the Yen. T. Thorpe, archdeacon of
Bristol

; the Rev. Canon Powell, vicar of Ciren-
cester ; the Rev. Canon Howman

; Mr. Tom
Taylor; Mr. B. B. Woodward, F.S.A., librarian
to the Queen at Windsor; Mr. G. W. Reid, print
department British Museum

j
and Mr. J. D. T.
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Niblett, M.A.j F.S.A.,—all of whom have con-

sented to act. It -was resolved to invite other

persons diatingaished in art to join the com-

mittee, inclnding the presidents of the Royal

Acadenay, Society of Antiquaries, Institute of

Architects, and the Archmological Institute. A
“ Fairford window account” has been opened at

the National Bank, Charing-cross, and some sub-

scriptions are already paid. The honorary

secretaries of the association—Mr. P. Levien,

M.A., F.S.A., and Mr. E. Roberts, F.S.A.—act

as honorary secretaries to the committee. The
first work of the committee will be to obtain

careful tracings of the whole of the windows
with a view to the exchange of portions wrongly
pla.ced.

FROM SCOTLAND.

Crief.—The new bridge across the Earn at

Crieff has now been finished at a cost of several

thousand pounds. The building, which was
erected under the superintendence of Mr. Alex-

ander Hair, of Edinburgh, will afi’ord accommo-
dation for all descriptions of vehicles, besides a

broad footway on the east side for pedestrians.

It contains four arches extending to a span of

43 ft. each, and the parapets are fully 100 yards

iu length. It appears that efforts are being

made for the erection of a new hospital in Crieff

for the benefit of the poorer classes.

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.

Brampton.—The old chnrch, Brampton, has

been restored and re-opened. The roofs of the

nave and south aisles were unsafe from decay,

as well as the walla of the clearstories, owing to

the original stone pillars and arches on each side

of the nave having been taken out and substi-

tuted by elliptical arches of wide span and in-

ferior material. The whole of these and the

chancel arch have been restored, together with
the clearstory and south aisle windows, which
were divested of their mullions and tracery

heads, and converted into square elongated open-

ings to afford light to the galleries, of which use-

less encumbrances the church contained four.

The whole of the windows have been reglazed

with cathedral tinted glass, the floor of the

church lowered to its original level, and fitted

with benches instead of the wooden box pews.

Tho tower has been thrown open to the church,

and is now provided with seats for children; the

belfry staircase has been built outside as origi-

nally, and all the masonry inside the church has

been repaired and cleaned. The outside walls

of the church and tower have been pointed, and
a new vestry built; and the church has been
warmed by hot water by Messrs. Oliver & Co.,

Chesterfield. It is tho intention of the Duke of

Devonshire to restore the chancel. The cost of

the restorations is about 1,000Z. The works have
been executed by Mr. Marriott, of Staveley,

builder. Mr. S. Rollinson, of Chesterfield, was
tho architect employed.

Llavjair Caerlinion, Welshpool.— The new
church here, which has been rebuilt as far as

possible upon the old foundations, consists of

nave and chancel, north aisle, vestry, and south

porch
;
and, when the tower (the base of which

alone remains) is carried up and thrown open to

the church, will provide accommodation in open
seats for 427 persons, including children. Every
interesting feature from the old chnrch has been
carefully preserved. The Transitional south

doorway has been restored and re-set; the font

repaired and provided with a cover; and the
recumbent figure of Einion replaced in the
chancel. The old oak roof, having been repaired,

is now refixed over the nave and chancel. The
north aisle and vestry roofs are new. The chancel

is marked internally by a low stone screen, and
provided with prayer desk and stalls. The pulpit

of stone, with marble panels, &c., stands on the

south side. The floor within the altar rails is

laid with enoanstio tiles from Maw & Co. ; the

slab at the back of the altar table is also inlaid

with majolica and other tiles. The windows,
with the exception of that next the pulpit, which
is filled with Messrs. Heaton & Co.’s glass, are

glazed with thick green cathedral glass (the east

window being arranged in geometrical patterns,

&c.) by Messrs. Dove & Davies, of Shrewsbury.
Local blue atone is used for the walling, and red

Shelooke for dressings to windows, &c. The
work has been carried out at the cost of about
1,900Z., by Mr. R. Lloyd, builder, Welshpool,

under the direction of the architect, Mr. E.

Haycock, junior, of Shrewsbury.

Llandysilio.—The new church at Llandysilio

has been consecrated. By the time the edifice

is quite completed it will have cost 2,220Z., the

contract for the building itself being 1,775Z., the

residue being required for extras, and nearly the

whole amount has been subscribed. The church,

which is a Gothic structure, built of Welshpool

stone, with Cefn stone for dressings, is erected

on the site of the old church, the area being

extended. The bell-tower and steeple are at the

west end : the steeple rises on a number of

Gothic arches from the tower itself. The church

is lighted by fifteen windows, full of tracery, the

glass being of cathedral tint. On the south side

there ia an oak Gothic porch-entrance, sup-

ported on stone pillars, and seats. The buttresses

around have Cefn atone dressings. The interior

consists of a principal nave, 20 ft. wide by 80 ft.

long, and a north aisle, 16 ft. wide by 80 ft.

long. The chancel is approached by five steps,

with an additional one to the altar. The reredos

is of Caen stone, by Mr. Earp, of London. The
choir is divided from the chancel by a stone

screen. The seats are open. They are made of

Baltic timber, varnished, and ai’a capable of

accommodating 300 persons, partly free. The
roof is open, and is composed of Baltic timber,

but not varnished. In the east end is a painted

glass memorial window, by Messrs. Clayton &
Bell, of London, the gift of Mr. J. J. Turner, and
representing “ The Resurrection and the Life.”

In the centre is “ Cur Lord and the Glory,” and

the other portion, “ The Perpetual Intercession

of our Lord.” The arcade is composed of four

stone pillars and arches of Cefn stone. The
chnrch has taken about eighteen months in the

erection, and was built by Mr. J. Potter, of

Welshpool, from plans of Mr. J. E. Street
;
and

Mr. W. James, of London, was the clerk of the

works.
St. Anthony's (Diocese of Durham),— The

chnrch recently erected at St. Anthony’s, has

been consecrated. The edifice, as at present

bnilt, consists of a chancel, 30 ft. by 22 ft. ; a

nave, 03 ft. by 24 ft. 6 in. ;
with a south aisle,

10 ft. wide ; and an organ chamber and vestry.

The arches for a north aisle, to be hereafter

erected, are built complete, and a temporary

wall encloses them within the church. The ac-

commodation at present provided is for 360 per-

sons. It is intended to build a steeple above

the organ chamber as soon as the funds will per-

mit
;
the foundations having been specially pre-

pared to support this additional weight. The
architects, Messrs. Austin & Johnson, of New-
castle, have designed the building in the Early

Pointed style of architecture, and it ia con-

structed, both outside and inside, of red bricks,

with some bands of darker bricks internally.

The roof is covered with sea-green Westmore-
land slates. The choice of the materials was in-

fluenced a good deal by the locality, as it was
felt that the ordinary local stone so soon be-

comes black and unpleasing in appearance, and
that the common Welsh slates are open to the

same objection. The east window of three lights

is placed very high in the wall, and below it

there is a reredos of Caen stone and tiles. The
chancel has a pavement of encaustic tiles, by

Maw & Co. The chancel arch, and the arches

separating the nave from the aisles, are acutely

pointed, and spring from the pillars without any
capitals—a local peculiarity observable in St.

Nicholas and other of the Newcastle churches.

In the west end of the church there are two
two-light windows, with a rose window in the

gable above them. The seats throughout are

low and open, and of Vancouver’s Island deal.

The chnrch is heated by hot water, and lighted

by gas standards and a corona in the chancel.

These fittings are the work of Mr. John Davy,

ofManchester. The other contractors are Messrs.

Potts & Moat, masons
;
John Irving, joiner

;
E.

Beck, slater; H. Watson, plumber; and Wilson

& Romanis, painters. All these tradesmen are

Newcastle men.
Hastings and St. Leonard’s.—St. Paul’s Chnrch,

for the north-eastern part of St. Mary Magdalen,

has been opened for divine service. The con-

tract price for walls and roof exceeds 12,000Z.

The character of the interior fittings is said to

warrant the assertion that the expenditure can-

not be less thBn20,000i. ; and there is yet a lofty

spire to be added to the tower of 82 ft. The style

adopted is fourteenth-century Gothic. There

are a nave, north and south aisles, chancel,

chancel aisle, and chancel apse
;
also north and

south porches,—the former being the principal

entrance. Arcades of four arches divide the

nave from the aisle. The columns are of Tinos

and Devonshire marble, alternately arranged.

Above are clearstories, with quadrupled windows,
divided by columns. The chancel is a mass of

ornamentation,—floor, walls, and roofeach being

highly decorated. The chancel floor, which
rises considerably above the ground-level of the

nave, is laid in encaustic tiles. In the centre is

a line of medallions, representing the Slaying of
the Innocents; the Stoning of Stephen; tho

Beheading of St. Paul and St. James ;
and the

Crucifixion of St. Peter. Within tho commu-
nion are five other designs, of an allegorical

character, connected with the Ciucifixion, re-

presenting the lash, the ladder and rope, the

lantern, nails, and hammer; the spear
;
and the

heart, hands, and feet. The floor is entirely

covered with coloured encaustic tiles, iu various

designs. The sedilia, in the southern wall, is

in carved Caen stone, with shafts of Derby fossil.

The difi'erent columns throughout the apse and
chancel are of marble, either from the Isle of

Tinos (Greece) or from Devonshire. The rere-

dos is also of marble ;
and the aide panels are

inlaid with alabaster marble, in patterns. The
apse windows are filled in with stained glass, by
Messrs. Clayton & Bell, the central subject being

the Crucifixion. The other compartments re-

present the Last Supper and other incidents

in the life of the Saviour. The roof is groined,

in brick and stone bands. The arches of

the transept, sacrarium, &c., are moulded,

and exhibit some carved augels’ heads. Tho
pulpit is constructed in alabaster, with green

marble panels, divided by columns and capi-

tals. Some inlaid work and carving are also

shown. The organ is one by Mr. G. M. Iloldicha

of London. It is placed in tho north chancel

aisle. The walls internally are of dark red brick,

with bands of tile work at intervals. TheaislM,

as high os the dado, to a level with the top of the

seats, are lined with encaustic and plain tiles, in

various patterns. The stalls for the choir

(carved), and the sittings thronghont, are of

wainscot oak. The roof of the nave is of open

timber work, stained. Under the western

window is a tablet to the memory of the late

Mr. William Gilliat, of East Hoathly, through

whom the new chnrch was principally erected.

Sittings are provided for about 700 persons.

Externally the walls are built of local blue-stone,

with Bath stone dressings. The tower will form

a prominent landmark. The architect of ihe

new chnrch is Mr. John Newton, of London. He
has been represented by Mr. Geo. Walters, clerk

of the works. The builders are Messrs. Jackson

& Shaw, of London.
Blakenham .—The church of Little Blaken-

ham has been restored. Both roof and walla were

in a dilapidated condition. The edifice was
filled with square pews, and the pulpit and

reading-desk were both badly placed agaiust the

north wall. These defects have now been

remedied, the pews replaced by benches. Tho
south porch has been renewed, and a new oak

door provided. Iu place of the old ceiled roof

is a stained wooden roof. The east window,

like the rest of the church, is very simple ; it

consists of three lights, and is wholly witbonfc

ornamental tracery ;
on either side, however, of

tho window, is a recess, and on these more de-

coration has been laid than on any other part

of the church. In each is a fresco, that in the

southern recess being a fac simile of the

painting, evidently hundreds of years of age,

which occupied it previously to the restoration,

bub which it was necessary to obliterate in

order to carry out the repairs. This repre-

sents St. John the Baptist holding in his left

hand a book, with the lamb, &c., to which he

points with his right, and on the scroll is written

Ecce Agnus Dei. The style is quaint, and the

old painting is reproduced. In the northern

recess it was considered desirable to substitute

a new subject for that which existed before tho

restoration, and the altar-piece of Magdalen

College, Cambridge, has been copied, in style

resembling the companion fresco on the opposite

side, the subject being onr Saviour bearing the

cross, and on the scroll is inscribed Ecce homo.

There is a similar picture on the sides of tho

easternmost window in the north chancel wall,

and here the subject is supposed to be 8t. John

receiving the bride. The alterations were

carried out from plans prepared by Mr. P.

Josselyn by Mr. Hewitt, of Ipswich.

Stoke .—Christ Church, Stoke, has been con-

secrated. The building was commenced in July,

1867, from a design by Mr. E. Christian, of Lon-

don, the builders being Messrs. Swayne & Sons,

Guildford. The total cost of the structure when
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complete vrill be abont 2,300Z. The Bide walls
are temporary, it being intended, when sufficient

funds are raised, to have additional aisles at
each side, with steeple, chancel, &c. The design
is in the Pointed style. The church at present
consists only of nave. The columns which carry
the side arches are of polished Devonshire
marhlo from Torquay. The caps are in Bath
stone, carved. The arches consist of alternate
layers of brick and Bath stone. The church is

paved with 6 in. Staffordshire tiles, red and
black. The sittings are open, of Oregon pine,
varnished. The roof is of Memel fir, with tie-

beams and king-posts. The ceiling is wagon-
headed, in panels. The doors are of English
oak, with scroll hinges. The western end of the
building is finished withBargate and Bath stone.
The west-end gable is surmounted by a cross.
The tiling of the roof alternates six courses of
new and two of old plain tiles, with a crested
ridge. The building is fitted with gas, with
corona lights, the fittings being attached to the
pillars.

Raglan.—Eaglan Church, Monmouthshire, has
been re-opened, after restoration. The Duke of
Beaufort gave a donation of 600Z., and also a
piece of land for enlarging the churchyard

; and
the Duchess gave the pulpit, of carved oak. The
chapel has been restored as nearly as possible to

: its former character. The cost of the whole
restoration was 2,600Z.

South Petherton.—The now cemetery belong-
ing to this parish has been consecrated. The
eite was known as the Chapel Field, adjoining
the road leading from lirainster to Yeovil. Mr.
J. M. Allen, architect, of Crewkerne, prepared
the plans. The cost of the two chapels and a
lodge, together with the laying-out of the
grounds, was estimated at 1,500Z. The land
cost 200Z. per acre—400Z. j and the inhabitants
voted the required sum, 1,900Z., to bo raised by
rate. Mr, Bartlett undertook the carpentering,
and Messrs. Gould & Ilalletb the masonry. The
chapels are noc exactly alike. That belonging
to the church has a bell-turret and an octagon
vestry. The windows are also somewhat dif-
ferent. Both chapels are built of local stone,
with Ham stone facings, and have open roofs of

I stained deal. The floorings are tiled, and the
. fittings are of stained deal. The windows are
: filled with stained glass. The cemetery is en-
( closed by a wall of local stone, the pillars sup-

]
porting the entrance-gates being of Ham-hill

i stone. A path of 4 ft. divides the consecrated
I from the unconsecrated portion. Tho ground
1 has been levelled and turfed, and several fir-

1 trees have been planted. Tho banks close to
f the walls are stocked with laurels.

type
; and it is a semieircular-headed window

measuring 22 ft. 6 in. by 8 ft., on the south side
that has been filled with painted glass of the
sixteenth century character, treated with large
sized figures, the costumes of which are executed
with a view of representing the Biblical period.
There are two subjects—that above the gallery
is the meeting of Jacob and Joseph in Egypt.
The subject below is the death-bed of Jacob,
The ornamental portion is characteristic, and a
jewelled border surrounds the whole.

The Brunei Window in Westminster Ahhey .

—

One of the windows in the north aisle of West-
minster Abbey has just been filled with stained
glass, manufactured by Messrs. Heaton, Bayne
& Butler, from the designs of Mr. Henry Holi-
day. It is placed there as a memorial of the
late Sir Isambard Brunei, who died in 1859.
The architectural framework consists of two tall

lancet arches, surmounted by a quatrefoil open-
ing in the head of the principal arch. The
artist has filled the quatrefoil head with a
Christ in glory, surrounded with hovering angels
with censers. Each of the lower lights contains
three subjects from the history of the Jewish
Temple, and the lowest portion of each is occu-
pied by two allegorical figures, those on the
western side representing Fortitude and Justice,
those towards the east Faith and Charity,

St. Saviour’s, Eastbourne,—A stained glass
window has just been erected in the chancel of
St. Saviour’s Church, to the memory of Ben-
jamin and Mary Backhouse. It has been erected
at a cost of about 200J. The subjects repre-
sented are from the closing scenes in our
Saviour’s life. The work has been executed by
Messrs. Clayton & Bell, of London.

Sussex Archeological Collections relating to the
History and Antiquities of the County, pub-
lished by the Sussex Arch ecological Society.

Vol. XX. (Vol. viii. of Second Series). George
P. Bacon, Lewes. 1868.

The active and prosperons Sussex Archscological
Society have issued another of their interesting
and. well-edited volumes. It contains papers
on Midhnrst, Glynde, Cowden, and East Grin-
stead

5
on the Buckhall at Cowdray

; on Mural
Paintings in Plumpton Church

; Memorials of
tho “Lady Percy” of Shakspeare, and her
husbands, Hotspur and Camoys

j
and a variety

of others.

English Chukch at Houburg.—The Bishop
of London has consecrated the new church
erected for the English at Homburg. Tho
church holds fully 600 persons.

Meiiortal of Leigh Hunt.—The suggestion
of Mr. S. C. Hall that a memorial of Leigh Hunt
should be set up in Kensall-green Cemetery,
where he is buried, is about to be carried oat.
A number of well-known men have agreed to act
as a committee. Mr. Durham, A.R.A., has made
progress with a bust of the writer which, with a
fitting pedestal, will form the memorial, and a
certain amount of money has been subscribed.
About 70i. more are required, and some of our
readers will probably be glad to assist in raising
this.

The London Labourers’ Dwellings Society
(Limited).—The fourteenth half-yearly meeting
of the members of this society has been held,

Mr. Richard Poster in the chair. The directors
presented their report for tho six months ending
June 30th, which was adopted, and the usual
dividend, at the rate of 5 per cent, per annum,
free of income-tax, was declared. The capital
of the society now amounts to 33,400Z. They
have purchased twenty-eight small houses in
Prospect-place, Eotherhithe, and commenced a
block of buildings at Vauxhall.

Palace of Fine Arts for Vienna.—A Vienna
letter gives an account of a ceremony which has
just occurred in that city on layiug the first

stone of a Palace of the Fine Arts. The
Emperor, after signing the foundation Act, fixed

the first block in its place, while the Society of
Orpheonists sang a chorus of Mendelssohn. His
Majesty before leaving visited the Exhibition of
German Art, and spent some time examining the
paintings. Tho city of Vienna also organised
a banquet in honour of the German artists, who
were holding their tenth meeting.

Fires.—In Southampton Docks the most
valuable part of the Eoyal Mail Company’s
factory, and part of an adjoining sugar-house,
have been destroyed by fire, originating in a
carpenter’s shop belonging to the factory.

An extensive cooperage in Vaudries-street,
Liverpool, has been destroyed by fire. A
large farmyard at Bailey, in Gloucestershire,
filled with wheat rioks, vetches, &o., a barn
filled with wheat, a second filled with vetches,
and outbuildings with agrioultural implements
and machinery, have all been destroyed by fire,

originating, it is believed, in the accidental fall

of the ashes of a cigar on short straw covering
the dung in the yard.

ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH-BUILDING
NEWS.

Staines. — The first stone of the proposed
C Church of St. Ignatius, at Sunbury, has been
li laid by the Roman Catholic Archbishop of West-
n minster, in the- presence of a numerous assem-
b blage of the laity, including many from London.
AA site of half an acre of freehold land has been
g given for the new church. Mr. Charles Buckler
isis the architect, and the builders are Messrs.
C Castle, of Sunbury, and Whittle, of Twickenham.
TiThe entire length, including the chancel, is

518-1 ft., and the width 2-1 ft. The style is Gothic.

STAINED GLASS.
' Dcihich Church.—The east window of the
Ipfparish church of Dethick, co. Derby, has been
Klfilled with painted glass. The style of the
-’bhurch is Early English, and the window is

toiomposed of three lancet lights and tracery
ppjpenings. The central light is occupied by the
CCruciOxion enclosed within a canopy, above which
i8'a*8eated our Lord in sovereignty surrounded by
(iheherubim, and enclosed by conventional fjliage
.iDind canopies. The side openings are filled

j^sespectively with Abraham’s sacrifice and Moses
jiftifting up the brazen serpent

;
these are enclosed

I'lvithin canopies, over which are angels holding
icicrolls with texts. A base of mosaic work, with
ijnsascription, forms the base of the general design.
jjVhe window is. from the works of R. B. Edmund-
joiun & Son, Manchester.
•h Whitchurch Church {Shropshire). — Messrs.
iRa^ard & Hughes, of London, have recently com-
• kteted a stained glass window in this church,
itidie architecture of the old fabric is of the Roman

VARIORUM.
“ The History of tho Borough, Castle, and

Barony of Alnwick,” with numerous illustra-

tions. By George Tait, F.G.S., &c. Alnwick:
Blair. 1868. Vol. 11. Part I. We have already
favourably noticed the issue of this History of
Alnwick. The author is a distinguished local

antiquary and archmologist, and the chief dis-

coverer of those curious rook sculptures of North-
umberland of which the readers of the Builder
have before heard. The present part of Mr.
Tait’s history contains full historical accounts
of Alnwick Abbey, Holn Priory, St. Michael’s
Church, and various other Alnwick edifices;

the Chantry of St. Mary and Grammar School,
the Soieutific and Mechanical Institntion, &c.,

besides a portion of the appendix to the work,
and a variety of illustrations of local edifices

and antiquities. “ A Guide to the Geology of
the Yorkshire Coast.” By Martin Simpson,
Lecturer and Curator. London : Whittaker &
Co. 1868. The Yorkshire coast is a capital

field for young geologists as regards the second-
ary strata, and the overlying drift which has so

much increased in interest of late years. The
Scarborough and Whitby museums are good
schools of illustration also to the geological

student of the Yorkshire coast. The Guide
under notice is illustrated by sections of the
strata, and seems to be a useful little book for

local visitors with a turn for geology.

The President of the Institute op Archi-
TECTS.—The proposed portrait for the Institute
of Mr. Tite, M.P., is to be painted by Mr. J. P.
Knight, R.A. It will be uniform in size with
that of the late Professor Cockerell now in their
rooms.

Proposed Trade School for Birmingham.

—

At the request of the committee of the Birming-
ham Midland Institute, a conference of the prin-
cipal manufacturers in the town has taken place,

to consider the propriety of establishing a trade-
school similar to that in Bristol. The proposal
was warmly received, and on the motion of the
mayor it was resolved that such a school be esta-
blished in connexion with the Midland Institute.

Half a dozen of the largest manufacturers have
entered their names as subscribers, and their
efforts are supplemented by donations from other
gentlemen who always forward movements of
this kind. About 250Z. is the sum wanted to fit

up the rooms now lying idle at the Institute, and
300Z. or 400Z. a year will defray the current
expenses. Once established, the school may. bo
expected to prove self-supporting.

The New Theatre Royal, Croydon.—This
new theatre has been opened with an equestrian
entertainment. The exterior of the theatre has
no pretensions to architectural beauty, the
frontage being of plain red brick with stone
copings. Part of tho outward walls incloses a
public market. The theatre proper is about
54 ft. wide by about 100 ft. deep, the proscseninm
being nearly midway between the walls. The
stage is so constructed that it may be entirely
removed when the space occupied thereby is

required to be used for horsemanship or other
purposes. The auditorium consists of fifteen

private boxes, similarly placed to those behind
the balcony stalls at the New Adelphij 100 box
seats, and 50 balcony or dress-circle seats

j and
a spaoions pit and gallery. The decorations

partake of the characteristics of the Greek
order, but quite simple. In consequence of the
peculiar shape of the ground, the architect (Mr.
T. T. Smith) had some difficulty to contend with
in the aiipropriation of space. The architect

has been assisted in the work of decoration by
Mr. Dillon

;
and the construction of the building

lias been carried oat by Mr. Hutchinson.
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The International Congress of Work-
men.—The third oongn es of the International

Association of Workmen opened on Sunday at

Brussels. The sabjects of discussion •were eight.

Strikes and councils of arbitration being among
them. The English and American workmen in-

troduced the subject of shortening the hours of

labour ; the Germans asked what ought to be the

attitude of workmen in case of a conflict between

the great European Powers ;
the Belgians oflared

" a r^sumd of the special grievances of the work-

men of each profession.”

The Adexphi Schools in Shoreditch.—An
effort is being made to raise a fund to defray the

expenses of enlarging the Adelphi Chapel Schools,

in Gloucester-street, Hackney-road. The Council

of Education gave notice to the managers that

they should eitherdismiss one-third of the children

or provide a more commodious building. Having
sought iu vain for a suitable site at a reasonable

price, the managers decided on the addition of

another story to the existing premises, merely
providing an increased school accommodation of

60 per cent. The coat of this addition, with

other necessary improvements, has been esti-

mated at about 500Z., and the committee solicit

the practical sympathy of friends of education

and Christianity throughout the metropolis to

aid them in their efforts. In the daily schools

there are at present over 400 children
;
and in the

Sunday schools the reare over 500 on the books.

Social Science Congress. — The arrange-

ments for the meeting in Birmingham, under
the presidency of the Earl of Carnarvon, are

Manchester Exhibition of Works of Art.

—

The Exhibition of Modern Paintings and Works
of Art at the Royal Manchester Institution was
opened to the public on Thursday, the 10th

instant.

Opening of tee New Thoroughfare from
Long-lane to Farringdon-boad.—On Thursday

in last week the new roadway which passes in

front of the new meat and poultry market was
opened for traffic. The street has been lowered

to suit the market level, so that in front of some
four houses in Long-lane they will have to go

up some two or three steps to get into their

shops.

Demolition of Clement’s Inn.—The demo-
lition of Clement’s-inn, at one time an inn of

court, bub now a place of little mark, has

commenced, to give room for the New Law
Courts. Mr. Glasier, instructed by her Majesty’s

Commissioners of Works, sold by public auction

all that portion of the inn which extends from

the porter’s lodge, just inside the gate, at the

south end near the Strand, to the wall at the

north end, and as soon as it was disposed of

the process of demolition and removal com-

menced.

E.khtbition of Historic Portraits in Paris.

A society of literary men, who hold conferences

on the Boulevard des Capucinea, have occupied

their rooms during the off-season with a collec-

tion of portraits of notable persons of the time

of the Revolution and of the Empire. The
collection is nob large, including only seventy-

xne presiueuey ui ui oa.ua.vuu a.u
; -

^
.

proceeding satisfactorily. A guarantee fund has
r 1®., 1 ••i.i. • merit : but it is interesting, and the managers
been subscribed, and much good spirit shown m

,
»

, , ,
7I, j • •

V
® ^ . ! have set a good example. The adnussjon is one

the town. The Mayor has announced his mten- i
.

tiOB Of ioTitiog the member,, of the ABSoeiation
' f™"'. <* catalogue mth

to a JO.V& in the Town Hall, which will take
^

annotations by two known writers,

place on Thursday, October Ist; and a second ; ipjjj. DRiyjKijfG Fountain Movement.

—

A
soiree will be given on Monday following, the memorial drinking fountainis to be presented to
expenses of which will bo borne by the local \7igt0n by Mr. George Moore, of Whitehall,
fund. The Earl of Dudley has offered the memorial is intended to be in memory of
members of the Association an opportunity of late Mrs. George Moore, of Whitehall. The
seeing the Dudley caverns, and proposes to selected is the centre of the market-place,
illuminate them for that purpose. The Congress i three streets meet in the centre of the
commences at Birmingham on Wednesday, the town. Mr. J. T. Knowles, of London, architect,

30th insb., when the opening sermon will be • attended a town meeting on the subject, and
preached in St. Philip’s Church by the Bishop

j
pj-ofluced a plan of the proposed monument. It

of Worcester, and the inaugural address will
; jg gq^are, 30 ft. in height, standing on a base of

be delivered in the Town Hall in the evening by
1 about 14^ ft. square, and will be built of various

the Earl of Carnarvon.
j

coloured granites, with sculptures in white

The Memorial to Lord Herbert.—

T

he marble on the four sides, and surmounted by a

memorial committee to whom the superintend-

ence of the Herbert Sea-side Convalescent Home
erected at Bonmemouth by the liberality of

friends and admirers of the late Lord Herbert

was entrusted, have issued their first annual

report. The home has been handed over, free

of debt, to the governors of the Salisbury In-

firmary, the chairman of the committee, the

Right Hon. T. Sotheron Eatcourt having gene-

rously paid the sum of 2,0001., the balance

against the committee
5
and the expense of fur-

nishing the home has been met by the receipt

from Lady Herbert of nearly 4001., the balance

in hand after closing the establishment at Char-

month. The home, which was opened for the

reception of patients on the Ist of October last,

has already been attended with great success,

128 patients having been admitted in ten months,

and disposed of as follows :
— Sent home re-

coveced, 71; much improved, 20; too ill to be
benefited, 4 j

transferred to hospitals, 3 ;
died,

1 ;
remaining in the house, 29 j total, 128.

Smoke from Railway Locomotives.—At Tad-

caster, on Tuesday, the Ist instant, before the

West Riding magistrates, a case of some public

interest was mentioned. Birbeck Forrest, a po-

lice constable, had laid an information under the

8th & 9th Vic. cap. 20, sec. 114, against the

North Eastern Railway Company, for having,

contrary to the section, emitted smoke from one

of their locomotives on the 12th nit. The sec-

tion referred to enacts that “ every locomotive

steam-engine to be used on the railway shall, if

it use coal or similar fuel emitting smoke, be
constructed on the principle of consuming, and
so as to consume, its own smoke; and if any

engine be not so constrncted, the company or

party using such engine, shall forfeit 52. for every

day during which such engine shall be used on
the railway.” Mr. Dale, of York, represented

the company, but the charge was not pressed,

on their undertaking that the offence should not
be repeated, and agreeing to pay costs. There
was a new Act passed last year with reference

to this danse, which makes the act of the servant
the act of the company.

For main drainage for the borough of Southampton,
contract No. 3, for penstoets, &c., including fixing. Sir.

James Lemon, engineer
Burton, Sons, & Waller £393 0 0

The North Staffordshire Engineer-
ing Company 390 0 0

Hodgkinaon 295 0 0

For mortuary for the parish of Marylebone. Sir. T.

Gaul Browning (chief surveyor), srchite:t :
—

Jennings £425 18 0

J. Brown 375 0 0

E, Brown 349 0 0

Crabb & Vaughan 345 0 0

Scrivener & White 334 0 0

Stevens & Watson 326 0 0

Tavener 311 0 0
Crockett 299 0 0

Turner 277 0 0

Temple & Forster 265 0 0

For villa residence, Chertsey, for Sir. J. Madoets. Mr.
T. Wonnaoott, architect. Quantities supplied :

—

Britton Si May ..

Foister
Duke
Enight & Sons .

Simpson
Marden
Harris
Turner
Nightingale ....

2,116 0
2,109 0
2,061 0
1,950 0
1,891 0
1,887 0
1,785 0
1,777 0

For the erection of a house at Barnet. Mr. P. Webb,
architect:

—

Hill & Sons £5,478 0 0

Ashby it Sons 6,423 0 0

Brass 6,197 0 0

Loiigmire Burge 6.041 0 0

Sharpington & Cole 4,971 0 0

Turner it Sons 4,899 0 0

For finishing fifteen houses, for Sir. Jones, at Eumore
Park, New Norwood Jonctiou. Mes:r3. Mathews, archi-

tects :— _ .
Shapley it Webster £1,396 0 0

Hurley 1,340 0 0

Pearae 1,220 0 0

For new coal-Btore roofs and works at Bankside, for the

Phmnix Gas Company. Mr. Innea, engineer. Quantities

by Mr. Shrubsole :•

massive cross in bronze and gold. On each side

are to be drinking fountains, with receptacles of

water for dogs, horses, &c.

Enlargement of the Post-office.

greater portion of the property required for the

enlargement of the Post-office in St. Martin’s-le-

Grand, Bath-street, Newgate-street, and Angel-

street, has now come into poaseasion of the

Postmaster General, under the provisions of the

“General Post-office (Additional Site) Act,

1865,” and the work of demolition baa com-

menced. Workmen are busily engaged pulling

down the houses numbered 74 and 75, Newgate-

street. The Act gives power to the Postmaster-

General to take properties and lands situated

respectively in the parishes of Christ Church,

Newgate-street; St, Anne and St. Agnes; St.

Leonard, Foateivlane, Bath-street, and the inter-

vening courts lying within the area of the block

behind St. Martin’s-le-Grand and Bath-street on

the west.

Weatwood & Bailey...

Beddish
Weston
Sharpington & Cole...

Weeks & Co
Gurner
Aird & Sons
Tyler ....

Adamson
Pearce
Tm
Falkner
Nightiugale
Baxter
Crabb & Vaughan ..

George
Merritt & Ashby
Cnbltt &Sun3
WilJa (accepted)

..£1,155

.. 1,135
- 1,110
- 1,083
.. 1,070

784 0 0

For the erection of a coast guard station at Barton

Cliff, in the county of Hampshire, for tho Lords Commis-
sioners of the Admiralty. Mr. Case, architect. Quanti-

ties supplied by Mr. Shrubsole:

—

Hoare (accepted) £1,998 0 0

TENDEES.
For rebuilding 6, Fashion-street, Spitalllelds.

H. H. Colima, architect:

—

Cohen £320 0 0

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

R. O. ft Co.-J. B.-F. G. W.-& ft W.-S. ft C.-O. W.-W, P.

R. 8.— OccMlooal Writer.— C. L.— J. ft 8.—J. J,— J. L.—W. B.—

•

0 1) —B.—T . P.— J. C. T.—W. L. MeP,—H. R.—J. T. D.—T. O. B
-G. B.—C. A. M.-a. T.-J. P.—T. W.-J. F.—T. R. Y.—H. K. ft

W.— H. T. B.—Street Lamps.— L. T.—W. G T.—H. P. (mu»t cotuall

former Dumbers of tbe Builds for blcoaelf).—H. M. (the Eleanor

Crosses aflurJ as answer to tbe laqulr;).

Coantry newsrapets sbonld be marked.

We are compeUtd to decline pointing ont books and glvicg

addresses.

Alt statements of facts, lists of Tenders, ftc., most be aocompanied

by the name and address of the sender, not necessarily for

pnbllcaUoo.
Tbe responsibility of signed articles, and papers read at

public meetings, rests, of course, with the authors.

For the erection of dwarf boundary walls and entrance-

gate piers, Twickenham Park, for Mr. William Bndd.
F. Warburton Stent, surveyor to the estate :

—

Gascoyne £810 0 0

Hill, Keddell, iWaldram 79a 0 0
Nicholson 710 0 0

For extension of County Lunatic Asylum at Brentwood,

Essex. Henry Stock (county surveyor), architect. Quan-

tities by Mr. James Marsland and Mr. F. G. Widilowa

Advertisements cannot ie receivedfor the current

meek’s issue later than TBJtKE o’clock p.m.,
on TRmSDAY.

The Publisher cannot be responsible for Ori-

ginal Testimonials left at the Office in reply to

Advertisements, and strongly recommends that

Copies only should be sent.

NOTICE.—All Communications respecU

ing Advertisements, Subscriptions, ^c., should be

addressed to “ The Publisher of the Builder,*’

No. 1, Tork-street, Covent Garden. All othef

Communications should be addressed to the

“ Editor," and not to the “ Publisher."

Hammond
Hurt
Adamson
Perry & Co
J. & F. C->leman
Ashby ft Son
Wells
Brown & Robinson

Webb
Hill, Keddell , ft Waldram .

Rider

.. £20,4:0

.. 20,216 (

.. 19,998 {

.. 10,847 (

.. 19,595 (

.. 19,358 (

.. 19,324 (

.. 19,254 I

.. 19,130 I

., 19,030 I

.. 18,966 '

.. 18,680

... 18.660

advertisements.
Now ready,

A TCHLEY’S CIVIL ENGINEER’S and
J\ CONIBACTOR'S ESTIMATE and PRICE BOOK.
l>fmy 8vo S5-. Ilmstcalwl with Platea ami Woodcut*, Spocifl:^

UuD* for labour and MaterlUs, Conlraotoi'* Plant and Tool*, with

Kulea and Examples fur tbe ConalmuttoD of PubUc Woika.
By W. D. BASKOLL, C.E.

To which la added ibe l^w of CoutiacU. fto.

London : Publlshera, ATCUI.EY ft CO. 10«, Great anaaeU-alreet,

Bedford-aqmare.
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Gossip in the South Kensington

Museum.

number

visitors

the Kensing.

tonMuseum}
the ordinary

average of

lOjOOOgiving

place to one

of about
23,000. Very
puzzling are

these spon-

taneous re-

gularities, as
we have said before. Thus in the week end-
ing July 25th, there were 22,000 visitors; in
the week after, 21.000

; and then in followiog
weeks, 26.000, 25,700, and 21,000. The number
is now lessening somewhat, and then will come
for weeks and weeks again a steady 10,000,
little more or less. There is always something
new in the Museum, and if this lead to such
constant change in the arrangements that it is

sometimes difficult to find what is wanted, it has
the advantage of assuring visitors that they can
scarcely go too often. It is to be hoped that
some of our student readers sketched the carved
pine-wood doorway, of the eleventh or beginning
of twelfth century, from the destroyed wooden
church of Sanland, in Norway, and which was
in the north court for some time. It is a re-
markably fine thing of its sort ; the vigour of
tho large dragons in the spandrels, and the.
beauty of the curves in the foliage, are very

: noticeable. The wood is remarkably sound. This,
I together with another not in such perfect con-
I dition, and which came from the church of
1 Plaa, demolished in 1854, were lent by the
I Norwegian Government, and have been recently
I removed from the Museum. Plaster casts, how-
6 ever, are in their place, so coloured, that they
c closely resemble the originals. On another

'

I
pS’ge we print a letter from a correspond-

( ent, who, looking at these doors and their
a surrounding framework, asks whether it can be
a necessary to paint deal used externally in order
t to preserve it, no paint or varnish, apparently,
h having been applied to these doors. The differ-
e ence in climate would have to be considered in

g giving an answer, as well as the difficulty of
0 obtaining in this country such pine-wood as the
K Norway doors were made of. Our own experi-
eience with unpainted deal doors in England,
eiexposed to the weather, is not satisfactory.

1

It may be as well to add, touching the Norway
i^rwork, that some similar carved early doorways
i&from Norwegian churches,— Eitterdali, Tind,
laand Borcund,—are illustrated in Weale’s “ Quar-
iteterly Papers.”* The older timber churches of

under the heading of “Primitive Chutchee
1 of rf Norway

Norway are very curious piles, wrought piece-

meal and constructed without any skill in form-
ing a whole; carved work being introduced by
individuals here and there to lessen the original

rudeness and want of design.

Carved work of another kind will be found in

the very carious pulpit, or “ mimbar,” from a
mosque in Cairo, which has been set up in the
same court that holds the doorways, and which
is becoming a court of fine pulpits. The
mosque, built between 1412 and 1421, was
pulled down not very long ago, and the Depart-
ment were enabled to buy the pulpit, the
date of which, according to an Arabic inscrip-

tion on it, must be between the years 1468 and
1496. Its general form is excessively ugly, but
the carved and inlaid work, ebony and ivory,

with traces of colour, is very elegant. The
surfaces are covered with star-shaped panels,

formed by a moulding of triangular section
; and

doubled for i within these panels are the carvings, which in-
many weeks

, elude inscriptions from the Koran. The stiles,
tho usual

j

with their coarse sunk ornament, seem scarcely

agree with the panel-work.

Near the pulpit there is a table-top of fifteenth-

century work, also from Cairo, which shows the
same stellar forms and inlayings.

Look to the modern wronght-iron Pmssian
gates close by, purchased at the Paris Exhi-
bition for 400b,— a very small snm consider-

ing the remarkable extent to which they
arc wrought. These materially lessen the effect

of the Norwich gates now standing close to

them, and of which we gave an illustration some
time ago. What would a similar pair cost in

England ? Perhaps the Skidmore Company
will tell ns. The Museum, by the way, con-

tains some capital specimens of English iron-

work, especially the gates formerly in tho gar-

dens of Hampton Court Palace. These were
made by Huntingdon Shaw, a native of Notting-

ham, about the year 1695. These gates should

be carefully studied by all our smiths :

it was quite right to bring them under
cover.

The vicissitudes through which some of the

objects now in the Museum have passed are
remarkable. A cognate story occurs to us.

Some little time ago, at a sale in an ancient

house in inland England, the auctioneer said,

“ How much for the plaster cast in the hall ?’

and a whitewashed head in a niche over a door

was knocked down for 7s. 6d. When taken
down it proved, however, to be of metal, and it

was at once sold for 3b or 4b, and then went to

a shop in Brighton for about double that sum,
where it remained for many months, until it

was purchased for something under 20b by a
well-known art-loving resident there, who
bought it rather to serve the shop-keeper than

to please himself. It remained in his bouse, and
was very little cared for, nntil the Exhibition of

Works of Art in Lewes, to which ho had sent it,

was opened, when a London dealer sought to

buy it, but did not go the right way about it,

and so failed. Up to this time it had
been called at a guess Sir Thomas More

;

but being sent to a London friend and talked

over at the Society of Antiquaries, some good

eye said it was very like Henry VII., and on

being taken to the chapel at Westminster it was
found to bo nearly identical with the bust of the

recumbent effigy of the monarch. Tradition

says something of a trial piece made by
Torrigiano before executing tho monument, and
here it is thought we have it. Torrigiano seems
to have been brought to England expressly to

work for King Henry VIIL, and according to

Vasari did an infinite number of works for him
now unknown. The king made an agreement
with him to execute a monument for himself and
Queen Katherine, and Torrigiano tried to persuade
Cellini to come to England and help him in it,

but through circumstances unknown it was never

carried out. After the bronze bust of which we

have been speaking had been identified it was
lent to the Department of Art, and the Com-
mittee of Privy Council thinking it desirable

that the nation should possess it, the seven-and-
sixpenny “plaster oast” was bought for the
Museum for some hundred and fifty guineas, and
may be found there (and a fine thing it is) not
far from a cast of the Westminster effigy, so
that those who are curious may compare for

themselves.

The New Lecture Theatre is fast approaching
completion : it will hold from 500 to 550 persons

the body of it, besides 200 in the galleries on
special occasions. It is somewhat lofty; how
this may interfere with its acoustical qualities

will have to be seen. The tympanum ex-

ternally, above the entrance, is filled with a
large inlaid picture commemorating the Great
Exhibition of 1851 : a draped figure, probably her

Majesty the Queen, is presenting wreaths to

representatives of the various nations who ap-

proach on each side, a view of the building

forming the back-ground. The figures are in

outline, the colours being buff and blue, with a
gold sky. In circular frames under the

arcade, and so protected, three of the workers
in mosaic now practising in England have
been each enabled to pnt up a specimen of

their art and workmanship, and with good,

effect.

In the new refreshment-rooms some interest-

ing experiments in decoration are being made.
Mr. E. J. Poynter, who has designed a quaint

range, being entrusted with one of the dining-

rooms, and Messrs. Webb, Morris, & Co., with
another. We cannot say that we greatly ad-

mire the ceiling of the latter
;
but, as the room is

at present unfinished, like the rest, it will bo
better to withhold judgment. The painted glass

in tho window here is very agreeable : the
figures show the hand of Mr. E. Borne Jones,

who is also, we believe, to fill some of the panels
in the high wood dado round the walla. It is

assuring to hear that Mr. Morris, of this firm, is

the author of “ Jason,” and “ Earthly Paradise,”

poems that have been well received by critics.

The design for the large window on the chief

staircase was obtained in competition, the jury
'noluding several members of the Royal Academy.
It is by Mr. Reuben Townroe, a pupil of the late

Mr. Godfrey Sykes, and has been well produced
in glass by Messrs. Lavers & Barraud. The
design urges “ Work while it is day,” and is in-

tended to illustrate part of the 38th chapter of
“ Ecclesiasticns,” beginning, “How can he get
wisdom that holdeth the plough.” A series

of small pictures represent suggestively the
labour of the smith, the potter, and so forth.

The style may be called Cinque-cento. The
semicircular head is full of a debased sort of
arohitectural ornament, and is over-fuesy. The
window at the foot of the stairs, illustrating

“ Piotile,” “ Architectura,” and “ Pabrense,”

was designed by Mr. Moody, and for parts

deserves praise. To an eye fresh from the study
of the windows in Pairford Church, it is, never-

theless, but thin and poor.

TraveUing to that same Pairford, by the way,
the other day, we were greatly struck with the
exceptional fruitfulness of the berry-bearing

trees and shrubs. For at least four miles the

hedges are as red as a soldier’s coat. The “ hips”
and “ haws” of the wild rose and hawthorn are
in the majority, but others contribute, and are

added to by unripe blackberries and occasional

masses of elder-berries not yet black. The effect

is quite remarkable, Shakepeare, the omuiscient>

describes it. Changing only one word in two
lines from Macheth, these berries,

—

“ The moltitadiuous treet incarnadine.
Making the green, one red."

We have been led away, however, from
South Kensington, so will here end onr present

gossip.
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COUBTS OF CONCILIATION AND
ABBITEATION.

In Plantaganet and York and Lancastrian

times most of our leading trades were under the

management of a knot or certain number of the

“pood folks” of each of them. These “good
folks” made for their respective trades the

regulations that governed them; and, in the

city of London, at all events, were supported in

their decisions in the settlements of disputes by
the chief magistrate. In France, as early as

1285, there was a court of Prud’hommes, or

prudent men, who were appointed to sit in the

Civic Hall, Paris, for the purpose of advising in

cases between the citizens
;
and, in the fifteenth

century, there was a similar court established at

Marseilles, for the adjustment of all disputes

betw'een fishermen and their employers, and

another at Lyons for the settlement of the dis-

putes of merchants frequenting the fairs. But

where there was one man on the ground in those

days there is now a little crowd, and regulations

that were seldom broken through then are quite

obsolete, either scorned or forgotten, now. The
French were the first to exhibit a desire to rs-

turu to the old system that was found to work
so well in former times and elaborated it to

suit present requirements. In 1791 a court

composed of masters and workmen was esta-

blished at Lyons, for the settlement of dif-

ferences occurring in the various trades. But
it did not maintain its authority during the

eventful years that followed
;
for, on the visit of

the Emperor Napoleon, in 1806, to Lyons, the

municipal leaders represented to him the great

desirability of renewing its powers then in abey-

ance. Not only did Napoleon re-establish this

court, but he resolved to found similar institu-

tions in all the principal manufacturing towns.

Up to ISII, however, Paris was not included in

the list of towns and cities so benefited, on ac-

count of the apprehensions that were entertained

that the numerous varieties of industries carried

on there would occasion too many complicities
;

but Louis Philippe was not appalled by the pro-

spect of any difficulties, and created four coun-

cils of Pmd’hommes for the department of the

Seine. In 1819 there were twenty-four of these

councils in France. There are now eighty. The
first approach to the formation of a court in

England having similar powers, was made on

the present decade, when the hosiers of Notting-

ham established a court of conciliation and
arbitration, an example that has been since

followed by the joiners of Wolverhampton, and
still more recently by the potters in Stafford-

shire.

We have before us a work written for the

especial purpose of promoting the formation of

courts of conciliation by placing within every-

body’s reach exact particulars of the steps

necessary to be taken for this purpose.* The
author, who is a Scottish barrister, says, “ The
example afforded by the success of the Notting-

ham Court of Conciliation and Arbicration is one

which will no doubt be followed by other com-
munities; and should the Government not at

once lead, instead of being led by the people, the

resnlt will be—certainly one of a very humili-

ating, if not dangerous character—that the

people will learn to do that for themselves which
their legislators have either been unable or un-

willing to do for them.” He contends that the

present authorities for adjudicating upon dis-

putes between employers and employed—justices

of the peace— are quite unqualified for their

task, and prophesies, indeed, their abolition. In

their place he would institute boards or courts

of conciliation and arbitration framed on the

model of the councils of the Pmd’hommes. Ac-

cordingly, he shows us these last-mentioned

courts, describes their powers and machinery

;

describes the French justice of the peace, or

juges depaix

;

paints their English and Scottish

counterparts, and gives some of tbeir question-

able judgments; describes the civil legislation

affecting masters, workmen, servants, and ap-
prentices prior to 182-i, and that which baa been
enacted since that period; and finally depicts

the practical working of courts of conciliation

and arbitration, descants npon their advantages,

and describes the best modes of establishing and

conducting them. All this is done in an im-

partial and earnest, though at the same time

arousing, manner. He points to the facts of

foreign locomotives running upon British rail-

ways; wagon-loads of doors and windows arriv-

ing ready made from Norway and Sweden ; the

accession of business to the forges of Creusot

;

the activity of the hammers of Essen ; the

ahnttles of Vorviers, and the frames of Chemnitz ;

and calls upon employers and employed alike to

cease the absurd system of strikes aud lock-

outs, which is gradually reducing the national

powers of development, and organize a tribunal

at which their differences may be discussed

and the causes of them removed, without

the extreme measures that are introducing

foreign industry into the country. He
says :

—

“Never, perhaps, in the annals of trade has there

occnrred snch a number of strilces in almost every branch
of it, as have taken place within the last two years ;

seldom have they continoed in individual eases for such

lengthened periods. .At no time were they so likely

they are now to cause the forfeiture of that remarkable
pre-eminence in the world’s industry, so nobly
by the skill and energy of our forefathers. Thousands of

workmen and their families must have sufTered privations

of which we can never know the extent
;
while many em

ployers have doubtless sustained losses which it may taki

years of exertion to repair. The inveterate character of
these disputes would seem in a great measure to have
arisen from the want of some adequate machinery in our
judicial system, by which the questions involved could be
fairly determined. Hmployera and employed have been
hitherto in the position of Htigants with-jut a forum to de-

cide their dilFerences.’'

This desired forum is to be found in the pro-

A master brings a complaint against one of

his workmen

—

For having inflicted upon him some injury by
contravening a law or regulation;

For having refused to fulfil a contract either

actually entered into or implied by the custom
of trade as to work, time, or price

;

For having purloined or injured materials

given him to work upon, or committed other

offences of a like nature.

On the other hand, the workman complains

—

That his master has injured him by contra-

vening some particular law or regulation;

Or that he has dismissed him at an inoppor-

tune time, contrary either to actual agreement

or established usage ;

Or that he keeps back the whole or part of his

wages

;

Or that ho refuses to give him a cong4 d'acquitf

or certificate of his having fulfilled his engage-

ments
;
or to return him his livret, a book con-

taining his name, age, birthplace, trade, and

other particulars, which he is obliged to hand to

an employer on his engagement. And though

some of these are not the sort of disputes that

arise among ourselves, wo have few indigenous

grievances that might not be settled at similar

tribunals.

Mr. Macdonald gives some droll stories to

light up his subject. He would show the inade-

quacy of Scottish justices of the peace to cope

with industrial legislation, and says that the

jurisdiction exercised by them should be trans-

ferred to trained and independent judges, even

though the change would deprive the country
iuis aesireu lorum is kj db ioudu in tue pro- .<= a i •

posed extension of courts of conciliation and ® nnnn
arbitration, the outlines of which were indicated fox-buutmg, si mg in

j g p
hia natural enemy, the poacher, and should also

prevent Bailie Makumsmart from repeating the

address maliciously ascribed to him when Ben-

in the bill introduced into the House of Peers by
Lord St. Leonards, in February, 1867, entitled

“ An Act to establish Equitable Councils of Con-
ciliation to adjust Differences between Masters
and Workmen.” Few of our readers need be in-

formed that the distinguishing characteristics of

these courts is the absence of professional legal

men. In the French courts, upon which they

are modelled, “ no practitioners of tho law are

allowed to appear upon any pretext whatever.”

There are three paramount objects kept in view,

—the provision of judges skilled in the matters

in dispute, tho inspiration of confidence in the

justice of their decisions, and the conciliation of

fcencing “an ill-faured loon frae the Briggate”

to thirty days, “ because the offence hadna been

fully proven;” but adding, with a look of

ineffable wisdom and severity combined, “had
it been sae, I wad bae gi’en ye saxty !” Again,

be gives slight biographical sketches of the pro-

fessional men mentioned by Boswell in his

account of the action of the negro knight to

maintain the freedom he believed he was entitled

to by touching British land
;
and in that of the

matter-of-fact Lord Hermand he relates that s
lustice oi ineir uecisions, anu cne coucmatiou oi ,—, . . ,

litigants
;
and these are deemed best managed I

plealer of protracted eloquence^ ^
- - . . - ^

I stating a case before him, when his patience was
by the selection of an equal number of represen- 1

-—.7"° '

. , / i u
tatives of capital and labour as members, and quite worn out

;
fit as e a c

.

P . .

persons of stLding and character in the com-
!

lordship m he

Smnity as judges.^ To make the province of the
i

French courts clear, we cannot do better than
quote the words of M. Andre, president of the

Council of Troyes :
—

“In every case the council endeavour to discover the

was saying, “But, ma lord,” said Mr. Baird,

in consternation, “ I ’m no escousted yet,”

—

meaning, of course, that be had not^ ex-

hausted the case; to which Hermand, in a

deep growl, replied, “ But I am,” and so closed

the debate. And there are more anecdotes of

legal celebrities. The most practical part of hia

volume, however, is that which relates to the

formation of the courts be advocates. This in-

formation is as valuable as the process is simple.

It was Lord Brougham’s suggestion that an

English barrister should visit Paris for the pur-

truth,—to find out from what side the wroDR comes,
j debate. And there are more anecdotes of

Sometimes by observations addressed to the masters the -

- • •

latter are induced to modify their demands. By remon-
strances, friendly but firm, they cause the workmen to see
the unreasonableness of unfounded pretensions. Both are
reminded of tbeir reciprocal duties.—the roasters that

they ought to forego everything tending to humiliate, to

overlook a first offence, to be mild in command and .

moderate in reproof, and to respect the position of men
|

whose Hves are consecrated to toil. To the workmen they
, °''~e nf tbo Urflunh

recommend deference to the employer, who by his wealth • PO^e of examm ng the working ot the 1 rencu

and enterprise furnishes them with the means of earning a
|

CuUrtS of PruQ hommCB and then l6Ctur© upon
comfortable subsistence; regularity and care in perform-

; them throughout this country, BO as to prepare
ing their work; and a faithful and z-alons use of their ' • . ° .. .-i

mastcr'a time. It is by app'oaching cases in this spirit
,

that the prud'kommet succeed in getting the parties to see

their complaints in their proper light, to retire from the

court conciliated, and disposed to resume relations which
have thus been only temporarily disturbed.”

Does not this calm, kind statement show us

the crowded French court ? We cannot turn

over the page without feeling we have seen

Alphonse, or Jules, or Emile, in blouse and belt,

mustachioed and sunburnt, active, dexterous,

and good-looking withal, explaining his case to

a bench of men, bearded also and grave, older

than himself, who are taking the kindliest

* “ Handybook of the Law relative to Masters, Work-
meu. Servants, and Apprentices, in ail Trades and Occupa-
tions. With Notes of decided Cases in Kneland, Scotland,
and Ireland; together with Forms of Proceedings and
Procedure, to enable Masters and Workmen to establish
Courts of Conciliation and Arbitration, and to carry
the Same.” By Alexander Macdonald, Solicitor, Glasgiiw

;

Member of tn'e Faculty of Procurators, Greenock. Wil-
liam Mackenzie: London. Edinboreh. Glasgow, and
Dublin. 1868.

attention of our author to the subject. The ma-

chinery to set the formation of such a court in

motion is merely this :—A meeting must be

called, when a minute must be drawn up to the

effect that it is convened for the purpose of

forming a Board or Council of Conciliation and

Arbitration between masters and workmen, and

appointing a committee to prepare the neces-

sary rules and regulations. The committee and

secretary duly appointed, their names are re-

corded in the minute. A second meeting must

be called by the secretary to consider the rules

interest in it, aud as be and, perhaps, his and regulations drawn up by tho committee;

d'atelier embrace through their good offices and
mediation, we fancy there is a little flutter in

the air as though angels were rejoicing over this

scene of goodwill among men. Contrast this

with the dismantled room of the operative who
has struck or who is locked ont, his wife too ill-

clad and ill-fed to have a smile or pleasant word
left, his children too redneed to be anything but

an agony of misery to him, and we must own
that the offices of the “ good folks” of yore and
the “prudent men” of to-day are not without

their value. The classes of disputes of most
frequent occurrence in France are thus divided

by M. Mollot, one of the numerous authorities

consulted by Mr. Macdonald to give weight and
testimony to his work :

—

and these being discussed and approved, and the

expenses of the court provided for, nothing re-

mains bat tho drawing up and despatch of a

petition to the Queen to grant a licence for the

court to exercise its powers. Our author gives

the proper form of the minutes and petition;

and also shows the rules for regulating the car-

penters’ and joiners’ branch of the Wolverhamp-

ton building trade, and those of the board of

arbitration and conciliation of the hosiery and

glove trade, Nottingham, which contain ma-

terial enough to Serve as models for any

other. It seems to us his labours will ma-

terially assist the movement that is tending

to supersede the present cumbrous mode of

managing industrial relations.
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Mr. Macdonald extracts from the reports of

the artisans selected by the Coancil of the So-
ciety of Arts to visit Paris and report upon their
various trades such passages as relate to the
Courts of the Prud’hommes. Although these
reports have been before the public in various
forms, they are useful to look at again in illustra-
tion of the question before us. They sing a
nniform note of praise of the French plan. The
sentiments of Mr. L. S. Booth, a working repre-
sentative of the Coventry trade, may be selected
as a sample of the rest :

—

There snbaista a very friendly feeling between the
manufacturers and workpeople; this baa been attributed
to the a' tion of a society called Conseila des Prud'hommea
a Society of Prudent Men, formed of various trades of
workpeople and mastere, to adjust the dilFcrences that
from time to time arise. A. gentleman, occupying a re-
sponsible position in 8t. Etienne, assured ua it was the
best institution in France, and had the confidence of all
JMrties. It does not interfere with the price of labour or
the working of contraota. It is a council of conciliation
legally establiahed, and all its decisions of not more than
200 francs are binding upon both parties; and thou»h it
often deals m matters involving a greater sum than this,
appeals against those decisions are very scarce."

Mr. A. Kay, joiner, states, in plain terms, not
only the well-working of the courts, but the
mode in which a case is conducted. He says,
the workman who considers himself aggrieved
has merely to go to the court, reprrt bis wrongs,
and pay a fee of SJ. A summons is then issued
for the complainant and defendant to appear
before the council within a day or two. If the
council should fail to reconcile them, which is
seldom the case, for nine cases oat of ten are
settled at this stage, the plaintiff pays into court
two francs, and another summons is issued for
a fresh app.'arance in the judgment-hall. This
is generally appointed for an early day, as no
time is lost in unnecessary delay ;

" When the parlies appear in the judgment-hall, they
find ten members of the Conceil des Prud’hommes seatedon a raised platform, the president sitting in the centrewhen they courteously and with great familiarity hear the
statements each have to make. lu some cases the matter
la so clear and evident that the judges give their verdict
Without rising, and give the injured party a slip of paper
to take to the oilicer who is appointed to carry ihe sentence
into execution. But the case may require some considera-
tion : the ten judges then rise and retire to the adjoining
room, and then they compare the facts of the case, and
decide on judgment. Ibai judgment may not be final:
the one who deems himself the injured party may appeal
to the Chamber of Commerce; but before his case is
entertained there he must deposit 400 francs to nay theexpenses, and the case is not often worth that amount.”

Mr. Macdonald says, however, it is not neces-
^ry to deposit the 400 francs mentioned above.
He states that, when the demand does not ex-
ceed 200 francs, the judgments of the court are
final

;
and where it is above 300 francs the

court can order immediate execution of the
same to the extent of 200 francs,—" that is to
say, the party obtaining a decree to be put
mmediately in force for a sum exceeding 200
francs, must find caution or seonrity for the sur-
plus in case of appeal to the Tribunal of Com-
merce.” In fine, he has gathered together much
that has been said about these courts, and adds
exact particulars that he has tpared no pains to
verify.

^

As incidental to his subject, our anthor has
compiled a long list of decisions in England,
Scotland, and Ireland, illnstrative of statutory
and common law. Most of them relate to work-

I unlove™ ground covered with snow and

1 tha^I-iw hi,’,
^

1

“ showing how the thermometer below zero,—the horses and the
1 the law has been read in these instances, and, drivers, on whom and on which we all denend

nfh'‘“°“
7' “P=“‘ed to be read when time is an object, are left nnsheltercd'^nud

StterrlfeT
“ A large number uaoared for. Thei? no’rmal shelter is he sky

1 traaes. VVe would refer our readers to them- as — r i.r. .. - . .. b.

( concise statements of liabilities and responsibi-
I hties of general industrial interest. Here and
t there amidst his pages wo find little scraps of
i history that are suggestive. Thus we learn
t ^at justices of the peace were first created in
iiirance by Edward I. of England, though, as
I now constitnted, they only date from 1790; that

it the Scottish colliers were really bound to the
c coal they worked, and were sold with it when a
ft coal-seam changed hands, down to the year

. 1

whipping of females was not
al abolished till the reign of George IV.: and
01 other curious facts. Take it all in all, Mr. Mac-
didonalds work is, in many respects a fit lay
Ksermon to the text he has chosen as a heading
ifefor It Moreover, there are workmen with
ittthee m abundance, hewers and workers of stone
aiand timber, and all manner of cunning men for
'eievery manner of work. Of the gold, the silver,

brass and the iron, there is no number.
Mnse, therefore, and be doing, and the Lord bo
ffwith thee.”

THE ‘'BUILDER'S” PLEA FOR CABBY.
A PAHTiAL insurrection, which our French or

our Prussian neighbours would have harshly and
summarily dealt with, has been suffered to
bleed itself to death in the streets of London.
It has bled, happily, from no wounds but those
inflicted on the pocket. Those belligerents are
happy who stanch such wounds before they
become fatal. The cab proprietors of London,
having, or pretending to have, a grievance
against the railway companies, caused their
drivers to strike against the public. In order to
compel the railway managers to admit to their
station-yards, on equal terms, those vehicles the
owners of which were willing to give certain
guarantees, and those not so recommended to
bhe public, the cab-owning interest had the wit
to persuade their servants to refuse, in defiance

serve the general pnblic. The
ill-designed strategy had the result inseparable
from ignorance of the laws of war. The aggres-
8ws had to beat a retreat, and this was happily
effected before any great amount of ill-feeling
had been developed on either side.

With the public, then, the victory remains,
and, as far as the specific cause of complaint,
and the means chosen to enforce it, rightly so.
But it not unfrequently happens, in social dis-
turbance, that the immediate occasion of an
outbreak is nob its real cause. That may long
have been smouldering beneath the surface,
ready to burst forth on the slightest opportunity.
Let us ask ourselves whether such may not
have been the case in the present instance. The
railway companies may be altogether justified in
their treatment of publio vehicles. Are the
general mass of the inhabitants of London
equally in the right ?

The point to w’hich we refer, and which be-
longs specially to our columns, is that of the
shelter afforded to publio vehicles in London.
Shelter, indeed, there is none. A wealthy and
luxurious people, proud of their humanity, sup-
porting by voluntary subscriptions a society to
prevent cruelty to animals, a people specially
addicted to the breeding, the riding, and the
driving of the horse, is content to leave all the
animals which carry on the public internal com-
munication of the metropolis without any recog-
nised provision for shelter or for feeding-place.
That cab-horses have stables somewhere, and

that their drivers may sometimes (perhaps on
Sundays) retire to some other bed than that
which is extemporised from the interior of
their vehicle, we take, indeed, for granted. That
much wo leave to private enterprise. Perhaps
we are right in so doing. To take us through
the streets, whether with the easy speed of a
Hansom, or at the more deliberate grind of a
four-wheeler, ibis essential that the horse should
have been fed, and groomed, and rested some-
where or other, within a day or two; and, tbongh
we allow feeding, and that waiting which i8°

a

substitute for rest, to bo carried on in the very
midst of onr most crowded thoroughfares, we
have not yet come to see much grooming on the
stands. Evidently, therefore, there mast be
cab-stables somewhere, but where is known to
none but their occupiers. In all weather, and
in all seasons, by day and by night,—-in summer
with a temperature of 90“ in the shade, in
winter with the ground covered with snow and

uo 1 J.O It 10.11 - LU u large
body of hard-working, industrious, careful men ?

We expect very much of the London cab-driver,
and nob only so, but we obtain very much from
him—very much more than we did ten years
ago. Civility is now the rule; formerly it was
the exception. Knowledge of the town, care
and speed in driving, cleanliness of vehicle, and
we may say of person, we demand without stint.
It may often happen to a person not over familiar
with town to ask direction from a policeman,
and to discover, after a bout of that amusing
fence in which the natives of the Emerald Isle
so ranch delight, that he is seeking guidance of
an Irish recruit, who knows less of London than
himself. But how rarely do we find the cabman
at fault; and when he is, how patiently he
follows up the scent ! What is his pace, and
what his care at crossings and corners, when
yon can only catch the express train by making
for the station at some ten miles an hour ? In
all frequented streets of the metropolis, for at
least twenty hours out of the twenty-four, we
expect, by lifting up the finger and vociferating

;

Hi! to be accommodated with a carriage
driven by a man who can tell ns where we want
to go when we do not exactly know ourselves.
Now,_ it is a great hardship that no publio

shelter is provided for these hardworking pnblic
servants. What we say of the men will apply
with even more force to the horses, for the horses
are unable to pop inside for an occasional nap.
Their food is given by the painful and unsatis-
lactory appliance of the nose-bag. Their pro-
tection, after an hour or two of rapid driving, is
a rank that enables them at leisure to fill their
bellies with the east wind. No valuable horse
can be exposed to the unsheltered vicissitude of
a cab wRhont almost the certainty of disease.
In all this Res a great and unnecessary waste,
a cost to the owner which the public, in one form
or another, must ultimately defray. To demand
the constant attendance of thousands of horses,
and to make no provision whatever for their
protection from the weather, is a disgrace to our
civilisation.

Who should provide the shelter ? it may be
ked. Our reply is, that we are indicating a

want, bnt nob promoting a speculation. Some
co-operation should be brought to bear on the
matter. Public shelter, protected sheds, in which
the tired horses could feed and rest till their
time came to leave the rank, ought to be pro-
vided at public expense. If this were done, ic
would no doubt admirably pay to attach stables
and mews to the public sheds. If an association of
the cab owners were formed, or any arrangement
were made by which a horse that had set down
his last fare at Paddington should not have to be
driven to Islington or to Southwark to pass the
night, the economy of labour would be its own
reward. The lodging of the drivers themselves
is another matter for consideration, and the men
would, of course, wish to regain their own homes.
Bub when we remember the honrs which they
keep, the distances which they are forced to
drive empty-handed, and the constant oxpopuro
incident to their vocation, as well as that to
which they are unnecessarily exposed, we cannot
suppose that the drivers, as a body, would not
rejoice at any step in the direction of organisin"
their protection from needless toil.

°

Let ua heap a few coals, then, on cabby’s
head. Let ns tell him, and not in print only,
bub in brick and mortar, that we are better
friends to him than he has been to himself.
" You have been out of temper, my good fellow,”
let us say

;
" small blame to you for being a little

vexed at times. Yon have a good deal to put
op with. You have been hardly used. But you
have made an ass of yourself, notwithstanding.
It is nob the railway managers of whom yon
should complain, but the Lord Mayor, Aldermen,
and Burgesses of London

; the vestrymen of
Marylebouo, of Southwark, of St. James’s; the
municipal authorities, in fact, who neglect you.
Call another indignation meeting, and direct
your resolutions against the fact of utter
want of shelter for so large a body of the ser-
vants of the public. Ask for shelter for roan
and boast—fox- yonrselves and for yonr cattle.
Tell your great employer, the publio, that it was
but natural yon should have made that earnest,
though ill-considered, effort to take shelter under
a roof of any kind. Even draughty stations are
preferable to the open street. Put your shoulder
to this wheel, and call on the humane, the bene-
volent, the prndent, for aid. Enforce the view
that the reform of street vehicles depends on
some better shelter being provided for them than
the centre of the street. Stick to this, worthy
friend, and when one, or five, or twenty years
honco you rest quietly for your turn iu a clean,
light, airy, sheltered stand, thank ns for tho
hint, and remember “the Builder’s plea for the
cabman.”

VIEWS AS TO THE GREAT PYRAMID
AND OTHER ANCIENT STRUCTURES.
Sir J. Y. Simpson has published in pamphlet

form a corrected abstract of his remarks on Pro-
fessor Smyth’s idea of the Great Pyramid, from
No. 75 of the Proceedings of the Royal Society of
Edinburgh.* Some additional points, suchas with
reference to the concentric circles and other
carvings on rooks and kists, are dwelt upon in
an appendix. The communication may be caUed
a review’ of a review, inasmuch as it was pro-
voked by previous criticisms of Professor Smyth,
who still maintains the metrological hypothesis.

- la the Great Pyramid of Gizeh a Metrological Monu-
ment? By Sir J. Y. Simpaon, hart. Edinbnrgh : A &
C. Black, 1803.
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Sir James here demolishes this hjpothesis

with a heavy hand
;
and to that end he has made

able use of Professor Smyth’s own implements, as

well as others. The Professor, it will be recol-

lected, made a special journey to Egypt for the

purpose of verifying his own idea; and it must

be said for him that he appears to have given a

very faithful account of the result, inasmuch as it

was mostly dead against himself. This Sir James

Simpson clearly and forcibly shows. The kiat

in “ the King’s Oratory,” as it has been called,

instead of being cut out with all that mathe-

matical accuracy with which it was said to be cut,

and which was to have been anticipated bad it

really been the result of inspired handiwork, and

destined to form a strict measure of capacity

to the latest ages, was found by Professor Smyth,

as ho himself reports, to be of even carelessly

irregular form. On this subject Sir James, after

having pointed out other facts adYorse to Pro-

fessor Smyth’s hypothesis, says :

—

“ But in regard to the coffer aa an exq^uUite and mar-

velloua standard of capacity to be revealed in these latter

times, worse facts than these are divulged by the tables,

4c., of measurements which Professor Smyth has recently

published of this stone vessel or chest. His pnblished

measurements show that it is not at all a vessel, as was
averred a few years ago, of pure mathematical form

;
for

externally it is in length an inch greater on one aide than

another; in breadth, half an inch broader at one point

than at some other point ;
its bottom at one part is nearly

a whole inch thiclrer than it is at some parts
;
and in

thickness its sides vary in some points about a quarter of

an inch near the top. 'But,' Professor Bmyth adds,

‘if calipered lower down, it is extremely probable that a

lofaWy differentthickness wonldhavebeenfonnd there . .

Turther, externally ‘ a1I the aides
'
(says Professor Smyth),

‘were slightly hollow, excepting the east side;’ and the

‘two external ends’ also show some ‘concavity’ in

form. ‘The outside’ (he avows) ‘of the vessel was
found to be by no means so perfectly accurate as many
would have expected, for the length was greater on one

side than the other, and dijferent also according to the

height at which the measure was made.’ ‘The work-
mausbip’ (he elsewhere describes) ‘of the inside is in

advance of the outside, but yet not perfeot.' For in-

ternally there is a convergence at the bottom towards

th» centre
;
both in length and in breadth the interior

differs about half an inch at one point from another point

;

the ‘extreme points also of the corners of the bottom not

being perfectly worked out to the intersection of the gene-

ral planes of the entire aides and thus its cavity seems
really of a form utterly unmeasurable in a correct way by

mere linear measurement—the only measure yet at-

tempted,"

One would have tbougbfc thab the Profesaor

bitnaelf had thus demolished the metrological

hypothesis even in his own estimation, but it
gpQjjgjj

seems not; and although he admits that “the
”

coffer’s precise size is the question of questions,”

its precise size is still undecided
;
for Professor

Smyth has only measured what remains of the

defaced kiat, and his measurement is only one

of twenty-sis varying measurements. Never-

theless

—

‘‘ This broken and damaged atone vessel is professed to

be the permuKent and perfect miraculous slandard of

capacity-measure for the world for ‘present and still

future times;’ and (according to Mr. Taylor) that it

might serve this pnrpose, is formed of one block of the

hardest kind of material, each as pophyry or granite, »«

order that it might not fall into decay; for 'in this

porphyry coffer we have (writes Professor Smyth in 1861)

the very closing end and aim of the whole pyramid.’ ’’

Sir James Simpson’s own idea is that the

kist was merely a sarcophagus ;
but, although

•we have already expressed our own opinion also

that it was a sarcophagus, there are peculiarities

about the case which induce us to believe that,

like the coffin in Freemasonic rites,* it was

originally “ used for the living, and not for the

dead,” as has actually been said of “ the King’s

Oratory” itself, in which it stands, and which

•was carefully and scientifically ventilated, and

closely resembles a temple or chapel in sectional

outline and general arrangement, with its vesti-

bule and its stately and hall-like penetralia,

divided by its screening but lifted partition, or

“ portcullis,” of stone. ’The fact now adduced by

Sir James Simpson, on the authority ofan ancient

author, Ibn Abd al Hakam, a contemporary, or

nearly so, of the Caliph al Mamoon, who
tunnelled into the pyramid and discovered the

King’s Chamber, that the body of a man was

found in the sarcophagus, does not settle the

question any more than the discovery of the

body of a man beneath a church altar would

decide the question whether the edifice in which

it was found was merely a sepulchral monument.
Herodotus tells us, as to the Pyramid of

Belus at Babylon, that it had a shrine below and

a chapel above, in which chapel there was a bed

on which a priestess lay by night [entranced in

“ the semblance of death ” as she must have
been, like “ the mad prophetic Sibyl ” of ^aeas,
who, “ in her cave, upon a rock, by night, re-

clined”], while God-possessed, or visited by

the God Belus ;
and a golden table, on wbioh,

we may conceive, the Sibyline oracles of the

God were probably written down. The shrine

below, in the Babylonian pyramid, would respond

to the sepulchre, indicated but not completed, in

the rock below the Egyptian pyramid, while the

Pharaoh’s chamber or oratory above would re-

spond to the chapel. Now, had the body of a man
been recorded by some old author to have been

found in the bed of the ohapel of the pyramid at

Babylon,—and it was not unusual in the East to

have beds in sepulchres,—that might have been

supposed to settle the queatiou of its merely

sepulchral nature; but this would have been

quite an erroneous settlement, since Herodotus

happens to have recorded the fact of a very

different purpose. Yet there is nothing im-

probable in the supposition that a dead body

might have been found there after Herodotus’s

time. The practice of interring the dead in

edifices devoted to religious rites has been a

very common one, as we all know. Moreover,

as regards the religions rites of the Egyptians,

theywere magical, just as those ofthe Babylonians

and other heathen nations were. So were the

Mithraic rites ;
and the Mitbraic caverns, or cells

of the Cabiri, in which these very rites were

practised, although they were sometimes subter-

raneous, also, according to Faber, sometimes

lay concealed in the centre of enormous buildirip

or cavern, in the heart of enormous pyramids,

where the Mithraic rites of magic or sorcery

were practised.

We may here suggest, in the form of ques-

tions,—Were not the IJnitds closely related, at

least iu magical practice, or religion, to the

northern Draws or Trows, the fairy-like dxuarfs

of the Scalds, who seem to have been sorcerers

or spirit raisers, ” most powerful at midnight,

like the Druidical “ night hags ” or “ children of

the evening,” and to have inhabited dales,

caverns, and the interior of green “ knowes ” or

hilly mounds, so that they were called “ the

subterranean people ?” And were not these of

the same race as the little men of prehistoric

arcbcoology ? The existence of sorcoretic and

oaverned or celled tumuli or pyramids,—artificial

caverns iu fact,— not only in Ireland, but in

Orkney and Baffin’s Bay, points attention in

this connexion, as we have before observed, to

such northern peoples as the dwarfish Piets and

Drows of ancient times, as well as to the

Esquimaux, and especially to that curious people

the Laps, who are not only a “ little people,” or

dwarfs, but still abound with magicians or

sorcerers ; and are said to be, as a people,

so singularly susceptible to nervous impressions,

that the sudden clapping of the hands will some-

times cause them to fall into trances. It would

be interesting and important to know more of the

of the pyramidal form, or even « » temple at the ' Laps and Esqmmans, the.r

4 of tho pyramid. The temple or oh.apol
f

Belna at Babylon stood ejaotly in snob a position way are speca ly related to “
as the temple of Baddha now does in modem f

f

Ohaitvoa in Ava and Siam. So is it with been to the Drows and Piets of bcotlaud, esp

mauy^American pyramids, their temple having daily at atime when frozen seas united the higher

by t'S, aborigines, - the" house of lands of the

the God ” New Grange, in Ireland, of which the winters of the glacial and eaily post- lamal

ShjLes Simpson spLks, is entered, like the ' eras No 'iouby/.ere arc trares

Egyptian pyramid, by a long narrow passage, or and trad,hon allnsi.e to the PO°P'es the dr t,

trSe, as it might bo called in Scotland.-lead- the lake the dale, the cavern, and \
“n

ing to a central chamber or cell, deep in tho heart jast sneh as we have of the “
of the pyramid and the analogy between tho with celled or chamieredtumuh and with dales,

BgyptiS and the Irish pyramid, which was as well as late ike the
{“'"f 1 " p

[“'3'’w since pointed out in the Buildor, Sir James people
;

and of the Plots, or at

arae^ toronsideravery strong one. Now, it in oonnevien with dales, caaeras, mounds, and

is evidently of precisely such a pyramid or suMcrranean d«cll.«9s N°wm the tnno to coltect

tnmnlns as that of New Grange that the Taliesin
;

every scrap of ‘.““'',>800^Ji^ tra^^^^

or Druidical records, quoted by Davies, to whom traces, and to
fn

‘
„,olicd

Sir James also refers as an authority, have thus
, ^rnrp'erh^Iprwe4y®flnd°Et

• 1
' the Great Pyramid, ancient aa it is, forms bub a

link between the historical period and the pre-arouu** who isparily Lvered and partly bright" [like historical, and IS of less antiquity ^an many of

the aoul-translatiug the chambered tumuli either of Western or oi

Eastern climes.

It is no doubt the most popular and sceptical,now," eaya Caries, " in the mystic cell. ‘ Let the re-

Downed, theenterprising (hero, Eidiol [Image ofthe God], 1 —
a„ii

Ambrosius whose actions are recorded in the Gododin) hence the safest policy, at present, to ignore all
- '• "wVvilrttlio finrt “ arousea . . .. .. T_fi— . a w.. v-t l.arw.. desth vh,l„ th. aod

magicarprootioe's and doctrines while attempting
. let ilK muaiy b i MmmhArRd

be lulled in sleep [-- ---
,

wann^bim wifh Tlic man who to unravel the mysteries of ancient chambered

forth [as the God does snddeuly in the Oracle] . . . tj the tmnoKj or pyramids, cromlechs, &C., and ancient

bed/ellou: of him '^tiorett, m the narrow houte, under the
^ jg better ascertained

SpeY{fZ mu^^"oVpjramid fact than that ancient and pre-Christian nations,

at Babylon] .... The rictor directs -his -riew orer jn all parts of the world, were deeply,—intensely,

Manon, the Inminary with the lefty front and the red
^ probably universally, embued with such

dr.a.. E«dd (orVetory) of th. Pb.r.on (or higher
1 pmoLes and doolrines ,

and no arohm-
**

'

„ , j c -n 1 ! olocist who is ignorant of these, or who attempts
In this fragmontary record of Dmidioal rites ^ mystery of ancient strnotnres

there IB, as wo see, a onrioua oouglomeration of
1 Bonlptnres without taking them into con-

remarkable words
between DrTid eideration, is at nil likely to be able to advance

nexiona which actualjy^did exist between Druid-
theory of the uses or purposes aud

meanings of such structures and sculptures.

Before concluding, we may refer to what Sir

James Simpson says, in the appendix to hia

pamphlet, as to the concentric circles and other

sculptures on rocks and in cells such as that of

New Grange. He appears to be very much in-

clined to resolve many of these into mere un-

meaning ornament, and perhaps he is, to a

certain extent, right. Yet he admits that the

concentric circles with central cup inscribed on

the inside surfaiceof the lid ofa stone kist or two, to

which, in a general way, he himself alludes, were,

like some others, “possibly of a religious cha-

racter.” Still be speaks of “ the probable^oma-

mental OBlGl>'of our cup and ring carvings’ in a

very general way. There is nothing more probable,

however, than that the cup and riogi o*' centre

and circle form, was of symbolical origin, however

frequently it may have been finally used, like the

X in Etrurian pottery, as mere ornament. This
,

was sufficiently shown in the letters On Rock and

iatn, Buddhism, and Egyptian magic. “ Tho

Budd of the Pharaon ” is a very notable phrase

in this respect, and the connexion between tho

Budd and the dragon suggests the carious pen-

chant of the Chinese and other Buddhists for

dragon forms. Even the Manon, or luminary

with the lofty front, smacks not a little of the

Memnon statue and its pecnlior relationship to

the rising sun.*

It is also notable, with reference to what we

have said of the New Grange Pyramid, that,

according to an eminent Runic scholar, Mr. Rafn,

a similar tumulus, barrow, or pyramid, at Maes-

howe, in Orkney, is called, in a Runic inscription

within the chamber, or cavern, in the heart of

the pyramid, a “sorcery hall,” which name very

curiously responds to what is said of the cell,

• See Letters on Geometrical Symbols, by J. E. Dots,
in Suilder, vole. xxl. and xxii.

• Another of the Taliesin fragments given by Davies is

as follows “ In the sacred course, on a serene morning,

when Hu sent forth his dancing beams, making this de-

mand ;

—

I require men to be Jor« again [into the new me
of initiation—the life of entrancement, or God-possession]

in consideration of those liberal ones [those liberated or

free ones?] who will be [who have been?] lost—those

bletted [those eeitutic or entranced] ones—they have been

intoxicated and lott" Here and in the other fragment we

find that the cell or chamber within the pyramid or

tumulr.s where the God (and hero) ‘‘lived anddied aUer-

nately,” had relation to a ‘‘ new birth," in " the iipAL ns

the coffin has in the Freemasonic mysteries, which are

believed to have been identical in meaniag and purpose

with ancient religions mysteries, both_ Gentue and Chris-

tian, those under consideration inclosive.

* The truthfulness involved, to some extent at least, in

Eastern tradition or legend, with its enormous elephants

and tortoises, long disbelieved in as utterly devoid ol truin;

and in Western as well as Eastern legend, with its drapns

and its other monsters, equally disbelieved in, has been

singularly corroborated and illustrated by i he discoveries ot

geologists; and so may the truthfulness ot the traditions

and legends to which we have just been referring, beillns-

trated and confirmed by the discoveries of pre-histono

aichmologista.
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other Symbols by J. E. Dove, in our columns, a
few years since. There it will be seen not only
what the circle and centre symbol denoted
among varions nations, this being an almost
universal symbol

j but that the concentric circle
and centre forms were, in particular, an ancient
Jewish symbol, named the Sephiroth, the precise
meaning of each portion of which is recorded and
known.

The prominence which Sir James gives to the
•comparativtly rare occurrence of the concentric
circled symbol on kists, as evidence that such
fiymbols were “connected with the burial of the
dead” gives an erroneous idea of the small evi-
•dence,—if any,—of their sepulchral character
which really exists

;
for it is known and has been

specially remarked by those veraant with the
localities in which such symbols are mostly found,
that very few have any connexion with ancient
places of the dead, while hundreds appear to
have had distinct associations with the ancient
haunts of the living. Nevertheless, even though
they were proved to be sepulchral, that would not
disprove their magical or religions character—
quite the reverse.

BEDFORD CASTLE.

On the left bank of the Ouse, about 50 yards
from the stream, within, but upon the eastern
edge of the town, is to be found all that re-
mains of the once-celebrated and very strong
Castle of Bedford. These remains, though
scanty and confined to earthworks, are very
marked and of a durable character, and, al-

though the fame of the castle rests upon its

adventures as a Norman fortress, there is reason
to suppose that it had an earlier history, and
that its present relics belong to that earlier
and Saxon period.

The principal work is a motte or mound of
earth, wholly artificial, placed upon the gravelly
plain across which the Ouse winds its way
^own the broad band of the middle oolite. This
mound is circular, now about 15 ft. high and
160 ft. in diameter at its snmmib, which is per-
fectly level, and has for above half a century
been employed as a bowling-green. The slopes
are uniform and moderately steep, and planted
with trees and shmbs. On the north side, or
that farthest from the river, an excavation has
•been made for an ice-house j but this is of mo-
dern date, and does not appear to have laid open
any traces of masonry below the surface of the
ground.
Towards the river, and westwards towards the

town bridge abont a furlong above the castle,

the ground is perfectly flat, and under cultiva-
tion as a garden; bnt, on the north and north-
east it is rather higher, and hero are traces of
a ditch at the foot of and concentric with the
•mound, and no doubt a part of its defence upon
this its weaker side.

The only masonry that can possibly be old is

a small rectangular mass on the south side of
the mound, and which now carries a modern
•Bummer-houae. The ragstone of the country, of
which this fragment is comprised, weathers so
rapidly, that it is difficult to form an opinion
upon its age j but, though possibly old, it is pro-
bably of very recent date.

Looking to the position of the mound as re-

gards the river, and to the low and flat

character of the ground about it, it is evident
that the great strength of the place must have
been derived from the Ouse, here deep and
broad, and from banks of earth and ditches
•filled from and communicating with the river.

The entire absence of masonry and the disap-
pearance of all but a trace of the surrounding
banks and ditches, commemorated in the Chron-
icles as once so high and deep, are fully ac-
counted for by the circumstances recorded of
the famous aiege by Henry III.

Bedicanford, or Bedford, was well kno-wn to
the Saxous, and a town probably of Saxon

' origin. Here, just outside the town, was buried
: in 79(i the Saxon Offa, king of Mercia, in a
1 -chapel long since swept away by the flood
1 waters of the Ouse. Early in the tenth century
i the town was attacked by a party of Danish
{ eettlers from the five burghs, who were beaten
1 off by the townspeople, and shortly afterwards
; Edward the elder repaired the place, and erected
\ whut some call the suburb of Mikesgate, and
{ some a strong place, on the southern side of the
l river, possibly a cover for the “ ford,” which

,

: ( contributed towards the name of the town.

'

I 1 Bedford was without doubt an important town

under the Saxons, and as at Tamwortb, Leicester,
Warebam, and Wallingford, had a citadel at one
angle of the enclosure, upon the river.

The Barony, also called the Honour, of Bedford,
was conferred by William Rufus upon Payn,
second son bat eventual heir of Hugh do Bello-
campo, or Beauchamp, a companion of the Con-
queror, and possibly allied to the greater family
of that name, who afterwards held the earldom
of Warwick. Hugh was the recipient of many
manors in Buckingham, and about twenty in
Bedfordshire. Payn is the reputed builder of
the Norman castle, described as of great strength,
with ditches and ramparts of earth, and which
descended to his son Simon, steward to King
Stephen. The family, however, afterwards took
part against the king, who seems to have
attempted to settle the fief upon the daughter of
the eldest brother, married to Hugh, surnamed
“ Pauper,” brother to the Earl of Leicester.
Stephen laid aiege to the castle in 1137, and
after five weeks of leaguer, obtained it by a com-
promise.

Simon de Beauchamp held the castle through
the reigns of Henry II. and Richard I., until his
death, about the 8th ofJohn. It appears from the
red book of the E-xchequer that he held 36 and
5-lOths knight fees of the old feoffment, and 8 fees
of the new, all in the barony of Bedford. In his
time the castle seems to have been held against
Henry II. since in the second year of that king,
1155-6, those burgesses of Bedford who were in

the castle against the king were fined twenty
marks, of which sum they rendered account in

1157-8. In 1190 Simon fined 1001. for the
governorship of the castle.

William, son and successor of Simon, is de-
scribed as lord of the strong castle of Bedford,
the capnt of the honour or barony. He took
part with the rebel barons towards the close of
John’s reign, and in 1215 admitted their forces
into his castle. In consequence it was attacked
by the well-known Falk de Breaute, and, not
being relieved, was surrendered in November,
after a seven days’ siege. John was himself
present at Bedford thrice in that year, in all for

eight days. He granted the confiscated barony
to Falk.

Falk strengthened and held the castle into the
reign of Henry III., and hence ravaged the
country below the Chilterns. At first a sup-
porter of the young king, he afterwards resisted
his authority, and, at the instance of his
oppressed neighbours, Henry de Braibroc was
sent to Dunstable in 8th Henry HI., 1224, to
try their complaints, when thirty verdicts were
found against the baron, and fines of 1001. upon
each of them imposed. In revenge, Falk
kidnapped the judge and lodged him a prisoner
in Bedford Castle, treating him with much
indignity. His wife complained to the Parlia-

ment then at Northampton, and the king ordered
him to give up the judge, but in vain. Henry
was probably glad of the opportunity of ornshing
a very turbulent subject, and appears to have
lost no time in punishing the affront. In June,
1224-, commences a series of orders, issued by
the king himself, and which show the greatness
of his preparations for a siege, and the vigour
with which he pushed them forward. On the
22nd of June, Henry was at Bedford in person,
and there remained during the siege until the
19th of August, nearly two months. The pre-
parations were both extensive and minute, and
the mandates, always described as pressing, were
issued to a vast number of sheriffs and other
persons as far south and west as Corfe Castle
and St. Briavels. They include men, money,
arrears of scutage, cord, cable, iron, steel, hides,

leather for slings, twine for strings, mangonals,
petrariea, balist®, quarrells, stone shot, quarry-
men, masons, miners,carpenterB,saddlerB,wagon8
for conveying the royal pavilions, and almonds,
spice, and ginger for the royal still-room. All

the smiths in Northampton who can forge
quarrell bolts, or feather them when forged, are

to work day and night until 4,000 are ready and
despatched. Large quantities of wine from the
royal stores in London, at Northampton, and
elsewhere, are to be forwarded with speed to

Bedford. Knights performing castle guard at

Lancaster are ordered up
:
greyhounds are sent

for for sport. The sheriff of Bedfordshire is to

supply quarrymen and masons with their levers,

hammers, mauls, and wedges, and everything
necessary for the preparation of stone shot for

the mangonels and petrariea. Miners come
from St. Briavels, in the Forest of Dean.
Windsor supplies its master carpenter and his

mates. Cambridge sends cord and cable.

Charcoal comes with the iron and steel from

Gloucester, and the adjacent Abbey of Newen-
ham spares a large quantity of raw stone to be
converted into shot.

The details of the material supplied are re-
corded iu the close rolls of the period. The
particulars of the siege itselfhave been preserved
by the neighbouring monks of Dunstable, from
whose town, and probably from whose monastery,
the judge had been taken, and whose fellow-
townsmen played an important part in the siege.
The king brought with him the Archbishop of
Canterbury and divers bishops and abbots, by
whose interest was granted to him two men
from every hyde of their church lands, to work
thesiege engines; an aidof “carllage” oramark
from each carnca or plough land of demesne,
and 23. from each held in tenancy, gifts which
were guarded against being drawn into a pre-
cedent by special charter from the king.

Falk left his brother to abide the attack, and
sought aid on the lands of the Earl of Cheater,
Ranulph Blundeviile. The earl, however, was
with the king, together with Peter de Rapibns
Bishop ofWinchester, William deCantelupe, Brian
de f Isle, and Peter de Maulay. All were sus-
pected of disaffection, and in consequence the
earl and the bishop left the camp, althongh the
earl was afterwards brought by the Bishop of
Chester to his doty. Falk remained at North-
ampton until he fled to Wales.
The siege operations included on the east

front a petrary and two mangonels, which daily
battered the opposite tower; on the west front,

two mangonels bore upon the old tower; on the
north and south fronts were two mangonels, one
on each, and each breached its opposing wall.
The operations of these seven pieces of ordnance
were materially aided by two large wooden
turrets, tall enough to command the whole
castle, and supported by other smaller turrets,
all charged with archers and crossbow-men.
There was also the timber covered-way known
as a cat, by the aid of which miners were able
to undermine the wall, while the bowmen cleared
the battlements above. These works were
thickly covered with hides, rendering them proof
against fire

;
and the slingers, of whom there

were many, probably kept up a general and
incessant shower of pebbles upon all who dared
to show themselves on the ramparts.
The works were stormed by four vigorous as-

saults. First the barbican was taken, with a loss

of four or five of the assailants. Then entrance
was effected into the outer ward. This was the
work of the men of Dunstable, and was attended
with severe loss. In this ward were stored most
of the munitions of the place,—arms, horses and
harness, cattle, bacon, and live hogs. Much forage
was here burnt, with the houses and sheds in
the ward.
The miners next underworked the wall next

the old tower, which wall fell. The resistance
here appears to have been obstinate, many lives

wore lost upon the breach, and ten of the moat
forward assailants were taken and carried into

the interior of the place.

Finally, on the vigil of the Assumption, 14th
August, about the hour of vespers, the miners
having undermined the foundations of the old
tower, fired the props. The walla split, the
smoke rose, and, the place being no longer
tenable, the garrison hoisted the royal banner
and surrendered, sending out de Braibroc with
the wife of Falk, and the other women. Next
morning the king took possession. William de
Breaute and the garrison were pat upon their

trial, and he and abont eighty of his men were
hanged ont of band. Three were allowed to
join the Templars in Palestine, and the castle
chaplain was delivered over to the archbishop as
the spiritual power. It appears from the records
that the remainder of the garrison escaped with
fines and confiscations. The spoil was consider,
able, in treasure, provisions, and munitions of
war. Henry left for Kemeston (Kempston) on
the 18th, but was again at Bedford on the 19tb,
and at Dunstable on the 26bh of August. Even
when flushed by success he seems not to have
been severe upon those not actually implicated.

Alice, widow of the executed William de Breaute,

was allowed her dower-lands in Bedford and
Cumberland. On the 19th and on the 22nd
Margaret, wife of Falk, was allowed for her
subsistence the manor of Heyford and Sabridge-
worth. Gilbert de Breantd also was allowed a
manor; and Falk, the author of all the mischief,

had twenty marks allowed for his personal ex-

penses on his way to exile.

Immediately upon the surrender Heniy broke
up the siege establishment. 900 quarrells, the
residue of the 4,000, were returned to North.
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empton, and the Sheriff of Bede is debited with

the remaining iron, charcoal, &o., collected for

the siege operations. The mangonels and heavy

artillery were to be taken to pieces and returned

to Northampton Castle. Variona payments were
also made and rewards given, chiefly ont of the

confiscated De Breautc lands. John de Standon,

the king’s miner from the Forest of Dean, had

land granted him under St. Briavels.

The castle itself was far too strong and too

dangerous to be spared, and the orders for its

destruction are very sweeping and specific. By
an order of the 20th of Angnst, five days after

the surrender, the sheriff is ordered to level the

banks, fill up the ditche-s, and make plane the
surface of the outer ward. He is to reduce the

mote or mound and the walls of the inner ward
by one-half their height, and to level three-

fourths of the old tower towards St. Paul, that

is on the north-west. The stones are to be
divided between William de Beauchamp for his

proposed house, the Church of St. Paul, Bed-
ford, and the Priories of Caldwell and Newen-
ham ; but tho last is to have the larger share,

because it supplied stones for shot for the siege.

Five days later came ont another order enforc-

ing the former, and directing Henry de Braibroc
and William de Pateshull to see to its prompt
and accurate eiecntion. It was also specified

that William de Beanchamp might, if he pleased,

build a dwelling-house on the site, and use the
reduced wall of the inner ward, but he was not to

raise the mound orthe wall above a certain height,

or toembattle it. He might only erectit. Braibroc
is to see the stone from both walls and mound dis-

tiibuted as directed. September 16th, the sheriffs

of Herts, Cambridge, and Hunts were ordered
to send men to aid Braibroc and Pateshull in

the work of destruction, and they are to take
tools with them, and stay until tho mound is

lowered and the ditches filled up as ordered.
Beauchamp was further allowed half the timber
from the barn and the old tower.
Thus passed away tho strength and glory of

the Castle of Bedford, the great fortress of the
Onse. Whether William de Beauchamp built

upon its site does not appear. He died 41
Hen. III., and within a very few years his name
was extinct and his barony divided.

The castle, or its site, probably as the seat of

a manor court, is named from time to time in

the Inquisitiones post Morte7n. Thus, 5 Eel. II.,

Roger L’Estrange, by Margaret his wife, was
seized of “the Castle” and tho “site of the
Castle” of Bedford; 1 Ed. III., John de Mow-
bray was seized of the site of Bedford Castle and
the fishery of the Ouse

;
and 40 Ed. III., another

John had snit of court in the Castle of Bedford
;

and 50 Ed. III., Elizabeth, wife of John Mowbray,
holds of the same castle. Also, 6 Rich. II.,

another John Mowbray is seized of Bedford Castle
and Bedford Barony; and, finally, 8 Hon. IV.,

Thomas Mowbray, Earl Marshall, holds Bed-
ford Castle in chief, by the service of almoner
to the king at his coronation ; so that the tenures
and privileges attached to the castle remained
in force long after the fortress itself had been
razed. In Leland’s time, the castle mill—that
great evidence of feudal customs—remained

;

and he also mentions the “ great round hill,” as
a burrow for foxes. There were not then any
buildings.

It is evident from present appearance that the
mandate of Henry III. was strictly obeyed. No
trace of a ditch is to be seen between the mound
and the river, and the mound itself is so much
lower than is usual with works of that diameter
as to make it probable that at least one half has
been removed and employed in filling np the
ditches.

It is not easy to gather from the account of

tho siege a clear idea of the disposition of the
parts of the castle. There were two wards, and
the outer, judging from its contents, must have
been of considerable area. It probalsly included
the inner ward and the mound, and abutted
npon the river. The barbican would scarcely
be placed upon the river or outside the town,
and probably was to the north-west, or near the
church of Bt. Paul.
The inner-ward wall probably surrounded the

mound, on the outside of its ditch, and was

explanation be accepted, Bedford Castle had a

shell keep or donjon upon a mound, surrounded
by a ditch and wall, and this again by another

wall, at a greater distance, the principal store-

houses and dwelling being, as was usual, in this

larger or outer ward.
Mounds of similar aspect to that of Bedford

are common in many parts of England, and
especially in Bedfordshire. Thus Lysons describes

Cainboe as a mound with surrounding earth-

works. Eaton-Socon has a high central mound,
and around it a ditch communicating with the

river, 24 yards ontside which is asecond ditch, also

joining the river. This was the site of another

castle of the Beauchamps, allied to those of Bed-

ford. Risinghoe is a mound with a surrounding

earthwork. Totternhoe Castle is a circular mound,
about 150 ft. diameter at the base, and 40 ft.

high, surrounded by a circular ditch, outside of

which are other earthworks. The rectangular

camp, 500 ft. by 250 ft. close by, is regarded as

Roman. Toddington is composed of a mound
and other works called Congerhill. Yielden

Castle, a seat of the Barons Trally, is an earth-

work, 80 yards square, in the centre of which is

a large mound, called Castle-hill. On its west

side is a space, 90 yards by 45 yards, enclosed

by a bank and wet ditch, outside of which are

traces of extensive walls.

In connexion with tliis style of fortress may be
mentioned one hitherto utidescribed, in a field

known as the Castle Close, in the parish of

Cheadle, in Staffordshire, rather about a mile

south of the town, and in the grounds of Huntley
Hall. It consists of a mound of earth, wholly

artificial, circular, 90 ft. in diameter at the top,

and about 12 ft. high. It is placed upon ground
sloping towards and about 100 yards distant

from and about 70 ft. above the Tean brook. Its

west front i^ guarded by a platform about 20 ft.

broad, scarped steeply towards the water, and a

hedge lower down towards the north, occupies

what may have been a line of defence. There
are no traces of masonry upon or about the

mound save a modern icehouse on the north

side. There is no history, but the local name
“ Castle Close,” and the aspect of the mound
show it to be a military work. C.

June, 1868.

THE NAMES OP METROPOLITAN
STREETS.

THE ROMAN MORTAR OP BURGH
CASTLE, SUFFOLK.*

A MORE than antiquarian interest attaches to

the remains of Roman constructive works in this

country from the circumstance that they appear
to have withstood the ravages of time much
more Buccesafiilly than most of the Norman and
Mediaeval architectural monuments reared in

much later periods. This superiority has been

generally attributed to great simplicity in points

of construction, combined with the use of im-

perishable materials, such as flints and rubble^

and to a skilful preparation of the mortar
employed to bind the stones together.! I was
so much interested by the hard and enduring

Roman mortar used in the construction of Burgh,

that I was induced to bring away with me a few
samples for analysis on the occasions of my visit-

ing the castrnm in the years 1863 and ISGG.

The results of the chemical examination, of these

specimens are appended, but before proceeding

to discuss tho question of composition it would

seem desirable to indicate briefly the circum-

stances of their occurrence.

Burgh Castle, Suffolk, the Qariemonum of the

Romans, is situate on an eminence near the

junction of the rivers Yare and Waveney, and
about five miles from Yarmouth. It is a mural

erection in the form of an immense parallelogram

of which one side is wanting, being left uupro-

,
tected on the river front. The massive walls are

strengthened at the angles and at certain inter-

mediate positions by towers, or solid cylinders of

masonry, which are uniform in height with the

rest of the work, i.e., about 15 ft., and measure

from -40 ft. to 50 ft. in circumference, being

larger at the top, and only in the case of the two
corner towers being truly circular in form. The
length of the wall on the eastern side, which

is perfect throughout with a gate in the centre,

I found to be 650 ft., whilst the north and south

walls have fallen away in places, bub their length

may be roughly stated at 350 ft. The appearance

of the whole is grand and highly pictnresque ; the

walls, which are ofrubble masonry, and about 6 ft.

in thickness, are faced with flints and layers of

red tiles set at intervals with great regularity,

and the contrast of colour is heightened by parts

of the work being overgrown with moss and ivy.

The flints are arranged in tiers of four and
occasionally five courses, and the red tiles in-

variably occur in triple layers with seams of

mortar between. This order of construction is

repeated some five or six times from base to

rampart, with a cap of flints at the top, and the

round towers or abutments present the same
construction as the rest of the work. The walls

vary in thickness, being, as already stated, gene-

rally about 6 ft., and are constructed internally

of compact rubble, the stones being largo, and

the mortar presenting throughout tho reddish

A RETUR.v has been issued by the Metropolitan

Board of Works of the streets renamed or de-

prived of name and the houses renumbered since

1856. The names so altered or abolished are

printed in alphabetical order, and form a curious

specimen of the littleness of men’s minds and
the extremely limited extent of their informa-
tion. The ordinary tasteof builders would seem

I colour due to*^admixture of pounded brick, which
to lie in the adoption of Christian names, perhaps

j

is considered to be characteristic of a Roman
their own or their wives’. Thus we find that

j

origin. The red tiles are of very fine texture,

the Johns, Jameses, Alberts, Williams, Alfreds,
'
^ell burnt and compact, for none of them

Carolines, Anns, &c., have had a large prepon- '

appear to have been disintegrated by frost j

derance. There were no fewer than 25 places ' their dimensions are tolerably nniform only as

having the prefix of Cambridge, 17 of Devon-
j resards thickness, which varies from I 4 in. tohaving

shire, 34of Gloucester, 100 of John, 26 of Albert, I

36 of Park, 23 of Prospect, 36 of Queen, l lofl
Eichmond, 14 of Rose, 23 of St. James, 18 of

i

Sussex. All these repetitions, to the number of

3,031, have been entirely abolished and altered.

The Board of Works, however, have not added
much to the euphony or interest of the street

names by their alterations ; but any name cer-

tainly is better than aduplicate. The Board have
in their report included the directions given to

builders as to the future naming of their streets

and numbering of their houses. In future no
name is to be used for a street unless with the
approval of the Board, and it must be a name
consisting, if possible, of one word not already in

use in tho metropolis in street nomenclature.

Only snch streets as are leading thoroughfares

of considerable length can be designated
“ roads.” Names for terraces, places, or other

blocks of houses, and sections of streets, and
usually known as subsidiary names, will not be
recognised, nor such names as are already in

use for provincial towns and postal places. A
thus open to attack when the outer ward was

'

general index of the names of existing streets
taken.

i has been prepared, and is kept under continaal
The old tower, lost taken, and the fall of a

j

revision for the putpose of ascertaining whether
part of which reduced the garrison to surrender,

I

proposed names are already in use. This list

was probably the donjon or shell crowning the i contains about 15,000 names, with the names of
mound. This would be of Norman date, and ' the parishes in which they are used, and is now
therefore might well be called the old tower, as being prepared for printing in a separate form
distinguished from Fulk’s additions, and the and will include the names of new streets sanc-
repairs after the siege by Stephen. Thus, if the tioned by the Board.

regards thickness, which varies from

in,, and they extend to various distances

within the face of the wall, in some places

12 in. only, and at others nearly twice that

depth.

With respect to the probable antiquity of the

structure, I have been favoured with an opinion

from Mr. C. Roach Smith, to the following

effect :
—“ These fortresses—Richborough, Lymne,

Pevensey, and Burgh,—instead of having been

built at the early date popularly assigned to

them, were erected at a comparatively late

period in the Romano-British epoch to defend

the coast against the incursions of the Saxons.’^

It would appear, then, that at least fifteen cen-

turies have elapsed since the foundations of

these castra were laid,J and with the well-

authenticated knowledge that the Romans were

conversant with the properties of burnt and
slaked lime, and employed the latter in making
their mortar. We have obviously the means of

testing the action of lime and of atmospheric

influences npon this hydrate placed in contact

with sand and other silicious substances for

lengthened periods. It becomes, then, import-

ant to ascertain the following chemical points in

reference to the hardening of mortars :

—

* From a paper by Mr. John Spiller, F.C.S., read at the
Norfolk meeting of the British Association

+ Vide C. Roach Smith’s " Report on Eicarations at

Perensey,” 1868, pp. 12 and 14.

J Vide “The Antiquities of Eichboroueh, Eeculrer,
and Lymne,’’ by C. Eoach Smith, pp. 153 and 179.
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Ist. To what extent the hydrate of lime be-

oomcB re-carbonated by exposure to air ?

2nd. What is the physical condition of the
carbonate so produced ? and

3rd. Whether in this long interval the silica

and Hmo can directly unite with each other ?

Different views on these subjects have been
advanced, the prevailing opinion undoubtedly
being that the lime never becomes thoroughly
re-oarbonated, but stops short at a point when
a definite combination of hydrate and carbonate
of lime is formed

j
and, secondly, that lime is

endowed with the power of attacking sand and
other forms of insoluble silica by long contact

at the common temperature.*
The conclusion to which I have been led by

the chemical examination of the ancient mortars
from Burgh, Pevonsey, and other Roman castra,

is that the lime and carbonic acid are invariably

united in monatomic proportions as in the origi-

nal limestone rock, and that there is no evidence
of the hydrate of lime having at any time exerted

a power of corroding the surfaces of sand, flint,

pebbles, or even of burnt clay, with which it must
have been for lengthened periods in contact. Fur-
ther, that the water originally combined with the
lime has been entirely eliminated during this pro-

cess of re-carbonation, and, this stage passed, the
amorphous carbonate of lime seems to have
become gradually transformed by the joint

agency of water and carbonic acid into more or
less perfectly crystallised deposits or concretions

by virtue of which its binding properties must
bave been very considerably augmented. It is

proper to state that Messrs. Abel and Bloxamf
assign as one of the causes of the hardening of
mortars, the formation and subsequent crystal-

lisation of the carbonate of lime.

Analysis of the Roman Mortar from S.E. Tower,
Burgh ;

—

Pand
Soluble silica

Bed brick, with some unburnt clay
Carbonate of' lime
Sulphate of lime .

Carbonate of magnesia
Chloride of sodium
Magnetic oxide of iron \Wood charcoal /

Water, chiefly hygroscopic

I.

61'50

0 50
18'0')

26-76
0-16
0-09

0-05

traces

0-92

Total 00-85

Other SatujiZcs of Burgh Mortar :

—

Sand and brick, with a')
little unburnt clay j

Carbonate of lime, &e. \
(by difference) J

II. III. IV.

72-3 ... 71-4 ... -67-0

27-7 ... 28'6 ... 33-0

Samples II. and III. were taken from the
south wall

; specimen IV. from the north wall.

SUNDERLAND GASWORKS.

The Sunderland Gas Company opened their
new offices on the 9th inst. They occupy a con-
spicuous position at the sonth-west corner of
Fawcett-street, and are erected from the design
of Mr. G. G. Hoskins, architect, whose design
obtained the first premium in a public compe-
tition in March, 1867.
Tee style of the building is Gothic, and is de-

pendent for its effect rather upon breadth of
treatment of the whole than the elaboration of
parts. The materials employed are red pressed
bricks, with Dunhouse stone dressings. The
whole of the windows and principal entrance-
doors on the ground-floor have segmental-pointed
heads, those of the doorways being recessed,
and furnished with columns of grey Dalbettie
polished granite, with carved caps of Dunhouse
stone. Ihe south front, or principal elevation,
oocQpies a frontage of about 80 ft. towards the
Borough-road, and is distinguished by an oriel
window, supported by a stone buttress and shaft
of grey Dalbettie polished granite, which is

I surrounded by a carved cap representing a group
‘ of ferns.

On the gronnd-floor the following accominoda-
: tion is provided, viz.—public offices, 33 ft. 3 in.
I by 22 ft.

J secretary’s office, 24 ft. 4 in. by 17 ft.

I 3 in.
; out-door manager’s office, 17 ft. by 15 ft.;

1 metre inspector’s office, 14 ft. by 13 ft.
;
princi-

}
pal or director’s entrance from Fawcett-street,

* Vide “Knapp’s Techuology,’’ edited by E. Ronalds
s and T. Richardson, vol. ii., p. 396; and teq. General Gill-
i more's “Practical Treatise on Limes, Cements, and
J Mortars” (New York, 186U, pp. 174aadl88; Mr. G. R.
I Burnell’s “Rudimentary Treatise on Limes, Cements,
J Mortars, &c.," p. 49.

t “ Handbook of Chemistry,” p. 296.

26 ft. 6 in. by 10 ft.
;
strong rooms, with iron

doors, by Chubb
;
lavatories

;
water-closets

; &c.,

&c. The first-floor comprises director’s room,
33 ft. 3 in. by 22 ft. ;—this room has a handsome
panelled ceiling and an oak dado 3 ft. 6 in.

high, the oriel window forming a good feature
;

—photometrical and experimental room, 17 ft.

3 in. by 13 ft. ; metro warehouse, 35 ft. 1 in.

by 15 ft.; book - room
;

lavatories; water-
closets, &c.
The top floor and basement are principally

devoted to the storage of materials. The prin-

cipal stairs and landings are of stone, and the

entrances laid with Maw & Co.’s geometrical
mosaic pavement. The whole of the furniture

for the director’s room, and the several offices,

and principal landing, is of oak. The marble
chimney-pieces bave been executed by Messrs.

Fisher & Dyson, of Huddersfield.

The contractors for the Tarious works liaTe been ss

follows masonry, bricklaying, and plastering, Mr.
James Young, Sunderland

;
plumbiug, Mr. H. Tonkin-

son, Sanderland
;
slating, Mr. Robert Preston, Sunder-

land
;
carving, Messrs. Parmer & Brindley, of London;

carpentery aud joinery, Messrs, D. & J. Rankin, Sunder-
land

;
painting and glazing, Mr. George Kirkup, Bunder-

land
;
ironwork aud lamps, Messrs. W. H. Walker & Son,

Newcastle.on-Tyne ;
oak fainiture and ofEce-flttings,

Messrs. W. Jobbling, Sunderland; S. Atkinson, Sunder-
land; Kipling & Appleby, Darlington; and Hobkirk,
Smith, & WbitecroBS, Sunderland

;
bellbanging, Mr. T.

Heslop, Sunderland. Mr. Robert Hodgson has acted as

clerk of the works.

COMPLETION OF THE BEDFORD DRAIN-
AGE AND WATERWORKS.

The mayor and several members of the cor-

poration have inspected tlie waterworks on the

Clapham-road. The storage well was also visited,

and the level of the water fonnd to be 2 ft. 3 in.

above the surface of the river. Several gentle-

men tasted the water and pronounced it excel-

lent. The reservoir, a subterranean brick-built

tank capable of holding 400,000 gallons, was also

examined, and the party remained until the

water was pumped in. The main sewers of the

town were afterwards flashed, and the party

drove off to the drainage works at Newnham,
which were also thoroughly inspected. The
storage well yields 200,000 gallons every twenty-

four hours. It is 60 ft. long, 18 ft. wide, and
25 ft, deep : with this is connected a pumping,
well by a heading 60 ft. long and G ft. wide.

For raising the water there is erected a perpen-

dicular plunger, worked by an engine of 40-hors6

power, of combined high and low pressure, made :

by Bevington & Co., of London. This engine

will pump 30,000 gallons in an hour if needed.

The water ia lifted from the well to the reser-

voir on the summit of the ridge known as

Foater’s-hill, The perpendicular lift is 150 ft.

The risiug main is taken across the Clapham
road direct to the hill.

The reservoir is cat out of the dense bonlder-

olay which forms the eastern ridge of the Ouse
valley, and as the top-water in it stands 140 ft.

above the average level of the town of Bedford,

there is pressure sofficient nob only to supply all

the bouses with water, but to throw a jet to the

top of the highest building when needed in case

of fire. The tank is 64 ft. long and 60 ft. wide,

and contains 15 ft. 6 in. of water: in round
numbers, it gives an available resource of 400,000

gallons of water, double the quantity required at

present for a day’s consumption. The roof is

supported by columns and arches, all being
covered in to ensure coolness, and prevent im-

purities coming into the tank.

On the visitors leaving the hill and descending

the slope to the north end of Tavistock-street,

the engineer, Mr. John Lawson, explained that

this was the highest portion of the system of

sewerage, and gave a practical illustration of the

advantage of bringing the water-works in union

with it at this point, so as to flush the whole of

the drains thronghout the town. This can be
done at any moment, and perfect cleanliness of

the sewers obtained by the mere act of turning

on the water at certain points. There are

thirteen miles of main sewers, which are all

straight, and can be seen through at the man-
holes when inspection is needed. There are two
levels in the system, but they come to one out-

fall, and provision ia made in the upper one for

conveying sudden overflows of storm-water into

the river. The main sewer on the north side is

brought to the left bank of the river and passes

along the margin by the premises of the Swan
Hotel, and here the surface is utilized : over the

main is an embankment 25 ft. wide, forming a

fine promenade. At the suburb known as

Waterloo the main sewer of the south side of the
town is brought in a tube under the river to the
main above referred to, and the whole is con-
veyed straight under the roadway by the side of
the river to Newnham, three-quarters of a
mile. Inside the walls of the old Priory-mead
a tank has been constructed which receives

the sewage, which is then raised to the de-

sired height by two horizontal 12 - horse
engines working centrifugal pumps. From
the life the sewage passes along by gravita-

tion to a field of 54 acres, where it is dis-

tributed. A portion of the field is not yet
brought into cultivation, but a large breadth is

now bearing a fine crop of rye-grass, which has
sprung up in a very short time.

The borough treasurer, Mr. James Wyatt, in

writing to us on the subject of the drainage,

says:—“It ia very successful, and a great

triumph over the ‘ dirty party.’ I think the

distribution of the sewage is a very satisfactory

solution of the great question
;
and that Mr.

Lawson deserves credit in the engineering world,

as he receives commendation from the local

governing body of Bedford. I say this as a
disinterested person so far as concerns any con-

nexion with the engineering profession, or

with Mr. Lawson personally, although greatly

interested in the success of such works every-

where.”

HEALTH AND DISEASE IN ROMSET.

OuRattention has been drawn by the surveyor

of the Romsey and Winchester turnpike-roads

to the fact that upwards of thirty cases of fever

have occurred this season at Romsey; and to the

probable cause of this. Some years since the

surveyor recommended a plan whereby a constant

flow of water at all times down the main sewer

of the hundred was obtained, aud the health of

the coniniunity secured, after the removal by the

railway company of the canal whereby the

sewer was flashed. On the subsequent com-
plaint, however, of a mill-owner, a hatch which
had previously existed while the canal water

was available, was placed on the sower, in order

to accumulate water for the use of his mill, and
by way of flushing the sewer at stated times.

The surveyor’s plan had been in operation during

the years 1863, 1865, 1866, and 1867, in none of

which years was there any sneh fever as there

has been since the batch was replaced. The
surveyor, therefore, considers that the replace-

ment of the hatch on the sewer, and hence

the cessation of the constant water-flow, are the

cause of the prevalent fever. Anyhow proper

inquiry is called for.

AUSTRALIAN MEAT FOR THE ENGLISH
MARKET.

Experihents in the preservation of meat still

excite public interest. Prom New South Wales
we learn that an attempt is about to be made by
Mr. Mort in conveying a cargo of meat, frozen

by his process, from Sydney to England. The
process has been for a long time before the public.

An instance of the success of the chief process

carried on by the Victoria Meat Preserving Com-
pany has recently been brought under notice.

Two legs of mutton cured by their process were
hung in the rigging of the brig Oroyhoxmd, aud
remained there six weeks. The meat was after-

wards cooked, and proved to be perfectly sound
and palatable from the outside to the bone.

The Victoria Company supply meat cured in

this way at a cheaper price than salt beef.

Besides the vacuum or tin-enclosing process,

this company salt and smoke dry meat. Their

rolled mutton hams are sent to India, Japan,

&c. Meat biscuits are also made. The Melbourne
Meat Preserving Company still carry on their

operations in the preparation of tinned meat, to

which they limit themselves. A satisfactory

trial of this process has been made by Mr.

Welch, in Loudon, of some Australian roast

mutton, cured by Mr. Ritchie before his con-

nexion with the company. Mr. D. Medlock’s

process of curing joints of meat by dipping them
in bisulphate of lime has been put to a public

trial at Melbourne, where a number of gentle-

men dined off roast and boiled legs of mutton,

and roast and boiled beef, which bad been sub-

jected to the process about three weeks before.

The meat was served up hot, and proved

to be quite equal to fresh cuts, the gravy being
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retained. Mr. Medlock is desirona of trying to

get at the home-market, and a ehipment of meat
prepared by his process was sent to England by
the Lincolnshire on her last trip. The result of

the experiment cannot be known in Australia

for some time to come ; but, should it prove

successful, a cheap way wDl have been found of

solving the problem which has engaged so many
ingenious minds. We may here add that the

most convenient mode of preparing sulphurous

acid for the preservation of meat on Dr. Dewar’s
principle is said to be by adding a few drops of

sulphuric acid or oil of vitriol to sulphate of soda,

the sulphurous acid gas being thus evolved in

great quantities.

THE PHYSICAL COMMOTIONS
THROUGHOUT THE GLOBE.

The “ Builder ” was the first topoint the atten-

tion of the public to the indications, ever and anon
occurring, of some tremendous impending crisis,

which the activity of volcanoes, the frequent

recurrence of earthquakes, and the prevalence

of hurricanes, in various parts of the world,

seemed to betoken. It now appears that nume-
rous cities in South America have been more or

less completely destroyed, shipping wrecked,

and twenty to forty thousand persons killed, by
a series of terrible earthquake shocks. The
country chiefly ravaged is Peru and Ecuador,

where, along 3,000 miles of country and coast,

property estimated roughly at three hundred
millions of dollars has been destroyed. The
shocks continued from the 13th to the 16th of

August; and it may be that they were not even
then over; but it is most earnestly to bo hoped
that the actual crisis had then come, and that

the hidden force which has been so long threat-

ening is now expended. Earthquakes have of

late occurred not only in America, North as well

as South, and in Europe, but in Asia, and aho
in Australia. The commotion is evidently

coamical : it has affected the whole globe, north
and south, from Iceland to the Sandwich Isles,

from Britain to Australia, and east and west,

from America to Asia. Perhaps even our

strangely arid season, like last year’s hurri-

canes, has had something to do with this

cosmical disturbance.

The late Mr. Hopkins, of Cambridge, cal-

culated that the force which produced the great

geological rents in the earth’s crust was one
operating “upwards and outwards from within.’’

Does not such a force denote the expansion of

the fluid though encrusted sphere, probably from
the centrifugal force of its rotation, by which
expansion it relieves itself, so preserving uniform
the rale of rotary motion so long as the crust

gives way to the force of expansion ?

SOMERSETSHIRE ARCHAEOLOGICAL
SOCIETY.

The twentieth annual meeting of this society

commenced at Williton on the 25th nit., and,

the weather being fine, there was a good attend-

ance, including Sir Alexander Hood, hart., M.P.,

the president for the year. Sir P. P. Aoland,

bart., Mr. Vanderbyl, M.P., &c. The business

meeting was held at the National School-room.

The report referred to the labours of Mr. Sanford,

in compiling the first volume descriptive of the

contents of the Somersetshire caves. Mr. Free-

man described the construction of Dnnster
Church. The officers for the ensuing year were
appointed. The meeting was attended by nearly
eighty ladies and gentlemen. In the afternoon

an excursion left Dunn’s Hotel for Bicknoller,

Halny old Manor-house, and Stogumber. In
the evening an ordinary took place at the same
hotel, of which nearly the same number of

persons partook.

It was intended to hold the meetings for

the reception of papers at the National School-
room, but in consequence of the want of accom-
modation many persons were obliged to return
home by the quarter to nine train : these papers
were therefore read at the dinner-table. The
Rev. Mr. Hugo read a paper on “ Ina, the King
of the West Saxons,’’ and of his residing in

the neighbourhood of Taunton. Mr. Parker
then read a few remarks about “ Old Cleeve
Abbey,” where they purposed to go next
day.
The members did not go to Orchard Wyndham

on Thursday to see Old Mother Shipton’s stone.

as intended, not having time. They went direct

to Combe Sydenham, once the residence of Sir

F. Drake; thence to Nettlecombe Court House,
thoroughly examining it ; and therefrom to

Cleeve Abbey, where Mr. Parker again read the
paper of the evening previous respecting it.

Thence they went to Donster Castle. The
park-gates being thrown open, they drove to a
large marquee erected by Mr. G. Luttrell, to

entertain them at luncheon, where upwards of

100 sat down, and the society afterwards made
an examination of the ontparts of the building.

On their return, Carhampton Church was visited,

and thence home to Williton, where an ordinary
at Dunn’s awaited them, as on the preceding
day.

Next morning, thirty-two members of the
society proceeded to East Quanboxhead Church
and manor-house, Stringston-croas, Stoke Courcy
Church, Fairfield (the seat of Sir P. P. Acland,
where the president, the son-in-law of this gen-
tleman, entertained them at luncheon), whence
they proceeded to the old manor-house at Dod,
dington, the church, and old mines and marble
quarries; thence to old Dousborough Camp-
back to St. Audries, by way of the park, the
residence of the president; and so ended the
meeting.

OPENING OF THE HOP AND MALT
EXCHANGE.

The new building in Southwark-street, Borough,
of which we gave a view in our volume for 1867,
page 731, has just been opened for business
purposes. It was not publicly inaugurated, in

consequence of the unavoidable absence of one
of the members of the royal family, who, how-
ever, promises that he will consent to officiate

on his return to town in November. The
bnUding, as already noticed, is situated at the
corner of High-street, Borough, in the imme-
diate vicinity of the hop trade operations. It

contains an exchange 80 ft. by 50 ft., a sub-
scription-room, 40 ft. by 32 ft., a refreshment
department, about 120 offices, 50 stands,

4^ acres of watehoose room, and acre of

vaulted cellarage. Of the offices aud stands
about half are already let and tenanted, and a
brisk application is being made for the re-

mainder. Several suites of auction-rooms ad-

join the exchange. The capital of the company
paid up is 70,0001. ;

the land is freehold, aud
cost 60,0001.

j
and the building, erected under

the supervision of Mr. R. H. Moore, the oom-
paoy’s architect, has cost about 65,0001. The
figures in the pediment and the whole of the
other carvings were executed by Messrs. Framp-
ton & Williamson.

FROM SCOTLAND.

Aberdeen.—Free Gilcomston Church has been
opened for public worship. It has been built

from designs prepared by Mr. William Smith,
city architect. 'The style is Early Decorated
Gothic, the walls being of hammer-blocked
granite, with freestone dressings. The front to

Union-street includes a main door, aud wheel
window over it 14J ft. in diameter. When
fiuiehed, the height of the tower and spire

will be 145 ft., and the base of the tower con-

tains one of the gallery staircases. There are

three passages along the area of the church, one
in the centre, and ooe on each side, with a cross

passage in front of the pulpit, which is at the

north-east end. Easy access is afforded to every
part of the church. In all, there will be six

exits. The interior length, exclusive of vestibule,

is 80 ft., and the width 54 ft. 6 in. Two rows of

iron columns run up the full height of the building,

supporting the middle roof. At the north end
of the building there are provided session-house,

vestry, and other necessary accommodation. The
contractors were,—mason work, Messrs. P. Bisset

& Sou, 2,750J.; carpenter, Mr. Middleton, 1,5-46L;

plumbers, Messrs. R. Gordon & Co., 1603.
;
plas-

terer, Mr. Morrison, 893. ;
Slaters, Messrs.

Florence & Kemp, 1013. ISs. ; iron columns,
Messrs. W. M'Kinnon & Co. 403. The total cost

is upwards of 4,7863. ISs.

Jedburgh .—The new Commercial Bank now
in progress is in the Italian style, and has
a frontage of 52 ft., and will be three stories in

height. The first story is finished, and the

second is being proceeded with. At each side of

the doorway are two pillars with composite

capitals, from which spring two arches, an inner

and an outer. The outer arch, which has a
carved male head for a key-stone, spans the

whole breadth of the doorway, while the inner

one is supported in the centre by another pillar

similar to those at the sides, thus forming two
small arches. The soffit of the doorway is

carved, with representations of oak and laurel

foliage. The spandrel is also filled with sculp-

tured foliage. Above the door is a balcony, sup-

ported by two ornamented trusses or brackets,

and surmounted with a balustrade. Above this

again will be a two-light window, divided by a
shaft with moulded base and capital. This win-

dow is also to be surmounted by a light balcony

and plain balustrade. The arches of the win-

dows are round. Along the top of the building

there is to be an enriched cornice, surmounted
by a balustrade and pedestals. The hewing and
sculpture work has been executed under the

superintendence of Mr. William Bruuton, jun.,

of Jedburgh. The architect is Mr. Rhind, of

Ediuburgh.

FROM IRELAND.

Antrim .—The foundation-stone of a new Pro-

testant hall has been laid in this town by
Viscount Massereene and Ferrard. The pro-

posed hall, which has long been much wanted,

is to be erected a short distance off the road

leading from the Northern Counties Railway
Station to the town. The dimensions of the

proposed bnilding are,—length, 63 ft. ; breadth,

42 ft.
;
and height, 25 ft. It will consist of two

committee-rooms, and a largo assembiy-room,

which will accommodate about a thousand

people. The building, which is to be erected

with block stone, will be in the Doric style, and

will have an ornamental front. The plans for

the building were prepared by Messrs. Young &
Mackenzie, and it is being erected by Mr,
William Vance, sen., builder, Antrim. It is

estimated the building, when completed, will

cost about 7003.

Dalkey. — The foundation-stone of Dalkey
Harbour has been laid at the Coolamore landing-

place. It will supply the want, much felt, of a
comfortable landing-place, besides being adapted
for the reception and unloading of vessels of

small tonnage and fishing craft. Two piers, in

accordance with a plan drafted by Mr. B. B.

Stoney, C.E,, of the Dublin Port Board, will

extend, the one at the north side about 150 ft.,

and the other about 50 ft. into the sea, and will

embrace an area of about half a mile. The cost

will be about 2,0003. It will be built of granite,

which will be obtained from excavadoua in the

hill close by. The contractor for the work is

Mr. John Cunningham, of Dalkey, who has
engaged to complete them in six mouths. They
will be superintended by Mr. Stoney, on
the part of the Port Board, and by Mr.
Quirk, on the part of the Dalkey Commis-
sioners.

Skerries.—A new church has been erected in

aud for the parish of Holmpatrick, adjacent tO'

Skerries, the old church having been latterly

found i'dsufficient to meet the requirements of
the Established Church, besides having fallen

into a condition of ill repair; and the ceremonial

of consecration has been performed by the

Archbishop of Dublin. The site of the new
church is close to the old one, and is a donation-

from Ion Trant Hamilton, M.P., who also con-

tribnted 7003. towards the building-fund. The-

edifice is built according to a plain Gothic de-

sign, by Mr. James Rogers, architect, Dublin^

It is about 90 ft. in length by 25 ft. in breadth.

This length includes that of the chancel, whioh-

is about 24 ft. by 16 ft. in breadth. The side-

walls are 17 ft. high, and a very pointed roof

gives an elevation of at least 17 ft. more at the

centre within. Close to an entrance-porch rises,

a square tower on the north-west angle, sur-

mounted by a broached octagonal spire. The
material used iu the building is chiefly lime-

stone, from the Milverton quarries, and also

from quarries at Athlone. The side walls are

each pierced with one triplicate and two dnpli-

cate windows. A second external porch on the

same side with the other leads to the vestry-

room. The interior is plain. The seats are in

the most modern style, and, as well as the roof,

are of varnished deal. Opposite the chancel a

gallery has been erected at the private expense

of Mr. H. H. Woods. From the ceiling depend

two Medieval chandeliers, supplied by Messrs.

Sloaue & Co., of Dublin. All the buildings and

fittings have been executed by Mr. Walter Doolio,

also of Dublin.
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SCHOOLS OP AET.

A Swindon School .—A local committee has

been formed to eetablisb a school of art in this

town, and the use of the Great Western School-

room has been granted for this purpose. Sir

Daniel Gooch, barb., M.P., and Mr. A. L. God-

dard, M.P., are patrons of the Swindon School

;

Mr. J. Armstrong, chairman
j
and Mr. Miller, the

very successful master of the Cirencester School,

will be the art-teacher. It is proposed to open
the school on Tuesday, the 6th of October next.

The Salisbury School .—The annual distribu-

tion of prizes to the students of the Salisbury

School of Science and Art has taken place at the

Council-house, the mayor (Mr. S. Eldridge),

being chairman on the occasion. Amongst
others, the master of the school, Mr. Fraser,

addressed the meeting. The school, he said,

though but in its infancy, was progressing hope-
fully.

THE SEWAGE QUESTION.

Experiments are now being made at Totten-
ham with a mode of treating sewsge called

“the German system,” which is in practical

operation at Berlin, Hamburg, and Potsdam

;

but is, nevertheless, appropriated by the experi-

menter, who declines to publish the nature of
the ingredients used for the precipitation of the
sewage and clarification of the water holding
it in solution and suspension. Surely there could
be no difficulty in obtaining the information for

behoof of the public from Hamburg or Berlin.

The plan adopted is to allow the sewage to
run continuously through a pit of about 50 ft.

long, 20 ft. wide, and 10 ft. deep, running in at
the same time one two-thousandth part by
weight of the disinfecting agent; the result is

said to be that almost the entire quantity of
solid matter, say one and a-half thousandth by
weight of the fluid sewage, is precipitated, its

volatile parts fixed, and the water allowed to
flow away from the further end of the tank clear
in appearance, and almost without smell. The
disinfecting fl.uid consists of nine parts water
and one part composed of three simple sub-
stances, which any one may see employed at
Tottenham, but the composition of which M.
Hille, C.E., the experimenter, declines to give to

the general public,

From the data supplied we understand that
the solid ingredients used in this process cost
about 201. a ton

;
so that in the proportion in

which they are employed, they would cost about
one farthing per ton of liquid sewage deodorised,
or lls. 9d. a ton for the solid matter obtained.
The effect of the agent, setting cost aside, is

considered to be successful, settlement taking
place with surprising rapidity, and deodorisa-
tion being almost complete.
A conference has been held at Leamington on

the sewage question. The committee of the
Milverton, Lillington, and Leamington Local
Boards met at the townhall, to further consider
what steps shall be taken for the purpose of
disposing of the sewage of the three parishes.
At a previous meeting the committees adopted
the principle of irrigation, and now resolutions
and letters were produced, showing that each
Board acquiesced in the decision. The following
resolution was unanimously adopted :

—“ That It

appears to the Sewage Committee of the three
Boards that it would for the advantage of the
district if the three parishes were formed into a
united district for the purpose of sewage utilisa-

tion.” The meeting then adjourned.

THE SUBWAYS ACT.

The new “ Act to make provision respecting
the use of subways constructed by the Metropo-
litan Board of Works in the Metropolis ” (which
is a “ local ” Act), has been referred to in seve-
ral journals, but an analysis of its clauses has
not yet appeared. As it is a subject of special
interest to our readers, we present a carefully
arranged outline.

The Act commences by reciting the construc-
tion of subways in the new streets which the
Board are authorized to make

;
and that it ia

expedient, in order to prevent inconvenience to
the public by the frequent breaking up of such
streets, to enable the Board to require com-
panies, when placing gas, water, and other
pipes, to lay them in the subways. To effect
this it is enacted that the Board may serve a

notice on any company going to lay down pipes,

requiring them to lay them in the subway; and
the company must do so, notwithstanding any-
thing in any special or general Act. After the
receipt of such notice the company must not
break up the street. The penalty for disobe-

dience is to be 201. (without prejudice to other
proceedings), and the pipe may be removed and
surface made good at the expense of such com-
pany. Pipes already laid in streets under which
a subway is made, must be removed into the
subway

; but this ia to be at the cost of the
Board. If, however, it seems necessary to sub-

stitute new pipes for the existing ones, the cost

is to be fairly apportioned. Differences are to

be settled by an arbitrator appointed by the
Board of Tra^e. All companies or persons are

to bo allowed to use the subways without favour,

80 far as space will admit. The companies are

to maintain the pipes, under the supervision of

an officer appointed by the Board
;
and the sub-

ways are to bo maintained by the Board in an
efficient state of ventilation and repair, and to

be free from water and other obstruction. The
Board and the companies are to agree as

to the pecuniary and other details con-

nected with supervision
;
and in case of any

difference, it is to be settled by an arbitrator

appointed by the Board of Trade, on the applica-

tion of either party. The powers of the Local
Management Acts are to be applied to this Act-
No bye-laws under this Act shall come into

operation until allowed by the Board of Trade,
and twenty-one days’ notice of the intention to

apply to the Board of Trade for the allowance of

such bye-laws, shall be given to the gas and
water companies supplying gas and water in the
district. The Act is only to apply to subways
constructed under the Covent Garden Approval
and Southwark and Westminster Communica-
tion Act (1857) ;

Victoria Park Approach Act
(1858) }

Thames Embankment Acts (1863, 1863,

1864) ; Metropolis Improvement Act (1863) j

and the Whitechapel and Holborn Improvement
Act (1865).

PARIS.

M.VioeeetleDuc’s smallbuilding, constmoted
at the south of Notro Dame, ns a residence for

the arch-priest and beadle, is terminated. It is

in the style of the French “Modern” Gothic,
with square-headed windows and high-pitched
roof. The enormous works of restoration of the
Cathedral are drawing to a close, and the iron
railing surrounding it progresses rapidly. Some
important experiments have been made lately

for playing the new grand organ by electricity,

in adapting to it the system of apparatus invented
by Lauenberger & Co. of Sumiswald (Switzer-

land), and presented to the Society of Encou*
ragement by M. Spieas, a member of the above
firm, in the shape of an electric piano. Wo
attended by invitation at a rehearsal at Notre
Dame, and bad an opportunity of examining the
mechanism of the apparatus. Several pieces

from the “ Traviata,” “ Trovatore,” the March
in “Norma,” &c. were well played on the grand
organ in good time; and also Handel’s “Crea-
tion,” the “ Domine salvum fac,” &c. &o. The
great difficulty is to contrive a battery which
will remain with closed circuit in constant action
for two months without diminution of force.

Daniel’s battery improved byM. Boulay, is likely

to effect this, as he has one working an electric

clock, which has not been disturbed for a month,
and though the circuit is always closed, no weak-
ness baa been observed in the current.

The double syphon for conveying the sew-
age of all the south side of Paris, to join the
great northern collector, discharging at Asniferes,

was finally sunk on the Slst ult., into its chan-
nel in the bed of the Seine, near the Pont de
I’Alma, without accident. The channel receiv-

ing the tubes is 5 ft. deep; the tubes are 3 fc.

3 iu. each in diameter, and rest on a layer of
concrete 16 in. thick. Another layer is to cover
them 19 in. deep. The syphon is 4-07 ft. long,

and it weighs 150 tons. As soon as it was laid

the sunk towing-chain in the river, which had
been severed, was again united, the towage and
general traffic of the river was resumed, and the
fly-boats resumed their active service.

At the church of Saint-Germain-des-Prt5s, the
new “place” of that name, through which the Rue
de Rennes passes, has been completely put into

shape, and will measure about 30,000 square feet.

A refuge has been placed in the centre. Repairs
are being executed to restore the north-west
corner of the old church tower, found to be, on

Us being disengaged, in a sad state of degrada-
tion

;
the counterfort has to be entirely renewed.

There were formerly three towers to the church,
two placed at the angles of the choir and tran-
sept, and that standing at present. All three
wore capped with steeples, which gave it the
nickname of the three-steepled church. About
forty-five years ago the two towers at the tran-
sept, threatening ruin, wore taken down

; but
the lower portions were allowed to remain as
they do at present : it was deemed unsafe to re-

move them as they serve as counterforts.

THE TRADES MOVEMENT.

A meeting of masters and workmen in
the building trade of Nottingham and district

has been held in the Exchange Hall there, for

the purpose of forming a board of arbitration in

connexion with the trade. A resolution was
carried—“ That this meeting is of opinion that

it is very desirable that a board of arbitration

and conciliation should be formed in connexion
with the building trade of this town and dig-

trict.” Mr. Mundella stated that there were
already 500 boards of arbitration established,

and there were 200 candidates for the coming
Parliament who had adopted it in their election-

eering speeches, and who were going to the House
of Commons on this principle

;
that working-

men have a perfect right to combine for their

own protection
;
and that the funds of working

men ought to bo protected just as effectually as
the funds of life insurance or any other society

which belongs to tho middle and upper classes.

The following were appointed on a committee
in connexion with the joiners’ and carpenters’

branch :—Masters : R. Dennett, Lynam, Barker,

Vickers, Stevenson, and H. Marriott, sec. Work-
men : Messrs. ElHs, Rowland, Martin, Hntchin-
son, Drnry, and Hicking, sec. In reply to a
vote of thanks awarded to him, Mr. Mundella
said he hoped their example would be followed

throughout England, and that one day he might
see a reunion of boards of arbitration in Not-
tingham, He expressed his belief that the
masons, although slow in their movements, were
coming right.

At a recent meeting of the Liverpool Trade
Union of Operative Bricklayers, held in the
Concert-hall, Lord Nelson-street, it has been
unanimously resolved to request the Master
Builders’ Association to join them in settling a
permanent code of regulations which shall be
satisfactory to all parties, through a court of

arbitration, as suggested by the masters in May
last. A resolution was also passed in favour of
conducting tho business of the society iu its

own offices, instead of at a pnblic-honse, as
heretofore.

Several mill operatives at Lewiston, U.S.,

are building houses in their spare hours. Work-
ing in the mills nearly twelve hours per day, they
manage to secure a little time in the morning
before the bell rings and after they come out at
night, which they devote to building operations.

A short time ago one of these persevering men
was seen shingling after eleven o’clock at night,

and the next morning was at work almost before
daylight.

PROVINCIAL NEWS.

Blachhurn .—At the adjourned annual county
sessions at Lancaster, the Finance Committee
have been empowered to negotiate for the pur-
chase of a site for a new lunatic asylum, aud to

secure land for the purpose to an extcuL exucud-
ing immediate wants, in the vicinity of Black-
burn, Ohorley, or Preston.

Dewsbury.—Mr. J. Day, a member of the town
council, with the object of promoting the erection

of an infirmary for the town, has offered to sub-

scribe 2,5001. if 50,0001. should be raised
; 2,0001.

if 40,0001. only be subscribed; and so on in pro-

portion to 20,0001. Should the effort be accom-
plished, Mr. Day promises further to subscribe

501. a year towards the maintenance of the in-

stitution.

Kirkdale .—At the county sessions in Preston,

it has been resolved, that towards the carrying

into effect resolutions of the Coiirts of Annual
Session, 1866, authorising the General Finance
Committee of the county to borrow 35,0001., for

altering, enlarging, and repairing the county
prisons at Preston and Kirkdale, to approve of

the mortgage of the rates for these purposes
for the sum of 8,0001.

a
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THE NEW BEBLIN TOWN-HALL.

Beulin, after eomething like 600 years of

straggle, has risen, from the humblest beginning,

from the position of a simple fishing village, to

be the seat of a powerful government, and the

capital of all North Germany, Berlin contained

at the commencement of the last century,

55,000 inhabitants, at the end of it 169,000, and
in December 1867, 703,000, thereby taking rank
amongst the largest populations in Europe;
whilst the increase of building during the last

ten years, has not only placed it on an equality

with, but even in advance of, many capitals of

much longer standing.

About the year 1850, the council-house, situ-

ated nearly in the centre of the city, being found
utterly insufficient for the purposes of govern-

ment, it was determined to remedy the evil by
erecting a splendid building, and thereby pro-

vide at the same time a worthy and lasting

monument of the increased importance of the
city. The first thing, however, to be done, was
to increase the irregular, confined, and cramped
site, which, on account of the high value of the

surrounding land aud buildings, was only accom-
plished by an outlay of nearly a million thalers.

The architectural competition, invited by a cir-

cular issued in 1856, created an active interest;

but although the prize designs were highly

praiseworthy, no definite selection was made
from them. Mr. Architect Waesemann was then
ordered to prepare a design, with the use of the
best designs already sent in; and this, after a
careful supervision by a professional commission,
was approved and put into execution by the
authorities. On the lab of August, 1860, part of
the ground was cleared and ready to bo given
over to the architect, and all was ready for the
triumphal laying of the first stone, in the pre-

sence of the king, on the 11th June, 1801. On
the 1st of April, 1865, by great press of work,
the contract made at the beginning, viz., to have
ready for use that portion of the building next
the Juden and Konig streets, and the Nagelgasse,
was fulfilled.

The rapid progress of the building of the

tower (nearly 300 ft. high) now showed the

technical necessity of pushing forward, as much
as possible, the Kbnig-street front, and the second
part of the building generally. The external

portions of this, consisting principally of recep-

tion-rooms, and large handsome apartments, are

now nearly finished, whilst the interior will pro-

bably take about two years to complete.
The whole building, of which wo give a view

as if completed, and plans, will without doubt
take a most prominent and important posi-

tion amongst Berlin edifices; and through the
perfection of the artistic brickwork introduced
by Schinkel, an epoch in Berlin’s building
history has been created. The stately building

rises from massive foundations of grey Silesian

granite, in wellvdesigQed blocks of brickwork,
the dark red tone of which is varied and light-

I ened by mouldings in granite, and window orna-
1 mentations in red sandstone. The complete rec-

I tangnlar ground-plan is 310 ft. long by 295 ft.

i broad, with a height in the ground-floor of 16 ft.,

i in the first-floor 1-1 ft., in the mezzanine-floor
; 14 ft., and in the second floor of 16 ft., the front

1 reaching an actual height of 85 Prussian feet.

1 The employment of apace is as follows :

—

The basement, including the cellarage of the

I two small yards, contains all along the Kbnig-
B street front, the “ Eathkeller,” so often found iu

c old German towns, dwelling-rooms for under-

E servants employed in the building, and space for

t the hot-water warming apparatus and storage

c of fuel.

In the ground-floor, which is traversed by a
li handsome corridor, running from tho Spaan-
d dauer-streeb to the Juden-sbreet, besides the
8 space set aside for tho service, are placed the

fi fire-offices and treasury ; and it having been found
n necessary to protect the doors aud windows, an
ii iron ornamental wrought-iron grating was pro-

T vided. Light, roomy, fire-proof passages and
7 vestibules, which are well warmed ia winter,

feform the means of convenient communication
fi for servants and the public on all the floors.

Thejirst, mezzanine, aud second floors, contain

ol offices for the government of forests and landed

p.
property of the city, the direction of churches,

Btschools, charities, trade, and the building corn-

emission. For those branches of the government
7? which come under the jurisdiction of the civic

aiauthorities only, the large council-chambers ne-

Ctcessary, as well as a large deBigning-room for the
ti building commission have been provided on the
seseoond floor.

The transport of papers, Ac. to the upper floors

is effected by means of lifts. Gas, water-supply,

closets, Ac. are arranged with all the latest im-

provements, and the greatest care has been paid

to the security from fire, in that every compart-

ment, divided by fire-proof walls, is well supplied

with hose, and spacious water-tanks under the

roof. Most of the apartments are vaulted, the

corridors and floors are nearly all paved, and
the staircases constructed iu granite.

The connexion between the reception-rooms

and principal council-chambers is ns follows :

—

The public steps at the principal entrance lead

through the dome, a, which terminates in a star-

shaped vault, after passing through three floors,

and then on to the grand staircase, which forms

the approach to the ball, A. From here one

ascends by the state staircase, lighted from
above, and of which the walls are ornamented
with frescoes, to the chambers destined for pub-

lic meetings, B, immediately adjoining which are

the council-chambers, C, D, and E.

On leaving the hall. A, and going to the right,

is the court of the city authorities, S, which is

supplied with a lofty gallery for the use ofthe pub-

lic during session. In close proximity with S ia

11 , the noble principal room,whichransup through
all the floors, and is used for receptions on grand

occasions. It is rich in architecture, and forms

a sorb of two-storied arcade, the gallery being

connected with the ground by alternated twisted

columns and pillars. The walla are painted

in gold and light colours, aud a rich parquetry

floor helps to make up a harraouioua whole. The
high vaulted hall, U, forms the means ofcommu-
nication by a circular staircase, with the largest

passage connected with the State staircase, and
leads immediately to the library, W, with its

minor rooms. A corridor, finely decorated with

historical frescoes, runs through the tower to the

hall, h; 0 is the magistrates’ court, already

completed, and imposing from its stately solidity
;

<3 is a room for the oberbiirgermeister ;
and

above it, in tho mezzaniue floor, is a similar

one for the biirgermeister. The rooms Z,

L, II, and I to Q, on the first floor, and others

on the mezzanine floor, are used, with neces-

sary corridors and staircases, as dwellings for

the principal officials
;
but in case that at some

future time it should become necessary to

abolish such dwellings, they have been planned
and constrncted in such a manner as to allow

of their being turned into offices.

Toconclude. The cost offurnishing, and deco-

ration by gilding and paintings, will bring tho

whole cost of the building to about four mil-

lion thalers. Something like 800 officials will

be employed iu the various offices.

CLEMENT’S INN.

Some of the members of the Inn are afraid

our paragraph last week may lead to the im-

pression that this Inn has ceased to exist, which

is not the fact. The Commissioners of the Law
Courts have only taken a small portion of the

buildiugs. Mr. Fairfoob, as one of the senior

members of the Society, and as representing a

firm which has occupied chambers there for

nearly half a century, writes,—“ The status of

the Society as au Ina of Court is not aflectod,

and the present members outerbain a confident

hope that a new and appropriate edifice will be

erected on or near the very important sit© they

still possess, where tho Society, which has been

iu existence at least 300 years, will continue to

flourish for many future generations.”

EDUCATION.

The elementary principles of all useful arts

and sciences should be sown broadcast among
the people

;
indeed such matters, besides simple

reading, writing, arithmetic, and catechisms,

should be taught alike to growing boys and girls

in the schools of the rich, the middle-class, aud

the poor ;
for the truths of natural philosophy '

are not abstruse but plain, even to the under-

standings of iutelligeub children, when they are

expressed in simple and familiar language, and
illustrated by clear drawings and proper models-

If such things were taught at schools with care

and persistence the minds of the recipients would

be expanded aud trained to right principles

;

sound knowledge, that would be useful to them
in after life, would be acquired, and develops

with their growth ; and they would, by such

knowledge, be brought to perceive and under-
stand more of the attribntea, omnipotence, and
boundless beneficence of the Creator. In this

way, as ignorance and irreligion die out, useful

art-and-science-knowledge, 'combined with true
religion, would fructify, and be matured in

coming generations. The time has arrived when
useful-knowledge-schools should be established in

every parish, when tho people should be obliged

to send their children to them, and when
equalized educational rates should be levied to
defray the expenses. It ia singnlar what little

technical knowledge ia taught at schools, and at

many schools much that is taught is worthless.

The deplorable ignorance among the working-
classes ia due chiefly to the elimination of art-

and-science-knowledge from the teachings at

schools, and to the indifference with which such
knowledge has been treated in its relation to

religion. The non-education of the people is a
disgrace to tho age; for there are vast numbers
of men and women, of grown boys and girls, and
of children in the metropolis, as well as in all

largo cities and towns, whose ignorance is so
intense, and whose means of existence are so
precarious that they live in a state of semi-

barbarism, and are ripe for any crime and
mischief. With the majority of these plunder is

fair game, and crime is a rule. But establish

schools in every parish, teach the rising and

I

coming generations really sound and useful
' knowledge, and open up for them fields for

I

thought and for labour, thou right principles

I would be fostered, industrious habits would be
acquired, and crime and pauperism would bo
diminished. John Phillits.

LIGHT AND COLOUR.

The discussion on the science of colour, which
you have permitted in the columns of the Builder

for these several weeks past, is a very valuable

opportunity for ventilating the subject, as I am
more than ever convinced that a deeper and
clearer understanding of the two great hypo-
theses of light and colour must supervene ere we
shall have an enduring aud thoroughly useful

aaathetic theory propounded; for the language
generally used in speaking and writing upon
this topic is inconsistent with those hypotheses,

and too often expresses erroneons notions formed
on our first and false impressions derived from
the sense of sight.

The two hypotheses which for some time
divided the scientific world, were the oorpuaca-

lar (Newton’s), and the undulatory (Huyghens’s).
But the advocates of the former are few indeed,

if any
;
and tho latter is now generally accepted

as the true theory. Sir John Ilerschcl thus

describes the reason of its acceptance :

—

" An analoi^y subsisting between sound and ligbt has
b>‘eu gradually traced into a closeness of agreement,
whieb can hardly leaTe any reasonable doubt of their ulti-

mate coincidence in one common phenomenon, the vibra-

tory motion qf an elagticfluid. Any sesthetie superstruc-
ture raised upon a Newtonian foundation, therefore, will

be insecure. But there is one important point in the
Newtonian hypothesis which may serve as a stepping-
stone to a clearer view ol the fundamental principles of the

subject, viz., that it does not suppose the different colours

to be inherent in the fasciculi, or bundle of rays, producing,
according to this system, the effect of white light ; but that
the velocity of the atonn of each fasciculus, or ray, deter-
mines the particular sensation of colour which we experi-
ence on its impinging upon and disturbing the retina, as
will be plainly perceived from the following authoritative
8tatem«nt of the hypothesis :

‘ it is a difference of velocity

in the particles which produces tn the eye the sensations of
different colours.’"

It is therefore inconsistent, according to this

statement, to talk about coloured rays, or to talk

of colour as if it had an objective existence out

of aud independently of the eye : the hypothesis

only postulates the externality of rays of force.

The undulatory or received hypothesis which
supposes the production of light and oolonr to

bo analogous to that of sound and music is, how-
ever, totally different from the emissive ; a solid

superstructure consequently cannot be built

partly upon one, and partly upon the other : wa
may test either, if we please, and wait till we
are convinced of the truth of one of them before

attempting to construct the msthetio portion of

the science, which should of course be a deductive

sequence of the first principles of the adopted

hypothesis. To contend that yellow is a
secondary,” is not to make a new theory ; all

that we can do is to show whether this view is

more consistent with the received hypothesis

than that formerly taken. It will be evident

then that if we do attempt to build up the

artistic portion of the science one or other of the

famous hypotheses must be chosen
5
and I accept,
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in common with the majority of thinkers, the

vibratory as the true theory. BnttbeitnduZatory

is as innocent as the corpuscular hypothesis of

postnlating the external objectivity of colour

;

the vibrations of the elastic medium only be-

come light and colour in conjnncbion with the
retina, just as the pulsations of the air become
sound in conjunction with the auditory nerve

j

and people who do not think deeply on these
subjects erroneously believe in the external

objectivity of sound as well as of light and
colour.

Thus we may proceed a stop farther, and
show that the compensating spectra your cor-

respondents so frequently refer to have no ex-

ternal existence whatever, but are merely states

of reaction of the retina within the eye itself; for

it is clesir if they had, another person would be
able to see the spectra, though the wafer were
hidden from view : and that this is not the case
has been repeatedly proved by experiment.
Every colour, therefore, may be raised in the eye
as a compensation to some direct excitement of

the retina from without, independently of any
external and corresponding vibration*; the re-

tina in this way b£dancing its disturbance by
the external rag.

Now, as there may be infinite variation in the
external vibrations, which produce “ in the eye ”

all the variations of colour, we may inquire why
one colour should be dubbed “ primary ” in pre-
ference to another ? There would appear to bo
two 'reasons, either for marJeed or distinctive

difference, or the impossibility of blendiny any two
vibrations to produce that particular sensation of
colour. Yellow, for instance, would be a “ pri-

mary ” by distinctive difference, and “primary "

also if it oannot be compounded in the way sug-
gested. “Primary” and “secondary” are not
entities, and eveiy colour is a compensation to
some other.

Now, although accepting the undulatory theory
in the main, I do not accept some of the notions
imported into it from the corpuscular hypothesis

;

as, for instance, separate vibrations, as of separate
fasciculi, issuing from the sun, but in a general
vibratory motion of the elastic medium, which,
modified by the prism or other means, produces
in us all the varieties of light and colour. This
I hope soon to have the means of demonstrating :

it has indeed been demonstrated over and over
again, had the significance of the fact of the
reconoentration of the rays of the spectrnm been
duly appreciated; for, when the various vibrations
are thus recombined, they produce one homo-
geneons action, and the sensation of white light.

According to the received theory, the analogy
between mnsic and colour is no longer a fanciful

conjecture, these as well as other phenomena
pointing to a science of proportion underlying
all nature as the basis of harmony which I am
endeavouring to work out.

W. Cave Thomas.

P.S. — To work out the aesthetic theory
scientific artists should unite their endeavours
with those of Professor Tyndall.

STREET LIGHTS.

I SHOULD like to occupy a small space in your
paper on the subject of street lamps. I think
every one will allow that throughout the metro-
polis they are in a most defective condition.

There is hardly a capital in Europe where the
lamps are so neglected. Why I wish at this
moment to intrude upon yon is that we are
opening large and important thoroughfares, in

which I wish to see snitable lamp.posts erected,
a design which will assist the effect of the street
architectnre. On the new embankment, as far
as I can understand the plan, it is proposed to
place standards on the granite wall

;
if so, I

think it will require an unusual treatment. The
lantern should be brought out from the lamp-
post by an arm bracket. The lantern, at least
the lower part, should be spherical, in one piece,
without any framing, so that the light may be
thrown on the pavement without shadow. The
upper half may be any form, bub the material
should be opaline gloss, which acts as a reflec-

tor, and it also gives a more brilliant appearance
to the street than a metal cover. The opal glass
could easily be kept clean. The base of the
lantern should not be more than 10 ft. from the
ground, and the distance from lamp to lamp
about 25 yards. There is at present, I observe,
an experiment in Piccadilly, of three lamps,
but they all have their lantern framing too
heavy, especially the base, throwing thereby

a deep shadow. The Paris post and lantern are
good : some specimens may be seen in London.
There are two in Oxford-street; and in the
Duke of BaccleucVs carriage-drive they are in
use. In the Builder, some two or three weeks
since, a large lamp was figured

;
and, taking the

dimensions from your account of it, it appears
that the centre lantern is 25 ft., from the ground.
That is a great waste of light, and at such a
height it becomes certainly inconvenient, if not
dangerous, to the lamplighter. More might be
made even of our present lamp-posts and
lanterns. Why should the former be painted
white ? It seems to mock the light of the lantern,

which surely ought to give light enough to show
the lamp-post. If they are not white, the colour
selected is pea-green, as in St. James'a-square.
The lanterns, too, arc not only heavy-framed,
but are again placed in an outer cage, so that
there are eight lines to throw a shadow. The
putty, again, is smeared over the glass, to assist

in obscuring the light. A square frame is not
the worst form of lantern, but a polygon is on
absurdity

; the height of which seems to he in
the lanterns of the Guards’ Memorial, where the
frame obscures the light entirely. A. B.

CAMPANOLOGY.
Sra,—Allow me to send you a note on the

celebrated peal of St. Bride’s, Fleet-street.

Thanks are due to Mr. Walesby for his labour in

supplying such interesting iiarticulars of the
bells. In addition I wish to record it on your I

pages, that the tivo trebles, added to the peal of
[

ten in 1719, were presented to the parish by the
j

two Societies of Ringers, the College Youths and
j

the Loudon Scholars; the latter ancient society
having afterwards assumed the new name of the
Cumberland, in 1748, after the victory of Cullo- '

den, and in honour of the Duke of Cumberland,
who presented the then Eondon Scholars with a

!

gold medal on the occasion of their ringing the
bells of Shoreditch Church when he entered

j

London that way on his return from Scotland,
j

After the bells of St. Bride’s were augmented
to twelve, the College Youths rang, iu 1720, the !

first peal of Bob Maximus, or all twelve iu.
|

Among the performers were several gentlemen
;

;

and I was told by Mr. Osborn, a late secretary, ‘

that it was very commonly reported by the old
ringers that every one who rang in that last-

J

mentioned peal left the church in his own car-

riage; and also that when St. Bride’s bells were '

first set up, by the Rudhalls, and for some years
j

afterwards, Fleet-street was thronged with the
;

carriages of gentlemen, who came from far and I

near to listen to the ringing; the bells were con-
sidered the greatest novelties of the day. Ben-
jamin Annable was a noted composer and
ringer, and a College Youth at the above date.

I have in my possession a thick octavo MS. full

of peals mjst beautifully written by him, from
three to twelve bells. John Hardman, too, of
37, Fleet-street, was a celebrated ringer with
them. It would be well if other gentlemen and
respectable Londoners of the present day would
take more interest in the noble and manly
science of ringing (I lately heard two Etonians
say that cricket is a farce to it), aud associate
themselves as members of one or other of the
old societies of clever ringers, whose masterly
performances may still be heard weekly at their

respective churches.

H. T. Ellacombe, M.A., College Youth.

THE STONE OF THE PARLIAMENT
HOUSES.

Sir,
—

"We are now told by Mr. Abel, the chemist
appointed to examine into the matter, “ That of
the processes employed, not one has proved suc-
cessful in arresting or preventing the decay of
the stone.” A very conclusive declaration, no
doubt, and sufficiently decisive to arrest public
inquiry. * * * Iq his report, Mr. Abel very
affectedly speaks of the decaying stone by the
name “ dolomite.” I say be so speaks affectedly,

because, as a chemist, he must know that the
proper name of the stone is magnesian lime-
stone; and, as I shall hereafter show, it is just
because it is a magnesian limestone (a com-
pound of magnesia and lime) that it is decay-
ing. The word “dolomite,” I may remark, was
formed many years ago, in the infancy of science,
by torturing, more geologico, the name of

M. Dolomien, a French savant of that period.

But as a clear comprehension of the cause of the
evil will be greatly facilitated by the knowledge
that the stone in question is composed substan-
tially of the carbonates of magnesia and lime, I
throw the dolomilic distortion overboard, and
adhere to the name magnesian limestone in my
remarks. In. Mr. Abel’s opinion, the “princi-
pal cause of decay is the lodgment of water,”
and therefore he advises ns to protect the pro-
jecting surfaces “ either with a light metallic
covering or with some other sufficiently imper-
vions coating.” This kind of advice has at least

one merit, it is sufficiently impervious to argu-
ment; for we are left in utter darkness both as
to the specific nature of the metallic covering
and the sufficiently impervious coating. In
order, therefore, that I may do no iujasticB to
projects which, it is no demerit for me to say, I

do nob understand, I will leave Mr. Abel to
enlighten the world, aud meantime the following

observations may prove not altogether uuin.

teresting to the public.

About thirteen years ago my attention was
drawn by my friend Mr. Goldsworthy Gurney to

a crystalline efflorescence which then presented
itself on many parts of the exterior of the
Houses of Parliament. Upon examiniug this

efflorescence, I found that it was composed
almost wholly of sulphate of magnesia, or Epsom
salts

; and an exteuded examination of the
building proved to me that, more or less, the
whole surface of the new Houses was charged
with sulphate of magnesia, which, of course,

would be dissolved and washed away by the first

heavy fall of rain that might occur. The question

which naturally arose upon this was, what is the

cause of this destructive formation of Epsom
salts nnder these circumstances? It could not

j

be, as Mr. Abel now asserts, due to the “ lodg-
' ment of water;” for the cathedral at Milan,

the minster and the city walls at York, and a
vast number of other public buildings, not to

mention St. Stephen’s Chapel itself, have all

been built with magnesian limestone, and have,
nevertheless, resisted the effect of tliie lodgment
of water for many centuries

;
added to which,

the well-known Parian marble is a magnesian
limestone, and the same remark applies to the
marble of Iona, in the Hebrides, from both of

i

which statues have been sculptured, whose high

;

polish and beauty remain unimpaired after
' centuries of exposure to the weather. To solve

the decaying problem practical experiments
were therefore needed, and, in conjunction with
Mr. Gurney, I commenced a series. We soon
found that water supersaturated with carbonic

acid gas had no appreciable effect upon the

magnesian limestone, and that to render such
water effective it was necessary, in the first

instance, to roast the magnesian limestone at a
red heat, a plan used many years since by
Mr. Pattiuson, of Newcastle, for extracting car-

bonate of magnesia from such limestone. Dis-

appointed in this experiment, we next passed
500 cubic feet of common air through an im-
perial pint of distilled water; but this water
was still without action upon the magnesian
limestone. Rainwater collected at Croydon was
then tried

;
but this also was inactive. Distilled

water was then mixed with common soot to the
consistence of thick cream, and filtered through
paper; the clear solution thus obtained was
found to act lapidly upon the magnesian lime-

' stone ;
and when portions of it were placed upon

a polished surface of the stone and allowed to

evaporate to dryness in the sun, miuute crystals

of sulphate of magnesia or Epsom salts were
formed, and the polished surface was found to bo
highly corroded. It was afterwards demonstrated

by analysis that the sooty solution coutBined

sulphate of ammonia in cousidorable quantity,

and that the corrosive effect and production of

Epsom salts were due to the presence of sulphate

of ammonia in the soot. Hence, therefore, an
answer to the seeming contradiction with respect

to the durability of magnesian limestone in

different localities. The soot formed from pure
vegetable matter, like wood, contains no sulphate

of ammonia whatever, and it is consequently in-

active upon magnesian limestone; but the soot

formed from coal invariably contains a large

quantity of sulphate of ammonia
;
and when such

soot lodges, as it will do in the cavities of finely-

chiselled stonework, a concentrated solution of

Bul phate of ammonia will drain from it under the

influence of the first shower of rain
;
and this it

is, and not the “ lodgment of water between
string-courses,” as suggested by Mr. Abel, which
causes the decay. In fact, the whole subjeot

was gone through and explained by me before a

Committee of the House of Commons in answer
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to questions from Lord Palmerston twelve years

ago
;
and I then said, what I now repeat, that

BO practical method will ever be devised to pre-

vent the deteiioration of the stone.

Within the last forty years the consumption of

coal in London has increased a hnndredfold, and
it is absurd to expect that such a change should

bring no inconveniences alongwlth the immense
advantages which it has bestowed. And hero

let me say a few words upon coal soot. It may
he supposed, perhaps, that if the formation of

this soot were prevented by what is called

“ thorough combustion,” no sulphate of ammo-
nia would be produced. This, however, is not

so, for the sulphate of ammonia would then

continue to bo generated, perhaps even in larger

quantities
;
and it would fall, as it now does,

under the influence of the wind and the neigh-

bouring buildings. In other words, the evil

would not cease, though the production of this

kind of soot were put an end to by combustion,

since the soot is only a companion and not a
mere vehicle for the sulphate of ammonia. In
conclusion, I will briefly explain the mode in

which sulphate of ammonia acts upon mag-
nesian limestone. This limestone consists of

carbonate of magnesia and carbonate of lime,

both of which are decomposed under the sun’s

rays by the power of sulphate of ammonia,
with the production of carbonate of ammonia,
which flies away, and sulphate of magnesia or

Epsom salts and sulphate of lime, which remain
land form an efflorescence upon the surface of

the stone. L. S. D.

high, and 6 in. thick, with a pier at each end
only. The total cost was Hi. : each wall in-

cluding a projecting saddle-back coping running
the whole length, and caps to the piers. The
lowest estimate for wood fencing for the same
place was 15i. lOs. ; and for 44-in. brick, with

9-in. piers, 20i. W. S’. Hooper.

Messrs. T. Lithqoe & H. Thornton, Man-
chester, have patented improvements in the
construction of walls, &o. This invention con-

sists, first, in lining the wood or other frame
or mould into which the concrete is filled

with an improved concrete having a bard and
smooth surface. Secondly, in forming the outer

and inner surfaces of the wall of fine con-

crete, which is run in between the outer frame
or mould and a small inner frame. Thirdly, in

certain improved apparatus employed in the
construction of walls and other parts of buildings

made of concrete. Fourthly, in attaching to the

inside of the frame or mould triangnlar or other

shaped projections placed horizontally and ver

tically, or otherwise, which projections produce
corresponding recesses in the face of the building

in imitation of the joints of the stones or panels,

or other designs
;
and in making recesses in the

mould [to produce ornaments or other designs
in relief. Lastly, in certain improved modes of

constructing floors and roofs with bars of X
and concrete.

MADRAS IREIGATION.

Sir,—In your No. 1,325* appears a letter

r assorting that ” the Madras irrigation has been a

I complete failure.” As the father of one of the

gentlemen employed in the undirtakiug, who
iihas not the opportunity to reply, perhaps I

amay be allowed to observe that my son is not one

ilof “a lot of speculative adventurers j” but is

rwell versed in the works required of him, and is

y,progressing satisfactorily towards the very acme
i(of your correspondent’s desires, in effecting
‘ “ useful land-marks” of a generous and civilizing

ooccupatiou.

So far is this commendable enterprise from

jebeing “ an entire failure,” as the language of

leseeming disappointment has laboured to indicate,

hthat (as I have intelligence by this week’sludian

Email) portions of earthworks are completed in

.hthe Peunair Division, where also the masonry

iis in full swing; so as to justify the conviction

Itthat at least in this district, which is thirty

mmiles in length, a result will issue /roni skill and
Keconomy actually applied that must be considered

prprosperuus
;
and that ought to reassure all par-

tiities concerned throughout the broad scope for

kikindred undertakings. Indeed, I look forward
ffiwith full confidence to the period when such

jveworks, besides being thoroughly remunerative

bin a commercial sense, shall have a very exhila-

rarating and exulting effect upon the natives of

|ththat splendid empire; and I trust that the

fTgracious refreshments, faintly so represented,

siwill at length invigorate their religious auscepti-

jibilities, to the glory of the great and true God.

T. Cruse.
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Surely Ifottingbam aod its Master in Ait hare not bad
jostioe meted out to them.
Comparison between the N^oftingham and Edinburgh

Sebooia of .Art, as regards the honours gained iu 1968 in

the Medal Competition and Examination, instituted by
the Department of Science and Art.

Nottingham. Edinburgh.
1. Number of students attend-
ing the school 389

2. Number of medals national
competition awarded for
works in the advanced stages
of study 8 6

3. Number of Queen’s prizea
for advanced works 2 2

4. Number of book prizes for
works in the elementary
stages of study 4 33

5. Number of students who
pasted in the Government
examination in drawing, &c. 142 76

6. Number of prizea for great
excellence in the above ex-
aminations 56 37

The 3nd, 5ih, and 6th items in the above list tell their

own tale, 8. Dotton Walkbb,

TO KEEP BRICK WALLS DRY.

Sir,—I have noticed in your paper the letters

respecting damp walla. I beg to state that I

have tried the application of a solution of soap,

followed by one of alum, with great eucoess.

This was recommended by you some two years
ago. I tried it on the front of a red-brick farm-
house, and it gave such satisfaction that I have
orders to continue the dressing every summer.
I could nob perceive that it in any way altered

the colour of the bricks till this year (this being
the third dressing), and now only by a slight

tinge of white scarcely perceptible. I have
great faith in this preparation, believing it is a
certain cure. Arthur Chambers, Builder.

UNPAINTED DEAL WORK.
SiH,—I have been informed by a Loudon architect of

some standing and experience, in whose opinion and
judgment I should be disposed to place conlidence, that

it is not necessary to paint deal timber in external work
in order to preserve it, and that its appearance without
any paint or varnish is much improved by time. In proof
of this he meutions some very ancient doors, made of deal,

which have been recently brought from Norway and
placed in the South Eeosington Museum. I should be
very glad if some of your professional readers could be
induced to give their opinions, or the result of their expe-

rience, on this subject. Flair Dbalbb.

CONCRETE BUILDING.

Having noticed a letter in your paper from
U G. C. J.” (p. 6-15, ante) on the above subject

wontaioing a cballenge to any one to erect con-

:rcrete walls at the prices quoted by Mr. Tall;

haind having bad some experience in the con-

CiBtrnction of concrete buildings; a few facts from
imme might be of service to him.

I am now engaged as surveyor in erecting a
atarge building on the St. Margaret’s estate,

’slisleworth, intended for a private residence, and
tihe following is the actual cost I am now paying
oror labour and materials :

—

1 Thames ballast, delivered on the ground, per
cubic yard 2s. lid.

I Best Portland cement, per bushel 1 10
I Labour, including all nisnt necessary to mix

the concrete, raise it to the scallbld, and
fill into the walls, per cubic yard 2 3

iQmd I may add that the contractor for the labour
|ae quite satisfied with his bargain; and, I have
I'loio doubt, would take any given quantity of the
liTtrcrk at the same rate.

I 1 I Lave erected boundary walls in concrete on
i'liehe same property, each 118 ft. long, 6 ft. 6 in.

’ See p. 474, ante.

SCHOOLS OF ART : EDINBURGH v.

NOTTINGHAM.
Sir,—

T

o studies in the Nottingham School of Art and
in the South Kensington Museum, and to the opportuni-

ties there afforded me, I owe an acknowledgment at least,

as I have been much benefited thereby in my professional

career. It is, therefore, but natural that I should evince

considerable interest in the various schools thronghout the

country, and more especially in the oue in such active

operation in my native town, Nottingham. Hence I have
constantly examined the reports of the schools whenever
any comparison as to their etiiciency has been published,

sod I have recently had an opportULity of so doing, for the

Department of Science and Art has, with very great wis-

dom, offered premiums to those masters of tbo various

schools throughout tbe country who, at the annual e.xami-

nations into Che state of the schools, could show the

greatest amount of proficiency amongst the students
j
and

the list of awards to those masters has now been pub-
lished; and the statistics from which these awards have

been adjudged have likewise been printed by the Depart-
ment.
In the award Edinburgh stands first, Nottingham se-

cond.
I take exception to this award, thinking, aecordine

to the statistics given, that to Mr. J. 8. Rawle, the Head
Master at Nottingham, the first premium should have
been awarded ;

and as your space is valuable, I will add
little more, except to subjoin au extract from the statistics,

merely explaining that the number of students in each ol

the two schools is nearly the same; ihtit the Edinburgh
School heads the list in one ilemonly, the elementary

;

while tbe Nottingham School gained the greatest number
of medals for adaaticed works

;

and, in what may without
doubt bo considered tbe most important sectiou of the
whole, namely, the annual examination of tbe Department
(the real test of the efficiency of both master and pupil),

the Nottingham School surpassed Edinburgh by double the,

number.
The figures subjoined arc abstrseted from the report

printed by the Department of Science andArt, and th'

fore may be presumed to be correct.

THE WATERING AND CONCRETION
OF ROADS.

At the Norwich meeting of the Britidh Asso-
ciation for the Advancement of Science, Mr.
W. J. Cooper read a paper on “ The Watering of

Roads,” in which he thus speaks of the new
system of watering with which he is con-

nected :

—

At an expense of about 100,OOCL, the various parishes
of London have been watered this season

;
but, notwith-

standing this enormous outlay, the dust coiild not be laid ;

aud it is quite evident that the time has arrived when the
assistance of deliquescent salts is absolutely necessary to

Q this operation
;
and, from the results obtaiued by the

use of the chlorides of calcium and sodium mixed with
the water in certain localities, there can be little doubt
that they will soon be generally adopted.
A patent was taken out in September last for a com-

pound of these well-known deliquescent salts, and for its

application to the purpose of road-watering.
The proportions used are I lb. or ^ lb. of the mired

salts to one gallon of water. The salts are put into the
cart before it is filled

;
tbe water is then laid on

;
and by

tbe time tbe cart is full the salts are in solntion.

Tbe application of the salts has produced a most im-
'Ortant effect upon the surface of a macadamised road,
ardening and concreting tbe material in suchamauner

that, when it is perfectly dry, no dust whatever arises

from the passage of ordinary traffio. The light dost
always found upon a dry road surface which is usnally
watered with plain water is not to be seen, the surface
remaining smooth, firmly bound down, with no detritus
whatever upon the surface.

In considering the economy of road-making, this state

of the road is very important. There is scarcely anything
for the scavengor to sweep up and take away; and what
has usually been carted away by wagonloads, as waste,
remains an integral part of the road; consequently tbe
repairs to the road would be much less frequent, and a
coDsiderab'e saving would be effected. The chlorides
employed, being antipntrescent, tend to alleviate the evils

arising from organic matter deposited on road surfaces : a
sanitary advantage ie therefore gained, and the economy
in I he water is also a favourable feature of this method of
watering roads.
The water consumed in watering roads in London is

about one-sixth of the daily supply for all purposes; and
as, ,by the introduction of the chlorides, so much loss

water is required, a saving of at least 75 per cent, would
be effected, which is really an important consideration, as

this water is required at tbe hottest period of tbe season,

when the demands for other purposes are more urgent
than usual; and the necessity of an increased water-supply
is being seriously discussed.
Thus the effect produced by the use of deliquescent salts

mixed with the water is not only the effectual and com-
plete laying of the dust, but the collateral advantages of
economy in labour, in rood-making, and in'eonaumption of
water. It also obviates the necessity of Sunday labour in

road-watering.”

TLe reeolt of a trial of the new syatem of

watering during this very arid and trying

season may be seen in Baker-street, where it is

applied once or twice a week. Arrangements
are now made, we understand, for the manufac-
ture of the chloride of calcium, in large quanti-

ties, all over the kingdom, so that numerous
applications for leave to use the patent can now
be responded to. The municipal authorities of

Calcutta, under the sanction of the Govern-
ment, are about to test the system in that dust-

plagued city.

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.

Stinsford (Dorset).— St. Michael’s Chnrch,
Stinsford, has been restored. The chancel floor

has been raised 6 in. above the level of that of

the nave. Open stalls of stained deal have been

placed in the chancel. The east window of the

chancel was formerly a plain structure, divested

of its tracery, and filled in with common lights in

iron framework. It was also blocked up on th©

interior by the reredos of the Corinthian style

tin plaster
;
but this has now been re-opened, and

'fl, window of Bath stone constructed after the

old pattern, with the perpendicular tracery

added. The window, which consists of three
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compartments, is filled witli stained glass, tbe
Bnbject being the Ascension of our Lord. The
old-fashioned lights on the north and south walls

of the chancel have been snbstitnted by small
windows, with heads of tracery, and filled in

with diaper glass. On the south side of the

chancel a stained window has been inserted

by Mr. John Floyer, M.P. There are two sub-
jects, representing Dorcas and the Good Samari-
tan. The chancel is separated from the nave
by an archway of Early English design. The
north aisle, which we understand was enlarged
from its originally limited dimensions as a
" lean-to ” to a size parallel with the south aisle,

was erected by some members of the Pitt

family in the latter part of the eighteenth
century, the structure bearing the style
of that period. The old windows, which
were of very meagre dimensions and quite

plain, have been removed, and on the north
wall two windows of chiaroscuro glass have been
inserted, the compartments being filled with
representations of the major prophets. These
windows were supplied by Messrs. Lavers,
Barraud, & Westlake, of London. At the eastern
end of this aisle a new window of stained glass

has also been placed, in which the subjects

represented are Faith, Hope, and Charity.

Underneath them, as though in illustration of
these three great attributes, are representations

—of Faith, in the woman having an issue of blood
touching the hem of Jesus’s garment

;
Hope, in

the Magi offerings
j and Charity, in the widow’s

mite. The perpendicular tracery of the window
is filled up with angels bearing instruments of
music. This window, together with the three
chancel windows, and one on the east end of the
south aisle, were given by Mr. James Fellowes,
of Kingston House. The latter is a Te Deuin
window, and contains subjects illustrative of the
passages, “The glorious company of the apos-

1

ties praise Thee,” “The goodly fellowship ofj
the prophets praise Thee,” The noble army of
martyrs praise Thee,” “ The Holy Church
throughout all the world doth acknowledge
Thee.” The tracery of the window is filled with
the representations of angels bearing scrolls,

upon which the word “ Allelnia ” is inscribed,

the centre light containing the symbol of the
“Descending Dove.” The two remaining win-
dows in the south aisle are filled with tinted

cathedral glass, and were made of corresponding
shape with the chiaroscuro lights on the oppo-
site side, both of which are ornamented with
dressings of Ham-hill stone. The roofs of the
nave aisles and chancel are ceiled, and thus the
perpendicular oak roofs are obscured from view

:

they are so decayed as to preclude the possi-

bility of their renovation and repair. The new
vestry is built of Portesham stone, and covered
with a roof of stone tiles, to match the exterior
of the nave roof. The whole of the stone carving
has been executed by Mr. R. F. Chapman, of|

Bath. The old Perpendicular tower, shrouded i

in fits mantle of ivy, has not been interfered

with. The works were carried ont under the
direction of Mr. J. Hicks, of Dorchester, archi-

tect, by Messrs. Wellspring & Son, builders.

Llechgijnfancy, Anglesey.—The parish church
has been re-opened for divine service. The new '

edifice, the style of which is Late Decorated, ^

has the same ground-plan as the former one,
with the exception that it has been lengthened
to the east, and widened towards the north, the
nave and chancel now measuring together
39 fc. 6 in. from east to west, and 16 ft. 7 in.

from north to south} the south transept or
chapel being 12 ft. 6 in. wide by 11 ft. 6 in.

long (internal dimensions). The porch, which
is on the north 'aide, has been entirely rebuilt
and enlarged. By the lengthening of the build-
ing the chancel has been rendered a more
marked feature. The nave is lighted by a square-
headed window in three compartments on the
south, and on the north by an arch-headed
traceried window of two lights placed under a
small gable to light the pulpit and prayer-desk.
The transept is lighted by an arch-headed
window in two lights. The east window, which
is of three lights, has an arched head with
tracery, the whole being filled with stained
glass tracery, having the “ dove ” in the upper
part, the Alpha and Omega on the north side,

and the sacred monogram on the south. Messrs.
J. A. Forrest & Co., of Liverpool, were the
artists. The bell-turret is new. The roofs,
which have arched principals, resting on stone
corbels, have the timbers exposed and lightly
stained and varnished. The seats are all open,
a.nd with the rest of the internal fittings, are
lightly stained and varnished. The church will

accommodate 105 persons. The plans, &c., were
prepared by Messrs. Kennedy & O’Donoghue,
of Bangor and London; and carried out under
their direction by Mr. Joseph Hughes, of Llau-
santffraid Gian Conwy, builder. The total cost

has been 540J.

London.— The parsonage of St. Michael’s,

Mark-street, Finsbury, has been laid with Ridg-
way & Belleroche’s tiles. The architect is Mr.
James Brooks, of London

;
and the builder, Mr.

Henshaw.
"Wembdon.—The parish church uf "Werabdon,

near Bridgwater, which was destroyed by fire in

the spring of the present year, is about to be re-

built, from plans prepared by Mr. J. M. Hay, of
Bath. The sum of 7601. has been subscribed
towards the rebuilding.

Little Ellingham.—The first atone of the nave
of Little Ellingham Church has been laid.

Leeds.—St. Clement's Church has been con-
secrated. The site is on Chapeltown-road, and
was given by Mr. Nicholson, of Roundhay, at a
cost of upwards of 1,2001. The edifice has been
erected from the plans of Mr. George Corson, of
Leeds, architect. The scheme in connexion with
it is an extensive one, as the Board of the
Church Extension Society have purchased land
sufficient also for schools and parsonage honse.
The church is so placed as to leave on the north
ample space for the latter, and on the south for

schools, playgrounds, and master’s house. The
church may be described generally as consisting

of nave, north and south aisles, with open porches
at the west end of them, apsidal chancel, with
organ chamber on the north side, vestry under
the tower on the south side, and chancel. The
tower is placed in the angle formed by the
south aisle. It has been erected in this some-
what unusual position in order that its propor-
tions may be seen from the principal approaches

I to the church. It is 19 ft. square at the base,

with octagonal buttresses on the angles, that at
the south-east being made larger than the
others, as it has to contain the stair giving ac-

cess to the various stages and to the flat roof of
the tower. The stages are five in number, the
lowest containing the vestry, the third the
ringers’ lofc, and the fifth the bell chamber.
The first bell of an intended peal of eight has
been cast by Messrs. Taylor, of Loughborough,
and will be bung as soon as the tower is com-
pleted. The height from the ground to the top
of the parapet is 90 ft.

;
to the top of stair tur-

ret, 122 ft.
;
and 113 ft. 6 in. to the top of

the others. The nave is 88 ft. long from the
west end to the chancel arch, and 29 ft. 6 in.

wide from wall to wall. On each side an arcade
of five arches divides it from the aisles, which
are each 75 ft. long by 15 ft. wide. These arches
are supported on cylindrical pillars of red sand-
stone from the Dumfries quarries, with moulded
bases and caps, the latter being carved with
natural foliage conventionally arranged. The
arcbes are of red Suffolk bricks, the springers,
keystones, and voussoirs being of stone. Above
the arches, on either side, there is a range of
sixteen single light clearstory windows, with
traceried heads. The west end of the nave is

filled in by a window of five lights, its dimen-
sions being 13 ft. wide by 25 ft. high to tbe
crown of the arch. The bead is filled in with
tracery. The roof is framed with principals, with
curved ribs. A ceiling is formed between these
ribs, and following their line, it forma a pointed

wagon vault. A ventilating chamber is thus

formed in tbe roof, having openings at each end
to tbe onter air, and the carved riba at the ceil-

ing ridge being framed double, with space be-

tween and connecting fillets, the vitiated air

escapes into the air-chamber above, and is ex-

pelled by the through draught. The aisles have
each five two-light windows, with tracery in

their pointed arches, each window being set be-

tween battressea. 'I'he aisles do not extend np
to the extreme west end, the space of one bay on
each side being occupied by a porch 17 ft. by
11 ft. 9 in., with inner door admitting to the
nave, and a large open outer doorway, with
clustered shafts of red sandstone, caps, and
bases, and deeply moulded arches. The chancel
is divided from the nave by a lofty arch of red

brick and stone, carried on pillars of the red
stone already described as from Dumfries, with
corbels under them, carved with natural foliage.

Tbe chancel is 37 ft. 6 in. long by 21 fc. wide,

and the east end forms a seven-sided apse, with
buttresses on the angles, and a doable tracery-

headed window on each of the seven sides. It

is hoped that the whole of the windows in the
chancel will be filled with painted glass. A
scheme has been drawn up so that the designs
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may form a consecutive series, illustrating the
principal events in the life and death of onr
Lord. Each window having two lights, will
contain a couple of subjects. The following is

the proposed arrangement :

—

South window

.

North window.

South

North

South

North

r 1. Entry into Jemlaalem.
!.

2. Mary anoiota Christ’s feet,

r 3. Christ washing the disciples' feet.

L 4. Last supper,

r 6. Agojiy in the garden.

^ 6. The betrayal.
7. Before Pilate.

8. Ecce Homo.
9. Tbe crucifixion.

. 10. The descent from the cross.
'll. The body of Christ.

.12. The entombment.
13. The resurrection.
.14. Tbe ascension.

Nos. 9 and 10 have already been given by Aider-
man Hornby, and No. 13 by Mr. J. Morris. These
three designs have been executed by Mr. Wailes,
of Newcaatle-on-Tyne. One of the two-light
windows of the south aisle has been filled with
painted glass by Wailes : the subjects delineated
illustrate the texts, “ Suffer little children to
come unto me,” and “ Feed my lambs.” In the
quatrefoil above tbe two lights is an angel bear-
ing a scroll. If .funds can be obtained, the
large west window will also be filled with stained
glass. It is probable that the subjects will

illustrate Old Testament events. The church
is provided with open benches of white deal,

varnished, and will seat about 750 adults. The
contractors for the various departments are as
follows :—Mr. Thomas Whiteley, mason ; Messrs-
Shirea & Son, joiners

; Messrs. Watson &
Wormald, slaters

;
Mr. Lindley, plumber and

glazier; Mr. Blakey, plasterer ; Messrs. Wood &
Sou, painters

;
Messrs. Nelson & Sons, for heat-

ing apparatus, &c.

;

Messrs. Mawer & Ingle, for

the stone carving, and for the pulpit, reading,
desk, font, and communion rail. Mr. John Kay
has performed the duties of clerk of the works.
The cost of the church, inclusive of the purchase
of the land and the stained-glass windows, may
be roundly estimated as above 8,000Z. This sum
includes the tower, which was not originally con-
tracted for by the Board.

DISSENTING CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.

Illcley.—The memorial stone of a new Metho-
dist Chapel, at Ilkley, has been laid. The new
buildings, inclasive of 1,0001. for the land, are
estimated to cost about 4,500h, of which up-
wards of 2,OOOZ. have been subscribed. These
buildings will front the Wells-road, having Pro-
menade-road on the western side. Tbe style of
the chapel is Gothic of the twelfth century, and
the front has a centre and two side-entrances.

Over the principal doorway there will be a large

four-light window, having tracery in the upper
part. The staircases to the galleries are placed
on either side, that on tbe east being of a semi-
circular shape, and forming a termination to
that front, whilst the corresponding one occupies
the lower portion of the tower. The side eleva-
tions of the chapel contain alternately two-light
and three-light windows, with tracery heads,
the latter of which are carried op above the
eaves, and surrounded by gables. These fronts
are also improved by the gables of the minister's
residence, which contain circular tracery win-
dows, and help to express the character of the
building. The tower rises at the south-west
angle of the building, with buttresses termi-
nating at the belfry windows. Each face of the
tower contains one of these windows. The spire
is carried to a height of about 120 ft. from tbe
ground, with angle pinnacles and gablets. The
interior of the chapel is divided into five bays
by iron columns which support the galleries,

and are continued up to the roof. These columns
have ornamental bands and enriched capitals.

There are also recesses at either end, that at

the front extending over the entrance vestibule,

and tbe one at the other end forming an organ
chamber and staircase communicating with the
minister’s vestry, and enclosed by an open screen
of a decorated character. The centre part of
the ceiling is formed by curved ribs springing
from the caps of tbe columns which support the

roof timbers, the greater portion being exposed
to view, bat the spars of the roof are concealed
by a plaster ceiling, in order to add to the
warmth and acoustic properties of tbe building.

Ventilation is provided by openings in the
ceiling, and the lighting is effected by star

pendant gas burners. The seats, gallery fronts,

pulpit, and the joiners’ work throughout, are
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designed in accordance with the character of the

bnilding, and will be stained and varnished. In

addition fo the chapel itself the building com-

prises a Bchool-room, 40 ft. by 3G ft., and two

rooms for the chapel-keeper in the basement.

The width of the building is 45 ft., and the

extreme length 96 ft., of which about 20 ft. are

occupied by the minister’s house in the rear, and

the chapel is calculated to seat 650 adult persons,

400 on the ground floor. It is estimated that

the total cost of the building, exclusive of the

land, will bo about 3,500L The design for the

chapel was selected in a competition, Messrs.

Andrews, Son, & Pepper, of Bradford, the archi-

tects, being the successful competitors.

Coventry.— The memorial stone of a new
Baptist chapel has been laid in Gosford-street,

a destitute part of the city. The style of archi-

tecture is Italian, with a slight Gothic treatment

in mouldings and other details. The total cost,

including land and fittings, will be 2,1001., of

which about 1,0071. have been already sub-

scribed or promised. The architect is Mr. J. D.

Webster, of Sheffield; and the builders are

Messrs. Hallam & Co., of Coventry, who have

entered into a contract to complete the whole

for 1,6011. 5 b. 5d. The materials used in the

construction of the walls are red brick, from the

neighbourhood, with Bath stone dressings; the

arches to windows being relieved with voussoirs

of white and blue brick. The woodwork is stained

and varnished. Galleries are provided at the

sides and one end of the chapel, and aro reached

by atone staircases. Behind the chapel, and

immediately adjoining, are the schools. On the

ground-floor is the boys’ school, 35 ft. by 27 ft.

;

also a commodious kitchen and store-room. The

upper floor is devoted to the girls’ school, which

I is 45i ft. by 27 ft., and is approached by a stone

I staircase. Attached to this room are two class-

I rooms, each 13Jft. by 13^ ft. The schools and

I class-rooms will be heated by open fireplaces.

lAttention has been paid to the means of venti-

ilation, which are simple. The schools provide

(accommodation for about 450 children, and the

Ichapel will have sittings for 700 persons. The
)total cost, including site, gas-fittings, law ex-

•penses, &c., will be upwards of 2,1001.

SCHOOL-BUILDING NEWS.

Wolstanton.—The fouudation-stone of a new
? Sunday-school building has been laid on a piece

>lof ground adjacent to the Wesleyan Chapel at

llWolstanton. The plans of the new building

Lbave been gratuitously furnished by Mr. T.

REoberts, of Trenthara. The school will be in

siBubordinate keeping with the Gothic chapel, near

ffwhicb it is to stand, with its front towards a

Denew street which is to be laid out shortly. There

wwill be one large room 70 ft. by 50 ft., with five

clclasa-rooms for teaching and ffir a library. The
Kroof of the building inside will be supported by

fcfonr circular ribs, and the floors will be boarded.

TThe place will be lighted with three Gothic

vt windows, glazed with the same kind of glass as

tithat used in the windows of the chapel, and it

wwill be warmed with hot-air pipes. The con-

1

ti tractor for the building is Mr. W. Sutton, of

K Newcastle, and the cost will exceed 900Z.

Bihton.—The memorial stone of the new day

181 and Sunday schools, which are now in course of

ei erection by the side of the Wesleyan chapel,

BBilston, has been laid. According to the plans

w which have been accepted by the committee, the

n new buildings will comprise one large school-

nroom, 58 fc. 6 in. by 45 ft. 3 in., with arauge often

clolass-rooms,—five on each side. Eight of the class-

n rooms will measure 8 ft. square each, and the

o'other two 15 ft. 6 in. by 8 fc. There will be a

pigallery over the front entrance 18 ft. long by

1 11 ft. 6 in. wide, and two side porch entrances.

AAt the two back external corners space will be

p provided for warming apparatus and boiler. The

klarge school-room will be lighted from windows

p placed above the elevation of the class-rooms,

ffwbich are a few feet lower than the main build-

ining. The walla internally will be wainscotted

5 5 ft. from the floor, and all the joinery-work

irinside will be stained and varnished. The ceil-

iting will bo a level one. The front of the build-

icing is to be of pressed bricks. The schools are

irintended to accommodate about 600 children,

aiand the total cost is estimated, exclusive of the

Ivivalue of the old materials, at about l,00OZ. The
locontract for the joinery and timber work has

ihbeeu taken by Mr. 11. Hickman; that for the

ibibrickwork by Mr. Thomas Johnson
;
and the

piplumbing aud slating by Mr. Beebee.

Longton.—New schools in connexion with the

district parish church of Edensor have been

erected and opened. The site,— upwards of

1,400 square yards,—is adjacent to the church,

and is the gift of Mr. Heathoote. The schools

have been erected from the plans and designs of

Mr. C. Lynam, of Stoke, by Messrs. Collis &
Hudson, of Longton, who have carried out the

contract. The total coat, exclusive of the land,

will be upwards of 1,100Z. The internal arrange-

ments include accommodation for a mixed school

of boys and gfrls and an infant school.

PATENTS CONNECTED WITH BUILDING.

Appakatus rou Ventilating Buildings, &c.

—

J. S. Smith. Dated 27th November, 1867.—The

patentee claims the use and application of a

movable cap, cover, plate, or equivalent for

opening and closing the upper end of air-shafts

used as ventilators for the purpose of excloding

dust, dirt, and extraneous matters, irrespective

of the form thereof, or of the mechanical means

employed to effect their rise or fall. Secondly,

the general constrnction, arrangement, and com-

bination of the apparatus for the purpose, as

described.

Construction or Articles or Earthenware.

—

J. R. Pratt. Dated 28th November, 1867.—This

invention relates to an improved method of join-

ing together the separate parts of articles of

earthenware by forming on them male and

female screw threads while the clay or plastic

material from which the articles are made is in

a soft state.

Ventilating Rooms, &c.—J. P. Farkes. Dated

29th November, 1867.—These improvements are

applicable chiefly to sneh houses or buildings as

are provided with a circulation of hob water. In

carrying out the invention the patentee encloses

a tube or series of tubes in a casing forming an

air space, and placed above the chamber to be

ventilated, the said tube or series of tubes being

heated by the hot water circulating through

them. The casing is placed in communication

with the chamber to be ventilated by means of a

tube terminating in a grating placed in the wall

of the chamber. The upper end of the outer

casing ia connected with a pipe leading out into

the open air, where it is surmounted by a cowl.

The rarefaction of the air surrounding the heated

tube or tubes, and contained in tho outer casing,

causes the air to ascend and escape into the

atmosphere by means of the pipe and cowl above

mentioned, thus forming a partial vacuum iu the

pipe below the heated tubes, tho air in the

chamber being drawn off through the grating to

supply its place, thus effecting a continual ven-

tilation of the chamber so loug as the tubes are

kept heated.

Construction of Metallic and other Build-

INGS.—R. Porter. Dated 2ad December, 1867.

—

This invention has reference principally to build-

inf^s constructed mainly of metal, and consists,

first, of the following method of constructing

the walls of the said buildings The patentee

makes the said walls of corrugated sheeting,

either of iron or zinc, the corrugations being

situated vertically, and ho supports and strength-

ens the said walls by means of standards made
of metal, rolled or otherwise formed into a

trough-like figure. Tho said standards are fixed

against the corrugated walla in such a position

that the edges of the said trough-like standards

fall into and fit against tho bottoms of the cor-

rugations in the walls. The standards may be

made of a width proper to include two, three,

or more corrugations. Along tho interior of the

walls, and nearly midway between the floor and

roof, he fixes horizontal rails, which may bo made

of wood, iron, or of both combined. The said

horizontal rails are supported iu brackets con-

nected with the staudiirds, the connexion be-

tween the said standards and brackets being

effected through holes iu the corrugated walls.

Horizontal rails of the kind described may also

be fixed in a similar manner at any required

height inside the building. The standards may
bo fixed inside the building, and the horizontal

mils outside, where required. The walls may
be lined internally with a cheap description of

paper board, such as mill-boards, straw-boards,

and the like. He attaches tbe said lining by

making it in sheets or panels, which are inserted

in rebates, or grooves of wood or metal, fixed to

the walls or to the horizontal rails. The inven-

tion consists, secondly, of the following method

of attaching the ridge-caps on the roof of me-

tallic buildings, and other buildings having cor-

rugated metallic buildings. On the summit of

each side of the roof he fixes a strip of hoop-

iron, which has been corrugated with corruga-

tions similar to those of the roof-plates. The

said strips of corrugated hoop-iron are so fixed on

the summits of the sides of the roof that the

concavities in the said strips are opposed to the

concavities in the roof-plates, and there is thus

formed a series of nearly circular spaces or

openings. The ridge-caps are fixed upon the

said corrugated strips of hoop-iron. There is

thus left a series of nearly circular openings

along the whole length of tbe ridge of the roof,

by means of which the ventilation of the build-

ing is effected.

Improvements applicable to Water-closets

AND Pumps connected therewith. — J. S.

Wilson. Dated 3rd December, 1867. — The

patentee claims, first, constructing closet pans

or basins of glass ;
secondly, forming tbe same

at the lower end with a shank or hollow faucet,

having a lateral opening or aperture therein for

discharging the contents thereof, substantially

for the purpose and in the manner described

aud set forth; thirdly, turning tbe closet pan

on its vertical axis for discharging its contents,

substantially for the purpose and iu the manner

described and set forth ;
fourthly, constructing

closet pans so that they may be removed or

lifted from their seats, substantially for the pur-

pose and in the manner described and set forth;

fifthly, forming the rotating pan, neck, or seat of

the rotating pan with recesses to receive tallow,

or other lubricating material; lastly, the general

arrangement and combination of tbe several

parts described and set forth as applied to ships

aud other water-closets.

goolis ^icccibctr.

“ Notes on St. Patrick’s Church, Jordanstown,

in the parish of Carnmoney,” is chiefly deviated

to an account of the saints represented in stained

glass in the chancel windows. The building,

designed by Mr. Lynn, is in the round-arched

stylo of the early architecture of Ireland, and

includes a “ round tower,” attached, 73 ft. high

and 14 ft. 6 in. in diameter at the base. The

upper portion of the tower forms the belfry.

We do not know of any other modern appropria-

tion of these forms in Ireland. “ Right to

Light and Air, being a Summary of the Laws

relating to Ancient Windows by 0. S. Round,

Barrister-at-Law (Amer, Lincoln’s-inn-gate), ia

a reprint from the Estates Gazette. It serves to

introduce the matter to those who require a

general knowledge of it
;
but those who have to

fight the question must look to a bigger book.

The current number of tbe Art-Journal

contains a view of The Hermitage (the picture-

gallery), St. Petersburg, and, inter alia, a paper

by Professor Austed on ” The Influence of cer-

tain Physical Conditions on the Origin and De-

velopment of Art.” Mr. C. J_. Richardson ia

contributing a series of papers, illustrated, “ On

Picturesque Garden and Villa Architecture.

The admirable catalogue of the Paris Exhibition

was concluded in tho August number. The

Broadway begins a new series (giving np the

special American element) with a very good

number, including tho vigorous commencement

of a new novel by Mr. H. Kingsley, called

“ Stretton the Rev. Newman Hall’s American

Notes; and several other interesting papers.

Tho , Tourist’s Annual for 1868 (Hogg,

York-street) is damaged by a common cover.

It contains a good deal of amusing and sugges-

tive writing, and would be found valuable by

many who are seeking to determine bow to

spend their holiday- " Remarks on Street

Tramways applied to London and its Suburbs.

By Herbert Bright, C.E. London : Spoa._ In

this pamphlet, which is printed for private

cironlation, the author gives an account of his

patented plan of tramway traffic. He proposes to

lorm tramwayswith rails or trams slopiagalightly

outwards at either side so as to be adapted^ to

wheelsconed round thecircumferenceon the inside

and flat on the outer, so as to enable them to run

either on or off the trams. The vehicles are seated,

inside and out, the reverse way to that of

omnibuses, passengers sitting back to back in-

side, and face to face outside. The patentee

proposes to form tramways, not through the

main thoroughfares generally, but through bye

streets near them, so that tlie tramway traffic

would interfere as little as possible with that of

the chief thoroughfares. A map shows several
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proposed routes through Loudon and its suburbs,
south and north. “The Saturday Half-holiday
Guide to London and the Euvirons.” Second
edition with map of the environs.—This useful
threepenny guide gives particulars as to open-air
resorts, such as the parks and environs, commons
and open spaces, cemeteries, cricket-grounds,
rowing clubs, rivers, and distances, fishing-
waters, bathing places, and gymnasia; also as
to the free national Exhibitions. “ On the
Eemoval of the Sewage of the City of Glasgow
and the Purification of the River Clyde.” By
William Robertson, C.E. Printed at the Uni-
versity Press, Glasgow. 1868. The author some
years since advocated a system of sewage by
pumping and utilization. This system ho now
disclaims, and suggests another, in which
the tidal waters of the estnary are to
be^ used to flush the river from the
point where the sewage would be dis-
charged into it, carrying it out to the
Firth, in front of the towns of Port Glasgow
and Greenock. The reservoir would be 9^ miles
long, with a wall 15 fc. high, inclosing an area
of about 1,300 acres, so impounding 150,000,000
cnbio feet of water each tide, or double that
quantity daily, to be let out through flood-gates
at its lower extremity, above Port Glasgow.
“ Hand-book of Fresh Water Aquaria.” Edited
by James Bishop, &c. London : Dean & Son.
In this hand-book instructions are given for the
construction and management of fresh water
aquaria for gold-fish, &c., and the treatment of
plants, fish, molluscs, beetles, &c., kept therein,
or in glass globes. The present is the fourth
edition, revised and improved. It is illus-
trated with engravings. “ Loughborough
Water-supply.” A report prepared by the
town surveyor, Mr. George Hodson, on this
subject, has been presented to the local board.
It points out the necessity for the adoption
of some system of water-supply to replace
the local wells in the midst of soil saturated
with the contents of cesspools, which suf-
ficiently account for the prevalence of diar-
rhcea and other ailments at Loughborough.
There are two schemes under consideration;
one by a company, who propose to impound
the Black Brook waters; and another by the
local board, who propose to take the Wood
Brook waters. The reporter'advocates the local
board’s scheme, which will coat about 16,5001.,
including Parliamentary expenses, or 13,0001.,
exclusive of these.

SquARE Set and Macadam Paving in Liver-
pool.—At the local Health Committee, last week,
Mr. Robertson Gladstone called attention to the
large quantity of macadam being laid down in
Church-strect, and said he thought the question
would arise shortly whether it was desirable to
lay down so much macadam when there were
now square sets equally available for the pur-
pose. The small square seta which had been
laid down in North John-street and Dale-street
were almost noiseless, and far cheaper than
macadam. It was agreed to refer the matter to
the borough engineer.

Stone under Fire.—Some short time since a
house in Hanover-square, the residence of Mr.
and Mrs. Dallas, was unfortunately considerably
injured by fire, more especially in the upper part.
A glance at the cornice outside shows a sugges-
tive fact. The flames rushed out of the two-
pair windows, and above them, exactly to the
extent of each opening, the heavy stone cornice
is either completely burnt away, or otherwise
destroyed by the effect of cold water on the
heated stone. Wa should apprehend, however,
that the former was the case : had the damage
been caused by the cold water, it would not have
been confined so exactly to the width of the
window, as it is now.

Sltsfcnnnca.

HoT-nousE Works.— Messrs. Weeks & Co.
(Chelsea) have issued the twelfth edition of
their Trade Book,” containing a number of
designs, some of them very appropriate, for
winter-gardens, conservatories, hot-houses, vine-
ries, and forcing pits. If the approximate cost
were attached it would be an advantage. The
vulgar colouring of some of the views does them
injustice. Mr. Weeks has long been known as a
successful and trustworthy builder and heater of
horticultural structures.

Death of Schonbein, the Discoverer of
Ozone and Gun Cotton.—Dr. Schonbein died
the other day at Baden, He was born in 1799
at Mitzingen, in the kingdom of Wurtemburg,
and was consequently in bis seventieth year. He
made the discovery of gnu-cotton somewhere
about thirty years ago. He disposed of his in-
terest in the invention to Baron Lenk, who,
after y ears of research and experiment, made the
explosive manageable. Lenk span the cotton and
wove it into fabrics suited for cartridges. Prentice
& Sons, who hold the patent in this conntry,
adopted bis plan, but now make the gun-cotton
into paper, which is rolled np for cartridges. Col-
lodion, the solution of an imperfect gun-cotton
in ether, became a valuable application in sur-
gery, and afterwards became the film on which
glass photographs were taken. Schonbein bad
then lost all interest in its development, and was
busy with experiments in allotropby which led
to the discovery of ozone. He had observed
certain atmospherio effects accompanied by a
peculiar odour, and research led to the discovery
of ozone, which he pronounced to be oxygen in a
different condition. The subject was one of
intense interest to the chemist, and he worked
at it till his death. Sanitary science, which has
had many a tough problem to solve, seems likely
to haVA T II A Cl d o v.\

C

t ..II

The Sanchi Tope in Central India.—This
one of the most ancient and remarkable

Buddhist architectural remains in India, dated
250 B.C.

; and recently an application was made
to the Begum of Bhopal, in whose territories it
is, by the French Consul-General, M. Place, to
allow the principal gateway of the tope to be
carried off and set up in Paris ! The Begum,
who is Mahomedan, and indifferent to Buddhist
buildings, before consenting to M. Place’s pro-
posal, offered the gateway to the Indian Govern-
ment, to be sent to England. The Indian
Government, with proper feeling, declined the
gift, and recommended that the tope should be
conserved, and suggested that it would be quite
sufiBcient for France and England to have casts
of the gateway, which is of
character.

The Egress from Concert-halls at Bir-
mingham.—At the conclusion of the local licen-
sing^ meeting, the Mayor announced that the
magistrates had adopted a resolution to the
effect that tho attention of the proprietors of
music halls and large concert-rooms be spe-
cially directed to the necessity of having a
proper and sufficient means of egress in the
event of an alarm. Particular attention to the
subject is expected before next licensing day.

The Sculptur-al Ornamentation op Chester
Town-hall.—The raising of the images at the
town-hall, Chester, is a matter of embarraas-
meut to the council. To one thing they appear
committed, that is to spend 400Z. on the matter,
for that was included in the contract

;
but in

what precise way they are not by any means
determined. “ Messrs. Lanyon «& Co.,” remarks
the local Chroniclef “are naturally anxious to
have a fine building, adorned with stained win-
dows, elaborate sculpture, and all that can make
it rich in effect. The city would gladly second
them but for one consideration—it has to find
the money. At the present juncture the last
thought will have to take precedence of the
first.”

Rock Blasting.—At Caldon Lowe, Stafford-
shire, an attempt has been made to level a rook
by a monster blast. The rock formed part of
the limestone quarries of the North Staffordshire
Railway Company, whose canal engineer, Mr.
Forbes, directed the operation. The rock had
been perforated at its base, a chamber 5 ft.

square having been formed at the end of the
tunnel. In this chamber 36 owt. of powder were
deposited

; and when the powder was fired, the
rock opened and crumbled as if by magic. The
blast was not quite so successful as was an-
ticipated, but a minor blast was expected to com-
plete the operation, by which, in all, some
14,000 tons of limestone will have been dis-
lodged.

Fatal Gas Accident.—Mr. C. C. Lewis, the
coroner for Essex, baa held an inquest at Strat-
ford on the body of Mr. Henry Bennett, late
landlord of the Railw’ay Tavern, Stratford New
Town. A lengthened inquiry showed that the
deceased took down a double branch gaslight in
his bedroom, and ineffectually stopped the
service pipe with a cork. Scenting an escape of
gas, he lighted a match to discover the leakage,
when an explosion took place, and his clothes
becoming ignited he was so severely burnt that
he lingered in great agony till the next day,
when death ended hia pains. His wife and
child, who had gone up-stairs with him, were
also severely burnt. In summing np, the
coroner pointed out tho necessity of doors and
windows being at once thrown open on the least
suspicion of gas escaping, and the jury ex-
pressed a hope that the press would publish
such a needful caution. A verdict of “Acci-
dental death, caused by an explosion of gas,”
was recorded.

The German Workmen’s Congress.—This

Wghiy decoraUve
taa now oloaed. The programme of

the International Working Mens Association,
emanating from London, was adopted by a ma-
jority of 69 delegates, representing 61 associa-
tions, against 46 delegates, representing 32
associations. The consequence was a split, and
the minority determined to hold a separate
meeting of their own. Some of the resolutions
arrived at by the majority are regarded as being
rather Utopian. The congress rightly set their
faces against war. They recommended working
men to abstain from all work on war taking
place in their respective countries,— rather
an odd determination, certainly, unless the
congress disapprove of all defensive no less
than offensive war : as well recommend them to
abstain from food and drink. That labour is of
no country is the fundamental principle of the
association

;
yet their principle is scarcely cos-

mopolitan; for the congress voted against giving
tbe German Austrians and all other foreigners a
deliberative voice in their assembly, althongh, we
presume, they allowed it to Germans resident
in countries not German.

Co-operative Associations.—The magnitude
and progress of these great retail stores in the
manufacturing districts of the north of England
are very remarkable. In Lancashire there were
121 of them last year, and tbe large sum of
2,833,345Z. was received by these establishments
in cash for goods in 1867. The best of them
appear to sell only for cash, and give no credit;
but some allow a short credit to members up to
a certain amount. Two great retail associa-
tions at Oldham do business to the araonnt,
together, of about 200,0001. in the year, and’
realise good profits for tho members, 'in York-
shire the money received for goods sold by these
societies in 1867 reached 1,425,02-iZ. ; Yorkshire
and Lancashire have several receipts exceeding
100.0001. in the year. In Durham the sales of
the year were to the amount of 264,492l.

;

in Northumberl'ind, 207,765Z.
; Cumberland’

91,1051. ; Cheshire, 173,2431.
j Staffordshire,

42,1771.; Derbyshire, 81,7101. ; Monmonthshire’
24,9181.; Glamorganshire, 24,7331.

; Gloucester-
shire, / 1,5991.

;
Wiltshire, 28,9551.; Nottingham-

shire, 45,7951.
; Leicestershire, 26,2511. ; North-

amptonshire, 116,8441.
; Middlesex, 140,6471.

;

Surrey, 60,1091.; Kent, 56,0381.; Essex, 23,3461.
Tne amoQuts in other counties were below
20,0001.,—in Warwickshire only 6,2001., and not
4.0001. in Devon, Dorset, or Salop. These^ small degree

]

statistics would have gladdened the heart ofby the discoverer of ozone.
|
Robert Owen had he been alive.

Fall of a House.—On Sunday evening, &
number of persons miraculously escaped death
by the fall of a house in Park-street, Birraino--
ham. The house was a three-story building,
adjoining other houses on one side. It was occu-
pied by several families, who rented furnished
apartments; and, at the time of the occurrence,
there were two persons in the attic; five on the
middle floor; and three on the lower floor. The
whole of the front and side of the house gave
way and fell forward, leaving nothing standing
except the chimney portion, and the flooring of
the attic. The two persons in the attic escaped
injury, but tbe occupants of the second floor
wore carried away with it, precipitated below,
and buried beneath the falling di^bris. The
ceiling of the lower floor did not entirely
give way, but became formed iu the shape of an
arch, affording protection to the three inmates
below, who would but for this undoubtedly have
suffered serious injury from the full weight of
the falling materials. Iu a very short time,
however, the whole of the inmates were got
from beneath the debris, and it was then found
that none had received fatal injuries. The build-
ing was a very old one; aud a house on one side
having been removed some time since, attention
was called to the unsafe appearance of the struc-
ture on that side, but no precaution would appear
to have been taken to erect proper supports, a
necessity for seenrity which is alleged to have
been urged by the tenant.
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The Ouphan Houses, Ashlet Down.— Mr.

Heorgo Muller has just published his report

relative to this institution for the past year, and

ibe following are a few of the interesting facts

(vhich he gives :—The amount which he received

ibr the support of the orphans between May,
1867, and May, 1868, was 15,8781. lls. G^d.

;
for

the building fund he received 6,633L 183. 5id. j

his receipts in aid of the school, Bible, mis-

rionary, and tract fund were 7,8251. 83. lOid.

Ihc average cost of maintenance, including every

expense, is 121. 10a. each child.

The Polytechnic.—A very interesting lecture

Lb daily delivered here by Professor Pepper on

Eclipses of the Sun in general and the recent

total eclipse in particular. Some of the illustra-

tions are remarkably good. The electric organ

has been set up, as we mentioned a few weeks
ago, over the proscenium of the large theatre, a
cable of 120 wires communicating with it from

the key-board at which the organist sits daring

the performance. The lecture on the eclipse is

accompanied by an organ performance. The
prganiat sits at his key-boards in the orchestra,

and therefore instantaneously realizes all the

.anggestiona and directions of the conductor,

although the organ itself is distant behind the

scenery. Moreover, perf^t accord with the band
insured with more precision than before.

' The Rights or Railway Travellers.—At
iche Uttoxeter Police-court, Mr, Buchanan Fiu-

Jayson, a commercial traveller from London,
was charged by the North Staffordshire Railway
cOompany under the following circumstances :

—

He took at Derby, a few days previously, a
ithird-class ticket to Asbbourn, for which he
iiaid Is. 3d. On reaching Uttoxeter he alighted,

[iind S^d, was demanded from him, that making,
ivith the Is. 3d. he had already paid, the third-

Islass fare from Derby to Uttoxeter, which latter

jsown is about ten miles nearer to Derby than is

Ashbourn. He refused to pay the sum demanded,
Qtud hence the summons. Mr. Tennant, of Hau-
ijey, the company’s solicitor, contended that a

•araud had been attempted, bub the defendant

r^gued that he had a legal right to break his

nourney at any station short of that to which he
laaad booked. The bench concurred, and there-

Di'bre dismissed the case.

Gas.—The Sunderland gas company have de-

lalared a dividend of 4^ per cent, for the last half-

epear. A meeting of gas consumers has been
leaeld at Black Heath. The meeting was in-

jrbrmed that the Rowley Regis and Black

(Heath Gas Company are unwilling to grant a

ereduotion except to the smaller class of con-

siumors, who would in future be charged 68. in-

(stead of 6s. 6d. per 1,000. The reason assigned

jjy the directors was, that the shareholders had
oiot received sufficient remuneration for the

money invested. The meeting was unanimous
3 n the opinion that it was bad policy on the part

f if the directors to expect to increase the divi-

iciends of the shareholders by continuing to charge

ioio much for their gas, and ' xpreased themselves

S

iinwilling to pay such a high price. It was de-

iided to discontinue burning gas at the end of

che present quarter, unless the price be reduced

o 4s. Gd. per 1,000 fc. A mode of lighting by
I'as, to which General Favre has called the atten'

woion of the Emperor, is being tried in Paris,

'tihe gas is self-made, and the apparatus easy to

iinanage and move about. They say it can be
sesed for heating as well.

I

I Size of the House of Lords.—Oddly enongh
iirhile a committee of the Commons has been
recommending an enlargement of their House,

I c. committee of the Lords had nearly determined

po report that their meeting-place was too large,

jDcnd that the Peers’ Eobing-room should be fitted

IP p to serve the pur2iose better, the present
Ihjhamber being retained for great State cere-

lioionials. The size of the House of Lords, on
ibatie floor, is 84 ft. by 45 ft.

5
on the gallery level

(ihfhe length is 98 ft. The height is 46 ft. The
ilnlubical contents of the House are 173,000 ft.,

^'flieing 46,000 ft. more than the House of Com-
tlwions. The House of Lords contains seats for

j'etOO persons on the floor and in the galleries,

j'tii'he journals of the House were examined, and
I'beboy showed that the attendance of peers

jiicxceeded 150 only thrice in 1865 and twice in

li8(B66. The report prepared by the chairman of

ibeae committee, the Earl of Carnarvon, recom-
ItKionded the adoption of this [plan, but it was
lotot retained, the numbers for and against it

ikieing equal. The Lords and Commons might
tibahange, but this would not suit the arrange-

cieiezits made for the visits of the sovereigHk

A New Cement.—The following directions

are given for making cement impermeable by
air and steam, which is said to be superior to any
in use for steafn and gas pipes. Six pai’ts of

finely-powdered graphite, three parts of slaked

lime, and eight parts of sulphate, are mixed
with seven parts of boiled oil. The mass must
be well kneaded until the mixture is perfect.

—

Mechanics' Magazine.

A Million of Paupers in England and
Wales.—On the Ist day of January of this year

the number of paupers in receipt of relief, in-

door or out-door, in England and Wales (including

lunatics and vagrants) was more than 1,040,000.

In the year ending March 25th, 1867, nearly

7,000,000J. were expended for the relief of the

poor, or more than half a million in excess of

the sum spent during the previous year. The
rate per head on the population for the relief

of the poor was 63. 6id. for the year ending
March 25th, 1868.

Panic at an Agricultural Show ; Fall of

Two Grand Stands.—An alarming occurrence

has taken place in the show-ground of the West
Riding Agricultural Exhibition, which was being

held in Belle Isle Fields, Wakefield. There was

a large concourse of people present. Two large

stands or slanting [sloping floored ?] platforms

had been erected, which were thronged withper-

One of the stands fell, and the occupants

were thrown upon each other, and some of them
seriously hurt. The panic occasioned by the first

fall had scarcely subsided when the other stand,

which had been overcrowded, also went down.

A number of ladies wore seriously injured.

Reopening of Raglan Church. — Raglan
Church, Monmouthshire, ban been reopened,

after extensive restoration. The Duke of Beau-

fort gave a donation of 600L and also a piece of

land for enlarging the churchyard
;

and the

duchess gave the pulpit, of carved oak. In the

church is the Beaufort Chapel, which was erected

by one of the Earls of Worcester (probably the

third), who, in the reign of Henry YIIL, greatly

beautified the castle aud extensive domains, and

whose deplorably-mutilated effigy still lies here.

Beneath the chapel, in a spacious vault, are

interred the remains of many members of this

noble family, and among them those of Edward,
the sixth Earl and second Marquis of Worcester,

who, as is well known, devoted himself to mecha-
nical science, and left behind him an imperishable

name as the inventor of the first practical

steam-engine.

Infringement of a Manufacturer's Design

IN the Potteries.—At the Police-court, Fenton,

Messrs. Cockson & Chetwyud, earthenware

manufacturers, Coleridge, were lately charged,

on the information of Mr. John Edwards, manu-
facturer, Fenton, with unlawfully copying the

design of aj jug, for which Mr. Edwards claimed

protection by registration certificate. At the

beginning of 1866 Mr. Herbert Beech, Mr.

Edwards’s American agent, came over to England

for the purpose of introducing, in Mr. Edwards’s

interest, a new design in jugs, which were to be

specially for the American trade. The distinctive

feature of the new jug was the angularity of its

top and handle and its raised lip. Messrs.

Chotwynd were entrusted with the modelling of

the new jug, for which service Mr. Edwards paid

them a sum of 129L At this time Mr. Edwards

was not aware that Messrs. Chetwynd were con-

nected with a manufactory. Mr. Edwards was
surprised a short time after to find that jugs

similar in design to his own had been issued

from the defendants’ manufactory, introduced

into the American market, and were “taking”

immensely. The only apparent difference in the

jogs was the embossed ornamentation of the

imitation jugs. The defence set up was, that

the said-to-be-new design of jugs, was simply a

combination of previously existing forms, and

that consequently there was no offence. A fine

of 51. was imposed.

For alteration at the Infirmary, Brentford Union.
Ilolmea. architect :

—

Nightingale £1,887 0 0
Wilea 1,583 0 0
Lodge 1,619 0 0
Crabb & Vaughan 1,647 0 0
Gardener 1,541 0 0
Foale ... 1.397 0 0

Brunsden (accepted) 1,323 0 0

For six houBee
Islington ;

—

Wynford-road, Barusbury-road,

Mann, Jnn £2,900

Turrell, Brothers
Mundy A Hutchinson

2,784
2.650

2,190
Heath ..

Blackmore A Morley
Jay (accepted)
Harrison A Edwards

2,US
1,980
1,770
1,750

Williamson 1,596

For additions and part restoration of Bourne Abbey
Church, Lincolnshire. Mr. Edward Browning, architect:

Hinson £1,400 0 0
Richardson & Roberts 1,3'3 0 0
Millson 1,310 0 0
Bagticll & Tinkler 1,193 10 0

Halliday & Care 1,173 0 0

Perkins 1,097 0 0
Hall, Norman, & Vinter* 1,080 0 0

* Accepted.

For restoration of Bempringham Churcb, Lincolnsb ire

Mr. Edward Browning, architect :

—

Allen £994 0 0
Millaon (accepted) 910 0 0

TENDERS.
For a new public house, for Mr. G. D. Groom, ;

Hitchin. Mr. Bhilcock, architect :

—

Warren & French (accepted) £390 9 6

For a new house, for Mr. Joshua Whiting, at Hitchin,

Mr. Bhilcook, architect :

—

Extra if stone dressings
to front windows

Butterfield £500 0 0 £16 0 0

Anaell 476 0 0 f 0 0
Stapleton 473 0 0 14 0 0
Jeeves 472 0 0 9 0 0

For additions to the Deanery, Peterborough,

Edward Browning, architect;

—

Poach & Furness £510 0 0

Halliday & Cave 473 0 0
Perkins 465 0 0
Hobson & Taylor (accepted) 457 0 0

Mr.

For alterations, repairs, and decorations at No. 27,

Grosvenor-street, for Dr. Hartree. Mr. Frederick P,

Walters, architect:—
Killby (accepted) £340 0 0

For three bouses and shops in the High-street, Ton-
bridge Wells. for Mr. Thomas Elliott. Mr. Henry Btapiey,

architect. Quantities by Mr. Clever:—
Kilby £3,849 0 0

Haranaoud 3,647 14 0
Vidler, Jun 3,680 0 0

Walker . 3,505 0 0
Mercer 3,503 0 0
Strange 3,339 0 0

For alterations to Hawthomdeane, Tunbridge Wells,

for Colonel White, Mr, Henry Stapley, architect

Hammond... £220 0 0

For erecting boiler-house, &o., Kentish-town, for

Messrs. Winsor & Newton. Messrs. George A Vaughan,Messrs,
architects

Kellv, Brothers .

R. Mann
Manley Sc Rogers,
King A Sons
Newman A Mann,

For rebuilding No, 23, Old Change, E.O. Mr. Danby
architect :•

Thompson
Gammon A Sons ..

Carter A Sons
Foster
Piper A Co
King A Sons

1,644

1,577
1,560

TO CORREaPONDENTS.

R. W. Montreal (we will give an aniwer when we have teen view)

—A. R. (the additional run lauit be completed).—J. R. Jun. (the paint

mentioned would deetroy the appearance of brlrkwork).—P. J. N,

(write to Mr. Bowditcb).—Yonog Architect (no diffloully. Apply to

a proper tradeemau).—T. C.—A. C.-E. B.-Dr. M.-Indla.—C. R.—

j \V—R A B.— J. B. R.— Sir E. L.—An Enginee-.— K. B.—M-eete.

B.-J, B.-Bjw.-F. W.-T. P.-D. K.-J. T.-J. W,-F. P. W.-J. P.

H. 3.—W. V.—A. D. D.—W. H. B.—F. A W.—A. O.-H. S, F.-Herae

Bay. A lawyer.—A member oflhe Inn.

Country newapapore ahouid be marked.

We are coiupeUed to decline pointing out hooka and giving

addressee.

AH iUtemeula of facte, Uste of lenders. Ac., must be accompanied

by the name and address of the sender, not neseesarily for

putillcation.

Kotb.—The responsibility of signed articles, and papers read at

public meeUiigs, reste, of course, with the anthors.

Advertisements cannot he receivedfor the current

week's isstte later than THREE o’clock, p.m.,

cm THURSDAY.

The Puhlisher cannot he responsihle for Ori-

ginal Testimonials left at the Office in reply to

Advertisements, and strongly recommends that

Copies only should he sent.

NOTICE.—All Communications respect-

ing Advertisements, Subscriptions, ^c., should be

addressed to “ The Puhlisher of the Builder^'

No. 1, York-street, Covent Garden. All other

Communications should he addressed to the

“Editor," and not to the “Puhlisher.”
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A TCHLEY’S civil”' ENGINEER’S and
CONTBACTOE'S ESTIMATE uid PRICE BOOK,

Dtuy 8to. 21'. IlliutriUd with Plate* and Woodcat*. Specifioa-
MODI for Labour and Material*, Contractot’e Plant and TooU, with
Ilnle* and Kiamplc* for the Constractlon of Pablic Work*

By W. D. HASKOLL, C.K.
To wklcb I* added 'he Law of Cootracta, Ac.

London : Publtiher* ATCHLBY A CO. 106, Great BuaieU-atreet,
Bedfordeqnare.

WANTED, an ASSISTANT, well up in
T T arshiUetUTB, specification, quaulitlet, Ac for an office in the

City. Situation would

keeper, 110, Cannon-strest,

TO GENERAL FOREMEN.

PERFECTION in BOOKKEEPING.—
BOILDBBS and Others desiring a ready good ayiiem, can

have a SET of MODELS for BUILDERS' BOOKS, by DOUBLE
ENTRY, to whiih was awarded the prira offered in " Toe Builder

'

No. 1480. and which baa been adopted by many Urge firm*. aNo’
Modified Arrangement by Single Kotry, suit-ble for »m»U buUderj.-
Addrea*, E. A. 4, St. Georga’a-road, Eegeui'* Paik, l^ondon.

PARTNERSHIP. -Wanted, a Manaeing
PARTNER In an establbhed Manufactory, capable of great rx-

lenalOD. In addition to the manufacture o' certain articlea of trade .the proprietor* hold a patent of approved value and in ex'eu*ive u*e
the amount of capital to be Introdu.ed to be egreed upon. 'J he
highMt reference* give • and rerinired. Prlncip*!* only tieated with,

f W R. L W. N. care of Ueur*. Tatham, Carling,A Wall*. 3. FredeiK-k-place, Old Jewry, E.a

PLASTER and CEMENT WORK and
Eepal.sof every deicriptlon F.3TIMATBD FOR. In town or

Muntry. Shope, Hou*e-froni», and Interior* fitted upii'iniUr de
Pari*. Artificial Stone and Cement Figure*, Fountains Vaaei

J' SBOBT, UecoraUve Builder, andAnbltectnral Modeller. S2t. City-road. Lrudon, K.C.

NICHOLAS LAKE,
A RCHITECT and consulting SURVEYOR.
jTX BUI* of qnantilie* sccuralety prepared, Wbrka meaiiireduD
buiJderi account* adju.ted. Railway compen.atinn claim* arranged'OFFICES, 1, ADBLAIDE-PLACE, LONDuN-BRIDGE, E-O.*

^ __ — ^ TO BUILDEBB, DECORATORS. Ac.

/ _1 ILDERS, thoroughly experienced in House
audOilding In all It. t.raoch-*.

'WANTED, an OUT-DUOR ' FOREMAN.
T T to laperinlend the erection of Tilla*. el-ven mUe* frou

TO PLUMBERS, Ac.

AAFANTED, in a Country Town, a THREE-
1.

' .
HAND, foracoujtancy.—Addre**, *tallng wage*,

Ac. A, 126. Grange-road, Ber

.

^7WANTED, EMPLOYMENT,
•* ipecUble, tnialworlliy, elderly CARPF.NTER. v..

encumbrance. Uuderatand* every branch in building, window-bl
"’iking, tepal'ing fu-’nlture : n-ed to fir*t-cla e and jobbing wi•

-
ii.e'f grneraUy u.efol. Competent to manage a *m

Wage* moderate. Country preferred.—Addrs**, 8. Pc

Would

ofti.-e. Londou- I, Souihwark.

TO BillLDEBS.

Wr^NTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, by a
u.l V

0®NERAL foreman, who haa a thorough knowledge of
rperience.—Addte

^ respectable Young Man,
^.T ' BlTUATfON a* IMPROVER to the PLUMBING. Can
fill up t

fitting. Wage*
’h, Bow.

MPROVER t

g or gler.ug.
—Addriru, A.

W TO OAKVEB3, MONUMENTAL MASONS, Ac.

ANTED, by a Young Man, a SITUA-
TION as CARVBR. and to assist in the Letter-cntting. Ac-.

AO r.hjection to take time. Town or Ccjuntry.-Adlies*, D. G. R. 53,
E,a*bvrcjugh.pl*ce. Pim.Ico, S.W.

___ ,
TO ARCHITECTS .AND SUBVEYORg.

A^ANTED, an ENGAGEMENT. Has
Used

.. Ac. Pefei .
Adores*. 367, Office of " The Bull

iuge, detii'e, specificat

TO ARrHlTECTS. Ac.

Borough m south shield- —
NOTICE to ENGINEERS and t-URTEYORS.—Any 1

r the Office of aURVETOB t
requested to forward tralimo

I, competency, sobriety, and regular ba-iue»,

ut. It being the Inleuti'-c—— -T WEDNWSOAY
"ilrveyor will

log a C.indidate
theJCorporaliou of South

' '

nial* of qnalifip-atiou, cor
habit*, adf're»«ed (free of poilagel' n,MONDAY, the £Sth of SEPTEMBER
of ihe Town Connell to proceed to the election
the/ih of OCTOBER ntxt. As the dulls* ofMmprUe the Municipal and Local Board of Health bu*i
Corporal on, toganer wlin that under the ” South Shields Imp'rovV-meet Act, 18oJ, a Candidate must be hmillar with the working andkeeping in repaD of atreete and road., {the practice of eogineermg
eepeclally hydraulic engineering in connexion with work* of water
supply, dralo.ge, teweiage, and lurlsce cleun.lrg, c .mpeient t . con-

lectloDi, prepare plane, drawliii*, and
itcilplloQ, and ab * to .iinerioteud the
iterlali, and »e* to the fuifilineut of the

"VV^ANTED, a SITUATION, by a thoroughly
I T p a Heal CLERK of WORKS of many jorr*' experlouiM on

3. 317, Office of " The Builder

TO HOUSE DECORATORS AND OTHERS.
A^^ANTED, by tlie Son of a Tradesman,

EMPLOYMENT in WRITING and PAPttR-

condilluD

estimates of woik of

lime 01 the Surveyor, who I* to ri

devoted to the duties which will
to undertake auy other office.
Salary 2601. per annum. Candida"

9 and pretent and forme
• *-

-‘lend perionally

mp'oyui

employ
u their I

•( the Coui.c
ic Health Cuiuuiittee, and >

will have
Town Impioveinenc
Committee to which he may
daU will have to give security for ibe faithfur
duliea, by the bond of hlnueif and two euffiolent tureiies m juut •

Byerder, THOMAS 8.ALM0N,

T m 1.7?.-“ ^ of Health.Town Clerk i office. Suuih Shield*, Septembor 7, 18(18.

M-ful candi-

rpHE Town Council of Gatesheiad invite
‘**0 OEio* of TOWN SURVEYOR andBoEOLGH ENQINKKR of the Borough of Gaieihead. The rereoiiappointed will be required to leiide iti the Buiough of Gateib-ad lo

derote the whole of hi* lime to the duties of the i ffice ami be lire
eluded Lorn undertaking any oiher office or tmploimeut. Theduties will compri.e those of Town Suivevor Survevnr t..ih.T _»i
Board of Health, Engineer to ibo Quay Commiseloueie ami ad oiberMvice* which the Town CouuoU may retinire to’ be rendered
Salary 400f. per annum, payable quarterly. Tbe engag. men' termi-nable on a quarter’* notice.-Appllcailim* to be leut m iMe r a-

WANTED, a PARTNER, with from
T T 3,0C0I. to 4.000L to develop a good trading bnime**. wlih

large order* on band. A scarcity of the cammodity In the marketand laige profit* to be made. P.incipal. or their so'lo.ior* only-- -d_»lU.-F..r patllcu at* apply to Meesti. BBLLISd A M.AR-
u.-laue. rannon-t'reet. K.C.CHANT. 6, Mar

'V\rANTED, an active, intellineut LAD, as
T T mpBOVEB in the PLUMBING and GASFnTING —ForPMUcular*, apply to Mr. HKLYAE. Fishmonger. Ac Wtstow-itra-t

Upper Norwood, 8.
inoet,

'YY^ANTED, an experitneed BUILDER’S
* • CLERK, Miui UDdeniaud prime eoet and e*UhiaUng

WrANTED.maBunder’a Office, a JUNIOR
•

,

-ASSISTANT who can draw, trace, and as i« in meaturiug.
age, salary, and where last engaged, to 3i

WORKING FOREMEN.

TY anted, a good WORKING FORE-
‘‘-'"Pei'^r and Joiner pteferr-d. Good . haracleras to aiiiiitv. anhne-y, 4c. lndispeaaab'e.—Apply by letter. Staling

Uet emyluyed, to B C. COOK, Buliaer,

.. .0 ability,
wages rtquii^,

NoTtou-folgi N.E.

bars been actmiomed
of a number of men.
10 make up quantiLn

--.-jlifiedn
salary will be given

; but a
will be requbeJ.—Addme. eni
A 00. Northumberland Decor*

10_ HOUSE DECORATORS.

YY -^^TED, iu a House Decorator’s Esta-
V «inipeteut FORRIIAN. Ho must

chiige
nut and
’nrklng

.a*bly compete
viariy cut fli*i-ela.i

le will be r'qulreu I

and to take tbe geuer

ati.factoiy ebara
iloeUgrefeteuces,
i-ion Works, Newt

1 be able tu taka
>1 charge of tbe '

Sltuatlun. and
i

' In

TO IHREE-BKANCU HANDS.
"YY^ANTED, a thoroughly qualitied MAN in
T r tbe above branchci, to Bii a c ii»taut iituallon In a 8 KLondon Buildei's Shop. None but uieu of good ctaract-r u’e,d

YYTANTED, a KE-ENG.A.GEMENT, bv a
T T pracllcH BUILDER'S FOREMAN. CstpeuUr by t’laUeEtXeienct. good.-Auaret*. H. £, l, Jolm-sirset. Kinplaid-roU

TO BUILDERS AWANTED, EMPLOYMENT, by a good
TT JOPBIN J BIII.-KI.ATER. W.ges 7d p« hour.- Address

Dkbire n, FIrit-street, Cbelsi

TO BUILDERS
WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT as
»> Pllirp FOREMAN of JOINERS, or Wo.k by the Plsce

Rlrst-clas* ictorence.-Aadresj, J. M. 11, Hatfield-stree'. BUokfnar,-

_ TO CARPENTERS AND BUILDERS.

YY^^TED, by a Young Man, a SITUA-
jy TION a* IMPROVER, Ha* been IS m. nth* at the trade,

t

'^p*' A.- T- 13. Hauover-square, Kenniug-

WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT as
BUILDER'S CLEPK. Well acqnaiuUd with the office

TO BUILDERS AND LECORAIORSWANTED, a BITUATIUN, by a Youne
TT Man. as FOREMANof PAINl'ERS. Is a good oak graiue”and plai

hiw a good knowledge of the Irole
Addre**, B. YOUNG, 1. Burk!ugham-*;i irBuckioghsm Palac

TO ARCHITBCraW 4„N TE !)._ an ENGAGEMENT,
JUNIOR A6.«lsTANr.
; It a falrcnlourli
references. Town

ipare draw'ugsfrjm rough
Iti office d-itie*. Unexcep-
Adtires', X. Y, Z. t>5. High

WANIED, an immediate RE-ENGAGE-
MENT, by a general and efficient ASjlSTANr. who h« hadASHSTaNT, who has

I office*. Wt
. Ac T'rme
Cambridge.

WANTED, an ENGAGEMENT as
TIMEKEEPER. STOREKEEPER, or WAREHOUSE

YV-^NTED, to APPRENTICE a YOUTH,
T T aged from 14 to 15. to the BU'LDING TRADE (lu-docr)

CdOntry prefeireJ.-Apply to 13, St. Juhu'a-.quare, Cleikenwell,

n T-i-^
BUILDERS, ROAD MAKERS, AND CONTBACTOaS.

e Y\/ by a first-class practical Man,
T T a CarrUge-w-y p*vlor, Street Mason, Granite Dra*,er (w-i.wl,

brick*. Dutch clinker*, or tile*), to TAKE WORK by ihe FiB'^E.
wbovironly. Good 'Mtlmonial* and reference*.—Addm*. JAMES
CBUTCHLliT. 7, James-place, ^ orth-»treet, Poplar.

TO BUILDERS.

i Advertiser, a SITUA-
. TT TIONafTlMEKSKPSRsDdCLBRK. Fill up tlma at bench.

Five year*’ ex erieuce. Town p eferreh—Addreat, W. F. C. ” Ihe
Gretno-an." High Town, Luton.

TO BUILDERS, CONTRACTORS, Ac.

- ^idvertiser, aged 24, a
TT RR-KNOAOtMENT u BOOKKEEPER and GENERAL

CLERK. Ihorougbly coiiver»aiit wiih the rou’lno of a Bulidei'i
office, and can asiist at ealimailng.- Addre**, A. B. iO. Malvern-road,

. Dal.tou.N-E.

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.

.
YX/ANTEl), a KE-ENGaGEMENT as
T T FOREMAN ofCARPENTEBS and JOINERS, or Krloclpal

Fortmm. Has b eu used to me* oriug, eiiiniatlng, and bnokkeop-
Ing. Has b>en rmpl.yed In Loudon, atiu has carried out ••verai ex-
l«L»ive work* in ibe o-unlry. Fourteen yea,*' experience.— Addroa*.
W. U. F. 44. Di.m-etreet Dover, Kent.

YY/”-^^^'^^* ^y ^ Young Man, aged 22, a
T T BlTUAllON a* BDILDEB’d CLERK. Can Uke out q-iau-

titie*, e*tlmate. trace pUua. Sovea year*’ exporiBuC*. Good
ref-rence*.— Ad lres*. C. B 367. E IgwaTe-rnad. W.

TO IRONMONOERS, OABF.TTERS. AND BDILDSEIS.

YYTANTH'D, a constant Sli'UA'i’IUN as
T T WfllrBS'ira ai d GASPITTBR. Four ye is' reference

from p'esent etui.l lyer. Ceuniry letter* to tuts wages —Andress,
H. H. 41. Upper Manor -street. Kicg's-roa . Cue -ea.

TO ARCHITK' T9.

YYTANTED, an ENGAGEMENT in a
T V Gothic Office.—Addtes*, X, W. Fo,t-office, Greek -street,

Soh3.
' ’

TO 8UILDHRS AND CONTK.aC TORS.

YVANTeD, a KE ENGAGEMENT, by the
TT Advertiser la ‘ burougb'y rxperirused in Uk <ig off q-iau’l-

tlw, me*aurtug. e>tinia'iug, aocuunt*. aud general ulflcoroutiue.—
Adilro**, J. A. *, Hrrue-plwCi'

,
DuLWicb. B.

YY^ANIED, by a pructical and experienced
T T ENQINKEt unJ MIoLWRlGUr. aSlTOoTlONa, FORE-

MAN in Euki'ieeriug Works or Mill. Nearly tweive yetr* in last

chinery. 'mo blg-e t t'Stim.ioiaU cau b* g?vei^ AdJre**,^
6. Jjbu-atie-t, Peulouvillo-bill, N.

TO BUILDERS AND PLUMBERS.

YYrANTED, a blTUA'i’iUN or JOB, by an
T T experi-nced PLUlIBEfi.—Addieas, A. 38, Wavcrley-ioad,

H,irrQw-ro»d. W.

YYTANTED, by a Young Man, of steady
T T habi'«, ag-d 28, a 8 TUATloN as good PLUMBRB H-il'-

WATKK PIPE*, ic. Cau do plain Xibcwurk. and ga-fll’iiig. T,wa
or country. A reiarebce If required.—AUdreS*. F. H. 7, Mildaiay-
.ir et, B.U’s-p..n.l.I liugt-m.

TO PLUMBERS. Ac.

YYTANTED, by a Young Man, a STTUA-
T T TION a* IUrEB-BRANCH HAND, In Town or counlrv —

Addre**, M. N. 36, Bloutieiiu street, Cuene*.

TO ARCHITECTS AND BUILDERS.

YYT'ANTED, by a thoroughly practical Man,
T V aRK-E.NGA -iKaENT a* CLhItK of Wol Kd, or saGmeiAl

Foreman. Has had cunsldirable experience in building cuuatruc-
llun. Good referenLe*.— Addle**, A. Y. No. 4, Albert-pl»c*, DopUoid-

TO PAINTERS AND BUILDERS.

YYrANTEI), by the Advertiser, a SITUA-
^T V TION a* PAINTEK, GLAZIER, and PAPERHANGEB.

fer.---A*dreas, W. 0. 76, Oie»t Biana-.«eet, Dover-roaJ, Borough,

YV'ANTED, by the Advertiser a SiTUA-
T T

.
TIO.N as CLERK, or to Manage a Buainesa. He- been five

year* iu a builder’s and coulrac.or'e 'ifflee. — Audte**,C. P. 18. Charle*-
streol, St. John’* Wood. London. .N.W.

WANTED, a EE-ENGAGEME.nT as
T T TLEKK Ilf WORK-I. BOOK, TIME, or STOKE KEEPER, by

»b eue'geilc Young Mill (iged 26 , of uli.e years’ txperiouEo, Giod

TO BUlLUEKa AND SDRVBYOhS.

YY^anted, by a practical Builder, aged 33,
T T

^

a>llUATION. a* ilA.MAGERor AaaldlANr. Uatiained

mat*'.— Addiea*, A. B. 26, Ainion-tquaie, UMstou.
^ ‘

TO ABCaiTECTS. SURVBVORa, AND BUILDERS.
YAJANTiiiD, an ENGAGEMENT, by a
T T fuily-qasllfied ASBIsrANT, to prei-are workL.g, det»n, and

finished di awing*, taka off and prepare Oills of quant Itiea, specifica-
lloD*. oras.stimsliug aud mea.uriog-Up G.erk.— Addre*-, A. B. Mr.
bione. Builder, 3J, Bmstsuu-atreei, Baukside, 8,uthwark, 8.

W ANTED, by a thoroughly practical
CLERK uf WORKS of m.iny years' erpericuce 'n fiivl-claa*

'orta, aRE-BNGAQBMENT.—Addieai, A. B, PoTt-uffice, 181. Bloano-

TO BUILDERS AND LANfiLORDS.

YY^-^^'TED, by a sober, industrious Youncr
_T T _ Man. a CONSTANCY, a* JOBBING BRICKLAYER. PLA°

qnlred,—Addrets, J. II
-way. N.

TO BUILDERS AND DECORATORS.
YY^ANTED, by a practical Man, a constant
T * SITUATION, in a Country Flim, ss flat da.-* WRIfKK
id GRAINER,

330, Offi.

-iPEH-KANGEK. Ad. No oljecllon t
Wage*. 71. per huur. Good referehce*

e Builder."

YY^ANTED, by a thoroughly persevering
J,7.e4.“.';‘‘.?'‘““?f'»^''-E->'?AOEaEN.'«GENER.AL FOREMAN of WORKS, or .u <•.

‘pare plan*. No ubjeciiuu to t

. good euui try job.—Adtlre.*, H.
Regent’* Park.

le. Firtt-cla** j

1 up time with the tool*, • r to
Foil-office, Great Potthtua->t

WANTED, by an ARCHITECr, aged 23,
T T a SITUATION lu a fini-claas office. Gothic pre'erred. In

addition loarchiuciural. ta* a couiidciable knowledge uf freebaud
and figure drawii g,—Address, A. B. care of Mr. Jatkion, Book-
*«Uer Ulverston..

WANTED, by a First-class PLUMBER,
GAS-FITTER, auu HOUSE DhCORArOB, who baa had great

eiperleiiCe both In old aud new worV. a SITUAIION orPI-vCS-
WOBK. Good reforenc'*.—Addrtas, 3a!), 19, HBury-.treer. E. at.
John's Wood.—P.S. Lould take u Foreman'* place or Manage a

WANTED, a EE-ENGAGEMENT, in an
AruhliKl'e or Bullaei’a offiie, by a good and nuld

DRAUGHTSMAN
;
well up lu cuti»tiucti,n, woiKmg aud detail

i, ALPHA, Mew i'. iBi). Bjrougb, i

WANTED, an ENGAGEMENT, either as
BUiLDElt’S Foreman or CLERK of WORKS. Uu had

arge rewersge uoulraol u^u the seaal-le.*' Good refvie^oM'^froia
picseut emp.oyar. Aged 39 yeor*. Eiti.er country or abroad.—
Aud.et*, H. B. 36. Aoe.phi-terrace, Old Ford-road, Victoria Park.
Hlddleeez. N.E.

WTANTED, a SITUATION, by an energetic
T V EUILDER'o FOREMAN o.''g>od character aud e»prr «jce in

w
To BUILDERS AND OTHEua

/ANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT as
WOKKlNti FOREMAN MA3UN. Tboioughly oonvensnt
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The International

Congress

of Worldng Men.

CLASS of men in

whom we take a

nerer-failing inte-

rest, the actual

rank-and-file of the

great army of in.

dustry, has been,

holding an inter-

national Congress

at Brussels. Sub-

jects of the deepest

social importance, not to the

working men alone, but to

all members of civilised

society, have been discussed,

and the opinions of the French, the Swiss, the

German, and the Belgian, have been freely

exchanged with those of the English, workman.

The main subjects considered have either been

those towards which the congress has sought to

direct its action, or those on which it had to

seek for farther information. Of these, that which

is the most important, because on its develop-

ment depends the power and the wisdom of the

workman to deal with the other, appears in the

most shadowy state. The congress adjourns

till 1869 its reception of a report on education.

The main current of opinion, so far as we can

gather from the reports, ran in the educational

direction. That instruction should bo practical

and technical, not that of books alone (although

not without the aid of book-learning), bat that of

intellectual, manual, and moral training com-

bined, was the view of the majority
;
nor did it

seem to be contested by any. The difficulties

raised were chiefly those that regarded the

action of the State upon education. All present

appeared to concur in the feeling that educa-

tion, to be worthy of the name, must be totally

removed from the interference of the clergy •

and it was pretty plainly intimated that eccle-

siastical schooling, directed, as it usually is,

chiefly to the maintenance of sacerdotal influence,

has a " stupefying ” effect upon its recipients.

On the subject of credit, banking, and cur-

rency, the discussion at Brussels might rather

serve to enforce the necessity of elementary edu-

cation, than to shed any light upon a subject of

which the great principles are not actually un-

known. Credit banks, giving aid to every one,

and receiving profit from no one j— Government

banks, the profit on which should amount to

40,000,0001. per annum, and thus save four-

sevenths of the annual taxation of the United

Kingdom ;—above all, banks issuing a currency

not convertible into the precious metals,—were

among the improvements which the congress

wish to see introduced. The one master idea that

a bank note is simply a reliable promise from a

responsible promiser, and that a promise, to be

reliable, most be definite, has not yet been

grasped by many of those who would fain in-

struct others on the subject. Let such a promise

be regarded as a sale-note. A sale-note is definite.

It undertakes to deliver, at a fixed date and
place, a fixed quantity of a certain material. It

may be ores, lead, coals, gold, or any other com.

modity. The principle is the same. We can

imagine a highly organised state of barter, in

which a very large amount of business should

be carried on by means of these sale-notes. In

each instance the receiver runs a certain amount
of risk. He makes his plans accordingly. We
omit any notice of the risk as to the solvency of

the utterer of the sale-note. Let us suppose

that to be past question. But there still remains
the risk of fluctuation in the value of the ma-

.

teriai. Three months hence the relative value of

;

a ton of iron, and a ton of lead, or a load of corn,

may be very different from what it is to-day.

This risk is of the very nature of all commercial

transactions, and success in speculative business

depends, in great measure, on the skill with

which the future course of demand and supply

may be divined.

But if, to this unavoidable risk, the seller

should seek to add another, and that, one de-

pendent solely on his own interest or caprice,

the conduct of business would become impossi-

ble. A has undertaken to deliver to B, at a

fixed date, 100 tons of iron. When the date

atrives, the supply of iron in the market is less

than the actual demand. Iron has risen in

price, as compared, say, with copper. But a

large quantity of zino has been imported from

some newly-opened mines. A, therefore, sends

to B, instead of the covenanted iron, 80 tons of

zinc. B has no want of zinc; his works are

standing still for the iron. If this method of

substitution were allowed to the debtor, it is

clear that all trade would come to a dead lock.

What some financial reformers propose is

nothing more nor less than a recourse to such an

indefinite system of promises. A five-pound

note, now, is an order for the delivery, over the

counter of the Bank of England, of an exact

weight (an ounce and a third, in round numbers)

of gold of a standard quality. So certain is this

order to be honoured, that it freely passes from

hand to hand as the representative of this ounce

and a third of metal. The risk of fluctuation in

the value of the gold is the only risk (beyond

that of fire) borne by the holder of the note

;

and as this fluctuation is less than that contin-

gent Olathe value of any other commodity, such

an order, or sale-note, is the best possible com-

mon measure for all transactions.

The moment, however, that the note is

rendered inconvertible,—that is to say, the

moment that it ceases to represent a definite

commodity, its value becomes matter of credit,

or of caprice. We have seen, within tho past

year or two, how such imaginary or conventional

notes,—promises to do nothing definite,—have

fluctuated in their power of purchase, in the

“green-backs” of America. And while the

influence of the mere name of money, the pre-

valence of the ordinary idea of a bank note, has

been such as to prevent these “green-backs”

from attaining tho extreme depression formerly

reached by the French assignats, there has

prevailed such a relation between the number

of notes actually issued and their value as

measured in gold, as to show that tho printing

of paper is not the coining of money. Defyiite-

ness of engagement is the life-blood of commerce.

It is by making all engagements indefinite, or at

the caprice of the purchaser, that the advocates

of inconvertible notes seek to serve society.

A third subject has been approached by the

Brussels Congress with considerable hesitation

and suspicion. Men brought by steam to the

bright little capital could hardly look each other

in the face and deny the utility of machinery.

Accordingly, more than one speaker carefully

guarded himself against the imputation of

hostility to the aid of machinery. But the

subject was evidently one to which the general

opinion was not altogether favourable. The
mighty genius that had been invoked by Watt,

and bound by Stephenson to the chariot of

human progress, was looked upon as a very

untrustworthy slave. “ The machine was always

well oiled,—that is, fat,” said one delegate
5

“ The workman was lean.” It was proposed to

the Congress to resolve that “machinery has

proved a most powerful instrument of despotism

and extortion in the hands of the capitalist class.”

There is so much sad and sober truth in this

position, that we must ask attention for a word
or two on the subject.

It cannot be denied that the introduction of

each sucoessive improvement in machinery has
been attended by a great amount of suffering

among those whose labour is, for the time, dis-

placed by the new competitor. Further, the

great revolution which has taken place, and is

still going on, in the method of performing what
used to be manual work, has been attended, in

many instances, with great aggravation of the

misery of the producer. Not that this is alto-

gether the case. The producer everywhere

has benefited os a consumer by the introduction

of machinery. But in that growth of great

cities which has been stimulated by steam

manufacture, in the agglomeration of workmen,
the frequent fluctuations and rebate of wages,

and all the untold evils of the worst phase of

civilization,—very much direct suffering has

been, and is, attendant on the development of

machine power.

Attendant on it,—occasioned by it,—it is true,

but not caused by it. This is the first point to

bear in mind. To relieve man of the most

crushing part of his toil, by substituting the

motive power, first of animals and then of heat,

for his sheer naked strength, is to remove the

curse from hie labour. The race has acquired a

slave
;
the race is in an improved condition from

the fact. That the result of that slave’s labour

has been so unduly proportioned,—that the rich

has grown richer, and the poor poorer, by the

distribution, may or may not be the case; but

if it be so, it is the fault, not of the sla^ve, but

of the master,—not of machinery, but of man.

It is not the introduction of machinery that has

injured the labouring classes, but the contest

between avarice and overbearing on one sidd, and

ignorance and obstinacy on the other. Where
were we without machinery ?

We can answer that question pretty distinctly.

Every year adds to the knowledge which we
possess of the condition and habits of our an-

cestors before the invention of machinery. Man
had a slave before he learned the use of the

mechanical powers, as they are called. When
there were no blacksmiths, because iron was

unknown j when there were no joiners, because

the rude hewing of timber had to be effected by

flint axes
5
when the potter had not learned to

use the wheel
;
and when the shuttle had nob

displaced the bone needle in the slow and im-

perfect fabrication of hempen web,—the slave

of man was woman.

Our earliest historic works, the sculptures and

bas-reliefs of Asian and of Egyptian antiquity,

the implements discovered in barrows, at the

bottom of lakes, and in the vicinity of other

scenes of ancient habitation, the present habits

of the wildest human races,—all tell the same

tale. The traveller over many parts of the

Continent who visits agricultural spots as yet

uudefiled by the steam-plough, may say that it

is not with the naked savage alone that woman
is to be found in a state of slavery. In the field

labour of many parts of France, the hardest

work still lies on the shoulder of tho weaker

sex. The earth of the railway embankments of

the countries bordering the Mediterranean has

for the most part been carried in baskets, on the

heads or backs of women. When man has no

other slave, he seldom fails to lay hard service

on his wife.

In her own immediate sphere of the house-

wife, the labour of woman, before machines were

made, was not slight. The preparation of bread

was her daily task. To beat out the grain from

the ears, and to grind it into a coarse and un-

palatable meal between two stones, was the

wont of our ancestresses. The first lightening

of their toil arose from the invention of the
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quern, or hand-mill. How naturally do ancient

writers speak of “ two women grinding at the

mill,” and speak as if that hard and thankless

labour were to be the constant duty of the sex !

During the darker ages of European history,

disputes were high around the meal-sack. The
tyranny of the feudal lord was at times bitterly

complained of. He compelled his peasants to

bring their com to his mill to be ground. He
took, no doubt, a heavy mulcture. Some of the

grist, moreover, stuck to the dusty fingers of the
miller. There can be no doubt of the abuses
and of the hardships that often attended the
compulsory age of the seignoral mills, in feudal

times. But of what do those very complaints
tell us ? They tell us of the invention of the
mechanical mill ; of the minute redaction of
grain to pure and wholesome meal, between a
pair of stones

j
of the whirling of the ponderous

mill-stone, not by the hands of woman, but by the
cheap and well-applied service of wind or ofwater.
What was the gain to the position of woman in

the family, aud thus to Ihe elevation of the race

in the scale of intelligence, of comfort, and of
elegance, by the displacement of the daily toil of

the quern by the machinery of the flour-mill ?

In this instance of the earliest introduction of

machinery, propelled by any other than human,
or, at least, by animal strength, we see an
illustration of the whole history of the subjeot.

The function of machinery' is to free man from
the more painful, more degrading, and more
brutal, forms of labour, and thus to give him
both time and stimulus to increase his skill, bis

knowledge, and the productive character of bis

industry. He may be slow and stupid in learn-

ing the lesson. So much the worse for him!
Bnt he can not fail to learn it sooner or later.

The history of individuals to a great extent
reproduces itself. The same recurrent phases of

life are undergone by the king and the peasant,
by the Celtic rampart builder of thousands of
years back, and the Coventry ribbon-weaver of
to-day. To take his place in the aeries of fleeting

generations, each iudividnal must* be born into

the family circle. Arrived at maturity, he
marries, or continues the family. He passes
from it by death, and leaves bis place to another.
All the busy occupation of hia waking hours
only fills up the intervals between those three
great duties paid to bis species. But the
history of the race is a widely different matter.
Comprehending, as it does, nay consisting
as it does of, individual biographies, it yet
tells a tale of steady, certain, irresistible

progress. That progress consists in the esta-
blishment of the dominion of man over matter.
His mission is not only to replenish the earth,

but to subdue it. He has been much more ready
to fulfil the earlier, than the later, clause of the
command

;
for man’s subjugation of earth, to be

worthy the name, is not that of the wild hunter
and fisher who yet roves unclad in the interior of
Africa or the fast-diminishing forests ofAmerica.
It is not that nomadic possession which the
Bedouins, and other pastoral tribes of our day,
keep, with as loose and thriftless a hold as did
their ancestry in the time of the shepherd kings
of Egypt. It is not the possession enforced by a
hedge of bristling bayonets, or by the loud-

voiced thunderbolts of war. It is the possession
of the cnltivator, the bnilder, the architect, the
engineer. It is the subjection to human service
of the force of the wind and cf the waterfall. It

is the exaction of duty from the unimprisoned
genius of heat, which has for so many thousands
of years been bound in the unopened coal-seam.
It is the power of putting nature totheqnestion,
by the analysis of the chemist, and of learning
direct from her replies how best to feed, and to

clothe, and to comfort the feeble infanta of our
kind. It is the power to raise a bnsbcl of corn
where once grew a tangle of conch-grass j—to

span the ocean ;— to defy wind and tide ;—to
make the very material of the lightning convey
the articulate message of human will.

The advance which has been made in this

method of subjugating nature, within the past
century, has been far greater than that which all

the preceding centuries of human abode on
earth have witnessed. It is true that, in the
great struggle, we may have lost, or thrown
aside, some of the earlier marks of oar nobility.
In oar pursuit of accurate scientific knowledge,
and our attainment of practical mechanical skill,

we may have deteriorated in art, in poetry, in
oratory;—in the adornments of the infancy of a
race. We cannot now produce sculpture like
that of the age of Pericles, we cannot mix the
unfading hues of Perngino or of Titian, we can-
not speak in the music of Homer, or with the,

perfect mastery of language attained by Shak-
speare. Our pulpits may give forth uncertain and
discordant sounds

;
our legislators may laugh

in the sleeve if any one speaks to them of
patriotism or of self devotion

;
our men of busi-

ness may have little time to spare from the rapid
accumulation of capital.

But amid all this,—in spite of it,—by means of

it,—the great scientific conquest is pushed on.

We are advanoiug along tho whole line. It is

not a century since we made onr island
permeable by roads—since we learned to make
smooth highways of broken stone, and to traverse
them at the rate of ten miles an hour on
carriages famished with the novel appliance
of steel springs. It is not longer since
we opened water-ways from shore to shore,

from Thames to Trent and to Severn, for the
transport of heavy goods. Already our turnpike
roads are grass-grown, and our canals are
strangled with weeds. An entirely new locomo-
tive system has superseded the great improve-
ments in transit effected in the eighteenth cen-
tury, and already our^new roads are so choked
by the traffic^^which they have evoked that great
improvement is demanded. All sheer labour is

being lightened to man. Even tho ancient and
simple tool, in the employment of which man
has entered into partnership with the horse, and,
long before he tamed the horse, with the ox,

from the vei'y commencement of agriculture, is

becoming obsolete. If anything bad a long
future predicted for it, it was the plough. Where
will the plough be twenty years hence ? How
rnde and petty will be tho tillage from which it

is not driven by the nse of the steam cultivator?
If there was one section of hnman labour in

which, more than in any other, it seemed un-
likely that the steam-engine could be advan-
tageously employed, it was that of breaking np
the surface of a large extent of country. What
is the case now ? What is, we do not say the
opinion, but the experience, of any farmer who
has given a fair trial to steam-cultivation ? Like
tho spirit evoked by Michael Scott, the genius of
steam is constantly demanding fresh employment
at our hands. And are we now to speak ofpatting
restrictions on the employment of machinery ?

Those alone are the true friends of the work-
ing man who open his eyes to truth. Thei'e is

much, no doubt, that yet remains for discussion
and for elucidation in what has been called social

science. There is room enough for the luxury
of ample difference of opinion. Bnt certain great
laws underlie all human action. They are either
laws of thought—such as are illustrated in the
question of the measure of value, before referred

to—or laws of observation, derived from a long
series of observation, such as that which pre-

scribes the gradual displacement of human
labour by the use of machinery. In all social

progress, and in every amendment of the position

of the workman, these laws must have their due
influence. Those who attempt to start theories,
and to reform society, without, in the first in-

stance, having the patience to ascertain all that
is actually known on the subject of their lucubra-
tious, do worse than waste their own time. In
BO far as they misdirect the working energy of
those who listen to them, they become obstruc-
tive and reactionary. Those who seek to turn
the stream of progress up-hill will only get
drenched for their pains.

That a new era is opening for labour, we not
only trust, but believe. That this better age will

bo attained by the development of industry,
within its own proper sphere of action, and not
by its direction into political channels, we hold
to be certain. The province in which industry
has attained its greatest triumphs, is that which
premises beat for the future. That a co-opera-
tion of the productive forces, not a forcible anta-
gonism between capital and labour, but the aid
of the labourer of to-day by the stored labour of
generations of labourers who have preceded
him, is the great requisite for progress which
experience denotes, there can be no denial. That
the credit which arises from trust in character,

and not the artificial operations of imaginary
banking schemes, will form the sinews of euc-
cessfnl organisation, we also hold. And it will

be by the final performance, by tools and mecha-
nism driven by steam or electricity, of all that
man shall hereafter have to do, except to think,
and to enjoy the full exercise of bia intellectual

and animal functions, that we hold that the
final subjogation of the material world will be
effected. It is towards that end that the race
has, slowly and blindly, but no less certainly,

advanced, since bronze replaced stone, and the
corn-mill was substituted for the quern.

GENERALISATION IN ARGHITECTUEAL
EDUCATION.

In a previous article* we endeavoured to point
out how much the idea implied in the term
” generalisation,” the perception of broad laws
and principles permeating and linking together
branches of study and knowledge, which to a
cursory glance might seem perfectly independent,
in a grand and comprehensive unity of plan, is

underlying and influencing all the best intel-

lectual life and progress of the present time;
and how the art of architecture, as a land of
microcosm in the great world of art, seems
peculiarly to demand this generalising spirit in
its practitioners, both from its central position

with regard to other arts, and from the absence
of the definite expression i* and imitation which
serve to mark clearly the prime end and object

of these latter, in the delineation aud presenta-
tion of physical beauty ; while architecture is

rather occupied with that metaphysical beauty
which, while directly imitating no natural object,

seeks to govern itself by those general abstract

I

laws of harmony of proportions, and fitness of
: means to an end, of which all natural forms are
but so many separate and concrete iastances.

Nor is it possible to look at the profession of
architecture from this point of view, without
perceiving not only how much it is hereby
elevated above the commonplace brick and
mortar and specification standard, but also how

^

much mental training and delicacy of taste and
perception is necessary to acquire even tho
capability of appreciating such subtle relations

between principles and ideas and external forms,

much more the power of designing and carrying

out a work in accordance therewith. This we
take to bo the real reason why architectural art

is so little comprehended by the mass of out-

siders, and why, for ten persons who can form a
fair judgment as to the merit of a painting, there

j

is scarce ono to be found who has the slightest

. notion of the merits or faults of a building, or

why they should be called merits or faults at all,

or what architecture essentially consists in
;
the

preferences of the public on sneh matters being
almost entirely governed (as some architects

know to their cost) either by fashion and pre-
judice, or by whims of the moat absurd and
unreasonable description. The relation be-

tween the purpose and tho site of a building

on the one hand, and the form and charactei

of its design and detail on the other, cannot
be perceived or judged of without a degree
of general cultivation of intellect which is

at present, unfortnnately, the reverse of
ordinary

; and, considering this—considering

what a large demand must be made upon refined

intellectnal perception, in addition to mere
practice of hand and eye, in determining, for

instance,how an isolated buildingshould be placed

with reference to the landscape around it, what
character of outline will beat harmonise with
such landscape, to what extent and in what
manner the purpose and interior plan of the

bnilding should be indicated in the exterior design
and grouping, what style and amount of orna-

ment will be in keeping with that purpose, and
where and how the decoration should be placed

so as to enhance and not encumber the expres-

sion of tho design, it certainly appears of great,

even of paramount importance, that those who
have to decide in such matters should have an
education calculated to develop and strengthen

the powers of the mind generally, and enable

them to use pencil and compasses in accordance
with certain and definite principles,—considera-

tions which will appear of none the less weight
when we reflect upon the monuaieuttal and
enduring character of large architectural works,

which, unlike pictures and poems, are forced

under our notice whether we will or no, aud
remain as objects of pleasure or annoyance for

perhaps many generations. Viewed in this light,

bow does our present sjstem of architectural

edneation appear ?

It is customary at present to speak with much
pity and contempt of those good old days when
an architectural pupil was solemnly and in set

form introduced to the ” Five Orders ” as tho
“ be-all and the end-all” of architectural excel-

lence, to be studied and copied with rigid exactness

through all the conventionalities of ” modules”
and “parts.” Doubtless there is an activity and
energy in the modern practice of the art not

* See p. 072, anle.

t One of the many, points in which architecture resem-
bles music, and may be classed wiib that art in its eifecta

on the mind ; bnt to go at all fully into this fascinating

subject would require a separate essay.
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to be fonnd among the dry bones of quasi*

classicalities
;
yetitmnstnot be forgotten that

in that slower-pacing generation there was more
time given for thinking ont the plan of a work
than now, and that the more study and contact

with forms so lofty and pure in themselves as

the relics of Greek art were not withont their

influence in refining and educating the mind and
connecting the idea of an architect with that of a
cultivated gentleman more decidedly than, it is to

be feared, is now the case. How much of thought,
and care, and study, how much of the refining in-

fluence of a familiarity with delicate and beauti-

ful forms, either in drawings or their actual

remains, went to the producing of a first-class

architect in those benighted Pagan times, let the
lives and works of Cockerell and Barry * attest

against all counter-prejudioe. But, admitting
all that is to be said against the one-sidedneas
and comparative barrenness of the “ five orders ”

system, an impartial observer will scarcely see
that we ai'e, in our theory of education at least,
any more rational now. The usual course of
things is much on this wise : a lad shows talents
for drawing, and predilections for drawing build-
ings (this is supposing a favourable case, for
natural talent is by no means considered a sine
qud non for entering the profession)

;
and here-

upon his friends make exertions to get him into
the office of some eminent architect, in the high-
tide of snccessful practice. “ It is a heavy
premium, to be surej bub then it is such an ad-
vantage to get him into ’s office !

” and
into ’s office he accordingly goes. And now,
in the name of common sense, what is it that be
learns, or is expected to learn there, in any sense
which onght to be attached to the word “learn ?”
Ills friends give themselves little concern about
this

; it is the usual system, and everybody
speaks very highly of this particular office, &c.
Bub, iu point of fact, architectural education ho
gets none, so far as education signifies the
gradual development and strengthening of tho
abilities in a special direction and with a special
object. He enters the office with no definite
idea as to the limits and objects of the profession
he is to acquire, no general idea of any leading
principles connected with it, often with not even
a general notion of its history (though this latter
may be through his own neglect). The prin-
cipal, whose time is probably occupied with
multifarious works, of which he can only
manage in a hurried manner to direct and
oversee the leading details, cannot of course
pretend to instruct the pupil systematically,
or even to instruct him at allj and the

wiih that largo majority of persons who cannot
judge for themselves, and are consequently
obliged to take everything on trust; and he has
gained by long habit a ready facility in
“ knocking off” designs and details in tho style

and manner of his former master; and in these
hurrying days, when all who want buildings
want them at once, readiness is everything, and
no one stops to inquire whether (to parody
Goldsmith’s connoisseur) the building might
have been better if the arohitect had bestowed
more thought on it. And while, on the one
hand, it must bo owned that none bub a
man of very decidedly original talent could
possibly go through this coureo of appren-
ticeship iu one office, hard at work in only

one style (or rather one manner), without uncon-
Bciousiy falling completely into the manner of
his master, as a kind of transmitted instiacb

;
on

the other hand, it is evident that to acquire a
power of rapidly “designing” (as it is face-

tiously termed) in this parrot-like manner de-

mands no high order of talent, being little more
than a matter of habit ; the one thing indis-

pensable to success being that the style or
manner should be a popular one. It is owing, in

a great degree, to this fatal facility in acquiring
a popular style of draughtsmanship, that the
intellectual status of the profession, even judged
of from among the ranks of the tolerably success-

ful men, is sensibly lowered. Without wishing
to be censorious, it must be said that the gush-
ing young architect of tho present day is not a
typo of character on which men of intellectual

training will be inclined to look with much re-

spect. He has good qualities certainly; the
best of which are that he generally has a love of
his profession per se, and that he works very
hard

;
commonly, indeed, to tho exclusion of all

interest in wider and more general and intellec-

tual pursuits. Bub he is loud-talking, bustling,

egotistical, and affects a kind of "slap-dash”
manner calculated to impress you with an idea

of the press of work ho always has to get
through. Ho has a great respect for Mediaeval
literature (it is tho onlyone he is acquainted with),

with a supreme contempt for the Renaissance in

all its developments
;
and bolds Rossetti to be

the only modern painter worth looking at. His
office is strewn with barbaric pieces of furniture

of the most inconvenient and clumsy make,
painted in violent colours or inlaid with Feejee
ornament

; he dabbles in Ritualism, and “ goes
in ” for church millinery and floral decorations.

As we have said, there is good in him; but on
the whole we prefer the old classic type of

latter is consequently simply thrown into the I

architect to this latest invention ; and at least it

midst of a chaos of work to pick up what he !
is not to such persona, trained under such a

can. By degrees he begins to attach a definite ^ system of non-education as we have hinted at,

meaniug to what at first seem the cabalistic and ' that any thoughtful man would wish to find the
inexplicable diagrams that come under his eyes, ' future aspect and architectural expression of our
and attains by little and little a facility in re- 1

streets and public buildings entrusted, seeing
producing ornamental detail of the same kind as

!

that what is done in these matters cannot easily
what he constantly sees, and a certain indis- i be undone.
criminate acquaintance with various details of I

Neither type, however, we apprehend, will
construction; but in most cases it is long before I

accomplish the work which seems likely to bo
he is able to generalise sufficiently from these

[

demanded of tho architectural profession in an
to arrive at a comprehensive view of the whole ' which is yearly showing stronger symptoms
system of design and construction pursued in ^ of Us impatience of anything like a sham, which
tho office, and the relation of one part to
another. But having attained this, what has he
really learnt ? Proposing to qoalify himself for
a profession which, above all other artistic pro-
fessions (if our views are correct), requires a
comprehensive study of its history and its
bearing upon other arts to rightly understand it,

he has simply acquired a knowledge of the
method of practising this profession by one
single man at one single period

;
the said

practitioner being by no means infallible, and
indeed being by possibility a very shallow though
clever and energetic hard-working man : for
popular success is no evidence, either in archi-
tecture or in anything else, of the possession of
any deep thought or clear principle. The pupil
(wo speak now of a good specimen) has indeed
got what his parents and guardians paid for, the
capability of making a living by his profession

;

even of getting some credit by it, as times now go.
He has the prestige of tho office he has served his
time in, to begin with, which gains him credit

* ® single inatacce alike of the defects and merits of
tke period, take the Royal Institntion at Manchester, one

= externally it is not the least
litted ior a northern manufacturing town, whether as to
expression of design or practical power to stand against
the onslaught of smoke and weather; yet in the interior,
with Its central staircase and saloons divided by low
columned corridors, there is evident a distinct thought,
and a simplicity, yet originality, ofarekiUctiireique eil'eet,
which we may look for in vain through msny a score of
sets of recent competition drawings.

is getting into the habit of inquiring the why
and the wherefore of everything, and of insist-

ing on a general fitness of things, and a banish-

ment of anomalies. The dissatisfaction ex-

pressed tu rc the Law Courts designs, with all

their splendid elaboration of drawing
;
the strong

sense exhibited, in some not unimportant quar-
ters, of tho absurdity of such an insane sprout-

ing forth of towers and turrets as came to light

on that occasion, show which way the wind sits,

and indicate a possibility that the architect may
even be called upon by the intellectual part of

the public to show cause for his existence, unless

he can do something more to the purpose than
this. And if he is to go successfully through
such an ordeal, architectural design must cer-

tainly be made more a matter of thought and
reflection, and less a thing of habit, than it is at

present. And the main step to this will be that
the present system of what is called architec-

tural education be as nearly as possible reversed.

To turn a boy loose into the midst of architec-

tural work, to fish up for himself a bit of infor-

mation here and a bit of experience there, is to

ignore all logical principles of education alto-

gether
;

and is so far worse than valueless,

inasmuch ns it leaves him free to imitate and
adopt any practice or predilection of his master,
however illgrounded and absurd these may be,

seeing that he is not supposed to be prepared
by any study of tbe history and principles of
architecture as a whole, which might teach him

how to refuse the evil and choose the good : nor,

,

for the same reason, is he in any position to
' make tho moat of information which may be
really valuable, not having the data whereby to
measure its real importance or bearing with
regard to the whole field of his profession.

The branch of knowledge which alone can be
acquired in a practising architect’s office, and
nowhere else, is just that which the pupil stands
in need of rather at the close than at the com-
mencement of his studies, viz., the practical con-
structive details, and the general working of the
profession in its relation to the two classes, capi-

talists and the building trades, between whom it

has to arbitrate. Before he can be competent
to carry on a practice on his own account, it is

necessary that he should have experience in

these matters
;
but these do not constitute tho

art of architecture, the end and object of which,
broadly stated, is so to plan, group, and orna-

ment buildings as to transform that which is

originally merely a material necessity into a
source of intellectual pleasure.

Here, then, we retnrn to our leading idea of
“ generalisation ;” and we do most strongly urge,

upon the grounds aforesaid, that any proper,
natural, rational system of architectural educa-
tion must commence with, and, indeed, mainly
consist of, such a training in the general prin-

ciples of art, and the application of these to the
conditions and objects of the art-arcliitectur.al in

particular, such a general and comprehensive
view of the history of all the leading styles con-
sidered in relation to tho conditions of climate,

society, &c., under which they were evolved

—

and such a cultivation and refinement of the
intellect through the agency of literary, and
what we will call metaphysical, study (taking

the word in a wider sense than usual)—as may
qualify the student when he comes to deal prac-
tically with his profession, to subordinate details

into their proper place as parts of one scheme,
to exercise a deliberate judgment as to what
sources of effect commonly employed are legiti-

mate and suitable for his purpose, and to take a
comprebensivo view of the requirements and ten-

dencies of his own time and circumstances, and so
produce, not at haphazard, but on principle, that

which will be permanently acceptable and valu-

able to the best educated part of the public.

Along with these general studies will, of course,

go the practice of drawing and designing, in-

struction in the general principles of mechanics
and of construction with various materials, and
au elementary knowledge of the principles and
practice of the various arts which touch upon
architecture as ornamental and accessory ; always
keeping in mind the main object of architecture

as just now stated, and admitting any accessory
branch of study only so far ns it educates the
mind towards that end, not following it out to

the point where it entirely diverges from any
connexion with architecture.

This kind of scheme, thus roughly shadowed
forth, is what we mean when we apeak of a
generalisation of architectural education ; and
all atudents of average ability, who had passed
through the discipline of such a system,would, we
apprehend, fiud themselves in a position to learn

more of the practical working of their profession

in the course of one year in an architect’s office,

—more, that is to say, which will be of real value
to them,—than in the course of the five years
now commonly spent in an architectural appren-
ticeship

;
while, if time and opportunity are

favourable for the carrying out of a sketching
tour or an extensive round of visits to existing

buildings, ancient or modern, not only will this

comprehensive edaoation give a far deeper in-

terest and significance to these than they can
ever have for the mere facile draughteman, but
the cautious and judicial habit of mind which
any education worth the name always induces,

will guard them against being carried away by
this or that grand relic of an old style into the
lust of imitation, and the folly (so universal at

present) of raking out details and oddities from
old remains, to bo repeated in a meaningless
kind of manner at home. But the existence or

carrying out of such a complete scheme of ar-

chitectural education as we have indicated, pre-

supposes either the foundation of a national

college of architects and engineers (as the two
professions overlap to some extent, though not

BO much as is often imagined), or else the insti-

tution of regular architectural degrees, combined
with facilities for a complete education iu tho

theory and a certain part of the artistic praotice

of architecture, at our existing seats of learning.

With regard to tho former idea, what difficul-

ties there certainly would be in founding
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it, aod what drawbacks there teight be io the

working of each an institution it would be far too

long a business to discuss here; but it is known
that our German neighbours have long carried

on the system of collegiate edncation for the

architectural and engineering professions with
apparently a great measure of success

;
and cer-

tainly, in conversing with German architects

who have been so educated, we have always been
struck, even in the case of men not distinguished
for any brUliant talent in their profession, with
the apparently oomplete and all-round character

of their professional knowledge, as compared
with the results, in men of the same calibre, of
the desultory and onesided, though, perhaps, in

some respects, more practical education attain-

able among ourselves. The second proposition

is one which we should imagine not only could
be, but ought to be, and before long must be
carried out at our universities, unless they are
destined to lose all title to their supposed rank
as the great centres of education for the youth
of England. We are far from undervaluing
what is called classical education, believing that

the study of the Greek language and literature

in particular is a refining infiuence which nothing
can thoroughly stand in stead of ; but does it

not seem a gross absurdity that a man can
attain the highest honours which the two older

universities have to give without any knowledge
of the science which has changed the face of the
globe, and gone far to revolutionise society, and
without having gained the slightest insight into
the principles or practice of those arts which
are the sources of the loftiest and purest enjoy-

ment of which the human mind is capable ?

It may be objected, with some show of reason,

that in pleading for more attention to general
edncation and mental cnlture, in preparing for

the profession of architecture, we advocate a
system which would unduly distract the mind of
the stndent from acquiring the practical know-
ledge and practical power of design, the ade-
quate attainment of which, it may be nrged, is

itself enough for any one man’s task. But this

notion of the multiplicity of the subjects of
architectural stndy is much exaggerated by the
want of consideration on the part of both
learners and teachers as to what is really re-

quired, and what is not. For instance, a move
has lately been made in certain quarters for

teaching water-colour drawing to yonng archi-

tects, and forming classes for the purpose. One
can scarcely regret that so delightful a branch
of art should be encouraged in any way, but it

ought to be pointed out that the sole practical

use of such an acquirement to the architect, is

to enable him to enter the baneful lists of archi-

tectural competition (soon we hope to be closed),

without the expensive aid of the professed

colourist. For any aid towards the one object

of the architect, the production of a well-con-

sidered building, the study of water-colour is

all but valueless. This is one of other instances

that might be named of the manner in which
the energies of the stndent are often diverted to

matters whifh are not really necessary or help-

ful to him as an architect
; not to mention also

the priceless time which, under the apprenticing
system, is wasted in mere routine office work,
tracing drawings, &c., which might have been
employed in studies of permanent value and im-
portance. Let ns also guard against another
mieconstrnction that may be put upon our re-

marks, either wilfully or otherwise. Let us not
be understood to be for a moment upholding the
visionary idea that a man may philosophise him-
self into an artist in any way; that thought and
mental cultivation can supersede in any manner
the training of band and eye in practical draw-
ing. There is no such royal road to success.

But it is a fact, patent to all who live and work
with their eyes open, that in the architectural

practice of the present day a great deal too

much importance is attached to mere tours de
force in drawing

;
the result being not only that

much valuable time is wasted in merely getting
up drawings to look well (a process which, of
course, has no more effect upon the ultimate

value of the design than has the water-
colour study before mentioned)

;
but that

success in the profession is really coming to

depend very much upon mere rapid and
clever draughtsmanship, the manner of which, as

we observed, is caught up, with little aid from
thought or education, from one successful prac-
titioner by a number of pupils and draughtsmen,
and thus disseminated abroad, cheating the
public into the belief that we have an over-
flowing of talented architects amongst us

;
the

real truth being only that we possess a number

of clever imitative draughtsmen. Now, it is pecn-
liarly necessary in the present day that the
hand in using the pencil should be under the

goidance of the mind; because, owing to the
amount of material before ns to choose from, in

the histories and remains of past periods of art,

and from the increased intercommunication be-

tween different countries, we are not in the
isolated "position that our Medireval forefathers

(for instance) were in, and we must of necessity

have some principle to gnide us in selecting

what is best to follow and imitate, so far as imi-

tation is necessary, which it always will be to

some extent. In a time when there is so much to

be learnt, so much work to be done, and such an
increasing necessity for something like a division

of labour, nothing can be really of greater

importance to a man, whatever his profession,

than to ascertain his real place in connexion
with the work of the world around him, and how
he can so carry on his own branch of work as to

go with and supplement the main current of
human energy, which, labouring apparently in

'

so incongruouB a manner, is yet in the main
proceeding so surely towards one end, that all

work which does not actually conduce to that

end will in time have its futility exposed, and be
cast aside as rubbish. And what is the use of

labouring violently and aimlessly at this or that

so-called style of architectural design and
ornament, if in the end this prove to have been
merely a passing fashion, and your work, instead

of remaining a monument to future times, be
scouted by the next generation with ” This is not
what we wanted

:
you have wasted your time

over what is of no use to us : away with it !
” In

all that concerns that which is enduring in art,

the race is not to the swift, and while competi-
tion draughtsmen are turning out bravura draw-
ings by the thousand, the final and lasting

success will remain with those who have taken
the trouble to look before them in the race, to

ascertain what is really wanted of them, what is

essential to their profession, and what is merely
accidental, and whose motto has been that which
mast be adopted by all who would produce work
worthy of lasting commendation—feslina lente.

THE HALL OF THE EEFORMATION,
GENEVA.

O.v the 2nd of September, 1861, the tri-

centenary anniversary of Calvin’s death, a
congress, composed of Protestant delegates

from different parts of Enrope, assembled in

Geneva, at the instigation of a society called the
Evangelical Alliance. Its object was to comme-
morate this event and to confer on questions of
church discipline, and on others of a practical

religious character. At the end of its labours it

was resolved to perpetuate the memory of this

meeting by erecting a monument to Calvin.

This object has been carried out, not by erecting
a statue, but in conformity with what was the
constant aim of the Reformer’s teaching, by
contributing in a permanent manner to the
enlightenment of the people.

Every winter series of lectures on religious

subjects are delivered in Geneva by distinguished

laymen and clergymen. To these lectures the,
population, remarkable for its love of philoso-

!

phical disquisitions and historical inquiry,
|

flocked in nnmbers so large that no hall then
existing could afford comfortable accommodation
for the audience. This want of a large public

meeting-ball was strongly felt. The Genevese,
therefore, thought that the most worthy monu-
ment to Calvin would be such a ball destined to

continue bis mission and diffuse widely among
the population the vivifying light of truth. A
subscription was set on foot for this purpose,

and soon contributions poured in from different

parts of Enrope. The English contribution was
exceedingly large, inferior only to that of
Geneva. The amount subscribed was about
10,0001. The committee formed for carrying out
the resolution of the Congress determined, in

order to increase the utility of the building,

that it should contain the following rooms :

—

Firstly, a ball containing 2,000 seats
;
secondly,

a room with 400 seats for smaller assemblies

;

.
thirdly, a library with reading-room, destined

principally to receive the works of the Re-
formers ; fourthly, two school-rooms for thirty or
fifty children

; fifthly, an assembly-room for

workmen
;
sixthly, a porter’s lodge.

This building was completed and inaugurated
on the 26th of September, 1867. Worthy of

our attention by the idea from which it origi-

nated, it is DO less so by its constructive

qualities. The architect was Mr. Brocher, of

Geneva. It forms a long rectangnlar edifice,

free on three of its sides; the fourth is built

against a largo dwelling-house. The principal

front is divided into three parts by vertical

courses in freestone, the mass of the walls being
built in masonry pargetted. It is pierced by a
large entrance-door and two smaller lateral ones,

and by a large bull’s-eye in the gable. The two
lateral facades are without windows in that

portion of their length which flanks the large

ball. The walls of this portion are simply

enlivened by equidistant vertical courses similar

to those of the principal facade.

The inhabited part of the building or the

annexe, containing the library and schoolrooms,

is characterised as snob by the very contrast of

its doors and windows with the blind wall of the

hall. Through the entrances on the lateral

facades we penetrate into the annexe, which is

two stories high, and may proceed by a flight of

steps down to the nndergronnd floor, where we
find, firstly, a room intended for evening and
Sunday lectures to workmen

;
secondly, the

heating apparatus, for the building is heated by
means of hot air. Above this room is the small

assembly-hall, from which a private passage, as

well as the general staircase, leads to the com-
mittee-rooms on the first story. On the second

story are the library, the reading-room, and the

schoolrooms.

The principal entrance to the great hall is

naturally from the front
;
moreover, three doors

lead from the hall into the annexe. The hall is

rectangular, with two rows of galleries. It is

108 ft. long and 70 ft. wide. The side opposite

the entrance presents to the eye a niche of about

20 ft. in diameter, giving to the interior a severe

Byzantine appearance. In this reminiscence of

a choir is raised a “tribune,” or speaking plat-

form, on which benches for 200 places are

arranged in the form of an amphitheatre. This

arrangement permits the hall to be also used as

a concert-room. The tribune is brought into

immediate connexion with the smaller meeting-

hall by a door at the back of the niche, so that

the members of the committee and the speakers

can enter the tribune without passing through
the hall. The architect, in order to obtain a
roomy, airy appearance, and also to give the

hall a character of simple severe truthfulness,

thus reflecting the spirit of Calvin’s genius,

decided on covering it with an apparent roofing

of iron and wood, according to the Pcllonceau

system. The acoustic qualities of this hall lead

me to mention the construction of its ceiling.

It is formed by a wood panelling fixed on the

purlins, so that an empty space remains between
the ceiling and the wainscoting of the roof. By
this disposition the ceiling becomes a large

sounding-board, so that the faintest sound is

distinctly heard from all parts of the hall. But
the most important innovation in this building

is the fact of the hall receiving its light through

a hypmthral opening in the roof, the walls, as

above stated, being pierced by no windows.
This disposition, while adding greatly, by con-

centrating the light, to the effect of the hall,

offers considerable facilities for ventilation.

But the most important advantage obtained by
this arrangement, which leads me to think that

this innovation will tend, with time, to gain

ground and transform the church style in our

towns, is the perfect exclusion of all sound from
outside

;
for though the building is flanked by

two large thoroughfares, the inside of the hall is

as quiet as if it stood in a desert. Thus I should

strongly recommend it as a step in the right

way to the study of all thinking architects who
seek originality in the real adaptation of oar

buildings to modern circumstances.
L.\ubence Haevey, Architect.

Narrow Escape of Gvildhall, London. —
A workman, by allowing some turpentine to

boil on a fire used for cooking dinner in the

mess-room of the workmen employed in repair-

ing the hall-keeper’s house (No. 1 Committee
Room), set the whole in a blaze

;
and the flame

was not put out till water was brought from the

pump in Basinghall-street, as no one knew
where to find the key to turn on the water at

the three hydrants in the yard. The whole

building has thus been imperilled by the care-

lessness both of the workman and of the water-

man, or watchman, or whoever was responsible

for the prompt supply of water in case of

fire.
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ANOTHER TRIP TO NORTH WALES,*

However small an old country church may be,

there is always some architectural fragment,—

a

font, or^a brass,—to contemplate. As Socrates

says, “Pardon me, my excellent friend, for I am
a lover of learning. Now the fields and trees

will not teach me anything, but men in the city

do.” There is also always something to be

learned from the old clerk’s story, who will give

an account of that which existed in the church

prior to its being restored.

Tourists to Llangollen will doubtless recollect

a lithograph, by Day & Hague, representiug the

Right Hon. Lady Butler, aged 90 years, and

Miss Ponsonby, aged 7-4 years (with a grey*

hound), in walking costume ac Plas Newydd,

with the old Welsh hats, and in the back-

ground a pointed recess in a stone wall with a

fountain supplied by a spring. Now the font in

Llangollen Church is situated at the west end, in

form of a modern marble baluster, surmounted

by a washhand-baain. In reply to an inquiry for

the ancient font, the clerk referred me to Plas

Newydd, and accompanying me thither through

romantic grounds, now a wilderness, but for-

merly bedecked in tea-garden fashion with beauti-

ful Mediaeval spoils taken from the church and

from Valle Cruois Abbey, there was the identical

fountain, alias the old Perpendicular (not the

Early English) stone font, octagonal, and
panelled, with rosettes and shields on the stem.

The finial or coronet on the recess, shown in the

lithograph, is an Early English foliated capital,

perfect and nicely cut, placed upside down !

Here is a good opportunity, prior to these

curious old grounds, well known in history,

being swept away, for the Architectural Museum
to ask for the ancient capitals, pedestals, bosses,

carved figures, and panels (all from the old

church and abbey, and many of them stuck

higgledy-piggledy on the house), and being in

good condition they would form a valuable

addition to the existing collection. The old font

must of course return to the church. About five

years ago the subject was discussed by the

parish, but the cost of replacing, cleaning, and
fitting up the old font would, it is said, cost as

much as a new font ! This ignorant argument
was maintained when the question arose as to

restoring the old nave of St. Savionr’s Church,

Southwark
;

the estimate to restore it was
12,0001 .

5

to build the present miserable nave

was 8,0001. ;
but the latter really cost 12,0001.

In an architectural and historical point of view

there can be but one opinion,—viz., that the

retention of an original, properly restored, is

by far more valuaWo than an ignorant new
erection.

The “Llangollen Guide” is edited and printed

by Jones, of course
j
who else than Jones is

better fitted for the task? Upon the subject of

architecture he is modest. Speaking of Castle

Dinas Bran, he says that “ We confess we are

not learned in architectural knowledge.” This

admission enables us to understand his assertion

“ that the ancient Britons bad a tolerably good

conception of the Gothio style,” and that the

roof of Llangollen Church is supported by three

massive octagonal pillars. Jones’s account, how-
ever, of Valle Crucis Abbey is creditable.

Llangollen Church consists of a nave, with
aisles, north poroh, chancel with aisles, and a

tower at the west end containing four bells.

This was an Early English church, with a north

aisle only
; a south aisle has recently been

added, and the chancel and aisles have been re-

built. The new aisle and additions are in the

Decorated and Perpendicular styles
;
the orna-

mental Early English doorway (formerly ex-

ternal) on the south side of the church is retained

ELS an inner doorway between the nave and new
aisle. It is to be regretted that the additions

were not made to accord with the original style

remaining, or in the style of the day. In former

times, if additions were made to our old churches,

the additions were always in the new style—the

style of the day : our ancestors never rebuilt in

half-a-dozen styles. The tower was rebuilt about

100 years ago, and if it were again rebuilt it

would be well.

The roofs over nave and north aisle in Llan-

gollen church are original, of oak, open, and
truncated, with collars, hammer-beams, carved

angels, &c. The east end of the nave is ceiled with

oak, and formed into panels, and enriched with

ornaments. The new roofs are of deal varnished.

It has been snggested that the roof of the nave for-

,

merly belonged to Valle Crucis Abbey : without

* See Tol. zxii., p. 718, and vol. xxiv., p. 609.

documentary evidence I saw nothing to confirm

this opinion.

There are a few brasses ;
the clerk bands the

visitor a paper with the inscriptions printed

thereon,—not a bad precedent to be followed

by officials in churches generally j
there are

loose brasses banded to you to read; on this

I urged that they be immediately fixed in their

proper places, as they might be lost : this was
promised to be done.

With a view to obtaining a list of all the

brasses remaining throughout the United King-

dom, the British Archaeological Association

should issue a paper to each incumbent to fill

with the number and dates of all brasses in bis

church. The Society of Antiquaries some years

ago attempted to collect inscriptions, but did not

succeed.

There is a tomb of the fifteenth century beneath

an arched recess in the wall of the aisle, forming

a canopy, with crocheted label, and pinnacles,

springing from small attached columns. The

effigy has gone; it was taken piecemeal to cure

diseases in horses’ eyes ! It was not a founder’s

tomb, but belonged to the Trevor family.

Prior to leaving Llangollen : the bridge was

regarded as one of the seveu wonders of the

world. How many seven wonders there have

been ! This bridge was erected in the fourteenth

century by Dr. Trevor, bishop of St. Asaph ;
and

consisted of irregular, narrow, pointed arches.

The bridge is not now attractive
;

it has been

lengthened to accommodate the railway, a toll-

house added, and raised 6 ft., and now it is pro-

posed to widen the bridge to about double its

present width, which is 11 ft. 6 in. The county

has promised 6001., the railway company 3001.,

and the parishioners will give 1001.,—total

1,0001. It would be, in my opinion, by far the

wisest course to rebuild the bridge. There has

been a market-hall erected at a cost of 3,500Z.

;

the building is a great addition to the town.

The architect was Mr. Ponntney Smith, Shrews-

bury
;
builder, Mr. Morris Roberts, Llangollen.

About two miles from Llangollen, on the right

of the road towards Rnthin, in a sequestered

valley, is Valle Crucis Abbey. The stiles, lead-

ing to the fields, on approaching the building,

have two or three stone steps ;
these, it will be

observed, are portions of the shafts of columns,

fragments of the abbey. The edifice being a

“ Tintern Abbey in miniature,” aflbrds pleasure

to ladies to sketch
;
this interesting work, which

at one time was useful, is now much lessened by

the photographer relieving the ladies of their

studies. It has also been visited by several

London architects of extensive practice
;
who,

no doubt, supplied their sketch - books with

abundant material for new churches. The abbey

affords an illustration of the maxim that beauty

is the offspring of simplicity. It is in one style

of architecture, Early English, and was decorated

just sufficiently to raise it above plainness, and

no more. The ornamentation is really partly of

a Norman character,—consequently the abbey

is of a very Early English date.

It appears that this building was buried in

obscurity until 1851, when, as the inscription (in

Old English, cut in stone, and let into the wall of

the south aisle of the nave) informs us, “ the level-

ling and clearing of this building,with the permis-

sion of the proprietor, was commenced May 28tb,

1851, and completed May 14th, 1852, under the

superintendence of Arthur Viscount Dungannon,

of Brynkinalt ; W. W. E. Wynn, esq., of Peniarth

;

R. K. Penson, esq., architect, of Oswestry.”

At the west doorway is a rope suspended

from the apex of the arch, and a notice to

the effect that the bell will be answered as

soon as possible, the house being some dis-

tance. The door is not opened by a Cistercian

monk, but by a lady who has for many years

taken a great interest in kindly explaining all

the leading points. After a request not to walk

over the memorials, and a compliment for not

bringing a large hamper of provisions to dese-

crate the spot, I was duly admitted.

The abbey, although a ruin, is by no means
past restoration. The remains consist of nave,

aisles, transepts with eastern aisles, chancel, and

a tower at the intersection. The nave was sepa-

rated from the aisles by clustered columus, with

,
moulded bases (the bases remain in situ) and

sculptured capitals, lying about the ruins. At
the west end is a large window in three lights

under one label. In the gable is a rose window

in eight radiating divisions, each having a tre-

•foil bead. The west doorway externally was
originally highly enriched with attached columns,

having sculptured capitals and mouldings. At
the west end of nave is a perfect stone staircase,

with a small pointed doorway leading to the tri-

forium, now gone. At the east end of the nave a
portion of the stone staircase to the rood-loft

remains.

The transepts, with their eastern aisles are

especially interesting, particularly the south

transept, which is more perfect than the north

transept. It has the clustered columns and
arches between transept and aisle remaining

;

perfect. The arches are plain, and nearly equi-

lateral, and have two courses of voussoirs, 9 in.

wide, and over them a rough arch of slaty stone,

set edgewise. The groining is partly remaining,

exposing the framework of the freestone-arched

ribs, and the rough manner in which the

haunches were filled with blue slate. The archi-

tectural student is enabled to gain more practical

knowledge of the early stage of rib-vaulting

from this ruin than from any book, however
minutely it may be explained.

In the west wall of the south transept is a

long, narrow window-opening, formerly filled

with tracery of later date; and in the south

wall is a large window-opening, now filled up, for-

merly connected with the conventual buildings.

The transepts are joined to the nave-aisles by
pointed-arched openings without responds. In

the transept aisles are the remains, in situ, of

the altars, piscina, founder’s tomb, aumbry, &o.

The aisles are connected with the transepts by
two arches, supported by moulded piers. The
window openings have moulded arches, with

squared freestone quoins to jambs. The north

transept has the lower portion of an outer door-

way, and also a stone staircase in the north

wall.

The east end of the chancel has five lancet win-

dow openings,—three lower and two upper,

—

with labels, string-course, &c. The lower cen-

tral window has attached columns with orna-

mental capitals. Between the chancel and north

transept-aisle are the remains of a shrine.

Tombs of benefactors were discovered while

excavating
;
the remains of these are placed at

the west end of the chancel. One is an incised

slab of a half-length knight, inchain armour, Jenaf

ap Adam, of Trevor, and fragments of his wife

Myfanwy’s tombstone. Another, of a lady, with

the following inscription :
“ Hie jacet Oweirci

filia Oujein cujus aninicB propicietur, Deus, Amen,
1290.” On another stone is “ Edwardus filius

To,” date thirteenth century. Loose boards are

placed over these stones to avoid injury. These
memorials were found under 12 ft. of earth, on

which ash trees had grown during 200 years. In

the north transept is a large perfect stone coffin,

found filled with bones.

The walls of the abbey are oonstmeted with

the blue local slaty stone, and all columns, arch-

stones, window-heads, quoins, string-courses, &o.,

are of wrought freestone. Ivy freely covers the

ruins, and adds to their picturesque appearance.

The stone corbels of the roofs of the chancel and

the south transept remain perfect.

On the walls and piers of the south transept

are several masons’ marks, which, with the

exception of two or three, may be seen engraved

in the “ Arcbcoologia,” vol. xxx., p. 113, illus-

trating a paper on “ Masons’ Marks on Buildings

of the Middle Ages,” by Mr. G. Godwin, F.R.S.

The slantin^^^^, it will be seen, occurs in

St. Pierre, Poictiers, France, diagram No. 88}
the six-pointed star in Gloucester Cathedral,

diagram No. 11 ;
of these there are many.

Also the simple cross, and others. These
masons’ marks have to be searched for, being

superficially and unobtrusively marked.
The east front (externally) is plain and peculiar.

There are no labels, except to the lower central

lancet.

In concluding the investigation of this vene-

rable ruin, it may be observed that the student

will find ample materials for his peooil,—the

stone fragments placed about the spot, consisting

of ornamental lily-leaved capitals, bases, corbels,

chamfers, &c., well repaying him for his time

and trouble ;
and he must not be discouraged if

a countryman should ask him, whilst sketching,

if his labours viR pay well. The cost of the

excavation was 1001., and making good to the

west doorway, &o., about 601.

Arriving, per rail, at Corwen, and walking i

a southerly direction, Llangar Church is reached.

It consists of a nave, south porch, chancel, and a

atone bell-turret at the west end, containing one

bell. This church has been closed since 1852,

except for burials
;
and as it may not long

remain (a new church having been erected else*
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•where), it will bo well to record a few notes.
The date of the church is late Perpendicular.
The font appears to be of an earlier date, although
partly placed in a Tndor.headed recess. The
lid of the font is like a modern copper-lid,—date
1/55. The nave windows are square-headed,
with moulded mnllions, filled with quarry glass.
There is a gallery at the west end of the nave,
and a mural marble slab against the north wall,
date 1851. The altar is raised one step. The
east window, in three trefoil-headed lights, with
foiled panels over, is peculiar. A locker is placed
in the north wall, and there are mnral monu-
ments on the south side,—dates 1710, 1712, and
1712. The pulpit is on the south side, by the
chancel. The stained glass in the window is to
Johannes Hughes de Cymer, ohiit A.D. 1694.
A atone staircase leads to the belfry. The
hatchments and shields against the walls are in
bad condition. Ihe porcb has an open roof,

—

date 1702. There is a snn-dial on the eonth side
of the church.

Lea'V’ing this church, and retarning to Corwen,
and thence in a northerly direction, the tourist

• arrives at Rhng, the seat of the late Sir Robert
VViliiames Vaughan, bart. The Vaughans of
Rhug, Henwrt, and Nannan, all branches of the
same family, are all lineally descended from

[Sept. 26
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Jones, curate, date 1770 j mural marble menu-
ments on south side, dates 1726, 1758, and 1824.
There are two old benches, with carved finials.
The east window is pointed, and in three tre-
foiled lights, with three foiled lights over, filled
with a memorial of painted and stained glass,
put up by Robert Anwylad, 1855, to David Anwyl
Plascock, 1831. A plain open screen between
nave and chancel; altar enclosed with an oak
balustrade, date on gate 1739; two boxes pad-
locj^d, date 175G. On the back of a bench is
165/ . The altar table has D. R. (David Roberta),
1739 upon it

;
and on a box beneath, J. D., R. K.,

1751. The decalogue is in Welsh. In thej...
chYchyard are objects of interest; there is a wounded. From beneath the buiming
lych-gate, with an open-timbered roof. On the 16 dead bodies were withdrawn, so calcined and
south side of the church are atone tombs, sculp- mntilated ns not to be recognisable, and 59 per-
tnred with columns and arches in relief, date sons dreadfully injured and bruised lay on the

TT
ground they could bo conveyed to the hos-NA HOEDL, pital. The fire was soon extinguished, and byon a shield, date 16/1. There is also an ancient activity and conrago further calamities were

incised slab, with a sculptured half effigy, used averted, as from under the ruins of the burning
as a base for a modern tomb. At the east end

;

planks several barrels of gunpowder and of car-
of the church 18 an altar tomb of great interest

;

tridges were got out, which the slightest spark
to Calvimstic Methodists, viz., to the Rev. would have caused to explode. The Minister ofIhomas Charles, B.A., of Bala, who died October

;

the Interior immedi.ately forwarded lO.OOOfr. for
aged^fifty.nine. He prepared_two the families of the victims. The Emperor also

10 artificers, 3 sub-intendents, and an inspector
engaged in the same employment. A young
workwoman, it appears, in throwing a pair of
scissors to one of her companions, struck the
point of the instruments on the capsule of a
cartridge, and so caused the explosion. In a
moment a formidable detonation was heard

; tho
woodwork of the building was blown to pieces,
and the roof fell in. The fire having communi-
cated to the heaps of cartridges, made in a few
moments fearfnl havoc amongst the persons pre-
sent. The conrtof the arsenal after the accident
presented in some sort the appearance of a field
of battle, being covered with dead, dying, and

r editions of the Welsh Bible, compiled a Welsh

..
scriptural dictionary, in four vols., and he hador \anghan id est little. The -gaide.books an important part in originating the British andprononnoe the chapel to be remarkably dimian-

i Foreign Bible Society. There® are eight yewtiTO and very ancentj this is not correct, as it , trees in the chnrohyard. At fnnerals a leaden

Tb^b
Hena.esance style. I bowl is handed by the clerk at the grave to re.This bn.ld.ng IS nnder one roof, 37 ft. 7 in. by ceive contribntiois towards digginf the grave.IS ft. 8 in., inside measnre; the roof is open, and tolling the boll

Ts t “'’f? “7 '
froit Corwen to Cerig.y.Drnidionas hat as if they were cat out of pasteboard.

:
(notiood in a former paper) over a mountain in

tasTeVLThe i’nT/™'!' ‘‘’’“I
as an easterly direction, Llanfihangel church is tobosses at the inteiBcotions, decorated with the be seen; comprising a nave 41 ft 2 in bv 12 ft

irtheTa.T eT”®'''”' belUturret containing one

1
^

I

*>'>' a chancel 22 ft. 11 in. by 14 ft 11 inS taeati. it^L
^

'“a"
The roof of the Lve is of oak

7d h Sefoil on ™nir m "7 °"a
“I’™- Gallery at west end. Pont modern,^Mtn quatreloil on panel. The east window is date 1853. The seats are onen Deal brackets

five-
i against walls for candles.^ On a bench isloded panels over), and filled with stained glass, : “Huffh Davies s rhisl bench Thovricf

SaleXT^Bbfg l1?0-”ldTTtb
vS77'EhnT 1848’ 7?? ^''I’fT*. >” “"‘b The altar is enclosedVa^han, Khng, 1848. The altar is inclosed,

!
with raiUng

; the decalogue isand has on each side monumental shrines, with
quotations from Scripture in panels. The walls
are covered with carvings aud frescoes, which
are fading. On the tie-beam over the east window
is the sacred monogram aud 1637. The altar
table has an inscription in Welsh, and the sacred
monogram. On each side of the chapel are
open benches

; at the base (on riser to seats)
are carvings of grotesque animals in relief,
also flowing stems with fruit and foliage.
The chandelier, suspended from the roof, is an
oddity: it consists of two tiers of imitation
candles, painted. All the windows are new, of
Perpendicular character. Tho pulpit is within
the screen on tho north side, with Welsh scrip-
tnral inscriptions in the panels. The sides of
the chapel are lined with oak wainscotting, with

^ — Welsh. The
table is old. There is a braes in the floor to
“Alice Davies, daughter of David Davies, rector
of this parish, 1771.” This church stands on
the aide of the river Alwyne

; about 1709 it
overflowed, and the flood mark is still traceable
8 ft. 7 in. above the floor of the chanoel.
On retarning from Llanfihangel and alight-

ing on tho top of the mountain at Tai
Drall, a good specimen of an old farm-house
closes the note-book of the present trip. In
this farm-house the kitchen is 21 ft. 8 in. by
17 ft., including the chimney. There is accom-
modation between tho jambs under the chimney
for a large party

; and here the farmers smoke,
being a great benefit to those who have to sit in
the room. The clock is of pure brass (in a tall

carvings on raik. Rhug chapel is more interest-
j and ornamented in ^th™See.'^Therr^s an^dding to the antiquary than the architect, being
|

oak chair, and other antiquities. One of tho

bchayel^'^r^large" cross
of tfle daughters produced a tin born, 3 ft. 7 in. long, I priaiog nave, aisles, transept, chancel. lady-

}3Bed to announce the dinner-hour, and sent a fine !

chapel and vestry, and tower and spire. The

at once sent word that both ho and the Empress
were prepared to give ample assistance in such
cases ns might be brought to his knowledge.
One of the most extensive fires that has been

witnessed in Dublin for many years broko out
lately in the timber-yard of Mr. Michael Meade,
of Great Brunswick-street. Tho greater portion,
of the ground was covered with two-storied
sheds, in which were considerable stores of tim-
ber, and steam sawing, moulding, and planing
mills were erected on an extensive scale. There
were also several large piles of valuable timber
outside the sheds. The fire broke out from tho
roof of one of the sheds, and in a very few
minutes after the whole of the stores were in a
blaze. The entire premises and contents wero
destroyed. The origin of the fire is unknown.
A similar fire has occurred in a number of

contiguous timber-yards in Lauriaton Park,
Edinburgh. The enclosures included five joiners’
yards, in one of which the fire is believed to
have originated. A large quantity of timber and
joinering work, with several offices and their
contents, have been wholly destroyed.
At Coxhoe, while a man was standing with

his back to a burning brick-kiln, the wall of red
hot bricks gave way and buried him. He was
brought out from beneath the ddhris as soon as
possible, bnt expired shortly after being rescued.

FROM AUSTRALIA.

Melbmime, Victoria.— Tho design for tbo
Church of the Iinmacnlate Conception, Grace
Park, Hawthorn, by Messrs. Crouch & Wiluon,
of Melbourne, was selected from about twelve
or thirteen which were submitted in competition.
It is in the Decorated style, and exhibits a
chnrch 119 fc. long, and 53 ft. 6 in. wide, corn-

memory of a favourite horse
Returning to Corwen, and journeying per

rail through Cynwyd, Llandrello, and Lland-
derfel, the tourist arrives at Bala. The lake is
well known, and speaks for itself. The town is
email, clean, and nea-, principally inhabited by
^\el 8h woollen cloth and linsey manufacturers.
The taste at some of the hotels is startling,—
bright green mouldings on French white grounds.
On the ngly townball is n clock turret

; it has
just been added, with a notification that it was
erected “in honour of John Jones, eso- Tren-
cyata, 1868.”

The parish chnrch is at Llanycil, a mile dis-
tent. Here a surprise was offered : the Rev.
Mr. Evans had directed a woman to attend with
tho key wearingtheold and formidable Welshhat
now almost a matter of history. The key itself is
curious, in. long, f of an inch diameter, with

Q 2 oil one side and 1785 on the other, and L Y
in the wards. Tho plan of the church is a
parallelogram, 71 ft. by 21 ft. 9 in.

; the date Per-
pendicnlar. It consists of nave, chancel, north
porch, and bell-tnrret with one bell

;
roof ceiled,

windows mere openings. The font is modern, a
tall stone stem with basin. Part of the old font
le lying toosely on the floor; it was octagonal,
with water drain

;
a modern gallery at the west

end
; the pnlpit is hatagonal, on the south side,

with a braes plate to Elizabeth, wife of Mr. E.

blow over the monntains, distinctly heard for I

whole building, when completed, is calculated
two miles. The result of venturing upon a ' ^ afford accommodation for nearly 1,000 per-
blast was a sound similar to the squeak of a pig, > sons. The width of the nave is 24 fc. Irom
proving that London lungs cannot compete with centre to centre of columns, which support a
thoflft nf t.Eo TnniiniaJr. clsarstory roof, rising to the height of 51 ft.

6 in. from tlie finished floor-lino. The transept
is 24 ft. wide, and 64 fc. long in the clear
between the walls; the chancel, 23 ft. wide and
30 ft. deep

; lady-chapel, 12 ft. by 20 ft.
;
vestry,

nearly same size. Five entrances have been
provided. The tower is 18 ft. square at base,
and is nearly 170 ft. high to the top of vane on

E.xplosioxs have been very frequent of late, ' spwe- It is nob at present intended to go higher
as well as other accidents by fire. ' than about 60 ft. The wails will be of bluestone,
A serious accident has occurred at the Foaty ' iii random nneoursed rubble, with tracery mould-

those of the mountain maidens.

W. P. Griffith.

EXPLOSIONS AND OTHER ACCIDENTS
BY FIRE.

Station of the Queenstown Railway, in Ireland.
Workmen are engaged nightly repairing an ad-
joining viaduct. As three of the men were
filling the lamps with which they were furnished
from a cask of paraffine, a spark ignited the oil,
and a fearful explosion ensued. The men were
dreadfnlly burned, and their lives, we learn, are
despaired of.

A terrible disaster has occurred at Metz, on
the ^loselle. A load explosion took place in the
cartridge manufactory situated in the court of
the arsenal. The number of persons employed
in the place at the time was 109, the workshop
being constructed of wood, and consisting of
two rooms. In the first were 71 women, and in

I other 14; there were also 10 foot-chasseurs.

ings, weatherings, gables, and other dressings
in best white freestone. The estimated cost of
the entire design is about 8,OOOZ.
A rapid increase of bnildings of every de-

scription, simnltaneously with the establish-
ment of valuable industries, is perhaps one of
the best proofs that can be given of the pro-
gress of a young country. Such proofs of pro-
grees Melbourne is now more than ever display-
ing. The Australia 7i Neu-s, in an article on
architectural improvements in Melbourne and
the suburbs, says :

—

“ Nearly all those mde stmeturea which tho cHmat&
materiala to hand twenty year* »po compelled Victo-

riana lo adopt, have been auperaeded by buildings in iho
erection of which much taste, as -well aa a regard for tho
comfort and health of theic occupanta, has been displayed.
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Bide by side with these dwellings have sprang up eccle-

siastical edifices, public baildicgs, and eooimodious stores,

which, as architectural compositions, possess coDsiderable

merit, and denote very strikingly the wealth and industry

of an enterprising population. A very largo majority of

the buildiugs now in progress, especially dwelling-houses,

have been commenced during the past few months, or

subsequent to the time when a reduction in the rate of

bank interest took place. A great impetus has been given

to the building trade
;
and, although the number of houses

•which have been built within the city during the past

three months greatly exceeds those erected in any cor-

responding period of 1807, it is chiefiy in the suburbs

that the spare cash of the wealthy and the hard earnings

of the industrious have been expended. The following

statement shows the increase in the number of the popu-

lation in tho city, including Bonrke, Gipps, Lairobe,

Lopsdale, and Smith Wards, from 1861 to 1867, ending

March of each year, together with the increase of houses,

and their annual rateable value: —

Year. Houses. Value. Population.

8259 £653,676 37,165

8619 691.7r-i 38,785

1863 83U • 655,708 39,663

8896 650,998 40,005

9652 669,483 40,734
9153 695,265 42,534

1807 9723 613,655 43,749

The present total number of bouses is estimated at

10,200, thus showing that during the last twelve mouths
the buildings erected in Melbourne exceed by 600 those

built in any preceding year since 1801. A much larger

number of buildings have, however, been erected during

tho first four monihs of the present year than in the cor-

responding period of 1867. In that portion of the city

ana those districts which come under the provisions of the

Building Act, the number of buildings erected in the first

four months of 1867 was sixty-nine, whilst 107, nearly

double tho number, were erected in the first four months
of 1868. And though this increase, as compared with

what has taken place in some of the suburban districts, is

insignificant, the advancement,; made from an architec-

tural point of view, is great.

It would bo tedious to enumerate the names of tho

streets in Melbourne in which new buildings have been
erected since the commencement of the present year.

There is scarcely a street or lane in Melbourne or its

suburbs in which one or more houses have not been built

within tho last few months, or are nowin course of erec-

tion. A good class of houses which have cost from 500i.

to l,0OP/., exclusive of the land, have been erected at Joli-

mont by Messrs. Leslie, Abraham, and Willoughby, and
Mrs. Lush

;
at East Melbourne, by Messrs. M'Kenzic,

Wilmott, and Grey; and at West Melbourne, by Messrs.

Turnbull, Hill, and Cooper. In many other districts,

more particularly in the suburbs, handsome villa residences

have been built, and it is gratifying to notice that the more
humble dwellings are of a much better class than those

erected in former years.
lu nearly every pert of that immense and important

wing of the metropolis, Collingwood, all classes of build-

ings are now being erected. In Smith-street alone, over

20,OCOZ. has been spent for building purposes during the

last six months.
The change which Eraorald-liiU has undergone during

the last eighteen months is also great. The buildings

completed in that period are of a better class than most of

those erected during previous years. The number of

houses in June, 1867, was 2,230; since then about 1,600

have been added, a largo portion of which have been but

recently completed, or are yet in course of erection.”

Bendigo (Sandhurst).—The orderly-room for
j

the Bendigo Volunteer Kifles has been erected

by Captains Taylor and Joseph, of the corps. I

Tho architects were Messrs. Vahlnnd & Getzash-

mann ;
the contractors, Messrs. Webb & Harlow

;

and the clerk of the works. Sergeant Fly. The
|

room is 70 ft. by 36 ft. inside, and the walls

22 ft. high. The style of architecture is Modern .

Ornamental Italian. The foundations are of,

granite, and the walls of white and rod orna-

1

mental bricks. The hammerbeam roof, wrought,

Btop-chamfered, and varnished, is covered with
j

corrugated iron, and has five ornamental venti-
[

lators on each side. The building cost 7001.

Ballarat .—The foundation stono of the now I

Primitive Methodist Church, Eyre-street, Balla-

Tat, has been laid. The expense of the new
building is estimated at about l,-100l. The de-

sign has been furnished by Mr. Doans, architect.

It will be of oblong shape, the dimensions being

57 ft. by 35 ft. on the outside, and capable of

accommodating 325 persons. It will be in the

Corinthian order; the front facing Byre-street to

have a large pediment supported by fluted

columns with carved capitals, with pilasters at

the angles, with circular-headed windows at the

sides.' About four months ago the council

invited competitive designs from architects for a

new Town-hall for Ballarat West, and at the

fixed date they received fourteen plans. The
councillors determined to leave the awarding of

the prizes to competent judges, and therefore

Messrs. Terry & Billing, two of tho leading

Melbourne architects, were requested to adjudi-

cate upon the merits of the submitted plans.

In compliance with this request, these two
gentlemen examined the plans carefully, and
submitted a report to the council, which was
immediately adopted. On opening the envelopes

containing the names of the successful candi-

dates it was found that the winner of the first

prize of lOOL was Mr. H. K. Caselli, agentleman
who has for many years successfully followed the

profession of an architect in Ballarat. The

second prize of 50Z. was awarded to Mr. Oakden,

of Melbourne. The council were much pleased

with a plan by Mr. J. T. Lorenz, a gentleman

who has lately established himself as an archi-

tect in Ballarat, and therefore purchased his

plan for 301. The council in their instructions

to architects had stated that, if in other respects

suitable, the preference would be given to the

plan that should leave the largest frontage for

shops. In Mr. Caselli's plan only 20 ft. are taken

up by the main entrance, and the superior con-

venience and good effect of tho interior arrange-

ments were especially commended by tho judges.

But Mr. Lorenz’s plan included a clock tower,

which feature Mr. Caselli had declared he could

not erect for the amount to be expended now,

namely, 6,OOOL Several lively meetings and
protracted debates have taken place in the

borongh council with regard to the different

plans. A peal of eight bronze bells, in the

key of E flat, is about to be cast by Messrs.

Mears & Stainbank, of Whitechapel, the result

of a subscription of the inhabitants of Ballarat,

to commemorate the happy deliverance of the

Duke of Edinburgh from the assassin. Tho tenor

bell is to weigh 23 cwt. It is expected that the

Duke and other members of the royal family

will witness the process of casting. It is sug-

gested to us from more than one quarter that tlie

committee would do well to obtain a peal of bells

the tenor of which should weigh at least 30 cwt.,

in order to secure dignity of tone.

Bengeo .—The ceiling of Bengeo Church has

been removed, owing to the plaster having fallen

away in places, and match-boarding has been

substituted. The boarding has been stained, so

as to resemble the other portions of the church.

Adelaide.—The cathedral for tho diocese of

Adelaide is to be begun forthwith, and the stone

is expected to be laid in December next, when
the bishop will have completed a residence of

twenty-one years in South Australia. The de-

signs are furnished by Mr. Butterfield, and the

cost of the first portion is to be 10,000L

Sydney, Kew South Wales.—A glass manufac-

tory has been established in New South Wales.

The premises are situated on leased land about

an acre in extent, abutting upon the Camper-

down-road, and midway between the Newtown
and Parramatta roads. The buildings consist of

a furnace-house, store-sheds, pot-rooms, and

workmen’s cottages. The fire-hole furnace is

constructed on what is said to be the American

principle. It is a quadrangular building, arched

at the top, fed with fuel in the centre, and has

at each corner a low flue. By having the flues

so placed the heat is conducted to every part of

the furnace. The draught is obtained by tho

ordinary cave. The furnace of five holes is

capable of giving employment to fifteen blowers.

All Australian Scholarship. — An item of

Australian interest appears in that unpromising

source, tho Tasmanian Government Gazette.

Despatches from Downing-street inform the

governor that a scholarship in the University

of Loudon, for Australian youths, has been

offered by the trustees of the Gilchrist Educa-

tional Trust. This scholarship is of the annual

value of lOOh, and is tenable for three years. It

will be annually awarded to a candidate resident

in, and a native of, Australia, who shall have

graduated in arts either iu the University of

Sydney, or in the University of Melbourne, and

who shall be desirous of pursuing a further course

of academical study in Great Britain under cer-

tain conditions.

POSSINGWORTH MANOR.

The building which wo illustrate has been

erected for Mr. Louis Hath, at Possiogworth,

about six miles from Uckfield, on the London

and Brighton Railway. The house is situated

on ground rapidly falling to the south, com-

manding extensive views, and is screened at the

back by a belt of fir trees. Tho materials used

in the constmetion of the house are red brick,

with Bath stone dressings, and slated roofs.

The principal rooms on the ground-floor are

the hall, dining-room, morning-room, drawing-

room, pioturo-gallery, and conservatory. In the

centre of the building is a quadrangle, entered

under a gate-bouae, by which access is gained to

the porch, foiming the principal entrance.

The hall, which forms the south side of the

quadrangle, is 50 ft. by 20 ft. in the cleai*, and

40 ft. to the underside of ridge-piece, •?vith an

open timber roof. Iu the hall are the principal

staircase, entirely of oak, with carved panels, an

ornamental chimneypiece 15 ft. high by 9 ft

wide, and several stained-glass windows by
Lavers & Barraud, the one at the erd of the

hall having representations of tho Seasons, the

bay window on the north side the Months,

and the other windows various subjects. At the

end of the hall is a gallery for musicians or

for lookers on.

The dining-room is 38 ft. long by 22 ft. 6 in.

wide by 16 ft. high, and is entered directly from

the hall. In this room are a largo bay window,

17 ft. by 8 ft. inside ;
a recess, opposite tho bay,

in which is a carved oak sideboard, specially de-

signed by the architect; a chimneypiece, carved

in Mansfield Woodhouse stone, and an elaborate

ceiling. From this room leads the sonthern

turret, forming a recess on the ground-floor, and
from the top of which a flue view of tho country

is obtained.

To the west of the dining-room and south of

the hall, from which it leads directly, is the

morning-room, 25 ft. by 22 ft. On the south

side are steps into the garden. The drawing-

room is 43 ft. by 30 ft., exclusive of two bays,

each 17 ft. wide by 7 ft. 6 in. Tho walls are all

panelled in oak, and the ceiling is elaborate.

Between this room and the picture gallery is a

fine flight of steps, leading into the garden, the

balustrading to which is of pierced stonework.

On the west of the quadrangle is a corridor,

next which is the picture gallery, 00 ft. long by
23 ft. wide,by 22 ft. high. The ceiling is trabeated,

the panels being of open ironwork, between

carved and moulded oak beams, supporting the

glass, forming the inner ceiling of the gallery,

which is lighted from above ;
the beams rest on

ornamental brackets, which are supported by

corbelled heads, carved byPhyffers. The gallery

leads from a triple-arched doorway on the west

side into the conservatory, which is composed
solely of glass and iron. The roofing of glass is

supported on iron columns with ornamental

cappings, and is crowned by a light glass and

iron dome. To the north of the picture gallery

and conservatory is Mr. Iluth’s room, 43 ft. by
20 ft., with a bay at the west end, and a poly-

gonal bay on the north.

The whole of the east wing of the bnilding,

about 100 ft. by 70 ft., is occupied by the

kitchen and its offices. The kitchen itself is 36 ft.

by 18 ft., by 24 ft. high, with an open roof,

crowned by a lofty turret. It is fitted up with

cooking apparatus, plate-warmers, ovens, &c.

Round it are placed the larder, scullery, dairy,

yard, servants’ hall, and so on. There are four

water-closets on the ground-floor.

The first floor is devoted entirely to bed and

dressing rooms, with a bath-room over the porch,

and various domestic offices. The principal bed-

room, with its two dressing-rooms adjoining, is

about 50 ft. by 30 ft., by 12 ft. 6 in. high; the

other rooms are in like proportion. The second

or attio floor is also used for bedrooms
;
the

rooms are 10 ft. high, and of various superficial

areas.

In the basement are extensive coal, wine, and

beer cellars. At some distance to the east of

the bouse are the stables, containing coach-

house, stalls for four horses, six loose boxes, har-

ness-room, open sheds, carpenter’s shop, &o.,

forming a complete block, and a stable-yard,

80 ft. by 70 ft. At the different euti-ances to

the estate are three lodges.

Tho builder was Mr. Alexander Cheale, of

Uckfield; the resident clerk of the works was
Mr. Winter

;
the landscape gardening was car-

ried out by Mr. Maruock; the hydraulic engi-

neers wore Messrs. Easton & Amos, who have

executed extensive works, including the forma-

tion of a large lake ; the ironwork and heating

were done by Messrs. Potter & Son.

The cost of the building, including the stables,

was slightly in excess of 60,000?. ;
and the whole

was erected from the designs, and under tho

superintendence, of Mr. Digby Wyatt, F.S.A.

SOOTFALL FROM CHIMNEYS.—A Peckham cor-

respondent suggests the suspension of a bunch of

light attractive substances,—perhaps /eathers,

—

from a small iron bar, furnished witha smallpuliei/

and chain,—for working it,—at the top of tho

chimney, to intercept the smoke passing up, and

convert it into soot adhering to it; the bunch

in question, or “ soot-oollector,” to be lowered

down, by means of the pulley and chain, from

time to time, and cleared, and rehoiated for a

fresh collection. The bunch, or “ collector,” to

be somewhat less in bulk than the area of tho

flues, BO as not to interfere with the draught.
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A SOUTH LONDON WORKING-CLASS
EXHIBITION FOR 18G9.

A CROl^DED meeting haa been held in the
Congregational Church, Borough-road, for the
purpose of promoting a South London Working
Class Exhibition for 1869, and of explaining the
prize scheme in connexion with the aeriea of
scientific lectures to be delivered at the Lambeth
Baths during the ensuing winter. The chair
was taken by Mr. Thomas Hughes, M.P.
Tho Rev. G. M. Murphy read the programme

of the lectures and prizes, and the proposed
prospectus of the Exhibition, of which, among
others, Lord Shaftesbury, Mr. Gladstone, and
Mr. Bright are to bo requested to become
patrons.

^Mr. Hughes said ho believed that the objects

or one shilling, ninepence, and sixpence for
return tickets. Ninety trains are to travel each
way per day, commencing at five o'clock in the
morning, and continuing until midnight. In
compliance with the provisions of the Act of
Parliament, workmen’s trains will run every
day conveying passengers between Notting-hill
and Moorgafce-atreeb, at a uniform fare of two-
pence.

Another accident has happened to the Irish
mail train since the recent dreadful catastrophe.
On the night of Friday before last, as it was
entering Chester station from London, it ran
into a goods train standing in a siding, the
points of which had been left open. Fortu-
nately the mail train was proceeding at a very
slow rate, and the damage was confined to the
breakage of one or two of the wagons. The

0^ 1 . Xiuyuta umu no oeiieveu tnat tne objects breakage ol one or two of the wagons. The
of indnstnal^ exhibitions were, in the first place,

j

mail engine got ofl' the line, but no person was
to make indiyidpal workmen better acquainted I injured. Another collision on the Chester and

' “6 principles of their own particular ' Holyhead line has occurred near Holyhead by
liaudmraft. After that, there was this further the running of an express train into part of a

; object,—to make men not only understand and ^
goods train, smashing the trucks and throwing

- take an interest in the craft by which they got ' them off the line,
their living, but to enable them to recognise and

j

The shaft of the tunnel near Penge, on the
I appreciate good work performed by other arti-

j

London, Chatham, and Dover Railway, has fallen
I sans. That being so, what did it come to ? It

|

in, and for a time it completely blocked up both
• came to this,—that we were providing them, or

,

lines. The occurrence was fortunately soon dis-
1 doing all we could to provide them, with teoh-

j

covered, and nothing serious resulted. The up
i nical education, and to promote it in the country. ' and down traffic of the tunnel has since been
1 llie programme of scientific lectures and the ' carried on on a single line.
),proposal of Mr.^ Twining as to prizes, formed

|

The station at Belfort (Haut-Rhin), the ex-
excellent leading up to the Industrial Exhi- tremity of the branch of the Paris and Mediter-

libition lor 1869. In foreign countries, and espe-
|

ranean railway in the direction of Switzerland,
icialiy m Germany, there was a far better tech- 1

has just been burnt down. Thirty-seven trucks,
i;nical education and scientific instruction given ^ loaded with merchandise, were totally destroyed’
cto the people than there was at home in England.

!

with their contents. The rapidity with which
Iiborely it was high time that state of things

!

the fire spread, from the nature of the goods (a
There were many other things in :

great part being oil) and the scarcity of water,
r.wliich the English people were behind other prevented anything being saved. Nothing is

o Liitxuy ULuei- uuiUgB lU
r.which the English people were behind other
Illations besides mere mechanics. There were,
blbr instance, the laws of form nnd colour, the
iiknowledge of which added incalculably to the
^alue of the work of skilled artisans. He hoped
tthese matters would be attended to. It had
xbeen objected that, in a country like this
rlwhere labour was so subdivided, instruction of
liffiis kind was likely to make men discontented.
IHe did not believe a word of that. No doubt it
rfwas said, “ Let the cobbler stick to his last.”

know how to use his last to
hthe best advantage. After all these things a
:o»ood deal remained to bo done.

. Resolutions approving the programme of the
cacientific lectures and the proposal for the Exhi-
tiDition were passed.

prevented anything being saved,
known as to the cause of the disaster.
The traffic receipts of railways in the United

Kingdom amounted, for the week ending
September 5th, on 13,350 miles, to 857,0311.,
and for the corresponding week of last year, on
13,008 miles, to 817,3741., showing an increase
of 342 miles and of 39,6571.

Railway travelling is a little exciting in
America. The Indians recently in New Mexico
stopped a train, bnrnt it, and scalped the engine-
driver, stoker, six guards, and all the passengers.

SANITARY MATTERS.
The vestry of St. Pancras have lately had

occasion to complain to the New River Company
of tho very impure state of the water supplied
by the company for watering some of the roads
of the parish. On the officers of tho vestry in-
vestigating the matter, it appeared that the sup-
ply was obtained from the Highgate ponds, into
which there is “ a flow of house drainage and

80 apparent; for I am giren to understand that tho rateof mortiility in Lincoln is very hivh, if not tho highest in
all England. Can this be wondered at ? It appearsatranp, howerer, that, erea allowing the authorities oftheplace to be too indifferent or supine to correettho
evil, the medical men do not one and all cry out against
It and let their protest be heard as loud as the Great Tom
01 Lineoln.
The canal, now converted into a common sewer, if re-turned to its original state, wonld bring health instead of

disease; and why should not this be done ? and in place ofusing It as a sewer, let proper ones be made, as in other
places.

A Norwich medical man writes to the Norfolk
Ghroniole as to what he calls privy bine, of which
he approves, yet of the state of which he com-
plains :

—

At the mite Hart, in St. Miles’," (he says), “the
neighlioaring cottages were rendered nnhealihy by perco-
lation from a bin which, by the carelessness of tho tenani
cont^ned a mass of floating ordure. Also in tho Staff-of-
Life Yard, in St. Edmund’s, which 1 visited in eonseonenoe
ot a ease of malignant scarlet fever having oeourrea in it
Ifonnd a similar condition in a bin which was the only
accommodation for more than sixty persons, whose only
water sopply was from a superficial well in the same yard.
Our local death-rate for the quarter will be a heavy one.
trom diseases which medical science believes to be pre-
ventible. My object in writing this letter is simply to
ventilate the importance of the plain sanitary axiom, of
keeping decaying organic matter from the contact of
water, and, as at this time diseases from preventible
causes are unnsually prevalent, to recommend to theoity’a
execntive on immediate and searching inspection of the
bins of the city."

Under snob circnmstances it waa acarcely to be
expected that the writer should speak approvingly
of the “earth closet” system, even although, as
he says, “ nothing is more simple and easy than
to render a privy bin harmless until it is required
to be emptied, provided that its legitimate pur-
pose be adhered to.” It is (amongst other
reasons) because earth closets are not likely
to be properly attended to that they ought
to be disapproved of in towns.

RAILWAY MATTERS.
:

' There has been a private inspection of the
itVestern Extension of the Metropolitan Railway
rsreparatory to the opening of the line for public ' is “ a flow of house drainage and
araffic on the 1st of October next. This line '

accnmnlation of black filth.” The New River
aeaves the existing route of the Metropolitan

' Company, in answer to the complaints of the
atailway at about 200 yards from the Edgware- ' body to construct drains
laoad station, continuing its course down Praecl- ' iatercept the sewage, winch has now become
rtreet until opposite the Great Western Hotel ,

'

i>itolerable in the neighbourhood, and prejudi.
hrhere a commodious station has been erected! I

affects the water used by the company for
I ^subway for passengers will be formed from -

P°*‘P°sss.
lihis station to that of the Great Western. The I

The sanitary condition of Truro, at the present
Dcne proceeds from this Paddington station to

“0“ent, is said to be in the highest degree un-
Dineen’s road, Bayswater, where the second There is a regular nest of typhoid
rorminuB has been erected. Leaving Bays-

j

ia the centre of the town ; and why is
itater, the Ime proceeds to Notting-hill-gate, '

^ “The answer is,” says the Cornwall
tffiere the third station is situate

; and thence '

Carette, “ bad drainage and inadequate snpply
leie district of Kensington is traversed until Dure water. Who can be astonishfld nt nn
eie fourth station is reached. This has been----- — j.iiiB nas oeen
trected jn the High-street, almost immediately
ip»posit6 to the vestry-hall. This station will
11 the terminus of the Metropolitan District
iiailway, which, it may be remembered, will run
)tom the Thames Embankment, through Pimlico
(Id Chelsea, to Kensingtou. The Kensington
igigh.street station will be jointly used by both
mmpanies. From here the Western Extension
oooceeds to Gloucester-road, Brompton, where
r the present it will terminate. When com-

?:9t0, however, it will continue its course some
If-lf-mile further to Cromwell-road, Brompton
D 3 Metropolitan District and Extension lines’
inining parallel with each other from Ken-
glgton High-street to the Cromwell-road. By
» new line passengers will be able to travel

I mm within a short distance of the South Ken-
gtgton Museum to Moorgate-street in about
nrty-three minutes. At present the fares have
yy been arranged from the City to Netting-
|l-?-gate, and the charges fixed between these
Hints is eightpence, sixpence, and fonrpence,

of pure water. Who can be astonished at an
outbreak of typhoid fever who passes over
Lemon Bridge or Lemon Quay ? The river above
the bridge is no better than an open cesspool,
and that abomination which the town autho-
rities permit in the pig-market requires to be
smelt to be appreciated. The system of sewer-
age, too, is radically bad. As a rule there are no
drain-pipes

;
the sewage, as a matter of coarse,

is to a great extent retained in the clay sub-
soil, and under favourable atmospheric conditions
gives forth noxious fever-bearing vapours. The
long drought and great beat have produced
these favourable conditions, and the conse-
quence is the present unfortunate prevalence of
typhoid.”

A visitor in Lincoln, from the Antipodes,
lys,

—

“There is one thing calculated to drive a stranger
away as speedily as possible, and that is the dreadful
eflluvia ariaing from the great open sewer which, with its
black fcetid stream, flows through the heart of the city, and
renders the atmosphere insufferable. That such a nuisance
should be permitted to exist, when sanitary precautions
are so generally adopted, is moat astonishing, and the
more so when the fatal effects of such negligence are

COMPETITIONS.

Otley.— Neiu Mechanics' Hall.—About nine-
teen diflerent designs were submitted for com-
petition by architects from Leeds, Bradford,
and other places. The whole of the designs
were sent in under motto. The committee, in
their selection, have been guided principally by
the amount of money at their disposal. The
subscriptions already promised amount to just
over 3,0001., and the committee are anxious that
the new building, when erected, shall be free
from debt. The design and plans selected have
been prepared by Mr. Charles Fowler, architect,
Leeds. The design is Italian, nnd the following
are the chief features of the internal arrange-
ments On the ground floor there will be a
small lecture-room, capable of holding about
250 persons, and which, if found desirable, may
be divided into two class-rooms

j there will also
be retiring-rooms, reading-room, library, two
class-rooms and lavatory, &c. Tho basement
will contain kitchens, scullery, chemical class-
room, heating apparatus, &c. On the first-floor
will bo the largo hall, with gallery, platform,
and orchestra, and space for organ. There will
also be a librarian’s residence attached to the
premises. The large hall, including gallery and
orchestra, will bo capable of seating about 1,000
persons. There will bo two staircases and three
separate entrances and exits into and from the
large lectnre-hall, which will be very useful on
occasions of large assemblies, or in case of any
panic or pressure. Tho building is intended to
be built of stone, at an estimated cost of about
3,000L

THE NEW ALLIANCE BANK BUILDINGS,
LIVERPOOL.

The new buildings in Castle-street are now
rapidly approaching completion. They have
been erected from designs furnished by Messrs.
Lucy & Littler, of Liverpool, architects

; Messrs,
Holme & Nicol, of Liverpool, being the con-
tractors. The building, which is erected in the
Italian style of architecture, partaking to a con-
siderable extent of the Venetian type, is square
in form, the dimensions being about 70 ft. each
way. The edifice has three prominent eleva-
tions, the principal facade facing Caatle-street.
This elevation, from the street level to the ex-
treme summit of the balustrade, is 68 ft. high j
the ornamental chimneys, which are carried to
a considerable further height, increasing the
entire altitude. There is a good deal of carving
and sculptural ornamentation on the whole face
of this elevation. The main central entrance
is one of the prominent featnrw in the facade.
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It is upwards of 6 yards in heiglit from the

street level to the top of a projecting canopy

by which it is capped, and the passage through

it into the bank is nearly 3 yards in width,

the inner sides of the entrance, as well as the

top, being faced with polished grey granite.

Circular-headed windows pervade the elevation,

between which, in the third story, are semi-

fluted columns and pilasters. The James-street

elevation is uniform in height and general archi-

tectural character with that of Castle-street,

though not so elaborately decorated. The Lower

Castle-streot elevation may be regarded, to

some extent, as the rear of the building, and

has not the same architectural pretensions, so

far as regards artistic finish and decoration.

In the construction of the building, stone from

the Cefn quarries in Wales has been exclu-

sively used. The whole of the ground floor

and also all the sub-basement, with the ex-

ception of two apartments which it is in-

tended to let off as offices, will be exclusively

devoted to the purposes of the bank proper.

The bank is a spacious apartment, its dimen-

sions being 64 ft. by 65 ft., and containing

altogether an area of more than 400 square

yards. The ground-floor also contains the

board-room, manager’s room, tellers’ rooms,

besides other private and clerks’ rooms. In the

centre of the apartmenl there are four orna-

mental columns, the basement from which they

spring being of stone, whilst the columns them-

selves are of Derbyshire marble, and are sur-

mounted by Corinthian capitals. The walls are

also ornamented by fourteen pilasters, com-

posed of Derbyshire marble, between which

will be highly decorated panelling. Although

the light will be chiefly obtained from the win-

dows in the James-street and Lower Castle-

street elevation, it will be considerably added

to by that proceeding from the dome, which will

be inclosed and ornamented by eight stained-

glass circular windows. The dome is not so

large as that in the Exchange News-room. The
ceiling and walls are being ornamented in

stucco work, with festoons, grouping of figures,

fruit, flowers, and sculptured classical heads,

being in this respect a reflex of the carved work

on the exterior, and will be finished in delicate

painted colours, enriched by gilding. The bank

floor is composed of polished oak, whilst the

whole of the apartment will be heated by hot-

water pipes running round the walls, the appa-

ratus for effecting which will be in the base-

ment. The interior of the bank floor, as well

as the upper stories, approaches completion. The

sub-contractors with Messrs. Holme & Nicol

for the several portions of the works are Mr.

Demster, of Liverpool, who has executed the

stonework; Mr. Green, of Manchester, the

carving and sculpture
;
Mr. Thomas Jones, of

Liverpool, the slating, plastering, and the whole

of the modelling and interior stucco work ;
and

Mr. Merrick, of Manchester, the plumbing and

glazing. Mr. Kitchen, of Liverpool, has super-

intended the whole as clerk of the works.

THE SCIENCE OF COLOUK.

As opinions are frequently expressed on the

subject of light and colour which betray an

entire ignorance of the very first principles of

the science of light,—a science which has

already opened to us a more beautiful and won-

derful view into the mysterious constitution of

the universe than any other, and has been the

parent of innumerable discoveries and inventions

of the highest interest in every department of

science and art,— Mr. Cave 'Thomas deserves

thanks for calling your readers’ attention to it

by his letter in the last nitmber of the Builder'.

It may be safely said that no man with any

capacity for reasoning, who knows what has

been found out about light, can doubt the truth

of the undulatory theory. It is now known that

light is nothing but inconceivably minute waves

or shocks of transverse vibration, arising in

certain cases about the atoms of bodies, and

transmitted with extreme velocity through an

all-pervading etherial medium ;
that these waves

differ from each other in nothing but their

lengths or periods of vibration; that when they

traverse any material body, as air, water, or

glass, their velocity (which is alike for all

through the perfectly elastic homogeneous free

ether in the interstellar spaces) is less for the

shorter waves than for the longer, whence arises

the difl’erence of refraction ;
and that, when

they fall on the retina, the waves of different

periods excite different sensations of colour.

The magnificent assemblage of colours which

constitute the complete and pure prismatic

spectrum is produced when a series of the

waves of light of all the different wave-periods

fall in order side by side on the retina ;
and

what we call “the colours” of the various

bodies we behold are nothing but combinations

of the sensations excited by the mixtures of

the different kinds of waves which those bodies

reflect or transmit to the eye. The term “ ray
”

merely imports an imaginary line, perpendicular

to the surface of the wave, in which direction it

everywhere spreads
;
and when we speak of

" coloured rays ” or “ coloured light ” as white,

yellow, or red, nothing more must be under-

stood than such a compound of innumerable

luminiferous waves as produces on the retina

the sensation of white, yellow, or red, or what-

ever other colour it may be.

I mention these points, not as unknown to

your correspondent, but because he seems to

suppose that the discussion in your columns

has arisen from some msthetic theory, in part,

at least, inconsistent with the undulatory theory

;

and I should be sorry to have it supposed that

I am chargeable with the ignorance, folly, or

presumption of a writer who contradicts or

ignores what is firmly established in science.

On the contrary, having studied the subject

well, I fully accept what is called the undula-

tory theory, with the admiration due to it,

not as a theory, but as known Iruth, and with-

out the reservation which Mr. Thomas at present

makes in respect of “separate vibrations;” but

which, if I do not mistake his meaning, he will,

on further reflection, find it necessary to with-

draw. The whole essence of the theory is in-

volved in the fact that every separate wave

maintains its own time invariable, and produces

its own proper effect at every point in the ether

which it reaches, whether such point is at rest,

or is disturbed by any other wave or waves at

the same time. Without this doctrine the theory

would be inconsistent with the simplest princi-

ples of dynamics ;
it is, indeed, merely the same

truth which is so much used in acoustics, and so

beautifully illustrated in Professor Tyndall’s

lectures on sound. The prism necessarily alters

the form of the wave-surfaces, and therefore

bends the rays in different degrees, because

waves of different lengths traverse the glass

with different velocities from those with which

they traverse the air
;
but it in no way modifies

the wave-periods, on which alone the colour

depends.
Newton’s great discovery in optics was that

the sun sent out an infinite number of different

kinds of light, all differently refrangible, and

producing different sensations of colour
;
and

that the property, whatever it might be, which

gives to each kind its peculiar refrangibility,^ is

invariable, together with the colour-sensation

that attends it. This is the very foundation of

the science of colour. Sir David Brewster

attempted to contravene it, and by some incon-

clusive experiments to show that colour was

independent of refrangibility
;
but the examina-

tion of the question has made the truth of New-

ton’s doctrine more evident than it was before

(see Professor Stokes’s lecture to the Chemical

Society, 2nd June, 1864) ;
and though Brew-

ster’s hasty theory of three kinds of light may
still be met with in popular works, no adept in

the science of light will now, I think, be found

to maintain it.

As few even of^ those who have paid some

attention to these subjects have read Sir Isaac

Newton’s propositions in colour in his own lan-

guage, the following quotationsfrom his “Optics
”

will be interesting, as exhibiting some of those

striking propositions which he established by

unanswerable arguments drawn from an admi-

rable series of experiments. They undoubtedly

form the groundwork of the science of colour,

properly so called, to which a knowledge of the

actual nature of light is not at all essential.

“The light whose rays are all alike re-

frangible, I call simple, homogeneal, and aimilar
;
and that

whose raya are Bome more refrangible than otbeie, I call

compound, heterogeneal, and disaimilar. The former

light I call homogeneal, not because I would affirm it to

be so in all respects, but because the raya which agree in

refrangibility, agree at least in all those their other pro-

pertiea, which 1 consider in the following diBConrse.

The colours of homogeneal lights I call primary, homo-

geneal, and simple, and those ofbeterogeneal lights, hetero-

geneal, and compound. For these are always compounded
of the colours of homogeneallights, as will appear in the

following discourse.”

Fropoiition$.—'' Lights which differ in colour, differ

also in refrangibility,”

“ The light of the sun consists of rays differently re-

frangible.”

“The phenomena of colours in refracted or reflected

light are not caused by new modifications of the light

variously impressed, according to the various terminations

of the tight and sbadow.”
[This refutes some of the then prevalent notions about

cotburs, which Goethe and others afterwards attempted to

revive.

3

“All homogeneal light has its proper colour answering

to its degree of refrangibility ; and that colour cannot be

changed by reflections and refractions.
’’

“ The homogeneal light and rays which

appear red, or rather make objects appear so, I call

rnbrific or red-making; those which make objects appear

yellow, green, blue, and violet, I call yellow-making,

green-making, blue-mating, violet-making ;
and so of the

rest. And if at any time I speak oi light and rays as

coloured, or endned with colours, I would be understood
jj

to speak not philosophically and properly, but grossly, and

according to such conceptions as vulgar people in seeing

all these experiments would be apt to frame. For the

rays, to speak properly, are not coloored. In them there

is nothing else than a certain power and disposition to

stir up a sensation of this or that colour. For as sound

in a bell or musical string, or other sounding body, is

nothing but a trembling motion, and in the air nothing but

that motion propagated from the object, and in tho

sensorium is a sense of that motion under the form of

sound
;
80 colours in the object are nothing but a disposi-

tion to reflect this or that sort of rays more copiously than

the rest; in the rays they are nothing but their disposi-

tions to propagate this or that motion into the sensorium,

and in the sensorium they are sensations of those motions

under the form of colours."

Fropoiitions.—" Colours may be produced by composi-

tion which shall be like to the colours of homogeneal light

as to the appearance of colour, but not as to the immuta-

bility of colour, and constitution of light. And those

colours, by how much they are more compounded, by so
jj

much are they less full and intense
;
and by too much

|
composition they may be diluted and weakened till they I

cesse, and the mixture becomes white or gray. Thera I

may be also colours produced by composition which are 6

not fully like any of the colours of homogeneal light. I

[The last sentence refers to the purpleaformed by mixtaresi

of the red and violet rays.]
{

“Whiteness and all gray colours between white and!

black may be compounded of colours
;
and the whiteness!

of the sun’s light is compounded of all the primary colours I

mixed in a due propirtion.”
[

“ All the colours of the universe which are made by

light, and defend not upon the power of imagioation, are

either the colours of homogeneal lights, or compounded

of these, and that either accurately or very nearly accord-

jng to the rule of the foregoing problem.”

The rule referred to in the last of these ex-

tracts is a very remarkable one ; and had it been

attended to by subsequent writers on the theory

of colours as it deserved to be, the common
erroneous ideas about complementary colours

would never have obtained the credit they have

been honoured with, both in England and abroad,

Newton arranged the series of the prismatic

colours in the circumference of a circle, and

prescribed the parts of the circomference

which are to be occupied by the colours of the

seven parts into which he divided the spec-

trum. The colours which fall opposite to eaci

other are those which he was led by hie

experiments to regard as most nearly com-

plementary in hue. From his diagram if

appears that the middle of his red space falh

opposite to that part of his blue space whicl

verges on the green ;
and as his blue space

includes all the seagreen-blne rays, up to the

seagreen itself, this is perfectly correct according

to all those experiments with the prism anc

with pigments, which I have endeavoured in raj

treatise and former letters to point out. The

middle of his orange space falls opposite to thaf

part of his indigo space which verges on his blue

space
;

the first or golden part of his yellofl

opposite to the middle of his indigo space, whiol

contains ‘.the deepest and purest blue
;

tht

greenish part of his yellow opposite to the

middle of his violet ;
and the middle of hi

green space opposite to that point in the ciroli

where the extreme rays of violet terminate ii

darkness, and those of red begin. Had Newtoi

left a blank space in this part of the circumfia

ence, opposite to the green rays, the whole wonlc

almost perfectly agree with the results recentii

obtained by accurate observations with refinet

apparatus by Helmholtz and by Maxwell. Bn

bow different from tho conventional system

which, contrary to all rational experiments, puti

the red opposite to the green, the orange oppo

site to the pure blue, the yellow opposite h

purple, and has ever since been followed b;

artists literally blindfold, as one would think

since the eye itself, if allowed to judge for itself

uniformly declares for the other system ! Thi

any one may see who will take the trouble h

compare the effect of placing side by side th-

colours asserted to be complementary in th

two systems; or will look at a shaded whit

surface through a small hole cut out in a sbee

of paper coloured strongly with scarlet vermi

lion, with king’s yellow, with emerald greet

with verdigris, with cobalt, or with rose maddei

The white surrounded by scarlet will not appefi

green, but seagreen; that surrounded byyelloi
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will not appear purple, but blue
;
that surrounded

by green, not red, but pink; and the reverse

;

and as according to the terms of the well-known
law of simultaneous contrast, the white always
assumes a hue complementary to that of the
surrounding surface, this is another proof for

those who seek one, that our conventional com-
plementary colours are not the true ones.

Newton seems to have regarded all the pris-

matic colours as equal in depth of hue, or
equally distant from a neutral colour of the
same brightness. If they were so, it might not
have been easy to answer the inquiry why some
should be called simple or primary in prefer-

ence to others. But they are not so ; Mr.
' Maxwell has proved that they do not lie in a
circle about a centre of white, but in the form
of a triangle, imperfect on one side, whose

I angles are occupied by the deepest red, green,
I and blue : so that all the colours which lie in

, the spectrum between the first and second, and
the second and third of these may be produced

) by mixtures of these with the same depth of
1 hue (or strength in proportion to their lumi-
1 nosity) which they possess in the spectrum itself.

I am sorry that so ingenious a thinker as
) Mr. Thomas shows himself to be should seem
,1 to adopt the common but inaccurate idea that
I a colour “ may be raised in the eye as a com-
) pensation to some direct excitement of the retina
ifrom without.” The real cause of the comple-
imeutary ocular spectrum so commonly observed
^ when the eye excited strongly with any colour
sis suddenly directed to a dull neutral ground,
iiand of all the effects above alluded to under
ithe term “ simultaneous contrast,” is evidently
unothing but a reduced sensibility of the retina
bfor that one or more of the simple sensations
)(of colour with which it has just been so strongly
ilaflfccted. Thus a spot of white, when surrounded
3jby blue, appears tinged with yellow, because
;bthe eye then becomes less sensible than it ought
»to be to the blue rays reflected by the white.

W. Benson.

' Bib,—Having had the advantage of a peraonal interview
Fiwith Mr. Benson, and having put the question to him.
Why is green a primary colour ?" I find that we are not

tfigreed as to what constitutes a primari/ colour. His
Itiefinitiqn of piiraary colours is ” the colours of the pure
irprismatic rays, being the despest that can be found of their
[fs-espective kinds;” while I have assumed, according to the
fgencrally received theory, that red, yellow, and blue are
rprimary colours, because they cannot be dinided into two
ilotber colours of the prismatic spectrum, and are therefore
mot compound, as orange, violet, green, &c.
1 Having, then, received an answer to my question, I
ibave simply to say that I cannot see the force of Mr.
IfBenson’s definition, and that I certainly remain uncon-
«rerted to bis theory. But as I have no wish “to wrap
hihe veil of any falie theory about my eyes,” I may
merhaps let you know the result when I have further
imvestigated his. Jakes K. Collino.

WAS JOSEPH A CARPENTER ?

1 In reply to Mr. Black’s denial (see p. 617,
Ainte) Mr. R. Gardner Smith writes,—“ Mr. Black
sassures us that Joseph was not a carpenter, as
Stas been supposed, but a mason, and for this

pipinion he gives two reasons,

1 I. ‘ The original term used signifies architect,
niuilder, or mason, and not carpenter,' The
luuestion then becomes one of philology, and I

lihink it requires no profound knowledge of Greek
) D enable any one successfully to dispute the
ioint. It cannot be denied that tbe word in
leuestion, rtKrwy, does mean sometimes archi-

cBct or builder; it is, as every Greek scholar
icnows, derived from a word signifying ‘

to bring
tato being,’ so it sometimes in classic Greek may
eiean an author or planner, and, with qualifying
ijdjuncts, a worker in metal or in stone. Both
oiomer and Euripides use the word in the former
' f these senses. Still, I maintain that in those
laassages in the works of Greek authors where
laie word is used, its meaning in by far the
lajajority of oases will be ‘ a worker in wood,’ a
r;rpe7iter. Further, I dare affirm that if any
D^glish-Greek lexicon be consulted, the word
niasoTi will not be translated by rtKrwy

; and, on
e.e other hand, I believe no Greek lexicon can
found which does not give as the principal

eseaning of the word, a worker in wood. Again,
minay say that the early Greek fathers, in their

)tbrks, had this idea. Justin Martyr says ;

—

IbJhrist, being among men, was a maker of

I kfkes and yokes, which were the works of
tp*penters.’,

IIII. The other reason assigned by Mr. Black
!
uis this—‘ In the climes where Joseph dwelt,
) » wood was used in the erection of the structure

^
’

tl their houses, but stone only.’ In other words,
|

Mr. Black’s logic seems to amount to this :— (1).

Where the houses are built only of stone there

can be no carpenters. (2). In Palestine the
houses were built only of stone. (3). Ergo—In
Palestine there could be no carpenters. (4).

Conclusion No. 2. Therefore Joseph could not
be a carpenter. Any schoolboy, I think, could

detect the fallacy so palpable here. As to the
first term : admitting that the houses were all

of stone was there even then no need for workers
in wood ? Then as to these houses, was there

really no woodwork about them ? No beams io

the roof, no doors separating the rooms, no
lounging sofas whose framework was mostly
wood, no elaborately ornamented ceilings of wood,
no window-shutters which often were beautifully

inlaid with many pieces of polished wood ?

Historians then must have been dreaming, and
Eastern travellers continuously deceived.

I have not time to say more, but I think, sir,

that many of your readers will still believe that

the translators of our Bible, the old writers, and
the old painters, too, were after all right, and
that Mr. Black is wrong.”

SMOKING-CARRIAGES ON RAILWAYS.

SiE,—I shall feel obliged if you will use your
efforts to remedy an evil strongly felt by smokers.

When gentlemen travel by rail they must do
one of three things, viz., travel in a smoking-
carriage and endure an amount of suffocating

smoke alike injurious and unpleasant, or de-

prive themselves of the pleasure of a cigar and
go in an ordinary carriage

;
unless they smoke

in the ordinary carriage, which is, of course,

exceedingly wrong, inasmuch as it makes it

very uncomfortable for those who enter the car-

riage afterwards. This evil would, I think, be
greatly averted by introducing a simple fan into

the ceiling of the smoking-carriage, which would
revolve directly the train was set in motion,
bring pure air in and drive out the smoke;—

a

striug or other simple means should be attached
which would stop it at the will of the passen-
gers. The force of air met by the fan would
cause it to revolve and ventilate the compart-
ment in the manner I have described.

Walter Chesterton.

UNPAINTED DEAL, AND DISTEMPER
COLOURING.

In respect to the durability of unpainted deal,

I noticed in a street of Vienna numerous in-

stances of doors, &c., being of deal unpainted
and unvarnished, and which appeared to stand
perfectly well.

In this country it will no doubt last well in-

doors, but I think would not bear exposure to

our moist climate. Apropos of atmospheric iu-

fiueuces, I was struck in Vienna and also in

Florence with the durability of the distemper
colouring applied to the outside of houses, and
giving to them as good an appearance as stone.

I was told in the latter city it lasted twenty
years. We know too well what an unsightly

miserable appearance a house with us will pre-

sent only three months after being coloured !

This, I think, must be owing to the darapuesa of

our climate. A durable water-colour is with us
a desideratum. P. E. Masey.

Sib,—

N

oticiDg a letter ia the Builder about the en-
during quality of deal timber (unpainted), it brought to
mind a circomstauee noted when Tisiting Hertfordshire
three years ago. I went to see the “ great bed of Ware,”
and noticed a plain plank of deal, fastened at the foot of
the bed, with a date roughly cut ltf96. I was surprised at

its perfectly sdlTud condition after the lapse of so long a
period, contrasting with the rotten state of harder woad
of much later date

:
possibly this might not he the actual

date of the addition to the bed.
A Lovee of “The Buiidbe.”

Sib',—

I

ti answer to your correspondent of last week
signed “ Flain Dealer,” respecting deal timber in external
work, my opinion is that it would lose all its colour in a
very short time, and decay for want of nourishment, such
as oil, paint, or varnish. 1 have seen the two ancient
doorways from Norway that were at the South Kensington
museum, and must say that they were remarkably sound.
I noticed them particularly, as I executed the colouring of
the two plaster casts, mentioned in the leading article of
your last week’s Builder. The pine wood these doorways
were made of seems to be of a very hard kind, but I am
inclined to think they must have had some coating of oil

or varnish. To preserve deal from decay in a climate like
England, I should recommend one or two coats of boiled
linseed oil with best yellow bees-wax, say a quarter to one
gallon : this would be found to be durable, and keep the deal
from losing its colour, and much cheaper than using or-
dinary oil varnish. Thokas KaBsaAvr.

DEEP WELL SINKING.
Tnia time of the year is the most suitable for well-

sinking, and it can be done at half tbe expense when the
springs are low. As to hydraulic machinery, atmospheric
pressure should he thoroughly understood. In theory it

is supposed to be 15 lb. to the square inch. In pumping
machinery the pressure should not be more than 10 lb. to
the square inch

; that is to say, the seat-v^ve should not
exceed 20 ft. in elevation, although the raising main pipe
may be unlimited in height or distance. We find the
air-pump will not raise mercury 28 in., and at times, when
the Darometer goes down, we have i lb. less.

Then, you may say, friction and leakage would reduce
the drawing power to 101b. Serious mistakes are made
in the erection of such machinery of great magnitude.
It will have the same effect in water mams, syphons, &c.
Persons qualified should adopt methods simple in con-
struction, and easy capping in case of repairs. The
turbine is much used. T. Paeb.

SHIPBUILDING IN WATER.
An Engineer writes ;

—

With reference to the remark in your article on the
“ Launch of the Bermuda,” what “ Renute, the architect
and builder of London Bridge, of Southwark Bridge,
and of Waterloo Bridge, would have done under the
circumstances of having to place in the water such a
structure as the Great Baetern or Bermuda dock,” it is as
well it should be known what the Rennies of tbe present
ago, the grandsons of John Rennie, have actually done in
transporting a huge iron structure into the water. An
iron fioating dock, for the Spanish port of Carthagena,
the first of its kind, was designed and constrncted by
them

;
and, instead of launching, it was built in a shallow

basin, and when completed, the water was gradually
allowed to.flow in until the structure was afloat, as pro-
posed in your article. The comparative size of the dock
at Carthagena with the Bermuda may be made by the fact
that the Carthagena dock has actually lifted a larger
vessel, viz., the ^^umancia, than the cfaBS of vessel, viz.,

the Bellerophon, for which the Bermuda dock is intended.
The following are the sizes of the Numaitda and
Bellerophon

Length
Breadth
Displacement at low draught

Numancia, Bellerophon,
31fl feef. 300 feet.

67 „ 50 „
7,420 tons, 6,372 tons.

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.

Norton {Radnorshire).—The pariah church has
been re-opened for divine service after restora-
tion by Mr. Coleman, of Claxhill, builder, under
the supervision of Mr. G. G. Scott, architect.
The whole of the interior has been coated with
plaster. A small transept, suitable to the size of
the building itself, has been let in by moans of
low turned pointed arches. The exterior has
been freshly pointed and dressed down, and a
new low shingle spire has taken the place of the
old one. A new Early Decorated window, con-
sisting of three lights, has been inserted in the
east end, filled with stained glass, the subject
being Our Lord’s Ascension. New windows of
a similar character have also been placed in the
transepts, the subject of that in the sonth side

representing the " Call of St. Andrew,” to whom
the church is dedicated. In the north transept
window the subject is Christ blessing little

children. The portion of the church parted off

from the nave for the tower has now been opened
oat to form a baptistery. A west window of
stained glass has also been inserted, the subjects

being the baptism of Christ by John the Baptist,

and the charge to the Apostles, ” Go ye forth to

all the world, and preach the gospel.” There
are besides two new windows of grisailled glass
placed in the chancels, and two others of the
same kind in the nave. These latter all occupy
the old window spaces, which are mostly splayed
on the inside, and show an immense thickness
of wall. The stained glass ia from Messrs. Clay-
ton & Bell’s. The larger oak timbers of the roof
have been preserved, bub new intervening rafters

of vai-nished deal have had to be used, the spaces
between them being plastered. A new panelled
chancel roof of varnished deal has also been
added at a somewhat lower level than that of
the nave. The old carved rood-screen has been
repaired whilst the pulpit and lectern—both of
carved oak—are new. The seats are all open,
are of pine, and have cak ends. The flooring-

tiles are all of a plain red colour in the nave,
with a little variation in the aacrarium, but no
speciality; they are from Godwin’s works. A
new organ, with complete pedal, six stops, and
manual, has been placed in the north side of the
chancel, at the sole expense of Mr. Cecil Parsons.
It was made by Messrs. Forster & Andrews, of
Hull. The contract for the restoration was
2,OOOZ., but extras have been incurred amounting
to 200Z. more.

Olleriojv.—Bongbton Chnrch and the addition

to the graveyard at Boughton have been conse-

crated. The old building was very dilapidated,
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and inadequate to seat the population of the

parish. The new church stands apart from the

old site. The parsonage-house is nearly com-
pleted. Schools were erected a few years ago

by Mr. J. W. Pickin, Whitmore. The style of

the church is Geometrical Pointed, and it will

seat 200. Mr. Fowler, of Louth, was the archi-

tect.

Nev:ca^tle•^epon^Tync.—The restoration of St.

Nicholas’s steeple has not yet been effected 5

nor indeed have the means been collected, the

subscriptions remaining at 2,8621. IO3. 6d.

against a contemplated expenditure of about

7,0001. The committee have resolved unani-

mously, “ That in order to raise the necessary
funds for the completion of the restoration of the

steeple, it is recommended that a voluntary rate

of 3d. in the pound be levied, and that the Cor-

poration at their next meeting be respectfully

solicited to permit their officials to take the

requisite steps for collecting the same.” The
mayor stated that, Dissenter though be was, yet

BO thoroughly did he appreciate the beautiful

steeple of St. Nicholas, and sympathise with the

movement for its restoration, that he had de-

termined to make his subscription up to 501. He
therefore handed to the honorary secretary 301.

(having previously paid bis first subsci'iption of

201.). Tho[committee were informed that Messrs.

E. Stephenson & Co. had obligingly consented to

allow a collection-box to be placed in their

manufactory, so as to afford their employees an
opportunity of contributing towards the restora-

tion fund.

Ruyion .—The re-opening of the church at

Euyton-of-the-Eleven-Towns after its restoration

has taken place. The present vicar (the Rev.
J. Paget Wilkinson) restored, reroofed, and re-

fitted the chancel, and has now effected tho same
improvements to the rest of the church—lower-

ing the floor to one of the old pavements (one

still older having been found some inches below),

repaving, reseating with oak, warming with hot

water, and generally improving the structure.

It must also be mentioned that the peal of six

bells which have been fixed in the tower were
procured through the eflbrts of the vicar.

Further efforts are required to recast the present

ver}' ugly porch, and to clear away the earth

from the walla of the building. The whole of

the work has been carried out under the super-

intendence of Mr. Pountney Smith, architect,

Shrewsbury. A new window, which has been
inserted in the south wall in the bapistery bay
of the church, was supplied by Messrs. Done &
Davies, of Shrewsbury. The subject on tho left-

hand opening represents “Tho Baptism.” In the

right-hand opening is a design taken from the
left, “ Suffer little children to come unto me.”
Above each of the subjects is a canopy, and a
narrow border runs round each of the openings.

In the quatrefoil above the beads are introduced
the lily and the passion-flower. Tho same firm

has also filled the large west window with
grisailled glass, with stained border all round.
In the tracery of the window are the figures of

our Saviour, and the patron saint of the church,

St. John the Baptist, on cither side of them being
the figure of an angel, in standing attitude.

Walgrave .—The parish church has been re-

opened, after extensive alterations. The church
was in a most dilapidated condition. Tbebroach
spire, being in a dangerous condition, has been
partly taken down and rebuilt in the same form

by previously marking the stones. In the south
aisle the symmetry of the building is broken by
an excrescence, in which there was formerly a

vault belonging to the Langham family, and a
gallery above it. These having both been re-

moved, space is gained for a vestry (to be
formed at some future time) and for a heating
chamber below, which is entered from without
the church, and contains a Haydon’s heating
apparatus. The west window and belfry arch
which were both blocked up, have been re-

opened, The walls have been stripped of plaster

and pointed. New high-pitched roofs have been
put on the nave and the chancel ; the aisle roofs

remain in the same form as before. Open seats

of unstained oak have been substituted for the
old pews. The arcade is Early Decorated. In
the chancel the high roof affords a view of the
east window, the upper portion of which was
formerly hidden by a flat roof. A low side

window was discovered in the usual place on the
south of the chancel, but the tracery had been
cut away on the ontside before it was built up.

The remains of what was believed to be a lead
casement were observed in one of the openings
of the window. The tracery has been preserved
on the inside, and reproduced on the outside in

one large block of Eetton stone. The chancel has
been paved with Godwin’s tiles. Oak stalls are
fixed in this part of the church,

Leybum {Yorkshire).—The diocese of Ripon
has had another new church added to its

number, Leyburn Church, in the North Riding,
having been consecrated and opened for divine
worship by the Bishop of Ripon. The site is

the joint gift of Lord Bolton and the Hon. W. T.
Orde Powlett, the next heir to the title and
estates of Bolton. Lord Bolton also contributed
1,250Z. towards the building fnnd. The entire

cost was 2,900Z. In addition to this, the neces-
sary furniture of the church is the gift of the
richer members of the congregation. The church
is dedicated in the name of St. Matthew, and
has been built from tho designs of Mr. C. G.
Wray, London, architect, in the Decorated style.

It consists of a nave 57 ft. long and 23 ft. wide,
with a north aisle of the same length and 13 ft.

in width, separated from the nave by an arcade
of four moulded freestone arches and piers. The
chancel is 24 ft. in length and 18 ft. in width.
The tower is at the west end, rising to a height
of 65 ft., and consists of three stages, and a

prominent feature in its appearance is a pro-

jecting stair turret at the south-east angle. The
lower stage opens into the nave by means of a
high moulded arch, and has a three-light win-
dow. There is an ornamental opening for a
clock in the second stage, and in the upper
stage are deeply recessed twn-light belfry win-
dows, fitted with lonvres. The porch is situ-

ated at the extremity of the south wall and
nave, and an organ-chamber and vestry are
built on the north side of the chancel. The east

window of the chancel has five compartments.
The sittings in the church are open, and plain

;

they are of deal, stained and varnished, to cor-

respond with the roofs, and afford accommoda-
tion for 350 persons. The brass-work is by

;

Messrs. Hart & Sons, of London. Mr. Jones, of

Leyburn, has been the contractor.

SCHOOL-BUILDING NEWS.

Beamin&ter.—New parochial schools have been
opened here. The site is in White Hart-street.

The buildings, which consist of an infants’ and a
girls’ school-room, with class-room and residence
for the mistress, stand upon ground extending
100 ft. from front to rear, and having a frontage

of about 40 ft. The whole structure is built of
local stone, in “ random work,” with a roof of

red tiles, and dressings of Ilambill stone. The
front of the building is thrown back about 14 ft.

from the road, and is enclosed by a wall about
4 ft. high, with triangular coping of Hambill
stone. At the entrance to each school is a
porch lighted by two lancet windows, with a
second door leading into the school-room. The
interior walls of the infants’ room are whitened,
and the roof is supported by light principals of
varnished deal, the ends of which rest on plain

corbels of Hamhill stone. At the end of the
room facing the street are two large windows
with trefoil heads, surmounted by a fanlight,

whilst light is obtained by three large plain

windows inserted in the side wall. The room is

40 ft. long by 20 ft. wide. The girls’ school is

of lai^er dimensions, being 45i ft. in length,

and at the head of it is a class-room 15 ft. by
22 ft. The style is the same as in the infants’

room as regards the building; but all the win-
dows in this apartment are plain, with merely
a circular fan-light in tho gable end. It is

approached by a porch, and is separated from
the class-room by folding or sliding doors. Sur-
ronnding the schoolrooms are necessary conve-
niences for the children, fuel-houses, out-build-

ings, &c. The yards, which are somewhat
circuroscribed, are gravelled. There is also a
residence for the mistress. The structure was
erected in accordance with designs by Messrs.
Slater & Carpenter, of London, architects,

Messrs. John Chick & David Hann, of Beamin-
ster, contracting for the carpentering work,
and Messrs. Chambers, of Beaminster, for the
masonry. It is expected that the work, when
completed, will have cost about 2,OOOZ., includ-

ing the site.

Hurley (Berks).—The foundation-stone of a
school has been laid at Birchet’s Green, Hurley.
This is a hamlet remote from the parish church
and school.

Sharston.—The foundation-stone of the new
national schools at Sharston, in the parish of

Northenden, has been laid. The new schools

are being built upon the site of the old one, at

the meeting of the three roads from Altrincham
Cheadle, and Northenden. The accommodatioi
is for 154 children, boys and girls—the infants
school being near to the church, in the village ol

Northenden, and more than a mile distant

There are two school rooms, one 39 ft. by 20 ft.

and the other 30 ft. by 20 ft., with a class-roon:

common to both. There arc separate entrances
play-grounds, porches, lavatories, and conveni
ences, for the girls and boys respectively. There
is a third porch to the schools, for visitors, witl
doors communicating with both girls’ and boys’

rooms. At the eastern extremity of the grouj
is the master’s house, with the usual complement
of six rooms, and a cellar and pantry besides
Tbe walls are being built of brick, of two colours

with moulded bricks in arches, strings, cornices

&c. The windows aro all of white stone, con-

trasting with the framework of red brick whicl
surrounds them. There will be one rose window
and several others with traceried heads of various

patterns. The style is Tudor, harmonizing witl

the parish church. The contract has been taker
for 1,213!. by Mr. Joseph Dawes, of Cheadle
The architects are Messrs. J. Medland Taylor «S

Henry Taylor, of Manchester.

Ashton .—The foundation-stone ofa new school

at Waterloo, in the parish of Christchurch, Ash'

ton-nnder-Lyne, has been laid. The building will

contain a room 60 ft. by 30 ft., and two class-

rooms
; and, with an apse at the east end, car

be used either as a school or, when required, foi

divine service. It is calculated to hold 260 daj

scholars. Mr. John Eaton, of Ashton, is the

architect.

A Treatise on the Steam-enghie in its variotu

Applications. By John Bourne
;
being the

eighth edition of " A Treatise on the Steam-
engine,” by the Artisan Club. London

:

Longmans, Green, & Co. 1868.

Examples 0/ Afodem Steam, Ait-, and Oas Engines

of the most recent approved Types, accompaniec

by Working Drawings. By John Bourne
Part IV. London : Longmans, Green, & Co.

We take it ill of ourselves that wo have nob
before now mentioned the appearance of a nowi

edition of Mr. Bourne’s well-known and widely-i

appreciated "Treatise on the Steam-Engine.”

It is dedicated to Mr. C. Hutton Gregory, and
contains some emendations and improvements

;

but finding that there was a large amount of

important information which could not be added
without too largely increasing its size, the

author determined on publishing the second
work named at the head of this notice, and con.

cerning which we have already informed our

readers. Mr. Bourne has long seen that in the

case of steam-engines a given quantity of heat

does not generate more than one-tenth of its

equivalent power, the rest being lost from the

imperfections of the machine, and believes it

impossible that this enormous fault, now it is

known, can be much longer tolerated. If we
had a good way of transforming beat into elec-

tricity, we should be able to work an engine
with little more than one-tenth of the fuel now
required ! In his new work he brings forward
the expedients which have been proposed to

take the place of the steam-engine, and criticises

their merits and promise. We should not be
surprised if important resnlts followed its pub-
lication. We can conscientiously recommend
strongly for increased circulation both Mr.
Bourne’s works.

UlisrcIIitMn:.

Plans of Labourers’ Cottages.—Nnmerons
plans by competitors for the prize of 20Z. offered

by tbe Hertford Labourers’ Friend Society for

the best plan of a pair of labourers’ cottages to

be erected for 200!., have been sent in. In most

of the plans, says the Hertford Mercury, the

apartments are snfficiently wide and long, and

some of tbe living-rooms are very good indeed;

bnt the height is not what it should be. In

awarding the prize, we suppose that the judges

will feel tied by the conditions to thoso plans

which are guaranteed to be carried out at a cost

of 200!. ;
but the guarantee is in many cases

made conditional on neighbourhood, railway

coramnnicatioD, &c. The prize was to be

awarded at the dinner, after the Agricultural

Show.
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Eojie.—A letter from Rome says :
—“ The

iflcoverieR of the Emporinm continue, greatly
5 the satisfaction of antiquarian connoisseurs
nd to the increased reputation of Commander
’’isconti, whom the Pope has just nominated a
aron, as doubtless you have heard. The exoa-
ators have found 432 blocks of marble of colos-

il dimensions
; 1,256 others suitable for statues,

)r the pavement of churches and of public
uildings

; and upwards of 2,000 of smaller
ze.”

The Se.v-wall Promenade at Bridlington.

—

fter an expenditure of much time and money
1 planning, forming, and perfecting the sea-
’all promenade at Bridlington Quay, it is plea-
int to see this place of resort so popular as it

I. It does not appear that there is any special
eed of further improvement to be made in the
uay at present other than getting the several
lots of building-ground built on, as soon as
ossible, with mansions similar to those recently
'ected in the new street.

Barrow-in-Furness.—The corporation of Bar-
)w-in-Furnes8 has just acquired a public square,
imprising a town-hall, a market-hall, police
jurts, and business offices, built in the centre
r the town two years ago, and vested in the
ands of the Duke of Devonshire and Mr. Eams-
3n, the managing director of the Furness rail-

ays, as trustees. The purchase-money, 15,0001.,

to be paid immediately. The greater portion
’ the property has for some time been in. the
jcupancy of the corporation.

Vienna Palace of the Fine Arts.—On the
3t inst. the first stone of the Palais des
eaux Arts, in Vienna, was laid by the Em-
jror. The day chosen was that of the opening
the general exhibition of German art, which

id attracted an immense number of artists to
ienna. The authorities of the city gave a ban-
aet in honour of this the tenth meeting of the
•fcista of Germany, the number of guests
nounting to 550, the burgomaster of Vienna
ling the presidential chair, and being sup-
)rted by the ministers.

Accident to Teddington Lock.—A high
3e, assisted by the low state of the water
»ov0, recently lifted out the paddles which are
jed in constructing the “ wear,” and carried
lem up stream. Sufficient time had not elapsed
' enable some men to replace them properly,
lie tide, which continued to run up for some
me, no doubt reached Hampton Court. The
reck of the “ wear” went as far up as King-
on, or rather the island below Kingston rail-

^y bridge. The water, it seems, by this occur-
nee, above the lock, was reduced between 4 ft.

d 5 fc.

Beaulieu Abbey House, Hants.—This Abbey
Duse is now undergoing thorough renovation,
revious to its being the permanent residence
1 Lord Henry Scott, a son of the Duke of
cccleuch. The Abbey House was originally
a abbot’s residence and private chapel, ilar.
;ret of Anjou’s apartments in the Abbey House,
i;h their ancient furniture, are now closed to
i public, and only the doorway where she
li.de her escape from the abbey grounds, and
01 spot in Beaulieu river whore she embarked
rsr the period of her claiming sanctuary had
fired, can be visited by tourists.

eIrbitbation Case, Leeds.—An important
nitration case has just been concluded at Leeds,
rare Mr. Hunt, from tho Board of Trade, oc-
flying eight or nine days in hearing it. The
0 companies (the London and North-Western
ippany and the North-Eastern Company), in
lining their new station at Leeds, take down
1 Midland Company’s engine-house, and buy
itut eleven thousand yards of laud from the
irsr company, and also use the Midland Com-
v'y’s road in front of the Queen’s Hotel as the
iSBBB to the new station, and the Midland Com-
fy arch over about half of the land which the
Kcompanies had acquired the right over from
LLeeds and Liverpool Canal Company, at a
c of about 10,500?. For that land tho two
ppanies asked 11,000?. from the Midland
ipipany. But the free nse of the surface of
ararohes is somewhat interfered with by lights
leie tops of them

5 and Mr. Hunt has awarded
ilMidland Company to pay 8,500?. for it to the
Kcompanies. The Midland concluded their
b;by crediting the value of the land they so
0 over, and still asking for a balance of about
WWO?. from the two companies, whilst Mr.
t b has awarded them 42,000?. only, and leaves
piparty to pay their own costs.

Air Navigation.—M. Joseph Livtchak, a
Russian journalist, in a letter to the L&nberg
Slavo, maintains that ho has solved the problem
of navigating the air. The motive force applied
by him is steam

; the rate of speed attainable
with his machinery he estimates at eighty miles
an hour. Years ago we insisted that if we were
ever to navigate the air it must be by power, not
by lightness, and that until a steam or electrical
engine were taken np the air would be master.
A Congreve rocket to take ns up, and an umbrella
to lot us down, formed our initial machine.

Pictures at Crawley.—Through the exer-
tions of Mr. Mark Lemon and some few of the
other inhabitants of Crawley, in Sussex, a col-
lection of paintings by living artists has been
got together, and will be open to the public on
the 1st of October. It is advertised that it will
be kept open “in the first instance” for ten
days, probably to ascertain how it is appre-
ciated

;
but the time will doubtless be extended

if found desirable. Every landlord and em-
ployer in the neighbourhood should see that
their tenants and workpeople and their children
have an opportunity to visit the collection.

Excursion ok the Norfolk and Suffolk
Arcikeological Societies.—It is usual for the
former of these societies to make at least one
general excursion during the year, but it has
this season been put off later than usual.
Arrangemeuts, however, were at last made for

an excursion, in conjunction with the Suffolk i

Institute of Archmology, to the various churches
'

at Haddiscoe, Haddisooe Thorpe, Toft Monks,
Fritton, Herringfleet, Blundeston, Flixton Ruin,
and Oulton, All the members bad been advised
by circular to meet at Haddiscoe station, and
accordingly about fifty ladies and gentlemen
were assembled there at the appointed time.
Omnibuses and carriages had been prepared for
their conveyance. In the course of the day this
party was further increased at the different
churches visited. The weather could not have
been more suitable.

Scientific Instruction in Yorkshire.—A
public meeting of schoolmasters on the subject
of " Soienbiho Instruction,” called by the York-
shire Board of Education, has been held under
the presidency of the Mayor of Leeds, in the
Civil Court Room of the Leeds Towu-hall. There
was a numerous attendance. Mr. Sales, the
secretary of the York Board of Education, stated
that the Yorkshire schools were very deficient in
the means of supplying scientific instructions,
and the meeting had been convened for the pur-
pose of affording information regarding the
scheme which the Department of Science and Art
had devised for the benefit of the industrial
classes, and with the object of procuring them
proper scientific instruction. Mr. Iselin then
submitted a summary of the plan proposed by
the Science Department for adoption. He also
spoke highly of the success which had attended
the scheme in Lancashire and Cheshire. Mr.
J. G. Fitch, of York, and Mr. Traice, of Man-
chester, then addressed the meeting, and Mr.
Jarmaine announced that he was about to
establish a class, with the object of teaching
chemistry to sohoolmastera in Leeds. After some
further conversation, the proceedings terminated
with the customary compliment to the chairman.

“ Rearing ” of the Town-hall, Rochdale.

—

The “rearing” the Rochdale Town-hall has been
celebrated in the large assembly-room over the
Co-operative Store, Toad-lane. The edifice, of
which we gave a view and plan in our volume
for 1866, pp. 868-9, is not yet completely erected,
but it is far advanced. The west end is covered
in and slated

;
portions of tho east end are

rapidly approaching completion also
; and several

principals for the roof of the great hall have
been placed. The dimensions of this room will

be 92 ft. long by 57 ft. wide, and 75 ft. elevation

from the floor to the roof
j

it will bo lighted by
fourteen traceried windows of great altitude, and
by a circular window 16 ft. 8 in. in diameter at

each end, near the roof. At the west end will

be an orchestra of some 33 ft. by 12 ft., separated
from the large hall by lofty columns, divided into
two bays. A portion of the tower has had to be
taken down, in order to substitute girders for an
arch which it was found would not be so safe as
tho former. There is now apparently sufficient,

stone on the ground to complete the job. About
200 persons, including several workmen em-
ployed by Messrs. Warburton, of Harpurhey, the
contractors, on other works in different towns,
partook of the entertainment, which was accom-
panied by music during the evening.

Close of the Norwich Exhibition.—The
exhibition of modern paintings at the artists’

room will close on the 26th instant, and tho
attendance of the general public, it seems, fully

justifies the proposal to establish a permanent
picture gallery in Norwich,

Raising a Flame. — Among the brevets
d'invention recently granted in France, we read
of a strong coffer, the peculiarity of which seems
to be that if fraudulently opened it will kindle a
Bengal light, brilliant enough to assemble a
multitude, who will firmly believe that the house
is on fire.

Artisans’ Dwellings Act.—The Chelsea
Vestry have the credit of being the first, we
believe, to put in force the Artisans’ and
Labourers’ Dwellings Acts. At the last meeting,
with reference to a nuisance in Wickham-place,
it was resolved that the new Act should be put
in force.

The New Street through the City.—In
the course of a few days the block of houses
extending along the Poultry, from the western
side of the Mansion House, will be removed for

the purposes of tho new street which is to run
from that point to Blaokfriars Bridge. At the

I north side of Cannon-street the ground has

!

already been cleared.

Closing of the Leeds Fine Art Exhibition.
The executive committee of this exhibition have
decided that it shall close on Monday, October
26th, so that a month now remains during which
the art treasures can be inspected. The total

I

number of admissions since the opening day has
been—by piyraent, 278,956; by season tickets,

87,981 J
total, 366,937.

Kensington Improvements. — An improve-
ment is now being effected in Kensington, in-

volving the demolition of sundry blocks of
buildings, to facilitate the passage of the traffic

through the High-street of the “ Old Court
suburb.” Yesterday, twenty-seven dwelling-

houses and premises, situated in High-street,

Young-street, Market-court, and Gardners’-
buildings, forming a portion of the projected

alteration, were disposed off by auction, and
arrangements made for the immediate clearance
of the ground to widen that great thoroughfare.

Destruction of Irish Antiquities.—A cor-

respondent, writing to the Cork Examiner, gives
this account of the w.ay in which antiquities in
the Green Isle are dealt with. The Earl of
Dunraven, with Dr. Stokes, went to see the
ruins of Nimard Castle, and the former, knowing
the locality by means of previous visits, looked
for the oratory of Kilmurry, which stood above
the castle. A farmer, by way of accounting
for the utter disappearance of the older structure,

told the earl that the proprietor had thrown it

down, in order to build his own house with its

materials.

Petition for a Fish Market in the Lime-
house District.—The Board of Works for the
Limehouse district, learning that it is in con-

templation to remove Billingsgate Market from
its present site, in consequence of the incon-

venience arising from its inadequate size and its

crowded locality, have forwarded a petition,

praying that in that event the Corporation will

apply for an Act of Parliament to establish a
fish-market at Shadwell, They suggest a site

on the river-side at Shadwell, close to the

entrance of the London Docks, as a most eligible

spot, for various reasons.

Cost of Abbey Mills Pumping Station.—

A

fc

the last meeting of the Greenwich District Board
of Works, Mr. Maslem brought under notice the
recent visit paid by the different metropolitan
Boards to the Abbey-mills Pumping Station.

He complained of the lavish expenditure for the
building in question, which be said to a stranger
might be taken for a mosque or Chinese temple,
and the cost of which had not been less than
200,000?. For embellishments no mnsio-hall in.

London could be compared with it, and the cost

of the roof alone he hold to be sufficient to erect

a building suitable for the purposes for which the

pumping station is required. Mr.Halsey, another
member, spoke of the gold and crimson railings,

tho polished oak doors, filled in with bronze
flowers, the cost of which could not have been
less than 2001. each

;
and Mr. Hunt said the

building was an elegant structure in a swamp,
and had more the appearance of an exhibition

than anything else. Ultimately aresolution was
passed expressing the dissatisfaction felt at such
use having been made of the ratepayers’ money.
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“ Imperial Green.”—Once a Week annoimceB
tlie prodoction of a green pigment which is

above “ snspicion.” It is a preparation of a salt

of chromium, is brilliant in tone,—the tone is

not mentioned, however,— and is quite harm-
less. It is to be called “ imperial green.”

Proposed Memorial of Leigh Hunt.— The
amount required, small as it is, has not yet been
fully subscribed, and we therefore add to our
former intimation that the treasurer of the fund
is Mr. Townshend Mayer, of 25, Norfolk-street,

Strand, who will gladly receive subscriptions.

Archaeological Congress in Bonn. — An
international archceological congress has just

been opened at Bonn, Prussia. The proceed-

ings were commenced by a speech from M.
Noiggerotte, after which the burgomaster of the
town warmly welcomed the visitors. In the
evening a banquet was given to 200 members
assembled.

Eihibition of Works of Art at West
Beomutch.—An exhibition of works of art,

chiefly contributed by the tenantry of the Earl
of Dartmouth, on his several estates jn York-
shire and Staffordshire, has been opened, under
favourable auspices, in the large drill-room and
theatre, Queen-street, West Bromwich. Accord-
ing to the programme, the exhibition consists of
” useful and ornamental needlework, works of

art, cloth from the Yorkshire looms, hand-made
lace from Buckinghamshire, and various articles

of industry.” The ultimate purpose is to raise

a fund for the purchase of a lifeboat for the
National Lifeboat Institution.

Hospital for Sick Children, Manchester.
The foundation-stone of a new dispensary for

sick children in Gartalde-street, Deanagate,
Manchester, has been laid. The building is

intended, as an adjunct of the general hospital
and dispensary for sick children which now
occupies premises in Bridge-street. It is being
erected by Messrs. R. Neill & Sons, from the
designs and under the superintendence of Messrs.
Mills & Murgatroyd, architects. It will cover a
plot of ground of 530 square yards in area, with
frontages to Gartside-street and Green’s-conrt.

The building will contain, on the ground-floor,

a waiting and reception room, 60 ft. by 32 ft.,

entered from Green’s-court in the rear, and
capable of accommodating at one time about 350
persons. Adjoining this, and so arranged as to

be in the line of route to the exit, which is in

Gartside-street, are two surgeons’ consulting-

rooms, 27 ft. by 16 ft. and 17 ft. by 16 fc.

respectively, followed by the dispensing-room.
The building is to be warmed by open fireplaces.

In order to give sufficient altitude to the front

elevation, the ground-floor has been fixed at

between 5 ft. and 6 ft. above the street level,

and it is only in the Gartside-street front that
the very simplest and plainest materials and
design have been departed from. This front will

be executed in stock bricks, with stone dress-

ings, Mediicval in character, and will consist of
a central gable with open porch. On each side

a range of five arenated windows will be sur-

mounted by a frieze, with an inscription in

coloured tiles. A moulded stone cornice and
high-pitched roof will complete this elevation.

Steel and Iron Boilers.—Messrs. Carroll &
Snyder, proprietors of the Fort Pitt Boiler

Works, Pittsburg, have lately built a boiler of
Black Diamond steel. It is a cylinder boiler,

without fines, and is made entirely, even to the
bolts, of No. 3 homogeneous steel, made at the
Black Diamond Steel Works. The plates are

full i in. thick, and the heads in. Its length

is 5 ft. 8 in., and its diameter 3 ft. 2 in. A trial

of the strength of the boiler has been made in

the presence of the Government inspectors and
a large number of boiler-makers and others. A
small hydraulic pump, the same as is used in

testing iron hollers, was employed. The inten-

tion was to put on pressure enough to burst the
boiler if possible. As the gauge approached
600 lb., the gasket, or leaden joint by which the
manhole is stopped, began to leak freely, and
water also sported in the form of spray from the
seams, until it was found impossible to maintain
the pressure. The circumference of the boiler

was now found to have increased in. by the
stretching of the plates. The leaks mentioned
having been partially stopped, three more trials

were made, thus more severely testing the boiler

by their repetition. By the last of these a pressure
of 665 lb. was reached without producing any
further effect than to cause the boiler to swell
still more, until it increased 2^ in. in circum-
ference. There were no signs of the plates giving
way at the rivet-holes, where they are neces-
sarily weaker than at any other part, the whole
strain being thrown upon the part remaining
between the holes. Heretofore no boiler has ever
stood a greater pressure, it is said, than 538 lb.,

and that was one expressly prepared for the test.

Fontainebleau.—Extensive works have been
commenced for the increase of the internal

accommodation of the Chateau de Fontainebleau.
The Court of the Fountains will be soon com-
pleted, by a pavilion parallel to the Galerie

Francois I. This new part of the palace will

be called the Pavilion Napoleon III., and con-

tain the apartments of the Imperial family. It

will look on the court on one side, and on the
artificial lake on the other ; and will be separated
from the theatre, and from the pavilion of the
Queen Mother, by arcades designed from those

of the Pitti Palace at Florence.

TENDERS.
For Congregational Church, at New Cross. ITr. J. H.

Blake, architect. Quantities supplied by Mr. J. A. Bun-
ker

Eider & Son £1,875 0 0
Brass 1,967 0 0
Macey 1,819 0 0
Brown & Bobinson 1,790 10 0
Carter & Son 1,790 0 0
Turner & Bon 1,755 0 0
Colls & Co 1,747 0 0

Deacon 1,650 _0 0

For Assembly-rooms .at HsTaot, Hampshire, for Mr. C.
Longcrofe. Mr. E, W. Drew, architect. Quantities not
ipplied :

—

Deacon £1,720 0 0
Stallard 1,387 0 0
Teaj 1,343 0 0
CarroD 1,127 0 0

For bailding 106, Fenchureh-street, and 62, Leadenhall-
street, for Messrs. Innes, Brothers & Co. Msrk-lane.
Mr. E. B. Marsh, architect. Quantities by Mr. G. P.
Eaggett :

—

Macey £4.866 0 0
Hensbaw 4,775 0 0
Carter 4,600 0 0
Newman & Mann 4,666 0 0
Foster 4,529 0 0
Coleman 4,600 0 0
Pritchard 4,427 0 0
Myers 4,399 0 0
Conder 4,390 0 0
Brass ^ 4,('03 0 0
Hill, Keddell, & Waldram* 1^4,077 0 0

* Accepted.

For warehouse for Messrs. Adams, Brothers, TV’est

Bute Dock, Cardiff. Mr. J. Hartland, architect. Quan-
tities supplied :

—

Sheptou £2,294 0 0
Lock 2,284 0 0
Besger (accepted) 2,230 0 0

For detached villa residence and offices, at Linkffeld-

lane, Eedhill, for Mr. W. E. Dawson. Quantities sup-
plied by Messrs. Bees A Son :

—

Kegis £1,996 0 0
Holbrook 1,970 0 0
Wood 1,961 1 11
Abbott 1,960 0 0
Waterman 1,943 0 0
Wigiaore 1,800 0 0
Blake 1,800 0 0
Brown 1,763 0 0
Nightingale 1,757 0 0
Anson 1,690 0 0
Deacon 1,650 0 0

For new Wesleyan Chapel at Purton, Wilts, near Swin-
don, exclusive of old chapel. Mr. T. S. Lansdown, archi-

tect.! .Quantities supplied by the architect
With Bath stone Native stone

' dressings. dressings.
Gray £372 0 0 ... £367 9 0
Titmarsh... 300 0 0 ... 290 0 0
Drew 275 0 0 ... ...

Barrett ... 240 8 0* ... 238 0 0
• Accepted.

For St. Ann's new Boys’ Schools, Birkenhead :

—

Cameron 1,311 7 0
Harkness ATOempsters 1,300 0 0
Dobson 1,259 8 9^
Black A Eeadie 1,233 0 0

1,170 0 0
1,167 10 0Morris A AUen

Bleaklev 1,165 0 0
Booth A Eichards (accepted) .. 1,160 0 0

For additions to the Chelmsford Union-house. Mr.
C. Pertwee. architect :

—

.. 652 0 0

Thorn .. 649 0 0

Fineham (accepted) .. 466 0 0

For heating and lighting Booking Chapel. Mr, C.
Pertwee, architect :

—

Lighting. Heating.
Harrison A Bettridge... £115 0 0 ... £46 10 0
Dennis A Beruby 65 0 0 46 0 0
Christy 90 12 6
Farrow ... 41 6 0
Criltall (accepted) 87 18 6 ... 31 18 0

Bloomfield ... 45 0 0
Biggs 29 10 0

For house and offices, Woodford, Essex, for Mr. H.
F. Barclay. Messrs. Hooper & Lewis, architects

For House, Fencing and

Sbarpington & Cole..
Killby
Egan
Morter
Hedges (accepted) ..

Ac.
..£2,570
.. 2,434
.. 2,316
.. 2,287
.. 2,240

For new villa residence at Swindon. Mr. T. S. Lans-
down, architect. Quantities supplied by the architect

Wooldridge £808 15 0
Dover 760 0 0
Drew 745 0 0
Spreadbury 697 0 0
Belby 672, 0 0

For villa residences on Caterham Manor Estate, for
Mr. G. Parbury. Mr. E. Martin, architect. Quantities
supplied by Mr. Bunker :

—

ViUa. No. 2. Stable. TiUa, No. 3.
Wheeler £1,374 76 1,209
Alford 1,360 89 1,300
Deacon 1,344 70 1,260
Carter A Son 1,336 85 1,335
GammonASon 1,317 73 1,273
Btonor 1,274 66 1,200
Turner ASon... 1,268 83 1,236
Colls A Co. ... 1,224 75 1,197
Eegla 1,202 68 1,185
Baldwin 895 68 895

For house at Caterham, for Mr. J. B. Fletcher. Mr.
E. Martin, architect. Quantities supplied by Mr.
Bunker

House.

Alford [£2,499
Stonor ' 2,490
Wheeler... 2,469
Gammon 2,463
Carter A Son 2,340
Colls A Co.. ..2,288
Turner A Son 2,278
Deacon 2,264
Eegis 2,184

Extra Extra Extra
for Green for Pitch forBurham

Slates. Pioe. Brick.
£82 £105 ... £91

8 103 ... 87
9 113 ... 89

10 123 ... 91
10 90 ... 100
48 110
24 62 ... 43
16 125 ... 22
6 34 ... 16

For the erection of a pair of villa residences, Fortia-
green, Finchley, for the Kev. C. Eoom. Mr. W. Way-
mouth, architect :

—

Fish £2,690 0 0
Axford A Whillin 2,515 0 0
Henshaw a.378 0 0
Colls & Son a.376 0 0
Webb A Sons 2,380 0 0
Foster 2,330 0 0
Coot A Co 2,272 0 0
Merritt A Ashby 2,139 0 0

For fifteen cottages and three shops, at Ilford, Essex,
for Miss Harvey. Mr. W. Allen Dixon, architect. Quan-
tities supplied :

—

Eaton A Chapman £2,965 0 0
Manley A Eogers 2,975 0 0
Staines A Son 2,948 0 0
Maun 2,879 0 0
Garrud 2,613 0 0
Withers 2,495 0 0

For two houses and alterations at Windsor -court
Monkwell-street. Mr. W. Smith, architect :

—

lang £976 0 0
Merritt A Ashby 851 0 0
Sherman 826 0 0
Bowley, Brothers 800 0 0
Waters 796 0 0
Pearce 7C0 0 0
Blackmore A Morley 680 0 0
Crabb A Vaughan 690 0 0
Fletcher A CougbJey 694 0 0

For the erection of a warenouse, in rhe city of Canter-
bury, for Mr. James Green. Mr. John Green Hall,
architect

Epps £3,890 0 0
Dickinson A Co 3,810 0 0
Sollit 3,810 0 0
Wilson 3,600 0 0
Gaskin A Co 3,490 0 0
Adcock 3,444 0 0
Naylar (accepted) 3,386 0 0
Lawson 3,289 0 0

For alterations to the George Hotel, Strand. Mr. M.
F. Manning, architect. Quantities supplied by Mr. D. J,
Brown :

—

Henshaw *•.; £2,379 0 0
Longmire A Burge 2,263 0 0
Foster 2,230 0 0
Macey 2,116 0 0
Newman A Mann 2,045 0 0
Mather A Head 2,0('2 15 0
Longmead A Way 1,990 0 0
Mann 1,977 0 0

For five houses and shops i

wark. Quantities supplied.
Mr. H. S. Legg, arcmtect :

—

Bonatd
Eaynham, Brothers......

Carter
Henshaw
Blackmore A Morley ...

Linfleld
Wigmore
Ebbs
Nightingale
Perry
Falkner
Crabb A Vaughan
Wills
Merrit A Ashby
Scrivener A White
Palmer
Wicks, Bangs, A Co. ..

Gibbs
Pearce

in St. George's-road, Sonth-
AUowing for old materials.

£4,805 0 0
4,247 0 0
4,100 0 0
4,083 0 0
3,994 0 0
3,904 0 0
3,900 0 0
3,874 0 0
3,846 0 0
3,776 0 0
3,679 0 0
3,694 0 0
3,669 0 0
3,554 0 0
3,407 0 0
3,320 0 0
3,305 0 0
3,135 0 0
2,761 0 0
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Indian Engincerinrj,

and

Social Arrangemimts.

WO more volumes of

papers, detailing vari-

ous experieneos in

Indian engineering,

have reached ns, since

our notice of those

first issued from the

EoorkeoCollege press.*

These, likewise, con-

tain professional ac-

counts of several of

the great public works
now in course of

execution, or recently

completed, in India,

and are illustrated

with photographs, pho-

toziucographs, engrav-

ings, and lithographs,

in the same manner
ns the two volumes

first noticed. Among
the photographs is one

S of Jlarochetti’s colos-

j
sal angel, and Colonel

' Yule’s screen - work,

which form the Cawn-
pore Memorial. This,

however, we perceive,

has been taken some
' time, as it does nob

show the blemishes in

rassee and jungles of other parts of India. All these
undertakings hare been arduous in the extrema, and
have been achieved with small numbers and most inade-
quate means."

the marble, thatrecent

visitors deplore as becoming more and more
evident. Another photograph shows us the

Tonse Bridge, on the East-Iudian Railway
3 a

third, the process of launching girders for the
Jubbelpore Railways and a fourth, a grim, prim,

Bhadowless kirk at Bangalore. A lithograph of

a Presbyterian church at Allahabad, revealing a
j

bridges claim the first plack Th^e particulars

Major Medley, in a paper on the Public Works
Department, in like manner furnishes testi-

mony of the great difficulties and inadequate
means which militate against the ordinary

sequence of succeas that might be expected to

attend upon industry and enterprise. We are

accustomed to hear Indian engineers spoken of
with very faiut praise. Wo are sometimes told

thoy are chiefly draughtsmen with a sprinkling

of young farmers, and here and there an old

soldier among them. The agents and inspectors,

too, are eyed askance as the officers of a system
of public waste rather than public works. Bub
Major Medley, the principal of the dusky stu-

dents at Roorkee, while owning that the Public

Works Department is the “ beat abused ” in the
country, contends that this censure is most
unjust, and affirms that ou the whole this

arm of the public service does good work,
lie takes no notice of the young farmers
looks with friendly eyes upon the old soldier as

a comrade in arms, troubles not about nnacrupu-
lo'ia agents or wealth-accumnlating inspectors,

bub glances carefully over the area that comes
within the jurisdiction of the Department, and
sees that it is as largo as two-thirds of Europe.
In this vast tract of country every mile of road

and canal, every church, barrack, and public

office, nearly every building, in fine, that is of

more consequence than a private dwelling, is

constructed and maintained by the Department;
and, besides this, it is responsible for the exer-

cise of a control over the numerous railways far

more close and minute than that required of the

Board of Trade in this couutry. After calling

attention to the fact that India is a poor coun-
try with, a very unelastic revenue, he remarks
that money has to bo doled out with a sparing

hand after anxious consideration of the innu-

merable wants of the whole country
;
and that,

instead of the public pocket being kept open
for any loose-minded persons to dip their hands
into, the expenditure npon public works is jea-

lously Bcrutiuisod and controlled. Those inte-

rested or curious about the xicrsonnel and organi-

zation of this department, will find a succinct

account of its composition, working, and powers
from Major Medley’s pen, and fi-om his point

of view, to which we would refer them.
Taking the contents of these volumes as an

index to the precedence enjoyed by the various

engineering works in India, we perceive that

aimilar stiff, unartisfcic, unfeeling character as
. of twenty-two bridges have been given. Twenty-

this last-mentioned building, is a farther inclica -

1

one of the papers refer to buildings, nineteen to
lion that Gothic architecture in India is in the

1 irrigation, eighteen to railways, fifteen to roads,
same stage of development as that through

j

nine to military engineering, four to river im-
which it passed in this country about forty or

j

provements, four to drainage, three to water
fifty years ago. More satisfactory is the

j

supply, and two to lighthouses. One of the four

papers relating to drainage is an abridgment of

a report on a project for the sewerage of the

town of Madras, by Captain Tulloch. In this

some facts are stated that would astonish the

sanitary reformers who deplore the overcrowding
in some parts of London. According to the last

statement drawn up by the assessor to the muni-
cipal commissioners, in one part of Madras 70,931

persons were housed in 3,433 dwellings, the
average number being 20 7. In no part of the

town were there less than nine sonls to a

exterior of an Artillery Mess-house, recently

built at Meerut, in the style of a winged
temple.

Among the papers is an account of the pro-

gress of the great Trigonometrical Survey. This
is thus compressed by Sir Andrew Waugh on
his retirement from the superinteudonoe of the
survey :

—

“ The almost impassaLlo barriers of the greatest mouD-
tain range in the world, covered with perennial snow, have
been unable to check the progress of our operations

; for
the Himalaya has been crossed and re-crosseJ, and bur
stations planted on peaks never before trodden by thefoot
of man

; the swampy morasses and deadly forests, in
I aeverbl parts of India, have been traversea, and many
1 tracts of hilly country covered by primeval jungles,
i scarcely inhabited by human beings, and forming almost
( incoyitiice, have been covered by our stations. The
1 Little Desert hM been crossed by our triangulation, and
s several chams of great length have been carried across the
1 luiun and its enuterminous tracts, uniting among them-
s selves the worst features of the desert and swampy mo-

* Professional Papers on Indian Eogineerin”'. Yol. iii .

1 1866; vol. iv,, 18G7. Edited by Major J. G. Medley li e’
I Principal, Thomason C.E. College, Eoorfcee. Hoorbee •

p p^rinted and published at the Thomason College Press.
C Calcutta: Thacker, Spink, & Co. Bombay: Thacker'
\ \imng,_& Co. Madras: Gantz. Brothers. London:

sewage of tho town from the ba^lly-constructed

drains into the stratum of sand that holds the
supply. There are no cesspits, bub every house
has its privy in the back courtyard : it consists

of two low brick walla, seat high, between which
walls the ordure falls, and from which the watery
matter escapes, and runs into the open channels
which carry away the waste w.aters of the house
into tho street drain. The solid matter is re-

moved by acavengei’s, who call at every hooao for

it, sometimes twice a-day. There is a great deal
of washing and bathing going ou, which takes
place, like the cleaning of the pots and pans, in
the backyard. The drains and sewers are built

of ordinary bricks, set in shell lime mortar, and
aro as porous and offensive as can bo supposed. In
some neighbourhoods the sewage has no outlet,

but stagnates in open trenches round the dwoll-

ings, from one month’s end to another, only
getting a partial removal when a heavy fall of
rain causes it to overflow the sides of the trenches
and find a way for itself. Bub there are three

outlets into which other lengths of sewers are dis-

charged—the sea, the riverCooum, and the canal.

Tho dry conservancy system has been strongly

recommended by its supporters for Madras, bub
Captain Tulloch sees insuperable objections to it

in the publicity of its latrines and in its great

cost. Dr. Cornish, in a pamphlet urging the
adoption of dry conservancy, estimates tho
probable cost at 2^ lakhs of rupees. Captain
Tnlloch first makes a calcuiution that the coat

of the privies, urinals, and eai’bh-aheds for the
city will not be less than 2G lakhs of rupees,

besides a monthly expenditnre of 20,335 rupees
for looking after and cleansing them ; and then
proposes his own scheme, which is to separate

the rain-water from sewage, carrying away the

former by open surface drains, and the latter by
sewers of moderate dimensions. This arrange-

ment he assumes will vanquish the difficulties

attendant upon the fact that double the
quantity of raiu falls in India in thirty days,

and sometimes in ten or twelve days, than waters
England in the course of twelve months. If the

sewers were constructed large enough to receive

tho down-pour of the rainy season they would
be needlessly and ruinously costly. “ While
4io. are the utmost that has been recorded to

have fallen in England during the day, upwards
of 20 in. havo been known to fall in Madras in

the same period of time. How conld Madras
afford to pay for sowers constructed to discharge

five times the quantity of water which the

London sewers discharge asks Captain Tulloch,

The existing large drains he proposes to use as

the outlets for storm-waters, and new egg-

shaped sewers with bell-mouth junctions are to

convoy the sewage matter from the town. This

matter could be advantageously used on a low-

lying tract of land to the north-west of Madras.
A chart is given, based ou five years’ observa-

tions, showing the number of days in the year
the wind blows in the town from the various

points of the compass, by which we perceive

that favourable breezes would blow away the

smell of the sewage, in this low-lyiog tract, from
tho town, for more than niuo months out of tho

year. The total of the estimated cost of carry-

ing out this treble scheme is 31 i lakhs of
rupees.

A manufacture of earthenware irrigation-

pipes has been set up at certain stations super-
house, and taking one with another there was I iutended by English potters, oonceruing which
an average of 13'8 sonls to every dwelling, or a

]

Captain W. Jeffreys furnishes some memoranda.
density 2 ^ times as great as that of the popula-
tion of London. In some of tho villages there is

a density of 31 souls per dwelling. The homes
of tho natives consist of terraced or tiled build-

ings, running round open courtyards. The first-

class dwelling will havo sometimes as many as

five of these courtyards, one behind another.

The water supply is drawn from the wells, built

in one or more of tho courtyards, and is always
more or leas impure, owing to the escape of the

The pipes, it must be promised, are required for

tho purpose of regulating the supply of water
from the canals to cultivators. This necessity

has been hitherto performed by the aid ot

wooden boxes or covered troughs, called colabas

imbedded in the banks of rajbuhas or minor
irrigating channels. These were, however,

clumsy, costly, apt to leak, and subject to the

necessity of frequent renewal. Captain Jeffreys

describes the tiles made by the natives as do-
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with the first^mentioned line of comtounica-

tion. Here is a fragment of this pioneering

experience :

—

" These roads were laid ont froin the map, or hy means
of special traverses made from place to place ;

they were

then cleared for a breadth of 20 ft. or 3o ft., and inequali-

ties of sarface tolerably levelled, while temporary wooden
bridges were made over the canals. Where the jungle

was very thick it was cleared for some distance on both

sides of the road. As money was not forthcoming lo raise

these lines clear of innndatinn, many of them were annu-

ally flooded, and repaired immediately after the subsi-

dence of the river. For the passage of the dry hill tor-

rents, the sides were sloped down and paved; causeways,

in some cases, anhstituted as a cheap and efficient make-
shift in lieu of bridges, which would nave been practically

not required for more than perhaps ten days in the whole

year."

Another piece of experience detailed deals with

the means taken to turn back the river from a

passage it had newly made for itself, for a length

of sixty miles, through the heart of the district,

on which occasion one of the three cantonments

offered should just be overcome by the descending
;
from which the frontier garrisons are served,

clay. When the necessary length of pipe is
! was cut off from the military posts that it was

attained the action of the screw is stopped,
' appointed to support, and 500 square miles of

fective, crooked, imperfectly burnt, porous, and

not of uniform size. As a perfectly sound glazed

earthenware pipe was expected to be the best

cure for all sorts of irrigation and drainage to

which they could be applied, an experimental

manufacture was established at Nanou. A
moulding ma.cbine, consisting of a sti'ongwooden

vertical cylinder, 5 ft. 6 in. in length by 20 in.

in diameter, constructed of seesum, and strength-

ened with four iron bands, supported on beams

securely embedded in masonry, was set up. In

this cylinder is a piston worked by a wooden

screw, and at the lower is a dod or die. The
clay is thrown into the cylinder, and then pressed

out of the dod by the action of the screw, in the

form of a pipe. We quote the writer’s descrip-

tion of the next process :
—“Below the die is a

moveable platform, balanced by means of weights

attached to ropes lunning over pulleys, and

arranged in such a manner that the resistance

the pipe is cut off with a piece of thin wire

and removed to the drying sheds. Being

relieved from the pressure of the clay,

the platform ascends to its former position,

and the operation is repeated. The cylinder

full of clay contains twelve 8-in. pipes. In this

manner 250 to 300 can be taken out in one day.

The pipes are then kept from four to five days

under sheds to dry
;
if exposed to the sun or

wind, they crack or lose their shape.” The
burning is the next process. Captain Jeffreys

the best land swamped. A thousand labourers

were brought to the spot from Hindostan and

the Punjab, and, aided by labour in the district,

were set to form an earthen embankment across

the mouth of the inundation, so as to keep the

waters back. Scarcely was the work finished

when the river rose and made its way through

in eleven places. Nothing daunted, these

breaches were defended by spurs and brushwood

piling, and when the waters fell again they were

closed so successfully as to resist the next rise,

into the plain of Madura. In the Bombay Pre-

sidency a large canal from the Indus to irrigate

the Hyderabad colleotorate, and a canal from the

TapttS are among the most considerable works
in contemplation. Surely all this enterprise

augurs a good time for India. In this number,

too, are two designs for the ornamentation of the

walls of rooms in Indian honses. In one case

a surface of rich cream colour is bordered with a

few green, black, and white lines, with floral

scrolls at the angles; and in the other a green

surface is bordered with red and yellow. These

are given for the benefit of those in up-country

stations where it is difficult to get suitable decora-

tions. They have been prepared in the garrison

engineer’s office, Calcutta. After the walla are

enamelled with lime plaster, a thick curd,

orchayia, mixed with lime-water, or simply milk

and water of equal proportions, is to be applied

to them to form a body. The water-colours are

directed to be mixed with milk and water, white

of eggs, and pure China glue in a liquid state,

and then laid evenly on the walla. The patterns

are to be stencilled on this surface.

has designed a kiln of great depth of flue and In the following year, a heavy rain had so mate'

thickness of arch, and suggested the use of fire- i rially increased the bulk of the waters that they

clay for cement instead of ordinary clay, which ' again swept through the embankment in several

improvements he believes will put an end to the
|

places, carrying away the cantonment of Dera

frequent falling in of the arches of the flues Ghazee Khan, and flooding the city. Many lives

whereby so many of the pipes were at first and much property were lost on this occasion,

cracked and broken. The pipes manufactured
|

The third year brought a rise considerably less

at Nanon are esteemed superior to those turned than the average, consequently the now work

ont of ordinary tUe-making machines. The bad time to consolidate before being put to ano-

pressure to which the clay is subjected, on
|

ther severe teat, and has since stood well. It

passing through the cylinder, is accredited as

the cause of this superiority.

One of the most interesting papers is entitled

“Engineering in the Derajat.” It is written by
Major Medley. The Derajat is a slip of country

some 250 miles in length, lying between the

Indus and the Suleiman Mountains. Where the

river approaches the mountains, it is not more
than fifteen miles in breadth ;

where it recedes,

it is fifty miles broad. In the southern district

canals have been cut from the river, which

there runs between low banks, and the country,

being well cultivated, is also well peopled.

Northwards, however, the river runs be-

tween high banks, and there are no inunda.

cost rather more than a lakh.

An account of the Hastings shoal, in the

Rangoon river, by Mr. Hugh Leonard, is another

descriptive sketch of a local difficulty and its

removal. A paper “ On Bridge Foundations in

Sandy Rivers,” by Mr. R. G. Elwes, comes

under the same category. Lieut. MacNeile fur-

nishes an able description of the Double Island

Lighthouse, constructed under his charge
;
and

there are papers “ On the Mathematics of En-

gineering” in these Oriental volumes that are

of professional interest and value.

In the May number for the current year there

is an extract from a speech of the Viceroy, in

which official mention is made of the numerous

tion canals to moisten and enrich the soil, irrigation works in hand, or about to be com-

This upland district is stony, intersected by menced, for the undertaking of which thirty

nnmerous dry torrents
;
has a hard, stifi, clay soil engineers were despatched from this country a

and one of the dryest climates on the earth’s few months ago. Among these, in the Punjab,

surface; consequently a scanty crop of millet is is a new canal from the Sutlej, the remodelling

all that is got out of the ground. Between the of the Baree Doab Canal, the improvement of

few villages is a coarse, scrubby jangle, upon the Western Jumna Canal and its extension into

which the barren hills look down with more ' the arid districts near Sirsa, and surveys for

desolation. There are more prosperous valleys projects for new canals for the country between

among the hills, on which reside a lawless popu- Firozpoor and Mooltan, and for the extension of

lation ever ready for a raid into the plains. ’ those on the right bank of the Indus. In the

When Major Medley took up his quarters in this North-west Provinces, a new canal to irrigate

country there was not a map of it in existence, the Agra and Multra districts is already partly

nor a mile of road in it; and the soil was either
^

marked out, and the remodelling of the

deluged with water or parched with thirst Ganges Canal is in contemplation, which will

according to the season. He describes the popu-
:
comprise a continuous water communication

lation as scanty and the labourers as few when
[

from Lahore to Delhi, Agra, the Doab, and on

he set to work to survey the country and prepare ' into Oudh. At Robilkhnnd there are to be

a map. The natives of other parts, he records, both irrigation and drainage works,

looked on the Trans-Indus with dread, and

could only be induced to cross the river by dint

of much persuasion. Camels were the only

beasts of burden, and there was not a single

wheeled vehicle in the Derajat. Notwithstand-

ing these drawbacks to rapid progress, a toler-

ably correct survey was executed by means of

polygonal traversing with the theodolite and the

filling up of details by the prismatic compass and

chain in the hands of native surveyors, showing

the course of the river, and the positions of the

canals, towns, and villages. This accomplished,

projects were laid out for the extension and
improvement of the canals, most of which, with

some others, have been executed by the major’s

successor, who was at that time his assistant;

and the prosperity and revenue of the district,

accordingly, improved. A system of roads is in

the course of being worked out, in which there

is a main line of road running the whole length
of the two districts through the principal towns,

and generally parallel with the river, and a

series of cross-roads connecting the frontier

Bundelkhond three rivers are to be placed in the

hands of engineers for the utilization of their

waters. In the province of Oudh a canal is in

contemplation, to be taken from the Sarda, that

will not be on a smaller scale than the Ganges

Canal. In Bengal on the north, the Gandak
river is to be utilized, and in Nnddea it is pro-

posed to form a canal from the Ganges to Cal-

cutta. Navigation and irrigation works are in

store for at least three other districts in this part

of India, and the canal from the Soane, under-

taken by the East Indian Irrigation Company, is

now about to be executed by the Government.

In the central provinces further irrigation works

are in contemplation. Madras is now likely to

see the completion of the great works connected

with the anicuts on the Godaveri and Kistna,

and two very large tanks near the town are in

course of execution. The irrigation from the

Pennair river in the Nellore district is to be forth-

with extended. The survey for a canal has been

made, w hich is to turn the waters of a river in

the higher ranges of the Travancore mountains

THE LESSONS TAUGHT BY THE
ABERGELE COLLISION.

The inquest held on the sufferers by the

Abergele disaster has been protracted to a

length demanded rather by the magnitude of

the calamity, and by the public excitement that

it has awakened, than by any other cause. Into

the details of the evidence and of the verdict

we do nob propose to enter. The minuiicB are

beyond our province, and the special circum-

stances of the case, so far as they are indepen-

dent of any questions of construction, are rather

subjects for the consideration of the daily jour-

nalist, or of the papers more especially devoted

to railway intelligence, than for our own.

There are, however, two independent con-

siderations to which we have, more than once,

more or less distinctly adverted, on which this

great calamity sheds a lurid and warning light.

The one is, in the main, a constructive question;

the other is financial.

In all mechanical arrangements the question

of “clearance” is one in the treatment of which

the workman delights to show his skill. In some

of the most beautiful productions of the lathe

and the tool bench,—such, for instance, as Mr.

Cotton’s machine for weighing sovereigns,—the

whole action of the apparatus depends on deli-

cate and accurate “clearance;” and successive

movements of different parts of the machine

through the same space follow one another

with the precision of clockwork.

lu a vast and complicated system of me-

chanioal movement, such as is presented by a

railway, it is obvious that the question of “ clear-

ance ” must be dealt with in a very different

manner from that which is appropriate to the

arrangement of a simple machine. Where any

movement depends on a preceding movement,

after the manner of cause and effect, precision is

to a great extent self-secured, and a delay in the

first motion is not attended with danger, because

the later movement waits upon the former. But

where independent sources of motion produce

action which, if not harmonious, must be de-

structive, the conditions of the problem are

altogether reversed. What was, in the former

case, a wise constructive economy, becomes, in

the second instance, a foolhardy rashness. In

the timing of railway trains almost every source

of disturbance becomes • possible. The same

space, identically the same, has to be fre-

quently passed over by bodies of great bulk,

great length, great weight, and moving at very

high velocities. The only tie to regulate the

successive timing of the transit of these bodies is

human care. The case is nob like that of street

traffic. Let a traffic propelled by horses be as

dense as that of Cheapside, or as rapid and dash-

ing as that of the Corso at Naples, and yet there

is a natural element of safety in the instinct of

the horses, as well as in the practised skill of the

driver. Collisions occur, it is true, bnt they

form the exception and not the rule. Moreover,

when they do occur, they are often slight

—

mere warnings, and that not too late, to slacken

speed, or to give a wider sweep round a corner.

Each indeoendent source of movement, and thus

of danger, has its own independent instinct of

self-preservation, and by the action of this com-

mon instinct much of the danger arising from

independent origination of motion is avoided.

I In the case of railway trains it is widely
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different. The iron horse has no instinct. It
will rush as blindly on an invincible obstacle as
it will over a perfectly clear coni'se. The instinct
of the driver remains, but his power is greatly
diminished. He has no possible means of avoid-
ing collision, except by stopping, or by reversing,
the longitudinal movement of the vehicle which
he directs. He requires a certain time, and
generally a considerable distance, in order to do
this. The attention of the engine-driver,unaided
by the instinct of his steed, has to be kept
constantly on the stretch

;
and instances are

numerous in which no attention on his part can
inform him of threatening danger in sufficient

time to enable him to adopt the only means in
his power to lessen or to escape it. In sudden
fogs, in running round curves, and under cir-

cumstances which are more numerous than
railway travellers would care to have particu-
larised, the safety of a train is left pretty much
to the PEOViDENCE OF GoD. The driver thunders
on at forty or fifty miles an hour, keeping the
best look-out he can, trusting that the coast is

clear, but possessing the intimate knowledge
that if a rail is up in such a spot, or if a wagon
is on the line in such a station, collision and
destruction are unavoidable.

It must be remembered, moreover, that the
engine-driver does not time his own train. If
he alters his regulated speed he is liable to be
called to account. If he slackens, for instance, to
run with less hazard round a blind curve, he dis-
arranges a calculated series of movements, and
may cause the very danger which he endeavours
to shun. The independence of his movements is

strictly limited. He does not even leave a station
as he ought always io be bound to do, by the in-
dication of the clock, bub by the signal of the
station-master. An important and redoubtable
personage comes to the station just a little too
late,—distanced, it may be, by the error of his
watch, or by some slight obstruction to his car-
riage, in that race for the last minute with which

^

busy Englishmen usually amnse themselves in
' the run to the station

; or a large family, or a
I

helpless old lady, arrives in time, indeed, bat in-
cumbered with a many-packaged Inggage, which
claims numerous and unattainable porters. In
either case the station-master relents. He
prefers private convenience, personal civility,
avoidance of black looks or hasty words, to
punctuality and the public safety. He detains
the train till the fuming director, or the anxious
pater familias, is comfortably ensconced in his
seat. What may not these three minutes
cost ?

Now it is obviously undesirable that, where
the sources of danger are so many, and the
check is so slight, ample “clearance” should be
allowed. It must be remembered that the velo-
cities of the different kinds of trains, which
follow one another over the same line of rails,
differ so materially, that the result of an express
train overtaking a luggage, or cattle, or ballast, or
mineral train would be as disastrous as that of a
collision with a train that was at rest. We
have enormons weights propelled at great and
varying velocities over the same space, each
started by independent volition, and all regu-
lated by no very distinct laws of sequence. It
really speaks volumes for the practical sense
and anxious care of railway servants that acci-
dents are so rare.

For, it must be remembered, even the most
indefatigable student of Sradshaw can never
calculate the dangers be has avoided. The
trains as to which the public can ascertain the
timing, are the passenger trains alone. How
shortly his carriage has been preceded, or may
be followed, by a goods train a third of a mile

propelled by three powerful engines, the
first-class passenger, happy in his unconsciona-
nesa, has no means ofjudging

j
and the more the

shareholders are congratulated, at their half-
yearly gatherings, on the increase of their goods
and mineral traffic, the greater is this invisible
danger

j invisible, it may be, not to the toil-worn
and anxious staff, bat to the comfortably
conveyed and unconscious subjects of the
peril. An accurate notation of the times at
which trains pass certain spots on some of the
most frequented railways could hardly be read
without a shudder.

In all this there is much for which no one is

to be blamed. The growth of traffic is one of
the most valuable features of the railway
system. It has been as unexpected as it has
been stupendous

j
as great (or greater) a benefit

to the English public as it has been to the railway
proprietary. In ail things that grow, the moment
of crisis is hard to predetermine. What amount

of traffic maybe safely taken over one pair of
rails, and what is the actual addition that
involves danger, no statistician can hope to
define

;
for it is not a matter that admits of any

universal rule. Much in each case must depend
on mechanical conditions, on the gradients of
the line, the power of the locomotives, the way-
worthy state of the rolling-stock; more must
depend on the brain, the eye, the habit of
control of the manager of the traffic. But what
is certain is this : there is a point, towards which
the vows of the shareholders would urge the
traffic of every line, at which it is inconsistent
with pnblio safety to carry passenger traffic and
merchandise traffic over the same “ metals.”
There is a maximum amount of service to be
exacted from a single line of railway. There is

an amount of traffic, possible and desirable,
which demands a fourffild line in place of a two-
fold one. To go far beyond that point, without
making that provision for the public safety, is to

endanger the traveller. The remedy is costly
;

bat it can only be postponed at the risk of a far

more costly evil.

In the mean time there is much that may be
done,—and must be done,—in the way of in-

creasing the accommodation now afforded by
sidings. In the Abergele case the train, into

the detached portion of which the express
dashed, was nearly as long as the siding into

which it should have run. This siding, more-
over, was partially occupied by another train.

It is said that there was a second siding, of

some 100 yards long,—but all those who are at

all familiar with the working of railways know '

that the running of trains in and out of sidings,

and especially the dividing and re-uniting of
long trains, are costly, cumbrous, and delicate

operations, which every careful manager will

take pains, as far as possible, to avoid. The
construction of long parallel lines,—portions of a
future fourfold way,—in which slow trains may
be conveniently accommodated, so as to place
them out of any danger of collision with pasaen-
ger-trains, is an expense which every well-to-do

company must be prepared annnally to en-
counter.

With this constructive remedy must be com-
bined the faithful and rigid use of the electric

telegraph. When our English railways were
first opened, the moat ordinary cause of accident
was the inexcusable stupidity of allowing two
trains to meet on the same line, advancing in

opposite directions, as if for the very purpose of

a charge. When single lines were introduced, it

was supposed that the danger of accident, from
this cause, was much increased. The opposite
proved to be the case. As all danger that is

foreseen is greatly diminished by dne precaution,
the obvious danger of a collision between an up
and a down train on the same line was guarded
against by the proper use of the telegraph. The
np train X was not allowed to leave the station

B until the down train Y had arrived. By the
application of this simple rule of common sense
the working of single lines was rendered at least

as safe as that of double ones. Collisions

on branches thus worked are simply im-
possible.

There can be no reason adduced, and there
ought to be no excuse allowed, for the neglect
of a similar precaution on all passenger lines.

A certain, and sufficient, “ clearance ” should be
allowed for every train. It is not for ns to limit

this clearance in minutes, although it is certain

that it must to a certain extent be determined
by the velocity of the trains. A rapid express,

stopping at few stations, ought to have a greater

length of clear unoccupied way in front of it,

than is necessary for a slower train stopping at

every station. But the clearance, once deter-

mined, should be enforced by the telegraph.

The train Y should not be allowed to pass the

station B until it was known that the train X
had passed that point. To ensure this, the
traia Y should not be allowed to leave the

station A until the passage of train X through
station B was telegraphed np by the station-

master. In the case of an express train

that is not intended to stop at certain stations,

the same rule should absolutely apply. Let us
take Z to be an express train. Its starting from
the station A should be dependent on the re-

ceipt of a telegraphic message from D that train

Y had left that station. To insure punctuality

of departure, let us consider that the proper
time for the starting of Z from the terminus
would be three minutes after Y ought to have
left station D. As the hand of the station clock

indicated chat minute, the express shonld start,

independently of any order or signal from the

station-master, but subject to the exhibition of a
telegraphic notice that D was clear. The run-
ning of the express through stations B and C
would thus be unchecked, provided no danger
signal was shown at either of these stations.
At F let us suppose train Y would run into a
siding, and then Z would pass, without stopping,
on the main line; but it would only be allowed
to do so if it bad received the intimation by the
signal of station E that the line was clear at F.
Until receiving the signal that train Y was safe
in the siding at F, the station B would be
blocked by the danger signal, and Z would bo
consequently detained there. During such de-
tention station D would in its turn be blocked
by the danger signal, so that no train could pass
it towards F. By such a system as this, colli-

sion from overtaking would be rendered as im-
possible as collision from meeting may be con-
sidered to have been rendered on single lines
perfectly worked.

It may be urged that the rigid enforcement of
rules of this stringent character would interfere
with the frequency of trains. “ It is all very
well,” the manager of a line will say, “ for an
engineer sitting in his office to prescribe rules
for the working of a line. As to absolute safety
for passengers, as far, at least, as collisions are
concerned, no doubt it would be thus secured,
but how are we to conduct our traffic ? We are
at our wits end already how to divide the
twenty-four hours. We are obliged to run it

fine every now and then
;
and if we are to have

Parliament interfering, and rales of this kind
laid down, so far from being able to increase
onr traffic, we shall not be able to carry what
we have. It may bo all very well for the pas-
senger trains, but what is to become of the
heavy traffic ?”

If the case be thus brought before the public,

—

and we are anxious to state it fairly,—we have
little doubt as to the verdict. On the one hand
we propose certain regulations, faithful ad-
herence to what would render railway collisions
impossible. This cannot be denied. Bat it is

tacitly replied that [it [is inconvenient for the
companies to adopt these rales. The goods
traffic may be checked by their enforcement.
That is as much as to say that the amount of
fast and slow mixed traffic, which is carried on a
single line of rails, exceeds the maximum that
may be safely so conveyed. To squeeze a little

more service out of the permanent way, the
safety of the passengers mnst be risked. For if

it can be shown that a practical regulation,
which may, indeed, place the running of succes-
sive trains somewhat farther apart, would ren-
der collision impossible, and that such a regula-
tion is neglected solely because it thus “wastes
time,” or enlarges the distances between the
trains, the question is broadly stated. It is one
between safety and dividend.
Between certain safety and uncertain divi-

dend, that is to say. For this brings ua to the
second consideration to which we referred, that,

namely, of finance. Our recent remarks on this

subject* received a sad and pregnant comment
at the late half-yearly meeting of the proprietors
of the London and North-Western Railway. The
gloom of the Abergele calamity brooded over the
meeting. There was evidence of the honest,
human sympathy with which Englishmen are
always aconstomed to regard any great loss of
human life. But with this generous and disin-

terested feeling was mingled emotion, not un-
generous, indeed, but of a widely different order.

The commercial question could nob be altogether
lost eight of beneath the gracious mist of sym-
pathy. Such was the dividend earned, subject
to costs and damages from the recent calamity.
Very freely, we doubt not, would the great
majority of the shareholders, if the question could
have been submitted to them, have subscribed
the amount of the dividend to prevent such a
sacrifice. But the sacrifice bad taken place, and
the shadow of the question of compensation to

the representatives of the suflerers conld not fail

yet further to depress the spirits of the share-
holders.

This risk of a great finanoial disaster is one as
purely gratuitous as is the risk of collision itself.

It may be avoided by every company, as we
recently took occasion to show, by the simple
plan of making every railway ticket at the same
time a policy of insurance. Whether a direct

addition to fares which are almost everywhere
below the parliamentary maximum, shonld be
made, to cover this insorance, or not, is one of
those questions of detail into which we do not

* See p. 613, ante.
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feel called to enter. It is certain that, if it can
pay an independent company to insnre a giren

proportion of railway passengers, it must pay
the carrying companies to insure them all upon
the same terms. It is probahle that the mere
simplifying the question of damages by an
amicable assessment of their amount woirld pay
the companies,—not for incurring new risk, but
f.ir defining the risk which they already run.

The worst would bo known in any case, and it

would be pretty much the fault of the companies
if that worst ever occurred.

All invidious distinctions between different

classes of travellers, or different grades in the

social scale, would be obviated by this plan. We
should no longer be scandalised by the spectacle

of juries awarding one amount of compensation
for the death of a poor man, and another for that

of a rich man. The proportionate sums already

assured for first, second, and third class pas-

sengers might bo adopted, or might be modified.

License might be given for the insurance of

any individual for a higher snm at will. We
repeat, that we not do wish to enter into de-

tails as to which there can bo no difficulty,

although there may be ample room for dis-

cussion or for modification; but as to the prin-

ciple, we think there can ho no doubt. We
urged its adoption apropos of the exhibition of

an unusual instance of ability and of success in

the conduct of a lino which was once the very
byeword of the traveller. We repeat it, after

the awful echo to our recommendation that yet
tingles in the ears from Abergele. Will share-
holders prove themselves still neglectful of their

own interests ? Will they allow suggestions so
obviously to their interest to be neglected, be-

oanae they come from an impartial, disinterested

source, instead of being the projects of any of
their own officers ? If they do, they will have
only themselves to blame when dividend is ab-
sorbed as deodand. More than that, in any
future case (and would that such may never
arise), it cannot fail to be brought before the
notice of a jury, that a mode of rendering col-

lisions impossible has been made public in our
pages. If collisions occur in neglect of this pre-

cantion, and in defiance of this warning, the

responsibility of all concerned will be aggravated
in no slight degree. Wo do not say that the mere
neglect to establish and to enforce sneh a rule,

when its practicability and its value had been
once clearly pointed ont, would change a verdict

of manslanghter into one of murder, bat we can-
not deny that it might do so. The (failure to use
any certain precaution would be animadverted
npon by every highjudieialauthority in no mincing
terms. The criminal nature of an accident, or
rather of the neglect that caused it, might be
held to depend very intimately on such an omis-
sion. The civil responsibility, which is ordi-

narily measured by damages, might no less be
held to be augmented

j and the shareholders of a
line which, six months hence, shall neither regn-
late the succession of its trains by telegraph, nor
assure the lives of its passengers on their tickets,

will assuredly deserve little compassion if, in the
event of any accident by collision, tho half year’s
dividend should be entirely swallowed up for

oompensation.

SKETCHES OX THE TWEED.

TfTERE are very few districts of country in the
British islands possessed of more interest to the

'

artist or the antiquary, or even, as we shall try
'

to show, to tho sanitary engineer, than tho valley ,

of the Tweed. The river itself is naturally of

unexampled beauty and purity; and it has been
the subject of more poetry, we snppose, ancient

!

and modern, than any river of its class in Europe,
excepting, perhaps, it may be, the Ilhine. All
along its banks we shall find ancient feudal
castles proudly situated, like Xorham or Neid-
path ; and princely modern palaces, like Floors
Castle and Eildou Hall. Euiood abbeys there
are of rare beauty, like Melrose and Drybnrgh,
closely allied w'ith mined mosstroopers’ towers
like Darnick and Smailholra. There are also some
splendid bridges and railway viaducts : take
Kelso Bridge as an example of the one, and the
Berwick Viaduct of the other. Nowhere m Scot-
land have wo seen such picturesque villas and
gentlemen’s seats. Then there are a variety of
pretty, old-fashioned towns like Jedburgh and
Selkirk, as well as theii’ modem manufac-
turing compeers, like Galashiels and Hawick,
snugly situated on the tributary streams. With
all this there is still a sylvan beauty and
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an abundance of fino tipland • hill scenery
which make the valleys dear to all lovers of

nature
; and we must never forgot that the

whole atmosphere, so to speak, is redolent of
the genius and the whole landscape teeming
with the memorials of Border chivalry, poetry,

and romance. It is almost unnecessary to men-
tion Abbotsford or the name of Sir Walter Scott,

for it would be as easy to go to Stratford-on-

Avon and try to forget Shakspeare ! There is

not, we venture to say, a morsel of ground or a
rivulet of water in the old Borderland that Sir

Walter Scott has left without his footprints or
his atepping-stonoa. He belonged to the clan of
the bold Bnccleuch

;
he was sheriff of Roxburgh-

shire
;

Melrose Abbey was the scene of his

meditations, the hannt of his muse, and the
shrine of his inspiration. In Dryburgh a plain

granite slab, under the window of a ruined
chapel in the transept aisle, will long point ont
the spot where they have deposited his bones.
The very railway which traverses tho district

is called the Waverley route. And it isenriousto
tell that the rustics of the valley will faithfully

and readily show to the admiring stranger the
identical spot in the fairy glen where Halbert
Glendinning mot the White Lady of Avennel,
and the actual ford on the Tweed where that
amiable phantom used to duck the Dominican
friars.

The real facts of the case with regard to Sir

Walter Scott and the literature of the Borders
may be summed up in one sentence,—he has ex-

hausted the theme. For the ancient poetry of
the district we must go to the Border minstrelsy

;

forthemodern renaissance, to“Marmion” and the
“ Lay of the Last Minstrel for the manners and
customs of the people, to the “ Monastery,” or the
" Bride of Lammermoor.” Who does not remem-
ber, for example, the stirring lines in the open-
ing canto of “ Marmion ?”

—

“ Day set on Norhsm’s rsalled steep,
And Tweed’s fair river broad and deep,

And Cheviot’s mountains lone.”

We cannot venture to speak of his immortal
delineations of Border character in the Waverley
Novels; for the poetry and romance of the
Tweed is not exactly onr present subject. We
happened to pass a week or two in this delight-

ful district during the course of the summer,
and we made a few stray notes, which may be
of value to onr general readers. Wo cannot
hope to say much tliafc is new to professional

men, either with regard to its archteology or its

architecture. The pollution of the Tweed does
not differ very much from that of certain other
arterial streams in this county; and the con-
dition of the manufacturing towns is not so
bad as we might, judging from previous experi-
ence, have been prepared to expect. At the same
time, such disconnected observations as we have

,

been able to make will possess this recommenda-
tion, that they are done in an impartial spirit

and independent of all local influence or autho-
rity. Of course we must try, as we have said,

to eliminate as much as possible the romantic
' element from our subject, and stick as far as we
can to the scientific character of the facts. To
this end we shall first of all say a few words
concerning the physical aspects and hydrology
of the i-iver itself.

Tho river Tweed, then, has usually been
ranked as the fourth in importance of tho
Scottish rivers

;
but if we look at it according

to the extent of eonntry which it drains it snr-

,
passes them all, except tho Tay. The coouties

;
which it passes through are Peebles, Selkirk,

' Roxborgli, Berwick; and with some trifling ex-
' ceptions these districts are entirely within its

;
drainage basin, which has been estimated on the

. data of the Ordnance Survey, to contain an area
of 1,670 square miles.* Its tributaries, and the

I hills which they drain, are too numerous even to

I

mention; but we may state that from its source

I at Tweedsmuir, in Peeblesblre, to the ontlet

I

on the sea at Berwick it performs a run
' of about 100 miles irrespective of windings.

;
About one -third of this distance is over-
taken in Peebleshire, and about another third
in Eoxborghsiiire. After leaving Roxburghshire,
tho Tweed becomes partially an English river.

It divides Berwickshire from England till

I

within -1-i miles of its ontlet
;
then it bids adien

I

to Scotland altogether, and flows between the

I

county of Northumberland and the liberties of

I

Berwick, where it fulfils its destiny b)' finally

I

mingling with the waters of the North Sea.
' The Tweed and the Clyde, we may add, for

* These fisixirea are quoted from “Chamberi’e Eocfolo-
psedia,” voi. iv. p. 602.

many miles from their source flow nearly in a
parallel direction ; and it is worth mentioning
that there was, at one time, a project conceived
by the Tweedside proprietors of turning the
Clyde into the Tweed, with the view of render-
ing the Tweed navigable. This must have been,
of course, before Glasgow had acquired its pre-

sent character for commercial greatness, and
certainly many generations anterior to the
splendid engineering operations which have
made the Clyde itself navigable to the Broomie-
law.* This extensive run of the Tweed is also-

accompanied by a corresponding fall. From
its source to its embouchure, where it is

crossed by the celebrated viaduct of the

North-Eastern line, the river possesses a
total aggregate fall of about 1,500 fc. Of
this fall 1,000 ft. are obtained when it reaches
the town of Peebles. In the very long run,

therefore, as compared with the fall, between
that town and the sea, the river might be ex-

pected to become sufficiently sluggish in its

current as to be, at least over a considerable dis-

tance of its extent, navigable. But this is not
the case. It accomplishes its remaining fall of

500 ft. in so many separate descents, so far apart,

and of such gentle gradients, that it seems
destined by nature to be altogether a stream of
woodland beauty, and a total stranger to the

I

inroads of river-steamers or even of fishing-

;

sloops.

j

This natural incapacity of tho Tweed for

I

commerce and navigation from the sea upwards

j

becomes more appai'ent when wo examine the

i
nature of its bed. It abounds in deep pools and

I
in long stretches of scarcely perceptible current,

' yet in almost every sweep of it which can come
:

under the eye in the course of its beautiful

i curves it presents one or more soft rapids,

sometimes of considerable length. The banks,

I

also, which are thickly strewn with pebbles,

or small boulders, and gravel, and which are

chiefly formed by the action of these rai>id8, are

very inaccessible beaches for boats. Again, in one
instance, at least, two or three miles above Kelso,

there occurs a perforated, broad, greywacke
dyke, which crops up qnite across tho channel.

I All these circumstances render it both naturally
'

unfit and artificially unimprovable for naviga-
tion. At the same time ferry-bo.ats are sta-

I tioned upon it in certain localities, such as at

1 Dryburgh Abbey, where there is ample depth of
: water; and the small flat boats, used in salmon
fishing (provincially called trows), ore freely

navigated even over the fords. A few milea

above its embouchure the river loses its prevail-

ing character, and becomes capable of admitting

i sailing craft of slight tonnage.f

I

The tidal flow reaches beyond Norham Castle,

j

ten miles above Berwick; and up to New Water
! Ford, four miles below this, it produces sufficient

depth to float, at any time, a vessel of thirty

I
tons burthen. The real navigation of the Tweed,
however, is all confined to Berwick

;
and as to

either capaciousness or depth of sea-room and
harbourage aflbrded for it, might be quite as
well accommodated in many a nameless creek

of the rngged and indented Scottish coast. The
fact is, that Berwick-upon-Tweed has long been
regarded, not so much in tho light of a seaport

as a pleasant watering-place. While the Tweed
was thus undisturbed by traffic, it was, up to a
recent period, nearly as mnch untinctured by
the liquid outpourings of manufactories ;

indeed,

it has always had, up to a recent period, a
clean, shining path of gravel and pebbles

;
and

thus it almost everywhere possesBes a remark-
ably limpid and sparkling appearance. This
quality, combined with the majestic and placid

flow of its current, and with the prevailing

beanty of its banks, long ago suggested the

poetical name of tho Silver Tweed, with all tho
serene and joyous images which it recalls to the

tasteful observer of landscape.

It would be easy to dilate, if this were the

place, on the beauty of the flowers and gardens

which adorn the verdant banks of this beautiful

river :

—

“ What hpantiea doth Flora dieclo**',

How sweet are her wniles upon Tweed !”

So sang the poet more than a century ago, and

• “ The main water-shed of the country between tho-

Tweed and the Clyde crosses at one part a low valley

through which it would he easy to cut a channel from tho
Clyde. Indeed, if good care were not taken of its banks,
the Clyde would erelong dig the channel for itself, and flow

into tlie Tweed.”— Tide " The Scenery of Scotland, viewed
ill Connexion with its Phj-sical Geoldg}'.” By Archibald
Geikie, F.R.S. London, 1865. P.
t Ti'le Fullarlvu’s “ Gazetteer of Scotland,” article
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his description is still exact and trne to iiatnre.

There are valleys on the Tweed so richly wooded
and so luxuriantly laid out that they give the
spectator the inipresaion that he is traversing a
series of beautiful private orchards more than
anything else; and we have no hesitation in saying
that wo seldom have seen such splendid old forest
trees, such silver birches and stately oaks, as adorn
the policies ofthe principal estates on the Tweed.
In scenes of such exuberant beauty it is idle

to particularise. Neverthless, we may venture
to point out the beautiful and stilly sheet of
water, with its richly-embowered banks, which
is partly retained, and to that extent formed by,
the mill-weir at Melrose. This is to onr taste
one of the sweetest sylvan scenes on the whole
river. The splendid woods of Gattonside in the
middle distance, and the gently-sloping ridge of
hills, covered with yellow corn, and towering
against the horizon, constitute a picture which
has, indeed, been often painted, but we believe
has scarcely been done justice to. The wooded
amphitheatre of Peebles is also very beautiful,
But the view from Kelso Bridge, where, from the
confluence of the Teviot, the noljle river expands
to a width equal, we should think, to the Thames
at Putney, or the Tay at Perth, with the town
on the right hand, the woods of Springwood on
the left, and the Duke of Roxburgh’s noble castle
of Floors, surrounded with beautiful foliage, in
the distance, is unqestionably the most mag-
nificent.

The beauty of the valleys, it is interesting to
note, has in a great measure originated their
geological structure. The valley from Mel-
rose, for example, occupies the basin of what
was once au ancient lake. This is quite mani-
fest whenever the ground is turned up. From
east to west deposits are met with, quite close to
the surface, of fresh-water sand-beds, inclosing
water-worn boulders. In fact, this valley had
at a very recent geological period,—certainly
long after the era of the Silurian Rocks, which
it traverses,—acted as a great basin or reservoir
in the course of the river

j
and had so existed

until, in the ordinary process of lake and river
phenomena, it burst the eastern barrier and
liberated the pent-up waters. It will at once be
seen, on this hypothesis, what a rich and fertile
soil the ancient lake-bed would yield to the
future vegetation of the river valley.*
The same geological phenomena will account

for the peculiar beauty of the Tweedside hills. A
little south of Melrose we have one of the most
remarkable groups—the Eildon hills, once the
Trimontium of the Romans, so called from the
peculiarity of their form. Properly speaking,
the Eildous aro only one bill rising from one
base, but divided into three peaks. The
top of the highest summit is 1,364 ft., at
above the sea-level, at which point there is a
magnificent view. The composition of the rocks
of the two northern peaks is a sort of felspar
and porphyry. On the south-west descent of
the southern hill the opening of a quarry
has laid bare a number of perpendicular
pentagonal prisms of beautiful flesh-coloured
felapax', each about 20 ft. high, as exposed,
but probably of far greater height, with re-
markably acute and distinct angles. Kear this

I locality are traces of stair or trap, rising from
the partly broken bed of the strata, and other
•evidences of a basaltic cbaractei-. Sometimes
pieces a foot square lie exposed jutting out from
the surface of the ground, looking towards Bow-
<leumoor. Ko less than sixteen terraces are
traceable on the sides of these hills, rising above

I each other like the steps of a stair. On the
summit of the eastern hill there are also unmis-
takablo traces of a Roman encampment.

Keeping this character of an ancient river-
basin in view, with its copious deposits of sand-
stone, and keeping in view the phenomena of
the igneous intrusive rocks of the triform Eildon i

hills, we get some insight into the character of'
the stone. Hornblende rock, of a quality capa-
ble of being polished like marble, oocnrs in'
various parts of the valley. Greywacke, which
abounds over all the north and west, with a
north-easterly dip, is worked as a building mate-
rial. There is also a species of conglomerate,
which is at this moment regularly blasted at
Quarry-hill (and an ngly gap it makes in the

This statement first appeared, as far as wo are aware,
ia the “New Statistical Accuunt of Scotland,” article
“ Melrose,” toI. iii. p. llfi. But the observation is pro-

;
bably due to Dr. Hutton or his school. See “ The Xhoorv
of the Earth,” toL ii., p. 103.

j

t Thereis afoolish tradition in the district which says
that these summits once formed a eicgle cone, which was

I
severed in three by an infernal agent of Michael Scott,

I

tliew)*ard. Tuin “The Minstrelsy ofthe Scottish Border.”

landscape). But although sandstone of fair

quality occurs in the south-east corner of the

valley, that which is chiefly used for building
purposes is brought from Sprouston, or from
Eccles, in Ancrum, on the estate of Sir William
Scott. The splendid red sands’tone of which
Melrose Abbey was built seems to Lave been
obtained from the old quarries in the vicinity of

Dryburgh.
But, although so fertile in the possession of

materials, it is curious that the Tweed was for

the greater part of its history remarkable for its

poverty in bridges. Up to a late period, indeed

there were only three old bridges within a range
of seventy miles : these were built at Peebles,

Melrose, and Berwick respectively. But now
within the same distance there are at least

twelve bridges crossing the river, many of

them suspension bridges : a timber bridge at

Innerleithen ; a good stone bridge at Yair,

between Selkirk and Galashiels ;
a suspension

bridge (one of the earliest constructed, wo
believe) for foot passengers between Melrose and
Gattonside; another stone bridge at Drygrange,

near the mouth of the Leader. There was a
suspension bridge at Dryburgh Abbey (which,

we regret to see, has been allowed to fall to

pieces, the chains only being now in existence) ;

and another fine suspension bridge still con-

nects Floors Castle and St. James’s-greeu. Last,

though nob least, there is a magnificent stone

bridge at Kelso, designed by Rennie, consisting

of five elliptical arches 72 ft. in span, with deep

narrow voussoirs, and adorned on the spandrels

with Ionic capitals
;
and there is also a splendid

atone bridge across the Tweed at Coldstream.

Wo need not again describe the railway viaducts

at Melrose and at Berwick. The latter is one

,

of the most striking and costly viaducts we

;

possess, and was only excelled by that of
Plymouth in the difficulties of its construction,

j

In dry seasons the volume of water in the

Tweed is not nearly so great as formerly. In
very rainy seasons, too, the subsidence of the

water ia far more rapid than it used to be.*

Agricultaral improvements, draining more espe-

cially, clear away the surplus water from the
land, with amazing rapidity, and the best pools,

as the fisherman knows too well, ore from this

cause most seriously affected. Supposing these

georgical changes and improvements to con-

tinue, and ultimately to embrace the mountain
slopes and high uncultivated districts of the

Tweed, and its tributaries, the time will come,
we think, when the heads of the weirs or caulds

must be lowered at the overshot; or many must
go wholly to rest, together with the mills and
machinery which are dependent on them. It

becomes also more and more apparent every

year that the salmon which seek their spawning
beds high up the Tweed, cannot repass the mill

wears on their return to the sea ; and accord-

ingly the fish are compelled to remain too long
in the river, to their great deterioration, and
unnecessary exposure to the inroads of the most
fisherman and the poacher.

The salmon fisheries were for many gene-
rations of great value. Of late years, however,
these have sadly fallen off, to the extent, it is

said by one authority, of nearly two-thirds of its

former average produce. Many causes, in ad-

j

dibion to those we have mentioned, have been
' assigned for this. The projection of the pier

at Berwick into the ah-eus of the river, the
very general use of lime in the agriculture of

I

the hillsides, the increase of rod-fishing, the use
of stake-nets by the lower proprietors, and, above
all, the poaching and illegal desbructiou of fish

during close time, have each and all been alleged,

but have in their turn been severally pronounced
by competent authorities to be inadequate. The
real fact of the matter appears to be, that the

deteriorationand desbructiou offish,—not confined

to salmon alone,—in the Tweed, are due, in our

opinion, to precisely similar causes as are at this

moment operating in the Thames or the Trent

—

that is, in the first place, to the diminution,

and secondly to the pollution of the river.

This, however, is too important a subject to

be discussed at the close of an article which
is already too long. The same cause may be
assigned for reserving our consideration of the
value of the Tweed us a source of water-supply,
aud of its character with regard to public

health.

* Compare Mr. Geikie's book, cited above, p. 253,
as to tlie geological causes oi’ibe change of the river-bed.
The Tweed, it appears, bas not always pursued an unde-
viatiug course. See also tVade's “ History of Melrose
Abbey,” p. 136, et sej-i from which we learn that the
monastery held a portion of land now divided by the river.

THE METROPOLITAN RAILWAY.

The Underground Railway of London is $ui
generis among the railway systems of the
kingdom. Other systems have their termini
and their principal intermediate stations; this,

when completed, will have neither beginning
nor end. Other lines are alternations of cuttings
and runs in the open, more or less elevated
above the natural level of tho surface, occasion-
ally varied by a tunnel ; this is a continuous
burrow, a succession of covered ways, with
troughs of various lengths, at irregular intervals,

open to the sky, for light, but more especially
for ventilation. On ocher lines the distance
between stations is measured by miles ; on this

by furlongs and chains. On other lines trains

are run by the dozen in a day; on this they are
run by the hundred,—250 each way daily. On
some lines trains run at intervals of hours

;

upon this at intervals of about two minutes and
a half during the busiest times of the day. With
other railways the increased passenger traffic is

indicated by per-centage, greater or less ; its

traffic has trebled in four years : ia the half-

year ending June 30th, 1S63, the number of
passengers carried was -1,823,437, in the half-

year ending June 30;h, 1S67, they reached to

11,488,358, with an accelerated increase since
then. The receipts of the most prosperous of
other lines fall far short of lOOZ. per mile ; its

receipts exceed 1,000J. per mile. The construc-
tion and character of au important addition to

such a system are worth longer notice than wo
gave last week.

In speaking of the Metropolitan Railway as to

have, when finished, neither beginning nor end,
the Metropolitan District Railway is inclnded
with it. Although the two companies are, and
have always been, separate aud distinct as re-

gards financial affairs, they will bo, as regards
working, aud as a system of communication, one
concern. An ultimate complete fusion of the
two seems one of the likeliest of all future amal-
gaiuations of railway companies. The portions
of tho systems of the Metropolitan and the
Metropolitan District Companies which, consti-

tuto what is known as the inner circle, secured the
special approval of the joint committee of Lords
and Commons on Metropolitan Railway commu-
nication. which took evidence and reported ia

1864. The advantages anticipated from the
completion of the circuit were,—the distributiou

of the passenger traffic, arriving by the main
lines coining within the metropolis, and also re-

lieving the crowded streets by the absorption of
a portion of the omnibus and cab traffic. Not-
withstanding the enormons number of jjassen-

gers carried by tho Metropolitan, these advan-
tages have been, as yet, only partially realised,

although it is already in direct communication
with the Great Western, tho Great Northern,,
aud the Midland systems, on tho north of the
Thames, and with the London, Chatham, and
Dover on tho south. The communications with
the London and North-Western, at Willesden
Junction, and with the South-Western, at Clap-

ham Junction, by connexion with the West
London, are less direct now than they will be
ultimately.

The first portiou of the metropolitan line was
opened at the beginning of 18G3, from Farring-
don-road to Bishop’s-road. Subsequently tho
company acquired au extension westwards to

Ilammeramith ; the portion of the line from
Farringdon-road to Moorgate-street has been
completed aud opened ; and a line, which forms
a junction with the Metropolitan at Baker-
street, has been constructed and opened to St.

John's-wood. The continuations of the Metro-
politan scheme still remaining for execution to

complete that company’s portion of the inner
circle are,—at the Eust-end, the short but im-
portant link between Moorgate-street and Broad-
street stations, and thence, by a curve to the

south, to Tower-hill, passing under Fenchurch-
street station, where it will run into the Metro-
politan District Railway. The works between
Moorgate-street aud Broad-street stations aro

expected to bo completed and the line opened
early in next year. Tho more important portion

of the Metropolitan system, the works upon
which are now all bnt finished, is the continua-

tion of the circuit westwards, and round south,

and east, to return, running into the Metropoli-

tan District, via V/estmiuater and the Thames
Embankment, to Tower-hill. The Metropolitan

aud the Metropolitan District lines meet each
other in the station at Kensington High-street

station
;
but the Metropolitan overlaps the Dis-

trict to South Kensington station in so far as
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continuation of the circnit is concerned. From
this point to Tower-hill the works belong to the
District Company, but the running will be con-
tinued by the trains and rolling stock of the
Metropolitan.

It is a strange experience to "foot” such a
piece of new line as this j—to have to draw en-
tirely upon memory and imagination, and to be
utterly unaided by sight with respect to the
character and appearance of the district over-
head which wo are passing through ;—to be in
Constant wonderment as to whether we are
walking under mansions or mews, wide tho-
roughfares or back coarts and alleys, green
gardens or dusky coalyards. Our polite con-
ductor, however, Mr. TP’. Morton, resident en-
gineer on the line, was as communicative upon
all points as we could desire, The extension
about to be opened commences under Praed-
street in a bell mouth, which was constructed
when the first portion of the Metropolitan sys-
tem was made, and is at a point rather leas than
half way between Edgware-road and Bishop’s-
road stations. From this junction the road is

continued under a covered way, succeeded by a
short length of open line within retaining
walls to the first of the new stations

—

the Paddington, — which is situated imme-
diately in front of the Great Western Hotel,
the distance being 3 furlongs 6 89. At the
point of the fork between the existing line
and the extension a round house has been con-
structed and fitted with levers, and in connexion
with them points and repeating signals, to be
used for the block system of working. Inter-
mediate signal-boxes are being fitted up between
the stations on the new extension throughout.
Their effect will be to double the number,
and to halve the lengths, of the blocking
sections. The additional stations beyond Pad-
dington are at Queen’s road, Bayswater, 4 fur.

9’2-I; Notting-hill Gate, 3 fur. 8'G6j Ken-
sington, High-street, 4 fur. 6 98 ; Gloucester-
road, Brompton, 4 fur. 6‘28

; and Brompton-road,
South Kensington, 3 fur. 7’02. The last stage
is not yet ready for opening, but the works
upon it, and upon the first two stages of the
District portion, are being vigorously prosecuted,
and in a few months will be so far completed as
to admit of opening to Sloane-square, 6 fur. 0 96,
and thence to Victoria, 5 fur. I’lO, and West-
minster Bridge, The Thames Embankment
stops the way eastwards, and financial difficul-

ties may possibly retard the completion of the
circuit to Tower-bill, and round to Broad-street.
Although they had been made of money, the
District Company could not get past Blackfriars
now by any possibility, and they have allowed
the Embankment to be filled in, in preference to

expending capital upon heavy works to lie un-
productive for an indefinite time. The only por-
tion of the District work executed to the east of
Westminster, is a short length of covered way
under the forecourt of Cannon-street Station and
Hotel.

The new extension is, as regards the measure
of air and of daylight let into it, and especially
in the cheery lightness and good looks of the
stations, a great improvement upon the original

section from Farringdon-road to Bishop’s-road.

A governing principle in constructing the line

appears to have been to prefer the open to covered
ways, wherever the property dealt with is of
moderate value, and every opportunity appears
to have been taken advantage of to lighten the
road by open portions. In some districts, such
as Pembridge-square, open lengths were totally

inadmissible, and covered ways of extraordinary
strength have been constructed to sustain the
superincumbent weight. In that particular
locality the company had to purchase five costly
mansions in course of erection. These were
underpinned, and now rest upon the roof of the
covered way under them, which consists of pairs
of strong cast-iron girders under each principal
wall. Cross girders are also applied, and the
spaces filled in with arches. The work was
accomplished without the slightest settlement
in any part of the buildings. Numerous other
cases of underpinning large buildiogs were
accomplished with equal success

; amongst others
of a public-house in Cambridge-place, at which
business was never interrupted. At Leinster-
gardens a curious piece of work presents itself.

One tall house in the range had to be taken down,
and the Sank walls of the houses upon each side
of it to be supported. This has been done by
four pairs of strong buttresses built against the
walla. These are supported by joists of rolled
iron between the buttresses, resting in cast-iron
sockets

; the joists are strengthened by cross iron

ties. Toprevent disfigurement ofthe other houses
a wall, the same height as the fronts, has been
built over the end of the covered way, and rangiug
with the house fronts. This wall will be finished
as a dummy front. The well behind the brick-
work is at the back, about 90 ft. deep down to
the rails. In one portion of the line, at which
an open length was considered desirable, the
depth from the overhead surface to the rails is

so great as to have necessitated extra strong
retaining walls, with doable struts, one range
above the other. Cast-iron struts have been
introduced between the retaining walls where-
ever the mass behind them has been considered
so heavy as to render this precaution against
pressure necessary. The retaining walls are
nearly uniform throughout, 8 ft. clear between
the piers, piers 3 ft. on the face, or 11 ft. from
centre to centre. They batten about one in
eight, and have a thick backing of concrete.
The covered ways vary in section: when there is

head-room, an elliptical arch, usually five rings
of brick, is thrown

;
but when there is only 3 ft.

6 in., or less, to construct in, the roof is of cast-
iron girders, with transversejack arches between.
In cases of heavy superstructures also, extra
strong roofs, up to nine rings of bricks, have to
be provided for the covered ways. The engi-
neering difficulties encountered in the construc-
tion of such a line as this are numerous and
peculiar. A minimum clear space from rail to
roof must be had, and must bo obtained by
passing over a sewer here, and under gas or
water mains, or a road near it there. An enor-
mous number of owners and occupieiu of pro-
perty have to be satisfied. Occasionally, though
very rarely, the engineer gets what he wants
without satisfying the claimant. On a part of
one of the covered ways sufficient thick-
ness was not left between the face of the
wall and the round end of a lumber cellar.

The demand made was that the company
should purchase the cellar, which would
have been perfectly useless to them. While
legal proceedings were pending, the work
was pushed forward, the end of the cellar was
closed up with s'.rong cast-iron plates, which
were faced with single brick, and there that
matter ended. The line passes over the Bane-
lagh sewer—one of the main sewers of the
Metropolitan Drainage system, on the north side;

near Sloane-square, on its way eastwards, the
line will pass under the same sewer. Several
instances were pointed out to ua of heavy cast,

iron plates laid between the girders, upon which
water and gas mains are carried across the line,

leavingjoBt sufficient head-room. Near Bedford-
gardens a tunnel proper occurs, which was
driven in the ordinary manner; not worked
from the surface : it is about 450 yards long,
and about 65 ft. from the rails to the top at the
deepest part. The stuff excavated was London
clay, overlaid with loose ballast, that had to be
worked out with sheet piling.

There is a long curve on the line, as it turns
to the south, in the neighbourhood of Notting-
hill. The centre of the curve, which is nowhere
sharper than a 10-chain radius, is at about the
point where the line crosses under the Uxbridge-
road. The prevailing gradients are descending
westwards and southwards; lengths, with gra-
dients of 1 in 70 and 1 in 75, are the most severe
on the whole line. These are now considered
easy.

The stations are uniform in general plan,

although varying in some particulars. The
doable station at Kensington High-street, which
is to accommodate the Metropolitan and the
Metropolitan District lines, is the largest and
finest of the series. The centre consists of a
spacious and lofty room, 44 ft. by 31 ft., which
is to be used as a refreshment-room.
The two booking-offices are across the ends of

the building. The booking-offices and station

walls and roofs, although from an engineer’s
rather than an architect's designs, are very light,

graceful, and effective structures. They are
faced with white perforated bricks from the
Halsey brick-fields, with stone dressings; the
ordinary work is of the common Kentish stock-
brick. The doors and windows have semicircnlar
heads: each of the two sashes in the windows is

filled with a single sheet of plate-glass. The
entrances to the booking-offices are under iron
verandahs, roofed with glass. The roof of the
Kensington Station is 81 ft. in span and 418 ft.

long. It differs from the other station roofs in

having the principals carried down to within
abont 2 ft. of the platform level

;
whereas in the

other roofs the principals spring from near the
level of a string-course not much below the top

of the station wall. The string-course indicates
generally the surface level on the outside of the
station wall; but at the Kensington Station the
ground slopes from the top of the wall at one
end to nearly the bottom at the other, and the
principals are hence carried down, that solid
abutments may be obtained. There are twenty
principals in the roof with two intermediate
rafters, supported by trussed purlins. The
form of the roof is elliptical, all the bearing and
other parts being of rolled or wrought iron, ex-

cepting the corbels, spandrel scrolls, and orna-
ments, which are of cast-iron. The roofs are
covered, in nearly equal proportions, with zino
of No. 14 gauge on boarding, and sheet-glass in

three continuous belts. The lower edges of the
glazed belt on. the crown of the roof are set at
about 20 in. above the zinc belt for ventilation.

There are also ranges of windows above the
string-course available for light and ventilation.

Several of the booking-offices are built on and
across the line, in some instances upon plate
girders, 5 ft. deep, under its principal walls ; in

other instances, upon the covered ways at the
ends of the platforms. All the stations are
furnished with galleries across the line for exit

and entrance or exchange of platform. The
gallery and stair rails and ironwork of the roof
are painted in two shades of green, picked out
with a sober buff. The stations are fully sup-
plied with closets, urinals, &o., substantially and
neatly fitted up, the latter lined with blue and
white enamelled tiles, with a patterned border
at the top, and with divisions of slate slabs

enamelled in white. The station platforms have
plank floors, and are of sufficient length to servo

six carriages, 40 ft. and 42 ft. long each, with
their engine and tender. The stations will be
lighted at night by globular lamps suspended
from the principals over the platforms on each
side of the stations. The gas-pipe by which
they are hung works in a ball and socket joint.

The ribs of the lamps are of copper, and very
light, so that scarcely any shadow will be
thrown from them. They are worth about
71. each.

Above 500,000 cubic yards of earthwork have
been removed in this length of less than three
miles of railway. A considerable portion of the
stuff excavated has been ntilised in the work.
Sand has been taken from it for the mortar, all

the ballast for the line has been taken from it,

and above 22,000,000 bricks have been made
from the clay, tempered with loam and sand in

suitable proportions.

The rails are of Bessemer steel, 85 lb., or
rather over, to the yard. They are single-headed,

and fixed without chairs; the flange is above
6 in. broad, and the rails fixed by ^ in. bolts,

with fangs below the sleepers.

An interesting experiment is in progress near

the Gloacester-road station. An arch of wide
span, and with a rise of only abont a tenth of

the span, has been thrown across a part of the

District line in its course towards the West
London line. The vault is formed entirely of
concrete, and is about 12 ft. across between the
faces. It is only about 18 in. deep at the crown,
and so fiat as to give the impression that the
tenacity and strength of the material has already

borne successfully a crucial teat in bearing its

own weight without loading, as it has done since

the centres were struck. It is expected that this

structure will bear a distributed weight of 50
tons or upwards.

Several new streets and roads are in process

of construction in the neighbourhood of the line

at what will be its terminus for the present.

One of these will furnish a short and direct com-
munication between the station at Brompton
Old-road and Cromwell-road, in the immediate
vicinity of the South Kensington Museum.
The works have been executed according to

the plans of Mr. John Fowler, engineer-in-

chief, and Mr. T. M. Johnson, the company’s
engineer, with Mr. W. Morton as resident

engineer, by Messrs. Kelk, Waring, & Lucas.
They have been about two years and a
half io progress.

Yechte.— All who are interested in art-

workmanship will hear with regret of the death
of Antonia Vechte, the repousseur, at the age of

sixty-nine. Vechte, a native of France, worked
almost to middle age before his talent was duly
recognised. He worked in London from 1850
IO 1860, and gained increased honour at the

Great Exhibition of 1862. His reputation is

European.
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THE TEMPLE OF AVEBDEY,
AnniiTECTURAL bistoryj or, more correctly

speaking, the history of civilisation which is
indicated or recorded by architecture, may be
traced back with considerable distinctness for
some two thousand years. The exactitude of
modern criticism tends to the substitution of
actual knowledge for mere opinion

; and, in deal-
ing with the substantial facts of brick and stone,
there is less room for the latest, or neo-German
stage of criticism (namely, the substitution of
the imagination of the writer for the traditions
of his contemporaries), than is fuund in litera-
ture. With yearly increasing precision, there-
fore, we are learning to decipher the architec-
tural records, back to that Augustan age which
has so strongly impressed the subsequent course
of Western civilisation.

Before the period which converted Romo from
brick to marble, and which gives us the first
historic glimpse of our own island,—a glimpse
precious from its date, although manifestly per-
verted as to many of its facts,—we are able to take
a retrospective view, less detailed indeed than in
more recent times, but in which certain salient
points are marked with great precision. The
unearthed cities of Campania, the temples of
Pmstum, the marbles and the mins of Greece
the Cloaca 3/a,v2i>/a of the Roman kings, carry
back the dated work of the builder to the period
when the Canon of Hebrew Scripture was
unclosed, and when, in the goldeu youth of
Pericles, Nehemiah was repairing the megalithic
walls of Jerusalem. Those same enduring
walls carry back the architectural student
for more than 2,800 years from the battle
of Waterloo, and reflect a yet more remote
antiquity. Nor are we without signed archi-
tectural work of a period far anterior to that of
Solomon

;
for in the series of cylinders, purse-

formed clay tablets, seals, and bricks, impressed
with the long.forptten cuneiform characters
that Sir H, Rawlinson is teaching us how to
decipher, we are led back from the reign of
Nabonedus, the last king of Babylon, through
that of Nebuchadnezzar, of Sennacherib, and of
their predecessors, to that of Arioch, king of
Ellasar, the contemporary of Abraham, of whom
we have a memorial, in the shape of a stamped
brick, in the British Museum. This king was
one of those who made war, “four kings with
five, in the vale of Siddim 4,050 years ago.
To say nothing of the distinct and independent

record of the wonderful Hindoo architecture, in
, which the forms and outlines of a wood-build’ing
people have been reproduced in stone, aud marble
has been pierced into lacework, we have a
parallel line of historic record in Egypt, which
allows ns to trace, at irregular biic clearly-
marked intervals, an architectural and a sculp-
tured record, from the fall of Cleopatra to the
Theban tombs of the great Eighteenth Dynasty

;

under the eighth king of which (not counting
I the reigns or regencies of the famous queens
: of the house) the Exodus took place. We see
I represented on the walls of a tomb of this date
; the Syrian shepherds at work in the brickfield,
and we are enabled to identify the buildings, and

1 to understand the social life of Egypt 3,400 years
• since, with wonderful exactitude aud detail. The
: erection of the unsculptured walls of the Great
; Pyramid, according to the patient researches of
i Brugsch, dates 2,000 years before the Exodus.

Earlier than any dated architectural record,
; earlier, artistically (whatever was the case
: chronologically), than any raised obelisk or
^ sculptured stone, are those Cyclopean remains
; that are found in certain localities, on the shores
3 of the Mediterranean, and stretching ou towards
.. the Persian Gulf, associated, more or less closely
n with traditions of a race of giants. Still ruder
i and more archaic than the megalithic walls of
C-Cyclopean architecture, are those mysterious
p
piles of gigantic stones which are to be traced

inn more than one line of travel towards the
R-western shores of Europe, from the cradle of the
S.Sanscrit family of speech

j and of which some of
UUie moat remarkable instances are yet standing
idn our own islands, and known as cromlechs, or
isas Druidical stones. In associating these relics
Jof a mighty past with those Druids of whom we
reform our opinion chiefly from the Commentaries
ifof Cfcsar, it is probable, as will be seen from
svv/hat follows, that we have much under-valued
Lhtheir antiquity.

The general advance of all human art is
eravmced by the attainment of a higher and more
p^perfect fiuiah, aud by the substitution of the
rereaults of skill for those of mere strength. We
mmay go further, and trace, in one direction, the
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steady and marked development of skill as well
as of taste

5 while we find, on the contrary aswe bend our glauce back, proofs of the exercise
ot a strength which exceeds our comprehension.
Ihua if we contrast the enormous bulk of the
QDsculptured walls of the Great Pyramid, with
the work of the tombs of the eighteenth dynasty
ot Egypt, we are led to the conclusion that a

of 2,000 years at once increased the skill
ot the Egyptian race, and diminished the im-
pulse of the builders to affect the imagination by
mere bulk. In the Cyclopean masonry, againwe can trace a growth of skill, evincing! no
doubt, an increase in metallurgic knowledge
and the substitution of the craft of the mason
for the labour of the giant. We must repeat the
caution that it does not follow that artistic pro-
gress 18 absolutely chronological in its course.
Ihe migrations of races may lead to a displace-
ment of architectural records of which we have
not yet grasped the law. The public are only now
learning the contemporary existence of a tribe
in India who vpI TTAno-of/i .......... j. ji_i

the timber that clusters richly around its relics
bears no signs of remote antiquity

j but the shel-
tered character of the spot, and the luxuriance
with winch the indigenous forest trees thrive in
the neighbourhood, indicate the former depth
and shadow of the sacred grove

; and, even in
its present denuded state, the traveller must
come very close to Avebury before he becomes
aware of its claims on hia attention.
Leaving the inctaresque high street of Marl-

boiough by the Bath road, and passing the
quaint red-brick buildings of the college, and its
noble chapel, less than two miles brings the
traveller to the first station of the cromlech-
bnildiDg people. A grass-clad combe, or valley,
known by the name of the Devil’s Den, curves
round to the north and west, and on this, out of
Bight of the highway, although at a distance of
less than a mile from the road, stands a crom-
lech of three stones

; the upper or horizontal
one, of some 12 ft. by 15 ft. in size, being in fair
preservation. The cromlech stands alone,

’
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retired parts of England; impossible of access
from the coast, or by the course of any navigable
river

;
and so hidden by the undulations of the

ground, as well, in all probability, as by the
depths of a vast forest, as to be the most secret
as well as the most sacred, sanctuary of a pri-
meval faith, and capital of a forgotten dominion.
The wide-spread traces of enormous labour point
to this spot as the capital of the cromlech-
building people.
The position of Avebury forms a remarkable

contrast to that of Stonehenge, with which it is
intimately connected, no less by the character
of the remains than by vicinity of position. The
latter named place of worship or of concourse
appears to have been selected, unless it also was
veiled by forest, rather as a conspicuous than ns
a concealed situation. With Avebury it is the
reverse. The shrunken dimensions of Marl-
borough Forest no longerapproacli thevillagc, and

--— .. —w— jyiM ouuLm ereuL m CU'
fields and yards with which the houses are inter
spersed are concealed by a remarkable earbhworl
which surrounds the village. This defence con
sists of an exterior mound and an interior moa
or ditch, in a circular form, which has been pre
served from destruction only by its great magni
tude. The enclosure is some 500 yards ii

diameter. The line of rampart and moat ii

about forty-eight yards in width from the iune:
edge of the ditch to the outer foot of the exterio:
mound. The height from the summit of the
highest parts of the mound to the bottom of tlu
ditch is now from 50 ft. to 60 ft., and, when tbi
whole work was in a perfect state, must have beei
considerably more. The temple within the enclo
sure was thus entirely concealed from view. As t

defensive structure the earthwork is remarkably
defective, from the circumstance that the moal
is placed within the rampart, so that the only
resistance afforded to assailants who niighl
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attempt to ascend the former must have been

that of the weapons of the defenders. The moat

is now entirely dry, but from the depth at

which the water is found in the village wells, it

is probable that it was formerly wet, and sup-

plied from the Kennet. At Chisbury, a lofty

hiU, ten miles, as the crow flies, from Avebury,

exists a similarly moated enclosure. In tte

latter case, however, there is a rampart within

the moat, and the natural elevation of the spot

enabled the occupants of the central area to com-

mand the approach on every side. The outer

rampart, at Chisbury, seems to have been chiefly

intended to confine the water within the moat,

and as this is now wet, although at the summit

of the hill, it seems clear that the rampart

These truncated cones, in which art seems to

have aided and supplemented nature, are spoken

of as the tombs of British chieftains, which

perhaps they were. But they differ so far, both

in dimensions and in locality (close to the

stream), from the numerous barrows that crest

the downs, that we can hardly err in regarding

them as ancient strongholds, even if they were

also places of interment. Such tumuli occur

in South Wales, where they are known by

the name of Baths, and in some of them, cer-

tainly, no marks of sepulture have been dis-

covered.

We have thus in the same valley a seriea of

earth-works and, entirely disconnected with

them except in one instance, a series of cromlechs
ms Clear tuai/ -

,
*
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makers were aware of the method of confining and stone circles. But the most remarkable fact

rter br^Tarot Olay, or what wo now call as to Avobary is, that the rampart does not
water Dy tno uao o y, appear to have been centrally or symmetnoally

^military strength of Avebnry was dimin- ' disposed with reference to the stones. It is im-

ished by the erection of an external instead of possible, without a careful surrey, to speak

tiuternal rampart, thosacred character of the
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|
^i'en the iise of bricks, which we can trace back

how distant a period we must fix the era of the

giant stone-pilers,—giants in strength and in

industiy whatever was their actual stature,—we
have no clear indication as yet forthcoming. One
limit of time may perhaps be inferred. The
hewers and transporters of the Avebnry blocks

must bave been provided with metal implements.

It is certain that some of the largest stones

at Stonehenge were wrought. It is also cer-

tain that such blocks could not have been

quarried without the use of metal wedges and

metal picks or axes. The Wiltshire temples,

therefore, are not of the stone age, but come

down to the limit of the bronze period. On
the other hand, we can find no trace of sculp-

ture or incision on the stones. We have not, it

is true, as in Egypt, an intermediate period of

sculptured work intervening between our un-

written monnments and modern times; but we
have a sign of what, in other parts of Europe,

denotes immense antiquity. We can connect

the cromlech-builders with a very early immi-

gration from Asia. We recall the tradition of

times when men “journeyed from the East,” and

from the interior by a broad and deep moat. It
;

edge of the ditch, and none
^

is difficult on any other theory to account for :
be referred with any distinctnes.s to the line ot

this remarkable inversion of the ordinaiy section
|

circumyallat.on. But the

of a defeuBiye work. Ko trace of a ditch exterior
[

m, that the great avenue J™-
to the mound is to be found, I

we have before described, does not lead up to the

The gigantic atones, some of which are from
,

centre of the circumscribed P°”‘“

16 ft. to 18 ft. square, which yet staud and lie
,

so far to the east ““
lY^ speak

within the moated circle of Avebnry, are too opening in the Se
few and scattered to enable the observer to form with the reserve duo to observation made

any definite conclusion as to the original plan of
j

on nndnlating gi-onnd and in “^n“
the temple which they probably formed. Traces a minnto survey. SriH, it is undeniable that

may perLps be detected ot an outer and an inner the blocks fo™iug the

circle'. Some antiquaries have thought that ! avenue, of which there are a sufficient number

the gigantic blocks Lre originally disposed so
,

placed at an distance apart to define

as to form two circular temples. Two enormous
,

with accuracy the direction of fte ancient

blocks, which seem at one time to have been
,

approach, do net

wrought slabs perhaps 18 ft. by 20 ft. in sixe, and
,

space enclosed by the ear hen “
a yard in thickness, stand angle-wise and near :

the entrance through the latter, and do hot PVO

to one another, as if they had served for the the idea of any symmetry, or hriation

supports of a cell or built shrine. of structural arrangement with the mound and

The weather has furrowed and grooved
,

moat.
, , p ni. rk i ««

some of the stones in a manner which, con-
,

The enlarged sheets of *<= ^ qJ
sidcring the hardness and pnrity of the g'it.

;

“htaimng Avebnp- are as ye unpublished On

denotefthe lapse of an enormons period of time the Survey on the

since they were erected on their present site, stones of the avenue are delineated. The single

The labom of transport and of erection must stone which serves to fix

have been stupendous. In the uncemented re- centre line of the row is not laid down, ihe

taming walls which are to be found in several direction of the avenue, as far as can be ascer-

without a doubt for four thousand years, was

described as a substitute for stone. We have

here enough, and more than enough, to suggest

the extreme and venerable antiquity of these

relics, which we have been acoustomed to term

Druidical
;
and we have pleasure in calling atten-

tion to the light which may be gathered from a

yet more minute inyestigatiou of the relics of

Avebury, or to the times when “ there were

giants upon the earth.”

THE SOCIAL SCIENCE ASSOCIATION
IN BIRMINGHAM.

Careful arrangements have been made, many
good papers have been prepared, and there is

every reason to expect a successful congress.

Amongst the special questions set down for

discussion are, under the head of

—

Education,,

1. Is it expedient to make primary education

compulsory
;
and if so, on what conditions ?

2. In what form and by what means can

instruction in science and art be provided, so as

S? affiagtfsir of rXth-rd!™ Sa f^m a map” on so'small a scale, points to to promote the impvovoment of our mannfac

which are TOnstrilcted of this durablB and bean- the moat eastern of the large stonea marked tares,

tifal stone, are to be seen the marks ot drills, i within the circle. It misses altogether the open-

tMtifying to the use of powder. It appears, ing in the rampart, and has no

however,^ on investigation, that this powder
;

tion of symmetry or unity of design with the

could not have been employed in the quarry, but moat and bank.

these pricBje- relic_s^o_f_remot_e_a^^nity for the I

iDff people, who raised Chisbury, Silbury, Marl-
_
S r

. i;_ ,1

purposes of the most ordinary work,
_

The magnitude of the Temple of Avebury is

not attested merely by the number, or by the

size of the gigantic blocks which as yet have

defied the economy of modern improvers. At

nearly half a mile from the rampart, sixteen

enormous blocks, in various states of erectness,

obliquity, or overthrow, yet remain to indicate

an avenue 72 fo. wide, and composed of blocks

or slabs regularly placed in pairs at intervals of

48 ft. Two hundred yards beyond the last of

these stones stands another, in the same line,

indicating the former prolongation of the avenne

towards Avebuiy ;
and two others are to be

fonnd at about the same distance to the south.

The avenue ran north-west and south-east, and

would seem to have been originally at least half a

mile in length. The arrangement of the rows of

Bphynxes placed in the approaches to some of the

Egyptian temples is recalled by the remains of

this noble avenue of gigantic blocks of free-

stone.

Thus far the stupendous relics of the cromlech,

building people may strike the attention of every

intelligent observer. There is a point, however,

which is less directly apparent, and which pos-

sesses extreme interest.

Great earthworks are not rare, either in this

vicinity or in other parts of England. We have

described the moated hill of Chisbury, in which

no stone is to be found. The rampart of Ave-

bnry resembles that of Chisbury, although it is

both larger in circuit, and far bolder in section.

Neither of these can be referred to Roman work,

from their circolar plan and great size, as well

as from the position, and even from the name, of

each relic of ancient fortification. At Marl-

borongh is a hill or tumulns of considerable

height, and at West Kennet is the remarkable

and lofty conical mound called Silbury Hill.

borough, and other raths or tumuli ;
and that

this was done at a time when the temple had

been already so far damaged or decayed that

it was not thought necessary to preserve the line

of the avenue of approach. There can be no

doubt that the delineation of the ramparts of

Avebury is as independent of the course of the

megalithic avenue to the temple or circle as is

the setting out of the modern macadamised

roads thatnow pierce the ramparts. We havethe

marks of three successive series of workmen,

and a question is possible whether not only the

labour, but the date, of the rampart builders may

not be as distinct from that of the stone trans-

porters. as the work of Telford, or Macadam, or

the modern road-maker whoever be was, is from

either. It is impossible that the stone builders

should bave been later than the rampart builders,

as in that cose their work, even if nob symme-

trically planned, would have been so disposed as

either to accord with the less laborious construc-

tion, or else to modify and control it. We find,

therefore, evidence of the possible interposi-

tion of the labour of a great earth-working race,

antecedent to the Roman invasion,—a race of

whom we may trace the exertions from Wilt-

shire to Pembrokeshire, as well as in other

parts ofthe country,—between the Saionsettlers,

who were not, as is notorious, a fortifying people,

and the builders of cromlechs and transporters

of megalithic blocks. To how remote an anti-

quity must the labour of the latter people be

referred?
, . a. t.

The impression produced on the imagination by

a visit to this remarkable spot is not one lightly

to be thrown aside. We are on the ancient holy

ground of Britain—holy from an antiquity which

we have as yet no means of determining. At

In the Health department,

—

1. Can the public hospitals and dispensaries

of this country be so administered as to conduce

more to the welfare of the community ?

2. What ought to be the functions and autho-

rity of medical officers of health ?

3. What is the relation of the water-supply in

large towns to the health of the inhabitants ?

And in the Economy and Trade department,

—

1. In what manner can arbitration and con-

ciliation be best applied in the settlement of

disputes between employers and employed ?

2. What are the social results of the employ-

ment of girls and women in manufactories and

workshops ?

A prize of 25i. was offered by Mr. W. R. Lloyd

for the essay containing the best and most

feasible plan for the temporary employment of

operatives and workmen in casual distress. The

essay to be read at the congress. Nearly eighty

essays were sent in, and from them the council

have awarded the premium to Mr. Arthur Arnold,

barrister-at-law.

On Wednesday evening the opening address

was delivered by the president, the Earl of

Carnarvon. In the course of it the president

said :

—

“ Schemes of all kinds for an effective metro-

politan water supply will next session come

before ns ;—the storage of the Thames ;
the con-

veyance of the waters of the Welsh mountains j

the sources of the Severn
;
the abundant but by

no means inexhaustible resources of our great

North-country lakes 5
and lastly, the as yet un-

known recommendations of a Royal Commission

that has now sat for some time past, and whose

report is anxiously expected. Without venturing

to anticipate, on such a point, the verdict of

Parliament, I think there are some considera-

tions that may be here briefly noted.

1, Though London, from its vast population

and gigantic interests, has a special importance

of its own, it is only one of many towns that

suffer from a deficient water-supply; and I

doubt whether the great manufacturing towns

of the North would consent that London, great

as she is in her population, her interests, and her
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neceBaities, ahoaltj intercept and appropriate
that supply 'which they look upon aa their own.

2. The relative merits of those two rival
ayatetne, diatinguiahed by engineers aa the inter-
mittent and the constant supply, must be brought
to a decision. Whilst 150 great provincial towns
enjoy the benefits of a constant supply, the
capital of England is dependent upon an inter-
mittent provision. I hope that we shall, in the
discussions of the week, hear it fairly elicited by
fact and argument, whether or no there is, as is

alleged, a serious waste of water under the
constant system

; and, if so, whether such a
waste can be restrained by reasonable checks
and supervision.

3. The question of a proper water supply is

intimately connected with the purification of our
rivers, and the restoration of their waters to all
the purposes of domestic economy.

4. Hardly less important are the liberation
and employment in the service of agriculture of
all that matter which, whilst present in our
rivers, poisons their waters, but which if once
extracted would make the poorest soil rich.
Amidst the many questions which crowd upon

the attention of such an audience as this, the
consideration of how and whence a water-supply
may be best obtained may seem humble and
prosaic

j
but there is none which more closely

affects the comfort and health and lives of men
in our great towns. It is not too much to say
that a good water-supply is a necessary condi-
tion to high civilization, which, if she too often
exacts the sacrifice of many lives in the require-
ments of modern society, whether necessary or
unnecessary, in the practice of unwholesome
trades, in the crowded society of great towns,
in the physical and mental over-work to which
all classes are subject and which engenders
disease and shortens existence, has at least this
compensating merit, that whilst she consumes
she also rates human life more highly, and pro-
claims in all her works that there is nothing so
humble or so mean that science will not take
acconnt of it and true statesmanship ponder it
in order to add one week, or day, or hour to the
a-verage of life of the millions who are labouring
with, and- amidst, and around us.

But cleanliness and sanitary precautions,
thongh powerful agents to morality, are not all-
powerful

j
and our artificially organised society

is upheld and balanced by many provisions and
safeguards. So long as human nature remains
the same, the question that you propound for
discnssion, ‘ What are the principal causes of
crime,’ will alwap have to be asked, though it
must receive difi'erenb answers under different
circumstances of national existence. But, what-
ever our wish and policy, one answer, at any
rate, in an old and rich and populous country, will,
I am afraid, be that the depraved and criminal
classes, thongh they may be reduced in number,
must always exist. That they can, indeed, be
reduced, and considerably, must be the hope of
the moralist, the statesman, and the Christian

5
or otherwise the course of legislation would be
even umre thankless and desponding than it
sometimes is. But you proceed to the further
question, whether ‘ Reformatory treatment
shonld be extended to adults?’ In a certain
sense I answer, yes. Penal discipline may be,
and ought to be, up to a certain point reforma-
tory

; but the reformation of the offender is not
the only consideration : his punishment and the
security of society are at least equally im-
portant. But the action of private individuals
may usefully intervene where the State is power-
less, and voluntary associations like the ‘Societes
de Patronage ’ in Prance, and ‘ The Discbaro-ed
Prisoners’ Aid Society,’ which are happily now
commou in England, mav largely influence
towards an amendment of life. Beyond this, I
doubt whether the State can safely go, and
mainly for these reasons :

’

1 . "rhat oar reformatory system seems to me
chiefly applicable in its principles to the young.

2. That the law must presuppose a certain
malice and deliberation in men of mature years
which it is willing, by a humane fiction, to
Ignore in children.

3. That with older men the confirmed habits
of a life-time rarely admit of modification, still
more rarely of absolute change. I personally
have long entertained and expressed my opinion
that repeated re-convictions, even for minor
offences, ought to be treated with far greater

; seventy than is now the case
; and that for the

sake of the offender, of society, and of the
I economical administration of the law, the with-
( dra\tal for any lengthened periods of the criminal
i Irom his companions and the opportunities of

crime, would be both the most effective and the
most humane treatment.*****

Finally, I cannot, here in Birmingham, the
centre of such great manufacturing and artisan
life, pass by, without one word of recognition,
the increasingly serious question of what is
termed Technical Education.

I do not speak now of the technical education
which the architect, the civil engineer, the mer-
chant, the chemical manufacturer may require.
Teohuical education for such classes as these has
a very wide sense, and means instruction in
mechanics, mathematics, physics, chemistry

jand m this sense it is certain that the ednea-
tional appliances at their command, and the
special courses of study necessary for their
training are much below their ordinary wants.
I am rather looking to the technical education
which can practically and advantageously be
given to artisans. We are sometimes, indeed,
challenged to define the meaning of this educa-
tion. It would not be difficult to do so, but it
can hardly be necessary in Birmingham, where
I observe, by a recent Parliamentary return,
that a school of art has been established since
1812, in which, during the past year, more than
1,000 pupijs were 'under iustruction. Let me
only Say, in passing, that if there is any one
branch of such instruction more valuable than
another to the artisan it is the drawing class.
But the veal defence and justification of
technical instruction rests upon broader ground,
—upon the necessities of that wide indus-
trial competition with the other nations of
the civilized world iu which we are engaged.
That other nations feel anxiety on the subject,
that they are issuing commissions of in’
quiry, and are taking measures for the founda-
tion of schools and institutes for secmdiig a
better technical education, is no evidence of our
superiority—no argument for our acquiescence
in the existing state of things. For my own
part, I believe that that great race of inter-
national mdustiy and skill is too close and
severe to justify us in throwing away any chance
that we can command

} and though I have every
confidence in English qualities, I doubt if our
natural and uncultivated strength lies in those
specialities of taste which have become neces-
sary for many artistic prodnetions. To the
Englishman much has been given—commerce by
land and sea, colonization, the government of
men; to the inhabitants of sunnier climates
have been granted the instinct of form and
colour, and that indefinable and almost nameless
appreciation of what is beautiful, which we call
taste. But, though we have it not by nature we
may obtain some of it at least by education,
and, inasmuch as taste is no longer the mere
ornament of a cultivated and leisurely life, but
has become an essential condition in the com-
mercial existence of the nation, it is our dnty
somehow to secure it. I will only in conclusion
say of all technical education—whether of the
higher grades of professional life, or of those
lower paths with which the manual labour of
the_ individual artisan is concerned—that its
basis must be laid in sound principles ofelemen-
tary instruction

;
and that the later teaching is

dependent upon the earlier.
I dare not enter here upon the question of

State interfex'ence. I can only say that, within
certain limits to be carefully defined, the State
may, I think, afford aid and facilities for such a
eulture as I have indicated. At the same time,
the principles laid down by a recent French
commission, that the pupils should be mainly
out-of-door pupils, that payment should be the
fundamental rule, gratnitous admission wholly
or partially the exception, and that the course
of the instruction should be for not less than
two years, seem to me substantially sound and
right principles.

During the last year, we have all read the
remarkable evidence published by a Eoyal Com-
mission, appointed at the instance of workino-
men,_to inquire into the operation of that new
and important phenomenon of modern civiliza-
tion, called trades unions. That evidence has
revealed the existence of a painfully unsatisfac-
tory condition of things in some particular
unions. It has exhibited a system of regnlations
at variance with all sonnd principles of trade,
and, in some cases as oppressive to the ablest’

^ undnly favourable to the least
skilml, artisans; it has occasionally shown a
lawless interference with employers, far in excess
of the limits of that legitimate competition,
which, thongh sometimes, perhaps, injurious to
both masters and men, is yet strictly within the

right of the latter; it has revealed the loss inflicted
upon the great body of the nation,—the pur-
chasers and consumers,—by the unfortunate
discords of employers and employed, and by the
injury done to the powers of industrial produc.
tion; and, lastly, it has brought to light aa
amount of crime and outrage in particular
unioQs, on the part of individual members of
their executive, which has amazed and terrified
the whole country, and which every right-feeling
man, be he workman or employer, will not hesi-
tate utterly to condemn.

But, whilst yielding to none in our abhorrence
of the lawless and detestable crimes which have
been committed under the sanction and in the
supposed interests of certain unions, I sincerely
hope that we shall not confonnd the existence of
trades’ onioo.s with the crimes of which some
individual members of their bodies have been
guilty. Abusus «o)i tollit usum; and if legisla-
tion on the subject is to be sound, the legislator
must recognise the fact of the existence of such
societies, and must do justice to what is fairly to
be urged on both sides of this delicate question.
I will endeavour to state some, at least, of the
principal considerations which appear to me to
aftect the question, and which we may properly
bear in mind during onr discussions of this
week.
On the one hand, it is untrue to deny to the

trades nnion all advantages and merits. As a
benefib society it has an unquestionable value,
and as an association for the protection of
certain classes of workmen, against the pos-
sibility of undue pressure in particular cir-
cumstances, and at particnlar periods, by the
preponderating influence of capital, it may also be
beneficial. Wages, indeed, are generally defined
as the working-man’s share of the common pro-
duct of capital and labour, and their amount
must doubtless be regulated by the general law
of demand and supply. This is a law deeply
laid in the nature of things, against which it is
worse than idle to contend. It is true not only
in abstract theory, but in practice, if only a
sufficient length of time be allowed in which it
niay work out its conclusions; but os a matter
of fact the labourer has iu former years been
frequently too ignorant of the value of his labour,
or too much at a disadvantage in his dealings
with the capitalist, from the difficulty and ex-
pense of transferring himself from one market
to another and from other causes, to enable him
to make his terms. I am, therefore, ready to
recognise in the union a protection to the
labourer and an agency by which he may secure
reasonable conditions in what is and must be a
bargain between him and his employer. Nay,
more, I can recognise, in the idea of the union’
principles, however imperfectly developed, of
mutnal help and brotherhood, and an organisa-
tion which might educate workmen indirectly to
those habits and that knowledge of business
which I believe it is equally for the interest of
his employer and for his ownVthat he should
possess.

On the other hand, we must not allow any
sophistry to blind us to the anomaly of combining
the functions of a benefit society with those of
an association for the enhancement of wa^es
by means of strikes and such other expedients.
It IS an unnatural union, prejudicial perhaps to
the association itself and to society at large, an
anceps usus, a two-edged purpose, as it has been
well termed, to which the funds of the body are
applied. They are raised for peace, but they
are applied to war.”

“Fortunately, we need not look to arbitration
alone for a solution of that labour question
which seems sometimes so perplexing a problem
in our present phase of modern commercial life
I have great faith in the sister principle of
co-operation, if fairly and prudently applied, by
which I mean both the union ofworkmen amongst
themselves primai-ily and principally for the sale
and purchase of articles of consumption, and
the union of workmen and capitalists for the
purpose of industrial partnerships. An instance
of the first kind of co-operation is to be found
iu Messrs. Briggs’s colliery;Vhere we have seen,
as its results, an improvement in the workmen’s
condition, increased profits to employers and
employed, harmony between the two parties,
and a complete absence of strikes. We have
an illustration of the second form of co-
operative enterprise in the well-known history
of the Kochdale Pioneers, an enterprise leading
from small beginnings to almost gigantic
results. Co-operation is, as yet, I believe, in its
infancy

;
and yet nowhere but iu England have

we the same prospect of success, because no-
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where but in England has the enterprise been

launched upon such eonnd principles. lu Ger-
|

manv co-operation has mainly taken the form of

societies of credit, and is, if I rightly understand

the case, too much trammelled by State inter-

ference and protection. In France some of the

associations have been formed on unscientific

principles, some have been mixed np with the

theories of political dreamers ; whilst of those

which have been successful the majority have

assumed the character of societies for the pur-

pose of production. In America, agitated as
,

she already is by trade controversies, I believe
[

co-operation to have made bat little progress. I

In England alone it has had its origin, in what
i

is probably the safest and best foundation,
1

a society for the purchase and sale of stores
j

and provisions and of articles of consumption,

capable of expanding as time and circumstances
j

may warrant into associations for the purpose
|

of production, as in Franca, or of credit, as in

Germany. In England, co-operation has stood
;

free from State interference on the one hand,

and from demagogneism on the other. It has, in
;

fact, reflected some of the best of our English
;

qualities,—good sense, and the practical adapta-
’

tion of available means to the ends desired and
’

the necessities of the time; it is accepted by
J

most reasonable men of all opinions ; it is at
|

variance with no principle of political economy, i

no instinct of human sympathy
;
and it pro-

:

mises, I think, before long, to give to the work-
\

ing man many of those comforts and luxuries
I

which have hitherto been only within reach
|

of a far wealthier class. Whatever bo our
|

point of view, one may cordially wish it well,
|

and accept it as one, at least, of the means
granted us towards a solution of a most difficult

j

problem.”
On Thursday and Friday addresses were

delivered in different departments, and papers

were read and discussed. On Friday evening a

working men’s meeting was to be held. On
|

Saturday, Lord Lyttelton, president of the '

educational department, will deliver an address,

in the Friends’ Meeting-house ;
and at eleven the

departments will meet in their respective rooms ^

to read and discuss “voluntary” papers. The
|

sections will this day rise early, probably about i

two o’clock. Time will be allowed for lunch, I

and then a special train will convey members
;

aud others to Dudley, where they will be met at

the station by Mr. Frederick Smith, who will

conduct them through the caverns and the castle.

The Earl of Dudley has been kind enough to

order the caverns to be illuminated. The train
'

will meet the party near the place where they
'

come out of the castle, aud it is expected that it I

will be able to arrive in Birmingham early in
j

the evening.
I

STALLS IN CATHEDEAL AND NEW
MUNSTER CHURCH, WURZBURG.

We give sketches of two sets of stalls at

Wiirzbnrg, in Bavaria. Those in the New
Munster church are thirteenth-century work,

and those in the cathedral fifteenth century.

The latter are in the south aisle of the nave.

They were removed from their original position

in the choir to make way for the Roccoco abomi-

nations which at present disfigure that portion

of the cathedral.

FROM MELBOURNE.

Among bnildings recently commenced, and of

large proportions, with architectural features, is

a warehouse now in course of construction on

the north side of Flinders-lane, near Swanston-

street. The style of architecture is Romanesque.
The windows throughonb are to be thrown into

groups, and those on the ground-floor will be

segmental beaded. The building has a frontage

of 48 ft. to Flinders-lane by a depth of 157 ft.

It will be 78 ft. high, and will consist of six

stories, including the basement. The several

floors will be supported by ornamental iron

columns, and the whole surmounted by a bold

cornice with brackets carrying a pierced parapet.
|

The contract price is 12,8171. 10a. Messrs. Reed

& Barnes are the architects, and Messrs, Wood &
Ireland the contractors.

The design for the new bank intended to be

erected in Collins-street East, by the National

Bank of Australasia, is that prepared by Mr.

Lloyd Tayler, architect, and was selected in

competition from among upwards of thirty other

designs. The style is Palladian. The author

appears to have aimed at producing a massive

effect, avoiding as much as possible the use of

minute mouldings and sculptured details, which,

executed in the best freestone at command,
would be the first parts of the edifice to suffer

from the effects of time and exposure. The facade

has a base of bluestone, above which it is con-

structed entirely of freestone. From the base

rise coupled columns, and an entablature of the

enriched Doric order. A balustrade separates

this from the upper order, which is Corinthian.

There are four floors altogether
;

the ground-

floor rooms being 32 ft. high
5

the next floor,

or “mezzanine,” 10 ft. high; the first floor,

15 ft. high
5
and the topmost floor, 11 ft. high.

The architect has received instructions to make
the whole mezzanine fire-proof for the documents

to be deposited there. The plan of the bank is

a modification of all those at present erected in

Melbourne. The entrance from Collins-street

does not open immediately into the banking-

room, as in the Bank of New South Wales, nor

does it lead into a long passage with suites of

rooms on either side, as in the Bank of Victoria

and the London Chartere<i Bank, bub through a

circular vestibule, 20 ft. in diameter, surrounded

by detached columns with niches between, leav-

ing only one room on each side before reaching

the banking-room. The banking-room is rectan-

gular in plan, and measnres 62 ft. by 53 ft. It

is 32 ft. high to the springing of the dome. The
dome is divided into enriched compartments,

with a circular ceiling-light in each. The ceil-

ing-lights are lighted from external skylights, so

that the heating effect of the sun’s direct lays is

avoided. The dome springs from eight Corin-

thian columns, which are all placed behind the

different enclosures for the clerks, so that they

neither obstruct them nor the public in the

transaction of their business. Two premiums,

each of one hundred guineas, were offered by

the Bank for the best and second best design.

REREDOS, WORCESTER CATHEDRAL.

A H.\,NDSOME reredos has been set up iu

Worcester Cathedral. It is scarcely finished,

the steps not being laid yet. A screen connects-

it with the aides of the chancel. The materials

of which the whole is composed are rich. The-

general structure is of varied alabaster. The
columns are of verde antique, sanguine red, aud
Cornish spars. Plates of marble and mosaic are

introduced. The jewels are of lapis lazuli,

malachite, and Derbyshire spars.

The reredos and screen present a series of

canopied arches. The five centre bays contain

statues of Our Saviour and the four Evangelists,

all seated, two on either side of the Saviour.

The columns are adorned with carved clustered

caps and bases. The whole is supported by a

dado enriched with diapered work aud jewels in

rosso-antico, and rich spars.

The steps to the altar-table will be of marble

mosaic. An elaborately carved cresting runs

along the entire length of the screen and
reredos. We should point out that tbe centre

bay of the reredos is loftier than the rest, and

above this rises a crocheted canopy terminated

by a slender cross. Six figures of angels, upon,

dwarf columns, assist in enriching the front, and

breaking the line of cresting. They are placed

one at each end and at the intersections or

springing of the canopies. There is a head under

the apex of each canopy. The work has been

executed, from the designs of Professor G. G.

Scott, by Mr. Farmer 5
Mr. W. Terry having

superintended it through the workshops.
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THE SANITARY CONDITION OF
GUILDFORD.

Fever at Guildford Bas become a serious

matter. There have now been about 600 cases,

and forty deaths, in a population of about 10,000

inhabitants. Since our last notice of the case,

the water has been analysed both by Dr. Letheby

and Dr. Hassall. These gentlemen seem to

differ in their result, and the local board have

resolved that Dr. Hassall should make a second

analysis. Dr. Letheby states that there are un-

mistakable evidences of pollution from surface

drainage
;

and his opinion is that though at

present the water is not unfit for human con-

sumption, it may at any moment become so.

The chief constable of Surrey writes to the Times

to state that it is of no use the Mayor writing to

show how healthy Guildford has been in past

years while fever rages as it now does, and

urges that steps should be taken to purify the

town. The medical gentlemen practising in the

town, to the number of five, have waited on the

local board to make a combined representation

of the increasing spread of scarlet fever, and the

urgent necessity that exists for the provision of a

fever-house for the reception*of new cases, and

also a house where clothes, bedding, &c., may be

disinfected. Mr. B. Eager, surgeon, who intro-

duced the deputation, stated that there had then

been nearly 600 cases of fever and thirty- seven

deaths, and that the malady was still spreading.

The board resolved to take immediate steps to

provide a fever-disinfecting house.

history of the sorrows of a life expressed in this

passage from the Psalms ?

In the Elizabethan era the custom of inscribing

upon the fronts ofhouses distichs, quotations from

Scripture, memoranda of vaidous sorts, though

generally relating to the ownership ox* date of

the building, was quite in vogue in England. On
an old house at Tarporley, in Cheshire, the two

following curions distichs, accompanied with the

crest and initials of Balph Done, four other

crests, and the coat of Ardeme, were inscribed

at this period,

—

“ Ealphe Done Esqnyer, the Lorde of fliys place

Was an eade to this buldyng in erery cace
Jhon wisies 1586.”

" Fenya quoth Jhon Newson hath kept hys promes just

In buldyng of this house in Awgust.
Anro 1685.”

Over the principal doorway of Dutton Hall, in

the same county, may be read, ” Sir Peyrs Dutton
Knight Lorde of Dutton, and my lady Dame
Julian his wife, made this hall and buylding, in

the yere of onre Lord God aMCCCCOXIII., who
thanketli God of all.” And over the great bow-

window of Little Moreton Hall, still in the same
county, runs the following inscription, carved in

the woodwork:—“God is al in al thing.—This

windows where made by William Moreton in the

yeare of our Lorde MDLIX. Rychard Dale

Carpoder made this window by the grac’ of God.”

The pleasant cider county has several examples

on the old gabled houses that nestle among the

orchards. In Tiverton thei'e is an Elizabethan

almshouse, very quaint and precious, with an

open gallery in front of it, that has this inscrip-

tion upon it, if the hand of the despoiler has not

erased it :

—

LEGENDS IN STONE.

From the earliest times man has availed

himself of the endurance of masonry to write

upon it facts which he ^wished to perpe-

tuate. The wandering Israelites, we know, as

they neared the land flowing with milk and
honey, were commanded to write the words of

the Lawgiver upon the door-posts of their

houses and upon their gates ;
and this indication

of the capabilities of structures to bear witness,

and at the same time to remind and record, has

been accepted in many countries during the pro-

gression of civilization. Both Moses and Joshua,

we are told, wrote the law upon stones; and it

was upon the wall of the palace of Belshazzar

that the wondrous writing appeared which
betold that monarch’s fate. The remains of

Assyrian buildings uncovered in our own times

show us that inscriptions were sometimes used

as a decorative feature. The mins of ancient

Egypt and of ancientRome tellus of thesameprac-
ticein those lands. The eyes ofthose who entered

a Roman dwelling were arrested by an inscrip-

tion, and those who departed from a building

were bidden farewell by another. Every temple,

every piece of architecture in fine, was enriched

by inscriptions, and we find the deserted quarries

the Romans used also lettered to tell their

history. And coming northward, still in old

times, we find runes treated at once as an orna-

ment and a record, in a border-like arrangement
round the edge of memorial stones. This feeling

for inscribing upon atone has never left us,

though there may have been intervals when it

has been set aside. In the Middle Ages it took

various forms. We know not whether the Saxon
“unlocked his word-hoard” to grace his folk-

stead
5
nor whether the Norman attempted to

enrich his “ earth-house ” by this means. When
learning was still the gift of the few, the noble

placed his heraldic device over his portal, or a

eei'ies of shields denoting his lineage in bands
aronnd his towers

;
for in those days these would

have been more easily deciphered than letters.

The ecclesiastic, again, placed the device of a
generous donor to the church on some conspi-

cuous place about it, to tell of his munificence.

Bat as the darkness of ignorance rolled away
veritable inscriptions took the place of these

pictorial substitutes. The lintels of doorways,
panels set in the front of honses for the purpose,

labels, bands, were inscribed with short sentences,

generally of a religions fervour. Thus, over an
inner doorway of the entrance into the hermitage
hewn out of the rock that rises out of the green
shady bank of the river Coquet, in which the

unhappy hermit of Warkworth used to dwell,

there is a black-letter inscription which seems to

take the place of the voice of salutation. It is

in Latin jFutrunt juifji lartamcc mtic pants tie ac

noctf,
—“ My tears have been, my meat day and

night.” Have we not here the compressed

“ John Waldron, merchant and Riehoard^his wife
Builded this house in tyme of their lyfe

At such tyme aa the walls wer fonrty^e foote hye
He deparded this worlde, eTen the eightynthe of Julye

A.D. 1679.”

And in the parish of Walborough, over the door

of the hospital founded by Lady Reynalls, in

the days of Charles I., for the widows of clergy-

men, about half a century after this, it is

wi'itten,

—

" The widowes house 1638.

Is’t strange a prophet’s widowe poore should be

If strange, then is the Scripture strange to thee.”

The writing over the doorway of the house in

Rochester frequented by the famous “ Seven
Poor Travellers ” will doubtless occur to many
of our readers. There is another pithy inscrip-

tion on the masonry of a house, far away from

the smiling hop county, viz., in Alnwick. It is

over the doorway of a long, low, [two-storied

house, and says,

—

“ That which your Father
old hath puichased and Left
You to possess do You dearly

Hold to shew his Worthiness.
M.W. 1714.”

Sometimes wo meet with a repetition of a
favourite inscription. “ God’s Providence is my
inheritance” is one chosen by more than one

ancient charitable institution, How modest,

reliant, and becoming such sweet -savoured

sentences appear compared with the self-assert-

ing vaunts with which churchwardens and other

public officers have, in later days, defaced struc-

tures to which additions and repairs have been
made during their tenure in office

!

Inscriptions of a similar class are frequently

found in the interior of bouses. In the pictu-

resque manor-honse at Ockholt the motto of the

Norreys occurs over and over again,—“Feyth-
fully serve.” The mantelpieces are often made
the record of the name of the person who built

the bouse, or his coat of arms and the date. In

the old parsonage-honse at Meppenskall, Bed-

fordshire, now demolished, there was a curious

inscription. The gallant old place, suiTOunded

on all sides by a moat, stood on the confines of

the two counties of Bedfordshire and Hertford-

shire, and the writing in question, which was
carved on a beam in the dining-parlour, bore

reference to this circumstance:

—

“ if C0ii lutsT; t0 00 mta ^ftritfarU^IjuT,

a Tittle nrarrv ttjc five.”

The coraices of rooms were often inscribed with
legends. In an ancient room preserved ont of

the rains of Crendon Abbey, Bnekinghamshire,
the cornice was inscribed, with the Staflbrd

knot, the words, “En Ini plaisance.” Legends
were also sotnotimes placed over the windows,

as in the vicarage-house at Colyton, built by
Thomas Brerewood, vicar, in 1529, where might
be read, “ Peditatis totum, meditatio totum.”

The walls and ceilings of Leckenficld and
Wressel were decorated with mottoes.

It is not surprising that this hoaiy old-world

lettering should have a charm for moat minds
imbued with a love of antiquity. Sir Walter
Scott introduced it as a feature of some of the
mansions he describes. Waverley, we call to

mind, found “Btiuav tfjc 33av” frequently re-

peated upon the bartizans and turrets of the

Baron of Bradwardine’s manor-house of Tully-

Veolan
;

and the Quaker’s pleasant parlour,

known to Red Gauntlet, bore upon its chimney
front the wise bidding to all who entered to

“ STrust iit ©00.” The great artist knew the

mention of these writings would bring a swifter

and more vivid realization to his listener’s mind
than any other word-painting could give.

In modern times crosses and other masonry
on the sites of ancient heroic actions have fre-

quently been inscribed with notices of the deeds

that have been enacted near them in past

centuries. Thus a clergyman has caused to be

engraved upon a stone, near the Lady Chapel at

Bothal, two dozen lines of the old poem that

relates the death of Sir Bertram, beginning,

—

“ Thei sehot hym downe on ye Elsdon-rigg,
Wher stands ye headless crosse,

Thei left hym swomen in liys blonde
In ye cold moor and mosse.”

We occasionally meet with inscriptions on the

exterior of churches as well as in the interior.

The principal fronts of the rich old abbeys wei’e

sometimes, too, thus embellished ; and less im-

portant parts, such as the towers of the entrance-

gates were, perhaps, still more frequently so

treated. On the entrance-tower of Ford Abbey,
Devonshire, below the battlement, runs a Latin

inscription, “An® Dni 7nillesimo quingesi^no vie

octa° A Dno factum est Thoma Chard Abb."
ThisThomas Chard,whorebuiltmuchof the fabric,

was the last abbot. The ruined Hartland Abbey
once possessed a Latin inscription which ranthus :

“ Istud : quadratmn ; claustrum : ci edijica-

tuvi : 7namioreo : lapide : perfect ; sumptibus : ac;

annis A . . . Abbatis ; et : arte: Johis ; Exonie:

sit : ei
;
gr : .” Bub this has disappeared. In

the IJmberleigh aisle of Asherington Church,

Devonshire, we read,

—

“ Godsave the church, our Queen Elizabeth, andrealme
And grant us pence and truth in Christ. Amen.”

And in Tiverton Church, in the same county, on
a frieze on a chapel built by a rich merchant
benefactor of the town, and elaborately deco-

rated with the arms of the great companies of

which ho was free, his mercantile mark, anchors,

woolpacks, waves, ships, and boats, probably to

denote the means by which ho made his fortune,

is written,

—

“ Have grace, ye men, and ever pray
For the sonla of John and Jone Greenwaye.”

This approaches to a memorial character of

which there are too many examples to permit of

them being incorporated with the present selec-

tions j though it is probable it may have formed

part of the original design, as a monument in-

laid with brass indicates the tombs of these wor-

thies. On the impost monldings of one of the

arches of the tower of Sunninghill Church,

Berkshire, is an inscription read thus :
“ Unde-

cimo Kalendaruni Martii ohiit Liomgus Preshi-

ter" which, however, we include on account of

the peculiarity of its position. In the chancel

of Coryton Church it is written,

—

“ This was a grateful priest : his -wealtU tho small.
He to his patron gave, who gave him all.”

Around the base of Launceston Church, Corn-
wall, is a range of shields, on each of which is

inscribed a letter, which, if commenced to be
read from the south side, forms the following

legend :
— “ Ave Maria grade plena, Dominus

tecum sponsas, Amat sponsam Maria, Optimam
pa/riem elcgit, 0 quam tembilis ac metuendus est

locus iste, vere aliud non est Me, 7iisi domus Dei

et porta cell." The doorway of Dinton Church
has aiiothei* curious Latin inscription. It is iu

Roman capitals ;

—

” PREMIAPROMERITSSIQSDESPETHABENDA.
AVDIATHICPRCEPTASIBIQVESITRETINSNDA.”

The same county can show us another example.

Under tho east window, on the exterior of the

chancel of the parish church of North Crawley,

built by Peter de Guildford, rector, who died iu

1321, runs,

—

“ Petrus cancellum tibi dat Firmioe norellum,
Ut cxim lauderis Deo, Petri memoreris.”

The font in Ancroft Chnrch, Northumberland,

we may quote as a sample of inscriptions of a

post-Reformation character. It says, “ God
blis this church. R. M. W. Anno Dom. 1670.”
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Upon a beam of the roof of the wayside-chapel

on Wakefield Bridge there is now carved
“ Verhuni caro factum cst. Gloria in eaxclsis

Deo.”
Melrose Abbey has several curious inscrip-

tions. In a churchyard, on a tombstone, may be
read the following vigorous lines, which, with
slight variation, have, within the last few years,

been inscribed on a panel and inserted on the

north side of the ancient Bdwardian pele tower,
incorporated with the vicarage-house at Shilbo-

tell, Northumberland;

—

" The earth goeth
On the earth
GlietriDg like gold
The earth goes
To the earth
Sooner than it wold.

The earth builds
On the earth
Castles and towers
The earth says
To the earth
All shall be ours.”

On the west tide of the south transept there
are two inscriptions, which, taken in connexion
with a shield close by them bearing compasses
and flenr-de-lys, seem to indicate that the French
architect here left a record of his courtship of a
Scottish muse :

—

“ Sioljn ffluvlio : siim : tnm rnlTit :

tuas' : £ ; anH : horn : in : p<iri)s^r :

rrrtainln : anlJ : Ijaft : m Srptnci

:

al ; mason : torrh : of : s'antan

Ifrons : iic ; T;iir : htrh : of : glaS
gu : mrIrnS : anlJ : pai^Iay ; of ;

nnhlJiisIlaiiTI : anil : of : galtoaii :

ipran : to : gnll : anil : mart : haitl^ :

anil : stocct : saiut : toljn : to : hrrjj :

tijts : Tjaln : Itirh : fra : shattf).”

The second is still more Scottish. We give its

modern reading first, to assist in its decipher-
ing :

— “As the compass goes round without
deviating from the circumference, so, doubtless,
truth and loyalty never deviate. Look well to

the end, quoth John Murdo.”

“ *a gan^ yr rompas' rhyn about
sa trutlj anil lautc Iro, hut lintitr

hcljaullic to yc Ijrnlir q. to^nc niurlro.”

Another touching, stirring kind of writing on
masonry is that which State prisoners have
traced on the walls of the dungeons in which
they have been confined. Here we have trite

reflections, expressions of faith, tender remem-
brances of absent and loved ones, records of
facts, dates, names, initials, and ofttimes devices
of considerable skill, both indesignand execution.

Of English State prisons, the Beauchamp Tower,
in the Tower of London, has probably the largest

number of these memorials. Whilst the Cheshire
carpenter, Rychard Dale, was making the great
how-window at Little Moreton Hall, “by the
grac’ of God,” there was a prisoner languishing
in this stronghold, by name William Rame.
Nothing is known of him, neither his offence

nor his fate. But we can tell, as the bright
spring days went by, he solaced himself with
writing on the wall, for his work is to be seen at

this day. It reads like a string of sad proverbs,

setting the “bowse of mornyng” before the
“ bowse of banketing,” and is dated April, 1559.

Hia mourning, or lamentation, has a consolatory

tinge in it, which, it is to be noticed, is very
general in similar inscriptions. The peril of the

prisoners, the proximity of death, their alterna-

tions between hope and despair, perhaps, too, a
certain dash of adventure that must have been
in most of their minds when led to take part in

the enterprises or plots for which they were in-

carcerated, seems to have led many of them to

look upon their lives as a journeyjust concluding.
“ A passage perillus makethe a port pleasant,”

wrote Arthur Poole, in 1568, on the pitiless

walls of the same tower ; and “ Per passage
ptiiille passcns a port plaisant,” wrote Thomas
Eooper, 1570. The unfortunate Duke of Norfolk
expressed the general feeling of those confined
for their religious opinions when he wrote over
the fireplace of this prison-house some Latin
verses to the effect that the more suffering for

Christ in this world, the more glory with Him in

the next
5
and near a loophole, “ It is a reproach

to be bound in the cause of sin, but to sustain

the bonds of prison for the sake of Christ is the
greatest glory.” “ My hope is in Christ,”
“ Typping stand and here thy cross,” are speci-

mens of this feeling. The great benefit to be
derived from patience is frequently laboriously set

forth by the languishing sonlsin durance. “ The
most vnhapy man in the world is he that is not
pacient in adversities, for men are not killed with
the adversities they have, but with ye impa-
cience which they svffer,” wrote Charles Bailly,
among other records of sighs and anguish, in

1571. “Grief is overcome by patience,” wrote
G. Gyfford on his prison wall in Augnst, 1586,
when “ Ralph Done, Esquyer,” was rejoicing over
the completion of his house at Tarporley, and
causing his delight to be engraved on the front
of it. Some of the luckless ones learnt wisdom
from their confinement, and perpetuated their

conclusions on the stones, that so grimly kept
them fast. “ Wise men ought circumspectly to

see what they do, to examine before they speake,
to prove before they take in band, to beware
whose company they use, and, above all things,

to whom they truste,” wrote the young gallant
Charles Bailly, who has recorded he was twenty-
nine years of age when be arrived in England
from Flanders, hearing letters in cipher for

Mary, Queen of Scots, advising her of an attempt
about to be made in her favour, and was seized

on landing at Dover, and committed to the
Tower.

“ I leve in hope and
I gaTe credit to my frin

de in time did stand me
moste in hande, bo wovide
I never do again e.vcepte

I hade hime sver in bande and
to al men wisbe I bo vnles ye
avasteine the leke lose aa I do,”

bemoaned Thomas Clarke, 1576. “As vertuc'
maketh life, so sin cinvscth death,” another
unfortunate incised upon the stones. But of all

the memorials in this sad chamber, the most
,
touching is the iteration of a woman’s name.

I

Graven on the stones, twice repeated, at some
I

distance apart, we seem to have before us all
' that could be rendered into words of a burst of
passionate anguish,—“Jane, Jane!” For this

was the prisou of Lord Guildford Dudley, the
husband of the accomplished, youthful, and
amiable Lady Jane Grey. Let us hope their

terrible “perilons passage” ended in a “port
pleasant.”

Except in very occasional instances, we have
j

left off writing upon our houses. We seem to

have reserved all writings on stone for perpetua-
tion of the memory of the dead on their tombs.
But surely we are suffering a practice to fall into

oblivion that has many things to be said in its

favour. Especially all restorations of ancient
work should be furnished with tablets recording

,

the fact, for the enlightenment of posterity.
[

It is not to be contested that inscriptions
1

of suitable character, sense, situation, and
j

size add an interest to a fabric, especially
I

after the lapse of years. Does nob the distich
I

over Lady Lucy Reynall’s hospital give us an I

insight into her pious mind, and make us picture I

her, as we fear her considerate provision reveals '

her to have been, a “poore widowe ” in weeds,
and wimple ? Do nob the quaint Tudor lines of'

John Waldron, and Ricboard his wife, of John '

and Jone Greenwaye, help us to portray these ^

worthy merchants and their partners as fib

members of the class of wealthy, successful
merchant-adventurers, or merchant-princes, of
which Edward Osborne, Thomas Gresham, and
Richard Whittington are world-known examples ?

They are voices. If we would know a man, let

ns hear him speak
;
and these have spoken to

us in this fashion.

ANAGNI CATHEDRAL.

Among the old towns in the Papal States

least frequented, bub well worthy to be visited

by tourists, Anagni, the Anagnia of the Herni-
cians, to which Virgil gives the epithet “ dives,”

is picturesquely conspicuous, and, seated on the
long ridge of an isolated height amidst the cul-

tivated uplands of the Frosinone province
(anciently Labium Novum), looking towards
two noble ranges of mountains : the Hemician
on the east, the Yolscian on the west : this

decayed city, chosen residence of so many
Medijeval popes, seems from a distance far more
imposing and prosperous than it proves to be on
nearer view. Among its tortuons, gloomy, and
labyrinthine streets, one is often surprised by
the relics of past magnificence, in fronts or frag-

ments of fine architecture, porticoes with
arcades, arched windows divided by colonnettes,

Corinthian capitals and classic frieze
; or, it may

be, some nondescript auimal-head, or other

Gothic fantasy cut in marble, set into the rough
stonework of modern houses. The Communal
Palace, but a remnant of what it was as built in

the fourteenth century, stands a heavy pile of

sombre and imposing effect, pierced by a broad
cavernous archway, with some fine old windows
of three lights, under acute arches, divided by

colonnettes, and framed in mouldings
; armo-

rial shields in stone emblazoning its dusky
fronts, both on the sides of the streets and on
that overlooking a court. But our principal
business at Anagni is with the cathedral,
noticeable on account both of its architecture
and its contents, historic through its association
with the memory of several pontiffs among the
most illustrious of Sc. Peter’s successors

—

particularly the high-spirited and unfortunate
Boniface VIII. Local tradition states that the
first bishop of this see was consecrated by
St. Peter in person; and it is certain that its

prelates may be counted in unbroken succession
up to the seventh century. The actual cathe-
dral church had origin in the eleventh century,
though, no doubt, much altered in later ages,
and in many details, especially those in the
interior, indicating the style of the thirteenth
and fourteenth centuries; the first historic notice
of it importing that the primitive church on this

site (referrible to very high antiquity, wo may
assume) was enlarged and embellished, probably
quite renewed, by the Greek Emperor Michael
(A.D. 1071-78), in gratitude for his recovery
from illness through the prayers and merits, aa
he believed, of Peter, a canonized bishop of
Anagni; but it was* not till A.D. 1167 that the
renovated edifice was consecrated by Alex-
ander III., a pope who spent several years in this

city, and who within this church’s walls per-
formed the canonization of St. Bernard; as it

was in this same cathedral that St. Clara of Assisi
was canonized by Alexander IV.. A.D. 1256 ; that
the Emperor Frederick II. was excommuni-
cated by Gregory IX., A.D. 1227. The archi-

tecture actually before ua presents an example
of the transition between the Early Romanesque
and the Italian Gothic, the round and the pointed
arch being here placed together, though the
former predominates both interiorly and ex-

teriorly; instead of the coffered ceiling in flat

woodwork, as common in Rome, is the atone
vaulting over nave and aisles

; and, instead of
the classic columns (seen in Rome’s basilicas),

are heavy bnilt-up atone pillars alternating with
quadrate piers. The plain facade terminates
in a gable, but the original form is lost owing to
the raising of lateral walls above the lean-to
roofs of the aisles, still visible under the more
modern stonework. At each side of the single
round-arched portal on this facade are set into

the walls a variety of friezes, classic and bar-
baric, nondescript animals ia rude relief, among
other details, pieced together without plan or
symmetry. Three apses project from the eastern
end, behind the chancel, the central and largest

of these with an arcade gallery near to its sum-
mit, at the springing of the arches in which
gallery fantastic animal-heads alternate with the
capitals of columns, neither shafts nor capitals

being in those alternate spaces. Near one angle
of the fa9ade projects a quadrate structure, on
whose outer front we see the outline of a walled-
up acute arch, lofty and spacious, sufficing

to indicate the former existence of an atrium
with Gothic arcades, demolished in all but the
portion now converted into a lateral chapel
entered from the corresponding aisle. A lofty

campanile, with walls that batter (or lean in-

wards), and stories of arcade-windows divided

by colonnettes, stands isolated, at some distance

from the facade, a remarkable structure, re-

ferred to the eleventh century, and indeed one
of the best examples of the Meduoval belfry in

these parts, though much maltreated by modern
restorers, the ancient arched doorways being
walled up, and the arcades, on one side, con-
verted into large windows without any architec-

tonic character. On the northern side of the
church, high up near the cornice, is an arched
recess with canopy and columns, containing a
colossal statue of Boniface VIII., seated on a
throne, in full pontificals, with one hand bless-

ing, with the other holding the keys,—a figure

rude in execution, but of marked character and
dignified individuality, reminding of the recum-
bent portrait statue on that Pope’s tomb at St.

Peter’s by the Florentine Arnolfo; but as to the

authorship of this singular work, placed in so

singular a position, on the Anagni Cathedral,

we regret our inability to give information. The
noticeable details in the interior of this church
are,—the rich iotarsio pavement of coloured

atone; the massiveness of pillars and pilasters

that support rounded arches, their capitals of

the most rude simplicity, with fantastic

animals coarsely sculptured, above the abacas
in some instances; the wagon-vault roof of

the nave
; the elevated choir, and high altar

under a graceful white marble canopy, with four
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oolamna supporting architraves, a double story
of light colonnettes above, and pyramidal roof,
Burmounted by a lantern of open work with globe
and cross on its apex.

Bat the most curious, and no doubt oldest part,
is the dim-lit crypt, divided into three aisles by
columns, with light shafts and barbaric capitals,
dimensions and orders different, the vaulted roof
resting on stilted arches, threesmall apses project-
ing behind as many altars, and the whole extent of
walls and vaulting covered with ancient frescoes,
now in great part faded, many groups being
totally effaced. These quaint pictures are be-
lieved (our authority is an intelligent canon of
this cathedral) to he of date within the twelfth
century. Among the best preserved are :

“ Christ Blessing (in the Greek form) with four
Apostles beside Him,” “ Christ amidst the four
Emblems of the Erangelists,” “ The Blessed
Virgins amidst female Saints,” “ The Divine

. Lamb worshipped by the twenty-four Elders,”
who all wave censers

;
“ St. Magnus, patron saint

' of Anagni,” a seated figure, in episcopal robes,
I of some dignity

;
also groups of apostles, among

’ whom St. John appears most frequently, and in
( each instance with a scroll in his hand, display-
i ing the words, In principio erat Verbum. Not
I all, apparently, of the same date, these paintings
£ are all characterised by more nr less of rude-
I ness and qnaintness, the outlines of some
{figures being about half an inch thick; the
c expression in others rather pleasing, however
iC childlike the incapacity manifest, and the gene-
r ral style of drawing either absolutely barbaric
0 or giving some faint indication of the dawn of
B a better day in art-history. It would be inte-
r resting to confront these works with the wall-

p paintings lately discovered in the ancient, and
D now subterranean, S. Clemente at Rome.

In the sacristy of this cathedral is a very rich
a assortment of sacred objects,—vestments, cen-
8i sers, mitres, &c., no longer used, but now exhi-
b bited as curiosities, and all, we are glad to find,

p photographed for sale, in such copies, at a
KRoman establishment. Interesting are the
D numerous vestments, copes, chasubles, and dal-
Diinatics that belonged to Boniface VIII., and
ffwere all presented to the church by him; their
letexture of woven gold, covered with figures in
imeedlework, the aggregate forming a most valu-
,table monument of thirteenth.century, or,—if we
prefer them to the last years of Pope Boniface,
^Iwho died A .D. 1303,—of fourteenth-century art

;

mot, indeed, bearing any comparison to the de-
ipigns of Giotto, and scarce showing more th.nn
Biocipient emancipation from barbarism. The
mubjects of the groups are Scriptural, legendary,
nmd bagiographic. Among several scenes of
imartyrdom are the deaths of apostles, the Sof-
er’ering of Sc. John in the Cauldron of Boiling
)iOil, St. Denis carrying his severed head in his
aiands, and (interesting to English eyes) the
blecapitation of the Saxon king, St. Edward
piput to death by the Danes A.D. 870), and the
Ii£urder of St. Thomas a-Becket, who is repro-
scented kneeling, whilst three armed assassins
tttback him, and one cleaves his skull with a long
jriword, opposite being seen the king, standing in a
hind of tribune, hung with coloured cloth, in the
attitude of one who gives orders,—a curious
rnstimony to the idea admitted at the Papal
joi^ourb as to the degree of King Henry’s
iDoroplicity in the death of the archbishop

!

Immong legendary subjects, most singular are
lioiose from the story of St. Nicholas, who, in
We group, appears in the act of causing two
olols to fall from their pedestals, by virtue

his prayers
;

in another, discomfiting the
*

in an ancient hymn. But the veritable
gem of the set is an altar-pallium, also pre-
sented by Pope Boniface, embroidered with
figures of groups from designs ascribed to Giotto,
and all, we should say, worthy of the great
Tuscan master. The subjects range along two
files. On the npper, the Virgin, with sweetly
serious countenance, seated on a throne, the
child on her lap

;
two archangels and six apostles

each standing under a canopy with cuaped arch
and supporting columns. On the lower file, the
martyrdoms of St. Peter, St. Paul, and St. Stephen

;

also the baptism and restoration to sight of the
first-named apostle,—all treated in a manner
that seems decidedly “ Giottesque.” Several
vestments that belonged to Innocent III. are
of crimson silk, stiff with gold embroidery
in perfect preservation, but not artistic, the
subjects mostly heraldic, as in the frequently-
repeated crowned eagle, other birds, and flowers,
suggesting the notion, that seems admissible
enough, of the presentation of these gorgeous
robes to Pope Innocent by an imperial ally.

The many mitres seen here—some embroidered,
others quite plain—are chiefly noticeable as
proofs how different and much more modest in
its low form was the mitre of old, as compared
with those, so ponderous and top-heavy looking,
now in use. A beautiful censer, one of Pope
Boniface’s gifts, exemplifies the taste for Gothic
design in his day

;
and other objects in this

sacred treasury are remarkable either for rich-
ness or on account of the contrasts they suggest.
The general effects of things seen in the cathe-
dral and in the street at Anagni is mournful.
Too evident here, as elsewhere, are the cold
neglect, the apathetic non-appreciation of the
Middle Ages, their genius and creations, in
Modern Romo as in the range of territory still

under her sway.

LECTURES TO WORKING MEN.
The Council of the Working Men’s Club Union

are arranging a list of gentlemen willing to give
lectures in the different Working Men’s Clabs
and Institutes connected with the society in
London. It is proposed that the lectures shall
be delivered at the various club-rooms, which
are but small, admitting an audience of about
15J in number. We would suggest, that should
some good lecturers be obtained, the provision of
a central apartment of larger capacity, which
would accommodate the members of, say, four
or five of the dabs, might be desirable, as more
fully utilising the lecturer’s services. Probably,
however, the council have learnt that, while the
members of a club might be disposed to go to
their own room to hear a lecture, only a part of
them would take the trouble to walk half a mile
out of their way to do so. There is a terrible
apathy in all quarters, which has to be over-
come.

granted. The plaintiff appealed to the Honse of
Lords against such allowance, but it was con-
firmed by that House. The Chancellor said that
the liability of a master to his workmen does not
depend on the question of the author of the
accident being a fellow-workman. The master
is not liable to his servant unless there be default
on the part of the master in that which he has
contracted to do. He does not contract to execute
in person the works connected with his business.
What he is bound to do in the event of his not
personally superintending the work is to select
proper and competent persons to do so, and to
furnish them with adequate materials and
resources for the work. If the persons so
selected are guilty of negligence it is not the
negligence of the master.— IfilsoTi v. Merry.

Clay-pits : Rates.—A person had an exclusive
licence to enter upon lands in two parishes and
take clay. Under this licence he worked certain
clay-pits, and carried on a trade in clay in one
parish, but he did not work any clay-pit in
another parish, thongh he bad the licence to do
so. The surface of the land in the latter parish
was let to a farmer; and it was held by the
Court of Queen’s Bench that the person having
the licence was not rateable in the latter parish
as an occupier of clay-pits, bat only rateable in
the parish in which he actually worked clay-
pits under the licence.

—

The Queen v. Fayle.

THE “BUILDER’S” LAW NOTES.

Injury by Fellow-workmen ; Liability of Master.
A scaffold was erected for the purpose of aioking
a pit and making arrangements iinderground
for opening a new seam in a certain coal-pit in
Scotland. The owners had a manager for the
pit, and they had also a general manager over
all their works. The pit manager had the
charge of sinking the pit. Two days after the

- . .
erection of the scaffold a workman was engaged

leremou of the Storm—an ape-like monster—who by the owners to assist in driving the level,
krems responsible for a tempest on board of a While so employed he was killed by an explosion
>iinin o ^ noti 'PV.rt T7^1„ e J n__ . .. - ...lijiip out at sea. The Holy Trinity is represented
illith Father and Son, almost identical in type,
bie, and attitude, each in the act of blessing*
jatated beside each other on thronos, with the
keve, in an oval nimbus, between. Most com-
leteto and beat preserved are the Mysteries of the
^pspol, from the Annunciation to the Ascension,
itlth the additional legendary sobjects of the
aianeit, the Assumption, and the Coronation of
lary, each group within a circlet on the gold
susue of a humeral, or veil for enveloping the
juulders at the rite of benediction.* A sin-
lalar detail in the Annnnciation scene, among
uese groups, is the manner in which the dove
pioroaches close to the ear of Mary, con-
tnmably to the majestic idea respecting the
dide of her preternatural conception expressed

also by the deacon, whilst he carries the paten
SiSjgh Maas; and at benediction by the priest, who
'states the ostensoriom eoataiaing the Holy Sacrament.

of firedamp, the accumulation of which was
caused by the obstruction to the ventilation
occasioned by the erection of the scaffold. It
was admitted that both the managers were com-
petent persons selected for their duties with
proper care. An action was brought by the
mother of the deceased for damages in conse-
quence of his death, and the judge told the jury
that if they were satisfied that the arrange-
ment or system of the ventilation of the pit at
the time of the accident had been designed and
completed by the pit manager before the em-
ployment of deceased, and if the owners had
delegated to such manager all their authority in
regard to the matter, that such manager aud the
deceased did not stand in the relation of
fellow workmen engaged in a common employ-
ment, and that the owners were not relieved from
liability. A verdict was given for the plaintiff.
Exceptions were taken to the charge, and one of
the exceptions was allowed, and a new trial

THE NEW SANITARY ACT.

Amongst the statutes passed in the late
session was one (chapter 114) briefly entitled
“ The Sanitary Act of 1868,” having for its
object the making of additional provisions for
the removal of refuse matter from dwelling-
houses. The Act only extends to England. It
commences (after some definitions) with reciting
the 51st and 54th sections of the “ Publio Health
Act, 1848,” which require that every new house
and every house pulled down to or below the
groundfloor and rebuilt, shall have a sufficient
water-closet or privy and ashpit, and also that
the Local Board of Health shall see that drains,
water-closets, privies, and ash-pits within their
district do not become a nuisance. The new
Act then proceeds to extend those sections to
the district of every ” sewer authority in which
district there is no enactment in any public or
private Act of Parliament to the like effect in
force.” “ Sewer authority ” in this Act is to have
the same meaning that it has in “ The Sewage
Utilization Act, 1865,” and to be construed as if
the phrase used were “ local board.” Any officer
appointed by the “ sewer authority ” to examine
any premises shall be deemed to be the “sur-
veyor” within the meaning of the said sections.
Where the sewer authority and the nuisance
authority of a district are different bodies of
men, the jurisdiction of the nuisance authority is
to cease within such district in relation to all
matters within the purview of the abovemeu-
tioned sections of the “ Public Health Act,
1848 and any sewer authority to whose dis-
trict the said sections are extended making de-
fault in enforcing their provisions shall be
subject to proceedings under the Sanitary
Act of 1866 in the same manner as if it
had made default in providing its district
with sufficient sewers. Each sewer autho*
rity shall, within its district, have all the
powers vested in a local board by the
“Local Government Act of 1858” (as amended
by any subsequent Act of Parliament) so fur
as relates to the removal of house refuse
from premises, and the cleansing of privies
ash-pits, and cesspools. Where the sewer
authority and the nuisance authority, in any
district, are different bodies of men, the jurisdic-
tion of the former in such district shall cease in
respect to all matters over which the latter
acquires power. The provisions of the “ Public
Health Act, 1848,” relating to private improve-
ment expenses (as amended by any subsequent
Act of Parliament), shall be deemed to be incor-
porated with this Act so far as may be required
for carrying it into effect. Any enactment re-
quiring the construction of a water-closet shall,
with the approval of the local authority, be
satisfied by the construction of an earth-closet,
or other place, for the reception and deodorisa-
tion of foecal matter, made and used in accord-
ance with any regulation, from time to time,
issued by the local authority. That authority
may, as respects any houses in which such earth-
closets or other places are in use with their
approval, dispense with the supply of water re-
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qnired by any .contract or enactment to be fur-

nisbed to the water-closets in snch houses, on

such terms as may be agreed upon between such

authority and the persons required to provide

the supply of water. The local authority may
themselves undertake (or contract with any

person to undertake) to supply dry earth,

or other deodorising substance, to any bouses

within the district, for the purpose of earth-

closets or the places referred to above. The

local authority may themselves construct (or

require to be constructed) earth-closets in all

cases where under any enactment in force they

might construct water-closets, or require them
to be constructed. No person shall be required

to construct an earth-closet instead of a water-

closet if he prefer to comply with the Act re-

quiring the construction of a water-closet, and a

supply of water for other purposes is furnished

to such house. No person is to be put to greater

expense in constructing an eartb-closet than he

would be put to in the construction of a water-

closet. After some sections (which we need not

set forth) respecting the recovery of expenses

and the enforcement of penalties, the Act pro-

vides that the sewer authority (or, in the metro-

polis, the nuisance authority) shall have the

same power with reference to the temporary

He considered it the duty of the clerk of the

works to condemn materials in the first instance,

and then report to the architect for bis final

decision. If Mr. Burden reserved the power to

himself, the builders would ignore the clerk of

the works altogether. Mr. West brought for-

ward his motion that the resolution empowering
the clerk of the works to condemn bad material

should be rescinded, as being contrary to the

contract. Several guardians were of a contrary

opinion, when the clerk informed them that the

contract said that either the clerk of the works
or the architect could “reject” bad materials;

but, in the event of any dispute between the

builders and superintendents, the decision of the

architect alone shonld be binding. Mr. Caffiiii

moved an amendment that resolution 3 should

be rescinded ; but the amendment was lost. Mr.

Box then moved that the words “ together with

copies of any correspondence,” in resolution 3,

shonld be rescinded, and the word “ rejected
”

be substituted for “ condemned.” Mr. Fairbank
seconded, remai'king that they had had ample
proof that the builders had not been working in

a very straightforward manner. Mr. Cufflin re-

plied that in the best of works bad materials

would be used sometimes without the builder’s

knowledge. Mr. Box’s motion was put and car-

organ-chamber has been built
;

the pews are

gone, the rood-screen is no longer seen, and
tho heavy classic altar-rail is replacetd by one

designed in the spirit of the ancient builders. Tho
floors ofnave and chancel are relaid. The white-

wash enamel is scraped from the timbers, and
they are no longer supposed to be marble or

slate ; but we are sorry that the restorers should

want ns to think it oak, by graining it. We
would suggest the destruction of all the Purita-

nical and Georgian anomalies, such as tho east

window, the porch, and the Punch and Judy
construction called the tower. Then tho resto-

ration will be complete.

The architect who superintended the altera-

tions was Mr. Charles Jones, of Ealing
;
and tho

whole of tho works have been carried out by Mr.

Nye, of Ealing, builder.

supply of medicine and medical assistance for|ried. The fourth resolution was entirely re-

the poorer inhabitants as it now has to provide scinded as being superfluous, and thus matters

hospitals or temporary places for the reception
j

stand for the present between the architect, the

of the sick by the “ Sanitary Act of 1866,” sub- ' clerk of the works, and tho Islington Board of

ject to the previous sanction of her Majesty’s''"-

—

Privy Council.

THE ISLINGTON NEW WORKHOUSE.
THE AECniTECT, THE CIERK OF THE WORKS, AND

THE BOARD OF GUARDIAJs'S.

NEW THEATRE OF MUSIC AT WEST
HARTLEPOOL.

BUILDERS’ CLERKS’ BENEVOLENT
INSTITUTION.

AX APPEAL TO BUILDERS.

Sir,—From the press that has rendered to

the above cause snch powerful aid, permit me to

seek still a little further assistance
;

it is only

through its medium that we can get aid from

the rich and willing, or acquaint the deserving

destitute of temporary aid or permanent relief.

Our first election takes place next Monday
evening, at tho Institution, when two widows of

builders’ clerks, late in the employ of leading

London firms, will be elected to the pension of

Ibl. per annum. Tho applicants are thoroughly

destitute ; one has three children under twelve,

the other nine under seventeen years of age.

It is, indeed, a pleasing eatiefaction that the

committee are enabled at such a juncture of
This building, which was opened on Monday,

the 2l3t ult., is capable of accommodating _

.

2,000 persons. The form of the auditorium is distress as this at once to offer some permanent

On the 28th of August the Islington Board of three parts of an oval, having its termination at aesiatanoe.

Guardians passed a resolution (on which we
;
the proscenium, which has an opening of 25 ft.,

:
With the knowledge that still more is re-

commented) that the clerk of the works at the
j

and represents a picture-frame of rather massive quired, I earnestly appeal for aid ; but I more

new workhouse at Highgate should send in ! character. The gallery front recedes from the particularly respectfully solicit tho profession,

weekly repQi*ts to them—Ist, as to work done I box front, and forms an awning. Pains have merchants, builders, and others, to aid tho

and number of men employed
;
2ndly, whether been bestowed on the stage. With reference to endeavours being made to secure the election of

any stoppage has occurred, and why
;
3rdly, the ventilation, the pnre air in a rarefied state one of the children of the last case I have men-

as to any inferior material brought on the is admitted by means of numerous inlets and
j

tionod, into the Orphan Working School, at

ground, whether such has been used after being flues, and the vitiated extracted by means of the
^

Haveratock-hill. To secure the election the first

condemned by him, with copies of any com- * air-shaft immediately over the sunlight. Messrs, i time, the difficulties are great : tho case is a

niunications made either to the architect or
,
Thomas Moore & Sons, of Sunderland, were tho very sad one, and deserves the support of all

builder with respect to the same, with their re- architects
;
and Mr. Gibbon, of Hartlepool, was

,

your readers. Votes will be received by any of

plies; 4tbly, whether such material has been the contractor. The gasfittings were put up by TLo plAf-hriTi

taken out and removed from the ground after Mr. T. Sherwood,

complaint, and generally to report anythi^ and

everything afi'ectiug the stability of the building.

Mr. Burden, the architect, complained to the

Board of Guardians that it was not the custom

that the clerk of the works should report to

them; he ought to send in his report to the

architect, and it was for the architect to report

to the Board. The Board granted Mr. Burden
;

an interview, in order to allow him to explain

and support his views before them. Mr. Barden

contended that tho clerk of the works should be

at the disposal of the architect, and every

report should come through him and not tbroagh

the clerk of the works, Mr. Lewis. The Chair-

man, on behalf of the Guardians, said that they

consider the clerk of the works their servant, as

they paid him. Mr. Burden said that, although

RESTORATION OF PERIVALE
CHURCH.

Tire most thinly populated parish in the

metropolitan county is Perivale, the number of
|

the committee of our Institution. The election

is sure if our bnilding friends have sympathising

and willing hearts to help us. T. P. W-

THE SCIENCE OF COLOUR.

Siii^—If I may add to my former communica-

tions on this subject, and to the extracts which

householders being but four. The parish is appeared in the review of my treatise in your

situated in a fertile and deliciously verdant vale, ' number for 25th July last, a short statement of

through which stealthily creeps or tortuously the principal facts which refute tho common
winds one of Father Thames’s smallest tributa- theory of colour, and seem to me to establish the

ries, the gravelly Brent. Just where the stream
!

amended theory which I havo ventured to main-

takes a westerly coarse, upon the north bank,
j

tain, it may prevent some misdirected labour

where it is unusually elevated, stands the
,
and loss of time in such as desire, like Mr.

smallest church in Middlesex,—a pile of chalk
,
Colling, to investigate the subject for them-

Luej , o- reared at least 600 years since. It consists of selves.

they paid Mr. Lewis, tho custom of the pro- nave and chancel, with a south door and a west
|

1. A mixture of those red, green, and blue

feasion made him the servant of the architect, i door, each having an arched head, lancet-shaped ' rays of the pure spectrum whoso colours are best

It would be very inconvenient for the clerk of
|

outside and segment-pointed inside, the walls represented in paints by scarlet vermilion,

the works to turn round upon the architect and being 2 ft. in thickness. The roof is high pitched,
[

emerald greeu, and ulti’amariue or French blue,

i_ _ 2 ^

J

.1 Is?... Af.. T I wwfrtn a An .r. Kia»-ari I wltbout uuy of tbo Other ruys, will produce the

sensation of white.

2. These three aro the deepest, or moat power-

ful in propwtion to their brightness, of any three

of the prismatic colours which are capable of

produciug white.

3. All the other prismatic hues may be pro-

duced by mixtures of these three, with the same
depth as that which they have in tho spectrum

;

namely, orange, yellow, and yellow-green, by.

mixtures of the red and green, and sea-green and

all hues intermediate between it and green or

blue, by mixtures of tho green and blue
;
and

therefore all possible colours in nature may be

produced by mixtures ofthe prismatic red, green,

and bine, in various proportions. But ail the

prismatic hues cannot be produced, with the

depth they possess in the spectrum, by mixtures

of any ocher giren prismatic colours besides

these three.

4. From these facts, which have been proved

by Maxwell’s experiments (Phil. Trans. 1860),

and are also in accordance with the fact that

every eye which has the ordinary capacity for

discerning colours,judges these the moat striking

say he was independent of him. Mr. Lewis’s ' and was doubtless once open-timbered, with

influence with the contractors would be lessened
[

braces, forming a lancet arch, which appear to

unless he derived his power directly from the
' have been lathed and plastered in the days of

architect. He, moreover, objected to tbo clerk
|

the Puritans. Besides the two doorways, there

of the works having power to condemn mate -

1

is left of the original edifice an octagonal font

rials, or to pronounce any judgment on the and a hole where- the east window was. At a

stability of the building. For the clerk of the
j

much later date the original nave windows ap

works to report at all was a new thing to him.

The architect’s monthly report was quite

sufficient. The Guardians expressed themselves

opposed to doing anything that would tend to

lower Mr. Barden in his office as architect, bat

at the same time said they were determined to

watch the work most zealously. As nothing

could be done without previous notice of motion,

the subject was adjourned until tbo following

week.
At the next Board meeting a letter was read

from Mr. Lewis, clerk of the works, expressing

his surprise that the architect shonld reserve to

himself the power of condemning bad materibds.

It was important that, when an attempt was
made to nso bad materials, they should be at

once condemned, as, were they left to be worked
in, they might deceive the most experienced eye.

pear to have been replaced by some two-li^t

Tudor windows. The benches also appear to

have been put up in the fifteenth century, as

well as the pulpit and some memorial brasses.

Indeed, bat for the doors, the east window, the

high-pitched roof, and the fact of the walls being

of chalk which must have been brought at least

eight miles, the church would be taken for a
fifteenth-century one. It appears to have suffered

considerably at the bands of the Puritans, and
again in the Georgian age.

This interesting relic of Medievalism has been
restored, evidently by loving bands, and re-

opened for divine service. The outside remains

unaltered, with the exception of the addition of

another two-light window in the south wall, a

faithful copy of the old one. The inside, however,

has Buffered a complete metamorphosis. A new
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colonrs in the pare gpectrom, it is reasonable to
conclude that the prismatic red, green, and blue
present the nearest approach to three simple
eensations of colour, and that all possible colours
consist of mixtures of these.

5. Continuous combinations of the prismatic
colours, placed in juxtaposition, show that the
deepest and brightest blues, best represented in

paints by ultramarine and cobalt, are exactly
complementary to the clearest and brightest
yellows, best represented in paints by lemon
yellow and king’s yellow.

6. The combination of the best blue and yellow
lights, in whatever way effected, produces a
neutral gray or white

;
and though the combina-

tion of blues and yellows approaching more or less

to seagreen-blue, and yellow green, will prodnoe
a pale green; no deep or powerful green (such as
that of emerald green) can be so produced.

7. The analysis by the prism of tho best
natural reds, greens, and blues, shows that they
are produced solely by the prismatic rays in

which those colours respectively predominate

;

but the like analysis of the best natural yellows
shows that they are produced by all the red and
green prismatic rays, as well as by the inter-

mediate yellow rays.

8. From these facts it is evident that if blue
is one of three simple sensations of colour, yellow
cannot be another of them, but must be a binary
compound of the other two; a conclusion which

;

is also confirmed by the ocular modification of
whitewhen viewed in conjunction with bright blue
or bright yellow, or immediately after the same.

If I have, as I fear, expressed myself in my
former communications with a somewhat un-
becoming warmth or confidence, I hope I may be
excused when I assure your readers that I did
not venture to reject any part of tho common
theory of colour without much research and
many experiments. Tho subject necessarily
requires thoughtful aud patient investigation

;

but I am persuaded that the result of arriving at

Anthracite-coal is common in South Wales.
It is also found in some English, Scotch, and
Irish coal fields. Its composition, by weight, is

92'5G per cent, of carbon, 3 33 of hydrogm, 2 53
of nitrogen and oxygen, and 1’58 of ashes.
Hence it is exceedingly rich in carbon, poor in
volatile substances, and is non - bituminous.
Some samples of this coal, of great purity, yield
as much as f)8 per cent, of carbon. It has an
iron or greyish black colour, and a metallic
lustre. It is very bard and brittle, ignites with
difficulty, but burns steadily with a strong
draught. It is nearly smokeless, burns with
little or no flame, and gives out an intense beat,
sometimes melting the faraace bars. It does
not cako in burning, contains little sulphur, and
leaves Hbtlo ash. It is used largely in iron
works for manufacturing metals, and in ocean
steamers for generating steam. Its calorific

effect for these purposes is much greater than
Newcastle coal. Owing to its hardness and
compactness, its power of conducting heat
through itself is very slow. If it be exposed to
great heat at first, the outside will expand more
than the inside, and break off in small pieces.
To obviate this, and to assist the combnetion, it

requires to be gradually heated.
Pit-coal has many varieties; indeed, they are

as numerous os the seams of coal
; aud some-

times the same seam differs in character and
quality at different parts. Some varieties of pit
coal have popular and local names

; such, for in-

stance, as fumace-coal, which is used for smelt-
ing, smiths’ work, &c.

;
gas-coal, used for manu-

facturing gas; steam-coal, used for generating
steam

;
and ho\tse-coal, used for burning in stoves

and fire-grates. All these varieties, which are
more or less bituminous, are classed under four
heads:—1. Caking-coal. 2. Splint or hard coal. 3.

Cherry or soft coal. And 4. Cannel or parrot coal.

1. Caking coal is obtained in great abundance
from the coalfields of Northumberland and Dur-
ham

; also from those of Cumberland, Lanca-

to those who would produce good and varied
effects in colour. W. Benson.

OUR BLACK DIAMONDS.

correct conclusions will amply repay the^ trouble
|

shire, Derbyshire, and other parts. Its consti-
+r. ..../I

'

tuents by Weight, Qfe 75'28 psr ceut. of CQrbon
;

AIS of hydrogen; 15'96 of nitrogen; and 4'58
of oxygen. It is velvet black ; is middling bard
and brittle, breaks easily, and ignites readily.
It melts or falls to pieces when heated, makes a
bright pleasing fire, with attention burns a long

^ .

time, and gives out great heat. As, after light.
Co.AL is a black opaque mineral substance of ing, the heat increases, the pieces unite or cake

jegotablo^ origin. Its specific gravity varies
j

(whence its name^ and form a solid mass, which
from 1'25 to 1-75. Its chemical constituents

|

requires frequent stirring. Some kinds of this
aro carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, and oxygen.

I coal burn slowly, cake bard, and send out a
The chief constituent or basis of coal is carbon ;

' strong long-contiuued heat
; while others burn

the other substances are volatile. When coal is quickly, cake soft, and give a weak short con-
rich in hydrogen and oxygen, and poor in carbon,

' tinued heat. As this coal contains only 1 per
it IS bituminous

;
and when it is rich in carbon ' cent, of earthy matter, it leaves bub little ash

and poor m hydrogen and oxygen, it is non-
j

and little cinder. One bushel of it weighs
bituminous. Coal does not contain any actual 84 1b. It yields about 40 per cent, of bitumen,
bitumen, only tho constituents of it. Bitumen

^

This coal is tho most useful and economical for
IS the result of the decomposition of vegetable household purposes, and is that commonly sold
matter, and may bo exti-acted from coal by dis-

1

in London as Newcastle or Walisend coal. It
Lullation. The bitnmmons varieties of coal are

,

makes the best coke, 1,000 lb. of it yieldinrr
iess bard, compact, aud lustrous, and more in-

, 774 lb. when made in an oven. It is also a
dammable than the non-bituraiuous, which are ' good steam-coal.
bfteii made into articles of nso and ornament, 1 2. Splint or hard coal is obtained from the
ue^des being used as fuel. coal-fields near Glasgow, in Ayrshire, and in
Carbon in coal and oxygen in air have great

|

England and Wales. Its composition by weight
liffimty for each other. The moment fire is

i is 75-00 per cent, of carbon, 6-25 of hydrogen
ipphed to the coal the oxygen rushes to the fire

j

G-25 of nitrogen, and 12-50 of oxygen. The coal
ind supports the combustion. The combination ' ” ’ - • . - . ..

if the oxygen with tho carbon produces carbonic
icid, and with the hydrogen aqueous vapour,
fhe process of oxydation evolves heat, which
5 increased or diminished by the speed with

roducts of oxydation are allowed
escape. When the combustion is perfect

the resulting gases are nearly invisible, bub
!i?hen it is imperfect smoke is produced.
C is not possible in the ordinary open fire-

rrato to prevent the formation of smoke, or
wholly to consume it ; but much may bo done
y careful firing to prevent it, and to consume
;. Those who desire a clean hearth, and a
ijright cheerful fire, must take pains to manage
.. The fire should be fed frequently, with a
imall quantity of coal each time, between the
font bars, and amidst the hot embers at top.
tf the ashpit bo made to close in front, so as to ex-
nude air from under the fire, there would be great
7iviog of fuel, and the fire would burn steadily.
1 There are nearly one hundred varieties of coal,
ctjout seventy of which are imported into Lon-
Din. All of them differ in quality, and also in
lighting and heating power

; but the difference
1 many is so slight as to be undistinguishable
cccepb to those conversant with them. They
ijay be arranged as anthracite-coal, pit-coal,
did brown-coal.

4. Cannel or parrot coal is obtained from
Scotland, Derbyshire, Lancashire, Yorkshire, and
other parts. Its composition by weight is G4-72
per cent, of carbon, 21-5G of hydrogen, and 13-72
of nitrogen. It burns readily with a clear flame
like a candle, whence its name, but with much
smoke. It is compact, fractures sometimes sbaly,
and varies much in appearance from a dull earthy
to a bright shiny lustre. This latter variety
bums like wood, leaving little cinder, and a white
ash, -while tho former retains the shape and size
of the original lumps. It contains about 20 per
cent, of bitumen. It is seldom used, except
locally, as a household coal, but it is admirably
adapted for, and much used in, the manufacture
of gas. Some very hard shiny qualities are
made into toys and ornaments and sold as jet.
This coal contains 11 per cent, of earthy matter.
Brown coal, known also as lignite, is of recent

formation. One kind of it is soft and mellow
when first quarried, but becomes hard and brittle
by exposure to tho air. In this kind the structure
of the plants from which it is derived is little
altered,—their stems and fibre are seen crossing
in all directions. Another kind of this coal
appears as a dense stratified mass, nearly black,
fracturing easily, and sometimes presenting
indications of vegetable structure. This variety,
like that of Bovey, in Devonshire, is scarcely
distinguishable from ordinary coal.

To those who are not conversant with the
particular kinds and properties of coal, these
remarks may be of service in enabling them to
order, distinguish, and nse that coal wliicb is

most applicable for the purpose required.

John Philltps.

called culm is an iuferior quality of it. Splint
coal is black, with a brown tinge, and splinters
when broken, whence its name. It is much
harder, breaks less easily, kindles less quickly,

- . requires greater beat to make it burn, burns

« I

^ess flame, and makes less smoke, than

heated, it is not so well adapted for small fires

as caking coal
;
but a large body of it mokes a

strong lasting fire. It is almost non-bituminous.
When prepared in a ooke-oven, 1,000 lb. of it

will afford 647 lb. of coko. It contains 9i per
cent, of earthy matter.

3. Cherry or soft coal is obtained near Glas-
gow, in Fifeshire.and abundantly in Staffordshire.
Its constituents by weight are 74-45 per cent, of
carbon, 12-40 of hydrogen, 10-22 of nitrogen,
and 2-93 of oxygen. Its colour is velvet black
with a grey shade. It has a resinous lustre,
breaks easily with a shaly fracture, takes fire

readily, burns with a continuous clear flame,
gives out much heat, produces little cinder, and
leaves a light white ash. As it also does not
melt and cake when heated like caking coal, it

requires little stirring
; but it burns away more

rapidly, creates less heat, and is less economical
than cither caking or spliut coal. In an oven
1,000 lb. of it produce 522 lb. of coko; and it

contains 10 per cent, of earthy matter.

SOAP AND ALUM FOR KEEPING OUT
WET.

Sir,—I am very glad to see that your corre-
spondent, Mr. Arthur Chambers, confirms my
experience as to the efficiency of the soap and
alum process for rendering tho faces of brick
walls impervious to wet. Some years sinco I
brought this “dressing” to the notice of the
Institute of British Architects, and I believe
there are many members who can bear witness
to its Bucoess, if pi'operly ap'^olicd. I know a
case where a tenant gave notice to leave hie
house unless it was coated with cement. The
landlord refused to have the brickwork disfigured
by plaster. The solution of soap aud alum was
applied, and with completo success. I do not
go quite so far as Mr. Chambers, and declare it

to be a certain cure. I think it might fail in
cases where the brick or stone is very porous

;

but unquestionably, when applied to a closely,
grained material, it will succeed.

In a discussion a few sessions since at the
Institute I directed attention to this simple and
inexpensive prooess as applic.'ible to the stone-
work of the new Honaes of Parliament; and I
feel confident that it might be very beneficially
applied to that building. When properly used
it is by no means injurious to the effect of tiie

stone, but, on the contrary, imparts a greyish
tone, which, is most agreeable to the eye.

Benjn. Ferbei’.

DESIGN OF LODGES.

If you agree with me on the importance of
the subject of this letter, you may think it well
to bring it before tho public in some snibabl©
form.

I observe, not only in this country, but in
others also, a studied misconstruction of lodges
or gate-houses. They are, almost invariably,
level with the damp earth, -uncellared, with 7 ft.

or 8 ft. ceilings, aud windows too small for
healthful ventilation.

Now, withont considering tho life, health, or
usefulness of the occupants, I ask. Are not such
structures miserable /roniisptcces to a handsome
mansion and ornamented grounds? Will not
good taste, if not humanity, reform thia mistake ?

A.

AIRING HOUSES.
Sib,—

C

an any of yonr country or Ecientific correspond-
ents kindly say at wbst yoint of, ouitide, atmospheric
humidity it is not benettoial to open the windows of an
uninhabited house in the country durinff winter? and
which instrument, if any, is best for determining tliis

humidity ? The house ie regularly fired, but tho house-
keeper, a gardener, seems to dread an open window.

COUMIBX Hovsk.
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THE ELEVATIOSS IN THE BEGENT'S
PAEK.

SrB,—In the leases of the houses in the Regent’s Park, the

whole of which is Crown property, it is prorided that no
addition or alteration shall be made to the exterior of the

houses
j
and so important was it considered at the time of

laying oat the park, that the architectural appearances of

the terraces and blocks of buildings should not in any way
be injured, that it is also provided iu the leases that the

exteriors should all be painted at the esme time and at

certain periods, and at those times only
;
yet I perceive n

one of the houses in Chester-terrace an extra story has

been added, thus disfiguring the frontage of the terrace.

I consider that in making in the original lease the

proviso that no additions or alterations should be made to

the exteriors of the houses the public were taken into the

compaot, the park being Crown property; and I would
ask, is it right that the sppearence and architectural

effect should be destroyed to accommodate any individual ?

The terraces will soon become us disfigured and spoilt

in appearance as Regent-street or Park Crescent: the

Circus at Oxford-street may be cited as an effort terribly

disfignred by additions,—but these are, I believe, private

properties, and not crown property.
As Parliament is up, there are no means of getting a

question put to the “ Woods and Forests ” on the suhject

in the House of Commons : I therefore trust, Mr.
Editor, you will call attention to it : a word from you
will perhaps bring the attention of the authorities to the

point, and either have the excrescence removed, or an
intimation sent to all house proprietors in the Park that

they are at liberty to make any and what additions they
like to their properties. HotJss Pbopbibtob.

THE APPROACH STREETS, HOLBORN
VIADUCT.

Sts,—“ What’s in a tame ?” “A rose with any other
name would smell as sweet." If little in a name, how
much in an apology for a name ? Does not the naming of
these approach streets show a poverty of ideas somewhere ?

Should not such important thoroughfares be reuRy named ?

Are there none to ma'k the era in which they are built ?

I presume there will be four approaches: why not
“ Napier," “ Magdala,’’ “ Theodore," “ Abyssinia?"
They would then commemorate the most heroic episode in
modern history, one that shows that the sge of chivalry
has not passed. If the approach idea must prevail, why
streets ? Would not simply approaches be preferable ?

OXLT A Tailoe.

BIRMINGHAM NOTES.

Attbb a depression in demand sod prices extending
over a period of nearly three years, the manufacturers ot'

builders’ hardware in Birmingham are beginning to expe-

rience a steady return to something like activity. This is

just the commencement of the " season” for stove-grates,

cooking-ranges, and other descriptions of foundry-ware
fixtures, and already the workpeople are having full em
ployment. Ornamental iron gates and palisades are in

tolerable request, but Coalbrookdale takes the “ cream "

of the trade in this department. Locks, hinges, bolts,

and latches are in fair demand both in this town and at

Wolverhampton and Willenhall, where the ordinary
qualities sre most largely made. Wronghi -iron bridge and
girder making is occupying a greater number of bands ”

than reported for two years past. Metal-ware is gradually
improving in demand, out prices are remarkably low, and
there seems to be no prospect of any immediate movement
in this respect. Among the latest novelties in builders’

hardware ma^ be mentioned, iron japanned finger-plates

for doors, which are being produced by an enterprising
firm in Willenhall at sixpence per pair. They are said to

be equal to the china plates for which Is. 6d. or 2s. per

I

isir IS demanded, and of conrse in point of endurance the
alter will bear no comparison. A lock and finger-plate

combined was also shown to ns the other day, but this
" invention ’’ savours more of the curious than the useful.

The increased application of machinery to the bolt trade

is tending to improve the style and workmanship of those
articles, besides tacilitating production, and thereby lower-

ing the price. Ihe lock trade, which hitherto has not
availed itself of recent scientific invention, is also taking a
at^ in the same direction. Owing to a wages dispute in the
“fine-plate” branch at Wolverhampton, some of the
makers intend to render themselves less dependent upon
the workpeople by introducing machinery on an extensive
scale. This step will likewise benefit the consumer by re-

ducing the cost of the article. The Birmingham people
are favoured just now by the South Kensington depart-
ment of the Civil Service. An extensive load of metal-
work (chiefly Medimval) has been made to the Free
Library, where the collection of articles is now being
exhibited. The locks, hinges, and bolts are especially
fine, and there are several cabinets, and a serrure de
tabernacle of the Middle Ages, which excel iu design the
elaborated door furniture at Haddon Hall.

NEW RELIEF OFFICES IN ST. PANCRAS.

Ik the Builder of the 15th August, were described the
new Relief Oflices and Dispensary for the parish of St.

Fancras, situated in Compton-place, near Burton-crescent.
The second of the series of four Relief Oflices, designed
for the parish’ in accordance with the provi^tons of the

Poor Relief Act of 1867, has been completed this week.
It is situated in Leighton-road, Kentish Town, occupying
the bouse and grounds hitherto known as Bower Cottage.
It differs from that in Compton-place in having no dis-

pensary attached, though provision is made for the addi-

tion when required
;
while the ample site, which com-

prises an area of nearly half an acre, has afforded space
for the construction of extensive labour yards, stone-
breaking sheds, and oakum-pickisg rooms, for the em-
ployment of able-bodied psnpers.
The old cottage, which is attached to the rear of the

chape! buildings has been retained, with only such modi-
fications 88 were found necessary to connect it with the
new buildings associated with it. It is two stories in

height, and on the upper floor are the apartments of the

resident superintendent. The committee-room is on the

ground floor, and with the store-room adjoining, com-

pletes the accommodation provided by the old cottage.

What was formerly a dining-room is now divided longj-

tndinally, forming separate pauper entrances and_ exit

passages to and from Leighton-road and the new waiting-

room. Between the new waiting-room and the com-

mittee-room are situated the new relieving offleea-room

and the bread-room. By the parallel passages or corridors,

direct access is gained to the waittng-room, return-

ieg peat the reliei-olBce, bread-room, and committee-

room, each of which communicates with this exitcorridor,

which is widened opposite the bread-room and com-

mittee-room, forming lobbies to the same in the order in-

dicated. The waiting-room has a lofty open roof, lighted

by alsrge lantern skylight. A portion of ground is fenced

in to admit of the enlarg-ment of the waiting-room as well

as for the erection of surgeons’ rooms and dispensary.

The labour-yard is reached by a road on the west side

of the chapel, and is an open quadrangular yard, which

measures about 125 ft by 70 ft., and bas been paved with

PenmaenroauT granite cubes by Messrs. Sewell & Son.

On three sides of the yard stone-breaking sheds are

ranged. These sheds are divided into double boxes by

dwarf partitions, and afford apace for ninely-four stone

breakers. The sheds are tiled with corrugated red and
white tiles, and present an effective appearance as they

slope from the back boundary walls towards the yard, to

which the boxes are open, cast-iron pillars supporting the

eaves-bearers between each division.

The superintendent’s office and implement store-room
are placed in the centre of the range of boxes on the

north side of the yard, immediately opposite the entrance

road. On either side o.f the superintendent’s oflices are

the entrance lobbies to tfie oakum-picking and store rooms,
which are situated behind the boxes, the whole width of

the northern side, or 137 ft. in length by 14 ft. wide.
Accommodation is provided for 100 oaknm-pickers in two
long rooms fitted with tables and benches

;
between these

rooms are the picked and unpicked oakum store-rooms.

All these rooms are lighted by skylights, and carefully

ventilated by louvre and other wall ventilators, and are

warmed by open fire stoves with warm-air chambers,
through which the air from within is passed into the rooms
and warmed in its passage.
The architect is Mr. E. C. Robins

j
and Messrs. Thomas

& Son undertook the contract at the sum of 1,735L

WORCESTER DIOCESAN ARCHITECTURAL
SOCIETY.

On the second and last excursion of this society

for the season Alcester, Coaghton Court, and
,

the Marquis of Hertford’s mansion at Ragley,

hare been visited. There was a large muster.

By permission of Sir W. Throckmorton, bart.,

the fine old edidee of Conghton Court was first

inspected, and the party then proceeded to

Coughton Church, where Mr. Walker discoursed

on the ancient history of Conghton, and Mr.

Tomes criticised the old painted glass. Alcester

was next visited. Luncheon had been provided

at the Swan Hotel, and was presided over by the

Rev. Canon Seymour. The party afterwards

proceeded in carriages to Ragley, the neglected

seat of the Marquis of Hertford, who has long

resided in Paris. The visitors were escorted

through the state rooms and library. Arrow
church was next examined, and Mr. Walker read

a paper detailing the history of the church.
Here Mr. Walker announced that though the

rector of Arrow, the Rev. Beauchamp Stannus,

was prevented from being at home, yet he had
invited the company to partake of tea and
coffee at the rectory, and the day being so fine,

it bad been set out in the gardens. In the ad-

vancing evening the carriages were called for

Redditch, where, safely arriving, the return was
made by rail to Worcester.

AN ATLANTIC TELEGRAPH WITHOUT
A CABLE.

Our readers may recollect of the experiments,

some years since, of a Dundee gentleman, now
deceased, in course of which he was said to have
telegraphed by electricity across Portsmouth

Harbour by permission of the Government, and
also across the Tay, without any apparatus ex-

cept galvanic arrangements on shore at right

angles to the conrse of the message. This gentle-

man (we forget his name) even maintained the

possibility of so telegraphing across the Atlantic

Ocean, only he stipulated the arrangement of

transverse lines, that in Britain running north

and south through a great part of the country.

The same idea essentially has been taken up by

a Mr. J. H. Mower, in America, as a discovery

of his own. He is said by the New York Herald

to have already telegraphed east and west

across Lake Ontario—from a point near Toronto,

Canada West, to one on the coast of Oswego
county. New York—a length of 138 miles, trans-

mitting his message, without a wire, from a
“ submerged machine ” at one end of the route

to one at the other. The messages and replies

were continued for two hours, the average time

of transmission for the 138 miles being a little

less than three-eighths of a second. The upshot

of the discovery—on what principle Mr. Mower
is not yet prepared to disclose—is, that “ electric

currents can be transmitted through water,

salt or fresh, without deviation vertically, or

from the parallel of latitude.” The diffi-

culty from the unequal level of the tidal

waves iu the two hemispheres will be ob-

viated, it is claimed, by submerging the appa-

ratus at sufficient depth. The inventor is pre-

paring to come to Europe to secure here the

patent rights for which the caveats have been

filed in the States. At the inconsiderable cost of

10,000 dollars he expects within three months to

establish telegraphic communication between

Montauk Point, the eastern extremity of Long
Island, and Spain, the eastern end of the line

striking the coast of Portugal at a point near

Oporto. The statement is enough to take away
one’s breath

;
but, with the history of the tele-

graph before us, wo no more venture to deny

chan we do to affirm its possibility.

OPENING OF THE MIDLAND TERMINUS
AT KING’S CROSS.

The great terminal station of the Midland

Railway in Euaton-road, St. Pancras, close to the

King’s Cross terminus of the Great Northern, has

been (somewhat prematurely) opened, although

the works are still in a very immature state. The
vast arched span of the station area is already

roofed, or nearly so, but the frontage is not yet

raised much above the hoarding. The wholerange

of houses eastward to the Great Northern station

has been removed, as some time since suggested in

the Builder,

PROM SCOTLAND.

Dumfries.—The Dumfries Courier gives a de-

tailed description of Greyfriars Church, recently

completed. The church occupies the site of

what for nearly a century and a half was known
as the New Chnrch at Dumfries. A row of

shabby buildings partially intercepting the view

from the High-street has been removed. The
style of the church is Second Pointed. The
principal or entrance-front faces the High-street,

and the central feature in the faqade is a tower,

surmounted by a spire, the height in all about

180 ft. The main tower is flanked right and

left by small circular towers, in which are stair-

cases leading to the galleries. These towers are

interspaced with buttresses, surmounted with

crocheted pinnacles. Adjoining the staircase

towers, rise the angular gables of the aisles.

The tower windows are filled with tracery, and

the upper portion of these gables is filled with

triple windows, the piers of which have pillars

with enriched capitals. Between the staircase

towers and the aisle gables rise octagonal spire-

lets to the height of 80 ft. The interior is

entered through a vestibule about 14 ft. square,

with a groined ceiling. The building is seated

for about 1,050, but a much larger number could

be accommodated. The dimensions are about

70 ft. by 63 ft. The nave and transepts are

each about 31 fc. wide, and the aisles 15 ft. wide.

The clustered pillars which support the nave

walls carry the gallery front. At the southem
end of the gallery, and fronting the pulpit, are

the magistrates’ seats, the orchestra, and the

organ-gallery. The large north-west window
has been filled with stained glass, the gift of

Mr. John Lindsay Scott. The window bas six

upright compartments, which contain illustra-

tions of leading iccidents in the life of our Lord.

This work has been executed by Messrs. James
Ballantioe & Son, of Edinburgh. The whole of

the other windows throughout the church are

filled with cathedral tinted glass, having stained-

glass borders, the latter being executed by the

same firm.

Kirkwall Market^Cross.—The Market-Cross of

Kirkwall, Orkney, was blown down during a recent

gale of wind, leaving only a small stump stand-

ing above the steps. The Cross was a freestone

erection, of about 6 ft. in height, and bore the

date 1621.

The House o’ Airlie.—The Earl of Airlie in-

tends, it is said, to erect another mansion, con-

tiguous to the site of the famous old castle,

“ the bonny House o’ Airlie” of the well-known

Scottish ballad. The new edifice will cost from,

seventy to eighty thousand pounds, and the work

has been entrusted to an English architect.
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OHUKOH-BUILDING NEWS.

Heigham.— A meeting of the inhabitants of

!the new dietrict parish of St. Philip, Heigham,
I has been held, for the purpose of considering the

)
present entire want of church accommodation, and
(to take steps for the erection of a church. The
rmeeting resolved that steps be at once taken to

) build a church to hold 800, at a cost of 4,OOOL,

;iand a committee was appointed to carry out the
I purpose of the meeting.

Rosemarket.—Alterations and improvements
j.have been recently effected in the parish church
)lof Bosemarket, Pembrokeshire, from the designs

)lof Mr. E. n. Lingen Barker, architect, of London
iiand Hereford. The chief additions consist of a
^western bell-tower and vestry. The execution
)lof the works has been carried out by local

rtradesmen.
Al/ord.—The Church of Alford, which is of

,lthe time of Edward III., has been restored, and
cre-opened by the bishop of the diocese. The
uaccommodation was very meagre, and the seats

nmost uncomfortable. The restoration and en-

alargement, by building a new north aisle, have
xbeen carried out by Messrs. Hasnip White,
nunder the superintendence of Mr. Geo. Gilbert

3(Scott. The dimensions of the church are,

—

imave, 59 ft. by 20 ft., divided into four bays, by
uarcades of octagonal columns and deeply moulded
iiarches, having north and south aisles, 59 ft. by
)9 ft., and a new north aisle, 59 ft. by 16 ft. 6 in.

rThe chancel is 44 ft. deep by 20 ft. wide, and
,ithe minister’s vestry and organ-chamber are 29 ft.

olong by 13 ft. wide. The organ-chamber opens
JtDut into the chancel with lofty arches. The
itstyle adopted is Second Pointed, the windows
iiand other architectural details being as nearly
las could be ascertained of the date of the
original building. The arches of the nave and
.'tehancel are moulded, having foliated capitals

Iiand moulded bases. The tower side of the
ilchancel arch seems originally to have contained
nin painted colours our Lord and the Twelve
l|ipo3tlea. The lower arch is of great depth.
-'The large east window is of five lights, the
ipipper part of which is filled in with tracery of
lolongated quatrefoils. On the north and south
liaides of the nave there are three windows of
;hthree lights each, square-headed, with perpendi-
.'Qi^Qlar tracery. In the new north aisle the east
itand west windows are of four lights each,

^pointed, with perpendicular tracery. In the
tbhancel there are one window on the north side,

mnd two on the south side, with a low side

rivindow} when and why the latter was intro-

duced is a question. The tracery in the chancel
fivindows is to be filled in with the remnants of

bihe old stained glass. The roofs are open, of

ipigh pitch, stained and varnished. The chancel
woof is of stained Baltic oak, in the wagon -

1

eieaded shape, and the principals are moulded
nind supported by carved figures. The chancel
irises one step, and at the end of the choir there
! 8 a rise of two steps, then other two steps for

hkhe sacrarium, which is separated by carved oak
ytar-rails. The seats are of Baltic oak, and
p«pen, with the ends carved, of three different

designs, and fixed on a wooden floor. The
Qiniddle aisle is flagged with ancient tombstones,
b{he other aisles and tower-porch being paved
rilvith Godwin’s red and black tiles to various

abatterns. The body of the chancel is also laid

rivith the same class of tiles, and the upper part
iivith Godwin’s encaustic tiles. The windows

j

lire glazed with pale green cathedral glass, in
'

mmall diamond lead quarries. The exterior has
leieen cased with dark green sandstone from the
ViVorlaby quarries, with the exception of the

|

loiorth, south, and east sides of the tower, which
aias been pointed only, to show the fact of the
esestoration. The roofs are covered with pale
Westmoreland slates, having moulded stone
ididges, and the gable-ends being surmounted by
liDinnacles and crosses of various designs. The
levew doors are of oak, and are hung on wrought-
roron hinges from the Mediceval metal works of

Jdessrs. Beard & Jackson, of London. The gas
tatandards are from the same works. The church
I

I

to be heated by four stoves. A memorial
iivindow is likely to be erected at the east end of
hie south aisle. The chancel stalls and screens
«re of wainscot. The accommodation in fixed

itittings is for about 600, but the church is

appable of accommodating about 750 persona,
'h’he green sandstone has been presented by Mr.
i.v. Nelson, the light stone for the angles and
ririndow mullions, &c., is from the Ancaster
Diuarries. The new gargoyles and heads on the
oiurbel stones on either side of the doors and
arindowa have been carved by Messrs. Buddock,

of London, and the tracery under the snperin-

tendence of Mr. J. Turner, of Liverpool.

EaihJiam.—A committee has been appointed

by the ratepayers to consider as to the dilapi-

dated state of the parish church and its repair.

From an estimate prepared by Mr. E. Christian,

architect, it seems that about l.OCOZ. or 1,1001.

will be required as follows :—South aisle, repair-

ing roof, opening out and making good the

timbers, and retiling, 165Z. ; repairs of south
and west walls of the aisle, which require almost
rebuilding, including the renewal of the windows
in stone of proper character, 290Z. ;

remodelling
and repair of south porch, 65Z, : opening and
repairing roof of nave and joining new ceiling

between the rafters, 1851.; repairs to roof of

north aisle, 140Z.
;
repairs to walls and restora-

tion of windows, 96Z.
;
opening out of the arch-

way of tower, restoring the window, replastering

walls, and renewing floor, 95Z.

Wavertree.—-The foundation-stone of a new
chapel-of-ease to Holy Trinity Church, Waver-
tree, has been laid. It is to be called St.

Bridget’s. The proposed church will be sur-

rounded on the west, north, and east sides by
Bagot-street, Lawrence-street, E-nd Thorneycroft-

road respectively. The dimensions of the edifice

are,—Breadth, 60 ft.
;
length, 126 ft.

;
the east

end terminating with a semicircular apse or
|

tiibune the full width of the nave. The nave
,

will be 93 ft. by 34 ft., and 47 ft. high to the
,

ceiling; will be divided longitudinally into nine
bays, and transversely into throe bays or divi-

sions
;
the ceiling being horizontal, and parti-

tioned into twenty-seven snnk and eni*iohed
j

panels, surrounded by a deep cotnioe. The
columns in the nave and at the entrance of the

|

tribnne (eighteen in all) will have shafts of

,

Irish red marble. The height from the floor to

the springing of the arches above the capitals

will be 17 ft. 6 in. in the nave, and 28 ft. at the
opening of the tribune. The principal entrance

,

will be in Bagot-street, through an arched open-

;

ing 11 ft. wide, leading into a vestibule or nar-
\

thex 37 ft. by 8 ft., which will be vaulted in
,

brickwork and decorated with panelling. A

,

tower to contain a peal of bells is proposed
to be built at the north-west corner of the

I

church. The vestries will be placed at the south-
j

east, and separated from the chancel by an

'

arcaded screen. The organ is proposed to be

,

placed in the opposite bay or division, on the
j

north side. The church proper will be lighted
|

by forty-five windows, twenty-oue occupying the
|

clearstory, and they will be filled in with coloured
j

glass. Arrangements will also be made for
|

lighting the church at night. There are to be ,

no galleries, but seats provided on the floor for
I

about 800. The choir-stalls, desks, doors, and
other joinery will be carried ont in Dantzio oak.

The characteristic features of St. Bridget’s
Church are based upon those exemplified in the

basilicas at Borne, as affording one of the best
means of accommodating a large congregation
without interruption to the sight cr ear. It is

intended, so soon as the requisite funds are
provided, to enrich the interior walls and ceiling

with coloured decorations, and the architect has
prepared a perspective view in water-colours,

showing what is proposed to be done. The
requisite designs for the building, with the win-
dow-glass, furniture, and decorations throughout,

are being executed by Mr. Edward A. Heffer, of

Liverpool, arohiteot. The contract has been let

to Messrs. Nicholson & Ayre, of Liverpool. The
brickwork will be carried out by Messrs. Mack-
ioson & Glover; masonry by Mr. J. Grindrod,
slating and plastering by Mr. William Callaghan

;

the marble columns being supplied by Mr.
Stubbs. The sum subscribed to carry out the
design is 5,200Z., leaving about 1,400Z. to be
raised to meet the expense of the work.

ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH BUILDING
NEWS.

Boss.—The school-chapel, at the rear of the

Rev. Dr. Marshall’s residence at the Crofts,

Ross, has been opened for divine worship. The
building, which is a very plain one, measures
50 ft. by 22 ft., and will, we' understand, accom-
modate abont 200 persons. The interior presents

the usual appearance of a Roman Catholic
chapel. The sanctuary is divided from the body
of the chapel by a step and curtains. The altar

is a temporary one, and over it is a life-size

crucifix,made of Herefordshire oak, and presented
by the Rev. Dr. Vaughan, of Belmont Priory.

Mr. F. Vaughan has also presented statues of

the Virgin Mary 'and St. Joseph. The builder

was Mr. William Parry, of Goodrich. The bell

was obtained from the establishment of Mr.
Smith, ironmonger, Ross.

Ancoats .—The corner stone of a now chapel
has been laid on a site in George Leigh-atreet,

Ancoats. The edifice will be a brick one, and
the style Early English. The frontage will be
in George Leigh-street, from which there will be
three entrances, one to the nave and the others
to the aisles. Over the centre entrance will be a
large three-light window; there will be a two-
light window on each side of the centre door-
way, and a trefoil window over the aisle doors.

A small bell-turret will surmount the western
facade. At the east end there will be a three-
light window, and also one looking into the Lady
Chapel. The edifice will be also additionally

provided with dormer lights along the aisle roof,

and the clearstory windows will also afford some
accommodation in this respect. The nave will

be disposed into five bays, with pillars of polished

red granite. The total length of the building

will be 87 ft. 6 in., and the breadth, 61 ft.; while
the height, from floor to top of belfry, will be
71 ft. 6 in. The Lady Chapel will be at the
north-east corner, and the vestry at the south-

east, and there will be accommodation for about

1

1,000 persons. The expenditure, exclusive of

,

fittings, will be 2,000Z., and the land will cost

^

1,200Z. The architect is Mr. W. Nicholson.

STAINED GLASS.

I

St. Mary's, Bury .—The stained glass with
which the west window of the north aisle of this

church has been filled is a memorial of the late

Misses Harrison. The lights below the transom
are occupied by one subject, the Last Supper.
The upper lights are filled with representations

of the following incidents preceding and com-
mencing the history of our Lord,—-namely, the

arrival of Mary and Joseph at the inn at Bethle-

hem, the adoration of the Magi, and the flight

into Egypt. In the upper traceries are angels

bearing a scroll, and above these other angels
holding musical instruments. The symbolical

Alpha and Omega also appear, and the emblem
of the Holy Spirit in the apex of the window.
The window was supplied by Mr. H. Hughes, of

London, the donor being Mr. J. Harrison Allan,

who inherits the property of the ladies to whose
memory it is inserted.

Leeds Parish Church .—A memorial window,
of stained glass has been recently placed in the
north corner of the west gallery of this church.
The subject of the first light is the Good
Samaritan

;
of the centre light, our Lord heal-

ing the Lame Man at the Pool of Bethesda;
and of the third light, St. Peter raising Dorcas.
The ground-work is composed of the passion-

flower and leaves, and below is an inscription

in memory of Mr. Samuel Smith, well known as
an eminent practitioner, and for many years

the senior surgeon of the General Infirmary at

Leeds, a member of the congregation, and
churchwarden of the parish. Messrs. O’Con-
nor, of Berners-street, London, are the artists,

and the window is presented by the sons of

Mr. Smith.

UlisrcIIaiua.

Accident WITH a B.adcont.—A Greek gentle-

man, the other day, was leaning on a balcony at
Brighton, when it gave way, and he was preci-

pitated to the pavement.

The London Artisans’ Club and Trades’
Hall Company.—A public meeting on this sub-
ject has been held at the Cleveland Hall, Fitz-

roy-square, Mr. M'Cnllagh Torrens, M.P., in the
chair. There was a large attendance. The
Rev. Henry Solly detailed the objects of the pro-

moters of the company, who were all working
men. It was proposed to lease or build a hall in

a central part of London, capable of holding at

least 1,000 persons seated, with library, reading-

rooms, and refreshment-rooms, attached, for the

Qse of trade, benefit, and other societies. The
shares were IZ. each, payable by instalments o*f

28. 6d. per month. Up to the present time 250
shares had been taken up by 140 persons, and
as soon as 200 shareholders had been enrolled, a
meeting would be called to elect the directors.

A resolution approving the scheme, and pledging

the meeting to its support, was unanimously
agreed to.
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The Moxument to Abkaham Ll^•coL^l.—The
National Lincoln ilonument Aesoeiation have
adopted the design of the American sculptor,

Larkin G. Mead.

Photoge.vphs or Egtiti.vn AxTiQ,cnTES.—The
photographic mission sent by the North Gorman
Federation into Upper Egypt, under the direc-

tion of Dr. Dumichen, to take photographs of a
aeries of antique monuments and inscriptions,

lately left Cairo on board the Aigle, which
navigates the Nile under the flag of the Con-
federation.

Re-opemn'o of the Gentkal Exchange News-
HOOJI, Newcastle-epox-Tyxe. — This bnilding
has been re-opened on its restoration from the
ravages of fire. Only few alterations have been
made on it as left by the late Mr. Grainger, its

architect. The light is a little stronger, and the
room more lively. The massive pillars, formerly
painted in granite, now represent marble. In a
short time the triangular block of bnildings will
present its former appearance, and even the

jdome at the sonth-eastern extremity will, thanks,
|

chiefly, to Alderman Dodds, be restored. The
j

entire work connected with the restorations has 1

been carried on in accordance with the direc-

1

tions of Mr. Wm. Parnell, the architect, by Mr.
j

Francis Jackson, as contractor.

The GnE.AT Yakjiovth School op Art.—The
'

prizes awarded to this school at the annual
j

examination in March last have been presented '

to the snccessful students at the Town-hall, by '

the Mayor. The honorary secretary, Captain
Cubitt, said, with regard to the general progress
of the schools of art and navigation, that in both
a decided progress had been evinced during the
last as compared with the previous year, both in
the number of pupils and the results as exhibited
at the last examination. In tho school of art,

the number bad increased, especially of artisans.
This was the more satisfactory to this school,
for though used by all classes in tho town, it was
particularly designed for the improvement and
cnltnre of the artisan classes. Hitherto the
echool had not been used to the extent it was
desired by this class, but, thanks to the present

I

excellent master, Mr. Dominy,they had succeeded
in attracting a very respectable number.

The Metropolitan Asylums’ Board. — The
board of managers of the metropolitan asylums’
district met on Saturday for the first time since
the vacation, at the board-room of the Metropo-
litan Board of Works, Spring-gardens. Dr.
Brewer occupied tho chair. Letters were re-

ceived from the Poor-law Board, approving of
applications to tho Public Works Loan Commis-
sioners for lo,500Z. for the purchase of the site
at Stockwell, and for liiS.uOOh (or 64,0001., a
moiety thereof) for tho parposes of the Leaves-
den Asylum. The finance committee reported
that having had under their consideration the
question of the contribution to be assessed upon
the several parishes and unions to meet the
demands upon the managers, theyrecoramended
the levying of a rate of one-eighth of a penny
in the pound, to be payable on the 25th De-
cember of tho present year. The report was
adopted.

Gas Heat for Steam.—In one of the piles of
warehouses belonging to the London and St.
Katherine Dock Company, in Cutler-street, steam
machinery has been introduced, thedifierent fire

offices having approved Jackson’s patent, by
which the boiler is heated by gas instead of
coals. The east area of the dock company’s
premises will henceforth be worked by the steam
lift, without any additional premium being in-
curred by its adoption. Tho boiler is placed in a
small bouse built out from the top floor between
two warehouses; fur there is this stipulation, that
even the safe gas-furnace shall not be actually
inside the walls, among the merchandise. A
considerable length of pipe is therefore neces-
sary through which the steam passes before it

can be brought to bear on the engine; but the
tube is covered with a coating which is so good
a non-conductor that tho radiation "of heat is

very trifling. The circular furnace beneath the
boiler contains a series of burners which, when
.they arc all lighted, will raise steam to 50 lb.

from cold water in twenty-five minutes. The
bnraers may then be extinguiahed with the ex-
ception of one or two, which are sufficient to
keep the pressnre-gange stationary, until power
is wanted, when instantaneously the farnace is

rekindled, and the engine set in motion. The
lift is G5 ft. from the groond below, and more
than 600 chests of tea are raised in an hour.

Utilization of Sewage.—Mr. R. B. Gran-
tham, C.E., has been commissioned by the
British Association for the Advancement of

Science, to draw up annual reports on the treat-

ment and utilization of sewage in connexion
with the drainage of towns, in order that snch
facts and iuformaticn as may guide future
operations may bo recorded from time to time.
He is requested to include in the details of each
report—1. The special circumstances of each
case, snch as the extent of the district, the
popnlation, and the number of honses with or
wibhonb the benefit of drainage. 2. The charac-
ter of the sewage and water supply adopted in

tho district, and the quantity of sewage at dis-

posal. 3. The mode of disposing of the sewage,
with description of the works, and their cost.

4. The result pecuniarily to the district, and
to those who are selling or applying the sewage
to the land or otherwise, in any form whatever.
We anticipp.te much advantage from this under-
taking.

The Consumption of Smoke.—A copy of Mr.
Rawlinson’s report to the Home Secretary of his
recent inquiry as to the alleged neglect of the
town council of Hanley to enforce the smoke
clauses of the Sanitary Act, 1866, has been
received by the town clerk from the Home-office,
together with a letter from Mr. T. Taylor, who
writes :

—
“ I am to request the early considera-

tion of the report by the council, and to state
that the clauses for the prevention of smoke, as
embodied in the Sanitary Act, 1866, mnst be
duly and properly enforced.” Mr. Rawlinson
reports that the allegations of the memorialists
have been substantiated by tho evidence adduced
at the inquiry, and that tho town council had
taken no effective steps to enforce the Act prior
to his first visit in July. They had now taken
the preliminary steps, and had promised to carry
out the Act as far as practicable. Time would
be required to make certain structural and other
alterations in furnaces and chimneys, and Mr.
Rawlinson thinks that a year from the 1st of
November next may reaeonally bo allowed for

this purpose. Immediate action should, how-
ever, be taken to enforce the law against the
worst cases, and this action should be continued.
Mr. Rawlinson points out that the consumption
of smoke has been proved to be practicable, and
says where it is earnestly enforced, as in London
and other places, the resnlts are alike beneficial
to tho manufacturers and the general public.
If the towns do not now act for themselves
they may expect tho interference of other powers.

The WoREiNG Classes and Trades’ Unions.

—

The proceedings at the late International Con-
gress of Workmen give interest to an article

entitled “ Les Associations Ouvricrcs en Angle-
Urre,” by Dr. Montucci, which has just appeared
in the September number of the Revue Britan-
nique. We glean from it the fallowing curious
calculation, by which the author endeavours to
show what tho workman gains by contributing
to a trades’ union ;—Taking the most common
case, that of wages ranging between 30s. and

,

40s. a week, suppose the workman to pay i

into the savings bank the 48. a week he now
i

pays into the nnion
; there his money will, at the

!

lowest, produce 3 per cent, interest, payable
every six months. As tho workman gets nothing
in that shape from his union, it is but fair to
admit that, in the case under consideration, he
leaves his interest to accumulate in the savings

|

bank. Now, calculating the produce of his
capital at compound interest, with the regular
weekly increase of four shillings, the workman,
at the end of twenty years will find himself in

'

possession of a sum of 380i. Allowing for illness

and other mishaps, let it be 3001. Now, it is
|

clear that, with such a capital at command, a

'

shop may be opened, some profitable busi-
ness or other may bo carried on by the wife,

'

while the husband, nob older than 60, perhaps,
at the time, earns his wages as usual at
his master’s establishment, with the certainty of]

having secured comfortable means of living for
j

his old age. Comparing this hypothetical state '

of things with the real one, the author of the

'

article shows that the workman who contributes
'

to the union fund at the end of the twenty years
!

has nothing; that by belonging to the associa-

1

tion he loses not only the 101. a year to which
his subscription aroonnts, bnt also, on an average,
three months’ work per annum, in consequence

|

of strikes and other direct or indirect inter-

ference with the regular course of busioeBS
;

so

that bis means are reduced to 721. per annum,
instead of 110?., as they would be in tho former
case.

—

Galignani.

The Clock-towze, Leicester,— Tho Hay-
market Memorial Clock-tower Committee, in

closing their labours, have presented a report tc

their subscribers, congratulatiug them on the
succeesful attainment of their object. The
committee believe that the memorial “ will bear
favourable comparison with any similar archi-
tectural work in the kingdom, and which will

thus prove a permanent monnment to the honour
of the fonr eminent benefactors represented on
the building, as woll as to the designer, the
executants, the subscribers, and the town at

large. The total amount subscribed was 872L
23. 9d.

Experiments with Sewage at Wrexham.

—

Leuk’s purifying process has been tried at

Wrexham. It is one of precipitation, by means
of snlphate of alumina with alum and water.
The result seems to Lave been that the moat
oft'ensive portion of tho sewage was precipitated,
leaving a milky solution of tolerable purity. The
mixture is put to the sewage, one part to 1,000,
and the cost is one penny par 1,000 gallons of

sewage, which would amount to a considerable
sum a year for the deodorization of the Wrex-
ham sewage, towards conntei balancing the pro-

ceeds from the sale of the deposit. That, how-
ever, is not the chief consideration.

General Union of Carpenters and Joiners
OF Great Britain.—The members of the city of

Gloucester lodge of this society have held their
annual dinner at the Talbot Inn, Gloncester.
About thirty members and friends attended.
Brother England was called to the chair, and
Brother Panter to the vice-chair. The usual
toasts were given, and the toast of “ Success to
tho General Union” was drunk with enthusiasm,
and responded to by Mr. Robert Last, general
secrota’7 of the nnion. The toast of “ Success
to tho City of Gloucester Lodge” was proposed,
and responded to by the lodge secretary, who
gave a financial report of the income and ex-

pendienre for tho yoar ending July Slst, 1808,
and stated that tho ludge was making steady
progress. ” Prosperity to the Master Builders
of Gloucester” was given, and honoured.

The Government and the Telegraphs.

—

,

At tho last weekly meeting of tho Metropolitan
Board of Works, the clerk to the Board read a
letter from Mr. Soudamore, of tho General Post-
Office, stating that the Postmaster-General (the

Duke of Montrose) was now considering the
arrangements which would he necessary to cou-
etrnct the system of Post-office telegraph com-
munication contemplated by the Act of last

session
;
and that it was believed that the sub-

ways and sewers belonging to the Board could
be made use of to a great extent, and required
the Board to favour his Grace with a plan show-
ing the direction of any sewer or subway which
might appear suitable for the purpose, and any
suggestions. Mr. PoDard added that instruc-

tious had been given to Mr. BazalgetLe to supply
the plans asked for. Mr. Cyrus Taylor thought
that they should receive in return facilities for

eonimnnication between the various Fire Brigade
stations.

Paris Art Schools.—At the distribution of
prizes to the pnpils of the Municipal School of
Drawing and Sculpture, M. Robert Fleury, who
presided, said that up to 1830 only one school of
art existed for the working classes, and that at

the present moment there are fifty evening
schools of art in Paris, where more than 4,000
pupils can study

;
the models chosen, with care,

by a commission, are sent to all the schools;
rewards are given by the municipal authorities ;

and the most meritorious pupils receive prizes of
honour from the Emperor. The Prefect of the
Seine has caused large school-houses to be built

to replace those whose accommodation had be-

come insufficient. The school of tho Rue des
Petits Hotels, which is one of these, has room
for 3,000 pupils. M. Robert Fleury referred to

the courses of geometric drawing, sculpture, and
elementary anatomy, established by M. Lequien,
and said that the education given in these

schools answered all the wants of the industrial

arts. “ Continue, then,” said M. Robert Fleury,
“ to profit by the encouragement which is offered

to you; make free use of the advantages which
the country and the Government place at your
disposal, and alt difficulties will give way before

your perseverance. Imbibe as much as possible

of the spirit of the best models of antiquity and
of the Renaissance; exercise yourselves in com-
position and invention

;
but remember that,

though fancy is admissible in indnstrial art, it

should never overstep the limits of good taste."
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‘'Social Science.'^

HE “ Social Science

Association” labours

under a certain dis-

advantage. It is

one, it may be, of

annually decreasing

importance, but yet

it is not altogether

to be overlooked. It

is one, moreover,

which it is easier to point out than
to remedy. It is the want of a

name that should be at once ap-

]
propriate and distinctive. A certain group of

( questions, of the utmost social importance, is

{
gradually elucidated by discussion. But we are

5
yet far from arriving at a result worthy of the

1 name of science, and when sanitary organisation,

e educational organisation, criminal legislation,

B and the other subjects on which such valuable

i information is now being collected, shall have
e attained a development coi’responding to that of

t the physical sciences, the respective students

a and doctors of these important branches of

p politics will be even less likely than at present

t(to consent to their amalgamation under an in-

a appropriate title.

In fact, the term ** Social Science ” has the

0 objectionable character of ambiguity, Tho sub-

jfject of the study lies half-way between two
V widely distant systems of philosophy, to neither

o:of which it properly belongs. It looks backward
k towards the “politics” of Aristotle, and for-

r, ward, or at least sideways, towards the “biology,”

aor sixth science, of Comte. But the practical

laiaim of the discussions at Birmingham is as unlike

tltbat of the final chapters of the Fhysiqxie Sociale,

Bjas it is to the clear synthetic argument of the

SiStagyrite. Of the two, it holds much closer

loto the Greek than to the French method.
TThe doctrine of Aristotle as to tho State,

Band the rights and duties of the citizen,

isis reduced to that clear and systematic form
ifwhich was proper to a mind that conceived of

jlall exact knowledge under the general term of

'“mathematics.” But while stating and demon-
Jtstrating his propositions with all the rigidity of

EiEuclid himself, Aristotle does not evolve his

wpolitical doctrine from his own ideas of primary
piprinciples. He travelled much, observed much,
Brand compared and classified all that he saw,

btbefore he wrote. He studied the working of the

pipolitics of his day before he spoke of tho laws
fflwhich regulated their working. The treatise of

iAristotle was founded on the best statistics that
hehe conld procure

; and that great philosopher

Adds to his other claims to the primate’s throne
)f>f the human intelligence that of having been
;b;be first statistician, as well as, in spite of the

lidiaingenuous efforts of Bacon to deprive him of

bhe title, the first inductive discoverer. The
nmain difference between a treatise on political

irDrinciples written to-day (if by such a pen as

hthab of the Stagyrite) and the Greek acroatic

eceotures, is to be found in the increase in the

1 iinumber of facts to be mastered. When the
I imumber of 50,000 inhabitants was regarded as

i
-bihe limit of a city, even Aristotle himself was
lunable to exhaust the case of a metropolis cou-

' ;aiaining 3,000,000 of souls. In all that relates

;o,o the position of man as the questioner and com-
peaeller of nature, the greater part of the civilised

world of the time of Aristotle could be replaced

out of the surplus population of our European
cities, without the fact becoming known to the

busier portion of the population.

England in 1868, then, differs from Athens in

the age of Aristotle, to an extent that may be
measured by the lapse of so long a chronological

period. Where the Attic philosopher thought
of thousands, we have to think of hundreds of

thousands, if not of millions. But that part of

the political science which depends on the

stability of human nature remains unchanged.
The ethics of the Greek master are as true to

the life of to-day as to that of the age of

Alexander. True it is, that the ablest writers

on political science have dipped their pens in

the inexhaustible source of Greek philosophy,

and have been for the most part successful in

their dealing with the facts of their own day, in

proportion to their acquaintance with the course

and the records of history.

The great French writer, on the other hand,
looks at sociology from an opposite point of

view. He will not allow the name of science to

a tentative process, such as all our political

action must long continue to be. He requires

the student to exbanst the knowledge of the

phenomena of inorganic existence, before acquir-

ing that of the phenomena of organised bodies.

This latter study—organic physics—he divides

into the phenomena which concern the indi-

vidual, or physiology
;
and those which concern

the species, or sociology. At this last of all

possible sciences man can only duly and satis-

factorily arrive, after passing through the sim-

pler studies. Thus it is only at some long dis-

tant and indefinite future that the positive phi-

losopher can hope to arrive at the point where
the basis of Social Science can be laid. And if

we remember that M. Comte considers the mas-
tery of any science to be unattained until the
power of prediction is grasped by the student
(as in the case of eclipses in astronomy), we
must confess that all the positive writing on
sociology intimately partakes of the nature of a
shot in the dark.

Now, we hold that the aim and the useful

upshot of such associations as that to which
other references will be found in our columns, is

very opposite to that of the positive philo-

sopher. Nor do they properly include that

political science which is historical in its

character. An estimate formed, for instance,

from an exhaustive view of the history of Spain,

as to the course of the present revolution, would
bo out of place at Birmingham. Yet nothing

would come more strictly within the province of

the real political student. The part to beplayed by
onr Birmingham fellow-labonrers is distinct from

that of either of the above-named philosophers.

We hold that part to be of no inferior import-

ance, and to be especially germane to the genius

of the English people. The main point is the

collection of facts, the acquirement of knowledge
that is positive, not in the sense in which that

word is used by a school, but in that of the

ordinary vernacular. It is not the object of the

Association to support particular theories. We
might say that it is not its object to arrive at

theories
}
were it not that the apprehension of

that true and ultimate theory which explains the

law of facts is a necessary step in the perfection

of knowledge.

The object, then, of such association is to cur-

tail the province of opinion. It is to substitute

the knowledge of what is known for the know-

ledge of what is thought or taken for granted.

Opinion, after all, is only another name for igno-

rance. No person has any opinion as to the

problems of Euclid. If one wore to hear any
individual express an opinion unfavourable to

the truth of the forty-seventh proposition of the

first book, it would not be the intellectual cha-

racter of Euclid that would be in jeopardy. Now
there are many subjects of the utmost import-

ance to our social welfare the leading principles

of which are as fixed as the relations of the con-

taining sides and the hypotbenuse of a right

angle, as to which nine people out of ten have
not yet gone beyond the state of opinion. Many
people have “ opinions ” as to inconvertible

bank-notes. That is a case in point. It is one
on which “ opinion ” means ignorance. Again,
there are many other no less important points

on which the most advanced of us are stfil in a
state of “ opinion.” The vital question of the

disposal of tho sewage of great cities and towns
is one of these. Our positive knowledge of facts

is not yet quite such as to allow us to lay

down absolutely the general principles on which
this problem should be everywhere solved.

But, mean time, there is much to be done

by way of clearing the ground. In every

science, as in every art, the first step to progress

is, to know what is known. An immense amount
of working power is frittered away from the

simple fact that minds naturally fitted to origi-

nate, to improve, or to combine, are left in

ignorance as to what has already been discovered

in the province with which they seek to deal.

Biography is full of instances of the kind, snob

as that of Ferguson, the astronomer. Those
conversant with the business of the Patent

Office are pretty fully aware how often the same
discovery has been made and remade by persons

entirely ignorant of the labours of their prede-

cessors. They are also aware how ofeen the

same pseudo-discovery has been made,—how
often an inventor has devoted years of life and
hundreds of pounds to the prosecution of some
supposed improvement, tho design of which
cannot be put on paper without evincing an

entire ignorance of mechanical law. In such

struggles in the dark the mind of the inventor

may indeed acquire a rough and useful schooling,

but, had the efforts thus made been preceded by
the knowledge of how much was already known
on the subject, the results would no longer have

been purely subjective. It is society that is the

greatest sufferer by the non-education of power-
ful and original minds.

In meeting that great want of the day, a want
more obvious in our own country than in the

more systematically educated parts of Europe,

the association to which we refer has an im-

portant function to fulfil. To bring out clearly

and distinctly into the light of day the actual

state of the main questions affecting man as a
citizen, is a far nobler task than to legislate, as

we now do, from hand to mouth. The proudest

triumph of a party leader is paltry and con-

temptible, when compared with the triumph of

him who fully, clearly, and irresistibly first

demonstrates a new truth. Tho minister may
command bis majority, or the opposition leader

may overthrow the cabinet, by an effort of what
we complacently call Parliamentary eloquence.

What is the result ? A. draws the quarter’s

salary which B. would otherwise have received.

Ten or twenty years hence who cares which

was which ? Bub the man who clearly demon-

strates a scientifio troth, before unknown, ob-

tains a triumph that endures for ever. True,

his name may be forgotten, bub his work abides.

He has laid down a new stepping-stone for the

human mind through the slough of ignorance.

He has won a new district, be it large or small,

from the cloudy and indistinct regions of opinion,

and added it to the terra jlrma of real knowledge.

Truth, once grasped by the individual mind,

may, indeed, remain nncommunicated, and thus

fail to benefit mankind. But truth when not

only grasped, but clearly and plainly enounced

and co-ordinated with other truths, is a per-

manent gain to the race.

In no group of social questions is this advance

from the state of opinion to that of knowledge

more discernible than in those which relate to

sanitary regulations. What was the state of

public opinion on this subject when the cholera
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first visited onr shores, some five-and-thiity

years ago? What is it now? W'^hen we find,

as was stated at Lho meeting, an undrained, un-

wholesome, uncleanly nook in the midst of a

thriving town, and when a visitor calls attention

to the fhct, how is the announcement met ? By
the assurance, whether correct or incorrect we
will not stop to inquire now, that the subject is

on the very point of receiving some attention !

How would Birmingham have greeted such an
interference from a stranger in 183i? By a

recommendation to mind bis own business, and
by an assertion that the midden-heap was as

salubrious as it was convenient and prescriptive.

The difference in the mode in which the subject

is regarded is simply owing to the dissemination
of exact knowledge on the subject,. Opinion,

indeed, is not yet altogether routed and de-

stroyed. The cesspool and the midden-heap
have still their patrons. It is likely to be long

before a single abuse or evil that existed when
the nineteenth century was young, will fail to

find some advocates to palliate or to excuse it.

But the majority of reading people have ceased

to hold opinions on the subject. They know that

the absence of sewerage means the presence of

ill-health. They do nob discuss
;
they seek to

act. And, although the subject is yet very far

from having arrived at a satisfactory state,

—

although the questions of river pollution, of

earth-closets, of defecation of sewage, of surface-

or sub-drainage, of rainfall, and the like, yet
require much thoughtful study, wo are yet
gradually disseminating the knowledge of the

trnth that nncleanliness involves ill-health.

The same rule applies to the discussion of all

questions that, to the exclusion of party
squabble, are truly political

; that is to say, that

no longer means the outline of a building, but
the outline of the shadows that are cast from
that building. As precision of terms is one
means of progress, as well as one sign of it, we
may congratulate ourselves upon being on the
right road.

We have before us a work on this science of

the projection of shadows by Dr. Puckett.* He
tells ns most of bis text and many of his

diagrams wore prepared os blackboard lessons

for the students of the Bath School of Art who
are under his instruction. No progressive text-

book being at hand, be called upon his own
resources; and, aided by hints derived from the

lectures on perspective at the Royal Academy
by the late Professor of Perspective, J. P.

Knight, R.A., and by thoughts suggested by Dr.

Brooks Taylor’s more advanced work upon the

same subject, he has endeavoured to fill up this

void for other teachers aud pupils by placing bis

lessons in their hands. Before a student is in a

position to be benefited by our author’s labours

he must bo familiar with linear perspective

;

sciography, from its very nature, cannot be more
than a supplement to perspective. But to archi-

tectural students hia work is likely to be of great

use, as errors in shadows, their spendthrift pro-

fusion, and the idle withholding of them alto-

gether are as pitfalls in their paths, into which
they mnst certainly fall without a sound know-
ledge of the principles that govern them.

Dr. Puckett lays down the primary laws of

shadows in these plain terms ;
—

“ Tbo direct shiniDg of the suo, or other lumiuouabody,
ia in the form of raye, or thin ethereal lines, each acting
independently of the other

;
no such separation of parts ia

obaerrable in common circumatancea, in consequence of
the ditluaire properties of the atmosphere.
When the medium in which the rays of light move be of

uniform density, they will always spread in straight linesregard the well-being of man as a member of a . ,
, . .

rru„;_ r from the luminous body which produces them.
com^mumty. Their principles are for the most

|

in consequence of this directness, a shadow or darhened
part eminently simple

; yet, simple as they are, spot is observuble behind any opaque object presented to

they are so obscured by tbo mist of passion or of th*" I'eht. During night, we are in the earth’s shadow

;

prejudice, that they have long formed the battle

ground of opinion. Gradually this must dis

appear. The first step is the collection of facts

the second is their duo co-ordination,—a co
ordination which may be tested by the circum

and this shadow reaches so far beyond us into space, that
when the moon plunges into it in her course, she undergoes
an eclipse.

In proportion as light advances from its seat of pro-
duction it diminishes in intensity. The ratio of diminution
is agreeable to that which governs physical forces

—

i.e.,

the intensity of the light will diminish as the square of the

facts find their explanation under the general X‘fa7th“1li, toS. the r.ndle,
iheory. Ihen comes tbo dissemination ot truth, jg QUipg a wider space. This continual receding of the

Old “opinion” passes into the decrepitude of rays of light from each other, as the word implice, forms

“old-fashioned prejudice,” and the work of

amendment becomes complete. Notwithstanding this radiation, the sun’s rays,

may call themselves students of social science :

they are labourers in the great field of political

economy, or rathc-r of cecumenical politics, who
deserve well of their fellow-citizens for their

care of the common weal. But their work de-

seiwes to be called cecumenical rather than poli-

tical, sineo it regards not the special interest of
the individual state so much as the general

welfare of the habitable world.

SCIOGRAPHY.

Thus to collect and thus to distribute the owing to the immensity of space they traverse,

knowledge of what is known is the self-imposed
. are conventionally divested of their almost imper-

task of the members of the Association. They
[

ceptible divergence, and considered to be parallel

to each other. In accordance with this accepted

fiction, the first lesson to bo worked out by the

student is proof of the fact that “ when the

direction of the sun’s rays to the plaue of deli-

neation is parallel to that plane, lines that repre-

sent rays of light must be drawn parallel to one
another.” Two corollaries are deduced from the
problem in which this statement is proved : first,

the shadow on a plane of any point mnst lie on
the intersection with that plane of one contain-

ing the ray of light that casts the shadow
;
and,

secondly, shadows thrown by lines upon planes

parallel to such lines vanish to the vanishing
point of the plane on which the lines lie. Frcm
this elementary platform, if we may use the
expression, the pupil steps upwards to the consi-

deration of more intricate shadows. Sometimes
ho is placed with his back to the sun, sometimes
with his face to the great luminary, sometimes
be is placed immediately under it so that its rays

pour down upon liis devoted head; and in all

these varied circumstances he is instructed to

take due note of the immutable mystery and cer-

tainty of the projection of shadows. There are

twenty lessons in ail, leading from shadows from
planes, oblique and otherwise, and upon them,
to shadows upon and from curvilinear aud
spherical surfaces. This is the mode in which
shadows are thrown upon and form oblique

planes. A truncated pyramid placed in perspec-

tive, making angles of 45° with the plane of deli-

neation, casts a shadow upon an oblong figure

with a gabled apex that is placed at a more
acute angle with the plaue of delineation, which,

in its turn, casts a shadow upon the ground. It

is necessary, to delineate the proper projection

of these shadows, after determining the azimuth
and the altitude of the son, to find the axis of

the pyramid. The student is then directed to

draw a line by the vanishing point of the sun’s

rajs upon the ground until it is intersected by

A HUXDKED and fifty years ago the learned

few who knew there was such a word as Scio-

graphy in the world of words, attached ad iflerent

meaningtoitfromthatit representsin the present
day. It was explained at that time as a profile

or platform, or the first rude draught of a thing.

It also represented the art of dialling or of

showing the time of the day by shadows
; and

astronomers used it to express the art by
which they found out the hour of the day
or night by the shadow of the sun, moon, or
stars. As far as it concerned architecture it

simply meant the profile mentioned above, now
called an outline, or a section, then described as
“ the draught of a building cut in its length or

breadth, to show the inside of it, as the convey-
ance of every room, with the thickness of the
walls, timber works, floors, vanlta, &c.” So
lately as the period of the compilation of Rees’s
*' Cyclopajdia,” sciagraphy and sciography arc
both explained as “ the profile, or section, of a
building to show the inside of it.” As with
many scores of English words, however, we have
sifted and shifted the meaning of these kindred
terms, and they are not now by any means so
interchangeable. Profile, in the architectural

world, is extinct, though it still flourishes in the
portrait-painter’s studio; platforms, too, have
vanished from the modem draughtsman’s voca-
bulary, enticed, perhaps, by the high office held

* Pciocraphy
;
or, Radial Prrjsution of Shad'^ws. By

R. Campbell Puckett, Pb.D., Head Master of the Beth
, . ,

- - • School of -Art. London; Chapman & Hall, 193, Picca-
ont to tnem at public meetings

;
and sciography (dilly. 1369.
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the ray of light from the luminary containing the

apex. At its intersection with the vertical plane

he is to draw a perpendicular line meeting the
ray of light that tips the apex of the pyramid ;

and then lines drawn by the vanishing point of

the sun’s rays upon the horizontal piano through
the corners of the base of the pyramid, aud
cutting the vertical face of the block, and carried

to that just mentioned, will give the form of

shadow. Without the author’s diagrams, and his

references to them, the process is more difficult

to follow than with those aids. We must add,

however, the vanishing point for the shadow
thrown by the axis of the pyramid upon the

obliqne plane is obtained by the intersection of a

line joining the accidental vanishing point of the

oblique plane with V. P. 3, with the vertical

trace of the sun’s rays upon the plane of delinea-

tion. The shadow upon the ground is obtained

by lines drawn by the vanishing point of the

sun’s rays upon the ground, and cut by rays

through certain points not to be indicated

without the diagram.
By the time he has arrived at the seventeenth

lesson the pupil is assumed to bo proficient

enough to understand the mode of finding

shadows thrown by artificial light in the interior

of rooms. Here we have a diagram showing

a chamber, with a bookcase and a box in it, and
a square plane suspended from the ceiling, with

strong lights and shadows playing upon the

whole. Dr. Puckett explains that the shadows
cast by an artificial light are governed by the

same principle as those that are cast by the sun,

viz. :
“ the union of the luminary, the vanishing

:

point of the plane receiving the shadow, with

the trace of plane throwing the shadow.” Tbo
luminous point, however, is always represented

before the spectator. After going through all

the shadow lines, and the means by which their

exact position is ascertained, tho author suras

up with a remark to the effect that “the vanish-

ing point for a shadow must bo found upon the

trace of the plane receiving the shadow; aud
tho intersection upon this trace, obtained by the

ray of light passing from the luminary to tbo

vanishing point of line throwing the shadow
will bo the shadow’s vanishing point.” The
eighteenth lesson brings us to the subject of re-

flections.

Whilst we are looking through tho chapter on
reflections, cur author permits us to imagine our-

selves seated in a boat on a lake, with the

glorious hills and sky reflected in the water

around us,—a delicious privilege for weary

students, for which they will gratefully thank

him. Leaving them to contrast tbo brown
rippled shadow of the boat with the radiant re-

flections of the light-clouded sky, wo will make
onr more sombre way after Dr. Puckett. This

is a sample of the way he treats his subject :

—

“ IVliile tho painter can scarcely bo expected always to

work oat every appearance of nature with mathematical

precision, the laws that {-OTern sueh appearance should

at least be thoroughly apprehended by him, that he may
more closely imitate nature in all her diversities, and by
the application of her laws be able to test the correctness

of his work.
Light is diffused around us by the refractive power of

the atmosphere, and therefore objects are quite visiblo

thongh the rays of the sun do not strike directly upon
them. The atmosphere being thus a vehicle of light, the

rays of the san must be regarded as travelling through
immense regions of darkness before they reach our
atmosphere, where they become dilfaaed into that universal

soft light which we observe around ua. But besides being
diffused by a pure atmospheric medium, light is greatly

enhanced in brilliancy by reflection. If all tho objecis on

the surface of our planet were to be black, which is tho

negation of all colour, the sun’s light would be absorbed,

or at least return no psrt of the rays which fell upon
them, and we should, even while the sun shone, possess

much less light tbau we now enjoy. Nature has avoided

this calamity, and by producing all varieties of colours in

objecis, the sun’s rays which fall upon them are less or

more reflected or thrown back into the general mass of

light. We, then, understand that any object wo see

reflects rays of light, aud (hat these rays travel from the

otiject to our eye as soon as we bend our vision upon it.

Inaamucb, however, as a thousand or more individuals

may see the same object at the same instant of time, it is

evident that the rays proceed at all points, and full upon
eyes at every variety of angle."

Thug it will be seen that though it is impossible

to say anything entirely new of facts that are, if

not as old as Time, at loaet as old as our teires-

trial globe, though only known to man after ages

of self-culture, it is possible to state those facts

in a plain manner easy to remember and under-

stand, and that the author has done so. The

students left in the boat are farther told that a

ray of light darting downwards in an exactly

perpendicular direction to the surface of the lake

will be thrown back in the exact path which it

traversed in its descent, while another descend-

ing in an oblique manner will not return to the

place whence it came, but will be reflected at
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an angle exactly eqnal to that at which it de-

scended upon it. The first-mentioned ray, or

that striking the reflecting surface, is called the
incidental ray

j
the last-mentioned, or that which

is returned from the reflecting surface is called

the reflected ray. Further, the angle made by
the incidental ray with a perpendicular to the
reflecting surface, called the angle of incidence,

is equal to the angle made by the reflected ray,

with the same perpendicular line, called the

angle of reflection } and this fact aftards a method
of universal application by which, when the

angle of incidenco is found that of reflection is

obtained.

The nineteenth lesson shows the method
adopted of finding reflections upon a vertical

surface, as a looking-glass. The pupil is required

to understand that reflections upon plane sur-

faces always lie in planes at right angles to such
surfaces, and contain the object throwing the
reflection. To this end a mirror is drawn and a
vase and frame placed sufficiently near it to be
reflected upon it. Then follows the lineation

which determines the position and extent of the
reflections. The twentieth lesson illustrates the
principles of reflection npon oblique plains. A
lighted candle in a candlestick standing on a
couple of books is placed before a swing looking-
glass, the mirror of which is in an oblique direc-

tion forming an angle with the horizontal plane.

The figures are placed at angles of 00° and 30°

with the plane of delineation. As reflections

always lie in planes perpendicular to the reflect-

ing surface, it is necessary to find a vanishing
point at right angles to the oblique plane. Our
author then draws a line representing the trace
of a plane upon the oblique surface of the mir-
ror, which he continues until it cuts the pro-

duced axis of the candlestick. Then, he says,

as the apparent distance of reflection behind
the plane reflecting surface is always equal to

the distance of the object from the reflecting

surface, an angle must be constructed equal to
that produced by the trace and the axis on the
other side of the trace, the outermost lino of
which will give the axis of the ohject in the
reflection. Four corollaries aro deducted from
the examples illustrating reflections :—1. Ile-

flections on horizontal surfaces will have the
same vanishing points as tho objects reflected ;

.2. The angle of incidence is always equal to tho
angle of reflection

;
3. Reflections upon plane

suifaces always lie in planes at right angles to

such surfaces, and contain the object throwing
the reflection

;
and, lastly, reflections upon plane

surfaces will always appear to bo at every point
eqni-distant with tho objects casting the reflec-

(tions to the reflecting surfaces.

The author has treated an intricate subject
without entanglement, and the progressive man-
iuer in which ho has arranged his lessons helps
to facilitate an exact comprehension of them.
^Shadows are the inseparable adjuncts of realibiesj

ijnd we endorse bis suggestion that sciography,
as a means of expression of form, should be
comprised in tho programme of tho studies of
art-students.

I THE NEW UNIVERSITY FOR GLASGOW.

The University of Glasgow is the second
loldcst university in Scotland. It was founded
fby Bishop Tuinbull, in 1450-1, in virtue of a
ilull obtained from Pope Nicholas V. and a
jjbartcr granted by James II. For 100 years,
Mowever, it had no endowment. Queen Mary, in

ilCGO, gave it a moiety of the confiscated churcb-
raroperty in the city ; and subsequent monarchs,
319 wcdl as the corporation, have increased the
Djndowment. St. Andrews University was in

existence forty years previously to that of Glas-
npvv

;
hut all the other Scottish seats of learning

.came afterwards : King’s College, Aberdeen, in

L'lO-i
;
Marischal College, in the same city, in

vl593 ; and the now famous Edinburgh Uuiver-
iiiity, in 1617. It was not until after the Rsfor-
isnntion that Glasgow became a place of any itn-

ojortance, and its progress was mainly in con-
eicxiou with its church and university. The
matter early acquired a reputation nearly equal

,

j 0 that of St. Andrews. Of the original building ,

uio traces now remain. The present edifice was
rurectcd between the years 1632-G2

;
partly by

uiublic subscription, but chiefly through the
iinuuificent benefactions of Zachary Boyd. Of
hibis celebrated and long-winded divine the fol-

).owiijg story is told, In 1G51, Protector Grom-
resell took up his abode here, and went one
lulunday to hear service in the cathedral. Mr.
Woyd officiated, and inveighed so uncompro-

misingly against Oliver, that Mr. Secretary

Thurlow proposed to have the defiant and fear-

less minister shot. Cromwell’s only answer was,
“ He’s a fool, and you’re another. I’ll pay him
out in his own fashion.” So he asked Mr. Boyd
to dinner, and concluded the entertainment with
a prayer that lasted three hoars. Glasgow
University is tho gloomiest of buildings, situated

in the most squalid and unsavoury of streets

to be met with from Land’s End to John
O’Groat’s. At one time the favourite place

of residence of Scottish nobility, — High-
street, — with the once equally aristocratic

Salt-market (where lived Bailie Nichol Jarvie),

the Gallowgate, Bridgegate, and other conti-

guous thoroughfares, are now inhabited by a
population whose counterpart is to be found in

Drury-lane or St. Giles’s. The buildings consist

of two quadrangles, connected by a not unhand-
some clock-tower

J
and to the north of these is a

third, in which are the houses of the different

professors. Over the entrance in High-street is

a balcony, and the arms of the founder in basso-
relievo gilt. The most noticeable feature of the
outer court is a massive stone staircase leading

to the hall, which is panelled with oak. Over
the archway of the inner court is a carved effigy

of Zachary Boyd aforesaid.

The general style of the college is a mixture
of the Elizabethan with the peculiar architecture

which Scotland borrowed from France in tho

seventeenth century. It has the balconies, the
tall rectaugnlar chimney-stacks, corner to corner,

and the varionsly-decorated window tops of the
former

; while the narrow rocket-topped towers
of the latter, polygonal or circular, are con-

spicuous in the quadrangles. Beyond the build-

ings comprising the class-rooms, stands the
Hunterian Museum, a structure in the Grecian
style, and, of course, nob at all in keeping with
the rest of tho college. This museum was
founded by the celebrated Dr. William Hunter,
of London. It contains a splendid collection of
anatomical curiosities, and a good one of coins,

books, and paintings—the last including speci-

mens of Rubens, Rembrandt, and Salvator Rosa.
Not the least interesting of the objects of the
museum is the original steam-engine which
James Watt constructed, and by his experiments
on which ho made his great discoveries. This
building was erected after a design by Stark, in

the beginning of the present century, an annexe
having been added in 1838. The college pos-

sesses a splendid library of 50,000 volumes, and
as a seat of learning it has long maintained a high
position. The college green or garden, a largo

open space behind tlie musenm, was the scene
of the conflict in “Rob Roy” between Frank
and Kashleigh Osbaldistou. Few cities in the
Old World, it may safely be said, have made
such rapid strides in physical development and
commercial prosperity as Glasgow. In 1556,
when the Scottish burghs were taxed by Queen
Mary, Glasgow had a population of 4,500, and
was only tho eleventh city in the kingdom in

wealth and population. In 1708 it was esti-

mated at 12,776 J
in another century it had

reached 83,769, and it has rapidly increased ever
since. Thus, in 1821, tho number of its in-

habitants was 147,043; in 1841, 280,682; in

1S51, 329,097 ; in 1861, 394,897 ; and it is now
estimated that the population is half a million.

The extension has been mainly westward and
southward; and it has long been felt that the
college was far removed from the virtual centre
of Sc. Mungo, that its contracted limits were
wholly inadequate to modern requirements, and
altogether that ttie grim old pile, so ill-favour-

edly situated, was unworthy of tho commercial
capital of Scotland. For more than twenty
years has local agitation been going on, with a
view to the erection of a new and more suitable

dhiici JTnfer for tho city. So long ago as 18-16,

a Bill for the disposal of the present site and
buildings to the Monklauds Junction Railway
Company, and the removal of the college, re-

ceived the assent of both Houses of Parliament.

Nothing came of the project, however, the rail-

way company having failed to carry out their

agreement
;
and, in consequence of which failure,

they had to pay, wo believe, some 10,0001. as

“smart money.” At length, in 1864, a sale

of the college and grounds was effected with
another railway company, the City of Glasgow
Union, tho prico being 100,0001. With pro-

mised aid from Government, the University
authorities found that they had at their disposal

the sum of about 139,0001., and they at once set

to work to carry out the scheme of removal.
Tho lands of Gilmorehill, an eminence sepa-
-rated from the west-end park by the river Kel-

vin, presented an eligible site, and accordingly
these were purchased for 65,0001., and adjoining
ground to the westward, and also on the south
bank of the Kelvin, for a farther sum of 33,0001.

The first stone of the new buildings was laid in
April, 1867. Exclusive of the professors’ houses,
they will occupy nearly foqr acres on the sum-
mit of the hill. The style of the new university
is that of the early part of the foniteenth cen-
tury, as applied to collegiate structures. Tho
buildings, when completed, will form an obloug
rectangular pile, 600 ft. long by 3C0 ft. broad,
divided in the middle by a building which sepa-
rates two courts or quadrangles, each 180 ft.

square, or nearlyfour times tho area of the two ori-

ginal quadrangles of the present university. The
edifice will have an imposing effect viewed from
the higher portion of the west-end park. The
main or south front consists of a centre and two
wings, terminating in flanks, which latter pro-

ject a little, and are elevated a story higher
than the rest. A tower rises from Ihe centre to

a height of nearly 300 ft. It is 36 ft. square at

tho bottom, the walla in the lower part being
7 ft. thick. This is reduced to 4i ft. at tho
bottom of the spire, which commences at a
height of 178 ft. from the ground, and springs
np 114 ft. higher. The tower itself is divided
into six stories, lighted by arched windows.
Near the foot of the spire there will be aclock,

the minute-hand of which will bo 7 ft. long, and
each of tho numerals on the dial 20 in. long.

The chief entrance pierces the centre of the
tower, leading into the middle of the buildings.

The various class-rooms need not be particularly

described. We may mention, however, that tho
lower hall is 129 ft. long by 60 ft. wide, and
22 ft. high. The roof is supported by twelve
fluted columns of cast-iron, united at top by
ornamented iron girders. Above this is another
hall, of similar dimensions, but open above to

tho arched roof of the building, 52 fc. from the
floor. Tho common hall will occupy the centre

building, which divides the two quadrangles,
but only in its npper part. The ground-floor is

to bo fitted throughout its whole extent with
arcades, afiording communication between the

two quadrangles, and also, along with the clois-

ters, shelter for the students. The grand stair

will lead to tho hall, the museum, and the
library; and in the upper floor these three

apartments are so arranged that on fitting occa-
sions they can bo thrown into one magnificent

suite, capable of receiving several thousand
persons. There will be no fewer than ten boilers

distribabed throughout the University in con-

nexion with heating apparatus, pipes, and
tunnels for heating and ventilating, permeat-
ing the entire buildings.

They are so far advanced that the workmen
have commenced to roof in the east front, and it

is expected that the south or main front will bo
ready for roofing iu a month. There aro no
fewer than 750 men employed daily at tho

works, and it will bo at least a year and a half

yet before tho university be completed. The
stone is chiefly that of Giffuock quarries, in the

neighbourhood, and of Dunmare, near Bannock-
burn

;
tho flagstones for stops being Arbroath

pavement. The woodwork is all of Dantzic red
timber, and is stained and varnished, but nob
painted. The architect is Mr. G. Gilbert Scott.

The contractor for the stone and wood work
is Mr. Thompson, of Peterborough

;
Messrs.

M'Elroy & Sons, of Glasgow, have supplied the

ironwork. Messrs. Wallace & Connell are the

plumbers, and Mr. Morrison the slater. Mr.
Bradford is clerk of tho works. Tho entire cost

of the now university is estimated at ahouD
200,0001. Such is a brief outline of the impor-

tant work, the foundation-stone of which was
yesterday (Thursday) laid with “all the honours”
by his Royal Highness tho Prince of Wales.”

The occasion was observed as a general holiday

in Glasgow.

Fortunate Escape of Eton College Chapel.

—On a recent occasion, when, for the first time

under new regulations, divine service was to

have commenced at 9 25 at Eton College Chapel,

on tho entrance of the choir and students it was
discovered that the chapel was filled with gas,

which had been escaping since the close of the

evening service, through some neglect in turn-

ing it off. Prompt means were taken to expel

the gas, bnt the morning service was dispensed

with. Had the service been arranged to take

place as on the previous evening there is every

probability that the edifice would have sufiered

much injury.
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THE MIDLAND KAILWAY STATION,
ST. PANOEAS-EOAD, LONDON.

The Midland Station, opened last week, as we
then briefly mentioned, is unquestionably, as
regards the length, width, and height of the roof,

the greatest in the world. The roof is 700 ft.

long
;
the rafters rise from the platform 100 ft.,

and the roof is 2-10 ft. in span. In London the
only roofs to be compared with that of the Mid-
land Station are those of Charing-cross and
Cannon-street Stations, which are each narrower
than the one in question. A peculiarity of the
Midland Station roof is, that while it is the
widest span of any roof in esislence, the vast
space under the ribs is unbroken by ties or
braces, perpendicular, horizontal, or diagonal,
common to other roofs. Cannon-street Station
roof, which is 60 ft. less in span than that of the
Pancras Station, is a segment. The Midland
Station roof is Subdued Gothic, with segments
meeting at its crown. There are twenty-five
principal ribs in the roof, each of which weighs
about 50 tons. Between the principals are three
intermediates of rolled iron, which are borne
upon latticed purlieus. The station walls rise

behind the spring of the principals, and the
space at the top is filled with asprandrel of open
ironwork. The station roof covers an immense
area of two floors, the basement being a cellarage
for storing pale ale and other goods. The floor

of the station is supported upon plate girders,

which are borne upon 690 strong cast-iron pillars.

Under this basement the Midland connexion
is carried to the Metropolitan system. Reverting
to the station, it should be mentioned, that all

the upper structure is borne upon lateral and
cross girders, covered with Buckle’s patent
plates. The platforms and carriage-road are,

of course, erected upon this. The platforms
have dwarf walla, with sleepers on the top,

and are covered with close-jointed rod deal
planks, with hoop-iron tongues. The edges
of the platform are of dressed stone. The
carriageway is constructed of concrete in two
arches, the centres shifted as the lengths are
finished. The decorations in the station include
a fine frieze about 2 ft. deep in Minton’s
enamelled tiles, and a dado round the base and
foot of the principals. Space is provided for

thirteen lines of rails, with platform accommoda-
tion available for nine lines. For the present
the booking office, temporarily provided, is at
the parcels office on the Skinner-street side,

which has a good carriageway and a planked
footpath wiih side railing from Euston-road.
One cannot tell what the effect of this great pile

will be from its present appearance 5 the prin-
cipal front being only just above ground, and the
whole of the end and side fronts concealed by
boardings. The hotel does not as yet show to

the front. It will have its chief fa9ade to Euston-
road, but will have also side fronts to Skinner-
street and inwards to the station approach.

THE TEMPORARY EMPLOYMENT OF
OPERATIVES.

The essay on “ The best and mostfeasible plan
for the temporary employment of operatives and
workmen in casual distress,” by Mr. R. Arthur
Arnold, to which Mr. W. R. Lloyd’s prize of 251.

was awarded, was read at the Birmingham
Congi'ess. In a discussion of the various plans
which have hitherto been or which might be
adopted in seasons of distress, Mr. Arnold nar-
rows the subject so as to make it plain,—1st,

that in seasons of temporary distress it is nn-
advisable to promote emigration

;
2nd, that the

production of saleable commodities cannot be
undertaken

;
3rd, that in any employment of

persons so accidentally reduced to indigence it

is absolutely necessary to provide such labour
as that at which they can earn wages sufficient

for their maintenance} 4th, that no more than
the proper value of their labour should be given
in payment for the execution of such work

;
and,

5th, that the labour of indigent persons during
periods of temporary distress, employed by the
guardians of the poor or any other local and cor-

porate authority, must be confined to works which
will come under the denomination of public
utility” or “sanitary improvement.” Mr. Arnold’s
proposal is that a Public Works Act should be
passed, applicable to the United Kingdom,
limiting to 2,000,0001. the annual sum which the
Treasury should be empowered to pay to the
Public Works Loan Commissionem for the pur-
poses of the Act, the special consent of Parlia-

ment being obtained if any farther sum was re-

quired in any one year. A minister of public
works should be responsible for the reorganised
business of the existing Public Works Loan
Commission

} but so long as that remains without
a chief directly subject to Parliamentary control,

the advances for the purposes of the Act
should be made by the Public Works Loan
Commi8Bionera,npou orders bearingtbe seal of the
Poor Law Board and the signature of the presi-

dent of that Board for the time being. Loans
should be made to any local Board acting under
the Local Government Act, 1858

;
to any local

authorities invested with powers of town govern-
ment and rating under any local Act, by whatever
name such local authority may be called

;
to any

commissioners or body of persons, or any other
authority having power to levy rates for general
or special pui-poses

;
and to any guardians of the

poor who have authority to borrow. No previous
limitation of borrowing powers by any local Act
should aff'ect the claim of any local authority to

borrow, under the Public Works Act, a sum equal
to one year’s rateable value of the property
assessable within the district, or parish, or place

in respect to which the loan is applied for. Any
local authority, having borrowed to this full

amount, might again mortgage their rates and
obtain a further loan, an equal amount of the
original loan being already repaid. The repay-
ment of the loans under the provisions of the
Public Works (Manufacturing Districts) Act,

1863, was by thirty equal instalments of the
principal, the annual diminishing interest being
added. A better plan would be to calculate

principal and interest together, in which case
the annual payment for thirty years of about

5 per cent, upon tho total amount of the loan

would pay off both principal and interest, with
the advantage to the local authorities of paying
an equal sum every year. The security for the
loans would be upon mortgage of the rates,

and any property of which the local authority

was possessed in the locality in respect of which
the loan was applied for. It would be requisite

that the works proposed to be undertaken should
be of public utility or sanitary improvement

;

and the expediency of granting loans would be
determined by the department charged with the
administration of the Act, the minister at the

head of such department being responsible for

the loans, the giant of which would in every
case bear his signature as authority for tho ad-
vance of money. The loans must be exclusively

devoted to the actual works in respect of which
such sanction is given. The money would be
advanced in such instalments as the Depart-
ment charged with the administration of the

Act thought proper to sanction, and the pay-
ment of any instalment might be postponed or

withheld on notice being given by the Depart-
ment to the local authority that the works were
not being proceeded with in conformity with the
plan proposed. But the Department should
have power to sanction alteration of plans on
the advice of their inspectors, at the same time
having no responsibility in respect to the design
and execution of the works, which, together
with their superintendence, would be entirely

committed to the local authorities and their

officers. Having given some farther details,

Mr. Arnold observed that there is no city, or
town, or district in the United Kingdom, in

which there is no need for the execution of
works of public utility and sanitary improve-
ment. Many are wholly without sewers, or only

supplied with old drains, which are nothing
better than poisonous cesspools; many have
no water supply but from polluted wells ; many
draw their contaminated supply from brooks
full of sewage and other impurities; in many,
the old streets are badly paved, and the new
or bye streets are impassable in winter, their

surfaces covered with putrid filth thrown out
from the bouses

;
scarcely a river bed is pro-

perly and periodically cleansed of the accumu-
lations brought by storms, which, obstructed by
the bridges and buildings of towns, are usually

deposited in their neighbourhood. Near every
town there are undrained lands injuriously affect-

ing the health of the popnlation, the fertility of

which would be greatly increased by drainage.

Upon the public 1 igbways, there are in every
direction hills which might be levelled, and
valleys filled up, with great benefit to the public
convenience and reduction of the cost of cartage.

The permanent works of highway improvement
executed in several rural parishes, under the
provisions of the Public V7orks (Manufacturing
Districts) Act, 1863, effected a saving of 50 per
cent, of the highway rates. The works executed

under such an Act are all of so beneficial a
character, that their commencement before the
occnrrenco of distress or their completion after

it has passed away, is thoroughly advantageous
and satisfactory.

THE FOUNDATION
OF THE NATIONAL GALLERY, AND

SIR GEORGE BEAUMONT.

The following memoranda, now first printed,

will be read with pleasure by all interested in

the progress of art. They were written by George
Agar Ellis, afterwards Lord Dover, tonchiog Sir

George Beaumont and our National Gallery.

Lord Dover was a man of great taste, and it

was mainly through his exertions and influence

that the Angerstein collection was bonght by
Parliament :

—

One of the objects Sir George Beaumont had
the most at heart was the establishment of a
national gallery for pictures. He was constantly,

during the years 1821, 1822, and 1823, talking to

me upon the subject, and urging the various

reasons which rendered such an institution

desirable in this country, in all of which I con-
curred. He frequently begged me to speak to

Lord Liverpool, then Prime Minister, about it,

and always assured me that ho would give his

own pictures to the nation as soon as he saw a
place allotted for their reception. I, in conse-

quence, took several opportunities of mentioning
the subject of a rational collection of pictures to

Lord Liverpool, who always received the sugges-
tion favourably, but generally ended by rather

throwing cold water upon the project, on the

score of expense. I also frequently urged the

same points to Lord Aberdeen and Lord Fam-
boroogh, and Sir George did the same; but still

nothing was done. At length Mr. Angerstein
died, and it was understood that his pictures

were on sale. This was in the year 1823, and
great fears were entertained that either the

King of Bavaria or the Emperor of Russia
would buy them, and that thus they would be
lost to this country. Upon this Sir George
again spoke to me, and we agreed together that

now was the moment to press for the gallery.

I again urged Lord Liverpool, but nothing was
done. At length, towards the end of the session

of 1823, I determined, with the concurrence
and advice of Sir George, to take some oppor-

tunity, as all other means had failed of bringing

ministers to a favourable decision, to mention
the subject of the National Gallery, and of the

purchase of Mr. Angerstein’s collection, in the

House of Commons, as I thought that if the

temper of the House declared itself in favour of

the acquisition, ministers could not for very
shame avoid making it. I do not mean to say that

they were not favourable themselves to the

plan
;
but they were so timid and frightened at

Hume and the economists, that they could not
bring themselves to a decision. Accordingly,

on the Isb of July, 1823, I took occasion of a
vote for money for the new library at the British

Museum, to state how anxious I was to see a
national gallery of pictures established. I then
alluded to Sir George Beaumont’s promise of

giving his collection to the public, and eulogised

bis conduct, and afterwards gave some account
of the Angerstein collection, and of tho danger
there was of its being taken out of the country

;

and finally gave notice that if the ministers did

not in the m eanwhile purchase it, I would myself
make a motion to that effect at the commence-
ment of the next session of Parliament. Mr.
Stuart Wortley (now Lord Whamclifle), Mr.
Alexander Baring, Mr. Hudson Gurney, Mr.
William Smith, and, I think, one or two others,

spoke in favour of my proposition. The feeling

of the House was so evidently with me that the.

point was gained. During the recess the

Government bought Mr. Angerstein’s pictures,

and the National Gallery was established. I

have gone into this detail in order to explain

Sir George’s letters, which were written subse-

qnently to the discussion in tho House of Com-
mons, and which show his great anxiety upon
the subject. I am, indeed, quite certain that

without his persuasions and encooragement, and
the permission he gave me to announce formally

the donation of his collection to the nation, I

should never have had the heart to do
what I did, so disconraged was I by the

delays and vacillation of the Government. I

have been anxious that you should know the

part Sir George had in this transaction respect-

ing the National Gallery,—first, because it is
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highly honourable to him
; and, secondly, be-

cause it is something of an event in a life of such
amiable and retiring tranquillity as his was. His
allusions to the prints of Garrick relate to two
engravings of Garrick, which were executed by
Reynolds under his inspection and correction,

and which he was anxious to have engraved,
because he considered them the two best like-

nesses of that great actor extant. They are
after Banco and Zoffani, in the characters of
Richard HI. and Abel Drugger.

George Howland Beaumont was born No-
vember 6 th, 1753, and had an only brother
Charles, who died an infant. His family, which
is very ancient, derives its name from Bohemond,
Count of Antioch, and is lineally descended from
the royal families of Trance and England. By
the death ofhis father, when Sir George was still

a child, he was left to the care of his mother
whose maiden name was Rachel Howland, a
woman of extraordinary powers of mind, during
the whole of her long life. She died in ISll,
at ninety-six. She was ever regarded by her
son with the greatest affection. He married, in
1781, Margaret, daughter of— Willes, esq., of
Astrop, Northamptonshire, and granddaughter
of tho Lord Chief Justice Willes. It was during
private theatricals at Mr. Bawles’s, North Aston,
that he first saw her, and was much struck by
her great beauty.
As an actor be possessed great talents

5 and it

has been even said in one or two characters
nearly equalled Garrick. With this celebrated
actor and many others he was intimately ac-
quainted

j and King bequeathed to him the
Shakspeare cup he had himself received from
Garrick.

With most of the artists and wits, and, indeed,
distinguished men of all kinds, he was also on
friendly terms. Sir Joshua Reynolds, Sir Uve-
dale Price West, Payne Knight, Colman, &o.,
may be mentioned.

Sir George’s taste for drawing appears to have
been first developed in the tour he made to
Rome after his marriage. His first drawino--
book (at Eton) is hardly so far advanced as
usual with boys of that age. At Paris, during
acme of the early scenes of the Rovolntion, ho
Lad a narrow escape. He was walking with the
late Lord Beverley, when they accidentally
witnessed the execution of an unfortunate man
by the populace d la lanteme

;

their look of
horror attracted the attention of the furious
people, and they were only saved by a poissarde,
who, having taken some fancy to them, dexter-
ously fixed the tricolour cockade in their hats
and favoured their escape.

Early in this century Sir George determined
on rebuilding the house on his estate in Leicester-
shire, Cole Orton, and employed the talents of
Mr. Dance.

The amnsement of laying out and beautifying
the grounds, and improving the condition of the
villagers, afforded him delightful occupation for
the remainder of his life. In the country he
always devoted the morning to painting, but so
difiident was he of his own success that he de-
stroyed many of his pictui’es, and would have
destroyed many more had not Lady Beaumont
removed them from his sight. He has left many
unfinished from the impossibility of pleasing
himself. To others, and to their productions, he
was invariably kind and encouraging. Sir
George made another excursion to Switzerland
in 1819, and again to Rome in 1823. It was
then by the assistance of Canova he sncceeded
in securing the alto relievo of Michelangelo, which
he left conditionally to the Royal Academy. His
cousin, the present baronet, has sioce presented
it unreservedly to that body.
Many of the earliest pictures of our best artists

were purchased by Sir George,—Wilkie’s “ Blind
Fiddler," Hayden’s “ Maobetb,” &c. The paint-
ings he presented two years before his death to
the National Gallery wore the collection of his
life. Of the Nai-cissus he was so fond that
it always travelled with hinij indeed his
admiration of Claude may almost be termed
a passion. In his collection of drawings
there are many of Gilpin, Alexander Hearne,
Girlin, Dance, Cozens, &c. The beautiful group
of Psyche borne by Zephyrs was exeented for
him by Gibson after his last visit to Rome j but
he did not live to see it arrive in England, dying
after a few days’ illness, occasioned by cold,
February 7, 1827, aged seventy-fonr. His widow
survived him two years, dying in July, 1829, at
the same age. At his particular desire a simple

tablet was placed in Cole Orton church, where ho
was buried, with this inscription,

—

“ Enter not into judgment with thy servant, O Lord."

Many of his paintings are still in the possession
of hia family

j several were presented by his
widow to various public galleries

;
among others,

to the Academy at Rome.
His disposition was amiable and kind : his

religious feelings were strong
5 his conversation

was peculiarly interesting, possessing much
quiet humour, and enlivened by a great fund of
anecdote.

He appears to have been indefatigable in the
pursuit of the art which was his engrossing
passion, and has left an immense variety of
sketches. It was with Sir George that the first

idea of a public exhibition of Sir Joshua Rey-
nolds’s paintings originated, and to his exertions,
which were most graciously encouraged by the
late king, and kindly aided by Lord Melville,

&c., that the public were indebted for the
success of that idea.

LIGHT AND CCLODR.

My own hypothetical suggestions, both in the
lecture and the several letters which have ap-
peared in the columns of the Builder daring
the last twelve months, have been but mere
addenda to their more important objects, and
must await experimental proof. These more
important objects have been to point out the
constant confusion of the Newtonian and “ un-
dulatory" hypotheses and the neglect to take
into account the physiological considerations
necessary to a true comprehension and a putting
together of the theory of light and colour by
English writers, objections from which I do not
consider Mr. Benson’s letters and work are
exempt. I know the difficulty of framing lan-
guage strictly in accordance with pure theory;
it is not easy to emancipate oneself from the
common faulty habit of speech in these matters.
I trust, therefore, that my observations will be
received as actuated by a fair spirit of criticism,
and a desire to attain to a more correct enuncia-
tion of the received theory, and not to detract
from the object of Mr. Benson’s labours, which
are in part similar to my own. That Mr. Ben-
son works from sheer devotion to and love of
his subject may be gathered from the following
passage at page 39 of hia work :—“ It seems clear
that, strictly speaking, there can he no discord
in colours," for such a conviction with most men
would have deterred further prosecution of the
subject.

In treating of so complex a theory, or a
theory having so many ramifications as that of
light and colour, it is better to keep special
phases of it distinct, otherwise discussion is apt
to run backwards, forwards, and across in inex-
tricable confusion,

Bejinitions.

Light is a sensation, supposed by Newton to
be caused by atoms projected from the sun*
striking upon the retina; colours, sensations
produced by the different velocities of those
atoms. That every ray or beam producing the
sensation of white light is compounded of, some
of his expositors say, seven ; others, an infinite

number of rays of travelling atoms, of varions
velocities. Wave lengths are no part of this
hypothesis. The undulatory or received theory
supposes that light is a sensatiou produced by
undulations on the retina

;
colours, by the dif-

ferent wave lengths and rapidity of those
undulations.

Colours, therefore, according to either of these
theories, has no objective existence, but is only
a form of sensation. If it were objective and
inherent in the atoms or the waves, the different
velocities of the one and the wave lengths of
the other theory would be snperflaous assump-
tions. But Mr. Benson, in common with other
authors on the same subject, is constantly giving
objectivity to colour

;
for instance,—“ The colours

of all natural objects are merely the sensations
produced by those of the incident rays,"—“ the
white light of the sun,”—“is the sum of the
colours of all the component lights,”—“ Qreen
rays added to the blue" These are only a few
out of many which could be enumerated.

Whilst, however, the Newtonian hypothesis
has been abandoned in the main, its supposititious

• This definition might, of course, be framed to apply
to all lUuminatuig sources.

bundle of an infinite number of rays has been
transplanted to the undulatory theory ; and if it

is cumbrous and improbable in its original do-
main, it is much more so, it appears to me, in its

new soil. What is the diameter of that bundle ?

What its form of section ? What the disposition
of its fasciculi ? These questions lead to very
important considerations, having reference to
the integrity and truth of the general supposi-
tion, and are questions which I have never seen
touched upon, much less solved. The Newto-
nian hypothesis in immediate reference to tho
prismatic rays is not the great discovery it has
been proclaimed

; it is a compound of fact and
supposition which I, myself, feel convinced will
be proved to be one of that intellectual giant’s
infelicitous conjectures. And as Mr. Benson is

so wrapt in this “ great discovery,” I am not
surprised to find him clinging to the ancient, in-

stead of the more advanced physiological expla-
nation of the ocular spectra, and this leads me at
once to the subject of

Compensation.

To compensate is to make even that which is

irregnlar, to connterbalance. Now the inviolability
of the fasciculi, ‘‘ infinite in number," composing
the solar beam, which Mr. Benson so tenaciously
clings to, precludes the possibility of any exter-
nal compensation. The compensation, then,
which we talk of in respect to the harmony of
colours, is a readjustment in the sentient consti-
tution of the eye itself. And what is our great
experience of the nature of tho compensation
which is constantly going on in onr sentient
being ? It is this. That after it has been
moved from its mean or general state in any
special direction, it has a reactionary tendency
in the opposite direction. Indeed, this is not a
tendency peculiar to our own, but to all nature,
in confirmation of which a volume of instances
might be cited. “ Insensibility ” is that state of
the human system in which reaction is rendered
either difficult or impossible. I would therefore
venture to suggest the following as the law of
compensation in reference to colour, viz. : That
in proportion as the retina experiences a colow of
one kind, is its tendency to a sensation of colour
of an opposite kind, or one which tends to balance
and re-establish the equilibrium of the optic
system.

The “ insensibility ” of the eye to one colour,
according to Mr. Benson, and some former
writers upon this subject, is clearly, according
to their own showing, a keen sensibility to
another. But taking my own statement of the
law which I have here ventured to intrude, the
old-fashioned explanation of the ocular spectra
might possibly pass ; but unfortunately for the
old hypothesis, the compensating spectra appear
on closing the eye. The familiar experiment of
looking at a window and then closing the eyes,
will point the way in which this important fact
may be best tested. In this case the reaction is

merely from light to dark, and from dark to
light, the glazed spaces after a while appearing
dark

;
the frame, the sashes, light. If, however,

instead of white glass we substitute coloured
glass, the spectra will be coloured and compen-
sating on closing the eye. If the eye be sensi-
tive, the fact of the ocular spectra being reac-
tions of the retina may be confirmed by the
usual means, and, after intently gazing at the
wafers or spots, closing the eye. If further
proofs be needed I can give them. These experi-
ments are not only conclusive regarding my
statement in my last letter, that ocular spectra
are due to nervous reaction, bub that light and
colour are sensations which may exist independ-
ently of any direct external excitement whatever.

It is very curious to observe that the inviola-
bility of the fasciculi of the solar beam or ray
which Mr. Benson so much insists on, is dead
against his other notion of yellow being a
secondary sensation, for every colour would then
be caused by a particular primary, inviolable
wave. Marked difference, as a colour, yellow
has; it is therefore primary according to Mr.
Benson’s foundation doctrine, and for the only
two reasons it is possible to c^l a colour “pri-
mary.” There are two terms to the equation of
compensation, and these are mutually compen.
Baling. A compensating colour, therefore, is not
necessarily a secondary.

Newton’s great discovery, says Mr. Benson,—
“ Was, that tho sun sent out an infinite number of

different kinds of liglit, all differeully refrangible, and pro-
ducing different sensations of colour ; and that the pro-
perty, whatever it might be, which gives to each kind its
peculiar refrangibility, is inroriaJle with the colour sen-
sation which attends it. This is tho very foundation of tho
science of colour.”
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Et'W, an infinite nnmber of dUfeyent kinds of contract, eitlier bnijders should join in ap

light woold include a yellow ray, pure, simple,
|

uncompounded. Every ray is a primary.

" The whole essence of the theorr is involved in the

fnct, that every separate wave maintains its own time in-

variable, and its own proper effect at every point of the

ether which it reaches, whether such point is at rest or

disturbed by any other wave or waves at the same time.”

inting the
they should

With this passage compare the following :

—

"So that all tho colours which lie in the spectrum
between the Ilrst and second, and second and third of

these may he produced by mLclures of these,” &c.

In the former paragraph Mr. Benson says

the waves preserve themselves invariable ;

are tho waves still invariable when they are

mixed

;

or does ho mean that the sensa-

tion is mixed ? There is such a thing as

infer/t’vence : are the waves invariable at tho

same point then ? There is, too, such a fact

as rays diminishing in power in a certain

ratio to distance : are the waves of each ray the

same at the sun as at the earth ? Is it con-

sistent with the simplest principles of dynamics

that waves should be propagated through matter

unaltered P I think not: there is a decadence

in the wave os it progresses in time and space

from the originating force, just as the waves of a
hell after it has been struck pass in the reson-

nneo (E am told) to the third and fifth. The
matter of nauiiug a colour primary or secondary

is of little consequence, but to have a clear logical

hand there should be some recognised limit; also some
common understanding as to the ordinary terms and
periods of payment.

It was resolved,

—

‘‘That the Alliance appoint their office-bearers as a

committee to hear Ihe reprosentationa of the General
Builders’ Association, and, in conjunction with any other

bodies who may be interested, to endeavour to come to

some agreement on the subjects submitted for considera-

tion, and to report to the Alliance at its next meeting, or

to the constituent societies at an earlier period.”
ilr. Plevin's form of contract was then considered.

Mr. Spiers reported a resolution from the Architectural

Association against the scheme.
It was ultimately resolved,

—

"That, as the whole of the questions covered by Mr.
Plevin’s form of contract are included in the subjects that

will Lave to be discussed with the General Builders’ Asso-

ciation, it will be premature to enter upon them at the

present meeting.”
As to architectural education, it was resolved,—
'• That the secretary be requested to obtain information

from the allied societies as to the facilities for architec-

tural education now existing, and to report upon the

subject to the next meeting.”

MANCHESTER ARCHITECTURAL
ASSOCIATION.

The annual meeting of the Students’ Class

wag held on Jlonday evening, the 28th ult.,' at

the Society’s Rooms, Lord’s Chambers. There

^ was a good attendance. The secretary and

exposition of theoiy is of the utmost importance, treasurer’s reports were passed ;
the latter show-

above that of tho floor of the nave. The e5trem&
length of the chancel is 52 ft., and the width

26 fc., the whole of the interior being vaulted

with stone. The chancel has at each side three

windows, and at the east two lancet windows,
surmounted by a central oriel 13 ft. in diameter.

In due course all the windows, according to our

authority, the Bedford Times, will be of stained

glass. Beneath the chancel there is a crypt,

72 ft. by 2-1 ft., vaulted with stone, and supported

by two rows of columns. This is to be used a&

the fntnre burial-place of the Dnkes of Bedford.

The tower, which is situated at the western end,

is 28 fc. square, and, with the spire, reaches to

the height of 185 ft. Probably the height to

top of the copper cross which crowns the spire

may be set down at 200 ft. It contains a new
bell, weighing nearly 3 tons, cast (in C) by

Messrs. Mears & Co., of London, and Las

a deep sonorous tone. The fittings are all of

oak. At the western extremity of tho north

aisle, and fronting the font and main entrance,

is the organ-gallery, supported on pillars, and

ascended by a flight of spiral stone seeps. Tho
organ has been built by Mr. T. J. Robson, of Lon-

don. In the west wall of the church, directly

opposite the font, is inserted a slab of polished

granite, on which is carved the following siniplo

inscription,—" In the years 1865-6G-67-G8,

liam, 8ih Duke of Bedford, built this chnrch,”

—

under which, in small and unpretending cha-

racters, is a record of the archicoct’s labours f

On my own notions respecting tho science of ing a balance in favour of the society. Mr. the sentence—“Opera et consiho Ileunci Clot-

light and colonr, I have in the main forborne to Alley, jun., treasurer, and Mr. W. H. M. Ward, ;

ton,^ Archit.’’ The clerk of the works was ilr.

dilate in this communication
;
for the further ex- secretary, were re-elected, and Mr. Bedford was

|

J- I oung.

position of these, and the details of an important made the president in lien of Mr. Battye, who
|

The new church at Woburn Sands has so-

'retired. Tho society seeks to educate students ;

been consecrated. The edifice has beenereciea

in architecture in branches not ordinarily learnt .
at the cost of the late Duke of Bedford. It js

in office routine. The construction class is held erected on the crestofoneof tho lofty ridges which

on Monday evening, under the supervision of skir- the main roadway tlwough Woburn Sands,

Mr. Battye } the freehand drawing class on and is called St. Michael s-on-the-Mount. iho

Friday evening, directed by Mr. Redford
j
and building is erected in the Gothic style oflifteouth

tho water-colour class on Saturday afternoon, by ' century ; tho materials employed being Cosgrove

^ BogOt
TW..I-1. f\ >*^aa,ry rto r\P I— FOnjiB iVll—

experiment, I miiat beg Mr. Benson, and tho

readers of the Bnilde-r, to wait, on account of fall

occupation. W. Cave Thomas.

THE ARCHITECTURAL ALLIANCE.

At the last meeting of this association there

were present, for the London Architectural Asso-

riation, Messrs. T. Reger Smith, T. M. Rickman
(secretary pro tern, of the Alliance), J. Douglass

Mathews, and R. Phetie Spiers. Fromthe Glas-

pnw Architectural Society, Messrs. Alexander

Thomson and John J. Stevenson. The Liver-

pool Architectural Society, Mr. G. E. Grayson,

I

stone, with dressings of Box Ground stono for

j

the exterior, and Cowham atone for the interior,

j

The nave is G4 ft. long by 38 ft. in width, and is

1
covered with an open timber roof, and the chancel

' is 20 ft. by 18 ft. At the west end of the stmeture
' • - . . F... F,

ARCHITECTURAL STUDENTS IN PARIS.

At the Palais do Beaux Arts in Paris the de-
]
a turret rises to the height of about SO ft.

signs sent in competition by the architectural fittings of the nave are of deal, while those in

students for prizes were publicly exhibited on ' the chancel arc of oak, carved. The edifice Las-

_ _ _ _ the 30th ult. *Tho subjects were—Ist, a chnrch
;
been erected from the designs and under tho

Mancycsi^''Trchi<e7h7ror Association, a hospital; 3rd, Hotel de Prefecture. For superintendence of Mr. E. Glutton London. The

Poter B. Allcv, jun,, and Alfred Darbyshire. '
the first subject there were sixty-eight com-

;
cost is roughly estimated at o,0001. ihe organ,

N' Ythcrn Architectural Association, Mr. R. J. < petitors ;
for the second, twenty-eight

;
and for which has been presented to the chnrch by iMr.

.Tobnson. Notlinoham Architectural Association, the third, eight; making together 10-i com- , Steven, of Aspley Guise, was a family heirloom,

Mr. T. C. nine (treasurer), and Mr. Kenneclv, ^
petitors.

!

supposed to have been built 300 years ago, by a

from Glasgow (not a dtdegate). Mr. T. R. ;
It would appear that the anathemas hurled German named Snatchel, and the principle ou

Smith presided. i bv M. Viollet le Due against all non-mediroval , which it is erected is so peculiar that, on tho-

A paper by Mr. Hine was considered, pro- ai’t have had but scant influence on onr artistic organ being lately remodelled prior to its being

posing that the* quantities should form part of friends across the Channel, for of the 10-i designs set np in the chnrch, it was supposed to be t!i&

the basis of contract, as mneh as plans and
j

three only are in the Pointed style.
,
onlv one of its kind m this country. The church

specification, and that the architect should be I

The ilG drawings completely fill the great

responsible for them, whether prepared by him- hall of the Palais. Among them there are many

self or by liis surveyor. After discussion, it was good drawings, but only one medal was awarded,

resolved,

—

only one of its kind in this country,

is capable of acoommodating about 500.

" That inasmuch as the bills of qaanf itirs are now gene-
rally tacitly received as the basis of builders’ contracts in

the settlement of their accounts, in tho opinion of this

meeting it wonld be more just, both to client and builder,

UR well as more satisfactory to architects, were the bills

of quantities formally recognised as part of the con-

tract."

A deputation from tho General Builders’

Association was iutroduced, consisting of Mr

CONSECRATION OF NEW CHURCHES AT
WOBURN AND WOBURN SANDS, BEDS.

The new church erected at Woburn by the

Duke of Bedford has been consecrated. Tho site

is near the Woburn entrance to the dncal park.

THE NEW INDUSTRIAL SCHOOLS AT
KIRKDALE.

The additional Indostrial School buildings at

Kirkdalo, in connexion with that department ot

the Liverpool Parochial Vestry, end which Lave

been rendered necessary in consequence of the

over-crowded state of the existing schools, have
jVBSOCiacion was lutrouuueu, consisting oi utr. -*-w — — ---- -

, . , , -n v i ^,1

Whitelev of Leeds- Mr. W. B. Briggs of I

The edifice, which has been erected from the just been completed, and will shortly bo opened.

Birmingham; Mr. e! Johnson,’ of Manchester designs and under the superintendence of Mr.
;

The new buildings, which are qnite distinct from

and Mr! A. Mault, of Birmingham, secretary. I

Glutton, of London, architect, at a coat of some
|

the old schools, have been erected from

3 • • * J T J I 26,0001., exclusive of the value of the ground, is . by Messrs. Picton & Son, of Liverpool, architects.

«
i

built in the Gothic style oi the thirteenth century, They stand cn high grennd, in the immediate

the Alliance, to draw up a model contract. He also com- the materials being Clcpshain Stone withdressings vicinity of the county prison. Ine style aciopcea

plained that throufihout the country bnildifig contracts
| jjqj Groond Stone for the exterior, and for the is Gothic. The principal elevation, which faces

ihV interior Ccwhnm stcne. The extreme height of
!
the Booth, is ^357 ft- m length, _and _.M ft._in

drawings ofl'er very indifferent data for contracts, while
many contracts are c-n the theoretical footing, that one
partv being the proprietor, tho other the builder, the

architect ia independent ;
whereas they hold that tho

architect is not independent, but the nominee of one
party, and that oftentimes builders are thereby incon-
veiiicnced and their interesis prejudiced from the fact

that the architect thus ap|:>ointed is sole judge.
Theywant an ample arbitration clause on all subjects in

dispute, but not upon material and workmanship.
It was further urged, that there is a want of rautnalily

»}own in the provision for taking the workout of the

builder’s hands for want of speed, while there is no
Counter provision as to -want of funds.

'rherc are also usually clanses relating to the bankruptcy
ol ihe builder, but not relating to the bankruptcy of tho

proprietor
; nor is there usually any reciprocity in the

tirangement as to aurclirs.

'Ihe builders admit that a penalty for time should be
pi.rt of contract, but they urge that the position of the
aichitect should be more defined as to orders for extras.

In case of sealed contracts, they also urge that powers
should be taken for variations, without tho use of a sealed
insirument.
And also that, as quantities are a definite part of (be

the Btructnre is G1 ft., and from tho ground level

to the top of the parapets the height is 40 ft.

Projecting through the parapets are a series of

gargoyles discharging upon iron traps beneath.

The nave, which is 9G ft-, long by 64 ft. in width,

ia supported by seven duplicate colotnns, with

plain shafts and carved capitals, and is lighted

by nine windows, five in one, and four iu the

other aisle, together with three windows and an

oriel at the west end. The vaulted roof is car-

ried level thronghont, at an average height of

50 fc. from the pavement, so that by this

arrangement there is no reredos. Instead, there

is a flight of steps leading to the chancel floor,

the level of which is some 3 ft. 6 in. above that of

the nave. At the eastern extremity of the chancel

another flight, consisting of three steps, leads to

the area iu which the communion-table is placed,

the level of this portion of tho chancel being 5 ft.

height to the battlements, and consists of three

stories. In the centre is a tower, which risea

G8 fc. above the battlements. Beneath this, and

over the main central entrance, is a largo, orna-

mental, oriel window, below which again there

is a prominent three-light window. At each side

of the train entrance there are two carved

figures in stone, representing Charity and Mercy.

At the east and west ends of the building re-

spectively there are pavilion roofs, which rise to

a considerable height. The east and west eleva-

tions of the building are uniform in design with

the south front, the school-room, diuing and

play rooms, having mullion chancel windows.

The rear of the building forms a large quad-

rangle, there being, in addition to the east and

west wings, what may be termed a centre wing,

containing school rooms, play rooms, and dor-

mitories, uniform with the other portions of the
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building. The main south entrance leads to a cor-

ridor, 7 ft. in width, which runs the entire length

of the bailding, from which, in the front part, on
the ground-floor, are approached the several day-

rooms, teachers’ rooms, offices, and other rooms

in the master’s department. From the opposite

side of the corridor, in the centre, a play-room

is entered, 73 ft. in length by 30 ft. in width,

with an additional play-shed beyond it, 75 ft. by
50 ft. The principal school-room is in the east

wing of the building, and is 83 ft. long by 30 fc.

wide, and 36 fD. in height
;
whilst the dining-

room, which is in the west wing, is 80 ft. long

and 30 ft. wide, and uniform in height with

the schoolroom. Two staircases, one at the east

and the other at the west end, lead from the

ground floor to the first floor, along which there

is a corridor exactly uniform with that already

described. The whole of the first floor is divided

into dormitories of uniform size, for the use of

the officials of the establishment as well as the

boaring pits. The lower extremities of two
women were buried beneath a terrible load of

bricks, timber, &c., but their heads and chests

were protected by a joist which had fallen, but

lily in a slanting direction across them. Tho
poor creatures were released, after half an hour’s

hard labour. Two bricklayers employed in re-

pairing a portion of the wretched promises wore
injured, though not in a very serious manner, one
being thrown from his ladder, and theothercut and

bruised by tho falling matotial. The two houses

are a complete wreck.

RAILWAY MATTERS.

requires tho stopping of the train before it is

stopped. The unnecessary and irregular stop-

ping of trains would occasion not only delay

but danger itself to the public. All short of

this, we fear, is little better than ingenuity

thrown away in order to save expense to rail-

way companies.

BAY-WINDOW, RATEHAUS, RATISBON.

The Rathhaus at'Ratisbou is a charming
specimen of German Gothic of the end of the

fourteenth century. The principal portion of

the building consists of a large oblong siructnre,

containing the council-chamber, eutrance-liall,

chief staircase, and below these a set of niosc

dismal dungeons and a torture-chamber, with
The most

The trial of Mr. Charles Kendall’s atmospheric

break has been in progress on the London,
Chatham, and Dover Railway for three years, all its fearful machinery in situ.

A novelty in working the apparatus for the in- beautiful purtions of the building are the porch,

inmates. The upper story is approached by a i struction and amusement of a party on a trip which has a very rich doorway
;
and the bay-

staircase similar in size to the one beneath it,
j

from London to Margate and back was the window, of which we give a sketch. This bay-

and a uniform corridor leads to three large
[

placing full command of the break in the hands window projects from the centre of tho ease

dormitories similar in size to the large school-
j

of the engine-driver. The driver, it is urged, is side of the council-chamber, to which it opens

room, dining-room, and play-room on the ground
[

captain of the train, and should bo entrusted
j

by a low arch. There can be little doubt that it

floor, in addition to which thero are also a ( with power equal to his responsibility. That he
,

originally formed a kind of chapel or oratory,

number of smaller dormitories. With the view
,

as well as the guard should have the means of. and was separated from the council-chamber by

of promoting ventilation there are iron gratings I checking or bringing to a stop tho carriages in a portable screen. On one side of tho window,

on each side of the entire length of the two
,

the rear of tho engine is a condition fulfilled by ' carved upon a panel, is the date 1-iOO. It is

upper corridors, by wliich a constant current of the atmospheric railway break, which simultane- ! doubtful whether the tracery is of the same date

air is kept up from the ground floor, whilst for ' onsly blocks the wheels of tho whole train, and as the other portions of the bay window. It

the entire ventilation and warming of the build-
' which may be worked from either end. Tho looks very like an alteration of the aixteentli

ing throughout apparatus and machinery have first stop was between Sevenoaks and Faming-
j

century. It is, however, well moulded and of

been fitted up in the basement, under the im-
i
ham, on an incline of 1 in 100, the train being atone. Attached to the Rathhaus is a lofty

mediate superintendence of Mr. Watson, of checked in a speed of 35 miles, and within a square tower, with a clock and bells
;
aud in one

Halifax. Mr. J. Westmoreland, of Islington, is
'
space of 323 yards. His second pull-up was on of the smaller ebamhers are some fine old

tlie sole contractor, and tho building has been ' a level at Sole-street, when tho train was going * tapestry, and a fifteentli-ccntury corona” for

erected by him, assisted by tradesmen who have 40 miles an hour, and was stopped in a space of holding candles,

taken contracts from him in the several depart- 220 yards. The third stop was, from want ofj

meuts. The new premises are calculated to time, not measured, but was judged between 160
accommodate 700 children, which, with the and 200 yards, at the utmost, the speed of the
capacity of the existing building, will contain

;
train being at the time 55 miles an hour. Three EASTCEEAP.

shelter and education for an aggregate number ' more stops were made before reaching Slargate,

of about 1,900,

ACCIDENTS.

Two serious accidents have occurred at the

new Midland Railway Station, King’s-cross. A
labourer, employed by the contractors, fell from
a high roof and sustained such injuries that he
had to be taken to tho Royal Free Hospital.

Another labourer also fell from a roof, and was
taken to the same hospital, suffering from con-

cussion of the brain.

An inquiry has been held at St. Bartholomew’s
Hospital, touching the death of a workman who
was at work on the roof of the new Smithfield

Market, when he fell, and was dashed to the
ground. His skull was fractured by the full.

The jury returned a verdict of ” Accidental
death.”

At the Lord Mayor’s Court, before Mr.
Serjeant Tindal Atkinson and a common jury,
the case of “ Yonder Heydo and wife v. Peters ”

has been tried. It was an action to recover
compensation in damages sustained through the
alleged negligence of defendant’s servants. It

appeared that on the 17th of August last a
wagon belonging to the defendant, laden with
scaffold-poles, turned into Red Cross-street, and
the poles projecting behind swept over the pave-
ment and struck plaintiff down. She was much
shaken, and was laid up for some time. A City

police-constable said the poles ground against
the kerbstone for some distance, and then sprung
up over the pavement, and struck down the
plaintift’. He heard no warning given. It was
admitted that the cart was the property of the
defendant, but at the time of the accident it had
been Jet to a railway company, and was then in

charge of the railway company’s servants. It

was also mentioned that a proper warning bad
been given. Witnesses having been called for

the defence, the jury found for the plaintiff, with
lOZ. damages. This case lasted over two llours,

and the jury receive 2d. each for trying it.

While Sir John Trelawny was addressing a
large meeting at Bade the overcrowded platform
gave way, and caused a scene of great confusion.

Two men who were underneath at the time were
injured, one seriously.

Two houses at Low Town, Holly Hall, Dudley,
fell recently, and carried with them a nailer’s

shop and outhouse. The block thus destroyed
was situate at the end of a ruinous row of
bailding in what is called Bugs Gutter, a part of

the town thoroughly undermined by the neigh-

ith increased success. Mr. Keudall’s break

includes a plan of communication between driver

and guard, accessible only to passengers.

An experiment has been tried on the Man-
chester, South Junction, and Altrincham line,

with Kearslt-y & Holt’s railway carriage alarm

signal. One of these signals was attached to the

top of a first-class carriage. In each of the three

compartments there was a light chain, stretching

from side to side, attached to tho signal. If a

passenger wishes to give an alarm whilst the

train is in motion, he has only to jump up and
give any portion of tho chain a pull. The
pulling of the chain raises a semaphore on the

top of the carriage outside, and uncovers a
revolving wind-vane, which is then set in motion

by the wind, and rings a large bell, which can

be heard, distinctly through the whole of the

carriages in the train, as well as in deep
cuttings and tunnels. The noise of the bell

would instantly attract the attention of the

guard and driver, the train would bo brought to

a standstill, and the semaphore which had been
raised, and of which the driver could have a

good view from the engine, would indicate the

carriage from which the alarm had been given,

and the reason of the alarm could at once be
ascertained. At night the signal carries a white

light, which is converted into the red or danger
signal when the alarm is given. Tampering with

the signal by a passenger when he has once given

the alarm is impossible. When ho once pulls the

When London was at once n fortress and
a royal palace, Enstcheap, being the direct

thoroughfare into the City, was a fashionable

lounge, from the beginning of the thirteenth

century down to the time of Henry YII., par.

taking of the character of the modern Pall-mall

and St. James’s-atreet, mixed with a strong

flavotir of what tho Haymaket was a few years

back before tho night-houses were interfered with.

It was here during nearly two centuries that

the most fashionable traders displayed their

goods; here the cooks and tavern-keoper.o, tho

predecessors of the modern club, had their

ordinaries, aud the roysterers of tlie time held

their carousals. Lydgate, tho poet motik of

Bury, aud the contemporary and friend of

Chaucer, in the peregrinations of his ideal

character of Lackpenny, thus describes it in tho

reign of Edward HI. :

—

“ Then I byed mo into Eastchenp

:

One cryes rybba of befe and mmiy a pye.
Pewter pottes ihey cluttered on a batpe.
There was harpe, pype, and minstrelsye ;

Tea by Cock, nay by Cock, some begenne crye.

Some Bonge of Jenkin and Julyan for their mode.
But for lack of money I might not spede."

The genius of Sbakepeare has peopled this

district with the creatures of his imagination,

who are made by his magic to occupy as much
of our memories as do the real characters of

history, and the ideal characters dispute the

places with the menandwomenwho have actually

lived and carried ou the world’s history. Wo
chain a small round ball descends from tho roof of

j

know Falstaff aud Poins, Bardolph, mine auoient

his compartment, which he cannot put back again,
I

Pistol, and Dame Quickly, as well as wq do

and this shows where the chain has been pulled,

Such is the account of this signal, which we
condense from a contemporary. Now suppose

that one or two of the knocker-wrenching gentiy

happen to be amongst the occupants of a first-

class carriage. The train comes into a tunnel

during the day time, when there is no lamp
lighted in the carriage. One of them pulls the

chain quietly and the train is stopped. We
may leave the result to the imagination of our

readers. Or even let a nervous old woman, of

either sex, conscientiously believe that there is

an absolute necessity for stopping the train for

some imaginary reason or other, would tho

punishment of such a person prevent the re-

currence of similar contretemps in other cases?

Communication between passengers and guards

is most essential to the public safety, but no
such “communication” can be effected in a
satisfactory manner so long as tho guard is

fixed up in a box, or until he be enabled to com-
municate personally, and see with his own eyes

i and hear with his own ears, what it is that

our familiar acquaintances; and it is doubtful

whether the real characters of the contemporary
history are as vividly brought into our minds
when we think of the reigns of Henry IV.

aud Henry V. as the personages which poetry lias

given character and form to. What Sbakspeare
had begun. Goldsmith, in his essays, and
Washington Irving in his sketches, have con-

tinned, and have made the whole of Eastcheap

classic ground. Stow, speaking of Eastcheap,

mentioned an occurrence which took place Lore

in the year 1410, between tho two younger

eons of Henry IV., Thomas and John, who had
been carousing hero “ during the small hours of

the night,” until tho morning, and with some of

their friends had gob into a quarrel, were taken

by the City watch before the civic raagiatrates,

aud afterwards before Judge Gascoigne, which

occurrence most probably, with its tradiiioual

festive reputation, baa induced Shakspenro to

lay his scenes of the revelries of the Mad Frinco

aud his debauched companions at this spot.

After the time of the first Tudor (who was the
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last king that made the Tower a place of resi*

dence), festivity and fashion went farther west, ;

and the shops of the Royal Exchange, with those
i

of Cheapside and St. Panl’s-churchyard, became
for a time the loadstone of attraction for the
conrt gallants, the rich citizens, and their gayer
wives. Bat what the world tarns from, fashion
tarns to ; so in time its votaries were drawn
again still farther westward, and commerce
filled np the void. Still in the time of Sir

William Davenant it continued to be the abode
of well-to-do citizens who, in hia “ London Yaca-
tion,” narrates in verse the departure of a
citizen and family from Eastcheap to Islington,

to enjoy the country sports and pleasures. East-

cheap has, however, now entirely lost its ancient

residental and minor business character, and as
Thompson says,

—

“ There commerce brought into the public walk,
The basjr merchant the big warehouse built;

Bsised the strong crane, choked up the crowded
street

With foreign plenty,”

In fact, it has become one of the great centres

of business for the colonial and wine trade. The
ghosts of Falsbaff and Pistol may still be sup-

posed to haunt the scenes of their former revels.

They may, as they were wont of old when out
of purse, to only sniff the fumes of the sack as

it rises from the cellars which spread every,

where underground, like the roots of the trees

in a forest, filling all the spaces below, while the
spice and ginger, which "is as hot in the mouth”
as heretofore, rest in the warehouses above. But
business, instead of pleasure, is everywhere;
and the ancient Dogberry’s office is now super-

seded by the City policeman, regulating the

traffic during day, instead of quelling the dis-

putes and taking roysterers into custody "daring
the small hours of night,” which is now, by
contrast, the only time that the neighbourhood
is perfectly quiet and deserted.
The building which forms our illustration haa

been erected either upon the precise site or close
upon that of the old Boar’s Head Tavern, before

alluded to as mad-cap Henry’s place of revel. It

; has been built by Messrs. Hill, Evans, & Co.,

I
British wine and vinegar manufacturers, of
Worcester, for their London dep6b, their pre-
sent offices and warehouses in Martin-lane,
Cannon-street, being required for the extension
of the Metropolitan District Railway, which,
together with the increase in their business,
necessitates their removal from their old pre-
mises to new ones.

The general idea which we are apt to enter-

tain of the extent of the manufacturing indnstry
of Great Britain is always a vagne and limited

one, however enlarged we may think it to be,

and it is certain to be very much increased

whenever we have an opportunity of being well

informed with respect to some special business,

however inconsiderable a section it may at

first sight appear. The more we go into detail,

—

the more minnte and precise our researches are,

—

the greater the extent embraced by trade will

appear, and it will bo only by taking as a datum
what we do know of some businesses as an
index to what wo have not an equal opportunity
of examining into that we are able to form an
adequate idea of the multifarious ramifications

of commerce. With regard to that simple
article vinegar, we see it on the table in table-

spoonfuls in the cruet-stand, and we know that

it is largely used by the pickle manufacturers,
and in a smaller way when that manufacture
becomes domestic. But we are much surprised

when we find that, at the last revenue return of

the vinegar duties, just before that duty was
repealed (in July, 184-i), duty had been paid

during that year by the vinegar manufacturers
upon 2,828,043 gallons, and that they had at

that time in store 3,901,568 gallons which had
not paid duty. In looking at these figures the
importance of this manufacture is manifest.

Since that time it has much increased. The
sale of vinegar by Messrs. Hill, Evans, & Co., at

that time amonnted to 153,875 gallons, and
their stock in store to 291,689 gallons; but their

manufacture and business has now increased,

and to carry out the demands upon them they
have almost entirely rebuilt their Worcester
manufactory, so as to extend it upon a much
larger scale, and it now quite rivals in the size

of its buildings, vats, and machinery any one of

the great London breweries. Their tun-room
contains above thirty vats, the five largest of
which will each hold 80,000 gallons of vinegar,

and their present year’s sale will amount to

quite 2,000,000 gallons, being equal to consider-

ably more thaij two-thirds of all the vinegar
manufactured in 1844 by the whole of the
trade.

^
Their buildin" in Eastcheap has a frontage of

48 ft. on the street, by a depth of nearly 100 ft-

It contains two tiers of cellars below the ground
floor, and has four square floors above it, with
some rooms in the roof. The style adopted by
the architect, Mr. R. L. Roumieu, is the Gothic
of the south of France, with a Venetian impress ;

and the design, if a little overdone, may be
considered picturesque and original. As the
rooms were intended for offices in a narrow
street in a city having a dull atmosphere, large

openings for light became a necessity, and have
been provided. In this composition a depth

,
of shadow is obtained by the thickness of the

walls, and the variety which the contrast of

colour here introduced gives it affords all the
relief inthat respect required. The materials used
are red and black brickwork, the arching being
moulded bricks

; the stone is from Tisbury—the
same as that used in Salisbury Cathedral

;
and

the roof is covered with variegated slating.

The contractors are Messrs. Brown & Robin-
son, who are executing the Smithfield Market
Improvements for the City of London Corpora*
tion. The carving was done by Messrs. Framp-
ton & Williamson, from drawings by the archi-

tect, and is executed cleverly. Messrs. Simpson
did the external and internal tile work, and
Messrs. Peard & Jackson moat of the ornamental
ironwork, the whole of which was designed by
the architect for this building. The amount of

the contract was 8,1701.
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' THE OEAWLEY EXHIBITION OE
' PICTURES.

The committee have sacceeded in gathering

together 13G paintings and drawings in water
colonr, the majority of them good works. Thirty-

two of them are contributed by Mr. George

Smith (of Pimlico, and known to many of our

readers), from his handsome new residence in

Worth, including an early picture by Constable,

i “ Water-mill ” by Miiller, a capital drawing

by Paul Sandby, “ Windsor Castle and Mr. P.

iDbestcr sends a portrait of Mr. Mark Lemon,
a clever work, though a little exaggerated. Mr.
'O’Niel’s “Volunteer” is a striking feature;

pqoally so his “Landing of the Princess Alex-

andra at Gravesend.” Works of more or less

limportanco, by Danby, Solomon, Miss Solomon,
[Miss Mutrie, Millais, Horlor, G. Chester, E. W.
•Cooke, John Philip, Creswick, F. Stone, Birket

'(Foster, H. Warren, and other well-known artists,

>30Ter the walls. The next time an endeavour
[should be made to obtain a better lighted room
jior the exhibition.

CONDITION OF BIRMINGHAM.

The importance of the object aimed at will

laufficiontly excuse us for reproducing the fol-

olowing articles :

—

From the “ Birmingha7n Daily Post"

“ The discussion in the Health Department of

lithe Social Science Association, on Thursday,
.nturned upon a subject which has often engaged
litatteution in this place, and as to which we have
ffrepeatcdly censured the local authorities for

irwant of public spirit. A paper was read ‘ On
Ihthe Functions and Authority of Medical Officers

fjf Health and its treatment led to the exprea-

iaion of opinions which, considering the sources

ikvhenco they proceeded, ought to receive serious

Htteution from the people of this town. In
iBirmingham we have no medical officer of health;

and, notwithstanding repeated agitation of the

question, the Town Council remain adverse to

b;he creation of such an office. The members of

bdiat body—at least the majority of them—take
erefuge in the fact that the rate of mortality in

hebe borough is moderate when compared with
bffie scale prevailing in other large towns. As
iiBirmingham people die on an average at the

arato per annum of about 24; por 1,000, and in

imany large towns tho ratio is higher, our alder-

loaen and councillors appear to think that they

tataud well in the comparison, and that, therefore,

bihey are not called upon to incur the expense of

mogaging a special officer to take charge of the

leiealth of the people. The mayor, on Thursday,
iiDub the case thus :

—
‘ In Birmingham, the govern-

[i;ng body paid a strict and critical attention to the
ofunda of the public, and they wanted to be con-

ivinced by facts, as well as arguments, that some
leiefiuito results would follow the appointment
ii)f such an officer as now recommended.’ In
rordcr not to find these facts, they turn their

uaces, when seeking them, only in one direction.

'[They look alone to other great towns, where
matters are even worse than here, and find-

afng that to be the case, they say Birmingham
B .B already a model town iu respect to sanitary

locondition, and no money ought to be thrown
I'Mway on the folly of endeavouring to improve it.

I^hey go even further than that, for some of their

Ibibservations imply that, as people die faster

leiere than iu some towns which have a medical

tbfficer of health, the influence of such an officer

pvppears to be the reverse of remedial. If, in-

tetead of this, they would look to the mortality of

bihe country at large, they would find that the
mnortality of Birmingham ranged annually at

^bout four per 1,000 above the average,—which
fligjgnifies that about 1,400 more persons die

Tivery year in Birmingham than would die if the

name people had not the misfortune to live

3 a overgrown, overcrowded, and unwholesome
eleighbourhoods. That Birmingham is as good
a s the rest of these towns,—or even a little

e&etter,—is no answer to the grave charge which
bthese facts sustain. What the corporation

Ichould aim at is to make it os healthy as the

•fteiencral average of the country ; and if they kept

bebat object in view, they would inevitably be led

)0 see tho necessity of appointing to the charge
f|f public health a more competent officer than
Djoy now belonging to their inspection staff.

I Examples of deleterious influences abound in

leie borough. Two at once present themselves to

:ii3tice. The filthy stream entitled the river Rea,

and that other abomination, tho Hockley Brook,

are little better than two sluggish currents of

poison. Not only does their quality show itself

in tho very look, but facta which should be
notorious to the public show that their shores are

the home and abode of disease. Tho inspectors

of nuisances may answer very well for the pur-

pose of discovering and prosecuting instances of

individual neglect iu regard to cleanliness, but
wholesale propagators of disease, such as these

two open drains, are beyond the functions of

those persona. What we want is an officer com-
petent and empowered to investigate remote
cansGS of disease, and so to raise the sanitary

condition of the place in a sensible manner.
Compelling the removal of what are termed
nuisances may prevent our getting worse, but in

order to get bettor we must have the services of

a man who can look deeper into the matter than

a police-constable, and can make suggestions as

to the attainment of radical improvements. An
illustration of this difierence is to be found in

what lately occurred just on the outskirts of

what is technically called the borough. In a

part of the Balsall Heath district the people

were found to be dying rapidly of fever, and the

attention of the local Board being thus attracted

to the spot, it was ascertained that tho epidemic

arose from the want of wholesome water. People

whose business it is to hunt up cases of pig-

of our authorities, we trust that they will be
well considered by the great mass of tho persons
by whom local authority is conferred.”

From the “ Daily Telegraph.”

“ Sensational narratives of travel and adven-
ture, such as those which are frequently related

at the meetings of the Royal Geographical
Society, sire scarcely expected at the quieter

gatherings of the Social Science Association. No
tale of an African or Asiatic wanderer, however,
can rival in pathetic interest the recital of cer-

tain recent explorations made by Mr. Georg©
Godwin, and reported by him to the Health De-
partment of the great Congress now assembled
at Birmingham. Mr. Godwin is an old and ex-

perienced traveller. Few men are raoro familiar

with what may be called the savagery of civili-

zation
;
few men have penetrated deeper into

those foul regions which still disgrace our large

cities; few men have devoted more energy and
courage to showing one half of our English world

how the other half lives—and dies. It is true

that he has visited only Bethnal-green, not

Borrioboolahgahj true, that he is less familiar

with Wbydah than Whitechapel. The ‘natives'

whom he knows are not black; tbey would even
be white, if they had any water to spare for

washing purposes; as it is, they are only dirty

and grimy Christians, subjects of her Majesty

keeping or ash-pit neglect would never have
,

Queen Victoria. Still, such as they are, they

thought of this neglect had not the prevalence
;

happen to be our fellow-creatures; and it may
of a destructive malady forced it upon their I some day be admitted that they deserve almost

attention. As a well-qualified officer of health ! as much attention as Sambo himself. To the

would immediately lay his hand on such a want I praise of novelty Mr. Godwin’s narrative can

of sanitary provision, we say without hesitation
|

hardly lay claim. It is—to the shame of this

that many lives have been sacrificed at Balsall

Heath to the non-appointment of such an officer
;

for it must be remembered that the absence of

good water had been long preying on the inhabi-

tants before the febrile outbreak which led to its

being remedied.

Some examples of tho present condition of

Birmingham wore presented to the Section on
Thursday, by one of the members of the Associa-

tion. Mr. Godwin,— to whom the public are

indebted for such useful service,—had personally

visited, under the guidance of the chief of police,

some of the central parts of Birmingham. The
result of his examination is given in the following

passage from his observations in the Section :

—

country bo it spoken—exactly like a hundred
other reports, made by a hundred other explorers.

As we examine its melancholy, squalid, repulsive

details, the painful thought arises that we have
heard them all before ;

that a story which ought
to shock the conscience and awake tho manhood
of the whole land is really trite and stale, has
been told over and over again, and will yet have

to be repeated scores of times before the country

is roused to anything like earnest action. Let
us accompany Mr. Godwin on his latest excur-

sion
;
and, revolting as the details may be, we

must here use tho plainest language, for that

alone can convey the full truth. The traveller

set out one morning, with a sergeant of police

for his escort. Avoiding the main streets, the

i
l-ger manuractorie., and thn cornfortable hotola,

to raise tis voice in favour of humanitj'. On the previous ' he went into the heart ot J. imbuctOO——we beg
day, aided by the Chief of Police in Birmingham, he (Mr.

I pardon, Birmingham—and diligently examined

;

‘"O aboat a n.ile in extent So far as

extraordinary, considering tho very fair death-rate v^hich i
regards mere distance, therefore, the journey

Birmingham had been able to bdiist. In more than three-
j

was no very startling feat; and yet the news
lounhs ot tho whole of the etteete in the district he

| ^ traveller brought baok ought to startle
visited he found houses tumbling down, no windows,

, ^ „ 9 i.
^ r ..i

• •

floors torn up, pavements retaining decaying matter, and ' US, if it does not. r or, m the centre of a thriving

of a character alvravs to retain it
;
an utter want of closet ' and busy town—one of the healthiest, for its

accommodation. In Balloon-street he found double
1 extent, in England, and inhabited by a corn-

houses. the rooms full ot people, and the middens all lull. i i j i.

In ly’o. 6 Court, Brick-kilu-street, the neighbouring cess- !
munity which 13 eminently practical and enter-

pool of tho court was some 3 ft. higher than the pavement
'

prising—he found that the houses were miser-
of the court

;
and the consequence was that the filth was dilapidated, that the pavement was covered

SSb i
With decouiposiug malter, that the rooms wero

three children living, and she praised the locality as being
1 scandalously overcrowded, and that court after

very healthy. Then he elicited from her that she had live unprovided with the ordinary requi-

i

.tcdTcTb^'n -it- » I-ing., In ouo
' many months. Iu a court in Stanifonh-street, an open ' of these places, the SOil from an adjoining cess-

cesapool was to be seen— that is, the closet ran into wliat i

pQQ^ percolating through the boundary wall,

r«^F/KdiSth • >“<1 filling the air with a siokening and deadly

same appearance on the part of the children—pale faces, stench. Of course, SO experienced a traveller

sunken eyes, women worn and haggard, and throughout found little difficulty in communicating with the
tbo whol. of th. inquiry h« did aot meet with. .iDgl.'

tives. Tho first to whom ho spoke was a
child who was able to read. Here, then, was what he

i

“ '
r ,

begged leave to point out to tho authorities ofBirming-
^

woman, and her story was as paintul as it was
ham—an enormous population, living under conditions sio'nifleant ; sho had had eight children

;
three

utterly opposed to suylLine like he.ltlu Whether aoy
, ^ Hviog—but five were dead. The

attempts were made to remedy this he could not say, but
i.u .. u i, u j

at any rate they must have been very insufficient. He next had to say that her hnsbaod was invalided

could go through a large number of similar cases, but he
did not think it necessary. Here, in these wretched dis-

tricts, were growing up iu ignorance and dirt girls and
boys, with no other prospect than the streets for the one

and the gaol for the other. "Where, he asked, had been
the ministers of the Church ? It was quite possible that

he might expose himself to some obloquy for these ob-

servations
;
but the fact still remained that therewere hun-

dreds of children growing up in a lamentable state of

ignorance, and under a condition which ought not to

exist.’

Having ourselves been instrumental in col-

lecting and publishing numerous cases of a
similar kind, both as to the town and the

populous district adjacent to it, and having
striven by every means at our command to

impress on the local authorities the necessity of

taking greater precautions than are possible

under present arrangements, we rejoice at

receiving this additional testimony from the

independent inquiry of a competent visi or. "We

can only say further that, if the facts stated by
Mr. Godwin, and the arguments advanced in the

Section, do not obtain serious notice on tho part

and these were but ‘ samples’ of many others.

In one court the ‘ midden ’ was simply a great

open cesspool; and it is scarcely surprising to

be told that the children here ‘ wero pale and
wan, with staring eyes’— a touch of reality

which should surely bring the picture vividly

before ua. Do we require to add that these

children, ono and all, wore unable to read ?

Turning these matters over in his mind, the

audacious explorer was absolutely bold enough
to say, ‘ Here, then, hundreds of children are

brought up without health, without know-
ledge of anything but evil

;
and I feel bound to-

ask, not merely whether the authorities have

exercised the powers they possess, but whether

the clergy of the neighbourhood have done their

duty.’

The audacious traveller ceased ;
and a mild,

simmering murmur of discussion broke forth.

We have said that, to us, the statements of Mr.

Godwin are not particularly novel or surprising;

but we are bound to admit that there was one



person to whom they seemed altogether fresh;

and, strangely enongh, the learner was none
other than the Mayor of Birmingham himself.

One might bare thonght that he, of all men in

the world, should know,—nay, was bonnd to

know,—the sanitary state of that town which
he ruled as chief magistrate ; and so, indeed, in

a certain sense, he did. He knew,—for there

were figures to tell him,—that Birmingham, as

conapared with other great centres of industry,

was one of the healthiest places in England

;

bnt he did not know,—since something more
than statistical tables would have been required
to teach him the less paraded fact,—that large
districts of Birmingham were still in a sanitary
condition which was not merely disgraceful, but
dangerous. Toour mind, this amiable unconscious-
ness of the Mayor is the saddest as well as the
strangest part of the whole story. Here is a gen-
tleman,—presumably humane and intelligent,

—

who, from his official position, should know more
about Birmingham than all other men ; and yet
he has to be told, by a stranger coming down
from London on an entirely different errand,
that all the elements and conditions favourable
to pestilence abound in the very heart of the
town which he governs. ‘ The authorities,’ said
the good Mayor, ‘ were generally in favour of a
recognised officer of health; but they had to
economise the rates, and did not wish to adopt a
plan on the subject until they were satisfied it

would be attended by definite and satisfactory
results.’ Is it safe to have a large open cess-
pool in the middle of a crowded court ? Perhaps
not ; but ‘ we have to economise the rates.’

Is it prudent that we should ofier a standing
invitation to pestilence, keep typhus constantly
among us, and assure cholera of a triumphant
career when it arrives ? Perhaps not

;
but then

* we have to economise the rates.’ The true
economy would be to disinfect those places with
chloride of lime, to drain them thoroughly, and
provide them with the ordinary appliances of
decency

; bat no—the local authorities are
saving the article of chloride of lime, and trust-

ing to the chapter of accidents as regards the
article of coffins.

We should be sorry to convey the idea that
the mayor of Birmingham is one jot worse than
his neighbour. In such matters, to quote Hood’s
words, ‘ Evil is wrought by want of thought, as
much as want of heart.’ Apparently, the
worthy gentleman had never given serious con-
sideradon to the subject

; obviously, he was
taken aback by Mr. Godwin’s explicit statement.
And it is just the same, we are honestly con-
vinced, with the authorities in many other
towns. They know the main streets, the houses
of the gentry, of the shopkeepers, and the manu-
factnrers

;
but they far too rarely torn aside

from the chief thoroughfares into the dingy
alleys and courts that lie apart. When those
magnates are not wilfully obstinate, bub merely
ignoraut, the knowledge that sanitary reform is

wanted may lead them to bestir themselves. We
are not, however, exceedingly sanguine of that re-

sult. In Liverpool, which is now sometimes cited

as an example, years were allowed to pass before

the authorities could be roused to anything like

earnest action. The untiring indastry, the
indomitable perseverance, the dauntless courage
of one man—Mr. Hugh Shimmin—at length
bore fruit; but for years his statements were
denied, his passionate earnestness was ridiculed,

and his motives were maligned. Such is too
frequently the reception accorded to the sanitary
reformer. He has to brave danger of no light

order; he has to undergo toils that are not
merely arduous, but noisome

;
and his rewards

are miaoonception, calumny, and abuse. Much,
indeed, has been done of late years in the right

direction, but in many cases it has only been
done under the infiuence of alarm

;
and, as we

look mournfully around us, and contemplate the
immensity of the work which yet remains to be
accomplished, there are moments when we almost
apprehend that the only ‘ Sanitary Reformer’ to

whose teachings men will really listen is one
whose visits, when they do occur, are long
remembered,—Asiatic Cholera.”

PROVINCIAL NEWS.

Chesteifield.—The Sheffield Banking Company,
who have for some time past had a branch bank
in Chesterfield, purchased the old Manor-house,
in the Market-place, and have rebuilt and re-

modelled it the better to accommodate their

extending business. The architectural style of
the old bouse, erected about the close of the
seventeenth century, has been studied in the
new building. The exterior is built of Darley
Dale stone, the roof being covered with small
green Westmoreland slates. The front, with
three gables and tall chimney-stacks, has mul-
Honed and transomed windows and an arched
and panelled doorway, with an oak door, panelled
and countersunk. The banking-room is 27 ft.

by 18 ft. It has a ribbed ceiling, and is lighted

by three windows. There is a fireplace of Derby-
shire marble. Adjoining is the manager’s room,
with lavatory, fireproof safe, &c., and the house
for the resident agent is comprised within the
building. The staircase from the hall, leading

to the upper floors, is a reproduction of the old

one. It is lighted by a tall mullioned window,
filled with geometrical glazing; and a floor of
mosaic tiles, executed by Messrs. Maw, from the

architects’ design, gives a finish to the wholeJ
Mr. John Milner, of Sheffield, has executed the'

works from the designs and under the superin-

tendence of Messrs. M. E. Hadfield & Son, of

Sheffield, the architects
; Mr. John Pearson

having acted as clerk of the works.
Ipsutich.—The new Roman Catholic Convent,

dedicated to St. Mary, and situated on the
grounds immediately adjoining the Roman
Catholic Church of St. Mary, Woodbridge-road,
Ipswich, has been opened in the presence of a
large congregation, by whom the convent chapel

was filled. The structure is about 130 fc. in

length by 35 ft. wide, but when completed wings

will be added on either side. That portion of

the building which was opened, has been in

course of construction for a year past. The
style of the building is Gothic, treated with
much freedom, in order to be adapted to the

purposes for which it is intended and the re-

quirements of the time, and there are large

arched openings for light and air. The northern
side of the building is occupied by wide corri-

dors which run from end to end, and to which
the rooms, all of which look to the south, open.

At either end is a flight of stairs, whilst in the

centre is the principal staircase. The lower

corridor is lighted by shafted windows with
arched heads and pierced tracery, and there is a
large porch surmounted by a cross, and paved
with Mosaic tiles. Bands of black bricks give

relief to the red, which form the principal mate-
rial of the building, the springings being of

yellow in the cornices and window heads. The
principal room on the ground floor is an exhibi-

tion-room, 50 ft. in length, and on the first floor

are class-room, musio-room, and infirmaries, the

upper floor being devoted to dormitories, «tc.

Mr. Goldie, of London, was the architect ; and
Mr. R. S. Smith, of Ipswich, the contractor.

UNIVERSALITY OF DRAWING IN
CONTINENTAL SCHOOLS.

SiE,—At the meeting of the Social Science

Association at Birmingham for the present year,

the Earl of Carnarvon remarked, in reference to

education, that “if there be one branch of in-

struction more valuable than another to the

artisan, it is drawing.” He might have said to

all ;
and yet up to this present time drawing has

scarcely been recognised at our public schools,

except as engaging an honr on half holidays

!

I have been at the trouble of ascertaining how
much time is given to the various kinds of draw-

ing in some public schools on the Continent, and
I send you the results in respect of four of them.

Felix Summeklv.

TIENRA.—POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE.

NCMDEE OF HOCBS PSE WEEK DETOIBB TO DBAWIIfG IJf IHB TABIOES DIVISIONS.

Preparatory Division.
1

Engineering Division.
j

Architectural Division. Mechanical Division.

let Year. 2Dd Year. let Year. 2nd Year. 3rd Year. 1st Year. 2nd Year. 3rd Year. Ist Year. 3nd Year.

W.T.* 8.T. W.T. 8.T. W.T. 8.T. W.T. S.T. W.T. S.T.
i W.T. S.T. W.T. S.T. W.T. S.T. W.T. S.T. W.T. S.T.

Descriptive Geometry 8 8
Practical Geometry
Machine Drawing 6 6 10 10 15 15
Building Construction
Architectural Drawing

6 15 15 15 20
s' 's

6 6

Freehand Drawing
Perspective

6 10

...

ZURICH.—POLYTECHNIC SCHOOL.

Ist Division.—Builders. 2nd Division.— Civil Engineers. 3rd Division.—Mechanical Engineers.

Ist Year. 2nd Year. 3rd Year. Ist Tear. 3nd Year. 3rd Year. 1st Year. 2Dd Year. 3rd Year.

W.T. S.T. W.T. S.T. W.T. S.T. W.T. S.T. W.T. S.T. W.T. S.T. W.T. S.T. W.T. S.T. W.T. S.T.

Descriptive Geometry 4
fll Architectural Drawing 4 4 4
Landscape Drawingt 4 4 4

(2) Building Construction 6 4 6 4 4
Ornament (Dessin d’Orneroentl 4 4
Figure (Dessin de Fieurel 9
Perspective

(3) Machine Drawing ... 4 4
Plan Drawing (Deasin de Plans) 3 3
Map Drawing (Dessin de Cartes) 3 3 3 3

(1) Id Arcbitectupal Draniog I have included “Dessin d’ Architecture ” and
“Jfxercicea de Composition d’ Architecture.”

(2) In Building Constrnction I hare included “Desain de Construction” and
“ Eiercices de Coostruciions.”

(3) In Machine Drawing are included “Construction de Machines,” “Eiercices de
Construction de Machines,” and " Deasin do Machines.”

* W .T.—"Winter Term. 8.T.— Summer Term,
t Not compulsory.

la the -Ith Division—Chemists.—“ Dessin Technique” is taught 9 hours W.T,,
4 hours 8.T., in the lat jear, and 4 hours "W.T. in the 2nd year.

In the 6th Division—Foresters,-'' Dessin de Plans ” is taught 3 hours a week during
the whole of the 1st year.

In the 6th Division—Natural Science,— there is only one year of study. In the
. winter term perspective is taught 1 hour per week, landscape drawing 4 hours, and
,

figure drawing 9 hours; in the summer term, landscape 4 hours, figure drawing
,
9 hours, and ornament 4 hours per week.

[Beblin.
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Berli-v.

For the Royal Trad© Institute (Konigliches
Gewerbe Institut), -which is equivalent to a
Folytechnio School, there is no return of the
number of hours per week devoted to the dif-

ferent subjects.

At the Berlin Practical School (Kunigstadtische
Realschule) the number of hours given to draw-
ing (no distinction between the different de-
scriptions of drawing) in the respective classes
is as follows :

—
lat (or highest) Class (2 years) 3 hours per week.
2iid Upper (1 year) 2
„ Lower (1 year) 2

3rcl Upper (1 year) 2
,, Lower (1 year) 2

4th (1 year) 2
6th (6 months) 2
6th (C months) 2
Ist Elementary Class (1 year) 2
2nd

,, (1 year) —
Total for the whole school nineteen hours per

week,

Stuttgart.—Polytechnic School.

Number of hours per week devoted to draw-
ing

3fal/iematica[ Division.

First Class.

DeaoriptivG Geometry 6
Plain Drawing 2
Freehand do -1

Second Class.

Descriptire Geometry 1
Applied do 3
Architectural Drawing 2
Freehand do

Commercial Division.

Freehand Drawing 2

Technical Ditision.

Freehand Drawing Q
Ornament and Modelling ig
Machiuo Construction ig

tain limestone. All the buildings about that
part of the country are constructed of the native
limestone, so that the materials are all at hand
and only want capital to develop© them.

Besides iron, coal, and limestone, the district
yields the finest black marble, which is pro-
curable in very large blocks, clays from which
very superior fire and common bricks are made,
and a sand that has been pronounced excellent
for making glass. Wages in that locality are
lower than in any part of the country. We be-
lieve the highest class workmen in Pembroke
Dockyard are not paid more than twenty-six
shillings a week.
With all these advantages, and now that it has

direct railway communication with all parts of the
kingdom and a through narrow-gauge line to the
North, Milford Haven must become a place of
vast importance, and those who are there first in
the race ai-e the more likely to become the most
successful men.

O.NE -WHO KNQ-WS MlLFOKD.

MILFORD HAVEN AND ITS
PROSPECTS.

In reading the article in the Builder of the
12th inst. respecting the failure in launching the
Bermvda, I was forcibly struck with the feasible
plan you recommended for the future construc-
tion of iron monsters, and of the appropriateness
of the place you named for the purpose.
With regard to the latter—the place—I now

wish to otibr a few remarks. The vast water
shed of Milford Haven is not only capable of any
number of such structures being built in the
manner you proposed (“floating on the surface
of the water”), and leaving ample room for the

RAILWAY STATIONS.

The extension of the railway system has
brought the stations so close together, that ic

becomes necessary, for the despatch of business,
that even half-minutes should not be lost. Why
should not all the employes at each station wear
a baud on their caps, with the name of the
station legibly worked white upon black, or the
reverse; and on long journeys, where intervals
of sufficient time exist, why should nob the
guards, even, change their band, after passing
each station, to the name of the next. The un-
intelligible manner in which the stations are
announced in some districts warrants this simple
expedient, which, I fear, is so simple that it will
nob be adopted. If objection be made that the
porters are sometimes shifted, a remedy might
be adopted in making the band removable, like
the armlet of the policeman.

Should not the names of all stations be placed
at right angles to the road ? and when the place
is important, should not the name bo painted
gigantic letters on each end of the station ?

\7. H. B.

machinery by an almost instantaneous process. It is
noticeable that Birmin;jham is making steady progress in
the art-workmanship of its iron and metal wares; and
although, perhaps, to a somewhat less extent, the same
remark will apply to similar productions in the neighbour-
ing district of South Staffordshire. Foreign competition
in some branches continues severe, and a reduction in the
cost of production has been the natural result. In one
branch, for example,— metal cornice-poles,—which are
largely made on the Continent, the Birmingham price has
fallen 60 per cent, during the past few years.

BRICK-KILNS TO BURN THEIR OWN
SMOKE.

At the Bradford Borough Court, the Town Clerk
recently appeared iu support of au information against
Mr._ Joseph Wilson (Messrs, J. Wilson & Sons, builders.
White Abbey), for causing a nuisance in Carlisle-road,
Mannipghani, by the smoke from a brick-kiln. There was
no difficulty whatever, be said, in bricks being made with-
out causing the least nuisance if the necessary precautions
were taken, and it was a mere matter of expense. An
enclosed circular kiln could be formed, and when it was
charged and fire applied to the first batch it was allowed
to get to a red heat : the other fires were then lighted, and
the smoke passing (rom the kilns was entirely consumed,
so that very little except vaponc passed into the tall
chimney. There was u kiTn of this kind iu fuU operation
in the town, and he believed with these facts before their
eyes the msgiatrates would see that the nuisance could be
abated. He did not ask for a penalty, but for a prohibi-
tive order, and the bench could fix the date when they
chose. Evidence was led to prove that the kilniu question
did not consume its own smoke, and that such smoke con-
sumption was quite possible.
The mayor decided that the defendant be allowed to

continue his works until the lat of January, if a promise
were given that no more kilns abouid be built, and the
utmost vigilance exercised to render the smoke as light ns
possible.

It was agreed that this abouid bo done as far as
practicable; and nn order was then made for abatement
on tbe let of January, 1869, the defendant to pay thecoata.

GENERALISATION IN ARCHITECTURAL
EDUCATION.

Siu,—Many thanks for tbe article on this subject, which
I have read carefully, with much mingled pain end plea-
sure. With pain, because I once more see that others
think as I do, viz., that I have been turned out ready to

a living,—as my friends think,—without having learnt

The questiou which those who have blindly fallen into
error want answered is, how are they to obtain the educa-
tion which they require ?

Their education is supposed to bo over; their friends

this to bo done?
If a college were started, they would find it difficult

work to persuade their friends to go to the expense of
commencing their education again.

Their fate is a sad one, and they cannot see any helping
hand oulstretched to assist them. The Royal Academy
offers them a studentship and prizes, but here its aid
stops

;
there is no education except iu perspective.

Where are they to look for light? Il they are to re-
main in their present darkness, they are of all meu the
most miserable

;
but there is one who hopes for light, and

believes it will not be long before it shines forth.

Adelphi.

whole of the trafho of the kingdom, if needs bo ' 1
"'i'h plessure, he-

1 .j u L •!. u 1 -.1 ’• 1 .... I 1

cause I trust that such articles as this will be the raeaus of
uesides, bub its banks on either side are filled ' preventing others madly following in my ste;

with creeks, or pills, as they are termed in that
locality, which are docks that are already formed
by nature, from which the water might be ex-
eluded at a trifling cost for such pnrposes, and must now support yourselves;" but they

whore the building of gigantic pieces of naval
' kno» that thej- are aUogjther ienorant.

_ 1 -n . 1-1 L
“ ^

. 7 They cau copy and trace, and may be able to earn anarchitecture conld be carried on without mcon- honest livbg by hard work as draughtsmen; but they
venience on the dryland, whence, after being i^ant to do more, they wish to live a pleasurable life: bow
completed, they could, without blow of hammer

'

or strain of wedge, be floated gently out into
the bosom of tho deep.
The situation of Milford Haven is adapted for

such purposes on account of its proximity to the

j great iron districts of the country. Merthyr
5 Tydvil is within easy distance by rail, and the
? whole country around it abounds with iron ore
c of the purest quality, that only wants enter-

j
prising capitalists to bring its entire manufac-

t tare, for the uses above named, on its very
s shores.

A few years ago a small iron smelting-furnace
was built at a place called Stepaside, fifteen

D miles from tbe banks of the Haven, where, from
n native ore, iron is made that is not surpassed in

q quality by any in the kingdom. Hundreds of
titons of the ore supplied to that furnace coat no
ftforther labour to procure than to pick it up from
tithe contiguous beach. In a three-miles’ walk
alalong the shore from the beautiful and fashion-
alable watering-place, Tenby, to a village called
SiSanndersfoot, which is in the neighbourhood of
tithe Stepaside furnace, the pedestrian can see the
Eieides of the cliffs teeming with iron ore, and
umnder his feet lie thousands of tons smoothed
amnd rounded into the form of pebbles by the
nmotion of tbe tide. About two miles from Tenby,
land nine miles from the Haven, a valuable vein
ibf hematite ore has been discovered, which the
proroprietor of the Stepaside works has been for
loiome time working. Coal, also, abounds in the
Kieighbourhood, and it is the home of the mouo-

FEVER HOSPITAL COMPETITION.

A FEVER hospital is to be erected at Hamp-
stead for the Metropolitan Asylum District, and
a limited number of architects were invited to
submit designs

;
namely, Messrs, P. Gordon

Smith & G. A. Dunnage, Saxon Suell, Penning-
ton

;
Brereton, Son, & Brereton

; F. Fowler,
and Edmeston. The designs are now before the
Board. Other hospitals are about to be erected
for the metropolis by the same Board.

PROPOSED NEW PIER AT
SCARBOROUGH.

Tue Scarborough Harbour Commissioners, in

March last, advertised for designs for a new
western pier. At a special general meeting last

week, tho first premium of 50Z. for the best de-
sign was awarded to Mr. Charles W. Whitaker,
of 28, Woburn-place, Russell-square ; and the
second premium, of 30Z., to Messrs. Shelford &
Robinson, Victoria Chambers, Westminster.

COST OF CONCRETE TANKS.
Sib,—

C

au any of your readers (vive me an idea of the
cost of eoDslructiug concrete tanks to hold 100,000 and
250,000 gallons respectively, aud to be arched over.

J. .

BIRMINGHAM NOTES.

Tee makers of builders’ hardware in Birmingham are
receiving orders from the Northern and Eastern Couuties,
such as indicate a considerable improvement in building
operations in those parts of the country. A fair propor-
tion of these are railway and other engiueering works, but
ail the railway-ironwork establishments are not yet’ em-
ployed to their full extent; and, indeed, one of the most
extensive iu tho neighbourhood of Birmingham is only
occupying about half its usual complement of hands.
Among the recent novelties in the lighter braacliea of
builders’ hardware, may be mentioned a new and highly,
decorated ceiling rose in stamped metal, introduced by
Messrs. Winfield & Co. This artistic production will do
much to favour metal roses in preference to those of
Roman cement or wood.
The same firm have done much to facilitate the orna-

mentation of metal tubes, an operation now performed by

FROM IRELAND.

Dublin .—Tbe Roman Catholic church of Bally-
bohill, county Dublin, is to be remodelled inter-

nally, with alteration of gallery and addition of
pewe, &c. J also to have a new octagonal tower
at south-east angle, surmounted by a timber and
slated spire, terminated with ornamental metal
vane. Mr. J. J. Lyons is the architect.

Sligo .—Farm buildings are being erected at

Heapstown, county Sligo, for Capt. MoTernan,
according to plans, &c., by same architect.

BUILDERS’ CLERKS’ BENEVOLENT
INSTITUTION.

A GENERAL meeting of the friends of this

institution was held on Monday, the 5th inst.,

at the offices, Bedford-row, to evidence its

success by the election of the widows of two
builders’ clerks as pensioners on the relief fund.
The chair was taken by Mr. S. J. Thacker
(Messrs. Holland Hannen)

;
and the poll was

opened (at 7 30 p.m.), the result of which is

shown in the advertisement. It is rather less

than two years since we had to record the
founding of this institution by the public meeting
presided over by Alderman W. Lawrence, M.P.,
and since then at various times appeals have
been made to the trade and public on its behalf
in our pages. The necessity that compelled the
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committee to make use of the funds at the

earliest moment prescribed by the rules shows

that the institution has not been established at all

too soon. The committee are now canvassing

for and will gladly receive proxies for the next

election at the Orphan Working School, lEaver-

stock Hill.

This porch has been composed out of the old

materials of the former porch. Other portions

of the old porch have been used inside the build-

ing. The disparity in size of the tower and

spire is rendered still more apparent by the ad-

ditional height given to the nave. A new tower

and spire, in proportion with the rest of the

building, at the south-west corner, are recom-

mended by the architects, and shown in the de-

sign first submitted by them to the committee.

Beyond building on the old foundations, the

interior may bo said to be entirely new j
all the

old windows have been cut out and new tracery

inserted
;
the inside arches of the windows have

been changed and made more pointed. The
greatest change effected is the raising of the

centre roof and the addition of the clearstory

windows. The next is the formation of a

distinct chancel, separated from the nave and

aisles by moulded arches, and furnished with

stalls, sedilia, credence, &o. The nave arcade

is executed entirely in stone j
the shafes of the

pillars are circular, of red Mansfield stone, with

carved capitals. The chancel arch is carried up

as high as, and agreeing with, the arched prin-

cipals of tho nave roof. The transept arches

metal-works of Messrs. I’eard & Jackson. The
gas standards are also from the same firm. The
now organ, by Messrs. Forster & Andrews, of

Hull, has been erected in the new organ chapel,

at a cost of about 4001. : the case is of oak,

carved. The church is to be heated by four

stoves. The east window in the south aisle is

about to be filled with stained glass, by Mr.
Lister Wilson. The dark green sandstone used

is from the quarries at Worlaby, and has been

presented by Mr. A. Nelson. The light stone

for the angles, window-mullions, &c., is from the

Ancaster quarries. Tho new gargoyles, and
beads on the corbel stones, on either aide of the

doors and windows, have been carved by the

Messrs. Haddock, of London. The accommoda-
tion in fi.xed sittings is for about 600, but the

church is capable of accommodating about 750
persona.

DISSENTING CHTJHCH-BUILDING NEWS.

Huntinddon .—The site of the old Dolphin-

yard, which for many years past bad been a dis-

grace to the town, has now reared upon it a

spacious and elaborate Nonconformists’ church,

known as Trinity Church. The structure is

completed. The building is situated in about

tho centre of High-street, and the style is Early

Decorated. The tower Las four pinnacles and

CHUECH-BUILDING NEWS.

Croivmarsh Gljord. — The newly - restored

church of Crowmarsh Gifford, near Wallingford,

has been re-opened. The work of restoration

has been carried out by Mr. Moses Winter, of

Wallingford, under the direction of Mr. J. H.

Hawkewill, of London. The cost of the work is

about 6001., and comprises the entire removal of

the old roof, restoring the same, and making an

open roof to the nave; putting in new lancet

windows to correspond with the old Norman
style of the building, removal of the gallery,

taking out the large old pews, and reseating

with benches of stained deal.

Llunhrynmair {Montgomeryshire).—The new
church of St. John has been opened for divine

service. The architect was Mr. David Walker,
^

have been raised considerably, and rest in the

of Liverpool. The plan is that of a nave and '
centre upon a clustered shafe of red Mansfield

chancel under one roof, the east end of the stone, and at each end in small corbelled shalts

chancel terminating in an apse. Tho internal
^

of tho same kind of stone, the whole having

leno'th, from east to west, is 68 ft., the chancel
[

carved capitals. The floor is everywhere filled
_

-
i. ^

and sacrarinra taking up nearly one-balf, and j in above the brick vaults with concrete, and the windows, surmounted by a spije, with carved

tho width is 21ft. 6 in., with a height, from chancel and passages in nave and aisles are laid
,

arches, rising above the level of the pavement

floor to ridge, of 31 ft. There is a vestry on ' with encaustic tiles : those of the chancel are by 190 ft. The contract amounts to 7.817?., exclu-

the north side. A dwarf stone screen divides
,
Messrs. Maw & Co., and the remainder by Mr.

;

sive of warming and lighting. Mr. J. Wnghton,

the nave and chancal. The roof of the nave is Godwin, of Hereford. Tho roof of the nave is Godmanchester, has executed the mason s work,

open-timbered to the ridge, and plastered be-! open, having seven arched principals filled in The church is arranged at present for about 7-0

tween the rafters. The chancel roof, which is with tracery, the whole being covered with sittings on the ground-floor,

of a polygonal form, is hoarded, the intention diagonal boarding. Tho chancel has an arched
j

Gainsborough.—A new chapel^ in connexion

being to decorate it in colour, when the funds ceiling of wood, divided into panels by arched ' with the United Free Methodists has^ been

permit of that being done. Tho church is fitted mouldings, springing from a carved stone cor- opened iu Hickmau-street. The chapel is pai^

up with open benches of varnished deal, and • nice. The aisle roofs are boarded, and have tially built of concrete^ with brickwork he^ and

kneeling accommodation is provided for about 'arched principals at every bay. The carving of
,

there visible. It is 47 ft. long by 33 ft. broad,

230 persona. The central aisle to the nave is foliage to capitals, cornices, &c., was executed
|

and will hold about 300 people. It is built from

paved with 4-in. buff and blue tiles, laid to a by Mr. Margetaon. The pulpit, font, and reredos, designs of Mr. T. Lister, architect, of this town,

design by the architect. The chancel tiles, I together with the sculptured tympanum of the and the work has been carried on under his

which were supplied by Mr. Godwin, of Lugwar-
\

west door, are the work of Mr. 11. Boulton, of personal superintendence. Its internal fittings

dine, are of a more elaborate kind. The archi-
'
Cheltenham. The altar-rails, pulpit-guard, foot, are not yet^completed.

lecture of the external elevation of tho church cover, &c., are bv Messrs. Brawn & Downing, of Mere (Hilts). The foundation stone of the

is Twelfth Century Gothic, and has mneh of the I Birmingham. The gasfittiugs were supplied by
[

new Congregational Church, about to bo erected

character of Early French work. For the wall-
1
Messrs. Singer, of Frome. The church is heated

;

by Mr. C. J ape, as a memorial church, has been

ing, which is of broken coursed work, stone of a ' by hot air, the apparatus being supplied by
;

laid.
_

The building will bo m the late Early

deep blue colonr, obtained from a quarry in the ' Messrs. Haden & Son, of Trowbridge, and ploced
i
English style, and^ will have nave, north and

locality, has chiefly been used, bat bands of in a vaulted chamber. Care has been taken to south transepts, aisles, and polygonal apse at

light blue stone are introduced. The nave win-
1

guard against a recurrence of the catastrophe the east end, in which will stand the pulpit and

dows are coupled lancet lights, the heads and ' which destroyed the church, and the whole area communion-table. Galleries will be earned all

sills being of Cefn stone. Tbe east windows,
j

has been arched iu with bricks. Tho architects round, except m the north transept, 'where the

and that on the south side of the chancel, are were Messrs. Hansom & Son; and tbe con- organ and choir will bo placed. 1 he clearstory

two-light windows, filled in with plate tracery. ' tractors Messrs. Wilkins & Sons and Mr. H. will bo carried on fi-in. iron columns. There

The stonework of the west front is carried up Brooks. Mr. T. Lewis was the clerk of the will be three entrances, one by the south portm,

above the roof, to a height of about 45 ft., form-
j

works. one on tbe north side of the west front, and the

ing abelfry.with space for three bells. Only! St. Wilfrid’s Church, Alford, has been principal one through a lofty porch, at the south-

one bell, however, has yet been provided, and ro-oponed. The sum of 6,2051. 23. has been ex- west angle of the church, so designed th^ it

that is of cast steel, from the foundry of Messrs, pended on the restoratiou and enlargement of may bo left as a porch, or form a suitable base

Vicars & Co., at Sheffield. The roof is covered the church. The work has been done by Messrs, for a tower and spire, should it ever bo decided

with Machynlleth slates, surmonnted by a red
|

Hasnip & White, of Alford, under the superiu-
^

to build them. There will be accommodation

clav crest of peaks, manufactured from the tendence of Mr. George (liibert Scott. The plan for 350 pei-sons on the grouud-floor, and 220 in

architect’s design. The chancel portion is of an
j

of the church comprises a nave 59 ft. long by the galleries. The church will be heated by

enriched character, the apsidal end and the ' 20 ft. -wide, divided into four bays by arcades of Messrs. Iladen’s hot-air apparatus. Mr. W. J.

junction with the nave roof being marked by I octagonal columns and deeply mouIdi.d arches. Stent, of Warminster, is the architect.
^

hip blocks and ornamental wrought-iron crosses.
I
having north and south aisles 9 ft. wide, and a

_

Devonport.—After undergoing extensive altera-

Provision is made for warming the church, in ' new north aisle 16i ft. wide. The chancel is tions and improvements, Princess-siroet Chapel

the cold season, by means of underground flues. 44 ft. deep, by 20 ft. wide. A tower stands at
j

has been re-opened. T'vo small galleries at tbe

The windows are glazed with Bowen’s patent the west end of the nave, and is 17 ft. square extreme end of the building which were almost

interlocking glass, in two colours, obtained from i within. The entire length of the church is useless have been removed, the porch has been

Messrs. Forrest & Co., of Liverpool. The church 125 ft. 6 in., aud width 62 ft. There is a largo
j

widened by nearly 6 ft., and two rooms con-

has been built by Mr. J. Harrison, of Newtown,
'

porch on the south side, with vestry above for strncted ou each side, one being for the imtiister s

under the superintendence of Mr. Walker, the choristers, &o. The style adopted is Second-
!

use, and the other intended as a class-room,

’ Pointed; the window-a and other architecturalarchitect. The cost will be about 8501.

CKjton {Bristol).— St. Paul’s Church has been

reconsecrated and reopened. The west end has

been entirely rebuilt. The centre portion has

been raised about 15 ft., and the pitch of the

roof has been somewhat increased. Tbe aisle

roofs remain at the same pitch. Two projecting

buttreBses, with gabled heads, separate the nave

from the aisles, and divide the front into three

compartments. The principal feature is the

grand-entrance doorway, projecting from the

face of the wall, and finished with a gabled roof,

details being, as nearly as could be ascertained,

of the date of tbe original church. The arches

of the nave and chancel are moulded, having

foliated capitals, and moulded bases. The tracery

in the chancel windows is to be filled iu with the

remnants of the old stained glass. Tbe roofs arc

open, of high pitch, stained and varnished. The
chancel roof is of stained oak, iu the wogon-

hend shape. The seats are all open, of pale oak,

with the ends carved, of three different designs,

and fixed on a wooden floor; the middle aisle is

surmounted by a carved Suial
;
the jambs have

i

flagged with ancient tombstones. The other

triple shafts of polished granite with carved , aisles are paved with black and red tiles, un-

capitala. Tbe arch is moulded, and has two glazed, from Godwin’s works at Lugwardine,

rows of carved foliage. Above this doorway are ! near Hereford, each in different design. The

two windows of two-lights each, with tracery,
'
windows are glazed with pale green cathedral

and in tho gable a circular window containing
!

glass, in small diamond frames. The roofs are

three trefoils. The ends of the aisles have three-
1

covered with pale 'Westmoreland slates, having

light windows and small trefoil gable lights.

A new entrance, enclosed by a gabled porch, has
been made at the west end of south aisle, thus
giving additional means of ingress aud egress.

moulded stone ridges, the cable ends being sur-

mounted by pinnacles and crosses, of various

designs. Tbe new doors, of palo oak, are hung
on wrougbt-irou hinges, from the Medimval

separated from the chapel by a glaznl partition.

The pulpit has been entirely removed, and in its

stead a platform erected, supported by orna-

meutal pillars. Tbe interior baa been repainted,

and tho windows are frosted. The plans wero

supplied gratuitously by Mr. Andrews, who has

also superintended the erection of the work by

Messrs. Mureh & Son, Stoke.

Hythe .—The new Congregational chapel has

been opened for divine service. The amount ot

the contract was 1,9251. ;
but that sum will bo

increased by extras. Tbe chief material of the

building is rock, and the Gothic style of archi-

tecture has been adopted. There are two

porches and a lobby at the entrance from High-

street, and a dwarf wall, with iron railings and

piers, extends along tbe front. The pulpit is

formed by two raised platforms. Over the

windows there is some ornamental stencilling.

Mr. J. Gardner, of Folkestone, was the archi-

tect. Messrs. Candy & Gibbs, of Croydon,

executed the carving.

Willenhall.—The memorial stono of a new
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Wesleyan school chapel, to be erected on the

Walsall-road, Willenhall, has been laid. The
cost of tbo property, and the erection of this

“ school chapel,” together with boundary walls,

&c., will bo over 7501. ; bat the bnilding alone,

which is to be of brick, and to accommodate
about 250 persons, will only cost 300L The
building, as may be supposed from the cost, will

be of a very unassuming character, and will be

composed entirely of red brick, with facings of

coloured brick
;
the only ornamentation being a

front porch facing the road. Tho plans of the

building were prepared by Mr. B. Baker, and
the builders are Mr. John Taylor and Mr. Henry
Hall.

HOMAN CATHOLIC CHUECH-BUILDING
NEWS.

Hlarliet Rascn .—The church here has been re-

opened. Tho addition and alterations have been
such as to have left scarcely any trace of the old

building, so that it may be called a new church.

The architects were Messrs. Hadfield & Son, of

Sheffield. The edifice consists of a nave and
north and south aisles. The north aisle and the

baptistery at the end were built at the sole

expense of Mr. Arthur Young, of Kingerby.

The south aisle is terminated by a saddleback

tower, and rises to a height of more than 70 ft.

;

it is crowned by a figure of our Saviour on the

cross in stone. Tho nave is divided from the

aisles by pillars of stone with carved capitals.

The arches are of brick in alternate bands of

white and red. Over the high altar hangs a
canopy, and at the back a large crucifix

;
the

sanctuary is laid with encaustic tiles of simple
design

} the communion-rail is of oak with
wrought-iron standards, painted and gilt. The
gas standards are of nine lights each. At the

east end over the lady altar is a window repre-

senting the angel Gabriel appearing to the
Virgin Ma7'y. It is from the works of Messrs.

Laver, Barraud, & Westlake, of London.

STAINED GLASS.

Hahherley Church ,—This church has just had
erected a new east window, the gift of Mr. F. T.

Sparrow. Tho window is in the Early English

style, consisting of three lights of stained glass,

by Mr. Preedy, of London, and represents six

scenes in the life of Christ, and that of tho

Virgin Mary. The subjects are as follows ;

—

The Annunciation, tbo Nativity, the Presenta-

tion in tho Temple, the Flight into Egypt, the

First Miracle at the Marriage in Cana, and the

Crucifixion. The stonework, also new, is carried

through the thickness of the wall, and has been
executed by Mr. B. Smith, of Tho Clive.

UlisrclhtiTfa:.

CuilBEHLAND AND WeSTSIORLAND ArCH.EOLQ.

ciCAL Society.—A meeting of the members of

this society has been held at the Crown Hotel,

Penrith. Major Whitwell, of Kendal, occupied

the chair. The Eev. J. Simpson read a paper
sent by the Eev. John Maughan, on the “ Sup-

posed Eoman Stations at Kirksteads, Burgh-
npon-Sands, and Bowstead Hill.” Dr. Michael

Taylor then read his paper on “ The Vestiges of

British Occupation near Ullswater, and on tho

Discovery of Buried Stone Circles by Eamont
side.” The company afterwards lunebeoned in

another room. Nearly the whole of the ladies

and gentlemen present then proceeded in car-

riages to Dacre Castle, where a descriptive

account of the old castle was read by Dr. Taylor.

After the reading of this paper, the company
dispersed in various directions. Tho day was
very favourable for the excursion, and all seemed
to enjoy themselves. On leaving Dacre, the

company drove over to Pooley Bridge, and
ascended the famous Dunmallet, about which
reference was made in Dr. Taylor’s paper, and
where there is one of those singular entrench-

ments, with a mound outside the ditch, which
have been observed in other parts of the country,

as in Cornwall. The Dunmallet earthwork
etande on high ground, Dunmallet rising to a
considerable height from the margin of a lake,

and the ditch and mound occupying the summit.
The company returned to Penrith, after spend-

ing a very pleasant and agreeable afternoon.

The late Sir Cusack P. Eoney.— The life

of this gentleman was an eventful one, and, pro-

perly written, would be instructive. He was
born in 1810, was educated at Trinity College,

Dublin, and took his B.A. in 1829. He was a
member of the College of Surgeons

;
secretary to

the Eoyal Literary Fund, 1835-37 ; a dork in

the Admiralty, 18-i0-45
;
secretary of tho Eastern

Counties Eailway, 1845-51; secretary of the

Grand Trunk Eailway of Canada, 1853-60 ;
and

was knighted by the Lord-Lieutenant of Ireland

(Earl St. Germans), for his able management of

the Dublin Exhibition in 1853. His skill as an
organizer was great. His genial manners and
ready kindness endeared him to a large circle of
friends.

Boiler Explosion at Wolverhampton. —
Inquests have been held on the bodies of six men
who were killed at a recent boiler explosion at

Moseley Steel and Iron Works, Wolverhampton.
The jury returned a verdict of “Accidental
death.” The foreman of the jury also handed
in the following recommendation: “We are of

i

opinion that the explosion was accidental
;
but

|

we think that if a proper inspection of tho boiler
i

had taken place the accident would not have

'

happened. We are of opinion that a boiler of!

the same make as the one which exploded is not i

safe with the amount of heat which was worked '

into it. We think that proper steam gauges
should be used, and regular inspection of the

boiler by a competent person should take place.”

The Atiierstone Sewage.—Tho local sewage
committee have resolved, “That the tender of

Messrs. J. & J. Smith, of Hanley and Newcastle,

for contract No. 1, 2,4101., be accepted, subject

to tho proper filling in of tho schedules, and re-

ferences proving satisfactory to Mr. Latham, the

engineer;” also, “That the tender of Messrs.

Skey & Co., of Wilnecote, for contract No. 2,

5581. 43. lid., be accepted, according to the

specification, upon the recommendation of Mr.
Latham

;
and that Messrs. Skey & Co. be called

upon to enter into a written contract according

to their schedules of prices.” It appealing that

Owen-street was included in the system of the

sewerage, it was resolved that the same be in-

eluded, and that work bo executed by the con-

tractors, under Mr. Latham’s direction, upon
their schedule of prices.

Monument to the late General Bruce.—

A

monument to the late General Bruce, governor
to the Prince of Wales, and brother of the late

Earl of Elgin, who was plenipotentiary to China,
is being'erected in Dunfermline Abbey. It is an
altar tomb, on the panels of which are com-
memorated, in bas-relief, the chief incidents of
the journey to the Holy Land made by the

Prince of Wales under the guidance of the de-

ceased. One of the scenes portrays the de-

parture of tho pilgrims from home; tho next
indicates their arrival at Jerusalem; while in

the third the Prince is tending the general in

his illness while in Palestine. On the top of the
tomb lies an effigy of the general, sculptured
after the fashion of Mediteval church monuments.
The figure of his widow is represented in the

attitude of moarning. The Prince of Wales’s

plume, on the corner of the pillow which sup-

ports the head of the general, was suggested by
her Majesty, to servo as a memento that the
general had breathed his last within the pre-

cincts of St. James’s.

Steam prom the Sun’s Heat. — Captain
Ericsson undertakes to supply a new source of

heat in place of coal, oil, &o. For several years
he has been experimenting with the view of,

collecting and concentrating the radiating beat
I of the sun, with which, so to speak, to heat his

I furnace. At length, at the beginning of tho

present year, he was able, according to bis state-

ment, to construct three “solar engines,” of

which the first was driven by steam formed by
the concentration of the heat of the solar rays

;

and the other two by the expansion of atmo-
,

spheric air, heated directly by concontrabed

radiant heat, His experiments show, he asserts,

that the concentration of solar heat on 10 ft.

square, or 100 square feet of surface, developes

a power exceeding one horse’s power. We are
curious to learn the exact nature of the con-
centrating mechanism. A Mr. Dellamater
declares that the enterprise is already a success,

and that, “ before the termination of tho present
season, bread will be prepared from flour ground
by the power of the 'solar engine.’ ” Hitherto,

however, Captain Ericsson’s ingenious caloric

inventions have nob been found available on a
large scale as practical machines.

Ee-opening of the Parish Church, Twyn-
ING.—Two years ago the roof of this ohurch
was in a dangerous state ; the walls were
crumbling; the interior was filled with old

pews of various sizes, heights, and patterns ; tho

whole was dreary and comfortless
;
and there

were no funds from which to repair it. A sum
of 2,300Z., however, has now been expended on
the stmeture, which has been formally re-

opened.

Inscription on a Sun-dial.—On a silver sun-

dial, in front of Stanwardine Hall, in the parish

of Baschurch, Shropshire, is the following in-

scription

“ In the hour of death /-ni'an ^oras tyme doth haste
God be merciful to me; ' ' So lyfe doth waste.

”

“ He that will thrivo

Must rise at lire
;

He that hath thriven
May lie til! seven

;

He that will never thrivo

May lie till eleven.

Anno 1560."

Sfcandwardine Hall is a remarkable old mansion.

The proposed Municipal Offices, Brad-
ford.

—

At a discussion in the town council on
this subject, wherein motions, amendments, sub-

stantive motions, and movements of adjourn-

ment, succeeded each other in such perplexing

involution that not even the movers seemed to

comprehend the actual fate of their own mo-
tions, it has been finally resolved,

—

" That it is not expedient at present to proceed with

the erection of public oflices
;
and further, that it be an

instruction to the Street Improvement Committee to oiler

for public auction, in such lots as they may determine, the

land known as the Chapel-lane site, and that the resolu-

tion of Ihe 3rd of September, 1807, with reference to

such oOices, be, and the same is, rescinded accordingly.”

When the corporate wisdom had virtually

brought the matter to this pass, tho mover of

tho successful resolution rose, and said he

should leave the game in tho hands of his oppo-

nents ; and he wa3|on the eve of taking his depar-

ture at this point, when, amidst considerable

laughter, ho was made aware of bis mistake.

Some one should movo a radical “amendment”
of the council’s mode of voting.

Church Window Opening. — An apparatus

patented by Mr. Beard, of Bury St. Edmund’s,

has been so fitted to St. Mary’s Church in that

town, according to the local Post, that a lad

or woman can now from tho west end of either

aisle open simultaneously and without noise ten

of the clearstory windows to any extent that

may be wished, and with equal ease shut them
close and firm. A hollow tube of galvanized

iron, about 1 in. in diameter, runs on the outside

of the entire length of the clearstoiy windows
along the sills, and is worked longitudinally by
an endless screw, small iron roller-wheels being

fixed at intervals to facilitate the motion. Upon
the tube are affixed small jointed arras, which are

attached to the windows, and acted upon with
precision by the screw, the motion being con-

veyed by a weighted pulley and a cord, which
passes from the roof to the floor of the church.

In the case of St. Mary’s, Bury, the length of

tube on each side of the church is 130 ft., total

260 ft. The number of windows opened on each

side is ton.

Discovery of another Koman Villa, near
Painswick.—At a spot known as Highfold Farm
(to be found in the Ordnance map), the remains

of a villa have accidentally been discovered while

ploughing. Mr. Adey, proprietor and occupier,

has covered it in and levelled the ground again

for the winter crop, purposing next summer to

re-open it. A bypocausb was found, with square

columns of brick (pilae), supporting the incum-
bent floor, fluo tiles (fumaria), running up the

side walls, and a tesselated pavement (tesserula?),

also roofing-tiles (tegulse), of pointed hexagonal

shape of red sandstone. Mr. D. T. Njblett,

F.S.A., in writing as to the bypocaust, &c., dis-

covered, says,— " I strongly suspect that these

hollow floors, raised in this way upon piles of

bricks, or short columns, and arranged for the

circulation of hot-air beneath, were not in-

variably belonging to tbo bathing apartments,

bub, as frequently, to the ordinary day-rooms, or

maybe these particular rooms were used for both

purposes. Moreover, these hollow floors are the

most highly ornamental ones throughout each

villa. While on the subject of square flooring

bricks (lateres, or laterculi) size, say about 1 ft.

square and some 2 in. or 3 in. thick, I would call

attention to their occurring in Gloucester Cathe-

dral in several places, set vertically in the Nor-

man work.”
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National Exhibition of Works of Art at
Leeds.— The visitors in the week ending
Saturday, the 3rd inst., numbered, by season
tickets, 5,505 ; by payment, 24,605 ; total,

30,110.

Lundt Island.—The granite quarries in Lundy
Island are now no longer worked, and the com-
pany is being wound up. The works were started

in 1863, and 80,0001. have been expended upon
them.

Fever in Liverpool.—A sudden and exten-
sive epidemic fever has broken out in country
places near Liverpool, on the north bank of the
river. The number of cases has, according to

the IfecZtcaZ Journal, been very large. The
deaths in the affected places, of which Bootle is

one, have for the last six or seven weeks been
nearly, if not quite, double the average.

Royal Horticultural Society.—The Exhi-
bition of edible and poisonous fungi, held on
Tuesday last by this society, was most remark-
able. Contrary to the expectations of the council,

several hundreds of freshly-gathered specimens,
in excellent condition, were sent for exhibition,

nearly all the wholesome and deleterious kinds
finding a place on the tables. Dr. Bull, of Here-
ford (in the absence of the Rev. M. J. Berkeley),
delivered an able address on the subject, passing
each species in review, both edible and poisonous,

and giving his personal experiences of them.
Prizes had been previously offered for the best

collections by Lady Dorothy Nevill and Mrs.
Lloyd Wynne. The first prize was awarded to

Dr. Bull, and the second (that given by Lady
Nevill) fell to the share of one of our contribu-
tors, Mr. Worthington Smith.

The Liverpool Master Builders’ Associa-
Presentation of a Testimonial to the Ox-

ford City Surveyor.— Upon the removal of
Mr. T. C. Clarke, C.E., the late assistant borough
engineer of Portsmouth, to Oxford, in conse-
quence of his election as the surveyor of that
city, it was determined to present him with
some suitable recognition of the services ren-

dered to Portsmonth during bis residence there.

The testimonial, which consisted of a French
clock and a purse of fifty guineas, was lately

presented, after a dinner at the Bedford Hotel,
Landport. The mayor presided. The guest of

the evening, Mr. Clarke, occupied a seat on the
right of the chairman.

Thr Lord Mayor Elect.—Many of onr readers
will hear with great pleasure that Mr. Alderman
James Clarke Lawrence will be the next Lord
Mayor of London. His brother, Mr. Alderman
W. Lawrence, M.P., was Lord Mayor in 1863.

Mr. Alderman J. C. Lawrence became alderman
of the ward of Walbrook upon the demise of
Mr. Alderman Wire in 1860, and filled the office

of sheriff two years afterwards. He is a very
good speaker and a cultured man, and we have
every reason to expect that the duties of bis

important office will be well and gracefully

performed. He has the advantage of coming
after a year of great flatness in the Mansion
House.

The Estimate and Tenders for St. Swithtn’s
Church, Lincoln.—The lowest tender having
been found to be 1,059Z. above the estimate
accompanying the selected design of Mr. James
Fowler, and above the sum proposed by the com-
mittee to be expended, three of the competing
architects, Messrs. Goddard & Son, Drury &
Mortimer, and Bellamy & Hardy, have written
to the committee calling upon them either to

return the selected plans to their author and
make a new selection from the remainder, accord-
ing to the instructions, or to permit them to

furnish other designs to include the extra sum
required to carry out the design selected. The
three firms named also state in their letter that
they believe their designs could have been
carried out in their entirety, including the seats,

for the stipnlated sum. The tenders given in

were as follow:—Patterson, Riiskington, 9,7211.

;

Wallis, Rasen, 9,6001. ; Slingeby, Lincoln, 8,6001.

;

Lovelee, Branston, 8,5591.

The School of Art, Bradford.—The report

TioN.

—

The second annual meeting of this Asso-
ciation has been held in their rooms, Sooth
Crescent-chambers, Lord-street, Liverpool ; Mr.
Thomas Haigh, the president, in the chair. The
report for the year just ended was read and
adopted, and the coarse which the committee
had pnrsned in reference to the late strike of

operative bricklayers was approved, the com-
mittee being complimented upon the snccesaful

issue of a contest of the bricklayers’ own seek-

ing. It was stated that the operative brick-

layers who are members of the trades union are

now anxious to have arbitration, and to be
reconciled to the employers, after framing an-

other code of trade rules ; but the time for these

negotiations, it was conceived, had gone by.

They were the terms which the employers
oftered, and the bricklayers refused last May,
Now the masters’ workshops are plentifully sup-

plied with men, and if at any time either party
desire an alteration of rales, they provide for

arbitration. The present number of the mem-
bers of the Association is 174, and they comprise
nearly all the influential employers in the build-

ing trade of Liverpool. Mr. John Jones, of the
firm of Jones & Son, was unanimonsly elected

president for the ensuing year.

TENDERS.
Far alterations and erection of chapel, at North Snrrey

District Schools, Anerley. Mr. J. Berney, architect:—
SawTer £l,8i3 0 0
Fau'kner 1,799 0 0
George 1,790 0 0
Baxter 1,770 0 0
Crabb £ Yaughan (accepted) ... 1,729 0 0
Ilousegood 1,712 0 0
Wilis 1,711 0 0

For pnlling down and rebuilding two houses in Dore-
row, Shoreditch. Mr. William Mnndy, architect

Marr £1,266 0 0
Tolley ., 1,007 0 0
Lsngtnead 990 0 0
Christofler Brothers 897 0 0
Higgs 772 0 0

For Christ Church District Schools, Eastbourne
Ford & Attwood £3,767 0 0
Nightingale 2,953 0 0
Dabbs . .. 2,.517 0 0
Fuller & Longley 2,450 0 0
Peerless 2,260 0 0

For new 7-in. water-main, for Chelmsford Board of
Health. Mr. C. Pertwee, surTeyor ;

—

of the School of Ait Committee of the Bradford
Mechanics’ Institute, with which this school is

connected, says, —“ In presenting to you a
report as to the art classes in connexion with
your institution, under the charge of Mr. Sowden,
we would first congratulate yon on the greatly

improved condition of the art education of the
pupils as compared with last year. The collec-

tion of drawings and models which have been
submitted to ns is a remarkable proof of this,

and not only is the general collection better, but
the prize drawings are of a higher character
than the prize drawings of last year. The
numbers attending the classes have also in-

creased, and in several of the branches compe-
tition has been so close that it has been difficult

to adjudicate between the productions of the
competitors.” It was stated at the annual
soir<fe by the president, in reference to a project
for the erection of a new building for the insti-

tute, that the entire estimated cost of the new
enterprise was 25,OOOZ. The sale of the old
bnilding and ground and other financial arrange-
ments enabled the committee to see how the
half of that sum conld be covered, and they
required 12,000Z. or 12,5001., towards which
their fellow-townsmen bad already contributed
5,0001.

Pipes. Labour. Total.

Dence £1,158 0 0
Weston 949 0 (

Everett £ Son £669 io 0 £249 10 0 919 0 C

Bugbird 645 0 0 224 0 0 869 0 (

Tanner 655 0 0 210 0 0 865 0 (

Coleman £ Co 645 0 0 194 0 0 839 0 (

Dennis £ Scruby 647 10 0* 288 0 0 835 0 (

Christy 605 2 0 210 0 0 816 2 (

Thornton 656 0 0 159 0 0 815 0 (

Stevens 627 17 4 173 0 0 800 17 4

Wright 673 6 0

Bailev. Pegg, £ Co.... 638 15 0
Tice
Newton, Chambers, &

620 15 0

Co
Butterley Iron Com-

620 15 0

pany 616 10 0
697 12 6

V arner £ Co 607 12 6
Graham £ Son
Roberts
Coekreyne, Grove, £

G(3 6 0
601 1 6

Co 594 10 0
Reidy £ Co
Claridge, Norlb, &

690 10 7

Co 682 2 9
Laidlaw £ Son 663 0 0
Bower 647 0 0
Chandler £ Sous ... 188 0 0
Malker ... 183 0 0*

• Accepted.

For a new Congregational church, at New Brompton
Kent, for the Ber. J. Harasnt. Messrs. E. Habershon &
Brock, architects :

—

Manley & llogers £2,620 0 0
Simpson 2,523 0 0
ScriTcner & White 2,169 0 0
Naylor 1,978 0 0
Nightingale 1,972 0 0
Stump. 1,950 0 0
Falkner

, 1,734 0 0
Wilkins 1,700 0 0

For the erection of a luortuary, for the guardians of the
poor of the parish of 8t. Pancraa

Tamer (accepted) £277 0 0

For new Metropolitan Police-court, Lower Kenningfon-
lane. Mr. T. C. Sorby, architect. Quantities by Mr.
John Scott :

—

Hill, Keddell, & Waldram (accepted) £6,388 0 0

For new premises for Messrs. Negretti & Zambra, at

Holbom Viaduct. Mr. F. W. Porter, architect. Quan-
tities by Mr. James Williams :

—

r Anson £5,635 0 0
Carter & Sons 9,670 0 0
Mansfield & Co 9,099 0 0
Patman £ Fotheringham 8,985 0 0
Jackson £ Shaw 6,660 0 0
Conder 8,699 0 0
Piper £ Co. ... 6,697 0 0
Hdl, Keddell, £ Waldram* 8,688 0 0

* Accepted.

For building new otBces, for Messrs. H. £ V. Nicholl,
Lewisham. Mr. E. H. Badger, architect

Amer £685 0 0
Jerrard 649 0 0
Pain £ Baldy 635 o 0
Beaton 625 0 0
Penny 655 0 0

For detached villa residence at Woodford, for Mr,
Branscombe. Mr. G. R. Noble, architect. Quantities
by Messrs. Linsdell & Giffard

Eivett £1,793 0 0
Piper . . 1,723 0 0
Hedges 1,690 0 0

Hill, KeddeU, & Waldram 1,637 0 0

Perry (accepted) 1,625 0 0

For repairing and painting the interior of the parish

church, ht. John of Wapping. Mr. 8. M. Pipe, archi-

tect:—
H. £ J. Johnston £298 10 0
Holla 298 10 0
Jackson 292 9 6
Thompson (accepted) 230 0 0

For the erection of a new wing and alterations to Park
Villa, West Durapton, Thanet, for Mr. Sinclair. Mr.
John K. Collett, architect :

—

New work. Old work.
Osborne £919 0 0 ...£197 0 0
Kelson 889 11 4 ... 170 0 0
Duckett 882 0 0 ... 167 0 0
Wade 812 10 0 ... 117 0 0
Lawson 780 0 0 ... 160 0 0
Elgar (accepted).. 744 0 6 ... 150 0 0

For two semi-detached houses, Nottingham-road, East-
wood. Mr. J. Tait, architect :

—

T. £ H. Herbert (accepted) £820 0 0

For alterations, &c., to the Coopers’ Arms, Silver-street,

City, for Mr. Donghty. Mr. R. Washington Hart,
architect :—

Baugh £ Lawrence £505 0 0
Kelly Brothers 496 0 0
Langmead £ Way 468 0 0
Prince (accepted) 445 0 0

For alterations to the George and Dragon, New North-
street, W.C., for Mr. Weatherly :

—

Knight (accepted) £150 0 0

Nor additional works at the Norfolk Arms, Hart’s-lano,
Bethnal-green, for Mr. Keymer :

—

Langmead £ Way £196 0 0
Knight 125 0 0

For enlarging and restoring Denver Church, Norfolk.
Mr. William Smith, architect :—

Oak Scats. Deal Seats.
Bennett Bros £1,623 0 0 ...£1,450 0 0
Brown 1,459 0 0 ... 1,348 0 0
C. Bennett 1,450 0 0 ... 1,290 0 0
Drake 1,398 0 0 ... 1,296 0 0

Accepted for the erection of a Wesleyan chapel and
school, at Redcar. Mr. J. Hunter, architect. Quantitiea
supplied :

—

Sricilaffer and TliiBterer'f Work.
Scott £519 0 0

Joiner and Carpenler't Work.
Watson 435 0 0

Maeon't Work.
Lord 175 0 0

Slaler'i Work,
Harrison 97 14 0

Flumher, Glazier, and Qasfitler’i Work.
Kershaw 67 0 0

Healing ApparalKt, ^c.
Cunningham £ Co 39 0 0

Fainler' » and Stainer'e Work.
Guy 29 17 0

For building coach-bouie and stable at Leytonstone
Mr.jWilliam Mundy, architect

Cains £365 0 0
Arber (accepted) 244 0 0

For harbour works, Carnarvon :

—

Bugbird (accepted) £24,470 0 0
The water and drainage works here, at a cost of 22,0002.,

have just been completed by the same contractor.
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Birmingham: Art, Health, Education.

HILE the Social

Science Association

was in Birmingham
a statne of James
Watt was set np in

the open space be-

tween the Town Hall

and the Midland In-

stitute
j very awk-

wardly, by the way 5

for though it is pro-

bably in what would
be the centre of the

road if the Insti-

tute had a square

corner like the Town
Hall, it does not look

to be so, because the

Institute corner is

largely rounded off

to benefit the traffic.

The result is that the

statue, which is of

Sicilian marble, 8 ft.

3 in. in height, and

with its pedestal

nearly 20 ft., looks as

if it had been popped

down temporarily,

and was waiting for

the carrier to take it

ay get rid of all our

objections at once, lot us add that the Darley

Dale frtone pedestal is of the egg-box family,

and very insignificant, the designer having been

trammelled probably by want of room. Watt

holds in his right hand a pair of compasses, his

left rests on the model of a cylinder, and his

mind rests too,—rest and calm, indeed, charac-

terise the statue. The attitude is expressive}

the face admirable. Birmingham may thank

Mr. Alexander Munro for giving them the only

good statue yet in their streets. There is a

meritorious figure of the Prince Consort boused

in the Midland Institute, bub this has nob yet

found a site, or been subjected to the test of an

open-air situation. If money and sufficient

space can be found, it ought to have a proper

canopy. The statue of Attwood in New-street

is a poor thing. Close by it a handsome new
Bank is approaching completion, — a large

stone-fronted building of two lofty stories,

the upper one Corinthian. It carries Barry-like

Ichimney-shafts at the angles, and will have an

lentranoe porch or portico with marble columns

in New-street when finished. It promises to be

a very dignified structure, and very creditable

to the architect, Mr. Holmes. The ugly brick

flank wall seems to show that another building

will butt against it. This is to be regretted : a

;8tructare of this kind should stand clear, and be

:in keeping all around,—a complete building, in

ifact, and not a couple of fronts. We cannot give

IMr. Holmes equal praise for the Masonic Hall he

Is erecting in the same street. It has a carved

tetone doorway, not yet finished, bub the rest of the

\two fronts (the Hall, like the Bank, is at the corner

tof a street, running backward to a considerable

jextent) is cemented. The details are poor } an

ifugly sentry-box is stuck over the angle attic

rwindow as a turret, and the whole pile can

cscarcely escape being called vulgar. A range of

shops in progress come very prominently

into notice a little nearer the Town-hall. These
call Mr. Plevins author

}
and are of red brick,

with freestone dressings, in the mixed style,

Italian and Gothic, we of these days know so

well. The windows have segmental heads under
pointed arches, and the whole is,— well, a trifle

bizarre.

The Theatre Eoyal, here at hand, has been
newly decorated, and looks very gay—rather too

gay, indeed. The prevailing tint is a bright

blue complemented with a light French pink,

and gods and goddesses, nymphs, and Cupids
are lavishly scattered about. The proscenium
is most elaborately adorned both as to form and
colour, and per se the whole has a certain

degree of richness. But this strength of colour

before the curtain is a mistake. The scene

ought always to hold the prominent place, and

when the note is struck so high in front to cap

it becomes diflScult. The form of the auditorium

here is much flatter and shallower than is usual

in English theatres, where the abominable long

horse-shoe generally obtains
;
and the result in

the BirminghamTheatre is that, so far as we could

observe, every one seemed to be able to see and

hear, though the house was densely crowded to

enjoy Miss Bateman’s “curse.”

Over the way are the rooms of the Royal

Birmingham Society of Artists, and the annual

exhibition of modern works of art is now open.

It is a very agreeable collection, and includes

647 paintings and drawings, and eight pieces of

sculpture. Its principal features are, of coarse,

known to London art-lovers,—“ Herod’s Birth-

day Feast,” by Armitage
;

“ The Sleep of

Duncan,” by Maclise
;
“ Rent-day in the Wilder-

ness,” by Landseer
}
“ The Tuileries,” by Elmore

(the best picture he ever painted)
;

“ Before

Waterloo,” by O’Neill, and some others. The
committee, by the way, give a good sentence, by

Lessing, on their catalogue :

—

"Art must paint as plastic nature conccired the picture;
without the imperfection which reeistent matter renders
unavoidable, and without the injury which time works
upon it,"

Do-tho good people of Birmingham do as

muoh for art as they should and might ? Judg-

ing from what we saw and heard daring a visit

to the School of Art we are disposed to think

not. The rooms are in the top floor of the

Midland Institute, and it is no reproach to the

architect when we say that they are not suitable

to the purpose, and do not aff’ord anything like

accommodation enough. The gas having been

burning for some time, the thermometer marked
a temperature of 95° ! The students were
crowded together, and the classification was not

what is desirable. At the present moment there

are 750 students on the boobs, and there might

be half as many more if the accommodation were

sufficient and good. A large separate well-venti-

lated and well-lighted building shonld be pro-

vided, and the manufacturers should feel that it

is their interest to support the school nobly. The
town will reap a hundred-fold for all they sow in

this soil. Let ua also exhort the young that they

avail themselves at once of such facilities as

arc afforded. The man who wants to leam will

triumph over obstacles : will not give in be-

cause everything is not exactly as he would

wish it. Industrial art offers ample scope for

gaining fame as well as money. As Mr. Robert

Plenry said the other day to students in

Paris,
—

“ Industrial art has the sympathy of all

the world—the production of a potter of Athens

finds passionate admirers everywhere. Any
one may be proud to add his name to the long

list of famous art-workmen. Believe me, in-

dustry offers a fine field for those who knowhow
to distinguish themselves in it. Work, for labour

is honourable} it renders men better, and there-

fore more capable of fulfilling all the duties of

life. Develop your faculties by study, and raise

industry to the level of art. Remember that the

grand epochs which make the glory of nations

are also those in which art and industry were at

their apogee.”

We felt it matter for regret that so little was
said on the subject of art-industry during the

recent Social Science Congress. One of the

ladies, however, who so ably took part in the

proceedings, mode this observation (and itought

not to be quite overlooked in Birmingham), that

for want of artistic training women in Paris

are now being largely superseded by men in

the distinctly feminine employments, such as

millinery and the dressing of shop - windows.
Through want of artistic training, how many
English men are superseded by foreign men

!

The Congress, we regret to hear, has not been a

success, in a peenniary point of view, though in

other respects greatly so. The president and
heads of departments made very excellent ad-

dresses. The discussions were valuable and well

sustained, and much good seed, it maybe hoped,

has been sown, and will bear fruit in due

season
} but the population of Birmingham did

not flock in to take tickets as they should have
done.

The Rev. Dr. Hart Barges, vicar of Bishop

Ryder’s, Birmingham, has addressed to us a

letter, which will be found on another page, com-

menting on the remarks the conductor of this

Journal found himself compelled to make, at

the recent Social Science Congress, as to the

lamentable state of certain parts of the town-

The assertions were, that a large population was
living in the heart of the town under conditions

inconsistent not only with health but with

virtue
} that in these wretched districts not

one child to whom he had spoken could read

;

that girls and boys were growing up in igno-

rance, dirt, and ill health, with no other pro-

spects than the streets for the one and the gaol

for the other} and he asked, looking at the state

of the people as well as of the places, not alone

whether the town authorities had used the reme-

dial powers they posEessed, but where had been

the ministers of the Church,—where had been

the clergy generally ? The vicar takes no ex-

ception to the particulars given of the unwhole-

some dens in which masses of his people are

living,—if the word may be allowed. On the

contrary, he fully admits “the incalculable

injury to health and physical well-being” that

is thus done } and is fully satisfied “ that the

generally wretched character of the dwellings of

the poor, the absence of refining influences, and

the miserable associations of poverty-stricken

homes, courts, and streets, tend much to tho

inhumanising influence which, destroying the

finer susceptibilities and bluuting the better

feelings of the heart, generally results in

brutality and crime, a family plague and a

social curse.” “ In tho greater portion of Mr.

Godwin’s statements,” says Dr. Burges, “ I

most thoroughly agree }” but naturally enough

he would remove from the ministers of the

church any reflection that may seem to have

been cast upon them by the inquiry
}
and this

he seeks to do by stating that “ the educational

necessities of the parish have not been over-

looked }” setting forth the number of schoolrooms

in the parish, and adding, “ so strong is my sens©

of the deep need of the portion of my parish

alluded to by Mr. Godwin, that the erection of a

large ragged and infant school will be com-

menced (D.V.) within ten days.” This is good

hearing} Dr. Burges’s warm interest in the

matter is even better } but does it in the slightest

degree show the impropriety of the question ?

V7e think not. Schools or no schools, here is the

fact that hundreds of children in certain districts

are growing up in a state ofthe densest ignorance.

The fact is not denied } cannot be denied. In

the course of two examinations not a single child

spoken to could read. “ You need not trouble

yourself to ask }” the intelligent police-officer who

was with us on the first occasion remarked, “ nono

of them are taught anything but bad
}
and yet, as
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I have often eaid, this is in England, and we send

ont people to teach the blacks !” The reverend

vicar’s statement is no more an answer than is

that of the mayor to the objections to the sani-

tary condition of these parts of the town. The
mayor says the town has spent on its present

sanitary system within the last twenty-fire years

no less a sum than 200,0001., and the death-rate

is low compared with that of other large

towns. It would be satisfactory to know the

items of this expenditure. But, supposing the

money has been wisely used, the amount is but

,

small comparatirely
;
and if it were five times

as much, it would be no excuse for a community
allowing in tbeir very midst thousands of their

fellow-creatures to be horded together year
after year under conditions which put cleanli-

ness of mind or body out of their reach, and
make health and virtue alike impossible. As to

the general healthiness of the town, will the

mayor tell us the death-rate in the summer months
of these particular districts ? Unless we are

gravely misinformed, it would be found frightful,

ilore than one medical resident have told

ns that in some of the places visited fever has

not been absent for years. Are these things

to remain unchanged, because less unhealthy

parts of the town admit of an average death-

rate being stated not immoderate, considered

with reference to some other towns, but still

very large as compared with really healthy

places ? As Dr. Farr said, after the Mayor had
spoken, — “ It is little consolation to persons

living in unhealthy parts of the town to know
that others residing not far off aro enjoying the

advantages of salubrity.”

While dense masses of people in the midst

of wealthy communities are found ignorant and
untended, growing up wholly to the bad, and
supplying uniutermittingly the gaols and hospi-

tals, the inquiry will still be made, “W'here
have been the ministers of the Church ? where
have been the clergy generally ? If it be the
system that is at fault, not the individuals, they

can at least say so, and demand from each
pulpit and platform such arrangements ns will

give to every fresh-born fellow-creature tho

chance of health and purity.

It will not be supposed that we are speaking
of Birmingham as if it stood alone. Other large

towns, and our readers know how many we have
personally and painfully examined, present the

same dreadful condition of things. The right

remedy is not merely of local interest; it is an
Imperial question of the greatest and gravest

importance.

HAMPSTEAD FEVEK-HOSPITAL
COMPETITION.

The plans of six selected architects men-
tioned in oiir last are now before the Metropolis
Asylum Board. A premium of 2001. is offered

for the best design, 1501. for tho second best,

and the successful competitor if required is to

carry out the works for a payment of 7501., less

the amount of premium : but he will not be
entitled to any premium or payment unless a
substantial contractor will undertake the work
at a price not more tban 10 per cent, above the

architect’s estimate, which is to be sent in with
the plans. This seems to show that the Board
contemplate an expenditure of some 15,0001., as

we can scarcely suppose that a metropolitan

public body would take advantage of their posi-

tion to assist in lowering tho established remu-
neration of a not too highly-paid profession,

especially as four out of the six competitors will

get nothing for their labonr in preparing designs.

This proposed expenditure, however, would seem
to be insufficient to supply what is wanted.
The instructions required,—That the build-

ing should be on the pavilion principle, with
distance of 60 ft, between them, and pro-

vide for the accommodation of 104 patients

;

that no pavilion should have more than

two stories; that the buildings should be so
arranged as to admit of their future extension,

and the ultimate addition of other pavilions
;

that the axes of the buildings should be north
and south, if practicable, so that the windows
on either side of the wards should face east and
west

;
and that an adequate site should be left

for the erection of a Small-pox Hospital.

The names of the competitors, and the sums
at which they severally estimate the cost of
carrying ont their designs, stand thus,

—

MeBsra. Pennington & Bridgen £16,500
Messrs. P. Gordon Smith &G. A. Dannage 19,200
Mr, Saxon Snell 20,0f0

(For 203 bed-, £27,000.)

Mr. F. Fowler £2-1,500

Amended to £20,500.
Mr, Edmeston, IS’o. 1 27,600

„ No. 3 23,0 0
Messrs. Beeston, Son, & Broieton 69,226

The reason why the last-named design should

cost 80 much more in execution than the sums
named by the other competitors is not obvions.

The general arrangement is symmetrical, the

material is red brick, and tbe style Jacobean. The
sum stated, however, and the fact that the de-

signers have not fulfilled the proper desire of the

Board to place the pavilions north and south, will

probably lead the Board togivelittleconsideration

to this design. As to the estimates generally, the

Board ought to take it for granted that the sums
named are simply ” opinions,” An actnal esti-

mate of any one of the designs would cost at

least as much as the premium offered, and we
suppose the Board do not desire that the sacrifice

made by tbe competitors in their anxiety to get
public business should go to that extent.

The section of the ground furnished by the

Board shows a rise from east to west of no less

than 58 ft., and this has increased the difficulties

.
of the competitors. We may say at once that

any attempt to make a long line of building

follow this slope would produce a failure. The
bad effect of this is shown in Mr. Edmeston’s

view of No. 1 design. His design No. 2 is much
better, and deserves consideration. In this the

isolation of all the pavilions by means of curved
corridors leading from main corridor, so that the

chance may be lessened of infectious atmosphere
being generally disseminated about the corridors,

is attempted.

Mr. Snell proposes to place the pavilions on
different levels, and connect them by corridors

sloped according to the natural inclination of

the ground, but be does not show the effect of his

arrangement in his drawings. The plans repre-

sent the building as extended for the reception of

208 patients, and rather mystify inconsequence.

According to his estimate, it seems that while
' a hospital with 104 beds costs at the rate of

1921. per bed, one for 208 patients costs only

1391. per bed. Mr. F. Fowler has evidently be-

stowed much pains on his design, and sends two

scarcely be disposed to recommend an arrange-

ment by which all the pavilions are made to

open into one long closed corridor, as shown in

the design sabmitted by Messrs. Pennington &
Bridgen. The closing in of the spaces between

the pavilions by means of the projecting closet-

buildings at the extremities, is also objectionable.

They wisely urge the importance of confining

hospitals for very infectious diseases to one story.

The greatest amount of airiness is proffered

by Messrs. P. G. Smith & Dunnage, who give a

number of distinct buildings placed widely

apart and en icliclon, so as, ingeniously, to

free them one from another. The covered

ways for administrative purposes are on an
inciine. They divide the difference in the levels

at the administrative department in the centre,

and 60 dispense with steps on the lower floor

of all the pavilions on each side of it. Al-

thongh the buildings are necessarily scattered,

by terminating the octagonal closet-buildings

which are placed on each side of the end of

each block with a conical roof, the connexion of

the whole is seen, and some architectural effect

obtained. We are but glancing at the draw-

ings snperficially, and cannot say how other re-

quirements are met; but certainly one great

desideratum is supplied by this design.

Many things will have to be considered by the

Board before erecting, and in the course of erect-

ing, such an establishment as is proposed,—the
homo of small-pox, typhus, and scarlet fever. The
disposal of the sewage, for example, will demand
serious thought, or dire results may follow in

tho future. Indeed, a great responsibility rests

on the committee who have this matter in

band, and we would strenuously urge them to

call in a small mixed committee of architects

and medical men who have given attention to

the subject, to assist them not merely in select-

ing the best design from those submitted, but

in rendering the design as free from objections

as possible compatible with present knowledge.

An additional 5001, thus used would show wise

economy. Tbe amount of good or evil that may
be done by the intended hospital is enormous

;

and it cannot be too strongly impressed on

each member of the Board that they have in

hand a work that cannot be treated lightly,—

a

problem before them that cannot be rightly

solved without the best knowledge and the

deepest consideration.

THE VENGEANCE OF THE THAMES.

We wish to call the attention of those who
are interested in the conservation of the public

works of London, to one of those indications

which it is well never to neglect. We do so

neither as wishing to excite alarm, nor as speak-

ing otherwise than hypothetically. Attention

will not be thrown away if directed to the sub-

ject ; and, if it prove that the warning is ua-

necessary, none will be more rejoiced than
ourselves.

Many of our readers are familiar with tho

aspect of the quay wall of the Thames Embank-
ment as seen from tbe river, as well as with tbo

varions picturesque scenes that open on the eye

of the steam-boat passenger, or the pedestrian

who passes along the hoarded causeway of the

Embankment. The northern ai’ch of Waterloo

Bridge is entirely inclosed by the new roadway,

and a pair of granite piers, designed in accord-

ance with the architectural style of that noble

structure, serve to unite the pier with the quay.

The pier thus brought into line with the wall

shows a serious crack, which, as far as we can
ascertain, is entirely new. Supported as the

work in which the defect occurs is, by tbo granite

masonry on either side, this lateral movement is

the more unexpected, not to say alarming. It

is a subject to which a process of accurate

investigation cannot be too speedily or too

carefully directed,

Tho condition of the whole of the bed of the

Thames, as far as it is affected by the tidal

scour, has been interfered with by the works of

the Embankment. How serious this interference

has been, is a question which we shoold be glad

to have elucidated. It is far from being a simple

one ; it is far from being unimportant. It is

one on which we have at present a certain

limited amount of information. It is essential

to the maintenance of confidence in the Thames
bridges that the subject should bo thoroughly in-

vestigated and understood.

The level of the bod of the Thames may admit

of considerable variation, without occasioning

any apparent change on the surface of tho river,

except at very low water. The height of the

high-water level depends on the state of the

tides, on tho winds prevailing, especially in the

lower parts of the river, and in the obstacles

offered, by bridges or other impediments, to tho

course of the flow. The effect of the combined

ebb tide and current of the river will depend,

not only on the actual quantity of water which

is poured upwards through the arches of London

Bridge by the flow, but also, to a great extent,

on the form and character of the banks.

Now, the Thames Embankment, as it stands

at present, has reduced the surface area of the

river, above Blackfriars Bridge, by a very per-

ceptible proportion. It may be urged that the

scour of the downward current is diminished by

the contraction of the area, as the water that

would have risen over the shelving banks, now

displaced by the embankment, is no longer sent

there with the flow, to return with the ebb. But

it must bo remembered that the actnal quan-

tity of water thus displaced (if it can be proved

to be kept below bridge by the change), is small

in proportion to the surface area, as the shore in

question was shallow and shelving. On tbo

other hand, the bank of the stream on which the

centrifugal, or rather tangential, force of tho

current and the ebb throws the most stress, is

reduced in width
;
while the smooth, nearly ver-

tical wall, affording much less frictional resist-

ance to the stream than did tho old irregular

banks, is certain to produce a mining or bui'-

rowing action, of more or less intensity, duriog

the ebb, and even, to some extent, during tbe

flow.

Considerable obstrnction to tbe flow is now
occasioned by tbe enormous mass of piling that

besets the site of Blackfriars Bridge. In so far

as this tends to retard the incoming tide, this

obstrnction may be held to diminish the scour.

But every other alteration which has taken place

between the banka of the river, since the building

of the new London Bridge, may be regarded as

having a tendency to narrow and deepen the

channel, and to increase the force of the scour.

The iron cylinders which support the railway

bridges have this effect, and tbe result of the

change effected by the completion of tho quay

wall must be something very serious.

The important requisite is, to ascertain with

scientific exactitude what are the actnal facts of

the case. We should be glad to know what

observations have been made as to the effect of

these works on the bed of the river. Sections
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onghfc to be on record, taken from time to time,
so that the soientific man may know clearly
what action has already taken place, and thus
may come to some satisfactory conclusion as to
the future.

The whole question of the state of the Thames
is of the utmost interest to the inhabitants of
the metropolis.

As to a large portion of the sum expended in
the improvement of the Thames, it is pretty
clear that wo have not heard the last word. It
is not so very long since people began to put
the question, how far it was wise, with a view to
the puriOcation of the river, to collect all the
sewage of the metropolis, in order to poor it into
the stream at a fixed point,—far enough, it might
seem, below bridge, but still within the upcast
flow of the tide. Strange and ugly stories were
told of the evil that was being silently but
swiftly efl’ected at Barking Beach. They were
contradicted even more loudly than they were
uttered.

We should be glad to believe that the alarm
was unfounded. Still the fact stares us in the
face that an immense amount of foeoal matter is

daily poured into tho lower portion of the
Thames, that tho solid portions must bo
deposited somewhere, and that this deposit, if

less serious an obstacle to navigation than an
equal quantity of sand or gravel, is of a pntres*
cent or pntrescible quality. We must reserve the
valuable elements of sewage mannro for the

we know that Thames has deepened his bed.
Moie water comes up with the flow, now that the
incoming tide is no longer strangled by piers and
starlings. More water lias to sweep down with
the ebb; and in deepening its channel the river
has already caused the removal of two bridges.
In presence of this known activity of the stream,
we have greatly contracted its width, and given
it a quay-wall along which the tide and current
may rush with the least possible littoral friction.

That the result would become apparent some-
where, on the bed of the river, any engineer
might have foretold. What and where that
result will be, is the question that it is now
important to solve.

We are nob speaking from hearsay or from
gossip, but from actual observation. Two
gentlemen long familiar with the locality, one
an engineer and the'otheran architect, observed
the black gaps in the courses of the pier, in
which tho ebbing tide left a slimy deposit only a
day or two since, " Do you observe that
mark?” said one. “I was just looking at it,”

said the other. “ I never saw it before : did
you?” “It seems quite new,” was the reply.
“ It must have appeared since we passed under
tho bridge a mouth or two ago. It is impossible
we could have overlooked it.” “It must be a
settlement,” said the engineer. "It is only the
other day that attention was called to the fact

well advised, but what, as part of the ensombld
may prove formidable, the Thames will give us
trouble. It is only by an exhaustive method of
dealing with all the requirements of this portion
of onr river system, that our results will bo
either satisfactory or permanent. On such
considerations it will depend, whether the
Thames shall prove the greatest ornament and
advantage of that picturesque line of buildings,
almost daily increasing in beauty, which
stretches from the Cathedral Church of St. Paul
to the Abbey Churchof St. Peter; or whether,
neglected and ill-treated, tho angi'y river shall
prove the most relentless foe to the architectural
excellence of London. It will be an evil day for
the metropolis if we provoke the vengeance of
the Thames.

of the perfect freedom of Rennie’s bridges from
-

,

cracks or settlement. The apparent support
purposes of agriculture, and allow nothing bub

^
given to tho pier by the granite masonry of the

water to return to our river channels, whether; quay-wall on either side, makes the movement
it be at Oxford, at Reading, or at Barking Creek,

,

that has taken place more conspicuous.” The
As to this there is but little room for doubt. If steamer went on with a rush, and turned out

j

flank ‘elevations. As the land is at present, the
BO, then_ our great metropolitan sewage works

j

its passengers to change boats,—-a proceeding I front towards Albert-square will be the only one
^ ^ provisional and temporary state.

|

which tho steam • boat managers seem to
|

that will bo properly seen from a sufficient dis-
The past summer has afforded an unusual

j

have adopted in the direct interest of the rail-
;

tance to take in the general effect of the design,
opportunity^ for gaining^informatioD, both as to way and omnibus companies. It is not any I The two large buildings being in this initial

ART-NOTES IN MANCHESTER.

The New Exchange in Manchester has not
yet risen above the ground

; the only indications
of its progress at present consisting in the largo
deposits of brick walling which form the base-
ment. The site of the other great bnilding in con-
templation,tboTownHall,i8 cleared of houses, and
exhibits at present a waste of land varied with
heaps of debris. A definite commencement, in tho
shape of laying a foundation-stone, will be made
before long. Some of the first competitors who
may nob have seen the site would, perhaps, bo
surprised, could they see the narrow and mean-
looking street (PriucesB-street) towards which
they proposed to erect such splendid and ornate

the state of the bed of tho Thames, and as to
the minimum quantity of water that flows
through the metropolis in a dry season. We
should be glad to learn that advantage has been
taken of the opportunity to secure this im-
portant information. The coming winter may
enable ns to make corresponding observations as
to the maximum flow of the river

;
and in both

cases the action of the scour on the bed of the
stream should be accurately noted.

It is well known that the rebuilding of London
Bridge bad a distinct and appreciable effect on
the tidal flow, and that the result of the change
has been the deepening, in some places, of the
bed of the river, the undermining of Westmin-
stcr and Blackfriars Bridges, and tho final
dcstrnction and removal of those structures.
The Thames is no longer the noble stream, of
which the salmon fishery was granted by the
Prince of the Apostles to the mitred Abbots of
Westminster, but it is still a river of sufficient
volume and velocity to take its own way, which
is pretty much the wont of all rivers that are
not- very tenderly and very skilfully dealt with.
The bridges of Rennie have long been the pride
of the profession of the Civil engineer, not only
for the architectural merit of their elevations, for
the boldness of their spans, and for the conve-
nience of their level or easy roadways, but also

very precise information that can be gleaned on
such a transient glance

j
but the indication,

however slight, is positive.

Wo cannot, therefore, hesitate to form tho
opinion that it has become a matter of impor-
tance to ascertain the nature of the change
which has taken place, and is taking place.

state, we are free to turn our attention to what
architectural developments we may find, on a
smaller scale, scattered up and down the streets
of Manchester.
These are not at present very numerous, nor

on the whole of very much interest, though there
are two or three which are worth a pause to look

the channel of tho Thames, in consequence of
j

at. Of those the most important, and one of the
the recent strnctural modifications of its com'se.

^

largest, is the new warehouse in Portland-street,
It must be borne in mind that when the thousand

I now in course of erection from the designs of
and one piles, and props, aud struts that make

I Mr. Waterhoose, This is one of those large
the site of Blackfriars Bridge look like an im- 1 buildings, almost peculiar to Manchester, which
mense workshop, erected in and over tho river,

|

the necessity for the storage of valuable goods
are removed (which we hope will be the case ' in great quantities has called into existence. It
before the close of the present century), the ' is in a round-arched Gothic style, the doors and
self-adjusting action of the river is likely to bo ' windows on tho ground story forming a series of
intensified. At very low tides, years ago, it was

,

semicircular-headed openings, with flat soffits
apparent that two or three channels towards having a bold roll-moulding at the angle, stop-
the centre of the stream took the main scour, ping on a square impost supported by a shaft ;
Where that scour now lies,—whether in the old ' the actual window-opening being formed by an
channel or alongside of tho quay-wall, it is ' inner recessed jamb, with a second roll-moulding
essential to ascertain. Great depth of piling

I

continued down to the sill without any break,
appears to have been employed for the fonnda-

j

When the imposts, now iu the rough, are carved,
tion of the embankment wall itself; but then it

^

this ground-story will present a very good effect
must be remembered that the foundation of of combined richness and solidity, quite in beep-
Waterloo Bridge has long been considered

|

ing with the object of the building; though,
aVahris of any possible action on the bed of owing to the fact that the crown and springing
the river. If a pier of this structure is now on

[

of the arches have been kept at the same height

_

— the move, the whole system of our river founda -

1

throughont, while the openings are of varying
lor the soundness of their foundations, and for

j

tions must require reconsideration. I width, the narrower arches are necessarily
the ^unshaken homogeneity of every part. A I

Nor is the question confined to bridges and stilted to a degree not at all agreeable to the
cracK in a pier of Waterloo Bridge is not, there-

]

quay walls alone. St. Paul’s is said to be built I eye. Above this the majority of the openings
lore, an unimportant affair. It is a fact which i

on the gravel, and its foundations are on a level I
are of that square-headed form, with angle-

would have caused the builder to shake his
I

considerably above that of the Thames, In all
head. It can arise from bub one cause, namely, I cases where a drain or outlet is cut lower, the
an undermining, more or less dangerous, of the filtration and drainage from a pervious bed, if
foundation. The evidence of such an action at ' such a stratum is passed through, has a tendency
the very edge of the now quay wall, is a circum- !

to produce surface movement. The finer pai*-
fitauce that should call attention to the state of ' tides are gradually washed away by the
all river foundations,—in fact, of the entire bed of action of the deepened outlet

;
the coarser follow,

the stream. It is not beyond the bounds of I
and subsidence may eventually succeed. It

possibility that the question may be raised as to may seem, for the moment, wild, to speak of a
Throwing an invert under portions of the possible movement in the dome of St. Paul’s
Thames. - . . .

We desire to speak with all tho reserve that
becomes public writing. We wish to raise no
sensation, to excite no undue alarm. Bub we

- cannot refrain from calling attention to an indi-
cation, slight as it may be, that the Thames is
following the wonted habit of great rivers, when

; their course is in any way interfered with. They
: are accustomed to help themselves to an equiva-
; lent for that which is taken from them. Narrow
I their channel, and they will themselves deepen
I their bed. Such is the very first postulate of
1 hydraulic engineering. Since the ancient bridge
t that, laden with houses, and upborne on piers
t that must have occupied more than a fourth of the
' waterway, kept back the flow of the tide from
I the shores of the Strand and of Lambeth, has

Cathedral as a sequel to a trifling displacement
in a pier of Waterloo Bridge. We rejoice to

believe that such a probability is, to say the
least, extremely remote. But we are speaking
not of inference or of opinion, but of the action
of known mechanical law. The burrowing power
of water respects no architectural beauties. This
action, in the case of the Thames, has taken
place, is taking place, and ought to be prevented

;

but precaution must be taken in time.
There can be no doubt that the action of the

river is, at the present moment, perfectly within
the control of the engineer. But to be so con-
trolle l, it must be foreseen and provided for. If

we allow one engineer to build a bridge, another
to raise a wall, aud another to plant the
water-way with a forest of timber,—in short, if

\ been replaced by the present noble structure,
|

we allow each man to do what in itself may be

shafts on the chamfer-plane of the jamb, which
Mr. Waterhouse is so fond of using, and which
is indeed to be found in nearly all his latter

designs. At each end of the front is a project-

ing angle bay, carried on a heavy stone corbel.

Except at the back, the building is entirely

faced with ashlar work of, apparently, a York-
shire stone

;
a rusticated basement being formed

of stone of a greyer tint ; and internally the
whole bearing of the floors will be on a system
of cast-iron beams and columns

; but what is to

be the construction of the floors themselves does
not yet appear. So far as the building has pro-
gressed (it is np to the level of third floor) it is

a design very well adapted to its purpose
; solid

and durable, and notincongruoualy overlaid with
ornament. Are the small panels over first-floor

windows to be carved in the centre ? At pre-
sent they have a rather hard and bald appear-
ance. A little way ofl', in the same street, is

another still larger block of building, recently

finished, of brick with atone dressings, which wo
shall perhaps not be wrong in ascribing to Mr.
Salomons, partly because it resembles nothing
else, and this gentleman seems to go in for a
new style in every building be erects. There is

porch, internally circular on plan,

flanked at the entrance by octagonal columns of
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a most indescribable design, with very novel and

not ineffective capitals, bat too much bedizened

with ornament about the base. The general

design may be described as clever, but wanting

in breadth of general effect and in refinement of

detail,—too much cut up into little bits, and too

full of conceits and oddities
;
in these qualities

contrasting unfavourably with Mr. Waterhouse’s

simple and unobtrusive building just mentioned.

The bands of incised stone ornament over first-

floor windows are very pretty and effective, in

that flat style which Mr. J. K. Colling has set

the example of. Opposite this large building is a

small “ front,” just finished, of detestable design,

with stone piers between the windows of about

the tenuity that would befit a design in cast-

iron. Possibly they are strengthened by iron in

the rear
j

if not, the stability of the structure is

doubtful.

Opposite the Free Trade Hall is a large

square block of Classicality just completed, with

a ground story of rusticated masonry, forming

a series of circular-headed openings, which has

a solid, sensible look enough, but would have
been better with a deeper reveal, to give more
look of weight and strength, considering the

size of the superstructure. Above the fiist-floor

string there is nothing to praise. There are

the whole superstructure of atone and brick. Of
course, it is common enough to see a shop-front

standing upon nothing apparently but plate-

glass, and bad enough it is
;
but here the matter

is made worse by the jugglery of the apparent

corbel-shaft brought down upon the iron one,

to cheat one into the belief that the support is

in front and visible—a sort of prevarication,

which is worse than the downright lie of the

plate-glass. Of a very different class to the two

last is the building in Cross-street, called Com-
mercial Chambers, and which contains the new
Stock Exchange. This is carried on solid piers

from the ground ; the gronnd-story pier being

made, we suppose, as wide as the demands for

shop-light will allow them to be, but not as wide

as they ought to be to give the proper stability

of appearance to the design. The building

is in a round-arched style, the leading lines

horizontal, and some details, as the archivolt

mouldings of the windows, partaking of the

Classic type, while the carving of the caps, and

the proportion of shafts and caps to each other,

are decidedly of Gothic character. On the whole,

the elevation is a very successful specimen of

general Classic form, or, we should prefer to

say, horizontal form, with detoils of that bold-

ness and depth of shadow which characterise

AT THE SOCIAL SCIENCE CONGRESS.

As president of the Health Section, Dr.

Ramsey delivered, during the recent meeting

in Birmingham, an able address. We print one

portion of it touching

The Air of Towns,

Although much has been learnt from the study

of death-rates, I have for some time past scrupled

to quote them in support of sanitary dicta. With
all respect for the Registrar-General, and for my
learned and distinguished friend. Dr. Farr, I

find these statistics full of fallacies, especially

in crowded towns, where the figures give by far

too favourable an estimate of that mortality which

is strictly due to town life. I need hardly say

that the death-roll does not reveal the actual loss

of health among town masses, nor does it record

the multitudes disabled by a host of diseases

and casualties which may not at once destroy

life, though they ravage the territory of labour

and duty, and levy a heavy tribute upon produce

and property. For this we need an official

registration of sickness attended at the public

cost. Professor Haughton has shown that, on

very simple mathematical principles, the density

of a population would be a factor determining

the ascent of the curve of increase of an epi-

demic. This would apply to the case of the

distribution of poison by a water company. "
I

believe,” adds Dr. Morris, in his very remarkable

essay on germinal matter, “ that bad sanitary

state of any kind would be equivalent to greater

three stories of windows of the moat common
;

the best Gothic work. The front is in two

and conventional Classic type, a string course
j

differently -coloured stones, harmonizing very

of the same section (and a very weak and :
well now while they are new, but we should fear

ineffective section) forming a continuous sill to I
not sufficiently strong in contrast to retain their

each range of windows, though the design of ^ effect for long in smoky and rainy Manchester.

these latter is different in each story. The i One defect in the design is that the doorway is .
- .

- ,

neglect of the point and expression which may be ' badly placed, not being centrally under any proximity.’^ All other sanitary appliances an

given to a building by a judicious contrast in the ' other feature
5
and a pier on the first floor comes

I

reforms being equally adopted or equally ne»

size and profile of the string-courses speaks only
j

just over the haunch of thearcb, which, of course,
:

glected, it is certain that close proximity of

too sorely of the absence of true feeling for ! is bad both constructively and artistically. But dwellings over an extensive area is per sc a cause

architectural design. If Messrs. Grey & Knowles, ' this is the only positive fault we should find with
,

of unhealthiness and deterioration of race, lb

to whom persons wishing to rent these offices , the building. Internally, there is a good and is not fair to compare a well-regulated town

are referred, were the architects thereof, we well-lighted staircase ; and, as a whole, this population,

cannot congratulate them. Close to this is
:
building is a credit to its architect, whose name

another block, of brick with stone dressings, less
j

we did not learn.

pretentious and a little more architectural in i To turn from one art to another, we must con-

the treatment of the windows, but still very
;

fess that the Manchester Picture Exhibition this

commonplace. As a curious contrast to these year, though a large one numerically, is not in

we may mention the large block of shops and
;

point of quality so good as might be ; not so

offices just completed in John Dalton-street, for
j

good certainly as one or two that we have

the perpetration of which, we believe, Messrs, chanced to see there before. There seems to be

Spekeman & Charlesworth must be answerable, a pretty large proportion of paintings by local

Many of the Manchester architects seem to artists, some of no small merit, and two or three

know no medium between dry Classicality and of the beat pictures from the Royal Academy we
^ ^ ^

the wildest vagaries of Gothic out-Gothicised. ‘ noticed during a hasty survey. Following “ the stagnant in circumstances of the greatest dan-

We are always glad to see attempts to do line” round the room, it would be difficult to ger. The motion of air m towns is impeded

rj conjecture upon what principle pictures have ' by the proximity and height of buildings pro-

been selected for the post of honour, save on bably as much as by insafficient openings in

that of giving an equal representation to all rooms. Nor do wo know that, without the ad-

schools and styles.
*’ --- o— itaoif Ltt-

yards for each person to live upon, with an ill-

conditioned dirty population in the open country.

For all this vitiation of air caused by town life

there appear to be three natural remedies of

different values in different cases,—motion of

air, diffusion of gases by natural law, the pre-

sence or introduction of active oxygen. Now
(1) the mere motion of air, if it be natural mo-
tion, i. e. wind, is occasional and variable, while

the generation of morbific causes is constant, the

remedy cannot be relied on, for the air is often

something with brick in an artistic manner
bub it is quite another thing to see a building

covered over with large panels in recessed and
projecting brickwork

5
and, as in the second

story of this building, a ragged mass of double-

recessed brick arches over the windows, the

outer arch segmental, the inner circular, all

springing from a stone shaft of disproportionate

lightness. The application of panelling to the

main piers of brick, which run up nearly the

whole height of the building between the groups

of windows, is most unhappy, since it gives an
appearance of lightness and weakness to the

very part which is constructively most impor-

tant, and which ought consequently to appear

mixture of pure air, foul air can purify itself by

Before quitting our subject, we are tempted
,

simple motion. If the motion be artificial, it

to ask, when do the good folk of Manchester may be excessive or ill-timed, but of this again,

mean to do anything to render their principal 2. The diffusion of gases is necessarily limited by

and busiest thoroughfare. Market-street, less
,

space, and mainly by superficial space
;
for of

architecturally uninteresting ? Half the re-
,

their diffusion in a vertical direction, i. e., into

building seems to go on in back streets
;
and

j

tbe upper regions of the atmosphere, we know

here in the main street of the city is all the
,

little, and that little (depending partly on dimi-

ugliness of tbe most debased period of jerry nution of temperature according to height of

building. There will be the New Exchange aerial column, and partly on the relative specific

presently, certainly, but can no enterprising gravity of gases) does not favour tbe hypothesis

person start a better and more artistic class of of an effectual change. Gaseous diffusion is also

heaviestj but as one of tbeseVain piers co‘mes
j

buildings for shops in that locality? But let it ,
impeded by the very circumstances which impede

right over the crown of the semicircular- arched , be noted that when we say “artistic,” we do
j

aerial motion. And these c^cumatances arc

doorway, it may be as well that it has been not include under that term any of those fire- 1 most potential in towns. 3. But the presence

made to look 0 little less crushing than it other- work designs in brick for which some Manchester
j

of active oxygen in sufficient quantity—and
• , — , J .. tenV. - .s V. .H——. ..1— „ — —.^.1 . 1 1 a —. I o IT OR L flTfi TU ftJl TIH fl llU 110UU CB Or6 tuat

wise would have done.

There is also an angle doorway, with two
shafis supporting immense chimney - looking

corbels projecting towards each other at right

angles, the under side of each forming a segment
of a circle

;
while above they support au oblique

lintel, forming the head of the entrance. The
under side of each corbel is covered with a sort

of pie-crust foliage, quite out of place in a sitoa-

architects have shown such a predilection
;
more

I
sufficiency here means abundance were that

particularly do we denounce these when they ^ possible in dense populations, would be the real

come out in parti-coloured brickwork, giving
!

remedy. Oxygen I take to be the burning and

tbe idea of having been copied from Manchester

coloured prints. Whenever any part of Market-

street may be rebuilt, let those who do it

choose a sober, well-considered, architectural

style of treating the buildings, as they value

their commercial prosperity
j
for a whole street

tion where every line ought to indicate strength
j

built of shops, like the one we mentioned

and bearing capability; in short, taken as a in Princess - street, would be enough to

whole, this doorway is one of the worst archi.

tectural features we have seen for a long time.

There is a small shop, however, erecting in

Princess street, for Messrs. Palmer & Howe,
which within a small space is even more ex-

travagant than the last-named building, and
may be called Manchester Gothic run mad. The
whole principle of architectural design is in-

frighten away all “buyers” from the city of

cotton and calicoes.

Poetslade-bt-Sea, Brighton.—A deputation

of the members of the late Brighton Mechanics’

Institution, with their secretary, attended, by

verted here
;
there is a very heavy corbelled brick ' invitation of Mr. Henry Scrase, one of their

comice at the top; then thin brick pilasters, i former colleagues, at the recent opening of an

carrying pointed arches run through two stories,

and resting upon a mass of horizontal stonework
at the level of the first floor, under which a sham
stone corbel and short shaft, supporting nothing,
lead the eye down to a thin spiral shaft, form-
ing the outer edge of an iron standard, which
shaft, so far as the design is concerned, carries

assembly - room, which that gentleman has

built at Portslade-by-Sea, for the purpose of

holding meetings, lectures, concerts, readings,

and for religious worship, as well as for

the establishment of a reading - room and
library for the inhabitants of that thriving

suburb.

purifying principle of nature, represented by the

element^ fire of the ancients. For flame is but

luminous combustion. Professor Tyndall has

shown by bis curious candle-burniag experi-

ments in tbe Vale of Chamounix and on the

summit of Mont Blanc, that the quickness and

intensity of combustion, such as takes place in

vigorous oxydation, is, in general, ineompatible

with that brightness of flame which depends on

the presence of carbon or other inflammable

matter. The purer the air, the more invisible

is the fire, yet the more effectual the burning.

The proportion, chemically determined, of

oxygen in air may not be much altered in towns,

though it is sometimes found to be less ;
but

recent discoveries tend to prove that its energy

depends on the conversion of a portion of itself

into another form, which, when obtained arti-

ficially, wo call ozone. Since the most delicate

testa fail to detect anything like ozone in the

air of our crowded towns, we infer that in these

places our great benefactor is “ used up and

that without his presence and aid, oxygen itself

fails to purify. Practically, then, the most

essential measure of sanitary legislation and ad-
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ministration would be, not merely to purify as
far as possible the air of towns, but also to provide
bettor air than towns supply to the people. These
objects may be accomplished by three methods :

—

(1) speedily removing all the ddbris of animal life,

and everything which by decomposition can cor-
rupt the air

j (2) promoting the free circulation of
air into every quarter, through every court and
alley, into every bouse, every room, in the in-
habited area,—in a word, ventilation

; (3) en-
abling every person to breathe a sufficient quan-
tity of good air, i.e. air having the properties of
ozone. Our sanitary laws, if properly carried
into effect, which they are not at present, may
secure the first object. The second is a very
vexed question. What is sufficient ventilation

j

and ^how is it to be obtained ? The verdict in
each case must depend on circumstances which
in different eases are most diverse and compli-
ca,ted } for, on the particular temperature of the
climate, the season, the house, the workshop,
the chamber, depends the demand for the more
or less rapid circulation of air. In winter, or at
night (exhalations being more readily condensed
in cold air), several persons might remain not
seriously injured in a room, the atmosphere of
which would be dangerously vitiated by one
person in a hot summer, or within the tropics,
when and where the exhaled organic matter is
volatilized and thus prej)ared for quick re-
admission into the living body. The question of
temperature is so intimately connected with that
of air-circulation, that a long and couDplete
series of scientific observations, in a great variety
of places, would seem to be necessary to frame
even elementary furmulm of ventilation. If
old-fashioned people are more anxious to warm
their houses and rooms than to secure purity of
uir, advanced sanitarians ai'e, perhaps, some-
times too eager to ventilate without sufficient
attention to warmth. Both extremes may be
avoided.^ An authorised allowance of cubic
space miglit be insufficient for healthy existence
without the introduction of currents of air so
swift as to injure the weaker inmates of the
house. Women, children, and the sick especially,
would then be the chief sufferers. But, in
crowded cities, the free circulation of pure air
is simply impossible. The air outside the house

^

i.e. the air to be admitted for ventilation

—

is often, as we have seen, only a few degrees less
vitiated than the air to be expelled. The air
which sustains tlie life of 200 or 300 persons on
every acre of a largo district (including, for in-
stance, more than <a square mile), can never act
properly upon eflete organic matters; while
invading currents of air from the open suburbs
very rapidly lose their power to oxydise. Exist-

I ing legal provisions against overcrowding in
single houses and rooms—good as they are, and

; better as they might be—only touch the surface
of this tremendous question.

Masters and Men.

Mr. A. J. Mundella read a paper, in which he
, traced the history of labour in this country to
. the period when masters and workmen were free
; to combine for their own benefit, and wages be-
’ came a matter of bargain and sale between
them. He then referred to trades’ unions,

' which, he said, nnmbered no less than 700,000
1 members, who, with their families, represented
k about 3,500,000 of the industrial classes. The
I objects of these unions was to adjust the rates of
t wages, to aid members when ont of work or in
i sickness, and to help in burying the dead, and
Ithey must exercise great influence upon society
ifor good or for evil. The question now was,
rwerethey a blessing or a curse? Ho thought
Ithat, notwithstanding many faults, they had
>;proved beneficial both to the working classes
iiand the nation. There could not be the slightest
Ifdonbt that the condition of the mechanics, who
bformed the staple of the members of the unions,
rwas infinitely better than that of agriculturai
alabourera. It was nob to legislation, bat to the
;cgood sense and good feeling of employers and
fiworkmeu, that they must look for an effectual
eremedy for strikes. He had no faith in any
rarbitration^by persona who were unacquainted
twith and not interested in the trade in which
lithe dispute arose. Arbitration, to be effe ual,
iimust be the result of a system of open and
riTriendly bargain between masters and menu. eet-
qng together, and talking over their common
fliflairs in an amicable manner. Mr. Mundella
:ajave an interesting sketch of the Board of
lArbitration and Conciliation of the hosiery and
li^love trade at Nottingham, which consisted of
DU equal number of manufacturers and opera-
ivives, and, with its branches, governed 140,000

persons. He showed that the board had always
been successful in settling disputes and pre-
venting strikes, and said that the result of his
experience, as president for eight years, was the
conviction that nothing coaid be more conducive
to the benefit of any trade, or to the growth of a
kindly feeling between all engaged in it, as the
existence of such a representative and legislative
body.

Mr. W. Gilliver, on behalf of the Birmingham
trades council, composed entirely of working
men, read a paper on the same subject. He
said there was often a difficulty in getting em-
ployers to discuss, with the representatives of a
union, a trade dispute in a friendly way, and he
suggested the appointment of a board or council
of conciliation, composed of an equal number
of members of the chamber of commerce and
the trades’ council in a town.
Mr. Kettle gave an account of the court of

arbitration at Wolverhampton, which had suc-
ceeded in putting a stop to disputes and strikes
in the building trades in that town, and the
principles of which had been adopted by the
same trades in Manchester and Salford. The
difference between the Nottingham board and
this court was that the awards of the latter
could be legally enforced, the workmen agreeing
to work upon the terms adopted. It was a
matter for discussion whether that plan was
the best, or whether the Court of Arbitration
should rely solely upon the influence of public
feeling for the carrying out of its judgments.
Mr. Samuel Morley, as a manufacturer, gave

his entire adhesion to the Nottingham system,
which he said had been a great success, and
presented a solution of one of the most im-
portant questions of the day. That system was
entirely a voluntary one, and he thought that if
the law or force of any kind were introduced, it

would collapse. He admitted the perfect right
of working men to combine for tbo purpose of
getting the highest price for their labour, but he
denied their right to coerce their fellow-
labourers, and trusted the Legislature would
take most determined measures to punish such
tyranny.
Mr. Alfred Hill, chairman of the Birmingham

Chamber of Cummerce, said that in the case of
the Binningliam stonemasons an attempt last
summer at conciliation had failed. The men
objected to piecework, to the subletting of con-
tracts, to wrought atone being brought into the
town (they wanted the stone to be brought in a
rough state from the quarry), and to arbitration.
A committee, composed of three members of
the Chamber of Commerce, three members of
the trades’ council, three operative masons, and
three master builders, was appointed to settle
the dispute

; but after meeting three or four
times they separated without coming to an
agreement.
Mr. Jesse Collings read a paper

On “ The State of Education in Birmingham.'’

He said the Birmingham Edneation Society,

—

originated by Mr. George Dixon, M.P., in March,
1867,—had ascertained the educational condition
of the manual labour and the poorer classes in
Birmingham with an exactitude which had not
been equalled in any other town in England.
House-to-house visits were made in 754 streets
out of the 1,027 in the town. The remaining
273 streets were of a class that did not require
visiting. The total number of children visited
was 52,573. Of these 7,517 were under three
years of age.. Of the remaining 45,056, those
who had been at school at some period of their
lives numbered 32,997, and 12,059 had never
been to school. This was stating the case in the
most favourable light possible, because the
number of children which had been at school
included those which had attended for any space
of time, however short, and to any school, in-
cluding dame schools. The average time of each
child at school was consequently very short, and
altogether useless for the purpose of education,
being for boys a year and three-quarters, and
for girls two years and a quarter each. The
actual number of children at school at the time
of the inquiry was,—boys, 8,587; girls, 8,436;
total, 17,023 ;

or a little less than two-fifths of
the whole number of children over three years
of age. The educational state of the 45,056
children was as follows 13,380 conld read and
write

; 5,483 could read only, leaving 26,194, or
more than onc-balf, who conld neither read nor
write. This was stating the case far too
favourably

; because a large number of those
who were said to be able to read and write did
so iu such an imperfect manner that the

acquirement would be of little or no practical
value to them in after life. Many children be-
tween the ages of nine and fifteen, who were
stated to be able to read and write well, were
found on examination hardly able to write an
easy paragraph in legible hand, or to read the
same without spelling several words. Of the
children actually at school, by far the larger
portion were very young. Of the whole number,
10,890 were between the ages of three and nine,
while only 6,128 were between the ages of nine
and fifteen. There were 1,136 between three
and fonr. The largest number (2,220) were be-
tween seven and eight, after which age they
gradually fell off, till between eleven and twelve
there were only 1,148, and between twelve and
thirteen only 715. These tables showed at what
a very early age the children left school. It

' would be a mistake to suppose that the children
not at school were at work, because as a matter
of fact only 6,337 were at work, thus showing
to a certainty that 21,696 children out oi
45,056, between the ages of three and fifteen,
were neither at school nor at work. Of
the 6,337 children who were at work, 2,044
or not 35 per cent., could read and write,
while 926, or about 16 per cent., had never
been inside a school. These tables indicated so
clearly a lamentably low state of education
among the grown-up persons of the woiking
classes, that the committee resolved to test, by
individual examination, the state of education of
the young persons between thirteen and twenty-
one, employed in tho various factories in the
town. The test used was the Fourth Standard
of the Committee of Council on Education, which
consists of reading an easy paragraph, writing
the same, and doing the simplest sum iu arith-
metic, in which money was used. This standard
was so low that its attainment was scarcely
worthy the name of instruction; yet only 41
out of 908 young persons, or about 4^ per cent.,
could pass. Many of these young persons had
been to school a considerable time; neaily half
of them for a period of more than three years.
The total amount of school accommodation in
Birmingham (excluding private schools and the
Free Grammar School) was for 29,275 children.
The average attendance was 18,531, leaving
vacancies for 10,742. The whole accommoda-
tion, even if properly distributed, would leave
15,781 children unprovided for. But it was
very unequally distributed, varying from one in
seven of the population in St. Mary’s Ward to
one in twenty-eight in St. Paul’s. Duddleston,
for example, containing about 48,000 inhabitants,
had only school accommodation for about one in
seventeen of the population. There were in
Birmingham sixty-three schools under Govern-
ment inspection and receiving Government
grants, with an average attendance of 15,276
children. The children’s school fees amounted
at these schools to 7,0351. ISs.

; subscriptions
came to 2,8681., and the Government grants
amounted to 6,1441. 12s.; total, 16,0481. 178.
There were twenty-seven schools not receiving
Government grants. The children’s fees in
these cases amounted to 7431. 2s.

; subscriptions
at least, 6321. total, 1,3751. 2s. The number
of children on the books of night schools in
November last was 2,679 ;

but the average
attendance was only 1,640. Fees in night
schools, 3071. 17s.; subscriptions, 901. 12s.;
Government grants, 2101. 178.; total, 6081. IGs.
Total from all sources spent on the schools in
Birmingham, 18,0331. The Free Grammar
School had very little iofluence iu the education
of the poorer classes in Birmingham. The New-
street school had been used principally by the
children of the middle and upper classes, and
even the elementary schools belonging to the
charity had been for the most part filled with
the children of small tradesmen, foremen, and
the better class of artisans. Those who had
most need, the poor children, who conld not,
through poverty, be sent to school, had not any
share in that wealthy institution, the Free
Grammar School. A study of the evidence
given before the Boyal Commissioners led to the
conclnsion that education in Birmingham would
have been as good if the Grammar School had
never existed. Mr. J. S. Wright said, in his
evidence, that “ the effect of this school has
been to destroy nearly all the private schools in
Birmingham. My own feeling is that if there
had been no charity of this kind the people
of Birmingham would not have been worse
educated.” The head-master himself said :

—

"The system of admission by nomination, and
that of gratuitous education, have been most
injurious to the cause of education in the town.
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I believe that together they have acted as a

positive blight upon the preliminary edncation

of the children of nearly 300,000 people."

Nearly all the children in the school belonged

to parents who were able and would be willing,

in the absence of the Free Grammar School, to

pay for the edncation of their children
;
and

these parents, waiting year after year for a

nomination to the Free School, too often

neglected the edncation of their children. Jlr.

Collings considered that there was little hope of

education advancing satisfactorily under the

present system. He advocated an nnsectarian

system, with compulsory attendance, and under

local management and Government inspection.

prostitution. The labonring poor were utterly

helpless to avoid localities where fever was
chronic, and poverty and squalor indigenons, and
where immorality satnrated the social atmo-

sphere. Even superior workmen could not

always avoid these localities. Not able to build

their own houses, they took them as provided by
men who thought only of their own interests,

and spent more upon an attractive exterior than

upon substantial means of comfort. Honses
were crowded together in blocks that defied

light and ventilation ; and almost every new
street continued for months, sometimes for years,

unpaved and undrained. Greater earnestness on

the part of the authorities to interfere with what

. .
I

were assumed to be the rights of property, and
DiveUings of the Ldbounng Poor xn Birmx'ngho.m.

.

^joro extended powers to insist on the observance

The Kev. Micaiah Hill read a paper on this of the approved principles of construction and

subject. He said they were better than in most of sanitary arrangements, would go fur towards

other large towns and cities. There were no in- correcting some of the evils affecting Birming-

habited cellars. Nevertheless, excluding three ' ham in common with all great seats of industry,

or four principal streets, there was nob one i There was a district on the confines of this

without courts on the right and left, where pure borough where the water was intolerably bad,

air could not possibly circulate ;
aud in summer where fever had been domiciled, where the

the inhabitants were seen coming to the main inhabitants were idle, squalid, and intemperate,

street to catch a breath of air. The practice of Three consecutive rainy days reduced them to

taking in lodgers led to overcrowding; the rooms ’ the greatest straits, and three weeks of snow to

wore very small, and the habits, prejudices, and the pawnshop, the workhouse, and the cemetery,

ienorance of the inhabitants rendered ventilation i n ,

impoBBiblB. The ueeleaelinese of the poor was ;

The Industnal Progrees ej the Blach Cotmfrp

due rather to poverty than indifference. Scrub-
]

was treated of by Mr. J. C. Tildesley. Havin;

bing-brusbes, towels, and soap wero luxuries ' traced the history of mining in South Stafford*

which the poor could not always afford. The ftmaa nntB rBo irtr-onfinn nfshire from remote times until the invention of

fact that sitting, sleeping, cooking, washing,

drying, and nursing had all to be done in one

room accounted for much untidiness and much
mismanagement and unthrifb at home, and for

habits of intemperance on the part of tbo hus-

band, soon followed by the withdrawal of the

children from school. Should the husband bo
taken ill, his wages ceased with bis labonr.

Furniture, clothing, even bedding, then went to

tho pawnshop, llurmnring, strife, and violence

followed. Tho house agent or rent collector then

came with the bailiff to take anything that re-

mained, and the wretched family, stripped of

everything, might soon afterwards be traced to a

low part of the town, occupying a dilapidated

house, without an article of furniture—husband,

wife, and children huddled together in a little

straw on the floor. Refinement, sensibility,

modesty, could not bo expected to flourish in

that atmosphere. The wife, perhaps, sank into

the steam-engine by James Watt, Mr. Tildesley

proceeded:—At the dawn of the present cen-

tury the number of collieries in the district was
160, and the average yield of coal 500,000 tons

per annum. In ISiS the collieries bad increased

to 200, and the annual yield to 800,000 tons.

At present there are 540 collieries, yielding

annnaliy 10,206,000 tons, and employing 26,620

persons. This enormous supply is, however, in

proportion to the number of collieries, lower

than that of other English coalfields, owing
partly to the intermixture of ironstone in the

coal-beds of South Staffordshire, worked by the

same shafts, and partly to the great number of

small collieries, locally known as “ JackeyPits,”

worked on the old-fashioned wbimaey principle.

It is estimated by Mr. Hull that the nngobten

coal in this district exceeds 950,000,000 tons,

which, at the present state of working, will re-

quire 200 years to cousumo. The iron trade of

an untimely grave, and was succeeded by an South Staffordshire, from its commencement, in

unmarried person. Tho children were driven I the reign of Edward VI., when blastfurnaces

from home by cruelty to lead a life, the chief I were invented through its sncceesivo changes

events of which might be learned at the work-
1

under the enterprise of Lord Dudley, Abraham
house, the police court, and the gaol. He would Darby, Corfc, and Foley, was next reviewed,

be a sanitary enthusiast who should affirm that In the year 1796 there were only 14 blast

good drainage and ventilation, and interior furnaces in the district. In 1806 the number
structural arrangements, could have pi*evented had increased to 42, and in 1829 to 123. There

these evils. He would be an educational fanatic are now 167 furnaces, of which only 80 are in

who should maintain that compulsory education

would render such a career impossible. He
would be a religious bigot who could maintain

that tracts and Bibles, Bible women, mis-

STonaries, and Scripturereaders would have proved

an antidote to the sanitary, social, and moral

disadvantages to which the family were exposed.

To no one of many causes could the downward
career be traced of those who gravitated towards

operation. The present production of pig-iron

iu this district is 10,000 tons weekly, of which
about one-half is made from native ores. Ibis,

however, in the production of finished iron that

South Staffordshire excels. There are in the

district 102 forges, containing 2,100 puddling

furnaces, and producing annually 855,000 tons

of finished iron. It is estimated that the

Black Country contributes half the entire

the lowest snb-stratnm of society
;
and yet be production of finished iron in Great Britain,

knew little of human natui’e, and less of the The district has, however, recently lost gronnd

temptations of the working man, who could in the race of competition, the modern and im-

hesitate to attribute the physical distress, social proved scientific arrangement of the works in

degradation, and moral rain of multitndes in a the Cleveland district and in Belgium having

great city to a combination of the influences placed the South Staffordshire ironmasters, with

described. The progress of improvement in the their old-fashioned works and appliances, at

town was letting in light and air to quarters some disadvantage. South Staffordshire will do

which had been tbo hotbeds of disease and well to confine its energies more to the quality

crime
;
but the classes were not improved—they than to the quantity or cheapness of its finished

were merely displaced, to crowd localities iron. There are in the aggregate 20,000 per-

which had hitherto enjoyed a more healthy
, eons employed in the iron trade of the Black

reputation. To receive these persons long
^

Country, the number being more than doubled

ranges and blocks of building bad been pnt up, since A.D. 1800; but there has been no increase

in the sonth-west, on the very boundary of the during the past ten years. In the hardware

borough, between two great thoronghfares, dotted produce of the district is exemplified to a re-

invasion of “ Wellingtons and Bluchers ” revolu-

tionized the livery of tho country squires.

Other brauches, like the pottery trade of Wed-
nesbury, have been transferred to other districts.

The production of locks and keys at Wolver-

hampton and Willenhall has increased four-

fold since the commencement of the ceutnry.

The present weekly production of these articles

exceeds 400,000, and the number of workpeople

is 5,000. Chain-cable and anchor making around

Dudley commenced in the year 1824. Over
60,000 tons of chains and 5,000 tons of anchora

are annually produced by 4,500 workpeople.

Saddlery and harness making has been the

staple craft of Walsall from time immemorial.

The rate of production has doubled since 1819.

Tho aggregate number of workpeople, of whom
a large proportion are females, is 4,200. Ja-

panned and tin ware making in Wolverhampton
and Bilston employs 2,000 workpeople, the num-
ber having increased by onc-third during the last

twenty years. Wrought nail making in East Wor-

cestershire is, owing to the introduction of ma-
chine-madenail8,adoomed and decayingindustry.

In 1830 the craft employed not leas than 50,000*

workpeople. Now there are only 20,000, and the

number is fast decreasing. Glass-making is an

important branch of local industry. There are

three large plate-glass factories—two at Smeth-
wick, and one at Stoarbridgo. The redaction of

the duty in 1845 increased the prodnetion of

glass-plate in England from 7,000 ft. to 140,000 ft.

per week, a progress in which the Black Country

has largely participated. The annual produc-

tion of plate, sheet, and crown glass in thia

district is 17,000 tons, and the number of work-
people employed 2,500. There are also thirteen

works in the neighbourhood of Stourbridge for

the manufacture of flint and bottle-glass, em-

ploying 1,500 workpeople. The production of

iron-foundry, boiler-plates, edge-tools, galvanised

iron, tabes, railway and engineering work has

increased during the last twenty years at rates-

varying from 50 to 70 per cent. The total num-
ber of workpeople engaged in the fabrication of

hardware in the Black Country is estimated at

80,000, being an increase of 30,000 since the

Great Exhibition of 1851. Foreign competition

is severe. America excels by an extensive ap-

plication of machinery; Germany, by the cheap-

ness of labour. In facilities of production tho

Black Country is making little progress. Tho
recent cuckoo-cry about “ Technical education

was, so far as tho art-workmen of this distrieP

were concerned, a false alarm. In the more in-

tricate departments of hardware the Black

Country workpeople are able, for ingenuity and

chasteness of design and execution, to hold their

own against all comers. It is only when a pro-

fusion of gaud and glitter is required for th&

palaces of imperialism that they can be at all

outvied by French and German workmen. Our
local artisans chiefly require their efforts to be
supplemented by mechanical appliances, to re-

duce the mere drudgery of their toil, aud leave

them freer to exert their ingenuity in the higher

and more inventive branches of handicraft, filr.

Tildesley, after referring to the improved social

condition of the workpeople, concluded his paper

by severely condemning the injustice of the

Factory Acts in their present partial applicatioa

to thia district.

all along with villas and commodious shops and
dwelling-honses. Drainage, water supply, and
other sanitary wants, were unprovided for. Not
less than 1,000 houses were erected within the

borough of Birmingham annually—not a few for

immediate sale—and the health and morals of

the pnblic were not items which entered into the
calculation of profits. Houses let for immoral
purposes constituted a better pecuniary specula-

tion than any other, except pnblic - houses.

Hence, the man who consults public health and
morals must sacrifice personal gain, and where
personal pain was the sole motive, accomraoda-
lion should bo provided for drunkenness and

markable degree the principle of the “location

of trade.” Every town and village has its own
particular department of smallware, with which

its neighbouring town, though haply divided

only by a scoria mound andaconple of “swags,"

does not presnme to interfere. In Elizabeth’s

time the district could • boast craftsmen of con-

siderable skill,—worthy descendants of Tubal

Cain, “the inspired artificer in brass and iron."

Some of the earlier crafts are now obsolete.

Sword-hilts and chains, curiously carved, which

would have done credit to Andrew Ferrara, were

made two centuries ago at Wolverhampton.
Silver buckles were made at Walsall until the

NEW PAINTED WINDOW IN THE
PARLIAMENT HOUSE, EDINBURGH.

The only part of the old Parliament Houso
in Edinburgh which escaped the destructive

fire of 1824, which consumed the square in

which the building was situated, as well ae

great part of the High-street, consists of a
ball 122 ft. in length by 40 ft. iu breadth. This

apartment is used as an ambulatory in con-

nexion with tho Conrfcs of Law, and is one of

the objects of attraction in the northern metro-

polis. It is spanned by a heavy oak roof,

having large gilt pendants, and is lighted on

tho west side and south end by elliptical arched

windows fitted with Perpendicular tracery.

Statues and busts of emineut judges and law-

yers are ranged around the floor, which is of

inlaid oak, and the walls are adorned with

portraits.

The exterior of this edifice, which was erected

in 1632, was a picturesque and richly-decora'ed

example of Late Scottish architecture ;
bob aftei*

the fire it was replaced by a classic fa9ado

entirely out of keeping with the interior as

well as with the exterior surroundings.
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Tho great eoath window, which is of five

lights, was filled with a representation of
Justice, surrounded by masses of murky clouds,

and was, as a work of art, thoroughly con-
temptible. This glass has been replaced by an
expensive specimen of tho art of glass-painting
from the celebrated manufactory at Munich,
designed by Herr von Kaulbach, to whom draw-
ings were furnished from the office of her
Miijesty’s Works.
The upper part of the window is sub-divided

in the usual Perpendicular manner, and is filled

with armorial bearings, upon an enamelled
groundwork of foliage, and the under part of
each light has a square panel similarly treated.
The great central part between these is occupied
by a large painting, which stretches from side
to side, without regard to tho four mullions
which intersect it, although the design has been
adjusted, so that they interfere as little as pos-
sible with the composition.

The subject represented is the inauguration of
tho College of Justice, by James Y., in 1532. In
the centre of the picture the young king is

seated on his throne, and in galleries to the
right and left are the ladies of the court, while
in front of the throne are grouped ecclesiastics,

cobles, and judges in their robes of state. The
moment chosen for representation is that when
the president of the court has received from his

sovereign tho royal sign manual, and the arch-
bishop is in the act of giving his benediction,
while tho spectators look on with intense in-

terest. The whole picture has somewhat of a
melodramatic effect, the action of the archbishop
being particularly so, but, as a picture, the
grouping is artistic and the drawing excel-

lent. As a stained-glass window, however,
it is nob to our liking; the treatment is

mot architectonic, and it has none of tho
brilliancy and sparkle found in the beat ex-
amples of the art. Bat even as a picture,
it has the defect of having no middle tints.

The figures in tho galleries are about one-
fourth the size of those in the foreground,
and yet have the appearance of being close
beside them. Indeed, we doubt if it is possible
to overcome this defect in pictures of the kind,
and it is one of tho chief objections to this

manner of treating subjects in glass. Much
euamellmg has been used in order to tone down
the accessories, so as they may bo subordinate
to the main incident, but there are rich masses
of colour in tho robes of tho principal figures.

It appears to us that tho result aimed at would
have been more successfully attained in a mural
painting. It is, however, the finest thing of the
kind in this country that has come under our
notice. Herr von Kaulbach has only used the
drawings sent him as suggestions, and the whole
design bears the impress of having been the
work of a foreign artist. The window was
fitted up under tho soperintendence of Mr.
Charles Heath Wilson, of Glasgow, whose con-
nexion with the windows in the cathedral in

that city is well known to our readers ; and that
gentleman made the arrangements with the
authorities at Munich for carrying out the
design.

The cost has somewhat exceeded 2,COOL,
which sum has been voted by Parliament on
account of this service.

NEWS FROM ABROAD.

Be^-lin .—Those of our readers who have visite d
Berlin will remember the Brandenburg Gate.
Its general character, tho style, and the situa-

tion (at the end of tho Linden and leading to
the Park), all helped, in all probability, to re-

: mind him of the Arc do Triomphe at Paris,
• whilst the Quadriga on the top is further asao-
ciated with that city as having been carried
thither by the first Napoleon, but brought back

• and restored to its original position after the
' peace. To this gate colonnades are now being
i added, flanking it on either side. The designs
are by Professor Strack, and the works will be

; finished before the winter. Forty-four designs
1 have been received for the cathedral to be built
. here, and these will be publicly exhibited as soon
i:as the Annual Autnmn Exhibition of the Royal
^'PniBsian Academy is closed. The plans inclnde
(Several from English arid French architects (two
rfrom Toulouse), and seventeen from Berlin.

The New Polytechnic School at Munich, for
Ithe building of which one million florins, about
£5,000?,, were voted by the Bavarian Parliament,
(some years ago, was to be formally opened on tho

15th instant. It stands opposite to the well-
known Pinakotheke.

In Vienna, as in London, the reform of the
Patent Laws is being agitated. Whilst some
are, of course, for the preservation of the exist-

ing laws, others are for mere registration
;
a

third party is for the American and Prussian
system (examination of patent claimed by a com-
mittee or council)

;
whilst a fourth party would

see the entire system abolished.

CavaJiere Canzio, professor of the fine arts at
Florence, died in that city on the 3rd Septem-
ber last, at the age of 8-1. Hia best known work
of art is tho statue of Columkps on the Piazza
dell’ Acquaverde, at Genoa. “ Villa Vermont,”
the house in which the Grand Duke Nicholas died
at Nice, was bought by the Emperor of Russia
immediately after his death, and v/as cleared
away for the purpose of erecting a chapel upon
tho site. The chapel is in the Byzantine style,
of polygonal shape in plan, and about 90 ft. high.
A handsome portico of Carrara marble, sur-
mounted by a fine mosaic from Rome, represent-
ing St. Nicholas, leads to the interior, which is

lighted by ten round-arch windows, filled in with
red glass and yellow rings. The walls are built
of dark red stone, with banks of a paler tint,

whilst the interior is lined with white marble.
The centre of that part of the chapel to which
the congregation aro admitted, is occupied by a
black marble slab, about 8 in. high, of the exact
size, and on the exact site, of tho bed on which
the Grand Duke died. The rest of the floor is

laid in mosaics, of various coloured marbles, and
the walls around aro further decorated with
niches, containing twenty-four pictures of saints,

with the background always in gold. The
pomegranate trees which surrounded the house,
have been removed, and turf and evergreen
shrubs help to set off this very handsome little

ohapel. More frescoes have again been dis-

covered at Pompeii. Two of these are remark-
able as being tho first discovered which were
evidently intended as portraits. They are those
of a man in the senatorial toga, and of a woman
bolding a pencil in one hand and tablets in the
other.

THE FAIRFORD WINDOWS.

Having recently visited Pairford Church, and
put the windows to the test of an immediate
comparison with the known works of Albert
Diirer, I beg to submit to your readers the result

;

for it is only by such a test that the debated
question can be decided. On entering the
church and giving the subjects a superficial
glance, I must confess to my disappointment on
not detecting a single trace of tho special style
of Albert Diirer as known to os by his numerous
engravings. I should have rejoiced to have
been able to acknowledge that we had such a
glorious treasure in England

; but I had brought
with me a number of the wood-engravings
known as the “small Passion,” works executed
in the purest manner of the master, and I pro-
ceeded to compare them one with another. If
I had had even a lingering doubt before, it would
now have been dissipated. Over and over
again did I make the comparison, with this
inevitable conclusion, that if one was by Albert
Diirer the other was not. But as general terms
do not carry weight, I will proceed to analyse
and compare the two, and will begin with the
east window.
Now, had we only this remaining, it would

have been impossible for any one, however
blinded by his enthusiasm, to have ascribed it to
that great man’s hand. First, the subject of
Christ entering into Jerusalem. The engraving
shows us a simple, but beautiful, composition

:

the figure of Christ, in ample drapery, finely

arranged, the hair falling in ringlets over the
shoulders,—a very constant habit with the
master,—the ass upon which he is riding well
drawn after nature, and the whole composition
free from ancient conventions. In the window
the subject is treated according to early con-
ventions : the figure is draped ia a very simple
manner, almost to poverty

;
the hair ia lank and

ungraceful, and the ass a very ill-drawn, wooden
representation. “The Agony in the Garden”
in tho engraving is one of the most beautiful and
touching of Albert Diirer’s designs

; indeed, I

do not know of any master who has thrown
more feeling into this subject. The window
is utterly unlike it in character and treatment,
and still more unlike the larger engraving
on this subject. I pass by the other subjects
of this window, as not calling for particular

notice, to “ Tho Crucifixion.” Hero tho
first thing to be noticed is the very bad and
wooden drawing of the horses, utterly irrecou.

cileable with anything of Albert Diirer, and tho
composition, from beginning to end, has not a
single trace of the master’s style. Carrying on
my comparison, I take the subject of “ The
Annunciation,” and will point out the figure of
the angel as being especially unlike what wo
know of Albert Diirer : and here let me observe,
this is a strong point, for figures of angels
abound in his works, all having a general
agreement in style, but totally differing in

every respect from that in the window. I point
out also “ The Harrowing of Hell," “ The Incre-
dulity of St. Thomas,” “ Christ in the Garden,”
“The Adoration of tho Shepherds,” “Pilate
washing his Hands,” “The Supper atEmmans,”
“ The Last Supper,’’ “ The Resurrection,” " The
Entombment,” and “ The Pentecost,” with other
examples, to the number of twenty, of the
small Passion, in which not a single trace what-
ever in style, composition, or costume agrees with
the same subjects in tho windows. On the other
hand, these quite agree in all these particulars
with tho larger work of A. Diirer on the same
snbject. One of the most important facts, how-
ever, which ought at once to settle the question
iu dispute is the drawing of tho nude. I take the
whole of the figures, without any exception,
which display anything of the nude, beginning
with tho large figure of Christ in tho “ Doom,”
and will also add the extremities, particularly
the feet, in all the subjects from beginning to

end. The figures are ill dr.rwn, the anatomy
imperfectly understood, especially the articula-

tion of tho joints
;
and the feet are large, ugly,

the toes without form, and weak. This, of itself,

would dispose of tho question of these windows
being executed from Albert Durer’a drawings, for

these very points aro characteristics of another
school; and it would bo an insult to the great
master’s memory to attribute to him works
which contain these imperfections. The large
figures of apostles and prophets which fill the
windows of the two aisles, fine figures as they
are, may also be criticiseci for weaknesses ia

drawing of the hands, though in general we havo
hero the best work. But it is remarkable that
fonr of these figures, side by side, are studied
closely from the same model. I should lay no
stress upon this point alone, but Albert Diirer is

remarkable for his luxuriant variety, and I believe
his judgment, as a great artist, would have
taught him to avoid this monotony.

There is a fine and interesting set of fignrea

in tho north clearstory,—interesting, especially,

on account of the rarity of the subject, viz.,

“ Tho Persecutors of the Church.” I cball<2nge
any one to produce a parallel from the works of
Albert Diirer which assimilates to any one of
them. They mark a distinct school, which
school is manifest throughout the whole series

of subjects. I now draw attention to the archi-

tectural details, especially to the canopies of
the large figures. Here we should certainly ex-

pect to see a decidedly German type in works
attributed to Albert Diirer

; the more especially

as he indulges in a very free use of the florid

crocket-work that marks the school, whenever
he deals with Pointed architecture. Now, there
is nothing whatever of this, but the style is

altogether that which marks tho Flemish school,

and it is to that sohool, so unmistakeably indi-

cated in the general character of the work, that
these windows belong. In the details of costume,
the angular drapery, the faulty drawing of the
nude, and the observance of ecclesiastical ti'udi-

tions, we recognise the early Flemish school,

and had these works been assigned to any fol-

lower of the school of Van Eyck, the disproof
would be exceedingly difficult.

Some, who havo written upon this snbject,

appear to be entirely ignorant of that traditional
mode of representation which was a law in eccle-

siastical art. Thence they have ascribed to an
individual the treatment of a subject that not
only did not belong to him, but not even to his

school, but which was generally obeyed by all

the artists of the Middle Ages. The great artists

of the sixteenth century broke from the tram-
mels, iu a more or less degree, and Albert Diirer

among them. He rarely uses the nimhus in his

compositions, and disregards, whenever it suits

him, all conventional treatment. His luxuriant

fancy made him impatient of restraint; thsnea
he is the most picturesque of designers, lie

never repeats himself, but his style is so strongly

defined, that there ought nob to be a moment’s
question as to whether the Fairford windows
should bo or nob attributed to hia band. 'Thoso
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wlio will have it so, do it at their peril.

They must credit Albert Diirer with im-
perfections which bis known works never
exhibit. Among the many details that have
been appealed to to prove these works to be by
A. Diirer are the scroll inscriptions and a mono-
gram. As regards the first, we are told they

exactly coincide with the alphabet called A.
Diirer’s. I plead to an ignorance of this special

alphabet; bat having had thirty years’ experi-

ence of Medimval alphabets, and possessing a

collection of inscriptions from the thirteenth to

the seventeenth century, I failed to see any
speciality whatever beyond that perfectly fami-

liar to me. As regards the last, I admit it was
a very great discovery. It was not, indeed, our
familiar friend A. D., but A. T. Nevertheless,

with wondrons learning and research, we are

told that Diirer was Thiirer, and that he might
spell his name with a T, just as the respected

Weller, sen., spelt his name indifferently with

a wee. How can we withstand such learning

and research ? Surely this ought to clench the
whole affair, and load praises of trinmph ought
to have been awarded the discoverer, only he
had been beforehand with us, and sounded them
himself. One trifling fact, however, is wantiug,

not perhaps important, but some people will

cavil,—viz., that there is no A. T., but simple,

modest, unpretending letter A. This letter is on
the sword-blade of the executioner of St. John
the Baptist, close against the hilt. It is, there-

fore, more likely to be a final than an initial

letter
;
and as the colour is gone beneath it (a

defect seen in many of these windows), it is

probably only a part of some inscription. Of all

places, it is the most unlikely one for an artist’s

monogram to be placed
;
for swords are ofcen

inscribed, and this may be merely the final

letter of an appropriate legend, such as “IRA,”
or “ LUXURIA,” most likely the latter, in

allusion to the immediate cause of the death of

the saint. But whatever this may be, the only

true signature of an artist’s work is in itself. To
appeal to petty details to decide the artist’s

hand when such abundant materials exist,

savours somewhat of impertinence. And as to

the traditions, one and all, let them be dismissed

to the land of dreams whence they came,

and to which they appropriately belong. In

conclusion, I most state that, although the

Fairford windows are not quite up to the

standard of Albert Diirer’s genius, they are,

nevertheless, fine works of art, and their com-
pleteness is such as should make it a matter

of national importance to insnro their due

preservation.

J. G. Wallek.

DOMESTIC TOWER, COLOGNE.

ly the Middle Ages, Cologne was celebrated

for the number and beauty of its towers. So
striking was the effect of this city that the

Pope, ..^neas Silvias, is said to have declared it to
j

be the most striking in Christendom. And
notwithstanding the destruction of more than

fifty of its chnrchea at the revolution, and
.

modern “ improvements,” few cities have a more
picturesque “ sky-line.” It is probable that

,

originally most of the larger and more irapor- i

tant houses (as well as the chnrches and public '

buildings) of this city were furnished with one

or more towers. Eight or ten of these towers

still exist in various parts of the town. They
are all of a similar character, and coosist of a

lofty octagonal shaft, perfectly plain from the
;

base to the height of the roof of the house, and
j

crowned with a very elaborate top story and
open parapet. The beat examples are near

,

Sc. Manritius Chnrch (of which we give a
;

sketch), in the Neii Scrasze, Neii Markt, and
I

' Jesnittcn Gasse.
|

FROM MELBOURNE.

A STAINED-GLASS window has been ordered by
the Rev. Mr. Parle for the chancel of St.

Patrick’s (R.C.) Church, Belfast, from Messrs.

Fergoson, Urio, & Lyon, of Melbourne. The
design for the four lower or principal openings

consists of the Nativity, Baptism, Death, and
Reanrrection of onr Saviour. lu the large cir-

cular opening in the upper portion of the tracery

the Ascension is the subject; and in the inter-

mediate openings other scenes in the life of our

Savionr are represented. The npper portion is

complete, but temporary windows of plain cathe-

dral glass will be inserted in the lower portions.

The cost of the window when completed will

be 2801.

Collingwood .—The new Foresters’ Hall in

Smith-street, Collingwood, has been opened
with a conversazione, attended by about 20C

of the members of the order and their friends.

The ground cost 6021. lOs., and the building

2,500L The whole work has been done at the

cost of the Court Perseverance 2,727, a sum of

1,0001. having been appropriated from the court

funds, and the remainder of the amount was
borrowed on mortgage. Two shops form the

front part of the premises. The architect of

the building was Mr. F. H. Thomas, and the

contractor Mr. Edward Galbraith. .The gas-

fittings were by Mr. Sitcb, with whose patent

reflectors the hall is lighted. An excellent

piano, of colonial manufacture, baa been supplied

by Mr. Blazey, of Richmond. The halt, includ-

ing a gallery at the west end, will seat abont

400 persons.

Ballarat .—There is to be a public park for

Ballarat East. The council having decided to ask

for the reservation of Mount Xavier, a pic-

turesque spot situated between the Melboume-

road and Eureka-street, this will be the site of

the park if it be obtained.
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THE NEW TOWN HALL, MELBOUBSE.

The foundation-stone of tliis bandsome struo-

turo was laid on the 29th of November, 1867, by
his Koyal Highness the Duke of Edinbnrgh. At
about four o’clock his Royal Highness, accom-
panied by the Governor, Viscount Newry, and
Lieutenant Haig, arrived in a carriage and fuur,

with outriders and postilions, escorted by a great

number of troops. In a second carriage were
Miss Mauners-Sutton, Miss M. Manners-Sutton,

Mr. Brierloy, and Mr. Mannera-Sutton and
in a third were Lieutenant Eothwell and two
younger sons of his excellency. His Royal

Highness was received by the mayor, the alder-

men, and councillors, at the threshold of the

temporary building, and conducted to the council-

chamber, thence to the platform, whore tbo cere-

mony was performed. Messrs. Reed &Barnes are

the architects ;
Messrs. Lawrence & Cain being

the builders. The trowel used was of solid gold.

The building is progressing rapidly, and when
finished will be one of the principal features in

Melbourne.

GLOUCESTER CATHEDRAL.

The restorations on the sonthem side of this

cathedral are making progress, and the exterior

of the south transept is complete, except a few
finishing touches. The open parapet which had
been removed from tho sill of the great south

window has been replaced, and a panelling be-

neath has been renewed. Below this a small

only spend 188,0001., and it was thonght ad-

visable to reserve the balance to meet the in-

terest on the loan of 200,0001., already amount-
ing to 5,8881., and other incidental charges.

The contract with Messrs. Browne & Robinson
was signed on the 22nd of December, 1866, and
at that time these gentlemen ought to have had
posseession of the site, but they did not get

possession till some time afterwards, and the

last portion was not given up to them until the

26th of March, 1868. They were thus put to

great inconvenience, and could nob complete

their works within eighteen months as they had
contracted

;
and as, in accordance with the pro-

visions of tho agreement, they could not be

called npon to have the market ready for some
considerable time, and as the committee were
desirous of having the building finished as early

as possible, they had come to an equitable

arrangement with Messrs. Browne & Robinson
to add the sum of 4,2001. to their contract, on
condition of their completing the works, and
giving possession of tho market, by the 14th of

November next, and also as some compensation
for the increased expense incurred by them from
the delay in obtaining tho site. The court

would see that it was a matter of pecuniary im-

portance to have the market completed as soon

as possible.

It was originally contemplated to have cast-

iron columns and girders and brick piers
;
but it

was subsequently considered advisable to have
the whole of wrought-iroD, and no amount of

money could be thrown away in a matter of this

sort to givo strength to the bnildlng. To erect

market above a railway station was a thing

will consist of a basement and three tiers of cells

above, the cells being forty-eight in number. In
the basement will be the warming and ventilating

apparatus (by Haden, of Trowbridge), also baths,

washing places, and store-rooms. The first tier

of cells is approached from a central corridor,

and the other two tiers by galleries j each cell

to be separately supplied with water, gas, means
of ventilation, water-closet, and all tho other

appliances, to correspond with tho most modern
arranged cells in the old building. The corridor

of tho new building, being in a straigh tline with
that of the old, will be under the same inspec-

tion and control of the officers.

niche has been discovered. As tho back and
sides are each painted with a black St. Andrew’s ,

unprecedented and not to be carried out with-

cross on a red gi'ound, it is probable it contained ' ont great care and consideration ;
and, as the

a figure of that saint, and this supports the
]

architect and engineer recommended the altera-

opinion that tho south transept was originally
j

tion, the committee were most anxious to give

called St. Andrew’s aisle. The window is tern- !
effect to it. Anticipating the opening of the

porarily closed, but will be filled with painted
j

market in November, the committee thonght

glass, the gift of Mr. T. Marling, of Stroud. The
j

the ceremony should take place in the most

restoration of the south porch is the next work
on band. It bad originally been intended to do

this with Anston stone, tho same as that used

for the Houses of Parliament 3
but, after having

been quarried some time, it was found difficult

to work, and Bath atone is to bo substituted.

A NEW SYNAGOGUE, ROCHESTER.

The foundation stone of a new and handsome
Jewish Synagogue, which is abont to be built

and endowed by Mr. Simon Magnus, merchant,

Chatham, was laid by that gentleman on Mon-
day, the 5th of October, at Rochester, Kent, in

the presence of the mayor, and a large number
of spectators. The building and house adjacent

for the residence of the Rabbi form an exten-

sivo frontage in the High street. The site was
purchased from the governors of St, Bartholo-

mew’s Hospital, for the snm of 1,5001. The
new synagogue will be built from tho drawings
of Mr. H. H. Collins, under whose superiutend-

ance the buildings are now in course of construc-

tion by Mr. J. G. Naylor, bnilder, Rochester, and
with the sum appropriated for endowment will

cost 7,000Z., the whole of which will be defrayed

by Mr. Magnus,

SEWAGE EXPERIMENTS IN ESSEX,

The report of the experiments with sewage

irrigation made at the Lodge Farm, Bark-

ing, by the Metropolitan Sewage and Esses

Reclamation Company, for the year ending on

August 31, has been presented to the directors

by the manager, the Hon. H. W. Petre.

He commences by stating that one-fourlh of

the Lodge Farm has been during the last two

public manner possible
3
and they were anxious

to obtain some person of considerable note to

open the market, knowing that when the Cattle

Market was opened they had the lamented
Prince Consort, who kindly attended on that

__ occasion. Therefore, if the court would leave

An addition has just been made to the painted 1 this matter in tho hands of the committee, they ^ t v
glass in the cloisters. Over the lavatory are ! would bring up a recommendation which he years devoted to the growing of Italian ryo.

ten two-light windows, with traoeried heads,
|

believed would be acceptable to the members, grass. This has been attended with a somewhat

one window at each end, and eight in front. .The report also recommended that the com- ’ inof rroov <> vorrmria

These have just been filled with painted glass
j

mittee should have authority for dismarketing

by Hardman, of Birmingham, the gift of Mr. G.
[

Newgate Market. It was very gratifying that

Bonnor, of Kensington. Of course the subjects ' at the new market every shop and available

are all Scriptural, and include a representation ' space was disposed of and allotted
3
and they

of the miracle of turning water into wine,
J

had been obliged to refuse further allotments.

Christ walking on the sea, the miracnlons
|

At each of the corners there was an elegant

draught of fishes, Christ washing the feet of refreshment-house for the accommodation and

his disciples, the division of the waters, Christ
[

convenience of people frequenting the market,

and ‘the woman of Samaria at the well, the
,

and these also had been let, one at n rental of

cure at the pool of Bethesda, Christ teaching ’ 4701. and the other three at 5001. each. The
from St. Peter’s ship, &c.

I

market revenue would be upwards of 40,000i.

I In conclusion, Mr. Taylor moved that the court

I

agree with the committee in their report,

j

The report of tho committee was agreed to.

THE NEW LONDON MEAT AND POULTRY
MARKET.

Mr. H. Lo'wman Tavlor, chairman of the

Markets Improvement Committee, has brought

up a report to the Court of Common Council of

WORCESTER GAOL ENLARGEMENT.

The works consequent on the amalgamation

proceedings relative to the constrnction of the i of the county and city prisons have been com-

Metropolitan Meat and Poultry Market, and re- ^ menced, and will ocenpy twelve months in

commending that the Coal, Corn, and Finance
’ ’ "

Committee be authorised to negociate for a loan

of SojOOOL to meet the necessary expenses in

connexion therewith. Mr. Taylor said the court

would remember that, as far back as December,

1865, authority was given to the committee to

obtain estimates for the erection of the market
upon designs which had been furnished by the

architect. The committee wrote to a number of

first-class builders, and the lowest tender re-

ceived was from Messrs. Browne & Robinson, a

very respectable fii’m, who agreed to do the work
for 134,4601. The highest tender was from an
equally respectable firm, Messrs. Ashby & Sons,

and the snm they asked was 170,0001. Messrs.

Browne & Robinson’s offer was accepted, and
the works were now being carried out by them
in a way that wonld do credit to the corporation,

and there was every reason to suppose that the
market would very soon be completed. The
architect’s estimate of the cost of erecting the

market was 200,8201. The works, however,
would be carried out at something like 12,0001.

or 13,0001. below that estimate. They had had
authority from Parliament to raise 200,0001.,

and they had raised that sum, but they should

tho completion. Mr. Rowe’s estimate of the

entire cost, including purchaso of cottages and

land in Easy-row, was 10,0001. The six cottages

to be removed at the north-west angle of the

row cost abont 1,4001., and Messrs. Wood & Sons’

estimate for their portion of the new work.s was
some 5,0001. in round numbers. To set against

this expenditure, there is the sum received for

the site of the old city gaol, so that the total

outlay will be under 8,0001. The new works will

be a continuation and extension of the north-

west radiating wing of the old county gaol, and

the new boundary wall will extend to the high-

way in Easy-row, in length enclosing the space

occupied by the six cottages and their gardens.

This wad will be of brick, and is to be 23 ft.

high, having on its top two courses of loose

brick, surmounted by a stone coping. At its

north-west end will be an entrance doorway,

under a pointed arch, of sufficient width and
height to admit of the prison van being driven

in and out, for the removal of prisoners without

exposure to spectators. The space enclosed by
this outer range of buildings forms a large airing

ground, in the centre of which will be erected

the new block of prisoners’ cells. The new block

less favourable result than last year, as regards

tho weight of the crop. Whilst, however, tho

area of grass cut this season was five acres less

than last year, and the quantity of sewage ap-

plied to the whole farm up to the 20fch Juno

this season was 201,000 tons, producing 893

tons of gross, in addition to other produce, the

279,000 tons applied to grass alone last year

yielded up to the same date 769 tons only. The
value of sewage-grown grass is beginning to be

appreciated, and the demand for it now exceeds

the supply. In addition to feeding from fifty to

sixty milking cows entirely on sewage-grown

grass with most satisfactory results, two young

steers bad been fed exclusively on that grass

from 18th May. On 7th August their respective

live weights had risen from 7^ cwt. to Oi cwt.,

and from 6 cwt. to 7i cwt. The results of some
interesting and successful experiments with

wheat, oats, rye, cabbage, and mangold are

given in the report. Some experiments on a

smaller scale are then given with canary seed,

linseed, parsnips, potatoes, sugar-beet, red cab-

bage, onions, &o., and with great success in all

cases, especially with cabbages. Perhaps tho

most satisfactory resnlb is that with the mangold

wnrtzel, thongh quite expected, from the ex-

perience of th^e crop of last year on a smaller

scale.

The report contains an account of the cnltiva*

tion of the rest of the farm, consisting of about

100 acres. On this the only manure applied

is salt and the sawdust litter used in the cow-

houses and stables. Mr. Petre then institutes

a comparison between the sewage and other

manures. No amount of ordinary manure, he re-

marks, could produce six or seven crops of grass in

a season, weighing from six to twelve tons each.

In the case of mangold, also, the knowledge that

two dressings or fioodings of Bewage,oonsiating of

200 or 300 tons per acre each, is capable of pro-

ducing a crop of from 50 to 60 tons per acre,

enables a comparison to be drawn with the ordi-

nary crop of 20 to 25 tons produced with a good

dressing of farmyard dung. The crop of wheat

grown last year without any manure was about

3i qrs. to the acre 3
this year the yield with

sewage was 5^ qrs. The land is a poor gravel.

In conolnsion, Mr. Petre says :
—“Although, per-
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haps, a larger return might be obtained by cal-

tivating only the most profitable crops, it must
bo remembered that this farm was established
with a view of testing the real practical valne
of town sewage in ordinary agriculture and ex-
hibiting the results, more especially to the

. formers of South Essex, the company’s future
customers for the whole of the sewage of North
London, not more than a 350th part of which is

used on Lodge Farm in a year."

THE ARCHITECTURAL MUSEUM.
The Council announce the near completion of

the premises in Bowling-street, ’VVestminster,
and are inviting the subscribers to call and in-
spect the new home for the collection about to
be removed from South Kensington. Much has
yet to be done, but they say that nearly the
whole of the decorations have been promised by
various workers in the architectural arts, who
have generously come forward with ofierings.
It is proposed to open early in 1869. The fund
subscribed is now exhausted, and 1,0001. more
are required to pay the balance due to the
contractor.

TEE TRADES MOVEMENT.
The whole of the masons in Aberdeen have

struck work on account of the masters refusing
to continue payment at the rate of 5id. per
hour. Some time ago the masters, in agreeing
to an advance on the then rate, did so on the
ground that when the trade got dull the wages
would be lowered. Now, when that arrange-
ment was to be put in force, the men would not
submit, and consequently struck work. Several
masters agreed to the terms sought by the men,
and it is believed the strike will not be of long
duration.

The Congress of the German working men
has taken place at Berlin. Dr. Schweitzer pre-
sided, and made a long speech in favour of
establishing trade unions throughout the country.
Ho is of opinion that strikes alone will not

make Crieff a favourite resort for health and
pleasure-seekers; they have feasted the eyes of
many a visitor, from many a country, and of all

ranks, from our beloved Sovereign downwards.
With regard to the tenants, Mr. Kennedy was
always their true friend, ready to mix mercy
with justice. He could not be expected to give
the tenants all they wanted, but was ready to
give them what was just. So far back as I can
remember, in drinking his health on a rent-day,
the remark was always made, ‘ lie is a very
honest man and we all know what Robert
Burns says of such a man.” Mr. G. P. Kennedy

,

also came in afterwards for a share of praise.

although only one perhaps can gain a prize

;

thus extracting and bringing to light for the
benefit of all whatever is meritorious and inge-
nious in the labours of those gentlemen who had
devoted their time and thoughts in endeavouriu<r
to obtain excellence in what they had under-
taken; and nothing, Sir, can be more certain
than that your criticisms arc most beneficial to
those who compete, and are highly valued by
all.

There has just been competition upon a most
important subject at the Social Science Con-
gress, viz., “Employment during Casual Dis-
tress." I understand nearly eighty competed,
and circumstances lead me to believe that some

I

of the papers were by men occupying such a
social position that some bright thought or useful
piece of information would be sure to be gleaned

' from them. But, as in a written paper only
the one gaining the prize is made public.

LOBD MAYOR’S SHOW.
A coRREsroNDEXT, “ P. E. M.,” writes
Considering how very rarely we have any- would it not be well to invite those gentlemen tothing like a public show or ceremony, I, for one, publish together their papers, that no useful

shall be very sorry for the time-honoured Lord thought or calculation ouco conceived should beOu i. 1 'IT , 1 mi .
\jL i..a.n..uia.LlUU UUCU OUUCeivcU oQOUlCl 06Mayor 8 Show to lapse mto desuetude. Them- lost to the science of economy ? And I must saynocent enjoyment of the common people ought, I consider that the Government should become

^ considered by those in authority, fully acquainted with every circumstance which
a little._ The great objection made to the usual could be brought to bear on the subiect of
nrnf'Pflfllrtn ia f.nP Hf/TTirrarYa nT 1 T . . ..... . . . . •iprooeBBion iatlie stoppage of street traffic. But unemployed labour, that they might take thenow that the Thames Embnnkmptit is nnnn ; i._i jnow that the Thames Embankment is open,
affording accommodation for many thousands,
why not reintroduce water processions, which
would nob be open to the objection named ?

Such might be made eminently showy and
graceful, and interesting even to people of re-
fined taste. I hope the Lord Mayor elect will
look round on his architectural acquaintance,
and see if be cannot find a worthy successor to
Inigo Jones in the designing and getting up of a
fitting and appropriate water pageant for the
approaching Lord Mayor’s Day, something which
shall be had in remembrance in years to come.
I hope the matter, Sir, will have the aid of your
advocacy.”
The retention of the show has always had the

aid of our advocacy. The abandonment would
be a matter for great regret. Some years ago,
when Alderman, afterwards Sir John, Musgrove

initiative in whatever is done.
I understand that the competitors have had

their papers returned, and therefore tliis course
would not interfere with the rules of the associa-
tion. E. F. D, C.

THE CONDITION OF BIRMINGHAM.
Sir,—

M

y attention has been called to a state-
ment made by Mr. Godwin in the Health Depart-
ment of the Social Science Congress. The state-
ment alluded to was to this effect : That aided
by the police, he (Mr. Godwin) had visited a
certain district, including certain streets men-
tioned by name, situated in the centre of Bir-
mingham. The state of the district he thus
sums up ;

—

In more than three-fourths of the whole of (he streets
in the district he riaited he found houses tumbling down,
-.s n.T/s... _ j tains

bad been elected to fill the office, we published
. some suggestions for the improvement of the “o '‘^if'dowa

;
floora torn up, pavements'.... u...o

greatly improve the position of the working ' Show, which had a wide currency at the time. ' u?
men. hilt that, thew noofni ^6 hopc Alderman Jamcs LawreBCG will uot aid Street he found back.°o.back*’hoMM,^the’roomfM°l°of

in diminishing the ceremonial. It has its value P«9Pfo,. and the middens all full, in No. 5 Court,

even beyond affording amusement and matter of was'^'^somT^S^^rt’
cesspool of the court

interest to many thousands of persons not too
i
court; and thi’

men, but that they are useful sometimes, and
that the fear of strikes, when once vast combi-
nations have made them dangerous to the
masters, will often make the actual strike un-
necessary. A violent quarrel arose at one of
the meetings, which led to the secession of a
large minority. Since then, the latter party has
also been holding a series of meetings, and a
great part of the time of the rival parties has
been taken up with defending themselves and
abusing each other. It, therefore, seems not
improbable that the result will be the establish-
ment of two opposition central associations, of
which the one will adopt Schweitzer, and the
other Schulze-Deliscb, or at least bis principles,
for their guidance.

TESTIMONIAL TO A GOOD STEWARD.
Mr. Lewis Kennedy having been upwards of

fifty years factor upon the estates of Perth, a
desire was entertained by the tenantry to ex-
press their respect for him in his official capa-
city and as a private gentleman. That desire
took action, and not long ago a meeting was
held in Crieff, when the necessary arrangements
were made to give the proposal a dtfioite shape.
In such cases there is usually a good deal of
trouble connected with such a matter, but on
this occasion the duties have been comparatively
light. The proposal was entered into enthusias-
tically j the money came in in a stream

; and in
a marvellously short time the committee had the
handsome sum of nearly 3001. at their disposal.
It was decided that the sum collected should'
be expended in procuring three fine silver
vases

; and Mr. G. P. Kennedy, architect, Glas-
gow,—one of Mr. Kennedy’s sons,—prepared by
request of the committee of management appro-
priate designs, which were executed by Messrs.
D. C. Rait & Sons, jewellers to the Queen, Glas-
gow. The presentation took place last week at
Crieff.

The chairman of the meeting, in handing the
vases to Mr. Kennedy, said, “Mr. Kennedy, some
fifty-two years ago, came to this part of the
country for the purpose of laying out the far-
famed Drummond Gardens. These gardens are
the pride of our parish, for they have gone far to

higher than the pavement of the
consequence was that the filth

constantly supplied with it,—not a trifling thing constantly oozing through, and spreading over the floor
'

’ I
of the court. The first woman he inquinitself.

j

of the court. The first woman "he inquired of in one
[

of the courts had three children living, aud she praised
' the locality as being very healthy. Then he elicited
from her that she Lad five chitciren dead, tfext door
the woman hsd no children dead, but her husband,
she added, had been invalided for many months. In a

„ :

court ID BtaDiforth-streef, an open cesspool was to be
biR,—My attention has been called to the seen—that is, the closet ran into whst was prepared to b-»

Builder of August 15th, in which are published simply filled with

SIR DAVID WILKIE’S LETTERS.

y, ,
^ • 8UC0 on the part of the children—pale faces, sunken eyes

1 beg leave to correct a statement which is woman worn and haggard, and throughout the whole of
not exact. The portrait was nob “painted un- the inquiry he did not meet w^-’-

- - >-• -

’— ^ able to read. Here, then,
igle child who u

known to him."
'

*
'

read. Here, then, was what he begged leave to

T _ point out to the authorities of Birmingham—an enormous
i well remember going over many times with

,

population, living under conditions utterly opposed to
my father to Phillimore-place for the sittings, health. ‘Whether any attempts were made
at which I was present. It was never quite

say, but, at any rate, they

iu-. 1,
* J i. I. • 1 /- • .^ T

must have been very jnsufEcient. He could go through acompleted, the hands not having been finished. large number of similar cases, but he did not think it

I have no doubt that the letters came into “^cessary. Here, in these wretched districts, were grow-
ing up, in ignorance and dirt, girls and boys, with no other

ii v 1. i_ 3 . 1 ,
mou me sfcreeks ior lue one ana lue gaol lor tnesome one, through whose hands they have other. 'Where, ho asked, had been the ministers of the

passed, has obtained them surreptitiously.
j

Church ? Where had been the clergy ?"

The letter dated January 10, 1826, in par-
^

As the above statement refers chiefly to my
ticular, was not to be f^ound, though anxiously parish, in which the streets named are situated,
sought for after my father’s death, when I I trust to your courtesy to allow me a word in
printed hja “Autobiography,” for private circu- reply. In the greater portion of Mr. Godwin’sr — . , JlLl. VJUUWlUa
lation. I thought it had undergone the fate of statements I most thoroughly agi-ee. The statemany valued papers, and had been nsed by the
cook to light her fires. It seems it had a dif-
ferent fate. M. T. S. Rauibach.

THE ESSAYS ON THE TEMPORARY
EMPLOYMENT OF OPERATIVES.

Sir,—

A

lthough I believe most people will
agree that competition is the most efficacious
way to bring out latent talent and encourage
advancement by the offer of money,—that pass-
word by which man calls his fellow-creatures to
his assistance,—yet I cannot but think that the
benefit which may be derived from it is only
felt when aided by the press.
Reading from time to time in the Builder

your description and criticism on the merits
and demerits of the various plans submitted
in any important competition, I have ob-
served bow many yon favour with your notice,

of Balloon-street, Brickkiln-street, Hen-street,
and a portion of Staniforth-street is truly
wretched, and many of the houses almost unfit
for human habitation. But Mr. Godwin asks,
“ Where have been the ministers of the
Church ? " “ Where have been the clergy ?

”

I am afraid the poor clergy have sometimes
rather a hard card to play. If they do not
interfere, for instance, in sanitary matters,

—

more properly the business of the lay authori-
ties,—they are brought to book. If they do in-

terfere, they are going out of their province,
and had far better confine themselves to spiri-

tual matters, and leave all secular work (educa-
tion, perhaps, included) to the laity. However,
as I look upon education as an integral portion
of a clergyman’s work, and consider the preser-
vation of its religious character indispensable, I

will venture so far to inform Mr. Godwin that
the educational necessities of the parish have
not been overlooked. In addition to the ordi-
nary school departments, there has been in
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existence since 1861 a ragged scliool, twice en-

larged to meet the exigencies of the case. There

are four large principal school-rooms and five

class-rooms, and there were present in the day

and night schools, in July last, at H.M.’s Inspec-

tor’s examination, 1,778 children. This is, of

course, independent of the Sunday day and Sun-

day night schools
5
and I may further say, so

strong is my sense of the deep need of that por-

tion of my parish alluded to by Mr. Godwin, that

having at length secured the old police station

in Staniforth-street, the erection of a large new
ragged and infant school will be commenced
(D.V.) within ten days, although after trouble-

some begging, I still require over 7001. of the

estimated sum for the purchase of the site and
erection of the school. I may honestly say, I do

not think, considering the wretched poverty of

the parish, and the difficulty ofobtainingmoney,

more could have been done than has already

been effected in an edncational point of view.

I trust to be able to open the new school

(D.V.) in the first week of January next.

With regard to the sanitary aspect : It has

long been my wish to erect a row of model

labonrers’ dwellings, and lodging-houses, both

in the neighbourhood of Balloon-street, and also

in Old Cross-street and Vanxhall-street. I have

mentioned the matter frequently to several lay-

men in the town 5
but the great impediment

—

money—still stops the way. Ilowever, I do not

despair. Of one thing I am satisfied, from a

long service in poor parishes, that the generally

wretched character of the dwellings of the poor,

the absence of refining influences, and the

miserable associations of poverty-stricken homes,

courts, and streets, tend much to the inhuraanis-

ing influence which, destroying the finer suscep-

tibilities and blunting the better feelings of the

heart, generally results in brutality and crime,

a family plague, and a social curse. Of the in-

calculable injury to health and physical well-

being it is, perhaps, not my province to speak.

May I also add, in reply to Mr. Godwin’s

question, “ Where are the clergy ?” one word on
their behalf. The statistics of the educational

blue-book will abundantly show that, in spite of

many difficulties, the clergy have steadily

pushed forward in the great educational work of

the country. Conscious of its necessity, they

have spared neither labour, anxiety, nor money
in its prosecution, and they alone who have

been engaged in the work can form any ade-

quate conception of the difficulties which attend

it. I am sure Mr. Godwin, when the facts of

the case come under his notice, will kindly

withdraw the reflection he has hastily cast npou
me, and believe not only of me, bat of my
brethren the clergy of Birmingham, that we are,

one and all, most anxious and earnest in our

efforts to provide a good, sound, and cheap edu-

cation for the working classes of the town.

J. IIart Burges, D.D.,

Vicar of Bishop Eyder’s.

CONCRETE BUILDING.

Sir,—

I

n the Builder, page 699, ante, a notice

is given of certain patented improvements in

concrete building
j
and, injustice to the building

public, as well as to the patentees, I am desirous

of pointing out that in each of the sectious

described as “first,” “secondly,” “fourthly,”

and “lastly,” there is no novelty, nor anything

that has not been in use previously to the date

of the patent. Therefore, it is useless to at-

tempt to claim a patent for them. From July

to December, 1867, being at the time manager

to Mr. Tall, I made a great many specimens of

concrete, to show to persons interested in the

matter what it was possible to do in concrete

building. Some of these specimens had the

fine concrete face cast on; some had the trian-

gnlar and other shaped recesses 5
and some the

ornament in relief. Several of the specimens

were exhibited at the Architectural Association,

December 6
, 1867, and are mentioned in a

printed paper. The casting of concrete cor-

nices, caps, string-courses, cilts, &c., in place, is

notoriously old. As the son of a builder who
was very partial to the use of concrete floors,

I skirtings and hearths, chimney-pieces, and cills,

they are among my first recollections. Indented

string-courses were designed by Mr. T. Hayter
Lewis for some cottages now building at Staple-

hnrst; and string-courses, cornices, &o., indented

, and in relief, were designed by Mr. G. Wood-
house, architect, of Bolton, for a large school

now bnilding with my patent apparatus. The

use of X'!**®*^ concrete chamber floors and
roofs is also old.

As to section “ thirdly,” there is nothing in

the notice to enable me to judge of its merits.

However, if the patentees will take the trouble

to make inquiries, they will find that my state-

ment as to the other sections is accurate.

CiiAS. Drake.

Sir,—I bog to bring to your notice the partial

(I am afraid it will turn out to be total),

destruction of a large house building in the

above material, at St. Margaret’s, Twickenham
(see Builder, 19th September last, page 699).

The walls, 12 in. thick, have been carried np to

a height of about 35 ft. The whole of the front

wall of one wing from top to bottom, with all its

window and door frames, and a portion of the

side wall, have fallen down, and are now a heap

of ruins, with dangerous cracks in other portions

of the building. There has been mnch talk

lately about this kind of work, and I trust that

the cause of this failure in a material of which

we were beginning to have some faith, will be

fully explained. Will Watch.

Sib,—

I

writo you a few facta respecting my block

concrete system. I have erected at West Bank, New
Hampton, Middlesex, a pair of houses. I claim,—first,

my walls are totally free from moisture
;
aecondly, my

blocks will stand the fire, which may be seen of the house

that has been burnt out at Nortbfleet, leaving all the walls

and chimneys n.iw standing which I built some lime ago
;

thirdly, I will guarantee to build and complete a pair of

houses, that is to say, if all my blocks be ready before I

begin laying them, with two layers, and complete the

whole thus Build sll walls, slating, plastering, stoves,

coppers, fit for habitation within oue month wilh ease.

In my block system the wal's contain nothing but gravel

and cement, showing in blocks on the face of the work the

natural material itself, saving the cost of and requiring no

plastering ever afterwards. Some have said that the

block system is as dear as brickwork. I differ in opinion,

as the following item will prove to you of one day's

practical teat :

—

Thus, in casting my blocks of September 12tli,

—

£ 9 . d.

One man preparing gravel 0 3 0

Two men making blocks 0 7 0

One man laying down moulds ready to fill up 0 3 6

One cast of Robins’s Portland cement 0 7 0

Total cost £l 1 6

Number of blocks made, -124 in nine hours, being equal

in bulk to 3,392 stock bricks. Compare the cost for bricks

aud my blocks, which proves its economy to you at once.

I am using Robins & Company's Portland cement for

making my blocks, and 1 advise your readers, il they

think of employing concrets, to use it. First, you can
depend on its durability

;
secondly, it will set like a mass

of rock iu a very short lime. W. May, jun.

GLAZING.

—I have an iron skylight glazed with glass, 1 in.

thick, 68 in. by 28 in
,
the squares of which are all broken

by the contraction and expansion of the metal. They
were bedded in putty, and the skylight had au iron cap-

ping fitting on the rebates, but not touebing the glass, the

spsce between being filled up with putty. I should be

obliged if some of your readers who have experience in the

matter, would suggest a plan by which the breakage may
be prevented. Would a thin layer of wood or cork pre-

vent the damage ? R. R-

WASH THE HOUSES.

Sib,—

Y

ou have frequently drawn attention iu your
columns to tho neglect of sanitary matters by the St.

Paccras authorities, and you should let your readers

know that during the late hot weather, a suggestion

made in your columns, viz., washing the exterior of

tho houses in tho many courts aud alleys, by means
of stand-posts with a hose attached, was carried out.

In the East, or Somers-town district, alone, fifty-six

confined and densely populated courts have been re-

peatedly flushed, much to the comfort of the poor in-

habitants, and amongst tho number—
A WoEKiNG Max.

LIABILITY OF SUB-CONTRACTORS FOR
WAGES.

At Worship-street Police-court, Messrs. Browne &
Robinson, builders, of Worship-street, were summoned
by James Vesch, a bricklayer, for the sum of IL l.ls.,

wages due for work and labour done for them. The com-

plainant stated that he was engaged by a man named
Elliot, who was pointed out to him as being the foreman

of some works being carried on in St. John-street-road,

Clerkenwell, and to whom he bad applied for work, as a

bricklayer, at 8d. an hour, to help to run up a brick wall.

On Saturday, the 19th, there was owing to himlL 178. 6d.,

of which he received IL from Elliot, who stated that he

could not pay him more, as the firm ( Browne & Robinson)

had not sent him enough money. He went to Messrs.

Browne & Robinson, and was informed that Elliot was a

sub-contractor, and therefore liable.

In answer, it was contended that the contractors were

not liable, inasmuch as they had underlet their contract

for this particular work to Mr. Joseph Elliot, who had

failed to carry ou the work, aud had overdrawn his

accounts. A stamped agreement between Elliot and
Browne was banded up to the magistrate.

Joseph Elliot, builder, Merton, Surrey, was produced,
and he swore to the agreement. As a sub-conti actor he
had engaged the complainant, gave him directions, and
set him to work. He was not able to pay the men on tho

26th, as Messrs. Browne had only sent uiin lOL with which
to pay 201.

Mr. Newton said that being so he had no course left but
to dismiss the summons.

PAINTING HOT-WATER PIPES.

Sir,—

S

ome few months ago I read in the Builder (I

think), of a material for colouring or painting iron stoves
and hot-water pipes, that would atand the heat, and
wonld not throw off the disagreeable eflluvium arising

from ordinary oil paint, Brunswick black, or Japan var-
nish. It was. if I recollect rightly, composed of tcaler-

glan, mixed with lamp black, or other colouring matter.
Can any of your correspondents inform mo what the
materials are, how and iu what proportions they should bo
used, and where they aro to be obtained ?

A SonscBiBEE.

RESPIRATION.

According to the moat reliable experimenta,

a man makea sixteen reapirationa per minute,
and he draws into and expels from his langa
30'51 cubic inebea of air at each respiration,

consequently thequautity of air that be respires

per minute is equal to 488 16 cubic inches. The
expired air contains 4'6 per cent, of carbonic

acid 5 and, as the atmosphere consists of one-

fifth by volume of oxygen, four-fifebs of nitrogen,

and ’Oil per cent, of carbonic acid, the quantity

of the different gases that a man inhales and
exhales per minute, is exhibited in tho follow-

ing table :

—

A Maa inhales per Minute A Man exhales per Miuate

Cubic -

I'iches.

Cubic
Inches.

Oxygen
Nitrogen
Carbonic acid ...

97-5920
390-3723

0-1952

,

Oxygen
Nitrogen

j

Carbonic acid ...

77-1952
39J-3728
20-5930

483 1600 483-16C0

John Phillu’s.

PROVINCIAL NEWS.

Kettering .—The contract for the erection of a

uew banking-house aud manager’s residence for

the National Provincial Banking Company, to

bo built on the site of the late Three Crows
Hotel, in Grauby-street and Horsehair-street,

from a design and plans by Messrs. Mellioan &
Smith, of this town, architects, has been taken

by Messrs. Osborne, Brothers, masons, &c., of

Leicester. The style of architecture adopted is

a mixture of Classic and Elizabethan.

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.

Chv,rchill .—A new church, built on the site of

the old parish church of Churchill, has been
consecrated by the Bishop of Worcester, and
opened for divine worship. Mr. W. J. Hopkins
prepared the plans, and the work has been

I

executed by Mr. Warner, of Malvern. The

I

edifice is in the Early Decorated style, and is

built of dark red sandstone, obtained from a
quarry on Lord Lyttelton’s estate. It consists

of chancel, nave, and tower, to the latter of

which it is hoped at some period to add a spire.

There are traceried windows to the chancel and
nave, and on the one side they are of varying

sizes. The chancel roof is panelled, and the

nave has an open-timbered roof. There are

sittings for about 120 persona in the church.

Tho cost is l,800i. The length of the church is

73 ft., and the breadth 22 ft.

Hednesford .—A new church has been conse-

crated here. The building is of stone. It is in

the Early English style, is plain, in parts almost

to baldness
j
bat the design is only partially

carried out, provision being made for a tower at

the west end, and the pillars and arches for a

north aisle have been built and enclosed with a

thin wall, which, on the addition being made at

any future time, may be readily removed. The
chancel has a semicircular termination. There

is a south transept for the children, and the

building will seat 500 persons. The inside of

the walls as well as the outside is of smoothed
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Btone. The cost of the structure (exclusive of

the site, which is given by the Marquis of

Anglesea) will be about 3,0001-. The architect

was Mr. W. Eushworth, of London ; and the

builder Mr. M. Anderson, of Cannock.
Boughton .—The new church and the addition

to the graveyard have been consecrated by the

Bishop of Lincoln. The new church is built of

Steetly stone, with ashlar of Ancaster stone.

The interior is faced with red brick, banded at

intervals with stone and black bricks. The
style of architecture is Early Geometrical. The
builder was Mr. Hopkinson, of Retford. The
church will seat 200. The architect was Mr.
Fowler, of Louth.

Hyde.—St. Thomas’s Church, Hyde, has been
consecrated by the Bishop of Chester. It is

very simple, both in general arrangement ot

plan and in details. There is accommodation
for 600 people, on the ground-floor and in a
small west-end gallery, for the sum of about
2,3001. The walla are built and faced with
rubble stone of the place, pointed on the outside.

The coigns, cornices, strings, and more orna-

mental parts are of red stock-bricks, the colour

of which contrasts with that of the rubble

walling. A little ashlar stone is used where
constructionally needed. The principal entrance
is through the west door. There is a wooden
porch, the inner doors of which open into the

central passage of the nave. The nave is 72 ft.

by 43 ft., divided into five bays by timber-
framed principals : it is 40 fc. high. The chan-
cel is 26 ft. by 20 ft., and not quite as high as
the nave. The north chancel aisle opens by
wide arches into chancel and nave, and will

contain the organ. The western bay of the
nave is galleried. The gallery-stairs are on the
south, and the font on the north aide of the west
porch. The seats are low open benches. The
chancel has longitudinal stall-like benches. The
glass is arranged in difl'erent forms and devices.

The east window has a ’floral ornament and a
little colour. The whole of the walls are covered
with a warm tint. The windows, arches, &c.,

are also brought out in different tints from that
of the wall. The east wall of the chancel is

decorated in colours and gold, by Mr. R. Park,
in devices designed by the architects. The
belfry, which surmounts the west gable, is of

moulded brick and stone. The bell, cast by
Mears, has the motto “ Cum voco venite." The
churchyard is surrounded with a wall of brick
and stone. The builders were Messrs. J. Robin-
son, of Hyde 5 and the architects Messrs. J.

Medland Taylor & Henry Taylor, of Manchester.
Comforth (Durham).—Anew church, dedicated

to the Holy Trinity, has been consecrated at

Cornforth, near Durham. The edifice is built

from plans by Mr. Pritchett, of Darlington, the
estimated cost being about 2,OOOJ. It holds
about 300 persons.

Mancheiter .—The additions to St. Oswald’s
Church comprise a tower and spire, which has
jast been completed. The tower is divided into

four stages, with buttresses at each angle, with .

canopied heads. The tower is faced with York-
shire parpoints with ashlar dressings. The spire

is of dressed ashlar with gargoyles at the spring-
ing of broaches, with ornate lucarnes, and re-

lieved with bands of Runcorn stone, terminated
with gilt vane, rising to the height of 150 ft.

The outlay is 1,300Z. Messrs. Ellis & Hinch-
cliffe, of Manchester, were the contractors, and
Mr. J. Lowe, Manchester, the architect.

Patricroft (Manchester),—Christ Church, patri-

croft, has been consecrated. It is in the Early
English stjle, and comprises nave, 83 ft. by
30 ft., with north and south aisles; chancel,

30 ft. by 20 ft., with stalls for the choir, with
vestry and organ-chamber adjoining. The
chancel is laid with encaustic tiles. The prin-

cipal entrances are at the west end. The
nave has an arcade of six arches of moulded
bricks of varied colours, with pillars of Mansfield
stone and carved caps of Bath stone, which sup-
port the lofty clearstory. The roof has open-
framed principals of high pitch. The west
elevation is pierced with a large circnlar window,
and from the gable springs a lofty belfry, ter-

minated with a gilt cross. The pulpit is of Caen
stone at the north-west angle of nave. The font
is near the west entrance. All the seats are
open stained and varnished. The church is

faced externallywith Yorkshire masonry, relieved
with bands, &c., of different colours. Accom-
modation is provided for 600 persons, of which
318 are free. The works have been executed by
Mr. Southern, of Salford, at an outlay of 3,900Z.,
under the direction of Mr. J, Lowe, architect,
Manchester.

Exeter .—The Church of St. Michael and All
Angels, which has been erected at a cost of
2O,0OOZ., and is the gift of Mr. W. Gibbs, of
Tyntesfield, Somerset, formerly of Mamhead,
has been opened. In addition to this gift, and
an endowment of 80^ a year, Mr. Gibbs has
built a school-room, near the Church of St.

Michael’s, for the boys of the parish, and also a
vicarage-house; he has also built a chapel of
ease at Cowley Bridge. The new edifice is in

the Gothic style of the Early period. It will

accommodate 650. The east window cost 650Z.

The organ cost 800Z. The church is built of
Weatleigh stone, with Hamhill dressings. The
spire overtops everything of the sort in the oity

or neighbourhood
;
the entire height is 233 ft.

It is a pretty close imitation in style of the
spire of Salisbury Cathedral. It has a bell

weighing over a ton.

Bedale .—Several improvements have recently
been made in the interior of Crakehall Church.
It was formerly, in many respects, one of the
moat mean and squalid churches in the diocese.

The chancel and sacrarium are laid with en-

caustic tiles, and the latter guarded by a rail.

There are a new prayer-desk and pnlpit, lectern,

and choir seats. The woodwork is light and
open, and has been well carved by Mr. C. Palliser,

of Northallerton. The lectern and communion
rails are by Jones & Willis, of Birmingham.
The altar furniture, hangings, &c., are by Browne,
of Manchester. The architect employed was
Mr. G. F. Jones, of York.

Norton. — The foundation-stone of the new
chapel about to be erected in the parish ceme-
tery at Norton has been laid. The plot of
ground secured is acres in extent, and coat

2,000Z. It is situated on an elevation in Derby-
shire-lane. It is intended to consecrate only

about two acres at present. Messrs. Flockton
& Abbott, of Sheffield, are the architects of the
chapel, and the builder is Mr. John Camm, of

Norton. The chapel, which will be Gothic in

style, is to be built of stone from the neighbour-
hood, faced with Burbage and Grenoslde stone.

It will be 30 yards by 20 inside.

Beivdley ,—The church of St. Leonard, Ribbes-
ford, has been re-opened after some considerable

repairs and partial restoration. It is well known
to ai'chmologists as presenting an open arcade
of timber work in pillars and arches in the nave

;

but several discoveries have been made: for in-

stance, the flat framing stones in the Hntels of

two windows (having been denuded like the rest

of the building of a coating of rough cast and
whitewash, and restored to the original pale
crimson of red sandstone), prove to be carved in

an original pattern
;
the door of the rood-turret,

marked by a buttress, and its newel staircase,

the base of the rood-loft, and two niches in the
east wall of the south aisle have been found.

The latter are deeply recessed : one probably
held the death-light for the cemetery, like one
in a somewhat similar position at Ashford : the
other may have been used for a similar purpose.
It retains red colouring in distemper powdered
with crayons of five points, like those worn by
saints in Medimval illumiaations, aud on one
side a fragment of the upper lid of a diminutive
coffin of the fourteenth century date, with the
words “Ben Henri,” in Lombardic letters, and a
flowing ornament, has been built into the south
jamb. The trefoiled waterdrain of the lady
chapel, at the east end of the north aisle, has
been laid open, and, like the two canopied
niches, supporting like corbels, the wall plate of
the roof coloured in distemper. Several texts

of the early part of the seventeenth century have
been retouched. The pulpit has been lowered,
the “three-decker” replaced by an open read-

ing-stall. The whitewashed ceiling has given
place to open woodwork. The sanctuary has
been lined with old carved oak, and the Jaco-

bean credence-table is once more, after long
disuse, placed on the north side. The "horse
boxes” and “pens” in the nave are abolished,

and additional room obtained for the congrega-
tion. Mr. Baker, of Kidderminster, was the
architect employed. The Rev. Mackenzie Wal-
cott (cousin of the rector) is, we are informed,

the gentleman to whom the restoration is due.

Hanford (Staffordshire).—The old church at

Hanford has been reopened for divine service.

The old edifice having for some time been in a
dilapidated condition, and quite inadequate to

accommodate the increasing congregation, was
pulled down last year, with the exception of the
chancel, which had been rebuilt and enlarged.

The rest of the church has now been entirely

rebuilt, and the number of sittings increased

from 200 to -ISO. Its plan comprises a nave
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67 ft. by 21 ft. 4 in. ; north aisle 67 ft. by 8 ft.

8 in. ; south aisle, G1 ft. by 8 ft. 8 in.
; a south

porch, a gallery at the western end of the nave
capable of holding seventy children, a vestry to

the north aide of the chancel, and a bell-turret

at the north-west corner of the south aisle. Tho
nave is of five bays, and has a clearstory. The
whole of the building is of the most simple
character. Tho walls are of plain red bricks,

faced with the same, both externally and in-

ternally, stone-work only being employed very
sparingly, as a frame for the glazing of the win-
dows. The constructive timbers of the roofs

aro all exposed to view internally, and the
ceilings are formed between the rafters. The
arcades of the nave have cylindrical piers with
stone caps and bases very plainly moulded, and
blue brick shafes. These bricks are made for the
purpose and set in cement. The arches are of

brick, chamfered on the outer edges, and have
keystones. The passages in the floor are paved
with Minton & Co.’s plain square tiles, and the
spaces where the benches are placed are boarded.
The glazing throughout is fixed in lend lights, in

varied patterns, and is of crown glass, slightly

relieved by the inti-oduction of green-tinted
patterns. The nave is fitted with new open
benches, and the aisles with the benches of the
former church. The gallery has new seats for

children, and the chancel new stalls for the
choir. The pnlpit has been refixed on the south
side of the nave, and the prayer-desk on tho
north side, and a new lectern has been provided.

The font is the gift of the architect, and is con-
structed of blue and red bricks put together
with cement, tho bowl being lined with lead.

The amount of the contract was 900?., exclusive

of the benches, gasfittings, and heating ap-

paratus. Mr. Alfred Barlow, of Stoke, was the

builder ; and Mr. Charles Lynam, also of Stoke,

the architect employed.

DISSENTING CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.

Derby .—The memorial stone of the United
Presbyterian Church at Darby has been laid.

The building occupies a site at the junction of

Green-lane and Gower-street. The plan is

arranged to accommodate about 500, with minis-
ter’s vestry and session-room, heating cham-
bers, and other offices in the rear of the church.
The style of architecture adopted is English
Gothic of the thirteenth century, and the mate-
rial for the walling externally is white Coxbenoh
stone, the window tracery being of fine Holliug-

ton stone. The principal front towards Green-
lane has a high pitched gable, containing a five-

light window, with tracery geometrical in design,

and is flanked on either side by the entrance

porches. The doorways to these have moulded
arches supported on shafts, with moulded caps
and bases. Between the centre gable and the

north porch an ornamental spirette rises to a
height of 70 ft. The front next Gower-street is

divided into five bays, the' easternmost bay pro-

jecting as a transept, and containing a two-
light traceried window. Each bay in tho body
of the church contains a couplet of cusped-
headed lancet windows. Internally the church
is divided into nave and side aisles by two rows
of light iron columns supporting the arched riba

of thereof. The ceiling of the roof is divided

into panels by timber ribs, stained and varnished.

The contract for the building has been taken by
Messrs. T. & H. Herbert, of Leicester, at the
sum of 2,1501., and the works are being pro-

ceeded with. The architect is Mr. J. Tait, of
Leicester.

Bristol.—The chapel which has been erected

by members of the Baptist persuasion, just

beyond the site of the old White Ladies’ turn-

pike, has been dedicated to public worship. The
building is from the plans of the late Mr. &
Hancorn, of Bristol and Newport, architect. The
design is in the Decorated style of Gothic, and
includes the chapel, with transepts

;
vestibule,

with two lobbies
;
open porch

;
chancel, with

baptistery underneath, and organ recess on one
side of the same

;
minister’s and deacons’ vestries

and private entrance ;
ladies’ vestry, with private

entrance. An end gallery is erected over the

vestibnle and lobbies, with stone staircases. A
tower is included in the design, but it has as yet

only been carried high enough to receive the

stairway therein. The chapel is lighted with
five three and two light traceried windows, of

cathedral glass, in two tints. The walls of the

chapel, internally, are stuccoed, and the eleva-

tions are faced with Pennant stone in random
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ranged courses, tuck pointed. The floors of the

vestibules and lobbies are paved with encaustic

tiles. The chapel is heated and ventilated by
Messrs. Haden, of Trowbridge. The work has

been done by Messrs. Marquis & Munroe, general

contractors; Mr. Taokey, plumber; Mr. Gay,
glazier; Mr. Leman, smith and gasfitter

;
Mr.

Eice, staining and varnishing
;
Mr. Margetson,

stone carving
;
and Mr. Houghton

,
wood carving.

The expense incurred has been about 7,5001.

§0olis

A Mamial of Practical Assayins. By John
Mitchell, F.C.S. Third Edition: Edited by
William Crookes, F.E.S., &c. London

;

Longmans, Green, & Co. 1868.

The first edition of this almost standard work
was extensively sold, and a second edition fol-

lowed. The rapid progress of science soon
renders a metallurgical work antiquated, and it

therefore became necessary to rewrite some
parts of the work and modify others. This has
been done by a highly competent and able
editor, Mr. Crookes, who in this third edition

has incorporated all the late important discove-

ries in assaying made in this country and
abroad, Most of the chapters are entirely re-

written. The old equivalents, however, are
retained, as they are more generally understood
by students of science who do not make chemis-
try their chief study. Special care has been
devoted to the blowpipe assays, as well as to

the important volumetric and colorimetric

assays
;
but the chapter on crystallography is

left out altogether, as a subject only remotely
bearing on assaying. The work may well bo
said to be far better than ever it was.

Htxsrtllaiw.T:.

Old Paving.—A contract has been entered

into with the city of Paris to buy up all the
old-paving stones for the purpose of shipping

them across the Atlantic, where they are to be
used to pave the principal thoronghfares of

Buenos Ayres and Monte Video.

Fatal Fall trom a Height.—A labourer, of
Bradford, employed at Heaton, in a stone quarry,

was engaged wheeling a loaded barrow along a
plank, which spanned a deep chasm of the delph,

when he lost his presence of mind, became dizzy,

and fell ofl' the plank, the barrow falling on one
side and be on the other. Ho alighted on his

head, which was fractured, the depth of his fall

being 2-1 ft., and was killed on the spot. The
coroner’s jury gave a verdict of “Accidental
death.”

Completion or the Great Batlway Bridge
ACROSS the Mersey.—The deviation line from
Ditton, in Lancashire, to Dutton, in Cheshire,

on the London and North-Western system,
is seven miles and a half long, and has
been in course of constrnction since 1863. In
this length is included the stupendous iron

girder bridge across the river Mersey at Eun-
corn. It consists of three spans of 305 ft. each,

besides fonr arches, which rise out of the bed of

the river on the Lancashire side. The bottom
of the bridge is 75 ft. above high-water mark,
and in order to attain this elevation, which was
necessary to keep unimpeded the navigation of

tho river, viaducts have had to be erected on
both sides, and in these are no less than ninety-

four aches. The whole line has cost 250,000J.

Messrs. Cochrane, Grove, & Co., of Dudley, are

the sub-contractors for the bridge, nnder Messrs.

Brassey & Ogilvie, who accepted the contract

for the whole line. A footway runs alongside

the bridge, supported on cantilevers, and this

has been opened so that the many inconve-

niences of the old ferry arc done away with.

The lino itself will, it is expected, be opened for

traffic early in December. It will save between
nine and ten miles in the journey between Liver-

pool and Loudon, which it is intended to accom-
plish in a little over four hours. The carriages

for this special service will be built somewhat
upon the American principle, for which we have
eo long contended while urging communication
between guards and passengers, through a pas-

sage up the centre, and they will be provided
with retiring-rooms for passengers. Arrange-
ments, we are informed, will also be made for

the supply of refreshments during the journey.

Liverpool Architectural Society. — The
members of this society held their first sessional

meeting of the year at the Eoyal Institution,

Colquit-street, on Wednesday night, the 7th
inst. The opening address was delivered by Mr.
Francis Horner, tho president, who referred to

some of the most important questions occupying
public attention in reference to science and the
fine arts.

The Timber Trade. — Messrs. Barnes &
Sons’ circular says:—“Our market continues
to improve in tone, and there is not that
entire stagnation we had to report a few months
since. The importation compared with the
corresponding month last year is 6,074 tons

register less, and for the year to this date 6,681
tons less. This deficiency is on the following

descriptions, viz., Quebec abput 4,000 tons, St.

John’s and Now Brunswick 6,800 tons. Bat the
increase on Baltic goods and United States
timber is sufficient to reduce the total falling

off in importation for tho year to 6,681 tons.

Canadian woods : Tho demand for pine timber
is dull. Baltic goods : There is a good supply of
Memel timber, but the stock of Swedish is light.

Pitch pine timber, &o. : The stock is large, the
demand continues dull. Mahogany ; the supply
is equal to the demand.”

Telegraphs in the Subways and Sewers.

—

At tho last meeting of tho Metropolitan Board
of Works it was stated that, in reply to a com -

1

municdtion from the Postmaster-General with
reference to the Board’s subways and sewers i

being used for receiving the wires of the Post-
j

office telegraphs proposed to be constructed, the
j

Works Committee submitted a letter stating

that it would afford them great pleasure to assist

the Postmaster-General in any way, and with
;

that view had prepared a plan of the Board’s
.

subways and sewers. Mr. Collinson moved that

the letter be approved. Ho considered that it

would be a great convenience to have the tele-
j

graph wires in the subways, as it would greatly
,

facilitate the transmission of messages to and
from the Fire Brigade stations, and would get
rid of the telegraph wires with which London
was now disfigured. The motion was unani-

mously carried.

The Tendering System.—At a recent meet-
ing of the Metropolitan Board of Works re-

ference was made to the proceedings of con-

tractors. At the previous meeting of the Board
tenders were opened for the construction of a
sewer in the Belvedere-road, Lambeth, and one
of them being lower by 20,000J. than some of the
other tenders sent in, it- was accepted, subject to

the usual inquiries. The surveyor now reported
that tho gentleman whose tender had been ac-

cepted at the previoos meeting had since with-
drawn. The next lowest tender was that of

Mr. Pearson, which amounted to 26,9001. A lively

discussion took place respecting the contracts of

the Board, in the course of which the conduct
of the contractor who sent in a tender 20,OOOJ.

less than one of the others, and afterwards with-

drew without explanation, was remarked upon.
The result of the discussion was the formal

approval and acceptance of Mr. T. Pearson’s

tender.

The NewNorth Staffordshire Infirm-Iry.

—

This building, which has been erected at Harts-
hill, near Stoke-on-Trent, and the foundation-

stone of which was laid by the Prince of Wales,
in June, 1866, was informally opened on the
6th inst. The total cost of the newinfiimary,
including site, &c., is 33,7041., and towards this

sum 23,9511. have been already obtained, and
there are assets estimated at 5,5731., leaving a
deficit of 4,1801. The removal of the infirmary

has been cansed by the deterioration of the

present building through undermining, and the

injurious effects of ironworks and ironstone calci-

nationin the immediate vicinityupon thepatienta,

rather than by the want of a larger establish-

ment, althongh more room was required, and
has been for a long time. It has been built, at

a cost of 27,0001., by Mr. Alfred Barlow, of

Stoke-on-Trent, from the combined designs of

Mr. C. Lynara, of Stoke-on-Trent, and Mr.
Nicholls, of West Bromwioh. The pavilion

principle is adopted by the architects, and the
main building will afford room for 167 beds,

1,500 cubic feet of air being allowed for each
patient in the ordinary wards, and 1,875 cubic

feet in the “special case” wards, and in the
fever hospital, which forms a detached block.

Another separate bnilding is an asylnm for

incurables, founded by Mr, Smith Child, at a
cost of 1,0001.

Architectural Association.—The opening
conversasione willbe held at the House in Conduit-
street, on Friday evening, the 30th inst.

New Town-hall, Manchester. — The first

stone of the proposed new building is to be laid

by the mayor, Mr, Eobert Neill, on Monday, the
26th inst.

National Exhibition of Works of Art at
Leeds.—The visitors during the week ending
Saturday, the 10th day of October, numbered,
by season tickets, 5,296 ; by payment, 21,563,

making a total of 26,859. Very little time now
remains for those who would visit this import-
ant collection of works of art.

Open Spaces in London.—Mr. J. Euntz, a
member of the Metropolitan Board for tho
Hackney district, stated last week, at the moot-
ing of the Hackney district board, that the

committee of the central board, to whom tho

matter of the preservation of open spaces in ami
around London had been referred, had prepared
a scheme for the enclosure of Blackheath, and
were giving every attention to the general sub-

ject. He counselled the committee of the Hack-
ney district board, to whom had been referred

the question of the preservation of London-
fields, Hackney Downs, Hackney Common, &o.,

to arrive at some early conclusion as to the

course they would wish to be adopted, and then

to press upon the Metropolitan Board the bring-

ing in of a scheme founded thereon. The
committee, it was stated, would shortly com-
mence active steps with this view.

The Sheffield Water Supply.— Extensive

operations are being carried on in the neigh-

bourhood of Bradfield, where four great reser-

voirs are in various stages of completion. Tho
reservoirs aro the Agden, the Strines, the Dale
Dyke, and the Dam Flask, all made on tho

streams which converge in the Loxley, and all

constructed on the principle of blocking np a
valley by a great embankment. The Agden is

on the point of completion. At Strines, it is

expected that the works will be completed in a

year or eighteen months. At Dale Dyke a great

chasm has been dug in search of suitable founda-

tion for the erection of a new embankment, in

place of that which gave way on the 12th of

March, 1864. The Dam Flask works can hardly

be said to have commenced. The whole of these

works have to be completed by tho year 1873.

The New Viaduct on the Midland Exten-
sion TO Barnsley.—The new viaduct at Barnsley

crosses the valley of the Dearno, At the lowest

part, where the new Hue from Cudworth to

Barnsley crosses tho turnpike, the viaduct is

1,087 fc. long. It is composed of three stona

piers—one 40 ft., one 41 ft;., and another 10 fc.

long, which form the end supports of the girders.

' The space from one abutment to another is eup-

j

ported by fourteen iron piers, which aro bolted

together, and, although light in appearance,

seem to form a safe and firm structure. The
contract for the masonry work was taken in

March, 1864, by Messrs. Nicholson & Son, of

Leeds. The iron-work has been executed by
Messrs. Butler & Pitt, of Stamunley, near Leeds.

Mr. John Sidney, of Crossley, is the engineer to

the line, which is nearly finished, with the ex-

ception of the station. The work has, it is esti-

mated, cost over 30,OOOZ.

The Gas Question and the Metropolitan
Board of Works.—Messrs. Newton & Eichard-

Bon have given notice of motion, “ That in the

opinion of the Board it is expedient that the

manufacture of gas should, as far as practicable,

be removed from the populous districts of the

metropolis ;
that the Board should promote a

Bill, empowering them to supply gas to the

metropolis ;
that if it be desirable to take the

existing gas companies, they should be compen-
sated, the terms of such compensation to be, if

possible, agreed on between the Board and the

companies
;
and that the matter be referred to

the Special Gas Committee, with authority to

obtain tho needful advice and take the neces-

sary steps for the preparation of Parliamentary

notices and of a Bill to be introduced into Parlia-

ment during the next Session ; these powers,

however, not to be sought if the companies will

agree on such a price and such regulations as to

the supply of gas as shall be satisfactory to

Parliament.” Mr. Evans gave notice that he

would move as an amendment, “ That in the

opinion of the Board it is not advisable to take

measures to promote a Bill in relation to gas

supply during the ensuing Session of Parlia-

ment."
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The Metrick Collection of Armour and
Arms.—This unique collection, we are happy to

hear, is being brought from Goodrich Court to

the South Kensington Museum, as a loan. It

will be set up, we believe, in the gallery adjoin-

ing the Horticultural Gardens, which lately cjon-

tained the Portrait Exhibition.

New Letter-stamping Machine.—Mr.Pearaon
Hill, a son of Sir A. Rowland Hill, has invented
a machine for facilitating the stamping of
letters in post-offices. It is self-inking, and
impresses the two requisite stamps at once, to

obliterate the postage-stamp and give the time
and place of stamping. As many as 218 letters

have been single stamped, and 180 double
stamped, by help of this machine, in one minute,
test time.

Proposed Botanical Gardens for Plymouth.
A scheme is in progress for the establishment
of Botanical Gardens for the three towns

—

Plymouth, Devonport, and Stonehonse,—similar

to those at Bath and other large places. A piece
of ground, planted with trees, situated between
Argyll and Collingwood Villas, Stoke, has been
selected. Moat of the land in the vicinity of

Plymouth being intended for building purposes,
could not be obtained without giving the build-

ing lob prices, and Stonehouse was so confined

that there was no available place to be found
there. The Steward of the Lord of the Manor
of Devonport has met the views of the com-
mittee. The coat of fencing the ground is

roughly estimated to be 2001. The committee
would erect a building with wood, having a
slated roof and glass sides, which would cost
4001. With cost of planting, &c., 1,200Z. to start

with would be required. A committee has been
chosen to farther inquire into the matter.

New Mode of Ventilating Mines. — The
Incorporated Association of Mine Agents of
South Staffordshire recently made au excarsion
to Homer Hill Colliery, near Cradley, in order to

inspect and test one of Guibal’s new patent fans
for ventilating mines. The fan is 16 ft. 8 in.

i

diameter, 5 ft. wide, enclosed in a brickwork '

casing, and connected to the top of the upcast
shaft by a tunnel of 35 square feet sectional

area. It is driven by a small ten-horse power
high-pressure horizontal engine, connected with
the winding-engine boilers, and the whole, when
once started.reqnireslittleor no attention for days
together. The air is drawn from the mine up the
upcast shaft, and driven by the fan up a short
chimney, much wider at the top than the base.

Near the bottom of this chimney is fixed a sort of
Venetian shutter, for thepurpoae ofregulating the
quantity of air. At an experimental trial, by the
engine making sixty -five strokes per minute, the
fan changed 37,500 cubic feet of air per minute.
When at its greatest speed it was scarcely

possible for the party to stand upon their feet.

It was clearly shown that it only took about
twenty seconds to increase the ventilation from
a state of stagnation to that of 50,000 cubic feet

per minute. The total cost of engine and fan
complete has been about 500Z.

The Proposed New Building for the Brad-
ford Mechanics’ Institute and School of Art.
At a meeting of the committee of the Institute,the
designs for the new building, prepared by
Messrs. Andrews, Son, & Pepper, of Bradford,
architects, have been finally approved, and in-

structions given to them to proceed with the
necessary works forthwith. The advantages of
the proposed edifice over the present will chiefly

consist in a larger lecture-hall, in the number
and size of the class-rooms, and the addition of
galleries for exhibiting drawings, casts, and
other works of art. The site is bounded on three
sides by main thoroughfares. The principal

front being towards the Bowling-green, and the
flanks to New Market and Tyrrel streets, each
of these fronts will have a spacious entrance
and staircases. On the first, or principal floor,

below which will be shops, will be the reading
and news room and library, about 85 ft. by 40 ft.,

iu the rear of which will be placed the lecture-

hall. This room, about 80 ft. by 50 ft., and 30 ft.

high, will, with its galleries, comfortably seat
upwards of 1.000 persons, and extends through
the first and second floors. The front part of

the second floor will be occupied by the priocipal

class-rooms, and the whole of the third floor,

which ifl concealed by the parapet, will consist
ofclass-rooms and the galleries before mentioned,
all lighted from thereof. The style of the boild-
ing will be modern Italian. The cost will be
12,COOL

The Proposed Aquarium at Brighton.—The
Brighton Town Council have sanctioned plans
for a large salt-water aquarium at Brighton, and
have agreed to contribute 7,OOOZ. towards the
cost of a projecting sea wall that is to be built.

Henlet-on-Thames.—Mr. Ferrey, having been
called in by the churchwardens of the parish
church of Henley-on-Thames to report upon the
damage done by lightning to the building during
the storm of the 20th ult., reports that beyond
the destruction of the south-east turret and in-

juries to the roofing, &c., caused by the fall of
the stonework, the tower has sustained no other
fracture or settlement, and that the necessary ^

reparations can be made at a comparatively
moderate outlay. Such was the force of the
lightning that it scattered the stonework far

and wide, some fragments falling on the roof of
the Red Lion Hotel, and portions even, it is said,

'

into the Thames.

The Metropolitan Cattle Markets Bill.
The report of the Markets Committee, with re-

ference to the proceedings in Parliament in

relation to this Bill, has been again brought up
for consideration in the Court of Common
Council. The committee recommended that
they should be authorised to inquire into the
whole subject, and report to the court the best
course to be pursued in order to meet the re-

quirements of the cattle and meat trades, and
prevent, as far as might be practicable, the re-
introduction of the cattle plague, and, whilst
protecting the fair and proper interests of the
corporation, to promote the advantage of the
public. The committee also asked for authority
to confer upon the subject with her Majesty’s
Government, and such other parties as they
might consider advisable. The adoption of the
report was finally agreed to in the face of an
amendment to the contrary.

Furnaces for Smelting Glass. — An im-
provement in the method of creating draughts
in glass furnaces has been patented by Mr. James
Davison, of Bishop Wearmouth. At present,
long caves are placed under glass furnaces, and
large cones of brickwork above them, in order
to get the sufficient amount of heat requisite
for the perfect fusion of the materials used in

glass-making. Mr. Davison’s invention does
away with these expensive and inconvenient
draught creators. He employs steam, which is

generated in any suitable boiler, and which is

injected into small flues, chimneys, or funnels,
by eteam-pipea or jets. In each flue or chimney
the steam pipes or jots may be either fixed or
portable; they are provided with stop-cocks, so
as to regulate the supply of steam, and in this

manner a draught is created and the heat of the
furnace increased and regulated at pleasure.
The flues may also he so arranged as to consume
he smoke from the fuel.

TENDERS.
For new wine to the Norfolk Coanty Asylum, near

Norwich. Mr. B. M. Phipaon, F.S.A., architect :

—

Nightingale £1,680 0 0
Sabberton 4,180 0 0
Nelson 4,062 11 0
Balls 3.988 0 0
Gibbons 3,916 0 0
Newell 3,922 5 0
Downing & Hood 3,619 0 0
Youngs 3,695 0 0

For drainage works at Horley, for the Local Board,
Reigate. Mr. J. F. Matthews, architect :

—
For 2Iatirial» and Labour.

Symonds £925 0 0
\VoodmBn 900 0 0
Ayers 746 17 0
Pitt (accepted) 745 0 0

For Labour only.
Woodman £100 0 0
tdwarda 415 0 0
CoUips 193 10 0

For tarern at Southend, for The Commonwealth Land,
Building, and Investment Society. Mr. Iron, archi-

tect :-

1,233 0 0

Johnston
Gann

£1,485
],475
1,410

Wood 1,363
Killbv
Hearle

1,335

1,325
Crabb & 'Taughan 1,289
Wicks, Bangs, A Co 1,250

A. A J. Smith 1,247
Hdbern .

For alterations Nos. 27 & 28, Oxford-street, Mr. S. C.

Capes, architect:

—

Mann £626 0 0
Manley & Rogers 6o7 0 0
Kelly, Brothers 588 0 0
Scrivener & White 659 0 0
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For rebuilding the Bramley Arras, Notting-hill, for Mr.
J. Empson. Mr. Alfred Stoner, juu., architect. Quanti-
ties supplied :

—

Bishop, Ashford, k Co £1,637 10 0
Patrick 1,490 0 0
Gammon & Sons 1,398 0 0
Axford 1,330 0 0
Wheeler 1,300 0 0
Langmead & Way (accepted) ... 1,250 0 0

forMessrs. Tom8on& Wotton. Mr. B. Adkins, architect :

—

Goodchild £1,977 0 0
Crickett 1,663 0 0
Beiaey 1,638 0 0
Wilson 1,493 0 0
Epps 1,195 0 0
SoUitt (accepted) 1,187 0 0

For a villa residence, London-road, Enfield, for Mr. T.

F. Clanie. Mr. F. Cushing, architect :

—

Holbard .£978 0 0

Patman 9il 0 0
Bayes 930 0 0

Brown & Sou 830 0 0

Fairhead 870 0 0

For a dwelling-house, Sidney-road, Enfield, for Mr. S,

Rutland. Mr. F. Cushing, architect :

—

Bayes (accepted) £285 0 0

For three cottages, Medcalf-road, Enfield, for Mr.
Turner. Mr. F. Cushing, architect :

—

Bayes..., ,£399 0 0

Ranson 342 10 0

Holbard 316 0 0

For four cottages, Putney-road, Enfield, for Mr. Brown.
Mr. F. Cushing, architect

Ranson £600 0 0

Holbard 600 0 0

For parsonage-house, St. Mary Cray, Kent
Hollins £1,875 0 0
Hill, Clayton, 4 Hobbs 1,779 8 0

Wright 1,743 0 0
Keys 1,700 0 0

Vaughan 1,4'’0 0 0
Francis (accepted) 1,375 0 0

Smyth 1,125 0 0

For church restoration, Barrow-upon-Soar. Messrs.

Stevens & Robinson, architects. Quantities supplied

Tower. Transept.

Fast £436 12 0 £1.129 9 3

Elliott 378 7 0 1,106 19 10

Moss 480 0 0 950 0 0

Firn 404 0 0 970 0 0
Roberta 319 18 10 853 18 0

For alterations to 32, Gougb-sireet, Gray’s-inu-road

(beer-house), for Mr. Tomkins. Mr. C. F. Crapp, archi-

tect :

—

Terry £599 0 0

Langmead & Way 647 0 0
HuMes 640 0 0

Cohen 481 0 0

King 379 0 0

For the erection and completion of a villa residence in

Wiltshire-road, Angell-town, Brixton, for Mr. Thomas
Shaw. Mr. Charles Bowes, architect :

—
Lathoy, Brothers (accepted) £545 0 0

For building new school and master's house, St. Saviour's

Church, Herne Hill-road, Brixton. Mr. W. Trickett,

erohiteet. Quantities supplied by Messrs. Batstone A
Hunt :

—

Lathey, Brothers (accepted) ...£1,493 0 0

For fiuishing two villa residences. West-hill, Sydenham.

Mr. William Mundy, architect.

—

Webb Cl,735

Langmead 1,390

Larke (accepted) 1,347

For alterations to two houses in Old-street and Red

Cow-vard. For Mr. William Smith, architect:—

Nash £745 0 0

Cole 730 0 0

Mann 6^*1 0 ®

Bhurmer 694 0 0

Clark ... 634 0 0

Fletcher A Caughey 6i.^0 0 0

Goodman 497 17 0

Staines & Sons 488 0 0

Crabb & Vaugbau 469 10 0

Biackmore & Morley 450 0 0

Waters (accepted) 445 0 0

For the erection of a stable

Mr. William Smith, architect:

Bradley
Fletcher & Caughey - - -

Crabb & Vaugham -109 0 0

Brialey 344 13 0

'or residence at Chertsey, for Mr. J. Madocks. Mr.
rt'onnacott, architect

Q the Seven Sisters'-road.

..£537 0 0

Britton & May ..

Forster
Duke
Knight & Sons
Simpson
Harden
Harris
Turner
Nightingale (accepted) .,

£2,208
.. 2,116
.. 2,ir9

.. 2,081

1,950
1,894

1,887
1,787

1,777

For House at Wood-green. Mr. F. A. Klein, archi-
Deduction.

Bayes £2,987 0 0 £336 0 0

Axford 2,955 0 0 315 0 0
Charlton 2,809 0 0 309 0 0
Nightingale ... 2,777 0 0 270 0 0
Perkins 2,614 0 0 369 0 0
Goodman 2,590 0 0 295 0 0
Dana 2,670 0 0 313 0 0
Carter 2,570 0 0 270 0 0

King 2,487 0 0 300 0 0

Cooke 2,243 0 0 290 0 0
Baker 0 0 250 0 0
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ArchUectun and the

Tenure of Land.

T occurs at times to

the technical, or to the

scientific, writer that a

subject foreign to his

usual studies forces itself

suddenly on his contem-

plation. Politics may
be forbidden ground, and
yet some great political

change may take place,

which altogetherdisturbs

the course of business.

Or some popular mania
may arise, some period of

unhealthy and gambling

activity, or of unreason-

able despondency, the

cause of which is matter

of no slight moment to

all who live by the clink

of the trowel.

It is thus that matters

which are, strictly speak-

ing, non - architectural,

mayat times assumecon-

siderable prominence in

an architectural and
social journal. The rela-

tions of the architect are so numerous that

it is hard to draw the line, and to tell

him with what subjects he is unfitted pro-

fessionally to deal. Few kinds of study, for

example, can be more distinctly separated than

are architecture and physiology. Yet the laws
of health require to be"duly '‘studied by tbe

architect. Tbe ventilation and , warming of

buildings, the construction of hospitals, the
eradication of fever-bedsl and pest-plots in

crowded cities, bring tbe l^builder into intimate
relation with the physician.

Again, the subject of finance is one which
comes home to every one. Want of money has
been called, with much justice, the only engi-

neering difficulty. The nobler labours of the
architect are eminently expensive. Private
opulence may at times seek to bnild for itself an
appropriate home

;
but public buildings,— eccle-

siastical, forensic, municipal, regal,—are those
which demand the chief attention, and require

the moat cultivated skill, of the designer. It is

thus that tbe builder comes in contact with the
stock-broker, and that the course of the specula-
tive fury of the day, the fall of banks, or the
nursing into life of credit companies, has direct
relation to industrial progress.

One of those occasions has lately arisen. The
; subject may at first seem non-technioal

; but it

I oan only be so regarded on the view, that it is

purely visionary. If wo were to consider it, as

many will do, as not entitled to receive serious
I consideration, we could find no room for its dis-

' cnssion in our columns. But tbe names of some
I of those who, with grave faces, and the formula
( of reason, urge the most novel argument against
( civilization, are too well known, and, we may
I add, are some of them too much respected, to

I allow us to pass by their views in silence, on the
1 sheer ground of inherent self-contradiction. We
; allude to the theory that land cannot rightly be
1 held as private property.

Were it possible for the hypothesis to which
we refer, to take actual, practical, form, it would
be an evil day for the craft of tbe builder.

Architecture would founder, like a stricken vessel

in a storm, beneath this heavy blow of tbe poli-

tical economist. For the first requisite of the

architect is the land on which to build. A firm

hold on tho soil is essential to the builder.

Ownership, property,—call it by what name we
like,—the old phrase, cufus est solum est usque ad

cwlum, is as sacred to the man who would build a

house, as it used to be to every man who re-

garded tbe freedom of his native land, and the

unshaken stability of her institutions.

It is always a suspicious oircumstanee when a

bald and imperative logic is brought to bear on
an ancient opinion. The process of the logic

may be unexceptionable, but fallacy usually

lurks in the premisses. The great probability

has in the first instance to be dealt with, that

the habits and customs of our ancestors, as far

back as we oan distinctly trace them, are more
true to the wants of our common human nature,

than is the assumption, that all these habits are

wrong, and that their origin is false and un-

natural.

Instinct, in this matter, is at one with history.

Nor is the instinct merely human,—it is com-
mon to all tho higher forms of animal life, to

moat beasts, to many birds, even to some fishes.

The instinct which leads tbe eagle to retain and
to defend its eyrie, or the fox its den, is, of course,

widely different in its development from that

in accordance with which, man, emerging from
barbarism, throws the shelter of law around his

homej but the wide and imperative rule of the

instinct cannot bo disregarded by those who ask,
“ what is the teaching of nature ?

"

To occupy a portion of tho earth’s surface, to

the exclusion of all other occupants, is the first

step towards civilization. Nomadic tribes exist

which have never struck root in the earth, but
which, nevertheless, guard their hunting-groundss

or fishing waters, or pasturages, with jealous

oare. The Soytliians are reported by Herodotus
to have made their homes in wagons, so that
they could bo shifted at tbe desire of the occu-
pant. The historian goes on to add, that the
idea of the family, among these cryptogamio
people, was as undeveloped and as uneomfortablo
as the idea of a home. The very act of sowing
the ground implies the expectation of retaining

its possession till tho harvest.

The advocates of radical change in this mat-

port such a thesis. The basis of right, in many,
if not in most, cases, is contract, more or less

explicit. Such, to say nothing of a higher
sanction, is the marriage contract. The mutual
right of husband and wife to the mutual enjoy-

ment of each other’s intimate society and fellow-

ship, holds good against all the world. Is this a
right created by labour ?

As with the bed, so with the hearth. The
first requisite for the establishment of the
family is the roof-tree,—the spot on which the

settler may rear his hut, if it be only one of

logs. When the settler ceases to be solitary, he
adds to the need of shelter, that of a temple for

his faith, and a spot sacred to the repose of his

dead. He acquires this by the same simple

methods to which he has recourse for the supply

of his other instinctive wants. In that primary

state of society which always reappears where
the proportion of inhabitants to soil is that of

the unit to the million, man takes possession of

a homestead by discovery, by occupancy, by
enclosure, or by cultivation. Prescriptive right

is of rapid growth in lands in which all that is

not the sceno of private cnltivation is the

hunting-ground of the wild beast
j
and prescrip-

tive right to territory once created, its demise

from occupant to occupant, or its transfer from

owner to owner, is simple matter of contract.

We may at this moment see, in the vast western

wilds of America, bow landed property ori-

ginates.

All cases of oppression and injustice on the

part of the owners of this description of pro-

perty come under the same law with those of the

abuse of wealth or power of any kind. The

rich man owes an exact account of his steward-

ship, a more exact one than any earthly tribunal

can demand. Whether ho own acres, or ships,

or mines, or gold, tbe principle is the same.

Tbe exacbments of conscience are stemj but to

carry them out, is beyond tbe power of the

execution that issues from any human court.

The interference of the State most, at all times,

stop far short of the full demand of right.

While property exists, bad men, as well as good

men, will do as they like with their ownj nor is

the tenure of property likely to be destroyed

because such is tbe case.

As, then, the tenure of land is, in its origin,

like that of many other descriptions of property
j

and as it is, in its present state, dependent, like

all other property, on the sanctity of contract; the

only ground on which society can be asked to in-

ter reply, that the land is the property—nob of terfere with the law of so ancient a tenure is tho

the individual, but of the nation. Propose to
'

public welfare. If the advocates of any agrarian

them the historic investigation of a rather an- • I’cdistribntion (a word which recalls the Homan
intelligible claim, and they decline to meet you ' troubles in the time of the Gracchi, just 2,000

on that ground. They are not concerned, they ’ years ago), call upon the Legislature for aid, it

will tell you, with what is, or what has been,

but with what ought to be—at which they ai'rive

by logic.

This, then, is the argument. The only ground
of claim to private property in anything is, that

it has been produced by labour. No man has
made the land ; therefore it is no man’s private

property.

Two methods exist of dealing with a theory.

One is to examine its origin, the other is to trace

its consequences. If the latter involve the im-

possible, either tbe reasoning or the premisses

must be false.

Now to refer the origin of private property to

labour, is, at all events, to beg the question. It

cannot be proved that such was ever historically

the case. The assumption is contrary to much
that we know of human habit and of animal in-

stinot. Tho proposition, then, can only be sup-

ported by some proof of its innate truth.

The idea of ownership is only a part, or a case,

of a more general idea, that of right. Ownei*-

ship of land means a right to its occupation and
enjoyment, to the exclusion of every one else.

Now, to say that all rights are created by labour

alone, is pure nonsense. No one could gravely sup-

can only be by showing, at the same time, the

practicability and the necessity of the reform

which they propose, or the certain and absolute

amount of good, to tbe whole community, that

will follow on the interference with the pro-

acriptive rights of a portion of it. A priori

right to interfere, there is none. The historic

title of the landowner, his contract right to his

land, the instinctive force with which man has

ever clung to the soil, the fact that civilisation

(as its name imports) is the work of the builder,

and that tbe work of the builder depends on the

tenure of the soil,—all these things are against

the innovation. The would-be reformer has no

shadow of an argument to adduce, if it be not

the Salus populi suprema lex.

What, then, is the practical nature of the de-

mand ? What will tho claimant have, if he

obtain all he asks ? He-distribution, pure and

simple; confiscation, with or without compensa-

tioD, of the property of the present landowners

for the advantage of some undetermined future

landowner. “ The State is to be the owner,”

says tbe agrarian reformer. How wiU tbe ac-

tion of the State take effect ?

Let US confine ourselves, in tbe first instance,
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to the subject of land used for bnildiog, or in

immediate connexion with residential purposes

'Pi'hat induces a man to build ? The desire for a

home for himself or for others. The purchase

of land means, that the house which the pur-

chaser builds on it shall bo his castle. If his

hold be for such a limited term as that of three

generations, a ninety-nine years’ lease, the mode
in which the builder sets to work is feeble and
unsatisfactory. Compare the stucco villas run

up on property of this description with the house

that a man builds for himself. What sort of

cathedral, or palace, or coart ofjustice, or gallery

of art, or market, or school, or hospital, or im-

portant building of any kind, can be secured

without a firmer hold on the ground than that

of such a lease ? How, moreover, is the State

—

the proposed universal landowner—to secure the

builder? It will give him a lease. What are

to be the terms of that lease ? To ensure build-

ing of an architectural character, it must be a

perpetual lease. How is the State to be remu-

nerated ? Is it by a yearly payment? Suppose
the tenant to bo a permanent defaulter, is the

State to have the power of ejectment? If so,

who would build ? If not, who is the proprietor ?

Possession, in snch a case, would be not only

nine, but ten, points of the law.

Say that the State is to be secured by the

payment, in the first instance, of a sura ade-

quate to the redemption of a perpetual ground-

rent. What is this bnt purchase of land ? The
State will have been made to intervene as the

seller, and a new property will have been
created for a new set of owners. That is all

the difference. The bnilder must have a HOY
2TQ—with no land, no building, no ownership
of land, there will be no building beyond the

shanties of squatters.

It is perfectly true that instances may be
pointed out in which the competition for a

special site, for residential or for business build-

ing, is so keen, that large sums of money may
be expended in the erection of houses subject to

a heavy ground-rent; bub the risk in these cases

is considerable. The constant ebb and flow of

fashion or of business may convert the Belgrave-

sqnare of to-day into the Leicester-square of

1888. No description of property, forty years

ago, would have been thought safer than a good
roadside inn on one of the great lines of metro-

politan communication. What is such property

worth now ? The piercing of a new street, the

adoption of an improved mode of travelling,

the mere unchecked expansion of a great

capital, may at any moment, and probably will,

sooner or later, so change the residential, or

raise the business, value of certain localities,

that the householder will be unable to find a

tenant at the mere rate of ground-rent and
taxes.

Nor, were the risk less, and wore the excep-

tion to prove the rule, can it be shown that any
advantage would accrue to any one from the

fact that the State was gronud-landlord. Most
tenants would think the reverse would be the

case. As a source of public income, ground-
rents would be expensive in collection, trouble-

some, and hazardous ; in short, a bad form of

tax. As respects the occupier, the only benefit

he would derive from paying rent to the State

instead of to an individual, would be the chance

of being lees strictly looked after.

The erection of houses is only a portion of the

labour expended upon land, which will be ill,

or not at all, attempted, without the e.xistence of

a firm, definite, sacred, tenure of the soil. Great

works of all kinds,—docks, harbours, canals,

roads, railways, — require to strike a root

as deep as the very basis of society itself.

Drainage and irrigation demand permanence
of tenure for their execution. The applica-

tion of steam to agriculture has led us to

turn over a new page in the true book of

political economy. The workmen who met at

Brussels the other day were by no means blind

to the fact that the peasant proprietor is any-
thing bnt a national benefactor. The perpetual

amorcellenicnt of land, which Napoleon pointed

out to Eugene as a sure method of reducing the

mass of the country population to political sub-

servience, is inconsistent with the nse of the
steam-plough. High farming, it is now fully

admitted, cau only be applied to large farms. A
certain amonntof agglomeration of land isneces-

sary for every kind of culture, except that of the
spade

; and for the engineering of cnltnre,— for

all comprehensive and efficient draining, irri-

gating, sewage manuring, and thorough appli-

cation of the steam cultivator, to answer, the
size of a farm must be considerable. Then, again.
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it may be readily shown, that nolegislalive inter-

ference on the part of the State can actnally

amount to anything, except confiscation and re-

sale. Landowners may be extinguished
;
but, if

BO, it can be only to reappear ;
unless cities and

towns, public buildings and private enterprise,

the routes of inland commerce, and the improve-

ments of modern agriculture, are all to disappear

with them.
When, then, a writer on political economy,

even if he be one who is justly regarded as

entitled to respectful attention, permits himself

to say that the appropriation of land “ is at the

first aspect a usurpation on the rights of other

people;” and when he adduces as reasons for

such a dictum the statement that land is “ a

thing which no man made, which exists in limited

quantity, which was the original inheritance

of all mankind, and which whoever appropriates

keeps others out of its possession,” be not only

argues with equal fairness against anything like

good sense of the practised man of business,

they find their natnral level. He may be un«

able to expose their logical inaccuracy, but he is

aware of their practical absurdity. Tell the

man who is about to build a mansion that he
can have no property in the laud on which he is

about to erect it, and he will desire his architect

to seek another locality. The architect requires

his nOT 2TQ as implicitly as does the geometri-

cian. Tell him he shall not have the land, aud
he will reply that those who deny it to him
oppose the very basis of civilisation, aud would
push back the European citizen to the wigwam
of the Indian, the tent of the Arab, or the

wagon of the Scythic nomad.

SKETCHES ON THE TWEED : KELSO.

The traveller who penetrates into the old

a sacred tenure of most sorts of property, but, Scottish Borderland by the North-Eastern Kail-

as far as he has any influence, strives to stop
(

way via Berwick-upon-Tweed, will traverse a tract

the progress of the builder. The objections are I
of country rich, indeed, in natnral beauty, bub

not ’special to land. ‘‘No man made” coal, ' richer still in its historical monuments and battle-

thongh man wins it by labour, ‘‘No man
|

fields, with all their teeming elements of re-

made” timber, thongh man grows it on bis land
' mance and all their stirring incidents of legend-

by care and patience, ‘‘No man made” the

water-fall, which has been appropriated to drive

a mill
;
and whoever appropriates the return of

the seed which he has himself sown ‘‘ keeps

others out of its possession.” Wild and sweep-

ing statements, pot forth with the assumption

of logical exactness, that involve self-contradic-

tions of this kind, bring contempt on the study

of political economy, or at least on some of its

students.

For all great works of modern civilisation,

tenure of the soil is the sme gud non condition.

For all domestic architecture, for all attempts at

climatic improvement, by action on rivers, fens,

forests, lakes, and the like, the case is the same.

For all farming worthy of the name, not only

the definite tenure of property, but the tenure of

property to a considerable amount by the same
holder, is requisite. It will hardly, we suppose,

be argued, that our present cities, towns, and
detached dwelling-houses, are numerous and
durable enoogh to serve the needs of our de- fortresses.

ary lore. For some miles the railway route

runs on the south bank or English side of the

noble river, and here we pass, first of all, the

ancient and ruined castle of Norhara, its soft

red freestone gradually crumbling into dust,

but still standing boldy out and in high relief

against the horizon of the Cheviot hills. A few
miles farther on, close under the magnificent

site of Twizell Castle, the ancient bridge across

the Till (which here falls into the Tweed) is still

seen standing, by which the English army,
under the Earl of Surrey, crossed to the battle

of Flodden Field. Then we come on the north-

ern bank to the pretty village of Coldstream

(with its splendid stone bridge), suggestive of

the name of a well-known regiment of Guards
which General Monck raised here some 200
years ago. Between Carhom and the Tweed,
again, on the English side, stands Wark Castle,

now the seat of Lady Waterford, one of the

strongest aud most celebrated of the Border

scendants for all time. Yet the opponents of] But, leaving these memorials of bygone ages

landed property, if they bad their way, would go
'
behind, the traveller will, in process of time, ar-

far to make their renewal difficult, and their in- rive at the little Border town of Kelso, five-and-

crease impossible. To the fancied syllogism, twenty miles or so from Berwick, — a town
no man can own anything that be has not which is better known in English history than

made
;
no one made land

;
tTgo, no one can own ' many a manufacturing burgh ten times its size

land ;
” must be added the corollary, “ But no ‘ and importance in the present day. Lying out

one can build without owning land
;
therefore no of the ordinary track of the traveller and the

one must build.” The same result will follow tourist, Kelso is not so mneh known or visited.

from the other clauses of the argument. For as we think, as it deserves to be; for it is uuques-

no one made” timber, and therefore as no one tionably an interesting town,— both from

can own timber, no one can have a right to buy its historical relations and its present Con-

or sell timber, and therefore no timber is to be dition. One of the gravest faults we shall

forthcoming for the bnilder. And as no one can have to find with it we may as well

appropriate even the manufactured article of dispose of at once. J'he railway station is

brick, without keeping some one else ont of pos- miserably inadequate. This may be owing moat

session, it is evident that we shall be reduced to ' probably to the fact that it is the common ter-

living in tents, if our friend whom we have minus of two companies—the North British on
quoted has bis way. I the north, aud the North-Eastern on the south.

It is a painful and humiliating reflection that Bnt enrely some extra provision in soch a case

public speakers and public writers should gravely ought to be made. It appeared to us that there

bring before the minds of the less instructed were not sufficient shuntings for the separate

masses of society fallacies so transparent. From trains coming, stopping, changing carriages, and
the very strength of the instinct with which returning

;
and it does seem strange, surely,

man clings to the soil, any theory that appears that no provision is made on an important line

to promise land for the million will be sure to like this for a through system of traffic. We
stir very deeply the minds of the poorer and suppose these things will be adjusted some day

more dependent. We have, as we before hinted, or another by the companies who are interested;

two thousand years of experience on this ' although it may not be, perhaps, until two rival

bead. But for men to make speeches in Parlia- directors come into fatal collision, and are killed

ment, and to write pamphlets and articles in on the spot. But to proceed,

newspapers, assuming, with all the forms of; The first and most conspicuous object which

reasoning, the troth of statements that are not meets the eye after crossing the magnificent

only unproved but incapable of proof,—not only

non-proven but false,—is an evidence of the

extremely fragmentary and imperfect character

of the education of some of our educated men.
When a man feels impelled to ejaculate,

—

bridge over the Tweed and entering the town,

is the ruin— now, alas! sadly diminished and
broken down—of the ancient abbey which gives

the name to Kelso-t This celebrated monastery

was founded by King David I. in 1128, and it

“ The world is ont ofjoint. Oh, cursed spite.

That ever I was born to set it right 1’'

he shonld, in the first instance, be very careful

to take nothing for granted ;
and, above all, not

to beg the principal question on which he founds

his views. The lucid clearness of the first great

English writer on the sources of national wealth

was present in his thoughts, and, therefore, was
evident in his style. Men have found it far

easier to imitate, to some extent, the trenchant

language of Adam Smith, than to emulate hia

patient and modest labour
j

but when such

psendo-logical statements coconnter the calm

• “ Wark Castle was given by Edward III. as a marriftee

present to the Earl of Salisbury; and was defended

by his handsome countess against King David IT.

Edward arrived to relieve it after the Scots had raised the

siege; and fell in love with its beautiful defender. The
story is told at some length by Froissart."—-Ifarray’s

Handbook for Scotland,^. 22.

t The etymology of the name is somewhat obscure.

The accurate author of the Caledonia derives Kelso, orU

ginally from Cailcoic, i.e., a sandbiJl, in the Celtic lan-

guage.

—

{Chiilmere'i Caled. p. 211.) In the celebrated

letter of the Community of Scotland to Edward I., taken

from Rymer (Pcedero, vol. ii., p. 471. New Ed.), the

abbots of Kelso and Melrose spell their names in the

monkish Latin of the period, De Eelquou and De
Meuros.—See Tytler’s ‘‘History,'" vol. i., p. 354 (Edit.

Nimmo. Edinburgh : 1864), where the letter is printed.
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was so far completed as to receive the tomb of

the founder’s son, Earl Henry of Northumber-
land, who died in 1152. The monks were of a
reformed class of the Benedictines originally

established at Tiron in the south of France

;

hence they were commonly styled Tironenses.
Fifteen years before this foundation, King David,
while still the Earl of Huntingdon, had imported
these Tironensian monks into Scotland, and had
settled them near his castle in Selkirk. But the
principal residence of the Scottish kings at this

period was the castle of Roxburgh; and accord-
ingly when David succeeded to the crown, on the
death of his brother in llBi, he soon removed
the convent from Selkirk to its present site at

Kelso, on the banks of the Tweed, and within
a bow-shot of his royal castle. In consequence
of its vicinity to the English border, Kelso
suffered severely during the wars of the Succes-
sion

; and it was reduced to its present, or rather
its more recent, yet less ruinous, condition by
the English troops under the Earl of Hertford in

154.’5. Although the Abbey was never of any
great size, the abbots of Kelso long asserted and
claimed the precedence in the hierarchy of
•Scotland, and even contended for superiority, as

!

we learn from an able writer,* with the
parent house of Tiron, to which this northern
daughter had given more than one rnler.

But we need not pursue its history. We
have only to add, that after tho Reforma-
tion, it camo into the family of the Kers of Rox-
burgh. A low gloomy vault was thrown over
the transept for the purpose of transforming the

[

ruiuB, after the fashion of the period, into a

'

presbyterian church. But owing to the ominous
j

fall of a piece of plaster from the roof, and to the
I

existence of an old prophecy of Thomas the
j

Eymer, that the kirk should fall when it was ^

•full of people, the congregation deserted it in ^

the year 1771. Afterwards it was converted for

.some time into a joiner’s shop. Eventually the
•ruins were disencumbered of the rude modern
masonry by the good taste of William, fifth

Duke of Roxburgfae. In 1823 the decayed parts
were strengthened and repaired by subscription,
and finally, about two years ago, the present
duke had the ruins thoroughly repaired

;
and the

tower which showed signs of decay over the
principal archway, was strapped with strong
iron rods.

The style of Kelso is that which it seems was
usually adopted by David II., a mixture of Nor-
man and Early Pointed. The church originally
consisted of chancel, with aisles 60 ft. long ; a
nave about 30 ft., transepts, and central tower,
about 90 ft. high. There are at this moment
left only two arches of the south side of the
chancel, the walls of the nave, with part of the
west entrance. The main feature is the central
tower, which was supported by four magnificent
arches of Early Pointed age, two of which are
still standing entire, and are at least 40 ft. high.
The rest of the architecture is Norman; and the
building is one of the few, we are informed by
Mr. Billing,t in which the head of the cross
lies to the west. One of the most remark-
able features is the entrance to the north tran-
sept, which has a porch containing a small
room, and this porch was the principal entrance
to the parish church when the chancel was
roofed in. Above the arch, which is deeply re-
cessed and exquisitely moulded, there is a row of
interlacing arcades, surmounted by a tympanum,
•of which the face is intersected in lozenge
shapes.

Upon the whole, however, we must say that
the architectural student will probably be dis-
appointed in the study of what is left of the
ruins; which, notwithstanding the efforts to
preserve them, are gradually crumbling into
dust. “ Kelso Abbey,” says the editor of
its chartulary, *' stands alone like some antique
Titan predominating over the dwarfs of a
liter world.” If simplicity of style and con-
•struction be any proof of this Titanic character,
the learned editor may be correct, for in our
opinion it is certainly the least erudite, if not
the rudest, specimen of ancient ecclesiastical
architecture we have aeon in the whole Borders

• Vide the Quarterly Itevien-.Tol.lzxxv . ; see also, “The
TJonaatic Annals of Teviotdale,” by Rev. Jas. Morton,
This well-known author, although one of tho prebendaries
of Lincoln, wue a native of Kelso. Compare Haig’s“ History of Kelso,” and the able article, “ Kelso,” in the
•"Edin. £ncy.,” by Sir D. Brewster, who was a native
of Jedburgh.

t In bis “ Ecclesiastical and Baronial Remains of Scot-
land.” The dimensions and description are quoted at
greater length than we have done in Mr. Murray’s excellent
“Handbook of Scotland," which we can coroially recom-
mend. It is proper to mention that we have also derived
•some assistance from Black's “ Picturesque Guide.”

with the exception of Jedburgh. But “the
churches of Jedburgh and Kelso as we now find

them,” says Mr. Fergusson, “ belong either to

the very end of the twelfth or to the beginning
of the thirteenth century. They display all the
rude magnificence of the Norman period—used
in these instances not experimentally, as was
too often the case in England, bat as a well under-
stood style, the features of which were fully

perfected. The whole features were used with
a Doric simplicity and boldness which is very
remarkable ; although it must be confessed that

this independence of constraint was sometimes
carried a little too far, as in the pier arches at

Jedburgh where these are thrown across between
the circular pillars without any subordinate shaft

or apparent support. This was,” he adds, “a
favourite trick of the later Gothic architects of

Germany, though seldom found at this early

period. Here, however, the excessive strength

of the arch in a great measure redeems its want
of perpendicular shafts.” We cannot, at present,
dwell longer on the ancient abbey

; we must
proceed to say somethiug about tho town itself.

The town of Kelso is charmingly situated on
tho north bank of the Tweed, nearly opposite, or
rather just below, the point of its confluence

with the river Teviot. It lies, in fact, in the
central plateau of a richly-wooded amphitheatre.
It consists of four principal streets, and an open
square or market-place in which are situated the

Town-hall and the principal buildings. Like
most towns which lie on the banks of a winding

[

river, its thoroughfares are tortuous and irregular.
' But the principal square of the town is one of

j

the finest and most spacious market-places we

I

have seen in Scotland. The shops are also very

j

good ; and the houses throughout the town are
' generally built of the light pink-colonred sand-
I stones of the district, and roofed with blue slate,

imparting to its aspect, on the whole, a certain

degree of architectural elegance and superiority,

which vindicates its title to be regarded as a
“pretty market-town”—a character which was
ascribed to Kelso by Patten so long ago as

temp. Edward II.* 'ibis character it still sup-

ports by a weekly corn-market, a cattle-market,

and a wool-market, and four annual fairs. In-

deed, it is a rather celebrated emporium for

agricultural produce.
Kelso seems to occupy the site of what had

been originally an inconsiderable village, a
kind of suburb—as Gattonside is at tbis moment
to Melrose—to the once important burgh of Rox-
burgh, which then lay on the opposite bank of

the Tweed. It began to acquire more import-

ance after the foundation of the abbey. During
the reign of Robert I. it had increased so much
as to consist of two parts, Easter and Wester
Kelso; and on the final destruction of Roxburgh
by James II., it naturally took the place and
assumed the prominence of that celebrated

burgh. The connexion of the town with the
abbey necessarily made it a sharer in the for-

tunes of that ill-fated monastery ;
and, in fact,

its history from the fifteenth century down
to the era of the Reformation consists of nothing
more than a detail of successive sieges and con-

flagrations. Whenever the abbey was assailed

the town was attacked
;
whenever the former was

set on fire tho latter was sure to be burnt. Nor is

there anything in Borderbistory more remarkable
than the manner in which its buildings (no doubt
constructed chiefly of timber) were eontinaally

repaired and restored, so as to constitute the
materials of so many and so closely consecutive

conflagrations. Better days, however, dawned
for Kelso. A new source of prosperity was opened
up, and a new element of security obtained in

the fostering care of the family of Roxburghe,
who succeeded not only to the revenues of the
abbey, bub also to the seignorial jurisdiction of

the abbots. All the benefits of a princely ex-

penditure
;

all the advantages of a steady and
impartial adminiafcraiion of justice, speedily fol-

lowed. By the time of the Revolution Kelso
bad become tho principal market-town of the
south of Scotland, the chief resort of the neigh-

bouring gentry, the seat of an eminent grammar-
school, and a place of reputation as a seat of
learning. It is now a rather busy, improving,
and withal genteel country town, totally desti-

tute of manufactures, yet ambitious of distinction

;

and not 80 notorious for ecclesiastical bigotry
as some of the towns we could mention of equal
size and importance in the northern part of
Scotland. Indeed, tho Kelso people, for what
reason we cannot tell, unless it be due to their

* See “Tke New Statistical Account of Scotland,”
vol. iii., p. 299.

Border history and connexions, have always had
a greater reputation for business than devotion.

Thus Sir Walter Scott says of them on one
memorable occasion :

—

“ The Kelso men all slank away

;

They liked not much to hymn and pray,
Nor like they’t much unto this day 1”

On the other hand, it must never be forgotten,

that Kelso can boast of being the first provincial
town in Scotland to adopt the printing press;

and that it was here where John Ballantyno
printed “ sixty years since” the first edition of
the celebrated “ Border Minstrelsy,” then un-
obtrusively announced “ with notes and illustra-

tions by Walter Scott, esq.” How strange and
unfortunate that a connexion so proper in itself

and so romantic in its nature should have at

length terminated so disastrously for them both

!

We have already mentioned in terms of
approbation the celebrated bridge which Sir

Joim Rennie built across the Tweed at Kelso.

There can be no doubt that it is one of the very
best of onr modern bridges in point of design;
and had it been constructed of granite, or even
of the hard Whinstone rocks of the district, it

would doubtless have proved more lasting than
the material, a soft and rather friable sand-
stone, which was actually employed, aud which,
we regret to record, even now shows evident
symptoms of decay.

The view from this bridge is singnlarly beauti-

ful. The junction of the Tweed and the Teviot
on the left lends an imposing character to the
broad and stately flow of the river, which is at
this point 300 ft. in breadth

; the lovely foliage

of Sir George Donglas's seat of Spriugwood
Park

;
the romantic old-fashioned town on the

right, with the picturesque mansion of Ednam
facing the bridge; and, lastly, the splendid

architectural object of Floors Castle in the
distance, surrounded with its towering trees and
closely-shaven lawn, sloping to the very edge of
the river,—all this constitutes a picture for which
poor Leyden could find a parallel alone in that
classic vale of Thessaly which the ancient poeta
have agreed in describing as the most delightful

spot on earth :

—

“ Green spangled plains to dimpling lawns succeed.
And Tempe rises on the banks of Tweed,
Blue o'er the rirer Kelso's shadow lies,

And copse-clad isles amid tho waters rise."*

Close to the bridge on the left is a massive
gateway in the form of a triumphal arch, imi-
tated, we suspect from the Marble Arch at Hyde
Park, which guards the approach and avenue to

Spriugwood Park. It is chiefly noticeable as a
piece of masons’ work; and it was executed, we
understand, by tbe Messrs. Waddel, who are, or
were at one time, great builders in these parts.

A little higher up we observe a group of very
tasteful cottages, with heavy tt'iaugalar Gothic
timbered roofs and finials on the gablets. The
walls are constructed in the old-fashioned method
of timber-framings, in squares of about 4 ft., filled

in with random rubble, party-coloured aud ela-

borately pointed. This, we observe is a growing
taste on the part of cottage builders in Scot-
land. These are very nice examples of
suburban cottages, and are obviously of English
design,—at least, we never happened to see such
designs proceed from a Scottish architect. But,
after all, on this point we may remark that
Kelso is much more like an English town, as far

as its buildings are concerned, than a Scotch
one. Whether this be due to the peaceful pro-

gress of “Anglo-Saxon civilization,” which Mr,
Matthew Arnold loves so well, we will not pre-

tend to say. A more proximate cause, perhaps,

resides in the inevitable results of the long
centuries of Border warfare ; but, at any rate, it

is curious that there are no flats or common
stairs in Kelso. Even in the poorest districts of
the town, such as the Coal-square, the old houses
appear to be constructed after the well-known
English model, although we are afraid that more
than a single family inhabit a single house.
The ordinary plan of houses in tbe Market-
square and Roxburgh-street is also that with
which we are familiar in England,—a shop on
the basement, cellars beneath, drawing-room on
first floor, and bed-rooms above.

The modern churches of Kelso are either

beyond or beneath criticism. Tbe parish church,

for example, is a hideous pentagon of some sort,

covered with a circular roof like a Chinese
pagoda. Compare this with Mr. Pilkington’s

ambitious effort in the Free Church, with its

tall spire, its licentious treatment, and its elabo-

rate naturalistic ornament, and one cannot resist

“ Scenes of Infancj,” p. 172.
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the conclnsion that with all their genius and re-

Eouroes the Scottish Presbyterians have sought
for true architecture in their temples, but they
have not yet found it.

The only public building worthy of notice in

Kelso is the Court House and Exchange, which
occupies the northern side of the Market Square.
To the right of this building runs a street called

the Horse Market
;
and on the left a parallel

street called the Hay Market. From the Market
Square runs a long straggling street called

Roxburgh-street, almost equal in length to the
celebrated long town of Kirkaldy, where Adam
Smith was born. Passing np this street, close

to the Free Church we come upon a most in-

tolerable stench, proceeding, as we were told,

from a “ skinnery,” whatever that may mean
—certainly it has no connexion with a tan work,
we should imagine. In this same quarter we
also obseived the mins of the reservoir—a large
cast-iron tank, which burst and did great
damage some time ago. We were surprised to see
it still unrepaired. Several narrow dingy alleys

lead out of Roxburgh-street to the banks of the
river; but near its western extremity we come
suddenly upon the old-faahiuned yet stately

gates, the pillars surmounted with the ducal
coronet, which guard the noble avenue to Floors
Castle.

The day was far spent ere we could tear

ourselves from that splendid mansion and those
beautiful gardens. On returning to the rail-

way station we took a last look over Kelso
Bridge, and a paesipg glance at the mas-
sive archway of Sir George Douglas. Here we
paused for a moment to observe the sculptured
arms in the centre

;
two winged horses—the

Pegasus—supporting the escutcheon of the well-

known bloody heart; and the grim motto, “ Doe
or Die,” reminded us that we had been travelling
with much pleasure in peace and security through
a district of country where this was at one time
impossible.

STRATHEDEN HOUSE, KNIGHTSBRIDGE.

Those who recollect Strutheden House, when
"plain John Campbell” lived in it, would scarcely
recognise the interior now that it has become
the residence of Mr. Mitchell Henry, the well-
known wealthy and discriminating lover of the
fine arts. Under the direction of Mr. Thomas
H. Wyatt, as architect, and Mr. Frederick Sang,
as artistic decorator, the rooms have been
fitted up and furnished very elaborately, and,
we may add, magnificently, In the Hall,

which is still, unfortunately, low, the coiling and
frieze are appropriately embellished in encaustic
colour, and a handsome tile pavement has been
laid by Maw. A dual bead, Diogenes and
Socrates, a fine antique bust of Agrippa, and
the Florentine Dogs, in Serpentine, are amongst
the works of art it contains

;
white the walls of

the staircase are hung with pictures, some of
them originals and others copies of paintings by
good masters. In the Dining-room the walls are
covered with silk brocade

; a lofty chimneypiece,
of carved oak, in the style of the sixteenth
century, has been built up, including some
beautiful carving of the period. The ceiling,

modelled in the same style, is embellished with
allegnrieB.Raffaellesques, and gilding. The wood-
woik of the Library is ebonized, with gold mould-
ings and ornaments. The ceiling, cornice and
frieze, Tenetiau Cinque-cento in style, are partly
on gold, partly on turquoise-blue ground. The
panelled compartments contain arabesques in the
borders and portraits of philosophers and poets.
The walls are hung with heavy green silk from
Lyons, as are those of the drawing-room. For
the latter, the furniture, tables, chairs, consoles,
and frames were modelled and finished in Rome
and Florence after originals in the Pallazzn Pitti
and in the Vatican. The walls of the Billiard-
room are pale sea-green in colour, the wood-
work being dark green with gilding. The ceil-

ing, cove, and comice are very elaborately
embellished, Italian Cinque - cento in style. I

There is a remarkable carved settee in this room
that once adorned a ducal mansion in Florence.
The design of part of it is ascribed to Giulio
Romano. A recess of this room, between marble
columns, the back-ground of which is a positive
Pompeian red, contains a statue of a flower-
girl, by Wolf, of Rome. Other statues by the same
sculptor, and a "Puck” by Lough, will be found
elsewhere. As among the best things in the
rooms we note a remarkably fine tea service of
Sevres china, painted with portraits, and ori.
ginally a present from Louis XIV. to a member

of the Visconti family. It is an exquisite result
of the union of Art and Industry.
The principal addition to the house is in

honour of sculpture,—a temple-like apartment
or shrine, formed to receive Meli’s noted group,
” The Pompeian Mother,” which was for some
time one of the lions of modem Rome. The
statue represents a woman who, unclothed, with
the exception of some wind-pressed drapery
behind, and holding her child in her arms,
strives to escape the horrors of the de-
stmetion of Pompeii by Vesuvius. Her figxire

recalls Rubens rather than Raffaolle,—power
rather than refinement

; but any objection to

this being yielded, the work must command
great admiration. Rumour gives 8,000 guineas
as its cost.

This temple and its opproaches have been
painted in the Pompeian style. The greater
part of the back-ground is red and black, with
animals, birds, scrolls, a rich frieze, a gilt dome,
and a mosaic pavement by Minton. It is scarcely
necessary for ns to add that a very large sum
has been expended on the works in Stratheden
House.

POPLAR AND STEPNEY SICK ASYLUM
COMPETITION.

The Poplar and Stepney Sick Asylum is to be
built in Bromley, Middlesex, jnst opposite the
Stepney Union Workhouse, a commodious struc-

ture, erected not long ago from the designs of
Mr. Henry Jarvis. The Board of Management
having invited a certain number of architects to

compete, eleven have sent in designs for the
proposed hospital, and the drawings are all very
fairly hung in a room at the workhouse. The

! instructions required accommodation for 265
men and 345 women, on the pavilion principle ;

fifteen of the women being lying-in eases, and
fifty of each sex being Foul cases. The instruc-

tions were in accordance with modern hospital
principles, but the competitors were to suggest
anything they thought desirable. The chief
premium offered was lOOi., to merge into the
oommiesion, if the design be carried out, with
GOZ. to author of second best design, and to

each of the other competitors. If we understand
rightly, a reduced commission is offered to the
architect who may be engaged, but of this we
are not certain. W© will hope we are misin-
formed. The site is a long narrow awkward
piece of land, bounded by tho Tilbury Railway
on one long side, and by houses of very poor
character on the other ; aud this, doubtless, in-

creased the difficulties of the architects. The
following is a list of the competitors, with the
snm they put down as the estimated cost of their

design :

—

Me9er9. Hills & Fletcher,... £ ?
Messrs. Giles & Biven 33,000
Mr. 'Wilson, Design A 34,000

„ Design B 33,000
Mr. Bressey 50,000
Mr. ^Vorthington 60,000
Mr. Scott, jnn 60,500
(Add l,6ft0i. for Parian cement, deduct
6001 . if floor in pine instead of oalt)

Mr. T. Blashill 60,000
(Including machinery and lifts)

Messrs. Hammack & Lambert 66,500
Mr. Morris 57,983
Messrs. Harston 68,000
Mr. Bracebridge 72,000
(Exclusive of engineering worts,

fitting up laundry and washhouse,
hydraulic lifts and fittings, laying
out garden, Ac.)

Examiners of the drawings would fail to
find the reason why the last-named design
should cost more than double the sum put down
for some of them at the top of the list, or why it

should cost even one-third more than most of

the other designs. The fact is, however, as we
said in our last, speaking of a similar competi-
tion, these amounts are simply opinions founded
on more or less previous experience.

The designs from which the managers will

probably select the first two are those by Messrs.
Harston, Messrs. Hammack & Lambert, and Mr,
Wilson, (B.) Mr. Wilson’splan, at the closet end,

is somewhat close aud confined. Messrs. Ham-
mack’s elevation is poor. Messrs. Harston’s is

snperiorin this respect, as in some others, and if

the apparent difference in price be reconciled may
come out first, a result we should scarcely feel

disposed to term erroneous, so far as we may
depend on a superficial examination.

Mr. Thoa. Blashill has sent two designs, on
which he has evidently bestowed much thought.
The plan is very good in several respects.

Mr. Worthington, by placing main corridor in

centre, renders his wards too small for economical
working. His elevation is agreeable. Mr.
Bressey in designing a long ward, for bedridden
patients, without a day-room, throws a doubt on
his knowledge of the actual requirements of such
an establishment as this.

Mr. Scott, jun., has given his buildings such
an ugly aspect that his plan was probably less

looked at than it might otherwise have been.
Messrs. Giles & Biven, who have tho whole
matter at their fingers’ ends, are less happy here
than in some of their other designs. By placing

the day-room at the side of the ward, and
separating it from the latter only by a low
partition, they not only take away a window
from some of the beds, but give the same atmo-
sphere in the day-room as in the ward. Mr.
Wilson also in his general plan shows the day-

room at side of ward, but a large alternative

sheet with reference to this arrangement probably
saved him from objection on that score.

ON MEGALITHIC MONUMESTS-

At the annual meeting of the Northampton
Architectural Society, held recently. Sir Heury
Dryden made some vivd voco observations on

The Megalithic Monuments of Brittany.

The province of Brittany, he said, consisted of
five departments, and if they looked at the map
of France they would see that it constituted the

great western promontory of France
;
and it was

! no doubt owing to its particularly promontorial

position that so many of these ancient monu-

I

ments had been preserved, for the arts of civili-

I

sation had nob so readily obtained a position

1
there, and therefore could not work in so destruc-

I

tive a spirit as in other parts of France. Of
these departments Finisterre and Quiberon were
the most rich in these monuments, although

they existed in the other departments. The
part in which he had been at work with Mr.
Lukis was in Quiberon. The province of

Brittany contained a large number of these

megalithic remains. There were four kinds of
' megalithic monuments

;
first, Menhirs, which

' meant tall stones or pillar stones, of tho tallest

I of which yet found he exhibited a drawing. The
' second kiud were the Dolmens, which were
chamber tombs, of which he only exhibited a
drawing of one specimen. Thirdly, there were

!
the Circles, of which there were several. He
exhibited plans of the three principal—the circle

of Mdnec, the circle of Kairverin, and the circle

of Kerlescant, There were a few more, but not

many of them—perhaps one or two more ; bub
he supposed there were not a dozen circles alto-

' gather in Brittany. Then there were the monu-
mental lines of Erdeven, the principal part of

[

which was near Camac. Tho lines of MJnec
• were eleven in number, tho lines of Kairverin

;

ten, and the lines of Kerlescant thirteen. Now

I

there was a very important point in the nomen-
clature of these things, which was very bother-

:
ing. If they had to do with French auti-

[

quaries aud their works they would find this

j

difficulty. What we call a cromlech, the French
call a dolmen; and what we call a circle, the

!
French call a cromlech. These monumental re-

mains had never been planned to any extent,

and never been properly described. The num-
ber of people who had visited them was extra-

' ordinary, and therefore it was 'tho more sur-

prising that so little had been done to make them
understood. He believed bo had seen everything

thathad been writtenon the subject; and therewas
not a single thing to be relied on. His friend,

Mr. Lukis, had seen more of the remains than

be had. A strong reason why they should be
planned was, that they were being destroyed as

fast as they could be. He was in the district in

September, 1867, and when ho went again this

year he found that many of them bad been de-

stroyed, and one of the most curious dolmens
was being carted away. They were breaking up
some of the others whilst he was there. As tho

plana he had taken were accurate, they would
bo of great use eventually. Very few of these

remains were marked ou the French ordnance
maps, and not nearly so much interest had been
taken in them by the French engineers as was
the case in England. He should not say any-

thing about the dolmens, for his friend, Mr.
Lukis, had written a good many things about

them, which would ultimately be published.

They were chamber-tombs, and were all inclosed

in immense mounds of earth first of all. There
were lines and circles in other parts of Brittany,
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bafc he should only describe those about Carnac.

He had only planned part of these, for it would
take two or three lives to measure and plan

many of them. Some of these seta of lines had
circles at the head, whilst others had not ; but
he conld not say that there had not been circles

at the head of the others. For instance,

Kerlescant ha.6 one which was not placed sym-
metrically with regard to the other; and then
Kairverin had no circle, and he did not think it

ever had, because in the other cases the circles

wore on the highest ground, but in this case the

lines went up to the point, and the ground began
to sink direotly after. Therefore he considered
it never had any oii'clo, as did Hr. Lukis also.

Ab for the Kerlescant, the enlighted ow'ner was
carting it away as fast as he could

;
and since

he had planned it much of it had gone. A good
deal was carted away in the interval between
his two recent visits. Mdtiec consisted of eleven
lines, and no doubt never had more than eleven.
Erdcven, he should think, consisted of eleven
lines. The drawing which ho exhibited repre-
sented the circle of St. Pierre. The distance
between the circle and the corner of the lines

was 290 ft., and the diameter of the circle

was 180 ft. M^nec was very nearly a mile long,

but Kairverin was the longest of them all. St.

Barbe was about 900 ft. only in length, but they
did not know exactly whether that was the
complete length. They believed, however, that
it was, and up at the top of it there was no
circle now, but there were three enormous blocks
which stood up at the head. Whether they
were part of a circle, or whether they were only
three blocks put at the top, one conld not de-
tormiue, but there was nothing like a circle.

Neither was there anything like a circle at

Erdeven, but there the circle, if one ever existed,

might have been destroyed, because in making
the Imperial road some of the end blocks had
been mutilated, so there was great confusion

;

but still he thought there never was a circle.

Some of the end stones of the circle of St. Pierre
had been eaten away by the sea, for they had
found some of the fragments on the beach. The
circle of He Lanic was on a small island about a
quarter of a mile from the coast, the whole of
which was covered with Roman pottery. All
along the little cliff, which was only some 4 ft.

or 5 ft. in height, there wore numerous speci-

mens of Roman pottery, and other similar
antiquities. Flint heads and arrow heads, and
many such things, had been found, and no doubt
others would be found also. The sea had en-
croached very much there. Mr. Lukis said it

was very odd how so much pottery should have
accumulated on a small island, and he raised the
question, why did the people go there ? lie

eupposed it was likely it was once part of the
mainland, and especially when they fonnd, on
sounding, that the channel between the island
and the mainland was quite shallow. It ap-
peared, therefore, highly probable that the sea
had burst over the land, made the projection an
island, and washed the circle away. It was not
very different in diameter from the circle of
St. Pierre, it being some 165 ft. All the writers
who had made mention of those lines had treated
them ns if they were so many parallels, and Dean,
in his “ Serpent-worship,” wanted to make out
that all these lines favoured the hypothesis that
they were temples for serpent-worship

; but that
argument would not hold water. In the case of
every set of lines, the head was wide and the tail

small. They began with big stones, and tailed
down to little ones. The stones began by being
some 8 ft., 9 ft., or 10 ft., perhaps, in diameter; and
towards the end they gradually became smaller,
till the diameter, perhaps, was not more than
4 ft.

;
the spaces between the stones and the

lines remaining but slightly different. None of
them were set out with mathematical regularity,
but they were very wavy. The circle stones in all

these cases were smaller than the line stones.
Mr. Lukis wanted to know which were first

erected,—the lines or the circles
; whether the

circles were added to the lines or the lines to
the -circles. They first of all thought that the
circles, being the smallest, wore first erected,
and that the lines were afterwards added; bub
against that supposition was the significant
fact, particularly in the case of the Kerlescant,
that the circle—which, by the bye, he should
have explained, was a horse-shoe shape,—was
flattened to receive the head of the lines. That
was conclusive against the circle being made
perfect at first, and the lines being tacked on to
it. It was much more likely the circle was
tacked on to the lines, although the stones were
much smallei’. The Great Menhir, Locmariaber

was 67 ft. 5 in. in diameter by 13 ft. 6 in. wide.
This was the largest in Brittany, and he sup-
posed in France. The oddity of it was that,

when it broke, the two fragments fell in oppo-
site directions, as represented in the diagram.
In one dolmen a gold collar had been found ; and
that single fact had done more harm to antiqui-

ties, and had resulted in greater destruction to

the monuments, than the ravages of 200 years.

Various questions were put to Sir Henry, and
in answering them ho stated that the colts ho
had produced were undoubtedly later than the
dolmens in which they were found. In many of

the dolmens, Roman statnettes, coins, and other

antiquities had been found. Ho further stated

that in Constantia, Algiers, there were thousands
of these dolmens only a few feet high. Some of

them were 8 ft. high, 17 ft. wide, and 65 ft.

long.

Monument in Scotland.

Mr. Samuel Sharpe described a cromlech or

dolmen, which had been recently discovered

in Scotland, and which he bad visited, and
seotional drawings of which were exhibited.

He was visiting at a place in Airly, Forfarebire,

where in the course of some agricultural opera-

tions a slab was turned up, which led to an
opening with steps, which led down some 10 ft.

beneath the surface. Immediately at the foot of

those steps the passage curved and widened out,

and extended to a distance of about 50 ft. or

60 ft. beneath the crown of the hill. They pene-

trated to the end, and in the course of conversa-

tion inwbich he inquired whether any inscriptions

had been found in the cromlech, he was informed
there had been none found. The extremity of

the place was perfectly dark and dripping with

water. It was almost like the dripping well at

Kuaresborough. But before they got out a stone

was discovered. He should say that the width
of the cavity ranged from 5 ft. to 8 ft. or 9 ft.

The stone he had mentioned was about 8 ft. in

length and 5 ft. in the other direction. Figures

appeared on the stone. There was a large-sized

serpent and a smaller one at right angles with
that, and then there were several lines and the
figure of a rudely - marked letter F, with
other characters which were undecipherable.

On the wall beneath this stone was a
smaller one, upon which was the figure of

a circle between two lines, and other lines

similar to those which occurred in the cromlechs

of Brittany, in greater or lees number. On the

floor were the remains of charcoal or other burnt
material. It was stated that the cromlech had
been discovered some hundred years previously.

He should suppose that at that time it was
closed up and covered with earth, and lost sight

of altogether. It was known to be somewhere
in that locality

;
and, from the description of the

old and the character of the newly-discovered
cromlech, he should think the two were identi-

cal. Near the entrance and on either side was
a fireplace, with a chimney from 15 in. to 18 in.

high. The stones were more clumsy than repre-

sented in. the diagram, and had two uprights

with a passage traceable from the bottom to the

top into the open ah’. In the course of looking

about he discovered a fragment of a qnern, or

hand-mill to grind corn, an illustration of the

passage in Scripture, “ Two women shall be
grinding at the mill,” &q. The suggestion which
offered itself as to the reason of those remains of

,
domestic habitation was this. The object of the

i cromlech in the first instance was a sepulchral

one, and after being used by those who built it

for that purpose it was doubtless discovered by
other people and utilised by them so far as to

make it a habitation; and hence the fireplaces,

and the domestic utensil, the corn-mill. With
respect to the lines, he regarded them as an
evidence of the extension into Scotland of ser-

pent-worship, as carried out on the greater part

of the continents of Asia and Europe. With re-

gard to the other characters, nothiug was known
except that, perhaps, they were intended to

indicate the number of the members of a family

that were deposited in the urn or burial-place.

Possibly the F might be an indication of the

.

family, but that was merely conjecture, and the
same remark applied to the diagram of the other
stone.

Kitchen Boilers.

—

By the explosion of a
boiler in the kitchen of the United Hotel,
Charles-street, St. James’s, five female servants
were seriously injured, and great damage was
done to the premises. We postpone observations,

in the hope of an official inquiry.

NEW BUILDINGS IN EDINBURGH.

It is a somewhat singular fact that amongst
the numerous Golliic churches erected in Edin-
burgh within the last quarter of a century, there
are only two possessed of really good Gothic
character

;
and these two were designed by non-

resident architects. This peculiarity may be
accounted for from the circumstance that the
local architects who have acquired a position,

and to whom, as a matter of course, works of
importance are entrusted, have been educated in

the Classical school, which obtained a firmer

footing in the “ modern Athens ” than in any
other city in the empire. The Gothic revival

has never been heartily acquiesced in by these
men

; it is as a new laoguage to them, the gram-
mar of which they have not mastered-

West Coates Church, Rosebum.

We some time ago gave a description of a Free
church erected in the newly-created western
suburb, called Roseburn

j
and our attention is

now directed to another church in course of
erection there in connexion with the Establish,

ment. It is situated immediately to the east of
the grounds of Donaldson’s Hospital, and con-

sists of a nave and transepts, with aspire in the
centre of the nave gable, which faces the south.

At the angles formed by the junction of the

spire and nave and the nave and transepts, are

octagonal turrets, which lead to galleries. The
tower and spire will be 130 ft. high, and pierced

by a three-light traceried window immediately
above the doorway, and in the upper part by
triplet lancet-windows. The spire is pierced by
two tiers of gablets, and surmounted by a lai^e

finial and vane. The nave is lighted by double
lancets, and in the north elevation is a rose-

window of plate tracery, beneath which is the

vestry
;
aud on either side r.ro two light trace-

ried windows, and at the angles are massive
buttresses, corbelling, and other features pecu-
liar to Scottish Gothic are introduced.

The general arrangement and distribution of

the parts show that a picturesque and grandiose

effect has been aimed at; but the result is not

quite satisfactory
;
the outline is rigid in parts,

and tho detail a mixture of various periods not

happily combined. The church will accommo-
date 900 sitters, and the cost is about 8,000Z.

Mr. David Bryce is the architect.

Free St. George’s Church.

That Mr. Bryce is more ab home in the
Classical than in tho Gothic style, is shown by
Free St. George’s, which is situated within ten
minutes’ walk of the church above described;

here all the details are thoroughly correct,

although there is little originality in their

application
;
and the faults are those inherent to

the extreme Palladian. The site is at the angle
of Stafford-street and Shandwick-place; the

main entrance, which faces the sonth, being
from tho latter; the north elevation abnts upon
a stable lane, and the east one is nob visible from
the street ; the latter have not therefore been
treated architecturally. The whole of the site has
been bnilt upon, and measures 78 ft. from east to

west, and 125 from north to south. The principal

entrance is flanked by coupled attached lonio

columns sarmounted by a broken pediment, from
the centre of which a great sprawling device

crops out
;

above this is a range of arched
windows with projecting keystones. On the

aide is a slightly projecting wing with a three-

light square-headed window on the ground floor,

aud an arched window in the upper story

;

massive Corinthian attached columns rise from
the basement story to the architrave, which,
with the dentilled cornice, breaks over them.
The wall head is finished with a balustrade,

having pedestals at intervals to sustain vases.

Tho tower is placed at the south-west angle, and
is divided into four stages. Tho basement stage

is 25 fc. in diameter, is rusticated at the angles,

aud rises to the main cornice, where it terminates

in semicircular pediments embracing clock dials,

which are ornamented with festoons of fruit and
flowers, and a vase is placed at each angle. The
next two stages consist of open arches sup-

ported by Corinthian columns and pilasters sur-

mounted by enriched cornices
;
from the upper of

these springs a pyramidal spire pierced with,

circular openings, and at the springing of the

spire vases are again introduced. The west

elevation consists of a centre having two ranges

of rusticated windows, flanked by wings having
attached Corinthian columns surmounted by
triangular pediments, tho outer mouldings of

which are broken ofi* before reaching the apex.
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The interior contains, besides ‘the church,

committee and waiting rooms, and in the base-

ment is a residence for the beadle, <to. The
church proper is divided into a centre and aisles

by iron Corinthian colnmns, supporting a series

of arches upholding an elliptical ceiling, divided

into square panels, with bosses at the intersec-

tions. There are galleries in the aisles, and at

the south end opposite the pulpit. The ceiling

over the galleries is divided into a series of

domes.
The preaching platform occupies a small apse

at the north end, and in the apse are three

windows to be filled with painted glass. The
roof of the apse, which is a semi-dome, is sup-

ported by granite pilasters, with foliated caps.

Accommodation is provided for a congregation
of 1,S00, and the entire cost, including 13,000i.

for the site, is abont 30,0002.

The original Free St. George’s, which was
displaced by the operations of the Caledonian
Railway Company, has been rebuilt at Stock-
bridge, with the addition of a tower, having a
high-pitched slated roof. With this addition,

and in its present situation, with meaner sur-

roundings, the building has a much better effect

than it had on its former site in the Lothian-
road.

Baiik of Scotland.

The scaffolding has now been removed from
the Bank of Scotland, presenting the whole
facade to the spectator. The transformation is

complete ; the once clumsy, badly proportioned
building is now one of the most picturesque and
imposing in the city. With its broken skyline

of domes and groups of statuary, and standing
as it does on neutral ground, between tho old

and new towns, it forms a link between the
modern and formal architecture of the one. and
the more irregular and ancient style of the
other. The sculpture is not at all to our mind,
and is moch inferior to that on the Bank of the
British Linen Company, which was designed by
the same architect, Mr. David Bryce.

Castle Terrace.

The first instalment of the new bnildings de-

signed by Mr. James Gowans, in his own pecu-
liar style, is now completed, so far as the eleva-

tions are concerned. The peculiarity of the

style consists in the ignoring of every known
detail and the application of mouldings more
suited for execution in wood than in stone, tho
profile only of which is generally presented to

the spectator, llnch of the construction is

false,

—

e. g., arches are cnt out of the solid and
provided with stone tie-beams, where there is

ample abutment. The general effect produced
by the number of gables, moulded chimneys,
and statues breaking the skyline, is striking and
pictaresque. Mr. Gowans, who is both archi-

tect and proprietor, deserves to be complimented
on his pluck. He is feeling his way, and may
improve as he proceeds.

Fruit and Vegetable Markets.

The new markets at Princes-street are pro-

gressing. Whatever objection may be made to

the propriety of establishing markets on so fine

a site, it is already evident that the rcscning it

from the state of chaos it has presented for many
years will be an improvement.

BRICKMAKING, AND DESIRED
IMPROVEMENTS.

The committee of the “ Manchester Society of
Architects” has just now made a report on this

BubjVcb. which, though to some extent local in

its interest, has much in it that will be found
generally useful, and is, therefore, placed before

our readers.

The report was produced in consequence of
the Master Builders’ Association having re-

quested the Society’s opinion as to the desirable-

ness of introducing brickmaking machinery into

Manchester, or rather machinery of a certain

description
;
and it is signed for the committee

by Mr. W. R. Corson, president, and Mr. J.

Murgatroyd, hon. secretary :

—

The committee appointed on the 13th April,

1868, to consider and report on the methods of
brickmaking in this neighbonrhood, and to make
suggestions with the view of obtaining better
bricks than those generally in use, beg to submit
the following report :

—

They have examined and tested bricks from
various crofts near Manchester, and several

machine-made bricks, including those pre-

sented to them by the Master Builders’ Asso-
ciation. They have also visited works at Brad-
ford, near Manchester, where one of Bradley
& Craven’s machines is making bricks from
coal shale

j
and also the works of Messrs.

Platt, Brothers, at Oldham. They have had
interviews with a deputation from the Master
Brickmakers’ Association, and with one from the

Operative Brickmakers’ Union.
Their inquiries led them to investigate particu-

larly the fol'owing points in connexion with
bricks and brickmaking :

—

1. Regularity of shape.
2. Uniformity of size.

3. The size to be recommended as a standard.

4. Uniformity of material.

5. Density.

6. Power of absorbing water.

7. Dittoof retaining it.

8. Methods of manufacture.
9. Price.

Year committee has not thought it necessary
to make experiments on the weight required to

crush any of the bricks they have examined,
such experiments on individnal bricks giving no
reliable data for calculating the weight that

would crush a mass of brickwork.

Your committee may observe that the best

stock bricks made in this neighbourhood seem
nearly all that can be desired as to colour, regu-

larity of shape, and quality, though the sabse-

quenb remarks will apply to themalso, under the
heads 2 and 9 ; and they have, therefore, more
particularly directed their attention to the im-

provements necessary to produce the best com-
mon bricks for general use.

In the whole of the experiments your com-
mittee has nsed bricks of good, though nob

specially selected quality.

size be used for stiff clays, others smaller should

be nsed for more open ones. There is, however,
a strong temptation not to do so, as full-sized

moulds will produce a large brick from open
clays that will be preferred by certain classes of

builders. The introduction of machinery, with-

out graduating the sizes of the moulds, would
therefore not obviate this objection ; and to intro-

duce larger moulds than the maximum standard

in one locality would only lead to their being

used elsewhere, and thus the spirit of competi-

tion would unceasingly increase the size of

bricks till they became too unwieldy for brick-

setters to handle. It is a question for considera-

tion whether stiff clays might not be rendered

more open by an analogous mode to that fol-

lowed in the Midland Counties and London,

by mixing a more loamy clay, or breeze, or sand
with them.

It is also well known that different-aized bricks

can be made even from the same clay, under
different conditions of tempering.

3. The Size to be recommended for the bricks

when burnt, so that all shall be uniform, from
wherever procured, should be one that would
nob be too large nor too heavy for a bricksetter

of average strength to handle, and such that two
brick breadths should, with the mortar joint,

equal one brick length, and three thicknesses,

with the joints, equal to the same dimension;

and taking into consideration the size that can
be procured from stiff clay, it would appear that

9 in. by 4| in. by 2^ in., or llOi cubic inches,

would be the best for general use, and such
bricks would set, exclusive of waste, exactly

11 yards of 9-in. work per l.OOO- Some bricks,

made from stifi clay, are a little less than this ;

but a proper amount of attention in tempering
the clay stiffer would no doubt bring it up to

the size required, if so managed that the freshly

moulded brick should contain abont 27 per cent.

Table 1.

—

Showing average Size and ^Veight of Bricks, with Quantity of Water absorbed. The results

are the averages of several specimens of each hind by total immersion.

Description of Brick.
Contents

in

Cubic

Inches.

iS

’$

&
isi

Cl.

. fvr Ceuiane

A? iofW.terab-
Ataorbed
b. Total ToWottho

ImmsrBion. j ^

Common hand-made, ten samples from various crofts lb. 07.. lb. oz. piih in Per Cent.
103-6 6 9-25 109-76 11-6 20-06 19-38

140-12 8 15-5 110-6 19-67 34-0 24-26

Platt's machine-made 116-04 8 4-6 123 39 12-5 21-6 18-6

Hutchinson’s inachiDp-msde 114-85 7 15-5 120-00 9-876 17-0 16-0

1. Regularity of Shape.—This is a most im-

portant point when, irrespective of appearance,

the greater liability to fracture is oousidered,

when the points of contact in built work are few.

In this respect the machine-made bricks alone

can be said to combine the qualities of true and
parallel surfaces and general rectangnlarity,

though they seldom maintain a good arris. The
band-made bricks are almost all defective in the

above requirement, a large proportion being
warped, bulged, rough-faced, aud with very irre-

gular arrises, proceeding partly from indifferent

tempering of the clay, neglecting to pick out

stones, the nse of so soft a material in monldiog
that it becomes distorted in handling, the rough
surface of the drying-ground, want of protection

in drying, and the haphazard modes of burning.

2. Uniformity of Size.—This has an important

bearing on the cost of brickwork, the number of

yards of work set by 1,000 bricks being much
less with bricks made from a stiff clay (which,

from the quantity of water used in the manufac-

ture, shrink in drying \o a small size) than with

those made from a more sandy clay, and when
no difference in price is made on account of the

increased or decreased size. Much difficulty and
annoyance are also caused when calculations on

bonding-faced work and ashlar dressings, that

have been based on one size of brick, become
nugatory on account of that size being used up,

and when bricks from another kiln, and there-

fore probably of other dimensions, are brought to

the building.

The method of manufacture is entirely to

blame for this fault. From want of protection

in drying, some bricks are partly washed away
by the rain, often unequally so, or more on one

edge than the other. It is also obvious that dif-

ferent-sized monlds should be used for different

kinds of clay, so as to produce bricks, when
burned, of uniform size with others. This mat-
ter appears to bo entirely under the control of

the master brickmakers ; fur although the opera-

tives have, very properly, a standard maximum
size, beyond which they will not mould bricks

(10 in. by 5 in. by 3 in.), they have no objections

to use smaller moulds; and, if their maximum

I

of water instead of 33, which it often does now

I

We may here mention that the cubic contents

of the bricks made in the neighbourhood of
' Manchester range from 94 in. to 115 in., averag-

ing about 104 in.
;
that Messrs. Platt Brothers'

' bricks average 116 in.
;
the sample bricks sub-

mitted by the Master Builders’ Association,

140 in
.

;

and Mr. Hutchinson’s, 115 in.

4. Uniformity of Material.—Want of attention

to this requirement is the cause of many of
the faults alluded to under No. 1. We find

stones not properly picked out of the clay, and
bricks burst or bulged in consequence. There
is also frequently an incomplete mixture of cloys

of different strata, with bands of sand or other

foreign materials in them, and consequently a
varied mechanical and chemical composition of
different portions of the same brick. A mire
effectual sorting of stones, &c., out of the clay>

and more careful casting and tempering, whe-
ther by means of a pug-mill or otherwise, are

absolutely indispensable to achieve improvement
in this respect, whether the bricks be intended

to be made by hand or by machiuery. Gr'.ud-

ing the clay by means of rollers wonld not seem
to be desirable where limestone is present; ta

crush up which amongst the material would
only be to more thoroughly disseminate centres

of destructive force, ready to burst the bricks

on the admission of moisture.

5. Density.—While on the one hand it is

desirable that appreciable hollows shonld not

exist in the texture of a good brick, neither on
the other is it desirable to so compress the

material as to totally exclude air, and thereby

not only render its proper burning difficult, but

also make it so heavy in proportion to its

cubical capacity as to be tiring to handle, ex-

pensive in carriage, and the cause of increased

outlay where structures are to be carried on.

iron beams, or for arching, &c. The bricka

submitted by the Builders’ Association compare

;

well in this respect, the weight of a cubic foot

being llOi lb., while the average of hand-made
i bricks is 109} lb.; of Messrs. Platt’s, 123 J lb.;

j

and Mr. Hutchinson’s brick, 120 Ib.

Hardness is not necessarily commensurate
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with density. The Builders’ Association brick,

though little removed in density from the hand-
made one, is very considerably harder, while the
most dense of other machine-made bricks ap-
pear rather wanting in toughness. It appears,
indeed, to your committee, that the more the
tempering and kneading manipulations of the
clay are dispensed with, the less probability is

there of a tough homogeneous brick being pro-
duced.

the desirableness of applying pressure, in mould-
ing, in a different direction to that in which it is

generally done. In testing the facility of parting
with water, the bricks, after being saturated,
were left to dry at a natural temperature.
Messrs. Platt’s and the Collyhurst bricks lost in
the four hours and a quarter only about half of
what the others had done ; in four days they
were all nearly on an equality, and after that
time the Builders’ Association brick and Messrs.

Table 2.—Rate of Absorption, the Bricks placed on Edge in f in. Depth of Water.

Description of Brick. In

k Hour.
In

1 Hour.
In

24 Hours.
In

14 Honrs.

A particularly good brick from Bradford, near Manchester,
aoBorbed of the total quantity (8J ozs.), which it took up
ultimately

Bnilders' Association brick f20I ozs.L ditto .. .

Platt’s livbt-coloured (\2\ ozr L ditto

Hatchinson's machine-made (SJ ozs.), ditto. (Saturated in
tbirtv-eieht boursi

A eooa band-made brick from Hulmft (ft ozr.V ditto

A good band-made brick from Collyhurst (HI ozs.), ditto

Per Cent.

30
•11

33
47

40-75

Per Cent.
56
65
76

3G-4

69
64-4

Per Cent.
70'6

85
98

60
68-75
95-0

Per Cent.
100
lOO
100

75'75
90-6

98-4

Table 3.—Showing the actual Qicantity of Water absorbedper Cubic Foot of Brick at stated Intervals
the Bricks being placed j-m. on Edge in Water.

Description of Brick.
Weight per

Contents,

Quantity of Wafer absorbed per
Cubic Foot in

Full

Dry.

Hour. Hour.
24

Hours.
14

Hours.

Saturation.

lb. ins. 07
Platt’s machine-made 123’167 117-00 73’S5 132-93
Builders’ Association do 114'6 136-4 76’0I4 139-35
Hutchinson s do
Bradford, near Manchester, hand

118'76 111-64 38-09 46-43 68-042 96-73 127-62

made 1I1'66 100-8 61-41 81-69
Holme do 113-69 95-6 67-78 85-85
Collyhorst do 113-94 100-4 103-26 163-6 240-95 249-65 253-80

Table 4.—Rate of Drying at about 65 Degrees Temperature.

Description of Brick. In 44 Ini
Day.

In 2
Days.

In 3
Days.

In 4
Days.

In 5
Days.

In 6
Days.

In 11

The Buiiders’ Association brick bad lost of
the total volume it had absorbed (20| oz.)

Platt’s light-coloured (124 oz-)
The hard Bradford brick (8} oz.)
Hutchinson’s brick (84 oz.)
Collyhorst ditto (144 oz.)

Per
Cent,
8-6

4
8-57

3-4

Per
Cent.
32-1
34-7
42-9

60
80-6

Per
Cent.
60-6
61-2

63-

6

64-

2

Per
Cent.
69-1

76-5
78-0
72-7
74-0

Per
Cent.
81-4

81-6
81-0
76-4
81-3

Per
Cent.
86-4

85-

7
82-9

78

86-

4

Per
Cent.
00-1
89-8

82
89-8

Per
Cent.
96-3

96
94-3

82
91-6

6 and 7. Foioer of Absorbing and Retaining
Water .—The annexed table will show the rela-

tive values of different bricks in this respect.

For the purpose ofsecuring dryness of dwellings,

&c., the brick which imbibes the least moisture,
and that' the most slowly, and which parts
with it most rapidly, is the most desirable : not
only will there be less probability of driving rain
penetrating walls under such circumstances, but
the action of frost must be less injurious than
when it attacks a material whose pores are
filled with moisture. It will be observed from
the experiments with bricks laid on their edge
in water, that all kinds except Mr. Hutchinson’s
will become saturated for all practical purposes
within fourteen hours— Messrs. Platt’s, indeed,
and one from Collyhurst, in two hours and a
half ;—that the quantity of water absorbed is not,

as might have been expected, in inverse ratio to
density ; Messrs. Platt’s, the most dense, absorb-
ing 18'6 per cent, of their bulk of water

}
Mr.

Hutchinson’s 15 per cent.
;
the Builders’ Asso-

ciation brick 24i per cent., and the hand-made
bricks varying much, but averaging 19’38 per
cent. The rapidity with which the water was
absorbed was most contradictory; the Builders’

Association brick, which in the first quarter of
an hour had absorbed 30 per cent, of its total

quantity, as against 47 per cent, of that of the
Hulme brick, had at the end of two hours and a
half surpassed the latter in the ratio of 85 per
cent, to 68t, though even then far behind Messrs.
Platt’s, which had absorbed 98 per cent., being
nearly saturated. It will be observed from the
tables 2 and 3, that some bricks, though they
absorbed in a given time a larger proportion of
their total capacity than others, yet where that

I capacity was small the actual quantity taken up
: might be less, and as the penetrating effect of
I damp must be ganged by the latter characte-
1 ristic, it will be seen that the position of the
I different bricks as to quantity absorbed in a
:
quarter of an hour, one hour, two hours and a

1 half, and fourteen hours, was pretty uniformly
I thus :—1st. Mr. Hutchinson’s (least)

; 2nd and
I 3rd, Hulme and Bradford; 4th. Messrs. Platt’s;

I 5tb. Collyhurst; 6th. Builders’ Association (most).
' The majority of the bricks, when immersed, ab-
e sorbed the water more rapidly at their sides and
( ends than at the top and bottom beds, as shown
1 by the air-bubbles : this would seem to point to

Platt’s surpassed the others in rapidity of
drying.

In the earlier stages of the drying process,
the order in regard to rapidity is—Hutchinson’s,
Bradford, Platt’s, Asaociatiou, Collyhurst

; and
in the latter stages—Association, Collyhurst,
Platt’s, Bradford, Hutcluuson’s. Thus the bricks
which parted most eagerly with their moisture
at first, were the longest in drying, and vice
versd. At the end of eleven days none were
perfectly dry, from J oz. to li oz, water being
retained.

8 and 9. Method of Manufacture.—Price .

—

From the foregoing remarks, it appears that the
following points require attention to improve
the character of the common brick :

—

a. Greater care in cleaning the clay, and in
thoroughly tempering it.

b. Variation in the size of moulds, so as to
produce uniform -sized bricks from various
clays,

c. Moulding the bricks with material of
such consistency that it may not become mis-
shapen by the effects of its own gravity.

d. Greater regularity of surface of the dry-
ing.ground.

e. Protection from extreme variations of
temperature and rain in drying,

/. Less frequent and more careful handling
in the process of drying, so as to preserve the
edges.

g. A means of burning whereby the amount
of firing shall be under control.

On points e and g, it would appear that
wherever outlay has been made by brickmakers
towards this end, whether by covering the
“walled” bricks in drying by boarded cop&igs,
roofing over the clamps to protect them from
rain, or shielding them from the action of the
wind, a proportionate improvement in quality
of the bricks, and a diminution of waste, has
followed. Attention should, however, be directed
to still greater protection during the earlier

stages of drying, and to some method of burning
in properly-constructed kilns, where the amount
of firing shall be under control, and the “ live

holes,” or firing-up apertures, so shielded from
the wind that the heat may not be driven here
and there uncontrollably by it. The present
system of burning common bricks by so-called
“ close fires,” where the bricks are interspersed

with layers of fuel, appears particularly objec-
tionable and wasteful, giving uncertain and in-

commensurable results for the fuel used, besides
certain distortion and inequality of colour.
The systems of burning at Messrs. Platt’s and

at Messrs. Livesey & Johnson’s, at Bradford, by
kilns built in compartments, the latter being
“ Hoffman’s ” method, and the former an ap-
proximation to it, so that the waste heat from
one division may be turned into the adjoining
ones before commencing to supply them with
fuel, both point to drying or completing the dry-
ing of the bricks by means of waste heat, and
both seem to be economical and satisfactory in
results. Tour committee is well aware that
either system is beyond the means of most briclL-

makers, and would only be remunerative where
a very considerable quantity of clay is at hand.
But it seems a question for fair consideration,
whether bricks should necessarily bo made and
burned in immediate proximity to the spot
where the clay is obtained.

It is not at all improbable that the additional
care and attention shown to be requisite can be
carried out without enhancing the price of hand-
made bricks. They are at present sufficiently

dear
; and if machinery could produce an article

superior in the most important requirements,
and but little inferior in others, at a much
lower price, its introduction would no doubt be
welcomed by all engaged in building operations,
to whom a reduction in the price of material
would be some compensation for the constantly-
increasing coat of labour. It must not, how-
ever, be forgotten that the increased care recom-
mended would diminish the enormous waste and
the difference in number between the quantity
of bricks actually moulded during a season, and
the number that are ultimately delivered to the
consumer fit for putting into a building, and
would thereby bring a proportionately greater
profit and redaction in price at the same time.

Bricks of good quality should be of a uniform
size, say 9 in. by 4| in. by 2f^ in., and should
weigh at the rate of about 110 lb. per cubic foot,

or about 7 lb. each.

They should be rectangular, with true faces,

and only the sides and ends need be smooth

;

the arrises should be sharp and straight.

No print sinking on either face.

They should not absorb, when saturated, above
20 per cent, of their bulk of water, and should
absorb it reluctantly, and part with it with
facility at ordinary tem23erature8.

They should be uniformly burned, and have a
metallic clang when struck together.
They should be tough and “ pasty ” in texture,

and not granular, so as to require repeated blows
to break them, rather than one single hard blow.
Superiority in this respect will cause the bricks
to retain their entirety and sharpness of their
arrises in carting and handling.
The hand-made bricks cannot, as at present

made, be relied on for complying with the above
requirements, though some closely approach the
standard of size, weight, powers of absorption,,

and toughness
;
but they are unequal even when

from the same ground, and very much so when
those from one ground are compared with
another

;
in the other requirements they are

generally very deficient.

With regard to the machine-made bricks,
Messrs. Platt’s process would not appear to be
practically introduoeablo in the neighbourhood
of Manchester for the manufacture of common
bricks

;
for though they might be produced by it

at a low price and of generally uniform quality,
yet its merit consists as much in the preparatory
processes as in the moulding machine; and the
immense extent and cost of providing for these,
places it beyond the reach of any but those pos-
sessed of considerable capital

; and it might be
necessary, where the beds of clay are tWn, to
bring the material to the manufactory from a
considerable range of ground.
The bricks presented by the Master Builders’

Association comply with the majority of the
qualifications, and in most respects are superior
to the bulk of hand-made ones

; bub they should
be made smaller, to comply with the standard
size, and their somewhat granular texture, as
well as the friability of the arrises, and immense
absorptive powers, point to the necessity of
some method of improving the tempering of the
clay.

The bricks made by Mr. Hutchinson’s process
seem, in many respects, the best your committee
has had the opportunity of examining. They
are sound, homogeneous, not granular, and pos-
sess a surface well adapted for making a good
mortar joint; their low absorptive power is also

a
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a recommeaclation, and they present a good sur-

face when cat and rubbed, and we understand

that they can be produced at a reasonable price.

They are somewhat heavy, and would, wo think,

when required for fire-proof floors or walls sup-

ported on iron beams, be improved by any treat-

ment tending to lighten them. The process also

requires improvement to secure greater rect-

angularity and uniformity of burning.

Your committee might have extended this

report by giving various details of the different

modes of manufacture, but they are of opinion

that the immediate object of their appointment

will be secured by the particulars they have

given. It now rests with the manufacturers to

determine in what manner effect may be given

to these recommendations, bearing in mind, how-

ever, that though lowness of price is an impor-

tant consideration in itself, yet that equality of

size of bricks and reliable excellence of material

are of much greater importance to architects.

cated by the absorption-bands in the spectrum of

the light they transmit ? Who would have sup-

posed, a few years ago, that the nature ofmany of

the constituents of the sun, and even of the distant

stars and nebulje, would have been revealed by

the mere fact that their light is deficient in

waves of certain periods ? Or that whether a

comet or other heavenly body shines by its own

or by reflected light, should be read in the direc-

tions of the vibrations of which its light consists ?

Y'et the truth of these and many more such

results depends entirely on every separate wave

maintaining .its period of vibration invariable,

however far it has travelled, and whatever dif-

ferent media it has traversed ;
* and that in

homogeneous media even the very directions in

which the vibrations are performed along every

ray, are preserved—doctrines which Mr. Thomas

seems unwilling to admit, though their rejection

would make as great a muddle of the whole

science of light as he seems to suppose the

various distinct vibrations 'to compound in the

pure etherial firmament.

When one of the scientific observers now so

THE “ BUILDER’S ” LAW NOTES.

Alteration of Drains.—In a case where the

vestry or district board of a parish or district,

under the powers conferred on them by the

Metropolis Local Management Act, substitute a

new sewer in a course different from that of an

old one, and think proper to divert house-drain-

age (not in itself deficient or insufficient) from

the old sewer to the uew one, they are bound to

provide new drains for the old ones so diverted.

Newton’s " sopposititioas bundle of an infinite

number of rays has been transplanted to the

andnlatory theory,” where it appears to him
much more “cumbrous and improbable” than

iu its original domain ;
and asking, " What is

the diameter of that bundle ? What its form

of section? What the disposition of its fas-

ciculi ?” shows that he has no accurate

conception of what is intended by thoso

terms, especially as he adds, These are

questions which I have never seen touched upon,

much less solved.” Let me then again state

that rays, in the undulatory theory, are nothing

but imaginary lines, everywhere perpendicular

to the advancing surface of the wave
5
and as

every wave, so long as tho medium through

which it travels is of uniform density and

elasticity, must spread with equal velocity in

every direction from its origin, and therefore

preserves a spherical form, these rays must also

BO long continue to radiate in straight lines from

their source. Bub if part of a wave en'.ers a

medium which it cannot traverse with the same
velocity, its surface is necessarily broken, and

loses the spherical form, and the rays are bent
ardently engaged in following np the clue lately

. ^ . .

given by the science of light to find out some I accordingly from their original direction accord-

of the mysteries of the universe, receives
1
ing to the law of refraction j

and a reflected wave

through a narrow slit a beam of light from a
j

is also sent from the second medium back again

distant nebula, oanses it to pass through a train
j

into the first, causing rays to return according

of prisms till, as he supposes, its various com-
i

to tho law of reflection.

ponent rays of different wave periods are widely Having acquired the idea of a single ray

but variously bent from their initial direction, '
of light as the line perpendicular to the aur-

and diverge from each other sufficiently to allow face of the wave at a certain point, and indi-

of the accurate determination of their positions
,

eating the direction in which the disturbance

ntjw uiaiuo juL - in the epectrumj and when viewing their which constitutes the_ wave at that point is

and are not entitled to call upon the owners of
,
spectrum through a telescope, he finds that propagated, it is not difficult to explain what is

the premises to pay the expense of such new
j

these rays are (for example) precisely the same
,

intended by a beam or pencil ol rays, simple or

(jrains. Yiret v. Vestry of Marylelone. [as the peculiar rays omitted by incandescent
,

complex
_

Repair of Sewers.—The local authorities of a hydrogen and nitrogen gas, and thereupon
|

First, suppose a single wave, or a succession

district are hound to lay down a sewer in such
!
announces that the said nebula consists of such of hundreds of waves, all of the same peno ,

district when necessary, and to keep the same in ' incandescent gases
j
or finds that its several rays given out by a single shaken or vibrating atom,

good and serviceable repair. It has been decided are each slightly more refrangible, or less refran- j^^the luminous body, Justus a struck^nau^, or

Viof iViis avrirMcinn “ rpnair”that the expression “ repair” does not mean the

reconstruction of a sewer which has been origi-

nally defectively made, but the keeping of the

original sewer in proper repair. When, there-

fore, the Court of Queen’s Bench issued a man-

damus requiring certain guardians to put a

sewer within their district in good and service-

able repair, it was held to be a sufficient answer

that the sewer which had originally been con-

structed by another board had been defectively

made
;
that it was not such a sewer as was re-

quired by the law, and that in consequence of

its defective structure it could not be pot into

good and serviceable repair.

—

The Queen v. The

Guardians of the Epsom Union.

Taking PossessioTi cf Houses.— The Commis-

sioners of Sewers cannot take compulsorily the

whole of a house unless they have first in duo

form adjudged that possession of the whole

house is necessary for tho purpose of executing

their powers in the best manner.

—

Thomas v.

Daw.
Public Health.—A mandamus directed to a

local board of health stating that a sewer is in

such a state as to be a nuisance, and commands
the local board to cleanse it, cannot be enforced,

as it does not show, according to the “ Public

Health Act, 1848,” that the person causing the

nuisance, or the owner or occupier of the pre-

mises where it exists, has failed to comply with

notice to remove it.

—

The Queen v. Godmanchester

Board,

giblo than certain corresponding rays emitted by bell, may send out a single wave or a succession

the same gases, and therefore calculates, that if ^ of waves of sound through the air.* The lines

the nebula consists of those gases, we are ap-
j

drawn from this atom to all points on the but-

preaching to, or receding from, it at a certain face of the pupil of the eye, or in the orifice of

rate 3
always relying implicitly on the doctrine an opening through which the light emitted by

LIGHT AND COLOUR.

I SHALL willingly wait for Mr. Thomas’s ex-

position of the views he entertains on light and

CDlours and would be among the first to con-

gratulate him if his promia^ experiments add

anything to the discoveries of previous observers.

At tho same time I do most sincerely entreat

hiTn to make himself more fully cognizant of

the truths which are known respecting light and
colour, or (if ho prefers the expression) of the

principles of the undulatory theory. It surely

must be worth while for any one who purposes

to publish his own thoughts on such a difficult

subject, to know acenrately those conclusions at

which the best philosophers of the present cen-

tury have arrived, especially when we know that

the most brilliant discoveries of the age have
arisen, directly or indirectly, out of that theory,

which now seems to promise more than was ever
before hoped from it. Who does not admire the
new and refined method of chemical analysis,

by examining the powers which different sob-
stances possess of destroying waves of light of

particular periods faster than others, as indi-

that the rays he operates on have retained their

wave-periods invariable ever since the waves

first started on their marvellous journey of per-

haps a thousand years)—may we believe him?

Or mnst we think, with Mr. Thomas, in his last

letter (October 10), that the supposed great dis-

covery of Newton about the prismatic rays is

but one of his " infelicitous conjectures;” and

prefer with the same writer in his former letter

(September 19), to believe that not separate

vibrations issue from the luminous body, but

only “ a general vibratory motion of the elastic

medium, which modified by the prism or other

means produces in us all the varieties of light

and colour ?”

I can hardly believe, however, that one who
shows such a liking to science as Mr. Thomas

does should really mean to dispute any of its

great fundamental principles, though bis lan-

guage implies as much. How could he hope to

explain the magical influence by which, for

instance, one and the same prism could modify

any single kind of general tremor in so many

ways, and cause it to produce in us such various

sensations of colour, with such wonderful con-

stancy, when we examine with it the light that

proceeds from different bodies ? What would be

the use of so Quixotic an enterprise as to

attempt the overthrow of a science built up by

such slow degrees, with painful labour of

thought and patient observation, by the master-

minds of the last two centnries ? Would it iu

the least forward any theory of numerical pro-

portion being at the root of chromatic harmony ?

Would it not rather take away the only means

of proving the existence of such a proportion ?

It seems more likely that the difficulty felt in

accepting this part of the undulatory theory

arises from an imperfect acquaintance with it

;

and the manner in which Mr- Thomas writes

again in bis last letter about rays, asserting that

* The demonstration of this, on dynamical principles,

in respect of wares in general, was first given by ^fewton,

who also showed that their velocity in any medium de-

pended on the ratio of its elasticity to its density, and

that their inteuaity diminishes as the square of their dis-

tance from their origin increases. Unfortunately, per-

haps actuated by some jealousy, for be wm not eiempt

from human weakness, Kewton too hastily refused to

the atom shines, will be a bundle or pencil of

homogeneous rays, which if the atom is distant

may be regarded as parallel.

Next, suppose the same effect to take place in

a great multitude of similar atoms, near together.

The pencil of nearly parallel rays will now be

composed of a number of subordinate bundles or

“ fasciculi,” each proceeding from its own distinct

origin. It will, however, still be a pencil of

homogeneous light.

Thirdly, suppose that these several atoms do

not all vibrate with equal rapidity, but at two,

three, or any number of different rates. Oor
complex pencil of rays will now bo heterogeneous,

composed of a number of subordinate bundles,

each of which separately would excite the sensa-

tion proper to its wave-period, but which alto-

gether excite the sensation, either of whiteness or

of some other colour, in which all the sensations

proper to the separate bundles of rays do

in fact co-exist. When such a complex beam
traverses the prism, the several subordinate

bundles of rays of which it consists, being differ-

ently refrangible, diverge at different angles

from their original direction, and give ns the

spectrum proper to the peculiar light emitted by
the congeries of atoms from which it proceeds.

Lastly, suppose a constant succession of

shocks agitating the same set of atoms or other

sets which come (one after another) into nearly

the same positions, without which our light

would be like that of a lightning flash, which

docs not continne for the billionth part of a

second, though the sensations it excites continue

much longer. We have then exactly the case

which is commonly presented to us in nature.

Take a portion of the flame of a burning candle.

A stream of atoms of incandescent gases sends

out waves of some particular periods, which

excite the sensation of blueness perceived in

looking at the lower part of the candle-flame,

and give a spectrum consisting of a few bright

lines, separated by dark spaces ;
bnt the myriads

of incandescent particles of carbon, like those

of other solids, send out waves of all periods,

and the more intense the heat of the flame tho

greater is the proportion of the shorter waves,

as Professor Tyndall has lately so clearly pointed

out. Hence the part of the flame where they
admit thepoBsiUeappljcationoftheuiidalatoryli^^heBia,^^^^^ . ^ continaous spectrum, in which
to light when suggested in an imperfect torm uy o ^

Huygens: though in hia most ingenions endeavours to

apply a oorpascolar hypothesis (always treating it as an

hypothesis only), he was forced to call in the aid of

ethereal vibrations, to acconnt for effects now known to

arise from the interferences of waves.

• Mr. Airy, in his treatise on the undulatory theory,

supposes that there are always a snccession of some

hundreds at least from each centre of diatnrbance.
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{as might be supposed from the colour of the
flame) the rays which produce the aonsation of

red are most intense or numerous, and the more
refrangible rays occur in proportions far less

than in the lime light, the magnesium light, or

the solar light.

None have yet attempted to number the
centres of the waves, or successions of waves, of

light that may originate in ever so small a por-
tion of a luminous body in a second of time

j

but the period of the longest of them is known
to be so short that they may be thousands of

billions, without even two starting together
;
ye<

suppose as 'many as wo please to be oontem-
poraneouB, however they might interfere with
each other, the very manner of their ioterferenoe

ensures that in the whole there can be no lose

of force in any wave, and therefore no loss of

light. At particular points interference may
destroy light, but then it will increase the
intensity fourfold at other points, the whole effect

remaining constant.

Perhaps the above slight attempt to explain a
matter which is not in general very clearly

stated in popular works, may load some to re-

gard with more respect a science which displays
such marvellous perfection in the works of the

Great Creator, and leads to such sublime con-
siderations

} a science whose evidences none can
understand without a thorough conviction that
every attempt to overthrow them must bo futile.

With regard to the physiological considera-
tions to which Mr, Thomaa refers, I will only
say that if Newton has satisfactorily shown that
all the colours in nature are but compounds of
the colours of the prismatic rays, and if ilaxwell
has satisfactorily shown that these prismatic
colours are identical with the colours that may
be produced by combinations of three of the
prismatic rays, namely, those which excite the
deepest sensations of red, green, and blue, then
there is satisfactory reason to consider the sen-
sations excited by those three rays as the nearest
possible approach to three simple or elemen-
tary colour sensations, of which all possible
colonrs are componnded. And if, according
to modern custom, we use the term ‘primary

colours to mean simple or elementary colonr
sensations (in which sense it was used first,

I believe, by the German astronomer Mayer, a
century after Newton used it to denote the pris-

matic colours), then these three colours have a

claim to be so called in preference to any others.

To inquire in what maimer those sensations are
produced by the action of the various rays, may
be interesting and useful, but is no more essen-
tial to the theory of colour, strictly so called,

than is the inquiry into llie nature of light. I

myself incline to think that the optic nerve is so
framed ns to admit of throe, and only three
kinds of vibrations, and that these are severally
excited with greater force by rays which more
nearly accord with their several periods than by
others. Some homogeneous rays, for instance,
excite the sensation of red most powerfully,
others that of green

; while a third kind, of in-

termediate wave-period, excites both of these
sensations equally at once, and thus produce the
sensation of yellow.

This is no suggestion of mine, though the par-
ticular analogy, the possibility of which I have
suggested in my book may be new. Aristotle

himself, the first and beet of the ancient ob-
servers of nature, whose writing have come down
to us, had a similar idea about the relations of
the principal colonrs

j
and Newton himself

(whose most infelicitous conjectures are well
worth our study, makes the following queries in
his Optics (book iii.) :

—

“ Do not the rays of light in falling upon the
bottom of the eye, excite vibration in the tunica
retina ? which vibrations, being propagated wlnng
the solid fibres of the optic nerves into the
brain, cause the sense of seeing ....

“ Do not several sorts of rays make vibrations
of several bignesses, which, according to their
bignesses, excite sensations of several colours,
much after the manner that the vibrations of
air according to their several bignesses excite
sensations of several sounds ? And particularly
do not the most refrangible rays excite the
shortest vibrations for making a sensation of
deep violet, the least refrangiWe the largest for
making a sensation of deep red, and the several
intermediate sorts of rays, vibrations of several
intermediate bignesses to make sensations of the
several intermediate colours?

“ May not the harmony and discord of colonrs
arise from the proportions of the vibrations
propagated through the fibres of the optic nerves
into the brain, as the harmony and discord of

sounds arise from the proportions of the vibra-
tions of the air ? For some colours, when they
be viewed together, are agree.T.ble to one another,
as those of gold and indigo, and others dis-
agree.”

Young, in his Tjectures on Natural Philosophy,
seems to have baeu the first to apply the notion
to the theory of three simple sensations, I can-
not but remark that had Newton’s and Young’s
suggestions on this point been considered ns
they deserved to be, we should probably never
have had so many fanciful and groundless analo-
gi©« proposed tetween colours and musical
oote^, as may be met with in subsequent works.
With respect to (icolar spectra, I hope Mr.

Thoojiu will carofuily reconsider what I have
written in the chapter on the ocular modifica-
tions of colonr, and try the simple experinieuts
there mention^, without any undue exciteniont
of the eye, and with stru t adhprenoe to the
cautions mentiosied. I shall be disappointed if

he does not find out that the doctrine 1 have laid
down is correct. Having exaniiued many me-
moirs on the subject, I am sui^rised that he con-
siders it not in accordauo© with the “ more
advanced physiological explanations,” and should
be glad to be informed where these may be
found. But he misunderstands my doctrine
when he says “ the insensibility of the eye to one
colour, according to Mr. Benson and some former
writers upon this subject, is clearly, according
to thoir own showing, a keen sensibility to
another.” I only show that the excitement of
any one of the simple colonr-senaations tends
to deaden for a time the sensibility of the eye
for the same, leaving its sensibility for the others
unimpaired.

Before ooncluding this already too long a
reply, I must gently protest against what seems
(bub I am sure is not intended to b=) a some-
what disingenuous attempt to fasten upon me
the absurd notion that colonr has objective
existence, though my treatise begins by declar-
ing ” Colours are merely sensations prodneed by
ihe action of light on the nervous tissue of the
retina.” When I say (in a sentence imperfectly
quoted by Mr. Thomas) " The colours of all

natural objects are merely the sensations pro-
duced by those of the incident rays which they
send to the eye,” my expressions certainly admit
of improvement, but their sense is obvious,

—

produced hy such of the incident rays as the
object sends to the eye

;

and not, prodxiced by the
colours of the incident rays. To find fault with
such terms as “ white light,” ” colours of lights,”

seems rather hypercritical when the meaning is

plain, and both whiteness and all other colours
are treated tbroughont as sensations alone.
I thought I had said enough on this point
in my letter of September 26th. We cannot
always nse an awkward periphrasis, such as
“light exciting the sensation of white,” or “a
green-producing ray,” Bub Mr. Thomas, I
think, commits a much more serious fault when
he defines light as a sensation only, ignoring the
universal and principal use of the term to ex-
press that which proceeds from the luminons
object and produces the sensation; andespeoially
when he words his definition so as to make a
distinction between light as a sensation and the
sensations of colours, as if there could possibly
be any sensation of colours which is not light.

For in this sense “light” is a mere generic
term, including all possible sensations of colours.

W. Benson.

ON WRITING-DESKS,

There is a piece of furniture which is gradu-
ally becoming extinct

j
and which may be looked

for in vain at Mechi’a, Parkin & Gotto’a, or

any other fashionable purveyors of writing ma-
terials

;
it is the largo, plain, heavy, old-fash-

ioned vmting-desk, at which our grand-parents
used to sit, with a bosiness-like, and often
gloomy countenance, so inexplicable to the young,
whose cheerfulness seemed to receive a sadden
check from the time that desk was opened, till

the sound of the little click announced the key
at length turned upon its mysterious contents !

What could those odious desks contain to
occasion such long and serious faces ? the deep
thought, the frequent writing, the search amongst
letters and memorandum-books—old, oldpapers

—

little packets unfolded, and again oarofully re-

placed. It makes one shudder to recall those
times, which passed as a cloud, more or less

dense, over the sunny brow of hopeful youth !

Years have, however, revealed to us the
secret, and we find ourselves growing old, with

writing-desks, which, notwithstanding their
pearl, brass, or ivory dressings, wring from ug
every sentiment of pleasure and pain to which
the heart of man is heir! Yes; we, too, now
have desks, and will speak out that they inclose,

and hold iu a solid form, each transient joy
and i)oignant grief of our lives, of which the
outward world has, in comparison, witnessed
but the passing shadow. In them lie concealed

—

yet ready to be brought before us at any mo-
ment—all the emotions that evei’ distni'bed the
heart or pleased the imagination. Treasured up
within their narrow limits, hallowed remi-
nisoenoes are packed side by side with angry
words, cold rebukes, claims of money, sympathy,
or love ! What a medley ! Truly, 0 Desk,
thou remindesb one of the human heart itself!

To ransack thy stores is to lay open the secret
recesses of that vital spring whereby we may
trace bbe character and past life of thy owner !

No wonder thou art kept locked ! No one likes

his inward soul to bo invaded, the sanctified
precincts of thought, words, and works to be
entered by other than one’s own self! The
older we become the more tenacious are we of
such infringements, and the more have wo to
stow away in those silent nooks.
Bat although the desks of our forefathers are

gradually passing away, some to lumber-rooms,
others to second-hand furniture shops, and the
like, their descendants are numerous, elegant,
and often costly in appearance ; one can scarcely
believe they contain aught but the most charm*
ing subjects for contemplation.

Children, too, in these days have their desks,
and how simple and childlike are the contents!
Their pure and unsophisticated minds are surely
refiecUjd in their little desks, the interior of
which, in the gennineness of their nature, they
display with such delightful frankness. Smooth
and spotless as the bordered white paper they
hand you to admire, is the dawn of those im-
pressions which, coming in contact with this
frail world, need so much skilful guiding,

—

bright and sweet as the little gilded scent-
packet which accompanies the paper, imparting
its fragrance to all around, are the hope and
spirit which pervade that developing mind ! In
one comer may be seen the silkworm’s golden
skein, occupying a place that in after years we
find devoted to some loved lock ! An intricate

puzzle next turns up ! To us does it not portend
difficulties to be encountered ? While the paper-
flower, conoealiug riddles within each leaf,

speaks of hidden problems yet to be unravelled,
the gay pen-wiper with its coronet of beads,
almost too smart for nse, dare it but admonish,
would say,

—
“ Use me o’er the pen has defaced

the fair sheet with discord, and remember that
kind words echo kind feelings.”

All these, and many more, simple, yet to the
contemplative mind, sonl-stirring objects, are to
be found in the child’s desk; objects in which
young eyes merely see an outward beauty, but
into which the thoughtful penetrate, and be-
hold the shadowy future.

The age of “teens” has, generally speaking,
no desk; its substitute is the gay paper-case, iri-

descent with flowers of mother-o’ -pearl : if there
be an unsettled and doubtful period of our lives,

it is surely during those years from twelve to
twenty, though it is then ono looks around and
beholds nothing but varying colours of bright-
ness, warmed with life’s meridian sun, our
real mission lying in the grey undiscernible dis-

tance. True to the age is this gay, and in some
measure, useful receptacle,— the paper-case.
Open it, and the interior corresponds. What
have we? Various coloured papers; scraps of
poetry in German, French, and English

; half-

finished notes (of coarse we will not read them);
“card of dances” at last ball; concert pro-
grammes : not that the owner is without many
little treasures besides, bub these are scattered in

jewel-cases, glove-boxes, drawers. None, however,
are in the paper-case. No concentration of feel-

ing has yet taken place; time and circumstances
alone bring that

;
and in doing so impart accord-

ingly, strength and firmness to the character.

It is after twenty that the first films of

thought gather
;
these become united by thread-

like intersections, which afterwards swell into

channels through which a more or less healthy
circnlation deposits, as it flows, those needful
resources which constitute the marked differ-

ence observable between one individual and
another.

From that time those various accumulations
unite, by slow degrees, till at length they swam,
and become, by some means or other, hived, in that
presence-chamber of our souls,—the desk ! And
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who can look over its contents free from excite-

ment ? Who can repress the strong feelings which

rise or fall with the touch of every fresh packet ?

The vilest heart occasionally shodders at what

it there encounters ; for the writing-desk, though

it be the hiding-place of many foul deeds, keeps

no secrets wh^en opened. The base transac-

tions of the swindler stare him in the face,

and sinners lock up therein traces of their

own guilt ! But, let us leave the contemplation

of human nature in this its worst form; many
a sweet souvenir draws ns, like an overpowering

magnet, into communion with our own desks

;

and although, while diving into the past, we
may inadvertently open a partially-healed wound,

close by will be found that remedial balm, the

solace of friends, which, in their own hand-

writing, assures us of their sympathy and love !

Not far from this source of comfort lie the rich

auburn—the black—ah ! and the grey curl—all

that remains of dear ones that are gone ! On
these we like occasionally to look ; and, allowing

our thoughts full freedom, they fly swiftly over

years that are past; halting only here and there

at those prominent events which must for ever

stand out in bold relief upon the chequered

pages of our lives !

It is to the writing-desk that we consign our
first small earnings, until necessity, or a more
prodtable investment calls them forth. In that

desk, too, will be found our last wishes, when
wo have no longer breath to give them ntter-

'i ance. At her writing-desk the careful housewife

sits, pondering how to make " both ends meet

I

and often by the midnight lamp may be found

I
the speculative man, leaning over his, and

• reckoning profits which are, perhaps, at that

' very moment wrecked at sea. Who will, after

I

snch considerations, look with indifference on

I

writing-desks ? Those we have noted, and many
other examples of feeling, varied as individuals’

minds, find a resting-place in those lone recep-

i tacles of the heart. Whenever we are called

I

away, survivors ! respect their contents, for they

I

represent the spiritual part of our nature, which

too frequently passes throngh this life misjudged

and misunderstood. Touch the long-treasured

relics they contain with reverence, and on com-

j

mitting them to the flames, which must, sooner

j

or later, be done, let it be with solemn thoughts

i and careful hands, for perhaps the spirit of the

departed hovers over them! Mas. C. H. S.

ANCIENT FURNITURE
IN THE RATHHAUS, OCHSENFURTH.

Some short time ago we gave a view and
details of an interesting earthenware stove in

the Rathhans at Ochsenfurth, near Wurzburg.*

Our present illustrations represent two very

• See pp. 450, 451, an(e.

curious old tables in the council chamber of the

same building. No. 1 is made to open, and the

upper portion forms a receptacle for documents.

This table has been barbarously “ grained ” in

imitation of oak
;
the wood of which it is con-

structed is a very fine pine.

No. 2 is a still more remarkable example

:

like the former, it is of pine, but retains its old

colour and decoration. The hollows are painted

crimson with black spots. The chamfers are

gilded. The slab of this table is ornamented
with a “ zigzag ” pattern forming a border of

inlaid wood. There are no less than eight other

ancient tables in the same building, but the two

we have illustrated are the most noticeable.

The date of these interesting examples of ancient

furniture is unknown, but from the style of the

carving and mouldings there can be little doubt

that they are works of the latter part of the

fifteenth century.

BEFERZNCES.

Fig. 1.

A. Termination of cusp of trestle.

B. Screw-head.
C. Side yiew of ditto.

IJ. Hinge.
E. Momding under the slab.

Fig. 2.

F. Termination of cusp to trestle (half full size),

G. Moulding of leg of trestle (under side).

H. „ » (upper side).
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BHONZE ALTAE AND CHANDELIER
IN AUGSBURG CATHEDRAL,

Auosbueg Cathedeal, alfchongli bj no means
a magnificent or grand building, is exceedingly
interesting on account of tbe singularity of its

plan, tbo great antiquity of portions of tbe
structure, and the very beautiful ancient furni-

ture which it contains.

The cathedral consists of a large, lofty eastern

choir, with apse, chevet, and surrounding chapels,

all fourteenth-century work. The aisles of this

choir are entered at the sides by two splendid

doorways of the same date. Were the other

portions of the church built upon a similar scale,

with their choir and aisles, it would be one of

tbe finest cathedrals in Germany ; and it is

highly probable that those who designed this

choir contemplated the rebuilding of the whole
church upon a scale of equal magnificence. The
architect may regret that this scheme was never
carried out, but the antiquary will be moat
thankful for its failure. West of the choir are

two square Eomanesque towers of moderate
height, crowned with tall lead spires. These
towers are placed so wide apart that the nave
and aisles intervene between them. Tbe effect

of this arrangement is singularly ugly, and is

not improved by the roof of the choir being
higher than the towers themselves. The nave is

very early Bomanesqnc work, with double aisles

of the fourteenth century. It is so low that the
chancel arch is only as high as the aisles of the
choir. The vaulting is fifteenth-century work, but
very bold and good. Westward of the nave and
aisles are two transepts, the same height as the
nave, and these are crowned by a western choir,

terminating in an apse. Internally this choir is

raised about 12 ft. or 15 ft. higher than the floor

of the nave, and beneath it is a very early

Eomanesque crypt. On the sonth side of the

nave is a Eomanesque chapel, dedicated to

St. Blaize. The cloisters on the south aide are
late fourteenth-century work.
The bronze altar, of which we give an illustra-

tion, stands in the western choir in such a way
that the priest, when celebrating mass, stands
with his face to the people. The reredos is en-

tirely in bronze
;
tbe constructive portions appear

to bo oast, and the ornamental ones beaten. The
height to tbe top of the crucifi.x is about 35 ft.

It is probable that the space now boarded up im-
mediately above the altar was occupied by a
retable of costly metal work. The three centre

spaces do not appear ever to have been occupied
by statues, but the two outer ones were certainly

filled up with some kind of ornament, as the

rivets into which it was fastened are still visible.

The fonr lower statues are of wood, gilt, and are

probably not the original ones. The date of this

most interesting work of art is 13-16. This altar

is about to be restored, and the portions which
are wanting will be replaced.

In the apse, immediately to the west of this

altar, is the ancient episcopal throne. It is a
stone seat supported, upon the backs of two
rudely-carved lions. It is evidently a work of

very early date, and the little ornament used is

quite classical in character. It is far older than
any portion of the existing cathedral, and may
have belonged to some earlier church. Against
the wall, to the north of this altar, is another
bishop’s throne. It is of Early Eomanesque
work, and has a curious canopy over it sup-

ported upon pillars with ornamented shafts. Its

date is 994. Westward of this altar and
throne are a fine double set of stalls, richly

carved, in deal. They are the work of the fifteenth

century, and their good state of preservation is

a strong proof of the durability of this wood for

internal work. At the east end of this choir is a
low metal screen. It is the work of the sixteenth
century. Against the pillars of the nave are

eight altars, the reredoses of which are new, but
contain most remarkable ancient pictures

5
four

of these are by Zoitbloom, and the other four by
the elder Holbein.
Hanging from the vaulting in the centre of

the nave is the superb bronze chandelier, of
which we give an illustration. The date of this

fine work is 1321
;
and it is in a perfect state of

preservation. The bronze doors to the porch on
the north side of the nave date from the year
994, and are very remarkable (we have given a
description of them in another number). Six of

the windows of the nave contain stained glass,

which is probably coeval with the building A.D.
990. They represent very rude figures, which, in

drawing, strongly remind one of the Bayeux
tapestry. They are probably the very earliest

stained glass in existence.

The eastern choir contains a double set of
stalls and stone sedilia, of the fifteenth century,

the backs of which are hung with stamped
leather, which^has a very agreeable effect; and a
modem Gothic high altar, of poor design. The
chapels round the apse contain ancient altars,

with beautiful sixteenth-century pictures, by
Zeitbloom and Hans Burkmair, and some in-

teresting monuments of bishops of the cathedral.

Two of these are large tablets, carved in red
marble, and show how this description of monu-
ment can be made ornamental, instead of dis-

figuring a building. The screens to these chapels
are good specimens of late sixteenth-century

metal-work. In the Lady Chapel is a good Early
fonrteenth-century stained-glass window. The
whole church has been well restored. There is

a little modern stained glass, but it is far from
meritorious.

EXPLOEATION OF PALESTINE.

"Wilson’s Akch is on the west side of the
“ Haram ” area, near the Jews’ Wailing-place.
Here Lieutenant Warren sank a shaft last

November, “to see what the wall was like” at
that place. He found the rock, and the base
course of the Haram wall let into the rock at a
depth of 50 ft. 5 he discovered, also, a stream of
water running “ through the land,” down this

Tyropcean valley. Later, on January 22nd of
this year, he wrote,—“ We have made a great
discovery this week, viz., a system of tanks,
vaults, and aqueducts, in connexion with, and to

the west of, Wilson’s Arch: they are, apparently,
of similar age and construction, and are likely

to throw considerable light on Jerusalem topo-

graphy. In fact, it appears to me that this

system of vaults is the key to underground
Jerasalem

5
and we may reasonably hope to have

a good knowledge of the great embankment
which runs across the Tyropcean valley.” We
have before ns, just now received, a plan of these
vaults, as far as they have been explored. In
one row, the vaults are each 13 ft. square, and
about 18 ft. high. It is, evident, from the pas-
sages broken off and unexplored, that a great
deal yet remains to be investigated here before
the question can be answered,—What was the
use of these vaults P The passage, which is

12 ft. wide and 14 ft. high, was probably used as
a secret passage connecting the Jafla Gate with
the Haram area. By this, in case of a tumult,
troops could be brought quickly and unexpect-
edly. It has been followed to a distance of
250 ft. from the wall.

We would remind our readers that the fund is

wholly supported by subecriptions
;
that money

is wanted
; and that the society’s office is at

9, Pall-mall East.

THE NEW BANKEUPTCr ACT.

The Act passed last session to amend the
Bankruptcy Act of 1861, came into force on the
11th instant, and as it is an Act of considerable

importance to all men of business, the following

abstract in popular language will no doubt be
acceptable to our readers.

The Act provides that no deed between a
debtor and his creditors, or any of them, relating

to his debts and his release therefrom, or to tbe
distribution, inspection, management, and wind-
ing up of his estate, shall be as binding on all

tbe creditors as if they were parties thereto,

unless, in addition to conditions hitherto observed,
the following be also complied with :—1. Toge-
ther with the deed there is to be delivered to the
registrar a list of the debts and liabilities of sncli

debtor, stating tbe times when incurred, the
consideration for same; the names, residences,

and occupations of creditors, the respective

amounts due to them, the securities held by
them, and the estimated value of such securities.

2. There is also to be handed in a statement,

setting forth the amount of the debtor’s pro-

perty and credits, and the estimated value
thereof. This statement may be, from time to

time, by leave of tbe court, amended, tbe
amendment, as well as tbe original statement, to

be on oath ; and in the case of an amendment,
the affidavit is to state the reason of the amend-
ment being made, and why it was not in tbe
original statement. Notice of the handing in of

snch lists is to be given in the Gazette, or in a
daily paper, circulating where the debtor resides

or carries on business, within such time as the
.general orders made by the Lord Chancellor and

two commissioners shall direct. Any person
stating himself in writing to be a creditor, may
personally or by agent, inspect the statement
and amendments, and (on application in such
manner as general orders shall direct) obtain a
copy or extracts. Creditors assenting to the
composition deed must prove their debt in
the manner prescribed by tbe General Orders.
In the computation of the requisite value, the
amount due to each creditor, after deducting the
value of the securities held by him ou the
debtor’s property, shall alone bo reckoned. The
time for the production and leaving such deed at
the office of the registrar, is to bo twenty-eigbt
days from the day of execution by the debtor, or
such further time as the court may allow.
Proofs by creditors are to be filed, and any per-
son stating himself in writing to be a creditor,
may inspect all tbe office documents in the case,

personally or by attorney, and have copies, in
manner directed by General Orders. The Act
contains provisions respecting the examination
of the debtor, and of any creditor, or alleged
creditor, and others possessed of information

j

and also respecting tbe payment of the costs of
such examination. The application for the exa-
mination must bo by a creditor whose debt
exceeds 1 01. In case of a “ deed of arrange-
ment,” creditors, in order to be reckoned in com-
putation of majority, must prove their debts in
tbe manner set forth iu General Orders. The
other portions of the Act are of a technical
nature, referring to the jurisdiction of the respec-
tive Bankruptcy Courts, and to other strictly

legal matters. The Act does not extend to

Scotland or Ireland.

THE TEADES MOVEMENT.

A representative meeting of the trade
societies of the metropolis has been held at the
Bell Inn, Old Bailey, for the purpose of adopt-
ing such measures and taking such action as

may secure tbe passing of a Bill which will place
trade societies on a footing of social equality
with other associated bodies. The circular

calling the meeting stated that this had become
necessary “by reason of the insecure position in

which the recent conflicting decisions of judges
have placed trade societies.” A large number
of trades were represented at the meeting. The
chair was taken by Mr. Spelling, of the Vellum
Binders’ Society. Among those present were
Professor Bealey, Mr. Lloyd Jones, Mr. Cromp-
ton (barrister), &c. Mr. Guile (Ironfoundera’
Society), moved the first resolution,

—

“ That this meeting, composed of representatives of
various societies in the metropolis, having fully considered
the Bill which has been prepared for the purpose of ob-
taining legal protection for the funds of trade societies,
and which was brought before Parliament bySirFowell
Buxton, is of opinion that it is suiBcient for every legiti-

mate purpose, and should receive the support of every
well-meaning member of the House of Commons."

Mr. W. Allen (Engineers’ Society), seconded
the resolution, which was spoken to by Mr.
Applegai'th (Carpenters’ Society), and Mr.
George Potter (Joiners’ Society). Mr. Lloyd
Jones and Professor Besley also took part in the
long discussion which followed. Mr. Odger
suggested that the meeting should bo adjourned,

that the Bill should be improved if possible, but
not abandoned. The consideration of the ques-

tion was then adjourned.

A court of arbitration and conciliation has
been formed ia Manchester. The first step was
taken by tbo local Chamber of Commerce, which
invited aconference on the subject with the trades'

council. Deputations from the two bodies ac-

cordingly mot, and formally agreed that a court
of arbitration should be established. One of
the rules provides that the objects of the court
shall be to arbitrate on any question relating to

wages or other matters that may, by mutual
agreement, bo referred to it from time to time
by the employers and operatives, and, by con-

ciliatory means, to interpose its influence to put
an end to any disputes that may arise. The
court is to be appealed to only when the em-
ployers and employed have failed to effect an
amicable settlement of any dispute by other
means. The court ia to consist of a chair-

man and sixteen members, eight of whom shall

be selected by the Chamber of Commerce, and
eight by the trades’ council.

An adjourned annual meeting of the General
Builders’ Association has been held, at the offices

of tbe Liverpool Master Builders’ Association,

South Crescent-chambers, Lord-street, Liver-

pool, Mr. Baker, of Bristol, presiding. There
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was a large attendance of members from Bir-

mingham, Manchester, Stockport, Chester, Bath,

Coventry, Leeds, Bradford, and about twenty

other of the principal towns in the kingdom.

Some routine Ijusineas having been transacted,

a long discussion took place on a resolution, that

,

notice be given to the operatives that the following

roles will come into operation on the Ist of May
next :

—
“ That wages in all branches of the build-

ing trade be paid by the hour;” “ That all rules

restricting machine or quarry worked stone be

rescinded in all towns where they are now in

force *' That all disputes respecting wages or

working rules be settled by arbitration.” An
amendment, that the debate be postponed for

twelve months was proposed, but it was subse-

quently withdrawn, and the resolution was car-

ried unanimously.
A very full meeting of the Bristol operative

carpenters and joiners has been held, to consider

their hours of work and wages. The first reso-

lution adopted declared that the trade bad long

felt the necessity of having a legitimate half-

holiday on Saturday, by leaving at twelve in-

stead of two o’clock, and pledged the meet-

ing to do all they could to secure so desirable

an end. A second resolution contained a

respectful request to the employers to make
an advance of a halfpenny per hour on the

present rate of wages (6d.), in order to bring the

week’s wages as near as possible to the present

amount. It was decided to give the masters

notice that the men would expect the increase

to come into operation the first Saturday in May
next. The chief reasons urged for the demand
thus resolved on, according bo the local Times,

are that the members of the same trades in other

towns, where the rent is cheaper and provisions

are not dearer, get more money and work fewer

hours than those in Bristol.

BUILDING OPERATIONS AND SANITARY
IMPROVEMENTS IN BARNSLEY AND
THE DISTRICT.

The improved appearance of the town of

Barnsley within the last few years, where per-

haps building operations have been carried on as

extensively as in almost any West Riding town,

is very marked indeed. The numerous new col-

lieries and iron works in the district have caused

the building trade to be brisk, whilst the new
Midland Extension from Cudworth to Barnsley

has found ready work for a large number of

bands. Barnsley possesses few good public

buildings ;
but this will, no doubt, be altered,

should a charter of incorporation, for which it is

seeking, be granted. The want of builders

has chiefly been in the erection of cottage pro-

perty, for which there is yet great demand. The
number of bouses in the town in 1860 was
2,889 ;

whilst in 1861 it was 3,568, being an in-

crease of 679. Since that time new streets

almost without number have been erected both

at the west and south ends of the town. The
operations are being farther extended. At
the last monthly meeting of the Board of

Health, which is the governing body, upwards
of thirty building plans were presented to

the Board for approval, whilst at the previous

meeting of the same body not fewer than fifty

plans were approved. With regard to the sani-

tary improvement of the town, something has

been done. A new sewerage scheme has been

provided and carried out to a great extent. The
Board of Health are, however, still wishful to

provide for the wants of the public, and at

their last monthly meeting they signed and
sealed a contract for a new sewer on the Cocker-

ham-road, which is about to be constructed by
Mr. Henry Carter, of Barnsley. It may also be
mentioned that something approaching 70,OOOZ.

has been spent in providing a supply of water

from a scheme propounded by Mr. Hawksley,
from the Yorkshire moors. At Ingbirchwortb, a

place about seven miles from the town, the

works are scarcely yet completed ; but the water

has been snpplied to the inhabitants for a few
months, and, during the past trying season,

has not been found to be wanting. In addi-

tion to these improvements, which have pro-

vided much labour for those connected with the

building trade, there are several rather important

enlargements about to be made. Plans have

been prepared by Mr. Wade, and are now before

the Poor-law Board in London, for the erection

of two additional wings to the workhouse, which
was erected in 1851 from designs prepared by
Messrs. Lockwood & Mawson, of Bradford, at a

cost of 5,0001. A new wing is also about to be
added to the present Beckett Dispensary, which
has been built and presented for the benefit of the

town by Mr. P. J. Beckett, of Torquay. The new
addition is to provide an infirmary or accident

ward for the reception of the numerous accidents

which are constantly occurring in the district

collieries and works. The changes brought about

by the extension of the new line into the town
will necessitate the erection of a new county
court, the present one ^being required in the ex-

tension, so that there is every prospect that

builders will find plenty of employment in the

town and district for some time to come.

THE HOUSES OF THE POOR AT THE
WEST END.

The thirty-fifth section of the Sanitary Act
of 1866 having, with the sanction of the Secre-

tary of State for the Home Department, been
adopted in the parish of St. James, Westminster,

for the purpose of regulating houses let in lodg-

ings, Dr. Lankester, medical officer of health,

proceeded to ascertain the number of notices

to be served on persona for lightening the

pressure of the population on the existing lodg-

ing space. He commenced with twenty-five

houses in Heddon-street (Regent-street), Rupert-
street, and Tyler’s-court. In these twenty-five

honses he fonnd 549 persons living; whereas
nnder the regulations of the Act the houses
would only accommodate 198 persons, showing
that 350 persons would in these twenty-five

honses alone have to be turned into the streets.

Carrying his investigations further, he estimates

that there are 500 other houses in the parish

equally overcrowded, and that at least 7,000

persons must be removed from their homes to

carry out the regulations. If these 7,000 per-

sons had been for the sake of their health com-
pelled to get rooms somewhere else they would .

have been obliged to leave the parish and go i

to the surrounding parishes, or to the suburban
districts, where it would have been impossible

for them to carry on their occupations. Dr.

Lankester states that ho sees no remedy
|

for this state of things but the erection of

dwelling-places, adapted for the working-classes

to live in, in the districts where labour is re-

quired. There are many spots in the parish

where such lodging-houses might be eligibly

built. Nearly every court in the parish is ovei’-

crowded, and a gigantic nuisance, injurious to

health. In the construction of such lodging-

houses, the wretched domiciles which now
minister to the poor, the indolent, the vicious,

and the criminal classes, would be abolished.

OPENING OF TURKISH BATHS IN
BRIGHTON.

The directors of the Brighton Turkish Bath
Company ( Limited) have opened their new build-

ings in West-street. The foundation-stone of the

building was laid on the 2nd of last March. The
contractors were Messrs. Cheesman & Free-

man, of Brighton. The architects were Messrs.

Goulty & Gibbins. The style is of an Oriental or

Moresque character, even on the exterior. The
height of the building is 56 ft., and it has 50 ft.

of frontage. Its depth from front to back is

120 ft. The gentlemen’s bath is entered from
the upper, or north, side of the frontage, through

a waiting-room, 13 ft. by 21 fc-., and an ante-

chamber. The “cool-room is a large, nearly

square, Alhambraio hall, 47 ft. long and 45 ft.

high. There is a miniature fountain close to the

entrance. A polished and deeply- stained floor-

ing skirts the apartment and encloses shining

and rich coloured tiles for the inner part. A
marble bath, 35 ft. long, 5 ft. wide, and 5 ft.

deep, bordered with exotic plants, leads up to a

Moresque triple arch, one section of which is

closed by lace curtains and the side arches by
heavy red curtains. There are “ divans ” round

the room, curtained and cushioned and pillowed

in damask and silk of vaiiei hues. In a gal-

lery above, similar drapery and curtains show
“divans” there also. The high and steep-

pitched roof overhead has beams, rafters, and
pillars of Moorish design.

The triple arch leads into the “ hot room.”

This chamber, about 30 ft. in diameter, is floored

entirely with white veined marble. There are

four recesses off the room
;
two of which are

used as hot rooms in aid of the central chamber;
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the other two being used respectively as a lava-

tory and a douche room. The large hot room is

kept at a temperature of from 115 to 120 degrees

;

one of the recesses is at about 150 degrees; the
other can be heated to 180 degrees. The recesses

are fitted with marble slabs, by way of couches,

covered with felt and having pillows and cushions.

The hot air comes in from the furnaces under
the building through perforated zinc.

In the gallery (13 ft. in height to the roof) are

three private baths with divans and hot rooms.

The Ladies’ Baths are on the first floor, and
are approached by a separate entrance on the

south side of the frontage. There are four hot-

rooms, each 9 ft. by 10 ft. 6 in.
;
two cool-rooms,

about the same size, and one large cool-room,

27 ft. 6 in., by 14 ft. 5 in. The waiting-room
for the ladies’ bath is on the ground-floor. In

the back part of the upper story of the building

is a laundry, with drying-rooms, &o., attached.

There are also rooms for the shampooers and
attendants. The cool-rooms were decorated

by Mr. T. Dury, who has furnished the stained

glass and will complete the decorations. The
heating was executed by Messrs. Jeakes & Co.,

of London. Mr. Parker has acted as clerk of the

works during the construction of the building.

CHURCH OF ALL SAINTS, LITTLE
MUNDEN, HERTS.

Ox Thursday, the 8th inst., the parish church
of All Saints, Little Munden, was re-opened for

public worship, after being repaired and re-

instated. The manor, of which this is the parish

church, is very ancient. Domesday Book men-
tions the name of a vassal of Earl Harold, to

whom it belonged in Saxon times ; and how
William the Conqueror afterwards disposed of it.

The church belongs chiefly to the beginning

of the fifteenth century. It contains some
remarkable canopied monuments with sculptured

effigies. In July of last year a circular was
issued by the rector, the Rev. F. A. L. Foster, in

which the state of the church was described in

the following words :
—“ The whole of the fabric

has fallen into a bad state; the walla require

re-facing ;
the stonework generally needs repair

or restoration
;
the woodwork of the roofs has

been disfigured by alterations, and is ranch

decayed ;
drainage and paving must be attended

to ;
there should be new seating throughout, and

means must be provided to warm the church, at

present so damp and cold as to be scarcely

endurable in winter.” Through the strenuous

exertions of the rector and parishioners, the

programme of restoration, as traced in the

circular quoted, has been carried out. The
church consists of a west tower, nave, north

aisle, a north chapel, and chancel
;
but there

was doubtless a much earlier church on the same
spot. Some vestiges of this are observable at

the north-west corner of the building, and have
been carefully preserved. The walls, which are

of flint, with freestone dressings, have been
refaced

;
and the windows restored.

The coarse modern porches have been re-

moved, and two new ones erected at the north

and south entrances, constrncted of the same
materials as the main body of the building, and
in accordance with its style of architecture. A
stoue groined vault, of which only iudications

remained, has been put in at the western

entrance through the tower. This ought really

to be the chief entrance to the church
;
but it is

at present obstructed by a large raised pew,
resembling an organ-loft, just over the door.

This is private property, but it is to be hoped
that its owner will be persuaded to consent to

the removal of so unsightly an obstruction. The
interior of the church and the porches has been
paved with tiles. New open seats, of stained

deal, have been substituted for the old pews,

except in the north chapel and the chancel,

where such of the old seats as could be used

have been worked in. The pulpit and reading-

desk are carved in oak. There is to be a new
reredos. The roof of the nave (one of the

Hertfordshire king-post kind) is open, showing

the rafters. The drainage has been attended

to, and the interior is warmed by hot-water

pipes. At the south-east angle of the church a

vestry has been erected, the want of which

has caused some inconvenience hitherto. The
path through the churchyard leading to the

north entrance, which was five steps above the

floor of the church, has been lowered and

levelled. The archiUcts of the works were

Messrs. G. & H. Godwin, of Brompton. Mr.
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Ginn, of Puckeridge, was the builder
j and Mr.

Leigh clerk of the works.
The tower had been left undone for want of

funds; but on the occasion of the opening, the
lay-patron, Lieut.-Colonel Loyd, who had already
Bnbscribed handsomely to the works, undertook
the coat of bringing the tower into the same
sound condition as the church.

REREDOS, HEMPTON, DIOCESE OP
NORWICH.

A NEW reredoB has just been completed in

Trinity Church, in this parish, and dedicated to

the glory of God, in memory of deceased com-
municants. It occupies the entire east end of
the chancel, fi'om north to south, and is divided

I into three compartments, the central part higher
than the two sides, and rising up to a point.

The central space is occupied by a cross, in
grocn and red marbles, on alabaster, executed
'by Messrs. Field & Co., of Westminster, and it

•is flanked by two panels in Minton’s majolica
!
tiles, embodying the passion-flower and the
iAgnns Dei. The whole of this part rests on a
iretable of stone, inscribed, “By thy cross and
I passion, good Lord, deliver us,” whilst the menu
I mental inscription is placed behind the altar.

'The whole has been e-xeeuted from the designs
lof Mr. C. J. Moxon, architect, London,

BIRMINGHAM NOTES,

The London builders are sending fair orders
ninto this district for tools and material. Mr.
iCMilward, snccessor to Allarton & Powell, the
rwell-known awl-blade makers of Birmingham,
jis cautioning the public against an improper use
:which is being made of the name of the firm by
a late manager in their employ. The inquiries
jfor stove-grates and register-grates are steadily
imaintainod, and door-knockers command a
ololerable request. The difficulty among builders
rand ironmongers often experienced in regard to
h:he “ hand ” of locks required for doors, is being
teffectually remedied by Messrs. Carpenter & Co.,

'f)f Willcnhall, who have recently introduced a
(number of new patterns of their double-handed
irim and mortise locks, adapted for doors opening
ioither to the right or left. The wrought nail

amakers in East Worcestershire have a better
demand in the leading branches, and the men
rire getting better wages for their work. The
mwl-blade makers at Bloxwich are better em.
bloyed both for home and export. In the bolt
rarade, the manufacturers in South StaiTordahire
rtre introducing machinery on a more extensive
locale, and thereby reducing the cost of production,
lb'‘he price both of “ tower” and “ barrel ” bolts
1 1 proportionately lower. The Braasmastera’
isissociation, at the recent quarterly meeting,
EiBcided that the price of brass should remain
unaltered during the next three months. Eog-
itsh tin is higher. Ornamental fences, gates, and
ilalisadeSj'both in wrought and cast iron, are in
ciore request for home and Contlneutal trade.

until they assume the deep-sea dimensions.
During the summer Her Majesty’s ship Gamiet
look soundings along the proposed route. In
order to avoid the dangers of injury from rocks
and icebergs, the new line will be laid to the
south of the present cables, below the southern
edge of the Great Bank, so that it be in
deep water. Sir James Anderson will command
the Great Eastern daring the expedition or-

ganized for the submergence of the line. The
breaking strain of the new steel cable will be
7^ tons, and the strain required for submersion
need not be more than 14 cwfc. Even if at any
time it be necessary to haul up any portion of it

already laid, the strain need not exceed a ton
and a half in the deepest water. The weight of
copper forming the conductor of the existing
Atlantic cables is 300 lb. per knot

;
in the new

cable it will be abont 400 Ib. The Great Eastern
has arrived at Sheemess, whence she will pro-
ceed with the cable probably in the end of next
June.

We are glad to state that the Atlantic cable
of 1866, which sustained some damage two or
three months ago, has been repaired, and is

again in working order.

THE ATLA.NTIC CABLES.

TThe manufacture of a new Atlantic telegraph,
bihich is to be submerged between Brest, on the
erench coast, and a suitable terminus on the
oiores of the State of New York, is progressing
Ittiafactorily. The new cable is almost identical

c construction with those which were completed
1 18G6, the only difference being that the dia-
eteter of the couducting copper core is slightly
ereater, aud the outside wires are of homogene-
SIS Bessemer steel, galvanized, having a break-
"g strain of about 1,000 lb.; while the wires
.itside the existing Atlantic lines have a break-

;g strain of only about 800 lb. The new cable
lillbelaid in two lengths,—one from Brest to
.J. Pierre, ofi‘ the south coast of Newfoundland,
d deep sea, of 2,325 miles, not including slack

;

d d the other from Sb. Pierre to the terminus, of
2 2 miles in length, not including slack. The
•t*;ter section will be similar to the Persian Gulf
'!ble, as it will have to be laid in comparatively
ilallow water, and its exterior wires will be
ilotected with Bright & Clark’s patent silicious

nppound, which consists principally of pow-
rered flint aud pitch. The construction of the

THE DUBLIN WATER SUPPLY.
rOUL RESERVOIR BOTTOMS.

The water supplied at great outlay to Dublin
from the Roundwood reservoir is pronounced
undrinkable by the consumers. The Roundwood
reservoir lies in a valley, one end of which is

closed by an embankment, while the Vartry—

a

sufficiently pellucid stream—enters at the other.

The bottom of the reservoir is composed in part
of peat-bog, and hence, it is said, the impurity
of the water. In process of time, no donbt, the
peat in the Roundwood reservoir will either be
washed thoroughly or rotted away, and then the
water will become pure, but the process must be
tedious, and for years the water sopply of Dublin
may be defective. Unfortunately, in the case of
the Dublin Waterworks, washing cannot bo
effected. The Roundwood reservoir takes two
years in filling, and to empty it now would be
bantaraoont to postponing the supply of water to

Dnbliu from the Vartry for at least a year. It

is not easy to suggest any remedy other than the
emptying and refilling of the reservoir. Water
stained by percolation through peat cannot be
purified by any filtering power which a great
water company can be expected to employ. It

is somewhat remarkable that engineers seldom
pay the smallest attention to the character of the
soil on which they propose to store up water,
except in so far as its peculiarities are likely to
affect the permanence of the storage embank-
ment.
A physician, writing to one of the Dublin

papers, suggests a reason for the impurity of the
new supply which deserves attention here. He
asserts that the valley of the Vartry was for

many years thickly populated, and that the soil

has been greatly contaminated by excreta and
sewage matters which, now being dissolved out,

render the water bad.

as he can. Details of construction may be
learned during studentship, but all that apper-
tains to the history and the principles of archi-
tecture, as an art, must bo obtained for them-
selves from the study of published works,
attendance at societies, and from thinking out
the subject themselves.
There is one means, however, whereby the

present apprenticeship system might be made
bo bring forth much better fruits than it does,
or has hitherto done, viz., the more conscientious
recognition by architects of their responsibility
for the proper training of a pupil for whose
education they have received a premium, and a
greater degree of care and caution on the part
of those who advise or induce a young man to
commit himself to the study of so arduous and
exacting a profession. What becomes of all the
young men who go through their term of ap-
prenticeship in architects’ offices, and are then
never heard of again ? In nine oases out of ten,
they have very likely been carelessly bound over
by friends to a master who receives them as
carelessly, without the slightest effort being
made to explain to them the real bearings of the
profession they are to undertake, or to ascertain
whether they possess in any degree the natural
ability for it, without which genuine success is out
of the question. On this latter point, the archi-
tect who takes the pupil is the man most able,
generally, to form a judgment

;
and it is not too

much to say that any architect who, knowing
what the profession requires, accepts as a pupil
one who he is aware has no capability for it,

without giving him or his parents a word of
advice or caution on the subject, but quietly
pocketing a premium and letting a lad’s youth
run to waste in copying drawings, such a man
is guilty of a moral delinquency; he is care-
loBsiy permitting a fellow-creatnre to take a
false step in life, which perhaps can never
be wholly retrieved. This is surely an evil

case; yet how common it is it would per-
haps be well not to inquire too closely. If tho
remarks on architectural education, which occa-
sioned the letter of “ Adelphi,” should have had
the slightest influence in awakening to a more
serious view of the subject either any who are
entering the profession, or any of those who are
nndertakiDg the responsibility of acting as their
professed and premiated teachers, they will have
done good.

GENERALISATION IN ARCHITECTURAL
EDUCATION.

The article under this heading, in a recent
number of our Journal, has called forth a rather
melancholy and desponding letter from a corre-
spondent who signs himself “ Adelphi

a

letter

which, however, we have no doubt expresses
very much the feeling of many who have been
decoyed into the profession by premium-hunting
architects, and find, after the beat years of their

youth have been spent, that they have learned

nothing satisfactorily, or that they do not pos-

sess the special talents which they discover,

when too late, to be absolutely necessary for

success in the profession. Many can sympathise
with “ Adelphi.” Even those who were fortu-

nate enough to be placed under a member of the
profession who conscientiously endeavoured to

do his best in instructing his pupils, must re-

member their own feelings of helplessness when,
at the expiration of the articles, they began to

consider what they really knew, and what capa-
bility they possessed for carrying out works on
their own account. The answer to “ Adelphi’s”
question, “ Where are we to get the edneation

irore ends will be similar to that of the existiug I we require ?” we believe can only be, for the
lalantic lines, and will gradually become thinner present, that a man must teach himself as well

MASBRO’ CEMETERY COMPETITION.

There were twelve competitors, and some of
them sent in two or three designs each. The
nnmber was, according to pre-arrangement,
first reduced to five, and then to three. Tho
final choice fell upon the plans of Messrs.
Blackmoor & Mitcbell-Withers, of Rotherham
and Sheffield. Next came those of Messrs.
Swann & Hill, of Sheffield and Leeds, and
those of Mr. Thomas Dobb, of Rotherham. It

was accordingly unanimously resolved that the
plans of Messrs. Blackmoor & Mitchell-Withers
be adopted, and the work no doubt will be pro-

ceeded with. The two chapels,—the one for the
use of the members of the Established Church,
and the other for the use of Dissenters,—will be
Early Euglish in stylo. They will form separate
buildings, as it is understood that the Arch-
bishop of York objects to consecrate buildings of
this character that are erected together with
and, as it were, under the same roof as chapels

for the use of other denominations.

THEATRES.

The Haymarket. — During the recess, Mr.
Buckstone’s popular theatre has been very agree-
ably decorated. Fresh painting aud gilding to

the public box-fronts, and hangings of green and
gold to the private boxes, produce a bright and
elegant effect. Above the proscenium is an
allegorical group by Mr. E. C. Barnes. We hap-
pened to be ill-placed to judge of its merits,

and may find another opportunity to do so more
fairly. A new drop-scene, representing Tasso
reciting his poems in Venice, has been painted

by Messrs. Telbin. It displays their usual skill,

but is over-red in colour, and might be improved
by a little additional work in the right place.

The re-appearance of Miss Bateman, in “ Leah,”
seems likely to prove a great success, notwith-

standing the length of time during which the
piece was played in London some four years ago,

an evidence of the number of audiences to be
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fonnd in the metropolia for any perfect work of

ita kind. The actress each night, in the special

points of her performance, excites the spectators

to the londest demonstrations of satisfaction. A
sister of Miss Bateman, under the name of

Francis, made a pleasant impression, as she had
provionsly done in Birmingham.
Royal Alfred Theatre.— Evidence was afforded

on the opening night of this theatre in support

of what we have before now said, that no quiet

enjoyment can be expected in a house where any
number of the audience are unable to see. This

was the case in the gallery of the newly arranged
theatre in Marylebone (we suppose it is by this

time altered), and the result was a constant

hubbub and the imminent risk of a serious acci-

dent. We do not hear of any architect having
been consulted. The whole of the interior is

new. Mr. S. Simpson was the builder employed.

The ceiling, proscenium, and balcony front have
been executed by Messrs. White & Co. in carton

pierre and papier m&ch^. The coloured decora-

tions have been carried out, discreetly, by Messrs.

Green & King, and the general effect is light and
elegant. The drop-scene, which represents the

Galatea as she anchored in Port Jackson

Harbour, is hard and heavy. On the other hand,

some of the scenery in the Indian piece, with

which the house opened, is creditable to Mr.
Arthur Henderson. Miss Amy Sedgwick has the

direction.

India,—It is stated that the Pnnjabees are

going in with spirit for the erection of a theatre

and concert-house at Anarkullee by a limited

liability company with lOOrs. shares. Eighteen

shares have been'already subscribed, and opera-

tions are to be commenced directly other eighteen

shares are taken up.

THE GLASGOW INSTITUTE
OP AECHITECTS (INCORPORATED).

The first general meeting of the Glasgow
Institute of Architects, which was incorporated
on the 18th ult., under “ The Companies Act,
1862,” and “ The Companies Act, 1867,” was
held in the Reb'giona Institution Rooms, St.

George’s-place. Mr. James Salmon occupied

the chair. After some preliminary business was
transacted, the Council of Management for this

year was chosen, consisting of Messrs. James
Salmon, Alexander Thomson, John Burnet,

George Bell, John Baird, James Boucher, John
Garrick, Campbell Douglas, John Eoneyman,
jun., William Spence. It was unanimously
agreed to recommend that the members of the
Institute should use the initials I.A. after their

signatures to documents connected with then-

profession, meaning thereby Incorporated Archi-

tect or Incorporation of .Axchitects, to indicate

membership,
A meeting of the Council of Management took

place immediately after the general meeting of

the Institute, at which Mr. James Salmon was
elected president; Mr. John Burnet, vice-presi-

dent; Mr. Wm. MacLean, writer, secretary ; and
Mr. Alexander Thomson, treasurer. A committee
was appointed to frame a table of fees to regulate

the chargee for professional work done by the

members, and by-laws and rules for the purpose
of regulating and conducting the examination
into the professional attainments and qualifica-

tions of entrants.

GAS.

At the usual meeting of the Metropolitan
Board of Works Mr. Newton moved the fol-

lowing resolution :

—

“ That in the opinion of the Board it ia expedient that
the mannfactore of gas shonid, as far as practicable, be
removed from the populous districts of the metropolis

;

that the Board should promote a bill empowering them to
supply gas to the metropolis

;
that if it be desirable to take

the existing gas compames they sbonld he compensated, the
terms of such compensation to be, if possible, agreed on
between the Board and the companies; and that the matter
be referred to the special gas committee, with instmetiona
to obtain the needful advice and take the necessary steps
for the preparation of Parliamentary notices and of a bill

to be introduced into Parliament during the next session

;

these powers, however, not to be songht if the companies
will agree on sneb a price and such regulations as to the
supply of gas as shall be satisfactory to Parliament.”

Mr. Evans moved an amendment,

—

‘'That in the opinion of the Board it is not advisable
to take measures to promote a bill in Parliament in relation
to gas supply during the ensuing session of Parliament.”

After a long discussion the amendment of
Mr. Evans was carried upon a division.

The Sheffield Gas Company have declared a
dividend at the rate of ten per cent, for the last

year at their annual meeting.
Bombay Cathedral is now lighted with gas.

The sparrows that frequent the place found the
bumers very convenient to build their nests in,

and when on the first two Sundays the gas was
fully turned on, the materials composing these

nests ignited, and there were, for a few minntes,

three or four small conflagrations, that for

a time looked dangerous, more especially as

several sparks fell into the pews immediately
under the burners.

At the half-yearly meeting of the shareholders
of the Geelong Gas Company a dividend of

10 per cent, per annum was declared. The
consulting engineer’s report enumerated con-

siderable improvements in plant and erection of

masonry, and stated that the works were in a
complete state of repair.

UTILIZATION OF WASTE STEAM IN
WARMING BUILDINGS.

The steam from high. pressure engines is

led into a self-acting apparatus, patented by
Messrs. Herring & Co., of Cbertsey, and is

there condensed and utilised in warming the
buildings, after which it is returned to the
boiler still hot, and so pure, from its previous

distillation into steam, that it can produce no
incrustation in the boiler. Not only are the
buildings connected with the steam power thus

warmed, but 95 per cent, of the water is thus
economised in its re-use, and fuel saved by the
re-entrance of the water while still hot into the
boiler. By this apparatus 20,000 cubic feet of mill

or manufactory per horse-power, it is said, oan
be warmed, and six gallons of water per horse-

power per hour saved, the water, as we have
indicated, giving a hot feed, and without deposit

;

and all this continues to be done absolutely :

without any cost, the only outlay being the first
|

cost of the apparatus, which seems to be safe

as well as economical. The using up of waste
,

heat has for many years received our atten-

tion, and we do not recollect of a finer example of
snch utilisation than this at least, in theory; and
as for the practioe, it seems that this invention
has been tested, with great success, by the ex-

perience of the last two winter seasons.

UNDERGROUND ROOMS.

Sir,—Will you allow a plain country parson
to enter his solemn protest against the cruelty

of builders ? Wherever I go I see great deep
holes being dug, in which many of our poor
unfortunate countrywomen are to be buried alive.

Now, sir, it will be quite time enough to put us
underground when we are dead; until then,

pray let us do what we can to keep a5ore ground.

It maybe difficult to do so in every case, but
surely in the suburbs of London, and many other
parts, there is no imperative necessity for sink-

ing kitchens in the earth instead of placing them
on the earth. Sunken kitchens are so prejudicial

to health that few of us would think of placing a
valuable horse in one of them. Ought we, then,

to deem them suitable for our own species ? But
farther, they entail a serious additional expense.

The extra work occasioned by kitchen stairs is

almosteqnal to halfa servant. Without thesestairs

a servant could well-nigh do double the work.
Then, again, the inconvenience and discomfort

to the mistress of the house are great, and it is a

terrible tax to her if she has to run np and down
stairs every time she may wish to superintend

some little matter in her kitchen. Health,

economy, and comfort are all in favour of houses
with kitchens at the back, on the same floor with
the sitting-rooms. How houses constructed upon
this plan are valued, appears from the fact that

they are no sooner built than they are imme-
diately taken

;
while those built upon the old-

fashioned plan remain vacant for months, and in

many instances for years. I have myself for

some time been looking out for a small villa in

the suburbs of London, with the kitchen at the
back; but house-agents tell me that this style

of house is rarely ever vacant,— that they
could let any nnmber of them if builders under-

stood their own interests and would erect them.
Yet the great majority of builders seem to per-

sist in multiplying houses with the terrible draw-
back of a sunken kitchen; but I am persuaded
that as the question of comfort and health is
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considered, so will sunken kitchens be avoided,
I for one will never take a house so constructed,
and I tbiuk that underground servants should
strike and go in for doable wages. Builders will

do well to turn their attention to this important
matter. There is another point which I should
like to bring under the notice of architects and
builders, and that is the erection of handsome
blocks, capable of division and subdivision, com-
bining economy and security ;—each suite of
rooms to comprise all offices and appliances

necessary to constitute a complete and distinct

residence; in fact, something after the Scotch
fashion, and that which obtains in some parts of
Italy. Many families would prefer such an
arrangement to the expense and responsibility

of a separate house; and many who now take
lodgings would be glad to take a block suite. If

well planned and on eligible sites near London,
the speculation would be a great success, and
supply a great desideratum of the present day.

WiLiiAii Wight, late Vioar of Harbury.

CONCRETE HOUSES.

Sir,—In common with most members of the
architectural profession, I take great interest in

the question of cement concrete for walls; and
noticing that a failure had occurred in the con-
struction of a house at Twickenham, I visited

the spot. On inquiry, I found that the work
had been superintended by Mr. Tall, and that his

apparatus was used for the formation of the
walls. It appears the walls were carried up in

his usual way of 18 inches at a time, between
30 ft. and -10 ft. high, the ordinary door and
window openings being lefc where required.

Nothing unusual occurred to cause apprehension
of a failure, when suddenly one evening, fortu-

nately after all the men had left off work, a large

portion of the walls fell in. The exact cause of
the accident I could not gather from tho men
upon the work. The concrete had been carefully

mixed in the proportion of eight to one in

measured quantities of Thames ballast and Port-
land cement. I noticed that the work had broken,

up in straight courses, evidently at the level at

which the machine had been shifted, showing
imperfect adhesion at this point. This is un-
doubtedly a grave defect, and is caused by the
wall being formed in layers, or courses, 18 in. in

height, and the concrete of one layer setting

before the next is added. How far the bolt-

holes which are left in the walls for the purpose
of fixing the machine may have contributed to

this failure, is difficult to say; but, from ap-
pearances, it seemed to me that they would
considerably help to increase or extend a frac-

' ture already begun in the work. Being some-
' what puzzled to account for the original defect,

]

I was led to examine tho boundary-walls, which

]

are constructed in precisely the same manner;
! and upon a close inspection I noticed minute
' cracks occurring at certain intervals, and ex-

[

tending from the top to the bottom of the wall.

Now, it appears to me that these cracks must be
due to the contraction of the material in the
processor drying; and it is just possible that
one of these cracks, occurring between a series

of openings in the wall, caused its destruction.*

Artifex.

THE FAIRFORD WINDOWS.

Sir,—

Y

our correspondent, Mr. J. G. Waller,

has written a very long letter to prove that he
is not of Mr. Holt’s opinion respecting the Fair-

ford windows,—for that is all ho does prove,

—

and I have no doubt that Mr. Holt will cheer-

fully allow him to enjoy the conviction he
entertains as long as he pleases. Who Mr. J. G.
Waller may be does not appear from bis letter^

but from his initials he is probably the engraver
of a creditable work on Sepulchral Brasses,

which was published some years ago. His
authority, however, as an art-critic has yet to bo
recognisGcl, and his lucubrations may be safely

left to the tender mercies of Mr. Tom Taylor,

whose authority in such matters is recognised,

and who has more than once publicly expressed

his opinion that the hand of Albert Durer is

visible throughout the work. I am not going to

follow Mr. Waller’s example, and inflict my
opinion upon you, though it might not weigh
less with the public; but he has indulged in

• We have received some other letters on this subject,,

too late for consideration.
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expressiona wbicb, wliilo they do not advance
his argnment, deprive him of the right to com-
plain should he be accused of “impertinence”
in return. He is exceedingly facetious and
satirical respecting the discovery of the letter A
upon the sword of an executioner, in one of the
windows,—a discovery which was not made by
Mr. Holt, or considered by him of great impor-
tance, though it certainly does not militate
against his theory. Tho last paragraph of
Mr. Holt’s “ exhaustive paper ” (I use the words
of an antagonist), at Cirencester, are, “ To me
that monogram needs not to bo inscribed any-
where on that noble range of windows in Fair-
ford Church

j the painter has left on them the
more conclusive mark of his great mind and
master hand.” If Mi*. Waller has read that
paper, “the savour of impertinence” attaches
to his own remarks. Let me, however, do him
justice. He has himself made “ a great dis-

covery.” Ho has discovered that Herod not
only commanded the execixtion of St. John the
Baptist, but actually presided at it, on his throne,
in his royal robes !

“ How can wo withstand
such learning and research?” If Mr. Waller
has studied the works of Albert Diirer as
deeply as he appears to have studied the Scrip-
teres, there is an end to tho controversy. It is

consolatory, however, to know, that although
Mr. Waller has not been able to “ detect^

a

single trace of the especial style of Albert
Diirer ” in the windows, he thinks “ they are
fine works of art, and their completeness is

such as should make it a matter of impor-
tance to insure their due preservation.” I

I trust, therefore, that he will forward his sub-
scription to the fund opened for that purpose :

i it will, I have no doubt, be received by the
I treasurer or either of the secretaries of the
1 British Archmological Association, to which
! Mr. Waller, if ho be the engraver, formerly
1 belonged, without any reference being made to
i hia secession from that society, a calamity which
: it has providentially survived. B. A. A.

EOAD-MAKING.

Sir,—The practice now of repairing highways
i: ia by laying on a thick bed of stones, say 4 in.
> or 5 in. in thickness, covered with road scrapings
1 in a semi-fluid state

j then rolled with an iron
•' roller some tona in weight till a surface ia
j obtained resembling the one on roads which
a have been repaired and used weeks subsequently.

The old system recommended by Telford and
> others has been to lay on a thin bed of clean,
equal-broken material, and when rota began to

1 appear, the material was raked into them,
lithe surface being kept oven, and the traffic as
?( equally distributed over the surface, by means
5l ofroad -guards, as possible. If from the quantity
3lof traffic one bed was insufficient, others fol-
Iclowed as soon as tho other material had got
bibound together, till the strength of the road
iTwas made equal to its traffic.

_

Now, if any of your scientific readers or prac-
titical road surveyors can give any evidence as to
ffwhioh system makes the best roads at the least
sjexpensc, I am sure it will give great satisfac-
li'tion to members of corporations and local boards,
Jiaud to none more than your humble servant

X. Y. Z.

“ WOBUEN SANDS.”
8:b,—

T

bo origination of the chnrch here ie dne to the
latiate llev. J. V. Moore, rector of Aspley, and a gentleman
3t3f some family property. Feeling, as all must long have
lolone, the great church deficiency there (beyond, I believe,
1 a aonool-room service instituted by the present rector of
Wavendon), he oQ'ered to “ meet'’ the late Duke of Bed-
Foford by competently “endowing” a chnrch on condition
)f)f that, &c., being erected. This seems to have been
ijsarried out with schools, &c., by the present duke • Mr
MJlooro having bequeathed (I am locally informed) 50001
)r)r upwards, for the other object. The gift of a “clock”
iny a surviving sister was a graceful though minor tribute •

jhrhUst tho very “rare” tri-centenary organ may, doubt-
iness, cause distant musical visits.

. . A chapel-of-ease to Wavendon, to which the greater
i'ofopnlation—then much smaller—belonged at that time,
rivas recommended in accordance with the aspirations of the
cenenmbeut, Mr. Fisher, aa early As Parry’s “History of
V.Vobnru,” 1831.

J

Woburn “ Sands,” though not in that parish, the
S‘ Station” being over two miles from the town, were once
uir known on that line of road. There exists a very rare
tr.emi-humoroU8 engraving by Bunbury, representing the
' P Passing of the Coach,”— a small antique one with the
I basket,” and a sturdy, blundcrbuseed “ guard ” trudging
blong, nearly knee-deep in sand by the side. This, how-
tfver, has long beeu remedied by a deepened hiU-cutting

ft.), with some raising of good road below : the taU
mines on the cliffs having an extremely interesting effect.
I To this locality also belong—though attributed toAspley

—the old Fullers’ Earth pita, mentioned by Pennant, bnt of
late (I think) perhaps scarcely much less used. A re-
tired "Quakers’ Meeting” here is said to be as old as their
fonnder, George Pox. The “purchase” of a “common
right” of the poor by a nobleman some seventy years
ago, which cerlainly cannot be considered ungenerous,
may interest now, when we read of encroachments with
DO wish for compensation. Francis, Duke of Bedford
(the friend of Fox. ic ), having eovenauted, for himself
and heirs, to give to the poor of Wavendon, in lieu of their
right to “dig luif,” 4c., on a heath in that parish, a
hundred tons of coal yearly, at a time when the price,
with carriage, and before even “Grand Junction Canal”
extension, was doubtless much higher than at the present
day. Whether the quantity has been (liberally) increased
with that of population, &c., is not known to the writer.*

STROUD NEW RESERVOIR.
8ib,—Can you inform me to whom tho Local Board

have awarded their premium for tho above competition, aa
there is evidently a great want of courtesy on the part of
their officers, who (upon application) do not core to afford
the necessary information npon the subject P
The Board seem to have been determined not to afford

any assistance to competitors, for they did not provide
even a plan of th$ »ite, and those wanting information had
to obtain it the best way they could. A Competiiob.

DAMAGES FOR BESPATTERING CLOTHES
WITH LIME.

Mr. J. Pin Tatlob, the jndge at the Greenwich
County Court, gave judgment the other day in a singular
case. A young lady residing at Greenwich was passing
soma buildings in the course of erection at New-cross,
when a liquid containing lime fell upon her bonnet and
velvet mantle, doing damage to the extent of 41. The land
upon which the honses are being erected had been taken
on a lease by a Mr. Turner, a builder, and against this
person an action had been brought to recover the amount
of damage stated. The defendant contended he was not
liable, on the ground that another person had agreed with
him fo do tho brickwork of the buildings at so much per rod,
and that, in law, such person was a contractor, and would
alone be liable. The Judge ruled that this person was, in
the eye of the law, the servant of the defendant, and an
order was made for the lull amount claimed, with costs.

AN ARCHITECT’S BILL.

Jones V. Znighi .—This was an adjourned case (Hyde

,

County Court), in which defendant, an inhabitant of
Eyde, disputed the balance of a bill of 131. 3s., for draw-
ings, surveyings, &c., as an overcharge, 101. having been
paid into court.—Mr. Bull appeared for plaintiff, and Mr.
Hooper for defendant. It was arranged that the issues of
the case should depend upon an item of 51. 6s.

Plaintiff' examined, said tbo item in dispute included
two sets of drawings of the premises in the Arcade, which
he had been ordered by Mr. Urry, defendant’s solicitor, to
prepare for him. He followed^ his instructions implicitly,
and on sending him the drawings be said they were use-
less, and be prepared others, which answered the purpose
desired. He had, of course, charged him for the first set,

which was included in the item of 61. 68.

Defendant examined, said he bad not given orders for
the plana to be prepared

;
the first he heard of it was

when he received them from his solicitor, Mr. Urry, say-
ing they were useless.
Hia Honour said, if he employed a solicitor, it was at

hia discretion to act and order where necessary.
Mr. Urry examined, said he never gave orders for par-

ticular plans. He gave Mr. Jones instructions to prepare
three plans of the three changes tho premises had under-
gone. The plana were for the purpose of illustrating a
case to the counsel in a cause now pending between Mr.
Knight and Mr. Hughes. The plans first sent to him
were not what he wanted, and he told plaintiff they were
not, saying at the same time that they were rubbish. The
plans he alterwards received were what he wanted.
Mr. Hooper submitted that if plaintiff did not properly

prepare the drawings ho was not entitled to charge for
them : but his Honour thought it would depend upon from
what cause they were useless whether he ought to charge
or not

;
and a Mr. Bull, surveyor, of London, having given

evidence aa to the charge being moderate lor the work
done, he gave judgment for,plaintiff.

HAMPSTEAD FEVER-HOSPITAL
COMPETITION.

We understand that the recommendation of
the committee of the Metropolitan Asylum Board
is fawonrable to the design of Messrs. Penning,
ton & Bridgen for the first, and that of Mr. F.
Fowler for the second premium. The Board at
their meeting on the 10th instant decided not to
adopt this recommendation of the committee
until they had all had an opportunity of examin-
ing the designs, and the matter is therefore
adjourned until, this, Saturday. Ia the mean
time permission has been given to the various
competitors to send any further printed particu-
lars of their designs for the information of the
Board.

* At the_ neighbouring Wobum (town) Consecration
something it seems was done for the poor. A recom-
mondation of “ Benefactions ” to the poor on consecration
or re-opening of churches,—“ a kind if not useful mode of
making them remember if,” — appeared in the Qentle-
man's Magasine about six years ago.

Acting upon this permission, one of the com-
petitors, Mr. Snell, has sent in a protest which
deserves tho consideration of tho Board. In the
coarse of it he says :

—

“The ‘Instructions’ issued by you to the six com-
peting architects, stipulated that the designs should sur-
mount the following difficulties, viz. ;

—

1. That the buildings now to be erected for the accom-
modation of 101 patients, should be so arranged as to
admit of their future extension, and the ultimate addition
of other pavilions.

2. That the axes of the pavilions should bo (if prac-
ticable) north and south.

3. That an adequate site should he left for the erection
of a amall-pox hospital.”
“ The design submitted by Messrs. Pennington &

Brigden, which I am informed you recommend for tho
first prize, will not admit of extension or the addition of
other pavilions. There is no room without encroaching
on the small-pox site for the required additional pavilions,
ant^the ventilation of the one-story bnildings being through
the roofs, it is not possible to extend the accommodation
by building another floor overj and further, provided this
objection did not exist, there are no provisional spaces for
staircases to the upper stories.
The axes of the pavilions, instead of being north and

south (as desired by you) are nearly due north-west and
south-east, and consequently the windows of tho wards
face north-cast and south-west, the coldest and dampest
points of the compass. If this design bo made capable of
extension, the piece of ground left will, as I have pointed
out, be too small for the erection of a smaU-pox hospital.
Consequently none of the above ' instructions ’ have been
complied with by Messrs. Pennington i&Bridgen.” , . .

FROM SCOTLAND.

Thv/rso.—The foundation-stone of the new
town-hall of Thurso has been laid with Masonio
hononrs. The whole coat ia to be about 2,5001.

Of this sum nearly the whole baa been sub-
scribed, a legacy of 1,0001., left by the late

Mr. Alexander Henderson, being the “nest-egg”
around which the sum accnmulated. The
building ia to contain, besides the town-hall and
public rooms, a library and muaenm. The
following are tho contractors for the work :

—

Mason work, Mr. George Manson, Murkle

;

joiner work, Mr. J. Gauvie, Aberdeen
;
plaster

work, Mr. A. Smith, Thurso
j slater work, Mr.

Donald Ross, Thurso ; plumber work, Messrs.
Johnston & Son, Wick

j painting and glazing,

Messrs. J. & S. Fife, Aberdeen. Tho architect
is Mr. Mackenzie, Aberdeen.

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.

Leaden Boding .—The chnrch of this village

has been re-opened. The whole strnefcaro has
been renovated and restored, commencing with
the porch, which has been rebuilt in oak in the
old Norman style. The plaster walls have been
replaced by rubble, with south stone dressings ;

while the chancel has also been rebuilt through-
out in the same material. The floor has been re-

paved with Staffordshire tiles, a new open oak
roof built, the font restored, and the church re-

seated throughout with oak benches. The spire,

which was formerly in a dilapidated and nn-
seemly condition, has been’ restored, and a new
bell added, the church possessing three bells.

New buttresses have also been added throughout
to the exterior of the building, and it is proposed
hereafter to complete the restorations by adding
a new vestry and introducing other minor
improvements. The old pulpit has been restored
under the direction of Mr. Dowaett.

JVadwortJi.— St, Mary’s Church, Wadworth,
after having been internally renovated and
restored, has been re-opened for divine worship
by the Archbishop of York. The chancel was
restored abont three years ago, and this year it

was resolved to complete the work, which had
indeed become a very necessary one. The
interior of the church, like the one recently
restored at TickhilJ, had become thickly coated
with dirt and whitewash, and the cai’ved stone-
work had fallen into a dilapidated state, which
was nob improved in appearance by the contrast
with the renovated chancel. Something like

400Z. is the cost of the restoration. The work was
entrusted to Mr. Athron, of Doncaster, who also

carried out the restoring of the chancel. The
whole of the stonework in the nave and aisles

has been scraped, cleaned, and stuccoed, and the
carving where demolished or disfigured restored,

and the floor also levelled and reflagged. Open
stalls throughout the church have been put in by
Messrs. Green & Snowden, of Wadworth. The
organ has also, under Mr. Meacock, of Don-
caster, partaken of the general overhauling.

Bridekirh .—The foundation-stone of a new
church has been laid here. The plans were
prepared by Messrs. Cory & Ferguson, of Carlisle.
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The estimated cost is about 3,100L It is to be

bnilt of yellow freestone, and cruciform in

structure, consisting of a chancel and nave, with

a square tower resting upon pillars, and about
€1 ft. in height, rising between the chancel and
the nave. The interior of the nave is to be
39 fc. 8 in. by 22 ft.

;
the exterior, 46 ft. 7 in. by

27 ft. The interior of the chancel will be 29 fc.

by IS ft., and the east end of the church circular,

while outside the building there are to be two
transepts, each 19 ft. 9 in. by 19 ft. The con-

tractors are, for the masonry, Mr. Henry Graves,

of Aspatria ; the joiners’ work, Mr. Henry Dent,

Cockermouthj and the plambers’ work, Mr.
Thompson, of Carlisle. The site of the new
chnrch is on a portion of the glebe land of the

parish close to the present edifice, which is now
being pulled down. Towards the cost of the
now edifice the sum of 2,400i. has already been
contributed.

ShimpUng Thorne.—The parish church of St.

George, which has been under restoration for

more than twelve months, has been completed,

and the services are now performed in the church.

In the late restoration cathedral glass has been

used for the chancel windows, except the east, and
the old stained glass canopies have been releaded

by Messrs. Bailiie & Mayer, of London. The
floor has been paved with Minton and Hollins’s

tiles. There are new altar-rails and stalls for

the choir, of oak. The chancel restorations were
carried out by Mr. J. Maxey, of Louth, from
designs by Mr. Fowler, architect, of the same
place. The repairs of the rest of the edifice have
been much more extensive

5
new roofs have been

added to the nave and aisle, all the chancel arch

and much of the adjacent wall of the nave, and
all one side of the tower, have been rebuilt, and
the whole of the exterior pointed out. The
tower arch has been opened out, and a new
window of stained glass inserted by the rector,

the subjects represented being our Saviour’s

Transfiguration and Ascension. In the place of

the north door a new window has been made,
which has thus restored some of the light

excluded by the abolition of the modern clear-

story windows. The furniture of the nave and
aisle is of oak, and the sittings have ends of

carved panel-woik. The panels of the pulpit,

together with the cornice, are the work of a lady,

'

Mrs. Tyrwhitt Drake, of the Thome.
j

TUindsor.—We learn from an appeal which the !

vicar and churchwardens have laid before the

parishioners that steps have been taken with a
view to the re-seating and restoration of the

parish church. The estimate is as follows :

—

1. Reseating of area, alteration of gallery-seats,

reconstruction and decoration of other parts of

interior, 1,5401. ;
2. Erecting a chancel, vestry,

organ-chamber, and new Royal pew, with the

necessary decorations, 2,1501. ;
3. Entire recon-

struction of windows ; addition ofa large western
porch, with circular cloisters right and left, to

communicate with the street; new parapets,

alteration of tower, &c. (according to plans),

3,6501.; givingatotalof7,3401. It is not proposed,

however, at present, to take any step beyond
the exhibition of the plans, which will remain on
view at Mr. Giiffin’s, in the High-street. Three
sums of 2501., 1501., and 1001., besides a thank-

offering of 251. and a donation of 201., have been

promised, whenever the work shall he com-
menced. Should these be followed by others of

anfficient magnitude to justify an expectation

that, with the help of the Churoh Building

Societies, the sum of 3,6901. might be speedily

raised, steps would be taken to bring the plans

in proper form before the parishioners at largo,

for their approval or rejection.

Fylingdales. — The corner-stone of the new
church for this parish has been laid. Theobject
is to provide the parishioners with a place of

worship in closer proximity with the largest part

of the population than the old one is
;
the latter

being in such an exposed and inconvenient place,

that in winter only a small portion of the congre-

gation can attend the services regnlarly. The
chnrch will be built from the designs of Mr.
Street, architect.

Buckland Monachorum, Dci'07i.—The parish

church is now undergoing restoration and re.

pair, under the direcrion of Mr. H. Elliott, of

Plymouth. The works ate being executed by
local tradesmen, Mr. P. Blowey being the princi-

pal contractor. The building is an interesting

specimen of ecclesiastical aichitecture, and was
erected during the reign of Henry YII. by the

members of the neighbouring Cistercian abbey,
from whom the pariah derives its name. The
church is interesting from the fact of having
formerly numbered amongst its worshippers tho

great Admiral Sir Francis Drake. An elaborate

monument by the elder Bacon, erected in the

church to the memory of General Elliott, after-

wards Lord Heathfield, the defender of Gibraltar

during the siege in 1782, bears silent witness

to the fame of another illustrious parishioner.

The works now undertaken will comprise the
cleaning and repair of the existing oak roofs

(now partially covered by plastering), new slat-

ing to roofs, removal of the high deal pews and
huge western gallery, repair of the ancient

carved oak bench ends and renewal of the seat-

ing throughout in oak, carved so as to harmonize
with the ancient work; new tiled flooring in

passages, plastering to walls, glazing to win-
dows, and various other works that may be
required to restore the ancient features of the

church, as far as possible, to their original

appearance. About 1,2001. are proposed to be
spent on the works, part of which sum is raised

by a parish rate, and the remainder by voluntary

subscription.

Sopley {near Ringwood, Hants).— St. Michael’s

Church, after having undergone restoration, was
reopened for divine service on Michaelmas-day.
It is a cruciform building of Early English date,

to which alterations were made in the Perpen-
dicular period. The chancel has been repaired.

The original lancets and the lepers’ window,
which had been blocked up, have been opened
out. The modern segmental plaster ceiling to the
nave has been removed, and has disclosed to

view a fine Tudor tie-beam roof, with tracery

in the upper part, and elbow-pieces supported
by figures of angels holding various kinds of

musical instruments. Tho walls, pillars, and
arches have been cleansed from many years’

accumnlation of whitewash. Open deal benches,

stained and varnished, supply the place of the

high old square pews throughout. It is much
to be regretted that the funds in band did not
permit of the restoration of tho tower (at the

west end), aud of the noble arches opening into

it from the navo and aisles, which are at pre-

sent blocked up by temporary wood aud brick-

work. Were this removed, aud the deeply-

recessed and moulded arches properly repaired,

the effect would be remarkably good. The
works have been superintended by Mr. Ferrey,

and carried out by Mr. J. Tanner, of Sopley,

bnilder.

Houghton-Conquest {Bedfordshire).— The fine

old church in this parish is about to undergo
restoration. Mr. G. G. Scott, R.A., is the archi-

tect, under whose instructions the work will be
carried out, by Mr. John Fast, of Melton-

Mowbray.

of the chnrch at least 1,000 persons. The whole
of the seating will have shaped stall ends, low
doors, aud leaning backs, and the whole of this

and other woodwork in the church will be of red

deal, stained and varnished. The ceiling of the

church will form an ellipse, aud will be 37 ft,

from the floor in the centre. The style of the

architecture will be Italian. The principal front

will be towards the Wellington-road, the central

portion of which will project from the main wall,

and will be surrounded by a pedimental comice.
The main feature in this portion will be a triple-

lighted window, divided by Corinthian columns,

supporting the arched and canopied head of the

centre light, which will be 25 fc. high and 8 ft.

in width. The two side lights will be square-

headed, and the space below the cills will be
filled in with ornamental balustrading. On each

side of this central portion, and recessed from
it, will be two other windows of similar propor-

tions. The whole of this front and the wings
will be constructed of tooled ashlar, from the

neighbourhood of Huddersfield
;
and the remain-

ing external portions of the building will be
faced with pitched Elland Edge wallstones, with

dressings of Huddersfield atone. The cost of the

entire building will be about 7,5001. Messrs.

John Kirk & Sons, of Huddersfield and Dews-
bury, are the architects. The contractors for

the various works are as follow :—Mr. G. W,
Fox, of Ossett, mason; Messrs. Moulson & Hoi-

lings, of Bradford, joiners
;
Mr. George Shaw,

of Mirfield, plasterer ; Mr. Thomas Yeoman, of

Dewsbury, plumber and glazier; Mr. John
Brook, of Huddersfield, painter; and Messrs.

T. A. Heaps & Co., of Huddersfield, ironfouuders

and smiths.

STAINED GLASS.

DISSENTING CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.

Bexesbury.—The foundation-stone of a Con-

,

gregational church Las been laid here. The
j

site of the bnilding is at the junction of the
|

Bradford aud Halifax roads. When erected, the '

edifice will bo used in place of the building now
;

known as the Public Hall. The basement floor
j

will contain the school-room, 50 ft. by 44-^ ft.

;

lecture-room, 30 ft. by 22 ft. ;
infants’ class-

room, 24 ft. by 14 ft. ; and four smaller class-

1

rooms and kitchen. There will be separate

;

yards on each aide of the bnilding for boys and
j

girls. These will be approached from the

,

Halifax-road by a flight of stone steps, and from
j

Wellington-road by a side street inclined to the
j

required level of the yard. There will be four
j

separate outer entrances to this floor, two being
,

provided through side lobbies to the school-

'

room. The remaining two will he for the class

and lecture rooms. There will also be two
separate communications by staircases to the

ground floor aud gallery, and a minister’s stair-

case to the vestries. The ground floor will con-

sist of large vestry, 29 ft. by 141 ft- and a

minister’s vestry, 14^ ft. by 11 ft., with lava-

tories, &c.
;
also the main body of church, which

will be 87 ft. by 50 ft., with the two side wings

containing the entrance vestibules and staircases

to galleries and schools. The approaches to this

floor will be three in number, the two principal

entrances being from the Wellington-road by

flights of stone steps to the vestibules. The
remaining entrance will be from Halifax-road

by level landing to the vestries. A gallery will

be continued round the entire chapel, supported

on ornamental cast-iron columns. The gallery

front will be moulded, divided into compart-

ments by pilasters, and filled in with perforated

ironwork on a scarlet ground. The body of the

church and the gallery will seat 500 persons

each, making the entire seating accommodation

St. Michael’s, Alnwick.—Three stained glass

windows, in memory of the late Algernon, Duka
of Northumberland, are about to be placed iu

this church.

Ashford Church,—A memorial window has

been placed in the south chancel of this church,

to the memory of Richard Greenhill. The win-

dow is by Mr. Wailes, of Newcastle.

Tollard Royal Chxirch.—A painted window has
been placed in the east end of the north aisle of

this church, to the memory of the Hon. Alice

Arbuthnot, who was killed by lightning on her

wedding tour while ascending the Schelthorn, in

Switzerland. The window has three compart-

ments. In the Centro one at the top is a half-

length representation of the Saviour blessing

little children. Below these is a full-length,

female figure, with upturned face, the arms ex-

tended and raised, as if in the act of ascension.

The north compartment contains two figures,

representing the wise and foolish virgins. In

the south light are two figures, representing

orphan children, one holding an infant in its

arms, while a third figure represents Charity.

The stained glass is protected by plate glass

outside, the size of each compartment, as well as

by a wire guard. Tho window was painted by
Bertini, of Milan.

Town Church, Guernsey.—A memorial win-

dow, lately set up iu this church, and completing

the stained glass of tho whole east end, has

been placed by Mr. Bonamy Dobree, of London,

to the memory of his father and his son. The
design is founded upon the subject of the

nativity of our Lord and His manifestation to

the Gentiles. The window consists of three

main openings, of considerable dimensions, and

a flowing tracery of Flamboyant character,

having nine openings. In the lower portion of

the centre the infant Jesus is shown lying in a

crib in the manger, the Virgin Mary being

immediately behind him kneeling and in the

attitude of prayer. Joseph stands by, bearing

his staff, as having been journeying. In the

background are the ox and the ass, and ruined

buildings which formed the stable. The com-

partment on the dexter side of this contains

figures of the three wise men or Magi. On the

sinister side is a group of worshipping shep-

herds. Above all these groups, and extending

through the three main lights, and also through

the eight opes of the tracery, the entire is tilled

with the Heavenly Host, the angels in the

centres bearing a scroll with the sentence,

“ Glory to God in the Highest,” the other angels

bearing and playing upon musical instruments,

the topmost opening in the tracery having the

Star of Bethlehem. The three main lights are

enclosed within a border, which forms a frame-

work to the whole picture, composed of the vine
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foliage and fruit. This is upon a ruby ground.

The artists were Messrs. O'Connor, of London,
who had previously placed three other large

memorial windows in this church.
St. Nicholas’s Church, Neu'castle .—A memorial

window, of large dimensions, has been erected in

this church, at the cost of Major Spoor. The
window is one of a series at the north side of the

church, and consists offour lights with Decorated
tracery. The first compartment contains “ The
Agony in the Garden the next is filled with
“ Our Lord bearing the Cross in the third open-
ing is “ The Entombment of Our Lord by Joseph
of Arimatliea.” Next follows a scene after the
resurrection, “The Marys at the Tomb.” The
tracery is filled with an angel, and the mono-
grams of the family are surrounded by foliage.

The window is the work of Mr. Baguloy, of

Newcastle-upon-Tyne.

SCHOOL-BUILDING NEWS.

Kerry {Monigomery).—The Kerry new schools
have been erected from the designs of Mr. David
Walker, of Liverpool, and are built upon a site

presented by the Rev. W. Morgan, B.D., vicar of
Kerry. The front view of the schools is towards
the road leading from the Sarn, the building
being placed upon the same frontage as the
Reading-rooms, erected some years ago by Mr.
Naylor, which form a group. The new building
is designed for National Schools. The plan con-
sists of two separate rooms, each 40 ft. long by
18 ft. wide, with class-rooms attached to each
about 14 ft. to 17 ft. The height of the wall-
plate is 13 ft., and about 28 ft. to the ridge. The
roofs internally are open, timbered with curved
braces of pitch-pine varnished, the open spaces
between the spars being plastered. The floors

are laid with selected pitch-pine, the walla being
coloured with a warm salmon tint upon the
brickwork, a skirting of about 4 ft. high being
carried round the walls in oil paint of a dark
chocolate colour, and capped with an ornamental
stencilled border. The boys’ school is entered
from the east, or principal front, the girls’

entrance being on the west front, and leads from
their enclosed playground. Both of these en-
trances are laid with tiles from a design of the
architect. The building has a tower, with slated
spire and ornamental iron finial, rising to a
height of 45 ft. over the boys’ entrance, and
fitted up with a cast-steel bell by Yicars & Co.,

of Sheffield. The tower is broken up by open-
ings, filled in with ornamental projecting louvre
boards. The chimney-shafts spring from the
square into the circle. The walls externally
are constructed of Bower’s light yellow Ruabon
bricks, and are laid in Flemish bond with a wide
mortai’-joint, which is ruled in a beaded form.
The roofs are slated with Bangor slates, the
ridge crests of red clay being manufactured from
the architect’s design by Mr. Peake, of Tunstall.
The glass used in the windows is of Harley’s
ribbed manufacture. Accommodation is pro-
vided for 130 boys or girls. The ironwork was
supplied by Messrs. Smith, of Birmingham. The
works, from the plans of Mr. Walker, were
carried out under the snperintendence of Mr.
James Martin, by the staff of workmen on Mr.
Naylor’s Kerry estate, the dressed stonework
being supplied by Mr. James Porteous, of Welsh-
pool.

PATENTS CONNECTED WITH BUILDING.

App.\ra.tus for Warming Buildings, &c. —
TT. A. Herring. Dated 4bh December, 1867.

—

Here the patentee causes the exhaust steam from
the engine to pass a coil of pipe of such diameter
that the back pressure on the engine may be
insignificant. This coil he encloses in a cistern
or close tank with which pipes for warming the
building are connected. The outlet pipe passes
away from the top of the cistern or tank, then
circulates through the rooms or buildings to bo
warmed, in the ordinary way of a hot-water ap-
pavatus, and afterwards the pipe returns the
same water in a comparatively cold state to the
bottom of the cistern or tank. This water re-
mains in the cistern or tank until it again be-
comes hot, and then it again circulates through
the pipes of the hot-water apparatus. In this
way the rooms or buildings are warmed without
other fuel than that necessary to keep the high
pressure steam-engine at work, and at the same
time an economy of water is effected, which
sometimes is of importance, the exhaust steam

from the engine being condensed into a pure
water, which is returned into the boiler.

Bricks, &c.— T. IF. Walker. Dated February
5th, 1868.—The patentee claims, first, the general
construction, arrangement, and combination of

machinery or apparatus for the manufacture of

bricks, tiles, slabs, and other like articles, as
described and illustrated by the drawings

;

secondly, the combination with the pistons or

plungers of machines for compressing bricks,

tiles, slabs, and other like articles of a self-

acting expaudiug packing, arranged and operating
substantially as described

;
thirdly, the moulding

and compressing of bricks, tiles, slabs, and
other like articles on a bed-plate or table, by the
aid of a mould-box or frame and piston or
plunger, substantially as desci'ibed ; fourthly,

the peculiar composition or compound for the

manufacture of phiin or ornamental tiles and
slabs, as described

j
fifthly, the production or

manufacture of ornamental tiles by punching or

perforating holes or openings through such tiles

according to any desired pattern, and filling in

such perforations at the time of laying the said

tiles with mosaic work, or with other tiles of a
more or less ornamental character, as described.

Heating Buildings, &c.— TF. Oram. Dated
January 23, 1868.—These improvements consist

in taking or receiving the steam from the boiler

or steam generator into the first length of pipe,

and coutinuing such piping to any required

length throughout the building, and returning
the steam to the boiler by introducing the last

length or other extremity into the boiler below
the water-lino. A tap or valve is applied at the
entrance-pipe to control the admission of steam,
and another is provided at the termination or

exit, near where the pipe enters the boiler, by
which tap water is withdrawn from the heating-

pipes, and by such combined means the constant
circulation of the steam is effected, and an in-

creased heat obtained from the pipes.

Doors, Shutters, and Bell-knors.—J. C.

Sanders, Dated 23rd January, 1868.—A mould
of metal or other suitable material is prepared
of the shape or form which it is desired the
exterior of the knob or other articles shall

possess, and glass, either coloured or colourless,

is poured therein in a molten state. Any desired

pattern is then impressed upon the upper surface
of the molten glass whilst the latter is in the
mould by means of suitable stamps or dies.

When cold and hard the glass is removed from
the mould, the edges trimmed, and such portions

of the impressed pattern as it is desired shall be
of a different colour or colours from the rest of
the glass are painted. The glass is then placed
in a metallic mounting in the manner well
understood by persons connected with the
manufacture of such articles, the effect of bril-

liancy being given to the pattern by placing
metallic foil or other suitable burnished or
polished material of any desired colour or colours

between the glass and the metallic back or
mounting.

gofliis |l£C£I,bctt.

Geological Table of the British Fossiliferous

Strata, Compiled by Sapper William Par-
sons, R.E.

This seems to be a well-arranged and useful

table, compiled from the works of Lyell, Murchi-
son, Tennant, and others. It gives a compendious
list of fossils characteristic of the various strata,

which are arranged in the order of superposition.
In the column for “ Remarks ” there is one
which might have been usefully extended to

other instances besides the one in point. The
remark is in reference to Portland stone. A
table of great use to architects and builders

might be compiled in a similar form to this one,

but containing many such remarks. In refer-

ence to the lowest “ Typical Group of Rock,”
the Laurentian, which is stated to be “ devoid of
fossils,” it must be remembered that this is a

table of British fossiliferous strata, and hence
does not include the Transatlantic Laurentian
rocks.

VARIORUM.

The Quarterhj Review for October is a spe-
cially good number. Amongst the more inter-

esting papers are the leader on the Great
Railway Monopoly, and one on Lake Dwellings.
The leading paper advocates the transfer of the
railways to one consolidated maoageniout, undot
Government auspices, and we are of opinion

that this is really desirable. As an example of
what may bo anticipated under such an arrange-
ment we may quote what is said on the Belgian
system :

—

“Let na now glance at the resulta of the hold policy
adopted by King Leopold in providing for his kingdom,

—

then the youngest member of the family of European
nations,—a system of railways at the public cost, at a
time wbeu other nations were indiffereut, if not actually
hostile to their formation. At the beginning of the enter-
prise the prophets of evil were in the ascendant. They
were able to point to the constantly increasing annum
deficit on the working of the lines. Excepting in tho
year 1836, when there was a gain of 37,000 francs, the loss
went on increasing until it amounted to 30,000,000 of
francs yearly.^ This loss was, however, more apparent
than real, being priucipally occasioned by the payment
of interest on unproductive capital while the lines
wore still under construction. But by the end of 1952
the State railways were nearly all made and at work, and
then the tide began to turn. Year by year the apparent
loss was reduced, until at length not only was the interest
on the borrowed money all paid, but a substantial profit
was shown on each year’s working. In 1869 Ihe net pro-
fits, after providing for all interest aud outgoings, was 5J
per cent, on the capital expended; in 1880 it was 6i per
cent.: and now it la 7 per cent. The principal of (he
debt incurred in constructing the lines is in course of
annual reduction, and if the revenue continues to increase
as heretofore, not only will all the Belgian railsvays be-
come the unburthened property of the State, hut they
will contribute in no small degree to the reduction of the
ordinary taxation of the country."

Some intereBting statUtica in reference to onr
own railway system are given. One of the
most startling fads brought to light by the rail-

way traffic returns annually published by the
Board of Trade is the comparatively small
average number of passengers carried per train.

Every one must have been struck with the fre-

quent long and empty trains travelling on rail-

ways, but few, we dare say, would be prepared
even from these for suoh a result, in illustration,

as this, that to accommodate 4,482 passengers
13,5128eats8hould be given, orl,274 to accommo-
date 179 ! This, of course, is done under the mis-
taken idea that it is for the public accommo-
dation all this absurd waste is incurred ; but
how can the public be accommodated in such a
way as this ? It goes towards accounting for

low dividends and high fares, but there is some-
thing radically wrong in the management which
renders it possible. In respect to Irish railways
the whole system, it appears, might be pur-
chased at present, for 22,000,0001., or less than
one year’s expenditure on our army and navy.
There are 333 Irish railway directors, 70
auditors, 35 secretaries, and 13 general mana-
gers, all of whose functions would be much more
satisfactorily performed by one efficient executive
sitting in Dublin. Let us hope that “Her
Majesty’s highways,” which have for long been
superseded, will soon be replaced by “ Her
Majesty’s railways.” “ A Treatise on Optics ;

or Light and Sight theoretically and practically
treated

; with the Application to Fine Art and
Industrial Pursuits. By E. Nugent, C.E., of New
York. London : Virtue & Co.” This is an
American offering to those interested in technical
instruction amongst the industrial classes.

The author has steered pretty clear of abstruse
mathematical investigation and formulm, and
yet his book is capable of giving an accurate
enough knowledge of one of the most interest-

ing aud useful branches of science. The treatise

seems to be one capable of being made useful

not only to artists, but to mechanics aud artisans

generally, and as a text-book for schools aud
colleges for both sexes. The style is clear, and
the instruction plain and intelligible. The
author has had specially in view its utility to

the bouse decorator and painter, the builder,

architect, draughtsman, engineer, and others
connected with the building trades, as well as
those engeged in various other branches of
industry.

Ultstfllniua.

Pall of three Houses at Holloway. — On
Sunday morning, about eight o’clock, three
houses that had lately been erected in the Hollo-
way-road, adjoining the Tottenham and Hatnp.
stead Junction Railway, fell with a great crash.
Fortunately no one was in the honses, or passing
at the time. The cause of the houses falling

ought to be ascertained.

The Parkin Jeffcock Memorial Fund.

—

A
meeting of the friends of the late Mr. Parkin
Jeffcock was held in Sheffield last wetk, when it

was decided to proceed at once in the erection

of a memorial church, in sympathy with tho
Oaks Colliery calamity of 1866, at Mortomley, to

ficcommodate about 260 persons. A design by
Mr. Butterfield was approved by the committee.
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Technical Education.—On Saturday, Goto,

ber 10th, classes in connexion with the Science

and Art Department were opened at the Slough
Mechanics’ Institution for the study of practical

plane and descriptive geometry, mechanical and
machine drawing, building construction, and
architectural drawing. About twenty - five

students have already joined, and the classes

(which are under the direction of the Messrs.

Dorrell) promise to be successful.

South Staffokdshike Industrial and Fine
Arts Exhibition, 1869.—The Guarantee Fund,
which the committee determined should be fixed

at a minimum of 2,0001, to bo limited to 101
each guarantor, is now complete, and the list of
200 names includes very many of the wealthiest
and most respected names of the whole district,

names which guarantee not only a much larger

sum than 2,0001, if it should bo necessary, but
also the thoroughness of the scheme, and, as far

as they possibly can, the -prospect of its entire

practical success. Molinenx House and grounds
are also now taken for the purpose of the exhibi*

tion.

Gas Regulation.—An account is given in the
American Gaslight Journal for the 2nd of October
of an invention patented by Mr. E. Beggs, of
San Francisco, for the regulation of gas burners.

By meaus of a small apparatus containing levers,

valve, Ac., applied to the gaa-pipe supplying the
burners from the meter, or to the burners them-
selves, the amount of pressure is equalized, so

that whether a smaller or a larger number of

burners are used, or whether the gas be at high
pressure or low, no gas shall be wasted by undue
pressure. The invention is said to be in opera-
tion at the office of the journal in Pine-street,

New York.

Encouragement for Others.—On Thursday
evening, the 15th instant, the vestrymen and
members of the Board of Guardians for the dis-

trict of Chelsea, which Mr. Tite, M.P., has
long represented in the Metropolitan Board
of Works, entertained him at dinner, in testi-

mony of the services he had rendered in Parlia-

ment in the passing of the Act authorizing the
construction of the Thames Embankment at

Chelsea. The entertainment was given in the
Vestry-hall, King’s-road, Chelsea, and abont200
of the principal inhabitants took part in it. Sir

Charles Wentworth Dilke, M.P., presided
; and

Sir John Thwaitee, chairman of the Metropolitan
Board of Works, with several of the members
of that body, and the Rev. Mr. Burgess, incum-
bent of Trinity Church, Sloane-street, occupied
seats on his right and left.

Railway Gardens. — A company has been
formed to rent, for sixty years, from the various
railway companies having lines through the east,

middle, and sooth of Franco, the right to plant
and cultivate fruit-trees on whatever portion of
the sides of the line is found suitable. The trees

will be trained on metal espaliers, and those
kinds planted according to the eitnation. Goose-
berry and currant bushes are to be made to

flourish in the least favourable spots, but pears
|

will form the staple crops. The first five
j

years no rent is to be demanded. The idea is

not new, as those who have travelled on the
German lines can recall the thrift displayed in

cultivating these waste spots, in Luxembourg
particularly. It is to be hoped, however, that
the company will be restricted from obstructing
the views of the country with their trees.

Sussex Arch.eological Society.—The autum-
nal meeting of this society has taken place at

Lewes, where Mr. M. A. Lower, as usual, became
Corypbeens, the Rev. Edward Turner, V.P., being
at his post. The Hon. Secretary, Mr. Francis
Barchard, the Rev. William Powell, and several
of the leading clergy and gentry of the district,

were present. In the course of the day the ob-
jects visited were Kingston Church and Manor
House, Iford Church, ^dmell Church, and the
site of a British cemetery on the Rodmell Downs,
where excavators were employed to dig into
some of the twenty-six barrows which indicate
the site of the cemetery, and where human re-
mains were found. Mr. Lower explained the
churches of Kingston and Iford. The Rev. P.
de Pntron did the same for Rodmell, aud also
read a paper on the hill cemetery. Hospitality
was exMbited, en route, by Mr. Joseph Cooper,
F.S.A.

5
Mrs. Rosseter, Iford Manor House

j
and

the Rev. P. de Pntron. A Inncheon took place
at Rodmell, and the party, numbering upwards
of fifty, enjoyed one of the mtfst pleasant “ out-
ings ” that the society has ever had.

[Oct. 24, 1868.

Marple Church. — Narrow Escape. — On
Sunday before last, before the congregation
had all left the church in the morning, a
large portion of the comice which encircles the
candelabra and gasfittings fell from the ceiling

into the middle aisle of the church. Fortunately
no person sustained any injury.

Ancient Remains in France.—The Journal
des Landes mentions discoveries that have been
made at St. Cricq, near Ville-Neuve-de-Marsan.
These remains consist of antique walls of great
thickness, of rooms adorned with mosaics, and
in good preservation. In the River S6vre, also,

sunk beneath the bottom, have been'found the re-

mains of a boat, which probably belonged to the
Normans.

Loughborough Park Village.—The works .

on this estate, which have become the property
of the Suburban Village and General Dwellings
Company, have been commenced. It is pro-
posed to erect on this estate about 650 bouses,
each to have a garden. Flans have been pre-

pared. The houses are to be in price from 2001.

upwards, payment to be made in the shape of

rents, extending over fourteen years.

Liverpool.—Although the Liverpool corpora-
tion has long been considered one of the wealthiest
in the kingdom, the inhabitants are now com-
plaining bitterly of tbe pressure of local taxation.
At arecent meeting of thetown council, Alderman
Dover pointed out that the local taxation has
risen since 1858 from 5b. Id. in the pound to

7s. 4^d. In addition to this, the corporate debt
is now 5,000,000Z. ; and recently no less than
21,000t. had been spent in obtaining thirty-four
bills, which involved an expenditure of 1,000,0001.
Another speaker complained that the original
estimate for the Sefcon Park had risen from
85,0001. to about 260,0003.

A New Steam-Engine.—An extremely simple
steam-engine, in which piston, crank, steam-
chest, &c., are dispensed with, has, it is said,

been invented by Mr. Benjamin Franklin, of
Westmoreland, Penn., TJ.S, It depends entirely
upon centrifugal force

;
friction is almost entirely

;

overcome} and it will produce 1,500 revolutions
,

per minute with one-fourth the steam usually
required, although the same amount of horse-
power is developed. This centrifugal steam-
engine condenses almost all its steam (which in
itself is a great saving), whilst from its sim-
plicity it can be constructed at one-fourth the
ordinary cost, and is not liable to get out of
order.

Obtaining Water at any Depth.— Experi-
ments have been made, on the grounds of
Richmond Villa, with Messrs. Watson & Baker’s
newly-patented invention for obtaining water.
The Hon.' Edward Erskino, accompanied by
several scientific gentlemen connected with her
Majesty’s Government, were conducted by the
patentees to the spot, and two gentlemen repre-
senting the Russian Government, and others
from the East-India service, attended, all of
whom expressed themselves gratified at the
result, water being obtained in less than an
hour. The water so obtained, it is said, can be
pumped up from any depth, and conveyed into
the top rooms of the highest house.

A Hint to Lecturers.—Many lecturers have
felt how unsatisfactory it is to write or draw, or
in any manner attempt to illustrate their ideas
in a large room. Professor Albert R. Leeds, of
Haverford College, Pa., suggests that this diffi-

culty may be overcome thus :—A plate of glass
is placed in the lime-light or magnesium lantern,

and an inverting prism is put in the forward
part of the draw-tube of the objective. If, now,
while lecturing, writing is done with an ordinary
pen and Indian-ink upon the glass plate, pro-
ceeding from left to right upon the plate, it will

advance correspondingly upon the screen, 'and
will be read in greatly enlarged characters by
those present. The square prism inverts with
respect to bottom, and the writing being actually
reversed by the writer in reference to the other
direction in which the lantern is pointing, the
crossing of the rays produced by the lens
becomes in this case an advantage, and corrects
the letters upon the screen. A collodion film,

blackened by exposure to the sun’s rays, may be
substituted for a naked glass plate with great
advantage. On such a film chemical and mathe-
matical formulse, drawings of apparatus, machi-
nery, and BO on, may be cut with delicacy, and
appear as intensely bright white lines on a black
ground, and with something of the appearance
of an immense copper-plate engraving.

“Associated Arts Institute.”—The opening
conrcrsasionewill beheld on next Saturday even-
ing, the 31at inst., when the president. Professor
Westmacott, R.A., will make an address. A re-

markable collection of drawings (never before
exhibited) by the late Sir R. Westmacott, R.A.,
will bo on view. For ensuing meetings a num-
ber of papers are promised, by Mr. Soden Smith,
Mr. R. Redgrave, R.A., Mr. Ellis Wooldridge, Mr.
Bateman, Mr. Cave Thomas, Mr. A. Hart, R.A.,
and others.

The Arundel Society’s Publications.—The
Council announces “ An illustrated description

of the Arundel Society’s publications daring a
period of twenty years.” The whole of the
publications, including the ivory carvings, wOl
be photographed one-fifth the size of the
originals, and arranged chronologically accord-

ing to the years in which they were issued,

whether as annual or occasional publications.

The letter-press will give a full description of
the works, arranged in a similar manner.

Manchester Jews’ School.—The foundation-
stone has been laid of a building about to be
erected from designs of Mr. E. Salomons, in

Derby-street, Cheetham-liill-road, as a school-

house for Jewish children. Mr. Edward Nathan,
the president of the institution, laid the stone in

the presence of a considerable number of the
members of the Jemsb congregation. A dinner
in celebration of the event was given by Mr.
Nathan, at the Queen’s Hotel, and amongst the
company were Mr. Thomas Bazley, M.P., aud
Mr. Jacob Bright, M.P.

Means of making Paint adhere to Zinc.

—

It is a difficult matter to get a coat of paint to

adhere well to zinc, which rapidly oxidises when
exposed to air and moisture

;
and, as most

engineers know, galvanised iron goes very
quickly when once the covering of zinc has de-

cayed. Many means have been tried to obtain
the firm and close adherence of paint to zinc.

The last we have met with is due to Dr. Bottger,

who professes to have completely succeeded.
He makes a solution of one part of chloride of

copper, one part of nitrate of copper, and one
part of chloride of ammonium in sixty-four parts
of water and one part of commercial hydrochloric
acid. This solution acts as a sort of mordant.
It is paid with a wide brush over the zinc, which
immediately becomes a deep black colour, form-

ing, according to the Doctor, a basic chloride of
zinc, and what he calls an emorphous brass.

The black colour changes in the coarse of twelve
or twenty-four hours to a gray, and upon this

gray surface any oil paint will dry, and give a
firmly-adhering coat. Summer heat and winter
rain will have no effect in disturbing this cover-

ing, which affords complete protection to the
zinc.

Finsbury Park.—On Monday night a public

meeting was held in Myddelton Hall, Islington,

for the purpose of protesting against the pro-

posed building on Finsbury Park by the Metro-
politan Board of Works. Mr. W. T. M. Torrens,
M.P., presided. Mr. Alderman Lusk, the other
member for Finsbury, was also present. The
following resolutions were passed :—“ That this

meeting views with great surprise and regret the
course contemplated by the Metropolitan Board
of Works to dispose of a large portion of the
ground already purchased, and positively re-

quired, for the purposes of the Finsbury Park
}

aud feels certain that, if the intention of tbe

Board be carried out, the object of the Legisla-

ture will bo frustrated, a great injustice will be
inflicted upon the inhabitants of the borough,
and the usefulness and beauty of the park as a
place of public resort will bo materially and
permanently injured.” “ That a memorial be
signed by the chairman on behalf of the meeting,
and presented to tbe Metropolitan Board of

Works by a deputation to be headed by the

chairman.” “ That, failing to obtain a satis-

factory reply from the Metropolitan Board of

Works, a Bill be prepared to amend the Finsbury
Park Act of 1857, having for its object tbe
preservation for the use of the public of the
whole of the 131 acres purchased

; that tbe

borough members be requested to carry such

into the House of Commons ; and that they,

together with the county members, give the said

Bill their utmost support. Further, that the

assistance of the Government and the Open
Spaces Association be respectfully solicited.”

Among the speakers were Alderman Lnak, M.P.,

the Rev. R. Mackenzie, Dr. Harvey, 'Jessrs. C.

H. Elt, A. Walker, R. W. Phillipps, E. S. Cufilin,

and J. Vincent.
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Portland Cement.

ORTT.FOUE
years, as nearly

as may be, have

passed away
since J. Aspdin

took oat a patent

for the manufac*

ture of Portland Cement. For

a long time the new material

was eyed askance, if not with

absolnte disfavour, and there

was but a very limited demand

for it. But gradually foreign

architects and engineers began

to perceive its merits, and be>

oome large 'customers for it,

sing it in vast quantities in the construction of

arbours, docks, and fortifications
j
and within

le last fifteen years English engineers have
ismissed their prejudices against its capabili-

es ; and its manufacture is now conducted on
gigantic scale on the banks of the Thames, as

^

ell as on those of the Humber, Tyne, and Med.
|

ay. Meanwhile Germany has commenced to
|

lake Portland cement. Hitherto Germany and
!

ranoe have been our chief customers : conse-
j

aenbly, had it nob been for the general accept-

ice of the cement in our own country, this

inovation would have seriously affected the

ade. As it is, the increased demand at home
IS more than compensated for the loss of this

itlet. Nevertheless, it will, doubtless, be useful

I examine into the mode of cement manufacture

i Germany, the more especially as a claim for

iperiority baa been set up for the Continental

method. Such a scrutiny has been made by
r. Eeid, who, in a work setting forth the his-

fry, properties, and purposes of cement, has

iven a translation of a German pamphlet by
. Lipowitz, who is the inventor of a mode of

lanufaotnre stated to be an improvement upon
ir own, in which his particular process is fully

etailod.* The production of Portland cement
Germany commenced sixteen years ago

:

lere are now twenty-five manufactories eata-

iished
; and we read of a German prince giving

'0 subject his especial attention; contribnting,

(deed, a paper entitled “ The Theory of Portland

nment” to a periodical devoted to mines and
inndries, in which there is evidence that he
I.S made a great number of experiments to

ecerbain which are the best clays for cements,

'ieing the importance that is attached to the

fjbject abroad, we feel Mr. Reid has been well

rivised when be resolved to place the informa-

nm in his possession before the publio.

BBefore opening the German branch of the

esestion our author describes the English mode
cmanufaoture; states the combination of advan-

that should rule the selection of a site for

tt manufactory
j

gives the nature of the raw
itaterials

; describes the various kinds of kilns

dd machines in use
; indicates the methods of

ininding the burnt cement, and testing it before

ining it; and, finally, shows the manner of its

plplication in marine architecture, in the build-

5 5 of houses, and formation of roads. This

ctrt of his work is of considerable interest. It

' I A Practical Treat ise on the Manufacture of Portland
Bment, by Henry Reid, C.E. ; to which is added a trans-
iciion of M. A. Lipowitz's wort, describing a new method
jpbpted iu GermHuy of manufacturing that cement, by
. I F. Reid. London : E. & F. N. Spon, 48, Charing-
'!S.68, 1S08.

seems cement manufacturers are under great

obligations to French engineers and architects,

whose rigid tests of their material and peremp-

tory rejection of all nob coming up to a certain

standard led to the strict attention being paid

to the various processes, which resulted in the

ultimate excellence of the article. Subsequently,

the equally severe testa instituted by the engi-

neers of the Metropolitan Board of Works,

previously to its use in the formation of the

Thames Embankment, have had a similarly

beneficial effect in raising and maintaining the

quality of the cement. Formerly, the simplicity

of the materials, and the comparative ease with

which they were manufactured, led to the im-

pression that all care in their manipulation could

be dispensed with, which carelessness allowed

the article to deteriorate to an often worthless

quality, and permitted its export in sacks, instead

of casks, whereby it became damaged. One of

the charges bronght by the Germans against

English cement is its inferiority from this last

cause. They say it used to arrive in sacks which

had Iain in the holds of ships exposed to damp
and even water; and when landed, instead of

the spoilt being separated from that which was

uninjured, both were pounded together, and

sometimes adulterated with powdered ashes,

metal dross, and sand. Under these circum-

stanoes it is scarcely to be wondered at that

rivals possessed of facilities equal to our own
entered the field.

Portland cement being a mixture of chalk and

alluvial clay, the first condition in the selection

of a site for its manufacture is that it should

possess an abnndant supply of these materials.

It would be unwise, onr author warns, to com-

mence operations on a site where there is not

material enough to last for at least twenty years.

The next point is accessibility and cheapness of

transit. Much of the success of the principal

London manufacturers is due, he afBnna, to their

excellent situation in commanding water-carriage

to their principal points of conanmption or ship-

ment, at a cost of about Is. 6d. per ton, com-

bined with their contiguity to the port of London,

which facilitates their shipping to foreign ports

at low rates. Another item to be considered is

the price of fuel. London is provided with a

cheap fuel, in the shape of coke, from the gas-

works. Owing to the advantage which cheap

fuel confers, Newcastle-npon-Tyne is able to

compete with London in the production of

cement for foreign markets, although it possesses

no chalk, and relies for its supply of that

essential upon the coal-vessels, which bring it

back from the Thames as ballast. The theory

of Prince Schonaich-Carolath, mentioned above,

is that the clays best suited for cements are

those which contain iron np to 10 or 15 percent,

in the form of iron oxydule, and that this

qualification is possessed in the most eminent

degree by the clay of the Medway, a superiority

only shared by the clays of Wildau and Kiefer-

stfidtel, near Gliewitz. After the choice of a

site with the necessary materials at hand comes

the selection of the means by which their due

and accurate manipulation is accomplished.

The first process of washing or mixing is per-

formed either with edge-runners, harrows, or

knives ; but beyond these, in point of efficacy,

Mr. Reid places a wash-mill of a certain

construction, which he describes, furnished with

two sets of revolving knives. This mill requires

a power of eight horses to work it, and costs,

with boiler, engine, and machinery, from 3001. to

4001. The proportions of the chalk and clay are, of

course, a matter ofjudgment. Mr. Reid furnishes

two tables of analyses of various limestones to

;

assist the manufacturer in forming a conclusion.

If the materials be the simple chalks and clays

of the rivers Thames and Medway he recom-

mends four pai’ts of chalk from the Medway
(which is of a grey colour), or three parts of

that from the Thames (which is white), with one

of clay, subject to modification according to the

state of both. The next process should always

be sampling, that is, a sample of the mixture

overflowing from the wash-mill should be taken

and dried on hot plates, and then burnt, with a
view to ascertain the correctness of the propor-

tions. Our author directs that the sample

shonld be moderately well burnt, and when
quite cool pounded in a mortar, from which it

should be sifted in a fine-meshed sieve of about

2,000 meshes to the square inch. He says :

—

“ Make a sample from the powder with the least possi-
ble quantity of water, which divide into two circular pats
three or fonr inches in diameter and half an inch thick.
Place one of these, when suiliciently set, into a basin of
water, leaving the other in a dry place

;
nfae first with the

object of proving the hydraulicity of the mixture, and the
other the colour. After an interval of twenty-four hours
the samples should be carefully examined id a good light,

and if the water-sample is free from cracks or fissures it

may be passed as sound, or at least may be considered
safely mixed with the proper proportion of carbonate of
lime. If on examination the air or dry pat appears of a
blue.grey colourj without any stains or brown specks, you
may safely continue the proportions of chalk and clay
represented by the duplicate samples. But if, on the
contrary, the water-sample gives way, cracking and flying,

as it is technically called, no time must be lost in reducing
your measure of chalk or increasing the quantity of clay.
Again, should the water-sample continue sound in appear-
ance after twenty-fonr hours' immersion, having set
quickly when being worked up into the pat, and the air-

sample of a brown colour, you may consider the mixture
over-clayed, and instant steps must be taken to alter the
proportions."

This ByBtem is called the wet method. The
German system is called the dry method. In-

stead of mixing hia materials in a mill, M.
Lipowitz dries his ohalka and marls by heatiag

them to 100° centigrade in a square buildiog

constructed of fire-bricks for the purpose. The
dry chalk is then mixed with the other mate-

rials in a dried form, in certain ascertained pro-

portions, aud then ground. Mr. Reid compares

the two systems very fairly. As far as the coat

is concerned in the preparation of the cement to

this stage the balance is in favour of the English

method, but, taking other considerations into

account, he candidly states that the German
plan has the advantage. He estimates that the

expense of mixing and reducing the raw mate-

rials according to M. Lipowitz’s method conld

not be less than Ss. per ton, or three times the

cost of the washing operation. On the other

hand, the English mode requires more space and

more time, consequently the use of a larger

capital. To illustrate the comparative merits of

the two systems, he states the conditions with

which 100 casks per day, or 20 tons, are manu-

factured by both. By calcination, or the dry

method, 240 tons of raw materials would be re-

quired to furnish 100 casks per day for a week,

allowing for the waste or loss of moisture by

heat between the raw materials put into the

kiln and the result in manufactured cement ob-

tained at the spouts of the horizontal millstones

;

while by the wet method at least 400 tons of

washed material would be required to furnish

the same amount of finished cement. To

deal with the amount of material, a space of at

least an acre must be provided ;
and two mouths

must elapse before it has settled and dried suf-

ficiently to be turned to proper account. Mr.

Reid snms up the respective merits thus :

—

“ The space, therefore, under the conditions named in

the above description, for the reception of one week’s
washing is an acre, with the weight to be dealt with 400
tons

;
whereas by the dry method an insiCTificaot amount

of room only is required, and the weight out 240 tons, in

obtaining equivalent results. The necessity of delay in

allowing the raw materials to settle and dry entails the
great cost of space, and in like manner adds to the
weight. . . . While, therefore, by one method, the
material washed is not available for further operation
until an interval of two months has elapsed, by the other
method, when ground dry, the further process may be
continued and even perfected on the same day, obviously
great and important advantage, preventing thereby the

necessity of locking up an amount of capital represented

by the value of two months’ washed materials; so that,

notwithstanding the extra cost of grinding over that of
washing, there are other considerations on the question

which, when duly estimated, may leave the balance in

favour of the German systom."

From the wash-mill, English Portland cement

proceeds, by gravitation, by descending drains

or channels, to a series of reservoirs, called

backs, provided with sluices to assist in the

passage of superfluous water from the mixture
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where it lies till it is suffioiently consolidated to

be wheeled in barrows to drying-plates, placed
conveniently between the backs and the kilos,

so as to economize the waste heat from the
ovens used for coking the coals required for the
kilns. After this desiccating process has con-
tinued for about twenty-four hours, the material
is buiTit in the kiln. When cool it is drawn
from the kiln, and sent on barrows or trucks to
the grinding-mill, where it is either stored or
hoisted into the hoppers of the millstones, to be
pulverized at once. In considering all these
processes, and the appliances required for them,
Mr. Beid sees preferable advantages in the
German plan. This we will proceed to notice
more fully.

A leading feature in the method invented by
M. Lepowitz is the use of a kiln he describes as
“ endless.” He has applied the principle of this
endless kiln to a sample kiln, in order that his
samples may be bnrnt under the same circum-
stances as the great bulk of the cement. It is

oblong in form, and may be described, so as to
give some idea of it, as divided i^jto three parts,
two gratings to hold the fuel, an oven to hold
the bricks and cement, and a ventilator; and it

is so contrived that the whole heat from the fire

must pass through the oven to get to the venti-
lator. A sheet of mica is introduced in one side
of the oven, through which the condition of the
contents of it may be observed. These are the

the chalk is dried, the positions of the stone-
breaker, the edge-runners, and the horizontal
mills, by means of which the raw materials are
successively ^ound to powder, the place into
which the sifted powder falls, close to the
machine which forms it into bricks or briquettes,
the drying channels along which it is propelled on
wagons by women, on tramways, to the endless
kiln

; the return roads that bring it all back again
to another series of grinding-machines

;
and the

room where, finally pulverized, it is stored till

the casks are ready for it to be packed in. All
are arranged with a view to saving of space and
labour. There is no passing and repassing.
The raw materials are received at one end of
the works, and thence in a well-considered
cirenit, all the necessary processes are effected
till it returns to the same extremity of the
works, which is probably in proximity to the
wharf or other means of transit, perfected and
packed ready for export. The employment of
women in the transport of the bricks is a feature
not common to us. The wagons are, however,
small and light. They are composed of six
stages, on each of which are laid three drying-
plates, holding twenty - seven bricks. Each
wagon therefore carries 162 bricks. Our author,
speaking of his system of drying, says ;

—

the bricka are dried they ahriok to about one-
naif of their original size, and then weigh about 4 lb.

^ke cbannel, when full, containa more thanj, I* -.-w— -uw ..uwuuvj, T.UCU luil, cuiiialUD iliuits liiau
advantages claimed for the sample kiln of this i

bricks, weighing 4 tons. From the mouth of the
construction :— channel a tramway leada to the endless kiln. Another

I
return-channel declines from the kiln to the forming ma-

“ 1. The value of different fuels may he accurately de- chine, down which desoenda the empty wagona, to be used
temined. It ia only necessary to introduce between the

;

This method of drying is one great advantage of
kiln and the ventilator a serpentine tube <

— - - /i.i . . .BMu Buu luc veniuacor a serpentine tube or pipe, im-
i

“7 .“>®tkod of mannfactare. Other works have extensive
mersed in water. The heat engendered in the kiln and drying-houses, built at great cost, requiring a larger out-
the temperature of the water represent the worth of the ^“7 labour and time to do an equal amount of work,
‘uch ... .

besides the loss
_

sustained by breakage of the bricks!
-. The adaptability of all kinds of fuel for the purposes Other works, again, have extensive covered drying-plates,

of bnrning cement, chslks, bricks, &c., can be ascer- of which there are numerous ovens, and at the
tamed.

I other a chimney-shaft, from 100 ft. to 120 ft. high, in order
3. The amount of heat may be regulated to any degree, ' cause a draught through the numerous flues. My sys-

by the quicker or slower rotation of the ventilator (irom 1cm utilizes the heat, which in other manufactories escapes
600 to 2,000 revolutions per minute).

|

through the chimneys. I cau dry equally fast in winter
4. The proper degree of heat can be accurately deter- summer, and am therefore indepenient of the sea-

mined by the colour of the material while burning, and temperature, as well as the dry or wet state of
the time required to born it.

6. The space required to burn certain quantities of
cement or chalk can be with accuracy determined.”

Another etractare required is the fire-brick
building, in which the chalk is dried. This is
composed of four walls, enclosing a quadran-
gular space, which may be either arched over or
left open at the top, though if the latter alter-
native be_ adopted a slate roof at some height
above it is recommended as necessary. In the
centre of one side of the square is a small door,
through which the chalk is introduced, and
another side is occupied witli low arched holes
for the fires. The chalk is piled up within so
lightly that there aro plenty of interstices
through which, when the fires are lighted, the
hot air can rise and dry it. While the drying
process is going on the door is kept closed, and
is plastered up with clay

;
and when it is com-

plete the door is opened and the chalk taken
out. Besides tliese kilns, factory buildings,
sbeda, .to., there are several machines used for
special purposes, such as a stone-breaking ma-
chine, vertical mills, and horizontal mills. Bach
mill is provided with covered shoots to endless
worms, which carry the material on to pits,
whence elevators raise it to cylindrical sieves’
through which it again descends through in’
dined shoots. M. Lipowitz gives a detailed
estimate of the cost of machinery and iron for a
manufactory capablo of producing 30,000 casks
per annum, which amounts to 4,6821., exclusive
of the cost of buildings. This is subject to the
degree of accessibility and neighbourhood of
iron-works of the proposed manufactory, the
author giving the maximum price of each
article. This he supplements with a statement
of the yearly cost of raw materials and working
expenses in producing 30,000 casks per annum.
Including, what appears to be every possible
charge besides the raw materials, such as labour,
coal, casks, repairs, oil and lighting, carriage
travellers’ expenses, 5 per cent, on the outlay
for the works estimated in round figures at
9,0001., and 10 per cent, as a redemption fund
for the outlay, the coat comes to 9,7801. Setting
the sale of the 30,000 casks at 9d. each against
this, there is an income of 13,5001., or a net
profit of more that 40 per cent, on the outlay.
With these figures before ua the interest taken
in the subject in the Fatherland is not extra-
ordinary.

Besides describing the process very minutely
and systematically, M. Lipowitz gives a plan of
a model cement manufactory. Here we may

the shed in which the raw materials are
placed, the fire-brick building close by where

the atmosphere."

The endless kiln is by no means in general
use in Germany. The old-fashioned high cylin-
drical kilns, 50 ft. high and 10 ft. in diameter,
are in vogue there still. It was the knowledge
of the time and labour wasted in filling these
high kilns and the loss of fuel in heating them
every time they were used, that led M. Lepowitz
to consider whether the ring-kiln conld not be
adapted to tho same purpose

;
and the result of

his experiments and deliberations is the endless
kiln, built, however, not ring-formed, but oblong.
Exact particnlars of its construction, as well as
a plan and section, aro given by the author, to
which, we must refer our readers. Its inventor
candidly allows that English cement is better
than French cement; but he contends that
cement made by his method is better than either.
Moreover, his endless kiln is equally advan-
tageous to the brick and lime manufacturer.

Mr. Beid’s details of the teats applied to
cement afford valuable information. Some people
are of opinion that cement requires an addition
of sand to give it strength

; bat this is not so.
In proportion as sand is added its strength is

taken away. Thus, neat cement gauged by Mr.
Grant at different periods in twelve months, to
ascertain its strength, yielded the following
results;

—

1 week
1 month ...

3 months...
649-9
877-9
978-7

That is to say, it more than doubled in strength
in the twelve months

; while, mixed with equal
proportions of clean, sharp Thames sand, a con-
siderably lower strength resulted, although a
progressive rate, developed by time, was also
shown :

—

Per cent, of the
lb. Strength ofneat

Cement,
1 week 97-0 = 21-8
1 month 309-3 = 44-6
3 months 367-0 = 41-8
6 648-8 = 65-9
9 „ 607-8 = 61-3

12 7i)0-3 = 65-1

The nature of the teats, too, are curions.
French architects have given the most attention
to this subject, and it is their testa that are the
most rigid. In one case Mr. Beid relates that
the form of test prescribed by the French autho-
rities for a quantity of cement, ordered for a I

French Government contract, involved an ex-

1

pense that was out of proportion to the terms
;

i
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and that to curtail the cost, be invented a
machine for pressing the sample briquettes, in*
stead of cutting them, now in general use. One
test consists of the penetration of a needle into
the cement. This was invented to measure the
relative hardness of several mixtures of pure
mortar and cement without sand. A steel coni-
cal needle, protruding from a socket on the
lower extremity of a vertical rod or spindle, is
impelled into the cement by a hollow metal
cylinder, weighing about a pound. Another
test is a breaking weight of 480 lb., applied
after fourteen days’ immersion in the sea. Then
there are the comparative, hydraulic, and frigorific

tests
; and the age test, which latter Mr. Beid

somewhat scornfully couples with fortune*
telling. Mr. Grant instituted a triple test. He
first required that the cement should weigh
110 lb. to the striked bushel; next that it

should remain under water for six days before
being submitted to the tensile and third test,
which shonld yield a value equal to 400 lb. on
an area of 2^ square inches. After reviewing
the results of a large number of teats, Mr. Reid
draws attention to tho fact that Portland cement
bricks, even at nine months old, exceed in value
or resistance to compression some of the best
natural and artificial building materials in the
country.

The purposes to which cement may be applied
occupy a large share in the thoughts of both the
English and German writers. They both speak
highly of its applicability to domestic architec-
ture. The use of Portland cement, instead of
limo-mortar, would be a cure for at least half
the dust in our houses from which we now
suffer, according to Mr. Reid. Ho would have
the cement and sand accurately mixed in the
required proportions supplied to the builders, so

:

as to only require the addition of water to render
it ready for use. For cottages and farm build-
ings, and barracks and cottages for soldiers,

Portland cement is recommended as possessing
many advantages. The whole roofs, walls,
ceilings, and floors of cottages, with the addi-
tion of a small quantity of iron, could bo built
with this material, and great stability and com-
fort ensured. M. Lipowitz specially advocates
its adaptation to roofing. He says a firm in
Silesia has produced a black pitchy substance,
called Hiiualer’s wood-cement, which has been
used with much success for covering roofs. It
is as cheap as felt, much more durable, and is

not cracked by the sun’s rays. Hoofs covered
with it are cool in summer, warm iu winter,
cannot cate'n fire from the outside, and may be
covered with earth, and used as gardens. It
has been tested for upwards of twenty years,
and no repairs needed. The enterprising
German advises all cement-makers to make
it, and tells how it is made. From 160 Ib,

to 190 lb. of cement are mixed with 100 lb.

of coal tar in a large iron boiler with a
flat bottom. The tar is put in first, then the
cement is gradually stirred in, and to every
hundred-weight of cement a pound of powdered
sulphur is added. When the mixture becomes
too thick to flow, it 'is drawn off through a pipe
fixed in the side of the boiler and packed in
casks. Before covering a roof with this material,
a coating of sand is spread over it, then a cover-
ing of strong brown paper. Upon this the
molten mixture is spread with a tar-brush,
another layer of paper is then added, and the
process repeated till the coating is four layers
strong. A dressing of sifted ashes is strewn
over it

;
and when all is finished, including the

zinc borders recommended to secure chimneys,
a depth of an inch or inch and a half of gravel
is laid on, properly levelled with rakes and
scrapers. The necessary framework should
consist of rafters or joists placed not more than
2 ft. 3 in. apart, with boards an inch or an inch
and a half thick nailed on to them and dove-
tailed ; and it should have an inclination of half
to three-quarters of an inch per foot. The cost
of a square foot of this roofing, guaranteed not
’to require repair, is abont l^d. in Germany. Mr.
Reid would extend the use of Portland cement to

roads, the walks in our public parks, and places of
amusement. He gives fall particulars of the trials

that have been made in this direction already,
inclading the failure in St. James’s Park. Mr.
Mitchell’s Scottish sneoesses are also quoted.
Diminished wear and tear, superior cleanliness,

and diminished cost and annoyance from repairs

are urged in the favour of cement concrete roads.
Where a square yard of concrete road has cost

6s. 8d., a similar measure of a paved road has
cost 17a. On the other hand, when the concrete
road is required to be taken np, for the purpose
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of attending to gas or water pipes, the strength

of it is a disadvantage. To obviate this Mr.
Beid recommends the use of blocks of convenient

sizes, that have acqaired the requisite degree of

hardness. In the certainty of the feasibility of

this mode of using concrete for roads, he says

he would not reckon the engineer a visionary

.

who would undertake to relay the whole extent

of London Bridge with blocks of concrete in

this manner in fourteen days
;

and he seems
disposed to back the road so made as likely to

be superior to the present one in every way.
Mr. Reid also gives a short account of the

experiment made for the Metropolitan Board of

Works to ascertain the virtues of the “Beton
Agglomeres Systhme Coignet,” under the super-

intendence of M. Coignet, by a staff of French
workmen, in the construction of several arches

under the stair approach from Westminster
Bridge to the Southern Embankment of the

Thames
;
he fully endorses the excellence of the

French article, the more unreservedly, perhaps,

because its high price puts it out of competition
with ordinary Portland cement concrete. The
latter cost, on these works, from eleven to thirteen

shillings per cnbe yard, while the Biiton Agglo-
mercs came to more than double that sum. About
twentymiles of the Parisian sewers were laid down
by M. Coignet of this material, when it was con-
sidered, and certified, that a saving of 20 per
cent, upon the cost of masonry was eflected by
its nse. Without its large proportion of Port-

land cement, however, our author doubts whether
it would retain its applicability to building pur-
poses.

The conclusions to which our authors would
conduct us are that Portland cement is on the
eve of a greatly-extended use

;
that it fully

merits the good opinion engineers now form of
its qualities ; that the opinion can only be main-
tained by duo attention to its manufacture; and
that the best and moat remunerative mode of
manufacturing it is by the process invented and
perfected by M. Lipowitz. Some of our own
manufactnrc-rs had better take heed. Sad stuff

is occasionally sold and used.

THE BISHOPRIC OF RAMSBURY.

England without railways has become a
scene altogether unfamiliar to the literature of
the day. Steam locomotion has entered the
minds of the present generation as an established

means of travel. A novelist who sends his hero
on the stage by the only conveyances known to

the first quarter of the present century is now
looked upon as au antiquarian writer,—a feeble

imitator of the Great Wizard of the North.
The change effected on the face of the country,
on the manners, habits, and appearance of the
country folk, is in accordance with this great
revolution of thought. Facility of locomotion,
and that facility one very liberally used, has
given an impulse to the national life that is

everywhere apparent in the great sign of vitality,

—steady and continued transformation.
While the England of 1868 is so different in

all, except its most marked physical features
from the England of 1828, we must remember
that the country is not yet absolutely reduced
to the dead level of homogeneity. Strong as is

the infiueice of modern travel in destroying
local and provincial peculiarities, the effect is,

like that of the force of gravitation itself,

eminently modified by the distance at which it

acts. Find a nook of the country that is

deprived of ready communication with the
great railway network, and you meet with linger-

ing features of pre-railway England, and the
quiet of these little country nooks, the tranquil

content with which the village shopkeeper will

confess herself “out ” of the article you require,

but expectant of a stock of it next month, or
the indifference with which the postmaster will

tell you that between 6 p.ra. on Friday night
and the same hour on the following Monday the
only mail-bag made up is despatched at eleven
a.m. on Sunday, is no doubt the very height of
an enviable philosophy, although the jaded inha-
bitant of a great city, surprised at the unwonted
disregard of quarters of an hour, unwarily de-

nounces it as “ stupid.” It takes some time to

realise the felicity of being safe from tbe post-
man for twenty.four hours,—safe from a tele-

gram, unless it is brought by a steadily-trotting

horseman whom you may recognise a mile off

at the very entrance of the long and shady
avenue.

At a moment when the attention is called to

questions of ecclesiastical history, to the habits

of the early Anglican clergy, and to the “ Use of
Sarum,” it cannot fail to be of interest to detect
in one of these quiet and forgotten nooks of an
agricultural county the remains of a cathedral

and See of greater antiquity than Old Sarum
itself. In the year 635, we are told by the
Sarum Almanack, when Severinus was Bishop of
Rome, twenty-eight years after the mission of
Augustine to Britain, Cynegils, King of Wessex,
abjured heathenism, and was baptised at Dor-
chester by Birinus, on which occasion the seat

of the bishopric of Wessex was established in

that city, Dorchester, in Oxfordshire. In 683,
Bishop Hmdde removed the see to Winchester.
In 705 the diocese was subdivided, the country
to the east of the Forest of Selwood remaining
as the diocese of Winchester, and all to the west
of Selwood being formed into a new diocese, the
see of which was fixed at Sherborne, and first

filled by Aldhelm, a kinsman of King Ina.

In the year 909 a fresh division was effected,

and a see was erected at Bamsbury, comprising
Berks and Wilts. The names of the bishops of

Sherborne and of Ramsbury are still preserved,

and the latter are often termed Episcopi
Wiltunenses, or Bishops of Wiltshire; and also

Episcopi SnniiUDgenses, from their residence at

Sunuing, in Berks. In 10-15, Herman, one of

the chaplains to King Edward the Confessor,

was made Bishop of Ramsbury. He attempted
to remove the see to Malmsbury, but the abbot
of that famous monastery, supported by Earl
Godwin, successfully opposed the effort. Herman
retired in disappointment to the monastery of

St. Berlin, in France; but on the death of
Alfroold, 1058, he was made Bishop of Sher-

borne, and administered the two dioceses of

Sherborne and Ramsbury from the former see.

In 1075, in consequence of the decision of a
council, held nnder Archbishop Lanfranc, in

1072, to the effect that tbe episcopal sees which
were established in obscure villages should be
removed to considerable towns, Herman changed
his residence to Old Samni. Osmund, the suc-

cessor of Herman, commenced the erection of
the Cathedral of Sarum in 1092. Four of the
successors of Osmund sat in this church, the
founder and endower of which established tbe
famous “ Use of Sarum,” which regulated, for

many centuries, the form of the Anglican worship,
and to which attention has so recently been
called by the proceedings of the Ritual Com-
mission. The exposed situation of the cathe-
dra], and the turbulence of the garrison of the

castle, caused the removal of tbe see, and in

1220 Bishop Richard Poor laid the foundation
of tbe new church in the “ Fair Mead,” two
miles distant from the former site. The present
Bishop of Salisbury is the) sixty-second in suc-

cession from Bishop Richard Pauper, or Poor.

The Bath road of the great coaching era,

which crosses a branch of the Great Western
Railway at Hungerford, leaves at that town the
valley of the Kennet, and runs through pleasant
chalk hills, and under the shade of trees of a yet
surviving actual forest, to Marlborough. But
the river Kennet, running along the arc of a bow
of which the coach-road forms the chord, flows

through a country unvexed by traffic, and dotted

with fine old mansions seated in those green and
well-timbered parks so dear to the lovers of the

picturesque, and of the old country life of

England, and so grievous in the eyes of a certain

sohool of improvers. About four miles west of

Hungerford, half way between the two stately

parks of Litftlecote and of Ramsbury, is the site

of the episcopal see which, in A.D. 909, com-
prised the counties of Berks and Wilts. Little

remains in the quiet and tidy village to tell of

its former ecclesiastioal importance. The un-
usually large buttresses which form part of the
low oblong tower of the church seem to.tell of a
former and forgotten spii’e. The roof of the

nave is an ancient piece of oak-work, recalling, at

an humble distance, the ceiling of St. David’s
Cathedral. Themoatcurious and unaccountable
architectural feature that distinguishes the
building is the eccentricity of the chancel. The
handsome five-light Gothic window at the east

end of the building is some 3 ft. or 4 ft. nearer

to the southern than to the corf.ltern wall.

Within, this peculiarity fails to strike the eye
at once

;
but on tbe exterior it has the dis-

agreeable consequence, that the ridge of the
roof is nob perpendicular to the point of the
window. The hand of the restorer may, indeed,

be detected ; and on the tower are to be seen

marks of a roof of much higher pitch than that
which now covers the nave. At the east gable
the abomination of rough cast disguises some

I repairs or alterations in the wall above the win-
dow

;
but a piece of ancient work, which looks

- as if it were in situ, and which encloses in a
I trefoil light two scutcheons, of which the bear-
1 ings are now entirely obliterated by weather, is

. in the vertical line of the ridge, and thus un-
I symmetric with the eastern window below it.
’ The whole of the southern wall of the church has
moved decidedly outward, and is held from

,
further mischief by iron rods.

A very fine, though very neglected, canopied
. tomb of the twelfth or thirteenth century, and
an episcopal grave-stone in the floor before the
altar, from which the brass has been stripped,

are all within the church to tell of its former
rank, excepting the appropriate offerings of some
feminine hand which adorn the backs of tbe
communion-table chairs, on one of which is em-

' broidered the arms of the present see of Salis-

bury, and on the other, on an azure scutcheon, a
silver arohiepiscopal pall, charged with five sable
crosslets, under a silver cross pattee, which,
from the antique shape of the mitre above,
seems to denote the ancient see.

The Church of Ramsbury is not, however,
without memorials of much interest in au histori-

cal, if not in an ecclesiastical sense. On tbe
wall of the chancel hangs a hatchment which,
by its fine old bearing of two bars or, on an azure
field (the same charge which is borne on a gules
field, by the House of Harcourt, which traces an
unbroken descent to the times of the Oarlovingian
dynasty), recalls the name of one who was in his

time, not only the most famous baronet, but also

the most popular man in England, the Sir

Francis Burdett, who stood siege in his house in

London, against the military power of the House
of Commons, represented by the Serjeant-at-

Arms. No sculptured memorial to this distin-

guished lord of Ramsbury Manor appeals to the

eye in this church. There are tombs to his pre-

decessors in the property, the Jones family,

from whom Ramsbury, falling to the spindle,

came to the Burdette,—one, the last male of his

line, in the tight two-curled wig, of tbe time of

George III., a young man of whom two portraits

of singular beauty exist in the manor-house

;

the other that of the first proprietor of the name,
“ eques auratus” and “ attomatus generdlis,’' in

the time of Charles II., who acquired Rams-
bury by marriage, and who looks in a half-

recumbent attitude from his monument, adorned
by a full and flowing periwig, with a physiognomy
that is so characteristic that it can hardly fail

to be a truthful portrait. One hatchment of the
Jones family, whose arms are party per pale

azure and gules, three lions rampant argent,

blazons what the French heralds would call a
pennon, being enriched with fourteen quarterings,

with a scutcheon of pretence of five more.
Those silver lions have ramped out of the
country, and are now only to be seen on the
shield over the entrance to the manor-house, and,

sculptured as large as life, and with particiilarly

malignant and human visages, on the piers of the
great gateway of the park.

The moat interesting feature, however, of this

ancient church is one which will escape the
notice of tbe casual visitor unless be take the
trouble to walk round the exterior of the edifice.

North of the chancel, and in continuation of the
north aisle of the nave, from which, however, it

is now entirely separated, is a mortuary chapel
bearing signs of very costly and tasteful labour,

which is known by the name of Darrel’s aisle.

It is a building distinct in date and design from
the church, into which it formerly opened, and
contains an altar of its own. In the centre
stands a fine tomb, somewhat resembling that of

King Henry HI. in Westminster, the sides of

which were once of polished granite, while the
brass which has been ruthlessly tom from the
slab seems to have presented the effigies of a
knight and of two ladies—the last Darrel and
his two sisters. The chapel is in the most
discreditable state of neglect, a fact which does
small honour to the family which, under circum-
stances long recorded in ballad, succeeded to

the Littlecote property—a family commemorated
in the distich,

—

“ Popham, Horner, Tynte, and Thynne,
Wnen the monks went out, they ''•ent in."

The story of the extinction of r'.e proud line of

the Darealls is so frequently met with, under one

legendary form or another, that it is interesting

to trace it to its very scene. Littlecote Hall, a
fine old Elizabethan mansion, which, though
girt with a semicircle of noble timber, and
looking on a well-wooded and undulating deer

park, containing a crested hill, from the summit
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of which radiate nine noble avenues, lies low by
the swampy coarse of the Kennet. The story

goes—we cannot make room for the seventy-five

verses of the ballad—that a midwife was snm-
moned by night by a masked visitor, was placed
in a carriage, and closely blindfolded. The
direction and duration of her rapid journey she

had no means of ascertaining, but she was led

at its close up six stone steps, across a hall

measuring twenty paces, and then np thirty-one

polished stairs. She was freed from her bandage
in a noble chamber, lighted by a single taper,

held by an old woman, where lay her patient in

a stately bed. Her function was safely and suc-

cessfuDy performed
5
but the fine boy whom she

introduced into the world was seized by her
masked conductor, dashed against the mantel-
piece of the antechamber, and consumed in a
large fire piled on the hearth. The nurse, in

terror and perplexity, secretly cut a piece off the
hangings of the bed, and with this in her pocket
was recondncted, with the same precaution
which attended her arrival, to her own home,
and dismissed with a purse of gold, a recom-
mendation to silence, and a threat of death if

she broke the injunction. She kept her bed for

three days 5
on the fourth she heard the sound

of a passing bell from Littleeote, and repaired

to a neighbouring magistrate, to whom she stated

what had taken place. The sister of Darrel
had just died, it was said, of a sadden attack of
fever, and the details of the information so

exactly pointed to Littleeote Hall as the scene
of the infanticide, that Darrel was at once
arrested. As the trial was proceeding, it is said

thatPopham,thepreaidiDgjudge,received aletter,

to the effect, that ifthe prisoner was acquitted, the
judge should be his heir. By an interference with
the course of jnsbice by no means incredible

under the Stuart kings, the judge twice made
the jury reconsider the verdict of guilty, and thus
saved the murderer. Darrel returned to cele-

brate his triumph by a great banquet at Little-

cote, but his slumbers on the following night
were driven away by the appearance of the
ghost of his sister, bearing a child of fire

in her arms. He started in the morning
on a great stag-hunt, and by a stile, which
is now reduced to a single aged oaken stump,
beheld the same apparition, at which his

horse shrank in terror. In fury he spurred the
animal at the stile to clear it, shutting his own
eyes to avoid the reproachful glance of the

*

spectre
;
the horse again refused to leap, and

Darrel was thrown headlong and broke his neck
in the fall. Popham, in virtue of the iniqnitons

bargain which failed to lengthen the murderer’s
life, succeeded to Littleeote, but a curse, such as
is said in several cases to linger in the blood of
some old families (like the enrse of Jeanne :

D’Arc on the house of Talbot, and the curse of
the Grand Master of the Templars on the house
of Capet), attended the heritage. This portion
of the legend is not given in the ballad j but the
whole history of the descent of the property is

said to be in accordance with the tradition, and
the gloomy and neglected condition of the noble
park,—and the yet more melancholy condition
of its present owner,—go far to excuse the
superstition, if such it be.

The manor-house of Eamsbnry, on the west
of the village, though now for many years un-
tenanted, presents a strong contrast to its more
ancient and gloomy neighbours. Not devoid of

a certain sort of tastelineas, the impression which
this mansion produces on the mind is that the
attomatus generalis and bis heirs contrived to

make themselves eminently comfortable on the
estate of the Bernards. Unstinted, provident,
elegant comfort, is the character of the house,
now some two centuries old. Yon enter a noble
hall, containing a billiard-table and some fine

family portraits, directly leading to a wains-
cotted drawing-room, 27 ft. by 36 ft., or there-
aboats, with moulded ceiling, very fine marble
mantelpiece, adorned by wood carving, that
suggests the chisel of Gibbons, and full of Indian
and Chinese furniture and of old china,—a room,
in fact, which once entered you regret to leave.

The remainder of the house is en suite, the
dining-room, which corresponds to a library on
the opposite side of the baD, being, however,
hardly large enough for the remainder of the
building. The fine oak panelling of this room,
moreover, has been barbarously painted over.
Some of the family pictures are very noticeable.

There is a very good full-length of his moat
sacred Majesty King Charles II., which seems to
fix the date of the building as the work of the
eques auratus.

Here is a portrait of the heiress, through
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whose alliance Eamsbnry came to the Jones
family, a lady every inch a great heiress

5
hand-

some, portly, jolly, and authoritative. There are
two portraits of the last Jones, a singularly

handsome young man, in the gay and pictu-

resque costume of a time when the great schism
in dress had not arisen, and when we did not see

the men attired like grooms or poachers, and
the women like draggle-tailed and disreputable

persons. Yon leave Eamsbnry Manor-honae
with a feeling of great regret, that the sixteen

fires which are kept alight daring the winter,

should not cast a glow on merry faces, and that

the noble hall should be silent to the echoes of
children’s feet and voices.

There is one point in the arrangement of the

park which is worthy the attention of those who
lay out ornamental grounds. A branch is led

off from the Kennet to form and freshen an
artificial lake, which, although sadly requiring
cleaning out, abounds in fine trout. Near the
house, one of the occupation roads crosses this

lake, or rather river. A bridge would have been
a considerable expense, if at all in keeping with
the character of the place. The difficulty is

met in this ingenions manner. An artificial

ford has been made, and well metalled, like a
turnpike road. Three culverts, running in the
direction of the stream, are adequate to convey
the water under this ford. When, therefore,

the flood-gates that draw np the lower portion
of the lake are open, the road is dry. When
these are closed, and the lake is full of water,

the river ripples over the ford, which is then
perfectly safe and practicable in either case.

The sly-looking, well-fed trout, that haunt the
spot, let you come close to their lurking-places,

or hunt the smaller fry out of the water, under
your very nose, as if they, too, were fully aware
that Sir Eobert had not been near the park since

the funeral of bis father, Sir Francis, and that

no one can get leave to fish.

THE DOGE’S PALACE.

The imposing effect of the Doge’s Palace in

Venice is approved by admiration so general and
so unaffectedly genuine as to place it above all

question, all cavil. We may criticise it at ex-

tended leisure} but the first impression must be
that we are in the presence of a majestic archi-

tectural enunciation. We may criticise our-
selves into discontent, but it will be apt to be
less with what appear to be its faults, than with
onr own inability to justify the leniency with
which we cannot help regarding them. The
more serious the objections that gain bearing
after the first enthnsiasm has had time to cool,

the more perplexing is it to render an account
to ourselves of the principles on which enthu-
siasm inevitably revives,—re-establishes itself.

While cavils, then, must have fair play, to

strangle them in their birth were to do injustice

to the artistic value of the expression that can
countervail them : it is of more importance to

save first the accurate recognition of this better

expression, and to analyze—if so we may—its

causes.

The position of the palace is most happy, yet
only happy in the last degree, because the erec-

tion is worthy of it. Two equal fronts at a right
angle, face—who needs to be told it?— one
towards the broad quay of the lagoon, the other
to the piazzetta. The chief of the republic—its

government—seems housed at the very margin
of the element where its power was most con-

spicuous, 80 placed for the reception of earliest

tidings from remote possessions, ’for most im-
mediate despatch of commands, for readiest

communication with dock and arsenal, for

promptest action. Where more fitly could be
placed the chamber for those councils of which
Shakspeare has epitomised the characteristics

in a single scene of Othello }—the midnight sum-
mons,—the progress from conflicting to con-

senting opinion in sober respect for reason and
for ever-accruing evidence, the jnstification of

sagacity by confirming nows, and the energetic

policy at last enforced with “ Haste, post haste,

despatch !” So the palace of the Doges faces

towards the line of the Adriatic, and then to-

wards the opening by which the Grand Canal
broadens out into the lagoon. The city is close

behind and at either side of it, accessible in

every direction by canals and bridges ; and
opening immediately out of its piazzetta is the

largest open space upon its groups of islands, the
piazza, that bears the name, and is fronted by the

,

cathedral, the original ducal chapel, of St. Mark.
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Significant as the site and aspect of the palace

may be, it is not inconceivable that their ^van-
tages might have been seriously damaged, not

to say forfeited, if original design or later modi-
fications had been subject to inferior architec-

tural inspiration. The grandeur of the building

depends on simplicity of diatribntion of parts in

elevation and ontliue, on a certain nobleness of

proportion and harmony with the form and
dimensions of the piazzetta, and on magnificence

of general mass, combined with an effect of

magnitnde even in details.

The building consists,—who does not know, and
yet it needs must be repeated,—of an open arcade

on a level with the piazzetta, with broad pointed

arches and bold cylkidrical pillars : such name
seems moat appropriate to supports that, sooth

to say, have no title to the more finished style

of “ column.” A string coarse confluent with the

extrados moulding of the arches, carries a frieze

of small rosettes, and above these is a loggia, a

second open gallery, with smaller and closer

shafts and intermediate balustrade. The pointed
arches, with imperforate cusps, rise with re-

turned curve between the heavily moulded circles

that fill the spandrels,—quntrefoil circles with a

red marble ball at each blunt onsp. These two
orders of arcades are of stone, and above the

horizontal string-course that crowns the upper,

is superposed the grand story of the palace} it

rises with flush surface, built of reddish and
yellowish marble, diapered on a large design,

with lozenges of breadth just so far exceeding

height as to harmonize in an expression of

recnmbeucy with the broad proportion of the

facade. There is no projection above the upper
line of the wall that can be dignified as a cor-

nice
} bat it is surmounted by a series of alter-

nate small obelisks and somewhat fantastic

pointed and pierced turrets that at least recal to

a certain extent the open forms of the arcades,

and are of sufficient magnitude to assert them-
selves as constituting a concluding member. The
marble ashlar of the upper story is divided into

lateral halves by the stone dressings and accom-
paniments of a stately central window} the bal-

cony of this rests on the cornice of the loggia,

and represents, in fact, the ringhiera of the pro-

per Italian brolctto or towuhall, the feature

whence etymologists derive onr English word
harangue. The pointed opening is flanked

and sarmonnted by architectural and sculp-

tural enrichments
;

niched statues are on
either side in double tiers} above is the large

tablet for the gospel-guarding lion of St. Mark,
and higher still, and raised above the pierced

parapet, is the statue of personified Venice,

between the loftier obelisks that terminate the

enclosiog pilasters on either side. On the front,

towards the lagoon, there is a corresponding

central balcony and window, and snrmonnting
and flanking sculpture,—corresponding in posi-

tion and effect but not in detail. Details and
treatment in both coses declare these central

features to be works of the period of the Eenais-

sance — documentary proofs were not want-
ing,—yet they are far more in harmony than in

conflict with the more original details of this

moat "prominent civic example of Venetian
Gothic,” and are, indeed, to a great extent the

saving of it. The mere advantage to unity that

is gained by the principle of organic as distinct

from simple perforate arenation being thus

carried up unbroken from the truly masculine

arcades, throngh the weaker ashlar, and to the

very summit of the building, is invaluable
}
and

invaluable also is the expression of centre which
is thus obtained on either face for a structure

which otherwise must have looked rather like a

fragment than a composition.

There are nineteen of the large stumpy pillars

of the lower arcade towards the piazzetta, and
consequently eighteen pointed arches

}
over the

apex of each of these comes a smaller pillar of

the upper arcade, and one intermediate ranging

with a pillar below,—thirty-seven pillars, there-

fore, and thirty-sir arches. There are thirty-

five circles between the extrados monldings of

these upper arches, and at the conclusion of the

series at each angle a half circle, or, if we please,

a complete one bent upon the angle.

The lower range of the sea front has one

pillar less, with consequent differences above.

These lower arcades exhibit no accentuating

mark of centre, and their termiiiations present

quite as much a simple breach of continuity as

an emphasized architectural pause. The lower

pillars at the angles are no doubt visibly more
stout and solid, and they have larger and deeper

capitals, and a projectiog super-capital with a

subject elaborately sculptured, bub in such a
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manner as in no degree to reinforce—indeed to

weaken—the expression of solidity intended by
the substantial support below. It wore a sore

trial to ingenuity,—to say nothing of ingenuons-

ness and candour,—to have to hold ourselves

bound to dissert enthusiastically on the excellence

and dignity of these sculptures, either as sculp-

ture or in their architectural application
;
there

is considerable beauty of parts, of feature some-
times, of foliage more generally, but, as Horace
knew,

—

“The meanest sculptor of the JEmilisn sqnare
Can imitate in brass the nails and hair,“

but still remains in no high sense a sculptor.

At each of the three exposed angles of the
building the figures of the group are on adjacent

fronts, and their action is distributed on either

side of an intermediate tree : a vine separates

Noah from his eons ; a fig-tree marks the temp-
tation of Adam and Eve with an arrangement
of amusing, were it not of grotesquely absurd,
quaintness

; and, again, a tree interposes in tbe

apparently later scene of the Judgment of

Solomon, where, sooth to say, there seems little

indeed to choose between the dead child and
that which the point of the anecdote obliges us
to consider as alive. The deeply-cut sculpture,

then, weakens the angle; and when again the
angle pillar of the upper arcade is seen also to

have extra thickness, the advantage is again
forfeited by the ill-closed diameter of the open
semicircle above it. The necessary interruption
of a series at such a point is precisely one of

the emergencies to which the inventiveness
of Gothic architects usually responded with
promptest alacrity, but there was none forth-

coming here. The angular solidities below are still

farther disowned and falsified by the slightness of
the spiral mouldings that run up the angles of the
ashlar to support small canopied shrines rising

at the top, above the level of the turrets. The
great plain campanile of the piazza has its angles
strengthened with simpler, but still the best
appropriateness. In the library of Sansovino,
opposite the palace, and much smaller, a lapse

in constructive feeling at the same point has
been carefully—it may be even through reaction

somewnat too emphatically—-avoided.
It is in spite and not in consequence of such

derelictions that the Doge’s Palace remains,
nevertheless, so impressive. We might ascribe

them to a later architect than he who built tbe
arcades, if we could accept the suggestion of

Fergusson, that these were originally intended
to be in advance of the upper story

;
but this

seems scarcely clear,—the presumptions, indeed,

seem clearly the other way. The seventh column
from the sea in the piazzetta is an unusually
stout one, and the pillar in the loggia above it

is compound, having attached shafts, and bears
a stronger unpierced circle with sculpture in relief,

difierences all admitting—announcing—a respon-
sibility to the bearing of the party-wall of the
northern division of the palace. By a difference

having no relation to construction, and as little

to any obvious principle of selection, the ninth
and tenth pillars from north in the upper gal-

lery are not white like the rest, but of red
marble,—the position, it is said, from which
sentences of death were proclaimed.

Of the large lower pillars one alone,—the
northernmost,—has a base, and this is so fitted,

not beneath, but round it, as to be manifestly
new ; the others pierce the pavement, and it is

just possible that a base moulding may be bidden
below, although no argument is to be derived
from comparison of the present level of St.

Mark’s, and levels do not alter easily in the
dustless city of Venice. Nothing would be more
easy, of course, than to indulge in all manner
of lazy imaginations and all kinds of subtle
reasons to more than vindicate the omission

;

the eloquent have filled pages of declamation,
delightful to read, from many a more barren
brief. The pillars emergent directly from the
earth may be interpreted, if we please, as

,

aymbolioal enunciations of the very principle of
existence^of the pile-built city, and^so forth ;'it is,

however, probable enough that the wharf on the
aea-front was originally much less broad, and the
otspo down to the water much closer, or probably
quite close to the palace. So would an expression
have been given originally of that indispensable
ground-line,— the basis of support, that can
never be slurred with impunity,—that responsion
of horizontal solidity to vertical pressure that is

wanting so unfortunately to the front towards
the piazzetta, but is supplied in some degree to

tho eastern aspect by the quay as seen from
seawards.

What may have been the original treatment
of the central places of the two faijades seems
now beyond discovery; to the uniting effect of

the features supplied in their present form by
architects of the Eenaissance, is due tbe realiza-

tion of the sentiment of a dignified composition.

By no less decisive interference could the long-

drawn regularity of the arcades be reconciled with

the gross disregard of symmetry in the division of

the structure above them. The stone construc-

tion and ornaments of the central window carry

np, in a certain sense, the stone construction of

the lower stories to the top of the building, and
make them, above all, dependent on its centre;

and, even yet more important, the ashlar of the

upper story is thus fairly cut in two, and so is

reduced on the one hand to due subordination to

the arcades ; on the other band, has on either

faijade a more symmetrically-disposed half, di-

vided from a more unsymmetrical, to the

manifest reduction of disturbance from the
irregularity.

On each facade there are three large windows
on either side of the central window and bal-

cony ; bat in each case the three large windows
to the left of the balcony have smaller windows
and perforations above them irregularly inter-

spersed, and are even themselves of varying
proportions and at various levels. On the sea
front this difference is connected with an interior

distribution, to which is further due the original

closing of the five lower arches next to the
Bridge della Paglia. The disturbing effect of

such vagaries is countervailed perhaps, but we
are not therefore authorized to construct a
theory to prove them beautiful

;
nor, fortunately

indeed, bound to trouble ourselves to controvert

those who care for such theories. There is a
difference in the pillar of the loggia that bounds
the division answering to the blind arches

below; it may be remarked also that the bal-

cony and its window centre accurately with
arches of the loggia, but not so with any of the

larger below,—spanning them indeed from a
spandrel to an apex.

The modified asymmetry, moderate or exces-

sive, of one side of an otherwise symmetrical
composition touches a question of theory of

great interest and speculative curiosity. It is

here that the geuius of an architect may rise to

assert its freedom at the very point where it

seems under compnlsion to admit its limitations.

Absolute symmetry is liable to degenerate into

absolute hardness : it seems to be naturally a
type of subjection to inflexible legality rather

than the exponent of conscientiona law-abiding
principle,—of solitary self-sufficiency and jealous

independence rather than of that nobler self-

dependence that can venture to recognise and
respond to an exterior circle of influences, and
is not above allowing some stem of attachment
to a grander whole,—displaying some sensitive-

ness to an unusually forcible proximity. Archi-

tecture triumphs no doubt in the redaction to

well-balanced order of varied and competing
claims to accommodation, and the symmetry of

a public building becomes then the best expres-

sion of the concentration of purpose that governs
the association of the functions it is provided
for,—enhancing their efficiency by discipline

;
of

what can utter irregularity without be typical

but of disorder within, of disastrous conflict, or

at least of incapacity for measured co-operation ?

But, on the other band, it would seem that

absolutely scrupulous adherence to minute sym-
metry in an extensive design declares by as

necessary an implication an nndne tightening of

mechanical discipline that derogates from the

honours of vitality,—a negation of sympathetic
movement so complete as to involve an appre-

hension of anmsthesia,—of paralysis.

An ai'gument of this kind, however, requires

to be carefully watched lest it degenerate into

that fanatical habit ofjustifying an admired work
at all risks and against all conscience,—the syco-

phantic assentation that will slavishly,

Exalt each whimsy, every vice adore

;

so should we be drawn into citing careless-

nesses, caprices, and even vilest as illustra-

Live of truly refined,—subtle it would be styled,

—and deliberate art. Hence we give up, as

vindications of permissible licence, the cases ol

grossly ill-matched western towers that are due
to the disregard one Gothic architect was ever

wont to display for the design of bis predecessor.

In every large design it is certain that, however
absolutely it must be left to inspiration of the
architect to adopt place and degree of licence,

the licence must ever be manifestly well under
subjection; regularity, of which grand symmetry

is the highest expression, must ever be manifestly
predominant. Among tho greatest classical

works we observe,—as in the case of the Parthe-
non,—that the strictness of symmetry in the
building was tempered by a managed approach
from the angle,—by oblique presentation. This
resource was not available for the Propylma
arrived at by a broad direct ascent of steps

;

but BO far as the best critical examination of the
ruins yet applied can be relied on, it seems
impossible that the two wings of this imposing
structnre can have been completed in exact

correspondence, while it is no less certain that

whatever differences were admitted could have
told for nothing as against the general agree-
ment in respect of mass and the predominance
of the central portico.

The value of the expression of centre by the
high-canopied window of the Doge’s palace,
snperemiuenb with pinnacles and high central

statue, is well seen by comparison of the bnild-

ing opposite, the celebrated Libreria Vecchia, of
Sansovino. The effect of this, as compared with
the palace, and even relatively to what should
have been expected from its sumptuousness of
art and execution, is wanting in point, vigour,

and concentration. There was, it may be,

no obligation to treat the long elevation to-

wards the piazzetta as a proper front rather
than as a flank dependent on the shorter

return towards the lagoon and quay; bnt when
the alternative was adopted, it seems weak
to have relied for expression of centre not
on an enhancing addition, but on an omission

—

or breaking the line of statues above the balus-

traded attic, and leaving the two midmost
pedestals vacant. This is much like leaving out
the front teeth, in order to mark decisively the
centre of the range. Of the intention there can
be no doubt, for in tbe division of the arcade
immediately below, the chief entrance is made
elaborate, and was at least intended to be en-

nobled, by a pair of colossal Atlantes. In the
range of buildings that closes the piazza oppo-
site to St. Mark’s, there is much the same reli-

ance on much the same expedient : here the
surmounting range of statues is backed by a
wall, and their ranks are interrupted in the

centre, to display a section of it in more exposed
expanse; this is enriched, no doubt, by bas-

reliefs
; yet even these are without a conspicuous

central subject, and, in any case, of a dignity

inadequate to compete with the distinction of
statues in tbe round.

A line of gratitude, however, is ever due to
Sansovino,—of admiration if he acted of delibe-

rate purpose,—that he did not raise the Libreria
Vecchia by still another order. He thus left

the superior height and western exposure of the
palace free in all its dignity, and spared to re-

duce the supereminence of the glorious campa-
nile, or the freedom of distribution of unorowded
space, where cathedral, palace, campanile, and
library all approach most nearly, and all lend,

each to each, enhancement of effect.

To architecture proper, as imposing the grada-
tions of the upper and lower portions of the
palace, and its symmetrical division,—to archi-

tecture, as lord of proportion in general magni-
tude, outline, and relation to heights and open
spaces adjacent, must be assigned the main
glory of the magnificent whole that reconciles

us to overlooking such considerable anomalies.
Picturosqueness, however,—another,—an alien,

and sometimes an interfering influence, con-
tributes something, indeed no little, to our readi-

ness to be BO satisfied; tbe associations of his-

tory, of poetry, the prestige of antiquity, and
the apologetic allowance conceded among the
generous to some obliviousness, some ungaiuli-

ness, some lapses of accuracy in pronunciation,

and even syntax, on the part of the aged, must
account for the rest. But quaintness and in-

congruity are not art in themselves, and live

only parasitic lives,—are tolerated impatiently

as encumbrances and rent-charges upon it.

Some vague notes may be worth recording
vaguely. The transverse arch of the lower arcade

at the north angle meets a stout attached pillar,

but all the others descend on poor pilasters

with weak angle monldings. This arcade is groin

vaulted. The loggia above has a ceiling of hori-

zontal beams, and shows no trace that any other

more legitimate Gothic construction was in-

tended,—an anomaly again.

All the great arches from the north-west angle

as far as the eleventh have but three voussoirs

on either side, and an undivided key-stone; the

spandrels are also built of large stones, but the

seven spandrels south are built up of more nume-
rous courses, and wo miss the masons’ marks
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tiafc — sometimes complicated enough— occur
regnlarly on almost all the first thirteen.

Only one of thesonthern spandrels on this side
now retains remainder of an inlaid circle and
incruftation of coloured marbles, but there is

every appearance in groove upon extrados mould-
ing of the others, that the embellishment was
once, or was intended to be, general.

Quaintness abounds, again, and is too often so
rampant as to predominate, in the elaborate sub-
jects introduced in the capitals of these lower
pillars. The sculptor must answer for his vaga-
ries to the architect, who will be better satisfied
with the natural, wich the truly artistic, grace
of his foliage,—the extreme, yet, as their pre-
servation shows, not rash thinness to which he
wrought the several leaves, and the ingenuity of
his stratagems for strengthening and attaching
them.

^

Hore distinctly architectnral still is the con-
sideration of the propriety in ordination of the '

leafage as compared with the original Classical
type, and its nnmeroos and noble Gothic varia-
tions. In the Corinthian capital the stem of the

!

leaf rises erect, and takes its greatest carve for-

!

ward and at the top. In these examples the mid-
rib of the leaf quits the root of the capital with an ^

outward bulge, as the thickened calyx of a flower
starts from the corolla—in fact, with the proper

'

oymatinm curve.
i

The subjects intermingled with foliage above
the lower range and just below the abacus are
quaint and amusing enough, and so varied that

:

no doubt a poet or a philosopher may suck in-
!

spiration and wisdom from them, like Amiens or
Jaques from Touchstone, and yet will he not be
justified in asserting for them a claim to any

!

partionlar enthusiasm. Latin inscriptions help
the interpretation of more of the subjects than '

require them. In the capital below the subject
of the Judgment of Solomon, Moses is receivin'’’
the law on one side, and Aristotle is expounding
philosophical jurisprudence to his pupils on the
other. Between them the anecdote that justifies
Dante in placing the heathen Trojan in Paradise,—his justice to a widow,—is represented. The
supplicant kneels on the ground before the
war-horse, bat, even so, her head is well on a
level with that of the mounted emperor, whom
she is conjuring with hands lifted between its
ears. One capital has simply a series of baskets
of fruits, well imitated, but still with names in-
scribed. On another the various industries are
represented that are connected with building.
Masons, sculptors, and polishers are at work,
the marble under their bauds being sometimes
inserted pieces of coloured material,—serpentine
or verde antique. Here we find the stages and
epochs of domestic happiness embodied in de-
tail, and consecutive and culminating scenes
from the commencement of courtship forwards

;

and there, below the edges of an octagonal
abacus, are the seven ages of the living man

;

and, finally, the outstretched, aged corpse. As
a last note, be it added, that Bellini’s picture in
the Academmia shows tracery in the now plain
west windows of the Palace.

THE COURTS, ALLEYS, AND COUNCIL
OF BIRMINGHAM.

At a recent meeting of the Birmingham Town
Council, after hearing a report from tbeBoronsh
Inspection Committee, Mr. Alderman Brinsley
said he was amazed at the nonsense which was
spoken at the Social Science meeting in refer-
ence to the condition of cottage property in
Birmingham. He begged to say that in no town
in the kingdom was small property in better
sanitary condition, better drained, or better
arranged than in Birmingham, and in no town
was it to be let so cheap. The fact was this,
that those gentlemen who had abused them at
the Sooial Science meeting, -went to a policeman,
and said to him, " Show ns the worst part of
Birmingham !

” Then, having seen the worst
part of the town, they went and retailed what
they had seen, and held np Birmingham as the
moeti unhealthy borough in the country. Bat
was that fair ? He maintained that it was not.
Alderman Sadler, commencing with a mdenera

for which he was called to order by Alderman
Ryland (who has a proper regard for the dignity
of the council of which he is an eminent mem-
ber), said he must express his opinion that the
mghtful picture of the sanitary condition of
Birmingham drawn by Mr. Godwin, at the Social
Science Congress, was greatly exaggerated

;
and

he feared that the remarks of that gentleman

were made solely with the view of creating a
sensation which should lead, whether wisely or
unwisely, to the appointment of an officer of
health. Again, Mr. Godwin, instead of making
irqniries of the Public Works Committee as to
the number of holes emptied, had thought fit to
accept the statement of some old lady, who told
him that they were never cleared out except on
application. The whole aim of the speakers at
the Social Science Congress was, he argued, to
enforce the appointment of an officer of health

—

to do that which was abeady done efficiently by
inspectors.

Mr. Guest said—Was it not too bad that a
parcel of scientific gentlemen should meet in
conclave in Birmingham, and abuse the council,
and use bard names—too hard to repeat ?

One thing, at any rate, is very much too bad,
and that is, that these complaining gentlemen
did not keep a little close to the troth. Who

^ abused them and called names ? Mr. Godwin,
in making his statement, expressly said he de-
sired particularly to avoid uttering a single word

I

against the authorities of Birmingham, and the
I utmost that he asked in the course of his re-
marks was, if the authorities had exercised all

;

the powers they possessed to remedy the evils
complained of. Again, it was never said, as as-
serted by Mr. Brinsley, that Birmingham was

!
the most unhealthy borough in the country. So
far from it, constant reference was made to the
fact that the average death-rate was not a high

j

one comparatively
j
but it was properly asserted

that that should not be accepted as an excuse
for allowing parts of the town to remain in a
frightfully unhealthy condition. The hardihood
exhibited by Alderman Sadler in asserting that
Mr. Godwin’s statements were greatly exag-
gerated, and were made solely with the view of
creating a sensation which shonld lead to the
appointment of an officer of health, might have
done him credit in a better cause, but it cannot
be said to do so now. The statement was trne to
a letter, understated rather than over, and was
confirmed in every respect by others. At a
meeting which followed that at which the first
remarks were made, Dr. A. P. Stewart said, that
coming down from London, he read the observa-
tions of the mayor in the papers, and the same
afternoon he made a tour of inspection with an
old friend. They visited a number of courts,
and he must say, though he had seen many very
bad cases, he had seldom seen any courts in so
filthy and abominable a state. Leeds was
formerly considered one of the very worst in
the kingdom

;
but there had been a great im-

provement there, especially in regard to the
state of the ash-pits and privies; but here,
going fi'om court to conrt, every one was worse
than another. Some of these receptacles of filth
had been emptied that morning, immediately
after the discussion which had taken place in
that section. They bad been expressly informed
of that fact. But the mischief was, they were
only half emptied. They were emptied only
three times a year; and in the immediate
vicinity of these horrible accumulations of
refuse were the public wells, from which the
population derived a large portion of their
water supply.—Mr. Clayton entirely corroborated
the statement of Dr. Stewart as to the disgraceful
state of the courts, and from his own practice in
Birmingham he could say that one-half of the
diseases there were prcvcntible.
At the very same meeting of the Town

Council at which Alderman Sadler’s remarks
were made, Alderman J. H. Cutler demon-
strated, by a fact which Lad come within his
own knowledge, the absolute necessity for
a more vigilant inspection and supervision of
lodging-houses; and Mr. Brooke Smith directed
the attention of the Inspection Committee to
the nnisanccs to health arising from uncovered
ashpits and from cesspools in the courts of
Birmingham, and said be believed a great por-
tion of the sickness which had taken place
during the summer months had been occasioned
by the exhalations from the pits.

The Rev. Dr. Hart Burges, vicar of the parish
containing many of the miserable holes pointed
to, took noexeeption totho particulars given ofthe
unwholesome dens in which masses of his people
were living. On the contrary, he fully admitted
“ the incalculable injury to health and physical
well-being ” that is thus done

;
and said he was

satisfied ” that the generally wretched character
of the dwellings of the poor, the absence of
refining influences, and the miserable associa-
tions of poverty-stricken homes, courts, and
streets, tends much to the inhumaniaing influ-
ence which, destroying the finer susceptibili-

ties, and blunting tho better feelings of the
heart, generally results in brutality and crime,
a family plague, and a sooial curse.” “ In the
greater portion of Mr. Godwin’s statements,”
added Dr. Burges, “I moat thoroughly agree.”
The Birmingham Journal, commenting on this

discussion, says, sensibly, after referring to sta-
tistics of sanitary work done in the town that
were brought forward,

—

“ There is no question about the accuraey of the facts
thus stated, nor, we imagine, is there as to those adduced
by Mr. Godwin. Birmingham, therefore, presents two
seta of sanitary conditions. On the one hand it possesses
a naturally healthy soil and site, a vigilant Inspection
Committee, under whose auspices ash-pits are emptied by
increasing thousands per annum; healthy suburbs, the
death-rate of which is exceedingly low; end an excep-
tionally large area per head of its inhabitants, which tends

J

to render deleterious influences less active than they
,
would be elsewhere. On tho other hand, it contains
courts and alleys unfit for the habitation of human beings,

I

and districts of so pestilential a character that disease is

;
one of their permanent occupants. The balance of the

,
two phases is, that the annual death-rate of the whole
borough is lower than that in other populons cities, while
it is much higher than that which prevails iu really
wholesome places, but the average of the borough is made
up of a very low rate in certaia parts, counteracting the
high rates which exist iu others. The sanitary question
consequently offers a componnd puzzle, and one which can
only be dealt with by taking the several localities sepa-
rately. Mr. Godwin correctly described the parts which
he had seen, and the Town Councillors are equally accu-
rate in their representation of the whole. The ditference
between the two may be best shown by a comparison.
Mr. Godwin treats the town as a physician would the
community. He gives his attention only to the parts which
are diseased. The Council srgne as if medicine were un-
known, and the sick and ihe healthy were to be huddled
together in one general ‘average,* and left alike to tho
powers of nature. If Messrs. Brinsley, Sadler, aud Guest
will regard the question in this light, we have no doubt
that they will find many localities where the people are
ailing and perishing for the want of assistance such as
they have the power to render, thongh there are others
where the death-rate would not be affected if such a thing
as an Inspection Committee were unknown.”

We will add an incident of the examination
made by Mr. Godwin not before narrated. In
No. 5 Conrt, Old Cross-street, there are a dozen
houses, containing, shall we say, eighty or ninety
people ; and for these there is but one privy, and
at the time of the visit it had no seat. Twelve
or fourteen women, the majority with children
in arms, came round the visitors when they had
been in tho court a few minutes, and spoke, un-
asked, of tho miserable condition in which they
were. One of the most respectable in appear-
ance and manners pointed to the abominable
pit in tho centre of the court, and merely
said, “ Sir, there is no possibility for a decent
female to remain decent.” What an amount
of teaching there is in that one sentence

!

Will Mr. Alderman Sadler have the audacity to
say that such a state of things as this shows
should be allowed to prevail? Or, again, let
him look at what is called the Back of the
Gullet,—where he will also see ten or twelve
bouses with one most filthy “convenience,” in-
describable, and at the time of the visit unen-
durable

; yet there are rooms over it, and people
living in them !—and answer the same question.
The whole local press has supported the views

we take in the frankest and most comprehensive
spirit. “ We have much to answer for,” says the
Daily Gazette (in addition to those journals we
have already quotedl,

—

“ Contented with, and even proud of, the fact shown by
stiitistics, that our town is one of the heaithieBt in the
kingdom, we have never seriously inquired into its con-
dition in detail; nor have we been ronsed to greater
curiosity by the significant circumstance that, while other
towns have improved in salubrity, Birmingham has stood
stUl, and even in some degree deteriorated. An alarm of
cholera sometimes galvanizes us into a brief and factitious
fit of sanitary zeal; but the great danger passes by, and
the silent, steady mischief continues as betore. It is not
till an inquisitive stranger makes it his business to inspect
for himself some of the poorest quarters of tho town, that
we learn,—what we ought to have found out long ayo,

—

that if we leave Edgbaaton and some other of our suburbs
out of the calculation, the official death returns prove that,
instead of comparing favourably with other large centres
of population, Birmingham shows a greater muriality than
most of the naturally less favoured towns in the surround-
ing ‘Black Country,’ and is entitled to a much lower
place in the national list than has hiiherto been claimed
by and assigned to her. We are indebted to the recent
visit of the Social Science Association for having this matter
brought before us in a way that precludes our any longer
pleading ignorance of the miserable condition under which
some thousauds of our poorer brethren live, move, and
have their being.”

And ag^ain :

—

“Till the whole question be taken up in earnest, and
treated solely with reference to tho public welfare, irre-
spective of private interest, we shall not only live in almost
constant danger of an outbreak of epidemic, but we must
expect, even if that do not happen, our death-rate to in-
crease rather than diminish

; and with the example of
Bristol and other places before our eyes, our ‘‘ sanitary”
arrangernents will continue to be ‘a disgrace to a civilised
community,' as we have been frankly told they are. How

!

the necessary change in the views of our local rulers is to

j

be brought about, we do not at present clearly see, but

j

wo apprehend that failing the undesirable visitation of a

,
scourge which would produce convictiou by decimating
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:.Edgbaaton, Small Heath, Mo&eley, and the rest of onr
rariatocratic suburbs, wo ahull have tu wait lor the pres*
isure which will in a lew years infallibly be brought to

ibear on the authorities by that great body of the bur-
ccesscs whose health and w hoso lives are now being need-
'Teasly sacrificed to ignorance and prejudice. Thirty
iithousand and upwards of these had no voice in the elec-

I'tion of representatives in tho Town Coanril until the
tabolition of compounding. Let us hope that they will

'DOW at least look after their own dearest interest in this

ilife—health."

We earnestly entreat the Town Council to put
.'aside the notion that anything like dictation is

(being attempted. Let them consider the matter
(Calmly, like men of businees, men of intelligence,

uneu of humanity, as they mostly are, and they
rwill see it is not consistent with their credit or

Ithe credit of their town, to allow things to re*

omaiu as they are
;
they will see that steps should

iibe taken immediately to remedy evils that cry

jaloud.

SUBTERRANEAN APARTMENTS IN
BRISTOL.

The daily papers have mentioned briefly the
lidiscovery of an extensive system of sub erra*

meous passages and caverns in the neighbour-
((hood of Redcliff' Hill, Bristol, and some of our
(readers may be glad to have fuller particulars,

tit is not altogether a discovery : the existence of

(passages of the kind has been known for some
itime, and four or five years ago circamstances
iiand impressions, to which we will not now fur*

Ither allude, induced gentlemen connected with
Ithe works at Redcliff Church to enter them with
Ithe view ofdiscovering in what direction they led.

lAfter a time, however, they were brought to a
itstop by an immense pile of stones reaching to

Ithe ceiling of a cave, and did not prosecute tho
Dinquiry further.

The present examination was brought about

)^y the excavations which are now going on behind
I'Redoliff Hill, for the branch line of railway from
Ithe terminus to the floating*Larbour. In the
lideep cutting at the back of Guinea-street, one of

bthese passages was accidentally cut through,
rtlhe aperture on the left-hand side is blocked np
v.with debris, but the other, which is immediately
iiundemeath Jubilee-place, is open, and is over-

iihung to a considerable extent with huge rocks of

asandatone. On Monday evening in last week a
)party, consisting of Mr. J. H. F. Roberta, C.E.,

UMr. W. Rice, and several gentlemen residing

nin the parish, explored a portion of the pas-
iseages. Each member of the party carried a
ijigbted candle or a torch, and before entering,

:3car6 was taken to secure the end of a line to one
jfof the supports, so that the explorers would be
nin no danger of losing their way in tho subterra-

uaieous labyrinth. Getting through a small open-
ining, 20 ft. to 30 ft. below the level of the road-

iTway, one by one, the party proceeded cautiously

aialong a sort of low corridor, cut in the solid

rtxock. After about twenty yards the road
svwidoned, and the party halted opposite a row of

ththree arches, each leading in a different direc-

tition. The one to the right, however, was im-
ppassable on account of a large quantity of debris

hiaving been piled up there. Selecting tho cen-
trtral roadway, the pioneer of the party, Mr.
EEoborts, moved on, the rest following on hands
aiand knees under tho arch, which was of an
ioimmense thickness, and supported by rougbly-
ffwrought columns, every thing being hewn out of
ththe rock. On the other side of the arch a short,

ninarrow passage opened into a commodious ca-

vtvern, and here a brief pause was made. Leaving
tlthis apartment behind, the explorers were again
bibrongbt on their hands and knees, and toiled up
tithe cold, heavy sandstone. The shadow of the
ktorcblight fell on what at first appeared to be
aa great fissure in the right-hand side of the
rcrock, and beyond a large sheet of water, some
2(20 ft. or 30 ft. from where they were rest-

king. The extent of it could not be ascertained,

bibnt several pieces of loose rook were thrown
binto it, and from the sound it was judged to be
olof a considerable depth. Further examination
alshowed that the material on which they were
rcresting was not the original bottom of the pas-
eesage, inasmuch as there were traces of archways
aiand columns to be seen on each side. Other
cicircumstances tended to show that this branch
bibad been partially filled up at some period or

oiother. Still bearing to the left, a little more
tetoil brought the explorers into a cavern of larger

didimenaions than any yet entered. It was lofty,

aiand the roof preserved a pretty good shape,

alalthough several falls of rock had taken place

frfrom it. Two or three wider branches were ex-

plplored a short distance, but the whole of the line

having been paid out it was found necessary to

act with increased caution, for the passages were
of such a circuitous character that the correct

path, once lost, could only be recovered with the
greatest difficulty. After the pioneer had gone
some distance farther on, he led his followers

into another large apartment, in front of which
were two or three openings in different direc-

tions. Selecting that which appeared to be the

best, the party again went on “ all fours ” to

get underneath the ponderous arch. On the

other side, a short but disagreeable walk in a
stooping position, brought them into the largest

and by far the most singular apartment, or

rather cavern, they had yet visited. In form it

is octagonal, being some 60 ft. or 80 ft. in

diameter, and from 6 fc. to 8 ft. high. The
vaulted roof, hewn out of the solid rock, is sup-

ported on eight very large columns, and one
fixed under the centre. At some period or other

a well has been sunk from the property above,

and the boring passes right through tho centre

column, taking away a portion of one side of

it. In the aperture thus caused a lighted

torch was placed, and by its aid the water at the

bottom of the well could bo distinctly seen.

From the bottom of the cavern to the bottom of

the well the distance appeared to be about
40 ft., but all attempts to learn the height

failed. The well is walled round pretty neatly :

and the pillars of sandstone are dressed up
to a form with a small pick, and have a

tolerably fair face. The spaces between the

columns were walled in, with only two ex-

ceptions, viz., tho passage through which the
explorers had entered, and a similar one imme-
diately in front of it. This was the first

masonry that bad been seen, everything np to

this point having been cut out of the rock.

Returning, the corridor on the other side was I

the most regularly formed that had yet been
'

entered. As with the apartment just left, the

roof was arched, the whole superstrncture rest-

ing on columns, the spaces between them being
built up. The corridor itself was also walled up
at a distance of about 20 yards, and further pro-

gress in this direction was thus put an end to.

In all directions, in fact, passages wore found
walled up, so as to prevent further progress.

The path by which they entered was kept to

as much aa possible, and the party emerged
from the cave in a little more than two hours

after they entered it. In a map of Bristol,

dated 1250, published by Barratt, this spot is

marked as the hermitage of St. John, and it

appeared then to be a place well known.
Whether the subterraneous passages have or

had any connexion with this hermitage it is

difficult to say. It is well known that some
extensive caves are used by Messrs. King as

store-rooms, and there is little donbt that the

passages above indicated communicate with

them in some manner. One thing is quite

certain, that some of the passages have been

formed by the removal of sand for the purposes

of the neighbouring lead-works, but this would
not serve to account for the whole of the

excavations. It is intended, if possible, to ex-

plore the passages on the other side of tho rail-

way cutting, and which appear to lead towards
Bedminster Bridge.

THE LIVERPOOL SEWAGE WORKS.

Toe Liverpool Sewage Utilisation Company,
which obtained an Act of lutxirporatiou during

the last session of Parliament, and in which the

town-counoil are largely interested as share-

holders, are now actively proceeding with the

works. Parliamentary powers have been ob-

tained for carrying the sewage of the town, by
means of pipes, as far as the neighbourhood of

Southport, extending to about twenty miles in

length
5

but the works now in progress are

limited to the laying of tho pipe-line from Com-
mercial-road, near the Sandhills Railway-

station, to Ince Blundell, a distance of about

nine miles, and when this portion of the works
is completed, thedistribution of the sewage around

the land in the neighbourhood of Inoe Blandell

will, iu the first instance, be commenced, after

which the works will be continued to Southport.

Already the pipes have been laid down to the

extent of between three and four miles, and are

carried beyond the township of Linaere. They
are 9 in. in diameter, and are laid, on an average,

about 3 ft. below the surface of the road. Mr.
W. Burrows is the contractor for this department
of the undertaking. The deposit-well at Sand-

hills, which is ten yards deep, has already been
sunk, and the pumping-station immediately
above it is in progress. The engine, which is

capable of being worked up to sixty-horse

power, is being manufactured by Messrs. E.
Dalglish & Co., of the St. Helens Foundry, and
is nearly ready. The deposit-well will be con-
nected with tho main sewer near Sandhills, from
which the sewage will be received into the well,

and from thence pumped out and forced along
the pipes to the point of distribution. This
portion of the works is being executed under the
direct superintendence of Mr. Duncan and Mr.
Newlands, the water and borough engineers.
The engineering details at tho pumping-station
will be so carried out that the sewage can be
thrown back into the main sewer by means of

valves, when pumping from the well into the
pipes is not going forward.

The company have purchased fifty acres of
land at Ince Blundell, for the application of the

sewage, and beyond this a considerable number
of the tenants of the Earl of Sefton and Mr.

Blundell have already arranged for the laying

down of branch pipes to their respective farms,

in order to enable them to put the sewage upon
the land. The company expect that the whole
of the works to Ince Blundell, incloding the

pumping-station and connecting sewer at Sand-
hills, will be completed, so as to enable them
to commence the distribution about Christmas

next.

THE BLOMPIELD MEMORIAL IN
ST. PAUL’S CATHEDRAL.

Bishop Bloiifield’s monument has been set

up in one of the window-recesses in the south

aisle of the choir, and the whole recess has been
made to form part of the memorial, the panels

on each side being filled in with coloured marbles,

and the window containing the arms of the de-

ceased prelate in stained glass, with inscription

referring to the monument below, and being

formed into patterns with pieces of blue and
green glass. This conjunction, however agree-

able in masses such aa blue skies and green
fields afford, is not so here. The window, more-

over, being chiefly of white glass, with ugly bars,

the effect is poor aud cold. It would be better

even to paint the surface of the glass some
warm, harmonious, and harmonizing tint. The
monument proper is a low altar tomb of Caen
stone, relieved with insertions of coloured mar-
bles and mosaics. Thereon is placed a bed of

polished marble, and a raised pillow diapered;

and on it rests the fall-length figure of the

bishop in full episcopal habit, the right hand
lying across the breast, and the other at his side

on a book, aud by its side a crozier. The effigy

is the work of Mr. G. Richmond, R.A., better

known aa a painter than a scnlptor. It must be
pronounced a meritorious production, and a good
likeness.

HOUSELESS POOR, OVERCROWDING,
AND CRIME.

An elaborate report in reference to the house-

less poor in the City of London has been issued

by the out-relief committee of the B(jard of

Guardians of the City Union, in anticipation of

the coming winter. It appears that the adop-

tion of the plan by that Board of supplying

warm broth, coffee, and soup in the daytime to

wanderers had the effect of vastly increasing

the number of that class applying for relief in

the union. In a corresponding month in the

present aud past year there had been 8,101 and
6,101 cases respectively

;
whilst in 1866, before

that plan was put in operation, there were but

1,513 cases. The Board have just erected

premises for the distribution of relief to casnals,

in Northumberland-alley, Fenchurcb-street, at a

cost of 3,0001., exclusive of the land. The
accommodation is, however, very limited ; and
it will be necessary, as before, to send all except

sick cases and very urgent ones to the work-

house at Bow every night, a distance of about

three miles, to sleep. The City Union, though

occupying a space of about a square mile only,

has a yearly expenditure of from 48,000i. to

50,0001., for its ninety-eight parishes. One
parish that contributes for its quota about 1,100Z.

yearly has but one solitary pauper chargeable

to it.

The demolition of dwellings without any com-
pensatory erections will have to bear a heavy

share of the blame if the overcrowding lead to
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some terrible pestilence, as it is bnt too likely to

do. And to blame snch a caose is to blame the
legislature which has not provided against it

while authorizing such demolitions.

The directors of convict prisons in England
report a great increase in recent years in the
proportion of convicts who are of a weakly and
diseased constitution. Of 6,552 male convicts
in confinement on the 7th of April, 1868, no less

than 1,981 were either confirmed invalids or fit

only for light labour. Of 1,237 convicts disposed
of from Millbank prison in the year 1867, only

688, or 55 per cent., were removed to the public
works prisons as fit for hard labour, and 136 to

public works for light labour; the remainder
being sent to the invalid prisons. The great
majority of these prisoners are either men of
originally feeble constitutions or the subjects of
diseases or infirmities which they have con-
tracted through circumstances over which they
have had no control.

The number of depredators, ofifendors, and
suspected persons at large in England and Wales
last year was 112,403, against 113,566 in the
preceding year. All persons who have been
living honestly for one year at least subsequently
to their discharge after any conviction, are not
included in the above numbers. The returns for

1866-7, lately issued, show that, of 22,889 known
thieves and depredators, 3,944 were under 16
years of age

;
of 2,959 receivers of stolen goods,

31 were under 16 years of age ; of 28,378 sus-
pected persons, 4,086 had not reached their
16th year of age ; and of 32,558 vagrants and
tramps, 5,709 were under 16 years of age. The
total number of these classes at large in 1866-7
shows a decrease of 3,243, or 2-8 per cent.,
compared with the average number in the three
years 1864-6. In the number of known thieves i

and depredators there is an increase, as com-
i

pared with the preceding year, of 83, bnt a de-
[

crease of 70 as compared with the average. The
following are the proportional numbers of the
criminal classes in the different groups of towns
which have been classed together for comparison
in former years :—In the metropolis the propor-
tional number in 1866-7 was 1 in 220 of the
population, against 1 in 222 in the preceding
year, showing an increase of 1 per cent.; in the
pleasure towns, such as Bath, Brighton, Dover,
Kamsgate, &o., the proportion was 1 in 89
against 1 in 79 in 1865-6, or a decrease of 11'2
per cent.

ACCIDENTS.

A PEARFUL accident has happened at the im-
mense building which was being razed to the
ground tomake an entrance to the new street from
Blackfriare Bridge to the Mansion Eonse. Great
blocks of stone had to be removed from the
coping, and whilst a man was in the act of roll-

ing one of these blocks over a conple of rafters,
one, having a knot in it, suddenly snapped
asunder, and caused the unfortunate man and
the stone to fall into the basement. The stone
struck another block, which canted over, and
drove the poor fellow with great force against
the wall, breaking his arms and legs, fractnring
his ribs, and otherwise fearfnlly injaring him.
He was extricated as soon as possible, and re-
moved to St. Bartholomew’s Hospital.
The district of Halifax has been visited by a

strong storm of wind and rain, and at Bolton
Brow, Sowerby Bridge, a house fell, killing a
woman and her infant. The house, we under-
stand, has been in a dilapidated state for some
time, but there were no immediate signs of
its fall.

A fatal accident is reported from Bolton. Two
men were engaged building a lofty chimney-
shafc attached to the works of Messrs. Little &
Smith, cotton spinners, when the scaffolding
gave way, and one of the men was precipitated
a distance of 36 yards. He was, of course,
instantaneously killed.

The inquest on the bodies of the e’ght men
who were killed by the fall of the building at
Hull, on the 26th nit., is being held. The evi-
dence went in a great measure to show that the
floora had been overloaded with seed. The chief
foreman, however, who had had several years’
experience in seed warehouses, considered the
building to be perfectly safe, and so constructed
as to be capable of bearing almost any weight.
The accident was, in the opinion of the ware-
houseman, due to the filling of the stores, which
drove the walls outwards. The deceased were
warned of their danger fully fifteen minutes
before the catastrophe occurred

j but thinking

there was nothing wrong, they did not heed the
warning.
On Wednesday night the deputy-coroner for

Westminster investigated the circumstances at-

tending the death of Henry Ellis Hill, aged
fifty-four, who lost his life by falling from the
roof of Her Majesty’s Theatre, now in course of
construction. Mr. Henry Ellis Hill said that he
was a draughtsman, and the deceased was his
father. He saw him after the occurrence,
but he was unable to tell him how it hap-
pened. Charles Clott stated that the de-
ceased was a carpenter, and employed in

rebuilding her Majesty’s Theatre. On Wednes-
day last week he was at work on the roof
of the theatre, and witness was about 8 ft.

from him. They were talking, and he was col-

lecting the joints for some loop cords. All of a
sadden the deceased stepped on a piece of deal
board in order to come to him, when one end
sprang up and shot the deceased below. He fell

upon a heavy iron shoe, put there to receive an
iron girder. The distance he fell was aboot
13 ft. The jury returned a verdict of accidental
death, bub added that greater care onght in
future to be taken in not leaving pieces of tim-
ber about, as they were calculated to mislead
persons employed on the works.

PHOTOGRAPHS IN PRINTERS’ INK.

The permanency of printers’ ink has now been
fairly and fully realized in photography. The
carbon photographs of Mr. Pouncy, of Dorches-
ter, in which we early saw the realization of this
great desideratum, have been submitted to tests
of the most trying nature, by Mr. (leorge Daw-
son, of Kiug’s College, M.A., and lecturer on
photography. They have been tortured by oven
heat, and by boiling water, and have withstood
the ordeal in the most triumphant manner. Mr.

j

Dawson, in one of hia experiments, soaked a
Pouncy photograph, which was sun-printed on
canvas and printers’ ink, for six days in cold
water, and then boiled it for six hours in water,
without any change whatever being apparent
except a little in the colour of the canvas ! He
kept paper Ponncy photographs in water till the
paper rotted, but there was no fading, no failure
of the photographs ! He hung up slices of
Pouncy pictures in a gas oven, and roasted them
for six days in a heat of 300 deg. to 400 deg.
Fahrenheit, and “on matching the cuttings with
prints from which they were severed, no change
whatever could be discovered There need be
no more lamentation over fading photographs.

JUNIOR UNITED SERVICE CLUB.

Alterations have been carried out during
the recess for the improvement of the ventila-
tion of the Junior United Service Club, by Mr.
Wilson W. Phipson, C.E. A fan worked by a
small gas-engine now supplies the fresh air to

the building; a new fresh-air supply erected
near Waterloo-place

;
and an entire rearrange-

ment of the old air-pipes and main channels to
the different rooms, constitute the most im-
portant features of the new arrangement; be-
sides which a more direct nae of the existing
extracting-abaft has been effected, so that it is

hoped the coffee-room will especially derive
great advantage from the adoption of this plan.
We shall be glad to hear of the result.

THE TRADES MOVEMENT.

As adjourned delegate meeting of trade
societies of the metropolis has been held at the
Bell, Old Bailey, for the purpose of adopting
such measures and taking such action as may
secure the passing of a Bill which will place
trade societies on a footing of social equality
with other associated bodies. The following
societies, among others, were represented :

—

Engineers, ironfounders, carpenters, joiners, plas-
terers, bookbinders, tailors, deal cabinet makers,
ropemakers, bricklayers, painters, zinc-workers,

gilders, stonemasons, glassblowers, coopers, and
shoemakers. The chair was again taken by
Mr. J. Spelling, vellum binder, who was sup-
ported by Professor Beesly, Mr. Lloyd Jones,
Mr. Crompton (barrister), &c.

Mr. Burgess (joiner) resumed the discussion
upon a resolution proposed at the last meeting.

to the effect that the delegates approved the
Trades’ Unions Bill brought into the House of
Commons last session by Sir Fowell Buxton, Ho
defended the 3rd clause of the Bill, which pro-
vided that any workman using a threat of vio-

lence should be subject to three months’ im-
prisonment, because trades unionists did nob I

want their societies to exist on a basis of violence
or intimidation. He also defended the Bill

generally, becanse it legalised trades’ unions,
and simplified and defined the law of conspiracy.

Mr. Niabett (mason) said his society, consist-

ing of 20,000 men, were opposed to certain words
in the said clause referring to threats of violence,

becanse a wink or a shake of the head might be
construed into a threat of violence. He objected

to exceptional legislation for trades’ unionists.

He moved that the words relating to threats be
omitted.

Mr. Broadhurst (not Broadhead) seconded the
amendment.

Mr. Crompton (barrister) said the amendment
would virtually strike out the third clause.

Under the law of assault a man may get twelve
months’ imprisonment, but by the third clause
of this Act the punishment was limited to three
months’ imprisonment. The general law of con-

spiracy was what unionists had to dread.

Mr. Lloyd Jones advised the delegates to re-

tain the clause, and thus challenge the law, and
say, “ Punish us if we deserve it.’’

Mr. G. Potter suggested the appointment of a
committee to reconstruct the third clause

—

having first conferred with Professor Beesly and
Mr. Crompton.
The discussion was carried on by various

others, and ultimately the Bill was sent to a
committee to reconstruct the third clause, and
the proceedings closed.

CHURCH BUILDING IN WALES.

The churches of Llanfihangel Bryn Pabuan
and Llanfechan have been re-opened after re-

storation. The church of Llanfihangel, dedi-

cated to St. Michael, is situated on a bill on the

roadside leading from Llanafanfawr to the pic-

turesque village of Newbridge-on-Wye. It has
been supposed that it is called " St. Michael
Pope John,” because it was built in the time of a

pope of that name, bnt the proper derivation of

the name is Llanfihangel Bryn Ty leuan, St.

Michael-on-the-hill in St. Avanus or leuan.

lenan is another name for Afan. It seems that

some of the early Welsh chnrohes were called

Tai, “ houses;” St. David’s is called to this day
“Ty Ddewi,” St. David’s House. The old church

of Llanfihangel has witnessed many changes. In

the time of Cromwell it was converted into a
stable, and the font removed from the chnrch to

a farm-house, where it was used as a pig-trough.

The ordained minister was expelled from hia

living
;
and a mason of the name of Evan Bowen,

an ignorant fanatic, was appointed in his place.

The vicar was, however, ultimately restored to

his living. Tradition says that when he was ex-

pelled all the jackdaws left the chnrch steeple!

Llanfechan Chnrch, which, like Llanfihangel, is

annexed to the vicarage of Llanafanfawr, is

situated on the banka of the river Irvon, about

four miles from Bnilth, It is dedicated to St.

Afan, to whom, also, the mother church of

Llanafanfawr is dedicated. The present vicar,

from the dilapidated state of the edifices, which
were not equal to the meanest hovels in hia

parish, appealed for help far and wide
;
issued

no less than 10,000 circulars
;
and, besides being

able to renovate the two churches, he has col-

lected 550Z. to erect a school and master’s house,

which are now nearly finished. The churches

are in the Early English style, and were de-

signed by Mr. Buckridge, of Oxford. The
builders were Mr. Pryce, of Builth, and Mr.

Evans, of Talgarth.

lilPROVElIENTS AT AsCOT RaCE-COURSE.

—

A
new building for the transaction of all official

business during the Ascot race-meetings is in

course of erection in the saddling enclosure.

The new building, which is designed by Messrs.

Clark & Holland, of Newmarket, will contain
weighing-offices for the jockeys, rooms for

Messrs. Weatherby (stakeholders and secre-

taries), Mr. Manning (clerk of the course), Mr.
Oxley (printer), and for the representatives of
the press. Outside there will be an erection

from which the officials may see the running.
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THE AEPIX “MASTER OF ARTS." degree of M.A. coold be matricnlated for, as

^

well as the special one of R.A., M.D., or C.E.
“FEiixSuMirERLY” did good scrvice the Other

j

The plan would have this advantage, that the
day by directing attention through the medium

j

greatest talent in each spsciaiifcy oonld be then
of the colamns of the Builder to the greater con -

1

concentrated, while rising talent wouTd be en.
sideration given and larger share of time devoted
to the study of art in the Continental colleges
and schools, than in England. This opens a
question of great moment, and a subject -peatr to me, too, to be the besbuiddo of com-

listcsd in other college,? where art, medicine, and
‘ag -would only take their positi^s as
of general education. Tlws would ap-

which must be actively agitated and well
ventilated. Is not the affix “ Master of Arts ”

a delusive sign of a complete education, being
earned as it may be, and commonly is, by
men entirely ignorant of the principles of the
two great arts of painting and music ? The
classics, it is true, were for many centuries
the only studies having the spirit of art in

them, and this long prescriptive right has
doubtless fostered a prejudice, and a jealous an-

j

School of Medicine, and -^o
tipathy against permitting new-fangled studies 1 briefly set forth my notiems
in the cumcu?a of our ancient seats of learning. ' ^ ’ -- ‘

There are signs, however, of a better temper,
and of a yielding to a more advanced idea even
there

; hub our more modem collegiate institu-

tions offer every facility for the complete study,not
only of the classics and the mathematics, but of
the natural sciences, and even medicine. For
the thorough study, however, of the two great
civilizing arts of painting and music, there is

binir^ special with general eduoatioD,- and one
-would not disturb existii^ olcments, or

rend onr present educational framework to any
great extent. Oxford could keep to its classics,

Cambridge its mathematics, raisteg at the same
time other subjects of general atudy to their
fair proportions. The Royal Academy could
easily be oonverted into a College of Arts

; the
Oedtege of Physiciaas or Surgeons into a great

Having thus
the affix M.A.

,

I leave abler pens to extend and support them
if they be of .'any valae. W. O-We .Tho.mas,

WEST INDIA PACKET STATION.

In a former number of our journal, we called
_ - w . attention to the “ R. M. Steam-packet” service

still small if any provision, and notwithstanding
|

connected with the Island of St. Thomas and the
it has been admitted on all hands that Art is a West Indies, and pointed out the serious conse-
national^ necessity,^ that it promises a greater quences of persisting in using that island and
mercantile prosperity, a plethora in the British the neighbouring islands as the central dep6t for
pocket, British prejudice remains proof even that important service, in consequence of the
against the proffered bribe of wealth. This in- dangers arising from hurricanes, yellow fever,
sensibility and immobility to common sense I &c. We observe by the last report of that com-
believe could exist nowhere but in England. pany that they are unable to pay any dividend
While the School Commission was pursuing for the last half-year in consequence of the

its useful course m 1865, I took advantage of a serious falling-off in the traffic; and that falling
professorial position to call one of its members’ off has not only affected that once powerful corn-
attention to the disadvantages under which the pany, but it has also extended its ill-luck to
study of art commonly labours in colleges and another company, the “ Panama and Australian
schools, and when urging the importance of the R. M. Co.,” who are now in financial difficulties

;

study,_ and the necessity for some reform in this ' and so impressed is the latter company with the
direction, I stated that,—“ The stndy of art was importance of abandoning the present ronte,
not merely important as the means of educating ' that they suggest an alliance with another corn-
men to appreciate the beautiful, but in its direct

|

pany who will run their steamers direct to
utilitarian bearings

;
for that when drawing is

properly taught it is a most potent agent in

perfecting the faculty of observation, as people
are then taught to see, to observe correctly.
How inaccurately people do commonly observe
what is before or going on around them is only
fully known to art-teaobers and Queen’s coun-
sel. And this must continue to be so till the
importance of training the senses be thoroughly
recognised. It is not, therefore, an indifferent
matter,” I urged, “ how drawing is taught in
public and private schools, whether it be con-
demned to malcenhifts for times and places
of study, whether it be pinched between
hours devoted to Greek or Latin, and driven to
the worst lighted and most inconvenient class-

rooms
;
then and there to be limited, as it too

Colon, abandoning the pestilential districts of
the Virgin Islands, and thereby saving, it is said,
a distance of 1,800 miles in the sea voyage j and,
what is most important, shortening most mate-
rially the time of transit between Great Britain
and the Australian colonies. It is much to be
regretted that the former company did not at-

tend to our warning remarks or appreciate our
observations, particularly as they were induced
by the most humane considerations and friendly
spirit towards that particular company, ns these
excellent auxiliaries of our civilization,—the sea-
going steam-ship companies,—are worthy of all

aid from the press of the country, and deservedly
merit a substantial reward in the shape of good
dividends.

Who are to blame for this state of things we
often is, to crude water-colour blotching. For

j

do not know. It is evident a serious loss m a
to fulfil its proper educational function, the study pecuniary point of view has resulted from the
of art should beget a habit of exact comparison,

^

arrangement, and we fear both the Government
and this can only be effected by experienced

,

and the companies have lost confidence and
r.f. cifl. rViAWAA.vl.. t ii.teachers, conversant with the thorough means

of training used in art schools, the student com-
mencing bis studies from the simple lines of
fruit and flowers, and gradually rising to grapple
with the greater subtlety of the human form.”
One hinderauce to the introduction of a better

system of drawing in schools is, doubtless, the
ignorant satisfaction at flaunfcy “accomplish-
ments ” in their children, which too many parents
exhibit. Thus landscape drawings, composed of
impossible rnstio figures and dwellings, sur-
rounded with a brilliant and almost tropical
array of foliage, are preferred from pupils, to
the dry, imperfect, less showy but more useful
attempts under a good teacher.

But in returning to the subject of “ the foot-
ing” which art ought to hold in onr great
seminaries of learning, I would ask why it

should not be the same as that of the most
favoured subjects ? I think I have shown
there is every good reason why art should
be 80 placed. A student of paiuting, sculp-
ture, or architecture, ought to have it in bis
power to carry on other studies simultaneously,
and to take the general degrees of B.A. and M.A.
The question, then, arises, as the re-organization
of our educational system must soon become a
leading question, whether it would not be prefer-
able to found colleges with a leading speciality,
though embracing also the general branches of
study, — thus, the Royal Academy, or Royal
College of Arte, the College of Medicine, the
College of Engineering, &o., in which the general

prestige by it.

THE WEDGWOOD MEMORIAL INSTITUTE
AT BURSLEM.

At a meeting on the 23rd instant, in con-
nexion with this strnoture, Mr. Hope described
the new building,—the first in England in the
construction of which ceramics enter largely,

—

as a remarkably auccessfal experiment in cera-
mic architecture. Mr. Melly presided over the
evening meeting, and much of his opening
address was devoted to technical education,
which he said was now a vital necessity to Eng-
land if she was to retain any of her superiority
in trade. Technical education had become one
of the cries of the day. Suddenly it was found
that hundreds of thousands of window-frames,
door-frames, and doors had arrived from Sweden
and Norway, followed a few days after by twelve
locomotive steam-engines from Belgium

; and
forthwith everybody rushed to the conclusion
that our carpenters and joiners, and our workers
in iron and brass, had had their education
neglected, and that we were being rivalled and
outdone by foreign nations. This, of course,
led to questions in the House of Commons, and
equally, of course, to the issue of a commission
of inquiry

;
and he found from the ponderous

Blue-book which resulted from that commission
that we were behind one or two nations in
Europe in the matter of schools of science and

art. Comparing England with countries he had
named, they were bound to admit that, though
in the matter of art England lagged not far
behind, in respect of technical education we
were a long way behind other nations. Still, he
was not going to say that because some hundred
thousand door and window frames, and a dozen
steam-engines had been imported into England,
the sun of England’s commercial and manufac-
turing prosperity was setting. On the contrary,
he hailed with satisfaction everything that
tended to the commercial iuterconrse of nations,
believing that to be one of the surest means of
securing peace, increasing the comforts of man-
kind, and bringing about the brotherhood of
nations. The memorial building is to be form-
ally opened next Easter with an art exhibition.
Its erection will cost npwards of 9,0001.

SIR DAVID WILKIE’S LETTERS.

It did not seem to us necessary to make any
observation on Mr. Raimbach’s letter which we
printed recently (p. 768), nor does it now. But
more than one esteemed oorrespondent thinking
otherwise, wo give a line or two of information.
Mr. Raimbach says he has no doubt the letters
came into onr possession in a legitimate manner;
but that some one through whose bands they
had passed had obtained them surreptitiously.
He adds, that one of them in particular had been
looked for on a special occasion, but could not
be found, and that he “thought it had nnder-

' gone the fate of many valued papers, and had

I

been used by the cook to light her fires. It

,

seems it had a different fate,” A strange proba-
!

bility surely,—that of the cook, in a well-ordered

I

household; but still not at all interfered with by

;

our recent publication
; for the letters we made

‘ public were not printed from the originals, but

,

from copies kept by the great painter’s brother,
Thomas Wilkie, since dead. There is no surrep-

' titious dealing in the case at all therefore, and
the cook must slill rest under Mr. Raimbach’s
suspicion.

ST. CHAD’S SCHOOL, DENSTONE.

On Thursday, the EBnd inst., the first stone of
these buildings was laid by the son of the late
Bishop of Lichfield, the Rev. Canon Lonsdale,
in the unexpected absence of the Marquis of
Salisbury, who was detained through illness,

j

This school is a branch of the parent college
of St. Nicolas Lancing, and is the first of three

j

which are to be estaljlished in the Midland
Connties, after the models of Lancing, Hurst-

' pierpoint, and Ardingly schools in Sussex. St.
:
Chad’s School is for the middle class, as is the
Hurstpierpoint School, and will be built for 400
boys, who will be educated and boarded at a cost
of little mi"‘re than 301. a year.
The site is on a low range of hills between the

town of Uttoxoter and Alton Towers, and the
North Stafford Railway has a station atRooester
on their Manchester line which is about a mile
from the college. The school will thus be in the
centre of the great towns of Derby, Nottingham,
Manchester, and Leicester. The ground on
which the school stands is given by Sir Percival
Heywood, bart., and is in the pariah of Denstoue,
on the borders of Staffordshire.

The buildings are being erected from the de-
signs of the college architects, Mr. W. Slater and
Mr. R. Herbert Carpenter, by Mr. Bromwich, of
Rugby. The plan follows in its general outline
the letter

{-I ; that is to say, there are two
quadrangles, the one opening to the east, and
the other to the west, divided by a central block.
The western quadrangle is 200 ft. long and
160 ft. wide; the eastern is about 160 ft.

square. In the central building is the great
school-room, 100 ft. by 35 ft., with a lofty open
timber roof, 62 ft. to the floor from the ridge,
and lighted by two-light traoeried windows,
running up into the roof with gables over them.
Under this room are day-rooms for boys, porter’s,

and visitors’ rooms. The great staircase to the
school-room is at its northern end.
The chief entrance to the buildings is in the

centre under the school-room. Over the doorway
opening into the east or “ Chapel Quadrangle”
will be a figure of St. Chad, and over the doorway
into the western quadrangle a figure of Bishop
Lonsdale, whose memory will bo preserved by this
quadrangle being called the“ Lonsdale Quadran-
gle.” The two wings of this quadrangle are 210ffc.

long and 40 ft. wide, in three stories. The two
a
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ANCIENT BRONZE MEASURE AT OOHSENFUETH.

upper stories in both will have each two dormi.

toriea for fifty boys, with lavatories and junior

master’s rooms attached. In the ground-floor of

the northern wing are class-rooms, and in the

southern wing a gymnasium, 125 ft. by 17 ft., a

series of rooms for the master’s training-school,

a boys’ library and a master’s library, and the i

chaplain’s rooms. The second master’s house is

at the west end of this wing, and the head mas-
ter’s house occupies a corresponding position in

the north wing. At each of the inner angles of

the quadrangle, where the wings join the central

building, is a lofty and massive tower for the

water-tanks, and supply for the whole bnilding,

so placed as to preclude the possibility of any
fire spreading. The chapel will be of lofty pro-

portions, apsidal with a campanile on the north

side of the apse, and an ante-chapel communi-
cating with the cloister, which runs through the

entire ground-floor of the building. The dining-

hall will be 100 ft. by 35 ft., opposite the chapw.
These two are not yet begun, but the founda-

tions will be put in during the next spring. The
kitchen and offices form a small separate quad-

rangle north of the buildings, and will include

engine-house, gas-works, and workshops.
The present contract (with the foundations)

for the Lonsdale quad, is about 20,0001. The
ultimate cost will be about 50,0001. The
style is Early English, treated with a certain

amount of severity. The material for the ex-

ternal thickness of the walls is grey Alton stone

'in coursed work, with bands of red Alton stone.

ANCIENT METAL FURNITURE.

BRONZE MEASURE AT OCHSENPURTH, BAVARIA.

The accompanying engraving represents the
“ Eimer ” Measure still used in the town-hall at

Ochsenfurth. It is cast in bronze. On the rim
is the date “ Anno domini M? CCCC imd III.”

1403. The mixture of German and Latin in the
inscription is singular. The subjects repre-

sented in low relief are the " Crucifixion,” in

the first and third compartment, and " St.

Michael and St. Lawrence ” in the second and

I
fourth. The handles are curious, but very con-

venient. The following are the dimensions of

this peculiar relic of antiquity :

—

Height 20 in.

Diameter 22 in. at rim.
Figures 6 in. high.

Thicknessatrim... 2 in.

This measure is preserved in the council

chamber of the town-hall.* In our lost we gave
drawings of some remarkable specimens of an-

cient furniture in the same room.
The details of the Measure show section of

the lip, section of rib on face of tbe Measure, one

of tbe handles, and the rosette at end of handle.

THE CHATEAU CARADOC, BAYONNE,
FRANCE.

Bayonne, it may be remembered, is near the

sonth-westem extremity of France, in the de-

partment of the Basses-Pyrenees
;
it has a cathe-

dral, docks, and a vast military hospital, capable

of containing 1,700 patients; and gave its name
to a weapon first produced there, which the

English took to using with some effect. It is

one of the prettiest of French fortified towns,

and its suburbs are delightful. Few who visit it

fail to ascend the high ground of St. Etienne,

where tbe view, extending to the summit of the

Pyrenees, and brightened by the river Adour, is

superb. Here, during some years past, a chateau

of large size and costly appointments has been

in course of erection, from the designs of Mr. B.

Albano, for an English nobleman. Lord Howden,
whose father, tbe first baron, was Lient.-general

Caradoc. The chateau is now completed, or

nearly so, and we publish in our present number
a general view of it from the south. Mr. Albauo,

who is best known as the architect of the inte-

rior of the Royal Italian Opera House, Covent
Garden, built in 1847, and which was burnt

* These particulars were erroneously attached to a view
of a bronze font in Wiirzbtirg Cathedral, in oor last

volume fxxT.) p. 820, as was explained at the time; see

p. 834 of same volume, where also some particulars of
metal fonts will be found. View of a bronze font at

Ochsenfurth is giveo in our present volume, p. 28, ante.

down in 1856, has devoted himself entirely to

the work in question, which inclndes not merely

the chateau as seen in our view, bat a graceful

water-tower, terraces, winter gardens, enclosures,

aud garden buildings.

The residence forms three sides of a quad-

rangle, open to the sonth, and from which side

long flights of steps overcome the declivity of

the grounds. On the north front is a carriage-

poroh, the servants’ entrance, and staircase

being in the lofty tower seen to the right, the

conical roof of which (as of the others), is

covered with cat slates. The walls, wo need
scarcely say, are of stone. The pavilion seen

on the left, is covered with a dome, groined

within and without, and anrmonnted with
a lantern formed of eight Ionic colnmns,
wholly of Crazannes stone. The cornices and
mouldings in this, as they are indeed thronghout,

are very carefully worked. The same stone in

the dome forms the two faces, internal and
external. The diameter of this pavilion is about
19 ft., and its height about 40 ft. The prevailing

effect of the exterior of the bnilding is one of

great dignity. Within, every part is fitted up
with care and skill : the chapel is Gothio in

style, and includes marble mosaics and carvings';

the library and other rooms display excellent

woodwork. In the salle d manger the panels of

the doors are painted in oil with views of the

principal Spanish cities, and the parqnetry-floor

is especially noticeable.

A French visitor, warmed into enthusiasm by
an examination of the chateau, writes,—"In
this well-ordered dwelling the domestic duties

will be accomplished with ease. The daily duty
of each, from the master in his cabinet to the

eordon-bleu in his kitchen, is facilitated in the

most complete manner ; consequently and evi-

dently good-hnmonr will be preserved, the discre-

tion of the interior life will be respected, each

will be free in his own domain, and the exterior

relations of friendship aud society exercised

with dignity and order. Thispictnre of material

and moral comfort is bnt the expression of what
is due to the architect of the Casa Caradoc.”

We may take an opportunity to illustrate this

work more fnlly.
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SALAKIES OP BOROUGH SURVEYORS.

In a report made by a committee appointed
by the Huddersfield Town Council, to inquire as

to the appointment of a borough surveyor, they
gave particulars with reference to the following

twenty towns where the salaries were as follow,

viz. :

—

BirmiDBliam ,,HirmiDBl
SbefSeld
Leeds .

Newcastle-on-Tyno ... 603
Bradford 7' 0
Leicester 6C0
Bolton 200
Birkenhead 600
Salford 350
Preston 400
Oldham 300
Horwieh 400
Halifax 400
Wolrerhampton 650
York 300
Gateshead 4fl0

Derby 330
Blacliburn 230
Oxford 3i0
Ashton 200

Averafe 400

HnddersCeld

In eighteen of these places no private practice
is allowed : the two esceptions are Sheffield and
Derby. The average allowed for clerks’ salaries,

&o., in addition to the salaries named in the
whole of the twenty towns, is abont 2121. In
the cases of Bradford, Preston, and Halifax, the
duties of waterworks manager are combined
with those of surveyor, and in the case of Oxford
the borough surveyor is also the nuisance in*

specter.

sphere to be, as well as the more expanded in

dimensions; and the less the rapidity of the rota-

tion, the denser and the less expanded onght
they to be. Now, it is evident that on a general
view this is the fact,—namely, that it is pre-
cisely those planets which rotate with the
greatest rapidity that are the lightest in specific

gravity, as well as the most enormous in circum*
ferenoe

;
and it is not difficult to explain what

may not at first sight seem so evident. Jupiter
rotates once every nine hours

;
and hence it is,

probably, that his great molten mass is so
levitated, expanded, and centrifugalized by this

tremendous rapidity of rotation that the specific

gravity of his vast sphere is reduced to some-
thing like that of water, although, for all that,
he may thus be an encrusted sphere. Saturn,
with his centrifugal rings, his magnificent dimen-
sions, and his specific gravity lik^e that of cork,

also rotates with immense velocity. On the
contrary. Mars, Venus, the Earth, and Mercury,

—

all small in dimensions,—are comparatively
dense in substance : hence, as the earth at least
does, they probably all rotate comparatively
slowly. There is no great planet of anything
like the density of the smaller ones.

THE PHYSICAL COMMOTIONS
THROUGHOUT THE GLOBE.

These commotions unfortunately are not yet
at an end. The rendiugs of the earth’s ernst
south of the equator have only partially relieved
theinternalpresaare,and now they have extended
into the northern hemisphere, and California has
been seriously shaken, so that San Francisco has
had many buildings thrown down and several
villages have been reduced to heaps of ruins.
The island of Hawaii, in the Pacific ocean,
opposite these coasts, is slowly sinking into the
ocean, on the western and sonthevn shores, which
are now several feet lower than they were in
April last when the terrible volcanic eruption
took place there. Since the first attack, a second
earthquake, but much less violent, has occurred
at San Francisco. The disturbance of thej
Pacific ocean has been of an extraordinary
nature in connexion with these commotions
at least, with those of August; and considering
that the bed of the Pacific is like a sunken
continent whose mountain tops alone appear in
the form of its innumerable islands, there seems
to be little donbt that the ernst of the earth is
thinner there than on the continents above
water. This fact seems to corroborate the idea
that the cause of all these commotions is really
cosmical, or underlies the whole crust of the
sphere, and hence operates chiefly where the
crust is thinnest

; and that it is such as Hopkins,
of Cambridge, represented the canse of old ernst
fractures to bo—an expansive force, or force
operating outwards from within the earth’s crust.
Moreover, if it be such a force, it will tend to
relieve itself chiefly by rendings north and south, if

it be connected, as we have suggested, with the
earth's rotary and centrifugal force, and espe-
cially in regions more or less extending from
the equatorial. Thus, too, the idea prevalent
amongst geologists that the earth is still essen-
tially a fluid or molten though encrusted sphere,—and indeed, a /ortion, it must be admitted that
a spherical form indicates a fluid substance, is

one which is much more capable of explaining
the geological phenomena than that of a solid
sphere, particularly if, as we have suggested, the
admitted or recognised tendency to expansion is

derived from the rotation of the sphere.
The problem of the influence of a varying

rotation on a molten and encrusted sphere
(though there is no actual evidence of the earth’s
rotation being at present either on the increase

' or the decrease) is one of peculiar interest and
; importance, and is capable of affording curious
' explanations of the present states of other

]

planets as well as our own. For example, the

f
greater the rapidity of rotation, the lighter

SANITARY STATE OF THE NAVY.

The sanitary report of the Royal Navy shows
that the total force employed for the year
1866-67 was, in round numbers, 50,000, and that
of these about 500, or one in every hundred, died
in the twelve months. But at least one-fifth of
these deaths were accidental, leaving 400 due to
the effects of disease. The year 1866 was marked
by a visitation ofepidemics. At home, in the Medi-
terranean, and on the south-east coast of Ame-
rica, cholera was prevalent

; in China and Japan
small-pox raged with great severity; and on the
East Indian and Pacific stations the ships were
visited with serious outbreaks of remittent fever.

Thus, though the period was exceptionally un-
healthy, the mortality in the navy, and not the
mortality alone, but the sickness and invaliding,

were less than had been known for years.
It is also satisfactory to note, as we may here

do, that the General Sanitary Convention at
Berne have agreed to spscific articles as regards
the neutrality of those engaged in the manage-
ment of the sick and wounded in war and all

that relates to such management, whether in

maritime warfare or warfare on land.

WORKS DONE IN THE METROPOLITAN
DISTRICTS.

The Superintending Architect of the Metro-
politan Board of Works (Mr. G. Vulliamy) has
just now published his annual report on the
monthly returns of district surveyors. It shows
that the total of the gross fees received for the
year is 36,6741. 6s., in respect of 21,303 works,
of which more than two-thirds were done within
the year.

The gross fees received in thirly-two districts

vary from 241. to 4801., five being under 2001.,

twelve under 3001., six under 4001., and nine
under 5001. In the others the incomes vary
from 5091. to 1,6441.

Theexpensesof diBtrictoffice8are6,5691.17s.3d.
The fees remaining due for all arrears ar©
27,5921., but probably mostly of little value.

The sums abated or lost are 1,5091. Compared
with the results of former years the present
abstract shows still a oonsiderable inci*ease.

THE PROPOSED NEW ROUTE BETWEEN
ISLINGTON AND THE CITY.

PaoGRESs is being made, although slowly,
towards the opening of a direct route from the
Branch Post - office, Essex road, Islington,

through Packington-street, Shepherdess-walk,
Bath-street, Bunhill-row, Type-street, Moor- lane,
Cripplegate, and the centre of the grand termini
of the Metropolitan, Great Northern, Midland,
Great Western, London, Chatham, and Dover,
Western and South Metropolitan districts, and
St. John’s Wood Railways, to the centre of the
Oily. At a recent meeting of the Board of
Guardians of the parish of St. Luke, the clerk

reported that Mr. Vulliamy, the arbitrator ap-
pointed by the Metropolian Board of Works,
and Mr. Glutton, on behalf of the parish of St.

Luke, to whom reference was made in order to

ascertain and determine the value of the land
belonging to St. Luke’s Workhouse required to

be given up for the widening of Shepherdess-
walk, had selected Mr. John Shaw, of Christ’s

Hospital, as umpire between them, and that the
question was in a fair way of being speedily and
equitably settled. The Board of Works have
agreed to widen Shepherdess-walk at its own
cost, and the Asylum wall in Bath-street has
been already set back to a line, ranging with
Alleyn’s Almshouses. Two portions, and these
the most difficult, of the direct route from
Islington to the City, have thus been won, and
the whole length of thoroughfare will soon be
opened for public use and vehicular traffic.

It has been determined that the forecourts of
Lady Lumley’s Almshouses shall be thrown into
the thoronghfare as soon as the arrangements
for opening Shepherdess-walk, widening the
canal-bridge, and removing the workhonse wall
have been completed. It is likewise in con-

Works. Fees received.
In 1S56 14,654 .... £10,904 14 11

„ 1857 16,330 4
„ 1858 16,600

„ 1859 16,668 2

„ 1860 15,030 3

„ 1861 14,008 21,6.86 2 a

„ 1863 16,707 26,316 2 3

„ 1863 17,954 29,410 9 9
„ 1861 18,984 2

„ 1865 19,351 9

„ 1866 20,196 4
„ 1867 21,303 0

The returns above 1,OOOZ. are from,

—

South KeuBinBtot 1,341 18 3

Bt. Eancras 1,499 12 6
East IsliugtOQ ... 1,532 9 9
8t. Giles, Camberwell 1,680 10 0
Southorn diTisioo of Lambeth and
part Camberwell .

ROTHERHITHE SICK ASYLUM
COMPETITION.

The Board of Managers invited eight archi-

tects to furnish plans for the Pauper Hospital
for the parishes of Bermondsey, Rotherhithe,

and St. Olave, to be erected on a limited site

adjoining the Rotherhithe Workhouse and the
new Southwark Park.

The principal conditions were,

—

Each architect to receive 401., except the aaceessfn]

competitor. The successful competitor, if required, is to

carry out the works for a payment of SOOl.
;
out he will

not be entitled to any payment unless a substantial con-
tractor will undeitiike the work at a price not beini; more
tlian 10 per cent, above the estimate. An estimate is

to be sent with each design. The payment of the sum of
9001. is to include all travelling expenses and attendances,
and the supply of all plans, working drawings, Ac. &o.,
that may be required. All drawings are to be to a scale

of one-twentieth of an inch to the foot.

Accommodation is to be provided for 600 patients

—

abont 200 males and 300 females; and Che buildings are

to be so arranged as to be easily capable of extension if

required, so that easy access may be had to all parts,

Bmldings to be constructed on the pavilion principle.

The competitors were

—

templatioD, according to the Clerhenwell News,
to remove the almshouses altogether from their

specific gravity ought the fluid and encrusted
I
present site to one more snburban.

Mr. George Legg
Mr. Elkington
Mr. Ernest Turner
Mr. C. H. Cooke
Meesrs, Giles & Biven ..

Estimate,
..£35,000 0 0
.. 33,000 0 0
.. 29,000 0 0
.. 29,000 0 0
.. 37,600 0 0

Dr. Markham and Mr. Corbett, inspectors of

the Poor-law Board, attended the meeting of

the managers, to give their opinions on the de-

signs
;
and recommended those by Messrs. Giles

& Biven, and Mr. Ernest Turner. Ultimately

that by Mr. Turner was selected.

ROADS.

The present practice of repairing roads ia

certainly open to improvement, and we have now
no eminent living authority to advise and direct

us as formerly in the execution of such works.

Yonr correspondent “ S. Y. Z.” seeks infor-

mation on the subject
;
and I shall be glad, as

an old practitioner, tooffermymite ofknowledge
derived from the late Telford's practice. In one
of his specifications he speaks of 6 in. of brokeu
stone being applied—4 in. to be first laid on and
worked in by carriages and horses, care being

taken to rake in the rats until the surface be-

comes firm and consolidated, after which the re-

maining 2 in. are to be put on.

The whole of the stone is to be broken as nearly

cubical as possible, so as to pass through a
'j-in. ring inside diameter, and the whole of
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the material to be covered with a " blndiDg ” of

li in. of good gravel, free from earth or clay.

In another of his late works at Covenliy,

what he generally considered one of his most

perfect works, the pitching is to be covered with

a layer of Naneaton stones, to be laid on 6 in.

thick, the stone to be broken as beforesnid,

cnbically, and to pass through the gauge. The
Naneaton stone is to be covered with in. in

depth of good binding, evenly and regularly laid

on, and well raked, so as to prevent it getting

into ruts.

In my own practice on suburban roads, I

should lay on the 6-in. coat at two different

times, 3 in. each time, and let the first coat

become nearly consolidated before I applied the

second, at the same time paying strict attention

to the shape of the cross section, and to secure

a smooth surface when set and consolidated,

On town roads, if 6 in. in thickness be required
in one coat, I should lay it on at one time ;

then

cover it with a good coat of binding material,

clean gravel, or screenings of metalling
j
and if

this be properly put on, and tho stone well and
regularly broken, and afterwards rolled with a

steam roller, the metal cannot fail to become
soon consolidated. Of course, in towns, if mac-
adamized roads are indispensable—of which I

have grave doubts—the mode of repairing should

be such a one as to effect the object in the

shortest space of time, so that the inhabitants

and the traffic may suffer the least possible in-

convenience, while the street is undergoing

repairs ;
but the system of rolling to consoli-

date macadamized roads adds very materially

to the cost of them, and makes the difference in

the first cost and repair very much more in

favonr of a well-executed pavement.
The metropolitan roads need the application

of those excellent axioms laid down by the late

eminent Telford, derived from bis extensive

practice and experience ;
and until these are

followed out and adopted more generally, I shall

expect to hear at the approach of winter omi-

nous sounds of grumbling, not only loud, but
deep, in the pages of the metropolitan press.

B. Batlis.

THE NUMBERING OF HOUSES.

A CORRESPONDENT, “ C. B. H.,” Writes,
—“ An

improvement in the nnmbering of streets is

called for. I would suggest that the number of

each house bo painted on a piece of ground-

glass, and inserted in a small aperture in

the street-door, where, by the aid of the hall

lamp it would be easily seen outside. Of

an evening there is a difficulty to find in any
strange neighbourhood the particular house for

which we may be searching, especially if it be

situated in a badly-lighted thoroughfare, or if it

stand back a little distance from the road.”

The suggestion has been made before in our

pages, but will bear repeating.

GENERALISATION IN ARCHITECTURAL
EDUCATION.

The observations and advice in the Builder of

last week in answer to poor ” Adelphi ” are both
kind and good, but I cannot but think if further

advice were given in regard to a useful and plain

course of study, and reading, it would be a con-

siderable aid to“Adelphi” in enabling himtofetcli

up some of the leeway in his neglected course of

architectural education. I am fully aware that

a coarse of reading has already been recom-
mended in the Builder, but I think some of yonr
correspondents might advise a simple and useful

course of works for his study on the following

heads, viz. :

—

On the general rules and principles of Archi-

tecture from Palladio, &c.

On General Construction, Geometry, &c., &c.
On the Principles of Design.
On the Principles of Taste.
On Estimating, Specifications, &c.
On Colour, Light and Shade.

No doubt much might he gained from the pro-

grammes of King’s College and the London
University, supposing that a young man when out
of his time could not afford to attend the classes.

Many of your correspondents are both com-
petent and capable of giving sound advice to
“ Adelphi,” as well as others who have fallen in

their time into the same dilemma, after expend-

ing five or six years in an architect’s office, leave

it without one single word of advice or teaching
daring that period, and who ought really to

have the interest of the premium presented to

them on leaving as some atonement for neglect.

A Subscriber.

PAINTING HOT-WATER PIPES.

A CORRESPONDENT from Sussex writes :—In
answer to

" A Subscriber ” in your impression
under date October 17th (p. 769) allow me to

say the paragraph to which he refers occurred
in the Illustrated London Neivs of Jnno 20th,

1868. He will there read, “ In Germany . . .

a suggestion has been made to do away with the

black lead, and paint the stoves and ovens. Oil

paint, of course, cannot be employed, but water
glass (silicate of potash), coloured with pigment
to match the paint of the apartment, is the

material recommended. Before this is applied,

the iron must be thoroughly cleansed from grease,

and all rust spots must be rubbed off with a
scratch brush. Two or three coats of the paint

may then be put on and allowed to dry, after

which the fire may be lighted without any fear

to the colour, which may, indeed, be heated to

redness. It may be kept clean by washing with
soap and water; spots of milk and grease have
no effect upon it. Dutch ovens and like ntensils

may also be coated with the same materials, and

;

the labour spent in polishing be saved. A good
.
coating of the paint, tho author says, will last a
year or two.”

GLAZING IN IRON.

In reply to " R. P.” respecting glazing Iron

skylights, I have to inform him I have used
putty made with laynp oil instead of linseed.

This putty remains soft, and prevents tho break-

age complained of. I have used it on several

occasions with great success.

Charles Clare.

HERTFORD COTTAGE COSTPETITION.

8iB,—Can any of your readers oblige me by aflbrding

information concerning the award of the premium in the
above competition ? 1 bad my drawings Bent back, with
a letter accompanying them, thanking me for the kind
assistance I had afforded, but not containing any in-

formation concerning tbe "BDCceBsful competitor,” or
whether the premium was awarded or not.

CoitrETiiOB.

POPLAR AND STEPNEY ASYLUM
COMPETITION.

Sib,—

I

f you saw tbe drawings you could have hod little

diOiculty in judging whose estimate was really to be
depended upon as founded on actual knowledge and expe-
rience in the value of such works

;
bat to show you how

little value can be placed on such estimates, I beg to

forward yon tbe estimated value of tbe works required to
carry out tbe three selected designs, as ascertained by
surveyors appointed by the Board of Managers of the
asylum. They are as follow s—

Original
Estimate.

Mr. A. Wilson £5i,700 ...£35.600

„ 34,000
Messrs. Hammack A Lambert 67,600 ... 66,500
Messrs. Haraton 62,900 ... 68,000

In one esse, Mr. A. Wilson’s, the difference is only
20,700i. ! ! Still, I fear yon will hardly credit it, the
real contest has been between him and Messrs. Harston

;

and I believe Messrs. Harston are No. 1 by 6 votes to 8.

This is hearsay.
1 liave no hesitation in asserting that, if all the designs

had been cubed up and valued at one and tbe same price
per foot cube, it would have been found that my estimate
was not too high. I mean for good sound and lasting

work. 1 believe that tbe estimates, even as obtained by
the Board, would be found 15 or 20 per ceut. too low for

first-class work, such as there ought to be in public
buildings.

My estimate was baaed on 6,\d. per foot cube average.
Can you get work well done for less ?

The absurd estimates sent in by some of the competitors
need no comment. 1 was always taught in early days that
estimates ought to be founded on a certain basis. Is that
tbe case now? E. L. Bbacebbiu&b,

Sib,—

W

e observe that in your notice of the designs
submitted in competition for the proposed '* Poplar and
Stepney Sick Asylum," you have not placed any estimate
in connexion with our names. As this may.give rise to
erroneous impressions as to our assumed unwilbogness to

do so, we beg to state that an estimale of 64,000L was
given by us ; but being embodied in tbe specification, and
not in our general description, it may probably have
thereby escaped recognition.

Hills A Flbicubb.

THE FAIRFORD WINDOWS.
Sib,—

T

our correspondent “ B. A. A." has written to

you apparently with little other purpose than to assure

S
iu that I am to be handed over to the tender mercies of

r. Tom Taylor, whose authority “it recognised, and
who has more than once publicly expressed nis opinion
that the hand of Albert Diirer is visible throughout the
work.” Very well; this shall be the test of Mr. Tom
Taylor’s claim as an art-critic and of mine. I have no fear

for the issue. If these works are by Albert Durer, those
known to us by bis signature are not. This is the issue I
put, anditis a matter easily decided. I remind *' B. A. A.”
ihat I mentioned no names in my letter; and he had been
wise, as he conceals his own, to bare followed my
example.
I thank hinti for showing me my error in appropriating

the so-called signature to the wrong subject. My argu-
ment is not touched thereby, and as this was the only
instance of my omitting to make a note on tho spot, it was
an error of memory. But I do not excuse it; let my
opponent make the most of it.

As regards every other point in which “ B. A. A,”
makes free with my name, I do not think it necessary to

trouble your columns. He is probably but a yonng member
of the Arehteological Association; for an old one would
have known my claims to enter into this dispute. He
would also have known that on my retirement from active

participation in their proceedings, 1 received a very cor-
dial vote of thanks for my services.

I most apologize for troubling you, eveu to this extent,

in reply to a writer who can only refer me to others. 1

write only in the interest of truth ; and it is to elicit

truth that I have applied to this question the result of a

study occupying upwards of thirty years of my life.

J. G. Walleb.

WANTS IN JERSEY.
Sib,—

W

ill you allow me to mention two things that

struck me during a fortnight's stay in the island of Jersey ?

Thousands of pounds are being spent in making the vast

quarries available for road purposes; but although the

island is overrun with visitors and tourists, tbe authorities

grudge a few shilHogs for half a duzen finger-posts. In
the remoter parts of the isle they are specify wanted.
During a few visits to tbe police-court at St. Hclicr’s, I

was much struck with the fact that nearly all the cases

that were brought before the magistrate had their origin

in intemperance
;
nevertheless, all the pumps I saw in tbe

island were deficient of their ladies or drinking-cups.
Vbebom Sar.

UNDERGROUND ROOMS.

Sib,—

Y

onr correspondent, “A Plain Country Parson,”
is labouring under a very great mistake, when he says
that houses built all above-ground are rarely vacant. I

hive recently completed tho erection of about sixty

houses, on an estate considered one of the most healthy
parts of London, very open, with gravel soil, adjacent to

a park. Twelve out of the above number are built all

above-ground, with ecety convenience: it is true six of
them are let or sold; tho rest I seldom have an applica-

tion for.

Now, sir, all the rest are what is termed half-story, or
by some under-gronnd, and uot one of them is vacant,

but were bought up immediately.
I can, therefore, at once accommodate your corre-

spondent with tbe sort of house be requires: rent, 462,

Not a villa, true, but one of a block. M.

BUILDINGS IN MANCHESTER.
Sib,—

W

e beg to inform you that we were tbe architects

of the Commercial Chambers and Stock Exchange, men-
tioned in your Art Notes in Manchester; also of tho
warehouse in Peter-atreet.

Wali'bbs, Baeebb, a Ellis.

PROVINCIAL NEWS.

Cheshunt .—The building known as Sfc. Mary’s

Hall has been polled down, and tho foundations

of a new hall to be erected on the same site have
been dug out. Tbe contractor is Mr. F. Sanders,

of Cheshunt, and the coat of the erection will be

between 1,0001. and I.IOOZ. The building is

Kipeoted to be finished in about six months.

Bedale.—The fonudation-stone of a new Drill-

hall has been laid hero for the local Volunteers.

The hall is to be 70 ft;, long and 30 ft. wide.

jjincoZn.—In obedience to the instructions of

tho committee appointed at a recent meeting of

tbe Town Council, Mr. Wheeler, C.E., has pre-

pared a plan and scheme for converting the land

adjacent to the Bath-gardens into a public park

or recreation ground. The land in question is

already tho property of the Corporation, and is

33 i acres in extent. It is proposed to enclose

with a light fence about seven acres, lying

between Mr. Joyce’s garden and the Mill Hill,

and by filling in the ditches and levelling the

ground make it available as a play-ground and

for /Hies and parades. The entrance, provided

the scheme bo canded out, will be through a

pair of iron gates fixed in the line of the fence

of Mr. Joyce’s garden, where an ornamental

cottage for the park-keeper’s residence is to.be

erected.
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rBOM IRELAND.

Ballycastle. — The foundation-etono of five

houses and a tower has been laid at Ballycastle,
for the Coast'gnard buildings, where the Govern-
ment have obtained a site and two statute acres
of land on the Boyd estate, adjoining the Coast-
guard-station. The site is on an eminence,
commanding an extensive view of Bathlin
Island, the hills of Scotland, Fairhead, Glen-
sheasko, and Knocklayd Hill. The contractor is

Mr. Mathew M'Clellandj of Derry.

POPLAR BOARD OP WORKS NEW BOARD
ROOM AND OFFICES.

Tiie Poplar Board of Works at a recent meet-
ing entrusted the erection of their proposed new
ofBces to the joint firms Messrs. Hills & Fletcher
and Messrs, A. & 0. Harston, who, it will bo re-
membered, gained the first and second prize
respectively in the competition decided in
Jane, 1867.

PUBLIC WORKS IN INDIA.

Tun following gentlemen have recently been
selected from among 250 candidates for tempo-
rary service in the Public Works Department in
India in the nndermeiitioned grades:

—

Execudve Engineen, Jbu. th Grade.—Mr. C. C. A (Bey,
Mr. . J. B. Gierke, Mr. T. P. 8. Crostliwait, Mr.
W. J. W. Heath, Mr. W. Henderson, Mr. G. P. J. Hood,
Mr. G. H. Howe, Mr. H. M. Mathews. Mr. R. Beynolds.
and Mr. T. T. Ryan.
AssUiant.Evgineera, Firat Grade.—hlv. J. P. Bell. Mr

J. A. Coghlan, Mr. H. W. Clift, Mr. C. H. Crudaee, Mr
R. Foley, Mr. A. D. For, Mr. C. E. Gael, Mr. H. b.
Hallett, Mr. R. M. Henderson, Mr. E. J. Jones, Mr.
G. N. R. Lambert, Mr. J. C. Ledger, Mr. G. W. Mac-

g
torge, Mr. T. B. Morris, Mr. J, Ramsay, Mr. S. A.
eade, Mr. H. 8. Ridings, Mr. H. T. Tanner, Mr. W. B.

Taylor, Mr. R. Winder.
Aeeitiiint Engineera, Second Grade.— Mr. G. C P

Barnards, Mr, J.W. Brassington, Mr.E. Bullock, Mr. P. b!
Cnnuinj.’ham, Mr. R. H. Denny, Mr. R. Fogerty, Mr.
A. B. George, Mr. W. C. Hosking, Mr. J. E. Hilton, Mr
R. B. Joyner, Mr. T. W. Miles, Mr. E. D. Morgan, Mr
E. E. Oliver, Mr. W. C. Owen, Mr, P. Reynolds, Mr.
W. P. Richardson, Mr. U. Rigge, Mr. F. Robertson,
Mr. C. B. Target, Mr, A. Valentine.

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.
East Barkwith .—The parish church, which is

dedicated to St, Mary Virgin, has been re-opened
after restoration and addition of a north aisle.
The nave and sonth aisle also have been re-
stored, and the chancel, which was built about
twenty years ago, refitted. The seats, which
are alt free, and subject only to the allotment of
the churchwardens, are of pitch pine, the pulpit
of the same material. The floor tiles are by
Messrs. Minton. The stained -glass memorial
east window, in three compartments, is the work
of Messrs. Lavers, Barraud, & Westlake. The
subjects are the bearing of the cross, the cruci-
fixion, and the intombment. The reredos was
done by Messrs. Bell & Co., of London, and con-
tains a statuary marble cross, enriched with gold,
with angels painted in the side panels, and with
mouldings decorated with mosaics. The chancel
works were done by Mr. Withers, of London.
The architect of the nave was Mr. Atkinson, of
York. The carving of the stone corbels which
support the principals of the roof represent the
Christian course (the infant children blessed by
the Saviour, guided by the guardian angel, the
cross held out by the angel as the race goes on
followed by the crown as the reward, ending in
prayer and praise in heaven) was the work, as
was that of the chancel, of Mr. Earp, of London.
The builders employed were Messrs. Pattinaon,
of Ruskington, near Sleaford. Considerable
portions of the ancient strncture still remain.
The old tower, the porch, with St. Mary holding
the infant Jesus in her arms, the arcade of the
sonth aisle, and the ancient font, with the
emblems of the Passion on the panels, are almost
untouched. There is also a narrow lancet win-
dow at the west end of the south aisle, showing
that some parts of the church date from the
beginning of the thirteenth century. It had
been closed up with bricks, and on these being
cleared away it was observed by the workmen
that there were marks of there having once been
a shutter, with a bolt, &c. In the restoration
this window had to be in great measure pulled
down, but it was rebuilt, under the rector’s

some of the parishioners, men, women, and
children, and their friends, to the number of
about 400, wore feasted by the rector and chief
parishioners.

Hehnsley .—The ancient church of Holmsley,
in the North Riding of Yorkshire, has been re-
stored at the cost of the late and the present
Lord Fevorsham, and re-opened by the Arch-
bishop of York. The restoration (almost the
rebnilding) has occupied nearly two years. The
work was commenced in 1866, by the late lord,
under the advice of Messrs. Banks & Barry, of
London, architects. At his death during last
year the work was far advanced, and it has now
been completed by his eldest son and successor.
In the course of the works of restoration, it has
been found impossible to retain much more than
the south wall of the nave, the arcade between
the nave and north aisle, the old arch into the
chancel, and the lower part of the tower. It
was found that alterations and repairs had been
going on in the chancel and transepts, which bad
so shaken and loosened their walls that rebuild-
ing was imperative, bat the examination of them
revealed the positions and sizes of the old
windows which had been walled np, and enabled
the architects to reprodnee, in all essential fea-
tures, Helmsley church as it existed in the
eleventh century. The old pitch of the gables
and of the roofs has been restored, and the late
windows have been replaced by the original
deeply-recessed round and lancet openings. The
west gallery has been removed, and the tower,
with its arch, thrown open to the church. The
old chancel arch and that to the south door have
been preserved and their mutilations repaired.
The whole of the internal seating is renewed in
oak, while externally a new south porch has been
built, the incoDgruons upper part of the tower
renewed and replaced by a belfry stage and pin-
nacles of early character, and a lych-gate of
the old familiar type has been inserted in the
south wall of the burial-ground, immediately
opposite the south entrance. The whole of these
works have been carried out by Messrs. Barton
& Smith, of Helmsley. The chancel windows
and some in the transepts have been filled with
stained glass by Messrs. Hardman, of Birming-
ham. The treatment of the eastern triplet being
illustrative of the dedication of the church to All
Saints

; the centre light contains the Saviour in
a sitting attitude, of heroic size, iu the act of re-
ceiving and blessing the bands of saints, prophets,
martyrs, and ooufeasora, groups of whom fill the
lights on each side, whilefoursingle-light windows
in the sides of the chancel contain figures of the
Evangelists. Messrs. Brown & Downing, of
Birmingham, have supplied the metal work in
the gas standards, gates, &c., and the pavement
of the chancel is designed in encaustic tiles manu-
factured by Messrs. Maw & Co., the nave and
transept floors having tiles of plainer character
made by Messrs. Watkin, of Burslem. An organ
has been given by the Earl of Peversham. It is
from Messrs. Walker & Son, London. The in-
strument is erected on the north side of the nave,
and its front pipes are gilded and illuminated!
A_ new clock by Messrs. Moor, of Clerkenwell,
with musical chimes at every quarter of the
hours, has been provided, and the old peal of
bells has been examined and rehnng by Messrs.
Hears, of Whitechapel, the largest of them (found
cracked) having been recast. The entire expense
has been upwards of 10,0001,

Rickinghall Superior.—The parish church has
been restored and re-opcned. The restorations
recently efiected have brought to a completion a
work inaugurated a year or two ago by the
restoration of the chancel. The floor of the
nave (formerly on a level with the chancel) has
been lowered 30 in., and paved with red and
bufi" tiles; those with which the chancel is

paved are red and black. The decayed roof of
the nave, which was of oak, has' been replaced
by one of stained Memel deal, of the same
pattern as the old one, with traceried spandrels,
circular riba, and moulded principals, supported
on stone corbels. The inside walla have been
stripped of the old plaster and fresh stuccoed,
and the whole of the stojie-work has been freed
from accumulated coatings of whitewash, and
repaired. A gallery at the tower end of the
church has been taken down, and the tower-
arch thrown open to the church

; a two-light
window in the tower has been restored and filled
with cathedral glass. All the wiodows in the
nave have also been repaired and glazed with
cathedral glass, with a white margin, and a few
fragments of stained glass have been collected

tions is the removal of the high old-fashioned
pews, which have given place to oaken benches,
rather too close together. Over the south porch
there is a chamber, oi’ parvise, reached by a
stone staircase. This, until recently, was used
as a Inmber-room, but it has been thoroughly
cleaned, and is now fitted up as a vestry. The
staircase to what was formerly the rood-loft was
until the recent alterations filled with brick,
work, done by a churchwarden of past time,
who was a maker of bricks, of which some 2,000
were thus disposed of. On removing the pews
on the south side of the nave a piscina was
brought to light. The north door of the eburoh
has been re-opened, after being closed for thirty
years. The church doors have been newly con*
structed of oak, with ornamental hinges, &c., of
wrought iron. The roof of the nave has been
covered with slate. The exterior walls of the
church (which are mainly of flint) are in good
repair, but Macfarlane’s gutter has been affixed
to the eaves. In the chancel is an organ of
seven stops, by Mr. Conaoher, of Huddersfield,
which was opened at Eastor last, and has been
purchased by subscription. The whole of the
recent work (which has occupied about five
months) was undertaken by Mr. Chas. Bishop, of
Dies, and has been exeonted by him under the
snpervision of the architect, Mr. Fawcett, of
Cambridge. The glazing was done, under Mr,
Bishop’s directions, by Mr. Herbert Orsbourne,
of Stowmarket. The total outlay will amount
to between 800Z. and 1,000J.

Paddington ,—A new church has been opened
at Paddington, near the north end of West-
bourne-road. At the ceremony a largo number
of clergymen vested in their cassooks and stoles
attended, and thelaity from St. Alban’s, All Saints’,
Margaret-street, and other ehurches were pre-
sent at the services. The now church is dedi-
cated to St. Mary Magdalene. At present the
chancel and nave alone are completed, there
being but a temporary roof. Mr. Street is the
architect.

Millioall ,—The foundation-stone has been laid
of the new church of St. Luke at Millwall, in
place of the temporary iron building erected in
a great measure by the liberality of the Bishop of
London’s Fund some few years since. The ohnrcli
willbebuiltof Kentishragstone, withBathfaoings,
and the ground on which it will stand has been
granted by Lady Margaret Charteris. The sito
is at the end of StraSbrd-street, The arohiteot
is Mr. E. L. Blaokbume; and the builder Mr.
Howard.

ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH-BUILDING
NEWS.

orders, with its largo internal splay, Ac., pre. and placed in the windows on the north side of
oisely as before. The day after the re-opening

|

the nave. A chief feature of the recent altera-

Oloucest&r.—A new church on the old site in
Northgate-street was opened in March, 1860.
That church was designed by Mr. Gilbert Blonnt,
of London, architect, and was in the Gothic stylo
of the second period of the pointed arch. The
parts of the building completed at the opening
were the chancel, the lady chapel, the sacristy,
and about two-thirds of the nave and the aisles,

and the cost was 2,5003. In 1864, new schools
were built, at a cost of about 6001. In August,
1867, the works needed to complete the original
design were begun, and now they have been
well-nigh finished, at a cest of about 5,0003. The
original design was that the total internal length
should be 101 ft., the width 39 fr. 6 in., and the
height 41 ft. The chief part of the new work is

the addition of a tower and spire. The total
height is about 180 ft. The style is the
Decorated of the fourteenth century. Above the
tower is an open lantern with double windows on
eitherside, having marble shafts : rising from that
is the broached spire, crocketed to the first band,
canopied, ornamented, sculptured near the finial,

containing four two-light windows, and sur-
mounted by a metal weather-vane cross. Gar-
goyles spring from the tower, and in it has been
placed a clock, which was purchased at a cost of
about 1003. by Mr. W. Ellis, solicitor. There is

a ringing-loft, and provision is made for bells.
The lady-chapel has been rebuilt

; the chancel
roof has been altered; and the walls have been
rebuilt, hollow, so as to prevent dampness, and
hereafter to admit of fresco painting. As now
completed, therefore, the building consists of
nave, north and south aisle, baptistery, chancel,
lady-ohapel, cloister leading to robing-room, and
organ-gallery at the west end. The columns of
the gallery front are of Devonshire marble. The
arcades of the nave consist of six columns on
each side,—those of the chancel of four colnmns
on each side : the latter are of Devonshire
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marble. The floor of the chancel baa been re-

laid with Minton’s encauatic tiles, and the Forest

stone steps have been altered. The monlded
ceiling is new, and has groined arches with

carred terminations. All the windows are now
filled with tinted cathedral glass} bnt it is

hoped that this will be replaced thronghout with

painted glass. The work has been carried out

by Messrs. Wingate, builders, of Gloucester
;
the

clerk of the works was Mr. Reynolds. Messrs.

Hardman & Co., of Birmingham, supplied all the

metal work—the vane, six or seven crosses, the

chancel gates, and so on. The new organ, sup-

plied by Mr. Williams of Cheltenham, is the

largest instrument in Gloucester, next to those

at the Cathedral and the Shirehall : the cost

was between 4001. and 500Z.

Windsor.—On the octave of the Feast of

St. Edward the Confessor, once King of England,
the new church, dedicated to his name, and
erected in the Alma-road at Windsor, was opened
with a grand Pontifical High Mass. The portion

of the church already completed comprises the

nave, 80 ft. in length and 51 ft. in width, with

north and south aisles : to the latter of these is

appended the Lady Chapel, or Riley Chantry, and
a south porch. The style is English, of the latter

part of the thirteenth century. The edifice is built

of Kentish rag, with quoins and dressings of

freestone. The church is fully open to view on
all sides. A niche in the gable over the west
window contains a seated figure of Edward the

Confessor. The chancel and the proposed north-

west tower and spire are still wanting to complete

the outline of the achitectnral group and the

symmetry of the interior. There are five arches

on each side of the nave, with clustered columns
and moulded capitals. The clearstory windows
are arched and cusped, surmounted by a roof

of open timber-work supported on slender sbafes.

The temporary high altar at the east end of the

nave is raised beneath a monlded arch, with
clnstered and banded columns, and destined to

open into the foture sanctuary. The east end
of ' the south aisle communicates with the Riley
Chantry, a tranaeptal chapel, with arched and
panelled roof. The rose window over the lady

altar is embellished with stained glass by
Messrs. Hardman & Co. The principal light is

admitted by two traceried windows towards the

south, prepared for figures of patron saints. The
floor and steps are laid with Minton’s encaustic

tiles of ornamental patterns, colonrs, and borders.

The blank arches towards the north are intended

to open from the chantry to the chancel, and
to correspond with other two, on the opposite

side, for the tribnne. The works have been
carried out by the contractor, Mr. E. W. Kelly,

of Windsor, from the designs and under the

supervision of Mr. C. A. Buckler, of London,
architect. The cost of the church is upwards of

4,0001., raised by voluntary contributions. The
stone pulpit is the gift of Mr. Kelly, the builder

;

and the font is given by Mr. T. Kelly. The
organ was built by the Messrs. Beviugton &
Sons.

STAINED GLASS.

Knipton Church (Grantham). — Memorial
windows of the late Duke and Duchess of Rut-
land have been erected in this church. That to

the memory of the duke is fixed in the east end
of the north transept. It consists of three

lights, the middle one containing the Raising of

Lazarus, the dexter the Good Samaritan, and
the sinister Abraham offering his son Isaac,

illustrative of the Christian graces of hope,

charity, and faith. Below the central light are

the arms of the Duke and Duchess of Rutland.

The memorial window to the duchess, which is

fixed iu the south side of the nave, contains two
lights, representing the Raising of Dorcas. An
inscription at the bottom of each window records

that they were erected in memory of the duke
and duchess by the villagers of Knipton.

§ij0ks

Letters on Natural Magic, addressed to Sir Walter
Scott, by Sir David Bre'U'ster, F.R.S. New
edition. London : William Tegg. 1868.

This edition of Sir David Brewster’s charming
and well-known letters on natural magic is pre-
faced with a somewhat elaborate paper “ On the
Being and Faculties of Man,” by Mr. J, A. Smith,
and has at the end an account of additional

phenomena of natural magic, including par-

ticulars of some of the Polytechnic inventions.

Transactions of the London and 3Iiddlesex

Archceological Society. Vol. III., Part IX. J.

Parree, Strand.

The new Part of the “ London Arcbmological

Society’s Transactions ” is veiy interesting and
readable. It includes the paper by Mr. W. P.

Griffith, F.S.A., on St. John’s Priory, Clerken-

well} notes of various Roman remains recently

discovered in London and Middlesex
;
and an

account of the church of Sb. Mary Somerset,

Upper Thames-street (about to be pulled down
with the exception of the tower), written by
Mr. Milbourn, arobibect. “ Grub-street,” by
Mr. Campkiu, F.S.A., should also be mentioned.

The Manchester Town Hall.—On Monday
last the foundation-stone of the Manchester
town-ball was laid by the mayor of Manchester,
Mr. Robert Neill. A procession, consisting of

most of the city dignitaries, military and civil

authorities, left the town-hall at 12.30, and pro-

ceeded to the site in Albert-square, where the

stone was laid with the ordinary formalities. Mr.
Bazley, M.P. ;

Mr. Jacob Bright, M.P. } Mr.
Cheetham, M.P.} Mr. E. N. Phillips, M.P.} and
Mr. Fildes, M.P., were present. A public ban-

quet took place afterwards in the town-ball. We
have given a view of the proposed building.

Fete in Honour of a Village Pump.

—

There was a well dressing at Pilsiey, not long

since, according to the Derhyshire Advertiser.

During the summer the whole of the inhabitants

bad been supplied with water from the village

pump, and people from Tibshelf, Morton, North
Wingfield, and other places, bad been largely

dependent upon it for supplies. Notwithstand-
ing it has been such a remarkable season the

well has never been exhausted. The grateful

inhabitants consequently determined to do
honour to the pump, and it was gaily decorated

with flags, evergreens, &c. Abont 400 people

sab down to tea in the large room at the Horse

Shoes Inn. Towards the expenses 141. had
been subscribed, and the women and children

were allowed tea free. A musical band was in

attendance.

Roman Remains at Cowes.—Having obtained

permission to excavate the garden at the extreme
point of Gurnard Bay, the Rev. E. Kell has,

during the last few weeks, uncovered two rooms
and the wall of a third room of the Roman build-

ing discovered on this spot in 1864. The garden

formed the site of Gurnard fort, which, so late

as 1635, was in a state of defence, though now
no trace of it remains. The Roman building,

the entire of which has now been uncovered, was
about 70 ft. in length by 13 ft. 6 in. in breadth,

and consisted of five rooms in a line. The two
rooms at the west end had tesselated pavements
of a common kind, made from tiles. The build-

ing had been consumed by fire. Among articles

found were a large quantity of hexagonal stone

roofing-tiles, fragments of a mortarium, a Roman
fibula, and a lady’s bracelet. This Roman
building stood at the termination of Rue-street,

which is considered the point at which the Isle

of Wight was united to the main-laud of Hants.

The Ne'v.' Street from Blackfriars to the
Mansion House.—The Metropolitan Board of

Works, deeming it desirable that their works
along the new street from Blackfriars to the

Mansion House should be carried on under the

same management as that of the railway as far

as possible, with a view to expedition and
economy, have made arrangements with the

Metropolitan District Railway Company whereby
the company have undertaken the formation of

the sewer and subway at the same time as their

railway, up to the point where the railway and

street will diverge, for the sum of 23,0001. The
portion to be constructed by tbe railway com-

pany is that east of St. Andrew’s-hOl. while

that portion west of Chatham-place is included

in the Thames Embankment contract. No. 3 }
but

there remained an intermediate space of about

700 fc., and a short length of vaults, the execu-

tion of which has been given to Mr. Webster at

the rates of payment specified in the schedule of

prices attached to hia contract for the portion

of the embankment from the Temple to Black-

friars Bridge, the estimated cost being 10,0001.

Society of Engineers.—At the next meeting,
Monday evening, 2nd November, a paper will be
read on “ Modem Gas Works at Home and
Abroad,” by Mr. Henry Gore.

Architecture at the Royal Academy.—

A

course of lectures on architecture will be
delivered by Mr. G. G. Scott, R.A., professor of

architecture, at tbe Royal Academy, ou the 4tb,

11th, 18tb, and 25th of March.

English Church in Constantinople. — The
English memorial church at Constantinople has

been consecrated. On the occasion, the Greek
Patriarch paid the unprecedented compliment of

sending his vicar and a bishop to be present.

Stable Fittings.—The well-known proprietors

of the Ann-streot Iron Works, Belfast, Messrs.

Musgrave, Brothers, have issued a new and
varied illustrated catalogue of stable, cowhouse,

piggery, and kennel fittings, stoves, and drain-

age and flooring materials, park-gates and
fencing, cast-iron bridges, Ac. Mncb practical

information is conveyed in this catalogue, which
seems to have been carefully prepared, and at

considerable cost. Messrs. Musgrave’s fittings

have an excellent character.

The Balance-cone Chimney Guard.—This

invention consists in the construction of a hollow

cone, in three parts, held together by three out-

side partitions or fans, attached edgewise at

equal distances. The fans bold the pieces of the

cone Buffloiently apart to allow a current of air

to pass through in an upward direction, which
ventilates the cone, with the view of causing an
increase of the np-draoght in the chimney. The
cone is balanced with nicety on a universal

joint, and at such a height with relation to its

centre of gravity that it can be easily moved by
the wind, which causes it to shield the windward
side of the chimney or shaft, while the smoke
escapes to leeward beneath and between the

divisions of the cone. Tbe idea is very ingenious ;

and the invention, W’e should think, is one that

will work well, if tbe joint do nob get corroded

and stiff. It seems well worth a trial.

The Singapore Gas Company, Limited.

—

From the directors’ report for the half-year

ending 30th of June, 1868, presented to the

shareholders at the extraordinary general

meeting, on the 27th of October, it appears

that the profits on this undertaking for the half-

year are 1,0601. 48., which, together with

45Z. 168. 4d., the unappropriated profit of the

preceding half-year, makes the available balance

1,1061. Os. 4d. Out of this sum tbe directors

recommend the declaration of a dividend at the

rate of 7k per cent, per annum, less income-tax,

on tbe preference capital }
and a dividend at the

rate of 4 per cent, per annum on the amounts
paid up on the original capital, free from income-

tax. The coal question is still causing some
anxiety, rates of freight ruling high from Aus-

tralia. A cargo of coals which arrived from

Australia in May last, fully answered expecta-

tion
}
they produced 9,200 cubic feet of gas per

ton, of 13i candles illuminating power, and 40

bushels of good hard coke.

Dock Accommodation at Cardiff.—The new
dock works on the estate of tbe Marqnis of

Bute at Cardiff are being executed with groat

rapidity. The powers conferred by Parliament

on the trustees of the marquis included the

construction of a low-water pier and a basin of

dimensions so large that it will present the

appearance of a dock rather than a basin. What
locked like a few piles at the commencement of

early summer is now a pier extending out to the

mouth of the river Taff, with a tramway laid

upon it the entire distance
}
whilst at the head

the arrangenients, by means of a pontoon and a

lift worked by hydraulic arrangements for the

landing of passengers, and the loading and un-

loading of goods, are of the most complete

description. The pier forms a breakwater for

tbe approaches to the docks. The basin that is

to be is rapidly assuming shape, so far as the

work of excavating goes, and the masonry has

been formally commenced. The weekly estimate

of money paid in wages and materials is from

10,0001, to 12.0001. the Bridgwater canal

sinks into insignificance when compared with

the outlay on the Bute Dock works, the rapidity

of their execution, and their influence upon tbe

development of the trade of a district. A scheme

is said to be under consideration for having

rapid saloon steatnors between the Bute pier

and that of Portisbead, by which the distance

from Cardiff to Bristol will be accomplished in

an hour and a half.
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The Newaek Hospital.—It is in contempla-
tion to make extensive alterations in the Newark
Town and District Hospital, with a view of
rendering it more efficient than its present
limited space enables the governors to make it.

The building was not erected for the purposes of
an hospital

j and the space and accommodation
do not amount to half of what is necessary. It

is intended to make application to the Town
Council to appropriate the whole of the site of
the present buildings.

Large Ridi.vg School in America.—A fine
riding school has just been erected at Pough-
keepsie, a place already well known for its

educational institutions, and especially for those
of the more practical sort, such as Eastman’s
Business College, and the Vassar Female College.
The new institution is for the especial benefit of
the latter. In point of size, it is second only to
the Riding Gallery of the Military Academy at
West Point. The building is 156 ft. long by
130 ft. wide. It was designed by Mr. J. A.
Wood, of that place, architect, and is built of
brick, ornamented. It contains a gymnasium,
81 ft. long, with a width of 30 ft., and a height
of 23 ft., a billiard-room, 30 ft. by 52 ft., a bowl-
ing alley, 30 ft. by 82 ft., a number of dressing-
rooms, and stalls for twenty-three horses. The
cost may be pub at 56,000 dollars.

Important Discovert in the Manufacture
OF Steel.—The Times' City article says :—Great
interest is stated to attach to the successful
operation of a process patented by Mr. Heaton,
of the Langley Mill, in the Erewash Valley, by
which inferior iron is made into first-class steel,
thus utilising for the higher purposes of manu-
facture vast deposits of ore hitherto condemned
to the lowest rank. The process is chemical and
not mechanical, and a great economy of time
and labour appears thus to be secured. Nitrate
of soda is the agent employed, and the personal
investigations of Professor Miller, of King’s
College, vice-president of the Royal Society,
and Mr. Robert Mallet, F.R.S., together with
the results of experiments by Mr. D. Kirkaldy
as to the tensile and resisting strength of the
steel manufactured by this method, appear to
be conclusive as to its efficiency, placing the
steel upon an equality with Low Moor and
Bowling. The saving in cost of production is

said to be several pounds a ton.

Proposed Assembly-Rooms, Ramsgate.— A
scheme is now on baud for the erection of
Assembly-rooms in this town. It is proposed
to erect a building for this purpose in High-
street and George-street. Plans and specifica-
tions of the proposed building have already been
drawn up by Mr. Bridge, architect, and the
ground has been pnrchased. The idea at pre-
sent is that the capital should be 10,0001., a large
portion of which has been subscribed. The
entrance will be from the High-street, and the
grand hall will be in dimensions about 120 ft.

long by 55 ft. wide. Entrance to the hall will
be obtained by a grand staircase. The decora-
tions of the room itself will be in the Italian style.
In case of fire there will be four ways of escape.
The roof immediately above the orchestra will be
devised asashelljandtheceilingwill be elliptical.

Ventilation will be obtained from the roof, and an
apparatus will be constructed for the admission
of cool air, but without forming a draught. It is

contemplated to build a colonnade of shops on
the ground-floor.

Proposed Infirmary for Oldham. — At a
meeting recently held for the purpose of con-
sidering the propriety of erecting an infirmary
at Oldham, with the l,000i. granted from the
Lancashire Relief Fund, a committee was ap-
pointed to make the necessary inquiries and
report. A meeting has just been held at the
Town-hall for the purpose of considering the
report and taking proceedings thereon. The
report recommended—first, a dispensary with
the necessary apartments and offices for the
resident staft’and servants, and, if possible, two
or three rooms for special cases where quiet and
isolation were necessary j second, an infirmary
containing separate rooms for male and female
patients, arranged so as to afford about 1,500
cubic ft, of air to each bed, of which it was pro-
posed to begin with twenty. The committee
were of opinion that the proposed buildings
would cost at least 6,O00Z.

;
and, in addition to

this, 4,000Z. should bo added for purchase of
site, furniture, &c. j and they therefore recom-
mended that a sum of 10,OOOZ. be raised. The
entire amount subscribed by the meeting was
2,655Z.

An Art-fund Memorial.—An art fund for the
benefit of Irish artists is to be established as a
memorial of the late Judge Berwick, of the
Dublin Bankruptcy Court, who was killed by the
Abergele accident.

An Orchard - house. — Under the title of
Orchard-houses in the Midland Counties,” a cor-

respondent of the Notts Guardian thus describes
an orchard-honse, in which peaches, apricots,
nectarines, plums, cherries, mulberries, pears, and
apples, are grown, as well as grapes, interspersed
with flowers, snch as camelias, and with herbs.
The house is 80 ft. long, 30 fL wide, and 7 ft.

high at the sides
;

the walks are paved with
black and red tiles, in a diamond pattern, and
beneath the flooring at the south end is a large
cistern, which collects the whole of the rain-

water which falls from the roof. Its aspect is

north and south, thus enabling the sun’s rays to

travel over the bouse, and avoiding the excessive
heat at mid-day, when they fall direct upon a
slanting roof: the position in which an orchard-
house is placed contributes materially to
its success. Tbe house was erected about
four years ago, somewhat after the model
of the houses belongiug to Mr. Pearson, of
Chilwell : it is glazed at the ends and sides with
16-oz. glass, and the roof with 20-oz. glass : the
roof is also made in separate lights, and, if occa-
sion require, tbe whole structure can be removed
without breaking a pane of glass. The building,
complete, was erected for less than 200Z. There
are about seventy peaches and nectarines, fifty

plums, forty pears, ten apples, thirty cherries,
twenty apricots, and twenty vines : the whole
stock cost about 40Z. The orchard-house is

pleasant at all times of the year, in winter as
well as summer. On each side are the trees,

packed together as closely as possible, the pots
imbedded in litter : thus is frost prevented from
attacking the roots, and the little of it which
gets into the house does good rather than harm.
About Christmas last year the house presented
the appearance of a winter garden,

Liability of Employers.—The case, as be-
tween master and servant, is another in which
actions for negligence are very commonly
brought. A careful perusal of the Lord Chan-
cellor’s judgment in the late case of Wilson v.

Merry, in the House of Lords (see 13 Sol. Jour.,

858), will perhaps throw more light than any-
thing else on the true principles which govern
this case. The question is, whether there has
been negligence on the part of the master in
anything which he undertakes, as between him-
self and his servant, to do. He does not under-
take personally to superintend the work ; but, if

he does not do so, he undertakes to employ rea-
sonably competent persons for the purpose. He
does not, however, warrant the competency of
these or of any other of his servants, but is only
bound to select such as, so far as his means of
knowledge go, he has reason to believe compe-
tent. If he does personally superintend the
work, he undertakes, doubtless, to bring to bear
upon it a reasonable and ordinary amount of
skill and of care. He also undertakes to pro-
vide proper and efficient materials and plant for
the work ; but here, again, he does not warrant
the sufficiency, but need only do his best to fur-
nish what is required. And this duty of seeing
to the materials, &c., is not one which he is

bound to attend to personally, but he may em-
ploy another presumably competent person to
do that, as well as the rest of the work, and ho
will not be liable for that person’s default : see
Feltham v. England, 15 W. R. 151, L. R. 3 Q. B.
33. We believe that the above is substantially
a correct summary of the effect of the very
numerous cases which have recently been decided
on this branch of our subject, and it will furnish
a solution of all master and servant cases.
Possibly, however, we ought to add that the
master does undertake, as regards hia servants,
that ho will perform any statutory duty imposed
on him with respect to the manner in which his
business should be carried onj for instance, with
respect to the fepcing of machinery, the ventila-
tion of a mine, and so on. We have, however,
already remarked on this subject in our last
article. It remains only to add that of conrse
even where there is a breach of the duty above
defined on the part of tbe master, the doctrine
of contributory negligence of the plaintiffapplies
as in other cases. So that a servant who works
with materials or implements which he knows to
bo unsafe, cannot recover against his master, nor
can he if he has equal means of knowledge of
their condition with his master.

—

Solicitor's

Journal,

New Blackfriars Bridge.—The capitals for
tbe columns have been modelled by Mr. J.
Birnie Philip, and will be executed in Portland
stone.

Huddersfield Borough Surveyor. — The
town council have appointed Mr. Abbey, borough
surveyor, at a salary of 350Z., Mr, Abbey pro-
viding the necessary clerks, and not giving up
his private practice. Offices are to be provided
by the town.

Bad Work in Islington.—At a meeting of
the Islington Board of Guardians last week,
Mr. Fairbank, in the course of the business,
said, two stone buildings which had been raised
in the parish had lately been found to be sicking.
Mr. Higgins, the surveyor, had visited them, and
had found that instead of concrete being laid as
a foundation, ballast only had been used, and the
consequence was that there would be an expense
of 200Z. to make them good. Clerks of tho
works wore employed when these places were
built, and yet these things had been overlooked.

Opening of the New Market, Smithfield.
At the last Court of Common Council, Mr. H. L.
Taylor announced that the formal opening of tbe
new market would, in all probability, take place
on the 14th of November, and that an applica-
tion had been made to the Prince of Wales to be
present and perform the ceremony. His Royal
Highness, in reply, however, had expressed his
regret that he was unable to do so, having made
all his arrangements for leaving England pre-
vious to that date. The matter, Mr. Taylor
added, would therefore be left in the hands of
the Lord Mayor for the time being and the cor-

poration.

Lecture on Ventilation of Schools, &c.

—

The last lecture of a course has been given in

the Bedford Rooms, by Mr. E. T. Craig, of Ox-
ford, The subject of ventilation of dwellings,
school-rooms, and public buildings was shown
to have an important relation to health. Mr.
Craig directed attention to the utter neglect of
proper means of ventilation in dwelling-houses,
and the great mortality from consumption and
preventible causes of disease. He also made
some practical suggestions on the ventilation of
bed-rooms and school-rooms. Resolutions in
accordance with the lecturer’s ideas were pro-
posed by the chairman and carried unani-
mously.

The Cumberland New Gaol. — At the last

Quarter Sessions for the county of Cumberland,
the county surveyor stated that if he had gone
down to a solid foundation for the new prison it

would have put the county to 5,OOOZ. additional
expense, and as they were about to commence
another part of the building he wished to know
whether the county would rather have that por-
tion erected in the same manner as the other
portion, with a liability to crack, or they would
go down to a solid foundation, with a certain coat
of 1,700Z. additional. Mr. Spedding said he
had understood from Mr. Reddin that one reason
why the building had cracked was that the con-
crete had not had time to harden. The county
surveyor said that was so ; they had been obliged
to build within a few days of the concrete being
laid. Mr. Spedding suggested that arrangements
should be made to give the concrete time to
harden. The chairman said the gaol committee
would see to it.

The Birmingham School of Art.—The
Birmingham Journal, reprinting and comment-
ing on our recent mention of tho School of Art
in that important town, says,—“We quite agree
with the writer of these remarks

j
and we may

add that other considerations make the sug-
geated improvement still more desirable. Tho
School of Art occupies part of the Midland
Institute building, and the Institute is so ranch
in want of room that it is becoming absolutely
necessary to take into its own use the space
now occupied by the School of Art. But this
cannot be done until other accommodation is

provided for the school. The subject has been
very often pressed upon the attention of the
Institute Council, and it is to bo hoped that
something practical may soon be attempted.
Both institutions would benefit by the change*
The School of Art would get more suitable ac-

commodation, and the Institute would obtain
the room now so urgently wanted for its in-

creasing classes. At present both the School of
Art and the Institute are prevented from ex-
panding, the space at their disposal being so
comparatively limited and so fully occupied that
not another student can be crammed into it.”
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Library toe STArroRDSiiiRE.—The -widow of

the late Mr. William Salt, a Staffordshire gentle-

man, has given to that county a library valued

at 8,0001.

The French Gallery.—The nsnal Winter

Exhibition of Cabinet Pictures by British and
foreign artists in the French Gallery will be

open to the public next Monday.

Eccleshall Church seriously injured by

FiEE.—Eccleshall parish church has been on

fire. The north aisle, the tower end, and the

vestry were gutted, and the wood-work of the

roof was destroyed. The north wall, supporting

the clearstory, was so greatly weakened as to

endanger the safety of the building, and men
were set to work to prop it up. The fire began
in a beam built into a chimney of the new
warming apparatus. The damage, it is said,

cannot be less than 1,0001. or 2,OOOZ. There

was unfortunately no insurance on the build-

ing.

The Yorkshire Wold Tumult. — The re-

searches of the Rev. Canon Greenwell, of

Durham, among the graves of the Britons on

the Potter Brompton Wolds, near Scarborough,

are being continued. Several archaeologists

have accompanied the reverend explorer, and
results of an interesting nature have been

brought out, particularly in a barrow 54 ft.

diameter and 1 ft. high. This bad a trench cut

round it being 23 ft. in the inner diameter, and
varying from ft. to 2^ ft. in width, and being

cut 21 ft. deep into the chalk. The circle was
incomplete, having at the south-east and south

side a space of 8 ft. not excavated. In this

trench, on the east and sonth side in a slight

oval hollow in the bottom, was the body of a man
doubled up. At the centre of the barrow, on

the natural surface, was the body of a young
person, of about sixteen years, doubled up. In

the grave below were the remains of at least

two persons, one old, one young, disturbed.

About 6 in. from the sonth side of the grave,

and 14 in. below the natural surface, was a burnt

body, and near it a red deer’s antler. The grave

was oval, 8i ft. by 6i ft. and 3^ ft. deep. In it

was the body of a young man. There were also

several portions of a “ drinking-cup,” and a flint

knife, 3 in. long, beautifully chipped on both

sides. The knife and cup probably belonged to

the disturbed bodies. The incomplete circular

trench accords with the circle of stones which,

whether with or without a tumulus is always

incomplete, as witness the so-called burial-places

called “ Druids’ circles.” Other barrows have

been opened. The whole of the unburnt burials

were of the round-headed (brachy - cephalic)

people. About five more openings will complete

the investigations on the north range of the

wolds.

Kitchen Boilers.—Mr. Hiller, chief engineer

of the National Boiler Insurance Company,
Manchester, writes as follows :—The recent ex-

plosion of a kitchen boiler at the United Hotel

suggests to me several points which are fre-

quently overlooked in the original construction

of such boilers. They are generally made and
set up by men who know nothing of steam pres-

sure, and are unable to calculate the strength of

such vessels. The feed is generally by a column

of water from a cistern placed in a convenient

position at or near the upper part of the build-

ing. Where the top of this inlet pipe is at a
high level above the boiler, the pressure will be
proportionately great, and, I believe, in many
cases reaches from 151b. to 201b. per square

inch in boilers not suitable for half that pres-

sure. The open escape-pipe is supposed to he an
outlet for any steam pressure which may be
generated, and thus a safety-valve is believed

—

erroneously—to be unnecessary. Such boilers

ought always to be made very strong, and to be
provided with safety-valves and suitable test-

taps, which could be tested without inconveni-

ence. The height of the outlet-pipe should also

be limited according to the strength of the

boiler. I would suggest the following to the

attention of all who use or may require such

boilers :—Their construction should be intrusted

to none bub those who possess the requisite

engineering knowledge to insure the boilers

being suitable for the purpose required. They
should be provided with a safety-valve and with
taps so fixed that the flow of the feed-water, «&c.,

may be tested. The boiler and all its connexions
should be regularly tested and examined by a
competent person. Were these precautions
taken, the risk of working such boilers would
be very much reduced.

Christian Mortar.—In New York, a maiden
lady has left all her property for the purpose of

building a chnrch, on condition that her body
and bones shall be made into mortar in which to

lay the corner stone. What conid have been
the leading motive for such a stipulation ? Was
it that she was determined to guard against the

possibility of being buried alive, or that she

desired, with her own body and bones, to help

to consolidate the church ?

The Suez Canal.—The directors of the Mari-

time Canal of Suez have published a table, show-

ing the general situation of the works on Sep-

tember 30. In the narrow channel and basin of

Port-Said, and along the canal to Suez, the total

to be extracted was 74,112,130 metres cube;

between August 15 and September 15, 2,081,367

were taken out
;
the total up to the present time

being 49,309,522. There remain to be removed
24,802,608. Fifty-eight dredging-machines are

at work, and two more are in preparation. The
number of labourers is 14,853.

Lichpield Cathedral.—Improvements have
recently been made in the lighting of the nave.

Mr. Atterton has accomplished the desired end
by fixing round the heads of the columns of the

nave sixteen jets. The result is a uniform body
of light, which, from its elevated position, is

singularly pleasant. This same workman is now
fitting four bays in the choir, with grilles of

ornamental ironwork. They are of a geometrical

pattern, from designs by Mr. G. G. Scott. Mr.

Atterton has also been engaged in lighting the

new chnrch of St. Augustine, Edgbaston.

Canynge Society, Bristol.—The anniver-

sary of the Canynge Society was held on Thurs-

day, the 22nd, commencing with divine service

in Redcliff Church. A very eloquent sermon
was preached by the Dean of Chichester (Dr.

Hook), at the conclusion of which a collection

was made in aid of the restoration fund. The
annual dinner took place at the College-green

Hotel, when upwards of one hundred ladies and
gentlemen sat down to a repast, the mayor pre-

siding. The annual report showed the steady

progress of the restoration, though it also stated

that the funds were very low ; and that, unless

a vigorous effort were made, the work would have
to be suspended. Several admirable speecbes

Royal Institute of British Architects,

—

The opening meeting will be held on Monday
next, the 2nd of November; when Mr. Tite, M.P.,

President, will deliver an Opening Address.

Several papers of arohibectural and archaeo-

logical interest have been promised for the

erening meetings, which will take place once a
fortnight, as usual.

Canal across the Panama Isthmus.—The
company which has been for some time en-

deavouring to arrange for the construction of a
canal across the Isthmus of Darien, or Panama,
to unite the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans, has at

length, it is stated, been definitely formed.

President Johnson and Mr. Seward are both

favourable to the plan.

Bath Heating.—The discussion on this sub-

ject in the Builder has led Mr. G. R. Havell to

invent and patent a stove for submergence in

the bath water to be heated by it. This new
stove can either be used with gas or with

spirit. The stove has holes for circulating the

water through it, and an air-shaft as well as a

chimney
;
and the gas can bo supplied to it

by an india-rubber pipe descending the air-

shaft, or spirit can be used by simply pouring it

down the air-shaft. The stove is lighted by
putting a lighted taper down through an opened

cap in the chimney. It will heat sufficient water

for a full-sized bath, it is said, in from twenty-

five to thirty minutes, by gas, at a cost of Is-d,

;

or in thirty to forty-five minutes by spirits,

though, doubtless, not at so small a cost. Stove-

piping added to the chimney leads the products

of combustion either into the fire-place or

through a window.

The Deluges in Switzerland.—A letter

from Berne gives some details concerning the

late torrents. The waters have now sub-

sided, and the roads and defiles across the Alps

are again open to commerce, so that the

authorities are able to ascertain the extent of the

damage done. There had already been two

great deluges in Switzerland since the com-

mencement of the present century—one in 1817

and the other in 1834; but that of 1868 has

been of wider extent and more destructive than

either. In the Ticino, the river of that name
swelled by the mountain torrents, submerged all

were delivered, among others by Archdeacon
i valley above Locarno for an extent of more

Denison, Mr. R. P. King, and the Rev. H. G-. 1

jjjygg^ At that town the water
Randall, after which the chairman announced I reached the windows of the first story of the
that the collection for the day amounted to about I jjggggg destroyed a large quantity of mer-
one hundred guineas.

j

chandise : the apartments on the ground-floor

Miserable Lealeshall . street. - At the a™ still filed with mad. Lake Maggiore rose

moetiag of the City Court of Sowers on Tnos- I
A?

day, the 20th instant, Mr. Deputy de Jersey in >=™a1 rises before the village, which is

the chair, tho principal clerk, Mr Daw, read a
' totally destroyed. Near Fajdo, Ohioggiogna

report from the Finance and Improvement I

Orovareggio, Lavorgno and Chmonico, vanoM

Committee, in reference to the plan for im-
i

bridges were destroyed, the road washed away,

proving Leldonhall.street and Fenohnroh.street, I

the honses filed with water, and the fields de-

at the eastern angle. The committee recom- h'estated. lornico
e u

mended that no fmther proceedings shonld be tb™jvn down, fonrteen mnndated and devastated

, , , r. ,v
^ ® tr. fVio fij-of. flnnr qnri f.wft Tniils ftnfi twfintv.nve

taken on account of the many pressing finan-

cial obligations of the commission to tho im-

provements at present in hand. The plan origi-

nally framed for making the improvement was
now recommended to be entirely given vp.

The Chairman observed that the snbject was
one of considerable importance, and perhaps

the better course would be, that the considera-

tion of the report should be adjourned until the

next meeting of the commission. Mr. Whiteside

agreed that that was’ the beat course that could

be pursued, and the suggestion was adopted.

Science Teaching in Southampton.—Dr.

to the first floor, and two mills and twenty-five

cow-houses were carried away. At Badio seven-

teen persons perished. Aquila, Torre, Lottigna,

Grumo, Aquarossa, Maralta, Dangio, Malvoglia,

and Semaine were all inundated, tho houses and
fields filled with sand and stones several foet

deep, and the cattle drowned. At Chiniasca, a

hamlet of the commune of Corzonese, not a stone

remained standing
;

eighteen persons were
drowned ; also five at Semaine, and as many
at Malvoglia. At Blegno alone the loss

is estimated at 1,200,000 fr. In the Valais,

the Viap inundated Turtmann, Echolz, Lal-

dern, Baltschild, Raron, Oberwald, Laache,

Bond, the principal of the Hartley Institution, Martigny, Ac., for a distance of twenty kilo-

has been delivering a course of lectures ou I metres. Tho dykes are destroyed, and all the

“Experimental Physics,” adapted for young ' villages more or less devastated. The loss in

persons, the greater part of the audience on the
;
1834 was estimated at 10,000,000 francs, a sam

occasion consisting of about 200 boys, who had
i
which the late loss will probably far exceed. The

been selected from the national and other eimi-
j

country will do what it can in the circumstan(^8,

lar schools in the neighboarhood, and who, with
;
but other countries should extend a helping

‘ '
hand to the Swiss, whom all respect. We are

glad to hear that, in addition to the subscriptions

which have been organised in France and

Switzerland for the relief of those who have

suffered from the floods, a subscription for the

same end has been started in London. The
distress which has been occasioned by this fear-

ful disaster is widespread, and we feel sure that

Swiss residents and our countrymen generally

will sympathise deeply with the unfortunate

sufferers, and subscribe generously towards their

relief. Information will be gladly afforded by

Mr. Carlo Gatbi, of Villiera-street, Strand, who

is a member of the Swiss Parliament, and was

in Switzerland during the rains.

their teachers, were admitted gratuitously to the

course. The object which Dr. Bond has had in

view in making this experiment, which has

grown out of a conference with the teachers

held a short time ago in the institution, was
twofold : firstly, to prepare a certain number of

the boys for the examinations of the Department
of Science and Art, and for competition for the

Local Science Exhibition, which has lately been

founded by the council of the institntion, in

conjunction with the Lords of the Privy Council,

for artisans in Southampton
;
and, secondly, to

lay the foundation of a regular system of science

teaching in the national schools of this neigh

I
bourhood.
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TENDEES.
For erecting Victoria Hotel, Peokham Rye. Drawings

supplied by Mr. Pierse Arthur
LoTcjoy £1,450 0 0

For alterations and additions to the Manor House,
Caterham, Sprey, for Mr. G. Parbury. Mr. Kieliard
Martin, architect. Quantities not sopplied:—

Gross. Old Materials. HotAmount,
Blyth £2.376 £95 £2.2S0
Ward 2,368 160 2,218
Eegi3(acooptedJ 2,220 ......... 130 2,090

For erection of shop and alterations to premises, Wal-
worth-road, for Mr. Edward Belcher. Mr P Arthur
architect :— *

Langdale £600 0 0
Sy.V 750 0 0

Heason 690 0 0
Brett 630 0 0
Davis (accepted) 610 0 0
Lane 595 q 0

Newbury, for
Mr. W. H. Care. Including old materials. Mr. J HMoney, arcbitect

Church £1_300 iq 0
Sargent 1,139 0 0
BUiott 886 0 0

For repairs to the Tiger Inn, Newbury, for the Trustees

tect — Money, arehi-

£128 10 0Samson HB 10 0
^V^ter lig 0 0

For building a dwelling-house at Marine-parade. Herne
Bey, for Mr. S. Dottridge. Mr. B. Adkins, architect—

Shrubsole £1,729 0 0
.. l,03g q q

Brown (accepted) 1,468 19 0
Lawsou

. 1 167 0 0
Harnett

. 1,320 0 0

For the erection of two shops and dwelling-houses in
Glouoester-street, Stroud, for Mr. Sebastian S. Dickin.
sou. Mr. Wm. Clissold, architect

Harper (accepted) £97G 0 0

For painting, decorating, &c., Castleton House. Wim-
bledon Common. Mr. J. Cox, architect

0 0
Ring & Sons 76o 0 0
Stapley 689 0 0
Gordon ., 680 0 0M Hae 483 0 0

For fire-brigade station, Amherst-road, IHackney. for
the Metropolitan Board of Works

Shurmur (accepted) £2,14fl 0 0

For rebuilding house and shop, Newington Causeway,
for Mr. A. Bunnett. Messrs. Henry Jarvis & Son. archi-
tects — ’

Hart
Thompson
Henshaw
Carter & Son..,
Richardson ...

Taylor
Colls & Son ...

Baguley

..£925 0

.. 830 0

.. 820 0

For the erection of synagogue, vestry offices, and two
ministers’ residences in Great Portland-street and Char-
lotte-street. Mr. N. S. Joseph, architect. Quantities by

THE GREAT PATTERN BOOK OF ORNAMENT AND
DECORATION.

iPublUhed at 51, 5». now olforea tor3t. 13*. 6J.

GRAMMAR of OENAMENT.
By OWEN JCLVEa

Djaatralel by 3,000 Examples from vsiious itylg* of Ornament.
11- l>eAQtiful plates In gold aud colours. One volumo imperial 4to
extra clotb, gilt eilges.

BERNARD QDAEITCII. 15, PiccadiUy, Loudon.
Agents and Canvaseers Wauted.

THE

PERFECTION in BOOKKEEPING.—
BUILDERS and Others desiring a really good syslem, can

have a BET of MODELS for BUILDERS’ BOOKS, t>y DOUBLE
entry, to wliiih was awarded Ihepiin otTsred iu " Tne Builder,"

and which has been adop'ed by many large firms. Also

Address, £. A.

Mr. S. B. Wilaon :

—

Jackson & Shaw
Coleman
Hill, Keddell, & Co.

.

Piper & Co
Holland &Haunen....
Mansfield
Hill & Sons
Ashby & Son
Myers & Son
Browne & Robinson ..

Newman & Mann
Heushaw .

£27,230 0 0
27,056 0 0
26,370 0 0
25,665 0 0
25,598 0 0
25,113 0 0
24,990 0 0
24,900 0 0
21,863 0 0
24,600
24,297
23,980

Perry & Co. (accepted) 0 0

For new warehouse and oflioee, Queen’s-road, Brighton,
for Messrs. Lulham & Sons. Bonj. H. Nnnn, arohiteot

Warehouse. Offices,

For new offices, Cogan’s Charity, Kiogaton-npon-Hull.
air. a. G. omith, arcriitect. Quantities not given

Smmson & Frow £1 570 0
-

Habbetshaw
Hutchinson
Clarkson
Holmes
Barritr,

Eennard

1,649 0
1,612 0
1,508 0
1,491 0
1,480 0
1,470 0

LOWEST BEPAEATB TBNPBBS (ACCEPTED).
Bricklayer’» Work, ^c.

Waller..
iTason’i Work.

66

Curpenfer’t Work, 4
-
0 .

Holmes 360 0
Blumber'tand Glazier's Work.

Harrison 0
Painter's- Wvrk.

Charlton 18 13
Slater's JUorifc.

Smith & Co 14 n

For new Congregational Church, Gaol-street. Great
larmoutli. Mr. J. T. Bottle, architect

^'right £2,984 0 0
Cooper 2,962 0 0
^eggett 2,860 0 0
Browa & Bailey 2 834 0 0
Hood (accepted) 2*826 0 0

Reynolds ......

Kirk .

Nash & Co
Parsons
Cheesman & Co
Matthews
Nightingale
Lockyor
Sawyer
Ansoombe & Newnham,,
Dean & Dickenson
Kemp

£3.237 £403
3,190 817
3,182 769
3,141 747
3,140 800
2,974 760
2,973 823
2,906 710
2,897 670

3,720
744
637

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Fallot Concrete Baase, rwicl-enftani.—We have received a latter

from the owner of the house,’ and • long statement from Mr. Tall, but
t>o lata for coosldeTatlon this week.

J. R. C.-R. Q. 8.-e. W.-Mr. M.-T. A—H. M.-J. R. R,-W. C.

J. G.-F. N.-E. T.-J. M. J. G.-A. A C. H.-J. T. B.-N, S. J.-
W. C. T,—W. S.—B. C. P«—F. H.-E. R.-T. 8. W.-C. T.—E. B.—
E. H, C.—W. B.—Mewrs. H.-F. 8.—J. W. H.-C. B -M.—B, A.—
J. H. if,—H. * aon,—J. Q, W.— p. M. H.—R. M.—W. P. 8.— T. G. M-
-J. A. W.-W, W. P.-8. M--W.-W. M. W. (muit have consent of
loardof Woikj for such a baUdiug).— J. G. (not usual to charge B^icr
ent. on works not carried out : but there may be suecUl ciroom-

stanoes. Race the matter In proper hands).—W. E, N. {cancellfd.

haviug appsared elsewhere). — J. P. (will receive proof). — B. B’
thanks. No).—A Header (not cheaper, but more couveriient nuder

I olroumetances).— 0. H. G. (next week).— J. a. (already men-
tioned).—E B. F. (in typ’).

Country newspapers should be marked.
We are coiopelied to decline pointing out books and giving

ad'lreases.

All statements of facts, lists of Tenders. 4c.. must be accompanied
by the name and address of the sender, not neceesatily for
pnblication.

^PHE ART of GARNISHING CHURCHESi For CHRISTMAS and OTHER FESTR’ALS.
By EDWARD Y. COX.

Price 2j. 61!. or post free for thirty-three stampA
liiuatrated by engravings of numerous deslgna and four photographs.

cox & SON’S ILLTJSTHATED CATALOGUE
Of CHRISTMAS DECORATIONS. New Edition, wrthl80 Designs
fur^&rolls, Bauneiv, Texu, Monogratur, Devices, Sc. Prioo 3d.

&.-c|ed*^cal Warebouaes, 23 and 29, Sonthampton-street, Strand,

Maiden-Une (adjoining the Wire-
London,
Btatn^ Glass Works, 43 and

hontes).
Wood and St’oiio Carvings. Gothic. Metal, and Monumental Works,

College Wharf, Belvedere-road, Limbelb.

D wellings for working
PEOPLE.

The Society for Improving the fondition of the Labouring Classes
have just publlsbed, at their OSce. 21, Exeter-ball, Strand, a Revised
and greatly Enlarged Edition (Sixth Thousand) of THE DWELLINGS
of the LABOURING CLASSES : Their ARRANQEfiENr and CON-
STRUCTION

: to which Is now added, the ESSENTIALS of a
HEALTHY DWELLING, aud an Histurlcai Sketch of the Efforts
made lor extending Its Beueflla to the Working Population, partlca-
larly In the Melropoii-, and likewise on the Continent With
numerous lllustratlva Plans of existing Model Houses, those Of the
late Prince Consort and the Royal Windsor Society,at well as Designs
adapted to Towns amt ta Rural Districts.

By HENRY ROBERTS. Esq. F.B.A.
Price 7a. cloth.

Also, hy the tame Antbor, New and Revised EdlUons of

HOME REFORM
; or, What the Labouring

Classes may do to Improve their DwelUngA An Address to Working
People. Price 3J.

THE PHYSICAL

England. Price 2iL

Working Drawings, 0
Design, complete on on
Bills of Qxantities, It. dJ.

CONDITION of the

COMPETITIONS, WORKING DRAW-
V.^ IN03, DESIGNS, 4c. undertaken on the shortest uotlcA

TO BUILDEE.3.WANTED, a PARTNER, with 1,000?. in
an estabiahed trade in one of the most thrlvliig towns In

Ibe Midland CunnUes.—Apply to Mr. Si. CL.UR, Attcliouear,
No lUl.Newstreet, Birmiugbam.

A RCHITECTURAL
JTl. WANTED, Mmtb
State refereuoee (vrhlub mu
1,015, Office of The Build*

MODELLER
good sbop-buid and a good eetimator.
wgood) aud wages expected.—Address,

For buddioK now infirmary, rain-water tank, &c., at the
workhouse, Bletcbiualey, for the Guardians of the God-
stoue Dniou. Mr. AJex. B. Stenuing, arcbitect:—

Knight
Morns
Woraell
Cooper
Galyer& Moore
Sherwood
Cooke
Grover
Barnes
Kesterton & Bead
Smart
Webb Si Sons
Daniel
Heushaw
Till

Colls dc Sons
Bayes
Wightingde
Knight
Eegis
Johnson (too late)

Woodward (ditto)
Constable & Baker (ditto)..,
Gage (ditto)

Advertisements cannot he receivedfor the current
mek’s issue later than THSEE O’clock D m
mTHUBSDAT. ' ’’

The Publisher cannot he responsible for Ori-
ginal Testimonials left at the Office in reply to

Advertisements, and strongly recommends that
Copies only should be sent.

NOTICE.—All Commxtnications respect-

ing Advertisements, SubscripUons, ^c., should be
addressed to “ The Publisher of the Bv.ilder,"

No. 1, York-street, Covent Garden. All other
Communications should be addressed to the
‘ Editor" and not to the “ Publisher."

3,891 0
3,600 0
3,660 0
3,540 0
3,635 0
3,496 0
3,400 0
3,293 0
3,250 0
3,250 0
3,200 0
3,164 0

3,072 0 0
3,063 0 0
3,059 0 0
3,050 0 0
3,049 0 0
2,900 0 0
2,890 0 0
2,510 17 6

ADVERTISEMENTS.

A SURVEYOR of an extensive District of
Highways and Turnpike Hoads reiiulier a respeotahle Young

Oenllemou as AHCUITECT PUPIL. He woulu have good opportn-
nlties of acquiring tbeart of aurveytug and levelling.—Apply to Mr.
J, LETT, Burveyor, Axbridge, Weiton-super-Maie.

WrANTED, in a London Builder’s OiSce,
VV a competent MEASURING CLERK, oov acenstomsd to

r engagements. 4c. 42, <

ro BUILDERS' FOREMEN.W ANTED, a thoroughly experienced,
energetic OENBR.AL FOREMAN, tusnperiiiteud the erection

of a plalu Guthia building, about twelve miles from London.—
Addrese, stating particulars, age, and where last engaged, to 41, Otfice
of ' The Builder."

TO TRAVELLERi.W ANTED, a Young Man with good
business qualifications, as an ASSISTANT TRAVELLER, to

call upon Merobaols, Builders, and Coutraoturs in the United King-
dom. Salary part fixed and ptrt oomuilisiuD on proceeds of sale.—
Apply. sUtiog age, salary requite I, and full pvrticulan of pravlons
engagements, to A. Z. care of Mr. Abbott, 7, UtUe Tower-stieet
London, E.C.

For altering, repairing, aud painting the buildinga of
I the Borough Market, Southwark, for the Trustees of the
) Borough Market. Messrs. Henry Jarvis & Son, arehi-
t tects;

—

Baguley £2,557 0 0
Thompson 2,140 0 0
Hart 1_293 0 0
Henshaw 1,176 0 0

TURNER
& ALLEN’S
NEW DESIGNS

For Plain & Ornamental

LA3IP POSTS,
DWARF

GAS PILLARS,

LAMP BRACKETS
Lamps, Lanterns, &o.
Gaseliers, Corridor
and Lobby Lamps.

Complete Pattern and
Price Book 39, 6d. in

stamps.

TURNER & ALLEN,
Engineers, Founders,

Ac.
:01, UPPER THAMES
STREET, London, E.C»

ANTED, a SHOP FOREMAN of
and to Superiuttnd a Buildet'a Yard (a Joiner

by trade). He muil be aleady. euergetlc, and fully capable of euper-
intendiiig and Betting out Julner.' wurka, and accuatomed to macbl-
neiy. Muit write a good band. Noue need apply uoicbb fully com-
petent, aud with undeniable references. As tbe Situation Is one of
trust, security will be required. Residence on tbe premises. —
Addrets, with full particulan, where last engaged, and what salary
required, to No. 933, Office of "The Builder."

WANTED, in a Surveyor’s Office, a
JUNIOR ASSISTANT ; cue who is a good writer aud quick

at accounts.-Apply, by tetter, Co D. 300, Vauxhali Bridge-road,
Fimlico, 8.W.

WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, by a
praciical BUILDER’S FOREMAN. Carpenter by trade.

References good. -Address, 11. B. 1, Juhn-street, Klngsland-road.

TO BUILD BRa.

arANTED, a SITUATION, by a Young
T V Man. aged 2S,as CLERK, TIMEKEBPER, or ASSISTANT.

Carpsnter.by Ir^e. Has had charge of work, is a good drauglitsmao,
aud can assist with quantities and measuring.-Address, Q. IP, Atbel-

!-terrace, Strjud-greeu-Uue, Holloway.

WANTED,
T » MAN »ud GeiJ

TO BOILDEES. UECORATORS, 4o.

SITUATION as FORE-
Geiieral SuperiuDiiPeul and Assistant

; or a RE-
ENGAGEMENT as OK.VERAL FOREMAN In Charge of Works.
Sas bod good experience In tbe different bninu&as

;
understands

lettiug out, measuring up, making diawing
, taking oat quantities,

istifnatlug. &c. By lr,de carpenter nod joiner. Good teatim'jiilaU
’or ability, Ac, Town or conutr)'.—Addms, A. J. Purtsea Cottages,
jrduancB'r.'ad, Hnuuslow, Middlesex.
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TO BUILDERS.

an immediate RE-ENGAGE-
s BUILDER'S CLERK. Well op in »lUhe dutie-

of Ihe office, and a good knowledge of ihe practical part of the bnei-

Aged 35. No nhje'-fion to >he cotinlry or a teraporary engage-

^—Addreu, BUILD RE, 11 ,
Bath-grove, Ilacki ej-eoad, N.E.

\ArANTED,
y \ UENT ae Bi

"XX^ANTED, an immediate RE-ENGAGE-
T V MENT by an efficient Oeueral ASSISTANT, who has had the

ejperleoce of tharooghly good London and provincial officea Well
np in Italian and Gothic detail. Underatanda pertpecUve, levelling,

ic. Termi atrictly moderate. Hlgh'y commendable teatlmonlala

and reference.—Addrera, ALPHA, 3. MHlcolm-etreet. Cambridge.

WANTED, by a steady Man, a SITUA-
TION to work tenoning, planing, and MOULDING

MACHINE.—Addreee, B. W. 3, Broolcby’e-Urrace. Homerton, NE.

TO IRONMONGERS AND BUILDERS.

ANTED, by an experienced Workman,
\ V aged 40, a SITUATION as SMITH, Lockemitb, Bellhauger,

WANTED, by
TT ENGAGEMENT In oni

TO ARCHITECTS, BURVETOES, AND BUILDERS.

the Advertiser, a RE-
le of the above offices. UndenUnds plot,

ting, lurveya, perspe':tive, and the nenal rouiioe Of an Architect or
Surveyor’s Office.—Addrese, A. Z. 9, Alblon-road, Daliton.

TO BUILDERS.

'\\7ANTED, by a thoroughly experienced
\y Mao, a SITUATION as FOREMAN, or TIMEKEEPER.

Age35. Has been Id boelnese for himself. Can give estimates, Ac.-
Addreei, E. B. care of Ur. Deacon. Stationer. WItham, Esepx.

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACrORS,

‘X'lTanted, by a thoroughly practical !

T V a SITUATION as GENERAL WOERISO FOBEM.

TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.

WrANTED, by a good MACHINIST, a
T T PERMANENCV to WORK GENERAL JOINER or other

Machlnee. Can ebarFen well. Reference cao be given.—Address,
H. JONES. 10, Blenbelm-terrac-, Abbey -road, N.W.

TO BUILDEES AND OTHERS.

WANTED, a SITUATION, as CLERK
TT and BOOKKEEPER. Wages 28s. per week.—Addrew, B. P.

4, Devoushlre^treet, Bloomsbury, W.C.

TO BUILDERS.

\\7ANTED, by a thoroughly practical, ener-
T T getlc Man, a RE-ENGAGEMtNI as SHOP FOREMAN Of
OINEB& Good reference from late employer. Town or country.-

Addre-B, 966, Office of *• The Builder."

TO ARCHITECTS.

TO ARCHlTECTfl. ENGINEERS, BUILDERS. AND OTHERS.

WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, by
VV Ihe Advertiser, aged between 19 and 20 years. Can prepare

• • *
3 rough iketchea, tr-— —

TO ARCHITECTS AND BUILDEES.

WT"ANTED, by a Young Man, aged 21, a
T V SITUATION. Can copy, trace, prepare drawings from

rough sketchef. sod aasHt in Uking out qmolltiea. Neat dranghts-
losB. Salary moderate.—Addresa. S. R. 104, Offord-ioad, Caledonian-
read, Iilington, N.

TO ARCHITECIB AND BUILDERS.

WANTED, by a practical Man, aged 30, a
RE ENGAGEMENT as CLERK of WORKS, Cashier, or

Managing Clerk. The bUbe»t references given.-Addraas, W. Arcbl-
lect’s Office, 10, Walbruok, E.C.

WANTED, a SITUATION, by a good
PLUMBER, Plain Zinc-worker, and Ossatter. Town or

country.—Address, J. C. 6, Hantswurlh terrace. Portman-marke t.

TO BUILDERS.

W ANTED, EMPLOYMENT, by a Young
Man, aged k, as CARPENTER and JOINER. Wages not so

much an object aaa constaocy. Town or country.—Address, T. Z
65. Grove-street, Camden Town.

TO PLUMBERS AND BUILDERS.

YIT"anted, a SITUATION, by a thoroughW good PLUMBKR. who can tnrn his hand to other branches.
Good refefence.-Addre"s. W. DENT, No. 24. Llverpool-street. City.

TO ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYORS.

The Advertiser, aged 22, requires a RE-
ENGAGEMENT os GENERAL ASSISTANT. Can prepare

working and detail drawings, and is a g'od artlsilc colonrlst. FDst-
class references.— Address. Z. 2 Lontborton-road, Hammer-iuitb, W,

TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.

T^HE Advertiser is open to an ENGAGE-
JL MENT as OENSRAL MACHINIST. Can work Joiner’s Circa-

lar Saw, Moulding Machlues, or a General Joiner. A good reference

wilt be giveu.—Addreas, H. iL 3, Blecbyenden-street, Lanc.ister-ioad,

Nottlug-hill.W.

TO ABCHITBCrS AND SURVEYORS.

^HE Advertiser offers efficient ASSIST-
1. ANCB, either at their officn or bis own. In preparing sketohei,

working aud detail drawirgt. perspectives, apeclfleation, surveying,

levelUng, Ac.—Address, ALPHA, car* of A. H. Baily & Co. 3, Royal
Exchange-bn Idlngs. KC.

TO PLUMBERS, BUILDERS, AND PAINTERS.

The Advertiser seeks an ENGAGEMENT
as THREE-BRANCH HAND. Is thoroqghly conversant with

all the branches of the trade, Wonld not object to a good jobbing

shop. I« very useful at zlnc-worklng or gasStting. Is a thoroughly
prac'ical Man. Would fill up time at puotiug or glszlug.—Address,

R. W. 27. Janns-streel. Oxford -street.

TO MASTER PAINTERS AND BUILDERS.

The Advertiser, aged 40, a good HOUSE
PAINTER, can measure work, quick at figures, aud a good

1 remune-

ANTED, by the Advertiser, aged 19, a -

VV SITUATION as JUNIOR ASSISTANT. Good refereucj.— J. G. 1,

AdJiess. Z. X. 1 or-street, Chelsea, 8 W.

TO BUILDERS, Ac.\WANTED, a RE - ENGAGEMENT, as
T T SHOP or OUT-DOOR FOREMAN, by an active, experienced

5. Office of The Builder."
country. Fii»t-cli

TO BUILDERS AND DECORATORS.

ANTED, by a practical Man,
T T SITUATION as good WKITKR, QBAINER. P

ral ly ni

ss.— Addr-se, T. C- 15, Wakelyroad, Peiige.

TO ARCHITECTS AND BUILDERHWANTED, by a good DRAUGHTSMAN,
an immediate BNOAGEMENr. Can take and Uy down

plans, get oat detail and working drawing!, Ac. No objection to the
country.—Add resa, H. G. care of W, Nnnn, esq. Arcbltect, 21, College-
hUl, KC.

WANTED, EMPLOYMENT, by a Young
T T Man, a Carpenter and Joiner, Hsa a go<^ knowledge of

plana, specifications, anil acceunU. In the office or at the beoch.

—

Addiess, D. B. W. No. 8, Hollington-sireet, Avenue-road, Camber-
well.

TO BBICKMAKRRS AND OTHERS.

ANTED, by a Man of many years’ prac-
V V tlcal experience, a SITUATION as MANAGER of a BKICK-

PIBLD, or to take at per l.noc. No objection to go abroad.—Addreu,
W. S, care of Mr. Tlnley, Baker, Ac. Benahocm.place. Beulah-road,
Thornton-beatb.

|TO AhCeiTECTS, SURVEYORS, AND CONTRACTORS.

*\A/ AWTED, by the Advertiser, aged 28, an
T T ENGAGEMENT. (Temporaty, or a few days pet week pre-

ferred.) He.is a first-class quantity taker, measnrer, and estimator ;

a neat drangbUuisn; aud well versed iu the building trade In all

Its branches. Teu years' experience, and the highest testimonials.

Country not objected to. Terms very moderate.—Address, No. 995.

Office of " The Builder."

J ANTED, to APPRENTICE, Indoors, a
. .

espectable YOUTH, who has a alight knowledge of the
trade, to a BUILDER, where be would leam the trade of Carpenter
and Joiner, for a term oi three yean.—Addrev. Mr. ALLCOCK, 32,

Commercial-road, Lambeth,

TO BUILDERS AND SAW MILL I’KoPRIEIOES.

WT’ANTED, by a Man who has had twenty-
V V three years’ experience, a SITUATION as SAW SHARPENhR

and HAMUBKKK, Sawyer, or Machinist. Good refvreuces.—Addre,
16 of “ Tce Builder."

TO BUILDBBS, DECORATORS, AND IRONMONGERo.WANTED, a SITUATION, by a good
JOBBING BRICKLAYER, Plasterer, aud Slater. Well acens-

TO PLUMBERS, LANDLORDS, AGENTS, Ac

WT-A-i^TED, by a GENERAL HAND, a
T V SITUATION In a JOBBING SHOP, or to do the repairs of

house property. Unexceptionable reference.—Addrese, 6. H.l, North-
street, Bt. GeorgeVln-tbe-Eost.

TO CARPENTERS AND BUILDERS.

YYTanted, by a highly respectable Young
VV Man, aged 19 in consequence of tbe bankrupt :y of the

builder to when be W"s apprentic-d and served neatly four yean,
an ENGAGEMENT for two or three yean where he could make him-
self tboroughly prciAclent in tbe business. A premium will be
given.— Address, F. T. D. 1, Cowley-roaJ, Wanstaad. Essex.

YAr-A-NTED, by a Gentleman of business
VV habit*, a POSITION auMANAGKRtoalsrge Firm. Engag'd
or the last twenty yeara In bubiliiig operati -ns. Ac. Practical know,
edee acquired. Aged 42 — Address, VINCERE, Office of " The
Sullder."

TO BUILDERS AND OTHRR&
|

YYranted, by a PLUMBER, GLAZIER,
V V Ac. who has declined business for waul of capital, a STTUA-

|

TION, where hls'lborough kuowledre of the business, his sbillly In i

taking off quantities, estimating, tracing, Ac. and a good accountant,

would be of service.—For further p trtioulan, a'idress, B. J. H. Office
|

of "The Builder.''
1

TO ARCHITECTS AND feURVKYOBS.

YY7anted, by the Advertiser, aged 20, an
VV ENGAGEMENT in the Office of an Archl'ecL Is a neat

drangbUman, baa a fair knowledge of pertpecUve, and is capable of

taking out quantltle*. O iod references. Salary moderate.—Address,
J. O. 1, Queen's-square, Holloway, N.

TO PLUMBERS AND BUILDERS.

^ '’^''7 respectable Young
VV Man, a SITUATION as IMPROVER in the PLUMBING.

Oo-d palnUf. gUzier, and paprrhsngor, and would fill up his time in

thet capacity. Vary moderate wage*, Aged 22. Four years’ experi-

ence. Good references.— Address, PERSE V ERANGE, 37, Mornington -

crescent, N.W.

TO PLUMBER’? AND BUILDERS.

Experienced PLUMBER,
VV a SITUATION or JOB. To Take Charge of or otherwise.—

Town or coonlry.—Address, slating terms, to 55, Office of " Tbe

\Yranted, an ENGAGEMENT, by an
V V experienced CLRRK of WORKS, at present disengaged.

References to London architects.—Address, CLERK of WORK6, at

Mr. Shaw’s, 256, Oxford-itreet, London. W.

TO B0ILDER8 AND PLUMBERS.

YAT”anted, the CHARGE of a JOB, or a
V V Situation In a g'lOd Jobbing Shop, by a first-lass PLUMBER,

well up in all branches of the trade, both new aud old. Good refer-

ences.— AdJref a, 1947, Office of '' Tbe BuUJer.”

TO PLC.MBER8. BUILDERS, AND OTHERS.

YY7ANTED, by a Young Man, a PER-
V T MANKNCY as PLUMBER, PAINTER, GLAZIBR, WRITER,

GBAlNBrt, aodPAPER-HANOEK. T..wn preferred.-Address, A. B.

12. Upper Bem'rton-street.CaloIo .ian-nid.

TO BUILDERS, CONTRACTORS, AND OTHERS.

YY7anted, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, by a
V Y tboroughly practical Mau.atOENERAL FOREMAN. Joiner

by trade, to Take tne entire Charge of a Job. Is Ihorougbly
acquainted with all blanches of the irad-. Town or country. Q.>od
references.-Addreas, A. B. Post-, ffice, Lupna-street.

YYrANTED, by an energetic Young Man,
V V age'l 27. a RK-ENGAGEMENT either In town or country, aa

CnEHKof WORKS, BOOK, TIME, or STORE KEEPER. Ten years'

experience upon railways, sea defences, and other public works.
Good knowledge of scoounts ami public works generally.* Can be well

recommended.—Address, F. B. 41), Birl-street, Lambeth, S.E.

YY7 anted, by the Advertiser, an
VV ENGAGEMENT as OUr-DOOB FOREMAN.— First-class

references as to ability, Ac. Age 40. Carpenter by trade.—Address,
X. K 26, Ol>un-street, V.nxbaU Uordsns.

TJ ENGINEERS, ARCHITECrS, AND CONTBACTOBS.

YY7ANTED, a SU'UA'lION, as either
y V CLERK of WORKS, or MANAGER, having juit completed

the drainage of the town of Haallugs, which has occupied two years

with first-clots leferences or teslimonUls. Country not objected to.

Age 39 years.— Address, H. B. 35, Adelphl-terrace, Old Ford-road
Victoria Park, Middlesex, N.K

TO BUILDKBS AND CONTRACTORS.

YY7ANTED, an ENGAGEMENT, as
V V General FOREMAN, or For*man of a Job. Good testimonials

and references.- Address, H. K. 35, Uormey-road, Holloway.

rj'^HE Advertiser, who is a good Draughts
.1. man audlAcconntant, and able to takeoff, abstract , aud bil

quantities, is WANTING a SITUATION. He has hodsoma experl-

ence as bnlldei’s foreman. Agsd 25.—Addreas, W. N. 15, Morylebsas

lane, W^

TO BUILDEES AND CONTEACrOES.

T)LASTERING WANTED, by a thoroughly
practical Man. Labour only.—Address, 1,032, Office of “The

Builder."

TEON - WORK, ROOFING, FLOORS,
X BRIDGES, Ac.—A DRAUGHTSMAN, accostomed to drawinge

of Iron-work construction, and taklug off quantities from the same,
estimatlug, Ac. seeks an ENOaQKMBNT, temporary or otherwise.—

Address, 44, Office of "The Builder."

TO WHITESMITHS, OASFITTER^, LOCKSMITHS, i

iJl,

CLERK, TIME or STORE KEEPER.—
A respectai-Ie Mon wishes a RB-ENGAGEHENT us atwve.

Accustom'd to sewerage. Government, and railway works.— First-

class refe.enees.—J. J. 6, Hope-cottages. Falcon-lone. BaUvraes.

TO ARCHITECrrS.

CLERK of WORKS. — An Architect is

desirous of recommending his CLERK of WORKS, who haa

given him every satisfaction during the past two years. Disengaged

in a fortnight-Addrtsi, a C. Poet-office, DarUngton.

Bonus of 21 win be given by the Adver-
tiser for Four Month-' work as a thorongh PAINTER aud

GLAZIEK-Addreas. PAINTER, 39, Willlam-street, Regeut’s-itark.

S plumber, Painter, Glazier, &c.
WANTED by a reepectable Young Man. Has served seven

ppreuticrehlpl In the above. Can grain aud psp-rhang It

required. Wages not so much an objeci as a constant snop, with a
pbauce of ImDrovement.—Address. C. U. Watch Hoase, Cwlluigwood-

A"

GOOD PLUMBER, or PLUMBER and
GA8FITTEB, WANTS a JOB or a SITUATION as THP.EB-

BRANCH HAND.—Addreas, A. Z. 5, Hacketfs-Urrace, Lower Pork-

road, Poikbam, 9. S.

A '

A GOOD BRICKLAYER WANTS EM-

FOREMAN of BRICKLAYERS wants
a RE-ENO.AQEMENT. Ha. been aesustotned to aole manage-
heavy jobs. Good references.—Address, A. Fost-offioe, 193,

kigh-nreei, Peckbam.S.E.

a;
TO MASTER BUILDEES,

\ N experienced BUILDER’S FOREMAN,
/A having Just completed bis job. U open to an ENGAGEMENT.

TO ARCHITECTS AND ENGINEERS

A CLERK of the WORKS is desirous of
obtaining a RE-ENGAGEMENT. Well up in church work,

restorations, qaantlUes, measuring np, Ac. Aged 43. Coplrs of testi-

monials forwarded on application.-Address, A. Z. Z. Mis. Everard's,

Klntbury, Berks.

WANTED,
T T thoroughly

;

TO BUILDERS AND PLUMBERS.
an ENGAGEMENT, by a

. practical PLUMBER, In town or conn'ry. Used
and gasdltUig,— Addresr, F. D. F. U, Collage-road,

ANTED, by a Builder’s son, aged 26,
V T formerly engaged as surveyor on a cobieman’s tstale, an, B surveyor o.

ENGAGEMENT in any posUiou of truit.—Addre
offioe, Acton, Mlddleiex.

, B, H. T. Poet-

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.
SITUATION, as TIME-

., bTORhKEhPBB, or BOOK-KEEPER, by a
-.a juBl completed bis tetvlces on a largvjob. Firsi-claas i

moniala.—Addreee. X, y, No. 6, Paik-»tntt, Limihouie, London

YV-ANTiD,
Vi keeper, b’!

TO BUILDERS, SURVEYORS. So.

WANTED, an ENGAGEMENT, by an
experienced BUILDER'S CLERK, who Is ihoroughly com-

petent In bookkeeping, measuring, quantities, aud the iuuaI routine,

is a fair draugbUmau aud ettimalor, has acme knowledge of the

brick :aDd cement trades, and has had the sole mansgement t>f a

d'Corator'i bntincas. Has won a prize for a new sisleiu of builders’

bookkeeping, country not objecuni to. Excellent references and
lestimoaials from good firms with whom be has been many yeara.

Aged 39. Marrle-l ; oc'ive
;
sober.—Address, B. A. A 4 Bt. Oeorge's-

rood, Psimrose-blll, London.

TO ARCHITECTS, BUILDERS, AND ESTATE AGENTS.

T^HE Advertiser requires a RE-ENGaGE-
X. MENT as GENERAL FOREMAN or CLERK of WORKS, In

.. . itry, having just

be largest luilders in Li udon.
n. Joiner by trade, Aged 3
:i, HoTTU >u-s'.ivet, Uray’a-iiiii-ri

is tugagemi
s references can be relied

, 95,«;careJof Mr. Palme-

TO ENOINBEBB, SURVEYORS, AND CONTRACTORS.

COMPETENT MAN, aged 31, WANTS
EMPLOYMENT as ASSISTANT, CLERK of WORKS, or in n

Builder's Office. Good surveyor and .acconntaut. Has bad manage-
meut of large drainage aud building works. Salary moderate
Security If requited.—AdJrea». 1,000. Office ef " The Builder."

A'

TO BUILDERS, CONTRACTORS, AND OTHERS.

RE-ENGaGEMENT wanted, by a
Young Man, at present engaged in the Office of a I.ergj City

Firm. Well up in office work. Niue years' atst-olaii rrfciences.

No objection to the oountry.—Address, 972, Office of '' The Biil'der."

A
TO ARCHITECTS.

GOOD DRAUGHTSMAN and ex-
peditlona General Assistant Is DISENGAOBD. Is tboronghly

conversant with the routine of the profession, a fair colourist and
perspective draughtsman, and well np lu competltlou work. —
Address, ARCHITECT, Poa-offlee, Bath.

A
A GENCIES WANTED, for the South of
t\ Ireland.-The Subscriber would be wUUng to u dvrtake the

wurxing of a few FlRST-CLASd AOBNCIB3 <cn comuiiulen or

otherwise) In the South of Ireland, where he haa a moit extensive

connexion with the building trade. Unexeeptionabla refereuoea

and security to any amount If required.—Address, AGENT. Office of

'The Builder.",

A®XX '

TO BUILDER?.

S SHOP FOREMAN or SUPERIN-
TENDENT of WORKS, a thoroughly competent and expe-

rleiued Man requires EMTLOYMENT. Can give good reference to

laat employer as to sobriety, fidelity, and abuiiy.—Addreis, J, C. la

3, Russell-rcad, Bye-lane, Peckhanu

TO ARCHITECTS AND ENGINEERS.

An experienced ASSISTANT requires an
BNOAUEMRNT. Is well acquainted with the various styles,

conattnclional detail, aud general routine of Office. Flrst^lasa

draugblsmau and designer. Laud survaylug aud levelling, and fully

qualified to set as a good general AtsiiUiit. Iteferenees.—Address,

T. G. B. Chevelier, Bowness, A Son, 12. Bell-yard, Temp o Bar.
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Foreign Improvements carried on by English

Enterprise.

PAET from tlie

qaestioQ of in-

dividual recti-

tude of charac-

ter, there is

much matter of

importance in-

volved in the
^

subject of the
j

fectly acquainted with the language in which

recent trial at i
his Jiew business is conducted, and if, moreover

Brussels with ' (as is pretty sure in that case to be the fact), he

reference to the
!

is somewhat dazzled by his sudden accession to

execution of a certain foreign enterprise by apparent influence and power which he could

English capital. Every professional man, en-
;

have never hoped to attain at home, it is not in

gineer or architect, who has or who seeks for ' human nature that all error should be avoided.

was the habit of the English Bench under the

Stuart kings.

Another point important to bear in mind is,

the opposite manner in which an Englishman

is viewed, and, for the most part, is treated,

abroad, under different phases of his engage-

ments. No one who has experience in this

matter will hesitate to endorse this statement.

An English capitalist, engineer, or architect, is,

in the first instance, only applied to in cases of

magnitude, of risk, or of difficulty. His aid is

sought, in fact, for something a little beyond the

power of the men who invite him. For anything

within their means foreigners, of course, seek no

English aid. Great inducements are therefore

held out, and courtesy of every kind is extended

to the insular stranger. Doors fly open at his

approach, difficulties disappear at hie suggestion,

and even the law of the place assumes, or is

made to appear to assume, a strange pliability

to his will. If this occurs to a man but imper-

foreign practice
;

every builder or contractor

who is disposed to turn his attention to Con

Let the enterprise, however, be set afloat j let

the skill or the money of the Englishman supply

tinental work; every investor of money who ' the missing link; that which was admirable,

thinks 6 per cent, abroad better than 3 per cent.
|

even when only on paper, then assumes a more

'tangible form. The promised benefits appear,

by outward and visible signs, to bo at hand.

Then comes the second phase. The patriotism,

or the self-love, or the greediness of the inviters

wakes up. What ! is all the fruit of their

enterprise to be reaped by the stranger ?

Against such a consummation the Continental

habit of thought revolts. The case must be

reconsidered, and hard will be the fight and long

the odds but that some act or some omission of

the Englishman, committed in sheer ignorance,

or under assurance that it is unimportant or

advantageous to his interest, will be unearthed,

and he will find his own importance far less, and

his friends’ powers of taking care of themselves

far greater, than he imagined in the first

instance.

In the case of the Belgian Public Works Com-

pany it is clear that, whatever the amount of

blame that may attach to any individual, a

course of proceeding from which the English

capitalist has too often had to suffer, has been

resorted to in Brussels. It is admitted on all

hands that a concession was made to two

at home, has a direct personal interest in ques-

tions that involve the relations of English specu-

lators or capitalists to foreign officials and to

Continental Governments and tribunals.

Our own practice and habits as Englishmen

differ so widely from those of the countries

regulated by the Code Napoldon, that statements

often come from the foreign journals that may
produce an altogether erroneous impression on

the English mind
;
and while we may find that,

in the real principles of business, which are, in

fact, the principles of human nature, there is

little actual difference in different localities, we

shall yet be made aware that, in the formal or

conventional mode of the application of those

principles, differences of the widest nature

occur. It is important to look a little into this

part of the subject.

We must not, for instance, assume the identity

of a court of law and a tribunal of justice. We
intend no backhanded blow at the morality of

our neighbours
;
but we refer to what is palpable

fact. The celerity and rigonr, for example, with

which judgment by default is sometimes ren-

dered and executed under the Code, has no :

Englishmen, for certain works for the improve-

reference to the true equity of the case. Ad-
j

ment of that capital. The Belgian Public Works

vantage can be taken of the absent, and at times Company (limited) was formed by the conces-

is cmelly and most unjustly taken. Thus the sionnaires to carry out this concession. A sub-

personal character, enmity or friendship, politi- 1
contract was made by the concessionnatres to

cal colour, or temper, of the judge, has a far i

carry out a portion of their concession with

more direct influence on the sentence of many
[

Belgian contractors for an amount of 598,0001.,

foreign tribunals than an Englishman can well and this sum was made to cover the payment

to the concessionnaires of 100,0001. It further

appears, that this contract was accepted by the

Belgian Public Works Company as an element

of its constitution. A resolution of the directors

is also published, which implicitly covers the

arrangement between the concessionnaires and

the sub-contractors ;
bnt, although this is the

case, it does not appear that any one except the

parties to that agreement was at that time

aware of the nature, or, at all events, of the

amount, of the payment thus stipulated to be

made.

Now, as to such an arrangement, we conceive

that the English shareholders of the Belgian

Public Works Company,—a company constituted

in London,—have the right to expect full infor-

mation. It is a matter affecting the character

of the directors, and one quite proper to be

cleared up as between these gentlemen, in their

quality as trustees, and their constituents. But

what the Bourgmestre and Echevins of Brussels

conceive to be possible. Above all, it must be

borne in mind that the grand principle at once

of English law and of English liberty, viz., that

a man must be presumed to be innocent nntil he

is proved to be guilty, appears to be incompre-

hensible to the foreign judge. Everywhere it is

a misfortune to be accused, but on the Continent

generally, accusation means not only inquiry

into fact, but presumption of guilt. The ac-

cused is put on his defence, in a manner entirely

contrary to our ideas of fair play. It is not the

accuser who is called on to make out a definite

case, on the failure or breaking down of which

the trial is at an end ; it is the defendant who is

called on for explanations, and out of bis very

explanations the matter most damaging to him-

self 13 frequently extracted. The public prose-

cutor seeks, one is almost bound to believe, con-

viction rather than justice ;
and the judge but

too often seems to think it bis doty in every

way to aid the public prosecutor. Such, indeed,

have to do with the arrangement (fair or unfair,

honest or dishonest, as it may be) we altogether

fail to perceive; and it will take something of a

verydifferentcharacter from theattempt to rip np

the private character and habits of the English

concessionnaires, to which the President of the

Tribunal Correotionnel of Brussels so freely lent

himself, to convince the English public that the

inquiry originates in any other source than the

wish to get a possibly excellent contract out of

the hands of the foreigners, who have given it

a tangible value.

Let us hope that we are wrong. Let ns trust

that long and consistent experience has made

us, for once, uncharitable. None the less do we

advise our English friends to remember to what

that experience points, and to be very sure of

their exact statxis before investing labour, or

time, or money in the numerons list of grand

Continental improvements.

A point arises in this case which is of far

more importance than the case itself. It is the

question of the remuneration of the conces-

sionnaire, or promoter, or founder, of a foreign

enterprise. On this subjeot it is highly import-

ant that there should be no mistake. It is one

on which our habits are so different from those

of our French, and Belgian, and Italian neigh-

bours, that misapprehensions are very likely to

occur. We manage these things in a different

way at home. It may be, perhaps, a wiser or

an honester way ;
it is certainly a more cum-

brous and expensive one. In a matter like the

improvement of Brussels, one or two individuals

obtain a concession or grant of an exclusive right

under certain conditions. It is, in fact, a regu-

larly articled contract. The one in point was

entered into by the Corporation of Brussels, and

approved by the King. The men who have given

the time, and undergone the expense necessary

for procuring this concession, naturally seek to

be reimbursed, and generally to be somewhat

more than reimbursed, for their trouble. They

constitute or deal with a company, and in their

arrangements with this company, to which they

make over their concession, they provide for

their own compensation.

So far so good. But the gist of the matter

lies here. Does the incoming company know

what it is paying for the purchase ? This is a

question of which the morality concerns both

parties. Those who buy should settle it with

their consciences no less than those who sell.

Frequently, we fear, there is that blinking of the

question on both sides which plain-dealing

honesty must condemn. The subscriber is eager

to gain a share in a lucrative enterprise, and does

nob stop to inquire whether the men who enable

him to do so are properly remunerated for their

labour. It is a short-sighted greediness. The

seller is not only apt to take care of himself, but

is, for the most part, too ready to do so in that

silent and subterranean way which covers a

more ample payment than he could venture dis-

tinctly to ask. In any case in which a concession

is made over to a public company, the distinct

arrangement of an adequate and defined remune-

ration to the concessionnaires should be brought

prominently and intelligibly forward. If this is

nob the case, it is because there is something to

conceal.

Two principles should be borne in mind, in the

regulation of such compensation. Payments

actually made should be fairly refunded. Further

compensation to the promoters should be con-

tingent on the prosperity of the undertaking.

The mode in which this should be secured is

matter of detail, but the general idea is clear.

It is nothing but what justice demands. The

allotment of a certain number of shares in the

enterprise to the founders, is a nsual mode of

attempting this object
;
but it is one liable to

abuse. What is required is, to ensure identity

of interest between promoters and shareholders j

or to make the remuneration of the former
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depend on the prosperity of the latter. This is

not ensured by delivery to the former of a set of

obligations or securities which they can carry
into the market, and which they may be induced
or driven to dispose of on terms that are injurious

to the bond fide shareholder. The reservation of

a tantieme on the dividend would appear to be a
more rational and satisfactory arrangement.
Let the English subscriber to a company

formed for foreign objects, then, first bo sure
that he has to deal with no vague indefinite

claims, and that he is not, apparently, about
to receive some unbonght benefit. Let him re-

member that projectors are but human, and that
any apparent disintereatednees on their part is

dangerous in proportion to its magnanimity.
Then let him look to the faith of the guarantee-
ing Government. Let him remember that he
has no help from the English law, or English
justice, or English diplomacy. He most be
dealt with by the lex loci administered by the
local judge. In no case of wrong can he hope
for any ministerial or diplomatic support from
bis own Government, unless the foreign Govern-
ment, or municipality, break their own laws,—

a

proceeding which involves a degree of clumsi-
ness which ho must not anticipate. He may
rely on finding quite difficulty enough, when
divergence of interest arises, without the other
parties to the contract getting outside their legal

j

rights. In this respect the conduct of every
'

foreign Government to their English employes or
creditors deserves attentive notice. Tbo black

'

book has a good many pages. Repudiation, in
one form or another, is the law in a good many
ministerial palaces. The Englishman who
lets his money go to aid the schemes of those

|who have robbed bis countrymen, deserves, in

our opinion, to lose it. At all events, deseiwe it

or nob, he is pretty certain to do so.
'

Let us remember, too, when we are tempted
to express a virtuous horror of a pot de vin, how

I

we manage matters at home. What is the

'

amount of secret service money, with the pay-

1

ment of which the cspital account of moat of;
onr own pnblio works has been hardened ?

Bribery ! How shocking it is, especially when
found out! But compensation to landowners,!
consideration for opposing companies, regard for '

vested interests. Parliamentary charges, legal
j

charges, financial chaises—for how many mil-
lions do they figure ?

Parliament has just blinked this question. In
tho Act passed in July, 1868, for the future re-

1

gulation of railways, it only needed one or two '

intelligible words to secure an answer to it. Wo
can conceive that it was not altogether without
purpose that these words were omitted. Could
such a body as Parliament be conceived of as
having a conscience, or were the consciences of
the individual members liable to any qualms of
remorse as to the action of each in their collec-
tive capacity, we can well understand why the
Act of 1868 should have omitted to ask for a
return of Parliamentary and legal expenses in-
curred in legalising our ill-considered and ill-

distributed net of railways.

It is tolerably clear, however, that onr Belgian
neighbours are now disposed to strain hard at a
gnat, very diminutive in its size as compared to
the camels which we so easily gulp down at
Westminster. The gnat must, we fear, have
been a mosquito, and the venom of its sting
must have been derived from its English origin.
Take matters at the very worst, a sum of
lOOjOOOZ. has been spent, or has been demanded,
to cover the design, tho legalisation, and the
efficient organisation, of an enterprise involving
a capital of 2,000,000Z. We do not say that all has
been quite fairly managed : we reserve onr
opinion on this score. But we intend no
innuendo when we say that it would have been a
fortunate thing for great Britain if our railway
schemes had been legalised at so small a propor-
tionate cost. The nominal value of the B shares,
however, which has also to be taken into account,
has not come out in the course of the proceed-
ings. But the morality which at once reprobates
the pot de vin to a foreign promoter, and winks at
bribes on all sides to men at home to make the
way smooth, does not very strongly commend
itself to our respect.

Kensington Gardens.—The well-known fosse
separating Kensington Gardens from Hyde Park,
near the bridge over the Serpentine, has been
filled up at the southern end, and the site added
to the roadway, an iron railing marking the line

jof division. I

THE ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS

: OPENING NIGHT.

The opening meeting of the session of this
Institute was held on Monday evening last at
the House, in Conduit-street, when Mr. W. Tite,
M.P., the President for the ensuing year, de-
livered an opening address. There was a large
attendance of members and associates.
The President said the growing success of the

Institute was manifest|from the large increase in
the number of its members, and the consequent
increase in its finances. All the topics in con-
nexion with it were those of congratulation.
The total number of associates, fellows, &c.,
in May of this year, was 623. In the year
1858 (ten years ago) the number of fellows was
only 146 : at the present time they amounted to

262. He apprehended there were very few
architects in London who had not joined the
Institute and endeavoured to further its objects.

Having spoken of the large additions made to

the library, he remarked that the papers read
during the past session had not been very
many, but they had been of very great interest.

Prominent amongst these was a paper by Pro-
fessor Ansted, “ On the Relations of Geology
with Architecture,” and the discussions which
followed the reading of that paper showed how

j

important the one science is in relation to the
other. A paper of great importance followed,
by Mr. Digby Wyatt, who bad gone to Paris on
a mission of the Government connected with
art. That paper was a very important one, and

|

led to frequent discussions. It also improved i

thoir acquaintance with much that might be
i

said to be novel in architecture. The last com-
j

mnnication to which he would allude was that

:

by Mr. Charles Barry, which treated of the im-
provemeut of structural architecture

; and he
showed how he had in the case of a large building
with which he (the President) was connected as
a governor,—Dulwich College,—introduced very
successfully the use of terra-cotta instead of the
more costly material of stone. He showed its

'

cost, the nature of the material, and the incidents
'

which led him to use it. Having, however, some
j

experience himself in that material, he would
caution those who might view these results in

j

too sanguine a light as to its use. He had been
[

told that the ante-fixaj of St. Pancras Church, *

which were composed of terra-cotta, had failed ;

and they knew that the statue of the Prince of
Wales at Brighton, composed of the same ma-

1

terial, dropped to pieces,—first an arm, and then
j

a leg, and then became a complete wreck. To
,

young architects, he would say they should be

!

careful that tho material was well and homogene-
ously burnt, and that they ought not to be too
ready to adopt that with which they had not an
entire acquaintance. He then referred, in pass-
ing, to a promise made by Mr. Beresford Hope
to bring before the House of Commons the
question of the conservation of ancient buildings
and archmological remains. He trusted that
his excellent friend would have an opportunity
afibrded him of redeeming that pledge in the
next Parliament.

Up to this point, the President continued, ho
bad adverted to subjects of unmixed satisfac-

tion, but he now thought it his duty to refer to
one which, with every possible respect for the
persons most concerned in it, he felt to be one
of considerable difficulty; nevertheless, he was
called upon to notice it. The incidents to which

'

he would refer were of great importance in their

general bearing on the position of architects. It

seemed to be the universal fashion that architects
were to be ever exposed to compttition in all di-

rections, He had no reason to quarrel personally
with competition, for he had been as unsuccessful
as most men, and as successfu!. He, however,
thought that all matters relative to the late great
competitions should be thoroughly understood by
those whom he addressed, because they had an
important reference to, and bearing upon, their

position as architects in general. The matter to

which he specially referred was that in connec-
tion with the competitions for the New National
Gallery and the Law Courts, By the assistance
of a kind friend he had obtained tho details
of every step taken in both these matters.
First, then, with regard to the National
Gallery. The invitation to compete was issued
on the 15th of February, 1866, to E. M,
Barry, Banks & Barry, D. Wyatt, Street, and
Scott, afterwards increased to eleven by the ad-
dition of G. S. Clarke, 0. Jones, Penrose,
Cockerell, and J. Murray. Mr. Scott ultimately
withdrew, leaving ten competitors. Designs
were sent in by ten competitors on January Ist,
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1867. Judges of designs were appointed in
January, 1867; viz., Viscount Hardinge, Lord
Elcho, Mr. A. J. Beresford-Hope, Mr. W. Boxall,
Mr. D. Brandon, Mr, E. Redgrave, Mr. W. Rus*
sell, Mr. T. Gambier Parry, and Mr. W. Tite.
Letter by competing architects to Lord J. Man-
ners, First Commissioner of Works, pointing out
that it would be a breach of faith with them if

one of them were not selected for employment

;

16th February, 1867. Judges reported, 28bh
February, 1867, that they were “not prepared
to recommend any one individual design for
adoption,” bub that the design of Mr. E. M.

• Barry" for a new gallery,” and that of Mr.
Murray for the adaptation of the present build-
ing, exhibited the greatest amount of architec-
tural merit. Appointment of Mr. E. M. Barry
as architect of a new National Gallery, 16th
June, 1868. There the matter rested, and for
a considerable period of time nothing more was
done in it. It might be that it was sufficiently

embarrassing to the Government. The next
competition to which he would advert was that
with reference to the new Law Courts. In that
case the arrangements were very different, and
the complications which ensued were very
great. Those arrangements were as follows s—
February, 1866.—Five judges were appointed
by tho Treasury.—Mr. Cowper (chairman), Mr.
Gladstone, Sir W. Stirling Maxwell

;
by the

commission,— Sir A. Cockburn and Sir E.
Palmer. December 23rd, 1865. — Treasury
minute, that the committee of judges shall issue
the invitations to compete, and their award
shall be final. Determination to limit the
number of competitors to six, and letter of
invitation (enclosing printed instructions, which
contained no promise to employ the successfal
architect) to Mr. Barry, to be one of the six.

Negotiations, in the course of which the Treasury
undertake to employ tho successful architect,

but introduce a condition forbidding him to

undertake new woi'k for three years after big

appointment. March 2l8b, 1866.—Withdrawal
of Mr. Scott and Mr. Barry from the competition,
in consequence of this condition. April 20tb,
1866.—Condition withdrawn, the number of
competitors increased to twelve; Mr. Scott and
Mr. Barry re-invited by letter of invitation, con-
taining printed conditions, finally revised and
signed by Lord Chancellor Cranworth. January
loth, 1867.—Designs sent in by eleven compe-
titors, one having resigned. June 8tb, 1867.

—

Messrs. Shaw and Pownall appointeJ judges of
designs, at the unanimous request of the com-
petitors, increasing the number of judges to

seven. July 30c.b, 1867.—First award of the
seven judges, to the effect that they considered
Mr. Barry’s design the best for plan and distri-

bution of interior, and Mr. Street’s the best as
an architectural composition

;
recommendation,

therefore, that those two gentlemen should be
jointly employed in the respective departments
named. Return ofaward tothe j edges by the Trea-
sury, with the request that thejndges would select

one architect. November 28Lb, 1867.—Recon-
sideration of award by the judges, and statement
by them that, having come to the conclusion that
the design of Mr. Barry is the best in regard to

plan, and the design of Mr. Street in regard to

elevation, and having recommended the joint
employment of those two architects, they could
do no more. Reference of case to Attorney-
General. Opinion of the Attorney-General that
the award was invalid, and the Government free

to make any appointment they thought proper.
May 30th, 1868.—Appointment of Mr. Street.

June 8th, 1868.—Letter of protest to Treasury
by Mr. Barry, followed by others, to none of
which any answer has been returned. Now, in

Mr. Hope’s inaognral address, in the year pre-

ceding his (tho President’s) nomination, he
made the following remarks :

—

“ I was just observing that there were certain complica-
tions attaching to the competition for the New Law
Coarts. These were of an administrative character, and
owed their origin to tho fact that the Government had
banded over no inconsideruble portion of the control
which, in the case of most public buildings, would have
been shared between the Treasury and the Board of
Works, to a special commission created by an Act of
Parliament, and comprising a large infusion of the legal
element. These tentlemen set to work with a very sound
principle strongly before them

;
and as was not unnatural,

rode that principle a little bard. They assumed that the
Buccessful architect (or architects) ought to have made
himself practically acquainted with the working of the
different courts of law; and the inference which they drew
from this undeniable proposition was, that it was needful
for them to be excessively restrictive in the number of
competitors chosen, in order to prevent the business of the
courts from being interrupted by the frequent visits of
curious invesiigators

;
and so they drew the line at six.

This was palpably, in the eyes of all men, except the com-
miasioners themselves, an extravagant application (of their

principle. Not (o allude to any other objection, Uiia re-
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striction manifested oonsiderablo confusion as to the

artistic obligation, contracted with the national honour,
to produce the beat obtainable building. However, it

required a vote of the House of Commona to overcome
the reluctance of this most respectable junta."

What Mr. Hope then predicted followed
j

bnt the reenlt was not, perhaps, on the whole,

unsatisfactory. The c^Hng in of two pro-

fessional judges—men of great eminence and
practical skill—was no doubt the proper course

to take to remedy the difficulty
;
and he believed

the'appointment of Messrs. Pownall and Shaw was
Batiafactory to all parties concerned. The result

was equally satisfactory. The plan of Mr. Barry
and the elevation of Mr. Street were severally

declared to be the best. These two gentlemen,
putting their heads together to erect these build-

ings, would have been satisfactory to the nation

and to the profession generally. There was,

moreover, precedent for this course of proceed-

ing. In hia (the President’s) early days, Mr.

Wilkins and Mr. Gandy had built one of the
great club-bousea as joint architects

;
and in his

own case, Mr. Cockerell and himself acted as joint

architects in the building of the London and
Westminster Bank in the City, and in each case

everything went on agreeably and conveniently.

But in the matter of the New Law Courts dis-

cussion was indulged in to a large extent, and it

ended in Mr. Barry being awarded the building

of the National Gallery, and Mr. Street the New
Law Courts

; a resnlt, however, which did not

appear very much to please anybody, and which
was a difficult question to determine, because
each gentleman had equal merits

;
and the solu-

tion which he ventured at the time to suggest in

the House of Commons appeared to him a rea-

sonable one. The suggestion he made was this

—

that inasmuch as it was perfectly well known
that the Law Courts, as designed, would occupy
much more space than had been accorded
them, the Chancery and Common Law Coorts
should be divided—one to be placed on the
Thames Embankment, and the other in Lin-

Coln’s-inn
;
and that one should be entrusted

to Mr. Street and the other to Mr. Barry.

That snggestion met with no favour in the

House, and thus the matter ended in a some-
what unsatisfactory manner. He would not

pursue this subject further than to say, that

they must all feel in these competitions that if

the strictest adherence was not kept to the con-

ditions put forth, it could not be expected that

men of honour and talent would join in such com-
petitions. The result might, lie said, be satis-

factory in the present instance. No man re-

spected more than he did, and than all of them
did, both the gentlemen referred to, for either one
or the other would be sure to erect a creditable

building. At the same time, if there was no dis-

appointment on the one hand, or inconvenience on
the other, he shonld stilPregret that some more
satisfactory result had not been obtained.

He would only add on this subject, that if com-
petition were to be indulged in, it could only be
done successfully, usefully, and wisely by the

strictest obedience to the original agreement
under which gentlemen went into these com-
petitions. The President concluded hia remarks
on this topic by quoting an article from the
Builder, of June 13Dh, 1868, which be said he
thought very fairly expressed the whole extent

of the difficulty, and the position in which they
were at present placed. He then proceeded to

remark ihat the general consideration of the
position of architecture induced him to believe

that they were held in higher estimation as a
body than was formerly the case. In bis address

to the lustitute in 1863 he remarked,

—

" I cannot bnt express my hope that the profession I am
attached to, and that I have followed for more than I'orly

years, may teceiv-e from me, in a kindly spirit, a few
words of caution, that we ought not to forget that the
great principles of art demand something more than a
mere patient reproduction of fornis eliminated in and
appropriate to other times, without snfEcient reference to
the great power given to ns by new materials, demanding
different treatment, and a new exertion of the imaginative
faculty."

Ho strongly recommended young architects

not to confine themselves to one style of
architecture alone. It was no use being
merely a Gothic architect or merely a Classic

architect; they most try, as far as they could,

to understand both, and not be led away by the
mere fashion of the day. At the present time
everything must be Gothic. It was excellent

when well applied, but far from agreeable when
not well applied. This style was carried a little

too far in the present day. His friend Mr.
Beresford-Hope, he knew, would join issue with
him on this point, and would give them a design

for a Gothic theatre; but he (the Preeidont)

confessed he thought the Classic style better

adapted for that class of buildings. He bad done
as much, perhaps, as most men in the Gothic

way, and was one of the first to attempt a railway-

station in that style. Whether ho had suc-

ceeded mustbe decided by a visitto Carlisle station;

but he had adopted other styles in Prance,

particularly at Eouen, which perhaps on the

whole were more satisfactory. Having congra-

tulated Mr. Scott upon his success in connexion
with the St. Pancras Station of the Midland
Railway, the President passed on to notice the

necrology of the Institute during the past recess,

and referred more particularly to the death of

Mr. Allason, whose father was 'an eminent and
popular architect, and Mr. G. R. Burnell, the

latter gentleman having been a most liberal

contributor to the library of the Institute. In a

passing allusion to the great public works in

course of construction, he remarked that the

Thames Embankment was worthy of the

encomium that was passed upon it by his friend

Mr. Beresford-Hope in his inaugural address.

That work had been carried out so far in a com-
paratively small space of time. Whether they
regarded the beauty of the material employed,
or the excellence of the workmanship, or the

usefulness of the work itself, the Thames Em-
bankment stood forth as one of the greatest

features of our age, and when completed to the

extent contemplated on both banka of the river,

it would mark an epoch in the history of archi-

tectural skill, besides being a work of the greatest

possible convenience; and the Thames, which
had been so long the great disfigurement of the

metropolis, would be one of its greatest orna-

ments. He expressed bis gratification at the

satisfactory progress which was being made with

the new St. Thomas’s Hospital facing the House
of Commona. It was being carried out by
Mr. Carrey, and was founded on the principle

of the Lariboissiere and other great French
hospitals, and when completed would afford

accommodation to 600 sick and wounded
persons, and as a piece of architecture would
bo as creditable as it would be as a work of

humanity. A great deal had been done during

the last few years in respect of the architecture of

the city of London. The great hotels especially

were magnificent pieces of ornamentation, as

well as being useful, and admirably adapted to

the purposes for which they were built. They
were based upon the best architectural principles,

and were elegant and excellent in themselves.

Evelyn bad recorded in his works that, in passing

through London he thought it “ the ugliest city

in all Europe for its bigness.” He hoped they

were now redeeming that great blot on their

national taste and national means, and that

London soon would be worthy of the great people

and nation of which it is the capital. He could

not say as much for the bridges, which now
spanned the Thames in all directions. Old

Blackfriars Bridge, which was a structure of

surpassing beauty, and which was admired
throughout Europe, had ceased to exist, and

he thought, to the structure which was now
taking its place, he might apply the words of

Evelyn and say, “It would be the ugliest bridge

in all Europe for its bigness.” At the same time

it would bring increased convenience and add to

the comfort of the inhabitants, and no doubt it

would carry them safely over the river for a very

long time to come.
Mr. Bereaford-Hopo, in proposing a vote of

thanks to the President for his address, said,

while declining to follow bis bon. friend in what
be had remarked on the question of the two late

great competitions,he would venture briefly t3 put

the general question of competitions in another

shape. If it were not for competition, he asked,

bow could the young members of the profession

make their merits and genius known ? Archi-

tecture, after all, resolved itself into the simple

question of £.s.d.,and those who decried competi-

tion should at least be able to bring some other

plan forward by which the interests and the

talents of all might bo considered. As regarded

the measure which he was to have brought

before the House, he could only say that he had
not done so for two reasons. The first was the

extreme pressure of other business (having also

been absolved of his pledge for that session by
his friend Mr. Donaldson)

;
and the second was,

that he hoped to introduce the question as a

branch of one more comprehensive
;

viz.—the

necessity ofhaving a great Minister ofArt, Archi-

tecture, and Science. That minister should ab-

sorb the first Commissioner of Works, and some
other offices, and should be an efficient public

servant in that department, and upon whom,

when elected, the eyes of Parliament and the

country should rest. He (Mr. Hope) would
like very much to see a Gothic theatre, and did

not agree with the President in all he had said

in regard to that particular, bnt fully concurred

in the opinion that it was the duty of architects

to study all styles of the art.

Mr. G. G. Scott had great pleasure in second-

ing the resolution which had been proposed, and
in doing so would say that he hardly knew of any-

thing in which he differed from the President in

the remarks he had made in his excellent open-

ing address. He was well satisfied, so far as he
was personally concerned, with the results of the

competition referred to, though perhaps the

logical part of the question would not be so

easily followed out. He concluded by thanking

the President especially for his valuable gifts to

the library of the Institute.

Mr. George Godwin, in supporting the resolu-

tion, said that the energy of the President was
equalled only by bis liberality. He would let

the results of bygone competitions be regarded

as bygones. He oonld not, however, help re-

marking that there were a great number of new
competitions which appeared to be managed
in a peculiar manner. He alluded to those

for erecting asylums for the sick and imbecile

poor. He wonld like to know who it was that

named the six or twelve gentlemen who were
selected to compete in each of these cases. It

was a fact well known that in one or two of the

cases at least all that could be said of the young
menbronghtintothese competitions was that they

were untrammelled by anything like former work
or former connexions, and would make their

first appearance as architects of those asylums.

Doubtless many of them would gain distinctiou,

but he did not think that the men who bad won
their spurs should be passed over.

Mr. Charles Barry said that doubtless the

architects for the asylums referred to were

selected by the local authorities from motives of

economy. The terms of the competitions were
such that he did not wonder Mr. Godwin faded

to recognise the names of those who had acceded

to them. The subject had already attracted the

attention of the council, and would be further

considered by them during the present session.

Mr. A. H. Layard, M.P., though only an

honorary member of the Institute, wished to

call the attention of those present to the fact that

the Government was abont to erect the largest

series of buildings that had ever been undertaken

at one time. These comprised the Now Law
Courts, the National Gallery, the larger part of

the Public Offices ;
and, besides, there would

soon be commenced a building somewhere in

the vicinity of South Kensington, for a collec-

tion of Natural History, partly taken from tho

British Museum. He would offer no opinion

npon these buildings as to whether the style

adopted should be Gothic or Classic, but he did

wish that those words were forgotten, and that

attention was turned more to the cultivation of

a true English style. It was a question of

national honour. They had got a magnificent

site on the Thames Embankment, and they had
now the opportunity afforded them of erecting a

series of buildings which might, perhaps, exceed

in grandenr those of any other country. He
trusted that they might not fall into errors in

the erection of those buildings. He was desirous

that the Institute should direct public attention

to this matter, and to commence doing so at

once, as little time was to be lost. He was
afraid that the decision in some respects of

the House of Commons in the matter of the

National Gallery had not been satisfactory,

but it would be useless to attempt to get them
to alter it.

The vote of thanks to the President was
carried by acclamation.

The Law as to Apprentices.—James Pond,

aged twenty-one, who bad been an apprentice

at Messrs. Doulton’a pottery works, was on

Thursday brought up at the Lambeth police-

court, charged with having left several months

before bis term had expired. As similar cases

had previously been allowed to pass with impn-

nity, the young man’s employers determined to

make an example, and having obtained a

warrant, he was captured at Glasgow. He said

he had gone away because he could not earn

sufficient money to provide for himself properly.

The magistrate inflicted a penalty of 61. for the

loss of service, and lOZ. costs, or in default of

payment a month’s imprisonment.
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A WOED OR TWO ON “FALSE
ECONOMY.”

The contract for altering and enlarging the
Coonly Gaol at Carmarthen has just been
accepted. The contractor is Mr. George Thomas,
of Pembroke, and the amount of his tender
12,9721. Some of the tenders, we hear on good
authority, were as high as 18,000Z., and Mr.
Thomas’s was the lowest. It is far from onr
intention on the present occasion to find fault

with the Caimarthenshiro magistrates, or indeed
to say one word derogatory to the claims of
Mr. George Thomas. On the other hand, we
say moat unhesitatingly that Mr. Thomas has
performed some Government works which have
given the greatest satisfaction, and he is at

present making good progress with the fortidca-
tiong at Tenby. But this rtflection naturally
thrusts itself upon us : that where a few men
tendering for the same work,—by no means a
large undertaking, — vary in their tenders
from 12,972Z. to 18,OOOZ., there must be a great
blunder somewhere. In a discussion on this

subject at the recent Carmarthenshire Quarter
Sessions, the Earl of Cawdor alluded to the ex-

perience which the counties of Carmarthen,
Cardigan, and Pembroke had so dearly pur-
chased in the erection of the Joint Counties
Asylum, a large building erected at Carmar-
then some six or seven years since. Some of
the readers of the Builder may recollect that, at
the time the tender for the asylum was accepted,
we called attention to the alarming difFerence in

the amounts of the various tenders. We believe
the lowest was about 2-i,500Z., and the highest
about 42,0001. Well, the lowest tender but one
was accepted, and the committee were justified

in accepting it, inasmuch as the contractors
were highly recommended. Now, what was the
result of this ? The sequel will show that the
building is at present a monument to “ False
Economy.” We are anxious to be as honest as
possible in our statements, and we therefore only
say what was publicly stated at the recent
Pembrokeshire Quarter Sessions. It was there
said that the work at the asylum was “very
badly done.” The committee “did all in their
power to put matters right,” but the work at
last was so badly done that they “ fonnd it

impossible to make them do it properly.” The
contractors used iron instead of copper nails

to a large extent,—a number of the nails were
Bmaller than the size agreed npou, and as
a consequence, the committee has since been
obliged to take a great portion of the roof off.

The contractors placed a tank under the closets

to receive the sewage. Of course this was a
great nuisance, and it had to be removed. The
cost of all this, including a new roofing to the
building, was something considerable, and we
are not surprised that some of the magistrates
wished to know whether something could not be
done in the matter, especially as the report of
the Commissioners in Lunacy showed that a
great deal of work was still undone. When a
contract is accepted, and an architect is paid
for certifying that the work is properly done, the
public have a right to expect that the work is

satisfactorily executed. The architect was well
paid for his duties in the instance, if one of the
magistrates was correct in stating that the re-

muneration amounted to nearly 2,0001. It was
stated by the chairman that the committee were
at present taking connsel’s opinion as to whether
they cannot recover from the architect the
amonnt of any expense they may be pnt to in

consequence of his neglect in not insisting upon
proper work being done. Of course the com-
mittee are not to blame. Once they received
the architect’s certificate, it was simply their
duty to order the payment of certain sums of
money. At the same time some one mast be to
blame, and who that “some one” is, we sup-
pose we shall shortly know, as it was stated
that the committee were determined not to “ let

the fellows escape,” bnt to take legal proceed-
ings if the conneel’s opinion warranted them in
doing so. One of the speakers, who appeared a
little anxious to smother the matter, could not
but admit that some of the work had not been
properly done, but added that it was done at a
very low price and remarked that, as to Govern-
ment inspectors, they did not want to quarrel
with them, but they well knew that those gen-
tlemen must complain ; they were paid for doing
so. Possibly there may be something in this,

but it has little weight in the particular case
under consideration.

However, our object is not to disenas the
merits or demerits of this question : our object

is simply to draw attention to this case, as a
warning to the public iu general, and publio
bodies in particular, against always accepting
low tenders. It is a policy which often becomes
very costly in the end.

RESEiRCHES IN ROME.

Funds are needed to enable the British Archae-
ological Society of Rome to continue their in-

vestigations. Some of our readers, when they
see what has already been done, may feel in-

duced to aid. Here is a list of the excavations
and researches made to the end of July, 1868.

1. The line of the wall of the kings round the

city of Rome, and the sites of the gates of Ser-

vins Tullius, fired by the nature of the ground
and the existing remains.

2. The principal chambers of the Mamertine
prison discovered (the two small rooms osually

shown are the vei>tibule only).

3. The sites of the Porta Capena and of the
Piscina Publica fixed, by findiug remains of the
arcade of the Aqna Appia, where it crossed the
Via Appia, passing over that gate from a re-

servoir at the foot of the Ccelian to the Piscina
Publica.

4. Another Castellnm Aqum, or reservoir, of
the time of Trajan, fonnd on the cliff of the
Ccelian, near the Porta Capena, with a series of
five brick chambers of that period, and the
specus of an aqueduct passing through it.

5. Remains of another important building in

the same valley, part of which is of the time of

Sylla, and part of the time of Nero, supposed to

be the j®des Caintonarum.
6. The month of the Aqua Appia, on the bank

of the Tiber shown. The course of the specus of
this aqueduct traced through a subterranean
stone quarry in the Aventino.

7. The source of the Aqua Appia found in

another very ancient stone quarry of the time of
the kings, 7 miles from Rome.

8. The site of some important Thermm found
in the large vineyard to the north of the Porta
Maggiore, and the building called the temple of
Minerva Medica, shown to be a Nymphicum.
Reservoirs and branches of several aqueducts
found in the same vineyard.

9. Other reservoirs of the aquedneta fonnd on
the south side of the Porta Maggiore, near the

Sessorium (now the monastery of S. Croce, in

Gerusalemme)
; and the Speens Vetus, of Fron-

tinna, found upon an old agger leading to the
Ccelian, and along the Ccelian to the great sub-
terranean reservoir at the arch of Dolabella.

10. The fcite of the Porta Trigemina, and of
the Sublician (or wooden) bridge fired, by find-

ing remains of the gate and one of the piers of
the bridge in the present Salaria or salt-wharf.

RAINFALL AND TEMPERATURE.

These two subjects are supposed to be very
simple matters, and by many it is tacitly assumed
that all is known that is worthy of examination.
With the superficiality which is too frequently a
characteristic of the present day, there are nob a
few men who say—“ Oh ! rain, yes

:
get a rain-

gauge, pnt it in a tolerably clear space, and then
you’ll soon find out what the fall is.”

During many years (see especially Builder,

March 31, 1860), we have maintained and urged
the paramount necessity of systematic regularity
in, and increased attention to, the observation of
rainfall. It is, therefore, with great pleasure
that we draw attention to some most exhaustive
experiments designed by Mr. G. Symons, carried
on for some time by Col. Ward, at Caine, in

Wiltshire, and now in an extended form con-
tinued by the Rev. C. H. Griffith, at Strathfield

Turgis, Reading.
Prior to 1863 there was no publication which

gave any trustworthy information as to the rela-

tive amount indicated by large and small gauges
respectively, and consequently gauges differed

almost infinitely in size and pattern. In Scot-
land, owing to the influence of Professor Flem-
ing and Mr. Stratton, the prevailing size was
only in. in diameter, while English and
Scottish engineers mostly employed gauges 1 ft.

in diameter. Mr. Glaisher recommened 8 in
,

and Lake Howard, with many others, had need
a 5-in. diameter. Hence it was imperatively
necessary to ascertain if size influenced the
returns.

Again. There having been no bond of union

nor standard authority in rainfall matters, the
height of the funnels above the ground was even,

more variable than their size, the heights vary-

ing from nothing up to 30 ft. or 40 ft. Some ex-

periments had been made on Westminster Abbey,
York Minster, and some other places, to test the
law ofdecrease in relation to the elevation above
the ground; but the data were neither sufficient

nor in a serviceable form for practical men.
Hence it was necessary to ascertain the ratio

of decrease due to the elevation above the
ground.

Passing over the preliminary stages, wo pro-

pose to describe, as succinctly as possible, the
exact nature of the experiments now in progress,

before which we must preface one word as to

their locale ,—a point of the first importance.
Strathfield Turgis Rectory is square-built, with
a few trees near, and the whole of the grounds,

30 acres, perfectly level and clear of trees. It

is therefore as eligible a site as can be con-

ceived.

In one part of the ground there are a set of

gauges of the following diameters :—1, 2, 3,

4, 5, 6, 8, 12, 24 in., and also two square ones of

25 in. and 100 in. area respectively. The whole
of these are similar in material, construction,

mounting, and height aboveground; therefore

any variation between their indications is due to

size alone.

In other parts there are four other sets
;
one

for the purpose of determining the influence of

elevation above ground irrespective of buildings,

the gauges being mounted on lofty poles.

Another set are perched iu all sorts of positions

on the roof of the rectory and oub-bnildings, in

order to obtain the effect of such positions, and
therefrom approximate corrections to be applied

to the many observations previously made in

various parts of the country in analogous (un-

suitable) positions.

The third series consists of different patterns,

funnels with the rims sloping at different angles,

and variations of that kind
;
and the fourth and

last are identical iu all respects except the mate-
rial of the receiving surface, among which are

pot, glass, copper, japan, paint, and ebonite,—the

last being app.arently the best; bnt at present

all are sub judice, and therefore we give no
results.

Wo think the above will convince onr readers

that the questions we mentioned are now iu a
fair way to solution. Mr. Griffith is, however,

by no means satisfied with doing what was never

done before, and undertaking the arduous task

of registering all these (42) rain gauges; and ho
has thermometrical work of the highest impor-

tance simultaneously in progress.

Almost every year, sometimes oftener, there

crops up in the daily papers a discussion, more
or less prolonged, as to “ What is shade ?” It

generally arises in this way. A very hob day
occurs. Forthwith sundry letters appear, giving

temperatures varying, perhaps, 20°, and some of

them hotter in the shade than others, possibly

in the same town, are in the sun. Then some of

those who have returned the lower numbers
complain of the others, and it comes out that A
had his thermometer on a post facing north, and
forgot that the post got hot through and warmed
the thermometer; that B was in a narrow space
surrounded by houses,—in fact, mightjust as suit-

ably have been in a well; that C’s was outside a

window, the glass of which reflected the heat on

to the bnlb
;
and so on. Now it is obvious that

none of these positions is proper, and none
comparable with any of the others ;

hence, many
years ago thermometer stands were designed and
they have since been adopted by all who have
any claim to be considered observers of meteoro-

logical changes. Most unfortunately there have
been several forms of stand adopted, differing as

widely as a sentry-box and a meat-safo,—in fact,

possessing no bond of similarity. Two years ago

Mr. Symons drew attention to this anarchy in

the Times, and expressed the hope that some
person with leisure, and a clear open space,

wonld take np the question, compare the various

forms of stand, and determine their effect on the

temperature and humidity recorded. Mr. Grif-

fith having volunteered the space, and the time

and trouble of observing, Mr. Symons has had
stands made of the patterns suggested by Messrs.

Lawson, Glaisher, Stow, Martin, Stevenson, Paa-

torelli, Morris, and Col. Sir H. James. Mr.
Casella has provided the requisite number of

thermometers (32). They have all been verified

at the Kew Observatory of the British Associa-

tion before commencing, and will be reverified

at the close of the experiments.

We therefore conclude that meteorologists will
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BOOH liave the data for deteiTnining the relative

inflaence of the varioua patterns of stand, and
we hope they will agree to work uniformly in

futnre j for in meteorology more than in any
other science, nniformity of observation, of

inatruments, and of reduction, is all-important.

ON COLOUR IN CHURCHES.*

The question, “ What are we to do in the

way of colour?” is very often asked in these

days of church restoration, and it is with a view
of doing something towards finding an answer
to this question that I venture to bring these

remarks under your notice. Almost every one

admires colour, but most people dread using it,

partly from a notion of its groat expense, and
still more from fear of failure. Of course, by
the employment of celebrated artists, the cost

of picture decoration may be swelled to any ex-

tent j and it is very desirable, where cheapness
is not an object, that the best art should be em-
ployed in our chnrches

;
but, under ordinary

circumstances, very good effects may be pro-

duced with a limited number of colours, and at

a comparatively trifling cost. In most instances

more money is expended, and more time lost,

in experiments than in executing the actual de-

coration itself, when the style and arrangement
have been determined on. The best way to pre-

vent this needless waste of time is to make the

necessary experiments with paper patterns, fixed

np on the walls of the church, so that the effect

of the proposed ornaments at a distance may
be judged of. If this is done, the work will

commence with a much better chance of success,

and almost always a great deal of disappoint-

ment will be saved, for a painter is then able to

aet about his work with tolerable certainty as to

the result. It is, of course, impossible to lay

down any special canons for the guidance of any
one wishing to decorate a building, as circum-
stances will determine many points better than
the most elaborate rules. For instance, a dark
interior will bear an amount of brilliant colour

and high tones which would be intolerable in a
more fully lighted building

;
and, on the other

handjthe faint colours, and delicate whites, greys, .

and buffs, which form such a beautiful, harmony ,

in an ordinary interior, would look poor and feeble

in a gloomy little Norman church. Commonly,
however (as far as we can judge from the speci-

mens of colouring which keep turning up day
after day in the progress of church restoration),

there were' but few colours employed in ordinary
church,work in Medireval times, and the more
elaborate decorations, and richer colours, were
reserved for the most prominent situations in a
church, as a reredos to an altar, or the roof of a
side chapel. As time went on, the church fur-

niture itself seems to have been chiefly depended
on for richness of effect

j
and the magnificent

Bcreen-work of later days was made to stand out

by its brilliancy in an otherwise quietly-coloured

interior. The choir sittings, also, sometimes
came in for their share of the general splendour,

as we see (if I remember rightly) at Walpole
St. Peter’s, Norfolk, where the fronts of the
book-boards (if I remember rightly) ,'are deco-
rated with very good pictures of saints under
canopies. Indeed, this plan was carried so far

that the bench-ends themselves were sometimes
coloured with stencil patterns, as at Brington
Church, near here, though, as far as I know,
this is a very unusual instance. The use of

colour as a means of increasing the effect of the
architecture never appears to have entirely died
cut. Up to the end of the fifteenth century it

was, of course, common enough j and though
the rise of the Renaissance style probably
changed people’s ideas a good deal, yet the old

method of ornamentation was still adhered to,

though the details were changed. To prove this

I have only to refer to the exquisitely delicate

colouring in Bishop West’s chapel, in Ely Cathe-
dral, finished early in the next century, and to

the ricbly-decorated tombs at Brington and other
churches. The church of St. Margaret, at

Ipswich, has a very remarkable roof, apparently
of the sixteenth century, though late in the
style. The north transept roof in Erapingham
Church, Rutland, is another very good specimen,
executed probably about the same date; and
the restoration of South Kilworth Church now
in progress, has brought to light considerable
remains of wall decorations of this period. In

the seventeenth century we have the chapels of

Lincoln and Jesus Colleges at Oxford; while

the paintings of Thornhill, at St. Paul’s

Cathedral, and other places, and the pictured

ceilings of St. Peter’s at Arches, Lincoln,

aud St. Mary Le Wigford, in the same town,

bring the art of permanent church decoratiou

through the eighteenth century down almost to

our own, when ornamentation of this kind cer-

tainly seems to have slumbered for a while, but

only to be awakened with increased strength

and power in the glorious Gothic revival of our

own times. Perhaps I shall be doing the most
service, and make myself best understood, if

I describe the decorations of an imaginary

church. Let us begin with the walls, and in

doing so let us suppose that the common mis-

take of pointing the interior has been avoided,

and that the walls have been carefully plastered,

BO as to receive the decorations. The whole

will then be coloured, with a general ground-

work, in which pale bluff had, perhaps, better,

predominate. Upon this ground bands of colour
|

should be placed, the widths of which will be

ruled by the architecture of the building. For
instance, a kind of dado should be painted under
the windows, reaching from the floor-line to the

^

string-course, if there is one, and where no string

exists, to give a finish a band of colour might

'

be used instead, to sever the pattern, below the '

line of the window sills, from the decorations ^

above. This coloured string-course would look

'

very well if designed with a fawn-coloured

pattern, on a chocolate ground, or vice versd, as

at Timworth Church. Above this, up to the

height of the springing-line of the window-
heads, some diaper or masonry pattern (as it is

called) would fill np the space very well, upon
the fawn-coloured ground, the divisions being

marked out with red, black, or chocolate colour,

and a small flower introduced into each square,

in yellow or red, as at St. Alban’s Abbey Church,
and numberless other places

;
indeed, this

masonry pattern is the commonest method of

ornamentation which was used on the walls of

churches. A second band of colour, repeating

or counter-changing the tones mentioned before,

might divide this pattern work from the upper
part of the wall, where a less elaborate treat-

ment might bo used with effect (say a powdering
of red roses or stars), till stopped by a third

band of ornament immediately under the wall-

plate. The eastern end of a church should be
made to harmonise in point of tone of colour

with the side-walls, of course, but would bear a
richer and more ornate treatment.

The chancel of Ashley Church, in this county,

has been coloured very carefully, lately, and the

effect is in many respects highly satisfactory.

Its arrangement will be found to agree pretty

much with the plan of ornament which has been
BUg.^esbed, save that there is a band of canopies,

running round the whole chancel, containing

figures of prophets and apostles, painted with
great care and very delicately coloured. The
east end of Ashley Church is coloured in the

same way as the side walls as far as the spring-

ing line of the east window, above which is a

painting of our Lord in glory, surrounded by
angels. This picture is rich in gold and colour,

and. adds very much to the effect of the interior.

The chancel of the church at Weston-by-

Wellaud has also been entirely decorated very

lately, and the general effect is harmonious and
complete.
Holdenby Church has begun to put on its

dress of many colours, but calls loudly for still

further ornament.
The same may be said of Theddingworth

Church, and Market Harborough Church was
partially coloured some years ago; so you see

we have not been altogether idle in this neigh-

bourhood.
During the restoration of the little village

church of Timworth, near Bury St. Elmund’s, a

most carious and valuable specimen of mural

painting was laid bare, and it was especially

interesting as showing the plan upon which the

ornamentation of an entire chancel was ar-

ranged. It also followed in its general outlines

the plan I have suggested. The lower part, or

dado, was compceed of a drapery pattern, ii

bioad chocolate lines, at the top of which, just

under the windows, ran a wide chocolate-coloured

pattern, on a buff ground, of very bold and effec.

tive character. Above this was painted a series

of wide architectural canopies, containing Scrip-

tural subjects, among which “The Annuncia-
tion,” “ The Meetings of Saints Mary and

I

Elizabeth,” and “ The Nativity,” were tolerably

[perfect. The drawing was rough, but not bad.

and the whole, when fresh and sharp, must have
looked very well.

I am sorry to be obliged to speak of these

carious paintings as things of the past. They
have been totally destroyed, and a rough sketch

of my own is probably the only memorial that

remains of what was certainly a very interesting

discovery. The paintings at Timworth had been
so mnch injured and hacked about, in the

fifteenth century (to make room for another sys-

tem of colouring), that it was impossible to pre-

,
serve them as decorations for the restored

church; but every one who saw them must
regret that photographs were not taken before

the walls were replastered. The painting was
of the thirteenth century.

Another very remarkable specimen of wall-

colouring has been discovered lately in the

parish church of Easby, near Richmond, iu

Yorkshire. Situated under the shadow of Easby
Abbey, no doubt unusual care was taken with

the decoration of this church, and the painting

seems to be very good. The subjects are arranged
in square panels, and there are large figures

painted within the arches of the sedilia. It is

to be hoped that these very valuable models for

church decoration will be found to be in a suffi-

ciently good state of preservation to make it

desirable to retain them.
St. Alban’s Abbey Church, which is a perfect

storehouse of beautiful architecture and quaint

things, has many very good specimens of mural
decorations, but they are so much like the

general run of such ornament, that it is needless

to describe them here. One of the best examples
near at homeis to be found in Lutterworth Church,
which is being repaired under the able guidance
of Mr. Scott, aud this wall-painting is to be
restored. The masonry pattern is of unusual
excellence, and I am glad to have it in my power
to show you a drawing of it, very carefully pre-

pared by Mr. Lea, of Lutterworth. The painting

appears to be of the end of the thirteenth cen-

tury.

The pillars and arches of our ideal church
must claim our attention next. They should be
decorated much in the same style as the walls,

and iu old days were very frequently divided

into a masonry pattern, running with the actual

stories, though this was not always the case.

At Lutterworth, both the pillars and arches

retain a good deal of their original decoration.

In the arches the chief interest is given by
graceful running patterns, in chocolate colour,

following the lines of the arches. Specimens of
this kind of ornament are to be found also at

Ketton Chnrch, Rutland, and in still greater

quantity at Uppingham Church. A small por-

tion of a more highly-coloured example of arch

decoration is to bo seen on one of the arches of

the south side of the choir at Rothwell Church.
It has a very good effect. The next specimen
is later in stylo, and formed part of the second

system of colouring employed at Timworth
Church, Suffolk. It is taken from an archway
which had long been blocked up, and the painting

was very fresh in consequence. I am afraid I

must admit that in this instance the general

gronndwork was whitewash, in addition to which
there was another circumstance connected with it

which ratherjars against our notions of the truth-

fulness which is sneh ajust boast of Gothic work.

The spaces were covered with a rough red

mottling, on a yellow ground, which must have
been intended for sham marble. The idea is not

pleasant, but it certainly looked very well.

There is also some marbling of the same kind at

Ketton. This need not be copied, however, as a

plain surface of colour, not too evenly spread,

would look equally effective, in all probability.

With regard to the pillars, a chevron, or some
other bold pattern, was often adopted, as at

Lutterworth and Hunstanton, in Norfolk. But
one cannot help thinking that a good strong

stone column does not want much to recommend
it, and that it might generally be left pretty much
to itself; its fine natural colour would, in most
cases, add to rather than detract from the effect

of the interior by contrast.

The subject of roofs is one which deserves

great attention, but there will only be time just

to allude to a few existing specimens. The
roofs of churches being almost inaccessible to

the destroyer, and only get-at-able with con-

eiderable difficulty, by that still more fearful

person, “the cleaner up” of later days, they

have been suffered to retain their original colour,

ing more than other parts of our churches;

indeed, there is scarcely an old building where
more or less of this roof decoration does not

exist, and the style of all the periods of Gothic
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may te made out pretty clearly. The roof of

Lincoln Cathedral, tliongh at present covered
with white and yellow wash, was once carefully

painted, and bits of ornament peep ont here and
there, to toll ns how to restore it, when the day
of restoration arrives. The whole of the roof of
that vast church, St. Alban’s Abbey, is coloured !

The nave and transepts have flat ceilings, which
seem to have been coloured in imitation of older

work ; but the choir was a beautiful fourteenth
ceutnry vault in wood, covered with very good
painting, quite worthy of being visited by any
one interested in such matters. It appears to

be the second decoration which the ceiling has
had. There is at Chichester Cathedral, on the
roof of the vestibule, to the present library some
very telling painting of later character, which
might be imitated with great success on a
vaulted roof.

Ely and Winchester cathedrals also" give us
examples of colour on stone-vaulted ‘ roofs of

different periods. It was, however, with -the

open timber roofs of the fourteenth and fifceenth

centnries that the full glory of coloured ceilings

came in. ‘,,Ia these, carving and colour vied with
each other for the mastery, and the combination
must have been sumptuous and stately in the
extreme.

Norfolk and Suffolk give ns the best examples,
perhaps, bnt there are very good specimens
scattered all over England. The church at
Brant Brongbton, in Lincolnshire, has a pine
roof of the Perpendicnlar period, most effectively

colonred. It is in very fair preservation. The
plaster ceiling of the neighbouring church at

Welboum, in the same county, is said to conceal
another of like character

j
and at Christ Church,

in Hampshire, a fine wooden roof (still retaining
its original painting), is hidden by a sham stone
vaulting. Almost endless instances, indeed,
might be referred to, bnt time would fail, and
patience, no doubt, wear ont too ; so it will be
best to conclude at once, with a hope that what
we find in the way of painting we may preserve
carefully, and that new work, founded on the
excellent old models which we have, may rise up
on every side round abont ns, so that one by one
our churches may regain that quiet beauty and
refined delicacy of colonriug which so many of
them once possessed.

THE FAIRFORD WINDOWS.

Will you allow me, as one who has studied
closely the early schools of Germany and Flanders,
and for many years (in companionship with my
friend Mr. Alfred Bell) practised glass-painting
as a profession, to express my entire agreement
wirh your able correspondent on the subject of
the Fairford glass, Mr. J, G. Waller, than whom
none has fairer warrant for making his opinions
public ? I will further beg the favour of a little

more space in which briefly to note how Mr. Tom
Taylor (to whose " tender mercies ” Hr. Waller
is consigned by “ B. A. A.”) practically expresses
his concnrrence too, by his direction of what I
cannot help considering the heaviest blow that
has been inflicted on the hypothesis he writes* to

support,—viz., Diirer’s authorship in the Fairford
gloss.

Beyond all donbt, the crucial test—the proof
of proofs, one upon which Mr. Tom Taylor well
insists, as bearing with most cogent force on the
origin of the glass in question—lies, not in appeal
to the confessedly dubions evidence of the “Biblia
Panperom,” “ Block Books,” Ac., whose own
authorship is a matter of dispute, bot in the
striking identity between the west window at
Fairford and the celebrated triptych of the same
subject at Dantzic.
The complete coincidence, patent between the

picture and the window could not possibly have
been accidental

; for a description of one is vir-
tually a description of the other.

That the artists of these works were followers
of one school,—that the author of the glass was
familiar with the picture, and borrowed largely
therefrom,—is beyond the limits of reasonable
question.

Mr. Tom Taylor ventures, indeed, more than
this. He says,—“It is difficult to believe that
the designer of the Fairford window and the
designer of the Dantzic picture were not one
and the same.”
A claim of such personal identity of author-

ship as this must be received with reserve ; bnt
to all who have regarded the subject with an

* Id the Oentleman't JTagazine for October.

artist’s eye, the magnificent composition at

Dantzic and the Fairford window reveal, in

every characteristic, the unmistakable signatare
of their common school. In the Dantzic picture
the general scheme of aiTangemeut, the graceful
delicacy of form, the long-drawn attennity and
peculiar modelling of the nude, and the cha-
racteristic type of the faces, proclaim acompletely
representative example of the art of Memling
and Tan Eyk.

Dr. Waagen, speaking of Flemish pictures, and
especially of that at Dantzic, declares that” this is

not only the most important by Memling that has
descended to ns, but one of the chefs d’ceuvre of
the school.”

It is difficult to comprehend by what un-
usual oversight Mr. Tom Taylor confounds
a work so distinctly Flemish with the name
of Diirer, to whose more robust style it bears
no real affinity. On the other hand, it is as easy
to understand how he was struck by the obvious,
though unnecessary, cine which the picture
affords to the origin of the window.
Bnt Mr. Taylor seems much more certain

that the window is referable to the Dantzic
picture, than that the picture is referable to

Diirer; for he says, “It is quite possible that
the picture may be Diirer’s, if [!], as I believe,

the Fairford windows are his.”

With the same probability the converse
might be stated,Viz.,'—It is possible the windows
may be Durer’s, if the Dantzic picture is by
him. Reasoning of this kind is really all that
has been brought forward on behalf of Durer’s
claim from first to last.

I would refer to one other point, which is signi-

fioantlypassed over in silence by the advocates of
the Diirer theory, to which it is a fatal dif-

ficnlty. I allude to the canopies of the Fairford

!
aisle windows. These canopies are as Flemish
beyond question as is the Dantzic picture

j

which, thus corroborated, carries, I sabmit, the
whole question of the school whence the windows
issued. That, in the absence of documentary or
historical evidence, the actual artist of the glass
can ever be known, I do not believe, though an
enthusiast might easily make ranch of a theory
favouring Memling. The gentle gradations of
style resnlting from the influence of schools in

ancient works where an artist’s characteristics

are distingnishable, less by divergence of man-
ner than degree of power, present difficulties in

the ascription of individual authorship to

apocryphal works, that in face of them artists

are slow to pronounce. To establish the plausi-

bililty of a surmise that a work of ancient art

of unknown anthorship may, by possibility, be
by a given artist, settles no doubts, and is but
a tantalizing way of showing, what is never
doubtful in such cases, that it is of a certain
school and a particular date.

Bnt, sir, next to an auctioneer there is no one
like your non-professional enthusiast for vault-
ing over obstacles of this kind. In riding his

hobby he has no faint-heartedness. He fears
no stumble. His foregone conclnsions absorb
his heart and soul, and difficulties bnt intensify
his purpose. Where the artist fears to tread he
rushes in and cuts the knob in triumph. In this

way all obstractions vanish
;
and many are the

works of art that have been baptised thus with
names that would make their owners’ hair
stand erect were they with us to claim their own
again. John R. Clayton.

*#* The artist of the celebrated picture in

the Church of Sainte Marie, Dantzic, mentioned
above, is now understood to be Dieriok Stnerbont,
better known as Dirk Van Haarlem, from the
place of his birth, and the earliest distinguished
painter of Holland. Mr. Weale, long settled in

Bruges, and whose name as an antiquary is well
known by many of onr readers, has recently met
with a document, we are told, in which Stnerbont
engages to paint the picture for a Milanese
nobleman. Stnerbont was born in the year
1391, according to Mr. Crowe, and died at the
age of eighty-seven, or in the year 1478

;
so that

if this identification be certain, and we have no
donbt abont it ourselves, the Dantzic picture

would seem to have been painted before Albert
Diirer was born.—

E

d.

Manchester.—A site in Oxford-street baa been
chosen for the new buildings of Owen’s College,
plans for which are under consideration. The site

will cost 29,100L if the whole of a plot of building
land containing 19,164 yards be secured

;
or

12,000?. if a plot of only 8,963 yards be
taken.

TEE WINTER EXHIBITION, FRENCH
GALLERY.

The collection here of cabinet pictures by i

British and (a few) foreign artists, 200 in nnm-i
ber, is well selected and particularly interesting.
Moreover, upstairs may be seen, without extra ;

charge, Linneli’s fine picture, “The Dusty j

Road.” Foremost in the collection proper!
stands Mr. E. Long’s “ Christmas Chariries in
Seville” (165), brimfnll of interest, both for the:
artist and the ordinary sight-seer. It shows ns
a well-dressed lady distributing alms to a group,
of beggars in one of the cathedrals. A sombre

;

priest looks on approvingly, while the crowd is

kept in order by a soldier who, under ordinary i

circumstances, would be the least interesting i

figure in the work, but who compels one to look;

twice at his bright uniform, and bis whiskerleBS,i

moustached, amiable face, if only to see;

what the men are like who make the re-;

volutions in Spain. The beggars are the mosfci

rugged, picturesque creatures in the world.:
The subject is well chosen, and admits of all

that variety of character and beauty of colouri

in the rich-dyed and picturesque dresses, which
have such charm for artist eyes, and in the fresh:

daylight effect of the lighting from the open:
door. As a composition, too, the picture is ex-i

ceedingly well conceived. “The Twins” (69), I

by M. Boognerean, is dtstingnisbed by great ex-

cellence of painting
;

it represents an infant boy

:

and girl lying asleep upon some downy cushionsi

and rich qnilt, the curtains parted letting in a
ray of bright silvery light which just strikes I

npon the pretty form of the one twin, and leaves ^

the gronp in shadow. The subtle modelling of|

the soft little limbs and velvety skin is wonder-
fully true, and the colouring of the flesh is per-

fection.

In No. (50), “The Favoniite Padre,” by J.

B. Bargees, a lean padre is setoff by the plnmpi
form of his unctuous brother. The favourite'

padre gives his band to be kissed by one of a
group of girls, while a boy clings on bis arm, and
looks np at him with a face bursting with fan.

Mr. Dicksee is more than usually strong. “The
Sick Chamber” (86), W. Q. Orchardson, although
mannered, lays hold of the spectator, and keeps'

its place in the memory. (22) “ The Morningi
Meal,” by L. Perranlt

; (34) “A Highlandi
Loch,” B. W. Leader; (61) “Prayer,” Eng.!

Fines
; (173) “ Fancy Free ;” and Mr. Archer’s'

touching picture, “Desolate” (186), all deservel

special notice.

PARTIAL DESTRUCTION OF THE
RESTORED CHURCH OF ECCLE3EALL

;

BY FIRE.

The parish church of Eccleshall has narrowly
escaped being bnrned entirely down. On the

morning of Sunday in last week the north aisle

was found to be in flames. Engines soon got to:

work, bnt at length the roof of that portion of

the building fell in, and shortly afterwards the
roof of the nave was discovered to bo on fire. I

In a little time, however, the flames in that part;

of the bnilding were subdned.
The damage done is very considerable, bnt

not so great as might have been expected, i

600?., it is said, will cover the whole, but therol

are 300?. or 400?. still unpaid for the restorationsi

recently done. The whole of the north aisle iS'

destroyed, and also a portion of the nave. Oolyl

the walls of the north aisle are left standing.!

The south aisle is uninjured. The chancel, witbj

its rich oak carving, is safe, though the walls:

and roof are much discoloured by the smoke.l

The chancel aisle, in which the organ is placed,;

has received no material injury. The organ|

itself is a good deal damaged.
The conflagration, it is said, has been traced^

to one of the principal beams of the north aislei

roof having been let into the side of the chimney
of the warming apparatus. This apparatus, which

;

snpplies the bnilding with hot air, had beeni

lighted for tho first time, as far as the services:

in the church were concerned. The beam ap-

pears to have taken fire, and the flames were'

communicated thence to the roof. The church,

was not insured.

The bnilding had been re-opened for service’

on the 29th of April last, after a thorough re-

storation, which cost between 7,000?. and 8,000?.

The general feeling among the people of:

Eccleshall is a determination to get the chnrchi

restored, if possible, with the same beauty and.

proportions which it displayed before the fire.!

This is the result of a meeting convened by the|
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Rev. C. P. Good, the vicar, and the charch-

wardens, in the Town Hall, to consider the steps

to be taken respecting the damage done. More
than half the 6001. required was at once sub-

scribed. The Vicar presided, and, in a few

opening remarks, explained the probable origin

of the fire. He would not, he said, pretend to

say who was to blame, or whether any one at

all was to blame. Mr. Street, the architect, had
written to express regret at not being able to

attend, bat Mr. George Wood, bis chief clerk,

was present at the meeting. Mr. Wood was
asked as to the cause of the fire, and he said he
bad carefully examined the heating apparatus

and the floors above it on the back of the arches,

and also the flue leading to the chimney-stack,

and he was of opinion that the fire originated

in the stack on the level of the north aisle

wall. One of the principal beams was set by the

side of the flue at this point, and was protected

by a fire-clay lamp-lining 3 in. thick, supported

at an inclination of about 40 degrees by an iron

bar, so forming a bend in the flue. The actual face

of the beam appeared to have had a clear space

between it and the fire-clay lump of 3 in., which
was, in his opinion, sufficient for the safety of

the building. No doubt it would have been safer

if the beam had been kept at a distance of 12 in.

instead of 6 in., and this could have been done

by the clerk of the works. In answer to a
question, Mr. Wood said he, of course, considered

the clerk of the works was the servant of the

Restoration Committee, acting under the order

of the architect, and he (Mr. Wood) had no doubt
that bad the clerk of the works reported the fact

of the beam being so near the flue, and asked
for special instructions, he would have been told

to keep it at a greater distance. Mr. Wood, in

conclusion, said that he had heard that the flue

was used by the builder during the progress of

the work to dry some timber. He believed the

flue became filled with soot at the bend formed
by the fire-clay lump, and when the fire was
lighted it became red hot and communicated the
heat through the fire-clay to the beam. Mr.
Barker, who represented Messrs. Stuart & Smith,
of Sheffield, who provided the heating apparatus,

was present, and expressed an opinion that the

fire must have arisen from the beam com-
municating with the chimney. Mr. E. Lyon,
one of the churchwardens, said he felc very

acutely that no insurance had been effected upon
the church. He did not attempt to excuse him-
self for neglecting so important a matter, but
any parishioner might have proposed to do so at

the vestry meeting. The fire arose from a piece

of carelessness. He considered that it was very

important that the matter should be fully

investigated.

ACCIDENTS.

A WAREHOUSE in Rigby-street, Liverpool, used
for storing linseed and the like, seven stories

high, has fallen in. On the fifth story about
50 tons of linseed were stored in a heap. Some
men observed that the centre heap of linseed in

bulk was subsiding; but they believed that this

was caused by the “sliding” away of the outer

ridge of the bulk. Both the upper and lower
floors were deserted by the workmen because
they “ felt there was something coming but
the machinery was working the press-room, and
everything else was going on as usual, when a

fearful crash was heard. The floor of the fifth

etory of the building had given way, the joists

having apparently broken in the centre, and 50
or 60 tons of linseed in bulk falling on the fourth

floor, on which there was a similar quantity of

produce stored, broke that down, and, again

descending on to the third and second stories,

fell into the machine-room, where a number of

pressmen, grinders, and others were employed.
The falling of the floors was so sudden that not
one of those engaged in the machine-room
escaped, while several of the workmen employed
in proximity to the scene of the disaster sus-

tained severe injuries about the head and arms.

All the centre timbers of the different floors

appeared to have parted, leaving the flooring

joists projecting from the opposite sides of the

warehouse. Efforts were at once made to rescue

the workmen inside the building
;
but after an

immense quantity of debris had been removed,
they found the bodies of four men amongst
some broken rafters and ceiling-planks. None
of the bodies were disfigured, and it appeared
that the unfortunate men had been snffoeated

by tbo immense quantity of grain falling on
them.

A new chapel has been blown down and four

persons killed at Bill Quay, Shields. The
chapel was in course of ereotiou for tho Wes-

leyans, in Swinburue-terrace, at the high part

of the village, on a slight slope. During a

strong gale of wind from tho north-west the

roof of the chapel came down, bringing with it

nearly the whole of the south gable and a large

portion of the north gable. The south gable

fell bodily upon an adjoining house, a two-

story one, crushing in the roof and the floors

of the upper rooms, and completely burying the

whole of the occupants in the ruins. Besides

the four killed, others were more or less seri-

ously injured.

Halifax has been also visited by a strong storm

of wind and rain
;
and at Bolton Brow, Sowerby

Bridge, a house fell, killing a woman and her

infant. Both were shockingly crushed. The
house has been in a dilapidated state for some
time, but there was no immediate sign of its

fall.

THE EARTHQUAKES.

These commotions are still reported from one

end of Ihs world to the other
;
and now we have

a slight indication of them in our own favoured

land. On Friday in last week, between ten and
eleven at night, the west of England was shaken

by earthquake. There has also been an earth-

quake in Ireland. Ail these were comparatively

very slight however; but it is said that the

Baltic has been agitated to an extraordinary

degree, subsiding 3 ft. and upwards below the

usual average, and then rising a foot above that

average. Nearly all the steamers plying be-

tween Cronstadt and St. Petersburg went
aground, a circumstance unprecedented.

From north to south of New Zealand a curious

tidal phenomenon was observed on the 15th

August. The sea rushed out and in with extra-

ordinary violence, and in some places in the

South Island great damage was done from the

sea going far over the usual high-water mark.

On the 17th shocks of earthquake were felt over

a larger portion of New Zealand than is usually

subject to them. The Chatham Islands have

been visited by three tidal waves, causing great

loss of life aod property. The settlement of

Tupunga, on the north side of the island, felt the

greatest force. It was entirely destroyed, no
|

mark being left to tell where it stood. The
,

ground was completely covered with sand and
I seaweed. The iuhabitants barely escaped with i

their lives. The sea went inland about 4 miles.

The settlement of Waitangi sustained great loss.

!

Houses were shifted, and carried out to sea.

,

There have been great floods in Chili, and many
persons drowned. Doubtless these floods, as

'

well as those of Switzerland, and also the pre-

vious drought, have all had something to do with

the other phenomena.

OPENING OF YORK CORN EXCHANGE.

This building, which has just been completed,

and is situated in King-street, has been formally

opened. The erection has been carried into

effect through the medium of a limited liability

company.
The building is 74 ft. long, 63 ft. wide, and

from the floor to the apex of the lantern light

about 54 ft. in height. The roof, which is an

open timber one, is partially supported by two
' rows of iron columns, which are fixed about

11 ft. 6 in. from the side walls, from which

spring semioii-cular laminated ribs spanning over

abou'^ 38 ft., which forms the central portion of

the Exchange. These riba form part of the truss

of the roof. Along the whole length of the

building is a raised lantern roof, the whole of

which is glazed, and gives an ample supply of

light, and the aide lights of lantern are made to

open. It is also heated with two of Gurney’s

patent stoves.

In addition to the large room there is a
settling-room about 38 ft. long and 21 ft. wide,

and in the front there is a pile of warehouses,

comprising several floors in height. The en-

trance to the Exchange is through a portion of

the warehouses, and is 10 ft. wide. There is

also an orchestra in the large room, and the

interior is finished in an ornamental style.

The architect was Mr. G. A. Dean, of London
and York; and the contractors were Messrs.

Weatherley & Rymer, of this city. The clerk of

the works was Mr. Vicars, who is also the aichi-

tect’s principal clerk. Tho total cost of the

premises, including corn-stands and fitting.o, and
alterations to the warehouse, will be about 3,0001.

The sub-contractors for the work were Messrs.

Close, Ayre, & Nicholson, for the iron work
;
Mr,

Rawlings, the plasterer ;
Mr. Pearson, for the

painting and decorating ;
Messrs. Hodgson, tho

plumbers; and Mr. T. Wood, the slater.

THE ASYLUM AT LEAVESDEN.

We learn from the daily papers that the foun-

dation-stone of the first asylum for the imbecile

poor of the metropolis, to be established under

the provisions of the Metropolis Poor Act of

1867, was laid at Leavesden, Woodside, about

four miles from Watford, on Saturday last. The
Metropolitan Poor Act of 1867, introduced by
Mr. Gathorne Hardy, constituted what is termed
the Board of Management of the Metropolitan

Asylum District, consisting of sixty members,
three - fourths elected from the thirty - nine

parishes and unions comprised in the metro-

politan area, and one-fourth nominated by the

Poor-law Board. The Board are to provide

asylums for imbecile poor, and hospitals for the

reception of the poor who are afflicted with fever

and small-pox. Two asylums, each to contain

I,560 patients, are now being erected, one at

Leavesden for the north side of the river, and
one at Caterham, near Croydon, for the south

side. The Leavesden site contains 76 acres,

and cost 1001. an acre—7,6001. ;
Caterham site

contains 72 acres, and cost 801. an acre—5.7561.

There is to be accommodation in each of these

asylums for 860 females, in six separate blocks,

and for 700 males in five separate blocks. The
estimated cost of the building, furniture,

clothing, &c., for the Leavesden Asylum is

128,00LH., and 129,0001. for the Caterham
Asylum. The Board have obtained sites for

fever and small-pox hospitals, as follows:—for

north-west district, at Haverstock-hill, Hamp-
stead, about 8 acres, cost 15,5441. ;

for north-

west district at Homerton, about 8 acres, cost

II,8121. lOs. ; for southern district, at Stockwell,

about 7i acres, cost 15,0751. The Board have
approved tho design for the fever hospital at

Hampstead, for 101 patients, submitted in com-
petition from six architects, by Messrs. Penning,

ton & Bridgen, of Manchester. The designs for

hospitals at Homerton, to receive 184 fever and
102 small-pox patients, and at Stockwell for

150 fever and 102 small-pox patients, are to

be ready soon. Up to the present time the

Board have made a call of one-eighth of a penny
in the pound on the rateable value of property

in the unions and parishes of the districts (about

16,000,0001.) for defraying the expenses of the

Board for the years 1867-8, and a farther call of

a similar rate payable Slst December next. The
funds required for the erection of the asylums
and hospitals are raised by loans on the rates,

repayable with interest by equal annual instal-

ments in twenty or thirty years, as the pro-

visions of the Act direct.

We have already given a general view and
plan of the asylum at Leavesden.

THE MONMOUTH WORKMEN’S
INSTITUTE.

The opening of this Institute took place on
the 15th ult. The site is in Monk-street. It

has been founded by Mrs. Jones, of Ancre Hill,

The plan of the building is a parallelogram,

52 ft. 6 in. by 32 ft. 6 in., with a transeptal wing

28 ft. by 15 ft. on the south side, and it stands

detached in its own ground, so that the front and

two sides may be seen from the street. It has

two stories. The ground floor, 12 ft. high, com-

pi-isea a spacious entrance vestibule and hall

with mosaic floor, from which an inner vestibule

is entered through an ornamental glazed wooden
screen, with self-acting folding doors. From the

inner vestibule the following rooms are entered :

the reading and news rooms, 32 ft. by 16 ft.,

lighted in front by a coupled wiudow, and in the

side by two windows of a similar character; the

library, 20 ft. by 13 ft. 6 in., fitted with ranges

of book-shelves, book-case and cupboard ; be-

tween this room and the former is an arched

opening, fitted with a counter and glazed sliding

screen from which books, &c., may be issued by

the librarian ; a committee-room, 14 ft. by 12 ft.,

which can also be entered from the reading-

room. From the outer vestibule a stone stair,



6 ft. wide, with an ornamental balustrade of
hammered wrought-iron leads to the lecture-ball>

48 ft. by 28 ft. and 20 ft. high. This hall is

fitted thronghout with moveable seats, and has
at the east end a raised semicircular platform

;

midway on the sonth side, and above the door-
way is a pointed arcade of two openings to a
gallery over the landing and staircase. This
arcade is divided by a circular colnmn, with an
enriched and foliated capital, and the front of the
gallery is of ornamental hammered iron works.
The gallery is approached by a circular stair

from a cloak-room, forming a mezzanine story on
the first landing of stairs. Beneath this mezza-
nine, and approached downwards by a few steps
from the outer vestibule, are a lavatory room
and other conveniences, and in the basement,
are a boiler-room for tea pnrposes, cellars for
coals, stores, &c., a pump, and other appliances.
All the interior is lighted with gas, the lectnre-

hall having a large gilt starlight pendant. The
whole of the woodwork and fittings are stained
light oak and varnished.
The general style of the edifice is of Italian

Gothic'character; the exterior is constructed with
polled red sandstone walls, and Bath stone
dressings and strings, interspersed with blue
forest stone bands

j
the shafts of the columns of

entrance doorway and windows also being of
blue forest stone polished. The roof is of Car-
narvon conotesB slate, in bands of purple and
grey

;
the whole forming a contrast of colour.

The noticeable features are the gable front.

54 ft. high, surmounted by a banneret of ham-
mered iron, coloured and gilt, with crystal
points. In the middle of the gable is the large
pointed window of the lectnre-hall. This win-
dow is snbarcuated as a triplet on circular

columns with foliated capitals, and the spandrel
is filled in with the arms of the foundress sur-
rounded by foliations on a diaper of conventional
character. Between the lower windows is a
circular tablet of polished royal marble, upon
which in Lombardic letters is the following in-

scription :

—

“Thia Free Inatitnte
for Working Men

Waa founded and endowed by
Ubs. Matilda Joxbs,

of Ancre IIill,

A.D. 1868.’*

The entrance doorway, flanked with moulded
jambs and disengaged columns, with foliated

capitals and moulded bases, is floisbed above
with a bold octagonal balcony carried on
moulded brackets and corbels, with pierced span-
drels. The site is enclosed with a low wall and
coping, carrying ornamental bammered-iron
railings ; and the entrance-gates are snpported
by circular pillars of red stone, with moulded
bases and pyramidal, polygonal caps enriched
with carving.

The contractors were Mr. C. Lawrence, jnn.,
Mr. George Webb, and Mr. n. Elias. The cast-
iron work was supplied by Macfarlane, of Glas-
gow ; the wrought-iron work by Cormell, of
CheUenham

;
the carving by Mr. J. Willis. Mr.

Benjamin Lawrence was the architect.

WARMING AND VENTILATING
BUILDINGS.

Bt the process of respiration a man absorbs
20'39 cubic inches of oxygen, and produces the
same quantity of carbonic acid per minnte. The
absorption of oxygen represents the preserva-
tion, and the production of carbonic acid the
waste, going on in his body from birth to death.
Nitrogen is inactive, or rather serves by diluting
the oxygen to moderate its energy, and diminish
the violence with which burning would otherwise
go on. Withont oxygen a man could not exist,

nor could a fire be kindled
j and no more nor

less than the normal amount of oxygen in the
atmosphere is essential to existence and well-
being. If a man breathes air dilated with
carbonic acid for any length of time it produces
headache, lassitude of mind and body, sick-

ness and death. To do so, in fact, is a process
of slow poisoning, The temperature of the air

that he expires is always the same as that of
his body,—namely, 98“

; and, as it is warmer
and lighter than the surrounding atmosphere, it

ascends during the pauses between exhalation
and inhalation above his head. In the open air,

which is always in motion, it ascends at once and
is dispersed and diffused never to return, and his
Inngs take in fresh air at each inhalation. In
a room, however, it rises to the ceiling, where, if

no aperture exist for its escape, it remains

until it becomes cool and loses its levity, or is

displaced by other ascending currents, when it

descends, diffuses uniformly thronghout the air
in the room, and the occupant breathes it over
again.

The air in rooms is also farther deteriorated
by the aqueous vapour continually emanating
from the lungs and skins of the oconpants

;
and

also by the products of combustion from gas, oil,

and candles burnt therein. A man exhales from
his lungs and skin 720 grains, or li ounce of
aqueons vaponr per hour. When the temperature
of the air is high and the dew-point is low his
Inngs exhale an increased amount of vapour,
while the quantity exhaled from the skiu
decreases. On the other hand, when the dew-
point is high the air is less absorbent of mois-
ture, and the amonnt of vapour increases from
his skin and decreases from bis lungs. Excessive
heat, moisture, or dryness of the air render it

iusalubrions, and injurious to health. When air

contains but little moisture its dryness rapidly
absorbs vaponr from the skin and lungs, con-
tracts the blood-vessels at the surface, and sur-
charges others. Hence a due amonnt of water
should always be present in the air to render it

fit for respiration. Air is saturated with mois-
ture when a cubic foot at 56“ contains five grains,
and at 66" seven grains of water. The quantity
of moisture that should be present in air to
enable it to absorb the vapour given off by ti e
lungs and skin is when a cubic foot at 56“ con-
tains 3'4 grains, and at 66° 4'7 grains,—that is,

when at 56“ it is 1’6 grains, and at 66° 2 3
grains short of saturation. The 720 grains of
aqueous vapour per hour exhaled by the body
will then saturate 450 cubic feet of air per hour
at 56°, and 330 cubic feet at 66“. An agreeable
air exists in a room for respiration when the
dry.bulb thermometer reads 50°, 6 j°, and 70°,

and the wet-bulb reads at the same time about
45', 54°, and 63°, giving dew-points of 40°, 49°,

and 58°, snccesaivelyj or when humidity is 66,
complete saturation being represented by 100.

It is remarkable that, although the nature of
the atmosphere, and the evil effects arising from
breathing respired air have been known for

nearly a century, bouses are still built without
any provision lor bringing fresh air into the
rooms and for taking vitiated air out of them,
other than what comes in and goes out by doors,

windows, and fireplaces. When the doors and
windows are closed, air can only enter the rooms
through the crevices aroand them; and the fires,

together with the huge smoke-openings above
them, devour the air, and cause strong cold
draughts to rush through the crevices and across
the rooms in the direction of the fireplaces,

driving back the radiant heat and preventing it

from warming the apartments. The object of
the fire-grate should be, besides the cheerful
glow of the fire, to warm the air and walls re-

mote therefrom as much, and to use the fire-

place for ventilation as little as possible. The
combination of warming and ventilating by
the fireplace alone has always ended in failure,

and always will. Aseparate supply of air should
be brought by a tube direct from the outer air

under the floor to the sides of the fireplace, to

feed the fire. The fire would then act almost
independently of the air supplied to the room
for ventilation. The area of the tube, and also

of the chimney throughout, should be from 30 to

40 square inches, and the orifices of both should
be provided with sliding regulators to contract
and enlarge them at pleasure, and to close them
in summer when fires are not required. This
arrangement would check the cold draughts of

air across the rooms from the doors and windows,
and cause the floors to be warmer. Rooms, how-
ever, should not be dependent for the supply of
air upon the chance ingress of it through the
door and window crevices, but should be provided
with sufficient tubes and apertures for its admis-
sion and distribution nearthe floors, either directly

from the open air or indirectly from the stair-

case ; and such tubes should be subservient to

the admission of moderately warm air in winter
and cool air in summer. Neither should rooms
be dependent for the discharge of vitiated air

wholly upon the fireplace, but should be provided
with sufficient apertures in or near the ceilings,

communicating with heated tubes, or with the

smoke-flues, rising through the roof into the open
air. Fresh air would then readily make its way
into, through, and out of the rooms, partly by
the fire-places, and chiefly by the openings above.

This would render the rooms comfortable and
salnbrioua. The currents should be gentle and
under control, and sufficient to perform the
office of purification.

Good ventilation is not less important than,

good drainage. In the eye of the law houses
are not considered habitable unless they arei

properly drained. Neither should they be con-i

sidered fit for occupation unless every room is

properly ventilated also. In a sanitary point
of view the one is as necessary as the other.i

Men and women who dwell in crowded towns,
and work and sleep all their lives in close roomS'
without ventilation, and so continually breathei
air contaminated with the waste of their bodies,!

go down to their graves seventeen years earlierl

than the men and women who dwell in thei

country, and work in the green fields, and breathol
the fresh air. As the poor toilers for bread in

i

pestiferous houses and workshops in towns arei

shut out from the balmy breeze and the glorious:

sunshine; from the sight of the primrose, andi
the smell of the hawthorn ; from the wild birds''

songs in the hedgerows, and the lark’s merryi
trill in the clear blue sky; the least those who'
live upon their toil can do for them is to makei
their homes and surroundings decent and habit-
able. There always have been, and always will)

be, poorer classes
; that is inevitable

; but there i

is no reason why, added to their poverty, the I

poor should be poisoned with foul air. It Is

sickening to enter some of the sties called houses
in which thousands upon thousands of human

.

beings eke out their miserable existence. The
Hottentot and the Esquimaux are better housed i

in their mud-and-snow huts. It is marvellous;
that such barbarism and refined civilization!

should co-exist to the extent they do in our
cities and towns.
When we enter nnvontilated rooms, especially

bedrooms, that have been occupied for some I

hours, we immediately feel an nnpleasant close-
j

ness and odour, and resort to the expedient of
j

opening the doors and windows in order to pass
|

currents of fresh air through the rooms. This !

in summer is not objectionable
;
but in winter,

j

or in damp or chilly weather, it is not only incon- i

venient, but sometimes dangerons, to those who >

are exposed to such draughts. In crowded !

assembly and ball rooms, unprovided with ade- '

quate ventilation, the opening of doors and
windows is particularly objectionable for the
same reason. Now, in order to preserve the body
from the perniciona gases which continually
emanate from the lungs and skin, it is abso- i

lately necessary that every room in which wa
live, and work, and sleep, should be provided with
means for conveying away the vitiated air en-
gendered therein as fast as it is produced, and
for replacing it with pure air. The public
generally have no voice in the constrnction of

;

houses, but are obliged to take what is provided I

for them. The proper ventilation of houses doea i:

not receive that attention which its importance
demands. If architects and builders would only li

think how much the health and comfort of those i:

who are to inhabit the honses they design and ii

build depend upon good ventilation, they would n

not hesitate to make special provision for it ia
every room. In futnre Building and Sanitary
Acts clauses should be inserted compelling i

adequate provision for ventilating dwelling- .

honses, under proper supervision, other than
by doors, windows, and fire-places. As tba
editor of the Bulkier truly observes, in refer-

ence to a kindred subject, " it is an imperial
question of the greatest and gravest import-
ance.”

When air within and without a vertical tube, !

open at both ends, is of the same temperature, :

the weight of the internal and external columns
is equal, and no motion ensues

; but immediately
heat is applied inside, the air therein expands,

I

a portion overflows, and the remainder, being
l

specifically lighter than the air ontside, is forced ’

upwards by the preponderating pressure. Ia
this way an ascending current is produced
through the tube; and as long as the internal :

air is warmer and lighter than the external air ,

there will be an inflow at bottom and an outflow i

at top, and the velocity of tho current will be in
proportion to the difference between the tem-
perature of the two columns.

Air expands, becomes light, and ascends by
heat; and contracts,becomes heavy, and descend '

by cold. The ventilation of rooms and build-

ings, is dependent upon currents produced in

the air by difference of temperature, whatever '

expedients may be adopted to cause it. Air
expands of its bulk for every degree that its .

beat ia raised
;
that is, 490 cubic inches at 32°

|

become 491 cubic inches at 33°, and so on,

increasing 1 cubic inch for every additional

degree of heat. Hence, if the air inside a ven-
tilating tube or a chimney be 127° and that
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ontaide be 05°, tbe expansion inside will be
equal to one-eighth nearly, or its weight

will be one-eighth less than the external air.

If the tube or the chimney be 50 ft. in

height, the pressure causing the draught will

be equal to 62 x •0020108 x 50=6-32 ft.
5

that
is, 43‘68 ft. in height of air at 65° will balance
50 ft. in height at 127°. Now, according to
the law of gravitation, the velocity of the
current through the tube or the chimney in feet

per second will be equal to eight times the
square root of the difference in height of the two
colnmnaj that is, equal to \/6-32= 8 x 2-5 = 20 ft.

per second
;
and if the area of the tube or the

chimney be 15 square inches, the discharge of
air will be equal to 15x20=300 cubic inches
per second, or equal to 300x60= 18,000 cubic
inches per minute. As, however, friction reduces
the velocity about one-tenth, the actual dis-

charge will be about 16,200 cubic inches per
minute. From this example the flow of air into
and out of rooms through ventilating pipes or
chimneys maybe easily calculated.

The system of warming rooms by hot water
circulating through lengths and coils of iron
pipes placed in the rooms has been successfully
practised since 1816, when the Marquis de
Chabannes first introduced it into this country.
The principle upon which this system acts is

that ofconvection, which consists in the particles
of water at the bottom of a boiler, heated from
below, gradually expanding and ascending
through the colder particles above, which sink
down by their gravity to be heated and expanded
and to ascend in their turn, until the whole
of the water in the boiler is raised to the boiling
temperature, namely, 212°. If the boiler be closed
at top, and a pipe filled with water bo continued
thence to any required height, then laterally to
any reasonable distance, and finally down into
the boiler near tbe bottom, the hot water in the
boiler will rise through and displace the cold
water in the ascending pipe until all the water
therein also boils, or nearly so. Then, as the
weight of the cold water in the descending-pipe
will be greater than the weight of the hot water
in the ascending pipe, motion will necessarily
set in towards the boiler

;
and thus complete

circulation will be established, which will con-
tinue BO long as the descending-pipe parts with
heat, which it does by radiation and conduction,
and the water in the boiler receives additional
heat from the fire.

This system has been aptly compared to the
circulation of the blood. The heart is the boiler,

from the left side of which oxygenized or bright
scarlet blood is driven through every part of the
body. In its course it loses its scarlet colour by
parting with the oxygen, and becomes of a dark
purple colour by taking up carbonic acid instead.

It finally enters the right side of the heart,
and is strained through the lungs, where, ex-
posed to the action of the air by respiration, it

parts with the carbonic acid and takes up
oxygen, which changes the colour again to bright
scarlet. It then proceeds once more on its

journey endued with life and nourishment to
preserve and sustain the body.

Great heat is evolved from hot water circu-
lating in iron pipes

5 and air heated from this
source is much purer and healthier than air
heated by any other artificial means. The hot-
water pipes usually carried from the kitchen
boiler to the roof and back again, for supplying
a bath, or the upper part of a building, with hot
water, are also capable of heating currents of
air, which would not only warm the various
rooms, but thoroughly ventilate them as well.
These objects could be accomplished far more
efficiently and economically than have hitherto
been done, by carrying the hot-water pipes up
and down in air tubes, communicating with the
external air and with the rooms, and constructed
within the thickness of the partitions which
divide the rooms from one another, as shown by
the following diagram.
From the top of the boiler, o, at tbe back of

the kitchen fire, a pipe, b c d e, ascends in an air
tube, A A, fixed'in the partitions dividing the
rooms, to a closed cistern, /, placed in the roof.

From the bottom of this cistern a pipe, g hi him,
descends in another air-tube, B B, built in tbe
partitions, and returns to tie boiler near its

lower extremity at m. Two other pipes, g dn I

and h 0 k, branching out of tbe last-mentioned
pipe at g and h at top, also descend in air-tubes
C C and D D, concealed within the partitions,
and join the return-pipe at k and I at bottom.
Now, as the water in the boiler becomes heated
by the kitchen fire it expands and ascends in the
pipe b c d eto the cistern /, and as the pressure

of the colder and heavier column in the pipes

g h ikl m, g d nl, and h o k, is greater than that
of the warmer and lighter columns in the pipe
b c d e, movement takes place through the
former pipes towards the boiler. Hence circula-

tion is established from the boiler upwards
through tbe pipe b cd eto the cistern/, and down-
wards through the ranges of pipes g hiklm,
g d 11 I, and h 0 k to the boiler, tbe velocity of
which will depend upon the difference between
the temperature and weight of the water in tbe
ascending and descending pipes. The hot-water
cistern /, the pipes, and ' the boiler, are supplied
with water from a small cistern (not shown in
the engraving) fed from the cistern u, which is

placed a little above the other, and is of sufficient

capacity to supply a bath, the water-closets, and
the bed-rooms with cold water. The bath and
bed-rooms would also be supplied with hot water
from the hot-water cistern /, in the usual manner.
A pipe, t, rises from the hot-water cistern out
through the roof for discharging steam and air

rising from the water in the pipes. The water
will continue to circulate in the pipes and give
out heat, after the fire is extinguished, so long
as the temperature is higher than the surround-
ing air.

Now it is evident that by enclosing hot-water
pipes in columns of tubing placed in the parti-

tions or other walls of houses, in the manner
shown by the diagram, considerable heat and
velocity would be imparted to currents of air

admitted into the tubes at any points. If,

therefore, the tubes A A and B B are carried
out through the roof into tbe open air, and
openings are formed into them at E near the
ceilings of the rooms on both sides of the
partitions, the heat continually evolving from
the hot -water pipes would expand tbe air

within the tubes so as to produce strong upward
currents therein, which would effectually venti-
late all tbe rooms opening into and communi-
cating with these heated tubes. Also if pipes
are introduced between the joists of each story
through the external walls to inlefs at G, so as
to conduct the external atmosphere into the air-

tubes C C and D D surrounding the hot-water
pipes d nl and h 0 k; and if openings are made
in the tubes and skirtings at F near the floors,

on both aides of tbe partitions, currents of fresh
air, entering tbe several inlets at G, wonld, as

,

they rise up the tubes C C and D D to the next
floors above, be heated by the hot-water pipes
therein, and the air so tempered would be deli-

vered into the rooms through the inlets at F.
The air-tubes 0 C and D D are stopped off by
diaphragms just above the inlets at F, so as to
turn the warm air rising up the tubes below into
the rooms. Smaller horizontal air-tubes, with
smaller hot-water pipes therein, arranged so as
to form plinths to the skirtings, conld be laid,

when desired, from the vertical air-tubes and
hot-water pipes for distributing the warm air to
other parts of the rooms; or pipes conld be laid
from tbe air-tubes to the angles or sides of the
rooms for this purpose. Pipes would also be car-
ried from the centre of the ceilings to convey
away the products of combustion from gas-
burners, oil lamps, &c., into the air-tubes A A
and B B.

In summer, when cold air only would be
required to circulate within the rooms, tbe
warm-air inlet-tubes C C and D D could be con-
verted into cold-air tubes by turning off the hot
water circulating in the pipes within them by
stop-cocks placed at p and q at top and at r and s
at bottom. This arrangement would tend to
increase the ventilating power of the tubes A A
and B B at such times by the increased heat
which wonld be given off by tbe hot-water pipes
therein. Additional cold-air tubes, of small size,

could be laid from the external air alongside tbe
tubes leading to the inlets at G for supplying
cold as well as warm air to the rooms through
the inlets at F for regulating the temperature
when desired. Screens of perforated zinc, or
wire-gauze, of different degrees of fineness,
would be introduced in the inlets of the tubes
which convey fresh air from the external
atmosphere to the tubes C C and D D, for
filtering the air of blacks, dust, and kher
impurities

; and the bottom of these inlets
would slope upwards and inwards in the
thickness of the walla for discharging the fil-

tered imparities outside the walls. The open-
ings at E and F would be arranged so that a
brush could be introduced and worked up and
down in the tubes to remove dust, and thus keep
them clean. Long diaphragms would also be
fixed opposite the openings at E and F, to pre-
vent the transmission of sound or communica-

tion from one room to another. The hot-water
pipes wonld be of strong wrought iron with
screw joints. These joints would be placed op-
posite the openings at E and F, so that they
could be examined or unscrewed, and the pipes
removed, when required. The air-tubes would
be of cast or wrought iron, or stoneware, with
sockets, or with flanges bolted together, so as to
make the joints water and air tight. The warm-
air tubes would be of the same size throughout;
but the vitiated air-tubes would increase in size

upwards in proportion to the additional quantity
of air admitted into them from each floor. The
warm air would pass into the l ooms at F through
perforated zinc or wire gauze, with slides for
enlarging or contracting the openings at
pleasure. The outlets for the vitiated air at E
would be fitted with sliding ornamental gratings.
The draught up tbe columns of tubing A A and
B B would be so strong, by the beat given off by
the hot-water pipes therein, that it would be
scarcely possible for a down-draught to occur.
But in order to prevent eddies beating down
the tubes, they would be fitted at top with
turn-caps, or surrounded with projecting hollow
truncated cones or pyramids. Eddies striking
against their oblique surfaces wonld be reflected
upwards, instead of blowing down the tubes.
The boiler in the basement and the cistern in

the roof could be connected by an ascending pipe,

with separate air-passages, formed and bolted on
each side of it,—one serving to admit fresh
warm air into the rooms, and the other to con-
vey the vitiated air out of them, as previously
described. The hot-water pipe would have
sealed wings or diaphragms between the two
air passages, so as to effectually cut off com-
munication between them; and heat would be
transmitted to each passage from tbe opposite
sides of tbe hot-water pipe. With this com-
bination of a hot-water pipe with air-tubes in
one column, passing up through the staircase, or
at any other convenient place, all the rooms of
the bouse conld be supplied with warm air, and
thoroughly ventilated, by cariying pipes from
the outer air into tbe warm-air passages, and
thence into the rooms near tbe floors ; and by
leading other pipes from near tbe ceilings into
the vitiated-air chamber, which would pass out
through the roof into the open air.

In comparatively small dwelling-houses having
only front and back rooms on each story, the
rooms could be warmed and ventilated by two
columns of tubing, similar to A A and C C iu the
diagram, placed in the dividing partitions, one
for giving warm air to, and the other for taking
vitiated air from, the rooms, and carrying a hot-
water pipe direct from the top of the boiler up
the vitiated-air tube A A, to a cistern in the
roof, and back again down the tube C C to the
boiler near the bottom. In large houses and
mansions, with rooms surrounding a central
staircase, two, three, four, or more pairs of
columns of air-tubing conld bo built in the par-
titions or otherValls dividing the rooms, and also
in the walls at the sides and ends of large rooms,
with hot-water pipes carried np and down within
the tubing from the kitchen boiler, or from a
separate boiler specially arranged for the pur-
pose in the basement, to a cistern and cold-
water supply arranged in the roof. Houses
already built could be warmed and ventilated by
this system, by fixing columns of air-tubing,
shaped like pilasters, and occupying but little

space in the angles or other parts of the rooms,
and making good the cornices and skirtings
round them. Hospital wards, infirmaries, bar-
racks, and workhouses could also be agreeably
warmed, and effectually ventilated by this system.
Gentle currents of fresh warm and cold air could
be brought into the sleeping and sick wards
between the beds near the floors, and vitiated air
discharged at the ceilings

; and, in addition
to this, hoods, with pipes leading from them
into the vitiated-air tubes, could be placed over
the patients, so that the exhalations from their
lungs and skin wonld rise at once into the
hoods, and pass away without being diffused
through the air in the wards. However perfect
the conatrnction of water-closet apparatus may
be, foul air escapes from them into the closets
when the valves are opened, and also at other
times. It is extremely desirable therefore that
water-closets, especially stacks of them in
hospitals, barracks, Ac., should be well venti-
lated. This may be easily done by carrying a
small column of tubing, with a hot-water pipe in
it, up in the partitions or walls of the closets,
with openings into it from under the seats, and
at tbe ceilings. In this way the foul air wonld
be effectnally drawn off into the upper atmo-

a
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sphere. The drains oonld be ventilated by the

saine means.
The volume of air necessary to be passed

through rooms, in order to thoroughly ventilate

them, should not be leas than 15 cubic feet per

minute for each occupant. In ordinary dwelling*

houses it would auffice to pass 45 cubic feet per

minute through the rooms in the basement, 60

cubic feet through the dining and drawing-rooms,

and 30 cubic feet through each bed-room. The

air should move through the rooms to the dis-

charging orifices in or near the ceilings with a

velocity of 2^ feet per second, or 150 feet per

minute. At this speed the movement would be

gentle and almost imperceptible ;
and the rooms

would be found after- occupation for any length

of time as agreeable and salubrious as if they

had not been occupied at all. The free areas of

the orifices of supply to, and discharge from, the

rooms, to produce these results, would be in the

basement rooms of a square foot ;
in the

dining and drawing-rooms ® square

foot ;
and in the bed-rooms of a square

foot. It should be understood that complete

interchange of air in rooms, to the above extent,

cannot be produced by natural ventilation; that

is, by the small difference subsisting between

the temperature of the air inside and outside of

the house when no fires or lights are burning in

the rooms. It can only be obtained by some

artificial power, either for forcing fresh air in or

drawing the vitiated air ontj and no better,

cheaper, and safer method can be adopted than

that of hot-water pipes placed in air tubes

carried up in the partition walls of buildings, as

previously described. The vitiated air upon

entering the columns of tubing is immediately

warmed and expanded
;
and, in consequence, it

acquires an ascensional power which is propor-

tional to the height of the tubing and the differ-

ence of temperature between the air inside and

[

the atmosphere outside. The areas of the tubes

for discharging the air could be calculated from

these differences of temperature.

This system of warming and ventilating build-

ings is eminently practicable, and is adapted to

every class of house, from the smallest to the

largest. It is free from complication, easily

put together, safe and certain in action, very

economical, and not liable to get out of order

when properly arranged and constructed. As
the hot-water pipes and the air-tubes would bo
contained within the thickness of the partitions,

they would not be seen, and would occupy no
space in the rooms. By this system, while fresh

warm or cold air would be flowing into the rooma
near the floors, vitiated air would be flowing out

at the ceilings, and thus a constant interchange

of air would be going on in the'rooma, rendering

them comfortable and salubrious.

John Phillips.

REFERENCES.

A A and B B. Vitiated-air colomna.

O C and D I>. Warm-air colnmns.
E. Vitiated-air outleta from rooms.
F. Warm-sir ialeta to rooms.
G. Fresh-air inlets to eolomns C C and D D.
a. Boiler at back of kitchen-range.

Ire d e. Hot-water ascending pipe.

f. Hot-water cistern,

u. Cold-water cistern.

ffkiklm. Hot-water deacendiog pipe,

dniandfcoi. ,, . , . ,

p 2 r a. Stop-cocka for taming off circnlation in

pipes d n I and h o k.

t. Escape-pipe for air and steam.
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BOOD.SOEBBN AT MUNSTEE.
A SHORT time ago we pabliahed a letter from

Munster, in Westphalia, calling attention to the
fact that the elaborate rood-screen in the cathe-
dral of that town was doomed to destruction,
and begging ns to bring the matter before the
public in order to see if anything could be done
to save it. From inquiries we have since made,
and information recently received, we fear that
the removal of this ancient monument is decided
upon. As it seems useless to attempt to prevent
this act of destruction, all we can do is to pre-
sent our readers with a cax'efal drawing of it in
its present condition.

It is sad to think that this rood-screen should
have escaped the Iconoclastic spirit of the six-

teenth century, the mad rage of the Anabaptists,
the scarcely less destructive Italianization of the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, only to be
destroyed in our own day, when works of
Mediccval art are prized and cared for. And
what makes the matter more astonishing is the
fact that the very people who have conceived
this act of barbarity have shown themselves
moat enthusiastic church restorers. Witness
the very judicious restoration of the cathedral
itself, where the whitewash has been carefully
removed from the walls, bringing to light many
most interesting remains of ancient painting

j

the removal of the hideous and incongruous
organ-gallery, the opening out of the exquisite
arcades surrounding the western choir, and the
destruction of the walls which built out the
lower stories of the western towers. Nor has
this zeal for the good cause confined itself to the
cathedral alone ; for the restoration of the
Church of St. Moritz is one of the moat costly
and beautiful that has been yet attempted in
Germany. The churches of St. Martin, St.

Ludgeri, and St. Mary have also been restored,
furnished, and decorated, in a satisfactory man-
ner; and even the hideous seventeenth-century
church of St. Giles has been beautified (as
much as such a building conld be), by the
superb frescoes of Steinlie. The new Capucinc
church and convent form a moat picturesqne
and spirited little group of Gothic buildings;
and, although the new Jesuit Church fails in
detail, it is solemn in effect and well planned.
The only reason given for the proposed de-

strnction of this rood-screen is the fact that it

shuts out the view of the high-alter from the
nave ; and it seems to us that this might be very
easily remedied by palling down the solid wall
which forms the back of the screen, and sub-
stituting in its place open arches (which ^as
been done at Louvain, where there is a very
similar screen), or piercing the wall with open
traceried panels, and removing the three altars
which occupy the centre and side compartments.
We feel euro that, if this alteration were made,
no great cause for complaint would remain, as
what wonld be left of the screen would form no
real obstacle to a view of the choir and high-
altar.

We will now give a,short description of this
rood-screen as it at present exists. It is (as
will be seen from our engraving) a rich speci-
men of the latest German Gothic, and was
erected in the year 1490. It consists of a solid
wall pierced with two doorways, in front of
which stands an open arcade of five semicircular
arches with open buttresses between thorn, and
a series of richly canopied niches above them,
twenty-one in number, and each containing a
statue. The centre one represents “Our Lord
in Judgment," and the twelve nearest the
Apostles, from which this screen is called
“ Aposbelgaog." The vaulting which connects
the wall with the open arcade is very irregular
in construction : it is, in fact, a “ skeleton
vault," consisting of ribs only. Each rib is

connected with the wall, from which it springs,
by open tracery, so as to form a kind of bracket,
and these brackets support a flat roof, composed
of slabs of stone : a roof of the same construc-
tion exists over the baldachino in the Thejne
Church at Prague. On the top of the screen is

a gallery or passage abont 8 ft. wide, which is

approached by two “newel” staircases, con-
tained in circular turrets, which are pierced
with flamboyant tracery. These staircases are
at the back of the solid wall of the screen, and
are entered from the choir. This screen stands
under the western arch of the “crux,” so that
the intersection-ipaco is included in the choir.

In addition to this soreeu the Cathedral of
Munster contains many other ancient articles of
church furniture; for instance, a fine set of
doable stalls, early sixteenth-century work, two

noble stone tabernacles of the same date, a very
ancient clock, a bronze font, a credence-table,
and a number of reliquaries of the twelfth,
thirteenth, and fourteenth centuries.

Our engraving is from a sketch made for us
on the spot by Mr. Brewer.

THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

The annual conversazione of the Arohiteotural
Association was held on Friday evening, the
30th nit., at the Rooms, in Conduit-street, when
the chair was taken by Mr. W. White, who dis-

tributed the various prizes. The first on the list

was for the best essay on the Effect of Literature
on Architecture, awarded to Mr. L. F. Day

;
and

the second to a gentleman who answered to his
motto, “ Buildings, not Books,” and received his
prize. Mr. Walter Evill gained first prize for
the best series of sketches in the class of Design,
the second being awarded to Mr. W. L. Spiers.
The prize for the beat summary of subjects in

the class of Constrnction and Practice, was ad-
judged to Mr. Bell, and for the best figure
drawings to Mr. Lewis. Mr. W. Henman gained
a prize for the beat measured drawings of exist-

ing bnildings in England
;
and two prizes for

designs for a town church were awarded—the
first to Mr. W. L. Spiers and the second to Mr.
A. Hill.

A testimonial was then presented to Mr. D.
Mathews, in acknowledgment of his services as
hon. secretary.

The Chairman, in his address, dwelt at some
length upon the necessity for a liberal edneation
as a sound basis for the reception of art training,

and went on to say that the converse of this

proposition had begun to be also recognised,
namely, the importance of art training as a
portion of a liberal education. The late Sir
Frederick Slade had lefb45,000J. for the purpose
of promoting this object, and a plan was likely

to be now adopted by University College, which
was to receive a large share of the means, for
carrying out a comprehensive coarse of art
study.

The address was much too long for the occa-
sion, and had the effect of dissipating the meet-
ing.

After the address, Professor Kerr made a few
observations, and some music concluded the
evening.

THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSCCIATION
CONVERSAZIONE.

Sib,—

T

here is one feature of this concer»astone which I
wish to briug prominently before the members

; and that
is, that Mr. Carne’s drawings for the Royal Academy
studentship were upon the walls. There were other mem-
bers who went in for the studentship with Mr. Came,

—

and I was among the number,—but our drawings were
not there because we did not think of sending them. I
have a suggestion to make to the committee, which I
want to reach the eyes of alt members, and that is,

that a certain portion of the walls of the gallery be
allotted for the hanging of Royal Academy probationship
and studentship drawings by memberg; and that a large bill

be fixed over these drawings to announce the fact that
they are members' probationship and studentship drawings.
This wonld show a tittle of what members do oa< n/" the
Association

; and I trust that all members will aid in the
carrying out of this scheme. A Meubkb.

THE ARCHITECTURAL MUSEUM.
The following gifts of materials and decorative

work have been received or promised. The
donors well deserve the publicity we can give
them. The Caen stone for the interior of the
building by M. Poucard. A figure of St. George,
carved in Sicilian marble, by Sig. Fabbriootti,
from a design given by Mr. Redfern.

Terra-cotta busts for the front of the building
by Mr. Blashfield; subjects beiug William of

!

Wykeham and Sir C. Wren.
Red granite shafts for windows by McDonald

Field, & Co., and Fraser & Son, of Aberdeen.
Patent steel shutters by Clark & Co. (a simi-

lar offer from Bunnett & Co. came too late).

Tiles for the front by Godwin, of Liigwardine,
from a design by Lord Alwyne Compton, and for
the floor by Minton, Maw, Godwin, Oppenheimer
Rust, and Malkin. Patent painted tiles, repre-
senting two processions, for front of building, by
Harland & Fisher.

Stained glass for windows by Clayton & Bell,
Lavers & Barraud, and O’Connor.

Iron-work for screen by Hardman, Peard &
Jackson, Brown & Downing, Hart & Son,
and Richardson, Slade, & Ellaon.

Window casements by Burt & Potto.

A large patent stove by the London Warming
and Ventilating Company.
A sun-burner by Strode & Co.
Mosaic-work by the Salviati Company, from

design by Clayton & Bell
;
also mosaics given

by Rust & Co.

Marble mosaic by Harland & Fisher.

Coloured decoration by Mr. Charles Hadson,
Carvings by Messrs. Poole & Son, being the

seal of the A. M. and the heads of the architects
of the Parthenon, and of St. Sophia and of
William of Sens; and by Messrs. Rattee & Kell
and Mr. Whitehead.
Two large figures, representing Architecture

and Scnlpture, by Mr. Earp and Messrs. Farmer
& Brindley.

Furniture by Cox & Son and Mr. Chapman
(an art-workman).
Tracery over door and door-frame in oak by

Rogers & Booth, of Gosport.
Six iron principals for roof by Ktlk & Lucas.
Iron balcony for lectures, by Skidmore.
Lamps for entranoe, and patent springs for

screen, by Hart & Son.
Washing convenience by Jennings.
Stain and varnish by Mr. Swinburn.
The Council expect to move the collection from

Sonth Kensington in January, 1869, when it

will be at once enriched by fine specimens taken
from various cathedrals by Mr. Octavius Hudson,
some from Westminster Abbey and other places
by Mr. Scott and Messrs. Poole & Son, and a
complete set of figures from Henry VII.’s
chapel, presented by Mr. Brucciani.
The present income from annnal sobscriptions

will be utterly inadequate for the maintenance
of the Museum in its independent existence, and
ought to be at once increased by 200i. or 3001.

a year.

A committee for considering the best moans of
ensuring practical teaching by the collection has
been formed, and with such a collectiou the
Council look to the architectural world for sub-
stantial support in carrying out their various
aims.

AGRICULTURAL LABOURERS’
COTTAGES.

Thebe have been recently erected at Down
Hall, in Essex, by Mr. Selwin Ibbetson, M.P.,
several cottages for agricultural labourers, each
cottage containing a living-room, scullery, and
three bed-rooms, with an equipment of offices
and fittings, inclnding hard and soft water
supply. Some of the cottages have all their
sleeping-rooms on the chamber-floor, while others
are arranged with one of the bed-rooms on the
ground-floor. The cottages have been built with
Cambridge perforated bricks, relieved with bands
of Staffordshire red and black bricks. The roofs
are covered with Hnntingdonshire tiles of an
ornamental character, having projecting eaves,
gables, and porches. The works have been car-
ried out by Messrs. Bell & Son, of Cambridge
and Saffron Walden.

Similar cottages have also been erected on the
estates of Mr. R. P. Long, M.P., near Chippen-
ham, in Wiltshire, built of dark-red bricks and
covered with Bridgwater tiles. The works have
been carried out by Mr. George Bezant, of Chip-
penham. Similar cottages have likewise been
erected near Wallingford, Berks, for Mr. N.
Humfrey, and in Cheshire for Mr. W. Wright.
The several works have been carried out from
the designs and under the directions of Mr. John
Biroh, whose plans have also been adopted by
the Duke of Rutland.

HUDDERSFIELD CONVALESCENT
HOME.

Mr. Charles Brook, juh., J.P., a member of
the firm of Brook Brothers, thread manufac-
turers, of Meltham Mills, near Huddersfield,
having given the munificent sum of 30,000i., to
form a convalescent home at Huddersfield, the
foundation-stone of this edifice has just been
laid, with Masonic honours.

The Home is to stand on the summit of Moal-
bill. The site is a portion of fifteen acres, and
the prospect it commands is charming. Meal-
hill is approached by a road branching from the
ileltham and Holmfirth turnpike road.

The style of architecture adopted for this

hospital is of the domestic Gothic character,

with a few modern developments. The main
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ront will face north-east, and be about 190 ft.

ong. The centre part of this will project a

ittle, and bo devoted to the administrative

department, and will contain, on the ground

floor, a central entrance, with matron’s parlour,

surgeons’ consulting-room, and patients’ waiting-

room. The wards branch out right and left, for

each sex, and consist, on the ground floor, of

capacious staircases and corridors, which, being

on the south side of the building, will be ^ree-
able for the invalids in bad weather, leading to

the convalescent day-rooms and night-wards for

the infirm. The patients’ entrances from the

recreation-grounds will be to the main staircases,

under covered glass porticoes. Extending further

south-west is a dining-hall, with the kitchens,

pantries, and store-rooms beyond. On the first

floor, the central part contains the matron’s and

nurses’ bod-rooms, and store-rooms for bedding

and linen. There are two night-wards for each

sex, which are divided by low partitions, 8 ft.

high, for privacy, each apartment accommodating

two bods. There are lavatories and bath-rooms,

furnished with hot and cold water. There will

be accommodation for thirty males and thirty

females, and the hospital will be so arranged as

to be capable of enlargement. The apartments

for the domestics will be over the kitchens. The
buildings are to be constructed of Yorkshire

stone, from designs prepared by Mr. Edward
Birchall, architect, Leeds, and will be carried

out under the superintendence of Messrs. Kirk

& Sons, architects, Huddersfield.

BRADFOED HOUSE OF RECOVERY
COMPETITION.

The designs for this building have been on

view. The instructions issued to the architects

were that the general arrangement of the hospital

should be on the pavilion system.

Messrs. Lockwood & Mawson present two
designs, the one Gothic and the other Italian.

Their designs illustrate the pavilion principle,

developed in two modes of arrangement, both

with the pavilions on lines from north to south,

and therefore with east and west aspects to the

wards. The buildings are two stories in height.

Each ward, to contain twelve beds, would be

60 ft. long, 25 ft. wide, and 16 ft. high, with

24.000 ft. cubical contents, allowing 2,000 ft. to

each patient, and also a private ward, containing

nearly 3,000 cubic feet. The architects state

their “ opinion that 1001. per bed is sufficient

for the cost of the sixty patients provided for in

the design, or the sum of 6,0001.” for the struc-

ture, and the separate building, for twenty pa-

tients, they estimate at 501. each, making an

extra sum of 1,0001.

Mr. E. Bircball’s design is Gothic, two stories in

height, with the administrative department in

the centre, and the wards at either side, con-

nected with the central building by corridors.

He gives accommodation for fifty-two patients,

the wards on either side in each stcry for twelve

patients, who have each rather more than

2.000 cubic ft. of air, and a small ward is shown,

capable of accommodating one patient. The
wards run nearly north and south. Mr. Birchall

considers that it could and ought to be built at

a cost of 1001. per bed, but thinks that the sum
might advantageously be raised to 1501. per bed.

The selected design, by Messrs. Andrews, Son,

& Pepper, is treated in a different manner from

the others. Their first design shows a two-

story building, but in their second the wards are

only one story. In the centre of the front pile

of two stories, which partakes somewhat of the

Gothic style, is the administrative department,

where apartments for the board-room, the

waiting-room, the surgeon, the matron, and

other officials are located. The front faces to

the north. The convalescent wards are placed

right and left of the centre. The acute, or fever

hospital wards, four in number—two for males

and two for females—are in the rear, and on the

south side of the administration, each ward
having a south, east, or west aspect, and shut

out from the north. The wards are each 60 ft.

long, 25 ft. wide, and 16 ft. in height, lighted by

five windows on either side, the space between

each ward being three times their height, and

they will each accommodate twelve patients.

The wards will be warmed by Pierce’s stoves,

Sheringham’s ventilators and other means being

used to secure a proper supply of fresh air, and
the top of each window fitted with fixed open

louvres of glass. The wards are attached by
closed corridors of wood and glass, roofed with

slate, and another corridor leads from the ad-

ministration. Each patient will have more than

2,000 cubic feet of air space, the walla of the

ward will be covered with cement, and the floors

be of oak, the roof and window-frames of iron.

Sixteen patients can be accommodated in the

convalescent and fifty-two in the acute wards,

and the cost of the building will be about 1101. a

bed, or 8,0001.

NORWICH LUNATIC ASYLUM
COMPETITION.

Some months ago the corporation of Norwich
invited Mr. Brown, of that city, and Mr. R. M.
Phipson, to sabmit designs for the proposed

New Lunatic Asylum, and those gentlemen ac-

cordingly did so. After some discussion, the

council referred the plans to Dr. Robertson, of

the Sussex, and Dr. Campbell, of the Essex

Lunatic Asylum, in the state in which they were

received by the committee, and each of these

gentlemen was asked to give his independent

opinion as to which set of plans would be the

best calculated to meet the views which the

council had in erecting the Borough Asylum
of this oity. Both these gentlemen reported

strongly in favour of Mr. Phipson’s plans, and

at a meeting held on the 31st ult., the town-

council adopted them.

The reasons given by Dr. Robertson as those

on which he grounds his preference are sugges-

tive, and may be useful to other designers :

—

“iBt. Mr. Phipaon’s plan in its general features and
design is original in conception, and an advance on the

present standard of asylum architectnre in the direction

in which the medical superintendents of asylums have long

pointed, viz.—

A. The means of classiflcation and distribution of the

patients is complete.
B. The day rooms are all on the ground floor : it greatly

facilitates the working of the house.

C. There are no complicated dark corridors to intercept

ventilation.

D. The access to the wards from the centre block is

simple and ready.
E. The thorough ventilation of the wards by natural

!

means is insured. I

F. The arrangements for the wards, offices, w.-c.s, Ac. I

are of the best construction.
|

2nd. The general distribution of the buildings specially
.

commends itself to my approval, and stands in marked
contrast to the ill-designed crowdingof the different build-

1

ings in Mr. Brown’s plans.

The division into administration block, wards, dining- 1

hall, laundry, workshops (with accommodation at the
1

two latter for working-patients) is very complete, and a
i

clever application of the pavilion system to the works of

an asylum.
3. Above all, these arrangements of Mr. Phipson’s com-

mend themselves by the great facility which they offer for

convenient and economical extension of the building,

should such want arise (as in all asylums it has done)."

EERTFOED LABOURERS’ COTTAGE
COMPETITION.

Sitt,—In reply to your correspondent " Com-
petitor” on this subject, I hud my drawings re-

turned safely (two sets), with letter, stating that

the premium was awarded on the day of the

Agricultural Show to Mr. W. H. Scriven, of

Leamington. Competitoe 80 and 81.

CONCRETE HOUSES.

Sir,—Referring to a letter by “Artifex” in

your journal, page 788, relative to the fall of

a concrete house at Twickenham, I beg to for-

ward you plans of the building, so that you may
form your own opinion ; and I challenge

“Artifex” to erect a bouse with 14-inch walls

in ordinary brickwork built at the same rate

per day that this concrete house was, without

the same result, i.e., the penalty of falling down
by the time his walls are 38 ft. high. First,

“Artifex” informs you he found on inquiry the

work had been superintended by me. This

statement is entirely false : I saw the building

once only before I was informed that part of the

front wall had fallen. At the time I saw the

building the walls were 9 ft. high only, and
ready for the joists. The first defect in con-

struction I conaplained of was the large recesses

at each quoin of the building as shown on plans,

and informed the clerk of works it was an ab-

surdity to nearly sever the walls in such a man-
ner, especially where the strength was so very

essential. I was informed the space was left for

a 5-inch water-pipe. I requested him, before

proceeding further, to obtain the pipes and pnb

them in with neat Portland cement without

delay, but, instead of doing so, the building was

carried up 38 ft. without joists or any tie what-

ever'; and, to make matters still worse, all the

quoins were chamfered off to one-third the

thickness of the wall for an ornamental water-

spout. I beg to call your attention to the back

front, 40 ft. by 38 ft. high, with its large open-

ings, and without any cross wall, joist, or tie of

any description. Further, I must ask you to

notice the long party wall, and ask if it is prac-

tical building to construct this main stay re-

cessed in the manner as shown for cupboards,

&o., leaving only 4^ in. of concrete work at the

back.

The clerk ofthe works informed me that thepart

in front which first gave way stood on the moat

treacherous foundation, indeed it was a com-

plete quicksand. I must also mention, that

although the gravel was some of the finest I

ever saw, being clean and sharp, the proportion

of sand was far too great. Had I superintended

the construction I should have passed the gravel

through a g screen : see my pamphlet.
Last, bub not least, the quality of the cement

was of the very worst description. There are a

number of good cement manufacturers who
supply cement of a quality to be depended

upon. If builders will go to dealers (who must
have profits), and not to manufacturers, what
result can they expect ? I should certainly

recommend intending builders iu concrete for

the future to buy of the makers, and I shall at

all times be ready to give them names of those

I can confidently recommend ;
also to give advice

as to the mixing of gravel concrete, which

requires different treatment to burnt ballast or

other material,

I attribute this failure to the defects in the con-

struction, each sufficient of itself to cause such

an unfortunate result to the proprietor.

And now, sir, in fairness and justice to myself,

permit me (if I am not trespassing too much on

your valuable space) to say “ Artifex ” is either

prejudiced against Portland cement concrete or

is ignorant of its adhesive strength, or he would

have been more candid in his communication to

you, and mentioned that the walls were carried

up 38 ft. without joists or ties of any description,

and the four large chases for rain-water pipes

could not possibly have escaped his notice. He
then states, “ I noticed that the work had broken

in straight courses evidently at the level at which

the machine bad been shifted, showing imperfect

adhesion at this point. This is, undoubtedly,

a grave defect, caused by the wall being formed

in layers or courses of 18 in, in height, and one

layer setting before the next was added.”

If.at any time the work has been standing

still for a month, all that is required is to well

moisten the top of the wall or mix the first 3 in.

or 4 in. of concrete with more water, or a little

thin grout j but this operation is not at all neces-

sary where the work is green,—as it must be, if

carried on every day. Again, concrete is always

left rough at the top of the mould, and (not like

smooth brick) giving a sufficient key for the next

layer.

To prove the adhesive qualities of Portland

cement concrete, I can show at my factory

(built between two party walls of 12 ft. span) a

beam, 2 ft. 3 in. deep and 6 in. thick, packed

full of rough Kentish rag, large chippings from

flint burs, Yorkshire stone, and brick-bats, which

can be seen on the face, which beam will carry

12 tons (if the walls which form the abutments

do not give way).
Lastly, I will forfeit to “ Artifex ” 501. if I do

not break an opening in any ordinary brickwork

(not blue lias lime) in any warehouse in New-
etreet, Southwark, in one - fourth the time

“Artifex” can in the concrete warehouse now
building in Great Guildford-street, Southwark,

he being liable to me for the same amount if I

am successful. J- Tall.

The following letter, which we received last

week from the owner of the house, puts a

difterent face on part of the transaction as

between himself and the patentee :

—

“ Sis,—Conbidersble notice having been lately taken in

your colomna of the accident to my house, I send you its

history.

A few months ago, I was induced (from a perusal of

Tail’s pamphlet on his new patent machine, &c.) to erect

a four-storicd house in concrete. I therefore purchased

the machine, at a coat of nearly 13CZ. ;
engaged as ‘ clerk

of works ’ a man from Tail’s office, and solely on his strong

recommendation (a man, it was said, used to the method
and material)

;
and in all details followed the instructions

given in the pamphlet.
, _

. , ,

As to materials, I used Thames gravel and Little a

cement, both of which received continuous praise
;
and

the walls, when at the third story, were visited by the

patentee, and pronounced to be ‘very good.’ Hotwith-

standing, one wall suddenly collapsed, and the remainder
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roved 80 nDBoand that the whole had to be pulled dowu.
he ruins throughout showed no ‘ blocks ' of concrete,

but simply were as rubble out of a gravel-pit. In addition,
the patentee, who covenants in his pamphlet, and on bis
bill of sale, to take back the machine (when a house is

built) at half-price, takes advantage of the accident, and
leaves it on my hands.

I tell the tie that others may profit thereby, and be
donbl;)r eaations—as the invention is still in its infancy—
in their choice of machines, agents, and materials.
Tuiekenham. Gbo. Labden, D.C.L.

We cannot mecldle with any personal differ-

ences, bnt we have no tesitation in saying that
the unlucky accident at Twickenham tends in

no way to disprove the belief that concrete,
properly compounded and properly applied, will

make sound, strong, and enduring walls. Our
knowledge of concrete, and faith in it, date
from many years ago, and we are perfectly
assured that in many situations it may be most
economically and’satisfactorily employed.
The warehouse in Great Gnildford-street, South-

wark, is 70 fc. one way, 50 fc. the other, and is

to be 60 ft. in height. The concrete there is

compounded of crushed slag, gravel, burnt clay,

and Portland cement, in the proportion of one of
cement to six of the other mixture. We saw
a piece cut out of the lower story, and found it as
hard and as solid as stone. Where it is intended
to make the walls lofty the work ought not to
be hurried.

THE NUMBERING OP HOUSES.
Sin,—In reference to this subject mentioned

in your last issue, will yon allow me to suggest
to a few enterprising fellows how they might
promote the convenience of the public, and at
the same time benefit themselves P Miles of
houses in London and its suburbs are fitted with
fanlights over the door which are illuminated by
the hall gas at nigbt. Let a man call with the
requisite materials—say moveable figures, with
cement for fixing them—at every house, and I
believe a very large proportion of occupants
would be only too glad to have the work done
at once. The cost coaid not be great.

Nuiibeh Four.

POPLAR AND STEPNEY SICK ASYLUM.
8ie,—Iq your hat of the estimates submitted by tho

architects competing for this work, you quote only one of
my estimstes, and that tho highest.

I submitted two estimates, the lower sum being 47,COOL
There are thus but two architects whose estimates are
lower than mine. The sums named by these gentlemen
are about 12,000/. below me, and 16,000/, below any of
the other competitors.
Such extreme variation iu the estimated cost of designs,

which provide, of necessity, much the same cubical con-
tent, snows how essential it is to a just decision that all
the competing designe should be submitted for valuation to
the same surveyor.
You consider my elevation ugly. You have a right to

your own opinion. It is, however, fair to mention that
the first of the instructions to competitors directed thst
the building should have “no architectural pretensions
whatever." I have endeavonred to carry out this in-
struction. G. Gilbeet Scott, Jud.

FALL OF HOUSES, HOLLOWAY.
Sib,—

S

eeing in your paper of the 24th ult. a notice of
the fall of three houses in the Holloway-road, Upper
Holloway, and being interested in similar buildings ad-
joining, I must ask you to give the names of the builders
of the said houses, viz,, Messrs. W. & H. Carter, as it is

very detrimental to the letting or selling of property ad-
joining to leave this in doubt.

A Lovee oe Fate Plat.

METROPOLITAN BOARD OF WORKS.
Finsbury Parle.—A deputation appointed at a

public meeting in Finsbury attended the Board
nt its last meeting to present a memorial in
reference to the proposed buildings to be erected
in Finsbury Park. The deputation was a nume-
rous one, and was introduced by Messrs. Savage
and Elt.

The memorial stated that the memorialists
had heard with great surprise and regret that
the Board had resolved to purchase 131 acres
of land only for the purposes of Finsbury Park,

,

instead of 250 acres, as anthorised by the Act
of 1857, and that 20 acres were to be appro-
priated to building purposes.
The Chairman said that there was a clause

in the Bill enabling the Board to reduce the area
sought to be obtained, and they adopted that
course rather Jban abandon thn Bill

;
but the

circumstances were altogether changed, as the

park had to be formed entirely at the expense
of the ratepayers.

After some discussion, and several motions,
the Board finally resolved, by a maiority of 15
to 12,
“ That no reason whafever had been shown that the

usual course should be departed from, and that the memo-
rial bo referred to the "Works and General Purposes Com-
mittee for consideration and report.”

Illegal Practices by Scavengers.—A report was
brought up from the Works and General Pur-
poses Committee, recommending
“ That the Board do offer a reward of 2/. 2 b. to any party

or parties giving such evidence as shall lead to .tbo convic-
tion of scavengers and others detected in sweeping refuse
into the gullies, shafts, and other works connected with
sewers, and that the several vestries and district Boards
be requested to co-operate with the Board by prosecuting
the parties charged with reference to their sewers."

Mr. Thompson said that this practice in the
parish of Clerkenwell, which he represented,
cost them thousands of ponnds, and he trusted
that a danse would be inserted in some Bill

they might promote in the coming session of

Parliament empowering them to prosecute the
employers of these men.
The recommendation was put and agreed to.

THE TRADES MOVEMENT.
A ciECULAE has been sent by tho secretary of

|

the General Builders’ Association to all their
local branches, inclosing this form of address to
be sent to operatives :

—

“ Name of town
Date

To the operative of
We, the master builders employing operative

in do hereby give you notice that we require tho
following alterations in the trade rules now in force in
this district :

—

I. The rules relating to the reckoning of time and
qitarter time, and the payment of wages, are to be abro-
gated and rescinded, and in lieu thereof the following is
to be the rule :

—

Sates of Wages.

That the following shall be the ordinary rates of wages
for skilled operatives. Superior and inferior workmen to
be rated by special agreement.
The men who have hitherto been paid per

week, shall be paid per hour.
II. Any rule or custom forbidding or interfering with

the employment or use of machinery or machine-worked
materials is to be abrogated and entirely done away with.

III. Any rule or custom forbidding or interfering with
the introduction or use of stone worked at the quarry, or
anywhere else than the place where it is to be used, is to
bo abolished and done away with.
IT. That all trade roles, disputes, demands, and dif-

ferences shall be settled for the future by conciliation or
arbitration, and proper courts shall be constituted for the
purpose.
And we hereby further give you notice that we are

prepared at sny time, upon six days’ notice from you, to
meet you, and publicly severally appoint onr arbitrators,
and mutually select the umpire; and we are willing to
leave to the decision of the arbitration court thus ap-
pointed not only all future settlement of trade r^es and
disputes, demands and diflerences, but also the settlement
of all matters contained in this notice and in the notice
receivedfrom gon.
And we hereby further give you notice that we require

the alterations contained in this notice to come into force
on the Ist of May, 1869, or on such other day as is men-
tioned in the existing rules as tho day npon which new or
altered rules shall come into force.

Signed, on behall" of the master builders."

PUBLIC BUILDINGS AND THE BUILDING
ACT.

ROYAL ALFRED THEATRE.

Ok tbo 27th of August last, a summons was heard at tho
Marylebone Police-court, and which was reported in our
columns, in which Mr. Peebles, district surveyor of North
Marylebone, charged Mr. Simpson, builder of the Royal
Alfred Theatre, with constructing the floors of the cor-
ridors leading to the boxes upon the first gallery, and also
the floor at the back of the said gallery, with combustible
materials, contrary to the Metropolitan Building Act;
and with omitting to construct the said floor with stone or
other fireproof material, and carried by supports of a fire-

proof material, as required by the said Act. After a
lengthened investigation, Mr. D'Eyncourt ordered that
the works considered necessary by the district sur-
veyor should be carried out by Mr. Simpson, and the
necessary order was signed.

On tbo 27th ult., the district surveyor attended before
the magistrate, to press for penalties against Mr. Simpson,
for refusing to obey the magistrate’s order. Having been 1

sworn, Mr. Peebles said that defendant told him he had
obtained counsel’s opinion that Mr. D'Eynconrt’s decision
was wrong, andhe should proceed with the building with-
out carrying out the order. His (the surveyor’s) eierk
wrote to the defendant, asking that plans should be sent,
as required by the 38th section of the Building Act, and
also suggesting an appointment; but defendant took no
notice of it. He was not even in court thst day. The
theatre was now open, with the regulations imposed by
law were set at defiance.

A legal gentleman applied for a fortnight’s delay on be-
half of defendant, and promised that the order would be
carried out by his client.

Mr. D’Eyncourt reluctantly consented, but said if the
Act of Parliament was not bond fide complied with by de-
fendant without delay, the whole fines imposed for each
day’s non-compliance would be resolutely enforced.

SURVEYOR FOR METROPOLITAN POLICE.

Mr. T. C. Sorry, on account of tbe increase of
other duties, has resigned his appointment as
Surveyor to the Metropolitan Police and Police
Courts

;
and Mr. Caiger, the Deputy Surveyor,

has been appointed by the Secretary of State to
the vacancy.
The principal buildings erected, and erecting

from the designs of Mr. Sorby, are the Lambeth
Police Court, Police Stations at King’s-cross-
road, Vine-street, Wapping (High-street), Black-
man-street, Hammersmith, Rochester-row, Lea-
bridge, Bedfont, Richmond, and Ealing.

WASHABLE INDIAN INK.

Architects and draughtsmen generally know
the difficulty—in fact, impossibility—ofobtaining
Indian ink that will not run when coloured over.
Mr. Stanley, of Great Turnstile, Holborn, has pro-
duced an ink which he describes as being simply
a solution of redissolved Chinese ink, to which is

added a chemical mucilage that renders the ink
insoluble after it has dried upon the paper. We
have practically tried this with the most severe
test—namely, on tracing cloth. When the usnal
Indian ink is used on this material draughtsmen

' know the result, if any attempt be made to
colour over it : consequently the colour has to

1 be applied to the back of the drawing. The

[

new ink will neither wash up nor blurr. We
1 have tested it also on parchment, with the
same satisfactory result.

As to the ultimate action or effect of the
chemical mucilage employed, we know nothing

}

but tho truth of the statement made by Mr.
Stanley—that it will not wash up or blurr, we
can from practice safely substantiate

j
and we

make this clear expression of our opinion be-

cause we believe the ink will be a boon to tbe
architectural and mechanical draughtsman. In
other words, this really is an invention that “ will

wash.”

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.

Windliill (Bradford).—The memorial stone of
Christ Church, Windhill, the erection of which
was begun last spring, and which is now rapidly

approaching completion, has been laid by the
Bishop of Ripon. There has long been an in-

creasing demand for church accommodation in

Windhill. Mr. F. S. Powell, M.P., Mr. M. W.
Thompson, M.P., and Mr. Benjamin Wood have
contributed 250Z. each; Mr. W. R. C. Stansfield,

Mr. Edward Salt, Mr. G. Hargreaves, and Mr.
Joseph Wood, lOOZ. each. A grant of 500Z. has
been made by the Ripon Diocesan Church
Building Society, and of 120Z. by the Incor-

porated Church Building Society. The total

amount of the contributions from all sources

was 3,200Z. j and the cost of the new church, in-

oludiug the site, will be about 4,2C0Z. The sum
of 4.200Z. does not include the cost of the spire

(700Z,), which will be erected when the funds
permit. The site is on the south side of the
turnpike-road leading to Idle. The body of tho
church is 75 ft. long and 56 ft. wide, and is

divided into a nave and side aisles by circular

atone shafts, having carved capitals supporting
pointed arches in stone. Above, four circular

windows on either side in each clearstory admit
light into the nave

; and the aisles have painted
windows arranged in couples. The chancel,

35 ft. long by 23 ft. wide, opens from the nave
by an arch the full width of the chancel. At
the east end of the north aisle provision has
been made for a tower, in tbe lower part of
which the vestry is placed, separated from the
chancel by an arcaded screen. Above is the
organ-chamber, and a corresponding extension
of the south aisle contains seats for the school
children, with a chamber underneath for the
reception of the heating apparatus, by Hayden,
of Trowbridge. Tbe end of the chancel is semi-
circular, and will bo lighted by seven long lancet

windows. The roofs of the nave and aisle will

be formed of framed timbers, supported upon
stone corbels, and the spars will be visible. The
roof of the chancel will be divided by moulded
riba and panels, plastered and prepared for

colour. The seats will be open, and all the
internal wood - work stained and varnished.

Messrs. Andrews, Son, & Pepper, of Bradford,

are the architects.

North Otterington.—The new parish church
for North Otterington has been consecrated by
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the Archbishop of York. The old pariah church
is situated at the extremity of the parish, nearly

three miles distant from the bulk of the popula-

tion, who reside in the township of Thornton-le-

Moor. In consequence of that it was decided to

build a new church in that village. Here was
an old parochial chapel, supposed to have been
built in the thirteenth century, but in the year
1811 divine service ceased to be performed, in

it, and the building, lost to the church, was
used as a school-room and cottages for poor
families, the chamber-flooring of the cottages

being formed of the old pews. The eastern part

of the building was the school-room, and re-

mained in charge of the schoolmaster till 1837.

Shortly after this the dissenters, having got pos-

session, used it as a place of worship. The late

vicar (the Rev. F. Starky), supported by Sir

Samuel Crompton, endeavoured to recover the
building, but failed. Upon the appointment of

the present vicar (the Rev. F. Seale) legal mea-
sures were taken for the recovery of the build-

ing, and this was accomplished. The old chapel

was pulled down, and the new parish church (the

foundation-stone of which was laid by Lord
Greenock last autumn) was erected on the site.

The designs for the building were supplied by
Messrs. Atkinson, architects, York. It consists

of a nave, chancel, and vestry at the north-east,

porch at the south-west end, and bell-tnrret at

the west end. The style is Early English. The
east window is a reproduction of the east window
in the old chapel. The outer walls of the church
are rough Bradford sets, with Osmotherly stone

facings ; the inner walls are lined with pressed
red bricks, varied with courses of black brick.

The church is fitted with stalls of stained deal

;

the nave with open benches; the floors and rere-

dos are laid with encauatio tiles. The cost of

the building has been 1,1501., exclusive of the old

material.

Tiniagel {Cornwall).—It is proposed to restore

part of Tintagel Church as a memorial of the
late Mr. Douglas Cook, of the Saturday Review.

Campden {Gloucestershire).—ThsGainsborongh
Memorial Chapel of St. Michael’s, Broad Camp-
den, has been opened by special service. The
church, which has been built after the design of

Mr. John Pritchard, diocesan architect of Llan-

daff, consists of a nave and small apsidal chan-
cel, with a bell-turret.

Harmston {Lincolnshire).—All Saints’ Church,
Harmaton, has been re-opened. The restora-

tion, or rather the reconstruction of this church,
consists in new roofs to nave, aisles, and chancel,

new windows throughout the whole fabric, glazed
with cathedral glass of green and gold

;
new

open seats, the raising of the chancel floor, the
erection of a screen and a polpit of Ancaster
stone and Welch marble shafts. A reredos has
been placed in the chancel, with white marble
cross, the stonework illnminnted by Messrs. Beh
& Redfarn. The work has been carried oat from
designs of Mr. R. J. Withers, architect.

Preston {SxiJjolk).— St. Mary's Church, the
tower of which fell in 1863, has been partly re-

built and re-opened for divine service. The
church overlooks the valley of the Brett. It is

of mixed architecture, principally Decorated,
with Perpendicular windows, &c., inserted.

There is a nave, with aisles and clearstory, west
tower, north porch, and vestry. The church is

built of flint and stone, with flush panelling.

There are clustered piers in the nave, the shafts

pear-shaped and filleted, with moulded bases

and capitals. There were formerly a uumber of

coats of arms, in stained-glass, in the east win-
dow, which were removed, and are now inserted

in the clearstory window. The east window is

in three lights, of geometrical tracery, and of

stained glass, with Christ, as the Good Shep-
herd, in the centre, and the Sower and Reaper
on either side. The side windows are Decorated
two-light ones, with angels in the centre bearing
labels. In the tracery of the side windows, and
those at the east end of the aisles, are angels
with extended wings, holding scrolls. The west
or tower window is Perpendicnlar, also of stained
glass, with Christ, in the attitude of blessing, in

the centre, supported by Moses and Aaron, thus
representing the Law, the Priesthood, and the
Gospel. These windows^are the work of Messrs.
Ward & Hughes. The staircase to the rcod-lofc

is blocked up,—possibly done in the first in-

stance, like that in the church of Rickiughall
Superior, by a churchwarden in the brick trade.
The restorations effected have been extensive,
almost amounting to a rebuilding of the church.
The greater portion of the tower is entirely new,
and part of the walla of the aisles ; and there is

a new vestry on the northern side. The roofs

are also new
;
those of the nave and aisles nearly

flat, with moulded timbers and carved bosses

and cornices. The chancel-roof is wagon-shape,
fourteenth-century style. All the internal stone-

work has been cleaned and restored, and the

walla replastered. The floors are paved with
Minton’s tiles. The church is heated by hot-

water apparatus. Oa the side walls are quaint

paintings that doubtless were considered, when
executed, very fine and appropriate. One con-

tains the Royal arms, with many qnarterings, of
“ Good Queen Bess,” with the inscription be-

neath, “ Etizabetha Magna, Regina Angliaa.”

The works were carried out by Mr. Tooley, of

Bury St. Edmund’s, under the superintendence
of Mr. A. Blomfield, architect.

Srixton.—The new church of St. Jude, re-

cently built in Brockwell Park, Water-lane,
Brixtou, and which has already been illustrated

by engravings in the Builder, has now been
consecrated by the Bishop of Mauritius, who
officiated for ihe Bishop of Winchester. The
new edifice is built of stone. It aff’ords accom-
modation for the sitting of 1,000 persons, and
one-third of the sittings are free. The cost of
the building has been 6,0001., raised by subscrip-

tion in the neighbourhood. lo addition to the

information already given, we may here note that

Mr. Plows sculptured the pnlpit and reading-

desk, and the font, from detailed drawings by
the architect, Mr. Robins

;
and that Caen stone,

red and green Irish marble, alabaster, and red

Mansfield stone, are the materials employed in

them, with polished oak door and book-boards,

&c. Messrs. Maw & Co.’s tiles are used for the
reredos throughout. The tablets are built up of

tiles, the lettering being burnt in, so that the

reredos is as permanent as the tile paving of the

chancel, the walls of which the architect hopes
some day to colour in devices in a similar man-
ner to those recently completed at Christ

Church, Battersea.

§0o[is ^ItcitfaeSj.

Rudimentary Treatise on the Manufacture of

Bricks and Tiles, containing an Outline of the

Principles of Brickmaking. By Edward Dod-
son. Fourth Edition. London : Virtue &
Co., Ivy-laue. 1868.

This work, originally useful, has been made
more valuable, first by the revision of Mr. C.

Tomlinson, F.R.S., and now by the additions of

Mr. Robert Mallet, F.R.S., who has given some
particulars of the greatest invention yet made
in respect of the Drying and Burning of Bricks,

viz., Hoffmann’s kiln. It is the best handbook on

the subject at present available; but a better

may be made by-and-by, by bringing together the

information on various heads, which in the

volume as it now stands is scattered. Additional

iuformatioQ also is needed as to moulded bricks,

coloured and enamelled bricks, and the mode of

cheapening them
j

also as to the value of

covered works, and the improvements that are

needed in the manufacture of bricks generally.

Brick-making is not by any means in the position

amongst us in which it should be. Good bricks

at a much less cost than is now enforced ought

to be obtainable.

We can safely recommend the little book
before ns as a good investment for 39., and we'

advise onr young readers, who are constantly

writing to us for the titles of cheap books that

would be useful to them, to get Messrs. Virtue’s

list of their “ Rudimentary Series,” wherein

they will see the titles of many works they

ought to have.

VARIORUM.

A PAPER “ On Mechanical Saws,” read before

the Society of Engineers. By S. W. Worssam,
juo. There is much practical information in

this paper as to saws, files, filing machines, saw
frames, &c.

;
and the paper is illustrated by

numerous engravings. “ The Increase of

Material Prosperity and of Moral Agents, com-

pared with the State of Crime and Pauperism.”

By J. H. Elliott. This is a reprint from the

Journal of the Statistical Society of London,
September, 1868. The paper is thoughtful and
suggestive,—all the more suggestiveperhspsthat

one cannot agree with all the author’s opinions.

We should not like, for example, to see people

going about the streets armed for self-defence

against thieves : it is easy to foresee what that

would lead to : street brawls are bad enough at any

time without deadly weapons to aid and provoke
them into fatal results. The author treats of
various important subjects, such as the poor-law,

education, wages, emigration, crime, charity, &c.
He is of opinion that in England there ought to

be but one charity in the whole land, that is, the
national poor-law. On the subject of wages, he
deprecates the pretence of mental improvement
as an excuse for shortening the hours of labour,

as a great sham. ‘‘ Advance wages,” he says,

“and shorten labour if yon will, but do not

believe that much use will be made thereof for

mental improvement.” As regards the expendi-

ture of wages, some sad facts are referred to.

He speaks of ” men engaged in the City who
have wages of from ISs. to IGs. a week, bat make
with fees 40s. to 453. weekly. If they take home
15s. for the wife out of IGs., keeping one for

themselves, they think they make fair contribu-

tion : they say nothing of the 24s. to 308. e.xtra.

Men who two years ago employed six days in the

week at 403. to 50s. gave the smallest snm to their

family ou which they could drag on, and now that
they get work only four or five days in the week,
their families are no worse off, for they always
did and do get only the minimum : the man
himself has less drink.” “ County Court
Reform.” By G. M. Wethorfield, solicitor.

London : E. Wilson, Royal Exchange. Why the

County Courts are a failure, and do not pay their

own expenses by more than a quarter of a million,

is the chief subject to which, and to its remedies,

this pamphlet relates. Its special purposes are :

” To prove that the main cause of failure is in the high
rate of court fees; to show that the system of propor-
tionate charges defeats its own object; to point out the
great inconvenience of a compulsory trial in all cases;

and to suggest two simple remedies by which the County
Courts can be placed upon the same footing, in these

respects, as other tribunals that do pay, and by this means
insured in a like success. 1 hese two suggestions are

Ist. To reduce the fee on a plaint to a maiimum of 5s. for

51. and upwards
;
the same for a consent judgmeut, with

10s. as the highest hearing fee; though cases above SOL,

and those sent from the Superior Courts, might fairly be
charged more, say 208. each. 2nd. To extend the benefit

of bee. 2 of the County Courts Act to all suitors alike,

and let them have judgment without hearing twelve days

after personal service of the summons where uo notice of

defence is given; alio to extend the new eca'.e of attor-

ney's costs provided by the above Act, to all cases between
2/. and 201., instead of such being limited as now to ac-

tions for goods wholly oi in pari sold for trading pur-

poses.”

Messrs. De la Rue & Co. have issued their

“Indelible Diary aud Memorandum -Book,” in

numerous shapes, edited by Mr. Glaisher, F.R.S.

aud Mr. Thelwall, M.A. The illustration repre-

sents the wonderful Nebula in the sword-bilt of

Orion, concerning which Mr. Warren De la Roe,

F.R.S., contributes an interesting article. Ha
considers that the phenomena there going on
present “ a picture of the formation of new
worlds in space far greater than that comprised

within the limits of our own solar system.” We
cannot avoid observing that these excellent

little books would be much more legible if they

were printed in black instead of blue. Indeed,

considering the class to whom they are ad-

dressed, the fancy colours seem out of place. •

Part II. of vol. VIII. of the “Transactions of

the Civil Engineers of Ireland,” contains some
valuable papers on Construction in India.

Cassell’s Magazine gives this remarkable view

of the possessions and powers of the Earl of

Dudley :
—

” His territorial possessions and country seats in 8taf.

fordsbire and Worcestershire, bis shooting grounds in

I

Scotland and the East of England, his mansion and

I

picture-gallery in London, his winter palace at Rome,
I even his valuable mineral estate iu Merionethshire, fade

into insignificance when compared with hia mines, and
collieries, and ironworks in and around the Midland
town Irom which he takes hia title. This latter estate

— honeycombed by industry beneath, blackened by
industry on the surface—covers an area of ten square
miles. It furnishes employment for b.OOi) workpeople;
aud reckoning in their families, wholly supports, at a
moderate computation, something like 27,<’00 human
beings— a population equal to that of the city of Oxford at

the last census. It is intersected by two private cauala,

and traversed by forty mites of railroad. The horses em-
ployed upon it are numerous enough to supply a cavalry

regiment, the canal boats to furnish a fleet. The steam
power used upon it is simply incalculable— it is so dis-

persed. Eight loeomoiives ply upon its railways; there

are forty boilers in one of its works, and twenty in

another; every pit aud every furnace over and under the

whole ten miles has its accompanying steam-engines.

This vast estate yields 70,000 tons of coal and nearly

l,CO0 tons of pig-iron per week, to say nothing of the

limestone osed for flux ; and it sends manufactured iron

into all the markets of the world. Bearly 100 heads of

departments are engaged in managing it, and it takes over

three hundred clerks to keep the accounts. The annual
outlay iu wages does not fall far short of half a million of

money."

We have lately heard of the possessions of the

Marquis of Bute, and the time may be named
when a future Marquis of Westminster will have

an income of a million a year. There is surely

matter for thought here :
perhaps for action too.
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“ Greater Britiiin.” By Mr. C. W. Dilke. Mr.
C. Wentworth Dilke, the author of " Greater
Britain,” a record of travel in Eiiglisb-speakiog
counti’ies, which will be published in two
volumes, by Messrs. Macmillan <t Co., this week,
is the eldest son of Sir C. W. Dilke, bart., M.P.,
and grandson of Mr. Dilke, whose name is well
remembered in the literary world as the editor,

and, indeed, the actual founder, of the Atlienccum.
The author of " Greater Britain” travelled dur-
ing a portion of his journey with Mr. Hepworth
Dixon, who was at that time in the United
States gathering materials for his “ New
America.” Mr. Dilke accompanied Mr. Dixon
as far as Salt Lake City. Thence he travelled

alone in New Zealand, Australia, and India

—

chiefly, we believe, with a view to observe the
working of political systems in the countries
which he visited. Mr. Dilke is now a candidate
for a seat in Parliament as representative of the
new borough of Chelsea, and very likely to be
elected.

^isceltnnca.
Joint-Stock Building, Brick, Tile, and

OTHER Companies.

—

From the returns of Joint
Stock Companies in England and Wales, which
have just been issued, we learn that there are
393 societies which have been registered be-
tween the Ist day of June, 1867, and the Slst
day of May, 1868. Of this number thirty-five

I

have been called into existence to erect honsea,
[

hotels, deal in land, and promote in other ways
I

the building operations of the country. These
j

societies are accredited with a nominal capital
of 7,612,900Z. In addition to these are eleven '

societies which have been registered for the
purpose of manufacturing bricks, tiles, the get-
ting of lime, slate, and other articles connected
with the building trade. The nominal capital
owned by the societies is set down at 315,OOOJ.,
making, with the capital sunk in building, &o.,

7,927,900Z.

Improved Accom.modation for the Working I

Classes.—The Puhlic Health says,—The lease-

1

holder of a large disused warehouse, in Little
j

Grove-street,* Lisson-grove, Marylebone, con-
[

ceived the idea of converting the same into a I

convenient, airy, and capacious lodging-house,
i

By forming a company, and issuing shares, he
raised the necessary capital, and set about the
work, which is now on the point of completion.
The building is laid onb in dormitories, com-
prising 130 single iron bedsteads; the floors are
covered with cocoa-nut fibre matting, and the
rooms are lighted with gas and well ventilated, i

There is a large kitchen, and lavatories and
baths, on the most approved principles. The
spirited proprietor even promises a library, to
relieve the tedium of the winter months. The
Medical Officer of Health for Marylebone has
given his unqualified approval of tho sanitary
arrangements adopted in the establishment. We
heartily wish success to this company, and as
-many others as shall devote their energies and
their substance to the amelioration of the con-
dition and elevating the morale of the working
classes.

Associated Arts Institute.

—

Last Saturday
evening the session of 1868-69 of this institute

was opened by a conversazione at the House in

Conduit-street. In addition to the usual display
of works of art by the members of the institute,

the sketches of the late Sir Richard Westmacott,
of which we spoke previously, were exhibited on
screens in the centre of the principal room.
This being the first time that those sketches
have been shown in public they were the subject
of much interest and scrutiny. An address was
made by the president of the institute. Professor
Westmacott, R.A. In the course of it Mr. West-
macott pointed out the importance of students
practising the separate branches of art, so as to

arrive at a state of the utmost perfection, not
for their own sakes alone, but with a view of
realising a great whole. He also drew attention
to the facts that the object of the Associated
Arts Institute is to get artists together for the
encouragement of mutual intercourse, and the
discussion of those subjects in which they are
interested, at times when they are not engaged
in more practical work. Mr. Westmacott gave
some particulars respecting the progress that
the institute has made and its present position,
foremost among them being that it is five years
old, and that it commenced with five members,
and it now can boast of 1-14. A concert followed
the president's address.

The Havre ExHimTiON.—From an examina-
tion of the list of awards made at the Havre
blxhibitioQ to British exhibitors it appears that

the British have reason to be satisfied with the

success they have achieved.

Warehouses, Manchester.—A correspondent
writes,—It may be as well yon should say, with
reference to the warehouses in Portland-street,

from the designs of Mr. Waterhouse, to which
yon alluded lately, that the beams for the floors

are not of cast iron, but of rollecZ aron,—an un-

usual feature of such dimensions in warehouses
erected in Manchester.

A Bait.— Sir : What do you think of the
following ;

—
“ SURVEYOR WANTED, for a flrst-elaas eatablisbed

permaoeDt buildmg society. Must take paid-up shares in

the society (6 per cent, dividend), and be prepared to
introduce members and depositors from hia own con-
nexion.—Apply, stating sum to be invested, and probable
amount of business that can be influenced, to "

A Sub.

Conservative Club House, St. James’s.

—

This building, erected in 1815, has recently
undergone entire renovation. Tho decorations

The Restoration of Chester Cathedral.

—

Dean Howaon writes :
—

” Our appeal for funds in

aid of our works of restoration began last spring.

The architect’s estimate for the whole amounts to

about 55,000Z. Towards this we have now about
28,000J. promised, the Ecclesiastical Commis-
sioners coutribnting 10,000i. of this sum. The
process of restoration began during the summer,
attention being first given to a part of the fabric

which was in imminent danger.”

Albion Assembly Rooms, North Shields.

—

The proprietors of these rooms have determined
upon making such additions to them as will not
only greatly increase their own accommodation,
bat will also improve the frontage of Norfolk-
street, by taking in tho whole of the property
between them and the Masonic Hall, and adding
a new building, nearly 50 ft. in height, to con-
tain a gallery

;
second and third class refresh-

ment rooms, 37 ft. by 22 ft.; and, on the ground-
floor, shops, &o. The architect is Mr. J. P.
Spencer.

Boiler E.nplosions.—A terrible explosion has
occurred at Mr. Norris’s steam saw-mills, Baron’s-

of the halls (upper and lower), vestibule, and I place, Waterloo-road, Lambeth, injuring ten men
groined ceilings, have been revived: Mr. Sapwell and setting fire to the mills, which have been
was the contractor and Mr. Robert Yarrow the destroyed in consequence. One of the men in-

artist employed. The right person to be called jured has since died, and the others are in a
j
in in such a case would seem to be the original

,

precarious state. Surely there ought to be some
I artist. This is the second renovation since the ' Government inquiry into the subject of steam-
foundation of the dab twenty-three years ago. boiler explosions, or some legislation with a view

Gas.—The directors of the Watton Gas and I
proper supervisioo of boilers. There is

j

Coke Company have just issued a notice to the
|

association at Manchester for self-protection

I effect that “ from and after the 10th of November
I

next the price of gas to the consumers will be
reduced one-fourth,” that is, to 7b. 6d. per
1,000 fc. For many years the directors were

,

not able, of course, with sneh absurd prices as

;

theirs, to pay any dividend. The only wonder is
' that it is said they are now paying a fair one.
, New gas works, erected at Langley Mill,

I

adjoining the railway station, by the Langley
' Mill and Heanor Gaslight Company (Limited),

from boiler explosions, and the result to them is

that scarcely a single explosion takes place in

those supervised by the officers of the asso-

ciation. The sufferers by the late kitchen-

boiler explosion in the Haymarket are all doing
well. One who was not expected to survive is

now progressing favourably.

Closing of the National Fine Arts Exiii-

BiTioN AT Leeds.

—

This exhibition, which was
opened by tho Prince of Wales, on May 19, was

I

for the supply of gas to Langley Mill and Heanor,
\
finally dosed to the public on Saturday. During

[

have been opened. The works have been designed
;
the 1-13 days it has been on view, the number of

land carried out under the superintendence of visitors has reached 570,000, and of that number
Mr. Thomas Crump, gas engineer, of Derby. The

j

450,000 paid for admission at the doors, the re-
I contractor for the building was Mr. Samuel Hunt,

j

of Long Eaton. The Batterley Company supplied

the castings and main pipes.

Value or Property in St. Paul’s Church-
yard.—At the Auction Mart, Tokenhouse-
yard, Lothbury, Messrs. Debenham & Co., auc-

mainder obtainiug entrance by season tickets.

The largest attendance was on Thursday, Octo-
ber 23, when no fewer than 13,231 persons
entered the building. The highest weekly
attendance was reached on the week ending
October 16, when it amounted to upwards of

tioneers, offered to public competition the
|

46,000 persons. On the proposition of Mr. W.
freehold warehouse, No. 27, St. Paul’s Church. Becket Denison, chairman of the executive corn-

yard, let on lease for an unexpired term of nine-

teen years at 1,0001. per annum, and now in the

occupation of Government as the Post-office

Savings Bank, tho property occupying an area

of 1,479 square feet. The highest bid was
20,0001., and it was bonght in at 22,5001. The
two adjoining warehouses, Nos. 28 and 29, held

for an nnexpired term of sixty-six years at a

gronnd-rent of 7501. a year, and let for twenty-
one years at 1,3001. per annum, were bonght in

mittee, a vote of thanks was passed to the con-
tributors. He especially referred to the warm
interest taken in the exhibition by the Earl of
Dudley and Lord Houghton. Both these noble
lords having delivered brief addresses, special

votes of thanks were awarded to heads of depart-

ments for their natiring zeal in the collection and
arrangement of the art treasures; three cheers

were given for the Queen
;
the band played the

National Anthem, and the bnilding was then

at 8,0001. The corner warehouse adjoining, held
^

cleared of visitors.

Supply of Iced Water to Paris and London.
Every one who has visited the cafds of Paris

for an unexpired term of sixty-six years at a
ground-rent of 3501. a year, and let at ,

' _ _
for the first seven years and 6501. for the must have observed the carafes frapp^es, that is

next seven years, sold for 3,2001.
I

to say, water-bottles with a great block of ioe,

Monumental.—In the Chapel Royal, Savoy, ' often very cnriously crystallised inside. Thepro-
there is a monument to the memory of Richard

;

duction of those frozen decanters has become
Lauder, the distinguished African discoverer.

|

a very important operation, which is carried on
A member of the Royal Geographical Society

|

at rce-houses situated in the Boulevard Lannes,

has bequeathed a small sum of money towards
(
oh tke Passy side of the Bois de Boulogne. The

the restoration of the monument, and the Rev.
|

establishment, according to the “ Journal of the

Henry White, of King’s College, London, the
:

Society of Arts,” consists of ten great under-

chaplain of the Savoy, has invited such as are ground ice-vaults, protected from the action of

disposed to add their subscriptions, so that the ' the sun by buildings raised over them, and
restoration may be carried out. In a letter I

covered with straw. Each of the ioc-vaults is

recently received from the west coast of Sooth
|

nearly 500 ft. long, and about 36 ft. high, and
America, the writer mentions that Commodore

|

the ten are capable of holding 10,000 tons

Powell, and the officers on board H.M.S. Topaz,
J

of ice. The department in which the water-

are to erect in the island of Juan Fernandez a ' bottles are frozen is a curiosity. These decanters

tablet to the memory of Alexander Selkirk, whose
history is popularly believed to have afforded

De Foe the materials of his attractive story of

Robinson Crusoe. The tablet is to be placed
near a break in the high mountain ridge which
rises from the bay at the northern part of the
island. It is said that to that high pass Selkirk

used daily to climb, in the hope of seeing some
friendly sail that might convey him from his

dread solitude. The tablet will be of iron.

Whilst seeking for some one to do the lettering
,

on the tablet, a man offered himself who rather
'

claimed the job, on the ground that he had
erected the tablet to Captain Cook’s memory at

the Sandwich Islands.

are two-thirds filled with filtered water in the
receptacles of the freezing machine, and the
freezing is produced by means of salt water and
vaporised ether, with the help of a steam-engine
of sixteen-horse power. When the water within
the decanters is reduced below freezing-point, it

is rapidly stirred with a stick, when the freezing

takes place as if by magic. More than 6,000 of

these frozen carafes are sent out daily in hot
weather, at a very trifling charge, and each being

filled up with fresh water as often as required

will serve during a long summer day, and cool

ten gallons of water. Why should not London
and other large towns have their frozen water-

bottles in summer as well as Paris ?
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St. Geoegz’s Hospital Surveyokship.—Mr.

Stephen Salter has been elected surveyor to St.

George’s Hospital. Mr. Thomas H. Watson was

second on the list.

Seejeants’ —The ancient state hall of

Setjeanta’ Inn, Chancery-lane, under the auspices

of the present treasurer, Mr. Serjeant Bain, has

been redecorated and renovated.

Waterloo Bridge.—We have received a

letter from Mr. W. C. Clarke, Chief Clerk to

the Waterloo Bridge Company, stating that the

pier of the bridge, to which reference was made
recently in our pages, has been in the state it

now is for many years.

The Faliing-in or the Foonviy in Downing-
street, Westminster.—On the 30th nit., between
seven and eight o’clock, nearly the whole of the

public footway and hoarding which extends from

King-street to the new Foreign Office, fell in

with a crash. Fortunately no one was passing

at the time, and the large number of workmen
employed were all absent from the works.

Italian Opera, Covent Garden.—Some good

operas, by good performers, at this season of

the year, are a boon to lovers of music, com-

pelled for their sins to remain in London j
and

this Mr. Mapleson is affording, through the

accommodating disposition of Mr. Gye, at Covent

Garden. Beyond stock enjoyments he has made
known to London a young singer from America,

Miss Minnie Hauck, who in the ” Sonnambula ”

produced a very satisfactory impression. Miss

Hauck is very young, and if she fulfil her present

promise will be a fresh delight for Europe.

Signor Mongini sang admirably with her.

For rebnilding No. 299, Strand,

architect :

—

Crabb & Taaghan
King
Colls &, Co
Little

Pritchard
Perry
Tripp & Co

Mr. J. E. SaanderB,

1,280 0
1,267 0
1,233 0
1,165 0
1,087 0

For new corn wsrehonae, Strood, Kent.
Andrews, architect:

—

Wilkins & Son
Baxter & Sageman
Ball & Co,
West
Clements
BoUitt
Naylar
Gates (accepted)

£1,665 0
1,476 10
1,449 0
1,-120 0
1,400 0
1,368 0
1,347 0

For new cottages, dairy, &c., at Worcester Park. Jlr.

Robert W. Edis, architect :

—

Andrews £810 0 0
Longmire & Burge 772 0 0
Rhodes & Roberts 765 0 0
Stephens & Watson 760 0 0

Thomas & Son 722 0 0
Bharpington & Cole 721 0 0

Brass 720 0 0
Conder 720 0 0

Colls & Son 692 0 0

Adamson & Sons 679 0 0

Lathey, Brothers 666 0 0

ColliDgs .... 690 0 0
Shepherd .... 610 0 0

For villa residence, at Tonbridge. Mr. George P.

Marten, architect. Quantities supplied by Mr. Samuel
Cooper

The Smoke Nuisance.—At the Clerkenwell

Police-court on Saturday a manufacturer was
charged with using furnaces which did not con-

sume their own smoke
5
and it was even alleged

that they were constructed as if on purpose not

to do so. The Government officer stated that

this problem has now been most thoroughly

and completely solved
5

and he mentioned a

brewery which he inspected last week, in which

were nineteen furnaces in full operation, con-

suming from 8,000 to 9,000 tons of coal, and
from 700 to 800 tons of spent hops annually, and

yet there was not a particle of smoko emitted.

He also cited other similar cases. It thus ap-

pears that by a strict administration of the law

the smoke nuisance may be got rid of entirely

without hardship to those who require furnaces.

The defendant was fined 3Z. and costs.

Wheeler
Holborn
Huntley
Gorrum
Smythe
Fawcett
Heayeham
Punnett
Dove
May
Hesterton & Head

.

Nightiugalo

Wheatley
Strange
Woodroffe
Hunt (accepted) ....

7 7£3,P93

. 2,734 15 0
. 2,643 0 0

. 2,607 0 0

. 2,600 0 0

. 2,467 10 0

, 2,419 18 0
. 2,397 7 9

. 2,381 0 0

. 2,370 18 0

. 2,370 0 0

. 2,346 0 0
. 2,271 0 0

2.257 0 0
. 2,154 17 6

,. 2,138 0 0
,. 1,975 0 0

For Congregational chapel and schools. Burton Joyoe^
Notts. Mr. J, Tait, architect :

—

Charles Wright £1,163 0
Wood & Son 1,113 2
Bell & Son 1,100 15

J. Wright & Son (accepted)..

982 0 0
{62 12 0

For rebuilding Nos. 27 and 28, Monkwell-atreet.
L Tabberer, architect:—

Lavke .

West
Turner & Sons
Brass
Pearse
Brown & Robinson .,

Prince
Henshaw

.. £2,387 0

.. 2,200 0

.. 2,076 0

.. 1,997 0

.. 1,997 0
1,9

1,935

1,890 0 0

For additions, &c., to house, Sevenoaka. Mr. B. Tab-’

berer, architect I

WUlshire £339 0 0
I

Grover 265 0 0
Larke 243 0 0

For alterations, Ac., No. 7, King-street, Snow-hill, Mr
B. Tabberer, architect :— i

Oatley 616 0 0
I

Clarke 612 0 0
Young 495 0 0

Pearse 483 0 0
Larke 459 0 0
West 446 0 0
Walker 384 0 0
Boatel 382 0 0
W’hittiugham 166 0 0

For the erection of new infant school, for the pariah oi

St. Lawrence, Reading. Messrs. W. & J. T. Biowm
architects

Matthews £712 0 0
Baraicoat 690 0 0

Sheppard (accepted) 634 10 0

TENDERS.
For new detached villas, at Worcester Park.

Robert W. Edis, architect
Andrews
Stephens A Watson....
Brass

£1,336
1,300
1,273

Rhodes A Roberts
Conder
Thomas A Son

1,269
1,256

1,239
Sharpington A Cole
Colls A Son
Lathey Brothers

1,197
1,197

1,196
Adamson A Sons
Ceilings

1,133
1,079

Shepherd 1,070

Longmire A Burge 1,026

For the first portion (viz., the chancel) of the new
Church of Bt. Matthias, Earl’s-court, Keusington. Mr.
J. H. Hakewill, architect. Quantities supplied:

—

Perrin, Brothers £2,350 0 0

Cowland 2,340 0 0
Higgs 3,107 0 0

Myers A Sons 1,988 0 0
Saunders 1,960 0 0

Simpson 1,650 0 0

For bath-house, swimming-bath, &c., at Christ’s Hos-
pital, Newgate-street. Mr. John Shaw, architect :

—

Axford & Whillier .

Piper & Co
Holland & Hanneu
Ashby A Horner
Brass
Newman A Mann (accepted)

2,603 16 0
2,662 0 0

For the erection of a villa residence, at Trnro-road,
Wood-green, for Mr. Charles Proughten. Mr. John
Tiney, architect :

—

Brooks (accepted) £600 0 0

For proposed new Methodist Free Church and schools,

W'^oodford, Essex. Messrs. Hooper A Lewis, architects.

Quantities by Mr. J. W. Tonge

For new entrance porch to 8t. Matthias Church, Rich-
mond-hill. Mr. G. G. Scott, architect :

—

Long (accepted) £381 0 0

Accepted for house, at Ashton-on-Mersey. Mr. George
Truefltt, architect:

—

Sriektcork.
H. Davies £480 0 0

StoneKorh.
T. Kiikley... 149 0 0

Joiner'i Work, ^c.
Bowden, Edwards, A Co 608 10 0

Flximhing, ^c.
J. Owen 155 0 0

Painting and Flattering.
J. Owen 110 0 0

Slating.

J. Kirkley 54

Sellhanging.

D. Davies 11 6 0

For taking down and rebuilding two shops, Nos. 63 and
63, Artillery-street, Woolwich, lor the executors of Mr.
Thomas Stevens Burt, deceased. Messrs. William Gos-
ling A Son, architects. Quantities supplied. The con-
tractor to be allowed the old materials, and to use ench
bricks as the architect may approve

Woodford £998 0 0
Hanks 900 0 0
Richardson A Thompson 850 0 0
Ginger 760 0 0
Tickery 755 0 0
Blake 760 0 0
Lidbetter 728 0 0
Carter., 725 0 0

Bayes ..

Messrs. Pattenson
Rivett
Haines A Son
Hall..
Mundy A Hatchinaon
Bhurmur
Crabb A Vaughan
Kemp A Morrisson
Mann, jnn
Wicks, Bangs, A Co. ..

Baker
Morter (accepted)

,.£2,011 0
.. 2,000 0
.. 1,993 0
.. 1,977 0

.. 1,971 0
1,9

1,868 0 0
1,810 0 0
1,800 0 0

For the erection of a house and shop, in Brosd-str«et|

Rcadiog, for Mr. Batho. Messrs. W. A J. T. Browir

architects :
—

Kendell £696 0 0
East 666 0 0
Sheppard 660 0 0

Carter 639 0 0
Clacey (accepted) 607 0 0

For the erection of a house and shop, in Broad-atreeti

Reading, for Mr. Hiseock. Messrs. W. A J. I. Brown'

architects
Whiting (accepted) £493 0 0

For the erection of steward’s residence, at Elvaston, fot

the Hon. the Earl of Harrington. Messrs. Stevens 4

Robinson, architects. Quantities supplied
Thompson £1,390 0 0
Wood 1.330 0 0

Fryer 1,270 0 0

For alterations, repairs, and decorations, at No. 72
Grosvenor-street. Messrs. J. AE. Baddeley, surveyors:'

Giarke A Macuooch £930 0 0
Sapwell 838 3 4
Scrivener A White (accepted) ... 819 0 0

For building presbytery, at Battersea, for the Bighrl

lev. Dr. Grant. Mr. C. A. Buckler, architect :

—

Nightingale (accepted) £800 0 0

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Bosd-m%kiDg (aext week.}.—C. 3. Parts (book. If B«Dt, wtll reeelvi

attestloD).—Fertpective (tbere Is Auiastrumen''. for bu«1i k purpMe-:

the CcntroUnkkil).—H. B. (th« valaa of doable walls ia well unde]

stood).—Ur. 0.—W. C. T.—0. T.-M, C. J.—B. W. E.-J- B —B. M. I

-J. G. B.—T. J. H.-C. J.N.—T, K-ASone.— H. A.—W. G.-T. J.H.-I

J. W. A.-W. L. J.-J B. a-H. H.-J. P. S.-B. t H.-C. J.-J. R-

N. A. H.-G. P. M.—N. & M.—W. K. N.-J. V.-J. 'j'. B.- J. E. B.-I

J. B. C.—'W.—J. P.-F. B. W.—B. F.-C. W. W.-J. T.-J. H.-I.

G. G. 8.. jun.-J. r. B.-W. JJ.-B. T.-T. C. 8.-C. A C.-T. C.-!

H. &-A. M.—H. W -H, A L.-Mr. R.-J. A B. B.—B. P.—W. OA
W.— Inquirer.

Country newarapen should be marked.
We are compriled to decline pointing out booka and glTlol

kddreues,

All statemeuta ot facte, li-ita of Tenden. Ac., moat be koaompaaltt

b; the name acd addrua of the sender, not ueceMartlr f(!

pablicatioD.
I

Note.—

T

he reaponaiblllt; of elgned krticlo, and papers read i|

pablio meeting*, regte, of cenne, with the anlhon.
|

For mission chapel, Kensington, Derbyshire. Mr. J,

Tait, architect :

—

Warner A Son (accepted) £263 0 0

For Congregational chapel, Derby. Mr. J. Tait, archi-

tect:—
Messrs. Herbert £1,630 0 0
Bullock 1,447 0 0
Wright A Son 1,285 0 0
Stoddard (accepted) 1,258 0 0

Forn Baptist Chapel, Shooter’s Hill-road:

—

For Picked For Suffolk
Stocks. Facings.
£1,526 £1,676
1,500 1,544
1,486 1,620

1,450 1,610
1,389 1,428
1,320 1,366

1,310 1,330

Downs
Gerrard
Dove, Brothers ..

Manley A Rogers
Kirk
Cooper A Cullum
W’ella

For new premises, corner of Fenchurch-street, for Mr.
J. Greenboam. Mr. W. Thompson, architect:

—

Kirk £9,490 0 0

Myers A Son 8,879 0 0
Bangs A Co 8,600 0 0
Cooper A Cullum 8,396 0 0

Pritchard ... S.lll 0 0
Blackmoreland A Co 7,782 0 0

Henshaw (accepted) 7,477 0 0
Crabb A Vaughan 7,377 0 0

Advertisements cannot he receivedfw the cvrrer

?el{^s issue later than THREE o’clock G.ml
an THURSDAY.

The Puhlisher cannot he responsible for OeJ
GiNAL Testimonials left at the Office in reply i

Advertisements, and st/rongly rccomniends thi,

Copies only should be sent. '

ADVERTISEMENTS.

rpHE TABLET : a Weekly Newspaper am
I Review.

The Pint Nnmber of a >'ew Setle* of thi* oldatb estibtUhe

C.tboUo New»pfiper, under New Pruprletoishlp aud Sl.^angemeni

will bs puhlUheU on SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 7lh: oontBlali

Orijlual Articln, Reviews of H«me end F.>rdigu Uierktore, Speck
Treetment of the Angllean Movement, end Minute and Spedl
Foreign Iiite'.li«e''0e. PrtceSJ.! .UuipedSd.

No, 21, NEWCASTLE Sl'BBKT. STRAND.

THE GREAT PATTEBN BOOK OF ORNAMENT AND I

DKCORAllON.
Published st Si. S.-. now oSeiod for 3i. 13a. 6d.

IHE GRAMMAR of OKNAMEN';
_ By OWEN JONRS.
llloalratod by 8,000 Example, from v.rloQ* itjlj. of Ornamec

•autifnl plates In gold »ud colour*. One volume imperial 41

cloth, gilt edges.

BEENaKD QDABITCH, 15. Picoadi'ly, London.
Agents .lid C-iuysMeis WanteU.

T
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TURNER
& ALLEN’S
NEW DESIGNS

For Plain & Ornamental

LAMP POSTS,
DWAEF

GAS PILLAES,

LAMP BRACKETS
Lamps, Lanterns, &o.
Gaseliers, Corridor

and Lobby Lamps.

Complete Pattern and
Pnco Book 3a. 6d. in

atampa.

TURNER & ALLEN,
Engineers, Foundera,

Ac.
201, UPPER THAME

deBlrlQd a really good tyi'e:

ENTET, to which wee awarded the pri*a offereii la •' Tlia Builder."
No. 1,180, and which hu been adop'cd by many large firms. Also i

Modified Arrangement by Single Kniiy.sult-ble for amaU bnilders.-
Addreea, E. A, 4, St. Geoige'e-road, Regent’s Pack, London.

rPHE ART of GARNISHING CHURCHES
_L For CHRISTMAS and OTHER FESTITALS,

By EDWARD T. COX.
Price 2e. Od. or poet free for thirty-three BUmi<B.

muetiated by engravings of numerous dulgns and four photographs

,

for Scrolls, Banners, Texts, MonogTiuns, Derices, &c. Price Sd.
poet free.

Bcclesl. stlcal Warebonsei, 28 and 29, Southampton-street, Strand,
liondoi). W.C.
Stained Glass Works, 43 and 44, Maiden-lane (adjoining the Ware-

hoosei).
Wood and Stone Carving’, Gothic, Metal, and Monumental Works,

College Wharf, Belvedere-road, Lsmbeih.

Now ready, with Three Plates, and nearly 100 Woodonte, fcap. Price 7b. 6d. post-free,STRAINS IN GIRDERS:
A HANDTBOOE fop the CALCULATION of STRAINS in GIRDERS and similar STRUCTURES and their

STRENGTH;
Consisting of

FORMULA AND CORRESPONDING DIAGRAMS,
With numerous Detaila for Practical Application, &c.

By WILLIAM HUMBEE, Asaoo. Inefc. C.E.
Author of " Cast and Wrought Iron Bridge Construction," &o. &c.

London : LOCKWOOD & CO. 7, Stationers’ Hall-court, Ludgate-hill, E.C.

PROFESSIONAL PAPERS on INDIAN
J_ ENGINEERING.

Edited by Major J. G. MfcDLEY, R.
And Pabilahed Quarterly, at the I'bomaso

East Indies.
Each Quarterly Number contains 100 page*, with several Illneti'a-

Hona Specimens can be seen at Messre. SMITH, ELDER, & CO.’a
63, Coruhill, Loudon, where subscribers' names will be received.
The lat and 2Dd Volumes (comprising Nine Quartsrly numbers), are

ready. Price of either. 338. neatly bound in cloth.

KELLY’S PRACTICAL BUILDERS’
PRICB-BOOKi or, a»fa Guide le the Valua'lon of all kind.

«r ArtiQcen' Work
;
with tlie Modern Practice of Measuring, and aj

A'alract of the New Building Act fur Regulating the CoLstructiun

of BnUdings. Revised and Coirected by New Calcnlations upon the

present Value of Matoilals and Labour. Arranged by an Arohitect of

emineace, asaUted by severnl experienced Measutbig Surveyors
lliusiratoi and exemplified by 8te»l Engravings and numerous Wood-
cuts. Royal Svo. prioe neatly l>oand.

London : Published by T. KELLY, Paternoster row ; SI MPKIN A
MARSHALL; and may l>e ha>l of all Bookseller..

Of whom may be had, new Editions in Quarto, of the following
Practical Architectural Works

1. PETEE NICHOLSON’S PEACTICAL
CiRPENTRY, JOINERY, and CABINET MAKING. Revised bv

TREDOOLD : being a new and complete System of Lines, for the

Use of Woikmen, fomioed on Geometrical and Mcohauical Princi-

clea. Ten P.irta at 3.. or in boards, 39.. ;
containing upwards of 12(J

Steel Plates, and numerous Woodcut Diagrams.

2. PETEE NICHOLSON’S PEACTICAL
MASONRY. BRICKLAYING, and PLASTERING (revised by TR-KD-

QOLD) bolh plain and ornamental ;
couUlning a new ,pnd complete

eratem of Lines for Stone-cutting, for the Dse of Werkmen ; the

PormallouofMorUni.Ceioeiita.Coiicreta.to which U added a variety

of new Designs for MuralTablets, Tombs, Gravestouea for Cemeteries.

Ac Ac • and a Deacriptlon oftho various Materials employed. Ten

Paris at 3s. or in boards, 80a. ;
containing upwards of Ninety Bteel

Plates and numerous Woodcuts.

3. TREDGOLD and NICHOLSON’S Theore-
tical and Practical Treatise on the FIVE ORDERS of ARCHITEC-
TURE

:
containing plain and simple Rules for Drawing and Execut-

ing them in the purest style, including an Historical Description of

Gothic Architecture. Illustrated by upwards of Cue Hundred Steel

Engravings, executed by Axtists of first-rate talent, Including nume-
rous Diagrams. Ac. Twelve Parts at 3b, or in boards, 36a.

4. DESIONS for COTTAGE and VILLA
ARCH ITECTURB, containing PUns. Elevations, SecUons, Petspec-

tlve Views, and Details, for the Erection of Cottages and Villas. By
8. H. BHOOK3, Architect. Beautifully engraved on steel, with
Direction for Building, and the estimated coat of each edifice. Twelve
Par's at 3<. or In boards, 39i.

5. DESIGNS for PUBLIC BUILDINGS, eon-
sisi Uig of Plans, Elevations, SeoUoas, Perspective Views and Details
of riiurche*, Chspels, Schools, Almshuusss. Gas Works, Markets, and
ntl.er Rulldinga for pnbllo purpoeea. By S. H. BROOKS. Architect.
B au‘. fully eograved on steel. Ten Farts at 3s. or 32s. b^rda.

r>. The HOUSE DECORATOR and PAINT-
ER'.S 0 CIDB, containing a Series of Deslgne for Decorating Apart-
ments with taste, and salted to the various Styles of Architecture.
By If, W. and A. AEEOWSMlTn. House Decorators to Her Majesty.
Ten P.uts at 3s. or in boards, 32s. r

7. Tho HOUSE PAINTER, or DECORA-
“rOR’-S COMPANION, containing a complete Treatise on the Art of
House Painting, Oralulsg, and Marbling, Including the Origin of
Colour, the Laws of Harmonious Colouring, the Manufacturo of Pig-
meut*. Oils, Varnishes, Ac. By W. M. HIGGINS, Esq. Accompan!^
by actual Speclmena of Hand-bcush Qtaining and Marbling. Ten

[ I^its at Ss. or in boards, 32s.

1
The ENGINEERS’ and MECHANICS’

i ENCTCLOP.EDIA : a new and enlarged Edition, aomprebendlng
1 Practical lUustTatlons of the Machiuery and Processes emnloyed In
every Desorlpilon of Manufacture of the British Empir*. Illustrated
by upwards of 2.000 Wood Engravings. By LITRE HERBERT, Civil

3 ^giiieer, Ac. The Vapid progress of Mecbauloal Bulense has deve-
loped many of the important f,scts since the first publicntion, in 1335,

(
Of the Encyclopedia. The inventions and dlscovaries recently mads

I have engaged the seduloits attention of the Editor
;
for, as the value

I of each was tested by experiment, a description was acooidlngly pre-
I pared. By Ihe srlectlon of new articles, and care in the revision of
I eld ones, this edition has now become systematically enrlihed

;
so

1 that it may be received as fully and taitbfuUy expressing “ the exlst-

r ing state of Engineering and Mechanism, adapted to the wants of

'I ’’tactical Mon." In two large Svo. voia cloth lettered, price 3l>a

nvHE PEACTICAL MECHANIC’S
. X JOURNAL for NOVEMBER. Price Is. With highly-flnl.hed
1 mte Engraving of " Bower’s Srlf-coutalced Bar-Boiler.''^ and Fortv -

Ij eight Woodcut*.
,,Points tf Proettee in Iron Fon ding; The Mont Cenls Tunnel

:

I Note* on J’etroteum
; Miritime Exhibition at Havre

;
Cros' Auto-

r graphic Telegraph
;
Bread-making

;
Formation of Portland and other

* V^euta
; M’uotton’s Detector Euvelopee

; Ceramic Produotr.
Recent Patent* ; Teaching the l>eaf and Dumb—Bertram Mitford

;
t Bteani cDgines—J'ickeraon ; Breech-loading Fire-arms and Car-
r wldgea—L» Sucl6 6 Indnstrielle Suisse

;
Iron and Steel—J, A. Jones •

t Lamps-R, W. Patk A Love
;
Weft Winding Machinery-Thompson

rrSr.
^vnuiuled Liiioora—Rowand ; Iron and Siet-l—Attwood

;> WIndowB-Wood
;
Railway Carriages—R. F. Falrlle

;
Wheela-Colas

;

*4f“* Steel and Malleable Iron—Ellemhausen
; Poiafllue—Leo do la

Creyrouae.
1 Regiaiered Design, Scientific Societies, Monthly Notes. Mechanic’s
llUbrary, List of Patents, Ac.

London; LONGMANS, Paternoster-row; Editors' Offlees lOfllce
fur Patents}, 47i Lincoln’s-Iim-fields.

Tho NEW SERIES ofALL THE YEAR ROUND,
Xa. Conducted by CHARLES DICKENS,

To be commenced on the 5th of DECEMBER,
Will contain an Original Novel, by EDMUND YATES, entitled

“WEECKBO in PORT;’’ a series of Descriptive Essays, entitled
"NEW UNCOMMERCIAL SAMPLES,” by CHARLES DICKENS
and many other New Tales and Essays.

On DECEMBER 3rd will bo published

THE EXTRA CHRISTMAS NUMBERS of
"ALL THE YEAR BOUND," handsomely bound in One Volume,
price Five Shillings. Single Numbers may be had, price Fourpence,

London : 26, Wellington-atreet, Strand, W.C. ; and
CHAPMAN A HALL, 193, Plcoouiilly. W.

ftUANTITIES TAKEN OUT and
1

PRICED; Bnllder'* Work Miasured and Valued; by Mr.

1

^ COOPER (30 year*' practice), 10, Laurence Ponntney-lane,
' near Cannon-street Station, London.

pARTN.ER WA.NTED.—A TimberX Mercbant, In one of tbe principal towns on tbe South Coast,
wishes to MEET with a GENTLEMAN to take an active part in the
businew. Capital required 3.0001. Legitimate and bicreaslng trade.
Good profits.—Addreas, X. Y. Z. 27, Leadenhail-slreet, K,C.

POMPETITIONS, WORKING DRAW-
INOB, DESIGNS, Ac. undertaken on tbe shortest notice.

Ferspeclivte ontlined and coloured,—Address, Z. A. core of House-
keeper, Na 1, Long-acre, W.

TO BUILDERS, DECORATORS, Ac.

^ ILDERS, thoroughly experienced in House
VX Work, Decorative Furniture, and Gliding in all it* branches,
may be OBTAINED at the House of Call, Marlboruugh Inn, Blenheim-
steps, Ozford-etreet.—Address to the Secretary.

ANTED, by a Timber Merchant and
Y Y Contractor, an energetic and competent CLERK. Mast be

good at taking out quantities, estimating, accounts and tbe usual
routine of an Ofiice.—Address, stating age, terms, and particulars
to Mr. 0. POLLARD, Taunton.

"X^ANTED, in a Metal Manufacturer’s
YY Office, a Young Man as BOOKKEEPER and OCCASIONAL
DRAUGHTSMAN,- Apply, R. X, Bristol Post-olBce.

TO BRICK-SETTEES.
TXTANTED, an experienced SETTER in
Y Y CLAMP WORK. Miut be a good and steady man, and

in possession of a sober cbaracier.-Apply at Spilng-gcove Brickfield.
Isleworth, S.W.

TO BRICKLAYERS.
TWANTED, immediately, a good HAND at
Y Y RULE and GAUGE WORK

;
also a good MASON as a Fixer

Apply to tbe Foreman, New Oranituar Bchool, Ablogdon, Berks.

TO DRAUGHTSMEN.
WANTED, a good DRAUGHTSMAN,
YY well acqnalnted with Italian and Gothic details.—Apply,

stating terms, to D. D. D. Office of "The Builder,"

TO JOINRBS.

WANTED, a WOKKING SHOP EOEE-
YY MaN. Must be a first-class workman, well undentand

drawings, the management of men, and converting of limber.—
Apply, etating wage* required, with reforonce, to W. B. Post-office,
Salop.

Y^ANTED, a YOUTH, in a Builder’s Office.
YY Must write agood band, and be expert In figures. One with

a slight knowledge of architectural drawing, and a dlspualUou to
learn, will be preferred. Good rofereuo.srequired.—Application, In
own haodwriung, etatlug terms expeciotl, to J. 0. 39, Hanover-
etrset, Chelsea, KW.

TO BUILDEBb’ FOREMEN.
^ Loudon Firm, a very

Y Y experienced General FOREMAN, capable of Snperlntending
with tyelem, ability, and energy, tbe ERECTION of a large BUILD-
ING a short distance from town.—Addre>e, stailug age, particulars
and where last engaged, to No. I, 111, Office of ' The Builder."
Anonymous communications will not receive attention.

TO TRAVELLERS.
TX/' ANTED, a Young Man -with good
Y Y business quallflastlona, os an ASSISTANT TRAVELLER, to

call upon Merebanu, Builders, and Contractor* in the United Kiug •

dom. Salary part fixed and part cominisiton on proceeds of sale.
Apply, staling age, salary reqatied, and full partionlai* of previous
engagements, to -A. .Z. caie of Mr. Abbott, 7, Little Tower-street
London, £.C.

\\TANTED, in the country, a competent
VV BOOKKEEPER and CORRESPONDENT, who lue been

accustomed to publio works.—Addreas, B. U. Office of “ Tbe Builder.'

'

TO BUILDERS.

YA/ANTED, an immediate RE-ENGAGE-
T V MENT as BUILDER’S CLERK. Well up iu all tbe duties

of the office. Can take ont quanlltU*, Keep prime cost, Ac. No ob-
jection to the country. Good refeieuces. Age 35. — Addreas.
BUILDER, 11, Bstb-grove, Hackuey-road, N.EL

TO AROHITKCl'S AND SURVEYORS.
Y^ANTED, by an experiencedASSISTANT,
Y Y an ENGAGEMENT, Is woH aeqaainted with the various

styles, coustiucUoLal detail, and general routine of office. Ftrat-
elass draughtsman and designer. Land surveying and levelling
References.-Address, T. G. B. Cheveliet, Bowuess, i Bon, 19, Bell-
yard, Temple Bar,

T^ANTED, a JOB, by a first-class STAIR-
_T V CASE-HAND and JOINER, or as SHOP or GENERAL

19, 0/Hob of ’’The BuUder.’’

TO ARCHITECTS, Ac.

wanted, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, by
IT the Adve.tlser. Cun pre-p.iro working and detail drawings

from rough aketche*. trace and colour well. Three years' experience.
Good reference.-Address, Z. X. 103, Manor-etreet, Chelsea. S.W.

TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
WANTED, a SITUATION,' as CLERK
T T and BOOK-KJ

Bloomsbury, W.C.
LKESPER,—Address, £. P, 4, Devonshlie-street,

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.

wanted, a RE - ENGAGEMENT as
T V FORUM 4N of JOINERS and CARPENTERS, or GENERAL

FOREMAN of WORKS. No objection to be Woiklng Foreman, or
would Take the Work by Piece. Has canied out good Jobs for Loudon
Builders and Aichltects, and is thoroughly iteady and peiseverlng.
Unexceptionable references. — Address, JAMES, Mr. Ackworth's,
Poet-offlee, Ealing.

wanted, a RE-EKGAGEMENT, by a
T T thoroughly practical BUILDER'S FOREMAN. Carpenter

TO CIVIL ENGINEERS, CONTRACTORS. Ac.WANTED, by the Advertiser, a SITUA-
TION. Good draughUman, surveyor, and ievelhr. Well up

TO PLUMBERS, BUILDERS, A.

”1^ANTED, by a Young Man, a SITUA-
T I TION, in the PLUMBING, ZINC WORKING, and GAS-

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.
TU’ANTED, by an energetic active Man,
T T (married) aged 33, an ENGAOE.nENr as OUTDOOR FORE-

MAN, As-ietant, Clerk of Wurki, ur Manager on an Estate. Isa
practical joiner, and thoroughly Expericuoad in every breach of the
trade. Can design, prepare drawings, and estimate. — Addi^
BUILDER, Post-oifics, Woodford Green.

TO BUILDERS.

W^ANTED, a SITUATION, by a Young
T T Men, sged 21, as IMPROVER to CARPENTRY and

TO SURVEYORS. BUILDERS, AND ENGINEERS.
wanted, a SITUATION us CLERK

;
T Y thorough luiowledge of businesi. Has hod eleven years’

experience. Excellent teatliuonlals from previous employers. Salary
moderate.-Address, H. B. Surrey Cottage, New-atreet, Keanington
Park-road, U.E.

TO BUILDERS, FLUMBBES, Ac.WANTED, by a respectable Married Man,
aged 31, a couttaut SITUATION, or a good Job, as a

tboroughly good PLUMBER, GASFITrKR, and ZiNC-WOEKER ;
well nuderatanda every description of new and old work, bath-
closet, pump, and deep-weU work

;
or wonld take work by tbe piece.

First-oioas refereuces if required,—Address, J. W, 133, IdUington-
d. Pimlico, 8.W.

TO BOILLERS AND CAPITALISTS.WANTED, by the Advertiser, a SITUA-
TION asBUILDBR’a FOREMAN, or to Take Brickwork by

the Piece, with or without ScatfoldUig. Sober and sieady habits.
Town or country. Good references can be had. All kinds of gauge-
work cut and set.—Addiess, H. B. 3, Morotou-placQ, Pimlico, S.W.

TO MASTER PLUMBERS.
WTANTED, by a Yoimg Man, a SITUA-
Y Y TlON as IMPROVER to THREE BRANCHES. Four years’

experience.—Address, C. P. 3

TO ARCHITECTS, BUILDERS. AND CONTRACTORS,WANTED, an immediate KE- ENGAGE-
MENT as GENERAL ASSISTANT, Clerk of or Inspector of

Works. Competent in bookkeeping, measuring, and quantities.
Qooddraughuman. Can surrey, level for, and set out work. Country
not ol'jeuted to. Terms muderato. Teettiuonials can be produced.—
Address, A. B. 4, Stonley-stri - ' ”•

TO BUILDERS, PLUMBERS, AND OTHERS.

\\rANTED, by a respectable Married Man,
Y V constant HM PLOYMKNT as PLUMBER, QAaFITTEE, and

PLAIN ZLNCWORKRR. Thoroughly understand* pump, bath, and
closet-work. Also repairing ditto. No ol>jectlou tu fill up time at
painting, kc. State wager given. Boferenc* U required.—Addreu.
J. W. 29, Mlldmay-street, BalTe-*-'''-' 't

1, N.

TO BUILDERS AND CONTBACTORRWANTED, a KE-ENGaGEMENT as
GENERAL, SHOP, or WALKING FOREMAN, to take

charge of Woras. Reference to last firm -Address, BUILDER’S
FOREMAN, Post'uifice, New North-road.

TO ARCHITECTS.WANTED, THREE or FOUR DAYS’
WORE a WEEK In a I/)odon O/Bcs. Salary Ss. per day,

K.A. Btudeui.—Address, AJ9I, Smith’s Library, Duke-street, Adel-
phl. W.C.

WTANTED, by the Advertiser, aged 23, a
YY permanent SITUATION as PLAN DRAUGHTSMAN and

COPYIST of any kind of drawings. Excelluirt penman.— Address,
ry-laue W.<X

employment, as JOINER
Y Y and PATTERN MAKER,— Address, J, B. H. 18, Augusta

terrace, Cambrldge-street, Qrosvenor-park, 8.E.

TO BUILDERS AND OTHhBS.

_ g Works. Orwd refer;

Age 39. Wages 2L Ss. per week,—Address, W.
/

”
-i»t-hlll, B.K

r«j j>t'rr-i.'rtrto rrrrrr uraterto.

WANTED, a SITUATION
FOREMAN, or Foreman of Building Wo:

TO BUILUtRS AND OTHEhS

WANTED, EMPLOYMENT, by a good
Jobbing Bricklayer, Wages, 7d. per hour.—Address, H. M.

13, Lower North-street, Sioane-street, Chelsea,
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TO BUILDEM, CONTKACTORB, AND OTHHR9.

ANTED, by tie Advertiser, a RE-EN-
T V GAGEUENT in BRICKMAKING, by the thouiana or other-

vlie, hftTirg alt working znateriala (or carrying on the work in Town
or coniitiy. Good te*tiinnni*l» ('om lut employer,—Apply by tetter

to B. P- care of Mr. Durham, No. 1, Mcrden-pUce, Old Woolwich-
road, Enet Greenwich, Kent.

VtrANTED, by a London DRAUGHTS-
Tt man, Colourin, Quantity Clerk, Ac. immediate EMPLOY-

MENT. Deelgni, perapectiTe, qnamtitiea, meaauTlog up. 4c. Aged
38 (marrleo). Terma from 33e. weekly.—Addresa, D. 9, Camterbary-

terrace, Ball'a-pond road, N.'

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.

TXTANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, by an
VV f iperienced BUILDER'S CLBRT, who haa held reaponilhle

altaaliona in large London Srm>, from whom becan have good re'er-

enoe*.—Addreaa, A. D. 32. Beaufurt-arreet. Cbelaea. S.W.

TO PAINTERS AND BUILDERS.

"ll^ANTED, by the Advertiser, a SITUA*
T V TION aa good PAINTER and GLAZIER. Can do paper-

hanging and Jobbii'g plomblog. Wonld be very naeful in a email
honae decomioi’a orbulider'a abop. Three yeara' reference from Uat
employer (ahn baa retired, eaoao of learingl.—Addrear. W. COOKE,
76. Great Bland-atreet, Doeer-ioad, Borough, London, S.E.

TO PLUMBERS AND BUILDERS.

Ttranted, a SrrUATIO.V, by a good
tV PLUMBER, who can make him-elf generally uaefiil. Good

referetice.-Addrea-, W. D. O. No, 16, Lanclng-atreet, Seymonr-
Btreet, Kuaton-square.

'\TTANTED, in or near London, a SITGA-
VV TION. aa BUILDER'S CLERK, by an experienced Young

Man.-A-ld.PM, X. 119, Fra
,
PorUmonth.

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.WANTED, by a practical and thoroughly
experienced Man. a SITUATION aa WORKING FOREMAN.

Carpent- r and Jo'.oer by t ade with three yeara' good reference from
hia !«»• empl-yer.—Addreea, 91. Office of “The Builder.

"

TO BUILDERS, PLUMBERS, AND OTHERA,

/"ANTED, by a good Workman, a SITUA-W
T T TinN aa PLUMBER, PalnUr, GUzler, Ac. Good experi-

ence in jirbblng work. Town or country. Aged 38 yeara.-Addreaa,
J, T. G. 17, Olyn-atreet, Vanxhall garden-, Lamheth.

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.

\Xr-ANTED, by the Advertiser, a RE-
T V ENGAGEMENT M GENERAL FOREMAN, or to Take

"WANTED, an ENGAGEMENT, at once,
TT either aa CLERK of WORKS or BUILDER'S GENERAL

OUT-DO'iR FOREM-AN, haring jml completed aomo large worka
which were two years in baud. Plrst-c'au tea'imonlala and refer-

eucea. Agr-i 39 y- are.—Ad I rear, H. B. 33, Adelphla-teira-ie, Old Fvid-
Toad, Vlctoria-park, Middlesex, N.E.

TO CIVIL ENGINEERS, ABCHIIECTS, AND SURVEYORS.

The Advertiser desires an ENGAGE-
MENT. Eigh* yean an Office AesiiUnt and Clerk of Worka

on water and sewage worka, and two years tn an archltact'a offi'-e,

Herred hia artic'ea with a C B. In London.—Addraaa, SYPHON,
-~ce of -‘The Builder."

TO BUILDERS.

“WrANTED, by a thoroughly experienced.
tV Man, 8 SITUATION aa FOREMAN, or TIMEKEEPER

Age 35. Has been in bualueu fur blmaelf. Can gire estimates, 4c.~
A-idrpse, R. B. care of Mr. Deacon. StaUoner, Wiibam. Eiaex.

AA^ANTED, an ENGAGEMENT, by an
tV exii-rlenced CLERK ( WORKS, at present dlaengage-l,

it Mr. bb.tw'a, 25G, (

TO CARPENTERS AND JOINERS.

WfANTED, a SITUATION, by a Youth,
Y V who has a desire to loam ttaa busioeai. Country not

AAT'ANTED, by a Builder’s Son, formerly
V V ergeged aa Surreyrr and Clerk of Works on a N-rbleuiau'e

bUte, an HNOAOEMBNT. in any position af
. .

plane, apei-ibcatloDi, quantlllO', meaaure'.up. and superintend bnlld-

Ing, or take the entire management of a buaineaa—Addreai, R. Rote
Cottage, GroTe-road, Acton, Middlesex.

TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.

AITANTED, by a thoroughly experienced
YV Three-branch Hand, a SIVUaTIuN. Can make himself

generally u-ef i! at zinc work. Good ref-rence can be had,—Addreaa
to X. Y. Z. No. 16. Comptm-atraat, S'. John-alreet, Clerkenweil.

AY^ANTE i ), a SITUATION, as PLUMBER,
YY or THREE-BRANCH HAND.—Address, W. L. 9, Earl.

t. Edgeware-roa-', Marylebone.

AY7ANTED, by a Young Man, aged 20 a
VV SIlUATIONaa IMPROVER to the LAND and MINERAL
SURVEYING BUSINESS. Has had fire yesre' experience. Only
a small talary re<inlred. — Address, B. D. Foat-iffli:e, Bradford,

Torkablre

WANTED, by a PLUMBER,' a SITUA-
YY TION. Conid fill up time with palming and glazing.—

Addreea, W. C. 80, Wooddeld-place, Harrow-road, L indon, W,

W ANTED, a SITUATION in a
BaUder’a or Sniveyor’s Office. Has been accustomed to

tahlug and equaring quan'illea, copilng drawloga, bookkeeping, and
taking mou'a time,4c. Aged 32. Salary moderate. Good rcferencee.

Addreae, Q. 43, Holywell-atreet. Ox'ord.

TO BUILDERS, ROAD MAKERS. AND CONTRACTORS.

A\7’ANTED, by a first-class practical Man,
Y Y a Carriage-way Parlor, Street Mason, Granite Dreaaer (w-wd

bricks, Dutch cllnken, or ttlesl, to TAKE WORK by the PIECE
Lab-'nronly. Good teatlmobiaU and references,— Address, JAMES
CRUTCHLBY, 7, Jamea-place, Nortb.atreet, Poplar,

TO BUILDERS. CONTRACTORS. 4c.

wanted, a SITUATION as FOREMAN,
Y y in a Brickyard. Scotch or furnace kilo, or close clampiog

;

per contract preferred. Has had twenty years' experience. Good
referencea aa to character, ability. 4c. If required.—Address, WIL-
LIAM CHANDLER, 13, Lower Princea-street, Nortbam, Sunth-

W^nted,
Yt MILLSAWY!

bySITUATION,
WYER,toWork a Bench, or can worka frame,

w shaii'oner. Sober and steady mao.—Addreae. A.B, 19,VictorU
ee. Blue Ancbor-road, Bermondsey.

/"ANTED, by a Young Man, a SITUA-
, , TI'N SB IMPRuVER to the CARPENTBR’NG- Hr-’---

in the trade three yean.—Address, J. D. le, Jamea-atrret, C
w
rpo BRlCKandTILE MANUFACTURERS
I or OTHERS, being Leaarea or Ownrrs of Land containing Mr

of Giey or Red Marla.—The AdTrriiser would nnderlake tu turnii

g-'ld any of the above clayp, by inikiug Oroamenial Tiles, aD>
colunre, Encausiic, TestelaUd, or White. Also Sanitary Uteuaila ul

ttae came materi^. Closet Pans, Waab-tablea, aud Waab-basini
white enemelled Inside, with every proepect of ready sale. A prac-

tical Man.-Ad-Iieis. TH08. BENNETT, care Of Walter Sale, No. 8,

Bex'.eyttreet, Hanley, Slaffordablie.

TO ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYORS.

^HE Advertiser, aged 22, requires a RE-
1 ESGAOEMFNT as GENERAL ASSISTANT. Can prepare

woiklng and detail drawinge, and la a g -od artls-ic colourist. First-

class references—Address. Z. 3, Sontbertan-road, Uammrrimitb, W.

TO BU1LDBR9 AND OTHERS.

^HE Advertiser is open to an ENGAGE-
L MENT as GENERAL MACHINIST. Can work Joiner's Circu-

lar Sew. Moulding Hachlues, or a Gene rn' Joiner. A |Ood reference

will bo given.—Address. H. H 3, Bie^byeuden-street, Laucastex-road,

Noltiog-hin.W,

PASFITTER, BELLHANGER, and
VjT HOT-Water fitter.-a HTUATION wanted as above.
Low wages for a permanent Job.—Addiess, C. £. 23, WelUngton-rosd,
Holloway.

I"1LERK.—The Advertiser, who has had
eight years' experience In Architects' and Builders' Offlo'S. la

seeking a SITUAT.UN. Salary moderate Ficst-claai references.

TO ARCHITECTS, 4c.

A FIRST-CLASS DESIGNER, PER-
.irV SPECTIVB DRAUGHTSMAN, aud COLOURIST, well up In

details aud working drawings, is open to au ENGAGEMENT, In

Town, temporary or otherwise.—Address, ARCHIIBCT, 11, Duke-
street, Adripbl.

TO AP.CHITKCT8 AND ENGINEER’.

A CLERK of the WORKS is desirous of
r\ obtainlog a RE ENGAGEMENT. Well up in church work,
reatoratioDs, quantities, measuring up. 4e. Aged 43. Copies of test!-

moulals forwarded on applicatloo.— Address, A. Z, Z. Mis. Everard'i,

Kintbury, Berks.

TO BUILDERS.

A YOUTH, aged 17, is desirous of obtain-
log a SITUATION in a Bolldet's Office. Flr.t-class educa-

tion, GocS draughiamm. Moderate salary required — Ad-lres*. J. J.

Tho Works, 4c. Slexican-'errace, Ai lon->'ree". King’s Oro<s. N.

TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.

A THOROUGHLY practical ftTAIRCASE-
jt\. HAND Is op»n to a RE-ENGAGEMKNt la tho above, or aa

Working Shop F-ro-tiao. Town or couu-ry. Fitit-cla.'S reterencea.

—

Address, H. J. 3, Blecbynden^treet, LaucaiteT-rotd.Nottiag blll, W.

A N ARCHITECT’S ASSISTANT desires
r\ a BE KNGAOSMEST. Is a neat aud rapid draughtsman
and fa‘r colourist, Quilifled to prepare c-inpetitlon, working, or

detail drawlLgs from rough sketches or otherwise. Understands
perspective. AccuMomod to town and country office?. Salary m -de-

rate.—Address, A B. care of Mr. Medley, Chemist, Iron-gaw, Derby.

A R. aged 19, wishes to go as an IM-
PROVKR to the PLUMHINO TRADK for two years. Three

years in last sIluatioD. Wages 16». No premium.—Addicsa, A. B.

1. Monipeller-place, Brouipton.

TO LAND SURVEYORS. LAND AGENrS. AND OTHERS.

A GOOD LAND SURVEYOR and neat
jt\. DRAUGHTSMAN wishes tj meet wl-.h an ENGAGEMENF
iu town 01 country. S dary molerate.—Address. 83U. Office of " The
Builder."

A FOREMAN of BRICKLAYERS wants
Jl\, a RE-ENGAOE<1ENr, or Btickwork Piece-work

;
lab.ut

obly. Good reference and security If renuiied.—Address, Q. MILL-
HOUSE, 47. Star-street, E-lgeware-road, W.

TO ABCHITECTA

A N efficient AfcSlSTAKT requires a RE-
ENOAOEMbNT. Accustomed lo the regular routine of office

work,— Address, fti. Office of “ Tho Bnilder '

TO BUILDBE8 AND CONTRACTORS.

A N efficient CLEKK, ESTIMATOR, and
_t\. MHABUREB, aged 80, Carpenter by trade, is in want of an
KNOAGEMENI'. Tempjrary or partial not obje.tod to.— Addresa,

A. B. C. 38. Northamp' on-road. Clerkeu well, E.C.

TO CARPENTERS AND JOINERS.

A YOUTH, haviog been three years in tbe
J\. trade, leqnires a SITUATION as IMPROVER.—Address,

ALFRED, 4, Blandford-atreet. Baker-.treet, Pertman-squ ire.

A GOOD QUANTITY CLERK requires a
Xi EE ENGAGEMENT; neat draughtsman. Is well up In

abstract! ug and bllllog —Addreea, X. 17, Tbavlea’.lQn,’HoibotD, W.i',

TO LAND SURVEYORS.

A gentleman, who has some know-
iB-'go of LAND SURVEYING is deslrona of placing hlmielf

wild a Surveyor of gO)d praotice, for tbe sako of IMPROVEMENT.
Atldtets. stating terms, C. F. B. Post-office, Hereford.

TO ARCHITECTS.

A N ASSISTANT REQUIRES an EN-
J~\ GAGEUENT. temporary or otherwise. Seven years in last

oilier.—Address, A, R. PosC-offlee. 33, Great Russell-street, W.C.

TO ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYORS.

A JUNIOR ASSISTANT REQUIRES an
J\. ENGAGEMENT.;— Address, ARCHITECT, Douto CotUge,
Bognor, Sussex.

TO ARCHITECTS.

A YOUNG MaN, aged 27, desires a RE-
,^'1^ FNQAGEUEST in an Office. Is a good draughUmon and
colourist, and conid superiutend works, beiug praclicdiy acquainted

with (be building trades. Salary not so much an object as further

improvement.—Address, J. F. 13. Belvedere-crescent, Lambeth, B.E.

10 LAND 8UBVBYOBS, AGENTS. AND AUCT10NE8E3.

A N efficient SURVEYOR, Draughtsman,
J\. and Land Agent’s ASSISTANT, of thirteen yean.’ experience,

wisbfs an ENUAGuMENT, temporary or otherwbe.— Adorers, O.

38. MoreUin-plaee, Belgrave-road, a.W.

A CLERK of WORKS, of great experience,
is open to an ENGAGEMENT. Refertucesof the blf hiit claes

AUUtese, Ur. THOMAS, care of Ur. Bickers, Plumber, 129, Loug-acre

Luudon.

TO ARCHITECTS, SURVEYORS, *o.

A GENERAL ASSISTANT is open to an
Immediate ENGAGEMENT, temporary or o-berwlse. Isa

fcuou and isj-id drsugbltman. well op iu comtrucllou. details, poi

-pective, general office routine, eui-etmteudence of works, 4c. Agei

,
3U. TeiniB modeiale.— Address, U. B. Bell's Library, Alexander

^N EARTHQUAKE in ENGLAND.-
New Iiecture, by J. !». King. Esq, daily at TWO. an-i Monday, i

Wednesday, and Saturday Evenings at Half-paat SEVEN. "On
Earthquakes and Volcanoes," with magnlQcrnt pictorial lllus'ra*

tlona
;
and the Now Electric Organ, by Herr Schalkeuhaeh.— •' La

Belle Pranee and the Maid of Orleane," dally at FOUR and NINE, by
|

Ir. and Mn>. Robert Coote.—Profeaaor Pepper's New Wture on
|

The Last Solar Bcllpee,''—An old German Story, of alleged Spiritual ,

rriARPAULINS on HIRE, 28. 6d. per -

I week.
Tarpanllns (new, to pnrcbaae) from la. 6d. per square yard.

Any size, any coloni. Samples on application.

PIGGOTT, BROTHERS,
No. 39, Blshopsgate Wlthhnt, London, R.

iLATE FACIAS, NAME-PLATES, and
5 SHOP FRONTS. The only place for these beauUtnl, attrac- -

MAGNUS, PIMLICO SLATE WORKS.

PO BUILDERS, CONTRACTORS, &c.—
JL HOARDINGS for ADVERTISING PURPOSES. In good tho-

jugbfarei. Erected Free of Expense.—Apply to WIlLLNO 4 CO. i

56, Qray’a-lnn-ioad, W.C.

G OLD mouldings.!
Gold Monldinge of the best qnallty Manufactured and kept lo

,

GEORGE JACKSON & SONS,
No. 49, RATHBONK PLACE. W.

BecUone of Monldlngi aud List of Prices can be had oi

application.

THE INVENTOR’S PATENTRTGHT '

ASSOCIATION. LlillTED (R. MABSDBN LATHAM. Eoq* ,

Chairman), obtains Patents at fixed and moderate chargee; devel-ipes,

negotiates, and advise- on Inveullons. Handbook gratia,—ALBX. P,

WRIGHT, Secretary, 21, Cockspur-street, Charing cross, LondviL

IMPERIAL LIFE INSURANCE
X COMPANY.

Instituted 1820.

The eeeurlty of a anbscrlbed capital of 760,00'!. and an Assuranea

Fund amonnilng to more than asven years' purcbase of the total

Annual Income.
Eighty per cent, of the profits divided among the Assured e-

Fifth year.

Assurancee of all kinds, without profits, at cosslderably reduced

Policies granted at very low rates of premium (or the first Five
I

The' most liberal condltlona in respect of Foreign Residence and
i

Travel. Revival of Lapsed Policies, and Surrender Values.

Whole World Licences free of charge, when the cironmstancos are :

favourable.
Endowments for Children.
Annuities-Immediate. Deferred, or Reversionary.
Notices of Asalgument registered and acknowledged without a fee.

The revised Prospectne, with full Particulars anl Tables, lo be ot>>

tained at the Company's Office* in Londou, 1, Old Broad-street, E.O. '

and 16, Fall Mall, S.W. ; aud of the Agents tfaronghouv the Klndgom.
ANDREW BADEN, Actuary.

IMPERIAL FIRE INSURANCE
I COMPANY.

•. OLD BROAD STREET, and 16 and 17. PALL MALL, LONDON.
Bstabllabed 1803.

Sufiscrlbed and Invested Capital, 1,600.000!. L'wses paid, 3,000,000!,

Fire Insurances granted on every description of property, at hems

CUBURBAN VILLAGE and GENERA.L i

^ DWELLINGS COMPANY (LIMITED).
CapiUl LOOO.OOOL In 100,000 shares of 10!. each.

Cg.TQMAK-WTLl.lAM GILLBBE HABBRSHON, Esq.
F.KI.B A. M.A.B.

PECBrTAXT—WILLI.^M JONES, Esq. I

This Company has been reorganised under entirely fresh directors,
i

is formed for (be b nefit of the working classes, to provide them i

with homes, to enable them to become their own landlords, and to I

open a source of safe aud profitable investment for all parties.
|

Nothing speculative ie contemplated, a-id the security offered is of a ;

nature constantly improv Dg A valuable e>lato has bien secured,
|

and a good dividend Is thereby assured.-Full Information at the
I

Offices, 12
,
York-buildiugs, AdeIpbL

,

SIX POUNDS per WEEK while LAID:
UP BV INJURY. AND

l.CMOL TN CASE OF DEATH CAUSED BY
ACCIDENT of ANY KIND, may be secured by the annual payment

RAILWAY PASSENGERS ASSURANCE COMPANY.
For particulars apply to the Clerks at tbe Railway Stali-rns ;

to the

Local Agents; o
' " "

ALLIANCE LIFE and FIRE ASSUIt-
J\. ANCE COMPANY.

EsUhllihed 1824. Cspital 8,000.000!.

Chief Office, Barlholomew-1 me. London, E.C.

BOARD OF DIRECTION.
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The Maixagement of

Heat.

T this season of the

year, -when winter is

waiting ready crowned

and robed, doubtlessly,

in some arctic region,

for the day of his reign

to begin, the subject

of artidcial heat mast
be one to which most

of our readers will turn

with hearty approval.

"What ice is to us in the

height of summer, so is

heat in the depth of

winter. By the use of

both we can mitigate

the effects of the ex-

tremes of the opposite

seasons. But summer,

with her train of honey-

suckles and roses, not to say watering-carts,

having turned her back upon us for the present

year, there is no probability of our attention

being distracted from the best means of modify-

ing the severities of winter. We are glad, there-

fore, to notice a practical treatise by Mr. Box, in

which he has aimed to apply the laws of heat to

the useful arts. Among the latter he has very

properly included the art of heating and ventila-

ting churches, chapels, all public buildings, and
houses.*

Beginning with an explanation of the general

principles and facts touching heat, Mr. Box
proceeds to treat, successively, of combustion,

steam-boilers, the efflux of air, chimneys, va-

pours, evaporation, distillation, drying, heating

liquids, heating air, the transmission of heat,

and laws of cooling, leaving ventilation and
heating of buildings, and the effects of wind on

ventilation, to the last. Reversing this order,

in the interest of our readers, we will give some
account of our author’s theory of heating and
ventilation first.

Before reckoning how much heat is required

for a building there are several things we must
know. One is, how much is expended. Our

author divides the heat lost by buildings into

four portions ; or that lost by the floor, the ceil-

ing, the walls, and the windows. The heat lost

by the floor is not considerable, because the

earth, at a depth of 20 ft., has the same tempe-

rature as that of the yearly mean of the air at

any place
;
nor is the loss by the ceiling great if

it is an ordinary lath-and-plaster ceiling pro-

tected by the further covering of the roof from

cooling influences, though, if the roof is an open-

timbered one, without a ceiling, the loss must
be great. The walls are a more serious item of

consideration. He states the case of a room
with brick walls and no windows exposed on
every side to cooling influences, with an internal

temperature of 60°, while that of the external

air is 30°, and goes through an intricate calcula-

tion to arrive at the temperature of the surfaces

* A Practical Treatise on Heat, as applied to the Useful
Arts, for the use of Engineers, Architects, Ac. By
Thomas Box, Loudon : E. & F. N. Spon, 48, Chariug-
croas. 1868.

of the walls and the quantity of heat transmitted

from one to the other, in three formul®. Should

any one want to know the loss of heat sustained

by the wall of a furnace with the fire on one

side of it and a low external temperature on the

other, he would have to seek the solution of the

difficulty by similar means. Then, again, Mr.

Box gives the case of a room forming part of a
large building in which only one side of it is

exposed to the external air and radiant objects,

and the formula for working out the amount of

loss. The loss of heat in units per square foot

per hour by brick and stone walls, 40 ft. high,

'

in buildings where only one face is exposed, and
for 1° difference of internal and external tempe-

rature, is shown by him in this manner :

—

Brickwork. Stone

1
Thickcess. U.

1

Thickness. U.

Brick. Inches.

i = 4i •371 6 •453

1 = 9 1 12 •379

li = 14 •213 18 •324

2 = 18 •182 24 •284

3 = 27 •136
1

30 •267

4 = 36 •108
1

36 •228

The loss of heat by glass in windows requires

further calculation. As a specimen of the sys-

tem pursued by Mr. Box, we will quote the case

ho gives of a window in which the interior walls

and internal air in contact with the glass have

I
one and the same temperature of 60°, and the

external air and radiant objects one of 3u°.

“The glass being heated on one side and cooled on the
other by similar influences, will have a temperature in the
centre of its thickness a mean between the two, or in our

case r' = — = 4a , and with thm glass we may as-

sume that it has this temperature thronghout.
_

We
I

may calculate the amount of beat received from within
and dissipated without by the Rule U = Q x (T — ("}.

For glass the value of R is, by Table 71, '5943, and the value
ofAby Table 74, fora window, say 6 ft. high, is •4655

;
there-

fore Q = 'SOis + ’'less = l'i603, and in our case the loss

is 1'0603 + (60®— 46) = 16'9 units per square foot per hour
for 30® dilTerence of internal and external temperature, or

-|-:p = ‘63 unit for 1°, by a window 6 ft. high
;
for 10 ft.

and 20 ft. the losses are '515 and 'SOI respectively.”

Beeides having to make up for the heat lost
|

in absorption and radiation, before being in a

position to calculate the degree of artificial heat-

ing required for a building to be pleasant and

healthy, we must consider the heat evolved by

respiration of the occupants, among other mat-

ters. It is agreed that an ordinary man gives

out '022 lb. of carbon per hour, which develops

a heat of 12906 x -022 = 284 units per hour.

Some portion of this heat, however, is absorbed

by the vapour formed during respiration, and

some is dissipated by radiation to the surround-

ing objects, and by the contact of cold airj

otherwise this amount of heat would be suffi-

cient to set ventilation in motion. The quantity

of air required by an ordinary man for his

twenty respirations per minute, which are

reckoned at 40 cubic inches each, is
20 X -W X 60

1728

= 28 cubic feet per hour. Taking into con-

sideration the vapour emitted by him, which

would saturate a small allowance of air with

too much moisture to be healthy, he requires

per hour the capacity of a cube 6 x 6 x 6 ft. Pur

prisons, workhouses, &c.,Mr. Box adds, it should

nob be less than 350 cubic feet, and for hos-

pitals 1,000 cubic feet, per hour per head. This

necessity involves a constant change of air to

form part of all schemes of artificial heating.

Our author is scarcely aware of the continuous

efforts of the more advanced sanitary reformers

among architects to ensure due provision for

ventilation and heating in buildings, for he

writes ,
—

"

The acknowledged difficulties of ac-

complishing effective ventilation have led to the

whole question being virtually abandoned by

architects and others designing our public and

private bnildings.” Practising a little more

perseverance himself—at least in theory—he

gives three or four schemes for ventilating

rooms, none of which have any great novelty.

but all of which are marked by a minute
attention to the workings of natural laws.

Upwards of a hundred little careful diagrams
illnstrate his statements. We will follow

him tbrongh three cases he describes at length
to exhibit three different plans. The ^st
is a school for 100 boys warmed and venti-

lated by a certain stove ; the second a chapel

heated by hot-water pipes and ventilated by a

compressing-fan, driven by a weight wound np
by manual labour during the preceding week}
and the third is a hospital, heated by hot air

pipes and ventilated by a draught-chimney, in

which a fire is maintained all the year round.

We must premise that the. first of these

schemes is ascribed to Peclet, to whose work,
“ Traite de la Chaleur,” our author frequently

refers. The stove is placed at one end of the

school-room and the chimney at the other; and
both the stove and the long pipe, wkich extends

from one to the other, are constructed with a

doable case, the inner space containing the fire

and smoke and the outer one heated air. This

case is famished with openings, through which
the highly-heated air from within ia forced into

I

the room. If there were openings at the top of

the room this heat would pass through them and
be wasted : so to prevent this the openings for

ventilation are made about 18 iu. or 2 ft. from
the ground, to which level the warm air descends.

Mr. Box contends that the air ia distributed by
these means all over the room in horizontal

layers, which become cooler as they descend to

give out heat to the walls. In the summer, when
the stove is not heated, the ventilation is accom-

plished by means of a small special fire at the

base of the chimney and a large register opening

high above the heads of the scholars. In the

winter, the stove should be lighted an hour or

two before the boys aasenible, because, although,

as our author says, each individual emits heat

enough to furnish that required for ventilation,

the walls and air require warming. To give a

specimen of the author’s minute calculations we
quote bis measurement of the heat dissipated by
the walls :

—

“The building exposes an area of 210 square feet ia win-
dows, and 1,340 square feet of 14.in. walls : aesuming for
Ihe air an internal temperature of 60® and external 30®,
the loss by the windows will be 12'3 units per square foot,
and in our case 12'3x 210=2583 units per hour, and the
walls (Table 78) will lose 1310x •169x30®=6400 units,
giving a total of 6983 units per hoar lost by the building
after it has been heated to the standard temperature. But
a great amount of beat roust be absorbed by the walls be-
fore they can be brought up to that standard

; by (282)
and Fig. 80, we see that with 14-in. walls, and air at 60°

4S*02® + 34'2®
and 30°, the mean temperature of the wall is

=41‘11°, or say 41°
j
they have therefore to be heated in

the morning from 30° to 41°, or 11°
j
and as they contain

about 1670 cubic feet, weighing by Table 46 = 116 lb. per
cubic foot, and the specific heat of brickwork (burnt clay)
being 'ISS by Table 1, they will require 1570 x 11 x •185=
367,420unit6 of heat to raise their temperature from 30° to
41 °. In our case they will receive it from two sources,
from the heated air in the room and by direct radiation
from the stove and stove-pipe. The amount that can be
received by contact of air is at first, when the walls are
cold, or at 30°, by (272) and Table 74 = -435x 30=13-06
units per square foot; but at the end of the operations,
when the walls are heated to their standard internal tempe-
rature of48° we have only '435 x (60— -18)=5'22 units; the

13-05+6-22
mean ia g = 9-14 units per square foot per

hour.”

We must explain that the tables referred to

form an important feature in the work, and

present in a cut-and-dried form the result ofmany
a careful and lengthy experiment. Our author

next calculates the time required to heat the

walls and cool down the building, the area of

inlet and outlet openings, the quantity of fuel

required, &c. We must pass on, however, to notice

the more general features of the next scheme.

This is the case of the chapel, which is destined

to accommodate 400 persons on one day in the

week, and to be abandoned to cooling influences

for the other six. The first thing required of the

hot-water heating apparatus is that it should heat

the walls before the building is occupied, and the

next, that it shonld heat the requisite amount of

air for the congregation during the hours of

worship. The size of the apparatus should be
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determined by the greater of these two con*

ditions. Mr. Box goes into a calcnlation which

gives 47,816 nnits of heat as the amonnt reqnired

for heating 220 cubic feet of air per head per hour,

and 4-6,983, as the amount ofunits of heat absorbed

by the walls, and then he settles the dimensions of

an|enclosed pipe, 3 in. in diameter, according to a

table furnished by him. Some 214 ft. of pipes

are carried by rollers, supported on cross-beams,

built into the brick side-walls of channels, and
a boiler of the common horseshoe form is placed

below the level of the chapel floor. To yield the

required amount of heat, 12 lb. of coal per honr

must be furnished. After calculating the time

reqnired for heating the apparatus and the walls,

and the time consumed in reducing these to the

external temperature, Mr. Box advances a

recommendation that will be echoed by most
persons having authority in the matter of chnrch-

heating. He draws attention to the division of

the 168 hours of the week. Fifty are spent

in getting np the temperature, 1-4 in main-

taining it during the hours of worship, and 104
in cooling down again. Tbeweekly consumption

of coals by this method would bo 6 cwt. A
small increase upon this would maintain the

temperature tbronghont the week. This latter

management is that recommended by Mr. Box.

He says that the economy of regular and slow

firing would be so considerable that the con-

sumption- of coal for the whole week would be

not more than 74 owt., or cwt. more than the

quantity used for the intermittent firing
;
and

rooms, otherwise when the walls have absorbed

their portion of the beat it will be insufficient

for the purpose of heating the room. The loss

of heat by the walls, windows, &c., is duly cal-

culated in this as in the oilier instances.

Allovriug 1,000 cubic feet of air per head per hour, and
that we haTO 60 x 3 = 150 inmates, wo shall require
160,000 cubic feet of air at 60°, or '76 x 150,000 =
11,400 Ih. of air per hour. If we assume that the interior

surface of the walh is at 60°, with a thickness of 2 ft. 3 in.,

we shall have by the formula

—

Qx(t-T') .

1+Qt,

^l-134x (60-30)

1-i- (1-134) x_^
=4'6

it per hour, and as we have 11,790

irtace (windows excepted), the lieat
units per square foot
square feet of wall fur , ,

dissipated by them will be 11,790 x 4-63 X 64,667 units of

heat per hour. This heat has to be supplied by the

11,400 lb. of air entoring the building; and to do that

it must be cooled and as it leaves the
11,400 X 'ids

walls to enter the rooms at 60°, it must enter them at 80°.

The mean temerature of the air in the walls is thus

^ 70®, and the internal surface would be rather

more than 60°, as we assumed. The windows con-

tain 1,440 square feet of surface, and will dissipate

1,440 X -53 X 30° = 22,896 units per hour, the greater

part of which will haye lo bo supplied by the air in the

rooms.”

find, too, matter of moment in his pages. For
instance, he states we may obtain nearly the

whole of the heat which any fuel contains by
having a long flue, or pipe conveying the pro-

ducts of combustion from a stove to the outer

air, subject to the length of the pipe, and the

material of which it is composed
;
whereas from

an open fire in a room only the radiant heat is

used, the rest being wasted in passing off up the

chimney; and he gives the kinds of materials

proper for the pipes, and the amount of heat

dissipated. One of his tablets gives the radia-

ting and absorbing power of many bodies, sneh

as different metals, woods, stones, saw-dust,

paper, oil, calico, woollen stuffs, &o. He recom-

mends that all pipes to steam-engines should be

covered, as the loss of heat by naked pipes is

very considerable. A saving of 84-horse power

in a 4-ia. pipe, 100 ft. long, may be effected by

casing it in woollen felt, or any other bad con-

ductor. Such scientific economy as this is well

worth study. As warning, we must point out

that a casing made of a good conductor, will

only increase the loss. Some people think that

whitewashing pipes reduces the loss ;
but this is

not so, except to an inconsiderable degree;

althongh the use of tinned iron, or common
tin plate, is found to reduce the loss to one

half.

IVe have already said our author devotes a

chapter to chimneys. Round chimneys and

The number of units of heat required to be

furnished by the cockle or air stove is 135,660,

to produce which 23 lb. of coal per hour are

consumed. In summer a fire must be main-

tained for the especial purpose of the ventilating
j

gqgare chimneys are both discussed, and their

UUIIUUILV uaeu iui .uia,i hiiolcuu -ll log - apparatus in a furnace at the base of the
|

p^gp^^^tive merits stated. The velocity of dis-

to set off against tins small extra outlay would be ,

chimney, which is so contrived as to feed upon charge is the same with both, he concludes, but

the accommodation of finding the chapel always '
tke foul air entering the chimney. In winter

^

horse-power of the latter is the greater in

ready for any occasional or periodical service in
j

the waste heat from the cockle is used, and con- simple proportion of the areas of a square

the ^urse of the week. He gives diagrams of sequently no additional cost incurred. to the circle. A chimney 60 ft. high and 2 ft.

the fan used for ventilation, with its gearing and ' Box gives some French examples of heat- g jp. pq^are, with a flue 100 ft. long, is eqnal

framing. To this fan he allows a velocity of and ventilation, and states the relative ex- to 100 horse-power, he tells us ;
and if we would

-- - ° - . -- . TvcTian i-iF fVia lYio^VioTiif'ol D-nfl Leofon r*niTMnpTr j ...r. tVio Ipntrln
6 ft. per Becoed. As an ordinary man can raise pm™ “f **><3 mecianical and heated chimney

3,000 foot-ponndB per minute by a winch, he !

?'“>'» The great Prison llazaB, m Pans, IB one

oalenlateB that the neecBBarv weight of 18 owt. of tlx* oaampleB ohoBen
;
the prison of Provma

conid be raised in 19 minntca. To this plan I another
;
and the Church of St. Eoch a third,

there is the objection of the periodical winding i
T"o oannot do better than refer onr readers to

np of the fan required, should the continnons
' his work for the nnmerons and precise par-

firing be preferred to the intermittent. The
!

ticniars noted. Another point of value digcnsscd

doBtinatiou of the air moved by the fan is a ’ W oar author is the influence of the wind upon

space below the floor of theboiler.honse, whence, ventilation Ho gives a table of the force and

branching right and left, it enters and proceeds ' velocity of the wind, showing the amonnt of

along the channels in which the hot-water pipes
;

Pressaro per square foot, according to the

are laid, from which branch channels conduct it 1
character of the wind, and another showing the

under the pew-seats, where it is discharged
|

relative power of wind-vanes with single and

through apertures made for the purpose. A
[

<i°able blades. He OalenlateB the force necGB-

wooden casing meat cover the hot-water pipes,
j

sary to overturn a chimney 80 ft. high, taking

recommends our author, and the total area of ’

the Ik-in. diameter holes by which the air is the weight of the mass, and the cohesion of the

admitted must be equal to the area of the two
|

“ortar. The process is as simple as possible,

main channels, or 5 square feet. With his ordi- 1

yet it is one that would not ownr to every-

nary minuteness, he lays down that, with *8 for
!

brickwork is measured to contain

co-efficient of contraction, the area of li is cubic feet, and then weighed according to— - . - - -
' a table which gives 115 lb. per foot, when a
weight of 200,000 lb. is ascertained. The
cohesion of good mortar fourteen years old

is set down at 60 lb. per square inch, or

5,265 X 60 = 315,900 lb., or a total weight of

the chimney of 200,000 + 315,900 = 615,9001b,

To overturn this mass a force of 110 lb. per

square foot would be required, a pressure of

wind that is happily not generally known in this

country. Mr. Box explains :

—

“If tbe materials were incapaWe of ernehing, the
chimney would turn on that edge of its base remote from
the wind, hat in truth that point vronld he somewhere

1'22 X *8 = -976
;

and we should require

= 740 holes, which, distributed on a length

of 214 ft., or 2,508 in., would be^ = SJ in.,

centre to centre.

We turn now to Mr. Box’s scheme for heating

and ventilating hospitals. He justly observes

that the ventilation of a hospital should be more
perfect, powerful, and uniform than that of any
other building, on account of the diseased con-

dition of the inmates. A first necessity is that

the walls should be warm. He gives a plan and
longitudinal section of a small hospital or

quadrangular wing of a large one, three stories

high. This is heated by a cockle or hot-air

stove placed at one end of it, and ventilated by
a draught chimney. The hot-air apparatus con-

sists of a collection of nipes, open at both ends,

and built into the side walls, and retained in

position by clamp-plates and bolts. A furnace

at one angle causes fire to circulate among the

pipes on its road to the chimney at its most
distant angle. The external air enters the pipes

heated in this manner, ar>d leaves them in a
chamber inside the wall, from whi-'h it proceeds

down two channels which extend the length of

the bnilding. The upper stories are heated by
other channels in the walla np which the hot-air

passes and descends again to the basement,
warming the walls in its progress. From these
perpendicular channels branch pipes are laid on
each floor, which discharge the hot-air into ad-

ditional channels furnished with openings into

the rooms under each bed. Foul-air channels,

into which orifices open near the ceiling, carry
off the vitiated atmosphere and conduct it to the
end of the building occupied by the apparatus,
where it enters descending shafts communicating
with the chimney. It must be understood that
the air entering the walls must be of a much
higher temperature than that required for the

increase its power wo must decrease the length

of the flue, for to double the length of it would

be to reduce its power one-half. In the con-

struction of such chimneys hoop-iron^ should

be built into the ordinary stock brickwork

at every few courses to form a bond ;
while

in chimneys of reverberatory furnaces, in which

the air rises to a temperature of 2,250°,

there should be a lining of fire-brick, and

wronght-iron bands placed at regnlar intervals

outside. Tables of the draught power of chim-

neys under different circumstances complete the

measure of information on this subject. There

are few engaged in manufactores or the arts of

construction on whom Mr. Box’s work is ilot

likely to confer a wrinkle. To the general student

it will prove a valuable assistant.

between the centre and the edge, and the chimney wonld
resiet fractnre, partly by the crushing strain and part'-

by the cohesion assisted by the weight. By analogy will

other materials broken transTersely, we know that the re

suit is very nearly the same as if the neutral axis coincided

with the edge, and the force of cohesion only came into

play. Admitting this, the force of 615,000 lb. acts with a

leverage eqnal to half the diameter of the base, or

40'6 in. The centre of effort of the wind is at the centre

of gravity of the surface exposed to it. The easiest way
of finding the centre of gravity in onr eaae is by euHivp
Old an outline of the chimney on drawing-paper, 4c., of
equable thiekneae, and balancing it on the point of a

needle. Wc thus find the centre of effort in our ease to

be 36 ft., or 432 in. above the base, and the surface area

of one aide of the chimney being 44i0 square feet,

the force of the wind that would overturn it would be
615.900 X 40-5

.-rtii...= 110 lb.
432 < 440

Many writers have treated of the laws of heat,

but few have so uniformly applied them to the

purposes of the useful arts. All the observations

and calculations of Mr. Box have a practical aim.

Unlike the ignorant stoker he describee, who
delights hi a roaring fire and sharp draught, nn-

conscious of the loss of fuel, he is always striving

after the utilization of our resources. A qniet

perusal of his work will help to unravel many
knotty points in the minds of those who are

thinking over schemes of beating and ventilation.

All owners, besides tenders, of furnaces, steam-

boilers, and stoves used in the different arts, will

PUBLIC HEALTH DURING THE LATE
SUMMER.

As surely as the frost and cold winds of winter

canse an excess of death through the fatality of

affections of the lungs, so does the heat of sum-

mer produce the same effect through annual

visitations of diarrbcca, with mild forms of

cholera and dysentery, the mortality from which,

in tropical and bnt half-cultivated countries,

assumes such terrible proportions. The deaths

from those diseases which are in a great mea-

sure incidental to variations in climate and

temperature occur in much higher proportions

in towns than in rural districts, and their

greatest fatality is confined to the labouring

classes, whose poverty, ignorance, and habitual

carelessness of the simplest precautions, render

them liable to, nay almost invite, attack.

Mortality from disease is but one of the evil

consequences of the condition in which millions

of onr poorer fellow-creatures exist, a condition

which it is the object of social science to

ameliorate.

The unnsnal heat of last summer produced, as

we are all now pretty well aware, a mortality

considerably in excess of the average of summer

seasons. The Registrar-General, in bis quarterly

return for the three months ending 30th Septem-

ber last, tells ns that the annual death-rate in

England and Wales in the quarter was 23 9 per

1,000 persons living, which was 3’7 per 1 000 in

excess of the average rate in the corresponding

quarters of the ten years 1858-67. This average

rate is 20 2, and, if it had not been exceeded,

20,958 persons would have survived, who fell

victims to the excessive death-rate. The highest

rate in those ten years was 21'8 in 1866, when

cholera was in some places epidemic, and we
must turn back as far as 1854 before we find a

rate so high as that which prevailed last quarter

;

the rate in the third quarter of 1854 was 24’3,
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caused by the deaths from cholera, which was
theu metely epidemic.

In town districts the average annual summer
death-rate is 22 per 1,000, while in rui-al districts

it does not exceed 17 ; last quarter it was 26 5

in the towns, and 20'4 in the country. The
greatest excess of deaths was shown in some of
the largest towns, the death - rate exceeding
35 per 1,000 in Manchester and Salford, Walsall,

and Wigan, while in very many of them it ranged
between 30 and 35. In the fourteen largo towns
ofthe UnitedKingdom furnishing weekly returns,

the death-rato in tho thirteen weeks ending the
26th of September last was 27‘6 per 1,000,

against 29'2 and 23‘7 in the corresponding
thirteen weeks of ISGO and 1867. Ranged in

order from the lowest, the rates of mortality
prevailing during last quarter in each of these
towns were: — Eristol, 218

j
Dublin, 23'4j

Loudon, 24-6
; Edinburgh, 26'3

; Newcastle-
upon-Tyne, 27'4

5
Glasgow, 29T; Birmingham,

2y‘8
; Hull, 30 0; Bradfoid, 30 8; Liverpool,

32-2
; Sheffield, 32 5 ;

Leeds, 33-5
;
Salford, 36 0 ;

and the highest, 37 8 in Manchester. The excess
of deaths in the eleven English towns, over those
which would have occurred if the average summer
town dea&h-rate, 22-5, had not been exceeded,
make up a large proportion of the 21,000 excess
in the whole of England and Wales.
Wo have at present no means of ascertaining

;

tho total loss of life from diarrhoea throughout
the counlry during the past summer quarter,

—

we can only roughly estimate it between 15,000
and 20,CiL0. In the eleven large English towns
above mentioned the deaths Irom this cause
were no less than 7,656, whereas in 1866 the
total deaths in the whole of England and Wales
from this disease in the three mouths was only

9,570, which number was considerably above the
average of summer quarters. In very many of
the other large English towns lire inoitality from
diairbceanas fully as groat as in these eleven,
and from the notes appended to their returns by
tho local 1

1

gistrars this loss of life was rot confined
to the large towns, but also occurred to a great
extent in small towns and villages, and even in
completely rural districts. The mortalily from
diarrheea varied very considerably in the different

towns, ruled, as it would appear, in a great
measure by the general sanitary condition of the
populations

; it was at the annual rate of 4 per
1,000 in Bristol, Newcastle, and London; Gin
Bradford

; 7 in Liverpool, Sheffield, and Hull

;

9 in Leeds and Birmingham
;
and 10 in Man-

chester and Salford. Facts for the calculation
of the rates in other towns arc not yet available,

but from the registrars’ notes it is evident that
in very many of them these rates have been
equalled, and even exceeded. In Leicester, for

instance, out of 785 deaths, no less than 380
were fatal cases of diarrhoea, showing an annual
rate of-14'5 per 1,000 I’rom this cause alone.

The mortality from ^diarrhoea in its summer
epidemic form, arises principally from two
sources ; air-poisoning and water-poisoning. It

is insposhible to say to which the greatest share
of the evil is to be attributed. I’oi tunately
both are almost equally within tho influence of
sanitaiy science. The unusual heat aud drought
of last summer, combined to fill tho air with ex-

halations of putrescent matter, animal and
vegetable, which need not poison our large
towns, and at the same time so shortened the
store of water in many of our largo towns, that
both the quantity and quality of the supply was
much impaired. Manchester and Salford, on the
whole, suffered more severely last quarter than
any of the other large towns, as iu addition to

the highest mortality from diarrhosa, scarlatina
and difl'erent forms of typhus and typhoid fever

were also severely epidemic. The water-supply
of this city is beyond suspicion, but it is only
necessaiy to read tbe reports of the medical
officers of those towns to be convinced that there

;

arc other causes in abundance, causes well
within Limian control, to account for this oxces-
sive mortality. We need not, however follow
the recent reasouiug of the So.tu.rday Itcview,

and assert that because the high death-iate ftoin

diarrhena in Manchester cannot be attributed

to a faulty supply of water, the high rates of

mortality m many other towns cannot, to some
extent, arise from this cause. We entei’tain,

indeed, an entirely different opinion on this
point.

Fortunately the first two quarters of this year
were ut.iisualiy favourable to the public health,

so that the death-rate for the niue months end-
ing September is still rather below the average,
in spite of tho excess which prevailed during last

quarter.

THE RIVER AND WATERLOO BRIDGE.

We mentioned in our last number that we
had received a letter from the Clerk of the

Waterloo Bridge Company, assuring us that the
pier to which we referred on the 17th of October
has “ been in the state it now is for many years.”

We have great pleasure in receiving any assur-

ance of the yet unshaken stability of one of the
chief architectural ornaments of the metropolis.

It would have been still more gratifying if tHe

coui'tesy of the Clerk had enabled us to add, as

we now do from other and direct testimony, that

the course suggested by the Builder has been
promptly and wisely followed by the proprietors

of the bridge, or, at all events, by tbe proper
parties. Tbe stones, between which the black

openings mentioned in our columns made their

appearance, have been cut out, and are either

replaced, or iu course of replacement, with new
material. The imperfections which arrested tho

eye of the steamboat passenger are thus re-

moved, and, which is of more importance, it will

now at onco become apparent, to those who
watch the repaired portion of the work, whether
there is any tendency to further movement.
The explanation which has been given to us

by apparently impartial aud well-informed testi-

mony, althongh not exactly tallying with tho

statement that the condition of the bridge had
been unchanged for many years, is this :—When
the piling was being driven for the embankment,
we are told that it was found difficult to drive the
piles properly under the arch in question, from
want of a headway for the full of the monkey.
Lewis-holes were therefore cut i-n the face of the

bridge, in order to form points of attachment for

steadying the heads of the piles. It was merely
the local defacement caused by this process, it is

said, that arrested the attention ofour informants.

If this be really the case, tho black deposit iu

the opening, which must have formed since the

removal of the piling, will have denoted uo
structural injury, but merely have been a local

disfigurement. This view is happily iu accord-

ance with an affirmative reply to the main ques-

tion on which we wanted to be re-assured,—the
stability of tho bridge.

It will be obvious to our habitual readers that

remarks, such as we felt culled on to make on
this occasion, should rather be welcomed by
those who are interested, than regarded with
any degree of displeasure. The function of a
public writer dift'ers essentially from that of the

engineer, or other responsible officer, of any great

work. It is the duty of the latter to watch care-

fully the safety of tho works under his charge,

and, on the indication of the slightest danger, to

satisfy himself fully as to tho exact nature of

the facts before calling public attention to them
in any way. With the writer tho case is alto-

gether different. The open-eyed watchfulness
of the press is one of the great safeguards of

society in tho present stage of our civilisation.

It is the duty of the public writer to raise no
undue alarm, to mention no fact on vagne hear-

say, and to exaggerate nothing. But it is not
his duty either to test the causes of the plieno-

meua to which his attention may be called, or to

suppress any intelligence ho may receive because
it is of a nature to claim inquiry. Such testing ho
expects to be, as in the present instance it very
properly has been, carried out iu consequence of

his comments. And as in almost all cases of

structural dilapidation or decay, the first external

indications are usually very slight, it may often

happen not only that awarning is timely, but that-,

happily, no real danger exists. Wo had, on the

other hand, a very ugly instance of what neglect

of slight indications of movement, in an appa-

rently very solid wall, may occasion, in the case

of the fall of part of the Monte di Dio, at Naples,

described iu our columns.

The best and most satisfactory reply that can
be given to a question as to stability is, that

' tbo soundness of the work bus been costed, and
, is perl'ect. The next best is, that the inquiry

' has been made in tioie, and that tbo propur
sttps have been taken. In the present instance

the second reply Las been practically and most
commendably given by the proper persons. It

will only add to our satisfaction should it prove
that the disturbance indicated was strictly local.

In any case of new and unpleasant intelli-

gence it frequently occurs that three answers
are successively made by those who eousider
themselves in any way injured, or reflected on, by
the statement. First, it is replied, it is not true.

Secondly, it is not new—it is an old story.

Thirdly, it is of no importance. We congratu-

late the proprietors of Waterloo Bridge that

their representatives, instead of satisfying them-
selves with this method of reply, to a hint that
has never previously been given by ourselves,

nor, as far as we are aware, by any portion of
tbe press, have resoi ted to the forcible logic of
fact. They have not despised warning, but they
have taken the proper steps to test, and if

necessary to prevent, danger. Tbe moat practical

and most satisfactory reply to a word of inquiry
is that which is given, as in tbe present case,

not by the pen of the advocate, but by the
hammer and chisel of the mason.

POSITION OF ARCHITECTURE AND
ITS PROGRESS.

Mit. Fr-VNCIs Houxer, in the course of his

address as President of the Liverpool Architec-

tural Society, said,—Among tho works exhi-

bited at Leeds are some of special interest to

the architect, the catalogue containing such
names as Holbein, Canaletto, Paunini, Guardi,

and among modern architectural artists those of

Turner, David Robeits, Prout, &c. One picture

by Pannini, of tho interior of “The Church of

St. Paolo Fuori lo Mure Rome,” belonging to Mr.
J. Heywood Hawkins, particularly struck me
as a most splendid specimen of the master, being
an exceedingly fine specimen of architectural

drawing and perspective, and excellent in colour.

The subject is a very fine basilica, no doubt
familiar to many. It is a picture on a large

scale, and iu very good preservation. While
another, by the same artist, and the property of

the same gentleman, of “ The Interior of the

Pantheon, Rome,” displays great power of draw-
ing, and boldness in the treatment of light and
shadow, without losing the architectural deiail,

or yet verging on tho other extreme of hai'd-

ness.

Canaletto and Guardi are also exceedingly

well represented, there being two charming com-
panion pictures by the latter (views in Venice)

belonging to Mr. John Samuel, excellent iu

drawing, full of atmosphere, and pleasing in

tone, and entitled to take high rank as speci-

mens of architectural landscape.

Perhaps, however, one of the most unique
relics of quasi-architectural draughtsmanship
which is to be found in tho exhibition is a
beautiful drawing in pen aud water-colour, being
a classical design for a cup by Hans Holbein,

and which, it is said, was actually executed in

silver for Anno Boleyn about 1534. This work,
which formerly belonged lo Horace Walpole, and
is now sent for exliibition by the Bodleian
Library, seems a well-authenticated production

of this artist. It is difficult to know whether
to admire this work most as a specimen of cor-

rect and minute, yet spirited, drawing, or as

exemplifying about as beautiful a style of design

for this particular class of the manufacture iu

silver as it is possible to imagino, so perfectly is

it adapted iu all its forms aud details to the ma-
terial it was intended to be executed in. Truly
our modern piofessors of ornamental design

might ofien profit by a study of the chaste and
elegant conceptions of this master of his craft.

One is tempted to expatiate somewhat largely

over a field so rich in subjects as the Leeds
Exliibition undoubtedly is. The works, how-
ever, of our great modern architectural artists

are too well known and too fully appreciated by
architects to require any panegyrist.

A compaiisou of the productions of our British

school of art, up to tho early part of tbe present
century, with the Continental works of the same
date is exceedingly interesting, and as afforded

at this exhibition will not, I think, in the eyes of

an unprejudiced judge, prove, on the whole, dis-

advantageous to the former.

Among the French aud other Continental

schools we very generally meet with correct

di'awirjg (I am now more especially referring to

the hmuau figure)
;
but iu coujanction with this,

in the same picture, if a deficiency is percep-

tible, it will be on tbe score of imagination, and
a certain monotony of tone and colour. In the

works of our own school, on the other hand, the

reverse of all this may frequently be found; for

in pictures exhibiting high powers of imagina-

tive conception, fine in composition, and rich

and trne iu colour, we may sometimes detect a

certain slovenliness of drawing which does not

occur even among the inferior of the French
w'orks.

These pecnliaritiea, I think, very much illus-

trate the mode of artistic training pursued in

the respective countries. On the Continent
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macli greater attention is paid to the inculca-

tion of correct drawing than with us, and thus

diligently-taught pupils of moderate talent ac-

complish more almost than could be expected

from them
;

but the wearisomeness of over-

labour on technical detail is very apt to cramp
the mind, and to stunt the growth of the inven-

tive faculties. The young English artist, if bis

studies BB a draughtsman are somewhat too

slender, has the greater opportunity of early

cultivating whatever original talent he may
possess.

One regrets to see the hand of genius com-
promised by a lack of technical instruction

;
bat

still more unfortunate is it when the mental
powers are, by an overstrained mechanical
education, made subservient to the merely
material section of an essentially imaginative

art.

Might not a modiheation of the system of

instruction pursued in each instance lead to ad-

vantageous results ? The exercise of the inven-

tive faculties should ever he allowed to relieve

the drudgery of the mechanical lessons of art
;

and this observation, I submit, must apply as

fully to the case of architectural study as to any
other of its branches.

These galleries, however, both British and
foreign, alike contain pictures of great excellence

and beauty
5
and what I have just said must be

understood as having reference only to what I

conceive to be the respective results of the vary-

ing systems of art-education in different coun-

tries, and is far from being intended as deprecia-

tory of any portion of this fine collection.

Upon such an historical picture as “ The Last

Sleep of Arpyle,” by Ward, an Englishman may
be excused for looking with pride; nor does the

name of Ary Scheffer reflect less honour on bis

country. While the goodly array of works in

one branch of British art form the moat striking

refutation of the theory pablished by Winckle-

man about one hundred years ago, when he
declared that the English people must be na-

turally incapacitated by their climate from
attaining any eminence in the exercise of the

Fine Arts
;

for here we have ocular proof of the

existence of a school of landscape art among
ns, both in oil and water colour, such, perhaps,

as no other country ever poBsesBed, and to the

full development of which our humid climate

itself, affording as it does a constant play of

light and shadow and great varieties of aerial

efttct,— a climate which, according to this

philosopher, was to be fatal to all our efforts,

has doubtless very materially contributed.

Those of you gentlemen who have not visited

the Leeds Exhibition I can only advise to do so,

before the 26th of the present month, when it

closes. Those who have already been there, like

myself, doubtless, “still would go,” to take a

final leave of a collection of works of art, which
our late respected president, Mr. Kilpin, whom I

had the pleasure of meeting there in the sum-
mer, observed to me we should in all probability

never see the like of again in our generation.

Another year has passed in which the Liver

pool Academy have failed to support an exhibi-

tion ! This unpalatable subject has on former

occasions been so fully enlarged upon that I

shall not trouble you with any further observa-

tions upon it, but simply state the fact. It is

idle to expect that the public will accept, in lieu

of the legitimate aunual display they formerly

enjoyed, any chance collection, of a picture-

dealer, however good, which may be brought
here for sale, even when a charge is made for

admission, and a catalogue provided. The Man-
chester Academy continue regularly to maintain

their annual exhibition on a creditable scale.

Amid the strife of conflicting opinions as to

the proper adaptation of styles to our modem
uses, no work has, perhaps, proceeded more
steadily nor stands out in brighter relief in the

annals of really artistic architectural practice

among us, than the restoration of our grand
old cathedrals, which is everywhere to be met
with in the country.

The hypercriticism of certain reviewers call-

ing in question the propriety of every step

taken, and unscrupulously laughing to scorn,

with more zeal than modesty, the efforts of

architects of the first eminence in their profes-

sion, is singular. While they are ready enough
in manufacturing difficulties, they are wonder-
fully shy in committing themselves by sugges-

tions for the practical solution of any
;
and

if the dictum of the writer of one article in par-

ticnlar which I lately met with is to be followed,
it is our bonnden duty to allow our cathedrals to
fall to min and come about our ears, rather than

presume to disturb their archmological associa-

tions fay attempting their repair !

In most cases, however, the question really is,

which conduces most to the antiquarian and
archmological interest of the building, the bod
and trowel of the mason and plasterer, and the

brush of the whitewasher of the last century or

two (whose inernstrations upon the stone and
marble shafts, and enrichments of all sorts, the

architect of the nnieteenth century pretty uni-

versally finds it to be his first duty to endeavour
to scrape away), or the substantial recovery of

the original material, and the restoration of the

whole, as far as possible, to their pristine

beauty ?

Questions, of course, may arise as to the

desirability of certain details in what as a whole
we must approve. Sometimes we may he in-

clined to donbt whether too much latitude may
not have been taken by a restorer in some par-

ticulars, as in the insertion of windows of bis

own design, in the place ofothers which we have
been accustomed to regard as integral parts of a

great design, and similar cases.

Sneh an instance occurs to me in the restora-

tion of Worcester Cathedral by Scott, where at

the west end a well-known window of Perpen-

dicular date has been replaced by one of Geo-
metric Decorated.
Tet an accomplished artist must be allowed a

certain ameunt of discretion in dealing with a

style of which he is master
;
and if the member

removed, as this window, for instance, may have
been deemed by him, from surrounding mould-
ings and details, to have been itself an interpo-

lation, the step is a legitimate one, in the attempt
to restore the supposed original unity of the

design.

Take the cathedral in question as an illnstra-

tion of the mode in which these restorations are

executed, and I say it is an honour to onr age !

In point of intrinsic beauty there can be no
donbt that the west end is greatly benefited by
the alteration

;
for it can now boast, perhaps, one

of the finest windows, of the best date of Gothic

art, to be found in the country.

As to the general effect of the restoration,

taken as a whole, no man of any pretension to

taste can have seen, as I did, this noble build-

ing twenty years ago, with its columns, mould-
ings, bosses, and enrichments of all sorts,

smothered up in yellow wash, and interpolations

of all styles and no styles, and dates, disfiguring

it in every comer ; and now visit it with its

marble shafts again brought to light, its groin-

ing, and ornamental work and traceried windows
really restored, and the whole of the frightful

lumber which the dark ages of Gothic (the seven-

teenth and eighteenth centuries) had accumu-
lated within and aronnd it removed, without

feeling that it has indeed risen from the dust

and put on its beautiful garments!
Chester Cathedral, too, through the inde-

fatigable zeal of Dean Howaon, is at length to

be rescued from its present state of utter dilapi-

dation. Nor need we, I think, weep over the

removal of each decayed stone, whose only inte-

rest in general consists in the almost preter-

natural state of pulverization to which they have
been reduced without the whole coming to the

ground. A few remnants of the panelling of the

upper stages of the tower aloue remain to attest

the original richness of its design, the character

of which, it is to be hoped, will be carefully

preserved in its resurrection.

I have referred to the strife which exists in

the architectural world with respect to the

course necessary to ensure the true progress of

the art
;
and the difficulty of the case is no

doubt very complex, arising as it does, not from
the lack of material on which to work, but from
its very redundancy.

It is often charged upon the architecture of

our own day that it is effete, and that as an art

it has absolutely ceased to exist. Now, may we
not trace some parallel between the present

state of the architectural art and the language
which we speak, more especially in respect of

their derivative character ?

If our architecture is a compound of Greek
and Boman, of Italian and French Beuaissance,

and Gothic, is not onr language equally com-
pounded of and derived from all these sources ?

To the Greek, the Latin, and the Teutonic races,

and even to modern France, how much are we
indebted for its richness, its fulness, and per-

spicuity P

The comparatively contracted mental develop-

ment of the rude Anglo-Saxon required, no doubt,

a very simple form of speech wherewith to ex-

press any ideas he might wish to clothe in
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words : but, as civilization advanced, the science

of language naturally became more complicated,

and we find ourselves now supplied with au
ample vocabulary, borrowed from all the fore-

going sources, wherewith to give utterance to

our thoughts. If in some particulars this fusion

of tongnes and dialects may lack the grandeur
of simplicity which some original languages

possess, it at least affords other advantages,—of

being full almost to redundancy, and of forming

a very perfect channel for the expression of

intricate ideas. "We do not, becanse we possess

such a multitude of derivative words, therefore

declare the English language to be effete ;
but,

on the contrary, accepting its mixed character

as an almost necessary result of the passage of

time and our knowledge of the past, we admit

at once that it is admirably suited for our state

of high intellectual culture.

So with our architecture, accumulated as its

knowledge has been from the lights of past ages.

The researches of the archmologist and our inter-

course with foreign countries have legitimately

placed this acquired experience of generations

within the grasp of the practitioner of the nine-

teenth century, to be interpreted and adapted

freely by him, and, with the additional resources

which a man of talent ever has at his command,
from the exercise of his own individual inven-

tion, to be used for the purpose of meeting the

complex circumstances and requirements of a

refined age ; and thus treated as an art, it is still

a living and progressive one.

Many and great, however, as are the facilities

and appliances which attend a state of high

civilization in the culture of science and taste, it

may well be doubted whether, in respect of the

latter at least, these acquisitions are unmixed
benefits, May we not, on the contrary, often

find in the works of onr forefathers mnch of

simplicity, of unity, of repose, and association,

which our modern designs frequently lack, but

which, after all, are very important elements of

power.
One of the characteristics of onr own day, no

donbt, is that scientific knowledge and mechanical

skill have advanced in a much greater ratio, even

within our own recollection, than artistic feeling

or taste; and there seems to be some danger of

the spirit of the latter being almost merged in

the general utilitarian tendency of the age. It

behoves us, then, to combine in keeping alive

some spark of regard for the poetic, by every

means in our power
;
and I cannot think that for

the attainment of this object, it is wise with

regard to any art, not even of the art archi-

tectural, constantly to crave after some new
thing.

Architecture, like its sister arts, has a noble

history to look back upon ;
and her development

has been as gradual as the lapse of years, upon
whose centuries it is written in living stone.

The growth of the architecture of Greece was
the work of hundreds of years

;
and it slowly

arrived at its perfection by the patient and care-

ful study of harmony of proportion and beauty

of form
;
and the same truth is to be learnt

from the history of the rise and progress of

Gothic art.

No real advance in art was ever attained by
the ignoring of any one of the elements of

beauty ; and beauty, we are taught by nature

herself, is an essential element in all that can
delight.

“ Beauty,” says a writer in Frazer's Magazine,
“ is everywhere, unnecessary, nselees beauty,

throughout earth, water, air, and the infinite of

space ;
and everywhere developed, in metre, in

balance, in rythm, in symmetry
;

the grand

original Poiesis.”

There is a great truth in this quotation
;
but

such words as “unnecessary” and “useless"

can never, in their ordinary acceptation, be

applied to any works of nature.

That elements of beauty everywhere exist in

nature, supplying no physical want, and minister-

ing to no material necessity, is, I think, the most

striking argument which can be adduced in proof

of the vast importance of the place assigned it

in the economy of creation, as a moral and intel-

lectual agent for the mental use of man
;
and

thus viewed, every trait of beauty to be found in

the universe is in the highest sense both neces-

sary and useful.

Founded on an innate love of the beautiful,

that subtle and delicate mental gife called

“ feeling,” is in line art the key to truth
;
and

all that is lofty, refined, and consistent is per-

ceived through this faculty. To him who
possesses it not, I fear it can never be supplied

by reason or philosophy.
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There are men to be fonnd moulded muob

upon the model of our iron age, who seem ever
desirous of dragging down the standard of taste
to a level with their own perceptions

;
possessed

of no sensibility themselves, they ridicule its
presumed assumption by those who do possess
it

; ignoring the probability that the deficiency
may reside in their own prosaic and matter-of-
fact brain, and not in any affectation of the
poetic mind of the artist. To such spurious
connoisseurs as these we may reasonably assume
the Poet Laureate to have addressed his objurga-
tion :

—

“ Vex not thon the poet’s mind
With thy shallow wit;

Vex not thou the poet’s mind,
For thou canst not fathom it.”

Thewell-informed art criticwho is philosophical
in thought, and moderate and judicious in the
statement of his opinions, is entitled to our
respect, and is often a very valuable coadjutor
to the man of genius in the attempt to forward
their common cause, and to raise the tone of the
public mind to something like an appreciation of
questions of taste. But it behoves these gentle-
men to be careful that, even when perfectly
honest and unbiassed in the treatment of their
subject, they do not fall into the error of con-
ventionalism, both in idea and expression

;
an

offence which they are wont to visit somewhat
heavily upon the heads of any whom they may
deem amenable to it.

Among the stereotyped phases of modern
criticism, intended generally to express a high
meed of praise, none is more common than that
of referring to certain artists as “ conaoien-
tiouB.”

Now when we happen to have had our attcn-
tion called to the productions of these “ con-
scientious artists” it has proved that this
commendation is, as a general rule, bestowed on
works conspicuous only for want of beauty,
originality, and imagination, laborious though
they might be; and our memories may recur to
a particular class of pictorial works to which
this epithet used to be so overwhelmingly ap-
plied that the only inference to be drawn was,
that if these were indeed so conscientious, the
endeavour to delineate ideal beauty must be
highly " unconscientious,” and therefore a moral
delinquency.

Now I conscientiously believe that this term
is, in the literary world of art, greatly mis-
applied, and has become an apology for a species
of imitative pedantry, at the expense of the
legitimate end and aim of fine art.

My nnderatanding of a *' conscientions artist”
is one who exercises his imaginative faculties, in
conjunction with his manual ability, to the
utmost of his power, and thus emulates the
examples of hia great predecessors, under the
guidance of whose genius all art has been gradu-
ally built up, and has culminated in every
worthy school which the world has ever pro-
duced.
The opportunities which the modem architect

enjoys of exercising hia talents upon works of
national importance or of great magnitude are,
I fear, few and far between. But if this be
denied him, yet many occasions must occur in
the course of the practice of a lifetime which
shall enable him to illustrate the true principles
of hia profession, and leave enduring monuments
of his skill, which shall influence the future
development of his country’s architecture in
long years to come. . , .

But never let us assume that high ends in art
can be lightly attained. To the sublime, the
beautiful, the true in nature, the professor must
appeal for inspiration. But his efforts will still

be vain nnleas with this be nnited, in a greater
or less degree, that magic talent which seems
almost, as it were, a reflex of the mind of the
Supreme Being, and a delegation of one of the
Divine attributes to the use of man—the gift of
creative power.

MiddIiE-class Schools.—Among the many
conversions and improvements of property in
recent completion or in progress about the City,
there is one which commands the deepest in-
terest, indicating (as we believe it does), moral
no lees than material progress. The corporation
for middle-class day-school education in London
bas purchased, at a cost of 29,0001., a site of an
acre and a quarter on the Finsbury estate, be-
longing to the Ecclesiastical Commissioners,
and is already busily engaged in clearing
it, and erecting school buildings for 1,000
boys.

THE INSTITUTION OF SURVEYOES.
INAUGURAL ADDHESS.

The first opening meeting of this Institution
was held on Monday last at No. 12, Great George-
street, Westminster. In spite of the rival attrac-
tion at the Guildhall, the room was full to over-
flowing, and many of the well-known surveyors
both in town and country attended. The presi-
dent,

Mr. John Glutton, delivered an opening address.
He said—It becomes my duty and pleasure, as
your first president, to address a few observa-
tions to you on the nature and objects of this
Institution. I shall endeavour to compress them
into as few words as possible, as it must be suffi-

ciently apparent that the success of the Institu-
tion will rest npon the practical efforts and
unceasing perseverance of its members, and not
upon any efforts of mine, beyond a few simple
words by way of introduction, in these the !

earliest days of the infancy, of what I have no
doubt, with the good-will and energy of its mem-
bers, will become a moat valuable Institution.
But, before I proceed, I must state with what
great diffidence I appear before you as your first

president. I cannot bat feel wholly inadequate
to the task of properly supporting the position
in which I am placed by the unanimous vote of
the members who first took npon themselves the
somewhat arduous and responsible duty of select-
ing the executive for this Institution. This,
however, I may be permitted to say, that though
there are very many amongst you much my
superiors in intellect and skill in our common
profession, there are none who feel a more lively

interest in its well-being, or who have more per-
sistently endeavoured, throughout a busy profes-
sional career, to maintain our calling in a position
which many of us must have felt has not hereto-
fore been recognized by the public. Many causes
have combined to produce this result, but the
principal one has been the absence of a common
centre of association, to which the public might
look as some guarantee of the trustworthiness of

|

its members. Every other profession or body of
men, having a common occupation, has long

,

since perceived the necessity of association, and
j

fonnd the great benefits that have arisen to
|

the members forming such associations. I can
only account for the fact that surveyors have so

]

long remained isolated, without any such common
I

centre into which individual experiences may
j

flow to be discussed and matured, by the recol-

'

lection that they have hitherto lived and laboured
in local centres, distant from each other, formed
and maintained by individual energy, but want-
ing a common bond of cohesion ; and it is super-
fluous to say how much each one so labouring
must have felt the need of an institution ‘‘ esta-
blished to secure the advancement and facilitate

the acquisition of that knowledge, which consti-
tutes the profession of a surveyor.” Even the
man in the largest local practice must acknow-
ledge the necessity of that finish (so to speak),
which can be alone obtained by the friction

of mind with mind among professional
brethren.

In speaking of local centres, I allude not only
to those large country districts, in which many
of our members have taken a prominent and
distinguished part; but I include even this large
metropolis, in which there are many local

centres
5
and it cannot, I think, be doubted that

we shall all greatly benefit by the interchange
and expression of thoughts and opinions, many
of which can be improved, corrected, and made
more useful by discussion and intercourse. The
probable reason why such an Association has
only partially been attempted, was the difficulty

in olden days of travelling by coaches and slow
conveyances, and of inducing individuals to

expend so large an amount of time as would
have been necessary to attend the meetings of

a society in any central district.

The advent of railways, however, effected a
revolution in locomotion; and none have bene-
fited more largely, in every way, than the
surveyor, not only from a pecuniary point of
view, but as enabling him to associate more
freely with other members of his own pro-
fession.

The first society of which I have any know-
ledge was formed in 1834, and was called ” The
Land Surveyors’ Club.” It was in the early
days of railways and of other great changes
tending to emancipate land and trade from
trammels which had, until then, retarded their
development and improvement.

It became apparent to the surveyors in and
around this great city that changes were in pro-

gress which would vastly afleot the value of
land,—the staple article with which they had to
deal. In addition to the general introduction of
railways, other most important legislative en«
aobmonts were passed affecting land and conse-
quently the surveyor. Of these I may enume-
rate, “ The Commutation of Tithes Act,” “ The
New Poor Law Act,” the Acts withdrawing
generally restrictions on trade, “ The General
Inclosure of Waste Lands Act,” and “ The
Copyhold Enfranchisement Act,” and other
similar Acts, all tending to increase the demand
for land. Sir members of our profession, feeling
the need of a common centre for mutual sup-
port, and for facilitating the discussion of
subjects bronght before them by the new legisla-
tive enactments, started the club

j but this
society was limited, as its name implied, to land
surveyors only.

The Land Surveyors’ Club eventually became,
what its name implied, almost exclusively a
dining club, and, as it was found difficult to dine
in large numbers, was limited to forty members;
but even the meeting for the purpose of dining
was found so greatly to benefit the members in
the discharge of their business transactions that
as the numbers of that club could not be largely
increased, others were established both in Lon-
don and in other large centres of industry,
taking into their society not only the land
snrveyor, but also the building and mineral sur-
veyor. These, also, were essentially dining
societies j bat they all were evidence of the
desire for co-operation, and to this end the
gentlemen who formed this institution, and
amongst whom will be found representatives of
every class of surveyor, commenced their work
to combine in one institution all the surveyors of
Great Britain.

It may now, perhaps, be well that I should
shortly state the steps taken to bring about the
desired object.

On the 23rd of March last a meeting was
held, at the Westminster Palace Hotel, of those
persons who had given some indication of their
desiro to see a combination of the various
branches of the profession. At this meeting the
following resolutions were passed, viz. :

—

“ 1. That it is expedient that an association
bo formed, to be called ‘The Institution of
Surveyors.’

“ 2. That the undermentioned gentlemen do,
with this object, form themselves provisionally
into such association, and take the requisite
preliminary measures for orgauizing the iusti-
tntion.”

The following were the gentlemen who, by
this resolution, formed the Provisional Associa-
tion :—Messrs. Chas. F. Adams, Virgoe Buck-
land, W. J. Beadel, F. J. Clark, Edwd. N. Clifton,
John Glutton, Henry Crawter, J. B. Denton, E,
C. Driver, Eichd. Hall, Thoa, Horsey, H. A.
Hunt, Thos. Huskinson, Jeremiah Mathews,
John Oakley, Edwd. Eyde, E. J. Smith, W.
Sturge, George Trist, and Francis Vigers.
At the same meeting, a resolution was carried

to the following effect:—“ That the undermen-
tioned gentlemen, viz., Messrs. Hunt, Clark,
Denton, Vigers, Driver, Eyde, Glutton, and
Trist, be appointed a committee to prepare and
submit a report to the Association.” Here I am
pleased to record the fact that we are indebted
to our learned associate, Mr. John Horatio Lloyd,
for being good enough to aid us in the prepara-
tion of the above resolutions; and that we have,
throughout our labours, been much assisted by
hia kind and very able counsel and advice. The
committee above mentioned met, and, with the
very valuable co-operation of our honorary secre-
tary, prepared the bye-laws and regulations,
which were duly reported to a general meeting
of the Association, then enlarged to about fifty

members, and by that meeting, held on the 15bh
of June last, were made and established. At
this meeting, also, the seventeen gentlemen
whose names appear as the first connoil were
elected by ballot

; and they afterwards selected
from among themselves the president and four
vice-presidents. At a subsequent meeting, the
council had the great pleasure of electing the two
associates, Mr. Lloyd and Mr. Bramwell, who now
aid ns with their counsel and advice. Thus,
gentlemen, this Institution first came into exist-

ence.

I need scarcely say that, in common with all

things human, the early promoters of the move-
ment met with many difficulties and some dis-

appointments, and I regret that a few of the
most eminent and respected of our brethren are
not found in our list of members. As the council
is from necessity limited in number, it was most
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difficult to make a selection of representative

men at the Board
;
but I can conscientiously

assert that it was the object of all concerned to

extend it as far as possible, so as to embrace
gentlemen representing the varions branches of

onr profession. Fortunately for the members
generally, they can at the end of the first year

reform (if reform is needed) the present council,

which has undertaken the somewhat arduous

duty of bringing the first year’s operations to a

successful issue.

So far as we have gone I think I may congra-

tulate the members of the Institution upon the

How strange would these gentlemen think it

if the surveyor advised on abstract questions of

law, or ventured upon a surgical operation, or

undertook to manceavre a regiment of soldiers,

or to navigate the Channel fleet
j
yet officers of

these services undertake the management of

land, than which nothing requires a larger

amount of professional knowledge and experi-

ence to manage properly and successfally.

I have time left only to indicate briefly some
of the various duties of the surveyor, commenc-
ing with the ancient forest.

In years gone by, the planting and manage-
ment of the oak forests would have been one of

It numbers now about 1,500 members of all

classes. Meetings are held weekly during the

session, at which the average attendance is

nearly 250 persons; and surely it cannot be
doubted that the mighty results brought about

by the labours of the civil engineer could never

have been accomplished if the individual mem-
bers had not been able to secure the aid and
support of the important body to which they

belong. Thus will it be with this, our Institu-

tion, if the members are only true to themselves
and the society

;
for the surveyor’s practice, like

that of the engineer, is greatly diversified
;
and it

success which has attended our woi k. We have is scarcely possible that any body of men can have

now enrolled amongst us 131 members and nine
I to deal with more important and more constantly the duties of a surveyor ; but the days of oak

associates, and I am sore that as the Society
j

varying and increasing interests than the forests are numbered, and iron supersedes wood

becomes better known its members will largely
!
surveyor. in the walls of old England. At present, the

increase. It cannot, I think, be doubted, that
j

The Iloyal Institute of British Architects is surveyor’s attention is chiefly dii'eeted to plan-

great benefit will be derived from frequent inter- ' also of a kindred character, but confined almost tatioua for ornament and shelter, but there^ is

course; and that the public at large will benefit I exclusively to architects in practice. It was room for clothing many bleak sides of hills with

by the more wholesome practice which must
;

formed in 1834, and now numbers upwards of trees, to the profit of the owner and the advan-

foUow from such intercourse : for I cannot con-
' 600 members of all classes. The Architectural tage of the country.

ceal from myself the fact that, ns individuals, Association, which consists chiefly of students The surveyor now has to devise the most iu-

we have sometimes forgotten our true and legiti-
, and the younger members of the profession, may expensive and ingenious ways of rooting up the

mate position as surveyors and valuers, and have
I

also be mentioned. This was established in 1842, remains of the forest and converting the soil

allowed ourselves to become partisans and
' and has now upwards of 400 members. The into productive land, and the clearing, road-

advocates ; and that, under the guise of giving l Mining Engineers’ Society, of Newcastle, was making, fencing, and draining; the erection of

opinions, we have allowed our zeal or our started in 1852, with eighty members, and now farm premises, and the finding suitable tenants ;

imagination to lead us somewhat astray. The comprises 320 members, publishing monthly a with the framing of leases for the due cultivation-

buaiuesa of the surveyor, I hold to be to give an
j

most valuable series of transactions. This of the land, holding an even balance between

unbiassed opinion upon the subject placed before
]

society admits coal-owners, as having a material the lord of the soil and his tenants. All the

him, and not to become, in any sense, the interest in the snccess of the institution, and above are works requiring great knowledge and

advocate. As it was once said by a respected
^

any literary, scioniific, or practical members of experience. At another period the surveyor has

surveyor, upon being asked if he was “ con- other professions, whose labours, talents, or pro- to convert and utilise land for building, to lay

cerned” for some one, he replied, “ I am employed fesaional experienoe oau aid its labours. out and make roads and sewers, and in fact pre-

by him
;
bnt not ‘ concerned ’ for him.” If we

|

Although the Institution of Civil Engineers pare the land for the builder. So again with

could only keep this in view, such startling differ- may be the society to which we are most nearly docks aud railways. The surveyor not only

ences as have I een found amongst surveyors will
;

allied, there are many other societies to whom measures and maps the ground to be converted

seldom be metwith; for it can scarcely be possible
[

we are indebted for much knowledge that is to commercial purposes, but hisskillandexpe-

that such differences can properly exist between
j

essential to the surveyor. For instance, the rienoe are again brought to bear upon the sale-

respectable men, having, as we ought to have, a
;
Geological, the Botanical, and many others, aud purchase of the land before the engineer can

proper regard for our profession, and the Society which aid in the formation of that judgment re- commence his operations. The surveyor 8 sor-

to which wo belong. I quired successfully to deal with land under its vices are again required in the measuring of

This Institution has, in truth, like other simi-
j

different circumstances of soil, locality, and ,
buildings and estimates of their value, and also

lar institutions in this great country, arisen climate.
I
in the estimate and sale of wharfs, docks, and

from the wants of society, and being the natural
\

The founder of geology was a surveyor who
,

other commercial property ; aud last, though not

result of its present state, promises, I think, to
j

trav'elled more than once over the whole of Eng-
j

least, the services of tlie mineral surveyor are

be both useful and lasting.
:
land, before he made sections from side to side, ^r> iLh mfinncrAmant. nnH ftxnloration

Law, physic, and divinity, have long had their
1 and delineated with an accuracy which has well

several internal regulations. The City trades I stood the test of time, the order in which the

were formed into companies so long since, that
j

several strata, from primary to tertiary, rise

in some cases the original foundation is lost.
;
successively to the surface, between the Welsh

The lovers of wisdom oiigiuatcd the Pbiloso- hills and the eastern coast; and to him, as a
geologict, the country is indebted for the opinion

that the Durham coal-field underlay the magne-
sian limestone. This opinion was the basis of

expenditures varying from lOO.OOOL to 300,0001.,

to pierce through that limestone to the coal at a

depth of 1,500 ft., expenditures most profitable,

aud adding nearly one-third to the area of the

Durham coal-field. Now what would that man
have given for the support of an institution which
could Lave endorsed bis facts twenty years

earlier than he could himself force them upon an

ignorant and, to a certain extent, unwilling

public ?

In a great and free country, whore land is con-

stantly being converted to more valuable pur-

poses, and where the value may vary from a few .

shillings to a million pounds per acre, it must be
,

convert a substance which, misapplied, is so

apparent that the surveyor, through whose destructive of life, to the support of life, and

hands all these transactions pass, and by whose the increase of the nation’s wealth and hap-

skill and experience the face of the country is piuesa.

changed from barren wastes to fertile fields, and
|

I will not here enter upon the large questions

prosperous thriving towns, with their docks,
,

which are now ripe for discussion, viz., whether

_ ^ ^ ^ ^ railways, and every variety of commercial aud the dry earth system is the better method of

ultimately so burdened the canals, that goods ' manufacturing premises, must, to discharge his conveying away the more valuable manures con-

waited for weeks at Manchester for their turns
!
duties effectually, be a person of enlarged and tained in sewage; or, whether we must continue

of transit, and yet the canals carry to-day, be- ! cultivated knowledge; aud it is evident that the to uso the present expensive mode of getting rid

tween that place and Liverpool, more goods I surveyor has not generally held his proper posi- of it by sewers which, have not only to be made

than they did before the railways were made. 1 tion amongst the professional men of Great large enough as at present usually constructed

Canals, bridges, roads, harbours, and railways Britain. There can be no doubt that the duties for sewage proper, but for the rain-fall also. The

have in succession developed the latent powers
i
of a surveyor have increased to an extent and question to be discussed in this room would be,

of the engineers, and their institution originated I importance which demand the establishment of whether the manuring value of ^this^ refuse is

when their works became of importance.
|

an institution ; and I am proud to be one of those

It was not until 1817 that the present Institu-
;
met together, this day, at the commencement of

tion was established, aud it is recorded, “ that a a new life for a profession to which many of us

few gentlemen, impressed with the difficulties ' owe so much, aud to which we are all attached,

young men had to contend against in gaining
j

I endeavoured just now to shadow forth some
the knowledge requisite for the diversified prao- of tho reasons that tended to depreciate our
tice of engineering, resolved to form themselves

'

position in the public opinion, but there are

into a society for promoting a regular inter-
;
others. A considerable number of the men in

course between the persons engaged in its ' country districts called “land agents” are, in

various branches, and thereby mutually bene-
'
fact, not surveyors at all. Many most respectable

fiting by the interchange of individual observa- gentlemen are entrusted with the management
tion and experience.” of land, whose education and early pursuits

How well does this describe our own position, were directed to entirely different objects,

and what we must all have many times felt.
j

Gentlemen learned in the law and physio, officers

Now, what has been the result of the esta- 1 of the army and navy, and members of other
blisbment of the lusLitation of Civil Engineers,

I classes of professional men, think themselves
both upon its members aud the public at large ?

j

competent to manage and deal with land.

phical Society two hundred years ago, and iu no
part of the intervening period has that society

failed in its transactions
;
the lioyal Academy

of Painting has celebrated its centenary
;
the

Society of Arts has continued with more or

less success for 115 years
;
and many kindred

societies have subsequently been formed, and
have worked great good, both to their members
and to the public. One is worthy of special

mention—the Institution of Civil Engineers. It

appears from their records, that a society, or

rather a club, was formed iu 1771, mainly by tbe

efforts of Smeaton ;
but tho members were few,

and it was most difficult to get together more
than four or five members at a meeting.

This date takes us back to the time when
Brindley and Smeaton were required to form
canals to convey the enormous increase in manu-
factured goods, which ensued on Watt’s im-

provement of the steam-engine, tbe foundation

of the subsequent eminence of the country. The
recovery of coal at a reduced cost gave the

country that power of cheap production which

necessary in tho management and exploration

of our miues. Those all afford vast fields and

scope for tbe skill and experience of tho regularly-

educated surveyor, aud it is evident that miser-

able failures must bo made by men who assume

to be surveyors, but who have had no proper

education to enable them to carry out the im-'

portanb works briefly enumerated above.

There are one or two subjects which must
shortly more eugago the attention of the sur-

veyor. To ineuiiou one only, and that, perhaps,

the most important, viz., the utilization of tho

refuse aud sewage arising from our population.

Hitherto the object appears to have been to get

rid of all such matter, at a great cost, into the

nearest stream or water-course, thereby trans-

ferring to other localities the nuisance and evils

arising in our towns. Scarcely any attempt has

been made to convert the most valuable manuring
matter to any useful purpose. It is for the sur-

veyor to aid in the application of this matter, so

as to render our fields more productive, and to

better and more economically applied in a fluid

or dry state ? and I hope soon that some one of

our members will prepare a paper, and so lead

to a full discussion upon tbis most important

subject.

It now remains for me to indicate the lino of

action which this Institution is likely to take.

Offices and a convenient room for our meetings

have been secured, to which is attached a read-

ing-room and library, open at all times to mem-
bers of tbe Institution. The room will be

supplied with papers, &o., for the convenience

of members.
General meetings, it is at present proposed,

shall be held in this room on alternate Mondays,

at eight p.m., in the seven months beginning iu

November and ending in May. At these meet-
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ings papei’Swill be read npon subjects interesting

to the surveyor, and discussion will afterwards

be open to the persons present. It is proposed
to print and distribute the papers, with a short

statement of the discussion which may have
taken place.

The bye-laws and regnlations have been pre-

pared with great care, and I hope they will be
found sufficiently matured to bo a basis upon
which to rear an important structure. But,
however sound the foundation, the ultimate
completion of the Institution, its future pros-

perity and usefulness, and, indeed, its very
existence must depend entirely on the good
sense, the''per3onal conduct, 'and the individual

exertion of every member
j
and I feel assured

it will be enough only to mention this circum-
sbanoo to command the best efforts of the mem-
bers, always bearing in mind that talent com-
bined with respectability are preferable to mere
numbers ; and that, from too easy and promis-
cuous admission, unavoidable, and not unfre-

quently incurable, inconvenieDces perplex and
sometimes destroy societies.

The council hope that the members will bear
in mind that it is important to have a good
library, and that books and maps should be pre-

sented at an early period. It will also be of

great value to have plans and reports of works
executed or designed, with the result of their

cost, j and it is hoped in conrse of time to

make the Institution a centre for the accumu-
lation and diffusion of all information and matter
of interest to the profession.

Our very able honorary secretary has kindly,
for the present, undertaken to carry on the
business of the society with the aid of an
assistant secretary. The Institution, thus fairly

started, must run a successful course, if the
members are only true to themselves, and it will

prove of great advantage both to the members
and the public.

Mr. J. H. Lloyd (associate) in an eloquent
speech moved a vote of thanks to the president,
and, as an outsider who took a great interest in

the profession, begged permission to add a few
words of kindly advice and encouragement. He
had seen and talked to some of the eminent
gentlemen whom he believed the president
alluded to with regret as not baring joined the
Institution. They had doubted its success, and
wisely shaken their heads, but head-shaking was
very easyj and he never yet knew anything
worth the doing accomplished by doubters.
Would Columbus have discovered the continent
of America, or would those wondrous cables
have been laid to connect his new world with
the old if courageous minds had been dissuaded
from the attempt by shaking of heads ? He ad-
vised the members to discard all doubts of
success

; to fail in a great end was nobler far
than not to endeavour. It was well not to
promise or to anticipate too much, but he thought
they might calculate on the attainment of three
objects—intellectual advancement, social eleva-
tion, and moral improvement. As judges, as
arbitrators, witnesses, or advisers both in public
and private capacities, a general as well as a
special knowledge was most important. Social
elevation and moral improvement would go
hand-in-hand, and, though it might ill become
him to say to those present that any of the latter
was needed, he would take this opportunity,
while they were talking as friends, boldly and
frankly to mention a subject that was often in
his miud. He believed that as judges, arbitra-
tors, or advisers there was no body of men more
upright and responsible, and more anxious to do
what was right at any cost than the surveyors of
Great Britain, but he was bound to say, from a
somewhat large experience, that as witnesses he
had sometimes observed a zeal which most put
astraiuupon the conscienc'. No client had a
right to ask a surveyor for more than an
unprejudiced opinion, or get him to pander
to his stupidity for his own gain

; let
there be less of that overweening confidence
of statement, which not only does more
harm than good to the client, but lowers
the surveyor iu the estimation of all right think-
ing men. The institution could only be a suc-
cess by constant and combined efforts, and he
specially urged on the younger members the
necessity of attending the meetings, and taking
part in the papers and discussions.

Mr. Bichard Hall briefly seconded the motion,
which was carried by acclamation.

Mr. F. J. Clark then moved a vote of thanks
to Mr. Lloyd, who was always ready to assist
Borveyors with his purse, or with his counsel,
and bad so eloquently reminded them of their

duties that evening. This was seconded by Mr.
Hnskinson, and carried amidst great applause.

Thanks were also accorded to the honorary
secretary (Mr. J. W. Penfold), and a most bug-

cesaful meeting terminated with the announce-
ment, that a paper would be read on Monday
evening, November 23rd, entitled “ Historical

Notes,” by Mr. Edmund James Smith.

GUILDHALL: LORD MAYOR’S DAY.

EvEaTTHiNG passed off most satisfactorily in

the City on the 9th of November. The arrange-

'

ments at the Guildhall, and the hall itself, now
.

completed, were most creditable to Mr. Horace
Jones, the City architect. The lobbies were

'

decorated with scnlpturo from the studios of,

Mr. Durham and Mr. Theed, and in the Alder-
,

man’s Conrt-room was set up an effective scenic

piotnre, by Mr. Frederick Fenton, representing
;

the Attack on Magdala by the British Army. The
,

stained-glasawindows in the hall were illuminated
frombehind. ThegreatLancashireraemorialwin-
dow at the east end came out beautifully. Ahand-
some carved oak screen, or rather reredos, has
been set np under it, at the back of the dais. Some
of the other windows were but dimly seen, pro-

'

bably because of the blaze of light in front of
them. The scene, as a whole, was as grand a
sight of its kind as ever was looked upon. A little

less trumpeLing,—two blasts, for example, to each
toast instead of four,—and fewer repetitions by
the toast-master, of ” May it please your Royal
Highness,” would have left cynical visitors with-
out a ground for grumble. Tlie Lord Mayor, Jas.

Clarke Lawrence, pleasantly indicated the wise
spirit that will influence him during his mayoralty
when ho said, in one of the many excellent

speeohes made by him during the dinner, “ I

do sincerely hope that during my year of office

the Mansion House may be regarded as the
proper centre and home of all who are eminent
in art, science, and the civilization of our time.”

KENSINGTON SICK ASYLUM
COMPETITION.

The Asylum Board have purchased six acres
of land at North End, from Captain Gunter,—

a

plot in between the West London Railway and
Beaufort House; and here it is proposed to

build an asylum for 600 patients. Six sets of
designs have been sent in by the following ar-

chitects. Wo add the amount of the estimate
in each case where it is attached to the
drawings:

—

Sfeasra. Hunt & Steward, £55,000
Mr. Allom ?

Mr. ‘Williams 49,000
Messrs. Nesfield & Shaw, 45,000
Mr. E. H. Pownall 39,800
Messrs. Giles & Biven 36,700

The design by Messrs. Nesfield & Shaw has
been selected, subject, we suppose, to the verifi-

cation of the estimate. Of this, however, there

is probably not very much doubt, provided any
of the other estimates be correct ! It is very
plain externally, and peculiar. The walls are
of brick, the roofs of tiles, and in parts the walls

of the upper story are faced with weather tiles.

When we add that there are tall brick chimney-
shafts, and that the windows are filled with
thick wooden sashes and small panes of glass,

it will be seen that it pi’esents a rural and alms-
house-like aspect, such as belongs to some build-

ings of the seventeenth century. We have no
doubt that it will produce a very agreeable

efl'eefc. Tlie plan, too, appears to have been care-

fully studied. The wards are to be warmed by
earthenware stoves in the middle of the floor, the
flues from which pass up through the other

floors. The position of the W.C.s seems open to

question.

DUMFRIES INFIRMARY COMPETITION.

The conditions issued by the governors con-

tain a very objectionable clause. After an-

nouncing that, “ though they will consider

favourably the claims of the architect who ob-

tains the premium, [they] will not be bound to

employ him to carry out the work,” they con-

tinue,

—

" It is proposed to expend the sura of 10,000i. upon the
buildings, wEich sura shall include the architect’s tee and
the salary of the clerk of the works, the amount of tchicA

fee and talary ehall be etated hj each architect in a slump

The architect whose plans may be selected as the best
shall not be entitled to payment of the premium uulesa
and until the committee and governors are satisfied that
the works can be contracted for at or within the said sum
of 10,0007., including as aforesaid.”

In other words, as will be seen, the governors,

iu a by sort of way, invite a competition for terms
amongst architects, tempting competitors to

name a low sura for remuneration as a means of

increasing their chance of being selected. Archi-

tects will do well to reflect before they respond
to this condition. The profession is being
dragged into the dirt.

The premium really offered to the successful

competitor is 501 . A correct estimate of the
cost of carrying out his design would itself cost

more than double this amount.

THE INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.

The Council have issued a list of Bubjects

upon which, among others, communications are

invited for reading at the meetings of the Insti-

tution. For those approved premiums will be
awarded. Amongst the subjects given are the

following ;

—

On the present state of knowledge as to the

strength of materials.

On the theory and details of construction of

metal and timber arches.

On land-slips, with the best means of pre-

venting or arresting them, with examples.

On the principles to bo observed in laying out

lines of railway through‘'mountainous countries.

On the most suitable materials for, and the

best mode of formation of, the surfaces of the

streets of large towns.

On the construction of catch-water reservoirs

in mountain districts, for the supply of towns,

for irrigation, or for manufacturing purposes.

Accounts of existing water-works.

On the drainngo of towns, and the nltimate

disposal of town refuse.

On the employment of steam power in agri-

culture.

On the ventilation and warming of public

buildings.

On tbo design and construction of gas-works,

with a view to the manufacture of gas of high

illuminating power; and on the most economical

system of distribution of gas, and the best

modes of illumination in streets and buildings.

The first meeting of the Institution for the

ensuing session, to be hel l on Tuesday, the 17th

inst., will take place in new premises erected

during the recess on the old site in Great George-

street.

PROPOSED SANITARIUM AT
WESTON-SUPER-MARE.

A SITE having been purchased for the

Sanitarium, having a bouse upon it capable of

accommodating twenty patients, plans were
prepared by Mr. Spencer, architect, Taunton, in

order to show how much building may be added
to, and the site utilised. The cottage system
has been adopted, on account of its elasticity.

What has been aimed at has been to obtain

facilities of communication ;
but at the same

time (ns on the pavilion principle in hospitals)

to isolate each building ns much as possible for

the sake of the thoroogh circulation of the atmo-
sphere and complete natural ventilation. The

' present site will be sufficient for eight blocks, or

cottages, without crowding, all connected by
corridors. All the apartments used by the

patients are on the ground floor, and on the

same level, thus the fatigue of making use of

stairs is entirely avoided.

The apartments for women are on one side,

and the men’s apartments on the other. They
consist of bedrooms, a day and dining room for

each six, with rooms for the master and matron,

[

the kitchen and offices, common to all, being in

the rear. In the rear of the kitchen, and as far

I removed as possible, are the sick-wards for cases

[

of relapse, and all tbo usual and necessary

I

offices adjoining. Er.ch bedroom for convales-

cents is calculated to hold five beds, thus giving

1,000 cubic feet to each
;
bub in the sick-wardB

1,500 cubic feet have have been allowed to each

patient.

A conservatory and the corridors would serve

as places of exercise in inclement weather

;

while, as the former leads directly on to the

beach, bathing-machines could be brought up
to the door and be entered by patients under

cover.
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A tower serres aa adistingaishing mark to the

group of unpretending buildings. The tower

ataircaae leads aleo to the tops of the corridors,

which have flat roofs, and are useful ambula-
tories. Numerous points of access are provided

from the corridors to different plots of garden-

ground.

METROPOLITAN BOARD OF WORKS.

Dangeroxis Structures .—At the meeting on the

6th inst. the clei'k read a letter from Sir M. E.

Hicks Beach, bart., Home Office, inquiring

whether the Board would have any objection to

undertake the duties, imposed by the Building

Act, with regard to dangerous structures in the

metropolis, now performed by the commissioner
of police. The matter was referred to the Com-
mittee of Works.
Improvement of Park - lane. — At the same

meeting, the Works and General Purposes Com-
mittee brought up a report recommending that

an improvement should be made in Park-lane by
purchasing the two northernmost houses on the

east side of Hamilton-place, to pull down the

fronts and widen the roadway to 40 ft., and that

the road should be carried northwards, in a

straight line with Hamilton-place, into Park-
lane, and that the solicitor to the Board (Mr.

Smith) should issue the necessary notice for an
Act in the ensuing session of Parliament. This

was embodied in a motion, put, and agreed to.

It has yet to be seen, however, if the Commis-
sioners of Woods and Forests will assent to the

plan.

THE SEWAGE FOR THE SOIL.

The Leamington Local Board of Health have
at length become convinced that the attempt to

deodorise the town sewage is a failure, and they
have unanimously resolved to adopt irrigation.

At a meeting of a committee of the whole Board,
a sub-committee has been appointed to look out
for laud suitable for irrigation. The question,

however, whether the sewage should be pumped
on to the land direct from the sewers, or shall

first have some solid matter extracted, was left

open for future consideration.

The Leicester sewage question seems to be
approaching the same solution. The local Adver~

User says :
—

“The official report of the analytical inveatieation of
the merits of the two systems of treatinf; town sewage,
namely, that of deodorising it by means of lime, and Mr.
Sillar’s method of treating it, will be read with consider-
able interest by most of our readers. They will see that
DO very brilliant result has been arrived at br the latter

process. In the former, that of deodorising it by means
of lime, much of the fertilising properties of the sewage
was, as is well known, lost. Mr. SUlar's process is an im-
provement in that respect ; but still it must be pronounced
as very 'far from being satisfactory. By neither of the
rocesaes can the liquid be so far purified as to be fit to

e permitted to enter a running stream. Science, hither-

to, is at fault in this respect; no chemical means having
yet been discovered that can thus far effectively purify
wage.
One strange discrepancy is apparent in this report be-

tween the calculation of chemists as to the value of deo-
dorised manure as a fertiliser, and the price it fetches in

the market. While they estimate it as worth between 13a.

and 14s. per ton, experience teaches that, in the market,
but Is. per ton can be obtained for it. Farmers may, per-
haps, deem it worth while to test this matter. Either the

trinsic value. As a manufacture of solid manure SUlar's
process is reported as being ' much superior to the tr. at-

ment by lime, although it fails to extract more than a very
small portion of its valuable coustituents.' The report
states that ‘no chemical process is known which even
remotely approaches irrigation in its efficiency as a
purifier of sewage.’

"

SANITARY MATTERS.

Falmouth.—The sanitary condition of Fal-

mouth, at the present moment, seems to be as

bad as it could have been had there been no
local board of health in existence. The very
best parts of the town are hotbeds of fever.

Woodlane-terrace, Florence-terrace, and the
neighbourhood, whose proximity to the sea and
great elevation would be supposed to render
them peculiarly free from zymotic diseases, are
declared to be the most infected parts of the
town. One medical gentleman in the town has
no fewer than forty cases of fever under his

own care, the majority of which are situated

in this district ; and the other medical men,
says our authority, are, to use an expressive
phrase, “ run off their legs j” so that the extent
to which fever has laid hold of the town is

something alarming. In front of almost every
house is a cesspool, the only receptacle for

the whole drainage of the house, and from
which noxious vapours are continually arising

and poisoning the neighbourhood
;
whereas, in

the lower part of the town, a large portion of
the sewage matter is conveyed at once into the

harbour.

North Shields ,—An epidemic which recently

broke out in North Shields continues to run its

course, no abatement in its severity being yet
visible. Mr. George Bell, at the Tynemouth
Town Council’s last meeting, said that there

were from 700 to 800 cases of fever in the

town. The entire prostration of those suffering

under the attack has been pitiable. Fortu-
nately, the mortality is not proportionate to

the intensely violent character of the fever.

The disease Las been extremely severe in all the

principal streets and squares occupied by the
respectable classes in North Shields, and in

some of the best portions of Tynemouth
;
and

there is the same disproportion in the number
of cases in the higher as compared with the

lower parts of the town aa was seen during the

cholera visitation, the humbler classes by the

river side having again come off comparatively
unscathed. This is a remarkable circumstance,

and narrows the search after the cause of the
alarming outbreak to Very small proportions.

The Falmouth case might usefully be considered

in connexion with it. The origin of the disorder

is believed to be found, however, in some sort of

water pollution, and not in atmospherical condi-

tions. The Public Health Committee have in-

structed Mr. Hawksley, C.E., to make a com-
plete inspection of the water-supply of North
Shields.

THE ANCIENT MANOR-HOUSE OF SOUTH
WINGFIELD, DERBYSHIRE.

In your recent review of “ Gnide-books to

Derbyshire” no mention is made of one of the

most interesting and extensive rains in that

county. I allnde to the Manor House of South
Wingfield (or Winfield), three miles distant

from Alfreton and about eight from Matlock-

Bath. Allow me, then, to add to what you have
said a few remarks on this charming old man-
sion, which, independently of its architectural

features, possesses some historical interest as
j

the place where the ill-fated Mary, Queen of

Scots, was imprisoned for several years. To the

traveller on the line between the Ambergate
Junction and Chesterfield the ancient Manor
House forms a striking object, standing out

majestically amid a fine grove of trees, which
almost embosom it, and surrounded on nearly

every side by a deep valley. It is not exactly a
castellated structure, but a specimen of a

manor - house erected during the reign of

Henry VI. (of the very early Perpendicular

period; in fact, almost Decorated in parts), and
fortified to some extent.

According to Camden, it was built by Ralph,

Lord Cromwell, Lord Treasurer of England, and
this statement is somewhat corroborated by the

fact of carved bags or purses being introduced

in the arms over the principal entrance gate-

way. The plan of the Slanor House consists of

two quadrangles, the northern of which com-
prises the more important rooms, the southern

court having evidently been nsed for the inferior

buildings. In the north wing of the former

quadrangle are situated the banqueting-hall *

(with a fine crypt, the use of which seems
uncertain), having the usual arrangements

of an entrance-porch with chamber over,

and a bay - window of elegant design.

Adjoining the hall to the west is a large

room, probably the state apartments or refec-

tory, beyond which are the buttery-hatch,

kitchen, and other rooms, to which no name can

with certainty be given. In the west wing, it is

said, were tLe Isuite of apartments in which

Mary Queen of Scots was confined. This is

popularly believed to have been the most mag-
nificent part of the building. The foundations

of two bold eemi-octagonal projections and por-

tions of the walls still remain on the inner side

of this wing. These are traditionally said to

have been bay-windows, bub the foundation is

solid, and from an excavation I made some time

since, resulting in the discovery of the jambs of

• In 167S, this portion of the Manor-house was altered

and adapted into a dwelling-house, the remains of which
still exist.

an archway at the side of one of these projec-

tions, they appear much more probably to have
been lofty turrets. At the south-west angle
stands what is now termed the high tower.

There are some persons still living who remem-
ber the fall of a tower of similar dimensions at

the opposite (sontb-east) angle. On the south
side of the north quadrangle (which forms the
north side of the south court), are the porter’s

lodge, entrance gateway, and a modern farm-

house, stable, &c., formed within the walls of
the original structure. There are no remains
beyond a portion of a wall, of the building which
formed the east wing of the north quadrangle,

but beyond to the east are the ruins of what was
probably the chapel.

The south court was evidently used for offices.

Its east wing consists principally of two large

halls, which were probably barrack-rooms. Afc

the south end of this side is an arched gateway

;

on the south is a barn, the greater portion of
which is clearly part of the original design, and
fragments of walling remain, sufficient to show
that buildings extended along the whole length

of this side of the quadrangle. On the west side

the greater portion of the outer wall exists, and
there are indications here of another external

gateway. Till within about the last twenty
years, the original well in the centre of the

court was in use, but one night it suddenly fell

in with a loud crash.

Nearly all the work is in capital preservation .

some portions of the window tracery, door-jambs,

&o., look as if only just from the mason’s bands,

60 sharp and well defined are the arrises and
mouldings. The more important part of the

building is faced with ashlar, which I am told,

on tolerably good authority, was quarried o&
Ashover Moor, about four miles distant from the

Manor Honae : it is a crystalline millstone grit.

The material for the rougher walling was obvi-

ously obtained on the spot, as the greater part

of the south quadrangle is built on the solid rook

(which is a formation of the old red sandstone).

Blore, in his history of South Wingfield Manor’

(published in the laatcentnry), remarks: “Some
assaults during the civil wars between Charles I.

and the Parliament, and the more deliberate

attacks of its subsequent owners, have brought

it into a state of irreparable ruin.” How-
ever, the present possessor of this property,

the Rev. Immanuel Halton most fully appre-

ciates the ancient building, and in a conservative

j

spirit adopts every means to preserve and to

strengthen it where necessary.* E. B. F.

BUILDERS’ HARDWARE.

Mb. Rupert Kettle (County Court Judge)*

who, it will be remembered, was the chosen arbi-

trator of the Wolverhampton builders in the

recent wages dispute, which ho brought to a

successful termination, has just been addressing

the working people of Willenball on the “ Orna-

mentation of Flat Surfaces,” with especial refer-

ence to the manufactures of the district. Mr.

Kettle, after an elaborate criticism of modem
honae decoration, particnlarly cornices and wall

papers, referred at some length to the design

and ornament of builders’ hardware. ” Hinges,”'

he said, “ thanks to the design of ecclesiastical

builders, had been more elaborated recently
;
but

locks and keys, bolts, and window fastenings,

still retain the utilitarian character of former

times.” He suggested that brass ornaments in

the shape of corner-pieces on ordinary door-

locks, would be simple and inexpensive decora-

tions, and would greatly improve the appearance

of those articles. One eminent firm in South

Staffordshire (Messrs. Carpenter & Co.), have

already begun to act on the suggestion, and are

preparing for the London market a series of

cheap yet ornamental rim and dead locks. The
Wolverhampton co-operative locksmiths, who
have quarrelled with their former employers,

have applied to Professor Fawcett for assistance

and advice, and that gentleman, in conjunctiorx

with other well-known advocates of co-operative,

industry, has expressed his desire, under certain

conditions, to render the applicants “permanent

aid.” The demand for builders’ hardware in

Birmingham is improved further, and the work-

people are steadily employed. Builders’ tools

are especially in more buoyant demand.”

• I must express my obligations for some of these data

to Mr. John Cupit, of Wingfield Manor, -who has resided

there for some years, and takes the greatest interest in ita

antiquities.
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PEOPOSED FISH MARKET IN THE
FAEEINGDON EOAD.

Acting on tlie facts that upwards of 70 per
cent, of the total 8nppl7 of fish is now conveyed
by railway, and that Billingsgate market cannot
be made to meet all requirements, the Smithfield
Market Appropriation Committee, entertaining
strong convictions of the appropriateness of the
land lying between the New Meat Market and
Farringdon-road for the purposes of a fish mar-
ket, have availed themselves of the professional
services of Mr. Lewis H. Isaacs, architect, and
have issued a plan showing the situation of the
proposed market, and a view of the intended
structure as seen from the Farringdon-road.
The ground proposed to be'utilized is a parallel,

ogram, bounded on the north by the new road
leading to the Charter-house

;
on the south by

an intended new street in continuation of Long-
lane

} on the east by the new street now formed
at the end of the meat market, and on the west
by the Farringdon-road. In the design no
attempt at originality in the external appearance
of the building has been sought after

j and, as
far as it is practicable, the fieh-morket has been
made to appear an addendum to the meat and
poultry market. The cost of the building is

estimated at 150,0001., exclusive of the value of
the land, which is the property of the corpora-
tion. The committee in their prospectus take
credit for availing themselves of a fall in the
land by forming a shell-fish market below, be-
sides the basement below that again

; but the
result is to render flights of steps necessary to
roach the market proper, which we are disposed
to think would be found objectionable. How-
ever there are more vital questions to be dis-

posed of before this need bo discussed.

RE-OPENING OF PORTSMOUTH
GARRISON CHURCH.

This event took place on Friday, the 30th
nit., and was conducted with considerable cere-
mony.
The restoration of this ancient structure has

been one of some difiiculty. They found the
old buildings ki a wretched state, windows
blocked up, doors also, members concealed or
fractured, the tie-beams of the roof hanging by
iron straps to the outer walls, rendering it quite
a matter of wonder they had not dropped from
their places long before. We read that the
bnilding was the only remains of “ Domus Dei,”
or God’s bouse, a kind of hospital originally for
poor monks

j
and since then the place of marriage

between Charles II. and the Infanta of Portugal,
&c., to celebrate which, it is supposed, the
monarch presented the altar-cloth in the pos-
session of the church, and emblazoned with a
view of Lisbon and the Royal arms of Portugal.

According to Matthew Paris, 1238, Peter de la
Roche or de Rupibus was the founder of the
Hospital of Portsmouth, in the W.S.W, portion
of the town, about 1205. In Slight’s History of
Portsmouth, we find that on the authority of
Dugdale, “Peter de Rupibus, Bishop of Win-
chester, founded at Portsmouth, in the reign of
King John, a famous hospital called God’s
House, 'which was dedicated to St. John the
Baptist and Nicholas.” Camden and Speed are
agreed on this point.

In the 20th, 37th, and 52ud years of Henry HI.,
disputes wore settled as regarded certain pos-
sessions. After several grants in 1272 and 1276,
the two brothers of William of Wykeham were
wardens successively. In the fourteenth century
William of Wykeham himself bequeathed “ a
suit of vestments and a chalice.”

^

In digging down, a broken column and por-
tiODs of an archway were discovered, which
proved that the proposed extension (which has
been carried out) of the western end would
terminate the actual original length of the
building. 20 ft. have been added, making the
dimensions as follows Nave, length, 110 ft.

j

width 45 ft.
; height from floor to springing of

roof, 33 ft. Chancel, including choirs,—length,
55 ft.

J
width, 23 ft. ; height from floor to spring-

ing of groined arches, 25 ft. The new transept
on the north side of the chancel is in length
18 ft.

J
width, 12 ft.

; and height, from level of
floor to apex of roof, 30 ft. The roof, which is
open-timbered and tile-oovered, forma as nearly
as possible an equilateral triangle, kiog-truss
for nave and queen-truss for ohaucel. Vaults
lying concealed beneath by the deposits of
centuries have been filled in, and a sub-

stantial bed of concrete, 6 in. thick over-
spread by a layer of cement, ^ in. thick,
which will, in time, be covered by Minton’s tiles,

makes a dry and serviceable floor. Chairs,
750 in number, are placed in the nave. The
nave, from east to west, is divided into bays,
consisting of pointed arches, springing from
freestone columns, and is lighted by twelve two-
light windows, independently of the stained
windows, which we shall describe further on.
The chanoel-floor is composed of encaustic tiling
(Godwin’s) interlaid with old white-veined mar-
ble, which formed part of the old structure, laid
diagonally, and connected by bands of polished
green tiling. In the chancel the old credence
and sedilia have been restored, tho mnllions of
windows partially so. The stained windows
above the altar are three in number, and placed
there in honour of Sir Charles Napier, of
Indian fame. Lord Raglan, and Lord Clyde.
The large window at the west end, over tho
main entrance doorway, is illustrative of Christ
Bitting in judgment at the last day, and is placed
there in honour of the officers, &c., of the 43rd
Regiment, killed in tho Now Zealand campaign.
East of the south aisle is a small one-light
window, placed there by Archdeacon Wright,
ono of the chaplains to the forces at Portsmouth,
in memory of his brothers, bearing upon it full-

length pictures of David with the head of
Golifth, and Jonathan in battle array. South-
east of the south aisle,—a small window, con-
taining the figure of “ Sanctus Georgius,” in full

armour, presented by Mr. A. Smith, the con-
|

tractor for the building. On the north side of,
the chancel proper a two-liglit window repre-

j

Bents the baptism and preaching of Christ, and
!

is to the memory of Col. Willis. In the north- ;

east corner of the nave is a three-light window
'

exemplifying the child-life of our Saviour, com- ^

prising the offering of the Magi, &c., and erected
i

to the memory of Capt. Moloswortb, R.E. On the
north side of the choir is a window to the

'

memory of the offleera, &c., of the 67i,h regiment,
jAll these stained windows are by Messrs. Clayton
|& Bell, of London. The church is warmed by a 1

central pipe running down the centre of the
nave below tho flooring, and terminating in

|branches to two Gill’s stoves, situated respec- i

tively at the east and west ends of the north
\

side of the building. The gaslight arrangements '

are eflected by fourteen ornamental Medimval
iron standards rising from the floor, and carry-

i

iug a total of 108 lights. These were all from
|

the manufactory of Messrs. Hart & Sou, of
London. Mr. Street was the architect, and Mr.
A. Smith, of Portsea (late Simms & Marten), the
contractor.

MONUMENTAL.

A MONUMENT to the late Admiral Sir Charles
Napier is at last in existence, bat not so much
on the part of the country, as it ought to have
been, as on that of private friends and admirers
of the bluff old admiral. The ceremony of un-
veiling this monument, which is one in relief,
and fills a niche in St. Paul’s Cathedral, near
tho north entrance, has just been performed.
Among the company present were the fol-
lowing Major-general Napier, C.B.

j
Major-

general W. Napier; Admiral Sir Michael
Seymour, G.C.B.

j Colonel Hamley, C.B.

;

Captain W. Napier
j Captain W. Morris, R.N. •

Captain Ingledue, Captain Norton Taylor, Cap’
tain Poulter, &c. The expense of this monument
was defrayed by a few friends and companions

I

in arms of the late admiral. It is of white
|

marble, and upon flags aro the names of
most ot his battles. In the centre is the bead
in bold relief, surrounded by a wreath of laurel
and oak ; in the background is the ship Welling-
ton, gunboats, aud a fortress blown up

; beneath
is the simple inscription, “Charles Napier,
M.P., Admiral, Count Napier St. Vincent, born
1786, died 1860.” The work was designed and
executed by George G. Adams, sculptor, who has
now five monuments in the cathedral, two being
colossal statues of the admiral’s cousins. Gene-
rals Sir Charles J. and Sir William Napier.
A memorial brass, in the Medimval style, sunk

in a black slab of Irish marble, has just been
executed by Messrs. Hart & Son, of Brook-
street, Hauovar-square. This tablet is to the
memory of the late and sixth Earl of Harrington,
aud is now being erected in Elvaston Church’
near Derby. The slab is 8 ft,. 6 in. by nearly
4 ft. The inlaid brass is delicately worked, the
enamelled portious being efieotive, aud the
colours harmonising with the general design.

The whole is bordered by texts and symbols.
Under the canopy is a full-length portrait
of the earl in collegiate attire. This memorial
is being erected by Elizabeth, Countess of Har-
rington, mother of the deceased youthful earl,
who died in 1866, before attaining his majority.

THE TRADES MOVEMENT.
Leeds.—The master builders of Leeds have

given notice of their intention, in accordance
doubtless with the resolutions of tho general
association, to adopt, on the 1st of May next,
very extensive and important alterations in the
rules of the various trades. Instead of SOs. per
week, they propose to pay ordinary skilled work-
men amongst masons 7id. par hour; plasterers,
instead of SOs. per week, 6Jd. per hour

;

plasterers’ labourers, instead of 223. per week,
4^(1. per hour; and plumbers, instead of 263.
per week, 5Jd. per hour; superior or inferior
workmen in each trade to be paid by special
agreement. They also require the abolition of
the rule or custom in the Masous’ Society for-
bidding or interfering with the introduction or
use of stone worked at the quarry, or anywhere
else than the place where it is to be used. Any
rule or custom forbidding piecework or sub-
letting amongst masons and plasterers they
also require to be abolished. With respect
to the bricklayers, bricklayers’ labourers,
masons, masons’ labourers, plasterers, plasterers’
labourers, and the plumbers, the masters require
that in future all trade rules, disputes, demands,
and differences shall be settled by conciliation
and arbitration [to “require” all differences to
be settled by conciliation, we fear, is not the best
way to effect such a settlement], and that proper
courts shall be constituted for that purpose.
They farther state that they ai'o prepared at any
time, npou six days’ notice from the men, to meet
them to appoint arbitrators and select an umpire,
and that they are willing to leave to the decision
of the arbitration court, thus appointed, not only
all future settlement of trade rules, demands,
and differences, but also the settlement of all mat-
ters contained in the notice they have just given.

Liverpool,—A general meeting of the operative
bricklayers, who are at present on strike, was
held the other evening in Stanley Hall, Rich-
mond-row, for the purpose of taking into con-
sideration the correspondence which had taken
place with the master builders with regard to
the proposed court of arbitration. Mr. Bromi-
low, chairman of the Brioklayoi's’ Society, pre-
sided, and Messrs. Bolt and J. Samuelson were
also present on the platform. There was a large
attendance of tho men interested in the proposal.
It was resolved,

—

“ That tho commuoication of the master builders, in
Mply to the friendly overtures of this eociety, be received
in an entire spirit of reconciliation; and this meeting ex-
pesses every desire to meet the wishes of the master
builders and renew friendly relations with them. But,
inasmuch as it would be a serious injury to tho operatives,
as well as contrary to public policy, that the strike should
terminate before a court of arbitration has been formed,
and during the present depressed slate of the building
trade, this society; again respectfully asks the master
buOders to reconsider their determination, and at their
convenience appoint their referees to act with those
selected by the operatives; meanwhile, the members of
the society are recommended to cultivate friendly rela-
tions with their employers.’’

An Imperial Building Society.—The Courrier
de Bayonne, speaking of the buildings for work-
men which the Emperor has decided on having
erected in that town, says,—“ It is on the same
ground on which three Bpecimen-honses have
already been erected that tho new conatruobions
are to be built. They will be smaller than the
preceding, and are intended for only one family.
Tho Emperor, in order to carry out his philan-
thropic projects, is said to design purchasing all

tho lots composing the block on which the first

three habitations have been oousbrueted, and to
pay the price which would serve as the estimate
for putting it up to auction. Each dwelling is

expected to cost 4,500 francs
;
tho tenant is to

pay 300 francs a year, out of which sum
100 frauos will be set aside as a sinking-fund for

tho capital employed. His Majesty will give the
property, it is said, to the Societyof the Prince Im-
perial, which will select the oocupants and collect

the rents. At the end of fifteen years the in-

habitant will become the owner. If, by any un-
foreseen event, he cannot pay the stipulated
annual sum (which may be acquitted by monthly
instalments), he will be reimbursed the 100 francs
d year he has aocumulated towards the re-

demption of his house, with the addition of 3 per
cent, interest.

a
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MIDELNEY PLACE, NEAE LANGPOKT.

,1

MIDELNEY PLACE, NEAR LANGPOET,
someeset;

This honae, which is of moderatre size, has

been bnilt for a gentleman in Somersetshire. It

stands on a gentle slope to the sonth-east, and
this is the aspect of the principal rooms.

The porch, by which the house is entered, is

at the back, and fronts a courtyard enclosed

on the three other sides by walls, the direction

of which is indicated on the ground plan, and
by the stables. The approach is by an archway
in the north-east wall of this courtyard.

The house is built of the white lias of the
neighbourhood, with dressings of Ham Hill stone,

the distant quarries of which can be seen from

the windows. The roof is tiled. The style has

been followed, though scarcely hoping to attain

their grace, of the numerous remains ofMediseval

Domestic architecture with which the district is

adorned.

The greater part of the hall is secured against

the draught from the front door by an oak screen,

8 ft. high
;
and as the window faces the north-

west the apartment thus formed makes an

agreeable summer sitting-room. It is altogether

32 ft. in length, and, as also are the three prin-

cipal rooms opening oat of it, is 12 ft. high, and

18 ft. broad j
the dining and drawing rooms are

29 ft. long each.

On the first floor, a handsome corridor, ending

in a large western window, leads to the principal

bedrooms : their height is 10 fc. Above, by

spanning the valley between the two central

ridges with a flat lead roof, spaciousness has been

obtained in the attics. These rooms are all 9 ft.

high. A billiard-room, over the kitchen, is

lighted by a lantern in an arched timber roof.

The builder was Mr. M. Davis, of Langportj

and Mr. J. P. St. Anbyn was the architect.

The tender for the house was 5,330b, but by

additions and variations the owner increased the

amount to about 5,832b The whole of the stone

for the building was dug in the adjoining field.

This and other advantageona circumstances

materially lessened the cost. The cost of the

house, if erected in the neighbourhood of London,

has been estimated at more than 8,000b
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WESTMINSTER ABBEY.
“ I see the old Abbey, both turret and tower."

It was with thoughts of tho past that I

rambled around the noble pile of buildings

which is the glory of the metropolis and of our
land, and I longed for a Haoesmann’s power to

remove the modern buildings by which it is

hemmed in, in Dean'a-yard and Poet’s-comer,

so that the abbey might be seen in all its gran-
deur. The chapter-house is being restored, but
its beauty is hidden by the houses that stand be-

tween it and the Houses of Parliament. While
examining the abbey, I came on to an ugly hoard-
ing adjoining Henry VII.’s Cliapel and the
northern transept, used as a stonemason’s yard
(and it has been so for several years) : and to my
horror I heard a steam-engine puffing away as if

it wanted to damage the abbey. The steam-
engine appears to be close to the buttress of the
northern transept. Surely it ought not to re-

main/or a single day, for it has been publicly
stated that with the extraordinary changes in
the pressure of the atmosphere rife there is very
great danger to steam-boilers, and the slightest

carelessness of an attendant might cause much
mischief.

I ask you to raise a waiming note iu the Builder
ei’eit be too late. Surely the hoarding might be
removed, and a stonemason’s yard obtained
very near, where the steam-engine might do its

work without danger to any surrounding building.

H. 0. S.

THE FAIRFORD WINDOWS.
Sir,—I venture to send you some remarks

suggested by Mr. Clayton’s letter on this sub-
ject in the last number of tho Builder, not with
any intention of discussing tho possible con-
nexion of the Dantzio triptych and tho west
window at Fairford, or the authorship of the
former, but with reference to Mr. Clayton’s
observation that the canopies of the Fairford
windows are distinctively Flemish in style.

I have the greatest respect for Mr. Clayton’s
authority on any point in connexion with glass-

painting, and it is with an honest and unaffected
aense of his knowledge and my ignorance on the
subject, that I ask him iu what particular the
canopy-work of the Fairford windows is distin-
guishable from Nuremberg canopy-work of or
about the game date ? I would also ask Mr.
Clayton if he has compared the figures in the
Fairford wiudows with those in the windows of
Cologne Cathedral ascribed to Albert Diirer

j

and if he has minutely examined tho tower
architecture in many of the backgrounds of the
Fail-ford windows? My own impression from
such examination was, that much of these
details was actually taken from the walls, gates,
and towers of Nuremberg itself. I do not say
positively that this is so

;
bub I mentiou my

impression, because it strikes me that careful
examination of the architectural details of these
backgrounds might be useful as throwing light
on the origin of the windows. I have been out
of town, and so have had no opportunity of
seeing the letter of Mr. Waller to the Builder,
referred toby Mr. Clayton.

Tom Taylor.

*** Having enabled Mr. Clayton to see the
|

foregoing, that gentleman writes hastily :

—

“ Canopy-work of Diireresque treatment can
be best and abundantly seen in Diirer’s authenti-
cated works, where the contrast with that of
Fairford will be at once apparent. The differ-

ence will be seen in the great exuberance of

curvilinear forms and foliated detail of the
former, as against the verticity and comparative
simplicity of the latter.

At the meeting of the Archtcological Associa-
tion, on Friday, the Gth, when tho Rev. Fuller
Enssoll read his paper against Diirer’s author,
ship at Fairford, such good judges as Mr. Waller
and Mr. Oldfield spoke in favour of the possi-

bility of some of the canopies being E7\gUsh ! so

little of Nuremberg character did they soe in

them.
No institution of comparison between the

figures at Cologne and Fairford would evidence
anything in the question, unless it be first proved
that the Cologne figures are by Diirer ! Are not
these, too, of doubtful authorsbip ? When this

matter is settled the Fairford glass may be con-
sidered in that connexion.

The architectural backgrounds might probably
resemble the towers of Nuremberg, more or less,

as they do those of any old city full of gables

and sharp high-pitched roofs, towers, &c. If

Mr. Taylor can say distinctly that Nuremberg
in particular is so represented in the Fairford
backgrounds the point would be interesting, but,

even then, not conclusive in favour of Diirer or
any German origin, as it would be easier to

suppose a reminiscence of the city on the part
of a Flemish artist than that a German designed
all the rest of tho work in a Flemish manner.”

CONCRETE HOUSES.

Sir,—

T

hose who may adopt this method of

building should be careful to procure good and
sound Portland cement, and to put in sufficient

to bind the rubble or ballast together. To
insure this the quantity used must he regulated

by the strength of the cement.
Iu this the secret of success, I believe, entirely

depends. I have already built six cottages one
story high with concrete, and I have been so

satisfied with tho result that I have now com-
menced to build a dwelling-house with the same
material. The walla of the cottages are only
9 in. thick, but are I believe stronger and drier

than if they had been IT-in. brick walls. The
Portland cement has, however, been used in

sufficient quantity, and has been good.

I have not employed Tail’s or auy other patent
apparatus, but merely boards. My reason for

doing 60 was simply that I considered the coat

of the patent apparatus excessive.

As to the strength and stability of concrete as

a building material there can be no question.

General Gillmore, in his work on “Limes and
Cements,” says, in regard to it (para. 447), that
“ It is superior to brickwork in strength, dura-

bility, and economy
;
and in some exceptional

cases it is considered a reliable substitute for

the best stone, while it is always preferable to

the poorer varieties.” And the late Mr, Robert
Stephenson, in his evidence before the Commit-
tee of the House of Commons on Westminster
Bridge (18th July, 185fi), stated that he had
examined the concrete of which the foundations

of the new bridge were made, and “ that it was
a great deal harder than the stone of the old

bridge, or than it ever was,” and added “ there
is no chance of any decay taking place there.”

Some of tho old churches in Kent, I have
been informed, are built of concrete, and are in

excellent preservation to this day
;
but to give

more recent instances of its use, and which
many of your readers can examine for them-
selves, I may mention that part of the retaining

walls of the Metropolitan Railway (between the

Aldersgate and Moorgate-street Stations) are

made of concrete, as also near the Baker-street

Station on the St. John’s Wood line
;

and,

lastly, there is a concrete bridge across the

District line near the junction at the Gioucester-

road Station. It would be both interesting and
instructive if the engineer by whom this bridge

was built would give an account of it in your
paper. W.

Sir,—

T

he liability of concrete to crack and
disintegrate, evidently increases in an enormous
ratio to the size and dimensions of the wall, and
the error of all its advocates lies in tho suppo-
sition that, because it might answer well enough
for a low wall, it will answer equally well for

those of a lofty building. There is another
point respecting concrete walla that has to be

' carefully attended to. In a word, when you
want good concrete, to use a common phrase,
“ see that you get it.” There is good concrete,

and there is bad, the latter being nothing better

than so much dirt, the employment of which
will end in the collapse of the whole concern.

We know that it is impossible to obtain iu the

mass those qualities that can be ensured iu a
smaller amount of the same material. Caet iron

is an instance of my meaning. Moderate-sized

castings can be tnrned out of the foundry in a

perfectly sound and reliable condition, but these

couditions cannot bo guaranteed when the mass
of metal passes certain dimensions. So it is

with concrete, the proper duty of which is to

act under pressure, as in foundations, where
its sphere has been one of great utility and
value. I do not mean to assert that concrete

may not be applied to the building of walls, but
I contend that, until some method is introduced

which shall impart to it the qualities in which
it is at present deficient, it will prove a failure

in all instances where it is adopted uiion a scale

of comparative magnitude. I have used it my-
self as an adjunct to brickwork in retaining

wallp, where it answered perfectly well, but I

should hesitate to build a large retaining-wall
altogether of concrete. Thomas Cargill.

I H.AVE, amongst many others, been watching-
closely the progress of concrete as material for

building, and was much pleased with the article

in your pages on Portland Cement. I lately

heard, accidentally, that at Gibraltar the Royal
Engineers engaged some Moors to assist them in

mixing concrete, from whom they learned the
proportion of sand or other material, and other
information, by which remarkable consistency
was given to the mixture. Perhaps some of
your readers may be able to furnish us with
information on the matter. Inquirer,

CONCRETE HOUSE AT TWICKENHAM.

SiH,— I wish to notice one paragraph of Mr. TaD’s letter
in your paper of last week.
He states that the cement supplied to Dr. Larden, at

Twickenham, was of the “ very worst description." This
I must distinctly deny, and, fortunately fir me, who sup-
plied it, the garden walls, which are now standing, show
the falseness of his statement, and will prove to any one
who sees them that no cement could be better. There ia

also the fact of the concrete bolding together in large
blocks after it had fallen from a great height, which it-

would not do if the cement were bad.
I think the fault in bnilding concrete houses is in ex-

pecting the cement to go further than it tafely will do.
Iu lir. Larden's house, the proportion of cement to

ballast was about 1 in 10, which is certainly not suUlcient
to be depended upon; in addition to this, there was the
deficient construction of the walls, the total absence of
bond or tic, the bad foundation, and the running up the
building in too abort a time to allow the work to set pro-
perly (and all good Portland cements are very slow in
setting), which I think fully account for the falling of part
of the house.

I may add that the house at Ealing, which has stood
well, was constructed with my cement

;
and that the clerk

of the works of both this and Twickenham is still being
supplied by me, Abcui. Litile.

TO PRESERYE A SCALING OR CRACKED
PAINTING.

Sir,—

I

untlerstand that Mr. Holman Hunt
has*written a letter from Florence on the present

condition of the renowned picture known as
“ Titian’s Vauua,” and that he states “ it is free

from the sacrilege of ‘ retouching,’ except near
the frame, where the flakes of colour which hav©
fallen off have been replaced as well as possible.

Bat the whole picture is covered with cracks,

radiating like cobwebs from various points, and
circulating all over the canvass. The entire sur-

face of colour hangs therefore in little scales,

which are in danger of being shaken off or
shifted by even the most careful moving or

brushing.” I have no doubt that there are
many preservatives well known to those engaged
iu the art and science of restoring paintings

;

but having myself discovered a simple prepara-
tion which possesses tho property of fixing the
colours of pictures when they are in a state to

chip or scale off from the canvas, as pointed out
by Mr. Holman Hunt, I think it may be worth
publicity. The preparation is a mixture of equal

parts of linseed oU aad methylated chloroform.

It is to be poured over the painting if the colours

are too brittle to bear the friction of a soft

brush. After remaining on the surface of the
painting for a day or two, the excess of oil may
then be removed by means of a piece of cotton-

wool, or a soft brush, and a fresh portion of the
preservative applied, and the excess removed as
before. The process mast be' repeated from
time to time until the colours are firmly fixed,

when the painting will bear friction, and may
be submitted to the cleaning process or varnished.

It is advisable, however, to remove as much of
the dirt as possible from the picture, by careful

washing with soft water, previously to the appli-

cation of the fixing agent.

In order to illustrate the value of the prepara-

tion I experimented, some years since, on an
old oil painting, and accidentally removed the

oil and turpentine with which the colours were
originally mixed by tho artist, thus causing the

colours to crack all over, and to fall off in

minute pieces when the painting was raised on
its side. To prevent further destruction I

flooded the painting with the oil and chloroform,

aud soon fouud the colours firmly fixed to the

canvas, aud presenting the appearance of being
varnished, owing to the action of the atmo-
sphere and the combination of some of the old

varnish embedded in the painting. I sometimes

use a mixture of one part of methylated chloro-
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form and two of linseed oil for reviving the

colours of paintings. A small portion is rubbed

over the pictures, after washing, with cotton-

wool, and on the following day the painting is

wiped over with a soft silk handkerchief. I have

found the oil and chloroform, when used in the

proportion which I have given, to possess the

property of restoring the faded colours of paint-

ings, and I have succeeded in developing colours

which had perished, to the eye, by age. It is

said that peroxide of hydrogen possesses this

property ; but I found it to fail when the oil and
chloroform succeeded.

In conclusion, I would mention that the

methylated chloroform which I have used is the

English manufactured article, which differs in

some respects from that of the French, though
the latter may answer the purpose equally well,

but care must be taken in regulating the quantity

of oil required for dilution. I believe it would
not be safe to use more than equal proportions,

even of the English methylated, as there would be

some risk of starting the colours or causing

diffusion. Lastly, I would suggest that linseed

oil and chloroform might be advantageously used
by artists for mixing the colours for painting

instead of oil and turpentine or varnish.

I wish it to be understood that the fixing agent
will not restore the cracks in a painting, but
simply fixes the colours, and renders the painting,

I have sometimes found, as elastic as the oil-cloth

table coverings.

I have now tested the process over a period of

three years or more, but my opportunities have
been very limited; nevertheless, I think the

preparation may be worth the attention of your
readers.

Hejjry Osboen, iI.R,C.P,,&c.

PAINT FOR HOT METAL.

SiE,—Having seen the answer your corre-

spondent from " Sussex” gives to a ” Sub-
scriber’s ” question regarding a paint for

hot-water pipes, I beg to inform yon that the

^aterglasB paint to which he refers may be
obtained from Messrs. Keilan & Gummi, at

Nussdorf, Vienna, Austria. About ten months
ago I saw at Vienna a sheet-iron stove, which
had been continually at a red heat during the

cold season, and the waterglass paint, with
which it had been covered for a period of more
than twelve months, had preserved its colour

unfaded, in spite of this severe test. Allow me
further to state, that the waterglass paint has
been, to my own knowledge, snccessfully used at
Vienna, in places where no description of paint

could have withstood the effect of the weather.

The various paints may be had at the above-
named place, at prices ranging, according to

colour, from IL to Gl. per cwt.

H. WiNKLEE.

THE ARMOUR AT SOUTH KENSINGTON.

Stb,—

I

t was with a great deal of pleasure
that I saw the announcement in your publication

that MeyrioVB beautiful collection of armour is to

be exhibited, on loan, at South Kensington.
Now, I think, a happy time has arrived, and
that with the kind help of collectors, such as the
Marquis of Westminster, Lord Londesborough,
Lord De Lyle, Mr. Maniac, and others, together
with the assistance of the Government from the
Tower, and the crown from Windsor Castle, a
few lines from your able pen, and the aid of Mr.
Planche and Mr. S. Pratt to arrange it, a more
perfectly historical and chronological exhibition

of armour than was ever seen before could be
made. I do sincerely hope the good chance of
so very interesting an exhibition may not be
lost. H. W. Tuckek.

THE COSMICAL DISTURBANCES OF THE
EARTH’S CRUST.

Sib.—

I

have read with great interest your remarks upon
the above subject, it being one npon which science has
little condescended, as yet, to enlighten the vulgar mind.
Scientific investigation is, nnhappily, at variance with
theological exegesis with regard to various portions of
the revealed Word which are supposed to embody secular
facts : the reconciliation of these may he cnriouafy depen-
dent upon the question of the permanent or varying
dimensions of the earth’s diameter.
The theory of the gradual expansion of the earth has

been more than once brought forward, but always to be
overborne by the weight of astronomical assumptions.

Tet, more than one astronomical and geodesical difficulty

remains, from which this theory afl’ords apparently a

means of escape.
There is a singular absence of data from which to deduce

conclusions respecting the direction and extent of pri-

mary disturbances, which can only be supplied by sections,

throngh large areas of the globe, showing the profile of

the schistose formation as it at present exists. These,
accompanied by borings in those portions of the forma-
tion which are sulBeientty exposed, and bv careful thermo-
metrical observations, would probably lead to a closer

acquaintance with the processes by which the different

strata were arranged, and with the mode in which they
have been made to regulate the effects of internal forces.

We might then, perhaps, arrive at satisfactory conclnsions
respecting these forces themselves. F. H.

A PLEA FOR THE TOWN CHILD.*

Child of the Town ! for thee I sigh

;

A sombre roof's thy golden sky,
Thy fragrant air is thick with smoke.
It is thy sliroad and mourning cloak.
Alas

!
poor child, thou art confined,

At once from sun, and light, and wind.

Child of the Town !
—

’tis sad to sing
Of such a rank and noisome thing

—

Thy home is foul, nought there is fair,

Sweet life and joy arc unknown there.
Alas ] poor ebud, thou art confined,

At once from all that's pure and kind.

Child of the Town ! thy danger’s great
When thou attempt' st to cross the street.

Thy groves and hills are bricks and tiles,

Ami rough's thy path for miles and miles.

Poor child ! ihty should ram ground and atone
By steam, and not by men who groan.

Child of the town ! for thee, alas

!

The Poard# won’t plant nor trees nor grass

;

Nor gully smell, nor choking sewer.
Will they prevent, or try to cure.

Alas ! poor child ;—care for his health

!

It is bis all— his strength, aud wealth.

LOCAL BOARDS AND OTHERS 1

-y. PRIVATE PRACTICE.
!

Bik,—

I

beg to inclose herewith an advertisement, cut
'

out of a Yorkshire newspaper, inviting engineers and
architects to offer themselves as candidates for the olOee
of surveyor of bridges to the North Riding of the county <

of York. Y'on will see, sir, that the salary ofl’ered is

3001. a year, and no expenses whatever are allowed. The
duties are various, and their name is legion

; also that
'

the officer appointed is to give the whole of his time,
\

aud is debarred from any private practice whatever.
Seeing in the Builder of last week a list of the salaries '

of twenty borough surveyors, and that only ftco out of
ike twenty are permitted to hace private prnetice, I beg to

otl'er a few remarks upon that system. 1 trust I shall

not be considered to be encroaching too much on your
apace with a subject which is of such impoffance to so
many gentlemen of the architectural and engineering
professions.

I need not say that the above is quite a munificent
salary compared with many we see under similar re-
strictions: out, sir, why should a county or borough
surveyor be hampered in this manner? Surely the cm-
loyers have their remedy if the employed should neglect
is business, by their intimating to him that, if he con-

tinues his neglect, he must give up his berth ; and if it

he worth his while to accept an appointment of this kind,
it is worth his while to keep it, and not to neglect its

duties. But, certainly, if he can find time to design or
superintend other work in the neighbourhood, I say it is

very unjust and illiberal policy to prevent him.
I know a gentleman who was a county bridge-surveyor

for over twenty years, with more than 300 bridges to visit

twice a year, with frequent additional visits, and meetings
of magistrates to attend, in a large county. The magi-
strates of that county were more liberal, and allowed him
to do other work, thereby enabling him to make a living

by oomhiniog his bridge-surveying with the superintend-
ence of other local work be may have had in hand, as it

was impossiblo otherwise to make both ends meet with the
small salary (5001. a year, including all expenses) and
excessive travelling expenses. This gentleman held also

an appointment as a city surveyor, and likewise designed
and carried out many engineering works in that part of
England during a period of more than thirty years, and
neither his employers in the county nor the city had ever

cause to regret their liberality, and on his retirement a
few years since no one could say that he ever neglected
the duties of the one appointment for the other, or either
for his private practice. Now, whet kind of a county
surveyor do they expect to get for North Yorkshire?
Certainly no one who has any opinion of his abilities could
accept such a post. Perhaps the “justices” do not wish
to have a man with any opinion of his abilities, but
would prefer a gentleman with no opinion, who would
defer entirely to the justices’ abilities ! Were it not
for these restrictions, there are many clever engineers
(considering in what a stagnant state the profession

now is) in North Yorkshire, I have no donbt, and many
out of Yorkshire, who would be glad to offer their services,

and even reside " within three mUee of the Court-hoiue at

Northallerton," if they saw any chance of rising in their

profession by constructing other works. It may be said

that in many of these appointments, if an engineer or

surveyor shows that he can do other work without inter-

fering with Lis duties, after a time he is often allowed
to take private practice. It may be so

;
but still it pre-

vents many young men of ability from offering themselves
for these berths, and is, I consider, a great stumbling-
block in the way of voung men by whom I should like to

see these offices held, being positions with a certain

income, while they were stepping-stones to the higher
branches of the profession. This may be said to be a very
Quixotic view of the matter. However, I think that engi-

neers and architects will agree with me in wishing that a

• See .Allan Cunningham’s poem of “The Town Child
and the Country Child.”

state of things existed different from that which I have
deprecated, and also in believing that were it so more
competent men would often hold these minor appoint-
ments.

It may be objected that the heads of the professions
wonld go in for these berths, and that the youngsters
would stand no chance against them; but the former
would soon find out that they were no sinecures, and that

they would not pay them for the keeping. I have alluded
here only to the North York county surveyorship, but
the same remarks will apply equally to any of the many
appointments as surveyor to local boards, highways,

&e., which we see advertised.

Of course, in the case of the more important appoint-

ments, and where in such cases as Halifax, Bradford, &e.,

waterworks and gas are included in the surveyor’s duties,

it would not be possible for the engineer to devote aiy of

his energies or time to private practice, as he would bo

entirely occupied with his duties. But where the salary

is insignificant, as iu small towns and districts, or such

appointments as county bridge surveyorship, I do say

that it is a bad policy to restrict a man from accepting

private practice. Civil Engineeb.

GENERALISATION IN ARCHITECTURAL
EDUCATION.

Bib,—

M

y letter seems to have stirred up a very muddy
pool, and 1 have to lhauk you for having exposed the filth

more fully and in better language than I could possibly

have done. I was sorry you thought my letter “rather

melancholy and desponding;” for I feet sure that there

are many poor fellows who have not had the good fortune

to be articled to as good a master as mine was. It is the

rottenness of the eystem of pupilage, and ot the system

so common among a certain class of architects, of making

pupils do the work of assistants, that I complain. Every
one who desires the welfare of the profession is striving

for something better; and I trust that, ere long, some
brave spirit will break loose from our present narrow

cage, aud lead a grand charge of noble men against the

mass of ignorance which lurks beneath the name of

architect.

We see “our Continental neighbours" systematically

educating young architects; and are we, wdtbout a des-

perate struggle, to allow them to ride over our heads ?

I trust that this matter of education will never be

allowed to rest until something really permanent is done.

A great deal has been said, but where are its fruits?

Some young men have been awakened, perhaps, but we
want more : we want to see them clamour for reform, and

we want to see a body of the ruling spirits of the profes-

sion put themselves into snch an attitude that we may be

sure that reform is coming.

The present non-system has worked enough harm : it has

wasted enough precious time, and turned oiu enough use-

less men. Reform is in the hands of the sutl'erers, and I

trust they will fearlessly strive for it till it comes,

We, like certain reformers of tho present day, cry lor

disestablishment, but must look to older m^n for a new
and enlightened system, believing that their love for that

profession to which they have bound their lives will carry

them through all difficulties.
_

But let all young men remember what Mr. Spiers said

in bis presidential address at the Association, about the

little use made of the present means of education ;
and

let us show that we are determined to dn what we can

with the means we have
;
for until we do this we cannot

expect better things. If anything is dona its success will

depend upon tho amount of patronage it receives, and I

trust its lailure will not be brought about for waut of

^^I'have to thank “A Subscriber” for hia letter last

week, and trust that many correspondents will, as he sug-

gests, come forward and help us. Adelphi.

MAGNESIUM LIGHT.

Sin,—Is there any person who undertakes to light

public buildings by means of maynesinm 1

RATING THE STANDARD THEATRE.

Douglass n. St. Leonard, Shoreditch .—This was an appeal

at tbeiliddlesex Sessions, November Oth, by the proprietor

of the otandard Theatre against three rates madi'by the

vestry of »t. Leonard, Shoreditch, in January, April, and

July of tho present year, on the ground that he was un-

fairly assessed to a larger amount than the reil nit value

of the premises. Mr. Donglass has been for a long time a

Buccesstul theatrical manager, and when his theatre was

destroyed by fire in 1866 he rebuilt it on a much larger

scale. He purchased two houses in George-slreet and
three houses in Holywell-lane, besides enlarging the super-

ficial area by other arrangements, and wlien the new
theatre was opened in November, 1S67, it was found to bo

capable of receiving 5,000 visitors. The vestry^ assessed it

at l,3l)0L net annual value, exclusive of the live bouses;

i and upou Mr. Douglass making complaint, it was arranged

that Mr. Castle, a surveyor versed in rates and values

should carel’uUy consider the facta and state the amount
to be assessed. Accordingly, iu the July rate the net

annual value was entered at dOOL
;
but Mr. Douglass re-

fused to be bound by the understanding referred to, and

hence these appeals.

There were technical difficolties in the way of the appel-

lant getting his case heard at all, and it was arranged by
counsel that the vestry should reduce the rates to a

uniform sum for theatre and houses—viz., SOOL—and that

Mr. Douglass should bear the costs of the appeals.

Fali. of Housk at Devonport. — Part of a

house building at Morice-town, Devonporb, fell

suddenly a few days ago. Several persons were

near the spot at the time, and eleven were buried

iu the ruins. Mr. Oliver, a master builder, was
killed, and six others were injured.
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OHnROH-BUILDrNQ NEWS.

Church Stretton.—The church of St. Lawrence
has been restored and reopened. The new works
completed consist of additions to the north and
south transepts, both as side aisles opening by
arcades into the transepts and nave, the clearing

out, concreting, and reseating of the area, re-

moving the plastered ceilings and wall coating,

cleaning and pointing the walls and masonry,
recovering the roof, building parapets to the four

old gables, reflooring, and effecting general repair

and cleaning. The additional buildings are

wholly of masonry, the walling dressed on both
sides. The roofs, of selected pitch pine and
English oak. The fittings in the church and
chancel are of English quarter oak. The floor

tiles are 4.in. encaustic in patterns
;
the chancel

and altar space of figured tiles. The style adopted
in the additions is varied to suit their relative

requirements and surroundings. Thus the low
lean-to of the north aisle is thirteenth, and the

south aisle, which is gabled,follow8 the fourteenth

to the fifteenth century work. The old roof of

the nave, dating back to the thirteenth century,

is particularly fine; the “couples” unusually

massive, each rafcer being 9 in. by 8 in., and set

'

at 9 in. apart upon wall plates. The roofs of

the north transept and chancel are also on the

framed couple principle, but less massive than

the nave. The work has been effected from the

designs and under the superintendence of Mr.
Pouubney Smith, of Shrewsbury. The con-

tractor is Mr. Pugh, of Hungerfurd, Much
Wenlock. The total cost of the work is about

1,5001.

Hempsted.—Alterations have lately been car-

ried out in the church hero by which its interior

arrangements have been completely renovated.

The old high pews have been replaced by open
sittings. The pulpit, reading-desk, and clerk’s

seat—which rose tier upon tier, iu the old three-

decker style, completely excluding the chaucal

from the view of those sitting on the north side

of the church—have been removed, the prayers

and lessons being now read from desks at the

end of the chancel seats, and a simple open pulpit

having been fixed against one of the pillars which
support the

_
central tower. The chancel has

been paved with encaustic tiles of a quiet

pattern, and raised by two broad steps of Forest

stone. The heavy wooden railing which enclosed

the communion-table has given way to a single

rail of polished oak, supported by iron stan-

dards. The cost of the alterations has been

defrayed, and a harmonium provided, by the

subscriptions of the rector and inhabitants. The
alterations were effected without closing the

church for more than than three Sundays,

during which the necessary painting and grain-

ing were completed. The carpenters’ work was
entirely executed bya mechauic (Charles Wilson),

living in the village. The paving, masons’

work, and altar rail were provided by Messrs.

Wingate. There are in this church several

munumeuts to the Lysons family, to which a

large part of the parish belongs. Closely ad-

joining the churchjard is the site of an early

Human camp, of which traces are clearly visible,

and “ Our Lady’s Well,”—a spring covered by a
porch, on which is sculptured a rude image of

the Virgin. The parish boasts of a very ancient

atone cross, the upper part of which was re-

covered some years ego from the bottom of the

Severn, to which some zealous iconoclasts of

former years had consigned it.

Rawmarsh (Eoyfcs/ure).—There is a movement
for the restoration of Kawmarsh Church. With

a view of carrying out the main object, that of

rebuilding the tower, a voluntary church-rate of

Gd. in the pound has been laid at a vestry meet-

ing, and it is anticipated that sufficient money
will be raised towards carrying out the desired

object. The architects appointed to prepare the

necessary plans are Messrs. Blackmoor & Mit-

chell-Withers, and under their inspection the

demolition of the tower, which has recently

shown further symptoms of instability, will

shortly commence. Such is the insecure condi-

tion of the tower that for some time past it has

been considered unsafe to ring the bells iu the

usual way. Along with the rebuilding of the

tower will be carried out the work of restoring

the interior of the church, the cost of which has
already to some extent been piovided.

Bingley.—The newly-erected church of Holy
Trinity has been consecrated by the Bishop of

Eipon. The site is at Dubb, on the high ground
between the canal and the railway

;
and the

parish assigned to the new church divides

Bingley in two. The church has been built from

the designs of Mr. Richard Norman Shaw, of

the firm of Nessfield & Shaw, London. The style

of architecture adopted is very Early English,

with some traces of Norman. The cost has been

5,0001., exclusive of a tower and spire, which
will at some future time bo built over the chan-

cel. Mr. Forster, of Bingley, was the contractor

for the works.

Sutton-in-Ashfield (Notts).—The parish of St.

Mary’s Church, of Sutton, has been restored, and
re-opened, 80 as to accommodate a greaternumber
of people. The church, which, in its late form,

was probably erected about the end of the four-

teenth century, had arrived at such a state of

decay and disfigurement as to be not only unfit,

but absolutely unsafe for publio worship. The
plans for therestoration contemplated the removal
of the chancel eastward, so as to increase the
length of the nave and aisles; also the erection

of an organ-chamber and vestry on the north

side of the ohanccl. This extension had to be
abandoned for want of funds. The tower and
spire, the latter seriously damaged by lightning

last year, still remain to be restored. The
whole of the galleries have been removed, and
increased space has been obtained by widening
the aisles and extending them westward on each
side of the tower. Abundant traces of a much
earlier structure were found in pulling down the

walla of the aisles, and some interesting but
mutilated drawings and inscriptions in distemper

were discovered under the numerous coats of

whitewash on the old walls. The defaced and dila-

pidated portions of the bases, shafts, and capitals

of the columns have been exactly restored, and
the whole of the colourwash from the ashlar-

work has been chiselled ofl'. The open roof and
also the now benches throughout the nave, aisles,

and chancel are of deiJ, stained and varnished.

The windows are glazed with cathedral glass.

The pulpit, — a gift of the parishioners in

memory of the Rev. W. B. Stevens, the late in-

cumbent,— is of stone. The cost of the restora-

tion was about 1,6001. Messrs. Fisher & Sons,

of Mansfield, were the contractors for the

builders’ work
;
Messrs. Haden, of Manchester,

for the heating; and Mr. Rhodes, of Nottingham,
for the gaufittings. The whole of the works
have been completed from the designs and under
the direction of Mr. C. J. Neale, of High Oak-
ham. This restoration, commenced in February
last, is mainly duo to the energy and zeal of the

Rev. Charles Bellairs, the present incumbent,
who, by himself and his relatives and personal

friends, has contributed a very large proportion

of the funds.

Hessle.—A formal commencement of the work
of restoring and enlarging the parish church of

All Saints, at Hessle, has been made by the

laying of the corner stone by Lieutenant-Colonel

Pease. The contractors are Messrs. Simpson &
Malone, and their contract for the whole work
required to be done, including the erection of the

chancel, is 5,5481. ; contract for work at present

in hand, 3,4301. 2a. The estimated coat of the

north and south aisles is l,058i. 19d. respectively.

It has been proposed to take down the chancel,

with its aisles, and the chancel arch and east

end of nave, and rebuild them 25 ft. 6 in. further

eastward, lengthening the nave to that extent by
building two new arches on each side of the

nave arcade, and by taking down the north and
south aisle walls and widening the aialea, the

present aisles being only 7 ft. wide. The altera-

tions contracted for at present embrace the

removal and rebuilding of the chancel and its

aisles, and the lengthening the nave as at first

proposed, and the building (to the extent of the
addition) the aisles to the width originally

intended, so that at any time, should the com-
mittee be provided with funds, the continuations

of the aisles can be carried out. The work at

present contracted for will give an additional

area to the church of 1,785 fc. The restoration

and enlargement are being carried out under the

superintendence of Mr. R. G. Smith, of Hull,

architect. During the removal of portions of

the fabric several relics of Norman work have

been discovered, also a corbel with a representa-

tion of Sagittarius carved thereon, and suggest-

ing the existence of a former church, probably

erected iu Stephen’s reign.

Moreton.—The restoration of the chancel of

the church is now finished. In 1865 Mr. Chan-
cellor, of Chelmsford, substituted open seats in

the place of pews, aud put down new tiles, &o.

A window which had been covered up for many
years was restored at the east end. Under a

thick coat of whitewash the remains of mural
painLings were discovered, probably of the same
date as the church itself, viz.. Early English,

A.D. 1189, 1272, Richard I., John I., and
Henry III. A copy of this painting was pre-
served for future restoration, but this could
not be done until the walls were perfectly dry.

The work has been done by Mr. Lea, of
Lutterworth.

Leamington.—The new public cemetery in the
Whitnash-road is now completed. It com-
prises fourteen acres of land ; and two chapels,
in the Norman style of architecture, have been
erected, one for Episcopalians and the other for

Nonconformists. The chapels were designed
by Mr. G. W. Cundell, of Birmingham, and have
been erected by G. W. Green, of Leamington.
The total cost of the land and building will be
about 8,OOOZ., which have been borrowed on
security of the poor-rates of the parish.

Heanor.—The church in this place is rapidly

progressing towards completion. The whole of

the ohnreh has been rebuilt, but the old tower
has been untouched. The edifice has very little

ornament, excepting some stone-carving on the

corbels in the chancel and round the spring of

the arches. The old monuments have been
restored. A memorial window, which was in the

former building, has been placed in the north
aisle, and another has just been put in the

chancel by Mrs. Ray, of Heanor Hall, to the

memory of her son aud daughter. For the

warming of the church an apparatus has been
presented by Mr. F. Wright, of Osmaston Manor,
the patron of the living.

Pleshey.—The church here has been re-opened.

In designing the restoration it was determined
to adhere as closely as possible to the architec-

ture of the original church, built by Thomas of

Woodstock, Duke of Gloucester. Such portions,

therefore, of the original edifice as were sound,

and which were principally confined to the lower

arches, the ringing-chamber of the tower, aud
portions of the transept, were repaired and re-

stored, the roof being renewed and the external

walls stripped of plastering and the pebble

facing repaired. The nave and aisle walls were

refaced with pebble work, and new open tim-

bered roofs added, and the upper jjart of the

tower was taken down and rebuilt in character

with the lower part, with parapet and lead flat

roof. The original ascent to the bell-chamber

being by a series of huge ladders fixed in the

north transept, and consequently very unsightly

and very much in the way, it was determined to

construct a staircase turret at the north-east

angle of the tower. Two.light windows have
been introduced on either side of the nave, with

a three-light west window, and a foui‘-light

window has been put in the chancel. The north

wing of the nave is protected by an oak porch,

and a vestry has been added to the south side of

chancel. In consequence of the tombs to the

Tufnell family which are pub up in the chancel

no side windows are there introduced. The
whole of the external walls are faced with the

pebble-work of the original church, which was
found in excavating the nave and transepts

;
the

windows, doors, copings, &o., being executed in

Bath atone. As regards the internal arrange-

ments, the nave is fitted with open benches,

with paved gangway. The organ is set up in

the south tranBejjb with the children’s seats sur-

rounding it. The north transept is left without

benches, and both transepts are paved through-

out. The font is new, with red Mansfield stone

shafts and white stone base and top. The east

window is filled with painted glass to the memory
of :be late Mr. John Jolliffe Tufnell, aud the

west window is filled with painted glass to the

memory of the late incumbent, the Rev. James
Hutchinson. The south window of the transept

is filled with painted glass, the other windows
throughout being glazed with tinted cathedral

glass in patterns. Rimmington’s heating ap-

paratus has been adopted. The restoration has

been carried out under the superintendence of

Mr. Chancellor, architect, by Mr. James Brown,
of Chelmsford and Booking, builder.

Bradwell.—The new church, dedicated to St.

Barnabas, in this village, has been consecrated.

The edifice is built after the designs of Mr. C. C.

Townsend, of London.
New Shildon.—The Bishop of Durham has

consecrated a new church, dedicated to AU
Saints, and also a burial-ground, at New Shildon.

The church stands on high ground, about a

quarter of a mile south of Shildon, adjoining the

Redworth turnpike road, on a site of an acre of

ground given by the Earl of Eldon, who has also

granted a similar quantity adjoining for a

parsonage house. The building is designed in

the Early Decorated style of architecture, with a

good deal of the Early French character about it.
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In the clock chamber will be placed a clock with
illaminated dial, and machinery for etriking the

hoars and quarters on bells in the belfry. The
clock and bells are promised by Mr. Pease, of

Darlington. The seats, which provide accommo-
dation for 400 adults, are all open, with low
standing backs and moulded standards. The
churchyard is surrounded by walla and railing,

and is laid out with paths to aflbrd easy access

to the graves. The whole of the works have
been designed by Mr. J. P. Pritchard, of Darling-

ton, who has also superintended the works.

Tamworih.—The parish church of Croxall, near
Tamworth, which has been closed for some
months for alterations and improvements, has

been re-opened for divine service. The old

square pews have been replaced by oak benches,

carved. A new pulpit, of Mansfield stone, has
been placed in the north-east corner, near the

chancel arch. The organ has been removed from
the west end of the church to a recess specially

built for it on the north side of the chancel.

Here also are two rows of stalls. A new warm-
ing apparatus has been laid by Mr. Mellard, of

Pugeley. The other works have been done by
Mr. Lilly, of Measham, from plans drawn by Mr.
Street, architect, at a cost of about 5001.

Ketierinij.—A new church is being built in the

small market-town of Kettering, and the founda-
tion stone has just been laid. The new church
will be made to accommodate about 550 persons,

and the sittings will be all free and nnappro-
priated. The architect is Mr. Street, and the
builders are Messrs. Butlin & Barlow, of Roth-
well. The rector gave the site on which the

church is to be erected. It will be dedicated to

St. Andrew the Apostle.

Welford.—The chancel of this church has been
re-opened, after very considerable restoration,

and the erection of a window in memory of the
late Mr. F. Cox, surgeon, Welford. At the
bottom of this window are three subjects,—the
raising of the son of the widow of Sarepta by
Elijah, the raising cf Tabitha by St. Peter, and,

between them, the raising of the widow’s son at

Nain by our Saviour. Above is the crucifixion,

between the entombment and the resurrection.

The architect employed in the restoration was
Mr. Law, and the builder Mr. Gee, of Daventry.
The window was by Mr. Usher, of London,
Proadicmsor.—The parish church has been

re-opened by the bishop of the diocese. It had
been rebuilt by Mr. Charles Hamilton Malan,
major in the 75th Regiment, as a memorial of

his wife. The restoration has been effected so

as to perpetuate the style of the old building.

On one side of the church the pillars were Nor-
man, marking the original structure as having
been erected about the time of William the

Conqueror. On the other side the pillars were
Early English. This has been carried out in the

restoration. The nave has been lengthened
10 ft., and, with the chancel, has been entirely

rebnitt. A heating apparatus has been built

beneath the vestry, and the drainage around the
church renewed. The north aisle has been en-
larged. The west window has been opened up
by the insertion of a western arch. The porch
of the south entrance has been rebuilt, Mr.
John Mountford Allen, of Crewkerne, was the
architect of the new building, and the contracts

for the masonry and woodwork were undertaken
by Mr. Davis, of Langport, and Mr. Charles
Trask, of Ham. A new organ by Walker, value
200Z., has been obtained by subscription, prin-

cipally by the eflbrts of Mrs. Joseph Stndley.

ROMAN CATHOLIC CEURCH-BUILDING
NEWS.

Cotton.—The chapel at Cotton, near Oakmoor,
has been re-opened, after having been closed up-
wards of ten years. The church was built from
the designs of the late Mr. Pngin, by the last

Roman Catholic Earl of Shrewsbury.
Swinn&rton.—The foundation-stone of a new

church has been laid at Swinnerton, near Stone.
It will be bnilt from the designs of Mr. Gilbert
Blonnt, of London, and its cost will exceed 4,0001.
which will be defrayed by members of the Fitz-

herbert family. The style will be that of the
transition between Early English and Decorated.
It will consist of chancel, with aisle, tribune for
the family at the hall, sacristies, porch, and
belfry. The erection of the building has been
undertaken by Mr. Heveninghao', of Wolver-
hampton, builder. The site is close to the ball,
and within a stone’s throw of the ancient parish
church of Swinnerton.

'Whitehaven.—The new church of Sfc. Bees,

which has been erected on a site near to the

coach-road, Whitehaven, has been opened for

divine service. The new church has been built

from designs by Mr. Welby Pugin, architect, and
is a Gothic bnilding of the Decorated period.

The whole of the work in connexion with the
structure was undertaken by Mr. Cousins of

Whitehaven. The chnrch consists of a nave and
two aisles, and has a clearstory lighted by
eighteen oriel windows. The architect has pre-

served the ecclesiastical separations, consisting

of an apsidal chancel and two lateral chapels,

and the whole is so arranged that the altar can
as easily bo seen from the aisles as from the
nave. The east end aisle is terminated by a

chapel on the south side, to be dedicated to
" Our Blessed Lady,” and on the north side

by another, to be dedicated to “ The Blessed
Sacrament.” Adjoining tholatterthereis avestry,
which measures 30 ft. by 20 ft. The church
measures 124 ft. long by 61 ft. wide, and is 6-1 ft.

high, or 61 ft. from the level of the floor to the top
of the ridge. The exterior is built of white stone
walling, with red stone dressings, the former
having ijeen obtained from theWalk Mill quarries,

and the latter from Mr. Cousins’s quarries at

Brigham. The pillars and arches in the interior

are built of red and white stone, from the same
quarries, and the entrance-doorways are lined

with alabaster. The roof of the nave and aisles

is formed of open-timber work
;

those of the
chancel and side chapels are divided by wooden
ribs into panels. Each bay of the nave measures
18 fc. from centre to centre, and is divided by
quatrefoil and octagonal columns, formed of
varied coloured polished stones. Each division

of the aisle is almost entirely filled with one
window. The west end measures 108 ft. from
tho bottom of the steps to the top of the cross

of the belfry, which is flanked by two buttresses

56 fc. high. The main gable is filled with three

lancet windows, below which is the principal

entrance. The roof is covered with pale green
and dark blue slates, the former obtained from
the slate quarries at Buttermere, and the latter

from Wales. Toward the cost of erecting the new
church of St. Bees, the first contributor was Mr.

Francis Charlton, connty surveyor ofNorthumber-
land, and the descendant of an old Catholic family,

who gave the donation of 1,0001. Mr. Dees has
provided two windows of stained glass at the
east end of tho church. The total coat of the

structure will be a little over 5,0001., and more
than 1,0001. yet remain to be given before it is

entirely free from encurabrance. It is proposed
to convert the old church of St. Joseph—which
closely adjoins the new building—into a school

to be taught by nuns, for whom a convent near
at hand is to be prepared

;
and to the new church

is to be attached a priory for the use of the
priesthood.

foundation was laid in June last, are now rapidly
approaching completion. The contractors are
Messrs. B. Illingworth & Son, of Bradford. The
school covers an area of 550 superficial yards,
and its dimensions are 120 ft. by 41 ft. : the
height from the floor of the lower story to the
ridge of the roof is 52 ft. The structure is three
stories in height on the north-east side, but only
two on the front and on the side facing the
chapel. The building of the tower with which
the school is to be ornamented, has not yet been
commenced. The accommodation includes an
assembly-room capable of seating 600 people,

above which there are sixteen class-rooms; there

is also a large lecture-room. The undertaking
will cost upwards of 5,0001.

Beading, Series.—It is proposed by the vicar

and churchwardeus of the parish church of

St. Lawrence, Reading, to erect a new infant

school, on a plot of ground given by Mr. J. H.
Blograve, of Galoot Park, for that purpose. The
cost of the school will be about 7001. Messrs.
W. & J. T. Brown, of Reading, are the architects,

and Mr. Sheppard the builder.

4 (Abingdon.—The foundation-stone of the new
Abingdon Free Grammar-school has been laid.

The spot which has been selected forms a por-

tion of the ground adjoining Albert Park, an
open, dry, and salubrious situation, immediately
contiguous to the town. It is near to eligible

building-gronnd, on which residences are already

springing up. The school, when built, will be
capable of holding forty or fifty boarders, and
will be large enough to accommodate one hun-
dred day scholars.

SCHOOL-BUILDING NEWS.
i

Saltbum hy-the-Sea.—The foundation-stone of
new British schools has been laid at Saltborn,

'

by the Earl of Zetland. The new buildings,

'

when complete, will occupy three sides of a

'

quadrangle, and comprise three school-rooms,

with class-rooms attached, affording accommoda-
tion for 600 children, and dwelling-houses for

the teachers. The style adopted is Gothic. The
materials used are red bricks, relieved with
white bands and stone dressings. The walls of

the school and class-rooms will be lined up to a
height of 4 ft. with -white glazed tiles, resting

'

on a stone plinth, and finished with an orna-

1

mental border and stone capping. Caro has

been bestowed in the arrangements for heating
and ventilation to render them thoroughly effi-

1

cient. The estimated cost of the buildings is'

2,5001. ; and the works have been let to Messrs.

'

Sbaftoe & Barry, of Saltbum. The architect is
*

Mr. John Ross, of Darlington. !

Fownhope.—New schools have been opened
here. They have been erected through the libe-

1

rality of Mr. Gwatkin, of Gore House, Twicken-

1

ham (who, however, does nob possess any land

in the parish). The master’s boose has been
built by subscription. The structure, which is

in the Gothic style, and is built of red sand-

stone, with Bath stone dressings, has been
erected by Mr. William Ford, of Fownhope, from
the design of Mr. Nicholson, the diocesan archi-

tect. The glazing and painting have been per-

formed by Mr. W. Evans, also of Fownhope.
Great Horton.—The school-rooms, which are

j

being erected in connexion with the Congrega-

I
tional Chapel at Great Horton, and of which the

§0xili3

Illustrated Boolcs for Children a/nd Young People,

Airnt Mavor’s Toy Books, — “ The Little

Hunchback,” “ The Enraged Miller,” &o.
(Routledge) ; “Puss in Boots ” (Routledge)

j

“Every Boy’s Annual,” “Jack the Con-
queror ” (Partridge & Co., Paternoster-row) j

“ The Broadway Annnal ” (Routledge).

Wbex the history of art in connexion with the
periodical literature of England comes to be
written with that attention to truthful detail

which the subject demands, the names of men
like Catnach, Hodgson, and several others whose
reputation does not at the present time stand
high, either in tho world of art or letters, mast
not be forgotten. In their generations, when
the days of art were dark in comparison ivith

the present, they did useful service amongst
multitudes, and paved the way to those im-
proved conditions which in so many instances

afford the means of reci’eation to large masses
of persons.

General education is advancing in Great
Britain

;
but it is unfortunately the case amongst

the millions in this country,—and, to a con-

siderable extent, the same may be said of
other communities, — that the instruction,

which the pencil, aided by the graver and
printing-press, can convey, has not been rightly

brought into use and made available fora nume-
rous and comparatively uninstructed class,—we
mean that important portion of our community

I

who are in the impressible years, when all

matters of guidance in good or evil are so mar-
vellous in their effect.

The age of childhood is most important,

whether it is in connexion with taste, the prac-
' tice of art, or those principles which in more
! matured life lead men and women to be a means
of affording pleasure and comfort to those who
have reared them, and to others with whom they

I may have become associated while fighting the
’ battle of life

;
but it is only those who have taken

a deep interest in this most important subject,
' and watched with care the sure result of right

;

or wrong infant teaching, that can form a jnst

estimate of the consequence of early home and

j

general education.

I

In many ways there is mneh to be regretted

j

in the general plana of childhood tuition
; but

' in what is connected with taste and art, the

state of affairs is most deplorable. This is to be at-

tributed to various causes, but certainly the

want of demand for children’s books, particularly

those which have a pictorial character, cannot
be named as one; for it is probable that in no
department of literatnre has there been snch an
extensive production of books as in that which
caters for the amusement and guidance of very

young England. Nor shonld we complain that

there has been altogether a want of contempo-
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rary artists of ability and repute who have been
willing to devote a portion of their time and talent

to the labonr of preparing illustrations of those

fairy tales and other stories of our childhood,

the text of which is not likely to be forgotten

while life lasts. The kindly-hearted and earnest
George Crnikshanks has done his Jacks and
Giants, and embodied in pictorial shape his

ideas of personages and circnmstances, which
formerly filled the “ Horn Books,” “The Bead-
ings Made Easy,” and the more recent volumes

;

of rudiments which were often a source of

;

trouble rather than delight. Other worthy
labourers in this way might be mentioned

;
but

it seems to us that however good the intention

has been in connexion with the artistic displays

made in the majority of those books, they failed

to develop or improve the taste of young children.

The causes of the want of success in this

respect are many and various, but a chief one
has hitherto been an idea that the illustrators

of children’s books should themselves work
down to meet the early and undeveloped fancies

of childhood, instead of putting before them in

the first instance examples of that refinement
and beauty which artistic efforts are capable
of producing. Messrs. Eoutledge have made
the production of coloured books for little

I

children one of their specialities, the artistic

‘merits of two or three of which we have had
to praise. They have just sent out a fresh

I

bundle, some of them named at the head of this

inotice, “The Little Hunchback” is a marvel
for sixpence. The illastrations are artistically

drawn and coloured, and full of fun. The same
may be said of “ The Enraged Miller.” In those
of “ Lost on the Sea Shore,” pathos is the prevail-

ing characteristic, successfully conveyed. “ Gram-
mar in Rhyme” is another of the series.

“Jack theConqueror” (notJack the Giant Killer),

by C. E. Bowen (Partridge), is a more im-
portant little book, intended for bigger boys and
girls, well bound and illustrated, with a number
of very good wood-engravings. “ Resolve well
and persevere ” is the advice urged by the story,

'which has the merit of interesting and enter-
taining as well as teaching. It is a book we
can safely recommend. “ Routledge’s Every
Boy’s Annual,” edited by Mr. Edward Routledge,
fulfils its title. The volume is full of amusing,
with soms suggestive, reading, brightly illus-

trated and smartened up, and will be found
[acceptable, we have no doubt, by “ every boy.”
• The same publishers issue, under the title,

“The Broadway Annual,” the numbers of the
first series of their Broadway Magazine, bound
in red and gold, and including a considerable
number of engravings. “ The Fortunes of a
Free Lance,” a chivalrio romance, runs through
end is concluded in the volume. The Boy

’ Cavaliers j or, the Siege of Clidesford,” by the
Rev. H. C. Adams, M.A., is an amusing story

of adventure, but carries ou the false and
[injarious notion that all the “ Roundheads ”

were “ scum,” and all the “ Cavaliers ”

gentlemen.

VARIORUM.
“ Cassell’s Popular Drawing Copies ” are to

form four sets, each consisting of twelve six-

ipenuy parts, and headed respectively Floral and
Vegetable Forms; Model Drawing; Landscape
Drawing; and Figure Drawing. They promise
to be useful to a large class. “ The A, B, C
'Sewage Process.” London : E. Stock, Pater-
moster-row. Second Edition. This pamphlet
[Contains a report of the experiments hitherto
imade at Leicester, Tottenham, and Leamington,
ton the purification and utilization of sewage.
-These experiments seem to have been very
[successful. The A, B, C process means the
[process in which animal charcoal, blood, and
!olay are need; but to these are added alum and
Eperchloride of iron. The result of the experi-

iiuents is said to show, inter alia :

—

' “ Ist. The sewage caDtaiDeii 43'02 grains per imperial
[gallon of organic matter. Of this the A, B, C process
^precipitated 33'33 grains, leaving only 9'69 grains in the
BWater, and this from an average of fifty samples taken at
intervals during the progress of the experiment.
: 2Dd. Hitherto the lime process has been acknowledged
do be the best, and the Leicester mode of conducting it to
ibe the best of its kind. The A, B, C contrasts moat
Vavonrably with this, inasmuch as, from samples taken at
she same time from each, the water contained as follows ;

—

iVater from the A, B, C, contained 9'69 grains per imp. gal.

tj lime ,, 16'18 ,, „
flaving precipitated from the sewage the following pro-
mordoDs :

—

rprganic matter precipitated by the A, B, C, 77'49 per cent.

» )> » lime 63 39 ,,

' The phosphates were thrown down in an
'available form by the A, B, C process only, and

the ammonia was by it alone preserved. There
were other alleged advantages. Were the ques-
tion entirely settled, however, in favour of the
A, B, C process, and it were brought into use in

London and the provincial towns, where is the
contiuuous stream of blood required to come
from ? Blood is not a mere useless or waste
article even now : the poor use much of it for

food
;
but even were it all available we can-

not conceive it possible, for example, that all

the blood procurable in London would go any
great way towards the purification of its sewage.
That blood is a precipitator and purifier is well
known; it is used, for example, in the manufac-
ture of lump-sugar; and, by the way, we may
here give our lad^y-readera a useful hint. When
they have made a “ nice cup of tea ” and find,

notwithstanding, that no fragrant aroma arises

as usual from the cup, but, on the contrary, a
very uufragrant one, let them at once suspect
the sugar. Blood may be a very good purifier of
sewage, but it not unfrequently leaves its traces
in the purification of sugar. As for tho other
ingredients of the A, B, C process, it is well
known that both clay and charcoal are purifiers;

so are alum and perchloride of iron also. The
perchloride removes the sulphuretted hydrogen
and its notorious odour. On the whole, we admit
the efficacy of the ingredients of the A, B, C
process, but we fear the compound would not be
available in sufficient quantity.

®:isc£nnnea:.

The New Me.it and Poultky Market,
Smithfield.—We understand that the Markets
Improvement Committee have definitely fixed

the 21th day of November for the opening of the
new market. In the absence of the Prince of
Wales, the ceremony will be performed by the
Lord Mayor.

Slate Houses.

—

A house has been built at
Brownsville, Maine, U.S., which is not only
shingled, bat is clap-boarded with slate. It is a
slate edifice—fire-proof, and indestructible. Tho
slates are put on to the boarding of the enclosure
with only paper between. They are in the fonn
of segments of a circle, overlapping each other,

and have an ornamental effect : no paiot is

needed. If it were, the slate would furnish it,

for when ground it makes an excellent paint,

which has been used on a barn with good effect.

The front steps are of slabs of slate
;
the sinks,

mantels, and shelves are of slate
; the woodwork

is brown ash, a native wood, which makes a
handsome finish. In short, this is a real State-
of-Maine house, aud shows the wealth of her
resources.

Medleval Gebman Furniture.

—

The Court
Circular has the following :

—“ In a recent num-
ber of the Builder there are some very clever
sketches of furniture given from objects in the
Ratbhaus at Oohsenfurth, near Wurzburg. They
are accorapauied by clearly-written notes, and
are a continuation of some previous articles.

Speaking of a table, number two among the
designs, the writer says,— ‘ This one is a still

more remarkable example. Like the former, it

is of pine, but retains its old colour and decora-
tion. The hollows are painted crimson with
black spots. The slab of this table is ornamented
with “zig-zag” pattern, forming a border of in-

laid wood. There are no less than eight other
ancient tables in the same building

; but the
two we have selected are the most noticeable.

The date of these interesting examples of an-
cient furniture is unknown

; bub from the style

of the carving and mouldings, there can be
little doubt that they are works of the latter

part of the fifteenth century.’ The moment
we saw the sketch we at once recognised this

table. If the writer of the article will only
take the trouble of going to the British Museum
and ask for the print of * St. Jerome in his

Cell,’ by Albert Diirer, he will find that a table

almost identical with his sketch is drawn there.

This print, which is one of the most beautiful

works that was ever engraved, has always had a
great interest for tho lovers of Albert Diirer,

because we believe it is well known that this

interior, with its quaint and elegant furniture, is

a representation of his own studio. It is be-

cause of this fact that we call tho attention of
the writer in the Builder to it. As showing how
competent a judge he is of the date of old fur-

niture, we may state that the print is dated
1516. This exactly corresponds with his con-
jecture.”

Proposed Rohan Catholic Cathedral, West-
minster.

—

According to the Tablet, Mr. H.
Glutton has been requested to submit plans for

the proposed Roman Catholic Cathedral in

Westminster.

Pr.actical Service.—Mr. J. D. Botwright, of
Bungay, architect, has announced his intention

of giving weekly free lessons during the winter
season on the illustration of some of the
elements of practical geometry, in preparing
details and working drawings, and the principles

of construction, to the journeymen, apprentices,

and others, employed in the building trades.

Art and Industrial Exhibition for Derby-
shire.—An Art and Industrial Exhibition is to

be held in Derby in the course of a few months.
The Duke of Devonshire, lord-lieutenant of the
county, will be the president, and most of the
nobility in the district and in other counties will

be patrons. The Exhibition is intended to be
held in the new Rifle Drill Hall now in course of
erection, and will consist of paintings, sculpture,

and other works of art, lent for the purpose; an
exhibition of portraits and works of “ Derbyshire
worthies a collection illustrative of Derbyshire
fictile, textile, and other arts ; and series of
specimens illustrative of the archceology, geology,
mineralogy, natural history, and arts and manu-
factures of tho county. It is also intended to
hold flower-shows, concerts, &o.

Castings.—The exports of castings from the
United Kingdom in the first eight months of this

year amounted to 58,846 tons, as compared with
50,224 tons in the corresponding period of 1867,
aud 55,817 tons in tho corresponding period of

1866. The increase in the weight of the cast-

ings sent in the first eight months of this year
to Russia and British India pretty nearly
accounts for the progress observable this year.

The value of the castings exported to August 31
this year was 472,7531. The weight of the
castings exported in the ten years ending 1867,
inclusive, was as annexed:—1838, 78,192 tons

;

1859, 81,303 tons; 1860, 74,971 tons; 1861,
75,055 tons

; 1862, 66,553 tons
; 1863, 83,551

tons; 1864, 68,877 tons; 1865, 91,322 tons;
1866, 76,401 tons

; aud 1867, 80,755 tons. The
value of these exports was as annexed :—1858,
822,9791.; 1859, 795,8191.; 1860, 832,6381.;

1861, 702,8241. ; 1862, 574,1421.
;
1863, 740,3101.

;

1864, 670.1111. ; 1865, 792,5811. ; 1866, 707,9921.

;

and in 1867, 677,4331. It cannot be said, there-
fore, that this branch of our export trade has
made much progress during the last ten years.

A Heavy Casting. — The heaviest casting
ever made in the West of England, says the
Western News, has been run at the Keyham
Steam-yard, in the presence of 200 or 300 spec-
tators, most of whom were officers of the navy
or of the yards, and their families. For the pur-
pose of the casting, 50 tons of iron had been
made perfectly liquid by the intense heat of
three furnaces with steam blasts, and a mould
had been prepared on the floor of the foundry,
covered in securely, and surmounted with heavy
weights to prevent the top of the mould being
driven off. At each corner of the mould, which
was some 20 ft. by 15 ft., was a sort of basin or
funnel to conduct the metal into the mould, from
which also issued several perpendicular pipes to

allow of the escape of the air when the fiery

liquid occupied its room. The molten iron was
run into four enormous portable iron reservoirs,

the largest of which when full contained 15 tons
of metal. These vast buckets of liquid iron were
skimmed of dross aud the sand with which they
had been temporarily covered to prevent the
cooling of the metal. These four buckets were,
by cranes and travellers, raised and shifted to

the required heights and spots, one being over
each funnel of the mould, aud at a given signal
four torrents of brightly glowing iron were
poured into the mould. When the four currents
of metal met in the mould there was a loud re-

port, but the top or roof resisted the force of the
explosion, and all went well. There was one
hitch, however, which threatened to mar the
whole work. Just as the 15-toD bucket full of

iron began to discharge its contents, the steam
crane by which it was being lifted broke down,
and for two or three minutes could not be moved.
It started, however, in time to save the whole
casting from failure. The work was under the

direction of Mr. James Ellis, foreman of the
foundry, and was fully successful. It isdes'gned
for a bed for a new lathe for the fitting-shop.

After this monster casting a smaller one of

6 tons was made in the same building, being
part of steam machiuory for a steam engine.
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Deputy Surveyor to the Police.—We men-

tioned last week the appointment of Mr. Caiger

(late deputy surveyor) to the surveyorship of

the metropolitan police. We liavo to add that

Mr. John tutlerhas been promoted to be deputy

surveyor.

Water por Edinburgh.—Edinburgh is about

to rival Glasgow in the attainment of a good

water supply. The town council has decided

upon taking measures for the oonstruction of

works for conveying water to the city from St.

Mary’s Loch, a source believed to equal in some

respects the famed Loch Katrine.

Badgers and Drains.—At Penquite House

St. Blazey (Cornwall), some radical defects in

House Building in Belfast. — Daring the

past month the plans of upwards of 300 new
houses were passed by the surveyor and the im-

provement committee of the town council. This

is the largest number of houses approved of in

any month in many years, and it is at the rate

of 3,600 new houses in the year.

the drainage were satisfactorily ascertained to

be due to the digging of badgers. Three of

these animals were captured, although two

showed fight, and were only “ dug out” after a

severe contest with some dogs, who were pressed

into the service.

The late Fall of Warehouses at Hull.-

The inquiry into the fall of the old sugar-house

Explosion at the Rochdale Gas Worrs.

—

A workman cautioned another that there was a

“back pressure” on a new meter in course of

fixture in a part of tho works recently built to

mcrease the supply, and the hole was plugged

up with a wooden plug. Either forgetting or

neglecting the caution, the workman pulled out

the plug at the back of the meter, and the gas

then passed without obstruction from the gas

holder into the purifier, and thus into the buiid-

ing, where a number of workmen, empZoyJs of

Mr. Charles Bigmore, of Stockton, were engaged

in painting the purifier. The gas ignited, and

a terrible explosion took place,

the building was one volume of flame, and the

workmen with difficulty managed to get out

alive. Some of them were frightfully burnt,

As the building and roof were both fireproof, the

The Architectural Association Convej'

SAZiONE.

—

“ A Member ” requests us to say thj

the gentleman’s name whose drawings he mei

tioned is Cajie, not Came, as misprinted.

TENDERS.
For rebuilding a warehouse. No. 15, Watling-streel

City. Mr. Herbert Ford, architect. Quantities 8u;|

plied :

—

Lawrence & Sous £2,657 0 0

Meyers & Sons 2,409 0 0
Burton Hi Moreland 2,4C2 0 0
Conder 2,313 0 0

Fritchard 2,306 0 0
Ashby & Sons 2,295 0 0
Brown k Eobinson 2,263 0 0

Hensbaw 2,260 0 0
Brass 2,119 0 0
Webb & Son 2.1(3 0 0
Piper & Wheeler 2,047 0 0
Crabb k Vaughan (accepted) ... 1,994 0 0

For alteration and additions to Station Hotel, Aotb

The iDBWe of' "ckinot,- .
Mitchell £148 10 0

Blick & Biick 135 0 0
Cardus 133 10 8

at Hull, when eevei-al peraouB loot their lives,
;

—
“oMtS',-’

LDoV.aar.fAT.miTieil-.iH. Thf» inrtr hnrfl reLiirned a . . .P.. . ,, . It,,..

For building five cottages and liniebing five curoasse

North Woolwich Gardens. Messrs. W. & T. Ston

has been terminated The ^ry have relumed a '

a aamage,
TTOT-Hif.!. nf “ Afp.iriftTitn.1 dGath.” at the sumo time i

“

recommending that legislative moasures should! a Painter and a Picture.—Rare works of;

be passed for the supervision of old buildings i ^rb have been picked np for a few pounds, worth
used as warehouses.

j

as many hundreds j
but these incidents of picture- 1

Balterley £1,625 0
Davis 1,600 0

Clark 1,266 0
Perry 1,120 0

Hydraulic Jack.-
.

i dealinu rarely come within one’s own personal

. experience. A startling case of good fortune is

genious mechamr., has invented a hydraulic jack,
: ^ w„cestcr Journal) a topic of oonver-

which, from epernnent. It IS said, premises to be! I Worcester. A few weeks ago J. L.
of great advantage both on the score of fctiicieucy

aD/.T.nrYirT RTrtVianlH oTfatem it.wnnlH rp<iilii*G .
’

For repairs, &c., to Nus, 2 and 3, High-street, £roa
stairs, ibr Mr. Chapman, Mr. John K. Collett, arct

tect
Hiller £275 0 0
Blackburn'(accepted) 230 0 0

. . ,, •- .aiuori-, a working painter, residing iu the
economy. By the old system it would require

^ broker's. we believe, a picture,
ten men to sling a wagon, Ac., weighing 12itou8,

a very high opinion. Ho
bnt by means of this invention two men can lift

; ^
a wagon of the same weight, or a 23.ton gun,

persuade himself that
With the greatest ease. come into possession of a valuable work.

Printers’ Almshouses.

—

At the last council
j

invited several gentlemen to see it, and hia

meeting of this corporation a letter was read ,

opinion was endorsed by some who are looked

from the treasurer, announcing that the late
|

By-and-byMr.Albsrthadsuc-

Mr. Henry Wright, of Kingston, Lad bequeathed Iceseive offers of 501., 1001., and 230i. for his

2 0001. to build the second wing of tho above '

purchase. He rejected, however, all these over-

most worthy institution. The collector was
j

tures of purchase. People from all parts came

requested to endeavour to obtain the remainder
j

to see the picture, and he was offered 5001. fur

of the 1,000 guineas (now being collected) it. This, too, he rejected. wan r iutt»

required for erecting the first wing, so that the

bequest of the liberal donor may become

available for the completion of the almshouses.

This would have

turned the head of some men. The picture is a

representation of Christ bearing the cross, and

is without doubt very beautifully painted. The
figure of one who is scourging our Saviour is a

The Bursting of Water-pipes.— Does water niarvellona study, and the work bears strong

expand on becoming ice? Scientific Opinion I maiks of originality. For Albert’s sake, we are

asks this question, and says,—When a bottle of
|

glad to learn, says our authority, that he has

water is frozen, the bottle is nsnally burst, i sold it for 700 guineas. We shall be glad to

Hitherto this has been explained by the aeser-
1 hear more of this work of art. Who bought it ?

tion that the water on solidifying suddenly If the story be true, Albert’s canvas has proved

expands. M. Barthelemy, one of the professors even more satisfactory than that of some of our

electioneering friends.in the Lyceum of Pan, denies this explanation.

In a memoir which he has written on the crys-

tallization of water, he alleges that bursting of

For restoration of Sutton Church, Isle of Ely, Camhj
Mr. Frederick Preedy, architect :— i

Freeman, Bros. £2,631 10 0

Bell k Sons 2,3-44 0 0 !

Bennett 2,200 0 0 !

Bardell k Son (accepted) 2,153 6 6

For restoration of Mickieton Church, Gloucestershii

Mr. Frederick Preedy, arcLitect :

—

Eapley ...£1,972 0 0

Tomes (accepted) 1,620 0 0

For rebuilding chaucel and adding vestry to Ellt

borough Church, Bucks. Mr, Frederick Preedy, arch

teot:— 1

Cooper.. £1,166 10 0 I

llaodon ],100 0 0 I

Filkin ... 1,040 0 0 I

Holland (accepted) 1,000 0

For the erection of villa residence, Nightingale-li

Clapham. Mr. Wimble, architect :

—

Binty £1,986 0
Howard 1,977 0
King & Sons 1,690 0

Notley 1,850 0

W’oodviard 1,860 0

Piper 1,797 0

Easton 1,758 0
Morter 1,693 0

For the erection of a miuiater’s house, schoolroome, &i

yy I
•>“- v-—. w. _.T.—

—

— - 2
- o — connexion with the Congregational Chapel, 8toke-su

It
j

retort charging and drawing machine has taken Hmmsier, Somerset. Mr. K. C. Bcuueif, arcl

' ’

’
£2,077 0 0

i

1,936 0 0
1,980 0

New Machinery for Charging and Draw-

thebrtUeiAckrsIdby the^’dise^gage^^^^ Gas Retoets.-^u interesting and success-

large quantity of gas—hitherto in solution—by i

trial of Messrs. Holden & Best, s patent gas

the water at the moment of its solidification. It I

retort charging and drawing machine has taken
^

is alleged, in support of this, that if a bottle of plac®. at Messrs. Handyside s, Britauma Foundry,

water he placed outside a window in frosty Derby. The machine travels on rails from

weather, it will be observed that the rapture
;

ene end of the retort-houee to the other,

takes place at the hottest side, viz., that next the ,

immediately in
^

front of the benches of re-

window. Some of our correspondents may have torts, and consists of three long wrought-

made experiments on this point, and we shall be
!

iron rakes, mounted one above another on

glad to hear what they have to say to this ,

a moveable carnage
;

also three long scoops

oninion. mounted on a similar carriage, and m the same
^

‘

j

relative position as rakes. These carriages

Destruction of Fire-damp in Mines.—Our
j

travel on a strong wrought-iron cradle. 'I’hia

readers will recollect the suggestion in our
j

cradle also carries the engines and boiler that

pages some time since with the view of de- ' actuate the machine and propel it along the

For house a' W'esterofi-place, Hammersmith,
C. E. Barlow, architect :

—

Thomae & Sou £670 0 i

Koy .. 660 0 (

Howe 645 0 <

Tucker
W'ilton
Puddiog k Eeudall
Chupmso
Btsple and Bartlett (accepted)...

1,CC0 0 0

For sev.erage oxteusion. KiocBton-OQ-Thaiuea.

stroying fire-damp in mines. Wo are curious

to know whether the following originated iu

these suggestions ;
for it is rather remarkable

how often some Frenchman discovers an inven-

tion after it has been suggested in the Builder,

another instance of which we shall have occa-

sion shortly to particularize. Anew invention, it

is said, by M. Delaunier, of Paris, for destroying

fire-damp in mines, has been lately laid before

the Academy of Sciences. It consists of a cop-

per conductor, broken at intervals, but joined by
very fine gold wire soldered to the copper; the

gold wire being surrounded by flowers of sul-

phur, which ignite easily. By passing strong

currents of electricity through the copper wire,

the gold wire becomes red hot, and thus ignites

the sulphur, which burrs any noxious gases

which may be present. It will, of course, be
understood that the electric current is made to

pass through the apparatus before the descent

of the miners into the mine. The Academy of

Sciences have, it is stated, reported very
favourably on M. Delauuier’s invention.

rails. The action, as described, is exceedingly

simple, most of the motions are self-acting, and

so precise and regular that one might almost

fancy the machine was endowed with intel-

ligence. The usual average time for drawing
and charging a bench of nine retorts by
manual labour is forty-five minutes

;
this ma-

chine accomplishes the same amount of work
leisurely in ten minutes, and has drawn and

charged that number in six minutes. In labour

the machine dispenses with fifty-four men out

of seventy-two. The reduced time necessary to

keep open the i-etort-doors effects a very con-

siderable saving. In dispensing with so many
men, the experience of the Alliance Gas Company,
Dublin, is said to prove that the machine does

its work for something under 9d. per ton, whereas,

by manual labour, it used to cost them about 2b.

per ton. In a gas work carbonising 1,000 tons

per week, at 23. per ton, this would cost lOOi.,

while with the machine, at 9d. per ton, the cost,

it is said, only amounts to 371. lOs., thus saving

62L 10s. per week.

igniorc

Morton
Walker
Wells
Hania
Eobiusua
Yoss
Neave & Fry
Blackmore
Bugbird
Hayward
Burgeaa
Bellamy
Cole
Young
Bloomfield
Potter
Killingbeck
Floyd
Nicholson
Oasenton & Carter ..

Hubbard
Jackson (accepted)..

Rumble
Frayne
Iroua k Porter

..£2,349 0 0

.. 2.325 0 0

.. 2,316 0 0

1,875

1,610
1,6U0

1,559 0 0
1,612 0 0
l.ld') 0 0
1,441

0 0

1,4; ‘0

1,398
1,366

1,361
],350
1,315

1,249 0 0
1.210 0 0

Accepted for alterations to the Harp public-hoiiae, N
Chorch-slreet, Lisson-gru\e, forW.J. Simpkins. Mesa
Majhew k CulJcr, arelntecta :

—

General Contract.

Curtis £2-16 0 0

Ga$,
Comyn, Ching, k Co 32 15 f)

Eecolving SInttlert.

Clark k Co 28 9
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For restoration of premises. Crown-street, Finsbury,
(ilr. T. W. Iron, arcbitect

Henshaw £394 0 0
Goodman 385 0 0
H. & J. Johnston 329 0 0
Wicks, Bangs, & Co 320 0 0
Merrett & Ashby 313 0 0

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
A DrsnghUiaan (power of the Board would depend on clrcum-

tsneej. Look to the Act).—E. V.-J. St. A-C. S.—C. E.—P. P.—
1. i V.-A. Q. B.-F. T. P.—J. H.—H. M. 9 — H. D.—B. I.—W. *
lo.— P. A.-H. E.—1. O.—G. H. T.-B. J.-J. 0.—H. F.—H.—H. T.—
3. B.-J. W,-T. T.-H. W. T,-J. W. P,-H, B.-F. W.-H. P, -P.iC
-W. C. T.—J. 0.-C. J.—J. E. 0.—A Sabecriber.—if. W.—A. M.—
r. P.-W. B.

Country uewapapers ehoald be mfirked.

We are compelled to decline pointing ont booki and giving
.ddreuee.

Ail etateinents of facte. Hate of Tenders, &c., mn.et be accompanied
ly the name and addrees of the sender, not neceeaaiily for

Nora.—The reaponalblllty of aigned aHletea, and papers read at

mbllc meetlnga, reeta, of coune, with the anthon.

advertisements.

TURNER
& ALLEN’S
NEW DESIGNS

Fop Plain & Ornamental

LAMP POSTS,
DWAKF

GAS PILLARS,

LAMP BRACKETS
Lamps, Lanterns, &c

.

Gaseliers, Corririor

and Lobby Lamps.

Btaraps.

TURNER & ALLEN,
Engineers, Fonnders,

&c.
201. UPPER THAMES
STREET, LoNDoy,

raE ART of GARNISHING CHURCHES
JL For CHRISTMAS and OTHF.R FE-iTTS'ALS.

By KDWARD Y. COX.
Price Se. Sd. or post free for thirty-three eUmue.

llnatrated by engraving* of numerons Oealgne and four photographa.

30X & SON’S ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE
Of CHRISTMAS DECORATIONS. New EdiUnu, with 180 Design,
for ScrolU, Banneie, Text*, Monograins, Devieee, 4e. Price 3'1.

post free.

Bccled"Btical Waiehonae*, 23 and 20, Sonthampton-street, Strand.
*ndon, W,C.
Stained Qlase Works, 43 and 41, Miiden-lane (adjoining Iho Wara-
ouaer).

Wood and Stone Carving*, Gothic, Metal, and Monumental Works,
College Wharf, Belvedere-road, Lambeth.

TO BUILDERS, DECORATORS, &c.

^ ILDERS, thoroughly experienced in Houso
VJ^ Work, Derorative Furniture, and Gliding In ell lla hrinohes,

TO ARTISTS.

M ES SRS.HEATON,BUTLER
,
&BAYNE.

Glare Stainers. Garrick-street, London, WANT Ihe ASSIST-
ANCE of ARTISTE lu Designing Cartoona for 8taiued.gln*s Win-
dow*. Liberal term, will he offered to gentlemen who may have

Now ready. In 8 to. cloth, lUuetrated by plates and woodcuts,
price 123. 01 .

UHE PEACTIUAL MANUFAOTUEE
J.. Of PORTLAND CEMENT.

By HENRY BEIU,C.B.
To which 1* added a Tran-lation jot M. A. LIPOWITZ’B Work,
Mcrlblng a uew method adopted in Oennany of manaiacturiag that

TO ARCHITECTS, SURVEYORS,
_l_ BUILDERS, he.—Twenty-ilx Vole, of “The Builder," neatly
lonnd in green doth, commencing from 1841 to 18ii7, complete and
lean, to be DIBP03EU OF lor 101. 10*.—Addres*,A.F. 25, MargaretU-
arrace, Chelsea, B.W.

TO ENGINEERS, ARCHITECTB, BUILDERS, &o.

;;iTANNAH’S TABLES of ANGLE and
3 TEE IRON give the Weight in Pounds per Lineal Font of every
ection required for Roofs, Girders, Boilers, &c. and will be fnnnd

lable to any one engaged in Estimating for Wrought-lron Work

The NEW SERIES ofALL THE YEAR ROUND,
CX Oondneted by CHARLES DICKENS,

To be commenced on the 5th of DECEMBER,
Will contain an Original Novel, by EDMUND YATKS, entitled
WRECKED in PORT;” a eerlee of Descriptive K-say*. entitled
NEW UNCOMMERCIAL SAMPLES," by CHARLES DICKENSd many other New Tales and Essays.

,

On DBCEMBEB 3rd will he published

THE EXTRA CHRISTMAS NUMBERS of
ALL THE YEAR ROUND." handsomely bound In One Volume.
Tice Five Bhlllinge Single Namliere may be had. price Fontpence.

London: 211
, WelllngtoD-atrect, Strand, W,C.

;
and

CHAPMAN A HALL. 1S3, Pioea.llly, W.

TO ARCHITECTS.

PARTNERSHIP.—A Gentleman, with a
L thorough knowledge of his Profession, and a flret-cla's
liaDgbtrmaD, ta deiiroua of obUInliig a SITUATION in an Archl-
act’s Office with a view to a PARTNERSHIP, for whloh a premium
rould be given.—Addreaa, 17S, Office of “ The Builder.”

PLANS and SPECIFICATIONS Pre-
pared. Copied, or Traced, and Qoantitle. Taken out and

tlced, by an eiper'enced Surveyor, on very moderate terms.-
iddreea, Surveyor, Rose Cottage, Grove-rood, Acton.

ro RAILWAY CONTRACTORS.
J_ BUILDERS, and OTHERS.—ESTIMATES given for LIFTING
laavy Machinery. Bridge Work, Girders, sc. by If. SWEETING,
iigger, Ac. Wear lodia-road, Limebouse, E,

^EJSIPORARY ASSISTANCE in Settling
BUILDING ACCOUNTS, Quantltie*, Ueaenring and EaM-

ting, by a o.-mpe'eiit Person.-Address, W. Mr. Caatle’s, 97.
ntleli Town-road, N.W.

nOMPETlTIONS, tVOEKING DRAW-
7NOS, DE3IGN8, Ac. uudertakun on the shortest notice,

'erepecllvea outlined and coloured.—Address, Z. A. care of House-
eeper, Na 1, Long-acre, W.

pUPIL. — An ARCHITECT and SUR-
L VEYOH has a VACANCY for an OUT-DOOR PUPn-. A smal
premium required.-Addre**, X- Y. Z. Post-office, Charies-street
Westniinsler.

rpHE SEFTON HIGHWAY DISTRICT.—
.1 , Persons desirous of becoming CANDIDATES for the OFFICE
of SURVEYOR of the above District are requested to foiward their
applications to me on or before Ihe 30th instant. Such application*
addressed"Ta the Sefton Highway Board,"muet be in tbe band
writiog of the party applying, and state his age and tale present and
previous occupation, and be accompanied with te-itUnonials as to bis
character and competeiiiy. The DlstrlctSurvoyor must parform the
du'les required by the “ Highway Acts " and be able to take levels

and prepare plans and speciffoations, superinteud all works and re-

paira, and devote hU whole time to the duties of tbe Office. He
mnst give a bond, with an approved surety or sureties, lu the sum 0
SOOI. The name and address of the proposed snrety or sureties muo
be stated in the application, Stiary, 1051. per aunum, payable
quarterly. Tbe Dl*trict comprises ten towusbipr lying within tbe
Fetly Sessional Divi>lon of Kirhdvle, In the County of Lancaster,
and contains about 70 roilee ofhighway. The paity appointed must
re.sidfl in the Diitrld, and will be required to enter upon bis duties
on the 1st of JANUARY next. The B.-ard reserve the power of de-
cliuing any proposal (or tbe Office.

SAMUEL 9HARMAN, Clerk.
30, North John-slreet, Liverpol, 5th November, 1888.

rpo PARENTS and GUARDIANS.—An
J_ ARCHITECT and SURVEYOR, in goo 1 geueral practice, and
having tbe inanagevent. of large building estates, has a VACANCY
In hlH Office for an ARTIC' ED PUPIL.-Apply to X. Y. Z. Post
office. Grenville-stroet, Bruoswlck-square, W.C.

YXT’ANTED, in the Country, for a Con-
VV staocy, a GOOD PLUMBER and OASPITTSR.— Address,

ataling wages required, to B. BOLIFIELD, Plumber, 4c. Eynsbani
Oxon.

TO PLUMBERS.
WANTED, a thorourrh PLUMBER, who is

VV likewise a Glazier. A ref-rence a* to chorncter and abllUy
required. An efficient workman of good character might meet with
permanent employment.—Apply by letter to Messrs. COOPER 4
SON, Wludeor,

WANTED, a YOUTH, in a Builder’s Office.
V T Must, write a good hand, and be exp”!! In figures. One with

a slight knowledge of ar-hlteetural drawing, aud a dUposItioa to
learn, will be preferred Good referenc-erequlred.—Application, in
own handwrltiog, stitlng terms expected, to J. G. aO, Danvers-
street, Chelsea, S.W,

ANTED, immediately, a BUILDER’S
» V CLERK well acquainted with bookkeeping, and can prepare

drawing*, epecIticatioiiB, and take out quaatitl-‘S.—Apply, statlog

„
alary required with referenc**. to J. G. Post-office, Colchester.

WANTED, a FOKEMAN of WOKKS, on
T V a large Rstat*. Ha miut uuderstuid inochiuety, dc.aw

building ptau*. and be thoroughly acquainted with tbe de'alls and
value of all kinds of work. No one need apolv who hoa not
already served lu the like capiwlty, or whore antecedents will not
bear tbe etricte't Inveetlgatlon.— Apply, with all particulars, to

L. V. G. Carlton Club, Pall-mall, London.

TO FOREMEN OF MAS »N.8.

YITANTED, for a Church Job, a FORE-
VV MAN of MASONS, accustomed to Go ble work In Bkth

sioue.—Appiv, stating terms and giving refsrenc*, to B. Office of
"TheBnilaer,"

WANTED, a BUILDER’S CLERK in the
r T Country, nrar a email town. He mnet be able to keep

book*, draw plane, assist in making up estimate*, and accuetomed to
the routine of a hullder'a office.—Apply in own bandwritiug, stating
references and aalaty required, to CLARK 4 SMALLWOO' >,\Yootton
Wowen, Heuley-in-Arden.

ANTED, by a London Firm of Builders,
T V in an old-estaldlshed butlnea*. of a highly remnneratlve

character, a PARTNER, with from S.lWOI.to 6,0001. Prltclpals oul y
treated with.-Addre*-, 197, Office of '

' The Builder,"

TyANTED, a SITUATION, by a first-
T V class MA90N, Has been foreman in a sculpture and menu-

mental works for the la-t six year*. Good references.—Address, A. D.
35, Homer-Biieet, M ir yleboue-toad.

TO BEICKMAKEBS AND OTHERS.

YirANTED, by a Man of many years’
VV proctical exnerieuce, a SITUATION os MANAGER in a

Brickfield, or to Take at per TUoosand. No objecllon to go abroad.—
Address, L. B. Hessre. Qhnley, Baker, 4 Co. Ueusbam-place, BeuUh-
rond. Thomton-heath.

"Y^TANTED, by an experienced Man, Joiner
V V by trade (aged 37), a RE-ENGAGEHENT as ESTIMATING

CLERK, Shop or Walking Foirmiu, or t> Take Chargaol a Busl-
noe. Can prepare detail aud working drswiugs, take out quantltie*,
oetlmate, and measure up work. The highest referenoe.-J. W. P.
Deacon’s, Leadeiihall-street.

TO BUILDERS. DF.COHATOR3, 4o.

YY7ANTED, by a Young Man, aged 24, a
VV SrrUATION as CLERK orTIMTKEEPEB. Can do plola

drawing. BIx yeirs' experience. — Address, X, Mr. Sweetmsn,
Builder, Wlncanton, Som-rset.

TO BUILDERS.

"VXrANTED, by the Advertiser, a Joiner
V V by trade, a SITUATION as YARD FOREMAN, or some

jloce of trust. Can undertake tbe maratem-nt of nooke. Reference
jiveu.—Addre**, T. A. 41 n, Snntbamptoii-eir-et, Peotouvllle-road.

TO ARCHITECTS.

YXTANTED, by a Royal Academy Student,
V V a RE-ENGAGEMUNT In a London Office. Gothic preferred.

Good refeteuces. Salary, 30s. per week.-Address,A. at Smith's Libraiy,
Duke-street, Adelphi, W.C.

TO ARCHITECTS, BUILDERS, *c.

YTTANTED, by the Advertiser, aged 24, a
V V a RE-ENGAGEMENT os JUNIOR ASSISTANT or CLERK,

Neat draugh'aman, quick at aooounta, and the general routine of an
office. Fair bookkeeper. Unex'aptiooatile re’erenoee. Salary one
guinea per week.—Address, A. 11 26, Bjoue-street, Lee, Kent, 3 E

TO ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYORS
anted, by the Advertiser, aged 20, an

VV ENGAGEMENT lu the offleo of tbe above. Is a neat and
expedlona dranght-maa, and has a fair knowledge of perspective

and quainities. Salary moderate. Good reference*.—Address, J. Q.
Qaeeu-sqiiare, Holloway, N.

wANTED, a RE - ENGAGEMENT as
, ,

WORKING FOREMAN. Gan prepare designs, working
and detail drawings, and estirnate if required. First-class references
to Loudon builders and arobltecta.—Aildrcss, 155, Office of “ The
Builder."

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.

ANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT as
GENERAL or shop FOREMAN. Thoroughly experienced

In first-class work ; also Church and Gothic, by the moat eminent
architects. Can eup'rinteud any number of men with system and
energy. London and country references.—Address, B. H. S. 16, Upper
Tolse-hitl-road, Brixton, S.

w

WANTED, to PLACE OUT a LAD as
APPRENTICE to the Carpentering and Building trade.—

Apply to Mr. O. BAILEY, 3, Uolou-etieet, Luton.

WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, in an
tV Architect's or BullJet’d Office, by a good and conitructlve

DRAUGHTSMAN. Well up in working and detail plans, design,

quantities, specifications, surveying and measuring work*. First-
claes testimonials.-Address, ARCHITECT, No. 9, Havslock-Street,
Copenhagen -street, Islington, N.

TO BUILDERS. Ac.

WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, by
YV a praatical BUILDER'S FOREMAN. Good draughtsman.

Well up lu setting out and Buperintendiog all kinds of builders' con-
tract works. Would u*B tbe tool*, If required. References to Lon
don buildeia and archlucte. Wages modarate.-Y. 0. U. Post-offine,

Broad-street, Trdillngton.

\X7'ANTED, immediately, an ENGAGE-
Vt MF.NT, by a Young Man, aged 22. Has completed Articlea

to an Ajchltscc aud Surveyor. Is a neat draughtsman, and has a
good experience in superintending work*. Salary not so much an
object as a pennaneut sltna'iqo. Satisfactory reference from lut
employer.—Address, J. A. Q. Pjst-otHc*. W.irrlugton,

ANTED, by an experienced Architect
V V anil Surveyor, a SITUATION In an Office or on the Works,

on moderate terms.—Addreu, E, V, R. Dunoau's News Rooms, 154,
Leodenhall-street, London.

TO GENTLEMEN. BUXT.DKRS. AND OTHERS.
\;\7'ANTED, a SITUATION, by a CAR-
VV PENTER and JOINER, a steady Man, aged 32. Well

experienced. Just Guiefaed a large Jab. Work by the piece or day.
No obJevUoulto the country. Six years good referenoee.—Address,
T. B. 43, Mursball-itreet, Soho.

YirANTED, by a Gentleman of business
V V habits, a POSITION a.* MAN.t.OER to a large Firm. Engaged

for tbe last twenty years lu building ope-itions, 4c. Practical kuow.
lodge acquired. Aged 42 — Addrws, VINCERB, Office of “ Tire
Builder."

TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
WANTED, an immediate RE-ENGA6E-
V T MENT u CLERK and BOOKKEEPER, and to make him.

self generally rueful. Remuueratinn not eo much an object as
employmeut.—Addreas, Q. C. Post-offle*, Uxbridge, Middlesex.

TO BUILDERS.

WT^ANTED, by a thoroughly experienced
VV Stan, a SITUATION aa FOREMAN, or TIMEKEEPER.

Age 35. Has been In builuess for hlm**lf. Can give estimates, 4c.—
Address, R. B. core of Mr. Deacon. Stationer, Witbaro, Eu«x.

WANTED, an immediate RE-ENGAGE-
V V MENT, by an efficient general ASSISTANT, who bos had

the experience of thoroughly good tgiudon and provincial offices;

well np In Gothic and I'allan design and detail
;
nnder»trnd* p«r-

epectlve, levelllog, 4c. Term* strictly moderate.— Addreis, X. Y. Z.

14, Mosborougb-Toad, Brook-green, Hammersmith, London.

WANTED, by a Bricklayer, a SITUATION
V V oa WORKING FOREMAN, or would take work by the piece.

Good rrferenc'-s.—Address, A. B. 60 Stantey-street, Queen's-rood,
Battersea. S.W.

TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.

WANTED, a SITUATION as CLERK and
T V BOOKKEEPER.— Address, E. P. 4, Devoiuhlre-street,

Bloomsbury, W.C.

TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.

Yir^NTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT as
VV Genertl OUT-DOOR FORBM.AN. Carpenter by trade.—

AddroB. A. Y. 19, Queen’s-road, Dalston, N.E.

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.
\'\T‘ANTED, by a thoroughly practical Man,
VV a RE-ENGAGEMENT as GENBIKAL FOREMAN. Carpenter

by trade. Good references.—Address, C. D. 26, WlHon^quare, N.

TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.

"VYrANTED, by an experienced Carpenter
VV end Jollier, CARCASSES to FINISH, or other Piecework.

Town nr country. Ceuld take the mnimgemeut of a job,—Address,
G. a at Honeyman'e, Bsker, 313, New North-rosi, N.

TO BUILDERS.

YYranted, an immediate EE-E?fGAGE.
V V MENT os BUILDER'S CLERK. Well np in all tbe dutiee

of tbe OtH:e. and a good knowledge of the practical part of the busi-
ness. No o'hjeoUau t) the country.—Address, BUILUEt, 19, Sun-
street, Bishop'gate, E.O.

TO PLUMBER4 AND BUILUEBS.

WANTED, a SITUATION, by a tho
VY Tongbly good PLUMBER, who can turn his hand togas-

fitting, zinc-work, or palutiug. Good re ereuce if required.—Address,
W, U. G. 16, Louciug-street, ttayiuour-street, Eueton-sqasre.

TO DECORATORS AND BUILDER8.
WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, as
T V WRITER aud GRAINER, or ** Working Foremanlof Painters.

Address, 211, Office of " Tbe Builder."

TO AECHITECTA
WrANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, by a
V V GENERAL ASSISTANT. Prepare* working and detail draw-

ings, perspectives, aud sp-cifieatious. Can level, survey, and
measure up aud superinteud work*. Salary moderuti.—Address,
M. K. care of Robertson 4 Oo. 95, Upper-etmet, bllogton.

WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, by
VV a thoroughly practical BUILDER’S FOREMAN. Carpon-

'

ter by trade. B-lareuce good —Address, D. C. 7, Caveudish-elreet,
Newton-street, New North-rood.

TO PLUMBERS AND BUILDEBS.

\TrANTED, by a respectable Young Man,
V V who is a good PLUMBER, and thoroughly trustworthy, a

SITUATION or Job. Town or canclry.-Addrej*, with particulate,

t'l 238, Office of " The Builder.”

\YrANTED, by a Man of ability and
VV experience, a SITUATION as FORF.MAN, or WORKING

FOREMAN of PLUMBERS, OASFITi’EKS, and HOUSE DECO-
RATORS.—Address, J. BADLKR, 2, Archer VJIas, Westbonrne-
grove, Nuttlog-biU.

T^IMEKEEPER, m a Manufactory or Build-
I Jug Finn.—A SITU.ACION. aa above, WANTED, by 11 Young
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TO BTTILIiKRB, PLDMBEB8. *e.

"V^T’.ANTEI), by a firstdass PLUJIBER, a

V V PEBMANEKC Y or JOB, Ic all branchei. Iron («r»lcp, rioi

work, gaifitUng, i

TO ARCHITECre.

An experienced AirSISTANT WANTS
EMPLOYUEBT. Uoderale totma accoptcd.-Addtcrs. A. B.

foat-oSlce, Kuightobrldga.

TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.

^HE Advertiser is open to an ENGAGE-
X WENT a* GENERAL MACHINIST. Can work Joiner’* Circu-
lar Saw. Moulding Mecbioti, or a Oeerial Joiner. A good reference
wilt be given.—Addreir, H. E. 3, Blecbyenden-itieet, Lucuter-ioad,
Nottlug-hlll, W.

TO ARCHITECTS.

T^HE Advertiser, being disengaged in the
X evenlEg, would be b*ppy to RENDER ASSISTANCE to an
Architect or Surveyor. Ternji moderate.— Addle**, A, B. 66, Maui-
fleld-road, Haveritock Park. N.W.

TO AECBITECT8, SURVEYORS, AND BUILDERS.

^PHE Advertiser wishes for EMPLOY-
X MBNT. either at Home or In an Ofllc“. Many years’ experience,
and texmi moderate. —Addxeu, Z. Ur. Vedy’«, Stationer, Batteiiea-

TO DECORATORS, ESTATE AND HOUSE AGENTS,
SDKVBYOHS, Ac,

rpHE Advertiser, aged 28, thoroughly
1 ve aed in eveiy branch of the above and the building trade,

deeirei an ENGAGEMENT. Good accountant and draughdman,
writes neatly, and pouewea excellent reference*.—Address, No. 220,

Office of " The Builder."

TO LAND AND ESTATE AGENTS.

ri'^HE Advertiser wishes for a SITUATION
1 in Office* of tbe above. Hu a fair knowledge of surveying

aud levellinv, aud la a good diaugbUmau. Salary not lo much au
object as p actice.^Addreas, J. D. Fulbeck Cottage, Pond-etreet,
Hampstead.

TO ARCHITECTS, BUILDERS, AND ESTATE AOENTA
rPHE Advertiser requires a RE-ENGaGE-
X MBNT aa GENERAL FuBEMaN or ICLERK of WORKS, 1

havirg Juit cruipleted bis engagement wlih one of tbe largest '

bU’ldeiB lo Loudon. Fiist-claa* refeiencea Joiner by trade. Agei 3S.
!

Addrcsi, 9.1, care of Mr. Palmer, 89, Harrisou-aiteet, Qray’e-lan- i

rovd. W.O.
1

TO CIVIL ENGINEERS. ABCUlIECrS, AND SURVEYORS. 1

rpHE Advertiser desires an ENGAGE-
X MENT. Eight years an Office Aeiistant and Clerk of Work*

!

ou water and eew»ge works, and two year* In an architect'! office. i

Served hla article* with a C.E. In London.—Addreti, 8YPUON, '

Office of “The Builder."

TO ABCUITECTS AND BUILDERS.

aiTUATION WANTED, by a Young Man.
who baa woiked at tbe bench, bad charge of work, is a fair

diaughtimau, and can sHlit with measuriug aud quantities.—
Address, 0. 10, Athelstuae-terrace, Stroud Gr-en-Iaue, Holloway, N.

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.

PLASTERING WANTED, by a thoroughly
j| practical Man. Labour only,—Addrcai, 225, Office of “The
Builder."

^LERK.—AYoung Man, of unexceptionable
V_y characttr and te!tlmoulala, require* a SITUATION. Accui-
tomcd to Uoveiumeiil wotk*. Cau take charge of au office, Ac. keep
prime cost, or take charge of a ret of bojlu.—Addrcai, ALPHA,
ISO, Great Porilaud-itreet, London, W,

TO ABCHITECTH, 4c.

A FIRST-CLASS DESIGNER, PER-
Xi- SPECTIVB DRAUGHTSMAN, aud COLOURIST, well up In
eiaila and working drawings, is open to an ENGAGEMENT, in
Town, temporary or otherwise.—Address, ABCHITECT, 11, Duke-
street. AdrJphl.

TO ARCHITECTS, Ac.

A N efficient GEOMETRICAL and PER-
xi. 8PECTIVE DRAUQHTdMAN require* a RE-ENGAGEMENT.
Afldrris, 164. Office of The Builder.’’

TO ARC0ITHCT8.

A N efficient ASSISTANT desires a RE-
XA- E^'OAGEME^T. I* a good draughtsman aud an arllstic
eolourlit. Fiitt-clasa reference*.—Addrew, No. 199, Office of "Tue
Bolide-."

TO BUILDERS, DECORATORS, AND UPHOLSTERERS.
A GENTLEMAN, with good business
J\. abimic*, is open to an ENGAGEMENT in ibe above trade.

coratlpg department of a firm or branch establl'buieut. Reference,
with security, if required.—Address, J. 0. 49, Orest ntcbdeld-itreet,
Portland-place, W.

A CLERK of WORKS, with references aud
/a teitlmonlali of tbe highest cla>s. wishes for an ENGAQE-
MENT.—Addt'M, E. X. care of Mr. Holland, 50, Bouthampton-row,
Bloomabury-iquare. W.C.

TO ARCHITECTS.

A N ASSISTANT DESIRKS an ENGAGE-
JA MENT. Fenpecllre, detail, aud working drawmgi.—Address,
E. ure of Straker A Sou*. 26, Leadaiihall-ttreet.

TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.

A YOUNG MAN, aged 20, who has been
_Za. brought np to tbe beuch. wishes for EMPLOYMENT a* IM-
PROVER a* Carpenter and Joiner.—Address, K. BROCK, 24, Bid-
borough-street, Eiuton-road, N.W.

TO BUILDERS, DECORATORS, AND IRONMONGERS.

A GOOD PRACTICAL PLUMBER and
xX. HOT-WATER MAN (in lion pipe) Is open to a RE-ENGAOB-
MENT. Unexceptionable reference*.—Address, B. G. FgJ ptlan Coffee
Uuute, 9, Kiug’t-road, Cbeleea.

TO ARCHITECTd.

A GOOD DRAUGHTSMAN and eipedi-
xX tious Otncial AiaUlsut Is at present DISENGAGED. 1* a fair
colourist and lerspvtUve draugbUmso. ’Ihuiuugbly conversant with
the various duties of the pioletslou,—Address, C. C. J. 6, Edward-
ktreet, Bath.

TO CIVIL ENGINEERS, ARCHITECTS, AND BUILDERS.

A YOUNG MAN, capable of making neat
xX Tracing* and Wiilingv, detires a BE-ENGAOEMhNT at a
muoerate eaUry. Convetrant wilhaiihltcctuial drawing and deelgu
SLUd quantities.-Addiesi, H. B. 61, Oruve-iuad, Upper UuUowsy, N.

A N ARCHITECT and SURYEYOE, of
xX ci'ablisLed practice, whoie offices are in a weal-ecd suborb
I* wiliing lo receive a euHably -educated Y'outb, of Christian
principle*, as OUT-DOOR PUPIU Premium required. A T»c»ucy
also for an IHPBOVLB.— Address, F, Crlbb’i Library, Melbourne
place, Baytwater.

A COMPETENT FOREMAN WANTED,
6UPER1XTEKD tbe KBECTION Of NEW BDILDINOS,

make working drawing! keep account!, and pay men. Salary, 49a,

App)y to P. 8. rONNELLY, 10, 8L MatjVboilding!, Strand
;
or 19,

Atbein road, Ftckbam,—No written application attended to unleaa
ips enoloied.

A N experienced ESTIMATING and
xX MEASURING CLERK l* open to »n ENGAGEMENT. Well
acquainted with office week, builder*’ and

|
contraclon' accounts, Ac,

Reference* and testlznonlals nnexceptlonable. — Addreu, M. B.
Deacon's News Room*, 154, Leadenball-streeL

A N ARCHITECT is desirous of RECOJI-
xX MENDING hi* CLERK of WOBK8, who has for the last Six
Y’e*n given tim the utraoet eatlefactlon.—Address, Afi' HITECT,
Meeers. VACHER 4 SON, 29, Pailiament-itreet, Westminster, P.W.

A GENTLEMAN, of eleven years’ expe-
AX. rienee, a first-rate Draughtsmaa, wLhei fora EE-ENGAOB-
MkNT. Has a thorough knowledge of his profeaslon. Good refer-
encee.-Addrees, 214. Office of “ The Builder.’’

A S PLUMBER, PAINTER, GLAZIER,
AX Ac.—WANTED, by a rerptcUble Young Man, a SITU.ATION.
Uas eeived leveu year* in the aoove. Can paperbang and keep the
books If required. Wage* not *o much au object as a con*tancy,
with a chance of Improvemeut.—Address, C, J. C. 16, Crawford-
mews, York'&treet, hryauitoue-tqaete.

A DANISH GENTLEMAN, aged 28, is

AX deilrous of obtaining a SITUATION. He has been eng«ged
Tor ten year* In tbe largest Umber bu-lness in Cupenhagea, office

and yard. Speaks EngUafa, Swedub, Norwegian, and German, aud
eas a fatr knowledge of Fieacb, First-rale book ke-per by doable
eotiy, writes a very good band, and it quick atfigurer. Excellent

character and refrreacee —Addres*, for eight day*. L. F. care of

teesrs. Dawson A Sons, 321, Cannon -street, City, E C.

TO CARPENTERS AND JOINERS.

A YOUTH, having been three years in the
A'X trade, require* a SITUATION as 1 MPBOVER.—Address
ALFRED, 4, Blandford-street, Baker-itreet, Fertmau-tqu ite.

^0 BE LET (suitable for a People’s Market),
X on Building Lease (or ibe Leiwe lo be Soldi, ctu»* to Flusbury-
square, nearly 14.990 SQUARE FEET of LAND, with a good house,
and other building* upon iU The house faces tbe Ctty-roaJ, and
there Is a frontage also to another road, and an eutrauce from a
side street.—Apply to Mr.T. B. ENIQUTLEY, Architect, 106, Cannon-
street, City.—Money advanced.

Y\7'ALLINGTON and CARSHALTON, ad-
T V joining the Station.-LAND TO BE LET. Roads made, aud

Ibtee-four Lbsodvauced ou cost of carcasses, when leases will be
grauted. The finished bouses to cost about 4001. each.—Apply to Mr.
IfDMESTON, Architect and Suiv-yor, 6, Crown-court, Old Broad-
street, E.C.

QYDENHAM.—BUILDING LAND TO
lO LET, abont Nine Acres, In one or more Lots, containing
excellent brick earth and fine timber.—Fur plans and partlculare,

apply to F. W. ARKCOLL, Efq. 190. Tooley street
;
ROBERT 8LBE,

Eeq, Parish street, Horaelydowu
;
and of Messrs. SNOOKS A STOCK,

Architect* and Surveyors, 6, Duke-etreet, London Bridge, 8.K.

T>RICKFIELD.—TO BE LET, adjoining
1 Y the station of the Loudon, Chatham, and Dover Railway at

leyuhani, a FIELD, containing Four Aciea, having a •ldlu< passiug

into It from the rail
. with PLAN T

;
and Cottages thereon.—For pir-

ticulacs apply to F. HONEY BALL, Teynbam.tvent,

A BRICKFIELD TO BE LET (about Five
r\ Acres) at Old Ford, having a frontage on the Hertford Union
(Duckett’s) Canal.—Apply at the Begeut's Canal Company’s Offices.

20 Wharf, City-road Badii, N.

77REEH0LD BUILDING ESTATE, a few
I' minutes' walk from Tbomlon Heath Station. Forty trains

per day to and from London.—FRANK HYDE, Alnwick Home,
i'bomton Heath,

A DJOINING KNOCKHOLT CHURCH
AX andCHEVENlNO PARK.-GRAND SITES for the erection

of Public Inslilnlloue, Schools, or an Hotel. lOOf. t> 1501. an acre.

—

Apply to Nr. HENRY TURNER, County Chambers. Comhill.

T>UILDING LAND.—TO BE LET, on
1 > long Building Leasts, or the FREEH' LD TO BE SOLD,

situated in the best part of Notting HIU, doer to a station of tbe

City Ballwsy. None but tubstaotial Builders will bedealtwilh —
Apply to Uesin. ELUSLIE A FRANEY,43,Parltamenl.street, West-
minster, B.W.

rpO BUILDERS of 40Z. HOUSES.—PLOTS
X of LAND TO BE LET. in the best part of Lewisham, for

HOUSES of above renia! (tiQllt in blocks ol ,fcur eneb), for which
there is great demand, nricke on the Es'ale.—For further partlcu-

Inis apply to M»jur WILLaNO, 37, Marlboroogb-hlll, Bt. John’s

Wood. N.W.

T7LIGIBLE BUILDING LAND TO BE
1 ' j LET. for Cottage or Villa Residences. Low ground-rent,

aud liberal advances If required.—Apply to Ur, J. T, NEWMAN,
1J6, Feucburch-street, E.C.

TIDILDINQ LAND TO BE LET or SOLD,
If on the main road, close to West Croydon Salion, luitsble for

eight-roomed housee and stops. Ground-rent 4L per hou>e. Ad-
vances If necessary.-Apply to Mr. EVANS, on the E*tate opposiie

to- the Mail-coach Public house, W'bitehone-toad
;
or to T. KUBERtS,

Esq. 23, Bouthamptou-bulldlng*, Chancery-lane.

rpO BUILDERS and OTHERS.- 8,OOOL
1 to be ADVANCED on Mc rlgage of Freehold or Long Leasehold

Property, -Apply to Mr. HAYNE, Vest-y Hall. City-road, E.C. ; or

by appointment or letter only, at Uolinby House, Saint James’s

road, Croydon, 8.

FREEHOLD or LEASEHOLD GROUND
X BENTS WANTED to PUBCHASE for the investment of revera

amounts, amply secured to pay a fait rate of intereeh Address fol

pari iculars, with price required, tc Messrs. DOWSETT A CHATTELL
29*. Llncola’e-Inn-Fields, W.O.

rpo SPECULATORS, BUILDERS
1_ CAP.TALIUTa, and OTHERS.—TO BE SOLD, reasonably

close to Ibe 1 hoinUm-heatb Sution, the remaiiiiiig portioa of a

FREEHOLD BUILDING ESrATE. cjusutiiig of about 1,500 f'

fiODtage, Gts, water, and sewage are Uid ou the estate, aod new
rosds compleieJ. Four fifths of ibe purchase-money can remain ou
tnurtgige If required.—Apply to O. H. HOLLEDGE, Westwood
House, Stibiirst. South Norwood.

A BDILDING site, near to the Citj!
aultable for one or two Warehouie!, TO BE LET on a lori

Le«fe,—Apply to Mr. J. BLAND SMITH, Cokman-atreet, Biinbill

A SHFORD PARK ESTATE,
xA. STAINES.-PLOTS of various tlzra on tbia beantlfi

nea
_ beautifully tin
‘d property TO BE LET on Bultdlng Leaaes. Sjil gr«ve!. Hone

advanced,—For plana and paiticulaia apply to Mr, FREOK. PA6
WALTERS, ArchlUct, 11. Bond-court, Walbrook, EC.

TO SPECULATIVE BUILDERS an<
OTHERE—TO BE LET, at the comer of two Important roadi

with frontages to each road, and wltbln a four-milfl radloi to tb
north of the Bank, about acre of valuable BtTILDINQ LAND.-
For further partlculare apply to Hr. H. F. BACON, Arehlteot, »
R-gent-atreel, 8.W.

WANTED, WHARF on the River Thames
T Y The Commlaalonera of Sewera of the City of Loudon ar

desirous of obtalbiug a WHARF having a good frontage to tbe Rive
Thamea, and eltuate within, or contlguoua to, the City of Londor
Particulars and plana, deBning area and dimeoilons. to be sent t

tbe underelgned, on or before tbe mh NOVEMBER i-atant.

JOSEPH DAW, Principal Clerk.
Sewen Ofhce, OuUdhall, 9th November, 1868.

|

s TAINED GLASS WINDOW?
AND CHURCH DECORATIONS.

HEATON, BUTLER, & BAYNE,
GABRICE STREET, COVENT GARDEN, LONDON.

Illustrated Catalogue, Sa. 6d. post free.

PRIZE MEDAL. LONDON and PARIS.

>AINTED and EMBOSSEI
GLASS WORKS.

O. O. HUDSON,
95, DRUMMOND-STREET, EDSTON-HQCARE, N.W.

CHURCH DECORATOR AND WHITER.
DESIGNS AND ESTIMATES.

pURE SILVER LOOKING GLASSES
i manufactured by NEW PROCESS, Unequalled In brllllanei

Not liable to Injury from damp, beat, or bandllng. SMBOSSBE
ORNAMENTAL, and BENT GLABS, SILVERED, at MOUBBAT.

CRYSTAL WHITE SHEET GLASS.-pE
V_/ WHOLESALE BRITISE and FOREIGN WINDOW QLASa

WAREHOUSE,
British and Patent Plate, Crown, Sbeet, Hortlcoltnral

,
Stained,

Coloured, Omameutal, Ground, Fluted, Bougb Plate,
Photographic, and every Description of Glaat.

Batlmatei and Prlce-liata forward^ free on receipt of bualnesa card
addrei d to

rpHOMAS MILLINGTON & CO

87, BISHOPSGATE.STREET WITHOUT,
LONDON, E.C.

ESTABLISHED 120 YEAE3.

AUGUST LIST FOR SHEET AND CRYSTAI

GLASS, &c. &c.

In cases for cutting np, averaging 9 feet super.

300 feet case, 16 oz. oi 200 feet, 21 oz. 4ths 36s.

Do. do. or do, do. Srda 428.

Do. do. or do. do. 2ndB OOs.

Do. do, or do. do. Best 758.

A variety of Small Sizes in boxes in 4thB quality at

lid. per foot, and 3rda quality at 2d. per foot.

CRYSTAL SHEET GLASS,

Very superior for Pictures and best Glazing.

300’feet 2nd8 16 oz. 708. In sheets 3d. per foot.

TO ARCHITECTS AND eURVEYOBS.

A SITUATION in an Office is required by
one eiieriencid in the PREPARATION of DRAWINGS, in

DETAIL or otbeiwua, and Uklng out quantiUei.—AddteM, B. V. B.
154, Ltadenhall-etteet, Loudon.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Best „ 9Ss.

2nds 21 oz. 107s.

Best „ 140b.

2nda 26 oz. 146b.

Best „ 120s.

do. 4d,

do.

do.

4id.

do. 6d.

PLATE, PATENT PLATE. AND COLOUBED GLASS

MILLED LEAD in sheets 218. per cwt.

GENUINE WHITE LEAD,.. 30s. „

WHITE ZINC, ANTI.CORROSION, AND
STUCCO PAINTS,

COLOURS, VARNISHES, BRUSHES, &o.

rro BUILDERS, CAPITALISTS, and
X BPECULATOBS.—TO BE SOLD, very cheap, the LEASE-
HOLD INTEREST, for Nluetyclght Year!, In Thirty Ac-e» of Land
clue to tbe Ciyilal Palace, brld at a nominal rental, and which will

readily reletlo builder! to produce 1 ,0001 . a year profit in improved
groUDd-renta.—Apply to T. ROBERlS, Eiq. 23, Southampton-buOU-
Ujgi. Cbanc. ry-laiie.

r EAD GLAZING for CHURCHES an
I J other BUILDINGS, Plain Qu»rr1e!, Geometrical Pattern*,

Pret Work. BuUden and tbe Trade are lupplied with every deacrl

tion of Lead Light* and Window lead, ou tbe iborteat notice ai

loweet term*, by F. ODELL, PUlu aud OruamaDUl Lead Glacier <

(be Trade. 8. Batb-etreet, City-road. EC. Ectra strung Lead f

Cburcbe!, Ac. E*timat«* forwarded on receipt of partlculare.

G lass.— w. h. jackson suppu
BRITISH PLATE, PATENT PLATE. ROLLED PLAT

UKOWN, SHEET, HORTICULTUKAL. ORNAMENTAL,COLOUBB
KHOTOOBAPHiC. and every deecriptlon of Glaa*, of tbe be*t mai
(aeture, at lb* lowest term*.

List* of price* and eatlmate* forwarded, on application at hi*

Warebuuee, 315, Oiford-ei

TJ^NGLISH and FOREIGN WINDO'
X_J GLASS, Sheet.Sheet Lead, Zinc, Lead Pipe, Beil Plumber*' Br
(V orK, Paient Irou Ga« Tuber. Cbaudellere, Oil* and Colouri of I

beet Manufacture.—List forwaided. Bpeciflcatioui leceive pron
and ipecial aiteuilon.—HENRY RUBTON, Wboleaale JMetclumt, I

Bethnal Gceen-roaiL
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Taste hi the House-

hold.

OTWITHSTAND-
ING all that has

been said and done

to improve the

pablic taste, much
more mnst be
written and told,

retold and reite-

rated, before those

working in any de-

partment of this

reformation may
dream of ceasing

from their labours.

One book, one

lecture or series of

lectares, one exhi-

bition devised for

the purpose of ele-

vating public taste,

in the matter of

articles of house-

hold furniture, for

example, is but as

the oft-mentioned

drop in the ocean.

It is the untiring

repetition of a text

that calls attention

to it and causes it

to strike the imagi-

nation, dwell in the

heart, or fasten up-

on the memory. We
must have piles of books, scores of lectures, re-

peated exhibitions of worthy art-work, before we
can expect to see an appreciable difference in the

taste of the great bulk of our fellow-subjects.

It is now upwards of thirty years since Pugin
first brought before the public, in a practical

form, the possibility of making the interiors of

our homes as picturesque as the ancient man-
sions of our forefathers, without detracting from
their comfort, by attention to beauty of form in

domestic furniture. He not only pointed out

what we should aim at having and the principles

that should lead us to the selection he recom-
mended, but he showed what should be
avoided. In our own columns, through the
intervening years, the subject has been treated

over and over again. Then we must not

forget the chamber of horrors at Marlbo-
rough House, before it was a royal residence,

where articles of bad taste were gathered toge-

ther and exposed to scorn
j
nor the continuity

of instruction in truer taste provided, by the
same teachers, at the South Kensington Museum.
The praiseworthy dictionary of M. Viollet-le-Duc,

copiously illustrating the domestic furniture of
the thirteenth, fourteenth, and fifteenth cen-

turies, from a foot-stool to a canopied seat, a
cradle to a state-bed, a dressoxr to the jewelled

and enamelled drageoirs displayed upon it, and
so on through every apartment in a French
chdteau, with like comprehensiveness, proved
another noteable accession to our stores of in-

formation and instruction. But all these mnst
be looked upon as only initiatory steps in the
grand march of progress. They form but a
faint trackway, through a region beset with

monstrosities. This trackway has yet to be
beaten into a fair, broad path

j and the mon-
strosities have to be driven into the background,
if not into a bonfire.

It is then with a conviction that, although
much has been said of the nonsense, vulgarity,

and want of thought displayed in the matter of

household furniture by the public, and the de-

sirability of fostering an appreciation of beauty
combined with fitness, it is not too late to say a
great deal more, that we turn over the pages of

a work on “ Household Taste,” by Mr. East-

lake.* His treatment of the subject differs from
that of some previous writers in this particular :

instead of contenting himself with ancient ex-

amples, or selections of these contrasted with
modern mistakes, he aims rather at pointing out
from the actual stocks of leading firms in different

branches ofthe furnishing trades, such materials

designs, and objects as are not flagrant viola-

tions of good taste. This has the drawback of
conferring irpon his work somewhat of the cha-
racter of a trade circular

; but it is advantageous
so far as it brings the practicability of procuring
inoffensive articles before the reader’s eyes. One
closes M. Viollet-le-Duc’s fascinating pages with
a sigh of regret that all poetry, beauty, and
artistic feeling have departed from our houses
for ever, for the exquisite objects he delineates

as being household realities in former times are

no longer to be bought for love or money. But
if Mr. Eastlake’s volume falls short of awakening
such an ecstaoy of admiration, it has a homely use-

fulness in directing attention to reforms that can
be carried out, and purchases that can be made,
any day in the week, that would invest homes
with somewhat of the old interest and comeli-
ness. We will not, however, unreservedly endorse
all his suggestions. For instance, he would do
away with castors to tables. He says, “ Such an
appliance is by no means necessary or desirable.

A dining-table rarely requires to be moved from
its ordinary position. It should stand firmly on
its legs at each corner. When it is fitted with
castors, servants are perpetually pushing it

awry.” Now, round the legs of a table without
castors in everyday use there would inevitably

come to be a halo of dirt, because no sweeping or
scouring brush in the hand ofa housemaid would
be able to thoroughly cleanse the floor close up
to each leg. Again, when a change in the posi-

tion of the table was required for any special

purpose, if there were no stout serving-men at

hand to lift it, the carpets would get dragged and
torn by its being shuffled about. In some minor
matters of this kind we disagree with Mr.
Eastlake.

After a preliminary chapter on street archi-

tecture, illustrated by a street in Nuremberg,
more churriqueresque than picturesque, our

author begins a tour through the principal

apartments of a modern house at the entrance-

hall. Hero he recommends the use of staining

fluid for the woodwork instead of paint. But if the

latter must be used because it has been already

applied, then he prefers a flat tint of dark green

or chocolate, instead of graining in imitation of

oak. He regrets the disappearauce of the old-

fashioned brass knocker, whose bright spotliness

gave such an air ofindustrious cleanliness to the

threshold of a house
j and considers its present

cast-iron substitute a “ frightful invention.”

Three illustrations of wrought-iron knockers,

two antique and one modern, kept in stock by a

well-known metal-worker, show how we can best

meet this requirement. Door-mats and rue’s

are not overlooked, and our author fails not to

deprecate the use of those ” silly lumps of bine,

or mauve-stained wool, called drawing-room
door-ruga j” also made in white, and which are

out of all correspondence with their purpose.

He gives, too, a series of patterns of encaustic

* “ Hints on Household Taste in Furniture, Upholstery,
and other Details.” By Charles L. Eastlake. London :

Longtaans, Green, & Co. 1808.

tiles and tiled borders out of a trade catalogue

suitable for the floor, and suggests what should
be done with the walls. He approves either a
sort of dado of encaustic tiles, 3 ft. or 4 fc. high,

with the wall painted, or the plaster washed
with flatted colour above, or distemper painting.

For colours, where there is but little light, he
suggests pale green or drab

j
and the Pompeian

and Egyptian red for halls that are well lighted.

Ho gives a design for a hall table, which differs

from those in present use by the addition of a
raised dorsal furnished with a narrow shelf. For
hall chairs he makes no recommendation, bat
gives a sketch of one at Cotehele, a Tudor Cor-

nish mansion, as an illustration of what they
used to he before the present decadence of taste

set in.

In the dining-room there is not only more to

find fault with, but more to commend in modem
manufactures, in our author’s estimation. Be-

ginning with the table, he says :
—"It is gene-

rally made of planks of polished oak or maho-
gany laid upon an insecure framework of the

same material, and supported by four gouty

legs, ornamented by the turner with mouldings

which look like inverted cups and saucers piled

upon an attic baluster.” A sketch of an end

of one of these graceless uninviting modern
tables is supplemented with one of a handsome
Jacobean make, a design in which the strength

and form of the latter is combined with the

telescopic capacity of the former, and two illus-

trations of old German tables. With reference

to the sideboard,he urges, as we have often urged,

the reinstatement in the dining-room of the

ancient dressoir, now only known in the kitchen

as the dresser. The modern sideboard is but the

torso of this noble piece of furniture. We have,

indeed, the wide board, useful in the service of

the dinner; but where are the shelves upon
which treasnres in ceramic ware and metal-

work can be suitably displayed ? Mr. Eastlake

gives a design for a sideboard based upon the

ancient form, not quite so graceful as some of the

old modelsjbutstilla great improvement upon the

present dwarfed fashion. For dining-room chairs

he gives examples from Earl de la Warr’s seat at

Knowle, belonging to Stuart times ; and from

modern manufacturers’ stocks selects those

known as the Cromwell chairs as the least ob-

jectionable. Following others he inveighs against

the modern npholeterer’s method of hanging

window enrtains. But he goes farther. We
must admit he is a brave man; for time afeer

time he attacks the taste of the ladies—we mnst
add, the young ladies particularly; and iu this

apartment he takes them to task about their
" lace trimmings and edgings used for ‘ antima-

casBors,’ and similar articles of household use.”

After exhorting them all to inspect the speci-

mens of ancient lace in the South Kensington
Museum to improve their taste in designs for

this class of work, he saves his credit by gallantly

making an exception in favour of the productions

of one fair lady—sly Mr. Eastlake !—and gives an
illustration of her hand-made lace, the design of

which he contends is "exactly in accordance

with the spirit of old and sound principles of

mannfactare.” Of stuffs for window-curtains

he enumerates several kinds :

—

"In tbe early part of this century window-curtaina
were only made of eilk or damask. The material known
as ‘rep’ waa next introduced, and was in many respects
superior to what had been used before. But tbe Ger-
mans have invented a still better stuff, a mixture of ailk,

wool, and cotton, called cotelan in the shops, which is

often worked in diaper patterns of excellent design. It is

one of the most artistic e.taOples of modern textile fabric
which I know. To the French we are indebted for a heavy
ribbed material, decorated with broad bands or stripes of
colour running transversely to its length, and resembling
the pattern oi a Roman scarf. This stuff has been much
in vogue of late years, particularly among artists and
people of good iudependeot taste.

Another French materia! called ‘algerine ’ appeared for
a short while in the London shops. It was made chiedy
of cotton, and was also designed with horizontal stripes

of colour on an unbleached white ground. In effeet it was
all that could be wished, and it bad, moreover, the addi-
tional advantage of being washable; bat, of conrse,
because it was cheap and about the best tbiug of the kind
which had appeared for many years, it found few ad-
mirers and but little demand.”
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This is not quite complete
;

for, besides the

silk and damask, there was a atont stiff woollen

material, called “moreen,” in very general use

from forty to twenty years ago. We know
artists are subject to strange enthusiasms, else

how could we account for an incongruous mix-

ture of alternate strips of velvet and common
horse-girths for curtains, mentioned by our

author as the device of artistically-trained

minds? We must pass on, however. Before

entering the library, the writer lingers to

make a cbaptcrfal of obaervatious on doors

and walls. In the matter of carpets he alto-

gether parts company with English manufac-

turers. He prefers the “ humblest type of

Turkey carpet or cheapest hearth-rug from

Scinde,” to anything they can show. Their

wreaths of roses, their malachite marble pat-

terns, their crimson moire antique, with borders

of vine-leaves, he consigns to Madame Tussaud’s

extra-sensational chamber; but when he touches

upon paperhaogings, he makes them some

amends. These mural decorations have been

as execrably bad as English carpets could pos-

sibly have been at their worst ; but there are

now exceptions to be found that should infuse

courage into the carpet trade. Altbongb, from

the improvements in this manufacture, it would
appear not to be so much a matter of necessity,

our author gives a series of patterns for wall-

papers, modified by himself, from diapers

shown by some of the old Italian masters.

lu modern library furniture there is less to

find fault with than in that of other apartments.

Contrary to the dictates of the principle that

requires that everything should appear to be
what it really is, Mr. Eastlake suggests the

staining of unpolished mahogany with black for

book-shelves. This imitation ebony, he says,

looks well when covered with a thiu varnish aud
contrasted with v/^hite metal for hinges and
escutcheons. He gives a design for a bookcase

in which the most novel featuvo is a sloping

roof instead of the usual flab top fiuished with a

cornice. For access to the space in this new top

he has devised a trap-door in the centre of it,

which has a miniature gablet projecting from it.

This sloping top is introduced also in a design

for a cabinet. Bub for the super-im posed pigeon-

hole it would have the merit of not harbouring

dost. A second utilization of space is more
effective. This is the addition of upper shelves

to the ordinary single shelf over the fireplace.

When there is no dressoir in the diniug-room,

the library becomes the best place in which to

place any specimens of art-manufacture that are

worth looking at. “ Few men care for a mirror

in such a room
j
but if it is indispensable to the

mantelpiece, let it be a long low atrip of glass,

stretching across the width of the chimney
breast, about 18 in. in height, and divided into

panels. Over this may be raised a capital set

of narrow shelves,—say G in. wide and 12 in.

apart,—for specimens of old china, &c. 'Jhe

plates should be placed upright on their edges,

and may be easily prevented from slipping off by

a shallow groove sunk in the thickness of each
shelf. A little museum may thus be formed,

and remain a source of lasting pleasure to its

possessors, seeing that ‘ a thing of beauty is a

joy for ever.' In hia own sketch of this arrange-

ment he shows bub two shelves over the usual
mantel-shelf, the lower one decked with tall

handsome vases, and the upper one with circular

dishes. The effect is good. He properly bestows
upon the work of the smith as much care as

upon that of the cabinetmaker. The miserable

designs of the cast-iron ornameuts, set like

brands of palbryneas upon modern stoves and
fenders, deserve all the blame they receive at

his hands. A fender should be a fender, a
protector, aud to this end he recommends a
form for it that should fulfil that condition. A
library fender shown consists of fonr rods

following the contour of three sides of au
octagon, supported, at even distances apart, by
fonr uprights, up to about half-way the height

of the opening of the fireplace, the space
between the two lowermost being filled in with
sheet iron or brass, perforated with a sightly

pattern. The library fender curiously snggests
the breakfast urn, upon which our author falls

with all the severity it deserves, as “ the most
contemptible instance of perverted taste ” known
to him

5
and, with more conuected sequence,

modern gaseliers and moderator lamps. Some
examples of ancient German and Swiss metal-
work, supplemented by drawings of samples of
the modern oaudlesticks and vases kept in
stock by leading firms close the inspection of
the library.

The young ladies and the upholsterers are both

rated soundly by Mr. Eastlake when he uncovers

the shortcomings of taste in the drawing-room.

It is to be hoped they will be improved by his

Spartan austerities. He seems to think, if it

were not for the young ladies’ preference for the

attributes of millinery in the aspect of every-

thing, however unsuitable for that frail descrip-

tion of feminine decoration, the upholsterers

would cease to manufacture the absurdities

they now launch upon society
;
and if it were

not that the latter debased the young ladies'

taste by the tempting exhibition of such

frivolities, they would know better. Especially,

if upholsterers were to wean themselves from

the production of meaningless carves at every

turn they would be wiser men. On this subject

he remarks,

—

“ The tendency ofthe present age of nphohtery is to run
into curves. Chairs are invariably curved in such a manner
as to ensure the greatest amount of ugliness with the

least possible comfort. The backs of sideboards are

curved in the most senseless and extravagant manner;
the legs of cabinets are curved, and become in conse-

quence constructively weak; drawing-room tables are

curved in every direction—perpendicularly aud horizon-
tal y—and are, therefore, inconvenient to sit at, and
always rickety. In marble washstands the useful shelf,

which should run the whole length of the rear, is fre-

quently omitted in order to ensure a curve. This detest-

able system of ornamentation is called * shaping.’ It

always involves additional expense in manufacture, and
therefore, by avoiding 'shaped' articles of furniture, the
public wUl not only gain in an artistic point of view, but
save their pockets.”

Influenced by these sentiments, there are no
bandy-legged drawing-room chairs either in our

author’s sketches from ancient examples or in

his own designs. He gives a settee, a sofa, a

chair, and an arm-chair of the date of 1620,

from a set preserved at Kuowle, which are in-

teresting. As an improvement upon the modern
round table resting on its hollow cylinder and
three claws, he suggests that the central stem
should bo made solid and have a substantial

base, and that four struts should stretch diagon-

ally from the stem to support the table-top. For
chairs, tables, and coaches he prefers marquetry

to carving, which he would leave for cabinets,

coffers, and sideboards, where hard projections

are not likely to bo so much in the way. The
garish looking-glass frame of the present day
he would have banished to give place for real

caivedwork, or, as a substitute for this, plain

solid frames of wood, either enriched with suit-

able mouldings or incised ornament. Common
woods ebouised, and set off with narrow gold

stripes, form another alternative. For pictures

he recommends classification. Thus the dining-

room should enjoy the undisputed possession of

family portraits
;

while in the drawing-room
should bo placed more miscellaueons works. Oil

aud water colours should not be contrasted with

one another, nor placed in juxtaposition with

engravings and photographs. One row only

should bo placed in a room, and that should be

hung at a height of 5 ft. 6 in., measuring from
the floor to the centre of the picture. This

arrangement he says happily, would make a

sorb of coloured zone round the room, especially

pleasing if varied by the introduction of small

ornamental mirrors, sconces, brackets support-

ing statuettes, vases, &c. No picture shonld be

suspended by less than two nails at the triangles

outlined by the cord ; when one only is used it is

always at variance with the horizontal and ver-

tical lines of a room.

Bat if our author is unhappy in the drawing-

room, ho has, and finds, good reason for being

inconsolable in the bedroom. The gaudy chintzes,

the flaunting wall-papers, the bewildering car-

pets, the unblushing Frecch-pollsh, the distorted

landscapes depicted on the chamber-ware, would

be enough to make any reformer consider the

case hopeless; but when these are supplemented

by a veiled dressing-table, all ribands and

muslin, that looks very much like a lady dress-

ing for a ball without her head and shoulders,

—

nothing but retreat seems open for the bravest.

For this last-mentioned item of bad taste onr

author has suggested au exchange to a low

straight chest of drawers, covered with a fair

cloth with fringed ends; but this is not likely to

be accepted by those whose delicate health, or

fatigue attendant upon a fantastically got-up

headgear, requires the accommodation of a chair

while making this part of their toilet. A table

made open under the centre, with the drawers

on both sides of this space, would be preferable

in moat cases.

He gives a design for a wash-stand, made
in accordance with his horror of carves,

which is a sensible and substantial piece

of furniture, suitable for its purpose. Among

other matters discussed, the bed, of course, comes
in for stricture. He says,

—

" The design of metal bedsteads is generally very poor,
especially where anything in the shape of decoration ia

introduced. For instance, it ia usual to conceal the joint

which occurs where the tie-rods intersect each other with

a sm^ boss. A circular rosette would be obviously the

moat appropriate feature to introduce at this joint,

whether in wrought or cast metal. But instead of this,

the iron-bedstead maker {elegantiie gratia, as the gramma-
rians say) insists on inventing a little lumpy bit of orna-

ment, which possibly intended to represent a cluster of

leaves, more closely resembles a friendly association of

garden slugs, and t^is abomination ia repeated not only a
dozen times in one bedstead, but on some thousands!

the same pattern.”

Against this he sets a design which, so far as

the suspension of its canopy from the ceiling is

concerned, is a modernization of an ancient

French bedstead given by M. Viollet-le-Duc.

The transverse stripes on the curtains, the hori-

zontal stripes on tho trim box-plaited valences

round the bed, the open metal-work footboard,

group together exceedingly well, and confirm the

impression that a very Uttlo alteration in some
of the designs of our newest commodities would

bring them withiu the pale of propriety.

The latter portion of this volume is devoted

to crockery, table-glass, dress and jewelry, and

plate and cutlery. lu all these matters the

superiority of the labour of tho art-workman’s

hand over tho machine is advocated. If the

forms of plates, dishes, and saltcellars, for in-

stance, are less rigidly symmetrical, if tho glaze

is unequally distributed, if the colour is fainter

on some parts than others when made by hand,

there is a power of attraction in them for tho

educated ejo that no machine-made pottery can

have ; for there is life in them, and man’s mind
and skill. Like as ho prefers tho Oriental

carpet to tho mock gardens of our manufacturers,

and for the same reasons, so an Indian preserve-

jar or a Moorish plate is beyond any of the

spiritless and loveless productions of most of

our potteries. A point of departure in tho

minds of the Oriental potter and the English

designer is the separation of tho pictorial idea

from the decorative. The former conven-

tionalises the objects he depicts on hia ware for

its adornment; tho latter aims at the most
realistic representation of a landscape, or per-

haps sea-view, as though its fidelity and minute-

ness of detail were of the first consequence, and

the general efi'ect of the piece of ware of none

whatever. Again, ancient glass is infinitely

preferable to modern, because in its manufacture

its natural properties were considered
;
whereas

at the present day they are nearly forgotten in

the desire to produce vessels that are accurately

symmetrical, colourless, and flawless. “ To
the eye of the artist,” says our author,

“the delicate gradations of natural colour,

the slight imperfections and etreakincss of

old glass, render it infinitely more attrac-

tive than a parity of texture, which has

nothing bub its clearness to recommend it, and

which can only be acquired by a sacrifice of

more precious qualities. For the simple trans-

mission of light through the best piece of flint

glass that could bo manufactured, is of small

value compared with the mellow and often

jewel-like effect produced iu the design of a

Veuetiau beaker.” Aud in acnordanoe with the

scheme of his task, be points out where glass,

approximating as near as may be to the ancient

perfection, can be obtained. For all such infor-

mation, however, we must refer the reader to the

work, We have only to show, in the present

case, the mode in which our author has carried

out hia aim to improve the taste of tho general

public. Tho only reform in the department of

costume that he ventures to advocate, is the

adoption of knickerbockers, though iiats, hoops,

boots, and coats all come nnder his lash.

Mr. Eastlake is not correct in attributing the

“moustache movement” to tho visit of foreigners

in 1851. It was commeuced and carried on per-

sistently by the Blunder, at first specially with

reference to sanitary considerationa for work-

men, and was continued by writers and lec-

tucera admittedly prompted to action by our

pages.

The young ladies escape cenaoro as to dress, tor

the simple reason that whi^e he writes the details

of colour aud form in their costumes will change

so considerably, that his words will no longer

apply by the time he comes to the end of hia re-

marks. But their jeweliy, being a little less

evanescent than their millinery, is open to more
serious criticism. Too often, he fears, it ia valued

more for the money it cost, or would sell for, than

for its iutrinsic beauty, either in material, design,

or workmanship. He thinks if diamonds were

cheap and common, no one would wear them.
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“ They would be at once and for ever baniahed
from the necka and heads and stomachers ofevery
court belle in Christendom.” As it is, he finds fault
with the way they are worn, grouped together, in
some instances, in quantities sufficient to make
a blaze of light, instead of being isolated like the
stars above ns

j and the cutting and paring of
them down to obtain lustre, as in the case of the
Koh-i-noor, he considers of questionable pro-
priety. But this is not worse than the taste for
strings of large single diamonds, devoid of all

artistic accessories. Less expensive jewelry,
particularly that which is either directly copied
or adapted from antique precedent, is often in

better taste. But the best specimens are those
of other countries and other ages. The rudely-
made trinkets the Kussiau peasants treasure,
the still more myslio-lookiog manufactures from
Central Indio, as well as the ancient work of the
earliest of Rhenish Byzantine artists, are all

preferable to tbo commonplace thoughts ex-
pressed in modern English goldsmith’s work.
Those who would know what really good jewelry
is like, must search the cases of the South
Kensington lluseuins from time to time when
ancient specimens are displayed. Coming
down to plate, ho misses the spirit that de-
signed the apostle spoons of old. “Take,”
he cries, “the ordinary ‘fiddle pattern’ fork:
can anything be more senseless than the way in
which modifications of that form are decorated,

—

now with a raised moulding at its edge, now
with an outline of beads, now with what is

called ‘ a shell,’ bub what is really a bad copy
of tho Greek honeysuckle ornament, at the end
of its handle, now with a Rococo scroll or a
representation of natural flowers in low relief
on its surface?” If Dame Quickly had placed
one of these nonentities before her guests it

would have taken tho flavour out of t]ieir sack.
Sweet Anne Pago would have scorned such a
spoon. But if the merry wives of old would
have disdained our prosaic spoons and forks,
with what discontent would they have regarded
onr tasteless tureens, side-dishes, cruet-stands,
salvers, aud candlesticks ? Surely nothing
piquant, they would argue, could come out of
suoli tumbling, feeble ’prentice - work. For
guidance, our author says, “ Round silver dishes
and salvers are preferable to those of an oval or
square shape, for many reasons, and especially
on account of the mode in which such articles
are manufactured. Richly-moulded edges are,
for a like reason, inappropriate

; moreover, in
precious metal they necessarily increase the
cost, and in plated goods they are liable to be
rubbed and look shabby.” Tbo loss of tho old
appreciation of an artist’s work is remark-
ably noticeable in onr modern cutlery. The
maebiue only is recognised iu this department
of the world’s industry. We are nob surprised
to find tlie richly.carved and gently-curved
knife-handle of tho past contrasted with tho
plain, smooth, small bone or ivory parallelogram
of the present day, in the pages before us. Stain-
ing bone-handles is recommended as a substi-
tute for the shagreen that once was so eflective,
and studding dark wooden handles with flat
steel ornaments is indicated as a fashion that
might be revived. Mother-of-pearl handles are
preferred for dessert knives aud forks, as more
agreeable in touch and appearance than silver
or plated goods. Whilst the silversmith’s and
cutler's arts remain at their present stage there
would be less vexation of spirit, our author
infers, if an intending purchaser make his
selection from the stock of some of the old
jewelry shops in Hanway-street or Wardour-
street; against which last-mentioned place, by
the way, as the head-quarters of sham ancient
cabinet-work, the uuwary are especially warned
in a former part of the work. There are
many metal-workers who have aimed at reviving
the ancient taste and dignity of the silversmith’s
art, bub then they charge for their goods treble
the price of similar articles of the ordinary
makes, and while they cannot see that a good
design should not cost more tbau a bad one, be-
cause it need not involve more labour in execu-
tion, there is no immediate prospect of any
appreciable reform in this department. If
manufacturers do not assist iu educating the
public taste by the production of goods suited to
everyday life that are designed upon true princi-
ples, tho unaided influence of our museums will
make bub slow way. As appealing from pur-
chaser to producer, bestirring first the one to
create a demand aud the other to supply it, and
Vico versd, pitting them against each other as it

were, Mr. EastLiko’s work will help on tlio
issue.

COSMOPOLITAN BRITAIN.

The Grecian colonists, who pushed adventu-
rously across tho Adriatic, and founded the
cities of South-Eastern Italy, and the yet erect

temples of Ptostura, gave the name of Magna
Grecia to their new country. TJiey were the
missionaries of a civilisation which has outlived
the political term of tho republics of peninsular
and insular Greece, as well as that of the stern
iron empire which absorbed the Italian Greeks.
Greek letters, and Greek science, retiring from
an Eastern exile, gave a tone to the civilisation

of Europe, being adopted by the students of
that graver Roman law which would otherwise
have yet more profoundly modified our man-
ners aud our faith. The colonising impetus,
stimulated by the discovery of a new world, sent
tho most restless of our own race on a new mis-
sion in the Tudor times. “ The development of
the England of Elizabeth,” we have here a tra-

veller who tells us,* “is to be found not in the
Britain of Victoria., but in half the habitable
globe. If two small islands are by courtesy
styled ‘Great,’ America, Australia, India, must
form a Greater Britain.”

Greater, there is no doubt, iu territory and in

population. And yet there is a sense in which
the term may be taken, and will, perhaps, be
taken too, by the enemies of England herself,

which might make the author wish ho had sought
seme other appellation for our giant offspring.

Some may even think at first, as they accompany
Mr. Dilko through the lands where the shadow
of a terrible and relentless war is cast over his

brilliant pages, that some such covert satire was
intended by his title. Bat amid the invigorating
breezes of New Zealand the shade disappears.
The gloom with which he so often speaks of the
inhabitants of one set of free states as “ rebels”
against the inhabitants of another set, is

charmed away by the soft cadence of the Maori
song. Tbo second part of the first volume of
“ Greater Britain,” containing the chapterswhich
treat of Polynesia, we have read with nnmiugled
pleasure. There is much in them that is novel,

—

much that ought to be knowm. Tho picturesque
description of scenery andiubabitants enables us
to glance over the traveller’s shoulder, or at least

to see through the clear vision of his memory.
The peculiarity of tho climate is reflected no less

in the unusual character of the vegetation, than
in the strange features of social life.

The highway of 170 miles iu length, which,
crossing tho New Zealand Alps, connects Can-
terbury with Christchurch, is “ corduroyed ”

with the trunks of the tree fern
;
and in the

swamps these trunks have again taken root, and
shot forth fronds, forming a grove that rises out
of tho very bones of the road. The semi-tropical

vegetation grows up to the very limit of the
eternal snows, and the moat graceful form of all

flowerless plants, the natural produotiou of the
botanical belt that immediately succeeds tho
equatorial growth of palms aud bananas, is

found on the very edge of a glacier. As to this,

too, Mr. Dilke tells ns that the glaciers of Mount
Cook are the longest iu the v^orJd, except those
at tho souroo of the Indus.
The political importance of the labouns of the

engineer receives ample illustration in New
Zealand. The settlements in this island are
historically distinct, and, in tho original absence
of roads, were totally separated from e-ach other
by impenetrable bush. Hence resulted the
establishment of no less than ten cabinets aud
ten legislatures, for a population of 200,000
souls. Thus it came to pass that tho taxation of
the inhabitants of New Zealand is nine times as
heavy as that of those of Canada.

Landing in Virginia iu June, 1866, Mr. Dilke’s
rapid lino of travel runs on through New York,
across Canada, over the never-ending sweep of

the Great Plain, to tho Mormon State, and to

the “Golden City.” He steamed along the
shores of Lower California to Mexico, and sailed

from Panama fur Wellington in New Zealand,
the longest steam voyage iu the world. Thus
the first part of tho book is entitled “ America
the second, “Pulynesia.” Australia forms tbo
third portion, containing chapters on Sydney,
Victoria, Tasmania, and Adelaide. Tho fourth
part is devoted to India

; Ceylon, Benares, Simla,
Umritsar, Lahore, and Bombay, being tho local

headings of chapters. In this division of the

work tho chapters on overland routes, and on

* “ Greater Britain: a Eecord of Travel in English-
speaking Countries during 1860 ami 18t!6-7.” ByCbarU'S
Wentworth Dilke. In two volumes, with Maps aud Illus-
trations. London: 1808. Macmillan & Co. Pp. <104.
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France in the East, will prove especially interest-
ing to our readers.

On the former of these points, Mr. Dilke is of
opinion that the Brindisi route from Alexandria,
by which he returned to England, is the proper
line for our Indian mails to take until tho
Euphrates road is made. It is more than twelve
years since wo became convinced of the truth of
this opinion. The completion of a lino of rail-

way, running by Constantinople, bestriding the
Bosphorus, aud striking on the head of the
Persian Gulf, would only leave the distance
from Bussorah to Kurrachoe to be performed by
water. Wo cordially agree with Mr. Dilke “ that
the direct route to India is one of the most press-
ing of the questions of the day.”

In tho chapter “ France in the East ” Mr.
Dilke gives less distinct information, as to the
actual condition of the Suez Canal, than wo have
already laid before the r-’aders of theRii^Zdcr.
He ha.s rather addressed himself to the political

side of the question, his views differing from
those which we have expressed rather in un-
veiled plainness of speech than in principle.
He remarks, without however citing any autho-
rity, that the difficulty of keeping clear the
channel at Port Said, at tho Mediterranean end
of the canal, is well known to the Pacha and his
engineers. He adds that it is not difficult to cub
through the bar, bub that such cutting must be
continually renewed, as the effeot of the grea t

piers will be to push the Nile deposit seawards
;

and that now bars will certainly form in front of
the canal. Something similar to this w.as the
opinion of Mr. Stephenson. Tho statement is

denied by M. de Lssseps and his friends. As
the opening of the canal is advertised for Octo-
tober, 1869, we shall probably have more dis-

tinct kuowledgo on this subject long before tho
completion of tho Mont Cenis tunnel places us
in unbroken railway connexion with the port of
Brindisi,—unbroken, that is to say, from Calais.
“ I shall nob rest,” said King Ferdinand II. to

an English engineer, “ till you can enter a
railway cai’riage at Brindisi and not step oat of
it till you reach Calais.”

The feature of “ Greater Britain ” which, while
exciting unqualified admiration in some readers,
will cause pain in others, is the thorough-going
partizauship with which it espouses the views of
the dominant majority of the American Con-
gress. It is hard for an Englishman to form
an absolutely reliable judgment on the most
disastrous event of modern civilization. It is

impossible for any man yet to tell what will be
the result of that sanguinary and stubbornly
contested war. And although we hold and
always did hold that the North was in the right
aud the South was in the wrong, it may be well
to suspend judgment as to some of the results.

The bread and sound philosophy of which we
welcome so many indications

;
the admission of

the essential importance of the ethnological
element, in all questions of politics, properly so
called j the clear perception and honest ad-
mission that economies are not politics, and that
what may be economically wrong may yet be,
for a time, politically right

;
the kindly human

feeling, that yet wanna to the Teutonic rather
than to the Latin blood, and evinces even a
tinge of old Euglish prejudice against our French
neighbours—all these are too closely related to
the principles which we have nob unfrequently
advocated in the pages of this journal to need
any more formal expression of adhesion on our
part. We may mark, in passing, tho firm and
level pace of the diction of at least the greater
portion of the book, and the hearty appreciation
of all that is good and noteworthy. There is

a genuine sense of humour and love of fun,

too, displayed in not a few of tho pages. Tho
list of the “ titles ” which the Americans
“ invented for their children,” when the Scrip-
ture vocabulary was exhausted, is worthy of
permanent commemoration, and the apothegm,
“ Let every man skin his own skunk” is worthy
to rank among the raciest and most pointed
proverbs of tho older world.

The great ethnological question, Mr. Dilke
agrees with us, underlies nob only the form of
political institutions, bub that of civilisation

itself. To inquiries as to community of origin,

science as yet can give only vague and tenta-

tive replies
;
replies, however, which compira-

live philology is yearly making more articulate.

But, come whence they may, the present dis-

tinctive features of race seem now to be only
eradicable with tho race itself. Among these
features one of tho most marked is that of
adaptability to climate. Three centuries have
not acclimatised tho Teutonic blood in Hiudo-
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Btaii. Draw the line where‘yon may, a zone,

lying Bomewhero abont the fortieth parallel of

north latitude, divides the natural,home of the

white and the black races, speaking in the

widest acceptation of the terms. Mr, Dilke

has pointed out with truth that races, or

families, that v:hitcn by removal to hotter

climates (as English children do in the

South of Europe), cannot take root there.

Labour, with the thermometer above 80 deg.,

is unendurable, permanently, by the Saxon races.

It looks as if intellectual labour became im-

possible to the brain somewhere about that tem-

perature. Where the natural tillers of the

earth, and working pioneers of humanity, cannot

live their natural life, Nature exacts no toil from

her dusky children. The fig, the cocoa-nut, the

banana, ^— fruits innumerable,—require only the

simple toil of plucking them. In the damp
seaboard air, which is fatal to English life,

through the long gloom of the tropical night,

the races whose skin has a pccnliar provision for

resisting heat, dance and sing and chat after the

nnlaborious day.

It is with the utmost pleasure that we have

accompanied our author in his scamper round

the world. In such a flight he can bub have

given a glance here and beard a whisper

there; bnt his reprodnetion of the irapi'essions

made on his own mind is clear and vivid.

We believe it to be, for the most part,

impartial and truthful. There is a great

advantage in the perusal of a series of notes

separated at once by so small an interval of

time, and by so large intervals of distance. The
contemporary life of the English-speaking races

comes thus before us with greater reality than

is the case when we read more patiently com-

piled descriptions. We fly with the author round

the world, putting on the magic girdle, not in

forty minutes, but in the time which it may
take us to read, and at times to re-read, 800

pages of well-printed letterpress. Sometimes
the glance has been, as is natural, a little too

rapid, the whisper too partial. Thus Mr. Dilke

expresBcs a wish for the destruction of the fort

at Bombay ;
while the fact is, not only that the

fort was destroyed before the end of 18B1, but

that it was the proceeds of the sale of the

ground on which it formerly stood that had

furnished the funds for the erection of the

detached forts, the absence of which Mr. Dilke

notes, and was intended, further, to provide

means for filling the city with large public

buildings,—a scheme which collapsed in the

panic.
“ Greater Britain” will be read with pleasure

and with profit in, we doubt not, repeated

editions. We are not yet sufficiently cosmopoli-

tan to recognise, or to wish to recognise, £

greater Britain. But we give our hearty good

wishes to the book so called, no less than to

that younger Britain at which it affords us so

brilliant a glance. Such a journey was an

admirable preparative for public life, and Mr.

Dilke, who is now the Parliamentary Represen-

commonly assumed that terra-cotta is nothing

more than baked clay, or baked clay and sand,

and a large proportion of the terra-cotta made
use of in buildings recently erected, and now in

progress, is of no other character. He did not

consider that to bo a worthy material for

architectural purposes, and it was certainly very

inferior to the ware used by him at Dulwich

College. Terra-cotta, he said, to endure the

severities of change in these northern latitudes,

should be a hard vitreous body of a peculiar

character. To compound such a body for cream-

coloured ware, we must use Cornish, Devon, or

Dorset clays, with ground flint, Cornish granite,

sand, and old potsherds composed of like mate-

rials. If the colour is required to be of a

warm stone hue, clay or marl from the oolite

beds in coal measiires are used to brighten

the mixture; also sands containing protoxide

of iron. Glazes are prepared from frits corn-

great importance of employing proper flaxes,

which in the burning of the ware should become

infused throughout the whole mass, by which

alone durability of the material could be ob.

tained.

Mr. Pvedgrave, jnn., brought under the notice

of the meeting some specimens of the terra-cotta

used in the new buildings in progress at Sooth

Kensington, which, he said, differed entirely

from the material employed by Mr. Barry at

Dulwich. The question, he said, was not so

much which particular clay was the best as

which particular terra-cotta was the best as a

building material. In the matter of clays he

avowed himself a latitudinarian. The clay of

which the terra-cotta used in the Albert Hall

and the buildings at South Kensington was

made was obtained from the coal measures com-

monly known as fire-clay, and which produced a

material of the hardness and durability of which,

he said, there could be no question
;

whilst
posed of Cornish granite, flint, red lead, soda,

,
iio oa*>u, uuvio w...- ,

- —

-

and borax. To these frits, after grinding, is
j

elaborately prepared clay on which manufac-

added white or red lead, flint glass, and Cornish
,

turers had expended a vast amount of trouble

granite. The proportions in which these mate-
j

had come to grief a few years after it had been

rials are used is the secret of the manufacturer,
'

put up in London. The terra-cotta at bouth

and the goodness of the ware will differ according
;

Kensington was simply a fire-clay—almost a pure

to his scientific knowledge. Pecuniary consi-
i

clay, which, after being ground fine, was

derations sometimes induce manufacturers to
|

with a proportion of what is technically called

omit these materials, and a terra-cotta may be ' “grog,”orclay whichhadalreadystoodthehighest

manufactured that is nearly equal, when new,
|

heat of the furnace, and is used to prevent

in appearance to the best “ body,” but which is : shrinkage, which would destroy the straightness

liable after a few years to disintegrate or flake ' and beauty of the work. It therefore became a

on the surface. A perfect equality or homo- question whether a mixed material or a pure

geneousness Cf the body of clay used throughout material best fulfilled all the requirements ot the

the mass of blocks of considerable size is almost
,

architect. He submitted that a great advantage

essential to durability. When this is not done
|

in the use of a pure body was a uniform rate ot

the effect is to cause a cracking of the surface,
!

shrinkage, which he said was of great import-

which may probably end in the decav of the ' anco wheu the material was used in lengths ot

whole. After some further remarks on the several hundred feet in mouldiogs, &o. ihe

composition and manipulation of the best superior capabilities of terra-cotta such as he

qualities of terra-cotta. Mr. Barry observed, had described to sustam weight as compared

that one fruitful source of bad work in with ordinary bricks bad been fully demon-

terra-cotta is the want of sufficient time strated
;
the cmshiug-weight in the former case

being given for the air-drying, but it is so
,

being 100 tons, and in the latter 15 tons only,

essential to the durability of the future work Directing attention to the speoi^mens brought

that it cannot be passed over negligently. If a from South Kensington, he said they had in

piece of terra-cotta either bad in material, or
j

them an imperishable vitreous material, imper-

imperfectly dried and burnt throughout, be
,

vious to beat and moisture, and to all the mtlu-

soaked for fonr or five hours in equal parts of.ences of London atmosphere. He especially

snlphuric acid and water it will lose in weight, ' referred to the glazing and colouring, which, he

and, when dried, will show efflorescence over its
!

said, were produced at very hbtle cost, and only

surface, and the liquid will be found to be
I

needed a second firing. Valuable as this mate-

charged with sulphate of alumiua, or alum. As rial undoubtedly was, it was not a rival to stone

to the beat and weight of fuel required for barn- ! or brick. For beauty of line stone would always

ingin the kilns, to burn duly a body of sneh ' maintain its snpretnacy ;
but in the use of terra-

materials as he had described will require an
j

cotta they obtained a beautiful surface, and a

equal amount of coal to the weight of the ware. '
variety of colonriog, which could be obtained m

As to the beat required there is difference of no other known material.

opinion, it having been stated by some at 3,000°
j

Dr. Medlock made some observations upon

Farenheit and upwards. One good test of the
;
cements in general

;
and pointed out the ettects

heat necessary to fire terra-cotta that shall be
j

of the introduction of various silicates into the

really durable, is to put it at the beat at which . composition. With regard to the constituents

soft iron readily melts when introduced into the
1

of terra-cotta he submitted it was a subject

. >. _ i 1 i. . a/\> f » fi

n

ATrtflT-im pntj- in
kiln. As to absorption of rain-water by terra-

cotta in the building, Mr. Barry remarked that

it was a pretty well established fact that the

tative of the new Borough of Chelsea, will find ' durability of stone and other materials for build-

the advantage of it throughout the career which iiig is almost directly in proportion to their

lies before him. ,

non-porosity. Since his paper was read he had

which called for strict scientific experiment, in

order to ascertain the proper proportions of the

various ingredients employed, which he said was

at the present time regnlated by the rule of

thumb, and not upon any fixed principles.

Mr. Canning (manufacturer of the terra-cotta

THE MANUFACTURE AND USE
TERRA-COTTA.

had some
'

experiments made on this point : of the Albert Hall and South Kensington

pieces of terra-cotta, Portland stone, Bath stone,
,

Museum) said his friend Mr. Redgrave had

and Ketton stone of eqnal bulk, viz
,
12 in. entered so fully into the description of the

OF square and 2 in. thick, were thoroughly dried in ,
material used by that gentleman in the strnc-

a moderately-heated oven, carefully weighed,
|

tures to which he leferred that little was left tor

' and then plunged into water, and left there for
;

him to add. He complimented Mr. Blashfield

thirteen days. At the expiration of that time upon the great excellence of the ware exhibited
" • 1 ... .1

.

jjy him, which he regarded as a very successtul
ROYAL INSTITUTE OT BRITISH ARCHITECTS.

At the ordinary meetiug of the Institute, held ' they were again carefnliy weighed, with the

on Monday evening last, a letter from Mr.
;

following results:—letter from Mr.

Sydney Smirko was read, which stated that the

new exhibition-rooms of the Royal Academy
will be completed and opened for the reception

of works next March, and it was a great satis-

faction to him to be able to assure the members

Portland, dry, weighed, 22 lb. 10 oz, ;
wet,

23 lb. 6.^ oz. locroase of weight, 1 lb. GJ oz.

Bath, dry, weighed, 21 lb. 14 oz.
;
wet, 23 lb.

15 oz. Increase of weight, 2 lb. 1 oz.

Ketton, dry, weighed, 21 lb. 11 oz.; wet, 231b.
of the profession that their works will no longer

' g iQ^rease of weight, 1 lb. 13 oz.

be condemned to be crowded into a mere
|

-jerra-cotta, dry, weighed, 20 lb. 9 oz.; wet,
passage-room, as hitherto. There are (wrote

,
gw oz. Increase of weight, 15.1 oz.

Mr. Smirke) altogether fourteen galleries, none

of which are less than 41 ft. by 31 fr., and not

one of them is inferior to the rest in light or

position, so that architects may now rely on

justice being done to their productions. He
expressed an earnest hope that architecture

would be well represented on the occasion of the

opening of the new Royal Academy, and that

she would vindicate her position as one of the

Three Sisters.

The subject fixed for this evening, was the

discussion of Mr. Charles Barry’s paper “ On
Terra Cotta,” read in the previous session.

The discussion was opened by some supple-

With these remarks he left the subject for

discussion.

Mr. Blashfield, of Stamford (manufacturer

of the terra-cotta used at Dulwich College),

narrated the history of his connexion with

pottery works applicable to architectural pur-

poses, which, bo said, arose in the first instance

from his intimacy with the late Mr. Herbert

Minton at the time that gentleman iutrodneed

teeaerm to public notice. About the year

1850 he (Mr. Blashfield) first began to make
terra-cotta, the composition of which, and the

method of manipnlation adopted by him, were

mentary remarks by Mr. Barry, who said it was
j
described in considerable detail. He urged the

result of the rule of thumb described by the

preceding speaker, considering, as was alleged,

that manufactnrers knew little or nothing of the

components of the material with which they had

to deal. As far as ho (Mr. Canning) was con-

cerned, he had only to deal with a very simple

pure clay, as compounded by natnre, and which

had only to be dug out of the bowels of the earth,

and moulded into shapes which architects di-

rected. This, he said, was done without ad-

dition, excepting a little of the same material

burnt and mixed with it, which they called

“ grog.” That was all the mystery in the manu-

facture of terra-cotta, so far as he was personally

concerned, for the last twenty years, and he was

not aware of any failnres having occurred.

Having directed attention to his specimens of

glazing and colouring, he expressed his readi-

ness at all times to compare notes with his

fellow manufacturers, and to cultivate a spirit

of emulation among them which would benefit

the trade at large, and tend to the more ex-

tended application of this material.

Mr. Etheridge spoke on the subject of the
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valuable deposit of clay lately discovered at
Watcombe, in Devonshire, which he said was
between 80 ft. and 100 ft. in depth, and extended
over a very considerable acreage. This clay,
being in his opinion adopted for the finest class
of pottery works, he regarded as one of the most
important discoveries of the age. Mr. Morrell,
who had made experiments with this clay, pro-
nounced that all could be done with it that was
done with the clay of the ancient Eoman and
Greek times, and the most beautiful objects of
art had been manufactured from it. The shrink-
age of the Watcombe clay was stated to be very
small indeed.

Mr. Blanchard expressed a very high opinion
of the clay spoken of, and with respect to terra
cotta in genera!, it bad been so fully treated of

and perfect lines, and the refinement and finish of
these specimens.” South Kensington said, ” We
would rather have less refinement and more
artistic ‘ touch.’ On the other hand, Mr. Blash-
field was content to sacrifice artistic touch for
tlie sake of refinement; and be (Prof. Kerr)
thought tho English mind in the present Gothic
day would prefer the latter. These were the
chief points of difterence between the two schools
which remained to be determined in the future,
The speaker having expressed an opinion un
favourable to the specimens of colouring ex
hibited, and a hope that it would never b
employed for the beautifying of London, iu
eluded in the vote of thanks the practical gen
tlcmen who had taken part in the discussion.
Mr. Barry briefly replied upon the discussion

in Mr. BaiTy s paper, and the subsequent dis- and the resolution having been passed, the meet
cussion upon it, that he felt he could not pro-

I
ing adjourned,

fitably occupy the meeting by any observations
I

of his own.
I

Mr. Henry Doulton considered great credit
'

was due to Mr. Blashfield for the high standard
j

to which he had brought his terra-cotta. Special !

attention had not been paid to that material at <

the Lambeth Works, but lately some little efl’ort
I

THE PPlOPOSED NEW BRIGHTON
RAILWAY.

wrought principle of “ limited liability ” brought
into practice. Either as aflbrding the basis for
an equitable arraugemeub, or, failing that, as an
act of self-defence against monopoly, we look
with pleasure on the project of the new Brighton
Railway. What we most desire, however, is

that the present company should render a
new one unnecessary.

DECORATION OF ST. MICHAEL’S,
COENHILL.

CoNsiDEKADLE alterations, it will be remem-
bered, were made at St. Michael’s Church, Corn-
hill, between the years 1858 and ISflO, including
a new doonvay next Cornhill, designed by Mr.
Scott, and an elaborate series of carved bench-
ends by Mr. W. G. Rogers. The interior was
partly decorated also, and the windows were
filled with stained glass by Messrs. Clajton&
Bell, much of it very effective. Quite recently
some considerable additional works have been
done. Amongst other things, the reveals and
columns of the aisle windows have been richly
decorated with colour, and a scroll enrichment
has been painted on the shafts of the main
columns forming the aisles. A pavement of en-
caustic tiles by Minton has been laid. Tiie
north porch, next Cornhill, has been elaborately
decorated, we might say over elaborately, and
includes a biblical subject, creditably painted in
oil by Mr. Bropbey, in the head of the doorway
opening into the church. A new cloister, lead-
ing from St. Michael’s-alley to the churchyard,
has been formed in Portland and Caen stone,
with red Mansfield stone shafts and carved caps,
executed by Beevers. For this part Messrs.
Barnsley were the contractors. The decorative
work has been done by Messrs. Trollope, under
the direction of Mr. Herbert Williams, the archi-
tect to the parish, and his son, the assistant

architect. The organ has been restored by
Messrs. Bryceson, and an electrical arrangement

A PUEGNANT comment on our remarks as to the
had been made in that direction. The beat test ' suicidal policy of tho Brighton and South-Eastern
of the durability of terra cotta was that of a Railway directors, has been given by the Parlia-
sharp-pointed steel instrnment. If it made au

]
mentary notices just deposited. A new direct

incision in the terra-cotta, tho tooth of time -line, from the Dulwich station of the London,
would attack it ; but if it turned the sharp point Chatham, and Dover Railway toBrighton, will be
of the steel they might be sure it would be im-

1 applied for in the ensuing session. The novel
perishable. The other test was that of acid, I and commendable plan of issuing 11. shares, for
which in a short space of time would affect the . the purposes of survey, deposit, and Parliamen-
material in a manner that it would take years

j

tary expenses, has been adopted
; the holders to

of time to produce. He did not agree that
|

have the prior right to the subsequently issued
fire-clays had any great advantage over other

, definitive shares, if the Act of Parliament be
kinds if they required to be fired at excessive

j

obtained.
heat to make them imperishable.

, With the whole country seething and foaming
Mr. Page, C.E., remarked that he had taken in the turmoil of the most heartily contested

peat interest in the development of the mauu.
j

election that has taken place for the third
facture of terra-cotta, and was muoh gratified . of a century, it is impossible even to give
with what had been done by Mr. Barry at a guess as to the manner in which the new
Dulwich College.

^

lie looked upon the revival Parliament will regard the rights and interests
of this material in^ that instance as^ an era in of tho travelling, or indeed of any portion of the, w. u-ii-iuscmcuu
art, and he trusted it would be extensively intro-

,

public. If tho new House of Commons prove to i is applied to enable the organist to play from
duced in all future buildings. Terra-cotta, he be so far an improvement on its predecessors as one side of the chancel to the other. In the
said, was a material with which even grauite to have a definite, intelligible, and honest
could not compare for durability. As one who policy — we speak with reference to railways,
bad paid some attention to art, and who hoped be it nuderstood,—the most probable event will
to see the day when there would bo no engineer- bo, that the existing companies will again hid
ing work which was not also an artistic work, for legislative proteciion, by proposing to bind
he begged to thank Mr. Bariy and tho other themselves to a more equitable treatment of their
architects who had done so much to revive the costomers. For all parties this would seem to
employment of a very beautiful material in bo more desirable than the construction of a new
buildings of the present day.

; duplicate line.
Mr. C. F. Hayward mentioned the satisfactory The daily journal which in very many

results which had^ attended the use by him of quarters is looked up to as the most consistent
terra-cotta supplied by Mr. Blashfield in a authority on subjects similar to that of which
building be had erected iu the vicinity of Ply- we speak, has taken a tone with reference to
mouth. Speaking of the economy of the mate-

|

the present application with which we do not
rial as compared with stone, he stated that the altogether agree. The Times sees many and
cost of the triple-light windows with all the parts ' great advantages to be expected from the conso-
coinplete, and containing ninety pieces, was lidation of
6k lls. each, or 19i. 13s. for the three, and that
of single windows 41. lie. each. The columns
cost a little over 20s. each, and hollow blocks to
carry weight, filled in by tlie contractor, coat
lOs. each. The manner in which Mr. Blashfield
and his principal workmen devoted themselves
to the carrying ont of his designs had given
him the greatest satisfaction. He mentioned
that in the progress of the works a strike of
masons was threatened, and he believed tho
arrival of the terra-cotta had a very beneficial

effect upon the men, and induced them to alter

their mind, lest they might be deprived of the
stone-work which remained to be executed by
the substitution of a grea’er amount of terra-

cotta than waa originally contemplated.
Professor Kerr, in proposing a vote of thanks

to Mr. Barry and to the visitors who had taken
part in tho discussion, remarked that the sub-
ject was one of great interest, introducing as it

fiad done two separate schools in reference to
this material of terra cotta. Mr. Redgrave, as
representing the operations at South Kensing-
ton, started a different idea from that which
Mr. Barry and Mr. Blashfield had laid before
ih*:Ui as regards the practical use of terra-cotta.
Mr. Redgrave raised tho question whether the
material should be composed of natural clay or
clay artificially compounded. He thought the
argument in favour of the natural clay was
scarcely borne ou-. by the facta. The specimens
of the South Kensington material, be belitved,
were from the natural clay, untouched by the
tool before burning

;
whilst those exhibited by

Mr. Blashfield had been tooled carefully before
being placed in the kiln. Mr. Blashfield'said, in
effect, “ Look at the fine arras and the smooth

railway management and the diatri-

whole some 3,0001. have been spent,
church is well worth a visit.

The

SEWER VENTILATION.

Although the question of sewer ventilation
has of late years engaged the attention of many
thoughtful men, its importance has not been
generally appreciated. The efforts of sanitary
reformers to impress upon Boards of Health the
necessity of sewer ventilation have been but
partially snccessful. The reason of this may in

a measure be owing to the fact that no satisfac-

tory method of grappling with the difficulty has

. „ yet been discovered. Every engineer may have
bntion of dividend over as wide a system of i given the subject more or less consideration, but
returns as possible. So do wo. But we do not

j

professional men have never discussed the ques-
hold that, until this consummation is attained, tion in a comprehensive manner. We are daily
the Brighton directors have no option bat to ' reminded of the importance of trapping the
adhere to the recent augmentation iu their fares. ' drains to prevent mephitic gases from enterino-
We may yet have some time to wait before we human habitations, but seldom are we told that,
are in a position to define exactly how much the nuder certain circumstances, sewer gases will
net retnrns have been improved, or how much ' find their way into dwellings notwithstanding
deteriorated, by a policy which has been so

'
traps and other ordinary precautions now in

generally condemned
;
bat it is our belief that

i use.*
the most fertile source of income is to be found

j

Gas evolved by decomposing organic matter is

in giving tho utmost facilities to the travelling
|
always dangerous to health. Iu small quanti-

public. On no other view is the erection of
j

ties it poisons tho blood, and produces typhoid
enormous structures, like the Cannon-street aud and those other diseases commonly termed
London Bridge stations, and the Thames bridges, zymotic. In a perfectly undiluted state the gas
to be for a moment justified. It is because we hold
the recent action of the Brighton and their asso-

ciated directors to be, not conservative, but retro-

grade, that we are of opinion that it is au unwise
policy for the shareholders, as well as an aggres-

sive policy as regards all those locally interested

in the rate of fare. It is by good service, cheap
service, and punctual service, that the utmost
returns on the expended capital are, if we do
not grossly err, to be obtained. The mere fact

that the deposit for an opposition line has been
provided shows, more distinctly than any words
can do, the feefing with which the present
management of the Kent and Sussex system of
lines is regarded by the public. It speaks well

for public spirit, under all the depression of the
long financial stagnation, that proof should be
given that tho travellers who now reluctantly

use the Brighton Railway will not fail to resist

monopoly, unless monopoly shows some con-
science. It is also highly encouraging to see so

novel and so sound an application of the over-

would cause instant death. Sewage should have
sufficient velocity to prevent accumulation and
deposit, but this degree of perfectiou has seldom
been obtained. Iu well-regulated towns much
is done by means of constant flushing to keep
sewers comparatively wholesome

; but, owing to

the surface configuration in many districts, sewers
are necessarily constructed with flat gradients,
and, the velocity of the sewage being insufficient

to keep the solid particles in a state of motion,
a deposit is formed. It is well known that these
deposits rapidly putrefy and evolve most dan-
gerous gases.

In his evidence before the Select Committee
on the Sewage of Towns, Dr. R. A. Smith states

that sewage is oxidised even before it leaves the
town, and that poisonous gases (especially car-

bonic acid gas) are evolved in large quantities.

Whenever the temperature rises to about 54^,

oxidation is intensely rapid. The gases will, of

* This has beea often urged in our pages.—Eo.
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conrse, vary sligtlly, accordicg to the nature of 1 Again, althongh London ia not blessed with a

constant water supply, the dilution of tlie

sewage is much greater than in any other con*
the sewage, but are generally as follows :

—

CarboDic acid 93 0

Nitrogen 2 0

Sulphuretted hydrogen 3’0

Caroosic oxide, hydrogen, and car*

buretted hydrogen 0'4

100 0

The temperature in sewers being never less than

51 ' these gases are produced in prodigious

quantities. The motion of the liquids con-

stantly exposes fresh matter to the influence of

the air, and the solid matter deposited in the

sewers or adhering to the sides being in an

advanced state of decomposition the exhalations

are of the most deadly character.

We naturally ask, What becomes of these

gases ? It has been supposed by some that the

carbonic acid gas being heavier than air (its

taken place since their adoption. This fact

alone speaks volumes ia their favour, besides

which they are not very expensive, require no

siderable town in England. The sewer gases attention, and do not cause inconvenience or

annoyance to any one.

There is probably no subject of every-day

interest so little understood or regarded as this

now under consideration. In almost every

house complaints are made of ” bad smells
'*

arising in the neighbourhood of the sink-stone,

but a kind of intuitive horror of troulle prevents

the householder from taking stops to protect

himself and family from the evil eftects of

own ignorance or carelessness to suffer. T

.

TECHNICAL INSTRUCTION.

are, therefore, less noxious, as tho excessive

quantity of water tends to keep tho sewers

wholesome. The same applies in Paris, where
there ia no attempt at trapping, and no need for

it, as the “soil” is collected in cesspools, and
does not pass into the sewers. Tb© streets are

also washed with vast quantities of water, and

tho sewers are flushed every day.

Tho open-grate system is so barbarous that

we dismiss it from further consideration. It vitiated atmosphere. Generally sink-stones ar&

may continue in use for a short time, but like
j

fitted with what are called “ helhtraps. These

other expedients it must soon be abandoned, and
j

are supposed to keep down all bad smells, ana

something more worthy of this progressive and ' at the same time allow water to flow away freely^

scientific age be introduced. In practice, however, the water does not get

caxuuim; uem uciuu lico.jc*. v— i
No plan of sewer ventilation ought to bo '

away fast enough, and the traps ai’O removed,

specific gravity being lo-29) finds its way to the entertained which is not perfectly self-acting, ' Tho course is thus lefc quite open for the escape

outfall and is dissipated in tho air : this is clearly I
and in which the first cost does not cover the

,

of gases,
_

which qnickly penetrate into every

an error • tho law of gaseous diffusion, and the
1
whole expense likely to be incurred, as it is well room, fillieg tho house with a deadly poison,

well-known habit of all gases to mix and diffuse \ known that municipal authorities in their zeal
,

which destroys the stamina of our town P0P“‘

themselves without reference to the force of to cub down expenses have sometimes fallen into
|

lations, and lays the foundation of many ot the

gravity, militate against this theory. The con- the grievous error of neglecting preventive diseases from which humanity is doomed by^i-'S-

stantly accumulating gas is soon rendered highly measures as soon as all fear of an immediate

concentrated by tlie temperature in the sewers, epidemic outbreak has passed,

and as soon as tho pressure of this exceeds the To disinfect sewer gases before they can reach

hydrostatic pressure of the water in the traps it the street, vegetable charcoal spread lightly on

escapes. The bubbling noise not uncommonly 1 a perforated tray or basket has been fixed in

heard in water-closets and sink-traps is caused
j

connexion with the manholes or the gullies,

by gas escaping in this way
;
moreover, sewer

!
When dry it effectually purifies the gases, but as

gases are extremely soluble: water readily — * ;—
absorbs more than its own volume of carbonic

acid gas, consequently the water in the traps

rapidly becomes highly charged with sewer

emanations, which cause it to putrefy and

evolve most dangerous gases into tho apartment.

Carbonic acid gas ia uninflammable, and is

incapable of supporting animal respiration j
it

does not simply cause death by excluding oxygen

as some other gases do, but ia positively poisonous.

It will causa death by its presence even if other-

wise there be sufficient oxygen to support life.

This fact cannot be too strongly impressed on

the memory, that although a candle will not

burn where there is less oxygen than will sup-

port life, it may burn whore carbonic acid is

present in snfficlent quantities to destroy life:

accidents have frequently occurred to persons

ignorant of this important law, in sewers and in

brewing-vats where fermentation is carried on.

The system of ventilation adopted in London

and Paris is simply to insert an iron grate over

the manhole, and allow tho gases to escape into

the streets, without passing through any process

of deodorisation. The advocates of this method
have received encouragement from Mr. R. Raw-
linsoDjWhohasomitteclno opportunity to bring the

matter under the notice of municipal authorities.

Some years since, before water-closets came into

general use, street gullies were left untrappecl,

and no inconvenience was experienced 5
but

after water-closets became common the sewers xuiu-c u. a -—rr-^— .
' -n u f

were made receptacles for everything foul and
:
gnlties and traps in the neighbourhood; while already one in view), who will be remunerate

unwholesome. The nuisance soon became in -

1

the sewers at a distance would not bo affected partly by the School of Science, and also y

tolerable, and tho cry was raised, “Trap the iu the slightest degree. We see no chance of, students’ fees (which will, however, be very

eullies !
” The gullies were trapped accordingly

;
successful ventilation other than by establishing low), and by the grants given by the bta e.

outlets at frequent intervals.

Rain-water spouts have been used

.. ...J
This subject appears to be making satisfactory

it absorbs water rapidly it requires to be renewed
,

progress and creating a good deal of interest,

frequently. The steam and damp vapours from During the past few weeks the^ provincial

the sewers will in a short time render it useless.
'

papers have reported meetings whicii have been

Elaborate and expensive ventilating chambers
!

well attended by a good proportion of the work-

have been erected in West Ham and some other ' ing classes, who do not as a rule give much

places, the object being to purify the gases by
[

attention to educational questions. The meet-

means of charcoal before they escape. This
1
ing at Huddersfield was presided by t &•

process is theoretically correct, but its practical !
new mayor, the place having recently become a

‘ . j._ i. oil qHoHoo (if nnhh-
value is very doubtful, owing to the charcoal

absorbing damp and becoming impervions.

It has been proposed to connect the sewers

with factory or other chimneys, so that the gases

may either be consumed in the furnace or
'

corporate town, and men of all shades of politi-

cal and religious opinion took part in the pro-

ceedings. At Sheffield tho Rev. Canon Sale

presided; at Newark, the mayor; at Burslem,.

the Right Hon. C. B. Adderley, W.P. At the

discharged into the air at a great elevation. I ' latter meeting Mr. Beresford Nop^ M.P., ilr.

have tried this method, and have reason to believe 1
Melloy, M.P., Mr. Roden, and Mr. Buckmas er,.

that with care it may be made perfectly success- ! from the Science and Art Department, dehverca

ful. The expense of building special chimneys
j

iustmetivo and appropriate speeches. The im-

and keeping up a furnace would be too great to
:

portance of scientific^ instruction is ma 'ing

bo entertained, unless all other reasonable ' steady progress, and in many places evemug

schemes result in failure; hot if a factory
,

closes are now in operation for instruction xn

chimney exists near the summit of a sower a science.
11 -

-l t • t-
connexion can be made with very little expense,

j

Classes are about to be established in Liver-

Au enthusiast once proposed to ventilate all the ' pool for imparting practical and theoretical in-

sewers of Manchester by means of one immense strnction in the mechanical arts and sciences,

chimney and furnace, to be erected in some and to afford opportunities to tho workiog

central situation: fortunately this proposal did
,

classes of competing for theprizesandmedals-

not meet with ranch favour. If a central chimney
[

of the Science and Art Department, as wel as

and furnace should be constructed so as to for the Whitworth scholarships. A sub-com-

extracb air from the sewers, no benefit would be mittee of tho School of Science, aided y on©

felt more than a certain distance from tho or two large employers of mechanics, have me

furnace; as the air wonld be drawn with the to carry out the scheme. A suitable teacher

force of a hurricane into the sewer, through the will shortly be appointed (the committee having

but it was qnickly found, that instead of tho

streets, the houses received the contamiuated

vapours. We have now to consider what we are

to do next : shall we adopt some means of

ventilation not hitherto tried, or shall we revert

to the old system of untrapped gullies ?

To allow foul gases to escape into the streets

will cause a nuisance in proportion to the neces-

sity for ventilation. The g.ases will come up
under our very noses, and will be received into

our lungs before any very extensive mixture

with the atmosphere can possibly take place.

Those who advocate the open grate system
frequently quote the death-rate of London and

Paris as convincing proofs of the correctness cf

their arguments ; but they forget to consider

the peculiarities of those cities, which make
them quite exceptional, and their example of no
practical value to towns differently situated.

The bill of mortality does not give a correct

history of the sanitary condition of any place.

For instance, a healthy and salubrions neigh-

bourhood may show a higher death-rate than a
dirty and notoriously unhealthy place; and for

this reason, that invalids congregate there in

large numbers, many of whom do not recover,

and their deaths go to swell the average of a
small population. The converse holds equally

good. Large and wealthy cities are centres to

which men of means are attracted. These live

in comfortable and liealthy dwellings, in clean
and aristocratic districts, and of course live

longer than their less favoured neighbours.

is considered highly desirable that a chair of

avaiu-Yva^ci (st.uuLo ... Eome ' engineering scieuco sboulU be endowed, and, as-

instances; but the objections to this system are the books required aro^ expensive, it is hoped

numerous. During heavy storms, when the that liberal donations will be fortiiconung to ai

sewers are being rapidly filled with water these desirable objects.
• a -vr »

and when some outlet is specially required,' A public meeting has been held in St. Marys

the spouts are required for their legitimate National School, Lewisham, for the purpose o

function ;
besides which, leaves and birds’-neats organising classes for instruction in geometrica

cause frequent obstroction and stoppage. The mechanical, and architectural drawing, nnder a

gases would, moreover, be discharged into the science teacher, certificated by tho Departmen

immediate neighbonrhood of bedroom-windows, of Science and Art. Mr. Buckmaster attencle

an objection which cannot be overlooked or
,

from tho Science and Art Department, and de-

excused. ,

livered an address, in which ho encouraged tn©

The corporation of Liverpool has recently
^

young men to earnest work, and said that suc-

ineurred great expense in tho endeavour to solve ccss in life depended more^

this all-important mystery. Until last year

there was no attempt at ventilation, and the

sewers were in a most unwholesome condition
;

but after some discussion it was decided to ven-

tilate freely, and during that year 1,000 venti-

lators were constructed. The sewers are now
comparatively wholesome. Iron shafts or

chimneys, about 8 in. in diameter, with

revolving tops, in connexion *with which is

an archimedian screw, to cause a constant

upward draught, have been fixed in corners or

recesses. These shafts are joined to the sewers

in convenient places, and are also carried far

above any windows, so that there is no dangor

of particles of poisonous gases finding their way
into human habitations. Theso shafts have

been found to answer their purpose admirably.

A great reduction in the rate of mortality has

than extraordinary natural gifts. The classes-

will commence at once.

A public meeting has been held in the

Grammar School, Daventry, for the purpose of

iuaugoratiog a class for instruction in magnetism

and electricity, which will be conducted by Mr,

Rigby, a certified science teacher. The mayor,

Mr. W. Line, presided, and briefly introduced

Mr. Buckmaster, who delivered an appropriate

address, which was well received.

A large meeting has been held iu the County

Hall, Abingdon, on tlie occasion of the second

annual diacribution of the “Queen’s” and local

prizes. The mayor occupied the chair. The
secretary I’eported the excellent success that has

attended the labours of the master (Mr. E. J.

Gubb) and crowned the commendable application

of tho pupils to their study in tho past session.
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The first annual meeting for the diatribation

of prizes to the students in the Science and Art
Classes, at Northampton, gained in the recent
examination, has been held in the Totvu-huli.

Earl Spencer presided. The science classes hare
not been established more than six months, and
the late examination was the first, therefore, that
had been held. The result is regarded as very
encouraging. The classes are already equal in

number and success to those in the largest towns
in the kingdom, and the Inspector of Science
Schools for the Midland District (Mr. G. C.
Bartley) speaks of them in high terms. In the
fifteenth annual report of the Science and Art
Department, Mr. 6 . C. Bartley says,

—“ The
science classes in the Midland districts are in a
flourishing condition, particularly the one held at
the Guildhall, Northampton.” These classes
were established in October last, and in five

months after their establishment the students
were examined in free-hand drawing, in geometry,
in perspective, and in model drawing. Sixteen
students were successful in free-hand drawing,
six of them taking prizes

5
ten students were

successful in geometry, one taking a prize
5 four

students were successful in perspective, two
taking prizes

3 and nine students were successful
in model drawing, one gaining a prize. There
were other successes among the students.

TECHNICAL INSTRUCTION FOR THE
BUILDING TRADES.

A itEExiNG on this subject has been held at
Bradford in connexion with the building trades.
Its purpose was the inauguration of classes for
the operatives and apprentices employed in the
Bradford building trades. In connexion with the
trade of the joiners there has been formed a
board of conciliation and arbitration, which it is

hoped will extend to the whole of the building
trades. The early workings of this Board are
hopeful for the future. The proposed schools
originate with this board of arbitration, and
though the joiners have the honour of their
foundation, it is hoped that all the bnilding
trades will share in their advantages. The
objects sought were stated by Mr. A. Neill, the
umpire. The meeting was enthasiastic in
character, and the speeches of the several
gentlemen who addressed it were loudly cheered.
The proceedings were commenced with tea, aud
about 300 persons sat down. The classes have
commenced, and are to meet twice a week in the
Unitarian school-room, the services of an efficient
and practical teacher having been secured.

THE TECHNICAL
INSTRUCTION MOVEMENT IN SCOTLAND.
The President of the Royal Scottish Society

of Arts, Mr. George Robertson, C.E., in an able
address to the Society on the inst., treated
chiefly on tlio subject of science education. In
the course of his address he said :

—

“ The question as to the exact character of the schoola,
graded or otherwise, it would be desirable to establish,
on the large scale of u purely technical nature, such as
those on the Continent, I do not think (aud I say it with
deference) can he settled just nt once. In the present
state of matters the country is hardly ripe even I'or
immediati, certainly not for hasty action in this respect.
Full nse is not made of the technical institutions now in
existence, such as the School of Alines; aud a healthy and
not spasraodic demand must drat set in before any
purely scientific establishment on a large scale would
bo quite Iree from the risk of failure.”
“ Frofessor Huxley says .that this want of success is be-

cause the great mass of the mannfacturiug interest do not
eTon at the present moment, understand that such in’
struction .in the groundwork of technical education is
what they want to prevent their manufactures coinc to
rum.” ^ **

“ After all, perliaps, the most valuable and practical
way of promoting scientific education is to rouse up
interest aud convince the employers of labour of its value
Were the manufacturers all over the country thoroughly
courinoed of this, and determined to show that they
appreciated it, by promoting and giving higher wages to
those workmen who were technioaiJy trained, they would
rouse up such a demand as would satisfy the most ardent
well-wishers of the cause. It is the employers of labour
who may be said to have the great prizes of life to give
away, ia comparison with which all the medals aud cer’iifi-
cates a department can grant are only the means towards
an end. If the artisans who are employed in engineers’
shops find that they get on because they know the prin-
ciples of mechanics

;
if those who are engaged in dye-

works, glass-works, and the like, find that they advance
because they know something about the science of che-
mistry; if the stonemason finds himself promoted because
he ia acquainted with descriptive geometry aud drawing •

if the minor finds himself the captain of a mine becaute
he understands geology,—then, tbero will bo no fear for
the technieal education of either the present or the future
race of artuans. And if the rewards of life, whether at
college or in professions, bo in like manaer thrown more

open to science-trained men, there need be still less fear
for the education of the middle and upper classes.
Teachers and schools of science would soon .spring up if
the people found that science would ' pay.’ The demand
having once been created, it is against all the experience
of commerce if the supjdy does not keep pace with it.”

SCHOOLS OF ART.

The O'/ortZ School .—The annual meetiog for
the distribution of the awards to the sucoessfal
students of this sobool, took place in the Town-
hall, when a very large and influential audience
attended. The Lord President of the Council of
Education (the Duke of Marlborough) occupied
the chair, fiis Grace opened the proceedings in
au able address. In it was considered the bear-
ing of art upon the prosperity and commercial
institutions of the country, the growth of it since
the Great Exhibition of 1851, and the position
which it occupies in England at the present
time. The Rev. C. L. Wingfield read the
Government report, which was very satisfactory,
and the list of those pupils who had obtained
Government prizes aud certificates. The chair-
man said it was a gi'atification for him to know
that Mr. Macdonald, the master of the Oxford
School of Art, had been awarded a bonus of lOZ.

during the past year. The Department was
anxious to do what it could to increase the num-
ber and efficiency of these schools, and he trusted
the public would givo them credit for the exer-
tions they were making in order that the money
which was freely given by the public might not
be bestowed in vain. In conclusion he signified
hia intention to give a donation of lOZ. annually
to the funds of the school.

Tho Bristol School.—The prizes have been dis-

tributed to the successful pupils of this school at
the recent Government examination. The Mayor
occui)ied the chair. The report stated that the
school is in a satisfactoiy position so far as tho
success of its students can be a test; nerei'the-
leaa, the debt of G55Z., and the decrease of
annual subscribers, continue seriously to fetter
the expansion of tho school.

The School .—The public distribution
of the prizes awarded by the Government Inspec-
tor at tho last examination, took place in the
School of Art, Nortbgato-streot. There was a
large and interested audience. The llov. C. H.
Gaye, rector of St. Matthew’s, presided. Three
pupils have won for themselves free student-
ships. Mr. W. T. Griffiths, the master, said this

school almost stood alone in one respect—it had
no subscriptions. In other towns they would
generally find a long subscription list. They
had been established ten years, aud had not
come upon the inhabitants for one farthing,
excepting for such expenses as were connected
with the fitting out of the room at the outset.
It had been supported entirely by the fees of the 1

students. Those fees were drawn up so as to I

meet all classes, and the teaching was of an I

essentially practical character.

The Covntrij School .—The annual meeting of
this school h'ls been held in St. Mary’s Hall.

Mr. James Darlington presided, and there was a
numerous audiulluential attendance. Thoannual
report says :

—

“ The friends of the Coventry School of Art may fairly
look upon the past j'car as the most successful of its exist-
ence. The South Kensington Department of Science and
Art has this year awarded to it one silver and three bronze
medals, an increased number of book-prizes, an in-
creased number of successful examination paprrs, ono
national scholarship, seven free studentships, and a bonus
of 30L to the master in recognition of his success.
The total number of students who Lave attended tho

school during the year has been 155, and although the hot
summer caused a temporary failing off, the attendance has
been very regular.
Tho Department of Science aud Art has this year

awarded eight hook prizes for drawings in the elementary
stages, against five last year; one also secured honour-
able mention. Twenty-one works were selected for
national competition, against sixteen last year : to ono of
theso a silver medal was awarded, three had bronze
medals, and ouo a book prize. Lust year, ono bronze
medal and three book prizes were obtained.
The examinations in freehand, model, geometrical, per-

spective, aud mechanical drawing, held in Alarch last,

were conducted under the superintendence of the local
committee. The number of students who passed is 35,
against 27 last year. The number of successful papers 60,
against 36 last year.

Seven scholars havo had free stewardships granted to
them for one year by the Department of Science and Art,
and Mr. John Frost has succeeded in obtaining a national
scholarship, with an allowance of IL per week, for one
ear. Theso scholarships are now given to a limited uum-
?r of the best students who are, or intend to become,

professional designers for manufacturers, or art workmen.
Bonoses, consisting of one sum of 50^ ; three of 4yL:

five of 3('L ;
ton of 2 : 1 .

;
and twenty of luL, were this year

awarded to the head masters of schools of art in which the
results of instruction, as tested by the examinations of ibe
department, were the most satisfactory. Of these Mr.
Anderson obtained this school being the filteenth on
the list, which comprises altogether 102 schools."

The Taunton School .—The annual meeting for
the purpose of distributing the prizes awarded
to this school by the Deparciuenb of Science and
Art has been held at the suhool. There was a
good attendance. The con^pany first examined
the works of art executed by tho master (Mr.
John Rowe) and the pupils during the past year.
The drawings and sketches by the students
numbered 141, embracing all the stages of
instruction

; and were supplemented by thirty-
one studies in oil, water-colour, chalk, and pencil
by Mr. Rowe, all from nature, with the exception
of a copy of Titian’s Ignatius Loyola. The pro-
ductions of the students were executed in tho
morning and evening classes of the school. Six
of tho students’ works were selected by tho
Department for nation.al competition, and of
these Mrs. Mulct’s gained the distinction of
Queen’s prize. The R.ev. W. Arthur Jones
(honorary secretary) read tho report, which
said :

—

” The committee have the sft'isfaetion.of congratulating
its friends and supporters on its continued efTicienoy and
I'll the success with which, under liio able direciioa of the
head-master, Mr. Rowe, tho pupils of the ichool have
pursued their studies during iho past year. The pay-
ments on results received from Government this year
have been more than double the atnountreceived from the
same source last year. This circumstance ia especially
encouraging, because it is u sure and undoubted proof of
increased diligence and activity on the part both of pupils
aud master.”

A Stirling address to the students was given
by tho hoad-master, and the meeting was also
addressed by Mr. Malefc, tho chairman, and the
hon. secretary.

The Ncivcastle-under-Lxine School .—Tho an-
nual meeting of this school bus been held in tho
town-hall. It was well attended by the pupils
and their friends, a large proportion being of
the working classes. Mr. W. S. Allen occupied
the chair. Tho report of ilr. Bacon, now hoad-
master of the Stoke schools, was read. Tho
reporter said :

—

" I 8711 glad to state that sixty-C’ght students havo
availed themselves of tho iDSinictiou offered iu tho
clusses. Sixty-ono students altciiiled in the evening aud
seven attended the private classes which met in the
morning.
In March an examination, conducted by rnembera of

the committee iu accordance with the Science and Art
Department’s regulations, took place. Sixteen students
presented themselves and were examined. Of these, tea
passed and three obtained prizes.
The drawings which were finished ia the school during

the previous twelve months were sent to Loudon in April
to be examined. The works of ten students were satis-
factory, three obtained prizes, und one honourable men-
tion. At the National competition, at which about 103
schools compete for ten gold, iwenly silver, and fifty
bronze medals, one bronze nici'al was awarded to this
school. Two of the students, viz

,
W. P. Rhodes aud

T. J. Wuikiu, havo been appointed free students, tho
Science and Art Department paying their fees for twelvo
months."

The meeting pledged itself to givo support to

tho school, fully recogniriug the importauoo aud
advantages which such an institutiou oU'ered to

the locality.

A Sherborne School.—It has been resolved at a
public meeting that a local school of science and
art, in connexion with the Department of Science
and Art, shall be established with as little delay
as possible. A committee and secretaries were
named, and it was stated that Mr. Fraser, who
is couduotiug the schcol of art at Salisbury, will

probably undertake tho duties of conductor of
the Sherborue school, assisted (pro tem.) by
Mr. Stephens, the ruaster of the Sherborue
National Schoola.

ST. SAVIOUR’S CHDRCH, PRESTON,
LANCASUiilE.

This church was consecrated on the 29th ult.

by the bishop of the diocese. It consists of a
broad nave aud north aisle, the latter sufficiently

wide and lofty to receive a spacious gallery

without extending np to the arcade dividing the
two.
Tho east window has detached shafts, carved

capitals, with moulded archivolte, iuterually,

and plate-tracery of a simple and early type.

The communion-rail aud standards are wrought
iu iron, decorated with colour aud gilding.

The chaucel and footpace are paved with
Godwin’s tiles. The chancel-stalls have open
fronts, and the bench ends are decorated with
the symbol of the Christian faith, aud an ancient
monogram expressing tho name of Christ in

Greek, by the use of the first letters of that

name combined. The pulpit is the gift of Mrs.
Newsham. It ia of oak, with polished stone
subatractnre aud steps.
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The organ remains to be added, together with [ham, are also commissioDed by the widow and

the prayer-desk
;
the present one being tempo-

;

family of the late Mr. John Smith and the arcbi-

rarv. The lectern is an eagle, of very old oak.
,

tect with two memorial windows for the west

file Toof-ridge of the chancel and nave is lend, of their best workmanship, the subjects

continuons, but the point of separation is
‘ being respectively “ Christ Blessing Little Chil-

rhaiked by greater richness and size of the 1
dren" and “ The Harvest of the World, and the

principals, the curved rafters of which are PuUing in of the Sickle.”

SAINT JAMES’S CHURCH, KIDBROOKE.

decorated with various devices of a symbolic

cha'-acter, as the cross and the emblem of the

Trinity. At the apex is a conspicuons emblem
of the Holy Ghost as a descending dove,

The completion of the exterior reqnires the

tower in its upper stages, the enclosure of the
,

site, and the removal of the cottages in Queen-
i

street. The principal entrance under the tower

The wall principals at the east end are simi- ’

is surmonnted by a medallion of the head of

laily decorated, and the emblem at the apex, ' Christ. The west windows of the nave and

directly over the communion-table, where the aisle have tracery of an early character. Stone
i

sacrifice is commemorated, is the Lamb of God. crosses surmount the east and west gables of the

The roof principals over the sacrarium are deco- nave, and over the aisle gable is a croivn of

rated with conventional representations of the thorns in wronght-iron work,

vine and the passion flower. The stone carving is , The architect was Mr. Hibbert. The whole of

also symbolic in many instances. The two the carving and parts of tho decorations have i

corbels to the chancel principals represent been contributed by various persons interested
;

angels. in the church, without trenching upon the
,

The gas-standards are Skidmore’s work. The general building fund.
j

ga’lerv ceilings are divided into bays by the

oupporting timbers, decoratively treated, and —
each bay is farther ornamented with coloured

stencil bordering. The space below the west The Educational Piuzes at the Polytechnic

gallerv is immediately near the principal en- Institution.—The prizes and certificates Horn

trance, and being partly screened off from the the Society of Arts, the Science and Art De-

epen nave, forms a quasi narthex or vestibule, partmeot. City of London College, and Roya

Here the font will be placed, the present one Polytechnic have been distributed to the sue-

being only temporary. The sacrarium window .
cessful candidates of the evening classes at t e

is filled with Powell’s stamped quarries, and
,

Polytechnic. The gold medal of the Science

represents the sacramental elements in the .and Art Department was gained by Mr. '*• J-

forms of wheat and vine. The east end ia about ' Wilson, engineer’s clerk, and the silver m_eda

to receive a largo memorial window, the gift of
j

by Mr. Robert W ilkins, clerk, both for animal

Mr. Edward Swainson, by Czell, of Paris, the physiology. Besides three bronze medals,

Bubjecra being figures of Christ and the four various books, money prizes, and certificates

Kvangfcliats. Messrs. Hardman, of Birming- I
were distributed.

In consequence of the rapidly increasing de-

mand for residences near Blackheath, the land

adjoining became eligible for building purposes.

The freeholder of a largo estate at Kidbrooke,

Earl St. Germans, having offered a site for a

church and rectory, steps were taken in 1S6G to

build the former, which resulted in tho erection

of tho church of St. James, Kidbrooke, and a

parish was accordingly formed. The church was

consecrated by the Bishop of Rochester in July,

1867. It contains accommodaiion for 1,000 per-

sons, and cost, exclusive of the organ, reredos,

pulpit, fences, lighting, &c., about 7,000Z. The
plan consists of nave, aisles, and chancel, with a

tower and spire 160 ft. high at the east end of

the north aisle, and a vestry on the opposite side.

The organ-chamber is formed on the ground-

floor of the tower.
' The reredos, pulpit, reading-desk, and font,

i

which are wrought in Caen stone, with alabaster

' and marble columns introduced, as well as the
' carving generally, were executed by Mr. Seale,

t)f Walworth, from the designs of the architects.

! The church ia built of brick with Kentish rag-

; stone facings, and Bath-stono dressings. The
pewing and stalls are of deal, stained and var-

’Dished. The aisle passages are paved with red

I and black tiles, and the chancel is laid with

I

encaustic tiles. The whole of the windows are

filled with geometric tracery. The east window,

j

which has five lights, will shortly bo filled with
' stained glass by Messrs. Ward & Hughes, at the

expense of a lady in the congregation. The

organ is by Robson. The architeota employed

were Messrs. Newman d' Billing
;
and tho builders

Messrs. Dove, Brothers.

ST. JAMES’S CHURCH KIDBROOKE. CARVED CAPITALS : GAS FITTINGS.
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THE LATE MU. EDWARD WELCH,
ARCHITECT.

We regret to tear of tto death of Mr. Welch.

He was born at Overton, in Flintshire, in 1806,

and died at his house in Southampton-row,

Bloomsbury, on the 3rd of August. In former

years he was in partnership with Mr. Hansom,

and the Birmingham Town-hall was built by

them conjointly, the firm being “Hansom &
Welch.” They also built St. John’s Church,

Tosteth Park, Liverpool
j
the Beaumaris County

Gaol
5
the Terrace and the Bulkeley Arms Hotel,

Beaumaris; a church in Hull; the Dispensary.

York; King WUliam’s College, Isle of Man; and

several churches there. The firm suffered greatly

through the building of the Birmingham Town-

hall, and their sureties, or rather the sureties of

the builders, Kendall & Thomas, lost all the

money they had advanced to assist the building,

amounting, we believe, to something like 4,0001.

or 5,COOh ; but Mr. Welch’s father, as one of the

sureties, was compelled to pay a further sum of

1,0001. to get rid of hia responsibility. This loss

to the sureties was a great grief to Mr. Welch for

many years, and he did all he could to repair the

damage, but tbe bard world said a contract was

a contract ;
and though subscriptions were

raised io indemnify the sureties, tho amount

collected was but very trifling.

Mr. Welch, alone, was tbe architect of tho

Northern Hospital, Liverpool, and several

churches in and aronnd that town
;
the Monk’s

Ferry Hotel, Birkenhead, &c. Of late years he

had devoted his attention to the ventilation and

heating of houses by means of a hot-air chamber

behind the ordinary fire-grate, and latterly had

succeeded well in the application of the prin-

ciple, especially on a patent taken out in 1865.

The St. Panoras Relief Office, designed by Mr.

Robins, was recently provided with Welch’s

stoves
5
and the same architect, with one of

these stoves, has since arranged the warming

and ventilation of three apartments,—tho ball

and a room besides that containing the stove,

—

ill a residence at Godstone.

Mr. Welch was highly esteemed by all who
knew him intimately. He was a man of liberal

and expansive ideas, and generously open to tbe

merits and abilities of others, while modestly

undervaluing his own.

sewers. Ventilating shafts sbonld bo carried above the

level of the highest windows of the houses, and to such a

height as to prevent tho noxious gases being blown down

tho chimneys ;
the shafts to be connected to the crowns of

the sewers by air pipes, and ventilation in no case to be

effected by rain-water pipes.

10. That a auUicient area of land be eeleoted and pur-

chased, or leased, for the purpose of being lai^d out for

irrigation j
and that tbe sewage be conducted over or

through that land in such manner as not to create a

nuisance, and to entirely disinfect the sewage matter.

The ‘carriers ’ should bo covered.

11. That tho total quautity of land required will depend

upon the nature of tho subsoil
;
but as a maximum, two-

thirds of an acre per 100 of tho population will aulboe,

althoueb it would be better to provide one acre per 100,

in order to admit of farming tbe lands subject to the

judicious rotation of crops,”

The true method of dealing with tbe subsoil

water in the valley of Thames, the reporter

adds, must depend on an efficient method being

devised of bringing the river under control.

An appendix to the report contains memo-

I’anda, after inspection, as to the Bedford sani-

tary improvements.

FROM IRELAND.

Lurgan .—A new town-ball ha3_been opened

instead of the ordinary burners. The size of the

shop is 34 ft. long, 24 ft. wide, 19 ft. high, and

fitted with British plate-glass of very large size-

The architect was Mr. Martin Greener, of Sun-

derland and South Shields. Messrs. Wright &
Son have just given a dinner to a number of

friends and tbe workmen who had been em-

ployed in tho construction of their new premises.

The party numbered about 100.

UpiDcll.—The new Public Hall has been opened

by a co7ii’ersa2ionc. TJpwell contains a few public-

spirited men, who last year formed a gas com-

pany and erected gas-works ;
this year they

formed another company, and so raised funds for

building the public hall, with the idea that by
supplying it with books and newspapers, and

the delivery of scientific and moral lectures, the

young men might be kept out of tbe public-

houses, and their minds instructed by rational

amusement
;

it is also designed to impart

sociability among tho upper and middle classes,

too little known to each other by reason of the

scattered nature of the fen farms and the in-

different roads. Concerts, balls, tea-parties, &c.,

in the Public Hall will bring together the per-

sons now isolated
;
angularities will thus get

rubbed off, and friendships be made for the

THE DRAINAGE OF OXFORD, ETON,
WINDSOR, AND ABINGDON.

A Report on this subject by Colonel Ewart,

of the Royal Engineers, commanding in the

London district, has been made to the Home
Secretary, and printed by his order. The

reporter recommends tbe separate system as

explained in the treatise on “ Sanitary Manage-

ment and Utilization of Sewage,” by Mr. W.

Menzies, Deputy Surveyor of Windsor Forest and

Parks. At the conclusion of his report the

reporter says :

—

“ I report to her Majesty’s Under Secretary of State to

tbe Hotoo Department as lollows :

—

1. That the ‘separate system,’ of drainage ns above

described, is tho proper principle of draioage to be

adopted in the towoe of Oxford, Windsor, Eton, and

Abiugdon.
, .

2. That a complete system of sewers should be laid out

in the above-menfioued towns, to receive all the sewage

matter of tho towns
;
and that such sewers, so far from

being of such a size as to enable a man to work m them,

should be of such dimensions only as may be suQicieiit to

afford a passage to the sewage matter.
.

3 That the rainfall should not be allowed to enter into

the foul sewers, but should either be stored in tanks for

domestic use, or be allowed to fiow into its natural chan-

nels, care being taken, in tho event of its running into a

river, that it is freed from noxious impurities by careful

scavenging of the streets, or, if necessary, bypassing it

into settling beds before allowing it to enter the stream.

4. That, as soon as possible, a complete system of water

Bupply should be provided where it docs not already exist,

and arrangemente should be made for enabling such sup-

ply to be used for flushing the sowers.

6. That the water and sewage works of each town

should, if possible, be under the control of the same local

aothonty.
. , , - ,

6. That all drains communicating with the foul sewers

should be trapped where in eonnexiou with the houses, and

elsewhere when necessary; the traps to be beyond the

control of the inhabitants ;
bell-traps to bo considered

kero with Masouio ceremonial. Tho building,
j

general benefit of all. Mr. C. W. Townley pre-

which was commenced early in tbe summer, is sented the site, which is near the church. The

modern in style. It is three stories high, and new building has been erected by Mr. William

the interior consists of two large rooms and a
|

Elworthy, of Upwell, from the design of Mr. R.

basement storv. The dimensions of tbe building
,

Reynolds Rowe, F.S.A., of Cambridge, the Isle

are—leneth 105 ft.; breadth, 36 ft.; and
;

surveyor. The style is Italian; the walls are

height 64 ft Tho basement story, which is
;
of the local bricks, with dressings and arcading

intended to be used as a poor-law dispensary and in red and black bricks. The hall is 60 ft. long

butter market, measures 101 ft. by 22 ft. The by 30 ft. wide m the interior and is covered

second floor, which is almost oa a level with the
j

with an open-timbered roof. Arrangements are

street is intended to be used as a town-hall and made for tho erection of a gallery opposite the

assembly-rooms. Its length is 86 ft., and width
,

platform, when needed. There are

36 ft., and at the north end of the hall there is
;

cloak-rooms; and the rooms are all lighted with

an orchestral gallery capable of accornmodating

sixty persons. The body of the hall, it may be

stated, would seat 500 persons comfortably.

The upper room, which is lighted by thirty-two

arched windows, will, when completed, be used

as town commissioners’ board -room, town

clerk’s office, and for other town purposes. The

estimated cost of tbe entire building is about

2 0001. The architects were Messrs. Young &
M’Kenzie, of Belfast ;

and tbe builder Mr. John

Archer, of Lurgan. The new hall, which is

almost completed, is built on the vacant space

between the police barrack and the Mechanics

Institute, in Uiiion-street, and is connected with

the latter building. The gasfittings for the hall

were put up by Mr. Stewart, of Belfast, assisted

by Mr. John Long, of Lurgan.

FROM SCOTLAND.

In Danfermline there have been a considerable

number of erections of different kinds during

the last two years. Three large power-loom

factories, besides extensive additions to a

number of others, a new foundry, and a number

of dwelling-houses have been put up. At the

present time the burgh intend erecting new

public slaughter premises. They are shown on

the plans to cover three-quarters of an acre.

The extended burgh boundaries are intended to

be drained, and tbe streets properly repaved.

Feus at Comely Park arc rapidly being taken off

for building purposes. There are two villa resi-

dences at the above place, nearly completed.

Mr. Maccallum is the architect.

That etables or cow.liouBes sbou'.d have surface

drainage carried through the walls into trapped cesspits,

clear of tho walls, and thence eater the foul sewers.

Examples of which may be found in recently constructed

Cavalry and Artillery stables.

8. That refuse from gas and other factories, when
injurious to vegetation, should be collected into a tank at

each establishment previous to the drains from it entering

the public sewer, and the noxious constituents be sepa-

rated by precipitation and filtration; the deposited

matters to be frequently removed at the cost of the

manufacturer.
9. That proper ventilation be provided for all the loul

PROVINCIAL NEWS.

South SliieUs.—Messrs. Wright’s new pre-

mises in Deau-street consist of one large shop

for general business, a suite of private offices,

entered from Dean-street and Ferry-street, a

bond store of three stories, with the ground-

work laid for another bond, both in Ferry-street.

There is also in Dean-street a preparation for

shop extension, with a large suite of offices on

two floors above. Tho character of tbe building

is Byzantine, worked out in plain red and white

bricks. Tho windows are relieved with double

reveals, stopped by quarter rounds, and

splayed on different outlines. The front is

broken by coibelled pillars and strings, worked

into dentil blocked bed mouldings, and termi-

nated by a cornice, also having a dentil blocked

cornice, relieved with white brick recesses. The

whole is slated and finished with a ridge crest-

ing. Tho shop will be lighted by two gaseliers.

ROAD-MAKING.

Sir,—

A

s a Road Surveyor, born and bred in it,

my father having been one of M'Adam’s pupils,

I have again and again noticed the extraordi-

nary ways surveyors, and especially the sur-

veyors in London, have of making and repair-

ing roads. I can account for it in no other way
but that commissioners appoint men not really

qualified to undertake the duties of their office,

aud, in fact, whether they be town commissioners

or highway boards, the appointment is gained,

for tho most part, by local influence, and not by

the personal qualifications of tbe candidate. There

seems to be however, generally speaking, better

management not only in the election of sur-

veyors, but in every other matter, by turnpike

trustees, whose offices are now being so rapidly

abolished, they being'.better educated, and filling

superior positions in life.

I think it is wrong to place a thick metalling

on roads, for these reasons :—It is far more ex-

pensive than a thin coat, as more stone is

required. People are too fond of applying the

epithet “good” to a thick coat of stones. A
thick coat will take longer to settle than a

thin
;
each separate stone forming “ the coat,”

requires a matrix before it can settle : if there-

fore stones are spread thickly, they have no

matrix whatever, and before they can settle,

they must wait until a large portion of the coat

is pulverised, which pulverised matter then acts

as the matrix for the atone. A thin coat, on th&

contrary, being spread on tbe soft road, at once

finds its matrix by the mud of the road, or by the

pliability of the road itself; the individual stones

in a thick coat will by attrition rnb themselves

nearly round,—at any rate, lose all tbe sharp

angles caused by the fracture, thus adding to

the length of time the coat will take to settle,

as a sharp angular stone will find a bed for itself

quicker than a round or rounded stone. A thick

coat will not wear in evenly
;

it will wear

“pitty” or “bunchy,” because it cannot bo

kept raked properly : it is more expensive to

keep raked, for the longer it takes to settle, the

more attention it requires. Then a thick coat

does not last as long as a thin coat; for in a thin

coat each individual stone sinks at once into its

matrix, and one of its faces only is exposed to

friction of traffic, while in a thick coat much is

wasted in attrition, rubbed into gravel, and then

mud, in its attempts to settle ;
aud then, after

all, it does not settle so “sweetly” as a thin

coat. The sooner a coat of stone is settled, the

longer it will last, and of course the less expen-

sive will it be : for that reason alone, a thin

coat is preferable.
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Another objecuoa to thick coats is, that lay-
in" periodically an embankment on roads of 6 in.
of metalling soon makes the road higher than the
troitairs.

I consider that a coat of atones is of snflficient
thickness if one stone touches the other \Tich an
extra scatter in the centre of the road to bring
it up to the proper convex form.

Regarding the letter to yon signed “ B. Baylis,”
I challenge the writer to point to a single spot,
either on “ town roads ” or “ suburban roads,” in
which 6 in. of metalling are required. It is down-
right cruelty to pub on sneh a coat, whether
iu once or twice, — cruelty to the ratepayers,
crueify to the owners of carriages and horses,
and cruelty to the poor horses themselves.

ilr. Baylis advises the coat to be covered
" with a good [!j coat of biuding material, clean
grave), or screenings of metalling j” that implies
the metalling he uses is screened. What is the
use, where is the advantage, of screening the
metalling, and then putting the screenings back
again amongst the stones when they are spread ?
He has “grave doubts” as to whether mac-

adamized roads are indispensable : 1 entreat him
to get np by the side of the driver of the first
’bus he sees, and ask him which he likes best to
drive over,—a steioed road, or a paved road

;

and which his horses like best. Nay ! I entreat
him to watch for himself, and he will see horses
on a paved road stepping with short, timid
steps,

• •
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matrix for itself. Ic has, therefore, to displace a
greater portion of the road’s surface, and yet it
has but the same force exerted on it to drive it
into its place as a 2-in. stone; and as I have
already implied, the longer a stone is “up” the
more nnfit does it become for its place, its angles
will wear off, and with that its power of becom-
ing really settled iu its place. And too, a
greater extent of wearing surface is presented :

so nulesB the stone settles well it will “tip”
with passing carriages, wear a too large hole for
itself, and then there are mud, holes, loose stones,
and all the other unpleasantnesses of a bad
road. There is not either such a chance for the
road settling, or “running” smoothly, as in the
case of a coat of well-broken stone. It is im-
possible to find a quarry in which the stones are
all precisely alike in the quality of durability.
Then it is still more important that the stones
should be broken small, for iu a coat of atone in
which each stone is subject to the same wearing
influences, if one stone is softer than the other,
the softer stone will wear first. Thus the surface
of the road iu this way becomes “ pitty
nodulous. And, too, in a coat of large stones,
there must need be larger interstices than iu a
coat of small stones. In this therefore, the coat
of large stones is inferior.

Another needless expense, is sifting the broken

1 u .. /.. iiT- ,

- stone. I should like to ascertain why surveyorslippmg about (tailing down perhaps) insist upon having the broken stones suppliedami profusely sweating j^aod on a metjilled road ou their roads sifted. If a road is in good order,

requires a larger with an ioolination of half an inch to a foot from.
. the crown of the road to the side channels. The

broken stones are laid on in three separate coats,
each coat being well raked, watered, and rolled
until it has become consolidated.
On roads where there is but little tniffic, a

sprinkling of finely-sifted I'oad-scrapiDg.s may be
used to facilitate the setting of the stones

;
but

this can be better effected by constant watering
and rolling for a short period.

It is a matter of great importance for the
stability of the road that it should be imperme-
able. This is difficult to accomplish when stones
of irregular sizes are used, and can only bo
eecnred when the broken stones are as nearly as
possible of one size, forming a compact and
solid mass.

I do not agree with the practice of usiri" gravel
‘‘binding” as mentioned in Mr. Baylia’s letter
in the Builder, as I find the smaller stones have
a tendency to work downwards, and in so doing
displace the larger stones.

I consider the subject of the efficient main-

^

tenanoe and economising materials in the making
or

I

and repairing of roads is one deserving of moro
careful consideration than is generally given
to it. A. Mougan, C.E.

LIGHT RAILWAYS.
MANCHESTEU INSTITUTION OF ENGINEEK3.

At the first meeting for the Session of the

tanta of the street in less noise.
U ,

. , . .
;

---—
--ij, w...., uaii a nifiu uiter wei >veatl

fnl ^ °
V, ^ '"V

important, only akiU that has been made of large sif.ed sioues. and you
ful men should be ctnployed

; for if a coat of will find you can push the blade of your knifeatones be not kept with as level a surface as pos- into the interstices. Mr. Hickea, the ivell-knowo

iM
® surveyor of Truro, in Cornwall, not only puts on

It has settled ? But before the coat of stone is the stones he uses unsifted, but iu addition,put on, there 18 first a considerable outlay gene- when the coat is partially settled, he scatters
rally incurred by Iift-mg

; why I Ctnuot see.
, small-broken grey granite over it, the graniteM Adam introduced lifting because, before being easily broken by a passing wheel, crusheshe began with the roads it was the practice to into gravel, and acts as an additional means ofrepair a road with atones broken as big as a getting the coat rapidly settled

;
and, what is veryman 8 two hstp, aud not to puy any farther valuable, he finds that a coat so metalled will

not “ break op ” in the summer.

• » - - —- . wt. uocji luaucs oiiueu

f
" stepping out fear-

;

it has bnt little dirt on it, even wben'it requires ..

wor^'
their

^

stoning : what then can more rapidly and more Manchester lustitntion of Engineers, the preai-

Tli« In ,
,

natarnlly bo the means of uniting a coat of dent, Mr. W. W. Hnlse, rend an address “On
in favour of a nirfnllortLn«.i

’ ^

1
°’

i

stones than the gravel fonnd in a heap of broken Light Hailways,” in which ho considered what

rrw.rde tl- . .rff r
^ “‘hing ns Stones, as the breaker leaves the heap? The would be the heat system for suburban trafficg rd8_ the difference of com ort to the inhabi- gravel in the heap acts as a sort of concrete for This he concluded would be a ft. gauge line,

uniting the stones. Brusharoad afeerwetweather nnless where intended to interchango vy-Tih the
usual -1 ft. 8^ iu. or the 7 ft. The ft., he
urged, could be constructed and equipped for
less tliau two-thirds the cost, and be miiiufaiued
and worked at a corresponding rediictiuii of
expense, by comparison with the 4 ft. 8V iu.
system. The 3^ ft. system is already largely
adopted in Queensland, Ceylon, Norway, Be'^ium
and other places, and with complete success.

In designing the carriages for the local Hue,
the 3i--ft. gauge is found to give ample uccum.
modation. The carriage which promises to bo
most suitable is what may be termed of the
omnibus type, with seats arranged on each side,
and a longitudinal passage, say 30 in. to 36 in.
wide, down the middle, with doors openiu"
inward at the ends. The leading dimensions
are 20 ft. long, 6 ft. wide, and R.J ft. high io-
side. Carriages of this size would accommo-
date twenty-four passengers, twelve on a aide,
and give over 30 cubic feet of spaco to each!
The floors of the carriages would be ou a level
with the platforms, and this, with the wide
passage, would give the requisite facility of in.
gross and egress, which is one of the essentials
of a local traffic, where there is a great fre-
quency of trains. In speaking of light rail.vuya
it is not intended to convey the idea that the
works or rolling stock for such a system wonld
be in any respect less substantial and durable
than on the heavy 4 ft. 8^ in. system, but
rather that the works, engines, and carriages
would be, though lighter, sufficiently strong and
durable in proportion to the reduced loads and
speed of the trains, and that a closer approxi-
mation of the paying to tho non-paying load
would be effected.

attention to the coat after it was on.’ “ Well/
M'Adara said, “ there is such an immense depth
of stones, that I can repair these roads and

jmake them -.smooth and woU-shaped simply by Sir..-I,i answer to “ Z. Y. Z.,” upon road-

sl aafit aha';!'
’’''“'""S

.

‘ making or repairing, I partially agree with Tel-BO that It shall go through a 2i m.^ nog, and ford's system. There can be no possible doobtthen re-coatiog the road
care to keep it raked well,

he said he could do
;
on the strength of that, aud .o v. « a

because the roads under M'Adam’s care got surface.

laying on of equal-sized stones, freeAnd he^ did what from extraneous matter, is correct, as whatever
is of a softer material naturally works up to the

My experience is, never allow yonr
roadtobesofar-neglected as to form rots.' huthieing. ^r^e^'Jtingnow,-^ upon the loose atones carefully drawn to the crown of

! viaji, if

f a patchy
placing layer upon layer does

ni, I .,11 a r r X j
answer, for the simple reason, if you allow

the surface of road to be worn partially smooth

,“rrd I
‘

w\"
this d!,:; h ’an

J ou and I, sir, are not. What their reason is for you want a smooth surface iustead of a
fit-i Pl-ing layer upon layasked, but I have obtained no other answer than

“ Ob ! it is all very fine for you not to do it, but ou,. .a^.

.Uk™ the required extri coat 'or cover.~
ing.the stones are DOC thoroughly bound together.
My practice is, never allow your road to get into

after his roads got into shape. He' never lifts
now (unless, of course, the road is out of form)

;

and I never lift, except when it is to form
a road made by surveyors who thought big
stones, and plenty of them, necessary to make
good roads. If the road is left until the winter
comes ID, frost, rain, and snow will lift it without
costing a penny-piece, and far more effectually
than any artificial means can do it. By lifting
a road, a thicker stratum of stones requiring to
bo settled is added to the coat; the old coat,
already weakened by friction, attrition, by the
natural efl'ecta of its porosity, and all the rest of
it, is ground to mud, or ground so small that it

is corapanitively of no use to the road, so the
road is positively weakeneil by “ lifting.”

As to breaking, which I ought to have written
of first to be in the natural sfquence of things

;

in no case, nnless of tho most cxtraoidinary
character, are largo broken stones admissible
for road repairing. A coat of stones ought ro
be broken so that each separate slone cun be
passed through a 2.in. ring. In breaking the
itones smaller, there is too large a proportion of
gravel (stones broken to giave!) in the heap;
breaking them larger is a wusle of material; for
a cubic yard of stone broken 2-in. ring size will
cover more space than a cubic yard broken
4-in. ring size, a coat of large broken slone (I
niean stone broken larger than 2-in. ring aiz“)
will not seltle es soon as a coat of properly-

that state of neglect as to require 4 in. or 5 in.

to be laid on at one time, as a sdteh in time, &c.

;

but lay them on at the proper road-repairing
time, keeping the centre well up, so that the
road may drain itself dry, the channels open,
and the water got rid of as quickly as possible.
If these simple matters were attended to, a great
saving of labour and materials would be the re-
sult. John MclLquiiAir,

Surveyor to Penrith Board of Health.

Having devoted much attention to tlie subject

ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION.

Although I Lave read wiili great interest
tho various letters from “ Adelphi” and oih-r.-i,

. .

-- which have appeared on the above subject
ot making and repairing roads, 1 consider the in your journal, I have hithejt'O reftauied
system introduced by M'Adam very much from entering into the correspondence, in the
superior to that practised by Telford, both as hope that the Architectural Association wcu'd
regards durability and economy iu their con. ' take up the subject on a more extensive
struction and maintenance. scale than could be done by individual members

Iu making roads according to M'Adani’s writing to vour journal. These hopes .nre
system, no pitching or rough set pavement for cow about to be realized, and tho report of
a foundation is necessary, ns an average depth the delegates of the Architectural Aseociatirn
of from 9 in. to 10 in. of broken stones is suf- to the Architectural Aliinnce, which will bo
hcient for any road. AH the stones should be submitted on Eriday, Hie 27Lh of this month at
bi-ukensjifficiemly email to pass through a ring the meeting of the first-named society, will

diameter.

In my practice I have the formation properly
drained and well rolled before laying ou the ma-
terial, which consists of broken atones 10 in.

deep in the midiile and 8 in. do-^p at the sides,
'he surface of the road being segmental in form,

I

contain much of the information which ‘ Adelphi”
has been in search of, and will al.o suggest a
scheme of education for young architects, which
I hope will be taken np seriously, and brought
to some definite issue. I take the opportunity
of calling the attention of all those who aro
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interested in the matter to this meeting of the

27th, in the hope that they will attend and
bring forward their quotas of suggestions and

information. Ei. Phene Spiers.

P.S.—I would further add, that in future, at

the ordinary meetings of the Association, frames

will be hung up containing prospectuses of the

various colleges and schools where lectures are

given or instruction afforded of direct use to the

architectural student, and also the particulars of

all the honorary prizes offered by the Academy,
Institute, and Association.

DANGER IN THE CEILING.

Allow me to call attention to a matter which
I consider to be of great importance, inasmuch
as it affects not only the comfort and convenience
but the safety of ourselves and families.

Within a short space of time, nine instances of

the plaster of the ceiling falling from the laths

have come under my notice, two of which oc-

curred in the house in which I reside. In one
instance the plaster which fell was about 2 in.

in thickness, and the quantity more than 1 cwt.,

the ceiling being very lofty. Nobody at the time

was in the room, but it is needless to say that

it might have resulted in a fatal accident. As
the falling in of ceilings may be occasioned by a

variety of circumstances not necessarily conse-

queut upon tbeir being badly put up or on indif-

ferent materials being used, I think the following

or some such method might be adopted to pre-

vent the possibility of their falling (at any rate,

in very large pieces). If eyes were fixed iu the
wall on all sides, and strong copper wire taken

across the ceiling embedded in the plaster, and
here and there fastened to the joists above by
staples, there would be little chance of a ceiling

(unless very rotten or shaken by au earthquake)
comiog to the ground. F. T. Arnold.

SEFTON HIGHWAY DISTRICT.—WANTED,
A SURVEYOR

!

8iE,—I was very much pratifled by the perusal of your
account of the proposed doings of the Institution of Sur.

Teyors, and trust that the society will have for its main
object the raising of the standard of the orthodox sur-

veyor. This gratiflctttion, I regret to add, was sensibly

disturbed on turning to an advertisement in the same
issue from the Board of the Sefton Highway district,

setting forth their wants of a surveyor. Knowing as I do
some of the gentlemen forming the provisional committee
of the Surveyors' Institution, I can well imagine they,

with myself, must feel ashamed at the estimate suiveyors
are held in by the above board

.

Only to find sureties for 300L
;
and to devote the whole

of his time to the supervision of seventy miles of highway,
for the munificent sum of 100 guineas per annum !

Surely, sir, it would bo but charitable to conclude that

the clerk iu mistake has transposed these amounts
;
that

the 300^. should take the place of the 100 guineas, the
latter sum beiog the surety required ; otherwise my know-
ledge of the profession over twenty-five years assures me
that the legitimate surveyor will not aspire to the honour-
able acquaintance of Sefton Highway District Board; their

choice must necessarily rest with some whose fitness to

discharge the duties of the office satisfactorily will be on
a par with the competency thus publicly proclaimed by
this board to reasonably appreciate the services of a duly
qualified surveyor by tbeir illiberal ofi’er.

The calibre of this board would appear to be no better

than the great Telford described to the legislature the

condition and components of highway boards generall,*

years ago. No wonder, then, at the wretched attempts at

road-making and repairing so recently alluded to in your
publieatiou, when the ability to execute such works pro-

perly is held at so unreasonably low a figure as by the
worthies of the Sefton Highway District Board.

Reduced Level.

PRACTICAL AID.

Sip,—

I

thank you for noticing my endeavours to give

instruction to workers in the building trades; but allow

me to say I do not claim the professional title ofan “ archi-

tect.” I am a builder, ana thought I was able to give a

little instruction to young men—journeymen and appren-
tices, in many things that would be useful to them, and
create a desire to study for themselves.

1 have begun with a greater number (2''^) than I bad
first fixed my limit at, and have bad to refuse recent

applications for want of room. I am pleased with my be-

ginning, and will let yon know in two or three menths’
time how we go on. John D. Bowbigut.*

* The following is the hand-bill “ Technical Education.
Mr. John D. Botwright, builder, Bungay, is desirous of
giviug free instruction during the winter months, every
Wedneaday evening, from seven to niue o'clock, at his

house, to a limited number of youths and young men—
journeymen, apprentices, and workers in the building
trades, viz., bricklayers, carpenters and joiners, and
etoneraasons. The iustruction will consist of the study
and illustration of some of the elements of practical

geometry, useful to artisans in the above trades
;
preparing

and explaining detail and working drawings
;
tbe princi-

ples of construction, &c., &c.‘'

GALVANIZED IRON CISTERNS AND
PIPES.

Sib,—I am building a house in a proviucial town, and
have specified galvanized iron cisterns and pipes to be

used throughout for the water service. However, the

secretary of the local water company has been at the

building, and said that he should recommend and prefer

lead pipes being used, as their water was so very soft.

The company obtain their water from the river which runs

through tbe town, and which may receive the sewage of

two small villages some distance higher up, and might

therefore have a slight taint of sewage.

1 have a horror of lead pipes and cisterns, and believe

that galvanized iron is the moat wholesome and durable

material that can be used. I should be much obliged if

some of your correspondents would state their experience

as to the employment of galvanized iron, and whether

soft water, or water with a slight taint of sewage, can

have any prejudicial effect upon it.

A Native of Essex.

MAGNESIUM LIGHT.

Sir,—

T

here is no difficulty in lighting a public building

with magnesium if expense is no consideration. Mr. Henry
Larkin, of 6, Torriano-cottages, Kentish-town, N.W.,
lighted up a large pavilion for two nights at tbe meet-

ing of the British Association at Nottingham, in 1866, and

the yard of the Guildhall, London, on the evening of

Lord Mayor’s Day the same year ;
and Mr. Larkin would

be ready to do tbe same again if required. There is now a

fair prospect of a reduction in tbe price of magnesium
through some recent improvements in its manufacture,

and it is probable that in the course of next year we shell

see the metal retailed at or under Is. per ounce.
W. W. E.

FORM OF FLUES.

9ib_I be much obliged if any of your corre-

spondents will give mo some information about circular

or oval flues or chimneys. I see them recommended iu

various books on buildings, but can meet with no one who
has any practical knowledge as to their advantages or

otherwise. I am building abouse in London, and shall be

very glad of any early information on the subject.

SxAT Vbeiias.

CASES UNDER METROPOLITAN
BUILDING ACT.

At tlie Clerkenwell Police Court, before Mr. Ellison,

Mr. William Thomas Purkiss, of Belle-Vue.villas, Seven-

Sisters-road, was summoned by Mr. John Turner, the
,

district surveyor of the eastern division of Islington, fori

having erected a building at the rear of No. 40, Qrallon-

road, after the same house had been built, with walls only

in. thick, the door-frame Hush with the face of the

brickwork, and the roof covered with boarding, contrary

to the rules of the Metropolitan Building Act. Mr.
Purkiss not being in attendance at the time mentioned in

the summons, the magistrate, after deferring the hearing

until the other summonses were disposed of, then con-

sidered tbe case, when Mr. Turner stated tbe building

was erected at the end of the main building of the house,

between, it and the dust-bin; that it was about 6 ft. in

length and 4 ft. wide, and about 4 ft. 6 in. high ; and that

there were eleven other buildings exactly of the same
construction added at tbe rear of tbe other houses erected

by Mr. Purkiss in the Grafton-road. Tbe service of the

notice to amend having been proved, the magistrate said

the question with him was whether this was a building

within the meaning of the Act, when, upon his referring

to the statute, he decided it to be so, and ordered that the

building be amended as required by the district surveyor,

or removed within tbe period of one month, and that

12s. tfd. costs be paid.

A second summons for a similar building at the rear of

No. 2, Gloucester-road was then gone into, when Mr.
Turner explained that the building in this case was larger

than the former; and there were eight others similar in con-

struction at the rsar of the houses erected by Mr. Purkiss

in the Gloucester-road. The magistrate made a similar

Older and award of costs as in the preceding case.

THE FALL OF A WAREHOUSE IN
LIVERPOOL.

The inquest on the bodies of the four men
who were unfortnnately killed by the fall of a ware-

house in Rigby-street has been closed. In the

course of the inquiry Mr. Newlands, the borough

engineer and surveyor, was examined. lie said

the premises in question were built before he

was appointed borough surveyor. The Act of

1812 would be the only authority under which the

then building surveyor would be called upou to

interfere in the construction of these premises.

Since the accident he bad carefully surveyed

the building, and found it in conformity with

schedule B of the Act referred to. He sub-

mitted a report upou the construction of the

building, its present condition, and the probable

cause of the accident. In reply to the Coroner,

he said : The condition of the girder was such I

as to lead him to the opinion that it had been
'

injured before the accident. The fibre of the;

beam had been injured by a cross cutting and a

screw bolt. There was a natural defect in the

beam, bub an ordinary examination of it before

it was used would nob have indicated its actual

internal condition as now seen. The ordinary

warehouse beams were generally of much
greater strength than this, and of some-

what less bearing. They were generally

14 iu. by 14 in. Wooden girders,—or, indeed,

girders of any kind—if constantly overweighted,

would gradually deteriorate, so as to become
unsafe. He considered that practical good

would come out of this investigation, if, as

he had no doubt he would, the coronor called

attention to the fact that the limit of safety

on the floor in question would have been a

3.ft. load. He would suggest that those places

which, like this one, were nob built originally for

the express purpose of warehouses should be

inspected by professional architects, so as to

ascertain whether they were in the limits of

safety.

The jury gave the following verdict:

—

“That the deceased were accidentallj killed, owing to

the floors Nos. 3, 4, and 6, falling in upon them whilst at

work on No. 2 floor, such floors falling in consequence of

a wooden girder in the fifth floor being latently faulty and
defective, and so giving way under the weight of linseed

stored upon it.’’

Accompanyiog the verdict was the following

;

presentment :

—

[

“ The jury beg to express their entire concurrence iu

I
the suggestion made by Mr. Newlands, that warehouses,

I which have not been originally constructed as such,

I

should, as a matter of safety, be inspected by a competent
person; and they entirely acquit the Messrs. Wallace of

all blame.”

PILES IN A PEAT-BED AT TROWSE.

At tha last monthly meeting of the Norwich
Geological Society the principal subject of the

evening was a paper read by Mr. J. E. Taylor,

I
honorary secretary of the society, “ On the

Occurrence of Piles in a Peat Bed at Trowse.”

Some oaken piles, one of which was exhibited,

have been found during excavations at Trowse
for sewage purposes. Mr. Moranb, the Board of

Health surveyor, had written to Mr. Taylor con-

cerning them, and both these gentlemen had
investigated the subject. In their opinion thore

was no doubt that here were indisputable evi-

' dences of ancient “lake dwellings,” or “cran-

j

noges.” The excavation in question was a largo
* deep trench, 5 ft. in diameter and 8 fc. in depth,

which bad been cut across a meadow at Trowse,

in order to lay the pipes for conveying the

sewage to Crown Point. In the space of twenty

or thirty yards no fewer than thirty piles had
been found, all standing erect. Each was rudely

cut and pointed, and had been driven into a

hard layer of gravel. Resting on this gravel

was a bed of peat, 3 ft. or 4 ft. in thickness,

which surrounded tbe piles, and contained great

quantities of fresh-water shells similar to those

now living in the neighbouring rivers, as well as

bones of deer, horse, ox, sheep, hare, itc. The
tops of not one of the piles passed vertically

above the peat. Overlying both peat and piles

was a bed of yellow sand and loamy clay, 4 ft.

in thickness, and which was thoroughly xindis-

turbed. The antiquity of the piles, therefore, is

indicated by the fact that over 3 ft. of peat had
accumulated around them, whilst the whole of

the overlying sand and clay had been deposited

since they were broken off or decomposed to

their present level. In about 9 in. of “ made”
earth or surface soil, too, there were found the

small roots of very large ash and willow trees,

which were themselves at least 200 years old.

Similar evidences of “ pile buildings” were dis-

covered in the same county, when tbe late Mr.
Birch drained the West Mere, at Wretham, in

1851, and the Great Mere, in the same locality,

in 1856, in depths varying from 8 ft. to 20 ft.

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.

Cheltenham .—All Saints’ Church has been
consecrated. The edifice has been erected from
the designs of Mr. J. Middleton, of Cheltenham.

It is built of Cleeve Hill stone, with Bath stone

dressings. The interior is lined entirely in Bath
stone, with bands of blue Forest stone. Tho
style is Early French. The shape is apsidal,

,
and tho plan comprises chancel, chancel aisles,

j

nave, north and south transepts, and north and
south aisles, with porches to each, and a massive

tower at the south-west angle. The length of

tbe chancel is 45 ft. ; the width 25 ft. ;
the navo

is 93 fc. long and 28 ft. wide, with side aisles,

that on the north side 70 fc. long and 14 ft.

wide; tho south aisle is made rather shorter

than the other by a portion of the tower project-

ing into it. The chancel is approached from the

nave through a lofty arch. The chancel has a
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semicircalar apsidal termination, and is lighted

by five two-light windows with carved cops, and
arranged for four marble shafts to each window.
These windows, it is hoped, will soon be filled

with stained glass. Two have already been
given by Mrs. Dobson, in memory of her late

husband, for many years Principal of Cheltenham
College. The roof of the chancel will be formed
of wood groining, springing from marble shafts.

The sanctuary arch will be placed at a point

where the circular end commences, and will be
supported on each side by two marble shafts.

The roof of the chancel, as well as those to the
other portions of the building, are intended to

be decorated with colour. The reredos is do-

signed to be of great beauty and richness,
formed by an arcade of fifteen arches of alabaster
marble, the effect of the three behind the altar

being further heightened by filling in the space
within the arches with glass mosaic. The
chancel aisles are separated from the chancel by
two arches on each side, supported by granite
pillars in the centre, and respond pillars of
Devonshire marble. The nave produces an
effect from its height, 55 ft. The arches be-

tween the nave and aisles are supported on
highly-polished red granite shafts, and at the
responds, with short marble shafts, resting on
corbels. The transept arches are similarly sup-
ported. The clearstory windows are large three-
light windows. The west end is lighted by a
large circular window and two two-light win-
dows under it. The transepts are similarly
lighted. The aisles are lighted by two two-light
windows ; the one at the west end of the north
aisle has been completed with its marble shafts

and stained glass, the gifts of a lady. This
glass is by Hardman, and consists of full-length

figures of Edward the Confessor and St. Alban.
The roofs are supported by a series of stone
arches. The architect has availed himself very
largely of the blue stone found in the Forest of
Dean. The arches, including those to the win-
dows, are composed of this and Bath stone alter-

nately, while bands of it on the plain walling
relieve the whiteness of the Bath stone and
make it harmonise with the richer colours of the
granite and marble. The roofs are high pitched
throughout, and are covered with Brosely tiles.

The tower has only been built to the height of
45 ft., but is intended, with its spire, to be more
than 200 ft. high. The church will seat nearly
1,000 persons. The works generally have been
executed by Mr. Thomas Darby.

Accrington.—The new church of St. John here
has been opened by licence for divine service.
This church was originally planned to occupy the
south-west corner of the plot upon which it now
stands, leaving space on the side next the rail-

way for the erection of a school at a fnture time
j

but in consequence ofanother plot being promised
for the schools by Mr. Peel, the church was
placed in the centre of the plot, and the late
Eev. G. Garbett and the committee approving
of the arrangement of the plan as then designed,
little or no alterations were made. It consists
of a nave 92 ft. in length, and 40 ft. wide in one
span, the object being to avoid the obstruction
of columns as much as possible, and the usual

'

objections to a wide single span roof: a simple
arrangement of the roof timbers admits of light-

ness in appearance, combined with strength.
The wood is stained and varnished, and the space
between the spars coloured blue. There are two
transepts, each 26 ft. wide aud 21 ft. deep,
separated from the nave by stone arches in a
single span, springing from the caps of half
circular columns on each side. On the north
side of the rave is n porch, and at the south-west
corner is a baptistery in the lower part of the
tower, and having arched openings into both the
nave and side aisle. There is ouo side-aisle

occupying the space between the tower aud
south transept, 39 ft.,4 in. long by 12 ft. in width,
and separated from the nave by an arcade of
three equilateral arches. The chancel, which is

approached iu the centre by two steps from the
nave, is 29 ft. long by 19 ft. wide, having on the
north side the vestry, aud on the south the organ
chamber, which is open by arches both to the
nave and chancel. The lower portion of the
reredos has four buttresses, having the three
spaces between filled with moulded stone panels,
laid with encaustic tiles, and the upper part is

divided into three arched panels (intended by
the architect to be filled with marble Mosaic) by
green marble short columns, having carved caps
and moulded bases, with bands of white marble,
the whole supporting a moulded cornice at the
level of the window sill, and having the spandrels
of panels filled vviih tiles. The east window has

three lights, with cusped opening in the head
above, enclosed within an arch, over which,
in illuminated letters, on a coloured baud,
is the text, " Holy, holy, holy. Lord God
of Hosts.” The window is a memorial one,
in stained glass, to the late Rev. G. Garbett,
the centre light having, under an ornamental
canopy, a figure of Christ, and under similar

canopies on one side are figures of the Virgin
Mary and St. Peter, and on the other St. John
the Evangelist and St. Joseph, with the emblems
of each underneath. Externally, the church is

of plain and simple detail, nearly all label
moulds and other moulded work having been
objected to at the commencement of the work,
as likely to add unnecessarily to the expense.
The general architectural effect of the building
was therefore sought to be obtained from the
arrangement of the plan, so that the church,
approached from Burnley-road or from Dowry-
street, should present a well-grouped eftect, and
give a broken and picturesque outline. The
belfry has coupled arches on all sides, filled in

with slate louvres, ornamentally out on the outer
edges. Above this the tower has a cornice, sur-

mounted at the angles with pinnacles, taking
the form in the lower part of circular stone
columns, with caps and bases. From here the
spire rises in an octagon form, having plain
bands of stone at intervals

5
this method of

breaking up the plain surfaces of walling being
adopted throughout the exterior, together with
the arches over the windows, &c., being com-
posed of alternate plain and piccli-faced stones.
The roof is covered with alternate bauds of cut
and plain slating, in two colours. The ordinary
leaded windows with small panes are super-
seded in this church, by the architect having in-

troduced zinc frames, forming a natwork of
geometrical tracery, the bars being nearly as
light in appearance as lead-lights, bub much
stronger, and requiring no saddle-bars to inter-

fere with the design, and having the further
advantage of being able to be glazed like au
ordinary window-frame. The whole are glazed
with 3 -in. plain roliid plate,—translucent, but
not transparent. The whole of the internal
fittings aro of varnished pitched pine, from the
architect’s designs. The heating is by water
circulating in square pipes, which run round and
are level with the raised floors of the open
benches; the boiler, &c., being placed under the
floor of the baptistery, with an approach from
the outside. The lighting of the nave and tran-
septs is by brass standards of nine burners
each, the chancel by two corona standards and
two brackets, and the side aisle and remainder
of the interior by wall brackets. The masons’
work was executed by Mr. John Riley; the
joiners’ work by Mr. William Roberts

;
the slating

and tiling by Mr. Richard Holden. Mr. Henry
Macaulay, of Accrington, was the architect.

Sheffield.—The foundation-stone of St. Mark’s
Church has been laid. The architect is Mr.
Crossland. The site has been given by Mr.
William Butcher, and lies immediately behind
the present temporary iron structure.

Bolton. — Holy Trinity Church, BoUou-le-
Moors, has been re-opened after au interval of
several weeks, during which extensive altera-
tions have been effected. The old pews have
been replaced by others, bub they do not extend
so far eastward as the old ones. In the two

|

eastern bays of tbe nave is a chancel-like ar-
j

rangemeut. The floor is raised three steps, and
laid with Maw’s ornamental tiles. The chancel-
fittings are of pitch pine. No part of the main

j

fabric of the church has been tonched. New
gas coronas, with a few brackets and standards,

'

take the place of the old and shabby gasfittings.
|

The church has received some coloured decora-

'

tion. The ceilings are a soft blue, and in the
j

centre of each of the fourteen nave panels is an
\

ornamental medallion, two devices being placed 1

alternately. The walls aro of a cream colour,
|

and the mouldings, cornices, and other parts are
;

slightly touched and relieved with different

colours. The baptistery has somewhat more
ornament and colour. The fittings were all

prepared before the workmen entered the church.
Mr. W. Clark, of Manchester, was the joiner
employed. The tiling was done by Messrs. T.
Dale & Son, and the painting and decoration by
Mr. R. Park, of Preston. The architects, from
whose designs and under whose superintendence
the whole work bus been executed, are Messrs.
J. Medlaud Taylor & Henry Taylor, of Man-
chester.

Rnyton.—Mr. J. Walfin-d, J.P., of Troago
Castle, Ross (and the largest landowner iu lliiy-

ton), gave the money for executing the work in

a new font for the church; and the architect,

Mr. H. Percival, gave the design and the work-
ing drawings, and saw it erected. The font was
executed by Mr. Bonehill, of Manchester, carver,

&o. ; it is doDo in Bath stone aud marble shafts,

on York stone base.

Bicester.—Ambrosden Church, which has been
undergoing a repair, has been re-opened. The
restoration has been superintended by Mr. C. N.
Beazley, of London, and the work baa been
executed by Mr. Lewis, of Bicester. The cost
of the restoration is l,400h

DISSENTING CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.

Market ^Ve^gllton.—A Wesleyan ne
has been opened here. It occupies a site near
to the old chapel, having a frontage to the prin-
cipal street. The building is designed in the
Italian style by Mr. Wm. Botterill, of Hull, archi-

tect, aud externally it is executed in white stock
bricks, with dressings of stone from the Harebill
quarries. The principal elevation exhibits three
compartments (in which are placed the doorway
and window openings), divided by pilasters with
moulded bases and carved capitals. The central
arch connecting the pilasters rises into the
gable, which is finished with a modillion cornico

and ornamental apex. The aide elevations are
also divided by pilasters and arches, with two
tiers of windows, the one below and the other
above the galleries. There is a low flight of
steps to the entrances in front of the chapel,

with vestibules to communicate with the aisles

on the ground-floor, and staircases to the
galleries, which are on threesides of the building.

Internally, the dimensions are,—length 54 fc.,

width 34 ft., aud height from the floor to the
ceiling 30 ft. At the further extremity of

the chapel is a back entrance, with ministers’

vestry, aud staircase communicating with an
organ chamber or recess above the same. The
pews and other internal fittings generally are
of red deal slightly stained and varnished. The
ceiling of the chapel is divided into moulded
panels, with ornaments in the centre, and sur-

rounded with a denticular cornice. The lighting

is by gas pendants from the ceiling, and the
warmiug by hot-water apparatus. The accom-
modatioQ provided is for nearly -100 persons, and
the cost will be about 1,6001. The bricklayers’,

masons’, and plasterers’ work has been executed

by Mr. R. Pape, of Beverley
;
the carpenters^

aud joiners’ work by Mr. James Jackson, of

Hull; tbe plumbing aud glazing by Mr. H. H.
Law; and the painting and varnishing by Mr.
James Richardson, both of Market Weighton;
the slaters’ work by Messrs. T. Smith & Co.

;

the gasfitting by Messrs. Stones, Settle, &
Wilkinson, of Hull; and the heating apparatus
by Messrs. A. M. Perkins & Son, of London.

St. Dominic {Cornwall}.—The opening of a
new Wesleyan chapel at St. Dominic, took place

on the 22ad ult. The building is a simple

Gothic structure, suited to the locality iu which
it is placed. The materials used in its con-

struction are local stone, with granite quoins

aud Polyphaiit stone for columns of main en-

trance, &c. The chapel will accommodate about
200 persons, and has been erected at a cost of

5001. A schoolroom and other buildings will be
eventually added. Particular attoution has been
paid to the ventilation of the chapel. The con-

tractors for the work were, Messrs. Cousens
(carpenters) and Pood (mason), of Sc. Dominio;
and Mr. Henry Pearsc, of Stouehouse, was the

architect.

Ollertojj..

—

Wo understand the deposit money
has been paid for ground for a new Primi-

tive Methodist Chapel at Ollerton. The site

is in a desirable situation, being in the prin-

cipal street iu the town, and consists of the

batcher’s shop formerly in the occupation of the

late Mr. Henry Turner, and the house adjacent.

Tbo building will be about twelve yards long by

eight yards wide, and is to be built close along-

side of the cottage occupied by 3Iiss Elizabeth

Ward : the work to commence iu the spring.

It is intended, when the edifice is completed, tc

have a resident minister at Ollerton, for whom,
if possible, a house will bo provided near the

chape). The chapel about to be built will make
the fifth erected in twenty years.

Godah.iiivj.—The new Congregational charcb

has been opened for diviuo service. There waf

a difficulty in regard to tbe foundation of the

building; 2 ft. b rlow the surface the contractor?

came upon a quicksand, and were obliged to con

Crete the bottom to keep out the damp. Thu
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operation had entailed an expense of 80i. or 901.

beyond what was anticipated. The following

details of expenditure have been given :—Pur-

chase of land, 3001. ;
building of chapel, 1,7121. j

tower, 2001. j
stained glass, 78L 153. ;

railings,

Ac., lOdZ.
;

organ, 1202.; heating apparatus,

451. lOa. The total cost was 2,G90l. Ss. ;
the

expense of schools bringing that sum up to

3,660Z.

SCHOOL-BUILDING NEWS.

Earl's Barton.—The new British school at

Earl’s Barton has been opened. It has been
built by Mr. Renshaw, from plans, and under the

direction, of Mr. Sharman, of Wellingborough.
The site of the school, with the adjoining yards,

I consists of 1,200 square yards, and the building

has been erected iu accordance with the rules of

j

the Committee of Council on Education, by whom
the plana and specifications were approved. The
building is of a semi-Gothio character, and con-

1
eists of one lai'ge room, an infant school, and a
[class-room. The school-room is 71 ft. by 18 ft.,

the room not being in one length, but one part of

it at right angles to the other. The school is a

mixed one for boys and girls, who ai’e taught in

I
the same room, but there are two distinct play-

lyards, with swings, &c., aud distinct lavatories.

' The cost of the site was 90Z., and the lowest
* tender was 9741., the whole cost of the building,

;
including the expense of conveyance, of archi-

I chitect’s charges, of school fittings, &c., being

1,304;. 11b. lid.

Slough.—The plan of Mr. Bdgington for the

boys’ school aud teacher’s houso of the proposed
• National School was returned with the request

i
that a reduction might be effected so as to bring

the estimate for both within 1,0001. This has
' been done, aud the Messrs. Eassuidge, of

. Uxbridge, w’ill at once commence the work.
' Mr. Edgington’s plan for the infants’ school has

been also adopted, and will be carried out by the
I Messrs. Fassnidge at the same rate of cost as

the boys’ school. The infants’ school will be

built adjoining the present school in Hersohel-

i. street, the latter being converted into a girls’

), school. The buildings in question will be made
; to contain,—boys’ school, 140 ;

girls’ school, 100 j

infants’ school, 80. The boys’ school and teacher’s

: house will stand on the piece of ground which

. lies at the junction of Henoroft and Osborne

i streets. The National Society have made a grant

. of 1601. towards the new schools and teachers’

L houses ut Slough and Chalvey, and the Govern-

r mont Council of Bdneation have made a grant of

1 205;. to the building fund for the Chalvey schools

3 aud teacher’s house.

Ehnle]i Castle.—The foundation-stone of new
i schools at Elmley Castle has been laid by Lady
1 Pakiugten, who for many years past has done

r much to promote education in this village, where

5 she possesses considerable property. Mr. Rowley,

: of Walsall, architect, furnished plans, which

V were accepted, 'i'he site upon which the building

V will be erected is an eligible one, at the entrance

t to the village, and within a few minutes’ walk of

t the church. Itisintendedthatthestrncturoshall

b be a blending of the domestic Gothic and Tudor
i! in style, and ofbrick with stone facings, and oak

0 ornamentation. It will consist of school, class-

r rooms, and mistress’s dwelling, on the Govern-

!i mont plan, together with garden and play-

g ground. Lady Pakington has given oOO;. to rear

1 the edifice, and promises 50;. more if required.

gofllis llccjibct.

MacdonalV s Bistory of Dumfnes.

ITms is a useful and carefully-written, although

S' somewhat over-voluminous, account of the an-

c cient and royal Border burgh, together with its

fi surroundiog relations. There is, however, no

d doubt of the general attractiveness of the sub-

jeject. Our readers will, perhaps, remember that

wwe printed some articles on Dumfries and the

a neighbouring district of Anuandale in the

£ Builder two or three years ago ;
and those who

a are interested in the subject, and care to pursue

i;ib, will find some very good material in the

p present volume. The only quotation wo can

fi find room for is one which gives us an account

oiof the Domestic Architecture of Dumfries during

tithe period of King Robert the Brnce ;

—

“ All the houses in town or country, except those occu-

pipied by barons, were built of wood or clay, roofed with
jtetraw or heather. ‘ Genenvlly,’ says Tytlcr, ‘ we connect
tithe ideas of poverty, privation, and discomfort with a
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mansioD constructed of such a material fas timber]
;
but

the idea is a modern error. At this day (1829) the man-
sion which Bernadotto occupied as his palace wlien he was
crowned at Drontheim,—a building of noble proportions,

and containing very splendid apartments,—is wholly built

of wood, like all the houses in Norway; and, from the

opulence of the Scottish burghers and merchants during

the reigns of Alexander III. and David II., there seems
good reason to believe that their mansions were not desti-

tute either of the comforts or what were then termed the

elegancies of life.' For ages afterwards this perishable

material continued to be put to the same use. Streets so

formed could easily be destroyed by an enemy : but then

they could be restored at a much less expenditure of time

and labour than if stone had been employed. The Dum-
fries of Bruce's day was a town of timber. The freestone

quarries of Castlcdykes and Locharbrigga had been par-

tially drawn upon, but only for building the castle, the

bridge, and the few ecclesiastical structures of which the

burgh could boast
;
and stone tenements for any but the

middle and upper classes were rare within it till the reign

of James III. About that time houses began to be

erected with a ground story of stone, and a projecting

upoer one of wood,— a style which continued long in

favour with the burgesses."

We may add that Mr. Macdonall kaa devoted

considerable space to the subject of the old

bridge across the Nith,—tho pious gift of the

devout Dovorgilla (the foundress of Baliol Col-

lege, Oxford), whose biography also constitutes

one of the most interesting episodes in the

History.

Historical and Architectural Notes on the Parish

Churches in and around Peterboi'ough. By the

Rev. W. D. Sweeting, M.A, London : Whit-

taker & Co. 18G8.

Tins volume consists of a valuable series of notes

and extracts, from registers aud other documents,

relating to the various churches and parishes in

and aronnd Peterborough, and is illustrated with

thirty photographs of the buildings. These are

rather too small for the practical architect, still

with a glass even the details can be made out. But

for the doubt that still remains as to the long

endurance of ordinary photographs, no equally

good mode of illustration could be employed.

Several of the churches will, doubtless, become

better known through Mr. Sweeting’s very use-

ful labours than they have hitherto been.

Architectural Foliage, adapted from Nature.

By Joseph Bablow Robinson, Sculptor.

A Series of Designs for Carved Panels, suitable

for Headstones, By J. B. Robinson.

London : Bemroso & Sons, Paternoater-row.

The examples of “ Architectural Foliage, adapted

from Nature,” iu six parts, are intended for the

enrichment and decoration of buildings, monu-

ments, furniture, and other ornamental works.

They include a series of designs for capitals,

bosses, crockets, finials, diapers, and corbels, and

show a considerable amount of taste and skill.

The designs for Carved Panels are in two

parts. Tho designs are adapted from natural

foliage, with scrolls and monograms, and will

afford many serviceable hints to cemetery sculp-

tors. Mr. Robinson has also published a cheap

book of headstones and crosses, some of them
meritorious.

The Feudal Barons of Powys. By Mobbis C.

Jones. London; Smith, Soho-square. 1868.

Powys, or Powis, was the ancient British name of

an eastern principality of Wales, of which what

is now called Montgomeryshire formed a part.

The arcbteology aud history of this district form

the chief subjects of interest to the Powys-land

club, of which Mr. Morris Jones, of Welshpool, an

energetic arohmologist, is one of the honorary

secretaries, and the Earl ofPowis, of Powis Castle,

is the president. The members of the club,

which is a new one, are limited to 100, and they

already number eighty - seven, although the

association has only been formed since the end

of last year. Tho sale of the volume under

notice is itself limited to 100, aud the net pro-

ceeds (if any) will be devoted to an “ Illustration

Fund” which it is wished to establish in oon-

nexion with the club. Tho work contains an

account of the Lords of Powis and the abeyant

Barony; and in an appendix are the proposal-

laws and list of members of the Powys-land club.

VARIORUM.

We have received No. 3 of " Sloan’s Architec-

tural Review and Builders’ Journal,” published

monthly in Philadelphia, U.S. It contains a

considerable amount of readable and instructive

matter, and a number of very-well executed

illustrations. The Bombay Builder for October,

includes a view of the “ Poona Engineering

College,” which originated with Mr. Cowasgee
Jehangeer Readymoney, who gave 50,000 rupees

(justifying his name) towards the erection

of the building. A number of small domed
turrets and the stone cresting on the para-

pets, give an Eastern character to the build-

ing scarcely agreeing with the roofed tower.

The Bombay Builder says,—“ The design is

attributed to Mr. Trubshaw, formerly architect

to Government. We say attributed, becanso we
have been given to understand that Messrs.

Paris & Molecey, who were the assistants to Mr.
Trubshaw, are the real designers.”

UltsrrilEtua,

Builders’ Benevolent Institution. — The
annual dinner of this Institution, which is

entitled to the support of our readers, will take

place on Thursday, the 26th inst. Mr. G. F.

Trollope will preside.

The Artisans’ Dwellings Act.—The Poplar

District Board of Works have taken action under

Mr. Torrens’s Act. Two houses in Barr’s-alley,

Robin Hood-lane, were reported by the medical

officer as being unfit for human habitation. The
Board passed a resolution ordering the landlord

to demolish the houses within a period of three

months.

Trades Unions and Arbitb.\tion.—A crowded
meeting of delegates from most of the metro-

politan trade societies was held at the Bell Inn,

Old Bailey, on Saturday night, to consider what
steps should be taken to forward the adoption of

arbitration in trade disputes. It was resolved :

" That this meetiBj; of trade societies’ representatives

approves of tho principle of arbitration, in the belief that

it is the best method of eettliag disputes between em-
ployers and the employed; and recommends that trades

committees in their various localities seek to bring about

meetings of masters and men, vfith the view of establish-

ing boards of ooneiliaiion and arbitration ; and this meet-

ing feels deeply indebted to Mr. Mundella for the success-

ful efforts he has mads to establish such boards."

Horticultural Buildings and Appliances.

—

The trade-book of Horticultural Buildings, hot-

water, and hydraulic appliances, issued by Mr.

T. G. Messenger (of Loughborough), will be

found useful aud suggestive. Mr. Messenger

has some special arrangements of his own, of

which he gives tho following outline :

—

" Upon a sill of wood, iron, 'or stone, as may bo pre-

ferred, but usually of wood, cast-iron muotins, with

bracket-heads to receive rafters, are erected. Upon these

muotins rests a light plate to receive sash-bars, and carry

gutter. The rafters are of wood of very small scantling, so

as to offer the minimum obstruction to the admission of

sun-light and heat; but as any one acquainted with the

strengths of .timber will be well aware, such scantlings,

when placed as is usual at distances of 1 ft. or more apart,

are themselves inadequate to bear either the stress of

snow, workmen climbing upon them for painting, Sic., or

even of a heavy crop of fruit. In order to obtain the

required strength without increasing the scantling of the

timber, these rakers are trussed with iron tension rods,

which are secured to tho iron mnntins at foot of nifter,

and to an iron saddle at the ridge, giving to these light

ralters as much strength as was formerly obtained by the

use of rafters 9 in. or 10 iu. deep. Tbo vron saddle, be-

sides being available for securing tension rods, ellectually

connects the rafters and the ridge."

Pictures tor Salpord, Lvncasiiire.—Afc a

recent meeting of tho town council of Salford,

the ex-mayor road a communication from Mr.

Alderman Agnew, containing the following

passage :— In taking leave of my friends I

must avail myself of this opportunity of express-

ing my cordial thanks to them. For many years

past I have occupied myself in the collection of

pictures, and especially of portraits of eminent

Lancashire men, with a view to bequeath them
to an institution in which from its establishment

I have felt the highest interest. I refer to the

Royal Museum and Library inTeel Park. I ask

you, my dear Mr. Mayor, to make known my
desire to present this collection to the corpora-

tion at the present time for the use of the

Museum. I enclose a list of the pictures here-

with. If upon the occasion of my retirement

from public duty the gift of this oolleotiou gives

increased interest to or promotes the uaefulness

of the Museum, I shall see no cause of regret in

the necessity there exists of my severance from

my respected friends in the corporation.” A
resolution was passed expressing regret at the

retirement from the council of Mr. Alderman

Agnew, tendering him the best thanks of the

council for his valuable gift, and expressing a

hope that he may be long spared to witness the

"rowth and extension of those educational and

benevolent institutions and objects of which he

has during a longlife been a warm supporter.
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E.vglish Church near Smyrna.—On the 4th
of November the Bishop of Gibraltar consecrated
a new chnrch at Boudjah, near Smyrna. On
that occasion there was a repetition of the same
fraternal courtesy on the part of the Archbishop
of Smyrna as has been exhibited by the Patriarch
of Constantinople on another occasion.

Metropolitan Tkajiways.—Notice has been
given of application to Parliament for power to

form tramways to ran from Archway Tavern,
Higbgate, and Seven Siaters’-road, along the
Holloway-road and High-street, Islington, to the
Angel, and thence through the City-road to
Fiusbnry, Whitechapel, &c., and as far as Strat-
ford.

West London District Schools.—Tlie second
premium has been awarded to the design sub-
mitted, in competition, for these proposed schools
at Ashford, Middlesex, by Mr. R. H. Barden.

Beitish Museum. — The unsightly series of
glass sheds, built up between the columns in
front of this noble building some ten or twelve
years ago, is now in course of demolition. It is

not easy to say why these sheds were allowed
to disfigure the building for so long a period,
especially as it was generally understood there
was sufficient room in the museum itself for the
marbles there stowed away.

Memorial Window, Cambridge.—It has been
resolved to obtain subscriptions in order to fill

the east window of St. Michael’s Church, Cam-
bridge, with stained glass, as a memorial of the
Rev, W. J. Beamont, vicar of St. Michael’s.
Whatever surplns may remain is to be spent in
establishing prizes of books, to be given to pro-
mising students at tbe Cambridge School of Art,
to be called the Beamont prizes.

The " PoLL.ARD Dog.”—Mr. F. T. Pollard has
recently secured by patent an ingenious form of
“Dog,” mounted in a slide, and adjusted up-
wards or downwards by simply turning a hand-
wheel under the bench. The hand-wheel is con-
nected to chuck or plate, iu the face of which a
volute groove is cut, and a pin projecting from
the “Dog” into this groove receives vertical
movement from the rotation of the volute. The
whole apparatus is mounted on a bracket, which
is screwed to the underside of the bench. The
“ Dog” can be raised or lowered from the side,
or from the end of the bench, and the whole is

constructed so as to move quickly, and be easily
adjusted to its work.

The Tower Subway Company.— The first

ordinary meeting of this company, which is

proposes to make a new tunnel under the Thames
from Tower-hill to Southwark, for tbe conveyance
of passengers and goods, has been held at the
Gnildhall Coffee-house. It was stated in the
prospectus that it is intended to run a steam
omnibus on a steel railway throngh the tnnnel,
to be brought to the surface by hydranlio lifts,

the time of the journey to be three minutes. The
tunnel is expected to be fiuished in eight months,
and the cost is not expected to exceed 16,0001.
Mr. P. W. Bailow, F.R.S., one of the directors of
the company, took the chair. The report having
been read, the chairman stated that the prospects
of the company were excellent, and that the
remuneration of the enterprise would be on a
scale not generally imagined. The report was
unanimously adopted.

The Velocipede Movement.— The French
have taken np this subject in earnest, and if any
one could now apply some simple and easily-

obtainable motive power to velocipedes he would
be certain to profit largely by it. The SaUit
Public of Lyons informs ns, that in certain
departments, and especially in the Aube, even the
rural postman may now be seen riding on three-
wheeled velocipedes, behind which is fixed a box
for holding small parcels which they undertake
to deliver. The men not only perform their
service in three hours less time than on foot, but
are able in a few months to get back tbe cost of
their vehicle by their earnings from the increased
commissions they are able to execute. In this
country, too, an interest in the subject seems to
be increasing. A velocipede journey lately took
place, in which a person, who resides fifteen
miles north of Bristol, drove and rode a veloci-
pede, which he built himself, from thence to
London, a distance of 135 miles. He left home
at fonr p m., and reached Reading the same
night. Next morning he left for London,
arriving at ten a.m., scarcely at all fatigued by
his long journey. Residents in suburban and
out-of-the-way places near London, who have
daily business in town, might have healthful
exercise and be independent of railways were
they to use velocipedes. The vehicle would
soon repay its own cost.

Fever in Belfast.—During tbe month of
October, eighty-seven cases of fever in Belfast
were reported to the Sanitary Committee. This
is a slight increase, but the health of the town
generally is said to be good.

Another Expedition to the North Pole.

—

Doctor Petermann has received official informa-
tion from the Geographical Society of New York
that the United States intend to send another
exploring expedition to the North Pole. England
ought not to give up.

Commercial Travellers’ Schools.—Two new
wings, at a cost of about 6,000L, have been
added to tho Commercial Travellers’ Schools at
Pinner. At a luncheon, which subsequently
took place in the dining-hall of the institution,

it was announced that the day’s subscriptions,
with 1,200Z. previously received, amounted to

5,000Z.

Death of Mr. Wm. Thomas.—We hear with
regret of the sodden death of Mr. Wm. Thomas
(successor to the late Mr. C. H. Smith). Mr.
Thomas was well known for his practical expe-
rience in all matters connected with stone. He
was intrusted by her Majesty with the superin-
tendence of the Prince Consort’s Mansoleum at
Windsor, now in course of completion under
Mr. A. J. Humbert. The consideration of the
Queen was marked by the attendance at the
funeral of one of her Majesty’s private secre-

taries.

West Surrey Water-supply. — Notice has
been given of an intention to apply to Parlia-
ment for the incorporation of a company for
supplying with water the towns of Walton, Wey-
bridge, Chertsey, Byfleet, Cobham, and Shepper-
ton, in Surrey

; Walton and Shepperton, in

Middlesex
J and tbe districts and places adjacent

to these towns, and for other purposes. The
water is to be taken from the Thames and from
various springs and brooks, and led into reser-

voirs, whence it is to be taken by conduits or

lines of pipes to the respective places to be
supplied.

Improved Government for the Metropolis.
With the view of early action in the new Parlia-

ment, on the now most urgent question of the
government of the metropolis, the Metropolitan
Municipal Association have given the requisite
Parliamentary notices for their bills to establish
mnnicipalities and a corporation for London,
with the intention of proceeding, at the earliest

opportnnity the forms of Parliament will per-
mit, in their discussion. It is anticipated other
schemes will be proposed, and that the Corpora-
tion of London will have taken preliminary evi-

dence by the committee of the Corporation
appointed by the Court of Common Cooncil,
with a view to a definite policy on their part,

and in view of the imminence of some decided
action on this all-important question.

First Stone Laying.—On the occasion oj

laying the first stone of a residence in tht
Finchley-road, the owner, Mr. A. J. Woodhonae
gave a dinner last week to the eviphy^s, sixty

or seventy in number, of Messrs. Mather & Read,
by whom the house is to be built, Mr. Mather
presiding. In the course of the evening atten-
tion was called to the gradual prevalence of a
better feeling between employers and employed
than did exist, and to the growing conviction
that a mutually conciliatory policy was the best
adapted to the interests of both.

TENDERS.
For building chapel-of-ease, Hollybusli Castle, Morton,

Worcestershire (portion of materials given). Mr. Fredk.
Preedy, architect :

—

Hughes £72S 0 0
Wall k Hook 6W 0 0
Garbutt 633 10 0
Inwood 697 0 0
Griffiths 695 0 0
Smart 6S3 10 0

Opening of a Cornish Barrow.—A barrow
on Tredioney-hill, six miles west of Penzance,
has been opened. The barrow is nearly a com-
plete circle, with a diameter of 38 ft., enclosed
by an outer circle of large granite slabs set on
edge. A trench having been sunk in the middle
of the mound, to a depth of about 18 in., the ex-

plorers came to a large pile of granite rocks,

heaped together promiscuously. The course of
one of these, which eloped in an easterly direc-

tion, at a distance of 7 ft., was followed, and led

to a flat stone, 3 fc. by 2 ft. On raising this

stone the rim of an urn was seen, filled with
fine ]dark earth, and further exploration proved
that this was one of the ancient Celtic kists,

and one which has turned out to be unique
in the district. Instead of being formed in

the usual way, of four stones set on edge,

it was constructed of two stones to each
wall, the npper one slightly overlapping the
other in such a manner that the urn, which was
placed mouth downwards, was tightly wedged
in. The only other kist of this description ever
discovered in Cornwall was at Gwithian, in 1741.
The urn is ornamented round the upper part by
three bands of rude irregular indentations,

which extend over fonr knobs or handles pro-

truding from the sides. The style of pottery is

rude, and the vessel is not well baked. It was
filled with human bones, very much less burnt
than those found on previous occasions, and
identified as those of a woman.

For rebuilding north aisle and restoring part of Yellin
I

Church, Huntingdon. Mr. Fredk. Preedy, architect :— i

Thackrey (accepted) £619 0 0

For putting new roofs and attics to Stuhbings House,;
Maidenhead, for Mr. H. D. Skrine. Mr. Fredk. Preedy,

i

architect :— 1

Silver (accepted) £l,f80 0 0

For pipe-drainage at Greenford, for the Board of
Guardians of the Brentford Union. Mr. J. Figg, sur-
veyor:—

Floy £135 0 0
Bell 129 y 0
Battey 119 0 0
Brunsden (accepted) 115 0 0

For brick-drain, &c., at Hounslow, for the Board of
Guardians of the Brentford Union. Mr. J. Figg, sur-
veyor :

—

Hirons & Porter £260 0 0
Nsas 150 0 0
Burchett 115 0 0
Brunsden (accepted) 113 0 0

For building a dwelling-house on tbe British Estate,
Hornsey, for Mr. W. Chapman. Mr. 0. W. Horne,
architect. Quantities not supplied

Wilkinson & Garet £465 0 0
Tull 395 0 0
Taylor 365 10 0

For the erection of a public-hotise, stabling, &c., Acton-
lane, Acton, W., for Mr. Wm. Williams. Mr. Edward
Monaon, jun., architect. Quantities supplied by Mr. D, W.
Young :

—

Harding £1,665 0 0
Messrs. Chamberlain 1,339 0 0
Adamson & Sons 1,328 0 0
Wright (accepted) 1,200 0 0
Welch 1,196 0 0

For model dwellings, Grosvenor-mewa, Bond-street, for

the St. George’s Parochial Association. Mr. E. H.
Burden, architect. Quantities supplied .

—

Morris 2.945 0 0
Fatmao & Fotberingbam 2,875 0 0
Fish,., 2,690 0 0
Gammon i Son 2,683 0 0
Longmire & Burge 2,6'13 0 0
Stoner (accepted) 2,615 0 0
Keyes k Head, too late.

For alterations and additions to tbe parish church of
Ruabou, North Wales. Mr. B. Ferrey, architect. Quan-
tities supplied :

—

General Works. Porches.
Black &Beadie ...£3,800 0 0 £249 0 0
Higham 3,160 0 0 214 0 0
Yates 2,891 0 0 235 0 0
Dove, Bros 2,795 0 0 205 0 0
Chester 2,593 0 0 216 0 0
Potter 2,430 0 0 165 0 0
Williams 2,218 0 0 180 0 0

For new baths, Cowes, Isle of Wight. Mr. James
Woodman, architect. Quantities aunnlied :

—

Chinnoek £4,965 0 0
Nightingale 4,667 0 0
Wheeler 4,480 0 0
Stephens 4,100 0 0
Thomas 3,903 0 0

For alteratioos and additions to No. 16, Hereford-road,
Bayswater. hir. uusou, arcuiieci:

—

Blease (accepted) £243 0 0

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Snffliieer Competl(or$for /ndi<i.--A rrj cted ckDdiJate reqaetU us

is li-iert copv ot a letter adU.'tued b; hiui to tbe SecieUrj of State

for India. Were we to do so it would slii]pl7 serve to Jaitl/y tbe
rrJectloD.

fitir/ord Next week.

F. T. A.-J. P. 8t. A.-W. 8. S.-H. L.-W. W.-J. G.-H. B.—
Amateur.—M. P.-T. H. W.-Cron. U. S A.—A. B.-W. H. L.-C.—
J. F.—A. P. W.—A. B.-W. O. S.—E. M.—F. 8,-B. H. B.-J. P.—
W. F. N.—J. T,—W. T. P.-H- K. B.-J. 8. (what is (he o^jeCt of the
compau}', and bow bos tbe probt been made T)—Q. £, D. (ought cer-

tainly to be allowed to com lele hla work by adding the gates ; bat

,

of coarse, has no power to control bis emplojei's will).—M. B. K.
(asualiy excavated ersi).—W. M. jdo. (letter is an ailvtitlsemeatj.—

J. O. W. (next week).

Country newarapers should be uaiked.
We are compelled to decline pointing ont books and giving

A’l statements of facts, lists of Tenders, be., mast be acco

by tbe name and address of tbe sender, not neceaia

pablicatiou.

Nont—Tbe reeponMhlUly of signed ar'lcles, and pajiecs

1
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Moulded Brickwork, or Terra-Cotta.

EW subjects can

offer more
trineic interest

to the architects

of Great Britain

than that which
has received such interesting

elnoidation at the recent meet-
ing of the Institute, reported

in our last number. We allude

to the use of what was there
spoken of as terra-cotta, or, in

other words, to the archi-

tectural employment of clay,

moulded by pressure, or by the
hand, into artistic forms, and then hardened by
fire. Wo wish to avoid, in the first instance, the
exclusive adoption of a name which is not ordi-
narily applied to a structural material, because
the most correct method of dealing with the
subject is, to regard it as merely a late im-
provement (carried to a high state of perfection,
four centuries ago, in Italy) of the moat ancient
artificial material of the builder. The moulding
of clay, and the application of the heat of the
sun to harden the object moulded, was almost
the earliest art of which we have any record or
relic. The separation of this art into two
branches, that of the potter and that of the
builder, is as yet among the undated inventions
of a very remote antiquity.

So late as in an Egyptian tomb of the eigh-
teenth dynasty, we find representations of the
fabrication of vases without the use of the wheel.
Thus the application of this simple implement,
the use of which gave a distinct artistic position
to the manufacture of utensils, as separated
from the manufacture of bricks, can hardly be
carried back with certainty to a date much more
remote than 3,000 years.

In a monument erected during the reign of
the same eighteenth Egyptian dynasty, we find
a representation of tho whole process of brick-
making. It was carried on almost precisely in
the same manner as it is with us in the present
day, with the sole exception of firing. Tho mix-
ing of the clay, the fetching water in a bucket
from a pond, the moulding in a wooden mould
(with a fixed head, wider than tho mould itself,

instead of our present strike-stick), the carrying
of the bricks suspended to a sort of yoke, and
the setting them in order to dry,—all these
things were done in Egypt 3,000 years ago, with
a precision of which we have distinct contempo-
rary testimony.

The step in the manufacture of brick which first

converted a temporary into a permanent building
material, was the substitution of kiln-drying for

BUQ-drying. Exact date may here again fail ns,

yet we are not without some chronological infor-

mation on the subject. The brick-kilns near
Pharaoh’s palace at Tahpenes are mentioned in
the book of Jeremiah. The Egyptian monarch
referred to was Ouaphris, the Apries of Herodo-
tus, and the Pharaoh Hophra of Scripture, who
reigned at Sais from 588 to 569 B.C.

Again, there is such a reference to a furnace
in the Book of Daniel as to lead to the impres-
sion that bricks were burned at Babylon in the
reign of Nebuchadnezzar, which was partially

contemporary with that of Apries.

The bondage of the Israelites in Egypt is

spoken of as passing through the “ iron fur-

nace.” Here, again, it is rather inference than
direct proof which points to^the use of the kiln.

But in the British Museum we have the actual

bricks of Nebuchadnezzar, Nabonadins, and
other Chaldean and Assyrian kings, fired to a
hardness that has resisted the tooth of time for

twenty-six centuries, and stamped with the

names of the great kings in whose works they

were employed. These Assyrian bricks were,

more properly speaking, tiles, varying in square

dimensions from 15 in. or 16 in. downwards, and
running about, or under, an inch in thickness.

The most ancient monarch whose name has yet

been deciphered on the Asiatic bricks is that of

Uruck, whom few will doubt to be that same
Arioch, king of Ellasar, who was contemporary
with Abraham. Thus we have in our museum
a signed piece of terra-cotta (baked earth) more
than 4,000 years old.

The next ancient form of brick with which we
are familiar, not only from the study of foreign

architecture but from that of Koman work in

this country, is only a reduction of the Assyrian

brick or tile, of which, indeed, the later speci-

mens are smaller than the earlier. The Koman
brick was a thin tile, laid generally in three

courses, in excellent lime cement, as a bond in

honeycomb (opus reticulatum), rabble, or other

work. The Italian building brick of the present

day is very similar to the ancient Roman form

and in those parts of Italy where tufa forms a
cheap and readily-available building material

mattone, or brick, is considered as the nobler

substance, as being less liable to injury from

weather. Little, if any, progress has been made
in Italian brickwork since the times of the

earliest specimens.

Of the English brick,—its price, its handi-

ness, its ngliness, its durability,—it is unneces-

sary here to speak. With the exception of cer-

tain kinds of fire-brick and face-brick, the

present form, colour, and workmanship of our

bricks are such as to justify the language of the

architects who speak of brick as " a low
material.” The elevation of this form of

material, by the application of careful manipu-
lation and of artistic form, is the object of what
may almost be called the terra-cotta movement.
The object, then, of architects and of manu-

facturers is, to produce that union between the

structnral and tho decorative treatment of burnt
clay, in order to its use as a building material,

which will result from the combination of tho

work of the potter with that of the briokmaker.

That the plain portions of a building should be
constructed of square and simply - moulded
bricks, relieved in proper proportion by more
elaborately wrought work, of similar, but more
carefully prepared material, is a proposition so

simple and natural that our only wonder on the

subject mast be that it has been so long unrecog-

nised as an object to be constantly sought by
the builder.

When the important question of durability is

raised, the first consideration to bear in mind is,

thatoftheknownantiquity ofbrickwork. Further

wo are aware that, of all human work, that which
is apparently the most indestructible, except by
violence, is the rudest form ol earthenware.

The lamps, the vases, the pitchers, of the earliest

Italian tombs, are instances of this dnrability.

In the diibris of ancient ruins, amid the 70 ft. of

fragments that bury the base of the Haram
walls, at the bottom of Swiss lakes, deep in the

alluvial deposit of the Nile mud, discoverers are

continually stumbling on pieces of ancient

earthenware. If an urn can be made to last for

four or five thousand years, why should not a

comice or a column ?

In fact, so far from there being any cause to

fear for the durability of clay mouldings, when
properly mixed, tempered, and fired, there can

be no doubt that such a material is far more

enduring than almost any natural substance.

Mr. Page called the attention of tho Institute to

the weathering of Waterloo Bridge
; and, on a

recent examination of that graceful structure, we
made a similar remark. The slow decomposi-
tion of the felspar, has given a granulated face

to the wrought granite. In the present stage of

decay, the appearance is highly picturesque.

But it is clear that granite will not be eternal in

the atmosphere of London. Marble is more
rapid in its disintegration. Bronze itself is not

able absolutely to resist the tooth of time; and,

m all these materials, ce n’est que le pretnier pas
qui co-dte. It takes far less time to convert a
slightly decayed surface into a deeply decayed
surface, than it does to effect the first lodgement
for the process of dilapida^S^ What is the

ultimate result of the process may be seen on
the sides of Vesuvins. The lava which, as we
write, is pouring in a fiery river from the cone

of the volcano, solidifies into a stone, which is

harder than granite. Blocks of this stone may
be seen at any time in process of being quarried

from the site of ancient lava streams. The
streets of Naples are paved with this material.

So were the streets of Pompeii two thousand

years ago. But many parts of the side of Vesu-

vius are covered with vegetation ; and the soil

which now supports the vine or the fig-tree, is

nothing but lava disintegrated by time.

For this important question, therefore, of

durability, the only thing that remains uncertain

is, the beat selection or admixture of material.

On this point the main difference of opinion lies

between the use of a mixed substance, one of

the constituent parts of which should, when the

whole is fired, act as a flux
j
and the employment

of a simple fire-clay, or the protection of the

surface of a homogeneous clay by a glaze, applied

by means of a second firing. In addition to

these two principal types of work, our readers

may have observed, a fine, pure, red clay from

South Devon was shown to possess very high

qualities as a plastic material. As to its

durability no evidence was given.

The poiut, however, which, as it appeared to

us, was left out of sight was this. What is the

exact chemical constitution of the most in-

destructible terra-cotta ? The most successful

modern manufacturers rely upon ” rule of

thnmb.” The scientific speakers dwelt on the

advisability of well-directed experiment. But to

take a rude Etruscan vase, of the coarsest descrip-

tion, and to ascertain by exact analysis of what
it actually consists, seems to us to be the first

desideratum.

In all descriptions of pottery, except in such

as consist of pure homogeneous clay, fragments

of older material of the. same nature (burnt, of

course), crushed to powder, form an important

element. The process of baking has prodneed an

ascertainable chemical effect. It is important

to know what that effect is. When we know
exactly what old stoneware chemically is, we
shall be in a position to ascertaiu what part its

fragments play in the paste wo are to-day

mixiag. When we know what we have, we shall

know what we want. We shall then, there can

be little doubt, be able to attain this in the

most direct and simple method. Let it be

known what is the constitution and what are

the conditions of indestructible pottery, and we
shall be able, with little question, to produce

indestructible terra-cotta.

Of the architectural value of this knowledge

it is almost unnecessary to speak. When wo
remember how the great desiderata of cheap-

ness of original material, of durability (without

which there is no real cheapness), and of ready

facility for receiving any requisite form, are

combined, or, at all events, may be combined, in

terra-cotta, there can be no room to doubt that

immense impulse will be given to decorative

architecture by its employment.

Nor are we entitled to speak of this employ-
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ment as novel, or as of altogether our own
invention. There is, indeed, much that is new,

as well as much that is beautiful, in the speci-

mens that adorn the elevation of the new “ God’s

Gift” college, as well as in the floors, and walls,

and columns of the Kensington Museum. But

let the architect recall the noble moulded brick

chimney-stacks of some of our Elizabethan

mansions. Let the decorator remember those

ancient and honoured ” Dutch tiles,” from which

so many, besides Dr. Doddridge, were taught

Scripture history by the lips of a mother. Let

us glance at the enormous plaque, containing

the arms, and mottoes, and badges of the good

King Rone, blazoned in their appropriate colours,

which is to be seen at Kensington, as fresh as

when it was moulded and fired some four cen-

turies ago. Let the visitor to Cintra recall that

fantastic apartment, floored and walled with

tiles, in which converging streams of water are

suddenly directed on the unwary guest. In

those climates where the free sprinkling of

water, whether by hand or by the jets of a

fountain, is the most grateful luxury of the hot

summer weather, the employment of glazed

earthenware for structural and for decorative

purposes has long played a most important part

among the materials selected by tho architect.

We do not altogether sympathise with those

who expect that London is to be made “ beanti-

ful for ever” by the introduction of the glazed,

polychrome, moulded, china-work, of the mann-

facture of which the artists at South Kensing-

ton are attaining such facile mastery. It is a

very great question how far such a style of

decoration is suited either to the grey tints of

our climate or to the sober tastes of our people.

In many cases tbs power to command a cheap,

imperishable, obedient material, easily and in-

delibly stamped, at the will of tho artist, not

only with a certain sharpuoas of outline, but

with a distinct variety of colour, may be of

extreme value. Bat for long lines of street

architecture, tho paler tints of terra-coita will no

donbt be generally preferred. Nor do we think

that, if durability can be secured without it, as

there is every reason to expect, a high glaze is

to be chosen, excepting in tho case of fountains,

or of work nnusually exposed to the action of

water. Yet in obtaining a full knowledge, and

an absolute command, of a material of such

wide aud varied applicability, the architects of

the present day are making a great stride in ad-

vance. We hope that the well-earned reward

of full pecuniary success will attend the exer-

tions of the several manufacturers who have so

worthily emulated each other. There is room

for them all. There will bo more room, and

more custom, when they have replaced the

“ rule of thumb ” by the exact knowledge of the

chemist. It is all very well for them to ask

Government to aid them in this respect, but are

they not competent to sot their own shoaldera

to the wheel ? However rapid may be the

future progress of this latest development of one

of the most ancient methods of manufacturing

a structural material, the gratitude of all those

who take interest in the progress of architecture

is due to the men who have, whether profes-

sionally or commercially, done so much to shed

on this iraporiant subject the light of practical

and successful experiment.

so serious and substantial a thing as a building.

Like the work of the historian, it may have the

grace of style and a certain play of the imagina-

tion, but these should be strictly confined within

the bounds of truthfulness aud reality. This

appears all the more evident when we keep in

view that the works of the architect, although

first produced on paper, are intended to be repro-

duced in the most substantial and least perishable

materials, and that they cannot be pushed out of

sight or destroyed without much labour, cost, and

inconvenience.

The first attempts at art by a nation emerging

from barbarism are invariably characterised by

magnitude and rudeness of construction j
but as

a feeling for art grows, less attention is paid to

mere bulk, and greater care is evinced in the

preparation of the materials and in the endeavour

to produce good proportion and elegant detail.

The architecture of Nineveh and Egypt com-

mands our admiration for its massiveness, and

consequent grandeur, more than for its beauty :

it is not high art, in the truest sense of the term.

There is much good art shown in parts, but the

waste of labour and material is enormous, such,

indeed, that it would be impossible to command
in modern times, were wo disposed to imitate it

:

we shall, therefore, pass at once to the architec-

ture] of the Greeks, whose works of art have

never been surpassed by those of any other

nation, whether as regards beauty of detail or

elegance of proportion. And, first, I would ob-

serve, that the finest sculpture will not compen-

sate for bad proportion and inelegance of out-

line }
accordingly wo find that the Greek archi-

tect bestowed the utmost caro upon the attain-

ment of this essential of good architecture.

Unity, rather than mnltiplicity of effect, was

his constant endeavour, and every detail was

subordinated to the general effect aud outline of

the structure j
but at tho same time the element

of variety was called into play in the adjust-

ment of the various parts. Thus, in the columns

and the frieze, the detail is repeated, while in

the pediments and metops it is varied ;
in the

latter the leading lines are diagonal, in the

former they are vertical. Another thing to be

observed is, that the bearing members do not

show high relief in the ornamental detail,—that

is only found in the pediment and such parts

upon which the eye can rest, and where depth

of shadow is obtained by the enrichments.

It is instructive to observe that the Gothic

architects acted npon an entirely different prin-

ciple, producing an entirely different result,

Classic architecture produces the impression of

repose. Gothic of unrest j the one clings to the

earth, the other soars heavenwards; the one is

the product of intellectual cnlture, the other of

a spiritual faith. The Classic sculpture, although

they broke at the apex, producing one of the

greatest abortions in architectural practice. I

had thought that its deformity was so manifest

to every one having a due appreciation of the

beautiful in art that it would not have been

repeated in these days of enlightenment ; but it

has, as you have doubtless all of you observed,

recently cropped up in this city.

The complete triangular pediment, again, is

sometimes used over an arch, and it only re-

quires a glance at onr Tron church to perceive

how incongruous is the association. A love for

littleness and fritter of detail is shown also in

the breaking np of the frieze into small

parts, whereby all repose is lost, and a feel-

ieg of discord between that feature and the

column is produced. When this practice is fol-

lowed, each pillar seems isolated, and to have no

other duty to perform than to air itself in front

of the structure it professes to strengthen.

Perhaps it supports a vase or a statue
;
but that

only renders the absurdity more apparent : it

always brings to my recollection a figure in

bronze I once saw representing Atlas, who
seemed to be straining ©very nerve to support a

glass globe between his shoulders, which a

Cupid could have balanced between his fingers

and thumb.
There is another practice to which I cannot

reconoilo myself, the nse of half or three-quarter

columns. A column, I conceive to bo a struc*

tural feature required to support a weight
;
and

it appears to mo to be misapplied when used to

strengthen a wall surface. Where that is neces-

sary, a well-developed pilaster seems more ap-

propriate, as it is a mere thickening of the wall

surface. The engaged column, again, has a dis-

agreeably stuck-on look; and this peculiarity is

still more apparent when it runs up two stories

of the facade. This remark does not apply to

slender shafts, which are not, and do not pre-

sent the appearance of, structural features.

Rustication applied to a wall surface or angle

is useful where emphasis is required, by giving

an impression of strength; but the reverse effect

is produced when it is used in a column. It

has in that position the additional fault of dis-

turbing the harmony of the lines, and producing

a feeling as if the work were unfinished. A
lintel formed of one stone, and ent into to ap-

pear as if built in several pieces, is one of the

most absurd shams extant; it not only weakens

the lintel in reality, bat has the appearance of

weakness. In a bondjide aroh the case is quite

different. Rustication should, I think, bo con-

fined to the under story of a building, and never

be used above a plain wall surface. In short, as

I before stated, its use is to give emphasis and

an effect of weight or strength, and it shonld, as

a rule, be sparingly applied, unless there is a

exhibiting more action than the Gothic, is
;

considerable surface of uupierced wall,

characterised by greater repose. The Greek I
When you see a door-knocker in the shape of

architect concentrated his forces; the Medias-
j

a leg, a bell-pull in that of a hand, a foot-scraper

valist dispersed his ; while, luxuriating in an on which you have to clean your boots upon

endless variety of detail, the Gothicist gives ' dragon’s wings, a column surmounted by a, vane

a monotony of attitude to his sculpture, whereas doing duty as a chimney, and such like, it is a

NOTES ON ARCHITECTURAL DETAIL.*

the attitude of his figures; and yet the eye
,

faculty of the inventor. And snob is still the

dwells upon the group in the pediment, and it
,

case when inverted consoles are used as bat-

wanders from figure to figure on the Gothic tresses, and where buttresses in miniature are

facade. Then, again, there is this marked
,
carved on bench ends, and even when buttresses

difference between'the two styles : in the Classio
,

of any size are used where not required as a

temple the human element is prominent, in the ,
structoral necessity.

cathedral it is subordinated ; the figures in the
j

Excessive relief in carving is one of the

pediment are visible at a great distance, the '
exaggerations adopted by the architects of the

saints in their niches require to be sought out;
j

Renaissance,—-a practice which^they carried ^to

Ail great works of art, whether in poetry,

painting, music, or architecture, depend upon

the elegance and proper application of detail for

the realization of the effect aimed at. There is,

however, in the case of architecture, this differ-

ence, that its products being utilitarian as well

as ornamental, the detail must be subservient to

the purpose for which tho building is erected, for

wherever the property of usefulness is lessened

by the ornamentation there the ornament is bad.

An arcbitectural work is not produced to insure

a mere transitory sensation of pleasure : it is a

lasting monument of the abUity or incapacity of

the designer, and must be treated in a serious

and conscientious manner. Mere whims and

vagaries may be allowed in ephemeral works of

poetry and music created to please the passing

hour, and even in tho more perishable and less

obtrusive art of painting; but in architecture they

should be altogether eschewed as inapplicable to

• By Mr. tV. G. Shiells. Read at the meeting of the
Edinburgh Architectural Association, on November 18,

and, to complete the catalogue of contrasts, the the excess of attempting to produco perspeotire

, , . F. i.i__ /-I T. Jf t ' {n Kaa...a1iora on nf.Kftmnt wbioh has BVOr r0-
scnlptures in the Greek pediment and frieze in bas-reliefs,—an attempt which has ever re-

were less couveHtional than those placed amongst
;

suited in failure, and which is often productiva

the Gothic fretwork; whereas the foliated en- |of the most comical effects,—effects never m-

richments of the Classicist were more conven-
|

tended by the designer.

ventional than those of the Gothicist. Is further All ornament that has the appearance of

proof necessary of the truth that no definite being stuck on to the wall-surface should be

rules can be made to apply to works of archi- avoided; and snob is the impression produced by

tecture ? for it cannot be denied that the two

great styles are each of them possessed of

peculiar beauties, although these are obtained

by diverse methods.

The detail of Greek architecture is so perfect

of its kind, that there is noLhingin it to censure

or avoid, unless, indeed, it be the spiritless

copying and misapplication of it.

Beautiful, wonderfully beautiful, as is most of

the Gothic detail, there is much of it that should

be avoided in our modern practice.

The architects of the Renaissance, in their

endeavour to be original, abused the beautiful

features of the style they professed to admire in

the most senseless manner. The pediment, the

crowning beauty of the Greek temple,—with its

festoons of fruit and flowers, which look as if

hung on nails inserted in the wall, and in late

Gothic a like effect is provided where shields are

made to appear as if suspended in ribbons.

Still more shonld any detail be avoided that ap-

pears ready to fall off. Some of the finest Gothic

doorways have this defect. Statues are tortured

into the form of the arch, and seem ready to

topple from under their canopies npon those

who enter or leave the sacred edifice. There is

another mode of using details to which I would

call your attention,—viz., the reducing of im-

portant features to infinitesimal proportions, and

the opposite practice of magnifying small mem-
bers into undue proportions.

I have a lively recollection of my first visit to
UIUVYUIUK ucauuT ui - -

group of stataary aielterod witUn the triangle,— the British Muaenin, serenteon years ago, when
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I stumbled upon an esamplo of the fortnor

practice. I had spent some time in the narrow
cell which contains the Elgin marbles, examin-
ing with a feeling of awe what I hardly com-
prehended. I then threaded my way amongst
specimens of Egyptian art, and found myself in

a corridor with a flight of steps at one end of
it, the stone parapet of which was wrought into
the form of Doric columns, of about 2 ft. in

height, snrmonnted by an entablature ! Of all

features the Doric colnmn, with its simple dignity
and massiveness of proportion, is the least suited
•for such a purpose. I have read somewhere
that “ the baluster is the most successful inven-
tion of the moderns;” and certainly no more
appropriate feature can be fonnd as a boundary
to a balcony or terrace, but it should be of such
a height as to be easily seen over. I once
crossed a railway bridge, intended to be orna-
mental, as it led into the grounds attached to a
mansion-honse. The parapets were formed of
balusters nearly 6 ft. in height, and anything
more hideously ugly I have seldom beheld.
The spiral form is only assumed by those

plants which require support, as in the tendrils
of the vine and the branches of the boney-
Buckle

; it is never found where there is a weigtit
to support

;
and a column, when convoluted, has

a weak and bizarre effect, but slender shafts and
mouldings, when so treated, are appropriate
and beautiful.

Breadth and simplicity may be obtained by
extent of wall-surface, and by giving depth of
reveal to the openings

; bub this effect is de-
stroyed if ornament is scattered in patches over
a wide surface : it fatigues the eye, and pro-
duces a sensation of restlessness and disquiet.
The eye should rather be encouraged to dwell
upon what is beautiful, and be drawn by a well-
regulated gradation from one point to another.
The distance of the ornamentation from the
point of sight should also be carefully con-
sidered. The figure of a man, or of one of the
lower animals, correctly proportioned, will not
appear so when placed on a height, and the in-
dividual features will be indistinguishable at a
certain distance

; a conventional treatment and
exaggeration of parts is therefore required to
produce a good effect. The posture of the
figure and the flow of drapery must also be
restrained, espeoially when the statue or group
is detached from the wall-surface, or appears
against the sky-line. The object sought after
must not be the display of the sculptor’s art,
but the proper adornment of the building. This
does not imply that the sculpture should be of
inferior design, bat that it be treated in an
architectonic manner.

In the sculptures of the temples and palaces
of Nineveh and Egypt, we are presented with
representations of the daily life and customs of
the people, so that wo can form a pretty accurate
idea of the social position of peoples who
flourished 4,000 years ago; and so has it ever
been when a true and living art was practised.
We, on the other hand, thiuk it a requisite of
good taste to copy not only the general form of
buildings designed ages ego, bub to represent
scenes and incidents in which we take so little

interest that we hardly trouble ourselves to
decipher their meaning. Why do we decorate
onr Gothic mansions with men in armour and
crossbowmen in trunk-hose ? Is it impossible to
find good models amongst our dragoons and
artillerymen ? Would it nob be more to the
purpose to give a representation of a Lord
Mayor’s Show upon a City hall, than a copy of
a frieze from the Parthenon ? A corporation
banquet might be made as jolly a sight in stone,
and to afford as much pleasure to many as the
reality.

I doubt not that some centuries hence onr
dress and customs will appear as quaint to those
who then stmt upon this world’s stage as do
those of the Middle Ages to ns. A true and
living art can only be obtained by delineating the
social characteristics of the times, and the adop-
tion of this course will be the necessary
concomitant of a now style.

In this architecture of the future, I believe
that colour will form an important element, and
the proper application of ic is well worthy of
consideration and study. It appears to me to be
a mistake to introduce different materials in the
construction of a wail in order to produce variety
of coloured surface. This is better effected by
means of inlays of marbles or encanstic tiles,
and the most appropriate positions for such
enrichments are the wall surface between win-
dows, and in string courses and friezes. A mould-
ing, either plain or enriched, and of small pro-

jection, would be an appropriate framework for

these inlays. Detached shafts and columns are
also very effective when executed in a rich and
durable material

; bub in this and every other
application of colour, care should be taken to
avoid harsh contrasts, and a meretricious glitter

or spottiness of effiiot.

My remarks have been somewhat disjointed
and fragmentary

; the subject is a wide one and
would need more time and knowledge than I can
command to do it justice. It is easier to advise
as to what should be avoided than what to follow

;

each must be left to choose a path for himself,
and you will allow me to conclude by throwing
out a hint that it will be more to your profit if

you employ the time often spent in searching out
tit-bits from tho works of others in designing
details of your own. Study the details of every
style, but copy none

; a comparatively poor
original is of more value than a copy ofa superior
work

;
it is only the unsuccessfal artist who

takes to copying : he may moke a livelihood by
that means, but his name will dio with him. An
architect whose ambition is limited to mero
money-making would be better employed
more mechanical pursuit; and I cannot help
thinking that many good batchers and bakers,
shoemakers and tailors, have been spoilt to make
most miaerable architects. I hope better things
from those I have been addressing.

SURVEYS OF SYRIA AND ARABIA.

Our readers will remember the hearty support
which, on several occasions, we have given to
the appeals of the Palestine Exploration Fund.
While we are given to understand that this

undertaking is still asking for aid, we are called
on to help the promoters of a supplemental or
complementary scheme for the survey of the
peninsula of Sinai.

The object, no donbt, is one of importance, as
well as of deep interest in many points of view.
The names of some of the supporters of the
undertaking, and especially of the Engineer
ofiicers who take charge of the survey, are such
as to guarantee proper application of the funds
which may be raised, and to promise reliable
results. We do nob know that the earlier

explorers, our Palestiuo friends, claim, or wish to

claim, a monopoly of the public support. Still

we cannot help thinking that it would have been
better to avoid such a duplication of machinery
for objects so similar. There is no such imme-
diate hurry. The accurate survey of Palestine
would naturally be extended, in process of time,
to the whole district covered by the description
given in the Pentateuch. The wilderness of

Sinai is but a portion of the land which must be
delineated for our future Scripture maps, Pelu-
siuin, tho site or the vicinity of “Shur, that is

before Egypt ;” Gerar, between Kadesh and
Shur, the seat of Abimelech, who may, very
probably, have been one of the Hyksos kings of
the fourteenth dynasty

; Goshen, the pastoral
district, “in the best of the land, tho land of
Rameses;” Tahpanhes, where stood the palace of
Ouaphris, or Apries, the seventh king of the
tweuty-S'xbh dynasty

; are ns intimately con-
nected with the early Hebrew history, and as
much demand the carefnl investigation of the
practised surveyor, as does any portion of the
Siuaitic peninsula. What is required is, first a
clear and distinct programme of the work to be
done, and then, a patient, well-ordered scheme
for the application of the funds, which may be
forthcoming, to the orderly prosecution of the
details of the enterprise.

If we have a bit here, and a scrap there,—in

one case the photographer left out for want of
funds, in another the naturalist omitted,—in

short, if enthusiasm directs the undertaking,
instead ofwise forethought, we shall fritteraway
our means, and disgust the public by repeated
and ill-considered applications, before the real

object of pursuit is attained. The field is wide
and rich. Those of onr readers who are ac-

quainted with the exquisite engravings of “ Forty
Days in the Desort” can form some ideaofwhat
photography may do for the cave temples and
ruined cities of Edora. There seems ample
ground to conclude that the ruins of Eephidim,
where Amalek fought with Israel, are to be traced
near Wadi Feiran. Of the “ eleven days’ journey
from Horeb by the way of Mount Seir unto
Kadesh Barnea,” the spot where Jordan, before
the gi’cat geological convulsion that depressed
the central part of its conrse, and formed the
evaporating surface of the lake Asphaltites, fell

into the Rod See, there seems every reason to
suppose that we shall be able to recover every
detail. But wa think it is taking a very narrow
view of the question to assume that the thirty,
eight years which intervened between the
“ turning ” of tho Israelites at Kadesh, and their
crossing the brook Zered, were spent in the small
peninsula of Sinai. They took their “journey
into tho wilderness by way of tho Red Sea.”
That this was the retracing of their steps
towards Egypt, seems to be inconsistent with
more than one passage of the S jcred Record.
Of the eighteen stations mentioned by name as
resting-places, between the time when the spies
returned to the wilderness of Paran, and the
encampment at Ezion Gebir, or Akaba, not a
single name is that of either of the former
halting-places, a fact discordant with the idea
of so limited an area, for the nomadic period of
the Exodus, as that which is usually assigned to
it. To fix these stations, it is therefore probable
that a survey and exploration, on a far more
extended scale than that which is now proposed,
will be necessary.

Wo have on more than one occasion expressed
our own views as to the principles which ought
to regnlate the proceedings of the explorers of
Palestine. While the value of such a survey as
our own Royal Engineers are in the habit of
executing, is very great, still, at least from one
point of view, the architectnral information
which may be gleaned by a methodical investi-
gation is the most important object of research.
Amid the desert intervening between inhabited
Egypt and the Holy Land proper, there is much
of a structural character to delineate and to
investigate. In Palestine itself, as we have so
fully urged, the important task of identifying
the exact localities of the Holy City, by tho
systematic tracing of the foundations of those
enormons walls which yet await the persevering
investigator, seems yet to be unattempted.
What the case really demands, then, is not dis-

persion, bub concentration, of effort; not mul-
tiplication of enterprises, bub more systematic
pursuit of the investigation for which funds
have been actually collected. We wish good
speed to the explorers who have already sailed
for the survey of the peniusula, as well as
to those who may yet be sinking shafts and
running galleries among the debris accumulated
in the valley of Kedron, or in that of the
Tyropccon. But to all those who, in the quiet
of English parsonages or country houses, devote
bheir leisure hours, and their spare guineas,
to tho search of local knowledge illustrative
of the scenery and of the language of tho Greek
and Hebrew Scriptures, we would recommend
combination, of effort and well-directed unity of
aim. The explorers of Palestine and of Sinai
spcm to bo sadly in want of an engineer-in-
chief.

NOTES FROM ABROAD.

Brunsivich.—

A

second and exact copy of the
celebrated Quadriga, in bronze, that crowned
the chief front of the palace which was destroyed
a few years ago by fire, is now being ere^ed
upon the former site, the entire bnilding having
been restored to its previous glory. Tho palace
has always struck ns, like that which was begun
at Cassel, but was never continued beyond some
10 ft. from the ground, as much too large for the
requirements of a third or fourth rate Germau
court, and the rebuilding of this Brunswick
palace would seem to indicate a greater reliance
on Prussian non-annexation than we should
have.

Berlin .—The municipality have determined to
do away, as much as possible, with the system
of the unsightly and untidy open markets at
present held in the principal squares of this
city. A large market-hall is forthwith to be
erected upon the Donhofs Platz, and a second
upon the Gendarmcn Markt. Anothnr free

hospital has been determined upon, and the
plans have received the sanction of the “ director
of charities,” Councillor Dr. Von Esse.

Hamburg .—An International Floral Exhibi-
tion is to be held here in September next. The
programme jnst published contains a section for

" Garden Architecture,” to which will be ad-
mitted ornamental green-honses, conservatories,

summer-house8,park-loclge8, small rustic bridges,
entrance-gates, park-palings, iron railings, and
other objects of landscape gardening. A com-
mittee has been formed under very high local
patronage, and a guarantee fund of about
10,0001. will be formed, the greater part of this
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earn being already aubscribed. The Church
,

of St. Nicholas, by Professor G. G. Scott, con-

tains a number of external niches, and these

:

are gradually being filled with statues, thanks

to the liberality of the citizens, tbns adding

materially to the finished beauty of the whole

edifice. Thus there are now in their respective

places: the four Evangelists on the tower
j
St.An-

shariuB (by Professor Siegel, of Athens), Luther,

and Melanethon, at the south porch; Erw'in von
Steinbach, Peter Yischer, and Albert Diirer on

the south aisle ; St. Nicholas (an old statue,

restored by the Society of Christian Arte),

Ziegenhagen, and Winckler at the north porch :

Guttenberg, Handel, and Scheiermacher on the

north transept; besides eight angels, four of

which are on the gable of the south transept,

and the other four on the tower, at a height of

200 ft. from the ground. A very interesting

exhibition of photographs by German artists is

open here, and contains some perfect triumphs

both as to olearnesB and colour, as also in regard

to verticality of lines. A very pretty wooden
building has been erected on some waste land

near the Exchange for this purpose, by Herr P.

George Stammann, architect.

Prague .—Some months ago a building society

was formed here, for the purpose of erecting

erection as beautiful and perfect, without mea-
,

material for execution, or locality for erection,

sure or qualification ? at the same time over-

iooking the possibility that some of the archi-

tects, after they had seen the completion of

their works, would gladly and publicly have re-

pented in sackcloth and ashes, if they could only

have thereby been enabled to remove some of

the accomplished errors then for the first time

detected.

It has been most generously asserted by
some of our esteemed art-brothers, the artists

and sculptors, that architecture is entitled to

a first rank among arts on account of its

universal need. I do not enter into the qnes-

tion further than to suggest that, if architecture

be entitled to such an important position, its

first claim would probably be founded on the

necessary absence of experiment with regard to

the production of its great works. We cannot

paint out what we do not like, and designing

our model, full size, in soft clay, is equally im-

possible. With this argument I to some extent

account for much that is bad. Looking through

works, one cannot help thinking that some are

prominently good in planning arrangements, or

fcsthetics, or acoustics, or engineering construc-

tion, or carpentry, or masonry, or painting, &c.,

to the injury of other important requirements.

houses for the working classes on a very Here I am not aiming at men who were trained

extensive scale. It seems to have answered so
|

as engineers, carpenters, masons, &c., and afeer-

well, even in this short time, that several other wards became architects
;
for most men, after so

towns of Bohemia are now following the example
]

changing, could earnestly work through a great

set in the capital. quantity of the remaining architectural know-

Trieste.—A very large fish-market, to be sup- ' ledge in a few years, overcome the bias of the

plied by the Adriatic, is about to be erected first education, and perhaps equal the average

here. Twelve designs were received, in answer
,

number of those who have been properly-

to public advertisement, six being from local ' trained architects for the same length of time

;

architects, and the committee is now deciding bnt am pointing out that some works indi-

upon their various merits. ’ cate an unbalanced, biased, or lamentably

deficient ednoation by an error in some ono,

I or more, essential yet neglected item
;
and also

j

a tendency to give objectionable prominence to

[

one section of architectural knowledge or build-

ling material. This, as I term it, negative way
of looking upon art, appears to me very mooh

!
neglected by the present generation of archi-

At the last meetiug of this society, a paper ,
tects. The greater number of people are quite

was read, by Mr. Horatio K. Bromhead, “ On
J

alive to the fact that the disagreeable man sel-

the Antipathies of Architectural Grammar;” ,

dom says more than one offeDsive thing in an

being a consideration of how architectnral orna-
^

interview. The most notorious liar earns his

ment ought and ought not to be combined. He reputation as easily
;

yet an architect who is

. quite aware of this and regulates bis conduct

Before more definitelypointing out the precise with the utmost propriety, will sometimes be

section intended it were well to express that the found, apparently without the least care or

absence of a predecessor’s footsteps mnst be the
]

thought, blindly setting up buildings with at

apology for any incomplete and crude treatment least one grave error; and when he has erected

of the subject; the “Grammar of Ornament,”
j

sufficient to stamp his character, feels particn-

by Owen Jones, being the only work known to ! larly aggrieved that the public look upon the

me as approaching it. But that magnificent work good points of his works as nothing bnt what

does 80 ,
as it were, from the opposite side from

|

was his duty to do
;
and, seeing the faults, set

ON THE ANTIPATHIES
OP ARCHITECTURAL GRAMMAR.

GLASGOW ARCHITECTURAL SOCIETY.

that selected for this paper. The “ Grammar of

Ornament,” as understood by me, principally

tends to show the inevitable and grand prin-

ciples that must exist in architectural msthetics
;

whereas it is now attempted to take the nega-

tive view, and consider as much as possible

what may be argued as not allowable, by indi-

cating for consideration adverse or restrictive

principles, founded upon those great and glorious

relics which our noble art has bequeathed to us.

In art generally, the restrictive principles are

so simple, and the issue is so evident,'that they

have not required much study. This clearness

is, perhaps, largely owing to the plain and facile

verdict which so inevitably follows any violation

of aesthetics. If we for a moment imagine the

production of a piece of ideal painting or sculp-

ture with an error destroying its general har-

mony, we at once think with satisfaction of the

nnremnnerative limbo to which it would be con-

signed. Fortunate it is for the world that artists

and sculptors are able to see their own works first

themselves, and rectify errors then apparent; and

farther fortunate for them that many causes irre-

sistibly lead to the formation and activity of a

tribe of critics whose volubility is so irrepressible,

that the recipient can silently take advantage of

the one good point, while deriding the empty gar-

rulity accompanying it. But it is well carefnlly

to bear in mind that it can be said we are not

blessed with an architectural limbo. We are

enabled to see in the works of architects how
admirably some are able to preconceive and
avoid errors, and the want of this power in

others, as evinced in the painful monumental
proofs which they set up, and are unable to

destroy. This may appear to be wandering from

the end in view, but a careful consideration will

make apparent that we are at the very founda-
tions, for how can we study architecture to the

advancement of art, if we accept every existing

has often caused a transition time of modifica-

tion, finally resulting in the rejection of a

previous feature and the production of a

different style of architecture that avoids the

discords occasioned by the novelty. Transition

styles are, therefore, of confused and imperfectly

developed grammar ;
and a combination of styles

containing unmodified parts of two or more
distinct styles is flatly discordant and ungram-

matical, and much to be condemned as a viola-

tion of msthetics.

Proposition -i.—Architectural features, when
used in several styles, thongh retaining the same
name and skeleton, should not be so used with-

out being modified in detail and outward form

so as to possess a sympathetic character for

each style. The principles and methods of

colouring should also be subject to this proposi-

tion.

Proposition 5.—If a well-known feature or

detail that is to be found in many buildings is

very seldom to be found in the same building

with another well-known style, feature, or de-

tail, without modification, the combination, with-

out the customary modification, is a discord that

requires marked and careful sympathetic modi-

fication to become grammatical.

I cannot hope to exhaust the subject in the

necessary limits before me, so will only attempt

a single illustration—that of the column. In the

great works of all ages we find each particular

style has a carefully-modified base, shaft, and

capital to its columns. First, confining the

argument to any one style of one age, we find the

detail so completely corresponding in sympathy

that the designs of one building can gene-

rally be interchanged with those of another

without any violation of grammar. Second,

extending the argument to every age of one

style, wo find the sympathy fluctuating, being

advanced, refined, and beautifully clear when
architectural art was prosperous, and debased

and partly lost when art was neglected. Third,

still further extending the argument to be with*

out limit, we strike, as it were, the very key-note.

Where is the style without its columns ? Con-

sider them regardless of style. We may say

that no good column exists without being clearly

marked out as possessing base, shaft, and

capital—ever the same names, ever the same

triplet representation of honest strength. Con-

sider them with reference to style. It is impos-

sible to marshal forth in memory the different

modifications of columns to be found in the

different styles without being convincingly struck

with the remarkable facility with which their

sympathetic modification of detail enables every

style to be distinguished. They may, indeed, be

described as the very landmarks of style,

endlessly varied, yet always a triplet “ thing of

beauty and a joy for ever.”
him down as of no great ability, and try the

next new man in the hope of something better.

I believe that an unduly large proportion of im-

portant buildings erected during the last few

years could be identified by the mention of the

worst architectural feature in each, and that the HER MAJESTY’S THEATRE,
farther back the time under consideration is HATMARKET.
extended, the smaller the proportion will be

; .

‘

t. a-

and, if so, there is cause for plain speaking and ' A report has been circulated to^ the effect

serious consideration. Taking the matter, how-
1

that the money provided for rebuilding Her

ever, at its smallest, it is assumed that all will i
Majesty’s Theatre was exhausted, the structure

admit the existence of errors in some of the
j

being simply in carcass, and that the works

architecture now existing
;
and, therefore, the

]

would be stopped unless other persons came

difficulty lies in defining what is erroneous, and
I

forward to provide funds.^ We are enabled to

more particularly in endeavouring to lay down ' say, not merely that this is incorrect, but that

some propositions which, though they may re-
j

there are not the slightest grounds for the asser-

quire to be maintained with sufficient leniency
|

tion.

for exceptions, may yet be considered generally
j

The theatre is in course of erection, our readers

good and sound. The following propositions
|

may renaember, from the designs of Mr. Charles

have been hastily made ont with a view to
,

Lee, assisted by his sons and partner (Messrs,

affording some definite ground on which the
|

Lee, Brothers, & Pain). A considerable amount

discussion to follow this paper may be continued, of work has been done, considering the limited

and the more easily become interesting and time which has elapsed since their commence-

valuable : ment, by Messrs. Geo. Trollope & Sons, the con-

Proposition 1.— The origin, continued ex- tractors. The building is now roofed in, and

istence, and increasing isolation of the various ' the greater part of the ironwork and. the stone

styles of architecture indicate the opinion of

many ages as moat remarkably decided in

asserting that there are sympathies and anti-

pathies among architectnral ibrms and colours

that a correct taste cannot ignore, and that

there are varied wants and requirements that

have demanded and maintained a variety of

style.

Proposition 2.—An architectural work should

not have a single detail of form or colour that is

nob in harmony with every other detail, and with

the use and sitnation of the work, but should be

treated as a harmonious whole.

Proposition 3.—A new discovery, feature of

design, method of construction or colonring,

stairs are fixed ;
and there appears little doubt,

judging from the forward state of the building,

as to the theatre being completed by the end of

next March, according to contract. Scenery and

properties would have to be provided, bnt that,

of course, is a separate question.

The late theatre was burnt down on the even-

ing of December 6th, 1867, and steps were at

once taken to clear the site ;
but, for various

reasons, the owner, the Earl of Dudley, did not

finally arrange to rebuild until early in March

this year, and on the 29ih of May the works

were commenced. We will before long give

plans showing the old and new theatres.

In rebuilding, care has been taken to provide
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the additional stage accommodafcionj before so
much required, without materially encroaching
upon the area of the auditorium

;
also to improve

the entrances and exits
;
and the staircases

have been arranged so that no part of the theatre
will be without two, at least, staircases or pas-
sages of commxinioation. There will be three
saloons exclusively for ladies (the late house had
no such accommodation)

; the boxes have been
increased in height, and they will consist of four
tiers and a half. No use will be made of the
roof over the auditorium or stage, and the roof
being of iron, the risk of fire will thereby be
reduced; the carpenters’ shops and painting-
rooms, before in the roof, have been placed next
the Haymarket, on the east side of the stage

j

the properties and stores have been provided for
on the basement.
The stage is separated from the auditorium by

a thick wall, continued through the roof, without
openings, except for the stage ; the floors of all
the saloons, dressing-rooms, passages, and land-
ings will be formed with Dennett’s cement
arches, and all the staircases will be of stone,
inclosed with brick walla.

THE GRAVE OF ROBERT HOOKE.
Near to the site of old Gresham College, in

the ancient church of St. Helen, Bishopsgate,
lie buried, without a memorial stone to mark
their last resting-place, the remains of an emi-
nent philosopher and marvellous mechanic
Robert Hooke. Whether the fault rests with
those who inherited his great wealth, or whether
a tomb was erected and has since fallen to decay,
I cannot ascertain

; bnt at present he lies in an
unhonoured grave in the midst of a city which
has largely profited by the results of his earnest
labonv. The variety and extent of Hooke’s
inventions and discoveries are scarcely so well
known as they deserve to be, and while drawing
attention to his neglected grave it may prove
useful to give a short account of the most im-
portant. The following, chiefly derived from a
highly appreciative exposition of his mechanical
inventions, by Bryson,* will, I think, prove that
Hooke is justly entitled to a grateful remem-
brance. Like bis great contemporary Newton,
Hooke in early life was delicate, so that his
parents had small hopes of rearing him

;
but

after his seventh year his constitution seemed to
gain strength. His mechanical genius, the
strongest intnition of his nature, was first deve-
loped. In a short extract from his diary.
Waller,t his biographer, says :

“ Being subject
to headache, which hindered his learning, his
father laid aside all thought of breeding him a
scholar, and finding himself also grow very in-
firm through age and sickness, wholly neglected
his further education, who, being thus left
to himself, spent his time in making little
mechanical toys, in which he was very suc-
cessful. His father, observing by these indica-
tions his great inclination to mechanics, thought
to put him apprentice to some easy trade (as a
watchmaker or limner), he showing most inclt-
catioD to those or the like mechanical perform,
ances.” His taste for the fine arts seems to have
recommended him to the notice of Sir Peter
Lely, with whom he served but a short time, as
the odours from the oil colours produced aggra-
vation of his headache, which, beginning in his
earliest years, continued to afflict him throngh
life. This was, perhaps, for his fame and for
science a fortunate adversity. In the year 1653
Hooke, then in his eighteenth year, went to
Oxford, and by his mechanical genins soon
^ined the notice of the Hon. Robert Boyle.
Here he seems to have found society and em-
^oyment suited to his tastes from meeting
Wren, Wilkins, and other eminent philosophers,
who shortly afterwards founded the Royal
Society of London. It was while residing at
Oxford that he contrived for Boyle the first
really efficient air-pump, and applied the balance
or pendulum spring to a watch, by which and
hiB subsequent discovery of its isochronal pro-
perties, he converted the machine which he
found bub a rudo toy, into an almost perfect
measurer of time. From a suggestion of Wren’s,
he made a series of observations of the barome-
ter for the purpose of testing the truth of the
hypothesis of Des Cartes, that the tides resulted
from the pressure of the moon upon the air in

Edin. New. Phil. Mag., 18S8.
+ “ Posthumous Works of Robert Hooke." London,

its passage by the meridian. Hooke found that
the oscillations of the mercurial column did not
comport themselves according to the moon’s
motion, but were due to the varying density of
the air. Thus the barometer became, in the
hands of Hooke, not merely the Torricellian
tube, bnt a weather-glass, or as he quaintly
calls it, tho “ weather wiser.” To him we are
also indebted for the double barometer, the four-
legged barometer, the wheel barometer, the diago-
nal barometer,aad the marine barometer. About
1660 he invented what he calls his circular pendu-
lum. It has, however, been termed a conical peu-
dnlum, being continuous in its motion. It was
applied by Hooke to a telescope mounted eqna-
torially, so as to keep tho instrument always
coincident with the star’s motion, both in right
ascension and in azimuth. This invention is
more familiar under the name of Watt’s governor
of the steam-engine. Watt most ably applied
it, but (what very few know) Hooke was the
inventor. In the year 1662 Hooke was ap-
pointed curator of the Royal Society

j
and, in

April of the succeeding year, be read before
them an account of bis discovery of the rising
of fluids in capillary tubes. He also discovered
that merenry was not subject to the same law,
but was depressed in tabes in the ratio of their
diameters. He also here hinted, what was
afterwards discovered, that mercury in tubes
made of different kinds of glass has a different
ratio of depression. He also proposed a system
of telegraphy by connecting between distant
stations a wire, acted on by a series of vibra-
tions or musical notes, and thus communicating
almost instantaneous intelligence. In 1663 he
invented the watch wheel-cntting machine, and
in the following year a method of grinding
spectacle lenses, by means of which more than
100 could be ground at once to the same focal
power. This ingenious contrivance is daily
used in onr manufactories at Sheffield, but few
know the name of its inventor. On tho banks
of the Avon you may be asked the question.
Who was William Shakepearo ? and in the work-
shop of the optician, Who was Robert Hooke ?
In the same year ho invented an instrument to
determine the refractive index of fluids. His
life, indeed, at this time must have been a busy
one. llacanlay eloquently tells ns “ how neces-
sary it was for the fine gentlemen of the court
of Charles II., when science had become the
fashion, to have something to say about tele-
scopes and air-pnmps

;
and even fine ladies now

and then thought it becoming to affect a taste
for science, went in coaches and six to visit the
Gresham curiosities, and broke forth into cries
of delight at finding that a magnet really at-
tracted a needle, and that a microscope really
made a fly look as large as a sparrow.”

In 1664 Sir John Cutler having founded a
lectureship in connexion with the Royal Society,
Hooke was appointed to the office at an annual
stipend of 50Z. Although science has, perhaps,
gained by the publication of his Catlerian lec-
tures, to Hooke it proved a source of great
trouble

; as, through some misunderstanding, he
became involved in a long and vexatious law-
suit for tho recovery of his annual allowance,
which appears to have soured his disposition for
the remainder of his life. In the same year he
was appointed professor of geometry in Gresham
College, and continued for some time to read
general astronomical lectures, showing a won-
derful fertility of invention in devising instrn-
ments for astronomical purposes

;
describing a

plan for a weather-clock, a quadrant, and erect-
ing the first transit instrument. As this is

intended more as a catalogue than a description
of his earnest labour in the pursuit of scientific
truth, I can only enumerate the subjects to
which Hooke devoted his mind during his long
and useful life.

In the year 1666, tho Great Fire of London,
though it disturbed the labours of the Royal
Society, increased those of Hooke. On the
19th of September, we find him presenting
before tho Society a model for the rebuild-
ing of the city. “ What this model was,”
says Waller, “I cannot well determine; but
I have heard that it was designed in it to
have all the chief 8:reet8, as from Leaden-
hall to Newgate, and the like, to lie in an exact
line, and all the other streets turning out of
them at right angles; all the churches, public
buildings, market places, and the like in proper
and convenient places.” This plan was not
accepted, but it led to his appointment as sur-
veyor by the City magistrates. In this situation
he laid out tho ground to the several proprietors
for rebnilding the City, and acquired most of his

wealth
j
none of which, it is believed, he ever

used, as it was found in a chest after his
decease.

The invention of the reflecting telescope has
been awarded to Newton, to Gregory, and
Hooke : the share which he had in the invention
was in perforating the larger speculum, thus
enabling an observer to view the object directly.
In one of his discourses he clearly indicates the
stethoscope. He invented the spring balance,
now known as Salter’s spring balance. To him
we also owe tho steelyard : although unknown to
Hooke, it had long been used as the standard
instrument for determining weight in China. He
proposed the catenarian curve as the best form
of arch

;
employed a heavy weight moving in

a short arc for the pendulum, from which its
sole advantage is derived. He had the earliest
suspicion of what keeps the planets in their
orbits, discovered that the density of the air in
a diving-bell is doubled at the depth of 34 ft.,

invented water-pump having an elliptical
rotary motion acted on by a spring, and dis-
covered the various forms which sand assumes
when placed on a vibrating plane. He attributed
the revolntions of the planets to the combina-
tion of a projectile motion with a centripetal
force. Had his mathematical powers equalled
his practical sagacity, he might have obtained
the laurel which Newton so soon afterwards
bore away. He discovered that Jupiter revolved
in about eight hours. That he possessed the
secret of the steam-engine is undoubted; he,
however, hid it in the form of an anagram,
which Waller thus translates,—“The air presses
with force the vacuum left after the use of fire.”
As an astronomer he did much

; as a geologist
his views were in advance of his age. Speaking
of fossil remains, he says that they belonged to
extinct species, and even suggested that they
may have disappeared in consequence of earth-
quakes in former ages, to which he attributes
the elevation from the sea of the strata con-
taining marine remains. In conclusion, Bryson
remarks that, “ Had Hooke been born fifty years
after Newton, Newton would not have been
less. Had he been born fifty years before the
great philosopher, Hooke would have been more
exalted,”

PLANS OF PARIS.

A. LIST was given in these pages* of the moat
ancient plans of London and Westminster known
to be in existence : to this list, which must
be of the greatest interest and assistance to
all who are addicted to antiquarian or histo-
rical researches, as well as those who desire
exact knowledge of the locality of facts con-
nected with general literature, we are enabled
to add a similar inventory of the plans of the
City of Paris, from the last issue of the Cftro-
nique des Arts.

A. collection will be made of all the plans of
Paris that can be obtained, which will be placed
in the Historical Musenm of the City of Paris as
soon as the alterations to the H6tel Carnavalet,
the former residence of Madame de Sevign^ in
which the Museum is to be formed, have been
completed. In point of number the ancient plans
of Paris are inferior to those we possess of
London, bnt they are sufficient to enable us to
trace the progress of the city during the last
four centuries, and if they could all be collected
under one roof their naefulness would be greatly
increased.

The following is a list of the most ancient
plans extant :

—

1. A manuscript plan found in the Abbey of
Saint-Victor representing Paris about the year
1100. This plan was engraved by Dhuelland in
1756.

2. Another manuscript plan, constructed from
a tapestry of about the same period.
There are no illustrations of Paris of a date

anterior to, or contemporary with, these plans,
with the exception of some views of public
buildings on the margin of an illuminated mann-
script of the fifteenth oentnry, formerly belong-
ing to the Duke of Bedford, and purchased by
the city of Paris from M. Firmin Didot.

3. The plan of 1560, executed in the reign of
Henri IV., and now in the Imperial Library.

4. An Italian plan dated 1566.
5. Quesnel’s plan in twelve sheets, dated 1609

(reign of Henri IV.).

6. The plan of 1615 engraved at Amsterdam
by Witt.

* Vol. XXV. p. 612.
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7. Another plan engraved in Holland in 1620.

8. The plan of 1651, which only Bhows the

streets.

9. The plan by Bolssean, 1652, and another by
Gombonat, of the same date.

10. Cochin’s plan, 1669, in three sheets.

11. Defer’s plan, 1692.

12. Jonvin de Rochefort’s plan, 1697.

From the beginning of the eighteenth centnry

to the present time, the plans may be coanted

by hundreds. The principal are those by Felibion,

1725 ;
the plan of the great Turgot, 1739

;
the

curious plan by Bonaray, in 1740, in which year

Paris was visited by a severe inundation
j
and

the plan of Vemiqaet, in 1789.

A plan of Paris, on a large scale, showing the

recent alterations, is in course of preparation by

Baron Hanssmann.

THE INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.

GLASS FOR LIGHTHOUSES.

The first meeting of the present session was held

Novemberl7th (Mr. C. Hutton Gregory, president,

in the chair), in the new building erected during

the recess, and upon the completion of which, ac-

cording to the promise made by the council, the

president congratulated the members 3 taking

occasion to remark, that the council had placed

upon their private minutes a unanimous vote of

thanks to the architect, Mr. T. H. Wyatt. The

drawn from the furnace, and carried to tho foot

of a crane, the lifting chain of which bad attached

to its end a clip to embrace the pot. A mouth-

piece of wrougbt-iron was fitted to tho pot before

casting, to facilitate the pouring, and the work-

men tipped over the pot by means of long

handles.

The casting - table was circular, and was

mounted on a frame, so that by means of a

handle it could be turned round, and each part

of its outer circumference brought consecutively

under the pot of molten metal. The moulds

into which the glass was to be cast were

arranged round the outside of this table, and

were caused to revolve slowly under the con-

tinuous stream of liquid glass flowing from the

melting pot, so that each mould was filled in

succession, thereby enabling the immediate re-

turn of the empty pot to tho furnace. The
moulds were of cast-iron, of a uniform thickness

of l-incb, and were supported on feet cast on,

tho size being such as to allow ^-inch thickness

of glass all round for the grinding process. The
small lons-rings and prisms were cast in one

piece, but the larger ones were cast in segments.

The large belts, or central lenses for fixed lights,

were generally cast flat, and were afterwards

bent on a saddle to the required curve in

a kiln.

Sand, emery, ronge, and water were the fonr

necessaries for glass grinding and polishing.

The sand had to be applied, with abundance of

water, nntil it lost its cutting qualities. The

emery, after being ground to a fine powder, was

agitated in water, and the mixture was passed
president observed that the contractors, Messrs.

Holland & Hannen, were also entitled to com- - .

mendation, for the manner in which they had through a series of vats or tabs, so that the

carried out the works within the time specified
]

emery was divided into as many qualities as

in the contract—a result to which the personal > there were tubs, the coarsest being deposited in

care of the secretaries had largely contributed. the first tub, the finest in that farthest from the

supply. Tho rouge, which was an oxide of iron,

was prepared from the sulphate, and was sepa-

The paper read was “ On Lighthouse Appa-
;

rated into qualities by means of water-tubs, as

ratns and Lanterns,” by Mr. David M. Hender- !

in the case of the emery. The glass of optical

«ua. Itwaa Btated'that theglassnsedmligbt-lappavatus was ground on horizontal circa-

house apparatus was nearly all made at Saint- tables, securely fastened to the tops 0

GobaioVr Birmingham, aid waa of tho kind i wrought-iron vertical spindles, which reoaivod

known by tho name of crown glass. Different
1

motion from the mam shafting m varions ways.

unworthy as having overshot the mark, and

having given us, as it were, “ a jewel of gold in.

a swine’s snout.” I allude to the Abbey Mills

Sewage Pumping Station, the design for which

is the more remarkable, seeing that it has come
from the hand of the engineer who has shown

so much artistic excellence in the severe lines

in which the Thames Embankment is con-

ceived.

What I ask you to aspire after in those engi-

neering works upon which you are, and shall

be in the future, engaged, is form in the

msthetio sense, in place of that deformity

which is sown broadcast around us, in which

the British engineer has hitherto glorified

himself, and in which ho would seem to wish to

idealize and deify sheer strength, which in his

simplicity ho sees to be incompatible with beauty

of outline. How, then, is this desideratum to be

attained ? The British engineer in his efforts to

redeem engineering architecture must look to

himself, and to himself alone; and the present

recess is perhaps an opportunity given him for

this very purpose, and to enable him to direct

his mind to a snbject which demands his closest

attention. He will again, notwithstanding our

prophets of evil, be called upon to construct

works on English soil equal to, if not surpassing

in magnitude, those of to-day. Let him endeavour

in them to improve on those of a bygone genera-

tion, and to hand down to posterity a legacy of

beauty in connexion with such works, as ho has

received from tho past its legacy of strength and

endurance.
Let him above all things refuse to entertain

the thought that veneration for the beautiful is

beneath him as a man, or derogatory to the-

dignity and character of bis race ;
for during

all time those races which made themselves

famous for their prowess and their majesty,

their power alike over matter and mind, were-

equally renowned for the beauty aud for the

magnificence of their public works—those monu-

ments of glory by which, history apart, we
now alone judge of their aristocracy

1 The surfaces of these tables were divided out,
mixtures had been employed for the purpose;; -

, , „ , ^

hnt M. Eeynand, the director of the Breach U'te ‘he face-plate of o lathe, to receive the

lighthouse service, now gave the composition ^
carriers, or supports o cas •

® JO I which were bolted to them, and were

72TSilica

Soda 12-2

Limo 15'7

Alumina and
Oxide of Iron )

traces.

100-0

At Birmingham varions mixtures had been

tried, of which several examples were

following being about an average :

—

cwt. qr. lb.

French Sand fi 0 0

Carbonate of Soda 13 7
Lime 0 2 7
Nitrate of Soda 0 10
Arsenic 0 0 3

arranged to hold the lenses or prisma to be

ground. Plaster of Paris was then laid on the

“carriers” in bands, the bands being reduced

to the exact size by turning the table round

under a gauge secured to the framing of the

machine. The glass was laid on these strips,

and was secured in place by means of pitch,

care being taken in the larger sizes, which were
,iven, the

^

Jq gegments, to place a thickness of

pitch between each joint, so that glass did

English glass was supposed to be of the refrac-

tive index of 1'51. That produced at Saint-

Gobain had formerly an index of refraction as

not touch glass.

ENGINEERING ARCHITECTURE.

I.v the course of the address delivered to the

‘Civil and Mechanical Engineers’ Society,” by Mr.

low as 1’50, bnt now it was 1'54, and frequent B. Haughtou, tho president, the speaker said :

—

experiments were made to ascertain that the ; The last discussion was, perhaps, the very best of

standard was maintained. 1 the season, prompted by joint papers on “ Engi-

The furnace for melting glass was generally
[

neering Architecture,” by two of our oldest and

rectangular in plan, and was constrncted of the
|

most valued members. The meeting discussed

roost refractory materials
;
and the sides were

j

the question with a spirit worthy of tho corn-

arranged so as to allow of the easy withdrawal i batants in. the battle of the styles, even the

of the pots. Six, and sometimes eight, pots ! visitors warmly assisting. This is a subject on

were placed in the fnmace, arranged in pairs which there is a great deal more to be said, and

with a firegrate at each end. The flame

filled the whole interior of the fornace, and,

after circulating round the pots, which were
covered to prevent the colour of the glass

being injured by dust, or impurities from

tho coal, found its exit by flues. Great

care was necessary in the preparation of the

pots, which were made of about one-half new
fire-clay, and one-half old potsherds, finely

ground. The length of time a pot would last

depended upon (1) the quality of its manufaC'

ture; (2) its being slowly and thoroughly

dried,—a process ocenpying about six months
and (3) the care bestowed upou it in the

fnmace, and whilst withdrawn for casting.

The average number of castings from each pot

was about twenty; and the time the pot was
ont of the furnace at each casting was about
three minutes. It was mentioned that Mr,

Siemen’s regenerative furnaces were now in use
for tho mannfactnre of lighthouse glass with
perfect snocess. When tho metal was ready for

casting, each pot was lifted from its seat, with-

wo will look forward to farther consideration of

it. It is one which tho Society would do well to

keep continually before it, because it is a line in

which we can see oar way, and in which every

one admits there is room for improvement. It

is, indeed, humiliating to think of the vast sums
that have been spent in England on grand engi-

neering works with an ntter disregard of appear-

ances, and where a modicnm of msthetic skill

would have given us so much effect and beauty.

It will be said that utility, and not beauty, should

be the cry of the engineer; but this is, after all,

only the twaddle of incompetcncy, for it is well

known to those who have given attention to art

that it costs no more to arrange materials in

effective and pleasing forms than to pile them in

the shapeless masses that attract the eye.

We mast at once dismiss the assertion that

beauty is costly
;

it is not meretricious orna-

ment that is advocated, such as may bo seen in

at least one of the latest engineering works, and

which is a reactionary effort, worthy of praise,

as showing a step in the right direction, but still

of race. If Egypt has bad her Pharaohs of

the camp and the battle-field, she has also

had the Pharaohs of the Pyramids, of Thebes,

and Phyle ;
if Greece has given to the

world an Eparainondas and an Alexander,

who has left his traces visible to this day

upon the banks of the Sntledge, the Dh&-

lum, and the Indus, she has also given it a

Phidias, an Apelles, and a Praxiteles, who live

at this moment in the columns, entablatures,

and friezes of the Acropolis, in the inimitable

statue of the Yenus, and in the thousands of

miracles of art which have made their country-

men as a race unique upon earth ;
if Romo has

had her Romulns, her Pompey, and her conquer-

ing Julios, who has left his stamp upon these-

banks of Thames, she has also had her Augustas

and her engineers and architects by the score,

beneath the walls of whose grand bnildings-

tbe Englishman loves to wander daring the

period of his own dark winter ;
and if

Carthage has had her Hannibal, she was

also one of the most exquisite of cities. These

facts should at once disabuse ua of any idea that

being possessed of an eye to admire, a head to

conceive, and a hand to construct what is beau-

tifnl, is incompatible with those qualities of

physique and of morale, aud of general manhood

on which we as a nation rely and pride our-

selves ; on the contrary, history tells us that

the very highest types of the human race are

those in which all these qualities have been-

combined, and, farther, that wanting in any of

them, we cannot claim to rank as equ.ala, but

only as degenerate and effete imitators of tb©

mastering races named, sent into the world by

the King of Kings and great Engineer of Eu-
gineers for the guidance and instruction of the

1,200,000,000 of his creatures who inceaaantly

inhabit it, and whose instruction and example-

they stupidly reject and ignore.

Let ua then look for better days for engin^r-

ing art, and if we shall succeed in our aspirations

and efforts to restore and to perfect it, when the

time comes that -we are to be conquered as a

people—it may be by the Cossack, it may be by

the Western Vandal—as conquered we shall be,

if history is to repeat itself, we shall have that

glorious consolation, which Horace describes as

having remained to Greece after her conquest

by Rome—” Captive Greece took captive her

fierce conqueror and introduced her arts amongst

the rnde Latins. Thus, their rough Saturnian

manners became polished, and delicacy expelled

rank virulence ;
though for a long time remained,

and this day remain, the traces of rusticity.”
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SCIENTIFIC INSTRUCTION.

The annual distribution of prizes bas been
made to the pupils of the Lower Islington Publio
School Science Classes in connexion with the

Science and Art Department. The room was
crowded by the boys and young men, with their

friends, who were gratified at the success that

has attended the instruction given students by
Hr. John Howard and his assistants. Professor
Henslow, Mr, Edgar, of the School of Mines,

Mr. Howard, and other gentlemen addressed the
meeting. The Professor pointed out that in the

hands of an able teacher the driest scientific

subject might become wondrously interesting,

and made the means of developing to the fullest

extent latent mental powers.
Some inquiries have lately been instituted

in Yorkshire respecting the means available for

scientific instruction. Nothing effectual, it is

thought, can be accomplished until there is a
good supply of teachers, and it will, of course,

bo for the direct interests of the masters if they
can earn farther grants from the Government.
To qualify them for scientific teaching the York-
shire Board of Education is organizing special

classes, and in Leeds thirty-five schoolmasters
have already joined these classes. Altogether,

no less than 100 schoolmasters in Yorkshire are
now bus-y qualifying themselves for the Govern,
meut certificate. When this is attained, the

boys in 100 common schools will be able to learn

the elements of science as a part of their ordi-

nary education. The Board is endeavouring to

supply the link which will be necessary to con-
nect this elementary education with the higher
grades of instruction. They propose to establish

professional lectures for the elder pupils of
primary schools, which will supplement the
lessons of the masters. The boys will assemble
weekly for this purpose in convenient centres,

and it is hoped that a basis may thus be afforded
for trade-schools in our chief manufacturing
towns. One of the wishes Mr. Whitworth
expressed was that the Government would assist

in providing professors of mechanical science
thruoghout the country; and, if this design
could be carried into execution, it would exactly

fall in with the plan proposed in Yorkshire. If

the scheme thus sketched be completed, it is

evident that a complete and graduated course of

sciuutific instruction will be established
;
and it

will have been provided in the only satisfactory

way,—by local efforts, supplemented and guided
by the Government.

PUBLIC IMPROVEMENTS IN OXFORD
Fiiojt the annual resum4 of improvements in

the University and City of Oxford, in tho local
Joiirna'!, we give an abstract :

—
Chriit Chwrch.—The window on the north

side of Christ Chnrch Hall has been filled with
lights, commemorating the visit of tho Princess
of Wales and Denmark last year. The work
has been executed at the cost of the Ven. Arch-
•doacon Gierke, sub-dean of the college. A new
road, 600 yards in length, is being formed across
tho Meadow, from that part of the Broad Walk
facing the new buildings to the path opposite
the boats. It will be lined, when completed,
with an avenue of elms. Christ Church is fur-

ther carrying out its excellent design for the
improvement of the parish of St. Thomas. The
notorious “ Hamel” will soon be a thing of the
past. In addition to the thirty tenements known
as the “ Model Dwellings,” which have been
built within the last two years, there are now in

course of erection, and nearly finished, nine
other new and commodious dwellings for the
poorer classes. Two facing the High-street are
for shops, seven front the old street or alley

known as the Hamel, now widened to 30 ft.,—

a

good open airy street. These houses are solidly
built, well designed, and fitted up with all neces-
sary conveniences for the family of a working
man. Each house has a sitting-room, wash-
house or kitchen, and three bed-rooms, good
drainage and water supply, and separate walled
garden. They are being built by Messrs. Jos.

Castle & Co., under the direction of Mr. Bruton,
the surveyor of the College. The object sought
in the improvement of the dwellings in flats

and the cottages, is to provide for the accommo-
dation of all grades of the working classes. The
contrast between these cottages and those just
palled down or about to bo removed, is very
striking.

Exeter College.—The glass mosaic by Salviati,

at present confined to that part of the chapel
beneath the east window, is intended to be con-

tinued throughout the arcade of the apse.

Queen’s College.—The east pediment of this

college was found to be out of the perpendicular,

and as Mr. Wilkinson deemed it unsafe, it was
taken down immediately the long vacation com-
menced, and was soon rebuilt. The carving in

the tympanum was also restored.

Merton College. — The ante-ohapel of this

college, which had become much decayed, is

being thoroughly restored by Mr. J. Fisher,

under the direction of Mr. Buckeridge, archi-

tect. The stonework of the windows, columns,
and other parts of the structure is being renewed.
New Inn Hall.—A small chapel has been

added to New Inn Hall, consisting of brick, with
stone windows. The builder is Mr. Guise, of
this city.

The New Museum.—New buildings are being
erected on the north-west of the Museum, in

connexion with the department of Experimental
Philosophy. They will comprise lectnre-theatre,

students’ and private laboratories, workshops for

turning, photographic room, and examination
room for Professor Clifton. These additions are
being made out of a fund given to the University

by the Clarendon Trustees. In general appear-
ance, design, and material of construction, they
will resemble the Museum itself. The architect

is the same, Mr. T, N. Deane, of Dublin; and
Mr. Symm, of this city, is the builder. The
north front is to present a handsome elevation

of nearly 100 ft. in width; the west of 84 ft. in

width. The new additions, which will be con-

nected with the Museum by a corridor, and will

have a central court, are to be completed about
May, 1870. The contract is for 10,2851.

Lo^ldon and County Banh.—The new premises
for the London and County Bank, just com-
pleted, occupy a commanding position in the

High-streot, at the corner of Alfred-street. The
style adopted is Tudor or Collegiate. The
materials used have been the best white bricks

of the neighbourhood for the several fronts, with
Bath stone for all the stone details. The exterior

is relieved by buttresses, projecting chimneys,
and windows of varied design, and the angle is

further diversified by au octagonal projecting

window, which rises to the summit of the build-

ing and terminates in a turret with coped top,

and iron terminal. The public room measures
•13 ft. by 31' ft., and 16 fc. high, with boarded and
panelled ceiling, with carved corbels and paterae.

The gasflttinga are by Hart & Co., Strand. The
whole of the works, including the adjoining

premises, will cost about 9,000J.
;
they have been

executed by Messrs. Jones, from tho designs of

the architects, Messrs. Francis, of London.
St. Barnabas C/i.urc?t. — The Church of Sfc.

Barnabas is the title of the new edifice now
rapidly approaching completion in the district

of Jericho. The plan is of the Basilica type,

and is a long parallel building with an apsidal

termination at each end, that at the east for the

altar, and that at the west for the baptistery.

The choir place is at tho east end of the nave,

and will be marked off by a low railing. The
clearstory is remarkable for its height, which
gives to the nave a fine lofty effect. The aisles

are divided off by arcades in the usual way, but
the arch opening the baptistery to the nave, and
the fine round arch and ceiling over the sanctuary

aro nob common features. The roof, which is

not of a sharp pitch, is of simple but effective

construction, and boarded on the inside, the

timbers being all exposed. The walls are con-

structed with rough wall stones of the district,

pub together with ground lias lime and Thames
sand, and covered on the outside by a rough
coating of Portland cement and sand. The
window cills and heads, and those portions

usually constructed of wrought masonry (except

the columns and their capitals and bases, which
are of Bath stone), are built with a concrete of

cement, gravel, and other hard materials, made
and cast in moulds of the requisite shape. The
church will seat about 1,000 persons

;
and, it is

said, will cost, owing to its peculiar method of

construction, not much beyond half the sum
usually required for churches of that magnitude.
The architect is Mr. A. W. Blomfield, of London

;

and the builders aro Messrs. Castle, of Oxford.

St. John’s Mission House.—This is the name
given to an Ecclesiastic and Collegiate establish-

ment in Marston-atreet, in the newly-made
Ecclesiastical district-parish of Cowley St. John,
the new suburb on the east side of tho city. It

has been built by Messrs. Joseph Castle & Co.

for the Rev. R. M. Benson, the incumbent of the

parish. It has spacious offices and refectory in

the basement, and tho upper stories contain,

besides a large “parish room,” a common room,
library, with conversation room adjoining, prin-

cipal’s room, and twenty-six rooms for men, each
room fitted and furnished for separate occupa-
tion. On the top of all is a large, convenient,
and well-designed chapel, fitted with stalls for

over fifty persons, and capable of holding a good
many more. The house is heated throughout
by a system of hot-water apparatus, thereby
saving trouble and inconvenience from separata
fireplaces. The rooms, as well as the passages
and corridors, are lighted with gas, and great
care has been taken to give good and manageable
ventilation. No attempt has been made at
architectural display.

New Schools, Gloucester - green. — A Gothic
structure has been erected on Gloucester-green
for day schools in connexion with the Inde-
pendent Chapel, Georgo-streeb, but in which an
unsectarian education is given. There are large

class-rooms on the ground-floor, with entrances
from Gloucester-green and George-street. Mr.
Codd was the architect, and Mr. J. Hall, of
Walton-Btreet, has carried the work out.

Chapel-school, Bythe-Bridge-strect. — At the
corner of Hythe-Bridge-street, a Chapel-school
for the boatmen and their children has been
erected. The architect is Mr. Bruton ; aud the
builders are Messrs. Jones & Sons. The new
structure will cost about 350J.

COMPRESSED AIR FOR PROPELLING
VEHICLES,

We have often suggested the desirability of

applying compressed air, or some such power,

to the propulsion of street vehicles, whether
coaches, omnibuses, cabs, or velocipedes. If

what we now learn from America be correct,

this desideratum has at length been realized.

Mr. Waylis, of New Orleans, has recently in-

vented a locomotive car, which is said to have
proved a complete success. In tho Cir station

there ii an ordinary steam-engine, of about
sixty-six horse-power, for compressing air into

reservoirs, and two of these reservoirs are

placed on the top of each car. On the car there

is a small engine, operated by tho air supplied

from the reservoir in tho same manner as by
steam, and giving the exact amount of power
that was required to compress the air. The
engine is not difficult to ruiu, and the cars can bo
stopped much more readily than when horsea

are used. Each car will have 3C0 pounds of
compressed air to start with, which will be suffi-

cient to run it nine or ten miles.

NEW TRAMWAY, RAILWAY, AND OTHER
PROJECTS.

Among the notices of proposed applications to
Parliament aro the following :

—

Incorporation of company for making tram-
ways from Kensington to Hounslow, Hammer-
smith to Uxbridge, Paddington to Harrow and
Edgware, Islington to Barnet, Newington to

Charlton next Woolwich, Lambeth to Croydon
aud to Richmond.

Incorporation of company : construction of
railway from near the west end of Oxford-street

to Cheapside, in the City of London (to be called

the Hyde Park aud City Railway, and running
as follows) : commencing in the parish of St.

George, Hanover-square, in the county of Middle-
sex, near the west end of Oxford-street, and
thirty-three yards or thereabouts westward of
the Marble Arch, and terminating in the parish

of St. Michael at Bladuni, otherwise St. Michael-

le-Querne, in the City of London, near the

western end of Cheapside, and at or near the
junction of Foster-lane with Cheapside, to make
and maintain the said railway, wholly or partly,

as au underground railway, and to pass tlirougk

and under the following, or some of the following,

among other roads and streets, that is to say,

—

Uxbridge-road, Bayswater-road, Oxford-street,

Duke-street, Regent-street, New Oxford-street,

High Holborn, Holborn, Holborn-hiil, Holborn
Viaduct, Victoria • street, Farringdon - street.

Skinner-street, the Old Bailey, Giltspur-street,

Newgate-street, St. Martiu’s-le-Grand,and Cheap-
side, or some of them.

Incorporation of a company to make and
maintain a railway from Colcbrooke-row, Isling-

ton, to New Union-street, in the City of London.
Railways [Metropolitan (Southern District)
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“ THE LOGS,” HAMPSTEAD. Plan of Ground Floor.

Eailway] from Elephant and Castle to Waterloo

and Whitehall Railway, and from that railway

to the Thames Embankment (north) and to

Scotland-yard. Incorporation ofcompany,power8
as to Waterloo and Whitehall Railway, &c.

Kew and other bridges : to confer upon the

Mayor, Aldermen, and Commons of the City of

London, and the Metropolitan Board of Works,

certain powers with respect to freeing from toll

the bridges named in the 5th section of “The
London Coal and Wine Duties Continuance Act,

1868,” such bridges being Kew, Kingston-npon-

Thames, Hampton Court, Walton-npon-Tbames,

and Staines, over the river Thames, and Ching-

ford and Tottenham Mills, over the river Lee.

Landowners’ Association, for the construction

of branch railways and other works. Incorpora-

tion of company
:
powers to purchase and hold

lands; to construct, work, and manage railways

and other works ; to levy tolls to raise capital

;

special provisions for acquisition of lands

—

powers to landowners and other persons having
limited interests in lands to subscribe and hold

shares, and to guarantee interest ;
and to charge

the inheritance with subscriptions and guarantees

as a prior charge—provisions for compelling such

persons to guarantee interest and to charge

the inheritance with guarantee as a prior charge

;

—powers to persons guaranteeing to participate

in profits of company, 4c. This seems a very

broad measure.

“THE LOGS,” HAMPSTEAD.

The house we illustrate in our present num-
ber is faced with double-pressed Burham bricks

(the stables and offices with wire-cut Burham
bricks), and has Portland stone dressings. Red
bricks are sparingly nsed in panels, under the

eaves and strings. The eaves project con-

siderably from the face of the wall, and have a

panelled soffit of Portland stone, supported on

carved cantilevers. Polished granite and red

Mansfield stone are used externally, and serpen-

tine and Plymouth rock internally, in decoration.

The roofs are covered with the Broomhall

Company’s patent tiles. Portland stone has

been used internally for principal staircase, hall

window, and screen between hall and vestibule.

The hall, vestibule, and conservatory are paved

with Minton’s tiles.

There are open stained deal roofs over the

hall and billiard-room. The joiner s work gene-

rally is of pitch pine, and carved work is intro-

duced in the doors and other parts of ground floor.

The drawing-room and dining-room ceilings have'

pitch pine ribs and cornices, and the library

ceiling is wholly of pitch pine. Arrowsmith’s

parquet has been nsed for the floors of the prin-

cipal rooms. The furnitnre was made from-

special designs. Parts of the house are heated

by hot water.

Mr. J. S. Nightingale, of Westminster, was-

the architect.

The chimney - pieces were made by Mr..

Mitchell, of Brompton • road, from designs

furnished. Mr. Shrivell supplied the ironwork;

and the contractor for the general works was
Mr. Charles Till, of Hampstead.
The cost of the bouse was about 9,0001.
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THE TRIANGULAR LODGE, RUSHTON
HALL.

Long agoweillnstratod this singnlar building,

and webavesincD, at different times, given other

particulars of it. Mr. Thomas Powell, who has

been examining it, writes,—

“

I have also had an

opportunity of examining those very interesting

papers and documents which, some thirty years

ago, were brought to light by the pulling down
of a wall at the hall. I have not been able to

do more than turn my attention to the ‘ building

accounts,’ which form a portion of those very

curious manuscripts, but I have been able to

ascertain from them a few distinct facts, of

which the following are some :

—

The beautiful fabric at Liveden was com-

menced, and nearly finished, before the ‘ Tri-

angle
5

’ and the parties who constructed it wero

two named ‘ Grombolds.’ The Triangle was

nob finished in 1595, as is sometimes conjectured,

from these figures, with the letters T T, which

are placed on the outside. The work was in

progress in 1596.

The general stone material was raised at the

white' stone [and red stone ‘pittes,’at ‘Hawke
filde.’ ‘ The skunchions ’ (shields ?) were from

Pipwell.
Ordinary masons did the plain work, including

the ashler
;
bub Freemasons executed all the

symbolic matter. The names of both sets of

workmen, together with those of the parties who
did the windows, are given.

The Triangular Lodge has been mistaken for

* Wadener’s Lodge;’ they were entirely distinct

fabrics, as appears from the bnilding accounts ;

but of the latter there are, I believe, no remains.

During a great part of the time that both the

fabric at Liveden and the Triangle were in

coarse of construction, Thomas Tresame was in

prison at Elie (Ely). To meet the cost of build-

ing, he sold, at intervals, lands at Clipston.

The ‘spirit-rapping’ did not occur in the

Triangle. The building is simply the gratifica-

tion of an exquisite taste in architecture, sab-

vented by a deep religious triune enthusiasm.

The term ‘triangle’ is applied to the build-

ing by Tresame himself. I think an explana-

tion of all the symbols might be found in the
‘ accounts.’

”

We should be glad to have the exact words in

which the distinction between the ordinary

masons and “ freemasons ” is made.

HARVESTING IN WET SEASONS.

The prize essay on this subject, by Mr. W. A.

Gibbs, of Gillwell Park, Essex, has been printed

in the Journal of the Society of Ajts, which

Society awarded the prize. We have already

given an accoant of Mr. Gibbs’s method of dry-

ing wheat, hay, &c., by means of the hot-blast,

&c., and bis own account is so lengthy and dilTuse

that our limits do not allow ns to give any
intelligible quotation from the essay

;
but we

may give an account of his wheat-drier as con-

structed for the Duke of Sutherland, after

remarking generally that the essay first of all

gives partionlara as to various modes of harvest-

ing crops in wet weather in different countries.

As to a mode recommended in onr columns to be

used at a pinch, and where elaborate and costly

“ wheat - driers ” with their engines, fans,

furnaces, wheat-houses, hot blasts, elevators,

&c., wero not to be thought of or attained, even

had they been then invented, Mr. Gibbs speaks of

it as “ an absurdity,” altbongb be acknowledges

that it was “ the old Roman plan,” and that it

has been “partially revived in Australia,” and is

“ the last resource of a forlorn hope,”—where, of

couree his “wheat-driers” are not even to be

hoped for. To us it seems to be a still greater

absurdity for Mr. Gibbs to present the country

with such a system as his, by way of a solution

of the problem bow (short of at least half a cen-

tury’s progress amongst farmers in general) to

harvest crops in wet seasons. The oriyiuaZ sug-

gestion in the Builder, by the way, was not the

old Roman plan referred to by Mr. Gibbs, of

beheading the corn “ as it stands ” in the fields,

bnt after it has been cut and bandied, and has

stood waiting favourable weather which has

never come. Then it is that the beheading

process might perhaps best be done with sickle

or with chopper, leaving the straw ready cut and
standing as before, in the best possible position

in the field for its preservation till drier weather
should come. This original suggestion was cer-

tainly so far modified in our subsequent remarks

as to recommend, in very wet seasons—where it

was desirable even to harvest the crop before

the cutting of the straw—to save the beads at

least, by at once re iping them where covered

accommodation for drying straw and all was oat

of the question. Either of these modes, we will

ventore to soy, will be adopted in nineteen out

of every twenty cases, were one alone on Mr.

Gibbs’s system will
;
and for this plain and ob-

vious reason, that out of every twenty farmers,

either in this country, in. Australia, or in any
other country, for tho next half-century, not

more than that one is likely to bo either able or

willing to provide himself with Mr. Gibbs’s

“wheat-driers,” on the chance of needing them
for wet seasons. 'While describing his system,

therefore, we venture to say that the grand

problem of saving the crops of a country in wet
seasons has not been solved by him, at least.

The “wheat-drier” referred to comprises a

steam-engine, with cold and hot air blasts, a

furnace, and a wheat-house, covered and fitted

with perforated cones on which the wheat is

temporarily stacked, while the blast of hot air

enters through the perforations and dries the

bundles. The wheat is then taken to an ele-

vator provided with a blast fan, also worked by
tho steam-engine, and which blast fan propels

each bundle through a long and wide table or

atmospheric hoist to the top of the stack where

it is to be stored when tbna dried.

By a modification of bis process, rather con-

fusedly and wordily described, Mr. Gibbs men-
tions that 45 lb. of “ grass saturated with the

heavy morning dew was dried into 9 lb. of bright

green fragrant hay in fifteen minutes, by main-

taining a steady temperature of 330* for the in-

going air. This [he adds] was my first experi-

ment with steam-power in lieu of hand labour;

bub I have since, with my smallest model, suc-

ceeded several times in drying grass in a similar

condition into perfect hay in six minutes, using

a temperature of 380° aud a velocity of 1,650

revolutions per minute.”

In conclusion, the anthor says :
—

“If it be remembered that this new adjunct of the

Bteam-eiifjine begins its work with the first crop of hay,

can next be applied to wheat, oats, barley, and the whole
range of cereals, is then at hand to finish the second crop
of hay, and enables ns to dry the artificial grasses at any
season of the year, it would seem as if it were destined,

perhaps at no very distant period, to complete that per-

fect circle of systematic husbandry which now begins with

the steam-plough and ends with the thrashing-machine.

When continuous employment can once be found for the
* iron horses,’ wo may hope to see them on every consi-

derable farm in the kingdom ; first breaking up and cul-

tivating the soil; next, mowing, reaping, and gathering

tho produce ;
and, finally, passing from field to field and

from farm to farm, saving, drying, and bearing home tho

harvest."

Meantime, and till this good time has come
(and no doubt it is coming), the world still

wants some rough and ready means of harvest-

ing crops in wet seasons.

THE INQUIRY AS TO THE FAIRFORD
WINDOWS.

SiB.^—In my former letter I alluded to certain

specific differences that existed between the

works of Albert Durer and the Fairford windows.

I shall now endeavour to show that the motives,

the sentiment, and the principles under which

both artists worked, were no less at variance.

The artist of the windows was altogether an
artist of the Middle Ages. He obeys the tradi-

tions, and confines himself entirely to the con-

ventions of ecclesiastical art. His thoughts

never stray out of their beaten path. His

beauties aud his defects are those of his school.

The uncouth drawing that appears in the nude

and lower extremities is not the result of youth-

ful imperfection, but of tho settled conviction of

one who has not recognised scientific drawing as

an artistic necessity. It is conventional, as is

also his treatment of his subjects, and can be

paralleled in abundant instances in the works of

the Flemish school, in sculpture as well as in

painting. The pensive, quaint, almost melan-

choly air of the single figures of the prophet and
apostles, pleasing as it is, is somewhat monoto-

nous ;
no great distinction of character is

attempted, by which the personality of the artist

could be made known from amongst his contem-

poraries. Now in Albert Diirer we have quite a

different man. He belongs to the cinque-cento

school of art, rather than to that of the Middle

Ages. Educated, as he must have been, with all

the traditions of ecclesiastical art around him,

he obeys them or neglects them at his pleasure.

His ardent—nay his devoted—stndy of nature

appears in all his works, small or great. Ho is

no conventional draughtsman, but one who has

studied from the living model with a thorough

knowledge of its anatomical construction. The
splayed foot of the Flemish school, as in the

Fairford windows, is impossible to Albert Diirer,

and is not found in a single example known to

bo by his hand. It is equally impossible that so

great a student of nature, animate and inani-

mate, could have drawn the ass and horses in

the east window of the above-named church.

His licence in the use of costume is like the

freedom from restraint that marks him in every

particular. He composes a costnme for bis

Roman soldiers which is neither Medimval nor

antique, nor of his own time, but made up of all

sorbs of elements ; so also of other figures.

Energy and power are bis chief attributes:

lie shrinks from no difficulty, but grapples

with it, where others have avoided the con-

tingency. Let us examine, as an illustra-

tion, his treatment of the subject of the “ Agony
in the Garden,” as expressed in tho “ Small

Passion.” And here let me observe that, in

alluding to this series, I do so on account of its

being favourable for such examination. If the

Fairford windows cannot bear this test, they

have but small chance with the larger and more
important works. Most artists, in the treat-

ment of this subject, have declined to represent

the anguish of that terrible hour. The figure of

our Lord is usually shown merely as praying with

the sleeping disciples abont him. But here, tb©

almost convulsively-clasped bands and bowed
head speak with bitter truthfulness of the mental
agony of the moment, expressed in the words,
“ Father, if it be possible let this cup pass from

me.” The pathos of this little composition finds-

no parallel at Fairford, and in his larger compo-
sition of the same subject A. Diirer again differs

from himself and the ordinary treatment, whilst

the artist of the windows keeps to the old path

trodden before him. The architectural back-

ground must also be contrasted with those of

the two works on “ The Passion,” because tho

difference between them shows that the minds
of the two artists ran in diverse directions. At
Fairford all the backgrounds are Medlteval

;
in

A. Durer’s, Classic, or gwoii-Classic. The dis-

tinction is important, as it shows that, whilst

the one extended bis thoughts beyond his own
time, the other was content to represent his sub-

ject, in true Medimval conventionalism, as if tho

occurrences were of his own day.

Whilst upon this subject, I may
,

allude to

Mr. Taylor’s inquiry of Mr. Clayton respecting

identity of background at Fairford with Nurem-
berg details.* The towers, &o., in the window
may easily be illustrated in old towns on even

the Lower Rhine, as at Andernach, as well as

in the old Belgic towns. Bub a glance at Braun’s

views published in the sixteenth century will

show that it is not necessary to travel much
beyond the German Ocean to illustrate the

scenic backgrounds at Fairford. Of the style of

the canopies, I stated at the meeting of the

Architectural Institute on the 6th inst. that not

a sinffle example of Nuremberg detail was visible

there,—indeed, I exhibited a tracing from Ger-

man glass in my possession, showing the dis-

tinction. I also stated my opinion that the

canopies were distinctly Flemish.

Having thus stated what, in my opinion, are

distinctive differences fatal to the attributor of

the windows to the hand of A. Diirer, with

whose special style I find no agreement, it may
be interesting to point out other works of the

same age in our churches, having a close

analogy with them. In the north transept of

the Abbey Church of St. Alban is a representa-

tion of the “ Incredulity of Sb. Thomas,” in

mode of treatment and character similar to that

at Fairford. Among the very pretty examples

at West Wickham, Kent, perhaps a few years

earlier in date, we find details similar to some in

tho windows under consideration. Such, for

instance, as the sword in the hand of St. Cathe-

rine, crown, &c.
;
and tho head of St. Christopher

will certainly compare with the best of those at

Fairford. Bub the very carious series of wall-

paintings in the Lady Chapel at Winchester

Cathedral, though almost effaced, of great merit

as designs, contain many indications of being

executed by one of the same school and period.

The turban worn by some female figures in the

windows, as also the executioner in the “ Judg-

ment of Solomon,”—a remarkable and very

distinct costume,—the ample skirts of th©

females generally, the broad-toed shoos, all ap-

• See p. 815, anfe.
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pear in the paintings. Now, these are valuable
for comparison in one point at least,—viz., they
furnish a date. The paintings were executed by
Prior Silkstede in 1489. Now, I utterly throw
from this inquiry all tradition. I place no trust
in it. But working from independent sources,
comparisons of costume and the like, I should
certainly place the date of the Pairford win-
dows in the fifteenth rather than in the
sixteenth century. In fact, every bit of
evidence, given out by themselves, points to that
conclusion. There is another very interesting
work for comparison that is Flemish, having
close analogies with the costume in the Win-
chester and the Pairford works. I allude to that
magnificent volume of the “ Roman de la Rose,”
Harl. MSS. 4425, in the British Museum. It is

many years since I have examined it, but I have
memoranda which certainly refer ic, with the
above, to a common school of art. Thiswoik
dates about 1480. I much regret that when at
Pairford I neglected to note particularly the
details of the kneeling figure in armour in the
west window of the south aisle

; because here
we should certainly find data which would solve
this interesting point to at least within a year or
two. As it is, looking upon the subject in a
purely archmological point of view, the date of
the windows must not trespass much beyond the
boundary of the fifteenth century. The Dantzic
picture, whose identity with the windows Mr.
Taylor could perceive, yet singularly enough not
how much it diverges from the style of A. Dtirer,
now takes its place as a witness for the attribution
of them to the Flemish school (vide Builder,
7th instant), and also bears upon the question of
date as the artist, Dierick Stuerbout, died in
1478, close upon the time in which the above
referred to works were exeented.

Supposing that we admit Mr. Holt’s postulate
that A. Diirer was engaged at one period of his
life in designing for painted glass, which is

probable enough, yet this is as far as ever from
proof that the Pairford windows are by his hand.
Many others were working in the same direction,
and our task is to decide by the only certain means
left us, viz., comparison of styles, whether they
are by the band of Diirer or from one of another
school. No amount of personal history, short of
direct proof, can stand in the way of this test.

To sum up in brief, my objections are :—1. That
the mind of the artist of the windows and that
of A. Diirer, as shown in the treatment of the
same subject, differs materially. 2. That he is

inferior in artistic ability and knowledge. 3.
That the details of his work, costume, archi-
tecture, &c. do not coincide with those shown in
A. Diirer’s compositions.

J. G. Waller.

DANGER IN THE CEILING.

^

Your correspondent very properly calls atten-
tion to the accidents from the fall of plaster
ceilings. I think, however, that these mishaps
sometimes take place not through any scampiuo’
in the work, but owing to the plasterers fixing the
laths so close that no proper key can be formed
behind

;
hence, either vibration or a sudden jar

will detach considerable portions. Sometimes,
also, floors are constructed with a slight camber,
and the plasterers in their endeavours to make
the ceilings under them perfectly level increase
the thickness towards the centre, so that the
additional weight alone breaks the key and brings
down the plaster.

While on the subject of ceilings, however, I
have a caution to give. Possibly some of your
readers may know a small covered way called
Trinity.place, next to Stanford’s, the publisher’s,
at Chariog Cross, leading to oflScial chambers in
the court at the rear of Northumberland House.
This passage is 6 ft. wide and 35 fc. long. The
ceiling consists of eight iron joists, with York-
shire rag stones bearing upon them. Passers-by
supposed this to be mere fireproof construction.
Not 80, however

j
for it seems the party-walls

between the houses facing Cbaring-cross rested
on the centre of these cast-iron joists, which
were put in about thirty -five years ago. On the
night of Saturday, the 14th inst., loud reports
were heard

; and on Sunday morning, by a
timely discovery, it was found that seven of the
cast-iron joists had snapped in the centre, and it
•was a providential circumstance that a great
catastrophe did not take place. Fortunately
labourers were at hand; the front wall was
shored up, and stout timbers wedged up under
the cast-iron joists, sufficient to prevent further

mischief. A more striking instance could hardly
be found to show the great danger of using cast-
iron in such positions. It was suggested that
the^ wires of the Electric Telegraph Company,
which touched the iron, might have bad some
efiect upon it; but being sheathed with india-
rubber, they could have had no injurious influ-
ence upon the metal. B. F.

Sir,

—

The suggestion of your correspondent,
of straining wires across bad ceilings to prevent
their falling, is very good in. its way, but will
only apply in cases where the surface of plaster
is^ sufficiently hard to resist the cutting of the
wire

;
besides, the process of fixing will be

attended with considerably difficulty. My remedy
for old cracked or dangerous ceilings is paper-
ing. The strength and durability of paper in
this respect is almost incredible, and very little
known. Ceilings with a very threatening aspect,
and appearing in a very bad way, have, to my
knowledge, been sustained twenty years or more
by two or three coats of paper. In extreme
caies, brown paper, well lapped previously to the
white or lining paper being laid on, is necessary.

I can say, after many years’ experience in this
branch ot the building trade, I have never
known it to fail, and can recommend it both as
a remedy and a preventive.

TH01I.i.S DA^YS0.^•.

THE SPIRE OP SALISBURY CATHEDRAL.
A CORRESPONDENT writes thus " SoniB weeks

ago, being in Salisbury, I was assured by a
gentleman who resides in the Close, and is con-
nected with the cathedral, that the beautiful
spire was not constructed of atone, but of some
composition of lime or cement, resembling con-
Crete. He said also that our forefathers had a
knowledge of such mixtures, which has been lost.
This was a new idea to me; but having read
several of your recent articles and letters on the
subject of cement or concrete structures, I see
no reO/Son to doubt the accuracy of my inform-
ant’s statement. If you will be good enough to
allow this to appear in the Builde>‘, it may elicit
interesting information as to the real material of
which the Salisbury spire is made from any oue
who may have examined its nature.”

This notion seems to be somewhat extensively
entertained, for within three weeks we have
received the inquiry from three dilFerent quar-
ters. It may be as well, therefore, to set it at
rest definitely, and this we are able to do with
the authority of Mr. T. H. Wyatt, and Mr. Fisher,
the clerk of the works at the cathedral. The
latter gentleman, we may say, and his father
before him, have had charge of it for about 100
years, and he knows every stone in it. The state-
ment, then, is incorrect. The spire is built of
Chilmark or Tisbury freestone ashlering, solid.
The tower is built of the same material, but is not
solid, being filled in with a very hard material,
similar to concrete of the present day : this
filling has hitherto been found to be very firm,
and some statement with regard to it has pro-
bably led to the misapprehension as to the
material of the spire.

ROAD-MAKING.
The paragraph of “X. Y. Z.” on roads seems

to have attracted attention, and my endeavour
to enlighten his darkness by quoting from some
of Telford’s specimens has aroused a host of
writers anxious to question the enlarged know-
ledge and experience of the great leviathan of
road-makers.

I am not disposed, even if you would
afford space, to unearth the subject of Tel-
ford V. M'Adam roads, as that subject was
thoroughly investigated and sifted by the last
generation of engineers, and all the scientific
men of that day acknowledged the superiority
in every respect of the system of constructing
roads as laid down by Telford over those con-
structed by M'Adam. It was scientific and more
durable, and therefore cheaper

; it lessened the
tractive power of moving bodies as established
by many experiments, and therefore lessened the
labour of horses, and promoted economy of
transit,—important points in these days, and
donbly so in those of inefficient communications.
Your correspondent “ Pro ” takes exception to

the laying on of 6 in. of metal at one time.

That was part of Telford’s practice in making
new roads : it has been found to answer in
numerous cases, and I have known 12 in. put
on in one coat in the iron districts of Stafford-
shire and South Wales without any great incon-
venience, as the covering of fine cinders or
“binding” soon formed a smooth surface for
the feet of horses and the wheels of carriages.
And, if your correspondent has not tried the

effect of the steam-roller on newly-laid metal
6 in. or more in thickness, with just sufficient
“ binding ” to fill up the interstices of the stones
in forming and consolidating a roadway, I would
recommend him to try the experiment, and let
us have the advantage of the result.

As to the assertion that M'Adam roads are
cheaper in town than pavements, “ Pro” cannot
be aware of the numerous experiments that have
been made and data derived from investigating
this subject in Loudon, Liverpool, and other
places

;
and I dare say if he could jirocure the

trustworthy reports of Messrs. Haywood, New-
land, and others on this matter, he would rather
modify his opinions.

If you take the first cost of a well-constructed
pavement, and the annual wear and tear, and
compare it with a macadamized road under
similar circumstances, you will find the ad-
vantages are materially in favour of a pavement,
which was candidly admitted by Sir James
M'Adam in his evidence given before Parliament
on this subject. There are other questions to
be considered besides the mere comfort of horses
travelling over roads

;
the beat surfaces for them

to travel swiftly over are not always the best for
moving heavy weights. We have to consider the
relative power required to move a given weight,
and that surface that will economize the labour
of draught to the utmost degree is the best
adapted for the streets of towns.

Paved surfaces are not always slippery
;
there

are millstone grits, syenite, some granites and
other stones that are not slippery, and, if well
laid on a good foundation, with open joints
crammed with fine gravel or stone chips, they
will make a good foothold for horses.

Mr. Morgan appears to be also a disciple of
M'Adam, and takes exception to a foundation for
a roadway

; while I consider, with Telford, that it

is a sine qud non. We do not want an elastic
surface that would obstruct heavy weights at
every foot as they advance, but one that would
carry and support weights nnyieldingly as on our
railways. I have travelled on railways with a
yielding roadway, but it is not pleasant; it

forcibly reminds me of being afloat ia a small
boat on a short and chopping sea, and must in-

volve a great sacrifice of moving powers.
I think a solid foundation for a roadway, of

concrete or otherwise, as essential as one for a
house, a castle, or a bridge

;
it is the neglect of

this that renders the streets of many of our
towns so very unsatisfactory.

Again, he objects to the “ binding ” as applied
in Telford’s practices

;
but that serves to fill the

interstices of the stones, and to cement them
together, and forms a smooth surface for horses’
feet and the wheels of carriages; but the system
of applying scrapings or street sweepings, as
adopted by the latePigott Smith in Birmingham,
made their streets more like ploughed fields when
applied, very heavy for the traffic while consoli-
dating, and an intolerable nuisance to the inha-
bitants. In reconstructing a roadway I should
pursue the course I have indicated above, and
as I have carried out on hundreds of miles of road
in this country and abroad

;
but in ordinary and

casual repairs I should pursue the system of
coating and patching, ofjust sufficient thickness
to maintain a good surface and a correct cross
section. No precise or exact thickness of coat
will apply in all cases.

I should “ lift,” if necessary, and the road
was strong and would bear it; but “lifting”
weakens the foundation of a road, and, I believe,
has been carried sadly too far in this country,
as road trustees and bondholders know to their
cost.

The use of water to roads in the winter months
is unnecessary and injurious, as we have fre-

quent showers of rain quite sufficient to assist
in the setting of the metal, if all the other mat-
ters are properly prepared and arranged, as it is

only during the winter months (October to
March) that the principal repair of roads aud
streets should take place.

As to the policy of laying on metal on dirty
surfaces, such as are some of the metropolitan
roads during the winter, ankle-deep in mad,
without any previous preparation, this would be
absurd : a thin coat, or sprinkling of stones, as
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saggested, would be lost: they are obliged to

apply a thick ooat that would lead the traffic

clear of the seaway of thick, liquid, floating

mud.
The object of screening metal is to take out

a pari of the dirt that collects in the course of

quarrying, carting, and breaking the metal, as

the proportion is usually too great to fill up the

interstices of the stones, and soon appears on the

surface in the shape of mud : the application of
binding on the surface of sufficient quantity to

work in and fill up the interstices, is found in

practice the better plan, as it works down the
more readily, and sets more expeditiously. I

think I hare noticed the principal objections of

your correspondents, which I did not originally

intend, but the importance of the subject un-
wittingly drew me on. B. Baylis,

HYDE PARK.

May I be permitted to point out in your
columns to the authority to whom we are in-

debted for the present beauty of Hyde Park, an
improvement which may appear trivial until the

result has been shown ?

The Achilles statue, which would be seeu to

stand out with great effect on entering the gates

at Hyde Park Corner, is now completely shat

out from view by the trees in front of it. If

two or three of these were removed to the back
of it, and a bed for flowers sunk in the slope

leading up to it, this place, which is so much
frequeuted during the season, would then possess

all the beauty which can be given to it.

A. P.

CONDITION OF FARNCOMB, SURREY.
LOCAL UOAKDS OF HEALTH.

I LEARNT from yonr paper some time ago that

a sanitary deputation waited upon the Duke of
Marlborough to represent the defects of the

present sanitary laws.

The organization of a central governing power
has now become a necessity of the time. Members
of local Boards of Health in many instances are

quite incompetent, thereby saddling the rate-

payers with unnecessary expenditure. It is not
much to be surprised at. How can it bo expected
that the class of tradesmen and farmers who
generally compose a country local Board of

Health oan have any idea as to the best plan of

obtaining a water supply to a town, or the best

means of sewering it and disposing of the

sewage, and many other questions connected
with sanitary engineering? And as they have
their daily business to attend to, I consider it is

hardly fair to expect more of them than they do
at present. I consider the whole sanitary affairs

of England ought to be in the hands of the

Government, as towns or districts could then be
grouped to advantage.
The present Boards of Health, I will admit,

are adepts at contention, and waste much of
their time thereby, and often create a party
spirit in the district, which is much to be
regretted, to say nothing of little jobbery affairs

that the surveyor baa generally to take upon his

shoulders.

From recent statements as to the water supply

to Guildford, it is seen that after laying out

a great deal of money upon old waterworks
the water is not fit to drink, thereby raising

doubt in the minds of the inhabitants whether
the bad quality of the water was not the cause
of the outbreak of fever there this last summer.

I observed in the Surrey Gazette of the 7th of

November that a letter was sent from the

municipal department of the Privy Council to

the anthorities of the next town of Godaiming
respecting their water supply and drainage.

I have not heard of the fever reaching
Godaiming yet, but I hear it has got to

the adjoining village of Farncomb, where, I

am informed, the sanitary arrangements are

miserably defective. The water from the sinks

runs through a hole in the cottage walls to
soak away in the ground. The privies in many
cases are within a few feet of the wells. In
thunder-storms, the cesspools sometimes over-

flow, and run down the streets of the village

;

and open ditches, full of black sewage, were
covered in places with a green scum, when I was
there in the summer.
What a wonder they should have fever come

amongst them ! Several gentlemen tried to

bring about the draining of the village, but they

met with so much opposition and illwill from
small freeholders owning cottage property, that

the project fell through. Amongst other things,

tenants occupying cottages at a rental of 29. fid.

to 3s. per week, were told, if the draining of the

village were carried out, the tenants would have
their rents raised fid. per week per cottage.

What course has been taken since the out-

break of fever iu the village I do not know; but

if remedial measures have not been taken, it

is time something should be done.
Looker on.

THE THAMES EMBANKMENT.
Sir,—

T

his noble work stands some chance of

becoming an eyesore very soon ; and, as the

remedy is at hand, no reason exists why every
nook and corner should be considered an impro-
vised “ stopping.place.” The stains are pain-

fully visible, and certainly are becoming detri-

mental to the appearance of the place. The
distance is great from end to end, and there is

ample space within the hoarding for any amount
of conveniences to be erected. The stairs lead-

ing to the embankment at Waterloo Bridge are

also filthy; and, although lamps have recently

been placed there, they alone will not abate the

nuisance. The light of the Builder must shine

on it. J. G.

AS TO GALVANIZED IRON FOR
PRESERVING OR CONDUCTING WATER.

Sir,—

A

correspondent in yonr last week’s
journal inquires whether “galvanized iron’’ can
be used for water-cisterns with safety.

In reply, I beg to state that I have turned my
attention to the action of water on lead and
zinc for a period of thirty years, and regret to

say that “galvanized iron” (zinced iron) is

nearly as injurious as lead for receiving or trans-

mitting water intended for domestic purposes.

If water is capable of acting upon lead, it will

also act upon galvanized iron, and I would recom -

1

mend your correspondent to substitute slate for

the above metals,

—

i.e., slate cisterns. i

For transmitting water the pure tin pipes, or

enamelled iron pipes, are preferable to any other
i

with which I am acquainted; but the former!

are more expensive than the latter, though the
I

enamelled iron are sometimes liable to impart a
I

little ferruginous taste to the water.

Henry Osborn, M.R.C.P., Lon.

REPORTS ON THE PARIS EXHIBITION.

8in,—Having nnintenfionaHy attributed, in a report I
wrote on Claea XVI. of the Paris Exhibition for our
Government, the credit of having executed a very satiafac-

tory reproduction of a picture of ‘‘ Pbideaa” by Mr. Poyn-
ter, to Mr. Powell, of Vl'hitefriars, instead of to Messrs.
Harland & PDher, ofSoutbamp ton-street, Strand, I desire
to make any reparation I can to them for this slip of ruy
pen.

I shall esteem it a personal favour if you will allow these
few lines to appear in the next number of your Journal.

M. Dionx WxATT.

ROUNDABOUT WAYS.
Sin,—I take the liberty of enclosing some advertisements

which seem curiosities in their way.
The East-Indian Railway Company require' tenders for

000 tons of coal and 200 tons of coke, to be made by one
of three firms named. As the firms by whom the tenders
are to be made are all named, what on earth is the use of
advertising for them ? Ordinary intellects would suppose
that it would be sutHcient to write to the three firras, and
ask their price. There may be some wise purpose in this,

but it is inscrutable.*

From the other two advertisements we learn that the
Admiralty wish to send six officers and 151 soldiers from
Leich to Dover, and eight officers and 174 soldiers from
Milford to Portsmouth. Common people might rashly
suppose that with hundreds of steamers at the disposal of
the Government, the way to get this service eflected
would bo to put the soldiers, &c., in question on board
one of them at one port and take them to the other

;
but

no, tenders are required for the service, to be made on
“printed forms," to be supplied by the Admiralty, and

* The bungle is in the pointing of the advertisement,
which stands thus

“EAST INDIAN RAILWAY CONPANY.
The East Indian Railway Company is prepared to re-

ceive TENDERS for the supply of.

800 Tons of best Smithy Coal
; also

200 Tons of the best Foundry Coke.

To be made by oi.e of the following firms, viz.,—
Messrs.,” &o., &c.,“ and to be delivered at Calcutta," &c.

It is not the “tenders” that are to be “made” by
one of the firms named, but the “coke;" and the makers
of coke would not necessarily tender for the traus-
misaion.—

E

d.

sent in “in sealed envelopes;” and no doubt, though
this is not specified, to be lied with red tape.

I am told there is a tradition current in Government
offices that some important province or island was once
given up uselessly by this country, because the “ official

personage ” who conducted the negotiation had not the

least idea where it was, and did not ohoose to confess his

geographical ignorance. Is it possible that Leith and Mil-

ford represented some far-off unknown localities, instead

of places twenty-four hours apart by sea, or twelve by
rail ? or are these curious advertisements simply examples
of the mighty power of routine ? CbnsOb.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR DEATH FROM
DEFECTIVE PLANS.

In the Court of Exchequer on Saturday last (Sittings in
Banco, before the Lord Chief Baron and Barons Chan-
nel!, Pigott, and Cleasby), the case Moor© v. Denton and
Shipway was decided. This was un action, under Lord
Campbell’s Act, by the widow of a bricklayer, in behalf of
herself and children, to recover compensation in damages
for the loss of her husband. It appeared that the defend-
ant Shipway, a publican, employed the other defendant,
Denton, who was a builder, to construct a public-house in

theneighbourhood of FiDchlcy. Shipway also employed a
man named Thomas to prepare the plana and superintend
the works. In consequence of an admitted defect iu the
plans and the structure, a wall fell and killed the plaintiff's

husband. It was sought to make both the defendants liable,

on the ground that they must have known that Thomas was
incompetent to prepare the plans and to superintend the
building. The evidence went to show that he was a car-

penter by trade, and bad acted as foreman of carpenters
and as general manager to a builder. The trial took place
before Mr. Baron Pigott, in Middlesex, and resulted in a
verdict for the plaintiff',—damages, fiOOL It transpired
that the plaintiff was not likely to realise the fruits of her
judgment against Denton. During the present term a
rule wss obtained on the part of Shipway to set aside the
verdict for the plaintiff' as regarded him, and enter a non-
suit, or for new trial.

Mr. M- Chambers. Q.C. (with whom was Mr. J. Bridge),

now showed cause against the rule. He contended that

there was evidence to show that Thomas's incompeteaoy
must have been known to Shipway.
The Court (without calling upon counsel to support the

rule) said the rule must be made absolute to set aside the

verdict against Shipway, and enter a verdict in bis favour.

They did not think the evidence proved that Thomas’s
incompetency was known to Shipway. A foreman of car-

penters and a manager to a builder might be perfectly

competent to do the work which bhipway employed
Thomas to perform ; and it was clearly Shipway's interest

to entrust tne work to a competent person, as he was lay-

ing out a large sum of money upon the building. Under
these circumstances their jmigment would be in favour of

Shipway.

CASES UNDER METROPOLITAN
BUILDING ACT.

AITER.tTIONS.

At Marlborough-atreet, Mr. Edwin Bull, architect,
Hulles-strcet, was summoned before the mamstrate by
Mr. .Tenniogs, district surveyor, South Marylebone, for
certain fees alleged to be due for alterations to a house.
No. 9, Duke-street, Portlaud-sqnare.

It appeared that the house bad been rebuilt, and a claim
for district surveyor’s fees made in dud course, one fee

being “ for inspecting arches under public ways, lOs.,”

which was objected to by the defendant, on the ground
that the arches had not been touched. On this objection
being made Mr. Jennings withdrew his claim, substituting
another of 7b. 6d for alterations made to building after

the roof had been covered in, such alteration having re-

ference to the cellar iu Trout of the house, and being ex-

plained by the surveyor to mean the taking down of a
portion of the area wall on which the area railing stood.
This alteration the surveyor contended entitled him to

half the fee charged ou a new building.

The defendant denied his liability, contending that what
had been done was by way of necessary repair; and fur-

ther, that vaults and cellars under public way could not be
deemed “ buildings ” under tbe Act.

The magistrate was of opiniou that a cellar was a
building, and that taking down a portion of the area wall

was tbe same as dealing with tbe external wall, entitling

the surveyor to his fee, and made au order accordingly.
He thought it, however, a hard case.

SANITARY MATTERS.

At the Clerkenwell Police Court, James Clark,

of Union-square, Islington, tv&s summoned be-

fore Mr. Cooke, at the instance of the authori-

ties of the parish of St. Mary, Islington, for

having a workshop so crowded, while work was
carried on, as to be dangerous or prejudicial to

the health of those employed therein. Mr.

Robert Dunham, one of the sanitary inspectors,

said he visited the premises in question on the

30th of October, and found in one room thirteen

persons employed in the manufacture of artifi-

cial flowers. The length of the room was 18 ft.,

breadth, 13 ft., and height 10 ft.,—2,340 cubic

feet, giving to each person employed 180 cubic feet.

The superficial feet of flooring was 234, giving

to each person 18 ft. Dr. Baliard said the cubic

feet of air allowed to each person was not

enough. There was a partition in the room
which did not reach the coiling by 4 ft., and,

perhaps, if that wore taken down, the room
would be sufficient for the purposes of the par-

ties employed. After a long discussion between

the magistrate, Dr. Ballard, and Mr. Ricketts
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for defendant., it was agreed to remove the par-

tition ; and, if that answered the purpose
intended, all proceedings would be stopped.
A correspondence has taken place between the

new Archbishop of Canterbury (Dr. Tait, late

Bishop of London) and Mr. R. Arthur Arnold,
respecting recreation-grounds for the poor in

Lambeth, the latter suggesting that a portion of

the lands attached to Lambeth Palace might be
advantageously devoted to this purpose. In
reply to a communication to this effect, a letter

has been sent informing Mr. Arnold that “ his

letter shall receive full consideration,” but that
the new prelate “ is not at present in a position

to enter upon the subject of it.” Mr. Arnold is

also reminded that ” the late archbishop allowed
the use of the Lambeth Palace grounds to the
cricket clubs at Lambeth.”

Thera is 'typhoid fever In Keswick, where a
man has just died of the disease, which, it is

said, was solely occasioned by the exhalations of
decomposing matter in a loathsome pit, over

which it was his misfortune to lodge.

MANAGEMENT.

Tbe part of the approach to the New Meat-
market east of Earringdon-road was opened for

carriages on Tuesday morning. One of the
water companies took tbe opportunity of open-
ing the roadway of the section west of Farring-
don-street (leaving room for one line of vehicles

to pass) on the same tnorning, having neglected
availing themselves of the six weeks' time they
had to effect their purposes.

SOCIETY OF PAINTERS IN WATER
COLOURS.

Tbe seventh winter exhibition of so-called

Sketches and Studies (427 in number), by the
members of this society, includes many charm-
ing works, but differs very little, as we have had
occasion to say of their winter exhibition before,

from the ordinary spring show. It seems to

us it might be as well for the Society to re-

cognise this fact, and to lessen the inducement
that may thus be given for hasty and incomplete
work, that they should increase the number of
members, and limit to a certain extent the right

to exhibit. We throw out this hint as one worth
consideration, previously to March next, when
Associates are to be elected. If the Society in

return shonld. desire us to select for ourselves
six or eight pictures as a present out of the pre-
sent collection, we should presently present a
list with a strong presentiment, that in our pre-
sentment we were naming the artists to whom
the exhibition is the most indebted, and it would
run thus :—Mr. Gilbert’s “City of Worcester”
(92); Mr. Lundgren’s “Spanish Gipsy” (98);
Mr. Lament’s “ Illastrationslof Bonny Kilmeny”
(133); Mr. Burne Jones’s “Head” (160); Mr.
J. D. Watson’s “ Waiting for the Boats” (186) ;

Mr. Birket Foster’s “Sea” ’(191); Mr. G. H.
Andrews’s “Ebb Tide” (273); and Mr. F.
Walker’s “ Lilies” (367). There are some others
as good, bub we are not avaricious.

METROPOLITAN BOARD OF WORKS.

At a meeting of the Board last week, the first

business was to receive tenders for new sewers
and filling up the open ditches in Wood-lane and
Lawn - place, Shepherd’s - bash. There were
seventeen competitors, the highest tender being
12,220h and the lowest (of Messrs. J. & S.

Williams) 6,560Z., and the latter was, on the
motion of Mr. Freeman, seconded by Mr. Lay-
man, accepted.

Mr. Silas Taylor moved, “ That the Board do
limit the amount to be paid in one year for local
improvements to a sum not exceeding one half-

penny in the pound upon the rateable value of
property chargeable for that purpose.” He did
not consider it fair that the ratepayers living in
remote districts should be called upon t-o pay for
City improvements.
Mr. Healey seconded the resolution, believing

it was necessary to limit the amount of expendi-
ture.

A long discussion ensued, during which it was
urged that the Government should aid the Board
in making improvements such as tbe Thames
Embankment, which was a national improve-

ment. It was suggested that a small tax in the
shipe of a halfpenny or a farthing stamp should
be charged on metropolitan railway tickets, the
revenue to bo expended on metropolitan improve-
ments. It was further argued that the great
imfirovements benefited the community, for

which all should contribute. Finally, it was
agreed to refer the question to a committee.

FROM SCOTLAND.

Edinburgh. — The offer of an ornamental
fountain for the adornment of the city having
been received, says the Scotsman, with objection
and opposition in almost every quarter, rather
than with encourageme it or thanks in any, is

now likely to bo withdrawn. The suspension of
the Caledonian Railway Company’s station
works at the west end of Princes’ -street has
indefinitely postponed the prospsot of a site

being found for the Ross fountain in that
quarter; and tbe only place now open appears
to be that originally proposed in the terrace of
East Princes’-street-gardens. If that site is

generally considered to be eligible, no time
should be lost by parties who desire to secure
the gift of the fountain in taking action in

the matter; for the intending donor is so
wearied by delays that he is now resolved to

bring the matter summarily to a close.

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.

Eivyas Earold.—The church hero, which had
been in a state of decay for many years past,

has now been restored. The work of restoration

has been to take down a portion of the tower,
which was very much shattered, and rebuild the
same, replacing stone for stone wherever pos-
sible, and adding now stonework of its original

form. The white-washed ceilings have been re-

moved in every instance, and have opened to

view an oak-framed roof, which has been reno-

vated and re-covered with local stone tiles and
ornamental cresting; the timbers have been
oiled. New one-light and two-lig'ht windows
have been inserted alternately in the nave, and
a new three-light window in the east end of the
chancel. An archway has been opened out be-

tween the nave and the tower, giving increased

accommodation for sittings. A new vestry has
been erected on the north side of the chancel,

and at the south doorway a new oak porch has
been built. A heating apparatus of simple con-

struction warms the edifice. The passages are
paved with Godwin’s tiles. The tower has been
underpinned at the north-east corner, the sink-

ing of which bad caused a large rent, and the

north wall of the nave, which bulged out badly
and had recently been propped by modern but-

tresses, has been rebuilt. The windows through-
out are filled with cathedral tinted quarry glazing.

The pulpit, the open seating, and the stalls (the
original worked in) are wholly of oak, and are

made up principally of specimens of sixteenth-

century carved panelling, the reredos in par-

ticular. The doors, lectern, and altar-rail are
of oak, the latter being supported on ornamental
iron standards of a foliated design, The bells

were originally five in number, but some of them
were cracked. They have since been recast by
S:ainban.k, of London, and one added. They
were hung by Messrs. Alfred White & Sons,

of Besselsleigh, Oxfordshire, bell-hangers for

Hears & Scainbank, and who, with other
members of the same family, constitute

the set of Appleton change - ringers. The
bells, in addition to the name of the founder,

bear the following inscriptions :
— Treble, “ S.

Ethelbert— Blessing;” second, “ S. Mary

—

Glory;” third, “ S. Peter— Thanksgiving;”
fourth, “ S. David—Honour ;” fifth, “ S. Nicholas
—Power; tenor, “S. Michael—Be unto our
God for ever and ever. Amen. W. Joues and
T. D. Kedward, Wardens.” In the churchyard
is a restored cross, a small part only of which
belonged to the original. The whole work has
been executed by local contractors, Messrs,
Edwin and James Giles, of Ewyas Harold, from
the design and under the direction of Mr. G. C.

Haddon, of Hereford and Great Malvern, archi-

tect.

Folkestone.—The report of Mr. Christian, the
architect appointed to make an estimate of the
probable coat of thoroughly repairing the parish

church, has been presented to a meeting of the
committee, the Rev. M. Woodward in the chair.
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The several items and the expense of each were
as follows :—In south transept—rebuilding the
wall, raising the gable, alteration of the win-
dows, reroofing, re-arrangement of tower-stairs,

removing the south gallery, and preparing the
fioor for the reception of the organ, 237f. j in
the south aisle of the chancel—rebuilding the
wall, inserting new windows, and a new roof,

165Z. ; in the north aisle of the chancel—now
windows, new doors, and thoronghly repairing,

1861. ; repairing and cleaning the stonework
of the tower, 351.

;
refitting tbe nave seats,

1041. ; new choir-stalls and re-arrangement of
corporation seats under the tower, 1351.

;
colour-

ing the ceilings, &c., 901. ; heating the church
with hot-water pipes, 2501.

;
making the gas-

standards uniform throughout the church, 1001.

Ten per cent, might be added for contingent
expenses. It was announced that about 4001.

had already been promised. After some little

consideration, it was resolved to proceed at once
with the south transept, the north aisle of the
chance], the cleaning of the stonework under
the tower, the organ, and the new choir-stalls,

as it was not thought possible to get the heating
apparatus ready for this winter. It was alae

decided that a complete canvass of the town
should be made.

Bunwell.—The chancel of Burwall Church has
been re-opened for diviue worship. The chancel
has been erected at a cost of upwards of 1,3001.

All the ancient carved panel work, the decorated
screen, and carved oak roof have been restored.

The roof has been re-leaded, the plaster removed
from the outer walla, the windows renewed, and
filled with tinted glass,—the carved niches re-

stored; oak stalls and seats erected in. the place

of the square pews, and the floor laid with
encaustic tiles. The eastern wall is faced with
plaster, and it is hoped a suitable reredos will

soon occupy the place of this unsightly wall.

Eltham.—The Bishop of Rochester has laid

the first atone of the new chnrch, to be called

tbe Chnrch of the Holy Trinity, at Eltham, and
also opened the new national school-rooms. The
church is being erected by public subscription,

on a site granted by her Majesty. Mr. Street is

the architect. The schools, with the master and
mistress’s houses, have been erected partly by
means of funds belonging to the school, but
principally by the sabscriptions of the inhabi-

tants. They are large enough to accommodate
400 children. Mr. Tasker is the architect. Mr.
Naylar, of Rochester, is the builder of the church
and schools.

Upton-on-Severn.—It has been resolved to take

steps to promote the building of a chapel of ease

capable of containing 150 persons, on a site in a
central position, adjoining the Hook-road, offered

by Major Martin. For this purpose a committee
has been appointed, and Mr. G. Row Clarke

chosen to be the architect.

DISSENTING CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.

Keighley.—The United Methodist Free Church
at Keighley has been opened for divine service.

The foundation stones of the new buildings for

chapel and school were laid a year ago last

Shrove Tuesday. The buildings are in the

Gothic style. The general plan consists of a
parallelogram, 86 ft. long, and 48 ft. wide within

the walls, exclusive of an apsidal projection 20 ft.

deep at the rear for orchestra. The interior is

divided into nave and aisles, by a series of orna-

mental iron columns, from which springs an
arcade of seven arches on each side, which sup-

I

ports open hammer-beam trusses acrc«8 the

nave : these, and corresponding trusses over the

aisles, have carved ribs or braces on the under-

side. A gallery runs round three sides of the

chapel, three seats deep below the aisles on the

aides, and nine deep on the front end. All the

seats are open and uniform, On tbe ground
floor there is a clear width of about 3 ft. between
the seat backs. A raised platform, in panelled

compartments divided by buttresses, and with
an ornamental iron balustrade on the top, occu-

pies the place of the usual pulpit. A similar

balustrade is carried round the communion. The
exterior shows the triple arrangement of nave
and aisles, with coupled doorways in the centre

of end, opening into a corridor 8 ft, wide, laid

with encaustic tiles, and extending between the

gallery staircases, which are of stone, on each

side. The staircase on the left of the entrance

corridor is carried up in a square tower, sur-

mounted by an octagonal lantern and spire, the

1
height of tower and spire together being 125 ft.

:
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tbe space ia used as a ventilator to the buildings.

Over the coupled entrance doorways is a five-

light window, filled with tracery in the head.

The sides of the building are divided into seven

bays, each by deeply projecting buttresses
;
each

bay with two heights of two-light windows, with

traceried heads. The upper lights are alter-

nately circular and gabled, the latter running

into and intersecting the aisle roofs, and ter-

minated by iron finials. The large end window,
the circular side windows, and the tracery of all

the windows, are filled with stained glass, and
the remainder have stained ornamental margins
round, all executed by Edmundson & Son, of

Manchester. The floor of the chapel is raised

about 6 ft. above the street level, and in the

basement under the chapel, and the same size as

the chapel, is a school-room, lighted on the sides

by a two-light window in each bay. The prin-

cipal entrance to the schools ia at the rear of the

chapel, but communication is also provided by a

staircase in the tower, under the gallery stairs,

BO that the scholars can pass from the school-

room into the gallery of the chapel without going
outside the building for the purpose. On the

level of the schools are class-rooms, store-room,

stokery for heating apparatus, arrangements for

beating water for tea meetings, and other con-

veniences. At the rear of the chapel, on the

ground level, are two large class-rooms, and
vestry, lavatory, water-closets, &o. The chapel

s lighted by star lights suspended from the

arches of the arcades, with brackets under the

galleries. The premises will be surrounded by
a suitable iron railing, with iron gates and stone

piers at the entrance, the piers surmounted by a

couple of globe lamps. The whole of the wood-
work is stained and varnished, aud the ironwork
painted in colours and part gilded, under the

architect’s direction. The different divisions of

the building are warmed by the warm -air system
of Messrs. Haden & Sons, of Trowbridge. The
excavator, bricklayer, and stonemason’s works
have been executed by Mr. John Smith; the plum-
ber and glazier’s works by Mr. James Harrison ;

the plasterers’ work by Messrs. Wilson & Ack-
royd

;
and the painter’s work by Mr. G. Lons-

dale, all of Keighley ; and the carpenter and
joiner’s works, by Mr. Thomas Smith, of Harden,

near Keighley. The total outlay is about 5,0001.

Mr. William Sugden, of Leek, Staffordshire, is

the architect.

Filsley (De'i-hjsh.ire).—Anew Wesleyan chapel

has been opened for divine service here. The
edifice ia built of the pressed bricks of the

neighbonrhood, with stone dressings from
Woolley Moor, and consists of a chapel 51 ft.

long, 28 ft. wide inside, with a porch at one

end, and two entrances from the same to the

aisles
;
also two school-rooms for girls and boys,

attached to the chapel as transepts, shut off by
sliding doors, which are opened during service,

and obviate the confusion of bringing the children

into the chapel. A vault is provided underneath

the school-room to receive the warming ap-

paratus, and for other general purposes. The
style of architecture is Gothic, of the early part

of the fourteenth century. It is fitted up with

open benches of deal, slightly stained, as well as

the main timbers of the roof. The windows are

glazed with quarry plate-glass, with irou case-

ments. The works have been erected by Mr.

George Heath, of Chesterfield, builder, from the

designs of Mr. S. Rolliuson, architect, Chester-

field. The cost ia 750Z., exclusive of any cartage

or fence walls.

Illustrated Books from Messrs. Routledge,

“ Pictures from Nature,” by Mary Hewitt, ia a

charming little volume. To twelve illustrations

of the Months, printed in colours, Mrs. Howitt
has written with graphic truthfulness and feel-

ing twelve descriptive papers, which bring the

events and belongings of the various seasons

forcibly and usefully to the mind. We trans-

plant a couple of her paragraphs from the end

of "October,” relating to an application of

science to the labours of the husbandman :

—

“ The thrashing-machine has given a new feature and a

new voice to the country. Our fathers knew it not, and
poets have as yet left it untouched in their descriptions of
rnral life. Listen ! There it is humming and booming
over stubble-field aud wood, like a gigantic bee, or the

hives of a whole district united in one great apian chorus.

It is the great bee of science singing at its work
j
triumph-

ing in its newly-created power of absorbing whole har-

vests, of separating straw, and grain, and, chafi", by a

speedy analysis of insensate energy, that laughs to scorn

the flail and the winnowing-fan of all the ages and nations

of the past.

Wonder on, old Jonas, at what will come next. But of

this be sure, that before many generations are past, the

flail will be a piece of antiquity, known only m resound-

iiig through the pages of the old poets, chiming in with

the ring of the blacksmith’s hammer, through the dark
winter morniugs of their forefathers. The grim_ Franken-

stein of science, the great humming-bee of innovating

times, the strong, snorting mastodon of machinery, is, if

not in the next lane, at least in the next season, and will

henceforth be as much a feature of October as the stubble-

field and the many-coloured woods."

Some of the illustrations are better than others,

but the majority well fulfil their purpose.

Examined with a glass, they show more ex-

pressive drawing than the afeer-printings have

left visible.

To the illustrations in " The Language of

Flowers, or Floral Emblems of Thoughts, Feel-

ings, and Sentiments,” by Robert Tyas, M.A.,

we will offer no objection. These also, twelve in

number, are printed in colours. They consist of

groups of flowers, and are presented with delicacy

and skill. Take for examples the first two we
open upon, the group of Honeysuckle, White
Heatb, and Scarlet Ipomma, and that of Lilao,

Spiclerwort, and Marvel of Pern. A few years

ago these alone would have been cheap at the

cost of the book. The volume is handsomely
bound, and will please the young ladies.

The same publishers have issued a fourth and
pretty edition of Mrs. Jameson’s “Memoirs of

Celebrated Female Sovereigns,” commencing
with Semiramis, the first female sovereign upon
record who ever held undivided empire, aud
ending with that fascinating tigress, Catherine II.

of Russia.

VARIORUM.

Messrs. Moxon & Co. have published the Ist

volume of a new edition of "The Poetical Works
of n. Wadsworth Longfellow,” and the Ist

volume of “ Tbo Complete Correspondence and
Works of Charles Lamb.” The former is edited

and prefaced by Mr. Robert Buchanan, himself

a true poet, and will have the advantage over

previous editions of containing the complete

works, divided, for the first time, into two
artistic portions, the impersonal and narrative,

and the personal and lyrical. The volume of

Lamb’s delightful Correspondence commences
with an Essay on his Life and Genius, by Mr.

George Augustus Sala, displaying all the vivacity,

skill, extent of reading, and knowledge of persons,

that distinguish this most prolific and remarkable

writer. " Everybody’s Year-Book” for 1869

is an improvement on its predecessor. It contains

a large amount of useful and entertaining matter,

and is certainly a good " sixpen’orth.”

Ne\y Tube Well.—The New South Wales
correspondent of the Times, dating from Sydney,
speaks of a tube well, which he considers

superior to the " Abyssiniau.” The tube to be
sunk, instead of being shod with a steel point

and pierced with holes, is quite open at the

bottom, and possesses a free cutting circum-

ference in contact with the ground. It may be
sunk through the solid rock. When this is en-

countered a jumper ia used inside the first tube,

and this having pretty free motion within the

tube makes a way of larger circumference. For
quitting the rubbish a tubular jumper is used,

which, when filled with material, is withdrawn
and emptied.

Poisoning by Gas.—One life has been sacri-

ficed and another imperilled by a new process

recently introduced at the Gloucester Gas-
works, in the manufacture of gas. The new
process liberates sulphate of ammonia, and it

ia said that means can be adopted for pre-

venting mischievous results; but in the instance

referred to there can bo no doubt about the

cause and effect. It appears that two work-

men, named William Hale and Henry Baker,

were employed at the gasworks at Gloucester,

and while at work at the blacksmith’s shop,

seeing steam (ammonia of gas) issuing from a

valve of the boiler, they tried, to prevent the

escape by pressing down the valve. The
ammonia, however, took such an effect upon
them that they both staggered and fell. They
were immediately conveyed in an insensible

state to the Gloucester Infirmary, where Hale
died in a few minutes. Baker has since re-

covered.

Aechitecturae Union Company. — The
annual meeting is fixed to take place on
Wednesday next, at the House in Conduit-

street. The directors are able again to report

an increase from the rentals of the several rooms
and galleries during the past year, and they

recommend the payment of the usual dividend

of 5 per cent., which will leave something hand-

some in hand to meet contingencies.

A Flight for Fees.—Last Saturday night

a prisoner, by a desperate leap, escaped from the

custody of a police-officer at the Forest Hill

station of the London aud Brighton Railway.

Bugden and Smith, two warrant-officers of the

Lambeth Police Court, arrested James Quinn, of

Bell Green, a master builder, under an order of

the Court for non-payment of certain fees to a
surveyor. While Smith was procuring tickets

at the Forest Hill station the prisoner made a

dash from the platform. Bugden seized him
by the coat, which, however, gave way, and
the prisoner leaped from the platform just as a

train was coming in, and escaped. Bugden was
caught by the buffer of the engine and thrown

down, sustaining serious injuries.

Fall of a Roof.—At Liverpool a sad accident

has occurred in connexion with the new works
now in progress for the enlargement of the

Adelphi Hotel, Ranelagb-place, which has re-

sulted in very serious injuries to one man and tho

narrow escape of four other workmen and a boy.

The only portion of tho old hotel, standing be-

tween Brownlow-hill and Copperas-hill, is the

ball-room, situated over what was formerly used

as the hotel kitchen, and this the men were pro-

ceeding to take down when the accident hap-

pened. Five men and a boy were upon the

roof, and were about to take out the principals,

and for this purpose they had knocked the king-

post away; when, without a moment’s warning,

the whole roof gave way and fell into the room
below, carrying all the men and boy with it.

The roof, which was 30 ft. in length by 20 ft.

broad, fell in a mass.

Destruction of Messrs. Grieve &, Co.’s

Scene-Painting Establishment.—A fire broke

out on Monday morning last on the premises of

Messrs. Grieve & Co., the well-known scene-

painters, in Charles-street, Drury-lane. The
building was at least 100 ft. deep, about 50 ft.

wide, and three floors high, and ran as far back

as tho honses in what is termed the Coal-yard.

The lower part of the premises was used as

stables, and at the time of the disaster several

horses were there. The whole of the upper

floors werej used as carpenters’ shops, painting-

rooms, and varnish stores. A number ofelaborate

scenes for the Christmas pantomimes were being

prepared, all of which have been destroyed. We
know the place well, and had a sort of affection

for it. It was here that many of the scenes for

the Revivals of the late Mr. Charles Kean were

executed, in connexion with which we spent

many hours in those odd yet commodious paint-

ing-rooms.

The London House Painters.—On the 18th

instant a lecture was delivered by Mr. Digby

Wyatt, on “ The History of Decoration by
Means of Colour,” to the members of the West
Loudon House Painters’ and Decorators’ Mutual
Improvement Association, at the St. John s

Schools, in Kirkman’a-place, Tottenham-court-

road. Suspended on the walls were numerous

drawings of buildings in Italy, and details of

decoration, as well as specimens of textile manu-
factures exemplifying Persian, Chinese, and

other methods of ornamentation. The lecture,

besides treating of tho Eastern, Egyptian,

Greek, Roman and later Italian, and the French

styles, explained the principles of conventional-

ism and imitation in decoration, tho latter of

which was characterised as dangerons, albeit it

embodied the perfection to be attained
;
whilst

the former had the attribute of propriety, and,

being more easy of attainment, had come first in

the progress of art, and even now was in vogue

in some countries. The value of attention to

style was also shown. One characteristic of

each style was the harmony that it had in itself;

and this harmony should not be omitted as a

feature when new productions were required.

The audience were afterwards addressed by Mr,

Grace and others, who urged the importance of

establishing classes for instruction in drawing,

and other requisites of the house-painter’s craft,

and who also adverted to the necessity for

securing greater durability in painters’ work,

especially where costly decoration was at-

tempted.
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The Metropolitan Meat Market.—The new
market in Smithfield was publicly opened on
Tuesday last. Illustrations of the builclinp will

be found in our volumes for 186G and 1867.*

The International Exhibition.—Mr. Glad-
stone has accepted the presidency of the Work-
men’s International Exhibition, 1869. The
requisition, we are told, was seventy yards in

length, and was signed by workmen only.

Bronze Statue of Napoleon III, — An
equestrian statue of the present Emperor of the
French has just been fixed over the new gateways
that lead beneath the great gallery of the Louvre
into the Place do Carronsel. It is executed in

half relief, in bronze, and is of great size, mea-
suring about 14 ft. each way, and weighing
nearly a ton. It is being fixed to the stonework
by means of bronze bolts, screwed into sockets
in the marble.

Cambridge Antiquarian Society. — At a
meeting on November IGth, the president ex-
hibited a series of plans and other documents
from the Treasury of St. John’s College, relating
to the building of the second court. Among
these were the ground, first, and second floor

plans of that court, the statement of moneys
expended, deeds signed by the architects, &c.

;

also a proposed plan for the third court, accord-
ing to suggestions by Sir Christopher Wren. I

United States Patent Office and English
Trade BooKS.~The U. S. Patent Office is seek- '

ing to obtain for its library copies of all
illustrated catalogues, price-lists, and circulars.
In many oases, where no illustrations are given,
such lists and catalogues are of great service in
determining the meaning of words used in the
arts, and for other purposes. It is sought to
make the Library of the Patent Office a place of
dejwsitfor the unrecorded literature of the arts,
which would otherwise, in a few years, be en-
tirely lost. Three copies are asked for, one for
permanent deposit in the library, and two or
more for the use of the examiners. Messrs.
Stevens, Brothers, of 17, Henrietta-street, Coveut
Garden, London, will take charge and forward
any that may be sent to them.

Action of Water on Lead. — Professor
Parkes, F.R.S., of Netley, calls attention to the
fact that it has always been seen that the action
or non.action of water on lead could not be
entirely accounted for by the usual statements
on the subject

j and lately Dr. Franfcland has
made a curious observation, which may throw
light on it. He found that water which ^

acted on lead lost this power after passing
through a filter of animal charcoal. He dis-
covered this to be owing to a minute quantity of
phosphate of lime passing into the water from
the charcoal : on comparing two natural waters,
—that of the river Kent, which acts violently on
lead, and that of the river Tyrnwy, which,
though very soft, has no action on lend,—he found
that the latter water contained an appreciable
amount of phosphate of lime, while none could
be detected in the Hent water. This observation
may probably explain much of the discrepancy
of evidence in respect of the action of soft water
on lead.

Sanitary Commission.—The London Gazette
announces that the Queen has been pleased
to appoint Lord Northbrook, the Earl of
Romney, Lord Elcho, the Right Hen. C. B.
Adderley, the Right Hon. H. A. Bruce, Sir. T. ^

Watson, bart., M.D., Sir C. Lanyon, kt., Lieut.-
Colonel C. B. Ewart, R.E., Mr. J. R. M'Oean,
C.E., Mr. G. Clive, Mr. P. S. Powell, Mr. A. S.
Ayrton, Mr. R. S. Aytoun, Mr. B. Shaw, Mr. J.
Lambert, Mr. J. Paget, F.R.C.S., Mr. H. W.
Eumsey, M.D., Mr. H. W. Acland, M.D„ Mr.
R. Cbristison, M.D., Mr. W. Stokes, M.D.,
and Mr. S. H. Clerk, M.D., to be her Majesty’s
commissioners to inquire into and report on the
operations of the sanitary laws for towns,
villages, and rural districts in Great Britain
and Ireland, so far as these laws apply to
sewerage, drainage, water-supply, removal of
refuse, prevention of over-crowding, and other
conditions conducive to the public health

; also
to report upon the operation of the laws for
preventing the introduction and spreading of
contagious and infectious diseases and of epide-
mics injurious to the public health

;
npon the

local administration of the aforesaid sanitary
laws

;
and upon the operation of that part of

the registration system which relates to certifi-
cates of causes of death.

* Uol. xiiv., pp. 955, 967 • and yoI. iiv., pp. 361, 263.

Royston Hall Estate, Kilburn.—This free-

hold estate, having a frontage to the Edgware-
road, and adjoining the station of the North
London Railway, has been purchased by the
United Land Company (Limited) co-operating
with the Conservative Land Society.

Reservoir of Montkouge, Paris.—Another
great reservoir for the supply of water to Paris,

and similar to that at Weuilmontant, is being
constructed to receive the waters of the Vannes,
which are being brought to Paris by means of
aqueducts. The new reservoir is situated close
to the new park of Montsonria, not far from the
railway-station of the Sceanx line. This reser-

voir will contain more than 67,000,000 gal-

lons, for the supply of the left bank of the
Seine, and such portions of the city on the other
side as are not supplied from other sources.
The object of the reservoir being built in two
stories is to obtain a pressure sufficient to

supply the houses in the highest parts of the
town.

Society of Arts.—On Monday evening last,

the first meeting of the 115th session of the
Society for the Encouragement of Arts, Manu-
factures, and Commerce, was held in the Society’s

Rooms, John-streot, Adelphi, when Lord Henry
G. Lennox, M.P., as chairman of the. council,

delivered an address. Mr. W. A. Gibbs was
then called forward, and received the gold medal

!

of the Society, and fifty guineas for his excel-

lent invention for harvesting corn in wet weather.
Mr. Robert Crenser, Kingston, received a certi-

ficate and twenty.five guineas for having ob-
tained the greatest number of first-class certifi-

cates at the examinations of the Society. Mr.
Le Neve Poster then produced the Albert gold
medal, which had been awarded to Mr. Whit-
worth, who was not present. Mr. Foster was
directed to forward it to Mr. Whitworth,

Does Water expand on being converted
INTO Ice ?—Two or three correspondents write
to us to deny, “ as practical men,” M. Barthe-
lemy’s assertion that vessels are broken, in the
act of the freezing of their contents, through gas
being given off* freely at that moment. Their
mere assertion, however, is worth nothing. A
correspondent of Scientific Opinion, dating from
St. Thomas’s Hospital, writes more to the pur-

pose. He says :
—

” This assertion is not true,
|

for I have used water from which the gas has
*

been withdrawn by boiling and exhaustion under
the air-pump, and even then an iron bottle, i in,

thick, and having a bore of 4 in. diameter, was
broken into pieces. If our worthy friend takes
into consideration the fact that ice is lighter

than water, be must admit that it expands
;
and

this admission will disprove his argument.”
Even this, however, does not quite settle the
question.

Model Tenement Houses for Brookly-Nj
New York.—A block of model tenement houses

’

has been built at Brooklyn, on a plan prepared
by Mr. J. A. Wood, architect. The cost of the :

buildings will be about 100,000 dollars. They
[

comprise three buildings, and are located in
'

Stanton-street. One, of 130 ft., fronts in Stan-

'

ton-street, and there are two in the rear, running
!

at right angles with the front one, back 65 ft., 1

and closing a court 65 ft. square, which is

entered through a covered way. The front

building is relieved by variety in outline, so as
to obviate anything like barrack form. The
tenements are divided into suites of rooms, with
halls or lobbies, and each contains its own
kitchen and other conveniences, complete in

itself. Admittance is had from external cor-

ridors to which staircases lead. They are not
intended for the poorest classes, but for persons
of moderate income.

TENDERS.
For completion of Nos. 6 and 6, Collin^wood-teirace,

Plough-lane, Battersea. Mr. Octatius Sjmons, sur-
veyor :

—

Whittick £429 0 0
Leader 386 0 0
Shiilitto (accepted) 376 0 0

For constructing a sewer in Arthur-street, for the Vestry
of St. Luke, Chelsea. Mr. Joseph Pattisson, surveyor:—

Wigmore £695 0 0
Tassel] 693 0 0
Porter . 678 0 0
Crockett ,. 670 0 0
Huhbard 670 0 0
Bloomfield 619 0 0
Brass 641 0 0
Hollingback &. Badley 510 0 0
Whittick ,. 497 0 0
Neave 485 0 0
Young (accepted) 451 10 0

For a dwelling-house and shop, to be erected on the
Godstone-road, Caterham, Surrey, Mr. George Robson,
architect :

—

Ball £679 10 0
Galyer 676 0 0
Francis (accepted) 650 0 0
EUiff 043 0 0

For erection of cisterns and water-pipes at St. Maryle-
bone schools, Southall. Mr. II. Saxon Snell, architect :

—

Dennis & Scruby £495 0 0
Benham & Sons 450 0 0
Jennings 418 0 0
Jeakes & Co 398 7 0
Potter & Sons 375 0 0

For sewers and subsiding
Board. Mr. Charles Bird,

Kent
Brewer & Stegglea ...

Tyler
Pizzey
Marshall
Morton & Accombe...
King.
W igmore
Dickenson & Oliver...

Browne & Co
Holmes
Harris
Pearson
Dover & Co
Nicholson
Chapel & Holden
Killingback & Radley
Hayward
Chandler & Jarvis ...

Frsyoe
Kelly
Robinson, Brothers...
Tossel
Young
Falkner & Cowley ...,

Paolucci
Gardner
Bloomfield
Carter
Rough
Moxon
Floyd
Tinsley (accepted) ....

Barnes, Hssael, &, Co.

tauk for the Wimbledon Local
surveyor to the Board :

—

£1,699 0 0
1,474 0 0
1,434
1,-400

1,3 0 0
1,375
1,368 0 0
1,350 0 0
1,340 0 0
1,339 0 0
1,3C0 0 0
1,296 0 0
1,269 0 0
1,266 0 0
1,260 0 0
1,253 0 0
1,250 0 0
1,245 0 0
1.235 0 0
1,233 0 0
1,213 0 0
1,200 0 0
1,193 0 0
1,185 0 0
1,185 0 0
1,174 0 0
1,152 0 0
1,149 0 0
1.1

1,097 0 0
1,085 0 0
1,<.76 0 0
1,060 0 0
976 0 0

For rebuilding No. 22, Villiers-street, Strand, for
Messrs. Stevens & Sons. Mr. W. H. Saunders, architect.
Quantities supplied by Messrs. Rake & Kanwell :

—

Carter & Son £1,367 0 0
Baguley 1,211 0 0
Downs 1,127 0 0
Macey 1,('98 0 0
Clemenco 1,090 0 0
Read 654 0 0

For the erection of a villa residence on lots 5,6, and
7, the Ellington Estate, Ramsgate, for Mr. Cooper. Mr.
John E. Collett, architect :

—

Wade £1,005 10 0
Forewalk 996 19 11
Osborne 988 0 o
Duckett 978 0 (l

Elgar 915 0 q
Kelson (accepted) 876 10 0

For alterations and additions to a lace warehouse, in
Nottingham. Mr. S. Dutton Walker, architect :

—

Simpson & Lynam (accepted) £930 0 0

Contract No. 2.

Simpson & Ljnum (accepted) £35 0 0

For a ware-room and sundry additions to a bronze
factory, Nottingham. Mr. S. Dutton Walker, architect :

—

Fish (accepted) £262 14 2

For alterations and additions to a chemical laboratory,
Nottingham. Mr. 8. Dutton AValker, architect :

—

Simpson & Lynam (accepted) £285 0 0

For the erection of a villa residence, with boundary
walls, &c., conmlete, at Chislehurat, Kent, for Mr. D.
Chattell. Mr. J^oseph S. Moye, architect:

—

Grover (accepted) £4,076 0 0

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
W. T, P. (unut tee It would be sbtued to force a builder to se

back bis window-frames 4 in. from tbe face of ihe wall, and ret
allow bim to bare a wooden roof 6 ft. long and 3 fi. 6 in. wide, pro'

jectlng from it. Tbe “ tool-house " In tiueition was undoubtedly a

building).—Reader (we are not able to adrl.e on epeulal cases. There

may be salt in tbe plaster).—Komnlns (look to your dictionary).—

J. W- P. (next week).— 8. D. W. (llsti of tenders should give names
of all tbe competitors).—J. T.—T. H. W.—F. W. 8.—J. B.—U. 0.—
J. W. F.-J. B.-B, F.- J. Q.-J. P. M.-T. D.-C. B.-Teut.-J. N. C.

—W. H. B.-J. M.-Lord E.—G. W. 8.—W. A Co.-H. W. B.—P. Q. 8.

-J. P.—Colonel A. P.—T. & B.-H. W.—J. H. S.-C. L.-T. J. H.
We are couipelUd to decline pointing out books and giving

addresses.

All italements of facta, lists of Tenders, Ac., must be accompanied
by the name and address of the sender, not necessarily for

puliliestioD.

NoTB.—Tbe responsibility of signed articles, and papers read at

public meetings, rests, of coarse, with tbe authors.

AdA:erbiseTnents cannot he receivedfor the current

week’s issue later than THREE o’clock p.m.,
on THURSDAY.

The Publisher cannot he responsible for Ori-
ginal Testimonials left at the Office in reply to

Advertisements, and strongly recommends that
Copies only should he sent.

9^" NOTICE.—All Communications respecU

ing Advertisements, Subscriptions, ^‘c., should be

addressed to “ The Publisher of the Builder,"

No. 1, York-street, Covent Garden. All other

Commimications should be addressed to the
“ Editor," and not to the “ Publisher."
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guilder*

YOL. XXVI.—No. 1348.

The Globe Theatre, London,

r part of the site of Lyon’s

Inn, between Holywell-

street and Wych-sbreetj

with a narrow frontage

in Newcastle - street, a

Theatre has been built,

and, under the title of The

Globe, was opened for

public performances on

Saturday evening,the 28th

ult. In Lyon’s Inn (for-

merly a hostolry, with the

sign of the Lion, purchased

by professors of the law in

the reign of Henry VIII.,

and made an inn of

Chancery), the Architec-

tural Association, as many
of our readers know, had

its first home. The site

was then taken by the

luckless Strand Hotel

Company, part of whose

ruins, at the end of New-

oastle-street, still disfigure

the Strand.

The site having been

excavated very considerably for the proposed

hotel, the floor of the pit has been made many

feet below the street-level, and is approached by

a steep flight of steps from Wych-street, the

pay-plaoe being at the bottom,—a very undesir-

able, not to say dangerous, arrangement. A
sad disaster at the Haymarket Theatre, some

years ago, where a similar, bnt now improved,

arrangement exists, will long be remembered,

though the warning, it would seem, has had

little effect. In Wych-street, also, are the

entrance to the gallery-stairs, and that to the

royal box. The ordinary boxes are entered

from Newcastle-street, and are on a level

with the street, so that stairs are avoided;

here, too, enter the occupants of the stalls.

The box-circle has five rows of seats, part

being regarded as the dress-circle (at 4a.

each seat) ,
and the remainder as ordinary box

seats, at 28. 6d. The admission-money to the

pit is Is. 6d. Above the boxes is a large

gallery, the front row of seats in it being

treated as amphitheatre stalls. The front

line of the boxes forms nearly a circle, cut

off at about two-thirds of its extent by

the proscenium. The ceiling’ is domical, with a

Bun-light in the centre. The seats are all fairly

commodious, and there would seem to be very

few places in the house where what is passing

on the stage cannot be seen and heard. The

draught is disagreeable in some of the back seats

of the boxes, and the want of a centre passage

through the pit seats is obvious. The draughts

in many of our theatres keep away hundreds who

would otherwise be visitors.

The Globe has been built from the instructions

of Mr. Sefton Parry, the proprietor, by Mr.

Samuel Simpson, of Tottenham-com-t-road, who

built the Holborn Theatre, the Queen’s, the

Royal Alfred, and is now engaged on the Gaiety,

in the Strand. It will seat 1,500 persons, ex-

clusive of the eight private boxes. Mr. W. Brown

was the clerk of the works.

The whole of the interior decorations in relief,

comprising the dome and perforated rib round

it, the proscenium, and the gallery and box

fronts, were designed and executed by Messrs.

White & Co., of Great Marylebone-street, in their

papier mdchd and carton pierre. The view we

give* shows the character of the ornaments, and

we may say that they are well drawn, and pro-

duced with sharpness and precision. The mate-

rial offers great facilities for rapid work : thna

the ceiling here was executed in the shops, and

screwed up in compartments complete.

White with gold is the prevailing colour, if

colour it may be called, a little blue being in-

troduced around the anthemion, along the bottom

of the box-fronts. The crimson curtains of the

private boxes, with gilded frames, are effective.

The appearance of the whole, indeed, now the

work is new, is bright and " smiling.”

An act-drop representing Stratford-on-Avon,

the birth-place of Shakspeare, was painted by

the Messrs. Telbin, and is spoken of as having

been one of the most successful results of their

skill. Unfortunately, however, it was consumed

by the fire that destroyed the painting-rooms in

Charles-street, Drury-lane, mentioned in our last.

Mr. Buckstone immediately offered Mr. Pany

one that he had in store at the Haymarket, but

Mr. Telbin and his son, with a numerous staff of

assistants, went to work, and prodneed in time

for the opening, an effective view of Ann Hath-

away’s Cottage, at Shottery
;
with two figures,

doubtless intended to suggest the poet and his

future wife. The scene shows Telbin ” hath a

way ” as well as a representation of Ann.

The stage appears to possess all the necessary

appliances for rapid and effective representation,

so far as we have yet gone in that direction, but we

cannot speak well of the accommodation behind.

The dressing-rooms are insufficient in number,

and not what they ought to be in arrangement

;

and, strange to say, there is no green-room, with a

view, as we have been told, to avoid “ noise.”

The performers engaged are, therefore, driven to

the dressing-rooms, or to holes and corners, when

not on the stage. A more certain way to degrade

the profession than by inattention to the dignity,

comfort, and reqalrements of its professors be-

hind the scenes, we do not know.

The play with which the house opened,

“ Cyril’s Sneoess,” by Mr. Byron, is itself a

great snccese. It is exceedingly well written

and admirably acted. Slight though the plot

may be, the interest is nnflaggingly maintained,

and, as a literary production, it is entitled to

very high praise. The third act especially is a

masterly piece of construction. It falls espe-

cially within onr province to note that all the

troubles of the hero, Cyril, very well played by

a new man. Mr. Vernon, result from bis attend-

ing a sapper given to present a testimonial to

one Lincher, who has submitted a design for

baths and washhouses, and failed to convince

the committee that bis design onght to bo

accepted. ” Why are we giving him a testi-

monial?” replies Matthew Fincher, a literary

hack, capitally presented by Mr. John Clarke;

“ why, because he has done nothing to deserve it.”

Mr. David Fisher, Mrs. Stephens, and Miss

Henrade are other known performers who have

parts, and contribute to the unmistakable

success of the piece. Amongst those not known

before is Mi-s Maggie Brennan, the representa-

tive of tbo Hon. Fred. Titeboy, a yonngater of

fashion, with more heart than head. The self-

possession without impudence, the naturalness

without mawkishness, and the humour without

vulgarity displayed by this young lady won for

her a reputation in a night, But why Maggie ?

The designations now assumed by our young

actresses are one of the bad signs of the

times. Wo have Miss Milly this. Miss Polly

that, Miss Nelly one thing and Miss Patty the

other. Those of them who wish to maintain the

• See p. S95.

dignity of their art and their own self-respect

will give up this slang and endeavour to stand

before the public like ladies.

As we are talking of things theatrical, we

may add one or two notes which serve to show

the movement just now going on in that direc-

tion. The Gaiety, on the site of the Strand

Music Hall, is being proceeded with rapidly, and

will be opened some time in the present month.

Looking at the present bare walls, this would seem

scarcely possible to those not used to theatre-

building. The foot is, however, that the whole of

the interior is in course of completion elsewhere,

and will be at once put into its place when the

shell is ready to receive it. This theatre will

have the pecnliarity of being Gothic in style!

The St. James’s Theatre, we understand, baa

been bought by Mrs. Wood, the American actress,

and will be pulled down, together with some of

the houses in the adjoining court, with a view to

entire reconstruction and improvement. This,

however, will not be done yet, a French lady

having taken the theatre for the next eight

months, intending to produce drama and extra-

vaganza. Moreover, Brompton, rumour says, is

to have a theatre. The story is, and we have

reason to believe it correct, that a popular

novelist, who has taught the public it is never

too late to mend, has purchased two of the

houses in Brompton-row, not far from Brompton-

sqnare, and on the site, which extends back-

wards considerably,’_intends to build a playhouse

at the end of next year.

THE REGULATION OF RAILWAYS
ACT, 1868.

Amid the din of that personal squabble which

we call Parliamentary legislation, and encouraged

by our contempt for the old maxim “ Nolumws

leges Anglice mutaH;” measures of great im-

portance will at times elude the exigencies of

faction, and the comments of the daily press,

and, to the surprise of every one, become law.

It is probable that the moat valuable of our

legislative improvements are those which thus

slip through Parliament, since any perceptible

degree of homogeneity in a Bill is pretty certain

to bo destroyed by the process of lengthened

debate. In fact, when a new statute issues from

the senatorial mint, its value is, for the most

part, altogether uncertain, until it has received

the stamp of judicial exposition. Very fre-

quently the ablest lawyers profess themselves

unable to state what will be the effect of a new
Act of Parliament, until a case arising nnder its

provisions has been tried before a court of

justice.

We have a striking instance of the manner in

which laws may sneak into existence, in the Act

of Parliament 31 & 32 Victoria, cap. cxix,,

called “ An Act to amend the Law relating to

Railways,” which commences by enacting that

“ This Act may be cited as the Regulation of

Railways Act, 1868.” It received the royal

assent on the Slst of July last, but we are not

aware that public attention has hitherto been at

all adequately directed to its important pro-

visions. It will be seen that they are well

worthy of that attention.

Commencing with the preliminary establish-

ment of the “short title” above quoted, by

which the Act may be cited, the new enactment

goes on to fix, on the broadest and most compre-

hensive scale, the interpretation of the terms

“railway,” “company,” and “person.” It does

not seem possible that any of the difficnlties,

lately discovered to attend the use of the latter

word, can crop up in legal proceedings under the

Regulation of Railways Act.

The now law then confronts the important

question of accounts. It does so in a fearless

and determined spirit, and, it must be admitted,

with the promise of working an important and

much-needed reform. Fifteen blank forms of

account, and two forms of certificate, are in-

cluded in the first schedule annexed to the Act

;

and every incorporated company is enjoined to

prepare and print a statement of accounts and

balance-sheet, together with the other state-

ments and certificates required by the schedule,

in correspondence to these forms, every half-
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year. A peualty not exceeding five pounds per
day is declared in case of default.

The enforcement of a uniform method of
stating capital and revenue acoount-s is, in itself,

an important step in the right direction. It will

be a boon of no slight value to the bond fule

investor
j
and will, to an equal extent, be a

blow and discouragement to the share gambler.
Tho form of the accounts, moreover, is to a

certain extent clear and lucid
;
but the schedule

appears to have been drawn np without consult-

ing an engineer, or some much-needed improve-
ments would have been made in it. Thus in

Form iso. 5, “ Details of Capital Expenditure
for Half-year ending the item of “ Works”
is omitted from what purports to be an exhaus-
tive distribution of the expenditure of capital.

The aim and intent of the form is clear, and the
draughtsman no doubt thought that the expres-
sion “ construction of way and stations ” was
calculated to elicit full information. If the
accountants of the several companies desire to

keep back any information which is not expli-

citly required, or even if they are officially exact,

or nervously anxious to keep to the very letter of

their newly-prescribed duty, this want of proper
professional phraseology will give room for much
regret. Tho miserable economy tint saved a
fee, which should have been given to some emi-
nent engineer for revising the schedules, is likely

to cost the country at least the expense of an
amended or explanatory Act of Parliament, to

Bay nothing of loss of time. TUo expenditure
out of capital for the half-year is directed to bo
given, as showing, "under separate heads, amount
paid for land (purchase and componsatiou)

;
con-

Btmetiou of way and stations, including rails,

chairs, sleepers, &c. j engineering and survey,
ing

;
law charges

j
Parliamentary expenses

;

interest, commission, &c.” No such details arc,

however, insisted on iu Form No. 4. " Ilecpipta
and Expenditure on Capital Account,” so that
the value of the detailed information demanded '

by the Act, even independently of the failure of!

the draughtsman to define properly what tho
framers of the schedule really wished to know, is

reduced to a minimum.
To insure uniform, intelligible, and reliable

accounts, that would be of real value at once to
'

the profession and to tho purchaser of railway
stock, a very little enlightened caro wonld have
sufficed. An exactly similar demand fordotailed
account should have been inserted both iu

Form No. 4 and in Form No. 5. It should have
been something to the following effect,— " Show-
ing, under separate heads, the amounts actually
paid for,— (1) parliamentary expenses

; (2) pur-
chase of landj (3) compensation to landowners
and occupiers

; (4) works, distinguishing earth-
work, masonry, tunnels, aud heavy viaducts;

(5) permanent-way materials, distinguishing
cost of (a) rails, (6) chairs, (c) bolts aud fittings,

(d) sleepers or timbers; (6) laying of permanent
5

(”) stations, distinguishing passenger and
goods; (8) law charges; (9) engineering aud
surveying; (LO) finance charges; (11) any ex-
penditure not included in tho above.”

Subject to that more matured consideration
which should always preoede, not follow, legis-

lation, the adoption of some such form as that
above sketched would have enabled any man
familiar with railway construction to form a very
accurate notion of the financial position of every
compariy, on the face of each half-yearly account.
Again, with regard to the working expenses. A
little more precision would have had the same
happy result. In the abstract of the cost of
maintenance of way, there is n statement of
" miles maintained, double—single.” How much
of this length is duo to actual riiuuing distance,
how much to sidings and station yards, is left

out of sight. Tho actual running length of line
should be cleai-ly stated. If to this a table of
gradients bad been added, or at least a summary
of such a table, aud the tonnage of the coal and
coke consumed had been stated, as well as the
cost of those stores, the information would have
been so complete as to be of extreme value. To
know tbo sum spent in fuel, while remaining in
ignoranceeither of the cost per ton, of the running
lengths aud gradients of tbo line, or of tho
mileage actually made by tho trains, is to have
the materials, indeed, for a partial and hasty
comparison, but nob those for a searching and
useful criticism.

It is a matter much to ba regretted that so
well-intended an effort should have fallun so
short of what might have been easily attained.
Lagislation has taken its course. Steps which
we have ourselves pointed oat as essential to the
re-habilitation of railway property have been
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boldly taken, aud yet the full amount of satisfac-

tion that might have been readily obtained has
been missed, for the mere reason that competent
professional advice has not been taken as to the
ongineering details of the forms now made
imperative by law.
The Act goes on to enforce the signing of

the acoounts of the company by the chairman or
deputy-chairman, and by the accountant

;
and

to provide penalties for the falsification of ac-
counts. It gives power to the Board of Trade to

appoint inspectors, to examine into the affairs of
any company under certain conditions, or audi-
tors to examine the accounts. Then follows
the clause as to which a public dispute arose
between Lord Redesdale and Sir E. Watkin as
to the issue of preferred and deferred stock, a
clause as to the admissibility of which there is

much to bo said on both sides. The liability of
compame8(mclading canal companies) as carriers

is then defined. A legible table of fares is ordered
to be exposed at every station ; and certain provi-
sions are made with the intent of securing fair

treatment for steamboat passengers, and for the
consignees of goods.

A clause as to proceedings in case of non-
consumption of smoke is worded in a curiously
unsatisfactory manner. It is intended, appa-
rently, as a mere supplement to the provisions on
this subject in the Railways Clauses Consolida-
tion Act of 1845 ; but a clear and distinct en-

actment would have been preferable to a patch
on tho former law. Tho clause is to tho effect

that, where proceedings are taken against a com-
pany for failing to consume -the smoke of the
locomotives, tho justices before whom the com-
plaint is heard are to decide whether " the en-
gine is constructed on the principle of consuming
its own smoke, but that it failed to consume its

own smoke as far as practicable at the time
charged in the complaint through tho default of
the company or of any servant in the employ-
ment of tho company.” Tho clause does not
provide for any professional assistance to their
worships, the justices, in case of any complaint
involving so nice a mechanical question; and a
finer sample of legal engineering, or of the
failure of legal draughtsmanship in an attempt

' to grapple with a practical mechanical question,
it would not bo easy to find.

The provision of smoking compartments in

every passenger train where there are more car-

riages than one of each class, is made imperative
after the Ist day of October, 1868. But no
penalty is provided for tho infraction of the pro-
vision, any more than for the failure to post a
legible table of fares, or to furnish, on demand,
particulars of charges for goods. A penalty of
from 2501. to 5001. is declared iu case of any
special accommodation being given for prize
fights. The difference between the reality of
the legislation on a point that so rarely can arise,

by the declaration of a large penalty, aud the
vagne uncertainty in which the clauses affecting
tho comfort of so many passengers in the matter
of fares, of goods, and charges, are left by the
omission of any fine for the neglect of tho new
law, is worthy of comment.
The long-vexed question of a communication

between passengers and the company’s servants
is set at rest, as far as enactment goes, by im-
posing a penalty of 101. for each case of default
in providing such a communication, after the Ist

day of April, 1869. Five pounds fine is im-
posable on any passenger who makes use of such
means of communication wiihont reasonable and
sufficient cause. There is not even an exception
in favour of the day ou which the new provision
is to come into vigour—a very suggestive date.

Two very good clauses provide for punishment
of trespassers, and for the removal of trees that
may be in danger of obstructing the traffic.

The question of compensation for accidents is

treated in a singularly inefficient manner. The
Board of Trade is authorised to appoint an arbi-

trator to determine the amount of compensation,
on a joint application from tho company and the
claimant. Where parties are so far agreed as to

take such a step as this, it is easy to appoint an
arbitrator without any further iuterventiou. It

is also provided that a judge may order exami-
nation of an injured claimant, by a medical man

;

but no such provision is made, as would have
been consistent, in the case of the proposed
arbitrator.

We have already spoken at such length on the
subject of railway compensation, pointing out
that tho only satisfactory course is the adoption
of a definite system of insurance by the com-
panies, that we need merely now call attention
to the inutility of the above-named clauses.

[Deo. 5, 1868.

Tho fifth portion of the Act is, we cannot
doubt, by far the most valuable and important.
It provides, in three simple clauses, 27, 28. and
29, for the traffic of the future. On this point,
also, our readers will bo fully prepared for our
opinion. The state of the law, up to tho passing
of this Act, has acted as a direct bar to the due
and legitimate extension of the railway system of
this country, by x'eudering it imperative that
branch lines, even to the remotest country dis-

tricts, should be adequate to the full strain that
is thrown on the main trunk.
In tho clauses authorising light railways may

be traced the workmanship of a far more skilful

hand than that which has allowed such lamentable
slips as to statement of acoounts and enforcement
of penalties. The one necessary step has, in

this instance, been taken
;
and no more. The

barrier has been knocked down; and that with
so well-proportioned a blow, that no casnal reader
of the Act of Parliament would be aware of the
revolution which it is calculated to effect. It is

simply enacted that " the Board of Trade may
by licence authorise a company applying for it

to construct and work, or to work, as a light

railway, tho whole or any part of a railway which
the company has power to construct or work.”
Notice of such application is to be given, and
objections are to be inquired into by the Board
of Trade. The conditions and regulations sub-
ject to which the " light railway ” shall be
worked, are remitted to the wisdom of the Board
of Trade ; the two cardinal provisions being alone
insisted on,—first, that no greater weight than
eight tons shall be brought on the rails by any
one pair of wheels; and secondly, that the speed
shall in no case exceed twenty-five miles an hour.

This simple enactmont removes the obstruc-
tion which the—we can hardly give any other
word than—stupidity, of Parliament has hitherto

opposed to the due extension of the railway
system of this country. In a recent number* we
mado some remarks on this important sulyect.

While the public highways of Great Britain, as

is the case in eveiy other part of the civilized

world, have been fairly proportioned to the
amount and character of the traffic which they
were destined to serve, the railway engineer has
hitherto been directly prevented by the Legisla-

ture from exercising the same wise economy. For
city thoroughfares the roadway has required, and
has received, a very different amount of care
from that given iu the case of along line of mail-

coach road. For the country lanes and by-ways,
again, far less expenditure has been incurred
than for the mail-coach lines. And thus has
expenditure graduiilly been economised, down to

the farmer’s occopatiou road, or tho grassy drive
through the nobleman’s park. But for railways,

hitherto, the same outlay per mile has been
legislatively imposed for the branch iu a country
district that may require a couple of trains per
diem, aud for the main trunk over which whirl
the mail and express trains that connect London
with tho great centres of population at home
and abroad. Single or double line is the Hobson’s
choice which we have hitherto had.

It is, happily, unnecessary now to argue as to

the injurious stupidity of this legislation. But
it is well to point out to all those interested in
the industrial development of the country, or in

the welfare of railway property, the gi-eab im-
portance of the revolution which the Act of 1868
has so silently authorised. Our system of rail-

ways, costing, as we have before shown, nearly
35,000L per mile for l-t.OOO miles which have
been constructed in tho United Kingdom, (the

9,634 miles in England alone having cost 42,0001.

per mile), can now be completed by branches and
feeders, constructed iu accordance with the
requirements of the districts, at a cost not
; exceeding a tenth part of the present extravagant
outlay. That this low coat will iu all cases be
attained ; that the reign of a wise economy will

at once sot in
;
that all idle waste will be hence-

forth carefully eschewed
;
in fact, that human

I

nature will be favourably modified by Act of
Parliament;—we are not so sanguine as to expect.

,
Bub it is much, that waste should no longer be
enforced by statute or by standing orders. It

is much, that the “ wisdom of the Legislature”
has at lougth permitted engineers to apply the
principles of economy aud of common sense to

their work. Aud we cannot doubt that all the
industrial classes will have reason, before long,

to rejoice in the permission thus snatched from
the House of Commons.
The roraaiuder of the forty-seven numbered

paragraphs of the Act provide for arbitration iu

* See p. 6i9, an(a.
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certain cases of dispute, for information as to

shareholders’ addresses, and for some other

epeoial details of little general interest. With
all its faults, espeoially those of want of courage
in dealing with the great sore of Parliamentary
outlay, and want of professional acumen and ex-

perience in the draughting of portions of tho Act
and schedules, as before mentioned, the Regula-
tion of Railways Act, 1868, is a boon to the

people of England.

THE PROPOSED PUBLIC OFFICES.

PUBLIC OFFICES CONCENTRATION'.

The most important of the plans deposited at

the private bill-office of the House of Commons
up to Monday last, the last day for receiving
plans in connexion with bills to be dealt with in

the next session of Parliament, was probably that
which embraces the property in Westminster to

be appropriated by Government for the new
Public Offices. There may ho.vo been notices given
of bills involving more important engineering
works, but no other coming bill gives promise of
equally imposing architectural results

;
and, al-

though someofthe otherproposed bills may affect,

moreorlesSja large number ofvaluable properties,
no other comes with such a fell swoop upon a
largo and delinite area, proposed to bo entirely
cleared away. Tho plan referred to embraces
the three blocks of building which have the
common boundaries of Charles-streefc and Great
George-street, and the outer boundaries of Par-
liament-street and St. James’s Park, with King-
street, Duke-street, and Delahay-street intersect-
ing. The appropriation of this property seems
to indicate that the publiooffices are designed to
occupy two immense quadrangular blocks, ex-
tendiog from Parliament-street to the Park in one
direction, and from Downing- street and tho end of
Whitehall to Great George-street in the other;
Charles-streefc, running between Parliament-
etreet and tho Park, will be the inner boundary
of each of the two quadrangles, and will exhibit
the splendour of their side fronts. The partial
breaking up of the head-quartora of the engi-
neerlng profession in Great George-street, and
the dispersion of the Parliamentary agents in

Parliament-street may oauso regret, but the
clearance of snch other buildings as occupy the
ground, and the substitution of the palatial
Btrnctures destined to rise upon the site, can
only be cause for public satisfaction. Tho frag-
mentary portion of the northern quadrangle now
in progress will include the Home and the
Colonial Offices, in addition to the India and the
Foi'eigii Offices, already occupied. The new
quadrangle to the south will be required for the
War Office, tho Admiralty, and various other
departments. It may be mentioned that the
bill authorising these great works is of a hybrid
character

; in so far as private property has to be
appropriated, the bill has to be dealt with as
other private bills; but itiasmnch as this bill is

for State works, at the public cost, the Public
Offices Concentratiou bill will be dealt with as a
public bill.

MOSAIC DECORATION.
ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH ARCHITECTS.

At the ordinary general meetiug of the Insti-

tute held on Monday evening last, Mr. Charles
Barry, V.P., in tho chair, an interesting paper
was read by Mr. A. H. Laynrd, M.P. (Honorary
Fellow), “ On Mosaic Decoration.”

Mr. Layard said,—I desire to call your atten-
tion this evening to a subject of some interest
both to the architect and the public—Mosaic
Decoration. It has already been treated, and
very ably treated, as everything ho takes up is

very certain to be, by ray friend Mr. Digby
Wyatt, in a paper read before this Institute on
the 17th of March, 1862. He dealt with the sub-
ject as a member of the profession. I can only
do BO as an amateur without much practical
experience

; bub since he read his paper, much
lias been doue in mosaic, and in tho direction
which he then pointed out. I trust, therefore,
I may add a little to the information furnisherl
to the Institute by him.

I have long turned my attention to the sub-
jeob of architectural decoration, external and
internal. It has been connected in my mind
with two great objects—public instruction and
public enjoyment. In public instruction I would
include all that is calculated to raise the cha-
racter, cultivate the understanding, and reliue

the taste, as well as to impart actual knowledge.

By public enjoyment, I mean that exquisite sen-

sation of delight and satisfactiou which arises

from the contemplation of the beautiful, and
that pleasurable effect which, although difficult

to define, and very often almost imperceptible, is

produced by beauty of form, proportion, and
colour upon most men,

With a desire, then, to ascertain how these

two objects could be best promoted in this

country, I have studied, as well as my oppor-

tunities would permit me, the architectural

decoration, external and iuberual, as employed
by the ancients and the moderns in difl’erenb

parts of the woi'ld, in the West and in the East,

but especially in Italy, which now affords us

the best school for the investigation of this sub-

ject ; but to go into the general question at any
length, would be to occupy your time far beyond
the usual limits. I shall, therefore, confine my-
self to only one branch of it, viz., the decoration

of public buildings, religious and secular, in this

country, and the materials which may be best
employed for such decoration.

It has always seemed to mo that the nume-
rous public buildings which have been erected
during the last few years, and which are now in

coarse of erection, or ia ooutemplatiou, in Eng-
land, and especially in the metropolis, would
afford an unexampled opportaniby for educating
the public mind, and improving and elevating
the public taste, through the means of mural
decoration.

Mr. Ruskin, with hie usual eloquence, and
just appreciation of the real valne of art, has
observed that the Church of St. Mark, at
Venice, was “ to be regarded less as a temple
wherein to pray, than as itself a Book of Com-
mon Prayers, a vast illuminated missal, written,
within and without, in letters of enamel and
gold. The common people were taught their
Scripture history by moans of the mosaics, more
impressively perhaps, though far lees fully than
ours are now by Scripture reading. The walls
of this church became the poor man’s Bible, and
a picture more easily read upon tho walls than a
chapter.” “Never,” he exclaims, “had a city a
more glorious Bible !” and at every hoar of the
day, he might have added, the book is open. Oar
own churches might afford, and, perhaps, once
did afford, public insti'uction of a similar kind,
aud at the same time become beautiful and
solemn monuments like St. Mark’s. Our public
buildings might do for our history, political and
intellectual, what our churches might do for our
religion. There have hitherto been two diffi-

culties in tho way—English prejudice and
English climate : the first chiefly affects our
churches, the other both our churches and public
buildings. As regards English prejudice, there
is much yet to got over, although a great deal
has been effected in the right direction. I do
nob iutend to enter into the reasons for this pre-
judice, or bo seek to combat it. Suffice it to
say, that the strong reactionary feeling against
the influence of the church of Romo, which set in
at the time of the Reformation, and which re-
ceivtd additional impetus during the Common-
wealth, is yet powerful among us

; and that
church decoration is still connected, in the imagi-
nation of a vast number of people, with the
tenets of the Roman Catholic faith. But I will
presume that this prejudice has now greatly
subsided, and that we are at liberty to decorate
our churches to our heart’s content, so long as
wo do not introduce into them any figures or
symbols which may scare good Protestants,
without our orthodoxy being called into ques-
tion.

With respect to our public buildings, there is

no such prejudice existing, although there is

still floating about, even amongst educated
people, who ought to know better, that strange
notion that decoration is nn-Engliah, unsuited
to our climate, and vulgar. A step in the right

direction, though, nnfortunately, owing to various
circumstances, nob a very successful one, has
been made in the ornamentation of the Houses
of Parliament. Had that attempt been more
successful, the example would, I doubt not, have
been more extensively followed in this country
than it has been.

The climate difficulty is really the one which
stands in our way, and which we must seek to

get over. Owing to it, the attempt made on the
Houses of Parliament has been nnfortunately
arrested, and a great work which might have
added to our national glory, has been left uu-
fluished. If the difficulty can be removed, I

believe that, with the general improvement in

public taste, and with the desire for educating the

people, which now prevails, we may see our
churches and our national edifices covere^l with
mural decoration, which would serve to cultivate,

refine, and instruct the masses.
For some years I entertained a hope that wall-

painting, either buon-fresco, fresco-secco, or

water-glass, might be adopted in this country.

I had carefully examined, aud, indeed, partly

traced, almost every wall-painting in Italy.

I had convinced myself that, except, perhaps, at

Venice, fresco wonld resist the effects of climate

and of time, when only protected against them
with moderate care. The frescoes of Giotto in

the Arena chapel aud at Assisi, in fresco-secen,

be it remembered, are almost as fresh aud trans-

parent as when he painted them, except where
exposed to wilful injury, or, as I regret to say
they still are, to the grossest neglect. The
frescoes of Ghirlandajo aud the great masters of

hia time, are only blackened by the smoko of

candles and incense, or by dust and dirt never
removed. The beautiful decorations of the
library of the Cathedral of Sienna are as bright

as the day on which Pinturichio finished them.
The frescoes of Pordoiioue in the chnrch of Sc.

Maria della Campagna at Piacenza have almost
acquired thcconsistencyofonamel, and would seem
to bo indestructible. In Venice only, owing, it ia

alleged, to the extreme moisture aud saltuess of

tho sea air, wall-iiaiuting seems to have partly

failed. Of the great works of Giorgione, Titian,

aud other masters of the Venetian school, which
once embellished the palaces of chat city, and of

those of Pordeuone which adorned the cloisters

of St. Stefano, only fragments now remain. But
these frescoes, it must bo observed, were on the

exteriors of buildings, and therefore completely
exposed to the effect of the atmosphere. Tiopola’s

frescoes, in the Lobbia Palace, aud in some
churches, do not appear to have yet suffered

;

but still it would seem that tho Venetians dis-

trusted the durability of fresco, and never em-
ployed it on a largo scale, oven for internal

decoration, when it was being so used in almost

every ocher city in Italy.

With the examples of fresco painting which I

have mentioned, aud with my desire that mural
decoration on a large scale should be introduced
into this country, I was rejoiced to see that
which was being done under the direction of the

Fine-Art Commission, of which the Priucj Con-
sort was president. I lost no opportunity of
advocating, publicly aud privately, fresco deco-
ration, Amongst those who took the same view
of the subject as myself was my distinguiBbed

frieud, Mr. Watts; but he did more than 1 could
ever hope to do in the cause

;
and with a devo-

tion to his art and the public spirit, which are

the beat accompaniments of genius, ho under-

took to execute, without remuneration, a vast

fresco on the walla of the hall of Lincoln’s Inn.

That work, criticise it as you like, is tho greatest

of its class on this side of the Alps ; and I can-

not believe that any man of feeling can be in-

seneiblo to its grand and solemn character, or
any man of taste to the additional value aud
majesty it gives to the architocture. Unfor-
tunately, Mr. Watts has never completed the
decoration of the ball

;
all the empty spaces in

which should be treated in connexion with the
fresco forming the principal feature in it. I do
not think that we are yet sufficiently impressed
with, tho fact, that in decoration completeness
and general harmony are essential

;
and that,

without these, the true aud full effect of a great

fresco, or any other similar work, can never Le
properly appreciated.

My hopes with regard to fresco were doomed
to disappointment. I have no reason to beliove

that any serious deterioration ia taking place in

Mr. Watts’s fresco at Lincolu’s Inn
;
but in tho

Houses of Parliament, some of the frescoes had
scarcely been painted before decay oommeuced,
and many of them are even already almost

gone. The same thing has taken place with

the late Mr. Dyce’s frescoes in All Souls’

Church, iu St. Slargaret-streeb, which, I am
informed, have required almost entire repaint-

ing. I was at one time inclined to assign

this rapid decay to some defects in the ma-
terials employed, either iu tho pigments or

the iutonaco, or lime, especially as the same
deterioration had occurred in some of tho frescoes

at Munich, though by no means in all ; it will

appear where, at least, tho fault could uot be
laid upon the English climate. The Germans,
however, attributed it to tho eflects of the atmo-
sphere acting upon the exterior surface of the

painting, and to prevent this they adopted the

method of covering the fresco with a solution of

silicate called waterglass, which was supposed
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to be impervious to tie air. The great frescoes

of Kanlbach at Berlin have been painted in this

material; and Mr. Maelise and Mr. Herbert have

adopted the process in their most recent works
in the Houses of Parliament. It is, perhaps, too

early to pronounce decidedly upon the durability

of the waterglass, but there are grounds for fear-

ing that it will not resist the insidious attacks

of onr London smoke. Dr. Percy, after a very

careful scientific examination and analysis,

carried on under official instruction, has come
to the conclusion that no such painting, whether
executed in buon • fresco or fresco - secco, can
resist the atmosphere impregnated as that of

London is with the chemical substances evolved

from the consumption of coal. He doubts even

the efficacy of waterglass, and gives it as his

opinion that Mr. Herbert’s well-known fresco

will not be safe except under glass. The
scientific investigations of Dr. Percy have,

unfortunately, been confirmed by the practical

experience of Mr. Digby Wyatt.
I confess to great disappointment at this nnex-

peoted resnlt of the attempt to introduce iresoo

painting into England. It is a noble art, the

one declared by Michelangelo to be best fitted

to show the genius of a man
;
the one which

gives the really great painter the widest influence

over, and can bring him into the closet com-
munion with, the great mass of his fellow men.

It can raise the great painter to the level of the

great poet. Think one moment of the fame
which Leonardo da Tinci, Michelangelo, and
Eaffaellehave achieved through their wall paint-

ings. Leonardo’s “Last Sapper” is more
widely known than any poem that was ever

written, not excepting the “ Iliad.” Throughont
the whole civilised world some kind of copy of

this immortal wall painting may be found in the

palace and the cottage. But after what has

occurred I am afraid that we must give up the

hope of seeing fresco painting introduced on any
considerable scale into England.
Thus disappointed, I turned my attention to

mosaic as a means of supplying the place of

fresco. With this object in view, I have care-

fully studied most of the finest examples of

mosaic decoration in Italy. It is unnecessary

for me to enter into the history of mosaic : that

has been done already by Mr. Digby Wyatt in

his paper to which I have already referred. It

is sufficient now to say that the art of patting

together small cubes or tessera*, as they are

technically called, of different substances, so as

to form patterns and figures eitheriu monochrome
or in various colours, is one of very ancient date,

and was known even to the earliest civilized

nations,—such as the Egyptians, Assyrians, and
Babylonians. Mosaic was applied to the decora-

tion of walls and pavements, and was extensively

used, especially for the latter purpose, by the

Greeks and Homans in their public and private

buildings. Owing to the durability of the

materials generally employed,— such as hard

marbles and porphyries, enamels, or glass and
terra-cotta,—mosaic has defied the ravages of

time probably more effectively than any other

architectural decoration. To this day the re-

mains of mosaic pavements are the most usual

indications of Eoman sites in England and in

many countries of Europe, as well as in parts of

Asia and Africa. But pictorial mosaic on a

really large scale was first used for the decora-

tion of public buildings during the later days of

the Eoman empire, and during the supremacy of

Byzantium, 'and in those countries which de-

rived their civilization and arts from Eome and
her Eastern successor. It took its chief develop-

ment after the spread of Christianity, and in the

decoration of Christian edifices, so that we may
call it essentially a Christian art. The most
magnificent examples of ancient times were to

be found in the churches of Christian Eome,
Constantinople, and Ravenna. It is to this

Christian mosaic that I wish now to draw your
attention.

The chief features, then, of this Christian

mosaic are the vast extent of wall-surface to

which it was applied
;
its moat freqnent use on

domes, apses, and curved surfaces; and the

representation of figures and ornaments on a

gold ground, although a gold ground was not

always used, as
,

iu the early mosaics in St.

Pudenziana and St. Prasaedo, and in the bap-
tistery of St. Giovanni Laterano, in Rome. In
Italy to this mosaic the epithet Byzantine is

indiscriminately though wrongly applied. It is

true that the art flourished in the East when it

had almost died away in the West, and that
Italy owes to a great extent to Byzantine artists

its revival
;
but a direct Roman influence, as

Mr. Digby Wyatt has well pointed out, may be

traced in Italian mosaics up to the eighth and

even ninth century. The art, however, flourished

contemporaneously in the eastern and thewestern

parts of the empire.

The extreme richness of their mode of deco-

ration and, at the same lime, its grand and

solemn character when used in large masses,

made it especially applicable to religious pur-

poses ; and it appears to have been generally

used for the embellishment of churches, al-

though there are several recorded instances of

royal palaces having been very profusely adorned

with it. A vast mass of ancient mosaic work
has perished: no small amount in the East is

still covered with whitewash and plaster. There
scarcely seems to have been a ebureb or bap-

tistery of any importance built within the pre-

cincts of the Byzantine empire that had not

more or less mosaic decoration. The fashion

spread across the Alps, and we find Charlemagne
decorating his basilicas and palaces with

mosaic.

This general use of mosaic led to improve-

ments in the materials employed. Marbles and
porphyries could no longer be exclusively used,

and earthenware did not promise the required

durability. Enamels or vitreous substances,

which the Italians call “ smalti," and which had
not been unknown in earlier times, were mixed
with them. The art, too, of enclosing gold-leaf

within layers of glass, a very difficult one, and
requiring great nicety of manipulation, was also

discovered (there is no evidence, I believe, that

it was known in Classic times) ;
and thus the

gold ground, one of the peculiar features of this

mosaic, could be effectively executed. Of these

early mosaics, the moat remarkable nowpreserved
are those of St. Sophia, a church at Salonioa,

the baptistery of Constantine, or St. Costanza,

at Eome, which show a curious mixture of Pagan
and Christian figures and symbols, and the style

of which almost approaches that of the painted

ornaments in the Baths of Titus
;

of the

apse of St. Pudenziana, also of the fourth cen-

tury
;

of the monumental chapel of Galla

Placidia, and of the baptistery of Ravenna, and
of St. Maria Maggiore at Romo, of the fifth

century; and those of St. Vitale, of St. Apollo-

naris in Clesse, and of St. Apollison Nnovo in

Navarre, of the sixth centnry. Unfortunately few

of the early mosaics at Rome and even Ravenna
are free from considerable restoration, and their

original character is in many instances much
destroyed : frequently these restorations are even

made with coloured plaster.

I will now direct jour attention to those edi-

fices which furnish the best examples of mosaic
decoration and are most deserving of study, with

a view to the use of mosaic in this country. I

exclude St. Sophia because the mosaics on its

walls are for the most part concealed by plaster.

Iu its original state it must have been, as far as

the interior is concerned, one of the most glorious

buildings that the world ever saw. In no other,

probably, were such vast spaces covered with the

richest mosaic decoration ; and every part that

was not 80 covered seems to have been panelled

with the rarest and moat beautiful marbles. I

had the good fortune to see St. Sophia when
under repair, and when the plaster had been re-

moved, under the direction of an Italian archi-

tect, Sig. Eossati. The effect of this partial

revival was truly magnificent. Some idea of the

vastness and richness of the details may be ob-

tained from Salzenberg’s work, which is in your

library. I would particularly dwell upon the

extraordinary preservation of these mosaics.

They had been covered since the Turkish con-

quest, and probably had not undergone much
restoration in previous times. The examples,

therefore, of mosaic, which I would moat particu-

larly point out for imitation, if the time should

ever come, as I hope it will, when people in this

country will be doly impressed with the value of

internal decoration, are St. Mark’s, Venice
;
Mon-

reale and the Capella Ileale, at Palermo ;
and the

basilicas of Ravenna. I do not place these bnild-

ings in order of date, but according to importance

as illustrating mosaic decoration.

St. Mark’s, taken as a whole, is the most
perfect example of internal decoration in the

world. In other edifices you probably find in-

stances of details and detached mosaics more
beautiful than any in St. Mark’s ; bat you will

nowhere find an example of one grand and noble

conception so thoroughly and completely car-

ried out. It famishes, too, the richest and

moat valuable chapter in the history of mosaic,

for in this one bnilding we have specimens of

mosaics extending over a period between the

eleventh, or certainly the beginning of the

twelfth, and the end of the thirteenth century,

and, consequently, comprising a variety of styles

and showing many different modes of employing

mosaic. Every square foot of the church, the

baptistery and the vestibule, domes, apses,

sides, and pavement, is covered with mosaic

work, except where the richest marbles panel

the lower parts of the* walls. There is no un-

covered or naked space. The eye, I may say the

mind, is completely satisfied. Nothing looks as

if it were unfinished, or as if there yet re-

mained anything to be done. I cannot imagine

any one to enter this glorious edifice without

being deeply impressed with the solemnity and

majesty, and, at the same time, with the exqui-

site beauty and harmony of all around him

;

without feeling that, if we arc to have

decorations iu our sacred edifices on a large

scale, and so as to add to their religious

character, and at the same time to produce a

sense of enjoyment of the purest description,

mosaic is the most appropriate of all decoration.

The lustrous surface of the enamels, the large

masses of gold ground, the richness of the colour,

produce an infinite variety of the most beautiful

efiects, ever changing as the sun changes its

place. St. Mark’s is never the same. Enter at

any hour of the day, in summer or in winter, and

whether the sky be clear or overcast, and you

will ever be surprised and delighted by some

new unexpected effect. In the moruing, the

recesses of the nave-end, the grand solitary

figures of Christ, the Virgin, and the Evangelists,

will be revealed to you. At midday, when the

full light of a southern sky is equally diflused

over the interior, the many domes and vaults are

so illuminated that every detail in that vast maze

of figures and ornament can be plainly detected.

And when the rays of the setting suu stream

through the western window upon the grand

apse above the high altar the majestic form of

the enthroned Saviour seems to float in a sea of

bnmisbed gold. Even when the shades of night

are fast gathering over the lower parts of the

building a mysterious and solemn light lingers

for a time on the golden domes and vaults of the

upper, like the bright clouds which float in the

sky after a Venetian sunset.

The singular harmony, notwithstanding the

abundant richness of the gold grounds, which

prevails throughout the decoration of St. Mark’s,

is owing to its completeness. Any whitewash

or plaster, or blank unredeemed space, such as

one sees in our churches, would have been an

eyesore, and would have marred the marvellous

beauty of the whole. Decoration, when thus

complete, whatever may be the wealth of gold

and colour lavished upon it, is never vulgar or

tawdry
;
but, on the contrary, when a just balance

is preserved in them, it is sober and harmonions,

and can be made eminently subservient to re-

ligious purposes. It is only when decoration is

introduced as if it were something not forming

an essential part of the building itself, bub only

put there for show, and as if too precious except

to be doled out with a niggard hand, that it

does become vulgar and tawdry, and appear

incousiatenb with the objects of a sacred edifice.

St. Mark’s teaches us that it is especially

necessary to avoid white spaces, and particularly

plaster, where materials so rich as mosaics are

employed. We see this well established in the

sacristy. Its vaulted ceiling, lunettes, and

spandrels furnish one of the most exquisite ex-

amples of cinque-cento mosaic work with which

I am acquainted
;
but the effect of the whole

chamber is greatly impaired, and an appearance

of weakness and want of finish is given to it by

a panelling of white marble, which runs com-

pletely round it, between the mosaic decoration

and a skirting and benches of dark walnut w'ood

below.
In St. Mark’s we can study and satisfy our-

selves as to the best mode of employing mosaics,

and the style best suited to our churches, should

mosaics be introduced into England. We have

in this very museum of mosaic decoration speci-

mens of all styles and manner of work. The
most ancient! are simple figures on a gold

ground, probably the work of Greek artists
;
or

if not, certainly copied from them, and properly

termed Byzantine—such as the colossal figure of

Christ seated on a throne, in the apse over the

high altar; the figures of patriarchs, saints, and

apostles in the domes, or the side walls of the

nave, and on the pendentives ;
and the group of

Christ, the Virgin, and St. John over tbe prin-

cipal entrance. So, also, are some of the figures,

arranged in processional order in various parts

of the church, a tradition of the Classic period
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of mosaic, as seen in the baBiiicas of St. Vitale

and St. Apollonaire Nuovo at Ravenna. In the

baptistery and vestibnie, and in the semi-domed
recess over the most northern entrance in the

exterior, we have examples of the work and de-

sign of the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries.

Amore complete grouping of figures is attempted,

and more variety in the tints. The teaserm in

some instances are very minute. The general

design and arrangement of the figures are all

strictly architectural. In the chapel of the
Hascoli, one of the most beautiful portions of

the church, in the wagon-shaped ceiling, deco-

rated by Gianbono, towards the end of the fif-

teenth century, we see how the growing feeling

for Classic ornament had modified the old

manner, and had produced a style very appro-

priate to architectural decoration in mosaic.

In the sacristy, in the works of Bizzi and Guccati,

we have the graceful and flowing ornamentation,

and the broad treatment of the draperies which
mark the cinque-cento period ; still, however,
made subservient to the architecture, and form-

ing part of it. Lastly, in the upper part of the

walls to the left of the high altar, in the vault-

ing over the western end of the nave, and in the

lunettes over the exterior entrances, and over

the central entrance in the vestibule, the mo-
saics, having been executed from cartoons by
Titian, Tintoretto, Salviati, and other great

masters of the sixteenth and seventeenth cen-

1

turiea, we see how the mosaicist vied with the
j

painter in producing pictures not only without

reference to the architecture, but altogether

!

independent of it. I will point out hereafter
|

which of these different modes of treatment I :

consider best adapted to our modern buildings, I

and most consistent with the legitimate use of
|

mosaic.
i

Perhaps the most perfect specimen of mosaic
\

decoration after St. Mark’s with which I am
,

acquainted is that of the Capella Reale, or, as it

is frequently called, the Capella Palatina, in

!

Palermo. The chapel was built in 1132, and the
|

mosaics were finished in 1143, or soon after.
|

Consequently, they are all of the same period,
[

although the original character of many of them
j

has been somewhat altered by modern restora-
|

tions. I place this interior next in order after .

St. Mark’s, because, although much inferior in
j

size to other buildings similarly decorated, the de-
j

coration is complete, leaving nothing to bo desired :

It forms one beautiful and harmonious whole,

'

without n spot upon which the eye can dwell
j

with regret. It also possesses that solemn, re -

1

ligious character, and shows that infinite variety
,

of effects which form the glory of the Venetian
|

temple. The cupola, the sanctuary, the walls, I

and the aisles and nave are covered with mo-
j

saics, in which the figures of Christ and the
[

apostles, and scenes from the lives of St. Peter

and St. Paul, form the principal subjects. Be-

neath the mosaics is a skirting of rare marble.
|

the pavement is of mosaic work (opus Alexandn-
j

num) of serpentine porphyry and hard marbles.*

HISTORICAL NOTES ON THE
CULTIVATION AND TENURE OP LAND.

THE INSTITUTION OF SURVEYORS.

At the ordinary general meeting held on Mon-
day, the 23rd ult., the president, Mr. John
Clutton, in the chair, several new members were
proposed for ballot. Various donations of books
and subscriptions to the library fund, amounting
to about 1151., were announced.
An interesting paper, entitled “ Historical

Notes,” was read by Mr. Edmund James Smith,
member, in which he noticed many of the scat-

tered details relative to agriculture and transac-

tions with property which present themselves in

ancient history and in England prior to the com-
mencement of the era ofmodern cultivation. He
said the characteristic of the present system is

the cultivation of the land by freeholders or by
tenant farmers with free labourers, while that of

the period prior to Henry VII. was that field

work was the task of slaves or serfs. The oldest

form of civilization was in Egypt, and its cha-
racteristic was repose. Corn was grown in Egypt
as far back as history or tradition can carry us.

The fecundity of the land was renewed yearly by
inundations of the Nile, and the land was irri-

gated much in the same way as our water
meadows. The art of mensuration must have
been one of the earliest arts, as the boundaries
were sometimes washed away, and required

• To be continued.

annual resettlement. He described the ancient

mode of cultivation in Egypt, which was carried

on with little valuation to the present day. The
cultivation of corn in India more resembled that

of the open field land system of England. In
Egypt no manure was wanted ; in India none
was available, as all animal excrement was re-

quired for fuel. The later Greeks never cared

for farming, but their pastures were excellent

and their honey famous, and they were great

bee-masters. The Romans in early days were
fond of agricnltural pursuits, but, as their power
increased, they depended on Sicily, Egypt, and
Africa for their corn, and there was always a
large quantity stored at home to provide against

the contingency of unfavourable winds stopping

the importation. Three Greek and three Roman
agriculturists have left prose accounts of farm-

ing. The alternate fallow, the .insufficient work-

ing of the land, the few cattle kept, and the

practice of burning the straw, show that the

produce of a given area must have been insigni-

ficant, and demonstrate the great inferiority of

ancient farming.

The notices of the value of property through-

out this period are rare. The transfer of one

parcel of land 4,000 years since proves that some
land was then private property. He referred

to the pnrcbaso by Abraham of the field and
cave of Macphelah

;
and it was worth while to

note the manner in which this ancient purchase

was effected. The purchaser desired to buy
a cave : the vendor begs ho will accept it

as a gift, but intimates that the field leading

to the cave must be purchased. The purchaser

declines the gift, and asks that a price may be
named. The vendor names the price (about

50i.), and the offL-r is accepted by Abraham like

a prince without discussion. The plot was pro-

bably about an acre of land, with olive trees

some half a mile from Hebron
;
but we have no

measure of the relative value of silver at that

date. He knew of no other detail of the value

of land in Jndea until the grandsons of St. Jude
were charged with treason before the Roman
Prmtor. They appeal to their horny hands,

hardened with the cultivation of 24 acres of

freehold on which they lived, and this is valued

in the Roman census at 3001. of our money.
CraSBUS, the weathiest Roman, derived his riches

from land immediately around the old city, the

valne of which will be apparent to surveyors

from the fact that the emperors repeatedly

enacted that no private house should be erected

more than 70 ft. in height} and that when Rome
reached its maximum it contained only 50,000

houses, but a population of 1,000,000, or twenty
to each house, there being in our own most
densely populated parishes only twelve persons

to each house.

The residence of Crassus sold, after his death,

for 3O,OO0Z.
}
another house sold for 130,000Z.

}

and another, with its furniture and ornaments,

. being burnt, the loss was estimated at 800,0001.

Marius gave 2,5001. for the site on which he
built his villa at Misennm }

and it was sold, after

his death, for 80,0001., his villa being built, pro-

bably, meanwhile.
The Roman census was much more complete

than ours, and gave detailed particulars of all

the property, as well as the names of all persons

in the family. It was the duty of the College of

Agrimeusores (or Institution of Roman Sur-

veyors) to measure and value every estate, so

that it might be fairly charged with the public

imposts. Their mpde of surveying was primi-

tive
;
they ran a line due south from a given

point, and then ran another east and west per-

pendicular to it, and by a system of squares

ascertained the relative position of fences and
the area.

The College of Agrimensores no doubt origi-

nated in the same necessity which has induced
us to form the Institution—the necessity for a

more systematic practice on our part, and for

some security to the State on its part, that busi-

ness of the magnitude and of the confidential

character entrusted to the Agrimentores should

be properly transacted. We find corn was cul-

tivated in this island before Catsar’s first inva-

sion
;
and when Cmsar landed on the 25th of

August, the corn was just beginning to be cut
j

bub before he sailed away, on the 12lli of Sep-
tember, the harvest was secured and the ships

re-vicbualled. And at a subsequent period 600
Roman or Gallic ships carried from England
some 126,000 quarters of corn, at a time of

dearth in Gaul : this quantity could hardly have
been raised from less than 60,000 acres.

In the succeeding 450 years the Roman modes
of agricultural cultivation, as well as Roman

civilisation, overspread the whole country j for

the Romans followed here their general practice

of imposing on the natives of each district an
annual tribute of com to be paid in kind. This
tribute in kind at once provided for the food of

their soldiers, and gave some seonrity for the

natives’ good behaviour : the first sign of an
impending insurrection was that the natives

neglected to prepare the land for the next year’s

corn.

The withdrawal of the Romans 450 years
after the landing of Cmsar, was the commence-
ment of a period of relapse into barbarism, so

complete, that the light of Christianity was
totally extinguished south of the Humber, and
only rekindled from Rome after a period of 200
years. The laws of the Anglo-Saxons regulate

the prices of all kinds of cattle, and are nearly
silent with respect to arable cultivation. The
lord’s mansion and demesne were under the care

of the bailiff and domestic slaves, and the rest

was held by bondsmen at rents fixed by law, but
burdened with oppressive services to the lord.

There must have been some approximation to

a survey of the Saxon kingdom about the year

1,000, nearly 100 years before “Doomsday Book}”
for the Dane-geld, a tax of Is. on each hide of

land, was then imposed, and the “ Doomsday
Book” throughout compares the valuation and
number of hides charged in the time of Edward
the Confessor with the valuation and number
then accounted for, and with the rents then
actually paid for them.
The Auglo-Saxou transactions furnish ns also

with glimpses of prices. Thus, a hen was lid.,

a sheep (of which the value of the fleece was
two-fifths) was worth Is,, a cow was worth four

sheep, and an ox worth six sheep
}
ahorse worth

about five oxen, and a mare about three oxen.

One hide of land was sold, the price of which is

recorded at 1183. It is impossible to avoid per-

ceiving that the gradual restoration of peace in

England was mainly due to the monks and
churchmen, whoso monasteries and churches
contained the only civilized men in the whole
kingdom. Neither security nor knowledge was
to be found elsewhere. The monks reclaimed

the wastes, tilled the land, preserved libraries,

taught the people, and inculcated Christianity.

The exertions of the monks were repaid by
grants of land } and, as the boundaries of the

townships and parishoa had been by that time
settled, there is little difficulty in identifying

these several donations, except where they be-

came lay property at the Reformation. The
possessions of the ecclesiastical corporations and
of the universities being the most ancient in the

kingdom, and having been held uninterruptedly

for eight centuries, afford the best chance of

tracing the gradual increase of rents and change
in the value of money consecutively through
the whole period. It is remarkable that there

is no notice of tithes in Doomsday Book, while

the landed possessions of the bishops and abbots

are carefully enumerated.
Doomsday Book was formed after the Norman

Conquest, from evidence given to five justices in

each county.

The county reports give the names of the land-

owners, and the extent, with more or less detail,

of their lauds. The landowners’ names are fre-

quently arranged in the order of their rank, but
in some cases the return is arranged in the order

of the parishes.

It would be supposed that from such a survey,

so well preserved to us, a tolerably accurate

account of the state of the country might be
prepared

}
but to the present time no one has

been able to deduce from it any practical results,

except as regards population. The leading fea-

ture is the enumeration in each manor of the

number of hides in some counties, of carucates

in all counties
}
but what is a hide and what is

a carucate is not settled.

Admirable facsimiles of the Doomsday Book
of each county have recently been photozinco-

graphed and published at a nominal cost, but

t^he letterpress prefixed to them is very unsatis-

factory.

The hide has been variously estimated as 120

acres, as 24 carucates, as 14i- carucates, as 12

carucates, and as 6 carucates. In Hertfordshire

each possession is stated in hides and virgates.

The latter has been variously estimated at 30,

24, and 15 acres. The carucate appears in

nearly all the surveys, as does occasionally the

oxgang as a portion of the carucate.

Remembering that different justices took the

evidence in each county, that the evidence was
that of the grieve and tenants, and that these

men spoke according to their local nsage, no com*
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parison between different counties seems to be
poas ible. We areall aware tliat to this day the Irish

acre, tho Cheshire acre, the Lancashire acre, and
tho forest acre perplex our minds; and it is only
reasonable to suppose that different standards of
measure obtained in different counties

;
but

within each connty it might be possible to arrive
at some nearly approximate standard, and he
recommended the subject to the notice of the
members. With respect to value, the same want
of uniformity between the several parts appears

;

as, for instance, taking three estates following
each other consecutively. In one 202., in King
Edward’s time, had decreased to 141. at the time
of the survey; in anotherthe value was unaltered

;

and in the third 16s. had decreased to Ss., about
the time of the Conquest, and again risen to 10s.

The one thing in which the Doomsday Book is

probably to be depended upon, is in the num-
ber of men in each manor. The king would
care more for this part of the account than even
for increased taxation ; and there would be more
danger and difficulty in giving false information
on this point than in diminishing the extent and
the value of the lands in the manor.
The Doomsday Book did nob extend to the

connty of Durham
;
but about 100 years later,

an account of the lands within that connty
palatine was taken, but excluding the estates of
the free tenants of the connty. It relates the
state of each parish, and is mnch more precise

than Doomsday Book. Taking Bolton parish for

an example, there were 22 villans, holding one
with another 2 oxgangs of 15 acres each, or 660
acres together, each villan paying a rent of
28. 6d. yearly, and 16d. in another form, and
half a bushel of oats, and 5 cartloads of wood,
and 2 fowls, and 10 eggs ; and they gave 3 days’

j

work in each week to the lord, all tho year round,
'

except Easter and Whitsun week, and for two
j

weeks at Christmas, besides other heavy duties. I

And the 12 cottagers, each of whom held 12
acres, or 164 acres together, gave 2 days in the

'

week work to the lord, all the year round, except
at tho festival weeks, and paid 12 fowls and 60 ;

eggs each.

About 200 years after this survey another was
made, iuclnding the estates omitted in the
Boldon Book, and this giving a complete view at
that date. The free tenants had 266 acres, and

,

were 27 in number
; one who received the

bishop’s rents in Weremouth, and was in fact bis I

local agent, and had 36 acres without charge,

'

and 26 who paid Sis. 8d. for each 10 acres, or

!

about 3a. 6d. an acre. The 32 bond tenants now
'

paid for 22 houses, and 46 oxganga, with the
mill and common rights, 442. The day work
appears to have closed, and the rent gone up to
about 203. an oxgang of 15 acres. It is not

|

unlikely that the survey marks the time of the
j

substitution of rent for servile work, which first
j

took place on church lands.

In these two hundred years a considerable pro-
portion of the demesne lands, and probably of
the other lands, were gradually converted into
arable land

; and there is every reason to believe
that the numbers of the population had largely

'

increased. From the accession of Edward 1., in

1272, to the death of Henry V., in 1422, a period
of one hundred and fifty years, there bad been
continued internal peace and secuiity

;
and ho -

believed that a close investigation would prove
i

that the cultivation was as far advanced and the 1

population at least as largo, if not larger, at that I

date than it was at tho accession of Henry VII.
,

'

more than sixty years later; for, in the mean-
time, the wars of the Boses destroyed nearly all

the ancient nobility, and the peace and security
of nearly every landed estate in the kingdom.
The landholders having led their followers into

tho field, the numbers that returned were so
diminished that the demesne lands were for the
most part laid down in pasturage,—and, pro-
bably, much of the other land,—and, as the
surrounding lauds were arable, pasturage now
involved the iuclosnre of the pasture closes.

From the reign of Henry YII., the commence-
ment of free labour generally, any connected
account of English agriculture should begin.
To that date the accounts of the operations of
husbandry, and even the farming accounts, were
written in Latin; but, from the beginning of
the reign of Henry YIIl., there are a series of
regular treatises, written for the most part by
persons actually experienced in the subject they
describe.

It would appear that, from Cmsar’s first expe-
dition to the present time, a period of 1,900
years, one-fonrth passed in comparative peace
under tho Roman dominion

; one-fourth, reach-
ing nearly to the Conquest, was marked by

constant internal war and rapine; one-fonrth,
after the Conquest, was freed from external
attack, but was frequently disturbed by internal
strife ; and that the last fourth alone is a con-
tinual and unintetrnpted progress in civilization.

No taxation can possibly bear comparison with
the cost of internal distnrbanco, as regards
agriculture,—to say nothing of trade, manufac-
tures, and commerce.
At the reign of Henry VII., therefore, where

modern history begins, he concluded, hoping that
his cursoiy notice wo^d induce others to con-
tinue the subject, andocenpy the attention ofmem-
bers with papers of a more practical character.
A discussion ensued, in which Messrs. Hus-

kinsoD, Clark, Vigors, Woolley, Bnckland, and
others, took part, and it was thought that the
line of inquiry opened up by Mr. Smith was of
great interest and usefulness, especially at the
present time, when the tenure of land both by
owners and ocenpiers, and the arljnstment of

their respective rights had become an important
question in Ireland, and in England some modi-
fication of existing law and custom would doubt-
less be necessary

;
and it was suggested that by

discussion among surveyors, who were so well

acquainted with the several usages and varieties

of tenure, and their effoct on the value and
disposition of property, some plan might be
sketched out for assimilating custom and more
strictly defining the interests of owners and
occupiers, and ao be of great assistance to the
Legislature in maturing any scheme which it

might be thought desirable to bring forward for

that purpose.

Mr. F. J. Clark, who had visited Egypt,
pointed out several peculiarities in the cultivation
of that country which had struck him, and
promised, if possible, to relate his experiences
more at large in a paper on a future occasion.

The president mentioned several curious
customs which had come within his own expe-
rience,—among others, that which obtains to the
present day in the Isle of Portland, of takiug a
conveyance of land by paying over the money
at the church-door, and^of keeping the account
of the Queen’s Manor rent's there on a stick
with a series of notches. All enstom was anti-

quated, and should be abolished. Every agree-
ment should be expressed in writing

; and ho
hoped the country members would take up the
subject and bring it before the Institution for

regular discussion.

A vote of thanks was given to Mr. Smith, and
the meeting then adjourned to Monday, December
7ch, when a paper will be read, entitled, “The
Education of the Surveyor,” by Mr. William
Sturge.

OF SOME WELL-BUILT MONUilEKTS.

The Builder often treats of monuments, either
because of some going to decay before the fame
of the things wo mean them to commemorate,
or of others puzzling ns by surviving all menioi7
of what on earth they meant,— for architects

have not exactly hit the mark of making both
monument and meaning endure as long as they
are wanted.
Now the last year or two has uncovered a

marvellous monument, so contrived by a con-
summate architect as to defy probably human
power to destroy, deface, or make illegible, for as

long as he meant the memory of what it cele-

brates to endnre.
Most have hoard of, and many (luckier than the

present writer) saw the “meteor-stream” of the
1-ith of November, 1866; and that an American
professor, Newton, predicted it, by dedneing
from uumerons records, Chinese, Arab, and
monkish, of star-showers in the last 900 years,
that after every 33 years, two or three may
be expected at intervals of 365 days 6^ honrs
(that is, a siderial year and 21 minutes, or a
tropical year and 41 minutes), or when we pass
a certain point of the earth’s path, but a point
shifting onward so as to be reached nearly
24 hours later in each 33 years. Some may
have turned a globe to see how the visibility of
the shower in any land depends on its arrival

between that country’s midnight and sunrise;
for wo and they meet almost directly, as oppo-
site trains, and before midnight we are always
on our planet’s sheltered back. Only from
midnight to noon are we on her front, where
their impact is possible, and most so at sunrise ;

near which boor only can a place meet them
(as some in America did in 1833) like a rain,
slanting but moderately from the sonth, owing
to the pei'spective radiant point,—which keeps

its place among the stars of Leo,—being only
then on the meridian.

Now as to their orbit, each meteor might
come to the place or “ node" of onr encounter
either 67 times in the 33 years period, or 65, or

34, or 32 times, or only once : these were
the five possible theories. In the two small
orbits that would bring them round every 180
or 186 days, we should meet them at their

farthest from the sun, therefore lowest speed,

which, though added to our own (of 18 tnilea

per second the opposite way) would scarce

account for half the observed rate of meeting
between onr air aud them, They would also be
as frequently met in the 17th year as in the-

year or two after the 33rd. The two nearly
circular orbits (of a 33rd less and a 83rd more
than a year) would give them only our speed, or

we should meet only at about 35 miles a second,
instead of nearly 50, as wo do. And our great
discoverer of Neptune has found, by immense
labour, that the action of the planets would not
shift the node, in any of these four orbits, by the-

minates that give the delay of three days per
century. This can only be in the immense Orbit

that carries them out on a 33 years’ journey,

or beyond far-wandering dim Uranus
;
aud only

in this, which brings them to ns at their nearest

to the sun, and swiftest, is our enormous rate of
encounter explained.

This rate is 100 times that of the best rifle-

shot. "Were it only 10 times, they would be a
murderous hail; but because it is 100 times,

they fail to reach us ! None, seemingly, haYs
mass enough to stand the air’s friction thrfco

seconds, but are dissipated into flame and
vapour. Each pebble cleaves the thin fluid,

from 70 miles down to 40 miles above us,

dragging after it a vacuous globe, as big perhaps

as a bouse, filmed over with intensest fire ;
bub

into this and tho smoke-train, the whole solid,,

be it salt or adamant, has been resolved ere it

can, in the slant direction they commonly arrive,

be retarded enough to drop perceptibly from the

straight line

!

Now the last - found marvellous property of

light camejust in time to reveal something of

their materials. With the spectroscope, Mr.
Browning caught tho rays of some in the 1866
display, and found diversely proportioned mix-
tures of light from solid and from gaseous

matter, but in all a dominant yellow, as of a
soda-salt vaporised, except in two that gave
green rays, apparently magnesian.

Next came Schiaparelli’s discovery, from tho

table of comets, that this and the other known
meteor-streams are following in the exact wake
of every little comet known to have crossed our
annual path in space. For the orbits of many,

—

though only telescopic ones,—do actually cut

or touch that of onr earth. The small comet
which heads this November train had been only

observed by Europeans within the same year.

In January, 1866, this Terapel’s comet passed,

with the very dirootion and speed of the meteors,

the point that we pass on November the 14th.

Ten months after him, we arrived there, and
found his retinue still passing, in thousands per
minute

;
and after another year, and even

another, up to this third November, their pro-

cession has nob entirely passed

!

It is nob in the power of observers, from tho

mere ellipticity of so much of a comet’s orbit as

it traverses in one appearance, to approximate
more than vaguely the period of its revolution,

j

The calculator of this one’s elements, however,

j

Dr. Oppolzer, actually fixed as the likelieet

!
period, a fraction over 33 years. His finding

! thus any length between 30 and 40 would-

have been remarkable. The comet has since

been identified with one observed by the

Chinese, passing its descending node, in

August, 1366 (bob two months before one of

tho chief recorded meteor showers), and these

Chinese observations had been reduced to ele-

ments twenty years ago. There is no manner
of doubt that between the Chinese diito and
the visit’ in 1866, this cometule made 15 exact

nodal revolutions. Thun, then, by most rare

coincidence, we are supplied, at this “ nick of

time,” with an accurate mean period for the

comet aud his suite, 33-292 years, instead of the
' 33 and a quarter, the nearest guess that could

j

be made from the meteor-showers. I will pre-

I

sently show how exactly every one of those on
[record followed on one or other of the comet’s

unseen passages thus reckoned, and tho most
noted displays within the fewest months after

i

him. We have, then, no experience or re-

I cord (unless one presently to be adduced) of

!
what might happen did the comet’s body
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ever pass the node (say), but a day or leas

befjro the earth. Bat this we know, that should

there, even then, ba no meteors heavy enough to

peu'itrate to the ground unconsumed, at the
slant angles nearly all places meet them, yet if

any conld reach the ground, it would be iu the
district (perhaps very small), that met them
most perpendicularly, or with the “ radiant” in

its zenith. And this, we have seen, could
only happen to a place having sunrise at the
time j but, further, of all the places then having
sunrise, it must be that one whose latitude

corresponds to the radiant’s declination. (Re-
member that celestial ZatHiida and longitude &V6
not, like terrestrial, measured from and along
the equator, but tho ecliptic j and distance from
the equator is called declination.) If we are in

latitude 51’, no stars can pass overhead but
those whose declination is 51°.

Now, it has been guessed, because all other
known meteor-streams are rather annual than
periodic,—that is, met nearly alike every time
we cross their lino, as if distributed round their

comet’s whole path, while this one is met but at
two or three crossings of 33,—that this might
be a new comer, nob yet travelled rounds enough
among us to get so distributed. Hence Le
Yerrier’s great calculation that, taking the
•meteors’ period at 33 25 years, they may have
almost touched Uranus (the only planet besides
ours that their present orbit could) in A.D. 12S,
and so got turned from an unknowable orbit

into this one. But any correction of the above-
assumed period, even to 33 292, changes all

that ; and neither the Italian, English, nor
American astronomers admit this approach to
have happened. Moreover, as there were anni-
versary displays three years apart, even in
931—93 1-, the train was hai'dly shorter then than
now

5 and, if a fresh arrival in our system, it

must yet, you see, have been introduced fur
more than twice these nine centuries back.
Now, take 9S times this 33'292 from 13Gf>, and

you fiud there was a node passage in B.C. 1897
(remember, that from B.C. 1 to A.D. 1 is bnt a
year, and from B.C. 100 to A.D. 100 only 199).
Next find the declination of tho “radiant” at
that time. Sir J. Herschel makes its present
latitude 9° N. and longitude 142°. This longitude
is counted along the ecliptic, eastward, from
that circle’s intersection with the equator, a
.point that is always shifting westward (by the
earth’s top-like movement, called precession) a
degree in about seventy-two years, at which
rate, therefore, every fixed point’s celestial

longitude goes on increasing. Making this
allowance, then, for thirty-seven centuries, you
find what was then the longitude of a point that
is now in 142°. The figure will happen to be
the only one that saves you all trouble with its

declination. Knowing the ecliptic’s ninetieth
degree to be always its northernmost, or in
declination above 23°, the “ radiant,” if in its

.present latitude of 9°, was simply 9“ north of
that, or in declination 32° N. So our meteors
could only impinge vertically on a place in the
parallel of 32° N.

;

and of all such places, that
only which was then on the sunrise line.

Well, now let mo transcribe from a record
professedly of occurrences in the latitude 32° N.,
and the year B.C. 1897.—“ And Abraham was
ninety-nine years old.* . . , [Gen. xvii. 24].
And tho Lord appeared unto him in the plains
•of Mamre : and he sab in the tent door in the
heat of the day [xviii. 1] And the men
turned their faces from thence, and went toward
•Sodom [22] And there came two angels
to Sodom at even [xix. 1] And when
the morning arose, then the angels hastened
Lot [15] The sxm was risen upon the
earth when Lot entered into Zoar. Then the
Lord rained upon Sodom and upon Gomorrah
bnming stone and fire from the Lord, out ofi the

heavens. [Heb.] And he overthrew those cities,

and all the plain, and all tho inhabitants of the
cities, and that which grow upon the ground.
Bub his wife looked back from behind him, and
aba was made [Heb.] a pillar o/ saZf ” (23-26).
Of these meteors, then (following a node

passage of the same little comet as oars, in the
same direction, and from the same radiant), the
only one particularised, because it buried a
person, made her (or was) a pillar of salt. And
pillars of salt—of soda salts and inagnesian salts

— (the same chief and the same second ingre-
dient that seem, according to Mr. Browning,
to chai’acteriae the November meteors) are
the matters that, dissolved in the lake, or

* This year was 1897, even according to the popular
margin, if you compare it with that given for Abraham’s
j ourney oul of Harau (Gea. xii. 4).

heaped in forms unknown to geology on its

borders, are found to blight and mark off that
locality from the whole globe. Another thing
indeed it has unaccountable, and contrary to

all other earthly phenomena
;

its depression to

furlongs below the sea-level, and this by down-
ward bending of the whole strata. It is now, in no
sense, “ the plain” that Genesis calls its former
state

;
bnt is the only district on earth like

nothing bub a iruxso of her plump skin, a contu-
sion or indent, as by direct impact of a foreign

body. And agreeably with this, we find volcanic
outbreaks on the extreme verge of tho depressed
area

;
bub none within that area. The non-

biblioal accounts, too, of the event either called

it simply a great earthquake, or made that its

chief element.
Tradition has pootically but ignorantly de-

rived tho country’s aspbalto and sulphur from
the catastrophe, though Genesis distinctly says
the former distinguished it before (xiv. 10), and
the sulphur veins have lately proved to be part
of its deluge-drift or older strata. But neither
of these minerals would make the soil barren.

The only things that do this are the salts, that
geology finds unaocountable intruders.

I must now apologize for one omission made
to simplify the above reckoning, and which may
seem to have made it look a littlo stronger than
it is. We supposed the “ radiant ” at its present

place among the stars of Leo, but the perma-
nence of the phenomenon shows it to move
eastward about equally with the node

j
and a

Chinese account, nine centaries old, confirms

this by placing it then in Cancer. In Abraham’s
time it was iu Gemini, and instead of longitude
90°, was as far west of 90° as it is now east

thereof. If in its present latitude, its declination

was the same as now, or about 23°
j

but its

latitude is certainly decreasing, and may, for

aught we know, have been then several degrees
higher, and 8° would give it the declination wo
assumed above. The exact fact then is this :

—

That it was within a very few degrees of tho
zenith of Sodom, or tho fall as vertical as any
rain, is certain

;

and mathematically exact verti-

cality (which is nowise required) was quite

possible, but is not, as the above made it seem,
ascertainable.

Now observe that none of these calculations

would be easy, or perhaps possible, had the

comet’s elomouts been slightly dlfi'erent, the

stream nob encountering us so directly at onr

sunrise line, or not having its perihelion and node
within a few degrees of being identical; had it,

in short, resembled the August meteors’ orbit,

or any other known, these would have made the

problem one for astronomers, if not almost as

insoluble us bad the Chinese account of the

comet in 1366 not existed. Bat as surely as the

spectroscope came just iu time (this comet the

very first to be examined by it), so are these

numerical data just such as would be chosen if

one wanted to make tho calculations and argu-

ment plain, yea, ridiculonsly easy, to a school-

boy. This applies even to the comet’s period, so

near a third of a century, that wo may reckon
21 in 799 years. Thus, then, I find an event
singularly well monnmented. Lot’s wife’s pillar

served in its day ;
but a far more durable, and

how carefully and consummately contrived a
monument is this flying through the sky ! that

non-travellers can examine, and so arranged as

to be visible in general once every generation

from any single spot on earth,—from some occa-

sionally twice.

I will now tabulate the Hat of its recorded

visits, as the American professor traces them,

but counected with the notable one twenty-eight

centuries before bis first. Tho times of the

comet’s passage, except the two in 1366 and

1866, must be taken as what they would have

been nndisturhed. The period found from fifteen

revolutions will apply better in calculating many
revolutions than a few ; for yon must observe

that planetaryperturbations may have lengthened
or shortened any single revolution by as much as

a year, and even accumulated similar effects for

two or three revolutions together. Therofuro,

we know not whether the showers of A.D. 931,

1399, or 1698 preceded the comet, for it may
have been many months earlier than the dates

here set down for 933, 1399, and 1099. But we
do know from the slight display in 1865, which
certainly preceded the comet’s passage two
months, that be has some vanguard of meteors,

though the mass of the procession follows

him.

TEMPEL'S COMET (1. 1866) ITS ATTENDANT METEOR STREAM.

Jlcrningof each recorded Shower.

B.C. 1898 or 7
1099 or 8
300 or 299

A.D. 2&S or 9

468 or 9

900, July

933, Novemher

967, February

1000, Juno
1033, Rep'ember
1067, January
1100

,
April

1133, August
1160

,
November

1200, March
1233, Juno
1266, October
1300, January
1333, May

* 1366, August 26
1399, December 11
1.133, March 27

July 12

1499, October 26
1533, February 10
1566, May 37

1599, September 11

1G32, December 20
1666, April 11

1699, July 27

1733, November 11

1763, February 23

1832, September 26

•1866, January 11

’ Observed.

Old Style.

B.C. 1898 or 7

263 about Sept.

472 October

902, October 12

931,

July 30
(probably)

933,

93-4,

1002,

1001 ,

1366.

1399,

1533,

1602,

1634,

1698,

rl832,
1833,

(.1834,

1865,

Place and Remai-ks.

China, — "Great agifa

tion of stars in these

yt-ars’’

Do.—" Stars foUas rain,

all westward '*

Constantinople, — Dust Procopius
shower aud

Marcellinus
France,—" Fiery lances, Monks

flying westvrarn"
|

Spain, Bagdad, So. -

Very noted shower
China, — ” Many shoot-
ing stars at once”

China,— Radiant <

served in Cancer

"Rain of Monks

Bagdad, Ac. — "Stars
liyiug from E. to W.”

I

fPragne.—Very noted
Portugal, France, Italy,'

Italy

j

Ch'na.—Europe.—Tery
noted

' Ciiins, — "Many bun'
dred stars dispersing

and reconvergiiig ”

France,—Stone rain

i

j

Europe

or November Quito,—Cumana i Natives

,, 12 ' Cumana I Humboldt
„ 13

I

Europe,— Greatest sh.

,, 13 ' Americas,—less
|

Olmsted

,, 13
I

North America.—Blightj [ton

,, 14 I North America,—small
I
II. A. New-

„ 14
j

All Europe,—moderate ,

„ 14 I
America,—slight

|

,, 14 I
Europe,—small Phillips

Edward L, Garrett.
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OENAMENTAL ART WITH RELATION
TO ETHNOLOGY.

At the Associated Arts Institute Mr. R. H.
Soden Smith,M.A.,readapaper on “Some Phases
of Ornamental Art, considered in Relation to

Ethnology.”
In introducing his subject, Mr. Soden Smith

alluded to a paper read during the last session

of the Arts Institute, in which he had stated the

theory respecting the classification of art that

he had been led to adopt,—namely, the division

of all Fine Art into Instinctive, Intellectual,

and Moral or Spiritual Art. He then proposed
to take one of these classes or divisions,—viz

,

Instinctive Art,—as his present theme, and pro-

ceeded to point out, 1st, its nature and limits,

its excellences and defects} 2nd, its development
among certain nations.

Some exception may be taken, he said, to the

term “ instinctive,” which cannot with exactness

be applied to any operation of the human mind
resulting in artistic effort, however humble

;
but,

on the whole, it most nearly expressed the

thought he desired to convey. The aim of in-

stinctive art is not high. It ocenpies itself with
surface decoration, and with this, not as subor-

dinate to architecture, &c., but as the only art

known, and therefore, primary, instead of, as it

should be, secondary. It also, in objects sur-

rounding daily life, shows its influence on form,

and, among certain races, with excellent results.

In its own sphere it approaches perfection,—

a

perfection more easily attainable than that of

intellectual or moral art, as it seems to be free

from the hesitation that belongs to reflection.

It is not symbolic, nor truly msthetio, bub makes
its appeal to man’s sensuous nature. It is

limited, therefore, to conventional ornament and
forms, whether in the round or the flat, the
ornament and forms employed being the result

of general rather than particular impressions.

When it strives after direct imitation it passes
its limits, and fails

5
thus the efforts to represent

the human form that occasionally intrude them-
selves into works of instinctive art are hopeless
failures.

The development of instinctive art among
certain races of mankind was then alluded bo.

First among certain oceanic groups of the
Malayan type and amongst Papuans. The
objects of daily use, the dresses, and weapons of

these races were quoted as admirable examples
of instinctive art. Reference was made to a
collection of tissues brought from the South Sea
Islands in one of Capt. Cook’s voyages, and
which now belong to the South Kensington
Museum. These are decorated by means of the
simplest forms and few colours, and are examples
of the complete attainment of the object in view.

The art of the Mongolian race was next spoken
of, Chinese surface-decoration being dwelt upon,
and their skilful treatment of colour pointed
out. The probability was suggested that the
forms which they occasionally use, and often

mar in the use, originally were derived from a
race of another ethnological type. Vases, for

example, of excellent outline have their forma
strangely altered by handles or projecting

monsters of shapes out of harmony with the
rest of the work. Yet the instinct of the
Chinese artist enables him at times to redress

the balance wonderfully, and for this reason,

—

the carved wooden stands should not be removed
from the vases, incense-burners, &c., to which
they belong. They are necessary to complete
the conceptions of form, often bizarre, which
was in the mind of the artist.

Lastly, the instinctive art of races belonging
to the Cancasian race, using that title in its

wide sense, was treated of, and the surface-
decoration of the Keltic nations, especially the
British Kelts, was dwelt upon, their skill in the
ornament in metal-work being mentioned at

some length, and examples of cast, of chased,

and of filigree ornament being quoted, and its

i iiaracteristics pointed out, the peculiarity of

certain curves, and especially of the spirals and
their distinction from other allied phases of
decoration, being indicated. The MSS. illumi-

nation of the British and Irish Keltic people was
next mentioned for its extraordinary excellence
as an example of surface-decoration, its com-
plexity of design and faultless accuracy of
execution being illustrated by reference to the
“ Book of Kells,” which dates from the seventh
century, and to other examples of nearly con-
temporary work.
The speaker concluded by observing that,

although he might seem to invite attention to a
very humble field of art, yet that the subject

was not without importance } for if we could aid

in any degree in surrounding the daily life of
the millions of our countrymen with objects

enriched by such art as that on which he had com-
mented, so fib in design, so subtle in conception,
so rich in colour, sometimes so marvellous in

execution, we might be conscious that we
were assisting to raise those around ns in the
scale of intellectual civilization, aud to enable
them at length to appreciate the efforts of

those nobler arts which shed an immortal
light on the fortunate lands where they
take root and flourish.

THE SOCIETY OF ARTS.

An able and interesting review of the past
history of this society, with suggestions for its

future expansion, has been given by Mr. S. T.

Davenport, fiuancial officer of the society, in a

paper titled “ A Glance at the Past and Present
of the Society of Arts, with some Suggestions as

to the Future.” The past was divided into two
periods, one extending from the foundation of

the society in IToi, by William Shipley, land-

scape-painter, to what may be called its winding-
up, about a quarter of a century ago, and the

other extending from that time till now. Mr.
Davenport has been connected with the society

during the whole of this last period. For the
future, he said,

—

“ I would venture to suggest, in the first

instance, some such division as the following,

each group being placed under the special care

of an expert:—

•

Chemistry in its relation to manufactures and
the arts. I

Manufacturing machines and tools.

Trade and commerce, especially including

colonial produce.
Education, domestic, social, and economic ap-

pliances.

Under some such divisions (he continued) an
expansion of our present action might be begun}
an expansion which could be elaborated from
time to time as additional funds were provided

}

and under these divisions I believe mem-
bers would naturally group themselves, and
papers might be read periodically in each
section.

With industry, according to a list formerly

prepared for the society, applied to nearly 1,000

trades, and the discoveries of science daily

brought to bear more and more upon them,

how is it possible, under our present system,

to watch and record progressin this country

alone ?

I think, also, that it would be a good and pro-

fitable investment of money to appoint gentle-

men to watch and report on the progress of
science and industry abroad, and to translate

the records of the published discoveries made in

foreign countries for the society’s Journal and
the information of its members.”

“ The society should watch for and record the

wants of industry and art, and offer such hono-
rary rewards for them as their importance de-

mands. Are there no wants in the present day
not yet supplied ? Do we know all there is to

know about metals ? Can we puddle iron with-

out a large amount of manual labour ? Have we
succeeded in constructing a locomotive fit to be
worked, and capable of being used in under-

ground railways without creating a nuisance or

injury to health ? Have we yet ascertained how
to bring the surplus food supply of other

countries to our own shores ? Have chemists
exhausted all the sources from which motive

power may be supplied, without nuisance, and in

so safe and portable a form that horses might be
dispensed with on our streets and roads, thereby

adding an enormous food-producing area for the

benefit of the people of this country ? Have
manufacturers combined with electricians to ap-

ply electricity as it is capable of being applied

to increase and extend the artistic powers of the

loom ? Are there no new oils, gums, fibres, and
spices, &c., in India, Africa, and throughout

Australia ? Do we know how to use petroleum

as it is capable of being used? Surely with

experts in charge of sections, wants such as these

and many others I could name might be re-

corded and put forward for solution
;
and though

we may not live to see them all realised, still

when our successors shall come before the mem-
bers of the Society of Arts 115 years hence,

they may then have to record of them as we do

now, that the reaping-machine asked for 100
years ago has been obtained and is regularly at
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work, and that the hay and the corn that need
to be spoiled in wet seasons are now capable of
being preserved and harvested for the use of
man.”
“We started our present society twenty-five

years ago, with 300 members. We had to borrow
money to pay debts, and members subscribed
funds for special purposes. We did work which
was appreciated by the public

}
the public sup-

ported us
;
and we are now a body of 3,000. Let

us still endeavour to extend our influence } and
I have no doubt that, as, in times past, the seed

which was sown in good ground took root, and
has brought forth tenfold, those who are spared,

if they work vigorously, will, in years to come,
be able to say it has brought forth au hundred-
fold.”

In the discussion which followed the reading
of Mr. Davenport’s paper, very high encomiums
were passed on both the review and the sug-
gestions, and the thanks of the Society were
unanimously accorded to him at the close.

THE TRADES MOVEMENT.

Manchester Court of Arbitration.—A meeting
of the representatives of employers and em-
ployed interested in the formation of this Court

has been held at the Manchester Chamber of

Commerce, and, as their first business, proceeded

to the election of a president. It was found

that the representatives on both sides had inde-

pendently selected Mr. Edwd. Ovens, judge of

the County Court, as a gentleman specially

qualified for the appointment. It was therefore

arranged that the presidents of the Chamber of

Commerce and Trades Council should wait upon
Mr. Ovens to ask his acceptance of the office.

Mr. Ovens has accepted the invitation, and at a

court held when ho was present, he was duly

appointed president. Those present at the

meeting first mentioned wars Mr. Edwd. Ovens
(chairman), Mr. J. M. Bennett, Mr. Fereday

Smith, Mr. Richard Johnson, Mr. J. Slagg, jan^
Mr. H. J. Leppoc, and (representing the Trades
Council) Mr. W. H. Wood, Mr. George Jones,

Mr. P. Clark, Mr. P. Sborrock, Mr. G. Town-
ley, Mr. C. Swain, and Mr. A. Ridge. The
consideration of a code of by-laws and standing

orders occupied nearly the entire sitting of the

court. These rules will shortly be completed

and made public. Mr. Browning, secretary of

the Chamber of Commerce, volunteered to un-

dertake the duties of secretary in an honorary

capacity for the next six months.

ST. PATRICK’S (R.C.) CATHEDRAL,
MELBCURNE.

Tuis important edifice was commenced in the

year 1858. The plan of the cathedral comprises

nave, transepts, and choir, with aisles to each on
both sides. The choir has an apsidal end, and
five chapels open out from the aisle which sur-

rounds it. There are two towers with spires,

each 220 ft. in height, at the south-west end of

the nave, and a lantern tower and spire 330 fc.

high at the intersection of the nave and transepts.

The extreme length of the church interior is

345 ft. The width inside the nave and aisles

is 76 ft. The interior length of transepts is

160 ft. } and the height to the ridge of the roof

is 92 ft.

The nave and aisles and two western towers

have been commenced }
the nave and one aisle

are roofed in and nearly completed, and the

stone vaulting of the second aisle is making
rapid progress. The fittings are at present all

temporary. One of the towers is up, ready to

receive the spire
;
the other being complete to

the floor of the upper belfry, a portion of the

bells have been hung in the western tower.

They were cast by Mr. Sheridan, of Dublin. The
stained glass is by Hardman, of Birmingham.

The principal window in the nave, having for

subject the Ascension of oar Lord, is well

spoken of.

The works are being carried out under the

superintendence of Mr. Denny, by Mr. Young,

the contractor. Messrs. Wardell & Co. are the

architects.

It is proposed to remodel the present house for

the bishop, to form part of the grammar school

buildings, and the proposition includes a plan

for a new house for the bishop, with chapter-

house, sacristies, cloisters, <tc.





ST. TATTIICK’S (R. C.) CATHEDRAL, MELBOURNE. Mussns. Waedell & Co., Architects.
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lEON AND STEEL SHIPS.*

No one who reads his newspaper can be ignorant
of the name and note of Mr. Reed, onr navy
constructor. This work of his is so replete with
practical and detailed inatrnctiona to qualify it

for its destiny as the base of future examina-
tions in practical iron shipbuilding in the na-
tional dockyards, that it is not a book well suited,
and especially on such a subject as ship-building,

,

to be used freely as a gleaner’s field for our
columns

; defective, as it is acknowledged to be,
in what relates to the history and theory of
ship-building. lYe shall endeavour, however, to
give an idea of the author’s manner of treating
his subject as regards armour-plates and steel
in ship - building, premising that the book is

divided into chapters on the strength of iron
ships

5 on keels, keelsons, and garboard strakes

;

on stems
; on stern-posts

; systems of framing, in
various chapters; deck stringers and plating;
bulk-heads; topsides; rudders; iron-masts

;

steel-plates for ship-building; rivets; testing
iron and steel

; Lloyd’s and rules for ship-
building

; armour plating, &c.
Steel is now regarded by the shipbuilder as a

material which may with care be made to possess
greater ductility, both hob and cold, than the
beat wrought iron, in combination with a tensile
strength 50 per cent, greater than that of iron.
It has on this account come to be largely used
by shipbuilders, instead of iron, for plates and
angles, and to a great extent for rivets also.
There is but little room for doubt that it is de-
stined to a far more extended use than it now
has for these purposes

; and it is possible that it
may ultimately displace iron for such uses.
But, in the present state of the mannfacture,
steel ship-plates, our author thinks, possess some
very dangerous peculiarities. There is ample
experience, he says, to prove that ships built of
steel may be weaker,both structurally and locally,
than ships built of iron of the same scantlings,
and with precisely similar arrangements of
framing and fastening. It may be said, indeed,
with truth, he remarks, that if steel supplied by
first-class makers is treated in the same manner
as iron in working it into a ship, it will require
to be of the same thickness as the best iron, in
order to obtain the same strength; and that, as
the practice has been to reduce the thickness in
nearly inverse proportion to the tensile strength
of the perfect plate, steel ships so built are by
so much inferior in this respect to ships built of
iron of unreduced thickness.

Several kinds of steel have been used in ship-
bnilding in the form of plates and angles, bat
there are only two which have had any extensive
use, viz.. Puddled and Bessemer steels. These
two materials differ widely from each other, not
only in the mode of manufacture, but in their
qualities. Paddled steel plates and bars, like
iron, are made from a pile of small pieces, welded
together under the hammer, and between the
rolls, and are subject to those well-known and
troublesome defects produced in these processes
to a greater extent even than iron. Each Bos’
semer steel plate or bar is, on the contrary,
made from a single ingot, and is therefore free
from these defects.

“ Large plates can thus be made by ihe latter process
with the same precisioo, and almost with the same ease as
small ones, but in puddled steel this is not so. It also ap-
pears to be more difficult to obtain uniformity of temper
in a batch of puddled steel plates than in Bessemer steel
probably because of the extreme care required in select-
ing the puddled bars of which each pile is made, as these
bars difler greatly from each other in temper, and the
selection is made Irom obserration of the nature of the
«acture when they are broken. In the manufacture of
Bessemer steel, the selection which requires to be made
JB dependent on precise chemical analysis, which is part
of the daily operation of the mills, and is altogether inde-
pendent ol the workmen. Tuddled steel is not neces-
sarily inferior in strength to Bessemer steel, but thatmade m Eugland is generally of lower tensile strength as
well as less uniform in strength."

An important metallurgical discovery, we may
here observe, has been recently made, which
will have great influence on the manufacture of
Bteel, and how far that may affect the nse of it
for ships remains to be seen. Bessemer’s process
is ingenious, and anccessful with the best kinds
of iron, althongh it is inapplicable to the inferior
kinds produced in North-east Yorkshire and in
Northamptonshire. Even Bessemer, however,
is now beaten by Heaton, a manufacturer in the
Erewash valley, for he can take common “pig,”
and turn it into steel, and by a very simple pro-
cess. He covers the bottom of a cupola with

nitre, pours thereon the molten metal which he
desires to convert, and chemistry does the rest.
At the end of two or three minutes, a fierce flame
bursts from the top of the cupola. Presently all
is quiet

;
the nitre, by the action of the intense

heat,;i3 converted into phosphate of soda, and the
iron into steel. That is the whole process

; and,
on opening the cupola, there is a solid mass of
steel, weighing from 12 cwt. to a ton, ready for
the hammer, and to be wrought into any of the
forma in which steel is sent into the market.
As if to be ready for this new steel, too, a
deadstroke hammer” has been recently in-

vented by Messrs. Shaw & Justice, of Philadel-
phia, which is to excel the ordinary steam
hammer of Nasmyth by simplicity and ease of
working, as well as economy of steam. Three
of these hammers, it is said, can be kept going
with the steam required for one ordinary steam
hammer, and “ any boy in a smithy ” may
manage one.

In armour-plating iron ships, the practice
of Government service is to make a set of
moulds representing sections of the outside of
the ship, and to fix them in their proper relative
positions, so as to obtain an accurate representa-
tion of the ship’s side in wake of the plating to
be taken account of. The slight expense of mate-
rials and workmanship thus involved is found to
be more thau compensated in the accnracy with
which the_plates can be specified for. Drawings
of the various plates are prepared, showing their
forms and having the figured dimensions, thick-
ness, and estimated weights marked on them,
together with the distinguishing letter and nnm-
ber by which each plate is known. These draw

pierced with several ports, and contains a turn-
table carrying an_ IS-ton' gnn, the whole being
trained. &o., by suitable machinery situated on
the main-deck. The only other gun to be carried
by the Hotspuy is a 40-pound Armstrong: this
will be placed aft.

The book is valuable.

SCHOOLS OF ART.

The York School .—The annual meeting of the
friends and supporters of this school has been
held in the school, bat there was only a thin
attendance. The report stated that the condition
of the school was satisfactory in respect to the
number of pupils as well as their works. The
number of pupils in attendance on the varions
classes during the past year had been 67, that of
the preceding year being 61 ; their attendance
had been more regular; they had displayed a
greater amonnb of diligence, and their success
had consequently been greater, a statement
corroborated by the number who had passed the
Government examination and had obtained
prizes. Eleven in the second grade, and five in
the third grade, had obtained prizes

; while
thirty-eight had passed in the second grade, four
with full certificates; one had been made a free
.student, and one a pupil teacher with 15Z.

The Cambridge School.—The annual meeting
in connexion with this school for the distribution
of prizes, &c., has been held in the large assembly
room, Guildhall, the Rev. the Master of St.

j 1 , i

College presiding. A large number ofm.^s are lorwarded to the manufacturera, and ladies were present, and on the platform to sup-
accompanied by printed forms, od which are

|

port the chairman were Professor Kingsley fwhogiven the numbers and particulars of the plates
:
read a paper on the “ Morality of Art ”), Mr.ordered. In preparing the specification for I Hattersley, the master of the school of art, and

«!!!? extremities of a ship it is
I

others. The chairman congratulated those
present on the saccess of the school, its progress
during the past year being of an encouraging
character. He regretted the severe loss the
school had sustained in the death of Mr. Beamont.
The committee reported an increase in the total
number attending the school, but they regretted
that there was a diminution in the attendance at
the gentlemen’s advanced class. The number of
prizes’and rewards obtained by the students from
the Government, either in the local examinations
or for works done during the year, was much
greater than last year. Thirteen were this year
selected for national competition at South Ken-
sington, against six of last year.

usual to allow a margin of about J in. on each
edge and butt above the net dimensions

; but
for the plates amidships the allowance made is
not so great, as they havo only a moderate
amount of curvature and twist. The ordinary
dimenajonsof the plates used are a length of
from 15 ft. to 16 fc., and a breadth of from 3 ft.

to 4 ft., but the dimensions of many of the plates
necessarily vary greatly from these.
A ship’s side has to resist both shot and shell;

and one of the most important things to gnard
against is, the explosion of a shell within the
wood backing.

“When the Warrior was designed [says Mr. Reedl it
was very improbable that an? shell would pass completely
through the ij-in. armour and explode in the hacking, and
therefore a great depth of wood backing was unobiection-
able on this ground

; but as Mr. Whitworth, Sir William
Armstrong, and others improved their shells, this contin-
gency became probable, and hence it appeared to me most
important so to adjust the thicknesses of the backing and
armour, that a shell, which was large and powerful enough
to pass through the armour, should be too large to bury
itself within the backing, and explode there. If this were
not regarded, it is obvious that a single shell might strip
several armour plates from a ship’s side, and expose her
to speedy destruction, la the Bellerophon target this was
carefully regarded, as it is not to be eioected that a shell
large enough to break through a 6-in. armour-plate would
be less m length than the thickness of the backing, vix.,
10 in. : and the importance of the precaution was signally
illustrated, for the shell that did penetrate the plate was
stopped by the atout iron ekin before it got within the
armour, and consequently exploded harmlessly backward
through the hole which it had made. By placing the extra
iron pkte of the Lord Warden upon the frames of the
ship, the same object is accomplished there also, so that a
shell piercing the 'l^-in. plate may encounter the li-in.
plate before it has space to bury itself.
In the /iereufe* target the same principle of construe-

tion has been carried out. lu the Serculeii herself, pro-
vision has been made for 9-in. armour at the water-line
and for wood backing, varying from 10 in to 12 in It was
considered that in this case, also, it was out of the ques-
tion to suppose that a; shell which could penetrate a b in
plate would be of less than 12 in. in length, and conse^
quently, in this case also, it was presumed that the armour-
plate, the backing, and the skin of the ship must all three
be pierced, before a shell could do any serious iniury to
the structure.”

“

THE TECHNICAL INSTRUCTION
MOVEMENT.

* ” Ship-lmilding in Iron and Steel : a Practical
Ire^ise. By B. .J. Reed, C.B.. Chief Constructor of
the Navy, &c. Londou; Mi'.rrsy. 1869.

^

We learn, by the way, that Messrs. Napier, of
Glasgow, have received orders from the Admi-
ralty to construct the Hotspur, a steam ram
which bears no resemblance to anything in our
navy at present. She is neither a broad-side
ship nor a monitor. Like the Belier, this vessel
is intended to fight end-ou. The armour belt at
the water-line consists of two strakes of plating,
the upper one being 11 in. thick, and the lower
one 8 in. She has a formidable ram. On the
main-deck is an armour-plated breastwork ex-
tending about one-third the length of the ship,
similar to that which has been adopted in the
new monitors. From the bow aft to the breast-
work the main-deck is plated with 3-in. armour

;

and at the forppxrt of this breastwork a pear-
shaped battery, covered with 8-ia. armour, is

Ncwcastle-upomTyne.—'Hr. J. C. Buckmaster
has delivered a lecture, in the lecture-room of
the Literary and Philosophical Society, on " The
Facilities and Grants of Money now offered by
Government for Scientific Education.” The
lecture was well attended. Sir William Arm-
strong occupying the chair. After Mr. Buck-
master’s address, practical observations were
made by various speakers, and it was resolved
‘ That a committee [namedj be appointed to
assist the two gentlemen sent down here to pro-
mote the formation of classes, for the purpose of
making representations of the defects in the pre-
sent arrangements, and to lay before the Govern-
ment those little difficnlties which fall in the
way of the inauguration of these classes.”

Blyth .—A public meeting baa been held in the
lecture-room of the Mechanics’ Institution, Blytb,
for the purpose of increasing the interest in
evening classes for instruction in geometrical
drawing, machine drawing, building, construc-
tion, &c. The Rev. W. Greenwell, vicar of Hor-
ton, presided. Mr. W. T. Rowden, associate of the
Royal School of Mines, London, was in attendance,
and explained the advantages and objects of
such classes, and showed how they could be
wrought in connexion with the Government
Department of Science and Art. The meeting
was also addressed by the Rev. W. Dromgoole
(Roman Catholic), the Rev. T. Clifcon (Congre-
gational), and Mr. G. B. Forster. The committee
of the Blyth Mechanics’ Institution inaugurated
two successfal classes last winter—one on marine
architecture, the other on geometrical, free-
hand, and perspective drawing, conducted by
Mr. Wallace, National School teacher. Several
pupils obtained certificates at the last March
examination.

Banbury .—The annual meeting of the Com-
brought above the upper deck. This battery is

|

mittee of Management for the Banbury Science
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School has been held in the Council Chamber,

Town-hall. Mr. B. Samuelaon, M.P., the presi-

dent, occupied the chair. The annual report

was adopted. It was reported that efforts had

been made in the neighbourhood to establish

classes for science instruction, and that in one

case (Deddington), these efforts were likely to

receive encouragement, as classes were now

being conducted in Elementary Mathematics

and Physical Geography. Classes for Banbury

were arranged for the next session, on Animal

Physiology, by Mr. J. H. Beale; Elementary

Mathematics and Physical Geography, by Mr.

A. Owen. The chairman was requested to ob-

tain the assistance of Sir H. Verney, M.P., in

the formation of classes at Buckingham. Mr.

Samuelson expressed a hope that as the Ban-

SANITARY MATTERS.

Typhoid at North Shields .—Last week, says

the Lancet, we informed our readers that fif&y-

six deaths have lately occurred from fever in

North Shields; and, from the various accounts,

we have published of the disease, it is very

moderate to compute that 1,000 people have

been ill, out of a population of about 35,000.

There has been no coroner’s inquest over any

one of the fifty-six deaths, and the illness of a

thousand does not seem to have occasioned much

anxiety. It would take an alderman’s death, or

town clerk’s, to startle the authorities into an

inquiry worthy of the occasion. There has been

no investigation by the Privy Council, so far as

we know, though the outbreak is far more serious

bary Science School was one of the first esta-
]

than the one at G Wj havo^no «asoa

J.. TYTlhVl

Department of Science and Art, every effort

would be made to secure permanent successful

working for the various classes iu the town and

neighbourhood. He called attention to the

efforts that were being made in the North of

England
;
where through the agency of sohool-

masters’ classes, science instruction was being

pushed with marked success. He especially

called the attention of the committee to the

minnte of the department which allows grants

for building purposes to committees of science

classes, and expressed a hope that advantage

may be taken of the same. The minnte is as

follows :

—

pital
;
and that isolated cases bad occurred in

Willow -gardens, Garden -row, Eleanor - place,

Chapel-street, Royal Oak-walk. Pitfield-street,

and the neighbourhood of Hoxton Market.

Notices had been served on the owners of the

houses in which these oases had occurred to

cleanse and disinfect the same, and the beda

and clothes were ordered to be destroyed. In

several instances notices had been served on

owners to close the honsos, as being unfit for

human habitation, and the medical officer recom-

mouded that the vestry surveyor be requested

to report upon certain houses in Charlotte-

court, Charlotte-street, Curtain-road, as to

whether they can be rendered fit for human
habitation by alteration, or it is necessary that

they should be rebuilt. The medical officer

strongly urged the vestry to carry out these

recommendations, on the ground that the house

ford one, and >3 valuable au illustration of ings,^ Charlotte-court, Denms-plaoe.^^and^Jbat

It is high time the

“A erant in aid of a new building, or for the adapta-

tion of an existing building for a School of Science, may
be made at a rate not exceeding 2s. 6d. per square loot oi

internal area, up to a maximum of 600L tor any one

school, prorided that the school

(o) be built under the Public Libraries Act, or

(6) be built in connexion with a School of Art aided by

a department building grant.
. .

And provided that there is a population in the neigh-

bourhood which requires a school of science; that it is

likely to be maintained in a state of efficiency ;
and that

the site, plats, estimates, specifications, title and trust

deeds are satisfactory.”

COMPETITIONS.

Netf Church, Brownswood Fark, South Rornsey.

In a private competition for this new church,

four designs were sent in, by Messrs. Wallen,

Joseph James, Theodore Green, and Bacon &
Bell. The design of the first-named gentlemen

has been selected for erection.

THE NORTHERN ARCHITECTURAL
ASSOCIATION.

The quarterly meeting of this body was held

on the 26th ult. in the Old Castle, Newcastle-on-

Tyne ; Mr. J. Watson in the chair. The secretary

announced that he had been iu communication

with the Architects’ Benevolent Society ; and

they had advanced lOL to the widow of one

of the late members of this Association. The
Association (added the secretary) sabscribed

annually; and this was the third time thathelphad

been received. It was resolved, on the motion of

Mr. R. J. Johnson, seconded by Mr. Frank Charl-

ton, that a letter of condolence be sent to Mrs.

Green, on tho death of her husband, Mr. John

Green, the late president of the Association.

The report of the Architectural Alliance was

read
;
and Mr. R. J. Johnson announced that he

had attended the annual meeting in London, on

behalf of this Association. The secretary called

attention to a very important matter in the last

paragraph of the report, referring to the facili-

ties for architectural education in the neighbour-

hood ;
and also read a letter from the Alliance on

the snbject. Mr. Fowler moved, and Mr. Oliver

seconded, that the report and letter be referred

to a special meeting. The secretary received

inatrnctions to write to the secretary of the Glas-

gow Architectural Association to inquire what

steps had been taken by that society for the pur-

pose of registration, and under what Act of Par-

liament. The Society then proceeded to elect the

officers for the year, as follows :—President, Mr.

J. Watson; vice-president, Mr. R. J. Johnson;

hon. treasurer, Mr. F. Charlton ;
hon. secretary,

Mr. Thomas Oliver; hon. solicitor, Mr. G. W.
Hodge; committee, Mr. Hogg, Mr. Fowler, Mr.

Thompson, Mr. Parnell, and Mr. John Johnstone.

The president returned thanks for the honour

thev had done him. He felt the honour the

excreraental poisoning.’

Sanitary Commission which has jast been ap-

pointed should begin its inquiries. It cannot

have a better subjoct to start with than this

outbreak of typhoid at North Shields, and the

slight attention excited by it.

Oil the Use of Sewage at Parsloas {Barking).

—

We have the summer’s history before us in a

report on certain half-acre beds of land near

Barking; and it throws considerable light upon

the sewage question. A nine-acre field, of a fair

loamy soil, lying a njile beyond the utmost point

to which the Metropolis Sewage Company then

sent their North London sewage, was during the

month of May, ploughed and roplooghed and

thrown up into ridges 18 yards wide and nearly a

yard high. Meanwhile, a line of troughing which

should command this field was erected on posts

some 12 ft. high at the sewage end—landing their

coutents, however, in a stream jost above the level

of the furrows along the ridge-lines of these beda.

Mangold plants, says the report, were trans-

planted into the blanks from a seed-bed, sown

so late as June 9th ; and by-and-by the sewage

was available, and tho appearance of everything

soon changed, almost as by magic. And now
the straw of the Indian corn, the crop having

been long since gathered, is standing 6 ft. or 7 ft.

high ;
the mangold ridges, not altogether evenly

covered, for some of them had been transplants

and others had been seedlings, are covered with

a heavy crop, probably nearly 40 tons per acre,

many of them heavy, handsome roots
;

the

cabbages have been sold after the rate of 301.

per acre ; the kohl rabi, not so good a crop as

the others, yet promises a very fair return; and

some of the remaining ridges are covered with

a very vigorous and busby crop of late-sown

turnips. The detailed history of the field is

one of the most surprising testimonies to the

fertilising power of London sewage that has

yet been borne.

Sanitary State of the Army in India .—The

report of the sanitary commissioner for 1866-7

shows that the death-rate of the European army

was 30'95 per 1,000 men. This was more than

half as high again as in the previous year, much
higher than any year since 1861, when it was

45 93 per 1,000. The rate of 1861 was the

highest on record, and of 1866 the lowest.

1,071 deaths from all causes occurred, and of

these 471 arose from cholera. The per-centage

of deaths from cholera per 1,000 was 13'81.

Next to cholera, the largest number of deaths

was due to fever.

district, is in a very bad state, the houses

being in such bad structural condition that

it almost impossible to keep them in a

good sanitary condition. The result, he states,

is, that these houses are frequently the dens

of fever, and if fever break out in one house

it generally spreads to several others. More-

over, he continues, now that the owners of this

property are beginning to recognise the neces-

sity for pulling down such honses, it is very

important for the health of the artisans and

the labouring classes of the parish that the

owners of such bad property ebould know that

the vestry have the power to compel them

either to greatly improve or to rebuild these

bouses. It is not intended, be observes, that

a number of these houses should be closed at

once, but that measures should be taken to

compel the owners to improve and roconstrnct

such houses by degrees.

A discussion followed the reading of tho report,

when very diflerent opinions of the propriety

of interfering were expressed, and ultimately

the meeting was adjourned till the second

Tuesday in January, the clerk meantime to

furnish each vestryman with a copy of the Act.

RAILWAY MATTERS,

THE SANITARY STATE OF
SHOREDITCH, AND THE DWELLINGS

IMPROVEMENT ACT.

The vestry of Shoreditch are considering

several important matters relating to the sani-

tary condition of the parish. A meeting was;

recently convened by requisition, for the special

purpose of considering a report from Mr. Sutton,

the medical officer of health, suggesting the expe-

diency of carrying out the provisions of the Act

Slat and 32ud Victoria, cap. 120, entitled “ An
Act for providing better Dwellings for Artisans

and Labourers.”

The report stated that during the two weeks

ending with the month of October last, there

had been nineteen deaths from contagious dis-

eases registered in the parish ;
that there had

been an outbreak of typhus fever in the Holy-

City Railways .—A new method of applying

steam for locomotive purposes on street railways,

so as to avoid the use of fire in the engine while

running on tho streets, has been exhibited at

Philadelphia on a temporary track. In this

engine the necessity for a fire-box, smoke-stack,

&c., is done away with by substituting a tank or

reservoir for holding water previously heated to

a high temperature in a stationary boiler. The

water is forced into the locomotive tank, and is

said to be capable of giving off an amount of

working steam for a considerable length of time

sufficient to drive the engine and draw one or

more carriages. The new locomotive weighs

about five tons when fully supplied with the

requisite storage of heated water. At the trial

it ran forty-five minutes, making 125 stoppages

and reducing the steam pressure from 80 lb. at

starting to 20 lb. when the trial ceased. The

temperature of tho water is kept up by a non-

conducting jacket 3 in. thick around the tank.

ConiTTViinication between Gua/rds and Passen-

gers .—A series of experiments have been made

on the North-Eastern Railway system, with a

view of testing various methods of communica-

tion between passengers, guards, and drivers,

which have been devised in view of the adoption

of one general system in April next, when a

provision of the kind becomes compulsory on

railway companies. Four experimental trains

were run, and the general managers and other

officials of the Great Northern, South-Eastern,

Manchester, Sheffield, and Lincolnshire, Mid-

land, London and North-Western, North-Eastern,

and other companies were present, and travelled

in the trains. The results will lead to a con-

ference with the different managers, and form

the basis of a suggestion to the Board of Trade

for a uniform system of signalling in passenger

LUUV uuu uuuo xi.Lii. ...LC Well district; that eleven persons had suffered

more from his b?ing the successor of his late (from typhus in Bath-place, Curtain^oad, ^ of

lamented friend, Mr. Green. whom had been removed to the Fever Hos-

trains. .

A Railway Train Smashed by Indians.—

A

freight train on the Union Pacific Railroad has

been captured by Indians, about a mile west of

Alkali Station. The Indians effected the capture

of tho train by cutting the ties in the centre,

and thus spreading the rails, so that when the

train came along, about two o clock in the

morning of the day stated, it was piled up toge-

ther, and made a wreck. In the smash the fire-
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man was killed. All the men ofthe train fled when
the disaster occurred, to escape from the Indians,
except the engineer, who remained with his
dying fireman. The Indians burned the rail-
way-bridge near by, for the apparent purpose of
destroying a passenger train that was soon to
follow the freight train already destroyed; but
the division superintendent immediately tele-
graphed west to the coming passenger train, and
stopped it. He also telegraphed to Fort Sedg-
wick for troops

; but when they arrived the
hostile Indians were all gone. When he arrived
at the scene of the disaster there were about
100 Indians congregated on an adjacent hill
aronnd a bonfire. Very quickly after be saw
similar bonfires lighted successively, as signal
lights, on the distant hills, around each of which
he conld see bands of Indians. Ho calculates
that their whole force amounted to 1,000 war-
riore. These Indians were Sioux and Cheyennes.
Railway travelling in the Far West must be
rather exciting.

THE RESTORATION OP ST. NICHOLAS’S
STEEPLE, NEWCASTLE-UPON-TYNE.
At a meeting of St. Nicholas’s Steeple Resto-

ration Committee, the Secretary read a report
which said,— ’

“In obedience with the reHolution passed at the last
meeting of the Committee of Management, application
was made to the town council to levy a voluntary rate of
dd. in the pound upon ilic rated inhabitants of the
oorougb, lor the purpose of raising the necessary funds to
complete the restoration of St. Nicholas's steeple, in con-formity with the plans and specifications of Mr. Gilbert
Scott. The committee have the satisfaction to report thatthe to?m council very promptly acceded to their request,
it IS estimated that it will require abont 7,OOOf. to perfect
iherestoratioD, against which Ids. 7d. have been paid
or promised. Some of the largest subscribers to the fund
before contributing, stipulated that there should be no

tbe work be thorounhlv and
ellectually done. The (committee having secured ftoai a
lirst-class builder a contract undertaking to do the whole

. 1
recommended by Mr. Gilbert Scott,

at 1,-3/. below the average of other eight tenders whichwere sent .in to the committee, it is extremely desirable
that so favourable a contract should not bo lost- they

express the earnest hope that the public
will L\b«ally respond to the voluntary (rate, and thus
enable them to reap the fulladvantage of the lender made
by Mr. Walter Scott, and also keep faith with those con-
tnbutors who only subscribed upon the understandme
that the work should be carried out in its entirety."

Ifc was resolved that the report be received
aud printed.

The Secretary gave the following financial
statement : — bubaoriptious promiaed, 2,9-13J.
13a_. 7d.

;
unpaid, 292^. 23. ; total received,

2,650Z. 11s. 7d. Disbursements—Contractor, on
account, 2,100L

; architect, lOOZ.
; clerk of works,

303Z. 93. lid.
; advertising, &o., 83i. Ss. 6d.

j

total, 2,586J. 11s. lOd., leaving an available
balance of 63Z. IGs. 9d. The amount for which
they were now liable to the contractor was
1,600Z., on the second division of the contract
Tho secretary added that Messrs. Robert
Stephenson & Co., although they gave lOOZ.,
had now paid the voluntary rate amounting to
nearly 30Z.

; and Mr. Budden, their chief
manager, had gone over the work, and expressed
the greatest satisfaction with it.

It was resolved that notice be given to the
contractor to proceed with the third division of
tho work.

preached from the main road by the gallery
staircase are suites of offices and a reading-room
38 ft. by 20 ft., with lavatories. The roof of
the great hall is formed with nine principals,
composed of rafters and collar-beams, the prin-
cipal portion of the lateral pressure being sus-
tained by a moulded circular flitoh rib in three
thicknesses, bolted together; the spandrels are
filled in with ornameutal cast-iron work, which
serves to bolt the whole together as well as to
enhance the general appearance. These prin-
cipals are dressed and partially exposed, and
divide the roof into ten compartments

; they
are stained and varnished, and supported at the
walls upon projecting moulded corbels. The
ceiling is 40 fc. from the floor, and the hall is
lighted by means of skylights in the roof. Ex-
ternally the principal features of tho building
are the south front, consisting of a central pro-
jecting clock-tower, and containing the principal
entrance, flanked on each side by the shops. The
style of the architecture is Italian, freely
treated. The stone has been obtained from the
local quarries, and the cost of the entire building
has been about 4,000Z.

°

MIUFIELD TOWN-HALL.

LIGHTHOUSE BUILDING.
THE INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.

On November 24th, the paper read was on the
“ Roman Rock Lighthouse, Simon’s Bay, Cape
of Good Hope,” by Mr. John Frederick Bourne.
The object of this communication was to point

out the causes of failure of the original struc-
ture, and to give an account of the mode of
securing the tower against farther injury.
The late Mr. Alexander Gordon was intrusted

with the design, and with the superintendence
of the construction of the ironwork aud lantern
in England. The design was for a circular
tower, 15 ft. in diameter and 48 ft. in height, of
cast-iron plates, with a central column, IG in. in
diameter, as a well for the weight of tho re-
volving machinery. There were eight plates in
the circumference of the tower, and six plates,
each 8 ft. long, in the height. But to admit of
the horizontal joints of each vertical set of
plates breaking joint with those of tho con-
tiguous vertical seta, there were four plates of
4 fc. high each aud four of 8 ft. each in the first
and last sets of plates. Tho door-oill and level
of the first floor were 24 fc. from the foundation

;

the whole interior up to that level being intended
to be filled in wich concrete. If the building, as
resigned, had been skilfully and carefully erected,
and filled in with good material, there was no
reason to doubt that it would have answered tho
required purpose, and have stood well. But it
failed, and was condemned as being dangerous.
The first cause of trouble, and which led to

immense additional expenditure of time and
money, arose from the lowest portion of the
rock being chosen for the site, on account of its
being more level. The next error was cutting
the foundation pits too deep into the rock, for
the purpose of getting as much solid core as
possible for the inside of the tower. In order
to give a core of 6 in. at the lowest spot, it was
necessary to leave it 2 ft. 9 in. high at the
highest point

j and as the groove was formed by
blasting, for tho sake of saving labour aud time,
the rook was much injured. Every sea of course
filled tho annular foundation pit, rendering it
difficult to work. Two channels were therefore

mal Government, it was to be maintained and
lighted by the colony. Owing to its patched-up
state the colony refused to undertake its main-
tenance, and consequently a long correspond-
ence ensued, when a proposal, made by the
author, was eventually adopted by the Board of
Trade, that the tower, as it stood, shoald be
surrounded to the level of the first fioor, a
height of 24 ft., by a concentric ring-wall of
granite, 4 ft. thick, with a backing between the
wall and the iron plates of about 8 in. of cement
concrete.

The arrangements for conveying the stones to

S® ^ u
landing them there, and for setting

them by means of a traveller running on a circle
of fished railway bars fixed round the tower, were
described.

_

Copious extracts from the resident
engineer s journal of operations were also given,
from which it appeared that the foundation pit
was cut by drilling boles, 1^- in. in diametei', in
concentric and radial lines, to the requii’ed depth,
aud breaking the pieces out with plug and feather.
The bed was then dressed until it was perfectly
true. The whole foundation was gob out in two
levels, the lower one not being so deep as the old
foundation pit, or as the channels previously
referred to. The journal shows that in 269 days
after the work was commenced, in 1864, there
were 102 days on which it was possible to do
something on the rock, in 356-2 working hours,
whilst in the same number of days in the year
1865, there were only 42 days when the work
could be proceeded with, for 126^ working hours.
But the year 1865 was exceptionally bad. The
number of hands employed, all told, was generally
nineteen. The four masons and two smiths re-
ceived 6s. 6d. a day each, and the labourers who
were employed in drilling, quarrying, and rough-
dressing, and in pulling out to, and back from,
and working on, the rock, received 43. 6d. a day
each. It was satisfactory to be able to record,
that the whole work was completed without any
senous accident to the men. No difficulty was
experionced in filling in the old pit and gullies in
favourable weather, with Portland cement mixed
with very little sea-water and chips of granite
from the quarry. A temporary protection for
each short length of pit, as it was about to be
filled, was made with gunny bags, filled some
with sand and some with clay. As the stift'
cement and flakes of granite were laid, they were
covered with tarpaulin and bags. Some time
elapsed, owing to adverse weather, before the
courses of stones could be laid. The work was
commenced on the lee aide of the tower, aud
carried round to windward on both sides for the
first three courses, after which each course was
commenced to windward, as, being 6 ft. high, it
was not 80 much exposed to the force of the sea,
and It was more convenient in bringing round*
the atones. By the end of 1866 the work was at
Its proper height for putting on the coping. This
was completed early in tho following year, when
the lighthouse was taken over by the Colonial
Government.

Mieiield, near Huddersfield, liaa provided '

’'e™ ti'erefore

itself with a towo-hali, aud it was opened on the I f
' ™ “‘<10. 1° aUow tho

25th nit. The bnilding has been erected from
channels were very

the designs of Messrs.>hn Kirh ^rn^aroh?
.• ——w ^aa kjoou Breccea irom

the designs of Messrs. John Kirk & Sons, archi-
tects, of Huddersfield aud Dewsbury, and is
situate in Easbhorpe, abutting on the turnpike
road. The structure comprises, on the ground

——•'^—(3 — i. pcnuu. xt wus louna im-
possible to cub the foundation pit true and level
or so difficult that the attempt was abandoned

;aud the holding-down bolts were so imperfectly
secured that some of them drew when screwed

LUO Kiouna- opr
floor, a hall, 90 ft. long by 40 ft. wide hnoi'nrr xt

'

' V,— , — ..ucxi ouicneu
seating accommodation for 900 persons ’with an '

a®
orchestra of 600 performers, also aide ’and end I

bottom flanges of the plates to rest upon
galleries of extent sufficient toaceommodate 300 I

bemg wedged up in some
persons, making the total sitting accommodation i

P f blocks of but they were forced,

of the hall for 1,000 persons. There are five
'

screwed together, to take a form to which
eutrances to the hall aud three to the galleries ' ttlftl
the principal one being from the main ro£ul’

' ^ bolted together, and the concrete was
and two others from the side street all of'f T

full height of 24 ft., the plates

which have vestibules, aud contain ticke’t offices I

crack vertically m six difierent places,^ one crack extending 28 ft. high; so that it

,7
— -V omo HLreec, all oI

waich have vestibnlee, aud contain ticket offices
and staircases to the galleries. Under the
orchestra in tho hall are two private entrances
and ante-rooms suitable for the use of com’
mittees, &c., aud beneath these, on the base-
ment floor, are the cooking kitchen and warming
apparatus for warming the building. In front
aud abutting on the main road, are four lookup
shops with ceUariug. Above these, and ap-

- _— ii,. ijjgu
; bo tnac It

became necessary to hoop the tower with
wrought-iron hoops. In this condition the
lighthouse was completed, and was used for
some time. The erection occupied five years,
and the cost was stated to have been about

BUILDERS’ BENEVOLENT INSTITUTION.

Tp twenty-first anniversary festival of this
Institution was celebrated on Thursday evening
(26th ult.), at the Freemasons’ Tavern, Great
Queen-street, Lincoln’s-inn-fieldo, Mr. George
F. Trollope (president) in the chair. The
entire number of friends and subscribers who
attended amounted to 250.
On the removal of tho cloth, the usual loyal

toasts were given, and duly honoured.
The Chairman next proposed “The Array,

Navy, and. Volunteers,” to which Lieut.-oolonei
Thorpe briefly bub very suitably responded.
The Chairman, in proposing the toast of the

evening, “ The Builders’ Benevolent Institution,”
referred to the foundation of so valuable an
Institution, which far twenty years had been
pushing onward in the work of doing good. He
contrasted it with the Society of Painters, to
which he had the honour to belong, and showed
the advanced growth of the Builders’ Benevolent
Institution, as to its giving relief to decayed
members of every branch of the building trade,
as also to their widows; the male pensioners
receiving 24Z., and the women 20Z. per annum.
•This might not appear much, but to the poor it
was a great deal. In some cases the recipients
lived with their friends in the country

; and
when the time came round for the payment of
their money, it was received with joy and grati-
tude. Tn nthei- ^aaoo if. mafa..{oll.T

1
“
non? rriT r U 1

to nave been about their money, it was received with joy and grati-
1/,000Z. Thelighthousewas builtby thelmperial tude. In other cases, it materially assisted inDoverument, and the arrangement was that keeping them out of the workhouse. Under allw en completed to the satisfaction of the Colo-

j
circumstauces, the Institution was progressing.
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and very deservedly so
;
and he hoped that all

the friends and subscribers would continue and

further their support and interest, as there was

yet much to be done to meet the requirements

of the Builders’ Benevolent Institution.

Mr. W. E. Eogers, in support of the toast,

strongly showed the necessity for builders aiding

the Institution, which had now attained its ma-

iority. He said that with builders, in the under-

takings they had frequently in hand, there was

no doubt a vast degree of talent and assiduity

required to carry on the works successfully.

But notwithstanding that talent and assiduity,

they all knew that obstinate adversity had ap-

peared, and the heretofore wealthy man had

irrevocably fallen. It might be said that he bad

done that which he ought not to have done;

that he had entered into speculations which he

ought not to have entered into. But enterprise

and speculation were one; for without the com-

bination enterprise would be constrained. Enter-

prise, in fact, was speculation. The smaU sum

of 2,il. per annum had been alluded to, but, as a

charitable grant, he was of opinion that it was

very acceptable in old age. In August last, the

DEINKING FOUNTAIN, SHEPTON
MALLET.

A DRiNiiiNG.FOUNTA.iN has been erected and

opened at Shepton Mallet. The base stone is

oSlt-pr.o-rev rrrnnite. furnished by the
openea at onepton aiaueu. j.uo ...

of Cornish silver-grey granite, furnished by the

Messrs. Clemens, of Truro. Partly in relief, and

partly snnk in the stone, are two dog’s troughs.

Around the base stone is placed a step of

nanb stone. The spar stones are of Cornish

silver-giey granite. After a block of freestone

laid on the granite base stone, there is a block of

polished mountain limestone, each face having

pateraa carved in high relief. The stone was

obtained from Waterlip qnarry. The bowl is of

highly polished red and green Cornish serpen-

tine, furnished by the Lizard Serpentine Com-

pany. Fern-leaves are carved on it in relief.

The carving was done at the company’s works

at Caerleon Cove. It is made always to con-

tain water, to prevent the splashing that would

otherwise arise if the steam of water fell directly

on the stone. The stream is incessant, and flows

from a brass spout. From the level of the

bottom of the bowl springs at each angle of the
, - i;_i J c-VioFh fLlnnd rfld

of the house immediately oppodie it be printed

on transparent paper, gummed or pasted on the

inside of the glass. This plan would confine

the search for a number bo be betwixt the lamps;

and these catch numbers would be illuminated

free of cost, and be discernible so long as the

street lamps were lighted ;
and when these lamps

were put out, parties at a loss for their bouse

numbers could just take the hint, that the public

authorities did not intend to encourage Infe

walkings. Bub in addition to this, I would have

the “name of the street” put on each lamp in

the same manner. I have seen the names of

streets done in this way; the light is imper-

ceptibly affected, and the advantage, especially

to strangers, is very great. In fact, in any large

town the introduction of the above would prove

of great public convenience.

Dundel The Town Surveyor.

VENTILATION OF SOIL PIPES.

eigne, auu uB buuuguu — - —
at having one hundred on the books. Inere

were numbers of gentlemen who were all in

some way connected with the building trade,

and to these bo would suggest that they should

give a hearty and continuous support to this

very praiseworthy undertaking.

The toast was drunk with great enthusiasm.

Mr Geo Plucknetfc proposed “ The health of the Cbair-

lac and Presideot.’' He was fully aware, in mtroducing

hat toast, it would be satisfactorily and cordially received .

'hat gentleman (the chairman) being largely connected

18 he was with a great business, had the opportunity

if giving up a portion of his time to works of charity. In

hat spirit of philanthropy he felt that in bestowing his

attention on the Builders' Benevolent Inatitutionhe would

bus promote good oWseta.

The Chairman briefly returned thauks. He said he was

'earfol that bis efforts to promote the interests of the

[iiBtitulion would not be adequate to his wishes. He,

lowever, trusted to extended assistance, for there were yec

naoy anxiously waiting to become recipients of tbe funds.

Mr. E. Crockett proposed “The Patrons, Tice-Presi-

ientsj and Tmatees,” and associated with that toast the

aamo of Mr. Thomas Cozens, the founder of the Institu-

tion through whose zeal and untiling energy the Institute

had breasted 'difBoulties until it had attained its present

strength. He much regretted that Mr. Cozens was pre-

vented from being then present among them as he was

suffering from illness. There was, however, another

gentleman among them who had also been a ha-dworking

promoter of the interests of the charity. He meant Mr.

JobnThorn, who had devoted much time to tbe Institution’s

well doing. He repeated the toast with the above names

conjointly added.
Mr. J. Thorn, in reply, also regretted the absence of

his friend and colleagu-*, Mr. Cozens, with whom he had

worked hand-in-hand both as committeeman and other-

wise for many years. For his own part, and also on that

of Mr. Cozens, he could say, that as long as they bad the

power and ability they should devote themselves to the

welfare of the Institotion, with a hope and trust that the

Climate wish of the founder may be realised.

The Chairman then proposed “The Health of tbe

Treasurer “ whose name it was not necessary to mention.

Mr. George Plucknett sincerely thanked the meeting

for the kindly manner in which they had drunk his health,

and congratulated the committee on the result of their

really hard work. The donations and subscriptions were

more that night than usual, making altogether nearly

500/., and he hoped that each succeeding year they might

realise as much. It would not all be spent, hut carefully

watched and appropriated as deemed most advisable.

The funded stock now amounted to about 15,00c/., and

he trusted, therefore, that in a few years the pension

would be increased from 21/. to 30/. per annum.

Tbe “ Architects and Surveyors” was the next toast,

on which the Chairman referred to the feeling of respect

and hearty co-operation which existed between them and

the builders.

Mr. Franklin responded.
The Chairman then gave the last toast, “ The Directors

and Stewards.”
, ,

Mr. Wilfred Nicholson (a director) returned thanks,

and spoke of the anxious desire he end his brother direc-

tors had to support creditably and permanently the esta-

blishment in which they all had so great an interest. At

the fall of the present year they had not their usual elec-

tion, simply because it was deemed prudent not to throw

another pensioner on tbe list. They would wish to take in

all, but at present they were unable to do so. The builders

were a class different from others, and when a brotbermet

with -viciBBitudes, little or no sympathy was obtained.

How necessary was it, then, to extend as much as possible

the usefulness of the Builders’ Institution, so that by and

by they might show a very large success and a very worthy

treasury. A few friends might do a very large amount of

work. They might enter the whole metropolitan area,

and, by the obtaining of new subscribers, greatly enhance

tbe income. Eeverting to the vicissitudes by which men
of their class were stricken down, he said many who had

held high positions,—not by any fault of their own, bad

fallen : one, a former member of the board of manage-

ment of that Institution, at that time was a gratetul

recipient on the funds. They required a large amount

to help all who were in need, and, therefore, the more

benefactors they had the better. The trade did not

consist alone of those connected with bricks and mortar.

Mr. J. Bird said there were 16,000 persons associated with

the building trade, and he had no doubt that a great number
who had not before subscribed could be prevailed upon to

do so, and then, instead of only electing one or two ot their

poor brethren, they might be enabled to elect all aud sup-

port them ultimately without touching ihe material funds

of the Institution.

ana oiacR, umua. auu giocu,

by tbe Lizard Serpentine Company), wbicb

sastains tbe angles of tbe canopied ^cb that

terminates tbe struotnre. The bowl is set in

diaper work. The capitals, instead of acanthns,

are roses, wheat, and geraniums. Tbe under

faces of the canopy are carved in strong relief,

each side different, passion flow'era, roses, Ger-

man ivy, common ivy, convolvulus, bramble, &c.,

are severally introduced. The roof edge of the

arches is crocketed
;

the apex fioished with a

fiuial, each of different pattern. From the val-

leys of the roof spring at each angle a crocketed

pinnacle, carried on a short shafo. The roof is

carved with a fish-tail tile pattern. The centre

of tbe roof carries a lamp-pillar, cast by Messrs.

Turner & Allen, of London. The lamp, which

was also furnished by tbem, is one of Forrest &

Co.’s patent cylinder lamps. The lamp and

pillar are painted maroon, relieved with gold, by

Mr. Smith, of the Market-place, who also fixed

and provided all the pipes, &c., required thi oogh-

out the structure free of charge. The carving

was done by Mr. William Halliday, of Wells.

The builder was Mr. Emery, of Town-lane, who

not only carried out the work without profit;, but

subscribed towards it. The entire work was

carried out under tbe personal superintendence

of the architect, Mr. T. J. Hicks. Tbe freestone

Sir,—Perhaps yon will allow a niechanic a

word ’or two on ” sewer ventilation.”^ I quite

agree with your correspondent “F.” instating

“that the pressure of the gas in sewers often

exceeds the hydrostatic pressure of the water

in the traps ;” bob I will go farther, and state

that the handle of most water-closets cannot

be raised without a certain amount of foul air

passing into the apartment. And why ? Be-

cause while the water is rushing through the

closet the water in the trap fluctuates and

allows the compressed gas to pass. My sug-

gestion would be to have an earthenware trap

at the bottom of each stack of soil-pipe,

thereby taking the pressure from off the top

one, and a 1^ in. or li in. pipe attached to the

top part of the columo, and carried to the high-

est part of the building, with a return bend to

prevent it from being choked up
;
and, further,

this escape-pipe would prevent the lead soil-

pipe from so readily decaying.

Bell-traps are not only a nuisance, but an im-

position on the public, and inspectors of nui-

sances would do well to condemn such sanitary

blots in the improving laws of health. H.

IFmdsor.

THE CITY MEAT MAEKET.

giB _i am much amazed that the new Market

should bo caUed by the repulsive name of Dead Meat

. A. 0. i-iiuao. J.UO jjarket.” Surely there cannot bo any reason for the

» . _ i_ 1 v.rifh o onlnf.tATl ni
nickel, ana was tue gui. u* uxi. -

whole work has been treated with a solution of

soap and alum as a preventive against decay

and parasitical growth.

T. H.

We ureed the objections to this unpleasant pleon-

asntsome time ago, and, to a certain extent with good

result ;
but stupidity is always hard to co.,quer.

SOCIETY OF ENGINEERS. BRICK ARCHES ON CIRCULAR FACE.

SiR_I trust you will allow me, through the

medium of your paper, to call the attention of

the members of the Society of Engineers to the

balloting list of proposed new members of council

for the ensuing year.
, , i

There are seventeen candidates, and twelve

only can be elected. The outgoing council have

as usual nominated themselves with one or two

exceptions, and will, no doubt, vote for each

other and get their friends to help them to get

returned.
,

I beg to suggest that, following up the Con-

servative tactios, the members should plump for

eight candidates, including the five new candi-

dates not in the outgoing counoil’s list. This

will eosure the return of the new candidates, and

infuse now blood into the council, which, I need

hardly say, is much required.

A MEjrBEi: of Many Years’ Standing.

Sib Would some of your subscribers kindly inform me

how they would construct a li-in. brick covering Mch on

18-in. walls over windows in semicircular end ot a room/

The question is, bond ;
and how the thrust (honzontal) is

to he counteracted. Any information on this unusual

form of arch in light walls will oblige,

A CoMSIAHT SuBSCalBEB.

CHANGE OP COLOUR.

SiE —Can any of your readora inform me of the cause

of green marble paper, after being hung and varuiahed,

turning red or foxey ? J.r. B.

REMOVAL OP SNOW.

g,B.—Can any of your readers inform if anything

has vet been done in reference to the award of premiums

offered by the City Commissioners of Sswers for sugges-

tions for the removal of snow from the

THE NUMBERING OF STREETS.

Sir,

—

I noticed in your paper recently a sug-

geation as to the “numberiugof atreeta,” and

no doubt improvement is required there. 'Ihe

proposition, however, would not meet all the dif-

ficulties. The principle of numbering streets by

putting all the even numbers on one side, and

the odd numbers on the other, answers remark-

ably well. The difficulty now to be got over is,

how to see the numbers at night, or with gas-

light. As a step in the direction of overcoming

this question, I would advance, that on two sides

of every gaslamp in the public streets the nuynber

rating OF PUMPING STATION, OUTFALL

SEWER, &c., TO GREENWICH PARISH.

Ix the Court of Queen’s Bench (sii tings In Banco, before

Justices Lush aud Hayes), Mr. Justice Lush, in the case

of The Queen r. The Metropolitan Board of Works, read

the i-d^eut of the court, which raised a question as to

the ^iiabilily of tbe Metropolilan Board of \S orks to be

rated for certain portions of their outfall sewer, pumping

Station, and other works in the par.sh of Greenwich. He

said there was nothing in the statutes under which the

d'^fendants ware constituted, or the public sew-ra con-

Btrueted or maintained, to exempt them from liability in

resnect of any rateabb property they occupied, nor wa.

the?ranything which prohibited the application of monej

in their bands to tbe payment of parochial rates. Thi

only question, then, was whether the property referred t<

was^ rateable. As regarded the sewers, they were 0
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opinion that they were not rateable, on the aimple ground
that th^ were not the subject of beneficial occupation.
No profit waa derived from them by the Board. With
respect, however, to the other property, they were ol'
opmion that the rates were properly tmpoaed. The
wharfs, engine-house, pumping station, tramways, and
appurtenances had an occupation value. The Board must

property if th-y had not possessed it,

and if the Board wished to let it they could easily have
found a tenant. The order of sessions would be confirmed
as to this property, and quashed as to the sewers.

CASES TJNDEK METHOPOLITAN
BUILDING ACT.

HAD BUILDING : A WAENING.

At Jlarlboroogb-street, Mr. John Aahley,
builder, of Grafton-streeb, Fitzroy-sqnare, ap-
peared to answer two sammonBea taken ont
against him by Mr. Baker, district surveyor;
first, for neglecting to give notice of works

;
and,

secondly, for constructing the front wall with
broken bricks and rubbish, pub together with
inferior mortar, and not properly bonded.
Mr. Baker stated that, on receiving informa-

tion that a new room was being built in rear of
defendant’s house, he immediately went there,
and fonnd the wall in question already raised
3 ft. or -! ft., built entirely of brick-bats and
what he should call mud, not mortar or cement.
He desired the bricklayer to stop the work, and
the next morning he served the usual notice to
amend. Instead of complying with this the
defendant harried on the work, and at the expi-
ration of forty-eight hours, when the snrveyor
went again, he found the wall not only com-
pleted, bnt, wet and unset as it mnst be, it was
plastered inside and oni", so that no one could
then see the materials of which it was com-
posed.

Mr, Venn appeared on behalf of the defendant,
and admitted the neglect of notice, bat pleaded
that it was accidental. With regard to the
work, he produced a sample brick of the finest
quality, and then called Mr. Potter, a surveyor,
who stated that he had seen the wall, and that
it was a very good one, fit to carry another story

jif required
; but, upon cross-examination, be

|

admitted that he had only seen it since it was
plastered, and knew nothing of the materials

'

with which it was built.

After some farther evidence, the magistrate,
Mr. D Eyncourt, suggested that another surveyor
should be appointed, with power to strip the
plastering and give an independent opinion, to
which both parties agreed, and Mr. Caiger, sur-
veyor to the police, was nominated. That gentle-
man attended the adjourned summons, and was
sworn, when he fully corroborated the evidence
if the district surveyor; and added that, in case
}f a frost, he thought the wall might burst
ind become unsafe.
Mr. D’Eyncourt thereupon ordered the de-

fendant to pull down and amend the work within
burteen days ; and in consideration of his heavy
sxpenses of solioitor, two surveyors, and wit-
leases, he was fined in the nominal penalty of
Ls. only, in addition to the other costs, namely,
Mr. Caiger, 21. 23.; Mr. Baker, 2i!. 28.; sum-
nonsea, 43.

;
total, 41. Os.

Defendant paid the money
;
and the magistrate

longratulated him that the district surveyor had
lot employed a solicitor.

ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH-BUILDING
NEWS.

Cloyne .—The corner-stone of St. Colman’s
lew Catholic cathedral, diocese of Cloyne, was
aid at Queenstown on the 30Dh of September,
ly Dr. Keane, bishop of the diocese. Messrs,
’ugin & Ashlin are the architects. The style
3 Gothic, of a Continental type. The plan
noludos a nave, with north and south aisles,
,nd transepts

;
baptistery, side chapels, chancel,

pee, towers, and sacristies. The length is

90 ft. in the clear, and the width across
he transepts 106 ft. in the clear. The
ave is 3-1 ft. wide, and the aisles 18 ft. each,
aolnding the thickness of the nave walls. The
lain tower and spire will be erected at the
outh-west corner, and will reach a height of
00 ft. There will be six turrets, 120 ft. high,
aoh, containing stairs to the triforiums and
rgan-gallery. The architects are putting in the
lundations, as the depths to which excavations
ad to be made were so variable as to form an
npedimenb in letting to a contractor. Mr.
. G. Doran is the clerk of works.
Tlaihridge.—Dr. Manning has laid the founda-

tion-stone of a new church at West Drayton.
The dimensions of the intended building are
77 ft. by 44 ft, : its design is English Gothic of
the fourteenth century. When completed it will
bo fitted to accommodate 500 persona. The
architects are Messrs. Wilson & Nicholl, of
Marylebone

;
and the builders, Messrs. Fasa-

nidge, of Uxbridge. The site of the building
adjoins the residence of the local priest, the
Rev. Michael Wren.

Ongar ,—The chief stone of a new church has
been laid here by Canon Last, of Ingatestone.
In the course of his address he said the chnrch
would be dedicated under the invocation of St.
Helen, an Essex saint, bom at or near Colchester.
She was the daughter of Coiil, and mother of
Constantine the Great, the first Christian em-
peror. The chnrch is from the designs of Mr.
Cubitb Nicholl, architect to Lord Petre, and will
be built of brick with Bath stone dressings. It
will be in the Early English style, and so formed
as to constitute the chancel of a future church,
should its enlargement become necessary. The
builder is Mr. Joseph Bostock, of Brentwood.

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.
Titley, Herefordshire .—The first atone of the

new church was laid on the 30bh ult. It will re-
place an edifice erected 100 years ago, and con-
sist of nave, north aisle, sonth porch, chancel,
organ chamber, and vestry. It is intended to
retain the present tower. The fittings are to bo
of oak, and the church will accommodate 220
persons in open seats. Penrhos stone is being
used for the walling, blue Pennant for the arcade

I

shafts, and Bath for the dressings. The walls
i will nob bo plastered internally. The style of
the church is Early Decorated, and the coat is

estimated at 1,600Z. The work is being carried
out by Messrs. Lewis & Day, of Hereford, under
the direction of the architect, Mr. E. Haycock,
jun., of Shrewsbury.

g00lis

\

Haijdii' s Book of Dates, relating to all Ages and
' Nations ; for Universal Reference. Thirteenth

edition—corrected to June, 1868. By Benjn.
Vincent. London: Edward Moxon & Co
1868.

Haydn’s "Book of Dates” has become a standard
work of reference, and nothing more is needed
on the appearance of a new edition than to let
intending purchasers know that it can be had.
Mr. Vincent became connected with the work in
the preparation of the seventh edition, and from
that time to this, when he issues the thirteenth
edition, has gone on gathering, and condensing,

,

and wedging in fresh facta. Haydn’s original
design was to give the greatest body of com-
pressed information that had ever appeared in a
single volume, and wo are much disposed to say
that this intention has boon fulfilled. The
number of facts and dates in the twelfth edition
was certified by actuaries to be 34,563, and this
number is now increased. The new edition must
be regarded as a writing-table necessity.

Mr. Haydn left amongst his papers a plan for
a Dictionary of Biography, as a companion to
his Dictionary of Dates. This has been carried
out under the care of Mr. J. Bernard Payne, and
will be published shortly by Messrs. Moxon & Co.

The Art of Garnishing Churches at Christmas
and other Festivals. ByEDW.\iiD Young Cox.
Loudon : Cox & Son, Southampton-street
Strand.

This book comes opportunely, and will be wel-
comed in many parishes, notwithstanding that
other books on the same snbject are available.
Mr. E. Y. Cox, the author of this " Art of Gar-
nishing Churches,” is a member of a firm of
church furniture manufacturers and ecclesiasti-
cal decorators, and it has been his aim to make his
volume thoroughly practical, in which he has very
well succeeded. Descriptions are given of the
ornaments suitable for the different parts of the
church and the necessary directions for making
devices, banners, and inscriptions. Numerous
lithographs and engravings, illnstrating the de-
signs of various architects, accompany the work,
and also three or four photographs, representing
the style of decoration recommended. The
festoons across arches shown are a mistake.

The firm have since published an Illustrated
Catalogue of shapes, cut to serve as ground-
work for devices and other decorations, so that
the whole affair is now brought down to the
compass of the meanest capacity.

Theatres in Russia.—The St. Petersburg
Gazette reports that the erection of no fewer
than ten theatres for the people, all to be
situated in the workmen’s quarters of the city,
are to be begun forthwith, the plans having been
approved of by the Minister of the Interior,
under whose supervision they are to be placed.

Big Blocks.—The Lnxnlyan Granite Com-
pany have just shipped at Charlestown, for the
Hampton Waterworks, near London, some hnge
blocks of dressed granite, weighing from 8
tons to 11 tons and upwards. Two stones in
pai-ticular, which have been prepared for cylinder
beds, measure 10 ft. by 10 ft. 6 in., by 2 fc. deep,
containing 210 cubic feet, and weighing over
14 tons each.

Extension op the General Post-office.
The long line of houses opposite to the General
Post-office, in St. Martin’s-Ie-Grand, will shortly
be removed, the whole of the property having
been purchased for the Government. On the
site occupied by the honsos, buildings will be
erected for post-office purposes, the increase of
business having rendered more extended accom-
modation absolutely necessary.

New iNFiRitARY FOR Oldhah.—The Manaion-
honao Committee, out of tho surplus fund, snb-
scribed some years ago for the relief of the
operatives daring the cotton famine, have appor-
tioned to Oldham, under an order of Chancery,
IjOOOZ. towards the erection of a new infirmary,
to cost 10,0001., at that place, which hitherto has
possessed no medical institution of its own,
though its inhabitants number 90,000.

Chester Cathedral.—The chief atone of the
restoration works at this cathedral has been laid
at the base of the north-east buttress of the
Lady Chapel. In the evening the workmen
engaged in the work of restoration, to the num-
ber of fifty, dined at the Blossoms Hotel, where,
through the kindness of the Dean and Chapter,
an excellent repast was provided. The Dean
waa present for a short time, and offered a few
remarks npon the occasion on which they had
met, and afterwards, Mr. Prater, taking the
chair, the proceedings were of a thoroughly con-
vivial character.

Oil Painting upon Zinc.—Every painter is
aware of the difficulty experienced in making
oil colours adhere to articles of sheet zinc. Pro-
fessor Boettger, however, has recently published
a process by which, it is stated, that the desired
result can be accomplished, this process consist-
ing in the previous application, by means of a
hard brush, of a mordant, composed of one part
of chloride of copper, one part of nitrate of
copper, one part of sal ammoniac, and sixty-fonr
parts of water, to which is afterwards added one
part of hydrochloric acid. The zinc turns of a
deep black immediately after the application,
changing after drying (twelve to twenty-four
hours) to a dirty black, greyish-white shade, upon
which any oil colour, once applied, will adhere
with the greatest tenacity.

Cleveland Institute of Engineers.—From
the annual report of this institution, read at the
last general meetiug, it appears that the most
satisfactory progress haa been made daring the
past year. In respect alike of funds and mem-
bers, the society stands well

; and the greatest
interest was felt in, and impetus given to, the
meetings of last year, in connexion with the
valuable discussions which took place on the
subject of the manufacture of steel from Cleve-
land iron. It is intended, if found practicable,
to renew the discussion of this subject during
the present session; and there can be little

doubt but that it will be found productive of
valuable results to the cause of Cleveland in-
dustry. The anuunl meeting of the institijto

was recently held, when the office-bearers for

the ensuiug year were elected. Mr. David
Joy was appointed president, and Messrs. T.
Wrighteon and G. Whitwell hon. secs. A paper
waa, at the same time, read bj’ Mr. Theodore
West, of Darlington, on the " Weardale and
Shildou Waterworks,” which elicited a lively
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“Exkcuted in Teera-cotta.” — Talking of

the education qaeBtion, a traveller observed that

as he was walking on one occasion under the

arcade of the horticultural garden, looking at the

works of art displayed there, he came upon two

well-dressed ladies examining a statuette of

Andromeda, labelled “ Executed in terra-cotta._

“ Executed in terra-cotta,” says one
;

“ where is

that?” “I amsuroldon’t know,” returned the

other; “but I pity the poor girl, wherever it

English Chukch, Ceylon.—The foundation

stone of a new English Protestant ohuroh was

laid at Point de Galle, Ceylon, on the 30th of

October, by the Lord Bishop of Colombo. Mr.

James G. Smither is the architect.

The Drainage or the proposed Asylums.

—

We are told that it is definitely decided that

Moule’s dry-earth closets shall be introdnced

into the new asylums for lunatic paupers

which are to be built, under Mr. Gathorne

Hardy’s Act, in the neighbourhood of London.

If this be so, we are disposed to fear that a grea.t

mistake has been made. We trust that, at all

events, the necessary arrangements for vrater-

closets, drains, soil-pipes, and so on, will be

made during the building of the asylums,^ or the

resnlt will probably be that costly alteration will

be required hereafter.

Inventors’ Institute.—The first meetiug of

the eighth annual session of this association was

held at the offices, St. Martin’s-plaoe, on Monday

evening, when Lord Kiohard Grosvenor, M.P.,

the president (elected in the place of the late

Sir David Brewster), took the chair for the first

time. Mr. Hume Williams delivered the in-

augural address. A discussion followed, in which

Mr. Savage ;
Mr. Paterson, of the Working Men’s

Club and Institute Union; Captain Selwyn,

R.N.; Mr. C. W. Siemens, F.R.S.; Mr. Thomas

Webster, Q.C. ;
Mr. F. W. Campin

;
and the

president took part.

The “ Tidy Box.”—So Messrs. Jenner &
Knewstub call a despatch-box they have patented,

and so it is, for it enables the owner to put by

letters, or bills, or other papers, under alpha-

betical arrangement. The box, of which the

front as well as the top opens, contains a tray,

in which are twenty-fonr upright movable divi-

sions, lettered at the top, and which run on a

wire at each side, and between these papers may

be put away under the different letterings.

The patentees consider with Pope, that “ Order

is Heaven’s first law,” and, doubtless, think the

best sort of order an order for their despatch-

box.

Bolton Fine Arts and Industrial Exhibi-

TION.—An exhibition of paintings and other

works of art, machinery in motion, and models,

is to be opened in the New Mechanics’ Institu-

tion, Bolton, by Mr. Anthony Trollope, on

Monday next.

The Telegraphs and the General Post-

ofpice.—

T

he arrangements for the purchase of

tbo telegraphs by the Government are being

actively carried on, aud a commission appointed

by the Accountant-general has nearly concluded

the inquiry into wbat the net profits of the com-

panies really are.

Sheffield Architectural and Arch.uo.

LOGICAL Society.—The annual general meetiug

of this society was held on Thursday in last week,

at the School of Art. Mr. E. S. Howard occupied

the chair. Mr. Fawcett, one of the secretaries,

read the annual report, and Mr. J. D. Leader, the

treasurer, presented a statement of accounts

which showed that the year’s income had just

balanced the year’s expenditure.

The Royal Society.—The annual meeting of

the members of the Royal Society took place on

Monday, the Festival of St. Andrew. Lieutenant-

General Sabine, the president, delivered the

address, in which ho reviewed the principal

scientific events of the past year. Ho was re-

elected president. Dr. W. A. Miller, of King’s

College, was elected treasurer; aud Mr. G. G.

Stokes, M.A., of Pembroke College, Luoasiau

Professor of Mathematics in tbo University of

Cambridge, and Dr. W. Sharpey, secretaries.

Mr. W. H. Miller was elected foreign secretary.

The following gentlemen were placed on tbo

council :—Mr. John Hawkshaw, Lieut.-Colonel

Alexander Strange, Sir William Fergusson, bart.,

Mr. F. A. Abel, Captain G. II. Richards, Captain

Douglas Galton, Mr. John JIarsball, Mr. Archi-

bald Snath, Sir Benjamin Brodio, hurt., Dr. W.

B. Carpenter, Mr. J. Lockhart Clarke, Mr.

Frederick Cuirey, Mr. W. H. Flower, Mr. Warren

do la Rue, Mr. J. P. Gassiott, and Mr. Joseph

Prestwich.

For model building in Fitzroy Market, Tottenham-

oourt-road. Mr. H. S. Legg, architect. Quantities sup-

^ Harrison & Edwards ,£19,035 0 0

Williamson 17,349 0 0

Hockley 16,565 0 0

Wilson".;.”:; 15.8M 0 0

RaYea 15,618 0 U

Lockett"::::::::.: i5.o« o o

fTiii 14,900 0 0

Winship
0 O

EL%^B”.eer:::::::::::::::::: '3

Nutt & Co 6 6

Scrirener & White H’iSn 2 S
Cooper & Cuilum ? n
Baker & Constable 13,590 0 0

Johnson 13.639 0 0

For repairs, &c., to booses at Brompton. Mr. J. Coe,

architect:— „
Randall 0 0

King & Sons 418 0 0

Johnson 5

Stapley 330 0 0

For erecting four houses for Mr. J. Foster, at Slongh.

Drawings furnished by Mr. Pieree Arthur

Evans ^360 0 0

Jones '6°
^ «

Johnston ao 0 0

For chapel, West Ham-lane. Mr. T. Chatfeild Clarke,

‘““‘BrinT ^^3 0 «

sIm..::::::::::::...:. ™
2 S690 0 0

Scrivener & While 6^1 0 0

Eosking 6;o 0 0

Clough 633 0 0

Increase or Fever in London. — Dr.

Buchanan, medical officer of health for St.

Giles’s district, in consequence of the great

increase of fever in the metropolis, has urged

upon the local board of works the necessity of

establishing a public diainfecting chamber for

the purpose of purifying infected clothing, bed-

ding, &c., pursuant to the Sanitary Act, 1866,

sec. 23 ;
and as a preliminary step the Board

have invited the local boards of adjoining parishes

to join with them in providing such an establish-

jnent. This is a measure which the medical

officers of the metropolis have long urged upon

their respective Boards, but without success in

even a single instance.

For the erection of schools in connexion with the

Kiug’s-rosd ohnpol, Reading. Me'isrs. wm. & J. a,

Brown, architcots. Quantities supplied :
—

9 9
Skepp.rd “ 9 2

Matthews 648 10 0

For the construction of the Poultry Arcade, Notting-

ham. Mr. S. Dutton Wa'ker, architect

Simpson & Lynam (accepted) £/-0 0 0

The late Mr. G. R. Hartshorne.—We spare

a corner of our paper to record the early death,

from consumption, of Mr. G. R. Hartshorne, for

twelve years one of the designers employed by

Messrs. Hart & Sod, the metal workers. Ho was

first engaged by this firm in 1856, and placed

under the instruction of Mr. W. G. Smith. He

was a clever draughtsman aud designer, and

several times exhibited designs for iron and

brass work at the Architectural Exhibition.

Only a few days previously, another young but

very clever draughtsman and designer, Mr. Fitcb,

originally apprenticed to the same firm as a

pattern-maker, but of late employed as designer

by Messrs. Bonham, died at an early age of

brain-fever.

Protection or large Buildings from Light-

ij:q.—

T

his subject was laid before the Paris Aca-

demy of Sciences, and M.Pouillet, siuce deceased,

was entrusted to report folly upon it. This report

was the other day laid before the Academy, aud

approved by that body. The Engineer gives a

lengthened account of it. The first thing to be

done is to establish a conductor, formed of square

iron measuring -i-Sths in. on the side, which shall

pass without interruption over every portion of

the building to be protected : when the line is

broken by towers, pavilions, or other erections,

the conductor must pass up aud down each, so

as not to interrupt its course. This main con-

ductor, of coarse, is modelled, as it were, to the

form of the building, and often consists of several

branches, particularly in the case of edifices,

like the Louvre, where there are several blocks

of buildings perpendicular and parallel to each

other : it will also have many minor branches,

for it must be placed in good communication

with all the gutters, leads, and other large

metallic surfaces on the roof. This great con-

ductor or circuit must be placed in direct com-

munication with a body of water which is never

wanting. Ten or a dozen wells might be dug to

receive each a conductor leading from the main

circuit. Each lightning-rod must be placed

perfect communication with the main circuit.

For the erection of e etampio^room

Meadows, Nottingham. Mr. S. Dutton alker, ftrohi

Fish (accepted) * *

For re.bnildtag the White Hart Hotel, Upper NoP

wood. »l-Soxt„.D,ball^arohit.et-op
q,

Estimate, Materials.

BowyotiSona Dl,633 2 11 ... 11150 12 2

Sr S 2 2 ::: 1?2

Thompson.. .. .
d.jjO » 0 ... lU

^

; t;J22 2 2 ::: 122 2 2

L"?er<““2!^L::: 2S2 2 2 :::

For erection of clwelliti(;-hon3e on tho Lima Orov

Estate, Putney, for Mr. J. E. Rabbett

Sutton (accepted) o

For rebuilding warehouse. Houndsditch, for Messrs

Lazarus & Kosenfelds. Mr. H. H. CoHms architect

Stuart & Bennett £\,5SS 0 0

Ball & RusscU ' 667 0 0

For house at Reigate. Mr. J. F. Mathews, arehiteot

Quantities supplied:-
^ ^

Nightingaie.'BVolhers oH o 0

:::::::::::: 2 2

Boom 9 jHoldaworth S Co 8'6 0 0

TENDERS.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Fall of a Malt Mill in Stockport.—About

three o’clock on Friday, the 27th alt., the newly-

erected malt-mil! of Messrs. Yates & Son, High-

street, Stockport, fell in, from the roof down to

the ground-floor, nearly burying alive two of the

maltsters—William Evans and William Pugh

—

who were engaged in the second and third

looms. The accident happened through an im-

perfection in one of the cross-beams in the upper

rooms, which beam had given w'oy under the

weight of the malt upon it. For some time

Evans could not be extricated from the dtjhris,

which had driven him against the wall ;
but

fortunately he was dug out in time to save his

life. No bones were broken. The damage to

the property is estimated at about 2001.

For new workhonae buildings, and ont-oCGcea, Sc. a

Valley, for the Holyhead Uuiou. Mr. K. Q. Ihonias,

architect:— p.-o- n nl

Fvans S Son 3.670 0 0

W. Willioma 2,963 0 0

Chester 2,940 0 0

W. Jones 2.8S5 0 0

GritRlha 2.493 0 0

R. Jones (accepted) 2,100 0 0 .

For additions and alterations to the Wolverhampton

Union Workhouse. Mr. Vesll, architect

Crutchley £1,633 0 0

Lovatt ••••• 6'6 ^ 16

Ihompson (accepted) SGU 0 0

Bowater 650 0 0

J. H.-J. G. S.-W. j. U.-Dr. U. - H. & P.-E. * SosA-Mr. B

Mr H.—0 B—B G.—AiiQi.—E R— J. O. W.—A, M. H. * Son*

T A--U B -.it. D.-P,-J. F. 8. - T. H.-H. C. 0.- J. F.-A. S

J A B H.-J 8.-P. F.- J. W. A. - B. G. T.-J. B. V.-W. P N,

B bXj- 8.-E. H. (tU.,e 1» no reason to doubt ihit tie experimi

deecribed was mide. The qawUou etUl rcm.iQB, bj

FM the shell broken).-U. T. (a similar appl.callon of tUctrIc.ly

raUwais hM Uen proposed before).-K. IL T.
^

M»yot’sf.kthor died before his turn Mclred (o seCYo « Lurd MsjO

- J. A. (next sretk).- F. (next week). U, * P. (uext J. H.

next Wtek).-Q. W. H. (next week),-Ko>dinaklpg (next weet.).

Institute." should he •• Archjoloji

out booh, .ud giv

of facts, lists of Tenders. Ac., nuut be accompan

by tbe name aud address of the sender, not necessarUy

'"N^-The respouilbUlly of signed articles, and papers read

pubUc meeliugs, rest*, of cooise, w Itb the authors.

For the conrersiou of a betuse into a lace warehouse;

Nottinghain. Mr. 8. Dutton Walker, architect :

—

Acton (accepted) £i62 13 0

Advertis&inents cannot be receivedfor the cutT'

week's issue IcUer than TSRE/i 0 clook^

on TBVBSDAY.
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2TOTICE.—All Commimications respect-
mg Advertisements, Sulscriptions, ^c., sliouU be
addressed to “ Tlie Publisher of the Builder,”
A<5. 1, Yorh-street, Covent Garden. All other
Conwiunications should he addressed to the
Editor” and not to the “ Publisher.”
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ADVERTISEMENTS.

TURNER
& ALLEN’S
NEW DESIGNS

For Plain & Ornamental

LAMP POSTS,
DWARF

GAS PILLARS,

LAMP BRACKETS
Lamps, Lanterns, &c.
Gaseliers, Corridor
and Lobbj Lamps.

Complete Pattern and
Price Book 33, 6d. in

stamps.

TURMEE & ALLEy,
Engineers, Founders,

&c.

WORDSWORTH’S GREECE.
F.f.h M.ps .„d COO

“>

PICTORIAL, DESCRIPTIVE, AND HISTORICAL
ACCOUNT OF GREECE.

ByOHRISTOPHEK WORDSWORTH, D.D. Biohop Designaie of Lincoln.
Charaeteriatics of Greek Art, by GEOEQE SCHAEF, F.3.A.

JOHN MURRAY, Albemarle-streefc.

With an Essay o

THE CONSTRUCTOR OF THE NAVY ON IRON SHIPBUILDING
A T-kT^ i

6 Plans aud 250 Woodcuts, 870. 3^8.A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON SHIPBUILDING
IN IRON AND STEEL.

! E. J. REED, O.B. Chief Constrnotor of the Eoyoi Nary, .and Viee.Precident of the
, ,

Institution of Naval Architects.
, By order of the Lords Commissioners of the Admiraltv tin» Pt-ov..- • t

Dockyards will be based on this
H.M.

London ; JOHN MURRAY, Albermarle-street, Pnbliaher to the Admiralty.

^T^HE ENGINEER, December 4— 6d
P®iii

7''- eontoins Working DrairlDgd, No. 0; Fealh-riiB

oil thrM^ot Ceniii^R?ll*lBlI N^nt
IJo«e.power ; Illuslrsted AHielrs

V i

bulloug^. Perp"m‘.l MoUon £^om.'™Sa’
'•’j

I

"'"3 8 I'.gtmn
, iiie Hinaley Colliery Kxolo-ion : Liveroool No a •

•8,
I

NBwVlge'Si
"'’” 163, 3Ua^;'aSa .li

201. UPPER THAMES I

t.street, London, e.c, T)ERFECT10N in BOOKKEEPING.—
UN T A^-ivT Bl^lLDERS. A-.;.

j

MOI>KLS ^foJ'’BUII*DKRa'’‘BOOK8'b^ iMilBLH: ENTRY, toCjTANNAH’S tables of ANGLE and T^dwhTeh liso

r^l»lier», VIRTDB & CO. 28, Try.lane, London.
j
mncb."-Q.

bookUeepSng, and like it very

“Your system

Hj^HE PRACTICAL MECHANIC’S
Wbh Third Series, Price

three wI5d Ecig^riDCT.®
Telaecopo," and Firty.

PrtD^aU?n°nf ' ‘I"® 6®*'’“'® ®f Gli'gow

;

Itrcent V,*"® Melhonrue TeWope.
Brown - lr,inf rA n "‘J Maawell and George

London : I^NGMANB. Pateruoster-row
j Bditora’ Ofllcea (OHce

^PHE ART of GARNISHING CHURCHES * ^X Fof CHRISTMAS and OTHER
I L

s thoronghly to i : refiulTementa,''

—

like y

/-'I-SX' p 1,^ wrigntand four jihuK^puB.COX & SON’S ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE
to BJlllo., wltbis»D«to
pil t™ M.non.p.., s.. ITta 3J,

lSK w.a M “"'-I M. a.Pll,.mpl.n..te.l. Slnni,

hmSS."*
” " (.aj.lPlpg th.

Wood md ,PJ Mpppm.pUI w .ik.,Oonege Pt h.rf, Belvedera-roiHi, Liniheth.

Kow T„d,, 1„ sro. plotU, i, p,.,„ Po.dapU,

rjlHE PEACTIOAl''’’MANUFACTUEE
Of PORTLAND CEMENT
By HENRY REID.UE.

“ro'lTrz's wopk.
Cement, by W. K, REID.

London • E. A F, N. SPON.

To which ii added a

,
- ,

- ^Pry much, and ihall adapt it."—W W
t to“thi''L"f^dS«‘^

bookkeeping, we can recommendt to the builders generally. Having b.ad It in lue over twe'vn

KIA-IkIm"""”"' •"••k-.p lb. a„d

tKi.i'-SilES’?-"*

bAiTpffS5S.1t;.T
rally adonled."—T M a o maue anown to ne gone-

for Patents), 47. Llncoln's-Inn-fields.

rally adopted."— T. H.

perfectly-''-^ r!'’’!!.
of contract work

recelTed yiur models. They fully meet my cxpectations."-

^
'^Tonr system of bookkeeping appears to me to be excellent."—

I^® “O'?®! form of books you sent me U very good "
Yoor n an of honWeaninn k«* ..iw*.. — .

J. H. C.

• p'an of bookkeeping his given me many geirf' S'eaa."—

i, Charing-ci

O
VT • „ — __ J'ut published.UANTITIES MADE EASY

^NCIENT and MODERN POTTERY.
Iblrd Edltipp. thopopgblp E^i.^'iod Enlarged, wltb Colonred

,
““<! 300 WoodcuU. Medium 8ro 42i

“™“

POTTERY and POROELAIN,lIEDr.EVAL end MODERN. By JOSEPH MARRYAT ’

Uniform wi lb the above,
^OTES on VENETIAN CERAMICSW. K. DRAKE, F.8A. Fonnlng a SnppR

Pottriy and PorceJaln." lledlnni 8i o. 4i.

By
Marryat's

A HISTORY of ANCIENT POTTERY •

gyplUn. Assyrian, Greek, Ettn>caji anl - -
IKCU. F.S.A. With Colonred Plates'and 2
edjuin Svo, due.

JOHN MURRAY. Albemarle itreat.

Fcap. 8vo. illnstraled w
"WATHEK : an EA.STERN' RoSiANCE.

» «..,u BECKFORD. Fjn,
With a Memoir of the Aulhur and copious Not^a.London; WILLIAM TEGG, Paucras-lane, CheipsiJa.

rriHE BRITISH ALMANAC FOR 18G9.

ME OOMPa‘nIOn''to"'¥he ALMANAC.
rtr, .t,. rr i , TP

^«pper. price 25. Oil.

S.Sr’mSf"’ •f',,'""” o.“5- Dbdd-
plfimmer Wi* aiv.

Ou the Continent,® by John

^ Ihe other usnal Art dee on the LegUiation StatlsUc^ fifof

THE BRITISH ALMANAC AND THE
COMPANION

pbi. p.?"* .‘fSjL'iS'rrVb ,™ .b

";7SdS
And Sold by all Booksell-ia in the United Kingdom.

A NEW BOOK FOR CHRISTMASTYDE

UlsfoEio'NXNTpi^^^^^^
Lirs.

Where Old and Young may mad sfrangl
I By JOHN TIMES, Author of Things Not Gonerally Known '•

London : LOCK WOOD A CO. 7, Btaiioners’ Hall court, E.C

_ CATfLE SHOW.

OHRONIOLE and^ . •AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE of SATURDAYS DECPMairR
.A®"'"'"®

F!’LL KKPOtrTa of the STOCK IMPl^F^ .v
- “v - — • ..a.,.,.v.ki,, ,....• ..eai soKNrSat the AGRICULTUKAL HALL. Islington -41 WslIwTi^n®' “‘7 be received as fully and fnithfuUy expressing “ the exUt-

reet. Strand, W.C.
,

® • Wellington- I. mg state of Engineering and Mechanism, adapted to the wants of
* “sacllcal Men.” In two large Svo. voU. cloth lettered, price 30s.

KELLY’S PRACTICAL BUILDERS’
PRICE-BOOK

:
or. Safe Guide te the Valuation of all kind!

ot Artificers' Work
;
with the ilodem Practice of Measuring, and an

Abstract of the New Building Act for Regulating the Construction
of Buildings. Rsvlsed and Corrected by New Calculations upon the
prejieutValueofMsUiialtaud Labour. Arranged by an Arebitset of
etntneace, assisted by several experienced Measuring Surveyors.
Illueirated and exemplified by Steel Kugravings andnnmureus Wood-
cuta. Royal Svo. price 8i. neatly hound.
London: Published byT. KELLY, Paternoster-row

; SIMPKIN &
MARSHALL; and may bo had of all Booksellvre.

Of whom may be hod, new Editlous Iti Quarto, of the followinj
Practical Arcuitect.uralWurlu ;—

1. PETER NICHOLSON’S PRACTICAL
CtRPRNTRY, JOINERY, and CABINET MAKING. Revised by
TREDOOLDi being a new and complete Syateto of Lines, for the
Use of Workm-’u, fonnued on GeometriesJ and Mechanical Hi
pies. Teu Parts at Ss. or in boards, 30‘.

;
containLug upwards o

Steel Pl.itcs, and numereus Woodcut Disgrania.

2. PETER NICHOLSON’S PRACTICAL
MASONRY, BRICKL.AYING, and PLASTERING (revised byTRED-
GOLD) both plain and ornamental

;
cuutalnlog a new aud complete

System of Lines for Stone-culting, for the Use of Workmen
;
the

Formsiiou of Mort>rs,Coi'nents,Coiic>ete, to which is added n variety
of new Deiigns for Murat Tablets, Tombs, Gravestones for Cemeteriai,
*0. Ac.

;
and a Desctlplion of tbs various Materials emiiloyed. len

Parts at 35. or lu boards, S9s.
;
contaiulug upwards of Ninety Steel

I'lates. and uumeroas Woodcuts.

3. TREDGOLD and NICHOLSON’S Theore.
(leal and Practical Treatise on the FIVE OBIIRRS of ARCHITEC-
TURE

;
containing plalu and simple Rules for Drawing nnd F.xecat-

Ing ibem In the purest style. Including an Historic.al Dotcription of
O'llhic Architecture. Iliuatrsted by upwards of Quo Hundred Steel
Eegravings, executed by Artiits of first-rate taleut, iucludiug nume-
rous Diagrams, 4c. Twelve Parts at 3} or In boards, 3Gs.

4. DESIGNS for COTTAGE and VILLA
ARCHITECrrURE, containing Plans, Elovationa, Sections. Perspoe-
tlve Views, and Details, for the Erectlou of Cottages and Villas. By

H. BROOKS, Architect. Be.aiitifully eugr.tved on stoel. with
Direction for Bnllding^aud the ostlmated cost ofeach edifice. Twelve

’ 5.“designs for PUBLIC BUILDINGS, con-
•idling nf Plans. Elevations, Sariions, Perspective Views and Details
• f niitrohes. UhvpeD. Schools, Alinshouses.GM Works. Markets and
..ti er Huildiog- for public purposes. By S. H. BROOKS, Architect.
B au-.,rul1v engrived on steel. Ten Parts at 3s- or 328. boards.

(i. The HOUSE DECORATOR and PAINT-
F.iva GUIDE, con'Aiding a Scrlet of Eeslgns for Drcoratiiig Apart-
ments with taste, and suite'! to the various Styles of Architecture.
By H. W, end A. ARROWSMITH, House Decorators to Her Majesty.

7. The HOUSE ’painter, or DECORA-
TOR’S COMPANION, containing a complete Treatise on Ihe Art ofHouse Painting, Qraiuiug, mud MHibllng, Inctiidlog the Origin of
Colour, the Laws of Harmonlnus Oolouriog, the Manufacture of Pi--
raents,Oil8.Vami»hes.Ae. By W. M. HIGGINS, KfC|. Accompanle’d
by actual Specimens of Hand brush Graining and Marbling Ten
Parts at 3". or lu boards. 3*8.

*

The ENGINEERS’ and MECHANICS’
EVCYCLOP.EDIA : a new and enlarged Edition, a-.mprehending
Practical Illnstratjons of the Mschluery and Processes eiunloyed in
every Detcripiion of Maniifaoture of the British Empire Illustrated
by upwards of 2.000 Woo! Engravings. By LUKE lIERBRRr. Ci.U
Engineer, &o. The rapid progress of Mechanical Scieuse has deve.
Icped rasny of the important facts since the first publication, in 1335
of the Encycinpiu'li.i. The Inventions and discoveries receut'ly made’
have engaged the sedulous attention of the Editor

;
for, ns the value

*f each w.ia tested by experiment, a description was scoordiugly pve-
p.arrd. By the s-Ieotlon of new articles, and care In the revision of-.a sui- i... become

PROFESSIONAL PAPER,? on INDIAN
*- ,, ENGINEERING.

And Aw.Inst CE.And PublUbed Quarteiiy, at^ihe Thomason C.Z. College, Roorkee.

Each Quarterly Nnmber or
Hons. Specimeni can be seen at Messis

Th t
®l‘prB snb-cribera’ 1The 1st and 2nd VoliiiuM (comprising Nine w....ter.y nunow ready. Price of either, 33s. neatly bound in cloth.

East Indies,
eontaius 100 pages, with several Illustra-

*• ”-•5. SMITH, ELDER, 4 CO. ’S.—8 will be received,
‘erly numbers), are

CONTRACTORS and
TION

CONTRAUrOT. roiulres theCO-OPERA-

nOMPETITIONS, WORKING DRAW-
!^E3IQN8. *e. undertaken on (be shortest mtlce

keeper. 1, Long-acre. W,C.

TO ARCaiTECTa.
PARTNERSHIP.—A Young ARCHITECT
fu’HnjFa^"‘T.’,

ASINQ a SHARE in a we!l-est»bll,hej
luttaocB, to 403, Office of "T^

PERSPECTIVES, Competition audWorkintr"

leols. Euglnwr?, and Builders in the best mauner and on moderate
of ilousekeaper, 22. Bnckingbaiu-street,

TAR. DRESSER, Architect and Ornamentist,

A GENTLEMAN in practice as an ARCHI-
TECT having a good deal of spare time. Is wUllug to assUt a

^‘nri*!^
Architect in prepariug drawings and speoffi.iations for

Parsonage-houses. «:hooli. 4c T.rmt mod”rate,—Address, A. R. 1 B. A. Office of " The BuiidBr."

(7 L 0 S E of the YEAR. — BUILDERS’
Kauined ...i aomted. .kd

r>nV-o
BALANCE SIIKET I’KKHARED, by Mr. LOWTilEKDONE, Accountant and Audito., 6U, Mo Tgate-street, E.C.

pLERKand BOOKKEEPER.—WANTED,
® tindeittko the duties of CLERK in aBurreyota Office in Loudon, qualified to keeptne books of the officeand to make neat fair copies and tracings from plans.—Apply by

letter to E. 13. Bedford-row, Loudon. W.U
vi / r

TO BUILDERS, DBCOEATOR8, 4c.

/^ILDERS, thoronghly experienced in House
vA Work, Decorative Futniiure, and Gliding in all its branches,nay be OBTAINED at the House of Uall, Marlborough Iim, Blenheim.
tepj, Oifurd-street.—Address to the Secretary.

I^UBIL.—A CIVIL ENGINEER, holding
_L a public appoiutraent and having sewerage works lu baud. S
willing to take a POFIL, who will have every oppoituutty of
sc luinug the best practice lu the sewerage and drainage of towns, in
the coustruction of waterworks, aud in town improvemeuti gene-
rally.—Address, CHARLES SLaOO. C.E, KiDgston-on-Tbamee, S.W.

TO SMALL capitalists.—WANTED,
a Gentleman, willing to INVEST 200f. or 30(K. either as Parl-

nerahlp or upon securl'y, nnd to atidertake the Travelling Depait-
mrnt of a Business couuected with the Building Trade. One who
undeiaUnds limber preferred.—A-Jdress, 0. M. Post-office, Ludgate-

T IMBEE TRADE.—WANTED, .a

rPO CLERKS and ASSISTANTS
I. WAI -

WANTED, TWO good PLASTERERS.
T T Must be flrst-clsst hands.—.^pp’y to J. L OLABSL’OCK,

Builder, bishop's StortfurJ,

WANTED, a First-class BUILDER’S
T T CLERK, to keep the books for a large firm la B:i»toI —

Apply to A. B. 140, Thomoa-Btreet, Bristol.
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ANTED, by a London firm, a CLEEK,
\ Y well up In tbe general routine of r Baildet'e Office. None

-•Ko.. ....id .nnir —Addrtee. by letter only, to A. A. LRurel Mil*,

TO PLUMBERS AND BUILDERS. ___
\irANTED, by a good PLUMBER,
\V SITUATION M PLUMBER and GAB-FmBB. Welluyjo

bath and cloeetirork. Can do hot-water work it_^teaulred.

to H. C. 20, Great Coliege-itreet. Wer

TO ABCHITEUTS.

\T7ANTED, a EE-BNGAGEMENT by a

VV well -qualified ASSISTANT and QUANTI^ CLERK.

Town or country.—Addreea, G. P. 35, Adam-atreet. C.trdin.

f, 8.W.
—Apply

TO ARCHITECTS, SUKVBYOltS. AND BUILDERS.

W ANTED, an ENGAGEMENT, by an
eiperienced ASSISTANT, to prepare ’^orklnj, deUil.

fioiihed drawlDge. speclficatloui. take off and P'JP*™ of

*•— or aa meaauring up and eitlmatlng ul-rt—Addrese, A. B. care oi

Doye, Plumber, 12. New Park-etreet. Sonthwark, 8 &

TO PLUMBERS.

WANTED, a good PLUMBER, for the

conntrr. WaeeeSOt. per week. None but competent hand*

need apply.-I^dreaa, by letter only. W. B. Mr. Barrelf*. Stationer

.

8, New Chnrch-etreet. N.W.

TT7ANTED, in a Builder’s Office, an ESTI-
VV MATING and MEASURINO CLERK. One who baa a

tboreuRh practical knowledge of the trade.—Apply by Utter, e^Ung

age, aalary required, and quallficatlona, Ac. to ALPHA, care of Mr.

Roibrongh.S, Aldgate, City, E, C.

\\7ANTED, a JOINER, good Accountant,

VV and Dranght.man, that will fill up bU timeatihe Bench.
..ti... Uft. . •,»«W _ Annty. atatlOB aye. Ac. U, ,

„_Hm*n, tnat will trn up nia

Permanency. Not exceeding 30i, a week.- Apply, etattng

CORNICK 4 SONS, Builder*, Surrey or*, and Auctioneeie, unaport.

ANTED, an experienced Man as OUT-
VV DOOR FOREMAN, to euperlnlend the m.Mon*, joiner*.

fitter*. 4c. In a glas* manutaclory. He must hate a general Know-

ledge of raaeblnery, and be competent to make ordinary working

drawit gr. Wage*. 3L 10s. per week, with houae. fu-L and gae.-

Aj.ply m wilting, to JOHN HARTLEY, Esq. Weir Qla*a Work*,

ttrANTED, immediately, a YOUTH in an

V V Architect-* Office, who can write a good hand, and h*. ^n
_ .'__L ...» .lad tracn drawlni*. A email salary

XXrANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, as

\V BHOPor WALKING E.tUnatlog Cl«^ or te

w. ,>*1 .Trtinor hff trjLde. Aeed 37, Flrat-claas

TO AROHirECTP. *C.

A FIEST-OLASS DESIGNER, PER-
/\ SPECTIVK DRAUGHTSMAN, and COLOURIST, well up In

letall* and working .drawing*, i* open to an ENGAGEMENT In

Town, temporary or otherwise.—Addre**, ARCHITECT, XI, Duke-

street, Adelphl. —

> V BHOPor WALKING FOB®MAN. E.tUnatlog ...erK. or^
Take Charge of a Busiue**. Joiner by trade. Aged 37, Flrat-claas

draiighUmau. Active and energetic. The ^
*

character and ability.—Addreaa. W. 8. Deacon'*. Leadenhall-atreet. London.

w TO PARENTS AND GUARDIANS.
_ANTED, an industrious, intelligent

vnnTH. aa APPRENTICE (in or out-door) to a flrst-clMS
> V YOUTH, a* APPRENTICE (iu or out-door) to a flrst-clMS

S'. im -zs,':,'.

MACINTOSH 4 NICOL, 38, Langham-atreet, Loi

TO ENGINEERS, ARCHITECTS. AND CONTRACTORS.

W anted, a re-engagement, either

a* CLERK of WORKS or GENERAL FOREMAN.
iuperintended many large works b?th in town and ',

cl« feJtlmoolal* and references. Ua* just completed a t y

contract. Aged 31). ^
35 Adelpbla-terraee. Old Ford-roail. Victoria Park, Middles x. N.P,.

TO BDILDERS, PLUMBERS, Ac.

'VX7ANTED, by a good PLUMBER
VV SITUATION or JOB. piecework or otherwise, or M T

1 _L_ _i- TT--J v«r..rancA If rennlrtd.—AddrefiS. A. Z. 37. 1
1, piecewoTK or OUlcl*w*ee, ui

if required.—Addrees, A. Z. 1

acInItomfd‘toc^y‘‘ep«ffiiattons^nd"uMe drawing. A small salary

giten. Good leferencw lequired.—Apply, by letter, a.ating

«c. to H. D. 16, Fin»bury-place South, B.O.

^IJANTED, by the Advertiser, aged 32, a

VV SrrUATION aa SHOP or GENERAL FOREMAN, to Uke
ti-wn nr i-rtiintrv- Oood reference. Wage*

TO SURVEYORS AND ESTATE AOENT8,

"VVANTED, by the Advertiser, a SITUA-
VV TION tn the Office* of the above. Ha* been four year* in

the office of a Land and Estate Agent In the country. a fnU

knowledge of surveying and levelling, and ‘

Salary not so much an object a* practice.-Addresf. J. D. Fulbeck

cotUge, Pond-atreet, Hampetead

Cb'arao of
’ a'""j(>b^'''Town or country. Go^ reference. Wage*

mod?ra‘e.-Addre«*, A. E. J. 17. Avery Farm-row, Commerclal-road

Yt^ANTED, to APPRENTICE a Youth,

VV .jUl.l»mi6.lo.CARPBUTBB A .m.H w."M

be given.—Address, stating p.irtlculars, to A. B. care of 8. Beld,

lei, Oxford-atreet. The country preferre*

YVranted, as SHOP and MILL FORE-
VV MAN. a RE-ENGAGEMENT. Ha* a caplUl system of wotk-

.L- A A *u. nf tifnavnil materials t oulck at detail
Ing the two in the saving of time and mateHaU

j
quick at deuil

drawinv. setting out work, and h*« a practical knowledge of jolue

machinery.—Addresi, COMO. 10, Vetnon-»treet, Hammer*mUb-ga'
London, B.W.

TO ARCHITECTS.

A N ENGAGEMENT WANTED, by a
I\ CLERK of WORKS. WeU acquainted with hi* duties.

Reference* and tesUmonlalslof the hlgheet clau.—Address, TAU, 140,

York-read, Lambeth, 8.

AN AEOHITEOT’S ASSISTANT is in

WANT of a RE-ENGAGEMENT. Can give ^t-ola«s re-

^Cddrew, H. GAYE, i6, ColeahUl-street. Baton-square,

A N ARCHITECT and SURVEYOR’S
/A ASSISTANT, fully qualified, possessing a thorough expe-

In construction, surveying, quantities,

.

f»r,A.nee nf works. Ac. and *’ good draughtsman, I* open to an

ENGAGEMENT. Temporary or otherwise. Ftnit-claaa referencee.

Addret*. -150. Office of " The Builder."

A
TO PAINTERS, BUILDERS. Ac.

,

GOOD WRITER and GRAINER wishes

for EMPLOYMENT. Would fill up time at painting, glszlng.
- ’ -a good glider, and If required can measure and

it- Office of " The Builder.”

AS CLERK, WANTED EMPLOY-
MENT, by a Genlleman. who hw been -^rMcled to an

tect. Surveyor, Auctioneer, and Estate Agent.—Addieis.O. H. L.The
teci. tsurveyor, rvuui.uuvoi,

Mount, Thurlow Fark-rovJ, Dulwich.

TO BUILDERS, Ac.

A THOROUGHLY experienced SHOP or

GENERAL FOREMAN ^1' be DISENGAGED at the end of

this month. Can prepare detail nud working drawings, quick at

eto^ out wo^experienoed in the use of machinery. systematicU

luwnylng out workV and superintending any number of

Town or conutry. Highest references. Aged 37.—Address. UJ, Office

of •• The Builder.-'

TO ARCHITECTS.

AXTANTED, by the Advertiser, a RE-
VV ENGAGEMENT, In a London Office. CUisic,

t_ A

I

T IT a*J TlnneT Berkelev-street. Portman-T T K>UAUi!.iuc.n i, 11' »

moderato.-Addres*. J. H. 53, Upper Berkeley

TO PARENTS AND GUARDIANS.

YITANTED, by a Civil Engineer and bur-

VV veyor. holding a pubUc
sU-educated YOUTH, a* OUT-DOOR ARTICLED PUPIL.

L. Towc-ball. Croydon. 8.Apply, by le

TO CIVIL ENGINEERS AND SURVEYORS.

W ANTED, a SITUATION, as

ASSISTANT. Is well up lo drainage works, surveying. leveL

Hug.andagooddiBUghttman. Aga-l -25. bo ol jeclion to go abroad.

Addrese, J. K T. 8, Norfoik-vilUs, Iffley-road. Oxford.

TO ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYORS.

A YOUNG GENTLEMAN desires an
wKfjiRPMENT Age 25. and has been nine years In Ihe

..«io®m°Te®ZS;L.tf.-Addreis,A. B. 25, St. Aubyn’s-road

Upper Norwood, 3.E.

A N experienced DRAUGHTSMAN dcsicea

/-\ . BP RVO sOSMKNT lo an Arehitoet’e Office. Having a

W
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.

ANTED, EMPLOYMENT, by a good
JOBBING BRICKLAYER. Wages 7d. pethour.—Addret* ,

6, Devonsblre-cottages, First street. Chelsea.

w
TO MASTER PLUMBERS.

ANTED, by a Youth, aged 17,

RMPLOYMEST a* au IMPROVER Ihaving been eppren-

»d). Town or country no object.—
liced to a City master, :

Address. H. E 1). Charlea-st •r-square, Birblean, City

.

TO Bl'ILDKRS.

ANTED, by the Advertiser, a RE-EN-
VV GAGEMENT as FOREMAN of BRI KLAYRRS. Brickwork

by the Piece, or to Take Cnarge of a Job. Fmt-olai* references.—

Addre-e, A. B. 46, Park-treet. Uorset.sqnsre. _

TO BOILDSRS AND OTHERS.

A YOUNG man is opea to a BE-EN-
GAOBMEIiT u OBNBBAL FOEEUAH, .. Cl..k oI

c.r,«.ir J.lAT h, mJ.. ooAd ,.r™dj.-Ada«... A. V.

PaU, Newsagent, Portobello-road, Kensington Park.

TO BUILDERS. , , , ,

TO BUILDERS AND coNTRACTOM.
i.- 1

!
1 VOITTR ftcred 17 residing With his

YY7ANTED, by an experienced, practical A
,^„Vd7 iidrsteo^”o® obiaiuing * siTDA’ri^^

VV Man. a RE-ENGAOEMBNT a* FOREMAN of " {u^R^In a Bnime^s Office. Sdary^nol so much an ohjMt »* the
..O. _l... tnanvamsunt. F.rst-cl .w references

,

LLBRK
the tradCj-Addresa. A. B. Stephenson *, ,

.oaii, a
'onld take work, labour only, to-.., -

ability and Integriiy.—Addre*

North, Bov

TO ARCHITECTS. _WANTED, by a DRAUGHTSMAN,
aged 21. a temporary or perm.nent ®IT^TION. First-

class testimonial*. Terms very moderste.-Apply, W. E. 27, Oto*

-I, Westminster. '

A GOOD PLUMBER is in WANT of a

SITUATION. WeU experienced In
"f*. -j

’

could fill up lime (if necessary), at psintlng. gluing, gas fitting, Ac.

Ad^w. PLUMBER, 13. Belgrave-screot South. Pumice. B.W.

TO CONTRACTORS. BUILDERS, SCRVEYOES. AND OTHERS.

A ANTED, by a Young Man, carpenter by
VV trade, and ha* Wn AaslsUnt to a Surveyor, a SITUATION

as YARD FOREMAN, Clerk, or Tlme^eper. Wag*a m^erale.

Firit-claas reference.-Address, No. 455, Office of The Builder.

TO PLUMBERS, BU LDERS. AND ENGINEERS.
^

mTANTED, by tbe Advertiser, who is aW first-class plumbir. a SITOATION or JOB, «
Town or conntry. Flrat-clas* reference*, if r«quir6d.-Addr«a, J. W.

2, Qreen's-row, Hlgh-*tieet. CamberwtU.

w TO PLUMBERS AND BUILDECB.

aVNTED, a SITUATION or JOB, by
an experienced plumber. — Addre**, 470, Office of The

TO BUILDERS. PLUMBERS. Ac.

YY7.ANTED, by a Young Man, aged 18, a

V V SITUATION a* IMPROVER to the PLUMBING. Ac. Four

year.' experience. Willing to make himself generally useful. —
Afldreii, W. BL 3. Old Conipton-itreet, Soho, W.

TO IRONMONGERS ANR,BUILDBM.

rpHE Advertiser WANTto a SITUATION
I as BATH. GAB. STEAM, and HOT-WATER I* weU

up in close firework. Ac. G od retereure* from London firm.

Address. J. J. 133. Great Cambrldge-street. Hackney.

TO TIMBER AND MAHOGANY MERCHANTS.

rpHE Advertiser, who has been m the above

1 M.. a a.,iro«. y js'-lf‘i.S’l.-
falTUATION as TRAVi!,uiii:.i„ -

in“any other capacity in wWch he can

Address, K. P. Deacon's Nswiroom*. Leadeahall-streot, E.O

A N ARCHITECrS ASSISTANT desires

J\. a RE-BNQAQEMENT.
^t^li.perspMUve.Ac. Salary. 30.. per week. Highest refereuoes.

Addreea. J. G. R. Brallaford, Derby.

GENTLEMAN who, during ten years’

T„,ar.r, hnld itveral responsible rliuatlon*A_ held’sev.ral responatole

M dstk. cMhler, correspondent, Ac. la de*Doua of a RE-ENGAGE
ai pyjT w,iil iiusllfied to undertake the entire maua/ement of an

in any brines* connected with the buUdlag trade.—Address,
otnee in any ouaiur..

H. b. Office of -' The Builder.

TO ARCHITECTS.

An assistant wishes for a EE-

utef^'referencearand epecimens,—Addreea, No. 430. Office of " Tne

Builder,”

YY7 ANTED, EMPLOYMENT, by a

VV thoroughly practical and euergetlo Bnllder’a IBTIMaTOR
and GENERAL CLEEK. Bxperieuced as Foreman. Well up in

prime coit and double entry. Pariiiil employment not objected to^

tsiary moderate. FUil-clae* reftrences.—Address, A 12, Great

TO ARCHITECTS AND OTHERS.
riTXTn

The Advertiser is desirous of PLALIJNG
hi* BON in an OFFICE in the COUNTRY, where ho

with the principal In lleu of salary. H.ts >^>1 e m
Architect-* office for the Ust eighteen months.-Ad dress, A. No. 2i»,

Ktug's-crosa-road. W,*’’

Ormond-atreet. W.C.

TO ARCHITECTS.

\ALanted, by a DRAUGHTSMAN of

VV four yeara- experience, lately returned from an engsgemen

abroad, a SITUATION vu aa office. Salary not so much *d obj'ct M
emplosmentand further Improvement. To obUln a d«lrrtle aUu»-

^ would pay a premium.—Addiese. W. F. 12, Mayfleld-road,

Dalston, N.E.

YY7ANTED, EMPLOYMENT, by a re-

V V srecUble Young M.d,).gwl 32. a* PLUMBER, PAINTp.
-..X ..T .,,.7 71 1C, - w,tHK KU W-il able to make him-

\ N experienced FOREMAN of BRICK”
A LAYERS la In WANT of a SITUATION, or to take Rod

In rindon or country : or to Uke tbe General Manigement

^Building. Good reference*.—Addrea*. W. B. at Mr. Blofields,

TO roNTRAUTORS, BUILDERS. BRICK MANUFACTURES,
bSoEWS. COLUEHV I-KOl-BlJiTOES, *XD OTBEM,
BARGE OWNERS. COLLIERY 1 KUl UUki urie. aii*./

rpHE Advertiser, aged 33, profters his services

1 in either of the above b-ulne^^ AWJnch^lneSu*^in either of the abo-ie businesses.' *Has a thorough

M’cSnEi!,AUoreer, mai-in w
Hammersmith, W.

Bonder. Bj’.v^ere. Ken

A N efficient BUILDER’S CLERK, of con-

A siderable practical experience, well up In estimating and

m^uring* making out a«ounta, Ac. used to large jola.rei^res

an EN^AGEMENlb First-claas teetlmoulals and refeience*.

Addrea*. £08. Offiee of *‘ The Builder.”

* f specUble Young Man.l-ged 32. a* PLUMBER, PAINTp
OLAZIEB..aud PLAIN ZINC WORKER Wellable to make him-

self generally useful iu anything required. PrinciptUy at Jo'jbtog

work of any sort. W»ge». Gil. per hour, or take It by the Job,

otherwise.—Address. H. U. *), Bo»Mn-place, Dorset-'

bote, N.W.

TO ARCHITECTa AND BUIU^RS

rpHE Advertiser is DISENGAGED Two
I d»Taaweek la a flret-olasa quantity taker, measurer, «U-

4o, 25 jSSuiTt. ot lh. kl.hjt i«P«..bl W.
(itoisVpre-paid, toY. Z. 4!), Uverpool-streeb, Biih. pigate-itieet,

City.

An Architect and Surveyors ASSISTAN'T,
or eiBht root.' stMidloft, po-e»log » thorough oiporlaho. in

..o...u'’.U.oV.™io,. hooutlllt. io. ohd .

ninnrUt isopen to a permanent ENGAGEMEN 1. no onj ttionm

voe country or abroai Effioientl French scholar.-Addrese, No. SOO.

Office of " Tbe Batlder."

e, Maryle-

W ANTED, a SITUATION, as WORK-
ING SHOP FOREMAN of JOINERS, or to Uke charge of i

Job, by a practical, steady, energetic Man. Quick at retting out rods,

can dfaw plana, elovatvon*. Ac.-Addr«s.. A. B. 5, Noltlngham-

terrace, Nottingham-road, Wandsworth.

rpHE Advertiser is desirous of a RE-
I KVOAOEMENT In an Aichltecl"* Offlea. Can make 6ui*hed,

„klpr*ufd!uU^*ilng.. draw persi^tive and ^ acemtomrf

m the general routine of a first-class ^ndon office.-Addre**. Z. M.

Post-office, Greek-street. Bobo-*quare. W.

TO BUILDERS, ARCHITECTS. SURVEYORS. AND OTHERS.

\\"ANTED, by a respectable Young Man, a

VV SITUATION In an Offio. Town or country. Ha* a good

practical knowledge of tracing, measuring. tlin--k«eplng, Ac.

moderate.—Addreas, A. B. 2, Red Crore-iquare, Cnpplegete. B.O.

JANTED, by a Young Man, aged 34
^ mwrUd. a SITUATION in a Warehouse. Or on a (ientle^n’*

Carpenter, and to make himself generally meful. wages
..V objtcta* a peimtueucy. Eefetence given.—Address,

' * '-toad, B.E.

Estate — -

W. W. T. 506. East-street. Old K

AY ’'ANTED, an immediate RE-ENGAGE-
\ V MENT, by an efficient genet*l and practical DRAUGHTS-
MAN. as ASSISTANT. Has had couelderable experience in ewle-

Blast cal and domestic arcbit- cture lu the different styles in Loudon

and I rovlnclal offices
;
is well acquainted with detail, having a good

knowledge of perepectlve, levelling, Ac. Term* sWiinly moderate.

Boat commendable teatimonlala and reference.—Address, 2 tMr U a,

46, Manebester-road, Bnrnley, Lancashire.

TO MASTER CARPENTERS AND JOINERS.
.

A YOUNG MAN, having acquired a plain

knowledge of the trade, wishes for

PROVER.-Address. T. W. 15, Doaro Cottages . St. John* Wood.

rpHE Advertiser, who has served his articles

I with an architect and surveyor (London), is desirous of

^GAGING blmseic to an ARCHITECT aud SUBVEYOB. Tempo-

a^^y or otnerwSe--Address. DORIC, cate of Mr. Brown. 202. Ken-

ington Park-road, Notllng-hill, W,

A S MANAGER, FOREMAN, or SUPER-
/\ INTBNDENT in ENGINEERING WORKS. MILL, or on an

iSaTK-WA^ED, a SITUATION a* above, by a competent,

exMtleuced, and practical Engineer and MUlwrigpK FTr*bcla**reference«.-C.T.O.No. 5, Jobn-street.

PentonviUe-hiU.N.

TO ARCHITECra OR CIVIL ENGINEERS.

The Advertiser, who is a first-class general

Ti..„ol>t.man. and very qnlok. dCilte* EMPI/OYMENT. Per-Tn-Ui Auveriisei, wuu m ** xxiow-v*—

—

DrauKhtsroan, and very qnlok, dcilre* EMPI/OYMENT. Per-

man*n?”r^ferrT &lary low.lAddrere, A. F. B. 70, Offord-road.

Bainsbury, N.

tmpekial life insurance
I COMPANY.

Instituted 1820.

^B^ly^rrent of the profit* divided among the Assured every

of aU kinds, without profit*, at considerably reduced

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.

Plastering wanted, by a thoroughly

praciical Man. Labour only.—Address, 2i5, Office of ” fh
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The Social Science Association.

^ ^ ® Association is

w,;S3 again getting to work

//
vigoronsly. Jlr.G.W.

>•1 ich/jr
Hastings having re-

rTwV^fr signed the office long

W lield by him of Gene-

ral Secretary, has

been elected chair-

x-> uM/^ man of the Conncil,

C^^'L^~rjiy~L and, in that capacity,

^ delivered, at the in-

vitation of the execu-

tive committee, the opening address of the new
session, in which he referred not to one section

specially, but to all
j

carrying out the idea on

which the Association was founded, that Social

Science is a unit
;

that, while its component

branches may be separately treated (and with

advantage) as to details, they cannot be dissevered

in principle. Nor is it only that the several

sciences concerning • the well-being of a com-

munity form a common philosophy which must

be dealt with as a whole j
it is also that the

practical work which the study of these sciences

evokes requires a reciprocity of labour. The

workers in these various fields are in want of

each other. The lawyer needs the economist, and

has often grievously erred for lack of him. The

political economist needs the sanitarian to teach

him how much of the productive energy of a

nation depends upon a due observance of the

laws of life. The sanitarian on his part has

need of the jurist that he may learn into what

mould the new energies of hygienic government

can best be cast. All have sore need of the

educationist, to warn them how futile is every

effort for national improvement which does not

carry with it the assent and purpose of an

understanding people. Nothing,” then, said the

speaker, can be amiss which impresses on our

members the unity of our science and the reci-

procity of the objects which we pursue. We
cannot work at everything; some of us can

spare time, and that with difficulty, for no more

than a single section
;
but we all can and ought

to be interested in the whole, and be ready to

exchange advice and help with each other.

Speaking of the subject which underlies all

the problems of Social Science, national educa-

tion, he maintained that without the solution of

this question none other can be followed up to a

good result. It is true much has been done

during the last thirty years; but after all the

efforts made, after all that has been effected by

private exertion and by the application of the

Privy Council system, there remains in the

country a large residuum,—to use a word which

has been brought politically into vogue during

the last two years,—who have not been as yet

subjected to the civilising and refining influences

of any education whatever. When the Associa-

tion held its meeting in Manchester, the fact

was brought out by the Manchester Education

Society that there are 50,000 children there

attending no school. Some months before the

London Diocesan Board of Education had pub-

lished a statement that, in London alone, there

were about 150,000 children so situated; so that,

if these figures are to be taken as accurate,

there are in London and Manchester together

about 200,000 children who have not been

touched by all the educational efforts made by

the Government and by private individuals.

This residuum, it was his belief, as it is ours,

never can be dealt with unless some obligatory

system of education be established. In a rural

parish in Worcestershire, the children of every

single family in the parish except one had been

gathered into a school. The half-dozen childrenof

that family were running about ragged, dirty, un-

carod for, perfectly ignorant, and growing up,

no doubt, to be in the end, vagrants or criminals.

Any one would naturally suppose that the

parents were too poor to pay the 2d. per week

which was required for each child, or that they

had some religious objection. So far from that

being the case, they were a great deal more able

to pay than a large number of those who regu-

larly sent their children to school. They had

no objection to allege against the school or the

teaching ; they simply ignored the benefits of

education, and steadily refused, in spite of all

that could be said, to avail themselves of the ad-

vantages placed within their reach. How is a

case of this sort to be dealt with except by

some obligatory system ? Surely, it cannot be

alleged that parents have any right to deprive

their children of education. What right have

they as against the children ? What right have

they as against the community ? For the chil-

dren, ignorance means mental incapacity, moral

degradation, future disadvantage for competition

in the labour market, deprivation, poverty, and

wretchedness. For the community it means an

enlargement of our prisons and workhouses, with

the consequent burdens on the rates. For out

of this residuum of neglected children is hatched

the spawn of our criminal, vagrant, and pauper

classes. It may be said,—apply the Industrial

Schools Act to cure the evil. But to do so is

to ignore the principle on which the Act was

passed. That principle was the sound idea of

prevention, so fruitful of good in many branches

of social science. Within all our memories it

was the custom to send criminal children to

prison, to be made worse instead of better. A
few wise persons, persevering through countless

defeats, at length persuaded the Legislature to

sanction the establishment ofreformatory sohools,

where young criminals might be taught habits

ofmorality, and thus be prevented from becoming

the inmates of prisons. Some time after it was

found advisable to establish industrial schools by

another Act, thus creating a cheaper machinery

to deal with still younger children, beggars and

vagrants, and prevent them from growing into

the subjects for reformatories. Sorely, it is only

logical and politic to push the principle one step

further, to make your net still closer to catch the

smaller fishes, and to provide that obligatory

education which shall prevent the children whose

parents neglect their best interests from idling

into vagrancy and vice.

We have a right to compel every child to be

vaccinated, because if unvaccinated it may give

small-pox to others ;
we have a right to compel

every householder to drain, lest he breed fever

among his neighbours ; and pari ratione we have

a right to require that no child shall be left in

the darkness of ignorance, to grow up a pest and

burden to the community.

This is the great educational question of the

hour, the one which most demands attention,

because it is the one most urgently requiring

help. The speaker was more hopeful that the

well-to-do artisans will obtain as much technical

education as they care to have, and in the way

they want it, than we are. Something must be

done to lead them to care more for it than the

majority do. Still we fully agree with him, as our

readers may know, that primary education for all

is the great requirement. Unfortunately, the most

potent of all obstructions, sectarian differences

and religious prejudice, stand in the way of their

salvation. Mr. Hastings quoted a remarkable

utterance by Lord Brougham, many years ago,

on this subject. When speaking of the sectarian

opposition to national education he exclaimed,

that the contempt cast by history on that Council

of Constantinople which disputed on a text while

the Turkoman, the enemy of all their texts, was

thundering at the gate, would be but as a mur-

mur of dissent compared with the loud shout of

universal scorn which all mankind in all ages

would send up against us if, on the flimsy pre-

text of theological differences, we left to destruc-

tion the helpless children of our poor. Surely

it is time that those who appreciate the import-

ance of this question, who know the facts, and

who believe that national retribution waits on

national neglect, should make one vigorous effort

more to ensure the elements of education to

every child in the community.

Coming then to the sectionof health, the speaker

urged the importance of the great science of State

medicine. State medicine means simply the

care of State health, as opposed to that of private

health. A physician in private practice looks

after the health of individuals ; a physician in

what may be termed public practice looks after

the health of the community. Physicians, no

doubt, so long addicted themselves solely to the

core of maladies, that they neglected the still

nobler art of preventing disease
;
but the medical

profession has now, for some time past, under-

stood its wider destinies, and yearly sends forth

a large number of highly-educated men im-

pressed with the supreme importance of sanitary

functions, and qualified for their discharge. What

is now needed above all is a better organization.

In the first place, the statute law on the subject is

chaotic and contradictory. The different Acts still

conflict in their provisions, and in many cases it

is hard to know to whom recourse is to be had

for the removal of nuisances, or the improve-

ment of sanitary arrangements. The real remedy

is the thorough revision of the whole law re-

lating to public health, and its condensation into

a single statute. In the next place, we must have

a better sanitary administration. We want not

only a consolidated Act, but a trained and organ-

ized staff in town and country to carry out its

provisions. Every considerable town should

have its own medical officer of health. Many

already possess that advantage. The City of

London long ago set an excellent example

;

Liverpool and Glasgow have followed in its

steps ;
Manchester, influenced by the repre-

sentations made when the Association met

there, has recently had the wisdom to adopt

the same course ;
and it is to be hoped that

Birmingham will not long be behind. Small

towns may bo joined by rural districts around,

or several towns may unite in paying the neces-

sary salary. We trust with Mr. Hastings that

the joint committee now sitting will continue to

press, both upon Parliament and upon the

Ministers of the Crown, the necessity of an im-

proved organization of State medicine. Let

them also keep a vigilant eye on the commis-

sion, and take care that it is fully supplied with

information, and that its inquiries are directed

to the proper points.

In the department of Economy two subjects

were particularly observed on : the Poor Law

and trade unions. As to the latter, he did

not believe it to be true that trade unions

had always,"or nearly always, done mischief.

So far from unions having, on the whole,

encouraged strikes, bo was convinced that,

on the whole, they had tended to diminish

those calamities, though there was no question

that when they have organised a strike they

have naturally made it much more formidable

than it would otherwise have been. It was

certain that the outrages which have disgraced
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some trade nnioDS were condemned by the

largest proportion of the working men who
belonged to societies of that kind throughout the

country. But, on the other hand, he was
astonished at the views expressed, and the
strength of the langnage used, at the meeting
held by the Association when Mr. Gladstone
presided} not so much, indeed, if at all, by the

working men, as by some of their zealous

friends. There seemed to be a lunatic idea that

some malice against working men was involved
in any criticism of trade unions. Now, if it

be the case, as he believed it to be, that trade
unions are capable, when wisely managed, of

doing a considerable amount of good (though
no one can suppose them to be more than
steppiug-stones to higher things, a necessary
defence against other evils, temporary allevia-

tions of mischief in the body politic, and which,
therefore, will gradually pass as onr civili-

zation expands into higher organizations of
social life),—if trade anions have good in

them, surely it follows that the more you
eradicate anything that may be evil in them
the more you will confer a benefit on those
bodies, and the class who support them. The
man who points out any errors in trade unions,

or helps to expose any abuses that may have
been perpetrated in their name, is surely the
best friend they have

} and the working-men can
surely follow no course better adapted to their

interests, than that of joining in the most vigo-

rous exertions to pat down any mischiefs that
may have arisen anywhere out of these societies,

and to bring to justice all who have abused,
for their own criminal purposes, the lawful power
of combination. He did not conceal his opinion
that by far the moat useful function of the Asso-
ciation would be to spread a knowledge of the
principles and mechanism of those industrial
partnerships which, by identifying the interests
of employers and employed, absolutely preclude
their quarrelling. Only second to that is the task
of diffusing information, as was done the other
day by the discussion in Birmingham, as to those
means of conciliation which have been so suc-
cessfally adopted in some trades and districts, so
that when the conflicting claims of capital and
labour do unhappily produce differences, those
differences may be prevented from assuming the
calamitous form of a lockout or strike.

The speaker then approached the subject of

Jurisprudence, on which he spoke at some length,

bat we may not follow him further in his compre-
hensive address than to say he rightly dwelt on
the necessity that exists for the revision and con-
densation of the whole body of onr English law.

Such a work would not only be an immense boon
to the public in itself, but it would also be produc-
tive of great advantages indirectly, through the
improvements which it would compel the Legis-
lature to make in the actual substance of the
law. It lies at the root of the amendment of the
law, precisely as national primary education, and
as the organization of State medicine, lie at the
root, respectively, of educational and sanitary
improvements.
At a sessional meeting after the opening night,

a paper “ On the Fundamental Reform of the
English Poor-law,” by Dr. W. B. Richardson,
was read, and provoked a lively discussion.

It will be seen, from what wo have said, that
the Association has commenced the session

with spirit, and some of onr readers learning it

is not alone when the Social Science Association

goes out of town that it labours, may be led to

find their way to Adam • street, Adelphi, and
lend their aid in a good and pressing work.

Advertisements have been recently issued,

annonneing the intention of the Association to

elect a secretary': a barri8ter,or gentleman study-
ing for the bar, it was stated, would be prefeiTed.

Some twenty-five candidates sent in testimonials.
In the course of two lengthened sittings, the
executive committee reduced this number to six,

whom they afterwards saw personally. The list

was then reduced to two, Mr. Alsager Hay Hill,

and Mr. Edwin Pears, of whom the latter was
ultimately elected to tho office, subject to the
approval of the council.

The Hillfield Estate, Gloucester.—The
first portion of a terrace, consisting of seven
houses (ultimately to be increased to twenty-six),
has been commenced on this estate. It is in
contemplation to continue the terrace early in
the spring, and also to erect a number of semi-
detached villas. The architect is Mr. Maberly,
of Gloucester, and tho builder is Mr. Arthur
Parker, of London.

MR. LAYAED ON MOSAIC DECORATION.*

The basilica of Monreale, near Palermo, mag-
nificent as it undoubtedly is, and superabund-
antly rich in mosaics, which cover, according to

the Duke of Serra di Palco, no less than 97,973
Sicilian palms (rather less than a foot each) of

enamel mosaic {opus Alexand/nmi,m) and 13,041of
pietra dura mosaic, and which required for their

execution the continuous labour of 150 moaaicists
for three years, does not produce the same im-
pression as St. Mark’s. This arises from the
roof being in timber, from the absence of those
numberless curved surfaces which distinguish

the Venetian church and which are especially

suited to mosaic, and from the greater diffusion

of light. The effects are leas solemn and religi-

ous than those of St. Mark’s. Still, however, it

is a glorious building, and furnishes to the
architect an invaluable collection of beau-
tiful ornaments of a particular period and style,

the church having been entirely built and
decorated towards the end of the twelfth century.

It affords, too, an important example of tho nse
of mosaics for pictorial purposes on side walla,

which at Monreale are covered with stories from
the Old and New Testaments. The colossal form
of the Saviour on a gold ground, in the semi-
dome over the central apse, has also a grand and
imposing effect, and is a fine example of the
manner in which this architectural feature in a
chnrch can be appropriately decorated with a
single figure. The lower parts of the interior

walla are panelled with marble slabs, divided by
bands of mosaic in endless variety of designs.

Unfortunately, the ancient basilicas of Ravenna
have either been allowed to fall into decay, or
have been so much changed by modern restora-

tions and alterations, that we can no longerjudge
of tho effect which the mosaics they contain
must have produced when the whole ornamenta-
tion of the interior was in complete harmony
with them. What is called the Jesuit archi-

tecture of Italy,—that vulgar renaissance which
is BO offensive to good taste, and so utterly

opposed to all solemnity and true religious feel-

ing,—introduced the fashion of breaking np the
interiors of ancient chnrches by the introduction

of side chapels, and of vast altars composed of
columns, cornices, and pediments of marbles of

every hue, piled up without any reference what-
ever to the surrounding architecture, or without
any pity for tho frescoes and ornament which
may ever have adorned the walls.

The original simplicity and symmetry of
almost every sacred building of any antiquity in

Italy has thus been debroyed. Most fortunately

St. Mark’s, for various reasons,—amongst them,
perhaps, the jealousy with which the clergy has
preserved its antique church ritual,—has been
spared, and remains, both in form and orna-

mentation, nearly as it was intended to be by its

builders.

In the basilicas of Ravenna wo can only judge
of eacii mosaic as an individual example with
reference to the actual work and the capabilities

of the material : we can form no adequate con-
ception of the general effect which it was calcu-

lated to produce as a portion of the general
decoration. The richness and harmony of

colour are neutralized by the vast spaces of

plaster and naked walls by which in most
instances these mosaics are surrounded, with the

exception, however, of the tomb of the Empress
Galla Plaeidia, which still maintains as a whole
much of its ancient character and beauty. Bat
in themselves they are deserving of the most
careful study as belonging to the best period of
early Christian mosaic art. They are especially

valuable to the architect as aifording some of
the finest examples of the treatment of pictorial

mosaic, and of the technical qualities of the
material. For beauty and purity of design,

which nearly approaches that of the Classic

times, and for exquisite harmony of colour, the
mosaic of the ” Good Shepherd,” iu tho tomb
of Galla Plaeidia, is one of the most perfect

specimens of the art that can be found. For the

processional treatment of subjects, and for ancient
costume and architecture, the basilicas of

Ravenna furnish moat excellent examples,

especially the Church of St. ApollinELre Nnovo.
Indeed, at no period were the nse and capabilities

of mosaic so thoroughly well understood as in

the fourth and fifth and early part of the sixth

centuries.

* See p. 837, ante. In the previoos notice, the Church
of S. Apollinare in Clesse and that of S. ApoLlinare Kuovo
are stated in one part to be in Ifavarre. They are in
Rarenna.
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Before concluding this branch of the subject,
I would mention, as an example of exterior
decoration in mosaic, the cathedral of Orvieto.
To judge of the full effect of the mosaic pic-
tures which adorn its richly-decorated faejade,

it must be seen from a distance. Its position,

standing majestically on a platform supported
by precipitous cliffs rising out of a wide valley,

is admirably suited to the display of its richly,

ornamented fa9ade. The mosaics, which are
modern, are not of the best style, and are too
pictorial for the architecture, unless seen from
afar

} but tho effect is undoubtedly very gorge-
ous, especially on a bright day, when the facade
glows in the sunlight with all the hues |of the
rainbow. I should hesitate, however, to Tecom-
mond similar decoration for imitation in this

country.

No one acquainted with the magnificent ex-
amples of mosaic decoration which I have
described, will probably be inclined to doubt its

;

great value, at least for the ornamentation of
sacred edifices } and I think that those who
have no prejudices and preconceptions on the
subject, will be equally disposed to agree witli

me that, if mosaic can be used effectively and
advantageously in sacred edifices, there is no
reason why it should not, with equal propriety,

be employed in secular buildings. All that is

required for this purpose is a knowledge of the

principles which regulate its proper application,

and of the capability of the material.

In many respects mosaic is undoubtedly pre-
ferable to fresco for decoration, especially in

our climate, even without reference to the at-

mospheric influences upon wall-painting. It is

more durable
;

it is more lustrous } it is more
effective when employed at a considerable dis-

tance from the eye
j

it is far richer and more
brilliant, especially when gold grounds are ex-

tensively used, in this subdued and frequently

insufficient light of our climate} and, lastly, in

case of injury or deterioration from dirt, or

other causes, it can be restored and cleaned
without any detriment or loss of character to

the original work. However, when making the
observation, I would add that fresco painting
and mosaic have distinct and separate attributes

and capabilities, and that, when both can be
employed nnder equally favourable conditions,

as in Italy, they need not interfere with one
another; and this reflection leads me to endea-
vour to point out what the proper attributes

and capabilities of mosaic decoration really are.
Lot me remind you, in the first instance, that

I am not dealing with that minate and elaborate
mosaic work chiefly practised at Rome, which is

intended rather for the reproduction of easel

pictures and altar-pieces than for architectural

decoration. These are things to be avoided,

—

not to be imitated,—and with which the archi-

tect has nothing to do.

Legitimate mosaic decoration, like all true
arehitectnral decoration, should, in the very first

place, be made subservient to the architecture,

or, rather, it should be made essentially part and
parcel of the architecture. The truly great
architect will devise and superintend the de-

coration of his own building, even, if possible, to

the minutest details } for there is nothing which
adds more to the effect of an architectural monu-
ment, and to its grandeur and nobility of cha-
racter, than the feeling that one clear, well-

defined, and lofty conception pervades the whole
of it. When this identity of conception is ap-

parent in a building, however inferior it may be
in certain details to another edifice in which this

homogeneity is wanting, it will always be far

superior to it in the general effect that it

will produce. In order, then, to make mosaic
decoration harmonize with architectural lines

and forms, all the best designers for mosaic have
sought to give their cartoons a certain conven-
tional and architectural character, and have
avoided any attempt to make the mosaic look

like pictnres in oil. As, from the nature of

mosaic, tesserm placed together with more or

less precision, it is best seen at a distance} it

should be used, especially when pictorial, at a

certain height from the spectator. There are no
mosaics in St. Mark’s less, I should think, than
10 ft. from tho pavement, and the greater num-
ber are at a very considerable elevation. Con-
sequently, distinctness of outline, not only in the

figures themselves, but in their extremities and
parte, so that they be not lost in the mass, is

required. When grouped, each figure should

stand out boldly, and not interfere with any
other figure. For this reason, the mosaicists of

the best periods of the art generally preferred

the processional treatment of their figures. Any
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attempt to produce different plauea of distanco

wHicli require, to be properly defined, all the

snbtle tints of the painter’s palette, should be
avoided. The outlines should be distinct, well-

defined, and marked, somewhat heavily; their

darkness and thickness being regulated accord-

ing to the elevation of the mosaic. This rule

applies to both pictorial and purely decorative

work. Reference should be specially had to the
style of architecture of the building; always,

however, bearing in mind, that although the

general arrangement of lines and treatment of

the subject may be varied to suit it, yet that,

whether mosaic be introduced into a Classic,

Gothic, or Renaissance edifice, the general laws
which regulate its use are the same.

I may cite as an example in illustration of

what I have said, the semi-dome over the most
northern, and the lunette over the adjoining

exterior entrance to St. Mark’s Church. In the

first instance, the original mosaic of the thir-

teenth or fourteenth century (its precise date is

doubtful), represents a procession of figures

bearing the body of St. Mark to the church, a
view of which, as it appeared when the work
was executed, is seen in -the background. The
subject, simply and somewhat rudely treated,

harmonises perfectly with the surrounding archi-

tecture. The mosaic of the adjoining lunette

represents the Doge and Venetian magistrates
venerating the body of St. Mark. It was exe-

cuted from a cartoon by Rizzi, and is probably
one of the finest known examples of enamel
mosaic, both as regards execution and the won-
derful beauty and richness of the colours, espe-

cially the blues, purples, and golds. But this

mosaic, however admirable in design and in
execution, does not combine or harmonise with
the architecture. It looks like a fine picture

suspended on the facade, aud which might have
been hung anywhere else ; consequently its

effect is infinitely less pleasing than that of the
earlier, simpler, and ruder mosaic. What the
effect must have been before the original

mosaics were removed to receive'the later, may
to some extent be judged of by Gentil Bellini’s

great picture in the Academia, in whiob
the fa9ade of St. Mark’s is represented with
almost photographic minuteness, as it appeared
in the fifteenth centnry. No one will doubt that

it was superior to that produced by the modern
imosaics. I may add that, in order to increase

its effect, almost all good pictorial mosaic with
which I am acquainted is surrounded by a band
of appropriate ornament, the width of which
depends upon the elevation and position of the
mosaic picture.

It may he said that these considerations as to

the designs for mosaics should bo addressed to

the painter rather than to the architect
;
but I

contend that the design for mosaic, whether
pictorial or simply decorative, is essentially the
business of the architect, and that unless ho
attends to it and makes it himself, or causes it

to be executed under his own iramediato direc-

tion, he will never produce a really great archi-

tectural monument, if mosaic decoration is to
be a prominent feature in it. As I have ventured
to remiud you on a previous occasion, architec-

ture is the noblest of all arts
;
for when rightly

understood, sculpture and painting become her
handmaidens. When they were so, the most
beautiful and perfect edifices were produced,
whether iu Greece or Rome, in Italy or more
northern climes. It is the architect who, taking
this lofty view of his profession, and educating
himself to carry it out, will erect the greatest
monuments and earn the highest fame.
Although the chief merit of the mosaic must

depend upon the designer of the cartoon, much
is left to the skill and judgment of the mosaicist
who executes it. It is surprising how much
effect may be produced by a judicious selection

of tesserm of different sizes for difl’erent parts,

by the mixture of tints iu large masses of one
colour, such as a gold ground, so as to avoid
monotony of tone, and by the dexterity with
which the arrangement of tho tesserm is made
to follow leading linos and tho undulations of

flesh or drapery. The interval between the
tessorm must be regulated according to the dis-

tance, and can also bo made to contribute to the
general efieeb. These things and the proper
selection and matching of the tints form the
duty of the mosaicist.

Having thus endeavoured to place before you
the nature and capabilities of mosaic, I would
invite your attention to the main objeots of this

paper, which are two. First, to ascertain whether
this mode of decoration can be advantageously

introduced into this country; and secondly, if

so, whether there be tho means of employing it

on an adequate scale.

With regard to tho first point, I have already

expressed my opinion on the subject of toe
decoration of our public monuments, as well as .

our churches. Not only am I convinced that

pictorial decoration might be introduced into

such edifices much more extensively than it has

hitherto been, bub ,that it could bo so intro-

duced very much to tho public advantage, both
as regards public enjoyment and public instruc-

tion. But, unfortunately, the apparent failure

of fresco and other such painting has discouraged
the public, tho architect, and those who have
tho superintendence of our national monuments.
It is a matter for regret that mosaic was nob
more generally known, aud had not hsen intro-

duced into England when the decoration of the
Houses of Parliament was commenced. I hope
that it is nob yet too late to introduce it into a

building which is eminently calculated, espe-

cially in its halls and passages, dimly lighted

through stained glass, for this mode of decora-

tion. It was truly a noble idea to make the

walla of the great palace of the representatives

of the nation the record of her history, and we
must deplore that it has not been fully carried

out, principally owing to the failure of the

materials employed. It will be a national loss

if the fine wall pictures of Mr. Maclise should

perish, whether we regard them as monuments
of the genius of the painter or as most careful

representations, in every detail of costume, of

great events which have occurred almost within

his time. Had they been executed in mosaic,

we should no doubt have missed tho skilful

touch of the master, but we should have pre-

served designs worthy of him, and he would
have been enabled to employ the years that

have been consumed in the actual manual labour

required to execute such vast works in pre-

paring other cartoons for the completion of the

decoration of the wall, in two panels alone of

which the battles of Trafalgar and Waterloo are

now represented.

The works of some of the principal painters
of our timo, oxeoutod at no small cost to the

nation, will perish in all probability within a
few years, aud our only chance of preserving
any memorial of them is by reproducing a por-

tion of them at least in mosaic.

Besides the Houses of Parliament, we have
rising up around us museums, picture galleries,

public offices, courts of law, town-halls, railway

stations, and other edifices. Each of such
buildings might, like the Houses of Parliament,

be made to contribute something towards the

instruction of the public and towards the eleva-

tion of the public taste by appropriate pictorial

decoration in mosaic. They have blank spaces

which need to be filled up, and which the archi-

tect would, perhaps, gladly fill up
;

but he
hesitates to do so now with wall-painting, be-

cause ho cannot satisfy himself that it will resist

the effects of our climate, aud the smoke and
dirt of our principal cities. If a suitable and
durable material were at hand, in which such
pictorial decoration could be executed at a
reasonable cost, he would probably avail himself

of it. Judging from the manner in which mosaic
in Italy and in the East, when used externally,

as well as internally, has defied the ravages of

timo and weather, we may infer that mosaic, if

of good quality, is precisely the material which
would suit our climate and atmosphere. I can-

not conceive anything more instructing and
interesting to the great masses of the people

than pictorial decoration carried out in a com-
prehensive and intelligent manner in our great

public buildings. Millions have yearly to while

away some spare minutes in railway stations,

towu-halla, aud courts of law. We might make
such places, as the Greeks and Romans did their

public edifices, a means of teaching and amusing
tho people, and, at the same time, add much to

their beauty and interest by representing on their

walls great national events, or recording im-

portant scientific discoveries which have increased
the prosperity and power of tho conntry, or have
contributed to our civilization and our intel-

lectual development. As a familiar illustration

of what I mean, I may mention that I learnt

more of the different forms aud employments of

locomotive-engines than I had ever known be-

fore, when spending a quarter of an hour a few
weeks ago iu the railway-station of a small Italian

town, round the principal hall of which were
very artistically painted in lunettes every variety

of engines for railways and the mode of their

use.

In our museums and picture-galleries, with

the exception of tho South Kensington Museum,
where n most praiseworthy aud, on the whole,
successful attempt has been made to introduce
ornamentation on a largo and complete scale, we
have hitherto been sadly deficient in rich aud
appropriate decoration; and yet the value of a
work of art, aud the impression it is calculated
to convey, are very mnch enhanced, as far as
the general public are concerned, by the beauty
or magnificence of the building which contains
it, like a panel which gains by a rich and appro-
priate setting. Our National Gallery, for

instance, is a disgrace to a great and civilised

people. Its dirty floor of common boards, its

coarsely-papered walls, its undecorated ceilings,

its mean internal approach, have unquestionably
a tendency to depreciate in public estimation
the value of the treasures which it coutains.

Our pictures, crowded on the walls of such
apartments, look as if they were huug there for

an approaching sale in an auction-room. Thou-
sands who visit the National Gallery, and for

whose instruction and elevation its contents are
partly intended, leave it without any adequate,

notion of the worth and beauty of what they
have seen, merely because they cannot beliervo

that things of real value can be so poorly cared
for. There is something elevating and refining

in rich and beautiful ornament when introduced
into a public building, and depend upon it the
working classes feel the influence of it.

Mosaic decoration is particularly fitted for our
churches on account of tho grand and solemn
effect which, when employed in large masses, it

is calculated to produce. It is especially suited

to carved surfaces, such as domes, vaults, and
apses, because, when thus applied, it produces

an infinite variety of effects of light and shade,

especially when gold ground is extensively used.

These eft’eebs are constantly changing throughout
all hours of the day. We may imagine what the

dome of St. Paul’s would liave been had Wren’s
original idea of covering it with mosaics been
carried out. Even the gloom of the dull and
murky atmosphere of the City would have been
conquered by the bright and lamiuous enamel,
and those who have seen St. Mark’s at night oan
picture to themselves the effect of an evening
surface at St. Paul’s when the golden ground of
the overhanging dome would reflect the thousanil

lights beneath.

In connexion with exterior decoration, which
has of late years become better understood and
valued in this country, I would point out the use
ot gold mosaic as a ground to bas-reliefs, whether
figures or ornament, in white marble and other

materials. The Byzantines and Venetians were
well aware of its worth for this purpose, aud of

the singular beauty and delicacy of its effect.

There are some charming examples in tho facade
of Sb. Mark’s.

In the best period of Italian art the sculptor was
well aware of the beautiful effect of sculpturo in

white marble relieved by a gold ground, and tho

niches which received the statues on the exterior

of the church of San Michele at Florence were
for the moat part lined with gold mosaic. An
important consideration in the use of mosaics in
England, and especially in Loudon, is the facility

with which dirt and the discolouration produced
by smoko and soot can be removed from its sur-

face either by simple washing or by the employ-
ment of an acid without the least detriment to

its brilliancy. I understand that recently some
of the most ancient mosaics at Ravenna, dating
from the fifth century, have been cleaned, and
that they are as bright in colour as when first

executed.

Let me now, in conclusion, ask your attention

for a few minutes to my second point, viz.—Have
we tho means of using mosaics for decorative

purposes in this country ?

In England we have never had a school of

mosaicists. The few specimens of ancient mosaics

that wo possess, such as those in Westminster
Abbey, were executed by Italians. An attempt

was made four or five years ago by Mr. Colo,

with his usual zeal for the promotion of applied

art in this country, to found a school of workers

in mosaic who were to employ tesserm of terra-

cotta, or, as they aro technically called, “ ceramic

tesserm,” instead of enamel, for figures and orna-

ments. Some very creditable specimens were
produced, principally by Messrs. Minton & Co.

and Messrs. Simpson & Co., but the attempt

does not appear to have boen altogether suc-

cessful. For certaiu purposes these terra-cotta

or ceramic tesserjc aro sufficiently effective, but

they lack the richness, brilliancy, and lumi-

nous quality of enamel, and certain colourj

such as reds and purples cannot be pro-
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daced, and tLey can never equal the effect of the
gold of the Bjzantino mosaics. Moreover, the

gold being applied externally, and not protected

by a film of glass, is liable to tarnish and to

injury. As regards the durability of ceramic
mosaics, I hesitate to give an opinion after the

solemn warning of our president in his opening
address of the session, against the indiscriminate

use of terra-cotta, at least for external decora-

tion. I will only mention this fact, that in

repairing the mosaics of St. Mark’s, it has been
found that whilst the ancient tesserm in enamel
are perfectly preserved, those in terra-cotta and
other materials (for such were mixed with the
enamels) have either perished or have greatly

suffered. But mosaics in enamel have been exe-

cuted with considerable success by several

eminent firms in this country. I may particu-

larly mention some of the full-length figures in

the principal hall of the museum at South Ken-
sington, by Messrs. Rust & Co. and by Messrs.

Harlow, Fisher, & Co. Some of the enamels
used were, I am informed, produced in England,
by Messrs. Powell, of Whitefriars

;
but the

greater part were, I believe, obtained from
abroad, mostly from St. Petersbnrg, where, as

is well known, a manufactory of mosaic, which
has produced some remarkable works, was
founded by the Imperial Government, under the

direction of Sig. Bonefede, a distinguished

Roman mosaicist, who is only recontly dead.
In Italy the traditions of the workers in mo-

saios have been handed down through centuries,

and, although at times the art has been very
low, and indeed was scarcely practised at all,

yet it has never altogether died oat in the Pen-
insnla. At Moureale certain families of mo-
sacists have been employed from generation to

generation in keeping up and repairing the
mosaics of the cathedral. At Rome, owing to

the demand for elaborate mosaic in the repro-

duction of pictures, and for furniture and per-

sonal ornaments, the skill of the mosaicist was
almost exclusively directed to those objects; but
Dtill the ancient traditions were not lost, and
workmen were without difficulty found to e-xo-

cute the series of mosaics which adorn the walls

of the new basilica of St. Paola. At Venice
the old secrets were still preserved in the island

of Murano, which had been celebrated since the
twelfth and thirteenth centuries for the beauty

of its manufactures in glass and for its enamels
j

bat the sad condition to which the mosaic art

had been reduced may be judged of by the

restorations and renovations which during the

last century and the early part of the present

were executed in St. Mark’s. A few years ago
a poor glass-blower of Murano, named Lorenzo
Radi, applied himself with that singular intelli-

gence and perseverance which are not uncom-
mon among Italian artists, to the improvement
of the nfanufactore of enamel mosaics, and to

the application of some of those secrets which
were traditionally preserved in the island. He
particularly turned his attention to the manufac-
ture of gold mosaic. The success which at-

tended his experiments attracted the attention

of Dr. Salviati, a lawyer of Venice, and a gen-

tleman of much ability and ingenuity, who
perceived the value of his discoveries, and
foresaw that they might be applied to the

revival of mosaic decoration. He accordingly

entered into an arrangement with Radi, and
opened an establishment at Venice for mosaic
work, and obtaining artists from Rome to in-

struct Venetian youths in this art. In former
times mosaic work, having to be executed on the

walls, required considerable time and labour,

and was consequently very expensive. The
mosaicist had to copy the cartoon on the wall

itself, fixing the tesserco one by one in the
cement prepared to receive them. Dr. Salviati

succeeded in avoiding the necessity of working
on the spot by an ingenious process, which, how-
ever, is only applicable to decorative mosaic,

and cannot be used where much delicacy of

work and extreme nicety in the gradation of

tints are required. He taught the workmen to

execute the cartoon on the reverse side, the face

of the mosaic being downwards. The tesseras

are fastened with common paste to sheets of

coarse brown paper, on which the cartoon is

traced. When the work is finished, it has only
to be fixed with cement upon the wall destined
to receive it, and the brown paper is then re-

moved from the face of it. This process requires
considerable skill and practice, especially when
figures have to be executed, but is perfectly suc-
cessful. Thus the decoration of many hundred
square feet of surface can be forwarded from
Venice to any part of the world—to America or

to India, with safety and at little cost. Having
thus found the means of executing mosaics in

the establishment at Venice, and having trained

a number of young Venetians to the art, and
much improved the quality of his enamels, he
endeavoured to introduce this mode of deco-

ration into foreign countries. It was chiefly

in England that he met with success. The
increased feeling for colour and decoration,

and the gradual improvement in the public

taste which had taken place in this country,

chiefly through the enlightened influence of the

Prince Consort, were very favourable to his at-

tempt. It was principally through the knowledge
of art and the well-known taste of the Queen
that Dr. Salviati obtained his first important
commission,— the decoration of the Wolsey
Chapel at Windsor, and that of the Albert

Memorial in Hyde-park. The mosaics of the
latter monument are now complete, and cover
above 1,000 square feet. In the Wolsey Chapel
very little now remains to bo done. The general

designs for the reproduction of mosaic decora-

tion in both these monuments were by our dis-

tinguished fellow, Mr. Gilbert Scott, and were
carried out under hia directions from the car-

toons of Mr. Clayton, of the firm of Clayton &
Bell.

The Albert Memorial and Wolsey Chapel fur-

nish excellent examples of mosaic used both for

external and internal decoration. In the Albert

Memorial mosaics adorn a pediment and two
spandrels on each face, and the vaulting above
the statue of the Prince. The four pediments
are occupied by allegorical female figures on a
gold ground, representing poetry, architecture,

sculpture, and painting. Beneath each pedi-

ment, on two spandrels, are figures, also on a
gold ground, illustrating the application of the
art typified in the figure above. The vaulting
is blue, set with gold stars, and adorned with
emblazoned coats of arms. The general effect

of the mosaics, as far as one can judge, in the
present unfinished state of the monument, is

rich and harmonious. Mr. Clayton has designed
his cartoon with a thorough knowledge of the
capabilities of mosaic, and of the requirements
of arcbitecfcural decoration. The figures are

distinctly and clearly defined on gold ground,
and can consequently be seen from a considerable

distance. Except on the cathedral at Orvieto,

there is no similar instance of the employment
of mosaic on so large a scale for external decora-

tion. The mosaics of the Albert Memorial, ex-

posed to the full influence of our climate and
atmosphere, and facing the four quarters of the
heavens, will furnish the best test of the dura-

bility of the material when used in this country
on the exterior of monuments.

If I am not much mistaken, the Wolsey
Chapel, when completed, will prove the moat
gorgeous and perfect specimen of modern deco-

ration in Europe. The intervals between the
ribs of the groined roof, including an area of

about 2,100 superficial feet, are adorned with
angels, heraldic devices, and various ornaments
in mosaic on a gold ground. The soffits of the
twelve side windows are similarly ornamented,
and the twenty-eight panels of tho great blank
west window are occupied by full-length figures

of historic persons who have been connected
with the erection of Windsor Castle, also in

mosaic on a gold ground. The windows are

filled with the richest stained glass by Messrs.

Clayton & Boll. The walls of the chapel are

panelled with a series of Scripture subjects in

marble tarsia, each framed in bands of ornament
formed by white marble reliefs inlaid in marbles
of various colours, the whole executed by the

Baron de Triqueti, The tarsia of coloured

marbles and engraved outlines and shading
filled with mastic is a revival and improvement
by the Baron de Triqueti of an art practised

during the Italian cinqne-cento, and carried to

its highest perfection at that time on the pave-

ment of the duomo of Sienna. Above each
panel are iutrodneed medallion busts of the

Queen and members of the Royal Family by
Miss Dnrant, a pupil of the Baron de Triqueti.

As the decoration of this chapel is not yet
finished, the time is perhaps not come to pro-

nounce a fired opinion upon it; but I cannot
refrain from saying how much impressed I have
been with the exquisite and refined beauty, and
at the same time with the exceeding richness of

the general effect. I especially rejoice to see an
example of interior decoration thoroughly
carried out, and I cannot but believe that it will

lead to still greater works of the same nature.

Besides the decoration of those monaments
which I have described. Dr. Salviati has obtained
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other commissions for public buildings in

England. In the Museum of South Kensington, he
has executed several full-length figures of cele-

brated painters, sculptors, and other artists after

cartoons by some of our most eminent painters.

I may particularly mention the figures of Nicolas
Pisano, by Mr. Leighton, and of Apelles, by Mr.
Poynter. In Westminster Abbey, “ The Last

Supper,” over the communion-table, is by him,
after a design by Mr. Clayton. For St. Paul’s

he has executed the mosaics of two pendentives

of the dome, one from a cartoon by Mr. Watts,

the other from a cartoon by Mr. Rivers; and he
has a contract for the decoration of the remain-

ing pendentives. I trust that the day mayjcome
when the whole of the dome may be similarly

decorated as the dome of St. Peter’s at Rome is.

The architect of the noble edifice, Mr. Penrose,

has not, I hope, relinquished the idea of carry-

ing out Sir Christopher Wren’s original design.

In addition to these great commissions, Dr.

Salviati has executed several reredoses for

churches in England, into which they have been
introduced with excellent effect.

Abroad the principal commission obtained by
Dr. Salviati is that for the complete restoration

of the mosaics on the walls and in the pavement
of St. Mark’s at Venice, for which a contract

has been entered into extending over fifteen

years. Many of the cartoons of such designs as

have fallen away from the cracking of the walls,

owing to the subsidence of the foundations, have

been preserved, and I trust that the restorations

will be executed with such care,—indeed, with

such reverential feeling,—that this grand and

unique monument may in no wiso lose its original

character.

From what I have said there cannot, I think,

be a doubt that mosaic, both pictorial and simply

decorative, not only can be, but ought to be,

employed in this country. I have shown that

when protected from the effects of the atmo-

sphere in the interior of buildings its durability

can scarcely be questioned. With regard to

exterior use, it may yet have to be tested

;

although I see no reason why it should not be

proof against our climate, if proper precautions

are taken in fixing it. These precautions consist

mainly in tho selection of the cement which

binds the tesserso together and fixes the mosaic

to the wall. That used by Dr. Salviati has been

subjected, I believe, to adequate tests by Mr.

Gilbert Scott and other eminent architects who
have employed mosaic, and has been found of

excellent quality. The architects of St. Mark’s

appear at one time to have used as an additional

precaution in fixing mosaics, especially on walla

and ceilings, large nails with heads in the form

of a star, and, as it were, split at the end, in

which a wedge was inserted which opened up

the nail as it was driven into the wall ;
but such

precautions appear to be scarcely necessary

when perforated bricks are employed for the

reception of mosaic, and they do not appear to

have been used by the most ancient mosaioists.

There is still another point of a practical

nature upon which the architect and tho public

also will naturally require soma information:

I mean the question of cost. Upon this subject

Mr. Digby Wyatt made some statements in his

paper
;
but since then, owing to the greater

facility of execution, and of producing certain

enamels, the scale of prices has somewhat

altered. The cost of mosaic depends principally

upon the following considerations,—the quality

of tho work, the distance from the eye at which

it is to be placed, the predominance of figures,

ornament, or simple ground, and the prevalence

of certain tints.

On the walls and on the table are various

specimens of Venetian mosaic, which will afford

some idea of the relative quality of work used for

architectural decoration.*

The most elaborate, well-executed mosaic, for

decoration in England, are the figures at South

Kensington Museum. It would be difficult to find

finer specimens of this branch of the art, but they

are, of course, the most expensive, requiring very

skilful artists, who receive very high pay. I

doubt whether mosaic of this nature can ever be

introduced very largely for purelydecorative pur-

poses. The great monuments of Italy and of the

East contain no work so elaborate and highly

finished.

• The illastrations referred to consisted of a mosaic

picture representing a full-length figure ofour Lord, from

designs by Mr. Gambier Parry, exhibited at the Euthin

Exhibition
;

a mosaio picture representing Henry III.,

duplicate of one of the twenty-eight figures in the east

window of the Wolsey Chapel at Windsor, by Salviati j a

ditto of Henry VII. ; and a mosaic picture repreeenting

Our Saviour at Supper with the Disciples at Emaus.
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The pictorial mosaics of the Albert Memorial
and of the Wolsey Chapel are purely decorative,

and are meant to be seen from a distance. In
order to be effective, they are not too fine in the
workmanship or too elaborate in the gradations
of tints. These fignres are excellent examples of
what mosaic for internal decoration shonld be

j

bat they are more elaborate in execution and in

gradation of colour than most of the decorative
mosaics of the early Italian and Byzantine
churches

5
although there are specimens in St.

Mark’s, as in the semi-dome over the exterior

northern entrance in the Mascoli Chapel and in

the sacristy, which exceed it in the fineness of the

work and the smallness and exact fitting of the

tesserm. The figure of Christ in the act of
blessing, from a cartoon by my friend Mr. Gam-
bier Parry, an eminent amateur artist, is a good
example of the two qualities of work united. The
head having been executed by a skilful artist,

according to the usual process, that is to say,

not on the reverse; the drapery, by less skilled

hands, on the reverse. Still coarser work even
than any specimen exhibited here is well suited

for simple architectural decoration and even for

figures, producing an excellent effect when far

removed from the eye,—a better effect, indeed,

than more finely-executed work.
Of course, figures require, under all circum-

stances, more careful execution and more skilful

workmen than mere ornament. As regards the
relative cost of tints, the reds and purples are the

most expensive, on account of the materials used
in them, and of the difficulty of producing them.
The gold mosaic, but especially the silver, which
is more difficult to obtain than the gold, is more
costly than common tints. To show the require-

ments of a mosaic establishment, I may mention,
that in order to execute in a satisfactory manner
the cartoons which have hitherto been confided
to Dr. Salviati, a stock of nearly 1,500 tints

has been brought together, for the most part
produced on the company’s premises at Murano.
I may point out that any quality or tint of gold
may be obtained by darkening or lightening the
colour of the glass upon which the gold-leaf is laid,

or by using a film of coloured instead of transpa-

rent glass over it; or the brightness of the gold

may be deadened by roughing the surface of the
outer film of glass with the wheel. The archi-

tect or painter can consequently choose the
quality of gold which best suits his work or his

taste.

Takiug, the various qualities of mosaic
which may bo fitly used for decorative pur-

poses, the price would vary from about 30a.

the square foot to 4il. or, at the utmost, 51. for

the finest. This includes the fixing, but not, of
course, the price of the cartoon. When these
prices are compared with what an artist of

eminence, and fully employed, would receive

for the execution of a great fresco, or any
elaborate mural decoration ; in fact, with what
the artists engaged on the wall-paintings in the
Houses of Parliament have received, they will be
found, I think, very moderate. Of course, we
must take the cost of a cartoon into considera-

tion
;
but even if this he added to the cost of the

mosaic, supposing the cartoon to be executed by
an artist of high reputation, the whole expense
of the mosaic would be far less than that

needed for the execution of an elaborate fresco

by the same artist. It must be borne in mind
that all great fresco-painters have, before com-
mencing their work on the wall, executed moat
careful cartoons for it,—cartoons, indeed, which
would be more than sufficient for the skilful

mosaicist.

'

As regards simple decoration,—when the

durability of the material, the facility with
which it is cleaned and restored, and the ad-

mirable effect that it is calculated to produce,

are taken into consideration, the price of mosaic
is certainly not an obstacle in the way of its

use on a large scale in our great public and even
private buildings. In conclusion, I would ven-
ture to express a hope that the subject which I

have brought before you this evening is one not
unworthy of the attention of English architects,

and that by the aid of mosaic we shall see erected
public buildings which, in their internal decora-

tion, as well as in their exterior architectural

features, may be worthy of the wealth and great-

ness of the country.

London over the Water.—There is scarcely

a street in the district of St. Olave’s, Southwark,
where fever, in some form or other, is not raging,

according to the South London Press,

ON THE DRYING PROPERTIES OF
VARIOUS KINDS OF HOUSE PAINT.*

The question we have to consider is, “ Why
does paint dry ?”

The difficulties of this question presented

themselves to me on the occasion of some
house-painting during the last summer. “ Capi-

tal weather for drying, air,” was the remark of

the painter. ” Why does paint dry ?” was the

question of a child.

I have great love and respect for children.

I love them because they think what they say,

and say what they think. I respect them be-

cause they are good observers, and continue to

be so until they go to school and learn how
not to observe. Philosophers are children

whose powers of observation have been culti-

vated. Children left to themselves are philo-

sophers : what a pity they should cease to be so.

But why does paint dry ? When a shower of

rain wets the pavement and the sun shines

out and the wet disappears, we know that a
certain amount of heat-force has converted the

water into invisible vapour, and wo call this

process of drying evaporation. So, also, when
we boil a kettle of water, there is a change of

state, of water into steam, and a process of

evaporation is going on, only in this case it is

more rapid than in the other'; and evaporation

is not superficial merely, but from every part

of the liquid, more or less. Continue the pro-

cess, and the water dries up by this rapid

evaporation. Again, if we apply heat to oil of

turpentine contained in a retort, it will boil a

little over 300° Fahr., and the vapour may be
collected and condensed in a cooled receiver;

but, if we try to boil linseed oil, for example,

it will not only not distil over, but it will

blacken and decompose instead ^of boil. If we
moderate the heat so as not to carbonise it, then

it will lose about one-sixth of its weight and
become thick, tenacious, and viscid ;

forming

what is called printer’s varnish. Raise the

temperature above 600°, and if air be present

the oil will take fire and burn quietly without
farther external heating, until nothing bat tar

or charcoal is left. If, however, the burning be
interrupted by closing the vessel, a brown viscid

substance will be left, known as bird-lime.

There must be something, then, very different

in the constitution of these two oils, turpentine

and linseed, since they behave so differently

under the influence of heat. Such is the case.

:

Turpentine belongs to a class of oils known as

volatile; that is, they can be raised into vapour
by means of heat, and under certain conditions,

will evaporate or dry up in the sense that the

wet on the pavement dries up' after a shower
of rain. Linseed oil, on the other hand, which
cannot be boiled or distilled, belongs to a class

of oils called fixed.

Some one now steps in with an objection.

Painters not only boil their linseed oil, but the

very process gives the name of boiled oil to the
product.

What painters really do is this : they gradually

raise the oil to about 600°, when it begins to

give off acrid vapours, and a little above 600°

the oil itself begins to decompose with the escape
of gaseous hydro-carbons, which, swelling up in

bubbles, give the oil the appearance of boiling.

Continue the process out of the reach of air,

and the oil would be entirely broken up, past

recall, into a mixture of solid and liquid hydro-

carbons, and various fatty acids, with a very
irritating body, known as acrolein, from its

distressing action on the mucous membrane of

the eyes and organa of respiration. It is quite

clear, then, that the linseed or nut oil used as

the liquid vehicle of paint does not dry by the

ordinary process of evaporation. I put the

question, “ Why does paint dry?” to an intel-

ligent painter, and the answer was, “ Because
we mix dryers with the paint.” These diyers,

as they are called, consist of litharge, oxide

of manganese, and sugar of lead. Linseed oil

is heated with about one - twentieth of its

weight of litharge, which the oil completely
dissolves, and is then used as a dryer. A similar

heating with manganese or sugar of lead also

improves the so-called drying properties of

the oil.

Bat what would be the effect of omitting the
dryers altogether in the composition of the
paint ? I have no doubt most painters would
say that the paint would never dry. Let ns see

the result of a careful experiment performed by

* Charles Tomlinson, F.R.S., read at the Society of
Arts on Wednesday, December 9th.

Chevrenl some years ago. Of course, you are
aware that house paint, omitting the colouring
matters or stainers, consists of three ingredients:

lat, white lead or white zinc; 2Qd, a fixed oil,

such as linseed, or nut, used for the purpose of
reducing the white to a soft paste, to which is

afterwards added variable proportions of linseed

or other oil for thinning the paint
;
3rd, the dry-

ing material or dryer which we now propose to

omit.

Four oak strips were painted, each on one
side, with a paint composed of white lead and
linseed oil, and the other side with a paint com-
posed of white zinc and linseed oil. The strip

No. 1 was exposed to the air to dry ; No. 2 was
put into a bottle of the capacity of two litres

(3'52 pints) and closed; No. 3 was pnt into a
similar bottle, containing dry oxygen gas; No.
4 was put into a similar bottle, containing dry
carbonic acid gas. The results as to drying
were examined after twenty-four hours, and
again after seventy-two hours :

—
After tv:enty’four hours.

No. 1. The lead paint was almost dry; the
zinc paint had set, bat was not dry. No. 2. The
lead paint was almost dry

;
the zinc paint had

set, but was not dry. No. 3. Both the lead and
the zinc paints were perfectly dry. No. 4. Both
paints were still wot and fresh, and had under-
gone no change.

After Siveniy-iivo hours.

Nos. 1 and 2. Both paints were perfectly dry.

No. 4. The lead paint had almost set, but it had
no adhesion to the wood, and could be easily

removed by friction ; the zinc paint had under-
gone no change, but stuck to the finger like fresh

paint.

Now, how remarkable are these results. Paint,

containing no so-called dryer, dries rapidly and
completely in oxygen gas, within twenty-four
hours, and does not dry at all in dry carbonic

acid gas. It dries more slowly in the air,

whether exposed or confined, and in another

experiment it was shown that in drying in a
confined volume of atmospheric air, the paint

had absorbed all the oxygen, and left nothing
but pare nitrogen in the bottle.

We can now answer the question, “ Why does
paint dry ? ” in a scientific, that is, in a satis-

factory manner. Paint dries, not because it loses

anything, as in the case of ordinary drying by
evaporation, bnt because it absorbs oxygen from
the air, and solidifies in combining with it. The
drying of paint is not, therefore, a physical effect,

as in the case of evaporation, but a chemical one,

in which there is a change of properties attend-
ing a change of state from liquid or viscid to

solid.

In the above experiments we omitted the
dryers ; what would be the effect if we left out
the white lead or the white zinc, and exposed
pure linseed oil to the air ?

Linseed oil exposed to the air in thin layers

dries up into the form of a resinous, transparent,

moderately elastic mass resembling caoutchouc.
This property of absorbing oxygen and gradually
becoming solid, also applies to walnut, hemp,
poppy, grapeseed, safflower, and some other
oils, and hence sneh oils are termed drying oils.

In undergoing this change these oils undergo
slow combustion, and give off carbonic acid.

Under certain conditions the drying oils absorb
oxygen so quickly as to take fire, as when the
cotton-wool, tow, &c., used in cleaning machinery
is thrown aside, and has thus led to conflagra-

tions.

The non-drying oils, as those that do not
absorb oxygen, are rape, colza, olive, almond,
and many animal oils. By exposure to air they
become gradually changed, but in a different

manner as compared with drying oils. They
become rancid from the fermentation of the

cellular substances of the plant or animal from
which the oil was obtained. They lose their

colour, and, to a certain extent, their fluidity,

and acquire an acrid, disagreeable taste. Such
oils are, of course, quite unfit for the purposes
of the painter, althongh there is ground for

snspicion that linseed oil is sometimes adulte-

rated with a cheap fish oil, the result of which
in the paint is to produce a disagreeable kind of

stickiness which is all but permanent. While
studying the cohesion fignres of liquids some
years ago I was anxious to procure a specimen

of pure linseed oil. The specimens procured
from oil warehouses gave different figures ; but
in the International Exhibition of 1862 there

was a linseed-oil press at work. Here, I

thought, is a splendid opportunity for getting a
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specimen of pure linseed oil. “Ib mast be
pare,” said the man, “ for we make it before

your face.” He gave me a bottle of oil, and
generously volanteered to give also a sample of

the seed. To my surprise, on examining the
linseed, I found ib mixed with various other
seeds to the extent of at least one-sixth. "What
hope, then, is there of obtaining pure linseed

oil, and, consequently, good drying paint, if not
only the oil is liable to adulteration, but the
source of the oil itself is impure ?

The distinguished chemist who does us the
honour of taking the chair to-night, has been
good enough to place at my disposal some recent
results obtained by the Dutch chemist, Mulder,
who drew some of the oils experimented on from
good fresh seed in his own laboratory. Accord-
ing to Holder, the difference between non-drying
and drying oils arises from the presence of oleic

acid in the latter. He compares drying oils to

blood
; they absorb oxygen and give off carbonic

anhydride. To prove this in the case of linseed
oil, fragments of pumice-stone were ignited, left

to cool, and then pub into a bottle, and the
pumice was moistened with boiled linseed oil,

the effect of boiling being to raise the oil into a
state of greater activity. Air, previously de-
prived of carbonic anhydride, was next passed
over the pumice, and then into a vessel contain-
ing baryta water, which, in a few minutes be-
came turbid from the presence of carbonic acid,

due to the slow combustion of the oil.

A pure linseed oil, drawn in the laboratory,
was represented by the formula C 76‘8 H 11‘2

O 12. When made colourless by being passed
through animal charcoal, its composition was
not altered. Poppy oil, nut and hemp seed oil,

were found to be similar in composition. The
chief component of these oils, and probably of all

drying oils, is a neutral fat known as linoleine.

Linseed oil also contains the fatty bodies known
aa elaine, palmitine, and myristene. Poppy oil

contains elaine, myristene, and lanrine. Walnut
the same, bub rather less lanrine. The mucila-
ginous matter said to exist in these oils, and to
act as a ferment, was not fonnd.
The aah of good linseed oil contained only one

per cent, by weight.
In the so-called dry distillation of linseed oil,

when carefully conducted, decomposition begins
at 250“ C (482° Fabr.)

3 it yields acroleine, which,
by partial oxidation, forms a certain quantity of
acrylic acid, sebacylic acid, palmitinic acid, and
myristinic acid, while the great bulk of the oil

left in the retort is the anhydride of linoleic

acid not unlike birdlime, or fused india-rubber.
It is insoluble in ether. It is dark-coloured in

the mass, bub of a straw-yellow in thin layers,
and very elastic. This is the basis of our print-
ing inks. In preparing it, in practice, there is

usually a great loss, from the application of too
strong a heat, so that volatile hydro-carbons and
even oil-gas are produced.

Linseed oil, by saporification, yields glycerine,
linoleio acid, elainic aoid, palmitinic acid, and
myristinic acid.

100 parts, by weight, of several drying oils,

yielded by saporification from 87 7° to 95-4° of

fatty acids, dried at 100° C. Fresh linseed oil

So''!”, old walnut oils 87'7°.

Linoleine is readily saporified by means of a
solution of basic acetate of lead, the effect

being the same as boiling the oil with litharge,

or red lead.

Pure linoleine is not disposed to become rancid.
The drying oils become slowly rancid by changes
produced in the other fatty bodies present, espe-
cially in the elaine.

Poppy and nut oils become much sooner
rancid than linseed-oil, but in general, the dry-
ing oils become less rapidly rancid than the non-
drying.

The acid compound of linoleine is linoleic acid.
This is a colourless compound when pure, and ib

is very fluid at 14° C., and is not solidified at 18°

C. Its specific gravity is 0-9206. It reddens
litmus, and is soluble in alcohol and ether.
When exposed to air in thin layers linoleic acid
absorbs oxygen and turns red. This change is

greatly promoted by the presence of bases. The
lime and baryta salts of linoleic acid are soluble
in boiling alcohol. The lime, zinc, copper, and
lead salts are soluble in ether. The acid readily
oxidises, yielding linoxic acid, a snbstance some-
thing like Venice turpentines it is colourless, but
beconaes blood red by being exposed to the heat
of boiling water, as also by contact with strong
caustic alkalies and acids. The alkaline carbo-
nates do not affect this acid in the same way.
The change in colour is not accompanied by
change in composition.

THE BUILDER.

In the change produced by the exposure of
linoleic acid to the air, a body known as linoxine
is first formed, and some months elapse before the
peculiar stickiness of the Venice tnrpentine-like
body is formed. With raw linseed oil, however,
the change takes place in about two weeks, with
boiled oil in a few days. Linoxine is formed by
the loss of one equivalent of the elements of water
from linoxic acid. Linoxine is an important body,
it being the chief compound resulting from the
application of oil colours and paints. It is

amorphous and somewhat elastic, like leather or
gutta-percha. It is not hydroscopic. It is heavier
than water, and is not soluble in water, alcohol,

or ether 3 it swells up in chloroform and bisulphide
of carbon. It is not affected by acetic aoid or

by dilute mineral acids. Caustic alkalies dis-

solve it and turn it red, and it is precipitated
from those solutions without change. The best
solvent for linoxine is a mixture of chloroform
and strong spirits of wine, aided by a moderate
heat. Oil of turpentine renders it gelatinons,

but does not dissolve it. It is not affected by
being raised to 100° C., only it gets a little

darker. It cannot be fused without decompo-
sition. Such are Mulder’s results, very briefly

stated. They ought to have a marked effect not
only on the practice of the house-painter, but
also on that ofthe printers’ ink maker. Chevrenl’s
details also are full of practical instruction, and
we now proceed to lay them before you.
Eoughly speaking, the setting of paint is due

to the absorption of oxygen 5 hence we can
understand why the painters, in order to prevent
their brushes from getting hard, put them into
water when they leave off work 3 and also cover
a painted surface with water when they want to

keep the paint from setting.

We have spoken of white lead, or white zinc,

as the basis of paint
; white antimony has also

been proposed. In order to determine the rela-

tive merits of the three, M. Chevrenl institnted

an experiment, in which 10 grammes (154
grains) of pure linseed oil were mixed up with
sufficient quantities of the three solids without
the addition of any dryer. It was found that
the zinc paint covered a less surface than the
lead, but more than the antimony paint. The
drying of the different coats of the three paints
required very different times, as will be seen in

the following table :

—

Coata.
Lead
Paint.

Zino
Paint.

Antimony
Paint.

First
Da^s.
i

Days.
18

Days.

Second 3J 16 28
Third.... 3 6 27

Total m 36 105

Hence it appears that lead paint dries much
more quickly than zinc or antimony paint.

Indeed, unless it were possible to hasten the
drying of zinc paint by the addition of a dryer,
zinc paint would be of very little use in industry,
since the practice of house painting requires that
not more than two or three days shall elapse
between the application of the first coat and
that of the second.

Antimony paint is also too slow in drying to

be used. A tin paint was also tried, but the
oxide of tin was found to delay the drying of

the oil. Pure linseed oil dries more qnickly on
glass than when mixed with oxide of antimony,
so that this oxide is actually anti-siccative

relatively to glass.*

THE VALUE OF ASPHALTE.

The newspapers have quoted very exten-
sively—and as if an entirely new thought—

a

recommendation by Professor Eolleston, of
Oxford, to the effect that the entire area occupied
by a house should be covered with “ the same
layer of impervious material which is put into

the walls as the so-called ‘ damp course.’ Such
a superficial stratum may be cheaply made,”
the writer continued, “ by a mixture of gravel
and gas tar. It would effectually prevent that
rising of watery vapour out of the soil which
the ‘ aspiring’ effect of a warm bouse does much
to intensify over the area it covers.” The sug-
gestion, as many of our readers must know, is

by no means new. Such a precaution, especially
on clayey and otherwise damp soils, we have
ourselves often adopted. For years past, in damp
situations, all the areas of gunpowder magazines

* The ccnclusioD in our next.
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have been covered with Pyrimont aspbalte, for

the suppression of moisture. As long ago aa
1853, Mr. William Hutson, of Newby Wiske,
erected infant schools upon his estate, the entire

site of which, with a view to sanitary benefits,

was covered in the same manner ; and ever
which the wooden floor was placed. In 1856,
the whole of the fonndationsof the Enfield small
arms factory and engine-hooses, situated along-

side the River Lea, had all their foundations
encased with asphalte, by which means this por-

tion of the building, though surrovnded at all

times ly Sft. of water, baa been ever since spot-

less from damp
3 so, also, the superintendent’s

house and offices at Pyrimont-wharf, Cubifct

Town, by the recommendation of Messrs.
Tillott & Chamberlain, architects, was thus pre-

pared for. At Dr. Swabey’s mansion, at Langley
Marsh, near Slough, the area was thus covered
under the direction of Mr. Hardwick. Again,
in 1867, from 4 ft. to 5 ft. of water were kept out
in the cellars and basement of Mr. Angeli’s,

Lubenbam, near Market Harborough, by the ap-

plication of this same asphalte, nndertbedireotion
of Messrs. Cubitt & Co. This same firm, during
the erection of the new tobacco stores, in

Victoria Docks, situated some 15 ft. or more
below the basin of it, encased the dock front of

the building with asphalte to the extent of

12,000 ft., continued it through the walls (7 ft. at

ground line), and over the entire area of the

floor to the further extent of 82,000 ft. Still it is

60 important that the worth of an impervious

layer over the site of a building should be kept
in view, that we are thankful to the professor for

giving increased publicity to it. He. was led to

do BO, it seems, by the assertion by Professor L.

Pfeiffer, “that the interposition of a layer of

impervious substance, of whatever kind so that

it be impervious, between the level of the

ground-water in the soil and the floor of a house
built upon it, confers upon such bouse an
immunity in cholera epidemics. Barracks and
hoBpitals lying low, and on superficially placed

strata of clay, have been remarked to remain
free from attacks of this disease, whilst bouses
placed on elevated and sandy soils, and more
favourably conditioned thus, probably, aa to bron-
chitis and rheumatism, have enjoyed no such
freedom.”

The Seyssel asphalte is a much better mate-
rial for the purpose than gas-tar. It is a bitu-

minous limestone from the Lower Jura, brought
by heat and an addition of its own tar, to a state

of mastic, in which condition ib can be applied

from t in. to i in. in thickness,, to the area

of the site selected for building upon. It is

perfectly inodorous and indestructible in such a
situation. On the contrary, a mastic composed
of gas-tar would, for a considerable time, throw
off an offensive odour, and when this odour
ceases to be noticed, then the material becomes
short and brittle, and cracks.

Several applications of this valuable material

have lately come under our special notice. Thus,

at Warnham, near Horsham, the residence of

Mr. Charles Lucas, the well-known builder,

where a very complete racquet-court has been
formed, the floor is laid with it. And in the

New Meat Market, Smitbfield, Pyrimont Seyssel

asphalte forms the wide margins to all the shops,

and immediately beneath what are technically

called the “butchers’ hangings.” It is uniform
and neat in appearance, and seems to answer its

purpose well.

THE CHAUCER WINDOW, WESTMINSTER
ABBEY.

A JfEMOElAL of Chaucer has been set up in

Poets’ Corner, immediately over his tomb. The
design is intended to embody his intellectual

labours and his position amongst his contempo-
raries. At the base are the Canterbury Pilgrims,

showing the setting out from London and the
arrival at Canterbury. The medallions above
represent Chaucer receiving a commission, with
others, in 1372, from King Edward III. to the

Doge of Genoa, and his reception by the latter.

At the top the subjects are taken from the poem
entitled “ The Floure and the Leafe.” On the

dexter side, dressed in white, are the Lady of the

Leafe, and attendants
3
on the sinister side is

the Lady of the Floure, dressed in green. In
the tracery above, the portrait of Chaucer occu-

pies the centre, between that of Edward III.

and Philippa his wife
;
below them, Gower and

John of Gaunt
3
and above are Wickliffe and

Strode, his contemporaries. In the borders are

disposed arms. At the base of the window is
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the name Geoffrey Chaucer, died A.D. 1400, and

four lines selected from the poem entitled

“ Balade of Gode Counsaile ” :

—

^lee fro the p.'eea, and dwell with eoth-faatnesre,

SiilSao unto thy good though it ho

*' That thee is sent recoyve in buxomnesso

;

The wrastling for this world askelh a fall.”

This windovr was designed by Mr. J. G.

Waller, and executed by Messrs. Thomas Baillie

and George Mayer. It is a brilliant piece of

colour, and an interesting addition to the attrac-

tions of the Abbey. This and the Brunei win-

dow deserve the attention of students of modern
stained glass. Chaucer’s tomb should now be

cleared of some of the disfigurements around it.

THE LATE MR. JOHN BURLISON,

On Tuesday last were interred, in Hampstead
Churchyai'd, the remains of Mr. John Burlison,

who has for the last quarter of a century been
the confidential and highly-valued practical

assistant of Mr. Goo. Gilbert Scott, R.A.
Mr. Burlison was a man of very remarkable

talents, and of extensive practical and scientific

acquirements, uniting in an eminent degree the

classes of skill and knowledge which belong
more especially to the practical builder and sur-

veyor, with the constructive science of the engi-

neer and the antiquarian knowledge and acumen
which are so necessary to the investigation of

the architectural history of ancient structures,

and to a sound judgment in their restoration.

His knowledge of our own architectural antiqui-

ties, and those of Germany, where he frequently
travelled, was very extensive.

He waa a mathematician of a high and
thoroughly practical order, aud was well versed
in scientific and antiquarian works in French
and German, as well as in our own language.
Mr. Burlison’s sound judgment and unflinching
integrity acquired for him the confidence and
respect nob only of clients, but of those whose
work he had to suporiutond, aud whose charges
it was his duty to scrutmiza. Among his many
important qualifications may be mentioned a
remarkable perception,— while dealing with
ancient structures,—of the means of saving
them from ruin, and preserving their identity

even under circumstances apparently hopeless

;

and he may fairly lay claim, like the well-known
antiquary, John Carter, who lies buried in the
same churchyard, to having given substantial

aid in saving many ancient monuments from
destruction.

Mr. Burlison died, after only four days’ illness,

in the fifty-eighth year of his age. He was a
native of the city of Durham, where he was for

some time in the office of Mr. Bonomi. His loss

will be felt by Mr. Scott, not only as having
been a most able and valued coadjutor, but as

one for whom he entertained the highest esteem
and respect

;
and the same feelings will be

largely and extensively shared by those who
knew his talents and his personal worth.

URBAN AND SUBURBAN RAILWAYS
AND STREET TRAFFIC.

New remedies of various kinds are again
proposed, by private Bills to be petitioned for in

next session, for the growing evil, in the metro-
polis especially, of a street traffic in excess of
the capabilities of the channels in which it has
to be conducted. The remedies are of two
classes.

One class of remedy applies to the regu-
lation of the traffic, and to expedients for

getting more work more quickly and safely out
of the existing means of communication be-
tween one locality and another, by guiding the
streams of traffic in accordance with understood
municipal regulations enforced by law. Much
has been well done by the police authorities in

this respect, of which no better illustration can
be given, perhaps, than the enormously-increased
capabilities of London Bridge by the simple
expedient of enforcing a quick and a slow stream
of vehicular traffic in each direction,—a regula-
tion. that almost entirely obviated tho numerous
distressing and costly “blocks” that were of
daily occurrence.

Another proposed remedy belonging to

this class is the adoption of street tramways,
by which a larger number of passengers
could be carried at greater speed and in a

smaller number of vehicles than br the ordi-

nary street carriages in use. For tramways in

the heart of London the public are not prepared

as yet, and no projector is bold enough to pro-

pose their adoption for the City proper, the

Strand, Oxford-street, or others of the main
traffic arteries; but their nae as suburban means
of communication would, it may reasonably be

expected, prove of public advantage in various

respects,—in the increased celerity, smoothness,

and comfort of this mode of locomotion as com-
pared with the ordinary street omnibus, aud
especially in their operation as a check upon the

railway companies in their dealings with subur-

ban season ticket-holders. Acts for tramway sys-

tems have already been passed by Parliament for

Liverpool and Dublin, the Liverpool ways to be

carried into the very heart of the town and its

beat streets. The promoters of the Liverpool

and Dublin Tramway Bills have petitioned for

several sessions for the conversion of their

“Metropolitan Tramways” Bill into an Act, but

hitherto they have petitioned without success.

This year they come forward again, with a

somewhat smaller scheme than those of former

years. They ask for loss aggregate mileage, and
propose to commence at poiuts further from the

more crowded thoroughfares iu or near the heart

of the City. Their proposed linos are to tho

north, two lines by leading thoroughfares
;
and

brought forward for very large tramway schemes
in various suburban localities.

The other class of remedies for the overgrown
and ever-growing street traffic is by attempting

its depletion or diversion into additional and ,

now channels. To this end underground and
|

overground railways are proposed, which often,
j

in the first instance by breaking up the streets
|

and interrupting existing traffic, aggravate to an

almost intolerable extent the evils they are

intended ultimately to abate. Some of tho new
schemes proposed for railways iu London are but

little obooxious to this objection. One of those

is a tunnel line, nearly four miles iu length, pro-

posed to be constructed between London Bridge

and Clapham-common. This line, it is proposed,

shall bo under tho highway between one ter-

minus aud the other, and will be strictly

underground all the way. It can be made, it is

alleged, without tearing up the road, or disturb-

ing the ordinary traffic, excepting nt the points

where the shafts necessary for ventilation will

be placed. Tho line will be practically straight

and level nearly throughout. Whether with one

aboveground lino from London Bridge to Clap-

ham, and another between the Borough-road

and tho Elephant and Castle and Clapham, a

third and underground line will pay, is a ques-

tion for speculators aud investors to consider.

Another lino, under covered way, is proposed,

which seems calculated to relieve the pressure

upon the streets in a quarter—Billingsgate

—

which greatly needs relief. This is a line pro-

jected from Tower Hill, and along the north

bank of the river to Blackfriars Bridge. An
extension to Smibhfield is also included in the

plan, which embraces, moreover, the widening

of Lower Thames-stroet, and the construction

of a new road between London Bridge and Bil-

lingsgate Market. It is suggested that this line

may be a good substitute for this portion of

the Metropolitan District Railway, part of

the inner circle, between Tower Hill and Black-

friars, and it is further suggested that the

low-level main sewer may be carried along in

the proposed embankment at a saving of

100,000(1. as compared with the more inland

course. The adoption of this suggestion would
also avoid the necessity for breaking up the

streets. Another very important underground
line,—the Mid - London,—involving enormous
cost, is proposed again,—its course to be from

the Marble Arch under Oxford-street and Hol-

born to Newgate-streefc and Cheapside. Two
lines

.
are proposed to Islington,—the one an

underground line from the Metropolitan line

near Granville-square, Clerkenwell; the other

an overground line, on viaduct all the way, as

already mentioned by us, from Finsbury to the

Agricultural Hall. The viaduct line, it is pro-

posed, shall be on a 3.ft. gauge. Amongst the

other lines affecting London and its suburbs is

the Metropolitan Southern District, from the

Elephant and Castle to Scotlaud-yard. This

project, if the Bill passes, will absorb the Water-

loo and Whitehall, and iu the communication
between the bauks of the Thames the works of

that company, in so far as they are available,

will be taken advantage of.^

FREE LIBRARIES.*

The chief librarian of the Manchester Free
Libraiies, Dr. Cresfcadoro, has prepared his

annual report for the library committee, who
have preseuted it to the City Council. From
this report it appears that the aggregate issues

have been 807,664, against 673,432 in the pre-

ceding year, being an increase of 136,232. Out
of this number, 262,446 volumes were issued in

the reading-room of the Reference Library

;

94,602 volumes in the reading-rooms attached

to the branch libraries
j
and the remaining

452,616 volumes were lent to borrowers. The
number of borrowers has amounted to 32,106.

The number of books lost or damaged has fallen

from 87 to 81, all replaced or paid for princi-

pally by borrowers, the guarantor’s responsibi-

lity having been taxed in but few cases. The
new regnlatiou allows books to be taken out on
the signature of one guarantor only. With
reference to the borrowers' occupations and
descriptions, 117 are clergymen, ministers, and
missionaries ; 1,066 represent literary men,
architects, surgeons, solicitors, sculptors, artists,

civil engineers, and other liberal professions
;
463

ai’e schoolmasters and eohoolmistressea ; 3,575

schoolboys and school girls; 3,443 merchants,

traders, and agents; 229 employers of manu-
factnring, agricultural, aud other industrial la-

bour; 10,850 artisans, mechanics, working men,
and labourers ;

5,245 engaged in various public

!

and private situations
;
and 3,250 ladies.

The Bebington Free Library was established

on January Ist, 1866, by Mr. Joseph Mayer, of

Liverpool. The number of books issued from it

iu 1866 was 12,199, to 700 readers. The number
of books issued in 1867 was 25,993 to 1,350

readers. From January to April, 1868, the

number of books issued was 7,032 to 1,473

readers. The number of volumes in the library

was 11,703.

HER MAJESTY’S THEATRE, LONDON.

With the assistance of the architect, Mr. Lee,

we publish the plan of tho new Opera House,

and by the side of it a plan of the old one,

showing, amongst other things, that a consider-

able addition has been made to the stage and its

surroundings. The following references show
the appropriation of tho various parts :

—

THE LATE THEATRE.

A. Dressing-rooms.
B. Gallery entrunco, &c., stairs to ampliitbeatre, &c.,

amphilheatro stalls.

C. Stage entrance.
D. Housekeeper.
E. Treasury.
F. Manager’s room.
G. Box olfice.

H. Royal entrance.
I. Committee-room.
J. Entrance to stage.

K. Omnibus boxes.
L. Stairs to flies.

THE NEW THE-iTRE.

A. Stairs to amphitheatre.
B. Stairs to amphitheatre stalls.

C. Stairs of oommunication between tiers of boxes.

D. Cheque.taker.
E. Soldiers' room.
F. Acting manager’s room.
G. Conductor’s room.
H. BojaI entrance and stairs.

I. Open areas.

J. Box olfice.

X. Manager’s room.
L. Treasury.
M. Waiting-room.
N. Stage entrance.
O. Scenery entrance.
F. Green-room.
Q. Dressing-room,
R. Stairs to stage.

S. Stairs to dressing-rooms and carpenter’s shop.

T. Ditto.

U. Stairs to stalls.
]

V. Stairs to pit.

W. Waterclosets, &c.
X. Stairs to pit tier of boxes,

y. Stairs to flies.

The dimeusionB of the new house run thus

ft. in.

Height from pit-floor to the ceiling in the

centre *53 0

Height from the stage to the roof over it 70 0

Height of basement under tho stage 21 0

Length from back of stage to curtain 62 3

Length from curtain to the front of tho

boxes in centre 70 0

Diameter of curve of boxes on pit tier ... 50 0

The proscenium when finished will be 40 ft. in

width, by 36 ft. in height.

• Sixteenth Annual Report to tho Council of the City of

Manchester on the IVorking of the Public Fsee Libraries,

16ti7-oa. Bebington Free Library.
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MONUMENT TO TEE LATE LORD ELGIN.

The monument of whicli we here give an illus-

tration is destined for the cathedral of Calcutta,

and has been executed at the expense of the

Government, in memory of the services of the

Earl of Elgin and ICincardine. The design is by
Professor G. G. Scott, R.A., and the monnment
has been executed by Hr. J. Birnie Philip, of

Hans-place, in a manner quite worthy of that

gentleman’s distinguished reputation. To de-

scribe the work somewhat in detail : it is a mural

monnment, Italian Gothic in style, raised upon

a table, or rather semi-table. The general form

or body is a pedimented parallelogram. On each

side is a panelled buttress with crocketed pin-

nacle, the pediment being richly crocketed also,

and twminating with a finial. The centre of

the whole is divided into four by broad bands,

the upper two divisions being trefoiled. Above
these panels is a circular frame in dark

marble, in which is an alto-relievo portrait of

Lord Elgin, in pure white marble. The four

panels each contain a subject in bronze, depicting

some prominent event in the diplomatic career

of the late earl in the four countries where he

had served. The bands which divide these panels

are dove-colonred Derbyshire marble, enriched

with incised gilded scroll-work, and at intervals

studded with jewels, as they are termed. Eight

bosses of rich-coloured marble occur at the inter-

sections of the bands and tops of the arches.

Over the panels and within the pediment is a

trefoiled pointed arch, sculptured with small

figures, portraying the virtues of a good
governor, and springing from a marble column
on each side. The spandrels formed by the

trefoil, and which enclose the portrait, are filled

with highly-wrought foliage ;
indeed, the whole

is worked as if in ivory rather than stone. A
dark serpentine slab covers the table, and the

same material forms the base. The front of

the table contains the inscription, and has two
panels decorated with foliage somewhat too

purely Italian in design. The body of the
monument is of Mansfield Woodhouse stone.

The columns on each side are of greenish-

coloured marble. As a whole the monument
may be said to harmonise well in tint, with the

exception of the marble portrait relievo, which

is at present over-white.

The inscription runs thus :

—

In Memory of the Right Honble. Jaitxs Bruce,
Earl of Elgin and Kincaniine, K.T., G.M.8.I., G.C.B.,

Ticeroy and GoTernor-General of Indie,

Who Died, in the execution of his office,

at Dhurmaaia, in Northern India, and there lies Buried,

This Monument is erected by the Government ofHerMejesty
Queen Victoria,

In recognition ofthemanyeminentBerTices rendered byhim
to his Country in Jamaica, Canada, China, and India,
Born July 20th, 1811. DiedNovember 20th, 1863."

This inscription is in incised lettering, gilded.

The coat of the monnment, we understand, will

be about 8003.

CAMBRIDGE ARCHITECTURAL
SOCIETY.

At the second meeting of the Society for the

Michaelmas Term, held on the 19 th of November,
the Rev. G. Williams gave an account of “ Cer-

tain Churches in Egypt and Syria,” with the

ground plans of which he had been furnished by
the Hon. Arthur Gordon, Trinity College, and
Governor of Trinidad, by whom they had been
carefully measured and plotted when on a tour

in the East some years ago. He first spoke of

the church of St. Barbara, near Old Cairo, where
they say the head of the saint is preserved with
some other relies. Most of the churches have
more ancient ones below them, and in this case

the lower one was dedicated to St. Sergius, and
the Holy Eamily are supposed to have rested on
the spot dnring their sojourn in Egypt. The
church, which is 66 ft. long and 48 ft. wide, oon-

sists of nave and two aisles, with galleries over

the aisles supported by pillars, and adorned with
columns in front, which support the roof. The
nave terminates at the east end in an apse
separated from the church by a screen, but the

aisles have square terminations.

He next spoke of St. John’s Church near
Antinoe, on the Nile. It is higher np the Nile
than Antinoe, a town built by the Emperor
Adrian in honour of Antmous,who was drowned
there. The church, which is 72 ft. long and
34 ft. wide, has a curiously-formed apse, much
elongated, so as almost to form a chancel. The
prothesis on the south side is ruined, and the

nave is curiously divided in the middle. The

narthex, also, is peculiar, in being more open to

the church than is usual.

The Great White Monastery near Souhaj

(Egypt), to the east of the Nile, was described.

Mr. Williams quoted at length from Curzon’s
“ Monasteries of the Levant,” with reference to

this church. It consists of a long and spacious

nave with north and south aisles, divided from
the nave by colonnades

j
the apse is peculiar in

being formed in three recesses, one to the east,

one north, and another south, and around each
are niches formed on a trefoiled plan. Another
peculiarity about this church is the long chamber
parallel to the south aisle. This chamber is sup-

posed to have formed the main portion of the

monastery. Pocock mentions that he noticed the

eaglewith a cross and alsowith crown carved, and
conjectured that St. Helena must have been con-

nected with the building of it, which conjecture

is strengthened by an ancient tradition men-
tioned by Cnrzon that such was the case.

REPORT ON STEAM CULTIVATION.

The following summary of the Report of the

Judges on Steam Cultivation at the Leicester

meeting of the Royal Agricultural Society has

been furnished us :

—

“ The society offered at Leicester a flrst prize of lOOL,
and a second of 601., for ‘the best application of
steam-power for the cultivation of the soilj’ and in

adjudicating upon this general ‘ Class I.,' the judges lay
down a most important principle.

‘The prizes in this class,’ they say, 'being offered for
the best application of steam-power to the cultivation of
the soil, without regard to the extent of the occupation,

we had no hesitation in restricting the entries to such
systems as worked on the direef principle, believing that

on large area* steam could be more economically and
efficiently employed in this way than on roundabout
system. Having come to this conclusion, it was apparent
tkat Fowler &, Co,, were alone in the field ;

and the only

point to determine was, which of their systems was most
meritorious. The absence of Messrs. Howard’s double
engines was a source of much regret to those who visited

the trial-fields, anticipating a keen struggle between the
celebrated firms of Fowler and Howard.'
Unfortunately the pnblio thus had uo opportunity of

seeing the Bedford direct tackle compete with the Leeds
direct tackle in area or quality of performance, in coat of
work done, and in other points of comparisou

;
but we

have here an official and aathoritative adoption of direct-

acting in preference to stationary engine apparatus, as

the most economical and efficient, excepting in special

cases provided for in ‘Class II.’ Is this decision of the
judges borne out by the experiments made ?

No roundabout or stationary-engine machinery was
tried against the single and double engine direct-acting

sets in Class I. Bat in that class the first prize went to

a double-engine apparatus, and the second prize to a
single-engine apparatus, direct-acting; and both this and
also another direct-acting tackle was tried in Class II.

against the roundabout sets.

The trial [in Class I.] completely proved that for

economy and expedition of performance the ronndabont
is decidedly inferior to the direct-acting machinery, and
could bavo stood no chance whatever if it had entered
into competition in Class I.

In Class II., the society offered a Ist prize of 601., and
a 2nd prize of 25Z. for tho best application of steam-
power (we suppose for cnltivatiou) adapted for occupa-
tions of a moderate sizo.’ If either of Fowler’s direct-

acting sets did more and cheaper work, and lost less time
and engaged less labour iu traveUing between one field and
another, how was it that Howard's roundabout tackle,

nevertheless, won the let prize in this class, and that
Fowler's sets were considered ineligible altogether? It

was simply a question of the prime-coat of the machinery.
‘ There was not [say the judges] exhibited at Leicester

any direct system made np of a travelling anchor and a
traveUing windlass, driven by an ordinary portable or
traction engine. In the absence of any such arrangement,
and considering all the points we have above aUuded to,

we are ^iven to tho conclusion that the roundabout
system, which can be worked by an ordinary portable
engine, is the only one exhibited at Leicester which fulfils

tho conditions under which the prizes in Class II. are
ottered by the society Bearing in mind the condi-

tions as to tbe cost of the apparatus, which, in our read-

ing, excludes Nos. 4 and 6 (Fowler’s direct-acting sets)

from being fit for ‘occupations of moderate size,’ we
were unanimous in awarding the Ist prize of SOL to No. 2,

Messrs. J. & F. Howard, of Bedford.’

"

CHURCH OF ST. JOHN THE BAPTIST,
LETTONSTONE.

Tins clinrnli was built by the munificence of

Mr. Cotton in the Early English style of thirty

years ago, and has been transformed from looking

cold and dingy to warmth and brightness. The
old organ, one of the kind which emitted melody
by a skilful player turning a handle, has been
removed from the gallery, and a new organ has

been erected by Gray & Davison on the south

side of the chancel. The choir seats have been
rearranged.

The floor of the chancel has been laid with

Minton’s tiles j
the stone font altered and

inscribed with “ Suffer little children to come
unto me.” Tho pulpit has been placed on the

gospel side ; the desk and fittings, the kneeling-

rail, and gas standards are of Hardman’s manu-
facture. The altar-cloth, the offering 'of one of
the congregation, and the kneeling-cashion, the
work of the ladies, are richly embroidered.
The flat bays of tho ceiling and the shelving

sides of tho roof are coloured light, with red

and black ornaments running next themooldings;
a broad border is painted over the cornice in

brown and grey, with a blue sexfoil and gold

fie-w-doAis in the centre of each length.

The principals, girders, and supports of the
roof, with the queen-posts, are painted light

grey, alternately ornamented with green, marone,
and brown, slightly relieved with black and gold;

the corbel brackets supporting the roof are
white, brown, and gold. The upper part of the
walls are a warm tint of grey, the lower part

marone
j
the window mullions and linings are

white, with ornaments and lines in a dark red.

The roof of the chancel is light bine, sprinkled

with stars, the groins have a warm tint, relieved

with marone ; the walla a deep gray, with a wide
border on a gold ground, in green and brown,
under cornice mouldings. The Decalogue, Lord’s

Prayer, and Creed are painted on the north and
south walls, and the sides are powdered with
grey and red. The lower part of the walls, about
5 ft. high, is light olive, with horizontal borders,

in rich colours and gold, except tbe reoeas for

the altar - table, which is arcaded, with gold

panels, upon which are painted, in encaustic

colours, the sacred monogram and symbols. The
wall-spaces between the three lancet windows
are diapered with a rich flowing pattern to

harmonize with the staiued glass.

The arch mouldings are powdered with black

and gold
;
and on the label is written, “ Lord,

I have loved the habitation of Thy House over

the side arch, “ Let Thy priests be clothed with

righteouBuese on the organ, the opening

sentence of the “ Te Deum over the gallery,
“ AH Thy works shall praise Thee, 0 God in

the porch, “ Be ye all of one mind, having com-

passion one of another.” The designs are by
Mr. W. Pitman j

and the decoration by Messrs.

Hayward & Pitman, of Newgate-street. The
building, having been closed a few weeks for

general repairs by Mr. Cains, builder, Leyton-

stone, and for the execution of the above works,
was opened on Sunday, the 29th ult.

STATE OF ST. MARGARET’S CHURCH,
LOWESTOFT.

The churchwardens and committee appointed

to assist them in carrying out the repairs of the-

parish church have reported:—That, in pur-

suance of the resolution of the vestry meeting
of the 23rd June^last, they proceeded to obtain

the required assent of the diocesan and the arch-

deacon to the plan proposed for rebuilding the

south aisle, and then entered into a contract

with Mr. C. Godbolt, of Harleston, and his

sureties for the proper carrying out of the same.

These preliminary steps being effected, the con-

tractor immediately commenced pulling down
tbe south aisle ;

and the outer wall had been
nearly removed, when it was discovered that the
south arcade wall of the nave had for some time
partaken of the ontward inclination of the aisle

wall, an inclination that threatened to increase

with a rapidity which might have suddenly put a

stop to all further proceedings, had not prompt
measures been instantly resorted to to retain

the wall in its then position. Mr. Clemence,

the architect, having pointed out the serious

consequences likely to arise from the dangerous

state of things, he was directed to examine the

entire fabric, and to make a report on its pre-

sent state.

Mr. Clemence, having given the result of his

examination, said there was no immediate dan-

ger, it being well shored up, but his deliberate

opinion was that the sooner tbe wall be taken

down and rebuilt tbe better. Tbe north wall of

the nave was secure ;
the south-east angle of the

tower above the leads of the nave roof requires

rebuilding. Estimated cost, with new lead gutter

to the nave, 6503.

On the receipt of this report, the committee

consulted with Mr. Clemence. The committee

expressed its confidence in Mr. Clemence, but

in view of the diversity of opinion prevailing

out of doors it was considered desirable, both by
the committee and Mr. Clemence, that the

opinion of another architect from a distance

should be taken, and it was determined to re-

quest Mr. Tenlou to visit the church, and report

to the committee. Mr. Teulon accordingly re-
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ported npoa the subject. The report contained

various suggestions, and ilr. Teulon stated that

he did not feel able to certify the church per-

fectly safe in its present state. At the request
of the committee, Mr, Clemence gave a more
detailed report upon the plan he had proposed
for rebuilding the south arcade wall, and he
estimates the cost of the works and putting in

new gutter boards and bearers to the nave roof

at 7001. A vestry meeting has been called to

consider this subject.

EXTSTON SQUARE AND STATION.

Few, if any, architectural works worthy of

notice are promised by any of the private bills

which are to be brought forward in the next
session of Parliament ; but it is satisfactory to

observe, in the very lengthy Gazette notice of a
bill to be brought in by the London and North
Western Railway Company, a short paragraph
that gives promise of an important new archi-

tectural effect from an existing building—the

dropping of the canvas, the presentation to the
public in an msthetical sense, “ after all these

years,” of the propyleum which furnishes the

grand entrance to the Euston Station. The
Company give notice, in their New Works and
Additional Powers Bill, that they will apply
inter alia for power, which it is to be hoped will

be granted, to make and maintain, in the parish

of St. Pancras, an approach-road to their Easton
Station, commencing from and out of the Euston-
road, at a point nearly equidistant from “ the
eastern and western ends of E uston-square, thence
proceeding in a direct line to, and terminating
at, the principal entrance to the Euston Station

in Drummond-street
j and to provide for the

removal of the gates, bars, or railings now
erected and standing on or across the site of the

proposed approach-road, and for the extinction
of any rights or privileges that may interfere

with those objects.” The directors may be con.

gratulated on their having arrived at the resolu-

tion to cany out, although somewhat tardily,

what must have been the intentions of the archi-

tect, and of their predecessors in office, in the

inception and execution of this design. It may
seem paradoxical to say that a structure which
dwarfs everything in its vicinity has not hitherto

been seen ;
bnt this is in a sense true, and it is

satisfactory to have the expectation that a point

of sight worthy of the work is at last to be pro •

vided.

A SHAKY WALL.

Sir,—A passage leading to King-street, St.

Jaraes’s-square, until recently enjoying no very
delicate fame, and now known as “ Pall Mall-
place,” consists, on the west side, of a most
unsightly structure, which bulges out at the
centre with a truly disruptive and dangerous
aspect. The other side is a row of shops of the
first class, and how the shopkeepers and their

customers are affected by the menacing indica-

tions over the way, I know not
;
but assuredly,

until the state of things is pronounced, on
authority, to be safe, I shall pass another way.
Would you have the goodness to take a momen-
tary “survey” of the place, and let the public

know whether so unusual a curve in a rather

long line of building, is compatible with sta-

bility. M.A.

#*# The appearance of the wall in question is

certainly not quite satisfactory, especially at the
northern end.

information as to this “ scala ? ” If a scale can
be attached to the side of any perspective,

whereby dimensions, not only of height, but of

width, can be measured, this would be of the
greatest possible use in the case of photographs
taken from nature. Alfred Strong.

THE DUTY OF ilEMBERS OF A BOARD
OF WORKS.

Sir,—Knowing your valuable paper stands

pre-eminent as an authority, will you favour me
by stating in your next impression whether you
deem it a dereliction of duty, and altogether in-

consistent or otherwise, with the position of a
member of a Board of Works, to undertake to do
and make out the accounts of a contractor, who
is executing works under the Board, with which
be (the member) has been and is still con-

nected P A Constant Reader.
*#* A member of a Board so acting pro-

fessionally for a contractor, would incapacitate

himself for rightly discharging his duty to the
ratepayers, whom he is supposed to represent.

CEILINGS AND PARTITIONS.

Sir,—

I

am glad to find attention drawn to

the material of which ordinary ceilings are com-
posed, as it seems strange that materials so

opposite in their natures as timber and plaster

should so long have been used in such close

connexion and with sneh nnmerona failures.

I quite agree with yonr correspondent “ B. F.”
that it is often attributable to the laths being
fixed too close together to allow of a good key,

but believe it more often arises from the sagging
and shrinkage of the joists where there is no
counter ceiling, which is, ofcourse, increased when
furnitnre is placed in the room above, and the

constant vibration, caused by motion, is confined

to a portion of the room chiefly near the centre.

While the timber yields, the plaster, being a rigid

material, must crack, and it is only a question

whether the whole falls or only the floating and
fioishing coats, which is often the case on account
of the defective key formed by the pricking up
coat.

It appears to me that a material is required
soraethiog of the nature of felt, which may be
nailed to the underside of the joists, with a

surface similar to drawing paper to allow of

distemper ; the edges may be butted and hidden
by a small moulding, or by stiles to form panels.

The material must be nninflammable, as there is

probably no better fire-resiater in houses than
the plaster; the cost must also be considered,

as it is in smaller buildings that its use would
be of more value than in larger ones.

I If some such material could be invented also

I

for quarter partitions, instead of lath and

j

plaster, it might prevent the annoyance of ugly
' cracks occasioned by the before-mentioned causes,
^ and which few architects have been free from

j

during the last trying summer. J. D. M.

I Sin,—I have no doubt there will be many persons act
^ out the recommendation in your pages, and paper their
I cracked and dangerous-lookinu ceilings.

I

They will very much strengthen them by twice or thrice

I painting, and then distemperiugmay be cleaned ftlf without
i damage to the paper. Eor the same reason 1 wish our

'

j

architects would have all plaster enrichments painted : it
|

I

preserves them, they clean well, and will iinisb sharp and
clean after being many times distempered.

Twbstt Ybaes' Expbuience.

A SCALE FOR DRAWINGS IN
PERSPECTIVE.

Sir,—

I

n the “Life of Sonnin,” an architect,

who flourished in Northern Germany from the
middle to the end of the last century, I find a
passage which I should be glad to have explained.

Sonnin was commissioned to make a perspective
drawing of a garden belonging to a certain
Count von Ahlefeldt; he did so, but “die
Zeichnuug hat das Besondere, dass man ver-

mittelat oiner am Rande angebrachten Soala
der Ltingen und Breiten die Groase ernes jeden
Gegenstandes anf der Zeichnnng ausmessen
kann.” This I would English thus :

—“ There is

this peculiarity about the drawing, that the
size,—in height or in length,—of every object
may be measured off from a scale attached to
the margin of the picture.”
Can any of your readers oblige me with

PAINTING ON ZINC.

Irr your paper I read concerning the "Means of making
paint adhere to zinc." 1 think there is an easier method
to apply colours on zinc, by which paint adheres so closely
and so firmly that the zinc may be bent iu all directions,

without the paint depart, till the zinc breaks. So far as I

:

know this paint resists heat and cold, air and moisture. 1 ^

beg to enclose a small piece of zinc, painted, as sample. ^

tVith the same results of firmly adhering, this paint
may be used for iron, wood, stone, terra-cotta, &e., in

j

every colour, without light and temperature altering the
[

same, and better protectiog the painted object than usual i

linseed paint. The paint alluded to can be applied easier I

and quicker than linseed paint.
|

I do not know if it is known in England
;
in any case, it is

not generally known. If this communication 6o of some '

utility to you, I will be glad to consider this as a small '

tribute of gratitude which I feel indebted to your excellent

,

paper, the Suilder, which has procured me for several

,

years many an agreeable and useful hour, and of much
assistance in the beginning of my csreer. With much
regard, I remain, D. Juan den Bsinx.
Rotterdam.

*,* The specimens sent are entirely satisfactory. We
shall be glad to know the nature of the paint or process.

CHIMNEYS.
Sib,—

I

n reply to your correspondent “Stat Veritas,”
in your publication of November Zlst, I beg to say that
circular or oval flues or chimueys will do equally well for
conveyance of smoke

;
but the determining points which

secure an upward draught or a down blast of smoke may
be had with either

;
and if he had the most correct infor-

mation as to what would make a good draught, he might
still be defeated in getting it carried out by the workmen,
who, to secure a good regular outside appearance, often
make the inside work, especially in chimneys, to suit their
own convenience instead of the conveyance of smoke.
The only sure way I can find to meet such diflioultieB is

|

to get flue linings made at the pottery from tested models,
|

the exact form and dimensions to suit the dilTerent sizes of
j

chimneys. I quite agree with your correspondent as to
|

the almost total want of practical knowledge to be found
I

everywhere on this subject. It is much to be lamented '

that in matters so deeply affecting the health and comfort I

of all, as good draughts in chimneys, good ventilation in i

dwellings and in the streets and sewers of towns and
cities, there should be so much ignorance in those having
the management, and so much thwarting of such im-
provements through the avarice or indifierence of those
having the control. W’^ere those connected with house-
building to study more accurately the laws by which the
elements are governed and their power bounded, both
separately and in their compounds, cud employ these
natural inclinations, so irreversible, to aid them in carrying
out their plans for health aud comfort in the dwellings
they build, there would be a very remarkable improvement.

LINE OP FRONT : METROPOLITAN
DISTRICTS.

the WAKDSWOBTn BOABD OT WOBKS (APPELLANTS) V.

HALL (KESFONDENt).

The respondent in this case (Court of Common Pleas)
bad been summoned by the Board of Works on the ground
that he had built in front of Thurlow Cottage, Wandsworth-
road, beyond the general line of building frontage. It

happened that, at the time the respondent built, the archi-

tect of the Board had not actually laid down any building

line at (he spot in question : and the magistrate held that

under these circumstances he had no power to interfere

and order the demolition of the respondent's building, and
he dismissed the complaint. The question fur the court

was, whether the magistrate bad power to make the order
for demolition.
Mr. Francis appeared for the appellants, aud Mr.

Wharton for the respondent.
The court held that if a man built beyoud the proper

building line, and the line was slterwards fixed by the

architect of the Board, the maghtrate had power, not-

withstanding the line was not laid down until after the

building was erected, to order tho demolition of the
building.
Judgment for the appellants.

A WATER SUPPLY REGULATOR.

Mr. CfiAULES Geogheoan, architect (of Dab-
lin), has jasb perfected a very useful invention.

The pressure at which the Vartry water will be
delivered in the houses of Dublin will not be
strictly constant, and may be expected to cause
occasional accidents by the bursting of weak or

otherwise defective pipes. To obviate this in-

convenience, varioQB contrivances have been de-

vised
;
but Mr. Googhegan’s possesses, as far

as we can judge, important advantages over
those of hia competitors. It is self-acting

j
it

costs but 21. or 23. lOs., according to size ;
and,

being of very simple construction, it is not
likely, when once set up, to get out of order.

The principle of the invention, so far as we
understand it, is as follows ;

—The supply-pipe
from the main leads into a closed cistern. When
the water in this cistern rises to the maximum
height which is compatible with the perfect
safety of the honse-pipes, the air which occupies

the upper part of the closed cistern is pressed
through a connecting-pipe into a rectangular

vessel, called the regulator, one compartment of

which is divided by a vertical partition into two
compartments, each of which is half filled with
water, and which comraunicate with each other

at the bottom. The air which enters at the top
of one of the compartments depresses the water
therein, and by doing so raises the level of the
water in the other. This water in the other
compartment contains a float, which, of course,

rises with the water, and, by means of a pro-

jecting stem, turns a cock iu the supply-pipe,

aud thereby cute off all farther supply and
pressure. On the other band, when the level of

the water in the cistern sinks, the compressed
air above it expands, and losing a portion of its

elastic force, permits the air which is in the

upper part of the first compartment of the regn-

lator, and which is in free communication with it

by means of the connecting-pipe, to yield to the

hydrostatic pressure produced by the head of

water in the second compartment. The level of

the water in the latter sinks, therefore, and by
doing so brings down with it the float, and
thereby opens the cock in the supply-pipe. Thus
the required supply, and no more than the re-

!
quired supply of water, is maintained without
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the necessity of any interference by the pro-

prietor or his servants. The apparatas has been

exhibited in action in the Corporation-yard, Wine-

tavern-street. The manufacturers of the instru-

ment are Messrs. E.oss & Murray, of Middle
Abbey-street, Dublin.

SCHOOLS OF AET.

The Gloucester School. — The Tolsey was
crowded by the School of Art pupils and their

friends, at the annual distribution of prizes.

The mayor presided, and many of the leading

supporters of the school were present.

Mr. J. D. T. Niblett, secretary of the school,

read the report of the committee. It said :

—

“We have the pleasure to report that the Gloucester
School of Art has gained this year a greater number of
successes in the various examinations established by the
Department of Science and Art than in any previous year
of Its existence. In the National Competition it has gained
three successes, viz., two national bronze medals, and one

'

Queen’s prize ofbooks. The works of eleven of its students
were chosen to enter into this competitioo. Three students
have been nominated by the department to prize student-

'

ships, by which they are entitled to gratuitous instruction
at the School of Art.’’

Mr. Gambler Parry, the president of the
school, addressed the meeting and distributed

the prizes.

The Ca/rlisle School.—The annual meeting of
the friends of this school has been held, in the
school-room, Finkle-street. The mayor (Mr. A.
Davidson) presided. In opening the proceedings,
the chairman said he was glad to be able to con-
gratulate the friends of the school on its healthy
and prosperous condition. There was not much
to boast of, because it unfortunately happened
that fewer students came forward to take advan-
tage of the opportunities given to them, than
might be expected in a large population like that
of Carlisle. However, tbe school was making
progress. It had been in existence for fourteen
years, and during the greater part of that period
it had had to undergo many vicissitudes. Hap-
pily, three years ago, it had got quit of the debt
which had been pressing it down, and bo be-

lieved it was now in a better condition than it

had ever been before. The number of students

who had passed their examination had increased

over the number of last year, and a corresponding
increase had taken place in tbe number of cer-

tificates. Another very pleasing circumstance
was, that the treasurer had a balance in hand.

CHUECH-BUILDING NEWS.

Rockingham.—The church here has been re-

opened, after tbe restoration of the chancel. In
the spring of the present year, the roof of the
chancel was found to be in such a dilapidated

condition, that it was determined to replace it

by a new one, of high pitch, and of a better

character than the existing one. At the same
time it was thought a good opportunity by the
patron, Mr. G. L. Watson, to add a chapel, on
the south side of the chance], to receive tbe
greater portion of the monuments belonging to

his family, which had previously been in the

chancel, and prevented its being rendered avail-

able for the choral services of the church. By
the removal of a large monument on the north

aide, the aisle was opened ontbythe insertion of

two arches and piers, the mouldings of which
were taken from the fragments already alluded

to. At the same time the east window was re-

moved to the new chapel, together with a
memorial window, erected in 1853, to tbe
memory of the late Hon. Eichard Watson. The
subject is “ The Ascension." This window has
been replaced by one of larger dimensions, and
of an earlier date, which is filled with stained
glass, executed by Messrs. Heaton, Butler, &
Bayne, under the superintendence of the Eev.
F. H. Sutton, the gift of Mr. Thomas Watson.
The subject in tbe centre is “ The Crucifixion,”

and on either side are, “ The Agony,” and " The
Eesurrection." Beneath are smaller subjects,

“The Nativity,” “The Baptism,” and “The
first Miracle of our Lord.” The reredoa is the

work of Mrs. Bigge. The chancel has been re-

stored by the rector. A memorial stained glass

window, by O’Connor, has been placed in the

west wall, just over the door, by Mrs. Gunning
Sutton, and north of this another window is

about to be placed by the rector, who has not
yet decided on the subject of the illustration.

The wall decorations were done by Mr. Hobbs.
The restoration has been carried oat by Messrs.

Law & Son, of Lutterworth, from plans designed

by Mr. E. Browning, of Stamford, architect.

The interior is not quite complete, the chancel

seats, pavement, &c., having still to be put in.

An effect has been produced in the colour of the

chancel walls, by the addition of some Indian

red in the last coat of plaster. This contrasts

with the white marble of the monuments. The
family vault is under the north side of the

chancel, and Is now approached from the outside,

the entrance from the chancel having been
closed.

West Sonierton.—At a meeting of the Norfolk

Arohccological Society in this town and neigh-

bourhood last year, the fresco paintings on the

walls of St. Mary’s Church were examined with
interest, and it was resolved to have them illus-

trated in the society’s publications. These
paintings had then been recently uncovered,

through the exertions of Mr. J.T. Bottle, architect;

and this gentleman has now been instructed to

prepare designs for a complete restoration of tbe

fabric. It is believed, from various indications,

that farther paintings exist on other portions of

the walls under the incrustations of whitewash,

&c., and every exertion will be made to discover

these, and preserve them. An appeal will pro-

bably be made for funds to carry out the pro-

posed works of restoration.

Nottingham.—St. Stephen’s Church has been
consecrated. The building was tbe late Trinity

Free Church, used as a Chapel-of-Ease. The
church is situated on Bunker’s-hill, off Lower
Parliamont-street, in tbe midst ofthe class whom
it was originally intended to benefit. It con-

tained 550 sittings, bub owing to the success

which had attended the efforts put forth, the

accommodation had become inadequate to the

increasing requirements of the parishioners, and
it was resolved to enlarge the chapel. This has

now been effected by a partial rebuilding of the

old edifice
;
and the new district of St. Stephen’s

is assigned to it. The main front of the building

has been brought forward several feet towards
Bunker’s-hill, and the space intervening between
the chapel and the boys’ school at the sides has
been covered over. This arrangemonfc gives to

the new church an area of 102 ft. in length by
42 ft. in width. To avoid losing the advantage
of tbe school windows, a roof in the form of a
lean-to has'been thrown over the space, supported

by columns occupying the place of the former

side-wall. These columns, in conjunction with

the support given to the curved ribs of the main
roof, without causing any serions obstruction to

the view, tend to conceal what would otherwise

be the irregular appearance which the room pre-

sented. The whole of the walls have been
strengthened in accordance with the require-

ments of the Ecclesiastical Commissioners in re-

gard to all similar enlargements of churches, and
they are lined with a red brick facing, varied by
blue brick courses in the form of panels. A
space has been set apart for a larger chancel,

and also for a porch. The architect was Mr. T.

C. Hine, and the builder Mr. J. White.

East Barnet, Herts.—The church of Sfc. Mary
the Virgin was re-opened on Saturday, the 28th

of November, having been closed during the

summer months for restoration and enlarge-

ment. The church is one of some interest,

having been erected in the early part of the

twelfth century, by an Abbot of St. Alban’s, for

the spiritual benefit of the poor inhabitants of

that locality engaged in wood-entting in the'

then surrounding forest, and a considerable por-

tion of the ancient fabric still remains. The
additions consist of a new south aisle, bnilb in

the Early English style of architecture, with

walls faced with Kentish rag stone, and win-

dows and dressings of Bath stone. The roof,

framed with open timbers, is covered with
Staffordshire tiles. The arcade opening from
the ancient nave is of two arches, supported by

a polished marble shaft, with richly carved

capital. The church throughout is fitted with
open seats of deal, stained and varnished, and
capable of accommodating 430. Tbe passages

and communion space are paved with Minton’s

tiles, that in the latter being of rich encanstic

patterns. The east wall of the chancel has been
enriched by the artistic writing of the Com-
mandments, executed by Mr. West. The whole

of the works have been carried out under the

superintendence of Mr. A. E. Barker, the con-

tractors being Messrs. Dove, Brothers.

Whithy.—The ancient church of St. Hilda, at

Egton, near Whitby, has fallen into a state of

decay and complete dilapidation. Daring 700
years it has been nninterruptedly used for divine

worship, but its condition is now so unsafe that

at any moment it may fall into a mere ruin.

The Eoman Catholics have recently erected a
large chapel, and great exertions are being made
to extend Eoman Catholic interests among the

people. Tbe newly-appointed vicar (the Eev.
I. Fish, many years the chaplain and superin-

tendent of the Castle Howard Reformatory) is

anxious to set up schools and rebuild the church.

The parishioners are nearly all poor persons, and
the peculiar circumstances under which the land

is held, most of it being in Chancery, and the

remainder in the hands of Eoman Catholic

owners, make it impossible to hope for aid from
the proprietors. A subscription list has, there-

fore, been opened.

DISSENTING CHURCH-BDILDING NEWS.

Bristol.—Clifton-down Congregational Church,
just erected at the foot of Clifton-down, from the

designs of Messrs. Hansom & Sou, of this city,

architects, for the congregation formerly wor-
shipping in Bridge-street chapel, has been opened
for divine worship. The church consists of nave,

chancel, north and south transepts, with vestries

and lecture-room beyond. The principal front

faces the Down. The centre portion will be
occupied by a tower. At the west end is an
open porch of three arches, moulded and carved

in stone, and groined. On the right side of the

tower it is intended to erect a house for the

minister. The sides of the building are orna-

mented with a parapet and pinnacles surmount-
ing a range of traceried windows ;

and at each

end of the transept is a rose window. The
building, as at present, with the land, has cost

about 10,0001., and all but 400J. or 5001. of that

amount has been raised. The tower and
minister’s house are for the present deferred.

Redcar.—The foundation stone of a new
Wesleyan Chapel, Sunday school, and class-

rooms, has been laid here. The cost will be

about 1,6501. The chapel is in. the Early Deco-

rated style of Gothic architecture. The front

elevation will bo faced with red pressed bricks,

Castleton stone dressings, and ornamental bands
in white bricks. The bailding has been let to

the contractors for 1,3S1Z. 9s, Bricklayer, Mr.
Scott, ^Middlesbrough

;
mason, Mr. Lord, Mid-

dlesbrough
;

joiner, Mr. T. Watson, Redcar;
painter, Mr. T. D. Gay, Redcar

;
plnmber and

glazier, Mr. Kershaw. The heating apparatus
was supplied by Messrs. Cauningham & Wain,
Middlesbrough.

§0(jy
“ The Ecclesiologist." Masters: London. 1863,

The December number of The Ecclesiologist

contains the announcement that this periodical

will not again appear. The first number was
published in November, 1841. According to the

editor’s address to his readers its continuance has

been a struggle from the first. “ Tho stress and
obligation,” he writes, “of other—though not
alien—occupations, have overmastered our bark.”

The number includes an article on the Fairford

Windows adverse to tho ascription of them to

Albert Durer.

The Spectator : a new edition. With Introduc..

tion. Notes, and Index, by Heniiv Morley.
London ; George Routledge & Sons.

We have here the Spectator complete, re-

producing the original text, in one compact
volume,—a charming edition of a work that will

be prized so long as the English language is

studied. Professor Morley’s Introduction is

Bonnd and sensible, and the same may be said

of his notes.

Cassell's Technical Manuals ; Linear Drawing.

By Ellis A. Davidson. Cissell, Fetter, &
Galpin, London and New York.

This little work is intended as a text-book for

teachers in schools of art and science, training

colleges, national and other schools
;
and also as

a manual for self-instrnction for artisans and
the public generally. It shows the application

of practical geometry to trade and manufactnres.

The author is a lecturer on science aud art in

the City of London Middle-class Schools. In

addition to illostrations connected with the

lessons, six pages of the application of geome-

trical drawing to iron and wood work, masonry,

mechanism, and design, are appended.
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The Mechanic's and Student's Guide in the De-
signing a/nd Construction of general Machine
Gearing. Edited l)y F. H. Joynson. Edin-
bnrgli : Nimmo.

This ia a practical treatise on the designing and
construction of eccentrics, screwa, toothed
wheels, &c., and the drawing of rectilineal and
curved snrfacea, with practical rnlea and details.

Mr. Joynaon is the author of a work on “ The
Metals used in Conatrnction,” and the work under
notice seema well adapted for the practical in-

struction of mechanics and students.

Address to the Members of the Sistoric Society

of Lancashire and Cheshire. By Josei’H
Mavee, F.S.A., <tc., President. Liverpool:
printed by Thomas Brakell, Cook-street.

On the Preparations of the Co^inty of Kent to

Resist the Spanish Ar7nada. By Joseph Mayer.
Printed by Brakell, Liverpool.

The first of these was read onNovember 5th, 1868.
In course of it Mr, Mayer makes interesting re-

marks on American archceology. He speaka of
Mr. Blackmore, of Liverpool’s, purchase of the
celebrated museum of American antiquities col-

lected by Messrs. Squier & Davis from the
western “ mounds.” That purchase now forms
the nucleus of a collection from “ all the four
continents,” and which Mr. Mayer characterizes
as not only the most perfect in the world, as
illustrating the age of stone, but the only collec-
tion in which it has been hitherto attempted to
grasp the whole subject in that detail which the
student must require.” At the close of the
address, Mr. Mayer says, as to muniment rooms,

—

“ With singolar care the doenmentB are preserved
which relate to the mere eventa of to-day, the profit of
the family

; hut for those dim parchments and ancient
Tolnmes, which are the title-deeds of its rank in honoor,
the record of ifs worth or its unfitness for that high
station which England gave, and has often snatched away,
what place is devoted for them ? Too often a distant and
dismal chamber, where rats gnaw, rain beats in, mice and
worms burrow and build, I am not speaking without
book, genilemen ! and it would even be weU if the culpable
carelessness of owners stopped at this point; for in too
many matanccs the muniment-room is abandoned without
thought to the tender mercies of chil^en and housemaids.
Every day manuscripts of the deepest importance to the
nation are tom up for nursery toys, are out to 'pieces for
Bilk-winders, are absolutely burnt in grates and garden-
furnaces, One feels a positive thrill of indignation in
recalling some stories of this sort which rest upon autho-
rity incontrovertible. Such irreparable waste of the
national property, for national it is, cannot be allowed
longer to continue. I should suggest that the heads of
the South Kensington Museum, or other oiKcers of depart-
ments where there is room to spare, should issue an
invitation to aU persons having such documents in their
possession, should by that means collect these treasures
together, and there and then examine aud report upon
them. Some such course imut be followed. It would be
preferable that the owners should solicit the attendance of
Bome skilful person from the British Museum to examine
their muniments,—and such requests are rarely refused, I
may add;—but oven if this be done, as in a very recent
instance, the confusion is often found to be so utter and
complete that half a lifetime might almost be spent in
restoring order, and in properly examining the deeds. I
take it this is one of the foremost questions now demand-

the attention of arohrcologists. It must be solved.
One-half the controversies which occupy the time and
study of leading men in our science might, I feel sure, be !

very speedily set at rest if all the private coUections of
England were thrown open.”

The second paper by Mr. Mayer was read on
April 2nd, 1868. Ib contains many enrions and
interesting quotations from the MS. papers of
Roger Twisden, J.P., and Captain of the Light
Horae of the Lathe of Aylsford, A.D. 1585-1596.

DIARIES.

The Ho. 8 “ Diary” published by Letts & Co.
gives a whole page to each day, and ia well
suited both for business and literary users. This
firm have sent us a packet of their various
diaries and pocket-books of last i/ear, which have
been duly committed to the waste-paper basket.

The” City Diary,” issued from the City Press
Office (seven days on each page), contaius a
considerable amount of information chiefly re-

specting the Corporation and the City gene-
rally. Blackwood’s “Desk Diary, No. 4,”

contains seven days on each page, and includes
postal maps. The “ Shilling Scribbling Diary,”
issued by the same firm, gives more room for
each day’s entry, and is interleaved with blotting-
paper

I
altogether a useful book.

VARIORUM.

As if in reponse to our desired geological chart
forarchitects and builders, as well as forgeological

students generally, a new edition of Professor
Morris of University College’s Geological Chart
has been issued by Reynolds, 174, Strand. This

chart contains a considerable amount of informa-
tion as to building stones, slates, flags, limes, &c.,
to be found in the various strata, collected in a
separate column under the title of “ Uses in the
Arts, &c." Transactions of the Institution of
Engineers in Scotland, with which is incorporated
the Scottish Shipbuilders’ Association : Twelfth
Session, 1868-9. This issue contains an Intro-

ductory address by Mr. James M. Gale, the
president, read October 28th, 1868

j
a paper on

ships’ lights, by Mr. James R. Napier, F.E.S.,
read October 28th, 1868 ; experiments on the
delivery of domestic cranes, by Mr. Thomas
Hoey

;
report of the council, &o. The president

in his address speaks of the Glasgow Sewage
Irrigation scheme recently proposed by Mr.
Bateman and Mr. Bazalgetto. The scheme
is estimated by them to cost, including cost
of wc-rks and pumping, id. per ton of sewage
distributed, aud if only id. per ton is

realized from it, there will be an annual
profit of 58,0001. after paying all expenses. The
proposed ontfall on the Ayrshire coast is at

a considerable distance from any habitation, and
is surrounded by a dreary waste of sand ; but is

separated from Glasgow by sixteen miles of
country of an average height of 120 ft. above the
sea, and the cost of pumping the whole or any
considerable part of the sewage of Glasgow over
this elevation was a serious obstacle to the adop-
tion of this outfall, till it was suggested that the
whole distance might be tunnelled.

“This,” said the president, “at once placed the Ayrshire
oatfaU in the same position as the river outfall, as regards
the annual expense of pumping and the height to which
it would henecessary to raise the sewage of the low-lying

E
arts of the town, or at least reduces the whole difi'oreuce
etween them to the difference in the length of conduit,

which cannot be put at more than four or five miles.
This small extra outlay for an nnobjectionable ontfall, and
a tract of sandy land to take up snrplns sewage, led
Messrs. Bateman and Bazolgette to adopt the Ayrshire
outfaU."

knowledge, while in America agriculture is carried on
according to scientific principles best adapted for that
purges
The assertion, if made, that the people of India are not

capable of receiving such instruction, it cannot be sup-
ported, inasmuch as no trial has ever been made, nor can
It fairly bo made, by reason of the Government having
taken no steps on this behalf. Experience shows that
we have made, and aro making, great improvements in
other branches of knowledge which Government has been
pleased to teach ns. The science of mathematics is the
most dilEcnlt and dry science; and if we have improved
in it why should we not be able to advance in agriculture,
which is not so difficult ? The development of the
resoarcea of the country depends on the instruction of the
people in agriculture. It is essential that the Govern-
ment should take the subject into favourable consideration.
A number of zemindars and cultivators should he

selected for the purpose of acquiring such knowledge, and
this can he done in no better way than by establishing
agricnltural schools, snob as are established in France,
England, and other countries of Europe.
Should the Government be pleased to make agriculture

a branch of education in its public schools, for the main-
tenance of which it expends thousands of rupees, the
measure will lead to manifold good results. Hundreds
and thousands of begahs of land, covered with forest and
lakes, would be brought under the plough.

This system may be introdneed experimentally, as it was
done in France, in 1817, or as the village schools were lirat

established by the late Mr. Thomason in eight districts of
the north-westeru provinces, as a probationary measure.
If the experiment realise the expectations, loAic/i i( cer-
tain/t/ muif, the system may then be extended to all zillahs.

Exhibitions have been set up by order of Government
in the several districts, with a view to the advancement of
the agricultural products of the country, and improve-
ment of the breed of cattle

;
but I am of opinion that the

subject in view will not be gained unless agricultnral
instruction is first of all introduced in our schools; for
until the people are trained in the principles of ara-
culture, both as an art and science, they cannot reasonaoly
be expected to make any improvement in the quality of
the produce which their lauds yield. They cau bring for
show only such products as can be raised on the old
principles,”

Messrs. Bateman and Bazalgetto propose three
lines of intercepting sewers on the north side of

the river, and two on the south, with one pump-
ing station at the Saltmarket, and another at Pol-

lokshields, at the commencement of the main con-
dnit to Ayrshire, the average height of lift for

the whole sewage being 32 ft. The sewage when
so lifted will command for irrigation abont 8,000
acres of very suitable land, lying between Paisley

and Bishopton, by gravitation, but an additional

lift will be necessary for that part proposed to

be utilized on the Ayrshire coast. The estimate
for the whole work is abont 1,250,0001., bub ib

does not include tbe branch conduits over the

large areas of ground proposed to be irrigated,

the pumping in Ayrshire, nor the cost of pre-

paring the land to receive the sewage water
j

neither do they in their estimate of the assess-

ment necessary to carry out the works take

credit for the very large return which must in

time accrue from the use of the sewage-water.
Mr. Gale is of opinion that this is the only pro-

ject that can be devised for the thorough purifi-

cation of the River Clyde, and he hoped that the
next ten years will see it accomplished.
' A Synopsis of tho Patent Laws of various

Countries.” By A. Tolhausen, Ph.D. London :

Triibner. Dr. Tolhausen is a translator at the
Patent Museum. This synopsis is a second
edition, revised, and enlarged. Tbe first edition

was published in 1857, and is out of print. The '

present abstract of patent laws relates to thirty-
j

three different countries, and is very compen- •

dioua and methodical, and must be very useful

;

to inventors and manufacturers, as well as to

legislators on any question in Parliament relating

to the patent laws. “ Essay on Indian Agri-

culture.” By Lallah Luebmi Narain, Banker
and Municipal Commissioner, of Bareilly. Cal-

cutta : pi’inted by Hay & Co. This very in-

teresting pamphlet contains an Eoglisb transla-

tion, by the author himself, of a paper in Hindu,
read by him to natives of India at tho Rohilcund
Exhibition, Bareilly, in December, 1866. The
English, though not quite according to rule, is

better than that of many a translator, and the

substance is excellent. The author urges more
attention to agriculture, on the part both of the

Government and the people of India
;
points

out the hinderances, and expatiates on the ad-

vantages. It is an able essay, and, bub for

a few very slight defects in the English, might
have been written by one of our own agricnl-

tnral writers. We give a specimen :

—

Frazer’s Magazine for December contains an
interesting paper by the Rev. E. Girdlestone,
vicar of Halberton and canon of Bristol, on
Landowners, Land, and those who till ib. This
reverend gentleman is well known for the in-

terest ho takes in the physical and moral im-
provement of the agricultural labourer. He
has been the means of increasing the wages, and
ameliorating the treatment of these poor serfs in

his own district, by obtaining the removal of no
less than 100 of them, many with wives and
families, to other localities where their wages
have been often doubled, as well they might be,

from the miserable pittance of 7s. or 8a. a week,
which till lately were the regular wages; and even
still they are only ^03. Mr. Girdlestone has, of
course, been annoyed and insulted by the far-

mer class of his district in consequence of his

kindly exertions on behalf of their labourers.

Chorch-rateshavo been refused, and he has been
dragged into law courts

;
but for all this petty

spite he seems to have been quite prepared, and
be still pursues his philanthropic course, for

which, we feel assured, he has tho heartfelt

thanks and the high respect of the public.

Here are specimens of the gentry he has to deal

with, although there are, he says, exceptions of a
very different character. He speaks from his

own knowledge :

—

“ A shepherd, an old and faithful servant of a man who
farmed upwards of 800 acres, had several of hia ribs

broken by one of his master's horses. Ho was confined
to his bed for manj weeks. Not only did he receive no
wages or any other sort of assistance from hia master
during the whole of the time he was disabled, but the
rent of hia house, which as a shepherd he Itad free, was
deducted from his son’s wages as long as he was unable to
look after the sheep. Another mao, a carter, also in the
service of a well-to*-do farmer, saved a valuable team of
horses and a wagon from being dashed to pieces, hut in

doing so was severely injured. In this case great interest

was made with tho farmer, but in vain, to give if only a
little milk for the wife and family. This description of
tbe condition of agricultural labourers in North Devon is

not based upon information obtained from interested
parties or at second or third rate, or upon a hasty personnl
visit. It is the result of tho experience of a si.x years’
residence in a parish of 7,600 acres and 1,663 people, in

every farmhouse and cottage of which the author has been
many times a year at almost every hour of tho day, and
with the habits and circumstances of whose inmates he is

nearly as familiar as with those of his otvn honsebold, and
it is notorious that this is a fair average of the whole
district. Cau any one in such a condition bo said to
live ?”

“ It is worthy of consideration that the productive
power of laud in India is in no way inferior to that of
America, and India is governed for 100 years by the same
race of men. Why should the cullivation in this country
have been carried on according to the old methods, while
America has made such rapid advances in that way ? The
answer is simple. No endeavour has been made in this

country towards instructing nstives in this branch of

The bones of their oppressors deserve to be
broken. TheJournal of tho Franklin Institute,

Philadelphia, vol. 86, No. 514: third series,

vol. 56. October, 1868. No. 4. Philadelphia:

published by the Frankliu Institute at their

Hall. The issue under notice contains various

interesting papers ;—on the influence of artificial

illumination on the quality of the air in dwelling-

houses, translated from the German of a paper

by Dr. Gorup-Besanez, and read before the

Polytechnic Association of New York, December,

1867, by Dr. Adolph Ott; on proposed method
of sinking the piers for the St. Louis Bridge, by
James B. Eades, C.E. ;

on the economical con-

strnction of beam trusses, by G. S. Morison,

C.E.j editorial items and novelties, and corre-
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Bpondence on fire-proof bnildings; lectore notes

on physics by Professor A, M. Mayer, Ph, D.

;

and other matter connooted with science and the

mechanical arts. Amongst cheap issaes may
be mentioned an edition of " The Percy Anec-
dotes ” in sixpenny volumes, published by Berger.
The first volume includes “Humanity” and
Beneficence.”

glisfcllajua.

Terea Cotta at South Eensington.—With
reference to the discussion on the subject of

terra cotta, reported in our number for November
2l8t, when one of the speakers was described as

the manufacturer of terra cotta used at the

South Kensington Museum, Messrs. Alexander
Wilson & Son ask us to say that they have com-
pleted two contracts, and have three others now
in hand for that building.

Penzance Water Supply. — At a recent

meeting of the Town Council, the Sanitary
Committee reported that they had given the
subject of a larger reservoir their best con-

sideration, and were of opinion that the plans
of Mr. Matthews were sufficiently compre-
hensive. Mr. Matthews said the reservoir would
drain a watershed of 300 acres. Two-fifths of

the estimated rain-fall, calculated on 300 acres,

would give 17,42*1,000 cubic feet annually. This
would give 10,000 inhabitants 4 cubic feet, or

25 gallons of water, a day. The reservoir would
cover 11 acres, and be 25 ft. deep at the lower
end, or have an average depth of 12 ft. It

would hold 6,749,920 cubic feot of water, or

40,000 cubic feet a day for 143 days. Tbe pre-

sent storage was 1,183,000 gallons, or 40 gallons

a day for 29 days, so that 172 days’ supply
would bo provided for without any reliance upon
any other source. This he considered ample for

many a year. But some additions to the same
reservoir would cause it hereafter, if occasion
arose, to hold 10,820,480 cubic feet. Simply by
raiaiug the embankment 2 ft. or 3 ft., one-third

more water would be stored. Looking to these

facts, he thought the size of the reservoir ample.

Mr. Downing said he still thought the larger

scheme would be thebest and themost economical

in the long run. The available watershed was
600 or 700 acres for a weirhead constructed

farther down towards the first pond at Treng-
wainton. This might coat something more.

Monumental Sculpture by Mr. John Steell,

E.S.A.E.—Mr. Steell is just completing two
pieces of monumental sculpture, which the

£cotsma7i describes. One is designed to com-
memorate the officers and men of the 42nd or

Royal Highland Regiment who fell during the
Crimean war, or in the suppression of the
Indian mutiny, and is being got up at the

expense of the surviving members of the regi-

ment. The monument is to be a mural one in

1 the Gothic style, and will be placed in Dunkeld
( Cathedral. The chief feature of the monument
' will be a large pointed panel, surrounded by a
I richly-moulded and lofty framework, and filled

\ with an alto-relievo in white marble. It is with

t the latter that Mr. Steell is engaged. The
e subject is taken from the lines in “ The Black
I Mosquetaire,” in the “ Ingoldsby Legends,”
1 beginning with,

—

“ But a Bombre sight is a battlefield,

To the sad surviTor’s sorrowing eye.”

1 The central position is ocenpied by the supposed
B survivor, who has gone to the battlefield in

s search of a missing comrade. This is a life-size

£ figure of a soldier of the 42ad Regiment. A
8 slab underneath the sculpture will beai’ a suit-

a able inscription. The second monument is a
I mural tablet, which is to be fixed on one of the
V walls of the ruins of the old chui-ch at Blair

i Athole, to mark the burial-place of the late

I Duke of Athole. The tablet will occupy a

p position immediately over the vault which con-
t tains the remains of the duke, and also those of

C Claverhouse. It is 7 ft. iu height, and bears an
a allegorical design in high relief, representing

0 one of the duke’s Highlanders, standing in a
81 sorrowful mood, with his cheek resting on the
bbutt of his reversed musket, beside the stump
oof an oak-tree, which, while yet green and
fl flourishing, had been broken by a tempest. One
b branch of the oak-tree remains attached to the
Btstump, and on that the mantle of the deceased
dduke hangs. Mr. Steell has been commissioned
kto execute a monument of tho late Earl of
S Shrewsbury. The monument is to be in the
feform of an effigy tomb.

The Peabody Fund increased.—Mr. Peabody,
not satisfied, it appears, with what he has
already done in the establishment of this fund,

but entirely satisfied with the way in which it

is managed, has just given notice of an addition

of lOOjOOOL, thus making a total of 350,0001.

Desiccation as applied to the Industrial
Arts.—A business pamphlet on this subject, with
reference to the use of “ Davison’s Patent Ther-
manterion, or Hot-air Fan System ” has been
printed at Edinburgh, by E. Eavenscroft. It

treats at some length on the seasoning and pre-

servation of timber, the drying of corn, malt,
hops, paper, silk, yarns, &c., and on the warming
and ventilation of buildings and ships. It is a
useful pamphlet irrespective of the merits of
Davison’s hot-air fan apparatus, which seems to

be an efficient desiccator, as well as a ventilator

of large buildings and ships. The use of it in

drying corn, &o., takes anything like novelty oat
of Mr. Gibbs’s scheme. The chapters on ventila-

tion, and on the desiccation of timber and of corn,

are interesting.

The Neav Font in Dudley Church.—Tho
font given by the Earl of Dudley has just been
formally used for the first time. Ic was designed
by Mr. Forsyth, sculptor, who designed the
Dudley Fountain, of which we gave a view in

March last. The font is in all 11 ft. high, and
of Caeu stone. The style is that of the fifteenth

century. The plan is an irregular octagon, and
the Scriptural subjects, used to illustrate the
work, are “The Baptism of our Lord,” “The
Baptism of the Eunuch,” “ Suffer Little Chil-

dren to Come unto Me,” and “ The Presentation

in the Temple.” These are sculptured on the
four larger sides of the font, the smaller sides

forming canopies to the statuettes of the four

evangelists underneath, who, with four figures

of angels in groined arches, appear to form and
support tho base of the font. The cover is of
oak, carved. lo rises tapering, pinnacle above
pinnacle, until the whole culminates in the
figure of an angel, and is suspended by two
ornamental wrought-iron brackets, with com-
pensatory weights. Mr. Bellamy, a townsman,
executed this font from designs by Mr. Forsyth.

Restoration of Gloucester Cathedral.

—

The restoration of the south porch has now been
taken in hand. This effected, there will remain
only the restoration of the buttresses on the
south side to complete the external work of the
chief portion of the fabric. At a recent meeting
of the Dean and Chapter, Mr. Scott produced his

design for the restoration of the choir. His
plans received the unanimous approval of the
dean and canons, and instructions were given
that the work should be taken in hand without
delay. The restoration of the choir will of

necessity occupy at least two years, and during
that time service will be held in the nave. The
reredos is intended to be composed of stone and
mosaic work

j
it will extend nearly the whole

width of the screen ; it will be surmounted with
tabernacle work, and canopied

;
the centre panel

will contain a carved representation of the
crucifixion of our Lord ; and other appropriate

Bubjeots will be represented in the side panels.

Mr. Scott’s original estimate for all the work
required was 45,0001. Already about 10,000J.

have been spent. Tho restoration of the choir

will involve an outlay of at least 13,000h

The Islington and City Railway. — The
line of railway already noticed by us as one of
the projects before Parliament is to be a light

railway of narrower gauge than the country
railways. Tho gauge will be 3 ft., and the line

will form a continuous bridge or viaduct. The
average gradient is under 1 in 255, and the
greatest is 1 in 86, extending over a distance of

270 yards. The average height of the line above
tbe ground is 18 ft.

“ Tho perfect safety and
economy of a gauge less than that ordinarily

adopted,” says the prospectus, “ have been
already proved by the experience of years both
at home and abroad. The Festiuiog Railway
(gauge only 2 ft.) has, dui’ing the year, carried

120,000 passengers and 125,000 tons of goods,
and there has not been a single accident during
the four years since locomotive power has been
placed on the line. It has been most favourably
reported on by Captain Tyler, R.E., the Govern-
ment inspector.” Tho proposed line will run
from the Angel pretty nearly in the route of tho
projected new road to the city. It will end at
the Moorgate-street station of tho Metropolitan.
Tho engineers are Messrs. Robert Richardson,
C.E., and John Imray, C.E. An immense traffic

is anticipated.

Water Cisterns.— With reference to the
recent recommendation of slate cisterns, a manu-
facturer wishes us to mention that cisterns made
of glazed “ terra-cotta ” are equally as good and
much cheaper than slate, and are rapidly coming
into use.

The Market Hall, Kidderminster. — A
meeting of tho building committee wels held at
the Guildhall last week, in reference to the re-

bniiding of tho Market Hall. The mayor (Mr.
W. Cowen) presided. Plans were produced by
Mr. Baker, the borough architect, and approved
of, and tenders will shortly be advertised for.

Robert Hooke.—Sir: From the interesting

enumeration of the achievements of this great
philosopher, famished by your correspondent
“H.,” in a recent number, is omitted the most
important of them all, viz., the origination of the
undulatory theory of light. Dr. Whewell con-
sidered that he had anticipated, also, the jjrin-

ctple of interference. (See “ Hist, of Induotive
Phil.,” Tol. ii., p. 391.)—M.

A Steam-roller.—The Liverpool corporation
recently purchased a steam-roller for levelling

and smoothing newly-made and mended roads.

In that capacity the monster, locally known as
“ The demon ernsbbr,” has been a great success j

but it has, unfortunately, so injured the net-
work of gas and water pipes in the streets in

which it has been used, that the corporate

I authorities find that they must either greatly

decrease its weight or cease using it altogether

.
in certain parts of the town.

' Liverpool Architectural Society.— Mr.
Francis Horner presided over the fifth meeting

' of this society, for the twenty-first session, held

last week. Mr. Wm. Keith, photographer, of

Hardman-street, exhibited a number of per-

manent facsimiles of the drawings in the Louvre
Museum, reproduced by M. Braun, of Dornach,
the copies of the engravings having been made
by the process invented by the Autotype Print-

I

ing and Publishing Company. The paper for

I

the evening was read by Mr. H. H. Vale, the
' subject being “ A Trip to Staffa and Iona.”

j

Oxford Architectural Society.—A meeting

I
was held on the 2ud inst., at which the secretary

I

of the society, Mr. James Parker, gave an ac-

count of the Roman occupation of Dorchester in

j

this county. He described the march of Aulas

I

Flautins, and the difficulties which had to be
!

met with in reconciling the short record pre-
served by Dion Cassius, with existing remains
and the general aspect of the country. He
considered that the Roman general passed along
the south side of the Thames, and formed a
camp at Cirencester, and that he then returned
along the north side till, arriving at Dorchester,

he had to pass across the river. In order to
effect this Sinodum Hill, the British fortress,

had to be taken, and here was the chief battle

of the campaign. He also made some remarks
upon the numerous discoveries of Roman remains
in Dorchester, which city had sprung up in con-
sequence of tbe neighbouring camp. The Rev.
W. Jackson made some remarks upon the ques-
tion of the Ise, the origin of the Isis

5 and after

a paper on “Apsidal Churches,” by Mr. E. C.
Bruton, the meeting separated.

Concrete Building.—A patent has been
granted to C. Drake, Kennington, for “ Con-
struotion of concrete buildings.” The patentee
claims, first, the construction and use of, in

erecting concrete buildings, apparatus consist-

ing of flanged iron plates, supported by iron np-
righbs secured against the face of tbe wall, such
plates being capable of being shifted upwards
step by step upon the uprights, and of being
locked to them in the several positions by bolts

or pins passing through holes in the uprights,

and in the flanges of the plates. He also claims

the construction and use of angle plates to form
the angles or corners of walls, as described. He
also claims the use to connect the front and
back plates and uprights, of metal straps with

pinholes in them at various distances, so that

the length may be adjusted to the thickness of

tho wall required, such straps passing through
holes prepared for them in the uprights and
plates, as described. He also claims the com-
bining scaffold brackets with the uprights, as

described. He also claims the construction and
use, in erecting concrete buildings, 9f apparatus

consisting of frames connected or bolted directly

the one to the other, and tied together by straps

passing through the wall, such frames being

capable of being shifted upwards step by step

upon the straps which are built into the wall.
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Velocipedes.—Several correppondents wish

to know where good velocipedes can he bonght.

We mast leave advertisers to answer this in-

qoiry.

TENDERS.
For the erection of premiBea, 46, Str&nd. Mr. T. C.

Clarke, architect. Quantities supplied by Mr. Mark W.

The National Cottage Hospital foe Con-
SVMPTION AND DISEASES OF THE ChEST.—Owing
to the liberal response of the benevolent public

to the appeals made by the general committee
on behalf of this charity, the erection of the

first pair of bnildings is already far advanced, in

Ventnor, in the Isle of Wight. Upwards of

2,000 shrubs for the grounds of the hospital have
been presented.

Medical Officer, St. Pangeas.—The vestry

of St. Pancras, being about to appoint a medical

officer of health, in the place of the late Dr.

Hillier, baa resolved to increase the salary from
2501. to 3001. a year, and to require that the

officer shall reside in the pariah on entering upon
his duties. It was stated by several vestrymen
that a number of medical men of the highest

attainments and position had canvassed for

their support.

Inauguration of Bellringers at Tiverton.
The inaugural festival of the St. Peter's Society

of Change Eingers has been. held. They pro-

cured the services of the St. Stephen’s Society

of Change Eingers, Bristol, who enlivened the

town for two days by their well-known skill in

bell-ringing. The Eev. H. T. Ellacombe also

delivered a lecture on bells on the occasion. The
Tiverton Society have advertised their charges
for ringing : a full peal for a day costs 31. ;

for

half a day, 21.
;
for an hour, IZ. ; a muffled peal

for an hour, 3Z.

Accidents.— At Hastings a bricklayer met
with an accident while at work at a house which
is being erected near Warrior-sqnare. He was
ascending a ladder, and a fellow-workman who
was above him accidentally dropped a coil of
rope, which knocked him off the ladder to the
ground, a distance of abont 30 ft. Portnnately
no bones wore broken, but he sustained a severe
Epi'ain of the ancle. As a labourer was employed
at a house in course of erection in Eichmond-
terrace, Edinburgh, a portion of the scaffolding

gave way and precipitated him to the ground,

a distance of nearly 25 fc. His wrist was frac-

tured, and his head and body were much cut and
bruised. The new tower of the parish church

of Moirans (Here) has fallen to the ground,

doing considerable damoge to the roof and nave.

The cause of the disaster was the elevation of

the structure without means being taken to

strengthen the base, which at last gave way
beneath the additional weight. Only a few
hours before, the church was filled with people.

The L-ate Mr. Thomas Duncan, C.E.—Mr.
Duncan, the water engineer to the Liverpool

corporation, has recently died. He belonged to

Perth, and was selected by Mr. James Walker,
civil engineer, to execute his plans for the con-

struction of the lighthouse on Fern Island. This
lighthouse was the first step made by Mr.
Duncan towards that eminence which he subse-

quently attained as an engineer. His reputation

in carrying out submarine works was confirmed

by the skill with which he executed other com-
missions entrusted to him by Mr. Walker. His

introduction to Liverpool was as early as the

year 1843, when he accepted the position, under

Mr. James Simpson, C.E., of assistant engineer

to the Liverpool and Harrington Waterworks
Company, before the corporation had taken the

waterworks into their own hands. Mr. Duncan
soon after coming to Liverpool, was appointed

assistant to Mr. Newlands, the borough engiueer,

and he had continued in the service of the cor-

poration from that time down to the day of his

death. When the waterworks were purchased

by the corporation Mr. Duncan was placed in

sole charge ofthem, and he had becomerecognised

as the Liverpool water engineer when the

Eivington Pike scheme of Mr. Thomas Hawksley,
C.E., of Nottingham, was broached. In addition

to the five lakes or reservoirs designed by Mr.
Hawksley,—the Upper and Lower Eivington,

the Anglezark, the Eakebrook, and the Lower
Eoddleswortb,—two subsidiary reservoirs, one
at Eoddleswortb and one at Prescot, have been
since designed and completed by Mr. Duncan,
besides improvements which he has made in the
other works .at Eivington, and the preparation
and execution of the plana and designs for the
various receiving reservoirs at Liverpool. He
has left a widow in adverse circumstances,
arising from heavy losses, which had swept
away the investments of years.

Ilenshaw £2,047 0 0

Wheeler & Co 1,992 0 0
Clemeots 1,914 0 0

Kelley, Bros 1,765 0 0
Kilby 1,747 0 0

Brass 1,703 0 0
King & Sons 1,690 0 0

Scrivener &. White 1,646 0 0
Abraham 1,616 0 0

For completion of villa residence, No. 6, Brokes,
Eeigale, for Mr. .G. E. Morrison. Mr. J. F. Matthews,
architect

Barnes £990 0 0
Nightingale, Brothers 935 0 0
B. E. Nightingale 928 0 0
Gage 926 0 0
Cook ... 018 0 0

Room 896 0 0
Holdsworth 876 0 0

For new infirmary, &c.
Stenning, architect :

—

Knight
Morriss
Worsen
Cooper
Galyer & Moore
Sherwood
Cook
Grover
Barnes
Kesterton & Head
Smart
Webb ASons
DanneU
Ilenshaw
Till

Macey
Colls & Sons
Bayes
Nightingale

Johnson (too late) .....

Woodward (accepted)
Constable & Bakey..,..
Gage

Godstone Union. Mr. A. E.

'

£3,900 0 0
3.899 0 0
3,891 0 0
3,600 0 0
3,660 0 0
3,640 0 0

3,635 0 0
3,495 0 0

3,400 0 0
3,293 0 0
3,350 0 0

3,250 0 0
3,200 0 0
3,164 0 0
3,160 0 0
8,100 0 0
3,080 0 0
3,072 0 0
3,063 0 0
3,069 0 0
3,060 0 0

.. 3,049 0 0
2.900 0 0

.. 2,890 0 0

.. 2,610 0 0

For sewage utilization works for the Eomford Local
Board of Health. Amended plan. Messrs. Buss &
Minna, engineers

Contract No. 1. Sewer and Buildings.
F. & J. Wood £3,443 0 0
Merrant 3.226 0 0
King 3,021 0 0
Crame 3,020 0 0
Neave & Fry 2,998 0 0
Burgess 2,900 0 0
Bloomfield 2,684 0 0
Hubbard 2,680 0 0
Young 2,450 0 0
Porter 2,350 0 0

Confrael No, 2. Engines, .j'C.

Campbell, Johnstone, A Co £2,200 0 0
Barrows & Stewart 1,732 10 0
Kirkham 1,278 13 9
E. A J. Wood 1,106 0 0
Bower .. 1,148 0 0
Bells, Goodman, & Co 1,140 0 0
Whieldon, Lccky, & Lucas 1,100 0 0
Wilkins 1,060 0 0
•Williams 1,050 0 0

E. R. & F. Turner 1,060 0 0
Burton, Sons, & Waller 1,042 0 0
Laidlaw & Co 1,037 0 0

Protheroe & Bastin 998 16 6
Perkins, Brothers 966 0 0
Parnell 979 10 6

Cligg & Co 963 0 0
Whitmore & Benyon 945 0 0
Rogers 891 10 0
Bevington, Courtland, A Baker 883 15 0
Davey 830 0 0
Gimson A Co 797 6 0

For erecting a warehouse in Ropemaker-street, Finsbury,
for Messrs. G. Bartholomew A Co. Mr. F. G. Widdows,
architect :

—

Webb A Sons £G,180 0 0
Ennor 6,047 0 0
Chessum 6,794 0 0
Colls A Son 6,684 0 0
Newman A Mann 6,686 0 0
Pritchard 6,657 0 0
Bishop 6,650 0 0
Brass 6.379 0 0
Hensbaw 6,347 0 0
Browne A Bobinson 6,280 0 0
Killby 6,227 0 0
Hill, Keddell, A Waldram* 6,196 0 0

* Accepted.

For erecting forty-four almshouses, chapel, and lodge,

with boundary walls, drains, Ac. for the W orshipful Com-
pany of Drapers, atElmslea, Tottenham, Middlesex. Mr.
Herbert Williams, architect. Quantities supplied by Mr.
Charles EeilJy:—

Trollope A Sons £16,089 0 0
Brass 16,667 0 0

Piper A Co 15,391 0 0

Conder 14,997 0 0
Barnsley A Sons 14,670 0 0

Ashby A Sons 14,165 0 0

For repairs, pulling down, rebuilding, and building new
workshops in the rear of five honees in James-street,

Goswell-sireet, for Mr. D. Donovan. Mr. Hammond, of

Finsbury-square, surveyor ;

—

Lewis £665 0 0

FoUett 471 0 0
Starkey 457 10 0

Pieedy 460 0 0
Stockwell 438 0 0

Wilson 288 0

For six houses at Lewisham.
Belham
Smith
Staines A Son
Bennett
Jackson
Hanks
Wevell
Raby
Turner
Harrison A Edwards
Dixon
King
J. A W. Hobevn
Walker
Blackmore A Morley
Ladd
Williams
W'ise
Petbick
Hughesdon ;

Bridel
Heaysman

Mr. Banks, architect ;
—

£2,700 0 0
2,623 0 0

2,478 0 0
2,451 0 0
.2,435 0 0
2,-400 0 0
2,326 0 0
2,217 0 0
2,097 0 0
1,980 0 0
1,910 0 0
1,890 0 0

0 0
1,794 0 0
1,770 0 0
1,764 0 0
1,740 0 0
1,740 0 0
1,700 0 0
1,650 0 0
1,435 0 0

1,388 10 0

For alterations to the Bsrley Mow Tavern, Smitbfield.

Messrs. Haywood A BlashilJ, architects :

—

Mather A Read £295 0 0
Lacgmead A Way 280 0 0
TuUy 277 0 0
Nind 236 0 0

For house, Cheyne-row, Chelsea,
tect :

—

Thorne A Co
Haward A Son
Lathey, Brothers
Ashby A Sons
Brass
Adamson A Sons
Foster
Sharpington A Cole

Mr. P. Webb, archi-

...£2,120 0 0
.. 1,951 0 0

... 1,912 0 0

... 1,897 0 0

... 1,837 0 0

... 1,859 0 0

... 1,860 0. 0

... 1,843 0 0

For pier, Ac., at Mousehole Harbour, near Penzance.
Quantities supplied by Mr. Joseph Simmons. Mr. Douglas,
engineer. Trinity W'orks, Penzance

Robbins £7,496 13 6
Flavin 6,600 0 0
Freeman A Son 6,700 0 0
Sharpe, Brothers 6,620 0 0
Hibbard A Long 5,064 0 0
Moore .... 4.993 0 0
Keswick 4,497 0 0

For restoration of Kelshall Church. Messrs. Nash A
Son, Royston, architects :

—

A.
.

B.

Memel roof. Pitch pine. Fittings.

Ginn £1.284 0 0 ...£1,330 0 0 ...£351 0 0
Gibbons ... 1,255 0 0 ... 1,312 0 0 ... 341 0 0

Gimsin 1,107 0 0 ... 1.267 0 0 ... 252 0 0
Brown 1,166 0 0 ... 1,265 0 0 ... 280 0 0

For forming bay windows, basement, Ac., to Oak Dean-
villa, Norwood. Mr. Danby, architset :

—

Richards £506 0 0
Roberts 497 0 0
Deadman 478 0 0
King A Sons 429 0 0

For sewers at Kensington Park, for Mr. Stephen
Marten. Mr. R. Whitchurch, surveyor:

—

Wiemore £1,670 0 0
HoUina 1,100 0 0
Bareham 775 0 0
Parker 769 0 0
Killingback A Bradley 740 0 0
Williams 720 0 0
Ficholaon 716 0 0
Crockett 7C0 0 0
Hubbard 683 0 0
Young 670 0 0
Potter 665 0 0
Bloomfield 645 0 0
Ossenton A Carter 625 0 0

Tossell (accepted) 591 0 0

TO COEEESPONDENTS.
C. P. (boppy to tecelve partlculatB).— Vexata Queestia (coniull the

schedule of cbetgei Utued by tba Institute of Architects).— J. 8. {re-

covery would be very doubtful).—B. B. N.—J. N.— J. M. L—T. W.
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Our Railways and their Mdicers.

OOKING without

previous knowledge

at the Railways of
’’li^ Great Britain and

the Railways of the

world, which have

followed them, it

would scarcely be

believed that these

enormous works had

been conceived and

perfected within a

third of a century,

and that men still

in the prime of life

were workers at

their inception, and
remember, as if it

were but yesterday,

the press and fight of

those early days, the

growth of great reputa-

tions and fortunes in con-

nezion with them, on one

side, and total collapse

and disappearance for

ever on another. Under
the title of “ Personal Re-

collections of English En.
gineers,” * the author of “ The Trinity of Italy,”

—

reviewed some time ago in our pages,—himself

an engineer, sketches with a vigorous pen the

incidents that attended the introduction of the

railway system and the doings of the men by
whom it was brought about

;
more especially, of

course, Robert Stephenson and I. K. Brunei.

He depicts to the life the flurry of those times;
the way in which engineers were created, or

created themselves
;
the ignorance that wasted

shareholders’ money; the genius and persever-

ance that nevertheless made the whole a snccess,

although modified. We shall avail ourselves of
his pages, and transfer a few of his views, which
will be found not very unlike some that have
been often expressed in these columns.

Those early times did, indeed, produce, strange

things. Railways were the cry of the hour, and
engineers were the want of the day. If they
were not to be found ready made, they had to

be extemporised : and so they accordingly were.
Long before the school, in course of formation
on the works actually in progress, could turn

out men able to appear in public as authorities

on expenditure and construction, engineers-in-
• chief were required by many a group of pro-

jectors. So came to the front, military men,
accustomed, perhaps, to sketching of country,
able with the theodolite, but unacquainted with
other requisites of their improvised profession

j

cautions martinets, formed in the old school of
the Royal Engineers, at the time when the Duke
of Wellington, as Commander-in-Chief, found
such difficulty in making use of these de-

pendents on the collateral authority of the

master-general of the Ordnance, that he took

the step of forming the Royal Staff Corps, to

have engineers of his own
;
mining surveyors.

• Personal HecoUections of English Engineers, and of
the IntroductioQ of the Eailway System into the United
Kingdom. By a Ciril Engineer, Author of the “Trinity
of Italy.” London: Hodder & Stoughton, 27, Paternoster-
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accustomed to the use of the dial ; mathematical
engineers, good, no doubt, to direct the smithy
and the lathe, but unaccustomed to works of

maguitude
:

architects who generally limited

their claims to the construction of stations, and
who were snubbed on every possible occasion by
all who, on any of the above grounds, called

themselves engineers. So boldly did these new
commanders take up their position in Parlia-

mentary warfare, that many of them established

themselves in lucrative berths
;

engineers by
divine inspiration. At a time when the pro-

fession of civil engineering is suffering from a
cruel sort of“lock-out,” it is tantalising to remind
them of the golden showers that watered the
early growth of the various grades of railway

constructors. The ordnance map was the great

guide of the projector of tliose days ; but few,

even of those who called themselves engineers,

seemed then to be fully aware of the immense
advantage to be drawn from the careful study of

this admirable chart. Surveys were made at

large expense, which were, if not absolutely

worthless, quite unnecessary.

As competent engineers-in-chief were at a
premium, so also were all the elements of an
efficient engineering staff. Young men who
could handle the level and the chain sud-

denly found themselves persons of importance.

Engineering, as carried on in those days, in-

volved both hard work and good fellowship. As
the period for depositing the plans required by
the Standing Orders approached, the offices of
the busily-occupied leaders of the profession

became scenes of toil or of scramble. Night
was economised as the days grew short. An
impulse was given to posting, and chaises-and-

pair and chaises-and-four were to be seen at not
unfrequent intervals galloping east and west
and north, at a speed rarely to be witnessed.
“ Now, boys,” cried the chief of such an office,

coming one day into the thick of the work, and
springing at a bound on to the mantel-piece,
“ burn your night-caps, for the angel a one of

them you’ll see till after the 30th. Then you
shall have a week to lie in bed.” Accordingly,

for some ten days, the labour of plotting sec-

tions, copying plans, numbering and copying

references, and the like, went on almost without

intermission. At nine in the evening would
appear mighty bowls of oysters, gallons of ale,

and other materials of a rude but hearty repast.

A respite of some three-quarters of an hour

would be filled up by uproarious hilarity, and
then a fierce objurgation from the chief, the

moment before the chief reveller, for so scanda-

lous a manner of wasting the company’s time,

would set all briskly to work again. The quality

of the work thus performed was not altogether

equal to that which a more sluggish rate of

proceeding might turn out. If yon prick through

a dozen sheets of drawing-paper at once, a very

slight deviation from the perpendicular in the

needle is enough to make the twelfth plan very

different from the first. But this we may
pass by.

The men long active in the service of their

fellows, as regards the development of the

means of intercourse, are now folding their

arms in enforced inactivity. The 600 millions

which we have spent on our own railways have
been lavishly and inconsiderately spent. If the

fourth part of that sum, which we may reckon,

without exaggeration, as having been made into

ducks and drakes, were now forthcoming for the

necessary development of the feeders and ramifi-

cations of the great trunk and branch lines, an
immense impulse to our national prosperity

would ensue. There is wisdom in looking back
to inquire how the chief industry of the last

thirty years came to start in a wrong groove ;

—

how it was that tho service of the public was
injured for the benefit of private individuals,

and that a false direction was given to an

industrial development of such unparalleled

importance. The most sanguine ideas of the
most sanguine speculators never contemplated
the enormous traffic developed and created by
the railway system. This gigantic and unex-
pected excess over the estimated traffic has
been claimed by the projectors of railways as a
set-off against the enormous excess over the
estimates of their construction. The balance
has been fortunate, and, of coarse, to some
extent unexpected traffic has caused unexpected
outlay. But those familiar with the subject

know that comparatively little of the actual

waste is thus to be justified. Had the capital of

railways been spent by men taking an en-

lightened interest in its application, and con-

trolling that application with the simple aim of

profitable investment, our position at the present

moment would have been something very far

different from the actual fact.

It has been a happy thing for the credit of the

engineers of Great Britain, our author urges,

that they were, as a rule, paid by salaries, and
not by commission. Had the latter mode of

payment, he says, which in many instances

has much to recommend it, been sanctioned or

insisted on by Mr. Stephenson and his earliest

colleagues and pupils, no integrity of private

character would have been enough respected to

avoid the reproach of outlay without other mo-
tives than that of earning largo commissions.

But was this mode of payment always avoided?

We have reason to doubt it. However, the

labour was immense, and deserved high pay.

The havoc that death has made in the ranks

of a profession which might expect to be
distinguished by unusual longevity, is most
remarkable. Brunei, in the judgment of those

who remember the iron energy of his youth,

should now be a man in the prime of intellectual

vigour. Robert Stephenson might naturally

have looked forward to many more years of

quiet authority. Locke, Rendel, Moorsom,

—

how many are the names which a greater reti-

cence of labour and more attention to the re-

qoirements of health, might have kept for many
years from the obituary ! Working by day, and
travelling by night, make a constant and unre-

paid demand on the vital energy of the brain.

The cost of English railways includes the lives

of many eminent men.

Stephenson is our author’s hero : he knew
more of him than of Brunei, his rival. He
urges that Stephenson’s knowledge of actual

work of all kinds gave him the advantage

of his great rival, who, possessed alike of here-

ditary constructive genius, of bold and courage-

ous originality, and of the results of the moat
scientific training then attainable, had in some
measure to make his acquaintance with the

practical details of actual work, and with the

best method of dealing with master workmen, at

the cost of his supporters.

A little incident is given to show the pleasant

relations of the two men with each other. The
three were travelling together in a railway car-

riage; Stephenson wrapped in a dark plaid, on the

exact dispositiou of the folds of which he some-

what prided himself. He saw Brunei regarding

him with curious eye. “ You are looking at my
plaid,” said he. “ I’ll bet you ten pounds that

you cannot put it on properly the first time.”

“ Very well,” said the other
;
“ I have no objec-

tion to bet ten pounds. Bat I won’t take your

money. I bet ten pounds against the plaid. If

I put it on right when we get out on the first

platform, it is mine. If I miss, I pay yon ten

pounds.” “ Done,” said Stephenson, and re-

sumed conversation with Locke, who was also in

the carriage. But Brunei sat in a brown study,

and said not a word till they arrived at the next

station. “ Now, then, Stephenson, give me the

plaid to try,” said he, as he stepped on the plat-

form. Robert Stephenson slowly unwound the

garment. Brunei promptly wound it around his

own shoulders, with as much composure as if he
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its own depth into this solid stratum, which
rested in its turn on bog, the greatest possible

amount of stability was attained. Bat the eu-

gineer in question was not contented with this

result. lie had got into very hot water with

the contractors and their agents, and be insisted

on the nee of 60-ft. piles, which could be pro-

vided only at a very great expense ;
and he

ordered these piles to be driven 10 ft. into the

gronnd. The result was that many of the piles

were shivered in driving, and had to be with-

drawn, and that those which were sent through

the gravel offered less resistance than would

have been the case if they had only entered it.

Months were consumed instead of days, the

work was, at least, far less satisfactory than

might have been the case, and the certificate of

the engineer was for an amount less than a

fourth of the total coat.

The contractors, annoyed at such a proceed-

uo Bcuvuiumcn-ci •• uo icoo xw .X* X.X.X.WX..X. w .. . - - 'I lojured by a permanent weekly expen-

case of those who thus represented the hand, ' does not always answer, and that an attempt
!
ditnro without return, consulted an engineer

than iu that of those who might be regarded as
j

to enforce an altogether unusual degree of
j

familiar with contract accouuta. He visite e

the head, destined to create the new enterprises. ' strictness, iu the execution of large under-
j

spot, and carefully examined the contrac . en

The sturdy self-reliance of the English charac- takings, offers great temptations to bribery.
|

be called for the whole of the accounts ^rom ie

ter, its practical, hand-to-mouth mode of meet-
;

The contractor, who sees that more is con-
1

commencement of the work. Ubaerving tuat

ing difEculties, a keen eye to the main chance,
!

tiuually demanded of him than he ever contem-
j

the schedule only gave ^

and a readiness to carry a small amount of 'plated, and more than he believes to be of; driven np to 50 ft., and that it a so mo u e

available expeiience to the beat market, were any practical advantage, is induced to wink
;

prices for timber and fW day labour, e c arg

the main qualifications that went to form a con- at methods of removing a source of costly and
,

for the whole of the 00-fb. piling
f

tractor for public works. Accordingly, the list unreasonable vexation, as it appears to him, :
as daywork,-—a mode of diawing up e ac n

of competitors was daily lengthened. London by incurring an expense which is, no doubt,
.

which was m exact accordance wi ®

'

\..A 1 1 n c* 10 M "
i,r, V,RL Vn hn easily led

I

dale, and which added 3,0001. m one item to the

had pulled on a great coat. “It is a first at-

tempt,” said he, “ but I think the plaid is mine.”

For many a day did he rejoice in its comfort.

“But had you never tried before?” said a

friend. “No,” said Brunei; “but, when Stephen-

son challenged me, I was not going to give up

;

so I began immediately to study the folds, and

to make out how be had put it on. I got the

thing pretty clear in my head before wo reached

the station, and when I saw him get out of it

1 knew that I was right : so I put it on at once.”

Our author gives his experiences of some of

the early contractors. When it was fi-rst decided

that the most feasible method of executing the

heavy works necessary for the construction of

locomotive lines was by contract, a school or

sroup of contractors had to be formed in almost

the some impromptu manner as a school of en-

gineers. There were materials ready to hand.

Special education,—at least the education given to make both ends meet. In dealing with con-

by the schoolmaster,—was lees requisite in the ' tractors, our nntbor says exaggerated sevei’ity

Of the five hundred millions which have been

expended on the railways of the United King-

dom since 1830, more than the half, onr author

thinks, must have passed through the hands of

contractors for construction. If, therefore, we
allow that a profit of from twenty to thirty mil-

lions must have been cleared, by a body of men
who have come into recognised existence within

little more than the third of a century, we shall

be within the mark. If to the actual benefits

secured (however they may afterwards have

been wasted) we add the power and influence

natural to those who had the almost uncon-

trolled expenditure (so far as the pay-table

and the bill-book go) of three hundred mil-

lions sterling, it will not be matter of surprise

that lordly estates should have been purchased,

and noble palaces erected, by men who had

known what it was to have to work very bard

builders,—keen, quick men, who had reduced unjustifiable, bub which ho may bo eas;

their own branch of business to system; men, ' to regard as the only way of avoiding rum,
I

contractor’s bill. The right to make the charge
Ullij nOtJ .X..— I

I

XX.X-X- — X. - -X
^ ^ ^

verv often, brought up to the joiner’s bench (by Ovor-strictness is sometimes as demoralising ' in this form was indisputable, or i ®

„„ .jaxity. No small proportion of the i only way in which GO-ft. piles cou d be earned
- . - . 1 . nc . T.

1 to account in the exact terms of the schedule.

The engineer of the bridge had outwitted him-

self, and his employers had to pay handsomely

for his caprice.

There can be no doubt of the enormous waste

which has been incurred in the construction of

the English railways. For much of the outlay,

the engineers are scarcely responsible. For

much they are. Parliamentary and legal ex-

penses represent a price per mile quite adequate

to the construction of those light railways of

which we are now so much in want. Land-

owners have thriven largely at the cost of share-

holders, first by exacting high prices and enor-

mous residential and occupational damages, and

then by finding the value of their whole property

80 much increased, that in most instances it

would have paid them well to make a gratuitous

cession of the land required, as an indneoment

to the engineers to lay ont the works through

their property. Duplicates and opposition lines

have been another source of profligate outlay.

Mr. H. E. Bird, in a careful tabulated statement

of tbe expenditure on 253 railways, up to the

close of June, 18G7, gives a total of 487,905,16/?.

no means a contemptible sebool of handicrafr.),— as over-

men who were familiar with the finance of the heavy cost of the works executed by Mr. Brunei

pay-table, who knew how far bankers would, or has been owing to tbe fears entertained by con-

would not consent to provide for the recurrent tractors of the power entrusted to the inspectors

wants of the Saturday night,—men who kuew to render the work ruiuonsly expensive,

what could be done with bricks and mortar, who While great attention was given, from the

were well np in the matter of stone quarries,
' very first, to the specifications of Mr. Brunei’s

learned in lime and cement, ingenious iu scaf- contracts, there was a marked indisposition, by

folding,—above all, able to put on the appear- no means peculiar to this engineer, to supply to

ance of thorough mastery of the art of building, tbe coutractoi's that detailed scientific iuforma-

took the first rank. Nor were these men metro- tion, at which they have so much less facility of

politan alone ;
Yorkshire masons, Birmingham

|

arriving by their own calculations, than has the

bricklayers, iniiners, llme-bnrnors, and quarry-
j

designer of the works to be let.

owners, often united the business of a builder ' The manner in which the attention of Mi-,

with their own. Then there were the relics of Brunei’s Btaif was concentrated on the technical

the “ navigators,” who had dug onr canals, who
;

minuteness of the specification, and the unez-

had gained experience in the construction of ampled finish of the work, produced an undesira-

docks,—the road surveyors and contractors
j

ble efi’ect on the estimates. Very many of the

called into existence by Macadam and by Tel-
I details of the work were left to the discretion of

ford. Sometimes a land surveyor would quit I the engineer, and thus came under the schedule

land-chain and jacobstail’, to take charge of a
! of prices for extra work.

body of workmen. Later in tho day a civil
j

The constant caro of Mr. Brunei was given

engineer would prefer tho profit to bo secured for many years to the perfection of tho con-

by a good contract, to the smaller certainty of

salary or of fee.

It was not until the engineer became prac-

tically acquainted with the actual coat of the

execution of works on a large scale, whether

by the failure of the original contractors, which
often threw the execution of every detail of

work on the officers of the companies, or by
steppiog in to undertake the entire responsi-

bility of large contracts, when contractors did

not happen to be forthcoming, that the estimates

which he formed could becoma precise. Over

and above the prices to be collected from the

cost of small works, or from the price-lists of

various trades, a considerable amount bad to bo

allowed for contingencies. Five per cent, was
usually set down under this head. Thus, although

the original estimates, according to which the

Parliamentary capitals of the various lines were

computed, proved, as a general rule, altogether

inadequate, it was nob always because the prices

were too low, nor was it because the designers

wilfully shut their eyes to that which lay before

them; but experience was defective. Tbe con-

tracts were generally let lelo^v the engineer’s

estimates; but then came in the question

of extras. The a.stute experience of tho old

“navvy” would often swell the list of these

items, much to the amazement of the engineer.
“ I will tell you a secret worth knowing,” said

one of the old Telford school of road-makers to

a young sub ;
“ wo’ve a maxim as puts a deal of

money in our pockets,—‘ The more you dissects

it the better it cuts np.’ ” The principle of

lump contracts was intended to check this con-

stant “dissection” of work, and consequent

multiplication of extras to the benefit of the

contractor
;

and tbe thirty years of contest

between Macintosh and the Great Western Kail-

wayis the most striking instance of the diflerence

between the statement of a final account drawn
np by the engineer and that claimed by the
contractor.

tract specifications. The result of each suc-

cessive new edition of the printed form was to

place the contractor more and more at the

stipulated rate, for work ordered by the engineer,

was all that these documents were intended to

leave to the contractor. If the former ordered

nine-tenths of the work to be abandoned, the

place CUB cuuiruyiur juuio uuu x.. >. -.x--,
tx -x.

absolute mercy of tho engineer. Bilateral rights !
expended on 14,000 miles of Ime. It is

were, as far as careful language could go, extin- ,
instructive to remark the diflerent prices oi

guished. The right to be paid, at a certain English, Scotch, and Irish railways as se- torth
*- - - - -

• in this Btatement : 9,631 miles m EngW have

coat 405,331.0551., or 42.000!. per mile,—yoty

nearly tho price of the London and Birmingham

inuu-tcutiiu XX. x,x. Railway,—notwithstanding the immense econo-

ratter^who* had prepared for tho execution of the 1 mies introduced by subBequent >

whole, had no redress. It was provided,—and it 2,466 miles in Scotland have cost o5.9wl,blJt.,

was a wise and economical provision,—that the or 22,7001. per mile; 1,898 miles m Ireland have

contractor should be paid fortnightly, on the cost 26,652,463?., or 14,0001. per mile. J-O say

measurement of the engineer, from 80 to 90 per nothing of the low cost of the railways in tue

cent, of the schedule value of tbe work executed. '
United States, which are far less solidly con-

But even for this payment, on the regularity of structed than our own, bub which have servea

which all his arrangements would depend, the for the development of a large and incre^ing

contractor had no legal security. It was stated 1 traffic, at an aggregate cost, at ^he dose oi iBb/,

to be the intention of the engineer to recommend
I

of 1,654,050,799 dols. lor 38,605 complete

a payment, instead of its being acknowledged to miles out of a total of 51',32o miles undertaken,

bo his duty to certify tho execution of a certain it is evident, from the companaonof work and cosc
bo his duty to certify t

amount of work. So “ tight” did these specifi-

cations ultimately become, that nothing bat im-

plicit personal confidence in Mr. Brunei, on the

one hand, or the belief that the Conrt of Chan-

cery would set aside any unfair provisions, in

case of dispute, on the other, could justify any

thoughtful man iu entering into a Great Western

or a South Wales contract.

Au instance of the manner in which the

tables were turned on an engineer who, either

from incompetence or from ill-feeling, had

cruelly scourged his contractors, is given. The
work in question was a bridge, a portion of

which was supported on heavy piles. Tbe
epecification provided for a price per foot to

cover all expenses of pile-driving np to, let us

say, 50 ft.,—a 10-ft. pile being at so much per

foot, a 20-ft. at so mneh, and so on. At from

40 ft. to 50 ft. a solid bed of gravel was attained,

the anperincumbent material being soft allnvial

soil, BO that, by tbe entrance of the pile-shoe to

in England and in Ireland, that our own waste

has been enormous. Had the English railways

been kept down to the cost of twice the Irish

lines, a condition of which tho neglect is doe

principally or even exclusively to Parliament, our

9,634 miles, at a cost of 270,000,0001., would be

earning a gross revenue of 33,000,000?^ per

annum, yielding a net return of from 6 to / per

cent, on the capital. To speak of the difference

of 135,000,000?. as sheer waste will appear, to

persons familiar with tbe subject, as an under-

statement.

That wasted outlay would have sufficed to

supplement onr 9,634 miles of principal line

with 45,000 miles of light brimch railway.

Much of tho evil from which we are now suffer-

ing results from tho weakness that has cha-

racterised our railway legislation. It is hard to

point to the name of a single member of either

House, with tbe exception of tliatof Lord Redes-

dale, who has appeared to watch the national in-
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tereat. Thab intereat is, iu the long run, identical

with the welfare of the ahareholdera
;
bat it is in

the long run alone. The present state of the rail-

way share-market shows to what misfortune the
unchecked competition of rival companies may
drive their proprietors.

Legislation was necessary for the introduction
of the new mode of travelling. So much being
admitted, the first thing that any statesman
would have thought necessary was, to lay down
the principles of that legislation. But this was
not done. It was thought fit to deal with each
case on its merits

; that is to say, to open the
door as wide as possible to every description of

intrigue, of rivalry, and ofjuggle. The result is

to be seen in the present price of what might
have been, by this time, a national property of
the utmost value. And certainly, whoever else

may be to blame, the chief responsibility for

profligacy of expenditure rests on the Legisla-
ture, which not only sanctioned, but encouraged,
a frantic and unmeasured rivalry. We willingly
repeat that the Railway Regulation Act of 1868,
which comes into full operationon the let of April,

1869, empowers the Board of Trade to authorise
the oonstrnotion of light railways, on the two
sole conditions that the maximum weight to be
borne on a pair of wheels shall be eight tons and
the maximum speed twenty-five miles per hour.
Bub this provision, unless attended by a change
in Standing Orders, does nob authorise the appli-
cation to Parliament for power to construct a
railway originally intended to be “ light.” It
is a boon to existing companies, bnt it is only
an admission of the fact that such a boon ought
to be extended bo the public.
Bad as the present position of the engineering

profession is, our author goes with us in looking
hopefully to its future. Certain great questions,
which have been neglected until their neglect
involves nob only cruel waste, but imminent peril,
are now demanding solution. The increasing
pressare of a population that doubles itself in a
century, the increasing difBculiy of maintaining
health, or even life, in cities that double their
population within forty years, calls for the
thorough organisation of that service which
may be compared to the circulating and the
digestive systems of animal life. The water-
supply of cities and towns, pure, ample, and
efficient in case of fire

; the removal and dispo-
sition of sewage

;
the redemption of our rivers

and brooks from a neglect that is rapidly con-
verting them into pestilent sewers

j the appli-
cation to agriculture of that mass of chemical
fertilising power with which we now poison
rivers and estuaries; the drainage of land

;
the

storing-up of that water, of which we are either
anxious hastily to get rid, or helplessly desti-
tute; and the production of fertile and certain
crops by irrigation

; all these are but so many
features of ouo department of the duty of the
engineer,—the proper distribution and utilisation
of the rainfall. The steam plough has already
established its claim to rank as the best servant
of the farmer. Portable and convenient steam-
engines are fast superseding the more costly
labour both of man and of beast. But the
farmer is still, to a most unnecessary extent,
dependent ou the chances of a very variable
climate. The engineer is aware that this is

entirely unnecessary. He can readily find the
means, if consulted, of in-gathering crops, in-
dependently of the weather, and of drying hay
and corn independently of the sun. Surely,
then, there is a busy and a useful future for the
engineer who takes this view of his duties, and
who finds himself engaged by those who do the
same.
The book which we have thus condensed will

be found amusing, as well as instructive reading.
Engineers and contractors will recognise in
ic many portraits, though the name be not
written beneath the picture : and legislators
vTill discover hints here and there deserving
their attention.

A Burikd City of Georgia, ix Western'
Asia.

—

In certain excavations, says a journal of
Tifiis, lately made on the banks of the Koura,

,

at about half a mile from its confluence with the
Ai'ago, the remains of an ancient city have been
discovered. The tops of the houses are covered
with a thick layer of earth. The sopposition is

that the catastrophe by which the place was
engulphed occurred 2,0U0 years ago. A subter-
ranean passage has also been found under the
river. The workmen have collected several coins
and earthen vases.

THE RISE AND PROGRESS OF ART.*

If we would trace art to its source we most
be prepared to take a very long journey into the
realms of the past. The designation of the
“ cradle of the arts " has been properly, per-

haps, conferred upon Egypt
;
but the actual birth

or budding forth of the power in man to use his

intellect in the creation of forms must be sought
for in an antiquity greater even than that of the
people of that gairish land. We must find our
way back, indeed, into those old times when man
moved about the surface of the earth in families

or tribes, rare and mere specks among the gigan-
tic vegetation of the virgin soil ; for when we
come upon the caves that bear witness they have
temporarily sheltered such nomades, we liud the

of art beginning with the earliest years of
mankind, and coming down, by a chronological
and geographical sequence of his own arrange-
ment, to the present day.

Our author says of the origin of art that the
period of it is as uncertain as the place. “ One
nation dates the birth of its art a thousand years
ago

;
another is looking for it still to come.

Only BO much is certain, that in the first stirrings

of an impulse to art, under all zones and at all

times, there is a remarkable harmony to be ob-
served. It is the original universal language of
mankind, the traces of which meet us in the
islands of the Southern Oceau, as on the shores
of the Mississippi, among the old Celts and
Scandinavians, as among the heroes of Homer
and in the interior of Asia.” Just as we find

testimony expressed in rude sculptures on the ' the bow and arrow in the hands of men all over
walls and crade ornamentation implements,

|

the globe, so do we find, it seems, a riband-like
which, but for this manifestation of an art-

;

twist used as an ornamentation everywhere,
power, would be scarcely distinguishable from The first illustration of early art is a Celtic
natural productions. The first bud of art, there-

' monument
; the second, the interior of a Greek

fore, must have been in the brain of some young • grave, showing the recumbent skeleton of a
hunter, or, more probably still, in the heart of man, surrounded by the arms ho wore, the itn-

the woman who loved him, in those hoary times;
'

plemenfcs he used before he laid down his life,

and even as the lichen covers the stone, the sea-
i
and the various vessels those who mourned him

weed the rock, and the heather the mountain,
j

buried with him. From a consideration of these
this creative faculty has spread and spread ' and similar relics, Dr. Liibke passes rapidly ou
among mankind, till it has become the glorious ' to the art of the Aztecs in Mexico and Central
incrustation upon civilization we delight to

:
America, and in all sees ideas of an artistic

speak of as though it was a better world or. kind. He considers the earliest step taken “by
queendom, overlaying the grovelling among the awakening impulse to art” to be the erec-
common things. Art, art-power, and the art- tion of a hillock over the tomb of a hero; and
world are a set of words, watch-words, belonging

.
another, the raising of mighty blocks in combi-

to a strife, or strain, there has always been in nations that leave a spiritual impression as of
the best minds, since the moat primitive of times, awe upon the mind. Afcer this he Jinds the
to beautify, purify, and exalt our earthly life, next weak efl'orts at artistic creations taking the
Whether boro, as we have ventured to surmise, of form of aspirations to erect monuments, with
the most divine of our sympathies, human love, which to connect the adoration of Deity. At
or not, art has adapted itself to all the vicissi- first eatiafied with the rude monumental oolamn,
tudes of man. It has survived dynasties and the mighty form of which was to his yearning
desolation, neglect and misunderstanding,

i

mind a symbol of the Supremo Being, man
changes of circumstance, clime and faith ; it gradually sought to invest sach masses with a
has bided its time and it has stood forth, accord-

[

definite image of Deity, for which purpose he
ing to what was required of it; and after thou,

sands of years of solace and incentive to our
race it cheers us still, and ennobles everything
withiu its influence. Wo are justified in looking

seems to have distorted his own features, as in

the colossal head of Tiaguanaco, at Lake Titicaca,

in Peru, And from these manifestations of the
artistic thriving of all nations, (he author pro-

upon art as a mistress whose charms will endure
I coeds to note how mental capacity, individual

beyond the noon-day of the earth, oven to its

last and most refulgent sunset.

lu Germany, where men seem to have a
greater capacity for loving and proving all things
than elsewhere, some such comprebonsiVo view
of the attributes of art has been taken by several

writers. Instead of frigidly rejecting as spurious
all art previous to Hellenic perfection, they have
opened the fold and admitted within its pale,

absolutely, all material expression of the ideal

ever made by man. They recognize the whole
length of the silver cord,—its entire continuity;
the whole breadth and depth of the golden bowl

—

its ring of true metal that fracture would
destroy

;
and do not capriciously snap either

character, outward circumstances, and the
nature and government of countries, have com-
bined to develope art to its glorious prime.
Successive chapters ou the ancient art of the
East, tho art of Central Asia, of Western Asia,

of Eastern Asia, India, China, and Japan, Greek
art, Etruscan art, Romaii art, bring us to the
art of ,tho Middle ages, with its researches into

early Christian art, the art of Islam and tho
Romanesque and Gothic styles; and thence to

tho architecture and plastic arts of modern
times in the different European countries. A
comprehensive survey, surely.

Oar author makes a great ])oint of the con-
nexion of artistic creations with the innermost

asunder and make selection of fragments as alone
|

life of nations. Scanding upon the banks of the
worth having. Among these writers we must Nile, and looking upon the so-called cradle of the
class Dr. Liibke, whose work entitled “ The ' arts, “ red Egypt,” he points out it was the won-
History of Art” we are about to introduce to ' derlul stream ; its regular, aunual rise and sub-
the notice of our readers. It has been trans-

[

sidence, compelling the inhabitants of the rich
lated by Mr. F. E. Buunett, who will be praised • valley watered by it to build protecting dykes
or blamed, according to people’s predilections,

' and embankments, and suggesting to them the
for having retained somewhat of the author's

j

formation of canals, that first gave an impetus to

German style; and the broad grasp taken of tho
j

science, and raised the people of tho Pharaohs
subject is clenched by -100 illustrations, from above surrounding nations

;
and to the same ex-

which completeness it will be seen that this ' tent it was the despotic form of government that
history of art-power has not been undertaken in ' fixed the forms that art first assumed, and ren-
a fantastic mood, nor completed in a day

; dei’ed them unchanging in the lapse of three
although more details in the modern section of

,

thousand years. He gives, however, two reasons
the work would be an improvement, as we shall for this arrest of development :

—

elsewhere show. The author explains that his I

object wae to beli. the oultivated reader to a
'

proper understanding of art and its productions
|

covered, tbo indwdlicg idea, the rsnee of view, the pro-

by showing him its development and historical i
portion of plastic industry—ay, even the types end sub-

•• • - ... jeots ofrepresentation— everremain thesamefortbousauds
of years, lixed and unchangeable ns the nature ofthe Nile

valley. The ground for this remarkable fact cun only be
ti seed in the position which the plastic art occupied among
the Egyptians. This position may thus be briefly

designated, that sculpture and painting, whether used in

d.'curating (he immense walls and columiis and ceilings,

with figures and reliefs, or whether they reared their

colossal forms in front of the eutrancejs, against the
piUars of the forecourts, or in the interior of the sanctuary,

in ovei7 case they stood eiclusiv^-ly iu the service of
architecture. It is true that in ull places this has been
the primitive condition of tbo plastic arts; and even

among the Greeks sculpture had at first to conform to the

laws of avchiteature. Still, wherever a free development
of the individnal mind made its way among the people,

and the plastic arts began to bo inspired by their songs

and odes, the chaiuB were soon burst asunder, and tho
works of sculpture, resting on their own strength, stood
apart from the creations of architecture in a beauty of
their own. That this spirit of the free development of

the individual was lacking among the Egyptians, tl.at, in

the true Oriental subjection they blindly foUowid one
derpotio will, is tbo deeper reason why tho pla^iic art

progress, its unchangeable laws, its principal

phases of essential and grand features, rather
thau by dwelling on intermediate stages and
preparations, which could be studied afterwards
in still more comprehensive works. We quote
hi.s words in continuation of this explanation :

—

“Bnt my aim especially was to show the inner
spiritual connexion in the artistic creations of

the various epochs, from the time of the
Egyptian pyramids up to our own day, and to

discover in them the grand ideas ofthe advance
of the human race in civilization.” Dr. Liibke
succeeds in doiug much of what he undertakes,
for when we close his two substantial volumes
we find wo have traversed the whole wide field

The History of Art. By Dr. Wilhelm Lubte.
Translated by F. E. Bunnett. Lyndon; Smith, Elder, &
Co. 1SG3.
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could not rise 'iu this people from its dependent position.

By this the boundary is defined which characterises the

Oriental turn of mind in general, which fetters all their

artistic productions to the inexorable laws of architecture,

and stifles in the germ all individual intellectual life. In

the same manner, although with natioual modifications,

we shall find this the case with all the other races of the

East.”

The Euphrates, “ the river whose source is in

Paradise,” and the Tigris were to the inhabitants

of Central Asia what the Nile was to the

Egyptians, and what the Ganges was to Eastern

Asia. Id each case the rising of the waters

called out man’s resources to enable him to

maintain bis position on the fertile soils that

owed so much to this periodical circumstance.

The mighty ruins of both banks of the Euphrates

are still the marvel of the world. Traces of

palace after palace, rising terrace upon terrace,

temples and tombs of colossal dimensions, vie

with the ten miles of ruins on the Tigris, that pro-

claim the site of Nineveh, in evoking our asto-

nished admiration. In the sculpture of the

Assyrians, however, there is no effort to express

thought or feeling
; we find in it no aim beyond

representing actual existence, reality; and it

remains apparently unchanged either in the

sphere of represention or mode of treatment

from the beginning to the end of their days.

The Medes and Persians came under the same
influences. First subjugated by the Assyrians,

and then conquering them, they intermingled

with them too much for their artistic creations

to exhibit any remarkably distinctive character.

Moreover, the plastic arts were still subservient

to architecture : bonnd hand and foot. lu the

Ganges district, we find new moulds and grooves

of thought emanating from the adoption of Budd-
haism by the Hindoo people. Instead of the tame
repetition of the same ideas over and over again,

there is a more spirtual, speculative, self-conscious

development apparent in the art-work, as well as

an enthusiastic admiration of the beanties of

nature. But this is to a great extent over-ridden

by the bewildering effect of tbe fanciful creations

relating to the polytheism of Brahminism; and

it requires a special talent to pick out the grace-

ful tender poetic ideas that sprang out of high

conceptions of the dignity and destiny of man,

from the luxuriant and motley confusion of more
unbridled fancies. But on leaving the vast

sultry regions of the East, we come upon a people

in the south of Europe, in whose hands the

plastic arts reached a height of cultivation that

has not since been surpassed. Here, again,

Dr. Lxibke would account for the chief destiuc-

tions in the mental couditions of the Greeks by

the nature of their country. Sprang from the

great Asiatic family from which the Indians

and Persians were descended, speaking the same
language, and having the same manners and re-

ligion, he considers that nothing but the pecu-

liarities,tbe natural wealth and varietyof the land,

with its “ blue-sea floors,” of which they took pos-

session, could account for the marvellous strides

made by them. Instead of tropical super-

abundance, the Greeks enjoyed a climate that,

though mild, was moderated by sea and moun-
tain air,—a country that, though small, was
intersected and ramified by qioontaia ranges

which divided it naturally into a number of

small territories, and a soil that, though fruitful,

required labour. It would bo difficult, he ad-

vances, to find conditions more likely to generate

mental independence, or an art-power of a purer,

nobler type. Then the habits that allowed the

unfettered development of the body, and the

gymnastics that cultivated power and dexterity,

and with these grace, helped in the coarse of

generations to make this people more beautiful,

manly, and noble than any other ;
and their

scant though elegant drapery left the harmonious
proportions and movements of their limbs ever

before the artist as a constant study. Not
individual characteristics nor casual forms, how-
ever, were sought by Greek artists for por-

trayal; but out of their wide observation they

realised a general type of excellence that, with

slight modifications to express such differences

as sex, youth, maturity, and age, served their

every purpose. We see the fine oval of the face,

the low and narrow brow passing almost in con-

tinuation into the nose without indentation on
the profile, the large straight-out eye in its

broad
,
deep socket, the full lips and projecting

chin in the whole circle of characters they
represented. Dr. Lubke, noticing this rejection

of individual traits by Greek art, says,

—

“ It is satisfied with the etpiession of the highest sove-
reign will and sovereign mind in Jnpiter; with that of lofty
womanly dignity in Hera; of heroic manly power in

Hercules; of Toothful beauty, either of a refined or loxu-

riens character, in Apollo and Bacchus ;
of perfect grace

in Aphrodite; of noble just wisdom in Pallas Athene; of

maiden-like vigour in Artemus ;
of manly adroitness and

cunning in Hermes
;
and other similar creations, in whom

the round of human characters and qualities is typically

estaliliahed in broad lineaments, and serve as a general

standard. WhateTer lay beyond this passed also beyond
the power of Hellenic perception ; and it would have been

perfectly incompatible with the Greek nature to represent

individual character in its modern sense.”

In the Greek temple plastic art became free of

the restraints by which tbe architecture of the

East enchained it. Over and above the sculp-

ture that formed the ornamentation of the fabric,

and which was obliged to adapt itself to certain

given outlines, there was the personation of the

god or goddess within upon which the artist

could lavish his unfettered powers. Perhaps

from the vagueness or the ideality of the sub-

ject, or, perhaps, from the different aspects and

attractions it presents at different times accord-

ing to the state of the mind, or, perhaps, from

the actual want of clear notions, many writers

upon art express themselves often mistily,

moodily, and in a roundabout way, saying and

unsaying things, and affecting a sort of dreamy
I’apture which they express in an inarticulate

jargon of what may be called artistic cant.

Somewhat of these complications and of this

veiled style of expression is need by Dr. Liibke in

his enthuoiastic contemplation of Greek art.

Thus on one page he attributes the superiority

of the Greek to a personal inneh development

and the unfolding of a national life with free

consciousness
;
and on another he says no one

was allowed to develops his power either for his

own personal enjoyment or for the adornment of

his own existence, which appears scarcely com-

patible with the ” free consciousness” quoted.

In a third it is the contrast between the loniaus

and the Dorians, “ so radically diverse though

dwelling on a common national soil, that invests

Greek life with its wonderful depth, its rich

value, and its stamp of perfection;” and in a

fourth, it is the breaking up of the fellowship

among the individual states, after the Peloponne-

siau war, that enabled the individual subject to

extricate himself into a freer position, develope

his powers with less restraint, and his rich

talents with greater versatility ;
and in a fifth, it

was the portrayal of the gods as a glorification of

human beauty that gave the Greek artist his

magic power. In the same half-contradictory

way, though he rejoices over the emancipation of

plastic art from the thraldom of architecture,

nearly all his illustrations represent Caryatid®,

and bas-reliefs from friezes and figures from

pediments
;
proving, indeed, that sculpture was

never so beautiful as when she was the hand-

maid of architecture, and never so much her

handmaid as in the days of the Greeks.

The chapter upon the art of that wonderful

people who appeared upon the face of Central

Italy as mysteriously as they faded from it, the

Etrurians, is, however, as clear, consecutive, and

precise as we could wish. It was they who left

the world the legacy of the arch, which, in the

bands of their conquerors, the Romans, became
the means of a further long stride in the history

of architecture. The author gives us examples

of their tombs, their relievi, wall-painting, and

mirrors, and passes on to the art of the great

realistic people who conquered them and the

world. It was the Etruscan legacy that enabled

the Romans to erect buildings on a larger scale

than those of Greece, he points out. ‘‘ So long

as the covering of a stone building could only be

effected by mighty horizontal beams, as was the

case in the East and among the Greeks, architec-

tural work was limited in its scope, and was
dependent on the natural conditions of the stone,

which afforded horizontal beams only to a small

extent; but after the combination of wedged-

shape stones bad been devised, which, by the

tendency of their various parts to their centre of

gravity was kept in a firm span, the art of build-

ing was in a great measure freed from natural

hinderancea, and tbe courts could be formed with

much more size and variety, and the ground-

plan with greater freedom than before.”

Bat though the Romans adapted Etruscan dis-

coveries, and invited Greek artists to their capital,

he considers art never enjoyed the hearty de-

light of the people, hut remained always a luxury

belonging to the rich and powerful. With some
obscurity ho intimates that architecture was
employed to adorn life, ennoble power, and

attract the people, “without standing in closer

affinity to the Roman character by its applica-

tion to the practical necessities of life.” How
this statement corresponds with the tendency to

realism in sculpture for architectural purposes,

which marked the distinctive peculiarities of in-

dividuals so strongly as to constitute portraiture,

we do not see. But Dr. Liibke atones for the

insufficiency of some of his general views, and

the contradictions into which this shortcoming

betrays him, by his true admiration of all noble

works when he comes to details. As he paces

tbe sites of the temples, or gazes npon the ruins

of the triumphal gates, baths, or amphitheatres,

he is as much a Roman as he was a Greek when
dwelling upon the matchless conceptions of

Hellenic art.

In early Christian art our author no longer

sees the influence of geographical conditions at

work, but the promptings of a spirit resolved to

realise new truths regardless of antique tradi-

tions. Thus the Christian artist, in his need for

materials with w’hich to embellish his basilica,

took all that was costly and possible from the re-

mains of fallen temples, careless of old laws of

proportion or arrangement, and placed his glean-

ings in new combinations that harmonized in his

mind with the requirements of the new faith.

“The remains of the columns of old temples and

courts, most heterogeneous iu size, material,

beauty, and execution, were placed in the same

arcade of the new Christian church. Shafts too

long were cut short, and those too short were

heightened by higher bases or capitals ;
among

the capitals themselves in the same colonnade,

all conceivable shades of Corinthian, Com-
posite, and Ionic forms would alternate, so

that ancient architecture appeared chaotically

let loose in its fundamental elements.” Fainting

was seized as a facile means of expressing the

new ideas, and acquired great prominenco iu

those times ;
while plastic art, especially in re-

lief upon sarcophagi, represented scenes from

the Old and New Testaments with much of the

same feeling with which it had illustrated the old

mythology. Mosaics and ivory carving were

the vehicles, too, of many noble inspirations at

a very earlv period. But, with the removal of

the seat of government from the banks of the

Tiber to the shores of the Bosphorus, came new
expressions in Christian art. All traces of an-

tique traditions were effaced by the adoption of

Byzantine principles. Tbe rectangular basilica

was supplanted by a polygonal pillared structure

with mighty arches, upon which rose a central

dome, which grand feature, however, by the

addition of a choir for the exigencies of the ser-

vice, was not always maintained as a centre.

This “ non-centralising element” of the choir at

the east end Dr. Liibke considers “ an irrefut-

able testimony to the disunion between ritualis-

tic object and architectural design.” Byzantine

forms have but little of his sympathies, but he

admires tbe rich splendour of decorations blaz-

ing with gold-coloured marbles and mosaics,

with which the interiors of its domes and

niches and internal wall surfaces were adorned,

the abundance of which was one of the pecu-

liarities of the style
;
and gives veiy interesting

details of some of the principal buildings of this

period.

The art of Islam is described as being as

largely affected by the nature of the land as it

was by the teachings of Mahomet, who forbade

all fignrative representations. The roving life

of the Arabians, the boundless wilderness of tbe

desert, the expanse of sky in which glittered

the stars of the northern and southern hemi-

sphere, gave birth, the author considers, to n

frame of mind as much inclined to fantastic

extravagance as to keen, one-sided speculation ;

and, because there was no distinct horizon line,

no variety in the forms of nature on which

bis eye could rest, the imagination of the

son of the desert revelled in the formless,

and passed from one idea to another with-

out repose. When this impassioned race

began to overrun the world in their fer-

vour of religious ecstacy, they had, then, no

national art; and when they did not adapt

Christian churches to their own mode of worship,

they obtained Christian architects from the

Byzantine court to build their mosqoea. But

as time passed, we find they introduced in the

halls and arcades of their buildings the pointed

arch, the horse-shoe arch, and the keel arch
;
a

vaulting peculiar to themselves, consisting of

separate niche-like vaulted calottes projecting

over each other, sometimes likened in its effect

to that of stalactite eaves
;
and that rich wall

decoration composed of the mingling of animal

and vegetable forms, with entwining geometric

figures that we call Arabesque; tbe brilliant

whole forming an architectural style as distinct

as any other, and infinitely more fanciful. The
author whose steps we are now following, thus

paradoxically speaks of it:
—“It lacked that
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definite stamp wliicli only appears wlien the
imagination, restrained by reflection, produces
pure creations. Instead of this, the architec-
ture of the Arabians presents the same com-
bination of striking contrasts as clings to their
whole mental nature; a bald, cold exterior, with
a fantastically decorated interior

;
monstrous

confused masses, and a magic complexity of
ornament; death-like stiffness and inexhaustibly
rich life.” If we were disposed to be captions,
we might ask whether the last two conditions
can be reconciled in this manner.
The Homanesquo style was the result of

the remains of antique culture acting upon
the minds of the Germanic races endeavour-
ing to express Christianity. They accepted
the Basilica, but altered its proportions to
such an extent as to give it a new character.
The nave was divided from the choir by tran-
septs, which gave the ground-plan the figure of
the Cross

; and the choir was extended to seat
the large number of monks requiring accommo-
dation. In some churches the ritual require-
ments called forth a second choir, and occa-
sionally a second transept

;
and in others pro-

vision was made for nuns by the erection of
galleries at the western part of the nave. Two
towers formed the leading feature of the western
portal. Many ground-plans, illustrations of
bases of columns, capitals from Gurk, Horpaez,
and Ileiligen Kreutz

;
friezes from Wieuer-

Neustadt, andSchwartz-Rheindorf
;
views of the

cathedrals of Worms, Treves, Spires, and Lim-
'burg

;
Palermo, S. Marco Venice, Modena, Peter-

borough, and numerous monastery churches
;

fragments of faultless cloisters, marvels of portals,
towers, snatches of other details of beauty,
place this style before our eyes. Again, sculp-
ture and painting became altogether subor-
dinate to architecture, and if we may believe
the wall-paintings at S. Savin, Schwartz-Rhein-
dorf, St. Michael at Hildesheim, and Siena, the
•relievi from Aquila and Pisa lost none of their
power in so doing. The assimilation of antique
traditions with Christian necessities being per-
fected, the Germanic mind began to make pro-
gress in new directions. Chivalry, a freedom
of inquiry in religious matters, attended by a
deeper devotion, a feeling of reverence for the
female se.x, the revival of the nation’s poetry, all

helped to bring about an entirely new spirit, “ a
presentiment of a fresh spring,” which architec-
ture expressed by the free, bold, gracefnl forms
which we call Gothic, bat which in Central
Europe has been called “ German,” and ” old
German,” although it was France, moved by the
mighty social revolution of the Crusades, that
first worked them out. Now, the pointed arch,
before used superficially, became part of the cou-
struction of all edifices. The cathedrals of
Rheims, Beauvais, and S. Maclou, Rouen, in
France

; the exquisite townhalls of Ypres, and
Oudenarde in the Netherlands; a selection of
German churches, a dazzling gable from S.
Stephen’s, Vienna, Munster townhall, and the
hall of the Arfcushof, Dantzfc, in Germany

;

glimpses of the cathedrals of Wells, Worcester,
Salisbury

; details from Exeter, York, and West-
minster, iu England

; the cathedral of Dron-
theim, in Norway

;
the cathedrals of Siena, and

the churches of Certosa and S. Petronio, Bologna,
with a bit of the sweet Palazzo Buonsignori,
Siena, in Italy; and the cathedrals of Burgos
and Toledo, in Spain, are given as illustrations of
this period of art. Dr. Liibke dwells long and
luminously upon the plastic productions of this
age, which kept pace in their development with
the national mind. He says of them,

—

“Ao animated atriving, similar to that which we have
seen in our considerations' upon architecture, Jong
laboured at the remodelling of the old forms; and about
the middle of the thirteenth century, a new s^le had re-
sulted, which was indeed in every respect ditferent from
that which Romanesque art could have produced.
Scarcely, however, had this form reached its perfection,
than it spread as rapidly and uncontrollably as Gothic
architecture had done over the whole Christian world of
the West, and was adopted with one accord by all

; thus
affording testimony of how completely it expressed the
feeling of the age. The whole of the fourteenth century ad-
hered universally to the new style of art, which on this very
account soon again became conventional, and often dege-
nerated into external mannerism, just as the tender
homage of the Minnesingers was speedily transformed
into courtly etiquette."

Muoh aa we ahonld like to tell our readers of
the sumptuous sculpture, the wall paiutiogs, the
altar pictures, the rich glass-painting, the minia-
tures, the illuminations, given as samples of the
art of those times, we must pass on, as we wish
to notice the scantiness with which the creations
of the moderns have been mentioned. Our
regret is lessened, however, by the conviction
that the indicatioa we have given of the con-

tents of the work will induce those interested in

art to read it. We turn over the teaming pages
devoted to the Cinque-cento period and its

palaces, its marvellous sculptures and thrilling
paintings, the German wood-carving of the
fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, magic work in

bronze, feeling as we gaze upon so much of man’s
industry and intellect, as though we were in one
of the treasure-houses of the world till our atten-
tion is arrested bythe German estimate of our own
position among art-wealth producers. England, in

the nineteenth century, it sets forth, has no great
importance in the artistic cultivation of archi-
tecture. Smirke’s Covent-garden Theatre and
Barry’s Houses of Parliament are the only two
buildings whose fame has reached the historian
of art. “ The most original and valuable of the
later productions of English architecture,” he
says, “are the numerous large and small country
residences in which a free picturesque element
is successfully introduced.” Three English
architects only out of our present list are men-
tioned, and these are not associated by the
faintest allusion with their works. Again, we
are accredited with only three sculptors worthy
of note, besides Gibson

;
and in a short catalogue

of our recent painters, about a dozen in number
including several who have laid down the brush
for ever, we miss some of our chief artists.

This shows u.s it is easier to take a comprehen-
sive view of the past than of the present : the
latter is too vast, too full, too varied for mea-
surement by mortal man. While acknowledg-
ing the difficulty, Dr. Liibke generalizes in this

way :

—

“The interest which different iiationa tnte in the
development of the art of the present day ia of characte-
ristic importance. Foremost stands Germany, from
whence the reorganisation of art, rich aa it is in future
promise, emanated Next to the Germans, the
French grasped the antique with similar enthusiasm, in
order again to bring back art to seriousness and depth, to
moderation, and to beauty Since the liberation war
there has been again in Germany, as in France, a national
art which conceives and fashions its special tasks in its own
distinct style. Belgium and Holland have also possessed
since that period a revised culture of national art, and
England has displayed, more than in former centuries,
the stirrings of an independent artistic power, which has
arrived at able results in many branches of art. The
South, on the other band, is strikingly behind other lauds
in artistic production. Neither in the Pyrenean peninsula
nor in the Italian have any important works been recently
produced.”

When we have had shown us, in this compact
manner, so much of what man has essayed to

do and succeeded in doing in all ages and in all

places, and we look upon the brilliant mass of
brainwork, impressed with its earnest striving,

its gradual attainment of sublimity, and its still

ripening power, we feel a conviction that if this

were taught in our schools, if the youug, let

them be ever so rough and rude, were shown
this mighty panorama of mau’s endeavour and
success, their lives would take more elevated
tones. In all probability some aspiration would
shape itself aud fill many a breast otherwise
callous. No one could sit down content with
dirt, disorder, idleness, or grovelling, who knew
of all this indnstry, this beauty, and poetry
achieved by other men. Surely every one would
long to add a link to the glorious chain, aud so
be lifted up out of their unsavonriness, unre-
straint, laziness, or sordidness, as the case
might be. We cordially commend Dr. Lilbko’s
comprehensive work, not the loss because we
find in it the basis for such a popularization of
the history of art.

THE ARMOUR AT SOUTH KENSINGTON.

The Meyrick collection of armour and arms is

now set up in the long gallery bounding the
gardens of the Horticultural Society. The
authorities wisely called in Mr. J. R. PJanche,
Somerset Herald, and under his careful direction
the whole has been set up chronologically

;
Mr.

C. Pierce and Mr. 0. C. Black having been his
chief assistants. Each reign is marked out by
banners of the livery colours of the Royal Houses,
separated by a slight fence formed with weapons
of the period,—a capital idea, as thus, while mis-
take is prevented, the coup cVccil is not interfered
with. The general effect is very fine; the collec-

tion, indeed, has never been seen properly before,
and an artist may go into each bay, and for the
first time, so far as we know, feel certain that
everything around him belongs to the period
concerning which he ia in search of information.
Many lessons are quietly taught by this arrange-
ment, and if it do not lead to the reform we
have long called for in the national collection in

the Tower of London, we shall be as much sur-
prised as we are that the jumble there has
been allowed to exist so long as it has been. As
an example of the sort of lesson to which we
refer, look at the breastplates. Arranged, as
they are, chronologically, the gradual alte-
ration in the form which took place, serving
to mark the exact date of a specimen, is at
once observable. In the first instance they
are globular, afterwards somewhat flatter, and
then they are seen to have a line' running down
the centre. In a succeeding reign, this front line

becomes pointed close np to the neck ; gradually
the point comes lower, until, in the time of Eliza-
beth, it is seen only in the shape of a recession
of the breastplate at the waist. With the pistols,
again, by keeping those of each reign together,
any distinctive peculiarity is at 'once obvious;
thus, while in a previous reign all the handles
are seen to have a globular termination

;
iu the

reign of Charles II. the globe is elongated.
To go a little into detail : the first bay is appro-

priated to works of early art, some of them nn-
matcliable; the other bays range from Henry VXI.
to William HI. Foremost in the first bay will
be observed the gilt bronze coating of a shield,
made by the Britons (or, as we would rather
say, the Gauls), in imitation of the Roman
scutum. This priceless and beautiful work was
found in the bed of the River Witham, Lincoln-
shire, with several broken swords and spear-
heads of bronze, and presented to Sir S. Meyrick
by the Rev. II. W. Sibthorp. The umbo, or boss, is

studded with pieces ofred cornelian. “ The orna-
ment,” Sir Samuel remarks, “is just such an
attempt to rival Roman art as would be made by a
less civilised nation.” During the recent examina-
tions the fact has been arrived at that the rude
figure of a lion was originally pinned on to the
face of the shield : the pin-holes are visible, but
it requires a peculiar position to detect the form.
Above the shield ia a British or Gaulish helmet
matching it remarkably. A few corroded sword-
blades,_boBae8 of shields, and a spur or two, form
the total of the military remains as yet discovered
of the Saxons, the Danes, and the Normans. Of
their personal ornaments, there exist ample and
rich collections, but from the perishable nature
of their body armour, which was principally
composed of rings or email plates, of various
forms, stitched upon leather or linen, no authentic
specimen has descended to us. Within the last
ten years, four or five helmets of the twelfth and
thirteenth centuries have been discovered

;
but

previously to the death of Sir Samuel Meyrick
in 184B, no armour was known to exist iu Eng-
land of a date earlier than that of the helmet
and gauntlets of Edward the Black Prince,
preserved by good fortune rather than good
guardianship in Canterbury Cathedral. Amongst
the head-pieces exhibited, is the jousting helmet
of Sir Richard Petubridge, who died in 1375, and
which was formerly suspended over his tomb in
Hereford Cathedral. It was presented to Sir
Samuel by the dean and chapter ! A masked
bourginot, with a vizor made to represent a
human face, with formidable moustaches, is

curious. This species of helmet, taking alto-
gether more the shape of a hnman head, had its
name from its being of Burgundian origin.

In this same compartment is the beautiful
ivory saddle, engraved all over with love verses
ia old German, and with the figures of the two
personages whose sentiments they express carved
in high relief and in the costume of the time.
The collection includes twelve mounted figures

in full panoply
;
some of them as in the act of

tilting.

The earliest complete suit in the Meyrick col-
lection, the first mounted figure in the gallery,
dates from about 14-15, the reign of Henry VI.
Although the era of complete plate ia as-
signed with good reason to the previous reign of
Henry V., and the armour of that time possessed
characteristics which could not easily be mis-
taken, it is a singular fact, that in no public or
private collection in England, France, or Ger-
many, we know of, nor in the works that have
been published illustrating the armouries of
Russia, Spain, and Sardinia, ia there to be found
a suit which could be confidently ascribed to an
earlier date than 14-25. The tilting helmet,
saddle, and shield of Henry V. are almost out of
sight, over his tomb in Westminster Abbey, aud
helmets and spurs of that period are to be met
with occasionally. Some bascinets will bo found
in the present collection, but not a fragment of
the long steel coats that were worn at Harfleur
or Aginconrt has been as yet identified. In the
Tower of London, iu the Ambras Collection at
Vienna, and elsewhere, the earliest suits present
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tbe same features as those to be observed in this

monnted knight. The headpiece is the salade

—

80 called from the Italian celata—introduced to

England apparently in the reign of Henry VI.,

though the bascinet continued to be worn with

and without the vizor. The peculiarity of the

salade consists in its covering only the upper

half of the face, a horizontal aperture being

made for the sight, as in the earlier tilting hel-

mets, and projecting considerably behind, where
it terminates in a peak like tbe knight’s chapeau,

which was usually worn over it. The lower por-

tion of the visage is guarded by a piece called

the hause col, rising above the chin, and almost

meeting the rim of the salade. The breast and
b&ckplates are of exquisite form and workman-
ship, and are fluted in the most tasteful manner,
imitating the gatherings of some textile fabric.

Tbe Bollerets, or steel shoes, are sharply pointed,

a distinguishing characteristic of this epoch,

and the outliues of all the pieces extremely

elegant. It is of German manufacture. On the

left arm is a fine shield, also German
;
the notch

on the side was called the louche, and was made
for the passage of the lance. It does not appear

before the reign of Henry IV. in England. The
bright suit, stamped with the Nuremberg arms,

denotingthe place of its manufactQre,wasbrought

gestion, and what was the result ?—the silken

housings rent to ribbons, streaming in tbe wind,

add action to the horse, tell of the fury of the

fight, and satisfy the archmologist, while they

display the peculiar genius of the painter, and
give additional effect to the picture.

Amongst tho fire-arms at South Kensington,

dating from the commencement of tbe six-

teenth to the close of tho seventeenth century,

will be found the dragon, so called from tho

head represented at the muzzle, and from

the use of which the troops now known as

dragoons derived their name
j
a hand-mortar

of the time of Elizabeth, for throwing grenades;

a snnphaunce, a blunderbass, wheel- lock pistols,

and dags of various dates. Here is also a

matchless cross-bow of ivory, of the time of

Henry VX., carved with figures in the military

and civil costume of the period, and shields of

arms, amidst which that of Bavaria is conspicu-

ous ; and, as a curiosity, notice the bilton of the

renowned Duke of Alva, presented to him by
Philip II. of Spain. It is of steel, hollow, to contain

the muster-roll of the army, and covered outside

with Arabic numerals in gold, with divisions of

silver on a russet ground. These are the results

of calculations, according to the system of war-

position of the semaphore arms, displayed imme-
diately below them : red for stop, and green for

caution or walking pace, for vehicles or horses

while passing over the crossing. The stop posi-

tion of the semaphore arm is the horizouta!,

and tbe caution position the angle of 45° at its

junctionwith the pillar. The mode of working will

be the same by day and night : the same actiou

will turn on a green light and drop the arm, or

will show a red light and raise the arm to tho

horizontal position, The arms are 4 ft, long, 12

in. broad at the outer ends, and 8 in. broad at

the necks. The complete apparatus should show
four arms, and four lights to correspond with

them; but in this experimental pillar, it has not
been considered necessary to take power to stop

the traffic in one of the four intersecting streets.

There are accordingly three semaphore arms,
and three magnifying discs of G in. diameter,

which will each show red or green lights at

night, in accordance with the position of tho

arms. The intended action of the apparatus is

this :—When the signals are in their normal con-

dition, that is, the semaphore arm dropped or a
green light displayed, all vehicles and horses will

be reqnired to pass at a slow pace over the cross-

ing. When the three arms are raised to the hori-

zontal position, and red lights are displayed, the

traffic, as regards vehicles and horses will be

stopped across tho end of Parliament-street, and
between Parliament-street and Bridge-street, in

fare in the sixteenth century, by which the

from Vienna by the French General Amielle,
1
general is apprised what number of men would

and is assigned by tradition to Slaximilian
|

occupy any given space.

king of the Komaus. The black and gold one is i Two of tbe chief treasures in this collection

said to have belonged to an Elector of Bavaria. ' are tbe targets of the Emperor Charles V.,
[

each direction, in both cases. The traffic from

We must not attempt, however, a complete ac- ! and of Francis I., King of France, with which
;

Great George-streot, to the right or left of the

count; that will, doubtless, bo given by our ' wo must end our notice of this part of the crossing, and on the west side of it, will not be

contemporaries of the daily press at the proper
j

collection. Tbe first is tbe work of Hiero-
1

interfered with. The signals are seen from the

time. But we must briefly point out the fluted
|

nymo Spacini, a ililanese artist, whose name is i
entrance to Birdcage-walk, from Westminsier-

Buit, date about 1495
;
the singular puffed and ' engraved in the centre, around the spike under- bridge, from the end of Whitehall, and from Old

slashed suit, in imitation of the dress of tbe
|

ueath the two gilt cinquefoils. It is of steel, aud Palace-yard, which is a great advantage as con-

day, A.D. 1510; and another, with cuisses, ornamented with forty-eight gilt engravings, on ,
trasted with the uplifted hand of the policeman,

ribbed and engraved with a masterly freedom,
!
a groundwork of niello, arranged in four ooncen-

j

not seen until the crossing is reached. The
in the very best style of tho German school

;
Ario circles. The innermost represents the twelve

the black armour of a Knight of St. George
;

signs of the Zodiac; the next, twelve subjects

of Ravenna, A.D. 1525; aud the suit of from classical mythology
;
the third, twelve iuci-

Genoese armour, with raised whice ornament ' dents in the life of the Emperor ;
aud the fourth,

on a black ground, the prototype of the embossed as many illustrations of Holy Writ. As the latest

historical event represented on it is the sobmis-

sion of the Landgrave of Hesse, which took place

in 1547, it is presumed that it was made about

1550. The companion to this valuable relic, the

target of Charles’s great contemporary Fran-

cis I., was exhumed in France, and has suffered

reatly from the pickaxe, which was struck

armour, which indicated the rapidly approaching
confession of its inutility as a personal defence

by the elaborate ai t lavished on its decoration.

We repeat the expression of our desire that

artists will make good use of the opportanity

now open to them. In an account that was
written of the armour exhibited amongst the

Art • Treasures at Manchester in 1857, Mr.
Planche tells a story which is not without its

lesson. Sir David Wilkie consulted him re-

specting tho now well-known picture of John
Knox preaching tbe Reformation. He was
desirous, he said, of being very correct in the

costume he had introduced, and requested a
candid opinion upon it; the picture being then

finished, aud ready for removal to the Royal
Academy, for ihe purpose of exhibition. On its

being pointed out to him that he had introdneed

in the gallery of the church, military personages
wearing the barred helmets of the time of

Charles I. in the reign of Mary Stuart, he re-

plied that his reason for so doing was, that

these persons were to be supposed as having

visited the church with a desire to be unknown ;

aud yet he had actnally selected tbe open head-

piece of the seventeenth century, through the

bars of which tho face was distinctly visible, in

preference to the helmet of the sixteenth, the

closed vizor of which would have defied

scrutiny ! Tho glaring absurdity of this ana-

chronism was, notwithstanding, allowed by the

painter to remain, and to bo disseminated

by the burin of tho engraver, although it

might have been remedied in half an hour, with

as much advai.tage to the effect of the picture

as to its Listoiical accuracy. This reminds us

of one more creditable to the taste of another

Royal Academician. Mr. A. Cooper, while at

work on the “ battle of Bosworth,” consulted

Meyrick as to bow King Richard III.’s horse

should be caparisoned. “ In silk housings, em-
broidered with tho royal arms,” was tbe answer,
” covering the steed from his ears to his hoofs.”
“ Oh !” exclaimed the mortified artist, “ that will

r.ever do for me : my principal object is to paint

White Surrey, aud if I cover him from head to

foot, as you describe, I may as well not paint

him at all,” “ But,” rejoined tho antiquary,

‘‘you tell me the moment yon have chosen is

that in which Richard made his last desperate
charge. Now, as this was at the close of the
battle, tbe caparisons of the borao would pro-
bably by that time have been ent and torn to
shreds, and the colour and anatomy of tbe horse
in that case might be rendered sufficiently visible

fur your purpcee,” Cooper jumped at the sug-

arms are IS ft., and the lights 20 ft. above the

ground level. Tho pillar is about five tons iu

weight, and is let down abont 4 ft. below tho

surface. Its foundation is a bed of concrete G ft.

square, and a atone of about 4 ft. square, and 14
iu. thick.

The whole of the apparatus for working the

signals, incladicg the arrangement for changing

the colours of the lights, is concealed, excepting

a horizontal bar about 9 in. long, which is palled

out from the side when the signals are set to

stop.” The idea of applying the semaphore

through it. The design is attributed to Giuiio ;
and coloured light system of signalling, as oom-

Romano, or hia’conteraporay Primaticcio. I monly employed on railways, to the regulation of

Half a dozen lines and then, with renewed con- 1
street traffic, originated with Mr. Knight, auper-

gratulations to all concerned in giving the public
,

intendent of tbe South-Eastern Railway, who
this exhibition, we close our account. A second : made the recommendation to a select committee

gallery contains a number of examples of Eastern
j

of tbe House of Commons, in 18GG. Ho recuni-

arms and armour, some very fine ivories, a case
i

mends it for the protection of authorized foot

or two of miEcellaueous antiquities, and a few
,

crossings
;

for narrow side-streets to stop the

pictures. A small frame amongst the latter may traffic in one of the directions ;
and for streets

or may not attract attention
;

it contains two wholly or partially closed for repair, and the

miniatures by Holbein,—one, King Henry VIII. ;
adjoining streets to which the traffic may be

the other. Anno of Clevos. Without information
.
diverted.

they would be looked at with careless eyes. We ' — —
have seen a good many portraitures of these indi-

j

vidual8,Bomeof them betterthantbese. Withwhat 1 DEATH OP THE REV. J. L. PETIT,
different feeling, however, must they be regarded '

when it is known that by these poi'traits were
]

It is with deep regret that we announce tho

brought about their marriage. It was at sight
;
death of the Rev. John Lewis Petit, B.A., the

of this very miniature, iu 1540, tliat the king fell
’ well-known archmologist and artist. His writ-

iu love with tho lady whom he designated, when ings, h;s lectures at the Architectural Exhibi-

he saw her herself, a Flanders mare, and put! tion, aud his bold and effective architectural

away from him a few months afterwards !

SEMAPHORE STREET SIGNALS.
|

The semaphore signal-post that has been

erected by Messrs. Saxby & Farmer, railway-

signal engineers, to the order of Sir Richard

Mayno, with the authority and sanction of tbe

late Secretary for the Home Department, at the

south end of Parliament-street, Westminster,

has excited some attention. The signal-pillar is

of cast-iron and hollow
;
the rods and cranks

by which the signals are worked, and the gas-

pipe by which tbe lights are supplied, being ad-

justed and carried up in the' inside of the pillar.

It is 24 fc. high from the level of the street

refuge upon which it stands. Tlio base of the

pillar is octagonal in form, and about 20 in. iu

oiameter at the bottom. It tapers upwards,

and has pnjectiug mouldings returned round

the top of each of the sections from which it

contnicts. The upper portion of the shaft is

round, aud has a spiral bead, from about half

height to the neck. At the top there is a

box, from which lights issue, corresponding, as

regards tbe colours shown by them, with the

sketches, in colours and pen-and-ink, are fami-

liar to most of our readers. Some of his papers

and a fac-siuiile of one of his pen-and-ink

sketches will be found in earlier volumes of the

Builder. Mr. Petit’s death, ten days ago, was
most unexpected,and, comparatively, sadden. A
week or two since he visited London, and on his

return to Lichfield, whilst engaged in his

favourite pursuit of tketebing, caught a slight

cold in the neck. This speedily took a danger-

ous form, from which he never recovered.

He was born at the commencement of tho

present oentnry, aud was nephew of Louis

Hayes Petit, M.P. Studying atTriuity College,

Cambridge, he took his B.A. degree in 1823. He
was a frequent contributor of papers on ai'chi-

lecture and archmology to various Joumals, aud
at the time of his death was engaged upon an
illustrated description of Howden Church.

Amongst his published works we may meutiou
“ Illustrations of Church Architecture,” in 1841

;

“ Remarks on Architectnral Character, and on

tho Principles of Gothic Architecture as applied

to ordinary Parish Churches,” in 1846; ‘‘A
Description of the Abbey Church, Tewkesbury,”

iul848; “Lectures on Architectural Principles,”

and “ Lectures on Architectural Studies,” in

1854.
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AECHITECTS’ CHAEGES IN GEEMANy.
On a former occasion, in giving an account of

the biennial meeting of German architects, held

at Hamburg in September last, we briefly re-

ferred to this subject, promising to return to it so

soon as the particulars should reach us. We are

indebted to the courtesy of an occasional corre-

spondent residing abroad, for a copy of a journal

which enables us to elicit the subjoined informa-
tion.

It appears that previous to the year 1855, the
charges for professional labours were so arbitrary

and various all over Germany, that the Archi-

tectural Society of Hanover determined to at-

tempt the task of fixing those charges, and in

issuing them obtained the adherence of all its

members to the new rules 5 but their exertions

did not rest here. Thanks to the insertion of

the charges in various architectural publications,

and in sundry professional pocket-books and
almanacs, they obtained more and more volun-

tary adherents, until, in the year 1664, a second
scale was issued at Stuttgart, for the use of

those practising in Southern Gei’many. This
was followed in the year 1867 by a third scale,

issued by the Society of Architects and Engi-

neers of Pragne. But the Stuttgart rale found

most fiivonr for the time being, it being under-
stood that the whole subject should come on for

general discussion at the Hamburg meeting
last autumn. Three distinct propositions, based
on different principles, were accordingly brought
up at the meeting, to be discussed and
framed into one law, which should be bind-
ing throughout Germany. They came from
Hanover, from Stuttgart, and from Berlin,

although all three were founded upon the basis

originally propounded by the former of those
cities, namely, a general per-centage of four and
a liiilf, with modifications.

I. According to the greater or lesser amount
of artistic execution.

H, According to the amount of the contract;
and

III. According to the greater or lesser amount
of time and labour which may devolve upon the

architect in superiutendiDg.

Hanover divided the former of these modifica-

liona into three heads, namely,

—

I . Plain conntry-bouses.
2

.

Jliddle-class town-houses ; and
Costly private reeidencos, public baildings,

&c. &c.

B'Srlin made a similar division ; whilst Stutt-

gart submitted five heads, namely,

—

1. Town and conntry houses of a plain cha-

racter.

2. Ordinary town-houses, and the plainer class

of public buildings.

.3. Houses of a better class, and somewhat
larger public buildings.

4. Edifices of monumental character, man-
sions, (tc.

5. Decoration and monuments.
The second modification, namely, that of vary-

ing the per-centage according to the amount,
W 1V3 also variously advocated. Hauover sub-

mitted eight scales of charges, as proper remu-
neration for works ranging from 75?. up to

13J,000?. 5 Stuttgart had also a graduated scale

for works from 6001. to 120
,
000?. in value ; whilst

Berlin, agreeing in the main to the Hanover
scale, suggested that the highest charge should

be on sums under 450?., and the lowest on sums
over 30,000?.

The third modification was that according to

the time and labour expended. All three pro-

posals agreed in holding that the charges should
vary according to the phases through which a
building, or a proposed building, had passed,

nlthongh they differed in the classification of

those phases. Hanover divided them thus :

—

1. Sketches and rough estimates.

2. Working drawings and exact estimates,
together with the necessary details, super-
vision, &c.

Stuttgart bad throe divisions :

—

1. Sketches, plans, and estimates.

2. Details.

3. Supervision, and settling accounts of extras

and omissions.

Whilst Berlin divided “time and labour” into

no less than six heads.

We will not trouble the reader with the details

of the discussions which these propositions called

forth
;
he will probably be sufficiently contented

to know the results, which were these :

—

With regard to the classiflcation of buildings,

the Stuttgart division, which we have given
above, was adopted. Coming to the second

head, that of a sliding scale, decreasing in

proportion to the amount of contract, the meet-
ing adopted tho Hanoverian tables; whilst the

third question, that of time and labour, was
passed in favour of the Berlin proposals. Bub
tho question of four and a half per cent, on the

costs, as basis to the modifications above given,

did not finally pass without a very animated
discussion. As a starting-point, it was agreed

to suppose the erection of a town-house of tho

value of 30,000 thalers (about 4,500?.), and the

amount of time and labour devolving upon an
architect in such n case, was carefully gone into.

Stuttgart demanded a remuneration of 1,936,

Hanover 1,359, and Berlin only 1,200 thalers,

being 6
, 4^, and 4 per cent, respectively

;
and it

was only after a lengthened discussion that

Stuttgart was outvoted, and the Hanoverian
scale of per cent, was adopted,—a measure
which Berlin was of course not unwilling to

consent to.

THE TECHNICAL INSTKUCTION
MOVEMENT.

A LECTLRE on technical instruction has been
delivered by Mr. John Plnnimer at the Bedford
Institute, Bethnal-green. The Rev, Septimus
Hansard, rector of Bethnal-green, presided. Tho
lecturer described the condition of technical

education on the Continent, and the advantages
gained by Continental industry thereby. He
thought primary education was the great want
of this country. Let that be looked afeer, and
scientific education would take care of itself.

He recommended the study of mathematics, aud
explained the working of the Government
Science and Art Classes, the Royal School of

Mines, Whitworth Scholarships, &c. In re-

sponding to the customary vote of thanks, Mr.
Plummer gave a short account of his career as

a prize student of tho Spitalfields School of

Design, and was followed by the Rev. Chairman,
who described the success of the Bsthnal-green
science classes, and the probable popularity and
usefulness of the museum now erecting in

Bethnal-green.

A public meeting has also been held in Poplar,

at the All Saints National Schools for the purpose
of inaugurating evening soience classes for in-

struction in practical geometry and mechanical
and architectural drawing, under tho regulations

of the Science and Art Department. Mr. Swiss,

a first-class certificated science teacher, will con-

duct the classes, and an influential local com-
mittee has been formed to carry out the object.

The Rev. T. W. Nowell, the rector, ocenpied the
chair; and after a few introductory remarks, in-

troduced Mr. Bnekmaster, who referred to the
educational objects of tho Department and the

importance of scientific knowledge in developing

the industrial resources of the country. He
asked for earnest co-operation and sympathy in

the work which bad been commenced in that

district. After speeches from some of the work-
ing men present, the meeting sepai-ated.

MIDDLE-CLASS SCHOOL, LONDON.

On Tuesday last, the Lord Slnyor laid tho
chief stone of the new school about to bo
erected in Cowper - street, City. road. The
superficial area of tho whole site is about an
acre and a third. The buildings will be con-
structed of white Suffolk bricks and relieved

by stone cornices. The architect is Mr. E. N.
Clifton, and it is expected that tho portion of

the school already begun will be finished by
August next. This block will form a rectangle

of abont 141 ft. by’60 ft., fronting Cowper-street,

and it will consist of class-rooms and dining-

room ;
in fact, of the rooms abaolntely essential

to the conduct of a school attended by 1,000
Bcbolars. At a subsequent period, when the

funds have been raised, it is proposed to con-
tinue the Cowper-street elevation by building a
large aud lofty room in which all the scholars

may bo brought together simnltaneously. The
buildings will leave a very large area avail-

able 'as a playground. The estimated cost of

the block already begun is 16,000?. The addi-

tion of the large hall will make the cost as mnch
again. This is independent of the cost of the

land, part of the Finsbury estate of the Ecclesi-

astical Commissioners, and purchased from them
for about 30,000?., including two houses let on
lease, from which a rental will be derived. The
basement of the first block will contain a dining-

room for 400 or 500 scholars, living too far off

to go home to dinner, and for whom a dinner

will be provided at a cost of fid. per head, ana
adjacent to the dining-room will be the neces-

sary kitchens and cooking apparatus. On tho

gi’ound floor five long rooms will be set apart

for hats and cloaks. The remaining rooms on
this and tho tvvo upper floors will be class-rooms,

of which there will be seventeen, varying in size,

but on the average large enough for a class of

sixty boys. To facilitate marching out of the

playground into the school, an inclined plane is

substituted for steps
;
and to prevent serious

accidents on the staircase, it is to be a square

one, with flights of eight steps on each side, and
a large corner landing between each flight; so

that it will be all put impossible for a boy to fall

down more than eight steps. Mr. Tite, M.P.,

had a prominoiib part in the ceremony. A site

has been purchased in Southwark, upon which it

is proposed to erect a branch school for the

south side of London.

ACCIDENTS.

At Leominster Waterworks the arch of the

newly-constriioted reservoir, near the Newlands,
has given way, in consequence, it is stated, of

the large quantity of soil placed upon it, and
the arch not having been bnilb sufficiently

strong. The cost of rehnilding it is estimated

at about 300Z.

At Ileanor Church the wall opposite the

chancel window has fallen, a great quantity of

earth falling with it, as well as some grave-

stones. To an onlooker the church appears to

be ill a dangerous position, being little more
than a yard from what is now the edge of the

bank; but it is said to be built on a good and
sure foundation.

At the Killing Shambles, Sheffield, about

12 yards of a high brick wall, coped with

atoue, the boundary towards Chandler'a-row of

the works of Blessrs. Charles Chamhors & Co.,

Caatle-hill, has fallen, blocking np Cbandler’a-

row with earth, bricks, and stone, to a height of

20 ft. or more. The outside of the wall, towards

the “ clamming-honses ” and the killing sham-
hies, is perhaps 40 ft. in height; but inside it is

much less, owing to the higher level of the

ground. For a long time past the wall has

given signs of insecurity. The wall has cracked

and bulged in several places. From the height

of the ground inside the pressure on the wall

must have been very great, and the bricks have
also been considerably loosened by the percola-

tion of the snrface drainage water.

At Above Eign, Hereford, a house near the

Ox-farm, and in tho occupation of a working
man, has fallen. The cottage in question was
one of a conple standing alone and facing the

turnpike road ; and it appears that a cutting

bad been dog alongside of it by some men in

the employment of Mr. Hughes, builder, for tho

purpose of taking the pipes necsssary for con-

veying the city water to the back of the pre-

mises; and it is to this circumstance that the

disaster is attributable. The two houses were
erected about fifty years ago. They were built

without foundations to them, and the catting

mentioned scarcely exceeded 18 in. in depth.

SERIOUS ACCIDENT AT THE THAMES
EMBANKMENT.

Aeovt twelve o’clock on Friday night an
accident occurred at the portion of the works
of the Thames Embankment between the

Temple Gardens and Blackfriars Bridge. This

portion is technically known as No. 3 Contract.

The whole length of the contract had been

piled and made watertight, and 100 men were
at work within the wooden wall. The night

men were just resuming work when the acci-

dent happened, Avery strong wind had brought

up an immense tide, and the roll of the wares
was snch as to shake the stout piles and bend
them like reeds. An alarm was given. The
night men hastily scrambled out, aud at the

same moment the water broke through the

piles, which snapped a.snnderwith a lond report.

In an instant the whole trench was filled

thronghout its entire length, and an immense
amount of damage done to the works. All

the floating stagings were destroyed, and algo

a wooden bridge used for the purpose of filling

tho large barges of the scavenging contractors.
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ASCOT-HEATH HOUSE. Phn of Ground Floor.

One of the engines used in the driving of the

piles was thrown down and sank.

The work of removing the floating timber, the
piles, and snch portions of the puddling as

were not destroyed by the water, has given
j

employment to a large number of men. Many !

of the piles are broken short ofiF at a considerable :

depth below the bed of the river, and the work
of extracting these stumps will be a slow pro-

cess; and, until they are removed, no progress

can be made with the resumption of the works.

The cause of the accident was, primarily, an
unusually high tide and heavy wind, which the

backing and struts are said to have been by no
means sufficient to resist. The embanking of

the section near the Temple Gardena and the

approach to Blackfriars was so far complete as

to have entirely excluded the water within the

area between the piling and the land. Now,
however, the whole of the area is covered at high

tide just as before a single pile had been driven,

TEE EASTBOURNE GAS-WORKS.

The new works commenced in Hay were
formally opened on Saturday, the 5th of Decern-

ber. Ihe coals are brought on to the works by
the railway siding, and unloaded into smaller

trucks, which are then raised by a hydraulic lift,

and conveyed on an elevated tramway into every
part of the coal-stores, which are situated on
each side of the retort-house. The retort-house

is built for eighty-four clay retorts, each 10 ft.

long. The works are also provided with,—an
annular condenser

;
two engines, which work the

two exhausters, as well as the water, tar, and
liquor pumps, and the hydraulic lift; a scrubber,
10 ft. diameter, by 20 ft. high; two purifiers,

12 ft. square, by 5 ft. deep (the two purifiers

from the old works will be used in addition to

these) ; a brick gasholder-tank, containing a

holder 100 ft. diameter, by 24 ft. deep ; a station

meter
;
a governor

;
tar and water tanks, &c.

;

and a manager's house and offices.

The works were constructed under the super-

iutendence of Ur. A. Williams, of Bankside,
London, the company’s engineer.

ASCOT HEATH HOUSE, BERKSHIRE.

This house, recently finished, ooenpies a pleas-

ing and well-elevated site, near the race-conrse,

and overlooking, at some distance, the railway,

from which it is accordingly seen to great ad-

vantage on the south or garden front. The
view we have selected for illustration is, how-
ever, the north or entrance front. The building

is of red brick, relieved by Bath stone dressings

and white brick string-courses, and the interior

finishing is of simple, comfortable character,

without display. The ceiling panelling, we may
observe, is formed by nothing more elaborate

than moulded deal ribs, put on after the plaster-

work, and fixed throngh to the joists j and the

effect is satisfactory, while the cost is insignifi-

cant. The gronnd-floor plan, which we are

enabled to give, will explain itself sufficiently as

regards detail
J
but a few notes on the general

[

motive may be of interest.

j

The entrance being northward, and the garden

j

southward, according to rule, there is an old

lawn eastward, on which the side windows look

from the drawing-rooms. Westward stand the

offices, with access from the same approach as

the house, and no outlook upon the garden. The
central feature of plan is a gallery, 40 ft. by

16i ft., one side of which faces the garden, with

an extensive landscape beyond. Asmall entrance-

hall opens upon the middle of the gallery, on the

I

opposite side, affording space towards the north

front for the staircase on ]the one hand, and the

cloak-room and gentlemen’s lavatory on the

other. Both staircase and cloak-room are attached

to the entrance-hall, and not to the gallery. The
usual family rooms are then disposed at the ends

of the gallery, the doors of the dining-room and
library opening from one end, and those of the

drawing-room and morning-room from the other,

the dining-room and library being placed, of

course, towards the offices. These four apart-

ments, therefore, can at pleasure be thrown open
to the gallery, to form one extensive suite

;
it

having been an essential part of the programme
to provide for occasional receptions of a special

character, without any sacrifice of the domestic-

1 simplicity and convenience of the dwelling for

every-day uses. The communication with the

gallery from the offices, in pursuance of this

idea, is by a door in a recess, itself ornamental,

and intended to bo partially closed in by curtains.

As the result of this leading principle of dispo-

sition, although the rooms, individually, are in

every respect of the usual proportions and forma
for family use, the aggregate suite for receptions

,
attains the extent of nearly 150 ft. of available

length, with the ordinary breadth of a room.

1 throughout. The upper floors contaiu the usual

bedrooms. The workmanship is said to reflect

credit on the builders, Messrs. Longmire & Burge

of Loudon. The architect is Professor Kerr.

EEFEREXCBS.
A. Hall.

B. Suircaae.
i

C. Drawing-room.
D. Morning-room.

i

E. Saloon. i

F. Cloak-room.
|

G. Lavatory.
H. W.C. !

I. Gentleman’s room. I

K. Dining-room. i

L. Serviug-room.
M. Butler,

|

N. Safe.

O. Butler’s Pantry.
P. Store-room.
Q. Still-room.

R. Kitchen.
S. Scullery.

T. Pantry.
U. Larder.
V. Outbuildiags and yard,
W. Approach.
X. Lawn.
Y. Terrace.
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THE NEW BILLS IN PAELIAHENT.

The time proscribed by standing orders for

depositing plans and sections has expired. The
total nnniber of private bills lodged was 130,

against 124 last year, and 179 in 1867. This

number is not an indication of the number of

bills that may be petitioned for, inasmuch as a
large number of private bills, such as abandon,

ment and finance bills, do not involve the pur-

chase of property or the execution of works
requiring plans and drawings.

The plans for the Metropolitan Tramways BUI,

which Messrs. John Noble & Co. have brought

forward for several years in succession, are, as

already noted, again lodged, and now with a

better hope of a succeasfal result. The same pro-

moters havo iu former sessions succeeded in

obtaining their bills for Dublin and Liverpool.

Another bill will be brought in for street

tramways from Pimlico to Lambeth, by Vaux-

ball Bridge, and from Lambeth to Peckham
and Greenwich. It is now certain that gas

and water bills, alTooling the metropolitan

supply of these important necessaries, will be

brought in of such a nature as to fully re-open

these questions. As regards gas, indeed, it is

known that the Board of Trade will either

promote a bill directly, or through the Metropo-

litan Board of Works, the object of which will

be to secure to metropolitan consumers, gene-

rally, such advantages as were secured to the

consumers in the City of London by the bill of

last session. By the Metropolitan Improved
Water Supply Bill, for which plans have been

lodged, the water question may be expected to

be again fully discussed. The objects of this

Bill are the storage and purification of the

waters of the Thames above Medmenbam, and
the construction of the necessary reservoirs and
works for bringing the water to the metropolis.

The plans have also been deposited for a West
Surrey Water Bill, and for Water Bills for Edin-

burgh, Greenock, Manchester, Keighley, Old-

ham, and varidns other towns.

There are comparatively few bills to be intro-

duced by what are called the great railway

companies, that involve new works of import-

ance.

Plans have been sent in for markets for Bel-

gravia and Chelsea, and for Weatbourne Park.

One of the most important drawings lodged is

that which schedules the property in West-

minster to be taken for the Government offices,

to which we have drawn attention.

passengers from Dull to London kave to go uid

Selby, Milford Junction, Knottingley, and thence

by the Great Northern, or by Boston, Louth,

Grimsby, New Holland, and there cross the river.

It will also open up a vast agricultural district,

famed for potatoes and other produce, and place

it within reach of the London and country

markets. The engineer is Mr. Harrison, of

Newcastle. The contractors for the bridges, &c.,

are Messrs. Butler & Pitt, of Stanningley, near

Leeds j those for the line being Messrs. Brassey

& Field.

ROADMAKING.

Sin,—Mr. Morgan, in his letter to you, says,

—

I have the formation properly drained and well

rolled before laying on the material, which con-

sists of broken stone, 10 in. deep in the middle,

and 8 in. deep at the sides (width of road not

specified), .... the broken stones laid on in

three separate coats, each coat being well raked,

watered, and rolled until it has become con-

solidated.”

The foundation of a new road ought most cer-

tainly to be well drained, but not well rolled be-

fore the metalling is laid on.

In making a new road, regard must be paid to

the sort of subsoil on which it has to be made

;

aud this must be borne as a motto,—a dry

foundation; a smooth, impervious surface.

Nothing serves better for a foundation than

slag, cinders, or other bard foundry refuse, 6 in.

or 8 in. deep. Such staff will not unite, but will

always remain a disintegrated body. Then it

therefore acts as a natural drain.

Lacking the cinders, the next best foundation

is a coat of 3-in. stones, from 6 in. to 8 in. in

depth, nob rolled ; for unrolled they will act as

key, or bond, for the metalling of 2-iu. stones,

which is to form the surface.

Soiling the foundation coat will destroy this

key or bond for the subsequent coats, and will,

in a degree, fill up all the interstices, which pre-

vents the foundations erving as an auxiliary or

natural drain.

Broken stone ought not to be laid either

10 in. or 8 in. id depth on the foundation layer,

for the reasons given in ray former letter. From
'0 quite sufficient, laid on in one

RAILWAY MATTERS.

Fhom the return, recently issued, of the

number of accidents and injuries to life and
limb which havo been reported to the Board of

Trade as having occurred on all the railways

open for traffic in England and Wales, Scotland,

and Ireland respectively, during the year 1867,

wo take the total of the United Kingdom :

—

Passengors killed or injured— Killed. Injured,

From causes beyond tbeir own control 19 ... 630

From their own miscondnet or want of

caution 17 ... 9

Servants of companies or of contraotura

killed or injured—
From causes beyond their own control 15 ... 63

From their own iniscouduct or want of

caution 99 28

Persons killed or injured whilst crossing

at level crossings 19 ... 2

Trespasses 97 ... 5

Miscellaneous 1 ••• 1

Total.., , 795

the smart rifle, close-cut hair, and the waist-

belt.

Telford’s system of making a road was cum-
brous, expensive as to time, and expensive as to

money.
M'Adam’s, or rather Middleton’s (for he

adopted and carried out Middleton’s) system
admirably served its purpose

;
yet “ lifting,”

which was its novel feature, will not do now, as

I have already pointed out.

A road’s surface, however well formed, unless

treated with tar as I have specified, must be
pervious to moisture

; then the moisture, pene-

trating the metalling, would lodge on the foun-

dation specified by Telford; and, acted upon by
frost, would “ blow” the road, while iu my plan

it would drain off.

I specify a loose and yet a firm foundation to

carry off any water that might per chance pene-

trate the road’s surface, and also to act as an
auxiliary drain for land-springs; and a water-

proof surface, made waterproof by a cheap
material—coal tar.

Iu the case of roads already made, and which
therefore would receive their coat of metalling

in the winter, when coal tar could not be used

;

the roads in the spring or summer, when there

is a prospect of dry weather for a couple of

days, should be swept clean of all dust (for that

would absorb the tar), and then the bar applied,

as already described.

The metalling would last longer, the road

could be kept cleaner, and for a considerably

less sum of money than now : there would be

bettor roads. Tar, treated as I have specified,

is far superior to asphalte
;

it is cheaper, and it

is nob affected by heat.
“ A sprinkling of finely-sifted road-scrapings

may be used to facilitate the settling of the

stones.” I disagree with Mr. Morgan. Why
should mud be scraped off a road, finely sifted,

and then pub back again ? Mad on a road, finely

sifted or not, is “ matter in the wrong place.”

And now for Mr. Baylia’s letter in your last

issue.

Mr. Baylis says that “ the last generation of

engineers” acknowledged the superiority of

Telford’s roads. Yes
;

bub that is no reason

why the present race of engineers should ac-

knowledge the superiority of the system, or the

present race of ratepayers either.

He also says that I
—“Fro”—takeexception“to

2 in. to 3 in.

coat. (I am advising as to makin/j a road.) If
| _

,
_ •

-

Mr. Morgan would try the non-yielding power
,

the laying on of 6 in. of metal at one time. That

of a crust of consolidated metalling of 3 in. was part of Telford’s practice in making new

depth, he would agree with me. After the foun-
i

roads.” As Mr. Baylis appeals unto Telford, by

dation of cinders or slag, 2 in. or 3 in. of metal- 1
Telfordsballhe bejudged. Telford’s specifications

ling then should be laid on (the depth in the
,

are forwafeiusf aroad. Now, between repainnsf a

centre of the road should not exceed 3 in.), and
,

road and making a road there is as much differ-

the road brought up to a neat convex surface.
i

ence as between repairing a suit of clothes and

Now, coal-tar is an antiseptic or preservative ;
' making a suit of clothes. The London roads have

it is also a liquid cement; it is also impervious
j

been already made (after a fashion) ;
they want

to moisture; it is, comparatively speaking,
|

now to be repaired,—iu some cases, it is true,

The total number of passengers conveyed in

the year, in the three kingdoms, exclusive of

season-bickot holders, amounted to 287,688,113,

The miles of railway open at the end of the

year were 14,247, being an increase of 393 on
the mileage of 1866.

The number of miles open in 1852 was 7,336,

or about half the mileage of 1867.

The number of passengers conveyed in 1852

was 89,102,765.

The Doncaster and Hull railway, now in an
advanced state towards completion, will shorten

the route to London from the north. The line

starts from a point near the Staddlethorp Station

on the North-Eastern, or the old Hull and Selby

line, and branches into the South Yorkshire line

near to the Thorne Station, The new branch,

which is about fifteen miles in length, effects a

considerable saving in the distance which has at

present to be travelled by those desiring to reach

Hull and Goole from Doncaster, Sheffield, London,

and the south. According to the present route,

cheap. Then I should specify that hob coal-tar

(for applying cold tar would be like attempting

to spread frozen butter on new bread,—it could

not be evenly distributed) should be spread over

the road’s surface. The tar should not be heated

where everybody could be choked with the

smell and smoke, but in some suitable place. To
destroy as much as possible what is to some the

unpleasant smell of the boiling tar, and to add

to its binding qualities, distilled pitch, at about

the rate of 2 lb. to 30 gallons of tar, should bo

boiled with it.

There can be no rnle as to the quantity of

pitch, as the quality of tar varies so much; in

some places it is very thick, in other places it is

very thin
;
perhaps owing to the more or less

quantity of ammonia. I am writing now of tar,

which at a temperature of 45° will weigh
12-618 lb. per gallon, or 78'6151b. per cubic

foot. To dry the tar as soon as possible, there

should also be mixed with it about 31b. of sul-

phur to 30 gallons of tar. The tar might then

be placed in an old water-cart, the distributor

of which should hang very low, almost touching

the road’s surface, that the tar might not splash

.about ;
and if the road were dry, aud there was

a prospect of dry weather for forty-eight hours,

the hot tar so prepared should be laid on in

a moderate quantity, and then the road should

be well rolled. Now, sir, I am neither a disciple

of M'Adam (or Middleton) nor Telford. By both

systems England’s roads have been improved

;

neither system should therefore now be abused,

and yet neither system will do now; anymore
than the musket by which she,—dear Old Eng-
land,—has obtained such a prestige amongst the

nations, and which, please God, shall never be
made leas. It, together with pipe-clay, pig-tail,

hair-powder, and cross-straps, has given way to

almost remade,—yet the term making, as Tel-

ford used it, cannot now be applied to them ; for

he made roads where before there were none,

and therefore, regarding the London roads or any
other existing roads, his advice as to making a
road cannot be followed.

Mr. Baylis has “ known 12 in. of metalling

put on iu one coat.” I have no doubt Mr. Baylis

has known people out their throats, yet that is

no reason Mr. Baylis should cut his throat.

I have given reasons why a coat of stone

should only be a stone thick
;
yet Mr. Baylis does

not question those reasons, but merely reiterates

his advice to put on a 6-iu. coat. I challenge

him to give his reasons for patting on the thicker

coat, and to name the places in town or country

where such a coat is required.
“ If you take the first coat of a well-constructed

pavement, and the annual wear and tear, and
compare it with a Macadamised road under

similar circumstances, you will find the advan-

tages are materially in favour of a pavement,”

If Mr. Baylis’s advice as ' to road-making and

repairiog ba followed, I bave no eartbly doubt

that the road will ba cheaper, if it is at once

paved with blocks of copper. I wonder if it is

possible to ascertain the annual cost of the

Loudon roads at per mile.

Of course “ paved surfaces are not always

slippery”—who said they were ?—but of what-

ever material they are constituted, if they are at

all wet, they are slippery, and they are wet at

least nine months out of twelve.

And again, who said that “ we want an elastic

surface that will obstruct heavy weights at every

foot as they advance,” that Mr. Baylis should be

led to remark that we do not want such a sur-

face ?

He agrees with me that “ lifting weakens tho
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foandation of a road;” yet he saya, “I should
lift if necessary, and the road v^as strong and
would bea/r it” I should be glad to see the two
sentences reconciled.

I did not recommend coating a road while it

is *' ankle-dcep in mud.” Of course, the mud
should first be removed, of whatever depth it

might be.

Calling the advice of laying on a thin coat of
stone “absurd,” is very easy to do ; but that is

not reasoning. Let the rcductio ad ahsurdum
argument be used first, if yon please.

If the quarry in which the stones are quarried
is at all fit for its object, no dirt whatever is

collected in the course of quarrying them, cart-
ing them, or breaking them. How can there be
when every stone has to be handled by the quar-
ryman as he flings it into the cart ? If they
are then placed in a suitable depot for breaking,
they certainly cannot get dirty by their being
broken, and they certainly cannot get dirty by
their being shovelled into the carts that they
may be taken to the place where they are to be
spread.

It must be patent to all that my system—the
system I recommend—is infinitely cheaper than
any other existing system. I have given my
reasons for asserting that it is infinitely better.
For many years one system has been alone
tried

;
it has been proved, to every one’s dis-

satisfaction, that it is bad : then, let the system I

now lay before you be tried,—let it be fairly and
properly tried; and, sir, both you and I will live
to be earnestly thanked for its publication. But
before it can be properly tried, the managerial
part of the present system must be altered

;

that is as bad as the state of the roads. Why
should bodies of illiterate, unbusiness-like men,
of no social standing, have the unlimited, irre-
sponsible control of large sums of money taken
from the rate-payers for the repair of roads;
while the same men, or men superior to them,
acting as boards of guardians, have a central
board of control to direct, limit, and guide their
powers ? Ought there not to be, both for town
and country, a similar board of control for
roads!' Turnpikes are being rapidly abolished
and the roads flung on highway boards, which
are notoriously incapable of managing the work
they have already (I speak generally).
We should find it curiously interesting if wo

had a return from the recently constituted
country highway districts, of the position or
sitnation held by the different surveyors before
they held their present appointments.

If London had one recognised Chief Sur-
veyor of Roads (a Sir Richard llayne or a
Mr. Bazalgette amongst the road- makers), and
London were divided into suitable districts,

each district possessing a surveyor under the
chief surveyor, I think Londoners would not only
have better roads, bat cheaper roads.
And if, regarding the country, there was either

a Government Board of Control with a chief
snrveyor, who should also act as auditor of
accounts for one, two, or three counties; or
lacking that, a County Board of Control, with a
chief surveyor, acting also as auditor, there
wonld be better roads, and cheaper roads

;
and

in both cases there wonld be order where now
is chaos. Pro.

HOW TO KEEP OUT THE WET.

Sir,—I shall be glad of advice from any of
your 'practical readers on the following subject.

I have built a house of slaty rubble, with an
outer casing of brick, well bonded. The brick is

a fire brick, exceedingly hard, of a light colour,
which on being broken has the appearance of
being composed of a kind of granite sand. The
walls are 2 ft. thick, and are all bnilt with Aber-
thaw lime. The house is in a very exposed posi-
tion

; and in the first hard rain, the front cf the
house exposed to the weather became apparently
saturated with wet, and has let in streams of
water.

Since then I have had that side of the house
pointed with Portland cement between the
bricks; but even this does not keep out the wet,
which finds its way through the walls nearly as
badly as ever.

Is Ransome’s Patent a cure for this ? Or is

there anything that can be put on over the
brick facing which will keep ont the wet except
paint ?

The windows of my house are of Bath stone
or Portland stone, and these are found to be
utterly inadequate to keep out the wet; the

Bath stone especially letting in the rain as if it

were a drip stone.

Is there anything fit to bnild with in this
climate except stncco or cement painted ?

Axti-Sha.m.

From all parts of the country such inqui-
ries as this reach us, and to a much greater
extent than was the case a dozen years ago.
Why is this ? In reply to

“ Anti-Sham” we may
repeat what we have often said before, that in
some cases, where properly applied, the soap
and alum process has had excellent effect on
brick walls.

SOUTH KENSINGTON MUSEUM.
Whenever I am tired with every-day life, I

find nothing brightens me np like a little dose
of art : so to-day, being in the frame of mind
referred to, I spent a couple of hours in the
South Kensington JIaseum, my constant refuge
in such cases. There I found, as usual, much
that is fresh

; notably, electrotype reproductions
of the silver tables, one dating from 1680, theother
from 1700, and of the gold-plate, lent recently by
her Majesty the Queen, and which have been made
under the direction of Mr. Geo. Wallis. For all

artistic purposes, they are eqnal to the originals.

The earlier table, which has twisted columns for
,

_ .

legs, very much larger at the bottom than the :
them as imitations, were they not labelled. The

the “ tacking-tbreads ” have never been taken
out.

The bequest from Mrs. Louisa Plumley to the
S. K. M. did nob entrance me much. It is wrong
to look a gift-horse, &c. ; but surely the collec-
tion is not strong in respect of art. There are
certainly two Petitots and one Cosway, hat I think
very inferior to what I have seen

;
and, as to the

Essex enamels, I care but little for any of them
excepting the Gevartiua after Vandyck, which, in
my humble opinion, is a gem, and worth all the
others put together. The “EcceHomo,” however,
must not be overlooked. The wrought-iron gates
by Barnard, Bishop, & Barnard, of Norwich, from
Paris Exhibition on loan, disappoint me notwith-
standing yonr good words concerning them. The
work is rough and unfinished, and the long bas-
relief panels are stiff and ugly. Turning to the
Prussian gates beside them, oh ! what a humili-
ating contrast (excuse the spleen). And, as I am
grumbling, I think S. K. M., which sets up to
teach the whole world, should do something
better than this sentence (in the description of
that beautiful Turkish pulpit from a mosque re-
cently pulled down) :

“ Many traces .... are
still traceable upon the woodicorfc; but so dis-

figured by the coarse work of later ages.” ....
How cleverly done are the plaster casts of the
“ eleventh or twelfth century ” Norwegian door-
ways. Bnt for their being darker in colour than
the original, it would bo impossible to diatinguiah

top, oddly enough had these legs the wrong way very veins in the wood, at the edges where the
np, I hear, when they came to the Museum, the softer part had worn away, are given

;
and small

capitals being viewed as bases. I was delighted holes looking as if worm-eaten.
with the terra-cotta life-size coloured bust of By the way, what a nice, honest, semi-Eaglish
Dante. It is called Modern Florence work, I .

letter that is from D. Juan den Brink, of Rotter-
think. It has all the appearance of being a I

dam, in your last, anent painting on zinc. Surely
Medimval work, with the stains and damages of

|

editor’s must be a pleasant occupation when it

apparent age upon it. I was perfectly mystified brings such gratifying little bits of recognition
for a minute, till I remembered the clever i and appreciation even from distant lands.

young sculptor who had misled the wise men of
Paris and elsewhere, and, looking behind, I found
this Dante was bis work. His name, you may
remember, was Bastianini ; he died just lately,

and very sorry I was to read of his death ; it

seemed so sad to quench so much talent. This
bust in the Mnsenm stands in the left-hand
or loan side of the first grand hall, in one of
the openings to the aide aisle, and just beyond
those antique terra-ootia amphorm encrusted
with marine shells. What a singular effect this

encrustation has. It gives the appearance of
unfinished Dresden or Palissy work. In the
corner of a glass case close by, on the right,
there is a most carefully-worked jug in brown
earthenware, inscribed “John Sa
born Jan. 16, 1781.” Farther on

BOSTON CHURCH BELLS AND CHIMES.

The famous tower of St. Botolph’s Church,
Boston, is now furnished with a carillon, or a
set of chimes, on a very extensive scale, of
which I give a short descriptive account.
The sec of chimes consists of the old peal of

eight bells, in the key of E flat, the weight of
the tenor as recast with additional metal being

27i cwt. ; a new series of thirty-six smaller bells

tnned to the chromatic scale, and an assemblage
of mechanism. The tower also contains a clock,

‘John Samuel Clach,
j

which strikes the quarters,— d la St. Mary’s,
arthor on is a case of I

Cambridge,—on two of the larger bells of the
Copeland porcelain. How fine it is ! how deli- 1

new series, G and F, and the first and fourth of
cate the rose-ground jewelled tazza ! An adjoin- I

the old peal, E flab and B flat, the hour being
ing case shows the work of Binns, of Worcester, I

struck upon the tenor.

and very capital most of it is. The Art-Union of The new series of bells, thirty-six in number.
London, by their “ Norman Conquest,” has snp-

j

were made by M. Van Aerschodt, of Louvain,
plied the subject with which one of the vases is

|

who recast the tenor of the old peal, in 1S67-S

;

decorated. E. W. Cooke’s Venetian glass is a rich
j

while Messrs. Gillett & Bland, of Croydon, con-
coUection. What a delicate creation is the tall ^ structed the chime mechanism during the same
white spirally lined goblet and cover. The ' period.

modern Venetian close by looks to me very coarse
;

A fund for defraying the expense of the
by comparison,—even that opal bowl which is . undertaking was raised partly by public sub-
turned up for admiration. Straight on, in a
case against the wall, is a charming “child’s
bead carved iu wood by Mark Rogers.” Coming
out into the hall again, bub quite close, in a
glass case, the Staffordshire earthenware small
bust of Handel is clever; and the double pails

of cream-white Leeds earthenware, 1770, are
admirable. The Bow jug, in corner of case, is

of wonderfully fine, and semi-transparent, porce-
lain. More in the middle of the same side, the
two large Majolica vases seeming to be made of
cut and folded coloured paper, are worth looking
at for their oddity. It is horrible taste, but the
work is so well done : they are of the sixteenth
century. Going into the second hall, where the
large plaster casts are, the first thing that at-

tracts the eye is the Abyssinian collection still

there. These things make me wretched. The
poverty of the articles in the farther case

;
the

beggarly “tippets;” the poor sword with its

nncomfortable handle, notched and rusted blade,

worn-ont scabbard and wretched band, and such
buckle ! the poor priest’s dreadful dinner-

knife too : what conld n people who knew nothing
better than these things do against English
civilization ! And then Theodore’s intended
present to the Queen. I enppose it was pro-

pitiatory, and therefore was the best he had to

give; bnt what wretched rubbish it is. The one
grand robe, worn on the 8th of April only, and
“ probably to encourage his troops,” was got up
in a grand hurry, evidently, for in many places

scription, commenced by Mr. William Simonds,
Mayor, A.D. 1865, and partly by a bazaar held
in 1868.

Several conflicting and absnrd statements
respecting the bells and chimes having appeared
in certain public journals, I will now add two or
three remarks.
The bells forming the new series are well cast,

and, generally speaking, in tune one with
another, and also with those constituting the
old peal. But the quality of tone of the former
is not truly homogeneous with that of the latter.

This is attributable to many of the bells in the
new series, especially those in the lower part of
the scale, being made rather too small and too
thin for their respective notes. Hence the com-
parative weakness and peculiar chai’acter of the
sounds produced.

With regard to the machinery, I may observe
that, instead of a wooden barrel, the pins of
which are fixtures, the finest carillons in Europe
have each a hollow metallic cylinder, which is so
constructed, as I stated long ago, that any appro-
priate tune or tunes can easily be set npon it by
any intelligent ransician. And as the pins of the
cylinder are movable, by merely taming the nnts
of the screws, new tones can be substitnted for

the old ones on the same cylinder as often as yon
please. The machinery of the ohimeaat Boston,
however, has a mahogany barrel, so that when-
ever a new tune is required, it will be necessary
to send to London for some one to “prick the
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barrel that is, to insert new pins into certain

points of its circnraference at measured in-

tervals.

Here, however, it is hub fair to note that

Messrs. Gillett & Bland have carried out the

work according to their designs and specifica-

tions, and to the satisfaction of the committee.

Moreover, the same may be said of M. Yun
Aerschodt.

The chimes committee and others are entitled

to much praise fer the time and attention which

they have devoted to the nndertaking
;
and it is

to be hoped that, in the course of a few weeks,

the inhabitants of Boston may have cause to

say,

—

“ Soon yon sweet chimes the appointed hf’ur will tell,

For here to music Time moves merrily.”

I should state that the cost of the undertaking

will be about 1,3001. Thomas Walesby.

I strongly suspect that the drawing alluded to was not a

pempeedre view, but an isometrical projection instead.
'

"s unfortunate that the mistake is often made in

jg the term "perspective" for an isometrical drawing,—

a thorough misnomer,—and yet frequently met with in

old books, and in some rooclern ones. Isometrical, as its

derivation implies, signifies ‘'eqoal measurement.” An
isometrical projection, sometimes incorrectly called ‘‘a

bird’s-eye view,” can be measured by a scale attached to

the drawing, because the foreshorteniugs are uniform,

which makes this mode of p’ojection so extremely useful

in certain esses to both the architect and engineer, espec-

cially for small detail drawings. J. S. E.

TRE NICOLSON PAVEMENT.

Sib —I am neither a builder nor a road-maker, neither

a carpenter nor a bricklayer, yet your journal is duly read

by me every week; and it is my wish that a greater

interest were felt, generally, among non -professional

readers, in the many subjects of public utility that are

treated of in the Builder. When in America recently

there was a great rage, in some of the Western cities, for

the Nicolson pavement. Many a ten minutes or a

quarter of an hour have I stood to witness the beating

down and evening of the street-bods, the dipping of the

boards in melted pitch, and the laying down the small

oblong wooden blocks; and.liuallv, the pouring over them

a composition of what kind I kuow not. Complaints

began to be made before I left as to the greater cost of

the Kicolson pavement above other kinds; and many
warm and angry controversy has taken place in municipal

councils on that subject. The newspapers have recently

stated that it does not last more than half a dozen years.

Shabos.

A CAUTION.

Sib,—

A

llow me, through your columns, to caotion

others against undesirable visitors. The name of Rogers

having been brought up to me this evening, I directed my
servant to inquire his business. H e applied for the address

of the secretary of the Architccls’ Benevolent Society. I

directed my servant to look after my coats, &c., in the

hall, but before she could descend the visitor bad hastily

decamped. Having received several of these visits, 1

wish to caution others, that they, too, may be on the alert.

Thos. Cuas. Sobby.

THE DUTY OF MEMBERS OF A BOARD
OF WORKS.

Sib,—

R

eferring to page 916 of your last number, any

member of a Board of VVorks baving a pecuniary interest

in any contract executing under the Board of Works of

which he is a member, forfeits his seat, and subjects him-

self to heavy penalties should he vote ou any question

before the Board
;
and which the latter would, no doubt,

enforce on receiving information and proof.

16 successful and 3 prizes; 1867, 60 successful, and 15

prizes; 1868, 70 successful, and 20 prizes.”
“ To provide the staple branch of the silk industry and

other industries of the town with efiicient power and

skilled designers, who would work with taste and practical

knowledge, the school must be considerably enlarged, and

possess suitable apparatus. To enlarge the school the

Government would grant 29. 6d. per superficial foot, or

about 300L, and the approved plana have been estimated

at 1,2001."

A testimonial, in the form of a good snni of

money, was presented to the master at the

meeting.
The committee of the school are shortly to

bring forward the question of rating the town,

ill order to carry out technical instruction in

connexion with the present school. The master

has already studied the practical part of the

silk business, and the success of the designs

that are being manufactured is attributed to

this fact.

A SCALE FOR DRAWINGS IN
PERSPECTIVE.

A BLACK STAIRCASE ?

Sib,—

I

shonld feel much obliged to any ofyour readers

if they could inform me, through the medium of your

journal, of any modern staircase, erected in either a small

or large house, of elony or ehonized v'ood, the place and

date of erection ; if also they conld refer me to any stair-

case of black marble ejjtirely e.'ectcd in any mansion.

I am quite aware of oak, mahogany, ash, stained deal,

stone, white marble, various coloured marbles, gilt iron,

and bronze staircases
;
but an ebony or entirely black

marble staircase I do not know. The effect of either.

In answer to Mr. Strong’s inquiry, it will be well first

to review the principles on which perspective drawings ' and bronze staircases

are made j

staircase I do nc. _

To make a geometrical drawing of a building of say ' trasted with gold and colour in the ceiling and walls, must

60 ft in height we should require a surface of 60 It. multi- produce that feeling of repose, richness, and solidity

plied by the width of such building, but such would be which satisfies the best taste. R. A.

practically useless ; we therefore find it to be expedient to .

make a drawing of perhaps jV of ’^hi'ih
|

..

is, in fact, a drawing of an imaginary model made to the
j

scale used for the drawing.

In perspective we are compelled in like manner to draw
| WATERING STREETS,

a represeutation of an imaginary model made to u scale
. , . , . . , ^

to suit the size of our paper. I Sin,—Will some of your readers be kind enough to state

If a model were made, and if we conceive au imaginary their experience as to the best mode of watering the

transparent substance, through which wo can pass threads ' streets of towns, and as to

at pleasure, and which we shall consider to be our paper, of the hose and jet system

and desigrthto “The Picture Plane,” and if the picture

plane be erected near to or touching one corner of the

model, and a point in space, and on the opposite side of

the picture-plane be made to represent the eye ol the

spectator, and designated the point of sight, and to bo

Buflioiently distant from the picture-plane to prevent the

vanishing linesfrom decreasing their ordinates too rapidly
;

then if we were to strain a thread from each point in the

model to the point of sight, the intersection of such
,
school baa been helci in the lown-nall, winch

threads with the picture-plane would be points in the pie- crowded bv its members and friends. Upon
on thn .aes of the mi we™

picture by drawing lines connecting the points we had hung numerous specimens oi urawing, the work
already obtained. of the pupils of the school. Many of these were

All straight Hues which in the model are horizontal and,^ ^ ^
.

aegree of artistic merit,
not parallel with the picture-plano are vanishing lines ;

tuarKeu oy a, uigu ucfc,
_

and il'we take two sucli which are perpendicularly com- proving the excellence of the instruction given,

cident, and which on the model are so many feet (taken
1 amount of progress made. The most

from the scale that the model was made
ioter-^sting features of this display were the

then such lines produced till they touch thepictnre- plane p, . i- -t.
will at such plane be the same number of feet apart, and designs for textile fabrics, applicable especially

which will be thescale of theperspeetive; if thenear quoin
I gilt trade. It was admitted that in this

of the wall containing the two lines touch the picture-
j

useful department the school had
nlana then the picture Will be the same scale as the

. , , , ,

modlf; if it come within, the perspective will be ou a made, within the last two or three years, great

smaller scale
;

if without, on a larger.
|

advance, an advance calculated to exert much
Having a perspective and the scale given to ns, we can

: heneficial influence upon the local manufactures

LigiM of Mooolosfiold. Mr. HooryBrooklehurst preBidod.
-

iptjo report of Mr. Ford, the master of the

school, to the committee, &C-, on the condition

ROYAL ACADEMY OF ARTS.

On Thursday, the 10th inat., being the lOOth

anniversary of the foundation of the Royal

Academy, at a general assembly of the Acade-

micians the following awards were made ;
—

To Frank Holl, the two years’ travelling studentship in

painting.

To Herbert M. Marshall, the one year s travelling

studentship in architecture.
Silver Medals were awarded

To Arthur Stocks, for the best painting from the life.

To Miss Kate Aldham, for the best copy made in the

School of Painting.

To Edward T. Haynes, for the best drawing from the

life.

'To John T. Garter, for the best model from the life.

To Thos. Brock, for the best restoration of a portion of

the frieze of the Parthenon.
To Wilbam E. F. Britton, for the best drawing from the

antique.
To Thomas Brock, for the best model from the antique.

To Edward Locke, for the best specimen of perspective

and sciograpliv.

To Philip Westlake, the lOf. premium for a drawing

made in the Antique School.

After the presentation of the medals, the mem-
bers and associates of the Academy met at

Willis’s Rooms, King-street, to celebrate its

centenary of existence. The Royal Academy
was founded on December 10th, 1768. We
believe that in the coarse of the ensuing year

the new rooms at Burlington House will bo open

to the public for an exhibition of the works of

all Academicians and associates from 1708 to

1868.

THE MACCLESFIELD SCHOOL OP ART.

The anniversary general meeting of this

“horizontal line,” which will be at the height that

any two horizontal lines appear, which are of the same
height but divergent on plan, and a straight line in our

picture; we next require the distance of the point of

sight from the picture, which should have been stated by
the artist on his scale, and its relative distance from right

to left
;
we next require to draw a plan, and by producing

the vanishing lines on tho picture till they cut the hori-

zontal line we obtain the vanishing points, which will

enable os to draw the vanishing lines on our plan : we can

then in thepictnre drop perpendiculars from each point

to a strip of paper and transfer such to the plan of the

picture-plane, and the intersection of lines from the point

of sight through the points transferred, and produced to

cut their respective vanishing lioes, will enable us to re-

draw the plan, the scale to which will, as before, be de-

termined by its position regarding the plan ot the picture

plane. He-vby Ambbose.

3[Bj_Your correspondent of December 12th asks if

there'are any means by which wo can make a scale to

measure perspective drawings, which could also be allied

to measure photographs from nature. I am afraid thp

problem is as dillicult to solve as the squaring of the

circle. AdrawingwhichisinperKpeerire.properly speaking,

has all Us lines and planes undergoingsueb great varieties

of foreshorlenings that the dilliculties in the way ol a

scale seem insurmountable.

of the school, for the year ending November 30tb,

1868, said,

—

“ During this period the artistical progress and designing

capacity of the school have been very eneourariug and

gratifying. For the last six months the school has

gradnally enlarged the sphere of its operations, endea.

vouring to fulfil the hope expressed in last year’s report,

that ‘we may expect that ere long the designs of tlie

students may be produced in the fabric.’ We have tried

hard to accomplish this, both by technical study in the

factory and designing practice
;
and tho culminating point

of our success for the year is the novelty of announcing

that no less than the large number of sixty sketches or

designs produced in the school have been purchased by a

few of tho leading firms of the town. This number cannot

be compared with any previous year, inasmuch as it is

the first in which the students' works have been sold and

matjufactured,’’
“This year, in March last, seventy-three students pre-

sented themselves for examination in 107 subjects, in

which fifty-nine students were successful in seventy

subjects; twenty being distinguished by the mark 'excel-

lent,' gaining guinea Doies of colours, boxes of instru-

ments, and scientific books ;
and the remaining lil’ty-eiglit

gained certificates.

Comparison of results for the last three years,—1866,

THE PAYMENT OF ARCHITECTS.

It having been brought under the notice of

the Council of the Institute of Architects that

many public bodies, intrusted to carry out im-

portant works iu the metropolis and elsewhere

have lately endeavoured to arrange for the pay-

ment of the architects to be employed on such

works by a fixed sum in each case, which sum
has been less than the usual rate of remunera-

tion recognised by the Ingfcitnte, the Conncil

have communicated to the members of the

Institute the following reaolntion passed on
Monday, the 30th of November, 1868 :

—

“ That it is the opinion of the Council that the reranue-

ratiou of architects by a paymeut of 6 per cent,,—with

the modifications pointed out in the rules for professional

practice and charges of architects, drawn up by this

lustiiute in January, 1382,—is doubtless the law on the

subject, and is the general practice throughout Europe
and America.
That it is, therefore, most desirable that these charges

should be adhered to as fur as possible, and that as little

deviation should be permitted therein as the circumstances

of any individual case will allow."

A LIBEL ON THE PROFESSION.

At least we hope it is. Competition de-

signs for a town-ball for Sydney have been

submitted, and the Corporation having made
their selection and awarded the three premiums

offered, assertions are publicly thrown about

that some of the architects bribed the aldermen.

The Sydney Punch, besides some rhymes, con-

veying this charge, gives a full-page cartoon,

headed “ Ee-awarding the Prizes ; or. Municipal

Tiddle-e-Wiuking ” (whatever that may mean),

wherein two architects are shown pointing out

the merits of their respective designs to a fine

fat, stupid old fellow, and at tho same time

putting into his hands, placed conveniently be-

hind his back, one a bag marked 1001., the other

a bag marked 1501. Is this a joke ? If so, it is

a bad one. Anyhow, the sooner the architects

of Sydney put the matter correctly before the

public the better.
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THE TOWN HOUSE OF LORD
SALISBURY.

The old town mansion of the Marqais of
Salisbury, in Arlington-street, Piccadilly, is now
being pulled down, and tho site will be entirely
cleared. Early in next year a new mansion will

be commenced from the designs of Mr. Slater and
Mr. Carpenter. One of the fronts will be in
the Green Park, the other in Arlington-street.
The block of buildings next tho Park will be a
private residence for the family. The main
block will include grand reception-rooms, dining-
room, and hall. Messrs. Lucas, Bros,, are the
contractors.

THE ARCHITECTURAL REMAINS OF
INDIA.

It's satisfactory to hear that the proposal of
Government to preserve records of the archi-

tectimal remains in India is in course of being
carried out. The Bomhay Builder reports the
proceedings at a! meeting, held on the 3rd of
November, to decide on a suitable object for the
first efforts of the moulding, drawing, and paint-
ing party, which have been under training for
this porposo for about six months. Dr. Wilson
suggested Mount Aboo, and the ruins and re-

mains in its neighbourhood, as possessing much
artistic and antiquarian interest

;
Mr. Burgess,

who exhibited a beaatiful set of photographs
recently taken at Palitana by Messrs. Sykes and
Dwyer, was of opinion that this strange aud
wonderful city of temples should be first ex-
plored and copied. Dr. BbauDajee offered some
interesting and valuable suggestions. But, in
consideration of the difficulty cf getting to these
places, it was finally agreed that the first at-
tempt, which will necessarily be of an experi-
mental nature, should be made at the temple of
Ambernath, near Callian. This is of itself an
interesting specimen of architecture, and its

proximity to tho School of Art here, the bead-
quarters of the expedition, makes it desirable as
a training-ground. Ttio architectural draughts-
men who have been trained for this purpose by
Mr. Moleoey, the decorative painters from the
atelier of Mr. Griffiths, and tho moulders and
modellers from that of Mr. Kipling, will accord-
ingly proceed thither. Signor Domenico Mattei,
an Italian formatore who has had great expe-
rience in moulding large architectural works,
will be the chief moulder for the present; while
Mr. G. W. Terry takes the general supervision
of the first essay, from which we confidently
expect most interesting results. In process of
time, as the staff gets to be thoroughly organised,
it will be sent further afield, and the remains
suggested at the meeting will be taken in baud.

IMPROVEMENT IN RAILWAY JOINTS.

Messes. James Eckersley and David Martin,
two mechanical engineers, at present residing
in Edinburgh, have invented and patented a
new form of cast-iron chair, which bids fair

to introduce a new element of strength and
stability into the present mode of constructing
railway joints. Their improvement consists in
tho first place of insertiug, in a peculiarly
constructed joiut-ohair, two cast-iron keys or
wedges, which are driven home from opposite
directions against the rail, and which are tied
together with a single bolt and nut in a direction
parallel to the rail; and, secondly, of casting on
the inner surface of one side of this chair two
projecting pins, which pass into elliptical orifices

at the extremity of each rail opposed to the
plane of the wedges, thus giving the necessary
and secure provision for the expansion and con-
traction of the metals. The leading idea of the in-
vention would, therefore, appear to be a combi-
nation of the chair with the fish-joint. It has lung
been a problem with railway engineers to discover
some method ofjointing more secure andeconomi-
cal than the present unsatisfactory process of
"fishing ” the rails

; in fact, it is well known thata
large proportion of tho accidents which occur is

due to the rupture of the rails at the suspended
fish-joints. This problem the patentees profess
to have solved, not only by reducing the risk of
rupture to its lowest possible quantity, but at
the same time by eflecting a great saving in the
cost of construction, and of maintenance in the
permanent way. It can be applied without any
difficulty to our present lines of rail ; it has, we
believe, successfully stood a comparative test on

the line of the North British Railway, near Porto-
belle, for the last four or five months

;
and, also,

it has been introduced by Mr. Cadell Bruce,
C.E., on the railway at present constructing
between Ballater and Braemar.

WORTH CHURCH, SUSSEX.

At the last meeting of the Royal Institute of
British Architects, Mr. M. D. Wyatt stated that
he had received a communication from Jlr.
Niabett, wellknown as au antiquary, stating that
the old church at Worth, in Sussex, was
threatened with “ restoratiou,” aud soliciting
the intervention of the Institute to preserve this
most interesting specimen of a purely Saxon
church. The speaker expressed a hope that the
subject would receive the attention of the Com-
mittee for the preservation of ancient remains
in this country. Professor G. G. Scott and Pro-
fessor Lewis boro testimony to the extremely
interesting character of that church. The former
gentleman stating that although there were two
or three unfortunate cracks in the structure, he
believed it would stand for 500 years longer
without anything being done to it. The subject
was referred to the Committee for tho Conser-
vation of Monuments. Attention was drawn in
our pages some months ago to the proposed
works at the church.

SCHOOL-BUILDING NEWS.

Malvern .—Madresfield School has been for-

mally opeued. The school is a plain Gothic red
brick building, situated on the western side of
the village church. It consists of a school-room,
18 ft. by 48 ft., and 25 ft. in height, and the
schoolmaster’s house. Mr. F. Preedy, of London,
was the architect; aud Mr. T- Garbutt, of
Malvern Link, the builder. Mr. G. Streeter was :

clerk of the works. On the northern side of the
church a house for the sextoa of the parish has
also been erected.

Great Horton. — The Schools belonging to

the Primitive Methodists hare been reopened,
after having been enlarged. The schools, as
they now stand, with tho addiliou which has
just been made to them, are on the plan of
the letter T, the vertical line showing the
building of 1860, which is one story high, and
the horizontal line showing tho recent addi-
tion, which is two stories high, 86 ft. by 22 ft.

The lower story is joined to the large room of
1860 by an ornamental arch springing from
coupled columns, and together they form a room
having au area of 3,026 superficial feet, and
17 ft. high, the upper floor being divided into
thirteen class-rooms. The left-hand corner of
the T is filled by the two-story building of 1863,
and the right-hand corner by a new building
corresponding with it, 26 ft. by 16 ft. two stories
high. These are also intended for class-rooms.
The building is ventilated, and is heated partly
by hob water and open fires. The architecture
is Tudor. The architect was Mr. J. C. Hope, of
Bradford, under whose superinteudence the
different works have been carried out by Messrs.
T. Fearnley & Sons, masons, aud Messrs. Audsley
& Newell, joiners

; tho executors of the late Mr.
Mitchell, plumbers, Messrs. Cordingly & Sons,
plasterers, aud Mr. David Smithies, slater; and
the cost of the whole, exclusive of the laud and
the previous erections and enlargements, is about
1,10UJ.

FUjmpton (Devon).—A National School build-
ing for about 100 children is in conrso of erec-
tion in this village, from a design by Mr. James
nine, architect, Plymouth. The site, oa the
south side of the ancient castle, and immediately
adjoining the village-green, was given by the
Earl of Morley. The style of the building is

Early Pointed. The materials of the walla are
local stone, freestone, aud Lee Moor brick.
Mr. Verren is the builder.

Ellcnhall (Staffordshire).—A new schoolroom
has been erected and opened at Ellenhall, for
the education of the children of agricultural
labourers. The schoolroom has au open timber
roof, stained aud varnished, and the exterior is

built of pressed white bricks, with blue brick
bands.

Oaddesly .—The new school has been opened
here: it is of pressed red brick, with Bath
stone windows and doorways. There is a cloak-
room attached, over which is the beU-turret

; a
traeeried window in the north end adds very

much to tho appearanoe. The interior of the
room is lined with pressed brioks, tuck-pointed;
the roof is open-timbered, and the woodwork is

stained aud varnished. The contract has been
carried out by Messrs. Herbert, of Leicester,
builders, under the superintendence of Mr.
R. W. Johnson, of Melton aud Leicester, archi-
tect.

Grimst07vc. — The new parish school was
opened a few days since. It is of brick, with
stone dressings, and occupies a good situa-
tion facing the village green, from which it is

divided by a cast-iron palisade fence. A
bell-gable, on the west side, has one of Naylor
& Tiokers’s cast-steel bells

;
aud a large porch at

the south end forms a cloak-room. The site was
given by the Earl of Aylsford, and the building
has been erected by subaoription. Mr. R. W.
Johnson, of Melton and Leicester, was the archi-
tect employed; and the contract was taken by
Messrs. VYhait & Woodford.

goolis lUtfibtlj.

Pieces of Pleasantry for Private Perform-
auce.” By J. R. Planche. T. H. Lacy, Strand.
We have had occasion on another page to speak
of Mr. Planche’s doings as an antiquary amongst
the armour; here we find him as the genial
writer of three elegant little pleasantries for

drawing-room use daring the Christmas holidays,
on Christmas Eve, New Year’s Eve, and Twelfth
Night. They are titled respectively, " Stirring
the Pudding,” " The Compliments of the Season,”
and “ The King of the ‘ Beau,’ ” the latter being
the most elaborate, but all within the capa*
bilities of a “Limited Company.” They are
written with grace aud wit, without a question-
able word or thought, and will serve to make
some merry eveuiugs in many houses. They
are appropriately dedicated to bis friend of
many years. Lady Molesworth, “one of the
most genial genii of the Drawing-room.”
Miss Mary Eliza Rogers is contributing to the
Art-iTourmil a valuable set of papers on “Jew-
elry aud Goldsmith’s Work in Syria aud Pales-
tine,” profusely illustrated with drawings by
this very clever young lady herself. Her book,
“Domestic Life iu Palestine,” is probably known
to many of our readers. The article in the cur-
rent number of tho Art-Journal is particularly
interesting, and includes an account of tho
Syrian mode of making the well-known filigree

scroll-work. Her concluding obseryation is,

that “ the individuality of Oriental work is quite
refreshing to ono accustomed to see the orna-
ments which are manufactured by the gross,

and by machinery, in Western Europe.”

^Tisrcllattfa.

Suicide of an Architect in the Riveu
Lea.—Mr. Richards, deputy coroner, held au
inquest last week, in Hackney, respecting the
death of Mr. William Tarberb Spring, aged
nineteen years. Mr. Frederick Marrable, White-
hall-place, said that he was an architect. The
deceased was related to him by marriage. He
resided at 10, Camden-road, and was the son of
the garrison chaplain at Bombay. He was an
architect, and he had been articled to witness.
His articles would have been completed on the
28th of December, 1869. For some time past he
bad been very desponding and strange in hia

manner. He was nob in love. He was always
sober and steady. The jury returned a verdiot
of suicide while of uusouud mind.

Oxford Arcfiitectural Society. — At the
meeting of this Society, which was held on the
9ch inst.. Professor Westwood exhibited an Anglo-
Saxon manuscript of tho Four Gospels, of a date
nob later than the tenth century. Bound with
the volume was a Lectiouary, also iu a flue state
of preservation, and at the end, in a somewhat
later hand-writing (about tho year 1000), a copy
of the letter from Fuloo, Archbishop of Rheims,
iu which reference is made to Grymbald, whom
tradition has associated with Oxford. There was
good evidence to show that the book was proba-
bly written for the rich Abbey of Hyde, near
Winchester. A lecLnre was delivered by Mr. E. J.

^ayne upon tho Romans in Spain, in which he
showed how much of the Roman customs and
language had been preserved

;
and at the same

time many other works, especially some fine

aqueducts.
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Crystal Palace.—Tbo Christmaa paBtomime

this year will be produced on Monday, the 2l8t

of December, the Jlonday before Christinas Day,

to afford the 25,000 season-ticket holders and

schools and yonng persons home for the holidays

the opportunity of witnessing it before the influx

of visitors always drawn to the Palace during

the first few days of the holidays. The panto-

mime this year has been undertaken by Mr.

E. T. Smith, assisted by Mr. P. E. Hopkins. The
,

scenery has been painted by Mr, Fenton and

assistants. The scenes are more numerous and

varied than have hitherto been undertaken at

the Palace. The usual Fancy Fair will extend

the entire length of the two naves.

Discovery or Subterranean Galleries in

Liverpool.—A good many generations ago the

then Earl of Derby obtained leave from his

sovereign to build a castle in Liverpool. On
more occasions than one subterranean means of

communication between the castle and different

points of the river beach have been discovered,

none of these, however, snrpaasing in interest

one which has been bronght to light in the

area of the Exchange buildings. Here a deep

excavation is being made for the cellars. In

the course of this excavation, which is all

through rook, a well-marked gallery has been

opened up. It is cut in the solid rock, is fully

6 fc. in height by 3 ft. in width, and its crown is

about 6 ft. below the surface of the natural

ground. It runs almost directly north from the

site of the castle, from which the Exchange is

distant about 200 yards or more.

New Harbour "Works at Carnarvon.—The
first stone of the proposed new harbour works

at Carnarvon has been laid by the mayor, Mr.

Llowelyn Tomer. The proposed new harbour

is on the north side of the town, near to the

station of the London and North-Western Rail-

way Company. It is not intended to superaedo

the accommodation already afforded, but will

be an addition to it. At the same time the

improvement of the present harbour is also

contemplated. The estimated cost of the por-

tion of the plan now about to be carried out

is 2i,000Z., which will be obtained from the

Public Works Loan Commissioners under the

Passing Tolls Act. The estimated cost of the

entire works is 50,OOOZ. Mr. Frederick Jack-

son, C.E., supplied the plana ;
and the contrac-

tors are Messrs. Bugbird & Jones; and the

works are to be completed in about two years.

Restoration or Worcester C.vthedral.—At
a recent sitting of the chapter, the dean, at the

request of the bishop, laid on the table a design

for a new episcopal throne, prepared by Mr.

Gilbert Scott, which throne he requested to have

placed in the rearranged choir, as a memorial of

his connexion with the diocese. Mr. A. H. Royds,

provincial grand master of the Freemasons of

Worcestershire, attended on the same occasion,

and presented a design for a new stained-glass

window, to be placed in the north side of the

west transept, as a contribution towards the

restoration of the cathedral from the Masonic

body of the county. At the same time also a

box, oontaining eight bags for the collection of

alma, supposed to be the work of ladies of the

congregation, was presented through the sacrist,

the Rev. W. Rayson. In the great east window

the inferior glass of four of the bottom lights

has been replaced with new stained-glass. The
restoration is, though gradually, yet steadily

advancing.

The Liverpool Plujibers’ Association.—The

annual soirJe and ball of the Liverpool Plumbers’

Association has taken place in the large concert-

room, at St. George’s Hall. There were between

500 and GOO persons present, and the chair was
occupied by Mr. S. R. Graves, M.P. There were

also at the principal table :—Mr. W. Rathbone,

M.P., Mr. James Samnelson, and the following

master plumbers :—Messrs. Radcliffe, Gardner,

Merrick, Jackson, Casement, Dutton, Anderson,

and Rogers. Shortly before eight o’clock, tea

and other light refreshments were served up.

The tables having been cleared, Mr. John Fair-

clongh, secretary of the association, gave a short

explanation of the objects of the gathering. He
said that there was a benevolent fund in con-

nexion with the association, and that owing to

the stoppage of Barned’s Bank they were left

without resources to meet the calls made upon

them by widows and orphans. The members of

the association hoped that an appeal to the

public would not be in vain, and that the ball

would result in an increase to the means of the

benevolent fund.

South Wales Institute or Engineers.—The

general annual meeting of members was held at

the Drill-hall, Merthyr, on Thursday, the lOtb.

The chair was taken by Mr. Bedlington; and,

after some preliminary business, the discussions

on the paper read at the last meeting by Mr.

Cope Pearce, on ” Mechanical Ventilation,” was

resumed, and continued at considerable length.

The discussion on the “ Patent Fuel” paper, by

Mr. Bassett, was also continued, and on “ Over-

winding this latter subject formed the great

feature of the day.

Gas made by the Air-pump. — Atmospheric

air charged with vapour from petroleum refuse,

a kind of “ gas ” not unknown in this country,

but now tried in America, and, of conrse, claimed

as an American discovery, has been bronght into

use in Canada. An air-pump sends a stream of

air though a cask of petroleum or paraffine

refuse, and the “gas” thus made goes at once

to a gasometer and fills it ready fbr use. The

gas is said to be so pure and inodorous that

it gives no warning of leakage, and it burns

brilliantly. Private dwellings are provided with

the apparatus, and make their own gas,^ as,

perhaps, they draw their own water, by a little

pumping

!

Portrait Painting.—Mr. Charles Mercier has

just now completed, for the Junior Carlton Club,

a whole-length portrait of Lord Napier of Mag-

dala, which is calculated to advance the artist s

reputation. The General is represented as giving

orders in the field, the battle going on in the

background. The head is very forcibly painted,

and is understood to be a good likeness. Mr.

Mercier will bo remembered as the painter of

the portrait of the King of the Belgians, pre-

sented to his majesty in commemoration of the

reception given in Brussels to English \ olun-

teers. This portrait has been engraved, and it is

intended, by the sale of proofs and impressions,

the artist having given the copyright to the com-

mittee, to raise a fund for prizes to be shot for

alternately in Belgium and England. Amongst
Mr. Mercier’s works, a picture of the Rev. Thomas
Wright (the prison philanthropist), iu th6“Con.

demned Cell,” stands prominent.

MlNCIIINnAMPTON COMMON : A RiVAL TO M.V.L-

vern.—A limited building company is being

got up for the erection of a hotel and villas on

Minchinhampton Common, which is said by

manyof the medical faculty of Gloucester, and the

West of England generally, to be an exceedingly

healthy locality. The project is not one of money

so much as of sanitary profit. The projectors are

said to have no pscuuiary interests at stake

;

and even the architect, Mr. Maberly, and the

solicitor, decline all preliminary compensation for

work done, or to be done, before the company are

fairly at work. The site of proposed buildings

has been secured for 5003.; and the buildings

will cost 6,000i. in their complete form, accord-

ing to the architect’s plans, but it is proposed

only to begin with one half of the sum. On the

other hand, 12,0001. may he expended on the

site taken, if the project be Buccssai'ul. Mr. A.

Booth, of Gloucester, timber merchant, having

by medical advice gone to Minchinhampton

Common, and thereby, as be conceives, saved his

life, has been the prime mover in the matter.

Electric TELEGB.Ariis. — A Parliamentary

paper with this heading has just appeared, and

gives the Board of Trade returns concerning the

names of all railway companies in the United

Kingdom which construct or use electric tele-

graphs as part of their undertaking. These

returns show that there are in England and

Wales 904 telegraph stations or places from

which messages are sent used for the public, or

the public and the purposes of the railway

jointly, and that 717 stations are used for the

purposes of the railway only. The plant of

these telegraphs consists of 3,153 miles of posts

and of underground lines for tbo use of the

public, or of the public and railways jointly,

and ISl' i
miles of the same used for the pur-

poses of the railway only. There are 7,355 V

miles of wire for the former, and 4,279^ miles

for the latter purposes. The total figures for the

United Kingdom show 3,381 stations or places

from which messages are sent open for the use

of the public, or for the public and the railways

conjointly
;
738 stations used for the purposes

of the railway only, the former class having

21,751 miles of posts and underground lines, and

90,668 miles of wire
;
and the latter 285 miles of

posts, &c., and 4,969.; miles of wire, the sub-

marine cables representing a total length of

•l.GGS;; miles, with 8,116^ miles of wire.

The Financial Position oe the Under.

GROUND Railway.

—

The directors of the Metro-

politan Railway Company have issued a circular

to the shareholders in consequence of various

statements in relation to the affairs of the com-

pany, and of various letters from the proprietors

requesting information. The directors state that

the company are in a position to maintain, if not

to increase, the dividends which have heretofore

been declared.

The Utrecht Industrial Exhibition.—

A

meeting has been held in the Manchester Town-

hall,—the mayor in the chair,—for the purpose

of discussing the questions connected with the

Industrial Exhibition proposed to be held in

Utrecht next year. Baron Mackay, a Dutch

nobleman, described the facilities afforded by

the Dutch Government to intended exhibitors,

by allowing the importation of articles free of

duty, &c. He also dwelt upon the importance

of the Exhibition both in a social and commer-

cial sense. Mr. Straus, the vice-consul of the

Netherlands, the Rev. S. A. Steinthal, and Mr.

J. Mncliire gave similar information to the meet-

ing, and urged similar arguments upon it, the

latter two gentlemen respectively moving and

seconding the appointment of a local committee

to co-operate with the Dutch association, which

was carried unanimonsly.

Metropolitan Improvements.—At the meet-

ing of the Metropolitan Board of Works on

Friday, the 11th, it was decided that the Board

contribute one-half of the cost of improvements

to be effected by widening a portion of Narrow-

street, Iiimehouse, at an estimated cost of

3,500Z., and by providing a new line of commu-

nication with Three-Colt-street, at an estimated

cost of ll.OOOZ., such contribution not to exceed

7,250Z. The Board also contributed 4,0671. lOs.,

half the cost of an improvement to be effected

by the Commissioners of Sewers of the City, by

setting back Nos. 66, 74, and 75, Newgate-street.

Mr. Shaw opposed all grants for improvements

in the metropolis. The Board had not money to

pay for improvements, and the burden of local

taxation bad increased to an extent beyond

which the bulk of the ratepayers were able to

contribute. He thought the Government should

contribute towards public improvements, parti-

cularly as the Board owed the sum of 7,000,OOOZ.

Mr. Collinson said the interest of 4,030,000Z.

was secured on the main drainage rate, and the

remainder on the coal duties.—The solicitor re-

ported that the Board had arranged for a loan of

50,0001., for contributions to improvement. The

costs attending the loan amounted to 119Z.

Army Filter-Yan for India.—How to supply

pure water to an army, whether iu camp or on

the march, in liot climates, is a question which

has never been solved nntil the present time.

Messrs. E. H. Bayley & Co., of the Steam Wheel

Works, Newington-causeway, however, are pro-

ducing an apparatus which seems to meet
^

the

desideratum. Their filter-van, which is specially

designed for our army in India, holds 250 gallons

of unaltered water in a tank, enclosed in a wood
casing, by which the water is kept cool in the

hottest weather. The water is drawn in

through suction hose, screwed on. A well-

cistern is attached beneath the tank, through

which the water passes to the filters. At the

bottom of the well is a sediment trap, in which

mechanical impurities settle, and whence^ they

are drawn off by a cock at the bottom ; in the

same way also are imparities collected and

drawn off from the filters. The filters are com-

posed of a layer of sand, a body of charcoal, and

another layer of sand. They are cleaned by

attaching an air-pump to the sediment cocks,

and sending a stream of atmospheric air through

them. The water passes to the filters through

sponges, and thence upward through the filter-

ing material, flowing over into a receiver, from

which it is drawn off pure by cocks at the tail of

the van. The tanks and filters can bo examined

through man-holos. By employing the ascen-

sion principle of filtratiou, a much better result

is believed to be obtained than by the downward

system. Each of the two receivers will hold

25 gallons, which ensures a constant supply of

50 gallons of pure water. If the water be very

bad it can be passed from oue filter to another ;

the filters are also so arranged that they can be

used singly or together. We understand that

our military authorities are investigating the

merits of Messrs. Bayley’s filter-van, and that the

Comraauder-iu-Chief has himself inspected them

with much interest, accompanied by a party of

distinguished officers.
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Blastixg Granite. — In one of the granite
quarries, near Penryn, worked by Mr. W. Hob-
ken, a large mass of good sound granite, after

being carefully cleared of all obstructions, has
just been moved from its natural bed some
inches, by 50 lb. of blasting powder, confined in

a hole 12 ft. deep and 6i in. in diameter, bored
in the rock. The stone measures, at least, 40 ft.

by 40 ft. by 12 ft., which equals 19,200 cubic
feet, or 1,280 tons, taking 15 ft. cnbe ns equal
to one ton.

Eotal Gallery of Illustration.—Mr. and
Mrs. German Reed’s entertainment will again
be presented on December 23, when Mr. Bur-
nand’s clever production, “Inquire Within,” will

be given. During the absence of Mr. John
Parry, Mr. Frank Matthews will take his cha-
racter, and a ddbutante of much promise, Mdlle.
Rosa D’Erina, will appear, not only in “ Inquire
Within,” but as the heroine of a new musical
extravaganza, which will be brought out under
the title of “ The Last of the Paladins.”

The Royal Mausoleu-w, Frogmobe. — The,
Royal mausoleum at Frogmore is now com- i

pleted—the granite sarcophagus beiug placed in
'

the centre of the floor of the building, with the
marble recumbent statue of his Royal Highness '

the Prince Consort, by the late Baron Maro-
chetti, resting on its cover. The sarcophagus,
which is of Scotch grey granite, stands upon a
black marble plinth, with four bronze angels— !

also the work of Baron Marochetti—at each angle,
j

The black marble is from Belgium, and is a gift
of the late and the present King of the Belgians.
All that now remains to complete the decoration
of the building is to place three more pictures
and three more statues in the vacant niches.

Prevention of Smoke in the Potteries.

—

jA conference of delegates from the various
governing bodies of the Potteries and Newcastle,
has been held at the North Staffordshire Hotel,
Stoke, for deliberation on the best mode of
carrying out the Smoke Prevention clause of the
Sanitary Act. After some discussion, resolutions
were agreed to, to the efftct, that it is desir-

able that the different local authorities of the
Potteries and Newcastle-under-Lyme districts

agree upon one uniform mode of procedure in
carrying out the law iu relation to the consump-
tion of smoke

;
and that it be a suggestion that

for the present, after allowing a reasonable
period, to be hereafter decided, for getting up
heat, emissions of black smoke from chimneys of
furnaces attached to steam-boilers, bakers’
ovens, and smiths’ fires, exceeding three minutes
continuously, or an aggregate of ten minutes in
any one hour, be proceeded against. A resolu-
tion was also passed as to the mode of proce-
dnre recommended to be taken by the local
authorities in all cases of complaint,

Preservation of Wood. — Many attempts
have been made to increase the durability of
wood by the injection of certain solutions, espe-
cially that of sulphate of copper. On this sub-
ject the Academy of Sciences has received an
interesting paper by M. Maurice Boucherie. He
states that, when properly effected, the injection
of the above-mentioned solution is always bene-
ficial

;
and that the best way to perform it is by

displacing the sap and then Jetting the wood dry
in the air. To prove this assertion, M. Boucherie
sent in with his paper a few samples of railway
sleepers laid down in 1847, after being prepared
in the way mentioned. They had been taken up
bnt a short time ago, and in excellent preserva-
tion. They were found to be harder to saw than
any common dry wood; their resistance was
equal to that of green wood, and their elasticity

had been preserved nnimpaired. Our author
contends, however, that it is not the excess of
sulphate of copper to which they owe their ex-
cellence, bnt to the combination of oxide of cop-
per with the cellnlose of the wood. To show the
troth of this, he remarks, that if the latter ma-
terial, or linen or cotton cloth, be impregnated
with cupric solutions, and afterwards washed in
much water until none of the metal salt be left,

it will nevertheless be found that such substances
will remain nninjured, however long they may
lie buried in the earth

;
and that if they be after-

wards treated with ammonia, oxide of copper
will be obtained from them. It is well known
that the continual contact of the iron chair with
the sleepers is injurious to the wood, and yet in
the present case it has not been so, the wood
having been nsed when perfectly dry, after being
saturated with the copper solution. The latter
is rarely absorbed if the wood contain more than
6 per cent, of sulphate of iron.— Galignani.

The Liverpool Industrial Building CoM'
PANY (Limited).—The first ordinary meeting of
the shareholders of this company has been held
in the Odd Fellows Hall, St. Anne-street, Liver-
pool

;
Mr. James Samuelsou, bon. arbitrator,

in the chair. The report of the provisional
directors was read, and passed unanimously. It

states that, “ so far a nominal capital has suf-
ficed to carry on the company’s affairs

; bub it

is in contemplation to purchase land, and erect
a few well-built villa residences for working-
men, for which customers can be found, who
wilt, however, only be able to pay for them by
annual instalments.” The balance-sheet shows
a net profit to date (November 2), of 2591. Ts.

This has been derived from bond fide work
done to order. The company consists of work-
ing men, along with a few gentlemen who are
anxious to aid them in their efforts to elevate

I their position, and try their fortune as master
builders. From the balance-sheet it appears

1

that, up to the present time, 584 shares have

I

been taken up, and the deposit of 5s. per
share paid upon them. The shares are II. each,
and the nominal capital of the company is

5,0001. : and there are about sixty shareholders.
The provisional directors are all working men,
and six working men,—a bricklayer, a plumber,
a painter, a plasterer, a mason, and a joiner,

—

along with a managing director, have been
elected as directors for the coming year.

Concrete Houses.—Much has been said and
written of late as to the advantage of using

|

Portland cement concrete as a substitute for
j

brick and stone in the erection of various
kinds of buildings. We believe the Duke of;

Northumberland has been the first to practi-

cally test this mode of construction in the I

North, by ordering the erection of a cottage of i

three rooms, scullery, and other conveniences,
at Chnrcb Bank, Alnmonth. The site is on a
eand-bank close to the seashore, and contiguous
to an old cemetery once connected with the
main land, but now, at certain times of the
tide, an island. The necessity for the erection
of the cottage has arisen from the intention of

\

the inhabitants of Alnmonth to use the ceme-
tery again (after many years of disuse) for the
purposes of sepulture. The Duke has inclosed

the ground, and is bnilding the cottage at his

own expense, and a small oratory is to be built

at the expense of the inhabitants of Alnmonth.
The material used in the construction of the
cottage is Portland cement and gravel from the
seashore. The foundation is on the sand, 6 in.

thick and 18 in. wide. On this there is a base
course, and above the walls are 9 in. in thick-

ness. Part of the erection is two stories in

height. The roofs are all fiat, and are con-
atrncted entirely of concrete and old wire rope.

The ceilings are divided into panels by riba at

right angles, and require no plastering. A wall
on the upper floor is supported on a ooncreLe
beam, 13 ft. span ; a large cistern is formed
under the roof of the pantry for rainwater. The
aides of the cistern being the walla of the bed-
room will severely teat the impermeability of
the material. The building is nearly complete.
No wood is used except for doors, and no iron,

except about five shillingaworth of old wire-

rope.

TENDERS.
For erecting house and office on St. Helen’s Park

Esta'e, at Ore, near Haatinca. for Mr. Joshua 'Williama.
Messrs. Haberahon, Brock, It Webb, architects :

—

Manley & Rogers £3,457 0 0
SiropaoD 3,430 0 0
Scrivener & White 3,174 0 0
Patman &. Fotheringhani 2,985 0 0
Longmire & Burge 2,897 0 0
Nightingale 2,869 0 0
Louchurst 2,825 0 0
Huenes 2,580 0 0
Howell 2,660 0 0

For rebuilding machine-rooms, &c., at the clothing

factory of Messrs. Hyde & Co., clothiers, Oxford. Mr.
Codd, architect :

—

Baker .. £3,920 0 0
Dover 3,780 0 0
Jones & Co 3,775 0 0
Castle i Co 3,692 0 0
Hall 3,570 0 0
Cowley (accepted) 3,220 0 0

For the erection of a portion of the church of Our Lady
and St. Helen, Southend, Essex. Mr. T. Goodman,
architect. Quantities supplied

Browne & Robinson £2,157 0 0
Axford.. 2,125 0 0
Deacon 2,100 0 0
Wicks, Bangs, & Co 1,790 0 0
Wheeler 1,770 0 0
Patman i Fotberingham 3,754 0 0
Wilkins & Son 1,700 0 0

For alterations in forming class-rooms for the boys and
girls, at the Whitechapel Society's Schools. Mr. G. H.
Simmonds, architect

Hicks & Son £318 0 0
Outhwaite & Son 310 0 0
Little 299 0 0
Jacobs 293 0 0
Read & Son 286 0 0

Mr. J. H. Farlow. Mr. R. P. Notley, architect
Woodward £3,320 0 0
Webb & Sons 3,279 o 0
Newman & Mann 3,126 0 0
Lathey, Brothers 2,973 0 0
Adamson & Sons (too late) 2,950 0 0
Myers & Sons 2,945 0 0
Tnrner & Sons 2,897 0 0
MeLackJsn 2,870 0 0
Morter 2,843 0 0
Browne & Robinson 2,820 0 0
Colls & Son (accepted) 2,780 0 0
Thompson* 2,780 0 0

* Withdrawn in favour of Colls & Son.

For house at Chisleburst, for Mr. F. W. Freese.
Messrs. Parr & Strong, architects. Quantities supplied
by Mr. Maltby. The walls to be in Parr & Strong’s

I

patent combination.
Prince
Browne & Robinson
Robinson
Hill & Keddell
Longmire A Burge ..

King Sc, Son
Arnaud
Foster
Bose

£2,120 0 0
2,100 0 0
2,093 0 0
2,040 0 0
1,995 0 0
1,986 0 0
1,921 0 0
1,897 0 0
1,783 0 0

For Montgomery County Gaol extensions. Quantities
supplied by Mr. i;oseph Simmons:

—

Ward £3.394 0 0
Treasure A Sou..,.. 2,491 13 6
Yates 2,‘489 9 7

Accepted, for the erection of a warehouse, Branch-road
Batley, for Mr. Joseph Fox. Messrs. Shesrd Sc Hanstock,
architects :

—

Z/aso«’s Work,
Cordiugley., £156 0 0

Joiner's Work.
Brooke 161 5 0

Flumber’s Work.
Senior 8 12 9

Slater's Work,
Thompson 21 16 0

Accepted, for the erection of a warehouse and houses.
in Btotiou-road, Soothill, for Mr. Isaac Colbeck.
Sheard & Hanstock, architects :

—

Messrs.

Mason’s Work.

Joiner’s Work.

Slater's Work.

Plumber's Work.

Hey
Plasterer’s Work.

0

Accepted, for the erection of a power-loom shed at
Brookroyd Mill, Batley, for Messrs. Parr & Ramsden,
Messrs. Sheard A Hanstock, architects:

—

Mason's Work.
Willans £790 0 0

Joiner’s Work.
Sykes’ 199 0 0

Plumber's Work.
Lobley 31 5 0

Ironfounder’s Work.
Bagshaw 86 5 0

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
N. H. j . W. (let at have the faitLcr Infoiniatlon referred U).—

U. A. (Act for Bead to Brcmplon hsa been obtaioed. Pariah of
Chelsea having given np tbs rate> for a certain period, another Act
to legalise Ibis is about to be applied for),— J. B. Cumberland (an;
person may write C.E. alter bis Lame. Join tbe Inetitutlon of Civil
BEgineets).—K. K.— P. A D.—A Former Correepondent, India,—
H. A.-B.a. O.-J. A.-K. B. X.-O. J. L.-IL A.-A.- J. B. B.—
P. a M.-F. B. B.-i. W.-J, J. F.—P. ft B— H. A.—a B.—W. K.—
B. P. N.-D, J. veu den B,—B. M.-W, R-C. O.-J. 0.—W. B, ft Oo.
- J. C.—A. J. N.-J. N.—B. ft B.-J, L.— H. C,—R. H. C.-J. W. P.

(next week}.— J. a a (next week).— S. 0. (next week),— J. B. (next
week),

We are compelled to decline pointing oot books and giving
addreswe.

All statements of facts, lists ot Tenders, ftc,, must be accompanied
by the name and address of the sender, not nesosaiity for
pablicatiOD.

Noth.—Tbe responelbUlly of signed articles, and papers read at
public meetlngi, rests, of coarse, wUb tbe authors.

CHRISTMAS WEEK.~“T]ie Builder" for
the week eroding BECEMBER 26th will fee jntfe.

lished on THURSDAY, 2-ith inst, at the usual
hour.

ADVERTISEMENTS for insertion in that
issue viust therefore reach the Office before THREE
O’CLOCKp.m., on WEDNESDAY, 23rd inst.

NOTICE.—All Commv/nications respect-

ing Advertisements, Subscri2Jtions, ^c., should be
oadressed to “ The Publisher o/ the Builder,"
No, 1, York-street, Covent Garden. All other
Communications should be addressed to the
“ Editor," and not to the “ Publisher "
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Architecture and Earthquakes.

B have, within the past

few months, suc-

ceeded each other

with such unwonted

ine of upheaval, in

alcanoOB of the Andes

attorn so many vents for the sub-

terranean fire, may bo considered as in move-

ment. The waters of the Baltic have given an

unusual indication of sympathy with some geo-

logical change, to which we called attention in

No. l,34i of the Builder.* Vesuvius has been

pouring forth ashes and lava with an intensity of

action without parallel since the earthquake of

1853, not excepting the long eruption which suc-

ceeded that terrible shock. And even in England,

so long considered to be beyond the region of

earthquakes, symptoms ofthat mighty terror have

been felt, from Milford to Blackheath. A second

shock has been, yet more recently, reported.

However slight the movement (and to those

familiar with the more frequent and more violent

phenomena common in the South of Europe it has

seemed but a very feeble echo of alarm), it has yet

given a distinct note of warning. To say nothing

of the 300 earthquakes, some reference to which

has been discovered in the annals and chronicles

of this country, we have positive evidence, from

geology, of the former intensity of the subter-

ranean force in our island. Dykes of trap,

columnar ranges of basalt, mountain upheavals

of igneous rock, are familiar to all geological

students. And of the seventeen distinct systems

of mountain upheaval traced by the French

geologists, from that of La Vendde to

that of Tenarus, the one which has given

the present superficial form to South Wales is

that which is most strongly characterised by

the destructive energy of ofeen-repeated shocks.

It is peculiar to this system of upheaval, where-

ever it has been traced, that no stone can bo

quarried from its rocks of sufficient size for

building, except in the form of the most paltry

rubble. The vibrations which raised the moun-

tain chains of this system have been such as to

disintegrate the strata, and to rive every bed of

stone into a thousand seams.

While thus, in the very slight movements

which havo recently been observed in this

country, we see no cause for unreasonable

alarm or for idle panic, there can be no doubt

that we have indications of the possible recur-

rence of a period of geological movement in the

district of the British Isles. There is no sound

reason for supposing that the internal source of

activity has become feebler of late years. Long
periods of rest have often intervened between

outbursts of volcanic activity. When the feaiful

eruptions of Vesuvius, which overwhelmed the

Campaniau cities in A.D. 79 (recorded in

the memorable words of Pliny), broke forth,

the mountain had been, as far as historic

memory could roach back, as trauquil as the

craters of Auvergne, or the trap hills of Cardi-

ganshire and of Pembrokeshire, are now. The

upheaval of the Pyrenees took place after the

deposit of the upper chalk, which underlies the

clays and sands of Hampshire, Kent, Essex, and

Middlesex
; and four distinct mountain systems

are of date posterior to the Pyrenees. The rise

of the Tuscan mountains is later than the forma-

tion of the Pleistocene geological deposits,—an

event, so to speak, of yesterday. The depres-

sion of a portion of the shore of the Tagus, 113

years ago, was an event that brought modern

Europe face to face with an intense and acute

throb of the irresistible and mysterious power

of earthquake.

The practical bearing of these considerations

is this. How far is the style of building now
prevalent in Great Britain fitted to resist shocks

of earthquake, if such should become more

frequent? To some extent, of course, this is a

question of degree and of detail
;
and, so far,

incapable of any exact solution. But it is,

nevertheless, the duty of every architect who
regards his own fame to look the question in the

face, and to consider whether any precautions^

hitherto not regarded as necessary, should be

taken in his future work, due regard being had

to the suggested contingency of earthquake.

Against the danger in its most acute form, it

need hardly be pointed out, no architectural or

engineering skill can for a moment avail. When
the earth becomes like a storm-tossed sea, or

when unfathomable gulfs suddenly open beneath

the feet, whether by the riving asunder of a

line of ravine, or by the yet more awful down-

ward movement of a larger or smaller area of

land, man feels his utter helplessness. In all

the grandest movements of nature, when nature

may be said to be angry, the force of human
resistance is inappreciable. The fury of the

cyclone overthrows buildings that are well able

to resist the ordinary outbursts of tropical

storms. The thunderbolt is as irresistible as it

is sudden. The surge of the sea, driven by sub-

marine shock on the shore, finds before it a city,

and leaves behind it a mass of indistinguishable

wreck. “Temple and tower went down” in a

few seconds before the shock of the Calabrian

earthquake in 1858, and 30,000 human beings

are said to have perished in their ruins.

But apart from the consideration of these

rare and awful catastrophes, against which no

human skill or precaution can avail, the question

of providing against what may be called ordinary

terrene disturbance deserves attentive con-

sideration. A certain amount of prudence, for

instance, might make all the difference between

the infliction of a slight damage on a city of the

magnitude of London, by a moderate shock of

earthquake, such as is almost of monthly occur-

rence in some of the Greek islands, and its

reduction to a mass of ruins.

Man becomes emboldened, by habit, to look

almost any danger in the face. In situations

where he is exposed to that peril which, of all,

most powerfully affects the human imagination,

he has learned so to build as to run the least

possible risk when his house is shaken over his

head. The best form of shelter for countries

subject to earthquakes, no doubt, is the simple

protection of a tent. On a dwelling supported

on poles, and tied to the soil by cords and

stakes, the earthquake has less power than the

wind, when the latter rises to a storm. In

antiquity, and even to the present day, the

countries, with which we are most familiar, that

are most subject to earthquakes, are those in

which the climate most freely permits of habitual

abode under canvas, or rather under goats’ hair.

An earthquake, of the same degree of intensity,

would be a very different calamity, if it occurred

in a Bedoueen camp, from that which it would

bo if it took place in Whitechapel.

Eaces that have felt the need of a more per-

manent home than the tent of the Arab, or the

wattled, thatched, or paper-roofed houses of

some of the Malay tribes, have sought to pro-

tect their dwellings from sudden overthrow by

the art of the joiner. Thera can be no doubt that

a moat important structural principle is involved

in this method of conatrnotion. A well-framed

box will bear an amount of knocking about, with-

out injury, that would not only overthrow a pile

of bricks or stones dependent on weight and on

friction for its stability, but shake to pieces

any ordinary masonry. Even an ill-framed,

and carelessly-constructed box, would resist

an enormous amount of vibratory force.

Framed wooden houses, therefore, have been

naturally, and very successfully, adopted by the

inhabitants of districts subject to earthquakes.

With our cooler blood, and more practical views

of comfort, we are inclined to wonder how any

men can make, or even keep, their dwelling-

place where the earth rocks beneath them at

almost every change of the moon. Still, if they

will live there, we cannot deny that their wisest

plan is to make their houses as much as possible

on the principle of great wooden boxes, pinned

and pegged together, so as to endure a large

amount of shaking, in any direction, without

actually coming to pieces.

The next step in the attempt to produce

architectural works that shall be capable of

resisting ordinary shocks of earthquake is, the

introduction of timber into masonry. This is a

style of construction that was formerly prevalent

in our own country. Each year, alas ! witnesses

the destruction of one or more relics of ancient,

timber-trussed London. In Gloucestershire, in

Devonshire, in many a far country district, are

to be found noble relics of this durable style of

building. The blackened oak-beams, contrasting

sharply with the whitewashed walla which they

aided to support, are among the most pic-

turesque features of some of our old country-

honses. So much strength, or we might more

properly say so much tenacity, was given to

the walls of a house by the free use of

strong and sound bond timbers, that our old

architects were wont to abuse their opportuni-

ties, more especially where ground was of value.

Old, timber-built, London presented a series of

gabled ends of honses to the street, story over-

hanging story, so that the foot-passenger walked

almost as much under shelter as he can do in

the “rows” of Chester at the present day.

F.incy the dismay of a modern contractor on

being ordered to make the floor of bis drawing-

room bang, unsupported by pillars, over the

kitchen area, and the floor of the bedroom above

to project over the width of the pavement

!

Whatever was the original cause of the intro-

duction of this method of building into England,

there can be but little doubt that the use of

solid bond-timbers was, in other countries,

resorted to with the express purpose of resisting

earthquakes. On no other principle can we
account for the introduction of the comparatively

perishable material of cedar into the marble

walls of Solomon. “ The great court round

about was with three rows of hewed stones, and

a row of cedar beams, both for the inner court

of the House of the Lord, and for the porch of

the house.” * Thus, when we read of the occur,

rence of an earthquake that rent the altar itself

^

we hear of no damage being suffered by the

well-bonded Temple wall.

One very evident danger, it is true, attended

on the profuse introduction of bond timber into

houses. It was the same danger that has driven

our architects to replace the immemorial cover-

ing of thatch, precious as are its qualities of

securing coolness in summer and warmth in

winter, for the more rapidly-conducting, but fire-

pi'oof, roof of slate. The danger of fire is con-

aiderably increased by the external use of wood.

This material has, therefore, gradually dis-

appeared from our external architecture, and the

security which bond timber would afford in the

Bee Builder for November 7tb, 1869, p. 810. III. Eeg. vii., 12.
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case of any moderate shock of earthquake has
been to a great extent abandoned.
Another change, consequent on the gradual

increase of personal security that has accom-
panied the growth of modem civilization, has
rendered the work of the English architect Jess
able to resist a casual shock than that of his
remoter predecessor. When the founders of
noble families began, in the tenth and eleventh
centuries, to build houses for themselves and for
their descendants, they took care to make them
strong. For a man’s house to be hig castle, it

would then have been quite idle to depend on
the protection of public law. Thick walls were
required to keep out unwelcome visitors. The
sadden raid of a jealous neighbour, the simple
process of ejectment which some competing
claimant might at any time find means to serve,
the surprise of the brigand, of any rank and
with or without any pretext, had to be
guarded against by means of that prevention
which is better than cure. Thus we find
that solid and lofty keeps arose, like that
of the Papal Palace of Avignon. Thus we find
that the Irish chiefs, at a time when all Celtic
buildings were circular in plan, ran up their
places of shelter into towers, and multiplied
those remarkable structures which, notwith-
standing the unquestionable Christian emblems
carved on many of them, have caused such great,
and such unnecessary, puzzle to the antiquary.
Men who have seen emblems of Pagan worship,
or of what they call “ Arkite ” significance, in
these simple fortalices of the Celtic chiefs, can
hardly have been aware how Pisa, Lucca,
Bologna, and other Italian cities, during the
stormy Middle Ages, were mere groups of lofty
turrets—round and square.

Again, in larger and more important bnildings
of somewhat later date, such, for instance, as
Bandon Castle, we find the walls to be as much
as 9 ft. thick. In n palace once belonging to
the Spanish viceroy of Naples, which is now
converted into an hotel, the walls of the lower
story, on a level with the shore of the Mediter-
ranean, are 15 ft. or 16 ft. thick. When men
were obliged to build with reference to military
defence, they piled together such mosses of ma-
sonry as were adequate to resist, not only the
battering-ram, but the more energetic force of
earthquake. Few buildings of any magnitude
are to be found in Southern Italy which do not
present, in some part or other,—in the level roof
if not in the m,ll8,—a system of cracks, which
for the most part are repaired by some bitumin-
ous cement. These black and shapeless scrawls
are the handwriting of the earthquake. They
are evidence at once of the repeated outburst of
the hidden telluric force, and of the power of
good masonry, strong walls, and well-set lime,
to resist this force, in such a manner as to suffer
the minimum degree of damage.]
Now, in the greater number of our modern

buildings, in our engineering works as well as in
our palatial structures, we have fallen into the
habit of regarding merely statical equilibrium.
We have left out of sight everything like dyna-
mical stability. Wo have not needed castles.
Knowing that no structure, except such as is

specially designed for military purposes, can
resist the force of gunpowder, and looking to
the law and to the police for the maintenance of
the public peace, wo have filled the fronts of our
shops with plate glass, and have pierced the
slight walls of onr houses for lights that may
obliterate the memory of the iniquitous and
pestilent window-tax. We have felt that if a
house were strong enough to bear the strain of a
quadrille in the drawing-room, it was adequate
for all the purposes of our law-abiding and
non-volcanio habits.

While comfort, space, light, and ventilation
have thus been the objects sought by the archi-
tects of our bettermost sort of bouses, to the ex-
clusion of any military strength, or capability of
resisting any sudden violence (such, for instance,
as the shock caused by the explosion of a powder- i

imll, or by the inflammation of an escaped quan-

!

tity of gas), the security of the humbler dwellings
j

has been equally diminished. Visit what part i

of England you may, you find that the low, I

small, thatched cottages which were so numerous,
|

and so picturesque, as well as so uuoomfortable,

:

at the commencement of the century, are dis-
appearing. For the moat part they are replaced
by dwelling-places which, in their sanitary

'

qualities, are as much superior to their pre-
decessors as they are inferior to them in
their artistic merit as points in a picture.
They arc also far safer as regards fire.
On the other hand, the destruction that

would be caused in streets and rows of
sneh small, tidy, slate-roofed, well-ventilated,
and utterly ugly and tasteless houses, as grow
up around all our centres of manufacturing
industry, would be terrible, in case of any serious
shock of earthquake, as compared with that
which would be endured by the small, poking,
pictorial, wood -bound old cottages. Where
cheapness is the first consideration, one cannot
have everything. As to the picturesque, we
must not grumble at its sacrifice if the result
be, as it is in the cases to which we refer, the
improvement of the public health. But if the
case should occur, which] we have had several
hints may occur, we shall find that our structural
economy has cost us very dear indeed.

If London were visited by such a shock of
earthquake as that which alarmed Naples in

1858, what would be the result? It is easy to
reply. In the southern city a great ten’or siezed
the population. Hardly any one remained be-
neath a roof for three successive nights. Deli-

cate women slept in the streets in their carriages;
and, close by them, slept the lazzaroni, coiled up
in their baskets,—the large flat panniers in

which they carry fruit, or vegetables, or fish.

The barbers made a good time of it, for every
one rushed to be bled—the first medical remedy,
in the Italian practice, for sudden fright. But
no lives were lost

; no appreciable damage was
done. Further south, as before mentioned, the
results were fatal and terrible; but at Naples
the shock was just intense enough to frighten
any one out of his senses, to re-open a few old

cracks, and to form a certain number of new
ones, in bouses of a certain magnitud-^, and to

do but little further harm. We may take this,

then, as an illustration of such an earthquake
as is seriously alarming, without being fatally

destructive. Now, if a shock or two (there is

always a replica, which is more dreaded than
the first shock) of this intensity were suddenly
to visit London, what would be the condition of
the metropolis within four-and-twenty hours ?

St. Paul’s would, we firmly believe, be left

standing. The great masses of masonry would
still upbear its dome. The river bridges would
probably have been little, or even not appreciably,
injured. Some other large buildings have
resisted the shock— Somerset House,Westminster
Palace, other important structures in which the
walls bad not been pared down to egg-shells,

—

perhaps a few private dwellings, if any such
were to be found, in which the main object of
the builder bad nob been to nse only as little

material as could possibly hold together, when
assailed by no violence greater than that of a
moderate gale or the passage of a brewer’s dray.
For the rest,—it would have been Londinwn fuit.

That such a trial awaits our modern architec-
ture no one can predict. That it may not, we
must all pray. Bub that it is probable, no one
can deny. Is it not, therefore, the duty of all

architects, and of all builders, taking a wise pre-
caution for the future, to consider whether they
should not, either by the introduction of a well-
devised system of bonding, or by a careful and
liberal calculation of the sti-ength of their walls,
provide for the stability of our habitations, in

case the hints, of which wo have already had
more than one, should prove to be the precur-
sors of a somewhat more serious shock ?

The ink was wet on the preceding page, when
the announcement of the outburst of a “ colossal

eruption ” from the summit of Etna was flashed
through the telegraphic wires. The simultaneous
activity of Etna and of Vesuvius is a rare occur-
rence. Signs of internal movement continue to

be reported from every part of the world. The
terrible earthquake of San Francisco was felt in

Iceland. The shocks experienced in this country
lead U3 to wait with interest for the next
intelligence from Iceland, as Scaptar Jokul
is our nearest volcanic neighbour. The early

set ice on the Neva was broken up, a few
days since, by a tidal wave for which there

was no wind to account. The waters of lake
Ontario have shown a disturbance similar to

that observed in the Baltic. A,period of activity
in subterranean energy, hitherto unknown to

the present generation, appears to have oom-
raonoed, and the upheaval of new craters cf
elevation, such as those which took place com-
paratively recently in the case of Mount Jorullo,

in Mexico, and of Monte Nuovo, in Naples, is

far from improbable. The attention of geolo-

gists has been long turned to certain phenomena
of depression and of elevation on the coasts of

tho Baltic. It is not without a strange feeling

of awe that we note the multiplying rumours of
*' earthquakes in divers places.”

THE EDUCATION OF THE SURVETOE.
THE INSTITUTION OT SURVETOHS,

An ordinary general meeting of this Institution
was held on the 7ch of December; the President
(Mr. John Glutton) in the chair.
Mr. William Sturge, of Bristol, read a paper

entitled “The Education of tho Surveyor.” He
said :

—

The subject of tho paper I propose to read to
the Institution this evening is one which appears
to me to be much in accordance with the princi-
pal object of the Institution,—that of promoting
the interests and raising the character and
position of the profession,

I would state at the outset that I propose to
treat principally of the education requisite for
my own branch of the profession,—that of the
land surveyor. The practice of the building
surveyor is of so much importance and so
distinct as to require a different education, and
I trust that some member of that branch may
bo disposed to read a paper upon it on a future
occasion.

The present state of education for the profes-
sion of a surveyor cannot, I think, be considered
satisfactory, or adequate to its requirements,
especially when we consider the diversity of
knowledge required for competent practice in
its various branches, the extensive range of
subjects it embraces, and the magnitude and
importance of the interests committed to its

care. Iq many cases surveyors have had no
special edneation whatever

;
and, at most, the

run of a surveyor’s office as a pupil for three or
four years, with the addition, in some cases, of
a year or two spent with a practical farmer, has
hitherto formed the staple of the surveyor’s
special education. But valuable, and indeed
indispensable, as are these advantages, and
successful as they have proved in the example
of many eminent members of the profession, I

cannot think that they are sufficient to enable
the surveyor to keep pace with the advancing
knowledge and the more exacting requirements
of the present day, but that some special course
of study is desirable to qualify him for the
multifarious duties which will devolve upon him.
in the course of an extensive modern practice.

I propose in this paper to indicate how it appears
to me the special education of tho surveyor can
be improved, and to consider whether any parti-

cular course of study is advisable for the attain-

ment of this end.
The only point I would remark on, in reference

to the scholastic education of the youth intended
for a surveyor is, that especial pains should be
taken to well ground him in mathematics, not so
mneh in the higher branches—though these will

in his, as in other cases, be useful as a mental
training—as in those which will be of the
greatest service in the practice of his future pro-

fession. Among these I would mention Euclid,

which will not only tend to give him mathemati-
cal precision, but to strengthen his reasoning
powers

; algebra, to enable him to understand
those mathematical formula) io which are ex-

pressed the laws of so many branches of science;
mensuration, both of superficies and solids; and
trigonometry.
As soon as the youth leaves school, whether

public or private, bis special edneation for hia

profession should commence in earnest
;
and the

question at once arises, in what that special edu-
cation should consist, and what are the means
most likely to conduce to the greatest profi-

ciency.

And, first, I would discuss the expediency of
completing the education of the youthful sur-

veyor at one of the Universities, Oxford or Cam-
bridge. I am aware that it is increasingly the

practice of professional men to give their sons a
University education

;
and in some, though pro-

bably not in many instances, the practice has
obtained amongst surveyors. No doubt it has its

advantages. The habits, manners, and associa-

tions are formed amongst gentlemen, many of

them of the landed interest, whoso acqaintancc

may be professionally useful in after-life. The
surveyor’s son may be a reading man, and may
pass with honours the examinations for his de-

gree,—a distinction which will give him a posi-

tion in after-life. Bat, on the other hand, the
practice has its disadvantages. Several of the

most precious years of the young man’s life are

spent in an education by no means specially

adapted to his future profession,—years which
he can ill spare, even for University advan-

tages aud honours. If ha acquire the man-
ners and tastes of gentlemen, he may also

acquire the desultory and expensive habits, if
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not the vices, of too many of hia aaaociates j

and, instead of reading, he may waste hia

time in frivolity and dissipation. Even if he
avoid these evils, the taste and habits he will

form will probably render the dradgery of a
surveyor’s office peculiarly disfcastefal to him. On
the whole, then, I arrive at the conclusion that

the balance is against a university education
for the surveyor. I think, however, that the

quality of hia education should be put to a
thorough test

;
and with this view I would re-

commend that, on leaving school, he should pass
the matriculation examination of the London
University, which is of a severe and searching
character, and is resorted to by young men from
the best schools in England,—even by many
who intend to pursue their studies at Oxford
or Cambridge. Having thus matriculated, the

young man need not as a matter of course con-

tinue hia studies at the London University,
though he can aftei-wards proceed to take his

degree if he be so inclined. Aa an institution

especially adapted for the education of surveyors,

I may mention the Royal Agricultural College
at Cirencester, where a good rudimentary know-
ledge of geology, agricultural chemistry, and
other kindred subjects may be obtained, which
cannot fail to be a useful foundation for pro-
fessional knowledge. The entire coarse of lec-

tures at this institution occnpies, I believe, about
tTwo years.

Let US now suppose the young man, of
eighteen or nineteen years of age, about to en-
ter on the task of acquiring a practical know-
ledgo of the profession of a surveyor. I would
mention, as a preliminary of more importance
than is often attached to it, that of obtaining, a
good practical knowledge of accounts. This
branch of a commercial education is wholly
neglected in our classical and mathematical
schools} and many boys enter upon their pro-
fessional studies who scarcely understand an
ordinary cash account, much less the mysteries
of double entry, or the somewhat complicated
bookkeeping of the farm or the estate. Yet a
practical knowledge of accounts is as necessary
to the land agent or farmer as to the merchant
or tradesman. Without it, the land agent can-
not present bis annual accounts of a large
estate to his employer, with that clear statement
and analysis of receipts and expenditure which
will exhibit the general result at a glance,
whilst it will account for every item in detail.

Without this knowledge, too, the land agent
must rely entirely upon his accountant} and,
honest as it is hoped and believed are the great
majority of this class of persons, yet instances
of dishonesty nob unfrequently occur; and it

is obvious that they are far more likely to
occur when the accountant knows that his
principal is ignorant of accounts, than in
cases where ho knows that his books will be
periodically and strictly audited. This know-
ledge is also of great use to the land agent, who
has to keep the accounts of a home farm and
to present a clear and detailed account of re-

ceipts and expenditure, and of profit and loss.

I believe that a few months spent in an ac-
countant’s office is the best mode of acquiring
a sufficient knowledge of aocounta for these
purposes, as well as those habits of neatness in
handwriting and figures which we all like to see
in our account-books, but which are not often
learnt at school. If these objects can be thus
obtained, I do not think the time thrown away.

I will now suppose the young surveyor,
articled as a pupil in one of our leading offices

in town or country. On the use that he makes
of the next few years will mainly depend his
chances of success in his profession. Ho is

pretty much his own master : and whether he
acquires much knowledge or little will depend
mainly upon himself. Ho will find the partners
of the firm too much occupied in business and too
much from home to be able to devote to him much
personal attention. How, then, is he to acquire
the theory and the practice of his profession?
As for the theory, the surveyor’s library is

hut scant, and there are no courses of lectures
on professional subjeots, as there are for the
student of law or medioioe

j
yet there are works

which moy be read with advantage, and as the
time for reading after office hours is but limited,
tho pupil should devote himself to such a course
of reading as bears directly upon bis profession.
Amongst these I may mention treatises on
geology, botany, agricultural chemistry, agri-
culture, estate management, life leases, rever-
sions, &c. I trust that one object to be kept in
view by this Institution will be the formation
and selection of a professional library for the

benefit of members and students of the pro-

fession.

But it is on the practical knowledge to be
obtained, by having what is sometimes called

the run of tho office, that the pupil must in

great measure rely
;

and here I cannot too

strongly impress upon him the fact that much
will depend upon himself. If he performs the
duties assigned to him in a listless, perfunc-

tory manner, as a mere machine, not throwing
his mind into his work, he will soon find that

his employer will take little interest in him,

that he will not communicate his knowledge, and
tho pupil will at length leave the office without
having acquired one-half the knowledge that he
might have done; but if, on the other hand, he
throws his mind into his work, and makes him-
self as useful as ho possibly can, he will soon
find that hia employer will take especial interest

in him, that he will be glad to have his company
on hja journeys, when valuable opportunities

will arise of acquiring knowledge of the business
in hand. The pupil may thus become the con-
fidential assistant, who may be trusted with the

conduct of important details, and thus he may
early acquire a practical knowledge and a con-

fidence in himself to be obtained in no other

way.
The pupil will find the profession of which he

has to make himself master divided into several

branches, all more or loss connected but diverse

in character. These may be arranged under the

following heads, viz. :

—

1. Chain surveying, mapping, and levelling.

2. The valuation of land and other property.

3. The management of landed estates.

4. The improvement of landed estates, includ-

ing land drainage, tho erection of farm home-
steads and cottages, and the laying out and
disposal of building land.

And, Ist, as to chain surveying, mapping,
&c. In the days of my pupilage, thirty years

ago, this formed a large branch of business, to

which the time of pupils was principally devoted.

The surveys for the Tithe Commutation, then in

progress, afforded full scope for employment in

this important department, and the opportunity
of acquiring, by practice, quickness and accuracy
in the field. The completion of the tithe sur-

veys, and the general adoption of the tithe maps,
as the standard of measirrement, have so far

rednced the extent of this branch of business,

that, except in offices that specially devote them-
selves to it, the pupil has now little opportunity
for the study and practice of the art. To acquire

accuracy and speed, requires several years’ prac-

tice, and it is a question whether the pupil’s

time may not he better employed. Yet a know-
ledge of field work is very useful in after-life, as

it enables the surveyor to test the quality of the

surveys made for him by those whom he may
employ

5
and if the pupil have time and oppor-

tunity, he will do well to acquire it. A prac-

tical knowledge of levelling is absolutely neces-

sary for the purposes of laud drainage and
irrigation, and should on no account be
neglected.

I now come to the second head,—tho Valua-
tion of Land and other Property. To acquire an
accurate knowledge of the value of land is,

perhaps, the moat important part of the sur-

veyor’s education, that in which he will find the
greatest difficulty, and to which he must devote
tho most patient attention. During his pupUage
he must expect to do little more than lay tho
foundation of that knowledge which only long
practice and experience can so far mature as to

entitle him to tho confidence of the public. But
it is of the greatest importance that the founda-
tion thus laid should be sound. Suppose the
pupil placed in the office of an eminent judge
of land. Let him embrace every opportunity
of accompanying him in his valuations. Let
him not rest satisfied with recording the field

values, but let him inquire into the indications

on which the judgment has been formed, and the

reasons for the conclusions arrived at. Let him
not, however, he a mere copyist, even of the
most eminent master. Let him study the ele-

ments on which the value of land depends
; let

him classify the various descilptions of soils,

according to the amount and description of pro-

duce, the course of husbandry, the expense of
cultivation. Lot him learn to assign the maxi-
mum and minimum values to each class of land,

and to understand the reasons why those values
are applicable. Let him minutely study the in-

dications, both general and special, of fertility

and barrenness in soils. On this subject I may
mention, by the way, he will find an admirable
paper by Mr. Bravender, in the 7owmal of the

Royal Agricultural Society (vol. v.), entitled “On
the Indications of Barrenness and Fertility in

Soils.” Let him study the quality and descrip,

tion of herbage on grass land (here a knowledge
of botany will be found very useful), and the
depth and texture of the soil and sub-soil of
arable land. After all his pains he cannot re-

duce the science to a certainty, he must be con-
tent with an approximation. He will make mis-
takes. Happy is the surveyor who can say,

that in the course of a large practice he has
made but few

!

The next branch bf the profession to which I

have to refer, is the management of landed
estates. Were one to judge of tho management
of landed property by the description of persons
to whom it is to a large extent entrusted, one
would be led to suppose that it requires no spe-

cial training or qualifications whatever. By far

the greater part, probably, of the landed property
of England is under the management of solicitors,

who are usually little more than receivers, with-
out much knowledge of the details of manage-
ment. The sbewardship is often given to a
relation or personal friend of the landowner, not
on account of the acquaintance with bis duties,

but as a means of affording him a livelihood.

Military men are great favourites, though in

what respect their previous habits have fitted

them for estate management it is hard to under-
stand. The fact is, the effects of good or bad
management upon an estate are nob all at once
developed, and, therefore, good management is

not always appreciated. But let not the young
land agent think that he has nothing to learn. The
more the details of estate management are

examined, the more attention and skill will they
be found to require. The fair rental of farms,

the necessary amount of capital, the choice of

tenants, tho covenants of leases, are all matters

needing much judgment and knowledge. The
oversight of tho tenantry, too, as regards the

management of their farms, and the fulfilment of

their covenants, requires considerable tact, in

order to exercise a firm authority, and to com-
mand the respect and good feeling of the tenants,

without descending to a system of espionage or

becoming two familiar with them. The over-

sight and management of repairs will be found
to require much practical experience, and more
study than is often devoted to it. The surveyor
should require some knowledge of building and
of measuring work, the quality and use of dif-

ferent kinds ofmaterials, and the most economical
mode of executing work. A large estate re-

quires considerable administrative talent in the
arrangement and superintendence of the duties

of subordinates and workmen. The care of

woods and plantations also calls for much skill

and attention to develop the growth and to in-

crease the annual produce. In fine, he may be
described as a model land agent, who knows how
to make the most of an estate without racking

the rental, how to select and encourage good
tenants, how to combine improvement with
economy, and how to promote that mutual con-

fidence between landlord and tenant which ought
ever to exist on every well-managed estate.

My fourth head, the Improvement of Landed
Estates, is yearly becoming of more importance,
owing to the increasing spirit of improvement
which prevails. It is, therefore, worthy of the
especial attention of the young surveyor. It is,

however, a question for consideration how far

this branch of the profession can be combined
with general practice. Every surveyor ought to
be well versed in the homestead requirements of
farms of various extent and description, so as at
least to bo able to sketch the general plan of a
homestead. But the detailed plaus, working
drawings, specifications, and estimates require

the knowledge of an architect,—a knowledge
which needs as much time and attention to

acquire as the general practice of tho surveyor.

Few can devote sufficient time to obtain a prac-

tical knowledge of both professions
; and I am,

therefore, inclined to the opinion that the erec-

tion of farm homesteads must be I'egarded as a
specialty, requiring a particular education dis-

tinct from that of the land-agent and valuer.

The same remark applies to the art of scientific

land drainage, which in its highest sense requires

special study, and is, perhaps, best carried on as

a distinct practice.

I will now suppose the young surveyor to have

spent three or four years as a pupil iu an office

of extensive practice
;
that he has made the most

of his time and advantages, and has acquired a
fair knowledge of his profession. He should now
make himself acquainted with the practical de-

tails of farming ;
and, with this view, he should
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spend at least two years under the tuition of a

first-class farmer, partly, perhaps, on a heavy

and partly on a light soil. The knowledge thus

acquired will be found of great value in after-

life. Without it, indeed, the surveyor, however

competent in other respects, will find himself at

a disadvantage, especially in his oversight of the

farming of the tenantry on estates under his

care, and in settling and discussing the cove-

nants of leases.

Let not the surveyor, who has gone through

the whole of the training indicated in this

paper, and is now about to enter into practice,

think that his education is complete. Perhaps

there is no profession that depends so much
upon a long course of practical experience for

the attainment of a matured skill and judgment.

The education of the surveyor must be lifelong.

He must never be too old to learn, and to be

conscious that he is liable to eiTor. He who is

most awake to the mistakes he has made will be

most likely to avoid them in future, whilst he

who will never admit that he is wrong will

probably repeat his mistakes to the end of the

chapter.

A mere knowledge, however, of the profession

will not suffice to command success, unless

accompanied by habits of business, knowledge

of men, and tact and address in his intercourse

with others. In these respects the surveyor

must educate himself
;
without these qualifica-

tions a man of sound and varied knowledge may
bo beaten in the race by another of inferior

acquirements who possesses them. If the sur-

veyor would be a man of business, he must learn

the art of executing whatever he has in hand
with skill, decision, and despatch. Let him
avoid those dilatory habits which have been the

bane of some able men in the profession, and

let him act upon the maxim, never to put off till

to-morrow what can be done to-day. He shou'd

also endeavour to acquire that business tact

with which some men are naturally more gifted

than others, and which mainly consists in a

knowledge ofmen, and of the mode of laying your

views before them so as to command their assent

;

or, in short, of saying the right thing, in

the right way, and at the right time. The
talent of administration is another point of

great importance; without it, indeed, no large

business can be properly earned on. It may be

defined as the talent of so arranging the duties

of the office as to get through the greatest

amount of business with the least waste of

power, and of so classifying the various de-

partments under responsible heads, as to avoid

confusion, and to relieve the principal of matters

of detail. With some men this talent is a

natural gift, and has contributed largely to their

success in life : other men of undoubted talent

and unwearied industry find that for want of it

their business is always a burden, and always in

arrear. If, therefore, the yonng surveyor have

not the natural gift, let him spare no pains iu

its acquirement.

I will now add a few words on the moral

principles which should regulate the young sur-

veyor’s professional character. Let him be sure

that in his profession, as well as in all others,

“ honesty is the beat policy let all his trans-

actions be marked by candour and straightfor-

wardness
5

let not advantage in negotiation

tempt him to swerve from the strict truth, and

no zeal for the interest of his client induce him

to descend to meanness or trickery in order to

attain his end. In a word, let him never depart

from that coarse ofunimpeachable integrity with-

out which even the highest talent and attain-

ments will fail to command respect, or to place

him in the first rank of the profession.

I append a few remarks as to the extent to

which this institution may render aid in pro-

moting the education of the surveyor. The pro-

fession cannot expect, in the present day, to

obtain from the Legislature any charter or pecu-

liar privileges, such as those enjoyed by the pro-

fessions of law and medicine. It will always

remain open to all comers 5
and it will always

be competent for any person to call himself a

surveyor, whether educated for the profession or

not, if he can only induce the public to place

confidence in him. The policy of the institution

shonld, therefore, be to require a high standard

of education, both general and special, as a

qualification for membership, in order that the

fact of being a member may be an earnest of

superior competence and skill, as well as of good

character. There will always be, as there are at

present, especially in the country, men who,
from long experience as practical farmers, have

attained to a fair knowledge of the value of

Jand—more particularly in their own localities

—

and the regularly trained surveyor must always

expect to encounter competition from men of

this class. Whilst it cannot be denied that

amongst them are to be found some men of

superior ability, yet, as a rule, they are deficient

in general knowledge of the profession. The

aim of the Institution should be to maintain a

standard of membership sufficiently high to

ensure an average superiority of its members
over other practitioners. Iu short, membership

should be considered a distinction, not only by

the profession, but by the public at large.

The test of fitness for membership must, how-

ever, be practical, and not theoretical. I do not

see it possible to institute an examination in

professional knowledge, however desirable it may
be thought by some. The only men in the pro-

fession capable of conducting an examination are

too much occupied to undertake so arduous a

duty ; and unless it were well done it were better

not to make the attempt. The test of fitness for

membership must therefore be found in evidence

of practical competence and skill.

Although I do not think an examination prac-

ticable, yet I believe this Institution may in

various ways, indirectly, promote the education

of the surveyor. The establishment of a profes-

sional library would bo a boon to students of the

profession. The readiug of papers on profes

dangerous. In opposition to this, evidence was
given by Mr. Goldie, Mr. J. H. Owen, Mr. T. N.

Deane, and others, that the subsidence was an

almost unavoidable consequence of a central

tower, carried np in connexion with lower and

lighter structures; great difference of opinion

existed as to the fact of the subsidence being

equal on each of the four piers, ox- partial as re-

gards two of them. Evidence was given on this

point as to the plumbing of the tower walls, the

four piers, and the levelling of the bases, as not

showing any absolute deflexion either from the

horizontal line of the bases or the perpendicular

line of the shafts. As to the exact amount of

subsidence, no definite evidence was given, but

from 1 in. to in. seems to be generally assumed

by the witnesses for the plaintiffs’ rebutting case :

the actual fact of subsidence is evidenced by the

fracture or deflection of the clearstory sli-ing-

course in the transepts and apse.

After a hearing of thirty-four days, and the

expenditure of an enormous sum of money, the

jury found themselves unable to agree on the

question of the liability of the defendant, and

were discharged. The denial of liability on the

part of the Community, because the particular

brother who gave the original order had been

removed to another country, seems to^ us

scarcely creditable. It is a matter of serious

importance to builders and. others having deal-

Bional subjects, and the free discuBsiou of them
j

ings with religious communities,

at the ordinary general meetings, would tend to I

As an instance of the eapenditnre thatJias

throw new light on many Bubjccts now but im-
|

been made the mvestigation of one item of

perfectly understood. To make these papers and
,

3L lOs. cost at least JUUt.
_ 1 j j •

discussions as generally useful as possible, both A sum little less than

totownandcountrymember8,ajournalmightbe the plaintiffs demand, for be s J

published and circulated containing the various and resisted by the defendant on the ground
^ “ ... u . Uhat it was not customary to charge for them,
papers, with condensed reports of the discus-

sions thereon. This journal might be made a

useful medium of correspondence on the topics

thus introduced, and as a channel for advertising

estates. Widely circulating among the profes-

sion, it might be made self-supporting.

I have endeavoured in this paper to indicate,

I fear but imperfectly, the course of training

which appears to me to be the best calculated to

fib the surveyor for his important duties, and the

mode and extent to which this Institution can aid

in promoting this object. If my remarks should

and that the schedule of prices did not contain

such an item.

The measurers on either side differed on the

whole to the extent of 6,OOOL*

SKETCHES AND STUDIES.—INSTITUTE
OF PAINTERS IN WATER COLOURS.

It is well understood that the general function
— r ° ' .“ . • •

i. 1. J X- r of what is called a hanging committee is to dis-
prove of any value mimpraviDg the education of,

our eons aud of our pupils, I shall feel that I PP
m„ol,.abu8ed offieials. Do the ar-

trifle towards one of the 7 ^ ^^asider that ahave contributed some
objects o this Institution,—that of promoting

the interests and raising the tone of the pro^

fession.*

A GREAT BUILDING CASE IN IRELAND*

DooUn V. Dixon.

A RFMARKAULE action brought to recover the

sum of 11,5901. alleged to be due for building

work executed at St. Peter’s Roman Catholic

Church, Phibsborough, Dublin, has just been

concluded, without a conclusion.

The plaintiffs are Mr, Walter Doolin, of West-

land-row, builder, and Mr. William Doolin, of

Great Brunswick-atreet, building surveyor. The

great part of the want of success which is

annually lamented in this respect, is due to

the conflict of disoordanb conditions which

press upon the mind at the same time ? Not

only does each picture demand a place w'here it

can be seen, and seen in the proper light, and

without inconvenience of posture in the ob-

server; but further, each picture objects to be

“killed” by its neighbour. Thus arrangement

on definite rule becomes as perplexing, and

finally as impossible, as the attempt to carry

out systematically any inflexible scheme of

botanical or zoological classification has hitherto

proved itself to be.

Something of the same difficulty attends the

toil ofthe critic, who would give a conscientious

account of such an exhibition. He seeks to com-

pare, to classify, to link together in his mind,

the various branches of art illustrated by the

defendants are the Rev. James Dixon, and the

othermembers of the commsniy of Vincentian
classify, to link together i

Pothers at Ph.bsborongh and OaBtleknook. A P^^
br/nches of art iilustra..,.

contract was entered into in the year 1857 with
, will look at one time at

xV— w ai-Q t.noTi iTi nfirKn prehi n _ - .. . .the plaintiffs, who were then in partnership as
larger figures

;
then perhaps at the

builders, tocarry on the work of the new church,

commenced by the Rev. T. M Namara, then head
, wiU form a gallery apart, and even

of the Order in Ireland, under the superintend-
. ^^ong these, sea-pieces, mountain scenery,

ence of Messrs. Hadfield & Goldie, then the archi -

1

j^^Qt,i°ctural pictures, and rural scenes, will each
tects. The contract was based on a schedule of

^ separate rank. Cattle stand apart, so
prices, no specific sum being contracted for

;
and

It was stipulated that the works were to o®
[ jg ^one, when the gallery has been paced over

measured from time to time under the direction
reduced to intelligible order in the

of the architects, whose decision was to be^inal.
1 pull all this

It was admitted that 14,0001. had been paid
constructed guide-book to pieces

;
he

on account of the work
;
and the defences were i

object to rnn, in the present collection, for

twofold, viz.,—that the contract was not entered
[

-y 230, because these are two
into by defendant, nor was he bound by it ;

and
^ Hr. Lucas; or even to turn from the

that BO far from there being just cause of action, UvEibitinn INn. 3391. the “ Interior
the sum paid was in excess of the value ot the

work done.

The architect, Mr. Goldie, had given a certifi-

oate for 3,997L, as against their claim of 11,0001.

odd, hut even this the defendants refused to pay.

It was alleged that the tower had sunk and was

• A discussion followed, in which Mr. P. D. Tuekett (ft

former pupil of Mr. Sturge), Mr. J. H. Lloyd, Mr.

Huskinson, Mr. Eve, and others, took part; and was

summed up by the President, who related the experiences

of his own education. The meeting was then adjourned

to Monday, January 11th, when a paper by Mr. R. B.

Grantham, C.B., will be read, entitled "Arterial and

Agricultural District Drainage, and the Laws connected

therewith."

gem of the Exhibition (No. 339), the “Interior
-c - ri-nr— o*- C'ni.-n . Arab Music;” to theof a Coffee-house at Cairo :

equally well painted, though not equally pleasing,

picture (255), “ Horse Fair at Damascus, Mount

Lebanon in the Distance,” in order to compare

two pictures which are in some sort pendants

to one another, from the delicate and unwearied

pencil of Carl Werner.

The least troublesome mode, after all, appears

to be the most practical; and to stroll along the

well-covered walls, noting the pictures as they

strike the eye, as it is the proceeding which is

* Full reports of this trial will be found in the IrUk

Builder, November and December.
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most natural to nine visitors out of ten, will

indicate the order which, it is most convenient
to describe. The exhibition may be said to hold
together rather more than is usually the case. If

there are few of those pieces which it is impos-
sible to forget, because they arrest the gaze of
the passer-by with an imperative claim, there
are, on the other hand, fewer than is usually the

case below a fair mediocrity. The general idea,

too, of water-colour sketches, appears to have
been more distinctly grasped by most of the
artists, in the present instance, than has been
the case in some exhibitions to which we have
called attention in former years. There is,

indeed, a wide stretch from the exquisitely
finished work to which we have already alluded,

which it is pure misnomer to call a " sketch ” or
a “study,” to the characteristic charcoal sketch,
No. 181, by W. Bennett, in which is jotted down,
in language intelligible to the artist or to the
seaman, but hardly to the landsman who is

neither one nor the other, the very rush and
tumble of the Channel billows hurried by the
wind. Tet within these extremes, each marked
by its own excellence, lies more promise of the
formation, one of these days, of a recognised
school of water-colour painting than some recent
efforts might have led us to anticipate.

Strolling, then, through the room, Mr. Thos.
S. Boys arrests the eye by a bright bit of colour,

the brick gables of the old house over which im-
pends the turreted tower at the Hdtel de Ville,

at Bergnes (No. 22). Mr. Augustus Bonvier will

claim a longer pause before his “ Shopping at

Cattaro ”
,
(No. 26). Under the unsoggestive

title “ An Interior” (in No. 35), Mr. Ilarrison

Weir has given ns abrightbay horse, with black,
sleek, glossy legs, only a little too hollow in the
back

j
a pony which is a real pony

;
a semi-

discomflted, cat ; and ducks that do all but
quack. Let the visitor who admires auimal
painting of this high order neglect his ease, and
step across the room to No. 267, by the same
artist, which bears the quaint, but nob unappro-
priate name, "About Supper - time.” The
venerable and white - whiskered felon who
watches the rabbits in the distance looks as if

he had long enjoyed the benefit of that wide-
spread English superstition which extends the
protection of the Sixth Commandment to the
fox. Then let him pass on to 340, “ The Early
Bird,” who has happily escaped the compromis-
ing attentions of Reynard.

Mr. J. G. Philp’s (No. 37) is hard to name,
but not hard to admire. The dancing path
made by the sunbeams over the water, and the
red tints reflected from the ferruginous lime-

stone rock, form a charming bit of nature,

though it is named “Tolpedn.” The next
number, “ Torno, Lake of Como,” by Charles
Vacher, is at once a companion and a contrast
to the English scene. Close by, “ The Ambassa-
dor’s Dressing-room, Knole,” by D. H. McKewan,
presents as happy an example of the normal
application of water colours as is to be found in

the gallery. Closely viewed, this picture is a
rough sketch. Observed from the proper dis-

tance, it gives drapery and furniture all the
aspect of reality. Glancing at the name of this

artist on the title-page, we observe that he has
contributed no fewer than twelve pictures.

Following the numbers in the catalogue itself,

we find nearly every one of them to be scored
with a mark of admiration. We note (65), “ A
Trout Stream, North Devon 5

” (84) “The Vene-
tian Bedroom, Knole;” (90) “ The Morne Moun-
tains, Co. Down (102) “ Stepping-stones on
the Llwgwy j (369) “ A Salmon Stream, N.
Wales and (375) “ Evening on the Llwgwy.”
Though thus led away, we must return to

praise Mr. Edmund Warren’s most charming
work (44), “Avenue at Wootton, Surrey.” If

he had never painted an avenue with similar

effects before, this picture would be talked

about.

(No. 66), Mr. W. L. Leitch’a “ Ben Chuilich,”
in Perthshire, is remarkable for the glow of the
heather bloom, when seen from the right dis-

tance. “The Church” (No. 67), by Andrew
Gow, leads one to look again for the name of the
artist, and to note the promise of his No. 270,
called “ Gallants,” where the strained politeness
of the how of the beau, and the demnre glance of

the pretty girl at the window, are very natural
and nice. There is a charming bit of Gothic
work, overgrown with ivy, to be seen in Mr. B.
R. Green’s No. 69, “ The Baptistery, Canterbury
Cathedral.” From, this we naturally turn to the
interior (No. 75), by Mr. Skinner Prout,

—

“ Midst the forms, in pale proud slumber carved.
Of warriors on their tombs, ’*

where the crimson cushion on the pulpit lights

up the scene. The study for the cartoon, “ The
Triumph of Justice,” by the late E. H. Wehnert,
has the post of honour on this side of the gallery.

Mr. Wehnert, untimely cut off, scarcely realized

in his later works, the promise of hia early

days.

Mr. Wbymper’s “Old Barn” (No. 89), Mr.
Mogford’s “Embayed on the Cornish Coast”
(No. 92), Mr. Penley’s “On the Capel Curig
Route to Snowdon ” (No. 93), and Mr. L. J.

Wood’s “ Part of Whitby Abbey ” (No. 94), close

neighbonrs as they are in position, and widely
different in snhject and in treatment, are each
pleasing. From the sweet peasant face of
“Pbcebe,” by Mr. Henry Tidey, lingering for a
moment to watch the attention of the urchin in

the “ Writing Lesson,” given by Mr. Kilbnrne
(No. 95), we look on to the expressive glance of
“ Haidee” (No. 113), and then pass on to two
highly characteristic portraits by Guido Bach

—

a “Rhine Peasant Girl” (No. 178), with blue,

dreamy eyes, and “ A Sclavonian,” whose eyes,

also blue, twinkle keenly with that life of
which the experience is yet unknown to the
maiden.
We have also to note the tottering old canonico

and the brisk artisan in (103) “ Doorway of the
Cathedral at Assisi,” by W. W. Deane ;

“ The
Clond and Mist Sweeping over the Lake of
Lucerne ” (108), by the same artist

;
the fright-

ened peasant woman in (116) Mr. E. H. Cor-
bould’8“Fall of James III. of Scotland Mr.'
J. Skerim’s “ Catching the Moth ” (No. 132)

;

Mr. Whymper’s “ On the Thames” (No. 146);
Mr. Maplestone’s Welsh scene ‘ (284), with mist
clearing off the mountains; Mr. Bennett’s
“Devonshire Mill” (No. 303); “Now Jump!”,
a clever contrast of character, by V. W. Bromley
(No. 363) ; Mr. Beavis's “ Rough Cattle ”

(No. 391) ;
Mr. Weigall’s “ Old Pilot” (No . 412) ;

Mr. Cattermole’s “ Reading the Fathers ”

(422) ;

“ The Study of an Old Woman ”

(No. 453), by the late E. H. Wehnert; and
some capital drawings by Mr. James Fahey, the
excellent secretary of the Institution. Time
and space alone prevent a longer list, or a
more minute detail, of the many noteworthy
items of this interesting exhibition.

THE GAIETY THEATRE, STRAND.

This new theatre, which has been built under
the superintendence of Mr. C. J. Phipps, archi-

tect, on the site of the Strand Music Hail, and
of some adjoining properties, which give it a
frontage, more or less extensive, on the Strand,
Exeter-street, Catlierine-streefc, and Wellington-
street, was successfully opened on Monday even-
ing last. The front of the Music Hall remains
almost as formerly; a few modifications, how-
over, have necessarily been made on the ground-
story, by the formation of the approach to the
stalls and boxes of the theatre. The rooms over
this entrance, and the new building extending
along the Strand and Catherine-atreefc, as far as

the OjuI office, will form a restaurant, entirely

distinct from the theatre, but with a corridor of

access from every tier of the theatre. This
arrangement, which is on the model of some of

the Continental theatres, will be found conve-
nient by many, although, for our own part, we
see no reason for connecting theatrical amuse-
ments with eating and drinking. The entrance
in the Strand leads by a few steps to the level

of the stalls, *and by a spacious staircase to

the balcony or grand tier, and the upper
boxes. Another entrance, also on this level, is in

Exeter-street, on the other side of the stalls,

which, though designed specially as a private
entrance for the Royal Family, is available as

an exit-way in case of sodden panic, there bdng
a stone staircase from the entrance to the
highest floor of the theatre, with communica-
tion on every level. There is also a corridor
running under the back of the pit, solely for the

use of the stalls’ occupants, so as to get from
side to side without crossing the audience. The
entrances to pit and gallery are in Catherine-
street, and the stage entrance is in Wellington-
street. The auditorium includes a balcony, ihe
front forming a semicircle of 24 ft., opening out by
arms of a contrary flexure a width of 43 ft. to the
proscenium column. Behind this is atierof pri-

vate boxes, as at the Adelphi, upper boxes, and a
gallery above. The columns supporting the
various tiers are carried up to a sufficient height
above the gallery, and from the cap spring a series

of pointed arches, supporting cornice and coved

ceiling. These arches, which at first sight suggest
the Leicester-square Alhambra, give great com-
pleteness to the design, but on occasions when
the house is very full will be found in the way by
those of the audience who are at the back of the
gallery. While on this point we may suggest
that some alteration is needed in the upper boxes
ou each side nearest the proscenium, as the
stage is not visible there from a certain number
of the seats. As, however, the house is calcu-
lated to seat 2,000 persons, this may not often
be of consequence.
The proscenium pillars are all of stone.

The dimensions of the auditorium are as fol-

lows :

—

ic. in.
From curtain to lialcony tier 30 6
Ditto upper circle 45 0
Ditto gallery 47 6
Width of proscenium 30 0
Height of ditto 29 0
Height from centre of pit to ceiling 64 0
Depth of stage from curtain 41 0
Width between walls of stage 04 0

The staircases are of stone. The floors of
the boxes and corridors are formed of iron

joists and concrete, faced with cement. The
floor of corridor of the upper boxes, by the
way, whence a view of the stage is obtained,
should be covered, as the material is cold.

The ironwork necessary for this construction has
been manufactured by Messrs. W. & T. Phillips,

of the Coal Exchange, at their works in Belgium,
and constructed by them at the theatre. The
box-fronts, together with the arches and cornices,

are executed in patent plaster on canvas, and
fixed, by Messrs. George Jackson & Sons, of
Rathbone-place, from the architect’s designs.

The iron balcony front was executed by Messrs.
Hart, of Wych-street. The lighting of the
audicoriom is by a sun-barner, manufactured by
Messrs. Strode & Co., who have also executed
the float-lights. These consist of a series of

argand burners reversed, and burning down-
wards, the products of the combustion being
taken away in an iron cylinder, running parallel

with the front of the stage, and carried up
inside the brickwork behind the proscenium
columns. By a contrivance, should a glass
break, that particular burner falls down and
shuts off the gas. The coloured glasses, called

mediums, are worked on levers in front of the
lights, on the same principle as the switch-
lighla on railways. In every division of the audi-
ence refreshment-rooms and retiring and cloak
rooms, for both ladies and gentlemen, are provided.
The stage has been constructed by Mr. G. R.
Tasker, the clerk of the works. There is a depth
of some 20 ft. under it, for sinking large scenes,

and a height above of 50 ft. All the depart,

meats of the stage are very complete. There is

a convenient green-room, and the dressing-

rooms appear to be sufficiently numerous.
The whole of the coloured decoration of the

auditorium and the lobbies has been executed by
Mr. George Gordou. The same gentleman has
also painted the act-drop, which is a framed
view of a palace on the Grand Canal, Venice.
A very noticeable feature of the decoration is

the frieze over the proscenium, designed and
cleverly painted by Mr. H. S. Marks, 30 ft. long
by 4 ft. 6 in. deep. It represents a king and
queen of Meditevai times, with surrounding cour-

tiers, watching a mask which is being performed
before them. On each side of this frieze, over the
proscenium boxes, are lunettes in tho arches,

—

the one on the left represents lyric, and the
other epic poetry,—designed by tho same artist.

These pictures are works of art. The general
builder’s work has been done by Mr. Simpson ;

and the gaswork (except as mentioned above) by
Messrs. J. Jones & Son, of Bow street. The
capitals of the columns, the cornice, and much of
the ornamentation are Early Gothic in character

;

the coloured ornaments are flat, without shadow
j

and the result is a very handsome interior. The
bottom part of the main columns which carry
the series of arches already mentioned, and the
ceiling, is liidden by the private boxes at the
back of the balcony, a defect to logical eyes ;

nevertheless, we must congratulate the architect

on the production of a very handsome theatre.

The traditional green curtain, it should be
noticed, has given place to one of marone
colour.

The principal piece produced—a comedy drama
from the French, entitled “ On the Cards,”

—

enables Mr. Alfred Wigan to display some
most admirable acting. The piece, however,
in its present shape is not a good one,—

a

matter for regret. For the operetta, with which
the evening opens, “ The Two Harlequins,*
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and the extravaganza, “Robert the Devil,” with
which it closes, Messrs. T. Grieve & Son have
painted some exquisite scenery. For fifty years,

as Mr. Hollingshead, the lessee, mentioned in

the course of a brief address to the house, Mr.
Thomas Grieve has painted scenery for the
London stage. How great is the debt the play-

goer owes him.

CHARIJJG CROSS RAILWAY.—NEW
STATION.

Few public works are ever conducted in the

sight of BO many thousands of daily spectators,

or make such rapid and palpable progress, as has

been the case with those which have been for a

few months past in course of progress near the

Waterloo junction of the Charing Cross Railway.

The daily traffic has continued uninterrupted

during the construction of three of the longest

platforms, partly covered, connected with any
railway station in or near the metropolis, exclu-

sive of the terminal stations. The difficulty and
danger incidental to the completion of one of

these platforms have been enhanced by the cir-

cumstance that it is between the lines, and has

been prosecuted during the passage of hundreds
of trains in each direction daily. The Waterloo

junction station, to which we are referring, for

the accommodation of the passengers by the

Sonth-Westem Railway, and for the more con-

venient interchange of traffic between the South-

Western and South-Eastern Companies, is now
happily near completion, and will be opened in

the course of uext week.
The new station has no architectnral preten-

sions. The waiting-rooms, booking-offices, and
other conveniences, are provided in the base-

ment of a viaduct running through house pro-

perty of a mean character, aud over narrow
back aud side streets. The platforms are

raised on the top of the viaduct, on which
space could nob be provided for waiting-

rooms or other accommodation admitting of

architectural effect. The north side of the

viaduct was widened for the length of the plat-

form which has been provided upon that side.

It is 532 fb. long, by 18 ft. wide. A line of rails

divides it from the middle platform, which is

435 ft. long and of the same width, the middle
platform being double, and serving at its two
sides trains passing in each direction. There
are covered lengths upon each of these plat-

forms, of 200 ft. and 204 ft. each, the whole
width. The third platform, on the south side,

commences near the west ends of the two others,

which are opposite each other, and extends

round a curve to the end of tbo Waterloo plat-

form. This platform is 337 ft. long and about

15 ft. wide. A booking-office is provided upon
the platform for the passengers from Waterloo

Station, who, passing to the junction end of the

platform, descend by an inclined plane to a
passage under the Charing Cross line, and to the

stairs conducting to the north and middle plat-

forms. The general booking-offices and waiting-

rooms, which are compact and well arranged,

are on the ground level. The present Black-

friars Station will be abolished on the opening of

tho Waterloo Junction Station. The coverings

of the platforms are very neat, bat will ueces-

earily be cold, from the exposure, being open at

the ends. The roofs are flat, and about II fc. in

height from the platform to what is usually the

eaves, but is in this case the highest part of the

roof, the dip being in the middle platform

inwards to a longitudinal gutter, and of the

side platforms towards the outer or back edge.

The roofs are carried upon ranges of neat cast-

iron columns, with handsome openwork canti-

levers on each side, supporting the main cross

bearers, which carry pnrlines that are boarded

and covered with No. 14 gauge zinc; the under
edges of the purlines are covered with match-
beaded boarding, which constitutes the ceilings.

The platforms are of earthwork, faced with
brick walls

;
they are 3 fb. above the rails, and

an easy step down from the floors of the carri-

ages. The columns stand upon brickwork
pillars, about 2 ft. square, carried up to withiu

about 18 in. of the ground level. The engineer
has done well in having substituted iron for

timber for the columns
;
the Blackfriars Station,

which is now being dismantled, furnishing a
remarkable illustration of the perishable nature
of such timber as has been used in that particu-

lar structure, when placed underground. The
station was only erected about five years ago,
but this has sufficed for the portions of the

pillars supporting the roof aud the struts under-
ground to have decayed so much as to have
pulverized, almost to the heart in many instances,

upon their exposure to the air. These rotten

timbers are of about 8 in. scantling.

A single line of rails furnishes an actual

juuction between the South Western and the
Charing Cross lines ; but this will not be used
for ordinary traffic, and all passengers inter-

changing from one line to the other will require
to change carriages at the junction.

The work has been designed and executed
under the direction of Mr. Peter Ashcroft, the
company's engineer. Tho interlocking switches
and signals are upon the system patented by
Mr. F. Brady, of the South Eastern, and now in

coarse of adoption by the South Eastern Com-
pany. The block system of signalling is invari-

ably in operation on the line. The whole of

the work has been executed by the company’s
own working staff.

ON THE DRYING PROPERTIES OF
VARIOUS KINDS OF HOUSE PAINT.*

We now come to the dryers, such as litharge,

manganese, &c., and their action is very remark-
able in causing the paint to absorb oxygen
quickly and decidedly. For example—two cubic
centimhtres of linseed oil absorbed, in 30 days,

2'415c.c. of oxygen; but the same quantity of

manganese dryer absorbed 21‘4oc.o. of oxygen
;

while a mixture of the two, consisting of

l'56c.c. of linseed and 0'44 of the dryer, absorbed
30-826c.c. of oxygen. That is, the absorptive,

or, as a painter would say, the drying power of

the mixture is far greater than the sum of the
powers of the two oils, since l'56c.c. of linseed

oil absorbs of itself l'9S5c.o. of oxygen, and 0'44

of the manganese dryer 4 719c.c. of oxygen in 30
days, the sum of the two absorptions being
6'714c.c. But the mixture really absorbed
30'826c.o., or more than times as much as the
same fluids absorbed when exposed separately.

Experiments, scientifically conducted, have
also shown, that, in preparing his dryers, the
painter wastes both good materials, fuel, and
time. He boils his oil too long, and maintains
the temperature too high.

Tho usual mode of preparing dryers is to heat
the linseed oil in an iron pot until it appears to

boil. The surface is skimmed from time to time,

and after from three to six hours, about one-

tenth, by weight, of litharge is added, and the
heat is maintained five or six hours longer; or

100 parts of very old linseed oil is heated about
six hours, when six parts of litharge and about
three of burnt uniber are added. The heat is

continued six hours longer, when the liquid, after

being left quietly to cool, is decanted. For the

manganese dryer, the oil is heated at the so-

called boiling point during five honrs
;
peroxide

of manganese is thrown in, and the boiling con-

tinued for eight hours. We have already seen

that the boiling is not the formation of vapour,

but the escape of gas-bubbles doe to decomposi-
tion.

Chevreul’s experiments prove that pure linseed

oil is more siccative after three hours’ boiling

than if not boiled at all; but is less siccative

after five hours’ boiling than after three. The
oil boiled during three hours with one-tenth of

litharge is much more siccative than if heated

without the addition of this oxide : eo that the

drying property is not conferred on the oil by the

action of beat, as some have supposed, but it is

by the mutual action of the oxide and of the oil,

assisted by a high temperature, that tho drying

properties are developed. Litharge is more sic-

cative than manganese
;

and what is very

curious is, that litharge, heated once with oil, is

more active than fresh litharge. It is still more
curions, that manganese that has been heated

several times with the oil is more active than

,

fresh manganese. But this excess of activity in

the oxides is no longer exerted on oil that has

already been boiled five hours. All the experi-

ments proved that the drying property of linseed

was injured by a prolonged heating at high
temperatures ; and the remarkable and unex-

pected result came out, that linseed, exposed to

the temperatitre of from 100’ to 176“ Fab.

during six hours in contact with 10 per cent, of

manganese, can be used immediately in painting

without the addition of any other dryer. Lin-

seed oil alone, exposed to a similar moderate

* By Mr. Ciiarles Tomlinson, F.E.8. See page 809,

temperature, improves in its siccative property,

but not sufficiently so to dispense with the manga-
nese. A very energetic dryer is obtained by
boiling the oil for three hours only in contact
with 15 per cent, of the metallic oxide.

Every one knows what is expected of good
paint. In tho first place, it should be suffi-

oiently liquid to spread under the brush, and
sufficiently viscous to adhere to the surface, even
though it be vertical, without running, or be-

coming unequally thick in different places. In
the second place, it should become solid within a

reasonable time after being applied. Thirdly, the

solid should adhere strongly to the surface.

We have seen that lead and zinc paints be-

come solid by the absorption of atmospheric
oxygen. Bat as pure linseed oil also becomes
solid by exposure to the air, the drying of the

paint is not due to the presence of a dryer, or of
the oxide of lead or of zinc. Id is true that the
dryer acta by increasing the absorptive power of

the oil for oxygen gas. The lead and zinc oxides

have also drying properties, and we must not
neglect the influence of the surfaces that are to

be painted. Paint dries at different rates on
glass, wood, and metal ; it dries better on some
kinds of wood or of metal than on others, of

course under similar conditions of experiment.

Take glass, for example. Surfaces of glass

were coated with linseed oil, also with the oil

containing a little white antimony, and with the
same compound with the addition of a little

litharge. The linseed dried quickly, the anti-

mony compound not so quickly, while in the

third compound the presence of the litharge

seemed to neutralise the retarding effect of the

antimony. The following table shows the re-

sults :

—

Linseed
oil.

Linseed oil

and
oxide

antimony.

Linseed oil

and
litbarg^e

dryer and
oxide

antimony.

Days.
17

Days.
2t>

Days.
21

Second,, „ 17 8 9
Third „ ,, ... 9 9 2

Total 43 43 33

It appears from this table—1. That a glass

surface does not allow the paints to solidify so-

readily as a snrfaoe formed of the solid oil or
paint. 2. That the antimony oxide is anti-

siccative, which effect is corrected by the litharge.

3. That in the second coat the glass seems to be
still exerting a retarding action on tho oil, but
this is not so evident in the antimony paint.

4. That the influence of the litharge dryer is

evident in reducing the time required for the

drying of the third coat. This influence seems-

to depend not only on the presence of tho
litharge dryer in the viscid paint, but also on ite-

presence in the solid surface on which the fresh

paint is laid.

The influence of the kind of surface employed
on the drying of paint is well shown in the case
of oak. On oak surfaces stained brown, three
coats of linseed oil took forty-six days to dry, oil

with a litharge dryer seven days, oil with a man-
ganese dryer still less time. It was also found
that linseed oil and white lead and linseed oil

and white zinc dried more quickly with a man-
ganese dryer than with a litharge dryer. On a
surface of clean oak tho first coat of oil took a
very long time in drying. On the twenty-second
day it was soft and pasty beneath the surface

;

the oil had sunk into the pores of the wood, and
thus prevented it from absorbing the oxygen re-

quired for its solidification. This explains why
oil dries more quickly on a painted wooden sur-

face than on a porous one. On a porous surface

the dryers seem to act with great effect, proba-

bly from covering the wood aud preventing the

oil from sinking into the pores. Their influence

is shown in the following table :

—

Linseed oil

and
white zinc.

Linseed oil

and
litharge
dryer and
white zinc.

Linseed oil

and
manganese
dryer and
white zinc.

First coat dried in

Devs.
6ti

Days.
0

Days.
6

6 6 3
Third 6 5 3

Total 7S 16 11

This also shows that a surface of linseed and
white zino allows the paint to dry mnch more
rapidly than a surface of porous wood does. A
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similar effeob is produced when the paint is laid

on an old surface of paint. The paint itself also

becomes more siccative under the infiuence of

time and atmospheric exposure.

It appears from experiment that paint dries

more quickly on poplar than on oak, and more
quickly on pine than on poplar. In the experi-

ments on metallic surfaces the most remarkable
results were obtained on lend. The first coat of
linseed oil dried very quickly on this, as also the
first coats of lead paint and of zinc paint. The
zinc paint dried first, then the linseed oil, and
lastly the lead paint. The zinc paint, however,
tended to retard the drying of the snbseqnent
coats. A newly scraped surface of lead acted
more enoi^tically than one that had been tar-

nished by exposure to the air, but the lead

covered with one coat lost its influence in hast-

ening the drying of the snbseqnent coats. The
first coat of oil on bright lead was only ten hours
in drying. In short, wo get this remarkable re-

sult, that lead is siccative with reference to pure
linseed oil, while white lead itself, a siccative

body, is anti-siccative with respect to linseed on
metallic lead. The influence of varions metallic,

vitreons, and wooden surfaces is thus summed up
by M. Chevronl :

—

First Coat.

Ort. Copper. — Oil dried more slowly than
both oil and white lead, and oil and white
zinc.

On Brass IFire and Zinc.—Oil dried as rapidly
as oil and white lead, bat more rapidly than oil

and white zinc ; but on the brass wire the drying
was more rapid than on zinc.

On Iron.—Same results as on zinc
;
but oil and

white zinc dried more quickly on iron than on
zinc. This is analogous to the fact noticed with
lead. The oil and white lead dried more slowly
on lead than did the oil and white zinc.

On Porcelain and Gia^s.— Oil dried a little

more quickly than oil and white zinc, and oil and
white lead a little more quickly still.

On Plaster.—The oil and white zinc paint dried
in about equal times.

On Poplar and Mountain Ash.—Oil dried more
slowly than oil and white lead, and also than oil

and white zinc.

Three Coati>’gs.

On Copper, Brass Wive, Zinc, Iron, Lead.—Oil
and white lead dried more quickly than oil and
white zinc. This was also the case on porcelain,
glass, plaster, poplar, and mountain ash. In the
case of the woods, linseed oil was found to dry
more quickly on ash than on poplar, and more
quickly on poplar than on oak.
Some of these surfaces may, however, be

regarded as indifferent, as respects tbeir influ-

once in quickening or retarding tbe drying of
paint ; but the temperature and other circum-
stances modify any general conclusions that may
be drawn on the snbjeot. Paint dries more
quickly at from 77° to 82° Fab., than from 59° to
€4° Fab., other things being equal. This explains
why, in practice, the proportion of dryer varies
with the temperature. In winter it is customary
to add from three to nine, and even ten per cent,

of dryer to the linseed
5
in summer not more than

half, one and a half, or two per cent., and it may
even be left out altogether in the last coat. The
drying property of linseed oil is nearly always
increased by the addition of white lead, and in

most cases by that of white zinc. If the com-
pound be not sufficiently siccative, it can be
made so by the addition of a dryer, whether of
litharge or of manganese, due respect being paid
to the varying conditions of the surface, number
of the coats, whether first, second, or third, tem-
perature of the air, and the amount of natural
light present.

Bat the influence of the lead or manganese
dryer, as will be gathered from the foregoing
details, is not so important as is generally
imagined. It can be dispensed with in the
second and third coats, and even in the first if

the temperature of the air be favourable. Lin-
seed oil by exposure to light and air loses its

yellow colour and becomes siccative, so that it

can be employed alone with white lead or white
zinc without detriment to their purity. If white
zinc be associated with the sub-carbonate of
zinc, the dryer may be dispensed with altoge-
ther.

Paint owes its lustre and smoothness to the oil

alone. If oleic acid were mixed with metallic
oxides in such proportions as to form solid chemi-
cal compounds, and the acid were to pass quickly
from the liquid to the solid state, the result
would not be a smooth, uniform oleatej but

when the drying oil passes slowly into the solid

state, in consequence of the gradual absorption

of oxygen, and the changes pointed out by
Mulder, the very slowness of the process allows

the oily molecules to arrange thranselves into a
symmetrical compound, which would be trans-

parent were it not for tbe opaque particles of tbe
white lead imprisoned in the compound. If these
opaque particles are not in excess, the molecular
arrangement is such that the paint dries into a
surface that is lustrous, and even brilliant, in
consequence of the mirror-like reflexion of the
solidified oil.

No notice has yet been taken of the action of
the turpentine, which is added by painters, in

order to diminish the viscosity of the paint, and
to allow it to spread more easily under the brush.
If the surface is to be polished, a large proper-
tion of turpentine is used

j
if it is to be var-

nished, as much turpentine is added as will

render the paint very fluid, but not too fluid to

work with; if the paint is to be very durable,

and is to be neither polished nor varnished, only

a small proportion of turpentine is to be added.
As turpentine dries to a great extent by evapo-
ration, one of its chief uses is to hasten the dry-
ing of paint. Thus, three layers of linseed oil

on glass dried in twenty-five days
;
but when

about 30 per cent, of turpentine was added to

the oil, the mixture dried in twenty days. This
drying effect is promoted by a previous exposure
of the turpentine to the air. When both oil and
turpentine have been previously exposed, the
drying takes place still more quickly. Exposure
to air has a similar influence on the other in-

gredients of paint, even on the white zinc.

This exposure in the case of turpentine favours
the combination with atmospheric oxygen and
the consequent resinification of the liquid. Expo-
sure in the case of a porous body like white zinc

may also lead to the physical absorption of

oxygen, and thus hasten the drying. If this

physical effect were really obtained in the case
of white zinc and white lead, Chevreul thought
it likely that the presence of other solid bodies in

the paint might have a similar effect. But
before putting them into the paint, their influ-

ence as surfaces was tested. When linseed oil

was laid on white lead thi*ee coats dried in seven
days

;
but on anlphato of zinc they ocenpied

eighteen days in drying, twelve being required
for tbe first coat and two for the second; white
lead is therefore more siccative than the zinco-

sulphate. In both cases the first coat acted as a
dryer to the second. When a mixture ofsulphate
of lead and white lead was used as the surface,

the oil dried almost as quickly as on white lead
alone. It has already been shown that the addi-

tion of the litharge and manganese dryers made
the linseed oil dry more quickly; that is, it be-
came more capable of absorbing oxygen from the
air. It is remarkable that this absorptive power
is increased by the addition of solid bodies such
as sand. Linseed oil mixed with white lead dries

more qnickly than the oil alone, so that white
lead is a dryer or siccative. Oil mixed with
sulphate of lead dries very slowly

;
but a mixture

of oil, sulphate of lead and white lead, dries as
quickly as oil mixed with white lead only. Hence
the presence of white lead confers extra drying
power on sulphate of lead. Carbonate of zinc
acts as a dryer, when added to oil or white zinc;

and the mixture dries more quickly than oil

mixed with white zinc only. Oil mixed with zinc
carbonate sets more rapidly than with zinc white;
but it forms a semi-transparent, not an opaque
paint. As zinc carbonate renders oil and white
zinc more siccative, it might be substituted for

tbe manganese dryer, which has the disadvan-
tage of imparting colour to zinc white. Two
paints were prepared, one consisting of 100 lb. of
liueeed oil, 75 lb. of zinc white, and 25 lb. of zinc
carbonate; the other of 981b. of the oil, 21b. of
manganese dryer, and 100 lb. of white zino. With
each of these paints a door was painted. Four
hours after they had been applied both paints
appeared to be equally set ; but the surface
coated with the first paint was whiter than that
coated by the second

; the whiter paint was,
however, the less adherent.

In conclusion, I ventnre to think that the
question, “ Why does paint dry ?” has been
fully answered, and that the intelligent house-
painter will find, in the details thus brought to-

gether, some material for the improvement of
his useful art. The only object of science is

the discovery of truth
; but the truths of science

form a rich resource for the technologist. He
finds in them the only proper basis for real im-
provement

; and the Society of Arts is, I think,

never better employed than when it brings the

man of scientific theory into direct contact with
the intelligent man of practice. The time is

happily passed away for ever when the so-called

practical man boasted of his independence of
all theory. He now knows that, by such a self-

imposed blindness, he placed himself at least

half a century behind the intellect of hia age.
Every art that depends on chemistry seeks the
aid of science; and, in working out technical

results on a large scale, scientitic truth is often,

assisted
;
just as, by the same righteous law of

reflex action, the results produced on a small
scale in the laboratory, apparently for the
benefit of science aloue, are often reproduced on
a large scale in the factory to the advantage
and profit of the whole community. I repeat
that the Society of Arts can never be better

employed than in acting as the medium of
communication between the man of theory and
tbe man of practice.

THE INSTITUTION OF CIVIL
ENGINEERS.

At the meeting, December 1st, Mr. C. Hntton
Gregory, president, in the chair, the paper read
was “ Description of the River Witham and its

Estuary, and of the varions Works carried out in

connexion therewith, for the Drainage of the
Fens, and the Imi>rovemont of the Navigation,”
by Mr. W. H. Wheeler. It was stated that the
Witham was originally a tidal river, navigable
by ships of considerable size as far as Lincoln, a
distance of nearly forty miles from the estuary.

It was this portion of its course, from Lincoln
to the outfall, flowing through a low fenny tract

of land, and on which the skill of the engineer
had been employed to make it subservient to the
purposes of drainage, that formed the subject of
this communication.

Reference was made to the works carried out
in tbe year 1825, under the advice of Sir John
Rennie, at a cost of about 40,0001., by which the
channel between Skirbeck Churcb and Hob-hole
Sluice had been straightened, and the course of
the river had been contracted. Thirty years
after the commencement of this work, 300 acres
of the reclaimed land had been sold for 10

,0001.,

and been embanked by the purchaser
; while a

few years ago, two other marshes had been
embanked by the Commissioners, and had been
let on lease at a rental of 3101. per annum, the
area, including foreshore and bank, being about
160 acres.

The system of parallel training walls, con-
structed of faggots, clay, and chalk, had been
adopted to a great extent for the Fen rivers,

and had been found to answer better than any
other plan. The manner in which these training

walls had been carried out, on the rivers Welland
and Witham, was then described.

Iuconcluaion,the general results oftheenolosnre
of the Fens were briefly reviewed

;
and it was

observed, that the appearance and prosperity of
this large tract of land, equal in extent to many
counties, when contrasted with what it was a
century ago, was a striking proof of the
ingenuity and industry of man, and reflected

the highest credit on the skill of the engineer,
and the enterprise of the people.

On the 15th instant the paper read was “ Ou
Machines employed in Working and Breaking-
down Coal, BO as to avoid the Use of Gunpowder,”
by Mr. S. P. Bidder, jun. It was stated that
the object of this communication was to direct
attention to the “winning” of coal by me-
chanical appliances, with the view of obviating
the loss in production and the danger to the
colliers which were incideutal to the use of
gunpowder. Several inventions for this pur-
pose were described

;
and it was remarked that

the great defect in all these machines was their

limited expansive power. Machines for cutting
grooves or slots in the coal had also been tried,

but it was said only with partial success. After
considering these systems, the author had, in
conjunction with Mr. John Jones, devised a
machine which had been submitted to actual
trial on a working scale at the Haiecaatle Col-
liery, where the results were so satisfactory,

it was said, as to induce the proprietors to make
arrangements for its immediate adoption. The
machine consisted of a small hydraulic press of
12 tons power, to which was attached a pair of

tension-bars, bent in the form of a connecting-
rod or hinge-strap. These were placed one over
the other in the bore-bole, and between them, at
the extreme end, there were a clearance-box and
two metal pressing-blocks, between which was
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forced, by the action of the hydranlic press, a

split wedge 15 in. long, cansing a lateral expan-

sion of 3 in. The ram was then withdrawn, and

a second wedge was inserted between the two

parts of the first wedge, and was forced np nntil

sufficient expansion was obtained to break the

coal. It was found that the press could be ap-

plied and the blocks brought down in less time

than was consumed by firing and waiting for

the smoke clearing.

THE STUDY OF ART.

In a recent address to the Female School of

Art, Mr. A. H. Layard, M.P., said to those stu-

dents who intended to follow art as a profession

to gain their living, or to help others to do so,

“ Let me urge on you the extreme necessity of

doing thorough good work, of doing nothing

carelessly, and going thoroughly through these

schools.” Unless thoroughly grounded they

would never do good work. Young people had

a tendency to fancy they could do more than

they really could, to imagine themselves artists

as soon as they could draw passably, or put in a

bit of colour. A lady, who was then a distin-

guished amateur, came to him some years back to

ask advice on her course of study. She followed

it, and went to South Kensington, but came

back to him complaining that the teachers had

Bet her to draw straight lines for two or three

days. He told her the story of how Giotto, the

great Italian master, when asked by the Pope's

Huncio for an ensample of his skill, simply

struck a circle on paper with one vigorous sweep

of his pencil ;
and so pacified her. Some months

after she came to him again, and acknowledged

the benefit of the course of thorough training.

That eminent sculptor, Mr. Gibson, told him that

one day he went into his study, and there found

an American physician with his daughter, who,

the father said, used to be continually getting

hands and feet from his dissecting-room and

modelling them, and at last insisted on going to

Rome, and studying under Mr. Gibson. Now
that gentleman did not take pupils, for he found

they generally came to teach him, instead of

learning from him; but he told the lady to call

next day, when ho set her to model in clay a

bust of Medusa. Next day he went and found

an uncommonly good copy ;
but he thought, “ If

I tell her it is ‘ an excellent copy,’ I shall torn

her head.” So he said, “ Not bad, but you can

do better : try again,” and defaced the copy.

Next day she did better, and the advice and de-

facing were repeated. The third day he really

was STuprised to see what she had done, and took

her as a pupil, on account of her spirit of perse-

verance and willingness to be thorough. She

was now a most distinguished sculptress—Miss

Hosmer—and stood a high chance in the compe-

tition for the design of the national monument
to the late President Lincoln. After his hearers

had mastered first principles, he would urge on

them to turn to the cast, and particularly to the

study of the human figure. Once mastering

that the eye could never go wrong. The better

they drew from the cast, the better designers

they would be. History showed that the very

greatest designers of ornament were very great

painters—Eaffaelle and Benvenuto Cellini. But

even when they could draw from the cast, they

must not throw off selections, and plunge into

picture-galleries to select for themselves ; for

instead of doing good, our museums and picture-

galleries were really likely to do harm to pupils’

tastes. Unless a museum was correctly and

scientifically arranged, it did not point out what

was really good and useful in art, and what was

only curious and interesting on account of the

epoch in which it was produced. In the British

Museum statues and basso-relievos were mixed

up without much discrimination; a little was

done, but even the most practised observer, not

an intelligent connoisseur, would get misled.

The same thing existed in the National Gallery

when works were arranged chronologically : a

chapter of the history of the human mind, of

civilisation, of progress, was presented to the

eye
;
but it did not follow that what was merely

curious was admirable as a copy. He would

further advise them not to begin art as a trade

too soon
;
to pursue art, even when at the head

of domestic establishments, to hold together and

help others taught in the same institution, and

let the school form a nucleus around which mu-

tual interests should be developed. He was

glad to see the attention they were giving to de-

signs for manufacturing purposes. Mr. Samuel-

son had stated, in a recent work on technical

education, that, in consequence of the influence

of the School of Art at Nottingham, the laces of

the town were not only equal to, but superior in

design over, those of all Europe. He was sorry

to hear that the study of wood-engraving had

ceased in the institution, for he believed it would

furnish an important branch in art for the exer-

cise of female talent. Some of the past engrav-

ing produced in the school need not fear compe-

tition, and literary men especially might be of

service to those who took up that branch of

labour. He cautioned them against a false ten-

dency to heaviness in shadows very much encou-

raged of late by certain works from the other

side of the Channel, which, though " taking,”

was not good art. He urged them, as much as

possible, to study from nature, and to study also

modelling, which would teach them au accurate

knowledge of form. He wished that they had

better models, and that the patrons of the insti-

tution would lend, whilst they were out of town,

pictures of value to servo as copies to the stu-

dents. To amateurs he pointed out that art

taken up for pleasure might be made to turn to

a thousand beneficent purposes
;
that it meant

usefulness, and, to the enjoyment of that, happi-

negg—the enjoyment of the beautiful—the gi'eat-

est and purest of all enjoyments. It would fur-

nish constant modes of pleasant occupation,

fresh sources of happiness to oneself and to

others. He instanced the success of an author s

work through the designs made by his wife, the-

illustration of sketch-books, which, unlike the

gushing passages in private journals, might be

kept and shown. He spoke of the use that a

smattering of drawing had been to him at Nine-

veh, of the household elegancies that could be

contrived at small cost, of the influence of the

Beautiful on childhood, and, finally, of the ser-

vice done to a country by the diffusion of taste.

THE CHAPEL OF THE COLLEGE OF
ST. MARY AND ST. NICOLAS, LANCING,

SUSSEX.

A FEW months ago we mentioned that the first

stone of the chapel for this college, where some

300,0001. are to be spent, had been laid, and we
fully described the design.* ,We now give^a

view of the intended chapel and the plan of it,

and briefly recapitulate a few particulars. The

chapel, it will be seen, is on a large scale, and

will probably be a long time in erection. It is

to bo carried up as the funds come in, without,

if possible, stopping the works at all. The
chapel consists of an apaidal choir 170 ft. long,,

inside, and 30 ft. wide, with an ante-chapel of

the same width and 45 ft. long, north and south

aisles, north-western and north-eastern towers,

and a great campanile at the south-west angle

about 350 ft. high. The height frorn^ the choir

floor to the underside of the groining will

be 87 ft. The ground falls greatly from west ta

east, and the total height of the apse to the

ridge of the roof will be about 150 ft. Beneath

the chapel there will be a crypt, 20 ft. in height

in part, and 30 ft. at the east end.

The chapel is intended to serve as a place of

worship for the three great Sussex schools on

occasion of grand gatherings of the college.

Mr. Slater and Mr. Carpenter are the architects.
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THE TECHNICAL INSTEUCTION
MOVEMENT.

Nottingham .—The mayor has distributed the

prizes gained by the students of the Government
Science Classes in this town, at the Mechanics’

Institution, Lincoln-street. There was not a

large attendance. Mr. K. Enfield said he did

not think the classes were doing all the good
that they ought to do in the town. The subjects

that were treated of had a direct bearing on the

local trade, and ho felt sure that many a man in

Nottingham would do his work a great deal

better if he only knew exactly the sense of the

subject he was dealing with. He had very often

regretted that the extraordinary, he would
almost say the unparalleled skill of the mechanics
in Nottingham, should have so little guidance by
scientific knowledge in making them produce

the best possible results, and in making the best

use of the talents they possessed. He had not

the least doubt but that a great number of their

talented mechanics were wasting hours, and
ruining their health, in struggling after matters

which other people had solved before them. It

was a great thing to know, in the first place, the

principles on which they were working, but it

was important also in the second to be ac-

quainted with what other men had done before

them. These things they learned from the sort

of teaching they received at those classes.

Malton.—Mr. Buckmaster has delivered a
public address in the Subscription-rooms here.

Ho spoke strongly of the indifference of the

labouring classes to all questions of social

culture, especially those which required any
intellectual effort. There was also, he said, “ a

great want of sympathy and hearty belief in

education on the part of employers, and the

estrangement and separation of classes was
becoming wider and deeper every day. It is

useless, he said, to throw all the blame on this

class or that class. Every class was responsible

for a state of things which, if not checked by
a deeper and broader Christian philanthropy
and a higher cultivation and refinement of

feeling, will ultimately shake the foundations of

society. My hope of the future, he added, is in

social reforms, in the promotion of education, of

temperance, and co-operation, among those

whose lot it is to live by manual labour.” A
committee to consider how the scheme could be
beat carried out was appointed. Captain W. C.

Copperthwaite, steward to Earl Fitzwilliam,

occupied the chair.

Oldbury.—Mr. A. M. Chance has distributed

prizes and certificates at the National Schools,

Oldbury, to competitors in connexion with the

Science and Art Department. A number of the
certificates were for animal physiology and
others for drawing. Mr. Chance strongly urged
the necessity of improving the education of
working men, and he quoted Switzerland as an
example of a continental country where great
efforts were made for the education of the

humbler classes. Had Switzerland one-fifth of

the resources they in England had, it would
occupy a far higher position in' the industrial

world. In some Continental nations education
was made compulsory, but he doubted whether
Englishmen would consent to bo driven.

THE MAEQUIS OP BUTE ON SCIENCE
AND ART.

This young and powerful nobleman, who only

the other day came of age, has fairly taken the

public by surprise by the sensible and excellent

speech on art and science which he delivered at

the annual distribution of prizes to the students

of the Cardifl' Schools of Science and Art, in

connexion with the free library there. The
Marquis was in the chair. In the course of his

very able speech ho said ;

—

“ Wbat we contend for is, that the nse of art is to make
people better,—to make them better by setting before
their eyes material objects formed in beauty and in truth,
—to take the senses, those gates of death, and to make
them channels for communicating the comprehension of
the beautiful and the true. It is impossible to deny, and
to attempt to deny it would be untrue, that upon the
average man the ever beautiful phenomena ofnature have
a great eti'ect. When the Psalmist gazed in admiration
npon nature, and the feelings which rose within him made
him osclaim, ‘ How wondrous are Tby works, 0 Lord,

—

in wisdom hast Thou made them all !' his was but a sacred
type of the experience of neatly all humanity. There
are, indeed, few, if any, upon whose souls the magnificent
and lovely spectacle of nature has not an ell'ect to elevate,
to purify, secretly, almost unconsciously, to persuade
towards good.”
“Art ]s at present mostly,—I fear I must say almost

always,-remployed for ecclesiastical purposes. There is

hardly a building erected for worship nowadays in which
there is not some attempt made at art. The apostles of

art will endeavour to carry out its principles in their

dwellings, and in the articles of their daily use. The
architecture of houses, particularly of the humbler kind,

is quite deplorable. As for the furniture, crockery ware,
or plate, it is almost impossible to get it good. A rich

man may get a bedstead, or a waahstand, or 'a chest of

drawers in good deal, but only by having it specially

designed. There are few even then who can do the design,

and then there are hardly any; workmen, even in London,
capable of carrying it out nicely. The most lamentable
want of taste is, perhaps, to bo seen in jewellers’ and
silversmiths' ware, and there seems to be most hope about
the glass and china. This state of things is one against

which the lovers of art must struggle, by endeavouring as

much as possible to encourage only the good, or, where
that is not possible, the least bad.

I would now wish to speak of the state of art in Car-
diff. The immense and sudden increase of the town in

material prosperity has been but slightly accompanied by
any development of taste for, and encourgement of, art.

1 am, personally, painfully alive to the fact that the castle

is very far indeed from setting anything like an example
of art. All I can say is, that that is a defect which I hope
to see remedied in time. The establishment of these

schools shows us, I fain hope, the dawning of a better

day. It is a day which all who love art will do their best
to hasten. Ihereis hardly any one who has not got it in

his power to assist in some way in the great apostleship of

art. Every one who builds a house, by endeavouring to

keep the plain principles of art
;
every one who keeps a

shop, bv the manner of its decoration, by the arrange-

ment of his goods, by the character and taste of the wares
themselves

;
every one who lays down a carpet, or papers

a room, or furnishes it, or decorates it—nearly aU have it

in their power to labour in some way or other, however
humbly, for the extension of art, if they have the power
to affect it in any way.”

COMPETITIONS.

Melbourne Chapel, Derbyshire .—Tho trastees,

after consideration, have finally decided upon
the selection of the design tendered in com-
petition by Messrs. Wilson & Wilcox, of Bath,
architects. There were eighty competitors. The
works are to be commenced immediately.

Kensington School District.—The parishes of

Kensington and Westminster jointly are about
to erect new schools at Ashford, Middlesex, for

their pauper children. The following gentlemen
have been invited to send designs : Mr. Thomas
Allom, Mr. Burden, Mr. H. H. Collins, Mr,
P. Fowler, Mr. Williams, and Mr. H. Saxon
Snell. Each competitor is to receive 501., the

one chosen being employed to carry out the

works.

THE SUBURBAN VILLAGE AND GENERAL
DWELLING COMPANY.

The works upon the Loughborough Park vil-

lage, under the new management, are said to be

favourably progressing, giving promise of a

speedy commencement of building operations.

The roads have been marked oat, and contracts

for their construction, with sewers, are being

invited by the directors. Tho proposal is to

establish, on completion, a village capable of con-

taining 7,000 inhabitants, who will have dwell-

ings constructed to secure domestic comfort and
sanitary requirements. The efforts of the com-
pany are directed towards providing for tho work-

ing classes a house of their own,upon better terms

than the ordinary building societies. The scale

of repayments extending to twenty-one years,

gives the opportunity of doing so at a smaller

payment than is generally asked for rent in the

crowded localities of London. A selection of

plots and class of house was made on the 10th
inst., on which occasion all who had paid their

calls or instalments, according to priority had a
choice. Above 100 were chosen, and will bo
taken possession of upon completion.

THE SHEFFIELD CORPORATION BATHS.

A CONTRACT has been entered into by the

Sheflield Corporation with Mr. Sparrow, builder,

Attercliffe, at 1,250Z., for the erection of public

baths. These baths, says the local Independent,

are to be near the Borough Bridge, on land the
property of the Corporation, situated between the
river and the projected new street, which is to be
called New Mowbray-streeb. The now building,

when completed, will comprise, on the ground-

floor, a waiting-room and ticket and towel office,

and a plunge-bath 55 ft. long by 35 ft. broad, or

about twice as big as the one at Glosaop-road

Baths. It will be lined with pressed glazed

bricks, giving the appearance of porcelain. The
water will gradually increase in depth from 4 ft.

at one end to 6 ft. at the other, and wiR be all

the time passing away at the surface through a

sluice valve tap, with wheel. The water will be
renewed twice a week, the waste water being
turned into the sewer. The contents of this

bath, when full, will be about 57,000 gallons, and
the annual consumption will be about 7i million

gallons. At tho aides of the bath there will be
thirty-two dressing-boxes. In the upper story

there will be a living-room and two bedrooms for

the attendants, and twenty-four slipper baths,

supplied with hot and cold water. A gallery on
this story will run round the area of the plunge
bath below. In the roof there will be two tanks,

each 48 ft. 6 in. long, by 5 ft. 6 in. in width, and
3 ft. 6 in. high, and containing about 6,000 gal-

lons of water. The roof will be slated, except

over the plunge-bath, where it will be of glass,

supported on wrought-iron pillars. In the cellar

there will be a room to wash towels, and a boiler

for the supply of hot water.
The frontage of the building will be in the

Italian style of architecture, with arched win-
dows, and doors, and will be built of ornamental
nncoloured brioks, with projecting pillars. The
height, from the ground to the parapet, will be
24 ft.

The contract for the mason’s, joiner’s, and
slater’s work is let to Mr. Wm. Sparrow

;
the

contract for the ironwork (boiler, tanks, and
columns), to Messrs. Newton, Chambers, & Co.,

Thorncliffe Ironworks ;
and the contract for the

plumbing department to Mr. Wm. Bissett. The
whole of the contracts amount to about 2,050Z.

The plans have been drawn up by Mr. S. P.
Holmes, the borough surveyor ;

and Mr. H.
Manrmann, of Mr. Holmes’s office, officiates as
clerk of the works.

BATLEY GAS WORKS.

The district supplied by the Dewsbury and
Batley Gas Company comprises the boroughs of

Dewsbury and Batley, and the townships of

Soothill Upper, Soothill Nether, and Thornhill,

and contains a great number of woollen factories.

The almost unparalleled increase of Dewsbury
and Batley during the last ten years has com-
pelled the Gas Company to enlarge their works by
establishing branch works near Batley, and they

have further increased them this year by the addi-

tion of a telescope gas-holder, 120 ft. diameter and
64 ft. high. The tank is constructed of ashlar,

and puddled; and the work has been executed

by Mr. Brier, of Dewsbury. The gas-holder is

supported by twelve massive cast-iron columns,

tied together at the top by wrought-iron lattice

girders
;

the gas-holder is from the works of

Mr. Benjamin Whitehouse, West Bromwich. A
tar and ammoniacal liquor tank, 52 ft. diameter
and 20 ft. deep, has also been added. The whole
of the works have been erected and constructed

from designs prepared by and under the super-

intendence of Michael Sheard, of Batley, C.E.,

at a cost of nearly 13,000Z.

RAILWAY MATTERS.

For several years past there has been a
project of bridging the Mersey in tho neighbour-

hood of Runcorn, and by so doing reducing tho
distance from Liverpool to London to about four

hours. The site selected for the proposed
bridges was that narrow neck of water which
separates Runcorn from Widnes, and now that

the enormous span of arches which connect both
the Lancashire and Cheshire sides of the Mersey
has been completed, and, in fact, nearly ready

for traffic, a sad mishap has overtaken the exer-

tions of the London and North-Western Railway
Company, by which a long delay will be neces-

sary, before the “ short run” between Liverpool

and London can take place. It appears that for

some time past the parties who were constructing

the bridges over the Mersey were of opinion

that there was a shelving bottom, and that in

order to support the masonry an embankment
of earth, well pressed, was necessary. This

was done, but a few days since the embankment
supporting the Widnes side of tie bridge gave

way. The embankment was made up of a good

deal of clay with an admixture of light soil.

The late heavy rains had, no doubt, washed
away the greater portion of the light soil, and

the clay being thus divided into fissures,

gradually gave way, and while nearly all the

labourers were at dinner, came down with a low

rumbling sound. A singular feature in con-

nexion with this accident is, that one of her
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Majesty’s inspectors of railways had jast in-

spected this portion of the bridge, fourteen

engines having been brought down from Crewe
for the purpose of testing the firmness of the

bridges. The inspector pronounced everything

in proper condition.

The first trial arising out of the Abergele

railway catastrophe has just taken place at the

Manchester Assize. The action was brought on
behalf of the three children of Wm. Townend
Lund, a Blackburn manufacturer, who lost his

life on that melancholy occasion. The liability

was not denied, and the jury assessed the com-
pensation at 1,450J. for each of the three

children of deceased, making a total of 4, 3501.

The traffic receipts of railways in the United
Kingdom for the week ending December 6th,

amounted, on 13,355 miles, to 719,6981., and for

the corresponding week in 1867, on 13,039 miles,

to 689,9751., showing an increase of 316 miles

and of 29,7231.

CONCBETE BRIDGES.

In a description given in the Builder about

three months since, of the works on the Metro-

politan Extension Railway between Paddington
and Brompton, an allusion was made, in pass-

ing, to an interesting experiment in progress

across a wide cutting upon the Metropolitan

District line, near Brompton Station. Weave
now able to report the results of the experiment,

which was to test the tensile power of con-

crete. They are such as seem calculated to

lead to the more extensive use of this descrip-

tion of building material. The structure to

which the test was applied is an arch formed
entirely 'of concrete, of 75 ft. span, and only

7 ft. 6 in. rise. It was 3 ft. 6 in. deep at the

crown, and of a uniform width of 12 ft. The
materials and proportions employed were 6 of

gravel to 1 of Portland cement, and dependence
for cohesion was placed rather upon thorough
mixing of the materials than ramming. The
tests successfully borne by this erection were
170 tons, distributed equally over the top, and
a train of seven trucks, weighing 50 tons, passed

over it. There was practically no deflection

under these weights.

ST. MARTIN’S SCHOOL OF ART.

The annual distribution of the prizes to the

students of Sb. Martin’s School of Art, took

place on the 15th inst., at the school, Castle-

street, Endell-street, Long-acre. It seems that,

at the examination held in March by the Science

and Art Department, eighty-five students pre-

sented themselves, and worked out seventy-nine

papers successfully in geometry, perspective,

free-hand, and model drawing, for which cer-

tificates and twenty-seven prizes were granted.

The works of forty-three students, advanced
and elementary, executed during the year, have
been marked satisfactory. Seven free student-

ships have been awarded for the most satisfactory

works sent up daring the year. Mr. E. F. Clarke

has been awarded the gold medal for architec-

tural design for a cathedral, with dome, in the Me-
dieval style (the gold medal is one of ten offered

by the Department of Science and Art, to be com-
peted for by all the art schools in Great Britain

and Ireland) j the second prize, 51., offered by
the Plasterers’ Company, was gained by George
Jepp, for a design for an ornamental panel.

Lord Houghton, who presided, presented

these and various other prizes to the successful

candidates, and then addressed the meeting

on the faculty of imagination :

—

“What were the elements of art’’ (he asked, in the

course of hia observations)
;
“the foundation and mean-

ingof it ? It was the use of the imagination of mankind.
This was not specially confined to any high or gifcedclass.

Sometimes itwaa to be found among the very lowest class,

who were largely endowed with the faculty of imagination,

There were nations which might be called imaginative
nations as compared with others, and amongst the efforts

and products of that imagination had been the desire

growing up in the human mmd to represent, by means of
drawing and of, he might say, manual exercises, to repre-

sent in the outward world processes which were going onin
the mind and imagination of the individual. 1 here was
no doubt that the very highest faculty of this kind, in

which the most beautiful thoughts were transmuted into

the most beautiful forms, was given by Providence to very
few. It had perhaps in the history career been given
nationally only to one people—to the inhabitants of those
small peninsulas stretching out from Europe into the
Mediterranean, and which now formed the Hellenic king-
dom : that wonderful people, so small as almost to be
politically overlooked—in the general history of the world
almost insignificant, yet, nevertheless, by the emission of

the artistic spirit within them, had rendered themselves

the immortal founders of the greatest artistic truth amongst
mankind. It was that little Greek people whose spirit

they saw represented, imitated, followed, taking all binds

of casual forms, through the whole history of the modem
world.’'

Mr. Digby Wyatb, Mr. O’Neill, and Mr. W.
Lloyd also addressed the meeting, and thanks

were voted to Mr. W. L. Casey, the head master,

and to the Rev. R. G. Maul, the hon. secretary.

A CHRISTMAS CAROL.

Hail, gracious Morn ! Hail, Day of days !

Whereon the Lord of Righteonsnesg,

Compassionating human woe,

And ignorance, and wickedness;

Descended from His “ high estate,”

And came, “ as man with men to dwell,”

Upon this earth He form’d so fair,

But which their passions made a bell.

And having taught, and toil’d, and striven,

To give His people nobler aims

Than self-aggrandisement,—self-love.

With all its gross, debasing claims ;

—

And having shown, by His own life,

The beauty of sweet love and ruth,

He meekly seal’d with His heart’s blood,

His gentle Gospel’s bigh-soul’d truth.

Evil and Sin, indignant, rose,

And strove to qnench this too pure light;

Which shone contrasted with their deeds,

Like clear noonday ’gainst blackest night.

And as, in ages past, they bound
And crncified Truth’s outer shrine,

So now, with thick perverting clouds,

They seek to hide its light divine.

All useless their Satanic wiles !

They with themselves shall pass away;
But God’s pure Word of Truth shall shine

“More brightly to the perfect day.”

And while we celebrate the eve,

That brought th’ Incarnate Word on earth,

We’ll strive to spread abroad the gifts

Bestow’d by this mysterious birth :

By generous heart and open hand

;

By sympathy with snffering man ;

By sorrowing words for his misdeeds
;

But ne’er contempt: for, say who can,

Had he been tempted in like way,
He had pass’d scatbless throngb the fire ?

Yet, while we palliate his faults,

Plant our own virtue-standard higher

;

Remembering that onr Master taught

Each blessing brings a duty, too;

And every talent we receive

Entails a icorfc for us to do.

And if remembrance grow to deed,

With earnest striving to fulfil

His blest commands, then, as in heaven,

So upon earth, is done His will.

Thus may we hope to swell the strain

Of “ Glory be to God on high !”

While “ Peace on earth. Goodwill toward
men,”

Angels re-echo through the sky !

R. F. H.

NEW METROPOLITAN MARKETS.

SiK,—Agreeing in the observations which
have appeared at different times in your paper

on the all-important subject of market supply

and accommodation of the metropolis, I crave

your permission to add a brief suggestion or two
for the benefit of the promoters of such nsefnl

undertakings, the railway companies, and the

public generally, which, I venture to think, will

not be deemed unimportant. The light-traffic

passengers would be stopped by the obstruction

of the goods heavy traffic, which not only wonld

cause great confusion and mischief to the rail-

way, but prove a great nuisance to the neigh-

bourhood of the station, in conveying the goods

from the terminus to the market-place.

An underground branch is the imperative

remedy
;
bnt, to obtain such an expensive ac-

commodation, the market site must be central,

to command the supply from the United King-

dom and abroad ;
if not, the movement in favour

of new metropolitan markets will not come
within the fair scope of commercial enterprise,

because it appears to be lost sight of by the

general promoters of the movement to create

markets in London, that the command of the

supply must necessarily be the principal object

to look to, on the evident principle of no supply
no market. In a word, to command unlimited

supply, you must have corresponding couveni-

enoe and attraction. The markets proposed to

be erected in different quarters of gigantic and
every-day increasing London, should command
the most open, commodiona, and central situa-

tions in their respective localities ; and they

should have underground branch railways at-

tached to them to carry into these their enor-

mous consignments from all quarters of the

interior of the kingdom and the sea-coast, with-

out a moment’s delay or interference with the

passenger traffic of the varioas metropolitan

railways.

Any market proposed to be erected without

realizing these two leading principles,—the one
to command sapply, the other to make the

heavy traffic disappear from the surface, with

the assistance of underground branches,— will

prove, not a public boon, but a great nuisance,

and, judging from recent experience, a frightful

danger, and should be strenuously opposed by
the London metropolitan, railway companies, by
the Legislature, by the vestries, and by the

public in general. We must look to the press

to direct the movement in the right way.
In conclusion, all future markets must have a

branch underground railway ;
and tho first

market to be erected ought to be a great general

market for flowers, fruits, vegetables, meat, fish,

game, and poultry. With such, a market, pro-

vided with all the new requirements of civiliza-

tion, aided by telegraph and railways, an enor-

mous importation into England would take place

of all the richest vegetable products from the

South of Europe, Algeria, &c., which are now
unknown to the generality of the inhabitants of

this wealthy country.

I need scarcely add, that such a change would

operate beneficially in a moral, as well as a phy-

sical sense, in the sumptuary habits of our

middle and working classes. As Brillat-Savarin

has trnly said,—“ Dis-moi ce que iu mange, je

te dirai qui tu es." Belgk.avian.

SKUNCHIONS.

Mb. Powell, in his observations on the Tri-

angular Lodge, Rushton, says (p. 879, ante),

—

“ The sknnchions (shields ?) were from Pipwell.”

The word skunchion, sconcheon, or sountion, is

in daily use among masons in some parts at

least of Scotland, and is applied to the internal

jambs of openings in outside walls, and to the

jambs of openings in inside walls. In the “ Im-
perial Dictionary” it is thus given:—“Scon-
cheon. (Fr. jSconsom.) In architecture a term
probably originally applied to the angle formed
by the meeting of the planes of the window-
jamb, and wall of a room ; but now used to

denote the whole side of any aperture, formed
of roaghly-dresaed stones.”

“ Scoinson,” used to designate tho internal

arch of a window, is evidently the same word.
In rubble walling the senntions are looked

npon as most important members of the struc-

ture,—specified to be out and in bond,—and
nnless closely bedded, so as to correspond in

solidity with the external “ rybets,” or jamb-
atones, the wall is likely to settle more on the

inner face than the outer, and, consequently,

bulge outwards.
From the above you will see that the word

has nothing to do with escntcheons, and the

guesses of your correspondent, and of Parker’s
“ Glossary of Terms,” andElmes’s “ Dictionary,”

are equally at fault. W. R. Cobson.

A BLACK STAIRCASE.

Sib,—In reply to your correspondent “ K. K.”
he can see such a staircase as he mentions at

the Duke of Hamilton’s Palace, at Hamilton, in

Lanarkshire. The staircase I allude to is a large

one, and is built entirely of black marble, highly

polished. The effect is very solemn and imposing,

although, ’’perhaps, somewhat funereal. This

staircase is not the principal one in the palace,

and it was erected by the late dnke—at a very

great cost (my guide mentioned 40,OOOZ.) ;
the

expense having been much greater than was
expected owing to the difficulty in cutting and
polishing the marble,—the same person telling
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me that the polishing of each balnster alone

cost 27J. I cannot vouch for the accuracy of

these statements, but such were the sums men-

tioned to me.
The staircase is one of the great sights in the

palace, and is certainly worth seeing, as well as

the glorious art-collections, brought together

chiefly by the late duke, and embracing many
fine “ old masters,” and a large collection of

objects of vertu, &c.,—an assemblage of art

treasures that would go a great way to make
another South Kensington Museum.

J. S. R.

In reply to “ K. K.,” at the Star Hotel, Lewes,
there is a staircase brought from Slaugham-place

of oak, but as black as ebony. “ K. K.” might

find the staircase worth seeing. London,

Brighton, and South Coast railway. N.

DISTRICT SURVEYORS’ DISTRICTS.

Sir,—

I

t has often occurred to me that if a map of

London were published showing the fifty-eight districts,

and numbered thereon to correspond with the surveyor's

list, it would be found rery useful to the building trade.

The many new districts created of late years, coupled with

the vague information to be obtained from price-books as

to the boundaries of each surveyor’s district, render it

questionable at times to whom “ notice of commencenaent
ofworks ” should be sent. A map of this kind might very

well be attached to all future price-books.
J. B. COLWILL.

with traceried rose window over. The roof of

the nave has moulded tie-beams and king-posts,

with curved moulded braces and wind-braces

:

the total height being 65 ft. The chancel roof

has curved and moulded braces. At the east

end of the chancel is a triplet of broad and lofty

lancets, with an arcaded reredos below. The
whole is built and faced, inside and outside,

with Dumfries stone, and bands of Prudham
stone at the opening of windows, &c. The
paving is of Caithness stone, and the roof-

covering of green Silbethwaite slates. The
tower and spire are 120 ft. high and 18 ft.

square. The lower stage forms the north porch,

and has deeply-recessed and moulded doorways,

with carved tympana. Above are the ringing-

floors, &c. The tower batters slightly, and

rises without buttresses to the doubly-corbelled

cornice under the spire. The belfry-stage has

two simple recessed lancets on each face. The
spire has cusped arches, with arched and
moulded canopies over them, forming, as it

were, a crown round the spire. Many of the

windows are filled with stained glass, by Clay-

ton & Bell, the principal ones being the east

lancets of the chancel and the west lancets and
rose of the nave. The whole of the works have
been executed by Messrs. Crackatone, of Dum-
fries, Mr. Paffrey being the clerk of the works.

THE NEW PUBLIC HALL IN IPSWICH.

ARCHITECTS’ FEES.

In the case of Widdows p. Fuller in the Court of Ex-
chequer, on December 11th, Mr. Grantham appeared for

the plaintiff, and Mr. H. Jamea for the defendaut. This
was an action brought by an architect to recover the sum
of 40L 128. 2d., being the amount of his charges for draw-
ing plans and specifications and making out bills of quan- I

titles for a house proposed to bo built by the defendant
upon some land he had recently purchased at Snaresbrook,
in Essex. The defendant denied that ho had ever given

the plaintiff any instructions to draw out the plans, but
paid 52. into court iu satisfaction of the plaintiff’s claim.
The jury returned a verdict for tho plaintiff for 192. ISs.

beyond tho sum paid into court.

TEE ROMFORD SEWAGE CASE.

This Bill, before Vice-Chancellor Sir J. Stuart, Decem-
ber 10th, was filed to restrain the Local Board of Romford
from conveying the sewage of the town and district into

the river Kom, to the damage or annoyance of the plaintifi’

(Master) and other residents. The case has been on
eeveral occasions before the Vice-Chancellor and the
Master of the Rolls, as Vucaticu Judge, aud the former
had in May last granted au injunction restraining the

Local Board from conveying tho sewage into the river

unless the same was sufficiently deodorised. The plaintiff

dnring the Long Vacation, considering that the Local
Boara were not deodorising the sewage sufficiently, applied

to the Master of the lioils for a sequestration, and his

Lordship made the order, but suspended its enforcement
to give the Local Board a further opportunity of removing
the nuisance. The plaintiff, in Michaelmas Term, applied

to the Vice-Chancellor for leave to enforce the sequestra-

tion, but the application has stood over from time to time,

with a view to an arrangement, the Local Board stating

that they were endeavouring to obtain land at some con-
siderable distance from Romford on which to establish

and carry on permanent works for the purpose of getting
|

rid of the sewage by irrigation. The plaiatitt' now moved
again for a eequestraiion ;

but an arrangement was en-

tered into, with the sanction of the Vice-Chancellor, by
which it was agreed that the cause should be set down
for hearing, pro forma, on the 1st of April, aud that a

decree should then be taken for a perpetual injunction

Testrainiag the Local Board from carrpng the sewage
into tho river, the Local Board having liberty to apply at

Chambers for extension of the time, and undertaking, in

the meanwhile, to use proper means for deodorisation, at

a coat not exceeding 162. a week, if the plaintiff should
require it, to employ his nominee to effect the deodoriaa-

tion, and to pay the plaintiff bis costs of the suit.

ST. JOHN’S, DUMFRIES.

This sew cLarch has been consecrated. It

has been erected from the desigos of Mr.

W. Slater and Mr. R. Herbert Carpenter; and
one of the chief coutribntors to the building

fund is the Duke of Buccleucb. The plan
consists of a wide nave, with lofty clearstory,

and narrow side aisles, square-ended chancel,

and a tower and spire at the north-west angle.

It seats about 700 persons. The nave has five

bays; the arcades are (and, iu fact, the whole
church is) exceedingly simple in character; they
have two orders, in Dumfries and Prudham stone,

resting on cylindrical shafts of Prudham stone,

with carved capitals. The chancel arch has
richer arch-mouldings, resting on three attached
shafts. Each bay of the clearstory has three

lancet lights. The west wall has a great triplet,

The new Public Hall, the principal entrance

to which is from Westgate-street, is now com-
pleted and opened. The site was extensive, and
the frontage on Westgate-street has been
utilised by building houses and shops fronting

the street, whilst the hall has been set back com-
pletely away from the noise of the street traffic.

Mr. Frederick Barnes, of Ipswich, architect, was
employed to make the designs for the buildings,

and in accordance with his plana the Public Hall
and other buildings have been erected.

The main entrance to the hall consists of an
arcade, IS ft. wide and 16 ft. high, with a stained

wooden ceiling, and it is closed at the street by
iron gates. On either side is a polished granite

column, rising from a stone base and ending in

a stone scroll,—placed there, we presume, for

ornament, for they make no pretence whatever :

of supporting anything, not- even the balcony of
j

a club reading-room above. The ball has sitting
|

accommodation for 1,500.

In determining npon the proportions and
general characteristics of the hall, the architect

studied those of St. James’s Hall, London. The
height from floor to ceiling is about equal to tho

width, whilst the length is, within a foot or two,
double the width, the actual figures being,

—

width, 50 ft. in the clear
;
length, on the floor,

98 ft., or from the back of the orchestra recess
|

to tho back of the gallery 126 ft. The hall is
|

divided longitudinally into seven bays by
pilasters, which project 1 in. from tho walls, and
are 30 ft. high from the floor, with enriched
capitals, abovewhich are anentablature and orna-
mental cornice corresponding iu style with the
capitals ofthe pilasters. From the cornice springs
the ceiling, on the arrangement and decoration of
which some care has been bestowed. The ceiling

springing from the cornice spans the width of

the hall in the form of an ellipse, divided by
enriched ribs, corresponding with the pilasters,

into seven bays. Running down the length of
the ceiling are two enriched bands, the orna-
mentation of which, of course, is entirely in cha-

racter with that of the other decorations of the
ceiling : these intersect the ribs which span the
width of tho hall

;
and in each of the seven

centre divisions thus formed is an elliptical dome
18 ft. by 10 ft., and 5 ft. high

;
and from the

centre of each dome is suspended a glass gase-

lier with sixteen jets. The hall is lighted in the
daytime by seven semicircular-headed windows
on each side above the cornice, the ceiling being
formed in arches above them, these arches being
groined into the main elliptical arch, ornamental
perforations being made in the groins to assist

in the ventilation, for which further provision

is made in the centre flowers of the domes of

the coiling. The walla are of a pale pink tint,

and are relieved by white pilasters. All round

the hall is a panelled wainscoting of pine, 6 ft.

high from the floor, having an ornamental cap-

ping and base, and this wainscoting is varnished.

The cornice is white, and its members are picked

ont with vermilion and ultra-marine, whilst the

ceiling is a pale buff or dark cream colour,

slightly ornamented with scrolls and honey-

suckles in claret colour. The colouring was
done by Messrs. Steam & Son, of Ipswich.

The orchestra is at the lower end of the hall,

and is in the form of a niche, 32 ft. wide, 42 ft.

high, and 16 ft. deep, and the platform projeots

10 ft. into the hall, so that from the back of the

recess to the front of the platform is 26 ft. It

is arranged with tiers of seats rising one above

another, with desks, which are fixtures. At
the opposite end of the ball is the gallery, which
extends back over the main entrance lobby, and
the stalls in this gallery form some of the best

places in the hall. The front of the gallery is

serpentine in form, and is divided into panels

filled with ornamental ironwork.

For heating the ball two of Gurney’s stoves

are placed below tho floor close by the orchestra,

and in tho ante-room at tho other end are two
other stoves, all supplied by Mr. C. J. Meadows,
of Ipswich. There are also means for warming
the ante-rooms.

The total coat of the buildings, including the

hall, has been about 14,0001. The contract for

the ball was 4,700Z., but extras have brought the

amount up to about 6,0001. exclusive of the

furniture. Mr. E. Gibbons, of Ipswich, was the

contractor.

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.

B.alesivorth .—In the course of the last ten

years, Halesworth Chnrch has several times

been restored and enlarged, and the last resto-

ration having been completed, the church has

been formally ro-opened. The enlargement wo
have now to notice consists of an addition to the

south aisle, so that the church has now four

aisles and a new south porch, which have been

erected in accordance with the prevailing style

of the bnilding. The walls are faced with flint,

with stone dressings. The interior is filled with

uniform open benches. The nave is narrow, and
is divided into four bays, in the clearstory being

three-light windows, which admit plenty of light,

but are wide for their height. Some attention

should be paid to the clearstory (which, by the

way, extends to the east end of the chancel),

and to the roof of the nave, which is now plas-

tered. The two aisles on the north of the nave

have timber roofs. The windows in the north

aisle have three lights, and are filled with cathe-

!

dral glass, with a narrow edging of clear glass,

I

and those of the new south aisle exactly cor-

respond. Mr. Francis, of London, was the archi-

tect for the newly completed enlargement of the

south aisle (which gives considerable additional

sitting accommodation); the carpenter’s work
was performed by Mr. James Smith

;
the ma-

sonry, (fee., by Mr. R. Balls ; and the glazing, &c.,

by Mr. John Owles, all of Halesworth. The
churchyard, in which there have been no fresh

I

interments since the opening of the cemetery, is

being planted out at the expense of Mr. John
Bead.

Huddersfield.—A new church, at Septon, near

Huddersfield, has been consecrated. The site

on which the church is erected is Septon Cross,

and has been given by Mr. A. F. Beaumont, M.P.,

together with a plot of land for a parsonage-

house, and a sum of 300L towards the invest-

ment fund. The style of architecture is the
Early English. The accommodation in the

edifice is, for adults, 328, and children, 14t. The
coat is estimated at 3,800Z., and there are 300Z.

to be raised.

Bailey .—A new church has been consecrated
here by tho Bishop of Ripon. It stands on an
elevated site nob far from the Baths, Batloy. It

is dedicated to St. Thomas, and has cost about
6,000Z. The structure consists of nave, side

aisles, chancel, tower and spire, is an example of

tho Geometric Decorated Gothic, and has been
erected from the designs of Mr. Sheard, of

Batley, architect. The nave is 52 ft. high, 75 ft.

long, and 23 ft. wide, and the chancel 33 ft. long

by 20 ft. in width, the former being divided into

five bays. The tower is 20 ft. square, at the

south-west corner of the nave, and 150 ft. high

to the top of the vane. On the north side of the

chancel is the organ-chamber and vestry. The
material used in the construction of tho bnilding

is delph stone from the local quarries for the

walls, and Finsdale stone for the dressings. In-

ternally the woodwork is of deal, stained, and
varnished, the roof open-timbered, and the seat-

ing accommodation is in open stalls. The
capitals of the columns of the nave, supporting

the clearstory, are carved. The cost of the

strneturo and fittings is some 6,OOOZ., part of

which araonnt has still to be raised. The con-
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tractors for tlie various works required in tlie

erection of the church were Messrs. Copley &
Co.j masonry ; Joah Willans, joinery

; J. Hey,
plastering; Thornton & Thompson, slating; and
J. H. Senior, plumbing, ifcc. A feature of the
church is the painted east window, of five lights,

presented by Mr. Michael Sheard, the architect,

in memory of his daughter Gertrude. The artists

were Messrs. A. & W. H. O'Connor, of London.
Sheffield.]—The work of restoring Beighton

Church commenced about fourteen months ago,

and so little remains except the tower of the

original structure that it may almost be said to

have been rebuilt. The gallery at the west end
has been removed, and the western arch thrown
open. The high-backed pews have been replaced

by open benches of pitch-pine stained. Nearly
tho whole of the interior fitting of the church
has been renewed. The floor of the chancel,

which has been raised, is laid with Minton’s
tiles. The ancient entrance to the “ Rood Loft,”

which was discovered when the plaster was being
removed, has been restored. A Norman arch
over the pointed arch separating the nave from
the chancel was discovered, and has been rebuilt

after the style of the original, except that the
mouldings are of a richer character. The screen
between the north aisle and the vestry, which is

made of the old oak taken from the roof of the

church, is carved. At the west end of the south
aisle a stained glass window has been placed

by a parishioner. The peal of six bells has been
re-hung, as it was found the woodwork was
much decayed. The Tndor roof has been re-

placed by one raised to the original pitch, and
the north door, which has been closed more
than half a century, has been thrown open. The
architect was Mr. Eollinson, of Chesterfield, and
tho contractors for the whole of the work were
Messrs. Ash & Clayton, of Sheffield.

Swansea.—The Seamen’s Church has been
opened for divine service. The new building,

which is of Norman style, was designed by Mr.
B. Bucbnall, architect. It is a plain building.

The church will accommodate about 300 people,
and the entire cost of erection, including in-

ternal fittings, is about 9251. The work was
commenced last April, the Messrs. Bucknall
being the builders.

Dulwich.—Since 1858, when Dulwich College

came under a new r4gime, much of the land

belonging to it at South Dulwich has been built

upon. The old chapel has been found to offer

insufficient church accommodation for the in-

creasing population, and the governors of the

college, therefore, gave a site for, and 1,5001.

towards, a new church and parsonage. The
residents contributed liberally, and Mr. Tite,

M.P., gave 1,0001. The new church,—Gothic,

of the thirteenth century, designed by Mr.
Barry, of the firm of Banks & Barry, and built

by Messrs. Perry & Co., of Stratford,—is dedi-

cated to St. Stephen, contains 550 sittings, and
may be enlarged to hold 180 more persons. It

has been consecrated by the Bishop of Mauritius,

acting for the Bishop of Winchester. The church
has cost 7,9301., and tho debt before consecra-

tion was 2,5701.

Bradford.—A meeting of the Bradford Church
Building Society has been held for the purpose
of taking steps for completing the fund for the

erection of another new church in this town.

Mr. H. W. Ripley, M.P., has presented a site of

ground for a new church at Ripleyville, a suburb
of the town, and the society intend to erect

thereon a new church in memory of the late Mr.
Charles Hardy, brother of the late Home Secre-

taiy. The sum of 2,5001. had been already

offered in donations, and a sub-committee was
appointed to collect a similar sum in other

donations. The society has already been instru-

mental in erecting eight churches in the town in

as many years, and it is intended to complete
the original scheme of ten churches.

Shoitisharn.—The work of restoring the parish

church has this year been carried a step further.

The tower has now beeu i-estored from top to

bottom, a new string - course parapet and
coping being added, and a new west window,
together with four belfry windows, inserted.

The old porch on the south side has been pulled

down, and a new one substituted. The south
wall, nave, and chancel have been refaced

;
four

new windows (in the Early English and Early
Decorated styles), have been put in—three in

the nave and one in the chancel
;
and new plain

oak doors have been placed in the nave and
chancel, Tho work done to the church daring
something like a year and a half has cost about
1,2001., and the expense will be defrayed chiefly

through the liberality of the rector, by whom a

new commodious school-room is now being built.

Tho whole of the new work was executed by
Mr, Henry Luff, of Ipswich, builder, under the

supervision of Mr. Edward Hakewell.
Kilmington .—The parish church of St. Mary,

after having undergone extensive enlargement
and repairs, has been re-opened for public wor-
ship. A north aisle, opening into the nave by
means of four arches on octagonal pillars, has
been added. Old pews, with high straight backs,

have been supplanted by benches of stained

deal, and a new roof of open woodwork has been
placed over the entire building. The flooring

has been entirely renewed, the aisles being paved
with encaustic tiles supplied by the Poole Pot-

tery Company. A heating apparatus, by Haden,
has been placed under the floor of the central

aisle, near the west end. The organ and choir

occupy the south transept. The tower is sepa-

rated from the nave by a new screen of pitch

pine, and a new pulpit of carved oak has been
placed on the north side of the chancel arch.

The works have been carried out^ by Messrs.
Clark, of Bruton, under the directions of the
architect, Mr. St. Aubyn, of London. Tho esti-

mated cost is 1,200^

DISSENTING CEURCH-BUILDING NEWS.

Birkenhead. — The Hamilton Presbyterian
Church, situated in Laird-street, Birkenhead,
has been opened for divine service. The site, at
the junction of Laird-street with the Upton-
road, prevented the use of side windows, there

being sufficient land only for the erection of the
building itself. The architect was consequently
obliged to adopt the mode of lighting from the
roof by means of clearstory windows. These run
throughout the entire length, supported upon the
principals. The roof is in one span, without
columns or supports. In addition to the clear-

story lights there are windows at each end of

the building. The church is 68 ft. long by 42 ft.

wide, and 40 ft. high to the ceiling. The floor

space, together with a gallery at one end, gives
sitting accommodation for 620 persons. The
gallery is approached by two staircases from
Laird-street, and the principal entrance and ves-

tibules are also from that street. The style is

Late Geometric Gothic. The principal elevation

to Laird-street is entirely of the stone of the
neighbourhood, with a little red stone, in bands
and arches, introduced to give effect. The sides,

which may ultimately be built against, are of

plain brick. There is a temporary vestry at the

back, where it is contemplated at some future

time to erect a lecture-hall and keeper’s house,

land having been left for that purpose. The
heating has been effected by a hot-water appara-
tus supplied by Mr. Clarke, and the contract for

all the other works has been carried out by
Messrs. R. Anderson & Sons, under the superin-

tendence of Mr. James N. Crofts, architect. Mr.
Turnbull was the clerk of works. The site is the
gift of Mr. John Laird, M.P.; and the coat of the
building and other expenses (about 2,500Z.) have
been nearly all provided by contributions from
friends to church extension of all denomina-
tions.

Macclesfield .— The Park Green Chapel has

been re-opened, after cleaning and repair, with

alterations to accommodate an increased number
of Sunday scholars. The ohapel is lighted with
Kidd’s patent bydro-carbon light, furnished by
Messrs. Rigby & Son, of Manchester. The old

burners have been removed, and it is found that,

with a considerably less number, a much better

light is obtained by the new process, which is a

simple and inexpensive one. Each light is sup-

plied with a carburetter charged with an inex-

plosive carburetting fluid, the heated vapour
from which mixes with the gas, increasing the

light whilst greatly reducing the consumption
and cost of gas.

Cullercoats .—The foundation-stone of a Primi-

tive Methodist chapel and school-rooms at Cul-

lercoats has been laid. The present building,

which projects considerably into the road, having
been found to be too small, the Duke of North-

umberland placed a suitable site at the disposal

of the trustees, on the understanding that the

present structare would be removed after the

erection of the new premises. The new building

is to be entirely of stone, and in the Gothic

style. Accommodation will be provided for

nearly 400 person^.. The whole of the seats will

be open, and a convenient platform will bo affixed

at the west end. The school-room will accom-

modate from 300 to 400 children. Mr. Thomas

Oliver, of Newcastle, is the architect, under
whose superintendence the work will be carried

out. Mr. Henry Andrews is the clerk of the

works, and Mr. Thomas Turnbull, of Birtley, is

the sole contractor.

Stockton .—A new Methodist Connexion Chapel
in Norton-road has been opened for divine wor-
ship. The new chapel measures 41 ft. by 35 ft.

It is to accommodate 500 sitters, and has school

and class rooms attached which will further

accommodate 300. The whole cost of the pre-

mises will be 1,500Z.

STAINED GLASS.

St. Ma')ffis, Collaton (Torquay).—The churoh
of St. Mary the Virgin, Collaton, near Paignton,

has recently had an east window, placed in

memory of the Rev. J. R. Hogg, the founder of
the church, by his widow. In the three principal

lights of this window are represented,—1. Our
Lord bearing the Cross ;

2. The Crucifixion

;

and 3. St. John leading away the Virgin

Mother to his own Home. In the central com-
partment is also introduced the figure of St.

Mary Magdalene, bending low at the foot of the

cross ; and in the first compartment those of the

other two Maries. The two quatrefoils above are

filled with representations of angels
;
and the

highest quatrefoil with the emblem of the Lamb
of God. A small separate light near the roof

contains the emblem of the Virgin. In the first

compartment the palm-tree appears, and in the

last the sycamore. The work was designed and
executed by Messrs. Ward & Hughes, of London.

St. George's, Ramsgate.—A stained-glass win-

dow has been placed recently in the north aide

of this church, in memory of the late Mr. M. A.
Daniel, eldest son of Mr. M. F. Daniel, and

late midshipman on board her Majesty’s ship

Shannon. The window was prepared by Messrs.

Warrington, of London, and is executed in the

architectural style of the fifteenth century. The
canopy consists of the passion - flower, the

blossoms being blended with leaves. The sub-

ject of the drawing is taken from 1 Samuel i.

On one side the scene delineated is the death of

Jonathan, while upon the other side a messenger
from the battle-field is represented as showing
to King Saul the crown lately worn by his royal

son, the sight of which causes him to weep. The
inscription (in Elizabethan characters) at the

foot of the memorial, is written in steel grey,

with initials in gold.

Knareshorough Church.—A window has been

placed in the south aisle of the parish church of

Knareshorough, in memory of the late Mr. and
Mrs. Powell. The subjects represented are the

six works of mercy mentioned in Matthew xxvi.

37, 38, 39, 40,—Feeding tbe hungry, giving

drink to the thirsty, receiving the stranger,

clothing the naked, visiting the sick, and the

prisoner. The window has been designed and
executed by Messrs. O’Connor.

St. Cuthhert's, Carlisle.—A stained-glass win-

dow has been presented to this church by Mr.
Ferguson, of Carlisle. It has been executed by
Messrs. Ward & Hughes, of Loudon, under the
superintendence of Messrs. Cory & Ferguson, of

Carlisle. The window consists of three panels,

or compartments, surrounded by a gemmed bor-

der. In the lowest of the panels is a represen-

tation of the Stoning of St. Stephen ;
the middle

one is devoted to the subject of tho Conversion

of St. Paul, after Dayes’s picture; while in the

top compartment is the figure of St. Paul,

preaching from the Areopagus at Athens. The
circular bead, surmounting the whole, is of

pattern glass, to accord with the pictures, the

prevailing tone of which has been made some-
what dark in consequence of the proximity of

buildings outside, but the sombre hues are fre-

quently relieved by the brighter tints of ruby
and blue.

Walker Church, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.— This

church has jnst been enriched by the insertion

of two memorial windows of stained glass, from

Mr. Baguley, of Newcastle. They are Early

Pointed in character. One contains the ” Parable

of tbe Good Samaritan,” the other, “ Our Saviour

Blessing Little Children,” with an angel be-

neath. Both subjects are surmounted by cano-

pies of foliage. The windows are erected at tho

west end of the church, which has just been

enlarged and re-opened.

Banbury Church.—A memorial window, de-

signed by Messrs. Heaton, Butler, & Bayne, of

London, has lately been placed in this church, in

memory of the late Mr. Eagene Spmney, Mus.
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Bac. Oxon, organist of the church. This window
ia set up by the choir, with the help of friends
and pupils.

St. Patricks, Hove {Brighton ).—A large me-
morial window has just been placed in this
church. It is from designs by Mr. Butterfield,
of London. The subject is suggested by the
words—“ For they drank of the rock that fol-

lowed them, and that Eock was Christ,” which
appear below. In the centre (the window is one
of three lights) stands the figure of Moses in the
act of striking the rock, from which is flowing
water, with which the surrounding figures are
quenching their thirst. The tracery of the win-
dow is filled only with geometrical designs : the
absence of subject in the upper part serving to
bring the main subject more prominently for-
wai*d.

Rigpon Cathedral .—It is intended to erect a
atained'glass window in Eipon Cathedral, as a
tribute of esteem and veneration to the late
Archbishop of Canterbury. Upwards of lOOh
were subscribed at the meeting towards the cost
of the window. The deceased prelate was the
first Bishop of Eipon.

British Almanac and Companioyi, 1869.

CnAKLEs Knight’s little volume still stands at
the head of the almanacs. It is as full of in-
formation “as an egg is full of meat.” The
Companion ” includes good papers on “ Free

Public Libraries of Great Britain,” by W. E.
Axon

;
“ The Exhibition of National Portraits,

1868” by James Thorne; “ Technical Education
at Homo and on the Continent,” by John
Plnmraer

; and the uenal account of “ Archi-
tecture and Public Improvements.” We take a
passage from the paper on technical education

:

oiir_ preaent defective syetera, a good
seientifie education ia not beyond the reach of the work-man who, poaaeaaing a fair amount of primary knowledge
perseveres in Lia attempts to reach the higher branches'
At the present time, in Botallaclc Mine, near the Land's
End, is a young working miner who recently carried offwe gold metal in MineraloCT in the eiamioation of the
Department of Science and Art. It is such men whom
employers naturally select for the post of foremen. They
might not alfvays be so fortunate, bnt they would altvays
stand in the foremost ranks of the artisan eornmnnity.
Mr. Kitson, describing an ironworks manager, procured
by him from Frauce, said that the man in question was a
«ood mathematician and a good chemist. He understood
the theory of mechanics, as well as the practice of it • hewas also a thorough draughtsman. As a inetallnrgist.

n .1“ oi' chemistry, he was superior to
all the other managers. The value of such mon in our
industrial processes is incalculable. It has been stated by
a competent authority, that it would be worth the whUo of
the Birminghm jewelry trade to give 2,000t. per annum
to a man like Dr. Percy, for the purpose of inducing him
to reside in that town. A more scientific manner of

pictures, though not beyond criticism, are well
calculated to impress on young minds the lead-
ing incidents in the history of the country.
“ The Child’s Picture Book of Wild Animals ”

(Eoutledge) is another set of prints, in colour,
by Kronheim, each with a simply-written (the
long words divided) and amusing account.
The pictures are open to the objection that each
animal being drawn to fill a page, the wolf is
made to look as big as the elephant, the leopard
as large as the tiger. A few words, however, to
the young recipients of the book will set this
matter right. Still turning over the products
of the Broadway, Ludgate, we pick out “The
Doctor’s Ward," by the author of tho “ Four
Sisters,” as an amusing tale for girls ; and “ The
Boy Foresters,” as calculated innocently to
amuse their brothers. Nor will we omit to men-
tion “ The Child’s Illustrated Poetry Book” (well-
known simple rhymes), and the “ Adventures
of Joshna Hawsepipe, Master Mariner.”
“ Meny Tales for Little Folk ” (Lockwood &
Co.), is a pretty little volume of well-known
tales, such as the White Cat, Tom Thumb, and
the Fair One with the Golden Locks, edited by
Madame de Chatelain, and illustrated with some
200 little woodents. “Mary’s Every-day
Book of Useful and Miscellaneous Knowledge,”
by Frances E. Burbnry (Longmans, Green, &
Co.), has instruction for its chief object, but the
matter is so put together and mixed up with
illustrative stories, as to be amusing reading for
the children for whom it is intended. A little
book of “ Qnestions on Mary’s Every-day Book,”
is published separately, and will be found useful
by instructors. “The Mark” is the title of
the Christmas number of Tlie Quiver, published
by Cassell & Co., and contains some interesting
stories with illustrations. The Christmas
number of London Society,” too, will amuse
the readers for whom it is intended. The older
folks find the typo a Icetle small.

Htisriltairia.

New Building Act.

—

The Metropolitan Board
of Works has approved of the action taken by
the Building Act Committee in having prepared
and inserted in the proposed draft Bill for
the Amendment of the Building Act, certain
clauses relative to the inspection and super-
vision of public buildings, the flagging of streets
less than 40 ft. wide, and the inspection of the
formation of new streets.

Accidents.—While a plumber was looking
after his tools at the vitriol works, Cattedown,
Plymouth, he fell into a pan of boiling oil of

uiauurr oi con- ! vitriol, and was so dreadfully burnt that he
wo^feX™

I ferward. died The beiiera were aet
^“® “8t®oco'Til!sn£ace. By an improved scientific method Protected by rails. While a slater was walk-

being
!

ing on the roof of a house in Oswaldtwiatle.

new process. Another instance, even raoie suegestive is i

the ground, a depth of 30 ft. to 40 ft. He was
fnrniBhed by Dr. Percy. He states that one of the most

i'

terribly mutilated, and death ensued in a very

miherto the Swedes and Germans thooght they had that
process entirely to themselves, but it was taken up by -

friend ol h:s, who laid the foundation of tho system no
generally employed in the town.”

We have the same quarrel with the review of
architectural progress as on some former occU'
eions for the absence of the slightest acknow-
ledgment of groat indebtedness (almost neces-
earily) to our own columns.

TAEIOEUM,
Tho yearly part of “ The British Workman,”

for 1868, includes a number of large and remark^
able wood-engravings

; as good, indeed, as any-
thing of the kind that ia to be had, and at a cost
almost nominal. The coloured print of an Indian
Prince that forms the cover is an excellent work.
The publishers of the "British Workman”
(Seely & Co., and Partridge) also issue “ The
Band of Hope Eeview,” “ The Infant’s Maga-
zine,” “The Children's Friend,” and some other
similar publications, all noticeable for the very
good wood-cuts, in their several degrees, with
which they are illustrated. Foremost amongst
the numerous books for children, old and young,
that have been published this year by Messrs!
Eoutledge & Sons, must be placed “Pictures of
English History,” ranging from the earliest
times to the present period, and comprising no
fewer than ninety-three pictures, four on a qnarto
page, printed in colours by Kronheim, and
accompanied with a familiar description. These

slating work, but was anxious to teach his son
tho trade, and was engaged in doing so when
he foil.

The Delay in the Completion or the
Holhoen Viaduct.—There are still great com-
plaints on this subject. At a meeting of the
Court of Common Council, Mr. Deputy Fry made
a statement which was not satisfactory to those
by whom the complaints had been originated.
Mr. Henry Potter, of Farringdon-street, on be-
half of the aggrieved parties, writes ;

“ Our com-
plaint was,—Ist. That many months have elapsed
without anything comparatively being done to

complete the viaduct. The piers for the bridge
across Farringdon-street were finished more than
twelve months ago, yet to this day there is no
appearance of the bridge. So with other por-
tions of the work. “2nd. That no adequate
provision had been made for the public during
the progress of the works. Because many
months ago they might have opened the footway
on the south side of the viaduct, east and west of
Farringdon-street, by erecting, at a small ex-
pense, temporary staircases to each side of
Farringdon-street, and thus have enabled the
public to avoid the danger of passing amongst
the vehicles where now they have twice in the
length of 100 ft. to do so. And in a street which
will be 80 ft. wide when finished, all the passen-
gers have to get through openings 3 ft. 2 in. wide
as best they can, making it so bad for trade in
the immediate neighbourhood as almost to ruin
all retail businesses.”

G’AS.—The Bath Gas Company have decided
to reduce the price of their gas 6d. per 1,000 ft.,

viz., from 3s. 6d. to 33. Tho company have also
agreed to reduce the charge for the public lamps
5 b. for each lamp per annum. The inaugura-
tion of the new gasworks at Brandon, which
have just been completed, was celebrated by a
pnblic dinner at the Chequers Inn. The works
have been erected under the personal direc-
tion and superintendence of Mr. Wilton, late
chief gas engineer to the Continental Union
Gas Company, who happened to come to reside
at Brandon for the benefit of his health, just
at the time of the formation of the Gas Com-
pany, and who offered his services as engineer
gratuitously.

New Propelling Power for Street Bail-
way Cars.—A Detroit gentleman, named Wilder,
has recently invented a new propelling power
for street-cars, concerning which the Detroit
Free Press says :—Mr. Wilder’s invention is
destined to revolutionise the whole system of
street-railroad appliances for attaching a loco-
motive engine to the forward car in such a
manner that neither steam, smoke, nor cinders
can escape; and the noise made by the machi-
nery is not so great as that produced by the
working of a Wheeler & Wilson’s sewing-
machine. The boiler is located npon the plat-
form, and occupies a apace of 20 in. in diameter,
with an altitude of 3 ft., while the engine is
completely hidden under the body of the car,
and protected from dnsb, frost, snow, &c., by a
casing of wood and galvanized iron. All four of
tho wheels of each car are driving-wheels. The
engine has a capacity of G-horse power

;
and, as

tho shaft makes two and a half revolutions to
one revolution of the wheels, the latter will
reach lo-horse power. This increase of force is

calculated to be of great advantage in starting
the car and in turning corners. The economy
of working, by comparison with horse-cars, ia
said to be great.

Opening of New Co-operative Buildings.

—

At Allerton, the co-operative principle, which
was introduced into tho village of Allerton little

more than a year ago, is evidently making pro-
gress. A provision-shop was at first opened upon
a small sc^o, and now, upwards of 400 shares at
11. each having been taken up, the business has
increased to such an extent that their receipts
will amount to at least 501. a week. The society,
finding that they required more accommodation,
decided upon the erection of new premises in
which to carry on their business, and these
buildings are now completed and opened. The
site is in the centre of a rapidly increasing popu-
lation. There is a spacious room on the ground
floor, 24 ft. 6 in. by 31 ft. 6 in., which will be
nsed as a store-room. The next floor, which is

of the same dimensions, ia what will be the sale-
shop. There is also a large room, which ia

intended for public meetings, lectures, concerts,
&c. In the rear of these premises, and in con-
nexion therewith, there are three cottages. The
architect was Mr. James Bairstow

; and the
following were the contractors :—Messrs. Jewett
& Jackson, masons

;
Mr. Thomas Lnnd, joiner

;

Mr. J. Firth, plumbing; Mr. John Hill, slater

;

Messrs. J. Noble & Co., painters; Mr. J. Atkin-
son, plasterer. The total coat of this erection is

1,0001. A large building, called aCo-operative
Hall, has been opened at Cleckheaton. It is the
property of the Cleckheaton Industrial Self-Help
Society, and is situated in the most central part of
this thriving little town. Tho building has a front-
age to the street of 58 ft. in length, and its height
is 4-8 ft., there being four stories, including the
cellaring, which will be used for the warehousing
of goods. On the next floor there are four shops
for the fonr branches of business carried on,
namely, one for the shoemaker, another for the
batcher, another for the draper, and another for
the grocer. The third floor consists of large
show-rooms, and the top story is one spacious
room, which will be nsed for public meetings,
concerts, lectures, &o. This room is capable of
accommodating 600 people, and will supply a
desideratum which has long been felt. It is

lighted by gas, four chandeliers being suspended
from the ceiling, and is ascended by a wide
staircase, the entrance being in the front. All
the rooms are heated by hob air. The building

is erected in a mixed style of architecture.

Mr. S. Overend, of Dewsbury and Cleckheaton,
was the architect. The contractors were Messrs.
Drake & Hartahead, masons

;
Mr. Jonathan

Allott, Cleakheaton, joiner; Mr. Joseph Morton,

Cleckheaton, plasterer
;
and Mr, Wm. EatcUffe,

Cleckheaton, plumber.
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The ABJtoLK at South Kensington.—

T

he

Meyrick coUectioDj of which we gave an ac-

coant in onr last, will be open to the pnblio

on this, Saturday, the 26th inst.

Sanitary Condition of Falmouth.—An in-

quiry instituted by the Government has been

held during the last few days. After hearing

evidence, Mr. Taylor, the inspector proposed

that the town and parish boards should amalga-

mate for the purpose of sewerage, and then they

could work without the loss of time entailed by

a divided jurisdiction. He further advised the

local authorities to drain without delay, and to

avoid draining into the harbour if possible, adopt-

ing in preference a system of irrigation by pump-
ing up the sewage for that purpose.

Siam.—The acting British Consul at Bangkok,

Mr. Alabaster, reporting to the Foreign-office on

Siam in 18G7 says,—There must have been a

very considerable importation of British ma-

chinery, but the greater part of it was not

reported for duty, being for the Government and

ministers. A large sugar-mill and distillery, a

saw-mill, British ship-yard, and dry dock have

been in operation throughout the year. Iron

bridges have been erected over some of the

creeks. Gasworks have been constructed in the

palaces of the king and prime minister. A new
steam rice-cleaning mill has been added to the

four large mills already existing.

Mr. M. Dighy Wyatt.—Mr. Bigby Wyatt is

not yet knighted, but is about to be so,—pro-

bably at the next Privy Council. In reply to

some inquirers, the immediate ground for the

bestowal of this honour is the work done in

buying, selling, negotiating, building, &c., dur-

ing his tenure of office (to the extent of con-

siderably beyond a million sterling in amount),

for his India Office roasters
;

but no one will

doubt that what he did for the 1851 Exhibition,

and his other labours towards spreading abroad

a knowledge of art, assisted in causing the

proposition to be well received at Court. We
cordially congratulate Mr. Wyatt on this well-

deserved recognition of abilities, and continuous

efforts in a right direction.

Twenty-six Persons Killed in a Church.

—

A violent storm broke over Belgium a few days

back, and committed great ravages in almost all

the towns in the kingdom. At Tournai the roof

of the townhall was partly carried away ;
at

Namnr some lives are said to have been lost ;
at

Mons chimneys were blown down and honses

damaged, and several booths from the fair field

were carried away
;
at Bruges the church, the

hospital, and the theatre, in addition to some
factories and private dwellings, suffered con-

eiderably. Also at Fritzlar, near Cologne, the

tower of the church was blown down during

mass, and several persons buried under the ruins.

Sixteen corpses had already been got ont, but

ten more were known to be still there.

Kew Discovery IN Gun-cotton.—It has been ’ Punishment for Embezzlement op Trade

discovered, in the course of some experiments at ,
Union Funds.—At the Central Criminal Court,

the War-office Chemical Establishment, Wool- a bricklayer, of the name of William Blackburn,

wich, that gun-cotton fired by concussion exerts
[

has been sentenced, under the new Act, to six

a force equal to that of nitro-glycerine, or nearly
I

months’ imprisonment, with hard labour, for

ten times that of gunpowder. Thus, whereas
j

embezzling the funds of the Operative Brick-

gun-cotton fired by simple ignition, puffs off layers’ Society, of which he was treasurer. The

harmlessly when unconfined, exerting no de-

structive force whatever upon the body upon
which it may be resting, the same quantity of

gun-cotton exploded by concussion will shatter

blocks of granite, break up thick iron plates, and

blow down or destroy any body in contact with it.

Wells Cathedral.—After the fall of two

niches or canopies in the west front, which took

place in the early part of this year, Mr. Ferrey,

the diocesan architect, was requested to make
a careful survey of that portion of the building.

His report states that, owing to decay, naturally

resulting from the lapse of six centuries, toge-

ther with the imperfect reparations in times

past, this marvellona work of architectural and

sculptural art is in imminent peril. It is difficult

to form an exact estimate of the cost of restora-

tion, but it is calculated that from 5,000i. to

6,cook will be required properly to repair (with-

out replacing statues) the characteristic features

of this “grand screen.” Wo believe that the

Dean and Chapter are also very desirous to make
a fitting restoration of the Chapter-room.

Total Immersion of the celebrated Salt-

mine of Wieliczka.—The famous salt-mine of

Wieliczka, ten miles from Cracow, which has

hitherto brought a net revenue to the Austrian

Government of upwards of 6,000,000 florins

(60O,000L), is threatened with total destruction

by a stream of water. The mine contains a sub-

terranean village of about 1,000 inhabitants.

The water flowed at the rate of 120 cubic feet a

minute, and had already almost filled the lower

passages, rapidly dissolving the salt. These

passages contain extensive stables and provision

magazines, decorated with statues of salt, which

used to be illuminated on festive occasions. The
latest acconntSjaccordingto the Pall Mall Gazette,

state that the walls which were to have pre-

vented the further inroads of the water were

nearly finished when it was suddenly observed

that rills already worked their way right round

them. In a very brief apace it reached the

height of 70 ft.
;
and about 4.0 ft. more, which by

this time, no doubt, have long been filled up,

were all that were required to complete the total

immersion.

The Eestoration of Bath Abbey.— The

Duke of Cleveland presided over a meeting of

the citizens of Bath, held recently, at the Guild-

hall, for the purpose of promoting this object.

After an address from the Chairman, the Kev.

Prebendary Kemble, the rector, read a report,

which states that,

—

prisoner had absconded on the day after the

passing of the Act of last session, leaving a de-

ficiency of 111., part of which he admitted he

had appropriated to his own purposes, and the

remainder, he said, he had lost.

A Chapel Blown Down.—Daring a strong

gale recently, the new Wesleyan chapel, just

erected (but not quite finished), at Littlemoor,

Pudsey, was blown down. The roof, which

was covered with blue slates, was first blown

down, carrying with it the side walls and the

floors. The end walls were left standing, but

one of them was considered so dangerous that

steps were taken immediately for removing it,

by order of the architect, Mr. C. E. Taylor. The
foundation stone was laid on the 2nd of May.
The damage is roughly estimated at 4001. to

5001.

Lessons from Gravestones.—Few botanists

have paid any attention to our rock-loving

lichens, consequently the literature of the sub-

ject in this country is at a very low ebb. This is

greatly to be regretted, for the beautiful party-

coloured films and patches of vegetation so com-

mon on architectural remains and exposed rocks

are well worthy of close study. Lichens are

known to be amongst the first objects which

disintegrate rocks and stones, but the time re-

quired for their germination and growth has

long been a vexed point. Recently an English

botanist has hit upon the idea of noting the

growth of lichens upon the dated monuments
and gravestones of country cemeteries, and has

found that it requires a period of twenty ye^s
for a lichen to acquire a moderate or adult size

on a squared stone j
the growth of these pretty

rosettes of gray and yellow colour, so ornamental

to onr architectural remains, is, as might have

been expected, excessively slow.

Opening of Barrows near Bridlington.

—

The open weather has permitted the Rev. Canon

Greenwell, of Durham, and others, to carry out

a full examination of two of those rare “ long-

barrows,” which are now generally regarded as

being the places of sepulture of the earliest (or

long-headed) race of Britons of which traces

have hitherto been found. The first barrow,

which was upon the Dotteril Park, on the estate

of Lord Londesborough at Rudston, near Brid-

lington, yielded but one long-headed burial, and

that at the east end. The barrow, however, had

been used by a later round-headed race for

burial. With one body was a very peculiarly

formed (bowl-shaped) urn, but the barrow

yielded very little pottery, and but few flints.

“ The aabstitution of a stone groininp in the naTe and i The second borrow was upon the estate of Mr.

its aisles for the plaster ceilings of Bishop Montague is Creyke (of Eawcliffe), near Rudston. It oon-
now very nearly completed, and^

tained many broken-up bodies, of which it wasLead.—The quantity of lead ore raised and

sold in the United Kingdom last year was
93,432 tons, of the value of 1,158,0661.; the

quantity of lead produced was 68,441 tons, of

the value of 1,337,5091. ;
and the quantity of

silver obtained was 805,394 oz., of the value of

215,4001. About two-thirds of the production

of lead are obtained in England, about a fourth

in Wales, and the remainder in Scotland, Ireland,

and the Isle of Man. The mean price of lead

ore at the Holywell sales in 1867 (rejecting a few

low-priced parcels) was 121. 17s. Gd. a ton. The

average price in the London market of English

pig and sheet lead was as follows :—For English

pig, 191. 11s. ;
English sheet, 201. 123. ;

English

pig (W. B.), 221. Is.
;
all three lower than in 1866.

Medical Officer of Health for St. Pan-

CBAS.—A special and 'very folly attended

meeting of the vestry of St. Pancras was held

for the purpose of examining and making a

selection of three candidates to go to a final

ballot for the appointment of medical officer of

health and examiner of gas, in the place of the

late Dr. Hillier, who bad held it since the adop-

tion of the Metropolis Local Management Act.
,

The salary has been reduced from 4001. to 3001. ‘ portion of the work, which will most likely be

a year, and the officer is to reside in the parish.
;

commenced in the ensuing year, will cost about

There were fourteen candidates, some of them 5,0001., and of course this remains to be^ pro-

of high standing in the profession, but who

.cry nearly C-_^ ,

the church. The funds required to pay for this portion oi .TT^f r" t fHon fHof
the work haye not yet been raised. There is a deticieucy impossible to form any other opinion tnan tnat

of about 1,1C0/., which the committee are very anxious to
|

disjointing bad taken place at the time of
receive before Lady Day. The past ye»r has not been

| cases of the other long-

tilr" 5.“ ‘ torro^-B) pointed to the preetioe of cannibeliem.

place originally proposed for it by Mr. Scott, and a faculty q-lje gkalls were markedly dolichocephalic,—the

has been obtained for the alteration in the internal gn^nosed true tvpe of the long-barrow burials,
arrangements, in accordance with his recommendations.] Hr Jt'

The lighting and heating of the chnrch have also been
j

BURNING OF A LunatIC Asylum. — At
Ln-tio

fittings of the church, and to raise the funds needful for
, ^gylum, Columbus, SIX lives were lost. Ine lire

this third and final portion of the undertaking. Three discovered in one of the rooms at the

triends have gDen, or promised to give, stained glass for The east wing was devoted entirely tO the USe

aU the windows in the aisles of the nave, one in the south female patients, and tho ward or section

:

where the fire originated contamed seme fifty of

ments of the west window. Once more the committee
,
them. In tho ward where the nre onginatea

appeal to the public for renewed contributions.”
' were some of the most mischievous, and some

From a statement made by the Treasurer it ,
sick ones. All efforts to induce these to leave

appears that the cost of the first portion of tho 1 their rooms were unavailing, and the few citizens

work, 5,346J. ISs., has been wholly provided for,
:
who had reached the place, and the attendants,

but that a farther sum cf350J. is required to meet were obliged, at the risk of their own lives, to

necessary but unforeseen expenditure. The

second portion is estimated to cost 5,500i., and

of this 94-51. remain to be raised. The third

declined to pledge themselves to reside in

the parish. The gentlemen selected to go to

the ballot for final election were : — Thomas
Stephenson, M.D., M.B., &c. ;

W. J. Smith,

M.B., M.R.C.S., ic. ;
and J. T. Dickson, M.B.,

M.R.C.P., i'c. Ultimately Dr. Stephenson was
elected.

vided. Since the last meeting about l,400i. had

been raised, and the Tieasurer hopes to be able

to pay the cost of the second portion of the work

by March next, until which time the contractor

has promised to wait for his money. The report

was adopted, and a resolution passed pledging

the meeting to renewed efforts to proceed with

the remaining part of the work,

rush in and drag them from the horrible fate that

awaited them. The roar of the flames, the

rolling clouds of smoke, the cries, screams,

shouts, laughter, and dancing of the demented

women, whose madness seemed increased by the

wild and exciting scenes aronnd them, made up

a picture terrible to look upon. Six of the

female patients died of suffocation and inhalation,

of the flames, and there were rumours of many
more having lost their lives. One of the patients,

in a spirit of mischief, lighted a bit of paper, it

is said, at the gas-burner in the hall, just after

the attendant had passed through, and set fire

to her bed, so originating the fire.










